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MOTION  PICTURE 

HERALD 

for  1937  and 

all  the  years 

to  come. 

KEEPING 

THE  FAITH 

If  through  all  his  days  a  man 

in  business  tells  the  truth  as 

he  sees  it,  keeps  his  word  as 

he  gives  it,  works  for  his  in- 
dustry for  its  own  sake  along 

with  his,  he  gets  what  is 

known  as  a  good  reputation. 

It  is  like  that,  too,  with  jour- 
nals of  business.  Publications 

that  matter  have  many  of 

the  attributes  of  personality. 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

is  happy  in  the  consciousness 

of,  and  responsibility  to,  a 

good  name. 
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WHEN  THE  CLOCK 

STRUCK  MIDNIGHT! 

Starting  1937 

with'CAMILLE'' (starring  Garbo  and  Robert  Taylor  I 

one  of  the  great- 

est attractions  in 

all  film  history— 

followed  in  quick 

succession  by 

An  epic  production  of  Rudyard  Kipling's 
"CAPTAINS  COURAGEOUS"  with  Freddie 
Bartholomew,  Spencer  Tracy,  Lionel 

Barrymore  and  others;  "THE  LAST  of  MRS. 
CHEYNEY"  with  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Montgomery, William  Powell;  "PARNELL" 
the  noted  stage  success  with  Clark  Gable 

and  Myrna  Loy;  "MAYTIME"  with  Jeanette 
MacDonald  and  Nelson  Eddy;  the  Marx 

Brothers  in  "ADAYAT  THE  RACES";  "MAIDEN 
VOYAGE"  with  Robert  Taylor  and  Luise 
Rainer.  And  MORE  BIG  ONES  TO  FOLLOW ! 

P.  S.  And  didn't  we  tell  you  that  M-G-M 
would  get  the  holiday  crowds  with 

"AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN"  and  "BORN 

TO  DANCE"! 

Thousands  of  exhibitors'  wives 

said: 

HAPPY 

M- 

*  I  ',' 

■ 

NEW 

YEAR! 

M-G-M,  with  its  unequalled  resources,  its  myriad 

stars,  its  showmanship  producers,  is  the  power 

that  gives  meaning  to  "GOD  BLESS  OUR  HOME!" 



£  Number  From 

\\  to  300 

. . .  'Cause  that's  exactly  what's  happened  in  each  and 

every  one  of  the  300  houses  now  happily  packed  to 

the  doors  by  that  wonderful,  Warner-ful  musical  miracle- 

PUNry  more  FUN  WHERE  THEY  CAN*  «**
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.  .  .  THAT'S  THE  STORY  OF 

"STOWAWAY"  BUSINESS 

AT  THE  ROXY,  NEW  YORK! 

A  HOLDOVER,  OF  COURSE! 

AND  ADVANCE  REPORTS 

FROM  ALL  OTHER  KEY 

CITY  OPENINGS  SHOW 

THE  SAME  SMASHING 

BUSINESS  EVERYWHERE! 

THE  KEYSTONE 

OF  YOUR  FUTURE 

LLOYDS" IN  6TH  BIG  WEEK  AT  ASTOR  &  CARTHAY  CIRCLE! 
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MAKING  
GOOD" 

THE  naivete  of  the  marginal  fringe  of  hopeful  uplifters 
with  reference  to  the  motion  picture  is  an  unending  joy, 

when  it  is  not  an  irritation.  Consider  the  profound  fore- 
cast of  Boyd  B.  Rakestraw,  assistant  director  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  California  Extension  division,  speaking  before 
the  Berkeley  Motion  Picture  Research  Council: 

"Ultimately  the  standards  of  the  motion  picture  will  be  raised 
by  the  raising  of  the  general  level  of  public  taste." 

It  certainly  is  going  to  look  nice  when  he  gets  it  fixed  up. 

IT  is  Mr.  Rakestraw's  anticipation  that  the  presentation  of selected  and  educational  pictures  in  the  schools  will  create 
standards  and  establish  criteria  and  that  by  the  students  the 

whole  public  in  turn  will  be  infected. 

The  scheme  diagrams  nicely  on  paper  or  the  rostrum,  but 
one  inevitably  calls  to  mind  the  many  and  vociferous  assertions 

of  late,  from  educators  of  status,  that  broadly  American  educa- 
tion is  failing  to  transmit  culture  and  essences  of  the  spirit  to 

its  students,  that  our  colleges  and  universities  have  become,  to 
some,  institutions  of  vocational  training,  trade  schools,  and  to 

the  majority  a  prolonged,  dependent  adolescence  and  play- 
time. 

So  much  of  this  pother  about  pictures  would  assign  to  the 

screen  a  mass  job  for  civilization,  a  silly  hope  of  this  tech- 
nological age  which  wants  a  machine  to  do  for  the  masses  that 

which  can  be  achieved  only  by  the  individual,  motivated  from 
within.  Culture  and  taste  are  intimately  individual  concerns. 
Men  are  civilized  one  at  a  time,  because  it  involves  processes 

of  thought.  Thinking  is  a  one  man  job.  Masses  have  only 
emotions.  The  multitude,  the  mob,  can  do  nothing  positive 

but  go  wild  again.  The  easy,  automatic  way  is  mostly  down- 
hill. 

IT  is  a  fair  contention  that  the  cultural  standards  of  the  motion 

picture,  modest  as  they  are,  are  for  the  average  of  the  whole 
product  probably  quite  a  little  higher  than  for  the  average 

output  of  the  other  media.  The  best  that  the  motion  picture 
dares  is  far  indeed  from  the  higher  attainments  of  the  arts 

which  may  serve  the  few,  but  rarely  these  days  can  the  screen 
be  found  at  the  low  levels  that  so  pull  down  the  averages  for 

the  printed  page,  or  among  the  preponderating  inanities  of  the 
radio. 

The  cultural  force  of  the  motion  picture  as  it  is  today  com- 
pares favourably  with  the  expressions  that  come  in  terms  of 

product  from  such  centers  as  Grand  Rapids  and  Detroit,  from 
the  presses  of  New  York  and  Chicago. 
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N  evidence  that  this  is  not  the  professionally  prejudiced 
contention  of  an  internal  defender  of  the  motion  picture 
cause,  some  citations  are  ready  to  hand.   In  the  New  York 

Herald  Tribune  Mr.  Howard  Barnes,  who  has  for  several  years 
divided  his  attentions  between  the  cinema  and  the  stage, 

remarks  of  Hollywood,  you  must  admit  it  has  offered 
its  customers  a  good  deal  more  for  their  money  than  has 
the  drama.  ...  I  am  hopeful  that  this  state  of  affairs  will  at 

least  jog  confirmed  movie  detractors  out  of  their  smug  con- 

descension. ..." And,  further,  it  is  recorded  that  the  other  afternoon  Dr. 

Erwin  Patofsky,  member  of  the  Institute  for  advanced  Study 
at  Princeton  University,  remarked  that  the  motion  picture  is 

today  almost  the  "only  art  actually  alive."  If  poets  and 
painters  were  compelled  by  law  to  stop  producing,  he  said, 

few  would  know  it  and  few  would  care.  "But  if  the  movies 

were  stopped  by  law  there  would  be  a  revolution  in  a  week." 
There's  a  pipeful  for  the  Research  Councils. 

NCIDENTALLY,  since  more  than  a  decade  ago  when  the 

editor  of  this  page  began  to  assert  in  the  public  prints 
that  the  motion  picture  was  in  truth  the  superseding  art, 

Dorn  of  the  long  evolution  of  methods  of  recreation  of  events, 
he  incurred  considerable  scornful  comment,  it  is  now  pleasant 
at  the  end  of  1936  to  find  some  support  in  academic  quarters. 

The  motion  picture  is  fulfilling  its  destiny  with  a  rate  of 

development  without  parallel  in  all  the  history  of  all  the  arts. 
In  the  widespread  graphic  portrayal  of  sheer  beauty  the 

motion  picture's  performance  is  without  a  close  competitor, 
a  result  of  the  compression  of  the  art  into  the  control  of  a 

guild  of  picture  makers  striving  with  each  other  and  serving 

inevitably  first  their  own  experienced  tastes. 

The  motion  picture  is  doing  its  part,  is  entirely  capable  of 
its  own  research  and  has  demonstrated  a  capacity  for  tending  to 

its  own  business.  Once  again  those  who  want  to  do  something 

about  it  are  advised  to  get  a  camera  and  start  from  there. 
AAA 

THE  first  recorded  direct  relation  between  the  growi
ng 

field  of  amateur  motion  picture  makers  and  the  pro- 
fessional theatre  screen  seems  to  be  at  hand  in  the 

"Liberty-Pete  Smith  amateur  movie  contests"  announced  in 
Liberty  magazine  of  December  26,  contemplating  promotion 

of  and  maybe  contributions  to  the  flow  of  Mr.  Smith's  shorts 
for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  On  the  screen  the  promotion 

opens  with  a  bonafide 'amateur  component  of  the  release  en- 
titled "Wanted — A  Master,"  originally  made  in  16  mm.  film  by 

two  lads  of  twenty.  Other  amateur  endeavors  will  be  pre- 

sented— if  they  pass  Mr.  Smith.  Unlike  all  the  older  arts,  the 

motion  picture  has  thus  far  had  substantially  nothing  of  an 

amateur  background  to  draw  upon.    It  may  yet  evolve. 
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This  Week 

Finances  and  Profits 

The  motion  picture  industry  concludes 

the  year  1936  operating  at  substantial  pro- 
fits. Grosses  for  the  year  are  estimated  by 

press  services  to  be  $250,000,000  greater  than 
for  1935  and  theatre  attendance  an  average 
of  10,000,000  a  week  greater.  The  same 
sources  estimate  that  approximately  one  bil- 

lion dollars  was  spent  for  motion  picture 
entertainment  by  the  public  during  the  year. 

Reflecting  this,  stocks  of  the  major  com- 
panies appreciated  $162,636,250  in  market 

value  in  1936. 

Facts  and  figures  are  on  page  15. 

Musicians  Win 

Admissions  Up 

Admission  prices  have  been  increased  in 
five  significant  situations  in  the  east,  south 
and  middle  west,  continuing  a  trend  which 
began  last  summer.  The  advances  are  small 
but  are  being  watched  with  interest  for  their 
possible  effect. 

See  page  16. 

Congress  and  Films 

Observers  in  Washington  now  believe  that 

no  definite  "reform"  drive  will  be  directed 
against  the  motion  picture  industry  in  the 
coming  session  of  Congress.  It  is  expected 
that  copyright  and  block  booking  bills,  the 
old  favorites,  will  be  the  only  measures 
aimed  directly  at  the  industry  to  be  intro- 

duced. The  industry,  however,  is  concerned 
over  a  proposal  by  Congressman  Patman 
for  a  bill  prohibiting  producers  and  manu- 

facturers from  engaging  in  retail  business. 

The  bill  would  have  a  special  section  bring- 
ing motion  pictures  under  its  jurisdiction. 

A  Washington  story  is  on  page  17. 

Holiday  Tempo 

Hollywood  studios  took  appropriate  recess 
for  holiday  observance  but  continued  to 
place  new  product  before  the  cameras  in 
unslowed  succession.  Completion  of  pictures 
in  work  progressed  less  favorably. 

Gits  McCarthy's  weekly  listing  of  pictures 
and  personnel  on  page  63. 

Cowdin  to  Report 

J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the  board 
of  Universal  Pictures  Company,  left  New 
York  for  England  this  week  on  the  Nor- 
mandie  to  confer  with  his  British  associates 

in  the  organization  and  to  report  to  them 
the  progress  of  both  the  production  and  dis- 

tribution forces  since  their  acquisition  by  the 
Standard  Capital  group.  Mr.  Cowdin  also 
will  discuss  the  release  of  Universal  product 
in  Great  Britain  and  on  the  Continent. 

Details  are  found  on  page  30. 

The  musician's  union  in  Philadelphia  has 
effected  an  agreement  with  Warner  Brothers 
circuit  under  which  100  more  men  will  be 

employed  in  theatres  there.  The  agreement 
followed  a  campaign  for  live  entertainment 
in  motion  picture  houses  conducted  hy  the 
union  which  lasted  for  three  months.  Under 

the  pact  the  circuit  agrees  to  spend  $176,- 
500  next  year  for  music  in  its  Philadelphia 
houses. 

Details  are  on  page  30. 

Editorial 

This  Week  in  Pictures 

The  Hollywood  Scene 

Showmen's  Reviews 

Asides  and  Interludes 

In   British  Studios 

In  the  Newsreels 

Theatre  Receipts 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

Managers'  Round  Table 

The  Release  Chart 

J.  C.  Jenkins'  Colyum 

Technological 

Page  7 

Page  IC 

Page  63 

Page  65 

Page  61 

Page  87 

Page  I  19 

Page  95 

Page  91 

Page  99 

Page  109 

Page  119 

Page  89 

Bank  Night  Arrests 

Police  Commissioner  Allman  in  Chicago, 
who  last  week  warned  theatre  managers  to 
discontinue  using  Bank  Night  and  other 
giveaways  under  the  threat  of  arrest,  carried 
out  his  threats  when  his  officers  raided  thea- 

ters all  over  the  city  and  arrested  15  mana- 
gers as  violators  of  the  Illinois  lottery  laws. 

They  were  all  released  on  bail  pending  a 
hearing  January  15th.  In  eight  other  cities 
moves  were  launched  to  stop  the  practice  of 
giving  away  monetary  prizes  in  theatres,  as 
one  community  approved  it  and  infringement 
actions  concerned  another. 

Details  of  the  developments  throughout 
the  country  are  found  on  page  31. 

Better  Than  the  Worst 

Mexican  exhibitors  and  motion  picture 

men  generally,  are  in  favor  of  the  new  gov- 
ernment censorship,  believing  that  the  es- 

tablishment of  the  central  board  will  elim- 

inate much  of  the  trouble  arising  from  over- 
lapping state  and  local  boards. 

Principles  to  be  followed  by  the  board  are 
outlined  on  page  98. 

Britons  and  Quota 

The  British  motion  picture  industry  now 
is  confident  there  are  no  grounds  for  fearing 
that  an  amending  Cinematograph  Films  Act 
will  be  introduced  at  once  by  the  Cabinet 

recommending  the  so-called  Moyne  Report's 
proposals  of  a  Government  Commission  to 
control  the  business  and  of  a  50  per  cent 

Quota.  Indeed,  Wardour  Street  believes 
such   an    amendment    is    unlikely    in  any 
session. 

Further  developments  on  the  contro- 
versial Moyne  matter  are  discussed  on 

page  73. 

Shanghai  Problem 

Unrest  in  Shanghai,  with  Japanese  ma- 
rines, bayonets  fixed,  patrolling  the  streets, 

has  made  severe  inroads  into  the  business  of 

the  cinemas.  One  foreign  exhibitor  estimated 
attendance  at  50  per  cent  of  normal  in  the 
northern  or  Hongkew  district. 

Details  are  on  page  29. 

Coalition  in  Japan 

Consummation  of  an  agreement  between 

two  large  film  interests  in  Japan,  the  Nik- 
katsu  and  Takarazuka  companies,  has  re- 

sulted in  dividing  Japanese  film  distribution 

into  two  groups,  one  the  Toho-J.  O.  Studio- 
PCL-Nikkatsu,  the  other  the  Shochiku  and 
Shinko  companies. 

Other  new  developments  in  Japan  are 
recorded  on  page  32. 
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Zukor  Jubilee 

Motivation 

"Considering  the  career  of  the  man  Zukor 
it  becomes  conspicious  that  his  dominant  mo- 

tivation seems  ever  to  have  been  a  convic- 
tion that  tomorrow  would  be  better.  He 

enjoyed  the  tremendous  advantage  of  start- 
ing with  an  industry  for  which  any  way  that 

it  went  from  where  it  was  up." 
From  Terry  Ramsaye's  appreciation  on 

Adolph  Zukor's  25th  anniversary  in  motion 
picture  production,  page  19. 

The  "Elizabethan"  Era 

The  selling  of  "Queen  Elizabeth"  was 
notable  not  only  because  the  production  was 
the  first  feature  length  production  handled 

by  Adolph  Zukor  but  also  because  it  in- 
troduced mass  distribution,  when  it  was 

made  evident  that  successful  selling  required 
that  there  be  a  number  of  pictures  to  sell, 
says  Al  Lichtman,  reminiscing  on  the  days 

when  he  was  general  manager  of  distribu- 
tion for  Famous  Players  Film  Company. 

Mr.  Lichtman' s  comments  on  the  early 
days  of  distribution  appear  on  page  57. 

Anniversary  Dinner 
An  impressive  group  of  motion  picture 

figures  including  representatives  of  every 
branch  of  the  industry  will  be  present  at  the 
Paramount  Studio  Club  dinner  on  January 
7th  in  honor  of  the  Silver  Jubilee  of  Adolph 

Zukor.  The  banquet,  on  the  veteran  pro- 
ducer's 64th  birthday,  will  signal  the  open- 

ing of  the  Jubilee  celebration. 
Names  of  a  fezv  of  those  zvho  will  be 

present  at  the  dinner  and  a  list  of  exhibitors 
who  will  receive  Jubilee  medallions  are  on 

page  59. 

"Queen  Elizabeth" 
Concurrent  with  a  preview  of  "Queen 

Elizabeth,"  Adolph  Zukor,  head  of  Famous 
Players  Film  Company,  predicts  that  feature 
length  motion  pictures  have  come  to  stay. 
So  says  Gus  McCarthy,  seeing  anew  a  print 
of  the  Sarah  Bernhardt  vehicle  and  review- 

ing it  in  terms  of  the  status  of  the  industry 
as  of  25  years  ago. 

Mr.  McCarthy's  review  and  comment  are 
on  page  60. 

Interludes 

Zukor-iana  is  filled  with  probably  more 
anecdotes  than  those  pertaining  to  any  other 

of  t  h  e  motion  picture's  pioneers.  Para- 
mount's  president  was  once  called  "Creepy," 
because  he  was  so  quiet.  And  while  the  pres- 

ent Silver  Jubilee  is  his  25th  anniversary 
as  head  of  Paramount  Pictures,  growing  out 

of  Famous  Players,  it's  really  his  31st  an- 
niversary in  the  motion  picture  business. 

Asides  and  Interludes  on  the  Silver  Ju- 
bilee appear  on  page  61. 

Qualified Statements  to  the  effect  that  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  Film  Corporation  has  put  a 
ban  on  the  distribution  of  British  pictures 
in  the  United  States  are  entirely  erroneous, 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  president,  said  Wednesday. 

"We  have  not  put  a  ban  on  anybody," 
Mr.  Kent  said.  "Our  agreement  with  Gau- 
mont  British  made  three  years  ago  called 
for  the  use  of  our  exchanges  throughout 

the  country  for  the  distribution  of  their  pic- 
tures only.  Our  facilities  will  not  permit  us 

to  distribute  additional  outside  pictures 

which  GB  now  wishes  to  distribute." 

Ostrers  Stay 

Isidore  and  Maurice  Ostrers,  scheduled  to 
sail  for  London  last  Saturday,  cancelled  their 
reservations  at  the  last  minute  and  decided 
to  remain  in  America  for  several  weeks 

"for  personal  reasons."  Little  possibility  is 
seen  of  any  further  conferences  with  the 
Schenck  brothers,  however.  Maurice  Ostrer 
and  Arthur  Lee,  New  York  GB  executive, 

left  New  York  for  a  month's  stay  at  Miami. 
Their  movements  are  reported  on  page  30. 

Erpi  Financing 

Details  of  the  arrangement  under  which 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  provided 

$2,000,000  of  the  $5,500,000  with  which 
Standard  Capital  Company  purchased  Uni- 

versal last  spring  were  disclosed  at  Federal 
Communications  Commission  hearings  this 
week.  The  inquiry  is  part  of  the  FCC  study 
of  the  operations  of  the  American  Telephone 
and  Telegraph  Company.  The  deal  and  other 
Erpi  motion  picture  financing  were  detailed 
on  the  stand  by  Whitford  Drake,  executive 
vice-president  of  Erpi. 

The  testimony  is  reported  on  page  72. 

Headlines 

Outstanding  in  the  motion  picture  news 

of  the  year  just  concluded  was  the  rising  in- 
dex of  prosperity  reflected  from  increased 

grosses  consequent  improved  financial  state- 
ments. Self-regulation  expressed  through 

the  acceptance  of  a  trade  practice  program, 

reorganization  of  Paramount  and  RKO ;  the 

Gaumont  British,  Twentieth  Century-Fox, 
Loew  deal,  and  many  changes  in  personnel 
are  other  headlines  which  loom  large  in  a 
review  of  the  year. 

The  headlines,  by  dates,  are  listed  on  page 
77. 

Tay  Carnett  Reports 

Slangily  and  feelingly  criticizing  sales 

heads  of  American  distribution  organiza- 
tions for  what  he  considers  a  myopic  view 

of  the  foreign  market,  Tay  Garnett  reports 
this  week  on  trade  observations  made  during 
his  recent  world  cruise. 

Mr.  Garnett 's  remarks  are  quoted  directly 
on  page  63. 

Unit  System 

Republic  Pictures  in  the  next  three  weeks 

will  drop  mass  production  for  the  unit  sys- 
tem idea  with  six  to  seven  producers  sched- 

uled to  turn  out  the  company's  annual  pro- 
gram, it  was  revealed  in  New  York 

Wednesday.  Nat  Levine,  production  head, 
will  personally  produce  from  seven  to  eight 
pictures  a  year  under  the  new  system. 
Four  producers,  who  are  not  affiliated 

with  the  company  at  present,  have  been 

sounded  out  and  are  expected  to  join  Re- 
public. Two  others  will  be  added  before  an 

official  announcement  will  be  made.  Each 

producer,  with  the  exception  of  Mr.  Levine, 
will  be  responsible  for  four  to  five  pictures 

a  year. 

Show  Goes  On 

A  loss  of  approximately  $15,000  was  suf- 
fered by  Newark  theatres  as  a  result  of  the 

power  failure  on  December  28  which  left 
the  city  in  darkness  for  five  and  a  half 
hours.  The  power  lapse  was  reported  to 
have  been  caused  by  a  fire  in  the  Public 

Service  Gas  and  Electric  Company's  Essex station. 

Following  the  tradition  of  "The  show 
must  go  on,"  impromptu  stage  shows  were 
organized  with  the  aid  of  flashlights  in  some 
theatres,  with  the  audiences  participating 

and  in  other  community  sings  were  con- 
ducted. It  was  estimated  that  audiences 

in  downtown  theatres  alone  totaled  more 

than  10,000  persons.  All  were  given  re- 
admission  tickets  or  their  money  back,  with 

a  majority  choosing  the  tickets.  There  was 
no  panic  or  disorder  reported  in  any  of  the 
theatres. 

Electric  Sales 

Edgar  S.  Bloom,  president  of  the  Western 
Electric  Company,  announced  Wednesday 
that  sales  for  1936  will  exceed  $140,000,000, 

as  compared  to  $105,417,000  for  1935.  The 
volume  of  orders  now  on  hand  also  points 
to  a  continued  increase  in  sales  during  1937, 

he  said. 
Mr.  Bloom  expressed  gratification  that  as 

a  result  of  this  activity  it  has  been  pos- 
sible to  re-employ  a  large  number  of  former 

employees.  Additions  to  the  force  in  1936 
amounted  to  more  than  11,800  to  bring  the 

total  in  employ  of  the  company  at  the  close 
of  the  year  to  about  33.000. 

Merger  Abandoned 
Efforts  to  merge  the  Theatre  Owners 

Chamber  of  Commerce  and  the  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  Association  in  New  York 
have  been  abandoned  and  the  committees 

appointed  by  each  organization  to  study  the 
amalgamation  have  been  disbanded.  The 
reason  given  for  the  dropping  of  the  plan 
was  that  the  committees  could  not  agree  on 
terms. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

NAME  DRIVE.  "Montague  Sweepstakes" 
is  the  title  of  current  edition  of  Columbia's 
annual  sales  campaign,  named  after  Gen- 

eral Sales  Manager  A.  Montague  at 

regional  meetings.  Above  are  executives 

at  New  Orleans  session — Lou  Weinberg, 
circuit  sales;  Joe  McConville,  supervisor; 
Mr.  Montague;  Rube  Jackter,  assistant 
manager;  and  Sam  Moscow. 

ON  VACATION.  Robert  Schless  (left), 

Warner    European    manager,    and  Mrs. 
Schless  arriving  in  New  York. 

AMBITIOUS  ITALIAN  PRODUCTION.  Scenes  from  "Scipione  L'Africano,"  historical  drama 
which  is  probably  the  most  pretentious  production  yet  undertaken  by  the  Italian  film  in- 

dustry under  the  auspices  of  the  government.  This  Cines  picture  is  based  on  the  career  of 
Scipio  Africanus  Major,  Roman  general,  and  his  campaigns  against  the  Carthaginians.  In 
these  scenes  are  shown  a  meeting  of  the  Carthaginian  senate  and  a  Roman  galley. 

NEW   FILM   SLATED.    Edward  G. 
Robinson  back  in  New  York  after  a 

vacation  in  Europe.  His  next  picture 

will    be    Warners'    "Sir  Galahad," which  he  is  scheduled  to  begin  soon. 
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DISTRICT  EXECUTIVES  HONOR  THEIR  CHIEF.  Dinner  at  the  St.  Moritz  hotel  in  New  York 

given  for  Joseph  Bernhard,  general  manager  of  Warner  Theatres,  by  his  zone  managers  fol- 
lowing a  meeting  for  which  they  had  gathered  at  the  home  office.  Besides  being  a  tribute 

to  Mr.  Bernhard  from  his  field  executives,  the  affair  also  served  to  celebrate  the  sixth  anni- 
versary of  his  association  with  the  Warner  organization.  Reading  around  the  table  from 

left  to  right  and  continuing  across  foreground,  those  pictured  are:  Frank  Phelps,  Frank  Damis, 

Clayton  Bond,  Moe  Henry,  Nat  Fellman,  Dan  Treister,  Stewart  McDonald,  Frank  Cahill, 

Harry  Rosenquest,  Jules  Levey,  Ted  Schlanger,  James  Coston,  K.  J.  Hoffman,  Mr.  Bern- 
hard,  Moe  Silver,  Harry  Kalmine,  Lester  Kreiger,  Rudy  Weiss,  John  Payette,  Ed  Hinchy,  Don 
Jacocks,  Abel  Vigard,  Harold  Rodner,  Steve  Trilling,  Howard  Waugh,  Herb  Copelan,  Louis 
Kauffman,  Nat  Wolf,  Harry  Goldberg,  Dave  Halper,  Frank  Marshall,  George  Crouch,  Guy 

Wonders,  Harry  Mayer,  James  Brennan,  Herman  Maier  and  Mort  Blumenstock. 

FIRST  ROLE  DONE.  Sonja  Henie 

grounding  at  Newark  Airport,  vaca- 
tion-bent following  completion  of  her 

initial  dramatic  effort  in  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox's "One  in  a  Million." 

LOOKING  TOWARD  STARDOM.  Are  these  RKO  Radio  players,  whom  S.  J.  Briskin,  vice 

president  in  charge  of  production,  has  named  "Baby  Stars  of  1937,"  in  recognition  of  promise 
shown  in  minor  roles.  They  are  pictured  here  with  Mr.  Briskin  as  they  were  notified  of 
their  selection.  Reading  from  paper  tray  to  desk  calendar,  they  are  Ann  Hovey,  Diana 
Gibson,  Joan  Fontaine,  Kathryn  Marlowe  and  Diane  Barrington. 
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ADOLPH  ZUKOR'S  CAREER 

IN  THE  FILM  INDUSTRY: 

A  PICTORIAL  NARRATIVE 

*  ,     •    $12500,000  Combine 

Plaveis  and  La815}  .^^^?S£&~Z'-mi 

What  we  say  is  within  reason — ten  of  them- 
because  the  page  is  too  short  for  the  thousand  that 

suggest  themselves! 
J.    SARAH  BERNHARDT  has  never  in  all  her 

phenomena]  career,  achieved,  and  will  never  again  equal  or 
approach,  the  rriumph  she  has  attained  in  her  latest  and  per- 

haps last  Photo  Pantomime. 

"QUEEN  ELIZABETH' 2.  Without  SARAH  BERNHARDT  the  pathetic  story  of  Queen 
Elizabeth's  fatal,  futile  love  would  have  been  a  sensational  masterpiece. 

3.  WITH  SARAH  BERNHARDT  it  is  an  immortal  epic  of  human 
frailty  and  futility. 

4.  The  photographic  perfection  of  the  production  makes  the  three reels  that  comprise  it  a  series  of  moving  paintings. 
5.  The  English  Government  surrendered  priceless  documents,  the  orig- 
inal notes  and  orders  of  Queen  Elizabeth,  including  the  death  warrant  of 

Lord  Essex,  in  signing  which  she  signed  her  own,  from  the  British  Museum 
to  provide  the  last  convincing  detail  in  a  thrillingly  realistic  production,  and 
the  dresses,  armor,  furniture  and  buildings  are  faithful  reproductions 
the  originals  of  the  Elizabethan  period. 

6.  The  enormous  cost  of  production  is  too  apparent  to  be  mentioned. 
7.  The  germ  of  genius  and  the  throb  and  sob  of  humanity  thrill 

throughout  the  film. 8.  Artistically  tinted  and  toned,  the  production  can  veritably  and 
meritably  be  called  a  half  mile  of  Rembrandt. 

9.  Wc  have  underestimated,  rather  than  exaggerated,  the  importance 
and  value  of  the  production. 

10.  (All  the  reason  in  the  world  by  itself.)  Your  stare  wants  to  see 
Bernhardt  in  her  immortal  portrayal  of  the  passion  and  pathos  of  Queen 
Elizabeth.    Now  be  sincere  to  yourself  and  form  your  own 

CONCLUSION: 

on  It! Amiiue*  Prelection Attorney- Ger.ftal  o£  the  Uniii 
to  St3te-RieKt  Buyers! DON'T  FORGET  YOUKSKLF—WIRE  ! 

■colored  lithographs  and  booklet*  arc  equivalent  to  S,  K.  O. 

Famous  Players  Film  Company 

Times  Building         Broadway  and  42d  Street         New  York  City 
A.  ZUKER.  Prwident        DANIEL  FROHMAN,  M.najine  Director. 

i  The  celebration  of  Adolph  Zukor's 
25  years  in  the  art  and  business  of 
the  motion  picture  brings  forth  these 

two  pages  of  camera  reminiscences. 

They  begin  with  the  prankish  snap- 

shot at  upper  left,  recalling  his  asso- 
ciation with  Marcus  Loew.  Mr.  Loew 

stands  at  left;  astride  the  greens- 
ward, Mr.  Zukor.  With  his  children, 

Eugene  and  Mildred,  he  is  pictured 
at  about  the  time  he  acquired 

"Queen  Elizabeth."  The  first  trade 

journal  advertisement  of  this  fateful 

film  notes  also  the  formation  of  Fa- 

mous Players,  original  Zukor  produc- 

ing company,  and  at  left  he  is  shown 
on  the  set  of  an  early  effort.  The 

story  of  his  affiliation  with  Jesse  L. 

Lasky  was  told  in  1916  —  what  was 
to  become  Paramount  was  on  its 

way. 
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F  Of 

•  The  progress  of  an  art 
traced  in  stills  from  Zukor 

productions:  At  left,  "His 
Brother's  Wife,"  1913;  at 

right,  "Male  and  Female," 
1919;  above,  "The  Cov- 

ered Wagon,"  a  1923 
picture  still  remem- bered. 

real  estate  Holding  consisting  of  theatre  anrt 
business  buildings  in  choice  sections  of  »»»• 

VVurkira;  capital 
Surplus  ....... 

1 1. ••!.!», H:> ■  r>,37fl,«49 7.ftra).<iHl :«.788<>T» 
ft,7.')7,481 
2,WIl,4Wi 

Famous,  B.  &  K.  Launch  Publix  Chain 

New  Corporation  Embraces  and  Will  Run  Entire  Holdings  of 
Extensive  Chain  of  Picture  Houses 

PDBUX  THEATRES,  INC.,  is  the name  undci-  whieh  the  amalgamated 
Famous  Players  and  Bulaban  and 

Kate  houses  will  function  in  the  future.  In- 
corporation papers  have  been  tiled  in  Albany 

in  that  name,  with  Sam  Kate  as  president. 

The  newly  organized  corporation  tuts 
signed  a  long  term  contract  villi  .loin,  Mur- 

ray Anderson  as  director  of  production*. 
Production*  Include  the  elaborate  presenta- 

tion acts  which  ore  tieeotning  more  and 
more  a  special  feature  of  motion  picture 

torium.  The  theatre  will  close  ju  iiiiil,<j<rli!, 
Saturday,  Dee.  30th,  for  live  <ia>  -  to  iilW 
coniplction  of  the  conslruction  work  [itel  will 
reopen  Christmas  day  with  an  ,••*•.  arw (yj«*  of  entertainment,  somclliin^  iicur  s**'n liefore  in  New  York, 

•  The  birth  of  Publix, 

reaching  culmination  of 

extension  of  the  Zukor  pro- 
ducing-distributing  organization 
into  Exhibition.  The  headlines 

reproduced  above  told  the 
story  in  November  1925,  and 
the  following  year  the  Zukor 
enterprises  established  home 
offices  in  a  great  new  building 
that  also  housed  their  own 

Broadway  theatre.  At  right  Mr. 
Zukor  is  shown  with  Mrs.  Zukor 

at  the  opening. 

Adolph  Zukor  today,  shown  below  greeting  Mar- 
guerite Clark,  one  of  his  stars  of  an  early  day,  at 

the  Paramount  studio,  on  her  arrival  from  her  home 
in  New  Orleans  to  add  her  felicitations  to  those 

occasioned  by  his  Silver  Jubilee.  Miss  Clark 
retired  at  the  peak  of  her  career,  over  the.  protests 
of  fans  and  exhibitors,  in  1920. 

Sixteen  years  after  "Queen  Elizabeth,"  Adolph 
Zukor  prepares  to  make  his  first  talking  picture — 
at  left,  with  Jesse  L.  Lasky,  looking  over  construc- 

tion plans  for  Paramount's  initial  sound  stage. 
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MOTION  PICTURE  STOCKS  IN  1936 

hy  THE  AMAIYCT
 

High  and  Low  of  Stock  Trading  for  Five  Years,  1932  to  1936 

(Closing  Prices  Are  As  of  December  28,  1936 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  EXCHANGE 
1936 

■  Stock  and  Dividends  Sales  High  Date  Low         Date  Last 
Columbia  Pictures,  vtc.  (1A)   $  276,300  45^4  Jan.  22  31  May  20  35/ 
Columbia  Pictures  pfd.  (254)   34,700  51/  Jan.  23  39/  Dec.  19  40/ 
Consolidated  Film    242,000  7/  Feb.  13        4/  Sept.  28  4M 
Consolidated  Film  pfd.  (2B)   165,500  20%  Feb.  13  15J4  Apr.  30  16/ 
Eastman   Kodak    (5A)   127,400  185  Aug.  8  156  Apr.  28  172 
Eastman  Kodak  pfd.  (6)   4,090  166  Jan.  18  152  July  24  160/ 
Keith-Albee-Orpheum   pfd.    (12/B)   1,900  110  Nov.  18  80  Jan.  7  110 
Loew's,    Inc.    (2A)   1,254,100  653/  Dec.  15  43  Apr.  21  63 
Loew's,  Inc.  pfd   15,100  108/  July  17  104/  Feb.  28  106/ Paramount    3,563,500  23/  Dec.  8         7/  Aug.  22  2254 
Paramount  1st  pfd.  (6)   389,100  170  Dec.  8  59  June  3  158 
Paramount  2nd  pfd.  (60f?B)   1,045,800  21 54  Dec.  8         8/  Aug.  19  2054 
Pathe  Film  Corp   886,000  11/  Apr.  2         654  June  20  954 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum    1,648,100  10?4  Nov.  17        5  Jan.  2  754 
20th  Century-Fox  (2C)   706,400  385/6  Nov.  17  2254  June  1  35 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  (154)   385,200  47/  Nov.  16  3134  Apr.  27  43/ 
Universal  Pictures  pfd   15,390  115  Apr.  7  50  Jan.  7  101 
Warner   Brothers    4,119,800  18^  Dec.  14        954  Apr.  30  1654 
Warner  Brothers  pfd   24,200  69  Dec.  16  44  Apr.  29  67 

Net Change 

-  1 

-  154 

+157/8 
+  J4 

+30 

+11 

-  54 

+1234 

+80 

+  m 
+  m 

+  254 +1254 +1154 

+49 

+  6?4 

+16 

1935 1934 

1933 1932 
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High 

Low 

High 

Low 

High 

Low 

81 

3454 413/ 
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654 

14% 

4/ 

49?4 43/ 

not 
listed 

not 
listed 
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754 
22/ 

3/ 
6/ 

15/ 

53/ 154 
5?4 

1 

14/ 20/ 

1034 

1454 57/ 

113/ 

234 

17254 

110/ 

116/ 

79 

893/ 

46 

877/8 

35/ 

164 141 

147 

120 

130 

110 125 

1043/ 

905  s 

34 

37/ 

20 

25 

8 

30 

7 

S57/8 

31/ 

37 

2034. 

36/ 

8/ 

373/ 

13/ 

1083/ 102 105 

72 

78/ 

35 

80 

39 

12 8 

not 
listed 

not 

listed not 
listed 

1013/ 
67 not listed 

not 
listed 

not 
listed 

14/ 

9/ 

not 
listed 

not 

listed 

not 
listed 

8/ 

VA 

not 
listed 

not 

listed 
not listed 

6 

1/ 

454 

1/ 

554 

1 

754 

154 

243/ 

13 

not 
listed 

not 
listed 

not listed 

32 

245/ 

not listed 
not 

listed 
not 

listed 

73 

29 

46/ 

167/ 

35 

10 

50 
1044 

1034 

2/ 8/ 

234 

9/ 

5/ 

4/ 

/ 
52 

14/ 

31>-8 

15 

24/ 15/ 

20 

4 

CURB  EXCHANGE 
1936 

Stocks  and  Dividends Sales High Date 
Low 

Date 

  $  1,930 45 Jan.  18 34 Dec.  19 
  554,400 

45/ 

Sept.  8 

2/ 

July  9   58,800 

154 

Feb.  10 

'/ 

Apr.  24 Technicolor  (SOtfB)     769,500 

32/ 

Mar.  5 
1714 

Jan.  4 
Trans-Lux  DPS  (20(A)    458,200 

5/ 

Jan.  31 

3/ 

Jan.  6   60,800 

1634 

Nov.  18 

4/ 

Jan.  10 

Net 

1935 1934 

Last 

Change 
High  Low High  Low 34 

.-8/ 

73      _  38 
35  24/ 

3/ 

not  listed  '35 
not  listed not  listed 

54 

-  m 

%  / /  Vs 
20 

+  13/ 

27  1154 14?4  75/8 4 
+  / 

4?4  2 
3/  1/ 

9/ 

■  +  4 

8  2 5/  3 

1933 High  Low 27/   _  8/ 

not  listed 

?4  Ml 
14 

3?4 

4 

25/ 

VA 

l 

1932 

High  Low 
15  4/ 

not  listed 
1  / 

5/  54 3/  ?4 

6  1 

BONDS  ON  STOCK  EXCHANGE 
1936 

A 

Bond  and  Maturity                               Sales  High  Date  Low  Date 

Keith  
6s  

'
4
6
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 $  960,000  

1
0
0
 
 

Nov.  
25  
9
2
 
 

May  
4 

Loew's  
3/s  

'
4
6
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7,824,000  
1
0
2
 
 

Nov.  12  96
 
 June  25 

Paramount  
6s  

'
5
5
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8,856,000  
101/  Dec.    8  8

3
 
 Apr.  27 

Paramount-Broadway  3s  '55                              864,000  73  Dec.    8  55  Apr.  9 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum  6s   '41                            2,712,000  122  Nov.  25  63  Apr.  29 
Warner  Brothers  6s  '39                                    7,596,000  100/  Dec.  14  86  Jan.  2 

A— Not  including  extra;  B — Accumulated  dividends;  C — Paid  this  year. 

Net 
Last  Change 97/  +  2/ 

100/  not  listed  '35 

100/ 

72/ 

115 

99/ 

+  8/ 

+15 

+375/ 

+1354 

1935 

High  Low 9554  67/ 
not  listed 

973/ 

63 

8834 

89/ 
54/ 26/ 

48/ 1934 
High  Low 
73/  51 not  listed 
not  listed 
47  30 41  18/ 

67  4074 

1933 

High  Low 61  29/ 
not  listed 
not  listed 

38 

30 

48 
27/ 

8% 

12 

1932 

High  Low 63  24 not  listed 
not  listed 
not  listed 19  14/ 

40        "  9J4 

Comparison  of  Valuations  of  Stock  Issues,  1935-1936 

Approx.  Shares Stock  Listed 
Columbia  Pictures  vtc   290,000 
Columbia  Pictures  pfd   75,000 
Consolidated  Film    530,000 
Consolidated  Film  pfd   400,000 
Eastman  Kodak    2,300,000 
Eastman  Kodak  pfd   60,000 
Keith-Albee-Orpheum  pfd   65,000 
Loew's,  Inc   1,600,000 
Loew's,    Inc.    pfd   140,000 Paramount    1,600,000 
Paramount  1st  pfd   250,000 
Paramount  2nd  pfd   650,000 
Pal  he  Film  Corp   600,000 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum    1,400,000 
20th  Century-Fox    1,600,000 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd   1,000,000 
Universal  Pictures  pfd   20,000 
Warner  Brothers    3,900.000 
Warner  Brothers  pfd   100,000 

Close 
1935 

43/ 
48/ 
554 
18/ 

156/ 160 

80 

52 

107 

10/ 

78 
12 
8 
5 

22/ 

32 

52 

9?4 

51 

Valuation 

$12,615,000 3,637,500 
3,047,500 
7,300,000 

359,087,500 
9,600,000 
5,200,000 83,200,000 

14,980.000 16,400,000 
19,500,000 
7,800,000 4.800,000 

7,000,000 36,000,000 
32,000,000 
1,040,000 

38,512,500 

5,100,000 
$666,820,000 

Close 1936 

35/ 40/ 
454 
16/ 

172 

160/ 

110 
63 

106/ 225/ 

158 

205/ 

93/ 

754 

35 

43/ 

101 

163/ 

67 

Valuation 

$10,295,000 

—  8 

3,037,500 

—  8 

2,517,500 

—  1 

6,600,000 

-  1/ 

395,600,000 

+15?4 

9,630,000 

+  / 

7,150,000 

+30 

100,800,000 

+11 

14.875.000 

-  54 

36,200,000 

+1254 

39,500,000 

+80 

13,406,250 

+  85/ 

5,625,000 

+  154 

10,675,000 
+  25/8 56,000,000 +  12/ 43,500,000 

+11/ 

2,020.000 

+49 

65,325,000 
+  6% 

6,700.000 

+16 

$829,456,250 

Net  Change 

$2,320,000 
600,000 
530,000 700,000 

+ 36,512,500 
+ 

30,000 

+ 
1,950,000 + 17,600,000 

105,000 + 19,800,000 
+ 20,000,000 
+ 

5,606,250 + 825,000 
+ 
+ 3,675,000 20,000,000 
+ 
+ 11,500,000 980,000 

+ 26,812,500 + 
1,600,000 

+$162,636,250 
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HIGHER  CROSSES,  EARNINGS 

PRESAGE  GREAT  YEAR  AHEAD 

Theatre  Attendance  Estimated 

at  10  Millions  Above  a  Year 

Ago,  with  Gross  Receipts 

Best   in    Five  Years 

by  THE  ANALYST 

The  motion  picture  turns  the  new  year 
operating  at  substantial  profits  in  all 

phases. 
Industry  grosses  are  reported  by  United 

Press  to  be  $250,000,000  greater  than  the 

previous  year. 
Theatre  attendance  is  estimated  to  be 

running  at  81,000,000  average  weekly,  up 
10,000,000  from  the  71,000,000  weekly 

average  in  1935  and  the  low  weekly  aver- 
age of  54,000,000  in  1933. 

Practically  every  studio  in  Hollywood  is 

building  additional  structures  and  re- 
equipping  its  mechanical  departments,  the 
first  important  move  of  its  kind  in  five 

years. 

Reports  received  this  week  from  Loew's, RKO  and  Warner  Brothers  indicate  that 

box  office  admissions  now  are  running  20 

per  cent  ahead  of  the  same  holiday  period 
of  1935. 

News  wire  services  estimate  that  ap- 
proximately one  billion  dollars  has  been 

poured  into  motion  picture  entertainment 
by  the  public  during  the  year,  a  top  figure 
for  the  last  five  years. 

Scores  of  large  and  small  companies  in 

the  pre-Christmas  week  paid  bonuses  to 
their  employees,  another  half  -  decade 
precedent. 

Motion  picture  shares  on  the  New  York 

Stock  Exchange  gained  $162,636,250  in  mar- 
ket value  during  1936  on  a  wave  of  pros- 

perity that  swept  the  industry  and  the  coun- 
try and  promised  further  advances  in  the 

new  year. 

With  film  earnings  definitely  "in  the 
black"  for  the  first  time  since  the  late  de- 

pression, the  market  value  of  listed  picture 
stocks  increased  for  the  fourth  consecutive 

year,  totaling  $829,456,250,  as  of  the  close 
on  December  28.  This  compared  with  $666,- 
820,000  at  the  end  of  1935  and  $402,973,125 
at  the  close  of  1934. 

Net  gains,  in  points,  ranged  from  to  80 
in  the  film  shares  as  Wall  Street  traders, 
aware  that  a  large  portion  of  the  increased 
national  income  will  jingle  in  box  office  cash 

registers,  reached  avidly  for  the  industry's stocks. 

Film  Business  Leads 

The  film  business  was  in  the  van  of  the 

forward  movement  that  took  place  along 

the  whole  line  of  the  nation's  industry  dur- 
ing 1936  and  its  stocks  reflected  the  bright 

picture  presented  by  such  major  business 
indices  as  heavily  increased  steel  production, 
electricity  output,  freight  carloadings,  auto 

How  motion  picture  securities 
responded  to  the  broadening 

recovery  movement  in  record- 
ing the  best  prices  since  the 

trough  of  the  general  business 
depression  is  shown  in  the 
tables  on  the  opposite  page, 

reflecting  appreciations  on  the 
New  York  stock,  bond  and  curb 
markets. 

sales,  retail  trade  and  renewed  demand  for 
jewels,  furs  and  other  luxuries. 

Returning  prosperity  was  accelerated  after 
the  election  and  the  subsequent  surge  of 
wage  increases  and  dividend  and  bonus  dis- 

bursements. In  the  two  weeks  following  the 
election  motion  picture  stocks  soared  $82,- 
172,500  in  market  value. 

Meanwhile,  the  steady  recovery  that  the 
industry  had  felt  since  the  beginning  of  the 
year  took  on  a  swift  stride.  Distributors 

reported  net  earnings  touching  pre-depres- 
sion  levels.  A  rise  at  box  offices  every- 

where was  shown  in  exhibitors  reports.  The 
industry  joined  general  business  in  pouring 
out  dividends  and  bonuses. 

Eastman  Dividends 

Eastman  Kodak  started  the  ball  rolling 

with  a  $5,175,000  dividend,  declaring  a  spe- 
cial divident  of  75  cents  a  share  on  the  com- 

mon in  addition  to  the  usual  25  cent  extra 

and  the  regular  quarterly  of  $1.25.  The  com- 
pany further  approved  a  wage  dividend  of 

$2,220,000  to  be  distributed  March  1,  1937. 

Loew's  earnings  report  for  the  year  ended 
August  31,  showing  net  income  of  $11,076,- 
823,  against  $7,579,744  in  the  preceding  fic- 
cal  year,  enabled  the  company  to  dig  down 

for  $1,600,000  to  distribute  an  extra  $1  div- 
ident early  in  December,  in  addition  to  the 

regular  quarterly  of  50  cents,  which  brought 
the  total  disbursement  to  $2,400,000.  It  was 
announced  at  Los  Angeles  that  MGM,  Loew 
subsidiary,  will  spend  about  $2,000,000  on 
new  studio  construction. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  declared  a  div- 
idend of  $1  a  share  on  common,  represent- 

ing disbursement  of  $1,600,000  on  listed 
shares,  and  announced  a  $500,000  Christmas 
bonus  for  all  lower  pay  ranks  at  the  studios 
and  in  sales  and  distribution  forces  through- 

out the  world. 

"The  most  profitable  year  in  our  history 
enables  the  distribution  to  be  made,"  said President  S.  R.  Kent. 

Paramount's  Share 
Paramount  had  a  prominent  spot  in  the 

returning  prosperity  picture.  The  company 
declared  a  dividend  of  $12  a  share  on  the 

$6  preferred  stock  and  an  initial  dividend  of 
60  cents  a  share  on  the  $10  par  6  per  cent 
preferred  stock,  both  representing  an  outlay 
of  approximately  $3,390,000.  Furthermore, 

Paramount  paid  a  bonus  of  one  week's  sal- 
ary to  all  employees  of  the  home  office  and 

Film  Shares  Gain  $162,636,250 

on  New  York  Exchange  as 

Steady  Recovery  Turns 

to    Quicker  Stride 

the  exchange  in  the  United  States  and  Can- 
ada with  salaries  of  $40  weekly  or  less. 

Commenting  on  Paramount's  progress 
since  its  reorganization,  the  Wall  Street 

Journal  early  in  November  said  the  com- 
pany might  earn  more  than  $4,000,000  for 

for  the  last  six  months  of  1936,  of  which 
more  than  $1,500,000  was  expected  to  be 
shown  for  the  September  quarter. 

Technicolor  responded  to  the  recovery 

urge  by  starting  dividends  on  the  stock  with 
an  initial  payment  of  50  cents  a  share.  The 

company's  net  sales  for  1936  were  estimated 
by  the  Los  Angeles  Times  at  $2,200,000, 

against  $1,499,845  in  1935.  Technicolor  Mo- 
tion Picture  Corporation,  a  subsidiary,  dis- 

tributed a  bonus  of  one  or  two  weeks  salary, 

depending  on  length  of  service,  to  all  em- 
ployed for  three  months  or  longer. 

Billion  Gross  Estimated 

A  special  dividend  of  5  cents  a  share  by 
Trans-Lux  and  a  stock  dividend  by  Pathe 
Film,  consisting  of  Grand  National  stock 
and  declared  soon  after  organization  of  the 

latter'  company,  swelled  the  dividend  and 
bonus  sum  handed  out  by  the  industry  an- 

other half  million  dollars. 

The  United  Press,  in  a  copyrighted  dis- 
patch from  the  Coast,  said  motion  picture 

production  enters  1937  on  the  crest  of  a 
wave  of  prosperity  that  has  poured  approxi- 

mately a  billion  dollars  in  gross  receipts  into 
the  industry  during  the  past  year. 

The  industry,  according  to  the  news  ser- 
vice, grossed  about  $250,000,000  more  in 

1936  than  in  1935,  highest  for  the  last  five 
years  and  one  of  the  best  in  film  history. 
Theatre  attendance  rose  in  1936  to  a  weekly 

average  of  81,000,000,  United  Press  esti- 
mated close  to  an  all-time  record  and 

comparing  with  the  1935  weekly  average 

attendance  of  71,000,000  and  a  weekly  aver- 
age of  only  54,000,000  in  1933. 

All  Industries  Contributing 

Meanwhile,  outlook  for  continuance  of  the 
general  business  improvement  in  which  films 
have  played  such  a  large  part  was  enhanced 
by  the  annual  report  to  Congress  of  Secretary 
of  Commerce,  Daniel  C.  Roper. 

All  major  industries  are  contributing  to  the 
recovery  movement,  Mr.  Roper  reported,  and 
the  indicated  national  income  of  at  least  $60,- 
000,000  for  1936  probably  will  equal  income 
paid  out  for  the  first  time  since  1929. 

With  business  as  a  whole  "out  of  the  red,"  the 
secretary  reported,  three  significant  features 
stand  out:  They  are  a  substantial  increase 
in  production  of  durable  goods,  increase  in  non- 

durable goods  production  and  the  fact  that  the 
forward  movement,  in  progress  for  the  past 
three  fiscal  years,  has  not  been  checked  by  an 
important  setback  at  any  time. 
A  glance  at  the  chart  of  market  action  in- 

dicates how  motion  picture  stocks  responded  to 
(Continued  on  following  page,  column  3) 
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ADMISSIONS  RAISED 

IN  FIVE  MORE  CITIES 

And  New  Pictures  Continue 

to  Break  House  Records  De- 

spite   the    Holiday  Season 

Continuing  a  countrywide  trend,  latest  de- 
velopments show  admission  prices  have  been 

increased  in  five  significant  situations  in  the 
east,  middle  west  and  south.  In  only  one 
city,  Omaha,  have  advances  been  dropped  as 
not  feasible  at  present. 

In  what  may  be  the  start  of  a  general  up- 
turn for  theatre  admissions  in  New  Eng- 
land, the  Metropolitan  in  Boston  has  ad- 

vanced its  evening  price  10  cents  to  75  cents. 

Elimination  of  matinee  scales  and 

increases  in  Sunday  admission  prices, 

adopted  recently  by  all  South  Philadelphia 

theatres,  completes  an  increased  admis- 
sion move  throughout  the  city.  Similar 

action  was  taken  earlier  in  other  sections 

of  the  city.  With  evening  prices  going 

into  effect  at  2  p.m.  now,  prevailing  ad- 
missions are  20  and  25  cents,  instead  of 

the  former  15  cents  in  the  afternoon.  Sun- 

day admissions  are  25  and  30  cents,  in- 
stead of  the  former  20  and  25  cents. 

The  newest  move  in  Detroit  is  by  the 
United  Detroit  circuit  at  the  Fisher  and 
Riviera  theatres,  where  night  prices  for 
balcony  seats  have  been  advanced  from  25 
to  30  cents.  Other  houses  are  expected  to 
follow. 

The  price  scale  at  the  Varsity  in  Lincoln, 
Neb.,  has  been  increased  10  cents  to  35  cents 
for  orchestra  seats  in  the  evening.  The  move 

is  being  watched  with  interest  by  other  op- 
erators. 

The  Park  theatre  in  Tampa,  Fla.,  a  Sparks 
house,  has  increased  admissions  five  cents 
for  matinees  and  evenings,  the  first  price 
increase  in  the  territory  in  several  years. 

Tri-States  Drops  Adavnce 

The  Tri-States  circuit  has  abandoned  its 
attempt  to  keep  the  recently  reopened  2,900 
seat  Paramount  in  Omaha  at  a  55  cent  top 
and  has  reduced  prices  to  25  cents  to  6  P.M. 
and  40  cents  at  night.  The  single  feature 
policy  continues.  The  Omaha  and  Orpheum, 
other  Tri-States  houses,  and  the  Brandeis, 
operated  by  Will  Singer,  have  announced 
that  the  25  cent  matinee  price  will  discon- 

tinue at  6  P.M.  instead  of  6 :30.  The  Omaha 
advanced  its  top  from  40  to  55  cents  for  the 

preview  of  "The  Plainsman." A  new  low  in  admissions  was  established 

at  Plymouth,  Ohio,  when  Ed  E.  Ramsey 
charged  five  cents  for  adults  and  children 
at  the  Plymouth  theatre  during  Christmas 
week. 

More  Attendance  Records 

The  new  pictures  continue  to  break  house 
records  according  to  announcements  from 
the  home  office  publicity  departments. 

Columbia's  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  broke 
the  house  record  for  the  first  three  days  of 
its  engagement  at  the  Paramount  theatre  in 
Hollywood,  grossing  $12,193  for  Friday, 
Saturday  and  Sunday. 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  exceeded  all  re- 

cords for  pre-Christmas  business  at  the 
Radio  City  Music  Hall,  according  to  the 
RKO  offices.  The  picture  was  extended  for 
a  week  and  did  the  largest  holiday  business 
in  the  history  of  theatre  over  the  Christmas 
weekend. 

For  its  opening  two  days  at  the  Roxy, 
New  York,  the  20th  Century-Fox  quintuplet 

feature,  "Reunion,"  drew  a  record  attend- 
ance of  47,214. 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  broke  the  all 
time  record  at  the  New  York  Strand  for 

Thanksgiving  Day  business,  it  was  an- 
nounced by  Warner  Brothers.  The  picture 

did  similar  business  in  its  other  openings. 

Samuel  Goldwyn's  "Come  and  Get  It" 
recorded  the  highest  gross  for  the  first  four 
days  in  the  last  five  years  in  the  history  of 

Harry  Huggman's  Denver  theatre.  The 
picture  also  broke  a  weekend  record  at  the 
Roosevelt  in  Chicago  where  it  tallied  $8,200 
for  Saturday  and  Sunday. 

By  playing  to  9,312  admissions  before  1 

o'clock  on  the  Sunday  following  Christmas 
the  New  York  Paramount  theatre  set  a  new 

all  time  morning  attendance  record.  The 

picture,  "College  Holiday,"  was  held  over  for a  second  week. 

Union  Agreement  Is 

Reached  at  Meeting 

A  satisfactory  settlement  of  previously 
controversial  points  in  the  union  agreement 

to  merge  Local  306,  Operators'  Union,  the 
Allied  Union  and  the  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  Association,  has  been  reached  in 
New  York  following  a  second  meeting  of  the 

parties  involved,  with  the  survey  board  ap- 
pointed by  Mayor  La  Guardia  to  arrange 

a  settlement  of  the  multiple  union  situation. 
The  final  agreement  is  now  being  drafted 
by  attorneys  for  the  two  unions  and  the 
theatre  group. 

The  original  basis  of  the  agreement  was 
for  the  absorption  of  Allied  by  Local  306, 
with  a  salary  increase  for  present  Allied 

members  who  are  employed  in  theatres  be- 
longing to  members  of  the  ITOA.  It  is  ex- 

pected that  the  agreement  will  be  completed 
in  its  final  form  and  signed  within  a  short 
time. 

Only  One  New  Theatre 
Planned  Abroad:  Loew 

Loew's,  Inc.,  has  no  immediate  plans  to 
build  or  acquire  theatres  abroad  with  the 
exception  of  the  construction  of  a  house  in 
Amsterdam,  Holland,  it  was  said  Monday 

by  Arthur  Loew,  head  of  the  company's 
foreign  department,  upon  his  arrival  in  New 
York  from  a  three-months  trip  to  England, 
France,  Italy,  Switzerland  and  Holland. 

The  site  for  the  Amsterdam  project  was 
purchased  while  Mr.  Loew  was  in  Holland 
and  details  of  construction  will  be  com- 

pleted shortly.  The  executive  viewed  reports 

from  abroad  about  the  company's  building 
in  England  as  unfounded.  He  could  also 

give  no  information  about  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer's  producing  plans  there. 

High  Grosses  and 

Earnings  Presage 

Great  Film  Year 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

the  broadening  recovery  movement.  With  ex- 
ception of  shares  of  one  or  two  companies, 

which  reacted  to  individual  situations,  the  gains 
were  universal  and  marked  the  best  post- 
depression  prices  for  the  stocks. 

Most  marked  was  the  appreciation  in  Para- 
mount stocks,  the  first  preferred,  on  which  a 

$12  dividend  was  declared,  soaring  80  points  to 
a  price  of  158,  a  move  that  added  $20,000,000  to 
its  market  value.  Paramount  common  gained 
$19,800,000  in  market  value,  rising  from  a  close 
of  10%  at  the  end  of  1935  to  around  23. 
Eastman  Kodak,  "blue  chip"  of  the  film 

group  on  the  stock  exchange,  climbed  more  than 
15  points  to  above  170  for  a  market  valuation 
gain  of  $36,512,500.  Warner  Brothers,  a  mar- 

ket leader  in  activity  in  many  of  the  bull  move- 
ment sessions  that  followed  the  election,  rose 

to  a  valuation  of  $65,325,000  from  $38,512,500 
at  the  end  of  1935. 

Other  Increases 

Loew's  was  bid  up  11  points,  net,  during  the 
year,  and  gained  $17,600,000  in  market  value, 
while  Twentieth  Century-Fox  appreciated  $20,- 
000,000,  rising  from  ZZy2  to  35.  RKO  added 
$3,675,000  to  its  market  value  by  advancing 
from  5  to  around  8. 

Reflecting  the  improved  financial  structure  of 
the  industry,  film  company  bonds  on  the  stock 
exchange  showed  wide  gains.  RKO  6s  of  1941 
sold  as  high  as  122  and  finished  at  around  115 
for  a  gain  of  almost  38  points.  Warners  con- 

vertible 6s  of  1939,  keeping  pace  with  the  rela- 
tive stock,  rose  more  than  13  points  to  above 

99.  Paramount  Broadway  3s  of  1955  showed 
15  points  gain  above  72,  while  Paramount  6s 
of  1955  were  up  more  than  8  at  above  par. 

Curb  exchange  transactions  were  featured  by 
activity  and  strength  in  Technicolor,  Trans- 
Lux  and  Universal. 

RKO  Reorganization 

Objector  Files  Plaint 
It  was  Edward  J.  Hickey,  an  RKO  stock- 

holder, who  last  Thursday  filed  with  Judge 
William  Bondy  a  petition  declaring  that  the 
current  reorganization  plan  of  RKO  is 
aimed  at  giving  control  to  RCA  and  asked 
that  the  current  court  action  be  dismissed. 

Mr.  Hickey  charges  that  RKO  has  re- 
classified Class  A  stock  in  a  manner  causing 

present  owners  of  Class  A  to  lost  three- 
fourths  of  their  holdings.  He  further  alleges 
that  the  stock  represented  to  be  held  by 

Atlas  Corporation  was  obtained  from  hold- 
ings of  stock  illegally  acquired  from  RKO. 

These  holdings,  he  claims,  are  bound  up  and 
co-mingled  with  the  rights  and  interests 
of  the  holders  of  Class  A  stock  and  therefore 

should  not  be  recognized.  Mr.  Hickey  fur- 
ther claims  that  Judge  Bondy  lacks  the  ne- 

cessary full  knowledge  of  the  case. 

Fox  Seeks  to  Sell 

Academy  of  Music 
The  Academy  of  Music  in  New  York, 

theatrical  landmark,  will  be  sold  for  $100,000 
if  a  petition  filed  before  Federal  Judge 

Manton  in  New  York  by  Milton  C.  Weis- 
man,  receiver  of  Fox  Theatres  Corporation, 
is  granted.  Mr.  Weisman  seeks  to  relieve 
a  mortgage  on  the  theatre  by  its  sale. 
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COPYRIGHT  AND  BLOCK  BOOKING 

ACTION  ALONE  CALLED  POSSIBLE 

Opinion  at  Washington  Indi- 

cates Trade  Practice  Agree- 

ments Have  Reduced  De- 

mand for  Pettengill  Block  Bill 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 
in  Washington 

Copyright  and  block  booking  are  expected 
to  be  the  only  measures  directed  at  the  film 
industry  to  come  up  for  consideration  during 
the  coming  session  of  Congress. 

While  bills  may,  and  probably  will,  be 

introduced  touching  .upon  the  picture  in- 
dustry, as  for  example  proposals  to  lift  the 

present  ban  on  fight  films,  it  is  not  antici- 

pated that  any  definite  "reform"  drive  will be  made. 

Although  Representative  Pettengill  of 
Indiana,  sponsor  of  the  major  of  several 
anti-block  booking  bills  introduced  last 
session,  is  reported  to  feel  he  has  increased 
support  for  his  legislation,  it  is  said  that 
the  trade  practice  agreements  recently 

made  between  the  exhibitors  and  produc- 
ers, giving  theatre  operators  broader  privi- 

leges, have  served  to  reduce  exhibitor 

demands  for  legislation. 

Copyright  legislation  is  now  a  perennial, 
coming  up  yearly  but  withering  before  it 
reaches  full  bloom.  Representative  Sirovich 
of  New  York,  author  of  the  measure  on 
which  attention  was  focussed  last  winter, 

undoubtedly  will  make  another  effort  to  re- 
write the  copyright  laws. 

Chairman  of  the  patents  committee,  the 
New  York  Congressman  has  concentrated 
his  efforts  on  this  legislation  for  several 
years,  but,  due  to  his  unfortunate  faculty  of 
creating  dissension  in  his  own  committee, 
never  has  been  able  to  get  a  bill  through  the 

House.  The  Duffy  bill,  passed  by  the  Sen- 
ate in  1935  and  last  year  requiring  only 

House  action  to  become  a  law,  died  with 
the  adjournment  of  the  session  and  will  have 
to  be  reintroduced  if  any  steps  toward  enact- 

ment are  to  be  taken. 

Admission  Tax  Rise  Doubted 

So  far  as  taxes  are  concerned,  present 
indications  are  that  the  status  quo  will  be 
maintained  on  the  admissions  tax.  The 

present  increased  rate  is  due  to  expire  next 

year,  along  with  a  number  of  other  emer- 
gency levies.  Some  of  these  taxes  are 

expected  to  be  dropped  because  they  cost 
more  to  collect  than  they  return  in  revenue, 
but  the  admission  tax  is  not  among  that 
group,  since  it  brings  in  several  million 
dollars  clear  profit  annually.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  is  not  anticipated  that  any  increase 
will  be  made  in  the  present  tax  on  admis- 
sions. 

A  long  session  of  Congress,  running  into 
the  summer  months,  is  fore-shadowed  by  the 
legislative  program  with  which  it  must  deal, 
and  the  protracted  session  will  give  oper- 
tunity  for  discussion  of  matters  not  on  the 
Administration  program,  such  as  motion  pic- 

tures, although  it  is  believed  the  President 
and  his  advisers  will  frown  upon  the  enact- 

OHIO  TAX  MEASURE 

EXTENDED  BY  BILL 

Action  on  state  and  local  taxation 
measures  continued  this  week  with  the 

scheduled  signing  of  an  extension  of 
the  Ohio  sales  tax  and  moves  for 

higher  theatre  fees  in  two  Wisconsin 
cities. 

Governor  Davey  of  Ohio  was  ex- 
pected to  sign  a  bill  extending  the 

three  per  cent  sales  tax  and  its  accom- 
panying three  per  cent  admission  tax 

this  week.  Exhibitors  of  the  state  are 
relieved  because  under  the  current  law 

which  was  due  to  expire  March  1st 
there  has  been  a  possibility  of  a  return 

of  the  10  per  cent  admission  tax. 
The  common  council  of  Beloit, 

Wis.,  is  considering  an  ordinance 
which  would  raise  the  theatre  license 

fee  from  $50  a  theatre  to  25  cents  a 
seat  and  would  exclude  from  licensing 

any  new  theatre  with  a  total  invest- 
ment of  less  than  $75,000.  A  council 

ordinance  proposing  an  upward  re- 
vision in  theatre  license  fees  has  also 

been  drafted  in  Mihvaukee.  Under  the 
proposal  the  fee  would  range  from  a 
minimum  of  $30  per  year  to  $75.  At 
present  all  houses  seating  over  250  pay 
an  annual  fee  of  $30. 

Three  bills  affecting  films  are  ex- 

pected at  the  Nebraska  legislative  ses- 
sion. One  would  require  two  operators 

in  a  booth  for  houses  seating  more  than 
600,  another  is  for  a  graduated  oc- 

cupations tax  on  circuit  houses  and  a 
third  is  for  a  sales  tax. 

ment  of  any  legislation  tending  further  to 
restrict  industry,  finally  solidly  on  the  up 
grade  after  years  of  effort. 

Of  outstanding  importance  to  the  picture 
industry  and  to  all  others  is  the  question  of 
industrial  control,  a  complex  subject  on 
which  a  score  of  bills,  dealing  with  it  in 
various  ways,  are  expected  to  be  introduced. 
These  measures  will  include  a  proposal  for 
a  constitutional  amendment  to  redefine  the 

term  "interstate  commerce"  so  as  to  give 
the  Government  authority  to  deal  with  labor 

and  social  problems ;  the  O'Mahoney  bill  for 
Federal  incorporation  and  licensing  of  con- 

cerns engaged  in  interstate  commerce ;  re- 
vival of  the  NRA  in  such  form  as  to  meet 

the  objections  raised  to  the  original  act  by 
the  supreme  court,  and  expansion  of  the 
anti-trust  laws  to  make  unfair  treatment  of 
labor  an  unfair  method  of  competition. 

All  branches  of  the  film  industry  would 

be  directly  affected  by  legislation  to  be  in- 
troduced by  Representative  Patman  o  f 

Texas,  co-author  of  the  Robinson-Patman 
anti-price  discrimination  act,  designed  as  a 

companion  piece  to  that  measure  and  pro- 
hibiting producers  and  manufacturers  from 

engaging  in  retail  business,  with  a  specific 
provision  that  exhibition  of  motion  pictures 

Duffy  Bill  Would  Have  to  Be 

Reintroduced;  Increase  of 

Admission  Tax  Doubted;  In- 

dustrial   Control    an  Issue 

shall  be  considered  as  retail  business,  thus 
bringing  the  producers  under  the  law. 

However,  Congressman  Patman  will 
guard  against  the  upheaval  of  business  which 
would  result  if  his  divorce  bill  forced  manu- 

facturers immediately  to  dispose  of  their 

retail  holdings,  by  providing  that  the  legis- 
lation shall  not  take  effect  until  three  years 

after  its  enactment. 

If  adopted,  the  bill  would  require  the  pro- 
ducers to  divest  themselves  entirely  of  their 

theatre  holdings.  Enactment  of  the  measure, 
it  is  believed,  would  stem  the  demand  for 
anti-block  booking  legislation,  much  of 
which  has  been  based  on  the  charge  that 

the  producer-distributors  favor  their  own 
houses  at  the  expense  of  the  independents. 

Extension  of  the  reciprocal  tariff  legis- 
lation, due  to  expire  June  30,  next,  will,  it  is 

expected,  involve  an  effort  to  amend  the 

law  so  as  to  continue  the  President's  power 
to  make  reciprocal  trade  agreements  but  re- 

store to  the  Senate  its  former  authority  to 
review  and  ratify  all  treaties,  although  it  is 
expected  such  a  concession  would  be  strongly 

opposed  by  President  Roosevelt. 
Other  Laws  Expiring 

A  number  of  other  emergency  laws  ex- 
pire during  the  next  few  months,  the  au- 

thority of  the  President  to  deal  with  the 
gold  content  of  the  dollar  ceasing  January 
30  and  the  activities  of  the  Reconstruction 
Finance  Corporation  ending  the  following 

day.  These  and  practically  all  other  meas- 
ures lapsing  during  the  coming  year  are 

expected  to  be  continued. 

Changes  to  strengthen  the  constitution- 
ality of  the  social  security  act  and  make  it 

more  workable  are  also  expected  to  be  asked 
by  the  President  during  the  session. 

In  addition  to  the  long  list  of  "must" measures  which  the  President  will  ask  of 

Congress  from  time  to  time,  the  session  will 
have  to  consider  the  usual  routine  appro- 

priation bills  for  the  various  permanent  de- 
partments, bureaus  and  commissions  and 

make  provision  for  the  financing  of  such 
of  the  emergency  organizations  as  are  to 
be  continued.  An  immediate  appropriation 
of  .at  least  $500,000,000  is  expected  to  be 
asked  by  the  President  for  relief  purposes, 
with  another  appropriation  of  possibly  twice 
that  sum  before  the  end  of  the  session. 

With  such  a  lengthy  program  of  legis- 
lation before  it,  experienced  observers  in 

Washington  believe  it  will  be  impossible  for 
Congress  to  adjourn  before  July. 

Joseph  Bertotti  Passes 
Joseph  Bertotti,  64,  oldest  exhibitor  in 

Clinton,  Ind.,  died  there  last  week  after  a 
short  illness.  He  opened  his  first  theatre  in 
Clinton  in  1909  and  continued  as  an  exhibi- 

tor until  two  years  ago  when  he  sold  the 
Columbia  theatre  and  retired.  He  is  survived 

by  three  sons  and  two  daughters. 
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DUALS  CAIN  GROUND 

IN  EIGHT  KEY  CITIES 

First-Runs  in  Canada  Turn  to 

Doubles;  Chicago,  Kansas 

City   Extend   Twin  Practice 

The  double  bill  policy  this  week  made 
gains  in  several  important  key  cities.  Chi- 

cago and  Kansas  City  took  the  lead  in  the 
extension,  and  twin  features  also  were  in- 

troduced into  additional  theatres  in  Albany, 
Syracuse,  Pittsburgh,  Toronto,  London, 
Ont,  and  Omaha.  In  Palo  Alto,  Cal.,  how- 

ever, students  of  Stanford  University 

launched  an  anti-dual  campaign,  aimed  at  the 
Stanford  and  President  theatres  there. 

E.  S.  Young's  Roanoke  theatre  in  Kan- 
sas City  introduced  double  features,  leav- 
ing the  Tower  and  Mainstreet  alone  in  the 

first-run  field  still  showing  one  picture.  So 
universal  has  the  practice  become  in  the 

territory  that  exchange  men  can  make  only 

a  half-hearted  attempt  to  enforce  the  sin- 
gle feature  clause  in  the  contracts  cover- 
ing certain  pictures.  The  Fox  Plaza  is  the 

only  subsequent  run  house  still  holding  out 
against  the  practice,  with  43  of  the  44 
subsequent  runs  using  them. 

Warner  this  week  decided  to  put  its  Chi- 
cago theatres  on  a  double  feature  policy, 

thus  making  the  practice  100  per  cent  in  the 
B  and  C  week  theatres,  with  the  smaller 
houses  scheduled  to  follow  suit  soon.  Bala- 
ban  and  Katz  already  has  added  nine  more 
of  its  B  theatres  to  those  featuring  two  fea- 
tures. 

The  RKO  Palace,  a  Fabian  theatre  in 

Albany,  downtown  first-run  house,  inau- 
gurated dual  bills  this  month.  The  Strand 

had  announced  inception  of  the  policy  dur- 
ing the  holiday  season. 

Doubles  in  Reopened  Theatre 

The  RKO-Schine,  which  reopened  in  Sy- 
racuse on  a  single  feature  basis  in  August, 

also  switched  to  double  features  during  the 
holiday  season  except  for  one  week,  during 
which  a  Major  Bowes  unit  accompanied  the 
picture. 
The  Harris-Palace  in  Pittsburgh  also 

changed  to  a  double  feature  policy.  The 
Warner  has  been  playing  the  extended  down- 

town engagement  of  "Born  to  Dance"  on 
a  single  feature  basis,  but  will  return  to  its 
former  policy  of  two  features  upon  the  pic- 

ture's completion. 

Minneapolis  Allied  Firm 

First-runs  finally  have  succumbed  to  the 

double  bill  trend  in  Canada's  leading  situa- 
tions. In  Toronto,  the  new  policy  has  been 

adopted  by  the  Imperial  and  Uptown,  oper- 
ated by  Famous  Players  Canadian,  and  at 

Loew's,  the  technical  exception  being  Shea's 
Hippodrome  where  a  combination  vaude- 

ville and  film  offering  has  been  in  effect 
for  many  months. 

In  nearby  London,  regarded  as  the  last 
stronghold  of  single  features,  duals  have 
been  adopted  in  five  of  the  seven  theatres, 
the  change  being  affected  at  the  Patricia, 
Palace,  Grand,  Centre  and  Rex. 

After  dropping  the  55-cent  top  admission 

in  favor  of  a  40-cent  scale  two  weeks  ago, 
Tri-State's  Paramount  theatre  at  Omaha, 
reopened  in  October  after  being  dark  for 
over  a  year,  has  now  changed  to  double 
features. 

In  Minneapolis,  the  Twin  City  branch  of 
Northwest  Allied  voted  unanimously  to 
maintain  a  single  feature  policy  for  one 

more  year.  The  meeting  of  independent  ex- 
hibitors representing  an  almost  100  per  cent 

Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  membership  was 
enthusiastic  in  its  support  of  the  single  bill 

program,  particularly  with  "the  coming  of 
better  times  assured." 

Funeral  Services  Held 

For  Irene  Fenwick 

Simple  Catholic  services  were  held  in 
Hollywood  Monday  at  Calvary  Mausoleum 
for  Irene  Fenwick,  Mrs.  Lionel  Barrymore, 
who  died  last  Thursday  after  an  illness  of 
several  months.  Only  the  family  and  close 
friends  attended.  Pallbearers  were :  George 
Cukor,  Paul  Lukas,  Sam  Hofenstein,  Earl 
Barker  and  Stanley  Campbell.  Honorary 
pallbearers  were:  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Al 
Woods,  Edmund  Lowe,  Harry  Cruikshank, 
Winston  Thomas,  Arthur  Cooley,  G.  W. 
Colby,  Edward  Sheldon  and  Mike  Scherling. 

Born  in  Chicago  49  years  ago,  Miss  Fen- 
wick made  her  first  stage  appearance-  in 

1904  in  the  chorus  of  "Peggy  From  Paris," 
under  the  management  of  H.  W.  Savage. 
Within  a  month  she  had  the  leading  role 

in  the  play.  Her  first  big  hit  was  in  "The 
Zebra"  in  1911  and  from  then  on  she 

appeared  in  such  plays  as  "The  Fortune 
Hunter,"  "Along  Came  Ruth,"  "A  Stitch  in 
Time,"  "The  Piker"  and  "Taps."  She  and 
Mr.  Barrymore  were  married  in  Rome  in 

1923  after  their  appearance  in  "The  Claw" and  several  other  Broadway  hits. 

WPA  Workers  Reassured 

Positions  Are  Secure 

Harry  L.  Hopkins,  Administrator  of  the 
Works  Progress  Administration  in  Wash- 

ington, this  week  told  actors,  musicians, 
writers  and  artists  who  are  employed  on 
Federal  projects  to  disregard  reports  that 
these  projects  were  to  be  curtailed  below 
the  point  where  adequate  relief  work  would 
be  given. 

"That  has  never  been  contemplated,"  Mr. 
Hopkins  said.  "It  is  generally  recognized 
that  work  of  great,  and  we  hope,  lasting  and 
cultural  value  has  been  accomplished  by 

these  projects.  They  have  served  to  in- 
dicate, in  my  opinion,  the  broader  function 

the  arts  should  perform  in  our  society. 
"Those  in  actual  need  will  continue  to 

receive  employment,  if  not  on  their  present 
projects,  then  in  other  useful  capacities. 
Non-relief  employment  on  the  works  pro- 

gram will  be  curtailed  wherever  possible 
but  all  who  are  certified  as  in  need  will  find 

our  rolls  open  to  them." 

Newmade  Opens  Offices 
Newmade  Products  Corporation  opened 

its  new  offices  at  427  West  42nd  street  in 
New  York  last  week. 

Expect  Numerous 

Bills  in  Co  ngress 

Aimed  at  Radio 

An  unusually  large  number  of  legislative 
measures  affecting  the  radio  broadcasting 
industry  are  expected  when  Congress  and 
44  state  legislatures  get  under  way  this  year. 
At  Washington,  the  eyes  of  the  radio  indus- 

try are  turned  toward  the  possibilities  of 
repeal  of  the  five  per  cent  tax  on  radio 
sales,  which  with  other  nuisance  taxes,  is 
scheduled  to  expire  June  30th. 

The  industry  also  will  be  affected  by  other 
legislation  which  is  slated  to  come  up  in 
Congress,  including  the  30-hour  week  bill, 
proposed  Federal  incorporation  of  all  cor- 

porations engaged  in  interstate  commerce, 
revision  of  the  social  security  act  and  the 
Walsh-Healey  Government-contracts  law, 
the  anticipated  Patman  bill  prohibiting  the 
manufacturers  from  engaging  in  direct  sell- 

ing, and  Federal  Trade  Commission  propo- 

sals to  penalize  "deceptive  acts  or  practices." 
In  the  more  than  two-score  state  legis- 

latures which  will  start  in  January  much 

special  legislation  on  radio  is  expected.  This 
will  range  all  the  way  from  excise  taxes  on 
radio  sales  to  the  banning  of  automobile  re- 

ceivers and  the  Nevada  proposal  to  require 
state  registration  of  trade  marks. 

In  anticipation  of  a  busy  winter,  radio 
industry  leaders  already  are  preparing  for 

the  appearance  of  strong  representatives  be- 
fore all  legislative  bodies  considering  radio 

bills,  particularly  those  which  would  tend 
in  any  way  to  limit  the  market. 

Cullman  Seen  as 

Chairman  of  Roxy 

Howard  S.  Cullman,  trustee  for  the  Roxy 
Theatre  in  New  York,  in  all  probability  will 
be  named  chairman  of  the  board  of  the  new 

operating  company  to  be  set  up  by  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  after  the  Roxy  is  reorganized. 
This  is  expected  April  1st  or  15th.  The  new 
operating  company  will  be  a  subsidiary  of 
National  Theatres  which  is  the  holding  com- 

pany for  all  Twentieth  Century-Fox  ex- hibition interests. 

Mr.  Cullman  is  said  to  have  been  offered 

the  post  but  has  turned  it  down,  the  reason 
given  said  to  be  that  he  will  not  consider 
any  proposals  while  representing  the  court 
in  the  present  operation  of  the  theatre. 
Harry  Arthur  and  Jack  Partington  of  Artcu 
also  are  scheduled  to  continue  with  the  the- 

atre under  a  long-term  management  contract with  the  new  company. 

F.  J.  Coyle  Is  Dead 

Frank  J.  Coyle,  brother  of  John  G.  Von 
Herberg  of  Jensen- Von  Herberg  Circuit, 
died  in  Seattle  late  last  week  following  an 
illness  of  several  months.  He  was  well 
known  in  the  Pacific  Northwest  theatre  field, 

having  managed  the  Liberty  in  Seattle  for 
the  past  several  years. 

Ruf  Joins  Columbia  Staff 

Walter  Ruf,  formerly  with  Royal  Reviews, 

Inc.,  has  joined  Bill  Thomas'  publicity  staff 
at  Columbia  in  Hollywood,  succeeding  Bar- 

ney Hutchinson,  resigned. 
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OW  we  have  come  to  the  year  of  1937,  the  twenty-fifth  of  motion  picture  drama 

and  of  Mr.  Adolph  Zukor,  so  largely  the  founder  of  the  era  in  which  the  screen 

has  become  a  world  institution,  dominant  among  the  media  of  human  expression. 

To  many  of  us  it  must  seem  but  a  little  while  ago  that  this  man  set  about  the  great 

ories  of  1912  to  the  facts  and  manifestations  of  today.  But  in  all  the  years  between 

there  has  been  a  purposeful  continuity  of  constructive  exploration,  filled  with 

labours  and  travails,  dotted  and  landmarked  by  defeats  and  successes. 

Reflection  brings  to  me  now  the  realization  that  many  times  before,  through  two 

decades  of  recording  the  annals  of  the  screen,  there  has  been  occasion  to  set  down 

progressive  chapters  of  the  intense  story  that  is  Adolph  Zukor.  At  intervals  that 

seem  frequent  in  retrospect,  the  vista  finds  him  standing  in  positions  of  command- 

ing eminence  in  his  industry  as  the  milestones  of  the  years  fall  behind.  Having  so 

often  recorded  him  for  the  printed  page  and  the  bookshelves  of  the  world,  makes 

this  anniversary  attention  for  his  own  people,  all  of  us  of  the  motion  picture, 

pleasantly  familiar  and  suffused  with  a  certain  glow  of  participation. 

HERE  is,  it  would  seem,  a  particular  significance  in  the  fact  that  the  picture  which 

accompanies  these  words  is  Mr.  Zukor's  favourite  photograph,  that  it  is  unre- 

touched,  that  it  was  made  not  in  his  more  abundant  yesterdays  but  recently,  that  it 

shows  him  standing,  facing  forward,  obviously  determined,  apparently  assured.  In 

the  all  unconscious  bearing  of  it,  the  camera  has  caught  that  something  of  posture, 

expressing  the  man  within,  which  restates  elements  of  the  statue  to  show  us  the 

spirit  of  David  Farragut  at  his  moment  of  "damn  the  torpedoes,"  the  poised 

aggression  of  the  classic  Nike  of  Samothrace,  the  calm,  bold  daring  that  someway 

asserted  itself  under  the  chisels  of  the  men  who  carved  the  figureheads  for  the 

Yankee  clipperships  in  their  era  of  supremacy  of  the  seas. 

adventure  that  was  to  prove  the  making  of  a  new  dominion  of  art  and  industry. 

There  is  the  seeming  of  magic  when  one  shifts  the  eye  of  inspection  from  the  mem- 

What  this  picture  says  is:  here  stands  Adolph  Zukor  looking  ahead. 



HAT  is  what  he  has  always  done.  It  has  taken  him  a  whole  quarter  of  a  century, 

a  generation  in  the  life  of  his  contemporaries,  to  come  to  an  anniversary.  It  is  also 

a  reasonable  conjecture  that  this  anniversary  is  considerably  more  an  event  of  the 

corporation  that  he  conceived  and  nurtured  than  of  him.  In  person  he  has  never 

been  one  to  count  the  yesterdays. 

Considering  the  career  of  the  man  Zukor  it  becomes  conspicuous  that  his  domi- 

nant motivation  seems  ever  to  have  been  a  conviction  that  tomorrow  would  be 

better.  He  enjoyed  the  tremendous  advantage  of  starting  with  an  industry  for 

which  any  way  that  it  went  from  where  it  was  was  up. 

One  outstanding  aspect  of  the  career  of  Mr.  Zukor  has  ever  been  a  working 

philosophy,  expressed  in  action  and  attitude  rather  than  words,  of  taking  care  of 

the  job  before  him  with  the  reasonable  assumption  that  it  would  take  care  of  him. 

That  has  not  been  a  very  generally  held  attitude,  but  it  is  to  be  observed  that  quite 

a  number  of  his  contemporaries  of  the  earlier  period,  who  planned  more  for 

themselves  than  for  their  industry,  have  not  survived  in  status  the  better  thereby. 

HE  motion  picture  as  an  institution  is  peculiarly  indebted  to  Mr.  Zukor  for  being 

ever  willing  to  think  well  of  it  and  to  be  assured  and  confident  of  progress  to  a 

better  tomorrow. 

In  every  period  of  the  motion  picture  since  it  emerged  from  peep  show  arcade 

to  screen  the  majority  have  devoted  themselves  to  the  immediate  day,  to  the 

exploitation  of  the  status  quo,  resulting  inevitably  in  the  opinion  that  pictures 

were  good  enough  and  the  business  at  its  crest.  At  about  the  juncture  when 

Adolph  Zukor  was  to  obtrude  on  the  picture  scene,  a  Brooklyn  magnate  of  the  era 

about  to  end,  the  production  head  of  his  company,  paid  himself  off  with  a  thou- 

sand dollar  check  every  afternoon.  This  man  did  not  think  that  the  motion  picture 

was  going  anywhere  —  and  that  was  1912,  when  the  nickelodeon  was  about 

seven  years  old.  There  were  about  18,000  of  the  little  movie  storeshows.  Ten 

cents  was  the  admission  price.  Seven  hundred  seats  made  a  big  house.  The  annual 



gross  film  rental  of  the  industry  amounted  to  a  figure  that  would  closely  resemble 

today's  Hollywood  budget  for  a  few  good  pictures. 

UST  about  the  time  the  founders  of  the  industry  had  decided  that  it  was  at  its 

ceiling,  Mr.  Zukor  moved  in  upstairs  with  some  prints  of  Louis  Mercanton's 

"Queen  Elizabeth"  with  Sarah  Bernhardt,  shortly  to  crystalize  that  distribution 

project  and  the  budding  pressure  of  the  feature  era  into  his  notion  of  famous 

players  in  famous  plays.  That  was  plainly  enough  an  address  at  entertainment  of 

a  higher  order,  aimed  at  larger  audiences,  higher  buying  power. 

This  meant  confidence  enough  in  the  motion  picture  to  indulge  in  production 

costs,  which,  modest  as  they  seem  beside  today's  figures,  were  viewed  as  mad 

extravagances  then.  The  first  step  was  to  bring  to  the  screen  an  amazing  array  of 

names  covered  with  the  honors  and  glamour  of  the  lofty,  somewhat  supercilious, 

stage,  such  names  as  Hackett,  Kalich,  Belasco,  O'Neill,  Fiske,  Frohman.  And 

there  was  enough  elasticity  in  the  concept  to  discover  quickly  that  the  screen, 

through  the  nickelodeon  years,  had  been  making  a  scarcely  recognized  fame  of 

a  new  order  for  its  own  tomorrow,  conspicuously  with  Miss  Mary  Pickford,  who 

very  presently  became  Mr.  Zukor's  most  valued  and  valuable  screen  asset,  kept 

as  his  against  all  comers  and  all  bidders.  And  again  in  the  immediately  ensuing 

years  he  continuously  went  to  the  top  of  the  market  for  talent  at  new  and  rising 

figures  for  the  best  box  office  talent  that  the  world  offered,  including,  it  is  to  be 

remembered,  that  famous  triumvirate  of  Griffith,  Ince  and  Sennett.  The  fact  is 

that  once,  when  the  Famous  Players  project  was  forming,  Mr.  Zukor  had  made 

an  offer  of  $50,000  a  year  for  the  services  of  David  Wark  Griffith,  when  Famous 

Players  had  nothing  resembling  that  sum  of  money. 

T 
I  HAT  firm  faith  in  the  essential  value  of  the  best  and  nothing  but  the  best,  for  the 

screen,  resultedj  in  a  concentration  under  Zukor  auspices  of  the  greatest 

assemblance  of  star  value,  in  proportion  to  its  day,  that  the  industry  has  ever 

seen.  It  is  reasonably  accurate  to  say  that  only  two  top  rank  box  office  names  of 

the  period  were  not  brought  to  bag — Charles  Chaplin  and  Maude  Adams. 



Parenthetically,  it  seems  probable  that  whatever  the  official  reasons  may  have  been, 

the  basic  facts  would  include  Miss  Adams'  idiosyncratic  philosophy  which  did  not 

exalt  the  screen,  and  like  as  not  the  improbability  of  Mr.  Zukor's  enjoyment  of 

the  Chaplin  philosophy  expressed  in  comedy  based  on  the  triumph  of  the  boob,  a 

ragamuffin  hero  in  baggy  pants. 

That  just  incidentally  brings  the  recollection  that  it  is  a  part  of  the  Zukor  success 

story  that  in  his  struggling  days  when  he  could  afford  but  one  suit  of  clothes  at  a 

time  he  paid  a  hundred  dollars  for  it,  and  took  care  of  it.  He  had  always  been  like 

that,  it  seems,  for  a  classic  reference  of  his  up-from-the-East-side  story  is  the 

yarn  about  saving,  with  his  two  roommates,  Max  and  Ignatz,  enough  to  attend  a 

Sarah  Bernhardt  performance,  in  course  of  one  of  her  earlier  farewell  tours.  By 

the  device  of  the  pass-out  check,  each  saw  one  act  of  the  best  show  in  town.  The 

best,  ever  the  best,  seems  to  have  been  a  fundamental  Zukor  idea. 

HIS  idea  first  brought  to  bear  upon  the  screen  in  Famous  Players  may  probably 

with  fairness  be  considered  ancestral  to  the  whole  structure  of  perfection-at-any- 

price  policy  which  has  made  American  motion  picture  production  technique  world 

dominant  —  explaining  why  today  Hollywood  has  contributed  both  pattern  and 

personnel  to  the  most  ambitious  studios  overseas,  from  England's  Pinewood  to 

the  Soviet's  new  plant  in  the  Crimea. 

The  field  of  exhibition  will  be  interested,  too,  in  an  episode  connected  with  the 

impact  of  the  Zukor  policy  on  Broadway  showmanship.  Mr.  Zukor  dashed  into 

his  Fifth  Avenue  office,  somewhat  later  than  usual  after  lunch.  He  was  aglow  with 

a  notion. 

"I've  just  bought  the  Rialto  and  the  Rivoli  for  us,"  he  announced. 

"And  for  how  much?"  Jesse  Lasky  inquired. 

"I  don't  remember  just  now,"  Mr.  Zukor  replied.  That  was  not  what  he  was 

thinking  about.  "We  need  them  to  represent  us  on  Broadway." 



Obviously  what  Mr.  Zukor  was  buying  was  only  incidentally  two  pieces  of  theatre 

real  estate,  but  rather  bringing  into  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  Corporation  some- 

thing of  the  glorification  that  had  been  given  the  film  by  the  euphemistic  show- 

manship of  Samuel  L.  Rothafel  and  the  musical  endowments  and  embellishments 

of  the  screen  by  Hugo  Riesenfeld. 

This  might  be  taken  to  give  occasion  for  a  paraphrase  of  Howard  Dietz's  famous 

Goldwyn-Shaw  set-up,  by  comment  on  Mr.  Zukor  the  artist  and  Mr.  Lasky  the 

business  man.  Anyway  their  policies  delivered,  and  the  product  carried  many  an 

executive  along  with  it  to  fame  and  fortune. 

HE  probability  is  that  today,  in  Hollywood  amidst  the  concerns  of  production, 

Mr.  Zukor  is  a  bit  nearer  the  position  of  his  heart's  desire  than  ever  before  in  his 

long  motion  picture  career.  From  the  first,  meaning  the  formation  of  the  original 

Famous  Players,  he  has  been  more  acutely  and  immediately  interested  in  the 

making  of  pictures  than  any  other  phase  of  the  industry.  For  many  and  many  a 

year  it  has  been  observable  that  he  would  render  million  dollar  decisions  on  short 

notice,  but  that  when  by  chance  and  circumstance  he  was  brought  into  the  discus- 

sion of  a  production  he  would  spend  endless  hours  on  story  value  and  treatment. 

"I  took  over  the  business  responsibilities,  originally,"  he  once  remarked,  "because 

when  we  were  putting  this  business  together  it  seemed  that  probably  I  was  best 

equipped  to  do  it — it  was  not  my  special  preference." 

Whatever  the  role  for  Mr.  Zukor  is  to  be,  it  would  appear  that  he  decided  long 

ago  that  he  was,  as  they  said  in  the  war,  "in  for  the  duration."  That  was  put  to 

the  test  'way  back  in  1916.  It  was  when  the  late  and  well  near  forgotten  Triangle 

Film  Corporation  was  a  bright  ascendant  aurora  in  the  screen  sky.  The  extreme 

high  pressure  of  promotion  made  it  seem  that  Triangle  might  be  about  to  dom- 

inate the  industry.  A  part  of  its  ambitious  plan  was  to  absorb  the  Famous-Players- 

Lasky-Paramount  organization,  the  only  opposition  of  importance  in  sight.  In  the 

negotiations  it  was  necessary,  if  anything  was  to  be  accomplished,  to  overtake 

Adolph  Zukor.  An  offer  was  made  to  him  of  a  million  dollars  net  for  his  interest. 



OR  many  a  year  it  has  been  Mr.  Zukor's  habit  to  walk  while  he  thinks,  on  any 

difficult  subject.  That  week  he  walked  most  of  the  time.  When  he  got  tired  of 

walking  his  answer  to  the  Triangle  bankers  and  promoters  was  "No." 

"That  million  would  have  made  a  nice  stake  for  the  family,"  Mr.  Zukor  recalled 

in  years  after,  "but  it  would  have  left  me  nothing  to  do — except  run  a  shoe  store, 

maybe,  or  something  like  that.  There  I  was  with  a  million  bet,  and  was  sitting 

with  one  ace.  I  decided  to  stay  and  play." 

The  ace  of  course  was  the  Zukor  contract  with  Miss  Mary  Pickford. 

There  are  no  indications  that  Mr.  Zukor  has  at  any  time  since  seriously  considered 

withdrawing  from  the  big  game.  He  has  had  and  seen,  coming  and  going,  many 

a  million  since,  and  it  is  likely  that  a  million  will  never  look  as  big  to  him  again  as 

the  one  he  decided  was  not  big  enough  in  1916. 

N  this  period  of  much  discussion  of  the  motion  picture's  social  and  moral  status, 

it  is  fitting  to  record  that  down  the  years  ever  since  the  screen  became  important, 

Mr.  Zukor  has  exerted  an  influence  toward  the  accurate  alignment  of  the  screen 

with  American  mores  and  the  right.  A  decision  had  to  be  made  for  the  Paramount 

product  early  in  the  feature  era,  in  the  face  of  conspicuous  competitive  temptation. 

Important  contribution  to  the  greater  public  acceptance  and  appreciation  of  the 

motion  picture  resulted. 

It  is  fitting,  too,  to  set  down  here  record  of  the  fact  that  Mr.  Zukor  has  ever  been 

conscious  of  the  importance  of  a  competent  and  untrammelled  motion  picture 

industry  press.  Not  so  long  ago  he  remarked  to  the  editor  of  these  pages: 

"I  read  Motion  Picture  Herald  every  week — because  you  say  what  you  think,  no 

matter  who  likes  it." 

6*$  Zrb 
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UNREST  IN  SHANGHAI  CUTS  THEATRE 

ATTENDANCE  TO  HALF  OF  NORMAL 

Japanese  Marines  with  Fixed 

Bayonets  Patrol  Streets  of 

Hongkew  District  and  Several 

Theatres  Are  Barred  to  Public 

by  Special  Correspondent 

Owing  to  the  sporadic  outburst  of  inci- 
dents and  their  resultant  effect  on  trade  in 

general,  it  is  best  not  to  take  any  single  in- 
cident as  affecting  business  over  a  period, 

but  to  wait  and  see  the  accumulative  result 

over  a  period  of  time. 

Since  the  beginning  of  this  autumn's troubles  in  the  northern  or  Hongkew  district 

of  Shanghai  there  has  been  a  constant  daily 
exodus  of  local  residents  to  the  southern  and 

western  districts  and  French  Concession.  At 

times  this  exodus  has  reached  almost  a 

stampede  of  over-wrought  and  fear-ridden 

people,  and  consequently  business  in  hun- 
dreds of  shops  ceased,  proprietors  closed  or 

moved  to  other  areas. 

At  this  writing  (November  20th)  a  walk 

through  the  main  business  thoroughfare  of 

Hongkew  presented  a  sight  of  hundreds  of 

empty,  shuttered  shops  and  dark  streets. 

Undoubtedly  the  unrest  has  affected  the 

Japanese  owned  shops  also,  and  certainly 

it  has  had  a  disastrous  effect  upon  cine- 

mas in  the  locality.  The  presence  of  Jap- 
anese marines  with  fixed  bayonets  on 

prominent  street  intersections,  the  pres- 
ence of  Japanese  Naval  Patrol  station  in 

the  heart  of  the  Hongkew  cinema  center 

where  three  foreign  cinemas,  also  one 
Chinese  and  a  new  Japanese  theatre  are 
located,  almost  alongside  each  other,  with 
the  usual  hullabaloo  connected  with  each 

turn  out  of  patrols,  armored  cars,  armed 
motorcycles,  and  so  on,  has  resulted  in  some 
performances  being  shut  off  to  the  public 

entirely,  and  has  reduced  the  attendance 
to  what  one  wellknown  foreign  exhibitor  in 
that  area  declares  to  be  only  50  per  cent 
of  normal  business. 

The  fact  that  the  entire  northern  area 
with  its  dozens  of  cabarets,  beer  halls  and 
its  low-priced  cinemas  was  out  of  bounds  to 
the  entire  forces  of  the  U.  S.  Navy  Asiatic 
Fleet  during  its  recent  regular  autumn  visit, 
after  returning  from  northern  waters  on 
their  way  to  Manila  caused  a  concentrated 
protest  from  all  sides  to  lessen  the  armed 

display  and  allow  business  to  reap  the  har- 
vest usually  attendant  on  fleet  visits,  but  to 

no  avail,  as  to  date  all  protests  have  had 
little  or  no  effect. 

New  Threat  to  Cinemas 

Removals  continue  slowly,  and  with  this 
writing  a  Japanese  committee  has  presented 
a  petition  for  the  creation  of  a  Special  Ad- 

ministration District  in  the  northern  area. 
Such  a  district,  administered  by  Japanese 
and  Chinese  authorities,  would  probably  be 
outside  the  present  limits  of  the  International 
Settlement,  but  details  are  not  available,  and 
unless  such  area  were  definitely  outside  the 

present  Settlement,  many  of  the  cinemas  now 
located  in  Hongkew  would  be  affected. 

It  is  true  that  the  theatres  now  suffering 

are  small,  subsequent-run  houses,  whose  rev- 
enue in  the  aggregate  is  not  large  compared 

with  the  whole  of  Shanghai.  But  they  play 
to  a  class  that  appreciates  the  low  prices, 
and  whose  cinema  entertainment  is  entirely 
with  these  small  theatres,  and  the  loss  of 
business  is  causing  anxiety  among  theatre 
owners  who  have  just  about  managed  to 
keep  out  of  the  red  in  the  best  of  times. 

Slow  Recovery  Seen 

It  is  difficult  to  say  what  the  result  will 
be  should  negotiations  in  Nanking  fail. 
Hongkew  and  Chapei  have  not  yet  recovered 
from  the  disastrous  war  of  1932.  The  crea- 

tion of  a  Special  Administrative  District 
may  and  may  not  result  in  better  times  for 
the  cinemas,  as  undoubtedly  Japanese  cen- 

sorship would  prevail  in  such  an  area  and 
cinemas  located  therein  would  be  subject  to 

taxing  and  control  by  the  Special  District's 
administrators.  Under  any  circumstances, 
theatre  business  will  have  an  extremely  slow 
recovery  in  the  northern  area  of  Shanghai. 

The  movement  of  the  population  has  had 
little  effect  upon  cinema  admissions  in  the 
other  areas,  since,  as  has  been  pointed  out, 
most  of  the  attendance  depended  upon  the 
low-priced  theatres  of  which  comparatively 
few  are  located  in  the  unaffected  localities. 

On  the  whole,  the  entire  cinema  trade  in 
Shanghai,  Tientsin,  Peiping  and  other  ports 
where  Sino-Chinese  troubles  have  arisen, 
has  taken  a  decided  relapse  in  the  last  few 

months,  and  instead  of  the  optimism  pre- 
vailing when  the  first  part  of  1936  started 

out  so  successfully,  the  box  office  receipts, 
with  exception  of  a  few  isolated  places  and 
films,  have  taken  such  a  downward  trend 
that  every  distributor  feels  himself  butting 

against  forces  that,  willy-nilly  will  create  a 
pessimistic  outlook  unless  peace  and  normal 
business  conditions  are  allowed  to  re-estab- 

lish themselves  in  this  country. 

Censorship  Against  Paramount 

Both  distributors  and  exhibitors  in  China 

are  considerably  disturbed  over  the  sudden 
action  the  censors  in  Nanking  took  against 
Paramount  Films  of  China,  Inc. 

With  no  official  announcement  of  the  new 

rule,  said  in  effect  to  ban  the  entire  pro- 
duct of  any  foreign  producer  who  distributes 

a  film  anywhere  in  the  world  that  is  consid- 
ered offensive  to  Chinese  dignity,  and  with- 

out giving  Paramount  Films  of  China,  Inc., 

any  hearing  whatsoever,  the  censors  in  Nan- 
king in  the  first  week  of  November  refused 

to  admit  further  Paramount  Pictures.  No 

warning  was  issued,  and  no  official  notice 
was  sent  to  Paramount  in  China.  As  a  con- 

sequence, being  entirely  unprepared  with 
no  unreleased  films  on  hand,  a  serious  situa- 

tion was  created  in  two  of  the  Shanghai  first- 
run  cinemas,  necessitating  a  complete  shift 
in  programs  and  advertising. 

The  matter  seems  to  have  been  based  on 

a  report  by  the  Chinese  Vice-Consul  in  Los 

Angeles  that  Paramount's  studios  had  re- 
fused to  make  certain  cuts  in  "Klondike 

Protests  Avail  Nothing  When 

Northern  Shanghai  Is  Ruled 

Out  of  Bounds  to  American 

Sailors;  Taxing  Feared  Also 

Annie"  and  had  refused  to  withdraw  "The 
General  Died  at  Dawn"  from  circulation. 

Negotiations  immediately  took  place  be- 
tween the  censors  in  Nanking  and  Para- 
mount Films  of  China,  Inc.,  and  at  this  writ- 

ing the  troubled  situation  seems  to  have  eased 
somewhat.  The  censors  offered  to  suspend 
the  ban,  pending  importation  of  a  print  of 
"The  General  Died  at  Dawn,"  which  will 
receive  the  regular  censorship  and,  if  found 

unsatisfactory,  will  be  barred.  It  still  re- 
mains to  be  seen  if  the  print  itself  can  be 

confiscated;  but  it  is  likely  that  only  re-ex- 
port under  bond  will  be  required,  according 

to  the  rule  in  force.  The  confiscation  rule 

of  Aug.  10th  has  not  yet  been  tried  in  the 
case  of  American  distributors. 

Under  the  circumstances,  American  dis- 
tributors in  China  have  been  extremely  con- 

cerned, since  several  major  producers  have 
produced  films  declared  offensive  to  China, 
and,  as  in  the  cast  of  Paramount,  might  be 
subject  to  the  same  drastic  action  without 
warning,  thus  disrupting  the  exhibition  in 
the  first-run  theatres  and  creating  a  severe 
shortage  of  films.  Consequently,  assistance 
has  been  asked  from  the  State  Department 
in  Washington,  by  which  it  is  hoped  so  to 
clarify  any  future  action  of  the  Chinese  Gov- 

ernment that  misunderstanding  and  sudden 
disruption  of  the  market  will  be  avoided. 

Paramount  Ruling  Accepted 

United  States  District  Judge  Coxe  in  New 
York  Monday  formally  accepted  the  ruling 
of  the  United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals 

in  overruling  Referee  John  E.  Joyce's  refu- 
sal to  allow  a  claim  of  the  Madison-Toledo 

Company  against  Paramount  for  $18,000. 
The  court  also  allowed  $403  for  court  ex- 

penses. The  company  will  make  the  paymen; 
with  $9,000  in  debentures  and  $9,000  in  first 

preferred  stock. 

W.  J.  Brady,  Actor,  Passes 

William  J.  Brady,  veteran  character  actor 
on  the  Broadway  stage,  and  a  charter  mem- 

ber of  Actors  Equity  Association,  died  at 
his  home  in  New  York  Monday.  He  was  66 
and  had  been  in  ill  health  for  a  year.  His 

first  role  was  in  1897  in  "A  Lady  of  Qual- 
ity" and  his  last  in  "Hold  Your  Horses" 

three  years  ago.  He  is  survived  by  his  wife, 
Elizabeth  Cunningham  Brady. 

Chicago  Passes  "Ecstasy" "Ecstasy  was  passed  by  the  Chicago  board 
of  censors  Monday  without  any  deletions 
and  was  given  a  general  permit.  The  picture 

opened  at  the  World  theatre,  with  an  "adults 
only"  sign  displayed.  The  newspaper  cam- 

paign on  the  picture  is  "extremely  mild" and  it  is  understood  the  censor  attitude  was 

that  so  much  has  been  taken  out  that  nothing 
remains  in  the  film  to  be  harmful. 
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Musicians  Obtain 

Philadelphia  Pact 

The  campaign  for  live  entertainment  in 
motion  picture  theatres,  waged  for  the  last 

three  months  by  the  Philadelphia  musicians' 
union  against  Warner  Brothers  circuit,  was 
ended  by  a  compromise  effected  in  New 
York  under  which  the  number  of  men  to 

be  employed,  at  least  on  a  part  time  basis, 
will  be  more  than  100  in  excess  of  the  num- 

ber employed  last  year. 
The  agreement  was  reached  by  Thomas 

F.  Gamble  and  George  B.  Henderson,  ex- 
ecutive offiicers  of  the  American  Federation 

of  Musicians;  A.  Anthony  Tomei,  A.  Rex 
Riccardi  and  the  full  membership  of  the 

executive  committee  of  the  musicians'  union, 
and  Frank  Phelps,  Ted  Schlanger  and  Ellis 
Shipman  for  Warner  Brothers. 

The  circuit  spent  $143,000  for  music  in 

Philadelphit  last  year,  although  they  guar- 
anteed to  spend  only  $103,000.  The  new 

settlement  sets  the  minimum  figure  at  $176,- 
500.  In  the  neighborhood  theatre  field,  the 
13  houses  having  stage  shows  for  one  day 
each  week  is  reduced  to  10,  but  instead  of 
a  one  day  showing  the  new  arrangement 
calls  for  a  full  week  of  vaudeville  at  the 

Allegheny  starting  December  28th,  three 
days  a  week  at  the  Oxford,  a  single  day  at 
two  theatres,  and  two  days  a  week  at  four 
others. 

For  the  downtown  Fox  and  Earle  the- 
atres, the  same  number  of  men  will  be  re- 

tained, 35  at  the  Fox  and  26  at  the  Earle, 
with  a  $5  weekly  increase  in  salary.  Stage 
shows  returned  to  the  Earle  on  December 

24th  but  picture  commitments  will  keep  the 
Fox  on  a  straight  picture  policy  until  early 
in  January. 

The  contract  runs  for  a  full  year  and  in- 
stead of  being  retroactive  to  September  1936, 

the  deadline  was  moved  to  December.  The 
final  settlement  came  as  a  surprise  after  all 
negotiations  during  the  previous  week  ended 
in  a  stalemate. 

GTE  Salaries  Published 

Earle  G.  Hines,  president  of  General 
Theatres  Equipment,  Inc.,  received  $41,900 
as  compensation  for  the  past  year,  according 
to  a  statement  just  issued  by  the  Stock  Ex- 

change in  New  York  on  the  new  Form  22 
registration  statements  of  the  Securities  and 

Exchange  Commission.  W.  E.  Green,  presi- 
dent-sub of  GTE,  received  $23,300;  M.  V. 

Carooll,  treasurer,  $18,575.  Eight  directors, 
including  the  president  and  registrant,  were 

paid  $44,960  while  three  officers,  not  direc- 
tors, received  $52,350. 

Film  Salesmen  Change  Name 
Motion  Picture  Associates  was  decided 

upon  this  week  as  the  new  name  for  the 
Motion  Picture  Salesmen  in  New  York  at 

a  meeting  of  the  organization  at  the  Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox  exchange.  The  member- 

ship was  also  increased  by  13.  Induction  of 
officers  will  take  place  January  7. 

To  Unveil  Roxy  Monument 
A  monument  to  the  late  S.  L.  (Roxy) 

Rothafel  will  be  unveiled  at  2  o'clock  Janu- 
ary 10  in  the  cemetery  of  Central  Syna- 

gogue at  55-22  Metropolitan  Avenue,  Ridge- 
wood,  Long  Island. 

Allow  Income  Credit 

On  Stock  Dividends 

Stock  dividends  of  corporations  to  the 
extent  of  the  fair  market  value  of  any  stock 
issued,  where  such  distributors  are  clearly 

taxable  to  the  shareholders  under  the  pro- 
visions of  the  1936  act,  will  be  allowed  by 

the  Internal  Revenue  Bureau  as  a  credit  in 

the  audit  of  corporation  income  tax  returns, 
it  was  disclosed  this  week  by  Commissioner 
Guy  T.  Helvering  in  Washington. 
No  dividends  paid  credit,  however,  will 

he  allowed  with  respect  to  a  stock  dividend 

distribution  if  the  receipt  of  the  stock  clear- 
ly constitutes  a  non-taxable  receipt  by  the 

shareholder. 

In  any  case  where  the  taxability  of  the 
distribution  is  debatable,  the  bureau  will 
adopt  a  general  policy  of  making  a  tentative 
allowance  pending  a  final  determination. 

The  new  regulations  are  issued  under  the 
provisions  of  the  1936  act  imposing  taxes  on 
corporate  income  withheld  from  distribution. 

Ostrers  Remain; 

Deal  Unchanged 

Isidore  and  Maurice  Ostrer  cancelled  their 
reservations  on  the  Normandie  for  sailing 
from  New  York  for  London  last  Saturday 
and  will  remain  in  America  for  several 

weeks.  No  significance  is  seen  in  the  delay 
and  there  is  little  possibility  of  any  further 
conferences  with  the  Schenck  brothers  on 
the  Gaumont  British  deal,  it  was  learned. 

Isidore  Ostrer  told  reporters  that  the  post- 

ponement of  the  sailing  date  was  "for  per- 
sonal reasons."  Nicholas  Schenck  left  early 

this  week  for  Miami  for  a  month's  vacation 
and  Maurice  Ostrer  and  Arthur  Lee,  GB 
executive  in  New  York,  also  left  for  Florida. 
Mr.  Ostrer  and  Mr.  Lee  are  expected  to 

stay  at  the  Florida  home  of  Willard  S.  Mc- 
Kay, general  counsel  of  Universal. 

During  their  stay  in  America  the  Ostrers 
have  had  one  conference  with  Joseph  and 
Nicholas  Schenck  and  Sidney  R.  Kent,  at 
which  the  GB  executives  offered  to  buy  the 
49  per  cent  stock  interest  in  Metropolis  and 
Bradford  Trust,  holding  company  for  GB, 

from  20th  Century-Fox  and  Loew's.  The 
proposal  was  refused  by  the  American  ex- ecutives. 

Paramount  Band  Poll 

Winners  Are  Announced 

Guy  Lombardo,  Fred  Waring  and  Glenn 
Gray  have  been  selected  the  three  winners  in 
the  New  York  Paramount  theatre  orchestra 

poll,  conducted  among  patrons  of  the  house 
during  the  past  year.  The  three  winning 
leaders  will  be  awarded  trophies  by  Bob 
Weitman,  managing  director. 

Associates  Honor  Dowd 

Approximately  150  associates  and  friends 
of  John  Dowd,  RKO  circuit  publicity  and 
advertising  head  in  New  York,  honored  him 
with  a  dinner  at  the  Hotel  Edison  Monday 

night  in  celebration  of  his  marriage  on  Jan- 
uary 7.  Mr.  Dowd  was  presented  a  set  of 

solid  silver  as  a  gift. 

Joseph  Podoloff,  Minneapolis  salesman  for 
Twentieth  Century-Fox,  has  been  promoted 
to  branch  manager. 

Austro-  German 

Pact  Observed 

Austria's  contingent  agreement  with  Ger- 
many which  makes  allowance  for  the  ex- 

portation of  14  motion  pictures  to  that  coun- 
try during  1936  has  been  strictly  observed, 

according  to  a  report  of  the  Department  of 
Commerce  in  Washington. 
Some  Austrian  producers,  it  is  pointed 

out,  were  of  the  opinion  that  the  number 
would  be  increased  and  as  a  result  the  entire 

quota  was  soon  exhausted.  As  Germany  re- 
fused to  agree  to  any  alteration  of  the  con- 

tingent agreement,  Vienna  studios  are  for 
the  most  part  inactive. 
The  limitation  of  14  films,  the  report 

states,  will  compel  Austrian  studios  to  pro- 
duce only  feature  films  of  first  quality  in  the 

future,  since  average  pictures  would  not  be 

profitable. It  is  doubtful,  the  report  continued,  if  con- 
ditions will  permit  the  production  of  even 

14  pictures  in  Vienna  during  the  coming 
contingent  year.  In  neighboring  countries, 
film  producers  receive  financial  assistance 
from  the  government,  but  such  subsidies  are 
unknown  in  Austria.  Therefore,  it  was  re- 

ported in  Vienna  that  producers  may  avail 
themselves  of  these  opportunities  and  move 
their  studios  from  Austria. 

Vienna  producers  state  that  a  yearly  sub- 
sidy of  approximately  one  million  schillings, 

about  $200,000,  would  be  sufficient  to  carry 
the  Austrian  film  industry  and  it  is  pointed 
out  that  such  a  sum  would  soon  return  to  the 

government  in  the  form  of  taxes.  Producers 
declare  they  would  abandon  Vienna  with 
reluctance,  but  economic  conditions  may 
compel  them  to  do  so,  according  to  the 

report. 

To  Study  Prospects 

J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the  board 
of  Universal  Pictures  Company,  sailed  from 
New  York  for  London  this  week  to  acquaint 
his  British  associate  with  the  progress  that 
has  been  made  in  revamping  the  Universal 
production  and  distribution  organization 
since  he  and  his  associates,  R.  H.  Cochrane 
and  Charles  R.  Rogers,  assumed  direction 

of  the  company's  affairs  following  the  acqui- 
sition of  control  from  the  Carl  Laemmle  in- 

terests last  spring.  Mr.  Cowdin  will  visit 
Universal's  offices  in  primary  European 
centers  to  discuss  details  of  releasing  the 

company's  pictures  on  the  continent. 
"With  the  motion  picture  attendance  here 

running  approximately  15  per  cent  ahead 
of  a  year  ago  and  the  initial  releases  by  New 
Universal  enjoying  a  favorable  reception  by 

both  exhibitors  and  the  public  in  this  coun- 

try," said  Mr.  Cowdin,  "I  am  interested  in 
getting  at  first  hand  information  regarding 
the  outlook  at  this  time  for  our  pictures 
on  the  other  side.  Universal  has  always 

enjoyed  a  substantial  market  abroad. 
"Reports  on  the  showing  in  London  of 

'My  Man  Godfrey'  indicate  an  enthusiastic 
reception  with  the  probability  that  as  the 
picture  is  released  elsewhere  in  the  United 

Kingdom  its  American  success  fill  be  dup- 

licated there." 
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CHANCE  CAME  BATTLE  IN  CHICACO 

BRINGS  ARREST  OF  15  EXHIBITORS 

Police  Commissioner  Follows  Up 

Threat  with  Raids  on  Theatres; 

"Airtight  Case"  Prepared 
for  Hearing  on  January  1 5 

Following  a  period  during  which  chance 
games  moved  into  new  territories,  this  week 
found  authorities  in  eight  more  cities  mov- 

ing to  stop  the  schemes. 

In  Chicago,  authorities  moved  to  elimi- 
nate the  games  from  theatres  by  arresting 

15  managers.  In  Redwod,  Cal.,  the  games 
were  declared  legal;  in  Mobile,  Ala., 

illegal.  Atlanta  theatre  owners  were  re- 
vising their  chance  game  procedure  to 

circumvent  the  Georgia  lottery  laws.  At 
Beloit,  Wis.,  city  officials  were  seeking  an 
injunction  to  prevent  theatres  from  using 

them.  The  practice  was  stopped  in  To- 
ronto. New  Orleans  courts  held  they  were 

in  violation  of  lottery  laws.  Bank  Night  in- 
surance was  declared  a  lottery  in  the  state 

of  Oklahoma.  Massachusetts  courts  threw 

out  an  infringement  action,  claiming  Bank 

Night  entered  public  domain  when  it  en- 
tered theatres. 

A  suit  was  filed  in  the  circuit  court  at 

Chicago  on  Wednesday,  asking  receivership 
for  theatre  prize  deposits  estimated  at  more 

than  $100,000,  against  87  independent  thea- 
tres and  the  Balaban  and  Katz,  Warner  and 

Allied  circuits.  The  suit  was  brought  by- 
Mrs.  Elizabeth  Mannasmith,  who  described 
herself  as  a  taxpayer  and  theatregoer,  and 
asked  that  the  defendants  be  compelled  to 

account  for  all  such  funds  in  their  posses- 
sion, that  they  turn  the  money  over  to  the 

receiver  and  that  present  holders  be  en- 
joined from  disposing  of  the  funds  pending 

outcome  of  the  suit. 

Chicago  police  had  threatened  arrest  to  thea- 
tre managers  conducting  Bank  Night  in  their 

drive  to  eliminate  the  practice  and  over  the 
weekend  they  carried  out  their  threats  with 
wholesale  raids.  More  than  15  managers  were 
arrested  and  released  on  bail  for  hearings  on 
January  15,  at  the  request  of  Corporation  Coun- 

sel Barnet  Hodes,  who  said  he  planned  an  "air- 
tight case"  against  the  theatre  men. 

Circuit  houses  as  well  as  independent  theatres 
received  police  visits.  The  officers  waited  until 
drawings  had  been  held,  or  prizes  had  been 
awarded,  before  making  the  arrests.  Patrons 
booed  and  hissed. 

Some  managers  advertised  the  drawings  late 
at  night  and  then  held  them  early  to  avoid 
arrests.  Others  completed  them  with  the  as- 

sistant managers  in  charge  after  the  police  had 
taken  the  managers  to  headquarters. 

Circuits  Await  Outcome 

With  the  announcement  of  the  date  of  the 
trials  as  January  15,  circuit  men  said  they 
would  stop  all  games  in  their  theatres  until  the 
legal  difficulties  are  untangled.  Independent 
operators  also  were  planning  to  halt  the  practice 
until  after  the  situation  is  aired  in  court.  Some 
houses  with  drawings  scheduled  for  next  week 
said  they  would  go  ahead  with  plans.  These 
include  the  Oriental  and  State-Lake  in  the 
Loop.  Managers  said  circuit  executives  had 
offered  them  no  advice  as  to  what  to  do. 
Mayor  Edward  Kelly,  on  Monday,  said: 

"These  theatre  managers  are  not  criminals.  The 

NEW  JERSEY  BANS 
BINGO  IN  TAVERNS 

The  popular  game  of  Bingo  has 
been  banned  as  a  game  of  chance 

from  rooms  where  liquor  is  served  in 
New  Jersey,  in  a  ruling  by  State 
Beverage  Control  Commissioner  D. 
Frederick  Burnett  in  Newark.  The 

ruling  said  that  arguments  over  the 

game  might  easily  cause  trouble  in  a barroom. 

Exhibitors  have  been  complaining 
that  commercial  establishments  run- 

ning Bingo  games  have  had  a  notice- 
able effect  on  box  office  receipts. 

law  is  being  enforced  simply  because  it  is  the 
law.  We  have  had  very  few  complaints  about 
Bank  Night,  Screeno  and  similar  novelties — 

but  they  are  against  the  law." 
Monday  afternoon  Alderman  Walter  J.  Or- 

lokoski  promised  to  introduce  an  ordinance  re- 
pealing the  ban  on  prize  giveaways.  At  the 

same  time  Police  Commissioner  Allman  said 

that  no  more  theatre  managers  would  be  ar- 
rested. Theatre  groups  and  game  operators 

were  planning  for  the  legal  battle. 

Not  Illegal  in  Redwood  City 

Bank  Night,  Merchants'  Cash  Night  and 
other  chance  game  systems  are  not  illegal  under 
the  state  and  county  lottery  laws,  City  Attor- 

ney Albert  Mansfield  told  the  Redwood  City 
(Cal.)  council  this  week. 
The  decision  is  of  interest  to  theatre  operators 

throughout  the  state,  as  well  as  in  San  Mateo 

county,  because  Mr.  Mansfield's  legal  opinion was  admittedly  based  on  a  consideration  of 
giveaways  published  in  the  November  issue  of 
the  California  Law  Review,  organ  of  the  School 
of  Jurisprudence  of  the  University  of  California. 

Coincident  with  the  legal  decision,  persistent 
reports  around  the  San  Francisco  peninsula  and 
bay  region  were  to  the  effect  that  many  theatre 
operators  were  planning  to  suspend  cash  pay- 

ments to  patent-holders  of  Bank  Night  because 
of  the  recent  Denver  decision  that  Bank  Night 
was  not  entitled  to  copyright  protection. 

Dropped  at  Mobile 
In  Mobile,  Bank  Night  has  been  dropped  by 

the  Saenger,  Crown  and  Empire  in  view  of 
adverse  rulings  throughout  the  country  affecting 
Bank  Night  drawings.  A  statement  issued  by 
the  theatres  explained  the  reason  for  the  with- 

drawal, and  said  the  game  may  be  revived  if 
the  Bank  Night  situation  is  cleared  up. 

Independent  theatres  in  Atlanta  suspended 
giveaways  pending  the  evolving  of  a  new 
method  of  operation  following  the  recent  state 
decision  that  the  practice  violated  the  lottery 
laws,  and  planned  to  resume  them  shortly.  The 
Lucas  and  Jenkins  neighborhood  circuit,  how- 

ever, suspended  the  games  and  donated  the 
accumulated  prizes  to  charity,  issuing  the  state- 

ment they  would  not  be  revived  in  any  form. 
An  injunction  to  restrain  T.  M.  Ellis,  Jr., 

and  Gerald  A.  Turner,  exhibitors,  from  operat- 
ing Bank  Night  was  being  sought  by  District 

Attorney  John  H.  Matheson  in  Beloit.  He  also 
was  seeking  judgment  against  J.  C.  Dillon,  who 
the  complaint  said  was  the  winner  of  the  draw- 

ing on  December  18th. 
The  court  action  by  the  district  attorney's 

office  followed  a  warning  to  theatres  in  Rock 

Declared  Legal  in  Redwood 

City,  Cal.,  Illegal  in  Mobile, 

Ala.;  Bank  Night  Insurance 
Unlawful  in  Oklahoma  Houses 

county  to  discontinue  Bank  Nights,  following 

the  ruling  of  the  state's  attorney  general  that 
they  were  in  violation  of  the  lottery  laws. 

See  Danger  to  Goodwill 

Declaring  recent  adverse  court  decisions  af- 
fecting Bank  Night  have  caused  untold  confu- 

sion, four  Jackson,  Miss.,  theatres  suspended 

weekly  drawings.  "Rather  than  run  the  hazard 
of  jeopardizing  the  confidence  and  goodwill  u 
our  patrons  and  the  public  in  general,  Banli 
Night  drawings  will  be  suspended  until  sua. 
time  as  the  atmosphere  has  been  cleared  and 

the  situation  thoroughly  clarified,"  an  official statement  read. 
In  New  Toronto,  an  industrial  municipality 

close  to  Toronto,  Ontario,  the  gambling  craze 
among  residents  became  so  intense  that,  on  the 
protest  of  theatre  owners  and  merchants,  Police 
Chief  Hedley  Padgett  banned  Bingo,  Keeno  and 
other  games  of  chance  sponsored  by  clubs, 
churches  and  alleged  charities.  The  games  will 
be  permitted  in  the  future  on  a  restricted  basis, 
it  was  announced.  Theatre  managers  said  that 
places  of  amusement  paying  heavy  taxes  were 
deserted  when  the  club  and  church  games  were 
at  its  unchecked  height. 

Bank  Night  Insurance  Barred 

Insurance  companies  agreeing  to  compensate 
persons  whose  names  are  called  at  theatre  Bank 

Nights  in  their  absence  are  themselves  operating- 
lotteries,  Attorney  General  Mac  Q.  Williamson 
of  Oklahoma  ruled  this  week  in  Oklahoma  City. 
He  prepared  an  opinion  on  the  subject  at  the 
request  of  County  Attorney  Lewis  Morris, 
Oklahoma  County,  who  said  several  of  the  com- 

panies were  in  operation,  giving  "protection  for 

10  cents." 

Attorneys  representing  theatre  men  in  New 
Orleans  featuring  Bank  Night  and  other  chance 
games  this  week  filed  appeals  to  the  circuit 
court  of  appeals  following  the  decision  last 
week  by  the  circuit  court  that  the  games  are 

illegal  as  they  violate  the  state's  lottery  laws. As  a  result  of  the  pending  appeals,  theatres 
using  the  stimulants  have  discontinued  the  ad- 

vertising of  the  practice  although  they  are  still 
holding  the  drawings  and  distributing  prize money. 

In  "Public  Domain" 
Holding  that  Bank  Night  entered  public  do- 

main when  used  in  theatres  and  that  therefore 

it  may  be  adopted  by  others  without  infringe- 
ment, the  United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals 

in  Boston  Monday  threw  out  the  infringement 
case  brought  by  Bank  Night  against  Meyer 
Gruber  and  Harry  Bloomberg,  operators  of 
Parlay  Cash  Night.  Judges  Bingham,  Wilson 
and  Morton  concurred  in  this  decision. 

Monday's  decision  overturns  that  of  the  Bos- 
ton United  States  district  court  from  which  the 

case  was  appealed  after  that  body  tossed  it  out 
on  the  ground  that  the  game  constituted  a  lot- 

tery. The  circuit  court  cites  that  Bank  Night 
has  been  declared  not  a  lottery  by  the  supreme 
courts  of  Massachusetts,  New  Hampshire,  Iowa, 
and  Tennessee  and  declares,  regarding  the  find- 

ing of  the  district  court  that  it  was  a  lottery, 
"we  think  that  the  dismissal  of  the  bill  of  com- 

plaint on  the  ground  stated  was  erroneous." 
Bank  Night  probably  will  appeal  to  the  su- 

preme court  on  the  ground  that  the  game  is  a 
legally  privileged  publication  and  therefore  has 
not  been  placed  in  the  public  domain. 
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TWO  CROUPS  VIE  FOR  SUPREMACY 

IN  JAPAN  UNDER  NEW  ALLIANCES 

Toho-J.  O.  Studio-P.C.L-  Nilc- 

katsu  Pitted  Against  Shochiku- 
Shinko  in  Distribution  and 

Exhibition  of  Japanese  Films 

by  H.  TOMINAGA 

in  Tokyo 

Abrupt  consummation  of  a  distribution 
agreement  between  the  two  big  film  inter- 

ests, Nikkatsu  and  Takarazuka  companies, 

is  expected  to  have  widespread  reverbera- 
tions in  Japan.  The  Takarazuka  refers 

to  Toho  Film  Distributing  Company,  re- 
cently established.  There  had  been  repeated 

negotiations  for  a  year  between  Mr.  Negishi, 
director  of  Nikkatsu  Tokyo  Studio,  and  Mr. 

Mori,  general  manager  of  PCL,  who  is  now 
director  of  the  newly-established  Toho  Film 
Distributing.  With  the  Toho  growing  in 
influence,  after  Takarazuka  launched  out  to 
identify  itself  with  J.  O.  Studio  and  PCL, 
their  negotiations  finally  developed  into 
gaining  access  to  Nikkatsu,  which  has  now 
been  on  the  upgrade,  holding  its  own 
against  Shochiku,  with  which  it  long  has 
been  at  feud. 

Finally  Messrs.  Horth  and  Nagicha  and 

Mr.  Inouye,  Osaka  branch  manager  of  Nik- 
katsu, met  at  the  Industrial  Club,  Tokyo, 

with  president  Uyemura  and  general  man- 
ager Kanazashi  of  Toho,  and  Mr.  Mori. 

By  this  formation  of  a  quadruple  pro- 
ducing-distributing  unit,  there  has  devel- 

oped a  new  situation  of  dividing  distribu- 
tion of  Japanese  pictures  into  two  groups, 

the  one  the  Toho  -  J.  O.  Studio  -  P.C.L  - 
Nikkatsu,  the  other  the  Shochiku  and  Shinko 

companies,  which  are  financially  affiliated 
with  each  other.  Tokyo  Hassei,  Chiyezo 
Production  and  Uzumasa  Hassei,  three 

other  independent  producing  companies, 

decided  to  go  under  the  banner  of  Toho- 
Nikkatsu.  Thus  the  network  of  the  newly 

incorporated  unit  covers  700  film  the- 
atres—500  of  Nikkatsu  and  200  of  Toho. 

The  coalition  move  accounts  for  a  defi- 
nitely extended  scale  of  production  of  eight 

features  by  Nikkatsu  and  four  by  Toho 
monthly,  of  using  sixteen  studio  buildings, 
of  which  eight  belong  to  Nikkatsu,  four  to 
PCL,  two  to  J.  O.  Studio  and  two  to 

Chiyezo  Production,  with  a  combined  per- 
sonnel of  30  directors  and  cameramen  and 

500  players. 

Now  is  expected  a  furious  fight  for  con- 
trol between  the  Toho-Nikkatsu  and  Sho- 

chiku-Shinko  combinations. 

Aiding  Japanese  Industry 

This  concentration  into  the  two  groups  is 
considered  as  lending  much  to  the  advance- 

ment of  the  Japanese  film  industry,  as  point- 
ed out  by  President  Matsukata  and  Mr. 

Mori  of  Nikkatsu,  and  by  Director  Ohhashi 
of  J.  O.  Studio,  who  see  larger  production 
funds  available  at  each  associated  studio, 

and  a  great  opportunity  for  Nikkatsu  to 
control  theatres  in  *six  big  cities  of  the 
country.  So,  too,  Nikkatsu  will  be  enabled 
to  release  its  product  at  Nippon  Gekijo,  be- 

longing to  the  Toho  interests.  In  other 
words,  Nikkatsu  has  a  first-run  outlook  at 
the  Marunouchi  amusement  center  in  direct 

competition  with  Shochiku  and  other  major 

companies'  product. 
To  fling  down  the  gauntlet  to  the  Toho- 

Nikkatsu  compact,  the  Shochiku  interests 
are  reported  to  have  decided,  first  of  all, 
to  build  an  extensive  amusement  quarter, 
including  cinemas,  at  Tsukiji,  Tokyo,  com- 

parable with  the  Marunouchi  amusement 
center  where  Takarazuka  houses  have  great 
influence.  It  was  reported  that  Shochiku 

planned  to  construct  a  five-storied  film  the- 
atre, seating  2,000,  at  Tsukiji.  It  has  an- 
other theatre  in  construction  in  the  same 

quarter.  This  development  will  present  a 
striking  contrast  to  the  Marunouchi  show 
town,  as  there  are  a  number  of  playhouses 
of  the  Shochiku  circuit,  including  some  half 
a  dozen  a  few  blocks  back  of  Ginza  Street, 
beyond  a  stream  against  Marunouchi. 

As  for  foreign  film  distribution,  in  the 
opinion  o  f  Mr.  Nishimoto,  manager  of 

RKO's  Japan  office,  there  are  misgivings that  the  local  market  will  be  affected  to  a 

pretty  considerable  extent,  although  not 
necessarily  so  in  Tokyo. 

V 

Air  Conditioning  Triumph 

In  the  heat  of  the  past  summer  in  Tokyo, 

the  cooling  plants  convinced  the  city's  major 
cinemas  of  their  real  importance.  Air  con- 

ditioning equipment  at  the  leading  film  the- 
atres proved  their  worth  at  the  box  offices, 

holding  grosses  almost  at  the  normal. 
Never  had  the  cinemas  with  lesser  ac- 

commodations been  so  envious  of  those 

houses  which  made  capital  of  their  "com- 
plete refrigeration."  In  an  effort  to  meet 

that  competition  they  went  to  such  lengths 
as  to  offer  half-price  admissions.  Other 
methods  adopted  to  draw  patronage  included 

the  inauguration  of  "early  morning  shows," 
a  special  service  pass  or  a  discount  coupon 
available  for  two  attendants  at  a  show,  issued 
by  the  eight  leading  theatres  at  Shinjuku, 
Tokyo.  Then  there  was  the  10  sen  refund 
system  attempted  by  Cinema  Palace,  Kanda. 
Midnight  performances  and  special  shows  of 
outstanding  pictures  also  were  given. 
Some  of  our  foreign  picture  distributors 

are  planning  to  offer  a  special  contract  to 
theatres  for  the  playing  of  excellent  pictures 
only  for  extended  runs.  The  management 
of  one  local  house  said  that  the  grosses 
from  the  playing  of  outstanding  pictures 
exclusively  at  the  admission  price  of  20  sen 
showed  fivefold  as  much  as  the  grosses 
obtained  from  the  ordinary  programs  of  a 
week  with  the  admission  fee  of  10  sen. 

V 

Exhibitors  in  Japan  are  indicating  a  pref- 
erence for  a  rental  basis  for  product  instead 

of  percentage  arrangements.  The  one  ex- 
ception is  the  Shinko  circuit  which  seeks 

percentage  terms  for  all  the  product  it  buys. 
In  general,  theatres  with  high  average 
grosses  prefer  rentals,  while  producers  are 
demanding  percentage  terms  from  the  larger houses. 

V 

The  leading  Japanese  newspapers  have 
reached  a  high  point  in  the  production  of 

Air  Conditioning  Keeps  Grosses 

Almost  at  Normal;  Tokyo 

Chamber  Hints  Tax  Re- 

adjustment Move  at  Hand 

newsreels,  which  in  recent  months  have  at- 

tained great  popularity  with  Japanese  audi- 
ences. Asahi,  Nichi-nichi  and  Yomiuri  to- 

gether are  producing  more  than  500,000  feet 
of  newsreel  film  each  month.  They  are 
making  every  effort  to  extend  the  market 

and  are  planning  large  studios  and  labora- tories. 

V 

Taxation  Reform  Move 

The  Tokyo  Chamber  of  Commerce  and 

Industry  recently  dispatched  letters  to  vari- 
ous film  theatres  of  Tokyo,  seeking  informa- 

tion for  possible  reform  of  taxation  sys- 
tems. Most  of  our  exhibitors  have  been  in 

such  great  straits  from  the  hard  times  that 
the  current  rates  of  show  taxes  have  been 

protested  everywhere. 
V 

Joint  Purchase  Effort 

The  S-Y  and  Takarazuka  companies,  the 
two  leading  first-run  circuits  of  foreign  pic- 

tures in  japan,  are  reported  to  be  working 

on  an  agreement  to  make  possible  more  eco- 
nomical ,  purchasing  of  product  than  under 

the  present  system  of  bidding  against  each 
other.  Earlier  there  was  a  joint  declaration 
to  the  ten  foreign  film  distributors  of  Tokyo 
that  they  no  longer  would  buy  pictures  of 
mediocre  rank  and  quality,  whereupon  the 
ten  distributors  formed  a  league  to  confront 
the  joint  arrangement  of  the  two  circuits. 

Apparently  the  two  interests  are  trying  to 
divide  those  distributors  into  two  groups  in 
buying  their  pictures  so  that  the  buyers  and 
sellers  might  make  deals  within  the  assigned scope. 

It  is  pointed  out  that  S-Y  and  Takarazuka 
have  come  to  a  mutual  arrangement  that 

"Modern  Times"  and  "Things  to  Come," 
coming  soon  to  Japan,  shall  be  released 
simultaneously  at  theatres  of  both  circuits. 

It  is  generally  believed  that  S-Y  hereafter 
would  plan  to  buy  pictures  from  Towa 

Shoji,  MGM,  Fox  and  Sanyei-sha,  whereas 
Takarazuka  would  keep  access  to  Para- 

mount, RKO  and  Warner.  The  remaining 
three,  Columbia,  Universal  and  United 
Artists,  are  sitting  on  the  fence. 

Associated  Releasing 

Twelve  in  England 

Associated  Producing  and  Distributors 
Company  will  release  12  pictures  this  season 
in  England,  Norman  G.  W.  Loudon,  chair- 

man of  the  board,  announced  this  week  on 
his  arrival  in  N$&v  York  from  London. 

Heretofore,  the  company  has  been  distribut- 
ing from  five  to  six  a  year,  he  said. 

Mr.  Loudon  is  also  managing  director  of 
Sound  City  Studios  and  is  in  America  to 
look  over  the  studios  for  latest  developments, 
arriving  in  Hollywood  shortly  after  the  first 
of  the  year. 
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ADOLPH  ZUKOR 

Razor  keen,  bold,  a  dreamer,  a  builder.. .  today,  as  always,  the  grandest  showman  in  th 



By  his  deeds  shall  you  know  him 

The  story  of  Adolph  Zukor's  twenty- five  years  in  motion  pictures  is 

the  story  of  the  motion  picture  industry  itself.  From  old  files,  from  the 

old  prints,  come  the  stills  on  the  following  pages,  which,  quaint  to  our 

1937  eyes,  yet  mark  brilliant  moments  in  our  motion  picture  past.  From 

today's  prints,  from  tomorrow's  plans,  come  the  stills  which  promise 

equally  brilliant  moments  in  our  present  and  in  our  future.  In  every  one 

of  these,  old  and  new,  you  will  see  great  stars,  joining  with  great  produc- 

tions to  etch  ever  deeper,  ever  clearer,  that  famous  hallmark  of  motion 

picture  success:  "Adolph  Zukor  Presents." 



While  a  conservative  and  timid  show 

world  holds  its  breath,  Adolph  Zukor 

pays  the  record  high  of  $35,000  to 

bring  the  first  big  time  feature  to  the 

screen,  the  French  four  reeler,  "Queen 

Elizabeth",  starring  the  one  and  only 

Sarah  Bernhardt,  grandest  actress  of 

the  day  . .  .  the  picture  is  a  smash  hit ! 

Motion  picture  advertising  gets  under 

way.  The  poster  Adolph  Zukor  had  de- 
signed for  the  Bernhardt,  picture. 

How  the  Divine  Sarah  looked  to  the  high 

hat  audience  jamming  the  Lyceum  Theatre 

in  New  York  for  the  invitation  premiere 

of  "Queen  Elizabeth",  July   12,  1912. 



FAMOUS  PLAYERS  GETS  UNDER  WAY 

With  Daniel  Frohman's  aid,  Adolph 

Zukor  goes  after  the  big  names  of 

the  legitimate  theatre  .  .  .  and  gets 

them  for  the  first  Famous  Players 

feature  pictures  ...  in  a  series  which 

has  the  whole  show  world  standing 

on  its  head  with  amazement. 

[1]  The  loveliest  lady  of  her  day. 

Lily  Langtry  (the  Jersey  Lily)  is 

captured  for  Adolph  Zukor 's  pro- 

duction of  "His  Neighbor's  Wife." 

[2]  The  first  actor  to  star  in  a  [4]  Greatest  American  actress  of 

Zukor  picture.  James  O'Neil,  her  generation,  Minnie  Maddern 
father  of  playwright  Eugene  Fiske  brings  her  "Tess  of  the 
O'Neil  -in  "Count  of  Monte  Crislo".  D'Ubervilles"  to  the  screen. 

[3]  J.  K.  Hackett,  leading  actor 

of  the  New  York  legitimate  stage, 

who  took  the  major  role  in  the 

second  Famous  Players'  produc- 
tion, "The  Prisoner  of  Zenda." 

[5]  The  old  Twenty-sixth  Street 
studio  re-built.  The  photograph 

was  taken  after  the  top  of  the 

building  containing  the  studio  had 

been  re-built  following  the  fire. 



AMERICA'S  SWEETHEART 

"Would  twenty  thousand  dollars  a 

year  interest  you?"  With  those  words 

Adolph  Zukor  tempts  the  Biograpb 

girl,  Mary  Pickford,  into  the  motion 

picture  fold  .  .  .  aided  by  Broadway's 

famed  David  Belasco,  he  brings  the 

stage  play  "The  Good  Little  Devil" 

to  the  screen  and  starts  the  career 

which  is  to  build  fame  for  America's 

sweetheart . .  .  and  himself. 

[1]  David  Belasco  and  Mary  Pick  - 

ford  in  a  scene  from  her  first  pic- 

ture for  Famous  Players:  "The 
Good  Little  Devil".  Released 
March  1,  1914. 

[2]  America's  Sweetheart  talks  it 
over  with  the  Chief.  An  old  pho- 

tograph, printed  through  the 
courtesy  of  Photoplay  Magazine. 

[3]  The  face  that  had  a  whole 
world  smiling  through  its  tears. 

Mary  Pickford  in  a  scene  from 

another  of  her  triumphs/'Rebecca 

of  Sunnybrook  Farm". 



FIRE  AND  FAME... AND  HOLLYWOOD 

When  fire,  sweeping  the  Famous  Players 

26th  Street  Studio,  failed  to  harm  the 

prints  in  the  safe,  including  the  precious 

'^Eternal  City",  filmed  in  London  and  in 

Rome  by  a  Zukor  Company,  Showman 

Zukor  becomes  the  lucky  man  of  the  in- 

dustry. Encouraged,  he  joins  Hollywood's 

Jesse  Lasky  as  Famous  Players-Lasky. 

[1]  Showman  Zukor  collects  his 

first  Barrymore.  John  himself  as 

"Peter  Ibbetson". 

[2]  Pauline  Frederick  in  "The 

Eternal  City",  Adolph  Zukor's 

pioneer  enterprise  at  filming  a  big 

feature  on  location  in  Europe. 

[3]  Standing  in  ashes  of  the  Studio 

fire, Frank  Meyer,mechanicalsu- 

perintendent,  whose  forethought 

saved  the  precious  prints. 

[4]  The  historic  old  Lasky  barn 

where  Showman  Zukor's  new 

partner  made  "The  Squaw  Man". 

[5]  When  one  showman  meets 

another.  Adolph  Zukor  and  Jesse 

Lasky  plan  the  new  Famous 

Players-Lasky  lot  in  Hollywood. 



i  A! 
Bigger  and  better  pictures  making 

bigger  and  better  profits  cause 

Famous  Players-Lasky  to  purchase 

Paramount,  distributing  unit . . .  and 

now  it's  Zukor . . .  Lasky . . .  Goldwyn . . . 

De  Mille . . .  with  the  Paramount  flag 

at  the  mast  head.. .the  grandest  lineup 

of  showmen  ever  under  one  banner. 

[1]  Fannie  Ward  and  Sessue 

Hayakawa  get  together  in  a  tense 
moment  during  the  rip-roaring 

melodrama,  "The  Cheat". 

[2]  Cecil  B.  DeMille  working  on 

a  big  production  scene  from  the 

early  Wallace  Reid  picture,  "The 

Call  of  the  North". 

[3]  Mr.  Zukor  shoots  the  works 
with  Geraldine  Farrar  bringing 

her  "Carmen"  to  the  screen. 

[4]  Dustin  Farnum,  a  triumph  in 

DeMihVs  "The  Squaw  Man"  now 

does  Owen  Wister's  "The  Virgin- 
ian" for  the  Zukor-Lasky  combine. 

[5]  Marguerite  Clarke,  one  of  the 
earliest  box-office  finds,  in  her  fa- 

mous picture,  "The  Goose  Girl". 

[6]  Enter  Wallace  Reid!  His  star 
rises  for  the  first  time  in  1916. 

This  still  is  from  "The  Affairs  of 

Anatol". 



PARAMOUNT  PROUDLY  PRESENTS 

Showman  Zukor  busily  collects  new 

box-office  names  .  .  .  and  the  war 

years  find  his  company  boldly  march- 

ing on . . .  gathering  new  strength . . . 

preparing  for  the  boom  years  of 

peace  just  round  the  corner. 

[1]  Douglas  Fairbanks  in  the  first 

hit  picture  of  his  amazing  career, 

"Headin'  South". 

[2]  The  lady  with  the  oversized 
bonnet  is  Pauline  Frederick  .  .  . 

playing  the  first  edition  of  "Zaza". 

[3]  Enrico  Caruso  brings  his  act- 

ing talent  to  the  screen  for  the 

millions  who  cannot  afford  opera. 

[4]  Mae  Murray  as  she  appears  in 

the  Zukor  production  of  "To 

Have  and  To  Hold". 



POST-WAR  YEARS... 

Exciting  years . . .  epic  years  . . .  years  which 

knew  the  glories  of  Rudolph  Valentino,  of 

Pola  Negri  .  .  .  years  which  gave  the  world 

such  mighty  pictures  as  r<The  Sheik",  "The 

Affairs  of  Anatol",  "Manslaughter",  "The 

Ten  Commandments", "The  Covered  Wagon" 

.  .  .  years  which  saw  Adolph  Zukor's  com- 

pany become  the  greatest  in  the  industry. 

[1]  Adolph  Zukor  and  Rudolph 
Valentino  talk  it  over  on  the 

Paramount  lot. 

[2j  'The  Miracle  Man",  with 
Thomas  Meighan  and  Lon 

Chaney,  marks  a  new  high  in  mo- 

tion picture  drama. 

[3]  Cecil  B.  DeMille,  maker  of 

miracles,  rehearses  part  of  the  huge 

castofThe  Ten  Commandments". 

[4]  Harold  Lloyd  in  one  of  his 

earliest  money  makers  for  Para- 

mount. "For  Heaven's  Sake". 

[5]  Gloria  Swanson  as  she  ap- 
peared with  members  of  the  huge 

cast  in  Cecil  B.  DeMille's  spec- 
tacular "Male  and  Female". 

[6]  Typical  shot  from  the  glorious 

story  of  the  pioneers,  "The 

Covered  Wagon". 



DECADE . . . 

Pictures  coming  out  by  the  dozens .  . . 

fabulous  productions  .  .  .  technical  im- 

provements which  make  the  old  films  look 

more  dated  than  gas  lights  and  the  horse 

and  buggy  .  .  .  rapid,  hectic  days  .  .  .  days 

of  change  .  .  .  days  of  progress  .  .  .  and, 

through  them  all,  strides  Showman  Zukor, 

fresh  of  mind,  bold  of  spirit . . .  always  one 

step  ahead  of  the  field  . . . 

[1]  Will  Hays  congratulates 

Adolph  Zukor  on  the  completion 

of  the  new  Paramount  Building. 

[2]  The  defense  of  the  fortress  in 

the  first  great  Foreign  Legion  pic- 

ture, "Beau  Geste". 

[3]  In  with  a  bang!  with  Clara 

Bow,  of  course,  in  her  first  box- 

office  smash  "It". 

[4]  Opening  night  at  the  new 

Paramount  in  New  York. The  pic- 

ture,"God  Gave  Me  Twenty  Cents" 



S.R.O...  COAST  TO  COAST... 

[1]  Marlene  Dietrich  and  Gary 

Cooper  show  a  Legionnaire's  life  is 

not  an  unhappy  one  in  "Morocco", 

[2]  Gary  Cooper  and  Helen  Hayes 

send  Ernest  Hemingway's  best 
seller,  "A  Farewell  to  Arms",  into 
the  heavy  money. 

[3]  Maurice  Chevalier,  Mr 

Zukor's  famous  import  from  La 
Belle  France,  with  Claudette 

Colbert  in  the  smash  hit,  "The 

Smiling  Lieutenant". 



ROMANCE  MODERN  STYLE 

[1]  Gary  Cooper  and  Franchot  Tone  in  "The  Lives  of 

a  Bengal  Lancer".  .  .  one  of  the  grandest  action  pictures. 

[2]  Showman  Zukor  gives  Shirley  Temple  her  big  pic- 

ture .  .  .  "Little  Miss  Marker",  with  Adolphe  Menjou. 

[3]  The  first  box-office  success  in  Technicolor,  Fred 

MacMurray  and  Sylvia  Sidney,  in  the  Henry  Hathaway 

version  of  "The  Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine". 

[4]  Charles  Laughton  shows,  with  the  aid  of  Charles 

Ruggles  that  "Ruggles  of  Red  Gap"  is  still  one  of  the 
best  American  stories  ever  written. 

[5]  Big  Three!  Charles  Laughton,  Claudette  Colbert 

and  Fredric  March  in  the  Cecil  B.  DeMille  epic,  "The 

Sign  of  the  Cross". 



THE  S\& 

HAND  ON  THE  THROTTLE. ..Fit//  steam  ahead! 

June  1936  finds  Adolph  Zukor  back 

on  the  West  Coast  in  active  charge 

of  Paramount  Production . . .  July . . . 

August ...  September . . .  October . . .  and 

one  after  another  come  the  big  hit 

pictures  which  prove,  at  the  box- 

offices  of  the  nation,  that  Adolph 

Zukor  is  just  as  canny  a  showman, 

just  as  clever  an  operator,  just  as 

powerful  a  force  in  motion  pictures 

as  he  was  in  1912  .  .  . 



ADOLPH  ZUKOR'S  I 

Silver  Jubilee  in  Motion  Pictures 

Celebrating  Adolph  Zukor's  twenty-five  years  in 

motion  pictures,  Paramount  proudly  presents  the 

SILVER  JUBILEE   GROUP  OF  PICTURES 

produced  under  his  personal  supervision. 



Adolph  Zukor  presents  .  . 

COLLEGE 

HOLIDAY 

Jack  Benny, 

George  Burns  and 

Gracie  Allen,  Mary 

Boland,  Martha  Raye, 

Marsha  Hunt,  Eleanore  Whitney, 

Johnny  Downs,  Ben  Blue 

Directed  by  Frank  Tuttle 

Hey,  Gracie!  Wrong  man.' 



Adolph  Zukor  presents  .  . . 

Gary  Cooper 

and  Je<3.H  Arthur 

Cecil  B.  DeMille's 

"THE  PLAINSMAN" 
with 

James  Ellison,  Charles  Bickford, 

Helen  Burgess,   Porter  HaE. 

Directed  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille 



Adolph  Zukor  presents 

Gladys  Swarthout 

and  Fred  MacMurray 
in 

"CHAMPAGNE 

WALTZ" 
with 

Jack  Oakie,  Veloz  and 

Yolanda,  Herman  Bing, 

Vivienne  Osborne,  Frank  Forest, 

Benny  Baker,  Ernest  Cossart. 

Directed  by  A.  Edward  Sutherland 

A  bumper  crop  of  comedy 

Veloz  and  Yolanda  swing  «* 

"Dance. ..dance 

...dance. ..little 

lady..." 



Adolph  Zukor  presents 

Claudette  Colbert 

and 

Fred  MacMurray 

in  Frank  Lloyd's 

MAID  OF  SALEM" 

with  Harvey  Stephens,  Gale 

Sondergaard,  Louise  Dresser, 

Edward  Ellis,  Virginia  Weidler, 

Bonita  Granville. 

Directed  by  Frank  Lloyd 

Produced  by  Howard  Estabrook 



Strum  fun 

For  Bing  and 
old  Hawaii 

Adolph  Zukor  presents . . . 
"WAIKIKI 

WEDDING" 

with 

Bing  Crosby,  Bob 

Burns,  Martha  Raye, 

Shirley  Ross,  George  Barbier 

Directed  by  Frank  Tuttle 

Adolph  Zukor  presents  . . . 

Irene  Dunne 

in 

HIGH,  WIDE  AND 

HANDSOME" 

A  Rouben  Mamoulian  Production 

with 

Randolph  Scott,  Dorothy 

Lamour,  William  Frawley, 

Akim  Tamiroff,  Benny  Baker, 

Charles  Bickford 

Directed  by  Rouben  Mamoulian 

Music  by  Jerome  Kern  and 
Oscar  Hammerstein  II 



Adolph  Zukor  presents 

Edward  Arnold  and 

Francine  Larrimore 

JOHN  MEAD
E'S 

WOMAN" 
with 

Gail  Patrick,  George 

Bancroft,  John  Trent, 

Sidney  Blackmer 

Directed  by  Richard  Wallace 

a  B.  P.  Schulberg  Production 

He  tried  to 

buy  her  love. 

HAROLD  LLOYD 

PRODUCTION 

starring 

HAROLD  LLOYD 

laugh 



Adolph  Zukor  presents  . . . 

Claudette  Colbert 

in 

I  MET  HIM 

IN  PARIS" 

(Tent.  Title) 

Produced  and  directed  by 

Wesley  Ruggles 

Adolph  Zukor  presents . .  0 

Carole  Lombard 

and 

Fred  MacMurray 

"SWING  HIGH, 

SWING  
LOW" 

with 

Charles  Butterworth,  Jean  Dixon, 

Dorothy  Lamour,  Harvey  Stephens 

Based  on  a  play  by  George  Manker 

Watters   and   Arthur  Hopkins 

Directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen 



Adolph  Zukor  presents  . . . 

Gary  Cooper 

and  George  Raft 
in 

99 

"SOULS  AT  SEA 

with  Frances  Dee,  Henry 

Wilcoxon,  Olympe  Bradna, 

Robert  Cummings,  Porter  Hall, 

Harry  Carey 

Directed  by  Henry  Hathaway 

"This  old  sea 

ain't  got  me 

whipped  yet' 



Yesterd 

a

y

 

Today 

Always 

If  it's  a  Paramount  Pictur* 

it's  the  best  show  in  town 
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THE  ELIZABETHAN  ERA- 

And  Its  New  Course  of  Industry 

Wherein  A I  Lichtman  Recounts  the  Beginnings  of  Mass  Selling  of  Pictures 

by  AL  LICHTMAN 

EVERYONE  who  knows  his  motion  pic- 
ture history  is  thoroughly  familiar  with 

the  fact  that  "Queen  Elizabeth,"  the 
picture  sold  by  the  writer,  was  the  first 

picture  put  out  by  the  Famous  Players 
Film  Company.  This  organization  was  not 
only  the  forerunner  of  Paramount  Pictures, 

but  also  the  one  with  which  Adolph  Zukor 

began  his  great  career  in  the  producing 
and  distributing  branch  of  the  business. 

And  you  might  say  that  with  "Queen 
Elizabeth"  was  launched  the  first  organized 
method  of  distributing  important  motion 

pictures. 
I  had  come  to  the  Famous  Players  Film 

Company,  which  owned  the  rights  to  this 
great  picture  in  North  America,  from 

Monopol  Film  Company,  which  had  pre- 
viously purveyed  on  a  state-rights  basis. 

Two  of  the  first  classics  of  multiple-length 

features  to  reach  the  screen  were  "Dante's 

Inferno"  and  "Homer's  Odyssey,"  both  of 
which  were  made  in  Italy.  Through  my  ex- 

perience with  these  two  pictures,  I  had 
sensed  the  desire  on  the  part  of  the  public, 
as  well  as  the  trade,  for  better  pictures. 
When  the  announcement  came  of  the 

formation  of  Famous  Players  Film  Com- 
pany, a  company  that  had  associated  with 

it  the  illustrious  name  of  Daniel  Frohman, 

and  an  announced  purpose  to  dedicate  its 

efforts  toward  the  production  and  distribu- 
tion of  only  well  known  plays,  with  the 

world's  greatest  stage  stars  acting  leading 
roles,  I  felt  that  at  last  here  was  a  concern 
that  had  faith  in  the  future  of  the  motion 

picture.  And,  when  I  was  given  the  oppor- 
tunity by  Adolph  Zukor  to  join  it  and  be- 

come its  first  sales  manager,  I  grasped  the 
opportunity..  It  was  thus  that  I  undertook 

the  exploitation  of  "Queen  Elizabeth." There  was  considerable  debate  as  to  how 

this  picture  should  be  marketed.  The  Froh- 
man contingent  of  the  company  argued  for 

roadshowing  it  as  they  did  their  legitimate 
shows.  This  method  was  tried  but  it  was 

not  successful. 
Then  we  tried  the  Monopol  method  of 

state-rights  and  in  short  order  we  succeeded 
in  selling  the  entire  country  except  a  couple 
of  states. 

Shortly  thereafter  we  produced  "The 
Count  of  Monte  Cristo,"  with  James 

O'Neill  in  the  starring  role.  This  picture 
was  tied  up  in  litigation,  so  that  our  second 

release  was  "The  Prisoner  of  Zenda,"  star- 
ring the  then  very  popular  stage  star, 

James  K.  Hackett.  This  picture  was  sold 

by  the  writer  to  the  same  independent 

apeda,  New  York 

AL  LICHTMAN,  when  he  was  gen- 
eral manager  of  distribution  for  Fa- 
mous Players-Lasky  Corporation. 

exchanges  as  those  which  purchased  the 

rights  to  "Queen  Elizabeth." 

HOWEVER,  as  great  as  these  two  pic- 
tures were,  the  buyers  complained  of 

their  inability  to  make  money  with  them. 

I  was  rather  puzzled  by  the  situation  and 
for  the  purpose  of  determining  the  actual 

marketing  conditions  with  these  better  pic- 
tures, Mr.  Zukor  permitted  me  to  open 

a  small  office  in  Pittsburgh.  From  this  cen- 

tral point  I  distributed  "Queen  Elizabeth" 
and  "The  Prisoner  of  Zenda"  throughout 
the  State  of  Ohio  and  the  western  part  of 

Pennsylvania. 
Through  this  experiment  we  learned  that 

the  overhead  of  marketing  one  picture  at 
a  time  was  too  great.  Furthermore,  a 

feature  picture,  even  at  the  top  price  of 

$50  a  day,  was  too  much  for  the  average 
theatre  exhibitor  to  pay.  All  the  theatres 
at  that  time  were  compelled  to  purchase 

their  "regular"  pictures  by  the  week,  so 

many  reels  a  week  for  so  much  money, 

depending  upon  the  age  of  the  pictures. 
Pictures  were  chiefly  obtained  from  the 
General  Film  Company,  which  sold  better 

than  80  per  cent  of  the  pictures  in  use 
at  that  time. 

WE  also  found  that  the  admission 
prices  then  prevailing  were  for  the 

most  part  5  cents  and  10  cents,  which  was 
too  low  to  permit  the  exhibitor  to  pay  the 

rentals  required  for  these  better  pictures. 
So  when  I  was  ordered  to  return  to  New 

York  to  launch  the  sale  of  "The  Count  of 
Monte  Cristo"  on  a  straight-line  basis,  I 
disclosed  the  results  of  my  experiment  to 
Mr.  Zukor  and  prevailed  upon  him  not  to 
continue  the  sale  of  one  picture  at  a  time. 
Instead  we  decided  we  must  undertake  to 

produce  fifty-two  pictures  a  year  to  be 
marketed  at  one  time  to  the  exchanges, 

they  in  turn  to  market  them  under  one 
annual  contract  to  the  theatres.  Exhibitors 

in  the  big  cities  would  have  to  be  pre- 
vailed upon  to  show  the  better  pictures 

for  a  full  week  at  higher  admission  prices 
than  theretofore  charged.  Exhibitors  in  the 
little  towns  and  the  subsequent  runs  in  the 
big  cities  would  have  to  set  aside  at 
least  one  night  a  week,  to  be  known  as 

"feature  night,"  and  they  too  would  have 
to  charge  a  higher  admission  price  to 

support  the  better  pictures. 
Mr.  Zukor  saw  the  idea  immediately,  but 

we  had  considerable  difficulty  and  it  took 
considerable  time  to  convince  others  in  the 

company  that  this  was  a  practical  plan. 

EXCHANGE  men,  for  the  most  part, 

those  who  bought  "Queen  Elizabeth" 
and  subsequently  "The  Prisoner  of  Zenda," 
grasped  the  plan  quickly  and  thus  the 
foundation  of  Paramount  Pictures  (and  in 

fact  the  entire  industry  as  it  is  now  con- 
stituted) was  begun.  The  plan  proved  a 

huge  success  and  the  following  year  Para- 
mount Pictures  was  organized  and  started 

its  long  illustrious  career  with  the  release 
of  two  motion  pictures  per  week. 

Closely  after  this  organization,  all  the 

other  big  companies  now  in  existence  fol- 
lowed and  for  the  most  part  changed  their 

policy  shortly  thereafter. 
So  that  even  more  important  than  the 

fact  that  "Queen  Elizabeth"  was  the  film 
which  inaugurated  the  great  career  of 

Adolph  Zukor,  "Queen  Elizabeth"  must  in 
my  memory  stand  as  a  picture  which 
played  an  all-important  part  in  changing 
the  course  of  our  industry. 
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'Queen  Elizabeth"-As  It  Might 

Have  Been  Reviewed  In  1912 

by  gus  McCarthy 

General  audience  classification — No  Code 
Certificate.  To  be  distributed  by  Famous 
Players  organized  by  Adolph  Zukor. 

Produced  in  Paris,  Prance,  by  Louis  Mar- 
cat hon.  Running  time,  3  5  minutes. 

With  the  famous  Sarah  Bernhardt  and 

the  well-known  American  actor  in  the  lead- 

ing roles,  "Queen  Elizabeth"  is  the  screen 
conception  of  historical  romantic  drama 

that  actually  gives  credence  to  the  fan- 
tastically enthusiastic  predictions  of  its  ad- 

herents that  moving  pictures  will  one  day 
become  a  great  entertainment  medium. 

Undoubtedly  the  most  striking  departure 
made  in  this  film,  and  a  feature  that  sets 

it  distinctively  apart  from  any  of  its  prede- 
cessors, is  the  fact  that  it  essays  to  and 

really  succeeds  in  telling  a  story. 

The  story  concerns  a  chapter  in  the  ro- 

mantic life  of  England's  colorful  Queen 
Elizabeth.  It  tells  of  a  powerful  woman 
whose  every  wish  is  a  command  and  every 
whim  an  order.  Surrounded  by  a  court  of 

flattering  admirers,  she  elects  to  give  her 
heart  and  love  to  the  Earl  of  Essex.  In- 

vesting him  with  great  honors,  elevating 
him  to  a  high  post  in  her  government, 
Essex,  however,  is  unable  to  resist  the 

temptations  of  the  world  in  which  he  finds 

himself.  His  indiscretions  becoming  known 

to  Elizabeth,  the  intrigues  of  courtiers  mak- 
ing sure  that  Essex  is  shown  in  the  worst 

possible  light,  Elizabeth  decrees  his  death. 
Then  as  the  great  dream  of  every  woman, 

happy  love,  is  denied  Elizabeth  she  suc- 
cumbs to  heartbreak. 

First  of  the  prominent  stage  artists  to 

hazard  an  appearance  on  the  screen,  Miss 
Bernhardt  gives  a  realistic  and  convincing 

performance.  Similarly  Mr.  Tellegen  acts 
with  understanding  and  charm.  It  is  rather 
unfortunate  that  there  is  no  means  of  iden- 

tifying other  characters  in  the  film.  How- 
ever, it  is  not  beyond  the  realm  of  reason 

to  predict  that  the  work  of  the  cast  will 

create  a  deep  impression  on  audiences. 

Undoubtedly  the  future  success  of  mov- 
ing pictures  rests  in  its  ability  to  present 

well-known  theatrical  names  in  its  experi- 
ments. Likewise  to  prove  the  contentions 

of  its  sponsors  that  the  screen  will,  in  time 
to  come,  eliminate  the  stage,  pictures  must 
tell  stories.  From  what  we  have  seen  to 

date  and  particularly  as  demonstrated  by 

"Queen  Elizabeth,"  the  screen  is  an  enter- 
tainment medium  of  unlimited  possibilities. 

Mr.  Adolph  Zukor,  who  purchased  the 
rights  to  show  the  film  in  this  country  from 
its  French  producer,  M.  Louis  Marcathon, 

is  enthusiastically  optimistic  as  to  the  fu- 

ture of  films.  He  predicts  that  not  only 

will  the  great  stars  of  the  legitimate,  con- 
cert and  opera  stage  be  eager  to  appear 

in  pictures,  but  that  the  pictures  will  de- 
velop personalities  of  their  own  whose 

names  will  be  household  words  every  place 

in  the  world.  He  visions  that  great  the- 
atres will  be  built  in  which  nothing  but 

moving  pictures  will  be  shown. 
Considering  the  tremendous  advances 

that  have  been  made  in  the  world  of 

science  and  mechanics  during  the  early 

years  of  this  century,  it  is  not  illogical  to 
assume  that  Mr.  Zukor  is  indulging  in 

something  more  than  a  dream.  Maybe  he's 
in  on  the  ground  floor  of  a  vast  business 
that  will  revolutionize  the  customs,  habits 

and  modes  of  living  of  the  whole  world.  If 
those  who  present  moving  pictures  to  the 

public  could  only  become  inoculated  with 
a  little  bit  of  his  enthusiasm  and  in  turn 

transmit  the  feeling  to  their  customers,  it 

is  guite  likely  they  will  profit  handsomely 

with  the  engagement  of  "Queen  Eliza- 

beth." 

Reviewed  in  Hollywood. — G.  M. 
CAST 

Queen  Elizabeth  Madame  Sarah  Bernhardt 
Robert  Devereux,  Earl  of  Essex.  .  .  M.  Lou  Tellegen 
The  Countess  of  Nottingham  Mile.  Romain 
Earl  of  Nottingham    M.  Maxudian 

Soldiers,  courtiers,  attendants,  ministry. 

A  SCENE   FROM   THE   MOTION   PICTURE  "QUEEN   ELIZABETH,"   WITH   "THE    DIVINE   SARAH"    IN  ACTION 
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INDUSTRY  DINNER  IN  HOLLYWOOD 

TO  CLIMAX  ZUKOR  SILVER  JUBILEE 

Sixty-fourth  Birthday  of 
Founder  of  Paramount  Will 

Be  Honored  at  Banquet  on 

Studio's  Largest  Stage 

Actual  celebration  of  Adolph  Zukor's  Sil- 
ver Jubilee  will  be  held  on  the  night  of 

January  7th,  Mr.  Zukor's  64th  birthday, 
when  the  Paramount  Studio  Club  will  spon- 

sor an  anniversary  dinner.  The  banquet  will 

be  on  the  studio's  largest  available  stage, 
in  Hollywood,  the  guest  list  will  include 
motion  picture  figures  from  all  companies 
and  all  fields,  and  the  foremost  personali- 

ties of  screen  and  radio  will  add  their  talent 
to  the  entertainment. 

Preceding  the  dinner,  there  will  be  a 

screening  of  "Queen  Elizabeth,"  starring 
Sarah  Bernhardt,  the  first  full  length  pic- 

ture shown  in  America  and  the  film  with 

which  Mr.  Zukor  paved  the  way  for  the 
development  of  features  as  they  are  known 
today.  This  will  be  followed  by  a  showing 

of  one  of  Paramount's  new  "Silver  Jubilee" 

releases,  probably  "Maid  of  Salem." 

Christopher  J.  Dunphy  is  chairman  of  the 
studio  dinner,  assisted  by  George  Bagnall, 
president  of  the  Studio  Club;  Boris  Morros, 
Ted  Lesser  and  Eugene  Zukor. 
Among  the  hundreds  who  have  accepted 

invitations  to  the  banquet  are  all  the  Para- 
mount theatre  partners  from  all  over  the 

country,  the  complete  Paramount  executive 
roster  from  New  York  and  Hollywood,  the 
heads  of  all  the  other  large  producing  com- 

panies, and  Paramount's  own  and  its  com- 
petitive stars  and  directors.  The  acceptance 

list  so  far  includes  the  following: 

A.  Adams,  Newark,  N.  J.;  Neil  F.  Agnew, 
Grade  Allen; 

Carl  Bamford,  Asheville,  N.  C;  Tracy  Barham, 
Hamilton,  O.;  E.  C.  Beatty,  Detroit;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Barney  Balaban,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  A.  H.  Blank,  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  John  Balaban,  Jack  Benny,  Charles  But- 
terworth,  Bob  Burns,  George  Burns; 

J.  H.  Cooper,  New  York;  J.  C.  Clemons,  Beau- 
mont, Tex.;  Walter  Cokell,  Bob  Cochrane;  Harry 

Cohn,  Claudette  Colbert,  Bing  Crosby; 
Harry  David,  Salt  Lake  City;  Albert  Deane, 

Cecil  B.  DeMille; 
Si  Fabian,  New  York;  J.  J.  Friedl,  Minneapolis; 

J.  J.  Ford,  Boston; 
Samuel  Goldstein,  Springfield,  Mass.;  Robert  M. 

Gillham,  Charles  Gartner,  John  Graham,  Belle 
Goldstein,  Samuel  Goldwyn; 

Bill  Horowitz,  Houston,  Texas;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Karl  Hoblitzelle,  John  W.  Hicks,  Jr.,  Russell  Hol- 
man,  Henry  Hathaway; 
W.  K.  Jenkins,  Atlanta;  H.  F.  Kincey,  Atlanta; 

Milt  Kusell,  Mathilda  Kass,  Austin  Keough,  Sidney 
R.  Kent,  Mike  Kallett,  Oneida,  N.  Y.; 

M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis;  Arthur  Lucas,  At- 
lanta; S.  A.  Lynch,  Miami;  Frank  Lloyd,  Ernst 

Lubitsch,  Carole  Lombard,  Dorothy  Lamour,  Jesse 
L.  Lasky; 

B.  R.  McFaul,  Buffalo;  M.  J.  Mullin,  Boston; 
Frank  Meyer,  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Fred  MacMurray, 
Leo  McCarey; 

J.  A.  Notopoulos,  Butler,  Pa.;  Harry  Nace, 
Phoenix.  Ariz.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  N.  L.  Nathanson; 

Sam  Pinanski,  Boston;  Hunter  Perry,  Charlottes- 
ville, Va.; 

Harold  Robb,  Ed  Rowley,  Dallas;  Charles  Rea- 

gan, Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  V.  Richards,  Wesley  Ruggles; 
Harry  Shiffman,  New  York;  E.  J.  Sparks,  Miami, 

Fla.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  M.  A.  Schlesinger,  Nicholas 
Schenck,  Joseph  Schenck,  Leo  Spitz,  Sir  Guy 
Standing,   Gladys   Swarthout,    Leopold  Stokowski; 

George  Trendle,  Detroit;  Vincent  Trotta,  J.  J. 
Unger,  King  Vidor; 

R.  B.  Wilby,  Atlanta;  George  O.  Walsh,  Pouqh- 
keepsie,  N.  Y.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Walker,  George 
Weltner,  Walter  Wanger,  Harry  Warner,  Victor 
Young,  Daryl  Zanuck. 

Scroll  Received 

One  of  the  many  testimonials  and  scrolls 
already  received  for  presentation  at  the  dinner 
came  from  London  this  week.  It  is  a  scroll 
of  parchment  signed  by  63  active  members  of 
the  Cinema  Veterans,  congratulating  Mr.  Zukor. 
The  scroll  was  signed  at  a  reunion  of  the 
British  film  organization,  which  includes  among 
its  members  some  who  were  active  in  motion 
picture  research  work  before  actual  production 
was  started.  The  inscription  reads : 

"To  Adolph  Zukor,  we,  the  members  of  the 
Cinema  Veterans  (1903)  meeting  today,  De- 

cember 7,  1936,  at  the  Trocadero  Restaurant, 
Piccadilly,  London,  for  our  13th  annual  re- 

union, send  our  sincere  congratulations  and 
good  wishes  on  the  attainment  of  your  Silver 

Jubilee." 
Players  Captain  Districts 

Fourteen  of  the  Paramount  studio's  contract 
players  volunteered  their  services  as  honorary 
captains  of  various  sales  districts  during  the 
Silver  Jubilee  Drive.  At  a  recent  luncheon  at 
the  studio  the  players  made  known  their  plans 
through  Bob  Burns,  who  is  captain  at  large 
and  spokesman  for  the  group.  The  players  and 
their  territories  are : 

District  No.  1,  Boston,  Ray  Milland;  No.  2, 
New  York,  Lynne  Overman ;  No.  3,  Philadel- 

phia, Marsha  Hunt ;  No.  4,  Cleveland,  Eleanore 
Whitney ;  No.  5,  Chicago,  William  Frawley ; 
No.  6,  Kansas  City,  Roscoe  Karns ;  No.  7, 
Atlanta,  Gail  Patrick ;  No.  8,  Denver,  Martha 
Raye ;  No.  9,  Los  Angeles,  Shirley  Ross ;  No. 
11,  Minneapolis,  Mary  Carlisle;  No.  12,  Dallas, 
Dorothy  Lamour,  and  both  districts  in  Canada 
captained  by  Sir  Guy  Standing  and  Robert 
Cummings. 

Exhibitors  Get  Medallions 

An  additional  group  of  183  exhibitors  in  the 

United  States  and  Canada  who  played  "Queen 
Elizabeth,"  will  receive  the  Silver  Jubilee 
medallions.  With  the  previously  announced  204 
exhibitors  who  showed  the  picture  25  years 
ago,  a  total  of  387  showmen  will  receive  the 
awards. 
The  complete  list  of  387  follows,  grouped 

according  to  the  exchange  centers  from  which 
they  are  served : 
ALBANY:  Ernest  J.  Wolf,  Lowville, 

N.  Y. 
ATLANTA:  Tony  Sudekum,  Nashville: 

Albert  Settile,  Charleston,  S.  C;  Adolph 
Cortatowsky,  Albany,  Ga.;  Oscar  Morgan. 
Paramount  Exchange. 
BOSTON:  A.  Bendslev,  Wellesley,  Mass.;  . 

William  Deitch,  Arctic,  R.  I.;  Frank  Lyden, 
Dorchester;  A.  Silverman,  Providence; 
George  Ramsdell,  Maiden;  George  Hackett, 
Medford;  L.  M.  Boas,  Boston;  Frank  Bos- 
ketti,  Lawrence;  Lon  Vail,  Warren,  R.  I.; 
Frank  Wotton,  Holyoke;  Charles  Hodgson, 
Wakefield;  Joe  Levenson,  Boston;  Jacob 
Lourie,  Boston;  Nathan  Gordon,  Boston;  E. 
R.  Hutchinson,  Burlington,  Vt.;  Nate  and 
Sam  Goldstein,  Springfield;  Edgar  S.  Hill, 
Webster. 
BROOKLYN:  Rudy  Sanders,  J.  Motta, 

Cinema  Veterans  in  London 

Send  Parchment  Signed  by 

63  Active  Members;  Con- 

tract   Players    Head  Drive 

Morris  Kutinsky,  Max  Leventhal,  Joseph 
Finger,  Morris  Goodman,  Bernard  W. 
Simon. 
BUFFALO:  Jake  Rappaport,  Buffalo; 

Louis  Isenberg,  Buffalo;  M.  Hochs,  Buffalo; 
M.  Schuchert,  Sr.,  Buffalo;  Charles  Hay- 
man,  Buffalo;  James  Wallingford,  Buffalo; 
A.  A.  Fennyvessy,  Rochester. 
CHARLOTTE:  Charles  Arrington, 

Rocky  Mount,  N.  Car.;  O.  I.  Sheely,  Clin- 
ton, S.  Car.;  L.  L.  Drake,  Wadesboro,  N. 

Park;  Ezra  Rhodes,  South  Bend,  Ind.;  J.  G. 
CHICAGO:  N.  Wolf,  A.  Roth,  Aaron 

Jones,  Barney  Balaban,  Herman  Schoen- stadt,  Claude  Sigler,  Julius  Goodman,  J. 
Lerner,  Argo,  111.;  William  Pearl,  Highland 
Park;  Ezra  Rhodes,  South  Bend,  Ind.;  J.  G. 
Hruby,  Harvey,  111.;  Paul  Witte,  Decatur, 
111.;  James  Coston. 
CINCINNATI:  Jerome  Jackson,  Charles 

Weigle,  Ike  Libson,  Herman  Bley,  F.  W. 
Huss,  Jr.,  Peter  L.  Smith,  Bellevue,  Ky.; 
A.  J.  Holt,  Carthage,  O.;  A.  B.  Hyman, 
Huntington,  W.  Va.;  H.  Bank,  Williamson, 
W.  Va.;  H.  L.  Binder,  Xenia,  O.;  R.  E.  and 
E.  J.  Myers,  Chillicothe,  O.;  H.  C.  Willet, 
Morehead,  Ky.;  Hartley  Battson,  Morehead; 
L.  Shore,  Williamson,  W.  Va. 
COLUMBUS:  George  Zeppos,  the  Rex, 

Wheeling,  W.  Va.;  T.  K.  Kearse,  the  Kearse, 
Charleston,  W.  Va.;  Max  Stearn,  the  South- 

ern, Columbus;  M.  E.  Hynes,  Opera  House, 
Buckhannon,  W.  Va.;  Joe  Adorno,  the 
Savoia,  Columbus,  and  Al  Taylor,  the  Dixie, Columbus. 

DALLAS:  Oscar  Korn,  L.  G.  Bissinger, 

J.  D.  Jones,  San  Angelo,  Tex.;  D.  C.  Cara- 
way, Clifton,  Tex.;  Roy  W.  and  B.  C. 

Howell,  Coleman,  Tex.;  John  W.  Howell, 
Coleman,  Tex.;  T.  Miller  Davidge,  Durant, 
Okla.;  Harry  Gould,  Fort  Worth;  M.  Kindel 
and  M.  Sadler,  Weatherford,  Tex.;  J.  W. 
Courtney,  Mineral  Wells,  Tex.  T.  M.  Dunn, 
Mineral  Wells,  Tex.;  Homer  Mulkey,  Clar- 

endon, Tex. 
DES  MOINES:  J.  F.  Cass,  Sumner,  la.; 

J.  H.  McClay,  Dubuque,  la.;  C.  L.  Niles, 
Anamosa,  la.;  R.  H.  Frentz,  Ackley,  la.; 

A.  J.  Diebold,  Cedar  Rapids,  la.;  C.  E.  Car- 
ragher,  Clear  Lake,  la.;  P.  D.  Cota,  Wau- 
kon,  la.;  M.  A.  Brown,  Forest  City,  la.; 
E.  O.  Ellsworth,  Iowa  Falls,  la.;  H.  E. 
Rehfield,  Blomfield,  la.;  Harry  Pace,  West 
Union,  la.;  G.  L.  DeNune,  DeWitt,  la.; 

Ludy  Bosten,  Muscatine,  la.;  Charles  Peter- 
son, Hampton,  la.;  George  Haight,  North- 

wood,  la.;  F.  R.  Bandy,  Britt,  la.;  R.  E. 
Pratt  and  Clyde  Pratt,  Washington,  la.; 
George  Hake,  Belmond,  la.;  Stuart  R. 
Peake,  Maquoketa,  la.;  M.  A.  Fauver, 
Brooklyn,  la.;  Mrs.  C.  S.  Hoffman,  Knox- 
ville,  la.;  C.  Ted  Allen,  Guthrie  Center,  la.; 
A.  M.  Blank,  Des  Moines;  William  H.  Mart, 
Grinnell,  la. 

DETROIT:  Custer  Cartland,  Frankfort, 
Mich.;  Glen  Cross,  Battle  Creek,  Mich.; 
Paul  Schlossman,  Muskegon,  Mich.;  Tom 
Ehland,  Detroit;  J.  E.  Stocker,  Detroit; 
George  Trendle,  Detroit;  E.  C.  Beatty,  De- 

troit; J.  Eugene  Pearce,  Walled  Lake. 
INDIANAPOLIS:  S.  J.  Switow,  Louis- 

ville, Ky.;  F.  J.  Dolle,  Louisville;  Percy 
Gladden,  Bloomington;  A.  C.  Zaring,  In- 

dianapolis; Billy  Connors,  Marion;  Joe  Bro- 
(Continued  on  following  page) 
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Hitler's  Ban  on  Criticism  of  Arts 

Also  Applies  to  American  Films 

by  J.  K.  RUTENBERG 
in  Berlin 

American  motion  pictures  imported  into  Germany  will  in  the  future  be  free 
of  press  criticism.  The  recent  decree  of  Adolph  Hitler,  issued  through  his  Reich 

minister  of  propaganda,  Dr.  Joseph  Goebbels,  eliminates  completely  all  critics 
and  criticisms  of  all  motion  pictures,  drama,  literature,  or  any  work  of  art.  The 

critics  will  be  supplanted  by  "reporters,"  and  critiques  of  whatever  kind  will  be 

succeeded  by  "descriptions"  and  "appreciations." 
In  recent  years  it  often  has  been  the  case  that  films,  stage  performances  and 

other  cultural  media  have  been  reviewed  by  young  men  bare  of  the  cultural 

knowledges,  of  the  experiences  which  are  essential  for  the  review.  The  new  pro- 
vision leaves  the  judgment  of  the  art  work  open  to  personal  inspection.  The  review, 

therefore,  shall  be  more  a  general  treatment,  an  impartial  review  instead  of  a 

critique  in  the  common  sense  of  the  word.  A  reviewer  hereafter  must  be  30  years 
of  age  at  least  to  be  admitted  to  the  critique. 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

kaw,  Angola,  Ind.;  Marc  Wolf,  Indianapolis; 
M.  Marcus,  Fort  Wayne;  A.  W.  Baker,  In- 

dianapolis; H.  P.  Vonderschmitt,  Indian- 
apolis; Carl  Niesse,  Indianapolis. 

JACKSONVILLE:  Mayor  John  T.  AU 
sop,  Jr.,  Frank  Montgomery,  Judge  A.  T. 
Titus.  Daytona  Beach;  L.  B.  Kalbfield, 
Palatka;  S.  Beacham,  Orlando;  C.  D.  Cooley, 
Tampa;  Carle  Kettler,  West  Palm  Beach; 
Fred  L.  Williamson,  Winter  Haven;  N.  W. 
Remond,  Lake  Wales;  M.  Bennett,  Ocala; 
B.  B.  Garner,  Lakehead;  S.  A.  Lynch, 
Miami;  E.  J.  Sparks,  Miami;  Earle  M.  Fain, 
Lossburg;  Alec  N.  Fortunas,  Apalachicola, 
Fla. 
JERSEY:  Harry  Hecht,  Passaic,  N.  J.; 

Tacob  Unger,  Hillside,  N.  J. 
KANSAS  CITY:  A.  F.  Baker,  M.  W. 

Reinke,  E.  Van  Hyning,  Iola,  Kan.;  A.  R. 
Zimmer,  Springfield,  111.;  Roy  Burford, 
Hutchinson,  Kan. 
LOS  ANGELES:  Harry  L.  Nace, 

Phoenix,  Ariz.;  Charles  Alden,  Globe,  Ariz.; 
Sam  Pouros,  Bakersfield,  Cal.;  A.  J.  Simos, 
Bakersfield;  Sid  Grauman,  Hollywood; 
Joseph  Skirboll,  R.  J.  Siler,  Balboa,  Calif.; 
Mike  and  Abe  Gore,  Los  Angeles;  Johnny 
Young,  Los  Angeles;  Mike  Rosenberg,  Los 
Angles;  Gus  Metzger,  Los  Angeles;  Harry 
Holland,  Bishop,  Calif.;  Glenn  Harper, 
Carone,  Calif.;  Walter  Calvert,  Lompoc, 
Calif.;  E.  Cragin,  Las  Vegas,  Nev.;  Nick 
Diamos,  Tucson,  Ariz.;  F.  C.  Martin,  Clif- 

ton, Ariz.;  Phil  Pocharich,  Jerome,  Ariz.; 
Charles  Born,  Prescott,  Ariz.;  W.  A.  Pike, 
Las  Vegas,  Nev. 
MILWAUKEE:  George  Fischer,  Otto 

Meister,  John  Adler,  Marshfield,  Wis.;  Otto 
Andres,  Cudahy,  Wis.;  Tom  Saxe,  Milwau- 

MINNEAPOLIS:  Theodore  Hays,  Min- 
neapolis; Ben  Friedman,  Minneapolis;  J.  R. 

McDonald,  Barron,  Wise;  C.  L.  Hiller, 
Crookston,  Minn.;  Al  Anson,  Duluth;  J.  B. 
Clinton,  Duluth;  Will  J.  Glaser,  Faribault; 
Gene  McCarthy,  Fergus  Falls,  Minn.;  E.  S. 
Noreen,  Hutchinson,  Minn.;  Harry  French, 
Mankato,  Minn.;  Bill  Smith,  Menomonie, 
Wise;  Fred  Smith,  Menomonie,  Wise;  Lou 
Rubinstein,  St.  Paul;  Abe  Kaplan,  St.  Paul; 
Eddie  Ruben,  Minneapolis;  Vince  McCarthy, 
Montevideo,  Minn.;  W.  T.  McCarthy,  Far- 

go, N.  Dak.;  Everett  Dilley,  Northfield, 
Minn.;  Oliver  Rowe,  St.  Paul;  W.  A.  Mus- 

tard, St.  Paul;  Henry  Ludcke,  t.  Paul;  Har- 
vey Buchanan,  Superior,  Wise;  John  Piller, 

Valley  City,  N.  Dak.;  Anton  Gilles,  Wahpe- 
ton,  N.  Dak.;  Sid  Heath,  Wells,  Minn.;  John 
Snyder,  Williston,  N.  Dak.;  Henry  Green, 
Minneapolis;  L.  G.  Roesner,  Winona,  Minn. 
NEW  HAVEN:  I.  J.  Hoffman,  Peter 

Perokas,  Palace,  New  Britain;  C.  H.  Wil- 
kinson, the  Wilkinson,  Wallingford,  Conn.; 

Matt  Saunders,  Bridgeport;  Michael  Toma- 
sino,  New  Haven. 
NEW  ORLEANS:  E.  V.  Richards,  M.  H. 

Jacobs,  Victor  Howard,  F.  H.  Heiderich, 
Bertrand  Kiern,  Julius  Scharff,  New  Iberia, 
La.;  J.  C.  Keller,  Eunice,  La.;  E.  C.  Breaux, 
Houma,  La.;  J.  L.  Alsina,  New  Orleans. 
NEW  YORK:  William  Brandt,  Leo 

Brecher,  Morris  Fleishman,  Charles  Steiner, 
A.  H.  Schwartz,  Lawrence  Boloynino.  Wal- 

ter Reade,  A.  Fonchi,  Grant  W.  Anson,  Mi- 
chael Mindlin,  Lou  Blumenthal,  Charles 

Goldreyer,  Elias  Meyer,  Louis  Schneider, 
Benjamin  Moss,  W.  A.  Landow,  Milton 
Kronacher,  Frank  K.  Goodale  and  Harry 
Shiftman. 
OKLAHOMA  CITY:  Frank  Deal, 

Wynnewood;  D.  A.  White,  Collinsville; 
Harry  Lowenstein,  Ardmore;  J.  J.  Jones, 
Checotah;  J.  H.  Griffin,  Miami,  Okla.;  A.  A. 

Moulder,  Sapulpa,  and  Leonard  White, 
Weatherford,  Okla. 
PHILADELPHIA:  Jay  Emanuel,  A. 

S.  Goldsmith,  William  Woodin,  Towanda, 
Pa.;  M.  E.  Comerford,  Scranton;  L.  J. 
Chamberlain,  Shamokin;  Walter  Vincent, 
Philadelphia;  Dr.  H.  J.  Schad,  Reading; 
Marcus  A.  Benn,  Philadelphia;  J.  Fox, 

Riverside,  N.  J.;  Earl  M.  Forte,  Philadel- 
phia; Lewen  Pizor,  Camden,  N.  J.;  A.  R. 

Boyd,  Philadelphia;  William  C.  Hunt,  Wild- 
wood,  N.  J.;  Herbert  Effinber,  Philadelphia; 
Milton  Rogasner,  Philadelphia;  Ralph  Wil- 
kins,  Woodbury,  N.  J.;  Charles  Segall, 
Philadelphia;  A.  Sablosky,  Norristown,  Pa.; 
Lewis  Sablosky,  Wilmington,  Del.;  B.  M. 
Hofelich,  Shenandoah,  Pa.;  N.  Stiefel,  Phila- 

delphia; S.  Stiefel,  Philadelphia;  Michael 
Lessy,  Philadelphia;  John  Smith,  Philadel- 

phia; Edward  T.  O'Keefe,  Philadelphia. PITTSBURGH:  John  H.  Harris,  A. 
Moore,  William  Finkel,  M.  Manos,  Greens- 
burg,  Pa.;  R.  S.  Coyle.  Charleroi,  Pa.;  Ed 
Beedle,  Cannonsburg,  Pa.:  A.  E.  Andrew, 
Emporium,  Pa.:  William  Wheat,  Sewicklev, 
Pa.;  George  Wilson,  Tyrone,  Pa.;  and  A.  P. 
Wav.  DuBois,  Pa. 
PORTLAND,  ME.:  E.  O.  Gilbert,  Ber- 

lin, N.  H.;  Harry  Rosenthall.  Lewiston.  Me.; 
C.  J.  Russell,  Sr..  Bangor,  Me:  J.  J.  Kenny, 
Auburn,  Me;  William  B.  Williamson,  Au- 

gusta, Me. 
PORTLAND,  ORE.:  W.  A.  Graeoer,  J. 

A.  Bradt,  W.  E.  Tebbetts,  W.  G.  Ripley, 
Longview,  Wash.;  Oscar  Phelps,  Hillsboro, 
Ore;  Robert  Marsden,  Jr.,  Marshfield,  Ore; 
W.  A.  Long,  Oregon  City,  Ore;  F.  A.  Wat- 
rous,  Forest  Grove,  Ore;  George  Whiteside, 
Corvallis,  Ore:  Sam  Whiteside,  Corvallis, 
Ore;  H.  J.  Uodegraff.  Portland,  Ore. 
SALT  LAKE  CITY:  Horace  Burkinshaw, 

Sandy,  Utah;  Mrs.  W.  G.  Hyde,  Miles  City, 
Mont. 

SAN  ANTONIO:  W.  J.  Lytle,  Sam 
Schwartz,  Eagle  Pass;  Paul  J.  Poag,  Del 
Rio;  Bruce  Collins,  Corpus  Christi;  A.  Mar- 

tini, Galveston;  John  C.  Fanning,  Browns- 
ville, Tex.;  L.  J.  Mason,  Mc Allen,  Tex.;  C. 

C.  Dues,  El  Paso,  Tex.;  W.  E.  Crist. 
SAN  FRANCISCO:  Sam  Levin,  R.  A. 

McNeil,  Ralph  Marks,  Hyman  Levin,  Otto 
Roeder,  Aaron  Goldberg,  Charles  Michaels, 
Fred  Williams,  L.  Kaliski,  Oakland;  E.  W. 
tokes,  Oakland;  John  Peters,  Oakland;  Allen 
King,  Oakland;  F.  W.  Rodgers,  Corning; 
M.  Stanley,  Fairfield;  M.  Main,  Farifield;  J. 
J.  Mohy,  Sonoma;  Frank  Panero,  Delano; 
William  Tamblyn,  Neveda  City;  M.  Enean, 
Pittsburgh,  Calif.;  Paul  Sprague,  Quincy; 
John  Distasio,  Sacramento;  H.  C.  Castler, 
Winnemucca,  Neveda;  F.  Stamm,  Antioch, 
Calif.;  Herman  Wobber,  Edward  H.  Wob- 
ber,  William  P.  Wobber,  San  Francisco;  A. 
M.  Bowles,  San  Francisco. 

ST.  LOUIS:  Joe  Hewitt,  Robinson,  111.; 

Oscar  Turner,  Harrisburg,  111.;  Steve  Far- 
rar,  Eldorado,  111.;  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St. Louis. 

SEATTLE:  J.  Von  Herberg,  James  Clem- 
mer,  Frank  Newman,  Sr.,  John  Hamrick, 
Ed  Halberg,  Port  Angeles,  Wash.;  W.  D. 
Gross,  Juneau,  Alaska;  E.  W.  Groesbeck, 
Enumclaw,  Wash.;  H.  T.  Moore,  Tacoma; 
E.  A.  Zabel,  Olympia;  Fred  Mercy,  Sr., 
Yakima;  E.  G.  Abbott,  Sedro  Wooley,  Wash. 
SIOUX  FALLS:  E.  L,  J.  M.  and  P.  J. 

O'Leary,  the  Grand,  Dell  Rapids,  S.  D.  _ 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C:  Sidney  Lust, 

Washington,  D.  C. 
CANADIAN  DIVISION:  F.  Kerr,  New 

Westminster,  B.  C;  J.  R.  Muir,  Vancouver; 
A.  Lipson,  Prince  Rupert,  B.  C;  John 
Hazza,  Calgary;  Alex  Entwistle,  Edmonton, 
Alta.;  Pete  Egan,  Calgary;  S.  R.  Tyler, 
High  River,  Alta.;  Joseph  Dorry,  Kenora, 
Ont.;  A.  E.  Mellon,  Portage  La  Prairie, 
Man.;  P.  W.  Mahon,  Prince  Albert,  Sask.; 
H.  A.  Morton,  Winnipeg;  J.  Miles,  Winni- 

peg"; R.  Besler,  Winnipeg;  H.  N.  Jernberg, 
Winnipeg,  S.  Weiner,  Winnipeg;  R.  McClel- 

land, Toronto;  Jule  and  J.  J.  Allen,  Toronto; 
C.  A.  Welsman,  Toronto;  Jane  Eimonds, 
Lindsay,  Ont.;  B.  Whitham,  Cornwall,  Ont.; 
S.  Delaney,  Gananoque,  Ont.;  W.  L.  Stewart, 
Toronto;  George  Ganetakos,  Montreal; 
Joseph  M.  Franklin,  St.  John,  N.  B.;  W.  L. 
Stewart,  Rex  Theatre,  London,  Ont.;  H.  A. 
Osborne,  Penetang,  Ont.;  F.  R.  Pursell, 
Simcoe,  Ont.;  Leo  Mascioli,  Timmins,  Ont.; 
Pete  Bardessono,  North  Bay,  Ont. 
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ASIDES  end 

INTERLUDES 
On  a  Silver  Jubilee 

■by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM- 

SITTING  in  an  adjoining  place  at  next 

Thursday's  Adolph  Zukor  "Silver  Jubilee" 
banquet,  in  Hollywood,  will  be  a  person 
whose  presence  will  probably  stir  in  Mr. 

Zukor's  mind  the  most  poignant  memories 
of  all.  He  is  Frank  Meyer,  still  in  Mr. 

Zukor's  employ,  serving  for  these  25  years. 
Mr.  Meyer  started  the  other  day  from  his 

desk  at  Paramount's  home  office  on  Broad- 
way to  the  banquet  in  California,  with  a  still 

vivid  remembrance  of  a  fall  day  in  1915, 
when  all  that  Mr.  Zukor  owned,  and  all  that 
which  meant  the  continuance  of  his  three- 
year-old  Famous  Players  Film  Company,  re- 

posed in  a  vault  in  a  blazing  fire. 
Frank  Meyer,  first  Zukor  film  cutter  and 

all-around  mechanic  of  the  first  Famous 
Players,  had  been  placed  in  charge  of  the 

company's  "fireproof"  safe.  In  order  to  re- 
lieve the  safe's  weight  on  the  rickety  old 

wooden  floor  of  the  company's  first  film 
studio,  on  New  York's  East  26th  Street, 
Mr.  Meyer  had  contrived  a  contraption 
whereby  the  bulk  of  steel  was  affixed  to  the 
brick  wall  of  the  building  by  two  thick  steel 
straps.  On  September  11,  1915,  the  various 
players,  stage-hands  and  other  studio  work- 

ers had  departed  for  home,  as  usual,  at  six 

o'clock.  That  night,  "Packy"  McFarland 
was  fighting  Mike  Gibbons,  and  Mr.  Zukor, 
with  young  son  Eugene,  decided  to  take  a 
night  off  for  a  ringside  seat  at  the  battle. 
Frank,  however,  had  decided  to  stay  on 
for  a  particularly  urgent  job  of  film-cutting. 

Meyer  had  been  sitting  amidst  heaps  of 
precious  finished  negative — sole  copies,  for 
none  had  been  printed — when  he  felt  a  chok- 

ing sensation  in  his  throat  and  almost  at  the 
same  instant  heard  a  fire  alarm.  He  ran 
to  the  stairs  and  perceived  that  the  braid 
factory  on  the  floor  below  was  a  raging 
furnace.  Running  back,  he  gathered  up  all 
of  the  negatives  from  the  floor,  his  table, 
the  racks  and  elsewhere  and  tossed  them 
into  the  wall  safe,  slamming  the  heavy  door 
behind  him  as  he  ran  for  an  exit  to  the  roof 
and  safety.  He  mounted  a  ladder  and 
climbed  to  the  hatchment,  the  while  flames 
touched  the  trousers  behind  him.  He  jumped 
to  a  lower  building  next  door  and  scurried 
down  its  fire-escape,  taking  on  the  way  a 
thorough  drenching  from  a  fire  hose.  It 
was  a  chilly  night,  and  so  Meyer  taxi- 
cabbed  home  for  a  quick  change  of  clothes. 
Meantime,  before  fight-time,  Adolph 

Zukor,  his  son  and  his  kinsfolk,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Emil  Shauer,  took  dinner  at  the  old 
Knickerbocker  Grill  at  Times  Square.  As 
they  approached  the  Zukor  car  at  the  door, 

Zukor  saw  a  blaze  in  the  skies.  "Quite  a 
fire,"  he  remarked.  "Yes,"  responded  a 
policeman,  "it's  a  general  alarm — a  motion 
picture  studio  is  in  flames  on  26th  Street!" 
When  Frank  Meyer  returned  to  the  scene 

in  dry  clothes,  he  found  Adolph  Zukor  walk- 
ing up  and  down  the  still-burning  building, 

frankly  and  openly  in  tears.  And  when 
Zukor  saw  Meyer  he  literally  fell  on  his  neck 
in  a  faint.  They  had  all  given  him  up  for 
dead,  along  with  the  destruction  of  the 
precious  negatives. 

That  safe  held  the  whole  stock-in-trade  of 
Famous  Players,  principally  in  the  nature 

of  three  fresh,  unprinted  and  uninsured  fea- 
ture negatives.  Experts  called  to  the  scene 

to  relieve  the  anxiety  refused  to  predict 
whether  the  safe  was  sufficient  protection 
against  the  flames  and  heat  for^the  highly 
inflammable  film  which  it  contained.  Fire- 

proof for  papers — yes.  But  the  celluloid, 
heated  to  a  certain  degree,  might  have  ex- 

ploded. Much,  too,  depended  on  whether 
the  wall  had  held.  If  it  had  fallen,  dropping 
the  safe  into  the  furnace  below,  the  chances 
were  slim.  Had  Mr.  Meyer  gotten  all  of 
the  negatives  into  the  vault?  Had  he  closed 
the  door  tightly?  When  he  closed  the  door, 
had  he  thrown  in  the  combination  to  lock 
it?  If  not,  it  all  looked  doubtful,  including 
the  immediate  future  both  of  Mr.  Zukor  and 
his  Famous  Players  Film  Company.  Meyer, 
rack  his  brains  as  he  might  for  recollections 
of  his  actions  in  the  two  crowded  moments 
after  discovering  the  fire,  could  not  be  sure. 

The  wall  held  up.  But  even  when  the  last 
embers  of  the  fire  died  out,  Mr.  Zukor  and 
his  associates  could  not  be  certain.  They 
must  wait,  the  experts  advised,  until  the 
shell  of  the  safe  had  cooled  off.  Otherwise, 
the  film — if  it  still  existed — might  take  fire 
from  a  burst  of  hot  air.  While  awaiting  the 
crucial  hour,  Mr.  Zukor  moved  his  studio 
workers  into  a  nearby  stable  to  continue 

filming.  Then  came  the  time  for  the  vault's 
inspection.  Virtually  all  of  the  Famous 
Players  Film  Company  stood  around  and 
watched  Frank  Meyer  seize  the  handle.  He 
turned  toward  them  a  Dale,  apnalled  face. 
"Boss,"  he  choked,  "I'm  sorry.  I  closed  the 
door,  but  I  didn't  throw  in  the  combination 

to  lock  it." "Well,  open  it!  Open  it!"  exclaimed Zukor. 

Meyer  jerked  at  the  door.  Instead  of 
powder  and  ashes,  they  saw  the  negatives! — 
unharmed.  It  was  Adolph  Zukor's  first ardent  flirtation  with  disaster. 

V 

The  occasion  of  Adolph  Zukor's  25th  an- 
niversary in  motion  pictures  as  head  of  the 

Paramount  company,  also  marks  his  64th  birth- 
day, on  January  7th ;  the  40th  anniversary  of 

his  marriage,  on  January  10th,  to  Lottie  Kauf- 
man, of  and  in  Chicago,  and  the  49th  anni- 

versary of  his  arrival  at  Castle  Garden  in  New 
York  harbor,  on  the  leaky  old  boat,  Russia, 
from  his  native  Hungary,  a  penniless  orphan 
boy  of  15,  with  Horatio  Alger  ideas  and  not  a 
word  of  English. 

V 

Contrary  to  prevailing  opinion,  it  was  W.  W. 
Hodkinson,  early  Famous  Players  distribution 
executive,  and  not  Adolph  Zukor,  who  hit  on 
the  name  of  Paramount  and  gave  it,  in  memory 
of  his  own  western  film  beginnings,  the  trade- 

mark device  of  the  mountain-peak  surrounded 
by  stars.  Mr.  Hodkinson  named  the  company 
Paramount  after  an  apartment  house  sign  that 
he  had  seen  that  morning  on  the  way  to  his 

office. *Many  of  the  historical  facts  reported  in  these  pages 
■were  found  in  Terry  Ramsaye's  history  of  the  mo- 

tion pictures:  "A  Million  and  One  Nights." 

IT  TOOK  Adolph  Zukor  25  years  to  be- 
I  come  an  actual  producer  of  motion 

pictures. When  Zukor  opened  the  way,  some  25  to 

30  years  ago,  for  the  beginning  of  much  of 
the  motion  picture  industry  as  it  is  present- 

ly constituted,  he  had  thought  of  himself  as 
a  producer — a  glorified  super-director  over 
all  the  directors  and  producers  on  a  lot.  But 
the  sudden  expansion  of  the  whole  indus- 

try between  1912  and  1920  brought  a  series 
of  financial  crises  and  demands  which  caused 
Mr.  Zukor  to  refrain  from  actual  produc- 

tion and  instead  continue  at  the  business 
helm  of  his  company.  His  present  position, 
then,  as  chairman  of  the  board  of  Paramount 
in  complete  charge  of  production  in  Holly- 

wood, has  more  sentiment  attached  to  it  than 

appears  on  the  surface. 
Mr.  Zukor's  very  first  schooling  in  actual 

production  came  with  the  aid  of  a  book  he 
had  read  when  he  was  learning  English  in 

New  York,  as  a  boy.  '  He  had  been  studying 
"Pilgrim's  Progress."  It  became  his  favorite 
English  classic.  He  still  kept  his  old, 
thumbed  school-copy,  and  in  the  years  just 
before  1912,  when  he  was  full  of  the  idea 
that  the  long  film  was  on  its  way,  he  set  out 
to  equip  himself  as  a  producer.  Part  of 
the  self-imposed  training  consisted  of  mak- 

ing a  series  of  scenarios  of  "Pilgrim's 
Progress."  This  apprentice  work  will  of 
course  never  see  the  lights  of  a  motion  pic- 

ture studio.  The  theme  is  not  suited.  But 
the  ideas  they  gave  him  taught  him  that 
production  was  to  his  liking. 

V 

Paramount  Pictures  Corporation,  one  of  tht 

world's  greatest,  and  "a-hundred-million-dollar" concern,  actually  resulted  from  a  bad  loan. 
In  1903,  Adolph  Zukor,  a  capable  and  modest- 
ly successful  furrier  in  Chicago,  decided  that 

he  would  go  down  to  New  York  to  see  what 
could  be  done  about  the  plight  of  a  friend  to 
whom  he  had  loaned  $3,000  to  go  into  the 
penny  arcade  business.  The  penny  arcade,  lo- 

cated at  Sixth  Avenue  and  14th  Street,  did 
not  seem  to  be  prospering.  The  effort  to  sal- 

vage at  least  part  of  the  loan  put  Adolph  Zukor 
into  the  penny  arcade,  got  him  into  association 
with  the  late  Marcus  Loew,  who  was  similarly 
interested,  led  to  the  acquisition  of  the  William 
Brady  "Hale's  Tours,"  and  converted  the  arcades 
into  motion  picture  store  shows.  By  1906 
Zukor  was  a  full-fledged  theatre  proprietor, 
with  the  Comedy  Theatre  piesenting  the  best 
motion  pictures  he  could  find  to  the  amuse- 

ment seeking  crowds  of  New  York's  carnival 14th  Street.  Zukor  had  started  out  to  rescue 
a  bad  loan  and  had  found  a  new  career. 

V 

Adolph  Zukor  felt  he  was  making  theatrical 
progress  when  he  left  the  penny  arcade  busi- 

ness, just  31  years  ago,  to  run  "Hale's  Tours" for  William  A.  Brady.  This  was  a  stunt  in  en- 
tertainment which  blossomed  and  died  even  as 

miniature  golf.  The  spectator  spent  ten  cents 
to  ride  in  a  rickety  property  railway  carriage 
which  bumped  and  jiggled  in  imitation  of  a 
real  train.  At  one  end  stood  an  observation 
platform  fronting  a  screen  on  which  ran  a 
short  film  showing  the  ascent  of  the  Rocky 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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Mountains,  the  Alps  and  the  blue  Alsatians. 
The  idea  was  to  cause  the  spectator  to  feel 
he  was  riding  to  the  skies.  The  Zukor-Brady 
combination  installed  "Hale's  Tours"  in  Union 
Square,  in  Newark,  Boston  and  Pittsburgh.  A 
month  or  so  of  bonanza  returns;  then  a  crash. 
The  public  would  not  take  to  the  short  travel 
reels. 

At  about  that  time  Edwin  S.  Porter's  "Great 
Train  Robbery"  came  along,  and  Mr.  Zukor 
bought  it.  It  ran  a  fidl  12  minutes  and  actually 
told  a  story.  Eventually  Zukor  dropped  the 
trick  railzvay  and  made  his  establishments 

humble  motion  picture  "palaces."  In  two  years 
the  newly-constituted  "Hale's  Tours"  paid  its 
first  dividend  and  had  an  $80,000  deficit  off  the 
books. 

V 

Adolph  Zukor's  odd  family  name  stands 
almost  alone  among  the  515,000  name  list- 

ings in  New  York's  telephone  directory.  Be- 
sides his  own,  and  that  of  his  son — Eugene 

James — there  is  only  one  other  Zukor  among 
all  the  half-million  telephone  subscribers,  and 
that  belongs  to  a  Zukor  dressmaker  on 
Seventh  Avenue. 

Not  another  Zukor,  besides  that  of  Adolph, 

in  all  of  America's  130,000,000  inhabitants, 
achieves  the  distinction  of  recognition  in  the 
current  "Who's  Who  in  America." 

V 

The  entrance  of  Adolph  Zukor  into  motion 
pictures  came  after  a  unique  diversification  of 
labor  in  search  of  a  career.  At  first,  while  still 
in  Hungary,  he  was  well  on  the  way  to  be- 

coming a  rabbi,  as  had  been  most  of  the  sons 

in  his  mother's  family.  Adolph's  uncle,  Kalman 
Lieberman,  a  rabbi  in  the  neighboring  town  of 
Szalka,  intended  to  consecrate  Adolph  and  his 
brother,  Arthur,  to  the  service  of  religion.  That 
worked  out  in  the  case  of  the  more  articulate 
Arthur,  who  became  one  of  the  most  eloquent 
rabbis  of  Berlin  and  a  notable  scholar. 

V 

Adolph  Zukor's  very  first  motion  picture 
distributing  project  was  called  the  Engadine 
Corporation,  formed  with  Joseph  Engel  and 
Edwin  S.  Porter  to  purchase  the  American 

rights  to  "Queen  Elizabeth"  for  $18,000.  In 
four  reels,  it  was  the  first  feature-length  pro- 

duction to  be  shown  in  this  country,  coming 
from  the  Paris  studios  of  Louis  Mercanton, 
with  Sarah  Bernhardt  in  the  title  role.  The 
$80,000  return  on  the  Bernhardt  picture 

prompted  Zukor's  policy  of  "famous  players 
in  famous  plays" — and  thus  Famous  Players and  Paramount. 

V 

In  the  16  years  spanning  his  arrival  in  New 
York  as  an  emigrant  and  his  association  with 
amusements  through  the  penny-arcade  business, 
in  1904,  with  the  late  Mitchell  Mark,  Mr. 
Zukor  traveled  from  the  hardware  business  to 
upholstery  to  the  business  of  a  manufacturing 
furrier,  carrying  his  Novelty  Fur  Company,  of 
Chicago,  first  to  a  $9,000  bank  balance,  then,  in 
a  slack  season,  to  a  crash. 

Adolph  Zukor's  founding  of  Famous  Players 
did  not  take  place  until  1912,  eight  years  after 
he  had  met  Mitchell  Mark  and  their  penny 
arcade.  This  year  of  1937,  then,  while  marking 
the  25th  anniversary  of  Mr.  Zukor  in  Famous 
Players-Paramount,  really  is  the  31st  anni- 

versary of  Mr.  Zukor's  actual  theatrical 
beginning. 

In-between  his  various  travels  in  commercial 
enterprise  he  delved  a  bit  into  prize-fighting,  a 
career  which  terminated  with  an  opponent's 
delivery  of  a  cauliflower  ear. 

ON  New  Year's  Day,  in  1916,  Mary  Pick- ford  and  Adolph  Zukor  had  a  chat.  The 

subject  was  salary.  Mary  was  Zukor's  reign- ing box  office  belle  at  Famous  Players,  with 
five  years  of  actual  screen  experience  to  her 
credit.  She  had  been  getting  $2,000  a  week — 
a  staggering  sum.  Mr.  Zukor  and  Mary  agreed 
to  a  new  contract  at  $4,000— $208,000  a  year ! 

In  February  the  exciting  announcement  was 
made  that  John  R.  Freuler  of  the  Mutual  Film 
Corporation  had  contracted  to  pay  Charles 
Chaplin  $670,000— $12,885  a  week  for  52  weeks 
work.  That  upset  the  Zukor  scheme  for  Mary 
Pickford. 

Mary  concluded  that  she  had  been  in  the 
films  five  industrious  years  before  Chaplin 
started.  Now  she  was  getting  a  mere  $4,000 
a  week  while  this  stranger  helped  himself  to 
three  times  as  much.  Here  and  now  was  a- 
head-on  collision  between  that  Chaplin  contract 

and  Mary's  pride.  And  Adolph  Zukor  was  in the  middle. 

Noting  the  dissension,  Mary  was  immediately 
the  target  for  ambitious  offers  from  practically 
the  whole  industry.  Mutual  made  her  an  offer. 
So  did  the  American  Tobacco  Company,  which 
was  seething  with  millions  and  motion  picture 
ambitions.  And  still  the  offers  continued — 
from  William  Randolph  Hearst,  Albert  E. 
Smith,  Vitagraph,  et  al. 

Then,  on  June  24,  1916,  Zukor's  worries  over losing  Mary  ended  when  she  again  signed  with 
his  Famous  Players.  The  new  contract  called 
for  a  guaranty  of  $1,040,000  for  two  years 
work.  In  addition  there  was  a  bonus  of  $300,- 
000  for  signing.  Also,  it  was  agreed  that  her 
name  was  to  be  in  the  biggest  type  and  the 
only  featured  name  in  any  advertisement  of  her 
pictures — unprecedented  treatment  in  those 
days.  She  was  guaranteed  parlor  car  trans- 

portation for  herself  and  her  mother  to  and 
from  California  and  a  motor  car  for  services 
outside  Greater  New  York.  Zukor  also  agreed 
to  provide  a  whole  studio  to  be  known  as  the 
Mary  Pickford  studio,  in  which  no  other  pic- 

tures could  be  made,  and  in  the  event  Mary 
made  winter  pictures  in  California,  she  was  to 
have  a  whole  stage  in  Hollywood  for  herself. 
Too,  she  was  to  have  a  voice  in  the  choice  of 
stories,  casts  and  everything  else.  And  just  by 
way  of  completeness,  Mary  under  this  contract 
collected  an  additional  $40,000  for  the  time  be- 

tween May  29th  and  June  24th,  when  she  had 
not  been  on  the  Zukor  payroll. 
The  Chaplin  contract  with  Freuler  raised 

Mary's  bill  for  services  to  Mr.  Zukor  from 
$4,000  a  week  to  well  over  $11,000  a  week,  plus 
the  transportation  costs  and  additional  studio 

expense,  probably  representing  a  total  of  $15,- 
000  a  week.   And  that  was  20  years  ago ! 

V 

In  1913,  one  year  after  Adolph  Zukor  started 
Famous  Players  on  its  then  thinly-budgeted 
scale  of  operations,  word  got  around  that  David 
Wark  Griffith,  pioneer  director  and  peer  of  the 
early  Biograph  film  makers,  had  become  dis- 

contented with  his  lot.  Adolph  Zukor  was  en- 
thusiastically interested  in  Griffith's  work. 

Famous  Players  needed  more  talent. 
There  was  grave  alarm  in  the  Times  Square 

offices  of  Famous  Players  when  Zukor  an- 
nounced that  he  had  offered  Griffith  a  salary  of 

$50,000  a  year  to  direct  for  the  company. 
Daniel  Frohman,  then  a  Zukor  associate,  was 

now  certain  that  the  head  of  the  company  had 
lost  his  reason.  The  Famous  Players  concern 
did  not  have  $50,000.  Furthermore  the  com- 

pany was  not  worth  that  much. 

To  the  re-amazement  and  relief  of  Zukor's 
associates,  this  Griffith  person  had  the  colossal 
nerve  to  reject  the  offer. 

Twelve  years  later,  in  1925,  Famous  Players 

employed  Griffith  at  the  rate  of  $150,000  a  year 
—$3,000  a  week. 

$  1  i.  V Adolph  Zukor  was  anxious  for  the  develop- 
ment of  the  feature  picture  idea  in  the  mind  of 

the  public  and  the  amusement  world.  He,  prob- 
ably more  than  anyone  else  in  the  pioneering 

days  of  a  quarter-century  ago,  predicted  and 
furthered  the  idea  of  pictures  of  as  long  as  three 
and  four  reels  to  supplant  the  one-reelers  then 
in  vogue.  He  employed  C.  F.  (Zit)  Zittel, 
then  connected  with  the  New  York  Evening 
Journal,  to  tell  the  story  in  press  agentry.  Mr. 
Zittel  literally  flooded  the  dramatic  and  motion 

picture_  trade  papers  with  the  big-feature  idea 
and  with  big  photographs  of  Zukor.  The  suc- 

cess of  the  campaign — one  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture's very  first  "big  time"  exploitations — was 

proven  when  Arthur  Brisbane,  despite  his  then 
deep-dyed  dislike  of  the  motion  picture, 
editorialized  in  Hearst's  Journal  with  a  warn- 

ing to  the  stage  magnates  of  Broadway  that 
Zukor — and,  therefore,  the  motion  picture — was 
a  serious  invader  in  the  amusement  world.  The 
motion  picture  has  made  some  progress  since 
then.  They  buried  Brisbane  last  Monday. 

V 
Few,  if  any,  will  remember  that  even  before 

Famous  Players,  when  Adolph  Zukor  was 
working  at  the  Marcus  Loew  Enterprises,  a 
mixture  of  screen  and  vaudeville  theatres,  the 

office  staff  called  him  "Creepy,"  because  he  was 

quiet. Mort  Singer  to  Head 

Pool  in  Minneapolis 

Mort  H.  Singer,  former  Twin  City  theatre 
manager  and  head  of  a  large  circuit  operat- 

ing throughout  the  midwestern  states,  will 
head  the  committee  operating  the  six  Loop 
theatres  merged  by  a  partnership  agree- 

ment between  the  Singer  Minneapolis  Com- 
pany and  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Com- 
pany in  Minneapolis. 

The  operating  partnership  disclosed  by 
John  J.  Friedl,  president  of  the  Minnesota 
Company,  will  pool  the  Minnesota,  Or- 
pheum,  State,  Lyric,  Century  and  Aster. 
The  Orpheum  and  the  Minnesota  will  con- 

tinue to  show  Class  "A"  product.  No  policy 
for  the  other  four  houses  has  yet  been  de- termined. 

Striking  Dock  Workers 

Insist  on  Union  Workers 

Striking  dock  workers  in  the  Los  Angeles 
area  have  served  notice  on  all  studios  that 

companies  working  on  waterfront  locations 
will  be  declared  unfair  unless  they  employ 
union  workers.  The  demand  that  film  em- 

ployees possess  American  Federation  of 
Labor  membership  cards  is  reported  to  in- 

clude actors  as  well  as  technical  workers 
and  teamsters. 

Remains  As  Agency  Scout 
Bob  Goldstein,  who  operates  Superior 

Radio  Artists,  Inc.,  will  continue  as  one  of 
the  chief  talent  scouts  for  Blackett-Semple 
and  Hummert,  Inc.,  according  to  Frank 
Hummert,  vice-president.  The  advertising 
agency  spends  about  $30,000  a  week  on  radio 
shows  on  behalf  of  its  clients. 
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SCENE 

Production 

Although  production  elected  to  practically 
shut  down  activities  on  last  Wednesday  in 

order  that  Christmas  holidays  might  be  prop- 
erly celebrated,  a  surprisingly  large  number 

of  films  were  started  during  the  first  three 
days  of  the  week.  Quite  to  the  astonishment 
of  players  and  production  crews,  seven  new 
features  went  into  work.  However,  the  pace 
that  was  expected  for  the  period  is  noted  on 
the  other  side  of  the  ledger,  where  only  four 
pictures  were  completed. 

Paramount  was  either  the  most  optimistic 
or  ambitious  studio.  There  were  three  pic- 

tures started.  In  "Murder  Goes  To  College," 
Charlie  Ruggles,  Lynne  Overman,  Mary 
Carlisle,  Colin  Tapley,  Harvey  Stephens  and 
Ruth  Coleman  will  be  seen.  The  cast  of 

"Waikiki  Wedding,"  which  Frank  Turtle 
directs,  features  Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns, 
Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross,  George  Barbier, 

Leif  Erikson  and  Grady  Sutton.  "The  Love 
Trap,"  a  B.  P.  Schulberg  production,  will 
present  Gail  Patrick,  Ricardo  Cortez  and 
Dorothy  Peterson  in  the  principal  roles. 
Edward  Ludwig  is  directing. 

"Time  Out  For  Romance"  was  started  at 
Twentieth  Century-Fox.  The  cast  includes 
Claire  Trevor,  Michael  Whalen,  William 

Demarest,  Benny  Bartlett,  Joan  Davis,  Le- 
lah  Taylor,  Douglas  Fowley  and  Chick 
Chandler.  Malcolm  St.  Clair  is  directing. 
Adhering  to  its  definite  schedule  of  at 

least  one  new  picture  a  week,  Republic 

started  "Paradise  Express."  The  cast  fea- 
tures Grant  Withers,  Maude  Eburne,  Don- 

ald Kirke,  Arthur  Hoyt,  Budd  Fine,  Dorothy 

Appleby,  Harry  Davenport,  Arthur  Loft 

and  John  Holland.  Joseph  Kane  is  directing. 

At  Columbia  "Racketeers  In  Exile"  went 
before  the  cameras.  Names  in  the  cast  are 

George  Bancroft,  Evelyn  Venable,  Wynne 
Gibson,  John  Gallaudet,  George  McKay, 

Marc  Lawrence  and  Helen  Lowell.  Direct- 
ing was  assigned  to  Erie  Kenton. 

MGM  started  "Espionage."  Edmund 
Lowe,  Madge  Evans,  Stuart  Irwin  and 
Charles  Williams  are  the  leading  players. 
Kurt  Neumann  directs. 

Universal  alone  among  the  studios  com- 

pleted two  pictures.  "Left  Handed  Law," 
a  Buck  Jones  production  which  Les  Selander 

directed,  features  Jones,  Noel  Francis,  Rob- 
ert Frazier,  George  Regas  and  Frank 

LaRue.  The  second  film,  "Breezing  Home," 

formerly  titled  "I  Hate  Horses,"  will  present 
William  Gargan,  Wendy  Barry,  Binney 
Barnes,  Cesare  Romero,  Raymond  Walburn 

and  Willie  Best.  Milton  Carruth  directed. 

Columbia's  contribution  to  the  finished 

work  was  "Raiding  Guns."  Charles  Starrett 
and  Peggy  Stratford  are  featured,  supported 

by  Charles  Middleton,  Ed  LeSaint  and  Ted 
Oliver.  Leon  Barsha  directed. 

For  RKO-Radio  distribution,  Hirliman 

Productions  finished  "Park  Avenue  Log- 

ger." George  O'Brien  and  Beatrice  Roberts 

are  starred,  supported  by  Bert  Hanlon,  Ger- 

PICTURES  IMPROVED, 

DECLARES  EDUCATOR 

"Motion  pictures  are  improving, 
there  is  no  doubt  about  that.  The 

boy-meets- girl  themes  are  not  as  thin 

as  they  used  to  be,"  declared  Professor 
Edgar  Dale,  associate  of  the  bureau  of 
educational  research  at  Ohio  State 

University,  this  week. 
Professor  Dale,  who  wrote  a  book 

on  the  appreciation  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture and  who  was  one  of  the  witnesses 

before  the  Geneva  hearing  on  the 

world's  film  industry,  added  that  "the 
motion  picture  voice  of  the  motion 
picture  consumer  finally  has  reached 

Hollywood." 

trude  Short,  Willard  Robertson,  Ward 

Bond,  and  Robert  Emmett  O'Connor.  David Howard  directed. 

Garnett  Reports 

Slangy  and  unsubtle  is  Tay  Garnett  in 
reporting  observations  made  on  his  world 
cruise,  a  journey  which  brought  him,  he 

says,  "face  to  face  with  a  condition  which 
heaped  shame  and  humiliation  on  my  brow." 
To  quote  the  producer  directly : 

"The  world  is  picture  nutty.  For  a  long 
time  the  far  off  countries  have  been  setups 

for  the  American  film  peddler.  It's  been  so 
soft  for  our  people  in  these  far  off  places 

that  they've  taken  orders  but  they  haven't 
done  much  selling.  The  revenues  grabbed 

out  of  some  of  these  spots  have  been  con- 
sidered hardly  worth  the  effort,  but  there  is 

a  lot  more  dough  to  be  grabbed  than  the 
take  today  would  indicate.  America  makes 
the  finest  pictures  in  the  world  and  they  are 

shown  every  place  where  there's  a  theatre 
manager  brazen  enough  to  insist  that  Ameri- 

can salesmen  sell  them  their  pictures.  Do 

you  think  I'm  kiddin'? 
"In  Japan  today  there  are  a  number  of 

picture  studios,  modern  in  building,  method, 
and  equipment,  and  they  are  knocking  out 
product  for  Japanese  consumption  that  is 
not  too  bad.  The  Japanese  have  made  plenty 
of  money  with  their  product  on  their  home 

grounds  and  are  now  figuring  on  world  ex- 
pansion. If  we  had  been  selling  our  product, 

a  superior  product,  as  we  should  have,  the 
Japanese  companies  might  not  have  made  so 
much  money  on  their  home  grounds.  Now 

they  are  importing  foreign  directors  — 
Dr.  Arnold  Fank,  of  German  picture  fame, 
is  the  latest  importation. 

"In  China  it's  the  same  story  again.  Here 

the  picture  manufacturers  are  mainly  third- 
rate  American  sharpshooters,  unaided  by  a 

systematic  Government  cooperation  such  as 
is  given  the  Japanese  enterprises,  but  (and 
with  make-shift  equipment)  they  are  making 
pictures,  peddMng  them  to  the  Chinese,  and 

most  of  them  don't  have  to  bother  to  buy 
any  red  ink. 

"In  the  Malay  Peninsula  I  met  a  guy  who 
had  been  an  American  film  salesman  for  one 

of  our  majors  in  the  East,  who  began  can- 
ning Malay  dramas  at  about  a  buck  and  a 

half  a  foot.  With  the  first  of  these  master- 
pieces under  his  arm,  he  barnstormed 

through  Malaysia;  north  as  far  as  Siam, 
south  through  Borneo,  Sumatra,  and  Java. 
It  was  a  little  over  three  years  ago  that  this 
bird  completed  his  first  contribution  to  Malay 
art.  When  he  barnstormed,  his  pictures 
were  run  in  grocery  stores,  trading  posts, 
churches  and  temples,  or  outdoors  under 
the  palm  trees  between  showers.  He  only 
collected  coppers,  and  I  hear  tell  he  did  not 
bar  buttons,  if  they  were  in  reasonably  good 
shape.  But  he  got  into  all  of  the  corners, 
and  today  this  same  gent  owns  quite  a  chain 
of  theatres  throughout  this  territory.  He  has 

upped  his  budget  to  a  couple  of  bucks  a 
foot,  and  he  is  grinding  out  miles  of  it. 

"In  India  there  are  an  amazing  number 
of  picture  producing  outfits.  The  pictures 

are  not  good,  but  they  are  long  and  loud— 
an  Indian  wants  quantity  for  his  dough.  But 
the  whole  point  is,  and  I  got  this  from  the 
guy  who  owns  the  horse,  the  head  of  Agfa 
in  Bombay,  there  is  more  negative  raw 
stock  consumed  annually  in  India  than  in 
any  other  country  in  the  world,  up  to  and including. 

"In  Egypt,  as  far  as  I  know,  there  is  only 
one  small  studio,  but  it  is  new  and  as  modern 

as  tomorrow  morning's  paper.  And  it  is 
busy  all  the  time. 

"You  don't  suppose  it's  possible,  do  you, 
that  while  our  boys  have  been  howling  at 
the  producers,  they  have  been  overlooking 
a  couple  of  bets  in  their  own  department. 

"I  had  an  opportunity  to  express  these 
thoughts  to  one  of  the  head  guys — a  guy  in 
charge  of  the  Far  East  territory  for  one  of 
the  majors.  Having  heard  my  beef,  he  fixed 
me  with  a  beady  eye  (just  like  a  supervisor) 
and  said: 

"  'Mr.  Garnett,  these  fellows  out  here  in 

the  outlying  districts  get  coppers  for  ad- 
mission. Our  company  is  not  in  the  five  and 

dime  business.' "The  coppers  that  this  bird  referred  to  are 

what's  paying  for  all  this  negative  that's 
being  used  out  there.  Maybe  we  are  not  in 
the  'five  and  dime'  business,  but  I  seem  to 
remember  the  day  when  picture  houses  were 
known  as  'nickelodeons' — they  were  shooting 
galleries,  bowling  alleys,  and  empty  grocery 

stores,  and  you  could  catch  a  load  of  Arthur 
Johnson  or  Francis  X.  Bushman  at  a  jitney 

a  look.  And,  unless  I'm  further  mistaken 
(and  don't  make  any  book  that  I  am),  those 
shooting  galleries  were  the  foundation  of  our 

present  giant  industry." 
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Films  in  New 

Color  Shown 

BROADCASTERS  GET 

BLESSINGS  AND  BLOWS 

Educators  at  Washington  Meet- 

ing Hear  Sarnoff  Warning 

Against  Forced  Discipline 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 

in  Washington 

Alternately  criticizing-  and  praising  broad- 
casting, ridiculing  the  exaggeratedly  meticu- 

lous speech  of  announcers  which,  it  was  de- 
clared, has  had  little  effect  in  promoting  the 

use  of  better  English  among  the  public,  and 
crediting  radio  with  having  eliminated  the 

bombastic,  "rabble  rousing,"  "flag  waving" 
demogogue,  educators  throughout  the  coun- 

try and  broadcasting  officials  met  with  Gov- 
ernment leaders  in  Washington  last  week 

to  discuss  the  educational  field  of  radio. 

Adoption  of  a  code  of  fair  practices  by 
the  industry  was  urged  by  Prof.  Arthur  N. 
Holcombe  of  Harvard  University,  while 
French  Ambassador  Laboulaye  offered  a 
plea  for  the  greater  use  of  radio  to  bring 
about  a  better  understanding  between 
nations,  and  E.  N.  Nockels  of  Station  WCFL 

(organized  labor),  Chicago,  held  out  a 
threat  of  federal  action  in  the  event  of 

monopoly. 

Development  of  a  "university  of  the  air" 
was  recommended  by  Harold  L.  Ickes,  secre- 

tary of  the  interior,  at  the  opening  session 
of  the  conference.  But,  he  warned,  mass 
education,  by  radio  or  otherwise,  holds  a 
real  danger  of  standardization  and  regi- 

mentation which  would  menace  individuality 
of  thought  and  action. 

New  Government  Station 

Because  of  the  interest  of  the  Government 

in  education  by  radio,  the  new  Department 
of  the  Interior  Building,  nearing  completion, 
will  contain  a  modern,  fully-equipped  studio 
for  broadcasting,  the  first  to  be  incorporated 
in  a  federal  building,  over  which  the  Office 
of  Education  may  some  day  offer  educational 
programs,  probably  to  be  distributed  by  the 
national  network  organizations,  the  secretary 
revealed. 

Scarcity  of  frequencies  and  the  relatively 
high  cost  of  broadcasting  stand  in  the  way 
of  full  freedom  of  the  air,  according  to  Pro- 

fessor Holcombe.  Thus,  he  said,  the  edu- 
cator is  more  or  less  at  the  mercy  of  the 

station  operator  when  he  seeks  to  secure 
time. 

"Up  to  now,"  he  explained,  "the  manage- 
ments of  the  great  chains  have  generally 

shown  a  sound  discretion  in  the  exercise  of 

their  editorial  judgment  concerning  broad- 
casting material.  They  have  recognized  that 

they  are  in  a  sense  trustees  for  the  public, 
and  not  merely  the  managers  of  private 

profit-seeking  businesses. 

"The  same,  unfortunately,  cannot  always 
be  said  for  the  proprietors  of  local  stations. 
But  the  leaders  of  the  broadcasting  industry 
have  not  been  unmindful  of  their  public  ob- 

ligations. They  have  fairly  won  the  oppor- 
tunity to  continue  in  the  management  of  the 

industry." 
Warning  the  educators  that  they  must 

exercise  care  in  the  treatment  of  their  ma- 
terial and  not  accept  an  arbitrary  attitude 

toward  the  public,  Professor  Holcombe 
pointed  out  that  in  the  recent  campaign, 

President  Roosevelt's  opponents,  by  over- 
use of  radio,  probably  did  their  cause  more 

harm  than  good,  while  Father  Coughlin 
learned  that  radio  could  not  enable  him  to 
dictate  to  voters. 

Dangers  Seen 

The  freedom  and  variety  of  American 
broadcasting  programs  are  due,  to  a  large 

extent,  "to  the  same  commercial  system 
which  must  also  take  credit  for  a  vast 

amount  of  stupidity  and  dullness,"  the  con- 
ference was  told  by  Gilbert  Seldes,  author. 

More  care  in  the  making  of  programs  was 
demanded  by  Pierre  V.  R.  Key,  editor  of 
Musical  Digest. 

Fears  that  the  educators  would  find  their 
efforts  in  vain  and  their  work  taken  away 
from  them  should  radio  education  become 

popular  were  voiced  by  Mr.  Nockels,  who 

told  the  conference  that  "there  lies  ahead 
of  us  a  definite  danger  of  an  attempt  on  the 
part  of  the  same  type  of  broadcasters  who 
have  heretofore  endeavored  to  obtain  a 

strangle  hold  on  the  channels  of  the  air  to 
extend  their  monopolistic  attempts  to  include 
educational  broadcasting,  and  to  so  control 
it  as  to  appropriate  its  benefits  in  the  way  of 
increased  and  constant  listening  audiences  to 

their  own  selfish  gain." 

Sarnoff  Is  Speaker 

Assurances  of  interest  were  presented  to 
the  conference  in  a  concluding  address  by 

David  Sarnoff,  president  of  Radio  Corpora- 
tion of  America. 

"The  ultimate  aims  of  educators  and 

broadcasters  are  identical,"  he  said.  "Both 
desire  to  see  American  standards  of  educa- 

tion and  culture  raised  to  the  higfhest  possi- 
ble level ;  both  recognize  the  power  of  radio 

broadcasting  as  a  means  to  that  end." 
"Radio  programs  can  be  created  to  inform 

the  mind  and  elevate  the  spirit,"  he  said  in 
urging  cooperation  between  broadcasters  and 
educators  in  outlining  any  definite  program, 

"but  when  one  seeks  to  impose  upon  them 
the  requirements  that  they  also  furnish 
mental  discipline  and  training,  one  narrows 
their  appeal  and  risks  the  dispersion  of  the 
invisible  audience,  thereby  defeating  the  very 

purpose  for  which  the  program  was  pre- 

pared." 

The  matter  of  federal  control  of  radio  and 

of  censorship  of  the  air  is  being  discussed 
with  increasing  frequency  and  emphasis. 
The  American  Civil  Liberties  Union,  long 
active  in  guarding  the  freedom  of  the  press 

and  of  the  motion  picture  screen  is  distribut- 
ing a  pamphlet  urging  the  enactment  of 

legislation  to  make  free  time  mandatory  for 

radio  stations.  The  proposed  legislation  re- 
quires all  stations  to  set  aside  regular 

periods  "for  uncensored  discussion  on  a  non- 
profit basis  of  public,  social,  political  and 

economic  problems  and  for  educational  pur- 
poses." It  also  requires  that  every  station 

presenting  a  controversial  issue  must  give 
at  least  one  opposing  view. 

Three  selected  subjects  employing  the  new 
Keller-Dorian  color  were  screened  in  the 
Music  Hall  projection  room  in  Rockefeller 
Centre,  New  York,  this  week.  The  three 
subjects  selected  for  the  demonstration  were 

"La  Beguine,"  produced  by  Paramount  in 
its  Paris  studio ;  the  overture  from  Wagner's 
"The  Flying  Dutchman,"  and  a  single  reel 
of  camera  subjects  selected  at  random. 

The  first  reel  employs  Kodacloro,  a  Kel- 
ler-Dorian process  adapted  especially  for 

16mm  use.  Two  Martinique  native  dances, 
one  a  solo  and  the  other  by  a  dance  team, 
are  presented  against  a  simple  stage  setting. 
The  color,  in  its  consequence,  does  not  in- 

volve variable  subjects,  being  confined  to 
facial  and  costume  features,  which  are  uni- 

formly clear  and  authentic,  Sherwin  Kane 
reported  in  Motion  Picture  Daily. 
The  Keller  -  Dorian  process  probably 

achieves  its  best  effects  in  blue  and  shades 
of  blue  and  in  flesh  tints  in  closeups,  he 
continues.  These  appeared  to  best  advan- 

tage in  the  demonstration  subjects  and  were 
the  most  often  utilized.  In  distance  shots 
facial  outlines  are  no  more  clearly  defined 
than  they  are  in  other  color  processes.  Spon- 

sors of  the  Keller-Dorian  color,  however, 
claim  that  no  makeup  is  required  for  pho- 

tographing with  their  process  and  assert  as 
well  that  the  projection  machine  used  for 
the  demonstration  was  not  specialy  equipped 
for  the  showing. 

With  the  color  results  on  the  screen  com- 

paring favorably  with  other  color  systems 
now  in  use,  the  outstanding  advantage  of 
Keller-Dorian  color  would  appear  to  be  cen- 

tered upon  the  economies  claimed  for  it. 
Its  makers  assert  that  color  negative  costs 
are  as  much  as  80  per  cent  less  with  Keller- 
Dorian;  that  print  costs  are  about  two- 
thirds  less ;  that  rushes  are  available  on  ap- 

proximately the  same  time  basis  as  for  black 
and  white,  and  that  it  requires  a  minimum 
of  extra  equipment  for  camera  and  projec- 

tion machines.  A  wide  shutter  for  cameras 

and  a  filter  for  projection  machines  are  said 
to  be  the  only  essential  basic  extras  required 
in  the  use  of  the  process. 

Interstate  Checking  Adopted 

By  Five  Film  Companies 
Interstate  Checking  Service  is  now  check- 

ing a  number  of  theatres  for  Universal, 
United  Artists,  and  Grand  National.  Alli- 

ance and  Tobis-America  are  also  on  the 

company's  lists.  Negotiations  are  pending 
with  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  Warner  Bro- 

thers, Paramount  and  RKO  according  to 
Charles  Schwerin,  in  charge  of  the  New 
York  office. 

Toll  Directing  Publicity 
Lionel  Toll  has  been  appointed  publicity 

director  of  the  Independent  Theatre  Owners 
Association  in  New  York.  He  will  also  edit 

The  Independent,  the  organization's  official 

publication. 
Edward  Kleine  Moves 

Edward  Kleine,  head  of  the  Bay  State 
Film  Exchange  in  Boston,  has  moved  his 
offices  to  the  building  formerly  occupied  by 
Cameo  Exchange. 
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to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

Way  Out  West 

(MGM-Hal  Roach) 
Comedy 

Here's  an  entertainment  Christmas  present 
appropriate  for  any  time  in  the  year.  The 
amusement  provided  is  nothing  but  unalloyed 
nonsensical  foolishness.  It  blends  the  best  pan- 

tomime technical  values  of  the  silent  days  with 
the  modern  idea  of  fun  making.  It  gives  Laurel 
and  Hardy  full  opportunity  to  present  their  full 
talents  in  a  way  that  causes  continual  laughter 
while  they  are  on  the  screen.  It  further  per- 

mits them  to  introduce  quite  a  bit  of  uptodate 
novelty ;  once  in  a  swing  dance  and  twice  as 

song  birds,  rendering  "On  the  Trail  of  the 
Lonesome  Pine"  and  "I  Want  to  Be  in  Dixie." 
From  an  analytical  standpoint,  the  story  pro- 

vided for  the  fun  makers  isn't  anything  that 
will  set  the  world  afire.  It's  just  a  vehicle  on 
which  they  can  hang  a  lot  of  gagging,  stunting 
and  be  artistically  clownish  as  they  indulge  in 
a  potpourri  of  hilarious  farce.  The  pace  is 
rapid  fire.  There  are  no  letdowns  in  the  round 
of  merriment  for  audiences  who  like  to  laugh. 

In  the  yarn,  such  as  it  is  as  a  story,  Laurel 
and  Hardy  are  entrusted  to  deliver  to  orphan 
slavey  Mary  Roberts  the  deed  to  a  gold  mine. 
By  mistake,  they  hand  the  papers  to  Lola  Mar- 

cel, sirenish  dance  hall  singer.  The  melee  in- 
cidental to  their  attempt  to  recover  the  papers 

is  a  riot  of  slapstick,  chase-'em-around  non- sense, in  which  the  heroes  lose  the  verdict. 
Then,  in  the  second  ridiculous  chapter,  Stan 
and  Ollie  set  out  to  steal  the  papers  from  the 
safe  in  which  they  are  locked.  They  plan  to 
do  so  quietly,  but  the  ensuing  din  and  clamor 
as  they  get  into  all  sorts  of  messes  would  wake 
the  dead.  Eventually,  when  everybody  is  just 
about  limp  from  giggling  and  guffawing,  they 
hand  the  papers  to  Mary  and  get  her  out  of  the 
clutches  of  Lola  and  Mickey  Finn. 
Wholesome  fun  in  every  way,  a  film  full  of 

glee  for  the  youngsters  wild  with  glee,  it  is  also 
one  for  real  pleasure  for  grownups. 

Previewed  in  Grauman's  Chinese  theatre.  The 
audience  just  laughed  and  laughed. — Gus  Mc- Carthy. 
Distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  A  Hal 

Roach-Stan  Laurel  Production.  Directed  by  James  W. 
Home.  Original  story,  Jack  Jevne  and  Charles 
Rogers.  Screen  play,  Charles  Rogers,  James  Parrott 
and  Felix  Adler.  Photographed  by  Art  Lloyd,  Walter 
Lundin.  Film  editor,  Bert  Jordan.  Sound,  William 
Randall.  Art  direction,  Arthur  I.  Royce.  Settings, 
W.  L.  Stevens.  Musical  direction,  Marvin  Hatley. 
Photographic  effects,  Roy  Seawright.  P.  C.  A.  Cer- 

tificate No.  2653.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Holly - 
wod,  65  minutes.  Release  date  to  be  determined.  Gen- eral audience  classification. 

CAST 
Stanley   ,  Stan  Laurel 
Ollie   Oliver  Hardy 
Lola  Marcel'  Sharon  Lynne Mickey  Finn   James  Fmlayson 
Mary  Roberts   Rosina  Lawrence 
Sheriff   vS1?"1^  ?',eld! 
Sheriff's  Wife   Vivian  Oakland 
The  Avalon  Boys  Themselves 
Dinah   Herself 

30  Secondi  d'Amore (30  Seconds  of  Love) 

(E.  J.  A.,  Italy) 
Romantic  Comedy 

Grazia  Siriani,  a  young  married  motorist, 
drives  into  a  young  man,  seriously  injuring  him. 
She  is  ordered  by  the  court  to  pay  him  as 

damages  150,000  lire,  but  he  has  fallen  in  love 

with  her  and  declares  that  he  is  willing  to  give 
up  the  entire  sum  of  money  on  the  condition 
that  Grazia  accepts  from  him  a  kiss  30  seconds 
long.  She  refuses,  but  she  is  forced  by  her 
husband  and  family  to  accept  the  condition.  The 
story  ends  in  a  very  humorous  fashion.  When 
she  accepts  he  will  not  kiss  her,  then  she  kisses 
him  and  runs  away. 

A  peppy  comedy  well  played  and  well  di- 
rected, for  the  enjoyment  of  any  class  of  patrons. 

— Vittorio  Malpassuti,  Rome. 
Distributed  by  E.  J.  A.  Produced  by  Giuseppe 

Aamato.  Directed  by  Mario  Bonnard.  From  a  story 
by  Aldo  Debenedetti.  Screen  play  by  Mario  Bonnard 
and  Mario  Debenedetti.  Photographed  by  Arata.  Art 
director,  Fiorini.  Running  time,  80  minutes.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Grazia  Siriani   Elsa  Merlini 
Tullio  Siriani   Enrico  Viarisio 
The  Victim   Mario  Besozzi 
Comm.  Siriani   Calisto  Bertrami 

The  Plough  and  the  Stars 

(Radio) 
Romantic  Drama 

In  many  ways  there  are  qualities  in  this 
picture  which  will  forcefully  recommend  it  to 
audience  and  exhibitor  attention.  At  the  same 

time,  it  is  that  type  of  entertainment  that  re- 
quires intensive  and  intelligent  selling.  Like 

"The  Informer,"  "The  Plough  and  the  Stars" 
is  an  adaptation  of  a  Sean  O'Casey  story  and 
play,  prepared  for  the  screen  by  Dudley  Nichols 
and  directed  by  John  Ford.  And  the  experience 

gained  in  presenting  "The  Informer"  should  be 
beneficial  in  getting  this  picture  off  to  the  aus- 

picious start  immediately  that  its  merits  as 
entertainment  entitle  it  to. 

Briefly  "The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  is  an- other Irish  Uprising  story.  It  is  exceptionally 
well  produced,  acted  and  directed.  The  class  of 
its  settings,  unusual  method  of  lighting  the  sets, 
of  the  players  and  the  quality  of  camera  work, 
as  well  as  the  manner  in  which  musical  ac- 

companiment have  been  included,  are  distinctive 
selling  assets.  They  are  equally  effective  with 
the  efforts  of  the  cast  in  establishing  the  story^s 
tense  dramatic  mood.  Generally,  the  film  is 
serious,  sometimes  actually  grim.  Nevertheless 
it  is  not  without  a  leavening  comedy  contrast 
that  entails  an  appreciable  contrast. 

Substantially,  against  a  realistic  warlike  back- 
ing which  fills  the  film  with  sharply  breaking 

and  spectacular  action,  "The  Plough  and  the 
Stars"  tells  a  human  interest  love  story.  It 
aims  to  impress  upon  its  auditors  that  when 
men,  inspired  by  a  patriotic  ideal,  embark  on 
any  great  adventure  and  fight  and  die,  it  is  their 
women  who  make  the  greatest  sacrifices  and 
suffer  most.  Here  Nora  Clitheroe  is  deeply 
in  love  with  her  husband,  Jack.  As  she  has 
dedicated  her  life  to  him,  so  has  he  dedicated 
his  life  to  the  cause  of  Irish  freedom.  A  leader, 
he  is  continually  in  danger  of  capture  or  death 
as  the  desperate  weak  engage  in  conflict  with 
the  determined  strong.  As  Jack  carries  on  the 
fight  and  his  companions  drop  by  his  side, 
the  picture,  in  direct  and  forceful  style  in  both 
action  and  dialogue,  portrays  the  manner  in 
which  the  horrors  of  carnage  chill  the  hearts 
and  souls  of  womanhood,  but  never  changes 
them  from  the  enduring,  hopeful  creatures  they 
are  by  nature.  In  the  picture,  Jack  Clitheroe 
accomplishes  no  great  miracle.  He  does  not 
lead  the  Irish  in  ridding  their  homeland  of  a 
hated  invader.    His  greatest  feat  is  the  man- 

ner in  which,  by  a  ruse,  he  outwits  the  British 
that  he  may  live  to  fight  another  time.  His 
escape  is  only  a  temporary  relief  to  Nora,  who 
knows  that  soon  he  will  be  about  the  dangerous 
business  again. 

By  no  stretch  of  the  imagination  is  "The 
Plough  and  the  Stars"  an  ordinary  picture ; 
consequently  it  requires  something  more  than 
ordinary  showmanship  salesmanship  effectively 
to  bring  it  to  public  attention.  From  a  straight 
critical  standpoint,  it  is  quite  likely  that  it  will 
receive  highly  favorable  notices.  Yet  it  seems 
that  in  order  that  it  may  receive  maximum 
public  interest,  it  should  be  presented  as  a 
fundamental  love  story,  in  which  the  appeal  of 
romantic  heartache  and  heartbreak  is  just  as 
strong  to  women  as  the  quality  of  its  dramatic 
thrill  action  is  to  men. 

Previewed  in  studio  projection  room. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Associate 

producers,  Cliff  Reid  and  Robert  Sisk.  Directed  by 
John  Ford.  Assisted  by  Arthur  Schields.  Screen  play 
by  Dudley  Nichols.  From  the  play  by  Sean  O'Casey. Musical  score,  Roy  Webb.  Photographed  by  Joseph 
August.  Art  director,  Van  Nest  Polglase.  Associate, 
Carroll  Clark.  Set  dressing  by  Darrell  Silvera.  Tech- 

nical director,  George  Bernard  McNulty.  Recorded  by 
Hugh  McDowell,  Jr.  Assistant  director,  Eddie  Dona- 

hue. Edited  by  George  Hively.  P.C.A.  Certificate  No. 
2428.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  65 
minutes.  Release  date,  January  15,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Nora  Clitheroe  Barbara  Stanwyck 
Jack  Clitheroe  Preston  Foster 
Fluther   Barry  Fitzgerald 
The  Covey   Denis  O'Dea Bessie  Burgess   Eileen  Crowe 
Brennan   F.  J.  McCormick 
Mrs.  Gogan   Una  O'Connor 

Irish     Leaders   f£.rthul:  Sh'elds I  Moroni  Olsen Uncle  Peter   J.  M.  Kerrigan 
Mollser   Bonita  Granville 
Rosie    Erin  O'Brien-Moore 
Langon   Neil  Fitzgerald 
Barman   Robert  Homans 
Sergeant  Tinley   Brandon  Hurst 
Corporal  Stoddard   Cyril  McLaglen 
Sniper   Wesley  Barry 
Priest   D'Arcy  Corrigan 

Women  at  Barricades    f^ary  Gordon L  Dons  Lloyd 

Trail  Dust 

(Paramount) 
Outdoor  Drama 

As  Hopalong  Cassidy,  Johnny  Nelson  and 
Windy  go  adventuring  again,  thrill  action 
drama,  through  which  is  woven  a  thread  of 
tight  suspense,  keynotes  their  activities.  It  is 
the  quality  sustaining  the  meager  romance  and 
well  applied  comedy  contrast.  Outdoor  produc- 

tion is  well  mounted,  the  beauties  of  natural 
scenery  have  been  artistically  photographed  and 
the  motivating  story  is  believable  and  interest- 

ing. 

As  cattlemen  withhold  their  stock  from  mar- 
ket anticipating  higher  prices,  shippers  plead 

with  them  to  serve  a  frantic  market.  The 
majority  stubbornly  refuse,  but  Hopalong  and 
his  pals,  sensing  the  needs  of  the  people  in  the 
cities  in  a  humanitarian  way,  agree  to  drive  a 
herd  to  the  distributing  corrals.  Forced  to 
overcome  handicaps  caused  by  drought  and  lack 
of  food  and  water,  the  trio  also  are  confronted 
by  the  depredations  of  rustlers  headed  by  Tex, 
Lanky  and  Waggoner.  As  romance  involves 
Nelson  and  Beth  and  brings  on  music,  a  vein  of 
mystery  is  inculcated  into  the  story.  The  chuck 
wagon  is  burned.  Bunches  of  cattle  are  rustled 

out  of  the  herd  and  two  or  three  of  Cassidy's 
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AMERICA'S  GAYEST 

NEW  YEAR'S  PARTY 

IS  ON!... "THAT  GIRL  FROM 

PARIS"  HAS  COME  TO  TOWN!... 

That  frantic,  romantic,  howlarious 

case  of  heart  trouble  set  to  music 

is  ringing  the  box-office  bells  wher 

ever  there's  holiday  cheer! 

* 

OPENING  NEW  YEAR'S  EVE  AT  RADIO  CITY 

MUSIC  HALL  ...  THE  BIG  HOLIDAY  AT- 

TRACTION IN  SCORES  OF  OTHER  FIRST  RUNS 

IN  CITIES  ALL  OVER  THE  COUNTRY  .'...WHAT 

A  WONDERFUL  WAY  FOR  THEATRE  MEN 

TO  START  THE  NEW  YEAR  BRIGHT! 

Dirertfiri  hv  T.pifih  Tasmi Panrirn  t     Barman  DrAJimtitm 
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(Continued  from  page  65) 
wranglers  are  murdered.  Determined  to  defeat 
his  known  and  unknown  enemies,  also  bring 
the  cattle  safely  to  market,  Hopalong,  first 
managing  to  keep  peace  between  Nelson  and 

Beth,  sets  out  to  frustrate  Tex's  plot.  In 
typical  heroic  cowboy  fashion  he  does  so,  first 
killing  Tex  and  then  preventing  a  stampede. 
The  job  accomplished,  the  trio  ride  off  to  fur- 

ther adventures. 
Built  of  the  materials  that  elevated  previous 

Hopalongs  to  considerable  popularity,  the  film 
is  a  modernized  outdoor  attraction  that  aptly 
preserves  the  full  quota  of  western  thrill  action. 
A  choice  morsel  for  the  Hopalong  clientele,  it 
also  has  its  elements  for  the  general  rank  and 
file. 

Previewed  in  studio  projection  room. — G.  M. 
Distributed  by  Paramount.  Produced  by  Harry 

Sherman  Productions.  Directed  by  Nate  Watt.  Male 
chorus  directed  by  Billy  Hamer.  Screen  play  and 
dialogue  by  Al  Martin.  Based  on  the  story  by  Clar- 

ence E.  Mulford.  Associate  producer,  Eugene  Strong. 
Photographed  by  Archie  Stout.  Assistant  directors, 
Harry  Knight  and  D.  M.  Abrahams.  Film  editor, 
Robert  Warwick.  Sound,  Earl  Sitar.  Special  effects, 
Mel  Wolf.  Musical  arrangements,  Charles  Bradshaw. 
Wardrobe.  Al  Kennedy.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
2888.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  75 
minutes.  Release  date,  December  11.  1936.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Hopalong   Cassidy   William  Boyd 
Tohnny  Nelson   James  Ellison 
Windy   George  Hayes 
Tex   Stephen  Morris 
Beth   Gwynne  Shipman 
Lanky  Britt  Wood 
Waggoner   Dick  Dickson 
Babson   Al  Bridge 
Red   Earl  Askam 
Hank   John  Beach 
Wilson   Ted  Adams 
Skinny   Tom  Halligan 
George   Emmett  Daly 
Borden   Dan  Wolheim 
Saunders   George  Chesboro 
Bob   Robert  Drew 
Lewis   Harold  Daniels 
Al   Al  St.  John 
Bowman   Kenneth  Harlan 

Hats  Off 

(Grand  National) 

Music,  Comedy,  Romance 
This  first  musical  attraction  by  Grand  Na- 

tional is  ambitious  enough  but  the  result  does 
not  jell  into  the  finished  piece  of  entertainment 
expected.  The  story  is  of  a  routine  mold.  The 
acting  is  generally  better  than  the  weak  de- 

mands of  the  plot  deserve.  The  music,  with 

the  possible  exception  of  the  song  "Twinkle, 
Twinkle,  Little  Star,"  is  hardly  the  hum-able 
type.  The  dance  ensembles  do  not  reach  ex- 

pectations. The  final  number  of  the  produc- 
tion, toward  which  the  action  of  the  story  has 

been  doggedly  building,  turns  out  to  be  but  a 
bevy  of  decorative  young  ladies,  dressed  in 
filmy  white  robes,  sailing  around  in  billowy 
clouds  on  a  revolving  merry-go-round  and  ex- 

ecuting bits  of  familiar  dance  routine. 
Real  showmanship  angles  seem  rather  scarce. 

The  fact  that  the  plot  concerns  the  rivalry  be- 
tween two  expositions  patterned  after  the  re- 

cent Texas  Centennial  may  have  selling  pos- 
sibilities. The  personable  Mae  Clarke,  the 

handsome  John  Payne  and  the  comedy  team 
of  Skeets  Gallagher  and  Helen  Lynd,  a  new- 

comer in  the  "dumb"  girl-comedian  class,  may 
find  some  appeal.  Perhaps,  the  best  showman 
factor  is  the  dependable  Luis  Alberni  acting 
another  of  his  familiar  but  nevertheless  grand 

"maestro"  character  roles,  this  time  in  the  char- 
acter of  Rosero,  a  New  York  impresario  whose 

genius  specializes  in  producing  gargantuan 
stage  spectacles  and  whose  real  identity  easily 
will  become  recognized  by  the  wise  ones  of 
Broadway,  the  veteran  actor  deserves  feature 
billing  for  his  vastly  amusing  and  touching  por- 

trayal of  the  part. 
About  the  only  original  note  in  the  plot  is 

that  Miss  Clarke  and  Mr.  Payne  are  not  rival 
newspaper  reporters  but  rival  press  agents, 
for  competing  communities  sponsoring  local  ex- 

positions. At  first  disguising  herself  behind 
the  role  of  a  school  teacher  and  by  having  the 
gullible  Franklyn  Pangborn  assume  the  person 
of  her  rather  masculine  name,  Jo  Allen,  Miss 
Clarke  easily  works  her  way  into  the  good 

graces  of  her  rival  and  thus  learns  all  his  con- 
templated press  agentry.  By  this  subtle  but 

hardly  honorable  piece  of  business,  Miss  Clarke 
is  able  to  outsmart  the  unfortunate  Mr.  Payne 
and  get  the  services  of  the  noted  Rosero,  Mr. 
Alberni,  his  wonders  to  perform.  Though  smart 
as  Miss  Clarke  thinks  she  is  she  little  reckons 
the  trickery  of  love  and  when  her  supposedly 
calloused  heart  is  nicked  by  the  dart  of  that 
sentiment,  she  gallantly  reverses  the  business 

deal  and  engineers  the  transfer  of  Mr.  Alberni's 
talent  over  to  Mr.  Payne's  camp. 
Screened  at  private  trade  press  showing  in 

New  York. — Joseph  Coughlin. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Grand  National.  Pro- 

duced and  directed  by  Boris  Petroff.  Story  by  Sam 
Fuller  and  Edmund  Joseph.  Additional  dialogue  by 
Lawrence  Thiele.  Photography  by  Harry  Newman. 
Sound  engineer,  Bud  Meyers.  Film  editor,  Harold 
Stern.  Costumes  by  Lon  Anthony.  Art  director, 
Dan  Hall.  Music  director,  Paul  Mertz.  Music  and 
Lyrics  by  Herb  Magidson  and  Ben  Oakland.  Dance 
directors,  Arthur  Dreifuss  and  Victor  Petroff.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2864.  Running  time,  66M;  minutes. 
Release  date,  November  29.  General  audience  classi- fication. 

CAST 
Jo   Allen   Mae  Clarke 
Jimmy  Maxwell   John  Payne 
Ginger  Connelly   Helen  Lynd 
Rosero   Luis  Alberni 
Buzz  Morton   Skeets  Gallagher 
Churchill   Franklyn  Pangborn 
Tex   Connelly  ..Robert  Middlemass 
J.  D.  Murdock   George  Irving 
C.   D.   Pottingham  Clarence  Wilson 
Two  Stooges,  Three  Radio  Rogues,  75  Grand  National 

Gorgeous  Girlies. 

Men  Are  Not  Cods 

(London  Films  -  United  Artists) 
Drama 

There  is  a  deft  blend  of  box  office  appeal  and 
sheer  artistry  in  the  work  of  Walter  Reisch, 

who  wrote  "Escapade,"  as  author  and  director 
of  this  story,  which  exploits  the  oldest  of  all 
triangular  formulae  in  settings  of  the  theatre, 
both  before  and  behind  the  curtain,  and  of 
newspaperdom,  very  much  from  the  inside.  A 
considerable  bit  of  acting  from  Miriam  Hopkins 
is  another  asset  in  a  picture  which  has  big  sets, 
a  fine  sensational  climax,  and  with  it  all  the 
atmosphere  of  reality  created  by  a  sense  of 
characterization  not  always  attached  to  fast- 
moving  material.  It  appears  to  have  something 
for  all  publics. 
Ann  Williams,  secretary  to  Skeates,  dramatic 

critic  of  a  big  daily,  alters  a  damning  criticism 
of  Edmond  Davey,  the  latest  Othello,  at  the 

request  of  the  actor's  wife  and  fellow-player, Barbara  Halford.  She  is  discovered  and  fired. 

Going  to  see  the  play  for  herself,  she  is  en- 
thralled by  Davey,  who  has  become  a  box  office 

draw  as  a  result  of  the  altered  Skeates  review 
and  has  risen  to  his  real  acting  ability. 

Barbara  takes  Ann  home  to  supper  and  the 

girl's  admiration  for  the  actor  becomes  infatu- 
ation after  this  personal  contact.  They  meet 

again  and  finally  she  becomes  his  mistress.  Bar- 
bara appeals  to  her  with  the  oldest  of  all  pleas, 

that  she  is  about  to  become  a  mother.  Ann 
breaks  with  Davey,  telling  him  that  his  duty  is 
to  Barbara  "while  she  lives."  The  words  obsess 
him  and,  in  that  night's  performance  of  the 
murder  scene  in  "Othello,"  he  sees  red  and  is 
in  danger  of  strangling  Desdemona  in  real  earn- 

est when  a  scream  from  Ann,  in  the  gallery  for 
a  last  look  at  her  lover,  creates  a  scene  of  dis- 

order in  the  midst  of  which  the  curtain  is  rung 
down.  Told  of  the  approaching  child,  Davey 
becomes  reconciled  to  his  wife.  Ann,  with  a 
faithful  office  lover  at  her  side,  starts  life  again. 

The  translation  of  the  "Othello"  tragedy  into 
a  real  life  drama  is  effective  stuff,  and  the  inter- 

posed scenes  of  the  play  are  beautifully  spoken, 
strikingly  staged  and  well  acted.  Minor  inci- 

dent is  rich  in  humor  and  humorous  character, 
A.  E.  Matthews  giving  a  realistic  portrait  of 
an  eccentric  journalist  and  Rex  Harrison  of 
the  obituary-writing  lover.  The  main  cast  in- 

cludes Gertrude  Lawrence  as  the  wife  and  Se- 
bastian Shaw  as  the  actor,  each  of  them  worth 

mentioning.   Camera  work  by  Charles  Rosher 

is  as  outstanding  as  the  imaginative  direction. 
At  a  night  trade  show,  Piccadilly  theatre, 

London,  it  Itad  a  very  warm  reception,  and  Miss 
Hopkins  zvas  thought  to  have  excelled  herself, 
particularly  in  the  tragi-comic  scenes  of  her 
infatuation.  Experts  look  for  more  big  pictures 
from  Reisch. — Bruce  Allan,  London. 
Produced  for  Alexander  Korda  for  London  Film  Pro- 

ductions. Directed  by  Walter  Reisch.  Script  by  Wal- 
ter Reisch.  Art  direction,  Vincent  Korda.  Photogra- 

phy, Charles  Rosher.  Running  time,  90  minutes. 
Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST Ann  Williams    Miriam  Hopkins 
Barbara  Bedford    Gertrude  Lawrence 
Edmond  Davey    Sebastian  Shaw 
Tommy  Stapleton    Rex  Harrison 
Skeates    A.  E.  Matthews 
Katherine    Laura  Smithson 
Mrs.  Williams    Winifred  Willard 
Porter    James  Harcourt 
Cashier    Noel  Howlett 
The  artist    Sybil  Grove 

Sabotage 

( Gaumont  British ) 
Melodrama 

Alfred  Hitchcock,  one  of  the  most  individual 
directors  in  the  world  and  already  known  in 
America  through  "The  Man  Who  Knew  Too 
Much,"  "The  Thirty-Nine  Steps"  and  "Secret 
Agent,"  offers  a  typical  effort  in  this  Gaumont 
British  production,  founded  on  a  Joseph  Conrad 
novel,  the  original  title  of  which  was,  as  it 

happens,  "The  Secret  Agent,"  already  used  as 
indicated.  It  is  melodrama  given  something  of 
the  atmosphere  of  psychological  drama,  the 
camera  is  used  with  all  the  skill  of  silent  pic- 

ture days,  and  the  characterization  and  acting 
are  very  big  assets.  Definitely  an  out-of-the  rut 
picture,  it  can  be  handled  to  attract  the  film 
connoisseur  without  losing  the  masses. 

For  popular  exploitation,  the  big  angle  is 
that  a  schoolboy  is  dispatched  to  carry  a  parcel 
containing  a  timed  bomb,  which  he  is  to  deposit 
in  a  railway  left-luggage  office.  He  is  delayed 

en  route  by  London's  "Lord  Mayor's  Proces- 
sion," when  a  cheap-jack  seizes  on  him  for  a 

street  demonstration  of  a  toothpaste  and,  inno- 
cent of  the  contents  of  the  parcel,  is  blown  to 

pieces  with  an  omnibus-load  of  people.  Hitch- 
cock's gifts  of  suspense  are  brilliantly  shown 

in  this  tragic  episode,  so  grimly  relieved  by 
humor.  • 
Many  other  aspects  of  the  picture  can  be  used 

in  selling  campaigns.  Undoubtedly,  though 
alterations  have  been  made  in  the  original  story, 
it  has  much  of  the  Conrad  atmosphere  to  ap- 

peal to  admirers.  The  names  and  perform- 
ances of  Sylvia  Sidney  and  Oscar  Homolka  are 

assets,  and  Desmond  Tester,  British  boy  player 

seen  in  "Nine  Days  a  Queen,"  plays  well  as  the 
young  victim.  London  backgrounds  are  excep- 

tionally realistic;  they  include  East  End  as  well 
as  West  End  shots. 
The  story  introduces  Mrs.  Verloc,  wife  of 

a  small  cinema-owner  in  the  East  End,  as  a 
woman  obsessed  by  love  for  her  young  brother, 
for  whose  sake  she  has  married  a  rather  mys- 

terious foreigner.  Actually,  Verloc  is  a  mem- 
ber of  an  Anarchist  gang  controlled  by  an 

elderly  man  known  as  "the  Professor,"  whose nominal  occupation  is  to  run  a  small  bird  and 

pet  shop,  but  whose  real  task  it  is  to  plot  terror- 
ist activities  in  London. 

Admirer  of  the  pretty  Mrs.  Verloc  is  Ted. 
assistant  at  a  fruit  shop  neighboring  the 
cinema,  but  actually  a  detective  inspector  from 
Scotland  Yard.  "Ted"  is  so  close  in  his  atten- 

tions to  Verloc  at  the  little  cinema,  that  the  lat- 
ter is  embarassed  in  carrying  out  his  instruc- 

tions, from  the  "Professor,"  to  plant  a  timed 
bomb  in  the  luggage  office  at  Piccadilly  Circus 
"Underground"  station.  He  uses  the  boy  as  a 
messenger  in  the  manner  and  with  the  results 
already  described.  From  newspaper  accounts, 
Mrs.  Verloc  realizes  that  one  of  the  victims  is 
her  brother  and  that  Verloc  has  sent  him  to 

death.  The  latter's  callous  attitude  enrages  her, 
a  knife  is  handy,  and  Verloc  falls  dead. 

The  police,  searching  for  "The  Professor," 
who  has  gone  to  Verloc's  cinema  in  order  to efface  all  traces  of  his  connection  with  the 
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69 crime,  find  the  doors  locked.  They  begin  to 
break  in  but  the  Professor,  cornered,  blows  the 
cinema  sky-high  with  another  bomb,  incidentally 

destroying  Verloc's  body  and  all  evidence  of  his 
wife's  crime.  It  is  inferred  that  she  will  find 
consolation  with  the  young  detective. 

At  a  Tivoli  (London)  press-show  it  received 
a  good  reception;  there  was  considerable  praise 

for  Hitchcock's  technique,  particularly  in  the 
use  of  the  cinema  performances  as  dramatic 

background.  Some  thought  over-subtlety  in  pro- 
duction had  lessened  the  thrill  values. — B.  A. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Gaumont- British. 
Directed  by  Alfred  Hitchcock.  From  the  novel  by 
Joseph  Conrad.  Screen  play  by  Charles  Bennett. 
Continuity,  Adam  Reville.  Camera,  Bernard  Knowles. 
Dialogue,  Ian  Hay  and  Helen  Simpson.  Art  director, 
O.  Werndorff.  Recording,  A.  Cameron.  Running  time, 
"6  mins.    General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Mrs.  Verloc   Sylvia  Sidney 
Mr.  Verloc   Oscar  Homolka 
Ste v ie   Desmond  Tester 
Xed  John  Loder 
Renee   Joyce  Barbour 
Superintendent  Talbot   Matthew  Boulton 
Hollinshead   S.   J.  Warmir.gton 
The  Professor   William  Dewhurst 

Night  Waitress 

(RKO  Radio) 
Melodrama 
Melodramatic  sequences  strung  against  a 

background  of  intrigue  form  a  combination  in 
this  picture  to  please  those  patrons  who  like 
their  action  in  quantity.  A  tale  of  waterfront 
activities  in  the  post-repeal  era,  with  the  theme 
revolving  around  the  plight  of  a  reformed  rum 
runner  and  a  feminine  probationist  getting  mixed 
up  with  a  ruthless  gang,  the  production  is  fair 
entertainment. 
An  exploitation  campaign  centered  about  the 

action  qualities  would  appear  to  be  most  ap- 
propriate, considering  the  fact  that  the  cast 

names,  with  the  possible  exception  of  Margot 
Grahame,  are  not  of  wide  recognition.  The 
cast,  besides  Miss  Grahame,  includes  Gordon 
Jones,  Vinton  Haworth,  Marc  Laurence  and 
Billy  Gilbert.  The  production  features  are  very 
good,  especially  direction  and  photography. 

Jones,  owner  of  a  small  schooner  and  former 
rum  runner,  on  receipt  of  a  telegram  goes  to 
Torre's  Fish  Palace  to  meet  the  sender.  The 
sender  fails  to  arrive  but  sends  word  to  Jones 

to  be  at  Torre's  place  every  night  at  twelve. 
Jones,  unaware  of  what  is  wanted  of  him,  does 

so,  and  while  there  he  strikes  up  an  acquain- 
tanceship with  Miss  Grahame,  a  waitress,  who 

is  out  on  parole.  Later  Jones  arrives  at  Torre 
to  find  the  man  he  had  waited  for,  murdered. 

The  man  had  managed  to  draw  a  diagram  on 

a  piece  of  cloth  and  give  it  to  Miss  Grahame. 
When  the  police  arrive  Miss  Grahame  is  held 

for  questioning  because  she  is  a  probationist. 

Through  the  newspapers  Jones  and  Miss 
Grahame  learn  that  the  murdered  man  was 

wanted  by  the  police  for  robbing  a  gold  truck. 

They  decipher  the  message  and  find  the  gold  on 
the  bottom  of  the  bay.  Jones  reveals  this  to 
the  district  attorney.  In  the  meanwhile  the 

gang  has  taken  out  the  schooner  from  which 
the  gold  was  dumped.  A  police  boat  overtakes 

it.  Jones  and  Miss  Grahame  climax  a  romance 
begun  early  in  the  picture. 

Reviewed  at  the  Palace  Theatre,  New  York. 

An  afternoon  audience  appeared  interested  in 

the  plot  developments  without  however  actually 

manifesting  approval  or  disapproval. — Paul Mooney,  Jr. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Producer, 

Joseph  H.  Steele.  Director,  Lew  Landers.  Story  sug- 
gested by  Golda  Draper.  Screenplay  by  Marcus  Good- rich Editor,  Desmond  Marquette.  Photography  by 

Russell  Metty.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2,668  Run- 
ning time,  57  minutes.  Release  date,  December  18, 

1936.     General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Helen   Margot  Grahame 

Martin       '. '.  •  •  •  Gordon  Jones 
Skinner   Vinton  Haworth 
Dom   Marc  Laurence 
Torre    Billy  Gilbert 
Rigo  Donald  Barry 
Fong  Otto  Yamaoka 

District' Attorney  Pau'  Stanton Borgum   Arthur  Loft 
Inspector   Walter  Miller 

Wanted — A  Master 

(MGM) 

Exceptionally  Fine 
Prefacing  this  short  feature  is  the  announce- 

ment that  credit  for  inspiring  the  recently  an- 
nounced amateur  movie-making  contest  must 

be  given  to  the  interest  aroused  through  the 
extraordinary  ability  demonstrated  in  this 
screen  subject.  A  screening  of  the  work  easily 
will  convince  the  skeptical  of  the  unusual  worth 
of  this  tiny  gem  of  cinema  craftsmanship.  Re- 

produced from  the  16  mm.  film  original  of  two 
20-year-old  youngsters,  Gunther  von  Fritsch 
and  Arthur  Ornitz,  this  first  amateur  effort 
to  reach  the  professional  screen  displays  a  novel 
technique  of  production  that  makes  for  em- 

phatic delight  for  the  patron. 
The  story  is  appealingly  told,  a  simple  tale 

of  a  stray  dog  who  must  find  himself  a  master 
by  a  certain  time  or  suffer  a  lethal  chamber 

fate.  The  poor  mongrel's  frantic  and  pathetic 
efforts  to  win  adoption  as  the  zero  hour  closes 
in  on  him  makes  dramatic,  exciting,  humorous 
and  heart-touching  entertainment.  Pete  Smith, 
doing  a  "strange  interlude"  for  the  dog,  voices 
the  canine's  harassed  thoughts  with  his  comic banter.  Running  time,  10  mintes. 

Ski-Esta 

(Film  Exchange,  Inc.) 
Interesting 

An  unpretentious  but  interesting  short  sub- 
ject, this  has  to  do  with  the  sport  of  skiing, 

which  has  found  increased  favor  in  this  country 
possibly  dating  from  the  winter  Olympiad  at 

Lake  Placid  in  '32.  Thrill  shots  are  missing,^ 

the  subject  devoting  practically  its  full  length^ to  the  instruction  and  demonstration  phases. 
Narration  is  by  Hal  Stone.  Running  time  10 minutes. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No.  31 
(Universal) Diverting 

Another  collection  of  curious  tidbits  from  the 
wide  world  of  novelty  makes  up  the  subject 
matter  of  the  latest  editors  from  this  generally 
excellent  series  of  short  product.  Items  include 
the  newest  device  for  air-conditioning  automo- 

biles, a  certain  boon  for  cooling  the  more  fiery 
tempered  of  motorists,  a  dog  who  has  been 
trained  to  be  a  pumper  of  water,  a  blind  young 
man  who  in  spite  of  his  heavy  handicap  is 
building  unassisted  a  boat  of  his  own,  the  latest 

process  to  convert  the  energy  of  the  sun's  rays 
into  power  strong  enough  to  drive  a  steam 
engine  and  a  display  of  stingless  bees  demon- 

strating effectively  their  stinglessness.  An  en- 
tertaining bit  of  diversion,  this  number  of  the 

group  will  be  a  welcome  addition  to  any  pro- 
gram. Running  time,  9  minutes. 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyville 
(Columbia) 
Funny 

Andy  Clyde  plays  the  small  town  middle-aged 
bachelor  who  falls  in  love  with  a  thud  when 

a  not  so  young  blonde  (Esther  Howard)  re- 
moves a  cinder  from  his  eye.  As  postmaster 

and  sheriff  of  the  town  Clyde  has  a  rival  for  the 

blonde's  affections  in  the  person  of  Bob  Mc- 
Kenzie,  the  volunteer  fire  chief.  Both  devise 
ingenious  schemes  to  be  alone  with  the  lady. 
After  several  false  alarms  a  real  fire  breaks 
out  and  McKenzie  rushes  out  to  do  his  duty. 
Clyde  is  kissed  by  the  blonde  and  is  evidently  a 
winner  of  her  affections. 

Graveyard  of  Ships 
(RKO  Radio) 

Very  Good 
Not  the  fabled  Saragossa  Sea  but  rather  the 

treacherous  district  around  the  shores  of  Cape 
Hatteras  is  the  locale  of  this  different  and  in- 

teresting short  subject.  In  a  series  of  splen- 
didly photographed  shots,  the  grim  might  of 

that  "old  devil  sea"  is  excitingly  reproduced. 
The  stark  skeletons  of  what  once  were  full 
rigged  and  able  vessels,  now  hopeless  wrecks 
cast  up  on  the  shore  like  so  much  driftwood, 
bear  mute  testimony  to  the  titanic  wrath  of  the 
elements.  Included  in  the  presentation  are  some 
entertaining  glimpses  into  the  superhuman  skill 
of  the  coast  guardsmen  who  pit  their  puny 
human  powers  against  the  might  and  fury  of  the 
sea.  The  material,  dramatic  and  excellently 
produced,  should  prove  fascinating  fare  for  any 
audience.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Legend  of  the  Lei 
(Educational) 

Appealing This  appealing  little  Treasure  Chest  subject 
will  be  of  particular  interest  to  all  those  who 
have  visited  or  still  hope  to  visit  the  beautiful 
Hawaiian  Islands.  In  storied  form  it  recounts 
the  meaning  behind  the  Hawaiian  flower 
wreaths  with  which  visitors  are  bedecked  on 
their  departure  and  which  according  to  custom 
are  to  be  cast  upon  the  waters  to  float  slowly 
back  to  the  shore.  A  beautiful  native  princess 
is  separated  from  her  true  love  to  marry  a 
neighboring  noble  lord.  In  sailing  away,  she 
drops  upon  the  water  the  garland  fashioned  by 
her  lover  for  it  to  return  to  his  care  as  a  per- 

petual reminder  of  her  until  they  shall  meet 
again.  A  cast  of  island  people  portray  the  fable 
against  interesting  shots  of  dance  and  music. 
Color  carefully  applied  adds  extra  distinction 
and  attractiveness.    Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Colorful  Islands 

(MGM) 

Splendid Magnificently  colored  and  splendidly  edited, 
this  tour  of  the  remote  lands  of  Madagascar 

and  the  Seychelles  Islands  provides  an  excel- 
lent and  pleasing  bit  of  screen  entertainment. 

Shown  with  a  skill  for  pictorial  effectiveness, 
the  native  life  of  the  people  is  splendidly 
screened  in  a  series  of  exotic  settings.  Inter- 

esting shots  of  the  social,  agricultural  and  in- 
dustrial life  of  the  lands  combined  with  an 

equally  interesting  and  informative  line  of  vocal 
accompaniment,  insures  certain  favorable  audi- 

ence response.  Running  time,  eight  minutes. 

Grandma's  Buoys 
(RKO  Radio) 
Weak 

Grandma  is  a  little  lady  with  decided  ideas  of 
her  own  and  a  will  just  as  set.  Fed  up  with  im- 

bibing the  family  drink  of  distasteful  sarsa- 
parilla,  she  joins  the  company  of  the  comedy 
team  of  Tom  Kennedy  and  Harry  Bowen,  two 
sailors  on  her  yacht,  and  goes  to  a  tough  water- 

front dive  in  search  of  a  stronger  and  more  tas- 
tier drink.  The  desired  beverage  is  found  and 

while  Grandma  is  bent  on  bending  a  dignified  el- 
bow, the  two  boy  friends  become  involved  in  a 

wild  free-for-all  bout  to  which  the  dear  old 
lady  adds  gusto  and  effectiveness.  There  is 
much  rough  and  tumble  action  but  that  is  about 
all.  Zeffie  Tillbury  plays  the  grand  old  girl 
with  evident  relish  but  her  comic  companions, 

though  they  work  hard,  don't  seem  to  be  very comic.  Running  time,  20  minutes. 

Any  Old  Port 
(Educational) 
Fairly  Amusing 

This  short  subject  finds  the  Tom  Patricola- 
Buster  West  combination  as  two  sailors  bil- 

leted with  a  family  threatened  by  some  big 
menace  in  black,  who  wanders  through  the  story 
trying  very  hard  to  scare  everyone  including 
the  audience.  How  the  nimble  footed  team 
outwit  the  threatener  and  also  provide  on  the 
run  some  of  the  eccentric  dancing  for  which 
they  are  noted  combine  to  make  this  a  fairly 
amusing  bit  of  entertainment.  Running  time, 
18  minutes. 
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U.S.  CONTINUES  INQUIRY 

ON  ERPI  FILM  INTERESTS 

$2,000,000  Investment  in  De- 
benture Stock  of  Universal  Is 

Told  Commission  by  Drake 

Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  has  an 
investment  of  $2,000,000  in  motion  picture 

production  through  participation  to  that  ex- 
tent in  the  deal  by  which  Standard  Capital 

Company  acquired  control  of  Universal  last 
spring,  according  to  testimony  presented  this 
week  by  Whitford  Drake,  executive  vice- 
president  of  Erpi,  to  the  Federal  Communi- 

cations Commission.  The  FCC  study  of 
Erpi  operations  is  part  of  its  inquiry  into  the 
American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Com- 
pany. 

Mr.  Drake  corroborated  data  dealing  with 
the  financial  structure  of  Erpi,  a  subsidiary 
of  A.  T.  &  T.,  which  was  presented  by 
Samuel  Becker,  special  counsel  for  the  com- 

mission. The  Erpi  official  said  that  the 

particiapation  was  dictated  by  the  company's 
interest  in  "preventing  a  crash  in  that  situa- 

tion." 
The  $2,000,000  investment  in  debenture 

stock  in  the  Universal  Corporation  was 

listed  in  the  prospectus  published  in  June 
of  this  year  showing  the  capital  structure 
of  the  holding  corporation.  An  additional 
$2,000,000  was  invested  by  an  English 
group  headed  by  J.  Arthur  Rank  and  Lord 
Portal,  another  $1,000,000  by  the  Eastman 
Kodak  Company,  and  the  balance  of  the 
$5,500,000  total  price  paid  for  Universal 
was  contributed  by  Standard  Capital  and 
several  individuals. 

Mr.  Drake  said  on  the  stand  that  Erpi 

"expects  to  get  out  of  it  as  soon  as  it  can." 
It  was  brought  out  that  Erpi  and  Eastman 

received  debentures  convertible  into  Uni- 
versal common  stock,  and  the  English  group 

took  one-half  in  debentures  and  one-half  in 

the  common  stock.  Erpi's  arrangement called  for  conversion  into  common  stock  at 

intervals,  at  prices  ranging  from  $15  to  $25 
a  share.  It  was  estimated  by  Mr.  Becker 
that,  at  an  average  price  of  $20,  Erpi  could 
receive  100,000  shares  of  Universal  common 
stock  under  a  voting  trust  agreement. 

Tells  of  Formation  of  Group 

The  details  leading  to  the  conclusion  of 
the  Universal  deal  were  recited  by  Mr. 
Drake  and  were  supplemented  by  statistics 
and  testimony  read  into  the  record  by  Mr. 
Becker.  A  letter  from  John  E.  Otterson, 
former  president  of  Erpi,  to  Edgar  S. 
Bloom,  president  of  Western  Electric  at  that 
time,  told  of  the  formation  of  a  group  headed 
by  J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  president  of  Standard 
Capital  and  now  president  of  Universal,  for 
film  financing,  and  capitalized  at  $1,000,000. 
A  deal  was  planned  whereby  the  intended 
Standard  Capital  Company  would  work  with 
Exhibitors  Reliance  Corporation,  wholly 
owned  Erpi  subsidiary,  in  the  financing  of 
production. 

Mr.  Drake  declared  that  Mr.  Otterson  had 

approved  the  plan,  and  said  it-  was  con- 
sidered valuable  in  relieving  Erpi  of  the 

"burden"  of  film  financing.  Little  was  done 
with  Standard  Capital,  however,  Mr.  Drake 

testified,  when  the  Cowdin  company  became 
interested  in  Universal. 

A  summary  of  Erpi's  film  financing,  read 
into  the  record  by  Mr.  Becker,  showed  a 
total  to  December  31,  1935  of  $3,571,918, 

of  which  $850,000  was  said  to  be  outstand- 
ing. Financing  of  various  small  independent 

companies  during  the  period  amounted  to 
$1,978,977,  Mr.  Becker  brought  out.  The 
counsel  read  further  that  up  to  December 

31,  1935,  Erpi's  earnings  from  interest 
amounted  to  $327,399,  and  from  royalties, 
$397,351,  for  a  total  of  $725,250. 

It  was  brought  out  that  the  revolving  fund 
established  by  Erpi  for  film  financing 
reached  a  1933  peak  of  $800,000,  which  Mr. 
Drake  said  he  considered  at  the  time  in- 

sufficient for  higher  priced  pictures.  At- 
tempts were  made  at  the  time  to  interest 

banks,  including  the  Commercial  National 

Bank  and  the  Manufacturers'  Trust  Co.,  in 
film  financing,  but  they  were  unwilling  to 
participate,  it  was  said. 

The  earlier  testimony  covered  in  consider- 
able detail  the  negotiations  concerning 

the  Western  Service  Studios  in  New 

York,  the  latter  first  housed  in  the  old  Edi- 
son plant  in  the  Bronx,  and  later,  by  lease, 

in  the  former  Paramount  studio  in  Astoria. 

Mr.  Becker  attempted  to  prove  at  o  n  e 
point  that  Erpi  was  interested  in  developing 
the  non-theatrical  field,  since  the  theatre 
equipment  business  had  very  nearly  reached 
its  saturation  point,  and  had  become  for  the 
most  part  a  replacement  business. 

Dealings  with  E.  W.  Hammons  of  Edu- 
cational and  the  Christies  in  the  Metropol- 

itan Sound  Studios,  on  the  coast  which  later 
became  the  Western  Service  Studios,  were 
detailed. 

Equipment  to  Revert 

Erpi  has  reached  a  definite  understand- 
ing with  the  major  producing  companies 

that  the  recording  equipment  used  by  them 

will  revert  to  Erpi  on  expiration  of  the  li- 
censing agreement  in  1944,  Mr.  Drake  told 

reporters  at  the  hearing.  The  major  com- 
panies have  been  paying  for  the  use  of  the 

equipment  since  sound  was  instituted.  Erpi 
has  taken  the  stand  from  the  beginning  that 
the  apparatus  was  only  leased. 

Walter  S.  Gifford,  president  of  A.  T. 
&  T.,  in  testimony  at  the  closing  session 

of  the  hearings  this  week  said  that  the  dis- 
posal of  Erpi  has  been  considered  from 

time  to  time  by  the  parent  company.  Under 
questioning  by  Mr.  Becker  the  telephone 

company  president  emphasized  that  the  mat- 
ter has  been  dropped  because  the  discus- 

sions "ran  up  against  a  blind  alley  and 
stopped."  The  chief  obstacle,  he  indicated, 
was  the  long  term  producer  contracts  held 

by  Erpi. The  reason  for  considering  the  disposal 

of  the  company,  he  said,  was  his  belief  that 
the  Bell  System  should  not  be  in  any  other 
field  than  communications. 

John  E.  Otterson  again  took  the  stand 
and  testified  concerning  the  $50,000,000  loan 
to  William  Fox  for  the  purchase  of  a  block 

of  shares  in  Loew's  in  which  Erpi  partici- 
pated to  the  extent  of  $15,000,000,  with  Hal- 

sey- Stuart  and  several  banks  joining  in 

supplying  the  funds. 

Court  Test  Looms  on 

Musicians'  Election 
Permission  has  been  granted  by  the 

American  Federation  of  Musicians  to  mem- 

bers of  Local  802,  Musicians'  Union  in  New 
York,  to  start  a  court  contest  on  the  results 
of  the  election  held  December  17.  Billy  Van 
will  act  as  representative  of  the  defeated 
candidates. 

Court  authority  will  be  asked  for  an  in- 

spection of  the  "manila  tickets"  given  out  to 
members  as  they  arrived.  These  were  in- 

tended to  show  the  holders  were  eligible  to 
cats  ballots  in  the  election. 

The  defeated  candidates  say  that  after  the 
stoppage  of  voting  at  8  P.M.  there  was  a 
period  of  40  minutes  in  which  the  present 
officers  were  unable  to  find  the  keys  to  the 
ballot  boxes  and  during  the  period  only  offi- 

cers were  allowed  in  the  room.  It  was 

finally  necessary,  it  is  said,  to  break  open  the boxes. 

Philadelphia  Exhibitors 

Meet  MGM  Sales  Manager 

Lewen  Pizor,  president,  Charles  Segall 
and  Abe  Sablotsky,  acting  as  a  committee 
of  the  United  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Own- 

ers, of  Philadelphia,  met  Tuesday  in  New 
York  with  William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales 

manager  of  Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer ;  Tom 
Connors,  eastern  division  manager ;  Bob 

Lynch,  district  manager;  and  Salem  Apple- 
gate,  Philadelphia  branch  manager,  to  dis- 

cuss their  sales  problems. 

The  meeting  was  held  at  the  distributor's home  office  and  no  mention  was  made  of  the 

impending  date  strike. 

Legion  of  Decency 

Lists  17  Pictures 

Of  17  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classi- 
fied by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  in 

its  listing  for  the  current  week  seven  were 
approved  for  general  patronage  and  10  were 
called  unobjectionable  for  adults.  The  nev 
pictures  and  their  classification  follow. 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage :  "Champagne  Waltz,"  "Beloved 
Enemy,"  "Great  Guy,"  "Grenzfeuer"  (Ger- 

man), "A  Man  Betrayed,"  "Men  of  Affair," 
"Stowaway."  Class  A-2,  Unobjectionable 

for  Adults:  "After  the  Thin  Man,"  "Ca- 
mille"  "Captain  Calamity,"  "College  Holi- 

day," "Crackup,"  "Ich  Glaub  Nie  Mehr  An 

Eine  Frau"  (German),  "Night  Waitress," 
"One  Way  Passage,"  "She  Shall  Have  Mu- 

sic," "Yellow  Cargo." 

Schertzinger  Unit  Ready 

The  newly  formed  Victor  Schertzinger- 
Zion  Myers  unit  for  Grand  National  will 
start  work  on  their  first  production  shortly 
after  January  1  at  the  Talisman  Studios  in 
Hollywood,  it  was  announced  this  week. 

Film  Board  Will  Induct 

Leo  Abrams,  who  was  recently  elected 
president  of  the  New  York  Film  Board  of 
Trade,  and  a  roster  of  new  officers,  will  be 
inducted  into  office  on  January  6.  A  theatre 

party  will  be  held  after  the  induction. 
Robert  North  has  signed  a  contract  with 

Paramount  in  Hollywood  as  an  associate 

producer  and  has  started  work  on  "Danger, 
Men  Working."  He  was  recently  under  con- 

tract to  Columbia. 
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BRITISH  INDUSTRY  DOUBTS  ACTION 

BY  CABINET  ON  MOYNE  QUOTA  PLAN 

Trade  Opinion  Unites  Against 

Suggested  Control  Commis- 

sion, 50  Per  Cent  Quota  and 

Quality  Tests  for  All  Films 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Any  fears  that  the  Cabinet  at  once  would 
introduce  an  amending  Cinematograph  Films 
Act  on  the  lines  recommended  in  the  acutely 

controversial  "Moyne"  Report  were  re- 
moved this  week.  Answering,  in  the  House 

of  Commons,  a  question  from  Mr.  Hall 
Caine,  M.P.,  Dr.  Burgin,  Parliamentary 
Secretary  to  the  Board  of  Trade,  said  that 
the  question  was  being  examined  by  the 
Government  and  steps  taken  to  obtain  the 
views  of  various  sections  of  the  industry 

and  that  "some  time  must  necessarily  elapse 
before  any  decision  can  be  reached." 

Adding  that  "the  President  of  the  Board 
of  Trade  cannot  now  say  whether  legisla- 

tion on  this  subject  will  be  introduced  dur- 

ing the  present  session,"  Dr.  Burgin,  in  the 
opinion  of  most  film  traders,  understated 
the  case.  The  Wardour  Street  view  is  that 

an  amendment  on  the  Act  on  "Moyne" 
lines  is  unlikely  in  any  session. 

This  view  arises  from  various  circumstances. 
The  request  from  the  Board  of  Trade  to  the 
Cinematograph  Exhibitors  Association,  the 
Kinematograph  Renters  Society  and  the  Film 
Group  of  the  Federation  of  British  Industries 
for  their  comments  on  the  Moyne  Report  is  in 
itself  significant.  All  these  organizations  sub- 

mitted statements  to  the  Committee  and  their 
representatives  were  personally  examined  and 
cross-examined.  Presumably  their  views,  em- 

bodied in  the  Minutes  of  Evidence  published  by 
the  Committee,  are  already  known  to  the  Gov- 

ernment. That  the  Board  of  Trade  wants  to 
hear  from  them  again  is  pretty  clear  evidence 
that  the  President,  the  Rt.  Hon.  Walter  Runci- 
man — and  probably  the  Cabinet,  whom  he  is 
understood  to  have  consulted — are  personally  of 
opinion  that  the  suggestions  of  the  Report  are 
revolutionary  and  call  for  further  consideration. 

A  Significant  Statement 

Still  further  emphasizing  this  view  was  a 
statement  from  Sir  Samuel  Hoare,  First  Lord 
of  the  Admiralty,  in  his  speech  at  the  annual 
dinner  of  the  London  and  Home  Counties 
Branch  of  the  CEA.  Sir  Samuel,  who  as  a 
Cabinet  Minister  must  be  assumed  to  have  di- 

rect knowledge  of  the  recommendations  of  the 
Moyne  Report,  said: 

"Keep  clear  as  much  as  you  can  of  Govern- 
ment control.  ...  In  many  parts  of  the  world 

the  hand  of  the  government  tends  to  kill  intel- 
lectual variety  and  artistic  development.  I 

could  give  instance  after  instance." 
Even  assuming  that  Sir  Samuel  was  express- 

ing a  personal  opinion,  a  statement  so  definite 
from  a  member  of  the  Government  is  significant 
in  face  of  the  fact  that  one  of  the  most  impor- 

tant, and  most  generally  criticized,  of  the 
Moyne  suggestions  was  that  a  Film  Commission 
should  be  set  up,  with  salaried  members,  to  ad- 

minister a  Quality  Test  for  British  films,  to 
vary  the  British  Film  Quota  yearly  after  con- 

sideration of  the  standard  of  the  previous  year's 
output,  and  to  encourage,  in  some  undefined 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  December  26 

CAPITOL 

Hurling   MGM 
CRITERION 

Symphony  in  Snow  Educational 

The  Hills  of  Old  Wyomin' .  .  Paramount 
Vaud-Villians   Vitaphone 

MUSIC  HALL 
The    Country    Cousin  United  Artists 

PARAMOUNT 

Chimp  Champs   Paramount 
That's   Their   Business  Paramount 
The  Spinach  Roadster  Paramount 

RIALTO 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  Paramount 

RIVOLI 

The  Country  Cousin ........  United  Artists 
Rambling  Through  Vienna ...  Major  Peter 

Devlin 
ROXY 

Santa's  Workshop   United  Artists 
Modern  Home     Educational 

STRAND 
Give  Me  Liberty  Vitaphone 
Coocoonut  Grove   Vitaphone 

way,  the  supply  of  increased  finance  to  British 

production. The  further  proposal  that  the  Quota,  during 

the  ten  years'  duration  suggested  for  a  new 
Act,  should  rise  to  fifty  per  cent,  is  tied  up 
with  the  suggestion  of  a  Film  Commission,  for 
the  reason  just  indicated.  That  the  Cabinet 

is  "cold"  on  the  Film  Commission  may  reason- 
ably be  taken  as  inferring  that  it  is  cold  also 

about  the  SO  per  cent  Quota. 

Opposition  United 
This  consideration  must  have  been  very  much 

in  the  minds  of  the  joint  distributor-exhibitor 
meeting  during  the  week  for  the  purpose  of 
taking  first  steps  to  oppose  the  adoption  of  the 
Moyne  Report.  Strictly  speaking,  it  was  not 
a  conference.  The  General  Purposes  Commit- 

tee of  the  CEA  was  in  session  on  the  Report 
and  was  joined  informally  by  officers  of  the 
KRS.  All  the  same,  it  was  a  very  important 
occasion,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the  two 
groups,  usually  to  be  found  in  attitudes  of 
mutual  hostility,  are  believed  to  be  united  in 
an  attitude  of  uncompromising  hostility  to  the 
Moyne  Report,  and  particularly  to  the  Film 
Commission  and  the  Variable  Quota. 

A  probable  outcome  of  the  contact  es- 
tablished between  these  two  bodies  will 

be  that  substantially  identical  recommen- 
dations will  be  made  to  the  Government 

by  distributors  and  exhibitors,  reflecting 
fundamental  objection  on  the  part  of  two 
of  the  three  sections  of  the  trade  to  the 

Moyne  recommendations. 

Freely  expressed  in  trade  quarters  was  the 
opinion  that  the  whole  question  of  revision  of 
the  Films  Act  was  again  more  or  less  in  the 

melting  pot,  and  that  the  Government's  final  de- 

Revival  of  Reciprocity  May  Be 

Considered,  with  Hope  of 

Legislation  Recognizing  Amer- 
ican Factor  in  British  Success 

cision  was  likely  to  pay  more  regard  to  the  sug- 
gestions which  the  trade  bodies  are  now  putting 

before  it  than  to  the  Moyne  Report. 

Reciprocity  Subject  Revived 

Encouraged  by  news  from  America  that  a 
policy  of  quotas  might  be  regarded  by  the 
Roosevelt  Administration  as  a  factor  to  be  con- 

sidered in  discussing  general  trade  treaties, 
there  was  a  disposition  to  canvass  the  possi- 

bility of  reviving  the  policy  of  reciprocity, 
championed  by  Simon  Rowson  before  the 
Moyne  Committee.  Many  recalled  that  such  a 
policy  was  discussed  before  the  introduction  of 
the  Films  Act  and,  according  to  a  very  general 
opinion,  wrecked  by  interests  concerned  chiefly 
to  see  the  quota  principle  .established. 

Further  Encouragement 

Regarding  the  Moyne  Report  as  advocating 
the  extension  of  this  principle  to  the  point  of 
absurdity,  and  remembering  that  John  Max- 

well and  other  major  British  producers  had  ex- 
pressed the  view  that  the  industry  no  longer 

needed  this  prop,  this  section  of  opinion  is  not 
without  hopes  that  the  ultimate  outcome  of  the 
present  discussions  may  be  new  legislation  pay- 

ing regard  to  the  fact  that  the  commercial 
stability  of  British  production  depends  very 
largely  on  an  adequate  release  in  America. 
The  holders  of  this  view  were  further  en- 

couraged when  they  read  reports  of  the  remarks 
of  Philip  Guedalla,  another  speaker  at  the  Lon- 

don and  Home  Counties  dinner.  Mr.  Guedalla 
is  a  member  of  the  Advisory  Committee  under 
the  Films  Act,  which  made  a  report  to  the 
Board  of  Trade  advocating,  among  other  things, 
a  quota  on  a  cost-footage  basis. 

His  criticism  of  the  Moyne  Report  therefore 
carried  special  weight.  It  was  particularly 
scathing  in  regard  to  the  Film  Commission,  in 

regard  to  which  he  remarked,  "One  does  not 
solve  a  problem  by  just  creating  a  Minister  for 
it,"  and  respecting  the  Quality  Test,  about 
which  he  commented :  "I  do  not  want  to  pay  a 
part-time  salary  to  four  wise  men  and  one 
statutory  woman  to  tell  me  what  I  can  find  out 

from  the  pay-box."  The  only  test  of  a  good 
picture,  said  Mr.  Guedalla,  was  "a  machine that  sat  in  front  of  a  young  lady  in  a  glass 

box." 

V 
Associated  British 

Associated  British  Pictures  Corporation, 
Ltd.,  the  John  Maxwell  company  prominent  in 
the  deal  for  Gaumont-British  control,  has  suc- 

cessfully floated  a  £2,000,000  ($10,000,000)  41/, 
per  cent  first  mortgage  debenture  issue  for  As- 

sociated British  Properties,  Ltd.,  a  subsidiary 
formed  for  the  purpose  of  acquiring  theatres 
and  leasing  them  to  the  parent  company. 

Associated  British  Properties,  which  has  an 
ordinary  share  capital  of  £1,000,000,  is  absorb- 

ing Associated  Cinema  Properties,  Ltd.,  which 
controls  53  theatres  already  leased  to  Asso- 

ciated British  Pictures  and  is  taking  over  all 
these  establishments,  of  which  24  are  lease- 

hold It  is  paying  for  them  £3,000,000  in 
£2,000,000  cash  and  880,000  Ordinary  £1  shares. 

Associated  British  will  lease  the  theatres  for 
an  annual  payment  of  6  per  cent  of  the  aggre- 

gate purchase  price,  or  £180,000,  and  will  pay 
all  rent  charges  and  the  expenses  of  the  sub- (Continued  on  following  page) 
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(Continued  from  preceding  pane) 
sidiary  company.    The  issue,  underwritten  by 
Myers  &  Co.,  was  subscribed  by  10  A.  M.  on 
the  opening  day. 

V 

Assets  and  liabilities  of  Gaumont-British 
Picture  Corporation,  Ltd.,  are  balanced  at  the 
figure  of  £21,724,357  in  a  combined  statement 
finally  forthcoming  after  six  weeks  at  the  in- 

sistence of  shareholders.  Included  as  the  chief 
items  on  the  debit  side,  in  addition  to  a  capital 
issue  of  £6,250,000,  are  : 

Debenture   stock    £5,073,180 
Debs  and  secured  loans  of  subsidiaries  1,301,339 
Shares  in  subsidiaries  not  held  in  the 
group    5,292,622 

Bank  overdraft    1,577,431 
Surplus  of  balances  not  distributed  in 

dividends,  and  of  profit  and  loss  ac- 
counts   1,130,599 

ON  THE  CREDIT  SIDE 
LEADING  ITEMS  ARE: 
Cash    431,424 
Films,  released  and  unreleased  and  in 

production  (less  £200,000  reserve  for 
contingencies)    1,378,908 

Investments  in  and  debts  from  asso- 
ciated  companies    1,353,436 

Fixed  assets  (studios,  theatres,  equip- 
ment, etc.)    16,273,149 

"Amount  by  which  the  aggregate  cost 
of  shares  in  subsidiary  companies  ex- 

ceeds the  appropriate  proportion  of 
the  aggregate  book  value  of  the  net 
tangible  assets  of  those  companies 

at  dates  of  purchase"   1,638,341 
Criticism  of  the  statement  in  the  London 

financial  press  mainly  centered  on  the  last  item, 
which  is  regarded  as  indicating  a  deficiency,  and 
on  the  valuation  of  films,  substantially  on  the 
basis  of  their  cost,  while  there  were  many  com- 

ments to  the  effect  that  the  detailed  account  of 
the  operations  of  the  company  desired  by  share- 

holders was  not  to  be  found  in  the  figures  pub- 
lished. 

London  Films  Statement 

The  annual  accounts  of  London  Film  Pro- 
ductions, Ltd.,  of  which  Alexander  Korda  is 

chairman  and  managing  director,  show  a  loss 
of  £330,842  in  the  year  ended  May  2nd  last. 

Taking  into  account  the  amount  of  £26,967 
in  the  previous  year,  the  debit  balance  is 
£368,973. 
London  Film  Productions  is  a  public  com- 

pany but  has  never  made  a  public  issue  of  its 
shares.  It  was  incorporated  on  Feb.  13,  1932, 
with  a  nominal  capital  of  £825,000,  of  which 
£428,549  has  been  issued  privately.  It  is  under- 

stood that  the  Prudential  Assurance  Co.,  Ltd., 
is  the  largest  holder. 

Also  issued  are  £500,000  of  first  debenture 
stock,  a  further  debenture  securing  a  loan  of 
£453,562  and  other  secured  loans  totaling 
£549,291. 

Creditors  are  shown  at  £288,892.  Other  items 
are  £19,250  paid  for  cancellation  of  a  contract, 
£12,500  commission  in  respect  of  shares, 
£94,885  debenture  discount  account. 

On  the  credit  side  a  total  asset  figure  of 
£2,229,973  is  shown,  films  and  expenses  of  cur- 

rent and  future  production  standing  at  £751,845 
and  propertv  and  equipment  at  £564,149.  The 

debtors'  figure  is  £41,408  and  Cash  £5,403. 
The  accounts  refer  to  a  period  before  the 

new  London  Flms'  studio  at  Denham  was  in 
commission,  and  do  not  include  receipts  from 
several  important  films  completed  since  that 
date  or  amounts  of  studio  rentals  earned  since 
the  completion  of  the  Denham  plant. 

G-B  Subsidiary  Shows  Profit 

A  profit  of  £99,040  ($495,200)  for  the 
year  ended  September  30th  was  shown  in 

the  report  of  P.C.T.  Construction  Co.,  Ltd., 

a  financing  subsidiary  of  Provincial  Cine- 
matograph Theatres,  Ltd.,  G-B  subsidiary. 

After  writing  off  £5,000  from  the  expenses 
of  a  preference  share  issue  a  dividend  of  four 
per  cent  will  be  paid  and  £4,528  carried 
forward. 

V 

Dixey  Financing 

Flotation  of  a  securities  issue  probably  total- 
ing $1,250,000  for  the  financing  of  the  Inde- 

pendent Exhibitors'  Distributing  Co.,  the  proj- 
ect conceived  by  Capt.  A.  C.  N.  Dixey,  is  ex- 

pected here  early  in  January.  Underwriting 
for  the  issue  has  been  guaranteed,  according  to 
local  advices. 

V 

Seeking  Trans-Lux  Deal 

Norman  Hulbert  of  the  Capital  and  Provin- 
cial News  Theatres  was  to  arrive  in  New  York 

this  weekend  to  discuss  a  deal  with  Trans-Lux. 
He  wants  to  use  the  Southampton  theatre  idea 
of  Trans-Lux  at  Brighton  and  Coventry. 

V 

Exhibitors  Pick  Harrogate 

Next  year's  summmer  conference  of  the 
Cinematograph  Exhibitors'  Ass'n  will  be  held at  Harrogate,  the  Yorkshire  spa,  with  the 
Hotel  Majestic  as  headquarters. 

Marc  Lachman  New 

"U"  Publicity  Head 

Marc  Lachman  has  been  named  publicity 
director  of  Universal  Pictures  in  Hollywood, 
replacing  Hubert  Voight,  whose  contract, 
which  was  to  expire  January  27,  was  bought 
up. 

Mr.  Lachman  joined  Universal  several 
months  ago  as  a  special  exploitation  repre- 

sentative, later  being  made  a  member  of 
the  studio  publicity  department.  Before 
that,  he  was  prominent  along  Broadway  as 
a  publicity  man  for  legitimate  theatre  pro- 

ductions and  night  clubs. 

Mayer  Purchasing  Head 

Jerry  G.  Mayer,  brother  of  Louis  B. 
Mayer,  has  been  appointed  head  of  the 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  purchasing  depart- 

ment in  Hollywood,  replacing  Frank  Rath, 
who  has  been  in  the  department  for  14  years. 
William  Spencer  was  appointed  assistant 
head,  with  Mr.  Rath  third  in  charge. 

Australia  Upholds  Disney 

The  rights  of  Walt  Disney  and  his  Asso- 

ciated Enterprises  to  sole  use  of  "Mickey 
Mouse"  and  "Minnie  Mouse"  have  been  up- 

held by  the  registrar  of  trade  marks  in  Can- 
berra, Australia.  The  registrar  rejected  an 

application  of  the  Radio  Corporation  for 
permission  to  use  these  names  on  radio  sets. 

U.  S.  Film  on  Texas  Ready 

"Glimpses  of  Texas,  Its  Natural  Re- 
sources and  Big  Bend  National  Park"  is  the 

title  of  a  new  one-reel  silent  motion  picture 
prepared  under  the  direction  of  the  National 
Park  Service  and  the  Bureau  of  Mines,  De- 

partment of  the  Interior.  The  film  is  ready 
for  release  to  theatres,  schools,  churches,  etc. 

NBC's  Coast  Studio 

Size  to  Be  Doubled 

National  Broadcasting  Company's  Holly- 
wood studios,  built  at  a  cost  of  $500,000  and 

in  operation  less  than  a  year,  will  be  ex- 
panded to  twice  their  present  size,  it  will 

be  announced  shortly  by  Donald  E.  Gihnan, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  the  western  divi- 
sion of  the  network. 

Engineers  are  now  at  work  on  construc- 
tion plans  for  the  expansion,  made  neces- 

sary, it  was  said,  by  the  increasing  number 

of  programs  originating  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture capital. 

A  wing  of  the  new  studios  will  include  a 
television  studio  in  anticipation  of  future 
needs.  The  additions  will  be  built  adjacent 
to  the  present  buildings  at  5515  Melrose 
Avenue,  Hollywood. 

In  addition  to  new  commercial  network 

broadcasts  which  NBC  plans  to  accommo- 
date in  the  enlarged  quarters,  the  expan- 

sion will  enable  the  company  to  inaugurate 

its  Hollywood  schedule  with  many  addi- 
tional sustaining  broadcasts. 

MGM  Makes  Magazine  Tieup 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  has  made  a  tieup 
with  Liberty  Magazine  whereby  amateur 
cameramen  using  either  eight  or  16  mm.  film 
can  submit  from  200  to  300  feet  of  film, 
either  fact  or  fiction,  to  Pete  Smith  up  to 
February  27.  Six  prizes  ranging  from  $500 
down  will  be  given.  The  material  will  be 
judged  by  Mr.  Smith  and  Fred  C.  Quimby  of 
MGM  and  Fulton  Oursler  of  the  McFadden 
Publications  on  the  basis  of  audience  inter- 

est, originality  of  subject  matter  and  effec- tiveness of  technique. 

Film  Board  Picks  Abrams 

Leo  Abrams,  branch  manager  of  the  New 
York  Universal  exchange,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  New  York  Film  Board  of 

Trade,  succeeding  Dave  Levy  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer.  Harry  Hummel  of  War- 

ners has  replaced  Bob  Fannon  of  Republic 

as  first  vice-president,  and  Edward  Bell  of 
Paramount  is  now  second  vice-president  in 
place  of  Harry  Decker  of  Warners.  Mr. 
Decker  is  now  secretary  of  the  organiza- 

tion, the  post  held  by  Mr.  Abrams  last  year. 

Exhibitor  Protests  Advertising 

A  letter  protesting  the  use  of  the  national 
advertisement  of  the  Ford  Motor  Company 

which  displays  a  man  putting  a  "double  fea- 
ture" bill  advertising  the  new  car  on  a  the- 

atre marquee  was  sent  to  Henry  Ford  by 
S.  D.  Kane,  secretary  of  the  Northwest 
Allied  Exhibitors  in  Minneapolis  this  week. 

The  protest  said  that  the  use  of  a  "double 
feature"  angle  was  contrary  to  practice  in 
"a  single  feature  territory." 

Jack  Frere  Leaves  Warner 

Jack  Frere,  manager  for  Warner's  Phila- delphia district,  has  resigned  to  take  charge 

of  a  small  group  of  theatres  recently  ac- 
quired with  his  partner,  George  Soble.  The 

two  will  operate  four  houses  in  and  around 
Philadelphia. 



THE  SHOW  THAT'S  A  MILLION  SHOWS  IN  ONE 

brings  to  the  screen  a  great  new  star! 

OONJA  HENIE  is  a  sensation  in 

her  film  bow.  Displaying  from  her 

first  scene  a  vivid  personality,  a 

freshness  and  charm  which  get 

over  with  men  and  women  alike. 

Her  performance  will  back  the 

most  ardent  exploitation.  Offering 

is  by  no  means  a  one  name  affair. 

Lavishly  produced,  fattened  with 

hilarious  and  assorted  comedy  and 

attuned  to  music  and  lyrics,  'One 

in  a  Million'  is  ear-marked  for 

prosperous  business ! " — Variety  Daily 

ranks 
NE  in  a  Million'  easily 

as  a  smash  hit!  Besides  shining 

with  a  galaxy  of  tried  and  true  per- 

formers, it  introduces  to  the  screen 

Sonja  Henie,  undoubtful  and 

instantaneous  star  material  who 

will  gain  an  immediate  following. 

This  different  musical  is  certain  of 

wide  and  cordial  interest  and  may 

safely  be  put  down  as  a  top-rank 

box-office  bet!" — Hollywood  Reporter 



1937  s 

HOLD  OVER 

SENSATION! 

glorifying  the  girl  with  the  personality  in  a  million! 

SONJA  HENIE  - 

ADOLPHE  MENJOU  •  DON  AMECHE 

NED  SPARKS  •  JEAN  HERSHOLT 

RITZ  BROTHERS  •  ARLINE  JUDGE 

BORRAH  MINEVITCH  ,   •  DIXIE  DUNBAR 

Directed  by  Sidney  Lanfield 

Associate  Producer  Raymond  Griffith  •  Story  and  Screen  Play  by  Leonard 

Praskins  and  Mark  Kelly  •  Music  and  Lyrics  by  Lew  Pollack  and  Sidney 

D.Mitchell  *  Skating  Ensembles  Staged  by  Jack  Haskell 

with  these 

Hit  Songs: 

"One  in  a  Million" 

Who's  Afraid  of  Love" 

"The  Moonlit  Waltz" 

Lovely  Lady  in  White" We're  Back  in  Circula- 

tion Again" Darryl  F.  Zanuck 

in  Charge  of  Production 

'LLOYDS'  HELD  FOR  6th  WEEK  AT  ASTOR  AND  CARTHAY  CIRCLE! 
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RISING  CROSSES  AND  ADMISSIONS 

REFLECT  PROGRESS  MADE  IN  1936 

Rapid  business  improvement  during  the  year  just  past  was  reflected  more  than  satisfactorily  in  rapidly  mounting 
grosses  and  consequently  improved  financial  statements  from  large  companies.  A  trend  toward  higher  admissions  was 
further  indication  of  optimism.  Self  regulation  within  the  industry  was  initiated  by  the  acceptance,  in  part,  of  the  trade 
practice  program  advanced  by  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  by  Universal,  United  Artists  and  20th 

Century-Fox.  Paramount  emerged  from  its  long  receivership  with  Barney  Balaban  as  president,  Adolph  Zukor  in  charge 
of  production,  and  Stanton  Griffis  as  chairman  of  the  executive  committee.  Similar  hope  for  RKO  was  established  with 
the  filing  of  a  reorganization  plan  which  is  now  before  the  courts.  During  the  year  the  industry  was  shocked  by  the 
deaths  of  Irving  Thalberg,  Felix  F.  Feist,  Nathan  Burkan  and  Colonel  Walter  S.  Butterfield;  chance  games  and  double  bills 

showed  no  signs  of  waning;  a  deal  under  which  Saumont  British  was  to  be  divided  in  ownership  between  the  Schenck  broth- 
ers and  the  Ostrers  was  announced  and  then  left  hanging  in  mid-air  when  John  Maxwell  bought  into  GB  in  an  effort  to 

keep  control  of  the  company  in  England;  Nathan  Yamins  was  elected  president  of  Allied  States  Association  of  Motion 

Picture  Exhibitors;  Walter  Wanger  signed  a  ten  year  contract  with  United  Artists;  George  Schaefer  became  vice- 
president  and  general  manager  of  United  Artists;  control  of  Universal  passed  to  Standard  Capital,  headed  by  J. 
Cheever  Cowdin,  and  Carl  Laemmle  retired;  Edward  L.  Alperson  organized  and  heads  Grand  National;  William  F. 

Rodgers  was  named  general  sales  manager  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;  Andrew  W.  Smith  resigned  as  eastern  and  Can- 

adian sales  manager  for  Warner  Brothers  to  become  United  Artists'  sales  chief;  Gradwell  L.  Sears  was  named  general  sales 

manager  for  Warner  Brothers;  W.  Ray  Johnston's  contract  as  president  of  Republic  was  terminated;  Merlin  H.  Ayles- 
worth  resigned  from  National  Broadcasting  Company;  the  Moyne  committee  in  London  submitted  a  report  recommend- 

ing a  50  per  cent  quota  for  England  in  ten  years;  and  Al  Lichtman  and  Sam  Katz  were  named  Loew  vice-presidents.  Other 
highlights  of  the  year  as  revised  from  a  compilation  of  Mot/on  Picture  Daily  follow: 

JANUARY 

January  2 
N.  Y.  exchanges  begin  collecting  two  per  cent  muni- 

cipal sales  tax  from  exhibitors  pending  court  test  of 
city's  right  to  levy  tax  against  film  rentals.  Motion picture  securities  increase  $162,862,375  in  market  value 
during  1935. 
January  3 
Circuits'  holiday  grosses  up  sharply  over  preceding 

year. 
January  4 

Creditors'  claims  against  RKO  in  reorganization  pro- ceedings reduced  by  approximately  $22,000,000. 
January  6 
Defense  motions  for  dismissal  of  Government's  com-  , plaint  to  be  heard  in  advance  of  trial  at  St.  Louis. 

Studio  guilds  reported  opening  a  drive  for  closed  shop. 
January  7 
'  Treasury  Department  sees  25  per  cent  increase  in 1936  theatre  business  in  estimating  tax  returns. 
January  8 

St.  Louis  Federal  court  denies  film  companies'  mo- 
tion for  dismissal  of  Government's  equity  case. 

January  9 
Spyros   Skouras  to  be   first   witness  in  opening  of 

trial  of  Government  suit  at  St.  Louis. 
January  10 

St.  Louis  trial  opens.  Creditors'  claims  against  Fox Theatres  Corp.   reduced  by  $2,949,103  in  receivership 
proceedings. 
January  I  I 

Circuits    launch   new    expansion   and  strengthening 
programs  in  midwest  and  west. 
January  13 
Theatres  in  operation  in  U.  S.  may  pass  15,000  mark, 

annual  Film  Board  report  expected  to  show.  Indus- 
try sees  no  hope  for  revival  of  voluntary  trade 

practice  regulation  to  replace  NRA  code. 
January  14 
Samuel   L.    (Roxy)   Rothafel   dies   in   sleep   at  age 

of  53. 
January  15 

N.   Y.   Film   Board  reports   1,031   theatres  open  in 
local  territory. 
January  16 
Retaliatory  legislation  seen  possible  against  foreign 

countries  which  impose  quota  and  tax  restrictions  on 
American  films. 
January  17 
U.  S.  Circuit  Court  of  Appeals  at  Philadelphia  holds 

contract  clause  prohibiting  double  featuring  illegal. 
January  18 

British  trade  group  begins  work  on  new  quota  law. 
Changeovers  to  2,000-foot  reel  set  back  from  April  1 
to  Aug.   1.     Hollywood  directors  leave  Academy  to 
form  new  guild. 
January  20 
Warners  report  net  of  $1,031,315  for  final  1935  quar- 

ter, greater  than  entire  preceding  fiscal  year's  profit. 
January  21 
Federal  amusement  taxes  increase  $1,026,625  in  six- 

month  period.    New  York  refuses  to  hear  exhibitors 

in  opposition  to  .application  of  city  sales  tax  to  fi'm 
rentals.    Settlement  of  industry's  obstacles  to  Mexican 
operations  seen. 
January  22 
Distributors  consider  application  for  a  rehearing  of 

the  anti-double  featuring  case  in  Philadelphia. 
January  23 
Annual  _  Film   Board   report   shows   15,378  of   IS, 508 

theatres  in  U.  S.  open;  increase  of  826  in  operation 
during  the  year. 
January  24 
Loew's  may  eliminate  all  chance  games. 

January  25 
J.  B.  Clinton,  president  of  Northwest  Allied,  urges 

joint  action  with  M.P.T.O.A.  on  mutual  efforts.  De- 
troit patrons  vote  duals. 

January  27 
Commerce  Department  reports  51,697  theatres  in 

world  equipped  for  sound,  gain  of  10,828  over  1934.  Re- liance Pictures  to  RKO  in  switch  from  United  Artists. 
January  28 
Legion  of  Decency  will  issue  single  list  of  picture 

classifications  through  N.  Y.  Archdiocesan  council,  in- 
stead of  sectional  lists. 

January  29 
St.  Louis  action  blows  up,  with  Government  prose- 

cutor asking  court  to  dismiss  case  without  prejudice. 
January  30 

St.  Louis  court  grants  Government  motion  to  dis- 
miss litigation  without  prejudice.  New  Federal  move 

seen  possible. 
January  31 
Federal  judge  in  Philadelphia  appoints  special  in- 

vestigator to  weigh  evidence  of  anti-trust  law  viola- 
tions  with  view  to  grand  jury  investigation. 

FEBRUARY 

February  I 
New  copyright  legislation  seen  as  adverse  to  films. 

February  3 
Production  Code  Administration  issues  seals  for  104 

features  and  74  shorts  in  two  months  time.  M.P.T.O.A. 
to  study  possible  competition  with  theatres  involved 
in  General  Motors'  free  film  entertainment. February  4 
Loew's  contract  with  Erpi  calls  for  $100,000  annual 

minimum  recording  royalty  fee,  S.E.C.  report  reveals. 
Six  Loew's  and  M-G-M  officials  receive  approximately 
$2,000,000  participation  in  profits  annually. 
February  5 
Erpi  negotiates  with  producers  on  new  recording 

license  agreements,  with  lower  royalties  regarded  sure. 
David  L.  Loew  resigns  as  vice-president  of  Hal  Roach 
Studios. 
February  6 
Nathan  Yamins  elected  president  of  Allied,  succeed- 

ing Sidney  Samuelson. 
February  7 
Ed  Kuykendall,  M.P.T.O.A.  president,  urges  modi- 

fication of  sales  policies  following  national  tour. 
February  8 
William  LeBaron  named  head  of  Paramount  produc- 

tion with  unit  system  installed.     U.   S.  distributors 

resume  selling  in  Mexico  following  adjustment  of 
labor  troubles  there. February  10 

New  _  York  license  commissioner  launches  move  to 
halt  giveaways.  Trans-Lux  plans  newsreel  houses in  all  key  cities. 
February  I  I 

Major  distributors  to  apply  for  rehearing  of  anti- 
double  feature  case  in  U.  S.  Circuit  Court  of  Appeals. Philadelphia. 
February  12 

House  committee  directed  to  hold  hearings  on  Pet- 
tengill  Federal  anti-block  booking  bill. February  13 

Dramatists  Guild  begins  drafting  new  author-pro- 
ducer contract  for  increased  share  of  proceeds  from 

film   rights.      Senate   sub-committee   named   to  hold 
hearings  on  Neely  anti-block  booking  bill. February  14 

Report  Standard  Capital  Corp.  completes  details  for financing  purchase. 
February  15 

Walter   Wanger   signs   10-year  production  contract with  United  Artists. 
February  17 
E.  C.  Grainger  resigns  as  eastern  division  sales 

manager  of  Twentieth  Century -Fox  to  become  gen- 
eral manager  of  Feiber  &  Shea.  Federal  court  re- 

duces reorganization  fees  of  Fox  Metropolitan  Play- 
houses by  more  than  half. 

February  18 
John  E.  Otterson  reached  preliminary  agreement 

with  Winfield  Sheehan  to  produce  for  Paramount. 
Alexander  Pantages  dies  in  sleep. 
February  19 

Senate  committee  sets  hearings  on  anti-block  book- 
ing bill.  N.  Y.  state  court  denied  I.T.O'.A.'s  petition for  injunction  to  prevent  city  from  collecting  sales 

tax. 
February  20 
Pioneer  Pictures  to  make  four  for  United  Artists. 

Atlas  Corp.  reduces  holdings  in  Paramount  and  War- ners. 

February  21 
M-G-M  asks  exhibitors  to  relieve  it  from  obligation 

of  delivering  pictures  not   made   by   end  of  season, 
in  order  to  catch  up  on  its  release  schedule.  Federal 
court  fines  William  Fox  $235,082  for  contempt. 
February  24 
William  Sussman,  assistant  to  John  D.  Clark,  named 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  eastern  division  manager,  suc- 
ceeding E.  C.  Grainger. 

February  25 
Standard  Capital's  deal  for  purchase  of  control  of 

Universal  seen  "definitely  set." February  26 
Government  files  new  equity  action  against  dis- 

tributors in  New  York  as  aftermath  of  St.  Louis  case. 
February  27 

Legion  of  Decency  voices  opposition  to  anti-block- booking  legislation. 
February  28 

Irving  Thalberg  to  get  new  10-year  contract  with 
M-G-M,  although  current  pact  has  three  years  to  run. 

{Continued    on    following  page) 
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MUTINY"  WINS  ACADEMY  AWARD 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

MARCH 

March  2 
Block  booking  bill  is  called  no  aid  to  small  exhibitor 

by  Sidney  B.  Lust  before  Neely  Senate  committee. 
March  3 
George   Schaefer    becomes   vice-president   and  gen- 

eral manager  of  United  Artists.     RKO  gets  distribu- 
tion of  Disney  shorts. 

March  4 
Paramount  to  keep  its  localized  theatre  plan,  says 

Otterson. 
E.  C.  Mills  of  Ascap  assails  American  adherence  to 

the  Berne  Convention  on  copyrights. 
March  6 
"Mutiny    on    the    Bounty,"    Victor    McLaglen  and Bette  Davis  win  chief  Academy  honors  Paramount  to 

make  new  films  in  three  groups.     Appeal  of  William 
Fox  denied  on  judgment ;  his  arrest  ordered. 
March  7 
Standard   Capital   to   use  own   funds   in  exercising 

option  for  purchase  of  control  of  Universal. 
March  10 
Representative  Culkin  drops  plan  for  legislation  to 

create  Federal  film  commission. 
March  I  I 
Joint  legislative  committee  in  New  Jersey  agrees  on 

10  per  cent  tax  on  gross  receipts  of  all  amusements. 
March  12 
Standard  Capital  expected  to  exercise  option  to  pur- 

chase Universal  by  March  14  deadline. 
March  13 
M.P.T.O.A.  to  name  committee  on  new  trade  prac- 

tice program.    New  Jersey  tax  meets  defeat  in  As- sembly. 
March  14 
Control   of   Universal   passes    to    Standard  Capital, 

headed    by    J.    Cheever    Cowdin,    today.  Paramount 
rentals  running  more  than  $1,000,000  weekly. 
March  16 
Deposit  of  check  $1,500,000  to  Carl  Laemmle  closes 

Standard  Capital — Universal  deal. 
March  17 
Federal    Trade    Commission,    in    committee  report, 

sharply  criticizes  Pettengill  Bill. 
March  18 
House  subcommittee  hears  S.  R-  Kent  declare  ma- 

jority of  independent  exhibitors  want  block  booking. 
March  19 
Theatres  hit  by  floods  in  six  eastern  states.  ASCAP 

brief  to  House  Patents  Committee  attacks  exhibitor 
position  on  copyright. 
March  20 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  reports  net  profit  of  $3,563,- 

087  for  the  year  ended  Dec.  28,  1935. 
March  21 
Film  salaries  are  filed  with  the  House  Ways  and 

Means  Committee  by  the  Bureau  of  Internal  Rev- enue. 
March  23 
Floods  seen  as  having  taken  heavy  toll  of  grosses. 

Chance  games  expanding  in  many  sections. 
March  24 
Radio   will  have  at  least  48  features  next  season, 

says  Jules  Levy. 
March  25 
National  Screen,  with  Charles  L.  Casanave,  forms 

American  Display  Co.     Winfield  Sheehan  drops  deal 
with  Paramount. 
March  26 
Federal  Communications  inquiry  reveals  $3,000,000  of 

A.  T.  &  T.  funds  in  production. 
March  27 
British  Board  of  Trade  names  committee  headed  by 

Lord   Moyne  to  study   revision  of   Films  Act  which 
expires  in  1938. 
March  28 
Carl  Laemmle  declines  post  on  board  of  the  new 

Universal,  and  decides  to  retire. 
March  30 
Federal  Judge  Davis  in  St.  Louis  allows  appeal  to 

U.  S.  Supreme  Court  of  civil  case  dismissal  without 
prejudice. 
March  31 
No  delay  anticipated  for  new  Federal  suit  in  New 

York. 

APRIL 

April  I 
Loew's  goes  into  Chicago  and  Detroit,  taking United  Artists  theatres  there. 

April  2 New  Pathe  Film   Co.  plans  formation  of  two  new 
companies,  one  for  production. 

April  3 Universal  transfer  completed;  to  produce  36  features. 
Pathe  merger  will  dissolve  First  Division. 

April  4 Four  national  distributors  accept  Kuykendall  invita- 
tion   to   discuss    trade    practice    adjustments.  Stay 

refused  I.T.O.A.  in  city  sales  tax  case. 

April  6 New  era  is  seen  in  control  of  trade  abuses  by  vir- 
tue of  Sugar  Institute  decision. 

April  7 
Precedent  at  stake  in  M-G-M's  "Letty  Lynton"  ap- peal.    Time  extended  for  some  in  New  York  Federal suit. 

April  8 Fortune  survey  finds  50  per  cent  of  adults  rarely 
attend  films.     K-O-A  change  to  make  Leo  Spitz  ac- 

tive factor..  . 

April  9 Final    report    of    Daniel    Bertrand   on    NRA  urges 
Federal  control  of  the  industry. 

April  10 See  no   effect  on  current   film   measures   in  NRA 
report.     Court  holds  there  is  no  restraint  of  trade  in clearance. 

April  I  I M.P.T.O.A.    names    committee    to    confer    on  new 
trade  practice  agreements. 

April  13 New  deal  in  distribution  and  exhibition  is  the  hope 
of  M.P.T.O.A. 

April  14 U.    S.    seeking    quick    action    in   trust   case.  All 
exhibitor    groups    may    participate    in    trade  practice conferences. 

April  15 Felix  F.  Feist  passes  after  lingering  illness.  Nine 
national  distributors  to  join  conference. 

April  16 Unrestricted  cancellations   up   to   10  per  cent  held 
possible.    A.  T.  &  T.  gains  $20,000,000  from  films. 

April  17 Major   companies   indicate   readiness   to   offer  con- cessions on  trade  practices. 

April  18 New  Pathe  firm  called  Grand  National,  headed  by 
E.  L.  Alperson.     M.P.T.O.A.  favors  curb  on  forcing of  shorts. 

April  20 Delav  of  Federal  trust  case  to  fall  is  seen  likely. 

April  21 Fox,  B.  &  D.  conclude  a  distribution  deal  for  Aus- 
tralia.     Uniform   agreement   not   expected   on  trade 

practices. 

April  22 Twentieth  Century -Fox  net  for  quarter  is  $1,239,760. 
Col.  Walter  S.  Butterfield,  veteran  circuit  operator, dies. 

April  23 
Pope  pleased   by   improved   standards  of  American films.      Belief  gains   Wanger   to   remain  independent 

Paramount  producer. 

April  24 Loew's    28-week    net    jumps    to   $5,033,038.       J.  R. 
Grainger  signs  new  three-year  deal  as  Universal  sales 
chief. 

April  25 All  studio  crafts  to  receive  10  to  15  per  cent  wage 
increases  for  next  year.     I.T.O.A.  sales  tax  appeal  is 
denied. 

April  27 Settlement    of    St.    Louis    injunction    case  believed 
near. 

April  28 Joseph    P.    Kennedy    expected    to   be    appointed  to 
advisory  post  in  Paramount. 

April  29 U.  S.  Supreme  Court  tax  decision  seen  as  bearing 
favorably  on  the  New  York  sales  tax  fight. 

April  30 Howard  S.  Cullman,  Roxy  trustee,  being  sought  to 
head  combined  T.O.C.C.  and  I.T.O.A.  Federal  action 
against  Ascap  expected  to  go  over  until  fall. 

MAY 

May  I 
St.  Louis  trust  action  ended;  court  approves. 

Three  weeks  of  negotiations  result  in  signature  by 
U.  S.  District  Judge  John  C.  Knox,  William  F. 
Rodgers  named  successor  of  Felix  F.  Feist  as  M-G-M 
general  sales  manager. 
May  2 
Joseph  P.  Kennedy  joins  Paramount  as  adviser. 

May  4 

Leo  Spitz  revamping  RKO  theatre  lineup. May  5 

Keith-Albee-Orpheum  and  B.   F.   Keith   profits  for 
quarter  show  huge  jump.      Local   306  merger  talks 
suspended. May  6 

Adolph  Zukor  to  head  production  in  Paramount 
shift.  Fight  awaited  on  B.  &  K.  dualing  plan. 
Dissension  in  Writers'  Guild;  13  members  resign. 
May  7 
Republic  to  join  industry  10-point  talks. May  8 

Ike  Libson  and  W.  N.  Skirball  form  Essaness  Thea- tre Corp. 

May  9 
Copyright   and   booking   bills   expected   to   go  over 

to  next  Congress  session. 

May  I  I Kent,  Schenck  reported  discussing  English  produc- 
tion with  unit  headed  by  Lord  Portal. 

May  12 
M-G-M    gives    details    on    33    pictures    at  Chicago meet. 

May  13 
Trust  cases  dismissed  in  St.  Louis  as  final  step  in controversy. 

May  14 Edward  L.  Alperson  and  associates  take  over  66,667 
Grand   National   shares.    "U"   promises   end  of  score charge. 

May  15 
Trade  policy  talks  resumed  at  RKO. 

May  16 
ITOA  charges   MPTOA   trade  practice  conferences 

are  "mockery." 
May  18 
Paramount  moves   to  combat  poster  renting  firms 

by  offering  sale  or  lease  of  accessories. 

May  19 Preference    on    Appellate    Division    calendar    to  be 
sought  for  sales  tax  case. 
May  20 
Columbia  assures  MPTOA  conferees  of  trade  conces- sions. 

May  21 
Allied  closes   Chesterfield  playdate  deal. 

May  22 Five  distributors  give  indication  of  new  score  charge 
policy  next  season. 
May  23 
Gaumont  British  never  will  be  sold,  Jeffrey  Bernerd 

tells  sales  convention  in  New  York. 
May  25 
U.A.  will  have  26-30  next  season,  says  George  J. 

Schaefer;    Twentieth   Century-Fox  may   list   67  with shorts  at  96. 

May  26 Joseph    P.    Kennedy    delays    departure   from  coast, 
thereby   holding   up   report   on   company's   affairs  to 
directors.     Paramount  sets  65  for  year's  list. 
May  27 
Radio  sponsors  battling  for  coast's  film  talent.  Re- public lists  52  features,  four  serials. 

May  28 
Schine,    Cocalis,    Brandt    and    others    bidding  for 

Roxy.      Percy    N.    Furber   and   Jack    Davis  talking 
newsreel  theatre  expansion  in  England. 

May  29 Paramount's  poster  rental  plan  faces  setback  here; 
ITOA  has  10-year  contract  with  poster  rental  agen- 

cies, Twentieth  Century-Fox  decides  on  one  brand name. 

JUNE 

June  I 

Kennedy  believed  to  favor  Zukor  as  production  head; 
Twentieth    Century-Fox    to    release    69;    100  shorts. 
Warner  net  for  29  weeks  jumps  to  $1,976,245. 
June  2 
New  contract  form  asked  by  Ed  Kuykendall. June  3 

Allied  convention  opens  in  Cleveland;  Warners  ex- 
pected to  announce  60. 

June  4 
Nathan  Yamins  ostensibly  seeks   a  new  policy  for 

Allied;  is  opposed  by  Abram  F.  Myers.     Allied  deal 
with  Lloyds  hanging  fire. 
June  5 
Producer  divorce  from  exhibition  Allied  aim.  Sabath 

film  probe  halted  by  plea  of  Joseph  P.  Kennedy. 
June  6 
Allied  decides  to  raise  $250,000  fund  to  carry  on 

litigation.  Spending  is  road  to  prosperity,  declares 
H.  M.  Warner.    Republic  raises  list  to  68. 

(Continued  on  page  82) 





Samuel  Goldwyn,  who  has  had  some  conspicuous  and  richly  deserved  success  this 

season,  has  launched  another  golden  barque  in  BELOVED  ENEMY...  A  fine  and  mature 

and  dignified  drama...  Has  the  stamp  of  quality  on  each  of  its  departments  story, 

direction,  performance  and  production  —  and  it  tempts  us  mightily  to  revise  our  tenta- 

tive list  of  this  year's  best  ten  to  ̂ ^^^make  a  fitting  place  for  it. 

—  Frank  S.  Nugent,  N.  Y.  Times 

A  stirring  ro- 

stinging  melo 

offering  that  you 

Goldwyn  has  pro- 

ary  resourcefulness 

it  extraordinarily 

the  Christmas  enter 

era
* 

mantic  tragedy... A  superior  and 

drama  . . .  A  tingling  and  spirited 

can  hardly  afford  to  miss.  Samuel 

duced  the  film  with  his  custom- 

and  good  taste  and  has  cast 

{   well.  A  welcome  addition  to 

tainment  lists. 

William  Boehnel,  N.  Y.  World-Telegram 

A  distinguished  drama,  beautifully  acted  and 

directed,  and  stamped  with  the  artistic  charm 

one  has  come  to  expect  from  the  studios  of 

Samuel  Goldwyn.  Superior  entertainment. 

—  Rose  Pelswick,  N.  Y.  Evening  Journal 

PRESENTS 

V1ERLE  0RER0N-  BRIAN  AHERNE 

with 

HENRY  STEPHENSON  •  JEROME  COWAN  •  DAVID  NIVEN • KAREN  MORLEY 

Directed  by  H.    C.  POTTER 

Re/eased  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 



BELOVED  ENEMY  tense  film  .  .  .  The  Christmas  cinema,  take  it  from  me,  is  now 

practically  complete.  Miss  Oberon  and  Mr.  Aherne,  acting  together,  are  answers 

to  an  addict's  prayer  Its  superior  stuff.  — Robert  Garland,  N.Y.  American 

_\v,/  ̂  

Goldwyn  again  triumph- 

ant...In  handsome  Gold- 

wyn settings  under  the 

splendid  direction  of 

former  stage  director 

H.  C.  Potter,  the  story  is  an  absorbing 

and  touching  one. 

—  Bland  Johaneson,  N.  Y.  Daily  Mirror 

BELOVED  ENEMY  is  a  Samuel  Goldwyn 

production,  a  fact  which  by  now  has 

developed  into  almost  a  guaranty  of 

quality.  Thanks  to  an  excellent  cast, 

and  to  such  expected  Goldwyn  attributes  as  fine 

photography  and  direction,  BELOVED  ENEMY  is 

good  dramatic  entertainment. 

—  Eileen  Creelman,  N.  Y.  Sun 

/   N         s  \  . — 

P r o d u c e d  by  Samuel  Goldwyn 

with  all  his  accustomed  flair  for 

cinematic  urgency  and  beauty... 

Performed  with  great  skill...  H.  C. 

Potter  has  staged  it  with  a  keen  sense  of  camera 

values. — Howard  Barnes,  N.  Y.  Herald-Trihune 

Merle  Oberon 

and  Brian 

Aherne  in  stir 

ring  drama... A  tasteful  and  impressive  production  is  Samuel 

Goldwyn's    BELOVED  ENEMY  ...A  boon  to  the  screen. ..launched 

for  a  holiday  run  (and  then  on!)  at  the  Rivoli. — Irene  Thirer,  N.Y.  Posi 

/ 

Goldwyn's  new  film  earns  much  praise... A  most  welcome  addition  to  the  holiday 

entertainment.  — Wanda  Hale,  N.  Y.  Daily  News 
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BALABAN  NAMED  PARAMOUNT  HEAD 

(Continued    from    paiic  78) 
June  8 
Nathan  Burkan  dies.    Wide  changes  made  in  RCA's 

agreement  with  Twentieth  Century-Fox. 
June  9 
Paramount's  selling  plan  to  be   flexible.  Columbia- 

KCA  make  10-year  sound  agreement.     William  Mel- 
niker  made  M-G-M  foreign  theatre  head. 
June  10 
Majors  studying  acquisition  of  Erpi.  Pettijohn  sug- 

gests selling  each  picture  to  the  highest  bidder. 
Erpi  cuts  rates  to  RCA  level.    MPTOA  trade  talks 

to  finish  Friday. 
June  12 
Robbins  Music  Corp.  makes  tie-up  with  Twentieth 

Century-Fox.    Jack  Cohn  predicts  move  to  keep  stars off  the  air. 
June  13 
Theatre  pact  resulting  from  dismissal  St.  Louis  an- 

ti-trust suit  ready  to  sign. 
June  15 
Universal   to  have  42  features.    F.   &   M.    to  take 

three  Warner  houses  in  St.   Louis  June  26.  Disney 
will  make  feature  in  1940. 
June  16 
Five   industry   men    sought    for    Paramount  board. 

RKO  film  budget  to  be  biggest  ever,  says  Leo  Spitz. 
Finances  set,  harmony  seen  for  Universal. 
June  17 
Neil  F.  Agnew.  Barney  Balaban  and  E.  V.  Richards 

named  as  industry  men  on  Paramount  board.  RKO 
lists  26  star  films  in  total  of  54.  Vitaphone  to  release 
140. 
June  18 
M.  H.  Aylesworth  tells  staff  there  will  be  merger. 

New  national  field  organization  seen  in  local  boards 
as  result  MPTOA  discussions. 
June  19 
Paramount    officers    to    be    named   next  Thursday. 

Police  renew  moves  against  theatre  games. 
June  20 

British  proposal  seeks  10-year  quota  and  fixed  costs. 
Sabath  Congressional  hits  bondholders'  committees. June  21 
Renewals   of   Wilby-Kincey    and   Lucas    &  Jenkins 

Paramount  partnership  deals  expected.     Columbia  to 
have  42  with  16  westerns.      Five  majors  offer  total 
of  270  films. 
June  22 
No  film  bills  are  passed  by  74th  Congress.  Isidore 

Ostrer  asserts  there  is  no  deal  pending  between  Gau- 
mont  British  and  Twentieth  Century- Fox. 
June  24 

Choice   of   Adolph    Zukor   as   Paramount   head  re- 
garded as  likely.     Election  year  is  no  worry,  asserts 

Jack  Cohn. 
June  25 
Stanton  Griffis  named  head  of.  Paramount  executive 

committee  succeeding  H.  A.  Fortington. 
June  26 
Paramount    board    fails    to    act    on    theatre  deals. 

Extension  is  automatic.  Kenneth  A.  Nyman  pleads  for 
end  of  theatre  building  at  British  CEA  meeting. 
June  27 

O.   Henry   Briggs   expected   to  leave   DuPont  Film 
Mfg.   Co.    to  head   Pathe.   Play   selling  rules  agreed 
upon  by  Dramatists'  Guild. June  29 
Cuts  in  Erpi  scales  expected  to  be  33  1/3  per  cent. 

Major  Henry  A.  Proctor,  M.P.,  favors  British  quota  on 
competitive  basis. 
June  30 
Paramount  election  set  for  Thursday.  Zukor  con- 

ferring with  officers  here.  U.A.  sales  meet  to  hear 
details   on  35  today. 

JULY 

July  I 
Warners  seen  rejoining  ASCAP. 

July  2 
Barney   Balaban   slated   for   Paramount  presidency. 

La  Guardia  signs  minors'  bill. 
July  3 
Balaban  elected  president  of  Paramount.    Pope  asks 

extension  of  The  Legion  of  Decency. 
July  6 
Papal  encyclical  praises  U.  S-  film  gains. 

July  7 
Protest  filed  on  Cuba's  N.  Y.  censor  board. 

July  8 
Joseph  M.  Schenck  admits  negotiations  in  progress 

with  Ostrers  for  purchase  of  G.  B.  control. 
July  9 
Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini  elected  president  of  United 

Artists.     Thomas  Meighan  dies. 

July  10 
London  reports  Loew's  to  buy  G.  B. 

July  II 
First  National  dissolved  after  19  years. 

July  13 
Paramount  to  dissolve  studio  subsidiary. 

July  14 
N.   Y.   theatre  building  reaches  all-time  high. 

July  15 
Paramount  terminates  Otterson's  contract. 

July  16 
Kennedy   report  to  be  shown   to  holders  of  Para- mount securities. 

July  17 
Wall  Street  publishes  Kennedy  Paramount  report. 

July  18 
Cuban  reports  indicate  dropping  of  N.  Y.  censors. 

July  20 
Paramount  aims  at  smaller  directorate. 

July  21 
M-G-M  buys  half  of  the  Fox  share  in  G.  B.  Para- 

mount sues  Goldwyn  on  Gary  Cooper's  contract. 
July  22 

British    fear    loss    of    G.    B.    control    to    Fox  and 
M-G-M. 
July  23 

British  to  own  65  per  cent  of  G.  B.  stock. 
July  24 

S.  A.   Lynch  signs  to  operate  Paramount  theatres 
in  Florida. 
July  25 
Paramount  to  dissolve  two  subsidiaries. 

July  27 
Skouras  names  Powers  to  Alperson's  buying  post. July  28 
RKO  26-week  net  jumps  $734,492. 

July  29 
Radio  City  and  Music  Hall  impress  British  visitors. 

July  30 
David    Ostrer    says    no    changes    are    planned  for 

G.B. 
July  31 
Otterson  contract  settled  by  Paramount  board. 

AUGUST 

August  I 
Andrew  W.  Smith  resigns  as  eastern  and  Canadian 

general  sales  manager  for  Warners. 
August  3 Gradwell  L.  Sears  named  general  sales  manager  by 
Warners. 

August  4 ASCAP  board  of  directors  reinstates  Warners  after 
an  absence  of  six  months. 
August  5 
Some   major   companies   consider   ignoring  Govern- 

ment's film  questionnaire. 
August  6 

W.    Ray   Johnston's   contract    as   president   of  Re- public terminated. 

August  7 
New   York   theatres   to  eliminate   "early  bird"  ad- missions Sept.  4  and  5. 

August  8 
Warners'  started  sound  picture  exhibition  10  years 

ago.    Roxy  12-month  net  up  to  $172,254. 
August  10 Suggestion  made  to  drop  chance  games  in  New  York 
theatres. 

August  I  I U.  S.  films  facing  restrictions  in  Italy. 
August  12 
Warner  survey  indicates  public  prefers  single  bills 

to  double  feature  policy. 
August  14 

Expect    elimination    of    10-cent    admissions    in  New 
York.     White    House    promises   no   federal  admission 
tax  increases. 

August  15 
Signing  of   Loew's-G.B.-20th  Century-Fox  deal  ex- pected within  week. 

August  17 
Plan  to  halt  New  York  duals  is  checked.    RCA  ser- 

vice to  National  Theatres  is  set. 
August  18 
Films  unaffected  by  the  Fatman  Act.   MPTOA  ask- 

ed for  Federal  regulation  bill. 
August  19 Kuykendall  says  concessions  will  eliminate  Federal 
law  threat. 
August  20 
R.  F.   (Pete)  Woodhull  dies. 

August  21 Carlo  Roncoroni,  Italian  envoy,  arrives  to  talk  U.  S. film  aid. 
Auoust  22 

Five  to  10-cent  admission  hike  is  considered  by  New York  theatres. 

August  24 
Move  to  end  duals  at  Minneapolis  and  St.  Louis. 

August  25 Whitford  Drake  says  patent  rights  in  foreign  coun- tries will  be  void  after  1945. 

August  26 Soviet  plans  450  for  next  year. 

August  27 
Survey  shows  industry  is  "in  the  black." 

August  28 New  York  theatres  report  to  M.P.P.D.A.  on  effects 
of  film  star  broadcasting. 

August  29 Steady  increase  in  attendance  being  maintained. 

August  31 Changeover  to  evening  prices  at  5  P.  M.  set  to  start 
in  New  York  theatres  Sept.  4  and  5. 

SEPTEMBER 

September  I 
Longer  reels  will  go  into  use  gradually. 

September  2 
Exhibitors  in  LT.K.  talk  own  production;  moves  to 

counter  G.   B.  dj.u  stir  distributors  in  England. 
September  3 
Reorganization  of  RKO  off  until  October. 

September  4 Distributors  pressing  for  percentages. 

September  5 
Lawyers  back  with  draft  of  British  deal;  Zukor  as- 

serts new  optimism  prevails. 

Seotembe-  8 Figure  weekly  attendance  at  80,000,000;  M-G-M  in- 
sisting upon  25-cent  minimum  scales  on  "Ziegfeld." 

September  9 
Holiday  theatre  takes  20-50  per  cent  above  last  year. 

New  moves  in  sig^it  to  set  10-point  program. 

September  10 
See  collapse  of  "early  bird"  drive  in  New  York. 

September  I  I Report   "early  birds"  ended  by  80  to  95  per  cent. Allied  seeks  ban  on  houses  owned  by  producers. 
September  12 Consolidated  finance  plan  up  for  stock  vote. 

September  14 Paramount  profit  for  three  months  predicted;  Cen- 
tral film  service  plan  being  widened. 

Seotembe-  15 Irving    Thalberg    passes    at    37;    industry  stunned. 
Joseph  M.  Schenck  sees  G.B.  deal  in  effect  by  Jan. 
2  on  his  return  from  London. 
September  16 
Funeral  rites  for  Thalberg  set  for  today;  new  nat- 

ional independent  organization  up  again. 

September  17 
"U"  to  expand  feature  list,  says  J.  Cheever  Cowdin. 

Simple  rites  for  Thalberg  held  on  coast. 
September  18 
Producing  in  Italy  six  to  eight  months  away.    A.  T. 

&  T.  wins  patent  suit  against  GTP. 
September  19 
Edward  P.  Kilroe  sees  hope  of  pact  on  copyright  on 

his  return  from  Berne  convention. 
September  21 
Seek  uniformity  in  theatre  sound.    A.  F.  of  L.  de- 

nies plan  to  make  labor  films. 
September  22 G.B.  deal  faces  collapse;  Schenck  holds  to  terms. 
September  23 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  must  approve  sale  of  G.B., 

says  Schenck. September  24 
Key  grosses  at  four-year  high  mark,  $2,090,144.  Max- 

well aim  may  be  joint  Gaumont  rule. 

September  25 
Y.    Frank    Fryman    gets    Floyd    Odium's    place  on Paramount  board. 

September  26 M.  H.  Aylesworth  quits  NBC  for  RKO  post. 

September  28 Majors  deny  financing  of  stage  plays. 

September  29 
Warners  seen  planning  new  radio  circuit. 

September  30 
Radio  council  being  studied  by  majors.  Maxwell 

deal  for  G.B.  off,  London  hears. 
(Continued  on   page  84) 



HERE'S  SOMETHING 

VERY  INTERESTING! 

The  Oklahoma  News  is  first  in  America  to 

announce  the  selection  of  the  Year's  Ten 

Best  Pictures!  They  were  chosen  by  the 

paying  public,  not  by  the  critic.    And  look: 

M-G-M  GETS  7 

OUT  OF  10  BEST! 

As  follows.  "MUTINY  ON  THE  BOUNTY"  "SAN 

FRANCISCO"  "BROADWAY  MELODY"  "LIBELED 

LADY"  "WIFE  VS.  SECRETARY"  "ROSE  MARIE"  "GREAT 

ZIEGFELD"   OF  COURSE,  THE  PUBLIC  PICKS  M-G-M! 
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MAXWELL  BLOCKS  SCHENCK-CB  DEAL 

(Continued   from    page  82) 

OCTOBER 

October  I 
See  no  hope  of  dropping  "early  birds."   S.  R.  Kents sail  for  London,  warding  off  interviews. 

October  2 
Walter  Reade  announces  plans  for  100  theatres  in 

small  communities. 
October  3 
G.B.  deal  is  not  terminated  despite  setback,  says 

Joseph  M.  Schenck. 
October  5 
Another  move  coming  to  end  "early  birds."  B.I.P. product  deals  in  U.S.  held  up  awaiting  G.B.  deal. 

October  6 
"U"  will  have  52  next  year,  says  President  R.  H. Cochrane. 

October  7 
Speculate   on   price   control   for   pictures.  England 

hears  government  is  stopping  G.B.  deal. 
October  8 
Plan  for  new  setup  at  RKO  being  speeded.  KRS 

asks  cut  of  two-thirds  in  new  quota. 
October  9 
A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  joins  U.A.  as  sales  chief.  Report 

majors  ready  to  reply  to  MPTOA  on  10-point  program. 
October  10 
Maxwell  says  deal  nears  for  Ostrers'  G.B.  interest. October  12 
Maxwell  deal  for  G.B.  now  hinges  on  20th  Century- 

Fox.    Distributor  concessions  coming  soon  on  MPTOA 
program. 
October  13 
G.B.  deal  not  set;  Maxwell  explains.    S.  K.  Wolf 

elected  president  of  S.M.P.E. 
October  14 
Independents  and  B.  &  K.  settle  on  clearance  dis- 

pute.   Metro  will  dissolve  subsidiaries  to  cut  taxes; 
brand  name  stays. 
October  15 
General  shift  for  corporate  structures  seen  coming. 

Maxwell  made  director  in  new  move. 
October  16 

S.  R.  Kent  dropping  British  deal;  future  hazy.  "U" to  reorganize  corporate  setup. 
October  17 
Film  stocks,  bonds  spurt;  sales  heavy.   Write  off  of 

weak  assets  in  "U"  plan. October  19 
Income  gain  is  seen  from  reorganizing. 

October  20 
See  precedent  in  injunction  on  Bette  Davis  in  Eng- 

land.   Court  may  get  RKO  plan  in  few  days. 
October  21 

Maxwell  paid  £625,000  in  cash,  stock  for  non-voting 
shares  in  G.B. 
October  22 
Debentures  of  RKO  tied  in  with  notes. 

October  23 
SEC  charges  made  against  Consolidated.    Court  de- 

lay sought  on  RKO  notes  payment. 
October  24 

More  delays  on  Roxy  plan  seen.    Consolidated's  re- capitalization plan  approved  by  court. 
October  26 
Nazis   switch   films'   origin   to   get   dates.  Weekly 

gross  of  20th  Century-Fox  $1,150,000. 
October  27 

Air  shows  aim  at  restoring  stage  to  road.  ASCAP  to 
ask  Canadian  concessions. 
October  28 
Treasury .  may    investigate    "Amphitryon."  Renew 

talks  on  big  claim  against  RKO1. 
October  29 

Sales   policy   stand   awaited   by   Kuykendall.  New 
national  organization  before  ITOA. 
October  30 
Majors  again  delay  trade  policy  drive.  Warner  radio 

move  seen  as  step  in  network. 
October  31 
Negotiate  air  programs  from  sound  stages.  Mark 

Ostrer  moves  to  slash  studio  costs. 

NOVEMBER 

November  2 
Rush  for  film  names  on  air  looked  for.    Harry  S. 

Plummer,  Motion  Picture  Daily  correspondent  in 
Spain,  finds  outlook  hopeful  for  industry  pending  out- come of  civil  war. 
November  3 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  will  oppose  G.B.  shift  to 

Metropolis  &  Bradford  Trust,  says  Sidney  R.  Kent 

returning  from   abroad.    Daily  television  broadcasts 
begun  in  London. 
November  4 
Industry  expects  upturn  in  grosses  as  the  election 

ends.  Political  campaigns  have  kept  theatregoers away. 
November  5 
Men  active  on  films  retain  Congressional  positions. 

New  Canadian  music  tax  is  a  slash  of  25  per  cent 
under  U.S.  rate;  general  acceptance  sought.  Warners 
reported  seeking  theatres  throughout  England. 
November  6 
Revival  of  the  NRA  through  a  constitutional  amend- 

ment is  seen.   Non-sectarian  Anti-Nazi  league  protests 
to  Joseph   M.  Schenck  on  showing  of  German-made 
Olympic  films  distributed  by  M-G-M. 
November  9 
Universal  first  major  to  grant  MPTOA's  exhibitor 

concessions.    Charles  "Chic"  Sale  dies  in  Hollywood. Metro  expected  to  withdraw  Olympic  films. 
November  10 
Mayor  LaGuardia  issues  ultimatum  in  union  opera- tor troubles.   Threatened  to  close  all  theatres  involved 

unless  bombings  cease. 
November  I  I 
Hearst  name  dropped  from  Metrotone  newsreel. 

November  12 

Local  306  absorbs  Allied  Operators'  Union  ending lengthy  differences.  Conciliation  boards  likely  to  start. 
November  13 
Allied  brands  MPTO  moves  as  maneuver  aimed  at 

Neely-Pettengill  bill.    Berry  to  call  business  men  to conference. 
November  14 
Foreign   stock   buying  here   starts   Federal  study. 

President  Roosevelt  aims  to  guard  against  dumping. 
N.  Y.  Sales  Tax  appeal  up  Dec.  3. 
November  16 
"U"    to    apply    exhibitor    concessions    this  season. 

Duals  in  Chicago  seen  m  two  weeks. 
November  17 
William  Koenig  quits  Universal.    Reported  going  to 

M-G-M  to  succeed  Fred  Pelton.    Twentieth  Century- 
Fox  and  CBS  reported  negotiating  program  tieup. 
November  18 
Government  studying  rise  in  film  securties.  Treasury, 

Reserve  Board  and  SEC  concerned  over  heavy  sales. 
G.B.  understood  considering  abandonment  of  produc- 

ing for  world  market.  RKO's  reorganization  plan  due before  court  the  20th. 
November  19 

Isidore  Ostrer  sails  to  iron  out  G.B.  impasse.  War- 
ners add  $3,000,000  to  film  budget. 

November  20 
Loew  deal  for  U-A.  theatres  called  off.  British  group 

aims  for  new  major  circuit.    Portal,  Rank  and  Woolf 
seek  400-500  houses. 
November  21 
RKO  again  to  share  control  of  Music  Hall. 

November  23 
Regulation  of  broadcasting  under  way.   Maxwell  sets 

new  drive  on  U.S.  market.    Warners'  net  for  year  is 
$3,177,312. November  24 
RKO  reorganization  plan  presented;  hearing  set  for 

Dec.  23.  Ostrers  intend  to  retain  G.B.  control,  says 
Isidore  Ostrer.  Loew's  net  of  $11,076,822  six-year  high. November  27 
Separate  film  conference  is  capital  plan.    20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox for  cancellation,  conciliation. 
November  28 
Moyne  Committee  asks  50  per  cent  quota  in  10  years. 

November  30 
British  se  harm  in  quota  of  50  per  cent.  Chicago 

chance  games  threatened  by  business  men. 

DECEMBER 

December  I 
Maurice  Ostrer  says  Maxwell  has  no  option.  CEA- 

KRA  may  jointly  fight  Moyne  report. 
December  2 
"Square  Deal"  promised  ITO  by  Lichtman.  Chicago 

group  moves  against  theatre  games. 
December  3 
"U"  to  apply  cancellation  on  split  buys.  Court  fight is  begun  on  RKO  plans. 

December  4 
Kuykendall  to  seek  talks  on  local  boards. 

December  5 
Copyright  on  Bank  Night  voided  by  U.  S.  Circuit 

Court  of  Appeals. 
December  7 
MPTOA  seeks  united  front  on  new  laws. 

December  8 
Hays  pleased,  he  states,  by  Italy  accord.  U.  A.  to 

drop  score  charge  next  season. 

December  9 

Schenck  gets  contract  and  stock  option.    G.B.  "A" shares  to  Maxwell  or  deal  will  fail,  report. 
December  10 
Capital  film  meet  called  off  by  Berry.    French  plan 

to  ban  duals  U.S.  threat. 
December  I  I 
RKO  moves  to  end  the  claim  of  Orpheum.  Quietly 

name  Lichtman  and  Katz  Loew  vice-presidents. 
December  12 
Refused  sale  of  G.B.  stock,  Mayer  states.  World 

halts   for  eight   minutes   to  hear   Edward's  farewell. Legislation  seen  outcome  of  Berry  conference. 
December  14 
Local  boards  to  start  soon  where  desired. 

December  15 

Loew's  admits  buy  into  G.B.  from  20th-Fox.  Bank Night  is  lottery  says  Kansas  court. 
December  16 
IATSE  now  aims  to  organize  house  staffs.  Charge 

A.  T.  &  T.  with  monopoly  of  radio  wire. 
December  17 
U.  S.  names  distributors  in  trust  case. 

December  18 
Dual  billing  regulation  up  in  Texas  anti-trust  suit. December  19 
Twentieth-Fox  gets  83  per  cent  of  stock  in  Roxy 

plan. 

December  20 
NBC  to  drive  on  Hollywood.  Expansion  on. 

December  31 
Film    stock    on    New    York    Exchange  appreciates 

$162,636,250  in  the  year  1936. 

Ferguson  Appoints 

Metro  Exploiteers 

William  R.  Ferguson,  head  of  the  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  exploitation  department, 
has  set  21  of  his  field  force  and  several  other 
designations  will  be  made  soon.  This  is  in 

line  with  the  company's  policy  to  concentrate 
activities  of  the  exploitation  force  in  the field. 

The  men,  and  the  territories  they  will 
cover,  are:  W.  G.  Bishop,  Detroit;  C.  C. 
Deardourff,  Cleveland;  E.  B.  Coleman, 
Dallas;  Morris  Abrams,  Minneapolis;  J.  E. 
Watson,  Cincinnati;  John  Walsh,  Pitts- 

burgh ;  Fred  Bartow,  Chicago ;  Claude  Mor- 
ris, Kansas  City;  Jack  Gilmore,  Buffalo  and 

Albany ;  James  Ashcraft,  Philadelphia ;  Nor- 
man W.  Pyle,  Washington  and  Charlotte; 

Bert  McKenzie,  Boston  and  New  Haven; 
Louis  Orlove,  Milwaukee;  Bill  Parker,  In- 
dinanolis;  Clinton  Bolton,  New  Orleans; 
James  Thames,  Atlanta  and  Memphis ;  Jim 
Schiller,  Los  Angeles;  Ken  Renaud,  Seattle 
and  Portland;  Omar  Kenyon,  Des  Moines; 
Oscar  Kantner,  San  Francisco;  Carlton 
Duffus,  special  educational  work. 

All  the  men  were  assigned  to  their  terri- 
tories at  a  meeting  in  Cleveland  on  Tuesday. 

Besides  Mr.  Ferguson,  Eddie  C.  Carrier  and 
Charles  Sonin  of  the  home  office  attended. 

Jersey  Receiver  Named 
Capital  Theatre  Amusement  Company, 

which  owns  the  Capital  and  State  theatres 

at  Ocean  City,  N.  J.,  has  gone  into  receiver- 
ship, listing  assets  of  $1,362,513  and  liabili- 

ties at  $793,775.  RKO  has  the  two  theatres 
under  long  term  lease. 

Columbia  Club  to  Dance 

The  Columbian  Club  of  the  home  office 
of  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  will  hold 
its  annual  dance  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  in 
New  York  Feb.  13,  1937. 



VERSATILITY 

UNUSUAL  and  special  though  it  is  in  its 

characteristics,  Super  X  fills  every  require- 

ment of  general  cinematography.  Proof? 

It  is  used  throughout  features  and  shorts 

made  under  every  possible  condition.  In 

Super  X,  specialization  has  surprisingly 

led  to  supreme  versatility.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  X 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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Columbia  to  Honor 

Montague  in  Drive 

LONDON  THEATRE  GETS 

FULL-SIZE  TELEVISION 

Gaumont  British  and  Baird  Dem- 

onstrate 'Visual  Public  Ad- 

dress System'  at  the  Dominion 

Possibilities  of  large  screen  television  suit- 
able for  theatre  presentation  were  demon- 

strated for  the  first  time  in  London  when 
Gaumont  British  and  the  Baird  Television 
Company  gave  before  a  press  party  at  the 
Dominion  theatre  a  preview  of  what  they 

termed  a  "Visual  Public  Address  System." 
Claiming  to  be  the  first  theatre  in  the  world 
to  install  a  permanent  television  screen  of 
usual  cinema  size,  the  Dominion  will  depend 

on  special  transmissions  for  future  enter- 
tainment and  demonstrations. 

Staged  at  the  2,500  seat  Dominion  in  Tot- 
tenham Court  Road,  the  show  consisted 

of  transmission,  from  a  dressing  room  in 
the  same  building,  of  a  number  of  head  and 
shoulder  shots  of  performers  and  speakers. 
J.  J.  Baird,  inventor  of  the  system,  answered 
from  the  screen  a  number  of  questions  ad- 

dressed to  him  by  telephone  from  the  audi- 
ence. 

It  was  said  that,  although  the  transmis- 
sion was  by  wire,  equally  good  results  had 

been  obtained  experimentally  by  means  of 
radio  transmission,  and  the  only  reason 

this  was  not  employed  for  the  demonstra- 
tion was  the  damage  caused  to  the  Baird 

equipment  in  the  recent  fire  at  the  Crystal 
Palace. 

The  picture  presented  was  upright,  eight 
feet  six  inches  by  six  feet  in  size,  and  was 

reported  notably  clear  of  lining  and  distor- 
tion. From  seats  in  the  middle  of  the  the- 

atre the  images  were  compared  favorably 
with  reception  of  televised  pictures  at  the 
opening  of  the  Alexandra  Palace  station  of 
the  British  Broadcasting  Company  last  fall, 
although  those  pictures  measured  less  than 
a  foot  square. 

Simultaneous  Audiences 

Sponsors  of  the  system  say  that  it  will 
enable  politicians  and  other  speakers  to  ad- 

dress a  number  of  audiences  simultaneously. 
For  entertainment  purposes,  it  is  conceded 

that  the  large  picture  has  obvious  limita- 
tions at  the  moment,  being  applicable  only  to 

solo  figures.  Nevertheless  it  was  pointed  out 
that  the  demonstration  showed  the  practic- 

ability of  obtaining  clear  television  images 
visible  to  an  audience  of  many  hundreds. 

Technically,  the  system  demonstrated  at 
the  theatre  is  described  as  Multi-Mesh  tele- 

vision. In  the  scanning  system  a  secondary- 
field  is  formed  of  two  or  more  primary  in- 

terlaced scans,  which  is  repeated  a  number 
of  times.  The  transmitter  is  a  slow  speed 
slotted  disc  in  combination  with  a  high  speed 
mirror  drum ;  The  disc  revolves  at  500 
revolutions  per  minute  and  the  drum  at 

6,000  revolutions  per  minute,  giving  a  pic- 
ture frequency  of  16  2/3  per  second.  At 

the  receiver  an  arc  lamp  is  the  light  source 
and  a  Kerr  Cell  forms  the  light  valve. 

Television  Network  Seen 

In  Washington,  at  the  Federal  Commu- 
nications Commission  telephone  hearing.  Dr. 

Frank  B.  Jewett,  president  of  Bell  Tele- 
phone Laboratories,  predicted  that  commer- 

cial television  in  the  United  States  will  de- 
velop through  an  intricate  network  system. 

He  added  that  he  was  "very  sceptical  about 
television  as  a  commercial  thing." 

"If  it  comes  at  the  present  stage  of  its 
development  it  will  come  only  as  a  national 

or  a  quasi-national  chain  system,"  Dr.  Jew- 
ett said.  "If  my  picture  is  correct  this  chain 

system  involves  a  great  many  more  dis- 

tribution points  than  radio  broadcasting." 
Immediate  development  of  television  would 

come  from  a  small,  local  installation  in  a 
metropolitan  area,  probably  New  York,  he 
continued.  After  it  had  started  in  this  fash- 

ion, the  telephone  executive  said,  it  might 

continue  as  a  series  of  regional  develop- 
ments, much  as  radio  broadcasting  did.  Later 

these  regional  organizations  would  link  up 

Asked  if  his  company's  recently  developed 
coaxial  cable  would  be  used  for  these  links 

Dr.  Jewett  said  that  it  probably  would. 
The  discussion  of  the  future  of  television 

was  brought  out  as  Commission  Counsel 
Samuel  Becker  sought  to  show  that  research 
experiments  in  the  television  field  would 
benefit  chiefly  the  long  lines  department  of 
the  American  Telephone  and  Telegraph 

Company,  and  that,  in  spite  of  this,  the 
largest  portion  of  research  cost  was  being 
charged  to  the  associated  companies.  Dr. 
Jewett  disagreed  with  this. 

New  Tube  Exhibited 

The  magentron,  a  tube  which  its  sponsors 
expect  will  place  television  on  a  practical 
footing  with  radio  broadcasting,  was  exhib- 

ited for  the  first  time  at  the  meeting  of  the 
American  Association  for  the  Advancement 

of  Science  this  week  in  Atlantic  City.  De- 
veloped by  laboratory  workers  of  Radio 

Corporation  of  America,  the  device  is  said 
to  cut  the  television  wave  length  band  to 

one-tenth  of  its  previous  width.  The  in- 
strument thus  will  increase  the  potential 

number  of  television  stations,  within  the 
limits  set  aside  for  such  broadcasting  by  the 
Federal  Government,  from  10  to  100. 

Equity  Rule  Emphasized 

In  the  December  of  its  official  magazine, 

the  Actors  Equity  Association  reminded 
members  that  it  has  jurisdiction  over  the 
field  of  television.  The  publication  reprinted 
a  resolution  adopted  by  the  Equity  Council 

on  Sept.  29,  1931,  which  provides  that  "no member  of  the  association  shall  appear  or 
contract  to  appear  in  television,  or  upon  any 

program  broadcast  by  television,  unless  all 

persons  participating  in  any  presentation  as 
actors,  are  members  of  Actors  Equity  As- 

sociation, except  by  special  permission  of  the 

Council." 
Morton  Succeeds  Hedges  in  NBC 

Alfred  H.  Morton,  manager  of  National 

Broadcasting  Company's  program  depart- ment since  1934,  has  been  appointed  head 

of  the  NBC  managed  and  operated  stations 
division  to  succeed  William  S.  Hedges,  who 

resigned  the  post  recently  to  become  vice- 
president  of  the  Crosley  Corporation. 

As  a  tribute  to  Abe  Montague,  general 

sales  manager  of  Columbia  Pictures,  dele- 
gates to  the  various  mid-season  regional 

sales  conventions  have  decided  unanimously 

to  call  the  company's  annual  sales  and  liqui- 
dation campaign  the  "Columbia's-Montague 

Sweepstakes."  The  sales  drive  will  get  un- 
der way  January  17  and  continue  for  three 

months  until  May  1. 

In  commenting  on  the  drive,  Jack  Cohn. 

vice-president,  said  in  New  York,  "Since 
Mr.  Montague  has  always  avoided  the  use  of 
his  name  in  special  sales  efforts  of  this  sort, 
and  because  in  this  particular  instance  he 
has  consented,  at  the  urging  of  his  own  sales 
^taff,  it  becomes  the  duty  of  every  man  in 
the  organization,  including  myself,  to  do 

everything  humanly  possible  to  make  this 
the  most  successful  sales  drive  and  liquida- 

tion effort  the  company  has  ever  known." 
It  was  also  decided  that  a  series  of  bon- 

uses will  be  given  at  the  end  of  the  sales 
drive  as  well  as  grand  awards  based  on  the 
results  of  the  competitions. 

During  the  three-month  period  covered 
by  the  sweepstakes  many  of  the  outstand- 

ing features  of  Columbia's  1936-37  program 

will  be  released,  including,  "When  You're 
In  Love,"  starring  Grace  Moore;  "Lost 
Horizon,"  Frank  Capra's  production  starr- 

ing Ronald  Colman ;  "Women  of  Glamour," 
"Weather  or  No,"  "Devil's  Playground," 
"I  Promise  to  Pay,"  "Women  in  Distress," 
"Freedom  for  Sale,"  "Dodge  City  Trail," 
"Westbound  Mail,"  "Law  on  the  Range"  and 
"Find  the  Witness." 

Norman  Krasna  Signed 

As  Producer  by  Metro 
Norman  Krasna  has  been  signed  to  a 

long-term  contract  by  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  as  a  producer,  with  the  expiration  of 
his  writing  contract  with  Paramount.  He 
is  the  author  of  two  Broadway  plays, 

"Louder,  Please,"  and  "Small  Miracle"  and 

two  screen  originals,  "Fury"  and  "Richest 

Girl  in  the  World." 

Maude  Miller  to  Major  Pictures 

Maude  K.  Miller,  for  many  years  man- 

ager of  the  story  department  at  Paramount's home  office,  has  joined  Major  Pictures  in 
an  editorial  capacity  in  the  office  of  George 
Palmer  Putnam  in  New  York. 

/V'ler  Plans  New  York  Office 
Ben  Adler,  head  of  the  Adler  Sign  Letter 

Company  in  Chicago,  is  in  New  York  where 
he  plans  to  open  an  eastern  branch  office. 
Archie  Rosenbaum  will  be  in  charge  of  the 
new  headquarters. 

Newton  Quits  Tri-States 
Rickey  T.  Newton,  district  manager  in 

Des  Moines  for  Tri-States  Theatres,  has  re- 
signed to  enter  the  dry  cleaning  business  in 

Cedar  Rapids. 

GB  Transfers  Ben  Rogers 

Ben  Rogers  has  been  transferred  from 
Boston  to  New  Haven  office  of  Gaumont 
British  as  exchange  manager  in  place  of 
Philip  Sherman,  who  resigned. 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

For  Annabella 

Robert  T.  Kane  has  signed  Annabella  to 
co-star  with  Conrad  Veidt  in  the  second 

New  World  picture,  "Under  the  Red  Robe." 
The  French  star  played  her  first  English- 

speaking  part  in  Mr.  Kane's  "Wings  of  the 
Morning."  Studio  reports  are  that  Anna- 
bella's  work  in  this  film,  still  to  be  seen,  is 
expected  to  put  her  in  the  front  rank  in 

England  and  America.  Annabella  is  al- 
ready big  money  all  over  the  Continent. 

London  has  admired  her  in  French  films 
seen  at  the  Art  theatres. 

Sophie  Stewart,  who  supported  Elisabeth 

Bergner  in  "As  You  Like  It"  and  made  an 
impression  even  under  the  shadow  of  that 
personality,  will  -have  the  second  woman 
role  in  "Under  the  Red  Robe." 

Annabella  has  just  played  her  first  scenes. 
Victor  Seastrom,  directing,  has  completed  a 
sequence  in  the  palace  of  Cardinal  Richelieu 
(Raymond  Massey)  which  has  occupied  the 
complete  length  of  one  of  the  huge  Denham 
stages.  Five  hundred  extras,  in  costumes 

of  1630,  have  helped  to  provide  the  atmos- 
phere of  more  than  royal  splendour  in  which 

the  great  Cardinal  moved. 

Metro  B a  Icon 

At  the  time  this  appears  in  type,  Michael 
Balcon,  former  director  of  production  to 
Gaumont-British,  starts  in  as  a  producer 

for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's  British  unit. 
His  contract  dates  from  January  1st,  but  at 
this  moment  Ben  Goetz,  director-in-chief  of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  British  Studios,  Ltd., 
has  not  finally  announced  the  studio  to  be 
used  for  the  first  of  the  four  pictures  to  be 
made  in  London  for  world  release  by  Metro : 

"The  Wind  and  the  Rain,"  "A  Yank  at 
Oxford,"  "Rage  in  Heaven"  and  "Silas 
Marner."  The  Amalgamated  plant  will  not 
be  ready,  and  Pinewood  is  a  probability. 

Mr.  Balcon,  associated  with  an  enterprise 

which  is  likely  to  make  film  history,  won't 
find  that  role  a  new  one.  He  has  been  break- 

ing new  ground  ever  since  he  first  came  into 

production  fourteen  years  ago  in  Birming- 
ham, where  he  made  advertising  films, 

founded  Victory  Motion  Picture  Company, 

and  produced  "Woman  to  Woman"  with Clive  Brook  and  Betty  Compson. 

His  next  enterprise,  in  London,  was 

Gainsborough  Pictures  for  which  he  pro- 
duced, in  the  Poole  Street  studio  bought 

from  Paramount,  such  silent  films  as  "The 

Constant  Nymph,"  and  "The  Lodger,"  and 
one  of  the  first  noteworthy  British  talkers, 

"Sunshine  Susie."  On  the  way  to  his  more 
recent  achievements  for  G-B  he  made  a  di- 

rector of  photographer  Alfred  Hitchcock 
and  he  since  has  given  first  screen  parts 

to  Jessie  Matthews,  Nova  Philbeam,  Des- 
mond Tester  and  many  others,  also  starting 

MICHAEL  BALCON 

the  film  career  of  Herbert  Marshall.  All 
the  G-B  films  seen  in  America  were  made 

under  Mr.  Balcon's  control  of  the  Shepherd's Bush  studios. 

Nezvs  Itern-FtL 
m 

A  newspaper  story  gave  Erich  Pommer 

the  story  basis  for  "Troopship,"  which  he  is 
producing  for  London  Films  at  Denham. 
All  the  London  papers  gave  space  to 
the  news  that  a  troopship,  approaching 
Southampton  with  a  regiment  completing 

man)'  years  of  foreign  service,  was  under 
orders  to  sail  again  immediately  with  the 
same  troops,  for  another  stretch  of  foreign 
service  demanded  by  national  emergency. 
In  place  of  the  long  stay  at  home  they  were 
looking  forward  to,  the  soldiers  had  just 

six  hours'  leave  at  the  port.  On  this  epi- 
sode of  real  life,  Wolfgang  Wilhelm  and 

Patrick  Kirwan  have  based  a  story  showing 

just  what  typical  individuals  of  all  ranks 
did  with  their  leave  and  how  they  coped 
with  the  interruption  of  plans,  declared  and 
secret. 

A  big  cast  is  being  used,  headed  by  Leslie 
Banks  and  Flora  Robson,  as  a  Colonel  of 
Hussars  and  his  wife,  Others  are  Sebastian 
Shaw,  Patricia  Hilliard,  Leonora  Corbett, 

Robert  Cochran,  Rene  Ray,  Maire  O'Neill, 
Edmund  Willard,  and  Donald  Calthrop. 
Tim  Whelan,  directing,  has  James  Wong 
Howe  at  the  camera.  Clemence  Dane  and 

Ian  Hay  have  written  dialogue. 
The  War  Office,  by  the  loan  of  troops 

and  troopships,  and  the  Admiralty,  which 
loaned  and  rechristened  a  warship,  have 
shown  their  usual  desire  to  help. 

Zasu  Pitts,  Soloist 

Zasu  Pitts,  starring  in  the  George  King 

production  of  "Wanted,"  at  Sound  City,  re- 
corded a  song,  "The  Poor  Old  Cow,"  in 

the  unusual  role  of  a  gangster's  "Moll"  this week.  Expected  to  be  a  comedy  highspot  of 
the  picture,  her  solo  gets  its  effect  largely 
from  the  circumstance  that  Zasu  is  not  really 
a  tough  at  all,  but  a  virtuous  married  lady 
whose  husband,  equally  harmless,  has  been 
mistaken  for  a  Chicago  immigrant  and 

boisterously  welcomed  in  London's  under- 
world. Claude  Dampier  is  the  sap  husband. 

In  her  first  week  at  the  studio  Miss  Pitts 

has  had  plentiful  experience  of  London  fog, 
one  of  the  genuine  variety  holding  her  up 
on  the  Great  West  Road  on  the  way  to  the 
studio,  where  a  synthetic  specimen  awaited 
her  on  the  floor. 

"77ie  Gang  Show 

Herbert  Wilcox,  greatest  opportunist  in 
the  British  production  field  and  a  showman 

in  the  Sam  Goldwyn  class — he  was  first  in 
the  field  with  a  "Victoria"  story,  and  what 
he  did  with  "Dawn"  is  trade  history — has 
started  shooting  at  Pinewood  on  "The  Gang 
Show,"  built  on  a  phenomenally  successful 
stage  show  which  Ralph  Reader  presents 
annually  at  the  Scala  Theatre,  with  child 
performers.  First  studio  sequences,  of  a 
concert  party,  have  used  200  young  players. 

"The  Gang  Show"  started  as  a  one-night 
show  with  a  dozen  performers.  It  caught 
on  so  well  that  last  year  they  shifted  it  to 

the  8,000-seat  Albert' Hall,  and  still  turned thousands  away.  The  singing,  dancing  and 

clowning  sequences  of  the  original  show 
have  been  fitted  by  Wilcox  into  a  story 
framework  providing  star  parts  for  the 
youthful  Leonard  Snelling,  Sid  Palmer  and 
Sandy  Williamson,  and  Stuart  Robertson 
and  Richard  Ainley  are  added  adults.  Ralph 
Reader  is  writing  special  musical  numbers 

and  supervising  the  concert  sequences.  Al- 
fred Goulding,  who  has  just  finished 

"Splinters  in  the  Air"  for  Wilcox,  is directing. 

Panto  Filmed 

Grade  Fields  making  what  is  rumoured 
to  be  her  last  film  before  she  announces  an 
American  affiliation,  has  been  filming,  for 
ATP's  "The  Show  Goes  On,"  at  Ealing, 
scenes  of  a  typical  provincial  production  of 

the  Christmas  pantomime  "Dick  Whitting- 
ton."  She  appears,  in  fleshings  and  doublet, 

as  a  factory  girl  who  deputizes  for  the  "prin- 
cipal boy"  and  so  starts  a  stage  career.  John 

Stuart  is  playing  opposite. 
Also   in    final    shooting   at   the  Ealing 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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studio  was  the  George  Formby  "Feather 
Your  Nest,"  with  Polly  Ward  leading woman. 

Down  in  the  Forest 

Art  directors  Meerson  and  Norman,  of  Lon- 
don Film  Productions,  have  completed  the  in- 

terior forest  set  for  "Knight  Without  Armour," 
regarded  as  Denham's  most  ambitious  piece  of 
staging  to  date.  Three  weeks  were  occupied 
in  transforming  an  entire  floor,  which  now 
bears  the  aspect  of  a  piece  of  virgin  woodland, 
with  a  stream  250  feet  long  winding  its  way 
between  tall  pine  and  fir  trees,  interspersed  with 
smaller  conifers.  The  Denham  woods  were 
rifled  of  550  large  trees  and  1,200  smaller  ones 
and  500  loads  of  pine  needles  were  strewn  on 
the  2,000  tons  of  sand  and  1,000  tons  of  rough 
turf  used  for  the  groundwork. 
Twenty  property  trees,  concealing  cameras 

and  lights,  were  planted  among  the  real 
articles  and,  illustrating  the  scope  of  the  ac- 

tion, a  special  camera  track  was  laid  in  order 
to  follow  the  Dietrich-Donat  fugitive  flight 
through  the  wilds,  with  Red  soldiers  on  their 
trail. 

In  the  center  of  the  set  is  the  forest  pool  for 

Dietrich's  "outdoor"  bathing  act. 

The  Navy  Authentic 

Added  to  the  many  accurate  reproductions 

of  things  nautical  in  Herbert  Wilcox's  "The 
Fighting  Navy"  is  now  a  picture  of  the  Board- 

room of  the  Admiralty  in  Whitehall,  the  nerve 
center  of  the  sea  service.  The  H.W.  art  de- 

partment, touring  with  cameras  under  the  more 
than  benevolent  eye  of  their  Lordships  of  the 
Admiralty,  have  now  acquired  a  still  record, 
from  the  technical  equipment  of  a  submarine 
down  to  the  arm  braids  of  a  midshipman,  which 
a  few  years  ago  would  have  led  to  a  Govern- 

ment crisis — if  at  that  time  it  had  been  con- 
ceivable that  the  Navy  should  tolerate,  let  alone 

encourage,  a  cameraman  on  a  British  man-o'- war. 

The  American  members  of  "The  Fighting 
Navy"  cast,  H.  B.  Warner,  Richard  Cromwell 
and  Noah  Beery,  all  finished  their  parts  and 
sailed  home  for  the  holidays. 

Also  in  progress  at  Pinewood  are  the  Her- 
bert Wilcox  "Splinters  in  the  Air"  and  British 

National's  "Interval  for  Romance,"  in  which 
Rawicz  and  Landauer,  pianists  and  composers 
of  all  the  music,  have  made  such  a  hit  that, 
a  week  after  appearing  on  the  floor,  they  al- 

ready have  been  signed  for  a  second  picture. 

Jessie  Matthews 

The  return  of  Jessie  Matthews  to  the  G-B 
studios  at  Shepherd's  Bush,  and  to  her  part  in 
"Head  Over  Heels,"  directed  by  her  husband, 
Sonnie  Hale,  was  made  an  event  by  the  studio 
executives  and  staff.  From  the  presentation 
of  bouquets  on  arrival  the  star  went  to  a  dress- 

ing room  also  filled  with  blooms,  signalizing 
her  recovery  from  an  illness  which  has  lasted 
exactly  three  months. 

That  the  star  of  "It's  Love  Again"  is  her- 
self again  seems  to  be  shown  by  the  fact  that 

she  was  at  work  at  the  studios  from  7  a.m. 
until  4  p.m.  and  that  Glenn  Mac  Williams, 
cameraman  on  the  picture,  declares  her  to  be 
a  perfect  match  in  weight  and  appearance  with 
the  Jessie  who  made  the  earlier  sequences  in 
the  summer.   A  week's  work  will  finish  it. 

Good  King  Charles 

Scenes  shot  for  Twickenham's  "The  Vicar  of 
Bray"  revive  the  memory  of  days  when  the 
playhouse  began  to  play  a  part  in  British  royal 
history — and  scandal.  Hamilton  Price,  as  the 
young  Prince  who  later  became  Charles  I,  is 
pictured  with  Stanley  Holloway,  his  tutor  and 
future  Vicar,  in  a  frolic  at  the  Globe  Theatre 
and  more  particularly  in  the  dressing  room  of 
the  actress  Meg  Clancy,  played  by  Eve  Gray. 
At  the  Hammersmith  studio  they  also  shot  in- 

teriors of  the  famous  Vicarage. 
More  elaborate  sets,  at  the  Twickenham 

studio,  will  reproduce  the  interior  of  Castle 
Brendon,  in  Ireland,  and  the  village  square  and 
green  at  Bray. 

"She  Got  What  She  Wanted,"  with  Rod  La 
Rocque,  Constance  Collier  and  Tucker  Mc- 
Quire,  is  practically  completed  at  the  J.  H. 
studios,  Elstree. 

BIP  up  to  Schedule 

"Bulldog  Drummond  at  Bay,"  directed  by 
Roy  William  Neil,  is  in  progress  at  BIP, 
Elstree,  with  John  Lodge  in  the  title-role, 
Claude  Allister  playing  his  famous  "Algy"  part 
and  Dorothy  Mackaill  appearing  as  one  of  those 
sophisticated  American  beauties. 

The  pre-Christmas  activity  implied  by  Direc- 
tor of  Productions  Mycroft's  big  schedule  will 

advance  a  number  of  pictures  to  completion  in 
the  near  future  but  another  batch  will  occupy 
the  vacant  floor  space  almost  immediately. 

Diana  Churchill  is  to  play  the  lead  in  "Hunt 
the  Pearls,"  opposite  a  Hollywood  male  star still  to  be  selected.    Graham  Cutts  will  direct. 
Will  Fyffe,  famous  Scottish  comedian,  is 

playing  opposite  Maire  O'Neill,  Irish  char- 
acter actress,  in  "Spring  Handicap." 

Buddy  Rogers  is  to  be  starred  in  a  musical, 
so  far  untitled,  in  which  one  of  the  attractions 
will  be  Carol  Levis  and  his  BBC  Amateurs. 

Itemized 

British  Lion  has  completed  "Calling  All 
Stars"  at  Beaconsfield. 

Criterion's  "Forever  and  Forever"  has  been 
retitled  "Thief  in  the  Night,"  after  discovery 
that  the  original  title  has  been  used  for  an 
American  book. 

Fritz  Kortner  signed  by  Sinclair  Hill  for  the 

Grosvenor  "Midnight  Special." 
Roy  Clark,  Capitol-Grafton  cameraman  on 

"The  Lilac  Domino"  at  Welwyn,  is  in  a  hospi- 
tal after  an  auto  smash. 

"Darby  and  Joan,"  for  MGM  release,  has 
started  at  the  Rock  studio. 

"Make  Up,"  with  Nils  Asther,  is  in  the  last 
scenes  at  Sound  City.    ABFD  is  releasing. 

Elizabeth  Meehan  is  here  to  write  originals. 
Hugh  Herbert  will  come  from  Hollywood 

for  a  Claude  Hulbert  picture  at  Warner's  Ted- 
dington. 

Keith  Falkner  to  make  two  more  pictures  for Warner.   

Deal  Set  for  Venezuela 

Republic  product  will  be  distributed  in 
Venezuela,  S.A.,  by  Cine  Colombia,  Medel- 
lin,  Colombia,  according  to  the  terms  of  a 
contract  signed  this  week  in  New  York. 

Knowles  to  Fawcett  Staff 

Walter  E.  Knowles,  formerly  of  Charm 
Magazine  and  Spur,  has  joined  Fawcett 
Publications  as  assistant  to  C.  W.  Fuller. 

Cohen  To  Disband 

Invincible  Pictures 

No  new  producer  alliance  will  be  made 

by  Chesterfield-Invincible,  as  a  result  of  the 
withdrawal  of  Maury  Cohen  from  the  inde- 

pendent production  field  with  the  indicated 
disbanding  of  his  Invincible  Pictures,  it  was 
said  at  Chesterfield  headquarters  in  New 
York  on  Wednesday. 

George  Batcheller,  Jr.,  pointed  out  that 
Chesterfield  and  Invincible  were  separate 
business  organizations  and  that  the  com- 

bination of  interests  was  limited  to  office 
and  distribution  service.  The  pictures  were 
sold  separately,  he  said. 

M.  A.  Silver  Is  Party  Host 

M.  A.  Silver,  division  head  of  Warner 
Brothers  Theatres  in  New  York  State,  was 
host  at  a  Christmas  party  and  buffet  lunch- 

eon at  the  Albany  office  for  all  employees 
and  all  exchanges. 

Vaudeville  Extended 

Wilbur  Cushman,  Dallas  vaudeville  book- 
er, will  have  about  28  weeks  playing  time  in 

the  Omaha  territory  starting  January  1.  He 
has  also  signed  with  the  Saenger  chain  for 
three  weeks  and  with  several  Texas  circuits. 

The  present  contracts  call  for  16  week  work 
for  his  units,  of  which  there  are  21  now 
operating. 

WE.-Relay  Radio  Deal 
Western  Electric  in  London  has  made 

a  deal  with  Relay  Services  Association 

whereby  radio  broadcasts  put  out  by  mem- 
bers of  Relay  will  be  available  for  theatre 

reproduction  through  W.  E.  equipment. 

Crescent  Takes  Ad  Films 

The  Crescent  Amusement  Company  of 
Nashville,  Tenn.,  has  signed  an  exclusive 
contract  with  the  Alexander  Film  Company 

of  Colorado  Springs  for  screen-ad  merchan- 
dising service  in  its  42  theatres  in  Tennessee, 

Kentucky  and  Alabama. 

Lenauer  Gets  Resettlement  Film 

Lenauer  International  Films  in  New  York 

has  acquired  the  Resettlement  Administra- 
tion picture,  "The  Plow  That  Broke  the 

Plains,"  for  world  distribution  outside  of 
the  United  States. 

Revive  "Kid  from  Spain" 
United  Artists  soon  will  reissue  "The  Kid 

from  Spain."  The  picture  was  produced  by 
Samuel  Goldwyn  three  years  ago  and  stars 
Eddie  Cantor. 

Acquires  Canadian  Theatres 

United  Amusement  Corporation  in  Mon- 
treal, now  operating  23  theatres  in  that  area, 

has  acquired  control  of  Suburban  Theatres, Ltd. 

Rohrs  Atlanta  UA  Head 

Fred  A.  Rohrs  has  been  named  Atlanta 

branch  manager  for  United  Artists.  He  suc- 
ceeds William  Richardson,  resigned. 

Advertising  Company  Formed 
Harmon  Yaffa  has  formed  the  National 

Advertising  Film  Company  for  distribution 
of  advertising  shorts. 
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The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO   QUESTION   NO.  51 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  51  was :  What 
do  you  regard  as  the  best  course  of  procedure 
if  a  film  catches  fire  at  the  projector  aperatureP 

I  believe  it  best  not  to  identify  answers,  and 
in  order  to  conserve  space,  to  omit  names  this 
week.  Here  is  one: 

"Before  considering  what  to  do  when  a  fire 
occurs,  let  us  consider  what  should  be  done 
before  one  occurs.  First,  are  the  magazine 
valves  in  perfect  condition?  Second,  are  the 
sprocket  teeth  in  good  condition,  therefore  un- 

likely to  cause  torn  film  ?  Is  the  aperture  ten- 
sion unnecessarily  heavy,  thus  making  for  liabil- 

ity of  torn  film?  Third,  is  the  film  itself  in 
good  condition,  or  have  we  accepted  j  unk  which 
has  loose  spices,  ripped  sprocket  holes  and  other 
trouble  makers?  That  we  should  be  compelled 
to  do  film  inspection  work  without  pay  does  get 
my  angora,  but  just  the  same,  my  life  and  the 
lives  of  men,  women  and  children  in  the  thea- 

tre is  of  greater  importance  than  the  doing  of 
free  work  for  an  exchange. 

"If  an  aperture  fire  does  occur,  the  dowser 
must  come  down  instantly,  together  with  the 
port  shutters.  The  motor  switch  must  be 
yanked  open  and  the  projector  stopped  pronto. 
Magazine  doors  to  remain  closed.  In  the  event 
the  fire  gets  into  a  magazine,  there  is  nothing 
to  do  except  to  play  a  stream  of  fire  extinguish- 

er chemical  or  water  on  it.  Oh,  yes,  I  have  of 
course  assumed  the  exhaust  fan,  if  any,  to  be 

working  at  full  capacity." 
My  compliments  to  this  man  for  considering 

how  to  avoid  film  fires.  He  is  one  who  be- 
lieves in  locking  the  stable  door  before  the  nag 

is  purloined.  Here  is  another  answer: 
"In  case  of  an  aperature  fire,  several  things 

may  occur  that  would  call  for  different  methods 
of  procedure.  For  example,  the  blaze  may  be  so 
slight  that  it  will  be  automatically  extinguished. 
It  happens  that  way  sometimes,  in  which  case 
it  is  necessary  only  to  clean  the  parts  that  have 
been  soiled  by  the  fire,  using  peroxide  of  hydro- 

gen for  the  purpose,  make  the  necessary  splice, 
rethread  and  proceed,  having  of  course  first  de- 

termined what  cause  the  trouble. 

"But  in  the  event  the  fire  gets  into  either 
magazine,  nothing  can  be  done  insofar  as  con- 
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cerns  the  fire  itself.  The  magazine  doors  must 
not  be  opened.  It  is  of  course  understood  that 

first  of  all  the  projectionist  will  have,  the  in- 
stant fire  is  discovered,  seen  to  it  that  the  port 

fire  shutters  and  dowser  are  down,  the  motor 
switch  opened  and  the  projector  stopped  just  as 

quickly  as  possible.  When  a  fire  at  the  aper- ture occurs  it  is  coolness  and  speed  of  action 
that  counts.  It  is  well,  as  soon  as  the  things 
named  have  been  attended  to,  to  try  to  squirt 
fire  extinguisher  chemical  into  the  projector 
mechanism  casing  and  magazine  fire  valves.^  so 
far  as  may  be  accomplished  without  disturbing 

the  magazine  doors.  Whether  or  not  the  me- 
chanism casing  should  be  opened  will  depend 

upon  whether  or  not  film  has  piled  up  therein. 
If  there  be  little  or  none,  I  would  grab  a  fire 

extinguisher,  open  the  mechanism  casing  door 

and  squirt  chemical  into  the  casing  and  maga- zine valves. 

"After  all,  Brother  Richardson,  effective  ac- 
tion depends  upon  the  projectionist  being  beside 

the  projector,  with  a  fire  extinguisher  ready  at 
hand  and  with  ability  to  act  with  speed  and 

good  judgment." Here  is  still  another,  and  while  I  cannot 

agree  with  it  in  all  points,  it  nevertheless  is 
excellent : 

"The  first,  one  most  important  thing  is  safety 
to  the  audience.  Next  comes  safety  to  property. 

Panic  may  cost  the  lives  of  several  or  even  of 

many  people  and  just  one  life  is  more  important 
than  would  be  the  destruction  of  the  finest,  best 

equipped  projection  room  in  the  country.  If  the 
room  itself  is  properly  constructed,  equipped 
and  ventilated,  a  full  2,000-foot  reel  of  film  may 
burn  in  a  closed  projector  magazine  without 
serious  damage  to  anything  more  than  a  small 
portion  of  the  equipment.  But  the  burning  of  a 
few  feet  of  film  may  cause  destruction  of  life  if 
some  excitable  person  sees  smoke  and  shouts 
'Fire'  at  the  top  of  his  voice,  or  if  some  woman 
lets  out  a  scream. 

"Here  is  the  general  course  of  procedure,  as 
I  see  it:  First,  port  fire  shutters  down.  Second, 

dowser  down.  Third,  motor  cut  off  and  pro- 
jector stopped  as  quickly  as  possible.  Fourth, 

light  the  auditorium.  If  there  are  dimmers,  turn 
them  up  fairly  slowly  so  as  not  to  startle  the 
audience.  Fifth,  see  to  it  that  the  emergency 
exhaust  fan  is  on  to  full  capacity.  Sixth,  bring 
fader  to  zero.  Sound  has  been  stopped  with  the 

projector,  but  this  will  prevent  accidental  sound 
incident  to  fighting  the  fire  being  carried  through 
the  system. 
"Do  all  this  before  even  looking  at  the  fire 

for  the  reason  that  any  one  thing  overlooked 
may  permit  the  audience  to  become  alarmed,  no 
matter  how  quickly  the  fire  might  be  extin- 

guished. Moreover,  once  your  attention  is  turned 
to  the  fire  itself  it  is  highly  improbable  anything 
else  will  get  attention.  Seventh,  if  the  fire  still 
is  burning  but  has  not  reached  either  magazine, 
use  a  fire  extnguisher  (never  use  a  soda-acid 
type  of  extinguisher — its  use  around  electrical 
equipment  is  both  dangerous  and  destructive). 
Open  both  mechanism  and  soundhead  doors  if 
necessary,  but  under  no  condition  open  either 
magazine  door,  as  that  would  admit  air  and 
create  a  great  mass  of  flame  instead  of,  as  with 
door  tightly  closed,  masses  of  black  smoke. 
Eighth,  if  the  fire  gets  into  either  magazine, 
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(A)  Explain  the  cause  of  aberra- 
tion in  a  spherical  mirror  when  work- 
ing with  a  projector  light  source. 

(B)  Just  what  is  the  effect  of 
spherical  aberration  on  the  light 
beam  as  a  whole? 

(C)  What  constitutes  a  parabolic 
or  elliptical  mirror? 

(D)  What  effect  has  spherical 
aberration  upon  the  image  formed? 
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make  no  attempt  to  extinguish  it  but  leave  as 
quickly  and  quietly  as  posible,  notifying  the 

manager  so  he  may  dismiss  the  audience." 
Still  another  says :  "Port  fire  shutters  down. Dowser  down.  Motor  switch  opened.  Projector 

stopped  as  quick  as  possible.  Fader  to  zero. 
House  lights  on.  Vent  shaft  wide  open  and  ex- 

haust fan  going  full  power.  Leave  magazine 
doors  closed  tightly,  and  if  fire  has  got  into  one 
or  both,  get  out  and  notify  manager.  If  it  has 
not  got  into  either  magazine,  then  make  such 
attempt  as  you  may  to  extinguish  the  blaze, 
though  what  is  best  procedure  in  one  case  might 
be  punk  in  another.  Keep  a  cool  head,  use 

speed  (plenty  of  it)  and  judgment." Still  another  makes  a  suggestion  that  seems 
to  me  to  have  value.  This  man  suggests  the 
making  of  a  spring  controlled  fire  extinguisher 
having  a  suitable  nozzle  and  a  plunger  that 
might  be  depressed  and  held  with  a  suitable 

trigger ;  then,  with  the  "barrel"  filled  with 
chemical,  hung  nozzle  upward  in  suitable  posi- 

tion, the  projectionist  could  grab  the  gun,  yank 
the  mechanism  casing  (not  the  magazine)  door 

open  and,  merely  by  depressing  the  trigger  re- 
lease, train  a  small  but  powerful  stream  of 

chemical  upon  the  blaze. 
Seems  to  me  this  might  have  real  value.  I 

commend  it  to  the  attention  of  equipment  manu- 
facturers. With  a  fairly  powerful  spring,  a  one- 

quart  gun  would,  it  seems  to  me,  project  a  very 
strong  stream  about  a  sixteenth  of  an  inch  in 
diameter  for  at  least  half  a  minute — ample  time 
to  accomplish  the  purpose  unless  the  blaze  had 
already  entered  a  magazine,  in  which  case  I 
fully  agree  that  nothing  can  be  done  except  to 
get  out  quickly  and  quietly. 

New  S.O.S.  Offices  Opened 
Sales  on  Sound  Corporation  in  New  York 

has  moved  to  new  offices  at  628-644  Elev- 
enth Avenue  from  its  former  quarters  on 

Broadway  and  not  to  the  Film  Center  Build- 
ing as  previously  reported. 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

KING  STEPS  OUT,  THE:  Grace  Moore,  Franchot 
Tone — One  of  the  greatest  box  office  disappointments 
we  played  to  weekend  audiences  in  some  time.  It's purely  class  picture  which  did  50  per  cent  decrease  on 
our  weekend  receipts. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

First  National 

BULLETS  OR  BALLOTS:  Edward  G.  Robinson, 
Joan  Blondell — A  very  good  picture  that  did  no  busi- 

ness, due  to  the  fact  of  Kino  parties  and  amateur  play. 
These  are  things  that  can't  be  helped  before  Christ- 

mas. It's  a  real  fine  picture  for  small  towns. — Har- 
land Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 

General  patronage. 

CASE  OF  THE  BLACK  CAT,  THE:  Ricardo  Cor- 
tez,  June  Travis — As  good  if  not  better  than  the  aver- 

age run  of  the  "Case  of"  series.  It  has  lost  its  draw- ing power  and  we  hope  they  will  realize  that  the  people 
are  tired  of  them.  Played  December  9-10.  Running 
time,  62  minutes. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Star  Theatre,  Hay 
Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

GB  Pictures 

FIRST  A  GIRL:  Jessie  Matthews,  Sonnie  Hale — An- 
other late  booking,  but  a  picture  that  drew  fairly  well 

just  the  same.  It's  a  musical  treat,  and  in  my  esti- 
mation there's  no  one  over  here  any  smarter  than  this 

Matthews  girl.  She  has  everything  and  does  it. 
Played  November  23-25.  Running  time,  85  minutes. — 
Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.  Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THIRTY-NINE  STEPS,  THE:  Robert  Donat— This 
picture  and  other  G-B  productions  convince  me  that 
Gaumont  British  pictures  are  equal  to  the  best  pro- 

duced in  Hollywood.  Never  will  I  forget  Robert  Do- 
nat's  performance  in  "The  Count  of  Monte  Cristo," 
and  his  efforts  in  this  picture  in  no  way  hurt  his  pres- 

tige. Played  November  16-18.  Running  time,  90  min- 
utes.— Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.  Small 

town  patronage. 

TRANSATLANTIC  TUNNEL:  Richard  Dix— Played 
this  one  rather  late  while  we  were  still  snowbound. 
To  see  it  you  had  to  snowshoe  your  way  in  or  harness 
up  the  old  mare  to  the  cutter,  but  those  who  did  brave 
the  elements  thought  it  well  worthwhile.  Played  De- 

cember 10-12.  Running  time,  85  minutes. — Lauder  The- 
atre, Mount  Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

APRIL  ROMANCE:  Richard  Tauber— Played  to  18 
admissions  first  night,  no  second  show  as  those  that 
came  in  middle  of  picture  got  enough  by  the  time  the 
end  came.  Second  night  played  to  14  customers,  four 
of  whom  walked  out  about  third  reel;  no  second  show 
customers  at  all,  giving  operator  added  rest  period. 
Played  December  14-15.— Grady  Cook,  Joy  Theatre, 
Pontotoc,  Miss.    Small  town  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor,  Lionel  Barrymore — A  wonderful  production, 
good  enough  for  any  town.  All  members  of  cast  da 
great  work,  but,  of  course,  Lionel  Barrymore  over- 

shadows the  rest  with  another  of  his  great  characteri- 
zations.— L.  G.  Tewksbury,  Opera  House  Theatre, 

Stonington,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — This  would  have  been  a  good  picture  if 
they  would  have  let  those  South  Sea  Island  bugs  go 
to  thunder  and  put  in  its  place  some  comedy.  Our 
patrons  don't  care  for  this  type  of  picture.  Running 
time,  82  minutes— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre, 
Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  William  Powell,  Jean  Harlow, 
Spencer  Tracy,  Myrna  Loy — May  break  box  _  office 
records  in  the  city,  but  was  not  even  close  in  the 
country.  Good  comedy  drama  that  did  not  please  the 
audience.  Had  to  run  a  Gene  Autry  second  day  (Sat- 

urday) to  even  interest  the  patrons.  Running  time,  98 
minutes.  Played  December  18-19.— Wilbur  V.  Cole, 
Park  Theatre,  Dexter,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

LONGEST  NIGHT,  THE:  Robert  Young,  Florence 
Rice — Shame  on  Leo  wasting  good  film  on  this  one. 
Will  the  continuous  flow  of  murder  pictures  ever  end? 

N  this,  the  exhibitors'  own  de- 
partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  1+  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

This  also  applies  to  gangster  and  newspaper  reporter 
stories.  And  I  see  many  more  are  on  the  way  from 
Leo.  Running  time,  57  minutes. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Prin- 

cess Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— A  swell  picture, 
right  down  the  alley  of  small  towns.  This  is  the  type 
people  like  to  see,  human  interest  stories  with  no 
special  artificial  scenery.  Played  December  11-12. 
Running  time,  80  minutes. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Star  The- 

atre, Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small'  town  patronage. 
OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery,  Eric  Linden,  Cecilia 

Parker — It  is  a  homely  picture  of  a  ne'er-do-well. Rather  a  thin  story  and  the  love  scenes  gave  the  effect 
that  they  had  to  have  some  romance,  and  were  rather 
amateurish  on  the  part  of  Eric  Linden. — A.  E.  Han- 

cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  General 
patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— Just  right  for  a 
small  town  audience.  My  audience  never  gets  tired 
of  this  type  of  story.  Beery  just  as  good  as  ever. — 
L.  G.  Tewskbury,  Opera  House  Theatre,  Stonington, 
Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

PICCADILLY  JIM:  Robert  Montgomery— Only  a 
fair  program  picture.  Running  time,  90  minutes.— 
P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. 
General  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone,  Cary  Grant — 
Much  better  than  average  film  fare.  Some  of  our 
women  do  not  care  for  Harlow  but  we  thought  she  was 
swell  in  this  picture.  The  story  was  extra  good  and 
we  drew  better  than  average  the  second  night.  Played 
December  6-7.  Running  time,  95  minutes. — Horn  & 
Morgan,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 
town  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone,  Cary  Grant — 
A  smart  picture  and  smart  entertainment  and  quite 
the  best  picture  Harlow  has  made.  Drew  less  than 
average  crowds  because  this  little  town  was  snowbound 
at  the  time,  couldn't  even  shovel  your  way  in.  Played 
December  3-5.  Running  time,  95  minutes. — Lauder 
Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone — Good  program 
picture  that  did  poor  at  the  box  office.  Running  time, 
93  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Gris- 

wold, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

TARZAN  ESCAPES:  Johnny  Weissmuller,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan — Seemed  to  go  over  fairly  well.  Many  said 
not  good  as  previous  Tarzan  pictures.  Got  razzed  for 
booking  on  Sunday,  but  as  it  did  above  average,  we 
should  worry.  Running  time,  90  minutes. — E.  C.  Are- 

hart, Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.  General  pat- ronage. 

VOICE  OF  BUGLE  ANN,  THE:  Lionel  Barrymore 
—Of  course,  they  liked  it,  and  so  will  you.  Besides  be- 

ing a  little  different  it  stands  above  the  normal  class 
of  program  pictures.  Played  November  5-7.  Running 
time,  72  minutes. — Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont. 
Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 

KLONDIKE  ANNIE:  Mae  West,  Victor  McLaglen— 
Just  fair.  Not  much  ado  of  anything.  Mae's  voice 
very  poor.  Too  low  recorded  and  can  be  hardly  heard. 
Others  talk  much  better.  Running  time,  nine  reels. 
Played  December  2. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

LADY,  BE  CAREFUL:  Lew  Ayres— Very  good 
comedy.  It  looks  as  if  Paramount  is  going  to  deliver 
the  goods  this  year.  Running  time,  72  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby— Very 
good;  this  is  the  type  of  picture  that  always  goes  over 
well.  The  directing  and  acting  was  very  good.  Run- 

ning time,  88  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  The- atre, Griswold,  Iowa.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby— The 
music  was  good,  yes,  and  Bing  sings  just  as  well  as 
ever,  which  brings  it  a  little  above  the  average  pic- 

ture. We  did  only  fair  on  it.  Played  November  9-11. 
Running  time,  75  minutes. — Lauder  Theatre,  Mount 
Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  MARRIED  MEN:  Lynn  Overman— Good 
program  comedy  that  pleased  our  Saturday  crowd. 
Running  time,  61  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

THREE  ON  THE  TRAIL:  Bill  Boyd,  Jimmie  Elli- 
son— They  like  these  Hopalong  Cassidy  series  here. 

They  are  action  westerns  of  the  first  type,  and  Bill 
Boyd  as  Cassidy  appeals  to  everyone.  Played  Novem- 

ber 26-28.  Running  time,  58  minutes. — Lauder  Thea- 
tre, Mount  Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston- Pretty  good  program  football  picture.  Running  time, 
75  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Gris- 

wold, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

MARY  OF  SCOTLAND:  Katharine  Hepburn,  Fred- 
ric  March — A  wonderful  picture  but  it  is  too  long  for 
the  ordinary  picture  fan.  Also  it  is  not  good  for 
small  towns  or  country,  but  great  for  city  patrons  and 
class  theatres.  Played  December  12. — George  Lodge, 
Green  Lantern  Theatre,  Claymont,  Del.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— More 
comedy  in  this  than  in  any  other  of  the  Astaire -Rogers 
pictures.  Not  quite  as  good  as  "Follow  the  Fleet," yet  it  was  most  entertaining,  and  drew  very  well  at 
the  box  office.  Played  November  28. — George  Lodge, 
Green  Lantern  Theatre,  Claymont,  Del.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— As- taire and  Rogers  still  great  drawing  card,  but  this  one 
not  up  to  the  standard  of  previous  ones  on  account 
of  supporting  cast  not  being  on  a  par  with  their  other 
pictures.  Looks  like  the  producers  were  trying  to 
save  money  by  making  Astaire  and  Rogers  oarry  their 
own  load.  They  are  undoubtedly  the  world's  greatest dancing  team  and  Astaire  does  plenty  of  marvelous 
dancing,  but  they  need  support,  the  kind  they  got  in 
"Roberta."  Irene  Dunne  co-starred  makes  the  picture 
perfect  and  exhibitors  could  anord  to  pay  plenty  of 
rental  but  they  can't  expect  a  couple  of  dancers  to make  a  top  notch  picture.  I  hope  they  put  someone 
in  the  next  one  that  can  really  sing.  Played  December 
9-10. — Fred  J.  Case,  Pompano  Theatre,  Pompano,  Fla. 
General  patronage. 

WANTED:  JANE  TURNER:  Gloria  Stuart,  Lee 
Tracy — Fair  enough  programmer  but  when  will  this 
cycle  of  gangster,  murder  and  newspaper  reporter  pic- 

tures end?  By  the  time  we  play  such  from  all  pro- 
ducers we  have  to  cram  about  48  a  year  down  the 

patrons'  throats  and  they  are  kicking  about  them. 
Running  time,  seven  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess 
Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 
BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 

McCrea — A  truly  remarkable  picture.  Held  interest 
every  minute.  Walter  Brennan  does  a  great  job  as 
the  old  river  pappy.  Be  sure  and  play  this  picture; 
you  won't  be  sorry. — L.  G.  Tewskbury,  Opera  House 
Theatre,  Stonington,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea — Good  show  and  pleased  all  that  came.  Star 
names  not  strong  to  bring  them  in.  Running  time,  95 
minutes.  Played  December  14-15. — Wilbur  V.  Cole, 
Park  Theatre,  Dexter,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

BORDER  PATROLMAN,  THE:  George  O'Brien— Good  program  nictures.  We  can  always  depend  on 
seeing  plenty  of  action  when   George  comes  to  our 

(Reports  continued  on  following  paqe) 
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(Continued  from  preceding  page) 
theatre.     Good   for   Friday   and   Saturday.  Running 
time,  six  reels.    Played  December  4-5. — Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

BORDER  PATROLMAN,  THE:  George  O'Brien- Thought  this  very  good  for  its  type.  The  story  held 
the  interest  although  everyone  knew  how  it  was  going 
to  turn  out.  Not  too  much  impossible  action.  Played 
December  4-5.  Running  time,  59  minutes. — Horn  & 
Morgan,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 
town  patronage. 

CAN  THIS  BE  DIXIE:  Jane  Withers,  Slim  Sum- 
merville^-Reading  not-so-good  criticisms  on  this, booked  it  with  feeling  of  doubt  for  two  days.  Did 
above  average  business,  customers  pleased;  second  day 
better  than  first.  Played  December  9-10. — Grady 
Cook,  Joy  Theatre,  Pontotoc,  Miss.  Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

CAREER  WOMAN:  Claire  Trevor,  Michael  Whalen 
— Press  dispatches  advise  us  that  Edith  Maxwell  has 
been  sentenced  for  the  second  time  on  a  charge  of  sec- 

ond degree  murder  in  connection  with  the  killing  of 
her  father.  Thus,  in  spite  of  all  the  protest  from  every 
section  of  the  country,  a  second  trial  granted  this  girl 
has  resulted  in  a  jury  finding  her  guilty.  I  am 
wondering  if  the  possibility  of  a  less  severe  sentence 
might  have  been  in  order  if  "Career  Woman"  had  been permitted  to  be  screened  in  the  courtroom.  Anyone 
seeing  it  would  surely  get  a  different  perspective  of 
the  Maxwell  case,  and  I  believe  it  would  have  saved 
the  girl.  After  all,  Pete  Smith's  "Killer  Dog"  subject 
saved  a  condemned  dog  in  Brockport,  N.  Y.  Couldn't 
this  picture  save  a  human  from  the  grim  justice  of 
mountain  folk?  "Career  Woman"  is  excellent  program picture  entertainment.  It  should  be  shown  where 
it  will  do  the  most  good.  Running  time,  75  minutes. 
Played  December  17.— Ralph  Cokain,  Indiana  Theatre, 
Marion,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

CHARLIE  CHAN  AT  THE  RACE  TRACK:  War- 
ner Oland — Chan  always  solves  his  mystery  and  finds 

the  guilty  men  no  matter  where  it  is  and  how  slick 
the  crooks  may  be.  Very  good  show  for  any  night. 
O.  K.  Oland.  Running  time,  seven  reels.  Played 
December  9.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— While 
Shirley  still  draws  above  average  business,  we  are 
beginning  to  hear  some  rumbles  from  the  adult  audi- 

ence that  these  child  prodigy  pictures  are  all  cut  over 
the  same  pattern,  and  certainly  there  is  nothing  origi- 

nal about  this.  It  is  the  same  old  gag.  Feed  all  the 
lines  to  the  prodigy  and  have  her  do  her  couple  of 
songs  and  a  dance  or  two.  Shirley  is  cute  and  a  good 
little  actress,  but  is  the  same  thing  over  again  in  all 
her  pictures.  "The  Captain's  Kid"  was  about  the  same 
only  of  a  different  story  with  Sybil  Jason,  another 
cute  child  and  that  did  not  do  business  at  all.  I  may 
be  in  the  minority,  but  I  think  that  they  have  run 
their  course  and  are  on  the  way  out. — A.  E.  Hancock, 
Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

IN  OLD  KENTUCKY:  Will  Rogers,  Dorothy  Wil- 
son— The  screen  lost  one  of  the  most  lovable  of  persons 

when  Will  Rogers  passed  on.  Although  this  picture 
is  old,  still  his  inimitable  style  and  his  unsurpassable 
humor  dominated  the  screen.  As  for  the  picture  itself 
it  was  an  excellent  program  picture  suitable  for  every- 

one. Dorothy  Wilson  was  splendid  in  every  way.  Bill 
Robinson  as  the  dancing  servant  delivered  his  usual  ex- 

cellent tap  dancing.  Charles  Sellon  as  Pappy  gave  a 
comical  performance  and  the  others  of  the  cast  all 
helped  to  make  this  last  picture  of  Will's  perfect  enter- tainment. It  was  well  liked  here  and  the  men  were  in 
an  uproar  from  start  to  finish.  Would  like  to  see  a 
general  revival  of  all  Will  Roger's  pictures.  Played 
December  19.  Running  time,  85  minutes.— J.  A. 
Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation,  State  Prison,  Tren- 

ton,  New   Jersey.     Prison  patronage. 

KING  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Robert  Kent 
— The  poorest  Zane  Grey  we  have  played  to  date.  Not 
even  a  good  western.  Running  time,  58  minutes.— 
P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. 
General  patronage. 

LITTLE  MISS  NOBODY:  Jane  Withers,  Ralph 
Morgan — A  very  fine  picture  with  family  appeal.  Jane 
does  her  part  well  with  a  good  supporting  cast. 
Should  do  business  in  most  situations. — Harland  Ran- 

kin, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

LITTLE  MISS  NOBODY:  Jane  Withers— One  of 
her  best  to  date.  Plenty  comedy  and  action.  Kept 
our  people  interested  from  beginning  to  end.  Played 
December  19.— George  Lodge,  Green  Lantern  Theatre, Claymont,  Del.    Small  town  patronage. 

PEPPER:  Jane  Withers— Played  it  old  and  most  had 
seen  it.  Pleased  all  that  wandered  in.  Running  time, 
70  minutes.  Played  December  16-17.— Wilbur  V.  Cole, 
Park  Theatre,  Dexter,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou, 
Ted  Healy,  Ritz  Brothers— This  is  a  weak  sister  and 
the  weakest  story  that  I  have  ever  seen  in  any  picture. 
The  director  made  a  mess  of  what  little  he  had  to  do 
with.  They  dragged  everything  but  an  alley  cat  in 
to  try  for  the  laughs.  And  if  Menjou  is  funny  in  a 
night  shirt  (he  looked  like  Mahatma  Ghandi)  then  our 
audience  lacks  a  sense  of  humor.  The  Ritz  Bros., 
except  that  they  can  dance,  Phooey.— A.  E.  Hancock, 
Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City.  Ind.  General  pat- ronage. 

WHITE  FANG:  Michael  Whalen,  Jean  Muir— This 
one  seemed  to  greatly  please  our  people.  It  was  dif- 

ferent from  "Call  of  the  Wild"  and  was  full  of  action both  indoors  and  out  in  the  wilds.  Good  for  small 
towns  and  country.  Played  December  5. — George  Lodge, 
Green  Lantern  Theatre,  Claymont,  Del.  Small  town 
patronage. 

WHITE  FANG:  Michael  Whalen,  Jean  Muir— Pret- 
ty good  but  not  ever  as  good  as  "Country  Beyond." Running  time,  74  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 

Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER:  Warner  Baxter— Good  enough 
but  might  have  been  better. — L.  G.  Tewksbury,  Opera 
House  Theatre,  Stonington,  Maine.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

United  Artists 

AMATEUR  GENTLEMAN,  THE:  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, Jr.,  EHssa  Landi — Very,  very  long  and  a  thor- 
oughly boring  production.  A  good  story  poorly  acted 

and  produced.  Running  time,  100  minutes. — Lauder 
Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  RAINY  AFTERNOON:  Francis  Lederer,  Ida 
Lupino — Quite  the  funniest  picture  we've  run  for  ages. 
Not  star  great  by  any  means.  Funeral-like  Donald 
Meek  as  a  judge  is  a  scream.  Together  with  Hugh 
Herbert  and  the  various  hilarious  complications  it 
all  becomes  one  huge  laugh.  Played  December  14-16. 
Running  time,  79  minutes. — Lauder  Theatre,  Mount 
Forest,  Ont.    Small  town  patronage. 

THESE  THREE:  Miriam  Hopkins,  Merle  Oberon, 
Joel  McCrea — A  brilliant  picture  any  way  you  look  at 
it.  Perfectly  cast  and  perfectly  acted.  Taken  from 
"The  Children's  Hour,"  it  drew  because  of  that  fact. Interesting  and  entertaining  the  whole  way  through. 
Played  December  7-9.  Running  time,  95  minutes. — 
Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THUNDER  IN  THE  EAST:  Merle  Oberon,  John 
Loder — Not  even  a  good  programmer.    If  we  hadn't 
double-billed  it  we  would  have  perished.  Its  one  reel 
of  action  is  the  last  and  took  nine  reels  to  lead  up  to 
it.  Played  November  26-28.  Running  time,  90  min- 

utes.— Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ont.  Small 
town  patronage. 

Universal 

MAGNIFICENT  BRUTE,  THE:  Victor  McLaglen, 
Binnie  Barnes — This,  the  latest  from  the  New  Uni- 

versal, is  the  grandest  flop  of  the  season.  It  has  so 
many  weak  spots  in  it  that  I  would  hate  to  start  in  to 
tell  you  how  many.  I  made  the  mistake  in  giving  this 
added  playing  time  because  McLaglen  rated  so  big,  but 
I  should  have  given  it  less  playing  time  than  usual 
or  none  at  all. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Win- 

chester, Ind.    General  patronage. 

SHOW  BOAT:  Irene  Dunne — A  great  show,  but  not 
as  good  as  the  first  version  we.  ran  some  years  ago. 
Very  much  different  and  then  it  should  not  conflict 
with  the  business  as  it  is  made  by  a  different  cast 
and  made  good.  Running  time,  12  reels.  Played  De- 

cember 6. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE,  THE:  Errol 
Flynn,  Olivia  De  Havilland — Another  epic  that  went 
flat  at  the  box  office  with  two  important  stars,  Flynn 
and  De  Havilland,  doing  good  work.  It  is  my  judg- 

ment that  the  picture  is  too  brutal,  and  while  it  is  a 
chapter  of  history,  it  is  far  gone  by  and  most  have 
forgotten  it.  The  last  charge  is  terrific  and  horses 
went  down  right  and  left.  In  fact,  to  a  lover  of  ani- 

mals, it  was  awful.  I  had  heard  before  I  ran  the  pic- 
ture that  some  of  the  parent-teachers  haH  condemned 

this  part  of  it  and  I  think  they  had  cause.  It  is  real- 
ism carried  too  far.  Drew  no  more  than  any  ordinary 

picture  in  this  spot.  And  I  don't  know  the  answer if  the  above  is  not  it.  It  is  apparent  that  they  spent 
oodles  of  money  on  the  picture  and  I  am  of  an  open 
mind,  if  it  was  worth  it  after  the  little  support  that 
the  picture  received  here.  Not  a  children's  picture. — A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind. 
General  patronage. 

ISLE  OF  FURY:  Humphrey  Bogart,  Margaret 
Lindsay — Just  program.  Another  short  feature,  or 
shall  we  say  long  short,  put  out  for  the  express  pur- 

pose to  furnish  exhibitors  with  material  for  double 
feature  bills  at  the  expense  of  those  who  will  not  enter 
such  an  a'rrangement.  This  menace  is  far  worse  than 
the  giveaway  programs.  Played  December  16-17. 
Running  time,  60  minutes. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star 
Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.     Small  town  patronage. 

MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM,  A:  James  Cag- ney,  Joe  E.  Brown,  Hugh  Herbert,  Frank  McHugh, 
Victor  Jory,  Olivia  De  Havilland — Truly  a  gigantic, 
stupendous,  colossal,  tremendous  flop!  Despite  the 
casting  of  practically  all  of  Warner's  1935  talent  list, despite  adequate  promotional  efforts  by  this  theatre, 
despite  good  weather  and  supposedly  improving  busi- 

ness conditions,  this  picture  grossed  barely  more  than 
film  rental.  When  will  producers,  so  imbued  with  their 
personal  desires  to  create  artistic  triumphs  and  thus 
become  the  envy  of  their  fellow-producers,  learn  that 
the  general  movie-going  public  wants  merely  to  be  en- 

tertained— to  laugh,  to  cry,  to  figuratively  hiss  the 
villain  and  cheer  the  hero — boys  meets  girl,  boy  loses 

girl,  boy  gets  girl — in  other  words,  to  think  with  its 
heart  instead  of  its  head.  Almost  a  simnle  formula — 
practically  every  box-office  success  has  these  ingredi- 

ents— yet  every  producer  tries  to  elevate  the  public's mind  with  overlong,  incomprehensible  and  supposedly 
artistic  pictures  (I  almost  said  motion  pictures;  that 
wouldn't  be  quite  true).  Why  alienate  90  per  cent 
of  the  people  from  the  movie -going  habit  to  gain  the 
sporadic  patronage  of  the  10  per  cent.  Played  Decem- 

ber 15-17. — Harold  Bernstein,  Plaza  Theatre,  Norwood, 
Ohio.    General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell, 
Warren  William — A  very  weak  percentage  picture. 
We  used  to  expect  specials  from  this  company  when 
a  percentage  picture  was  booked.  Now  we  seldom 
expect  any  increase  in  attendance  and  thereby  are 
not  disappointed  when  there  is  none.  Played  De- 

cember 13-14.  Running  time,  91  minutes. — Horn  & 
Morgan,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Nebr.  Small 
town  patronage. 

Short  Subjects 

Columbia 

MERRY  MUTINEERS:  Color  Rhapsodies— An  ex- 
cellent colored  cartoon. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 

Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

MOVIE  MANIACS:  Three  Stooges— These  comed- 
ians are  quite  popular,  but  have  made  better  than 

this  one.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,   Canada.     General  patronage. 

SCRAPPY'S  TRAILER:  Scrappy  Cartoons— These 
scrappy  cartoons  are  met  with  satisfactory  audience 
reaction.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.     General  patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS:  Number  9— The  closeup  of 
many  popular  stars  at  the  races,  which  is  al- ways interesting. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage, 

Educational 

BEWARE  OF  BLONDES:  Young  Romance— Just 
a  so-so  two- reel  musical.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

BLUE  BLAZES:  Buster  Keaton— Plenty  of  comedy 
by  Buster  Keaton.  He  is  the  funniest  actor  in 
comedies  that  won't  crack  a  smile  anytime  on  the 
screen.  Running  time,  two  reels.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

HOME  ON  THE  RANGE:  Musical  Comedies— Good 
comedy.  Enough  said.  Running  time,  two  reels.— 
Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small town  patronage. 

SPRING  IS  HERE:  Niela  Goodelle— And  the  audi- 
ence wished  that  spring  had  never  come.  It  is  about 

as  no  good  as  anything  that  we  have  run  for  some 
time.  No  audience  appeal  whatever  and  .dumb  from 
the  word  go.— A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre, 
Columbia  City,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

EVERY  SUNDAY:  Tabloid  Musicals— A  good  band 

act  with  singing.-C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Ana- mosa,  Iowa.     General  patronage. 

HOLLYWOOD  EXTRA:  MGM  Miniatures— An  ex- 
cellent single  film  showing  the  life  of  a  Hollywood 

extra.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

HURLING:  Pete  Smith  Specialty— A  dandy  sport 
short  on  the  Irish  game  of  hurling,  in  Fete  Smith's 
inimitable  manner.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Ana- 

mosa, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

LA  FIESTA  DE  SANTA  BARBARA:  Musical 

Comedies— Very  good.  Running  time,  two  reels.— 
P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

OLD  MILL  POND,  THE:  Harman-Ising— Very 
good.  This  got  quite  a  number  of  laughs.  Running 
time,  nine  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre, 
Griswold,   Iowa.     General  patronage. 

PUPS'  CHRISTMAS:  Harman-Ising— A  dandy  col- 
ored cartoon.  Will  be  enjoyed  by  everyone. — C.  L. 

Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 
SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 

Comedies — These  two-reel  color  musicals  of  Metro's are  hard  to  beat.  The  color  is  No.  1  and  so  is  the 
setting.  Running  time,  19  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

TWO  LITTLE  PUPS:  Harman-Ising— Excellent. 
The  best  color  reel  we  have  played  for  some  time. 
Metro's  color  shorts  are  very  good. — P.  G.  Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

Paramount 

BE  HUMAN:  Betty  Boop  Cartoons— Just  a  fair 
Betty  Boop.  — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa, Iowa.     General  patronage. 

CLEAN  SHAVEN  MAN:  Popeye  the  Sailor— Not 
(Reports  continued  on  following  page) 
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as  good  as  many  of  his  previous  ones. — P.  G.  Held, 
New     Strand    Theatre,    Griswold,     Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

MOVIE  MELODIES  ON  PARADE:  Headliner 
Series — Too  old  recording.  Very  poor.  Lots  of  poor 
music.  Does  not  mean  anything.  Running  time,  one 
reel.  —Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

RAH,  RAH,  FOOTBALL:  Will  Osborne  and  Col- 
legiates — Good.  Running  time,  nine  minutes. — P.  G. 
Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

TALKING  THROUGH  MY  HEART:  Screen  Songs 
— A  screen  song  that  makes  a  good  filler. — C.  L. 
Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  No.  3— Just  a  fair  filler.  Not 
any  extra  business  and  therefore  too  high-priced  for 
us.  Running  time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  No.  4— Good  news  behind  the 
news  does  not  come  up  to  expectations.  No  extra  com- 

ments. Running  time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

PATHE  TOPICS,  NO.  2:  A  very  fine  reel  and  on 
a  par  with  Paramount  Pictorials. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles 
Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 
MOVIETONE  NEWS:  Fox  have  prepared  the  most 

interesting  news  on  the  abdication  of  our  past  King, 
snowing  the  highlights  of  his  life,  that  bears  playing 
it  in  any  situation.  Fox  seems  to  have  the  edge  on 
other  news.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury,  Ontario,   Canada.     General  patronage. 

Universal 

ELMER  THE  GREAT  DANE:  Oswald  Cartoons- 
Good  cartoon  to  fill  in  the  program.  Running  time, 
one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

GOING  PLACES,  NO.  27:  Heart  of  the  Sierras- 
Nice  reel.  They  like  these  travelogues  and  are  a  re- 

lief from  some  of  the  so-called  comedies. — A.  E.  Han- 
cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Gen- eral patronage. 

Warner  Vita  phone 

BENEATH  THE  SEA:  Pepper  Pot— A  real  inter- 
esting short  subject. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 

Tilbury,   Ontario,   Canada.     General  patronage. 

JOLLY  COBURN  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody 
Masters — A  very  novel  band  act  worth  playing. — 
Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

OFFICERS'  MESS,  THE:  Shemp  Howard- 
Warner's  comedies  haven't  got  the  laughs  others  have. 
—Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

RYTHMITIS:  Hal  LeRoy,  Toby  Wing— A  great 
little  musical  feature.  Hal  LeRoy  dances  superbly 
and  Toby  Wing  poses  effectively.  Good  music,  good 
dancing  and  a  hackneyed  plot  which  does  not  detract 
from  the  swift  moving  feature.  Running  time,  20 
minutes.— J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation, 
State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

VAUDEVILLE  TOPNOTCHES:  Big  Time  Vaude- 
ville Reel — Very  good,  as  Warner's  mostly  are. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 

Canada.    General  patronage. 

VAUDE- VILLAINS:  Big  Time  Vaudeville  Reel— 
A  dandy  vaudeville  reel.  This  is  a  riot  full  of  comedy 
and  clever  people  and  should  have  preferred  time. — 
C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

VINCENT  LOPEZ  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody 
Masters— One  of  the  best  orchestra  films.  Nimble 
fingered  Lopez  does  some  excellent  work  on  the 
ivories.  Fred  Lowry  gives  an  unusual  touch  with  his 
whistling.  Johnny  Morrison  sings  "A  Tavern  in  the 
Town,"  and  a  pair  of  ball  room  dancers  round  oat  ten minutes  of  fine  entertainment.  Running  time,  10 
minutes. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation, 
State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

Raise  Sterling  Capital 

Sterling  Pictures  Corporation  of  Los  An- 
geles has  increased  its  capital  from  $260,000 

to  $290,000.  The  United  States  Corporation 
Company  in  Dover,  Del.,  acted  as  the  agent 
for  the  increase  this  week.  Millerfilm  Cor- 

poration, Wilmington,  also  increased  its 
capital  from  $1,000,000  to  $2,000,000.  The 
Corporation  Trust  was  the  agent. 

The  following  new  companies  in  the  motion 
picture  field  have  been  incorporated  recently  in 
the  localities  named: 

In  Arkansas 

Benton  Amusement  Company,  Benton ;  capital 
stock,  $15,000;  Wallace  R.  Kauffman,  Lena 
Kauffman,  E.  H.  Rowley  and  H.  B.  Robb, 
incorporators. 

Crittenden  Amusement  Company,  Marion;  cap- 
ital stock,  $10,000  ;_W.  Davis,  I.  A.  Schulherr, 

and  J.  J.  Rhodes,  incorporators. 
Malvern  Amusement  Company,  Malvern ;  capi- 

tal stock,  $17,000;  H.  B.  Robb,  E.  H.  Rowley, 
Ray  Morrow  and  Mrs.  Ray  Morrow,  incorp- 
orators. 

In  California 

Continental  Pictures,  for  production  and  exhibi- 
tion ;  by  Frank  Yrigoyen,  John  P.  McCarthy, 

and  Elizabeth  McCarthy ;  capitalization,  2,500 
shares,  no  par  value. 

Motion  Picture  Industry  for  Picture  Exploita- 
tion, by  John  Henry  Peckham,  Jr.,  Felix 

Cunningham  and  Amy  Wulf. 
Singers  Midgets,  by  Felix  M.  Cunningham,  Leo 

Singer  and  John  H.  Tracy. 
Treasure  Pictures  Company,  for  production; 
Edward  Nichols,  Marion  Redle,  Anne  Light, 
incorporators. 

In  Colorado 

Clinton  Realty  and  Investment  Company,  to 
build  and  acquire  theatres  in  Rocky  Moun- 

tain region ;  Dave  Cockrill  and  E.  S.  Kassler, 
incorporators. 

In  Delaware 

Associated  Artists  of  America,  Ltd.,  to  deal  in 
motion  pictures ;  capital  stock,  100  shares  no 
par  value;  L.  H.  Herman,  B.  R.  Jones  and 
J.  P.  Murray,  incorporators. 

Fox  Estes  Theatre  Corporation,  Fox  New 
Mexico  Theatre  Corporation,  Fox  Ogden 
Theatre  Corporation,  Fox  Big  Horn  Theatre 
Corporation,  Fox  Rainbow  Theatre  Corpora- 

tion and  Fox  Lincoln  Theatre  Corporation; 
capital  stock,  $1,000  each;  R.  J.  Gorman, 
Charles  N.  Caldwell,  Jr.,  and  Wellington 
Francisco  of  New  York  City,  incorporators. 

Sterling  Pictures  Corporation,  for  general  mo- 
tion picture  business;  capital  stock,  $260,000; 

David  Jackman,  Charles  Caldwell,  Jr.,  and 
Raymond  J.  Gorman,  incorporators. 

In  Florida 

Dickler  Amusement  Company,  to  operate  the- 
atres ;  David  Dickler  and  others,  incorpor- 

ators. 
Lantz  Amusements  Company,  capital  stock,  50 

shares,  no  par  value;  J.  L.  Davis,  H.  Kasse- 
witz  and  G.  R.  Kostum,  incorporators. 

Seaside  Amusements  Company,  to  operate 
amusements ;  capital  stock,  50  shares,  no  par 
value;  incorporators,  B.  B.  Stolmaker,  N.  M. 
Flanders  and  S.  Gatlin. 

In  Kentucky 

Hollywood  Amusement  Company,  Morgantown ; 
capital  stock,  $9,000;  G.  E.  Embry,  Esther 
Haiman  and  Earl  Kitchens,  incorporators. 

In  Missouri 

Brookside  Theatre  Corporation,  Kansas  City ; 
to  operate  theatres ;  Stanley  H.  Schwartz, 
W.  D.  Fulton  and  T.  D.  Stiles,  incorporators. 

In  New  York 

Artists  Syndicate  of  America,  booking  agents 
for  actors  and  others;  capital,  100  shares,  no 
par  value  stock ;  shareholders,  David  Wolper, 
J.  Richard  Chernok  and  Marie  Konbek. 

Austro-American  Pictures  Corporation,  New 
York ;  motion  pictures ;  capital  stock,  $5,000 ; 

shareholders,  A.  Townsend  Kaplan,  Samuel 
Kaplan  and  Max  Zipperman. 

Bimberg  Corporation,  to  deal  in  motion  pic- 
tures ;  incorporators,  Abbe  Eichel,  Belle 

Balstow,  June  K.  Rothman. 
Demgar  Amusement  Corporation,  theatricals 

and  motion  pictures ;  capital  stock,  100  shares, 
no  par  value;  shareholders,  Lois  Johnston, 
Jane  Garrett  and  Syde  Werther. 

Gramercy  Pictures  Corporation,  motion  pic- 
tures ;  capital  stock,  100  shares ;  shareholders, 

Joseph  Allentuck,  Harry  Eisenberg  and  Leah Tannenbaum, 

Herbert  Wilcox  Pictures  Corporation,  for  pro- 
duction and  distribution  of  motion  pictures; 

Fitelson  &  Mayers  obtained  certificate. 
Iris  Joyce,  Inc.,  theatrical  business ;  by  Freda 

Jaret,  Bertha  Reich,  Matilda  Weinstein. 
Kane  Artists,  Inc.,  theatrical  booking  agency ; 

capital  stock  200  shares;  shareholders,  Noah 
L.  Braunstein,  Jacob  S.  Aaronson  and  Bertha 
Ehlrich. 

Magnet  Pictures,  Inc.,  theatrical  business,  capi- 
tal stock,  200  shares;  Melvin  Hirsh,  George 

Elkin  and  Harold  A.  Lerman,  incorporators. 
Mecca  Film  Laboratories,  Inc.,  motion  pictures ; 
200  shares  of  stock ;  shareholders,  Marvin 
Segal,  Morris  Block  and  Helen  Winkler. 

Melrose  Pictures,  Inc.,  theatricals  and  screen 
productions ;  capital  stock,  100  shares ;  by 
Herman  J.  Tart,  Sidney  I.  Simon  and  Joshua 
S.  Chinitz. 

Menmor  Theatres,  by  Samuel  Fluhr,  Irving 
Fishner  and  Irving  R.  Solomon. 

Miguel  Studios,  Inc.,  motion  pictures;  capital 
$20,000;  stockholders,  F.  Armstrong,  P.  C. 
Kauffmann  and  R.  C.  Richter. 

Penn  Elm  Corporation,  motion  pictures ;  capital 
stock,  10  shares ;  stockholders,  J.  Myer 
Schine,  Louis  W.  Schine  and  John  A.  May. 

Puppet  Show,  Ltd.,  theatricals  and  motion  pic- 
tures ;  capital  stock  200  shares ;  directors, 

Walter  MacDougall,  Marie  Virginia  Vibert 
and  Helena  C.  Franke. 

Royal  Film  Exchanges,  Inc.,  theatrical  busi- 
ness ;  capital  stock,  90  shares ;  shareholders, 

Samuel  L.  Cohen,  Irving  Klein  and  Irving 
B.  J.  Levine. 

Two  Hundred  Were  Chosen,  Inc.,  motion  pic- 
tures; capital  stock,  200  shares;  shareholders, 

Harold  J.  Sherman,  Alexander  Harris  and 
Martha  Cooper. 

Valentine  Davies,  Inc.,  theatricals  and  motion 
pictures ;  capital,  200  shares ;  Valentine 
Davies,  James  J.  Brennan  and  Edith  Brewer. 

Yateswood  Corporation,  theatricals  and  motion 

pictures ;  capital  stock,  100  shares ;  share- 
holders, J.  Myer  Schine,  Louis  W.  Schine 

and  John  A.  May. 

In  North  Carolina 

Anderson  &  Lambert,  to  operate  motion  pic- 
ture theatres;  capital  stock,  $50,000;  sub- 

scribed stock,  $300 ;  F.  S.  Anderson,  D.  H. 
and  Hazel  Lambert,  incorporators. 

Balfour  Amusement  Company,  general  amuse- 
ment business;  by  J.  C.  White  and  others. 

Black's  Inc.,  for  general  theatre  and  motion 
picture  business ;  capital  stock,  $50,000 ;  sub- 

scribed stock  $5,000;  J.  M.  Black,  Isador 
Black  and  Robert  R.  Carpenter,  incorporators. 

Globe  Theatre  Corporation,  for  theatre  oper- 
ation; by  T.  A.  Barden,  Jesse  Fussell,  E.  P. 

Blanchard  and  others. 

In  Ohio 

Frehio  Theatres ;  capital,  100  shares,  no  par 
value  stock;  by  Arthur  Israel,  Jr.,  Can  Alen 
Halloman  and  Clinton  Combes. 

London  Theatre  Company;  capital  stock, 

$6,000;  by  C.  B.  Hollingsworth,  R.  T.  Jen- 
nings, Jr.,  and  M.  C.  Hohn. New  Boston  Amusement  Company;  capital 

stock,  $10,000 ;  Marie  F.  Burk,  William  Ren- 
don,  and  Bernice  McNamara,  incorporators. 
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Wilson  and  Glett  New 

Audio  Vice-Presidents 

A.  J.  Wilson  and  Charles  L.  Glett  last 
week  were  elected  vice-presidents  of  Audio 
Productions,  Inc.,  commercial  film  produc- 

ing subsidiary  of  Electrical  Research  Prod- 
ucts, Inc.,  at  the  December  meeting  of  the 

board  of  directors. 

Mr.  Wilson,  formerly  with  Erpi,  has  been 
with  Audio  since  its  foundation  three  years 
ago  and  during  the  past  year  has  been  in 
charge  of  sales.  Mr.  Glett,  well  known  in 
the  industry,  joined  Audio  two  years  ago 
as  production  manager. 

UA  Reduces  Capital 

United  Artists  Corporation  has  reduced  its 

capital  $20,000  by  cancellations  and  retire- 
ment of  4,000  shares  of  common  stock  with- 

out par  value.  A  certificate  of  reduction  of 
capital  was  issued  the  company  by  Secre- 

tary of  State  Walter  Dent  Smith  in  Dover, 
Del.,  this  week. 

Erpi  Transfers  W.  P.  Murphy 

William  Patrick  Murphy,  until  recently 
associated  with  the  field  sales  force  of  Elec- 

trical Research  Products,  Inc.,  has  been  as- 
signed to  the  New  York  metropolitan  area, 

including  lower  New  York  state  and  Con- 
necticut. 

Conrad  Nagel  Directing 

Conrad  Nagel  has  been  signed  by  George 

A.  Hirliman  to  direct  "Love  Takes  a  Holi- 
day," which  he  will  produce  for  Grand  Na- 
tional release.  This  is  Mr.  Nagel's  first 

assignment  as  a  director. 

Plimpton  Leaves  Industry 

F.  F.  Plimpton  has  retired  from  the  in- 
dustry in  Boston  after  having  managed  Tre- 

mont  Temple  for  nearly  four  decades.  He 
has  withdrawn  from  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners'  Association  there  and 
George  Brown  has  been  elected  to  succeed 
him  on  the  board  of  directors. 

G.  N.  Foreign  Contract 

Jack  Barnstyn,  head  of  foreign  sales  for 
Grand  National  Pictures,  has  closed  with 
Jacobo  Glucksman,  representing  Compania 
Commercial  Radiolux,  S.  A.,  for  the  distri- 

bution of  Grand  National  product  in  the  Ar- 
gentine, Uruguay,  Paraguay  and  Chile. 

New  United  Artists  Offices 

Starting  January  1,  United  Artists  will 
occupy  five  floors  at  729  Seventh  Avenue 
in  New  York.  At  the  present  time  the 
company  has  offices  on  the  12th,  14th  and 
eighth  floors  of  the  same  building. 

Coast  Studio  Reopening 

Educational  Pictures'  Hollywood  studio 
reopened  last  week  following  two  years  of 
inactivity  with  the  first  of  three  Buster 
Keaton  comedies.  E.  H.  Allen  has  resumed 
charge  of  production  at  the  studio. 

MGM  Holds  Gladys  George 

New  long  term  contracts  were  signed  this 
week  by  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studio 
with  Gladys  George,  Zoe  Atkins  and  Robert 
Benchley. 

ALLIED  UNIT  ATTACKS 

CONCILIATION  BOARDS 

Conciliation  boards  for  regulation 

of  trade  practices,  as  proposed  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

America,  are  sharply  attacked  in  the 

latest  issue  of  the  bulletin  of  Inde- 
pendent Exhibitors,  Inc.,  in  Boston, 

the  New  England  Allied  unit. 

The  bulletin  says,  conciliation  re- 

quirements could  be  inserted  in  dis- 
tributors' contracts  and  the  boards 

could  be  started  in  a  month's  time 

"and  they  would  cost  any  inde- 
pendent exhibitor  more  than  most 

arguments  would  be  worth  or  more 
money  than  he  possessed  to  fight  the 
setup  in  court.  We  are  watching  the 
possibilities  and  are  prepared  to  fight 

locally  and  nationally  any  such  setup." 

Universal  Buys  Film  Rights 

To  Radio  Music  Program 
Universal  this  week  purchased  the  title 

rights  to  "Melody  Treasure  Hunt,"  a  WOR- 
Mutual  Broadcasting  Company  program 
featuring  musical  compositions  written  by 
amateurs  and  presented  over  the  air  by  pro- 

fessionals. It  is  understood  that  Universal 
will  use  the  title  for  a  series  of  annual  mu- 

sical pictures  similar  to  Warners  "Gold  Dig- 
gers" and  Paramount's  "Big  Broadcast." 

Crosby  Sues  on  Recordings 

Bing  Crosby,  through  the  law  firm  of 
Omelveny,  Tuller  and  Myers  in  Los  An- 

geles, has  filed  suit  against  Ben  S.  Mc- 
Glashan,  owner  and  operator  of  radio  station 
KGFJ  there,  asking  an  injunction  to  prevent 

the  station  from  playing  the  singer's  records without  his  consent. 

RKO  Takes  Republic  Product 

RKO  Export  Corporation  will  distribute 
the  1935-36  product  of  Republic  Pictures  in 
the  Dutch  East  Indies,  Morris  Goodman, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  foreign  sales  for 
Republic,  announced  this  week.  RKO  re- 

cently opened  its  own  offices  in  the  territory 
and  will  handle  its  own  product  along  with 
that  of  Republic. 

New  Warner  Stage  Open 

Warners  have  opened  stage  20,  the  largest 
on  the  Hollywood  lot,  and  the  11th  new 
stage  built  since  last  January.  It  is  350  feet 
long  by  123  feet  wide  and  is  35  feet  high. 
It  will  be  used  first  for  "The  Prince  and  the 

Pauper." 
Nelson  Eddy  Concert  Tour  Set 

Nelson  Eddy  will  leave  Hollywood  on  a 
concert  tour  January  5th.  The  present 
itinerary  includes  43  concerts  and  11  radio 
appearances.  The  first  concert  will  be  in 
San  Francisco. 

SMPE  Elects  Morgan 

Kenneth  E.  Morgan,  Electrical  Research 
Products,  Inc.,  executive,  has  been  elected 
chairman  of  the  Pacific  Coast  Section  of  the 

Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  in 
Hollywood.    He  succeeds  Gerald  Rackett. 

Atlas  Corporation 

Asks  Stock  Listing 

The  Atlas  Corporation,  a  $100,000,000  in- 
vestment company,  has  made  application  to 

the  New  York  Stock  Exchange  for  the  list- 
ing of  its  common  and  preferred  stocks. 

For  several  years  its  securities  were  traded 
on  the  New  York  Curb  Exchange  on  an 
unlisted  basis.  Recently,  when  Atlas  was 
consolidated  with  its  subsidiaries  into  a  new 

corporation,  the  shares  of  the  latter  were 
listed  on  the  Curb  Exchange. 

The  Floyd  B.  Odium-Atlas  interests  have 
in  their  portfolio  considerable  motion  pic- 

ture shares,  particularly  a  half  interest  in RKO. 

Ohio  Censor  Eliminations 

Only  22  eliminations  were  ordered  from 
a  total  of  504  reels  reviewed  by  the  Ohio 
censor  board  in  November,  with  the  week 
ending  November  26.  During  the  first  week 
of  the  month  there  was  not  a  single  elimina- 

tion in  a  total  of  127  reels  reviewed.  Dur- 
ing October,  there  were  49  eliminations  in 

714  reels. 

WPA  Play  for  Broadway 
Brock  Pemberton  and  Antoinette  Perry, 

Broadway  legitimate  producers,  this  week 
bought  "Me  Third,"  play  by  Mary  Coyle 
Chase  presented  by  the  Denver  Works 
Progress  Administration  theatre  project. 
The  play  will  open  in  New  York  shortly. 

Showmen's  Club  Elects 
The  Showmen's  Club  of  Cleveland  has 

elected  the  following  officers  for  the  com- 
ing season :  Frank  Greenwald,  president ; 

Burt  Diener,  vice-president;  Howard  Reif, 
treasurer;  Louis  Swee,  secretary;  William 

J.  Banks,  recording  secretary.  An  initiation 
and  ball  will  be  held  in  January. 

"Eternal  Mask"  Opening 

"The  Eternal  Mask,"  Swiss  production 
being  released  in  America  by  Arthur  Mayer 
and  Joseph  Burstyn,  has  been  booked  into 
the  New  York  Filmarte  theatre  where  it 

will  be  shown  before  being  generally  re- 
leased. 

Mathes  Signs  Fawcett  Account 
Fawcett  Publications,  Inc.,  publishers  of 

fan  magazines  in  New  York,  this  week  an- 
nounced the  appointment  o  f  the  J.  M. 

Mathes  Company  to  handle  its  promotion 
advertising,  effective  Jan.  1,  1937. 

L.  A.  Solomon  Leaves  Puritan 

Louis  A.  Solomon  has  resigned  as  presi- 
dent of  Puritan  Pictures  Corporation  in 

New  York  and  is  now  operating  his  own 

company  at  723  Seventh  Avenue,  distribut- 
ing and  producing  independently. 

Wilson  With  Government 

Frank  R.  Wilson,  former  head  of  Mo- 
tion Picture  Capital  Company,  is  now  asso- 

ciated with  the  national  government's  auto- mobile accident  prevention  campaign  with 
headquarters  in  Washington. 

Vidaver  Joins  National 

M.  S.  Vidaver,  who  has  been  handling 

publicity  for  the  Fox  West  Coast  Para- 
mount in  Oakland,  has  joined  the  staff  of 

National  Screen  Accessories  in  San  Fran- 
cisco.  He  will  handle  press  contacts. 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  December  26,  1936, 

from  107  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $930,221,  a  decrease  of 

$52,180  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  December  19,  1936  when  101 

theatres  in  17  large  cities  aggregated  $982,401. 

(Copyright,  1937 

Theatres 

Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without    specific  written  permission  from  Motion 

Current  Week  Previous  Week 

Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

Boston 
Boston 

l/  Keith's  Memorial  2,907 

1/ Loew's    Orpheum  2,970 

Loew's  State  ...  3,557 

Metropolitan  ....  4,332 

Paramount 1,793 

Buffalo 
Buffalo   3,489 

Century   3,000 

Great  Lakes  ....  3,000 

Hippodrome   2,500 

Lgfayette   3,300 

Chicago 
Apollo    1,400 

Chicago   4,000 

Garrick    900 

l Oriental   3,490 

U  Palace   2,509 

Roosevelt    1,591 

State-Lake   2,776 

United  Artists...  1,700 

Cleveland 
Allen   3,330 

Hippodrome   3,800 

i/  RKO  Palace  ....  3,100 

t/  State   3,400 

Stillmann    1,900 

Denver 

Picture Gross  Picture 
Gross 

3,246      2Sc-65c      «Sms  of  Children"   (G.N.)   12,000      "The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.)  15,000 

Fenway    1,382      30c- 50c 

25c-65c 

35c -65c 

3 5c -65c 

35c-65c 

25c-50c 

30c-50c 

25c 

25c-40c 

25c-40c 

25c 

35c-65c 

35c-75c 

35c-65c 

30c-55c 

35c-75c 

35c-75c 

25c-40c 

35c-75c 

30c-42c 

30c-42c 

30c-60c 

30c-42c 

30c -42c 

1,500 25c -50c 

. .  1,500 25c-40c 

15c-35c 

.,,  1,500 25c -40c 

2,500 25c-50c 

.  ,  2,600 25c-40c 

2,000 25c -40c 

(plus  stage  show) 

'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   3,1 
'The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

'Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   11,000 (2nd  week) 
'Old  Hutch"   (MGM)   and   11,000 
'The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Old   Hutch"    (MGM)    and   10,000 
'The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Banjo  on  My   Knee"   16,000 
(20th  Cent. -Fox)  (on  stage:  Minnevitch's Harmonica  Rascals) 
'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   6,500 
'The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

'Winterset"   (Radio)    8,800 

'Mummy's  Boys"  (Radio)  and....  6,300 
'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.) 

'Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)  and   6,800 
'I'd  Give  My  Life"  (Para.) 

•Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   6,100 

'Love  in   Exile"   (GB)   and..   7,500 
"The  Gentleman  from  Louisiana" I  Republic) 

'Bom   to   Dance"    (MGM)   6,500 (6  days) 
'Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   26,500 

(plus  stage  show) 

'White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,000 
(6  days) 

'The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.)...  15,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

'We  Who  Are  About  to  Die"....  13,000 
(Radio)   (plus  stage  show) 

'The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  8,000 
(W.B.)  (6  days-3rd  week) 

'The  Man  Who  Lived  Again"  (GB)  13,000 (plus  vaudeville)  (6  days) 
'Love  on  the   Run"   (MGM)   26,000 

(Radio)   4,300 

.  8,000 

'Without  Orders 
(6  days) 

'Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.) 
(2nd  week) 

'Polo  Joe"    (W.B.)   10,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"The  Jungle   Princess"   (Para.)....  8,000 

!'Born   to  Dance"   (MGM)   8,500 

(plus  stage  show) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  5,000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 
(on  stage  for  one  day  only:  Ray  Milland) 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    13,000 
(1st  week) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)  and....  13,500 
"Adventure  in  Manhattan"  (Col.) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)  and....  12,000 
"Adventure  in  Manhattan"  (Col.) 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  21,500 
(W.B.)  (plus  stage  show) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  7,800 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 
(on  stage  for  one  day  only:  Ray  Milland) 

"Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie"..  15,003 
(Para.) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-  7,200 
Fox)  and  "Mister  Cinderella"  (MGM) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)    8,700 
(2nd  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and  7,600 "In  His  Steps"  (G.N.) 

"East  Meets  West"  (GB)  and   7,500 
"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

"Reunion"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   8,500 
(35c -75c) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  28,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Our  Relations"   (MGM)   5,500 

"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)    17,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Night   Waitress"   (Radio)   20,000 
(on  stage:  Olsen  and  Johnson  and  revue) 
"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  12,000 

(W.B.)  (2nd  week) 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)..  16,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Bom  to  Dance"  (MGM)   10,000 (4th  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   5,300 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   15,000 (1st  week) 
"Winterset"    (Radio)    17,500 

(on  stage:  Fats  Waller  and  Orch.) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  21,000 (8  days) 

"Go  West,  Young  Man"  (Para.)..  4,000 (8  days) 

'Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..    3,000   "Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   3,500 

"Theodora    Goes    Wild"    (Col.)....  2,500 

"Parole"   (Univ.)   and   800 
"Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.) 

'Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.). 

5,000 "Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Para.)....  8,000 
(plus  stage  band) 

"Roberta"    (Radio)    and   4,000 
"Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"  (MGM) (revival) 
"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,000 (re-issue) 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"   1,500 (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Girl  on  the  Front  Page"   2,250 
(Univ.)  and  "'Yellowstone"  (Univ.) (plus  stage  show) 

"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)   10,000 (plus  stage  show) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.  N.)  9,500 (plus  stage  band) 
"Winterset"  (Radio)  and   6,500 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 
"Come  Closer  Folks"  (Col.)  and..  3,000 "North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1938  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  ) 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  t  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  1 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  1 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  1 

"Half  Angel"  J  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  \ "Unknown  Woman"  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"    56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names".....  14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes'*  1 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  11-14  "Ladies  in  Love"  (on  stage:  Ted  Lewis  and  band) 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  1 "Dog  of  Flanders"  ] 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  1 

"Her  Master's  Voice' 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and 

"My  Marriage" 
High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery" 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon" 

J 

24,006 

6,600 
10,001 

3,800 

23.500 

4,900 

17,200 

3,800 17,100 

3,800 High  9-12  "Girl's  Dormitory"   11,900 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-18  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"....  56,600 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"   3,000 
High  11-2-35  "Woman  Wanted"   25,500 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  2-29  "Modern  Times"   35,500 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story"..  10,000 

High  1-12-35  "Bright  Eyes"   9,000 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 

High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 
(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 

Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  7-25  "San  Francisco"   11,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  1 

"My  Heart  Is  Calling"    ]  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 (50c-$1.36) 

Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"....  300 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13,000 
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band"..  1,500 
High  5-18-35  "Romance  in  Manhattan"..  16,000 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 

High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture 
Gross 

Picture 
Gross 

Hollywood 
Chinese 2,500  30c-55c 

Pantages               3,000  30c-65c 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                   1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                    2,800  25c-40c 

Loew's                  2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                    2,000  25c-40c 

Kansas  City 

Mainstreet              3,100  25c-40c 

Midland                  4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                 1,900  25c-40c 

Tower                   2,090  25c 

Uptown                  2,000  25c -40c 

Los  Angeles 

Carthay                  1,518  50c-$1.50 

Four  Star                900  30c-55c 

Grand   Intern't'l.    750  35c-40c 

Hillstreet                2,700  30c-65c 

Loew's  State  ...  2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount              3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 

Lyric                      1,239  25c-55c 

Minnesota               4,000  25c-55c 

RKO   Orpheum..  2,900  25c-40c 

S
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2,300  
25c-40c 

World                       400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol                  2,547  25c-60c 

His  Majesty's....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                   3,115  25c-60c 

Palace                    2,600  2Sc-65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c -65c 

New  York 

Criterion                1,700  25c-75c 

Paramount             3,700  25c-85c 

Rialto                      S94  25c-55c 

Rivoli                    2,200  25c-99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c-99c 

"Old  Hutch"  (MGM)  and   7,800 
"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"Hats  Off"  (G.N.)  and   5,500 
"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and...  9,500 
"Jailbreak"  (W.B.) 

"One  Way  Passage"   (W.B.)   2,700 (re-issue) 
"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  '   5,500 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    5,500 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  6,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   7,100 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

.(8  days) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   7,300 
"Come  Closer  Folks"  (Col.) 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)  and  7,000 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It" 

(Univ.  special  short.) 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,400 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  5,300 
"Rose  Bowl"  (Para.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"   7,321 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (4th  week) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)   2,500 (2nd  week) 
"Ecstasy"  (Eureka)    1,900 (2nd  week) 
"Hats  Off"  (G.N.)  and   5,100 
"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 

"Old  Hutch"  (MGM)  and   12,500 
"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and. .  23,000 "Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)  (plus  stage 
show) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  10,500 "Jailbreak"  (W.B.) 

"The   Accusing    Finger"    (Para.)..  800 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  6,000 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   7,000 
(6  days -2nd  week) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)   3,000 

"Ecstasy"  (Eureka)    1,000 
(6th  week) 

"A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"..  6,500 (W.B.) 
"Spy  of  Napoleon"  (British)  and..  3,500 
"In  Town  Tonight"  (British) 

"Hideway  Girl"   (Para.)   9,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Old  Hutch"   (MGM)   and   7,500 
"Mister  Cinderella"  (MGM) 

"Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   5,500 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Accused"    (U.A.)    and   9,000 
"Captain  Calamity"   (Grand  National) (8  days) 
"Pennies   from   Heaven"   (Col.)   30,000 (plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 
"The  Man  Who  Lived  Again"  (GB)  11,000 (11  days) 
"Rembrandt"     (U.A.)   20,000 

(10  days-3rd  week) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  80,000 (plus  stage  show) 
"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   36,000 (plus  stage  show) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  11,000 

(11  days-4th  week) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  9,130 
Fox)  and  "Love  in  Exile"  (GB) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,000 
"In  His  Steps"  (G.N.)  (2nd  week) 

"Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   9,000 
"Tundra"  (Burroughs-Tarzan) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"   2,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"East  Meets  West"  (GB)  and....  4,200 
"Without  Orders"  (Radio) 
"Born  to  Dance"   (MGM)   14,000 

"Polo  Joe"   (W.B.)   8,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Winterset"    (Radio)    and   7,100 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 

"Born   to  Dance"   (MGM)   17,400 

"Hideway   Girl"    (Para.)   6,800 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   6,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"In  His  Steps"  (G.N.)  and   3,000 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (4  days) 

"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.)  and "Hats  Off"  (G.N.)  (4  days) 

"Lloyds   of  London"   8,700 (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (3rd  week) 
"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)   4,709 (1st  week) 
"Ecstasy"    (Eureka)    1,900 (1st  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and  6,500 "In  His  Steps"  (G.N.)  (2nd  week) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"   12,409 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  "Love  in  Exile" 

"The   Jungle   Princess"    (Para.)...  18,500 
(on  stage:  Duke  Ellington  and  Orch.) 

"Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   8,900 "Tundra"  (Burroughs-Tarzan) 

"15  Maiden  Lane"    1,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Love  on  the  Run"   (MGM)   9,000 (8  days) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   11,000 (1st  week) 
"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   2,500 
"Ecstasy"   (Eureka)    1,000 (5th  week) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  8,500 
Fox)  and  "Come  Closer  Folks"  (Col.) 

"A  Song  of  Freedom"  (British)  and  4,000 "Me  and  Marlborough"  (British) 

"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio)  9,000 (plus  stage  show) 

"A  Woman  Rebels"  (Radio)  and..  8,000 "Without  Orders"  (Radio) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)  and   5,500 '  General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   8,000 
"The  Life  of  King  Edward"  (Special) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Para.)...  45,000 (plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 
'The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   6,000 
"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    22,000 (2nd  week) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  45,000 
((          (plus  stage  show) Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  39,500 Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 
'Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  15,000 (3rd  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4.900 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  \ 
"Yellowstone"                      j  21,000 

Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  1 "Great  God  Gold"            I  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  ( 

"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  j  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  10-24  "Libeled  Lady"   15,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 
High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 

High  8-24-35  "China  Seas"   25,000 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin'  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 

High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"  14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black'  Sheep"   2,100 

High  5-18-35  "Les  Miserables"   7,800 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  7-25  "Ecstasy"    5,000 
Low  12-7-35  "Such  a  Girl  You  Never  900 

Forget" 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  \ "Yellowstone"  )  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  8-22  "Yours  for  the  Asking"   33,000 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor  and  Bobby  Breen) 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  j  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  11-21  "Libeled  Lady"   5,000 
Low  12-26  "The  Accusing  Finger"   800 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"   31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   8,000 
Low  12-19  "Hideaway  Girl"   2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"  j  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  \ 
(John  Boles  on  stage)  |  lb.JOO 

Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  ) 
"Baby  Face  Harrington"  j  5,500 

High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low   12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  I "Mister   Cinderella"  j  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  \ 

"Guard  That  Girl"  f  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  I and  "East  of  Java"         j  3,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 
High  1-4  "If  You  Could  Only  Cook"....  62,000 
Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  I»  Calling"   17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"  60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6,100 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross 
Picture 

Gross 

Oklahoma  City 
Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  lOc-SSc 

Liberty    1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 
Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200      25c -40c 

Orpheum    3,000      25c -40c 

Paramount    2,900  25c-55c 

Philadelphia 
Aldine    1,300  40c-65c 

Arcadia    600  25c-50c 

^/Boyd    2,400  40c-55c 

Earle    2,000  25c-55c 

Fox    3,000  40c-65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's    2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse   ....  1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum    1700  30c-40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c-40c 

San  Francisco 
Embassy    1,400  10c-40c 

Fox    5,651  15c-75c 

Golden  Gate  ....  2,800  15c-40c 

Orpheum    2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount    2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis    1,470  15c-40c 

L  United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield    2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 
Blue  Mouse  ....    950  25c-55c 

^ Fifth  Avenue  ...  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty    1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box    950  25c-55c 

Music  Hall    2,275  25c-35c 

urpheum    2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar    1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount    3,050  25c-40c 

"Murder   with   Pictures"   (Para.)..  1,900 (8  days) 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   7,000 (Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 
"Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns"  (Para.)  1.800 and  "Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.) (4  days) 
"Sea  Spoilers"  (Univ.)  and   700 "Three  Married  Men"  (Para.)  (3  days) 
"The  Gay  Desperado"  (U.A.)   3,000 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,700 (re-issue) 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-  4,800 
Fox)  and  "Back  to  Nature"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"White   Hunter"    (20th   Cent. -Fox)  8,100 
and  "Our  Relations"  (MGM) 

"The  Gay  Desperado"  (U.A.)  and  8,000 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)   12,500 
"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   2,800 

"The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.)   6,000 (5  days) 
"Pennies   from   Heaven"    (Col.)   11,000 (11  days) 
"Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   18,000 

"Winterset"  (Radio)    2,800 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  3,000 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"    12,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"   (W.B.)....  4,500 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  2,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Lady,  Be  Careful"  (Para.) (4th  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  7,500 

"Libeled   Lady"    (MGM)    and   4,000 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) (5th  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  8,100 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 

"College  Holiday"   (Para.)   and   7,000 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox)   (2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  8,700 (2nd  week) 

"Mummy's  Boys"  (Radio)  and   3,200 
"Sea  Spoilers"  (Univ.) 

(2nd  week) 
"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  14,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   13,000 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  7,800 
"The  Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 

(6  days -4th  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  12,500 (re-issue) 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  5,800 
and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    5,400 
(8  days-2nd  week) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  10,200 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

(6  days-3rd  week) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)   2,800 (2nd  week) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   5,900 (2nd  week) 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   4,950 (4th  week) 

"Libeled  Lady"  (MGM)    2,950 (3rd  week) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   4,400 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  5,350 
Fox)   and   "Thank   You,   Jeeves"  (20th Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Final  Hour"  (Col.)   4,100 (plus  vaudeville) 
"In  His  Steps"  (G.N.)  and   5,350 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 

"The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.)   1,600 

"Love  on  the  Run"   (MGM)   6,000 (9  days) 
"The  Magnificent  Brute"  (Univ.)..  2,300 
"Lady,    Be    Careful"    (Para.)    (4  days) 
"15  Maiden  Lane"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  600 and  "F-Man"  (Para.)   (3  days) 
"Banjo  on  My  Knee"   4,100 (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and  5,700 "Alibi  for  Murder"  (Col.) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  4,500 "The   Bengal   Tiger"  (W.B.) (5  days) 

"Come  and  Get  It"  (U.A.)  and....  8,200 "Love  in  Exile"  (GB) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  8,000 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  7,000 (3rd  week) 
"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)   1,500 (6  days) 

"Winterset"   (Radio)    10,500 
"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)....  10,000 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  11,000 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"   ;         2  000 (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   3,300 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   22,500 (10  days) 

"Daniel  Boone"  (Radio)    5,200 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  2,000 (W.B.)  and  "Lady,  Be  Careful"  (Para.) (3rd  week) 
"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  6,000 Two  in  a  Crowd"  (Univ.)  (3rd  week) 
"Libeled  Lady"  (MGM)  and   4,000 The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) (4th  week) 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 and     Walking  on  Air"  (Radio) 

"£?Ile,?e  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  7,500 Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 
Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   9  700 (1st  week) 

;;Mummy;s  Boys"  (Radio)  and....  4,000 i>ea  Spoilers"  (Univ.) (1st  week) 

"<??rfeT?If.n,  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)  and  18,000 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio)..  13,500 (plus  vaudeville) 

!!JJleod°ra.  Goes  Wil<i"  (Col.)  and..  8,700 The  Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) (3rd  week) 

"S$rnrto  Dance"  (MGM)  and   13,000 The  Longest  Night"  (MGM) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  5,000 box)  and  "Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.) 
"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)   6  500 (1st  week) 

"h?ve°n  thce  ,Run"  (MGM)  and..  12,000 Ihe  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) (2nd  week) 

"Born  to  Dance"   (MGM)   3400 (1st  week) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   7  200 (1st  week) 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   6150 (3rd  week) 

"Libeled  Lady"  (MGM)   3  600 (2nd  week) 

';The  Captain's  Kid"  (W.B.)  and..  4,400 Yellowstone  (Univ.) 
(plus  vaudeville) 

'  Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   5  200 
"Without  Orders"  (Radio)  ' 
"Grand   Jury"    (Radio)   4750 (plus  vaudeville) 

'W¥tf.JIJmteT"  t20*11  Cent   Fox)  5,100 and  "Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.j 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

Hig"h  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,900 Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35"  Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  j 

and  "Crime  Doctor"  f  4,300 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  ( 

"I  Live  for  Love"           /  1,500 

High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  8,800 Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  ) "Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  j  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  ) "The  First  Baby"                f  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  ) "She  Gets  Her  Man"       J  3,600 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"   21,150 (on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,100 

High  12-5  "The  Garden  of  Allah"   19,500 Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"  2,200 
High  1-25-35  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"..  4,800 Low  9-21-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   800 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9  500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"    1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5'80O Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"   4  000 High  1-11  "Riffraff"   lojoOO 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"   2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 
High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"   8,500 Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  \ "Chinatown  Squad"          (  4,000 
High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"    12,000 Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  ) 

 .             "Defense  Rests"               J  1,600 High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"...  9,500 Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ) "Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  f  4,000 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"   11500 
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  j "Big  Brown  Eyes"                 f  5,000 
High  10-17  "Dodsworth"   ^SOO 
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"   4,'o0O 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"   7  500 Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  1 "$1,000  a  Minute"  f  2,000 
High  9-19  "Road  to  Glory"  and  \ "Kelly  the  Second"  f  20,000 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  1 "Freckles"                       f    4  000 
High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"   34;<X)0 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"   QOOO 
High  9-19  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and       )  ' "Yellowstone"  f  17  000 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  1 

TT.  ,   „    way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  J  4,800 
High  7-11    San  Francisco"   23  000 
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and      5'  ' 

„  ,  «o,A11  the  K^K's  Horses"      ]  8,500 High  8-1    San  Francisco"   12  400 
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  i "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"         f  4400 High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"   15  000 Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"   2500 
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life".....".!."  35,000 Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  )  12,000 

?igh«1£1,2,  '.'.Q?!ge  of  Lif*'  Brigade"  7,200 Low  2-16-35  "Million  Dollar  Baby"  and  1 

tj.  ,   n  _ft    "Notorious  Gentleman"       f  2,900 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   n  300 Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 High  12-5  "Theodora  Goes  Wild"   8  100 Low  4-13-35  ''White  Lies"  and  \ 

tt-  ,    „      „."?appy  Landing"             f  2,700 
High  2-16-35   "Roberta"   6  i00 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed  ' His  Head"    2  g50 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10400 
Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  )' "Mister  Cinderella"  ]  4,200 

High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"..  02m 

Low  6-6  ;'Till  We  Meet  Again"  and"}' Times  Square  Playboy"        f    3  2TO 
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CHICAGO  THEATREDOM 

SEES  MANY  CHANCES 

B  &  K  Adoption  of  Doubles, 

End  of  Clearance  Fight,  Im- 

proved Business  Are  Noted 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 
in  Chicago 

Theatre  business  in  Chicago  has  under- 
gone several  important  changes  in  the  past 

year.  Foremost  among  these  was  the  in- 
auguration of  double-featuring  by  the  Bala- 

ban  &  Katz  circuit  and  subsequent  adoption 
of  the  same  policy  by  other  circuits  and 
independent  theatres. 

B  &  K  executives  say  they  took  to  doubles 
after  three  years  of  single  featuring  in  order 
to  enhance  the  already  growing  boxoffice 
receipts.  Others  are  of  the  opinion  that 
the  reason  was  that  the  circuit  wanted  to 

play  most  of  the  product  it  had  bought. 

Another  highlight  was  the  clearance 

battle  between  B  &  K  and  the  indepen- 
dents. This  was  called  off  before  the  two 

parties  could  get  into  a  tangle  in  the 
courts,  and  B  &  K  was  the  one  to  drop  the 

fight.  This  victory  for  the  independent 
theatre  owners  showed  the  strength  they 

have  acquired. 

Still  another  important  development  was  the 
acquisition  of  the  State-Lake  theatre  and  the 
possibility  of  the  McVickers  also  being  annexed 
by  B  &  K.  This  will  give  the  major  circuit 
definite  control  of  the  Loop  area  with  only  the 
RKO-Palace  theatre  playing  in  opposition.  The 
State-Lake  will  be  taken  over  by  B  &  K  the 
first  of  May.  Decision  on  the  McVickers  will 
be  made  soon. 

Amicable  settlement  of  the  exhibitor  opera- 
tors' wage  contract  after  long  arguments  was 

another  milepost  just  passed. 
Adoption  of  the  2,000-foot  reel  was  the  sub- 

ject of  a  bitter  dispute.  City  ordinances  and 
rulings  by  the  city  electrical  inspectors  had 
the  exchanges  up  in  the  air  for  weeks  but  just 
lately  the  situation  has  cleared  some  and  it  is 
possible  that  an  understanding  will  be  reached 
before  long.  It  is  reported  that  numerous  the- 

atres are  o'perating  in  violation  of  the  city  rules 
which  are  different  from  those  of  any  other  city 
in  the  country.  Distributors  and  city  officials 
are  expected  to  get  together  soon  and  settle 
the  differences. 
The  last  few  days  of  the  year  marked  the 

passing,  for  the  time  being  at  least,  of  give- 
away games  such  as  Bank  Night,  Screeno, 

Rolleo.  A  drive  against  these  games  was  started 
by  the  Better  Business  Bureau  and  after  a 
stream  of  constant  questioning  comments  to 
the  mayor,  police  and  state  officials  asking  for 
action  the  situation  came  to  a  showdown  and 
resulted  in  a  number  of  arrests  and  the  aban- 

donment (temporarily  at  least)  of  the  games 
by  both  circuit  and  independent  theatres. 
Warner  Bros,  theatres,  which  had  used 

auto,  radio  and  other  giveaways  now  are  start- 
ing double  features  as  a  test.  According  to 

citywide  reports  the  double  feature  idea  is  not 
at  all  popular  with  local  patrons. 

Grosses  of  both  circuit  and  independent  the- 
atres were  the  highest  in  six  or  seven  years. 

Theatres  that  had  been  dark  for  years  were 
reopened,  and  new  houses  were  built.  Reports 
are  that  the  Balaban  &  Katz  Corporation,  which 
had  a  profit  of  nearly  $700,000  last  year,  will 
show  $2,000,000  profit  for  1936. 

All  Chicago  theatres,  especially  the  circuit 

houses,  were  ready  for  the  biggest  New  Year 
Eve  business  in  years. 
The  Palace  theatre  was  to  give  two  shows 

with  all  seats  reserved,  the  Rialto  a  midnight 
show  with  seats  selling  at  $2.20.  Many  of  the 
ieluxe  neighborhood  theatres  charged  $1.00  for 
ill  seats,  none  reserved. 
Many  theatres  set  in  special  vaudeville  shows, 

and  talent  for  stage  presentations  was  at  a 

premium. Unlike  most  years,  theatre  men  this  year 
signed  pantomime  acts  and  shows  without  big 
names,  pointing  out  that  happy-go-lucky  audi- 

ence is  no  place  for  a  headliner. 

Mexican  Industry 

Lauds  Censorship 

by  JAMES  LOCKHART 
in  Mexico  City 

The  industry  in  Mexico,  whatever  it 
thinks  of  political  censorship,  sees  in  the  new 

•national  picture  censorship,  now  a  fact  for 
the  first  time,  at  least  a  removal  of  much  of 
the  overlapping  by  state  and  municipal 
boards. 

Regulations  governing  the  federal  board, 
officially  announced  by  the  ministry  of  the 
interior,  demand  that  its  personnel  be  three 
directors — a  chairman,  a  vice-chairman  and  a 
secretary,  one  special  official,  a  chief  and 

subchief  of  department,  and  10  special  in- 
vestigators. 

The  board  has  orders  to  completely  ban 
from  exhibition  anywhere  in  Mexico  any 
pictures,  foreign  or  Mexican,  that : 

Wilfully  insult  or  maliciously  ridicule 
Mexico,  her  government,  people  and  their 
manners  and  customs  or  those  of  nations 

friendly  to  Mexico ;  attack  the  "just  aspira- 
tions and  rights  of  the  workers"  or  the  right 

to  strike ;  humiliate  the  worker  or  put  him 

in  a  humiliating  or  shameful  light ;  discrimi- 
nate in  any  way  against  Spanish  American 

peoples  or  color ;  outrightly  eulogize  gross 
exploiters  of  labor  or  offer  apologies  for 
them  or  do  that  for  anti-democratic  admin- 

istrations, directly  or  indirectly  make  war 

propaganda  or  propaganda  for  the  op- 

pressors of  the  poor  and  against  the  "just 
desire  of  the  workers  to  protect  their  inter- 

ests" ;  glorify  gangsterism,  social  vices  and 
crime ;  laud  or  extoll  the  might  is  right 

principle ;  give  workers  an  inferiority  com- 
plex ;  give  the  lower  middle  class  a  defeatist 

spirit,  or  attack  the  principle  of  family  life. 
It  is  explained  that  banning  applies  in 

these  cases  only  when  the  objectionable  mat- 
ter is  spread  throughout  the  entire  picture, 

but  that  if  it  is  possible  to  remedy  the  situa- 
tion by  cutting  a  scene  or  two  without  dis- 

rupting continuity,  the  rest  of  the  film  will 
be  approved. 

V 

Assurance  that  he  intends  to  do  all  possi- 
ble to  aid  the  Mexican  movie  industry  was 

expressed  in  the  first  personal  letter  Presi- 
dent Lazaro  Cardenas  has  written  in  praise 

of  a  picture.  The  missive  was  sent  to  Busta- 
mante  y  de  Fuentes,  newest  Mexican  pro- 

ducers, for  their  "Alia  en  el  Rancho  Grande," 

the  new  English  title  of  which  is  "Way 
Down  on  the  Rancho  Grande." 

This  film  promises  to  establish  the  high- 
est gross  any  picture  has  scored  in  Mexico. 

After  a  month's  run  in  the  Federal  District, 
which  includes  Mexico  City,  the  gross  was 
close  to  200,000  pesos  (about  $56,000),  a 
revenue  that  has  never  been  equalled  by  any 

picture  in  Mexico.  The  picture  has  two 
months  more  to  run  in  the  District  before 

starting  a  long  road  tour  of  Mexico. 
Mexican  cinema  audiences  take  hard  a 

sudden  disappointment.  This  was  again  dem- 
onstrated by  the  riot  in  which  three  persons 

were  slightly  hurt,  300  chairs  and  some  other 
furniture  were  destroyed  and  considerable 
other  property  damage  was  done,  at  the  Cine 
Teresa,  a  large  and  popular  local  neighbor- 

hood house.  The  trouble  started  when  the 

management  had  to  switch,  at  the  request  of 
the  government  inspector,  a  European  spy 

story  for  a  light  comedy.  The  audience 
clamored  for  the  advertised  spy  film,  and 

began  the  riot  when  the  announcement  of  the 
officially  commanded  change  was  flashed  on 
the  screen.  It  took  police  and  firemen  several 
minutes  to  restore  peace. 

V 

Mexican  producers  operating  within  the 
Federal  District,  which  includes  Mexico 
City,  will  be  exempt  from  all  municipal 
taxes,  starting  in  1937,  by  the  terms  of  a  new 
Congressional  decree.  The  majority  of  pro- 

ducers in  the  country  have  their  studios 
within  the  boundaries  of  the  Federal  dis- trict. 

Scanlon  Awarded  Medal 

Patrick  F.  Scanlon,  Brooklyn  editor  and 
director  of  the  Legion  of  Decency,  has  been 
designated  by  St.  Bonaventure  College  to 

receive  the  "Catholic  Action  Medal"  award- 
ed annually  to  a  Catholic  layman.  Rev. 

Thomas  Plassmann,  president  of  the  college, 
made  the  award  to  Mr.  Scanlon,  who  is 

managing  editor  of  the  Brooklyn  Tablet. 
official  organ  of  the  diocese  of  Brooklyn. 

Guaranteed  Acquires  Product 

Guaranteed  Pictures  has  acquired  the  se- 

rial, "Shadows  of  Chinatown;"  "Sport  Mel- 
odramas," featuring  Hermin  Brix  in  seven 

pictures ;  eight  "Historical  Dramas"  featur- 
ing Tom  Keene,  four  Fanchon  Royer  pro- 

ductions and  the  Tom  Tyler  western  group 
for  world  distribution  outside  of  America. 

Named  Feyder  Representative 

Winifred  Van  Beveren  has  been  appoint- 
ed personal  representative  in  New  York  for 

Jacques  Feyder,  who  produced  several  pic- 
tures in  Hollywood  some  time  ago.  His 

more  recent  production  is  "La  Kermesse 
Heroique,"  which  is  now  playing  in  New 
York. 

Paramount  Takes  Up  Options 

Paramount  has  exercised  options  on  three 
assistant  directors  and  three  stock  company 

players:  The  directors  are  Hal  Walker,  Joe 
Lefert  and  Joe  Youngerman.  Lee  Brown, 
Priscilla  Moran  and  Irene  Dale  are  the 

players. 
Principal  Signs  Neuman 

Sol  Lesser,  president  of  Principal  Pic- 
tures, has  signed  Kurt  Neuman,  director,  to 

a  new  contract  calling  for  three  pictures, 

the  first  of  which  will  be  "Boy  Blue,"  star- 
ring Bobby  Breen. 
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SCENARIO 

Chairman  penning  piece  for  forthcoming  annual  issue  of 

"Fame."  Opines  that  Hollywood  does  everything  but  get  the 
money — the  manager  does  that.  Genuflects  duly  in  direction 
of  the  studios  for  titanic  labors  involved  in  turning  out  accept- 

able product,  then  writes:  "But  Hollywood  has  nothing  at  all  to 
do  with  the  most  important  operation,  selling  the  picture 

directly  to  the  public." 
Sits  back  and  examines  last  sentence.  Debates  positiveness 

of  flat  statement.  Decides  he  may  be  covering  too  much  ter- 

ritory. Rewrites  sentence  to  read:  "But  Hollywood  has  little 
to  do  with  the  very  vital  operation  of  selling  the  picture  to  the 

public." Finishes  article.  Turns  it  in.  Comes  the  dawn.  Comes  Sun- 

day. Comes  the  New  York  Times.  Chairman  opens  to  drama 

section.  Stops  at  "Film  Gossip"  column  by  B.  R.  Crisler.  Reads 
of  interview  with  Paramount's  Gail  Patrick  just  returned  from 
tour  down  south  visiting  exhibitors  in  interests  of  the  Adolph 
Zukor  Silver  Jubilee  drive. 

Chairman  studies  column,  raises  eyebrows,  picks  up  pen,  sets 
down  quotes  from  interview  as  follows: 

"Miss  Patrick  says  her  tour  of  the  country  has  taught  her 
how  unimportant  the  players  are  in  picture  business.  They're 
just  people  who  are  packed  in  cans  like  sliced  pineapples  or 
baked  beans,  she  says,  and  shipped  to  more  or  less  defenseless 
theatres  around  the  country.  .  .  .  The  poor  exhibitors  who  take  a 

chance  and  order  a  large  consignment  of  this  strange  merchan- 
dise, sight  unseen,  are  the  people  who  keep  the  wheels  going 

'round." 

V    V  V 

EXPLOITATION  DOES  IT 

Anyone  who  reads  the  financial  page  can  tell  you  without 

stammering  that  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  has  for  a  long,  long 
time  operated  definitely  in  the  black,  even  during  the  worst 
years  of  the  depression.  But  your  smart  showman  will  point 

out  without  discounting  the  strength  of  M-G-M  stars,  pro- 
duction and  distribution,  that  the  above  happy  state  of 

finances  is  due  in  no  small  part  to  the  powerful  exploitation 
behind  the  product  applied  year  in  and  year  out  and  the 

stressing  of  exploitation  in  the  company's  advertising  by Howard  Dietz,  Si  Seadler  and  Billy  Ferguson. 
Further  proof  that  M-G-M  knows  there  is  plenty  of  gold 

in  exploitation  is  presented  in  the  current  expansion  of  the 

company's  field  forces  under  Ferguson's  direct  and  able  guid- 

ance wherein  every  territory  now  has  the  full  services  of  a 

highly-skilled  exploiteer. 
There  never  was  a  time  in  the  history  of  this  industry  when 

large-scale  exploitation  skillfully  applied  by  talented  hands 
ever  failed  to  bring  gratifying  results.  That  there  are  fat 
dividends  to  be  had  from  extensive  investments  in  exploitation 
and  exploitation  manpower  is  no  sudden  discovery. 

V  V  V 

"WE  HAVE  FORTIFIED  OURSELVES" 

December  and  holiday  campaigns  already  set,  theatremen 
are  now  looking  ahead,  planning  for  February  and  March,  in 
some  instances  preparing  tentative  arrangements  even  for 

later  periods.  It's  that  kind  of  a  business.  Your  able  show- 

man, to  be  sure,  keeps  one  eye  on  today's  business  but  the 
other  generally  searches  further  afield  for  favorable  spots 
where  he  can  dig  in  to  launch  future  boxoffice  advances,  to 
resist  onslaughts  upon  grosses. 

Back  in  early  November,  detailing  his  plans  to  bolster  pat- 
ronage during  the  pre-Christmas  season,  Roy  Drachman,  from 

the  Fox,  in  Tucson,  Arizona,  wrote:  "We  have  fortified  our- selves with  stunts  of  one  kind  or  another  for  the  three  weeks 

preceding  the  holidays." Effective  campaigns  take  time  to  prepare,  time  to  put  over. 
Wise  theatremen  work  far  ahead  leaving  as  little  as  possible 

to  chance  or  dumb  luck  in  the  battle  against  seasonal  opposi- 
tion and  other  outside  influences. 

V  V  V 

At  a  recent  meeting  of  the  local  Junior  League,  that  versatile 
maestro  of  the  New  Haven  College  Theatre,  Ben  Cohen,  in  his 

robust  baritone  sang  the  hit  number  from  "Gay  Desperado" 
as  a  buildup  for  that  picture.  Next  thing  we  expect  to  hear 
is  that  Ben  was  found  swinging  from  tree  to  tree  on  the  Yale 

campus  while  giving  out  that  call  to  advertise  "Tarzan." 
V  V  V 

That  noise  heard  in  the  distance  is  not  the  rumbling  of 

artillery  in  Spain.  It's  just  the  echo  of  the  slow  but  sure 
crumbling  of  all  those  solemnly  made  New  Year's  resolutions. 
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LEON  BRITTON  AND  THE  SHANGHAI  "SWING  TIME"  SETP1ECE  DISPLAY 

Shanghai  "Swing  Time"  Display 
Receives  Newspaper  Praise 

The  above  reproduction  of  the  quite  un- 
usual setpiece  to  publicize  the  dual  dates  on 

"Swing  Time"  at  the  Metropole  and 
Cathay  Theatres,  in  Shanghai,  China,  was 

reported  by  Leon  Britton,  manager,  Pea- 
cock Motion  Picture  Co.,  to  be  one  of  the 

finest  theatre  displays  ever  created  in  that 
sector. 

Animation  was  supplied  by  the  pendulum 
at  top  which,  swinging  from  side  to  side, 
gave  the  time  of  the  next  performance  at 
both  houses.  The  large  Astaire-Rogers 
cutout  containing  the  pendulum  also  swung 
continuously.  The  size,  height  and  width  of 
the  display,  may  be  indicated  by  the  figure 
of  Mr.  Britton  at  lower  left. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

AND  NOW  THE  DEVIL 

KNITS — OF  ALL  THINGS 

Perry  L.  Lessy,  at  the  Diamond 
Theatre,  Philadelphia,  to  impress 
vividly  upon  his  patrons  that  the 

"Devil  Is  a  Sissy,"  worked  out  an 
amusing  street  bally  to  sell  the  pic- 

ture of  that  name. 

Young  fellow,  dressed  in  a  red  hot 

devil  costume,  walked  around  carry- 
ing a  sewing  bag  from  which  came 

strings  of  wool  which  he  knitted  in- 
dustriously as  he  strolled.  Pinned  to 

his  cape  was  a  sign  with  the  proper 
theatre  credits. 

Comerford  Theatremen 

Compete  for  "Enemy"  Prizes 
As  part  of  the  program  of  cooperation  to 

stimulate  the  "Better  Business"  drive  spon- 
sored by  the  Comerford  cicuit,  John  Nolan 

announces  prizes  of  $500  to  be  awarded  by 

Goldwyn  on  behalf  of  "Beloved  Enemy" 
selected  to  inaugurate  the  event.  Money 

will  go  to  the  managers  showing  the  great- 
est percentage  increase  over  normal  gross 

with  exploitation  and  publicity  given  con- 
sideration in  determining  the  winners.  In 

addition,  Merle  Oberon  has  offered  an  in- 
scribed watch  and  Brian  Aherne  a  console 

model  radio. 

Nolan  together  with  Ernie  Schmidt,  of 

the  circuit,  and  Andy  Smith,  of  United  Art- 
ists, comprise  the  committee  of  judges. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Topeka  Mayor  Proclaims 

"Harry  McClure"  Week 
They  evidently  like  Harry  McClure  in 

Topeka,  Kan.,  and  to  aid  his  district  in  the 
Fox  theatres  17-week  contest,  the  Mayor 

proclaimed  a  "McClure  Week"  and  the 
newspapers  got  behind  the  drive  to  urge  at- 

tendance at  the  local  Fox  houses.  There  was 

lots  of  publicity  and  the  ads  carried  photos 
of  personnel  in  the  district. 

Also  interesting  was  a  series  of  two-col- 

umn type  ads  headed:  "What  Prominent 
Topekans  Say,"  copy  plugging  the  prize 
drive  and  signed  by  local  prominents. 
Example  of  these  displays  is  reproduced. 
Copy  not  only  plugged  the  popularity  of  the 
division  chief  but  also  was  cleverly  tied  in 
institutionally  to  the  participation  of  Fox 
theatres  in  civic  drives. 

M-  G-M  Sponsors 

Amateur  Contest 

Originally  created  and  produced  with  a 
16-mm.  camera  by  two  young  amateurs  and 
made  into  a  regular  Pete  Smith  short  by 

M-G-M,  "Wanted— A  Master,"  now  re- 
leased, is  the  keystone  of  an  amateur  movie 

contest  sponsored  by  the  producers  in  con- 
junction with  Liberty  Magazine.  Prizes  of 

$500  are  offered  for  each  amateur  film 
which  can  be  similarly  re-produced  as  an 
M-G-M  short  and  in  the  event  that  none 

of  the  entries  hit  that  high,  a  total  of  $1,000' 
is  to  be  divided  among  the  best  entries. 

To  further  interest  the  estimated  750,000 
amateur  movie-makers  of  the  nation,  the 
producers  are  prepared  to  offer  contracts 
for  potential  directorial  talent,  for  orig- 

inality in  story  treatment  and  for  those  ap- 
pearing in  the  shorts  who  show  some  screen 

personality. 
In  addition  to  the  wide  publicity  from 

magazine  and  producer  for  use  by  theatre- 
men,  Herb  Morgan,  M-G-M  shorts  exploita- 

tion director,  forwards  a  four-page  press- 
book  on  the  tiein  which  includes  all  the  in- 

formation and  also  lists  smart  tieups  such 
as  free  dog  giveaways,  pooch-patrol  bally, 
screen  tests  for  pet  dogs,  classified  page- 
tieup,  together  with  stills,  stories,  etc. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Kansas  City  Welcomes 

Local  "Gold  Diggers" 
The  fact  that  two  local  girls  who  ap- 

peared in  the  picture  and  traveled  with  the 

recent  "Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  air  unit 
were  natives  of  Kansas  City  gave  Louis 
Mayer,  at  the  Mainstreet,  a  rare  opportunity 
to  build  up  a  smart  advance  as  far  ahead 
as  three  weeks  before  the  plane  visited  the 

city. 

The  dailies  ran  photos  of  the  local  girls 
and  stories  for  the  first  break  and  then  fol- 

lowed with  frequent  publicity  and  art  up- 
to  and  during  the  time  the  troupe  was  in 
town.  Mayer  also  landed  shots  on  picture 
pages  and  in  Sunday  roto  sections  with 
much  of  the  advance  including  note  of  the- 
coming  date  for  the  picture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

w  T"*^^  &>cmr*c  

WHAT  PROMINENT 

Ij          TOPEKANS  SAY! |i         I  understand  that  the  Fox  circuit  of  the- 
aters  is  offering  a  substantial  bonus  for 

Vf        the  district  that  leads  in  attendance  over 
Be         a  seventeen  weeks'  period  ending  Decem- 

||         ber  26th. 
1!         The  Fox  Theatres  in  this  community  have 
ij         generously  supported  every  civic  endeavor 11         and  we  sincerely  hope  that  the  people  of 

[         Topeka  will  support  them  and  their  em- ployes  in  their  endeavor  to  land  the  grand 
1         prize  of  $12,500.00  which  will  be  divided 
I  among  the  employes  in  the  towns  of  the 

jy         winning  district. %        At  the  present  time  I  understand  that 

f\        Harry  McClure's  Topeka  district  is  in  the i         lead.    It  is  our  hope  that  the  people  will 
give  them  all  the'  support  possible  during 

I I  this,  the  last  week  of  their  big  drive. 
I]                           Very  truly, 

MARK  DREHMER. S 

One  of  the  Topeka  "McClure  Week"  Ads 
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JANUARY  CONTEST  OPENS 

1937  QUICLEY  AWARDS 

Quigley  Awards 

Information  ♦  .  . 

A  QUIGLEY  AWARD  to  be  known 

as  a  "QmglQy  Silver"  will  be  pre- 
sented each  month  during  1 937  for 

the  campaign  selected  as  best  by 
the  Judges  from  all  those  submitted 

to  Managers'  Round  Table  Club  on 
single  pictures   played  that  month. 

A 

A  QUIGLEY  AWARD  to  be  known 

as  a  "Quigley  Bronze"  will  be  pre- 
sented each  month  during  1 937  for 

the  campaign  selected  as  second 
best  by  the  Judges  from  all  those 

submitted  to  Managers'  Round  Table 
Club  on  single  pictures  played  dur- 

ing that  month.  .  .  . 
A 

QUIGLEY  FIRST  MENTIONS  and 
HONORABLE  MENTIONS  will  be 

presented  each  month  during  1 937 
for  meritorious  campaigns  which  are 
not  awarded  the  Silver  or  Bronze. 

A 

QUIGLEY  GRAND  AWARDS  will 
be  presented,  these  to  be  selected 
from  among  the  entries  that  have 
been  awarded  Silver  and  Bronze 

Plaques  during  1 937.  .  .  . 
A 

THEATREMEN  EVERYWHERE  in 

the  world  are  eligible  for  the  Plaques, 
the  First  and  Honorable  Mentions. 

Campaigns  may  be  entered  on  do- 
mestic or  foreign  product  from  ma- 

jor or  independent  producers.  En- 
tries from  foreign  countries  will  be 

accepted  for  consideration  during 
the  month  they  are  received.  .  .  . 

A 
VISUAL  EVIDENCE,  such  as  tear 

sheets,  heralds,  photos,  etc.,  must 
accompany  all  entries.  .  .  . 

A 
ENTRIES  should  be  forwarded  as 

soon  after  completion  as  possible. 
They  may  be  mailed  after  the  last 
day  of  the  month  on  pictures  that 

have  played  during  that  month.  This 
includes  dates  played  on  the  last 
days  of  any  month  and  first  days  of 
following.  Monthly  deadlines  will  be 
announced  sufficiently  in  advance. 

AAA 
ENTRIES  should  be  mailed  to: 

Quigley  Awards  Committee 
Motion  Picture  Herald 

Rockefeller  Center   -   -   New  York 

Announcement  of  Plaque  Prizes 

and  Sheepskin  Certificates 

Made  as  the  Competitions 

Sweep  Into  the  Fourth  Year; 

1937  Judges  Endorse  Project 

by  A-MIKE  VOGEL 

Fortified  by  the  universal  cooperation  of 
all  branches  of  the  industry,  spurred  by  the 
enthusiasm  of  theatremen  everywhere,  the 
Quigley  Awards  for  1937  enter  into  their 
fourth  year  as  the  New  Year  officially  opens 
the  competitions  for  January.  The  Big 

Race  is  on  as  entries  crowd  the  going,  seek- 
ing footing  for  a  commanding  position  in 

the  early  stages  of  what  is  regarded  in  all 
quarters  as  the  biggest  and  best  year  yet. 

Little,  if  any,  changes  have  been  made 
in  the  rules  and  regulations  for  1937,  for 
so  well  have  these  served  their  purpose  that 
general  opinion  rules  no  necessity  for 
amendment.  The  purpose  of  simplifying  the 
conditions  of  entrance  is  to  be  adhered  to 

and  a  study  of  the  rules  on  this  page  will 
find  no  onerous  restrictions  for  theatremen 

in  every  part  of  the  world  who  wish  to 
compete. 
Again,  the  Silver  and  Bronze  Plaques 

will  be  awarded  monthly,  as  will  the  First 

and  Honorable  Mention  Sheepskin  Certifi- 
cates.   Monthly  winners  again  are  to  be 

selected  by  majority  vote  of  the  monthly 
Judging  Committees  and  Grand  Awards  for 
the  year  are  also  intended. 

Only  two  changes  are  contemplated  at 
this  writing,  first,  extending  the  monthly 
deadlines  possibly  a  week  later  so  as  to  make 
sure  that  all  entries  will  reach  Awards 

Headquarters  in  time.  And  secondly,  there 
are  plans  now  afoot  to  cut  down  the  number 
of  Honorable  Mentions  with  the  idea  of 

making  1937  Competitions  even  keener  than 

they  have  been — and  that's  covering  a  lot  of territory. 

But  whatever  changes  are  made  in  the 
rulings  will  be  effected  so  that  a  man  who 
lands  one  of  the  monthly  Awards  will  cer- 

tainly feel  that  he  stands  out  in  putting  over 
his  shows,  and  well  merits  the  plaudits  of 
his  brother-showmen  and  recognition  of  his 

superiors. 
On  the  next  four  pages  are  set  down  some 

of  the  endorsements  of  the  industry  execu- 
tives who  have  accepted  appointment  to 

the  Judging  Committees  of  1937.  Many  of 
these  ranking  names  have  served  in  every 
year  of  the  Competitions  and  it  is  to  be 
noted  that  their  enthusiasm  for  the  Awards 
continues  to  mount.  But  the  theatremen  in 
the  field  are  no  whit  less  spontaneous  in 
their  approval  and  what  various  of  the  boys 
have  to  say  about  it  will  be  published  in  our 

next  issue  with  added  judges'  endorsements. 
The  Big  Race  is  on,  gentlemen,  and  good 

fortune  attend  you  all. 

First  Listing  of  the  1937  Judges 

AL  ADAMS,  Advertising 
NEIL  F.  AGNEW,  Distribution 
EDWARD  L.  ALPERSON,  Distribution 
HARRY  ARTHUR.  Exhibition 
LEON  J.  BAMBERGER,  Distribution 
E.  C.  BEATTY.  Exhibition 
MORT  BLUMENSTOCK,  Advertising 
H.  D.  BUCKLEY,  Distribution 
JOHN  D.  CLARK,  Distribution 
P.  D.  COCHRANE,  Advertising 
JACK  COHN,  Distribution 
NED  E.  DEPINET,  Distribution 
HOWARD  DIETZ,  Advertising 
OSCAR  A.  DOOB,  Advertising 
JOHN  DOWD,  Advertising 
S.  CHARLES  EINFELD,  Advertising 
EDWARD  M.  FAY,  Exhibition 
WILLIAM  R.  FERGUSON,  Advertising 
EDWARD  FINNEY,  Advertising 
W.  A.  FINNEY,  Exhibition 
J.  J.  FITZGIBBONS,  Exhibition 
JOHN  J.  FRIEDL,  Exhibition 
LOUIS  FRISCH,  Exhibition 
ARTHUR  FRUDENFELD,  Exhibition 
ROBERT  M.  GILLHAM,  Advertising 
HARRY  GOLDBERG,  Advertising 
E.  C.  GRAINGER,  Exhibition 
JAMES  R.  GRAINGER.  Distribution 
MONROE  GREENTHAL,  Advertising 
PAUL  GULICK,  Advertising 
A.  C.  HAYMAN.  Exhibition 
JOHN  W.  HICKS,  JR.,  Distribution 
NAT  HOLT.  Exhibition 
WILLIAM  K.  JENKINS,  Exhibition 

W.  RAY  JOHNSTON,  Distribution 
HARRY  E.  KALMINE.  Exhibition 
LIONEL  H.  KEENE,  Exhibition 
H.  F.  KINCEY.  Exhibition 
IRVING  LESSER.  Exhibition 
JULES  LEVY.  Distribution 
HARRY  E.  LONG,  Exhibition 
M.  A.  LIGHTMAN.  Exhibition 
S.  BARRET  McCORMICK,  Advertising 
VINCENT  R.  McFAUL.  Exhibition 
ARTHUR  L.  MAYER,  Exhibition 
CHARLES  C.  MOSKOWITZ.  Exhibition 
M.  J.  MULLIN,  Exhibition 
R.  J.  O'DONNELL.  Exhibition 
ARCH  REEVE.  Advertising 
PHIL  REISMAN.  Distribution 
RICK  RICKETSON.  Exhibition 
WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS.  Distribution 
J.  J.  RUBENS.  Exhibition 
GEORGE  J.  SCHAEFER,  Distribution 
TED  SCHLANGER,  Exhibition 
SI  SEADLER.  Advertising 
HAR.RY  F.  SHAW,  Exhibition 
A.  W.  SMITH,  JR..  Distribution 
HARRY  H.  THOMAS.  Distribution 
GEORGE  W.  TRENDLE,  Exhibition 
J.  R.  VOGEL.  Exhibition 
GEORGE  WALSH,  Exhibition 
HOWARD  WAUGH,  Exhibition 
A.  P.  WAXMAN,  Advertising 
GEORGE  W.  WEEKS.  Distribution 
DAVID  E.  WESHNER,  Exhibition 
GORDON  S.  WHITE,  Advertising 
NAT  WOLF.  Exhibition 
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1937  JUDGES  ENDORSE  AWARDS 

NEIL  AG  NEW 

General  Sales  Manager, 
Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 

I  will  be  most  happy  to  serve  as  one  of  the  judges  of  the 
Quigley  Awards  Competition  for  1937. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  Motion  Picture  Herald  keeps  up  this 
good  work  as  I  feel  through  the  medium  of  these  Quigley 

Awards  a  lot  of  splendid  talent  is  brought  to  light  that  other- 
wise would  not  become  known.  The  Awards  undoubtedly 

stimulate  the  development  of  this  manpower  in  the  field. 

V 

EDWARD  L  ALPERSON 

President, 

Grand  National  Films,  Inc. 

I  will  be  pleased  to  serve  as  a  judge  on  the  Quigley 
Awards  Committee  for  1937.  You  may  count  on  my  services 
in  this  connection. 

Competition  is  not  only  the  life  of  trade  but  the  essence 
of  showmanship  as  well.  The  Quigley  Awards,  by  throwing 
the  spotlight  on  noteworthy  theatre  campaigns  render  a  most 
valuable  service,  not  only  to  the  individuals  involved  but 
to  the  entire  motion  picture  industry  by  elevating  standards 
and  charting  new  channels  of  activity. 

V 

E.  C.  BEATTY 

President  &  Treasurer 
Butterfield  Theatres 

I  will  be  glad  to  be  of  whatever  assistance  I  can  in  cooper- 
ating with  you  as  a  Judge  on  the  Committee  for  the  Quigley 

Awards  for  1937. 

V 

H.  D.  BUCKLEY 

Vice-President, 
United  Artists  Corp. 

I  will  be  very  happy  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Committee 

for  1937  in  connection  with  the  Quigley  Awards  Competi- 
tions. 

V 

JOHN  D.  CLARK 

General  Sales  Manager 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  Film  Corp. 

If  it  is  at  all  possible  I  will  serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Quigley 
Awards  for  1937  for  I  believe  that  the  Quigley  Awards  for 

the  best  advertising  in  field  exploitation  are  certainly  stim- 
ulating to  the  box  office. 

V 

HARRY  ARTHUR 

Fanchon  (3  Marco  Theatres 

St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Might  I  extend  to  you  my  congratulations  for  continuing 
the  Quigley  Awards  competition  for  1937? 

The  Quigley  Awards  have  proven  a  great  stimulant  for 
showmen  throughout  the  nation.  It  has  encouraged  them  to 

exercise  their  ingenuity  and  inventiveness,  all  of  which  is 
reflected  in  mounting  box  office  grosses  in  their  theatres. 

I  believe  theatre  managers  everywhere  should  be  encour- 
aged to  participate  in  this  worthwhile  competition. 

I  am  honored  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  your  Committee  for 
1937. 

Showmen  Should  Send  in 

Campaigns,  Says  Depinet 

Thank  you  for  inviting  me  to  serve  on  the  judges'  committee 
for  the  Quigley  Awards  during  1937.   Gladly  I  accept. 

The  effectiveness  of  the  Quigley  Awards  as  a  medium  for 
stimulating  exploitation  efforts  and,  ergo,  box  office  returns, 
requires  no  endorsement  from  me  or  any  other  picture  executive. 
The  record  of  results  over  a  period  of  years  speaks  for  itself. 

It  is  a  great  pleasurp  to  me  to  find  each  time  I  am  called  upon 
to  be  one  of  the  judges  thai  the  number  of  campaigns  submitted 

in  this  splendid  competition  is  greater  than  the  last  time.  Still 
I  know  there  are  many  expert  showmen  who  do  not  bother  to 
send  in  their  campaigns,  and  we  all  wish  thai  they  would.  If 
not  interested  in  the  glory  or  the  prize  themselves,  they  should 

at  least,  for  the  general  good  of  the  industry  and  helpfulness  to 
the  younger  managers,  demonstrate  what  they  are  doing  and  pass 

on  their  selling  ideas  to  others.  I  always  find  the  Managers' 
Round  Table  Club  section  of  the  Motion  Picture  Herald  very 

interesting.— NED  E.  DEPINET,  President,  RKO  Distributing 

Corporation. 

LEON  J.  BAMBERGER 

Sales  Promotion  Manager 
RKO  Radio  Pictures,  Inc. 

Certainly,  I  will  be  happy  indeed  to  serve  on  the  Commit- 
tee of  Quigley  Awards  Judges  for  1937. 

I  have  always  believed  that  the  Quigley  Awards  constitute 
the  greatest  incentive  to  the  exhibitor  and  theatre  manager 
for  bigger  and  better  exploitation.  Occasionally  the  picture 
companies  offer  prizes  for  exploitation  but  the  Quigley 

Awards  seemingly  go  on  forever  and  give  the  showman 

something  to  consistently  strive  for  regardless  of  what  at- 
tractions he  may  be  playing. 

V 

EDWARD  FINNEY 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 
Grand  National  Films,  Inc. 

I  appreciate  your  invitation  to  act  as  one  of  the  judges  on 
the  1937  Committee  for  the  Quigley  Awards  Competition, 
and  am  very  happy  to  accept. 

I  believe  that  the  Quigley  Awards  serve  as  a  distinct  asset 
to  the  industry  not  only  in  giving  prominence  to  individual 
effort  but  also  by  bringing  to  the  attention  of  showmen  many 

new  and  unique  methods  by  which  product  may  be  merch- 
andised to  the  public. 

V 

P.  D.  COCHRANE 

Director  of  Publicity  and  Advertising 
Universal  Pictures  Corp. 

I  will  be  glad  to  serve  on  the  Judging  Committee  for  1937. 

I  have  heard  many  fine  comments  on  the  friendly  competi- 
tive spirit  stimulated  among  showmen  by  the  Quigley 

Awards.  Because  of  this,  all  the  winners  stand  out  above 

the  crowd  and  may  well  be  proud  of  the  distinction  accorded 

them  through  their  selection. 
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PRAISE  QUICLEY  PROJECT  HIGHLY 

Hicks  Is  Positive  Awards 

Stimulate  Foreign  Off  ices 

I  gladly  accept  the  Iwnor  that  you  have  conferred  upon  me, 
and  will  be  pleased  to  serve  as  a  judge  on  the  committee  for  1937 
of  the  Quigley  Awards  Competitions. 

I  think  that  you  have  done  a  great  job  this  year,  and  there 
is  no  doubt  in  my  mind  that  the  Quigley  Awards  play  a  great 
part  in  stimulating  better  advertising,  exploitation  and  publicity 
efforts  on  the  part  of  the  men  in  the  foreign  field,  all  of  which 
is  reflected  in  better  box  office  grosses. 

Practically  all  of  our  Foreign  Offices  take  great  interest  in 
the  Quigley  Awards  Competitions,  and  being  human,  they  not 

only  appreciate  winning  the  plaques  and  gaining  honorable  men- 

tion, but  they  do  like  to  see  "their  names  in  the  paper."  You 
can  count  on  us  for  our  support  and  co-operation  throughout 
the  coming  year.  — JOHN  W.  HICKS,  JR.,  Vice-President, 
Paramount  Pictures  Inc. 

OSCAR  A.  DOOB 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 

Loew's  Theatres 
Congratulations  on  winding  up  another  year  of  Quigley 

Awards,  one  of  the  finest  stimulants  that  this  old  exploita- 

tion business  has.  Naturally,  I'll  be  glad  to  serve  as  a  1937 
Judge  and  this  may  also  be  taken  as  my  acceptance  for 
1938,  1939  and  1940. 

You  are  doing  fine  work  and  everybody  owes  you  co- 
operation. 

V 

JOHN  DOWD 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 
RKO  Theatres 

I  will  feel  honored  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Quigley 
Awards  Committee  for  1937. 

I  want  to  thank  you  very  much  for  your  cooperation  in 
the  past  year  and  assure  you  that  I  will  be  available  any 
time  you  call  on  me  to  judge  in  the  new  year. 

V 

EDWARD  M.  FAY 

Fay  Theatres 
Providence,  R.  L 

I  am  pleased  to  be  of  service  to  your  organization  in  act- 
ing as  a  Judge  upon  the  Committee  for  the  1937  Awards. 

The  lasting  good  accomplished  through  these  Competitions 
is  proven  through  the  steady  progress  made  in  the  increase 
of  grosses  and  the  promotions  made  among  the  winners. 

V 

ARTHUR  FRUDENFELD 

Divisional  Director,  RKO  Theatres 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 

I  will  be  delighted  to  serve  as  judge  on  the  1937  Committee 
for  the  Quigley  Awards. 

There  is  no  question  but  that  the  idea  in  back  of  the 

Award  presentations  is  a  splendid  one,  as  an  incentive  for 
publicity  men  and  managers  to  put  their  best  foot  forward 
in  the  building  of  aggressive  and  complete  campaigns. 

ROBERT  M.  GILLHAM 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 
Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 

I  am  sure  everyone  in  the  motion  picture  business  feels 
that  the  Quigley  Awards  are  extremely  stimulating  to  the 
men  in  the  field.  To  know  that  a  job  you  have  done  is 
recognized  in  official  quarters  is  extremely  gratifying  to 

those  men  on  the  firing  line.  I  accept  your  invitation  to  act 

as  a  Judge  in  1937. 
V 

MONROE  GREENTHAL 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 
United  Artists  Corp. 

Thanks  for  asking  me  to  serve  as  a  judge  for  your  Quig- 
ley Awards  for  1937.  I  certainly  would  be  delighted  to 

and  think  that  you  and  the  Motion  Picture  Herald  have 
done  a  marvelous  job  in  stimulating  picture  exploitation. 

I  know  that  many  of  our  own  exploitation  men  have  the 

Quigley  Awards  so  much  on  their  mind  that  whenever  one 

of  their  theatres'  stunts  even  gets  an  Honorable  Mention 
they  sort  of  flaunt  it  in  my  face  to  prove  how  well  they  han- 

dled the  picture. 
V 

E.  C.  GRAINGER 
General  Manager 

M.  A.  Shea  Theatrical  Enterprises 
I  will  be  pleased  to  serve  as  one  of  the  Judging  Committee 

for  the  Quigley  Awards  in  1937. 
V 

PAUL  GULICK 
Director  of  Publicity 

Universal  Pictures  Corp. 

Thanks  for  inviting  me  to  serve  again  as  one  of  the  Quig- 
ley Awards  Judges  in  1937. 

One  of  the  most  overlooked  men  in  the  business  is  the 

exploitation  man.  Unless  he  steps  out  of  line  to  publicise 
himself,  the  boss  is  the  only  man  wo  knows  how  good  he  is. 

The  agency  of  the  Quigley  Awards  has  stepped  in  to  rescue 
many  a  clever  theatre  man  from  oblivion,  but  more  than 
that,  it  has  served  to  point  out  to  the  entire  industry  the 
great  importance  of  real  box  office  exploitation. 

V 

W.  RAY  JOHNSTON 
President 

Sterling  Pictures 
I  shall  be  glad  to  serve  as  one  of  the  Judges  on  the  Com- 

mittee for  1937  in  connection  with  the  Quigley  Awards 

Competitions. 

Unique  in  the  field,  the  Quigley  Awards  fill  a  definite  and 

important  place  in  the  industry's  sun.  Affording  a  vigorous 
incentive  to  exploitative  talent,  these  awards  are  a  constant 
source  of  new  ideas  of  definite  showmanship  value.  They  are 
important  to  the  exploiteer  as  a  stimulus  to  greater  and  more 

resourceful  efforts;  and  to  the  exhibitors  as  examples  of  cre- 

ative thinking  applied  to  box-office  grosses. 

Nothing  is  so  old  as  yesterday's  newspaper — and  I  might 
add,  unless  it  be  a  worn-in-the-groove  exploitation  campaign. 
We  are  in  constant  need  of  new  angles  for  merchandising 

our  pictures,  new  slants  in  stimulating  the  imagination  of  our 
patrons,  new  channels  through  which  we  can  direct  our  sales 

campaigns.  In  rapidly  changing  times,  accepted,  long  stand- 
ing methods  of  sales  approach  frequently  surprise  us  when 

they  are  found  wanting.  The  exploiteer  deserves  every  en- 
couragement the  industry  can  give  him.  I  know  of  no  better 

medium  than  the  Quigley  Awards. 
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CALL  AWARDS  BOX  OFFICE  INCENTIVE 

WM.  K.  JENKINS 

Secretary-Treasurer,  L.  &  J.  Theatres, 
Atlanta,  Ga. 

It  will  give  me  much  pleasure  to  serve  on  the  Quigley 
Awards  Committee  and  I  hope  I  can  attend  some  of  the 

meetings  in  New  York. 
I  feel  this  feature  of  the  Motion  Picture  Herald,  is  most 

important  as  it  stimulates  interest  among  the  managers  in 
selling  their  product  to  the  very  best  advantage. 

V 

LIONEL  H.  KEENE 

Southern  Division  Director,  Loew's  Theatres 
Atlanta,  Ga. 

Thanks  for  your  invitation  to  serve  as  Judge  on  the  Quig- 
ley Awards  Committee  for  1937.    It  will  be  a  pleasure. 

Personally,  I  think  you're  doing  a  very  fine  job  for  the 
benefit  of  theatremen  throughout  the  country  through  the 

Managers'  Round  Table  Club.  The  very  fact  that  the  idea 
has  been  renewed  each  year,  speaks  for  itself. 

V 

H.  F.  KINCEY 

North  Carolina  Theatres,  Inc. 

Charlotte,  N.  C. 

It  is  with  great  pleasure  that  I  accept  the  invitation  to 

serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  for  1937. 

V 

JULES  LEVY 

General  Sales  Manager 

R-K-O  Distributing  Corp. 

Thank  you  for  the  invitation  to  serve  again  as  a  Judge 

during  1937  on  your  Committee  for  the  Quigley  Awards 
Competitions.  It  will  be  a  pleasure  to  serve. 

The  Quigley  Awards  have  been  an  incentive  for  better 

showmanship,  stimulating  the  interest  of  theatre  managers 

and  advertising  men,  and  have  resulted  in  bringing  due 

recognition  for  their  outstanding  efforts.  Your  department 
in  Motion  Picture  Herald,  in  my  opinion,  is  not  only 

one  of  the  most  interesting  sections  of  the  book,  but  a  truly 
constructive  force  in  our  industry. 

•  V 

HARRY  E.  KALMINE 

Zone  Manager,  Warner  Theatres 

Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

You  may  rest  assured  that  I  shall  be  very  happy  to  again 

serve  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  for  1937. 

It  is  my  contention  that  the  Quigley  Awards  have  in  the 

past  served  as  a  definite  incentive  for  our  men  in  the  field 

to  outdo  themselves  in  their  application  exploitation  of  pic- 

tures and  I  am  glad  to  see  that  this  merit  system  will  con- 
tinue. 

V 

ARTHUR  L  MAYER 

Director, 

Rialto  Theatre,  New  York  City 

I  will  be  honored  to  again  act  as  a  judge  of  the  Quigley 

Awards.  If  you  refer  to  some  of  my  past  communications 

you  will  note  how  highly  I  value  these  competitions.  The 

march  of  time  has  in  no  way  diminished  my  enthusiasm. 

Increased  Grosses  Due 

to  Awards,  Says  Einfeld 

7  shall  be  very  happy  to  accept  your  invitation  to  serve  as 
one  of  the  Judges  on  the  Committee  for  the  Quigley  Awards 
Competitions  for  19 37. 

There  is  no  doubt  as  to  the  value  of  the  Quigley  Awards  in 
urging  theatremen  on  to  better  efforts.  The  competitive  spirit 
among  the  men  in  the  field  in  their  attempts  to  win  the  monthly 

Quigley  Plaques  has  certainly  resulted  in  increased  grosses  in 
many  of  the  theatres  throughout  the  country. 

Best  tvisbes  and  good  luck  for  1937,  which  year  should  see  one 

of  the  most  profitable  in  our  industry. — S.  CHARLES  EINFELD, 
Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity,  Warner  Bros.  Pictures. 

IRVING  LESSER 

Managing  Director, 

Roxy  Theatre,  New  York 

I  shall  be  happy  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  1937  Commit- 
tee of  the  Quigley  Awards  Competitions. 

I  have  enjoyed  very  much  the  opportunity  of  serving  as  a 
Judge  because  I  have  observed  the  extent  that  managers  will 
exert  themselves  to  in  order  to  put  over  a  picture.  It  has 

been  a  constant  guide  to  us  here  at  the  world's  largest  theatre 
because  we  are  steadily  reminded  that  we  must  keep  stepping 

in  order  to  keep  up  with  the  competition  of  live-wire  mana- 
gers and  publicity  men  in  other  cities. 

V 

S.  BARRET  McCORMICK 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 
RKO  Radio  Pictures,  Inc. 

It  will  be  a  great  pleasure  to  serve  as  one  of  the  judges 

on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  for  1937. 
The  Quigley  Awards  for  showmanship,  in  the  splendid 

department,  Managers'  Round  Table  Club,  is  in  my  opinion, 
one  of  the  most  valuable  and  constructive  influences  in  our 
business. 

V 

CHARLES  C.  MOSKOWITZ 
General  Theatres  Executive 

Loew's  Theatres 

Of  course,  I'll  be  glad  to  serve  as  one  of  the  1937  Judges. 
We  are  always  glad  to  do  what  we  can  to  cooperate  with 
the  Quigley  Awards.  We  feel  that  the  idea  is  a  stimulant  to 

exploitation. V 

ARCH  REEVE 
Advertising  Manager 

20th  Century-Fox  Films  Corp. 
I  will  be  glad  to  serve  as  a  Judge  for  the  1937  Quigley 

Awards. 

I  have  followed  the  monthly  Awards  closely  and  with  the 

utmost  interest  during  the  past  year.  They  have  done  much 

to  develop  showmanship  and  able  exploitation  to  its  present 
high  standards  and  I  believe  your  weekly  Round  Table  is 

invaluable  for  interchanging  ideas  among  theatremen 
throughout  the  country. 
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FIND  SHOWMANSHIP  ENCOURAGED 

Represent  Highly  Prized 

Distinction,  Says  Dietz 

Thank  you  for  your  letter  inviting  me  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on 
the  Committee  for  1937  in  connection  with  the  Quigley  Awards. 

You  can  count  on  me. 

Friendly  competitive  effort  is  the  key  to  the  best  results  in  any 
line  of  business.  Each  person  whose  job  is  to  exploit  pictures 
likes  to  feel  that  his  ideas,  if  good,  will  receive  due  recognition. 

The  Quigley  Awards  have  put  a  premium  on  originality  and 
creativeness,  the  two  mainsprings  of  the  motion  picture  industry. 
In  this  way  they  have  brought  practical  showmanship  to  a  higher 
pinnacle  of  accomplishment. 

These  Awards  now  represent  a  highly  prized  and  eagerly 

sought  distinction  for  the  men  in  the  promotion  field,  com- 
parable to  the  Academy  awards  for  the  stars,  directors  and 

writers  in  Hollywood. — HOWARD  DIETZ,  Director  of  Adver- 

tising and  'Publicity,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pictures. 

R.  J.  O'DONNELL 
General  Manager 
Interstate  Circuit  Inc. 

I  am  happy  again  to  act  as  judge  with  the  Committee  on 
the  1937  Quigley  Awards.  It  is  indeed  a  pleasure  for  me 
to  be  a  figure  in  the  awarding  of  the  Quigley  Plaques  in  1937. 

The  Awards  have  been  an  impetus  to  showbusiness  in 
spurring  theatre  managers  to  greater  boxoffice  grosses 

through  exploitation  efforts.  The  recent  awarding  of  Quig- 
ley Plaques  to  two  managers  in  Texas  in  the  same  month 

has  done  much  to  put  the  other  managers  in  our  territory 

■on  their  toes.  I  am  happy  in  having  again  been  selected  as 
one  of  the  judges  to  decide  winners  during  the  coming  year. 

V 

PHIL  REISMAN 

'Vice-President 
R-K-O  Export  Corp. 

I  shall  be  glad  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Committee  for 

1937  to  determine  the  winners  in  the  Quigley  Awards  Com- 
petition. 

V 

WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS 

General  Sales  Manager 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pictures 

For  the  practical  and  ingenious  way  in  which  they  have 
stimulated  exploitation  activity  throughout  the  country  I 

believe  the  Quigley  Awards  have  performed  a  distinct  ser- 
vice to  the  picture  industry. 

In  my  contacts  with  theatremen  throughout  the  country 
I  have  found  an  attitude  of  keen  interest  in  the  competition 

sponsored  by  the  Managers  Round  Table  Club. 
Showmen  throughout  the  country  may  look  forward 

toward  a  continuation  of  these  Awards  next  year.  Whatever 

is  new  and  fresh  and  interest-compelling  cannot  fail  to  be 

reflected  in  added  receipts  at  the  box-office;  I  know  that  the 
Quigley  Awards  have  provided  such  a  stimulus,  and  there 

:is  no  doubt  they  will  continue  to  do  so. 

GEORGE  J.  SCHAEFER 

Vice-President,  General  Manager 
United  Artists  Corp. 

Have  your  letter  in  which  you  ask  that  I  serve  as  a  Judge 
for  the  1937  Quigley  Awards. 

You  certainly  can  count  on  me  as  I  will  be  very  glad  to 
serve  on  this  Committee. 

V 

SI  SEADLER 
Advertising  Manager 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pictures 
The  Quigley  Awards  have  become  not  merely  an  honor 

to  be  sought  but  they  have  stimulated  the  widespread  activ- 
ities of  theatremen  in  increasing  attendance  through  promo- 
tion of  attractions.  Our  job  is  to  help  exhibitors  make  more 

money  with  our  pictures  and  you're  helping  to  do  it. 
I  will  of  course  be  pleased  to  serve  as  a  Judge  in  1937. 

V 

RICK  RICKETSON 

General  Manager,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres 
Denver,  Colo. 

Will  be  glad  to  serve  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Competi- 
tions as  a  judge  on  the  Committee  for  1937.  I  believe  this 

is  one  of  the  most  constructive  national  efforts  to  stimulate 

better  showmanship  and  an  intensification  of  the  theatres 

participating  will  be  a  fine  thing  for  both  production  and 
distribution. 

V 

A.  W.  SMITH,  JR. 
General  Sales  Manager 
United  Artists  Corp. 

The  Quigley  Awards  for  exploitation  and  box-office  ac- 
tivity have  proved  to  be  a  very  virile  medium  for  not.  only 

stimulating  the  minds  of  theatre  operators  but  of  achieving 

bigger  and  better  grosses  at  the  box-office. 

I  am  very  happy  indeed  that  the  Quigley  Awards  Com- 
petitions are  to  continue  for  1937  and  shall  be  proud,  to  serve 

as  Judge  on  the  Committee. 
V 

J.  R.  VOGEL 
General  Theatre  Executive 
Loew's  Theatres 

I  will  be  very  happy  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  your  Quigley 
Awards  Committee  for  1937. 

V 

DAVID  E*.  WESHNER 
Zone  Manager,  Warner  Theatre 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

I  readily  agree  to  continue  as  a  member  of  the  Quigley 
Awards  Competition  Committee. 

I  want  you  to  know  that  the  first  thing  I  open  the  Herald 

to  upon  its  receipt  is  the  Managers'  Round  Table  ...  I  might 
say  here  that  on  any  number  of  occasions  I  have  been  able 

to  have  my  boys  use  quite  a  few  of  the  stunts  that  were 

pulled,  in  addition  to  which  the  ideas  as  presented  in  the  Round 

Table  always  manage  to  generate  another  idea  either  on  my 

part  or  on  the  part  of  the  boys  in  my  division. 

To  my  mind,  this  is  the  most  important  function  of  the 

trade  journal,  and  the  fact  that  managers  from  all  over  the 

country  have  an  opportunity  to  be  honored  by  the  Quigley 

Awards  unquestionably  brings  out  the  very  best  merchandis- 

ing qualities  of  the  smarter  showmen  in  this  business.  I 
am  for  it  100  percent. 
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Women's  Association  Sponsors 

"Nine  Days  A  Queen"  Date 
.  Situated  in  a  college  town,  Manager  Ed- 

die Lewis,  State,  Salem,  Oregon,  put  a 

roadshow  presentation  behind  "Nine  Days 
a  Queen,"  date  being  built  up  to  attract  the 
upper  strata  by  a  tilt  in  admissions  and 

sponsorship  of  Salem  University  Women's 
Association.  For  this,  support  slice  of  the 
gross  was  donated  to  the  organization  and 
the  opening  was  handled  by  the  local  press 
as  one  of  the  social  events  of  the  season. 

Public  library  was  tied  in  to  offer  as 

suggested  reading  "Story  of  Lady  Jane 
Grey,"  on  which  the  picture  is  based,  and 
further  support  was  given  the  date  by  the 

schools'  superintendent,  who  granted  permis- 
sion to  students  to  attend  the  special  school 

matinees,  for  which  tickets  were  sold  in 
each  of  the  schools. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Van  Noy  Stages  His  Own 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade" 
Borrowing  uniforms  and  helmets  from  the 

American  Legion  for  "Charge  of  the  Light 
Brigade,"  Harry  Van  Noy,  Paramount 
Theatre,  Anderson,  Ind.,  dressed  his  ushers 
and  used  bamboo  poles  with  cardboard 
spear  heads  (see  photo)  to  parade  through 
streets.  Each  rider  carried  a  sign  on  his 
back  with  title  and  as  they  rode  six  abreast 
with  motorcycle  police  escort,  Harry  reports 
it  was  a  traffic-stopper. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Ping  Pong  Tournament 

Clicks  for  Bannan 

To  stimulate  Friday  night  grosses,  Man- 

ager George  L.  Bannan,  at  Edwards'  East- 
hampton  Theatre,  Easthampton,  L.  I.,  re- 

cently concluded  a  four-weeks'  table  tennis, 
or  ping-pong  tournament  with  main  prizes 
of  cups  that  drew  a  lot  of  interest  and  kited 
receipts  considerably.  Aimed  to  build  good 
will  among  the  younger  element,  contests 
were  held  on  the  stage  between  teams  repre- 

senting local  and  neighboring  fire  depart- 
ments and  two  country  clubs. 

Tournament  was  run  for  four  straight 

Friday  nights  during  November,  each  com- 
prising two  single  matches  and  one  doubles. 

Table  was  borrowed  from  the  fire  laddies 

and  the  contest  plugged  in  newspapers, 
lobby  posters,  cards  in  clubs  and  fire  de- 

partments plus  weekly  front  page  story.  The 
idea  did  all  expected  of  it  and  more,  says 
George,  but  suggests  that  in  similar  tourna- 

ments contest  be  confined  to  doubles  matches 

which  he  finds  are  more  interesting  to 
patrons. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Doubles  Contest  Used 

For  "Go  West  Young  Man" 
Through  tieup  with  cooperating  mer- 

chants, Ken  Mead,  Main  Theatre,  Pueblo, 

Col.,  for  "Go  West,  Young  Man,"  put  on  a 
Mae  West  doubles  contest  with  prizes  going 

to  those  dressing  themselves  in  mother's  old- 
fashioned  dresses  and  most  closely  re- 

sembling the  star.  Entry  blanks  were  run 
in  paper,  which  came  through  with  some 
neat  publicity  on  the  stunt  to  build  up  high 
interest. 

Off-duty  ushers  hitchhiked  around  town 
with  cards  on  their  backs,  sidewalk  chair 

Van  Noy's  American  Legion  "Charge" 

Goetz-Shure  hobby  flash  for  Short 

Salem  Library  Pings  "Nine  Days" 

Conhaim's  Star  Masks  on  "Swingtime" 

gag  was  also  used,  fellow  sitting  in  front 

of  theatre  with  copy  on  chair  reading  "first 
in  line  to  see,"  etc.  Wisecrack  classified 
ad  contest  was  planted  in  the  Pueblo  Star- 
Journal,  tickets  going  to  those  spotting 
Westicisms  scattered  throughout  ads. 

Goetz  and  Shure  Cooperate 

On  Large  Campaign  for  Short 
It  seems  that  cartoonist  Ray  Gross,  cre- 

ator of  the  "Can  It  Be  Done"  newspaper 
strip,  is  a  local  boy,  and  when  Vitaphone 

made  a  one-reel  novelty,  "An  Ounce  of 
Invention,"  based  on  these  drawings,  the 
short  was  given  a  lot  of  attention  by  Joe 
Goetz  and  Manny  Shure  at  the  RKO  Albee 
in  Cincinnati. 

Featured  was  a  three-panel  lobby  display 
of  original  drawings,  ideas  used  by  the 
author  in  the  short,  books,  magazine  articles 
and  newspaper  clips  from  papers  syndicat- 

ing the  strip  (see  photo).  One  of  the  house 
staff  was  stationed  at  the  exhibit  to  explain 
the  various  drawings.  Reel  was  underlined 
in  all  ads  and  papers  ran  shots  of  patrons 
examining  the  display.  Inquiring  reporter 
broadcast  was  also  arranged  in  the  lobby 
with  commentator  inviting  onlookers  to 
give  their  opinions  on  the  subject. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Boucher  Throws  Rice  Party 

For  "Wedding  Present" 
To  make  the  folks  feel  in  the  mood,  Frank 

Boucher  promoted  small  paper  bags  of  rice 

for  advance  on  "Wedding  Present"  at  the 
Metropolitan,  Baltimore,  copy  suggesting 
patrons  use  it  on  the  playdates  which  were 
run  with  the  title  and  theatre.  Bags  were 
promoted  from  local  store  in  return  for  copy 
on  reverse  side. 

For  "Three  Men  on  a  Horse,"  Boucher  put 

out  a  racing  tip-sheet  headed  Today's  Best 
Bet,  a  Hot  Tip  for  People  with  Horse-Sense. 
Reverse  was  lettered:  "Oiwin's  Dope  Sheet, 
given  absolutely  free  to  those  who  enjoy  a 

good  laugh."  Inside  spread  carried  picture 
copj'. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Conhaim's  Star  Masks 

Plug  "Swing  Time" 
While  at  the  RKO  58th  Street  Theatre,  in 

New  York,  John  Conhaim,  now  at  the  RKO 
Palace,  worked  out  an  effective  advertising 

medium  on  his  "Swingtime"  date  by  means 
of  star  masks  which  he  made  up  himself 
and  planted  in  good  windows  all  through 
the  neighborhood,  including  smart  Fifth 

Avenue  shops.  Conhaim  covered  a  wide  ter- 
ritory in  sections  where  good  windows  are 

at  a  premium  and  where  the  conventional 
window  display  or  card  will  not  be  used. 

In  addition,  full  page  co-op  with  a  mis- 
spelled capital  letter  contest  was  put  on  with 

the  Long  Island  Daily  Star,  from  which 
section  the  theatre  draws  heavily.  Packard 
cars  touring  the  district  carried  copy  and 
posters  with  usher  and  hostess  wearing  the 
star  masks  with  others  mounted  on  the  run- 

ning board  (see  photo). 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Footballs  Exploit  "Ziegfeld" With  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"  opening  dur- 
ing the  height  of  the  football  season  in 

Toronto,  Mort  Margolius,  College  Theatre, 
distributed  cardboard  footballs  on  which 

was  printed  title,  playdates  and  copy  "you'll 
get  a  kick  out  of  this,  the  greatest  of  all 

musicals."  Sound  truck  bally  was  used  on 
main  street,  title  flashes  were  erected  in 
shadow  boxes  atop  marquee  and  airbrushed 
front  was  designed  for  opening. 
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'CAREFUL  BUYERS  TRADE  AT  A.  SWIRE'S1 

A.  SWIRE'S  FURNITURE 101-105  SOUTH  PEARL  ST.,  (CORNER  HAMILTON  ST.)  ALBANY,  N.  Y. 
I  NOT  CONNECTS)  WITH  ANT  OTHEB  STOKI  IN  AUAMT 

Where  you  can  buy  distinctive  furniture  at  the  price  that  you  pay  for  ordinary. 

Electric  Refrigerators  -  Washing  Machines  -  Radios  ATPSAL 
MAKE  YOUR  OWN  TERMS  IF  IT  IS  NECESSARY.  EVERYTHING  GUARANTEED. 

MATINEE 
15c 

EVENING 
20c 

Sun.  O  Hoi  £vcntaf  Price* 
Children  IOC  Anytime 

A  WARNER  BROS.  THEATRE Located  la  Ihe  Heart  of  the  Shopping  District 

Ai-BANV 

JP^ra  THEATRE Continuous  Doily  From  10  a.  m.  —  Sunday  Continuous  From  2  p.  in. 
BIGGEST  SHOW  VALUE  IN  ALBANY 

NEW  SHOW  EVERY Sunday 
Tuesday 
Thursday 

Saturday 

Starting  Week  of  May  5 

BLUE  RIBBON  MONTH  -   MAY  -  ALL  OUTSTANDING  HITS 

SUN. 

Gcctbc  RAfT larolc  LOMBARD 

RUMBA' 

'•LOTTER,' ' 
YES  Rob. 

1A 
RER 

"Charlie  Ch 
RICHARD  DIX 

"UNDER  rtRESSURE" 
WAJ^AC 

nt 

MON. 

:  LOMBAF 

I  PA^HON 

LOVER" MONJCOMERY 

ALpO- X 

in  in  Paris" 
m  Zane  Grey's 

BEERY  ,„ 

"All  the  Ki  lgs  Horses" 

TUES. 

Kay  FRANCIS "LI^lWG  oi 

i  P«#ER Jean  f>m-W  - "A  WICKEI  l 

Charles  Laughion 

'I'VE  BEEN 

JJL.  m "BY  YOU  { 

LESLIE  HC 
P 

28 

"Winnin  ',  Ticket" 

WED.    THURS.  FRI. 

Ronald  COLMAN  - 
"CW£  O 

Clail  (JU  -  Com  ance  E 
"After  Office  Hours" 

.orena  YOUNG  .r 

ice  BHfT  in 

Ccorgc  BRENT 

VEaPET" 
harles  WSlfORD 

WOMAN" 
CharlieRuggles (f 

LJ30- 

lochl 

AROUND' 

Charlie  Ruggles  m 

gg'  r: f 

LEAVE" WARD  in  - 

!i^flKtjF  in 

Robcfi  AAonigomci  '  -  Ann  Haidmg 
BiofiJBfciy  of 

Bda^HGOSI "Mysterious 

Varna  BAXTER  n 

"TRANSIE  *IT 

WALLAC 
Y 
N 

"REA 

Syko  SIDNEY 

"BEMBLD 

JACK^»OCA 

"Home  on 
C<  ic  RAYMOND  « 

]  W  WME" 

"j  in  l 

he  Range" 

rt©
' 

Mr.  Wong' 

BEERY  in 
SO 

Idi 

F  DR  LO 
"SHIRLEY 

"While  the  I  atient  Slept' 
TEMPLE" 

HANG  ME  UP!  -  I  Will  Be  Very  Useful  To  Yon  -  HANG  ME  UP! 

SAT. 

JEAN  PARKER  in 

GflnrDr"TTlE LIMBERLOST 

ED  C.  ROBINSON  , 

Bachelor  of  Arts 

COLONIAL  THEATRE WATERTOWN,  SOUTH  DAKOTA 
E  PTE  rVI  B  E 

COAL 
QUICK  DELIVERY     •:-     QUALITY  FUEL 

Thompson  Yards,  Inc. 

Phone  5191 

SCHOOL 
DAYS 

"Oood 'by  0/e 

Sty//rr/rr//j'/fa/e" 

Remember  .... 
September  starts 
Greater  Movie Season at  the 

Colonial 

The  Colonial Leads  in 
Entertainment 

Program  Subject  to 

Change 

SUN  MON TUES 
WED 

THUR  FRI SAT 

COMING! 
On  Our  Stage 

FALL  STYLE  SHOW! 
September  17  and  18 

i  a 

Chas.  Butterworth Una  Merkel   Hugh  Herbert 

"We  Went  To  College" 

3  4 
Pal  O'Brien Margaret  Lindsay 

"Public  Enemy's  Wife" 

Fred  Mae  Murray 
Jean  Parker 

"Texas 

Rangers? 
6  7 

Fred  MacMurray 
Jean  Parker      Jack  Oakie IB 
"TEXAS  RANGERS" 

8  9 

Francis  Lederer 
Ann  Sothern Id 

"My  American  Wife" 

10  11 
George  Raft Dolores  Costello  Barrymore 

"Yours  for  the  Asking" 

12 

Kay  Frnncta 
"White  Angel" 

13  14 

Kay  Francis 

In 

"WHITE  ANGEL" 

15  16 Ruth  Chatterton Herbert  Marshall 
Simone  Simon 

GIRL'S  DORMITORY' 

17  18 Robert  Montgomery 

"PICCADILLY  JIM" 

Plus 

Big  Style  Revue  on  Stage 

19 

Myrna  Loy 
Warner  Baxter 'To  Mary  with 

Love" 

20  21 
Warner  Baxter 
Myrna  Loy 

"To  Maf}v  With  Love" 

22  23 
Jean  Muir 

Michael  Whalen 
to 

"WHITE  FANG" 

24  25 
Joe  E.  Brown 
June  Travis 

"Earthworm  Tractors" 

26 

Robert  Taylor 

Barbara 
Stanwyck 

"His  Brother's 

Wife" 

£7         £8  29 
Robert  Taylor         Barbara  Stanwyck 

"HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE" 

±}0               October  1st  and  2nd 
Katharine  Hepburn      Fredric  March 

"MARY  OF  SCOTLAND" 

October  3rd 
Fred  Astalre Ginger  Roaera 

to "Swing  Tim*" 

Theiw*  0*1.  a  Pita.  On 

QUALITY  COAL  FOR  EVERY  TYPE  OF  HEATING  PLANT 

phone  5is>i  THOMPSON  YARDS,  INC.  phone  j»t 

MONTHLY  CALENDAR  PROGRAMS  FOUND  EFFECTIVE  BY  ROUND  TABLERS  ED.  SELLETE  AND  MIKE  GUTTMAN 

Various  Calendar  Types 

Created  for  Programs 
Among  the  advertising  standbys  that  pay 

their  way  right  along  are  the  monthly  calen- 
dars which  right  now  are  enjoying  a  profit- 
able vogue.  Two  representative  layouts  are 

reported  by  Mike  Guttman,  of  the  Colonial, 
in  Watertown,  South  Dakota,  and  Eddie 
Selette,  of  the  Albany,  in  Albany,  New 
York.  Both  are  illustrated  above. 

The  Guttman  calendar  is  spaced  according 
to  the  length  of  the  dates  on  the  pictures. 

Selette's  is  laid  out  as  a  regular  calendar 
with  separate  spaces  for  each  day  of  the 
month  with  the  dates  in  heavy  bold  type 
so  that  the  overprinting  of  the  spaces  will 

not  interfere  with  legibility  of  quick  read- 
ing. Calendars  are  distributed  by  the  the- 

atremen  with  the  merchants'  ads  as  illus- 
trated paying  the  cost. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

$ 1 ,000  Music  Giveaway 
Started  late  in  November  and  finishing 

on  Dec.  16th,  a  series  of  weekly  musical 
nights  tied  in  with  amateur  shows  and  give- 

aways was  put  over  successfully  by  Man- 
ager Bob  Rosenthal,  at  the  Ritz,  Albany, 

N.  Y.,  to  combat  the  pre-holiday  slump. 
Local  music  school  was  promoted  for  $1,000 
in  musical  instruments,  instructions  and 
other  prizes.  Trailer  was  run  to  explain 
the  idea  and  school  printed  for  distribution 

coupons  for  the  drawing  and  heralds.  In- 
struments were  displayed  in  lobby  with  five 

given  away  each  week  plus  credits  for  music 
courses. 

SPENCE 

TOMORROW! 

HE'S  PUBLIC  ENEMY  NO.  1 
of  the  Animal  Kingdom 

Thrills!  Action! 
Romance!  Comedy  1 

BENGAL 

TIGER 
with  SATAN 

The  Man  Killer 
Barton  MacLane 

Jnne  Travis Warren  Hull 

DANGER! 

CAUTION! 

r.5«*\sylYla  Sydney  and  Spencer  Tracy  "FUHY" 
lJW>0vJ     Frances  Langford  "PALM  SPRINGS" 

Seff's  Two-Column  Ad  on  "Bengal  Tiger" 

Seff  Makes  Six  Castings 

For  "Bengal  Tiger"  Ad Theatremen  in  spots  where  house  artists 
are  not  available  to  .make  up  display  ads  de- 

pend a  lot  upon  their  own  ingenuity  in  cre- 
ating effective  layouts.  In  many  instances 

they  manage  to  do  smart  work,  the  two- 
column  flash  reproduced  to  left  being  a  good 
example. 

It's  from  Ely  E.  Seff,  of  the  Tri-States 
Spencer  Theatre,  in  Rock  Island,  111.,  for 

"Bengal  Tiger."  Seff  reports  using  three  of 
the  regular  exchange  mats  and  with  the  mat 
on  the  second  feature  had  six  castings  made, 
all  in  all,  to  turn  out  the  finished  ad. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Giant  Cards  to  Taylor 

Aid  "Camille"  Advance 

Theatremen  already  are  building  up  their 

dates  on  "Camille,"  and  among  the  slants 
favored  is  the  giant  postcard  signed  by 
local  patrons  and  sent  out  to  the  MGM 
studios.  Recently  Manager  E.  E.  Crabtree, 

Fischer,  Danville,  111.,  obtained  400  signa- 
tures under  an  expression  of  appreciation 

to  Robert  Taylor  and  forwarded  it  with 
no  other  address  than  a  picture  of  the  star 
on  the  address  side. 

Similar  slant  was  put  on  by  Manager 
Max  Kuperstein,  Harrowgate,  Philadelphia, 
who  had  hundreds  of  signatures  penned  to 
a  huge  scroll.  In  both  cases  Taylor  posed 
with  the  greetings  and  copies  of  the  shot 
will  be  available  to  Crabtree  and  Kuper- 

stein for  buildup  on  the  coming  date. 
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WHAT'S  WHAT  HERE  AND  THERE 

DANCIN'  ON  THE  ROOF.  On  the  roof  of  course  of  a  new 

Chrysler  promoted  by  Ted  Emerson  and  MGM's  Claud  Morris 
for  the  date  on  "Born  to  Dance"  at  the  Paramount,  Omaha. 
Girl  atop  the  car  cut  a  few  steps  as  the  car  made  the  rounds. 

MODELS  PATRONS.  To  convey  the  atmosphere  of  the  picture, 

for  the  date  on  "Rembrandt"  at  Keith's  Memorial,  Boston,  Jack 
Granara  planted  an  artist  in  the  lobby  and  invited  patrons  to 
be  sketched  free  of  charge.  There  was  no  lack  of  models. 

LITTLE  THEATRE.  In  the  foyer  of  the  Rialto,  North  Little  Rock, 
Ark.,  Earl  E.  Hicks,  house  artist,  constructed  this  display  of  poster 
board  and  corobuff  paper.  Flash  is  a  reproduction  of  the  Rialto 
front  with  display  and  lighting  effects  on  coming  attractions. 

CHRISTMAS  DISPLAY.  Snow-blanketed  village  in  miniature- 

awaiting  Santa  Claus  was  the  theme  of  Henry  T.  Kimmel's  lobby- 
display  for  Christmas  at  the  Ritz,  in  Panama  City,  Fla.  Flash: 
was    bordered    by    real    trees    and    decorative  background.. 

THERE'S  ALWAYS  A  WAY.  When  Bert  Jackson  could  not 

land  a  window  for  "Reunion"  on  account  of  the  Christmas  rush, 
for  the  date  at  the  Fox,  Corning,  N.  Y.,  he  sold  prominent 
store  on   using  the  quin   cutouts  to  embellish   the  displays. 

SIX,  COUNT  'EM,  SIX.  That  was  the  total  of  main  windows  in 
leading  store  landed  by  Manager  Frank  Wills  to  sell  the  style 

angles  on  "Swingtime"  at  the  Metropolitan,  Winnipeg,  Canada. 
Above  is  one  of  the  displays  that  brought  the  folks  in  crowds.  . 
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THE  RELEASE  CHART 

Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (S)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star 
Barn  to  Flfht  F rankle  Darro-Jack  La  Rug... 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermit  Maynard-Arlane  Allen. . 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard-Joan  Barclay.. 
Racing  Blood   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. 
Seng  of  the  Trail  Kermit  Maynard- Evelyn  Brent. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard. H.  Bosworth.. 
Wild  Hone  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard-Dickie  Jones.. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Nov. 

.  Dee. 

.  Dec. 

.Oct. 

.Nov. 

.Feb. 

.Oct. 

.Nov. 
.  Dee. 

St. 
30t. 
25t. 
301. 
I5t. 

24.. 
I6t. 20t. 
20t. 

Coming 

Sing  While  You're  Able. .Pinky  Tomlin   Feb.  I5.'37t. 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 

Drag  Not,  The  Rod  LaRoeque-Marlan  Nixon  Apr.  IS  
(See  "In  t*e  Cutting  Room."  Fob.  15.) 

Phantom  of  Santo  Fe.  The  Nina  Quartaro-Norman  Kerry  Dos.  It  
(all  color) 

Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  ISt  78.... Aug.  29 

Coming 

White  Glove.  The  Jan.  I5.'37t  

CELEBRITY 

Title 
Coming Running  Time 

Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
For  Love  of  You  F.  Forests- Rlscoe  anal  Wayne  60  
Kiss  Mo  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riscoe  and  Wayne  62  

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P, 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker-Russell  Hopton. .  . . June 
House  of  Secrets  Leslie  Fenton-Murlel  Evans  Oet. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan  Mar. 
Lady  Luek   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryer-Sydnoy  Blaekmer. .  .Sept 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille  Gleason  Dee. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Huntley.  Jr  Apr.   25  65  
1  64  
26t  67  
2  
6  

lOt  
29t  

.66. 

.66.... Oet.  10 

Coming 
Light  Fingered  Ladies. 
Policewoman   

COLUMBIA 

MeCrea  Oct. 
Gargan  Sept. 

Title  Star 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G) . . .  Jean  Arthur-Joel 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.  Churehlll-Wm 
And   So  They  Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn  Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard -Beth  Marlon  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (8)... Maurice  Chevalier   Dec. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan-Florenee  Rice..  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28.) 
Cattle  Thlof,  The  Ken  Maynard -Geneva  Mitchell. ...  Feb. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morrls-Margot  Grahame . .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady   Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Parry  Dee. 
Code  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oet 
Come  Closer  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles-Rosalind  Russell  Oet. 
Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dlx-Karen  Morley  May 
Don't  Gambia  with  Leva  (G) . .  Bruce  Cabot-Ann  Sethern  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept 
Final  Heur,  The  M.  Churchill- Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Fugitive  Sheriff.  The  (8)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Hell  Ship  Morgan  (G)  George  Bancroft-Ann  Setbern  Fob. 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (Q)  Ken  Maynard-Juee  Gale  Mar. 
Killer  at  Large  (0)  Mary  Brian-Russet:  Hardle  Oct 
King  Steps  Out  The  (0)  Graeo  Moore- Franehet  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  28,  p.  SI.) 
lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Aster-Charles  Qulgley  Nov. 

Ruanlng  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

8t  73.... Oct.  31 
23t  60....  Oct.  24 
10.. 

8.. 
I4t. 
10.. 

....75... .Apr.  IS 

....56  

....80.... Sept.  26 

....66  

as. 
12. 

.57. 

.74. 

Sit. 

9t. 7t. 20t. 

It. I.. 

15.. ISt. 

SO.. 
I.. 
8.. 

28.. 

.60. 

.55. .61. 

.56. 

.75.... Sept  19 

.80  May  16 

.63  Mar.  14 

.72.... Nov.  21 .58  

.58.. ..Ott  24 

.85.... Mar.  21 

.SI.... Aug.  22 

.58.. ..Nov.  7 

.88.. ..May  28 

2.. lOt. 

lit- 18, 

Title  Star  Rel, 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churehlll-B.  Cabot.  ..Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  The  (G). Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy..  ..Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Staodar. ..  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)   Richard  Arlen-Ceellla  Parker..  . .May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dee. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (Gh.Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  00;  June  6,  p.  120:  June  20,  pp.  118. 
July  II.  pp.  125.  128;  July  18.  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  81:  Aug.  8. 112.  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt-Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence   Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles  Blckford-Florence  Rico.  ..Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetta  Oct 
Rio  Grande  Ranger..  Robert  Allen-Iris  Meredith  Deo. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret  Patrol  (G)  Charles  Starrs tt-FInle  Barton..  ..May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett-Flnls  Barton..  . .Juno 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne- Melvyn  Douglas. ....  Nov. 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (G)  Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television  (G)  Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat  Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Follows. .  .Oct 
Two  Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-Juno  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  July  4.) 
Unknown  Ranger,  The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts  Sept. 
You  May  Be  Next  (G)  Ann  Sothern-Lloyd  Nolan  Feb. 

Coming 

Chopin   Francis  Lederer   
College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rlo-Rlehard  Dlx. .  . .  Jan.  I7,'37t. 

(See  "Depths  Below."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrott-Marian  Welden  
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Keith-Chas.  Qulgley. .. .Jan.  8,'37t. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Freedom  for  Sale  Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrlllo-Chestor  Morris  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Nightingale  Files  Homo.  The. ..Grace  Moore   
No  More  Heroes  Jack  Holt   
Racketeer  In  Exlla  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable  , 
Raiding  Guns   Chas.  Starrett-Peggy  Stratford  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupino  
Westbound  Mall   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. ..  .Jan.  22,'37t. 
When  You're  in  Love  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Woman  In  Distress  May  Robson-Mary  Aster  Jan.  24,'37t. 
Women  Are  Wise  Dolores  Del  Rio  
Women  of  Glamour   Melvyn  Douglas-Virginia  Brace.. Jan.  28,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
It  80. ...Nov.  7 
25t  73. ...Oet  84 
1  72....  July  25 

8  66....  Apr.  2f 
24t  77  Dec.  26 
12  118.. ..Apr.  29 
120,  122;  June  27,  p.  SO; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22.  pp.  ltd, 

I4t  63.... Oet  SI 
10  56. ...May  2 
25t  83. ...DOS.  18 

20  80.... All.  It 
17.. ......57.. ..Sept.  12 
8...  58  
I2t  95. ...Nov.  14 
1  70....  Aug.  8 
15  65....AI8.  6 
ISt  
15  
I5t. 
6.. 

.87  Mar.  2* 

COMMODORE 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Mlantea  Reviewed 
Ghost  Town   Harry  Carey   Feb.   IS  8  rls  
Pecos  Kid.  The  Fred  Kohlor,  Jr.  Feb.    IB  6  rls  

CRESCENT 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept  ISt  65  July  IS 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keone-Rlta  Canal ne  Oet.    27t  60  Oet  17 Coming 

2lt. 

Battle  of  Greed  Tom  Koone-Gwynne  Shlpman  Jan. 
Beyond  Victory   Tern  Keene   Mar. 
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr. 
Drums  of  Destiny  Tern  Keene   May  24,'S7t 
Iter  ef  Empire  Tarn  Keene   July  8,'S7t. 

I8,'37t. 
l,'S7t. 

I2.'17t. 
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DANUBIA 
(Hungarian  Dialogue) 

Title  Star 
Be  Good  Unto  Death  Lael  Devenyl   Sept. 
Car  of  Dreams  Torzs-Pereell   Oct. 
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug. 
Friendly  Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nov. 
Hungarla  (English  title*)  Travelogue   ..Mar. 
Hungarian  Village  Travelogue   Dee. 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabos-Pereell   May 
Man  Under  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
March  Tales   Turay-Kabos   July 
New  Landlord,  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
Son  of  the  Steppes  Klss-Komar   Dee. 
Sweet  Stepmother   Maria  Tasnadl   Sept 

(English  titles) 
This  Villa  for  Sal*  Verebes-Cslkos   June 
Three  Spinsters  Emille  Markus   Dee. 

Coming 

Blue  Danube  Romance  Zita  Perczell   Jan.   20,'37t  85. 
Dream  of  Love  Frank  Taray   Jan.  3,'37t . . .  103. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee.   31 1  82. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed .80  

.90  

.78  .65  

.88  

.20  

.54  

.82  

.68  

I0t. 

I0t. 25t. 
It. 

15.. 25t. 
15.. I5t. 

15.. 
20t. 
25t. 
I5t. .85. 

.90. 
15.. 

It. .80. .84. 

DuWORLD 

Title  Star  ■  Rel. 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct. 
Crimson  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan. 
Klleu,  The  Killer  Technicolor   Oct. 
L'Egulppage   Annabella   Oct. 
Mysteries  ef  Notre  Dame  Oct. 
Nobody's  Bey   Robert  Lynen   Sept.  I  St  81 
Opera  ef  Paris  Georges  Thill   Oct     It  50 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
I5t  84  
l/37t  
It  60. June  1/38 
I5t  79  
It  58  

EMPIRE 

Title Rel 
Running  Time 

Date      Minute*  Reviewed Star 
Coming 

Crime  Patrol   Ray  Walker-Geneva  Mitchell  
Shadows  of  the  Orient  (O)  Regis  Toomey. Esther  Ralston  *85  Fab.  18 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Title (See  also  Warner  Brothers)        Running  Tin Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes 
16... 

..67. 
.  ..81.. 
p.  82.) .119.. 

.May  23 

Jan.    1 1 
Feb.  29,  pp.  74,  76; 

Brides  Are  Like  That  (fl)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louise  Apr, 
(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 

Bullets  er  Ballots  (G)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell . . June  6  
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  123;  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oct.  3, 

Captain  Blood  (G)  855..  Errol  Flynn-Ollvla  de  Havllland . .  Dec.  28/35.. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  69;  Feb.  I,  p.  66;  Feb.  8,  pp.  83, 
Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  18,  p.  82;  Aug.  22,  p.  117.) 

Captain's  Kid.  The  (G)  187  Guy  Klbbee-8ybll  Jason   Nov. 
Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  170.  Rlcardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  Wllllam-Clalra  Dodd  Aug. 
China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien- Beverly  Roberts  Aug.  22    88>/a..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  6,  p.  80:  Oct.  10,  p.  02;  Oct.  81.  p.  71.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellis-Dennis  Moore  Sept, 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962... Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July 

Reviewed .Jan.  25 

I4t. 
3lt. 

15. 

I9t. 

18.. 

..72. ...Sept. 
.#62....0et. 

.63. 

..66 

.May 

p.  90;  Aug.  8.  p.  9i :  Aug.  15,  pp.  75,  78;  Aug.  29,  pp. 
jet. 

23.. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151.  Dick  Powell-Joan  Blondell  Dee. 
Golden  Arrow,  The  (G)  959  Bette  Davis-George  Brent  May 

(Exploitation:  May  16,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 
Guns  of  Pecos  960  Dick  Foran-Anne  Nagel  Jan. 
Hearts  Divided  (G)  955  Marlon  Davles-Dlek  Powell  June 
Here  Comes  Carter  (G)  169  Ross  Alexander-Anne  Nagel  Oct. 
Law  In  Her  Hands,  The  (G) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  ..May 

Love   Begins   at  Twenty  (G) 
S75   Warren  Hull-Patrlela  Ellis  Aug. 

Murder  By  An  Aristocrat  (G) 
974   Marguerite  Churehlll-L.  Talbot.  ..June 

Road  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Woods- Kay  Llaaker  Mar. 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  7.  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  121;  June  27,  p.  88;  July  4,  p. 

Singing  Kid.  The  (G)  954  Al  Jolson- Beverly  Roberts  Apr.  II.. 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 

Snowed  Under  (G)  971  George  Brent-Gonevleve  Tobln..  ..Apr. 
Seng  ef  the  Saddle  (G)  978  Dick  Foran-Alma  Lloyd  Feb. 
Stage  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  Blondell-DIck  Powell  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p.  79.) 
Story  ef   L*ul*   Pasteur,  The 
(G)  956   Paul  Munl-Josephlne  Hutchinson.. Feb. 

(Exploitation:  Feb, 
p.  92;  May  9,  p. 

...July 
...June 
85,  86. 

.101... ..68... 
Dee. 
May 

23 

15 
18 

20 

87; 

12 
0 

2/87..... 56. 20... 
24t.. 

,  ..70.... June 

...60. .Dee. 
16.. 

13.. 
28.. 

4.. 

29.. I2t. 

.58. .Apr.  18 

..58.... May  80 
ft;: 

..60....  Apr.  4 

..62....  Feb.  29 
July  II.  p.  128.) 
,..84.... Mar.  21 

.63....  Mar. 

.56....  Apr. 

.91  Aug. 

21 
II 
15 

22.... .87. Nov.  80/35 
22,  pp.  95.  96;  Mar.  14.  p.  87;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  Apr.  25,  p.  88;  May  2. 
4;  May  16,  p.  82:  May  30,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  68;  Aug.  I.  p.  83.) 

Three  Men  en  a  Horse  (fl)  151. Frank  MeHugh-Joan  Blondell..  ..Nov.   21 1  85  Dee.  6 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  82;  Dec.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  ?6,  p.  70.) 

Trallln'  West  979  Dlek  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.    5  56  
(See  "On  Secret  Service."  "la  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Tw*  Against  the  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart- Beverly  Roberts  July    II  57. ...May  23 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p  60.) 

Whit*  Aagel,  The  (G)  951  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  July     4  91  June  6 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  P.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  83;  Dee.  19, 
p.  89.) 

Coming 
Case  of  the  Stuttering  Bishop. 
The   Donald  Weeds- Ana  Dvorak  

Ruimlag  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 

Cherokee  Strip,  The  Dick  Foran-Jane  Bryan  

Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168. .Jean  Mulr-Barton  Mac  Lane  *60....Aug.  SO Gentleman  from  Klmberley,  The  Warner  Baxter   
Green  Light  154  Errol  Flynn-Anlta  Louise  Feb.  20/87t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Aug.  8.) 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  Jean  Mulr- Warren  Hull  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Love  Begins   Mary  Maguire-Tom  Brown  
Men  In  Exile  Richard  Purcell-June  Travis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justlee   Josephine  Hutchlnson-G.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Once  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Woods-Jean  Mulr  Jan.  23/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
San  Quentln   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Nowhere   Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  
Penrod  and  Sam  172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson  Feb.  27/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Sing  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  166. James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  Jan.     9/37t  79  Oct.  17 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  
Stolen  Holiday  159  (G)  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  Feb.    6/S7t...*85  Dee.  28 
Story  of  Emile  Zola,  The  Paul  Muni   White  Bondage   jean  Mulr-Gordon  Oliver  

FRANK  NORTON 
(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) Running  Tim* 

Title 
Star 

Rel.  Date 

Minutes 

Reviewed 

7t... 

Fab. 

Feb. 

I8t... 
GB  PICTURES 

Running  Tl M Title 
Star Rel.  Date 

Minutes 
Reviewed 

George  Arliss-Lucle  Mannheim. 
..Oct. 16.... 

....74.. 
.  .Sept. 12 

Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)... 
It... ....74.. 

..Sept. 12 
Jessie  Matthews-Sonnle  Hale... .Dee. 

81/85. 
....78. Nov.  86.'S5 

Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young.. 

.May 

SO.... .. ..79.. 

..May 
II 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p 

68.) 

It... ....69.. 
. .  Mar. 

31 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  

I5t... ..  ..63.. 

..May 
30 

Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  .Nov. 1.... 

.. ..66.. 

..Oct. 10 
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610. Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrle  Hardwlek*. .Sept. 

It... 

.  ..80.. 

..May 

II 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")  (See  production article,  June  20,  p. 

10: 

exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83.) 
.Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Loire. . . .June 

15.... 

 83.. 

..May 

88 

ist... 
 70.. 

..July 
II 

(Reviewed  under  the  title. "Doomed  Cargo.") 

I5t... 
..  ..67.. Nov. 

20t... ....64.. 

.  .Apr. 
4 

(Reviewed  under  the  title. "Once  In  a  Million.") 
Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  

.Jan. I/S7t. 
Coming 

Everybody  Danee  (G)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneldge  75  Dee.  I 
Great  Barrier,  The  Richard  Arlen-LIIII  Palmer  
Head  Over  Heals  In  Love  Jessie  Matthews   Jan.  30/S7t  
King  Solomon's  Mine*  3618....  Roland  Young-Paul  Robeson  
Land  Without  Musle  (G)  Richard  Tauber-JImmy  Durante  80  Oct.  24 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arliss-Rene  Ray  Jan.  20/37t  71  Nov.  28 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Soldiers  Three  Vletor  MeLaglen  
River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  Jan.    IO/37t  69  May  16 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Glna  Malo  

GRAND  NATIONAL Running  Tine 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Captain  Calamity  George  Houston-Marian  Nlxen  Nov.  29    66  
Devil  on  Horseback,  Th*  (6)... Llll  Damlta-Fred  Keating  Oct  lit  70'/l..Oet.  8 
Great  Guy  (G)  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dee.  25t  *75....Dee.  19 
Hats  Off   Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov.  29t  
Headin'   for  the   Rio  Grande 
(G)   Tex  Rltter-  Eleanor  Stewart  Dec.  20t  61.. 

Navy  Spy   Conrad  Nagel- Eleanor  Hunt  Dee.  28.....  , 
Sins  of  Children  (G)  Erie  Llnden-Cecllla  Parker  Sept  28   79'/i. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "In  His  Steps.")    (Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90.) 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (fl)  Tex  Rltter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov.  22t  62... 
We're  In  the  Legion  New  (G). Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston.  ..Dee.  I3t  64... 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (Q)  Tala  Blrell-lan  Keith  Oct.  25t  81.. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Oct  27t  63.. 

.Dee.  12 

.Sept  18 

.Net.  14 

.Feb.  IS 

.Oct.  24 

.Nov.  14 

Arizona  Days 

Coming 

Tex  Rltter-Eleanor  Stewart. 

GUARANTEED Ruaalng  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Mlaate*  Reviewed 
Just  My  Luek  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  Joa*  16  
Luck  of  the  Irish  Rlehard  Hay  ward   Sept.  I8t  
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Phantom  Ship   Bala  Lugosl-Shlrlea  Gray  Oct. 
Wanan  la  Wblta  Molly  Lement. Lester  Matthews.  ..July 

l»t. 

II.. 

HOFFBERG 

Title  Star 
airl  fraaj  Maxim's  Leslie  Hemon- Frances  Day  Oct. 
layaah   Borneo  Expedition    ..Nay. 
Sang  at  the  Start  at  Flavor  Swedish   Sept, 
Tenderfoot  floes  Wast,  A  Jack  La  Rue- Russell  G  lease*  Oct. 
Unela  from  America  Czeek  Film   Dae. 
Voice  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Wanted  Man   Charles  Laughton- Dorothy  Qlsh.  ..Sept. 

Coming 
Calling  AM  Cars  Jack  LaRue-Lilllan  Miles  Feb.   I0.'37t .. .  .62.  Jan. 
Crime  of  Voodoo  Frodl  Washington     63  
Fire  Trap,  The  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp. . . .  Jan.    I0,'37t . .  -  .58.  Dee. 
Palo's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Feb.   1 5,'37t ...  .75  
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb.   I0,'37t. . .  .62  

Running  Time 
Rot.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

It  65.  Oct.  14/33 
ISt  70  
It  80  
ISt  62  
I5t  90  
It  70  
It  62  

26,'35 
7.'35 

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rot.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dee.     It  00....JMO  6 
She  Shall  Have  Musle  Jack  Hylton-June  Clyde  Nov.    It  SO.Dso.  1/88 

Coming 
Oeerslayer   
High  Hat   Frank  Luther- Dorothy  Dare  
I  Demand  Payment  Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRuo  
judgment  Day   
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes- Francos  Grant  
With  Pleasure.  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Bridge  of  Sight  Onelow  Stevens- Dorothy  Tree  Fob. 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar. 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov. 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens- Kay  LI  taker. .  ..Juno 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (6). Reginald  Denny-Jaak  LaRuo  Aug. 
Throe  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp  May 

Running  Time 
Rol.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

IS  64  
23  64  
St  66  
10   ..66'/,..  July  II 
1  64.... Ant.  tJ 
2  78. ...July  4 

Borrowed  Time 
Coming 

MASCOT 

Title 
Doughnuts  and  Society. 

Star 
.  Louise  Fazenda- Maude Eburao. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Mlnuteo  Reviewed 

.Mar.  27   63  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Eiasnnifio  Tina® 

Title  Star Rel.  Date Minutes Reviewed 
..Apr. 24.... ....71.. ..Apr. 

II 

After  the  Thin  Maa  (6)  718... Wm.  Powell-Myraa  Lay  
..Dae. 25t... ..  .112.. . .  Dee. 12 

(Soe  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dee.  19.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  70S.. Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furnoss  Oct. ISt... ....84.. 

..Sept. S 
Nov. 

Bohemian  Girl,  The  (G)  821... Laurel  and  Hardy  Fob. 14.... ...72.. ..Mar. 7 
..Nov. 

27t... ..Nov. 

SI 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93.) 
..Jan. I.'S7. 

..  .108.. . .  Dee. 

19 
(See  production  article,  Oct  24,  p.  16.) 

..July 
10.... 

..  ..79.. 
..July II 

Oovll  Is  a  Sissy.  The  (G)  888. Freddie  Bartholomow-J.  Cooper.. .Sept. IS  ..  ..92.. 
.Sept 

i)§ 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  73;  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
S  94.. 

..May 

3® 
June  27.  pp.  80.  81 ;  Sept.  8,  p.  80.) (Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117 

Garden  Murder  Case,  The  (G) 
022   Edmund  Lowe- Virginia  Bruce  Feb.  21  62  Feb. 

General  Spaaky  (G)  714  Spanky  MeFarland-P.  Holmes  Doe.   lit  72.. ..Oct. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (Q)  183. .Joan  Crawford-Robert  Taylor  Aug.  28..  105  Sept. 

(See  production  article.  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept  8,  p.  79;  Oct.  31,  p.  76.) 
Groat  Zlegfeld,  The  (G)  700... W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L.  Ralner..  ..Sept.    4  180.... Apr. 

IS, 

p.  76;  Juno  27, 
Oct.  10,  p.  92 

p.  82;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug. 
Nov.  28,  p.  105;  Doe.  8, 

.80. 

(Pictorial:  Jaa.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr, 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Sept.  12,  p. 
p.  80;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 

His  Brother's  Wife  (A)  887  Robt.  Taylor- Barbara  Stanwyck ...  Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Port  Kolton  Aug. 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  048  Jean  Harlow- William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oct. 
Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704... Robert  Young- Florence  Rise  Oct. 
Love  on  the  Run  (Q)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Elissa  Landi-Edmund  Lowe  Nov. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  ..Jack  Haley-Betty  Furnoss  Oct. 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Ceellla  Parker  Sept. 
Our  Relations  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oct 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  845  Robt.  Montgomery-Myrna  Lay.... Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  SO,  p.  90;  Juno  13.  p.  123;  July  25 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  055  Robt.  Montgomery-Madge  Evans. .Aug.  14... 
Rabin  Hood  of  El  Dorado.  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Lorlag  Apr.  17... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  July  II,  ». 
San  Francisco  (G)  SSS  Clark  Gabla-J.  MacDaaald  June  26  III. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  114;  Aug. 
Sept  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  86.  68;  Oct  3.  pp.  78.  S3:  Oct  31.  P.  78.) 

.Aug.  22 
21.. 

9.. 
2t. 

20.. 
ISt. 
23t. 

27.. 

25.. sot. 

20.. 

71.... Oct.  10 

.98.. 

.51.. 

.81.. .71.. 

.76  

.68....  Mar. 

.Oct .Oct 

.Nov. 

.Nov. 17 
SI 
21 

14 

....80... 

....74.. .. ..81.. 

P.  81.) 
 97... 

....86.. 
28 

.Sept.  5 

.Nov.  21 

.Mar.  21 

.Aug.  IS 
124.) 

..July 
29.  p. 4 so: 

Title  star  Rel.  Date 
Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot- Marg't  Lindsay  Dae.  ISt 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gayner- Robert  Taylor  Apr.  10.. 

(Exploitation:  Juno  13.  p.  122;  Juno  27,  p.  80;  July  25.  p.  77;  Aug.  8, 
Speed  (Q)  852  Wendy  Barrlo-Jamos  Stewart  May  8.. 
8uzy  (G)  518  Joan  Harlow- Franehot  Tone  July  24.. 

(Exploitation:  Ann.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79;  Aug.  29,  pp.  84, 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Robert  Young-Florence  Rleo  Sept (Exploitation:  Dec.  2G,  p.  70.) 

Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Welssmullar-M.  ©'Sullivan  Nov. 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96:  Dec.  26,  p.  75.) 

Throe  Godfathers  (6)  823          Chester  Morris-Irene  Horny  Mar. 
Three  Wise  Guys  (G)  683  Robert  Young-Betty  Furnoss  May (Exploitation:  July  IS.  p.  85.) 
Troublo  for  Two  (G)  848  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell.  ..May 
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (Q)  SSI.Lorotta  Young- Franehot  Tone  Apr. 
Voice  of  Bugle  Ann  (G)  630.. Lionel  Barrymoro-M.  O'Sulllvan . . Feb. 
Wo  Wont  to  College  (6  )  626... Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwator  Juao 
Wife  vs.  Secretary  (G)  808...  C.  Gable-M.  Loy-J.  Harlow  Fob. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18.  p.  77:  July  4.  p.  68.) 
Women  Are  Troublo  (G)  701... Stuart  Erwln-Flereneo  Rico  July 

lit.. 

6t.. 
8... 
IB... 

29... 

3... 
7... 

19... 28... 

Bit.. 

Running  Time Minutes  Reviewed 
 74....  Dee.  19 

 106. ...Apr.  II 

,  p.  91.) 

 72.. ..May  t 
 95....  July  19 

87;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
 78.. ..July  II 

.  ..89.... Nov.  7 

.82.. ..Fob.  83 

.78. ...May  II 

.75.. ..May  St 
.88....  Apr.  4 
.72....  Fab.  16 .81.. ..Juao  0 

.St.... Fob.  » 

.B9....JOM  89 Coming 

Burnt  Fingers   Guy  Kibbee-Alico  Brady  
Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Tracy.  ..Jan.  29.'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Dangerous  Number   Robert  Young-Ann  Sothern  
Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Joaos  
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Munl-Lulso  Ralner  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  18.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cboynsy,  The  J.  Crawford -Rebt.  Montgomery  
Man  of  tho  People  Joseph  Callela-Florence  Rice  Jan.  22,'S7t  
Maytlme   J.  MaeDonald-Nelson  Eddy  
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy  Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  
Parnelt   Clark  Gable-Myrna  Lay  
Plek  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  Norma  Shearer- Leslie  Howard  124  /aty  18 

(Sea  production  article.  Mar.  28,  p.  18.) 
Under  Cover  of  Night  Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rleo  Jaa.  s.'37t  
Way  Out  West  Laurel  and  Hardy  

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Star 

Ruanlng  Time 
Rol.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Devil's  Gold   Conway 
Senor  Jim   Conway 

Coming 

Toarlo   
T carle- Barbara  Bedford  . 

PARAMOUNT 

9t. 

98; 

3.. 
28.. 

6.. 

Dee. 

..57... 

.100... 
5,  p. 

.Oct.  17 

.Oct  10 
78:  Dec. 

.76....  Apr.  II .58....  Apr.  28 

.67....  Fob.  I 

Ruanlag  Time 
Title  8tar  Rol.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Accusing  Finger  (G)  3614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Huat  Oct.     St  62.. ..Nov.  tl 
Along  Came  Love  3616  .Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  Nov.    St  66  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  3583.. .  Randolph  Scott- Frantee  Drake  Jane   IS  68  Jons  It 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  88:  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug.  29.  p.  84:  Goat. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  26,  p.  73.) 

Arizona  Mahoaoy  3821  Larry  Crabba-Joo  Cook  Doe.    4t  58  
(See  "In  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders,  Tho  (G)  S884. Buster  Crabbo-Marsha  Huat  Juno 
Big   Broadcast  of   1937,  Tho 
(G)  3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  A  Allen  Oet 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  24.  p.  69:  Oct.  31.  p.  73;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96, 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  8548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard- Frances  Farmer...  ..May 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  8841... Wm.  Beyd-JImmy  Ellison  Mar. 
Case  Against  Mrs.  Amas,  Tho 

(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent . .  May 
(Exploitation:  Juno  6.  p.  121:  July  4,  p.  69.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Bums  A  Alloa  Doe. 
Desert  Gold  (G)  8546  Larry  Crabbo-Marsha  Huat  Mar. 
Desire  (A)  3539  Marlene  Dietrich-Gary  Cooper  Fob. 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  121;  Sept.  26,  p.  76;  Oet.  3,  p, 
Drift  Fence  (G)  3536  Larry  Crabbe-Keth.  DoMlllo... 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  S560  Charlee  Rugglcs-Mary  Bolaad. . 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  SO.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pldgeoa  May 
Florida  Special  (G)  3334  Jack  Oakle-Sally  Ellers  May 
F  Man  (G)  3544   Jaek  Haley-Adrlenne  Mar  den  Mar. 
Forgotten  Faces  (6)  3556  Herbert  Marsball-G.  Michael  May 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607    Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll.  .  .Sept. 

.85. .May  I 

25t  87  Dec.  26 
27  88....  Aug.  8 
28  68....  Fob.  8 

81;  Doe.  19.  p.  90.) 
.Fob.   14  86.... May  80 

8  73....  July  28 .Juno 
Nov.  6t. 

13  

I  13  

15  
..67. ..76. 

..87. 

..72. 

..72. 

..May  28 
■  Apr.  28 

..May  16 ..May  2 

12.. 

8.. 
ISt. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  95.) 
Girl  of  tho  Ozarks,  Tho  (Q) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Cresman..  ..Juno 

Give  Us  This  Night  (Q)  8542.. Jan  Klepura-Gladys  Swarthout..  ..Mar 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18.) 

Ge  West,  Young  Man  (A)  3618.  Mae  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov. 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 

Heart  of  tho  West  3567  Wm.  Beyd-JImmy  Ellison  July  24... 
Her  Master's  Voice  (6)  3531. ..Edw.  E.  Horton-P.  Cenklln  Jaa.  17... 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Shirley  Ross-Robt.  Cummlags..  ..Nov.  20t.. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  3603. John  HalHday-Robt.  Cummlngs.  ..Aug.  ait.. 
Hopaleng  Cassldy  Returns  (G) 
8666   William  Boyd-Evolyn  Brest  Oet.  lit.. 

I'd  Give  My  Llfo  (G)  8*82.. ..Sir  Guy  Staadlag-F.  Drake  Aug.  I4t.. 
Juagle  Prlasees.  The  (G)  SS20.Ray  MI  Hand -Dorothy  Lamenr  Nov.  271... 

.Sept  It 

.68.. 

.73.. 

.Juno .Mar. 

.80....  Nov.  14 

..78.. ..78.. 

..72.. 

.Fob. 

.Nov. 

..75  Aug. 

....74.. ..Nov. 

..  ..SI... .Asa. ■  ..84  ...NOV. 

22 14 

22 
7 
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(THE  RELEASE  CHAET~CCN*T) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Klondike  Annie  (A)  8538  Mae  West-Victor  MeLaglen  Feb.   21  81.... Feb.  15 
(See  news  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  19;  exploitation:  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  I,  p.  92;  June  20,  p. 
I  IS.) 

Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3606  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  Sept.    4t  71  Aug.  29 
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horton  Dee.    I8t  60  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Milky  Way,  The  (G)  353S  Harold  Lloyd-Adolphe  Menjou..  ..Feb.     7  88.... Feb.  I 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  95;  Apr.  4,  pp.  82,  87;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  23,  p.  94;  June 
6,  p.  116:  June  27,  pp.  82.  85;  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  22.  p.  117;  Sept.  26,  p.  76.) 

Moon's  Our  Home,  The(G)3549.  Margaret  Sullavan-Henry  Fonda.. Apr. 
Murder  with  Pictures  (G)  3610.  Lew  Ayres-Gail  Patrick  Sept. 
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothern  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  65.) 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballew. . .  June 
Plainsman,  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper- Jean  Arthur  Jan. 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Fields-Rochelle  Hudson. ..  .June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 
Preview    Murder   Mystery  (G) 
3540   Gail  Patrick- Reginald  Denny  Feb. 

Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May 

Return  of  Sophie   Lang,  The 
(G)  3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Mllland..  ..July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569.  Bing  Crosby-Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31. 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown.  ..Oct. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hicks-Donald  Calthrop . . Doe. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen- Katherlne  DeMllle . . Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
Son  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3573.  Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy- Katherlne  Locke  . .  Auo. 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604.. Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker. ..  .Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  17,  24,  p.  70 
p.  92;  Dec.  19,  p.  92.) 

10  

25t.... 
7t.... 
5  I.'37t. 

19  

..83. 

..71. 
..63. 

..72. 

.113. 

..73. 

.  .Apr. 

. .  Sept. ..July 

.  .June 

. .  Nov. 

.  .June 

ii  i 

5 
25 

28 
13 

28  65....  Feb.  15 

22. 
.76. 

.May  16 

3.... .64  Juno  20 

31  87.. 
Sept.  5,  p.  85: 
pp.  75,  76;  Nov. 

.July 

Sept. 

7.  p. 

25 

12, 

87; 

30t.. 18... 

17... 

31... 
10... 

28t.. 

28f .. Oct. 

..80.... Oct.  24 

..73. Dee.  21  ,'35 

..70....  Apr.  4 

.75. .77. 

...71. 

..99. 

..Aug. 

.  .June 

..Aug. 

.  .Aug. 

15 
20 

22 

29 

31,  p.  82;  Nov.  14, 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547.... Fred  MaeMurray-Joan  Bennett. . .Mar. 27.... .  ..77.. 
..Mar. 

21 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p. 118;  Aug.  22,  p.  113.) 
Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  8585.  E.  Whltney-Robt.  Cunnings. . 17.... .  ..64. 

..July 
J 

fhree  Married  Men  (A)  3608. Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawley... .Sept. lit... 
.  ..61.. 

..Sept. 5 
Three  on  the  Trail  (G)  3553.. William  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  . 24.... . ..67.. . .  Apr. 18 
rill  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551. 17.... . ..72.. . .  Apr. 

1  i 
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545... 20.... •  ..74.. .  Mar. 14 
Trull   Dint  3fifi7  lit... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Trail   of  the    Lonesome  Pine 

Mar. IS.... 106.. 
.Feb. 29 

(See  production  article.  Jan.  18,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Feb.  29,  p.  73 
p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June  20, 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  115;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  26 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
(A)  3611   Gladys  George-Arllne  Judge  Oct. 

Wedding  Present  (G)  3613  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oet. 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 

Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. .  .Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  Sept. 

May  2,  p.  98:  May  23, 
p.  122;  July  25,  p.  80: 
p.  76;  Oet.  3,  p.  81.) 

.109... 
..81... 

Sept. .Oct. 

Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571.  G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July 

Coming 

Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Feb. 
(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes  Ray  Mi  Hand -Heather  Angel  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  Swartheut-F.  MacMurray .  .Jan. 
Clarence   Roscoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters . .  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Happiness  Preferred   ....Warren  William-Karen  Morley.  . .  Feb. 
Jehn  Meade's  Woman  Ed.  Arnold-Franelne  Larrlmore. . .  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem  C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G).. Charles  Ruogles-Allee  Brady  Jan. 
Souls  at  Sea  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  
Swing  High,  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard-F.  MacMurray  

I8t  
24  

.73  Sept.  12 
..75....  Aug.  8 

I9.'37t. 

I5,*37t. 

29,*37t  85  Dae.  12 
26,'37t  5,'37t. 

I9.'37t. 

I5.'37.. 
I2,'37t  

8,'37t..  .*75....Dec. 19 

PURITAN 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Aces  and  Eights  (G)  Tim  MeCoy-Luana  Walters  June 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)   Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Doll  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lion's  Den,  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows  Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way.  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond. .. .Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern,  The  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ..  .Mar. 
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Revlewe* 
8f  62.. ..Aug.  22 
If  59.. ..Aug.  I 
3t  60.... Sept.  19 
I «  
et  
ISt  76  
20t  68  
It  61  
29t  

RAY  KIRKWOOD 

Title Star 
Running  Tina 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Coming 

Adventurous  Regu   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  8,'37t. 
El  Justlelero  Ernesto  Guillen  Jan.  3,'37t. 

Title  Star 
Fighting  Vagabonds   -  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed. 
Masked  Devil,  The  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed. 

Running  Time 
Ref.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

..Feb.  I9,'37t  

..Apr.  4,'S7t  

RELIABLE 

Title  Star 
Ambush  Valley    Bob  Custer  
Caryl  of  the  Mountains  Rin-Tln-TIn,  Jr  Mar. 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson. .  Mar. 
Pinto  Rustlers  Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Colter  May 
RIdin'  On   Tom  Tyler-Rex  Lease  Feb. 
Roamin'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar. 
Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  ..  May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer   
Frontier  Fury  Bob  Custer   
Outlaw  River  Rln-Tin-Tin,  Jr.   
Prairie  Terror  Bob  Custer   
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Sliver  Trail   Rin-Tln-TIn,  Jr.   
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Nov.     It  56  

27t  57  
I4t  58  
I4t  56  

29t  56  
30t  55  
ISt  56  
I4t  56  
St  56  

REPUBLIC 

iet. 

13.. 

9t.. 
25t.. 

10... 
St.. 

17.. 

26t. 

20.. 
16.. 

9t. 
22.. 
I4t. 
5.. 

Title  Star  Re|. 
Beware  of  Ladles  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Border  Phanton  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  Dee. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oct. 
Comln'   Round  the  Mountain 

(G)  3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 
Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60IO...OIsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hsrdle-Ann  Rutherford.  ..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  S,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lreno  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marlon  Talley- Michael  Bartlett  ..Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 
Frankle  and  Johnnie   (A)  6201 ..  Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris. ...  May 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana 

(G)  3503   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry... Aug. 
Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughes..  ..Oct. 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3525..  Kay  Llnaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Shella  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger.  The  6332  Bob  Steele-Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  A utry- Dorothy  Dlx  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6003  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dee. 
Harvester.  The  (G)  3506   Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15.  p.  79:  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G)  3505   Mae  Clarke-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

King  of  the  Peeos  (G)  355P  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (0)  3522.Evalyn  Knanp-Phll  Regan  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley.  .  .Nov. 
Lawless  Nineties,  The  (G)  3557. John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  Feb. 
Leathernecks  Have  Landed,  The 

(G)  3501   Lew  Ayers-lsabel  Jewell  Feb. 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  July  25,  p.  81.) 

Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3363  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed,  A  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dee. 
Mandarin    Mystery,    The  (•) 
6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dee. 

Navy  Barn  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Clalre  Dodd..  ..June 
Oh.  Susannal  6303  Gene  Autry- Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnette  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Roam."  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wlleoxon-Betty  Furness. . .  .Oct. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry- Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine  (G) 
3531   Roger  pryor-Charlotte  Henry  Feb. 

Ride.  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Sept, 
Roarln'  Lead  6313   Robt,  Livingston-Ray  Corrlgan.  . .  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Singing  Cowboy.  The  (G)  3572.  Gene  Autry-L*ls  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528..  Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesqulteors  (G)  6311  Robt.  LIvlngston-Kay  Hughes. ..  .Sept. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3308...  Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrio  July 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren . . . Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561..  .John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser...  .  ..July  8  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  23.) Coming 

Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan.  20,'37t 
Bold  Caballero.  The  (G)  6101. .Robt.  Livingston-Heather  Angel.. Jan.  I8.'37t 
Hit  the  Saddle  Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrlgan  
Join  the  Marines  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan.  25,'37f 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Larceny  an  the  Air  Grace  Bradley- Robt.  Livingston.  ..Jan.  Il,'37f 

(Seo  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Old  Lady  Ironsides  Alison  Skipworth-Polly  Moran  
Paradise  Express   Jan.  25,'S7t. 

Running  Tin 
Date  Minutes 
2lt  61... 

Reviewed 

.70. 

28t.  
2lt  56... 
I4t  60... Sept.  26 

...55. .  ..68. 
..67. .Apr.  II 

.Oet.  SI .July  II 

..59. 

..82. 

..66. 

. . .66. 

...55. 

...68. .  ..60. .  .  .49. 
.  ..56. .  ..68. 

.  ..74. 

.Aug  16 

.May  28 

.Aug.  22 

I5t  72. 

6.. 
9.. 
18.. 

2St. 

Ii.. 

22.. 

25.. 
28t. 

7t. 
IS.. 

I9t. 
2lt. 

.69. 

.54. 

.July  II .Dec.  12 

.Apr.  25 

.June  6 

.  Mar.  7 

.Apr.  II 

.Mar.  14 
.55. 

.55. 

.67. .55. 

.Mar.  7 

.Fab.  29 

.  Nov.  14 

.63. .67. 

.59. 

.56. 

.NOV.  31 

.June  27 

8t. 

2. 

..78. 

..56., 
.Oet. 

14... 

30t. 

9t. .72.. ..59. 
.Feb.  IS 

II  56.. 
I5t  66.. 
2lt  56.. 10  67.. 

24t  56.. 

.May  IS 

.Sept.  5 

.Sept  12 
.July  25 

.53. 

.71....  Dee. 
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Title  Star  Rel. 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6315   Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrlgan  .  Jan.  4,'37t 

Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6306.. Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnetts  Feb.  28/37 1 
Trusted  Outlaw.  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb.  I,'37t 

Running  Tlmo 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

RKO  RADIO 
Running  Time 

Title                                  Star                                 Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
B4g  Game,  The  (G)  702  June  Travis-Philip  Huston  Oet.     »t  75  Oet.  3 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90:  Dec.  19,  p.  88.) 
Bride  Walks  Out,  The  (G) 
531   Barbara  Stanwyek-G.  Raymond.  ..July    10  80. ...July  II 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7.  p.  84.) 
Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis,  Jr.-Loulse  Latimer .  .June  26  67  

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 
Danelng  Pirate  (G)  (70  Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna  May    22   85. ...May  16 

(Exploitation:  June  8,  pp.  117,  121;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel.  ..Oct.    I8t  77.... Oet.  31 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  638.  Bruce  Cabot-Louise  Latimer  Sept. 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford,  The  (G)  628. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Follow  the  Fleet  (G)  613  Fred  Astalre-Glnger  Rogers  Feb.   21  1 10.... Fob.  22 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94:  Mar.  28.  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  May  16,  p.  82:  May  23,  p.  93; 
May  30,  p.  84;  June  13,  pp.  125,  130;  July  4,  p.  68;  July,  p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68; 
Oct.  17,  p.  76;  Oct.  31,  p.  76.) 

Farmer  In  the  Dell  (G)  624  Fred  Stone- Jean  Parker  Mar.  27   67  Mar.  14 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug,  7... 
Lady  Consents,  The  (G)  622. ..Ann  Harding-Herbert  Marshall.  .. Feb.  7... 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  Juno  19... 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  648  Bobby  Breen- Henry  Armetta  June  12... 
Lave  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrle  Mar.  6  
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (G)  705. Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Nov.  I3f . . 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  634  Kath.  Hepburn- Fredrle  March. . . .  Aug.  28  

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II.  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug. 

I6t.. 
I8t.. 
15... 

..65. 

..81. 

..Aug. ..May 

....67.. ....61.. .  ..76V, 

 70..  68.. 
 77.. 
 65.. ..  .123.. 

P. 

29, 

•  Jay.  0Q 
..May  30 
..Apr.  25 . .  Fab.  8 
..Dec.  19 
..July  25 

84;  Sept.  5, 

70.  72;  Oet. 
17... 

2t.. 
17... 
14... 
I8t.. 

.July 

.Aug. 

.66.... Apr. 
,68'/a..Jan. 
.57  

It 

25 
25t  

21  20  

27t  
8  4  

72;  Oet. 
;  Dec.  5, 

3  II  
4  

•65. 

.88. 

.59.. .64'/,.. 

.58.... 

.61.... 103.... 
31,  pp. 

P.  83: 

..Nov. 

. .  Dec. 

.  .Aug. 

Mar. Nov. May 

Aug. 
76, 

Dee. 

21 

12 

22 
7 

7 
2 

29 77: 

12. 

2 
22 

pp.  78,  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  82;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oet.  24,  pp. 
31.  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July    17  66.. 
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oet.     2t  68.. 
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen  Broderlck-James  Gleason  ..Apr. 

Muss  'Em  Up  (G)  619  Preston  Foster-Marg't  Callahan.  ..Feb. 
Night  Waitress  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Jones..  ..Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Plot  Thickens,  The  (G)  641. ..James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitts  Dec. 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714.  Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Mlehael  Aug. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  in  Town  (G)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Geno  Raymond  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627. .. Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  ..May 
Swing  Tims  (G)  637  Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7,  pp.  82,  84,  87:  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28,  p.  99 
p.  82;  Dec.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 

Two  In  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latlmer-John  Arledge  Apr.     3  65  May 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern  Sept.  II  69.... Aug. 
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dec.     4  67. 

(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Ellers-Robt.  Armstrong  Oct.    23t  64  Oet.  10 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  626. ..Ann  Harding-Walter  Abel  Apr.   24    64  Apr.  II 
Winterset  (G)  703  Burgess  Meredlth-Margn  Nov.  20t  77... .Nov.  21 
Woman  Rebels,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall  Nov.     8  88  Oet.  31 
Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  Richard  Dlx-Leila  Hyams  Mar 

Coming 

China  Passage  718  Walter  Coy-Diana  Gibson  
Coast  Patrol  714  Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 
Criminal  Lawyer  713  Lee  Tracy-Margot  Grahame  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Escadrille  721   Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  
Michael  Strosoff  717  Anton  Walbrook-M.  Grahams.... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Prod  Over  Lightly  720  Guy  Kibbee-Una  Merkel  
Park  Avenue  Logger  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts. 
Plough  and  the  Stars,  The  640.  Barbara  Stanwyck-P.  Foster  . 

(Soe  production  article,  Aug.  ?2,  p.  16.) 
Quality  Street     Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  7.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Ballew  
Robber  Barons  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.. 
That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712.. Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  
We  the  Jury  716  Helen  Broderlck- Victor  Moore..  . 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  
We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 
639   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

13  68'/j..Mar.  28 

Mar.  5,'37t.. 
Feb.  5,'37t.. 

Jan.  29,'37f. 

Mar.  26,'37t. 
Feb.  26,'37t. 

Mar.  I9,'37t  

Jan.    I5,'37  67. 

Jan.  29,*37t..  .'58.... Dee.  12 
Mar.  I2,'37t  
Jan.  22,'37t    *I05. . . .  Dec.  19 
Feb.  I2.'37t..  .*60....Dec.  26 
Feb.  I9,'37t  

Jan.  8,'37. 
•80.... Oet.  17 

STATE  RIGHTS 

Title  Star  Dlst'r 
August  Week-end   Valerie  Hobson  Grand  National. 
Below  tho  Deadline  Russell  Hopton   Grand  National. 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens  Grand  National, 
Brilliant  Marriage   Joan  Marsh   Grand  National 
Custer's  Last  Stand  Rex  Lease   Stage  &  Screen 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

...Apr.    10  67  ,. 

...June     8  69  

...Mar.     5  66  

...Mar.  25  62'/,  
..Apr.     2  9  rls  

Tltls  star 
Drake  the  Pirate  (Q)  Matheson  Lang  Grand  National. 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National. 
Feud  of  the  West  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Human  Adventure,  The  (G). Educational   W.  G.  Shields.. 
I  Conquer  the  Sea  (G) . . .  Steffi  Duna  Grand  National. 
I  Was  a  Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   Isobel  Steele   Malvlna  

Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell   Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Living  Dead,  The  Gerald  Du  M Hurler. .  Grand  National. 
Lucky  Terror.  The  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Revolt  ofMhe  Demons  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  tho  Zombies") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson  Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erln  O'Brien-Moore  .Grand  National.. Romance  Rides  the  Range 
(G)   Marion  Shilling   Spectrum  

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National.. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels  Grand  National.. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National.. 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell    Grand  National.. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell   Atlantle   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National.. Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B. 
Devils  on  Earth   James  B. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott   Spectrum 

(See  "In  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Running  Time 

Rel.  Data      Minutes  Review*** 
..Apr.     1  78.  June  1,'SS ..July    10  66'/,.  .July  I 
..Apr.    15  61  yi  
..Oet.    IB  72...  Oct.  I* 
..Fob.     8  67....Jai.  U 
.Aug. .Aug. 

.Mar. .Feb. 

.Feb. 

.  Dee. 

. . June ..May 

.Apr. 

1  
IS 

..73.. 

.Aug. 

a 

10  59  

20 
..61... 

20.... 
..60.. 

..July 
is 

15.... 
15.... 

..57.. 

.69'/, 

..July 

..Mar. 

is 

a 

28t... 1 
..59... 
..S3... 

.8ept 

so 

1  SO  20  

..75... 

.July 

4 
I7t... 

..75... 

.Sept. 

to 

Leong. 

Leong. 
Leong .6  rls. 

.6  rls. 

.6  rls. 

SUPREME 
Running  Tim* 

Tit,e  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Review**) 
Brand  of  the  Outlaws  Bob  Steele   Aug.  15  
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July 
Desert  Phantom,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June 
Kid  Ranger,  The  Bob  Steele   Feb. 
Last  of  the  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar. 

25. 
10. 

10. 
5. 

10. 

25. 
25. 
25. 

.58. 

.58. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Star 

Title 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767  Will  Rogers   (re-Issue) 

Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Sprlng  Bylngton. .. . 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726. ..  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MeCrea. 
Border  Patrolman.  The*(G)650  Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young. 
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723.. Jane  Wlthers-Sllm  Summervllle 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Kibbee.... (Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117.  122;  June  27,  p.  82;  July  4, 

p.  68.) 
Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen.. 

Running  Time 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dec.  I4.'35.) 
Charlie   Chan   at   the  Circus* 

(G)  640   Warner  Oland 
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Race 

Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland 
Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers-I 

(re-Issue) 

Keye  Luke. 

Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  636.  Dlonne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt (Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4, 
p.  90;  May  16.  p.  82:  May  23.  pn.  87,  95:  May  30.  p.  86 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crime  of  Dr.   Forbes,  The 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart- Robert  Kent  

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan.. 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12.  p.  84.) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645.... Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Dean*..  .. 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.lrvln  S.  Cobb-Rochelle  Hudson. 

15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  718  Claire  Trevor-Cesar 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  0-  7R  •  Aug    »    o.  93.) 
Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall -SI mono  Simon 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p. 
Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  
Here  Comes  Trouble*  (G)  633. .Paul  Kelly-Arllno  Judge  
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farrell.. 

King   of   the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent- Rosalind  Keith  ... 

Ladles  In  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Slmone  Simon. 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Delma  Byron  
(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 

Little  Miss  Nobody  (8)  651.. ..Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan.... 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632.  Wallace  Beery- B.  Stanwyck  

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  the  Mounted*  (G) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware.... 

Rel. Date Minutes 
Reviewed 

23t.. ..   .  .70  Oct.  24,'3I 
I8t... 

 56.. 
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3.... 

.  ..59.. 
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I3t.. 

 70.. 
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7t... 
 70.  Oct.  2(,'35 
HI  Map    »l  'SI 24.... 
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MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD January    2,  1937 

(THE  RELEASE  CHAET--CCNT*E>) 

Title Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
One  in  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henle-Adolphe  Menjou..  ..Jan.  l.'STt 
Pepper  (G)  708  Jane  Withers-lrvin  S.  Cebb  Sent,  lit  
Plgtkln  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  Oet.  231... 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  pp.  96.  97;  Dec.  12.  p.  87;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 
Poor   Little   Rich   Girl.  The* 

(G)  657   Shirley  Teraplo-Alle*  Faye  July  24  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Prisoner  of  Shark  Island,  The 
(G)  638   Warner  Baxetr- Gloria  Stuart  Feb.  28.... 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  p.  97;  Apr.  II,  p.  97;  Apr.  18.  p.  77.) 
Private  Number*  (G)  649  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor. ..  .June  5  

(Exploitation:  July  18,  *.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p. 
Professional  Soldier  (G)  628. ..V.  MeLaglen-F.  Bartholomew  Jan.  24.. 
Ramona  (G)  707  Loretta  Young-Don  Araethe  Sept.  25t. 

.*95  Dec. 

..64  July 

..S3.... Oet. 
26 

18 

24 ..79.... June 

.•5.... Feb.  22 

..79....  May  SO 
II;  Sept.  19.  p.  68.)  • 

..78.... Jan.  4 
.84. ...Sept.  19 

(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  85;  Dee.  19,  pp.  92,  93.) 
Reunion  (G)  717  Dlonne  Quintuplets-J.  Hortholt.  ..Nov.  20t... 
Read  to  Glory.  The  (G)  706..  .Fredrle  March-Warner  Baxter  8*  at  4t... 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 
Slag,  Baby,  Sing  (G)  703  Alice  Faye-Adolphe  Menjou  Aug.  2lt... 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  12,  p.  84.) 
Sin*  of  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt-Don  Araeche  June  IS  
Song  and  Dante  Man*  (0)  S42.Paul  Kelly-Claire  Trevor  Mar.  13  
Star  for  a  Night  (G)  709  Jane  Darweli- Claire  Trevor  Aug.  28t... 
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will  Rogers-Janet  Gay  nor  Aug.  7t.-. 

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725....  Shirley  Ttmple-Robt.  Young  Dee.  25f... 
Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712  Arthur  Treaeher-Vlrglnla  Field.  ..Oct.  2t... 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Donlevy-Glorla  Stuart  July  24.... 
T*  Mary— With  Lave  (S)  701. .Warner  Baxter- Myrna  Ley   Aug.  It... 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  May  I  

..81. ...Nov. 

21 

.101. . . .  June 6 

..87. ...Aug. 19 

..79. 
...May 

16 
..72. . . .  Feb. 22 ..76. ...Aug. 19 
..94. 

Feb.  4, 33 

..86. . . .  Dee. 

26 

..57. ..Sept. 

08 

..65. . .  .Aug. 2§ 

..92. 
...July 

25 no. 

...May 
0 

July 

II.  ».  129; 

..63. ...Nov. 
14 

.  70. 
...July 

25 

..65. . .  Dee. 5 ..57. ...Oet. 

SI ..96. 
. .  .Sept. 19 

..68. ...Nov. 

28 ..79. 
Oct.  14, 

'33 
July  25.  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15.  p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68.) 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720  Lawrence  Tlbbett-Wendy  Barrio  ..Nov.  6t  
Whit*  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr  July  3  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15.  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  7IC  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  Nov.  27t...- 
Wlld  Brian  Kent  (G)  7IS  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  Nov.  6t  

Coming 

A*  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Ells.  Bergner-Laurenca  Olivier.  ..Jan.  8.'37t. 
(See  production  article,  Juno  13,  p.  16.) 

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland-Borls  Karloff  Jan.  8/37.. 

Crack-Up  727   Peter  Lorre-Brlan  Donlevy  Jan.  1 5.'S7t - 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768  Will   Rogers-Marian  Nixon  Feb.  5/37. 
(re-Issue) 

Holy  Terror,  The  Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin  Feb.  3/37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Last  Slaver,  The  Wallace  Beery-Warner  Baxter  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Feb.  29,'37t . .  . 1 17  Nov.  28 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 
Lev*  I*  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Mar.  5/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Mr.  Jericho  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  I2,'37t  

(See  "Death  in  Paradise  Canyon,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  238...  Victor  MeLaglen-June  Lang  Feb.  26/37t  
Off  to  the  Races  736  Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Deane  Feb.  I9,'37t  
On  the  Avenue  732  Dirk  Powell-Mandelelne  Carroll . .  Feb.  I2,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simone  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26/37f.  
Seeret  Valley  73t  Richard  Aden- Virginia  Gray  Jan.  I5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dec.  26.) 
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher-Patricia  Ellis. ...  Mar.  I2,'37t  
Time  Out  for  Remorse  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen  Mar.  19/37  
Wings  of  Morning  737    Annabella-Henry  Fonda   Feb.  I9,'37t  
Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen.  .Jan.  22/37t...  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
[Asterisk  (•)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Time 

ml°  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amateur  Gentleman.  The  (G) . .  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.-E.  Landl  . .  Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Amazing  Quest.  The  Cary  Grant-Mary  Brian  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  29 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)  Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherne  Dee.    25t  *85  Dee.  IS 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.  .. Nov.     6t  *98  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5,  pp.  83,  84;  Dec.  19, P.  94.) 
Dodsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton.  .  Sept.  23t  101. ...Sept.  26 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oct.  3.  p.  78;  Oet.  24,  p.  77;  Oet.  31, 
p.  77:  Nov.  7.  o.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92:  Dec.  5.  pp.  78,  83.) 

Garden  *f  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer.  .  Nov.   20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14:  exploitation:  Nov.  21.  p.  109.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino  Martlnl-lda  Luplno  Oet.     2t  86  Oet.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  72:  Nov.  14,  p.  92: Nov.  21.  p.  115:  Nov.  28.  pp.  96.  98.) 

Ghost  Goes  West,  The  (G) ....  Robert  Donat-Jesn  Parker  Feb.     7  85  Jan.  4 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  63;  Feb.  8.  p.  83:  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  4,  p.  89;  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

I  8tand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Baur-Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76. Nov.  SO/35 
Last  of  the  Mohicans.  The  (G).  Randolph  Seott-BJnnie  Barnes. ..  .Aug.  I3t  SI ...  .Aug.  15 

(See  production  article,  July  18.  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27.  p.  80:  Aug.  29.  p.  80;  Sept.  8. 
P.  78:  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72,  Oct.  3.  pp.  82,  83:  Oet.  10.  pp.  92  ,  97;  Oet.  31. 
p.  78;  Nov.  14.  pp.  90,  92;  Nov.  21.  p.  112.) 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costello 
Barrymore   Mar.     6  1 02....  Feb.  2* 

(Exploitation:  Mar  14,  p.  84;  May  16.  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  Jun*  13,  p.  132;  Aug.  I. p.  93:  Aug.  29.  p.  87.) 

Running  Tin* 
Title  star  Rel.  Data  Minutes  ftolnjaa 

Modern  Tims*  (G)  Chas.  Chaplln-Paulette  Goddard  . .  Feb.   21  87  Fab.  8 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22.  p.  100;  Mar.  7. 
p.  99;  Mar.  14.  p.  84:  Mar.  28.  pp.  83,  84;  Apr.  4,  pp.  84,  89;  Apr.  II.  pp.  93.  96;  Apr. 
25,  p.  92;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  9,  p.  84;  May  16.  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84.  86;  Jun*  6.  pp. 
116.  118;  June  13,  pp.  122,  132;  June  20,  p.  121;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept. 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (8)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Luplno  May  IS  
(Exploitation:  Juno  13.  p.  122;  July  25.  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   .Chas.  Laughtoa-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..Dm.  4t  
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88.) 

Strike  Me  Pink  (G)  Eddie  Cantor-Ethel  Merman...   ..Jan.    24  100  Jaa.  29 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  I,  p.  63;  Feb.  8,  p.  83;  Feb.  15.  p.  81;  Feb.  28,  pp.  72,  75;  Mar.  14. 

12,  p.  68.) 
.  .78..  ..May  2 

..88.... Nov.  21 

0.) 

 S3.. 
.F*b. p.  85;  Mar.  21,  pp.  94,  97;  Apr.  4.  p.  87;  Jun*  6.  p.  118;  Oet  17,  p. 

These  Three  (G).  M.  Hopkins-M.  Oheron-J.MeCrea .  .Apr.  10.. 
(Exploitation:  May  9.  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94:  Jun*  6,  p.  122;  Jul*  27.  p.  St.) 

Things  t*  Cam*  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.   24  St. ...May  7 
(See  production  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  IS,  p.  77;  June  19,  p.  ijlj  Jajw 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  94;  Aug.  22.  p.  110;  Sept.  26.  pp.  70.  71;  Oet.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  28. 
p.  105.) 

You  Only  Live  One*  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jaa. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) Coming 

Accused  (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.-D.  Del  Rl*.  ..Jan. 
Fir*  Over  England  Raymond  Massey-Flora  Robson.  . .  Feb. 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar. 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles. 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb. 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  Miriam  Hopklns-Laur'nce  Olivier.  .Jan. 
Star  Is  Barn,  A  Janet  Gaynor-Fredrle  March  Feb. 

l/37t. 

8/37t..  ..70.... Abb. 5/37t  
S/37t   

28/37t..  .  90.... Aug.  22 
19/87*  
IS/S7t  

UNIVERSAL 
Running  Tim* 

Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed ..84  

..88  

..61. 

It. 

29.. 
29t. 

..70.. 

112.) 

..62.. 

..66.. 

..65.. 

.May 

.Oet. .Nov. 

6  1 12....  Jaa.  II 

PP.  92, 

Title  Star 
Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042. Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  No*. 
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May 
Conflict  (G)  1036  John  Wayne-Jean  Rogers  Nov.  29 1  61  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July   26  94  Jaly  IS 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  S006... Otto  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May  II... 

(Exploitation:  June  20.  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22, 
Empty  Saddles  (G)  1043  Buck  Jones-Louis*  Brook*  Dae.    20t. . 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023...... Judith  Barratt-Wm.  Hall  Nov.  22t.. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5.  p.  79.) 
For  the  Service  9045   Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May  6... 
Girl  on  tho  Front  Pago,  The(G) 
1032   Gloria  Stuart-Edmund  Lowe  8ept  27t  74  Sept  28 

Invisible  Ray,  The  (G)  S0IS...Karloff-Bela  Lugosl   Jan.   20  79. ...Jan.  IS 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  18.  p.  82;  Jan.  25.  p.  63;  Mar.  7.  p.  99;  Mar.  14,  p.  88;  July  IS,  p.  SS.) 

Love  Before  Breakfast  (G)  9007.Carala  Lombard-Preston  Fatter. .. Mar.    9  76. ...Fab.  2B 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18.  p.  81;  May  23.  p.  94;  Jun*  6,  p.  117;  Jun*  13.  p.  132.) 

Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  l028.Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles  Nav.     St  68  Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl  In  the  World 
(G)  1014  Jane  Wyatt- Louis  Hayward  Nov.    I9t  72....0«t  91 

Magnificent  Brute.  The(G)  1022. Victor  MeLaglen-Blnnla  Barnes.. Oet    lit  77  Ott  8 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  31.  p.  75;  Nov.  7.  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  5,  p.  80;  Da*.  12. 
p.  84.) 

Magnificent  Obsession  (G)  8006. Irene  Dunne-Robert  Taylor  Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  18,  p.  82;  Feb.  8.  pp.  81,  83.  84;  Mar.  7.  pp.  86,  89;  Mar.  21 
96;  Apr.  16,  p.  96;  May  23,  pp.  87,  95:  June  6.  p.  118;  Dec.  19.  p.  93.) 

Man  I  Marry.  The  (G)  I02S... Deris  Nolai-Mlehaal  Whalen  Nav.     It  79.. ..Nat.  7 
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard  .  .Sept    6t  99. ...Jog*  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oet.  10,  p  91;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  115;  Nov.  28,  p.  105.) 
Mysterious  Crossing  1025  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.  27t  56  

(See  "Murder  on  the  Mississippi,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Nobody's  Fool  (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Farrell  May   31  69  Ant.  28 
Parole  (G)  9036  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter  June    14  65  July  4 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  79;  Aug.  I.  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  S0I9  Rleard*  Cortez-Patrlcia  Ellis  Aug.   16  69.... Aug.  23 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3.  p.  83.) 
Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041. ..Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept  20t  60  Dot.  8 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)  1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  20t  63. ...Nov.  28 
Show  Boat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones  May    17  112  May  6 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  60: 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18.  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  78;  Aug.  I,  p.  93;  Aug.  8.  p. 
91;  Aug.  15.  p.  79:  Aug.  22.  p.  114:  Aug.  29.  p.  86;  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  68: 
Sept.  19.  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buek  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.    18  60  
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Binnle  Barnes..  ..Apr.    13  65  Mar.  28 

(See  production  article.  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  25, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dec.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  1029  Deanna   Durbin-Ray   M  i  Hand. ...  Dee.   20t  84  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 

Two  In  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  MeCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept.  I3t  82. ...Oft.  10 
(Exploitation:  Oet  10,  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  30  63  Sept.  12 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) Coming 

Class  Prophecy   Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  
Breezing  Home  1033  Binnie  Barnes-Wm.  Gargan  Jan.  3l/37t  
Four  Days'  Wonder  1019  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell    ..Jan.  3,'37t....60  
Left  Handed  Law   Buck  Jones   
Mighty  Treve,  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr. -Barbara  Read  ..Jan.  I7.'37t  
Night  Key   Boris  Karloff     
Person -to- Person  Call    Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pidgeon  
Sand  Flow  1044  Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4.'37t  
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pidgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan.  24/37t  
Tap  ef  tha  Town  1007  George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Feb.  2l/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 
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Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 

VICTORY  RunnIn8Tlm. 
Tltl*  Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Face  In  the  Fog,  A  June  Collyer-Lloyd  Hughes  Feb.  I  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service....  Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Mannors..  ..June  15  
Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Nov.  2Gt  
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June  I  
Rio  Grande  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxlne  Doyle  Mar.  15  
Rip  Roarin'  Buckaroo.  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Oct.  I5t  
Silks  and  Saddles  Herman  Brix-Toby  Wing  Dec.  14  
Taming  the  Wild   Rod  La  Rocque-Maxlne  Doyle. ...  Feb.  15    
Two  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brix-Jeanne  Martel  Nov.  2t  

Coming 
Cheyenne  Rides  Again  Tom  Tyler   Jan.  7.'37t  
Flying  Fists    Herman  Brix   Jan.  25,'37t  
Trail  Feud,  The  Tom  Tyler   Feb.  I8.'37t  

Title 
Trial  Horse 

Star 
.Barton  MacLane-June  Travis. 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

WILLIAM  STEINER 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)         Running  Time Title                                    Star                                  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Anthony  Adverse  (Q)  601  Fredric  March-O.  do  Havllland.  ..Aug.  29  139  May  23 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musieal  analysis,  Aug.  22,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Aug,  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5.  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31.  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84:  Nov.  21,  pp.  III.  112,  115;  Dee.  5,  pp.  80, 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept.    5t  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17.  p.  75:  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  925   Guy  Kibbee-Warren  Hull  June   27   ..58  Apr.  25 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander- Patricia  Ellis. ...  Mar.    7  70  Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marion  Davles-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26f  90  Oct.  31 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36.) 
California  Mall  930  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade 

(G)  901   Errol  Flynn-O.  De  Havllland  Nov.     7  115  Oct  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  III.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-Dick  Powell  Mar.  21  89  Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25.  p.  92;  May  23,  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  In  the  Sky  (G)  120. .Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.   28t  *60  Oct.  31 
Give  Ma  Your  Heart  (G)  109.. Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept.  26f  88  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902. ..Rex  Ingram   Aug.     1  93  May  30 

(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29. 
pp.  80,  84,  85  ,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Deo.  12,  p.  87.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  .  .July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  908  Pat  O'Brien-).  Hutchinson  Apr.   25  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  of  Fury  (G)  110  Marg't  Llndsay-H.  Bogart  Oct.    lot  60.... Sept.  5 
Jailbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.    1  60.... May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anne  Nagel-Rlchard  Pureed  Dee.    I9t  55  Nov.  14 
Man  Hunt  (G)  923  Marguerite  Churehlll-W.  Gargan  ..Feb.   15  65  Jan.  II 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oet.     3  117. Oct.  12/35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3, '35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oet.  24,  p.  68.) 

0«  Way  Passage  (G)  Kay  Francis-William  Powell  Deo.    12  69. July  30,'32 
(re-issue) 

Petrified  Forest,  The  (G)  904. .Leslie  Howard-Betto  Davis  Feb.     8  83.. ..Jan.  18 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  92.) 

Polo  Joe  III  (G)  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Dee.     5t  65. ...Sept.  26 
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (G)  913. .Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25   69.. ..June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  912  Warren  Wllllam-Bette  Davit  Aug.     8  74  

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  MacLane . . Jan.     2,'37t-..*60  Dot.  5 
Sons  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May    30  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25;  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  924. Warren  William-June  Travis  May     9  62  Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
929   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead.  The  (G)  814. . .  Karloff-Marguerlte  Churchill  Mar.  14  76  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Widow  from  Monts  Carlo,  The 
(G)  921   Dolores  Del  Rle-W.  William. ...  Feb.     1  60. ...Jan.  4 

Coming 

Angle  Shooter   
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Black  Legion  112  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  .Jan.  30,'S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  de  Havllland-I.  Hunter  
Desert  Song   Frank  MeHugh   
God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(G)  105   Goorg*  Brent-Beverly  Roberts  Jan.    l8,'S7t..  .*85. . . .  Dec.  26 

Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  110. .Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Fob.  I3.'37t..  .*70....Dee.  12 
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell  
Land  Beyond  the  Law   Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davis-H.  Bogart  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  
Melody  for  Two   James  Molton-Patrlcla  EMU  

(See  "In  tft*  Cattiui  Rim,"  OH.  17.) 
Merchant  *f  Venus  Carel  Hughes-Marl*  Wilt**  
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltal  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Over  the  Wall   Ross  Alexander   
Prlne*  and  the  Pauper,  The  Billy  and  Bobby  Maueh  
Ready.  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander-Ruby  Keeler  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fend*  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  to  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  Dec.   21 1  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.   I8t  7  rlt  Coming 

Fury  Below   Maxine  Doyle-Russell  Gleason  6  rls  
Island  Captives   Eddie  Nugent  ;  6  rls  

WORLD  Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Slalom   Skiing  Film   Dec.  I8t  
Tempo  Massimo   Milly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolare   Italian  Feature  Dec.    25 1  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schlpa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat- Diane  Korene  
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Anna  (6)   Ada  Voltslk  Amklno  July    IS  95  Aug.  ! 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 

(G)                                Florins  MeKlnnoy  ..Assoc.  British  70  Juno  27 
Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Llvesay   Assoc.  British  70. ...Aug.  • 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A) ..  Francois*  Rosay  American  Tobls  Sept.  22   93  Ost.  3 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolque.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Elisa  Cegani   United   Artists  95  Deo.  19 
Cibouletto  (G)   Simone   Berriau    ...  Franco-American.. .Sept.  lit...  .100  Sept.  26 
Cloistered  (G)   .....Best   May    19..     ..85  May  80 
Crime  Over  London  (A)...  M argot  Grahams  ....United  Artists  80  Nov.  7 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loebinger   Amklno   Sept.    9  Sept.  19 

Dubrevsky   Boris  Llvanov   Amklno   Mar.  

2

8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

72. ...Apr.  II 

Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire  Twickenham   75. ...Oct.  It 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75. ...June  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G) ...  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-Fox  92  Dee.  19 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camillo  Pilctto  United   Artists  90  Dos.  8 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G) . .  Tamarlna   Amklno   Oet.     6  90  Oet,  17 

Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granach... Amklno   July   

2
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90  Aug.  22 

Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez  Assoc.  British  70  Au(.  8 
Ineertldumbre  (G)   Hilda  Moreno  United  Artists  Sept.  I8t..  ..70  Sept  28 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  British  Lion  73....Jun*  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks   British  Lion  70. . . . Nov.  21 

Janoslk  (G
)
 
 
 Palo  Bielik   French   Nov.   

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

82  Deo.  ■ 

Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karl  oft   Twickenham   70  Oct.  17 
La  Fusse   Femin  Gemler   French   Aug.     1  83  
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ....Casino   Oet.    16  83  Oct.  24 
Last  Rose.  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oet.     9  102  Oct.  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzte  Rose.") 
La  Bonheur  (A)  Gaby  Morlay   Franco-American. ..Mar.     5  110  Mar.  21 
Llobtlel  (A)   Paul  Hoerblger  General   87  Mar.  14 
Loves  of  Tonl.  The  (A) . . .  Cella  Montalvan   Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Marriage    of    Corbal,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  June  13 

Mllizia  Territorial*  (G)... Antonio  Ganduslo  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Apr.     4  77. ...Apr.  25 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the 
World  (G)   Joseph  Schmidt  ....  Casino   Sept.  24   87.. ..Oct  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Lied  Geht  Urn  Die  Welt.") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amklno   Nov.     2  96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)          Francoise  Rosay  ....  Franco- American.  ..May     5  93  May  16 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polnture.. Simone  Simon   French   Aug.    1  88  
Public  Nuisance  No.  I  (8). Frances  Day  General   79.... Mar.  14 
Raggen — Det  Ar  Jag  Dot 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21  83.... May  80 

Re  Burlone,  II  (G)  Armando  Faleonl  ...Nuovo  Monda  Mar.  

2

5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

98.. ..Apr.  4 

Robber  Symphony,  The(G).  George  Graves  Concordia   125  May  9 
Romance  In  the  House  of 
Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  Casino   Oet.     9  81  Oet.  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Llbesroman  Im  Haute  Habsburg.") 
Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerblger  ....Ufa  Apr.     9  81. ...Apr.  25 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberl  ...Scandinavian   Apr.     7  90.. ..Apr.  18 
Song  of  Freedom,  The  (G).  Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  SO. ...Sept.  5 
Son  of  Mongolia.  A  (A).-.Tseven   Rabdan   Amklno   Nov.   20  90  Dec.  19 
Soviet  News  (G)  Amklno   Apr.    18  79.. ..Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (0)  Richard  Bartholmoss. Twickenham  98. ...Oet.  10 
Tenth  Man,  Th*  (G)  John  Lodge   Assoc.  British  Aug.  29 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (G).Tito  Guizar   Bustamsnt*   105. ...Nov.  I 
Three  Maxims,  The  (G)...  Anna  Neagle  General   87. ...Aug.  I 
Twos  Company  (G)  Ned  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  18 

Waltz  for  You,  A  (G)  Louis  Gravour*  Casino   
Sept.  

2
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94  Oet.  8 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln*  Walzer  Fuer  Dleh.") 
Wo  Are  from  Kronstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchikov   Amklno   Apr.  88  83  May  18 

Wadding  March,  Th*  (AK.Tulllo  Carmlnatl  ...  Franca- American  82  Mar.  14 
When  Knight*  Were  Bold 
(G)   J.  9)uehanan-F.  Wray. General   78. ...Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Centa  E.  N.  I.  C  85.... Dee.  26 

Woman  Alone.  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   

G
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Yrilow  Cruise.  Th*  (Q)  French   No*.   17  90....D**.  5 
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SHCET 

FILMS 

[All  dates  are  19S6  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.} 

CELEBRITY 
Title  Rel.  Data  Mln. 

COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  30  7.... 
Dlek  Wilmington's  Cat 
(5-18)   May  30  7.... 

Llttls  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept.  30  

COLUMBIA 
Title Rel.  Date  Mia. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
He.  3— "Spark  Plug"  Apr.  12  V/t-- 
No.  4— Major  Geegle  (5-H)  .May  24  6'/,.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (1 1-21).  .Sept  I8t...20... . 
Andy  Clyde 

Ants  In  the  Pantry  (3-7). ..Feb.  e....l8>/,.. 
(3  Stooges) 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  Dee.  4t...l6'/a.. 
(All  Star) 

Caught  In  ths  Act  Mar.  5....  18.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump.  The  June  20.... 18.... 
(All  Star) 

Disorder  In  ths  Court  May  30....  17.... 
(3  8teogoe) 

Double  Troubls   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (18-10)  Aug.  I6t- - - 10  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)...  .Oct.  I9f...f8  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent   Dee.  20t  
(All  Star) 

Half  Shot  Shooters  (8-13).  .Apr.  30... .18.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Love  Comes  to  Moonoyvlll*.  .Nov.  I4t...l8... 
Midnight  Blunders  (5-18)..  .Apr.  21....  17.... 

(All  Star) 
Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15. ...18... 
Andy  Clyde 

Movie  Maniacs   Feb.  20. ...18.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Oh.  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.    St.. .20.... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  In  the  Pullman.  A  Juno  27  IS  ... 
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt.  The  (6-20). ..May  15  18..  . 
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16)  Mar.  IS. . . . l7'/f . . 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks  Dec.  27|....  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  Jan.    S  18  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.  lit. .-  iris. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPS0DIE8 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t  7'/3.. 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8</s.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog.  A  Dec.  23t  7  
Dr.  Bluebird  (2-8)  Feb.    5  8.... 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  28  7  
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I.'37t  
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  St. ...8.... 
Glee  Worms  June  24  7  
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)  Aug.  15  7.... 
T««  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t....7.... 
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  26  7.... 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
8tar  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  I5t- - -10  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t — I  ri.. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t...ll'/a.. 
Runaway  Marriage.  The  Dec.  18  

FEATURETTES 
Story  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States  Dec.  I8t  

KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 
11.  Bird  Stuffer.  The  (2-8)  .Feb.    1  7. 
12.  "Lll  AlnJII"   Mar.  19  8. 
13.  Peace  Conferenes  Apr.  10  7. 

(rs-lssue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.  9  7. 

15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (11-7)  Oct.  24t....7. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
16.  Merry  Cafe   Dec.  26t  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29).  .Aug.  22... .10.... 
Football  Flashes  (10-10)  Aug.  30.. ..10.... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15  18  
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (1 1-14) ..Sept.  25t...l0.... 
lee  Cut-Ups  (2-8)  Feb.    6  10  
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10  10  
Plane  Devils   Nov.  28f . . .  .9'/a. . 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oct.  26t- . - 10  
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10  
Sport  Magle  June  13  8</i.. 
Stop.  Look  and  Guess  Mar.  9....  10  
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10  
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II. ...10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t . . .  .6 '/a  •  ■ 
Looney  Balloonlsts  (11-28).  .Sept.  24t  7  
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    8  7.... 
Scrappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June  5  7.... 

Scrappy's  Pony   Mar.  16  7.... 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    6— (2-8)   Jan.  31 ....  IO</a.. 
No.   7— (3-7)   Feb.  28  ...IO'/a.. 
No.  8—  Mar.  27  10... 
No.   9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/,.. 
No.  10— (6-13)   May  28. ...10.... 
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26  10.... 
No.  12—  (8-8)   July  17....  10.... 
No.  13—  (8-22)   Aug.  13. ...10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  lit. ..10.... 
No.    2— (11-21)   Oet.  23t...l0.... 
No.   3—   Nov.  28t...l0.... 
No  4—   Dee.  28t...l0.... 

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dee.  25t  
Castle  Town  sf  Franc*  Nov.    It  8'/a . . 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dec.  I8f  
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5)  Sept.  7t....Srls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.    8— (3-7)   Feb.  25....I0V4.. 
No.  10—   Mar.  26. . . .  IO'/a . . 

DuWORLD 
Rel.  Date Mia. .10.. 

Title 

Sus-TI-Ka  (12-19). 
POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 

(Clnecolor) 
No.    I—   Sept.  I5t....9. 
No.   2—  10. 
N*.   3—  8. 
No.  4—  8. 
N*.   5—  9.. 
No.    8—  10. 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 

Twentieth  Century-Fox] 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

CORONET  COMEDIES 
Fresh  from  ths  Fleet...... .Apr.  24. ...18.... 
Sleepless  Hollow  May    8  16.... 
Where  Is  Wall  Strsetf  Apr.  10.. ..19.... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  so  the  Rang*  (6-20).. June    8. ...II.... 

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous  Aug.   It. ..II.... 
Gifts  In  Rhythm  Oet.  23t...l0.... 
Going  Native   Aug.  28t...lt  
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I Bf  II.... 
Play!  Girls   Nov.  6t...ll  
Queen's  Birthday,  The  Aug.  I4f  10. . .  - 
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The  Aug.  21 1 ...  10  
See  Uncle  Sol  I  rl. . 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  8  
Strike!  You're  Out  Dec.  lit. ..II.... 

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Glv'im  Air  Feb.  14... .18.... 
Gold  Bricks  Mar.  20  20.... 
Grand  Slam  Opera  ....Feb.  21  21.... 
Triple  Trouble  Apr.   3  16  
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27  IS  

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Alpine  Yodeler   Feb.   2  6... 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.  6  6... 
Big  Game  Hunt,  Ths  Feb.  I9,'37t.l  rl. 
Book  Shop,  The  Feb.  5,'37t.l  rl. 
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t....8... 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t. ....... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Hot  Spell   July  18  1... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  IS  8... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Prize . . 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Package   July  31  8.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   Nov.  27t....7..'. Home  Town  Olympics  Feb.   7  6.... 

Klko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7).. Oet.  2t. ..•«•••• 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oct.  30t....7.... 
Klko   the    Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dec.  25 1  7  

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  21 1  6.... 

Off  to  China  Mar.  20  6  
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies   July  24  8  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dec.  lit  7  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oct.  I6t....6  

Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  I3f....7.... 

Rolling  Stones   May    I  6.... 
Sailor's  Home,  The  (6-13).. June  12  6.... 
Salty  McGuIre   Jan.  8/37 1. 1  rl.. 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  Jan.  22,*37t.l  rl.. 
Tough  Egg,  A  June  28  8.... 
Western  Trail,  Ths  Apr.   3  8.... 
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing,  A  .Apr.  17  8.... 

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I....  10  
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Dec.  I8t...ll.... 

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  ....June   S  9.... 
Feminine  Farm  (8-2S)  Aug.  7t...l0  
Krazl-lnventlMS  (10-31)  Oet.  9t...M  
Legend  of  the  Lei  Dee.  4t...ll  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23)..  .Sept.  4t  8.... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10) .  .Sept.  I  It.... 9.... 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7) ..  .Oct.  I6t  9.... 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13. ...19.... 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22. ...18.. 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself   Nov.  27t...20. ... 
Any  Old  Port  Nov.   6t. . .18 — 
Bashful  Buddies  Aug.  7t...l7.... 
Blue  Blazes   Aug.  21 1  -  • .  19. . . . 
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4f. .  .19  
Chemist.  The  (9-24)  Oet.  9t...l9... 
Diamonds  In  the  Rough  Sept.  25t ...  1 8  
Ditto  Feb.  I2,'37t2  rls. 
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  5,'37t.2rls. 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  I  It... 20. .. . 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.   It...  18.... 
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon  Jan.     I,'37t2  rls. 
It   Happened   Afl  Right 
(6-13)   May  IS....  19.... 

Jail  Bait  Jan.     8,'37t2  rls. 
Just  the  Type  Dee.  4t...20.... 
Mixed  Magie  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  I3t. - .19  
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28t  19  
Peaceful  Relations    .June  19  18  
Practically  Perfect  Jan.  I5,*37t.2  rls. 
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (1 1-21)..  .Oet.  23t...l8  
Screen  Test.  The  (12-19).. . Dee.  I8t...l9  
Spring  Is  Here  Oct.  30t . .  .20  
Transatlantic  Love   Dec.  25t...20  
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) ..Sept.  4t...20.... 
Whose   Baby  Are  You? 
(11-7)   Oet.  2t...l8.... 

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Beware  of  Blondes  Feb.   7  20  
Love  In  September  Mar.  6. ...21.... 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. Title 

Mln. 

Rel.  Date 
MUSICAL  MOODS 

(Technicolor) 
Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.  9  8... 
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
N*.   5—  Feb.  20  1  rl. 
No.    6—  Mar.  20  1  ri. 

THRILLING  JOURNEYS 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.    4  8. 

Busy  Spots  in  Florida  Jan.  20,'37tl2. Carillon  Makers   Aug.  I5t...l2. 
Floridian  Curiosities   Jan.  I0,'37tl2. 
Golden  Harbor  Mar.  18... .10. 
Life  of  Theodore  Roosevelt .. Feb.    I. ...IS., 
Tough  Breaks   Mar.   I. ...18. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I5t. . .20. 
Sport  of  Flying  Sept  I2t  
Young  Explorer  Mar.  2. ...10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
No.    I—   Feb.  14  8. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
No.   2—  Feb.   28. ...8... 
No.    3—  .....Mar.   8.. ..18... 
No.   4—  Mar.  22....  18... 
No.    5—  Apr.  10  7... 
No.    6—   Apr.  22  7'/a. 

PERSONALITIES  ON  PARADE 
No.    I—   Feb.    5  9... 
No.   2—   Mar.  6  8... 
No.   3—   .Apr.  II  9.. 
No.   4—   May    4  8... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Jungle..  .Feb.   3  8... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  South  8eas .  Feb.  17  6... 
3.  Nomads  of  the  Past  Mar.  3  6... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air  Mar.  17  t'fy. 
5.  Nomads  In  the  Making. .  .Apr.   3  6... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  8... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains...  .May   3  fft. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  8ft. 

IMPERIAL 

Title 

Rel.  Date  Mil. 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

Towers  of  Melody  8.. 
Hidden  Treasures  8.. 
Southern  Beauties   8.. 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEM8 
After  the  Storm  
Boyhood   8.. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8.. 
Early  In  ths  Montis'  8.. 

NOVELTIES Cities  *f  the  Past  
Nero  8.. 
Hobs  Her*  8.. 

PORT  0"  CALL Peacock  Throne  8.. 
City  of  the  Sun  8.. 
Last  Resort   8.. 
Children  sf  ths  Nil*  ..8  . 
Seventh  Wsnder   8  . 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  8eas  8.. 
Inspiration  *f  Old  Love 
Songs   8.. 

Dream  Harbor  8.. 
Maori   8., 
Under  the  Southern  Cross  8., 

MGM 
Title 

Rel.  Oats  Ml*. 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
Count  Takes  the  Count,  The. Feb.  22.... 20.. 
Neighborhood  Hsuss  (7-18). May   9. ...20.. 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25).. Apr.  18.. ..19.. 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-28)...  .Mar.  28.. ..28.. 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  6— Perfect  Setup   Feb.    I.... 21.. 
No.  7— Fool  Proof  Mar.  7.... 21.. 
No.  8— The  Public  Pays 
(11-14)   Oet.  lOt. ..18.. 

No.  9 — Torture  Money   Jan.  2,'37t.... 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island   Nov.  I4t  8.. 
Japan  Id  Cherry  Blossom 
Tim*   Mar.  21  9.. 

Oriental  Paradise   Nov.  1 4t  8. . 
Pleturesque  South  Africa  Jan.  9.'37t.9.. Quaint  Quebec  Sept  1 2f  8. . 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  *f 
Splsndor  (7-25)   8spt.  12  8.. 

Sacred  City  of  the  Mayan 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7.. 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Man 
of  Destiny   May  16  8.. 

Victoria  and  Vancouver  Jan.  25  9.. 
Yellowstone  Park  (12-19)..  .Oet  24t....9.. 

HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 18—  Bottles  (4-25)   Jan.  II. ...19. 
19 —  Early  Bird  and  ths 
Worm,  The  (4-25)  Feb.   8  9. 

20—  Old  Mill  Pond,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.  7  8. 

21—  Two  Little  Pups  (8-1).. Apr.    4  8. 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Picnic   May  30  8. 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20  8. 
25—  Little  Chooser  July  II  9. 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-26). Dee.  I2t....8. 

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nov.  9....II. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  19*. ..II. 
Hollywood  Second  Step  Dec.  5t...l0. 
How  to  be  a  Detective  Oct.  I7t....9. 
How  to  Behave  (4-25)  Apr.  25....  10. 
How  to  Train  a  Dog   .July   4  8. 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept  St...  10. 
Important  News  (2-29)  Feb.  29....  18. 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28....  19. 
Let's  Dane*  Jan.    4  8. 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II. 
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.9.. 

.9.. 
10.. 
.8.. 
10.. 
10.. 

20. 

.11. 
.9. 

.10. 

.10. 

.19. 

.10. 

.10. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13. ...10.. 

Rainbow  Pass,  The  Oet.  3lt  
Wast  Point  of  the  South 
(2-1)   Feb.    1  8.. 

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatle  Artistry  (6-6)  Apr.  II... 
Dare  Deviltry   June  27... 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (9-5)  June  6... 
Palo  (6-6)   May  9... 
Table  Tennis  (4-25)  Feb.  15... 
Rating  Canines  (6-6)  Mar.  14... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years,  A  Dec.  26f.. La  Fiesta  de  Santa  Barbara 
(4-25)   Dee.  7.'35 

Na  Plaea  Like  Rome  (II -7).. Sept.  26 1 .. 
Ssaklst  Stars  at  Palm 
Springs   Jan.  II... 

Violets  In  Spring  (9-5)  Sept.  5  21. 
OUR  GANG 

Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May    2  18. 
Bored  of  Education  (9-5). ..Aug.  29.. ..10. 
Divot  Diggers   Feb.    8.. ..15. 
Lucky  Corner,  The  (2-29)..  Mar.  14... .16. 
Pay  As  You  Exit  Oct.  24f...ll. 
Second  Childhood  (4-25)  Apr.  II  19. 
Spooky  Hooky   Dec.  5t  
Two  Ten  Yaung  (11-7)  Sept.  26t ...  10 . 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
All-American  Toothache  Jan.  25...  20. 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.    4  20. 
Hill  Tillies  (8-15)  Apr.   4.. ..18. 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29.... 20. 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  the  Headlines  (9-5)  .Sept.  I2t. 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6,'37t. 
Hurling   Nov.  I4f.. 
Killer  Dog  (9-5)  Aug.  29... 
Olympic  Ski  Champlaas 
(11-7)   .Oct  3t... 

Sports  on  lea  Oet.  lot. 
Wanted— A  Master   Dee.  26f... 

SPECIAL 
Audletcoplks  (1-18)   ...8.. 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie   .Oet.  3lt  10. . 
Dancing  on  the  Ceiling  Jan.  2,'37t  
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t,..IO.. 
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  5t...ll.. 
Swing  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  I9f...ll.. 

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
fie  Human   Nov.  20t....7.. 
Betty    Boop   and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)    .Mar.  27  7.. 

Betty  Boop  and  the  Little 
King   Jan.  31  7.. 

firampy's  Indoor  Outing..  .Oct.  I6t  7.. 
Happy  You  and  Merry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  21 1  7- - 

House  Cleaning  Blues  Jan.  !5,'37t  
Making  Friends   Dec.  I8t....7.. 
Mara  Pep  June  19  
Not  New  (2-29)  Feb.  28  7.. 
Song  a  Day,  A   ..May  22  7.. 
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I8f....7.. 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  6.. 
Yea  re  Not  Built  That  Way  July  17  8.. 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 
a  Year  Dee.    4f  8. . 

Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  15  8.. 
•Greedy  Humpty  Dumpty...   .July  10  7.. 
Hawaiian  Birds   Aug.  28t  9.. 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8.. 
Play  Safe  Oet.  I6t  7. . 
'Somewhere  in  Dreamland...  .Jan.  17  9.. 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   ..Apr.  10  10.. 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Sypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.  7t...ll.. 
Knock,  Knock, 
Who's  There?    .Sept.  I8t...ll.. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Oren. 

•Lucky  Starlets  May  22.  ...10.. 
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
left  -  David  Holt  -  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18).. 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra -. Mar.  20  II.. 
Babs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.   7...  .,11.. 
Kestelanetz-Eastman 

ft  uslcal  Charmers  Oet.    9t  ...II.. 
Phil  Spltalny  and  Girl 
Oreh. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Musical  Fashions   July    3  II... 

Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Music  In  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12. ...II... 
Rust   Morgan  and  Oreh. 

Music,  Music  Everywhere. .. Dee.  I8t...ll... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Oreh. 

Music  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t -  -  .90  
George  Hall  and  Oreh. 

Play,  Don  (8-15)  July  31  II... 
Don  Bestor  and  Oreh. 

Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oct.  30f...l0... 
Will  Osborne  and 
Collegiates 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5,'37t  
Star  Reporter  In  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20t...l8... 
Ted  Huslng-Bennle  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody..  .May    I  II... 
Ferde  Grofe  and  Hit 
Orchestra 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
Lover's  Paradise  Sept.  I  it. . .10. . 

(Technicolor) 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  I3t..-I0  
Trees   Jan.  I5.'37t  

(Technicolor) 
Western  Sketches  Nov.   20f...l  rl. 

(Technicolor) 

..IN. .18... 

.19... 

.18... 

.18... 

.11... 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8.  .Dec.  lit... 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  I4f...i 
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee.  lit. 
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oet  9t. 
Sailor  Shorty  Oet.  23.. 
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t. Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oet.  9t.. 

That's  Their  Business   Nov.  I3t...l 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  8  —  Frederle  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 
ber  —  The  Voice  of  the 
Animals  (2-29)   Fob.  28  II... 

No.  9  — Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment— 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9... 

No.  10  —  Tollers  of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24  10  

No.  1 1 — Champagne  —  Girls 
Will  Be  Boys— Up  Mont 
Blane   May  22  II... 

No.  12— Meet  the  Pel  lean- 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steal 
Suits   June  19  10.... 

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl.. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Series) 

No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)    .Aug.  2lf  10  

No.  2  —  Science    to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen  Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t...l0.... 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber— Keep  Out!  Liens  Oct.  I6t . .  .10  
No.  4 — A  Modern  Monster 
— Furs  on  Parade — All 
A-Board   Nov.  I3f ...10  

No.  5 — Bamboo — Clamdig- 
gers'    Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dec.  I  It...  10.... 

No.  6—   Jan.  8,'37t  
PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 

Broadway  Highlights  No.  6. Apr.    3  9.... 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21  10.... 
Dangerous  Jobs   May    I  9.... 
Fashions  In  Love  July  24  10.... 
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (3-14).. Mar.  13  9.... 
Movie  Milestones  (No.  2).  Jan.  31....  10  
Poodle,  The   May  22  10.... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  10..  . 
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24  10  
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9.... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    1  8.... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.  6  7  
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.    7  7.... 
Hold  the  Wire  Oct.  23t  7  
I'm  In  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7  
l-Skl  Lov-Ski  You-Skl  Apr.    3  6  
I  Wanne  Be  a  Lifeguard. ..  June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Movln'  July  24  6.. 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t  7.... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  ..Aug.  28t  7... 
Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Slnbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7.... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t  7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7  .. 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cineeolor) 

No.  3   Jan.  24.... II... 
No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27. ...II... 
No.  5   ...  .May  29. ...10... 
No.  6   July  17....  10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)   Aug.  28t  ...II... 
No.  2  (11-28)   .Oct.  30f...l0... 
No.  3   Dec.  25t....l  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomln',  The 
(8-22)   July  24.... 10... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You  ...Sept.  25t  8... 
Joe  Relchman  and  Oreh. 

I   Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  In 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jack  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Talking  Threugh  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t  ...7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Oreh. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 
(NEW  SERIES) 

No.  20— What's  tha  Answer  Jan.  17. ...10... 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29). Feb.  14....  10... 
No.  22 — Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13. ...10... 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers  .  .Apr.  10  10... 
No.  24 — Catching  Trouble, .  .May    8. ...10... 
No.  25— River  of  Thrills  June    5  10... 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July  3   10  
No.  27 — Neptune's  Scholars 
(8-22)   Aug.  7t...l0... 

Na.  28— Lucky  Spills  Sept.  4t...l0... 
No.  29—  Fighting  Marlln  Oet.    2t- . .  10  
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   .....Nov.    6t- . - 10  

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dae.  4t...l0... 

RKO  RADIO Title 

Rel.  Date 
Mln. DUMBBELL  LETTERS 

...5'/,. 

No.  24    . , No.  25  July  10.. 
...5... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair  New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27  10... 

Etiquette   Nov.  29t..--9... 
Fool  Your  Friends  Juno   9  10... 
Job's  a  Job,  A  May  22.. ..10... 
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Feb.  28. ...II... 

Winter  at  the  Zoo  Jan.  31....  10'/,. 
HEADLINER  SERIES 

No.  4— Wedtlme  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20.... 21... 

No.  5— Bad  Medicine   May  22  15... 
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time   July  24  

(1936-37) 
I — Lalapaloosa   Nov.  20t...l6... 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Dummy  Ache  July  10  
Gasoloons   Jan     3  15'/,. 
High  Beer  Pressure  May    8  18... 
Hillbilly  Goat   Jan.  I5,'37fl8 — 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oct.  23t...20'/,. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.  6. ...15'/,. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    I  9... 
No.  2   June   5  10... 
No.  3  July    3.. ..10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  I  (1-18)  Jan.  1 7 ....  1 8'/2 . 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17. ...24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13. ...21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17. ...21... 
No.  5   May  15  21... 
No.  6   June  12  23... 
No.  7   July  10. ...21... 
No.  8  Aug.  7. ...21... 

(1936-37) No.  I   Sept.  4t...23... 
No.  2   Oct.  2t...2l'/i. 
No.  3   Nov.  3t...2l... 
No.  4  (12-12)   Nov.  27t...22..., 
No.  5  Deo.  25t  

PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
PATHE  REVIEWS Released  once  a  month 
PATHE  TOPICS Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12  
Don't  Be  Like  That  Dec.  4f...lt... 
Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10.. ..17... 
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.   7  l5'/a. 
Who's  Looney  Now?  Sept.  4t. .  .10. . . 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan  Feb.  28  17... 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.  9t...l6... 
Deep  South   Jan.  I,'37tl7  
Melody  In  May  (2-1)  May    I  19... 
Swing  It   July  3  

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  
Cupid  Gets  Her  Men  July  24  7... 
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.  7.....7'/i. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.  2  7... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)  ..Apr.  17  8... 
Toonerville  Picnic   Oet.    2t....7. .. 
Toonerville  Trolley  (2-15)..  Jan.  17  7... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    3  8... 
Waifs  Welcome,  A  June  19  

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14.... IS1/,. 
And  So  to  Wed  .....June  19  
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17....  18'/,. 
Grandma's  Buoys   Dec.  1 8f ...  1 6  
So  and  Sew  Sept.  I8t..-I5... 

SPECIALS 
Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27.... 21... 

SPORTS  WITH   BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory  Oct.  30t.  
High,  Wide  and  Dashing  Sept.  4t  
Ladies  Day   Dec.  1 8f ...  1 1 ... . 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24. ...II... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10). .  .Oct.  2f...l9... 
Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19.......... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)  Nov.  20t ...II.... 
Tomorrow's  Halfbacks  (3-25)  Jan.  24. ....9..., 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  18... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females  Nov.  I3t  
Living  Jewels   June  12  
Underground  Farmers  ......Apr.  17  9.... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I8f  9.... 
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14  10  

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29).  ..Mar.  27.... 21... 
Uppercutlets  Jan.  24  18'/,. 
Listen  to  Freezln*  (8-15)..  July  31  15... 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.  6t...2l  
Wholesaillng  Along  May  29....  17  

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  1 1.... 
Goldmania   Dec.   25 1  I  rl.. 
Graveyard  of  Ships  Nov.  27t ...  1 1  
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.  6t  
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)   Feb.  21 . ...  II  
Trinidad   Sept.  I  It... 10.. . 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15  
Washington  In  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oct.    9t. . .  10  

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. DYNAMIC 

Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II.... 
NORTON 

Alchemist's  Hourglass,  The 
(1-25)   18.... 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. ADVENTURES  OF  THE 

NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 
Dogging  It  Around  the World   Nov.  I3t. 
Filming  the  Fantastic  Jan.  31.. 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds..  .Sept.  25t. 
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  14t. 
Sports  Headllners  of  1936 
(11-21)   Oct.  30t. 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Hong  Kong  Highlights  Jan.  31.. 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7t. 
Memories  of  Spain  (10-3) ..  .Sept.  I8f. 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7)  .Sept.  25t. 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  I3f. 

.10.. 

10... 

.10... 

10... 

..9'/,. 

.10... 

10... 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
MICKEY  MOUSE 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
37.  Mickey's  Polo  Team. ...Feb.   5  8.. 
38.  Orphans'  Picnic   Mar.  12.  ...9.. 
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HUE  RELEASE  CHAET«C€NT'E) 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.    9  9... 

40.  Through  the  Mirror..  .June  18  9... 
101.  Moving  Day    July  22  9... 
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-15).. Aug.  27  9,.. 
103.  Alpine  Climber.  (8-22). Oct.  28t....9'/t. 
104.  Mickey's  Clrcin  (8-15)  8... 105.  Donald  and  Plutt 
(11-14)   9... 

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   9.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
S3.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  Wi. 

34.  Three  Little  Wolves 
(4-11)   May  27.. ..10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns. 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t....8... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
keteers  (11-28)   7... 

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   8'/2. 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)   S'/j. 

Title  Rel.  Date 

VITAPHONE 

Mln. 

UNIVERSAL 

.10... 

.10... 

.10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
GOING  PLACES  with  LOWELL  THOMAS 

No.  18  (3-14)  Mar.  9....I0I/,. 
No.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23. ...10.., 
No.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  9... 
No.  21   June    8  9.. . 
No.  22   June  22  9... 
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6.. ..10... 
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20. 
No.  25  (8-15)  Aug.  3. 
No.  26   Aug.  17. 
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t....9.. 
No.  28  (10-17)  Oct.   I9t  8.. 
No.  29   Oct.  26t  9.. 
No.  30   Nov.  23t  — 10.. 
No.  31   Dec.    2lt..  9.. 
No.  32  Jan.  I8,'37t.  .. 
No.  33   Feb.  1 5,'37t  
No.  34   Mar.  I5,'37f.... 

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Knights  (or  a  Day  Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen's  Frolics  (7-11)..  .July  15  18.. 
Fun  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  I7,'37t  Fun  In  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t...l0.. 

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t  —  I  I  -  - 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29  19.. 
Musical  Airways  (10-10)..  .Sept.  30t. . .11.. 
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18  15.. 
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t ...  10. . 
School  tor  Swing  Jan.  20,'37t  
Signing  Off  (2-8)  Feb.  19  19.. 
Teddy    Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-d)..June    3  20.. 
Television  Hlgfrtlght*  Dec.  23t...l0.. 
Vaud-O-Mat,  The  (3-28) ...  Apr.    8  16.. 

NOVELTIES 
Skits  'n'  Sketches  Feb.  24  10.. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Alaska  Sweepstakes  (2-8)... Feb.  17  8.. 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7... 
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-3)  Oct.  5f....9  
Beauty  Shoppe  (3-28)  Mar.  20  6'/,. 
Farming  Fools  May  25  7..  . 
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7  
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30t  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  21 1 - .  .7  
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ..  .Sept.  7t...  8.... 
Night  Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct.    9t  8  

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov.    2t  8... 
Slumberland  Express  Mar.  9  7  
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov.  6t....8  

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION  SERIES 
No.  18— Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9'/,.. 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9  
No.  20— Novelty   June    I  9  
No'  21— Novelty   June  15  9  
No.  22— Novelty   July  29  9  
No.  23— Novelty  (7-11)  July  13....  10.... 
No.  24— Novelty  (7-18)  July  27....  10.... 
No.  25—  Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10  
No.  26—  Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9  
No.  27— Novelty   Sept.  28t  8.... 
No.  28—  Novelty  (9-24)..  ..Oct.  I2t. . . .8'/,. . 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)...  .Nov.    9t.... 8-2/3 
No.  30— Novelty  (12-26)  Dee.  7f  
No.  31— Novelty   Jan.  4,'37t  
No.  32— Novelty  Feb.  I.'37t.9.... 
No.  33— Novelty   Mar.  I,'37t  

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dee.  I4t. . .  .9'/t.. 
You   Can't   Get  Away 
With  It  Nov.  SOt...  18.... 

BIG  TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 
Vltaphone  Billboard   Feb.  15  II.. 

Jane  and  Katherlne  Lee 
Vltaphone  Entertainers 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vltaphone  Highlights   Apr.   4.. ..10.. 
Eddie  Peabody 

Vltaphone  Hippodrome  May    2  II.. 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Lee 

Vltaphone  Spotlight  (3-28).. Mar.  7  II.. 
Convllle-Dale 

Vltaphone  Topnotches  (2-1). May  30  
Vltaphone  Troupers  (2-1). ..Jan.    4  10.. 

Four  Trojans- 
Aunt  Jemima 

Vltaphone  Stageshow   July  25  1  rl 
Vltaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  1 9t  ...If.. 

Jack  Pepper 
Vltaphone  Internationals  ...Oct.  1 7t ...It.. 

Holtz-Lee 
Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4t...ll.. 

Johnny  Perkins 
Vaude-Villlans   Dee.  I2t  Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville   Jan.  2,'37f.... 
Harry  Rose 

BIG  V.  COME 
They're  Off   

Yacht  Club  Boys 
Slide..  Nellie,  Slide  

Herman  Bing- 
Paula  Stone 

Shop  Talk   
Bob  Hope 

Joe  Paleoka  In  for  the  Love 
of  Pete  (3-28)  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars  
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun  

Johnny  Brrkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Palooka  In  Here's  Howe 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party,  The 
(6-22)   
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertlme, 
The   
Johnny  Berkes 

The  Oily  Bird  
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Dough-Nuts   
Yacht  Club  Beys 

DIES 
Jan.  18. 

Feb.    I . , 

Feb.  15. 

Mar.  14. 

Mar.  28. 

Apr.  II. 

May  9. 

..21. 

..21. 

.21. 

..21. 
..21. 

..21. 

June    6  21  

June  20  22. 

July  II. 

July  25. 

Aug.  15. 

..20. 

..20. 

..20. 

Nov.  14.... 21. 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
Study  and  Understudy  
Between  the  Lines  (2-1)... 

Bernlce  Claire 
King  of  the  Islands  

Winifred  Shaw- 
Warren  Hymer 

Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong,  The 
Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 

Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)... 
Hal  LeRoy- Prelsser  Sisters 

Paris  In  New  York  (3-28). 
Irene  Bordonl 

Black  Network,  The  
Nina  Mae  McKlnney- 
Nicholas  Bros. 

College  Dads  
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  The  
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker,  The  
Dawn  0'  Day- Radio  Rubes 

Romance  In  the  Air  
Wlnl  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   , 
Sybil  Jaso* 
Rhythnltls   

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   , 

Jan.  25... 22.. 
Feb.    8.... 22.. 

Feb.  22.... 21.. 

Feb.  29... 21.. 

Ma 7. ...21. 

Mar.  21.... 22.. 

Apr.    4  22.. 

Apr.  II  ...21.. 

Apr.  18. ...21.. 

May  2.... 21.. 

May  23.... 20.. 

May  30  2  rls 

May  16  

June   6  20 

June  13  2rle 

July  4....M... 

Rel.  Date  Mln. 

.July  18  2  rls 

Aug.  22  20  

Aug.  29  20  

Sept.  5t. .. It  

.Sept.  12t. .  .21  

Sept.  26t..-2l. Oct  St  

Oct.  I0t...2l. 

Oct.  24t...l8. 

Oct.  Sit- ..18. 

Nov.  7t...20. 

Nov.  2lt...2l. 

Dec.    St. . .  18. 

Title 

Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  
Cross  and  Dunn 

Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   
Fred  Lawrence. 
Rosalind  Marquis 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19) 
Jean  Sargent 

Joe    Palooka    In  "The 
Choke's  on  You"  (9-19). 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast.  The 
(9-5)   

Say  It  with  Candy  
Virginia  Verrlll   

Sheik  to  Sheik  
Georges  Metaxa 

Can't  Think  of  It  
Ken  Murray-Oswald 

Sunday  Round-up.  The  
Dick  Foran-Linda  Perry 

Sweethearts  and  Flowers... 
Regis  Toomey-Prelsser 
Sisters That's  Pictures  (8-29)  
Jay  C.  Fllppen 

Here  Comes  the  Circus  
"Poodles"  Hanneford 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Blonde  Bomber"   
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

"Give    Me  Liberty"  
John  Litel 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Cinecolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-1 1) .  .Sept.  St.. .10... 
Colorful  Occupations  (9-19)  .Oct.    3t  10  
Northern  Lights   Oct.  3lt  
Nice  Work   Jan.  30,'37t  
Along  the  Mediterranean. ...  Dec.  5t  
Hollanders,  The   Jan.  2,'37t  

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  16 — Phantom  Ship,  The. Feb.    1  7... 
No.  17 — Boom!  Boom  I   Feb.  29  7... 
No.  18— Blow  Out.  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  ...Apr.  25  7... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   May  23  7... 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7... 
No.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7- 18). July  II  7... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.   I  7... 
No.  24 — Porky's  Poultry 

Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7... 
No.  25— Milk  and  Money.. .Oct.    3t  7... 
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving 
Day   7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky. .Oct.  24t....7... 
No.  28—  Village  Smithy,  The.Nov.  I4t  7... 
No.  29— Porky  of  the  North- 
woods   Dec.  I9t  

Nov.  28t. 

Dec.  I9t. 

10.... 

II. 
.9. 

MELODY  MASTERS 
B.  A.  Rolfe  and  Orchestra. . Feb.    I  II... 
Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra. . Feb,  22  II... 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21 . . . . II . . . 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra.  Apr.  1 8....  1 1... 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  16  10... 
Vlneent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June  6  10... 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nlek  Lucas  and  His  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15.. 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  5t. 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos. . .Sept.  26t. 
Emll  Coleman  and  Orch. 
(7-11)   II. 

Leon  Navara  and  His  Orch.  Nov.  7t 
(9-19)   II. 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Orch. 
(8-29)   10. 

Jlmmie  Lunceford  and  Orch.. Dec.  I9t...l0. 
MERRIE  MELODIES 

(In  Color) 
No.  16 — Cat  Came  Back, 
The  (2-8)   Feb.    8  7. 

No.  17— Miss  Glory   Mar.  7  7. 
No.  18— I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7. 

No.  19— Let  It  Be  Me  May    2  7. 
No.    20— I'd  Love  to  Take 

Orders  from  You  May  16  7.. 
No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana  ..May  30  7.. 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  Hot... June  27  
No.  24 — I  Love  to  Slnga 
(6-20)   July  18  7.. 

10.... .1  rl. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Ml*. 
No.  25 — Sunday  Go  to 

Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.  8  7... 
No.  26— At  Your  Service, 
Madame   Aug.  29  7... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  19  7... 

No.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 
Bronx   Oct.  I0t  7.7. 

No.  29— Don't  Look  Now.. .Nov.    7t  7... 
No.  30 — Coocoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t  7... 

OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 
No.   7 — Day's  Journey,  A...  Feb.  22....  1 1... 
No.    8— Harbor  Lights  Mar.  21  II... 
No.   9— We  Eat  to  Live  Apr.  18  10... 
No.  10— Vacation  Spot*  May  16  II... 
No.  II — Irons  In  the  Fire. ..June  13  1  rl. 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine... July  II  10... 
No.  13 — For  Sports  Sake  Aug.   8  10... 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb.  8.. 

Charles  Ahearn 
Timber  Giants  Feb.  22  II. 
Half  Wit-ness  Mar.  21. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  8.... 
Pictorial  Review  June  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II.. ..10  

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes — 

Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t. 
No.  2 — George  Rector — Fashions   Oct.  lot. 

No.  3—  Girl  Football- Knitted  Wear   Nov.  2lt  .  
No.  4 — Southern  Wear- Aviation   Dec.  26t  

VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt..-IO  
Logging  Along   Sept.26t  
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  II.... 
Ounce  of  Invention,  An  Oet.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  As  Is  Dee.  I9t  
Cal  Tlnney 

SERIALS 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

..10.. 

..10.... 

REPUBLIC 

Darkest  Africa  3580  (2-22). Fob.  15  
Clyde  Beatty  (15  episodes) 

Dick  Tracy  6401  Feb.  20,*37t. 
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  I4t.... 
Mala  (14  Episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  30  
Ray  Corrigan-Lois  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  
Robert  Livingston- 
Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Weiss-Mlntz-Serials) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  3  rls., 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23). Apr.  18  2  rls. 
Jack  Mulhall-  (oiek) 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  S  rls., 
(also  feature  version)      followed  by  14  tws- reel  episodes.) 

Custer's  Last  Stand  
(11-30-35)   Jan.  2  
Rex  Lease -Lona  Andre     (1st  episode,  5  rls., 
(also  feature  version)       followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oet.  I9t  

John  King-Jean  Rogers 

(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 
Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  8  

Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8.'37t. 
Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 

Phantom  Rider  (6-6)  July  6t.... 
Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 
(15  episodes) 

Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2,'37t. 
Scott  Kolk-Jean  Rogers 

VICTORY 

Blak*  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  30,'37t. 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oct.  I  Ot .  - .  - 

Bela  Lugosl- Herman  Brlx 
(15  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

Weslaco,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

This  letter  is  liable  to  be  a  hodgepodge, 
a  little  of  everything,  a  mixture  of  suc- 

cotash and  something  else,  if  you  know  what 
I  mean.  It  will  be  a  little  style  show,  some 
fishing  and  a  little  of  something  else,  but 
not  much  of  anything  in  particular. 

But  maybe  we  better  tell  you  where  Wes- 
laco is.  Weslaco  is  located  in  the  Rio 

Grande  valley  between  Harlengen  on  the 
east  and  Mission  on  the  west,  with  Mc- 
Allen  and  a  few  other  towns  between,  and 
Weslaco  is  where  they  held  their  flower, 
vegetable  and  citrus  fruit  fiesta  the  past 
week,  and  the  regrettable  part  of  it  is  that 

you  couldn't  have  been  here  to  see  the  show, 
for  it  was  a  World's  Fair,  Barnum  and 
Bailev  circus  and  a  Rose  Bowl  carnival  all 
in  one. 

Weslaco  has  become  one  of  the  prin- 
cipal towns  of  the  valley.  She  has  some 

rivals,  of  course.  All  of  them  have  to  step 
on  the  gas  to  keep  up  with  her,  and  the 
most  of  them  are  getting  a  little  short 
on  gas. 

The  principal  feature  of  the  show  was  her 
flower  exhibit  and  style  show.  The  flower 
exhibit  was  held  in  the  city  auditorium, 
which  covers  half  of  a  block  and  contained 
flowers  of  all  kinds  and  descriptions,  not  the 
hothouse  kind  that  the  ladies  of  the  north 

have  in  pots  in  their  parlor  windows,  but 
flowers  that  were  growing  outside  in  flower 
gardens.  Just  think  of  it,  a  flower  exhibit 
in  the  middle  of  December,  every  specimen 
of  flowers  that  are  grown.  It  was  a  won- 

derful show  and  we  wish  we  could  describe 

it  for  you,  but  our  botanical  knowledge  runs 
more  to  corned  beef  and  cabbage. 
Then  they  had  a  style  show,  and  here 

again  we  are  out  on  a  limb,  we  can't  de- 
scribe this  wonderful  show.  You  remember 

we  tried  to  describe  the  style  show  held  at 
Mission  recently  and  how  miserably  we 
failed.  Well,  anyhow,  they  had  a  promenade 
walk  built  in  the  main  street  which  was 

about  four  feet  high,  six  feet  wide  and 
about  half  of  a  block  long,  and  along  each 
side  were  oodles  of  electric  lights,  and  along 
this  promenade  the  ladies,  dressed  in  even- 

ing gowns,  promenaded  with  gowns  covered 
with  flowers,  fruit  and  vegetables  which 
were  sewed  on  the  gowns  in  all  kinds  of 
fancy  designs. 
We  got  there  too  late  to  get  seats  by  this 

promenade  but  we  did  get  there  in  time  to 
have  a  very  lovely  visit  with  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

G.  T.  Wood.  Mr.  Wood  manages  the  Wes- 
laco theatre.  We  also  met  their  assistant, 

Shelton  Young.  Mr.  Wood  took  ourself  and 
party  up  in  the  balcony  of  his  theatre,  where 
we  could  get  a  good  view  of  this  style  show. 
In  fact,  we  had  the  best  location  of  any  of 
the  eight  thousand  who  were  there,  as  the 
promenade  was  right  in  front  of  the  theatre. 

That's  what  we  call  courtesy,  and  Mr.  Wood 
is  chock  full  of  it. 

Then  Mr.  Wood  brought  Jack  Lamb  up 
in  the  balcony  and  introduced  us  to  him. 

But  maybe  you  don't  know  who  Jack  Lamb 
is.  Jack  is  the  world-famous  fly  and  bait 
caster  and  a  fisherman  of  experience  who 

has  us  beaten  a  mile  and  back.  He  is  in 

the  employ  of  the  Gulf  Oil  Company  and 
travels  all  of  the  United  States  giving  ex- 

hibitions on  fly  and  bait  casting  and  dis- 

tributing the  company's  literature.  Jack  has 
caught  the  red  snappers  in  the  gulf  at  Point 
Isabel,  the  tarpon  at  Aransas  Pass,  Texas. 
He  has  caught  bass  in  the  Michigan  lakes, 
muskies  in  Minnesota,  has  whipped  the 
Brule  river  in  Wisconsin  for  rainbows,  and 
fought  the  steel  head  salmon  in  the  Rogue 
river  in  Oregon.  Jack  wrote  an  article, 

entitled  "Why  I  Like  to  Fish,"  and  it  was 
published  by  the  Gulf  company  in  pamphlet 
form,  and  you  sportsmen  can  secure  a  copy 
free  by  addressing  the  Gulf  Oil  Company  at 
Fort  Worth,  Texas,  P.  O.  Box  1290.  You 
will  find  that  this  article  will  describe  many 
experiences  and  joys  you  yourself  have  had. 
In  reading  it  we  are  reminded  of  our  early 
fishing  experiences  on  the  Kankakee  river 
in  Indiana,  of  catching  northern  pike  at 
Park  Rapids,  Minnesota,  and  of  whipping 

the  riffles  of  the  Spokane  river  in  Wash- 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  30,  Vol.  19— England  pro- 
claims  new   king  with   ancient  pomp  Coronation 

robes. ..  .Sun-kissed   belles   open    Florida  season....' Fog,    storms    and   floods    ravage    Britain  Shirley 
Temple  tries  out  pony  and  buggy  Hats  for  south- land wear. ...  Bombshells  in  the  baseball  world.... 
Lew  Lehr. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  31,  Vol.  19.— San  Salvador 
quake  Bomb-proof  dugout  in  London  Fashions in    hats  Names    in    the    news:    General  Chiang, 
Arthur  Brisbane,  F.  D.  Roosevelt,  Jr.,  Colonel 
Batista,  President  Bru,  Duke  and  Duchess  of  Kent 

 Gold  mine  reopened  Lew  Lehr  goes  fishing  
Santa  Anita  opened  Rockefeller  Plaza  rink. 

NEWS    OF    THE    DAY— No.    228,    Vol.    8— Royal 
pageantry   proclaims    Britain's   new   king  Madrid under  siege,  grim  drama  of  war  The  1936  sports 
parade:  1 — Highlights  of  the  Olympic  Games;  2 — 
Vanderbilt  Cup  race,  Monte  Carlo  Grand  Prix, 
Poughkeepsie  rowing  classic,  tennis  upsets;  3 — National  Air  Race,  Kentucky  Derby. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  229,  Vol.  8.— Happy  New 
Year   from   President   Roosevelt  Cuban  president 
out    in    crisis  Nation    mourns    famous  editor.... 
Jesse  Owens  races  a  horse  Georgia  Tech  downs 
the  Bears  40,000  at  Santa  Anita  opener. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  41.— Mrs.  Simpson  at 
Cannes  Landon  visits  White  House  Air  trag- 

edies 1936  in  sports:  Olympics,  Golf,  Horse  Rac- 
ing,   Boxing,   Tennis,    Polo,    Baseball   and  Football 

highlights  Three    "greatest    sport    stars    of  the 

season." 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  42— Cuba  ousts  president 
in  army  coup  San  Salvador  quake  kills  more  than 
250  Jesse  Owens  races  horse  Holiday  spirit  ex- 

tends to  prison  Mother  and  fiancee_  visit  Franklin 
Roosevelt,  Jr.  in  hospital  Santa  Anita  meet  opens 
California  racing. 

PATHE   NEWS— No.  45,   Vol.   8.— Sports  parade.... 
Olympic   games  America's   champions   in  Tennis, Polo,  Golf,  Boxing,  Baseball,  Football,  Football  and 
Horse  Racing. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  46,  Vol.  8.— Roosevelt  asks  for 
peace  in  1937  Coyote  hunt  Earthquake  destroys 
city    of    San    Vicente  Cuba's    new  president  Exiles  for  love  Royal  romance  Mrs.  Roosevelt 
and  Miss  du  Pont  visit  Roosevelt,  Jr  Lion  cubs 
....Santa  Anita  opens  1937  season. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  522, 
Vol.  8.— The  laugh  parade  of  1936:  1— Wrestlers 

have  a  battle-royal;  2 — Diet  of  nuts  and  bolts; 
3 — Duck  ducks  water;  4 — One-man  hurricane;  5 — 
Love  below  zero;  6 — Strato  hop  fizzles;  7 — A  gentle- 

man plug;  8 — He  won  the  sweeps;  9— He  lost  the sweeps. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  523, 
Vol.  8. — Loyalists  battle  in  snow  Hundreds  perish 
in  Salvador  quake  Earhart  joins  plane  search  
Goldeneye  wins  Xmas  stakes  Swim  suits  breath- 

taking Cuba  shifts  her  presidents  Yacht's  keel weighs  90  tons  Edward  secluded  at  castle  Kids 
stage  real  six-day  race. 

ington  for  the  gamey  rainbows.  You  will 
recall  many  happy  experiences  when  you 
read  Jack's  article.  And  we  will  recall 
our  very  pleasant  visit  to  Weslaco  and  with 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Wood. 

V 
McAllen,  Texas 

This  town  of  McAllen  is  where  the  most 
of  the  northern  tourists  come  to  spend  the 
winter,  and  the  hotels,  apartment  houses 
and  tourist  camps  are  full  to  capacity.  It 
seems  that  all  north  of  the  Mason  and  Dixon 

line  are  down  here,  and  McAllen  is  pro- 
viding them  with  every  kind  of  entertain- 

ment possible.  They  come  here  partly  for 
the  climate,  partly  for  the  citrus  fruit,  but 
mostly,  we  surmise,  for  the  shows  that  L.  J. 
(Shine)  Mason  puts  on  at  the  Palace  and 
Queen  theatres,  and  what  we  mean  is  that 

he  puts  'em  on  too.  Shine  certainly  knows 
how  to  pick  his  shows  as  well  as  how  to 
pick  his  theatre  force. 

Jim  Ed  Jones  is  his  assistant  manager; 
Ann  Warren  is  chief  cashier;  Josephine 
Evans,  assistant  cashier;  Morene  Kizzier, 
chief  door  girl;  Janet  Melcher,  door  girl; 
Bettie  Miller,  usherette;  Joan  Botsford, 
usherette,  and  Lila  McElroy,  usherette. 

There  is  this  about  these  young  ladies: 

they  are  all  of  them  Herald  fans  and  that 

goes  a  long  way  toward  fixing  every- 
thing O.K. 

V 
We  ran  across  a  fellow  the  other  day 

here  in  McAllen  by.  the  name  of  George 
Whisler  who  claims  to  have  come  from 
Atkinson,  Nebraska.  We  asked  him  if  he 
knew  a  fellow  up  there  by  the  name  of  Al 
Miller,  who  runs  the  Lyric  theatre  and  he 

replied,  "Do  I?  Well,  I  guess  I  do,  I  have 
tussled  with  him  for  years  trying  to  get  the 

belt  away  from  him  and  couldn't  do  it.  The 
belt  he  refers  to  has  been  held  by  Al  ever 
since  it  was  made.  It  was  given  to  him  for 

having  the  most  fertile  imagination  and  re- 
counting hundreds  of  things,  the  most  of 

which  never  happened,  of  any  man  in  Holt 

county.  Al's  son,  A.  G.  Miller,  is  interested 
in  the  theatre  but  is  now  one  of  Jim  Farley's hired  help. 

V 

Rain,  rain,  rain,  and  yet  they  tell  us  that 
it  seldom  rains  in  the  Rio  Grande  valley. 
It  has  been  at  it  now,  off  and  on,  more 
or  less,  for  three  days  and  nights,  and  is 
still  at  it.  It  looks  like  Noah  could  do  a 

thriving  business  if  he  were  here  now. 
The  weather  here  is  a  whole  lot  like  it  is 

in  Hollywood,  "very  unusual." The  work  down  here  is  done  mostly  by 

Mexicans.  They  gather  the  fruit,  work  in 
the  vegetable  fields,  and  harvest  most  of  the 
crops.  Out  in  California  the  Japs  do  the 
bulk  of  the  work,  and  in  the  southern  states 
it  is  done  principally  by  colored  help,  while 

the  "poor  white  trash"  tramp  the  highways 
looking  for  a  job. 
We  notice  that  the  freight  trains  are 

mostly  manned  by  colored  brakemen.  The 
Interstate  Commerce  Commission  fixes 

freight  rates  and  that  makes  us  wonder  if 

that  is  why  "Jones,  he  pays  the  freight." COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISING 

the  great 
national  medium 
for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  ECtlPMENT 

WANT  1,000  NEW  CUSTOMERS  FOR  LATEST 
Audio-Matic  volume  control  class  "A"  amplifiers,  com- plete with  RCA  metal  tubes,  now  $39.50  up.  Realistic, 
Wide  Fidelity  reproduction  guaranteed.  60  different 
models  available.  Postcard  brings  details.  S.  O.  S., 
1600-AV  Broadway,  New  York. 

doors 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now— 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

YOUR  LIBRARY  ISN'T  COMPLETE  IF  YOU 
don't  own  Richardson's  5th  Edition  (not  the  latest) 
Volume  3  with  famous  "Question  and  Answer"  index. 
Contains  over  300  pages,  fully  illustrated.  Our  removal 
sale  special  $1.95.  S.  O.  S.,  1600-AV  Broadway,  New York. 

TRAINING  SCtiCCL 

THEATRE  EMPLOYEES;  ADVANCE  TO  BET- 
ter  theatre  positions.  Free  booklet  shows  you  how. 
THEATRE  INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira, 
N.  Y. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

THEATRE  IN  MIDDLE  WEST  OR  INDIANA  OR 
Ohio.  Any  town  over  5,000  population.  BOX  214, 
Richmond,  Ind. 

GENERAL 

EGUIPA4ENT 

HAPPY  NEW  YEAR  FOR  HAPPY  EXHIBITORS 
who  pick  these  bargains — tickets,  190  roll;  latest 
Simplex  type  5-point  pedestals,  $69.50;  fire  extinguishers, 
1  qt.,  new,  $3.95;  top  quality  guaranteed  sound  screens, 
voco-chrome  22540  sq.  ft.;  voco-beaded  29J40  sq.  ft. 
Hundreds  of  other  removal  sale  values.  Write  S.  0.  S., 
1600-AV  Broadway,  New  York. 

PROJECTORS,  LAMPHOUSES,  MOTOR  GEN- 
erator  sets,  rectifiers,  mazda  lamps.  Equipment  and 
accessories  for  your  projection  room.  Rebuilt  RCA 
equipment.  Genuine  equipment  at  attractive  prices. 
Tell  us  your  needs.  Old  equipment  accepted  in  trade. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC.,  341  W.  44th 
Street,  N.  Y. 

WANTED  TC  BUT 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

WE'RE  IN  THE  MARKET  FOR  RCA  SOUND, 
Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps,  rectifiers, 
generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Strictly  con- 

fidential, no  delays,  no  bickering.  BOX  814,  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD. 

RCSITIGNS  WANTED 

MANAGER,  EDUCATED  NOTRE  DAME  UNI- 
versity,  age  24,  five  years  experience  buying,  booking, 
publicity,  references.  BOX  798,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

SIGN  PAINTER  —  YOUNG,  SINGLE,  DEPEND- 
able,  best  references,  prefer  South.  DAN  BAUCUM. 
JR.,   Magnolia,  Ark. 

PROJECTIONIST  —  5  YEARS^  EXPERIENCE, 
good  references,  go  anywhere.    BOX  14,  Lagro,  Ind. 

BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

FIREPROOF  BUILDING  CONTAINING  TWO 
stores,  three  offices,  loft,  large  ballroom  and  668- 
seat  fully  equipped  theatre  on  lot  50  x  200.  Seventy 
miles  from  New  York.  Best  ballroom  within  twelve 
miles,  covering  a  population  of  60,000.  Only  theatre 
in  town,  population  7,000.  Nearest  theatre  to  12,000 
people.  Nearest  competition  four  miles  away.  Will 
sell  land,  building  and  equipment,  which  cost  me 
$175,000  for  $150,000.  Terms,  not  less  than  $25,000  cash. 
Balance  can  remain  on  mortgage  at  5%.  Rare  oppor- 

tunity for  man  understanding  dance  and  picture  game. 
Positively  not  interested  in  trades  or  manager  proposi- 

tions.   E.  H.  ROLSTON,  Seymour,  Conn. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

BUY  DIRECT,  AVOID  COMMISSIONS.  THEATRE 
chairs  of  every  description  at  lowest  prices.  Special 
on  box  spring  cushions  with  metal  bottoms  $1.15 
each.  Spring  edge  cushions  $1.50  each.  ALLIED 
SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th  St.,  New  York. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

AFTER  YOU  GET  THEM  IN,  SEAT  THEM 
comfortably.  15,000  chairs,  750  up.  Many  famous 
makes,  reconstructed,  refinished.  Ask  for  bulletin  15K. 
S.  O.  S.,  1600-AV  Broadway,  New  York. 

DEALERS  WRITE  FOR  LARGE  LIST  OF  USED 
equipment.  ZENITH  THEATRE  SUPPLY,  308  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

WE'RE  ABDICATING  —  MOVING  TO  LARGER 
quarters.  Must  sacrifice  used  amplifiers;  Operadio, 
Webster,  Radiart,  Mellaphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50. 
Soundheads  for  Powers,  Simplex,  while  they  last,  $15 
up.  S.  O.  S.,  1600-AV  Broadway,  New  York. 

REBUILT  THEATRE  CHAIRS.  VENEERS, 
squab  seats,  spring  seats,  750  each  and  up.  American 
and  Heywoods.  Parts  for  old  chairs.  JOHN  BLUM, 
722  Springfield  Avenue,  Newark,  N.  J. 

THREE  THOUSAND  SPRING  SEATS,  PANEL 
backs,  $2.50  each.  Thousands  of  others  —  veneers, 
squab  and  spring  theatre  chairs,  850  each  and  up. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC.,  341  W.  44th Street,  N.  Y. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  250  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

THEATRES 

220-SEATER.  TOWN  1,700  POPULATION.  NEW- 
ly  remodeled,  redecorated.  Paying  proposition.  OHIO 
THEATRE,  Spencerville,  Ohio. 

HELP  WANTED 

MANAGER  FOR  MOTION  PICTURE  THEATRE. 
Communicate  by  mail,  stating  age,  education  and 
experience.  BOX  815,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

PRESS  OF C.  J.  O'BRIEN,  INC. 
NEW  YORK 
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Fistful  of 

BLAC 

by  RED  KANN 

Editor,  Motion  Picture  Daily 

CELLULOID  d
ynamite.  That's 

"The  Black  Legion."  Word  has 
been  trickling  through  from  the 

coast  for  weeks  now  about  this  Warner 

picture.  Archie  Mayo  spoke  about  little 
else  when  he  was  around  a  fistful  of 

weeks  back.  But  he  directed  and  reserva- 

tions seemed  conservative,  if  not  in 

order.  Yet,  now  and  fresh  from  the  pro- 
jection room,  we  recall  the  points  he 

stressed,  how  he  had  persisted  in  his  be- 
>  lief  that  this  was  an  important  job  by 
the  nature  of  the  material  and  not  from 

his  part  in  it.  In  most  instances,  the 

good  Hollywood  folk  talking  about  their 

own  handiwork,  must  be  pardoned  for 

exaggeration  ;  the  coast  air.  In  the  in- 
stance of  Mayo  who  has  ranted  and 

raved  against  routine,  stories  and  mes- 

sage-less vehicles,  he  is  to  be  believed. 

Then,  there  was  Harry  Warner,  who  not 

far  back,  spoke  off  the  record  about  this 

picture  and  urged  that  it  be  seen  the 
minute  available.  .  .  . 

Yesterday  brought  that  minute.  It 

brought  a  lot  of  minutes  and  most  of 

them  were  jam-crammed  through  with 
excitement  and  horror  and  repulsion 
over  the  sorry  reflection  that,  in  this 

day  and  in  these  times,  a  monstrous, 

outside-the-law  thing,  such  as  the  Black 
Legion,  could  exist  and  even  thrive.  Yet, 

of  course,  it  did.  The  newspapers  were 
full  months  ago  and  from  the  factual 

record  and  with  little  story  embroidery 

■;  <v  -  - r •  f rmnrnmnnnnnTTiirr  nrrmiim-ir -• 



NAMITE  about 

LEGION 

This  illustration  and  others 

like  it  by  Saul  Tepper,  Herbert 
Roese  and  Tony  Gablik  are 
included  in  the  unusual  adver- 

tising campaign  provided  in 
the  press  book  for  this  picture. 

HE'S  THE  KILLER! 

Humphrey  Bogart,  unfor- 

getably  established  in  'Pet- 
rified Forest',  heads  the  cast 

of  Warners'  most  daring  ex- 
pose since  'I  Am  a  Fugitive' ! 

and  license  the 

Warners  have  put 

together  a  crying 
indictment  of  only 

one  phase  of  the 

political  and  relig- 
ious bigotry  that 

continues  to  stalk 

this  land  of  the 

free  and  the  brave. 

Little  need  was 

present  to  let  Hol- 
lywood scenarists 

loose  on  an  imag- 
ination tour.  There  was  enough  and 

more  in  the  amazing  and  actual  history 
of  the  terroristic  organization  to  load 

any  single  feature  with  explosives.  .  .  . 

It  is  all  there.  While  the  foreword 

makes  it  very  clear  that  what  follows 
is  based  on  no  actual  incidents  or  on 

fact  itself,  this  will  de-  - 
ceive  no  one  who  looks 

and,  we  hope,  millions  will 
for   the   good   it   has  a 
chance  of  doing.  Get  no 

idea,  moreover,  that  the 

Warners  went  public-spir- 
ited  and    sacrified  their 

commitment  to  entertain. 

Not  at  all.  It  merely  hap- 

pens that  this  is  one  of 
those  infrequent  cases 
where  a  picture  not  only 

tells  a  chapter  that  ought 
to  be  told,  but  also  tells  it 

Respected  everywhere  for 

their  force  and  integrity  are 

Red  Kann's  picture  analyses. 
This  one  is  re-printed  from 
M.  P.  Daily  of  Dec.  30th. 

of  one  lone  attraction.  It  may  even  read 

like  the  hailing  of  the  perfect  picture.  It 

is  not  the  perfect  picture.  The  earlier 

episodes,  planting  the  contentment  of 

Humphrey  Bogart  and  his  family,  are 
extended  and  stretched  pretty  thin,  no 

doubt  to  sharpen  the  contrast  which  fol- 
lows his  oath  to  the  Black  Legion,  its 

incendiarisms,  its  floggings,  its  beatings 

and  its  murders.  The  strength  is  there 

because  it  is  thoroughly  inherent  in  the 

subject  matter,  the  drama  in  the  estab- 
lished record.  Whitling  its  mass  down, 

concentrating  on  highlights  and  filming 
them  in  climactic  order — these  are  what 

Mayo  has  done.  The  story  he  was  tell- 
ing seemed  well  nigh  impossible  to 

defeat.  . 

The  director  grafted  an  excellent  cast 

and  striking  types  and  saw  to  it  that 
they  did  their  tasks  well.  Bogart  is 

splendid  as  the  mechanic 

caught  up  in  the  false  pas- 
sions of  the  Legion  ;  Erin 

O'Brien  -  Moore  is  very 

good  as  a  wife.  Inexorably 
and  as  it  happened,  the 

story  moves  to  its  close. 

Bogart,  ready  to  face  the 
music  and  leaning  on  the 

court  to  protect  his  threat- 
ened wife  and  child,  in  a 

torrent  unleashed  crum- 

bles the  fake  defense,  in- 

dicts his  brother  legion- 
naires. The  sort  of  news- 

in  terms  of  brutal  and  easily  understood  paper  headline  yarn  which  they  do  bet- 

drama.  "The  Black  Legion"  moves  mo-  ter  than  the  others,  you  can  thank  the 
tion  pictures  one  notch  forward  in  the  Warners  and  Mayo  for  no  compromise 

recognition,  eventually  to  come,  that,  al-  finish,  no  phony  end-of-the-sunset  clinch. 
though  films  may  be  designed  chiefly  to  Bogart  goes  to  prison  for  the  remainder entertain,  they  must  also  go  beyond  in  of  hjs  ,jfe  and  a,       wjth  hjm  hig  cri 
the  cause  of  social  problems.  .  .  .  ina]  associates.  They  should  have  They> 

All  of  this  may  sound  like  a  wide  and  or  their  counterparts,  did  in  reality  and 
flying  leap  off  the  deep  end  on  behalf  on  the  screen  they  do  it  again.  .  . 



MORE  THAN  EVER  YOUR  BOX-OFFICE  CHAMPION 

as  "Stowaway"  proves  itself  Shirley's 

hold-over  champion! 

HELD  OVER  IN  NEW  YORK!  HELD  OVER  IN  KAN- 

SAS CITY!  HELD  OVER  IN  PHILADELPHIA!  HELD 

OVER  IN  BALTIMORE!  HELD  OVER  IN  PITTSBURGH! 

HELD  OVER  IN  LOS  ANGELES!  HELD  OVER  IN 

SEATTLE  HELD  OVER  IN  ST.  LOUIS!  HELD  OVER  IN 

DENVER!  HELD  OVER  IN  MIL- 

WAUKEE! HELD  OVER  IN 

DAYTON!  HELD  OVER  IN 

SAN  FRANCISCO!  HELD 

OVER  IN  CINCINNATI! 

HELD  OVER  IN  CHAR- 

LOTTE! HELD  OVER 
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THE  HOT  POTATO 

MANY  and  perhaps 
 most  good  showmen  will  not 

be  made  unhappy  at  the  present  progress  of 
the  laying  of  the  inhibiting  hand  of  the  law  over 
the  chance  games  and  box  office  lotteries. 

The  situation  is  somewhat  reminiscent  of  a 

spectacular  predecent  and  parallel  in  the  newspaper  world 

when,  now  more  than  a  decade  ago,  rival  Chicago  papers,  war- 
ring for  circulation,  began  cash  giveaways  in  terms  of  hundreds 

of  dollars  a  day  and  went  flaming  into  a  wild  program  of  dis- 

bursing prizes  of  ten  thousand  a  day — seeking  at  last  on  their 
own  account  government  intervention  to  save  them  from  their 
own  folly. 

THERE  is,  may  be,  a  coloration  of  extenuation  to  be  found 

for  many  of  the  exhibitors  who  have  found,  or  felt,  it 
necessary  to  meet  competition  in  lottery  exploitations  to 

keep  their  enterprises  alive.  But  if  one  is  to  admit  the  neces- 
sity, it  is  also  necessary  to  make  the  unpleasant  admission  that 

collectively  there  has  been  something  lacking  in  scruples, 
judgment  and  social  responsibility.  It  may  also  be  observed 
that  with  the  demonstration  of  competency  afforded  in  the 

performance  of  the  industry  in  meeting  the  moral  judgments 

of  the  majority  of  decent  Americans  in  the  pictorial  merchan- 
dise of  the  screen,  there  might  also  be  ground  for  having  ex- 

pected, before  this,  exercise  of  some  of  the  same  powers  and 
pressures  to  protect  the  theatre,  the  house  of  the  screen,  from 

this  epidemic  of  the  gambling  mania.  The  fact  that  the  chance 
games  took  first  nourishment  in  and  under  the  auspices  of 
the  unorganized  fringe  of  the  industry  constitutes  no  more 
argument  for  the  defense  than  the  fact  that  in  that  same 

marginal  sector  some  few  flagrantly  immoral  pictures  are  made, 
imported,  and  exhibited. 

In  the  mining  camps  the  roulette  wheels  always  purred 

in  hall  adjacent  to  the  bagnio  of  the  scarlet  kimonos.  It  may 
be  progress  to  have  removed  the  bagnio  technique  from  the 
screen,  but  if  the  box  office  takes  the  methods  of  the  place 

next  door  the  victory  for  the  status  of  the  industry  is  a  trifle 
less  than  complete.  The  reputation  of  the  motion  picture  is 
made  where  the  public  meets  the  screen. 

Gambling  as  a  business  has  not  been  respectable  in  the 
United  States  since  before  the  turn  of  the  century. 

AT  the  dawn  of  the  chance  game  infection  of  the  screen 

Motion  Picture  Herald  made  its  declaration  of  policy, 

with  the  announcement  of  Quigley  Publications  that  it 

would  accept  in  no  guise  advertising  or  promotional  matter 

pertaining  to  lotteries  or  their  equivalents.    It  did  not  then 

require,  any  more  than  now,  any  remarkable  insight  to  foresee 
that,  in  addition  to  all  other  considerations,  here  was  direct 

invitation,  once  again,  to  regulative  attentions  from  govern- 
ment. 

The  current  situation  in  which  the  courts  of  the  land  are 

called  upon  to  deal  with  box  office  lottery  and  near  lottery 

operations  is  not  calculated  to  enhance  the  status  of  the  indus- 

try and  support  argument  for  its  self-regulative  independence 
in  the  issues  of  the  social  and  political  era  now  getting  under 

way. 

There  was  a  consciousness  of  quite  a  number  of  considera- 
tions back  of  the  remark  of  that  distinguished  legislative  crafts- 
man, Mr.  Charles  C.  Pettijohn,  addressing  showmen  in  St. 

Louis,  that  the  lottery  system  is  a  "hot  potato." The  screen  is  for  pictures. 

AAA 

PRO  VERITAS 

ACADEMICALLY  one  can  have  sympathy  with  Lord 
Mersey  asking  in  the  House  of  Lords  that  the  govern- 

ment control  films  purporting  to  present  history.  He 

cited  for  provocation  the  screen  Henry  VIII,  charging  that  the 

king  was  made  "a  comic  buffon,"  and  the  fictional  meeting 

of  Mary  and  Elizabeth  in  "Mary  of  Scotland."  His  lord- 
ship would  have  an  educational  attache  appointed  to  the 

British  Board  of  Film  Censors  to  prevent  such  liberties  with 
fact. 

Certain  recent  conspicuous  proceedings  and  eventuations 
with  reference  to  the  British  crown,  history,  and  tradition, 

would  suggest  that  in  the  large  it  would  indeed  be  presump- 

tuous for  the  screen's  dramatists  to  hope  to  improve  upon 

spontaneous  performances  of  his  lordship's  noble  and  ecclesias- 
tical contemporaries. 

Meanwhile,  what  would  my  lord  Mersey  have  done  about 
Santa  Claus? 

AAA 

MR.  HENRY  FOUNTAIN  ASHURST,  senator  from  Ari- 
zona, speaking  in  Washington,  moves  for  the 

abolition  of  the  words  "very"  and  "quite"  as useless  and  tending  to  weaken  the  language.  It  is  very 

pleasing  and  appropriate  for  the  senate  to  be  giving  some 

attention  to  the  larger  concerns  of  life.  Meanwhile  Sena- 

tor Ashurst's  lists  may  well  be  amplified  before  his 
movement  jells  into  statute.  He  would  like  to  prohibit, 
abolish  and  strike  from  our  lexicons  several  words  including: 

"smash,"  "crash"  and  "wow."  Also  we  can  do  for  a  long  time 

without  "colorful"  and  "age-old." 
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This  Week 

Chance  and  the  Law 

The  equivocal  legal  status  of  Bank  Night 
and  other  theatre  chance  games  was  further 
complicated  this  week  by  a  four  to  three 
decision  of  the  New  York  state  court  of 

appeals  which  held  that  the  games  come 
within  the  law.  Chicago  circuit  managers 

are  reinstating  the  games  after  an  injunc- 
tion was  gained  by  one  theatre  preventing 

police  interference.  Contradicting  the  New 
York  decision,  the  Texas  supreme  court  has 

ruled  that  Bank  Night  "is  a  gift  enterprise 
involving  the  lottery  principle"  and  is  there- fore unconstitutional. 

Giveaway  news  is  on  page  29. 

Crime  and  the  Screen         Super-Power  Radio 

Trade  Practices 

Practically  all  attacks  on  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  under  the  anti-trust  laws  have 

been  actuated  by  complaints  to  the  Depart- 
ment of  Justice  from  within  the  industry 

itself,  Assistant  Attorney  General  John 
Dickinson  said  this  week  in  a  report  to  Con- 

gress. Mr.  Dickinson  is  retiring  after  two 
years  as  head  of  the  anti-trust  division  of 
the  department.  As  Congress  met  it  was  in- 

dicated that  proposals  for  Government  regu- 
lation of  industry  would  occupy  the  lime- 

light. This  week,  too,  Loew's,  Inc.,  became 
the  fourth  company  to  accept,  in  part,  the 
MPTOA  trade  practice  program. 

Trade  practices  and  regulation  are  dis- 
cussed on  page  25. 

Review  and  Prediction 

Increased  theatre  attendance,  a  trend 
toward  higher  admissions,  higher  quality 
pictures  and  sustained  high  grosses  during 
the  Christmas  season,  were  responsible  for 
the  exceptional  financial  showing  made  by 
the  motion  picture  industry  during  1936 
and,  continuing  through  1937,  are  the  basis 
for  the  prediction  that  the  new  year  holds 
the  brightest  prospects  for  the  industry  in 
its  history.  R.  H.  Cochrane,  president  of 
Universal,  and  Sidney  B.  Self,  writing  for 
the  Wall  Street  Journal,  took  these  points 
as  the  theme  of  year-end  financial  surveys. 

Their  views  are  quoted  on  page  24. 

Flavours  Last 

Out  of  the  Black  Hills  and  to  Hollywood, 
vacation  bent,  has  come  Leo  Peterson,  gen- 

eral manager  of  the  Black  Hills  Amusement 
Company,  with  word  that  trade-marks,  com- 

pany names  and  adequately  advertised  in- 
signia of  divers  kinds  have  lost  not  but 

rather  gained  significance  with  the  passage 
of  time.  Paramount,  .  Calamity  Jane  and 
Motion  Picture  Herald  are  among  the 
institutions  cited  in  demonstration  of  his 

points. 

Mr.  Peterson's  observations  are  reported 
on  page  33. 

Crime  and  adventure  stories  when  de- 
picted on  the  motion  picture  screen  are  no 

more  harmful  to  youth  than  the  tales  of  hair- 
raising  adventure  told  in  books,  many  of 
which  have  earned  a  place  as  literature,  in 
the  view  of  Lord  Hewart,  British  chief  jus- 
tice. 

Lord  Hewart 's  opinions,  expressed  at  the 
British  Kinemato  graph  Society's  annual 
dinner,  are  reported  on  page  34. 
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The  engineering  division  of  the  Federal 
Communications  Commission  will  recom- 

mend, in  a  report  to  be  submitted  this  month, 
changes  in  the  federal  radio  regulations 
which  will  make  possible  a  chain  of  15  to 
25  broadcasting  stations  operating  on 
500,000  watts.  The  changes  include  the 

opening  of  the  1,500-1,600  kilocycle  band 
for  general  broadcasting. 

The  report  is  digested  on  page  32. 

Decry  'Free'  Publicity 
Whatever  other  exhibitors  may  think, 

George  Mann  and  Morgan  Walsh,  Califor- 

nia circuit  operators,  conclude  that  "free" 
publicity,  review  "plugs"  and  pictorial  dis- 

plays in  newspapers  are  valueless  in  small 
cities  insofar  as  the  box  office  is  concerned. 

The  results  of  their  three-year  experiment 
on  newspaper  aids  are  explained  on  page 
34. 

Legislation 
Nine  communities  this  week  were  con- 

cerned with  legislative  measures  directly  af- 
fecting motion  picture  exhibitors.  In  most 

cases,  the  more  drastic  measures  were  new 
or  revised  tax  bills  that  would  affect  gross 

receipts,  and  in  others  the  problem  of  Sun- 
day shows  were  the  chief  concern.  In  Minne- 

apolis, the  building  ordinance  which  has 
had  theatre  operators  up  in  arms  for  the 
past  three  months  was  finally  revised  and 
accepted  by  the  city  council. 

Details  are  on  page  24. 

Paramount  Jubilee 

Two  events  scheduled  this  week  in  con- 
nection with  the  Adolph  Zukor  Silver 

Jubilee  were  the  company's  dinner  on 
Thursday  in  honor  of  its  chairman  at  the 
studio  in  Hollywood  and  the  annual  con- 

ference scheduled  for  the  Hotel  Ambassador 

there  on  Friday  and  Saturday  to  discuss 
coming  product.  At  the  same  time,  it  was 

announced  that  the  Broadway  Merchants' Association  in  New  York  would  have  Mr. 

Zukor  at  a  testimonial  dinner  when  he  ar- 
rives in  Manhattan  later  this  month. 

The  latest  details  of  the  Jubilee  celebra- 
tions are  on  page  38. 

Opera  and  Film 
Neither  opera,  as  which  it  would  be  but 

a  transcription,  nor  film,  as  which  it  would 
be  a  contradiction,  but  opera  and  film,  each 

in  its  proper  time  and  place,  is  "I  Pagliacci," 
the  Trafalgar  production  of  Leoncavallo's 
opera  as  directed  by  Karl  Grune. 
A  considerable  quotation  from  the  direc- 

tor, flanked  by  reproductions  of  stills  from 

his  film,  appears  on  pages  16-17. 
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Money  Making  Stars 

Shirley  Temple  was  the  Biggest  Money 
Making  Star  of  1936,  the  exhibitors  of 
America  decided  in  Motion  Picture 

Herald's  annual  canvass  of  the  theatres  to 

determine  which  players'  pictures  brought 
the  largest  receipts  to  the  showmen.  It  was 

Shirley  Temple's  second  successive  year  at 
the  top  of  the  money  makers.  The  Herald 

surveys  began  fourteen  years  ago.  The  lat- 
est poll  also  showed  Buck  Jones  as  The 

Money  Making  Star  of  Western  productions. 

Analysis  of  the  exhibitors'  poll  and  pic- 
tures of  the  winners  appear  in  this  issue, 

starting  on  page  13. 

Australian  Production 

On  the  premise  that  Quota  legislation  for 
New  South  Wales  has  failed,  Cinesound, 
leading  Australian  producer,  has  determined 
not  only  to  maintain  regular  production  but 

also  is  adding  a  second  unit  to  make  out- 
door pictures.  Another  new  development  in 

the  Commonwealth  is  a  decision  of  the 
Roman  Catholic  Hierachy  of  Australia  to 
establish  a  censorship  system  paralleling  that 
of  the  Legion  of  Decency. 

These  and  other  developments  in  A  us- 
tralia  are  recorded  on  page  40. 

Viewing  with  Alarm 

Mexico's  own  producers  find  that  import- 
ed pictures  are  crowding  their  own  complete- 
ly off  the  screen.  Of  500  films  shown  in  a 

year,  only  twenty  are  Mexican  made.  That's why  the  Mexican  Motion  Picture  Producers 

Union  wants  the  government  to  enact  legis- 
lation to  provide  more  theatres  for  exhibi- 

tion of  domestic  product,  and  a  reduction  of 
taxation. 

Details  are  on  page  38. 

Camera  Clean-Up 

In  a  year-end  clean-up  of  impressive  pro- 
portions studio  cameras  clicked  to  dead  cen- 

ter on  13  pictures,  began  to  purr  attention 
to  but  six  new  ones  brought  to  stage  and  set. 
Major  product  distinguished  both  groupings. 

Titles  and  other  data  pertinent  to  the  prod- 
uct noted  may  be  found  on  page  33. 

Simplified 

RKO  and  Universal,  two  of  the  major 

motion  picture  companies,  last  week  simpli- 
fied their  corporate  structure  with  the  filing 

of  papers  in  Delaware  dissolving  wholly- 
owned  subsidiary  corporations.  The  assets 
of  Universal  Pictures  Corporation,  which 
was  dissolved,  were  taken  over  by  Universal 

Pictures  Company,  Inc.  Seven  RKO  sub- 
sidiaries were  taken  over  by  RKO  Radio 

Pictures,  Inc. 
Details  are  found  on  page  32. 

MPTOA  Convention 

The  seventeenth  annual  convention  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America 
will  be  held  at  the  Miami  Biltmore  Hotel, 
Miami,  Fla.,  on  March  16th,  17th  and  18th. 
Better  theatre  management  will  be  the  key- 

note of  the  session  and  lectures  on  this  sub- 
ject as  well  as  displays  and  demonstration 

of  equipment  are  scheduled. 
Further  details  are  on  page  40. 

Action  on  RKO  Claims 

Federal  Judge  William  Bondy  in  New 
York  last  week  confirmed  the  disallowance 

or  reduction  of  claims  against  RKO  amount- 
ing to  $9,637,595,  in  accordance  with  the 

action  taken  on  them  in  June,  1935,  by  Spe- 
cial Master  Thomas  D.  Thatcher. 

A  list  of  the  claims  is  found  on  page  32. 

CB  Expansion 

That  Gaumont  British  will  soon  open  its 
own  exchanges  in  key  cities  of  the  United 
States  was  indicated  this  week  by  Arthur 
Lee,  vice-president  of  the  American  GB 
company.  Mr.  Lee,  in  Miami,  was  asked  to 
comment  on  reports  that  20th  Century-Fox 
has  said  that  it  will  not  handle  any  pictures 
other  than  GB  releases  because  of  insuffi- 

cient vault  space. 
His  answer  is  quoted  on  page  24. 

Business  Surge 

Theatres  in  the  Chicago  territory  are 

jubilantly  recording  upsurging  receipts  fol- 
lowing the  holidays.  The  New  Year  week- 

end was  reported  the  best  in  years  by  the 
Loop  motion  picture  houses. 

Details  on  page  62. 

Operator  Agreement 

Attorneys  representing  Local  306,  Oper- 

ators' Union,  and  the  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  Association  in  New  York  are  near- 
ing  the  completion  of  the  final  form  of  the 
agreement  on  wage  scales  and  the  like  which 
virtually  will  end  the  multiple  union  situa- 

tion in  Manhattan,  it  was  reported  Tuesday. 
It  was  explained  that  following  the  comple- 

tion of  that  arrangement,  another  will  be 
made  between  Local  306  and  the  Allied 

Union,  by  which  the  membership  of  Allied 
will  be  absorbed  by  the  former. 
The  completed  agreement  between  the 

theatre  group  and  the  union  will  require  rati- 
fication by  the  full  membership  of  both 

bodies  before  becoming  effective,  and  the 
same  is  true  of  the  Allied-Local  306  agree- 

ment, which  is  described  as  in  the  nature  of 
a  formality,  made  necessary  by  legal  pro- 

cedure, the  initial  arrangement  being  the  im- 

portant one. 

Sales  Tax  Hearing 

The  appeal  of  the  distributing  organiza- 

tions from  the  appellate  court's  decision 
holding  film  rentals  derived  from  theatres 
within  New  York  City  limits  to  be  subject 
to  the  two  per  cent  municipal  sales  tax  has 
been  placed  on  the  court  of  appeals  calendar 
in  Albany  for  argument  on  January  18. 
Frederick  H.  Wood  of  Cravath,  de  Gers- 
dorff,  Swaine  and  Wood,  special  counsel  for 
the  distributors,  has  completed  his  appeal 

brief  which,  in  the  main,  challenges  the  con- 
stitutionality of  the  tax. 

An  appeal  is  being  taken  simultaneously 
by  the  city  from  that  part  of  the  appellate 

court's  decision  which  exempted  from  tax 
rentals  derived  by  local  exchanges  from 
theatres  located  beyond  city  limits. 

Archive  Film  Project 

R.  D.  W.  Conner,  national  archivist  in 
Washington,  has  asked  the  government  for 
permission  to  make  historical  motion  pic- 

tures of  important  national  events.  Ordin- 
ary motion  pictures  of  such  events  as  a 

Presidential  inauguration,  Mr.  Conner  said 

Tuesday,  are  not  at  all  adequate  for  his- 
torical preservation. 

Sterling-Monogram 
Sterling  Pictures  has  acquired  the 

trade  mark,  good  will  and  negatives  of  the 
former  Monogram  Pictures  Corporation  of 
New  York  and  an  amendment  to  the  certi- 

ficate of  incorporation  of  Sterling  has  been 
filed  in  Delaware  changing  the  name  of  that 

company  to  Monogram  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion, W.  Ray  Johnston,  president,  said  this 

week.  The  New  York  organization,  which 
has  been  in  process  of  liquidation  for  two 
years,  is  changing  its  name  to  W.  Ray 

Johnston  Enterprises,  Inc.,  so  that  the  Dela- 
ware company  may  register  to  do  business 

in  New  York.  All  exchanges  acquiring  the 
new  franchises  will  operate  under  the  name 
of  Monogram. 

Officers  of  the  new  Monogram  company, 

besides  Mr.  Johnston,  are  Scott  R.  Dunlap, 

vice-president;  J.  P.  Friedhoff,  treasurer, 
and  M.  S.  White,  secretary. 

Stories  for  20  of  the  32  pictures  for  next 
year  have  been  chosen,  said  Mr.  Johnston. 

Allied  Meeting 

From  25  to  30  directors  of  Allied  States 
Association  will  attend  Jhe  national  annual 
convention  of  directors  of  the  organization 
to  be  held  at  the  Hotel  Emerson,  Baltimore, 

January  21-22.  Scheduled  on  the  program 
will  be  the  election  of  officers,  reports  by 

committees,  mapping  of  the  1937  program, 

and  selection  of  the  place  for  the  1938  con- 
vention. Nathan  Yamins,  president,  and 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel,  will  speak. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

FAREWELL.  John  Dowd,  di- 
rector of  advertising  and 

publicity  for  RKO  theatres, 
was  tendered  a  bachelor  din- 

ner by  film  folk  at  the  Edison 
Hotel,  New  York,  December 

28,  1936. 

AU  REVOIR.  Francis  Lederer,  Columbia  star, 

takes  leave  of  Margo,  featured  in  Columbia's 
"Lost  Horizon,"  as  he  sets  out  on  a  personal 
appearance  tour  of  the  country.  Columnists, 

radio  chatterboxes,  screen  fans  and  plain  gos- 
sips, not  to  mention  press  agents,  have  been 

reporting  the  couple  engaged. 

STARRED.  Assia  Moris,  who 

appeared  in  several  Italian 
films  last  season,  is  starred 

in  "The  Man  Who  Laughed," 
directed  by  Mario  Camer- 
ini,  original  title  of  which  is 

"Uomo  Che  Sorride." 

DOWN  TO  EARTH.  Actually,  yes,  but  not, 

if  rumor  be  credited,  metaphorically,  the 

young  lady  being  Sonja  Henie  and  the  young 
man  Tyrone  Power,  likeable  young  folk  of  the 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  stellar  staff  and,  it  is 
said,  mutually  likeable.  Her  latest  picture  is 
"One  In  a  Million." 
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UNROMANTIC  INTERVAL.  Even  to  the  fair, 
and  even  when  the  fair  are  Margot  Srahame 
and  Elizabeth  Allan,  there  comes,  now  and 

again,  as  toil  continues  unabated  and  "Mi- 

chael Strogoff"  becomes  by  gradual  stages  an RKO-Radio  attraction,  the  call  of  the  sand- 
wich, respite  and  camera  man.  (Right.) 

LUCKY.  Lucille  Ball,  in  New 

York  for  the  opening  of 

RKO  -  Radio's  "That  Girl 

From  Paris,"  congratulates  a 
prize  winner  at  the  RKO- 
Albee  theatre  in  Brooklyn, 
evidently  to  that  young 

woman's  delight.  (Left.) 

Tm 

SIFTS,  TOO.  Employees  of 
the  Fox  theatres  in  Denver 

are  seen  attending  the  an- 
nual holiday  party,  where 

bonuses  and  gifts  were  dis- 
tributed and  a  good  time 

had  by  all.  (Below.) 

AMBUSHED.  Off  to  the  left  there,  some- 
where, is  Fred  Astaire,  rehearsing  dance  steps 

for  his  next  RKO-Radio  film,  "Stepping  Toes," 
and  here,  shooting  him  in  the  act,  is  the  co- 
star  of  the  same,  Ginger  Rogers.  There  may 

be  and  probably  is  a  turn-about  aspect  to 
this  sort  of  thing,  which  seems  only  fair. 
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APPOINTED  SCREEN  CENSOR.  Mrs.  A.  Mitchell  Palmer,  widow  of  the  late  United  States  Attorney  General  of  President  Wilson's 
cabinet,  has  been  appointed  to  the  Pennsylvania  board  of  motion  picture  censors  by  Governor  George  H.  Earle.  Others  seen  at 

the  swearing-in  ceremonies  are  Mrs.  Earle,  Edward  W.  Prendergast,  J.  Twing  Brooks,  Robert  L.  Myers,  Jr.,  George  B.  Prindible,  James 
J.  McDevitt,  Arthur  H.  Howe,  Jr.,   David   L.  Lawrence  and   Governor  Earle. 

ON  TO  MALAYSIA.  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs,  author  of  the  Tar- 
zan  stories  and  board-chairman  of  Burroughs-Tarzan  Pictures, 
Inc.,  is  shown  with  William  J.  Richards,  president  of  the  Cali- 

fornia Zoological  Society,  signing  the  agreement  of  sponsorship 

under  which  "Asia  Roars"  is  to  be  produced  by  the  Elliott- 
Burroughs-Tarzan  Expedition  to  the  Malay  Peninsula.  Clyde  E. 
Elliott,  director-producer  of  the  picture,  is  an  interested  on- 

looker, at  left.  Mr.  Richards  is  at  the  right. 

LITTLE  BROADCAST.  George  Burns  and  Gracie  Allen,  volubly 

participant  currently  in  Paramount's  "The  Big  Broadcast  of 
1937,"  were  greeted  by  reporters  on  their  recent  arrival  in  New 
York  and  everybody  talked  at  once,  about  everything,  inclusive 

of  Gracie's  brother  and  other  male  relatives,  of  whom,  Grade's 
life  being  the  open  book  she  insists,  profitably,  on  making  it, 

everybody  seemed  to  know  about  as  much  and  as  little  as 
everybody  else. 

HOMEWARD  BOUND.  Having  concluded  their  work  on  location  in  the  Canadian  Rockies,  where  they  operated  out  of  Revelstoke, 

the  cast  and  production  personnel  of  the  Gaumont-British  production,  "The  Great  Barrier,"  returned  aboard  the  "Empress  of 
Britain"  to  the  studios  at  Shepherd's  Bush.  Richard  Arlen  is  to  be  seen  in  the  principal  male  characterization. 
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THE  BIGGEST 

MONEY  MAKING 

STARS  OF  1936 

Exhibitors  judge  the  relative  box  office  ranking  of  207  players 

THE  motion  picture  public  
is  loyal  to  its 

favorite  star,  but  when  a  new  player 

wins  its  fancy  it  is  quick  to  express 

approbation.  This  seeming  anomaly  is  evi- 

denced in  the  1 936  poll  of  the  Money  Mak- 

ing Stars,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD'S annual  canvass  of  the  American  cinema 

ticket  window. 

Shirley  Jane  Temple  at  seven  and  one- 
half  years  of  age  retains  the  cherished 

crown  as  THE  Money  Making  Star,  the 

honor  which  the  public  paid  her  last  year 
with  greater  attendance  than  for  any  other 

one  player.  Even  the  percentage  of  her 
triumph  is  practically  at  the  same  figure 
as  in  1 935,  while  the  margin  between  her 
vote  and  that  of  her  nearest  competitor 

was  wider  than  before,  representing  a 

greater  dispersion  of  public  allegiance  to 

players. 
Second  only  to  the  fact  of  the  choice 

of  little  Miss  Temple  for  the  second  time 
as  the  leader  of  them  all  is  the  outstand- 

ing rise  of  three  players  to  positions 
among  the  ten  leading  Money  Makers  of 

the  year — Robert  Taylor,  Jeanette  Mac- 
Donald  and  Gary  Cooper. 

Robert  Taylor,  who  appeared  in  at  least 
five  features  in  1 934  and  almost  double 

that  number  in  1 935,  was  far  from  the 

select  circle  of  the  box  office  in  last  year's 
recording.  In  fact  his  name  appeared  in 
83d  place.  This  year  he  is  in  fourth  rank. 

Taylor  had  started  to  follow  in  his  doctor- 

father's  footsteps  and  planned  his  course 
at  Pomona  College  accordingly,  before  he 
turned  to  acting.  And  it  was  in  the  role 

of  a  doctor,  in  "Magnificent  Obsession," 
a  1 936  release,  that  he  became  a  fore- 

most diagnostician  of  public  favor. 

Jeanette  MacDonald's  golden  singing 
voice  and  her  beauty  had  been  known  to 
stage  and  screen  alike  for  a  number  of 

years.  It  was  through  her  sister,  then  play- 
ing in  musical  shows,  that  Miss  MacDon- 
ald obtained  her  first  opportunity  on  the 

stage,  in  the  chorus  of  a  Ned  Wayburn 
show  at  the  Capitol  theatre  on  Broadway. 

Followed  a  rise  to  the  top  flight  in  mu- 

sical comedy  on  the  legitimate.  "The  Love 
Parade"  was  her  introduction  to  the  screen, 
with  Ernst  Lubitsch  as  the  "discoverer." 

"The  Vagabond  King"  was  one  of  half 
a  dozen  screen  appearances  in  1930,  with 

The  Winners 

Shiriey  Temple.  First 
Clark  Gable  Second 

Fred  Astaire  and 

Ginger  Rogers* .  Third 
Robert  Taylor  Fourth 
Joe  E.  Brown  Fifth 

Dick  Powell  Sixth 

Joan  Crawford  Seventh 

Claudette  Colbert  .  .  .  Eighth 
Jeanette  MacDonald  .  Ninth 

Gary  Cooper  Tenth 

(  *  Exhibitors  listing  Fred  Astaire  and 
Ginger  Rogers  divided  in  reporting  them  as 
a  team  and  as  individuals,  the  majority, 
however,  as  a  team.) 

a  succession  in  following  years.  Then  in 

1935  came  "Naughty  Marietta"  and  this 
year  "Rose  Marie"  and  "San  Francisco," 
a  triumvirate  in  which  her  screen  acting 

coupled  with  her  other  attributes  to  bring 

her  up  among  the  ten  Money  Making  lead- 

ers. Thirty-fifth  in  last  year's  poll,  Miss 
MacDonald  is  in  ninth  place  in  1936. 
Somewhat  similar  is  the  rise  of  Gary 

Cooper.  Thirty-one  was  the  ranking  given 

him  in  the  exhibitors'  accounting  for  1935; 
tenth  place  is  his  this  year,  supplanting 

James  Cagney.  Born  in  Helena,  Mont., 

but  educated  at  Dunstable  school  in  Eng- 
land as  well  as  at  Helena  and  at  Grinnell, 

Iowa,  Cooper  played  in  theatricals  at  col- 
lege but  came  to  the  screen  by  the  long 

route,  serving  an  apprenticeship  as  an  ex- 
tra for  a  year  before  he  won  a  part  in  a 

two-reeler  for  Hans  Tissler,  independent. 
Eileen  Sedgwick  was  his  first  leading 

woman.  Many  have  been  his  pictures, 

leading  up  to  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer," 
and  others,  last  year,  "Desire"  and  "Mr. 
Deeds  Goes  to  Town"  of  early  1936,  and, 

more  recently,  "The  General  Died  at 

Dawn." 

It  is  the  box  office  itself  which  tells  the 

story  of  the  money  makers,  not  the  per- 

sonal preferences  of  exhibitors.  From  the 
account  books  themselves  the  showmen 
have  drawn  their  conclusions  as  to  the 

relative  positions  of  players  in  the  esteem 
of  the  public,  as  that  public  has  expressed 
itself  in  the  one  most  effective  method  at 

its  command,  money  down  at  the  cashier's counter.  Exhibitors  were  asked  simply 

this:  "Please  list  in  order  the  ten  players 
whose  pictures  drew  the  greatest  number 

of  patrons  to  your  theatre." Thus  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  in 

its  surveys  year  after  year,  has  made  them 
unique  in  the  canvasses  of  player  popu- 

larity. The  theatre  bank  book  does  the 
talking,  hands  down  the  decision. 

Again  the  feminine  players  have  re- 
tained their  hold  upon  first  place  among 

the  Money  Making  stars.  The  late  Marie 
Dressier  was  the  winner  of  the  first  poll, 

in  1932,  and  repeated  that  triumph  in  the 

following  year.  Will  Rogers  was  the  first 
male  star,  and  the  only  one  to  date,  to 
head  the  procession,  receiving  the  largest 
number  of  votes  in  1934.  With  the  acces- 

sion of  Shirley  Temple  last  year,  Rogers 

still  stood  high,  in  second  place.  Then 
came  the  air  tragedy  of  August  15,  1935, 

but  the  many  votes  accorded  him  this  year 
reflect  the  fact  that  his  homely  philosophy 
of  the  screen  lives  after  him. 

While  the  men  players  have  a  less  en- 
viable record  than  the  feminine  stars  in 

the  rank  of  THE  Money  Maker,  they  have 

held  their  own  in  numbers  among  the  ten 

leading  positions.  Six  male  players  are  so 
honored  by  the  box  offices  of  America, 
compared  with  seven  last  year. 

Actually  there  are  eleven  stars  in  the 
ten  leading  places,  as  there  were  in  1935. 
This  situation  is  brought  about  by  the  team 
draw  of  Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers. 

For  the  most  part  exhibitors  listed  these 
dancing  and  singing  stars  as  a  team,  but 
there  were  many  instances  in  which  they 

were  voted  separately.  Thus  in  each  case 
of  mention  as  a  team  one-half  a  vote  was 

added  to  each  player's  count  as  an  in- 
dividual, a  full  vote  being  given  in  the 

case  of  single  placement. 

The  team  of  Astaire  and  Rogers  has 

maintained  a  position  identical  with  1935, 
taking  into  consideration  the  passing  of 

(Continued  on  page  18,  column  2) 
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BIGGEST  MONEY 

SHIRLEY  TEMPLE CLARK  GABLE 

FRED  ASTAIRE  and  GINGER  ROGERS 

The  Leaders 

Shirley  Temple  842 
Clark  Gable  581 

Fred  Astaire  and  Singer  Rogers*  496 
Robert  Taylor  450 
Joe  E.  Brown  212 
Dick  Powell  206 

Joan  Crawford  1  204 
Claudette  Colbert  201 
Jeanette  MacDonald  174 

Gary  Cooper  1 38 

15  Honor  Stars 

Jane  Withers  131 

James  Cagney  118 
William  Powell  109 
Jean  Harlow   109 

Wallace  Beery  106 
Fred  MacMurray   97 
Irene  Dunne   96 

Myrna  Loy   90 
Ginger  Rogers   89 
Fred  Astaire   88 
Warner  Baxter   87 

Bing  Crosby   85 
Dionne  Quintuplets    80 
Janet  Gaynor   78 
Nelson  Eddy   72 

*  Exhibitors  listing  Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers 
divided  in  reporting  them  as  a  team  and  as  indi- 

viduals. The  majority  listed  them  as  a  team.  Their 
team  rating  credits  a  full  point  for  every  vote 
registered  for  the  team,  plus  one-half  point  for  each 
vote  for  each  individual.  Their  individual  ratings 
in  the  tabulations  are  based  upon  individual  votes 
without  consideration  for  team  votes. 

Blue  Ribbons 

Jean  Arthur 
Lionel  Barrymore 

James  Cagney  and  Pat 

O'Brien 

Eddie  Cantor 
Ronald  Colman 
Bette  Davis 
Richard  Dix 
W.  C.  Fields 

Kay  Francis 
Ruby  Keeler 
Ruby  Keeler  and  Dick Powell 
Charles  Laughton 
Laurel  and  Hardy 

Loretta 

Carole  Lombard 
Fredric  March 
Marx  Brothers 
Robert  Montgomery 
Grace  Moore 
Paul  Muni 

Pat  O'Brien 
Eleanor  Powell 
George  Raft 
Edward  G.  Robinson 
Norma  Shearer Svlvia  Sidney 

Spencer  Tracy 
Mae  West 
Wheeler  and  Woolsey 

Young 

ROBERT  TAYLOR 
JOE  E.  BROWN 

Red  Ribbons 

George  Arliss Edward  Arnold Gene  Autry 

Freddie  Bartholomew Jack  Benny 

Joan  Blondell 
John  Boles William  Boyd 

Charles  Chaplin 
Robert  Donat 
James  Dunn 

Henry  Fonda 
Greta  Garbo 
Katharine  Hepburn 
Jack  Holt 

Franchot 

Miriam  Hopkins 
Al  Jolson 
Buck  Jones 
Boris  Karloff Harold  Lloyd 

Victor  McLaglen 

George  O'Brien Jack  Oakie 
Merle  Oberon 
Warner  Oland 
Joe  Penner 
Gene  Raymond 
Bill  Robinson 
Barbara  Stanwyck 

Margaret  Sullavan Tone 
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MAKING  STARS  OF  1936 

On  this  and  the  opposite  page  is  a  com- 
plete compilation  of  the  returns  in  the 

canvass  to  determine  "The  Biggest  Money 

Making  Stars  of  1936."  The  ranking  is  based 
upon  the  number  of  points  each  player  re- 

ceived, a  mention  for  first  place  receiving  10 
points,  a  mention  for  second  place  9  points, 
and  so  on  down  to  one  point  for  a  tenth 

place  ballot.  The  percentages  are  drawn 
from  the  total  pointages. 

White  Ribbons 

Walter  Abel 
Ross  Alexander 

Jimmy  Allen 
Richard  Arlen 

Henry  Armetta 
Robert  Armstrong 

Lew  Ayres 
Binnie  Barnes 

Wendy  Barrie 
Ralph  Bellamy 
Joan  Bennett 

Mary  Boland 
Charles  Boyer 
Bobby  Breen 
George  Brent 
Johnny  Mack  Brown 
Tom  Brown 

Virginia  Bruce 
Jack  Buchanan 
Bob  Burns 
Frank  Buck 
Burns  and  Allen 
Charles  Butterworth 
Bruce  Cabot 

Cab  Calloway 
Charley  Chase 
Ruth  Chatterton 
Mae  Clarke 

Andy  Clyde 
Irvin  S.  Cobb 
Cora  Sue  Collins 

Jackie  Cooper 
Ricardo  Cortez 
Noel  Coward 
Buster  Crabbe 
Frankie  Darro 
Marion  Davies 
Olivia  de  Havilland 
Dolores  Del  Rio 
Marlene  Dietrich 

Brian  Donlevy 
Sally  Eilers 
Paulette  Elambert 
Patricia  Ellis 
Stuart  Erwin 

Madge  Evans 
Glenda  Farrell 
Louise  Fazenda 
Alice  Faye 
Stepin  Fetchit 
Errol  Flynn 
Dick  Foran 
Preston  Foster 
Hoot  Gibson 
Cary  Grant 
Ann  Harding 
Hugh  Herbert 
Jean  Hersholt 
Edward  Everett  Horton 
Leslie  Howard 

Robert 

Rochelle  Hudson 
Walter  Huston 

Josephine  Hutchinson 
Dean  Jagger 

Sybil  Jason 
Allen  Jones 
Victor  Jory 
Patsy  Kelly 

Guy  Kibbee 
Frances  Langford 
Francis  Lederer 

Margaret  Lindsay 
Peter  Lorro 

Edmund  Lfiwe 
Tim  McCoy 

Joel  McCrsa 

Spanky  McFarland 
Frank  McHugh 

Nina  Mae  McKinney 
Barton  McLane 
Herbert  Marshall 
Nino  Martini 
Jessie  Matthews 
Ken  Maynard 
Gertrude  Michael 
Chester  Morris 
Our  Gang 

Jean  Parker 
Nova  Pilbeam 
Zasu  Pitts 

Lily  Pons 
Roger  Pryor 
Luise  Rainer 
Martha  Raye 

Harry  Richman 
Paul  Robeson 

May  Robson 
Charles  Ruggles 
Rosalind  Russell 

Randolph  Scott 
Anne  Shirley 
Simone  Simon 
Ann  Sothern 
Lionel  Stander 
Charles  Starrett 
Bob  Steele 
Fred  Stone 
Lewis  Stone 
3  Stooges 
Slim  Summerville 

Gladys  Swarthout 
Lawrence  Tibbett 
Claire  Trevor 

Lupe  Velez 
Evelyn  Venable 
John  Wayne 
Virginia  Weidler 
Michael  Whalen 
Warren  William 
Fay  Wray Young 

DICK  POWELL 
JOAN  CRAWFORD 

CLAUDETTE  COLBERT 

THE  memory  of  Will  Rogers  is  still  dear 
to  the  American  motion  picture  exhib- 

itor and  public,  the  Money  Makers  poll 
shows.  Despite  the  passing  of  the  comedian, 
a  number  of  exhibitors  felt  that  they  would 
be  remiss  in  their  duty  as  showmen  if  they 
failed  to  mention  him  in  recognition  of 
what  he  had  done  for  their  theatres. 

It  was  a  box  office  tribute,  too.  The 

uniformly  high  receipts  which  have  fol- 
lowed the  showing  of  reissues  of  Rogers 

pictures  are  reflected  in  the  returned  ques- 

tionnaires. Likewise,  in  reports  to  "What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me,"  even  of  the  last 
few  months,  a  familiar  phrase  has  been  this: 

"Will  Rogers  still  is  the  Biggest  Money 

Maker  at  my  theatre." 
Will  Rogers  was  THE  Money  Maker  in 

the  records  of  the  exhibitors  two  years  ago. 

The  final  round-up  of  the  ballots  of  the 
showmen  last  year  showed  him  runner-up 
to  Shirley  Temple. 

JEANETTE  MAC  DONALD 

GARY  COOPER 
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FILM  AND  OPERA  COMBINED 

I 

"  HE  production  of  Leoncavallo's 
'  I  Pagliacci"  as  a  screen  play  is 
seen  in  London  as  a  rather  con- 

siderable artistic  and  commer- 

cial experiment  on  the  part  of 
its  director,  Karl  Grune,  and  its  sponsor, 
Max  Schach,  who  is  issuing  it  as  a  Trafalgar 
release  through  United  Artists.  Its  obvious 

description  is  film  opera,  but  to  call  the 
picture  that  is  the  quickest  way  to  excite 
the  ire  of  Director  Grune,  a  Reinhardt 

graduate  who,  since  he  made  his  first  big 

hit  with  "The  Street,"  has  always  had  both 
a  clear  aim  and  a  definite  method  in  his 

films,  governed  by  the  wide  range  of  sub- 

ject matter  which  has  led  to  "Jealousy" 
and  "The  Edge  of  the  World." 

First  article  in  Grune's  belief  as  a  studio 
craftsman  is  that  subject  matter  governs 
screen  form,  but  that  all  films,  no  matter 

what  their  subject  matter,  must  remain 
films.  Therefore,  with  the  musical  value  of 

Leoncavallo's  work  as  his  greatest  asset, 
emphasized  by  the  engagement  of  Richard 

Tauber  to  place  on  the  screen  one  of  the 

greatest  of  tenor's  parts,  he  had  a  consid- 
erable problem  on  hand. 

Dramatically,  "Pagliacci,"  telling  a  story 
of  primitive  passions,  through  effective  in- 

cident and  against  a  circus  background, 

looks  like  ready-made  film  fare,  but  just 
here,  according  to  Mr.  Grune,  lay  the 

danger.  To  follow,  to  transcribe,  Leon- 
cavallo would  have  been  fatally  easy,  pro- 

ducing a  film  opera  which  would  have  been 
just  a  print  of  the  stage  production.  To 

"adapt"  him  offered  dangers  of  its  own, 
not  least  of  them  the  danger  that  critics 

might  ask  why  a  story  intrinsically  dra- 
matic, effectively  presented,  had  not  been 

left  alone. 

Mr.  Grune  found  his  clue  in  the  opera 

itself.  "Pagliacci"  is  essentially  a  story  in 
two  parts;  there  is  the  real  life  story  of 
Canio  and  his  troupe  and  there  is  the 
drama  of  jealousy  played  on  the  stage. 

"Leoncavallo  told  both  parts  of  the  story 

as   opera,"    Mr.   Grune   says.  "Writing 

opera,  he  had  to  do  so.  Making  a  film,  I 

see  no  such  necessity.  The  first,  the  real- 
life  part  of  my  production,  is  film.  There 
is  just  this  difference;  in  the  usual  film 
adaptation  of  opera  the  songs  are  just 

opportunities  for  the  artists  to  sing.  In 

'Pagliacci'  they  are  essential  to  the  action; 
it  would  not  be  comprehensible  without 
them.  To  that  extent  i  have  followed  the 

principles  of  opera-dramaturgy  even  in  the 
film  half  of  the  action. 

"The  climax  of  the  film  is  an  exact  re- 

production of  Leoncavallo's  climax,  with one  change.  His  audience  is  on  the  stage; 
mine  is  in  the  cinema,  and  the  stage  opera 

is  played  direct  to  this  audience. 

"My  essential  aim  has  been  to  leave  the 
characters  of  the  players  and  the  charac- 

ter of  the  action  as  Leoncavallo  wrote 

them,  but,  for  the  purpose  of  presentation 
to  mixed  cinema  audiences,  to  make  the 

characters  in  the  real-life  scenes  act  ac- 
cording to  real  life  instead  of  according 

to  opera;  to  talk  as  well  as  to  sing." 
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//       A  Herald  Preview 

in   Advance  Stills 

by  Bruce  Allan 
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EXHIBITORS  NAME  BIGGEST  WESTERN  DRAWS 

Biggest  Money  Making  Western 

Stars;  25  Others  on  Honor  Roll 

The  Leaders 

Buck  Jones  First.  .  . 

George  O'Brien  Second 
Gene  Autry  Third 

William  Boyd  Fourth  . 
Ken  Maynard  Fifth  .  . 
Dick  Foran  Sixth  .  . 

John  Wayne  Seventh 
Tim   McCoy  Eighth  . 
Hoot  Gibson  Ninth.. 
Buster  Crabbe  Tenth.. 

.942 .910 

.672 

.618 

.578 

.376 

.348 

.222 

.206 

.200 

Honorable  Mention 

Bob  Steele  1 80 

Harry  Carey   106 
Randolph  Scott  .  . .   86 
Charles  Starrett    50 

Tom  Tyler   44 

Johnny  Mack  Brown  
Jimmy  Ellison  
Tom  Keene   

William  Boyd  and  Jimmy  Ellison. 
Jack  Holt  

Kermit  Maynard  
Tom  Mix  , 
Rex  Bell  

Richard  Arlen  , 
Jack  Perrin  , 

Noah  Beery,  Jr  
Reb  Russell  

Smiley  Burnett  
Bill  Cody  
Frankie  Darro  

Buzz  Barton  

"Big  Boy"  Guinn  Williams  
Robert  Kent.  
Rex  Lease   

42 
40 
38 
26 

18 

16 

10 

10 
4 
2 
2 
2 

New  Faces  Among  Ten  Leaders 

In  All-Star  Poll  of  Money  Makers 

(Continued  from  page  13) 

BUCK  JONES  is  THE  Money  Making 
Western  Star  of  1936,  according  to 

the  box-office  reports  of  American 

exhibitors.  George  O'Brien,  with  a  per- 
centage very  close  indeed  to  that  of  the 

leader,  was  runner-up. 

Thirty-four  players  in  Westerns  received 
votes  from  the  showmen  playing  their 

product.  There  were  also  scattered  in- 
dications of  exhibitor  uncertainty  as  to 

latitude  of  definition  of  the  word  Western 

in  motion  pictures.  Several  applied  the 

term  to  all  productions  made  out-of-doors, 
as  evidenced  by  the  inclusion  of  the  names 

of  players  who  do  not  strictly  belong  with- 
in the  category  of  Western  stars. 
The  question  asked  the  showmen  was 

identical,  within  the  prescribed  field,  with 

that  presented  in  the  general  poll  of  rela- 
tive standings  of  players  as  shown  by  the 

theatres'  receipts.  The  question  was: 
"Name  in  order  the  ten  players  in  West- 

erns whose  pictures  drew  the  largest  at- 

tendance to  your  theatre." 
Buck  Jones  is  a  name  long  familiar  to 

the  motion  picture  public.  He  was  born 
Charles  Jones,  at  Vincennes,  Indiana,  on 

December  4,  1889,  and  received  his  edu- 

cation in  Indianapolis.  To  mention  "Buck 
Jones"  is  to  say  "Westerns." 

So,  too,  with  George  O'Brien,  though 
his  long  career  in  motion  pictures  includes 
a  large  number  of  productions  not  in  the 

field  of  Westerns.  O'Brien,  of  practically 
the  same  age  as  Buck  Jones,  was  born 

in  San  Francisco  April  19,  1900,  and  was 
educated  at  Polytechnic  high  school  there 

and  at  Santa  Clara  College.  O'Brien studied  medicine  and  was  in  the  U.  S. 

Navy  before  he  turned  to  motion  pic- 
tures, where  he  was  an  assistant  camera- 

man, stunt  man  and  double  before  he  be- 
came an  actor  in  his  own  right.  One  of 

his  more  recent  roles  was  as  Daniel  Boone 

in  the  production  of  that  title. 
An  outstanding  development  in  the 

Western  field  has  been  the  rapid  rise  of 

Gene  Autry,  the'singing  cowboy,  to  third 
position  among  Western  stars.  Born  at 

Tioga,  Texas,  September  29,  1907,  he 

worked  on  his  father's  ranch  until  he  fin- 
ished school,  then  went  on  the  payroll  of 

the  San  Francisco  Railway  in  Oklahoma. 
In  1928  he  entered  the  radio  field,  also 

recording  for  the  Victor  Company.  After 
four  years  on  the  air  waves  he  started  in 
motion  pictures  in  1934.  He  writes  songs 
for  his  productions. 

Elsewhere  on  this  page  are  the  results  of 

the  American  poll  of  the  Western  Money 
Making  Stars  of  1936,  with  comparative 
placing  and  the  percentages. 

The  same  procedure  as  in  the  general 
poll  was  followed  in  determining  the 

Money  Makers  among  Western  players. 
Mention  for  first  place  was  credited  with 

ten  points,  second  place  with  nine  points 
and  so  on  down  to  one  point  for  a  ballot 
for  tenth  place. 

Will  Rogers.  The  same  is  true  of  Clark 
Gable,  whom  the  exhibitors  have  named 

in  second  place,  preceding  Astaire  and 
Miss  Rogers.  This  team  provided  one  of 

the  highlights  of  last  year's  balloting. 
Astaire's  popularity  on  the  screen,  du- 

plicating his  stage  success  as  a  dancer, 

had  its  beginning  with  the  release  on  No- 

vember 24,  1933,  of  "Dancing  Lady,"  in 
which  he  danced  with  Joan  Crawford.  Re- 

leased a  month  later,  on  December  29th, 

was  his  first  team  picture  with  Ginger 

Rogers,  "Flying  Down  to  Rio." Several  others  held  to  First  Ten  rank- 

ings which  had  been  achieved  the  year 
earlier.  Indeed,  Clark  Gable  had  second 

ranking  two  years  ago,  before  the  advent 
of  Shirley  Temple  moved  him  to  third  place 
last  year,  just  as  the  passing  of  Rogers 
returned  Gable  to  second  place  for  1936. 
Joe  E.  Brown  moved  forward  from  ninth 

to  fifth,  Dick  Powell  from  seventh  to  sixth. 

Joan  Crawford,  seventh  this  year,  was  in 
fifth  position  in  1935. 

Notable,  too,  is  the  advancement  of 

Jane  Withers,  to  head  the  Fifteen  Honor 

Stars  following  the  ten  leaders.  Thus  a 
child  star  heads  the  second  bracket  of 

players  just  as  Shirley  Temple  leads  the 
first  ten.  Miss  Withers  was  24th  of  the 

group  receiving  Honorable  Mention  last 
year.    At  ten  years  of  age  half  of  her 

lifetime  has  been  spent  in  acting  roles. 

This  year's  poll  represents  all  classes  of 
theatres.  Whereas  in  1935  the  survey  was 

addressed  only  to  independent  exhibitors, 

this  year  the  questionnaires  went  to  ex- 
hibitors and  managers  of  all  types  of  mo- 

tion picture  presentation. 
Determination  of  final  standings  was 

upon  a  percentage  system  which  gave  full 
credit  to  the  relative  standings  as  the  ex- 

hibitor accorded  them  in  the  light  of 

theatre  receipts.  Last  year  so  many  were 
the  exhibitors  who  specified  that  they  were 
naming  ten  leaders  but  not  differentiating 
as  to  their  relative  drawing  power  that 

the  percentages  were  based  upon  the  total 

number  of  mentions.  This  year  the  show- 
men presented  the  stars  in  comparative 

standings,  only  rarely  specifying  a  general 

grouping. 

Therefore  the  percentages  were  deter- 
mined on  a  basis  of  ten  points  for  a  men- 

tion for  first  place,  nine  points  for  second 
rank  mention  and  finally  one  point  for  a 
ballot  cast  for  tenth  position. 

No  sharp  lines  may  be  drawn  as  to  pub- 
lic preferences  of  types  of  product  from 

the  nature  of  the  pictures  represented  by 

the  Money  Making  Stars.  Comedy,  rr- 
mance  and  drama  all  hold  high  place,  in- 

dicated is  an  increasing  patronage  interest 

in  singing  and  dancing  on  the  screen. 



OUT  OF  THE  GENIUS  OF 

ACADEMY  AWARD  WINNERS 

ARISES  A  GREAT  NEW 

DRAMA  ...  A  PICTURE  TO 

TAKE  ITS  PLACE  AMONG 

THE  BEST  THE  SCREEN 

HAS  KNOWN! 



HAMWY
CK 

TENSE,  SWIFT,  SWEEPING  HUMAN 

DRAMA  .  .  .  RIPPED  FROM  THE 

FLAMING  HEART  OF  DUBLIN'S 

EASTER  WEEK  REBELLION ! . . .  A 

LOVE  STORY  GLORIOUSLY,  POW- 

ERFULLY, THRILLINGLY  TOLD  IN  A 

FLAG-FLYING  SHOW  THAT  WILL 

WARM  YOU  TO  TEARS  AND  THRILL 

YOU  TO  CHEERS! 

IN  SEAN  O'CASEY'S 

WITH 

R  5<  O 

RADIO 

PICTURES 

PRESTON  FOSTER 

UNA  O'CONNOR  AND  PLAYERS 

FROM  THE  FAMOUS  ABBEY  THEATRE 
OF  DUBLIN.  IRISH  FREE  STATE 

DIRECTED  BY  JOHN  FORD 

ASSOCIATE  PRODUCERS  CLIFF  REID  AND  ROBERT  SISK. 
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Jack  Benny  Top 

Radio  Personality 

by  "Fame"  Poll 
Jack  Benny  is  the  supreme  radio  person- 

ality of  the  year,  according  to  Fame — The 
Box  Office  Check-Up,  issued  this  week  by 
Quigley  Publications. 

The  Fame  poll  of  radio  editors  of  more 
than  400  newspapers  in  the  United  States 
and  Canada,  conducted  by  Motion  Picture 
Daily,  treats  of  radio  entertainment  under 

thirteen  divisional  headings.  Mr.  Benny's command  of  the  field  is  such  as  to  have  won 

him  leadership  not  only  among  the  com- 
edians but  also  as  the  open  champion,  a 

division  in  which  radio  editors  were  invited 
to  name,  without  respect  to  type,  function 

or  other  qualification,  the  air  attraction  con- 
sidered by  them  to  be  more  popular  than 

any  other.  His  progam  also  topped  the 
comedy  program  classification. 

Leaders  in  the  10  classifications  not  dom- 
inated by  Mr.  Benny  are :  Bing  Crosby,  film 

player;  Nelson  Eddy,  male  vocalist;  Jessica 
Dragonette,  feminine  vocalist;  Burns  and 

Allen,  comedy  team;  General  Motors  Con- 
certs, musical  program ;  Lux  Radio  Theatre, 

drama  progam;  Andre  Kostelanetz,  radio 
band ;  Don  Wilson,  announcer ;  Boake  Car- 

ter, commentator;  and,  again,  Lux  Radio 
Theatre,  film  program. 

Paramount  Stock 

Is  Listed  by  Atlas 

Atlas  Corporation  is  the  beneficial  owner 

of  1,516,483  shares  of  Paramount  first  pre- 
ferred stock,  according  to  a  statement  filed 

with  the  New  York  Stock  Exchange  Tues- 
day. In  its  report,  however,  the  investment 

company,  which  is  also  heavily  interested  in 
RKO,  disclaims  responsibility  for  accuracy 
and  completeness  of  the  holdings  as  in- 
dicated. 

The  Paramount  report,  dated  Oct.  3,  1936, 
lists  Allied  Owners  Corporation  as  owner 
of  25,000  shares  of  the  first  preferred.  The 
shares  were  issued  to  Allied  as  part  of  the 
settlement  arrangements  for  a  $5,000,000 
claim  filed  against  Paramount  in  its  reor- 

ganization proceedings  which  originated 
with  theatre  building  and  leasing  deals  made 
with  Paramount. 

John  D.  Hertz  with  Lehman  Brothers,  of 
which  he  is  a  partner,  are  listed  as  owners 
of  8,000  shares  of  second  preferred  and  600 
shares  of  common.  Maurice  Newton  with 

Hallgarten  and  Company,  of  which  he  is  a 
partner,  are  listed  as  owners  of  5,000  shares 
of  second  preferred  and  5,000  shares  of  com- 
mon. 

The  report  disclosed  that  Adolph  Zukor 
received  a  salary  of  $91,645  during  1935  and 
that  John  E.  Otterson  received  $84,000  as 
president  of  Paramount  for  the  period  from 
June  17,  1935,  to  Jan.  1,  1936.  S.  A.  Lynch, 
who  served  as  chairman  of  the  Paramount 

advisory  committee  during  the  reorganiza- 
tion of  the  company,  received  a  salary  of 

$79,500  for  the  full  year  1935. 

Viewpoints 

»  »  » BY  MARTIN  QUIGLEY 

Artiness  In  Criticism 

AN  added  peril,  intensifying  the  natu- ral hazards  of  motion  picture  pro- 
duction, are  the  pieces  which  a 

number  of  bright  young  men  and  women 
are  writing  about  motion  pictures  for  the 
newspapers.  These  pieces  are  apparently 

represented  to  be  criticisms  of  motion 
pictures  although  in  point  of  fact  they 
fulfill  mainly  the  function  of  supplying  to 
the  writers  a  stage  for  a  performance  of 
verbal  acrobatics.  Frequently  there  is 
even  little  evidence  that  the  pieces  are 

concerned  with  an  expertly  and  expensive- 

ly produced  attraction  intended  for  the 
entertainment  of  a  mass  audience. 

Usually  they  are  frolicsome  items  which 
may  afford  a  pleasurable  sensation  to  the 
writers  and  may  indeed  be  entertaining  to 
some  readers,  provided  that  these  latter 
are  content  to  receive  a  miscellaneous  col- 

lection of  witticisms  in  place  of  informa- 
tion and  guidance  about  motion  pictures. 

However,  as  an  indication  to  the  motion 

picture  producer  as  to  what  the  public 

wants,  or  as  an  indication  of  public  reac- 
tion to  what  it  has  received,  they  are 

worthless.  In  addition,  if  considered  as 

criticisms  they  are  capable  of  destroying 

any  sound  judgments  as  to  popular  en- 
tertainment tastes  which  a  producer  may 

presently  possess. 

V 

to 

pro- 

I  N  the  natural  order  the  press  ought 

I  be  an  ally  of  the  motion  picture  p 

ducer.  There  are  indeed  newspaper  writ- 
ers who  can  be  relied  upon  for  construc- 

tive criticism  and  observation  but  there 

are  also  an  increasingly  large  number  of 
others  who  have  developed  an  arty  and 

so-called  sophisticated  pose  which  en- 
courages them  to  sneer  and  scoff  at  any- 

thing at  the  level  of  the  ordinary  person 

— the  person,  incidentally,  for  whom  mo- 
tion pictures  primarily  are  made.  These 

writers  are  enemies  of  the  screen  because 

if  their  attitude  should  be  allowed  to  in- 
fluence the  character  of  motion  pictures 

the  results  in  a  narrowed  appeal  and  in 

a  restricted  following  would  be  disastrous. 

An  unfailing  manifestation  of  the  arti- 
ness of  these  writers  is  the  hysterical  ac- 

claim with  which  they  greet  the  appear- 
ance of  decidedly  second-rate  foreign  pro- 

ductions. One  stands  bewildered  before 

some  of  these  subjects  which  are  hailed  as 

masterpieces — subjects  which  in  many  re- 
spects are  beneath  the  standards  of  Holly- 

wood's quickie  producers. 
A  while  back  cinema  crudities  from 

Moscow  plunged  these  ebullient  writers 
into  a  foam  and  froth  of  enthusiasm.  Re- 

cently a  German-French  film,  that  if  found 
on  his  schedule  by  a  major  company  sales 

manager  would  drive  him  quickly  to  des- 
peration, has  received  the  accolade.  In 

fact  the  cinema  critic  of  The  New  York 

Times  in  a  way  and  manner  most  mys- 
terious to  contemplate  hails  this  subject 

as  the  greatest  film  of  the  year — a  con- 
clusion which  among  sensible  people  ought 

to  provoke  not  argument  but  rather  only 
wonderment  at  the  inscrutable  processes 
of  artiness. 

V 

Strangely  enough  this  same  film  was 
seized  upon  by  that  fatuous  institution,  the 
National  Board  of  Review,  as  an  oppor- 

tunity for  the  board  to  render  to  the 

American  industry  its  crowning  feat  of  dis- 

service. The  board's  selection  of  this  film 
as  one  worthy  of  especial  recommenda- 

tion adds  an  excess  to  what  already  has 

been  amply  proved,  that  the  board  as 
an  interpreter  of  American  tastes  and  as 
an  influence  for  the  moral  and  artistic 

improvement  of  the  motion  picture  is  a 
dismal  failure. 

The  organized  industry  in  the  United 
States,  through  whose  sufferance  the  board 
exists,  would  show  good  judgment  in  giv- 

ing practical  effect  to  the  conclusion  which 
has  long  and  wisely  obtained;  namely,  that 
the  board  has  long  since  ceased  to  be  of 

any  service,  moral  or  practical,  and  that 
in  so  far  as  the  industry  is  concerned  it 
ought  to  be  allowed  to  fold  its  tent  and 
silently  steal  away. 

Goldstein  in  Charge 

At  Republic  Studios 
E.  H.  Goldstein  has  been  given  complete 

charge  of  business  administration  at  the 
Republic  Studios  in  Hollywood  and  Jack 
Fier  has  been  placed  in  charge  of  serials 
and  westerns.  The  appointments  followed 
conferences  with  Herbert  J.  Yates. 

Margolies  Joins  GB 
Al  Margolies  has  asssumed  his  new  duties 

as  publicity  head  for  Gaumont  British. 
Myron  Beck  is  now  in  charge  of  publicity 
at  United  Artists,  succeeding  Mr.  Margolies. 

McConville  Coordinator 

Of  Columbia  Sales  Drive 

Joe  McConville,r-  Columbia  sales  super- 
visor, will  act  as  coordinator  of  "Columbia's 

Montague  Sweepstakes,"  the  company's  an- 
nual sales  drive  which  this  year  will  honor 

Abe  Montague,  general  sales  manager.  The 
drive  will  be  launched  January  17  and  will 
continue  until  May  1. 

Meanwhile,  the  company's  fourth  and  final 
mid-season  divisional  sales  meeting  will  be 
held  this  weekend  in  New  York  at  the  St. 
Moritz  Hotel.  Mr.  Montague  will  preside 
and  Vice-President  Jack  Cohn  and  Treas- 

urer A.  Schneider  will  attend. 
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"THAT  GIRL  EROM  PARIS"  SETS  NEW  FOUR-DAY  RECORD  AT  RADIO 

CITY  MUSIC  HALL!  .  .  .  DOES  BIGGEST  OPENING  FOUR  DAYS  IN 

HISTORY  OF  HOUSE,  TOPPING  SIMILAR-PERIOD  BUSINESS  OF  PRE- 

VIOUS RECORD -HOLDING  "TOP  HAT  "..."ROBERTA"...  AND  ALL 

THOSE  OTHER  BIG  TIMERS! . . . 

* 

NATURALLY,  HELD  OVER! ...  AND  HITTING  A  HOLDOVER 

PACE  IN  ALL  OTHER  OPENINGS  ...  KEY  SPOTS  LIKE  CHICAGO, 

LOS  ANGELES,  SAN  FRANCISCO,  BOSTON,  WASHINGTON,  MINNE- 

APOLIS, NEW  ORLEANS  AND  DOZENS  OF  OTHERS!  . . .  WHOOO-LA-LA! 

-SHE'S  THE  NEW  YEAR'S  NEW  BOX-OFFICE  SWEETHEART! 

JACK  5 AKIE  -  GENE  RAYMOND 
with 

HERMAN  BING 

MISCHA  AUER 

C117Jj£m  LUCILLE  BALL 

FRANK  JENKS 

anJro  S.  Beiman  Production 
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Taxes  Highlight 

Local  Measures 

ATTENDANCE,  PRICES, 

CROSSES  INCREASED 

R.  H.  Cochrane  and  Financial 

Writer  Point  to  Higher  Re- 

ceipts and  Improved  Product 

An  average  weekly  theatre  attendance  in- 
crease of  9,000,000,  a  trend  toward  higher 

admissions,  and  marked  improvement  in  the 

quality  of  pictures  are  factors  cited  as  re- 
sponsible for  the  impressive  grosses  re- 

corded by  the  motion  picture  industry  in 
1936  and  are  the  basis  for  the  prediction 
that  1937  holds  the  brightest  prospects  in 

the  industry's  history. These  factors  and  the  solid  facts  of  an 

increase  of  $250,000,000  in  gross  receipts 
and  unprecedented  gains  in  earnings  of  com- 

panies are  outstanding  in  a  statement  by 
R.  H.  Cochrane,  president  of  Universal, 

and  in  a  year-end  survey  of  motion  picture 
finances  by  Sidney  B.  Self  in  the  Wall 
Street  Journal. 

"The  increase  in  the  industry's  gross  re- 
ceipts to  the  largest  total  in  five  years  not 

only  reflected  the  nationwide  gains  in  em- 

ployment and  payrolls  but  a  notable  in- 
crease in  the  quality  of  motion  pictures 

turned  out  during  the  past  year,"  Mr. Cochrane  said. 

With  the  average  weekly  attendance  hav- 
ing gained  9,000,000  over  the  1935  average 

of  72,000,000,  according  to  Mr.  Cochrane's 
estimates,  the  peak  levels  prevailing  prior 
to  the  depression  have  about  been  regained, 
he  said.  While  he  estimated  the  average 
attendance  gain  for  the  year  at  12^2  per  cent 
over  1935,  the  Universal  executive  pointed 
out  that  attendance  at  the  close  of  1936  was 

running  15  per  cent  ahead  of  the  correspond- 
ing period  of  the  previous  year  and  repre- 

sented a  recovery  of  50  per  cent  from  the 
depression  low  of  approximately  54,000,000 
in  1933. 

Holiday  Spurt  Cited 

This  sharp  increase  at  the  end  of  the  year 
was  taken  by  Mr.  Self  as  an  indication  of 
the  continued  improvement  which  may  be 
expected  in  the  winter  quarter  statements 
of  the  companies.  The  industry  closed  the 
year  with  the  best  holiday  season  it  had  had 

in  years,  he  pointed  out,  with  box  office  re- 
ceipts during  the  Christmas  period  showing 

increases  of  from  10  to  25  per  cent  over  the 
corresponding  weeks  in  1935. 

"With  the  large  number  of  major  pictures 
scheduled  for  appearance  in  the  first  two 
months  of  1937  the  first  quarter  of  the  new 
year  should  bring  the  largest  profits  the  film 

companies  have  had  since  1930,"  the  finan- cial writer  said. 

Construction  Plans 

The  survey  further  pointed  out  that  the 

most  important  factor  for  the'  industry  in 1936  was  the  increased  theatre  attendance 
which  first  made  itself  felt  last  summer. 

Even  a  small  increase  in  attendance  is  re- 
flected in  major  gains  in  earnings  reports, 

Mr.  Self  pointed  out,  because  once  theatre 
income  passes  the  point  at  which  operating 
expenses  and  overhead  are  covered,  70  per 

cent  or  more  of  the  additional  gross  goes 
directly  into  net. 

Plans  for  theatre  construction  by  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  and  the  scheduled  ex- 
pansion of  production  facilities,  including 

new  sound  stages,  by  nearly  all  the  large 
companies  were  listed  in  the  survey  as 
indications  that  the  industry  now  believes 
itself  firmly  on  the  upgrade. 

"The  moving  picture  industry  starts  1937 
with  the  best  combination  of  financial  and 

Hollywood  management  that  it  has  prob- 

ably ever  had,"  Mr.  Self  continued.  "All  of 
the  leading  companies  now  have  smoothly 
functioning  production  management  super- 

vised by  experienced  financial  men  seem- 
ingly working  together  without  the  friction 

that  has  occurred  in  the  past  between  these 

two  divisions  of  the  business." 
Strongly  indicative  of  the  improved  busi- 

ness in  theatres  during  1936  were  reports  of 
the  earnings  of  equipment  companies  which 
were  published  this  week.  The  National 
Theatre  Supply  Company  indicated  that  the 
projector  business  increased  by  15  per  cent 
in  1936.  Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc., 

reported  a  gain  in  the  installation  of  West- 
ern Electric  sound  equipment  of  nearly  100 

per  cent  in  1936  over  1935. 

GB  Plans  to  Open 

Exchange  System 

In  view  of  expansion  contemplated  by  the 
company  Gaumont  British  will  open  its  own 
exchanges  in  key  cities  of  the  United  States 
in  the  near  future,  it  was  reported  this  week. 

This  season's  GB  schedule  provides  for 
24  pictures,  an  increase  of  eight  over  last 
year.  Included  in  the  24  are  five  from  Brit- 

ish International  Pictures,  John  Maxwell's 
company,  five  from  Herbert  Wilcox  and  one 
from  Capital. 

Officials  of  20th  Century-Fox,  through 
whose  exchanges  GB  has  been  physically 
distributing  its  product,  have  announced  that 
insufficient  vault  space  makes  it  impossible 
for  the  company  to  handle  other  than  GB 
product.  Sidney  R.  Kent  is  said  to  have 
advised  Arthur  Lee,  vice-president  of  Amer- 

ican GB  company,  of  this.  Mr.  Lee,  in 
Miami  this  week,  said: 

"I  have  not  had  any  notice  from  Mr.  Kent 
as  yet  or  the  opportunity  of  seeing  him,  but 
if  20th  Century-Fox  will  not  physically  dis- 

tribute what  we  have  to  exhibit,  we  will 
then  open  our  own  offices  right  away.  It  is 
only  a  matter  of  time  before  we  would  have 
to  do  this  anyway,  due  to  our  growing 

business." 
It  was  indicated  that  the  new  offices  would 

be  opened  one  at  a  time. 

Poli  Firms  Are  Dissolved 
Final  certificates  of  dissolution  have  been 

filed  for  S.  Z.  Poli  Theatre  Company  and 
S.  Z.  Poli  Theatrical  Enterprises,  Inc.,  both 
of  New  Haven,  formerly  operating  the  Poli 
New  England  Theatres. 

Tax  measures  directly  affecting  motion 
picture  exhibitors  are  looming  in  Savannah, 
Kansas  City,  Omaha  and  Springfield,  Mass. 
this  week  as  anti-Sunday  show  measures 
attracted  the  attention  of  city  councils  in 
Boston,  Montgomery,  Ala.,  Beatrice,  Nebr. 
In  Minneapolis  a  new  and  less  drastic  ordi- 

nance regulating  theatre  construction  was 
presented  to  the  city  council. 

A  proposed  tax  ordinance  which  would 
levy  a  tax  of  10  per  cent  on  gross  incomes 
of  amusement  places  for  relief  work  was 
presented  to  the  Savannah  city  council  this 
week  and  approved  by  the  committee  for  the 
whole  as  a  section  of  the  1937  tax  ordinance, 
which  is  to  be  adopted  later. 

Governor-elect  Lloyd  C.  Stark  in  Kansas 

City  will  recommend  doubling  Missouri's 
present  one  per  cent  sales  tax  in  his  legis- 

lative recommendations  to  the  state  legisla- 
ture on  January  11,  it  was  revealed  this 

week.  The  present  one  per  cent  tax  will 
yield  $12,800,000,  or  more  than  $2,000,000 
in  excess  of  what  was  anticipated  at  the 
beginning  of  the  year. 

Charles  E.  Williams,  president  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Ne- 

braska, in  Omaha,  has  mailed  letters  to  100 
members  asking  them  to  meet  to  discuss 
plans  to  combat  tax  legislation  unfavorable 
to  them  which  is  expected  to  arise  in  the 
state  legislature  when  it  convenes  shortly. 

A  10  per  cent  tax  on  tickets  for  theatres 
and  other  entertainments  conducted  by  li- 

censed organizations  is  called  for  under  the 
terms  of  a  bill  filed  with  the  clerk  of  the 
House  of  Representatives  in  Boston,  Mass., 

by  Representative  Albert  Rubin.  Other  bills 
in  the  house  provide  for  the  licensing  of 
architects  and  for  the  publishing  of  names 
of  companies  discriminating  against  persons 
over  24  years  old  in  hiring  employes. 

A  bill  introduced  into  the  House  of  Rep- 
resentatives at  Montgomery,  Ala.,  by  Repre- 

sentative Chichester  of  Birmingham,  legaliz- 
ing Sunday  shows  in  sections  of  Jefferson 

County  (Birmingham)  has  been  passed  by 
the  members.  The  city  of  Birmingham  has 

Sunday  shows  but  a  number  of  little  towns 
in  the  country  do  not. 

The  Sunday  show  law  in  Beatrice,  Nebr., 

is  again  being  attacked,  even  though  sev- 
eral referendums  have  failed  to  remove  it 

from  the  statutes,  following  the  recent  char- 
ity program  sponsored  by  the  American 

Legion. 
Following  weeks  of  disputes  among  mem- 

bers of  the  city  council  committee  in  Minne- 
apolis on  ordinances  and  legislation,  a  re- 

vised and  less  drastic  ordinance  governing 

theatre  construction  won  the  unanimous  ap- 
proval of  the  committee  this  week.  The  new 

ordinance  provides  for  a  distance  of  only 
300  feet  from  church  or  schools  for  new 
theatres. 

"Robber  Symphony"  Rights  Sold 
Al  Friedlander,  president  of  Fortune  Film 

Corporation  has  acquired  the  rights  of  "The 
Robber  Symphony"  for  all  of  North  and 
South  America.  Openings  are  scheduled  for 
Toronto,  Quebec,  Montreal,  Mexico  City, 
Havana,  Buenos  Aires,  Rio  de  Janeiro  and 
other  cities. 
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INDUSTRY  ITSELF  DECLARED  SOURCE 

OF  DEPARTMENT  OF  JUSTICE  MOVES 

Assistant  Attorney  General,  Re- 

signing, Says  Complaints  Have 

Come  from  Industry;  Sug- 

gests Corps  of  Investigators 

The  industry's  attention  to  the  controver- 
sial questions  of  trade  practices  was  turned 

this  week  to  a  statement  by  Assistant  Attor- 
ney General  John  Dickinson,  resigning  from 

the  Department  of  Justice,  that  practically 
all  activities  of  his  department  against  the 
motion  picture  industry  on  the  matter  of 
trade  practices  have  been  actuated  by  com- 

plaints from  within  the  industry  itself.  At 

the  same  time  Loew's,  Inc.,  became  the 
fourth  distributor  to  accept,  in  part,  the  ten- 
point  trade  practice  program  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  and 

the  National  Council  for  Industrial  Prog- 
ress, in  Washington,  was  reported  prepar- 

ing for  the  first  draft  of  a  bill  to  establish 
fair  trade  practices  for  all  industries. 

Reviewing  the  activities  of  the  anti-trust 
bureau  in  the  annual  report  submitted  to 

Congress  January  6th  by  Attorney  Gen- 
eral Homer  S.  Cummings,  Mr.  Dickinson 

said  that  the  practical  dependence  of  the 

department  on  "tips"  in  the  form  of  pri- 
vate complaints  had  led  to  many  diffi- 

culties. To  remedy  this  situation  he  recom- 
mended legislation  authorizing  the  attor- 

ney general  to  unleash  the  G-men  of  the 
Federal  Bureau  of  Investigation  for  fishing 

expeditions  in  any  quarter  where  violations 
are  suspected. 

The  assistant  attorney  general,  retiring  after 
two  years  as  head  of  the  anti-trust  division, 
told  Congress  that  this  unsatisfactory  depend- 

ence on  private  complaints  in  order  to  enforce 
the  law  is  further  involved  by  the  not  infre- 

quent use  of  the  department  as  a  cat's-paw  by 
parties  who  file  complaints,  later  compromise 
their  differences  with  those  against  whom  they 
proceeded,  and  then  refuse  to  cooperate  further 
with  the  government. 

New  Unit  Recommended 

In  passing,  Mr.  Dickinson  made  reference  to 
the  courts  whose  decisions,  he  said,  have  placed 

the  stamp  of  legality  "on  many  things  popu- 
larly believed  to  constitute  violations," 

"For  all  these  reasons,"  he  said,  "it  seems  im- 
perative that  the  anti-trust  division  should  be 

equipped  with  independent  facilities  for  institu- 
ting investigations  in  the  public  interest  and 

thus  be  relieved  of  its  almost  complete  depend- 
ence on  interested  private  initiative. 

Under  the  legislation  proposed  by  Mr.  Dick- 
inson, the  division  would  keep  in  constant  touch 

with  activities  in  industry  and  business  and 

could  institute  proceedings  immediately  against 

any  group  or  organization  whose  operations  in- 
dicated a  possibility  of  law  violation. 

In  the  report  the  only  motion  picture  cases 
of  the  past  year  reviewed  were  those  arising  out 

of  the  St.  Louis  indictments,  which  were  sum- marized as  follows : 

The  original  case  was  based  on  an  indictment 

returned  Jan.  11,  1935,  in  the  federal  district 
Court  for  the  Eastern  district  of  Missouri, 

against  10  motion  picture  corporations  and  six 
of  their  officials,  charging  a  combination  for 

the  purpose  of  preventing  Fancho  &  Marco,  ex- 
hibitors, from  procuring  product  for  exhibition 

COURTS  REVIEWING 

TRADE  PRACTICES 

Two  trade  practice  suits  are  now 
under  judicial  consideration,  one  in 
a  federal  and  one  in  a  state  court.  The 
Hoblitzelle  theatre  interests  and  eight 

distributor  defendants  in  the  Govern- 
ment anti-trust  action  brought  in 

Dallas  last  month  have  until  January 

24th  to  file  answers  to  the  complaint 
which  is  based  on  contracts  between 

the  distributors  and  the  circuits  un- 

der which  subsequent  run  houses  are 

not  permitted  to  double  feature  cer- 
tain pictures  or  charge  unreasonably 

low  admissions. 

RKO  Distributing  Corporation  is 

attacking  the  Ohio  law  barring  pre- 

ferred playing  time  clauses,  in  a  fed- 
eral district  court  in  that  state.  The 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio 
are  defending  the  constitutionality  of 
the  law.  Both  sides  have  been  given 
until  January  }0th  to  file  further 
briefs. 

in  three  of  their  houses.  The  case  was  tried 
and  a  verdict  of  acquittal  was  returned  by  the 
jury  on  Nov.  11,  1935. 

On  Aug.  6,  1935,  a  new  petition  had  been  filed 
in  the  same  court,  charging  the  defendants  with 
illegal  restraint  of  interstate  commerce  by  a 
combination  to  prevent  the  supply  of  product  to 
two  St.  Louis  houses.  After  the  case  had  been 
on  trial  for  20  days,  the  court  granted  the  Gov- 

ernment's motion  for  leave  to  withdraw  its  peti- 
tion without  prejudice  to  its  right  to  file  a  new 

petition  charging  the  same  conspiracy.  A  decree 
to  that  effect  was  rendered  Jan.  29,  1936,  and 
was  appealed  by  the  defendants  to  the  supreme 
court,  which  affirmed  it  on  May  25th. 

Under  the  dismissal  decree,  a  petition  was 
filed  in  the  district  court  for  the  southern  dis- 

trict of  New  York  on  February  25,  1936,  nam- 
ing 10  corporations  and  30  individuals  charged 

with  a  combination,  conspiracy  and  attempted 
monopoly  in  restraint  of  interstate  trade  and 
commerce.  On  April  30th,  an  order  dismissing 
the  case  was  entered,  based  on  a  stipulation  in 
which  the  defendants  agreed  to  enter  into  con- 

tracts to  provide  pictures  for  the  theatres  whose 

supply  of  product  was  alleged  to  have  been  re- 
strained by  their  refusal  to  make  contracts. 

Congress  To  Get  Bills 

Senator  Black  of  Alabama  has  a  bill  for  a  30- 
hour  week  in  all  industries  ready  for  introduc- 

tion in  the  upper  house,  and  Representative  El- 
lenbogen  of  Pennsylvania  will  reintroduce  his 
measure  providing  an  NRA  for  the  textile  in- 

dustry, to  be  followed  by  similar  legislation  for 

Apparently  abandoning  all  thoughts 
of  a  Constitutional  Amendment  to  per- 

mit the  Government  to  deal  with 
labor  and  social  problems,  President 
Roosevelt  on  Wednesday,  in  his  annual 
message  to  Congress,  reiterated  his 
belief  in  the  principles  of  NRA  and 
urged  Supreme  Court  support  of  the 
New  Deal  program. 

Loew's  Is  Fourth  Company  to 

Accept  Part  of  MPTOA Trade 

Practice  Program;  Patman 

Measure  To  Be  Revised 

other  industries  if  his  initial  effort  is  success- ful. 

Complete  revision  of  the  Patman  bill,  which 
would  prohibit  producers  from  engaging  in  re- 

tail distribution,  will  be  undertaken  before  it  is 
introduced  into  the  House  of  Representatives. 

Instead  of  a  flat  prohibition  against  retail  dis- 
tribution by  producers,  it  is  expected  the  bill 

will  vest  in  the  Federal  Trade  Commission 
authority  to  compel  the  abandonment  of  retail 
outlets  by  producers  whose  distribution  ac- 

tivities tend  to  create  unfair  competition,  lead 

to  monopoly  or  "injure  the  business  of  a  cus- 
tomer who  is  a  retailer." Industry  Coordinator  George  L.  Berry  was 

to  meet  on  Wednesday  with  his  correlating 
committee  to  prepare  drafts  of  a  bill  cover- 

ing the  recommendations  made  last  month  at  the 
meeting  of  the  Council  for  Industrial  Progress. 

Loew's  Accepts  Program 

Loew's,  Inc.,  distributing  subsidiary  of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  has  agreed  to  grant  un- 

restricted 10  per  cent  cancellation  privileges, 
to  offer  a  short  form  of  contract  and  to  co- 

operate in  establishment  of  local  concilation 
boards  under  its  acceptance  of  the  MPTOA 

trade  practice  program.  The  company's  posi- 
tion was  explained  in  a  letter  to  Edward  Kuy- 

kendall,  head  of  the  exhibitor  organization, 

from  Al  Lichtman,  Loew's  vice-president. 
The  distributor  declined  to  make  any  conces- 

sions on  score  charges  and  characterized  the 

MPTOA  request  on  this  point  as,  "in  effect,  a 
request  to  lower  film  rentals." 

Mr.  Lichtman's  letter  follows  : 
"I — Loew's  commits  itself  to  the  propo- 

sition that  it  will  grant  an  unrestricted 
ten  per  cent  cancellation  on  all  contracts 
whenever  the  exhibitor  leases  all  the 

product  that  is  offered  to  him  for  ex- hibition. 

"2 — We  are  in  thorough  sympathy  with  your 
request  for  the  establishment  of  local  concilia- 

tion boards  and  a  central  appeal  board  in  New 
York  City.  The  principle  is  an  excellent  one 
and  its  promotion  shall  receive  our  hearty  sup- 

port. 

"3 — We  are  also  opposed  to  unreasonable 
clearance.  No  general  statement,  however,  can 
be  applicable  to  all  cases.  The  question  of 
what  is  reasonable  clearance  depends  upon  the 
facts  in  the  individual  case  and  can  only  be  de- 

termined with  those  facts  before  us. 
"4 — We  are  in  complete  harmony  with  your 

viewpoint  on  the  question  of  over-buying  and 
will  gladly  lend  our  aid  in  its  elimination.  This 
is  one  of  the  questions  in  respect  to  which  the 
conciliation  boards  could  render  most  effective 
service. 

"5 — We  will  give  our  utmost  cooperation  in 
the  elimination  of  unfair  competition  between 
theatres.  Here  again  the  conciliation  boards 
can  be  most  helpful. 

"6 — Our  position  in  regard  to  non-theatrical 
exhibitions  is,  I  am  sure,  very  well  known  to 
you  and  in  thorough  accord  with  your  desires. 

"7 — We  favor  the  idea  of  a  short  form  con- 
tract; in  fact,  our  legal  department  is  now  en- 

deavoring to  revise  our  contracts  so  that  we 
may  achieve  this  purpose. 

"8 — In  setting  film  rental  in  license  agree- 
(Continued  on  page  28,  column  3) 
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656  Radio  Stations 

Now  Operating  on 

Crowded  Channels 

With  more  radio  broadcasting  stations 
licensed  than  at  any  time  since  1928,  the 
number  of  broadcasters  bids  fair  in  the 
near  future  to  exceed  even  the  681  that  were 

operating  during  the  "period  of  chaos"  in 1927  which  led  to  the  creation  of  the  original 

radio  commission,  it  is  indicated  by  the  an- 
nual report  of  the  Federal  Communications 

Commission,  submitted  to  Congress  in 
Washington  Tuesday. 

At  the  close  of  the  fiscal  year  on  June  30, 

last,  the  report  disclosed  there  were  656  sta- 
tions licensed,  an  increase  of  33  over  the 

corresponding  date  in  1935  and  the  largest 
number  since  1928,  when  there  were  677. 

Treasury  Reveals 

Salaries  of  Radio 

and  Screen  Stars 

Salaries  of  motion  picture  and  radio  stars 
and  of  executives  of  companies  allied  with 
the  motion  picture  industry  were  included 
in  the  annual  Treasury  Department  compila- 

tion, made  public  this  week  by  the  House 
Ways  and  Means  Committee. 
Among  the  higher  paid  motion  picture  stars 

in  1935  were: 

Mae  West,  $480,833 ;  Marlene  Dietrich,  $368,- 
000;  Charlie  Chaplin,  $260,000;  Gary  Cooper, 
$311,000;  Warner  Baxter,  $208,000;  Harold 
Lloyd,  $125,000;  Fred  Astaire,  $127,875;  Stan 
Laurel,  $156,266,  and  his  teammate,  Oliver 
Hardy,  $85,316;  Eddie  Cantor,  $150,000;  Kath- 

arine Hepburn,  $121,572;  Irene  Dunne,  $208,- 
055 ;  Bing  Crosby,  $318,907 ;  Herbert  Marshall, 
$105,000 ;  Carole  Lombard,  $156,083 ;  Jack  Oakie, 
$101,625 ;  Margaret  Sullavan,  $102,431 ;  Ginger 
Rogers,  $74,483;  William  Powell,  $66,666; 
George  Burns  and  Gracie  Allen,  $92,000;  Ann 
Harding,  $93,750;  George  Raft,  $90,000; 

Charles  "Buddy"  Rogers,  $73,000;  Charles 
Ruggles,  $106,278 ;  Gladys  Swarthout,  $101,833  ; 
Shirley  Temple,  $66,000. 
Among  the  radio  stars  receiving  large  sums 

from  one  advertising  agency  were: 
Paul  Whiteman,  $242,372;  Rudy  Vallee, 

$166,348 ;  Major  Edward  Bowes,  $250,000 ;  Wal- 
ter Winchell,  $77,500;  Al  Jolson,  $78,200;  Joe 

Penner,  $69,500;  Victor  Young,  $58,701;  Sig- 
mund  Romberg,  $65,905 ;  and  Irving  Praeger, 
$51,871. 

Executives  of  companies  directly  or  indirectly 
allied  with  the  motion  picture  industry  were 
listed  as  follows : 

American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Com- 
pany: W.  S.  Gifford,  president,  $209,850;  C.  M. 

Bracelen,  vice-president  and  general  counsel ; 
$61,875;  B.  Gaherardi,  vice-president,  $61,875; 
A.  W.  Page,  vice-president,  $50,700. 

Eastman  Kodak  Company:  T.  J.  Hargrave, 
vice-president,  $52,948 ;  Frank  W.  Lovejoy, 
president,  $109,148;  William  G.  Stuber,  board 
chairman,  $61,523 ;  Albert  F.  Sulzer,  vice-presi- 

dent, $54,061. 
Educational  Films  Corporation :  E.  W.  Ham- 

mons,  president,  $62,749. 
General  Electric  Company:  Owen  D.  Young, 

chairman  and  Gerard  Swope,  president,  $96,000 
each. 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

CODE  ADMINISTRATION 

APPROVED  675  FILMS 

The  Production  Code  Administra- 
tion in  Hollywood  approved  and 

granted  seals  to  675  motion  pictures 
during  the  year  of  1956. 

Of  this  number,  115  were  re- 
issues of  former  releases,  and  318  of 

the  seals  were  given  to  short  subjects. 

A.  J.  Balaban  with 

a  Chicago  Combine 

JVill 'Enter F&M 

A.  J.  Balaban,  a  founder  of  the  B.  and  K. 
theatre  circuit  in  Chicago  with  Sam  Katz, 
will  return  to  the  exhibition  field  of  mo- 

tion pictures  with  Jules  Rubens,  head  of 
Great  States  theatres,  as  partners  of  all 
Fanchon  and  Marco  interests  in  St.  Louis, 
it  was  reported  Wednesday. 

Negotiations  are  reported  underway  for 
Mr.  Balaban  and  Mr.  Rubens  to  acquire  a 
substantial  interest  in  F  and  M.  Arthur 

Greene,  who  is  interested  financially  in  sev- 
eral Chicago  circuits  and  recently  objected  to 

the  court  sale  of  the  St.  Louis  Amusement 

Company  to  the  first  mortgage  bondholders, 
will  also  be  a  party.  Mr.  Greene,  Mr. 
Rubens,  I.  B.  Perlman  and  Sam  Myers, 
brother-in-law  of  the  Balabans,  are  said  to 
have  conferred  in  St.  Louis  last  week  with 

Harry  C.  Arthur,  operating  head  of  F.  and 
M.,  on  the  possibility  of  a  deal.  Mr.  Myers 

is  believed  to  have  represented  A.  J.  Bala- ban. 

Mr.  Balaban  recently  organized  Balaban 
Theatres  Company  at  Dover,  Del.  He  is 
head  of  the  company.  Mr.  Greene,  Mr. 
Perlman  and  Jack  Bartman  of  Chicago  also 
are  interested. 

On  November  29,  last,  F.  and  M.  took 

over  the  operation  of  the  St.  Louis  Amuse- 
ment Company  on  a  10-year  management 

contract  with  the  bondholders.  In  addition, 
the  company  operates  the  Ambassador,  St. 
Louis,  Missouri  Fox  and  Orpheum  and  Shu- 
bert-Rialto  and  the  Balaban-Rubens  deal 

would  include  all  of  these  houses  and  pos- 
sibly the  three  neighborhood  ones  in  which 

F.  and  M.  is  interested  with  Harry  Green- man. 

C.  L.  Hertzman  Dead; 

Theatrical  Manager 
Charles  L.  Hertzman,  theatrical  manager 

and  at  one  time  a  scenario  editor  with  Uni- 
versal Pictures  in  Hollywood,  died  at  Atlan- 

tic City,  N.  J.,  at  the  age  of  63. 
Mr.  Hertzman  had  been  in  the  theatrical 

business  more  than  25  years  in  Detroit, 
New  York  and  Cleveland.  For  eight  years 
he  was  general  manager  for  the  late  Harry 
H.  Frazee,  Broadway  producer.  From  1926 
to  1932  he  was  general  manager  for  the 
firm  of  Schwab  and  Mandel,  for  which  he 

directed  such  shows  as  "The  Desert  Song," 
"Good  News,"  and  "Follow  Thru."  He  was 
later  connected  with  Max  Gordon  and  A.  C. 
Blumenthal. 

January    9,  1937 

Industry  Itself 

Called  Source  of 

Federal  Moves 
(.Continued  from  page  25) 

ments  the  exhibitor  and  the  salesman  have  in- 
variably taken  into  consideration  the  provision 

for  score  charges.  Consquently,  your  request 
for  the  elimination  of  score  charges  is  in  effect 
a  request  to  lower  film  rentals.  We  do  not 
think  that  this  request  could  consistently  be 
made  since  it  has  always  been  and  must  be  a 
question  of  negotiation  between  the  individual 
exhibitor  and  the  sales  department  what  the  in- 

dividual exhibitor  shall  pay  for  his  film  li- 
cense. 

"9 — The  request  for  the  elimination  of  pre- 
ferred playing  time  for  percentage  pictures  is 

not  now  well  grounded.  With  the  adoption  of 
the  strict  production  code,  all  pictures  are  ap- 

propriate for  exhibition  on  any  day,  and  surely 
quality  pictures  are  entitled  to  preferred  play 
dates. 

"10 — It  has  been  our  desire  to  provide  for 
balanced  programs,  realizing  that  a  substantial 
percentage  of  the  theatres  requires  short  sub- 

jects. We  are  certain  that  you  desire  that 
short  subjects  shall  be  provided  so  that  the 
remaining  theatres  shall  not  be  compelled  to  go 
to  double  features  in  order  to  provide  an  eve- 

ning's program.  The  short  subjects,  of  course, 
will  have  to  be  supported  if  produced.  We  have 
adjusted  our  short  reel  product  to  meet  not 
only  the  requirements  of  the  theatres  using  only 
single  features  but  of  those  using  double  fea- 

tures as  well." 

Comerford  Managers 

Launch  10-Week  Drive 
One  hundred  home  office  executives  and 

managers  of  the  Comerford  circuit  were 
called  in  for  a  meeting  Tuesday  at  the 
Hotel  Casey,  Scranton,  Pa.,  to  learn  details 

of  the  10-week  "Winter  Movie  Carnival," starting  Sunday. 

Under  the  supervision  of  John  Nolan,  two 

sessions  were  held.  Speakers  at  the  fore- 
noon meeting,  besides  Mr.  Nolan,  were 

A-Mike  Vogel,  chairman  of  the  Managers' Round  Table  of  Motion  Picture  Herald, 
who  discussed  advertising  and  exploitation, 

and  Harry  Spiegel,  Fred  Perry,  Ed  Simonis 
and  John  Galvin. 

Afternoon  speakers  on  various  depart- 
mental operations  were  John  Nolan,  William 

E.  Schmidt,  John  Roberts,  J.  J.  O'Leary  and other  executives.  Distribution  was  made  of 

the  first  issue  of  "The  Way  Up,"  circuit 
house  organ,  to  be  published  weekly  by  the 
drive  committee  and  edited  by  Ernie 
Schmidt  and  Joe  Elicker. 

Mr.  Nolan  expressed  the  regrets  of  Vice- 
president  Frank  C.  Walker  for  his  absence 
necessitated  by  a  trip  to  the  Coast. 

Arrangements  were  made  for  the  circu- 
lation of  Quigley  Award  campaigns  to  Com- erford circuit  key  point. 

Lottie  Blair  Parker  Dies 

Mrs.  Lottie  Blair  Parker,  author  of  the 

stage  play,  "Way  Down  East,"  made  several times  into  motion  pictures,  died  at  Great 

Neck,  Long  Island,  Tuesday.  She  was  78 
years  old.  Mrs.  Parker  had  no  children. 
Funeral  services  were  set  for  Friday  at  the 

Rosehill  Cemetery,  Chicago,  where  her  hus- 
band is  buried. 
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TEXAS  AND  NEW  YORK  COURTS 

CLASH  IN  CHANCE  CAME  RULINGS 

New  York  State  Court  of 

Appeals  Divides  4  to  3 

in  Holding  Games  Are 

Within     the  Law 

Confusion  regarding  the  legal  status  of 
Bank  Night  and  other  chance  games  was 
heightened  this  week  by  a  decision  of  the 
New  York  State  court  of  appeals  which 
placed  theatre  chance  games  within  the  law. 
In  Chicago,  Balaban  &  Katz  theatres  are 

reinstating  Bank  Night  following  the  grant- 
ing of  an  injunction  which  prevents  police 

from  interfering  with  their  operation.  Con- 
flicting with  the  New  York  decision,  the 

Texas  supreme  court  ruled  that  Bank  Night 

is  unconstitutional  because  "It  is  a  gift  en- 
terprise involving  the  lottery  principle." 

The  New  York  court  was  divided  4  to  3 

on  the  ruling,  which  was  made  without 

opinion.  It  upheld  the  legality  of  the 
various  giveaways  which  are  conducted 
in  hundreds  of  theatres  throughout  the 
state.  The  case  was  decided  on  the  basis 

of  a  system  of  awards  in  vogue  in 
Rochester,  where  theatre  patrons  register 
and  their  names  are  drawn  in  the  theatre 

on  a  specified  night. 

The  Rochester  case  was  carried  to  the 

highest  state  court  by  Daniel  J.  O'Mara, 
district  attorney  of  Monroe  County,  after 
the  county  court  had  reversed  the  conviction 
of  Samuel  Shafer,  manager  of  a  Rochester 
neighborhood  theatre,  on  charges  of  unlaw- 

fully offering  property  to  persons  whose 
names  were  drawn  in  a  lottery.  The  appeal 
was  argued  by  Jacob  Ark  for  Mr.  Shafer, 
and  Harry  L.  Rosenthal,  assistant  district 
attorney,  for  the  prosecution. 

Mr.  Ark  contended  that  "chances"  for  the 
prizes  were  not  sold  and  that  all  persons, 
whether  or  not  they  attended  the  theatre, 
could  register  in  a  book  in  the  theatre  lobby, 
from  which  the  names  of  the  winners  were 
drawn. 

Mr.  Rosenthal  branded  the  games  as  "per- 
nicious gambling."  He  contended  that  the 

lottery  law  was  flexible  enough  in  its  appli- 
cation to  enable  law  enforcement  officials  to 

prosecute  "the  innumerable  variations  de- 
vised by  those  attempting  to  avoid  the  pro- 

hibition against  the  most  pernicious  and 

far-reaching  of  all  forms  of  gambling." 
The  prize  award  in  the  case  appealed  was 

$175.  It  was  made  on  the  night  of  June  12, 
1936.  The  county  court,  in  reversing  the 
conviction,  found  that  the  person  who  re- 

ceived the  award  had  not  paid  for  admission. 

Resumed  in  Chicago 

The  injunction  granted  to  the  Iris  thea- 
tre last  week  by  Judge  Walter  Stanton  of 

the  Superior  Court,  restraining  the  police 
from  stopping  Bank  Night  in  that  theatre, 
brought  about  the  resumption  of  the  game  in 
B&K,  Warner  and  other  theatres.  The 

Essaness  circuit  was  the  only  group  to  re- 
frain from  starting  the  game  again  after 

police  arrested  16  managers  two  weeks  ago 
and  prohibited  the  game. 
B&K  and  33  additional   theatres  were 

STATE  LAW  TO  BAN 

BANK  NIGHT  SOUGHT 

Announcement  of  a  bill  to  be  in- 
troduced in  the  Wisconsin  legislature 

defining  slot  machines  and  Bank  Night 

as  gambling  has  been  made  by  Assem- 
blyman Martin  Franzkowiak.  The  pro- 

posed measure  would  provide  for  a 

maximum  penalty  of  six  months  in 
jail  and  a  $500  fine. 

Assemblyman  Franzkowiak  said  that 
the  regulation  of  these  games  must  be 
on  a  statewide  basis  rather  than 

through   municipal  ordinances. 

granted  permission  Tuesday  to  file  an  inter- 
vening petition  to  join  the  injunction  granted 

the  Iris.  Judge  Niemeyer  of  the  superior 
court  set  a  hearing  on  the  petition  for 

Thursday  after  denying  Assistant  Corpora- 

tion Counsel  William  Daly's  plea  that  the 
petition  be  denied  at  once.  Mr.  Daly  charged 
Bank  Night  with  being  contrary  to  the  city 
ordinance  which  prohibits  theatres  from 
distributing  prizes  and  asserted  that  the 
game  was  a  public  nuisance  and  a  hazard 
to  the  public  because  of  the  overcrowding 
of  theatres. 

Exhibitors  granted  permission  Tuesday 

were  those  previously  arrested.  Other  peti- 
tions will  be  sought  when  more  theatremen 

are  arrested.  It  is  believed  by  Chicago  the- 
atre operators  that  they  can  conduct  the 

games  on  the  original  Bank  Night  plan, 
which  they  claim  is  legal,  and  thus  avoid 

police  interference.  This  plan  does  not  re- 
quire the  purchase  of  a  ticket  for  participa- 
tion. Previously  all  patrons  were  required 

to  have  a  ticket  to  be  eligible  for  prizes. 
The  Chicago  police  ban  on  the  games  has 

aroused  much  controversy.  Raymond  Knotts, 

in  his  column  "One  Man's  Opinion"  in  the 
Chicago  American,  defended  chance  games 
in  theatres  as  one  of  the  most  innocuous 

forms  of  gambling  and  pointed  out  that  as 
long  as  they  are  popular  any  laws  against 
them  will  be  ineffectual. 

Condemned  in  Texas 

In  an  opinion  written  by  Chief  Justice 
C.  M.  Cureton  of  the  Texas  supreme  court 
and  handed  down  this  week,  Bank  Night  is 
held  to  be  a  violation  of  public  policy  and 
unconstitutional. 

"The  plan  clearly  comes  within  the  con- 
demnatory terms  of  the  constitution,"  the 

decision  said,  "because  it  is  a  gift  enterprise 

involving  the  lottery  principle." 
The  case  involved  an  attempted  enforce- 

ment of  an  anti-lottery  ordinance  by  the  city 
of  Wink  against  Griffith  Amusement  Com- 

pany. The  ruling  was  based  on  a  constitu- 
tional provision  classing  gift  enterprises 

with  lotteries. 

The  state  legislature  at  its  last  session 
taxed  Bank  Night  and  other  chance  games 
20  per  cent  of  the  awards  but  omitted  any 
reference  to  their  legality. 

Balaban  &  Katz  Theatres  in 

Chicago  Reinstating  Bank 

Night  After  Injunction  Pre- 
vents  Police  Interference 

Results  of  the  decision  were  not  immedi- 
ately apparent.  In  Houston  it  was  announced 

that  two  Bank  Nights  each  week  will  con- 
tinue in  seven  Interstate  circuit  houses  and 

two  Will  Horwitz  theatres. 

Kansas  Case  To  Be  Reheard 

The  petition  of  Roland  Boynton,  attorney 
for  the  Fox  Kansas  Theatre  Company,  for 
the  privilege  of  filing  an  application  for 

rehearing  of  the  Kansas  supreme  court's decision  on  Bank  Night,  has  been  granted 

by  the  state  tribunal. 
The  court  in  its  decision  held  that  Bank 

Night  was  in  the  nature  of  a  lottery  because 
it  indisputably  had  the  elements  of  chance 
and  prizes  and  that  increased  admissions 
resulting  from  the  use  of  the  promotion  was 
sufficient  consideration  to  make  up  the  third 
element  of  a  lottery. 

Only  three  or  four  Kansas  exhibitors  have 
discontinued  Bank  Night  as  a  result  of  the 
decision,  according  to  R.  W.  McEwan,  Bank 
Night  distributor,  pending  final  settlement 
of  the  case.  The  presumption  is  that  until 
that  time  exhibitors  may  proceed  with  the 

promotion.  Mr.  Beck,  however,  has  an- 
nounced that  he  immediately  will  notify 

county  attorneys  to  prosecute  exhibitors  who 
conduct  the  games. 

Maine  Case  Dismissed 

The  United  States  district  court  in  Maine 
has  dismissed  an  infringement  suit  brought 
against  Bank  Night  by  Harry  Berman.  The 
plaintiff,  a  former  dry  goods  dealer  who 
became  the  Maine  Bank  Night  representa- 

tive, claimed  that  a  similar  cash  scheme  of 
his  had  been  infringed  and  adopted  by  Bank 
Night.  He  has  another  suit  pending  for 
commissions  he  claims  due  him  from  the company. 

In  Iowa  the  games  have  been  the  subject 
of  conflicting  legal  opinions  from  various 

state  and  municipal  officials.  The  most  re- 
cent opinion  was  from  assistant  attorney 

general  Walter  Maley,  who  said: 

"It  is  clearly  apparent  that  the  scheme 
in  question  constitutes  a  lottery.  It  remains 
only  to  be  said  that  it  is  equally  the  duty 
of  the  state  not  only  to  protect  the  public 
welfare  against  lotteries  but  to  prevent  legit- 

imate business  from  being  overrun  and  de- 
stroyed by  them.  The  scheme  in  question 

falls  under  the  clear  condemnation  of  the 

state  statute  against  gambling.  It  is  a  scheme 
calculated  to  set  the  particular  community 
in  which  it  is  operated  wild  with  speculation. 
It  is  a  scheme  in  and  of  itself  which  shows 
it  is  operated  for  profit.  It  is  a  type  of 
scheme  insidious  and  dangerous  and  one 
that,  if  permitted  to  operate  in  theatres, 

would  have  a  tendency  to  spread  and  multi- 
ply in  all  other  lines  of  business  and  do 

violence  to  recognized  standards  of  business 
ethics.  It  is  a  scheme  which  has  neither 

legal  nor  moral  right  to  exist  and  should 

be  speedily  suppressed." 
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Disposal  ofRKO 

Claims  Confirmed 

By  Federal  Court 

Federal  Judge  William  Bondy  in  New 

York  last  Thursday  confirmed  the  disallow- 
ance or  reduction  of  claims  against  RKO 

amounting  to  $9,637,595  in  accordance  with 
the  action  taken  on  claims  in  June,  1935, 

by  Special  Master  Thomas  D.  Thacher. 

The  court's  action  involved  27  claims 
which  were  filed  against  RKO  in  its  re- 

organization proceedings  for  a  total  of 
$10,582,250.  Of  this  amount  only  $954,655 
was  recommended  for  allowance  to  the 
claimants  by  Mr.  Thacher  and  confirmed  by 

Judge  Bondy.  However,  12  of  the  27  claims 
previously  either  were  withdrawn  or  settled. 

The  principal  claims  were  those  of  the 
Karl  Hoblitzelle  interests  which  were  al- 

lowed for  a  total  of  approximately  $500,- 
000.  The  claims  were  filed  originally  for 

a  total  of  $7,424,348  by  the  Hoblitzelle  In- 
vestment Company,  Hoblitzelle  Realty  Cor- 
poration and  Hoblitzelle  Corporation.  The 

claims  were  based  on  an  RKO  guaranty  on 
defaulted  25-year  leases  on  three  theatres 
located  in  Dallas,  Houston  and  San  Antonio, 
dating  from  1930.  The  court  allowed  the 
claims  on  rentals  due  up  to  September,  1934. 
A  claim  of  $2,152,500  filed  by  Walter 

Reade's  Broadway  and  47th  Street  Corpora- 
tion on  a  disavowed  lease  on  the  Mayfair 

in  New  York  was  reduced  by  the  court  to 

$337,500.  The  Hippodrome  Building  Cor- 
poration petitioned  the  court  to  set  an  al- 

lowance on  a  Hippodrome  lease  claim,  but 
the  petition  was  denied  and  no  allowance 
was  made. 

Other  claims  and  their  disposition  are 

Fort  Worth  Properties  Corporation,  $450,- 
000  asked,  $17,595  allowed;  Mudd  and 
Mooney,  $115,832  asked,  disallowed  in  toto; 
Criterion  Advertising,  claim  of  $4,903,  al- 

lowed; Proctor  Holding  Corporation,  claim 

of  $50,000  disallowed;  Illinois  Central  Rail- 
road claim  of  $157  allowed;  Cora  E.  Gregg, 

claim  of  $160,000  allowed,  and  Gordon  Bur- 
nett, claim  of  $200,000  disallowed. 

Erpi  Increasing 

Equipment  Price 
A  general  price  increase  of  10  per  cent 

in  all  contracts  for  Mirrophonic  sound 
equipment  will  go  into  effect  on  February 
1st.  In  announcing  the  increase  C.  W.  Bunn, 

general  sales  manager  of  Electrical  Re- 
search Products,  Inc.,  said  that  it  was  nec- 
essary in  order  to  meet  rising  costs. 

Lehman  To  Attend  ITOA  Ball 
Governor  Herbert  H.  Lehman  of  New 

York  has  accepted  an  invitation  to  attend 
the  annual  Movie  Ball  of  the  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  of  America  on  January 
16th  at  the  Waldorf  Astoria  hotel. 

Perry  N.  Verkoff  Dead 
Perry  N.  Verkoff,  character  actor  and 

former  director,  died  in  Hollywood  Tuesday. 

He  was  56.  Mr.  Verkoff's  last  appearance 
on  the  screen  was  in  a  Mae  West  picture 
some  time  ago. 

William  Goetz  Elected 

20th  Century -Fox  Officer 
William  Goetz,  executive  assistant  to 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck,  production  head  of  Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox,  last  week  was  elected  a 

vice-president  of  the  corporation  "in  appre- 
ciation of  his  work  as  assistant"  to  Mr. 

Zanuck  and  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chairman 
of  the  board. 

Mr.  Goetz,  who  is  one  of  the  youngest 
studio  executives  in  the  industry,  has  been 

associated  with  Mr.  Schenck  and  Mr.  Zan- 
uck since  the  formation  of  the  original 

Twentieth  Century  Pictures  Corporation 
and  on  the  merger  of  that  company  with 
Fox  he  became  executive  assistant  to  Mr. 

Zanuck.  Before  that  he  was  with  Para- 
mount and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  in  an 

executive  capacity  and  later  was  with  Fox 
as  an  associate  producer. 

Radio  Engineers 

Suggest  Changes 

In  Federal  Rules 

Recommendations  to  be  submitted  to  the 
Federal  Communications  Commission  by 

that  body's  engineering  division  include 
changes  in  radio  regulations  which  would 
make  possible  the  creation  of  a  chain  of  15 
to  25  broadcasting  stations  operating  on  a 
clear  channel  frequency  of  500,000  watts. 
At  present  WLW  in  Cincinnati  is  the  only 
station  in  America  allowed  a  power  of 
500,000  watts  and  this  is  on  an  experimental 
basis. 

The  engineering  division's  report,  based 
on  an  exhaustive  study  of  radio's  technical 
problems,  says  that  there  is  no  engineering 
objection  to  the  creation  of  such  high  power 
stations  and  it  recommends  that  the  number 

of  clear  channels  be  reduced  from  the  pres- 
ent 40  to  25  or  30;  that  the  band  from  1,500 

to  1,600  kilocycles  be  opened  for  general 
broadcasting,  and  that  the  rules  governing 
allocation  of  frequencies  be  made  flexible. 

The  commission  engineers  are  now  of  the 

opinion  that  by  the  use  of  modern  engineer- 
ing knowledge  and  equipment  interference 

would  be  prevented.  It  is  because  of  the 
fear  of  such  interference  that  all  requests 
for  power  increases  to  500,000  watts  have 
been  turned  down  except  in  the  case  of 
WLW. 
The  recommendations  for  changes  are 

based  on  the  assumption  that  any  program 
adopted  will  be  evolutionary  and  entirely 
voluntary  on  the  part  of  the  industry.  That 
any  changes  in  the  broadcast  field  of  this 
nature  would  be  voluntary  was  emphasized 
by  the  FCC  when  the  study  was  instituted 
several  months  ago. 

Sam  Fox  Organizes 

Hollywood  Songs,  Inc. 

Sam  Fox,  head  of  several  music  com- 
panies, has  organized  Hollywood  Songs, 

Inc.,  to  publish  songs  from  pictures.  Mr. 

Fox  is  president  and  Phil  Kornheiser  gen- 
eral manager.  Several  prominent  writers 

in  the  music  world  are  being  lined  up  for 

the  new  organization.  Offices  are  being  es- 
tablished in  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

RKO,  Universal 

Finish  Corporate 

Simplification 
Two  of  the  large  motion  picture  com- 

panies, Universal  and  RKO,  completed 
simplification  of  their  corporate  structures 
late  last  week.  Universal  concluded  the 

process  with  filing  of  papers  in  Delaware 
dissolving  Universal  Pictures  Corporation, 
oldest  company  in  the  organization  and  one 
of  the  oldest  in  the  entire  industry. 

The  assets  of  Universal  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion were  taken  over  by  Universal  Pictures 

Company,  Inc.,  of  which  the  first-named 
corporation  was  a  wholly-owned  subsidiary. 
The  dissolved  company  was  organized  in 
1912  as  Universal  Film  Manufacturing 
Company  and  its  name  changed  to  Universal 
Pictures  Corporation  several  years  later.  It 

was  the  principal  Universal  holding  com- 
pany for  many  years.  Five  other  Universal 

subsidiaries  were  dissolved  earlier  and  there 
is  a  possibility  of  one  more  company  being 

disbanded,  except  for  which  Universal's  pro- 
gram of  corporate  simplification  is  now 

completed. 

RKO's  program  of  corporate  simplifica- 
tion also  was  formally  completed  with  the 

filing  of  papers  in  Delaware  merging  seven 
RKO  Radio  and  RKO  Pathe  subsidiaries 
with  RKO  Radio  Pictures,  Inc.  No  changes 
in  officers  of  the  latter  company  are  occa- 

sioned by  the  consolidation. 
The  seven  companies  merged  into  the  one 

are  RKO  Pathe  Pictures,  Inc. ;  RKO  Pathe 

Distributing  Corporation,  RKO  Pathe  Ex- 
port Corporation,  RKO  Pathe  Studios  Cor- 

poration, Ltd.;  RKO  Distributing  Corpora- 
tion, RKO  Studios,  Inc.  and  RKO  Export 

Corporation.  Officers  of  the  new  company 
are  M.  H.  Aylesworth,  chairman  of  the 
board;  Leo  Spitz,  president;  Ned  E.  Dep- 
inet,  vice-president;  W.  H.  Clark,  treasurer, 
and  William  Mallard,  secretary. 

Ross  Alexander  Dead 

Of  Gunshot  Wound 

Ross  Alexander,  29,  screen  comedy  actor, 
was  found  dead  with  a  pistol  bullet  in  his 
head  last  Saturday.  The  body  was  discovered 

in  a  barn  behind  the  actor's  ranch  home 
near  Hollywood.  His  wife,  Anne  Nagel,  21 
year  old  film  actress,  survives  him. 

Ross  Alexander  was  born  in  Brooklyn, 
N.  Y.,  but  lived  most  of  his  life  in  Rochester. 
His  real  name  was  Ross  Alexander  Smith. 
After  a  number  of  stage  appearances  he 
went  to  Hollywood  in  1934.  His  wife  at 
that  time  was  Aleta  Friele,  dancer,  who 
was  prominent  in  Jersey  City  social  circles. 
On  the  night  of  December  6th,  1935,  she 
was  found  shot  to  death  in  their  home  in 

Hollywood. 
At  the  time  of  his  death  Mr.  Alexander 

was  under  contract  to  Warner  Brothers. 

His  screen  appearances  included  roles  in 

"The  Wiser  Sex,"  "Flirtation  Walk,"  "A 

Midsummer  Night's  Dream,"  "We're  in  the 
Money,"  and  "Shipmates  Forever." 

Myers  Opens  Exchange 
Jack  Myers,  head  of  Hub  Film  Company, 

independent  distributor,  has  opened  offices 
at  50  Piedmont  Street,  Boston.  Thomas  Hill 
has  resigned  from  Specialty  Pictures,  Inc., 
to  join  Mr.  Myers. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

Flavours  Last 

TRADEMARKS,  or  rather  company 
names,  still  do  after  all  carry  meaning 
to  an  important  portion  of  the  theatre 

audience,  in  the  opinion  of  Leo  Peterson, 

blue-eyed  and  calmly  substantial  general 
manager  of  the  Black  Hills  Amusement 

Company,  this  week  on  his  annual  winter 
excursion  to  Hollywood. 

It  will  be  interesting  to  Adolph  Zukor, 

now  in  the  midst  of  his  twenty-fifth  anni- 
versary, to  know  that  up  in  the  country  of 

the  late  Wild  Bill  Hickock,  Rapid  City  and 
Deadwood,  the  years  of  effort  that  have 

been  put  into  the  slogan,  "If  It's  a  Para- 
mount Picture,  It's  the  Best  Show  in  Town," 

have  been  burned  into  the  public  conscious- 
ness. 

"And  it  is  so,  too,"  observes  Mr.  Peter- 
son, "with  the  other  long  established  con- 
cerns— Metro,  Fox,  Warners,  Universal, 

etc.  Each  has  a  meaning  to  our  customers, 
and  it  is  interesting  that  the  public  tends  to 
forget  the  disappointments  it  may  have  had 
at  the  box  office  and  to  rate  the  probabilities 

of  any  coming  attraction  by  the  past  per- 
formance of  entertainment." 

Mr.  Peterson  is  an  advocate  of  the  policy 

of  playing  strictly  to  the  great  common  peo- 

ple, as  the  consistent  paying  patrons.^  "When I  started  in  the  business  I  thought  it  would 
be  policy  to  go  after  the  big  shots  in  every 

community,  but  that's  wrong.  They  only 
come  once  in  a  while,  and  when  they  do 
they  want  to  own  the  house.  They  are  the 
ones  that  make  kicks  and  special  demands, 

too." 
K/R.  PETERSON'S  organization  is  the 
'VJ  northern  neighbor  of  the  Gibraltar 
circuit,  both  alike  having  their  booking  offi- 

ces in  Denver.  The  Black  Hills  concern  has 
ten  houses  in  the  Dakota-Nebraska  country. 

Just  incidentally,  after  a  preview,  he  has  de- 

cided that  they  won't  be  looking  at  "The 
Plainsman"  in  Deadwood  and  that  region, 
because  the  Black  Hills  country  will  not,  in 

his  opinion  and  that  of  his  committee,  stand 

for  the  screen's  somewhat  euphemistic, 
enameled  and  manicured  lily  version  of 

"Calamity  Jane."  The  still  young  tradition 
of  the  lady  is  not  as  sweetly  scented  as 

Hollywood  seems  to  have  decided  to  repre- 
sent her.  "We  do  not  want  our  people  to 

get  started  laughing  at  serious  pictures," 
says  Mr.  Peterson.  "It  will  do  better  where 
they  do  not  know  Calamity  Jane  in  such  a 

personal  sort  of  way." 
Mr.  Peterson  and  his  circuit  find  Motion 

Picture  Herald  and  its  services  important 

to  their  operations  and  files  of  the  publica- 
tion are  maintained  for  continual  reference 

to  reviews,  and  advance  attentions  in  the 

"Cutting  Room"  pages  and  the  Release 
Chart.  "We  keep  the  Herald  for  five  years 
back,"  he  remarked,  "and  there  are  stacks 
of  years  before  that  in  the  basement  where 
once  in  a  while  we  hunt  out  something. 

"The  Better  Theatres  section  gets  first 

attention  in  my  office,"  he  added.  "We  have 
to  have  it  to  keep  house.  We  are  always 
looking  for  new  and  better  bits  of  equipment, 
and  when  it  comes  to  building  and  remodel- 

ing I  get  together  a  set  of  clippings  of  lob- 
bies and  other  details  from  Better  Theatres, 

paste  them  up  and  take  them  to  my  architect 
in  Chicago  and  tell  him,  T  want  it  to  look 

like  this.'  " 

Camera  Clean-Up 

THE  year-end  week  witnessed  comple- tion   of   thirteen   features    and  com- 

mencement of  shooting  on  six.  Prod- 
uct of  promise  distinguished  both  divisions. 

Completed  work  was  generally  distributed ; 

eleven  studios  accounting  for  the  baker's dozen  films  finished.  Radio  finished  two. 

The  first,  "Michael  Strogoff,"  an  adaptation 
of  Jules  Verne's  famous  novel  and  play, 
stars  the  European  dramatic  artist,  Anton 
Walbrook,  in  the  title  role.  The  supporting 
cast  includes  Margot  Grahame,  Elizabeth 
Allen,  Akim  Tamiroff,  Fay  Bainter,  Eric 

Blore,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  Paul  Harvey,  Mur- 
ray Kinnell,  Edward  Brophy,  Frank  M. 

Thomas,  Doris  Lloyd,  Michael  Visaroff, 
Francis  McDonald  and  Oscar  Apfel.  George 
Nichols,  Jr.,  directed.  Completed  also  for 

this  company's  release  is  the  David  Loew 
production,  "When's  Your  Birthday?"  Joe E.  Brown  is  featured  with  Marian  Marsh. 

Two  pictures  likewise  were  finished  by 
Columbia.  Being  considered  with  optimistic 

expectancy,  "When  You're  in  Love,"  roman- tic drama  with  music,  will  present  Grace 

Moore,  Cary  Grant,  Aline  MacMahon,  Hen- 
ry Stephenson,  Catherine  Doucet,  Edgar 

Kennedy,  Gerald  Oliver  Smith,  Barnett  Par- 
ker, Marcelle  Corday,  William  Pawley,  Billy 

Gilbert,  Emma  Dunn  and  George  Peace. 
Harry  Lachman  and  Robert  Riskin  share 

direction  credit.  In  "Freedom  for  Sale," 
drama,  Paul  Kelly,  Rosalind  Keith  Thurs- 

ton Hall,  John  Spacey,  Al  Hill,  Arthur  Loft, 
Leona  Maricle  and  Leora  Thatcher  will  be 
seen.   C.  C.  Coleman,  Jr.,  directed. 

Conn  Studios  completed  "Diamonds  vs. 
Bullets,"  drama,  in  which  Frankie  Darro, 
Kane  Richmond  and  June  Gale  are  the  prin- 

cipals 

K/AJOR  Pictures  brought  "Happiness 
Preferred,"  comedy  romance,  in  under 

the  wire.  Directed  by  Robert  Florey,  it  fea- 
tures Warren  William,  Karen  Morley,  Lew- 

is Stone,  Jackie  Moran,  Christian  Rub  and 
Esther  Dale. 

At  MGM  "Dangerous  Number,"  comedy 
drama,  finished.  Robert  Young  and  Ann 
Sothern  are  starred. 

.  Paramount  finished  "Clarence,"  a  domes- 
tic comedy  based  on  a  popular  Booth  Tar- 

kington  story  and  play.  The  cast  is  com- 
posed of  Roscoe  Karns,  Charlotte  Wynters, 

Johnny  Down,  Eleanore  Whitney,  Gene  Pal- 

lette,  Spring  Byington  and  Richard  Powell. 
George  Archainbaud  directed. 

"Top  of  the  Town,"  new  Universal's  most 
pretentious  effort  to  date,  was  moved  to  the 
cutting  room.  A  fantastic  musical  comedy 
romance,  it  features  George  Murphy  and 
Doris  Nolan  in  the  leading  roles 
For  United  Artists  release  Selznick  Inter- 

national finished  "A  Star  Is  Born."  A  mod- 
ern Hollywood  comedy,  the  film  was  shot  in 

Technicolor.  Janet  Gaynor  is  starred  with 
Fredric  March.  Adolphe  Menjou  is  among 
those  in  support. 

Direct  production  activities  were  ended 

on  "Old  Lady  Ironsides,"  Republic,  New 
Year's  Eve.  The  cast  includes  Alison  Skip- 
worth,  Polly  Moran,  Donald  Cook,  Hope 
Manning,  James  Morton,  Harry  Burns,  Luis 
Alberni,  Maxie  Rosenbloom,  Jackie  Searl, 
Donald  Haines  and  Mickey  Mortin.  Phil 
Rosen  directed. 

At  20th  Century-Fox,  "Step  Lively, 
Jeeves,"  a  P.  G.  Wodehouse  comedy,  was 
completed.  Arthur  Treacher  will  be  seen  in 
the  title  role. 

WWARNER  finished  "The  Case  of  the 
Stuttering  Bishop,"  comedy  mystery 

drama.  The  lengthy  cast  lists  Donald 
Woods,  Ann  Dvorak,  Joseph  Crehan,  Ed- 

ward McWade,  Mira  McKinney,  Linda 
Perry,  Tom  Kennedy,  Veda  Ann  Borg, 
Douglas  Wood,  Anne  Nagel,  George  Lloyd. 

Of  the  two  films  started  by  Radio,  "Step- 
ping Toes"  (tentative  title)  is  undoubtedly 

the  more  important.  A  singing,  dancing 
musical  being  produced  on  lavish  scale,  it 

will  feature  Ginger  Rogers  with  Fred  As- 
taire.  Currently  included  in  the  cast,  with 
many  more  to  be  added,  are  Edward  Everett 
Horton,  Eric  Blore,  Harriet  Hoctor  and 

Margot  Grahame.  Mark  Sandrich  is  direct- 

ing. The  second  feature,  "China  Passage," dramatic  romance,  will  present  Constance 
Worth,  Vinton  Haworth,  Gordon  Jones, 
Leslie  Fenton,  Dick  Elliott,  Alice  Craig, 

George  Irving  and  Frank  M.  Thomas.  Ed- 
ward Killy  is  directing. 

"Whether  or  No,"  dramatic  romance  with 
considerable  comedy  content,  was  started  by 
Columbia.  The  cast  lists  Ralph  Bellamy,  Ida 

Lupino,  Ralph  Forbes,  Walter  Connolly, 
Granville  Bates,  James  Flavin  and  Edward 
McWade.  Alfred  E.  Green  is  directing. 

Paramount  started  "Internes  Can't  Take 
Money,"  a  drama.  With  Alfred  Santell  di- 

recting, the  cast  presently  includes  Barbara 
Stanwyck,  Joel  McCrea,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Stan- 

ley Ridges,  Gaylord  Pendleton,  and  Irving 
Bacon. 

Universal's  contribution  to  the  new  work 
is  "We've  Had  Our  Moments,"  a  modern 
comedy  romance.  The  film  reunites  Sally 
Eilers  and  James  Dunn  in  the  leading  roles. 

Sixth  of  the  new  films  is  Republic's 
"Without  a  Net,"  romance  and  drama 
against  an  adventure  background.  It  will 
present  June  Travis,  Donald  Cook,  Willard 
Robertson,  Betty  Compson  and  Charlie 
Murray  as  principals.  John  Auer  is  directing. 
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Walsh-Mann  Theatre,  with  Re- 

duced 'Ad'  Rate  and  No  Free 

Space,  Increases  Its  Grosses 

"Free"  publicity,  review  "plugs"  and 
gratis  art  displays  in  newspapers  are  virtu- 

ally valueless  in  cities  having  populations 
of  100,000  and  under,  according  to  the  con- 

clusions reached  by  California  independent 
owners  after  a  three-year  experiment.  This 
conclusion  is  considered  contrary  to  the  be- 

liefs of  most  exhibitors,  who  for  years  have 
been  putting  press  agentry  pressure  on  their 

local  papers  for  "free"  space  on  the  stars 
and  the  pictures  playing  their  theatres. 

Concluding  an  experiment  started  in  1934, 

Morgan  Walsh  and  George  Mann,  well- 
known  operators  of  a  sizeable  circuit  of 
theatres  in  northern  and  central  California, 

have  definitely  decided  that  theatre-page 

publicity  "plugs"  exert  little  or  no  influence 
on  the  theatre-buying  public  in  small  cities 
and  towns. 

The  Walsh-Mann  Redwood  Theatres 

Company  cites  auditors'  figures  covering 
the  three-year  period  to  show  that  gener- 

ously increased  advertising  lineage  used 
without  any  publicity  stories  or  pictorial 
display  substantially  increased  the  income 
of  its  three  theatres  in  the  unnamed 

central  California  city  where  the  experi- 
ment was  conducted.  The  increase  in  that 

place,  which  has  a  20,000  population,  is 

said  to  have  been  entirely  out  of  propor- 
tion to  the  normal  business  increase  en- 

joyed by  all  the  opposition  houses  which 
also  had  the  advantages  of  reviews,  stories 

and  publicity  pictures  in  the  press. 

Walsh  and  Mann,  through  Redwood,  op- 
erate the  Minor  theatre,  at  Areata;  Wil- 
liams, at  Dinuba ;  Liberty,  Rialto  and  State, 

at  Eureka;  State,  at  Fort  Bragg;  Fortuna, 
in  Fortuna,  and  the  State  in  Ukiah,  all  in 
California.  They  have  interests  in  addi- 

tional houses  in  California  and  Oregon  in 
association  with  others. 

Their  figures  compiled  during  the  experi- 
ment show  that  during  1933  a  total  of  4,- 

550  inches  of  advertising  was  used  by  the 
three  Walsh-Mann  theatres  in  the  city 
chosen  in  the  test.  Free  reviews,  stories 
and  publicity  of  various  sorts  were  included, 
with  payment  made  to  the  newspapers  on 
a  basic  rate  of  $1.25,  scaling  down  to  85 
cents  an  inch  with  the  increased  use  of 
space. 

The  Redwood  theatre  men  proposed  to 
the  advertising  manager  of  the  local  news- 

paper that  their  three  theatres  be  given  a 
flat  rate  of  58  cents  an  inch  for  advertise- 

ments, but  entirely  without  any  publicity 
representation  on  the  motion  picture-drama 
page.    The  offer  was  accepted. 

Under  the  58-cent  inch  rate,  the  three 
theatres  used  8,200  inches  in  1934,  10,300 
in  1935,  and  nearly  20,000  in  1936,  to  date, 
at  an  approximate  reduction  of  one-third 
their  previous  advertising  rate. 

Then,  despite  the  complete  absence  of  pic- 
tures and  free  stories,  Walsh  and  Mann 
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say,  the  added  space  which  they  were  able 
to  purchase  at  the  reduced  rate  so  domi- 

nated the  drama  section  that  their  theatres 

have  played  consistently  to  better  grosses 
than  have  the  other  houses  in  the  district. 

The  frank  conclusions  of  Mr.  Walsh  and 
Mr.  Mann  come  at  a  time  when  dozens  of 

daily  newspapers  everywhere  are  attempt- 

ing to  enforce  strict  bans  on  "free"  pub- 
licity as  such.  The  idea  has  been  received 

by  exhibitors  with  misgivings  and  has 
brought  bitterly  contested  results  in  many 
cities. 

PeterMagaro  Dies; 

Pioneer  Exhibitor 

Peter  Magaro,  pioneer  motion  picture 
operator  in  Harrisburg,  Pa.,  and  who,  in 
1906,  opened  his  first  film  exchange  in 
Central  Pennsylvania,  died  last  Saturday 
morning  in  the  Riverdale  Hospital,  Miami, 
Fla.  He  had  been  ill  since  the  summer  of 
1935,  when  he  was  severely  injured  in  an 
automobile  accident  near  Atlantic  City, 
N.  J.  He  was  at  one  time  rated  as  a 
millionaire  and  was  nationally  known  in 
the  industry,  having  once  been  a  member 
of  the  executive  board  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Operators  of  America. 
Mr.  Magaro,  born  in  Naples,  Italy,  in 

1880,  came  to  Harrisburg  in  his  youth  and 
started  life  as  a  newsboy.  He  established  a 
burlesque  theatre  there  early  in  the  present 
century.  He  introduced  pictures  in  Harris- 

burg and  shortly  afterwards  built  up  a  chain 
of  theatres  in  nearby  towns,  including 
Mechanicsburg,  Steelton,  Carlisle,  Newport, 
Newville  and  Lewistown.  In  1914  he  bought 
the  Star  theatre  in  Market  Street,  opposite 
the  Pennsylvania  railroad  station  approach, 
and  in  1921  rebuilt  the  theatre  at  an  ex- 

penditure of  $250,000  and  changed  the  name 
to  the  New  Regent.  In  1925  he  sold  this 
theatre  to  the  late  Marcus  Loew,  and  it  has 

ever  since  been  operated  as  Loew's  Regent, 
Mr.  Magaro  made  frequent  trips  back  to 

his  native  Italy  and  took  pride  in  the  fact 
that  he  was  several  times  received  by  Pre- 

mier Mussolini,  who  presented  him  with  an 
autographed  photograph.  He  is  survived  by 
his  widow,  a  son,  Peter,  Jr.,  two  years  old, 
and  a  daughter  by  a  former  marriage.  Burial 
will  be  in  Harrisburg. 

Legion  of  Decency 

Lists  Six  Pictures 

Of  six  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classi- 
fied by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency 

during  the  current  week  five  were  approved 
for  general  patronage  and  one  was  classed 
as  unobjectionable  for  adults.  The  listing 
follows. 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage:   "The  Great  O'Malley,"  "One 
in  a  Million,"  "Reckless  Buckaroo,"  "Sand- 
flow,"  "White  Legion."  Class  A-2,  Unobjec- 

tionable for  Adults  :  "Friesennot"  (German). 
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Crime  Films  Seen 

No  More  Harmful 

Than  Literature 

Detective,  murder  and  adventure  stories 
and  stories  of  crime  when  depicted  on  the 
motion  picture  screen  have  no  more  effect 
on  young  audiences  than  similar  stories 
which  are  widely  read  in  book  form,  accord- 

ing to  a  British  chief  justice,  Lord  Hewart. 

Speaking  at  the  annual  dinner  of  the 
British  Kinematograph  Society,  Lord 
Hewart  said  that  those  who  object  to  such 

pictures  fear  that  "adventures  of  passion 
and  crime,  when  they  are  portrayed  before 
the  eyes  of  young  persons,  tempt  them  to 
pursue  irresponsible  and  reckless  lives,  so 
that  shortly  the  world  may  be  expected  to 
become  a  deplorable  hive  of  murder,  elope- 

ment and  blackmail." Answering  this  argument  the  chief  justice 
said : 

"Well,  generations  of  men  have  in  their 
youth  read  hair-raising  stories  of  detection 
and  adventure.  Their  sympathies,  if  they 
were  healthy  and  wise,  were  no  doubt  often 
on  the  side  of  the  criminal  in  his  effort  to 

escape.  They  sometimes  preferred  perhaps 
the  qualities  of  the  pirate  or  the  burglar  to 
the  dismal  proprieties  of  their  victims  or  the 
cultivated  suavity  of  the  police. 

"There  is  something  to  be  said  for  Bill 
Sikes  and  his  kind.  And  the  criminal  who 
exhibits  heroic  qualities  may  naturally  be 

a  more  popular  figure  in  fiction  than  the 
persons  whose  virtues  and  piety  remain  un- 
dimmed  and  unattractive  from  the  first  page 
to  the  last.  Yet  it  is  seldom  suggested  that 
children  who  read  works  of  that  kind,  many 
of  them  to  be  numbered  among  the  classics 

of  literature,  are  thereby  encouraged  to  en- 
tertain evil  designs  or  to  indulge  in  criminal 

practices." 

Lord  Hewart  reminded  his  audience  that 
if  films  of  crime  and  adventure  have  one 
feature  in  common  it  is  that  in  the  end  the 
criminal  is  brought  low  and  virtue  triumphs. 

"If  virtue  triumphed  in  actual  life  as  regu- 
larly as  on  the  films  this  world  might  be  an 

easier  place  both  to  police  and  understand," he  said. 

Regarding  the  fear  on  the  part  of  some 
would  be  censors  that  it  is  not  good  for  the 
masses  to  be  introduced  to  the  luxuries  and 
extravagances  which  the  films  often  depict, 

the  chief  justice  said  that  "the  world  con- sists neither  of  classes  nor  masses  but  of 

individuals."  He  added  that  "it  might  per- 
haps be  thought  to  be  of  some  slight  service 

to  give  people  relief,  if  only  for  a  few  hours, 
from  the  drabness,  the  routine  and  the  limi- 

tations of  their  ordinary  lives." 
Continuing  this  argument  the  speaker  said : 

"Why  should  it  be  suggested  that  these 
things  are  harmless  in  books  but  harmful 
on  the  screen?  And  why  seek  to  eliminate 
from  human  nature  the  interest  which  most 
men  and  women  seem  to  take  in  an  atmos- 

phere that  is  free  from  care  and  luxurious 

beyond  the  dreams  of  avarice?" 

13  Theatres  Get  RCA  Sound 

Arrangements  have  been  completed  with 
RCA  Photophone  for  replacement  of  sound 
equipment  in  13  theatres  of  the  Fanchon 
&  Marco  circuit  with  High  Fidelity  ap- 

paratus. 

EXHIBITORS  FI
ND  "FREE" 

PUBLICITY  VALUELESS 



Let's  Have  Your  Reaction 

on  Paramount's 

JOHN  MEADE'S  WOMAN 

1 

FRANCINE  LARRIMORE 

who  plays  John  Meade's  Woman 

Arrange  to  have  this  picture  screened  for  you  at  once. 

Check  the  actor  or  actress  on  this  page  you  think  does 

the  most  to  make  "JOHN  MEADE'S  WOMAN" 

one  of  the  surprise  hit  pictures  of  the  year  .  .  . 

GEORGE  BANCROFT 

who  plays  John  Meade's  friend 

PYT  PAaP 



Borne  rated  FRANCINE  LARRIMORE in  her 

irst  screen  part  ahead  of  the  popular  screen  star 

Some  said  GEORGE  BANCROFT 

stole  the  picture 

Some  rated  EDWARD  ARNOLD  ahead 

of  FRANCINE  LARRIMORE 

Some  claimed  this  was 

GAIL  PATRICK'S   greatest  role 

But ...  all  arguments  aside . . .  everyone  who  saw 

"JOHN  MEADE'S  WOMAN",  B.  P.  Schulberg's 

newest  picture  for  Paramount,  agreed  that  this 

directorial  job  by  Richard  Wallace  has  some  of 

the  grandest  acting  to  come  out  of  Hollywood 

in  months  .  .  .  plus  one  of  the  most  powerful 

and  dramatic  stories  of  this  or  any  other  year. 

And  everyone  agreed  that  "JOHN  MEADE'S 

WOMAN"  is  one  of  the  Box-Office  Surprises 

of  the  New  Year. 
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ASIDES  ond 

INTERLUDES 
by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

While  great  American  statesmen  have  nickel- 
cigars  named  after  them,  baseball  players  loan 
their  names  to  candy  bars,  and  Broadway  vau- 
devillians  have  their  monikers  affixed  to  ham 
sandwiches,  it  remains  for  our  own  Mary 
Pickford  to  achieve  the  signal  and  single  honor 
of  having  a  fly  named  after  her. 
One  year  and  six  months  ago  William  Lang, 

Toronto,  Canada,  insurance  executive,  arranged 
a  fishing  party  for  Miss  Pickford.  After  the 

li'l  lady  departed  for  California,  Mr.  Lang  cre- 
ated a  fishing  fly  named  in  her  honor.  Its  top 

wing  is  of  feathers  from  the  American  golden 

pheasant,  which  represents  Mary's  golden  hair ; 
a  tiny  shoulder  is  represented  by  a  bit  of  feather 
from  the  blue  chatterbird  of  India.  There  is  a 
flat  silver  body  representing  the  silver  skies  of 

Canada,  Miss  Pickford's  birthplace,  and  a  white 
streamer  of  polar  bear  under  the  feather.  A 
tinge  of  red  from  the  Greek  sparrow  is  at  the 
tail.  Mr.  Lang  presented  the  fly,  encased  in  a 
solid  gold  frame  on  a  silver  satin  background, 
to  Miss  Pickford  at  Pickfair. 
The  other  day  he  arrived  at  New  Orleans 

for  several  days  of  fishing,  and  for  the  occasion 

proudly  displayed  his  own  "Pickford  Fly"  with 
all  of  its  multicolored  contraptions. 

But  Mr.  Lang  did  not  get  a  single  strike,  a 
bite,  or  even  a  nibble. 

Casting  our  eye  over  the  field  of  American 
education  to  determine  to  what  extent  the  mo- 

tion picture  is  being  used  to  teach  in  schools 
of  higher  learning,  we  discovered  that  Duke 
University,  at  Durham,  North  Carolina,  is 
conducting  a  course  for  its  young  lady  students 
on  how  to  raise  and  lower  windows  with  ease 

and  grace.  The  course  is  titled  "Body 
Mechanics." V 

Dave  Rubinoff  and  his  violin  stopped  a 
sandwich  man  on  Broadway  and  asked  him 
why  he  was  wearing  blank  sandwich-boards. 
"I'm  sustaining,"  he  answered,  "and  I'm  look- 

ing for  a  sponsor." V 

Little  do  the  outsiders-looking-in  realise  the 
depth  of  the  new  relationship  between  Germany 
and  Italy.  Both  have  even  matched  notes  on 
musical  sound  equipment  science  and  have  pro- 

duced, in  Germany,  the  Musiknotenschreibmas- 
chine,  and,  in  Italy,  the  Dactylomusico graph. 

V 

Fred  Stern,  in  London,  reminds  that  the 
Tyrolean  hat  so  frequently  seen  on  stage  and 
screen  has  definite  utility  in  Europe,  where 
it  serves  an  important  purpose.  It  is  worn 
in  the  mountains  so  that  the  Tyrolean 
wearer  shall  not  be  mistaken  for  chamois 
and  ruthlessly  shot  down. 

But  there's  no  protection  for  the  chamois 
who  are  so  frequently  shot  down  in  mistake 
for  Tyroleans  during  the  yodeling  season. 

V 

"Little"  Mickey  {Freckles)  Daniels,  he  of 
the  original  Hal  Roach  "Our  Gang"  tribe,  re- 

turned the  other  day  to  the  Roach  studios  in 

California  to  appear  in  another  "Gang"  comedy, 
for  old  times  sake.  Mickey  is  22,  towers  six 
feet,  and  shows  more  red  hair  than  in  the  old 
days.  He  now  has  so  many  freckles  that  if 

he'd  pull  them  a  bit  closer  together  he'd  have a  swell  tan! 

Federal  legislators  have  been  affected 
pleasurably  by  the  tonal  emanations  from 
the  deft  acoustical  treatments  of  our  best 
motion  picture  theatres  in  Washington,  and 
oft  have  wondered  whether  the  same  scien- 

tific treatments  could  not  be  given  to  some 
of  their  legislative  halls  where  the  noises  of 

bellowing  lawmakers  make  a  din  that's  un- surpassed. Taking  their  cue,  then,  from 
modern  motion  picture  assembly,  a  group 
of  the  more  passive  Washington  gentry 
have  arranged  to  greet  their  colleagues  at 
the  opening  of  Congress,  this  week,  with 
a  completely-silenced  dining  room  in  the 
House  of  Representatives. 

Last  January,  Representative  Allen  Tread- 
way,  Republican,  of  Massachusetts,  arose  in 
the  middle  of  a  block  booking  debate,  or 
something,  and  cried  from  the  floor  of  the 

House:  "May  I  inquire  whether  any  effort has  ever  been  made  in  connection  with  the 
House  restaurant  to  lessen  the  noise  of 

rattling  dishes,  floor  noises  and  so  forth?" Lawmakers  fresh  from  the  restaurant 

bedlam  below  gave  their  undivided  atten- 
tion, cancelling  from  their  collective  mind, 

for  the  moment,  the  more  weighty  problems 

of  the  nation's  future. 
Money  was  not  available  immediately,  but 

when  the  second  deficiency  bill  came  up, 
they  managed  to  wiggle  an  appropriation  out 
of  the  millions  allotted  for  federal  motion 
picture  projects,  federal  theatre  projects, 
Sinclair  Lewis  projects,  etc. 

Vigorously-sipped  soup  that  has  echoed 
through  the  dining  room  in  torrential  tones 
will  now  sound  like  a  gentle  tingle  from  a 
delicately  tuned  zither  played  by  the  first 
zitherer  of  the  Music  Hall  Symphony  Or- 

chestra. The  crass  touch  of  spoon  metal 
against  crockery,  which  once  drove  legislators 
to  distraction,  now  will  give  a  melodiouos 
effect  akin  to  the  fondling  of  a  muted  violin string. 

V 

They  say  that  Ferde  Grofe,  the  composer,  is 

completing  a  tone-poem,  "Hollywood  Ballet," 
which  will  be  presented  shortly  at  Carnegie 
Hall.  It  depicts,  musically,  an  average  day  on  the 
lot  of  a  big  movie  studio.  The  other  afternoon 
Mr.  Grofe  telephoned  Mervyn  Le  Roy  at  War- 

ners' studio  in  California  to  get  an  idea  of  the 
daily  routine  of  an  important  film  director.  Mr. 

LeRoy's  secretary  answered  the  phone.  She 
was  asked :  "What  is  Mr.  LeRoy's  schedule  for 

today?" 

"Today,"  she  replied,  "Mr.  LeRoy  is  seeing 
his  dentist  in  the  morning  and  in  the  after- 

noon he's  supervising  a  change  in  his  swim- 

ming pool." 
V 

Leonard  Lyons,  of  Broadway,  was  a  guest 

of  Connie  Immerman  at  Connie's  Broadway 
dining-and-dancing  Cotton  Club,  when  Con- 

nie accepted  a  telephone  reservation  for  a 
gentleman  whose  first  name  was  Rex,  but 
whose  second  name  Connie  could  not  grasp. 
After  the  supper-show,  Connie  finally  de- 

cided upon  the  man's  identity,  rushed  to  his 
office  and  secured  a  copy  of  the  newest  book 
by  Rex  Beach,  author  of  many  a  novel 
turned  into  films.  Connie  brought  the  book 

to  the  guest's  table  and  asked:  "Won't  you 
autograph  your  work,  Mr.  Beach?"  "My 
name  isn't  Beach,"  was  the  reply,  "but  I'll 
be  glad  to  autograph  my  work.  Bring  me 

your  icebox — I'm  Rex  Cole!" 

The  Dionne  quintuplets  are  not  always  the 
honey-and-sugar  sweeties  pictured  by  Fox  Films 
in  its  series  of  Dionne  quintuplets  feature  pic- 

tures. 01'  Doctor  Dafoe  up  there  in  Callander, 
Ontario,  must  needs  use  a  "club"  on  the  kids 
once  in  a  while  to  keep  'em  under  control. 

Cecile,  for  instance,  got  the  idea  the  other 
day  that  it  was  very  effective,  in  her  spats  with 
her  sisters,  suddenly  to  lean  down  and  take  a 
good,  big  bite  out  of  one  of  them.  And  we 
don't  mean  a  little  bite.  It  wasn't  very  long before  Annette  caught  on  to  the  same  idea  of 
attack  and  started  to  do  a  little  biting  on  her own — on  her  sisters. 

So,  Doctor  Dafoe  looked  to  a  small,  entirely 
barren  room  in  the  nursery  hospital,  and  when 
Cecile  and  Annette  continued  their  man-eating 
careers,  the  nurses  simply  took  them,  one  at 
a  time,  and  shut  them  up  in  this  solitary  con- 

finement. Next  time  the  Doc  is  going  to  put them  out. 

Nor  does  Doctor  Dafoe's  troubles  end  there, 
for  hundreds  of  moviegoers  have  written  him 

to  say  that  it's  really  too  bad  that  the  children's 
eyelashes  are  touched  up  with  mascara  before 
being  photographed  by  Fox  Film.  The  quin- 

tuplets have  naturally  long  eyelashes,  and  no 
makeup  has  ever  been  used  in  photographing them. 

V 

Maureen  O'Sullivan  takes  her  "Tarsan"  act- 
ing with  Johnny  IVeissmuller  in  a  serious  vein. 

The  Metro  actress  has  just  ordered  a  sun  deck 
built  above  the  play  room  in  her  Beverly  Hills 
home.  The  only  means  of  entrance  will  be 
from  the  tree  tops,  or  a  ladder,  or  something. 

V 
Last  week  the  Rex  theatre  in  Spokane, 

Washington,  played  "Ecstacy"  —  FOR ADULTS  ONLY.  This  week  they  have 
"SHAME." 

V 
Mack  Sennett  may  be  called  to  Spain  any 

minute  to  conduct  the  civil  war.  General 
Franco  is  offering  bananas,  loads  of  them,  in 
trade  for  boots.  Ted  Cook  immediately  shot 
back  word  that  Franco  should  keep  the  bananas, 
and  have  Mack  Sennett's  slapstick  gang  drop  the 
skins  from  airplanes  on  to  the  streets  of 
Madrid. 

V 
Paramount  advertisements  in  the  trade  press 

of  late  have  been  screaming  the  question: 
"WHO  is  Dorothy  Lamour?" 
Whitney  Bolton,  not  Paramount,  supplies  the 

answer: 

A  Chicago  night  club  "torch"  singer  was seen  some  months  ago  by  a  Paramount  talent 
scout  from  New  York.  He  kept  her  in  mind. 
After  a  while  she  came  to  New  York  with  a 
band  and  sang  with  it  in  a  local  night  club. 
The  Paramount  talent  scout  saw  her  again, 
sent  for  her.  She  could  sing,  he  concluded,  but 

couldn't  act  for  apples.  So  he  put  her  into 
Paramount's  we-hope-it-develops  talent  school 
at  a  cost  to  Paramount  of  about  $50  a  week. 
She  was  there  11  weeks,  and  had  six  or  more 
weeks  to  go  before  even  a  test  was  to  be  made. 

The  gal  got  impatient,  quietly  got  herself  an 
agent.  She  and  the  agent  flew  to  Hollywood 
and  did  a  high-pressure  act,  with  the  result  that 
the  Coast  office  signed  her.  Her  tale  was  that 
another  big  studio  was  after  her  services.  Sev- 

eral days  later  Paramount  in  Hollywood 
learned  that  the  home  office  in  Nezv  York  had 

her,  and  for  about  $500  a  week — less! 
WHO,  indeed,  is  Dorothy  Lamour? 
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MEXICAN  PRODUCERS 

ASK  LEGISLATIVE  AID 

Seek  More  Theatres  to  Show 

Product,  and  Reduced  Taxes, 

to  Offset  Foreign  Films 

by  JAMES  LOCKHART 
in  Mexico  City 

Organized  Mexican  motion  picture  makers 
again  are  viewing  with  alarm  the  landslide 
competition  from  foreign  films,  especially 
American.  Asserting  that  imported  films 
monopolize  this  market,  as  96  per  cent  of 
pictures  exhibited  in  Mexico  are  foreign  and 
that  of  the  500  shown  each  year  in  the  nat- 

ional capital  but  20  are  home  made,  the 
Mexican  Motion  Picture  Producers  Union 

has  petitioned  the  Mexico  City  government 
to  toss  the  domestic  industry  a  lifebelt  in  the 
form  of  some  regulation  which  will  afford 
more  cinemas,  or  even  theatres,  for  the  ex- 

hibition of  home-made  pictures,  and  in  re- 
duced taxation. 

The  Union  says  that  distributors  of  for- 
eign films  take  over  the  programs  of  most 

Mexican  City  cinemas  for  as  long  as  a  year 
in  advance,  and  urges  the  civic  government 
to  act  pronto  to  give  Mexicans  an  exhibition 
break  in  1937,  as  distributors  of  imported 
pictures  now  are  busy  lining  up  the  houses 
for  next  year. 

Taxation,  says  the  Union,  is  a  propor- 
tionately greater  burden  for  the  Mexicans 

than  it  is  for  the  foreigners.  It  asserts  that 

oftimes  the  government  embargoes  Mex- 
ican pictures  because  of  defaults  in  tax 

payments,  a  circumstance  that  is  certainly 
not  encouraging  for  the  home  industry 
and  smacks  much  of  the  old  tale  of  the 

goose  and  the  golden  eggs. 

The  way  things  now  stand,  much  needed 
capital  shies  clear  of  the  Mexican  produc- 

tion industry,  the  Union  charges. 
V 

The  Mexican  government  is  sponsoring 
exhibition  of  another  series  of  Russian  pic- 

tures. The  first  is  "Sailors  of  Krondstadt." 
It  is  being  shown  at  the  Teatro  Hidalgo, 
Mexico  City,  a  government  operated  theatre, 
at  the  cut  rate  price  scale  of  seven  to  14 
cents. 

V 

The  new  national  film  censors  have  dem- 
onstrated that  their  rules  apply  as  much  to 

Mexican  pictures  as  they  do  to  foreign.  This 
was  shown  in  the  order  for  much  cutting 
and  renovating  at  considerable  expense  to 

the  producers,  "El  Rosal  Bendito"  ("The 
Blessed  Rose  Bush")  because  it  did  not  con- 

form with  the  ideals  of  the  Mexican  govern- 
ment and  was  not  an  authentic  interpretation 

of  Mexican  customs,  life  and  thought  trends. 

The  board  has  a  woman  member,  appoint- 
ed to  give  a  feminine  viewpoint.  The  ap- 

pointee is  Senorita  Elenea  Sanchez  Valen- 

zuela,  journalist  and  author.  She  is  Mexico's 
first  woman  film  censor. 

Mexico  City's  Chinese  colony  is  protest- 
ing "The  General  Died  at  Dawn/'  which  is 

being  exhibited  in  the  Mexican  capital.  The 
colony  has  asked  the  government  to  order 

extensive  censoring  of  the  film.  It  charges 
that  the  picture  offends  Chinese  dignity  by 
presenting  China  as  a  barbarous  land  and 
Chinese  as  a  grade  lower  than  savages.  This 
is  the  first  protest  Mexico  City  Chinese 
ever  have  made  against  a  picture.  They  have 
been  fond  of  various  Chinese  pictures  and 

were  enthusiastic  about  the  "Fu  Manchu" 

series  and  "Shanghai  Express." V 

Discouraged  by  the  practice  of  American 
producers  either  giving  away  or  selling  at 
very  reduced  rates  their  short  subjects  in 
Spanish  America,  Mexican  producers  have 
decided  to  abandon  making  little  pictures. 
It  seems  that  American  companies  supply 
short  product  to  Latin  America  largely  for 
advertising  purposes. 

V 

These  are  busy  days  for  Mexican  pro- 
ducers, despite  their  plaint  about  wholesale 

foreign  competition.  In  the  Mexico  City 
sector,  all  studios  are  booked  up  to  the  end 
of  February.  Expectations  are  that  1937 
production  will  be  from  30  to  40  pictures, 

all  features.  Production  this  year  will  not  ex- 
ceed 20  features. 

Settlement  is  looked  for  momentarily  in 
the  strike  that  has  lasted  for  several  months 

against  the  studio  of  the  National  Motion 
Picture  Producing  Company,  Mexico  City. 

This  company  made  Mexico's  first  "talkie." 
The  strike  is  for  higher  pay  and  other  con- 
cessions. 

By 

Maury  Cohen  Signed 

RKO  as  Producer 

Maury  Cohen,  president  of  Invincible  Pic- 
tures, has  been  signed  by  RKO  in  Holly- 
wood as  a  producer.  Samuel  J.  Briskin, 

RKO  vice-president  in  charge  of  production, 

announced  that  Mr.  Cohen's  assignments 
will  not  be  limited  to  "B"  pictures,  as  had 
been  reported. 
George  Batcheller,  Jr.,  president  of 

Chesterfield  Pictures,  said  last  week  that  his 

company  would  not  be  affected  by  the  with- 
drawal or  disbanding  of  Invincible.  He 

pointed  out  that  the  companies  were  sepa- 
rate business  organizations  and  that  their 

combination  of  interests  was  limited  to  office 
and  distribution  services. 

Connecticut  Allied  to  Meet 
Allied  Theatres  of  Connecticut  will  meet 

January  12  at  headquarters  in  the  Film 
Building  in  New  Haven.  Dr.  J.  B.  Fish- 
man,  recently  elected  to  represent  Connecti- 

cut on  the  Allied  board  of  directors,  .will 
attend  the  board  meetings  scheduled  for 

January  21-22  in  Baltimore,  and  will  give  a 
report  on  his  return. 

Cowan  Opens  New  Agency 
Harrison  J.  Cowan,  advertising  manager 

for  Dictograph  Products,  Inc.,  is  leaving 
that  organization  to  establish  his  own  ad- 

vertising agency  in  New  York.  Associated 
with  him  will  be  Arnold  Van  Leer,  motion 
picture  publicist,  who  has  been  affiliated  with 
Pickford-Lasky  Productions. 

Paramount  Meet 

Follows  Zukor 

Dinner  on  Coast 

The  management  and  executive  staffs  of 
Paramount  Pictures  will  be  taken  up  with 
two  events  of  note  this  week  in  Hollywood : 

The  company's  own  banquet  in  honor  of  the 
Silver  Jubilee  of  its  board  chairman,  Adolph 

Zukor,  on  Thursday  evening,  at  the  studio, 
and  the  annual  production  conference  of 
executives  and  theatre  partners,  to  be  held 
at  the  Hotel  Ambassador  on  Friday  and Saturday. 

The  banquet  will  be  in  the  studio  and  will 
be  attended  by  all  of  the  players,  producers 

and  directors  on  the  compay's  contract  list, 
executives  from  both  New  York  and  Holly- 

wood, theatre  partners,  exhibitors  and  a 
large  number  of  men  and  women  who  have 
been  associated  with  the  founder  of  Para- 

mount during  the  past  quarter  century. 
The  dinner  will  be  followed  by  a  dance 

and  entertainment  and  the  one-hour  show 
will  be  broadcast  over  a  coast-to-coast  Na- 

tional Broadcasting  Company  network. 
Cecil  B.  DeMille  will  open  the  broadcast 
with  introductory  remarks  and  Jack  Benny 
will  be  master-of-ceremonies.  Stars  sched- 

uled to  appear  include  Ben  Blue,  Bob  Burns, 
Charles  Butterworth,  Bing  Crosby,  Johnny 

Downs,  Dorothy  Lamour,  Carole  Lombard, 
Fred  MacMuray,  Martha  Raye,  Shirley 

Ross,  Gladys  Swarthout,  Eleonore  Whitney 
and  Leopold  Stokowski  and  his  symphony 
orchestra. 

The  annual  production  conference  will  be 
conducted  by  William  LeBaron,  managing 
director  of  production,  with  special  sessions 
in  charge  of  Barney  Balaban,  president ;  Mr. 

Zukor,  and  Neil  Agnew,  vice-president  and 
general  sales  manager.  A  preliminary  sur- 

vey of  Paramount's  product  for  1937-38  will 
be  made  with  special  attention  being  given 
to  several  major  productions  being  planned. 

Executives  from  the  studio  who  will  at- 
tend include  Mr.  Zukor,  Eugene  Zukor,  Mr. 

LeBaron,  A.  M.  Botsford,  Harold  Hurley, 
Bogart  Rogers,  Jeff  Lazarus,  C.  J.  Dunphy, 
Fred  Leahy,  Mel  Shauer,  George  Bagnail, 
A.  C.  Martin,  Henry  Herzbrun,  Jacob 

Karp,  Manny  Wolfe,  Boris  Morros  and  Sam 

Frey. 

Executives  from  New  York  will  include 
Mr.  Balaban,  Mr.  Agnew,  J.  J.  Unger, 

Charles  Reagan,  Russell  Holman,  Austin 

Keough,  Robert  M.  Gillham,  Y.  Frank  Free- 
man, Albert  Deane,  George  Weltner,  John 

Hicks,  Jr.,  Milton  Kusell,  John  Graham  and 
Walter  Cokell. 

Paramount's  theatre  associates  will  in- 
clude John  Balaban,  Chicago;  E.  V.  Rich- 
ards, New  Orleans;  Karl  Hoblitzelle, 

Dallas ;  N.  A.  Nathanson,  Toronto ;  Frank 
Walker,  New  York;  M.  A.  Schlesinger, 
Johannesburg,  South  Africa;  Sam  Pinanski, 
Boston;  Martin  Mullin,  Boston;  A.  H. 
Blank,  DesMoines;  R.  B.  Wilby,  Atlanta; 

J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  Toronto;  Sam  Goldstein, 
Springfield,  Mass.;  M.  A.  Lightman,  Mem- 

phis. 

Meanwhile,  in  New  York,  the  Broadway 

Merchants'  Association  voted  to  give  Mr. 
Zukor  a  testimonial  dinner  in  commemora- 
tio  of  his  silver  anniversary  on  or  about 

January  25. 



fV^**  at**1*  rivaste  THef-^     „«*et  Iao^' 

to- 

II  II 

What  a  trip  for 

tWO  bits!"  said 

Exhibitor  Musselman  of 

the  Princess  Theatre, 

Lincoln,  Nebraska 

J 

EVERYBODY  CAN  TAKE 

A  WINTER  CRUISE  NOW 

Thanks  to  Fitzpatrick's  thrilling  Traveltalks! 

The  selection  of  a  short  subject  on  your  program  is  often 

the  factor  that  sells  your  show  against  competition.  A 

Fitzpatrick  Traveltalk  in  Technicolor  with  exquisite  music 

is- a  breathing- spell  of  beauty  and  fascination  on  a  well- 

balanced  program.  Big  city  or  small  town,  the  folks  watch 

for  the  de  luxe  cruises  to  far-off  places  that  are  so  enjoy- 

able in  the  Fitzpatrick— M-G-M  manner! 

F I TZ  PAT  RICK TRAVE  LTALKS 

in  3 *color  Technicolor!  Pride  of  M-G*M! 

FOR  INSTANCE!  WATCH  FOR 

LllNDIA  ON  PARADEU 

— Taj  Mahal,  greatest  memorial  of  man's 
love  to  woman;  first  time  in  full  3-color 
Technicolor 

— $50,000  gold  plate  on  one  carriage 
— gold  and  silver  cannons 

— 400  white  horses  identically  matched 

— largest  elephants  in  India  with  gold-knitted blankets 

— all  the  wealth  and  grandeur  of  India  in 
beautiful  color  and  music 

Coming:  "THE  RACES  AT  BOMBAY!'? 
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AUSTRALIAN  PRODUCER 

INCREASING  OUTPUT 

Cinesound  Adding  Outdoor 

Film  Unit;  Legion  of  De- 

cency   for  Commonwealth 

by  CLIFF  HOLT 
in  Melbourne 

Despite  the  belief  of  the  company's  direc- 
tors that  the  New  South  Wales  Quota  legis- 

lation has  failed,  Cinesound,  Australia's 
leading  producing  organization,  has  an- 

nounced its  intention  of  continuing  its 

policy  of  regular  and  permanent  production. 

Making  the  announcement  on  behalf  of 

the  Board,  Stuart  F.  Doyle,  managing  direc- 
tor, said  that  Cinesound  intended  to  make 

five  to  six  features  a  year  for  world  distri- 
bution, and  that,  in  addition,  a  second  unit 

will  be  formed  to  concentrate  on  outdoor 

films.  Through  its  affiliations  in  Great  Britain, 

Cinesound  has  opened  up  the  English  mar- 
ket and  expects  to  gain  from  there 

40  per  cent  of  its  costs.  The  balance  will 
come  from  Australia  and  New  Zealand, 

with  the  possibility  of  a  small  amount  from 

foreign  countries,  but  no  revenue  is  ex- 
pected from  the  United  States. 

Features  on  the  1936-37  schedule  are  as 

follows:  "Orphan  of  the  Wilderness,"  "It 
Isn't  Done,"  "Tall  Timbers,"  "Robbery 
Under  Arms,"  "Pearl  of  Price"  and  "Yel- 

low Sands."  Each  picture  will  be  directed 
by  Ken  G.  Hall,  who  has  made  such  a  pro- 

nounced success  of  the  previous  Cinesound 
releases,  almost  all  of  which  have  returned 
profits. 

It  seems  a  little  early  at  this  stage  to  say 
whether  the  Quota  Act  has  actually  failed, 
though  if  it  is  to  succeed  it  is  time  more 
energy  was  shown  by  these  producers  who 
worked  so  enthusiastically  to  bring  it  about. 

There  is  no  possibility  of  the  first  year's 
requirements  having  been  fulfilled;  but  be- 

tween now  and  the  end  of  1937,  investors 
may  acquire  more  confidence  and  local 
cameras  will  then  whirr  happily. 

Of  the  Australian  films  most  recently  re- 
leased the  majority  have  grossed  highly 

satisfactory  returns  in  Sydney,  but  public 

response  hasn't  been  nearly  so  enthusiastic 
in  other  capitals.  "Thoroughbred"  and  the 
Charles  Farrell  vehicle,  "The  Flying  Doc- 

tor," scored  exceptionally  well  in  Sydney, 
but  by  no  means  repeated  that  performance 

in  Melbourne.  The  same  applies  to  "Un- 
civilized," the  Expeditionary  Film  produc- 

tion featuring  the  English  actor,  Dennis 
Hoey. 

V 

"Rose  Marie"  Litigation 
Litigation  continues  between  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  and  J.  C.  Williamson,  Ltd., 
over  the  release  in  Victoria  of  "Rose 

Marie."  Owner  of  the  performing  rights 
except  for  a  reservation  by  the  grantors  of 

"moving  picture  film  rights,"  J.  C.  William- 
son seeks  to  enjoin  MGM  from  exhibiting 

the  play  by  means  of  sound  pictures.  This 
application  was  upheld  when  brought  be- 

fore the  Chief  Justice  of  Victoria  (Sir 
Frederick  Mann),  whose  opinion,  however, 
has  since  been  reversed  by  the  state  full 
court.  It  is  likely  that  J.  C.  Williamson, 
Ltd.,  will  now  take  the  case  before  the  High 
Court  of  Australia. 

V 

Legion  of  Decency  Move 

Decisions  by  the  Roman  Catholic  Hier- 
archy of  Australia,  but  not  yet  officially  pro- 

mulgated, are  tantamount  to  establishment 

of  a  Legion  of  Decency  system  in  the  Com- 
monwealth. According  to  Archbishop  Du- 

hig  of  Brisbane,  one  of  the  leading  figures 
at  the  Adelaide  Conference,  every  Catholic 
once  a  year  will  promise  not  to  attend  films 
considered  offensive  to  truth  and  Christian 

morality.  A  central  national  reviewing 
office  will  be  established  in  Sydney,  and  will 
classify  films  under  three  headings:  (1) 
Those  permitted  to  all;  (2)  Those  permitted 
with  reservations;  (3)  Those  condemned 

as  harmful  or  positively  bad.  Since  condi- 
tions, he  said,  are  much  the  same  in  Aus- 
tralia as  in  America,  the  classifications  of 

the  American  Legion  of  Decency  will  be 
adopted  in  Australia. 

The  Commonwealth  film  censor,  Cress- 

well  O'Reilly,  is  a  lay  preacher  in  the 
Methodist  Church. 

V 

Racing  Competition 

Melbourne  city  and  suburban  theatres  are 
faced  with  serious  Saturday  night  opposi- 

tion by  night  trotting  meetings  with  legal- 
ized betting.  A  bill  licensing  night  trotting 

already  has  passed  through  the  Legislative 
Council  and  little  opposition  is  expected 
from  the  Assembly.  Once  through  the  As- 

sembly it  will  become  law  and  it  is  esti- 
mated that  30,000  potential  theatre-goers 

will  patronize  the  trots  each  Saturday  iight 

meeting.  What  these  folk  will  pay  in  ad- 
missions and  lose  in  betting  transactions 

looks  like  a  decidedly  serious  loss  to  box 
offices.  Financial  interests  behind  the  trot- 

ting enterprise  worked  quietly  and  swiftly 
to  push  it  through  the  Council,  since  the 
Bill  was  on  its  way  to  the  Assembly  before 
the  theatrical  industry  heard  much  more 
than  scant  rumors  that  anything  was  in  the 
wind. 

MPTOA  Session 

Plans  Announced 

The  17th  annual  convention  of  the  Motion 

Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  will  be 
held  at  the  Miami  Biltmore  hotel,  Miami, 

Fla.,  on  March  16th,  17th  and  18th,  and, 

according  to  a  bulletin  of  the  MPTOA 
issued  to  its  members  this  week,  it  is  ex- 

pected to  be  the  largest  national  convention 
of  theatre  owners  ever  held  in  the  United 

States. 
The  theme  of  the  conference  will  be  bet- 

ter theatre  management  and  discussions  will 
be  held  on  improved  theatre  design,  con- 

struction and  equipment;  better  merchan- 
dizing of  motion  picture  entertainment,  and 

ways  and  means  of  increasing  attendance 

and  maintaining  high  standards  of  exhibi- tion. 

A  feature  of  the  meeting  will  be  displays 

and  demonstrations  of  new  theatre  equip- 
ment, construction  materials,  signs  and  ad- 

vertising accessories.  Talks  will  be  given  by 

technicians,  engineers  and  architects  and  the 
members  will  be  invited  to  exchange  views 

on  specific  subjects  in  this  field. 
The  general  business  sessions  will  be  de- 

voted to  discussion  of  trade  practices, 
double  features,  the  music  tax,  the  score 

charge,  overbuying  and  unreasonable  clear- 
ance, radio  competition,  court  decisions, 

pending  legislation,  labor  relations  and  other 
industry  problems. 

Elaborate  social  programs  have  been 
arranged  and  officers  of  the  organization 
have  obtained  special  hotel  rates  for  those 

attending  the  three-day  conference. 

Bringing  Sulu  Print 
G.  F.  Harris,  president  of  Filippine  Film 

Productions,  Inc.,  at  Manila,  will  arrive  in 
Hollywood  early  in  February  with  prints 

of  "Zamboanga,"  feature  made  by  a  crew 
of  25  over  a  period  of  eight  months  among 
the  islands  of  the  Sulu  Archipelago,  between 
Borneo  and  Zamboango.  Three  months 
were   spent   on   underwater   pearl  diving 
scenes. 

Passion  Play  Film  Imported 
The  Golgotha  Corporation,  headed  by 

Captain  George  McL.  Baynes,  has  brought 

the  film  "Golgotha"  to  America  and  has 
completed  an  English  version.  The  picture 
depicts  the  life  of  Jesus  Christ,  and  was 
produced  in  France  by  Jules  Duvivier. 

Newspaper  Critics 

Name  'Best' Films 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's  "Mutiny  on  the 

Bounty"  and  Columbia's  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes 
to  Town"  divided  honors  in  two  newspaper 

critics'  polls  announced  this  week  on  "the best"  of  1936. 

Newspaper  reviewers  in  Film  Daily's  "ten 
best  pictures"  balloting  selected  the  follow- 

ing as  the  best  of  1936: 

"Mutiny  on  the  Bounty,"  MGM;  "Mr. 
Deeds  Goes  to  Town,"  Columbia;  "The 
Great  Ziegfeld,"  MGM;  "San  Francisco," 
MGM ;  "Dodsworth,"  United  Artists- Samuel 
Goldwyn;  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur," 
Warners;  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities,"  MGM; 
"Anthony  Adverse,"  Warners;  "The  Green 
Pastures,"  Warners,  and  "A  Midsummer 
Night's  Dream,"  Warners. 

The  New  York  Film  Critics'  Association 
selected  the  following  as  representing  their 

idea  of  "the  best"  of  the  year : 
"Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town,"  Columbia, 

the  best  English-speaking  picture;  "La  Ker- 
messe  Heroique,"  ("Carnival  in  Flanders"), 
American  Tobis,  the  best  in  the  foreign  lan- 

guage division. The  New  York  critics  also  selected  Luise 
Rainer  for  the  best  female  performance  of 

the  year  award  for  her  work  in  "The  Great 
Ziegfeld"  and  the  best  male  performance 

was  adjudged  to  have  been  Walter  Huston's in  "Dodsworth."  Rouben  Mamoulian  was 
picked  as  having  given  the  best  direction  of 

the  year  in  "The  Gay  Desperado." 
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China  Passage 

(RKO  Radio) 

Mystery  Melodrama 

The  mysterious  theft  of  a  valuable  diamond 
owned  by  a  Chinese  warlord  and  the  subsequent 
attempt  to  smuggle  the  gem  into  the  United 
States,  which  entails  a  welter  of  killings,  is 
combined  with  the  full  quota  of  skullduggery 
and  intrigue  and  with  drama-hued  romance,  to 
form  the  theme  of  this  picture.  It  is  modernly 
timed.  The  locales  are  Shanghai,  aboard  a 
transpacific  liner  where  most  of  the  action  takes 
place,  and  the  San  Francisco  water  front.  The 
story  is  essentially  mystery  drama,  which  has 
a  sort  of  related  topical  significance  as  it  per- 

tains to  things  Chinese  because  of  the  recent 
kidnaping  of  and  releasing  of  Generalissimo 
Chiang  Kai-Shek  by  the  warlord,  Marshal 
Chang. 
While  dealing  in  straight  theatrical  elements, 

the  story,  to  make  good  title  significance,  also 
gives  an  insight  into  operations  of  undercover 
agents  of  the  U.  S.  Customs  Bureau.  The  girl 
in  the  cast,  a  figure  in  most  of  the  dramatic 
incident  and  the  center  of  the  romantic  contrast, 
is  just  such  a  person. 
The  story  is  an  original  by  Talor  Caven. 

The  scenario  is  by  J.  Robert  Bren  and  Edmund 

L.  Hartman.  Bren's  recent  writing  activities 
have  included  "Without  Orders"  and  "High 
Tension."  Hartman  has  been  engaged  with 
lighter  material,  typically  "Champagne  Waltz" 
and  "The  Princess  Comes  Across."  The  direc- 

tion is  by  Edward  Killy,  maker  of  the  recent 

"Wanted,  Jane  Turner." 
A  newcomer,  Constance  Worth,  imported 

from  Australia,  has  the  title  role.  The  hero  is 
Vinton  Haworth,  the  original  Jack  Arnold  of 
the  Myrt  and  Marge  radio  broadcast,  who 

made  an  auspicious  debut  in  "Without  Orders." 
To  achieve  the  proper  story  and  local  atmos- 

phere, several  Chinese  actors  have  important 
parts.  These  are  Philip  Ahn,  Lotus  Long, 
Lotus  Liu,  Moi  Ming  and  Taetsui  Komai. 
Among  familiar  screer*  names  the  cast  also 
lists  Leslie  Fenton,  a  fixture  in  practically  all 
Chinese-localed  films ;  Gordon  Jones,  Frank  M. 
Thomas,  George  Irving,  Joyce  Compton  and 
Dick  Elliott. 

Swing  High,  Swing  Low 

(Paramount) 

Romantic  Drama 

To  be  embellished  with  music  and  drama, 

"Swing  High,  Swing  Low,"  despite  its  back- 
ground trappings,  will  tell  a  straight  romantic 

and  dramatic  story.  Starting  in  Panama,  it 
involves  two  young  persons,  penniless  and  at- 

tractive. The  boy  becomes  somewhat  of  a 
sensation  in  the  entertainment  world  of 

Panama  and  New  York.  Conceited,  self  con- 
scious and  quite  a  bit  swellheaded,  he  forgets 

the  girl  he  married,  who  was  his  inspiration. 
As  rapidly  as  he  skyrocketed  to  fame  he  drops 
to  failure.  In  the  end,  however,  love  and  de- 

votion conquer  misunderstandings  and  happi- 
ness rules  again. 

Fred  MacMurray  and  Carole  Lombard,  who 
achieved  quite  a  measure  of  popularity  as  a 
team  in  "Hands  Across  the  Table"  and  "The 

Princess  Comes  Across,"  and  both  of  whom 
scored  other  individual  successes  in  the  past 
year,  are  starred.  Worthwhile  names  are  noted 
in  the  principal  support:  Charles  Butterworth, 
accomplished  comedian  currently  appearing  in 

"Rainbow  on  the  River;"  Dorothy  Lamour, 
now  in  "The  Jungle  Princess ;"  Jean  Dixon, 
Harvey  Stevens  and  Franklyn  Pangborn. 
Others  filling  atmospheric  and  character  roles 
are  Cecil  Cunningham,  Charles  Arnt,  Anthony 
Quinn,  Henry  Semels,  Christ  Martin,  Charles 
Stevens  and  Ralph  Remley. 

Based  on  a  play  by  George  M.  Watters  and 
Arthur  Hopkins,  the  screen  play  is  by  Oscar 
Hammerstein  II  and  Virginia  Van  Upp.  Music 
and  lyrics  are  by  Sam  Coslow  and  Al  Siegel, 
Leo  Robin  and  Ralph  Rainger,  Charles  Kisko 
and  Siegel  and  Phil  Boutelje.  Dance  effects, 

which  add  to  the  film's  production  quality,  were 
staged  by  LeRoy  Prinz.  The  director,  Mitchel 

Leissen,  recently  completed  "The  Big  Broad- 
cast of  1937." While  it  is  expected  that  MacMurray  will 

entertain  musically  with  his  trumpet,  Miss 
Lombard  will  be  heard  for  the  first  time  as  a 
screen  songstress.  She  will  have  two  vocal 

numbers,  "I  hear  a  Call  to  Arms"  and  "Then 
It  Isn't  Love."  In  addition  to  her  other  con- 

tributions Miss  Lombard  also  will  be  seen  as 
a  night  club  tap  dancer. 

Nancy  Steele  is  Missing 

(20th  Century -Fox) 
Drama 

This  is  the  story  of  a  man  who  commits  a 
heinous  crime  and  lives  to  see  life  play  strange 
tricks  on  him.  It  is  the  story  of  a  desperate 
and  dangerous  man  who  becomes  an  innocent 

victim  of  the  law's  persecution  but  under  the 
lash  of  life  effects  a  moral  regeneration  within 
himself  and  thus  prevents  another  more  vicious 
crime. 

With  story  by  Charles  Francis  Coe,  noted  for 
his  grimly  realistic  material,  the  screen  play  is 
credited  to  Gene  Fowler  and  Hal  Long,  a  pair 
of  writers  exceptionally  accomplished  in  en- 

dowing their  works  with  robust  flavor.  In  con- 
sidering it  from  the  point  of  view  or  adapta- 

bility to  the  two  players  whom  it  features,  Vic- 
tor McLaglen,  Academy  Award  winner,  be- 

cause of  "The  Informer,"  and  Peter  Lorre, 
currently  in  the  dramatic  "Crack-up,"  it  seems 
to  be  ideal  material  which  should  bring  out  the 
best  talents  of  both.  More  by  allusion  than  lit- 

eral display,  it  establishes  McLaglen  as  a  kid- 
naper to  take  him  into  prison  where  for  20 

years  he  guards  his  secret, 
In  setting  McLaglen  and  Lorre  in  the  leading 

roles,  Darryl  Zanuck,  whose  penchant  for 
strong  drama  of  this  character  has  been  ex- 

emplified previously  in  several  films,  especially 
"Les  Miserables,"  also  has  elected  to  support 
the  pair  with  an  exceptionally  strong  cast.  It 
includes,  among  others,  Walter  Connolly,  whose 

child  was  kidnaped;  June  Lang,  McLaglen's victim  and  supposed  daughter ;  Robert  Kent, 
who  shares  the  romantic  contrast  with  her,  and 

Shirley  Deane,  who  eventually  becomes  Lorre's 
tool  in  the  plot.  Other  players,  as  prison  in- 

mates, law  officials  and  townsfolk,  are  Frank 
Conroy,  George  Taylor,  Arthur  Hohl,  John 
Horrington,  Kane  Richmond,  Margaret  Field- 

ing, DeWitt  Jennings,  Allen  Cavan,  George 
Chandler  and  Eric  Wilston. 

History  is  Made  at  Night 

(UA  -  Walter  Wanger) 
Drama 

Although  a  literal  interpretation  of  this  title 
might  suggest  it  is  a  newspaper  story,  it  is  not. 

"History  Is  Made  at  Night"  essentially  is  rom- 
ance. In  Paris,  a  fascinating  stranger  saves  a 

wife  from  a  compromising  situation  but  accident- 
ally kills  a  man  while  doing  so.  Acquaintance- 
ship ripens  into  a  love  that  infuriates  the 

woman's  jealous  husband.  The  man  is  sought 
by  French  police  as  a  murderer  and  kidnaper. 
The  enraged  husband  vows  he  will  send  his 
wife's  lover  to  the  guillotine.  There  is  a  second 
meeting  of  the  man  and  woman  in  New  York. 
An  interlude  shows  the  wrecking  of  a  luxury 
liner  in  an  iceberg  crash.  The  husband  tries  to 
kill  himself  and  eventually  the  murder  suspect 
exonerates  himself,  bringing  happiness  to  the 
woman  and  to  himself. 

The  original  story  is  credited  to  Gene  Towne 
and  Graham  Baker,  a  writer  team  whose  ac- 

complishments favorable  and  otherwise  are 
familiar  to  the  exhibitor  world.  The  direction 
is  by  Frank  Borzage,  credited  with  the  recently 

previewed  "Green  Light"  (Warner)  and  many 
exceptional  productions.  It  is  being  produced 
by  Walter  Wanger. 

Charles  Boyer,  currently  in  "The  Garden  of 
Allah,"  and  Jean  Arthur,  Calamity  Jane  in 
"The  Plainsman,"  are  featured.  The  support- 

ing cast  is  small,  but  it  includes  a  group  of 
tried  and  true  performers.  Prominent  are  Leo 

Carrillo,  currently  appearing  in  "The  Gay 
Desperado,"  Colin  Clive,  Ivan  Lebedeff,  George 
Meeker  and  Lucien  Prival. 

Park  Avenue  Lodger 

(RKO  Radio  -  Hirliman) 

Comedy-Drama 
The  story  told  in  this  production  is  adapted 

from  a  Saturday  Evening  Post  yarn  of  the 
same  title  written  by  Bruce  Hutchinson.  Em- 

bodying drama,  romance  and  comedy,  it  details 
the  adventures  of  a  Park  Avenue  socialite  (a 
roughneck  wrestler  at  heart)  who  is  sent  by  his 
magnate  father  into  the  lumber  camps  to  be 
transformed  from  a  supposed  softie  into  a  rug- 

ged he-man. In  the  lead,  George  O'Brien  has  a  typical 
role.  His  adaptability  to  the  kind  of  part  he 
is  being  called  upon  to  portray  has  been  demon- 

strated over  a  long  series  of  successful  thrill 
action  photoplays.  The  young  woman  whose 
business  he  saves,  and  with  whom  he  falls  in 
love,  is  Beatrice  Roberts,  a  newcomer  to  the 
screen.  Principal  supports  include  Bert  Hanlon, 
Gertrude  Short,  remembered  as  featured  in  the 

famous  "Telephone  Girl"  series,  Willard  Rob- 
ertson, Ward  Bond  and  Robert  Emmett O'Connor. 

The  film  is  the  second  in  the  new  series 

which  O'Brien  is  making  for  George  Hirliman, 
the  first  having  been  "Daniel  Boone."  It  is 
being  directed  by  David  Howard,  at  the  helm 

in  several  recent  O'Brien  pictures.  The scenarists  are  Dan  Jarrett  and  Ewing  Scott. 
Like  Howard,  Jarrett  has  been  associated  with 
many  O'Brien  oictures,  notably  "The  Cowboy 
Millionaire,"  "Border  Patrolman,"  "Whispering 

Smith  Speaks"  and  "Daniel  Boone." 
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THESE  six  cards  tell  the  step-by-step  story 

of  an  exploitation  plan  new  to  motion 

pictures.  Not  a  one  time  stunt  or  a  flash  pro- 

motion, it  works  every  month  right  through 

the  school  year.  Film  Daily  calls  it — "clear  cut 

and  practical  ...  a  guarantee  of  greatly  in- 

creased patronage."  These  cards  are  in  a  man- 
ual that  is  of  box-office  interest  to  every 

exhibitor.  Thousands  have  already  been  dis- 

tributed. If  you  haven't  received  a  copy,  call 

your  nearest  RKO  exchange  immediately  or 

mail  the  coupon  at  the  right. 



PARTIAL  LIST  OF  U.  S.  SCHOOLS  NOW  USING 

THE  PHOTO  REPORTER  EACH  MONTH 

United  Twp.  H.S.  No.  30 
East  Moline,  111. 
Perth  Amboy  High  School 
Perth  Amboy,  N.  J. 
East  Orange  High  School 
East  Orange,  N.  J. 
Central  High  School 
Trenton,  N.  J. 
Teachers  College 
Columbia  University 
New  York,  N.  Y. 
The  Hachley  School 
Tarry  town,  N.  Y. 
Memorial  High  School 
Madison,  Me. 
Lehigh  High  School 
Lehighton,  Pa. 
Hamburg  High  School 
Hamburg,  Pa. 
Orwigsburg  High  School 
Orwigsburg,  Pa. 
Chambersburg  High  School 
Chambersburg,  Pa. 
Wilson  College 
Chambersburg,  Pa. 
Venn  Hall  School 
Chambersburg,  Pa. 
Royersford  High  School 
Royersford,  Pa. 
Wellsboro  High  School 
Wellsboro,  Pa. 
So.  Philadelphia  H.  S. 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 
State  Teachers  College 
East  Stroudsburg,  Pa. 
East  Stroudsburg  H.  S. 
East  Stroudsburg,  Pa. 
East  Stroudsburg  Jr.  H.  S. 
East  Stroudsburg,  Pa. 
Arab  High  School 
Arab,  Ala. 
Everett  Jr.  H.  S. 
San  Francisco,  Calif. 
California  Prep.  School 
Covina,  Calif. 
Chico  High  School 
Chico,  Calif. 
Herbert  Hoover  H.  S. 
Glendale,  Calif. 
Hanford  Union  H.  S. 
Hanford,  Calif. 
Woodrow  Wilson  H.  S. 
Long  Beach,  Calif. 
Frances  E.  Willard  Jr.  H.  S. 
Santa  Ana,  Calif. 
John  Muir  School 
Santa  Monica,  Calif. 
Bacon  Academy 
Colchester,  Conn. 
Greenwich  High  School 
Greenwich,  Conn. 
New  Haven  Com.  H.  S. 
New  Haven,  Conn. 
West  High  School 
Denver,  Colo. 
Mt.  Zion  Seminary 
Mt.  Zion,  Ga. 
Calumet  School 
Chicago,  111. 
Collinsville  Twp.  H.  S. 
Collinsville,  111. 
Monmouth  High  School 
Monmouth,  III. 
Plumb  School 
Streator,  111. 
James  H.  Stewart  School 
Ft.  Wayne,  Ind. 
Hillsboro  High  School 
Hillsboro,  Ind. 

Emmerich  Manual  Training 
High  School 

Indianapolis,  Ind. 
La  Porte  High  School 
La  Porte,  Ind. 
Jackson  Twp.  Rural  School 
Union  City,  Ind. 
Grant  Cons.  School 
Ledyard,  Iowa 
Ledyard  Cons.  School 
Ledyard,  Iowa 
Swea  City  Cons.  School 
Swea  City,  Iowa 
Sacred  Heart  High  School 
Charleston,  W.  Va. 
Triadelphia  High  School 
Wheeling,  W.  Va. 
State  Teachers  College 
Eau  Claire,  Wis. 
Van  Brunt  School 
Horicon,  Wis. 
West  Bend  High  School 
West  Bend,  Wis. 
Hays  High  School 
Hays,  Kan. 
Pikeville  High  School 
Pikeville,  Ky. 
Brunswick  High  School 
Brunswick,  Md. 
Southwestern  Jr.  H.  S. 
Battle  Creek,  Mich. 
Foch  Int.  School 
Detroit,  Mich. 
Hamtramck  High  School 
Hamtramck,  Mich. 
Nokomis  Jr.  H.  S. 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 
Hickman  High  School 
Columbia,  Mo. 
University  of  Missouri 
Columbia,  Mo. 
Univ.  of  Minnesota 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 
Nashua  Jr.  H.  S. 
Nashua,  N.  H. 
Central  School  of 

Business  and  Arts 
New  York,  N.  Y. 
De  Witt  Clinton  H.  S. 
New  York,  N.  Y. 
Akron  High  School 
Akron,  N.  Y. 
James  Madison  H.  S. 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Abraham  Lincoln  H.  S. 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Technical  High  School 
Buffalo,  N.  Y. 
Cedarhurst  School  No.  3 
Cedarhurst,  N.  Y. 
Hillburn  Union  Free  School 
Hillburn,  N.  Y. 
John  Adams  High  School 
Ozone  Park,  N.  Y. 
T.  Roosevelt  School  No.  43 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 
East  High  School 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 
Western  Hills  H.  S. 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 
T onawanda  High  School 
Tonawanda,  N.  Y. 
St.  Augustine  Academy 
Lakewood,  Ohio 
Palmer  Trop.  H.  S. 
Miller  City,  Ohio 
Bridgeport  High  School 
Bridgeport,  Pa. 

Doylestown  High  School 
Doylestown,  Pa. 
Wilson  School 
Erie,  Pa. 
Mahanoy  City  School 
Mahanoy  City,  Pa. 
McAdoo  High  School McAdoo,  Pa. 
Pine  Grove  High  School 
Pine  Grove,  Pa. 
High  School 
South  Williamsport,  Pa. 
Irene  Cons.  Schools 
Irene,  So.  Dak. 
Thomas  Jefferson  H.  S. Richmond,  Va. 
Herkimer  High  School 
Herkimer,  N.  Y. 
Franklin  and  Marshall  Acad. 
Lancaster,  Pa. 
Loudon  High  School 
Loudon,  Tenn. 
Alexandria  High  School 
Alexandria,  Va. 
Elkhorn  High  School 
Elkhorn,  Wis. 
Central  School 
Whitehall,  N.  Y. 
Okla.  Agricultural  and 

Mech.  College 
Stillwater,  Okla. 
Dee  School 
Hood  River,  Ore. 
Washington  High  School 
Portland.  Ore. 
Belmond  High  School 
Belmond,  Iowa 
Coon  Rapids  P.  S. 
Coon  Rapids,  Iowa 
Gardiner  High  School 
Gardiner,  Me. 
High  School 
Oskaloosa,  Kan. 
Roosevelt  Jr.  H.  S. 
Cleveland  Heights,  Ohio 
Duniway  School 
Portland,  Ore. 
Fredericksburg  H.  S. 
Fredericksburg,  Va. 
Westwood  High  School 
Westwood,  Calif. 
Senior  High  School 
Muskegon,  Mich. 
Headland  High  School 
Headland,  Ala. 
Vale  High  School 
Vale,  Ore. 
Grade  School 
Ladd,  111. 
Casey  Ind.  School 
Casey,  Iowa 
High  School 
Joiner,  Ark. 
High  School 
Luxora,  Ark. 
High  School 
Wilson,  Ark. 
Massena  High  School 
Massena,  Iowa 
Glidden  Cons.  School 
Glidden,  Iowa 
Murdoch  High  School 
Winchendon,  Mass. 
Union  Hill  H.  S. 
Union  City,  N.  J. 
Stuart  Public  School 
Stuart,  Iowa 
Orange  High  School 
Orange,  Tex. 

Faribault  Public  Schools 
Faribault,  Minn. 
Springfield  Sr.  H.  S. 
Springfield,  111. Codorus  Twp.  H.  5. 
Glenville,  Pa. 
Western  Jr.  H.  S. 
Somerville,  Mass. 
Benj.  Franklin  School 
Uniontown,  Pa. 
Senior  High  School 
Monett,  Mo. 
Mt.  St.  Ursula 
Bronx,  N.  Y. 
Alfred  Vail  School Morristown,  N.  J. 
Creston  High  School 
Creston,  Iowa 
Watertown  High  School 
Watertown,  N.  Y. 
Central  High  School 
Lansing,  Mich. 
North  High  School 
Syracuse,  N.  Y. 
Wm.  Penn  High  School 
Harrisburg,  Pa. 
Gilmore  City  P.  S. 
Gilmore  City,  Iowa 
Brunswick  High  School 
Brunswick,  Mo. 
Salisbury  High  School 
Salisbury,  Mo. 
Sheboygan  Falls  H.  S. 
Sheboygan  Falls,  Wis. 
Henderson  High  School 
Henderson,  N.  C. 
Sheboygan  High  School 
Sheboygan,  Wis. 
Lidgerwood  P.  S. 
Lidgerwood,  N.  D. 
Morse  High  School 
Bath,  Me. 
Kirby-Smith  School 
Jacksonville,  Fla. Tilden  Tech.  H.  S. 
Chicago,  111. 
Mechcnicsburg  H.  S. 
Mechanicsburg,  Pa. 
Winthrop  College 
Rock  Hill,  S.  C. 
Blytheville  H.  S. 
Blytheville,  Ark. 
Boys  Tech.  H.  S. 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 
Junior  High  School Fremont,  Nebr. 
Roosevelt  High  School 
Birdboro,  Pa. 
Geo.  W .  Brackenridge  H.  S. 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 
Britton  Public  Schools 
Britton,  S.  D. 
Murray  Jr.  H.  S. 
St.  Paul,  Minn. 
Newport  Harbor  Union  H.  S. 
Newport  Beach,  Calif. 
Kohn  High  School 
New  Orleans,  La. 
Kinzua  Public  School 
Kinzua,  Ore. 
Junction  City  School 
Junction  City,  Ohio 
Charleston  High  School 
Charleston,  S.  C. 
Memminger  High  School 
Charleston,  S.  C. 
Tucson  Senior  High  School 
Tucson.  Arizona 

Shelbyville  High  School 
Shelbyville,  111. 
Junior  High  School Anaconda,  Mont. 
Reno  High  School Reno,  Nev. 
University  High  School 
Oakland,  Calif. 
Bloomington  Sr.  H.  S. 
Bloomington,  Ind. 
St.  Helena  Union  H.  S. 
St.  Helena,  Calif. 
Lynbrook  High  School 
Lynbrook,  N.  Y. 
Day  Junior  High  School Newtonville,  Mass. 
Bronxville  Jr.  H.  S. 
Bronxville,  N.  Y. 
Darby  Public  Schools 
Darby,  Pa. 
Community  High  School Morrisonville,  111. 
Durham  Sr.  High  School 
Durham,  N.  C. 
Durham  Jr.  High  School Durham,  N.  C. 
High  School 
Griggsville,  111. 
High  School Auburn,  111. 

High  School Rushville,  111. 
High  School Whitehall,  III. 
High  School Greenfield,  111. 

High  School Waverly,  111. 
High  School 
Casey,  111. 
High  School 
Plymouth,  111. 
High  School Petersburg,  III. 
High  School St.  Elmo,  111. 

High  -School Mason  City,  III. 

High  School Assumption,  III. 
Oxnard  Union  H.  S. 
Oxnard,  Calif. 
Gettysburg  School 
Gettysburg,  Ohio Cerro  Gordo  H.  S. 
Cerro  Gordo,  111. 
Baker  Jr.  H.  S. 
Baker,  Ore. 
New  York  University 
New  York,  N.  Y. Mocksvitte  H.  S. 
Mocksville,  N.  C. 
Winters  Union  H.  S. 
Winters,  Calif. 
Greenville  High  School 
Greenville,  Miss. 
Alhambra  High  School 
Alhambra,  Calif. 
Vocational  High  School 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 
El  Reno  High  School 
El  Reno,  Okla. 
/.  W.  Cooper  H.  S. Shenandoah,  Pa. 

Capitol  Theatre Danville,  Va. 
Tallassee  H.  S. 
Tallassee,  Ala. 

Jefferson  School Billings,  Mont. 
School  No.  76 
Baltimore,  Md. 
Central  School 
Alhambra,  Calif. Illinois  State  Normal  Univ. 
Normal,  111. 
Ceres  Union  H.  S. 
Ceres,  Calif. 
Vermillion  Public  Schools 
Vermillion,  Kan. 
T.  Roosevelt  Jr.  H.  S. 
San  Jose,  Calif. Rockland  High  School Rockland,  Me. 

R.  J.  Reynolds  H.  S. Winston-Salem,  N.  C. 
South  High  School 
Winston-Salem,  N.  C. 
North  High  School Winston-Salem,  N.  C. Salem  College 
Winston-Salem,  N.  C. 
Lenox  School 
Lenox,  Mass. 
Dunkirk  High  School 
Dunkitk,  N.  Y. 

High  School Sheridan,  Ind. 

High  School Kirkland,  Ind. 

High  School 
Packard,  Ind. 

High  School Hillisburg,  Ind. 

High  School Scircleville,  Ind. 

High  School 
Kempton,  Ind. 
High  School Goldsmith,  Ind. 

High  School Arcadia,  Ind. 

High  School Atlanta,  Ind. 

High  School Westfield,  Ind. 

High  School Carmel,  Ind. 

High  School Zionsville,  Ind. 
High  School Whitestown,  Ind. 
School 
Boxley  Town,  Ind. 
Tabor  High  School 
Tabor  City,  N.  C. 
Colfax  Anchor  H.  S. 
Colfax,  111. Cookesville  High  School 
Colfax,  111. Arrowsmith  H.  S. 
Colfax,  111. 
Bibb  Co.  High  School Centerville,  Ala. 
Haleyville  H.  S. 
Haleyville,  Ala. Beaver  Falls  H.  S. 
Beaver  Falls,  Pa. 
Oakland  High  School 
Oakland,  Calif. 
Humboldt  School 
Humboldt,  Iowa 
Union  High  School District  No.  2 

Myrtle  Point,  Ore. Port  Orford  H.  S. 
Port  Orford,  Ore. 

MAIL  THIS  COUPON  TO 

MARCH  of  TIME 

460  WEST  54  ST.,  N.  Y.  C. 

^^^^^^^  ^    f  Time  manual  on 

the  new  March  °f  Tl"  ied  out  for 
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SHOW
MEN'

S 

REVIE
WS 

This  department  deals  with  new 

product  from  the  point  of 

view  of  the  exhibitor  who  is 

to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

Battle  of  Creed 

( Crescent  -  E.  B.  Derr) 
Romantic  Drama 
In  the  manner  in  which  the  previous  films 

in  this  series  starring  Tom  Keene  blended  his- 
torical fact  and  romantic  dramatic  fiction,  "Bat- 

tle of  Greed"  is  a  story  of  physical  and  legal 
conflict.  The  locale  is  Virginia  City,  the  time 
the  period  immediately  following  discovery  of 
the  famous  Comstock  silver  lode.  In  a  general 
way  the  story  tells  of  a  battle  between  powerful 
and  greedy  invested  interests,  able  to  corrupt 
courts  and  buy  favorable  decisions,  against  a 
cooperative  group  of  miners,  for  possession  of 
valuable  mining  claims.  From  a  personal  view- 

point, it  depicts  the  fight  which  a  determined 
young  lawyer  puts  up  against  the  octopus  to 
protect  the  rights  of  his  clients  and  friends,  to 
clean  up  the  courts  and  establish  the  mining 
laws  of  the  state  of  Nevada.  The  picture  is 
not  a  western  in  any  interpretation.  Yet  it 
includes  a  full  quota  of  the  thrill  action  ele- 

ments of  adventure  features. 
One  angle  incorporated  in  the  picture  that 

is  of  distinct  benefit  to  its  entertainment  and 
commercial  value  is  the  presentation  of  the 
character  of  Mark  Twain  when  he  was  pro- 

prietor of  the  Virginia  City  newspaper  and  as 
friend  and  counsellor  of  Keene.  The  Twain 

characterization  gives  the  story  a  zest  not  or- 
dinarily found  in  this  type  of  production. 

The  production  may  be  sold  as  substantial 
entertainment  that  does  not  attempt  to  be  too 
educational. 

Previewed  in  studio  projection  room. — Gus 
McCarthy,  Hollywood. 
Produced  by  E.  B.  Derr.  Distributed  by  Crescent. 

Directed  Ly  Howard  Higgin.  Screen  play,  John  T. 
Neville.  Production  supervisor,  Frank  Melford.  As- 

sociate producer,  Bernard  Moriarty.  Recorded  by 
Karl  Zint.  Photographed  by  Paul  Ivano.  Art  di- 

rector, Edward  C.  Jewell.  Film  editor,  Donald  M. 
Barratt.  Assistant  director,  Wallace  Walker.  Mu- 

sical director,  Abe  Meyer.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
2950.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  60 
minutes.  Release  date,  January  18,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
John  Storm   Tom  Keene 
Linda  Avery   Gwynne  Shipman 
Mark  Twain   James  Bush 
Danny  Storm   Jimmy  Butler 
Hammond   Robert  Fiske 
Sawyer   Carl  Stockdale 
Bates   Rafael  Bennett 
Judge  Avery   William  Worthingtou 
Judge  Albion   Henry  Roqucmore 
Jockey  Brown   Bobby  Callahan 
Virginnie   Lloyd  Ingraham 

Under  Cover  of  Night 

(MGM) 
Drama 

Unlike  the  regular  murder  mystery  drama, 
audiences  know  immediately  just  who  the  killer 
is  in  this  picture,  and  exactly  what  his  motive 
is.  Possession  of  this  information,  however,  in- 

stead of  serving  as  a  giveaway,  rather  causes 
the  drama  to  be  more  intense  and  to  give  unique 
significance  to  the  accompanying  romance  and 
meager  but  nevertheless  effective  comedy  con- 

trast. Knowledge  of  what  it's  all  about  seemed 
to  give  the  audience  which  saw  the  preview  in 
the  Uptown  theatre,  Los  Angeles,  a  different 
kind  of  interest  in  the  film. 

In  common  interpretation  "Under  Cover  of 

Night"  might  be  considered  a  throwback  to  the 
old  ten-twenty-thirty  cent  stock  company 
memories  of  happy  bygone  days.  Modernly 
timed,  however,  and  locale  in  a  university,  with 
the  principals  save  the  detective  being  a  pro- 

fessorial group,  the  story  deals  in  those  es- 
sentials that  the  commoners  either  are  or  like 

to  think  they  are  familiar  with. 
The  head  of  the  physics  department  desires 

to  retire.  Four  professors  hope  to  succeed  him. 
One  less  competent  but  more  daring  than  the 
other  three  is  determined  that  he  will  get  the 
job  no  matter  what  the  cost.  His  reputation  has 
been  built  up  mainly  through  the  ability  and 
faith  of  his  wife.  Alone  aware  of  this  circum- 

stance, also  knowing  that  she  possesses  the 
scientific  notes  which  have  elevated  him  to  pre- 

eminence, he  determines  to  get  the  formulae. 
By  fright,  which  is  actually  murder,  he  causes 
her  death. 
Fast  moving,  different,  with  action  and 

dialogue  well  balanced  but  with  the  value  of 
illusion  cleverly  adapted,-  the  film  looks  like 
one  to  excite  considerable  popular  interest. 
While  names  in  the  cast  are  of  appreciable 
exploitation  value  the  story  which,  incidentally, 
is  aptly  titled,  looms  as  the  quality  to  sell.  A 
refreshing  change  from  the  sort  of  stuff  that 
seeks  to  battle  and  confuse,  with  or  without 
justification,  the  film  may  be  presented  as  ac- 

ceptable fare  for  the  mystery  fans  and  also  one 
that  will  engage  general  attention. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer. 

Produced  by  Lucien  Hubbard  and  Ned  Marin.  Di- 
rected by  George  B.  Seitz.  Original  story  and  screen 

play  by  Bertram  Millhauser.  Musical  score  by  Dr. 
William  Axt.  Recording  director,  Douglas  Shearer. 
Art  director,  Cedric  Gibbons.  Associates,  Eddie  Imazu, 
Edwin  B.  Willis.  Photographed  by  Charles  Clarke. 
Film  editor,  Ben  Lewis.  Assistant  director,  Tom 
Andre.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2954.  Running  time, 
when  seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date, 
January  8,  1937.    General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Christopher  Cross  Edmund  Lowe 
Deb   Florence  Rice 
Sergeant  Lucks  Nat  Pendleton 
Marvin  Griswald  Henry  Daniell 
Janet  Griswald   ..........Sara  Haden 
Alan  Dean  Jagger 
Rudolph  Brehmer  Frank  Reicher 
Mrs.  Nash  Zeffie  Tilbury 
District  Attorney  Pritchard  Henry  Kolker 
Tonya  Van  Horne  Maria  Shelton 
John  Lamont  Theodore  Von  Eltz 
Susan  Dorothy  Peterson 
Dr.  Reed  Harry  Davenport 

The  Black  Legion 

(Warner  Brothers) 
Melodrama 

This  is  not,  a  formal  screen  announcement 
makes  clear,  a  film  based  on  facts. 

There  are  facts,  the  newspapers  have  report- 
ed, which  do  parallel  in  striking  degree  this 

piece  of  fiction. 
The  facts  are  those  related  to  the  operations 

of  a  hooded  organization  functioning  in  the  mid- 
dle west,  a  while  back,  and  these  facts  came 

to  be  pretty  widely  known. 
To  end  this  double  bookkeeping  without 

further  ado,  the  film  referred  to  here  and  the 
facts  referred  to  without  connection  are  as 
nearly  identical  as  you  expect  them  to  be  and 
probably  that  is  the  most  important  news  there 

is  to  write  about  "The  Black  Legion." 
It  is  not  possible,  you  see,  to  say  that  the 

film  closely  parallels  the  facts,  because  the  film 

pointedly  declares  that  it  does  not.   And  it  isn't 

possible  to  say  that  it  does  not,  you  see,  because 
it  does. 

Probably  it  is  possible,  of  course,  to  say  to 
showmen  that,  if  you  would  like  a  picture  that 
is  what  you  would  expect  this  picture  to  be  if 

you  weren't  told  that  it  isn't,  then  this  is  the 
picture  you  would  like.  But  all  that  is  too  con- 

fusing and  means  nothing. 
The  story  is  about  a  young  man  who  gets 

into  the  clutches  of  a  gang  organized  on  what 
has  become  accepted  as  the  original  commercial 
basis  of  the  Ku  Klux  Klan  and  who  finally 
confesses  his  membership  and  an  incidental 

murder,  thereby  bringing  about  the  incarcera- 
tion of  his  fellow  members  and  the  breaking  up 

of  the  organization.  It's  longer  and  better  than 
that  sounds,  or,  in  other  words,  more  like  the 
newspaper  stories,  which  were,  it  is  agreed, 
among  the  better  sensationalisms  of  the  past 

year. 

Reviewed  at  projection  room  showing  in  New 
York. — William  R.  Weaver. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner  Brothers.  Di- 
rected by  Archie  Mayo.  P.C.A.  certificate  No.  2507. 

Release  date,  January  30.  Running  time,  83  minutes. 
Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Frank  Taylor   Humphrey  Bogart 

Ruth  Taylor   Erin  O'Brien-Moore Brown   Robert  Barrat 
Pearl  Davis   Helen  Flint 
Mike  Grogan   Clifford  Soubier 
Billings   Paul  Harvey 
Judge   Samuel  Hinds Metcalf   Eddie  Acuff 
Tommy  Smith   John  Litel 
Osgood  Charles  Halton 
Charlie   Francis  Sayles 
Jones   Harry   Hay  den 
Ed   Jackson   Dick  Foran 
Betty   Grogan  Ann  Sheridan 
Cliff  Moore   Joseph  Sawyer 
Alf   Hargrave.  Alonzo  Price 
Buddy  Taylor   Dickie  Jones 
Prosecuting  Atty  Addison  Richards 
Mrs.   Grogan  Dorothy  Vaughan 
Joe  Dombrowski   Henry  Brandon 
Nick  Strumpas   Pat  C.  Flick 
Bat  ham   Paul  Stanton 
Old  Man  Dombrowski  Egon  Brecher 

Green  Light 

(Warner-Cosmopolitan  ) 
Romantic  Drama 

Here  is  sound,  substantial,  dramatic  enter- 
tainment that  gives  every  evidence  of  attracting 

unusual  popular  attention.  Well  produced  and 
directed  and  credibly  acted,  it  tells  a  serious 
story  in  a  dignified  and  impressive  manner.  A 
class  film,  it  nevertheless  is  one  that  incorporates 
those  elements  that  probe  the  deepest  emotions. 

Like  such  films  as  "Arrowsmith,"  the  original 
"The  Miracle  Man"  and  the  more  recent  "Story 
of  Louis  Pasteur,"  it  avoids  theatrical  arti- 

ficiality and  bases  its  bid  for  patron  understand- 
ing and  support  on  telling  a  human  interest 

story  in  sincere  and  honest  style. 
Aiming  to  stimulate  audience  thinking  in  lines 

that  encompass  things  mental,  spiritual  and 
physical,  the  picture  has  the  earmarks  of  being 
a  forerunner  of  many  similar  attractions.  Prob- 

ably the  feature  about  the  film  that  should  cre- 
ate the  most  profound  impression  on  the  public 

is  the  fact  that  it  credits  audiences  with  being 
able  to  think  and  understand  for  themselves 
without  resorting  to  any  trite  or  banal  tricks 

to  get  over  the  point  of  the  story's  theme. Though  the  principals  are  doctors,  nurses  and 
patients,  and  all  of  the  atmosphere  of  the  story 



VERSATILITY 

UNUSUAL  and  special  though  it  is  in  its 

characteristics,  Super  X  fills  every  require- 

ment of  general  cinematography.  Proof? 

It  is  used  throughout  features  and  shorts 

made  under  every  possible  condition.  In 

Super  X,  specialization  has  surprisingly 

led  to  supreme  versatility.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 
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centers  about  the  manner  of  life  they  have 
elected  to  follow,  the  picture  is  distinctly  not  a 
hospital  show.  When  Mrs.  Dexter  dies  as  a 
result  of  slipshod  surgical  treatment,  young  doc- 

tor Newell  Paige  prefers  to  accept  responsibility 

in  order  that  Dr.  Endicott's  reputation  may  re- 
main unblemished.  An  outcast  in  his  profession, 

Paige,  who  is  loved  by  nurse  Frances  Ogilvie, 
meets  and  falls  in  love  with  Phyllis  Dexter, 
daughter  of  the  surgical  martyr.  When  Phyllis 

learns  Paige's  identity,  her  affection  turns  to 
hatred,  but  the  drama  of  this  is  graphically  con- 

trasted by  the  sacrifices  which  Frances  makes  to 
bring  together  again  the  two  who  she  knows 
really  love  each  other  again,  and  by  the  manner 
in  which  the  inspiring  and  philosophical  char- 

acter Dean  Harcourt  is  worked  into  the  story. 
An  epidemic  breaking  out,  Paige,  who  is  at- 

tempting to  beat  his  way  back,  combines  with 
bacteriologist  Stafford  to  develop  a  serum  which 
will  eradicate  the  scourge.  Their  efforts  suc- 

cessful, Paige  is  restored  to  his  profession  and 
with  the  love  of  Phyllis  to  serve  as  an  inspira- 

tion he  devotes  his  life  to  the  service  of 
humanity. 

Well  written  and  with  constant  demonstration 
that  much  thought  was  put  into  preparation 
and  production,  the  film  is  directed  and  acted  in 
a  class  manner,  and  is  to  be  sold  to  the  public 
in  such  ways  that  the  people  may  be  convinced 
that  they  are  going  to  see  something  fully 
worthy  of  their  time  and  attention.  On  its 
merits  as  a  human  document,  the  film  com- 

mands the  support  and  cooperation  of  members 
of  the  medical  profession,  the  clergy  and  those 
individuals  and  organizations  in  any  community 
whose  influences  may  be  expected  to  have  an 
effect  on  rank  and  file  patronage. 
Previewed  in  the  Warner  Beverly  theatre. 

Reactions  of  the  audience  indicated  that  it  had 
seen  something  inspiring  as  well  as  a  film  the 
memory  of  which  would  not  be  quickly  forgot- 

ten.— G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner -First  National. 

Executive  producer,  Hal  B.  Wallis.  Associate  pro- 
ducer, Henry  Blanke.  Directed  by  Frank  Borzage. 

Screen  play  by  Milton  Krims.  From  the  novel  by 
Lloyd  C.  Douglas.  Photographed  by  Byron  Haskin. 
Film  editor,  James  Gibbons.  Art  director,  Max 
Parker.  Assistant  director,  Lew  Borzage.  Gowns 
by  Orry-Kelly.  Musical  director,  Leo  F.  Forbstein. 
Music  by  Max  Steiner.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2450. 
Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  85  minutes. 
Release  date,  February  20,  1937.  General  audience 
classification. 

CAST 
Dr.   Newell   Paige  Errol  Flynn 
Phyllis   Dexter  Anita  Louise 
Frances   Ogilvie  Margaret  Lindsay 
Dean  Harcourt  Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 
John  Stafford  Walter  Abel 
Dr.  Endicott  Henry  O'Neill 
Mrs.  Dexter  Spring  Byington 
Pat  Arlen  Erin  O'Brien-Moore 
Dr.    Lane  Henry  Kolker 
Dr.  Booth  Pierre  Watkin 
Sheriff  Granville  Bates 
Sheep  Man  Russell  Simpson 
A  Nurse  Myrtle  Stedman 

St.  Luke's  Choristers 

The  Holy  Terror 

(20th  Century-Fox) 

Comedy  Drama 

It  was  not  alone  the  genial  Holiday  mood 
in  which  the  audience  witnessed  the  preview 
of  this  picture  at  the  Uptown  theatre,  Los 
Angeles,  that  caused  .the  patrons  to  give  it  a 
sendoff.  General  audience  entertainment  with 

particular  appeal  for  the  young  folk,  "The  Holy 
Terror"  is  a  deft  combination  of  music,  dancing, 
comedy,  romance,  light  drama  and  exciting  thrill 
action  that  makes  for  pleasing  amusement.  Not 
a  big  picture,  but  nevertheless  one  that  should 
encounter  no  difficulty  in  making  its  auditors 

feel  they  are  getting  their  money's  worth,  the 
film  primarily  is  a  laugh  provoker.  Wholesome 
and  living,  never  resorting  to  forced  or  artificial 
stimulation,  it  moves  speedily,  contains  the  full 
quota  of  surprises  and  concludes  with  a  novel 
and  exciting  climax. 
With  Jane  Withers  appearing  to  better  ad- 

vantage than  in  several  of  her  more  recent 
films,  the  supporting  cast,  particularly  Anthony 
Martin,  Leah  Ray,  El  Brendel,  Joe  Lewis,  John 
Eldredge,  Fred  Kohler,  Jr.,  Gavin  Muir  and 

Gloria  Roy,  give  creditable  performances,  As 
their  work  comes  up  on  the  screen,  it  reflects  a 
spirited  cooperation  and  teamwork  which 
undoubtedly  will  be  appreciated  by  audiences. 

Localed  in  a  naval  aviation  station,  the  story 

has  to  do  with  Commander  Wallace's  daughter, 
Corky,  a  mischievous  miss  with  a  penchant  for 
causing  and  getting  into  all  sorts  of  trouble.  A 
trying  problem  to  her  dad,  she  nevertheless  is 
the  pal  of  all  the  gobs  and  particular  buddy  of 
Danny  Walker.  Mechanics  of  the  early  part 
of  the  story  providing  Miss  Withers  with  ample 
opportunity  to  sing,  dance  and  be  funny  while 

rehearsing  a  sailors's  show,  the  film  takes  a 
romantic  twist  when  Corky  decides  she'll  marry 
Marjorie  Dean  to  Danny.  A  new  plane  is  being 
developed  at  the  station,  and  spies,  headed  by 
Redman  and  Maria  Blair,  plot  to  steal  the  plans. 
While  Corky  is  a  pain  in  the  neck  to  her  father, 
she  is  a  double  riveted  one  to  the  conspirators. 
Though  she  is  wise  to  what  they  are  planning, 
her  long  series  of  escapades  has  served  to  con- 

vince her  father  that  she  is  given  to  prankish 
exaggeration.  Just  when  it  looks  as  if  the  spies 
will  be  successful,  Corky  manages  to  arouse  the 
station  to  the  danger. 

Entertainment  quality  of  the  film  being  that 
which  is  required  for  all  family  audiences,  it 
also  includes  a  brand  of  showmanship  avail- 

ability that  should  inspire  exhibitors  to  go  out 
and  do  something  with  the  idea  of  making  its 
entertainment  worth  known  to  general  patron- 

age.— G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century -Fox. 

Directed  by  James  Tinling.  Associate  producer,  John 
Stone.  Original  screen  play  by  Lou  Breslow  and 
John  Patrick.  Music  and  lyrics  by  Sidney  Clare  and 
Harry  Akst.  Dances  staged  by  Jack  Haskell.  Photo- 

graphed by  Daniel  B.  Clark.  Art  director,  Albert 
Hogsett.  Assistant  director,  William  Eckhardt.  Film 
editor,  Nick  De  Maggio.  Costumes  by  Herschel. 
Sound,  W.  D.  Flick,  Harry  N.  Leonard.  Musical 
direction,  Samuel  Kaylin.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
1658.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  65 
minutes.  Release  date,  February  5,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
"Corky"   Wallace  ...Jane  Withers 
Danny   Walker  Anthony  Martin 
Marjorie   Dean  Leah  Ray 
Axel  Svenson  El  Brendel 
Pelican    Beak  Joe  Lewis 
Lieut.  Commander  Wallace  John  Eldredge 
Maria   Blair  Gloria  Roy 
Captain  Otis  Andrew  Tombes 
Lil  Joan  Davis 
Redman  Gavin  Muir 
Carson  Fred  Kohler,  Jr. 
Flandro  Victor  Adams 
Hon.  H.  D.  Phelps  Raymond  Brown 

This'll  Make 

You  Whistle 

(Wilcox-British  ) 
Musical  Farce 

Technically  probably  a  musical,  this  British 
production  is  more  accurately  described  as  a 
farce-burlesque.  What  songs  there  are  become 
subsidiary  to  a  series  of  comedy  situations  which 
are  often  as  amusing  as  they  are  far-fetched ; 
the  dancing,  and  it  is  good,  particularly  in  a 
solo  rhumba  and  in  a  duet  number  by  Jack  Bu- 

chanan and  Elsie  Randolph,  is  also  a  secondary 
appeal.  It  is  the  story,  or  the  lack  of  it,  that 

makes  "This'll  Make  You  Whistle"  amusing 
by  reason  of  its  sequences  of  absurd  incident. 

Adapted  from  a  stage  production,  playing  the 
Palace  theatre,  London,  the  film  must  be  sold 
as  a  particularly  efficient  and  quick-moving  ex- 

ample of  the  type  of  entertainment,  and  the 
brand  of  humor,  most  in  favor  on  the  British 
light  stage.  Buchanan,  best  and  most  popular 
exponent  of  that  sort  of  fare,  is  an  asset  accord- 

ing to  your  public's  experience  of,  and  reaction 
to,  his  methods  and  personality.  What  can  be 
promised  is  speed,  real  humorous  value  in  inci- 

dent, and  an  atmosphere  of  spontaneity  which 
may  well  balance  the  fact  that  the  idiom  is  very 
distinctly  English. 

The  story  is  a  typical  musical-comedy  affair, 
in  which  Jack  Buchanan  is  an  un-athletic  hero, 
betrothed  to  a  super-horsewoman  and  sporting 
spirit,  from  whom  he  wishes  to  break  free  in 
order  to  marry  a  damsel  with  sedentary  and 
non-athletic  tastes  more  in  accord  with  his  own. 

There  follow  the  more  or  less  traditional  ab- 

surdities of  the  hero  staging  a  "wild  party"  in order  to  shock  the  puritanical  uncle  of  his 
official  fiancee,  only  to  find  that  the  undraped 
ladies  and  other  accessories  provide  the  uncle 
with  good  reasons  for  revising  his  principles. 
There's  an  air  flight  to  Le  Touquet  by  all  con- 

cerned; an  embroilment  of  the  hero  and  his 
friend  with  the  French  police  which  is  chiefly 
useful  in  permitting  an  amusing  burlesque  of 
that  force.  After  an  also  amusing  feminine  mas- 

querade by  Buchanan  and  David  Hutcheson, 
the  coupled  sort  out  in  traditional  style. 

Well  set,  played  with  spirit,  and  with  a  con- 
siderable variety  of  farcical  episode,  it  is  nearer 

the  target  than  most  films  of  the  kind  made  in 

England. 
The  picture  went  down  to  big  laughs  at  a 

night  trade  show  at  the  Phoenix  theatre,  Lon- 
don, where  Buchanan  is  in  the  very  front  rank 

as  a  public  attraction. — Bruce  Allan,  London. 
Produced  by  Herbert  Wilcox  Productions.  American 

release  not  fixed.  From  the  Palace  Theatre  musical 
production  by  Jack  Buchanan.  Directed  by  Herbert 
Wilcox.  Book  by  Guy  Bolton  and  Fred  Thompson. 
Music  and  lyrics  by  Sigler,  Goodhart  and  Hoffman. 
Running  time,  78  minutes.  Adult  audience  classifica- 
tion. 

CAST 
Bill  Hopping    Jack  Buchanan 
Bobbie  Rivers    Elsie  Randolph 
Joan  Longhurst    Jean  Gillie 
Reggie  Benson    William  Kendall 
Archie  Coddrington    David  Hutcheson 
Mrs.  Longhurst    Maidie  Hope 
Sebastian  Venables    Anthony  Holies 
Laura  Buxton    Marjorie  Brooks 
Betty    Bunty  Pain 
Clarice    Miki  Hood 
Gendarme    Scott  Harold 
Mrs.  Crimp    Irene  Vere 

Strangers  on  Honeymoon 

(  Gaumont-British) 
Comedy-drama 
There  is  novelty  in  the  combination  of  thrill 

melodrama  and  sheer  burlesque  in  this  adapta- 

tion of  the  Edgar  Wallace  novel,  "The  North- 
ing Tramp."  The  production  is  also  unusual  in 

that,  with  backgrounds  of  rural  America,  it  was 

produced  in  England  with  a  mixed  British- 
American  cast.  The  entertainment  appeal,  pro- 

vided always  that  the  American  atmosphere  and 
accents  pass  scrutiny  in  the  country  where  they 

belong,  is  very  varied,  the  acting  good,  the  in- 
cident speedy  and  as  important  as  the  talk,  and 

there  is  at  least  one  outstanding  comedy  episode 

well  worth  special  attention  from  an  exploita- 
tion point  of  view. 

Chief  actors  in  this  scene  are  Anne  Tucker 
McGuire  and  James  Arnold  as  a  millionaire 
bride  and  groom,  on  honeymoon.  Their  car  is 
stolen  by  the  hero,  who  gets  away  from  a  hue 
and  cry.  Thrilled  by  the  intrusion  of  reality 
into  their  lives,  previously  ruled  by  dollars,  the 
love  birds  gladly  consent  to  be  abducted  in  the 
rumble  seat,  and  to  help  in  breakdowns,  and 

finally  are  left  to  tramp  it,  excited  to  the  mar- 
row by  the  fact  of  having  been  held  up  by  an 

Englishman  who  turns  out  to  be  a  real  Lord. 

The  amusing  picture  of  a  "dumb"  bride  by  Miss 
McGuire,  and  the  comedy  angle  of  the  kid- 

naped helping  the  kidnapers, — even  to  the  ex- 
tent of  putting  the  police  off  the  track,— make 

this  episode  a  high-spot. 
Here's  the  story.  October  Jones  (Constance 

Cummings),  niece  of  a  small  town  storekeeper, 
in  order  to  escape  dependence,  consents  to  marry 

Sam  Wasser  (Butler  Hixon),  ne'er-do-well  son of  the  local  boss,  who  has  the  uncle  in  his  poc- 
ket. Sam  turns  up  drunk  for  the  marriage  cere- 

mony, accompanied  by  several  friends  inv  a similar  condition  and  a  hobo  whom  they  also 
have  forced  to  drink  until  he  is  semi-conscious. 
Sam  has  brought  the  down-and-out  along  be- 

cause October  told  him  she  was  marrying  him 
only  to  escape  her  uncle,  and  that  any  old  hobo 
would  do  as  well. 

October  surprises  everybody  by  acting  on  her 
word,  marries  the  hobo,  and  carries  him  off 
with  her  to  a  deserted  house  for  the  night.  Fol- 

lows a  thrill  when  two  toughs  come  to  search 
the  house  and  October  hides  the  still  intoxicated 
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hobo  by  running  him  from  one  floor  to  another 
in  a  service  elevator.  In  the  morning,  it  is 
revealed  that  the  stranger  is  an  Englishman 
(Hugh  Sinclair),  on  his  way  to  Canada  to  re- 

cover the  two  other  portions  of  a  map,  revealing 
the  position  of  a  rich  oil-field.  On  his  track  is 
his  sinister  woman-cousin,  Elfrida  (Beatrix 
Lehmann),  also  after  the  map,  and  she  it  is 
who  has  set  the  gunmen  on  his  trail. 

There  follow  spirited  scenes  of  the  dash  for 
the  Canadian  border.  October  is  seized  and 

jailed;  her  husband,  in  the  millionaire's  suit, 
poses  as  the  Governor's  emissary  and  gets  her out.  About  this  time  it  leaks  out  that  he  is 
Lord  Quigley.  When,  in  due  course,  Canada  is 
reached  and  the  plan  recovered,  and  Elfrida 
handed  over  to  the  police,  the  titled  hobo  and 
October  decide  their  unusual  marriage  shall 
continue. 

The  picture  got  big  laughter  at  the  night 
trade  show  at  the  Piccadilly  Theatre,  London, 
Miss  McGuire  making  a  decided  hit.  Viewers 
thought  it  definitely  good  box  office  material, 
of  unusual  originality. — B.  A. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Gaumont-British.  Di- 

rected by  Albert  de  Courville.  From  the  novel,  "Tlie 
Northing  Tramp,"  by  Edgar  Wallace.  Screen  play by  Sydney  Gilliat  and  Bryan  Wallace.  Story,  Julian 
Houston.  Editor,  C.  Randell.  _  Sound,  A.  Birch. 
Camera,  Mutz  Greenbaum.  Art  direction,  E.  Metzner. 
Running  time,  60  minutes.  General  audience  classi- fication. 

CAST 
October  Constance  Cummings 
Quigley  Hugh  Sinclair 
Red  Beard  Noah  Beery 
Elfrida  Beatrix  Lehmann 
Lennie  David  Burns 
Sam  Wasser  Butler  Hixon 
Uncle   Elmer  Maurice  Freeman 
Bridegroom  James  Arnold 
Bride    Anne  Tucker  McGuire 
Sir  Gregory  Edmond  Breon 

La  Damigella  di  Bard 

(Artisti  Associati,  Rome) 
Drama 
The  story  begins  in  Piedmont  in  1858  and 

runs  through  sixty  years.  It  is  a  poetical  nar- 
ration of  the  life  of  the  Damigella  di  Bard,  a 

sweet  and  charming  young  lady,  rich  and  aris- 
tocratic, who  loses  everything  because  of  the 

evil  doings  of  the  people  near  her.  Old  and 
poor,  she  keeps  on  smiling  and  trusting  in  God 
until  the  days  she  finds  a  lost  nephew,  who 
brings  her  back  to  wealth  and  comfort. 

This  is  one  of  the  best  films  that  have  been 

produced  in  Italy  this  season.  Emma  Gram- 
matica,  who  is  the  best  known  Italian  stage 
actress,  gives  a  wonderful  interpretation  and  is 
starred  with  Luigi  Cimarra,  Cesare  Bettarini 
and  Armando  Migliari. 

This  picture  should  please  all  classes. 
Vittorio  Malpassuti,  Rome 

Produced  by  Industrie  Cinematografiche  Italiane, 
Rome.  Distributed  by  Artisti  Associati.  Director, 
Mario  Mattoli.  From  a  story  of  Salvator  Gotta. 
Music  by  Franco  Casavola.  Running  time  85  minutes. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
La  damigella  di   Bard  Emma  Grammatica 
Marchese  di  Pombia  Luigi  Cimarra 
Franco  Toscani  Cesare  Bettarini 
Rag.  Pacotti   Armando  Migliari 

Porky  of  the  Northwoods 
(Warner  Brothers) 
Amusing 
Our  porcine  pet  Porky  is  pal  and  protector 

to  all  the  wild  life  of  the  woods.  Freeing  the 
unfortunate  animals  from  the  traps  set  for  them 
by  the  burly  hunter,  the  good  Samaritan  Porky 

wins  that  hard  hearted  gentleman's  enmity  to 
the  tune  of  a  merry  trouncing.  But  his  many 
four  footed  friends  following  the  tradition  that 
an  animal  never  forgets  rush  to  the  aid  of  their 
battered  benefactor  and  in  a  series  of  amusing 
shots  give  the  huntsman  the  merry  beating  he 
so  justly  deserves.  The  whole  animated  work, 
cleverly  executed  and  livily  presented,  is  sure 
fire  entertainment,  especially  for  the  youngsters. 
Running  time,  seven  minutes. 

More  Kittens 

(  U nited  A  rtists ) 
Excellent 

The  antics  of  three  playful  kittens  imbued 
with  infectious  gaiety  serve  to  number  this  as 

one  of  the  best  of  Walt  Disney's  animated  Silly 
Symphonies.  In  characteristic  feline  manner, 
scaled  down  to  fit  their  size,  the  three  kittens 
cavort  from  prank  to  prank,  to  the  consterna- 

tion of  a  Negro  servant.  An  indigent  member 
of  the  canine  family,  though  much  abused  by 
the  kittens,  in  time  of  stress  becomes  their  bene- 

factor.   Running  time,  8H  minutes. 
Hurling 

(MGM) 
Pete  Smith  Short 
Showing  scenes  of  the  ancient  Hibernian 

game  called  Hurling,  a  sport  that  makes  our 

own  American  football  seem  like  child's  play, this  short  is  certain  to  interest  the  male  element 
of  any  audience  and  at  least  to  amuse  the 
women.  In  a  series  of  well  photographed  shots 
the  thrill  and  the  excitement  of  the  game  is 
excellently  reproduced  and  made  contagious. 
Pete  Smith  matches  the  lively  style  of  the  play- 

ers with  his  customary  amusing  and  breezy 
repartee.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Strike,  You're  Out 
(Educational) 
Fair 

The  title  of  this  subject  is  apt  to  be  a  bit 
misleading,  for  the  plot  has  nothing  at  all  to 
do  with  a  baseball  game  or  anything  remotely 
connected  with  that  popular  sport.  Rather  there 
is  ralated  how  the  morale  of  some  striking 
housewives  was  broken.  When  the  little  women 
walk  out  of  their  kitchens  to  join  the  picket 
lines  in  protest  for  fairer  working  conditions 
for  the  overworked  housewife,  their  wise  hus- 

bands employ  attractive  feminine  strikebreakers 
who  seem  to  be  more  talented  in  the  ways  of 
song  and  dance  than  in  domestic  duties.  As 
was  to  be  expected,  the  fire  of  female  jealousy 
melts  the  rebellious  natures  of  the  wives  and 
they  waste  no  time  in  rushing  back  to  the  not 
very  welcome  arms  of  their  respective  spouses. 
The  fun  is  done  with  good  intentions,  the  songs 
and  dances  lively  but  a  bit  repetitious,  and  it  all 
adds  up  to  a  fairly  amusing  time.  Running  time, 
15  minutes. 

Screen  Snapshots,  No.  3 
(Columbia) 
Tennis  in  Hollywood 
Another  interesting  number  of  the  series, 

this  concentrates  on  tennis  and  especially  the 
Pacific  Southwest  Tournament  in  which  a  num- 

ber of  screen  stars  participated.  Two  matches 
are  singled  out  by  the  camera,  the  Gracyn 
Wheeler  versus  Alice  Marble  and  the  doubles 
match  between  Fred  Perry  and  Frank  Shields 
against  Errol  Flynn  and  Elmer  Griffin.  Before 
play  begins  and  while  it  is  on,  the  camera 
shifts  from  time  to  time  to  the  Hollywood 
celebrities,  some  70  in  all. 

Trailing  the  Seahorse 
(William  Alexander) 
Interesting 

This  is  a  very  interesting  subject  on  the  sea- 
horse. As  an  explanatory  subject  it  is  complete 

in  detail  and  has  some  excellent  photographic 
effects.  It  tells  the  story  of  a  girl  reporter  who 
visits  the  aquarium  in  New  York  to  get  ma- 

terial for  a  story  on  the  seahorse.  From  there 
she  goes  to  Sayville,  Long  Island,  where  she 
embarks  with  Captain  Daniel  Collins,  who  has 
been  catching  seahorses  for  many  years.  The 
seahorse,  a  small  underwater  creature  about  an 
inch  and  a  half  to  three  inches  long,  is  shown 
in  its  natural  habitat.  An  encounter  with  a 

shark  rounds  out  the  subject.  Produced  by  Na- 
ture Films  Company.  Narration  by  Johnny 

Martin.    Running  time,  11  minutes. 

Annie  Laurie 

(MGM) 

Splendid 
Telling  the  simple  tale  of  the  two  lovers, 

Annie  Laurie  and  William  Douglas,  this  is  the 
story  of  how  there  was  born  from  their  great 
and  lasting  love  the  famous  song  of  the  title. 
Against  a  rich  background  of  Scottish  scenes, 
the  tender  theme  portrays  a  fine  blend  of  ro- 

mance and  drama,  the  tragic  love  of  the  two 
young  people  who  were  to  be  separated  from 
each  other  by  bitter  family  feuds  and  finally  by 
death.  Ann  Rutherford,  previously  seen  in 

such  feature  pictures  as  "The  Harvester"  and 
"Down  to  the  Sea,"  makes  an  appealing  picture 
as  the  lovely  but  unfortunate  Scot  lass.  Stanley 
Morner  siRgs  the  immortal  lines  of  the  beloved 
ballad  in  splendid  style.  The  picture,  directed 
by  Joseph  Sherman,  deserves  a  prominent  place 
on  any  program.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 

A  Boy  and  His  Dog 

(Columbia) 
Good  Cartoon 

This  is  the  story  of  a  little  boy  who  teased 

his  even  smaller  pet.  The  boy's  mother  remon- 
strates with  the  boy,  telling  him  that  some  day 

the  dog  will  grow  bigger  and  the  boy  then  will 
be  sorry  because  the  dog  will  get  even.  The 
boy  laughs  and  continues  to  tease.  The  boy 
dreams  that  the  dog  has  grown  as  big  as  an 
elephant.  In  his  enlarged  size  the  dog  makes 
the  little  boy  do  all  the  tricks  that  the  dog  for- 

merly was  forced  to  do.  When  the  boy  awakens 
he  decides  that  enough  is  enough. 

Knights  for  a  Day 

(Universal) 

Funny 

The  mad,  impish  Marx  Brothers  of  Monkey- 
dom,  Meany,  Miny  and  Moe,  become  imbued 
with  the  spirit  of  the  Christmas  season  and  act 
Santa  Claus  for  the  benefit  of  some  needy  little 
ducklings.  How  the  kindly  disposed  monks  get 
the  toys  by  politely  confiscating  the  many  pre- 

sents of  the  rich  but  hard  hearted  Henrietta 
Hen  serves  to  give  a  merry  time.  There  is  even 
a  bit  of  a  moral  hidden  away  in  it  all,  for  when 
the  irate  Henrietta,  proceeding  to  retrieve  her 
gifts,  sees  the  good  done  by  them,  she  is  suf- 

fused with  the  Yuletide  cheer  and  goes  gener- 
ous. Funny  at  any  time  of  the  year,  the  com- 

edy appears  to  be  doubly  so  now.  Running  time, minutes. 

Plane  Devils 

(Columbia) Interesting 

This  is  an  interesting  record  of  the  history 
of  aviation  from  the  Wright  Brothers  and  their 
"box-kite"  to  the  present  day  streamline  liners. 
It  is  not  a  complete  history,  as  the  subject 
touches  only  on  the  phases  of  development  that 
through  the  years  have  been  recorded  by  the 
camera.  Seen  are  some  of  the  unique  creations, 

the  product  of  man's  imagination.  The  early 
seaplanes,  the  first  dirigibles,  rocket  planes  and 
helicopters  are  shown  in  actual  flight.  The  sub- 

ject winds  up  with  dare-devil  pilots  stunting  and 
a  deliberate  crash  by  a  movie  stunt  flyer. 

Utah  Picture  Book 

(DuWorld) 
Passable 

Produced  by  Bruce  Merman,  this  pictorial 
feature  of  the  scenic  wonders  of  the  grand  can- 

yons, the  landscaped  miracles  of  the  state  of 
Utah,  presents  some  inspiring  shots  of  archi- 

tectural wizardry  of  nature.  The  color  pho- 
tography serves  well  to  bring  out  the  real 

splendor  of  the  magnificent  panorama.  The 
narrative  accompaniment  of  an  old  native  re- 

lating the  poetic  rhapsodies  of  a  visiting  painter 
over  the  scenic  glories  could  easily  have  been 
eliminated  without  detracting  from  the  full  en- 

joyment of  the  scenery-  Running  time,  10 
minutes. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO   QUESTION   NO.   5  IB 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  S\B  was :  In 
a  certain  city  it  is  proposed  by  the  Board  of 
Education  to  add  projection  to  public  school 
studies.  It  is  not  intended  to  teach  practical 
projection,  but  only  to  include  elementary  elec- 

tricity, optics,  mechanics,  magnetism,  acoustics, 

etcetera.  What  is  the  reaction  of  "Bluebook School  students  to  this  procedure?  If  adopted, 
what  should  be  the  minimum  age  of  pupils  ad- 

mitted to  this  special  course  f 

Again  I  shall  omit  names,  as  the  list  is  quite 
too  long  to  admit  of  publication,  numbering  hun- 

dreds. All  those  making  acceptable  answers 
regularly  made  good. 

D.  E.  Birdsong  (Tennessee)  says :  "I  be- 
lieve the  procedure  is  quite  all  right  if  the  mat- 

ter be  approached  in  the  right  way  and  the 
course  be  well  planned.  I  only  wish  I  might 
have  had  the  opportunity  to  take  such  a  course 
before  taking  up  the  work  of  projection.  It 
would  aid  very,  very  many  projectionists,  myself 

All  owners  of  the  new  Bluebook  turn 
to  page  67  and  in  formula  No.  2  substi- 

tute the  letter  I  for  L  where  it  appears 
in  the  formula.  Also  please  pencil  in  a 
capital  E  wherever  the  small  "e"  oc- 

curs.— F.  H.  R. 

included,  to  have  the  proposed  grounding,  ac- 
quiring which  usually  requires  years  of  effort, 

very  often  not  too  successful  for  various  reasons, 
one  being  lack  of  proper  text  books,  and,  Dad, 
that  is  not  meant  as  a  reflection  upon  the  Blue- 
book,  which  I  consider  as  the  best  book  avail- 

able for  study  in  projection.  No  man  can, 
merely  by  taking  such  a  course,  call  himself  a 
projectionist,  because  he  will  lack  the  necessary 
practical  experience.  It  is  the  joining  of  tech- 

nical knowledge  with  practice  that  marks  the 
real  projectionist.  In  my  judgment  a  man 
should  be  18  to  20  years  of  age  before  taking 
such  a  course,  and  should  center  his  whole  in- 

terest in  it." 
J.  A.  Zachritz  (Oklahoma)  is  in  opposition. 

F.  H.  Richardson's 

BLUEBOOK  of 

PROJECTION 

•  New  sixth  edition.  Pro- 
jection, sound  reproduction 

and  trouble-shooting  all  in 
one  handy  volume.  Also 
features  quick-finding  index 
system  for  instant  refer- 

ence.   Order  today. 

$5.25  Postpaid 

QUIGLEY  BOOK  SHOP 

Rockefeller  Center  New  fork 

He  sets  his  views  forth  very  clearly,  as  follows : 

"1  believe  it  would  be  an  impractical  procedure 
to  introduce  subjects  connected  with  projection 
into  the  already  overcrowded  public  school  cur- 

riculum other  than  those  already  taught  in 
courses  in  physics,  chemistry  and  mathematics. 
The  basic  elements  of  electricity,  mechanics, 
optics  and  magnetism  are  all  touched  upon  in 
those  courses.  If  broadened  further  it  would 
be  almost  necessary  to  include  practical  projec- 

tion, which  those  planning  the  new  departure 
are  proposing  to  exclude.  Projection  of  today 
is  a  subject  which  could  only  be  competently 
grasped  by  the  more  mentally  advanced  stu- 

dents, therefore  should  be  reserved  for  the 
trade  schools,  or  should  be  taught  through  the 
unions. 

"Elementary  woodwork,  printing,  tin  work, 
and  so  forth,  now  included  in  high  school  work, 
are  subjects  which  tend  to  prepare  young  men 
for  earning  a  livelihood.  Medicine,  law,  elec- 

trical, chemical  and  mechanical  engineering  are 
not  included,  for  the  simple  reason  that  the  stu- 

dent must  be  older  than  high  school  age  before 
his  mental  training  and  ability  will  enable  him 
to  handle  them  capably.  I  am  of  the  opinion 
that  the  profession  of  projection  demands  an 
intellect  and  mental  training  fully  equal  to  that 
demanded  by  any  of  the  last  named  professions, 
if  justice  is  to  be  done  to  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry and  its  supporting  public.  I  am  of  the 
further  opinion  that  the  introduction  of  such  a 
course  as  is  proposed  would  not  justify  the  nec- 

essary expense  entailed." 
And  now  I  present  an  equally  excellent  argu- 

ment of  approval  by  J.  A.  Prater,  of  the  state 
of  Washington. 

"After  careful  consideration  of  this  important 
question,  I  am  of  the  opinion  it  would  be  an 
excellent  plan  to  make  available  to  public  school 
students  a  course  in  elementary  electricity, 
optics,  mechanics,  magnetism,  acoustics  and 
other  basic  principles  pertaining  to  motion  pic- 

ture-sound projection  work.  Such  a  course 
would  merely  be  a  more  extensive,  exhaustive 
study  of  many  of  the  subjects  already  covered 
briefly  in  the  present  general  physics  and  science 
courses,  plus  a  few  other  items  peculiar  to  pro- 

jection. For  this  reason  students  desiring  to 
take  up  the  proposed  course  should  first  be  re- 

quired to  have  completed  the  regular  course  in 
general  science  and  physics.  This  would,  at 
least  in  most  cases,  require  two  years  in  high 
school  and  would  thus  automatically  set  the 
minimum  age  limit  at  about  16  years. 

_  "It  is  not  ordinarily  the  intention  of  our  pub- 
lic schools  to  provide  highly  specialized  train- 

ing in  any  one  field,  but  it  is,  or  should  be, 
their  intention  to  supply  a  general  background 
of  fundamental  knowledge  that  will  enable 
students  later  on  to  grasp  and  understand 
details  of  more  advanced  training  in  a  special- 

ized field.  And  that  is  the  purpose  such  a  course 
as  is  proposed  would  or  should  serve.  It  seems 
only  just  and  fair  to  everything  and  everyone 
concerned  that  the  public  school  student  who 
seriously  considers  adopting  projection  as  his 
profession  should  be  able  to  learn  the  funda- 

mentals of  all  the  various  branches  of  learning 
necessarily  involved  if  the  man  is  to  be  a 
truly  efficient  motion  picture-sound  projectionist. 

"And  now  may  I  say  something  in  reply  to 
those  who  we  may  presume  will  answer  this 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  56 

(A)  What  is  meant  by  the  focal 
length  of  a  simple  lens? 

(B)  Define  the  following  optical 
terms:  Perpendicular.  Brilliancy. 
Ch  romatic  aberration.  Free  diame- 

ter. Simple  lens.  Angle  of  inci- 
dence. Principal  axis.  Compound 

lens.  Angle  of  refraction.  Working 
distance  and  back  focus. 

(C)  Does  a  light  ray  change  its  di- 
rection when  passing  through  the 

body  of  a  lens? 

To  join  the  Bluebook  School  merely 
send  in  answers.  Place  name  and  ques- 

tion number  upon  first  sheet.  Address 
F.  H.  Richardson,  No.  3  Tudor  Lane, 
Scarsdale,  N.  Y. 

question  with  a  more  or  less  emphatic  "no" on  the  ground  that  there  are  already  many  more 
projectionists  than  jobs.  Personally  I  deny 
that  there  is  any  surplus  of  projectionists.  True, 
there  is  a  large  surplus  of  men  who  claim  to 
be  projectionists.  But  claims  are  cheap  and  it 
takes  hard  work,  strict  attention  to  work,  and 
much  genuine  knowledge  to  be  able  to  make 
good  on  the  claim.  And  what  percentage  of 
men  now  in  projection  rooms  can  really  make 

good? 

"I  am  convinced  that  a  general  course  of 
fundamentals  such  as  is  proposed  would  finally 
restrict  numbers,  rather  than  produce  as  large 
a  surplus  of  men  as  does  the  present  system  of 

permitting  men  to  'break  in'  without  any  really 
adequate  apprenticeship,  study  or  knowledge  of 
what  makes  the  'wheels  go  round.'  Another 
thing,  after  a  considerable  time  spent  in  learn- 

ing merely  the  fundamentals  of  knowledge  re- 
quired in  projection  work,  the  student  would 

become  discouraged  or  else  would  be  likely  to 
have  high  respect  for  his  work  as  a  profession 
and  demand  proportionately  higher  remunera- 

tion, delivering  service  well  worth  it.  Men 

who  just  'crash  the  gate'  receive  small  pay- 
ment because  that  is  all  they  are  really  worth. 

"The  job  of  every  projectionist  depends  upon 
the  continued  popularity  of  the  motion  picture 
as  the  public  sees  and  hears  it,  and  the  public 
is  steadily  becoming  more  critical  of  its  mo- 

tion picture  entertainment.  If  the  presentation 
is  improved  by  reason  of  better  knowledge  of 
fundamentals,  as  well  it  may  be,  theatre  attend- 

ance will  improve  and  every  one  will  be  bene- 
fited, including  the  exhibitor  who  might  have 

to  pay  a  bit  more  for  the  improved  competency. 
"And  while  I  am  about  it,  Dad,  I  still  hold 

the  Bluebook  School  to  be  the  best  bet  of  them 
all,  because  it  combines  both  fundamental  and 
practical  projection  problems  and  discusses 
them  from  more  than  one  person's  point  of 
view,  costing  the  student  nothing  except  his 

effort  and  time." 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  January  2,  1937,  from 

109  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,496,440,  an  increase  of 

$566,219  over  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  December  26,  1936,  when 

107  theatres  in  18  large  cities  aggregated  $930,221. 
{Copyright,  1937. Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without   specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

Theatres 

Boston 
Boston 3.246  25c-65c 

Fenway                  1,382  30c- 50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c -65c 

Loew's    Orpheum  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State  ...  3,557  35c -65c 

Metropolitan           4,332  35c-65c 

Paramount              1,793  25c-50c 

Buffalo 

Buffalo                   3,489  30c-50c 

Century                  3,000  25c 

Great  Lakes           3,000  25c-40c 

Hippodrome            2,500  25c-40c 

Lafayette                3,300  25c 

Chicago 
Apollo    1,400 

Chicago   4,000 

Garrick    900 

Oriental   3,490 

Palace   2,509 

Roosevelt    1,591 

State-Lake   2,776 

United  Artists...  1,700 

Cleveland 
Allen   3,330 

Hippodrome   3,800 

RKO  Palace  ....  3,100 

State   3,400 

Stillman    1,900 

Denver 

35c-65c 

35c-75c 

35c -65c 

30c -55c 

35c-75c 

35c-75c 

25c-40c 

35c-75c 

30c-42c 

30c-42c 

30c-60c 

30c-42c 

30c-42c 

1,500 25c -50c 

1,500 25c-40c 

...  1,500 15c-35c 

25c-40c 

25c-50c 

2,600 25c-40c 

...  2,000 25c-40c 

Current  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"Our  Relations"  (MGM)   19,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (35c-75e) 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  6,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

"Stowaway"    (20th    Cent. -Fox)   15,000 

"Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.)  and..  18,000 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.) 

"Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.)  and..  16,503 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.) 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   38,000 (on  stage:  Yacht  Club  Boys) 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  9,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

'College    Holiday"  (Para.). 18,003 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  8,7U0 
"General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  12,008 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,700 
(6  days-2nd  week) 

'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and  11,000 
'You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ.) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   10,200 
(35c-75c) 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   42,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   9,500 
(35c-75c) 

"The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.)  23,500 
(plus  Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Orch.)  (35c-55c) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  22,000 
(on  stage:  Bennie  Fields)   (6y2  days) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   18,500 

"The  Girl  on  the  Front  Page"....  19,000 
(Univ.)   (plus  vaudeville) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   18,800 
(2nd  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,500 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   12,000 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)...  23,000 
(plus   stage   show)    (6  days) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   19,000 

"Sinner  Take  All"   (MGM)   3,800 
(25c-35c) 

'As  You  Like  It"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  2,000 

'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   1,500 

'Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic)..  2,000 
and  "The  Glory  Trail"  (Crescent) 

(plus  stage  show) 
'College  Holiday"  (Para.)   6,000 

'Stowaway"    (20th   Cent.-Fox)   9,000 
(plus  stage  band) 

'Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  8,500 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

'Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   4,000 
'King  of  the  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

Previous  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"Sins  of  Children"   (G.N.)   12,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   3,800 
'The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

•Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   11,000 
(2nd  week) 

'Old  Hutch"   (MGM)   and   11,000 
"The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Old  Hutch"  (MGM)   and   10,000 
'The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Banjo  on  My  Knee"   16,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (on  stage:  Minnevitch's Harmonica  Rascals) 
'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   6,500 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

'Winterset"  (Radio)    8,800 

'Mummy's  Boys"  (Radio)  and. 
'Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.) 

6,300 "Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)  and   6,800 'I'd  Give  My  Life"  (Para.) 

'Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   6,100 
(1st  week) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   7,500 
"The  Gentleman  from  Louisiana" (Republic) 

"Born   to   Dance"    (MGM)   6,500 (6  days) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   26,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"White  Hunter"   (20th   Cent.-Fox)  6,000 (6  days) 

"The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.)...  15,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"We  Who  Are  About  to  Die"   13,000 (Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 
"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  8,000 

(W.B.)  (6  days-3rd  week) 
"The  Man  Who  Lived  Again"  (GB)  13,000 (plus  vaudeville)  (6  days) 
"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   26,000 (1st  week) 

"Without  Orders"    (Radio)   4,300 (6  days) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   8,000 (2nd  week) 
"Polo   Joe"    (W.B.)   10,000 (plus  stage  show) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)....  8,000 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)   8,500 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  3,000 

"Theodora    Goes    Wild"    (Col.)....  2,500 

"Parole"   (Univ.)   and   800 
"Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.) 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)   5,000 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Para.)   8,000 (plus  stage  band) 
"Roberta"    (Radio)    and   4,000 "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"  (MGM) (revival) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,000 (re-issue) 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

4,000 8,000 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  119$) 
(Dates  are  193$  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and 

"Abdul  the  Damned" 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur" 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann" 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes" 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  §  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  ) "Half  Angel"  J  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  I "Unknown  Woman"  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"    56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"   14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  j 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  11-14  "Ladies  in  Love"  (on  stage:  Ted  Lewis  and  band) 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  1 "Dog  of  Flanders"  j 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  I 

"Her  Master's  Voice"  J 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  ) "My  Marriage"  J 

High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  ) 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  J 

High  9-12  "Girl's  Dormitory"  
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman".. 
High  1-18  "The  Bride  Comes  Home".... 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"  

(plus  stage  show) 
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"  
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"  
High  11-2-35  "Woman  Wanted"  

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze" 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show) 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"  
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"  
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy".... 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"  
High  2-29  "Modern  Times"  
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story".. 

24.006 

6,600 10,001 

3,800 
23.500 

4,900 

17,200 

3,800 17,100 

3,800 

1.000 
56,600 
23,000 
10,300 

3,000 
25,500 
13,400 

35,600 

6,000 

27,000 

7,000 20,100 

8,<H» 
35,500 10,000 

High  1-12-35  "Bright  Eyes"....   9,000 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 

High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 
(on  stage :  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 

Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  7-25  "San  Francisco"   11,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) 

"My  Heart  Is  Calling"    j  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 (50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"....  300 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13,000 
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band"..  1,500 
High  5-18-35  "Romance  in  Manhattan"..  16,000 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 

High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7.009 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres 

Hollywood 

Chinese   2.S0Q  30c-SSc 

Pantages               3,000  30c-65c 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3.000  30c-6Sc 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                     1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                    2,800  25c-40c 

Indiana                   3,200  25c-40c 

Loew'i                  2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                     2,000  2Sc-40c 

Kansas  City 

Mainstreet             3,100  25c -40c 

Midland  .........  4,000  25c-40c 

Newman   ........  1,900  2Se-40c 

Tower                   2,090  2Sc 

Uptown                 2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeles 

Carthay   .........  1,518  50c-$1.50 

Four  Star               900  30c-55c 

Grand   Intem't'l.    750  35c-40c 

HUlatreet               2,700  30c-65c 

Loew'a  State  ...  2,500  30c-S5c 

Paramount              3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c -65c 

Minneapolis 

Lyric                      1,239  25c-55c 

Minnesota              4,000  2Sc-55c 

RKO  Orpheum..  2,900  25c-40c 
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2,300  
25c-40c 

World                     400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol                  2.547  25c-60c 

His  Majesty's        1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                   3,115  25c-60c 

Palace                   2,600  25c -65c 

Princess                 2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Astor                      1,141  55c-$2.20 

Capitol                   4,700  25c-85c 

Paramount             3,700  25c-85c 

Rialto                     594  25c-55c 
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2,200  
25c-99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c-99c 

Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross 
Picture 

Gross 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   and  11,387 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (6  days) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  8,700 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

(6  days) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)  and  17,000 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.)  (6  days) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,000 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   5,000 (2nd  week) 
"Rainbow   on   the   River"    (Radio)  5,000 
and  "Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   16,000 

'Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 
(plus  vaudeville) 7,500 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  11,600 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  26,300 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   10,200 

"Polo  Joe"   (W.B.)..   9,400 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Stowaway"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  5,700 
"Rose  Bowl"  (Para.)  (2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    6,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (5th  week) 

"Rembrandt"   OJ.A.)    9,113 (6  days) 

"Ecstasy"   (Eureka)    1,700 
(3rd  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  9,200 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

(6  days) 
"Stowaway"   (20th   Cent.-Fox)   and  16,479 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)    (6  days) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  19,200 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)  (plus  stage  show) 

(2nd  week) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  15,900 
and  "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Rose   Bowl"   (Para.)   1,800 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   13,000 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   8,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  6,500 

"A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"..  3,300 (W.B.) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  10,500 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   6,500 
"Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) 

'White  Hunter"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  12,500 
"The  Longest  Night"  (MGM) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  7,500 
"Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

"Lloyds   of   London"   13,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (5th  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  78,000 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   60,000 (on  stage:  Glen  Gray  and  Orch.) 
"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  9,000 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   37,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  108,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   44,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (6  days -2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   27,000 

"Old  Hutch"  (MGM)  and..........  7,800 
"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Hats  Off"  (G.N.)  and   5,500 
"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and...  9,500 "Jailbreak"  (W.B.) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)......  2,700 (re-issue) 
"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   5,500 

(1st  week) 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)   5,500 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  6,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   7,100 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(8  days) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   7,300 
"Come  Closer  Folks"  (Col.) 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)  and  7,000 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It" 

(Univ.  special  short.) 
"Cireer  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,400 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  5,300 
"Rose  Bowl"  (Para.)  (1st  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (4th  week) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)  
(2nd  week) 

"Ecstasy"  (Eureka)   
(2nd  week) 

"Hats  Off"  (G.N.)  and  
"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 

7,321 2,500 

1,900 

5,100 12,500 "Old  Hutch"  (MGM)  and..... 
"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and..  23,000 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)  (plus  stage  show) (1st  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  10,500 "Jailbreak"  (W.B.) 

"The  Accusing   Finger"    (Para.)..  800 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  6,000 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   7,000 
(6  days-2nd  week) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"  (MGM)....   3,000 
"Ecstasy"  (Eureka)    1,000 (6th  week) 

"A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"..  6,500 
(W.B.) 

"Spy  of  Napoleon"  (British)  and..  3,500 "In  Town  Tonight"  (British) 

"Hideway  Girl"  (Para.), 
(plus  vaudeville) 9,500 

"Old  Hutch"  (MGM)  and   7.500 "Mister  Cinderella"  (MGM) 

"Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and   5,500 "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    10,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (4th  week) 

"Born   to   Dance"    (MGM)   22,000 
(3rd  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   30,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"The  Man  Who  Lived  Again"  (GB)  11,000 
(11  days) 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   20,000 
(10  days-3rd  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  80,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   36,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  11,000 
(11  days-4th  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4.900 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  1 "Yellowstone"                     i  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  i "Great  God  Gold"           J  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  I "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"  10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  3-14  "Follow  the  Fleet"   12,000 
Low  1-5-35  "The  Little  Minister"   3,500 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2JX 
High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes*  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"......  26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin'  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 

High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"  14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"    9,113 
(6  days) 

Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  7-25  "Ecstasy"   5,000 
Low  12-7-35  "Such  a  Girl  You  Never  900 

Forget" 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  8-22  "Yours  for  the  Asking"   33,000 

(on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor  and  Bobby  Breen) 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  I "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3.800 

High  11-21  "Libeled  Lady"   5,000 
Low  12-26  "The  Accusing  Finger"   800 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"  31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   8,000 
Low  12-19  "Hideaway  Girl"   2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"  J  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  1 (John  Boles  on  stage)  J  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  1 

"Baby  Face  Harrington"  J  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  1 "Mister   Cinderella"  J  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  \ 

"Guard  That  Girl"  ]  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  \ 

and  "East  of  Java"        J  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"....  87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 
High  1-4  "If  You  Could  Only  Cook"....  62,000 
Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"  60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6.100 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture 

Oklahoma  City 
Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  lOc-SSc 

Liberty    1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 
Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum    3,000  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,900  25c-55c 

Philadelphia 
Aldine    1,300  40c-65c 

Arcadia    600  25c-50c 

Boyd    2,400  40c-55c 

Earle    2,000  25c-55c 

Fox    3,000  40c-65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's    2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse   ....  1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum    1700  30c-40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c -40c 

San  Francisco 
Embassy    1,400  10c-40c 

Fox    5,651  15c-75c 

Golden  Gate  ....  2,800  15c-40c 

Orpheum    2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount    2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis    1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield    2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 
Blue  Mouse    950  25c-55c 

Fifth  Avenue  ...  2,500      25c -55c 

Liberty    1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box    950      25c- 55c 

Music  Hall    2,275  25c-35c 

Orpheum    2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar    1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount    3,050  25c-40c 

'The    White    Hunter"   2,400 
(20th  Cent. -Fox) 

'Stowaway'-  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   4,500 

:'A11   American    Champ"    (MGM). .  2,100 
(plus  stage  show)  (4  days) 

"Grand  Jury"  (Radio)  and   700 
"Country   Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

(3  d&vs) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   8,800 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  4,500 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  9,000 
"Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  9,500 
"Along  Came   Love"  (Para.) 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  12,500 
'The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) 

"Remembrandt"    (U.A.)    11,000 
(2nd  week) 

'Born   to  Dance"   (MGM)   3,400 

!'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)...  29,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  20,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   20,000 (2nd  week) 
'General    Spanky"    (MGM)   3,400 

'Banjo  on  My   Knee"   3,100 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   20,000 

*Go  West,  Young  Man"  (Para.)..  12,000 

"College  Holiday"   (Para.)  and....  2,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7.000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (2nd  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,000 
"Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  (Radio) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   8,000 
"Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  9,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    8,500 

"Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   4,800 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  23,000 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  21,000 
(plus  vaudeville)  (15c-55c) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  17,200 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. 
special  short) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  18,000 
"Join  the  Marines"  (Republic) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  8,400 
and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   10,500 

"East  Meets  West"  (GB)  and....  15,500 
"Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   3,400 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   7,400 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  10,000 
"North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  3,600 
Fox)  and  "Thank  You,  Jeeves"  (20th Cent.-Fox) 

"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,200 
and  "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox)  (plus  vaudeville) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  5,600 
"The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.) 

"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio)..  4,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Stowaway"    (20th   Cent.-Fox)   and  7,250 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cen.- Fox) 

Gross 

1,900 

"Murder  with  Pictures"  (Para.).. 
(8  days) 

'The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   7,000 
(Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 

'Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns"  (Para.)  1,800 
and  "Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.) (4  days) 

"Sea  Spoilers"  (Univ.)  and   700 
"Three  Married  Men"  (Para.)  (3  days) 
"The  Gay  Desperado"  (U.A.)   3,000 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,700 (re-issue) 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-  4,800 
Fox)  and  "Back  to  Nature"  (20th  Cent.- 

Fox) 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,100 
and  "Our  Relations"  (MGM) 

"The  Gay  Desperado"  (U.A.)  and  8,000 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

(25c-40c) 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   12,500 (1st  week) 
"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   2,800 

"The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.)   6,000 (5  days) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"   (Col.)   11,000 (11  days) 
"Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   18,000 (1st  week) 
"Winterset"  (Radio)    2,800 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  3,000 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"    12,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.)   4,500 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  2,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Lady,  Be  Careful"  (Para.) (4th  week) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,500 "Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (1st  week) 

"Libeled   Lady"    (MGM)   and   4,000 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) (5th  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  8,100 
"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 
"College  Holiday"   (Para.)   and   7,000 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox)   (2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  8,700 (2nd  week) 

"Mummy's  Boys"  (Radio)  and   3,200 "Sea  Spoilers"  (Univ.) 
(2nd  week) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  14,500 "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- 

Fox) 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   13,000 (plus  vaudeville) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  7,800 "The  Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 
(6  days-4th  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  12,500 (re-issue) 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  5,800 and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    5,400 (8  days-2nd  week) 
"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  10,200 The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

(6  days -3rd  week) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)   2,800 (2nd  week) 

"Love  on  the  Run"   (MGM)   5,900 (2nd  week) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)......  4,950 (4th  week) 

"Libeled  Lady"  (MGM)    2,950 (3rd  week) 

"Love  in  Exile"  (GB)  and   4,400 "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  5,350 
Fox)   and   "Thank  You,  Jeeves"  (20th Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Final  Hour"  (Col.)   4,190 (plus  vaudeville) 
"In  His  Steps"  (Grand  National)  and  5.350 "The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"  (Radio) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls*  Dormitory"   3,900 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35"  Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  ) and  "Crime  Doctor"  (  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  1 "I  Live  for  Love"           J  1,500 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"....  8,809 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  1 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  f  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  1 "The  First  Baby"                J  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  \ "She  Gets  Her  Man"       }  3,600 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story".....   21,150 

(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  1 

"Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  12-5  "The  Garden  of  Allah"  19,500 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"  2,200 
High  1-25-35  "The  Bride  Conies  Home"..  4,800 
Low  9-21-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   880 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"    1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"   8.500 
Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  } "Chinatown  Squad"  J  4,000 
High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"    12,008 
Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  \ "Defense  Rests"               J  1,600 
High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"...  9,500 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  i 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  j  4,000 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"   11,500 
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  1 "Big  Brown  Eyes"                J  5,000 
High  10-17  "Dodsworth"   9,500 
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"   4,000 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"   7,500 
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  I 

"$1,000  a  Minute"  J  2,000 
High  1-2-37  "Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  and  \ "Fugtive  in  the  Sky"  j  23,000 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  } "Freckles"  (  4,000 
High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"   34,000 

(on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"   9,000 
High  1-2-317  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  1 "You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  (  17,200 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  ( 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  )  4,800 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  :..  23,000 
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) "All  the  King's  Horses"      J  8,500 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  12,400 
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"         J  4,400 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"   15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"   2,500 
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"   35,000 
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  J  12,000 

High  12-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"  7,200 
Low  2-16-35  "Million  Dollar  Baby"  and  ) "Notorious  Gentleman"       ]  2,900 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ) "North  of  Nome"  J  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  ) "Happy  Landing"             J  2,700 
High   2-16-35   "Roberta"   6,100 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 
His  Head"    2,850 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"...   10,400 
Low  12-5  "A   Woman   Rebels"  and  \ "Mister  Cinderella"  \  4,200 

High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9,200 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  1 "Times  Square  Playboy"         f  3,250 
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edited  by  Terry  Ramsaye 

THE  BOX  OFFICE  CHECK-UP 

an  AUDIT  of  PERSONALITIES 

The  third  annual  edition  of  the  international  reference  authority 

on  star  values  is  off  the  press  this  week! 

The  box  office  champions  of  1936  presented  with  complete  analysis 

and  personnel  credits. 

The  money  making  stars  of  the  season  evaluated  and  reported  upon 

by  the  exhibitor  showmen  of  the  world. 

The  radio  champions  of  1936  as  polled  by  the  radio  editors  of  the 

daily  newspapers  of  America. 

Film  Fame  and  Radio — an  analysis  of  the  extent  to  which  the  air 

waves  lean  on  Hollywood  for  talent. 

QUIGLEY  PUBLICATIONS 

ROCKEFELLER       CENTER,       NEW  YORK 
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PRODUCTIONS  IN  WORK 

TITLE WRITER  AND  DIRECTOR 
CAST 

STAGE  OF 
PRODUCTION 

COLUMBIA 
"Racketeers  in  Exile" Original,    Harry    Sauber.     Screen    play,  Harry 

Sauber,   Roebrt   T.    Shannon.    Director:  Erie Kenton. 

George  Bancroft,  Evelyn  Venable,  Wynne  Gibson,  John 
Gallaudet,    George    McKay,    Marc    Lawrence,  Helen 
Lowell. 

Shooting 

"Weather  or  No" 

METRO-GOLD  WYN-MAYER 
*'J\is.y  time 

"Parnell" 

Original,  A.   H.   Z.   Carr.    Screen  play,  Ethel 
Hill,  Lynn  Starling.  Director:  Alfred  E.  Green. 

Screen   play,    Noel   Langley.     Director:  Robert Z.  Leonard. 

From  the  play  by  Elsie  T.  Schauffler.  Screen 
play,  John  Van  Druten.     Director:  John  M. 

Stah'l. 

Ralph  Bellamy,  Ida  Lupino,  Ralph  Forbes,  Walter  Con- 
nolly, Granville  Bates,  James  Flavin. 

Jeanette    MacDonald,    Nelson    Eddy,    John  Bairymore, 
Lynne  Carver,  Tom  Brown,  Rafaela  Ottiano,  Herman 
Bing,  Russell  Hicks.  Charles  Judels. 

Clark    Gable,    Mryna    Loy,    Edna   May    Oliver,  Billie 
Burke,  Edmund  Gwenn,  Montagu  Love,  Donald  Crisp. 
Alan    Marshall,    Berton    Churchill,    Brandon  Tynan. 
Neil  Fitzgerald,  Phyliss  Coghlan,  Pat  Moriarty,  Byron Russell. 

Joan  Crawford,   William   Powell,   Robert  Montgomery. 
Frank  Morgan,  Benita  Hume,  Ralph  Forbes,  Jessie 
Ralph,  Nigel  Bruce,  Aileen  Pringle. 

Robert    Young,    Ann    Sothern,    Reginald    Owen,  Cora 
Witherspoon,  Barnett  Parker. 

Shooting 

OI1UU  Hug 

Shooting 

"The  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney" 

"Dangerous  Number*' 

From  the  play  by  Frederick  Lonsdale.  Director: 
Richard  Boleslawski. 

Original,  Leona  Dalrymple.     Screen  play,  Carey 
Wilson.    Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Shooting 

"Burnt  Fingers" From  the  play  by  John  Kirkpatrick,  John  Golden. 
Screen   play,   Anita   Loos.     Director:  George 
Seitz. 

Guy  Kibbee,  Alice  Brady.  Gene  Lockhart,  Betty  Fur- 
ness,  Stanley  Morner,  Gregory  Gaye,  Ivan  Lebedeff, 
Edward  Norris. 

Shooting 

"  Espionage" 
PARAMOUNT 

Director:  Kurt  Neumann. Edmund  Lowe,  Madge  Evans,  Paul  Lukas,  Stuart  Erwin, 
Ketti  Gallian,  Barnet  Parker,  Charles  Trowbridge. a  :  ̂  :»->  n 

halting 

"Souls  at  Sea" Original,  Ted  Leaser.  Screen  play,  Grover  Jones. 
Director:  Henry  Hathaway. Gary  Cooper,  George  Raft,  Frances  Dee,  Robert  Cum- 

mings,    Henry    Wilcoxon,    Olympe    Bradna,  Gilbert 
Emery,  Porter  Hall,  Jamison  Thomas,  Beulah  Bondi. 

Shooting 

"Swing  High,  Swing  Low" Director:    Mitchell  Leisen. Carole   Lombard,    Fred    MacMurray,    Charles  Butter- 
worth,  Jean  Dixon,  Dorothy  Lamour,  Cecile  Cunning ham . 

Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross, 
George  Barbier,  Lief  Erikson,  Grady  Sutton. 

Editing 

"Waikiki  Wedding" Original,  Frank  Butler,  Don  Hartman,  Walter 
DeLeon,    Francis    Martin.     Director:  Frank 
Tuttle. 

Shooting 

"The  Love  Trap" Original,    Wallace    Smith.     Director:  Edward Ludwig. Ricardo  Cortez,  Gail  Patrick,  June  Martel,  Akim  Tami- 
roff,  Frances  Drake,  Tom  Brown. 

"Internes  Can't  Take  Money" Director:  Al  Santell. Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel  McCrea,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Stanley 
Ridges,  Gaylord  Pendleton,  Irving  Bacon. 

Shooting 

"Murder  Goes  to  College" 
REPUBLIC 
"Old  Lady  Ironsides" 

Director:  Charles  Riesner. 

Original,  Endre  Bohem.  Screen  play,  Sam  Ornitz. 
Director:  Phil  Rosen. 

Lynne  Overman,  Roscoe  Karns,  Marsha  Hunt,  Astrid 
Allwyn,  Larry  Crabbe,  Earl  Foxe,  Anthony  Nace. 

Alison  Skipworth,  Polly  Moran,  Hope  Manning,  James 
Martin,  Harry  Burrus,  Donald  Cook,  Maxie  Rosen- 
bloom,  Jackie  Searle,  Donald  Haines,  Luis  Alberni. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

"Paradise  Express" 
RKO  RADIO 
"Robber  Barons" 

Director:  Joe  Kane. 

From  the  book  by  Matthew  Josephson.  Screen 
play,  Dudley  Nichols,  P.  J.  Wolfson.  Direc- tor: Alexander  Hall. 

Grant    Withers,    Harry    Davenport,    Dorothy  Appleby, 
Donald  Kirke,  Maude  Eburne. 

Edward    Arnold,    Cary    Grant,    Frances    Farmer,  Jack 
Oakie,  Walter  Kingsford,  Mary  Philips,  Henry  Kolker, 
George  Irving,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  Thelma  Leeds. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

"Escadrille" 

"Stepping  Toes" 

TWENTIETH  CENT.-FOX 

TTrnm     t-Vie    nnvfO     tiv     Tnserth     TCes^ell  Screen I    i  '  >  t.  t.l  kit1 —        Ilk,  V  CI       kJj        J  U3t  JJll       k\V90Vll>              Uw  k.k.*k 
play,  Lt.  Comm.  Frank  Wead.    Director,  Ana- tole  Litvak. 

Original    story,    Leo    Loeb,    Harold  Buchman. 
Director:  Mark  Sandrich. 

Paul   Muni,  Miriam  Hopkins,  Louis  Hayward,  Eliza- 
beth Risdon,  Alec  Craig,  Colin  Clive,  Adrian  Morris, 

Wally  Albright,  Mady  Christians,  Joe  Twerp,  Paul 
Guilfoyle. 

Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers,  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
Eric    Blore,    Harriet    Hoctor,    Jerome    Cowan,  Abe 
Reynolds,  Ketti  Gallian. 

H.aiting 

Shooting 

"The  Last  Slaver" Director:  Tay  Garnett. Wallace  Beery,  Warner  Baxter,  Peter  Lorre,  George 
T  anH(*i"?  ■  "M"arv   Pncpf q 

Shooting 

"Seventh  Heaven" 

UNITED  ARTISTS 

Director:  Henry  King. Simone    Simon,    James   Stewart,    Brian   Donlevy,  Gale 
Sondergaard,   Gregory  Ratoff,   J.   Edward  Bromberg, 
John    Qualen,    Thomas    Beck,    Victor    Kilian,  Mady 
Christians,    George    Renavent,    Edward    Keane,  Will 
Stanton,  Irving  Rocon. 

Shooting 

"History  Is  Made  at  Night" 

UNIVERSAL 
"Class  Prophecy" 

Original,  Gene  Towne,  Graham  Baker.  Screen 
play,  Gene  Towne,  Graham  Baker.  Director: Frank  Borzage. 

Original,    Eleanore    Griffin.     Screen    play,  Eve 
Greene,  Joseph  Fields.    Director:  Hal  Mohr. 

Charles  Boyer,  Jean  Arthur,  Leo  Carrillo,  Colin  Clive, 
Ivan  Lebedeff,  George  Meeker,  Lucien  Prival. 

Virginia   Bruce,   Kent   Taylor,   Walter   Brennan,  Jean 
Rogers,   David  Oliver,   Sterling  Holloway,  Christian Rub. 

Gloria   Stuart,   Walter  Pidgeon,   Billy   Burrud,  Hobart 
Cavanaugh,  Sidney  Blackmer,  Gerald  Oliver-Smith. 

Editing 

Shooting 

"Person-to-Person  Call" Original,  Sarah-Elizabeth  Rodger.     Screen  play. 
Tristam  Tupper.    Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

Shooting 

"We  Have  Our  Moments" 

WARNER  BROTHERS- 
FIRST  NATIONAL 
"Slim" 

"Marked  Woman" 

"The  Go  Getter" 

"The  Prince  and  the  Pauper" 

Original,    Charles    Belden,    Frederick  Stephani. 
Dirprtnr*    Alfr^rl  Werlrpr 1 1  k  '    i'ri  .     i ,  i  i  i  ckk      Y)  CllkCl. 

Novel    and    screen    play    by    William  Wister 
Haines.    Director:   Ray  Enright. 

Screen  play,  Robert  Rosson,  Abem  Finkel.  Di- rector: Lloyd  Bacon. 

Original,  Peter  B.  Kyne.    Screen  play,  Delmer 
Daves.    Director:  Busby  Berkeley. 

From  the  novel  by  Mark  Twain.     Screen  play, 
Laird  Doyle.    Director:  William  Keighley. 

Sally  Eilers,  James  Dunn,  Mischa  Auer,  David  Niven, Warrpn   TTvtnpr    TVTarinrip   fratesnn     TTmrstnn  TTpll 

Pat  O'Brien,  Henry  Fonda,  Margaret  Lindsay,  J.  Farrell MacDonald,  Stuart  Erwin,  John  Litel,  James  Robbins, 
Henry  Otho,  Carlyle  Moore,  Jr.,  Dick  Wessell,  Max 
Wagner. Bette  Davis,  Humphrey  Bogart,  Rosalind  Marquis, 
Henry  O'Neill,  Mayo  Methot,  Isabel  Jewell,  Lola  Lane, Raymond  Hatton,  Eduardo  Ciannelli,  Teddy  Hart. 

George  Brent,  Anita  Louise,  Henry  O'Neill,  Charles Winninger,  John  Eldredge,  Craig  Reynolds,  Carlyle 
Moore,  Jr.,  Myrtle  Stedman. 

Billy  Mauch,  Bobby  Mauch,  Errol  Flynn,  Barton  Mac- 
Lane,  Murray  Kinnell,  Montagu  Love,  Claude  Rains, 
Fritz  Leiber,  Donald  Crisp,  Walter  Kingsford. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting. 

Shooting.  ' 

Shooting 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

END  OF  THE  TRAIL:  Jack  Holt,  Louise  Henry— 
This  is  a  mighty  good  Friday -Saturday  picture  and 
I  just  wish  there  were  more  like  it.  A  good  combina- 

tion of  western  and  better  class  picture  mixed.  Above 
the  average. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

FINAL  HOUR,  THE:  Marguerite  Churchill,  Ralph 
Bellamy — A  very  good  program  picture,  which  met 
with  favorable  audience  reaction  doing  normal  busi — 
ness. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- 

tario, Canada.    General  patronage. 

LONE  WOLF  RETURNS,  THE:  Melvyn  Douglas, 
Gail  Patrick — A  particularly  clever  production,  which 
was  well  played  by  Melvin  Douglas.  Would  advise 
if  you  have  a  large  Catholic  following  to  be  wary  of 
this  picture. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre.  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.     General  patronage. 

THEY  MET  IN  A  TAXI:  Chester  Morris,  Fay 
Wray — All  in  all  this  is  a  good  picture  and  will 
please  most  of  them,  but  it  could  be  lots  better. — 
Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

TUGBOAT  PRINCESS:  Walter  C.  Kelly,  Edith 
Fellows — Some  said  it  was  good  but  I  still  think  that 
most  of  the  people  are  too  easily  pleased  in  this  town. 
The  rest  said  just  what  I  was  thinking  all  during  the 
picture. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

TWO-FISTED  GENTLEMAN:  James  Dunn,  June 
Clayworth — -Ran  this  picture  as  one-half  of  a  double 
bill.  Didn't  hear  any  complaints,  but  suppose  that they  are  too  tired  to  complain  after  sitting  through 
two  features  and  a  comedy.  Played  December  19.— 
Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

TWO-FISTED  GENTLEMAN:  James  Dunn,  June 
Clay  worth — Another  better  than  average  program  pic- 

ture that  hit  the  spot.  Smart  aleck  prize  fighter  is 
played  to  perfection  by  Dunn. — Eureka  Theatre, 
Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

First  National 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Sybil  Jason 
— A  fair  picture  that  did  plenty  of  business  on  Bank 
Night  when  a  pot  was  boiling.  Didn't  hear  many 
complaints,  so  guess  it  pleased  the  majority. — Mayme 
P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

EARTHWORM  TRACTORS:  Joe  E.  Brown,  June 
Travis — Joe  Brown  pictures  go  over  very  well  and 
one  should  not  miss  playing  this  picture.  Running 
time,  72  minutes.  Played  December  22-23.— Albert 
Heffernan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich.  Small 
town  patronage. 

EARTHWORM  TRACTORS:  Joe  E.  Brown,  June 
Travis — Can't  be  beat  for  my  patronage.  Foolish  for 
me  to  double  feature  it  but  I  ran  it  with  "The  Gen- 

eral Died  at  Dawn"  and  near  busted  the  doors  Christ- 
mas and  did  better  than  average  business  Saturday. 

Running  time,  69  minutes.  Played  December  25-26. — 
S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

EARTHWORM  TRACTORS:  Joe  E.  Brown,  June 
Travis — Another  good,  peppy  feature  with  Joe  E. 
Brown.  Joe  always  pleases.  Running  time,  69  min- 

utes. Played  November  11-12. — Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage 

DOWN  THE  STRETCH:  Patricia  Ellis,  Dennis 
Moore — It  was  what  we  needed  for  the  action  part  of 
our  double  bill. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Thea- 

tre, Lincoln,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

Grand  National 

IN  HIS  STEPS:  Eric  Linden,  Cecilia  Parker— This 
is  an  excellent  program  picture,  suitable  for  the  whole 
family.  Clean  and  entertaining  in  every  respect. 
We  played  this  for  Christmas.  Just  the  picture  for 
this  occasion.  The  only  fault  about  this  picture  is  the 
title  and  the  cast.  Neither  one  meant  a  thing  at  the 
box  office.  Running  time,  79  minutes. — P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  patron- 
age. 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  o
wn  de- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 
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Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

BONNIE  SCOTLAND:  Laurel  and  Hardy— This  pic- 
ture was  one  of  the  best  pictures  that  we  have  had 

the  pleasure  of  playing  for  a  long  time.  These  two 
stars  will  do  business  for  you.  The  print  which  I 
received  on  this  picture  was  in  perfect  condition  and 
it  would  be  worth  your  while  to  go  back  and  pick  it 
up  as  it  will  never  grow  old  as  box  office  attraction. 
Running  time,  82  minutes.  Played  December  25-26. — 
Albert  Heffernan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney— A  very  good  picture, ran  on  Bank  Night,  to  good  business  and  everybody 
was  pleased.  Metro  gets  plenty  of  dough  for  this 
class  of  pictures,  but  I  doubt  their  worth.  Run  this, 
if  you  can  buy  it  right.  The  title  hurts  the  draw, 
but  get  a  bunch  of  kids  in  on  a  matinee  some  way 
and  that  is  all  you  will  need. — Mayme  P.  Mussellman, 
Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patron- 

age. 
GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Robert  Taylor,  Joan 

Crawford — A  big  flop  at  the  box  office.  The  awful 
title  killed  the  picture.  Another  one  of  Metro's  big specials  that  lost  money.  Running  time,  106  minutes. 
—P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. 
General  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor — More  bustles  and  hoop  skirts,  with  a  rumor 
that  Robert  Taylor  was  only  in  a  reel  or  two,  spelled 
doom  for  this  costume  affair.  Nobody  cares  about 
history,  it  seems,  and  when  they  are  not  interested 
how  can  you  get  them  in.  It  took  a  nosedive  here  and 
I've  read  about  it  in  other  places.  Leo  sure  can't 
brag  much  about  this  attempt  to  deliver.— Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Lionel 
Barrymore,  Robert  Taylor — Exceptional  in  many  ways. 
A  historical  drama,  but  the  title  and  Metro's  adver- 

tising on  it  are  more  nearly  "hysterical"  and  mis- 
leading. This  may  draw  some  in  who  don't  want  to see  it  but  also  will  keep  the  more  intelligent  people 

away — those  who  would  gladly  see  it  if  they  knew 
what  it  was  like.  Not  a  box  office  picture  for  any 
small  town  unless  its  population  is  well  above  the  av- 

erage in  intelligence.  Running  time,  100  minutes. 
Played  December  19-20.— G.  A.  Van  Fradenburg,  Val- 

ley Theatre,  Manassa,  Co.  Farming  community  pat- ronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,.  Luise  Rainer — No  one  can  complain  about  the quality  or  quantity  of  this  big  production,  but  they 
kept  their  35  cents  in  their  pocket  and  stayed  at 
home  or  went  other  places.  This  is  a  big  picture  but 
no  one  in  the  sticks  ever  heard  of  Ziegfeld,  so  they 
didn't  fall  for  the  sales  campaign.  I'll  take  a  good 
western  next  time. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess 
Theatre,    Lincoln,   Kan.     Small   town  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer — This  is  undoubtedly  a  great  pic- 

ture, but  it  is  too  long  and  we  failed  to  get  good 
atendance  at  an  advanced  admission  I  believe  five 
of  the  twenty  reels  should  have  been  eliminated.  Run- 

ning time,  180  minutes.  Flayed  December  4-5. — G. 
A.  Van  Fradenburg,  Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col. 
Farming  community  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Pert  Kelton 
— This  picture  got  a  lot  of  laughs  and  when  they 
laugh  you  know  that  your  patrons  are  enjoying  the 
picture.  Very  poor  week  to  gauge  the  drawing  power 
of  any  picture,  but  will  do  very  well  on  a  double  bill 
or  bargain  night.  Played  December  21-22. — Mayme  P. Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small town  patronage. 

LONGEST  NIGHT,  THE:  Robert  Young,  Florence 
Rice — My  patrons  wanted  to  know  where  I  dug  up 
such  a  picture.  It  has  been  cut  to  50  minutes — should  have  been  cut  50  more.  No  excuse  for  releasing 
a  picture  like  this  whatsoever.  I'll  bet  the  Lion 
is  blushing  at  this  opus.  It's  short  enough  to  keep 
many  from  walking  out,  thank  goodness. — Warren  L. 
Weber,  EUinwood  Theatre,  Ellinwood,  Kansas.  General 
patronage. 
LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Joan  Crawford,  Clark  Gable 

— Pretty  good  comedy  although  somewhat  "talky  " Crawford  wouldn't  draw  flies  without  Gable.  Played 
on  Christmas  and  did  average  holiday  business. — 
Warren  L.  Weber,  Ellinwood  Theatre,  Ellinwood, 
Kansas.     General  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— Pretty  weak  story, 
nothing  much  to  recommend  it.  Average  business. 
Running  time,  80  minutes.  Played  December  20-21. 
— Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore. 
Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery,  Cecilia  Parker- 
Nothing  wrong  with  this  but  the  price.  It  is  a  good 
program  picture  and  will  do  that  kind  of  business. 
If  you  can't  buy  it  right,  don't  play  it  because  it  just 
won't  pay  out. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Thea- 

tre, Lincoln,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— A  very  satisfactory 
program  picture  which  did  a  better  business  than 
many  big  specials  have  done.  Running  time,  80  min- 

utes. Played  December  11-12. — G.  A.  Van  Fradenburg, 
Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  community 
patronage. 
PICCADILLY  JIM:  Robert  Montgomery,  Madge 

Evans — I  don't  know  where  they  got  this  title,  but 
guessed  some  brother-in-law  had  to  name  some  of 
them,  so  he  picked  this.  It  did  some  business  but 
not  enough  to  pay  Metro  and  me,  so  I  lost.  Hope 
someone  makes  a  New  Year's  resolution  that'll  help us  boys  in  the  smaller  spots. — Mayme  P.  Musselman, 
Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 
SAN  FRANCISCO:  Clark  Gable,  Jeanette  Mac- 

Donald,  Spencer  Tracy — There  is  not  much  I  can  add 
to  the  reports  from  other  exhibitors,  but  this  one 
pleased  one  hundred  per  cent.  Many  thought  this 
Clark's  best  performance.  The  earthquake  scenes  are marvelous.  Good  story,  good  music  and  a  fine  cast. 
Running  time,  111  minutes.  Played  November  13-15. — 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan. 
Small  town  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone — Excellent  en- tertainment. A  wartime  story  that  held  the  interest 
until  the  last  sequence  and  pleased.  Running  time, 
95  minutes  Played  November  21-22.— Gladys  E.  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 
SWORN  ENEMY:  Robert  Young,  Florence  Rice- 

Very  good  melodrama  enacted  by  expert  cast.  Pro- 
gram business,  however,  as  expected.  Played  Decem- 

ber 23-24.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.     General  patronage. 

SWORN  ENEMY:  Robert  Young,  Florence  Rice— 
A  good  program  picture  worth  the  money,  and  the' trailer  is  a  pip  and  will  get  you  some  business. 
Drew  almost  as  big  a  crowd  as  "Great  Ziegfeld,"  but 
I'm  not  bragging.  Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

TALE  OF  TWO  CITIES,  A:  Ronald  Colman,  Eliza- 
beth Allan,  Edna  May  Oliver — Earmarked  this  one  a 

year  ago  as  a  perfect  show  for  our  Christmas  week- 
end. The  few  knocks  we  got  from  the  ranks  of  the 

"irrational"  were  quickly  overwhelmed  by  the  applause 
of  those  who  understood  the  story  and  appreciated 
really  marvelous  acting.  Coleman's  "Sydney  Carton" was  a  masterpiece,  and  the  rest  of  the  cast  kept 
pace.  The  climax,  a  bit  out  of  the  usual  type,  is  the 
absolute  tops  in  dramatic  perfection.  This  one  will 
never  grow  obsolete.  MGM  can,  and  should,  revive  it 
periodically  as  one  of  the  century's  cinema  achieve- 

ments, and  as  a  concrete  example  of  "No  greater  love 
hath  man  than  to  lay  down  his  life  for  his  biother." 
Thanks,  Leo!  Running  time,  125  minutes.  Played 
December  25-26. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recrea- 

tion, State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

WHIPSAW:    Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy— Double- 
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billed  this  one  rather  late  and  was  surprised  at  the 
turnout,  but  then  Myrna  Loy  is  welcome  here  in  any 
picture  whether  old  or  new.  Besides  all  this  the 
picture  is  undoubtedly  of  the  best.  Running  time,  82 
minutes.  Played  December  17-19.— Lauder  Theatre, 
Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

WOMEN  ARE  TROUBLE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Florence 
Rice— Okay  programmer.  No  drawing  strength  at  box- 
office,  however.  Played  December  16-17. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

WOMEN  ARE  TROUBLE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Florence 
Rice — It  seemed  to  satisfy  as  part  of  a  double  bill  on 
Saturday.  Leo  didn't  roar  very  loud.  In  fact,  I  think he  just  opened  his  mouth  at  the  start  of  this  one. 
Didn't  cost  much  so  can't  kick  much. — Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

Paramount 

ACCUSING  FINGER,  THE:  Paul  Kelly,  Marsha 
Hunt — An  attention  holder  irom  start  to  finish.  Con- 

sistently good  programmers  from  Paramount  con- 
vince us  that  it  pays  to  play  them.  Running  time, 

62  minutes.  Played  December  21-24. — Lauder  Theatre, 
Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

ANYTHING  GOES:  Bing  Crosby— Very  good  com- 
edy, music  and  good  singing  by  all.  Not  a  world 

beater  but  it's  good.  Full  of  comedy  situations  and plenty  of  laughs.  Running  time,  10  reels.  Played 
December  13-14 — Rudolph  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.D.    Small  town  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen — Ideal  for  anyone  who  wants  to 
laugh  and  have  a  good  crazy  time.  Shirley  Ross  com- 

ing along  nicely.  Running  time,  95  minutes.  Played 
December  16-17. — Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre, 
Heppner,  Ore.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

BORDER  FLIGHT:  John  Howard,  Frances  Farmer 
— Average  action  programmer.  Had  an  exciting  fin- 

ish, but  the  rest  was  just  so-so.  Fair  business. — ■ 
Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Fort  Isabel,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

DRIFT  FENCE:  Larry  Crabbe,  Tom  Keene,  Kath- 
erine  DeMille — A  splendid  western  program,  only  too 
short.  Takes  too  many  shorts  to  build  up  a  program 
to  time  schedule.  Zane  Grey's  stories  are  good  and 
I  can't  see  that  the  producers  can't  find  enough  ma- terial to  make  an  eight  or  nine  reel  show.  Running 
time,  six  reels.  Played  December  16. — Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — Pretty  good  but  not  the  type  of  a 
picture  that  clicks  at  the  box  office.  Running  time, 
100  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Gris- 
wold,  Iowa.     General  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — A  fine  show  but  have  plenty  of 
comedy  alongside.  Running  time,  72  minutes.  Played 
December  25-26.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre, 
Limerick,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — This  is  a  good  show,  filled  with 
action  and  dramatic  moments.  The  grand  finale  had 
the  audience  holding  their  collective  breaths.  This 
is  a  picture  which  I  would  recommend  to  any  man- 

ager. Good  business. — Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre, 
Port  Isabel,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — They  get  better  as  they  come 
I  have  heard  a  good  bit  of  back  biting  at  this  picture 
but  it  sure  brought  them  in  for  me,  so  why  should 
I  say  that  it  is  anything  but  a  dandy  picture?  It  is. 
—Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West,  Randolph 
Scott,  Warren  William — Paramount  got  smart  on  this 
one.  Mae's  name  brings  them  in  to  a  certain  extent 
and  the  rest  of  the  cast  send  them  out  in  good  humor. 
Just  the  same  it  is  a  good  picture.— Eureka  Theatre, 
Fabens,  Texas.      General  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Shirley  Ross,  Robert  Cum- 
mings,  Martha  Raye— Not  a  big  picture  but  an  en- 

tertaining little  number  that  does  a  lot  more  business 
than  some  of  the  so-called  big  ones:  ideal  picture 
for  the  young  trade  and  will  draw  quite  a  bit  above 
average  business. — Warren  L.  Weber,  Ellinwood  Thea- 

tre,  Ellinwood,  Kansas. 
LADY,  BE  CAREFUL:  Lew  Ayres,  Mary  Carlisle- 

Played  this  so  new  the  paint  on  the  can  was  hardly 
dry.  I  would  call  this  a  dandy  better-than-program 
picture  and  so  will  most  of  you  if  you  run  it.  Lew 
Ayres,  Mary  Carlisle  and  don't  forget  Benny  Baker.— Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

LET'S  MAKE  A  MILLION:  Edward  Everett  Hor- 
ton— It  did  the  trick  along  with  "Trail  Dust"  (Bill 
Boyd).  Nothing  wrong  with  either  one  for  me.  Run- 

ning time,  70  minutes.  Played  December  28. — S.  A. 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 
MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Fred 

Stone,  Ann  Sothern— This  is  a  dandy!  Will  please 
99.99  per  cent.  Fred  Stone  put  this  one  over,  and  did 
a  fine  job.  Interesting  story,  good  photography,  good 
recording  and  fine  acting.  Average  business. — Ray 
LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 
MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 

Sothern — I  had  a  number  of  patrons  tell  me  that  it 
was  one  of  the  best  pictures  that  they  had  ever  seen. 
Did  good  business  on  Bank  Night,  but  believe  that  it 
would  draw  on  most  any  spot. — Mayme  P.  Mussel- 
man,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern — I  didn't  care  for  it  but  the  cash  customers 
went  for  it  and  called  it  very  good,  so  I  frowned 
and  took  their  money. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas.     General  patronage. 

NEVADA:  Larry  Crabbe— The  only  thing  about 
this  picture  that  reserhbles  the  book  is  the  title.  It's 
as  much  like  the  "Tale  of  Two  Cities"  as  Zane  Grey's 
original  story.  Why  put  his  name  to  such  mediocre 
stuff  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played  December 
17-19. — Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Can- 

ada.   Small  town  patronage. 

RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby,  Fran- 
ces Farmer,  Bob  Burns — If  I  had  it  to  do  over  again 

I  would  still  outgross  75  per  cent  of  the  pictures  I 
could  buy.  You  can't  go  wrong  on  this  one  and  if 
you  haven't  played  it  yet  don't  miss  making  some 
money  for  yourself. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

ROSE  BOWL:  EJeanore  Whitney,  Tom  Brown- Lightweight  material  made  fairly  interesting  through 
efforts  of  a  personable  group  of  youngsters,  so  to 
speak.  Tom  Brown  fine  as  usual  and  Eleanore  Whit- 

ney attractive.  Believe  it  needs  support  to  help  draw 
the  cash  customers  in,  however. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

SON  COMES  HOME,  A:  Mary  Boland,  Donald 
Woods — We  thought  this  a  dandy  little  program  pic- 

ture and  so  did  the  few  we  could  get  in  to  see  it. 
It  goes  to  prove  that  Mary  Boland  has  ali  of  the  stuff 
for  a  real  down-to-earth  actress  when  they  give  her  a 
break. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

STRAIGHT  FROM  THE  SHOULDER:  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Katherine  Locke — Another  very  good  program 

picture.  Slow  in  spots  but  will  hold  their  interest  and 
send  them  away  with  a  good  taste  in  their  mouths. 
Did  excellent  business  on  Bank  Night. — Eureka  Thea- 

tre, Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker,  Jack  Oakie — Very  fine  picture.  Jack  Oakie 
helped  to  put  this  one  over  in  a  big  way.  Suitable  to 
young  and  old  alike.  Good  business.  Ray  LeRoy, 
Granada  Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas.  General  patron- 
age. 
TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 

Parker,  Jack  Oakie — Did  above  average  business  and 
pleased  the  outdoor  fans.  Would  make  a  swell  show 
for  week  ends,  but  will  do  business  on  any  other  spot 
if  you  have  any  western  fans  or  farmer  patrons.  It 
pleased  everyone  that  saw  it  and  that  is  something. — ■ 
Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker — Hand  made  for  any  small  town  and  will  not 
only  bring  them  in  but  will  bring  their  friends.  Nuf 
sed.— Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General  patron- 

age. 

TRAIL  DUST:  William  Boyd,  Jimmy  Ellison— It 
did  the  trick  along  with  "Let's  Make  a  Million." 
Nothing  wrong  with  either  one  for  me. — S.  A.  Kim- ball, Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

THREE  MARRIED  MEN:  Lynne  Overman,  Wil- 
liam Frawley — It  got  by,  how  I  am  sure  I  don't  know. 

Guess  it  was  because  I  wasn't  home  at  the  time  and 
the  help  didn't  have  to  take  it. — Mayme  P.  Mussel- 

man, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 
THREE  MARRIED  MEN:  Lynne  Overman,  Wil- 

liam Frawley — Lack  of  names  in  this  picture  holds 
this  one  down,  but  the  title  will  catch  lots  of  them. 
Not  so  hot  but  have  seen  lots  worse  and  it  got  a 

good  many  laughs.  At  least  I  didn't  have  to  hide behind  a  telephone  post  as  they  came  out  after 
the  show  was  over  and  that  is  more  than  you  can 
say  about  a  good  many  of  the  so-called  pictures. — Eureka   Theatre,   Fabens,   Texas.   General  patronage. 

WEDDING  PRESENT:  Joan  Bennett,  Gary  Grant 
— An  insane  comedy  but  we  had  no  complaints.  Cast 
is  good  and  our  folks  kept  interested,  so  can't  kick much  even  if  it  did  seem  a  bit  exaggerated  to  us. 
Guess  the  producers  knew  it,  though,  for  they  finish 
with  the  song  "Crazy  People"  which  best  describes  it. 
Played  December  11-12 — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

WEDDING  PRESENT:  Joan  Bennett,  Cary  Grant 
— Nice  show  that  brought  only  good  comments.  Run- 

ning time,  81  minutes.  Played  December  22. — S.  A. 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 
WIVES  NEVER  KNOW:  Charles  Ruggles,  Mary 

Boland — A  good  comedy  along  the  lines  this  team 
usually  produces.  Plenty  of  laughs  along  the  way. 
Played  December  9-10. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

YOURS  FOR  THE  ASKING:  George  Raft,  Dolores 
Costello  Barrymore — A  cross  between  a  racketeer  and 
comedy  but  nevertheless  very  good  entertainment  re- 

gardless what  some  of  them  say.  Plenty  of  comedy 
and  plenty  of  socks  in  the  nose,  which  is  mainly  the 
interest  of  small  town  fans. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas      General  patronage. 

Republic 
OH,  SUSANNA!  Gene  Autry,  Frances  Grant— This fellow  Autry  has  become  our  biggest  drawing  card 

for  Saturday  and  this  is  as  good  as  the  rest,  if  not  a 
little  better. — Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  Gen- eral patronage. 

THREE  MESQUITEERS:  Robert  Livingston,  Kay 
Hughes — If  your  western  fans  want  a  good  laugh 
this  one  will  get  it.  Better  than  average. — Eureka 
Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BRIDE  WALKS  OUT,  THE:  Gene  Raymond,  Bar- 
bara Stanwyck — Very  interesting  picture,  funny,  due 

to  Helen  Broderick;  absorbing,  owing  to  Gene  Ray- 
mond, and  attractive,  attributed  to  Barbara  Stanwyck. 

Personally  I  liked  the  picture.  Did  average  business. 
— Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas. General  patronage. 

DON'T  TURN  'EM  LOOSE:  Bruce  Cabot,  Louise 
Latimer — A  very  brutal  and  heartless  character  is  here 
made  the  center  of  action.  A  lesson  on  paroie  board 
activities  that,  while  effective,  is  a  poor  subject  for 
entertainment  purposes  in  general.  Played  December 
1. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. General  patronage. 

LET'S  SING  AGAIN:  Bobby  Breen,  Henry  Ar- 
metta — The  story  isn't  deserving  of  the  actor  Even 
so,  it's  a  fairly  good  program  picture.  Henry  Aimetta 
is  a  swell  character  actor.  The  recording  wasn't  so  hot 
but  still  music  was  fine.  I'm  looking  forward  to 
"Rainbow  on  the  River." — Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Thea- 

tre, Port  Isabel,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  A  BET:  Gene  Raymond,  Wendy  Barrie 
— This  is  a  pretty  good  program  picture,  good  es- 

pecially for  a  small  town.  It  seems  Gene  Raymond 
is  gaining  in  favor  both  with  the  producer  and  the 
audience.  Average  business.— Ray  LeRoy,  Granada 
Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOYS:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— This  is 
a  dandy.  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  are  dandies  down 
here,  and  this  is  the  dandiest  of  their  pictures.  Willy 
Best  is  a  helpmate  of  the  two  in  their  fun-making. 
It  starts  up  like  a  murder  mystery  and  ends  up  with 
a  madman  chasing  them  around  in  King  Pharatine's 
Haunted  Tomb.  Good  business. — Ray  LeRoy,  Gran- 

ada Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN:  Ann  Sothern,  Gene 
Raymond — A  dandy  little  picture,  but  too  short.  It 
will  please  if  you  can  get  them  in  to  see  it.  Our 
business  below  average  Running  time,  60  minutes. 
Played  December  6-8. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre, 
Wagoner,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

ROYAL  —MORE  THAN  EVER  WORLD'S 

NUMBER  ONE  TYPEWRITER ! 

Royal  sales  for  the  year  1936  surpassed 
all  others  .  .  .  exceeding  even  1935,  the 
previous  greatest  year  in  Royal  history. 

ROYAL   TYPEWRITER    CO.,  INC. 

2  Park  Avenue,  New  York  City 
Branches  and  Agencies  the  World  over 
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59 SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— I'm afraid  Astaire  and  Rogers  are  slipping.  Nothing  to 
compare  with  "Top  Hat,"  in  my  estimation.  The audience,  however,  was  well  pleased,  which  is  as  it 
should  be.  Fine  recording.  Above  average  business. 
— Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Port  Isabel,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

TWO  IN  REVOLT:  John  Arledge,  Warrior,  Light- 
ning— This  feature  is  a  real  honest  to  goodness  pro- 

gram, holds  interest  from  start  to  finish  and  has 
any  western  backed  off  the  map  except  Smoky.  Give 
us  more  of  this  kind  of  programs.  The  title  answers 
the  story  but  is  not  a  drawing  title.  Running  time, 
eight  reels.  Played  December  18-19. — Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

WANTED:  JANE  TURNER:  Gloria  Stuart,  Lee 
Tracy — Good  midweek  picture  A  good  story  and 
Lee  Tracy  did  very  well  for  a  comeback.  Running 
time,  70  minutes.  Played  December  16-17. — E.  D. 
Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.  Small  town 
patronage. 

WTHOUT  ORDERS:  Sally  Eilers,  Robert  Arm- 
strong— Satisfactory  program  picture.  Running  time, 

64  minutes.  Played  December  -52. — Elaine  S.  Fur- 
long, Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural  and  small 

town  patronage. 

YELLOW  DUST:  Richard  Dix— A  very  good  show 
of  the  west  and  Richard  Dix  plays  to  perfection. 
Good  for  Friday  and  Saturday.  Running  time,  seven 
reels.  Played  December  11-12. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.     Small  town  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

AMBASSADOR  BILL  (re-issue):  Will  Rogers  didn't break  any  records  on  this  repeat.  The  picture,  as 
such,  is  okay.  Played  December  18-19. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Jed  Prouty,  Spring  Bying- 
ton — Just  what  the  doctor  ordered  for  the  other  half 
of  that  double  bill.  It  seems  like  my  patrons  like  this 
series,  so  guess  they  have  that  certain  something. — 
Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLIE  CHAN  AT  THE  RACE  TRACK:  War- 
ner Oland,  Helen  Wood,  Keye  Luke — A  good  Chan 

picture  enhanced  by  the  vivacious  personality  of  Keye 
Luke.  His.  portrayal  of  Chan's  detective-minded  son 
are  high  spots  in  this  popular  series.  Played  Decem- 

ber 4-5— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N. H.     General  patronage. 

CRIME  OF  DR.  FORBES,  THE:  Gloria  Stuart, 
Robert  Kent — A  fairly  amusing  mystery  drama  with 
a  different  solution.  Makes  that  last  feature  on  the 
double  bill  worth  watching,  if  such  a  thing  is  pos- 

sible. Played  December  19.— Mayme  P.  Musselman, 
Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patron- age. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— Far 
from  Shirley's  best  story  and  yet  the  little  star makes  entertainment  out  of  it.  Frank  Morgan  plays 
a  typical  Morgan  role  to  perfection.  The  producers 
must  take  more  care  however,  lest  their  precious  star's luster  becomes  lost  in  weak  stories.  Played  December 
6-7.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. General  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— Who 
said  Shirley  was  slipping?  Boy,  she  is  sliding  here. 
This  was  the  first  Temple  that  didn't  do  business,  and when  I  paid  up,  the  amount  I  wrote  down  was  in 
red  ink.  Fox  and  Zanuck  will  have  to  shake  up  the bag  of  tricks  before  the  rest  of  her  teeth  fall  out  or 
everybody  is  sunk.— Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

15  MAIDEN  LANE:  Claire  Trevor,  Cesar  Romero— A  worthwhile  program  picture  that  holds  interest 
nicely.  Claire  Trevor  is  certainly  a  lovely  and talented  player.  Played  December  IS.— L.  A.  Irwin 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  patronage. 
KING  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Robert  Kent, Kosahnd  Keith— Fair  picture.  Scenery  best  part  of  it however.  Played  December  18-19.-L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 
LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Loretta  Young, Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon— Too  bad  such  an excellent  cast  is  wasted  on  a  story  with  only  so-so appeal.  You  will  hear  complaints  from  the  cash customers  and  they  all  blame  it  on  the  story  or  rather 

£  i  °  J,tory-  P1ayed  December  13-14. — L.  A.  Irwin Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N   H.     General  patronage. 
LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Loretta  Young,  Janet  Gaynor, Simone  Simon,  Constance  Bennett— An  all  talking  pic- ture m  every  sense  of  the  word.  Had  at  least  10 per  cent  walkouts,  which  is  unusual  in  a  small  town They  usually  stay  on  any  kind  of  a  picture.  A  shame to  waste  this  cast  on  a  lot  of  talk  that  contains  no entertainment  at  alh-Warren  L.  Weber,  Ellinwood iheatre,  Ellmwood,  Kansas.     General  patronage. 
PEPPER:  Jane  Withers— Very  good.  This  is  one of  her  best.  Suitable  on  any  day  of  the  week.  If Twentieth  Century-Fox  keep  on  giving  this  little girl  good  stories,  she  is  going  to  be  tops  some  day Running  time,  72  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.      General  patronage. 

PEPPER:  Jane  Withers,  Irvin  S.  Cobb— A  fair  Jane 

Withers  picture.  This  talented  player  is  being  allowed 
to  get  smart  alecky.  Give  her  a  real  story  and  we 
bet  she'd  go  places  We're  sorry  to  hear  her  next 
one,  "Can  This  Be  Dixie?",  is  'way  below  this  one 
in  story  value.  There  must  be  suitable  stories  some- 

where. Played  December  11-12. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

POOR  LITTLE  RICH  GIRL,  THE:  Shirley  Temple, 
Alice  Faye — Shirley  is  received  very  well  in  our  town 
and  this  picture  seemed  to  please  the  entire  audience. 
Running  time,  85  minutes.  Played  December  15-16. — 
Albert  Heffernan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

POOR  LITTLE  RICH  GIRL,  THE:  Shirley  Temple, 
— A  picture  which  we  most  welcomed  bringing  us  out 
of  our  pre-Christmas  slump,  and  a  tonic  for  the 
box  office. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.      General  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — An  other- 
wise beautiful  story  is  in  some  measure  spoiled  by  an 

unnecessarily  tragic  ending.  Color  is  beautiful  and 
players  all  splendid.  A  worthwhile  piece  of  entertain- 

ment. Played  December  4-5 — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — Truly  won- 
derful color  and  this  story  gets  the  ladies,  so  the  men 

have  to  come  along,  consequently  this  picture  did 
business.  I  would  advise  anyone  to  run  it,  extra 
time,  and  get  that  dough  you  need  for  the  spring 
outfit. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lin- 

coln, Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— 
With  the  quintuplets  for  advertisement  and  some  good 
homely  connected  stories  for  entertainment,  this  fea- 

ture is  very  satisfactory.  Running  time,  80  minutes. 
Played  December  13-14.— Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Thea- 

tre, Heppner,  Ore.     Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Warner  Baxter,  Myrna 
Loy,  Ian  Hunter — Despite  fine  work  by  an  expert 
cast  of  players  this  sentimental  story  somehow  lacked 
sincerity.  At  least  our  folks  laughed  several  times 
in  the  wrong  places.  Ian  Hunter  was  especially  fine 
and  did  much  towards  holding  together  the  mushy 
scenes  the  leads  were  forced  to  play.  Played  Decem- 

ber 2-3.— L  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N. H.  General  patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Warner  Baxter,  Myrna 
Loy — A  long  drawn  out  and  decidedly  tiresome  pic- ture. Baxter  and  Loy  deserve  a  better  story  for 
they  are  both  excellent,  but  this  one  did  not  please. 
Running  time,  92  minutes.  Played  November  18-19. 
—Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan. Small  town  patronage. 

United  Artists 

THESE  THREE:  Miriam  Hopkins,  Merle  Oberon, 
Joel  McCrea— This  is  a  good  picture  and  pleased  100 
per  cent.  A  little  old,  but  did  very  nice  business. 
Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played  December  26-28.— 
E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.  Small town  patronage. 

THINGS  TO  COME:  Raymond  Massey— Some  won- 
dered what  this  was  all  about.  Others  said  they'd rather  have  seen  a  western,  and  a  very  few  enjoyed 

it.  Not  popular  entertainment,  however  and  no  box- 
office  draw.  Played  December  8.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Universal 

CRASH  DONOVAN:  Jack  Holt,  Nan  Gray— Nice htle  action  picture,  but  too  short.  Put  plenty  of  shorts 
with  it.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played  Decem- 

ber 15.— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla. Small  town  patronage. 

MAN  I  MARRY,  THE:  Doris  Nolan,  Michael 
Whalen— Good  program  picture.  Pleased  100  per  cent 
Good  family  picture.  Running  time,  75  minutes' Played  December  1.— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wag- oner, Okla.     Small  town  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole Lombard— Was  rather  disappointed  in  this  one.  All I  heard  was  superlatives  for  it  wherever  I  looked,  but didn  t  think  it  was  so  hot  myself.  Slightly  above average  business.— Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Port Isabel,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole Lombard— This  picture  is  rather  silly  in  places,  but seemed  to  please  most  of  our  patrons.  Only  average business.  Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played  Decem- 
ber 20-21.— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla Small  town  patronage. 

SHOWBOAT:  Irene  Dunne,  Allan  Jones,  Paul 
Robeson,  Helen  Morgan— Didn't  do  much  business,  but it  was  much  better  than  the  one  Universal  made  some time.  ago.  These  old  costume  pictures  are  hard  to sell  m  a  small  town  and  my  advice  to  smaller  towns is  lay  off  whenever  you  can.— Mayme  P.  Musselman, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patron- age. 

SILVER  SPURS:  Buck  Jones,  Muriel  Evans— Not 
up  to  the  best,  but  Buck  Jones  will  draw  if  you  can 
find  time  to  put  extra  advertising  out  and  push  it. 
We  did  as  good  as  can  be  expected  with  a  western 

picture.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played  Decem- ber 18-19. — Albert  Heffernan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopers- ville, Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS:  Deanna  Durbin,  Ray 
Milland— The  hit  of  the  season.  Pleased  everybody. 
More  favorable  comments  than  any  picture  played 
this  year.  All  the  cast  are  good  and  believe  me,  this 
little  star  Deanna  Durbin  will  go  places  if  given  the 
proper  stories.  Plenty  good  show  Boost  it  to  the 
limit,  then  some.  Running  time,  84  minutes.  Played 
December  24-25— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wag- 

oner, Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

TWO  IN  A  CROWD:  Joel  McCrea,  Joan  Bennett- 
Good  program  picture,  not  good  enough  for  Sun- 

day date,  but  will  please.  Family  trade.  Running 
time,  80  minutes.  Played  December  22.— E.  D.  Luna, 
Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  De 
Havilland — An  excellent  picture  well  worth  anyone's time  and  money.  Cast  and  story  tops. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

BENGAL  TIGER,  THE:  Barton  MacLane,  June 
Travis — A  good  action  picture  that  will  put  them  out 
on  the  edge  of  their  seats  and  please  those  chewers 
and  spitters  in  the  balcony.  Play  it  instead  of  a  west- 

ern and  put  that  old  tiger  out  front. — Mayme  P. Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
— It'll  take  more  than  Clark  Gable  to  put  this  grand- 

ma over.  She's  washed  up,  but  I  just  found  it  out, 
and  back  stage  stuff  is  out,  with  or  without  Gable. 
It  did  fair  business  but  I  can't  recommend  it. — Mayme P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

CHARGE    OF    THE    LIGHT    BRIGADE,  THE: 
Errol  Flynn,  Olivia  De  Havilland — I  believe  that  this is  one  of  the  best  photographed  pictures  that  I  have 
ever  projected  and  it  is  probably  one  of  the  biggest 
pictures  that  anyone  filmed,  but  costume  pictures  don't do  business  in  small  towns,  consequently  I  took  a  loss 
on  a  three  day  run.  If  you  can  get  worthwhile  terms 
on  this  picture,  give  it  a  couple  of  days  and  really 
enjoy  the  marvelous  photography. — Mayme  P.  Mus- 

selman, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

TIMES    SQUARE    PLAYBOY:    Warren  William, 
(Continued  on  following  page) 

FARTHEST  EXHIBITORS 

REACHED 

OVERNIGHT 

...  by  the  only  Notion-wide 

MR  EXPRESS 

And  nearer-bys  in  a  jiffy.  Only  Air 

Express  gives  you  complete  day  and  night 
nation-wide  service  at  that  speed.  Charges 

include  pick-up  and  delivery.  Swift  rail 

connections  to  any  of  Railway  Express' 
23,000  offices  afford  prompt,  receipted- 
for  delivery  practically  anywhere. 

sfc  Nation-wide  Air  Express  day  and 
night  serves  directly  216  key  cities 
in  the  United  States  and  Canada,  also 
Honolulu,  Guam,  Manila  and  32 
Latin-American  countries. 

sfc  Low,  economical  rates. 
$t  C.  O.  D.'s  a  specialty,  and  just  as 

fast.  Prompt  remittances. 

>H  One  organization.  One  responsibil- 
ity. One  waybill. 

In  one  word,  it's  a  "natural."  Write  for  "How  to 
Profit  With  Air  Express."  Address  General  Sales 
Department,  Railway  Express  Agency,  230  Park 
Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  For  service,  phone  any 
Railway  Express  office. 

MR  EXPRESS 
division 

Rail w ay  express  agency 
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June  Travis — A  good  program  picture  that  pleased  a 
Merchant's  Show  crowd.  They're  easily  satisfied,  but a  good  picture  helps  advertise  and  we  give  them  as 
good  a  picture  as  is  possible.  Played  December  19. — 
Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

Miscellaneous 

BRING  'EM  IN  DEAD:  It  took  just  three  wax  dum- mies, one  painted  truck  and  three  cowboy  hats  to 
really  do  business,  but  I  wanted  to  be  out  of  town 
for  the  next  week.  What  a  razzin'  I  got  and  what 
a  show.  Boys,  Barnum  was  right.  Play  it  just  be- 

fore you  leave  on  your  vacation. — Mayme  P.  Mussel- man,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

ANTS  IN  THE  PANTRY:  3  Stooges— Now  if  you 
want  slapstick,  run  these  comedies.  The  only  answer 
to  an  exhibitor's  prayer  for  comedy  and  it's  not  high- 
class.  The  farmers  just  roll  in  the  aisles  and  that's 
the  truth. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre, 
Lincoln,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

BIRD  STUFFER,  THE:  Krazy  Kat  Cartoons— A 
Krazy  Kat  which  was  very  mediocre. — Harland  Rank- 

in, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

CHAMP'S  A  CHUMP,  THE:  All  Star  Comedy- 
Be  sure  and  play  this  short  subject.  A  college  picture 
with  a  championship  fight  put  on  in  real  burlesque 
style. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- 

tario, Canada.     General  patronage. 

FOOTBALL  BUGS:  Color  Rhapsodies— Not  as  good 
as  others  in  this  series.  The  grotesque  drawing  of 
many  of  the  bugs  lessens  its  value  as  child  enter- 

tainment, nor  does  it  increase  the  adult  appreciation 
any  either — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.     General  patronage. 

LAUGHING  WITH  MEDBURY  AMONG  THE 
WIDE  OPEN  FACES:  Laughing  With  Medbury 
Series — Very  unique,  giving  the  high  spots  and  char- 

acteristics of  different  inhabitants.  Very  educational. 
— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

LOONEY  BALLOON ISTS :  Scrappy  Cartoons— This 
Scrappy  musical  must  have  been  made  during  the 
drought,  as  Scrappy  and  his  partners'  music  brings 
rain  and  happiness  to  them  all.  Very  good. — Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

MAD  MONEY:  Court  of  Human  Relations— This  is 
the  first  of  the  series  of  Court  of  Human  Relations 
we  have  had  the  privilege  of  playing.  The  acting  was 
quite  poor,  they  do  not  appeal  to  our  audience  as  much 
as  Voice  of  Experience. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  The- 

atre, Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

MOVIE  MANIACS:  Three  Stooges— Another  two- 
reel  riot  from  the  Stooges.  Maybe  they  are  not  high- 

brow, but  our  audiences  eat  'em  alive. — C.  L.  Niles, Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

NOVELTY  SHOP,  THE:  Color  Rhapsodies— Only 
fault  with  this  one  is  its  short  running  time.  Other- 

wise excellent. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 
cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

PEPPERY  SALT,  THE:  Andy  Clyde— Andy  Clyde 
never  fails  to  get  a  laugh  out  of  our  audience  and 
feel  this  was  up  to  standard. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza 
Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General  patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS:  No.  8— These  Screen  Snap- 
shots are  always  well  received. — Harland  Rankin, 

Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

SHARE  THE  WEALTH:  Andy  Clyde— I  heard  a 
lot  of  laughs.  Maybe  they  were  laughing  in  their 
sleep,  but  they  were  laughs,  anyway.  Something  did 
it.— Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

STARS  OF  TOMORROW:  No.  6— Fair  number  in 
this  amateur  series.  A  bit  old  now.  The  print  wasn't 
so  hot.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. General  patronage. 

THRILLS  WITH  DAREDEVILS:  World  of  Sport 
Series — This  short  subject  should  be  popular  anywhere. 
It  has  some  very  breath  taking  scenes. — Harland  Ran- 

kin, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

TOURING  THE  SPORT  WORLD:  New  World  of 
Sport  Series — Excellent  sport  reel  showing  some  well 
known  and  some  not  so  well  known  sports  from  many 
lands. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 
General  patronage 

WATER  THRILLS:  World  of  Sport  Series— A 
very  interesting  short  subject  on  different  water  sports 
which  proved  very  breath  taking. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

Educational 

BASHFUL  BUDDIES:  Herman  Timberg,  Jr.,  Pat 
Rooney,  Jr. — So  so  comedy.  More  dancing,  less  non- 

sense would  help. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

FARMER  AL  FALFA'S  PRIZE  PACKAGE:  Paul 
Terry-Toons — Fair  cartoon,  but  since  using  the  colored 
cartoons,  my  patrons  do  not  get  very  enthusiastic 
about  black  and  white  ones.  Running  time,  1  reel. — 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan. 
Small  town  patronage. 

FEMININE  FORM:  Treasure  Chest— An  interest- 
ing reel  showing  some  attractive  ladies  who  develop 

themselves  athletically.  Good. — L  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

HAPPY  HEELS:  Buster  West,  Tom  Patricola— 
This  comedy  shauld  please  most  anywhere.  Slapstick 
but  it  gets  the  laughs.  Dance  numbers  help  out. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

IT  NEVER  RAINS:  Frolics  of  Youth  Series— One 
of  the  best  short  two-reelers  that  we  have  had  from 
Educational  for  a  long,  long  time.  The  little  girl  that 
plays  the  part  in  this  comedy  will  go  places,  just 
watch  her,  in  the  Frolics  of  Youth  series.  Running 
time,  20  minutes. — Albert  Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre, 
Coopersville,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

JUST  PLAIN  FOLKS:  Tim  and  Irene— If  this  pair 
is  funny,  I'll  take  vanilla. — Mayme  P.  Musselman, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

NATURE'S  SONGSTERS:  Treasure  Chest— Excel- lent single  reel  with  birds  photographed  with  actual 
sounds  recorded  from  their  natural  habitat. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

PARKED  IN  PAREE:  Two  Reel  Comedies— A 
dandy  slapstick  comedy  with  excellent  dancing. — C.  L. 
Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General  patron- 
age. 
PINK  LEMONADE:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— A 

fine  single  reeler  with  Toto  the  clown  and  the  Cabin 
Kids.  Pleased  all.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Ana- 

mosa, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

RING  GOES  'ROUND,  THE:  Song  and  Comedy 
Hits — Song  Hit  story;  one  of  the  best  ones  that  we 
have  had.  Running  time,  12  minutes. — Albert  Hef- 

feran, Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich.  Small  town patronage. 

RING  GOES  'ROUND,  THE:  Song  and  Comedy 
Hits— A  good  single  from  the  Song  Hit  Series.— 
C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

ALL  AMERICAN  TOOTHACHE,  THE:  Thelma 
Todd,  Patsy  Kelly— The  title  describes  this  one  most 
adequately.  Running  time,  18  minutes. — Lauder  The- 

atre, Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town 
patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  HEADLINES:  Pete  Smith  Special- 
ties— Very  good  description  of  the  makeup  of  a  metro- 

politan daily.  My  printers  don't  do  it  that  way. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

BORED  OF  EDUCATION:  Our  Gang— A  dandy 
and  it  will  make  them  laugh.  You  can't  ask  for  more. 
— Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

COLORFUL  ISLAND:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks— 
A  fine  colored  travel  reel.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY  SERIES:  Interesting  and 
entertaining.  Every  one  a  feature  story  in  two  reels. 
Running  time,  20  minutes.— Lauder  Theatre,  Mount 
Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.    Small  town  patronage. 

FOLLIES  OF  1936:  Our  Gang— Very,  very  good, 
and  will  be  enjoyed  by  all.  Running  time,  22  minutes. 
—Albert  Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

HARNESSED  RHYTHM:  MGM  Sports  Parade- 
Interesting  comment  on  the  making  of  race-horses  and 
their  training  from  colt  to  champion. — Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

HURLING:  Pete  Smith — Better  than  any  comedy 
and  the  audience  went  crazy.  Some  came  to  see  it  a 
second  time.  Running  time,  10  minutes — Elaine  S. 
Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural  and  small 
town  patronage. 

KILLER  DOG:  Pete  Smith  Specialties— It  seems 
like  any  dog  picture  just  gets  them  and  this  is  no 
exception.  Pleased  a  big  crowd  on  Bank  Night  but 
guess  all  things  come  to  an  end.  Looks  like  we're going  to  lose  it. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess 
Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 
LA  FIESTA  DE  SANTA  BARBARA:  Musical 

Comedies — Another  beautiful  color  film  from  Leo's 
stamping  grounds.  Not  quite  up  to  the  "Starlit  Days" 
or  "Pirate  Party"  standard,  but  still  away  above  the 
average  for  musical  shorts.  Joe  Morrison's  "Heading 
for  the  Last  Roundup"   is   perhaps   the  outstanding 

act  of  the  two  reels.  Running  time,  19  minutes. — 
J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation,  State  Prison, 
Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

LIFE  HESITATES  AT  40:  Charley  Chase— This  is 
about  the  most  feeble  attempt  Chase  ever  made.  Why 
release  such  trash  Running  time,  18  minutes. — Lauder 
Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town 
patronage. 

LITTLE  CHEESER:  Harman-Ising— First  rate 
cartoon  entertainment  and  really  very  clever. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  pat- ronage. 

NEIGHBORHOOD  HOUSE:  Charley  Chase— Not  as 
funny  as  we  had  expected  to  find  it  following  several 
excellent  reportings.  Maybe  the  author  of  the  plot 
didn't  have  the  background  to  appreciate  all  the 
humor  of  Bank  Night. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

NEW  SHOES:  Tabloid  Musicals— Rather  pleasing 
single  reel  that  is  decidedly  different.  Good  music  and 
clever  theme.  Running  time,  1  reel.— Gladys  E  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

NEW  SHOES:  Tabloid  Musicals— Very  good  novelty 
musical  that  pleased. — Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess 
Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY:  There  seems  to  be  some 
improvement  in  this  Metro  News  since  they  dropped 
Hearst's  name.  Football  coverage  has  been  especially fine,  with  some  very  close  shots  of  the  big  games 
that  were  thrilling. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

OLD  MILL  POND,  THE:  Harman-Ising  (Happy 
Harmonies) — Boy,  oh  boy,  here  is  a  real  cartoon. 
Frogs  imitating  Cab  Calloway's  Orchestra  and  other 
stars.  It's  worth  advertising.  Running  time,  1  reel.— 
E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.  Small town  patronage. 

OLD  MILL  POND,  THE:  Harman-Ising— Played 
this  a  second  time  and  had  many  favorable  remarks 
on  it.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

ON  THE  WRONG  TREK:  Charley  Chase— Very 
good  Charley  Chase  comedy.  Running  time,  19  min- 

utes.—Gladys  E*  MeArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

PAN  HANDLERS:  Patsy  Kelly— I  thought  that 
anything  would  be  an  improvement  on  the  old  Todd- 
Kelly  comedies,  but  this  one  proves  that  I  was  mighty 
mistaken.  It's  distinctly  a  change  for  the  worse.  Run- 

ning time,  20  minutes. — Lauder  Theatre,  Mount  For- 
est, Ontario,  Canada.    Small  town  patronage. 

PAY  AS  YOU  EXIT:  Our  Gang— An  excellent 
Gang. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

PERFECT  SETUP:  Crime  Doesn't  Pay  Series— A good  plot  nicely  worked  out  provides  good  dramatic 
balance  to  a  comedy  feature. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

PRIMITIVE  PITCAIRN:  MGM  Miniatures— An 
entertaining  visit  on  famous  "Fitcairn  Island." — L.  A. Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

PUPS'  PICNIC:  Harman-Ising  (Happy  Harmonies) 
— A  good  cartoon  and  funny  in  spots  Will  entertain 
and  amuse  all  during  the  running  time. — Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small town  patronage. 

SECOND  CHILDHOOD:  Our  Gang— Average  Gang 
comedy  with  a  good  quota  of  satisfying  laughs. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

SECOND  CHILDHOOD:  Our  Gang  Comedy— Still 
another  clever  comedy  by  a  clever  bunch  of  kids. 
Why  cut  them  down  to  one  reel  when  two  isn't 
enough  ?  Running  time,  18  minutes.— Lauder  Theatre, 
Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 
SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 

Comedies  Series — This  is  good  musical  comedy,  but  not 
as  good  as  some  we  have  had. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy 
Theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 
Comedies— A  very  fine  and  high  type  colored  two- 
reel  musical.  These  are  in  a  class  by  themselves. — 
C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 
SWING  BANDITRY:  Tabloid  Musicals— Good  band 

act  that  is  different  and  will  please. — Mayme  P.  Mus- 
selman, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 

patronage. 
TWO  LITTLE  PUPS:  Harman-Ising— A  splendid color  cartoon.  The  full  running  time  on  most  of  the 

cartoons  in  this  series  is  well  justified  and  the  folks 
like  them  as  well  as  any  we  play. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 
TWO  LITTLE  PUPS:  Harman-Ising  (Happy  Har- 

monies)— A  colored  cartoon  featuring  two  perfectly 
adorable  pups.  Think  this  is  one  of  the  best  of  this 
always  good  series.  Running  time,  1  reel. —  Gladys  E. 
McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan  Small  town 
patronage. 
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TWO  TOO  MANY:  Our  Gang— An  out  of  the  or- 
dinary Gang.  Give  it  preferred  time. — C.  L.  Niles, 

Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

TWO  TOO  YOUNG:  Our  Gang — A  good  gang  com- 
edy that  made  a  lot  of  people  laugh  and  I  want  to 

say  that  this  is  quite  a  feat. — Mayme  P.  Musselman, 
Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

VAMP  'TIL  READY:  Charley  Chase— Another 
Charley  Chase  comedy  that  clicked.  Running  time,  20 
minutes.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

VIOLETS  IN  SPRING:  Musical  Comedies— An  ex- 
cellent black  and  white  musical,  two  reels.  A  novel 

story  done  in  Metro  fashion.  Excellent  dancing  and 
will  please  all.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

WEST  POINT  OF  THE  SOUTH:  MGM  Miniatures 
— Very  interesting  short  describing  life  in  a  military 
boy's  school.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Fenacook, 
N.  H.   General  patronage. 

Paramount 

BROTHERLY  LOVE:  Popeye  the  Sailor— Popeye 
is  a  funny  fellow.  When  up  against  it  he  gets  his 
spinach  and  then  things  begin  to  happen.  Running 
time,  one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

GREEDY  HUMPTY  DUMPTY:  Color  Classics— 
A  very  good  color  cartoon. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  The- 

atre, Penacook,  N.  H.     General  patronage. 

HAWAIIAN  BIRDS:  Color  Classics— Very  pretty 
coloring  in  this  cartoon  and  worth  a  spot  on  any 
program.— Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre, 
Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patronage. 

I  WANNA  BE  A  LIFEGUARD:  Popeye  the  Sailor 
—The  usual  Popeye  routine.  L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  The- atre, Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LET'S  GET  MOVIN':  Popeye  the  Sailor— Okay 
Popeye.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N. 
H.    General  patronage. 

LITTLE  SWEE'  PEA:  Popeye  The  Sailor— Good. There  are  laughs  in  these  cartoons  and  I  notice  people 
comment  on  them,  so  guess  they  enjoy  Popeye.— 
Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

LUCKY  SPILLS:  Grantland  Rice  Sportlights  (New 
Series)— If  you  want  to  see  a  guy  drive  a  car,  get 
this  one.  He  can  do  tricks  that  can  only  be  duplicated 
accidentally.  Get  your  auto  dealers  and  have  them 
recommend  it.  Plymouth  will,  I  know.— Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

NEPTUNE'S  SCHOLARS:  Grantland  Rice  Sport- 
lights  (New  Series)— One  for  the  book.  Guess  how 
they  did  it  but  play  it  and  let  the  patrons  figure  it 
out.  A  real  novelty.— Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess 
Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

NEPTUNE'S  SCHOLARS:  Grantland  Rice  Sport- 
lights— A  good  sport  filler  that  is  different.  School 
under  water  is  the  theme.  The  males  liked  the  legs. 
— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

SAILOR  SHORTY:  Paragraphics— Another  inter- 
esting single  by  the  Chimp.  This  time  he  goes  sail- 

ing.—C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  Gen- eral patronage. 

STAR  REPORTER  IN  HOLLYWOOD:  Headliner 
— A  good  variety  of  radio  entertainers  make  this  a 
good  filler.  The  girl  band  is  a  knockout.  Running 
time,  one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

STRAIGHT  AS  AN  ARROW:  Paragraphics— One 
of  the  best  shorts  I  ever  saw.  You'll  marvel  at  the 
skill  of  this  archer  and  say  it  can't  be  done,  but  he 
does  it.  Play  it;  I  know  you  won't  be  sorry. — Mayme P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

YOU'RE  NOT  BUILT  THAT  WAY:  Betty  Boop 
Cartoons — A  funny  cartoon  that  points  to  a  good  moral 
incidentally.  L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.   General  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

ALADDIN  FROM  MANHATTAN:  Ruth  Etting— 
Ruth  always  entertains  with  good  singing  and  this 
one  is  no  exception.  Good,  all  we  can  say.  Running 
time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

CAMERA  CRANKS:  Headliners— Just  a  bunch  of 
nonsense.  Don't  amount  to  much.  Gets  tiresome  be- fore the  first  half  is  over  and  the  last  half  is  the  same. 
Junk  is  all  we  can  claim  for  it.  Running  time,  two 
reels.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

HEART  OF  THE  SIERRAS:  World  on  Parade— 
A  good  black  and  white  travel,  but  with  everybody 
making  excellent  colored  short,  RKO  might  just  as 
well  get  in  the  wagon  or  quit — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles 
Theatre,   Anamosa,   Iowa.    General  patronage. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE:  No.  1— 

SIX  MORE  JOIN 

REPORTING  STAFF 

Six  showmen  from  as  many  states 
have  joined  the  corps  of  contributors 

to  "What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me," 
in  the  Holiday  season.  Reporting  for 

the  first  time  are  these: 
Harold  Bernstein,  Plaza  theatre, 

4360  Maine  avenue,  Norwood,  Ohio. 

H.  H.  Daniels,  Nu-Era  theatre, 

Oswego,  Kansas. 
Edwards  and  Case,  Opera  House, 

Paw  Paw,  Illinois. 

Returning  to  the  fold  after  a  year 
or  more  of  absence  are  the  following: 

Grady  Cook,  Joy  theatre,  Pontotoc, Mississippi. 

Fred  J.  Case  Pompano  theatre,  Pom- 

pano,  Florida. 
Read  the  reports  of  these  theatre- 

men  on  the  reactions  of  their  box 
offices  to  the  pictures  they  play. 

Will  get  by  as  a  filler,  but  just  not  there.  Thank  the 
Lord,  only  ten  minutes.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME,  NO.  3:  Fairly  interesting  ma- terial in  the  first  reel.  The  second  reel  is  devoted  to 
a  rehash  of  the  Roosevelt  administration.  Obvious, 
too,  they  had  in  miad  ending  the  subject  with  what- 

ever the  result  of  the  presidential  election  in  Novem- 
ber.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 

General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

WINTER  MAGIC:  Magic  Carpet  Series— A  good 
short  with  New  England  snow  country  for  atmosphere 
throughout  most  of  the  footage. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY  MOUSE  CARTOONS:  Who  doesn't  like 
them  ?  And  in  color  they're  made  doubly  attractive. No  other  cartoons  come  even  close  to  these  Walt 
Disneys.  Running  time,  9  minutes. — Lauder  Theatre, 
Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 
ON  ICE:  MICKEY  MOUSE— Very  clever  Disney 

production. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.     General  patronage. 

WALT    DISNEY'S    SILLY    SYMPHONIES:  Our favorite  cartoons  and  always  welcome  to  our  patrons. 
We  have  yet  to  see  one  that  has  not  been  delight- 

fully received.  Running  time,  9  minutes — Lauder 
Theatre,  Mount  Forest,  Ontario,  Canada.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Universal 

MARINE  FOLLIES:  Mentone  Musical  Comedy— 
These  musical  comedies  are  the  tops  in  comedy.  Have 
played  several  and  our  patrons  like  them  best  of  any 
comedies  we  have  had. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre, 
Wagoner,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Vitaphone 

ALONG  THE  MEDITERRANEAN:  Colortour  Ad- 
venture— A  fine  single  reel  colored  travel. — C.  L.  Niles, 

Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa    General  patronage. 

CLYDE  LUCAS  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody  Mas- 
ters— Good  enough  band  act. — Mayme  P.  Musselman, 

Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town  patron- 

age. 
COOCOONUT  GROVE:  Merrie  Melodies— One  of  the 

class  of  the  colored  cartoons  for  1936.  Give  it  pre- 
ferred time. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa, 

Iowa.     General  patronage. 

EMIL  COLEMAN  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody 
Masters — Very  good  musical  single  reel.  Running 
time,  1  reel.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre, 
Lebanon,  Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

DON'T    LOOK    NOW:    Merrie    Melodies— Pretty 
good  and  it  does  take  up  some  time. — Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

JOE  PALOOKA  IN  "THE  CHOKE'S  ON  YOU": 
Shemp  Howard,  Robert  Norton — This  is  the  worst  yet 
If  you  play  it,  advertise  it  as  terrible. — Mayme  P. 
Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

PHANTOM  SHIP,  THE:  Looney  Tunes— Good enough  cartoon,  no  better  or  worse  than  the  majority. 
—Mayme  P.  Musselman,  Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln, Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

TROUBLE  IN  TOYLAND:  Gus  Edwards— Interest- 
ing for  kids  during  the  holiday  season. — Harland  Rank- 
in, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 

patronage. 

VITAPHONE  INTERNATIONALS:  Holtz-Lee— Some  good  vaudeville  acts  and  they  please  my  patrons 
who  are  not  up  on  their  vaudeville. — Mayme  P.  Mus- 

selman, Princess  Theatre,  Lincoln,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Miscellaneous 

ASIATIC  FLEET:  A  good  panorama  of  the  China 
Orient.  Interesting  and  educational.  Brings  before 
your  eyes  a  travelogue  of  the  foreign  East.  It's  good. 
Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Thea- 

tre, Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Serial 

DARKEST  AFRICA:  Clyde  Beatty— On  11th  Chap- 
ter and  has  failed  to  please.  In  fact,  have  not  heard 

any  favorable  comments  and  some  won't  stay  to  see 
it.  Running  time,  2  reels. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Thea- 

tre, Wagoner,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

Modern  Studio  Plant  Opened 

In  Argentina  by  Lustberg 

A  complete  production  service  housed  in 
a  modern  studio  is  now  offered  in  Buenos 

Aires  by  Metropolitan  Studios,  headed  by 

Jack  Lustberg,  who  has  just  finished  "Asi 
Es  El  Tango"  for  Portena  Film.  Sound 
and  photographic  departments  have  been  in- 

stalled under  the  direction  of  Americans. 

Metropolitan  is  the  only  Buenos  Aires 

rental  studio  equipped  by  R.C.A..  Labora- 
tories equipped  with  the  latest  type  develop- 

ing and  printing  machines  are  also  available. 
Agreements  are  being  discussed  with  sev- 

eral Spanish  companies  which  have  been 
forced  to  suspend  operations  in  Madrid  and 
Barcelona  and  arrangements  have  been 
made  with  major  American  companies  for 
a  limited  number  of  Argentine  films  to  be 
added  to  their  programs. 

It  is  expected  that  more  than  50  feature 
length  films  will  be  made  in  the  Argentine 
in  1937. 

12  Fox  Houses  Equipped 

With  RCA  Apparatus 

Contracts  have  been  signed  for  the  in- 
stallation of  RCA  High  Fidelity  sound 

equipment  in  12  Fox  theatres.  Replacement 
of  sound  equipment  in  two  famous  show 
places,  the  Carthay  Circle  in  Los  Angeles 

and  Grauman's  Chinese  in  Hollywood,  was 
completed  by  RCA  engineers  last  week. 

Other  Fox  houses  which  are  being  or  re- 
cently have  been  RCA-equipped  include  the 

California,  Granada  and  Ontario,  all  in  Cali- 
fornia, and  the  Majestic,  Garrick,  Orpheum, 

Roosevelt,  Vogue,  Adler,  Relda  and  New 
Adler,  in  Wisconsin. 

Hubbard  Joins  Paramount 

Lucien  Hubbard  will  join  the  Paramount 
studio  production  staff  in  Hollywood  as  a 
producer  at  the  expiration  of  his  present 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  contract  this  month. 
Paramount  will  assign  him  to  some  of  the 

larger  pictures. 

The  Broadway  Cheese  Club  in  New  York 
will  resume  its  luncheons  and  meetings  on 

January  15. 

Mrs.  Ada  Schulberg,  wife  of  B.  P.  Schul- 
berg,  has  opened  offices  in  London  in  asso- 

ciation with  Frederick  Brisson  to  handle 

agency  and  publicity  business. 
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CHICAGO  THEATRES  FIND 

RECEIPTS  AT  HIGH  MARK 

By  Far  the  Largest  Grosses  in 

Years  Are  Reported  for  the 

Weekend  in  the  Loop  District 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 
in  Chicago 

Theatres  both  large  and  small  in  this 
territory  found  the  opening  days  of  the  new 

year  most  gratifying  from  a  business  stand- 
point. Both  in  the  city  and  downstate 

grosses  went  skyward  and  the  Pre-Christ- 
mas  slump  was  forgotten  with  the  arrival  of 
record-breaking  crowds. 

In  Chicago's  Loop  houses  New  Year  Eve 
and  the  following  weekend  brought  the  big- 

gest grosses  in  years.  At  the  Chicago  theatre 

"The  Plainsman"  headed  for  a  gross  ex- 
pected to  near  the  $60,000  mark,  and  the 

length  of  the  show  prohibits  a  fast  turnover. 
The  picture  will  be  held  over  for  a  second 
week  at  least. 

At  the  Palace  "That  Girl  from  Paris" 
was  the  attraction  starting  New  Year  Eve. 
Two  shows  were  given  that  evening  with 
all  seats  reserved  and  the  top  price  was 
$2.20.  Both  shows  were  sellouts  and  the 
business  on  the  days  following  were  of  the 
standout  variety.  The  gross  for  the  Palace, 
it  is  estimated,  will  be  well  over  $36,000. 
This  picture  will  also  be  held  over  for 
another  week.  Ethel  Waters  and  a  revue 
were  on  the  stage. 

"After  the  Thin  Man,"  at  the  United 
Artists,  also  was  headed  for  a  record  run. 
A  short  show,  with  feature,  newsreel  and 
cartoon  comprising  the  bill,  made  for  a 
rapid  turnover.  Indications  pointed  to  a 
$30,000  opening  week,  double  the  average. 

At  other  Loop  theatres,  business  was  ex- 

ceptional. The  Apollo  with  "Banjo  on  My 
Knee"  got  off  to  a  fast  start  and  was  piling 
up  a  high  figure  for  the  week.  The  Garrick, 

with  "College  Holiday"  brought  over  from 
the  Chicago,  was  continuing  big  after  a 
high  gross  the  opening  week  at  the  deluxe 
house.  Both  the  Oriental  and  State-Lake 
with  stage  shows  and  low  admissions  found 
business  better  than  in  many  months.  Play- 

ing "B"  pictures,  these  theatres  showed 
much  strength  regardless. 

Numerous  big  pictures  and  stage  attrac- 
tions are  slated  for  the  Loop  in  the  coming 

weeks.  Holdovers,  however,  will  cause  these 
pictures  to  open  behind  release  date  in  most 
cases,  but  that  is  nothing  unusual  for 
Chicago. 

Following  "The  Plainsman"  at  the  Chi- 
cago will  be  "One  in  a  Million,"  which  stars 

Sonja  Henie.  Theatre  executives  were  try- 
ing to  arrange  for  personal  appearance  of 

the  Scandinavian  star  in  conjunction  with 

the  Chicago  Tribune's  annual  Silver  Skates 
tournament  the  same  week.  After  the  skating 
picture,  Veloz  and  Yolanda,  ballroom  dancers, 

are  slated  to  appear  in  person  with  "Cham- 
pagne Waltz"  in  which  they  also  appear. 

This  dance  team  played  an  engagement  here 
last  year  at  the  Chicago  and  set  a  record. 

Fred  Waring  and  his  orchestra  are  also 
set  to  play  the  Chicago  very  soon  and  other 
big  name  stage  attractions  are  set  for  this 

Latest  reports  from  the  Chicago  Amuse- 
theatre  in  the  coming  weeks. 

ment  Publicists  Association  are  to  the  effect 
that  Herb  Elisburg,  publicity  director  of 
Essaness  theatres,  will  serve  as  president  for 
the  coming  year.  Larry  Stein,  of  Warner, 
will  be  vice-president,  Harry  K.  Smythe 
treasurer,  Calvin  Hermer  secretary,  and  Sid- 

ney Stern,  of  General  Film  Laboratories, 

sergeant-at-arms. 
The  CAPA  clubrooms  in  the  Sherman 

hotel  are  being  enlarged,  refurnished  and 
redecorated. 

V 

Irving  Mack  spent  last  week  in  New 
York  arranging  for  enlargement  of  his  art 
department,  at  Filmack  Trailer  Company. 

V 

Eight  teams  have  been  organized  for  the 

bowling  season  by  Warner  Brothers  the- 
atres, which  have  a  league  of  their  own. 

Tom  Jones  is  president,  Marcel  Brazee 
treasurer,  and  Richard  Barry  secretary. 

V 

Board  of  Education  executives  announced 
this  week  that  the  leasing  of  the  McVickers 
theatre  probably  would  be  brought  up  at  the 

January  13th  meeting,  the  next  regular  ses- 
sion of  the  board.  A  recessed  meeting  this 

week  is  not  to  discuss  the  matter. 

V 

Warner  theatre  managers  in  this  zone  are 

starting  a  drive  for  business  beginning  Feb- 
ruary 1st,  with  $900  in  prizes.  Wisconsin 

managers  will  battle  it  out  for  top  honors 
with  the  Illinois-Indiana  managers.  E.  H. 
Arkin  and  Harry  Mintz  of  the  local  group 
were   in   Milwaukee   last  week  arranging 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  January  2 

CAPITOL 
Hurling   MGM 

CRITERION 
Nut  Guilty  Vitaphone 
Jimmie  Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra  Vitaphone 

MUSIC  HALL 
Forest  Gangsters  RKO  Radio 

PARAMOUNT 

Chimp  Champs  Paramount 
That's  Their  Business  Paramount 
The  Spinach  Roadster  Paramount 

RIALTO 

Fighting   Marlin   Paramount 
Music,  Music  Everywhere.  .  .  Paramount 

RIVOLI 
The  Country  Cousin  United  Artists 
Rambling  Through  Vienna..  Major  Peter Devlin 

ROXY 

Birds  in  Love  Columbia 
The  Screen  Test  Educational 
Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No. 3 1 .  Universal 

STRAND 

Give  Me  Liberty  Vitaphone 
Coocoonut  Grove  Vitaphone 

plans.  A  special  meeting  will  be  held  at 
Kenosha,  Wis.,  on  January  12th. 

V 

Walter  Brown,  Chicago  district  manager 
for  Ross  Federal  Service,  cancelled  plans 
for  a  trip  through  the  Midwest  this  week 
when  his  physician  advised  him  to  stay  home 
and  take  care  of  a  severe  cold. 

V 

Joe  Bush,  who  started  working  for  Bala- 
ban  and  Katz  at  the  old  Central  Park  the- 

atre more  than  20  years  ago,  is  leaving 
Chicago  for  the  West  Coast.  Bush,  now  a 
stagehand  at  the  Chicago  theatre,  was  given 
a  farewell  luncheon  at  the  Covenant  Club 
last  week  with  B.  &  K.  executives  and  other 
theatrical  leaders  in  attendance. 

V 

For  the  fifth  year  the  American  Can  Com- 
pany will  play  hosts  to  the  National  Canners 

Association  at  their  annual  convention  here, 

by  treating  the  delegates  to  a  free  show  at 
the  Chicago  theatre  January  21st.  The  can 

company  buys  out  the  theatre  for  one  eve- 
ning every  year  and  presents  a  stage  and 

screen  show  for  the  guests. 

RKO  Heads  Meet 

On  New  Pictures 

RKO  Radio  Pictures  executives  will  hold 

a  general  production  conference  in  Holly- 
wood at  the  company's  studios  on  January 

14-15  at  which  plans  for  the  1937-38  season 
will  be  concluded.  Leo  Spitz,  president; 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  vice-president,  and  Jules 
Levy,  general  sales  manager  were  expected 
in  Hollywood  this  week  for  preliminary 
meetings  with  Samuel  Briskin,  production 
head,  before  the  meeting.  Nate  Blumberg, 
general  theatre  operator  for  the  RKO  cir- 

cuit will  also  attend. 

RKO  field  auditors  concluded  a  two-day 
meeting  in  New  York  at  the  Waldorf-As- 

toria on  Tuesday.  Attending  were  A.  A. 

Schubert,  manager  of  the  contract  depart- 

ment; Elmer  Sedin,  R.  A.  O'Brien,  Robert 
E.  Helms,  J.  Emmett  Cashman,  W.  J.  Mc- 
Shea,  J.  J.  Schnitzer,  John  A.  Downing 
and  M.  G.  Poller. 

Meanwhile,  Phil  Reisman,  head  of  the 
RKO  foreign  department,  has  sailed  for 

Australia  to  survey  the  company's  interests 
there. 

Hays  Tells  Envoy 

Pact  Pleases  U.S. 

An  expression  of  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry's satisfaction  with  the  new  trade 

agreement  governing  imports  and  financial 
regulations  in  Italy  was  made  in  Washing- 

ton last  weekend  by  Will  H.  Hays  to  Fulvio 
Suvich,  Italian  ambassador  to  the  United 
States.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Hays  attended  the 

President's  diplomatic  reception  at  the  White 
House  on  Saturday  night. 
American  distributors  have  now  resumed 

operations  in  Italy,  following  official  an- 
nouncement in  Rome  of  the  new  film  regu- 

lations which  allow  for  the  export  of  20,- 
000,000  lire  annually  and  fix  a  quota  of 
American  pictures  at  250. 
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MANAG
ERS* 

ROUND
  

TABLE 
 
CLUB 

<utn  international  association  of  showmen  meeting  weekly 

in  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD  for  mutual  aid  and  progress 

op 

"If  You  Feel  Like  a  Heel— There's  Hope 
Seems  that  one  of  the  members,  a  very  nice  sort  of  guy 

but  not  very  active  in  reporting  his  campaigns,  was  in  to  pay 

a  New  Year's  call.  While  here,  he  read  over  some  of  the 

swell  things  published,  in  last  week's  section  and  in  this,  from 
industry  top  names  and  theatremen  on  the  Quigley  Awards 
and  also  the  Round  Table. 

The  visiting  brother  studied  these  for  a  bit,  then  spoke  up 
thusly: 

"You  know,  Mike,  when  I  realize  that  I  get  so  much  of  real 
value  from  the  Round  Table  pages  each  week  and  contribute 

so  little  in  return — I  feel  like  a  heel." 
At  which  your  Chairman  returned: 

"Well,  kid,  if  you  really  feel  like  a  heel  for  not  doing  your 
share,  then  I  guess  there's  hope." 

Yes,  sir,  friends,  there  sure  is  some  hope  for  the  guy  who 
knows  deep  down  in  his  soul  he  is  ducking  his  very  obvious 
duty  in  maintaining  the  strength  and  purposes  of  the  Round 

Table — his  own  and  only  medium  in  the  business  that  gives 
two  whoops  in  a  hogshead  about  the  manager.  The  lad  who 
feels  guilty  will  snap  out  of  it,  sooner  or  later. 

But  we'll  be  a  flat-footed  angle-worm  if  we  can  figure  out 
how  to  arouse  those  fellows  who  dip  into  the  Round  Table 
week  in  and  week  out,  take  it  for  granted  there  will  be  ideas 

of  merit  to  feed  their  boxoffices  contributed  by  other  mem- 
bers but  are  entirely  indifferent  to  any  suggestion  that  they 

are  expected  to  forward  details  of  their  campaigns  in 
exchange. 

In  other  words,  folks,  they  take  but  don't  give. 
And  now,  while  we're  on  the  subject,  let's  go  a  bit  deeper 

into  the  matter  and  talk  a  little  turkey. 

Your  Round  Table  is  nothing  else  than  a  theatreman's 
organization  that  grew  and  became  vital  because,  voluntarily 
and  enthusiastically,  it  was  fed  and  nourished  by  the  man  in 
the  field.  No  one  was  ever  forced  to  join  up.  No  one  ever 

said  a  manager  had  to  sign  up — or  else. 
There  must  be  a  need  for  an  association  of  this  kind,  for 

if  not  then  why  are  there  over  5,000  names  on  the  books  from 
all  over  the  world  from  men  who  applied  for  membership 
strictly  on  their  own  and  who  did  so  because  they  figured 

that  this  "weekly  meeting  place" — this  "clearing  house  of  box- 
office  ideas  for  managers" — was  something  through  which  they 
could  better  their  theatres  and,  by  the  same  token,  their  jobs. 

With  this  in  mind,  the  men  who  realized  the  lasting  value 
of  a  Round  Table  for  theatremen  set  themselves  to  report  at 
not  too  infrequent  intervals  how  they  put  over  this  picture, 

that  holiday,  those  drives.  Others,  profiting  by  such  contribut- 

ing, joined  in  and  did  likewise — and  there's  your  story,  or  at least  the  start  of  it. 

The  other  part  of  the  tale  has  to  do  with  those  members 
who  evidently  feel  that  by  signing  the  membership  application 

blank  they  are  entitled  to  every  idea  and  suggestion  from  the 
boys  who  are  regular  contributors,  without  doing  a  blessed 
thing  in  return. 

Yes,  we  know  all  about  those  lads  who  are  just  honing  to 

be  more  active  were  their  bosses  not  agin'  these  activities. 
We  also  know  about  the  men  in  situations  which  they  claim 
allows  them  no  opportunity  to  send  in  anything  of  value. 

But  we  also  know  about  those  theatremen  in  good  spots 

who  are  given  latitude  to  put  over  their  attractions  and  are 
also  encouraged  to  report  their  campaigns  to  the  Round  Table 

— but  simply  don't.  And  among  these  laddies  there  are  plenty 
who  go  through  the  pages  week  after  week  and  wash  out  a 

lot  of  "pay  dirt." The  Round  Table  is  only  what  the  members  want  it  to  be. 
Its  strength  comes  from  the  man  in  the  field  who  takes 

seriously  his  voluntary  obligations  of  membership;  its  weak- 
nesses from  the  other  kind  of  gent  who  dips  into  the  meat 

barrel  and  does  nothing  to  furnish  his  share  of  boxoffice 
rations. 

V    V  V 

SHOULD  BE  DONE  NATIONALLY 

An  enlightening  article,  that  from  Eddie  Mayer  set  down 

on  a  following  page,  detailing  activities  of  the  RKO  Cincinnati 
theatres  student  school  for  managers.  Results  already  obtained 
show  this  patient  and  intelligent  tutoring  is  developing  sound 

managerial  manpower  from  the  ranks. 
So  far  the  graduates  promoted  to  assistant  manager  posts 

are  clicking  in  a  manner  that  should  by  all  means  interest  other 
circuits  in  the  same  fine  method  of  schooling.  For  the  good 

of  the  industry,  it's  an  operation  that  could  be  carried  out nationally. 
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Durbin 

BRIDGEPORT  CHILDREN  LISTEN  AS  STAR  SINGS  FROM  HOLLYWOOD 

Gross  and  Pantages  Splurge 

On  "Three  Girls"  Date 
Jack  Gross  and  Rodney  Pantages,  man- 

agers respectively  of  the  Hillstreet  and  Pan- 
tages Theatres,  Los  Angeles,  topped  off 

their  all  around  outstanding  campaign  for 

"The  Three  Smart  Girls"  dual  run  with  a 
newspaper  splurge  that  dominated  the  pages. 
Ads,  ranging  in  size  from  one  column  by 
thirteen  inches  to  three  columns  by  seven- 

teen inches,  for  days  before  the  opening, 

hailed  Deanna  Durbin's  first  screen  appear- 
ance. Supplementing  the  amusement  page 

ad  smashes  were  a  number  of  big  coopera- 
tive ad  breaks  which  resulted  from  local 

tieups.  Hundreds  of  special  six  sheets,  three 
sheets  and  window  cards  were  posted.  These 

played  up  Deanna  Durbin  as  Eddie  Can- 

tor's sensational  songbird. 
Following  the  pressbook  suggestion,  both 

theatres  made  up  large  compo-board  hearts 
on  which  patrons  signed  their  names  and 
addresses  and  in  return  received  an  auto- 

graphed photo  of,  "The  new  sweetheart  of 
the  screen."  Marc  Lachman  and  Ben  West- 
land,  Universal  exploiteers,  assisted. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Newspaper  Contests  Sell 

"Love  on  the  Run" 
Wally  Caldwell,  Loew's  Valentine,  Toledo, 

Ohio,  tied  up  the  Toledo  Blade  and  Elks  for 
ten  days,  whereby  wearing  apparel  for  city 
needy  was  accepted  in  lieu  of  admission 

ticket  for  performance  of  "Love  on  the 
Run."  Each  story  carried  two-column  head 
with  art  of  Crawford,  Gable  and  Tone  and 
playdates. 

Another  six-day  contest  was  planted  with 
readers  invited  to  fill  in  the  phrase,  the 

middle  words  of  which  were  "on  the"  as  in 

the  picture  title.  For  example,  "Bowling  on 
the  Green."  Guest  tickets  were  awarded  best 
answers,  all  installments  carried  full  credit 
for  stars,  picture,  etc.,  etc. 

Santa  Claus  Does  Honors 

At  Sandefur's  Party Over  35  merchants  in  Winchester,  Ky., 
cooperated  with  Manager  W.  A.  Sandefur, 
of  the  Leeds  and  Colonial  Theatres,  fur- 

nishing the  gifts  distributed  to  patrons  at 

the  annual  Christmas  party.  Santa,  him- 
self, in  costume,  gave  the  prizes  from  the 

stage  and  for  convenience  in  naming  the 
winners,  p.a.  system  was  installed  by  radio 
distributor  who  furnished  new  eight-tube 
model  at  special  discount  for  the  top  prize. 
Coupons  for  the  drawing  were  given  by 
merchants  and  lobby  display  created. 

Sandefur  also  forwards  photo  of  shadow 

box  he  installed  recently  to  fill  a  dark  cor- 
ner of  his  foyer.  Design  is  modernistic  with 

space  for  regular  accessories  and  the  shot 
reproduced  illustrates  22  bv  28  and  14  by 

17's  on  "Polo  Joe." 

Sandefur's  Modernistic  Lobby  Shadow  Box 

Star  Sings  Carols 

Via  Telephone  On 

''Smart  Girls"  Date 

Of  course,  Santa  Claus  was  on  hand  at 
the  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  Protestant  Orphan 

Asylum,  but  the  celebration  for  the  young- 
sters started  on  Christmas  Eve  and  in  a 

most  unusual  manner  with  Deanna  Durbin 

singing  carols  to  the  children  from  Holly- 
wood as  part  of  the  Yuletide  activities. 

It  came  about  through  the  good  offices  of 

Morris  Rosenthal,  skipper  of  Loew's-Ma- jestic,  who  conceived  the  idea  of  having 

Univer sal's  new  14- year-old  star  opening 

at  the  theatre  the  next  day  in  "Three  Smart 
Girls,"  entertaining  the  children  in  this 
manner  with  the  aid  of  the  local  phone 

company,  which  arranged  the  coast-to-coast 
connection  between  the  orphans'  home  and the  studios.  The  call  was  put  through  by 

Rosy  and  two  minutes  later  through  an  am- 
plifier hooked  onto  the  phone  by  a  special 

control  box,  the  children  heard  the  season's 
geetings  from  the  star,  who  sang  "Silent 
Night"  and  other  seasonal  selections. 
The  Loew-man  then  introduced  former 

Mayor  Buckingham  to  Miss  Durbin  and  the 
executive  on  behalf  of  the  city  and  state 
expressed  appreciation  to  the  star  for  the 
entertainment.  Rosenthal  closed  the  pro- 

ceedings with  his  thanks  and  greetings. 
Bridgeport  dailies  went  for  the  tiein  with 

lots  of  publicity  and  shots  of  the  ceremony 
and  in  every  case  mentioned  prominently 

that  Deanna  Durbin  was  the  star  of  "Three 
Smart  Girls,"  which  opened  at  the  Majestic 
on  Christmas  Day.  Reproduced  on  this  page 
is  one  of  the  photos  run  in  the  papers  and 
shows  Mr.  Buckingham  with  phone  to  ear, 
and  Rosenthal  and  Mrs.  Rosenthal,  who 
play  host  to  the  children,  immediately  to 
the  right  of  the  former  mayor. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Crites  Promoted  Editorial 

On  "White  Angel"  Date 
Selling  "White  Angel"  to  the  editor  of 

his  local  paper  as  a  picture  of  historical 
interest  and  significance,  Arlie  Crites  was 
able  to  promote  an  editorial  for  the  date  at 
the  Rig,  in  Borger,  Texas.  Editorial  gave 
direct  plug  with  theatre  credits  and  urged 
that  school  children  and  adults  attend. 

White  ensemble  in  style  shop  window 

was  tied  in  to  date  with  copy  "as  lovely  as 
Kay  Francis  in,"  etc.,  Cashiers  and  other 

girl  personnel  were  attired  in  nurses'  uni- forms with  small  bands  across  caps  lettered 
with  the  title.  Red  Cross  equipment  and 
banners  were  used  in  the  advance  lobby  and 

imprinted  napkins  distributed  in  local  res- 
taurants. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Othello"  and  "Desperado" 
With  Walter  Huston  in  "Othello"  in  Al- 

bany, Andy  Roy,  at  the  Strand  figured  the 
audience  just  about  right  for  a  plug  on  his 

date  for  "Gay  Desperado"  by  inserting  full 
page  slip  sheets  in  the  program  printed  for 
the  Shakespeare  epic  at  the  legitimate  house. 
House  did  capacity  with  just  the  type  of 
audience  patrons  he  was  angling  for. 
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FURTHER  AWARDS  ENDORSEMENTS 

J.  J.  FITZGIBBONS 

General  Manager 

Famous  Players  -  Canadian  Corp.,  Ltd. 

I  deem  it  a  privilege  and  a  pleasure  to  accept  your  invita- 
tion to  serve  as  a  Judge  in  the  Quigley  Awards  for  the 

coming  year. 
You  are  familiar  with  the  spread  of  our  circuit  from  the 

Atlantic  to  the  Pacific  ocean.  Through  this  far-flung  terri- 
tory our  managers  unanimously  vote  the  Motion  Picture 

Herald  the  most  important  trade  publication  they  receive. 
The  multiplicity  and  variety  of  information  is  invaluable 

and  the  Managers'  Round  Table  Club  inspires  activity  be- 
cause it  gives  them  a  chance  to  receive  national  publicity  they 

could  not  receive  through  any  other  medium. 

V 

W.  R.  FERGUSON 

Director  of  Exploitation 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pictures 

You  certainly  may  include  my  name  among  the  Judges 
on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  during  1937. 

There  is  no  questioning  the  lasting  value  of  these  Com- 
petitions and  that  they  are  now  entering  upon  the  fourth 

year  of  success  proves  their  acceptance  by  the  industry.  The 

Quigley  Awards  have  proven  a  boon  to  theatre  promotion. 

V 

JOHN  J.  FRIEDL 

Managing  Director 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

This  is  to  advise  that  I  will  be  very  happy  to  serve  as 

a  Judge  on  the  1937  Committee  for  the  Quigley  Awards. 

We  have  watched  with  interest  the  general  stimulus  of 

managers'  activities  encouraged  by  the  Quigley  Awards. 
Better  box  office  results  are  certain  to  follow  these  activi- 
ties. 

V 

NAT  HOLT 

Division  Manager 
RKO  Theatres,  Cleveland  Zone 

It  would  seem  to  me  that  the  Quigley  Award  is  a  very 

important  institution  in  stimulating  the  efforts  of  the  man- 

agers and  exploitation  men  in  the  field.  It  has  a  very  defi- 

nite place  in  our  business.  .  .  Have  talked  to  some  of  the 

boys  who  have  won  the  Award  and  some  who  have  tried  and 

been  unsuccessful  and  I  know  they  all  have  a  great  desire 

to  possess  a  Plaque. 

In  view  of  the  fine  work  you  are  doing,  I  will  be  glad  to 

co-operate  and  serve  on  the  Committee  for  the  1937  Quigley 
Awards  and  do  whatever  I  can  to  help. 

V 

MARTIN  J.  MULLIN 

M.  G>  P.  Theatres  Corp. 
Boston,  Mass. 

Many  thanks  for  your  very  kind  letter  inviting  me  to 

serve  as  a  Judge  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  for 

1937.  I  am  happy  to  accept. 

I  regret  that  because  of  the  various  problems  involving 

the  receivership  of  our  theatres  this  last  year,  I  was  not 

able  to  serve  as  competently  as  I  wished.  This  coming  year, 

however,  it  is  my  purpose  to  help  to  a  greater  extent. 

Here  in  New  England  we  recognize  your  publication  as 

a  valuable  stimulant  to  all  showmen,  and  I  sincerely  feel 

that  it  has  done  much  to  further  the  efforts  of  the  man  m 
the  field. 

JULES  J.  RUBENS 

Publix  Great  States  Theatres,  Inc. 

Chicago,  111. 

I  am  very  happy  to  reaccept  the  reappointment  on  the 
Quigley  Awards  Competition  Committee  for  1937. 

I  consider  the  Quigley  Awards  as  a  great  stimulant  to 
the  managers  which  reacts  at  the  box  office  to  the  benefit 
of  the  theatre  owners  because  of  the  extra  efforts  put  forth 

by  the  managers  in  an  endeavor  to  win  recognition  from 
the  Committee. 

V 

TED  SCHLANGER 
General  Manager 

Warner  Theatres,  Philadelphia  Zone 

I  have  your  invitation  to  continue  on  the  board  of  Judges 

for  the  1937  Quigley  Awards,  and  consent  to  do  so. 

I  appreciate  to  the  full  the  type  of  work  you  are  accomp- 
lishing and  know  that  my  managers  will  find  a  great  deal 

of  good  showmanship  angles  in  your  magazine  as  well  as 

vying  for  the  various  Awards. 

V 

HARRY  F,  SHAW 
Division  Director 

Loew's-Poli's  New  England  Theatres 

The  Quigley  Awards  Competition  is  similar  to  the  All- 
American  Football  Selection  for  it  brings  out  the  best  efforts 

of  those  men  in  our  industry  who  are  interested  in  their 

work. 
It  justifies  its  entrants  by  impartial  awards  made  by  a 

representative  group  of  judges.  This  results  in  a  constant 
improvement  and  a  striving  toward  perfection. 

Having  already  expressed  my  high  regard  for  the  Quigley 

Awards,  it  is  only  natural  that  I  should,  and  do,  deem  it 
an  honor  to  serve  as  a  judge. 

V 

GEORGE  W.  TRENDLE 
President 

United  Detroit  Theatres  Corp. 

I  will  be  delighted  to  serve  as  a  Judge  on  your  Committee 
for  1937. 

In  my  opinion  the  Quigley  Awards  serve  as  a  great  stim- 
ulus to  the  managers  in  the  field  who  eagerly  watch  the 

trade  papers  for  unusual  campaigns  and  exploitation  meth- 
ods. Those  who  are  a  bit  slow  in  figuring  out  new  methods 

for  themselves  gain  a  lot  from  the  reports  of  the  Quigley 

Competition;  those  who  are  bright  and  alert  are  stimulated 

with  the  thought  that  they  may  win  the  prize. 
V 

NAT  WOLF 
Division  Manager 

Warner  Theatres,  Cleveland  Zone 

In  my  estimation,  the  Quigley  Awards  idea  has  created 

a  great  competitive  spirit  among  our  managers,  which  must 

necessarily  reflect  itself  at  the  boxoffice  of  our  theatres 

throughout  the  zone.  One  outstanding  feature  is  the  keen 

rivalry  noticed  for  supremacy  in  the  race,  even  for  Hon- orable Mention. 

When  Quigley  campaigns  are  published,  a  manager  m 

a  small  town  with  limited  possibilities  of  getting  ideas  from 

his  competitors,  learns  of  the  methods  used  by  theatres  in 

other  cities  and  by  changing  these  ideas  around  he  can  adapt 

them  for  local  uses.  In  this  manner  he  stimulates  interest 

in  his  local  merchandising  schemes. 
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THEATREMEN  EXPRESS  APPROVAL 

KROGER  BABB 

Adv.  Mgr.,  Cbakeres-Warner  Theatres 

Springfield  Ohio 

I  feel  the  Quigley  Competitions  are  worth 
all  and  more  than  they  cost — whatever  they 
cost.  They  not  only  stimulate  us  men  in 
the  field  but  reports  of  the  winning  cam- 

paigns are  undoubtedly  'The  Cream  of  the 
Crop'  and  from  same  one  can  get  many worthwhile  ideas. 

SID  BLUMENSTOCK 

Adv.  Mgr.,  Warner  Theatres 

Atlantic  City,  N.  J. 

May  I  say  that  I  believe  the  Quigley 
Awards  provide  the  necessary  incentive  to 

do  the  job  just  a  little  bit  better.  They  cre- 
ate a  competitive  spirit  among  us  and  in 

seeing  what  the  other  fellow  is  doing,  help 
us  to  formulate  better  advertising  and  ex- 

ploitation campaigns  for  our  pictures. 

H.  F.  BORRESEN 

Manager,  Strand 

Minot,  N.  Dak. 

I  think  the  Quigley  Competitions  are  one 
of  the  best  bets  in  the  business  for  stimulat- 

ing showmanship  efforts  and  boxoffice 
grosses. 

FRANK  BOUCHER 

Manager,  Warner's  Metropolitan 
Baltimore,  Md. 

The  Quigley  Awards  was  the  best  step 
forward  our  industry  has  taken  since  the 
advent  of  sound.  While  I  have  not  been 
fortunate  enough  to  win  an  Award  I  have 
won  several  honorable  mentions,  of  which  I 
am  very  proud. 
The  Quigley  Awards  have  been  an  in- 

spiration to  all  real  showmen — and  the  re- 
sults have  justified  such  commendation  in 

the  box  office  receipts. 

JACK  BRAUNAGEL 

Dist.  Mgr.,  Intermountain  Theatres 

Denver,  Colo. 

I  feel  the  Quigley  Awards  give  every 
manager  that  extra  something  to  shoot  at 
when  he  is  working  on  a  campaign. 
Naturally,  anyone  who  puts  in  that  extra 
push  will  help  the  boxoffice  just  as  it  helped 
our  boxoffice  on  the  campaign  that  we  put 

on  for  'And  Sudden  Death."  May  the 
Quigley  Awards  continue  as  successfully  as 
they  have  in  the  past. 

LOUIE  CHARNINSKY 

Manager,  Capitol,  Rialto 

Dallas,  Texas. 

Quigley  Competitions  are  a  great  stimu- 
lant to  the  box  office  as  they  create  a  high 

standard  of  competition.  In  my  own  words  I 
can  only  say,  that  Competition  Necessitates 
the  Way  For  the  Invention  of  New  Ideas. 

I  owe  much  to  the  Quigley  Plaque  and 
Honorable  Mentions  that  I  have  been  for- 

tunate enough  to  win;  as  I  am  quite  sure 
that  the  winning  of  these  awards  did  much 
in  placing  me  in  my  present  position  as 
manager  of  two  downtown  houses. 

MEN  IN  THE  FIELD 

GIVE  THEIR  OPINIONS 

On  these  two  pages  (more  in  next 
issue)  are  set  down  some  of  the  nice 
things  theatremen  have  to  say  about 

the  Quigley  Awards;  what  they  mean 
to  the  boxoffice  and  how  they  react 

upon  the  fortunes  of  the  man  in  the 
field.  These  statements  have  come 
from  showmen  who  have  won  Plaques, 
First  or  Honorable  Mentions  during 
193 6  which  in  many  instances  have 
resulted  directly  in  advancement  to 

better  jobs  or  enhancement  of  per- 
sonal prestige. 

MARLOWE  CONNER 

Manager,  Grove 
Chicago,  III. 

Any  incentive  that  tends  to  spur  on  a  man's 
efforts  to  do  something  a  little  better  than 
he  has  ever  done  before  or  to  outdo  his  fel- 
lowman  in  a  friendly  way,  is  worth  while 
and  will  consequently  reflect  favorably  at 
the  boxoffice. 

The  Quigley  Awards  have  that  kind  of 
incentive. 

BEN  M.  COHEN 

Manager,  Loew's  College 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

Striving  for  a  Quigley  Award  is  un- 
doubtedly a  help  or  stimulation  for  exploita- 

tion efforts.  In  securing  a  managing  edi- 

tor's Okay  for  a  stunt,  I  used  the  line : 
"It  would  help  me  to  win  a  Quigley 

Award  if  you  could  plant  this  stunt." 

SID  DANNENBERG 

Zone  Publicity  Director 
Warner  Cleveland  Theatres 

The  anticipation  of  participating  in  the 
Quigley  Awards  has  been  an  inspiration 
to  keep  me  hitting  that  old  ball  100  per  cent. 
Competition  is  the  spice  of  life  and  your 
Quigley  Awards  sure  keep  a  fellow  on  his 
toes. 

WALTER  F.  DAVIS 

Manager,  Capitol 

Regina,  Sask.,  Canada 

Any  manager  receiving  recognition  from 
the  Round  Tablers  receives  just  that  much 
recognition  from  his  superiors. 

MILTON  S.  HARRIS 

Publicity  Director 

Loew's  Cleveland  Theatres 

I  sincerely  believe  that  the  desire  to  win 
a  Quigley  Award  is  a  decided  stimulus 
toward  bigger  and  better  publicity  cam- 

paigns, which  in  turn  result  in  bigger  box 
office  grosses.  .  .  . 

P.  S. — I'm  still  trying  to  win  a  Plaque. 

TED  EMERSON 

Manager,  Paramount 

Omaha,  Nebr. 

No  question  in  my  mind  as  to  value  of 
Quigley  competitions  as  an  aid  to  better  box 
office  grosses.  I  watch  them  very  closely 

•and  get  many  good  ideas  for  our  cam- 

paigns here. As  to  improving  my  own  situation,  well 
I  have  received  advances  during  the  past 

year  and  along  with  them  tougher  assign- 
ments and  frankly  I  like  it. 

SETH  H.  FIELD 

University  Theatre 

Cambridge  Mass. 

The  Quigley  Award  competition  has  al- 
ways been  a  grand  idea  in  every  theatre 

man's  mind — but  to  those  fortunate  man- 
agers who  have  actually  won  a  plaque,  its 

worth  is  even  more  evident.  Many  of  us 
can  thank  the  Quigley  Awards,  either 
directly  or  indirectly,  for  the  better  positions 
we  now  hold.  It  is  an  exploitation  stimulus 
second  to  none.  As  for  increasing  box-office 
grosses — in  my  two  years  at  Ellsworth, 
Maine,  only  one  picture  out-grossed  the  film 
on  which  I  directed  my  winning  campaign. 

And  I'd  give  my  right  arm  to  win  one  of the  Grand  Awards  ! 

ARNOLD  N.  GATES 

Manager,  Loew's  Park, 
Cleveland,  Ohio 

Any  promotion  that  sets  up  competition 
for  the  manager  is  helpful,  not  only  to  him, 
but  to  his  theatre,  and  of  course  the  product 
he  plays.  Therefore,  I  say,  long  may  those 
Plaques,  First  and  Honorable  Mentions, 
wave,  over  the  heads  of  managers.  They 
have  become  a  part  of  the  business  and,  in 

my  opinion,  play  an  important  part  in  every 
campaign  executed. 

MORT  GOODMAN 
Publicist 

Warner  Cleveland  Theatres 

It  has  been  proven  that  many  a  mediocre 
picture  can  be  skyrocketed  to  top  grosses 
through  ingenious  exploitation.  Reading 
of  the  unique  stunts  being  executed  daily 
by  clever  showmen  the  country  over  has 
inspired  me  to  scratch  even  harder  to  keep 
up  with  the  parade. 

There  is  no  question  but  what  recognition 
in  the  form  of  a  Quigley  Award  is  also 
conducive — if  not  at  once,  eventually — in 

improving  a  person's  position  in  the  indus- 

try. 

HAL  GRADY 

Manager,  Palace 
Lubbock,  Texas 

I  have  never  been  disappointed  in  any 
gross  done  on  the  pictures  which  we  sold 
while  participating  in  the  Quigley  Awards 
contests.  The  resultant  grosses  were  ex- 

tremely gratifying.  I  believe  that  the  Quig- 
ley Awards  have  done  a  great  deal  toward 

stimulating  more  active  exploitation  and 
naturally  the  box  office  is  going  to  reflect 
this  extra  salesmanship  in  increased  grosses. 
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CREDIT  AWARDS  FOR  PROMOTIONS 

JOHN  G.  HEINZ 

Manager,  RKO  Alien, 

Jamaica,  New  York 

As  long  as  I  remember,  managers  have 
been  asking  for  recognition.  The  Quigley 

Competitions,  through  your  active  leader- 
ship, have  given  the  answer.  Whether  we 

have  come  in  first  or  last,  the  fact  that  we 
tried,  did  definitely  help  the  box  office,  as 
well  as  our  own  standing. 

BILL  HENDRICKS 

Manager,  Warner's 
Memphis,  Tenn. 

I  think  the  Quigley  Awards  have  done 
more  than  Barnum  to  advance  the  cause  of 

showmanship.  Exploitation  has  made  tre- 
mendous strides  in  the  past  several  years 

because  of  the  inspiration  that  the  Awards 
have  afforded  for  recognition  of  outstanding 
show-selling  and  boxoffice  grosses  are 
naturally  stimulated  and  often  depend  upon 

sensible  merchandising  of  attractions — isn't that  so? 

SID  S.  HOLLAND 

City  Mgr.,  Elhart  Amuse.,  Co. 
Elkhart,  Ind. 

I  do  not  think  there  is  any  doubt  in  the 
minds  of  exhibitors  everywhere  that  the 
Quigley  Award  is  a  boxoffice  stimulus.  In 
addition  to  having  cashed  in  at  the  boxoffice, 
I  have  had  personal  recognition  from  my 
successful  participation  in  the  Awards. 

GEORGE  LIMERICK 

Manager,  Yale,  Palace 

Cleburne,  Texas 

I  can  truthfully  say  that  the  box  office 
was  certainly  stimulated  by  the  Campaign 
which  I  presented  to  you  and  which  in  turn 
won  the  September  Quigley  Bronze.  I  can 
also  say  that  from  a  standpoint  of  prestige 
I  received  locally  it  was  certainly  worth  the 
effort  which  I  put  out.  The  Quigley  Awards 
are  OK  and  I  personally  think  they  have 

in  the  past  and  will  in  the  future  be  a  cri- 
terion for  all  showmen. 

MORT  MARGOLIUS 

Manager  College 

Toronto,  Canada 

I  don't  want  to  go  sounding  off,  cause  I'm 
still  a  pretty  green  guy  at  show  business, 

but  re  Quigley  Awards,  I'd  like  to  go  on 
record  as  saying,  it  gives  a  fellow  that  extra 
something  to  shoot  at.  As  a  red-blooded 
competition  for  managers,  it  offers  escape 
from  a  constant  rut,  an  opportunity  to  turn 
the  spotlight  on  his  own  thinking  powers. 

It's  a  swell  X-ray  of  who's  really  selling 
seats,  and  who  is  just  going  through  the 
motions.  I  found  out  a  long,  long  time  ago, 
that  the  Big  Bosses,  who  are  a  helluva  lot 
smarter  than  little  guys  like  me,  check  on 
just  such  publicising  mediums  as  the  Awards 
and  the  Club  constantly  for  this  very  reveal- 

ing value. 

"GRAND  AND  GLORIOUS 

TIME  AWAITS  WINNERS'' 
The  motion  picture  industry  is  for- 

tunate in  having  such  a  stimulant  as 

the  Quigley  Awards.  Any  institution 
or  objective  which  puts  pep  into  the 
mental  processes  of  managers  and  puts 

a  fighting  edge  on  showmen  who  want 
to  demonstrate  their  stuff,  is  bound  to 
have  a  beneficial  effect  on  the  box 

office,  thereby  benefitting  not  only  the 
theatres,  but  also  the  producers. 

With  the  goal  of  a  week's  enter- 
tainment in  Hollywood  dangling  be- 

fore him  as  one  of  the  Grand  Awards 

of  the  year,  I  don't  see  how  any  show- 
man can  fail  to  do  his  utmost  to  win 

it. 

Having  been  the  guest  of  the  Quig- 

ley organization  in  last  year's  hike 
around  Hollywood,  I  can  assure  all 
and  sundry,  a  grand  and  glorious 
time  awaits  the  winners.  —  HARRY 
GOLDBERG,  Director  of  Advertising 

and  Publicity,  Warner  Bros.  Theatres. 

KEN  MEAD 

Manager,  Main 
Pueblo,  Colo. 

It  is  a  well  known  fact  that  competition, 
whether  between  rival  factions  or  within  a 

separate  organization,  is  an  excellent  stimu- 
lator. Inasmuch  as  entries  for  the  Quigley 

Awards  are  judged  on  the  basis  of  effective 
exploitation  and  not  merely  eye-wash,  we 
take  time  to  ask  ourselves  just  what  the 
value  of  the  campaign  will  be  in  respect  to 
the  boxoffice.  In  so  doing  we  are  not  only 
giving  ourselves  a  better  chance  to  win  one 
of  the- coveted  Awards  but  also  are  able  to 
see  the  receipts  mount. 

B.  F.  ("DINTY")  MOORE 
Warner  Metropolitan  Theatres 
New  York  City 

You  are  to  be  congratulated  upon  your 
sincerity  of  purpose  and  results  obtained 
from  the  Quigley  Awards.  It  is  apparent 
that  competition  in  competing  for  Awards 

is  "keen,"  and  one's  integrity  is  compen- 
sated when  he  receives  recognition,  through 

your  column,  in  such  a  vast  field  of  en- 
deavor. 

BEN  W.  NEWMAN 

Manager,  Loew's  Rio 
New  York  City 

The  week  this  house  put  on  the  cam- 
paign which  was  entered  in  the  Quigley 

Awards  turned  out  to  be  one  of  the  best  in 

gross  of  the  year  and  I  am  certain  the  cam- 
paign helped  greatly.  My  winning  an 

Award  stimulated  other  men  I  know  to  go 
after  one  of  the  plaques. 

LES  POLLOCK 

Manager,  Loew's Rochester,  N.  Y. 

I  find  one  always  puts  his  best  efforts 
forth  when  working  for  some  incentive,  and 

naturally,  everyone  strives  for  recognition — 
Quigley  Awards  offer  you  both. 

DWIGHT  SEYMOUR 

Manager,  Dunkin 
dishing  Okla. 

I  think  Quigley  Competitions  are  bene- 
ficial in  acquainting  those  appendant  to  it 

with  more  and  varied  ideas  on  exploitation 

as  well  as  means  of  arousing  box-office  in- 
terest. 

CHAS.  ("CHUCK")  SHANNON 

Manager,  Warners'  Belmar Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

I  stand  firmly  behind  my  contention  that 

the  campaigning  on  pictures  for  the  Quig- 
ley Competitions  brought  about  a  definite 

stimulant  to  better  boxoffice  grosses.  I  also 
believe  that  it  was  responsible  for  improving 
my  situation  and  feel  that  it  has  given  me 
a  great  opportunity,  as  a  Junior  Manager, 

to  prove  my  capability  in  upholding  a  confi- 
dence placed  in  me  in  this  capacity. 

JOE  ROSENFIELD 

Manager,  Mojeska 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Although  I  have  only  won  Honorable 
Mention  in  the  Quigley  Awards,  I  consider 
it  a  great  privilege  to  have  participated  with 
all  the  great  showmen  throughout  the  world. 
I  am  sure  the  efforts  extended  in  these  con- 

tests represent  the  acme  of  showmanship. 
Yours  for  bigger  and  better  campaigns. 

NATHAN  SILVER 

Manager,  Strand 
Lowell,  Mass. 

The  fact,  that  I  have  for  the  past  three 

years  been  a  recipient  of  Honorable  Men- 
tion in  the  Quigley  Competitions,  speaks  for 

itself,  as  to  my  personal  feelings,  of  the 
worth  of  the  Quigley  Awards. 

The  trading  of  ideas  through  the  medium 

of  the  Manager's  Round  Table,  is  through 
it's  very  conception,  destined  to  keep  show- 

men, who  are  not  too  proud  to  learn  a  new 
sales  promotional  angle,  on  their  toes  and 

up  to  date  in  the  selling  of  their  merchan- 
dise. And  the  awards  offered  through  the 

medium  of  Quigley  Publications,  are  an 

added  incentive  to  all  to  "Shoot  The  Works" 
in  the  hope  of  winning  the  muchly  coveted 

Quigley  Plaque. In  brief,  The  Quigley  Awards,  won 
through  our  own  individual  initiative,  merit 
and  effort,  based  on  the  opinions  of  the 

judges,  who  represent  the  leaders  in  our  in- 
dustry is  in  effect  a  recommendation  from 

such  leaders,  which  every  theatre  manager 
should  strive  to  earn,  as  it  is  tantamount  to 
a  personal  tribute  to  our  worth  as  Showmen 
and  exploiteers  from  the  very  men  who 
have  already  through  their  own  success  at- 

tained a  goal  to  which  we  are  all  striving — The  Top. 
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Artist  Paints  "Rembrandt" 

In  Brown's  Mezzanine  Show 
By  tiein  with  the  Rhode  Island  School  of 

Design,  in  Providence,  Bill  Brown  was  able 
to  borrow  a  number  of  paintings  for  exhibit 
in  the  mezzanine  lounge  as  a  buildup  for  his 

date  on  "Rembrandt."  In  addition  to  the 
pictures  Brown  had  an  artist  from  the 
school  on  hand  to  do  a  bit  of  fancy  daubing 
for  the  customers. 

Artist  worked  two  hours  in  the  afternoon 

and  about  the  same  period  in  the  evening 

fashioning  an  oil  of  the  famed  painter.  Ex- 
hibit was  plugged  in  the  newspapers  and  also 

among  the  people  in  town,  Bill  stressing  the 
importance  of  the  date  especially  to  those 
folks  who  are  picture-conscious. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Author  Makes  Appearance 

For  Saunders  on  "Anthony" 
The  thrill  of  a  lifetime,  it  was,  says 

Manager  James  N.  Saunders  when  he  was 
able  to  persuade  Hervey  Allen,  the  author 

of  "Anthony  Adverse,"  resident  in  that 
sector,  to  appear  personally  on  the  stage 
of  the  Avalon,  in  Easton,  Md.,  in  connection 
with  the  showing  of  the  picture.  The  famed 
author  spoke  of  the  book  and  the  picture, 
the  event  being  publicized  in  the  local  press. 

In  keeping  with  the  buildup,  Saunders 
constructed  front  with  the  title  in  raised 

letters,  built  up  of  cardboard  with  facings 
of  beaten  brass  decorative  paper  (see 
photo).  Merchant  tieups,  p.a.  system  on 
delivery  truck  and  poster  on  the  Allen  ap- 

pearance out  front  were  other  angles  that 
were  used. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Ushers  Distribute  Heralds 

For  "Gorgeous  Hussy"  Duke  Prince  at 
the  Orpheum  in  McKees  Rock,  Pa.,  dis- 

tributed autographed  photos  of  Robert  Tay- 
lor, house  to  house  by  ushers  who  when  the 

door  opened  would  hand  them  the  photo  and 

say  "Compliments  of  Shea's  Orpheum." 
Merchants  ad  on  reverse  side  defrayed  cost. 
Teaser  trailer  was  used  two  weeks  ahead, 
window  cards  spotted  in  choice  locations  and 
display  ad  used  in  dailies. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Rosen,  Martin  Report 

Various  Promotions 

So  pleased  was  the  cooperating  merchant 

with  a  tiein  ad  promoted  on  "Theodora 
Goes  Wild"  by  Vic  Rosen  and  Dave  Mar- 

tin, at  the  Warner-Granada,  Santa  Bar- 
bara, Cal.,  that  he  was  prevailed  upon  to 

give  one  of  the  gas  ranges  advertised  to  the 
boys  to  be  awarded  at  the  last  performance 
of  the  date. 

On  "Devil  Is  A  Sissy,"  the  boys  broke  out 
with  a  small  throwaway  distributed  around 

town  which  was  headed  "The  Devil  You 

Say"  and  followed  by  Webster's  definition  of a  resident  from  Hades.  This  was  tied  in 

neatly  to  the  picture.  Lacking  a  suitable 
devil  cut  and  not  being  able  to  find  one  in 
the  exchange  or  locally,  a  series  of  medieval 
bird  dragons  was  rounded  up  for  decoration. 
The  boys  felt  at  least  the  dragons  coincided 

with  one  of  Webster's  definitions :  "a  crea- 
ture of  malignant  temper  or  appearance." 

Then  topping  their  Christmas  activities, 
Vic  and  Dave  went  out  and  promoted  them- 

selves a  $1,250  grand  piano  for  a  giveaway 

Bill  Brown's  Mezzanine  Art  Show 

Saunders'  Front  on  "Anthony  Ad  terse" 

Glazer's  Auto  Bally  on  "Parade"" 

Rosen-Martin  $12  50  Piano  Giveaway 

on  Christmas  Eve.  They  decided  on  this 
rather  than  a  flock  of  small  gifts  and  were 
able  to  obtain  the  unusual  gift  in  exchange 
for  the  coupons,  displays  and  trailer.  Music 

company  paid  for  cards,  heralds  and  news- 
paper ads  and  supplied  a  hand-painted 

Chickering  which  was  displayed  in  the  lobby 

(see  photo). 

Glazer  Ties  "Parade" To  Football  Games 

Action  shots  of  major  football  games 
played  the  week  before  were  used  by  Martin 

Glazer,  publicist,  for  the  date  on  "Pigskin 
Parade"  at  the  Scollay  Square,  Boston.  The 
pictures  were  promoted  from  sport  depart- 

ments of  local  papers  and  spotted  on  both 

front  panels.  They  proved  natural  crowd- 
stoppers,  says  Marty. 
Top  street  bally  was  a  white  racing  car 

(see  photo)  equipped  with  amplifiers  and 
properly  bannered.  Driver  covered  leading 
football  games  and  participated  in  locally- 
famed  Santa- Son  Christmas  parade.  In  ad- 

dition to  making  announcements,  driver 
stopped  at  traffic  corners  to  distribute  circu- lars. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Ticket-Selling  Contest 

Spurs  "Romeo"  Campaign 
The  solid  advance  of  the  roadshow  date 

on  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  at  the  Strand,  York, 
Pa.,  put  on  by  Manager  Paul  J.  Harvey,  at 
the  Strand,  York,  Pa.,  was  further  stimu- 

lated by  a  ticket-selling  contest  organized 
by  the  house  staff  and  personnel  in  other 
of  the  houses  in  that  Warner  district.  Cash 
was  given  for  the  best  records  made  in 
York  and  a  further  prize  to  the  employee  in 
the  outside  theatres.  To  aid  the  latter, 
reservation  trailers  were  run  in  the  nine 
district  houses. 

With  the  president  of  the  local  better 
films  council  as  chairman,  sponsors  for  the 
date  were  selected  from  among  prominent 
citizens,  members  of  the  clergy,  etc.  Letters 
carrying  this  list  and  including  reservation 
blanks  were  found  effective.  Featured  in 

the  drive  was  a  series  of  personal  talks  on 
the  picture  made  by  Harry  Goldberg,  War- 

ner Theatres  ad  head,  before  various  school 
and  college  student  bodies.  Matinees  were 
set  back  so  that  local  students  could  arrange 
to  attend. 

Tiein  was  made  for  display  of  Juliet  en- 
gagement rings,  sponsor  advertising  these 

in  local  paper.  Mirrors  and  lighters  named 
after  the  title  were  presented  to  patrons. 
In  addition  to  the  oil  paintings  used  in  the 
lobby  local  book  store  gave  main  window  to 

Shakespeare's  works  featuring  special  edi- 
tions. Showing  included  oil  painting,  scene 

stills  and  theatre  copy. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Beard  Growing  Contest 

Used  for  "Road  to  Glory" Three  weeks  in  advance  of  his  showing  of 

"Road  to  Glory,"  Happy  Hasselo,  Royal 
Theatre,  LeMars,  Iowa,  spotted  ads  in  his 
newspapers  offering  cash  prizes  to  those 
men  who  succeeded  in  growing  a  beard  re- 

sembling the  Van  Dyck  worn  by  Lionel 
Barrymore  in  the  picture.  Paper  came 
through  with  some  neat  breaks  including 
photos  of  the  winners.  Happy  says  there 
were  12  contestants  and  he,  too,  employed 

the  hirsute  adornment  during  the  date.  Inci- 
dentally, he  also  made  arrangements  to  have 

the  winners  shaved  free  of  charge. 
Through  tieup  with  telephone  company, 

splitting  50-50,  Happy  called  all  farmers, 
telling  them  about  the  opus  and  he  says  it 
looked  like  old  home  week  when  they  finally 
all  arrived  at  the  theatre.  An  improvised 
dugout  was  erected  in  the  foyer  at  which 
usher  was  stationed  next  to  telephone. 
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Sch ooi  tor f 
Student  Managers 

Sponsored  by  RKO  Midwest 

Members  of  Personnel  Trained  by  Joe  Goetz  to  Fill  Assistant  Manager  Posts 

JOE  GOETZ 

by  E.  H.  MAYER 

in  Cincinnati 

Youth  must  be  served.  So  must  RKO. 

These  two  essentials,  focused  in  close  per- 
spective in  the  eyes  of  Joe  Goetz,  assistant 

division  manager  of 
the  RKO  Midwest, 
Cincinnati,  have 
crystallized  into  an 
actuality  —  a  school 
for  student  manag- 

ers. Thus  there  came 
into  existence  in 
February,  1935,  a 
school  of  this  type, 
which,  for  method  of 
operation,  curricula 
and  definite  results 
is  believed  to  differ 
radically  from  any 
of  the  number  of 
other  schools  with 

similar  objective  now  functioning  in  various 
key  situations  throughout  the  country. 

Goetz,  although  still  a  young  man — he '  is 
not  yet  30 — numbers  among  his  other  im- 

portant executive  duties  that  of  booker  for 
the  Midwest  division,  president  of  the  Cin- 

cinnati Bookers'  Club,  box-office  checker 
and  sundry  other  duties  connected  with 
modern  theatre  routine.  He,  himself,  has 

"come  up  through  the  ranks"  from  a  part- 
time  usher  while  attending  school  in  his 

home-town  of  Dayton,  Ohio,  and  is  thus 
admirably  qualified  to  effectively  transmit 
the  enthusiasm  and  fundamental  knowledge 
of  theatre  operation  in  all  its  various  ramifi- 

cations to  the  young  men  under  his  per- 
sonal supervision  who  are  aspiring  to 

greater  things.  The  school  has  the  effect  of 
proving  the  mettle  of  potential  managerial 
timber  long  before  the  position  actually  is 
assumed,  thus  obviating  disappointment  and 
the  attendant  unpleasantness  on  both  sides 
if  the  appointee  should,  perchance,  subse- 

quently be  found  unqualified  for  the  respon- 
sibility. 

Class  Meets  Each  Wednesday 

The  class,  with  an  average  enrollment  of 
14  students,  meets  each  Wednesday  in  the 
RKO  Palace  Theatre,  in  which  building,  in- 

cidentally, the  division  office  is  located.  Each 
of  the  Cincinnati  managers  selects  a  chief 
of  staff  as  a  student.  The  RKO  Albee — the 

flagship  of  the  Cincinnati  chain — assigns 
two  students.  The  study  book  method  has 
no  place  in  the  scheme  of  things.  Instead, 

modern  school  system  and  technique  are  em- 
ployed. The  students  acquire  their  knowl- 

edge by  actual  experience  through  practical 
application  of  the  sundry  factors  which  go 

to  make  up  managerial  and  executive  pro- 
cedure. 

One  subject  each  week  is  thoroughly  ex- 
plained, and  sometimes  demonstrated,  in  the 

minutest  detail  by  a  speaker  who  is  con- 

JOE  GOETZ  AND  STUDENT  MANAGERS'  CLASS  IN  SESSION 

sidered  an  authority  on  the  subject  in  ques- 
tion. The  subjects  cover  organization,  per- 

sonnel, accounting,  banking,  box-office 
statements,  advertising  and  exploitation, 
schedules,  theatre  fronts  and  lobbies,  book- 

ing, stage  shows,  projection  and  so  on.  Fol- 
lowing these  weekly  talks  and  discussions, 

at  which  the  students  are  invited  to  ask 

questions  without  limit,  they  are  required, 
under  supervision  of  the  assistant  manager 
of  their  theatre,  to  constantly  study  at  close 

range  and  obtain  first-hand  information 
through  actual  contact,  everything  worth- 

while about  the  subject  or  department  under 
discussion.  They  are  what  might  be  termed, 
for  the  purpose  of  clarity,  virtually  in  active 

charge  of  the  department  for  the  week,  with- 
out, of  course,  assuming  any  of  the  respon- sibility. 

The  following  week'  the  students  are  re- quired to  read  in  class  a  paper  which  they 
have  prepared  as  a  result  of  the  intensive 
study.  In  these  papers  they  outline  their 
individual  reactions,  and  make  suggestions, 
if  desired,  looking  toward  the  betterment 
in  operation  of  the  department.  These 
theses  tend  to  act  as  an  index  as  to  the  men- 

tal alertness  of  the  student,  and  his  ability 
to  grasp  and  absorb  the  fundamentals.  In 
any  case,  however,  where  the  paper  indicates 
a  sub-normal  conception  of  the  subject,  that 

particular  student  is  made  to  "stay  after 
school,"  as  it  were,  which  means  that  he 

is  given  special  coaching  and  "nursed  along" 
both  by  Goetz  and  his  fellow  students  until 
he  is  as  proficient  as  his  classmates.  The 
ways  and  wherefores  of  every  department 
of  theatre  operation  and  its  related  subjects 
must  be  thoroughly  understood  in  every 
detail,  regardless  of  the  length  of  time 

necessary  to  accomplish  this  objective,  be- 
fore he  is  allowed  to  proceed  to  his  next 

subject. 

The  RKO  Orpheum — a  close-in  suburban 
theatre,  which  operates  only  in  the  even- 

ings— the  latest  addition  to  the  circuit's  Cin- 
cinnati chain,  is  the  final  "proving  ground" 

when  the  student  becomes  sufficiently  pro- 

ficient to  be  placed  "on  his  own."  At  this 
stage,  the  student  is  made  assistant  man- 

ager of  the  Orpheum,  where  his  academic 

knowledge  may  be  put  into  more  construc- 
tive and  productive  practice.  If  he  proves 

his  fitness  at  the  Orpheum — the  starting 
point  in  his  upward  ascendency — and  so 
far,  no  student  has  failed — he  is  promoted 
to  the  post  of  assistant  manager  at  one  of 

the  "main  line"  houses  when  a  vacancy 
occurs,  and  the  next  eligible  student  is  as- 

signed to  the  Orpheum.  In  this  succession 
there  occurs  an  opening  in  the  school  which 
is  filled  by  the  next  chief  of  staff  selected 
for  enrollment  by  one  of  the  local  managers. 

When  vacancies  do  not  occur  at  the  "main 
line"  houses  for  long  intervals,  the  stu- 

dents continue  in  school,  reviewing  the  sub- 
jects and  acquiring  new  ideas  promulgated 

by  the  speakers  and  through  the  medium  of 
observation.  Some  of  the  ideas  and  sugges- 

tions advanced  by  the  embryonic  managers 

are  particularly  ingenious,  original  and  note- 
worthy. Not  a  few  of  them  have  been  put 

into  practice  in  the  Cincinnati  theatres. 

Several  Students  Promoted 

Since  the  school  was  opened  less  than  two 
years  ago,  several  students  have  been  made 
assistant  managers  as  enumerated  later  in 
this  article.  There  has,  however,  been  one 
exception  to  the  student  traveling  via  the 
Orpheum  route,  namely,  Berman  Richey, 
who  went  directly  from  the  school  to  as- 

sistant manager  of  the  RKO  Shubert,  a 
large  downtown  house  playing  stage  shows 

(Continued  on  next  page,  first  column) 
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Student  Managers 

Given  Opportunity 

For  Advancement 

{Continued  from  preceding  page) 

and  pictures.  Within  the  past  few  months, 
this  same  young  man  was  again  promoted, 
this  time  to  manager  of  the  Nordland,  a 
prominent  neighborhood  house  in  the  Lis- 
son- White  chain,  which,  on  account  of  cer- 

tain local  setups  that,  for  the  purpose  of 
this  article,  need  not  be  dwelt  upon,  is  per- 

mitted to  draw  upon  the  supply  of  RKO 
potential  managers  without  violating  any 
of  the  ethics  of  the  industry. 

Roy  Ferndon,  starting  as  chief  of  service 
at  the  RKO  Capitol,  was  promoted  to  as- 

sistant manager  of  the  RKO  Grand,  and 
subsequently  to  the  same  post  at  the  RKO 
Lyric,  a  house  in  the  higher  admission 
brackets.  Earl  Taffe,  an  attache  of  the 
RKO  Albee,  was  made  assistant  manager  of 
the  RKO  Lyric,  and  later  transferred  to  the 
RKO  Shubert  as  assistant  to  Cliff  Boyd  in 
charge  of  that  house.  Cyril  Dabbelt,  erst- 

while chief  of  service  at  the  RKO  Lyric, 
now  is  assistant  manager  of  the  RKO 
Grand.  All  of  these  boys,  with  the  exception 
noted,  were  stationed  at  the  Orpheum. 

Quite  frequently  the  class  has  the  oppor- 
tunity of  hearing  an  outstanding  authority 

whose  activities  are  outside  the  realm  of  the 

theatre,  but  who  has  a  message  which  might 

well  be  a  part  of  every  theatre  manager's 
stock  of  knowledge.  For  instance,  within 
the  past  few  weeks  the  speaker  was  Don 
Nimo,  of  the  Cincinnati  chapter  of  the  Red 
Cross,  who  explained,  and  subsequently 
vividly  demonstrated  the  procedure  to  follow 
in  emergencies  such  as  first  aid  in  heart 
attack,  epilepsy,  fainting,  hysteria,  etc. 

Blumberg  Addresses  Students 

The  students  also  were  addressed  quite 
recently  by  Nate  J.  Blumberg,  New  York, 
general  manager  of  theatre  operation  for 
RKO.  Blumberg  pointed  out  that  New 
York  was  closely  watching  the  progress  of 
this  school,  and  stressed  the  fact  that  here 
was  being  offered  a  real  opportunity  which 
relatively  few  were  privileged  to  enjoy 
under  such  capable  leadership.  He  told  the 
boys  that  they  were  being  most  thoroughly 
grounded  in  those  important  essentials 
which  form  the  solid  foundation  of  every 
successful  manager  and  executive,  upon 
which  foundation  they  had  a  wonderful  op- 

portunity to  build  a  highly  successful  future, 
which  was  entirely  in  their  hands. 

Goetz  takes  a  personal  pride  and  interest 
in  each  of  the  students,  and  is  ever  on  the 
alert  to  help  them  both  in  school  and  in  the 
field. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Dimes  for  Christmas 

Suggested  by  Dinny  Dinerman,  RKO 
Midwest  Theatres  ad  head,  the  Cincinnati 
Post  put  out  a  lot  of  dime  containers  and 
ran  a  lot  of  shots  of  local  prominents  with 
the  containers  to  plug  the  coin  collection  for 

the  paper's  Christmas  fund.  Dime  displays 
were  used  in  other  ways  to  increase  inter- 

est in  the  welfare  project. 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

AN  EFFECTIVE  IDEA 

FOR  MAILING  LISTS 

For  complete  and  inexpensive  mail- 
ing coverage,  Ben  Cohen,  College, 

New  Haven,  finds  effective  a  mimeo- 
graphed letter  folded  in  three  and 

held  together  with  a  pre-canceled 
penny  stamp  which  is  postage  enough 
to  get  the  letter  through  the  mails. 
Addressed  on  the  reverse  side,  the 

mailing  piece  looks  like  a  folder- 
letter  and  used  most  recently  to  doc- 

tors and  nurses  on  "Reunion".  Went 
over  so  well,  that  Ben  is  doing  it 

again  on  "Gay  Desperado"  to  the 
local  concert  hall  mailing  list. 

"Rembrandt"  Novelization 

Planted  in  Newspapers 

A  special  15-page  novelization  of  "Rem- 
brandt," based  on  the  life  of  the  famous 

painter,  has  been  planted  as  a  circulation 
builder  by  United  Artists  in  12  of  the  coun- 

try's leading  newspapers. 
The  Philadelphia  Inquirer,  the  first  paper 

to  carry  the  feature  in  addition  to  using  half 

and  quarter-page  ads  daily  for  several  days 
before  the  supplement  appeared,  plastered 
the  town  with  24-sheets,  bannered  its  fleet 
of  trucks  and  used  local  radio  stations.  Simi- 

lar plans  have  been  laid  in  the  other  cities 
where  the  novelization  will  be  used. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Two-Color  Co-op  Page 

Four  local  merchants  were  contacted  to 

sponsor  a  full  page  two-color  job  on  "Gen- 
eral Dies  at  Dawn"  by  Manager  J.  Law- 

rence Pilegard  at  the  Fox,  Visalia,  Calif. 

Banner  in  red  at  top  reads :  "Gates  That 
Never  Close,"  with  copy  tying  in  the  gates 
of  romance  at  the  theatre.  Rest  of  page  was 
divided  by  picture  copy  and  store  ads. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Created  by  C.  C.  Cassady,  Zaring's  Egyptian 
Theatre,  Indianapolis,  was  this  charcoal  poster 
of  Charles  Laughton,  done  in  black  and  white 
for   his   lobby  display. 
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Ohioan  Stresses 

Need  of  Regular 

Drills  for  Fire 

by  EDDIE  MILLER 

Manager,  Warners'  Hippodrome,  Cleveland 

A  cry  pierces  the  quietness  of  the  audito- 
rium ...  a  frantic  mother  screams.  The  sight 

of  a  small  blaze  throws  the  audience  into  a 

panic.  Men,  women  and  children  are  all 
breaking  for  the  exits  to  find  that  it  is  impos- 

sible to  work  the  panic  bolt !  Ushers  and 
other  theatre  attaches,  too,  are  running  here 
and  there,  in  great  confusion,  intensifying 
the  pandemonium  already  existing. 
A  scene  like  the  one  above  might  well 

happen  in  a  theatre  where  the  staff  is  im- 
properly trained  to  handle  an  emergency. 

But  such  a  nightmare  need  not  happen ! 
You  must  train  every  member  of  your 

personnel ! 
First  of  all,  you  must  have  a  "set"  signal 

to  notify  your  staff  that  there  is  trouble. 
Secondly,  your  men  must  pass  on  the  word 

without  letting  the  audience  in  on  it !  Have 

each  man  assigned  to  a  particular  door.  An- 
other to  go  to  the  fire  extinguisher  specified 

at  fire  drills,  held  regularly. 
All  staff  members  must  walk  slowly,  not 

run ! 

If  the  emergency  is  bad  enough,  have  the 
exit  doors  opened  and  direct  the  patrons  to 
the  nearest  one.  And  without  damage  to  the 

patrons'  clothing,  use  the  fire  extinguisher, 
carefully  and  with  efficiency.  This  may  only 
be  accomplished  through  constant  drilling! 

All  Exit  Doors  Numbered 

At  the  Hippodrome  I  am  having  all  my 
exit  doors  numbered  and  am  instructing  my 

staff  as  to  the  location  of  every  one.  Con- 
sequently, this  numbering  system  ties  in 

with  the  general  plan  in  handling  emer- 

gencies. Incidentally,  the  "numbered  door" idea  is  effective  in  case  of  boys  trying  to 
break  into  your  theatre.  You  can  notify  that 
"crashers"  are  at  door  No.  4  and,  immedi- 

ately, men  will  leave  for  that  location  with- 
out having  to  lose  time  with  a  long  descrip- 

tion. Here's  an  example  of  how  the  num- 
bered door  idea  works.  A  fire  breaks  out 

in  the  mezzanine  or  aisle  No.  2  down  in 

front !  We  would  signal  station  No.  9,  which 
covers  the  exit  door  opposite  the  fire  and 
every  member  of  the  staff  in  that  vicinity 
participates  in  guiding  the  audience  quietly 

out.  All  during  time  you  have  a  man  stand- 
ing by  at  the  phone  in  case  it  is  necessary 

to  call  the  fire  department. 

Moving  about  quietly — talking  in  a  low 
tone — keeping  cool — and  using  the  30  per 
cent  of  gray  matter  in  your  cranium  are  the 
things  which  keep  people  from  getting  pan- 

icky and  undoubtedly  save  many  lives,  other- 
wise sacrificed  in  a  wild  bedlam. 

Your  ushers  can  become  excellent  firemen 

if  you  look  upon  the  job  of  drilling  them  as 
an  operation  of  primary  importance. 

The  secret— "Drill  your  house  staff  regu- 
larly .  .  .  and  according  to  rules  that  fit  the 

requirements  of  your  theatre !" 
The  result — "Potential  possibilities  of  ca- 

tastrophe reduced  to  a  minimum ! 
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FRONTS  AT  THE  NEW  YORK  STRAND  THEATRE  FOR  "THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE"  AND  "GOLD  DIGGERS" 

The  Boxoffice  Merry-Go-Round 

Reported  by  Margolius 

Fancy  lobby  selling  the  harvest-slant  was 
the  theme  employed  by  Mort  Margolius,  at 
the  College,  Toronto,  for  his  recent  Fall 
Festival  of  Hits.  Stage  settings  and  light- 

ing were  in  keeping  and  clips  out  of  picture 
trailers  were  built  into  a  special  advance  on 

coming  attractions.  Through  district  busi- 

ness men's  association,  merchants  were  pre- 
vailed upon  to  hold  special  sales  and 

monthly  calendars  with  the  coming  dates 

were  distributed  widely  and  displayed  by  co- 
operating stores.  Local  paper  did  a  bit  of 

bass-drumming  with  Mort  writing  the  copy. 

Smart  flash  on  "China  Clipper"  at  the 
cost  of  a  few  cents  took  the  form  of  an  old 
cotton  banner  used  under  the  marquee. 
Mort  cut  it  up,  reversed  it  and  had  it  painted 
with  appropriate  copy  which  gave  him  two 
fresh  valances  to  hang  from  the  roof  of  the 
building.  Baby  spots  from  the  marquee 
were  trained  on  the  banners  and  the  entire 
cost  was  40  cents  for  the  paint. 

Novelty  that  "drove  'em  nuts,"  says  Mort 
on  "Godfrey"  proved  to  be  a  small  envelope 
with  the  following  on  the  cover  in  black 

caps:  "Is  This  Your  Ticket?  To  the  pic- 
ture everyone  is  raving  about?"  Inside, 

there  was  a  small  card  similar  in  shape  and 

layout  of  a  regular  theatre  ticket  with  pic- 
ture copy.  On  the  end,  there  were  numbers 

and  it  seems  that  the  folks  figured  the  num- 
bers meant  free  admissions  or  something. 

With  this  in  mind,  they  scanned  the  ads, 
read  the  drama  news,  phoned  the  theatre 
and  also  of  course  came  to  see  the  picture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Lawler's  "Outlaw"  Display 
In  connection  with  the  showing  of  "You 

Can't  Get  Away  With  It,"  Ralph  Lawler, 
manager  of  the  Newman,  Kansas  City, 
secured  from  Merle  A.  Gill,  ballistics  expert 

of  the  police  department,  the  latter's  famous 
collection  of  firearms,  handcuffs  and  test 

bullets,  for  display  in  the  lobby.  The  collec- 
tion, eight  large  cases,  contains  famous  out- 

law guns,  guns  used  by  "Pretty  Boy"  Floyd, 
Harvey  Bailey,  Henry  Starr,  Cole  Younger, 
Bonnie  Parker,  Alvin  Karpis,  Al  Spencer 
and  others.  Besides  handcuffs,  it  contains 
numerous  other  restraining  devices. 

Unusual  Displays 

For  Strand  Fronts 

For  the  front  on  "Three  Men  on  a 
Horse"  at  the  New  York  Strand,  a  wood- 
burning  process  was  adapted  as  used  ex- 

tensively by  wood  etchers.  Combination  of 
pine  wood  for  the  title  and  credits  and  red- 
grained  leather  for  background  were  the 
materials  employed.  Title  was  built  of  wood 
block  letters,  five  feet  high  and  10  inches 
thick  with  letters  etched  in  outline  and 

electric  soldering  iron  used  for  the  burnt 
effect.  For  the  comedy  slant,  wooden 

hobby  horse  with  one  eye  blinking  and  cari- 
catures of  the  three  principals  was  mounted 

in  the  center  of  the  arch.  For  the  front 

panels,  hobby  horse  and  comedy  scene  were 
cut  out  of  natural  pine  wood,  figures  burnt 
in  with  the  soldering  iron.  Wooden  figures 
were  in  miniature  with  life-size  colored 
heads  of  the  principals.  Entire  background 

of  arch  and  built  up  front  were  of  red- 
grained  leather  and  strips  of  pine  outlined 
the  front.  For  comedy  purposes,  all  copy 
and  displays  were  mounted  lopsided. 

Additional  Depth  for  "Gold  Diggers" 

On  "Gold  Diggers,"  the  usual  flat  arch 
was  avoided  to  utilize  the  additional  depth 
and  with  the  added  visible  display  space,  the 
continuity  of  the  display  was  unbroken  to 
the  eye  in  the  complete  sweep  of  the  front. 
Usual  frames  were  covered  with  false  front 
and  sides  built  in  a  drum  effect  continuing 
the  sweep  to  the  return  walls.  Gold  cloth 

sprayed  with  gold  flitter  was  used  for  back- 
ground with  corrugated  satin  paper  for  con- 

trast. Against  the  satin  were  cutout  star 
heads  mounted  on  three-foot  covered  gold- 
flittered  stars.  Center  title  plaque  was  gar- 

landed in  silver  leaves  entwined  with  red 

ribbon  and  for  pictorial  display  five  enlarge- 
ments were  mounted  on  musical  notes.  Cut- 

outs of  the  girls  and  panorama  strips  of 
scenes  were  mounted  against  background 
with  a  band  of  musical  notes  and  bars  placed 
across  the  entire  display. 
Both  fronts  were  designed  by  B.  F. 

"Dinty"  Moore,  managing  director,  and 
constructed  by  the  Sid  Nagler  Studios. 

State-Lake  Gives  Short 

Feature  Picture  Campaign 

Chicago  was  treated  to  some  unusual 

showmanship  recently  when  the  State-Lake 
set  a  new  precedent  by  billing  the  Univer- 

sal G-Man  short,  "You  Can't  Get  Away 
With  It,"  over  the  feature  both  in  news- 

paper ads  and  the  house  front.  Fritz  Blicki 
of  the  State-Lake  after  screening  the  short 
for  an  invited  audience,  built  up  the  date 
with  marquee,  front,  lobby  boards,  tieups, 

newspaper  ads,  etc.,  to  give  the  short  fea- 
ture picture  importance. 

Through  the  assistance  of  the  local  G-Man 

headquarters,  authentic  stills  and  "wanted" cards  were  secured  for  a  lobby  panel.  Giant 
3-foot  illuminated  letters  spelled  out  the 
title  above  marquee.  The  displays  out  front 
and  inside  the  lobby  were  given  predominat- 

ing spots.  Tieup  was  secured  with  the  Il- 
linois Central  Railroad  for  the  use  of  special 

30  by  40  posters  on  time  table  stands. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Stewart  Uniforms  Staff 

For  "Pigskin"  Buildup 

Ten  days  ahead  of  opening  of  "Pigskin 
Parade,"  C.  H.  Stewart,  Waco  Theatre, 
Waco,  Texas,  placed  a  large  cutout  football 
in  his  lobby  ten  days  ahead,  using  plenty 

of  stills  and  catchy  copy.  Football  togs,  hel- 
mets, shoes  and  other  football  material  was 

built  around  the  display,  with  crepe  paper 
streamers  in  colors  of  local  college  and  high 
school  over  all. 

Entire  staff  was  dressed  in  football  uni- 
forms and  for  street  bally  17-foot  cutout  of 

player  was  attached  to  engine  of  automobile 
properly  bannered  which  toured  streets. 
Private  screening  was  held  for  sports  edi- 

tors with  resultant  good  newspaper  breaks 
and  radio  plugs  were  used  week  ahead. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Thin  Man"  Offers  Dogs 

For  advance  on  "After  the  Thin  Man" 
at  the  Orpheum,  Denver,  Manager  Harry 
Golub  with  Claude  Morris,  MGM  exploiteer, 
worked  out  stunt  suggested  in  the  press  book 
of  offering  wirehaired  terriers  in  contest  put 
on  with  the  Denver  Post. 
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er$oniilities 

ALTON  REA 

former  assistant  at  the  Enright  Theatre, 
Pittsburgh,  moves  to  the  Stanley  and  PAUL 
WILLIAMS  leaves  his  Cameraphone  post 
to  go  to  the  Enright  to  assist. 

V 
EDWARD  AUTH 

assistant  manager  at  the  Schenley  in  Pitts- 
burgh now  has  that  same  post  at  the  Strand, 

succeeding  WALTER  (GUS)  DAVIS, 

who  has  been  promoted  to  BILL  CLARK'S 
assistant  in  the  Warner  Pittsburgh  in  shorts 
booking  department. 

V 
MARK  JENKINS 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Dick- 

inson Theatre  at  Hiawatha,  Kan.,  leaving 
the  Dickinson  in  Lawrence,  where  he  served 
as  assistant  manager. 

V 
B.  K.  BROWN 

erstwhile  manager  of  the  Dickinson  Theatre 
at  Hiawatha,  Kan.,  goes  to  the  Dickinson 
at  Ellsworth,  Kan. 

V 

JOHN  KRIEGER 
who  was  assistant  manager  of  the  Uptown 
in  Parsons,  Kansas,  has  been  shifted  to  the 
Dickinson  at  Paola,  Kansas,  in  the  same 
capacity. 

V 
JAMES  HANSON 
formerly  manager  of  the  Piedmont  Theatre, 
Oakland,  Cal.,  is  now  filling  a  similar  posi- 

tion at  the  Irving  Theatre  in  San  Francisco. 
V 

BILL  BOTHMAN 

who  has  been  acting  as  assistant  manager 
of  the  Uptown  Theatre,  San  Francisco,  now 
manages  the  Amazon  out  in  the  Mission 
District. 

V 
PEARCE  PARKHURST 
has  resigned  as  assistant  at  the  Tremont  in 
Boston  to  join  the  Capitol  in  Lynn  in  the 
same  capacity. 

V 
ROCKEY  T.  NEWTON 

Tri-States  district  manager  in  Des  Moines 
has  resigned  and  will  shortly  announce  his 
new  activities. 

V 
WALTER  FENNEY 

was  named  manager  of  the  Mayfair  The- 
atre in  Portland,  Oregon. 

V 
MILT  GURIAN 
former  Southern  Gentleman  who  is  now 

selling  moving  pictures  for  United  Artists 
out  of  the  Cincinnati  office  visited  New 

York  and  the  Round  Table  sanctuary. 
V 

JAMES  CAGNEY 

formerly  manager  of  Schine's  Piqua  The- 
atre, at  Piqua,  Ohio,  has  been  transferred 

to  the  Ben  Ali  in  Lexington,  Kentucky. 
JOSEPH  WILLIAMS,  from  the  home 
office  in  Gloversville,  N.  Y.,  is  now  in  charge 
at  the  Madison  and  State,  at  Richmond, 
Kentucky. 

V 
MORGAN  CREEDON 

is  now  at  the  Alger  Theatre  in  Detroit, 
Mich.,  coming  from  the  Madison,  in  the  same 
state.  He  succeeds  JOE  BUSIC,  who  has 
gone  to  the  Varsity.  RUSSELL  CHAP- 

MAN has  left  the  Varsity  to  go  into  busi- 
ness for  himself. 

On  Friday,  December  25,  Gilder 
Graver  to  Lulu  Martin  of  Lynchburg, 

Va.  Craver  manages  and  operates  the 
falls-Graver  Circuit  in  Virginia,  North 
and  South  Carolina. 

V 

On  Christmas  Eve,  Albert  Laile, 

Jr.,  to  Ruby  Warner  of  Cynthiana, 
Ky.  The  groom  is  manager  of  the 
Americus  Theatre  in  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

V 

WILLIAM  HATKOFF 
has  been  named  manager  of  the  Capitol 
Theatre  in  Danbury,  succeeding  FRANK 

MORIN,  who  moves  to  the  Regal  in  Hart- 
ford, Conn.,  taking  the  place  of  JAMES 

WEST,  resigned. 

Birthday 

Greetings 

Robert  L.  Alberts 
Francisco  Bahamonde 
Joseph  Beck 
David  D.  Becker 

Jacques  Benjamin 
Walter  Beymer 
Harry  Birkmier 
H.  F.  Borrenson 
E.  C.  Brandhorst 

Jay  N.  Burton 
N.  Ray  Carmichael 
Carl  Chick 
E.  B.  Clayton 
Robert  L.  Collier 
H.  B.  Creagh 
George  F.  Crisman 
Martha  Deutsch 
B.  Edelstein 
J.  Donald  Edwards 
George  S.  Ellis 
Ernest  Emerling 
Arthur  Feine 
Donald  B.  Fiske 
Fred  L.  Frechette 
Robert  L.  Gardner 
R.  B.  Garvin 
John  A.  Goodno 
John  M.  Gow 
Hal  B.  Grady 
Robert  L.  Gross 
Lew  Harris 
William  L.  Herron 
Edwin  C.  Hough 
James  S.  Howard,  Jr. 
H.  M.  Johnson 
Joseph  F.  Kennedy 
Edward  L.  Klein 

Al  J.  Kopulos 

Ralph  Larned Bud  Lawler 
George  W.  Leech 
E.  L.  Leffler 
William  A.  Levey 
Kenneth  E.  McMahon 
Felix  McManus 

Jerry  McWhorter M.  A.  Malaney 

Donald  J.  O'Brien Earle  V.  Patton Bob  Ray 

Noel  Roake 
Max  Rodehan 
D.  W.  Rogers 
Robert  S.  Rogers,  Jr. 
Louis  Rosen 

Wybert  A.  Sandefur 
Fred  J.  Sarr 
James  N.  Saunders 

Harry  Schlinker  • Ed  C.  Schmadeka 
W.  H.  Schumacher 

Boyd  F.  Scott 
Sol  Shapiro 
Mitchell  B.  Solomon 
David  Spencer Leo  Stephany 

Wilbur  A.  Thompson 
H.  B.  Tollett 
Walter  A.  Van  Camp 
Vincent  M.  Wade 
Dennis  C.  Walls 
Anna  Bell  Ward 
Leslie  Whitwell 
Alfred  Yasna 

MYRON  VAN  BUREN 

formerly  of  the  Butterfield  Circuit,  has  been 
made  manager  of  the  Madison  Theatre  in 
Detroit.  DON  KUHN  of  the  Norwest  has 

been  made  assistant  to  WILLIAM  EL- 
LIOTT, manager  of  the  State,  while  FRED 

PERRY,  recently  a  member  of  the  Madison 
staff,  has  been  placed  in  charge  of  the  Nor- 
west. 

V 
RUSSELL  A.  GREGORY 

is  now  manager  of  the  Olive  Theatre  in  St. 

Joseph,  Mo.,  coming  from  the  Rivoli  and 
succeeding  W.  A.  LEUCHT. 

V 
F.  F.  PLIMPTON 

has  retired  from  showbusiness  after  having 
managed  the  Tremont  Temple  in  Boston, 
Mass.,  for  nearly  four  decades. 

V 
WILLIAM  McCOURT 

has  been  transferred  from  the  Keith's 
Memorial  to  the  Albee  in  Providence,  where 

he  joins  BILL  BROWN'S  managerial  staff. 
EDWARD  McGUINNESS  succeeds  Mc- 

COURT in  Boston  as  assistant  to  JAMES 
McAllister. 

v 
ERNEST  LIEBERMAN 

moves  up  from  assistant  at  the  Arsenal  in 
Pittsburgh,  to  manager  of  the  Model,  and 
CARL  BECKDEL,  assistant  at  the  Regal, 

has  been  made  assistant  to  JOE  FREE- 
MAN, Warner  city  manager  at  Greens- 

burg,  Pa.  SAM  KLEBEN  becomes  assist- 
ant at  the  Regal,  while  HAROLD  FRIED- 

MAN, assistant  at  the  Ritz,  moves  to  the 

Arsenal  in  the  came  capacity.  New  assist- 
ant at  the  Ritz  is  ANDY  HUNGERMAN. 

V 
W.  L.  BARRITT 
manager  of  the  Fox  in  Hutchinson,  Kansas, 
now  manages  the  Fox  Palace  in  Wichita, 
succeeding  WILLARD  CLARK,  resigned. 
DALE  HAVELONE,  assistant  at  the  Fox 
Granada  in  Kansas  City,  has  been  promoted 
to  a  managerial  post  at  the  Fox  Madrid 
in  the  same  sector,  while  MANFORD 
FINCH,  Madrid  assistant  manager,  goes  to 
the  Granada  as  assistant  to  JERRY 
BAKER. 

V 

JACK  KEEGAN formerly  manager  of  the  Warner  Theatre 
in  Milwaukee,  will  now  supervise  the  opera- 

tion of  the  Warner  theatres  in  Racine  and 

Sheboygan,  assisting  AL  KVOOL,  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Warner-Saxe  Theatres. 

V 

W.  WHIDDEN  JOHNSON 
of   Portland,    Maine,   has    been  appointed 
manager  of  the  Opera  House  at  Millinocket, 
a  Graphic  Circuit  theatre. 

V 

W.  J.  FAWCETT 
manager  of  the  Capitol  at  St.  Thomas,  has 
been  placed  in  charge  of  the  new  Capitol 

Theatre  in  Sarnia,  Ontario,  while  his  re- 
cently vacated  post  is  being  filled  by  FRED 

DONEY,  formerly  of  the  Palace  Theatre  in 
London.  WILLIAM  BURKE,  assistant 
manager  at  the  London  Capitol,  has  been 

appointed  to  the  Palace. V 

ED  SIEGAL 
recently  of  the  Lido  Theatre  in  the  Bronx 
section  of  New  York,  now  skippers  the 

Jerome  in  the  same  vicinity. 
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Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star 
Bam  to  right   Frankie  Darro-Jsck  Li  Ru«... 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermlt  Maynard- Arlane  Allen.. 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kanr  Richmond. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard- loan  Barclay.. 
Racing  Blood    Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond 
Song  ot  the  Trail  Kermit  Maynard- Evelyn  Brent. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H  Bosworth.. 
Wild  Hone  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard- Dickie  tones.. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  Dec. 

Coming 

Devil  Diamond.  The  
Sing  Whilr  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   Feb.  I5.'37t. 
Valley  ot  Terror  Kermit  Maynard-Harley  Wood  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
.Nov.  31  
.Dee.  30t  
.  Dee.  25t  
Oct.  30t  
.Nov.  15+  
Feb.  24  
.Oct.  IBt  
.Nov.  lot  
20t  

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 

Star Title 
Orag  Net.  The  Rod  LaRoeaue-Marlan  Nixon  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Sante  Fe,  The  Nina  Quartaro-Norman  Kerry. ..  .Jan. 

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept. 

Coming 

White  Glove.  The  Mar.  I.*37t. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Mlnutea  Reviewed 
IS  

I.'37t- 

ISt.... ..78.... Aug.  28 

CELEBRITY 

Coming 
Title  Star 

For  Love  of  Yeu  F.  Foresta-Rlseoe  an*  Wayne... 
Kill  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Rlscoe  and  Wayne. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Mlnutei  Reviewed 

 60  
 62  

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P 
Below  the  Deadline   Ceellla  Parker- Russell  Hopton. .  . .  June 
House  of  8ecret«. .   Leslie  Fenton-Murlel  Evans  Oct. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan. .  .  .Mar. 
Lady  Luck    Patricia  Farr-Wm    BakewHI  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger   Pryer-Sydney   Blaekmer. .  .Sept. 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Luellle  Gleason  Dee. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Huntley.  Jr  Apr.    25  65  
1  64  
26t  67  
2.. 
6  . 

int. 

29t. 

...66. ...66. 

...66. 
..Oct.  .  10 

Coming 

Light  Fingered  Ladles. 
Policewoman   

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G) . . .  Jean  Arthur- Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  tor  Murder  (G)  M.  Churchill- Wm.  G organ  Sept. 
And    So    They    Were  Married 
(G)   Mary   Astor-Melvyn   Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waten   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  May 
Beloved  Vagabond.  The  (0) ...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dee. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan-Florence  Rlee.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28.) 
Cattle  Thief,  The  Ken  Maynard-Geneva  Mitchell. ...  Feb. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morrls-Margot  Grahame . . June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady   Ralph  Bellamy-loan  Perry  Dee. 
Code  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett- Mary  Blake  Oet. 
Come  Closer  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Cowboy  Star.  The  Charles  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind  Russell  Oet. 
Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dlx-Karen  Mnrley  May 
Don't  Gamble  with  Love  (G).. Bruce  Cabot-Ann  Sothern  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept. 
Final  Hour.  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley  Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19. 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (8)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Hell  Ship  Morgan  (G)  George  Baneroft-Ann  Sothern  Feb. 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Juna  Gale  Mar, 

Running  Time 
Data       Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73....  Oct.  31 
23t  60. ...Oet.  24 

10  75  Apr.  It 
8  56  
I4f  80  ... Sept.  26 
10  66  

28. 12. 

.57. 

.74. 
Sit. 
9t. 

7t. 20t. 

It- 
I.. IS. . ISt. 

so. . 

.60. 

.55. .61. 

.56. 
...75.... Sept.  19 
,..80  May  18 
,  ..63. ...Mar.  14 
.  ..72. ...Nov.  21 
...58  8,'37t. 

1  58.  ...Oet.  24 
8  65  Mar.  21 
28  51.... Aug.  22 

Title  Star  Rel 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardle  Oet. 
King  Steps  Out.  The  (G)         Grace  Moore- Franchot  Toao  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Aster-Charles  Qulgley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)   Marguerite  Churchill. B.  Cabot.  ..Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice,  The  (G). Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)   Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Stander. ..  .Aug. 

( Exploitation:  Oet.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)    Richard  Arlen-Cecllla  Parker..  ..May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dee. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G).  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90:  June  6,  p.  120:  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125,  128;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  81;  Aug.  8. 112.  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt-Evelyn  Venabla  Nov. 
Panle  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew    Ayres- Florence    Rita  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  ot  the  Marines   Charles  Blekford-Florence  Rlea.  ..Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts  Oet. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Robert  Allen-Iris  Meredith  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Ballamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret  Patrol  (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. .. .May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres- Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett-Flnls  Barton..  ..June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (G)  Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television  (G)  Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat  Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows. . .Oct. 
Two  Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  July  4.) 
Unknown  Ranger,  Tha  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts  Sept. 
You  May  Be  Next  (G)  Ann  Sothern-Lloyd  Nolan  Feb. 

Running  Time 
Data      Mlnutei  Reviewed 
1  58  Nov.  7 
28   86  May  28 

2lt  
It.  60....N**.  7 
23t  73. ...Oet.  24 
I  72....  July  28 

6  66....  Apr.  28 
24t  77....  Dee.  26 12  118... .Apr.  25 
120,  122;  June  27.  p.  80; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22,  pp.  Mil. 

14t  63.... Oet.  81 
10  56  May  2 
23t  83.  ...Dee.  18 
2.. 

80t. 
lit. 

.66. 

82. 

.69. 

20   60....AUP.  22 
17  57.... Sept.  12 
8  56  
I2t  95. ...Nov.  14 
1  70. ...Aug.  • 

15..  65.. ..Aug-.  • ISt  
IS  
ISt. 

6.. .67. ...Mar.  28 
Coming 

College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  RIo-Rlehard  Dlx....Jan.  I7.'37t. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oet.  10.) 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett -Marl an  Welden  
Freedom  lor  Sale  Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carri Ho- Chester  Morris  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept   5,  p.  76.) 
Nightingale  Flies  Home.  The...  Grace  Moore   ,  
No  More  Heroes  Jack  Holt   
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable  
Raiding  Guns   Chas.  Starrett -Peggy  Stratford  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupino  
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. ..  .Jan.  22,'37t. 
When  You're  in  Love  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Woman  In  Olstress  May  Robson-Mary  Astor  Jan.  24,'37t- 
Women  Are  Wise   Dolores  Del  Rio  
Women  of  Glamour    Melvyn  Douglas- Virginia  Bruce..  Jan.  28,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

COMMODORE 

Title 
Ghost  Town  .... 
Pecos  Kid.  The. 

Running  Tina 
Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

.Harry  Carey   Feb.    15  6  rls..  

.Fred  Kohler,  Jr.  Feb.    IS  8  rls  

CRESCENT 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barelay  Sept.  I5t  65  July  II 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keene-Rlta  Canslna  Oet.    27t  60. ...OeL  17 

Coming 

Battle  of  Greed  Tom  Keene-Gwynne  Shlpman  Jan. 
Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keena   Mar. 
Common  Ground   Tom  Keena   Apr. 
Drums  of  Destiny  Tom  Keena   May  24.'37t 
Star  ol  Empire  Tom  Keena   July  6,'37t 

I8.'37t. 
I.'37t. 

I2.'37t. 
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DANUBIA 
(Hungarian  Dialogue) 

Title  Star 
Be  Good  Unto  Death  Lael  Devenyl   
Car  of  Dreamt  Torzs-Pereell   Oct. 
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug. 
Dream  of  Love  Frank  Taray   Jan. 
Friendly  Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nov. 
Hungarla  (English  titles)  Travelogue   Mar. 
Hungarian  Village  Travelogue   Dee. 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabos-Pereell   May 
Man  Under  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
March  Tales   Turay-Kabot   July 
New  Landlord.  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee. 
Son  of  the  Steppet  Kltt-Komar   Dee. 
Sweet  Stepmother   Maria  Tasnadl   Sept 

(English  titles) 
This  Villa  for  Sale  Verebes-Cslkos   June 
Three  Spinsters  Emllle  Markus   Dee. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Sept.  I0t  80  

I0t  90  
25t  78  
3,'37t...l03  
It  65  
15  88  
25t  20  
15  54  
I5t  82  
15  68  
20t  98  
Sit  82  
25t  85  
I5t  90  
15.. 
It. .84. 

Coming 

Blue  Danube  Reliance  Zita  Perczell   Jan.  20,'37f .85. 

DuWORLD 

Star 
Rel. Title 

Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct. 
Crimson  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan. 
Kllou.  The  Killer  Technicolor   Set. 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dane  Oet. 
Nobody's  Boy   Robert  Lynen   8opt  I5t 
Opera  of  Parle  Georges  Thill   Oct.  It 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
I5t  84  
I.'37t  

It  60. June     I, '35 It  58  
..81  ..50  

EMPIRE 

Title  Star 
Coming 

Crime  Patrol   Ray  Walker-Geneva  Mitchell. 
Shadows  of  the  Orient  (0)  Regis  Toomey-Estbsr  Ralston. 

Rel. 
Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

•65. ...Feb.  15 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Title (See  also  Warner  Brothers)        Running  Time Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Brides  Are  Like  That  (G)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louise  Apr.  18  

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 
Bullets  or  Ballots  (G)  981  Edw.  G.  Robinson- Joan  Blondell .  .June  8  

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  123;  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oct.  3 
Captain  Blood  (G)  855  Errol  Flynn-Ollvla  de  Havllland . .  Dee.  28/33. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  69;  Feb.  I,  p.  66;  Feb.  8,  pp.  83, 
Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  18,  p.  82;  Aug.  22,  p.  117.) 

Captain's  Kid,  Tho  (G)  167.. ..Guy  Klbbee-Sybll  Jason   Nov. 
Case  of  the  Blaek  Cat  (G)  170.  Rlcardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  Wllllam-Clalre  Dodd  Aug. 
China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oct.  10.  p.  12;  Oet,  SI.  n.  If.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellis-Dennis  Moore  Sept. 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962... Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July 

.67  Jan.  25 

..81. ...May  23 

p.  82.) .119  Jan. 
86;  Feb.  29,  pp.  74, 
I4t.. 

3lt.. 
 72.  ...Sept. 

..  .'62.... Oct. 
II 

76; 

19 
S 

15  63  May 
22   88'/,..  Aug. 
I9t. 

18.. 
..66.... July 
..69. .June 

p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91 ;  Aug.  15,  pp.  75,  78;  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  86, 

23 

IS IS 

20 

87; 

Blondell. .Dec   26t  101. ...Dec.  12 

23.... 

2/S7. 20.... 

24t... 

16.... 

22.... 

13.... 
28.... 
4.  p. 
II.. 

..May 

..56. 

..70. 
...60. 

...58.. 

..58.. 

..60.. 

..62.. July  I 

..June  13 

..Dee.  12 

..Apr.  18 

..May  80 

..Apr.  4 
. .  Feb.  29 

p.  128.) 
...84.... Mar.  21 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I, 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151.. Dick  Powell-Joan 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  100) 

Golden  Arrow,  The  (G)  959  Bette  Davis-George  Brent  May 
(Exploitation:  May  16,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 

Guns  of  Pecos  960  Dlek  Foran-Anna  Nagel  Jan. 
Hearts  Divided  (G)  955  Marlon  Davles-DIek  Powell  June 
Here  Comes  Carter  (G)  169. ...Ross  Alexander- Anne  Nagel  Oet. 
Law  In  Her  Hands,  The  (G) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay- Warren  Hull.  ..Mas 

Love    Begins   at   Twenty  (Q) 
975   Warren  Hull-Patrlela  Ellis  Ang. 

Murder  By  An  Aristocrat  (G) 
974   Marguerite  Churchlll-L.  Talbot.  ..June 

Road  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Woods-Kay  Llnaker  Mar. 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94:  June  6,  p.  121:  June  27,  p.  88;  July 

Singing  Kid,  The  (G)  954  Al  J ol son -Beverly  Roberts  Apr. 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 

Sing  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  160. James  Melton- Patricia  Ell  I—  Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 

Snowed  Under  (G)  971  George  Brent-Genevleve  Tobln. .  .  .Apr. 
Song  of  the  Saddle  (G)  978.... Dick  Foran-Alma  Lloyd  Feb. 
Stage  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  Blondell-DIck  Powell  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Story  of  Laul*  Pasteur,  Tho 

(G)  956   Paul  Munl-Josephlne  Hutchinson .. Feb.   22   87. Nov.  30/35 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  22,  pp.  95,  96;  Mar.  14,  p.  «?;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  Apr.  25,  p.  96;  May  2, 
p.  92;  May  9,  p.  94;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  68;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Three  Men  on  a  Horse  (G)  131. Frank  McHugh-Joan  Blondell..  ..Nov.  21 1  85  Dee.  5 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  82;  Dec.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan. 

Trallln'  West  979  Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept. 
(See  "On  Seeret  8ervlee,"  "In  the  Cutting  Ro-ro,"  May  16.) 

Two  Against  the  World  (G)  977.  H.  Bogart-Beverly  Roberts  July 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel.  The  (G)  951  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  July     4  91. ...June  t 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  83;  Dee.  19, 
p.  89.) 

9/37t  79....  Oct.  17 
4.. 

29.. I2t. 

...63. 

...56. 
..91. 

..Mar. 

..Apr. ..Aug. 
21 

II 

15 

2/37,  p. 5  

II  

106.) 

.56... 

.57... 

.91... 
81,  83; 

.May  23 

Running  Time 
Tm6  star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  The  Dick  Foran-Jane  Bryan  

Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168. .Jean  Mulr-Barton  MacLaae  *60  Aug.  20 
Gentleman  from  Kimberley,  TheWarner  Baxter   
Green  Light  154  Errol  Flynn-Anlta  Louise  Feb.  20/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Aug.  8.) 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Men  In  Exile  Richard  Purcell-June  Travis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutchlnson-G.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  31.) 
Once  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Woods-Jean  Mulr  Jan.  23/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
San  Quentln   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Nowhere   Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  
Penrod  and  Sam  172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson  Feb.  27/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  

Stolen  Holiday  159  (G)  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  Feb.    l/87t. .  *85  Dee.  26 
Story  of  Emile  Zola.  The  Paul  Muni   Stuttering  Bishop.  The  ...  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
That  Man's  Here  Again  Mary  Magulre-Tom  Brown  
White  Bondage   Jean  Mulr-Gordon  Oliver  

FRANK  NORTON 
(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) Running  Tine 

Title 
Star 

Rel.  Date 

Minutes 
Reviewed Nina  Afentakl   

.Oct. 
.Sept. 

7t... 

.Sept. 

Fob. 
Feb. 

I8t... 

GB  PICTURES 
Running  Time Title Star Rel.  Date Minutes Reviewed George  Arllss-Luele  Mannheim. 

.Oct. 
16.... 

....74.. 

..Sept. 12 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)... 

It... ....74.. 

..Sent 

12 

First  a  Girl  (A)  3512  Jessie  Matthews-Sonnle  Hale.... 
.Dee. 31/35.  78.  Nov.  80/85 Jessie  Matthews -Robert  Young.  -  . 

.May 

SO.... 
 79.. 

..May 

16 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19.  p 

68.) 

It... 
....69.. ..Mar. 

31 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Nov. 

I5t... .  ..63.. 
..May 

SO 

Nov. 1  

.  ..66.. 

..Oct. 10 
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610. Nova  Pllbeam-Cedrle  Hardwleke. .Sent. It... 

.  ..80.. 
..May 

IS 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")   (See  production article,  June 

20,  p. 

10; 

exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 
Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Larre... .June IS.... 

 83.. 

..May 

S3 

I5t...  70. 

..July 
II 

(Reviewed  under  the  title. "Doomed  Cargo.") 
Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon.... I5t... 

....67.. 
Nov. 

20t...  64.. 
.  .Apr. 

4 
(Reviewed  under  the  title. "Once  In  a  Million.") 

Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  
.Jan. 

I/S7t. ....76. Jan.  2 

'37 

(Reviewed  under  the  title, 
"Sabotage") 

Coming 

!■ 

Head  Over  Heals  In  Love  Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Borrell  Jan.  S0/37t  
King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedric  Hardwicke  
Land  Without  Music  (G)  Richard  Tauber-JImmy  Durante  80  Oet  24 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arl  Its -Rene  Ray  Jan.  20/37t  71.... Nov.  2t 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Soldiers  Three   Victor  McLaglen   
River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Glna  Malo  

.Jan.    IO/37t...  .69.  ...May  IS 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Captain  Calamity  George  Houston-Marian  Nlxen. .  .  .Nov. 
Devil  on  Horseback,  Tho  (Q)...LIII  Damlta-Fred  Keating  Oet 
Great  Guy  (G)  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dee. 
Hats  Off  (G)  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov. 
Head  in'    for   the    Rio  Grande 
(G)   Tex  Ritter-  Eleanor  Stewart  Dee. 

Navy  Spy  Conrad  Nagel- Eleanor  Hunt  Dee. 
Sins  of  Children  (G)  Eric  Linden-Cecilia  Parker  Sept 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "In  His  Steps.")    (Exploitation:  Nov, 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  Tex  Rltter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov. 
We're  In  the  Legion  Now  (G).  Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston ...  Dee. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)  Tala  Blrell-lan  Keith  Oct. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Oct. 

Running  Time 
Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
29    66  
lit  70'/2..Oet  3 
25t  *75....Dee.  IS 
29t  66'/-!. Jan.  2/37 .61. 

.Dee.  12 

20t. 

23  

29   79'/i..Sept  19 
14,  p.  90.) 
22t  62....  Nov.  14 
I3t  64. ...Feb.  15 

25t  81  Oet  24 
27t  63....  Nov.  14 

Arizona  Days 

Coming 

Tex  Ritter- Eleanor  Stewart. 

GUARANTEED 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Just  My  Luck  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  Juno  IS  
Luck  of  tho  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept.  I  St  
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Phantom  Ship   Bela  Lugosi-Shirley  Grey  Oet.  I5t. 
Women  In  White  Molly  Lamont- Lester  Matthews.  ..July  IS... 

HOFFBERG 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Girl  from  Maxim's  Leslie  Henson- Frances  Day  Oet.     It  65. Oet.  I4,'33 
Inyaah   Borneo  Expedition   Nov.   1st  70  
Song  of  the  Scarlet  Flavor  Swedish   Sept.    It  80  
Tenderfoot  Goes  West,  A  Jack  LaRue-Russell  Gleason  Oet.    I5t  62  
Unele  from  America  Czeck  Film   Dee.    I5t  90  
Voice  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov.     It  70  
Wanted  Men   Charles  Laughton- Dorothy  Glsh.  .  Sept.    It  62  

Cominq 
Calling  All  Cars  Jack  LaRue-Lillian  Miles  Feb.   I0,'37t  62. Jan.  26,'35 
Crime  of  Voodoo  Fredl  Washington   63  
Fire  Trap,  The  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp. .  . . Jan.    I0,'37t  58. Dec.  7,'35 
Palo's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Feb.   I5,'37t  75  
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb.   I0,'37t  62  

IMPERIAL 

Title  Star 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams. 
She  Shall  Have  Muslt  Jack  Hylton-June  Clyde.. 

Coming 
Deerslayer   
High  Hat   Frank 
I  Demand  Payment  Betty 
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant. 
With  Pleasure,  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
.Dm.    It  90  June  6 
.Nov.    It  90.  Dee.  1/35 

Luther- Dorothy  Dare. 
Burgess-Jack  LaRue. 

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens- Dorothy  Tree  Feb.  IS. 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar.  25. 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov.  St 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker..  ..June  10. 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug.  I. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp..  ..May  2. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

. ..64  

...64  

..66'/,..  July  II 
...64....  Aug.  19 

..75.... July  4 

Borrowed  Time 
Coming 

MASCOT 

Title 
Doughnut!  and  Society. 

Star 
.Louise  Fozenda- Maude Eburne 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Mar.  27    63  

Title  Star 
Absolute  Quiet  (G)  609  Irene  Hervey-Llonel  Atwlll  Apr. 
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713... Win.  Powell- Myrna  Ley  ..Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

24  71....  Apr.  II 
25t  M2  Dec.  12 

All  American  Chump  (G)  70S.. Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furness  Oct. I6t...  64. 
.  .Sept. S 

Bohemian  Girl,  The  (G)  521...  Laurel  and  Hardy  .Feb. 
14....  72. ...Mar. 7 

.Nov. 27t... . .  108. . . .  Nov. 

21 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  108.) I.'37. 
.. .108. 

. . .  Dec. 19 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37, J.  107.) 
.July 10.... 

 79. 
...July II 

Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper.. .Sept. 18.... 
. .  ..92. 

..Sept. 12 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  73;  Dec.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2, '37, p.  100.) 
June 

5  ..  ..94. 
. . .  May 

SO 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept. 5.  p. 

80.) 

Garden  Murder  Case,  The  (G) 
.Feb. 21 ... . 

....62. . .  Feb. 8 
.Dee. lit... 

 72. 
...Oct. 3! 

Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (G)  633. .Joan  Crawford- Robert  Taylor.... 
Aug. 

28.... . .105. ..Sept. 5 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  1,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79;  Oct. 31,  p.  76.) 

Great  Zlegfeld,  The  (G)  700... W.  Powetl-M.  Loy-L.  Ralner..  . .Sept. 
4  

..  .180. 
..Apr. 

.'J 

(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p. 
15.  p.  79;  Aug.  22, 

exploitation:  Apr, 
114;  Sept.  12,  p. 

18, 

p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Nov. 

Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug. 
28,  p.  105;  Dee.  5. 106.) 

 80  Aug.  22 

..71. 
.Oet.  10 

2t... 20.... 

I3t... 
23t... 27.... 
25  

sot... 20  

..Oet. 

..Oet. 

..Nov. 

. .  Nov. 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2, '37,  p. 
His  Brother's  Wife  (A)  657....Robt.  Taylor- Barbara  Stanwyck.  .  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 
Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug. 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oet. 
Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704...  Robert  Young-Florence  Rlee  Oct. 
Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Elissa  Landi-Edmund  Lowe  Nov. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oet. 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecilia  Parker. ..  .Sept. 
Our  Relations  (G)  710.....  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oet. 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery-Myrna  Loy  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  13,  p.  123;  July  25, 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery-Madge  Evans.. Aug.  14... 
Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Lorlng  Apr.  17... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  July  II,  p.  124.) 
San  Francisco  (G)  636  Clark  Gable-J.  MacDonald  June  26  III.. ..July  4 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  85; 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oct.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oet.  31,  p.  79.) 

.  ..98. 

.  ..51. 

. ..81.. 

...71.. ,..76  

...68....  Mar. 
.  .80  Sept. 

.  ..74.... Nov. ..81. 81.) 

..97., 

..86. 

. .  Mar. 
.Aug. 

17 

SI 
21 

14 

28 
5 

21 
21 

Running  Tl Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes 
Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't.  Lindsay  Dee.    I8f  74.. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  Apr.    10  106.. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  8,  p.  91.) 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrio-James  Stewart  May     8  72.. 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow- Franchot  Tone  July    24    95.. 

(Exploitation:  Aun.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79;  Aug.  29,  pp.  84,  87;  Nov. 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Robert  Young-Florence  Rlee  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Weissmuller-M.  O'Sulllvan. .  . . Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75.) 
Three  Godfathers  (G)  623          Chester  Morris-Irene  Hervey  Mar. 
Three  Wise  Guys  (G)  653  Robert  Young-Betty  Furness  May (Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85.) 
Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell.  ..May 
Under  Cover  of  Night  715  Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rice  Jan. 
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (G)  651 .  Loretta  Young- Franchot  Tone  Apr. 
Voice  of  Bugle  Ann  (G)  630..  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan . . Feb. 
We  Went  to  College  (G)  626... Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater  June 
Wife  vs.  Secretary  (G)  606  C.  Gable-M.  Loy-J.  Harlow  Feb. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  July  4,  p.  69.) 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701. ..Stuart  Erwin-Florenee  Rica  July 

lit.. 
«t.. 
6... 

IS... 

..78. 

me 
Reviewed 

..Dee.  IB 
..Apr.  II ..May  t 

..July  It 

7,  p.  87.) ..July  II 

.89.... Nov. 

..82... 
, ..75... 

Feb.  12 

May  II 
29  8,'37t  

3  88.. 7  72.. 
19  69.. 
28   89.. 

.75....  May  89 

..Apr.  4 ..Feb.  II 

..Jul*  27 

..Feb.  22 
Sit. 

.59.... June  21 
Coming 

Burnt  Fingers   Guy  Klbbee-Alics  Brady  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Tracy... Jan.  29,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Dangerous  Number   Robert  Young-Ann  Sothern  Jan.  22,'37t  
Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evans  
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Muni-Lulse  Ralner    

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  18.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  The  J.  Crawford- Robt.  Montgomery.  ..  Feb.  5,'37t  
Man  of  the  People  Joseph  Callela-Florence  Rice  Jan.  29,'37t  
Maytime   J.  MaeDenald-Nelson  Eddy  Feb.  I2,'37t  
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy  Kelly-Robt.  Armstrong  
Parnell   Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy  Feb.  26,'37t  
Pick  a  Star   .Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  \\ 
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124  July  II 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  28,  p.  16.) 
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65..Jan.  2/37 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title Star 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Devil's  Gold   Conway 
Senor  Jim   Conway 

Coming 

Tearle   
Tearle- Barbara  Bedford. 

PARAMOUNT 

Running  Tl 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes 

Accusing  Finger  (G)  3614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  Oet.     9t  62.. 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  Nov.     8t  66.. 
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  3563...  Randolph  Scott-Frances  Drake  June    IS  68.. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug.  29,  p. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec. 

me Reviewed 

..Nov.  21 

..June  IS 
84;  Sept. 

26.  p.  75.) 

26.. 

9t. 

3.. 
29.. 
6.. 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  Dee.  4t. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  3564. Buster  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  June 
Big    Broadcast   of    1937,  The 

(G)  3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Oet. 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Dee, 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard -Frances  Farmer  May 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  3541... Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Mar. 
Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames,  The 

(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent.. May 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Dee.  25t  
Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  Mar.  27  
Desire  (A)  3539  Marlene  Dietrich-Gary  Cooper  Feb.   28  , 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  121;  Sept.  26,  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p.  81;  Dec.  19,  p. 
Drift  Fence  (G)  3536  Larry  Crabbe-Kath.  DeMllle  Feb.  14  
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland. .  . .  June  5  (Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  60.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard   Nov.  St  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pldgeon  May  IS  
Florida  Special  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakle-Sally  Ellers  May  I  
F  Man  (G)  3544   Jaek  Haley-Adrlenne  Marden  Mar.  IS  
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  May  IS  
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll.  .  .Sept.  4  

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95.) 
Girl  of  the  Ozarks,  The  (G) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Crosman  June 

Give  Us  This  Night  (G)  3542. .Jan  Klepura-Gladys  Swarthout..  ..Mar 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18.) 

Go  West,  Young  Man  (A)  3618.  Mae  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov. 
p.  80:  Dec.  26,  p.  72:  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  106.) 

Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  July  24... 
Her  Master's  Voice  (G)  3531...  Edw.  E.  Horton-P.  Conklln  Jan.  17... 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Shirley  Ross-Robt.  Cummlngs. .  . . Nov.  20t.. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  3603.  John  Halllday-Robt.  Cummlngs.  ..Aug.  2lt.. 

.58. 

.57.... Oet.  17 
.100... 
5.  p. 

.78... .59... 

.67... 

.Oct.  ie 
78;  Dee. 
.Apr.  II .Apr.  28 
. Feb.  I 

 85  May  I 

..87... ..58... 

..56... 

90.) 

..58... ..73... 

..67... 

Deo.  26 

.Aug.  I 
Feb.  I 
.May  89 
■July  2S 

..76.. 

..67... 

..72.., 

..72.. 

.May  23 

.Apr.  25 

.May  II 

.May  2 

.98..,. Sept.  II 
12  I  

..68. ..73. .June 
.Mar. 

ISt  80....  N»v.  |« 
.78... .76... 

.72... .74... 

Feb.  22 
Not.  14 

Not.  7 
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Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed Title 
Hopalong  Cassldy  Return  (G) 
3«SS  William  Boyd-Evelyn  Brent  Oet.  I6t  75  Aug.  22 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (Q)  SS02  Sir  Guy  Slandlng-F.  Drake  Aug.  I4t  81  Aug.  29 
jungle  Princess.  The  (8  )  3620. Ray  Ml  Hand -Dorothy  Lamour  No*.  271  84  ...Nov.  26 
Klondike  Annie  <A>  3538  Mae  Wost-Vletor  MeLaglen  Feb.  21  81. ...Feb.  15 

Mar.  7,  p.  19;  exploitation:  Feb.  22,  p.  96:  Apr.  I,  p.  92;  June  20.  p. p.  92;  June  20. 
.  .Aug. 

..71. 

..60. 

29 

7  88  Feb.  I 
99:  May  23.  p.  04;  June 

p.  76.) *75  Dee. 

..83.. 

..71.. 

..63., 

..72... 

.113... 

..73... 

.  .Apr. 

..Sept. ..July 

. . June 

..Nov. June 

19 

II 
5 

25 6 28 

13 

..65.. 
,..76.. 

...64.. 

.  ..87. 

.Feb.  15 

.May  16 

..June  20 

31  87....  July 
Sept.  5,  p.  85;  Sept. 
pp.  75,  76;  Nov.  7.  p. 

25 

12. 

87; 

30t  80.... Oft.  24 
18          ..73. Dee.  21. "35 

(See  news  article, 
1 18.) 

Lady.  Be  Careful  (G)  3608  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  Sept  4t. 
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horton  Dee.  I8t. 

(Sue  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 
Milky  Way,  The  (G)  3535  Harold  Lloyd-Adolphe  Menjou..  ..Feb. 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93.  95:  Apr.  4,  pp.  82,  87;  May  2.  p 
6.  p.  116:  lime  27,  pp.  82.  85:  July  18.  p.  85:  Auo.  22.  p.  117;  Sept.  26. 

Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G). .Charles  Rurgles- Alice  Brady,  ...Jan.  8,'37t.. 
Moon  s  Our  Homo.  The 1 0  )  3549  Margaret  Sullavan-Henry  Fonda. .Apr.  10  
Murder  with  Pictures  (G)  3610.  Lew  Ayres-Gall  Patrick  Sept.  25t  
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothern  Aug.  7t  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  65.) 
Palm  Spring*  <G>  3550   Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballew. . . June  5  

Plainsman,  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan.  I.'37t.. 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Fields-Rocholle  Hudson  June  19  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29.  p.  84;  Oct.  31.  p.  82.) 
Preview    Murder    Mystery  (G) 
3540    Gall  Patrick- Reginald  Denny  Feb.  28  

Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMunay  May  22  

Return   of   Sophie    Lang,  The 
(G)  3566   Gertrude  M!chael-Ray  Mllland  July  S  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569  Bing  Crosby-Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8.  p.  91:  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19.  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Oet.  31, 
Dec.  12.  p.  R7.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown.  ..Oct, 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hicks- Donald  Calthrop . . Dee 
Sky  Parade  IG)  3550  Jimmy  Allen- Katherlno  DeMllle  .  .Apr.  17.. 

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  127.) 
Sen  Comes  Home.  A  (G)  3573  Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July  SI.. 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July  10.. 
Straight  'rom  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3805   Ralph  Bellamy-Katherlne  Locke.. Aug.  28f. 

Texas  Rangers.  The  (G)  3604..  Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker  Aug.  28t  
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  17.  24,  p.  70;  Oet.  31 
p.  92:  Dec.  19,  p.  92.) 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MaeMurray-Joan  Bennett.  .. Mar.  27  , 
(Exploitation:  June  6.  p.  118:  Aug.  22.  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565.  E.  Whitney-Robt.  Cummings..    ..July  17  
fhree  Married  Men  (A)  3608..Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawloy..  .  .Sept.  lit  
three  on  the  Trail  <G)  3553. .. William  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Apr.  24  
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 ..  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr.  17  
Too  Many  Parents  'G>  3545. ...  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar.  20  
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Win.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Dee.  lit  
Trail    ol    the    Lonesome  Pine, 
The  <G)  3543  Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar.  13  

(See  production  article.  Jan.  18.  p.  36:  exploitation:  Feb.  29.  p.  73:  May  2.  p.  98:  May  23. 
p   86:  May  30.  p.  9C;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13.  p.  122:  June  20.  p.  122:  July  25.  p.  80: 
Aug.  8.  p.  93:  Aug.  22.  pp.  113.  115:  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  26,  p.  78:  Oet.  3.  ».  81.) 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
(A)  36H   Gladys  George-Arllne  Judge  Oet.  2t.. 

Wedding  Present  (G)  3613....  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oet.  9t.. 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  5.  p.  78.) 

Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. ..  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  Sept.  I8t.. 
Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571 . G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July  24... 

Coming 

..70....  Apr. 

...75. 
..77. 

...71. 

.  .Aug. 

.  .June 

, . .  Aug. 
, .  .Aug. 

p.  82;  Nov.  14. 

..77.... Mar.  21 

..64. 

..61. 

..67. 

..72. 

..74. ..77. 

.106. 

.109. 
..81. 

, ..73. 

..July 

.  .Sept. 
. .  Apr. 

. .  Apr. .  Mar. Jan.  2, 

.Feb.  29 

.Sept. 
..Oct. 

,8ept 
.75....  Aug. 

I5,'37t. 

29,'37t. 
26.'37t. 
5,'37t. 

I9,'37t. 

Borderland   Wit.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Feb.  I9.'37t. 
(See  "Bring  Mo  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dee.  It.) 

Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes  Ray  Milland-Heather  Angel  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dec.  19.) 

Champagne  Walt*  (G)  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MacMurray . . Jan.  29.'37t. 
Clarence   Roscoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters . .  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cuttino  Room."  Dec.  26.) 
Doctor's  Diary.  A  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Happiness  Preferred   Warren  Wi'llam-Karen  Vorley.  . .  Feb. 
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Love  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  

John  Meade's  Woman  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrimore. .Jan.  I5,'37.. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Maid  of  Salem  C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb.  I2,'37t. 
(Sae  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dec.  19.) 

Murder  Goes  to  College  Roscoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  
Souls  at  Sea  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  
Swlna  High.  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard-F.  MacMurray  
Waiklkl  Wedding   Bing  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  

..85....  Dee.  12 

PURITAN 

Title Star Rel. 
Aees  and  Eights  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walter*  June 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January...  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)   Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carton  Tim  MeCoy  lean  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lion's  Den.  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way.  The  Marian  Nixon- Kane  Richmond  Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern.  The  Wallaee  Ford-Barbara  Pepper  Mar, 
Traitor,  The   Tim  MeCoy-Francet  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Revlewet 
6t  62....  Aug.  12 
It  59.. ..Aug.  I 
3t  60.... Sept.  It ISt  
6t  
ISt  76  
20t  88  
It  «....:  
29t  

RAY  KIRKWOOD 

Title Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 

Adventurous  Rogue   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan. 
El  Justlciero   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan. Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson- Donald  Reed... 
Masked  Devil.  The  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed... 

.Feb. 

.Apr. 

8.'37t. 
S.'37t. 

I8.'37t. 
4,'37t. 

RELIABLE 

Star 
Title Ambush  Valley    Bob  Custer   Nov, 

Caryl  of  the  Mountain*  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr  Mar.  27t 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn-Betty  Compson. . Mar.  I4t 
Pinto  Rustler*  Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Colter  May  I4t 
Rldin'  On    Tom  Tyler-Rex  Lease  Feb.  29t 
Roamin'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar, 
Santa  Fe  Bound  ....Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  M  artel  I  Aug.  ISt 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walter*. .  May  I4t 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer   
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer   
Outlaw  River  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror  Bob  Custer   
Santa  Fe  Rides  Fob  Custer   
Silver  Trail   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Rex  Lease  
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer   

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed It  56  

..57  ..58  ..56  

..56  

30t  55  ..56  
..56  

6t  56  

REPUBLIC 
Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 

Beware  of  Ladle*  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee.    21 1  61  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughe*  Nov.    I8t  70  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  24.) 

Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele- Harley  Wood  Dee.  28t  
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  8032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept.  2lt  56  Sept.  26 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oet.    I4t  60  
Comln'  Round  the  Mountain 

(G)  3571   Gone  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 
Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60IO...OIsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 

13.. 
9t. 

■  Aug.  25f . 
10.. 

5t. 

.May  I.. .Aug. 

..Oct. 

17.. 

26  f. 
20.. 

16.. 
I9t. 

22.. I4t. 

5.. 

I5t.. 

8... 
1... 
16... 

23t.. 

IS... 

Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hnrdle-Ann  Rutherford 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  S,  a.  80.) 

Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marlon  Talley- Michael  Bartlett  ..8ept, 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 
Frankle  and  Johnnie  (A)  6201 ..  Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris.. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana 

(G)  3503    Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry. 
Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughe*.. 
Girl  from  Mandalay.  The  3525..  Kay  Llnaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Bovd-Shella  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger.  The  6332   Bob  Steele-Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573...  Gene  Autry-Dorothy  Dix  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6003  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dee. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79:  Sept.  19.  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008...  James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candle* 
(G)  3505   Mae  Clarke-Phillips  Holme*  Apr. 

King  of  the  Peeos  (G)  355P  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evan*  Mar. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522  Evalyn  Knaep-Phil  Regan  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  22.  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322   Johnny  Maek  Brown-L.  Stanley.  ..Nov. 
Lawless  Nineties.  The  (G)  3557.  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  Feb. 
Leatherneck*  Have  Landed,  The 

(G)  3501   Lew  Ayers- Isabel  Jewell  Feb. 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  July  25,  p.  81.) 

Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563.... John  Wayne- Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed,  A  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dee. 
Mandarin    Mystery,    The  (G) 
6031    Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dee. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Clalre  D-md  June 
Oh.  Susannal  6303  Gene  Autry-Franees  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's   Mystery,  The  (Q) 
6007   Henry  Wlleoxon-Betty  Fumes*  Oet. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Franees  Grant  Mar. 
Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine  (G) 
3531   Roger  pryor-Charlotte  Henry  Feb. 

Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnette  Sept, 
Riders  of  tho  Whistling  Skull 
6315   Robt.  LIvlngston-Ray  Corrlgan. . .Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6311   Robt.  LIvlngston-Ray  Corrlgan.  ..Dee. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Reom."  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy.  The  <Q>  3572. Gene  Autry-Lel*  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3328..  Roger  Pryor-Graee  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesgulteers  (G)  6311  Robt.  LIvlngston-Kay  Hughe*  Sept  2lt. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508...  Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrle  July  10.. 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Maek  Brown-S.  Kaaren. .  .Sept  24t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3581. ..John  Wayne-Phylll*  Fr»*er...,.  ..July  8.. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  23.) Coming 

Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan. 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101. .Robt.  Livingston-Heather  Angel. .Mar. 
Hit  the  Saddle....  Robt.  LIvlngston-Ray  Corrlgan  

...55.. 

.  ..68.. ..67.. 

.Apr. 

.Oct. .July 

..59... 

..82... Aug.  It 

.66. ...May  23 

..66.. 

..55.. 

..68.. 

..62.. 

..49.. 

..56.. 
, ..68.. 
..74.. 

..72.. 

..69.. 

..54.. 

..69.. 

.Aug.  22 

..July 

. .  Dec. .  .Apr. 

.  .June 

.  .Mar. 
. .  A  or. 

..Mar. 

II 

12 

25 

7 
II 
14  55  

 55....  Mar. 22  

25  
28t..., 

.67.... Feb.  2t 

.55. 

.  Nov.  14 

7t. 

15.. I9t. 2lt. 

...63....  Nov.  28 
..67.... June  27 

,  ..59  ,  ..56  

8t. 
2. 

.78. 
.56. 

.Oet 
14.. 

30t. 

 72..  59. 
.Feb.  It 

4,'37t. 

tt.... 

.53. 

II... 

I5t.. 

20.'37t. 3,'37t. 

..56....  May  16 

..66. ...Sept.  5 

..56. ...Sept  12 

..67.. ..July  25 

..56  

..53  

..71. ...Dee. 
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.Jan.  ll.'37t. 

Title  Star 
Jain  the  Marines  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Lareeny  on  the  Air   Grace  Bradley -Root.  Livingston 

(See  "In  Ihe  Cutting  Room."  Dee.  19.1 
Old  Lady  Ironsides   Alison  Skipwnrth-Polly  Moran   
Paradise  E«or«««               .    .  Grant  Withers-Dorothy  Appleby    J»n.  25.'37t 
Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6306. .  Gene  Autry  Smiley  Burnetts..  ..Feb.  28.'37t 
Trusted  Outlaw.  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb.  l/37t 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Jan.  25/37t  

RKO  RADIO 

Star  Rel. 
.June  Travis. Philip  Huston  Oct. 
90:  Dec.  19,  p.  88.) 

.  .Aug. 

Title 
Big  Game.  The  <G>  702  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p. 
Bride   Walks   Out.    The  (G) 
531   Barbara  Stanwyck-G.  Raymond.  ..July 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  7    n   84. i 
Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis.  Jr. -Louise  Latimer  ..  June 

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May 
Dancing  Pirate  (Gl  670   Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117.  121:  Dec.  26.  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Roone  (G>  781    George  O'Brien-Heather  Ai 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31.  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn    Em  Loose  (A)  638  Bruce  Cabot-Louise  Latlmel 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford.  The  (G)  628  William  Powell-Jean  Arthui 

( Exploitation  :  luly  4,  p.  68.) 
Follow  the  Fleet  (G)  613  Fred  Astalre-Glnger  Rogen 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7.  p.  94:  Mar.  28.  p.  83;  Apr.  4.  p.  87:  May 
May  30.  p.  84:  June  13.  pp.  125.  130;  July  4,  p.  68;  July, 
Oct.  17,  p.  76:  Oct.  31.  p.  76.) 

Farmer  In  the  Oell  (G)  624  Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar. 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Lady  Consents,  The  (O)  622. ..Ann  Harding-Herbert  Marshall ...  Feb. 
Last  Outlaw   The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson   June 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  648  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armrtta  June 
Love  on  a  Bel  iG>  620  Gene  Raymond- Wendy  Barrle  Mar. 
Make  Way  tor  a  Lady  (G)  705. Anne  Shlrley-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Nov. 
Mary  ot  Scotland  (Gl  634  Kath.  Hepburn- Fredrle  March  . 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16:  exploitation:  Aug. 
pp.  78.  84.  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  82;  Oct.  10, 
31,  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July 
Mummy's  Beys  <G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oct. 
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen  Broderlck-James  Gleason  ..Apr. 

Muss  'Em  Up  (G)  619   Preston  Foster-Marg't  Callahan.  ..  Feb. 
Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Jones. .  . .  Dee. 
Plot  Thickens.  The  (G)  641...  James   Gleason-Zasu   Pitts  Dec. 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714. Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
Seeond  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael..  ..Aug. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  In  Town  (G)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raymond  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627. ..  Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  ..May 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67:  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Oct  24.  pp.  70. 
Nov.  7.  pp.  82.  84.  87:  Nov.  21.  pp.  109.  110;  Nov.  28.  p.  99 
p.  82;  Dec.  19,  pp.  91.  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2. '37.  pp. 

Two  In  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latimer -John  ArlejQo  Apr. 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern....  ..Sept. 
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dec. 

(See  "General  Delivery."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 
639   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak  Jan. 

Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Eilers-Robt.  Armstrong  Oct. 
Witness  Chair.  The  (G)  626. ..Ann  Harding- Walter  Abel  Apr. 
Wlnterset  (G)  703  Burgess  Meredith- Margo  N,ov. 
Woman  Rebels.  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall  Nov. 
Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  Richard  Dlx-Lella  Hyams  Mar. 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
9t  75. ...Oct.  3 

16, 

26., 
30.) 

..80. ...July  II 

.67. 
May 

22  
 85.. 

..May 

IS 

Oct. 
I6t... 

....77.. 
.Oct. 

31 

Sept. I8t... 

 65.. 

.Aug. 

13 

May 

13  
 81.. 

.  .May 
2 

Feb. 21.... 
.  .110.. .Feb. 

22 

p.  82:  May  23.  p. 
78;  Sept.   12.  ». 

27.. 7.. 
7.. 

19.. 
12.. 6.. 

I3t. 
28  123.. 

,  p.  90;  Aug.  29.  p.  84 
p.  92;  Oct.  24,  pp. 

..67....  Mar.  14 

..61  
..76'/,..  Jan.  I* 
..70  May  30 
..68  Apr.  21 

77... 65... 
70, 

Feb.  8 
Dec.  19 
July  23 
Sept.  5. 

72;  Oct. 
17... 

2t.. 
17... 
14... I8t.. 
II... 
23t.. 

21... 
20... 

 66.. ..  ..68.. 
-July .Aug. 

..66....  Apr.  18 
..68'/,  Jan.  25 

..57..  Jan.  2.'37 .•65  Nov.  21 
...88  Dec.  12 

..59. ...Aug. 

..64'/,..  Mar. 
22 
7 

27t  58. ...Nov.  7 
8  61  May  2 
4  103. ...Aug.  29 
72:  Oct.  31.  pp.  76,  77; 
Dec.  5.  p.  83;  Dee.  12, 

00,  106,  108. 
3  65.  ...May  2 
II  69  Aug.  22 
4  «7  

8/37.. 
23t.... 
24  
20t.... 8  

13  

.•80....  Oct. 

..64  Oet. 

..64...  Apr. 

..77. ...Nov. 

..88  Oct. ..68'/,..  Mar. 

17 

10 
II 

21 

31 
21 

Title  Star 
Bridge  of  Sight  Onslow  Stevens  
Brilliant  Marrlags    Joan  Marsh   
Custer's  Last  Stand   Rex  Lease   
Drake  the  Pirate  (Q)  Matheson  Lang  
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens   
Feud  of  the  West  Hoot  Gibson   
Human  Adventure.  The  (G). Educational   
I  Conquer  the  Sea  (G) . . .  Steffi  Duna  
I   Was  a  Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   Isobel  Steele   

Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell   
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   
Living  Dead,  The   Gerald  Du  Maurler.. 
Lucky  Terror.   The    Hoot  Gibson  
Revolt  of  the  Demons  (G)  Dorothy  Stone   

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of    "Revolt  of  the 
Riding  Avenger  (G)   Hoot  Gibson   
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erin  O'Brien-Moore  , Romance    Rides  the  Range 
(G)    Marlon  Shilling  .... 

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   
Southern  Maid    Bebe  Daniels   
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  
Toe  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell  
West  ot  Nevada   Rex  Bell   

Coming 

China  Passage  718  Walter  Coy-Diana  Gibson  Mar.  5,'37t  
Criminal  Lawyer  713  Lee  Traey-Margot  Grahame  Jan.  29,'37f  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Eseadrille  721   Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  Mar.  26,'37t  
Michael  Strosoff  717  Anton  Walbrook-M.  Grahame  Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Prod  Over  Lightly  720  Guy  Kibbee-Una  Merkel  Mar.  I9,'37t  
Park  Avenue  Logger  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts  
Plough  and  the  Stars,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyek-P.  Foster  Jan.    I5,'37  67.. Jan.  2/37 

(Soe  production  article,  Aug.  72,  p.  16.) 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tons  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  7.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Ballew  Jan.   29.'37t. .  .*58  Dee.  12 
Robber  Barons  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .. Mar.  I2.'37t  
Rough,  Ready  and  Handsome. ..  Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster.  .Feb.  5,'37t  

(See  "Coast  Fatrol"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  
That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712..  Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  Jan.   22,'37t. .  *t  05  Dee.  19 
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  7l5.Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  Feb.   I2.'37t. .  .*60  Dec.  26 
We're  on  the  Jury  Helen  Broderlek-Vlctor  Moore. ...  Feb.  I9,'37t  

(See  "We  the  Jury,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  

STATE  RIGHTS 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
August  Week-End   Valerie  Hobsoo  Grand  National. .. .Apr.    10  67  
Below  the  Deadline  Russell  Hopton  Grand  National. .. .June    8  69  

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Running  Time 

Grand  National  Mar.     3  66  
Grand  National  Mar.  25  82'/,  
Stage  &  Screen..  ..Apr.     2  9  rls  
Grand  National.. ..Apr.     I  78. June  1,'SS 
Grand  National  July    10  66'/,. .July  I 
Grand  National  Apr.    IS  61  Va  
W.  G.  Shields  Oct.    16  72  Oct.  It 
Grand  National  Feb.     8  67.... Jap.  28 
Malvlna  

Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 

Zombies") 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 

.Aug.     1  73.... Aug.  8 
Aug.  IS  
.Mar.   18  .59  
.Feb.   72  65....  
.Feb.    20  61  
.July    20  60... .July  IS 

.June  13... 

.Dee.  15... 
.  ..57. ...July  18 
.  ..69'/,.. Mar.  28 

Spectrum   
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. 
Grand  National. Atlantic   

Grand  National. 

.Sept.  28t  59  Sept  28 
.June     I  63  
.May      I  60  
.May    20  75  July  4 
.Apr.    20  59  
.Sept.   I7t  75  Sept  28 
.June   22  59  

Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Devils  on  Earth   James  B.  Leong   6  rls. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The...  Fred  Scott   Spectrum     

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

SUPREME 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlaws                Bob  Steele   Aug.  15. 
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July  25. 
Desert  Phantom,  The...  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar.  10. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June  10. 
Kid  Ranger,  The  Bob  Steele   Feb.  5. 
Last  of  the  Warrens....  Bob  Steele   May  10. 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June  25. 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr.  25. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar.  25. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Revlewai 

.58. 

.58. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Star 

Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Review** 
23t  70.  Oct  24/31 

Title 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767  Will  Rogers    ..Oct. -  (re-Issue) 

As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Ells.  Bergner- Laurence  Olivier.  . .Jan.     8.'37t. .  . .98  Sept.  It 
(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16.) 

Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Sprlng  Bylngton  Sept. 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726. ..  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MeCrea.  . .  Dec. 
Border  Patrolman,  The*(G)650  Geo.  O  Brlen- Polly  Ann  Young.  ..July 
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723.  Jane  Withers-Slim  Summervllle . .  Nov. 
Captain  January*  (G)  633  ...  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbee  Apr. 

I8t  56... 
4t  95... 
3  
I3t  
17  

PP. 

117.  122;  June  27.  p.  82;  July  4,  p.  70;  July  18. 

. .  Dee. ..May 

I8t. 

27... 

8/37.. 

24... 
6... 

(Exploitation:  June  6 
p.  68.) 

Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whelen. . 
Champagne  Charlie  629   Paul  Cavanagh- Helen  Wood.... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  14/35.) 
Charlie   Chan   at   the  Circus" 

(G)  640   Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke  Mar. 
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730    Warner  Oland-Borls  Harlot!  Jan. 

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Raea 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wood  Aug. 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers-Myrna  Loy  Apr. 
(re-Issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (G)  643  Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  Apr. 
Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  636  Dlonne  Qulntuplets-J.  Heraholt.  . .  Mar. (Exploitation:  Mar.  21.  pp.  93.  97:  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4.  p.  83;  Apr 

p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82:  May  23.  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86;  June  6,  P. 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crime  of  Dr.   Forbes,  The 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart-Robert  Kent  June 

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan. .. .Oet 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28.  p.  97;  Dec.  12.  p.  84.) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  643  Jed   Prouty-Shlrley  Deans  July 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634  Irvln  S.  Cobb- Rochelle  Hudson.  ..Mar. 
Every  Saturday  Night*  (G)  637.  June  Lang-Thomas  Beck  Feb. 
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero  Oet. 
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  648  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Downs  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  76:  Aug.  8.  *  93.) 
Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  WIthers-Tem  Brown..  Apr. 
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Slmone  Simon  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  77:  Nov.  7,  p. 
Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22  
Here  Comes  Trouble*  (G)  633. .Paul  Kelly- Arllne  Judge  Feb. 
High  Tension*  (G)  633  Brian  Oonlevy-Glenda  Farrell..  ..July 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor- Brian  Donlevy  May 
It  Had  to  Happen  (G)  631  George  Raft-Rosalind  Russell  Feb. 
King   of   the    Royal  Mounted 

(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept, 
Ladles  In  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett* Loretta  Young-Slmone  Simon.  ..Oct. 
Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Delma  Byron  Dee. 

(See  "Glory,"  "Id  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet  17.) 

.69.. 

.70.. 

.77.. p.  82; 

■  Aug. 

.  Dee. 
.June 
.Nov. 
.Mar. 

3,3 

5 
3? 
S3 
3! 

.77. 

.59. 

Sept  12. 

.Nov.  28 

..71. 

.68. 

.Mar.  28 

.Nov.  28 

7t  70  Oct.  26/35 
24    85. Mar.  21/31 

 68  Apr.  II 
 94.... Mar.  21 25.  p.  96:  May  8, 

124;  July  4,  9.  70; 
26... 

I6t.. 

10... 20... 
7... 

30f.. 
IS... 

3... 

I4t.. 

21... 

17... 

29... 
14... 
lit.. 

.76. ...June 
..78.. 

..57.. 

..84.. 

..62.. 

..64.. 

.Oet .May 

.Mar. 

.Feb. 

.Oet 
.74....  Apr, 

..63.. 

..68.. 83.) 

..66.. ..62.. 

..63.. ..66.. 

..79.. 

. .  Feb. ..Aug. ..May 

. .  Feb. 

. .  June 

. .  A  pr. 

..Feb. 

2ft 

17 

53 

J-.1 

8 
J 

S3 

23 

I 

3 
IS 

20 

2S 

..58.... Aug.  28 

9t  97. 
lit  87. 

..Oet  10 
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Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Little  Miss  Nobody  (8)  651  Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan  June    12  72.. ..Mar.  28 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632. Wallace  Beery-B.  Stanwyck  Apr.    10  85  Mar.  14 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  the  Mounted*  (Q) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware  Mar.  27   59  Mar.  28 

One  in  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henle-Adolphe  Menjou. .  . . Jan.     I ,'S7t . .  . . 94  Dec.  26 
Pepper  (G)  708  Jane  Wlthers-lrvln  S.  Cobb  Sept.  lit  64  July  18 
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  Oct.    23t  03  Oct.  24 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28.  pp.  96,  97:  Dec.  12.  p.  87;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 
Poor    Little    Rich   Girl,  The* 

(G)  657   Shirley  TempIe-AIIee  Faye  July    24  79  June  6 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Prisoner  of  Shark  Island,  The 
(G)  638   Warner  Baxetr-Glorla  Stuart  Feb.    28  95  Feb.  22 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  p.  97;  Apr.  II,  p.  97;  Apr.  18,  p.  77.) 
Private  Number*  (G)  645  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor. ..  June     5  79  May  SO 

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill;  Sept.  19,  p.  68.) 
Ramona  (G)  707  Loretta  Young-Don  Ameehe  Sept.  25t  84  Sept.  19 

(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  85;  Dec.  19,  pp.  92,  93.) 
Reunion  (G)  717  Dlonne  Quintuplets- J.  Hersholt.  ..Nov.   20t  81  Nov.  21 
Road  to  Glory,  The  (G)  70S..  .Fredrle  March-Warner  Baxter. ..  .Seat.    4t  101  June  6 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26.  p.  72.) 
Sing,  Baby.  Sing  (G)  703  Alice  Faye-Adolphe  Menjou  Aug.   2lt  87  Aug.  15 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 
Sins  of  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt- Den  Ameehe  June    it  79  May  16 
Song  and  Dance  Man*  (G)  842.Paul  Kelly-Claire  Trevor  Mar.   13  ..72  Feb.  22 
Star  for  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell -Claire  Trevor  Aug.  28t  78  Aug.  15 
State  Fair  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Janet  Gaynor  Aug.    7t  94. Feb.  4,'S3 

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725. ........... .Shirley  Temple- Robt.  Young  Die.   23t  86  Dec.  26 
Thank  You.  Jeeves  (G)  712  Arthur  Treacher- Virginia  Field.  ..Oct.     2t  57  Sept.  19 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Donlevy-Glorla  Stuart  July    24    65  Aug.  29 
To  Mary— With  Love  (G)  701. .Warner  Baxter-Myrna  Ley  Aug.     It  92  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644. ....  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  May     1  110  May  8 

(See  production  article,  Mar.  14,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  116.  117;  July  II,  p.  125: 
July  25.  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8.  p.  93;  Aug.  15.  p.  78:  Sept.  12,  p.  68.) 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720  Lawrence  Tlbbett-Wendy  Bsrrle  ..Nov.     St  63  Nov.  14 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr  July     3  70  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  IS,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  718  .Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  Nov.   27t  65  Dee.  5 
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  Nov.     St  57.... Oct.  SI 

Coming 

Crack-Up  727   ...Peter  Lorre-Brlan  Donlevy  Jan.    I5,"37t..  .  .70  ... 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768  Will   Rogers-Marian  Nixon  Feb.     5,'S7  79. Oct.  I4,'33 
(re-Issue) 

Holy  Terror,  The  734  Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin  Feb.  5,*37t..  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Last  Slaver,  The  Wallace  Beery- Warner  Baxter  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Jan.    29,'37t . .  . 1 17  Nov.  28 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 
Love  Is  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Mr.  Jericho  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  I2,*37t  

(See  "Death  in  Paradise  Canyon,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  26.) 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738...  Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Feb.  26,'37t  
Off  to  the  Races  736  Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Deane  Feb.  I9,'37t  
On  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell-Mandelelne  Carroll ..  Feb.   I2,'37t  •'■ 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simone  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26,*37t  
Secret  Valley  731  Richard  Arlen- Virginia  Gray  Jan.  I5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Step  Lively.  Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher-Patricla  Ellis. ...  Mar.  I2,'37t  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen. .  . . Mar.  I9,'37  
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella-Henry  Fonda   Feb.   1 9,'37t .... 87  
Woman-Wise  733   Roehelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen.  .Jan.  22,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused  (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.-D.  Del  Rio.  ..Jan.     8,'37t....86  Aug.  8 
Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (G).. Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.-E.  Landl . . Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Amazing  Quest.  The  Cary  Grant-Mary  Brian  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  29 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)  ..Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherne  Dee.   25t  88  Dec.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.  ..  Nov.     6t  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5,  pp.  83,  84:  Dec.  19, 
p.  94.) 

Dodsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston- Ruth  Chatterton .  .  .Sept.  23t  101  Sept.  28 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  78;  Oct.  24,  p.  77;  Oct  31, 
p.  77;  Nov.  7,  o.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  5,  pp.  78,  83.) 

Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer.  ..Nov.   20t  78. ...Nov.  7 
(See  production  article.  June  6,  p.  14:  exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  109.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino  Martini-Ida  Luplno  Oct.     2t  86  Oet.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92: 
Nov.  21.  p.  115;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98.) 

Ghost  Goes  West,  The  (G)  Robert  Donat-Jean  Parker  Feb.     7  .".85  Jan.  4 (Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  63;  Feb.  8,  p.  83;  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  4,  p.  89;  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 
I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Baur-Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76.  Nov.  S0,'S5 
Last  of  the  Mohicans,  The  (G). Randolph  Seott-EJnnle  Barnes..  ..Aug.   I3t  81. ...Aug.  15 

(See  production  article.  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  8. 
P.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oet.  SI, 
p.  78;  Nov.  14.  pp.  90.  92;  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 

Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (Q) . ...  F.  Bartholomew- D.  C osteite 
Barrymore   Mar.     8  102  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Mar  14,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.  132;  Aug.  I, 
p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 

Modern  Times  (G)  Chas.  Chaplln-Paulette  Goddard  ..Feb.   21  87  Feb.  8 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22,  p.  100;  Mar.  7, 
p.  99;  Mar.  14.  p.  84:  Mar.  28,  pp.  83  ,  84;  Apr.  4,  pp.  84,  89;  Apr.  II,  pp.  93,  96;  Apr. 
25,  p.  92;  May  2,  p.  99:  May  9,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84,  86;  June  8,  pp. 
116,  118:  June  13,  pp.  122.  132;  June  20,  p.  121;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  12,  p.  68.) 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (G)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Luplno  May    13  79  May  2 
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..Dee.     4t  88  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  108.) 

These  Three  (G)  M.  Hopkins-M.  Oberon-J.MeCrea . . Apr.    10  93  Feb.  28* 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.    24    99  May  t 
(See  production  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18.  p.  77;  June  13,  p.  132:  July 
25.  p.  81:  Aug.  I,  p.  94;  Aug.  22.  p.  110;  Sept.  26,  pp.  70,  71:  Oct.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  28. 
p.  105.) 

You  Only  Live  Once  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.     I,*37t  » 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

Coming 

Fire  Over  England  Raymond  Massey-Flora  Robson.  . .  Feb.  3,'37t  
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar.  5,'37t  
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles. 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.  28,'37t . .  . . 82  Aug.  22 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopkins-Gert.  Lawrence .  .Jan.  I5/S7t. . .  .90. . Jan.  2,'37 
Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredrle  March  Feb.  I9/S7t  

UNIVERSAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042. Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov.     It  64  
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046. Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May    25  E8  
Conflict  (G)  1036  John  Wayne-Jean  Roger*  Nov.   29t  61  Dee.  » 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July    26    54  July  It 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  9006. ..Otto  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May    II  70. ...May  • 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Empty  Saddles  (G)  1043  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dee.   20t  62. ...Oet.  24 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Win.  Hall  Nov.   22t  66.. ..Nov.  14 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May     6  65  
Four  Days'  Wonder  1019  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell.   ..Jan.     3.'37t.  •  •  <50  Girl  on  the  Front  Page,  The(G) 
1032   Gloria  Stuart-Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27t  74. ...Sept.  28 

Love  Before  Breakfast  (G)  9007.Carole  Lombard-Preston  Foster.  ..  Mar.     9  70  Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  81;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  IS,  p.  132.) 

Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1 028. Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles  Nov.     8t  68  Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl  In  the  World 
(G)  1014  Jane  Wyatt-Louls  Hayward  Nov.    I5t  72  Oet.  81 

Magnificent  Brute,  The(G)  1022. Victor  McLaglen-Blnnie  Barnes. .Oct.    lit  77.. ..Oet  8 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  31.  p.  75;  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  5,  p.  80;  Dee.  12, 
p.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry.  The  (G)  1026. ..Doris  Nolan-Michael  Whalen  Nov.     It  78.... Nov.  7 
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard  .. Sept.    St  83. ...June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66:  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  115;  Nov.  28,  p.  105.) 
Mysterious  Crossing  1025  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.  27t  56  

(See  "Murder  on  the  Mississippi."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Nobody's  Fool  (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Farrell  May   31  65  Aug.  29 
Parole  (G)  9036  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter  June   14  65  July  4 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  79;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019  Rlcardo  Cortez- Patricia  Ellis  Aug.   IS  SI  Aug.  23 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  P.  83.) 
Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041. ..Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept.  20t  60  Dee.  5 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)  1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  20t  ..63. ...Nov.  28 
Show  Boat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones  May    17  112. ...May  8' 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  80: 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  78;  Aug.  I,  p.  93;  Aug.  8,  p. 
91;  Aug.  15.  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  68: 
Sept.  19.  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buek  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.    18  60  
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnle  Barnes. ..  .Apr.    13  95.  ...Mar.  28 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  23. 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dec.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  1029  Deanna   Durbin-Ray   Milland. .  . . Dee.   20t  84  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 

Two  in  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept.  I3t  82  Oet.  10 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10,  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  6030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  SO  S3. ...Sept.  12 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

Coming 

Class  Prophecy   Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Feb.  2l,'37t  
Breezing  Home  1033  Binnie  Barnes-Wm.  Gargan  Jan.  3l,*37t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   
Mighty  Treve,  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr. -Barbara  Read  ..Jan.  I7,'37t  
Night  Key   .Boris  Karloff   
Person-to-Person  Call    Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pidgeon  , 
Sand  Flow  1044  Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4.'37t  
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pldgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan.  24,'37t  
Top  of  the  Town  1007  George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Mar.  28,'37f  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Not.  14.) 
We  Have  Our  Moments  Sally  Eilers-James  Dunn  
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VICTORY Running  Tims 
Title 

Flying  Fists  ... 
Trail  Feud.  Tha. 

Star 
Rel.  Date 

Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Mannors.. ..June 

26t 

. ,  Mar. 
I5t 

Rod  La  Rocque-Maxlne  Doyle.. . .  Feb. 
,  Nov. 

2t 

Coming 

7/ 

25.' 18.' 

WILLIAM  STEINER 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)         Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Anthony  Adverse  (0)  801  Fredric  March-O.  do  Havllland.  ..Aug.  29  139  May  23 

(See  production  article.  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musical  analysis,  Aug.  22,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Aug.  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5,  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  III.  112.  115;  Dee.  5.  pp.  80, 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118.. ..Barton  MaeLane-June  Travis  Sept.    St  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oet.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  925  Guy  Klbbee-Warren  Hull  June  27   58  Apr.  25 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis. .  ..Mar.    7  70. ...Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marion  Davles-Clark  Gable  Sept.  28t  90  Oct  SI 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36.) 
California  Mall  830  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade 

(G)  901   Errol  Flynn-O.  De  Havllland  Nov.     7  115  Oet  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  III.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-DIek  Powell  Mar.  21  89  Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23,  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  In  the  Sky  (G)  120. .Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.  28t  *60  Oet.  SI 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109..  Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept.  26t  88  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902. ..Rex  Ingram   Aug.     1  93  May  30 

(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29, 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dee.  12,  p.  87.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  ..July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  906.... Pat  O'Brien-J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   25  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  of  Fury  (G)  110  Marg't  Llndsay-H.  Bogart  Oet.    lOt  60  Sept.  5 
Jallbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.    8  60  May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anne  Nagel-RIehard  Pureed  Dec.    I9t  55  Nov.  14 
Man  Hunt  (G)  923  Marguerite  Churchlll-W.  Gargan  ..Feb.   15  65. ...Jan.  II 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oet.     3  Il7.0et.  I2/35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3. '35.  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  Juno  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oct.  24,  p.  68.) 

One  Way  Passage  (G)  Kay  Francis-William  Powell  Dee.    12  69.  July  S0,'32 
(re-issue) 

Petrified  Forest,  The  (G)  904. .Leslie  Howard-Bette  Davis  Feb.     8  83  Jan.  -  18 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  92.) 

Polo  Joe  III  (G)  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Dee.     5f  65  8ept.  26 
Publie  Enemy's  Wife  (Q)  913.. Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25  69  June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  912  Warren  Wllllam-Bette  Davis  Aug.    8  74  

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  Mac  Lane . .  Jan.     2.'37t...*60  Dee.  5 
Sons  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May   30  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25;  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  8.  p.  93;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  924. Warren  Wllllam-June  Travis  May     9  62.... Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
929   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  The  (G)  914. . .  Karloff-Marguerlte  Churchill  Mar.   14  76  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Widow  from  Monte  Carlo,  The 
(G)  921   Dolores  Del  Rlo-W.  William  Feb.     1  60. ...Jan.  4 

Coming 
Angle  Shooter   
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  

Black  Legion  112  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  ..Jan.  30,'S7t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 

Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  de  Havllland-I.  Hunter  
Desert  Song   Frank  MeHugh   
God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(G)  105   George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts  Jan.    I6,'37t..  .*85....Dee.  26 

Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  110. .Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Feb.   I3,'37t. .  .*70. . . . Dee.  12 
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell  •• 
Land  Beyond  the  Law   Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davis-H.  Bogart  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  
Melody  for  Two  James  Melton-Patrlela  Ellis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  17.) 
Merchant  of  Venus  Carol  Hughes-Marie  Wilson  
Midnight  Court   ,  Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltel  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Over  the  Waff   Ross  Alexander   
Prlnee  and  the  Pauper,  The  Billy  and  Bobby  Maueh  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander- Ruby  Keeler  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fonda  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Trial  Horse   Barton  MaeLane-June  Travis  

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  to  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  Dee.   21 1  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.   I8t  7  rls  

Coming 

Fury  Below   Maxine  Doyle-Russell  Gleason  6  rls  
Island  Captives   Eddie  Nugent   6  rls  

WORLD Running  Tims 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Slalom   Skiing  Film   Dee.  I8t  
Tempo  Massimo   Mllly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolare   Italian  Feature   Dec.  25t  

Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare  Italian  Feature  
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schipa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Dlane  Kerens  
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dist'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Anna  (G)   Ada  Voltslk  Amklno   July    16  98  Aug.  I 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaves 
(G)   Florlne  McKlnney  ..Assoc.  British  .70  Juno  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Live  say   Assoc.  British  ..70  Aug.  ( 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A)..  Francolse  Rosay   American  Tobls  Sept.  22  95  Oet.  3 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolque.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Elisa  Ceganl   United   Artists  95  Dee.  19 
Clboulette  (G)                    Simone   Berriau    ...  Franco- American.. .Sept.  lit  100  8ept.  26 
Cloistered  (G)   Best   May    19  ..65  May  SO 
Crime  Over  London  (A)...  Margot  Grahame  ....United  Artists  80  Nov.  7 
Dor  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loeblnger   Amklno   Sept.    9  Sept.  It 

Dubrevsky   Boris  Llvanov   Amklno   Mar.  

2

8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

72  Apr.  II 

Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75  Oct.  10 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  June  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G) ...  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-Fox  92  Dee.  It 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camiilo  Pilotts  United  Artists  90  Dec.  9 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G).. .  Tamarlna   Amklno   Oet.     6  90  Oct.  17 
Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granaeh... Amklno   July   28  90  Aug.  22 
Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez  Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  8 
Incertidumbre  (G)   Hilda  Moreno  United  Artists  Sept.  I8t..  ..70  Sept.  28 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  British  Lion  73  June  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks   British  Lien  70.... Nov.  21 

Janoslk  (G)   Palo  Bielik   French   Nov.   

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

82  Dae.  8 

Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karl  off  Twickenham   70  Oct.  17 
La  Fusse   Femin  Gemler   French   Aug.     I  83  
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ....Casino   Oct.    16  83. ...Oct.  24 
Last  Rose.  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oet.     9  102. ...Oet.  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzte  Rose.") 
La  Bonheur  (A)  Gaby  Morlay   Franco-American. .  .Mar.     5  110  Mar.  21 
Llebelel  (A)   Paul  Hoerbiger  General   87  Mar.  14 
Loves  of  Tonl.  The  (A)...  Cells  Montalvan   Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Marriage    of    Corbal,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  June  IS 

Milizla  Territorial*  (G) .. .Antonio  Ganduslo  ...Nuovo  Monde  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  25 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the 

World  (G
)
 
 
 Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept.  

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

87  Oct.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Lied  Geht  Urn  Die  Welt.") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amklno   Nov.     2.. ....96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francolse  Rosay  Franco-American. .. May     5  93  May  18 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polnture.. Simone  Simon   French   Aug.     I  ..86  
Publie  Nuisance  No.  I  (G). Frances  Day  General   79  Mar.  14 
Raggen — Dot  Ar  Jag  Det 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21  83  May  80 

Re  Burlone,  II  (G)  Armando  Faleonl  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Mar.  25  98  Apr.  4 
Robber  Symphony,  The(G) .  George  Graves  Concordia   125  May  t 
Romance  In  the  House  sf 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  Casino   Oet.     t  81  Oet.  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Llbesroman  Im  Hausa  Habsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerbiger   Ufa  Apr.     9  81  Apr.  25 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlbero  ...Scandinavian   Apr.     7  90  Apr.  IS 
Song  of  Freedom,  The  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  80  Sept.  5 
Son  of  Mongolia,  A  (A).-.Tseven   Rabdan   Amkino   Nov.   20  90  Dec.  19 
Soviet  News  (G)  Amklno   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G)  Richard  Barthelmess. Twickenham   98. ...Oet.  10 
Tenth  Man,  The  (Q)  John  Lodge   Assoc.  British  Aug.  29 
There  on  the  BAq  Ranch  (G). Tito  Gulzar   Bustamente                              .105. ...Nov.  I 
30  Seconds  of  Love  (G)  Elsa  Merlini   E.  J.  A  80. .Jan.  2,'37 
Three  Maxims,  The  (G)...  Anna  Neagle   General   87.... Aug.  I 
Two  s  Company  (G)  Ned  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  16 

Waltz  for  You,  A  (Q)  Louis  Graveure  Casino   
Sept.  

2

5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

94  Oet.  S 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eine  Walzer  Fuer  Dlch.") 
We  Are  from  Krsastadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchlkov   Amklno   Apr.   SO  83  May  It 

Wedding  March,  The  (A)  .Tullio  Carmlnatl  ...  Franco- American  92. ...Mar.  14 
When  Knights  Were  Bold 
(G)   J.  BMichanan-F.  Wray. General   76  Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Centa  E.  N.  I.  C                              .  .85  Dec.  26 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General  90.... June  6 
Yellow  Cruise.  The  (G)  French   Nov.    »7  90  Dee.  5 
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SHCrT 

FILMS 

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed:  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  I,  1936.1 

CELEBRITY 

Mln. Title  Data 
COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 

Tern  Thumb  (2-13)   Mar.  30  7 
Dick  Whittlngton't  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Dayt   Sept.  30  

COLUMBIA 
Tltll Rel.  Date  Mia. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
He.  3— "Spark  Plus"  Apr.  12  8'/,.. 
Ne.  4—  Major  Google  (5-18)  .May  24  6'/a.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21).  -Sept.  I8t- . -20. . . . 

Andy  Clyde 
Ante  In  the  Pantry  (3-7). ..Feb.  B....I8'/i.. 

(3  Stooges) 
Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  Dee.    4t  —  I6V».. 

(All  Star) 
Caught  In  the  Act  Mar.   S  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump.  The  June  20.. ..18.... 
(All  Star) 

Disorder  In  the  Court  May  30  17  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  I6t  — 10  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Flbbera  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t  — 18  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent   Dee.  20t  
(All  Star) 

Half  Shot  Shootera  (6-13).  .Apr.  30  19  
(3  Stooges) 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyville 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t..-I8... 

Midnight  Blunders  (5-16)..  .Apr.  21. ...17.... 
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15  18... 
Andy  Clyde 

Movie  Maniacs   Feb.  20  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Oh,  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.  9t...20.... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  In  the  Pullman.  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt.  The  (6-20)..  .May  15... .18  
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16)  Mar.  19  l7'/a-. 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks  Dee.  27t  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relatione  Jan.    9  18.... 
(All  Star) 

Whoops.  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.  Ilt...-2rla. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t . . .  .7'/j . . 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8'/j.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog.  A  Dec.  23T....7.... 
Dr.  Bluebird  (2-8)  Feb.    5  8  
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7.... 
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I.'37t  
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  8  
Glee  Worms   June  24  7.... 
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop.  The  (9-5)  Aug.  13  7  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (I  I -28) . . .  .Nov.  26t....7.... 
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  26  7  

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
8tar  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  I5t.-.IC... 
Wonder   Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept  4f. ...  I  rl.. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATI0N8 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t...ll'/a.. 
Runaway  Marriage,  The  Dec.  18  

FEATU  RETTES 
Story  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States  Dee.  I8t  

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
15.  Krery's  Newsreel  (I  I -7)  Oct.  24t....7  
16.  Merry  Cafe   Dee.  26 1  

NEW  WORLO  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Derisions  (8-29)     Aug.  22....  10.... 
Faothall  Fleshes  (10-10) ...  .Aug.  30. ...10.... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  IS. ...10.... 
Hold    Em  Cnwhey  (1 1-14).  .Sept.  25t. .  .10. ... 
lee  Cut-Up«  (2-81   Feb.    6. ...10.... 
little  Champs  (8-29)   Aug.  10  10.... 
Plane  Devils    Nov.  28t. . .  .9'/».. 
Shllno  l«  Believing  (11-14)  Oct.  26t...l0  
Seeed  Med   Apr.  17  10.... 
Soort  Maple   June  13  9'/^.. 
Stop   Look  and  Guess  Mar.   9. ...10.... 
Thrills  with  DarenVvlts  Mar.  19  10.... 
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)    July  II  10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
DI"V  Dtirk,   (12-19)   Nov.  28t  6Vi  . . 
.lonnev  Balloonist*  111-28).   Srpt.  24t  7.... 
Playing  Polities   (81)       ...July     8  7.... 
Scraoov's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    S  7  

Scrappy's  Pony    Mar.  16  7.... 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    7— (3-7)    Feb   28  ...lOV,.. 
No.    8—    Mar.  27  10... 
No.  9 — (5-16)    Apr.  24  9'/,.. 
No.  ID—  (6-13)   May  29  10  
No.  II— (8-1)    June  26  10.... 
No.  12—  (R-8)    July  17. ...10  
No.  13—  (8-22)    Aug.  13  10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I  —  (11-14)    Sept.  lit. ..10.... 
No.    7—  (11-21)   Oct.  23T...I0.... 
No.    3—    Nov.  28t...l0.... 
No  4—    Dec.  28t-.-IO  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dee.  25t  
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.  It....8'/j.. 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dee.  I8t  
Robinson  Crusoe  ( 12-5) . . .  .Sept   7t  ....3  rfi. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.    9— (3-7)   Feb.  25  10'/,.. 
No.  10—   Mar.  26  I0y%.. 

KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 
11.  Bird  Stuff er.  The  (2-8)  .Feb.    1  7. 
12.  "Lll  AlnJII"   Mar.  19  8. 
IS.  Peace  Conference  Apr.  10  7. 

(re-Issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.    9  7. 

DuWORLD 
Rel.  Date  Mln. 

 10.. 

Title 

Sus-TI-Ka  (12-19). 
POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 

(Clnecolor) 
No.    I—   Sept  ISf  t.... 
No.   2—  10.... 
No.    S—   f.... 
No.    4—   8.... 
No.    5—   9.... 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 

Twentieth  Century-Fox] 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

CORONET  COMEDIES 
Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24. ...18.... 
Sleepless  Hollow   May    8. ...16.... 
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10  19.... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20)    June    5... .21.... 

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous   Aug.    If. ..II.... 
Gifts  in  Rhythm  Oct.  23I-..I0.... 
Going  Native   Aug.  28t ...II.... 
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)   Sept.  ISt.-.ll. ... 
Play!  Girls   Nov.  6t...ll.... 
Queen's  Birthday.  The  Aug.  I4t  10. . . . 
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The  Aug  2lt...l0.... 
See  Uncle  Sol  Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl.. 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9  
Strike!  You're  Out  Dee.  lit. ..II  

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Glv'lm  Air   Feb.  14  18  
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20  20  
Grand  Slam  Opera  Feb.  21. ...21..,. 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3....  16.... 
White  Hope.  The  Mar.  27  19.... 

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Alpine  Yodeler   Feb.    2  6  
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.  6  6.... 
Big  Game  Hunt.  The  Feb.  I9.'37t. I  rl. . 
Book  Shop.  The  Feb.  5,'37t.lrl.. 
Bully  Frog.  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t  8.... 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  8.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  tha 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t....6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  tha 

Hot  Spell   July  10  8.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  tha 
Runt   May  15.... .6.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa't  Prize.. 
Package  July  31  1.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa'a  Twea- 

Tltte  Rel.  Data  Mln. 
tloth  Anniversary   Nov.  27t  7... 

Home  Town  Olympics  Feb.    7  8  
Klko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7).. Oet    2t. ........ 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  ■ 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oet.  30t  7  
Klko    the    Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  25t  7  

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bear* 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt  8  

Off  to  China  Mar.  20  8.... 
Puddy  the  Pup  and  tha 
Gypsies   July  24  8.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dec.  lit  7  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oct  I6t - 

Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  I3t  7  

Rolling  Stones   May    1  8.... 
Sailors  Home.  The  (6-13).. June  12  6.... 
Salty  McGuira   Jan.  8.'37t.7  
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  Jan.  22.'37t  - 1  rl.. Tnuqn  Egg.  A  June  26  6  
Western  Trail.  The  Apr.    3  8.... 
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing.  A    Apr.  17  8  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I.. ..10  
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 

The  (12-26)   Dee.  I8t...ll  
Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June    3  9.... 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.  7t...l8.... 
Krazl- Inventions  (10-31)  .   .Oet.  9t...M  

Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37).  .Dae.  4f---.lt  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23)  .  .Sept.   4t  8.... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10).  Sept.  lit. ........ 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7). ..Oct  I6t  9  

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13  19  
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22  18... 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...20.... 
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.  6t...l8  
Bashful  Buddies   Aug.   7t . . .  17  

Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  1 9,'37f  .2  rls. Blue  Blazes   Aug.  2lt...l9.... 
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4t  19  
Chemist.  The  (9-24)  Oet.  9t...l9... 
Diamonds  in  the  Rough  Sept.  25t...l9.... 
Ditto   Feb.  I2,'37t2  rls. 
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  5,'37tl9.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  I  It. .  .20  
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    It...  18  
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon  Jan.     I.'37t2  rls. 
Hold   It   Jan.  29,'37t.2  rls. 
It    Happened   All  Right 
r6-l3)   May  15  19  

Jai.l  Bait   Jan.     8,'37t2  rls. Just  the  Type  Dee.  4t...20.... 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7  
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  1 3t ...  1 9 ... . 
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28f...l9.... 
Peaceful  Relations   .June  19. ...18.... 
Practically  Perfeet   Jan.  I3,'37t  .2  rls. 
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21).   .Oct.  23t...l8.-... 
Screen  Test,  The  (12-19) ...  Dee.  1 8t  It*. ... 
Spring  Is  Here   .Oct  30t...20.... 
Transatlantic  Love   Dec.  25t...20.... 
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26).. Sept.  4f...20  
Whose    Baby   Are  You? 
(11-7)   Oet.    2t- -- 18  

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Beware  of  Blondes  Feb.    7. ...20.... 
Love  In  September  Mar.   6  21.... 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
MUSICAL  MOODS 

(Technicolor) 
Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.    9  8  
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.    5—  Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
No.    6—   Mar.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEYS 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.    4  9.. 

Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jan.  20,'37tl2. Carillon  Makers   Aug.  I5t.  .12. 
Floridian  Curiosities  Jan.  I0.'37tl2. Golden  Harbor  Mar.  16  10. 
Life  of  Theodore  Roosevelt. . Feb.    I. ...19., 
Tough  Breaks   Mar.    I. ...18. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I5f...20. 
Sport  of  Flying  Sept  I2t  
Young  Explorer  Mar.  2. ...10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIE8 
No.    I—   Fab.  14  8. 

Rel.  Data  Mil. 
..Feb.   28. ...8... 
..Mar.   8. ...10... 
.  .Mar.  22. ...10... 

Title 

No.  2—   
No.  S—   
No.  4—  
No.   5—  Apr.  10  7... 
No.    6—   Apr.  22  7Vt. 

PERSONALITIES  ON  PARADE No.    I—   Feb.    5  9... 
No.   2—  Mar.  6  0... 
No.   3—  Apr.  II  «... 
No.   4—  May    4  9... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  tha  Jungle..    Feb.    3  6... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  South  Sen  .  Feb.  17  0... 
3.  Nomads  of  the  Past  Mar.   3  6... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air   Mar.  17  5'/,. 
5.  Nomads  In  the  Making. ..  Apr.    3  8... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  6... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plaint  May    3  5y%. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  5Vt. 

IMPERIAL 

Title 

Rel.  Oate  Mln. 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Towers  of  Melody  8., 
Hidden  Treasures   8., 
Southern  Beauties   8. 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Storm  
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8. 

Early  In  the  Mornln'  8. NOVELTIES 
Cities  of  tha  Past  
Nero   8. 
Hobo  Hero   9. 

PORT  0'  CALL 
Peacock  Throne   8. 
City  of  the  Sun  9.. 
Last  Resort   8. 
Children  of  the  Nile  • 
Seventh  Wonder   9- 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seas  9. 
Inspiration  of   Old  Leva 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cross   8. 

Title 
MGM Rel.  Data  Mln. 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
Count  Takes  the  Count.  The  Feb.  22  20... 
Neighborhood  House  (7-18)  May    9  20... 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25)  .Apr.  18  —  .19 — 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-29)..   .Mar.  28  20... 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  6—  Perfeet  Setup   Feb.    I  21... 
No.  7— Fool  Proof   Mar.  7.... 21... 
No.  8— The   Public  Pays 
(11-14)   Oet.  lOt... 18... 

No.  9 — Torture  Money   Jan.  2,'37t  
FITZPATRICK   TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1-2-37)  Nov.  I4f  8... 
Japan  In  Cherry  Blossom 
Time   Mar.  21  9... 

Oriental  Paradise   Nov.  I4t  8... 
Picturesque  South  Africa  Jan.  9.'37t.S... Quaint  Quebec   Sept  I2f. ....... 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  of 
Splendor  (7-25)    .Sept.  12  8... 

Sacred  City  of  the  Mayan 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7... 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Man 
of  Destiny   May  16  8... 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-19)..  Oct.  24f  9... 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 19 —  Early  Bird  and  the 
Worm.  The  (4-25)  Feb.    8  9. 

20—  Old  Mill  Pond,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8. 

21—  Two  Little  Pups  (8-1).. Apr.    4  8. 
22—  Old  House,  Tha  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Plcnlo   May  30  8. 
24 —  To  Spring   June  20  9. 
25—  Little  Chooser  July  II  9. 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-26)  Dee.  I2t  8. 

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nov.  9....II. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  I9t — ■  I . 
Hollywood  Second  Step  Dec.    5 f . .  .10. 
How  to  be  a  Detective  Oct.  I7f  9. 
How  to  Behave  (4-25)  Apr.  25  10. 
How  to  Train  a  Dot  July    4  8. 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept  St.. .10. 
Important  News  (2-29)  Feb.  29  10. 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28. ...  10. 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II., 

Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13. ...10. 

Rainbow  Pasi,  The  Oat  3lf  
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Title                         Rel.  Data 
Watt  Paint  af  tha  South 
(2-1)   Feb.  I.. 

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  (6-6)  Apr.  II  9. 
Oara  Deviltry   June  27  9, 
Haraeated  Rhythm  (9-5). ..  .June   6. ...10, 
Palo  (6-6)   May    9  8. 
Table  Tennla  (4-25)  Feb.  15. ...10, 
Raelng  Canines  (6-6)  Mar.  14. ...  10 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years.  A  Dec.  26r  
La  Fiesta  de  Santa  Barbara 
(4-25)   Dee. 

Na  Plaee  Like  Roma  (1 1-7) .  .Sept. 
Suaklst  Stan  at  Palm 
Springs   Jan, 

Vlelets  In  Spring  (9-5)  Sept, 
OUR  GANG 

Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May 
Bored  of  Education  (9-5) . .  .Aug. 
Divot  Diggers   Feb. 
Lucky  Corner,  The  (2-29)..  Mar. 
Pay  As  You  Exit  Oct. 
Seeand  Childhood  (4-25)  Apr. 
8pooky  Hooky   Dec. 
Two  Too  Young  (11-7)  Sept,  26t.. 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  ..Apr.  4... 
Hill  Tillies  (8-15)  Apr.  4... 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  the  Headlines  (9-5).  Sent.  1 2t  -  - 
Dexterity   Jan. 
Hurling  Nov. 
Killer  Dog  (9-5)  Aug. 
Olympic  Ski  Champions 
(11-7)   ..Oct 

Sports  on  Ice  Oct. 
Wanted— A  Master  (1-2-37) . Dee.  26t. 

SPECIAL 
Audloscopiks  (1-18)   8. 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  Oet.  31 1  — 10. 
Dancing  on  the  Ceiling  Jan.  2,'37t-.. 
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t. .  .10. 
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  5t  —  II- 
8wlng  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  I9t...ll. 

7,'35.I9.. 
2St...l9.. 

1 1.... 20.. 
5...  21.. 

2. ...18.. 
29.. ..10.. 
8.. ..15.. 
14.. ..16.. 
24t...ll.. 
II  19.. 
5t  

10.. 

20.. 
18.. 

20.. 

II.. 
I6.'37t.9.. 
I4f.. 
29... 

3t.. I0t.. 

10.. 
10.. 

10.. 
10.. 
10.. 

Mln. 
PARAMOUNT 

Title  Rel.  Date 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Be  Human   Nov.  20t  7... 
Betty    Boop    and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7... 

Grampy's  Indoer  Outing..  .Oct.  I6t....7... 
Happy  You  and  Merry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  21 1  7... 

House  Cleaning  Blues  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl. 
Making  Friends   Dec.  I8t  7... 
More  Pep   June  19  
Not  New  (2-29)  Feb.  28  7... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  7... 
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I  St  7... 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  6... 
You  re  Not  Built  That  Way. July  17  8... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 

a  Year  Dee.    4t  8... 
Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  15  8... 
Greedy  Humpty  Dumpty...  .July  10  7... 
Hawaiian  Birds   Aug.  28t....9... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8.. 
Play  Safe   Oet.  I6f  7... 
Somewhere  In  Dreamland. ..  .Jan.  17  9... 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  10. ...10... 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.  7t — -  - 
Knock.  Knock, 
Who's  There?    .Sept.  I8t. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Oren. 

Lucky  Starlets   May  22.. 
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
lett  -  David  Holt  -  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidter 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18).. 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra  -. Mar.  20. . 
Babs  Ryan- Lore tta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.    7. ...II.. 
Kostelanetz- Eastma» 

Musieal  Charmers  Oet.    St  • .  -  ■  ■  -  - 
Phil   Spltalny   and  Girl 
Orch. 

Musieal  Fashions   July    3.. ..II.. 
Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Music  la  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12  II.. 
Run  Morgan  and  Oreh. 

Music,  Music  Everywhere. ..  Dee.  I8t...ll.- 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orch. 

.11. 

.10... 

.  .1! 

Title                         Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Musle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t ...  10  

George  Hall  and  Oreh. 
Play,  Don  (8-15)  July  31... .11.... 
Don  Bettor  and  Oreh. 

Rah,  Rah.  Football  Oet.  30t...l0... 
Will  Osbtrna  and 
Colleglatet 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. Freddie  Rich  and  Orch. 
Star  Reporter  In  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20f...l0  
Ted  Hutlng-Bennle  Bart- 
lett-Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody..  .May    I  II.... 
Ferde  Grofe  and  Orch. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Lover's  Paradise  Sept.  I  It... 10..  . 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  I3t ...10.... 
Trees   Jan.  I5,'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20f  I  rl. . 

PARAG  RAPH  ICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8.  .Dec.  lit. ..I  rl.. 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)...  Aug.  I4t.-.I8  
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oet.  9t...l0  
Sailor  Shorty  Oct.  23  10.... 
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t  
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oet.  9t...l0... 

That's  Their  Business   Nov.  I3t--.ll  
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.  8,'37t.l  rl.. 

Title 

Mln. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 
No.  8  —  Frederic  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 
ber  —  The  Voice  of  the 
Animals  (2-29)   Feb.  28....  1 1... 

No.  9  — Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9... 

No.  10  —  Toilers  of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24. ...10... 

No.  II — Champagne  —  Girls 
Will  Be  Boys— Up  Mont 
Blanc   May  22.. 

No.  12 — Meet  the  Pelican — 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19.. 

No.  13—  July  17.. 

.11.. 

.10... 
..I  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (N 
No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 

Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug. 

No.  2  —  Science     to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen  Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept. 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 
ber — Keep  OutI  Lions  Oct. 

No.  A — A  Modern  Monster 
— Furs  on  Parade — All 
A -Board   Nov. 

No.  5 — Bamboo — Clamdig- 
gers'    Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dee. 

No.  6 — Cornering   a  Killer 
—Twilight  —  Let's  All Learn  to  Ski  ..Jan. 

P/*RAMOUNT  VARIET 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  S.Apr. 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb. 
Dangerous  Jobs   May 
Fashions  In  Love  July 
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (3-14).  .Mar. 
poodle,  The   May 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June 
Rookie  Fireman.  The  Apr. 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    1  8... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.  6  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.    7  7... 
Hold  the  Wire  Oet.  23t  7... 
I'm  In  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7... 
I-Skl  Lov-Skl  You-Skl  Apr.    3  6... 
I  Wanne  Be  a  Lifeguard. ..  .June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Movln'  July  24  6.. 
Little  Swee*  Pea  Sept.  25t  7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman   .Aug.  28t  7... 
Paneless    Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 

Pepeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t-...7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7  .. 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

ew  Series) 

2lt...l0... 

I  St.. .10... 

I6t...l0... 

I3t...l0... 

lit. ..10... 

8,'37t .  I  rl. 
IES 
3  9... 

21. ...10... 
1  9... 

24... .10... 
13  9... 
22  10... 
26  10.. 
24. ...10... 
10  9... 

Rel.  Date 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(Cineealor) 
No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27  II... 
No.  5   ...May  29  10... 
No.  6  July  17.. ..10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)   Aug.  28t  ...II... 
No.  2  (11-28)   .Oct.  30t...l0... 
No.  3   Dec.  25t....l  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 

Hills  of  Old  Wyomla'.  The 
(8-22)   July  24....  10... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Eseape  from  Yea     .Sept.  25t  8. . . 
Joe  Reiehman  and  Oreh. 

I   Don't  Want  to  Make 
History    .May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  In 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jaek  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never    Should    Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart  . Nov.  27t...-7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Orch. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 
(NEW  SERIES) 

No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29). Feb.  14  10... 
No.  22 — Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13  10... 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers  Apr.  10  10... 
No.  24 — Catching  Trouble  ..May    8  10... 
No.  25— River  of  Thrills  June    5  10... 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July  3  ....10... 
No.  27 — Neptune't  Scholars 
(8-22)   Aug.  7t...l0... 

No.  28— Lucky  Spills  Sept.  4t...l0... 
No.  29—  Fighting  Marlln  Oct.    2t — 10... 
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov. 

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dee. 
No.  32 — Sporting  Pals  Jan. 
No.  33  —  Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29,'37t  - 1  rl. 

Title 

6t...l0... 
4t...l0... I,'37t.l  rl. 

RKO  RADIO Title 

Rel.  Date Mln. 
DUMBBELL  LETTERS 

...S'/i. 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair New  Orleans 

(4-25) ..10.... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29t- 
Fool  Your  Friends               .June  9.. 
JoD's  a  Job,  A  May  22.. 
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Fob.  28.. 

Winter  at  the  Zoo  Jan.  31.. 

.10... .10... 

.11... 

.10'/,. 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4 — Wedtlme  Story,  A 

(3-14)   Mar.  20. ...21.... 
No.  5— Bad  Medicine   May  22  15  
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time  .......July  24  

(1936-37) I— Lalapaloosa   Nov.  20t...l6... 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Dummy  Ache  July  10  
Gasoloons   Jan     3 ....  1 5'/a  - 
High  Beer  Pressure  May    8. ...18... 

Hillbilly  Goat  Jan.  I5,'37tl8  
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oet.  23t . .  .20'/, . . 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.  6. ...15'/,.. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE No.  I  ....  1  9  --- 
No.  2   Juno   5. . . .  10. . . . 
No.  3  July    3.. ..10.... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  I  (1-18)  Jan.  17  l8'/a-- 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17  24  
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13  21.... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.. ..21.... 
No.  5   May  15. ...21.... 
No.  6   June  12... .23.... 
No.  7   July  10. ...21.... 
No.  8   Aug.  7. ...21.... 

(1936-37) No.  I   Sept  4t...23.  .. 

No.  2   Oet.  2t...2l'/i.. 
No!  3   No*-    St.. ...... 
No.  4  (12-12)   Nov.  27t...22.... 
tjs.  5   Dee.  25t  

PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twlee  a  week 

•7'/e. 

17.. 2t. 

17.. 

3.. .8.. .7.. 
.7.. 

.8.. 

Rel.  Date  Mln. PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   .June  12  
Don't  Be  Like  That  Dee.  4t...H  
Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10  17.... 
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.    7  1 5Va •  ■ 
Who't  Looney  Now?  Sept.  4t...l0.... 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES Aladdin  from  Manhattan  Feb.  28  17  
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.    St.. .16.... 
Deep  South   Jan.  I.'37tl7  
Melody  In  May  (2-1).  May    I  19  
Swing  It   July  3  

RAINBOW  PARAOE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole   .May  29  
Cupid  Gets  Her  Men  July  24  7  
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goosa 

That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.  2  7. 

Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7. 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)  .  .Apr. 
Toonerville  Picnic   Oct. 
Toonervllle  Trolley  (2-15) ..  .Jan. 
Trolley  Ahoy   July 
Waif's  Welcome.  A   June  19  

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)   Feb.  14....  18'/,. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17  16'/,. 
Grandma's  Buoys  (I -2-37) .  .  Dee.  I8t...l6... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  I8t...l5... 

SPECIALS Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27  21... 

SPORTS  WITH   BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory...  .Oct.  30f  
High.  Wide  and  Oashlng  Sept.  4t  9... 
Ladies  Day   Dec. 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)  Apr. 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10) ..  .Oct. 
Row.  Mr.  Row  June 
Singing  Wheels  (1 2-26) ....  Nov. 
Tomorrow's  Halfbacks  (3-25)  .Jan.  24  9... 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)    .Mar.  13  10... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  I3t  9'/2. 
Living  Jewels   June  12  10... 
Underground  Farmers  Apr.  17  9... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I8t . . .  .9. . 
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14  10... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29).  ..Mar.  27  21... 
Uppercutlets   Jan.  24  18'/,. 
Listen  to  Freezln'  (8-15)..  .July  31  15... 
One  Live  Ghost.  Nov.  6t...2l... 
Wholesaillng  Along  May  29  17.. 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  1 1... 
Goldmania   Dec.  25t...ll... 
Graveyard  of  Ships  (1-2-37)  Nov.  27t...ll... 
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.  6f...ll... 
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)   Feb.  21... .11... 
Trinidad   Sept.  lit. ..10... 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15  10... 
Washington  in  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oct.  9t...l0. 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II... 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Ski-Esta  (1-2-37)  10... 

I8t...l 

.11. 

.10. 
24. 

2t 

19  

20t...ll 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. ADVENTURES  OF  THE 

NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 
Dogging  It  Around  the 
World   Nov.  I3t  10. . 

Filming  the  Fantastic....  .Jan.  31...  10  
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds..  .Sept.  25t  
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t  
Sports  Headllners  of  1936 
(11-21)   Oet.  30t.. .10.... 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Hong  Kong  Highlights  Jan.  31...  10  
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7t  9'/i.. 
Memories  of  Spain  (10-3) ..  .Sept.  I8f...l0.... 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7)  .Sept.  25t   . 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  1 3t . . . 1 0  

UNITED  ARTISTS 
MICKEY  MOUSE 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
37.  Mickey's  Polo  Team. ...Feb.   5. ...8..., 
38.  Orphans'  Plenle   Mar.  12  9.... 
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Title  net.  Date  Mln. 
89.  Mickey's  Grand  Optra 
(«-ll)   Apr.    9  t... 

40.  Through  the  Mirror  June  18  t... 
101.  Moving  Day   July  22  9... 
102.  Mickey' «  Rival  (8-15).. Am.  27  9... 
103.  Alpine  Climber*  (8-22). Oct.  28t. ...9"/«. 
104.  Mickey's  Clreu*  (8-18)  8... 105.  Donald  and  Plata 
(11-14)   t... 

107.  Mlekey'i  Elephaat 
(11-14)   9.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
93.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  »'/t. 

34.  Three  Little  Waive* 
(4-11)   May  27.. ..10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Return 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t...8... 

10®.  Three  Blind  Mmm- 
koteer*  (11-28)   7... 

108.  Country  Cotuln,  The 
(11-21)   8'/,. 

(09.  Mother  Pint*  (11-21)   8'/,. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Ral.  Date  Mln. 

G0IN6  PLACES  with  LOWELL  THOMAS 
Na.  18  (3-14)   ..Mar.  9  «0'/» . 
Ne.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23. ...10... 
Na.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  «... 
Na.  21   June   8  9... 
No.  22   June  22  9... 
Na.  23  (7-11)  July  8. 
Na.  24  (7-18)  July  20. 

10... 
10... 
10... 
10... 

3.. 23t. 8.. 

24.. 

..20.... 

..10.... 

..18.... 

..10.... 

Na.  25  (8-15)  Aug.  3.. 
Ne.  26   Aug.  17.. 
Ne.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t  «... 
N*.  28  (10-17)  Oct.  I9t....8.... 
Ne.  29   .Oct.  26t....«... 
N*.  30   Nov.  23t...l0.... 
N*.  SI   Dee.   2lt — »  
No.  32   Jan.  I8.'37t  
No.  S3  ...Feb.  I5.'37t  
No.  34   Mar.  I5,'37t  

MEANYMINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers,  The   Jan.  I  l,'37t  .8'/» . . 
Knlgkts  for  a  Day  Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MU8ICAL  COMEDIES 
Fllppen's  Frolics  (7-11)..    July  15  18.... 
Fun  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  I7,'37t  
Fun  In  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t...l0.... 

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t...H.... 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29  19.... 
Musical  Airways  (10-10)..    Sept.  30t. . .  1 1 . . . . 
Playing  tor  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18  15  
Royal  Cafe   .Nov.  25t...l0  
School  for  Swing  Jan.  20,'37t  
Signing  Off  (2-8)  Feb.  19  19  
Teddy   Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-d)..June 
Television  Highlights  Dec. 
Vaud-O-Mat,  The  (3-28). ..  Apr. 

NOVELTIES 
Skits  'n'  Sketches  Feb. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Alaska  Sweepstakes  (2-8)... Feb.  17  8.... 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7... 
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-3)  Oct.  5t....9.... 
Beauty  Shoppe  (3-28)  Mar.  20  6'/*. 
Farming  Fools  May  25  7  
Fun  House.  The  May    4  7  
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30t  
Kiddle  Revue   .Sept.  21 1..  -7  
Musle  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ..  .Sept.  7t...  8  
Night  Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct.    9t....8. ... 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov.   2t  8... 
Slumberland  Express  Mar.  9  7.... 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov.   6t  8.... 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION  SERIES 
Ne.  18—  Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9'/i-. 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9.... 
No.  20— Novelty   June    I  9  
No'  21— Novelty   June  15  9  
No.  22— Novelty    .July  29  9.... 
No.  23— Novelty  (7-ID  July  13  10.... 
No.  24— Novelty  (7-18)  July  27.. ..10.... 
No.  25— Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10  
No.  26— Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9  
No.  27— Novelty   Sept. 28t. . .  .8. . . . 
No.  28— Novelty  (9-24)..  ..Oct.  l2t....8'/2. 
No.  29—  Novelty  (9-24)...  .Nov.    9t.... 8-2/3 
No.  30— Novelty  (12-26)  Dee. 
No.  31— Novelty  (I -2-37) ..  Jan. 
Ne.  32— Novelty  Feb. 
Ne.  33—  Novelty   Mar. 

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dee.  I4t  .. 
Yeu   Can't  Get  Away 
With  It   Nov.  30t... 25.. 

7t  
4,'37t  
I,*37t.9.... 
I.'37t  

..9'/,.. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

VITAPHONE 
BIG  TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 

Vltaphone  Billboard   Feb.  15  II  
Jane  and  Katherlne  Lee 

Vltaphone  Entertainer* 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl.. 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vltaphone  Highlights   Apr.   4.... 10  
Eddie  Peabody 

Vltaphone  Hippodrome  May   2  II.... 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  La* 

Vltaphone  Spotlight  (3-28) . .  Mar.  7  II  
Convl  He-Dale 

Vltaphone  Topnotehet  (2-1).  May  30  
Vltaphone  Troupers  (2-1)... Jan.    4  10.... 

Four  Trojans- Aunt  Jemima 
Vltaphone  Stageshew   July  25  1  rl. . 
Vltaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  1 9t - 

Jack  Pepper 
Vltaphone  international*  ...Oct.  I7t...ll  

Holtz-Lee 
Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4)f  18  

Johnny  Perkins 
Vaude-Vllllan*   Dee.  I2t  

Marty  May 
Reel  Vaudeville   Jan.    2,'37f .1  rl.. 

Harry  Rose 
BIG  V.  COMEDIES 

Shop  Talk   Feb.  15.... 21  
Bob  Hope 

Jee  Palooka  In  for  the  Lev* 
of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14. . . .21 . . . 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tar*  Mar.  28. . .  .21. .  . 
Bob  Hop* 

Slum  Fun   Apr.  II  21  
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   May    9.... 21  

Shemp  Howard- Johnny  Berkes 
Joe  Palooka  In  Here's  Howe.  June   6  21  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party.  The 
(6-22)   June  20.... 22.... 
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  plumbertlme. 
The   July  1 1.... 20.... 
Johnny  Berkes 

The  Oily  Bird  July  25  20.  .. 
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  15  20  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14  21  

Yacht  Club  Boys 
BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

King  of  the  Islands  Feb.  22  21  
Winifred  Shaw- 
Warren  Hymer 

Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong.  The. Feb.  29.... 21  
Carolyn  Marsh- 
Harris  Twins 

Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.  7  21  
Hal  LeRoy- 
Prelsser  Sisters 

Paris  In  New  York  (3-28) ..  Mar.  21  22  
Irene  Bordonl 

Black  Network.  The  Apr.   4  22  
Nina  Mae  Me  Kinney  - 
Nicholas  Bros. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II  21  
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  The  ..Apr.  18  21  
Olga  Baelanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May   2  21  
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23.... 20  
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker.  The  May  30  2rls. 
Dawn  0' Day- Radio  Rube* 

Romance  In  the  Air  May  16  
Wlnl  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June   8.... 20.... 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmltls   June  IS  111*. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)  July    4.. ..20.... 
Donald  Wood*- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18  2rls. Cross  and  Dunn 
Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-H)   Aug.  22. ...20  
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29  20  
Fred  Lawrence- 

Title 

Rosalind  Marquis 
Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19! 

Jean  Sargent 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Choke'*  en  You"  (9-19) 

Shemp  Howard - Robert  Norton 
Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   

Say  It  with  Candy  
Virginia  Verrlll   

Sheik  to  Sheik  
Georges  Metaxa 

Can't  Think  of  It  
Ken  Murray-Oswald 

Sunday  Round-up,  The.... 
Dlek  Foran-Llnda  Perry 

Sweethearts  and  Flower*... 
Regis  Toomey-Prelsser 

Sisters That's  Pictures  (8-29)  
Jay  C.  Fllppen 

Here  Come*  the  Circus  
"Poodle*"  Hanneford 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Blende  Bomber"   
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

"Give    Me  Liberty"  John  Lltel 
Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale"  

Harry  Gribbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender,  The  

Bernlce  Claire 

Rel.  Date  Mln. 

Sept.  St.. .19.... 

.  Sept.  I2t...2l.... 

Sept.  261... 21.... Oct.  St  

Oct.  I0t.. .11.... 

Oet.  24t...l8.... 

Oet.  Sit-. .It.... 

Nov.  7t...20.... 

Nov.  2lt..-2l.... 
Dee.    St. ..IS.... 

Nov.  28t  

Dee.  I9t  

Jan.  9,'37t.2r1*. 

Jan.  23,,37f.2rl*. 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Clneeelor) 

Pearl  of  the  Paelfle  (7-11) .  .Sept.  St. ..10... 
Colorful  Oeeupatlon*  (9-19)  .Oct.    St.. .10... 
Northern  Light*   Oct.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean. ...  Dee.  St  
Hollanders.  The   Jan.    2,'37t.l  rl. 
Nice  Work   Jan.  30,'S7t  

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  16 — Phantom  Shin,  The  . Feb.    1  7... 
Ne.  17 — Boom!  BoomI   Feb.  29  7... 
No.  18— Blow  Out.  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  ...Apr.  25  7... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   May  23  7... 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7... 
Ne.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7-18). July  II  7... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.   1  7... 
No.  24 — Porky's  Poultry 

Plant  (9-19)    .Aug.  22  7... 
No.  25—  Milk  and  Money. ..Oct.    St  7... 
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving 
Day   7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky.. Oct.  24t....7... 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  The. Nov.  I4f....7... 
No.  29—  Porky  of  the  North- 
woods   Dec.  I9t  

No.  30— Porky  the  Wrestler.  Jan.    9,'37t.  Irl. 
MELODY  MASTERS 

B.  A.  Rolfe  and  Orchestra. . Feb.  I.. 
Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra.  .Feb.  22.. 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21 . . 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra. Apr.  IS.. 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  16.. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  Jan*  6.. 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II.. 
Nlek  Lucas  and  His  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15  10. . . 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  5t  -  -  - 1 1  -  - . 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos. .  .Sept.  26t.... 9.  •  ■ 
Emll  Coleman  and  Orch. 
(7-11)   II... Leon  Navara  and  His  Orch.  Nov.  7t 
(9-19)   II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Orch. 
(8-29)   10... 

Jlmmle  Lunceford  and  Orch. .Dee.  8 9t ...10... 
George  Hall  and  Orch  Jan.   9,'37f.l  rl. 
Loulsian  Kings   Jan.  23,'37t.I  rl. 

MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  16 — Cat  Came  Back, 
The  (2-8)   Feb.    8  7 

No.  17— Miss  Glory   Mar.  7  7 
No.  18—  I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7 

No.  19— Let  It  Be  Me  May    2  7 
N*.    20— I'd  Love  to  Take 

Orders  from  You  ...May  16  7 
No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana  ..May  30  7 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  Hoe... June  27  
No.  24 — I  Love  to  Slnga 
(6-20)   July  18  7 

II... 

II... II... 

II... 10... 

10... 

.1  rl. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  25— Sunday  Go  to 

Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.  8  7  
No.  26 — At  Your  Service, 
Madame   Aug.  29  7.... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  I*  7.... 

Ne.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 
Bronx   Oet.  lot.... 7... . 

No.  29— Don't  Look  Now.. .Nov.  7t....7.... 
No.  30 — Cooeoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t  7.... 
No.  31— He  Was  Her  Man.Jan.  2,'37t.lrl.. 
No.  32— Pigs  Is  Pigs  Jan.  30,'37t.l  rl.. OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATE8 
No.  7 — Day's  Journey,  A...  Feb.  22....  1 1.... 
No.   8— Harbor  Light*  Mar.  21. ...II.... 
No.    9— We  Eat  to  Live.. ..Apr.  18. ...10.... 
No.  10— Vacation  Spot*  May  16  II.... 
No.  II — Irons  In  the  Fire. ..June  13  1  rl.. 
Ne.  12 — Can  You  Imagine... July  II. ...10.... 
No.  13 — For  Sports  Sake...  .Aug.  8.. ..10.... 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb.   8....  10.... 

Charles  Ahearn Timber  Giants  Feb.  22  II  
Half  Wit-ness  Mar.  21  1  rl.. 

Radio  Rambler* 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  
Pictorial  Review  Juno  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  1 1....  10.... PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 

No.  I — Oscar'*  Recipes- Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t...l0.... 

No.  2 — George  Rector — Fashions   Oct.  lot...  10.... 

No.  3— Girl  Football- Knitted  Wear   No*.  2lt  

No.  4 — Southern  Wear- Aviation  Dee.  26t  
No.  5—   Jan.  I6.*37t- 1  rl.. VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt-.-IO  
Logging  Along   Sept.  26t  
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  II.... 
Ounce  ef  Invention,  An  Oet.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  As  Is  Dee.  I9t  Cal  Tinney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22).. Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl.. Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

SERIALS 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

REPUBLIC 

Darkest  Afriea  3580  (2-22). Feb.  IS  
Clyde  Beatty  (15  episodes) 

Dick  Tracy  6401  Feb.  20,'S7t. 
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  I4t.... 
Mala  (14  Episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  30  
Ray  Corrigan-Lois  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  
Robert  Livingston- 
Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Welss-MlnU-Serlals) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  epltede,  3  rl*.. 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  two- reel  episode*.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23).  Apr.  18  2  rl* 
Jack  Mulhall-  (each) 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  S  rl*., 
(also  feature  version)      followed  by  14  two- reel  episode*.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oet.  I9t  

John  King-Jean  Roger* 

(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  84.) 
Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  6  

Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Roger* 

(13  episodes) 
Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  l8.'S7t. Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 
Phantom  Rider  (6-6)  July  6t  

Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 

(15  episodes) 
Seeret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  1 2.'S7t . 

Scott  Kolk-Jean  Roger* 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  30,'37t- 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oet.  I0t  

Bela  Lugosi- Herman  Brlx 

(15  episodes! 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

McAllen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

We  are  writing  this  in  our  shirtsleeves 
with  the  windows  and  doors  open,  and  we 
can  look  out  and  see  the  trees  loaded  with 

oranges  and  grapefruit,  and  it  certainly  is 

fine  for  a  winter  day,  but  somehow  we'd 
like  to  go  out  and  wallow  in  one  of  John 

Piller's  snowbanks  up  at  Valley  City,  North 
Dakota,  and  John  no  doubt  has  plenty  of 'em. 

Last  week  we  told  you  fishermen  to  look 

out  for  a  fish  story,  but  this  isn't  a  fish 

story.  You  can  believe  it  or  not,  it's  a  fact. We  are  a  whole  lot  like  the  colored  brother 

was  when  his  parson  told  him  not  to  send 
him  any  more  requests  for  donations,  so 

he  wrote  the  parson  and  said,  "Dear 
Pahson,  dis  hain't  no  request,  dis  am  a 
fact,  Ah  hain't  got  no  pants." 
We  wonder  if  any  of  you  know  J.  C. 

Fanning,  the  operator  of  the  theatres  at 

Brownsville,  Texas.  If  you  don't  that's too  bad. 

J.  C.  wears  two  belts,  one  for  the  cham- 
pionship theatre  operator  of  south  Texas 

and  the  other  one  for  being  the  best  fisher- 
man of  the  Rio  Grande  valley,  and  nobody 

can  get  them  away  from  him. 
J.  C.  invited  us  to  come  down  and  go 

fishing  with  him,  and  we  did.  He  had  every- 
thing ready,  boat,  tackle,  bait  and —  well, 

we'll  skip  that,  and  he  had  a  Mexican  to handle  the  boat. 

We  went  fishing  in  the  ship  channel  which 
was  dug  by  the  government  from  the  gulf 
to  within  a  few  miles  of  Brownsville.  This 
channel  is  about  twelve  miles  long,  one 

hundred  yards  wide  and  twenty-five  feet 
deep,  and  the  water  carries  the  same  amount 
of  salt  that  the  gulf  does,  and  the  fish  are 

salt  water  fish.  We  didn't  still-fish  any  but 
we  trolled  all  the  while,  and  there  is  no  use 
to  tell  you  how  many  we  caught,  for  you 

wouldn't  believe  it  anyway,  and  sometimes 
we  doubt  it  ourself,  but  anyhow,  we  caught 
38  trout  and  two  redfish  and  we  were  lucky 
enough  to  grab  onto  a  ribbon  fish.  This  was 
the  first  one  we  ever  saw. 

This  ribbon  fish  was  about  three  feet 

long,  five  inches  wide  and  two  inches  deep, 
and  it  had  all  the  colors  of  the  rainbow. 

We  don't  know  whether  it  was  good  to  eat 
or  not,  we  didn't  eat  it  because  it  reminded 
us  of  an  eel,  and  we  don't  eat  eels,  in  fact 
we'd  about  as  soon  eat  a  muskrat  or  a  bull- 

frog, but  we  did  catch  38  trout  and  two 
redfish,  and  we  are  not  going  to  make  an 
affidavit  to  this  either. 

J.  C.  caught  the  most  of  them  and  he 

hooked  onto  two  that  were  so  big  he  couldn't 
land  'em.  We  don't  know  whether  they  were 
shark  or  tarpon,  but  then  you  know  that  the 
big  ones  always  get  away  anyhow. 

J.  C.  has  it  all  arranged  for  us  to  come 
down  and  go  with  him  again,  and  we  are 

going  to  do  it  and  maybe  we'll  send  you 
some  affidavits  if  you  insist,  but  we  hope 

you  won't  insist. V 
Christmas  Day  we  were    invited    to  a 

friend's  house  for  a  turkey  dinner,  and  every 
time  we  go  to  a  turkey  dinner  we  are  about 
as  lively,  for  two  or  three  days  after,  as  a 
snake  that  has  swallowed  a  jackrabbit.  To 
do  justice  to  a  turkey  dinner  one  should 
have  an  appetite  like  that  boy  Zimmerman 
at  San  Marcos,  Texas. 

There  were  18  guests  present.  All  of  them 
but  two  were  from  our  home  town  of 

Neligh,  Nebraska,  and  every  time  we  think 
of  our  home  town  we  wonder  how  the  cows 

are  getting  along  and  if  the  roosters  are 
waking  the  folks  up  to  shovel  the  snow  off 
the  sidewalks. 

Then  Christmas  night  the  Chamber  of 
Commerce  here  in  McAllen  put  on  a  party 
for  the  visitors.  Each  one  was  to  bring  a 
present,  not  to  cost  less  than  five  cents  nor 
more  than  twenty-five.  These  presents  were 
hung  on  a  tree  and  each  guest  was  to  get 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS — No.  32,  Vol.  19— President 
Roosevelt's  cabinet  forecasts  a  happy  and  prosperous 
1937,  each  member  interviewed  Lew  Lehr  inter- 

views some  blue  blooded  cats  Workmen  rebuild 
the   Eiffel  Tower  Mussolini  rewards  farmers  
Litvinoff  decorated  with  Order  of  Lenin. ..  .Mexican 
cavalry  troop  performs  The  Hollywood  Spotlight 
....Airplane  soars  over  Mount  Fujiyama. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  33,  Vol.  19— Vacation  time 
at  America's  St.  Moritz  Giant  plows  battle  to  clear rails  in  Sierras.. .  .Lehr  puts  the  ball  game  on  ice. 
...Names  in  the  news:  Vice-president  Garner; 
Speaker  Bankhead;  Admiral  Leahy;  Mrs.  Vincent 
Astor;  Frank  Wilson;  Andrew  Mellon;  Sir  John 
La  very.. .  .Sports;  Golf  in  Miami,  Sugar  Bowl, 
Orange  Bowl. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  230,  Vol.  8.— News  parade 
of    1936  World's   greatest   love   story  Conquest 
of  air  and  sea....  Italy   becomes   empire. ..  .Haupt- 
mann  dies  in  chair  Storm  and  floods  take  record 
toll  A  year  of  turmoil  in  Europe  Civil  war  in 
Spain  America  goes  forward. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  231,  Vol.  8.— New  Year 
gets  a  happy  start  Congress  meets  to  guard  peace 

 Auto  strike  threatens  to  spread  Future  Lind- 
berghs compete  in  Florida  Blizzard  stalls  Sierra 

motorists. 
PARAMOUNT    NEWS  — No.    43.— Netherlands  hail 
Juliana's  bridal  fete  Guard  border  to  stop  alien 
smuggling  1936  passes  in  review:  1 — Progress  in 
Science;  2 — The  floods;  3 — Lindbergh;  4 — The  Bonus; 
5 — The  election;  6 — The  British  empire;  7 — Italy; 
8 — Germany;  9 — Japan;  10 — Russia;  11 — The  Spanish 
war;  12 — Efforts    for   peace;  13 — Prosperity  comes 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.   44.— 1937   starts   on  its 
way  with  a  bang  Strikes  shake  auto  industry  
Sopwiths  in  New  York,  plan  try  for  yacht  trophy  
Endeavour  II  is  launched. ..  .Keel  poured  for  Ameri- 

can cup  defender. .. .Leaders  plan  course  as  Con- 
gress sits. ..  .'Bowls -Full'  of  football  thrill  nation. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  47,  Vol.  8.— News  review  of 
1936. ..  .America's  advance. ...  Britain  and  her  empire 

 Warlike  Europe. ..  .Peace  and  Progress  Dionne 
quintuplets. 

PATHE  NEWS — No.  48,  Vol.  8.— Seventy-fifth  Con- gress meets.. . .Record  snow  storm  in  Sierras  maroons 
2,000  Plane  dives  into  house  on  Long  Island  
Science  aids  yachtsmen  by  testing  hull  in  experi- 

mental tank  Pete  Deer  proves  model   pupil  and 
becomes  teacher's  pet. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  524, 
Vol.  8— Highlights  in  the  news  of  1936. .. .Crash  kills 
17,  Britain  mourns  king;  Soldiers  get  bonus;  City 
flees  flood;  Hauptmann  executed;  Tornado  rips 
south;  Italians  take  Addis;  Huge  liner  arrives; 
Racer  cheats  death;  Spain  in  flames;  Singer  hops 
sea;  Woman  flies  ocean;  Boulder  Dam  opens;  Storm 
batters  coast;  Passengers  span  Pacific;  F.  D.  R. 
swamps  G.O.P. ;  Bay  bridge  opens;  Many  die  in  El 
wreck;  Roosevelt  asks  peace;  Edward  quits  throne; 
Thrills  of  1937. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  525, 
Vol.    8. — World    greets    the    new    year  Woman 
mayor     defies     troops. ..  .Aeroplane     deal  imperils 
U.    S.    neutrality  Blooms    deck    rose  festival.... 
Car    industry    faces    tie-up  Snow    blankets  high 
Sierras. ..  .G-men  spread  kidnap  snare. 

one  and  they  were  to  exchange  with  seme- 
one  else  if  they  so  wished. 

V 

We'll  betcha  we  got  more'n  a  bushel  bas- 
ket full  of  Christmas  greetings  from  theatre 

folks  from  all  over  the  country,  but  Ernie 

won't  give  us  space  to  mention  but  a-  part 
of  'em,  he's  so  tight  that  way.  P.  G.  Estee 
of  Parker,  S.  D.,  says  he  missed  our  Colyum 
and  for  us  to  not  let  it  happen  again.  Mae 
and  Sherm  Fitch  sends  greetings  from 
Sioux  Falls,  S.  D. ;  Mrs.  C.  G.  Lawing  from 
Charlotte,  S.  C;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles 
Peterson,  Hampton,  Iowa;  Congressman 
Karl  Stefan,  Norfolk,  Neb.;  Louise 
Fazenda,  Hollywood  Cal.;  Mildred  Early, 
Herald  office,  Hollywood,  Cal. ;  Mrs.  John 
Brady,  Atkinson,  Neb.;  Mrs.  Jack  Walter, 
Muncie,  Ind. ;  John  Cosner,  Sargent,  Neb. ; 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Lou  Feldman,  Pipestone, 

Minn. ;  Prof.  G.  I.  Scott,  director  of  orches- 
tra, Spokane,  Wash. ;  A-Mike  Vogel  of  the 

Round  Table  department  of  the  Herald,  and 

many,  many  others  we  can't  mention. A-Mike  sent  us  his  picture  smoking  a  cob 
pipe  and  now  we  know  where  our  pipe 
went  to.  When  we  first  saw  the  picture  we 

couldn't  tell  whether  it  was  a  picture  of 
Thomas  Jefferson,  Woodrow  Wilson,  Bill 
Weaver,  Clark  Gable  or  Al  Capone,  but 

he  was  thoughtful  enough  to  attach  his  sig- 
nature, otherwise  we  might  have  thought 

that  he  occupied  a  cell  next  to  our  own. 
Then  we  got  a  letter  from  Marvin  Fosse 

of  La  Porte  City,  Iowa,  enclosing  a  check 
and  asking  us  to  have  the  Herald  sent  to 
him  at  La  Porte  City  and  one  to  his  theatre 
at  Wellman,  Iowa.  Thanks,  Mr.  Fosse,  we 
will  do  it  with  pleasure,  and  you  will  get 
them,  too. 

We  have  traveled  the  country  for  about 

12  years  and  have  sent  the  Herald  thous- 
ands of  checks  and  Dennis  Shea  has  never 

failed  to  send  the  Herald  ■ 
V 

But  to  get  away  from  Christmas  and 
Christmas  greetings  for  a  spell.  There  is  a 
town  of  about  three  thousand  down  here 

that,  according  to  the  papers,  has  a  bonded 
indebtedness  of  $1,600,000.00  and  past  due 
interest  and  other  obligations  of  $300,000.00 
more,  and  the  mayor  and  city  council  have 
declared  the  city  helplessly  and  hopelessly 
insolvent  and  has  asked  that  a  receiver  be 

appointed. This  is  another  instance  of  trying  to  spend 

themselves  into  prosperity.  It  can't  be  done 
by  an  individual,  municipality  or  govern- 

ment. If  we  spend  more  money  than  we 
take  in,  the  mudhole  will  be  just  around  the 
corner,  and  when  we  think  of  the  condition 
of  this  city  we  are  glad  we  live  in  Neligh, 
Nebraska,  for  there  we  have  no  indebted- 

ness, the  county  has  no  indebtedness  and  the 
state  has  no  indebtedness 

V 

Well,  we  live  and  learn,  and  even  though 
we  do  we  are  going  down  to  the  Gulf  again 
with  J.  C.  and  Bob  Smith  of  the  Mission 

theatre  at  Mission  and  watch  'em  pull  out 
some  of  the  big  ones,  but  until  then,  auf 
Wiedersehen. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISING 

the  great 
national  medium 
for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  ECLIPMENT 

BIG  BROADCAST  FOR  1937  IS  ALL  ABOUT  OUR 
newest  audio-matic  volume  control  class  "A"  ampli- fiers, complete  with  RCA  metal  tubes,  now  $39.50  up. 
Realistic,  Wide  Fidelity  reproduction  guaranteed.  60 
different  models  available.  Postcard  brings  details. 
S.  O.  S.,  1600-AW  Broadway,  New  York. 

books 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

LIKE  MONEY  FROM  HOME  WHEN  YOU  NEED 
help.  We're  offering  Richardson's  5th  Edition  (not 
the  latest)  Volume  3  with  famous  "Questions  and 
Answers"  index.  Contains  ever  300  pages,  fully  illus- 

trated. Removal  sale  special,  $1.95.  S.  O.  S.,  1600-AW 
Broadway,  New  York. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

THEATRE  EMPLOYEES;  ADVANCE  TO  BET- 
ter  theatre  positions.  Free  booklet  shows  you  how. 
THEATRE  INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira, 
N.  Y. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD.  • 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

TO  PURCHASE  OR  LEASE  A  THEATRE  IN 
Middle  West  or  Indiana  or  Ohio.  Town  over  5,000 
population.    BOX  214,  Richmond,  Indiana. 

GENERAL 

EQUIPMENT 

CELEBRATING  OUR  10TH  ANNIVERSARY 
with  these  specials.  Top  quality,  guaranteed  sound 
screens,  voco-chrome,  22j4(i  sq.  ft.,  voco-beaded, 
29%(!  sq.  ft.,  Corozone  air  purifiers,  $9.95.  Rebuilt 
rear  shutters  for  Simplex,  $29.50;  Bausch  and  Lomb 
Cinephor  lenses,  new,  $6.95.  Order  today  —  save! 
S.  O.  S.,  1600-AW  Broadway,  New  York. 

PROJECTORS,  LAMPHOUSES,  MOTOR  GEN- 
erator  sets,  rectifiers,  mazda  lamps.  Equipment  and 
accessories  for  your  projection  room.  Rebuilt  RCA 
equipment.  Genuine  equipment  at  attractive  prices. 
Tell  us  your  needs.  Old  equipment  accepted  in  trade. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC.,  341  W.  44th 
Street,  N.  Y. 

WANTED  TC  Bty 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

SELL  US  YOUR  USED  EQUIPMENT.  NEED 
RCA  sound,  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps, 
rectifiers,  generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Strict- 

ly confidential,  no  delays,  no  bickering.  BOX  816, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RGSITICNS  WANTED 

MANAGER,  EDUCATED  NOTRE  DAME  UNI- 
versity,  age  24,  five  years  experience  buying,  booking, 
publicity,  references.  BOX  798,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

MANAGER,  YOUNG,  7  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE complete  knowledge  of  buying,  booking,  and  publicity. 
BOX  817,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

BUY  DIRECT,  AVOID  COMMISSIONS.  THEATRE 
chairs  of  every  description  at  lowest  prices.  Special 
on  box  spring  cushions  with  metal  bottoms  $1.15 
each.  Spring  edge  cushions  $1.50  each.  ALLIED 
SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th  St.,  New  York. 

DEALERS  WRITE  FOR  LARGE  LIST  OF  USED 
equipment.  ZENITH  THEATRE  SUPPLY,  308  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

REBUILT  THEATRE  CHAIRS.  VENEERS, 
squab  seats,  spring  seats,  750  each  and  up.  American 
and  Heywoods.  Parts  for  old  chairs.  JOHN  BLUM, 
722  Springfield  Avenue,  Newark,  N.  J. 

THREE  THOUSAND  SPRING  SEATS,  PANEL 
backs,  $2.50  each.  Thousands  of  others  —  veneers, 
squab  and  spring  theatre  chairs,  850  each  and  up. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC.,  341  W.  44tb 
Street,  N.  Y. 

DON'T  LET  THEM  SQUIRM  IN  POOR  SEATS. 
Now  offering  removal  sale  bargains  in  opera  chairs, 

750  up.  Thousand  of  others,  famous  makes,  recon- 
structed, refinished.  Special  prices.  S.  O.  S.,  1600-AW 

Broadway,  New  York. 

IT'S  MOVING  TIME  FOR  US.  MUST  CLEAR 
out  used  amplifiers;  Operadio,  Webster,  Radiart, 
Mellaphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads  for 
Powers,  Simplex,  while  they  last,  $15  up.  S.  O.  S., 
1600-AW  Broadway,  New  York. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  250  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 
PRESS  OF 

C.  J.  O'BRIEN,  INC. 
NEW  YORK 



A  SHOWMAN  PAYS  TRIBUTE 

O  SHORT  SUBJECTS 

AMd  here  are  some  of 

the  Better  Short  Sub- 

lets that  have  con- 

vinced Chick  Lewis  and 

many  other  showmen  of 

the  new  values  in  the 

program  builders. 

JEFFERSON  MACHAMER 

and  hts  "Gags  and  Gals" resultfr 

a"therf,J0tre*ttht 

in 

USE  YOURSELF" 
STER  KEATON  in 

MIXED  MAGIC" 
ROONEY  Jr.,  and 

ERMAN  TIMBERG  Jr., 

"JUST  THE  TYPE" 

TIM  and  IRENE  in 

"MODERN  HOME" 

* 

TERRY-TOONS 

KIKO  THE  KANGAROO  IN 

A  BATTLE  ROYAL" 
ROBIN  HOOD  IN  AN 

ARROW  ESCAPE" 

"CATS  IN  A  BAG" 

"SALTY  McGUIRE" 

BUSTER  WEST  and 

TOM  PATRICOLA  in 

"THE  SCREEN  TEST" 

BERT  LAHR  in 

"WHOSE  BABY  ARE  YOU?" 

NIELA  GOODELLE 

with  BOB  NOLAN  in 

"HIGH-C  HONEYMOON" 

SYLVIA  FROOS  and 

James  Brierly  in 

"TRANSATLANTIC  LOVE" 

* 

TREASURE  CHEST  Productions 

"THE  CHESAPEAKE  BAY 

RETRIEVER'7 

"SYMPHONY  IN  SNOW" 

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 

"GIFTS  IN  RHYTHM" 
with  The  Cabin  Kids 

"STRIKE!  YOU'RE  OUT" 

Presented  by  E.  W.  HAMMONS 

TO  BUILD  BETTER  SHOWS 

ADVERTISE  THEM  TO  BUILD  BETTER  PROFITS 

"THE  SPICE  OFTHE  PROGRAM" 
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IN  THIS  ISSUE:  The  Waldo  Theatre  - 

representing  the  designing  of  a  theatre 

to  express  definite  local  character  with- 

out over-stylization  and  sacrifice  of 

modern  functional  values  — is  described 

in  word,  picture  and  plan  drawings  ...  In 

his  leading  article,  J.  T.  Knight,  Jr.,  urges 

more  methodical  estimates  of  construc- 

tion costs,  and  describes  the  various 

types  of  contracts  employed  .  .  .  New 

theatre  construction  reported  in  1936 

reached  a  total  of  531  projects— the 

figures  are  on  page  5  . . .  Modern  theatre 

lighting  methods  are  classified  and  des- 

cribed in  an  article  by  Ben  Schlanger  . . . 

These  features  in  addition  to  the  regu- 

lar departments. 

JANUARY  9,  1937 

In   Two   Sections  —  Section  2 



THE 

19  3  4 

19  3  5 

1936 

LEADERSHIP 

GUARANTEES  ITS  SUPREMACY  FOR 

19  3  7 

SINCE  its  introduction,  this  projector  arc  lamp  has  made  an  enviable 

record.    It  was  instantly  recognized  the  leader,  and  has  ever  since 

retained  this  enviable  position. 

Peerless  Magnarc  Lamps  have  been  adopted  as  standard  factory  equip- 

ment by  the  manufacturers  of  the  world's  finest  projector,  the  Simplex, 
the  greatest  theatres  and  theatre  circuits. 

Today  it  is  the  greatest  dollar -for -dollar  value  and  the  finest  projector 

arc  lamp  ever  built. 

THAT    IS    WHY    THERE    ARE    MORE    PEERLESS    MACNARC    LAMPS    IN    USE  THAN 

THE    COMBINED    TOTAL     OF    ALL    OTHER  MAKES 

SOLD  BY 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 

—   MANUFACTURED  BY  

J.  E.  McAULEY  MFC.  CO. 

552-554  W.  ADAMS  ST.  CHICACO,  ILL.,  U.  S.  A. 



•  Serviceable  Relaxon  deep  spring  construction  cushions 
make  for  perfect  comfort. 

•  Modern,  distinctive  design. 

•  Construction  assures  years  of  trouble-free  service. 

•  Patented  cast  iron  standards  permit  six-inch  adjust- 
ment of  the  height  of  the  seat. 

•  Smooth,  easy,  silent  operation. 

•  Patented  full  ball  bearing,  full  compensating,  self- 
aligning  hinges. 

•  Bearings  are  packed  in  grease  and  completely  enclosed 
from  dust  and  dirt. 

•  Colorfast,  flexible  upholstering.   Write  for  catalog  and 
name  of  nearest  dealer. 

THE  IDEAL  SEATING  CO. 

GRAND      RAPIDS,  MICH 

January  9,  1937 



MODERN  BUT  IN 

LOCAL  TRADITION 

■  Two  views  of  the  exterior  of  the 
Waldo  theatre  in  Waldoboro,  Me., 

a  small  town  in  which  old  New  England 

has  been  faithfully  preserved.  The  upper 
view  of  the  facade  at  night,  shows  the 

modern  touch  given  the  Georgian  Colo- 
nial architecture  by  illumination  from 

sources  hidden  in  shrubbery  and  in  cor- 
nice troughs.  Note  the  display  frames,  a 

slight  theatrical  adaptation  advised  by 
the  absence  of  a  marquee.  The  doorway 

at  the  side  is  for  the  "motor  car  trade." This  theatre,  owned  by  Carroll  T.  Cooney 
of  Waldoboro,  and  designed  by  Ben 

Schlanger  of  New  York,  is  fully  described 
beginning  on  page  7. 

4 Better  Theatres 
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New  Theatre  Projects 

In  1936  Totaled  531 

A  total  of  531  new  the- 
atres were  placed  under  construction  in  the 

United  States,  or  definitely  planned  during 

1936,  according  to  a  count  of  reports  re- 
ceived during  the  year  from  Better 

Theatres  correspondents  covering  every 

key  city  and  surrounding  territories.  Al- 
lowing for  a  small  number  of  projects 

postponed  or  abandoned,  a  check  of  the 

reports  against  those  of  general  construc- 
tion agencies  shows  that  the  figure  531 

approximates  the  total  number  of  theatre 

projects  for  the  year.  New  projects  re- 
ported during  the  year  1935  numbered 

about  300. 

The  East  North  Central  group  of  States 

reported  the  greatest  number  of  projects — 
92.  The  West  North  Central  was  next 

with  75.  The  Middle  Atlantic,  which  in- 
cludes New  York,  reported  67.  Totals 

for  other  sections  were  New  England,  31  ; 
South  Atlantic,  62 ;  East  South  Central, 
21 ;  West  South  Central,  41 ;  Mountain, 
17;  and  Pacific,  55.  Totals  for  each  State 

are  given  in  an  adjoining  tabulation. 

Engineers  to  Probe 

Theatre  Air-Conditioning 

a  program  of  research  to 

be  conducted  during  the  next  two  years  has 
been  decided  on  by  the  American  Society 
of  Heating  and  Ventilating  Engineers,  as 

part  of  a  broad  plan  of  technical  investiga- 
tion. The  aim  of  the  research,  accord- 

ing to  Col.  W.  A.  Danielson,  chairman  of 

the  committee  in  charge,  is  "to  find  out 
just  what  constitutes  comfort  or  discomfort 

in  air-conditioned  enclosures  frequented  by 

a  large  number  of  persons."  In  announc- 
ing the  program,  the  society  issued  a  state- 

ment saying,  in  part: 

"As  the  result  of  preliminary  tests  made 
last  summer  and  to  be  continued  in  1937, 

it  is  expected  that  standards  can  be  set  up 
for  the  guidance  of  theatre  owners  which 
may  go  far  to  eliminate  complaints  or  loss 

of  patronage  due  to  real  or  fancied  griev- 
ances directed  against  the  air  conditioning 

system. 

"All  last  summer  the  research  laboratory 
of  the  society  conducted  tests  in  three  dif- 

ferent parts  of  the  country — in  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.,  Toronto,  Canada,  and  in  the  state  of 

Texas — to  measure  the  'comfort  reaction' 
of  hundreds  of  persons  subjected  to  an  air- 
conditioned  environment  in  the  hot  summer 

weather.  Seventy  per  cent  of  the  voluntary 

human  guinea  pigs  in  Toronto  were  com- 

fortable at  effect  temperatures  from  68.5° 

to  71°;  in  Pittsburgh  from  69.5°  to  75°; 
and  in  Texas  from  71°  to  74°.  Effective 
temperature,  the  committee  points  out,  is 

a  composite  index  of  the  dry-bulb  tempera- 

THEATRE  CONSTRUCTION 
REPORTED    DURING  1936 

NEW  ENGLAND 
Connecticut    15 
Maine    17 
Massachusetts    35 
New  Hampshire    II 
Rhode  Island    8 
Vermont    5 

MIDDLE  ATLANTIC 
New  York    37 
New  Jersey    II 
Pennsylvania    19 

SOUTH  ATLANTIC 
North  Carolina    13 
South  Carolina    9 
District  of  Columbia   6 
Delaware    4 
Florida    7 
Georgia    II 
Maryland    7 
Virginia    10 
West  Virginia    5 

EAST  NORTH  CENTRAL 
Illinois    23 
Indiana    8 
Michigan    II 
Ohio    33 
Wisconsin    17 

EAST  SOUTH  CENTRAL 
Alabama    9 
Kentucky    2 
Mississippi    7 
Tennessee    3 

WEST  NORTH  CENTRAL 
Iowa    14 
Kansas    10 
Minnesota    14 
Missouri    24 
Nebraska    8 
North  Dakota    2 
South  Dakota    3 

WEST  SOUTH  CENTRAL 
Arkansas    3 
Louisiana    7 
Oklahoma    6 
Texas    25 

MOUNTAIN 
Arizona    I 
Colorado    4 
Idaho    I 
Montana    3 
Nevada    I 
New  Mexico   3 
Utah    3 
Wyoming    I 

PACIFIC 
California    34 
Oregon    13 
Washington   8 

ture,  relative  humidity,  air  motion  and 
other  factors  entering  into  the  condition 

of  the  air." 
According  to  the  data  secured  by  the 

research  laboratory  of  the  society,  an  effec- 

tive temperature  of  71°  is  indicated  for 
areas  having  about  the  climatic  conditions 

common  to  Toronto,  while  73°  effective 
temperatures  are  more  suitable  for  locali- 

ties having  summer  temperatures  as  hot  or 
hotter  than  Pittsburgh.  This  includes  the 
Middle  Atlantic  States,  the  South  and 
Southwestern  regions. 

Operating  costs  will  also  be  studied. 

Temperature  Limits  Set 

By  Health  Authorities 
indicating  the  increased 

attention  being  given  the  effect  of  air  cool- 
ing in  theatres  and  other  public  and  semi- 

public  buildings,  by  authorities,  the  health 
department  of  Cincinnati  has  made  a  regu- 

lation respecting  temperatures,  while  in 
New  Orleans  the  board  of  health  is  con- 

sidering similar  restrictions. 
Although  temperature  is  only  one  factor 

in  the  determination  of  healthful  and  com- 
fortable air  conditions,  both  cities  consider 

only  temperature.  In  Cincinnati  the  inside 

air  must  not  be  greater  than  15°  lower  in 
temperature  than  the  outside  air,  and  pen- 

alties of  from  $25  to  $100  for  violation 

are  provided. 
Concerning  the  proposed  New  Orleans 

regulation,  Dr.  J.  M.  Batchelor,  health 
superintendent,  expressed  the  opinion  that 
the  minimum  temperature  for  New  Orleans 

theatres  and  similar  buildings  should  be  74° 
in  summer,  and  the  winter  maximum  should 

be  80°. Marquee  and  Sign 

Restrictions  Proposed 

a  proposed  resolution 

amending  the  city  building  code  of  Wilm- 
ington, Del.,  restricting  the  erection,  con- 

struction, and  maintenance  of  signs  and 

marquees,  and  giving  the  board  of  directors 
of  the  street  and  sewer  department  the 

power  to  grant  permission  for  erection  of 
signs,  advertising,  and  ornamentation  upon 
marquees,  has  been  given  first  and  second 
reading.  The  proposed  resolution  is  the 
result  of  consultation  with  legal  counsel 

on  the  advisability  of  amending  the  build- 
ing code  following  the  request  of  the 

Stanley- Warner  Company,  operating  five 
theatres  in  Wilmington,  for  information 
regarding  the  erection  of  signs  on  theatre 

marquees,  and  the  request  of  the  Ace  the- 
atre, independent  neighborhood  house,  for 
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permission  to  maintain  a  sign-type  neon 
marquee  which  has  already  been  installed. 

A.  J.  Vanni,  Warner  Bros,  zone  manager 
in  charge  of  the  Wilmington  Warner 
houses,  and  Louis  S.  Black,  manager  of 
the  Aldine  theatre,  appeared  before  the 

board  requesting  the  information.  Pre- 
viously Benjamin  Shindler,  manager  of  the 

Ace  theatre,  appeared  before  the  board  and 

asked  to  be  allowed  to  keep  a  sign-type 
marquee.  Through  a  misunderstanding 
between  Mr.  Shindler  and  the  directors  of 

the  street  and  sewer  department,  the  Ace 

manager  had  the  marquee  erected  after  the 
building  code  became  effective. 

Mew  Theatre  Projects 

Carry  Far  into  1937 

plans  for  new  theatre 

construction  continue  to  be  reported  in 
substantial  number  from  all  parts  of  the 

country  as  the  new  year  begins,  supporting 
predictions  heard  in  many  theatre  circles 

that  1937  would  make  even  greater  con- 
tributions than  1936  to  the  gradual  re- 

placement of  the  industry's  exhibition  plant. 
Nor  do  these  plans  include  remodeling, 
which  is  also  expected  to  maintain  its  1936 

pace  during  the  present  year.  From  reports 

received  during  the  latter  part  of  Decem- 
ber and  the  first  week  of  January,  the  fol- 

lowing have  been  selected  as  representative 
of  the  sizes  and  types  of  theatres  projected, 
and  location  of  the  greatest  activity. 

Walter  Reade  and  associates  have  started 

.construction  on  Washington  Street,  Toms 

River,  N.  J.,  of  the  first  of  a  group  of  so- 
called  "model"  theatres  which  this  circuit 
plans  to  erect  in  small  cities  not  now  ade- 

quately supplied  with  screen  entertainment. 
Construction  is  expected  to  start  shortly 
also  on  a  house  at  Broadway  and  William 
Street  in  Saratoga  Springs,  N.  Y.  Both 
theatres  will  seat  more  than  1,000.  Reade 

said  he  expects  to  have  ten  of  the  houses 
completed  by  July  1. 

Nicholas  J.  Basil,  president  and  general 
manager  of  Basil  Brothers  Theatres,  has 
announced  purchase  of  land  in  Niagara 

Falls,  N.  Y.,  on  which  a  1,200-seat  theatre 
will  be  erected.  It  will  be  completed  in 

August  and  will  be  known  as  Basil  Broth- 
ers' LaSalle. 

Joseph  Reed,  vice  president  of  Allied 
Theatres  of  Connecticut,  and  operator  of  a 

Washington  Depot  house,  plans  to  build  a 
modern  500-seat  theatre  on  the  main  street 
of  Ridgefield. 

D.  R.  Bly  of  Conneaut,  Ohio,  will  build 
a  new  500-seat  theatre  in  Ashtabula,  Ohio, 
from  plans  drawn  by  Potter  &  Bremer  of 

Cleveland.  It  will  be  a  two-story  structure 
of  brick,  steel  and  Haydite,  with  office 
space  on  the  second  floor,  and  is  expected 
to  cost  approximately  $20,000. 

A  new  $75,000  theatre  is  being  built  at 

Hull,  Que.,  for  Interprovincial  Theatres, 

Ltd.,  and  Famous  Players  Canadian  Cor- 
poration. 

Louis  Berkoff,  operator  of  the  La  Tosca 
and  Dreamland  theatres  in  Los  Angeles,  is 

building  a  new  house  to  be  called  the 
Kinema. 

Work  has  been  started  on  a  new  theatre 

in  Galveston,  Tex.,  at  21st  and  Church 
Streets,  which  will  become  part  of  the 

Interstate  circuit,  of  which  Galveston  The- 
atres, Inc.,  is  a  local  unit.  Later  a  Gal- 
veston neighborhood  house  will  be  erected 

by  the  same  company. 

Plans  have  been  drawn  for  a  new  the- 
atre to  be  erected  in  Boone,  N.  C,  and 

construction  is  expected  to  start  soon.  A.  E. 
Hamby  and  W.  Ralph  Winker  are  in 

charge  of  the  work. 
Plans  are  under  way  for  the  construction 

of  a  theatre  on  West  72nd  Street  between 

Columbus  Avenue  and  Broadway,  New 
York  City.  The  property  was  recently 

acquired  by  Fenden  Realty  Corp.,  headed 

by  George  W.  Anger. 
Construction  has  been  started  by  the 

Leff-Meyers  circuit  on  a  new  600-seat  the- 
atre, to  be  called  the  Terminal,  at  170th 

Street  and  Grand  Concourse,  New  York City. 

Bids  were  opened  recently  for  the  erec- 
tion of  a  new  theatre  in  University  City, 

Mo.  Plans,  prepared  by  O.  W.  Stiege- 
meyer,  St.  Louis,  call  for  a  one-story  build- 

ing of  brick  construction. 
A  new  theatre  will  be  erected  in  South 

Boston,  Va.,  as  the  result  of  a  recent  fire 

which  caused  damage  amounting  to  ap- 
proximately $150,000.  The  Lee  theatre, 

a  new  structure,  owned  by  U.  W.  Carper, 

operator  of  two  other  theatres  in  Martins- 
ville, was  destroyed. 

H.  B.  Ram,  managing  director  of  the 
State  Theatre  Corporation,  announces  that 
work  will  commence  next  July  on  a  new 

theatre  at  Aiken,  S.  C,  to  cost  approxi- 
mately $100,000.    The  front  will  contain 

•     •  • 
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one  store  building  and  the  theatre  entrance. 
The  theatre  will  seat  800. 

Strand  Amusement  Company,  owned  by 

Jacobson  &  Levine,  recently  purchased  an 
unfinished  theatre  in  Torrington,  Conn., 

and  will  proceed  immediately  to  complete 
it  for  a  February  opening.  About  1,000 
seats  are  to  be  installed. 

Ground  was  broken  December  23  for 

the  first  motion  picture  theatre  in  Denville, 
N.  J.  Set  for  completion  by  April,  the 
new  structure  will  have  a  frontage  of  75 

feet  and  a  125-foot  depth.  It  will  be  of 
concrete  and  steel  construction  and  have 

a  seating  capacity  of  750. 
A.  Combs  announces  that  ground  will 

be  broken  shortly  for  a  new  theatre  at 
Newberg,  Ore.  Announcement  is  also  made 

by  J.  T.  Francis,  who  has  operated  the 
Francis  theatre  at  Newberg  for  a  number 
of  years,  that  he  will  erect  a  second  and 
larger  house  in  that  city. 

Fred  N.  Thompson  of  Charlotte  and 

Raleigh,  N.  C,  has  been  awarded  the  gen- 

eral contract  to  build  Raleigh's  new  the- 
atre, the  Ambassador,  set  for  opening  next 

September. 
A  $500,000  theatre  is  expected  to  rise 

in  the  Williamsburg  section  of  Brooklyn, 

New  York  City,  next  fall.  Frisch  and 
Rinzler  have  secured  the  plot,  which  fronts 

150  feet  on  Meserole  Street  with  an  en- 
trance on  Graham  Avenue. 

Heater-Speaker  Unit 

For  All-Year  Drive-ins 

a  combination  speaker 

and  heating  unit  that  may  make  open-air 
theatres  a  year-around  possibility  in  cold 
climates  as  well  as  warm,  is  being  completed 

by  Edward  Comi,  owner  of  the  Theatre 
Service  and  Supply  Company  in  Boston. 
The  unit  will  operate  from  sockets  placed 

along  the  ramps  behind  which  the  auto- 
mobiles park. 

The  device,  for  which  patents  are  being 

sought,  incorporates  a  loudspeaker  and  a 
heating  unit  so  that  the  passengers  of  the 
attendant  automobiles  will  not  have  to 

open  the  windows  of  their  machines  to  en- 
joy the  programs.  The  volumes  of  both 

sound  and  heat  can  be  controlled  by  in- 
dividual knobs  on  each  device.  It  is  also 

asserted  that  the  separate  loudspeaker  sys- 

tem will  do  away  with  synchronism  diffi- 
culties brought  about  by  the  outdoor  con- 
ditions and  the  largeness  of  the  space. 

Boost  Reproducer  Price 
A  general  price  increase 

of  10  per  cent,  effective  February  1,  will 

go  into  effect  on  all  contracts  for  Western 

Electric  "Mirrophonic"  sound  equipment. 
The  increase,  according  to  C.  W.  Bunn, 

general  sales  manager  of  Erpi,  is  due  to 
rising  costs  of  production  and  operation. 

Articles  Postponed 

An  article  on  lighting,  as  well  as  another 

on  the  operation  of  negro  theatres,  origi- 
nally scheduled  for  this  issue  of  Better 

Theatres,  had  to  be  postponed  because 
of  revisions  in  illustrative  material,  which 

were  delayed  by  the  holidays. 
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Modernism   Adapted  to  Local  Scene 

Two  views  of  the  auditorium.    Above  is  a  general  view  taken  from  the  modified  balcony,  showing 

^    DsSCnbinQ  th©  ̂ /clldo  thsstr©  *ne  ̂ ecoraf've  effect  of  the  walls  attained  entirely  with  light  issuing  from  coves  facing  the proscenium  arch.    Below  is  a  detail  of  the  screen  area,  expressing  the  simplicity  of  the  treatment. 

in  Waldoboro,  Me.,  a  450-seat 

house  designed  to  express  en- 

during New  England  tradition 

without  sacrificing  the  functional 

values   of  modern  treatments 

THE   WALDO  THEATRE  in 

Waldoboro,  Me.,  represents  an  architec- 
tural attack  on  problems  presented  by  the 

technological  factors  of  motion  picture  ex- 
hibition as  much  as  upon  those  of  pure 

architecture,  considered  aesthetically.  And 
there  was  a  distinctive  aesthetic  problem  as 

well  to  be  solved,  due  to  the  special  char- 
acter of  the  local  scene. 

Waldoboro  is  a  small  town  in  which  old 

New  England  has  remained  as  a  tradition 

told  in  every  tree-lined  street  and  every 
building,  and  in  the  attitudes  of  the  in- 

habitants as  well.  Waldoboro,  moreover, 
is  a  summer  resort,  and  to  it  come  people 

who  have  been  drawn  by  this  region's 
rural  Yankee  charm.  The  house  was  built 

and  is  operated  by  Carroll  T.  Cooney,  of 
Waldoboro,  and  is  his  first  venture  in  show- 
business.  Ben  Schlanger  of  New  York  was 
the  architect. 

The  conditions  presented  to  the  archi- 

tect may  be  indicated  as  follows:  ■ 
1.  There  was  no  limitation  as  to  the 

physical  shape  or  size  of  the  plot. 
2.  The  theatre  was  to  seat  450  patrons, 
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Section  of  foyer-lounge.    Staircase  at  corner  leads  to  men's  and  women's  rooms  in  mezzanine 

Corner  of  lobby.    Note  wicket-less  ticket  counter,  adopted  for  its  greater  intimacy. 

each  seat  having  to  be  a  good  seat  for  view- 
ing motion  pictures. 

3.  While  the  building  had  to  have  a 
limited  size  and  cubage,  its  final  plan  had 
to  give  both  the  feelings  of  spaciousness 
and  intimacy  in  its  various  parts. 

4.  The  usual  cold  approach  from  the 

street  to  a  lobby  used  for  advertising  and 
thence  to  the  theatre  chair  was  to  be 

avoided. 

5.  From  a  technical  and  efficiency 
standpoint,  the  theatre  had  to  function 

with  the  precision  required  of  the  mechani- 
cal and  physical  sciences  involved  in  the 

Traffic  lane  direct  to  all  seating  areas. 

presentation  of  the  motion  picture ;  in  spite 
of  the  limited  budget  set  forth,  this  theatre 
was  to  meet  each  substantial  requirement 

for  properly  enjoying  to  the  fullest  extent 
the  presentation  of  films. 

Another  condition  was  that  the  exterior 

of  the  Waldo  theatre  had  to  conform  with 
the  architecture  of  the  local  community,  a 

requirement  which  could  have  been  carried 
out  with  an  equal  degree  of  dignity  in  any 

of  the  architectural  styles.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  was  decided  that  the  interior  of 
the  theatre  could  best  be  expressed  by 

using  simple  modern  forms  which  would 
complement  the  film  presentation,  rather 
than  compete  with  it,  as  would  have  been 
the  case  with  stylistic  architecture. 

The  plan  of  the  Waldo  is  notable  for 
the  amount  of  accommodations  compacted 
into  the  limited  structure  size.  Spacious 

lobby,  foyer,  lounging  room,  rest  rooms, 
promenade  and  the  two  levels  of  seating 

are  all  developed  within  an  average  in- 
ternal height  of  approximately  22  feet. 

There  is.no  excavation,  with  the  exception 

of  a  boiler  room  and  space  for  the  ventilat- 

ing trenches. 
The  placing  of  the  main  lounge,  foyer 
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Looking  from  standee  area  -towards  foyer. 

and  promenade  in  the  advantageous  loca- 
tions shown  in  the  accompanying  plans,  was 

accomplished  by  placing  the  rear  half  of 

the  seats  on  a  raised  mezzanine  level,  there- 
by releasing  the  space  below  this  upper  level 

for  these  purposes.  The  upper  level  of 
seating  also  insured  better  unobstructed 
vision  of  the  screen  from  these  seats.  The 

inclusion  of  two  levels  of  seating  within 
such  a  limited  height  was  made  possible  by 

the  use  of  the  reverse  floor  slope,  as  origi- 
nated by  Mr.  Schlanger. 

The  seating  plan  was  shaped  to  elimi- 
nate all  objectionable  seating  locations.  The 

mezzanine  seats  are  easily  and  quickly  ac- 
cessible by  means  of  two  stairways  of 

short  runs  (see  accompanying  photographs 
and  plans.)  The  mezzanine  seats  occur 

at  an  advantageous  level  for  viewing  the 
screen,  the  screen  being  just  slightly  below 
these  seats. 

A  driveway  adjoining  the  theatre  leads 
to  parking  space  at  the  rear. 

A  feature  of  the  seating  plan  to  be  re- 
marked is  the  provision  of  extra-wide  seats 

in  various  parts  of  the  auditorium  for  un- 
usually large  people.  Rows  and  seats  in 

the  Waldo  are  numbered,  and  the  large 

View  of  rear  corner  of  auditorium  showing  balcony  stair  approach  and  lighting  cove  system. 

patron  may  be  readily  directed  to  a  suitable 
chair  upon  entering. 
A  handsome  souvenir  booklet  which 

pointed  out  among  other  features  of  the 
theatre,  this  unusual  provision  to  opening 

night  patrons,  also  told  of  facilities  for 
calling  any  patron  from  the  audience  in 

case  of  an  inquiry  at  the  door.  The  patron 

expecting  such  an  inquiry  may  so  announce 
upon  entering,  and  a  number  is  provided. 
If  there  is  a  call  for  the  person,  the  num- 

ber appears  on  a  small  electric  sign  above 
an  exit  door  toward  front  of  auditorium. 
[specifications  are  given  on  the  next  page] 
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MATERIALS   AND  EQUIPMENT 

WALDO  THEATRE,  WALDOBORO,  ME. 

Owner:  Carroll  T.  Cooney.    Architect:  Ben  Schlanger. 

Construction  and  Plan :  The  building  is  of 
brick  and  steel  construction  (steel  frame 

mezzanine  and  roof  trusses),  semi-fire- 
proof. It  is  97  feet  long,  46  feet  wide  and 

has  an  average  height  of  24  feet.  The  site 
is  150  feet  from  the  main  business  street. 

The  building  is  set  back  so  that  the  front 
is  20  feet  from  the  street  walk,  affording 

space  for  trees  and  shrubbery.  Two  flood- 
lights concealed  in  the  shrubbery,  and  in- 

direct lighting  from  sources  located  under 
the  cornice  illuminate  the  front.  A  special 
side  entrance  opens  into  the  lobby  from  a 
driveway  on  the  right  side  of  the  building 
which  admits  to  a  parking  area  at  the  rear. 

Front :  The  facade  is  of  Georgian  Colonial 
style,  executed  in  brick  and  wood.  There 
is  no  marquee,  but  two  display  cases  have 
been  built  into  the  front  wall. 

MAIN   FLOOR  PLAN 

PROJ-bOOTU 

1 DUCT 
loungl 

LONGITUDINAL  SECTION 

PE.5T 
ROOM 

bOILLD ROOM 

WALDO 

THEATRE 

Waldoboro,  Me. 

BEN  SCHLANGER 

Architect 

BALCONY  PLAN 

Lobby :  This  is  plain  in  form,  with  wall 
finish  in  walnut  veneer  and  cornices  and 

base  of  aluminum.  The  ticket  booth  is  lo- 
cated in  a  corner  of  the  lobby,  but  is 

merely  a  curved  open  counter,  without  a 
wicket.  As  an  element  of  decoration  a  ship 
model  is  set  in  a  recess  to  one  side  of  the 

ticket  counter,  reminiscent  of  Maine's  sea- 
faring history.  Flooring  covering  consists 

in  rubber  mats  (by  Goodyear  Sundries 

Company)  set  in  a  recess  bordered  by 
terrazzo.  Illumination  is  entirely  from 
cornice  lighting  troughs. 

Foyer-Lounge:  The  room  is  entered  from 
the  lobby  and  leads  to  the  auditorium  and, 

by  a  staircase  at  one  corner,  to  the  mezza- 
nine level.  Illumination  is  from  ceiling 

lighting  troughs,  built  in.  Extending  across 
one  side  wall  is  a  mural  representative  of 

life  in  Maine,  both  past  and  present.  Else- 
where wall  treatment  is  in  Salubra  wall 

paper.  The  floor  is  entirely  carpeted,  while 
modern  furniture  (by  Modernage,  New 

York)  completes  the  appointments. 

Men's  and  Women's  Rooms:  These  are 
on  the  mezzanine  level,  reached  from  the 

foyer-lounge.  The  toilet  rooms  are  off  a 
central  area  treated  as  a  lounge,  with  full- 
carpeting,  wall  finish  in  Salubra  paper,  and 
furniture  of  Colonial  style  in  maple. 

A  uditorium :  Width  at  widest  point  is  45 

feet.  Depth  from  rear  wall  to  stage  is  78 
feet.  Height  at  first  row  of  seats  is  20  feet. 
There  are  a  total  of  450  seats,  189  in  the 
stadium  and  261  in  the  orchestra.  There 
are  two  aisles  on  either  side  of  the  middle 
bank  of  seats.  Distance  of  first  row  from 

screen  is  16  feet.  Chairs  are  by  American 
Seating  Co.,  full  upholstered  with  spring 

edge  seat,  of  grey  green  mohair.  Rockwool 
blankets  one  inch  thick  covered  with  raisin 
colored  fabric  are  used  on  front  facias  of 

mezzanine  and  mezzanine  stairs,  also  on 
rear  wall  of  mezzanine,  this  material  being 

furnished  by  George  R.  Hall  &  Sons,  New 

York  City.  Interior  surfaces  are  sand- 

finished,  grayish  buff-tinted  plaster.  Illu- 
mination of  auditorium  consists  of  three 

color  indirect  lighting  built  into  a  series  of 
closely  spaced  vertical  lighting  troughs. 

There  is  also  screen  and  curtain  footlight- 
ing,  and  a  continuous  hidden  horizontal 
lighting  strip  under  the  vertical  troughs. 
The  vertical  wall  surfaces  are  so  shaped 

as  to  give  diffusion  of  light. 

Projection:  Projection  room  is  13^  by 

19  feet,  with  toilet  and  washroom  pro- 
visions. Color  scheme  is  buff  and  cream. 

Construction  is  brick-steel-concrete.  Angle 
of  projection  is  4  degrees  and  distance  of 
throw  80  feet.  Size  of  screen  image  is 

17^2  feet  wide.  Two  R.C.A.  unit  sound 
projectors  are  employed  with  complete 
R.C.A.  sound  system.  Projection  lighting 

is  by  suprex-type  high  intensity.  Copper 
oxide  rectifiers  are  used.  Hearing  aids  are 

provided  for  20  patrons. 

Air-Conditioning:  Complete  indirect  heat- 

ing system  and  ventilation  supplying  30,- 
000  CRM. 
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Lighting  Equipment  as  Applied 

To  Modern  Auditorium  Forms 

•  A  discussion  of  the  various  types  of  lighting 

used  in  theatres,  their  specific  functions  and 

methods  of  making  each  best  serve  its  purpose 

By  BEN  SCHLANGER 

motion    picture  audi- 

torium lighting  may  be  divided  into  four 
separate  classes  according  to  purpose,  as 
follows : 

(1)  Effect,  (2)  Presentation  (at  screen 
area,  but  not  projection),  (3)  Emergency, 
and  (4)  Utility. 
The  requirements  of  each  of  these 

phases  of  lighting  are  distinctly  different 
from  one  another.  Too  often  no  special 

consideration  is  given  to  these  separate  uses, 
the  installation  providing  only  one  means 

of  lighting  that  is  expected  to  serve  all  pur- 
poses. This  is  not  by  any  means  a  criticism 

of  the  use  of  certain  lighting  equipment 
which  can  be  put  to  several  uses;  on  the 

contrary  such  a  method  is  to  be  recom- 
mended if  the  equipment  is  designed  and 

placed  in  the  plan  of  the  theatre  with  this 
thought  in  mind. 

EFFECT  LIGHTING 

An  analysis  of  the  functions  of  these 
separate  phases  of  lighting  will  indicate  the 
importance  of  providing  equipment  capable 

of  producing  the  various  types  of  light  nec- 
essary. First,  effect  is  the  lighting  used 

before,  after  or  between  performance.  Ef- 
fect lighting  is  used  to  create  a  mood,  pro- 
vide in  a  way  a  sort  of  entertainment  which 

sometimes  is  used  in  conjunction  with 
music  and  all  of  which  is  supposed  to  serve 

as  a  transition  into  the  motion  picture  per- 
formance (for  example,  a  prologue). 

There  is  plenty  of  leeway  in  the  selection 
of  types  and  methods  of  lighting  to  be  used 
for  this  purpose.  Usually  this  lighting  is 
overdone  and  without  taste,  especially  when 

used  to  silhouette  and  panel-light  poorly 
designed  architectural  forms. 

PRESENTATION  LIGHTING 

Presentation  (screen  area)  lighting  is  by 
far  the  most  important  phase  of  motion 

picture  auditorium  lighting.  It  is  the  light- 
ing that  could  and  should  be  used  during 

the  screen  performance.  It  must  be  de- 
signed so  that  it  will,  in  no  way  compete 

with  the  screen ;  on  the  contrary,  it  should 

help  to  make  the  screen  appear  more  nat- 
ural.   It  does  this  chiefly  by  eliminating 

sharp  contrast  between  the  dark  interior 

of  the  theatre  and  the  brightly  illuminated 
screen. 

Recently  constructed  theatres,  and  recent 
research  work  carried  on  by  the  Society  of 
Motion  Picture  Engineers  and  others,  have 
proved  the  value  of  this  type  of  lighting 

(see  diagrams).  Difficulty  in  obtaining 

proper  design,  due  mostly  to  its  compara- 
tively new  use,  and  current  consumption 

costs  in  some  localities  have  a  tendency,  for 

the  time  being,  to  limit  somewhat  the  popu- 
larity of  this  type  of  lighting.  Current 

consumption  costs  are  high  because  long 
lines  of  continuous  indirect  or  concealed 

light  are  the  essential  elements  in  the 
scheme.  However,  there  seems  to  be  a  defi- 

nite tendency  towards  lower  lamp  and  cur- 
rent cost,  especially  in  volume  use.  The 

use  of  neon  tubing,  concealed,  would  be 

ideal  from  a  cost  standpoint  if  economical 
means  of  dimming  could  be  developed  tor 

neon  lighting.  Judicial  economy  in  the  use 
of  presentation  lighting  can  be  effected  also 
by  limiting  its  use  to  the  performances  of 
fuller  capacity,  letting  an  agreeable  form  of 

emergency  lighting  suffice  for  the  remainder 
of  the  time. 

EMERGENCY  LIGHTING 

The  emergency  lighting,  consisting  in 

exit,  chair  and  certain  other  minimum  illu- 
mination which,  in  addition  to  being  con- 

nected to  the  regular  service,  is  also  con- 
nected to  a  set  of  batteries  or  a  separate 

service,  needs  the  same  careful  study  which 

is  required  of  the  presentation  lighting  be- 
cause this  lighting,  too,  is  on  during  the 

performance  and  therefore  must  not  com- 
pete with  the  projection  illumination  of 

the  screen. 

Utility  lighting  useful  for  cleaning,  or 
for  occasions  when  the  auditorium  is  em- 

ployed for  purposes  which  make  a  large 
quantity  of  light  necessary  for  reading,  etc., 
should  be  achieved,  wherever  possible,  by 

suitable  direct  types  of  lighting  to  effect 
the  necessary  economies. 

LIGHT  PLACEMENT 

Before  referring  to  the  various  methods 

and  equipment  needed  to  achieve  the  light- 
ing discussed,  an  understanding  of  lighting 

(Continued  on  page  33) 

Figure  2 

Diagrams  I  and  2  show  the  methods  of  in- 
direct lighting  commonly  used  in  recent 

motion  picture  auditorium  lighting.  There 
are  two  objections  to  these  methods — first, 
the  shields  covering  the  lamps  form  dark 
areas  (referred  to  in  the  text);  second,  the 
light  is  not  evenly  spread  and  fades  at  the 
end  farthest  from  the  light  source.  Diagrams 
3  and  4  show  the  methods  of  indirect-light- 

ing which  eliminates  the  dark  bands  present 
in  the  schemes  indicated  by  Diagrams  I 
and  2.  The  even  illumination  is  also  diffi- 

cult with  these  methods.  Diagram  3  shows 
a  somewhat  better  method  by  slanting  the 
surface  to  be  illuminated  towards  the  light 

Figure  5 

source.  Diagram  5  shows  an  indirect  light- 
ing method  which  completely  eliminates 

dark  areas,  as  In  the  case  of  Diagram  I, 
and  also  produces  an  even  amount  of  light 
for  the  entire  surface  by  means  of  a  curve 
which  faces  the  light  source  increasing  in 
curvature  amount  as  the  distance  from  the 
light  source  increases. 
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About  People  of  the  Theatre 

NEWS  OF  THEIR  ACTIVITIES  REPORTED   FROM  ALL  SECTIONS  AND  BRIEFLY  TOLD 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  George  Lockwood  of 

the  Irvington  Theatre,  Portland,  Ore., 
have  contracted  with  Western  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  for  major  improve- 
ments, including  electrical  fixtures,  carpets, 

chromium  steel  furniture,  Preddy  lamps 

and  Forest  copper  oxide  rectifiers. 

Art  Adamson  has  reconditioned  his 

Mission  theatre  at  Vancouver,  Wash.,  in- 

cluding installation  of  Peabody  seats,  Wen- 
zel  projectors  and  Preddy  Luminarc  lamps. 

L.  C.  Ehlers,  manager  of  the  Minden 
theatre,  Minden,  Nebr.,  has  been  elected 
president  of  the  chamber  of  commerce  there. 

The  Plaza  theatre  in  Stamford,  Conn., 

has  been  equipped  with  lobby  and  lounge 
furniture,  by  Modernage,  New  York. 

The  Dixie  theatre  in  Newport  News, 

Va.,  has  been  equipped  with  an  Artkraft 

V-type  marquee,  20  feet  wide.  Tom  Dun- 
can is  manager  of  the  house. 

Advancements  and  changes  in  the  per- 
sonnel of  San  Antonio  Interstate  theatres 

were  announced  at  a  special  meeting  late 

in  December  by  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  vice 
president  and  general  manager.  Raymond 
Willie,  city  manager  of  the  Majestic, 
Aztec,  Texas,  Empire,  State,  Uptown, 
Highland  and  Harlandale  theatres,  has 
been  advanced  to  headquarters  in  Dallas  in 

an  executive  capacity,  supervising  the  opera- 

tion of  a  group  of  theatres.  William 

O'Donnell,  present  manager  of  the  Az- 
tec, has  been  named  to  succeed  Willie  as 

local  city  manager.  Other  managerial  ad- 
vancements announced  involve  Homer  Le- 

Tempt,  who  leaves  the  Texas  to  manage 

the  Aztec;  John  T.  Floore,  who  leaves 
the  Empire  to  manage  the  Texas;  and 
George  Tucker,  who  is  transferred  from 
the  Uptown  to  the  Empire.  V.  D. 
Welker,  treasurer  and  assistant  manager 

of  the  Majestic,  succeeds  Tucker  at  the 

Uptown. 

Initiation  of  the  new  Lamar  theatre  in 

South  Park,  Beaumont,  Texas,  took  place 

on  Christmas  day.  Charles  F.  Law  built 
the  theatre  for  the  Jefferson  Amusement 
Co.  from  plans  drawn  by  W.  L.  Pitts. 

Seating  capacity  is  778.  F.  F.  McHenry, 
brother  of  J.  H.  McHenry  of  Orange, 
former  manager  of  the  Tivoli  theatre,  is 

manager  of  the  new  Lamar.  Mr.  Mc- 
Henry comes  from  the  Pines  theatre  at 

Lufkin. 

The  Grove  theatre  in  Gering,  Nebr.,  has 
installed,  at  a  cost  of  $3,000,  a  new 

marquee  with  three  tiers  of  Adler  silhouette 
letters  and  trim  of  neon. 

Harold  Gleken  and  Jeremiah 
Swaebe,  the  latter  a  member  of  the  Price 
Theatre  Premiums  Co.  sales  force,  will 

open  the  Pepperill  theatre  in  East  Pepper- 
ill,  Mass.,  within  a  short  time,  it  is  an- 

The  inaugural  session  of  a  course  in  projection  recently  instituted  at  the  University  of  Florida.  The 
course  is  being  offered  by  a  special  branch  of  the  university  devoted  to  adult  education.  R.  G.  Savin 
of  Local  511,  Gainesville,  and  George  E.  Raywood  of  Local  316,  Miami,  assisted  the  university  In 
organizing  the  studies.  Attending  the  first  meeting  were  Projectionists  John  B.  Prine  of  Orlando; 
L.  A.  Gamage,  Palm  Beach;  J.  M.  Davis,  St.  Petersburg;  A.  G.  Hurton  and  J.  A.  Scobin,  Sarasota; 
J.  B.  Fette,  T.  H.  Grodon  and  H.  Wegmann,  Tampa;  C.  B.  Forsythe,  Daytona  Beach;  L.  A.  Cash, 
Ft.  Lauderdale;  J.  E.  Sanders,  Bradenton;  A.  D.  Bow  den,  Lakeland;  C.  M.  Boyd,  O.  T.  Bra-kin,  J.  A. 
Campbell,  R.  B.  Day,  T.  E.  Holcomb,  R.  E.  Lewis,  T.  R.  Ragland,  G.  E.  Raywood,  A.  S.  Sands,  J.  Shafer, 
H.  L.  Bates  and  W.  R.  Thagard,  Miami;  and  J.  W.  Cummings  of  West  Palm  Beach.  Representatives 
of  various  manufacturers  attending  were  J.  E.  McAuley,  C.  C.  Kauffman  of  Erpi,  Harry  Strong, 
Karl  Brenkert,  C.  C.  Dash  of  the  Hertner  Electric  Company,  L.  R.  Abbott  of  Motiograph,  P.  A. 
King  of  the  National  Carbon  Company,  J.  K.  Elderkin  of  the  Forest  Manufacturnig  Company,  and 
C.  J.  Swinney,  H.  M.  Leighley  and  J.  C.  Faulstich  of  RCA.  C.  D.  Porter  of  the  Wil-Kin  Theatre 
Supply  Company  also  was  present. 

nounced.     Mr.   Gleken  will  be  resident 
manager. 

The  Third  Avenue  Theatre  in  Portland, 

Ore.,  has  complete  new  projection  equip- 
ment purchased  from  Western  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  including  Wenzel 

projectors,  Preddy  low-intensity  lamps  and 
Preddy  soundheads. 

Jack  Williams  of  Ilwaco,  Wash.,  has 

contracted  with  Western  Theatre  Equip- 

ment Company,  to  recondition  his  two  thea- 
tres, located  at  Ilwaco  and  Longbeach, 

Wash. 

Myrtle  Jane  Thorne  of  Klamath 

Falls,  Ore.,  was  the  Holiday  bride  of  E. 

L.  Clawson,  operator  of  the  Hartman  thea- 
tre at  Bandon.  Temporarily  Mr.  Clawson 

is  at  the  Venetian  Theatre  in  Hillsboro. 

A  V-type  prefabricated  Artkraft 
marquee,  20x7  feet,  has  been  installed  by 
E.  W.  and  E.  T.  Kelly  on  their  Kelly 
theatre  at  Montgomery,  W.  Va. 

George  S.  Brantley,  one  of  the 

pioneer  motion  picture  theatre  owners  of 

Charleston,  S.  O,  died  recently  at  Dur- 
ham, N.  C. 

Charles  W.  Koerner,  division  mana- 
ger of  RKO  with  headquarters  in  Boston, 

has  named  Richard  Mahn,  formerly  of 

the  managerial  staffs  of  both  Keith's 
Memorial  and  the  RKO  Boston,  his  execu- 

tive secretary. 

Louis  Glenner  has  been  appointed 

manager  of  the  recently  reopened  Broad- 
way theatre  in  Chelsea,  Mass.  Glenner 

was  formerly  assistant  manager  at  the 

Olympia  in  Chelsea. 

Sol  R.  Worthington,  staff  artist  at 
the  RKO  division  office,  Cincinnati,  and 
Miss  Florence  M.  Wocher,  commercial 

artist's  model,  were  married  recently  in 
Cincinnati. 

Archer  M.  Bowles,  manager  of  the 
Northern  California  division  of  Fox  West 

Coast  Theatres,  has  been  made  a  director 

of  Bay  Expositions,  Inc.,  under  whose 
direction  the  Golden  Gate  International 

Exposition  will  be  held  in  1939. 

The  Laurel  Theatre  in  New  Orleans, 

La.,  suffered  water  and  fire  damage  to  the 
extent  of  $3,000  last  month.  The  house  is 

operated  by  Philip  A.  Sliman. 

Henry  Goldenberg,  for  four  years 

manager  of  the  Fox  theatre  in  San  Fran- 
cisco, has  been  made  manager  of  the  new 
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Berkeley  theatre  in  the  suburban  city  of 
Berkeley.  This  theatre  supplants  the  old 
Berkeley,  dark  for  years.  It  has  been  fitted 
up  by  Joe  Blumenfeld  of  the  Blumenfeld 
circuit,  and  Al  Moore,  builder  of  the  U. 
C.  theatre,  and  who  has  operated  both  the 

California  theatre  and  the  old  Berkeley 
theatre.  The  house  was  rebuilt  from  plans 
of  S.  Charles  Lee,  Los  Angeles  architect. 

G.  F.  Wallace  will  open  a  theatre  at 
West  and  Broad  Streets,  Cloverdale,  Calif., 
upon  completion  of  a  new  building. 

George  M.  Mann,  president  of  Red- 
wood Theatres,  Inc.,  has  announced  that 

the  theatre  at  Fortuna,  Calif.,  which  was 
badly  damaged  by  fire  late  in  November, 
will  be  rebuilt. 

James  E.  Tibbetts  has  been  named  as- 
sistant to  Anthony  Zinn  of  the  mana- 

gerial staff  of  the  RKO  Boston  in  the  Hub. 

J.  W.  Mansfield  moves  up  to  chief-of- 
service  as  a  result  of  the  change.  William 
Breen  advances  to  assistant  chief. 

J.  D.  Santamore,  Vermont  circuit  op- 
erator, has  taken  over  the  Auditorium  in 

Stowe,  Vt.  from  H.  Stafford.  Mr.  San- 

tamore already  operates  the  Manfield  in' 
Underhill,  the  Community  in  South  Hero, 
the  Recreation  Hall  in  Milton,  and  the 
Richmond  in  Richmond. 

A.  J.  Baumier  has  taken  over  the  Lin- 
coln in  Boston  as  the  result  of  a  bank 

Lives  Next  to  Theatre 

But  Never  Saw  a  "Movie" Jim  Scoville,  one  of  the  owners  of 
the  Parma  theatre  in  Parma,  a  town 

just  west  of  Cleveland,  vouches  for 
this  one.  Next  door  to  the  theatre 

lives  a  florist,  and  the  other  day,  hav- 
ing been  called  to  the  theatre  office 

on  business,  he  took  a  quick  glance 
at  the  screen  in  passing  through  the 
rear  of  the  auditorium.  Admitting 
he  had  never  seen  a  motion  picture 

before,  he  remarked,  "It's  somethin' 

like  vaudeville,  ain't  it?" 

auction.  He  formerly  operated  the  house 

under  an  eight-year  lease. 

Frederick  E.  Lieberman,  New  Eng- 
land independent  theatre  operator,  has 

added  the  Riverside  in  Medford,  Mass.,  to 

his  group.  The  house  was  formerly  con- 
trolled by  George  Ramsdell. 

Balaban  and  Katz  and  Sam  Meyers, 

both  of  whom  announced  plans  for  new 
houses  on  Devon  Avenue,  have  agreed  to 

build  the  new  house  at  Devon  and  Maple- 
wood  Ave.,  and  abandon  the  one  at  Devon 

and  Campbell,  projected  by  B.  &  K.  or- 

ganization. 

S.  H.  Northington,  manager  of  the 
Bluebird  theatre  in  Petersburg,  Va.,  was 

acquitted  recently  of  violating  the  blue 
laws  in  connection  with  the  operation  of 
his  theatre  on  Sunday. 

Stanley  Gosnell,  manager  of  Loew's 
State  in  Boston,  has  returned  from  a  vaca- 

tion in  Virginia.  Frank  Murphy,  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  State,  returned  to 

the  house  from  a  roadshow  tour  to  take 

charge  of  the  location  during  Mr.  Gos- 
nell's  absence. 

The  RKO  Royal  theatre  in  the  Bronx, 

New  York  City,  has  installed  new  five-unit 
Gold  Seal  General  Register  ticket  issuing 

equipment. 

Charles  Gottlob  is  spending  about 

$1500  in  remodeling  the  Sunbeam  theatre 
in  Cleveland.  Max  Weis  of  Cleveland,  is 
the  architect.  Alterations  include  a  new 

marquee,  interior  decorations  and  lobby changes. 

Joe  Kahn,  for  more  than  40  years  con- 
nected with  theatres  in  Memphis,  Tenn., 

died  recently  after  an  extended  illness.  He 
was  formerly  treasurer  of  the  Lyric. 

The  Welworth  Theatre  Company  of 

Minneapolis,  entered  Wisconsin  with  the 

opening  recently  of  the  Hollywood,  1000- 
seat  house  at  La  Crosse.  Headed  by  Ed- 

mund R.  Ruben,  the  circuit  is  now  oper- 
ating ten  houses,  others  being  in  Minnesota 

and  the  Dakotas.  Ted  Bolnick  has  been 

named  manager  of  the  Hollywood.  Lie- 

Get  ready  for  1937 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Now  is  the  time  to  prepare  for  1937 

air  conditioning  requirements  in . . . 
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Carbondale  specialists,  with  their 

exceptionally  broad  background  of 

experience,  stand  ready  to  discuss 

your  needs,  advise  and  estimate 

costs,  without  obligation. 
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benberg  &  Kaplan,  Minneapolis  archi- 
tects, designed  the  building. 

Jake  Eskin  and  L.  J.  Burkitt  have 

opened  the  new  500-seat  Sparta  theatre  at 
Sparta,  Wis.  Features  of  the  new  house 

are  glass  encased  smoking  and  "crying" 
rooms  at  the  rear  of  the  balcony. 

L.  A.  Dye  is  opening  a  theatre  at  Con- 
quest, La.,  with  a  seating  capacity  of  500. 

C.  L.  Stong  has  been  named  sales  pro- 
motion manager  of  Electrical  Research 

Products,  Inc.,  heading  a  new  department. 

William  Patrick  Murphy,  until  re- 

cently associated  with  ERPI's  outlying 
field  sales  force,  has  been  assigned  to  the 
New  York  metropolitan  area.  Prior  to  his 

joining  ERPI,  Mr.  Murphy  was  associated 

with  B.  S.  Moss,  Loew's,  Inc.,  and  Casey &  Wheeler. 

The  house  has  also  been  completely  re- 
seated and  redecorated. 

Moe  E.  Horwitz,  prominent  indepen- 
dent theatre  owner  of  Cleveland,  has  been 

chosen   Chief    Barker   of   the  Cleveland 

Variety  Club,  Tent 

No.  6.  He  has  pre- 

viously been  secre- 
tary and  treasurer. 

Other  officers  elec- 
ted for  the  follow- 

ing year  are  David 
Miller,  first  vice 

president;  Frank  A. 
Drew,  second  vice 

president;  Jack  Jos- 
sey,  treasurer;  Frank  Boyd,  secretary. 
Elected  to  the  board  of  trustees  are  Nat 

Holt,  Isidore  J.  Schmertz,  Harry  H.  Gold- 
stein and  Jerry  Friedlander.  Other  trust- 

ees are  Col.  Harry  E.  Long  and  Jack 
Schulman. 

H.  F.  Kennedy  celebrated  his  25th 

year  in  showbusiness  with  the  opening  of 

his  520-seat  Bow  theatre  at  Broken  Bow, 
Neb.,  which  his  son,  C.  Howard,  will  help 
him  run.  The  house  has  Western  Electric 

sound,  modernistic  decorations,  silver 

swirl  cloth  drapes  and  a  large  neon- 
lighted  marquee. 

Johnson  &  Robbins  have  installed  new 

type  Western  Electric  sound  equipment  in 
their  Strand  theatre  in  Hamden,  Conn. 

Harry  Brandt  is  acquiring  two  new 
houses,  the  Plaza  in  White  Plains,  N.  Y., 
and  the  Peter  Stuyvesant  at  14th  St.  and 
Sixth  Ave.,  New  York  City.  The  former 
opens  in  February. 

The  new  Clark  theatre  in  Shelbyville, 

Mo.,  was  opened  on  December  27.  The 
house  is  owned  by  Russell  Armentrout 
and  is  the  second  theatre  to  be  named  after 

his  father,  Clark  Armentrout,  of  Pitts- 
field,  111.    He  opened  the  first  Clark  Thea- 

Is 

Your 

Marquee 

A 

Current- 

-hog? 

Does  your  marquee  or  display-sign  waste  electric 

current?  If  it  is  old  and  out-of-date  it  probably 

does.  The  125th  Street  Theatre,  New  York  City, 

here  illustrated,  is  but  one  of  hundreds  of  theatres 

in  all  parts  of  the  country  that  have  adopted 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters — securing  better  adver- 

tising of  features  with  direct  benefit  to  the  box- 

office.  And  in  many  cases  this  improvement  has 

been  accompanied  by  reduced  current  consump- 

tion— savings  that  continue  month  after  month. 

Experienced  lighting-display  engineers  are  at  your 
service;  send  for  illustrated  folder  and  details  of 

our  free  advisory  service,  wiring  plans  and  design 
sketches. 

WAGNER 

SIGN 

SERVICE, 

Inc. 

218  S.  Hoyne  Avenue 
CHICAGO 

109  W.  64th  Street 
NEW  YORK 

706  E.  Hancoclc  Avenue 
DETROIT 

Pittsburgh  Territory 
Representative: 

Flexitime  Sales  Corporation 
436  Boulevard  of  the  Allies Pittsburgh 
Southeastern  Representative: 
Flexlume  Southern  Corporation Atlanta,  Ga. 

tre  at  Louisiana,  Mo.,  about  five  years  ago. 
Dan  Roads,  formerly  manager  of  the 
Grand  Theatre,  is  manager  of  the  new 
house. 

Managers  of  Central  States  Theatres  of 
Iowa  and  Nebraska  met  with  A.  H. 

Blank,  president  of  the  circuit,  on  Janu- 
ary 5  for  a  pre-view  of  screen  products. 

Forty  theatre  men  attended  the  meeting, 

held  in  Des  Moines,  representing  17  houses 
in  Nebraska  and  30  in  Iowa. 

C.  C.  Lindsey,  secretary-treasurer  of 
the  Lindsey  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  Lubbock, 
Tex.,  and  associated  with  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Company  of  Oklahoma  City, 

died  December  3  of  pneumonia  and  heart 
complications.    He  was  42  years  old. 

Oliver  Humphries  is  the  new  mana- 
ger of  the  Vienna  Theatre  at  Vienna,  Ga., 

succeeding  A.  F.  Avery,  .who  recently  re- 
signed. 

Oscar  F.  Neu,  president  of  the  Neu- 
made  Products  Corporation  of  New  York 

City,  was  host  at  a  party  to  almost  200  on 
the  occasion  of  the  official  opening  of  the 

company's  new  shop  and  offices  at  427  W. 
42nd  Street,  on  December  30.  Festivities 

started  at  1  o'clock,  with  guests  dropping 
in  all  during  the  afternoon  and  evening. 
Among  those  who  attended  were : 

George  Riley,  Joe  Robin,  Fred  Griswold, 
Walter  E.  Green,  Earl  Hines,  J.  E.  McAuley, 
Karl  Brenkert,  Harry  Strong,  Charles 
Stratton,  Dick  Brady,  Lou  Blumenthal, 
Harry  Blumberg,  Al  Becker,  Frank  Drum,  K. 
R.  Douglas,  S.  H.  Eller,  Trevor  Faulkner, 
N.  D.  Golden,  Major  M.  E.  Gillette,  Charles 
Haring,  Joe  Hornstein,  R.  C.  Hubbard,  Jack 
Hammond,  Oscar  Holmes,  Lester  Isaacs,  W.  C. 
Kunzman,  Sam  Kaplan,  G.  W.  Linden,  Ben 

Lust,  Jack  Norling,  M.  D.  O'Brien,  Joe  Pear, 
George  Perkins,  Frank  Rohrenbeck,  Dr.  A.  C. 
Schaefer,  Harry  Strong,  S.  P.  Skelley,  E.  A. 
Williford,  Louis  Brown,  Al  Liebman,  H.  R. 
Pausin,  Edwin  F.  Muller,  P.  H.  Crane,  H. 
Kleindenst,  H.  F.  Rendell,  Mrs.  Joseph  R. 
Miles,  Charles  Alicoate,  Sam  Rubenstein, 
Herman  Schlerer,  Eddie  Smith,  Ray  Gallo, 

Harry  Nadel,  George  Hornstein,  Frank  Hoh- 
meister,  Leon  Schwartz,  W.  C.  Smith,  Sylvan 
Harris,  A.  S.  Dickinson. 

Others  were  John  Mills,  J.  S.  Mac  Leod,  A. 
J.  Stocker,  E.  Curley,  Bernard  Kleid,  C.  J. 
Sonin,  Max  Wolff,  D.  Peck,  Oscar  Neufled, 
Ginger  Wagner,  James  P.  Cunningham,  E. 
Hurley,  Pauline  Rizzo,  Nick  Tronolone,  E. 
Hemming,  I.  S.  Perse,  J.  F.  Reynolds,  D.  E. 
Hyndman,  Art  Vaughn,  J.  Tutthill,  James 
J.  Finn,  George  Schutz,  J.  Frank,  Jr.,  Rudy 
Kneuer,  H.  Gereard,  Harold  Rodner,  Jack 
Smith,  A.  B.  McKenna,  J.  H.  Kenlander,  P. 
Reis,  Frank  B.  Cotter,  Jack  Canepi,  Jack 
Wuhrman,  E.  Hoffmann,  Billy  Gluck,  A.  J. 
Goldsmith,  J.  E.  Pollack,  W.  A.  Mills. 

Also  attending  were  J.  W.  Servies,  W.  J. 
Turnbull,  K.  Streuber,  Fred  A.  Storay,  F. 
Mellor,  S.  S.  Lackman,  L.  Lackman,  Joe 
Malcolm,  A.  Marks,  Mrs.  J.  Malcolm,  A.  E. 
Meyer,  Al  Kaestner,  O.  Nolan,  A.  J.  Palmer, 
D.  J.  Smolin,  W.  Grosky,  G.  Smith,  Harry 
Lott,  G.  Lewis,  H.  Griffin,  M.  V.  Carroll,  Dr. 
L.  E.  Jackson,  O.  E.  Williams,  Al  Hoffmann, 
Charles  Pati,  Martin  F.  Bennett,  Jr.,  W.  A. 
Mullins,  S.  Rydell,  H.  B.  Smith,  Jack  Ben- 

jamin, W.  J.  Westberg,  H.  Bursch,  John 
Liptay,  R.  Hilton,  H.  Jones,  Orton  H.  Hicks, 
W.  C.  Graham,  H.  E.  Wanamaker,  Al  Fire- 

stone, Frank  Leyendecker,  Ivy  Hulm,  G.  A. 
Guerdan,  Jack  Harrison,  Max  Grendal  and 
Harold  J  arrow. 
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EQUIPMENT  and  OPERATION 

A  DEPARTMENT  Of   PRACTICAL  COUNSEL  AND  TIMELY  INFORMATION 

•  •  CONDUCTED    RV    J.    T.    KNIGHT,    JR.  « 

Determining  and  Controlling 

Theatre  Construction  Costs 

•  How  the  theatre  owner  desiring  definite  budget 

assurances  should  proceed  in  getting  estimates 

and  letting  contracts  for  new  building  or  remodeling 

during  the  past  year 

the  theatres  of  this  country  reinvested  large 
sums  of  money  in  the  improvement  of  their 
properties.  Of  course,  the  total  amount  of 
expenditures  for  such  repairs,  renewals  and 
improvements,  plus  new  construction,  is 
not  available  at  this  writing,  but  it  would 

be  surprisingly  large.  There  is  every  indica- 
tion that  even  larger  sums  will  be  expended 

during  1937. 
With  this  thought  in  mind,  it  might  be 

advisable  to  discuss  some  of  the  problems 

of  remodeling  and  new  construction  from 
the  angle  of  contracts,  estimates,  and  the 
steps  in  the  letting  of  bids,  rather  than  a 
further  discussion  on  designs  and  new 
materials. 

In  the  first  place,  many  architects  who 
have  never  previously  designed  a  theatre, 
are  being  commissioned  to  remodel  and 
construct  new  theatres,  which  usually  have 
seating  capacities  of  less  than  1500  rather 
than  more.  There  are  at  least  two  reasons 

for  this — first,  the  architects  who  were  well 
known  prior  to  1929  are  now  associated 
with  high  costs  and  the  era  of  the  three  and 

four  thousand-seat  motion  picture  theatre; 
hence  exhibitors  seem  to  feel  that  those 

firms  cannot  gear  themselves  down  to  the 
smaller  and  less  expensive  type  of  theatre, 
which  is  so  popular  today.  Secondly,  the 
less  well  known  architects  have  displayed 

a  very  high  degree  of  ingenuity  and  re- 
sourcefulness and  a  willingness  to  face  the 

theatre  man's  problem  of  low  construction 
costs.  They  have  also  shown  a  flexibility 
and  desire  to  learn  something  about  theatre 
requirements. 

In  my  opinion,  the  real  handicap  in 
theatre  construction  today  and  the  greatest 
hazard  of  all,  is  that  the  art  (if  we  may 
call  it  that)  of  estimating  has  apparently 

been  lost  from  the  architect's  bag  of  tricks. 
It  used  to  be  that  any  architect's  office  of 
reasonable  size  maintained  a  capable  esti- 

mator; but  today,  after  the  lean  years  of 

the  depression,  there  are  few  such  indi- 

viduals. The  architect  too  frequently  re- 
lies on  his  own  knowledge  or  that  of  one 

of  his  draftsmen  to  do  the  estimating;  or 
he  has  a  friend  among  the  contractors  who 

comes  in  on  call  and  "guestimates"  the  job. 
I  really  mean  guess,  because  one  seldom 

sees  today  the  "old-fashioned"  detailed 
take-off  of  material,  quantities  and  man- 
hours  or  days  of  labor. 

One  of  the  excuses  for  this  failure  which 

is  most  frequently  heard,  is  that  prices  are 
rising  or  changing  so  rapidly  that  such  an 
estimate  means  very  little.  Prices  have 

always  fluctuated,  perhaps  not  quite  so 
much  as  at  the  present  time,  but  there  has 
never  been  a  time  when,  during  building 
activity  of  any  real  proportions,  prices  have 
remained  static. 

Further  discussion  with  the  architect 

will  disclose  that  he  is  handicapped  because 
theatre  men  are  slow  in  making  up  their 
minds;  that  they  demand  myriad  changes, 
and  that  there  is  no  one  man  who  seems  to 

have  the  final  say-so.  In  this  complaint 
there  is  some  foundation;  theatre  men 
should  realize  that  all  delays  add  to  the 
cost  which  ultimately  must  be  borne  by 
them;  moreover,  it  seriously  complicates 

the  problem  of  com- 
pleting details  and 

specifications. 

Only  too  frequent- 
ly, jobs  are  started 

on  bids  based  upon 

incomplete  drawings 
and  incomplete  spe 

cifications.  Under 

such  conditions,  the 
contractor  makes 

sure  to  protect  him- 
self by  keeping  his 

bid  plenty  high,  and 

in  spite  of  that,  the 

extras  usually  al- 

most nullify  the  in- 
vestment possibilities 

of  the  new  work, 

with  the  result  that  both  parties  to  the 

agreement  are  in  undesirable  positions. 

PLAN    FOR  MAKING 
COST  ESTIMATES 

IT  IS  PROBABLY  tOO  much 

to  expect  that  theatre  men  will  change  their 

methods,  because  in  most  transactions  in- 
volving theatre  operation,  they  are  preceded 

by  weeks  and  months  of  "off  and  on"  con- sideration; then,  at  the  eleventh  hour,  a 
decision  is  made,  calling  for  the  job  to  be 

completed  in  record-breaking  time.  This 
seems  to  be  one  of  the  characteristics  of  our 

business,  and,  presumably,  it  must  have 
made  more  money  for  us  than  it  has  lost. 
However,  the  architects  can,  and  should, 
do  something  to  improve  this  condition,  and 
one  of  the  things  which  will  help  is  to 
turn  out  workable,  accurate  estimates 

which  will  rebuild  the  confidence  of  pros- 

pective builders. 
The  best  order  to  follow  in  making  these 

estimates,  is  the  order  of  construction  start- 
ing with  wrecking,  followed  by  excavating 

and  finishing,  with  painting  and  hardware. 
If  the  plans  and  specifications  have  been 
completed  in  all  details,  the  estimate  may 
follow  the  order  of  the  specifications.  In 
this  way  one  can  be  sure  of  not  omitting 
any  item  called  for  in  the  specifications. 

In  following  the  specifications,  the  estima- 
tor, of  necessity,  refers  to  the  plans  and 

details  for  quantities.  Each  item,  as  taken 
from  the  plans,  should  be  neatly  checked, 
so  that  there  is  no  chance  of  including  the 

same  item  under  two 

classifications  of  ma- 
terials. 

The  estimate  should 
be  made  on  suitable 

forms,  with  spaces  to 

show  the  classifica- 
tion of  materials,  the 

units  and  unit  prices, 

and  the  extended  total 

costs.  By  placing  the 
estimates  on  special 

forms,  it  facilitates 
back  checking,  which 

is  absolutely  a  neces- 
sity. An  estimate  once 

compiled  along  this 
plan  can  be  altered 
from  time  to  time  as 
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UNIT  HEATERS  IN  THE  THEATRE 

0'  There  are  a  number  of  the  older  theatres,  particularly  those  of  small  seating 
capacity,  that  have  always  had  inadequate  heating  systems,  in  many  instances 

poorly  designed,  and  for  their  size,  rather  expensive  to  operate.  Several  such 
conditions  have  been  very  satisfactorily  corrected  by  the  use  of  equipment 
known  as  unit  heaters. 

The  unit  heater  is  a  heat  exchange  coil  or  series  of  tubes  through  which  either 

hot  water  or  steam  from  a  central  boiler  plant  flows.  Behind  this  heat  exchanger 
there  is  an  electric  fan;  in  front  there  is  an  automatic  louver  which  opens  when  the 

fan  is  in  operation  and  is  closed  at  other  times.  There  are  other  heaters  with  pre- 
set louvers  which  are  adjustable  and  which  can  be  locked  in  any  position  to  give  a 

fixed  distribution. 

There  are  also  unit  heaters  which  are  directly  fired  by  gas,  generally  called 
gas  steam  unit  heaters.  These  have  to  be  vented  to  the  outside. 

Unit  heaters  of  the  types  described  can  by  short  runs  of  duct  to  the  floor  line 
become  highly  effective  as  a  recirculating  heat  medium.  In  many  instances  two 
unit  heaters  located  in  the  false  proscenium  on  either  side  of  the  stage,  have 

proved  adequate  for  theatres  up  to  800  and  900  seats. 
This  method  of  heating  has  proved  somewhat  more  satisfactory  than  the  location 

of  direct  radiation  along  the  side  walls  of  an  auditorium,  in  that  the  temperature 

throughout  the  auditorium  is  very  much  more  uniform  with  the  unit  heater. 
The  cost  of  unit  heaters  as  compared  to  the  installation  of  additional  direct 

radiation,  is  about  an  even  stand-off,  except  that  the  installation  is  easier  to  accom- 
plish with  a  unit  heater  with  less  disturbance  to  the  operation  of  the  theatre. 

Unit  heaters  are  also  very  satisfactory  for  use  in  cold,  chilly  lobbies  and  foyers. 

So  frequently  in  the  spring  and  the  fall  of  the  year,  all  that  is  needed  in  the 

lobby  is  a  little  heat,  and  with  adequate  warming  of  the  air  there  is  no  neces- 
sity for  heating  the  auditorium. 

The  movement  of  air  caused  by  the  fan  is  very  pleasant,  clears  up  stagnant 

spots  and,  as  earlier  mentioned,  tends  towards  a  more  uniform  overall  temperature. 
Unit  heaters  may  be  purchased  without  any  ornamental  embellishment  for 

installation  in  certain  locations  where  they  may  be  boxed  in  and  treated  archi- 

tecturally to  conform  to  the  theatre.  This  type  of  installation  renders  it  incon- 
spicuous without  detracting  from  its  effectiveness.  There  are  other  types  on  the 

market  which  are  enclosed  in  very  good-looking  cabinets,  and  really  they  are  not 
the  slightest  bit  objectionable. 

Unit  heaters,  with  the  movement  and  circularization  of  air,  have  proved  highly 

satisfactory  for  restaurants,  stores  and  areas  where  direct  radiation  located  along 
the  walls  has  given  a  spotty  temperature  condition. 

Substantial  savings  can  be  made  by  the  judicious  installation  of  this  type  of 

equipment  in  theatres.  There  are  at  least  fifteen  reputable  concerns  manu- 

facturing this  equipment  in  all  sizes,  shapes  and  designs. — J.  T.  K. 

changes  are  made  in  the  plans  and  specifi- 
cations, so  that  when  they  are  approved 

the  estimate  is  practically  ready  at  the  same 
time,  thus  eliminating  the  necessity  of 
waiting  ten  days  or  two  weeks  for  revised 
estimates.  Each  sheet  of  the  estimate 

should  be  footed  up  separately  and  the 
sheet  totals  carried  directly  to  the  summary 

sheet  instead  of  carried  forward  to  the  fol- 
lowing sheet.  This  obviates  the  necessity 

of  changing  all  the  footings  and  amounts 

brought  forward  should  an  error  be  dis- 
covered on  any  one  sheet. 

ESSENTIAL  STEMS 

In  pricing  estimates,  each  item  should 
be  priced  at  its  exact  cost,  whether  material 
or  labor;  no  overhead  or  profit  should  be 
added.  Overhead  and  profit  are  added  at 
end  of  estimate  to  cover  the  entire  job. 

To  the  total  of  the  estimate  and  the  over- 
head and  profit  should  be  added  such  items 

as  compensation  and  liability  insurance,  fire 
and  (in  some  instances,  at  least)  tornado 

insurance,  contractor's  bond,  travel  expense, 
equipment  rental,  field  supervision,  field 
office  if  necessary,  photographs  and,  finally, 

the  architect's  fee. 

The  foregoing  is  a  brief  description  of 

a  proper  architect's  estimate.  None  of  the 
architects  which  I  had  occasion  to  contact 

during  the  past  two  years  have  gone  into 
this  detail,  but  I  believe  it  is  within  the 
province  of  the  owner  or  builder  to  demand 
such  an  estimate.  With  such  an  estimate 

before  him,  an  exhibitor  can  with  some 
degree  of  confidence  arrange  financing, 
sign  leases  and  plan  the  whole  project. 

CONTRACTOR  ESTIMATE 

There  is  one  more  important  use  to  be 
made  of  such  a  detailed  estimate:  If  the 

general  contractor  is  required  to  make  a 
similar  estimate,  then  the  two  estimates  can 
be  checked,  one  against  the  other,  before  the 
job  is  finally  let.  Frequently,  such  checks 
will  prove  worth  while  in  reducing  costs. 

It  is  possible  that  the  owner  or  builder 
might  have  trouble  in  getting  a  general 
contractor  to  divulge  his  estimated  costs. 
Their  attitude,  of  course,  will  to  a  large 
extent  depend  on  just  how  they  are  invited 
to  bid  on  the  job.  For  instance,  in  some 
localities,  when  bids  are  submitted  in  the 

form  of  an  "upset  price  figure,"  thereby 
absolutely  limiting  the  liability  of  the  own- 

er to  one  fixed  sum,  the  contractor  is  with- 
in his  rights,  should  he  be  the  low  bidder, 

not  to  show  how  he  figured  the  job.  In 
a  strict  analysis  of  the  situation,  this  might 
be  all  right ;  however,  if  any  suspicion  exists 

on  the  part  of  either  the  owner  or  the  con- 
tractor, the  refusal  to  divulge  the  contrac- 

tor's cost  estimates  is  the  contractor's  only 
protection,  whereas  the  owner  has  the  right 
to  turn  to  another  contractor.  But  if  the 

owner  expects  the  contractor  to  make  a 
fair  profit,  and  the  contractor  is  satisfied 
with  a  fair  profit,  there  is  no  particular 
reason  why  both  should  not  lay  their  cards 
on  the  table.  They  certainly  can  agree  on 
what  amount  or  percentage  constitutes  a 

fair  profit.  If  they  can't,  each  has  the  right 
to  withdraw  from  the  negotiation. 

CONTRACTS  AND 
THEIR  VARIATIONS 

there  are  several  types 

of  general  contracts.  One  is  the  upset  cost, 
as  above  mentioned,  wherein  the  contractor 

agrees  to  build  as  per  plans  and  specifica- 
tions for  a  fixed  sum;  if  the  job  runs  over, 

the  contractor  pays  the  overage.  In  this  type 
of  contract,  one  can  expect  a  high  figure, 

because  the  contractor  must  protect  himself 

against  contingencies.  Also,  in  the  upset 
cost  contract,  the  owner  faces  the  problem 
of  careful  field  supervision  in  order  to  be 
assured  that  he  is  getting  what  the  plans 

and  specifications  call  for. 

FIXED-FEE  CONTRACT 

Then  there  is  a  fixed-fee  contract,  based 
upon  the  estimate.  In  this  case,  the  owner 

pays  the  overage  should  there  be  any.  A 
variation  of  this  contract  is  a  fixed  fee  for 

the  contractor  and  the  contractor  partici- 

pating in  the  savings  if  the  total  expendi- 
ture is  less  than  the  estimate. 

COST-PLUS  CONTRACT 

Finally,  there  is  the  old  cost-plus  contract 
or  a  variation  of  it,  which  is  cost-plus  with 
a  guaranteed  top  figure  for  the  job. 

There  are  several  variations  and  com- 
binations of  the  above  three  basic  forms 

of  contracts,  which  need  not  be  gone  into 

here.  Any  of  the  above  may  be  used  with  a 
penalty  and  bonus  clause  for  completing 

the  job  on  a  definite  time  schedule.  The 
penalty  requires  the  contractor  to  pay  to 
the  owner  a  specified  amount  of  money  for 
each  day  that  the  time  schedule  is  exceeded, 
and  calls  for  the  owner  to  pay  a  bonus  of 
so  much  money  per  day  for  each  day  that 
the  contractor  is  able  to  better  the  time 
schedule. 

COST-PERCENTAGE  TYPE 

Perhaps  one  of  the  nicest  ways  to  let  a 
contract  is  on  an  agreed  estimated  cost  and 

an  agreed  percentage  for  the  contractor, 

the  contractor's  percentage  to  be  figured  by 
this  formula:  (2  X  Estimated  Cost — actual 

cost)    x    Percentage  =  Contractor's  Fee. 
By  analyzing  this  formula,  it  will  be 

seen  that  this  is  in  reality  an  estimated  cost 
and  percentage  contract,  with  a  penalty 
and  bonus  feature,  without  any  fixed 
amount  stipulated,  and  based  upon  keeping 

the  cost  of  the  job  within  the  estimate, 
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YOUR  MONEY  COMES  BACK 

TO  YOU 

NO  MAN  CAN  HEAD  IT  OFF 

COMES  BY  CUTTING  COSTS 

•  How?  With  the  Super  Suction 

Cleaner.  One  good  house  says  he 

bought  because  each  year  he  paid  for 

two  home  types,  but  the  theatre  was 

never  clean.  His  new  Super  cleans  per- 
fectly and  will  stand  up  for  ten  years. 

•  The  Only  System  which  successfully 
combats  heavy  theatre  iraffie. 

•  The  LITE  on  the  Floor  Tool  equals 

DAYLIGHT  cleaning  with  all  house  lights 
off. 

•  The  New  Super  cleans  your  house — 
and  in  half  the  time;  saves  money  on 

"juice"  and  on  payroll;  does  a  real  job. 

•  Special  tools  quickly  do  walls,  bal- 
conies, ceilings,  draperies.  Frequent 

screen  cleaning  by  any  employee  is 
excellent  and  cheap  with  this  system. 

Makes  finer  pictures — swells  audiences. 

•  Fast,  powerful,  portable.  Cleans 
perfectly  around  seats  and  all  those 
often  neglected  spots.  Literature  on 
request. 

•  Take  a  trial,  Free!  Test  the  new 

Super  in  your  own  theatre  by  your  own 
staff,  for  five  days;  no  obligation  to 
buy.  Your  present  cleaner  accepted  as 

part  payment.  Balance  as  low  as  $4 
weekly.  Write  for  literature  and  free 
trial.  Your  jobber  or 

THE  NATIONAL  SUPER  SERVICE  CO.; 
1941  N.  12th  Street,  Toledo,  Ohiol 

rather  than  basing  the  bonus  upon  the  time 
of  completion. 

STEEL  CONTRACT 

In  every  theatre  where  steel  is  required 
for  the  frame  of  the  building,  the  question 
usually  arises  as  to  whether  or  not  the 
structural  steel  contract  should  be  a  part 

of  the  general  contract.  There  are  few 
general  contractors  who  are  also  structural 
steel  contractors,  so  in  most  instances  the 

general  contractors  only  sublet  the  struc- 
tural steel  contract,  and  for  this  he  is  paid 

his  overhead  and  profit  on  the  structural 
steel  contract.  The  owner  certainly  has 

the  right  to  let  the  steel  as  a  separate  con- 
tract and  save  the  added  overhead  and  pro- 

fit of  the  general  contract.  This  procedure 
is  to  be  recommended  in  cases  where  the 

steel  estimate  is  substantial.  This  practice 
will  often  times  be  resisted  by  the  general 

contractor,  but  on  the  other  hand,  a  gen- 
eral contractor  is  sometimes  happy  to  be 

relived  of  the  responsibility. 

If  those  theatre  operators  who  contem- 
plate building  theatres  in  1937  will  demand 

complete  plans  and  details  and  carefully 

drawn  specifications,  written  in  clear,  con- 

cise language,  combined  with  architect's 
estimates  and  contractors'  estimates,  they 
will  be  definitely  assuring  themselves  of  the 
best  job  for  the  money  and  will  be  aiding 

every  other  builder  of  theatres. — J.  T.  K. 

CLANCY 

View  of  projector  mechanism  and  Western  Elec- 
tric "Mirrophonic"  soundhead  installed  on  Motio- 

graph  projector,  showing  adaptation  of  the  Motio- 
graph  design  to  the  new  W.  E.  equipment.  Reverse 
direction  had  to  be  given  to  the  takeup  sprocket 
within  the  mechanism,  and  the  gear  action  ac- 

cordingly reversed  also.  The  superimposed  white 
lines  indicate  the  path  of  the  film.  The  adaptation 
applies  to  all  models  of  Motiograph. 

Dependable  Stage  Equipment 

Every  single  item  of  Clancy  Stage  Equipment  and 
Stage  Hardware  has  been  designed  to  meet  all  the 
requirements  of  the  modern  stage.  Back  of  them 
is  a  knowledge  gained  through  50  years  of  experi- 

ence in  planning  and  laying  out  the  foremost 
stages  of  the  world. 
Select  stage  equipment  that  has  been  proven  safe 
and  dependable.  You  can  not  afford  to  take 
chances.  Our  engineering  staff  is  at  your  service 
to  advise  you — without  obligation.  Write  us  for 
any  information  you  desire. 

Complete  stage  equipment  catalog — free  on  request. 

J.  R.  CLANCY,  Inc. 

1010  W.  Belden  Ave. Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

PURIFY 
THE  AIR 

in  your  thea- 
tre and  elim- inate germs, 

bacteria  and 
rest  room 
odora  with 

No  moving  parts  —  no  filters necessary.  Operation  costs 
less  than  burning  a  light  bulb.  If  not  more  than 
pleased  after  ten  days  return  and  your  money  will 
be  cheerfully  refunded. 
Model  30  for  300-seat  theatre   $29.75 
Model  26  for  lavatories  (fastens  to  wall)  $12.95 
Model  50  for  500-seat  theatres   $59.50 (Terms:  $20.00  down  and  $7.50  per  month) 
Model  90  for  1,000-seat  theatres   $99.50 (Terms:  $32.50  down  and  $10.00  per  month) (F.O.B.  Grand  Rapids) 

□ZONE— AIR  AUTOMATIC 

CURTAIN  CDNTBDL5< Dependable,  smooth, 
silent,  trouble-free  per- formance ALWAYS! 
No  sticking,  no  slip- 

ping, no  embarrassment. 
Positive  switch  con- tacts assured  by  carbon 

contacts.  Sturdily  con- 
structed. Rubber  cush- 

ioned. Fully  guaranteed 
Including  motor,  $58.54 
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News  Notes  on  the 

•  THEATRE 

EQUIPMENT 

MARKET  • 

•  The  Carbondale  Machine  Corporation, 
manufacturer  of  air-conditioning  equip- 

ment, has  been  absorbed  by  the  Worthing- 
ton  Pump  &  Machinery  Corporation  of 
Harrison,  N.  J. 

•  Included  in  installations  of  the  latest 

type  RCA  Photophone  sound  systems  re- 
ported during  the  past  month  are  thirteen 

in  Fanchon  &  Marco  theatres  in  St.  Louis 

and  Illinois,  four  additional  installations  in 
Warner  theatres  in  Pennsylvania  and  Ohio, 
and  twelve  Fox  theatres  operated  by  the 
National  Agency  Corporation  and  located 
in  Wisconsin  and  California. 

•  A  New  York  office,  stocked  with  Adler 
silhouette  letters  and  attraction  board 

equipment,  to  supply  the  Eastern  area,  has 
been  opened  by  the  Adler  Sign  Company  of 
Chicago.  The  office,  located  at  1457 
Broadway,  is  in  charge  of  A.  Rosenbaum. 

•  Late  reports  of  installations  of  ticket 
registers  reported  by  the  General  Register 

Corporation  of  New  York  cite  four  3-unit 
Gold  Seal  registers  in  theatres  of  the  In- 

terstate circuit  of  Boston,  one  2-unit 

■Master  Gold  Seal  type  in  the  Princess, 
Hildinger  circuit  house  in  Trenton,  N.  J. ; 

and  one  2-unit  Model  "H"  register  in 
Rialto,  West  Palm  Beach,  Fla.,  Sparks 

theatre.  The  installations  were  made,  re- 
spectively, through  the  Capitol  Theatre 

Supply  Company,  Boston ;  National  Thea- 
tre Supply  Company,  Philadelphia  and  the 

Wil-Kin   Theatre   Supply   Co.,  Atlanta. 

•  The  Dayton  Safety  Ladder  Company  of 

Cincinnati,  reports  purchase  of  Type  "A" 
safety  ladders,  for  changing  marquee  letter- 

ing and  lamping,  and  general  utility,  by  the 
Annex  and  Luxor  theatres  in  New  York 

City,  Carlton  theatre  in  Jamaica,  L.  I., 
Shubert  in  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  and  the 
Warner  theatre  in  Youngstown,  Ohio. 

•  New  automatic  rewinders  (Chicago 

Cinema  Products  Company  "De  Luxe" 
type)  have  been  installed  by  Continental 
Theatre  Accessories  in  nine  Warner  thea- 

tres in  Chicago,  and  one  in  Hammond,  Ind. 

•  Special  "rough-house"  machines  have 
been  constructed  by  the  Royal  Metal  Man- 

ufacturing Company  of  Chicago,  and  are 
being  used  to  give  the  effect  of  extremely 
hard  usage  to  all  imitation  leather  consid- 

ered for  upholstery  coverings  of  Royal 
Metal  lobby  and  lounge  furniture.  The 
company  has  also  issued  a  new  catalogue 
displaying  its  complete  line  of  modern  metal 
furniture,  which  now  feature,  for  leather- 

ette coverings,  a  fabric  named  "Tuf-Tex." 

A  Natural  for  Modern  Theatre  Design! 

ADLER 
'Streamline 

CAST  ALUMINUM 

SILHOUETTE  LETTERS 

With  Adler  Reflecting  Bevels 

and  Bold,  Broad  Strokes 
Help  your  marquee  signs  produce  for  you  by 

displaying  your  programs  in  modern,  beautifully 
brilliant  ADLER  SILHOUETTE  LETTERS  AND 
SUPPORTING  FRAMES.  Assure  maximum  at- 

traction value  —  clear  readibility  day  and  night, 
from  a  distance  or  at  an  angle  —  are  quickly 
interchangeable  —  permit  easy  sien  maintenance. 
GUARANTEED  UNBREAKABLE. 
Many  existing  signs  can  be  changed  over  to 

these  new  letters  at  very  little  cost,  without 
remodeling    the  signs. 
Write  for  information  on  ADLER  SILHOUETTE 

—  also  SOLID  BACK  LETTERS  —  for  all  methods 
of  installation. 

MODERN  STAINLESS  STEEL 
In  keeping  with  the  demand  for  STAINLESS 

STEEL  construction,  as  shown  in  the  theatre 
front  at  the  left,  we  are  now  also  furnishing  our 
PATENTED  ADLER  SUPPORTING  FRAMES 
in  modern  STAINLESS  STEEL. 

FULLY  PATENTED  —  ADLER  "Streamline"  SILHOUETTE  LETTERS  with  BEVELED 
EDGES  AND  SUPPORTING  FRAMES  are  fully  covered  by  U.  S.  PATENT  No.  2,038,978 
granted  April  28,  1936.    Copies  available.  Infringers  will  be  prosecuted. 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

ADLER   SIGN    LETTER  CO. 

CHICAGO,  U.  S.  A.  —  LONDON,  ENGLAND 
720-B  SO.  DEARBORN  ST.,  CHICAGO      1457  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

ROXY    THEATRE,    N.    Y.  C. 

Look  at  your  lobby  floor — all  your  patrons  do.  A run-down-at-the-heel  appearance  indicates  poor  busi- 
ness or  a  lack  of  progressivcness. 

TYL-A-MATS  will  dress  up  that  old,  cracked  or 
otherwise  unsightly  floor.  They  have  been  chosen  for 
many  years  by  the  largest  theatres  to  enhance  the 
portals  of  the  modern  theatre.  Now  TYL-A-MATS. more  beautiful  than  ever,  can  be  installed  in  the 
smallest  house  at  very  reasonable  cost.  An  investment 
in  TYL-A-MATS  will  cut  your  cleaning  costs  because their  construction  tends  to  keep  dirt  outside  your auditorium. 

Our  color-illustrated  TYL-A-MAT  folder,  together  with  a  generous  sample  of  the  actual  mat, 
is  yours  for  the  asking.    Write  for  it  today. 

Prominent  Users of TYL-A-MATS 

Paramount- 

Publix  Corp. BKO-Corp. 

Warner  Brothers 
Comerford Amusement  Co. Brandt  Theatres 

Skirball  Brothers 
Shea  Chain,  Inc. 
Schine  Circuit Sparks  Circuit United -Detroit Theatres 

World  s 

O.W.JACKSON  &CO.  NC  290-5  " Ave.,N.Y.m 
*  Mat  House 

—BLOWERS— 
Capacities  from    1,000  to    15,000  C.F.M. 

All  -  Steel  Construction 
Prices  from  $18.95  up 

Write  for  Details 
TAYLOR    MANUFACTURING  CO. 

OFFICE:  4000  S.    DIVISION  AVE. 
GRAND   RAPIDS,  MICH. 

GENERAL  S 

SEATING  i 

COMPANY  % 
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EVERY  MODERN  THEATRE 

deserves  the  modern,  attractive 

ZEPHYR  UNIT 

V-TYPE  MARQUEE 
It  provides  abundant  space  for  attraction  copy 
with  no  wasteful  old  style  marquee  front, 
offering  for  the  first  time  a  really  high  quality 
marquee  at  prices  unbelievably  low,  radical 
reductions  being  made  possible  through  stand- 

ardization of  basic  parts  and  mass  production 
methods. 
Each  Zephyr  sparkles  with  individuality, 

flexibility  of  appearance  being  evident  in  the 
choice  of  available  effects,  color  schemes, 
ornamental  trims  and  uses  of  neon,  which  com- 

bine to  create  a  perfectly  balanced  and  cor- 
rectly lighted  front  that  is  strikingly  different. 

Will  fit  any  front. 
Comes  complete  with  several  hundred  new 

modern  Artkraft  silhouette  letters  which  are 
easily  read  at  great  distance. 
Write  for  literature,  prices  and  terms,  giv- 

ing width  of  sidewalk. 
World's  Largest  Manufacturers  of  All  Types of  Signs.    150  Sales  Offices  Throughout 

America  and  Abroad 

Qftr.  STANDARD^ 

LIMA, 
OHIO 

ARTKRAFT 

J^oj  COMPARISON 

DESTROY  ODORS— FRESHEN  AIR 
The  Modern  Ozone  Way 

ELECTROAIRE  EQUIPMENT 
with 

REGULATED  OZONE  GENERATION 
No  Airing  Out  necessary  after 
deodorizing — no  chemicals — no 
clinging  odor  of  deodorant. 
Save  Money — destroy  stale  air, 
occupancy  and  tobacco  odors. 
Recirculate  the  air  which  you 
have  heated  (or  cooled).  Cut 
heating  or  cooling  costs. 
Central  Type  Plant — introduces 
ozone  into  main  ventilating 
system. 
Portable  Type  introduces  ozone 
directly  into  your  auditorium. 
Small  size  available  for  rest 
rooms  and  offices. 
Electroaire  Theatre  Installations 
—Monroe,  State-Lake,  Orches- 

tra Hall  Theatres,  Chicago; 
Apollo  and  Gem,  St.  Louis; 
Simpson  Theatre,  Field  Mu- seum, Chicago,  etc. 
Theatres  with  ozone  are  more 
attractive  to  patrons — the  inside 
air  is  as  fresh  as  the  great 
outdoors.  Write  for  the  money  - 
saving  facts. 

The  ELECTROAIRE  CORPORATION 
1455  W.  CONGRESS  ST. CHICAGO,  ILL. 

WOLVERINE  .  .  . 
Direct  Shot 

BLOWERS 

with  variable  speed  con- 
trol,   as    low    as  $67.50. 

Wolverine     Blower  Works 
412  Prospect  Ave.,  N.  E. 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

Junk    that    old    matting    and    install  EZY-RUG 
Colored   Rubber  Link 

Write  for  folder  and  prices. 
AMERICAN    MAT   CORP.,    1715  Adams  St.,   Toledo.  0. 

THEATRE  INSPECTION  FORM 

with  the  start  of  a  new 

year  it  might  be  well  to  take  precaution- 
ary measures  which  the  theatre  manager 

might  well  take  to  assure  himself  that 
his  theatre  is  reasonably  safe  and  that 
his  staff  is  prepared  to  meet  emergencies. 
If  by  any  chance  he  is  neglecting  this 

important  responsibility,  there  is  no  bet- 
ter resolution  for  1937  than  to  institute 

an  inspection  service,  patterned  some- 
what along  that  outlined  in  the  follow- 

ing form,  which  should  be  revised  to 
meet  the  conditions  which  exist  in  each 

particular  operation. — j.  t.  k. 

WEEKLY  (OR  MONTHLY)  INSPECTION 

REPORT  ON  CONDITION  OF  THEATRE. 
CITY  STATE  
FOR  YEAR  ENDING  
ELECTRIC  SIGNS: 

(a)  Is  this  equipment  free  of  violations  and  defects? 
(b)  How  often  is  it  inspected,  in  order  to  determine  whether  it  is  in  safe  condition? 
(c)  Are  the  structural   steel   supports  and  frame-work  connected   with  the  building 

painted  at  regular  intervals? 
(d)  When  painting  is  required  do  you  thoroughly  scrape  iron  or  steel  supports,  rods, 

guys,  etc.,  and  apply  red  lead  before  putting  on  the  finishing  coat? 
MAIN  AUDITORIUM  LIGHTING  FIXTURES: 

(a)  Is  the  equipment  connected  with  the  theatre  inspected  at  regular  intervals? 
(b)  What  is  the  present  condition  of  the  cable  and  windlass  used  for  the  purpose  of 

raising  and  lowering  large  ceiling  fixtures? 
(c)  By  whom  is  it  inspected? 

CEILING: 
(a)     Is  there  any  sagging,  loose  or  defective  plaster  in  the  ceilings  in  any  place? 

ASBESTOS  CURTAIN: 
(a)  Is  this  curtain  in  good  condition? 
(b)  How  long  has  it  been  in  use? 
(c)  Has  it  been  subject  to  the  torch  test? 
(d)  Do  you  know  that  it  is  absolutely  flame-proof? 
(e)  Is  it  raised  and  lowered  regularly  at  regular  intervals? 

EXIT  DOORS,  COURTS,  ETC. 
(a)  Are  these  doors  free  of  defects  and  are  the  panic  bolts  in  such  condition  that  the 

doors  open  easily  from  within? 
(b)  Are  the  gates  of  the  courts  unlocked  during  performance  as  required  by  law? 
(c)  Do  you  keep  the  courts  and  fire  escapes  free  of  rubbish,  snow,  etc.? 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT: 
(a)  Is  any  part  of  this  equipment  in  a  defective  condition? 
(b)  Does  the  stage  manager  regularly  inspect  the  lines,  counterweights,  border  cables, 

sand  bags,  etc.? 
(c)  Are  the  stage  smoke  vents  raised  and  lowered  or  opened  and  closed  at  regular 

intervals,  in  order  to  find  out  if  they  are  in  perfect  condition? 
(d)  Is  the  stage  properly  equipped  with  all  auxiliary  fire  appliances? 
(e)  Is  scenery  or  properties  ever  stored  in  the  cellar  under  stage? 

FIRE  DRILLS: 
(a)  Are  the  employes  in  the  front  and  back  of  the  house  required  to  take  part? 
(b)  How  often  is  it  held? 
(c)  Are  ushers,  porters,  etc.,  acquainted  with  the  use  of  fire  extinguishers? 
(d)  How  often  do  you  recharge  the  fire  extinguishers? 
(e)  Is  the  water  in  fire  pails  and  fire  tanks  renewed  at  regular  intervals? 
(f)  When  were  the  fire  hoses  given  a  pressure  test? 

ROOF: 
(a)  Is  the  theatre  covered  with  a  peaked,  hipped,  or  flat  roof? 
(b)  Is  this  part  of  the  building  regularly  inspected,  so  that  snow  is  removed  and 

gutters  kept  free  of  rubbish? 
(c)  Is  the  chamber  attic  under  the  roof  included  in  this  inspection? 
(d)  Is  this  chamber  ever  used  for  storage  purposes? 

MARQUEE: 
(a)  Is  this  structure  in  a  safe  condition? 
(b)  Are  the  beams  and  rods,  supports,  etc.,  free  of  corrosion  and  all  other  defects? 
(c)  Is  snow  promptly  removed  from  roof? 

CHAIRS  &  CARPETS: 
(a)  Are  stationary  chairs  and  the  removable  chairs  in  the  boxes  in  fit  condition  for 

daily  use? 
(b)  Is  the  carpet  or  floor  covering  in  any  part  of  the  theatre  torn  or  worn  or  in  such  a 

condition  as  to  be  a  menace  to  safety? 
(c)  Are  all  steppings  safe? 
(d)  Are  all  steppings  and  aisles  adequately  lighted? 

PICTURE  BOOTH: 
(a)  Is  the  booth  equipped  with  fire  appliances,  etc.,  as  required  by  law? 
(b)  Is  it  absolutely  fireproof? 
(c)  Is  the  operator  careful  and  reliable?     Has  he  ever  been  found  guilty  of  smoking 

while  on  duty? 

(d)  Are  the  fire  shutters,  framework,  etc.,  inspected  at  regular  intervals,  and  operated? 
(e)  How  often  is  the  booth  inspected  during  performances?     By  whom? 

BOILERS: 

(a)  Are  you  protected  by  boiler  insurance? 
(b)  Are  the  boilers  inspected  by  the  insurance  company  at  regular  intervals? 
(c)  At  what  intervals  are  actual  checks  made  of  safety  controls  in  order  to  be  sure 

that  they  will  function?    By  whom? 
SIGNED  BY  
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MODERN  PROJECTION 

Tools  in  the  Projectionist's 

Kit  for  Regular  and  Special  Use 

•  Citing  implements  and  instruments  needed  in 

the  projection  room,  and  those  which  local  unions 

might  well   make   available   for   periodic  tests 

[The  following  discussion  has  been  pre- 
pared, in  response  to  an  inquiry,  by  Charles 

A.  Dentlebeck,  director  of  projection  for 

the  Famous  Players  Canadian  circuit. — 
The  Editor.] 

in  our  theatres  we  have 

a  calibre  of  projectionist  who  can  get  good 
results  while  at  the  same  time  keeping  the 

equipment  in  good  shape  for  extended 
periods  of  time,  with  very  little  expense. 
On  the  other  hand,  we  have  projectionists 

who  can  get  acceptable  results,  but  so  far 
as  equipment  maintenance  is  concerned, 
their  tools  might  better  be  thrown  away. 

I  believe  the  average  projectionist  gives 

acceptable  performance,  but  I  am  of  the 
opinion  that  when  it  comes  to  repairs,  both 

mechanical  and  projection  engineers  are 
required  if  the  equipment  is  to  be  kept 

in  proper  condition. 
I  am  not  particularly  interested  in  the 

tools  used  by  the  projectionists,  but  if  a 
local  union  or  other  group  is  desirous  of 

seeing  to  it  that  equipment  in  all  theatres 
under  their  jurisdiction  are  kept  in  good 
condition,  it  will  discover  that  it  has  a  very 
important  and  rather  difficult  job  on  its 
hands.  Such  work  should  be  delegated  to 

two  or  three  very  carefully  trained  men. 
For  this  work  a  great  number  of  tools  are 
not  required.  I  will  set  forth  my  views  as 

to  those  an  organization  should  have,  leav- 
ing each  projectionist  to  select  such  as  he 

may  think  desirable  for  his  own  use. 
First  of  all,  I  would  commend  the  test 

reels  sponsored  by  the  Society  of  Motion 
Picture  Engineers.  Naturally,  the  theatre 

projection  room  tool  list  should  include 
scissors,  pliers,  screw  drivers,  oil  cans,  rags, 

etc.,  as  well  as  a  supply  of  jeweler's  rouge 
and  optical  cloth  or  paper  with  which  to 
keep  mirrors  and  lenses  polished,  though 

some  projectionists  use  Bon  Ami  with  quite 
satisfactory  results. 

One  of  the  items  in  my  own  kit  that  I 

value  highly  is  an  optical  aligner,  which  I 
made  in  our  repair  shop.  It  is  surprising 

how  much  a  projector  optical  system  will 

get  out  of  alignment  from  time  to  time,  and 

there  should  be  a  periodic,  thorough  check- 

up on  this. A  gauge  is  necessary  to  maintain  proper 
alignment  of  the  carbon  brush  holders  at 

right  angles  with  the  commutator.  This  is 

necessary  for  the  reason  that  as  the  com- 
mutator wears  or  is  turned  down,  the  dis- 

tance of  the  element  to  which  the  brush 

holder  is  attached  thereto  alters,  hence  the 

angle  of  the  brush  with  the  commutator 
face  is  not  the  proper  angle.  To  get  the 
best  results  from  a  generator  an  exactly 

correct  angle  is  absolutely  necessary.  Espe- 
cially for  Hertner  transverters  and  Roth 

generators,  it  is  imperative  that  projection- 
ists have  a  gauge  of  exactly  the  specific 

dimensions  for  his  particular  need  [see 
accompanying  drawings]. 

The  gauge  for  the  Roth  generator  is  one 
inch  square,  TV  inch  thick.  It  is  placed 
edgewise  between  the  commutator  and  rod 

carrying  the  brush  holder,  and  adjustment 
is  so  made  that  the  fit  is  snug.  The  holder 
is  then  so  adjusted  that  its  thickness  will 

ROTH  GAUGE'S 

The  gauge  goes  between  commuta- 

tor ana*  brush  ho/o'er  post. 

Manufacture  specif/lotions  f  inch.  The  thickness 

ofsfoucfe  goes  between  brush  hoider  ana'  commutator. 

TONG  TESTER. 
TRANSVERTER  GAUGE 
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just  allow  it  to  slide  under  between  the 
holder  and  commutator,  whereupon  the 

brush  will  rest  squarely  upon  the  commu- 
tator, and  when  properly  fitted  thereto  as 

to  curvature,  all  will  be  well. 

The  transverter  gauge  drawings  indi- 
cate clearly  the  manner  in  which  this  gauge 

is  used.  Points  XX  rest  upon  the  com- 
mutator, with  point  Y  snug  against  the 

lower  part  of  the  brush  holder.  In  this 

position,  the  face  of  the  gauge  must  be  in 
contact  with  the  upper  part  of  holder. 

I  submit  a  list  of  the  entire  contents  of 

my  own  tool  outfit,  with  the  remark  that 
it  is  all  my  personal  property,  purchased 
over  a  period  of  years.  It  consists  of  a 

universal  fuse  and  circuit  tester,  110-550 
volts;  an  assortment  of  small  washers, 

screws,  tapered  pins,  nuts  and  bolts;  a  50- 
foot  steel  tape  measure ;  a  6-inch  scale 
(short  steel  ruler). 

Other  items  are  a  Weston  model  280- 

volt  ammeter,  Richardson's  Bluebook  of 
Projection,  a  slide  rule,  a  focusing  flash- 

light, a  round-nose  plier,  set  of  good  steel 
punches,  a  small  cold  chisel,  a  small  center 
punch,  six  screw  drivers  of  various  sizes, 

one  8-inch  pipe  wrench.  One  small 
T-wrench,  one  8-inch  pipe  plier,  one  set 

of  "feelers,"  end  cutters,  one  bulldog  plier, 
one  speed  indicator,  one  4-ounce  hammer, 
scissors,  diagonal  cutters,  a  small  hand 
vise,  one  set  of  Allen  &  Bristow  wrenches, 
one  blow  torch,  an  opera  glass,  an  optical 
aligner,  an  assortment  of  files,  extra  long 

"feelers"  to  check  clearance  on  generators, 
one  set  of  box  wrenches,  one  output  meter, 
one  milliampere  meter,  an  assortment  of 
shims,  solderless  lugs,  sandpaper  and  crocus 

cloth,  gauge  for  checking  brush  alignment 
and  angle,  a  gauge  for  checking  position 

of  carbons — and  a  Tong-Tester,  rating 
from  zero  to  200  amperes. 

The  Tong-Tester  [see  drawing]  is  an 
English  tool  costing  $75.  It  has  two  scale 
ranges  of  0  to  50,  and  0  to  150  amperes 
(price  is  somewhat  less  with  only  one 
to  0  to  800  amperes.   By  merely  pressing 

a  trigger,  the  tong  encircles  the  wire, 

whereupon  a  correct  reading  is  immedi- 
ately available.  The  field  that  surrounds 

every  wire  carrying  current  is  proportional 
to  the  amount  of  current.  The  instrument 

is  accurate  and  is  used  by  many  of  the 

largest  electric  companies.  It  cannot  be 

burned  out.  It  can  be  manipulated  en- 
tirely with  one  hand.  This  instrument  is 

a  thing  I  would  advise  unions  doing  ser- 
vice work  to  own.  The  same  instrument 

may  be  used  on  both  a.c.  and  d.c. 

A  highly  important  point  is  proper  am- 
perage flow  for  a  given  diameter  of  carbon ; 

also  proper  arc  gap — in  other  words  proper 
arc  voltage.  As  all  projectionists  know, 

there  is  considerable  controversy  concern- 
ing arc  voltage,  but  if  projectionists  wish 

to  obtain  best  results  they  will  adhere  ex- 
actly to  recommendation  of  the  carbon 

manufacturer  in  this  matter.  Not  only 
will  they  thus  get  the  best  possible  results, 
but  these  will  be  obtained  with  maximum 

efficiency. — Charles  A.  Dentlebeck. 

What  '36  Cave  and  '37  Promises  to  Sound 

[The  year  just  passed  was  probably  the 
most  productive  of  genuine  improvement 
in  motion  picture  sound  since  its  early 
years.  Following  are  two  statements  that 
trace  the  advancement  made,  while  at  the 

same  time  indicating  the  lines  along  which 

we  may  expect  this  element  of  the  motion 

picture  performance  to  make  further  prog- 
ress during  1937. — The  Editor.] 

SOUND  IN  1937 

By  EDWIN  M.  HARTLEY 
RCA  Photophone  Division 
RCA  Manufacturing  Company 

exhibitors  and  the  thea- 

tre-going  public  may  look  forward  to  a 
widespread  improvement  in  motion  picture 
sound  during  the  coming  year.  In  1936, 
many    important    technical    advances  in 

sound  bridged  the  gap 

from  the  great  engi- 
neering and  research 

laboratories  to  the  re- 
cording studios  of  the 

major  motion  picture 
companies,  the  leading 

film  processing  labora- 
tories and  to  hundreds 

of  theatres  throughout 

the  country.  The  tire- 
Edwin  M.  Hartley  less  engineers  and  labo- 

ratory research  workers  will  witness  the 
fruition  of  their  great  efforts  in  1937  and 
the  years  to  come. 

In  the  field  of  recording,  an  important 

development  has  been  the  use  of  push-pull 
recording  for  master  negatives;  another, 

the  ultra-violet  system  of  recording. 

Briefly,  the  push-pull  system  eliminates 

"ground"  or  hissing  noises,  permits  full 
definition  of  the  various  shadings  of 

volume,  and  greater  fidelity.    The  sound 
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waves  are  halved  into  two  separate  and 
symmetrical  sound  tracks,  one  negative  and 

the  other  positive,  automatically  eliminat- 
ing the  black  unused  portions  of  the  sound 

track  on  which  dust  particles  and  scratches 

cause  noisiness.  The  immediate  applica- 

tion of  push-pull  is  to  the  recording  field 
rather  than  to  reproduction  in  the  theatre; 
it  is  particularly  valuable  in  making  the 
master  negative  from  which  the  necessary 

re-recordings  to  standard  track  may  later 
be  made.  However  during  the  past  year 

one  of  the  major  picture  companies  re- 
leased two  of  its  roadshow  feature  pictures 

with  the  push-pull  sound  track.  A  minor 
change  was  necessary  on  the  projection 
equipment  to  accommodate  the  double 
sound  track. 

I  believe  the  trend  will  definitely  turn 

to  a  general  adoption  of  this  type  of  track 

as  soon  as  some  of  the  distribution  prob- 
lems are  worked  out.  In  that  case,  only 

a  simple  modification  is  necessary  on  exist- 
ing equipment  to  reproduce  the  new  track. 

The  ultra-violet  light  system  eliminates 
the  unnatural  lisping  and  hissing  effects 
which  have  marred  the  speaking  voices  of 

many  talking  picture  stars,  and  improves 

the  quality  of  musical  reproduction.  High- 
qualitv  sound  in  motion  pictures  has  be- 

come largely  a  problem  of  photographing 
as  faithfully  as  possible  a  picture  of  the 
original  sound.  Ordinary  white  light  as 
used  in  the  recording  process  is  composed 

of  a  great  many  different  wave-lengths.  It 
is  impracticable  to  focus  all  of  these  wave- 

lengths exactly  at  one  time,  and  those  of 
them  that  are  even  slightly  out  of  focus, 

blur  the  edges  of  the  sound  picture  and  in- 
troduce distortion.  Additional  distortion 

results  when  the  light  penetrates  too  deep- 
ly into  the  film  emulsion  and  scatters. 

RCA  Photophone  engineers  discovered  that 

by  restricting  the  light  focused  on  the  film 

negative  to  a  narrow  band  in  the  ultra- 

violet range,  it  was  possible  to  focus  the 
lenses  better  and  control  the  penetration 

of  the  light  on  the  emulsion. 

The  advent  of  the  improved  sound  pic- 
tures in  the  coming  year  will  be  of  great 

importance  to  the  theatre  owner.  It  has 
already  been  demonstrated  that  good  sound 

makes  for  "good  box-office."  Formerly 
recording  engineers  have  had  to  hold  down 
the  volume  range  on  the  negative  in  order 

not  to  "overshoot"  and  distort.  The  new 
recordings  change  all  this.  Theatres  will 
therefore  require  greater  power  to  handle 
the  climactic  moments  that  highspot  the 

pictures,  without  distortion.  This  means 

high-quality  amplifier  systems. 
The  year  1936  witnessed  another  great 

technical  contribution  to  better  sound  in 
the  theatre  with  the  introduction  of  the 

cellular  type  of  loudspeaker.  High  fre- 
quency sound  in  the  upper  registers  are 

highly  directional.  Thus  with  ordinary 
speakers  the  best  sound  reproduction  is 
heard  in  a  direct  beam  from  the  center  of 

the  screen.  The  multi-cellular  construc- 
tion of  the  new  horns  insure  a  uniform  dis- 

tribution of  both  the  high  and  low  tones  to 

every  part  of  the  auditorium.  The  past 

year  also  witnessed  the  universal  recogni- 
tion of  the  importance  of  the  rotary 

stabilizer  as  a  part  of  the  soundhead 
movement  of  the  film  past  the  reproducing 

photoelectric  cell  and  eliminates  the  distor- 
tion which  film  flutter  and  speed  variations 

formerly  caused. 
There  is  every  indication  that  in  the 

coming  year  the  major  motion  picture 

studios  will  cooperate  in  establishing  uni- 
form recording  standards  in  keeping  with 

the  new  and  improved  sound  technique. 
Motion  picture  producers  are  spending 
vast  sums  of  money  to  improve  their 

product  in  every  technical  respect,  of  which 
sound  is  only  one  important  part.  It  is 
natural  to  expect,  therefore,  that  suitably 
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high  sound  reproducing  standards  should 
also  be  established  for  theatres  so  that  these 
great  expenditures  will  not  have  been  in 
vain. 

• 

NEW  STANDARDS 

By  C.  W.  BUNN 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc. 

more  than  twenty  thou- 
sond  theatres  throughout  the  world  look 

to  Hollywood  as  a  source  of  constantly 
improving  sound  motion  picture  entertain- 

ment— and  the  producers  are  keenly  aware 
of  this  responsibility. 

As  proof  of  their  alert- 
ness, witness  the  many 

factors  involved  in 

sound  production  prac- 
tice which  have  under- 

gone radical  changes 
during  the  past  year. 

The  process  of  re- 
recording,  for  example, 

has  been  vastly  simpli- 
fied through  the  adop- 

tion of  machines  designed  specifically  for 
this  highly  specialized  function.  Printing, 
too,  has  received  much  attention  and  mod- 

ern practice  calls  for  special  "pre-equaliz- 
ing"  to  compensate  for  the  losses  of  the 
higher  frequencies  normally  experienced  in 

transferring  the  negative  sound  image  to 
the  release  print. 

As  a  result  of  these  and  similar  changes, 
the  release  print  frequency  range  has  been 
greatly  extended  with  a  marked  potential 
increase  in  both  naturalness  and  presence, 
or  the  illusion  of  sound  depth.  But  prob- 

ably the  most  important  and  spectacular 
change  brought  about  in  1936  has  been  the 
marked  increase  in  the  use  of  dramatic 

sound  effects.  Earthquake  scenes,  violent 
explosions,  crashing  buildings  and  similar 

massive  sound  values  all  were  made  pos- 
sible commercially  last  year  by  virtue  of 

modifications  in  the  speed  of  noise  reduc- 

tion unit  operation,  changes  in  the  geom- 

etry of  the  light  valve  "slit"  and  refine- 
ments in  film  processing. 

Reproducing  equipment  is  now  available 
to  the  exhibitor  by  means  of  which  he  can 
avail  himself  of  the  full  technical  advan- 

tage provided  by  the  new  product  and  at 
a  cost  ridiculously  low  compared  with  the 
prices  of  yesterday.  Reproducer  sets  have 
been  refined  until  they  challenge  the  finest 

of  Hollywood's  recording  machines.  Am- 
plifiers are  available  that  not  only  transmit 

the  complete  audible  spectrum,  but  that  are 

capable  of  delivering  sound  energy  equal- 
ling the  original  in  intensity.  And  in  the 

new  di-phonic  loudspeaker,  which  forms  a 

part  of  Western  Electric's  new  Mirro- 
phonic  sound  system,  a  radiating  mechan- 

ism is  found  that,  within  the  limits  of  a 
monaural  sound  system,  approaches  the 
ultimate. 

The  exhibitor  has  been  entirely  justified 
in  his  exacting  demands  of  Hollywood,  but 
this  interest  in  the  production  phases  of  the 
business  should  not  be  permitted  to  obscure 

the  possibilities  of  increased  boxoffice  dol- 
lars to  be  found  in  completely  modernized 

projection  facilities. 

THE  STRONG  MOGUL 

marks  a  distinct  advance  in  projection  arc  lamp  design  and  construction, 

providing  many  fundamental  advantages  available  only  in  Strong  Lamps. 

Designed  to  deliver  a  tremendous  volume  of  light — a  steady,  brilliant  light 

that  is  distributed  uniformly  over  the  complete  screen  area,  projecting  a 

picture  full  of  depth  and  definition  which  fairly  sparkles,  bringing  out  all 

the  delicate  details  and  possessing  a  realistic  daylight,  effect. 

The  higher  efficiencies  attained  through  the  modern  Strong  lamp  result  in 

the  greatly  increased  volume  of  light  without  a  corresponding  increase  in 

operating  costs. 

See  a  demonstration  in  your  own  theatre.  Any  Independent  Theatre  Equip- 

ment Dealer  will,  without  obligation,  demonstrate  the  lamp  meeting  your 

requirements.  Write  today  for  the  new,  interesting  and  instructive  catalog. 

THE  STRONG  ELECTRIC  CORPORATION 

2501  Lagrange  Street  Toledo,  Ohio,  U.S.A. 

Export  Offices     Room  301     220  W.  42nd  Sf.,  New  York,  N.Y. 
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COMMENT    ON    PROJECTION  AFFAIRS 

.  .  including  discussions  by  readers  and  answers  to  inquires 

A  COMMON  PROBLEM 

IN  SCREEN  ILLUMINATION 

an  old  and  much-argued 
question  is  raised  in  a  letter  received  the 
other  day  from  Francis  E.  Hersey,  chief 

projectionist  of  the  Elsinore  theatre  in  Elsi- 
nore,  Calif.  It  is:  How  much  light  best 
serves  the  needs  of  projection? 

1  have  many  times  said,  and  still  do  say, 
that  it  is  not  feasible  to  set  up  any  standard 

of  screen  brightness,  as  measured  in  1am- 
berts  or  foot-candles,  unless  a  rigid  standard 
is  set  up  to  govern  not  only  auditorium 

illumination,  but  everything  that  can  re- 
flect light  to  the  screen  or  into  the  eyes 

of  the  audience — in  other  words,  a  general 
standard  of  auditorium  light  level — inas- 

much as  a  motion  picture  image  has  effect 
only  because  of  contrasting  shades  of  light, 
which  means  very  much  more  than  merely 
the  amount  of  light  reflected  from  the 
screen. 

Brother  Hersey  tells  me  that  because  of 
the  observation  that  there  is  a  tendency 
toward  dense  films,  and  also  because  of  the 

expectancy  of  more  color  films  in  the  near 
future,  the  management  of  his  theatre  is 

considering  the  replacement  of  low-intensity 
lamps  which  have  seen  seven  years  service, 
with  lamps  for  suprex  type  carbons. 

His  view  is  that  the  new  type  lamp  will 
not  supply  too  much  light  and  can  readily 
give  more  light  when  and  if  it  is  needed. 

The  management  has  been  advised,  how- 
ever, that  suprex  arc  lamps  will  supply 

too  much  light,  and  it  has  been  suggested 
that  the  present  lamps  be  replaced  with 

new  low-intensity  lamps  with  lO^-inch 
mirrors. 

"Am  I  wrong,  or  are  they?"  asks  Hersey. 
He  gives  the  following  data  concerning  the 
conditions: 

Screen  image,  16  feet,  8  inches.  Projec- 
tion distance,  86  feet.  Screen  masked  dead 

black.  Distance  from  last  row  of  main 

floor  to  screen,  58  feet;  from  last  balcony 
row,  94  feet.  Width  of  seating  area,  52 
feet  at  front,  58  feet  rear.  Top  balcony 
seats  about  20  feet  above  screen  center. 

Screen  kept  dusted,  and  is  three  and  half 
months  old.  Hersey  inquires  further: 

"If  suprex  arc  lamps  should  be  installed 
and  the  light  proved  to  be  too  much,  could 
not  the  auditorium  illumination  be  increas- 

ed to  neutralize  the  screen  brightness?" 
The  problem  presented  is  of  a  common 

type,  and  an  absolutely  correct  answer  is 
not  easily  to  be  arrived  at  (it  belongs  to  a 

group  of  problems  concerning  which  our 

engineering  bodies  have  been  slow  in  de- 
veloping data  on).  Here  we  have  an  image 

16  feet,  8  inches  wide  masked  a  dead  black. 
The  masking  tends  to  increase  screen 
brightness  and  also  compensates  somewhat 

for  the  drop-off  of  brightness  from  screen 
center  to  edges.  The  viewing  distances  re- 

quire no  very  brilliant  illumination  for 
rear  seat  patrons  of  normal  eyesight  to  see 

image  details,  even  though  a  highly  diffu- 
sive screen  surface  is  necessary. 

Under  these  conditions,  a  light  source  of 
medium  power  should  suffice,  provided  the 

light  source  is  properly  adjusted,  the  projec- 
tor optical  system  well  selected,  aligned  and 

cleaned,  the  screen  has  good  reflection 

characteristics,  and  provided  the  auditori- 
um illumination  does  not  interfere.  Now 

this  man  Hersey  is  obviously  a  chap  who 
knows  his  job,  and  I  think  the  management 
of  the  Elsinore  would  do  well  to  rely  upon 

him  pretty  much  for  a  decision.  I  cannot 
determine  procedure  in  a  case  of  this  kind 
at  this  distance.  I  will,  however,  make  a 

few  suggestions. 

The  suprex  arc  is  well  suited  to  auditori- 
ums having  the  conditions  found  in  the 

Elsimore,  and  it  gives  a  light  of  better 

quality  than  that  obtained  from  low-inten- 
sity light  sources.  For  regular  films,  a 

five-six  carbon  combination  could  be  used, 
and  when  the  feature  film  is  in  color  or 

is  unusually  dense,  the  combination  could 

be  changed  to  six-seven. 
It  occurs  to  me  that  the  supply  dealer 

from  whom  the  lamps  were  to  be  purchased 

might  be  willing  to  install  a  low  intensity 

lamp  equipped  with  a  10j^-inch  reflector 
on  one  projector,  and  a  suprex  arc  type  on 
the  other  for  a  day  or  two,  so  that  decision 
could  be  based  on  actual  tests. 

INTERFERENCE  FROM 

AIR  VIBRATION 

jerry  gage,  projectionist 
of  the  Globe  theatre  in  Betram,  Texas, 

writes,  "I  have  been  employed  in  this 
theatre  since  it  opened  in  August,  1935. 

Two  projection  rooms  which  recently  were  partially  re-equipped.  The  left- 
hand  view  is  of  the  projection  quarters  of  the  800-seat  Ruffin  theatre  in 
Covington,  Tenn.,  owned  and  operated  by  W.  F.  Ruffin.  The  projectors  have 
new  Brenlcert  Enarc  lamps,  installed  by  the  Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Company 

of  Memphis.  They  are  supplied  by  a  new  Roth  motor-generator  set.  Pro- 
jectors are  Simplex,  while  sound  is  Western  Electric.    Shown  in  their  place  of 

busines  are  Paul  Harrington,  chief  projectionist,  and  his  assistant,  Walton 
Bonds.  The  projection  room  of  the  Starland  theatre  in  Winnipeg,  Manitoba, 

is  shown  in  the  other  picture.  These  projectors  also  have  new  Brenlcert  Enarc 

lamps,  installed  by  Western  Theatres,  Ltd..  of  which  J.  Miles  is  president. 

The  lamps  are  supplied  by  a  Crompton-Parkinson  motor-generator  set  (manu- 
factured in  England).    The  Starland  has  1500  seats;  the  throw  is  106  feet. 
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THERE  IS  NO  SUBSTITUTE 

for  SATISFACTION 

BRENKERT  has  shown  rapid  gains  in  installations  because 

theatre  owners  who  are  in  step  with  progress  have  found 

BRENKERT  ENARC  projection  lamps  give  greater  abundance 

of  light — clearer  and  more  distinct  screen  images — continuous 

reliable  performance — and  greater  economy  of  operation. 

You'll  find  BRENKERT  ENARCS  in  the  world's  finest  theatres. 

BRENKERT  and  satisfaction  are  synonymous — there  is  no  sub- 

stitute for  either. 

Sold  and  serviced  by 
BRENKERT  distributors 

across  the  continent 

and  in  most  foreign 

countries. 

Take  advantage  of  the 

convenient  "out-of-in- come"  payment  plan 

available  to  all  pur- 
chasers of  BRENKERT 

equipment. 

BRENKERT 

W  N  Y 

ENGINEERS   AMD    MANUFACTURERS   »    •    •   DETROIT,    MICHIGAN      V  •  S  •  A 
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SUPER  SERIES 

Largen  Sound  Systems" 
Balanced  —  Dramatic  —  Perfect  Fidelity 
Reproduction  over  the  Complete  Range  of 

Sound  Recording 

All  film  travels  through  sound  head  on  revolving  sur- 
faces— all  moving  parts  on  ball  bearings. 

Greatly  improved  Gyroscopic  filter  providing  absolute 
smooth  film  travel  through  scanning  light. 

Sixty  series  "Beam  Power"  amplifiers, — featuring  new 
"Hushed  Background"  Reproduction, — Metal  Tubes,— 
Copper  Oxide  Rectified  "DC"  Exciter  Supply, — ■ Volume  control  calibrated  in  D.B. 

LARGEN  TWO  WAY  HORN  SYSTEM 

PERFECT  REPRODUCTION 

PERFECT  DISTRIBUTION 

MANUFACTURERS  AND  WHOLESALERS 
219  NORTH  16  TP  STREET  OMAHA,  NEBR. 

gj&gL  EF.ftjfe.CY  RECTIFIER 
1 

GOOD-ALL  ELECTRIC  MfG  CO    '- - 

$72.00 
NOISELESS-FLICKERLESS 
MODEL  30  LOW  INTENSITY 

Engineered   with  ample 
Margin  of  Safety. 

"BUILT  TO  EXCEL" 
3  Year  Unconditional  Guarantee.    Adjustable  from 
15-30  Amps.   Write  us  about  our  Model  60  Suprex 
Rectifiers  and  our  Model  12  D  C  Exciter  Supply 

Rectifier. 
GOODALL  ELECTRIC  MFG.  CO. 

OGALLALA,  NEBRASKA 

Have  something  that  has  been  a  problem, 
and  still  is.  Have  not  asked  advice  for  the 

reason  that  I  wanted  to  eliminate  it  myself, 
but  to  date  nothing  I  have  been  able  to 
think  of  has  helped.   Here  is  the  problem: 

"In  all  but  very  dark  scenes  there  is  a 
visible  effect  that  I  do  not  believe  could  be 

classed  as  a  flicker.  Have  you  ever  noticed 

on  a  hot  day  how  the  heat  waves  are  re- 
flected above  a  sheet  iron  roof?  Well,  that 

is  exactly  the  effect.  It  shows  up  on  both 
old  and  new  film  and  film  that  is  dirty  or 

oily  or  clean." You  have,  in  effect,  stated  the  answer 
yourself,  I  think.  Unless  I  am  in  error, 
somewhere  between  your  observation  ports 

and  the  screen  is  a  radiator,  or  some  open- 
ing from  which  comes  hot  air,  and  it  is  that 

hot  air  that  causes  the  effect  you  describe. 
I  have  had  quite  a  few  inquiries  of  the 

same  sort  during  winter  months,  and 
always  that  was  the  answer.  If  such 
radiators  or  openings  exist,  cover  them  over 

and  you  may  find  the  trouble  ended. 

TAPPING  IN  NEW 

MAGNET  TYPE  MONITOR 

E.     G.     WIESELMANN  of 

Wieselmann  Theatres,  Palisades,  Col., 

writes,  "The  reason  for  this  being  my  first 
letter  to  you  seeking  advice  is  not  that  I 

have  not  many  times  needed  it.  Hereto- 
fore I  have  always  consulted  you  through 

the  medium  of  your  splendid  Bluebook  of 

Projection,  and  it  is  what  you  say  in  the 
book  about  matching  speakers  that  causes 
this  letter. 

"In  one  of  my  theatres  we  are  attempt- 
ing to  hook  in  a  permanent  magnet  type 

speaker  to  be  used  as  a  projection  room 
monitor.  The  stage  speaker  in  use  has  an 

8-ohm  voice  coil.  The  amplifier  output 
transformer  has  six  taps,  providing  for  the 

following  combinations:  1-2,  giving  4 
ohms;  1-3,  8  ohms;  1-4,  12  ohms;  1-5,  16 

ohms;  1-6,  500  ohms. 

"We  have  tried  various  methods  of 
hooking  this  extra  speaker  in,  with  both 

good  and  bad  results.  The  present  hook- 
up is  as  follows:  The  8-ohm  voice  coil  of 

the  stage  speaker  across  taps  1  and  3 ;  the 

2-ohm  voice  coil  of  the  monitor  coupled 
through  a  transformer,  having  8  ohms  on 
the  primary  and  2  ohms  on  the  secondary, 
also  to  taps  1  and  3.  To  my  mind  this  is 
not  correct,  although  there  is  no  apparent 
impairment  of  sound  quality  from  the  stage 
speaker.  However,  it  is  my  desire  to  be 
absolutely  correct,  therefore  I  ask :  How 
would  you  hook  the  speakers  up?  The 

stage  speaker  is  not  of  the  permanent 

magnet  type." The  engineering  department  of  Erpi,  to 
which  I  referred  this  question,  replies, 

"The  question  of  loudspeaker  connections 
depends  somewhat  upon  the  relative 
amounts  of  electrical  speech  power  required 

by  the  stage  and  monitor  speakers  to  pro- 
vide adequate  acoustic  volume. 

"If,  for  example,  the  projection  room 
monitor  speaker  requires  almost  the  same 
amount  of  power  as  does  the  stage  speaker, 
in  order  that  proper  acoustic  output  be 

'Specify  the   GoldE  Standard' 
IMPROVED  GOLDE 

MODEL  H  REWIND 

Redesigned  for  perfect,  noiseless  op- 
eration with  2,000-foot  reels.  New  low 

pulley  ratio  provides  perfect  film  take- 
up  with  no  danger  of  film  slap  and  torn 
ends. 

Rubber   cushioned    motor  and  mount 

—  now  an  integral  part  of  the  rewind. 
New  modern  door  latch. 

Complete  with 

motor  — 

AT  ALL  DEALERS 

GoldE  MFG.  CO. 
1728  No.  Damen  Ave.       Chicago,  111. 

$70 

SYNCROFILM 
PROFESSIONAL   SOUND  PROJECTOR 
The  "Perfect  Performance  Guarantee"  of  the  S.P.  Professional 
Sound  Projector  is  marked  "SYNCROFILM"  on  every  projector. This  combination  of  projection  and  sound  in  one  unit, 
designed  by  engineers  associated  with  sound  since  its  be- ginning, is  modern  in  every  detail. 
Thorough  satisfaction  of  all  its  features  has  proven  Syncro- flim's    world-wide    success.     AN    EARNED  LEADERSHIP. 

Write  for  details. 

WEBER  MACHINE  CORPORATION 
59 RUTTER 

EXPORT: STREET,  ROCHESTER,  NEW  YORK 100  VARICK  ST.,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Cable  Address:  "Romos" 

•SALE    OF  TOP  QUALITY 

• SCREENS   LOW  PRICES 

VOCO-CHROME  22  He 

VOCO-BEADED    29  HC 

PER  SQ.  FOOT 

Hundreds  of  other  outstanding  bargains  in 

our  new  Removal  Sale  Bulletins.  We're 
celebrating  our  greatly  enlarged  new  quar- 

ters with  immense  selections  of  equipment 
that  every  exhibitor  needs  ...  at  special 
sale  prices.  Buy  from  S.O.S.  and  save. 
Satisfaction  guaranteed. 

S.  O.  S.  CORPORATION 
636-BT  ELEVENTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK 
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provided,  then  the  stage  speaker  (8  ohms) 

should  be  connected  across  taps  1-2  (4 
ohms)  of  the  amplifier  output.  The  8-ohm 
side  of  the  transformer,  which  Mr.  Wiesel- 
mann  indicates  is  available,  should  also  be 

connected  to  taps  1-2  of  the  amplifier  out- 
put. The  2-ohm  side  of  the  transformer 

should  be  connected  to  the  2-ohm  voice  coil 
of  the  permanent  magnet  type  monitor 
speaker.  A  series  rheostat,  preferably  of 
the  tapered  type,  may  be  connected  in  series 

with  the  8-ohm  side  of  the  transformer,  in 
order  to  provide  such  monitor  volume  con- 

trol as  may  be  required." 

PRESSURE  CONSUMPTION 

IN  AN  ELECTRIC  CIRCUIT 

FROM    W.    W.  GILREATH 

of  Austin,  Texas,  comes  this  interesting 
criticism  and  analysis: 

"I  find  that  either  P.  and  L.  Felt  did 
not  make  their  meaning  clear  in  answering 

Question  No.  47  of  the  'Bluebook  School' 
in  Motion  Picture  Herald,  or  else  they 

are  confused.  They  said,  'We  are  told 
that  in,  for  example,  the  lamp  filament,  all 
pressure  (voltage)  is  consumed.  Yet  under 
overload  both  wires  of  a  circuit  become 

heated  on  both  sides  of  the  load.  Query: 
If  all  pressure  is  consumed  in  the  load, 

what  shoves  the  current  along  the  con- 
ductor on  the  no-load  side,  and  often  with 

sufficient  force  to  heat  the  conductor?' 

"I  think  probably  the  'no-load'  is  a  typo- 
graphical error,  since  at  no-load  no  current 

flows,  hence  the  conductors  will  not  heat. 

It  is  not  claimed  that  all  pressure  is  con- 

sumed in  the  lamp  or  'load,'  but  that  all 
pressure  not  consumed  in  some  other  part 
of  the  circuit  is  consumed  in  the  lamp  or 

'load.'  In  short,  in  any  closed  circuit  the 
algebraic  sum  of  all  potential  drops  and 
potential  rises  will  be  equal  to  zero. 

"A  brief  discussion  of  the  accompanying 
diagram  will  answer  this  problem,  as  well 
as  perhaps  some  others.     Examining  the 

diagram,  let  us  assume  it  to  represent  a 
circuit  extending  from  a  transformer  out 
in  the  alley,  to  points  AB  located  on  the 

theatre  stage,  and  that  the  installing  elec- 
tricians have  extended  this  circuit  from 

points  AB  to  points  CD,  the  latter  located 
in  the  front  of  the  theatre,  and  has  there 
connected  points  CD  with  an  incandescent 
lamp  of  low  wattage. 

"Both  of  these  wires  will  of  course  offer 
resistance  according  to  their  length  and 
diameter,  assuming  them  to  be  composed  of 

commercial  copper.  The  amount  of  resist- 
ance under  the  load  named  will  of  course 

be  small,  but  every  inch  of  length  does  offer 
resistance  in  certain,  definite  amount. 

"Assuming  the  circuit  to  be  'open,'  if  we 
connect  a  voltmeter  across  points  AB,  and 

A  SUPERIOR  10%"  REFLECTOR 

conversion  FOR  LESS! 

FOR     PEERLESS     LOW  AMPERAGE 

REFLECTOR    ARC  LAMPS 

•  •  • 

A  GENUINE  UNIT  MADE  BY  THE  MANUFACTURER  OF 

YOUR  PEERLESS  LAMP  WILL  GIVE  THE  BEST  RESULTS 

•  •  • 

The  Peerless  unit  includes  a  complete  reflector  holder  with  a  con- 
venient crater  indicator.  An  optically  correct  reflector.  A  complete 

light  cone  and  dowser  and  a  positive  and  negative  carbon  holder. 

Carbon  holders  are  essential  to  utilize  the  full  travel  of  carbon 

holder  saddles  and  overcome  more  frequent  trimming  and  costly 
carbon  waste. 

PRICE 

 WRITE  FOR  CIRCULAR  

COMPLETE  UNIT 

FOR   ONE   LAMP   AS  SHOWN 

 MANUFACTURED    B  Y   

$25 

00 

J.  E.  mcAuley  Mfg.  Co. 

552-54  W.  ADAMS  ST.  :  : 
  SOLD  BY  
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NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 

SUPER-LITE 

LENSES 

PRO*  JEX 

SOUND  UNITS 

Are  giving  universal 
satisfaction. 

A  tryout  will  convince 

you. 

GARVER  KURRENT 

CHANGERS 

save  20%-30% 

changing  A.C.  to  D.C.,  having  no 
current-wasting  moving  parts  or  out- 

side rheostats.  Heavy  windings  pro- 
duce the  steady  current  (15  to  30 

amps.) 

necessary  to  a  stable  arc, 
unvarying  light  intensity  and  undetectable  changeovers. 

The  quietest  rectifier  made.  Sets  up  no  interference. 
See  your  dealer  or  write  for  details.  $g2  up. 

ectri UNION  CITX, 
,ompany" 
INDIANA 

Projection  Optics  Co.,  Inc. 
330  Lyell  Ave.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.,  U.S.A. 
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Type 
HC-10 

BETTER  PROJECTION 

•  "H  &  C"  is  the  accepted 
standard  throughout  the 

world  for  perfection  in  Pro- 

jection Lighting  —  assuring 

superior  projection  results  be- 

cause of  better  screen  illumi- 
nation. 

Write  for  Illustrated  Booklet 

HALL  &  CONNOLLY,  Inc. 

24  Van  Dam  Street,  New  York  City 

DESIGNED,  BUILT 

and  Guaranteed 

BY 

ELECTRICAL 

ENG I NEERS 

RECT  -  O  -  LITE  Bectifler  produces 
brilliant  pictures  and  clear  sound. 
Built  for  long  service:  engineered 
for  safety. 
No.  30 -M  for  low  Intensity  carbon 
arcs.  15-30  amps.  Operates  from 
110  to  220-volt,  60-cycle  current. 
Price  with  ammeter  but  (OA 
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BALDOR    ELECTRIC  CO. 
4367  Duncan  Ave.     St.  Louis,  Mo. 
16    YEARS  ELECTRICAL 
MANUFACTURING  EXPERIENCE 

RECT- O-LITE A  BETTER RECTIFIER 

i INCREASE  'B  O"  10% (Of  course,  we  mean  Box  Office) 
Attracting  deafened  to  your 
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ence io% !    Install  Acousticon 
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Dictograph  Products  Co.,  Inc. 
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"LaVezzi" 
Intermittent  Movements 

Sold  by  dealers  everywhere 
LAVEZZI  MACHINE  WORKS 

IM  N.  WACKER  DRIVE  CHICAGO 
ESTABLISHED  IMS 

another  across  points  CD,  the  voltage  will 

register  exactly  the  same  at  both  points, 
disregarding  the  extremely  slight  current 
flow  through  the  instruments  themselves. 
An  ammeter  connected  in  at  any  point 

between  AB  and  CD  will  register  nil — no 
current  flowing. 

"But  if  we  now  close  switch  S,  the  lamp 
instantly  lights  and  the  ammeter  registers 
current  flow  equal  to  the  lamp  capacity, 

whereupon,  if  we  have  extremely  sensitive 
voltmeters,  we  shall  find  the  one  at  CD  to 
register  less  voltage  than  the  one  at  AB. 
True,  the  difference  caused  by  the  low 
wattage  lamp  will  be  small,  but  it  will 
exist  just  as  surely  as  a  fly  lighting  upon  a 
massive  steel  beam  will  cause  a  deflection. 

"Let  us  now  examine  into  the  causes  of 
lowered  voltage  at  CD.  As  we  know,  a 
definite  voltage  pressure  is  delivered  at 
points  AB,  a  portion  of  which  is  used  up 
or  employed  in  forcing  the  current  through 
the  wires  to  points  AB.  A  tiny  part  is  used 

up  in  forcing  current  through  the  ammeter 
resistance,  a  tiny  bit  to  force  it  through 
switch  S,  some  to  force  it  through  the  lamp 

terminals,  some  (a  lot)  to  force  it  through 
the  lamp  terminal,  and  the  remainder  to 

force  it  through  the  wire  back  to  the  trans- 
former. 

"Every  inch  of  wire  and  every  item  of 
equipment  the  current  must  flow  through 
in  making  its  circuit  from  A  to  B  demands 

its  share  of  the  power  represented  by  volt- 
age pressure.  If  the  wires  have  ample 

capacity,  the  difference  of  reading  between 
the  two  voltmeters  will  be  very  small. 

For  practical  purposes  we  may  say  the 

voltage  applied  at  AB  is  the  voltage  applied 
to  the  lamp,  but  nevertheless  that  is  not 
true,  for  reasons  before  cited. 

"Now  let  us  substitute  a  lamp  of  suf- 
ficiently greater  wattage  so  that  the  circuit 

is  overloaded.  There  then  will  be  a  very 

considerable  difference  of  registration  be- 

tween the  two  voltmeters.  The  tempera- 
ture of  the  circuit  wires  will  rise,  perhaps 

quite  high,  by  reason  of  the  fact  that  a 
considerable  amount  of  voltage  is  being 

used  to  force  the  current  through  their 

resistance,  and  this  used  energy  is  trans- 
formed into  heat,  which  same  must  be 

thrown  off  or  dissipated,  which  may  only 

be  done  with  sufficient  rapidity  if  there  be 
a  considerable  amount  of  radiating  surface. 
Under  such  a  condition,  neither  the  lamp 

nor  the  circuit  as  a  whole  will  operate 

efficiently,  as  may  readily  be  understood, 
the  heat  generated  representing  loss  of 
power.  The  lamp  itself  will  be  inefficient 
because  it  will  not  receive  proper  voltage. 

"Perhaps  all  this  may  seem  very  ele- 
mentary and  unnecessarily  long  to  many  of 

your  readers,  Brother  Richardson,  but  it 
should  be  remembered  how  very  mystifying 

all  this  elementary  stuff  was  to  us  not  so 
long  ago. 

"There  is  one  more  thing  in  this  general 
connection  I  would  like  to  bring  out  ; 

namely,  most  electrical  apparatus  must 
have  the  ability  to  radiate  a  considerable 
amount  of  heat,  which  calls  for  ample 
radiating  surface  if  it  is  to  be  well  done. 
The  present  trend  in  design  is  for  economy 
of  material.  This  of  course  means  less 

bulky  apparatus,  which  in  its  turn  calls  for 
necessarily  higher  operating  temperature 
per  watt  of  power  generated  or  consumed. 
Under  this  condition,  it  is  always  possible 

that  with  a  poorly  designed  terminal  ar- 
rangement, both  receiving  and  outgoing 

wires  close  to  the  machine  may  be  heated 
by  conductance  from  the  apparatus  itself. 

This  is  especially  true  if  there  is  any  over- 
loading of  the  apparatus. 

"It  then  behooves  those  who  wish  for 
truly  efficient  operation  to  watch  their  step 

when  selecting  equipments,  demanding  at 

least  some  guarantee  of  maximum  oper- 
ating temperature  at  maximum  load,  which 

Richard  C.  Welch,  projectionist  at  the  Comique  theatre  in  Camden,  Me.,  has  sent  in  this  photo 
of  his  projection  room.  Projectors  are  Simplex,  sound  is  Western  Electric,  light  sources  are  Peerless 
low-intensity  drawing  21  amperes  from  a  Hertner  Transverter.    The   projection  angle  is   16  degrees. 
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may  be  given  so  long  as  the  conditions 
under  which  the  machine  must  operate  are 

known." 

SUGGESTING  2000-FOOT 

REEL  TERMINOLOGY 

G.  park  weaver,  senior 

projectionist  of  the  Ace  theatre  in  Wil- 

mington, Del.,  writes,  "In  this  neighbor- 
hood house  we  welcome  the  2000-foot  reels. 

We  look  forward  to  the  time  when  all 
features  and  comedies  will  be  mounted 

upon  them.  May  we  make  a  suggestion 

in  this  connection,  that  the  present  ter- 
minology be  continued  with  reference  to 

reel  footage,  continuing  to  regard  the  term 
reel  or  part  as  meaning  1000  feet  of  film. 

In  other  words,  when  an  8000-foot  pro- 
duction is  spoken  of,  it  should  still  be 

designated  as  an  8-reel  production. 

"This  idea  might  be  very  properly  ex- 
tended by  marking  the  first  2000-foot  reel 

'Part  1-2,'  or  'Part  1-2'  at  beginning,  and 
'End  Part  1-2'  at  the  end,  that  marking 
being  followed  throughout  the  production, 

as  'Part  3-4,'  'Part  5-6,'  etc. 

"Why?  Well,  as  an  example,  just  re- 
cently when  threading  up,  knowing  that 

Part  5-6  should  be  in  order,  imagine  my 
consternation  when  my  assistant  handed  me 

Part  3 !  As  another  example,  take  a  3000- 
foot  comedy  or  featurette.  Will  it  be 

known  as  a  three-reel  subject,  as  of  old,  or 
will  we  term  it  a  1^-reeler?  I  raise  this 
question  at  this  time  because  of  the  fact 
that  we  almost  certainly  will  have  the 

1 000-foot  shorts  indefinitely,  if  not  always ; 
also  the  features  may  not  all  be  mounted 

on  2000-foot  reels  for  quite  some  while  yet. 

To  avoid  complications  and  misunderstand- 
ings, some  definite  nomenclature  should  be 

established,  adopted,  and  by  the  trade  press 

brought  into  universal  use." 

A  CLOCK  SYSTEM 

FOR  BUSY  PATRONS 

ON  A  TRIP  to  Rochester, 

N.  Y.,  recently,  I  noted  in  a  theatre  in  one 

of  the  cities  in  which  I  stopped,  an  arrange- 
ment that  might  well  be  adopted  quite 

generally.  On  the  wall  were  two  clocks, 
side  by  side ;  one  gave  the  correct  time  and 
was  so  labeled;  the  other  was  set  at  the 
time  the  show  then  running  would  be 
through,  the  latter  clock  being  a  dummy. 
Now  why  would  it  not  be  a  good  plan 

to  place  a  clock  beside  the  ticket  booth,  or 
in  its  window,  with  another  real  clock 
beside  it,  set  ahead  of  the  first  by  just  the 
length  of  the  show,  with  the  first  placarded 

"Correct  Time,"  and  with  a  sign  beneath 

both  reading,  "If  you  go  in  now  you  can 
see  the  entire  show  and  leave  at   ," 
with  an  arrow  pointing  to  the  second 
clock. 

Time  indicating  provisions  of  this  kind 
would  be  highly  appreciated  by  patrons  of 
many  theatres,  I  believe,  particularly  those 

in  business  sections,  where  patrons  fre- 

quently have  "gone  to  the  movies"  while 
on  a  shopping  trip,  waiting  for  an  appoint- 

ment, etc. 
— F.  H.  Richardson 

IF  YOU  EVER 

EXPECT  TO 

SHOW  COLOR 

PICTURES- With  the  greatly  improved  methods  of  producing  color  films,  more  and  more  color 
pictures  are  going  to  be  available.  To  project  these  films,  however,  you  need  Cinephor 
projection  lens — the  lens  which  is  corrected  to  project  on  to  the  screen,  all  of  the  color, tone  and  value  the  film  possesses. 
Then,  too,  with  a  Cinephor  Lens,  you  can  be  sure  of  obtaining  the  clear  detail,  better 
contract  and  excellent  definition  of  image  that  subconsciously  impresses  your  patrons  with 
the  quality  of  your  pictures  and  your  house. 
For  complete  details,  write  to  BAUSCH  &  LOMB  OPTICAL  CO., Rochester,  N.  Y. 679  St.  Paul  St., 

BAUSCH  &  LOMB 

SUPER-CINEPHOR 

CHICAGO'S  Most  Representative  Theatres 

AVALON 

JEFFERY 
HAMILTON 
FROLIC 

WEST  ENGLEWOOD 

STRATFORD 

GROVE 
HIGHLAND 
LEXINGTON 
COSMO 

BEVERLY 
METROPOLITAN 

ARE  NOW  EQUIPPED  WITH 

ASHCRAFT  SUPREX 

PROJECTION  LAMPS 

C.  S.  ASHCRAFT  MFG.  CORP. 

47-31  35th  STREET       ....        LONG  ISLAND  CITY,  NEW  YORK 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS 

that  represent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion  picture 

theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain  the  best  atmospheric  condi- 

tions for  your  house  winter  and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall 

for  constant  reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  exhausted  at  25  cents 

each,  payment  with  order.  Write  direct  to 

QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER  NEW  YORK 
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PLANNING  THE  THEATRE 

A  SERVICE  DEPARTMENT  DEALING  WITH  ARCHITECTURAL 

DESIGN     AND      MATERIALS,     DECORATION     AND  FURNISHINGS 

ANSWERS  TO  INQUIRIES:  One  of  the  principal  functions  of  this  department  is  to  answer  inquiries  pertaining  to  preliminary  considera- 
tions in  the  planning  of  a  new  theatre  or  the  remodeling  of  an  existing  one.  All  questions  receive  the  personal  attention  of  Peter  M. 

Hulsken,  A.I.A.,  contributing  editor  of  this  department  and  a  practicing  architect  who  long  has  specialized  in  theatre  design.  He  will  be 
glad  to  offer  advice,  suggestions  and  criticism.  Working  plans,  hoever,  cannot  be  supplied.  All  communications  intended  for  this  depart- 

ment should  be  addressed  to  Better  Theatres,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York.  In  publishing  replies,  only  initials  are  used  for  identification. 

THE  QUESTION: 

i  want  ideas  as  to  how 

to  properly  decorate  walls  of  a  new  theatre. 

I  want  panel  designs,  etc. — L.D.W. 

THE  ANSWER: 

if  YOU  want  a  panel 

design,  I  presume  that  you  have  in  mind 
drape  panels.  If  walls  are  to  be  covered 

with  sound  absorbing  boards  or  wood- 
grained  sheetrock,  the  spacing  between  the 
panels  will  be  the  standard  lengths  of  the 
materials  used.  The  spacing  between  top 

of  panels  and  the  length  of  same  is  also 
figured  according  to  standard  widths.  This 
is  done,  so  as  not  to  waste  any  material. 

The  casing  around  panels  is  usually  made 
of  wood  6  inches  wide  and  neatly  moulded. 
If  drapes  are  to  be  used,  the  background 
of  the  panels  need  not  be  finished.  If  panel 
design  in  painting  is  desired,  you  should 
consult  your  decorator,  as  by  seeing  actual 
conditions,  he  will  be  able  to  execute  this 
in  proper  proportions. 

• 

THE  QUESTION: 

I  am  planning  to  erect 

a  concrete  building  to  accommodate  a  the- 
atre on  a  lot  40  feet  by  100  feet.  Building 

will  have  a  full  concrete  basement.  Would 

you  kindly  advise  me  as  to  the  ideal  height 

of  auditorium  ceiling  and  as  to  the  most 
practical  arrangement  of  stage,  screen,  box 

office,  lobby,  foyer,  rest  rooms,  seats  and 
slope  of  floor.  Also,  what  would  be  the 

most  ideal  size  of  screen? — R.W. 

THE  ANSWER: 

IF   NO  BALCONY  is  to  be 

incorporated  in  your  plans,  the  ceiling 

height  at  the  high  point  of  auditorium 
floor  should  be  not  less  than  17  feet.  The 

proscenium  arch  should  be  24  feet  wide, 
and  the  screen  should  be  set  back  as  far 

as  possible,  about  3  feet  6  inches  from  rear 

stage  wall.  Plans  for  flare  walls  on  a  45° 
angle  on  each  side  of  proscenium,  the  exits 
on  each  side  of  stage  to  be  placed  in  same. 

Place  ticket  booth  between  entrance 

doors,  and  set  doors  flush  with  back  of 
ticket  booth,  so  that  they  will  not  project 

beyond  face  of  building  when  open. 
Lobby  should  be  at  least  10  feet  deep. 

This  will  provide  space  for  women's  and 
men's  rooms  on  each  side  of  lobby.  These 
rooms  should  be  entered  from  foyer.  Width 

of  foyer  should  be  not  less  than  8  feet. 

Seating  should  be  arranged  with  a  cen- 
ter bank  of  12  seats,  with  an  aisle  on  each 

side,  and  two  wall  banks  of  three  seats 
each.  The  slope  of  floor  should  not  be 
less  than  4  feet. 

The  largest  screen  you  can  use  in  your 

theatre  will  be  13.5  x  18.7,  and  we  believe 

projection  experts  would  advise  one  much 

smaller  than  that — probably  one  with  a 
width  in  the  neighborhood  of  12  feet. 

THE  QUESTION: 
we  are  contemplating 

remodeling  a  building  100  feet  long,  22 
feet  wide  and  18  feet  high,  into  a  theatre. 
This  has  to  be  done  as  cheaply  as  possible, 

yet  we  want  to  get  the  maximum  in  seating 
and  also  would  like  to  get  as  much  flash  as 

possible  into  the  front. 
We  plan  on  raising  the  floor  and  using 

ramps  in  some  way  on  the  way  into  the 

auditorium. — G.H.A. 

THE  ANSWER: 

to  obtain  the  largest 

seating  capacity  in  a  theatre  20  feet  wide, 
a  center  aisle  should  be  used.  This  will 

give  five  seats  on  each  side  of  the  aisle. 

After  deducting  the  necessary  space  re- 
quired for  platform,  lobby  and  foyer,  there 

will  be  space  left  for  25  rows  of  seats, 

making  the  total  seating  capacity  250  seats. 
The  floor  slope  should  not  be  less  than  3 
feet  6  inches. 

To  obtain  a  good  flashy  exterior  eco- 
nomically, cover  front  wall  with  structural 

glass  or  porcelain  enamel,  using  color  in 
some  neat  pattern.  Design  the  ticket 
booth  with  entrance  doors  on  each  side  as 
one  unit.  Provide  neatly  designed  and 
illuminated  recessed  poster  cabinets,  also 

a  well  designed  marquee  incorporating 

lighting  in  color  and  silhouette  letter  attrac- 
tion boards. 

To  obtain  a  nice  interior  at  the  lowest 

cost  possible,  cover  walls  and  ceiling  with 

sound  absorbing  tiles  or  boards.  This  ma- 
terial does  not  require  decorating.  The 

use  of  drape  panels  on  side  walls  will  also 
add  to  a  pleasant  atmosphere. 

THE  QUESTION: 
we  are  contemplating 

building  a  new  theatre.  Size  of  lot  is 
64  x  100  feet.  Want  to  have  two  small 

stores  on  each  side  of  lobby  in  order  to 

help  reduce  rent.  What  would  be  the 

best  seating  arrangement,  to  get  maximum 

seating  capacity,  without  building  on  bal- 
cony? 

On  account  of  high  water  in  spring  of 

Suggestion  for  an"  "intimate  theatre"  auditorium?  This  is  the  interesting  studio-theatre  recently  in- 
stalled at  the  Warner  plant  for  private  previews.  Lighting  is  from  vertical  troughs  behind  fluted  wall 

panels,  and  from  ceiling  coves.    
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the  year,  only  2  feet  in  depth  can  be  ex- 
cavated, which  would  mean  that  the  heat- 

ing room  would  have  to  be  built  on  the 
main  floor. — M.W.M. 

THE  ANSWER: 

the  most  economical 

seating  arrangement  for  a  theatre  64  feet 
wide  would  be  a  center  bank  of  14  seats 

across  with  aisle  on  each  side,  and  two 
wall  banks,  each  of  7  seats  across.  There 

will  be  some  waste  space,  as  a  building 
60  feet  wide  is  the  proper  width  for 
such  a  seating  arrangement.  I  am  not 
familiar  with  your  state  code,  so  you  had 
better  find  out  if  more  than  14  seats  may 
be  used  in  a  section  with  an  aisle  on  each 

side,  and  more  than  7  seats  in  section  with 

an  aisle  on  one  side  only.  If  it  is  not  per- 
missible, use  wider  seats,  as  the  suggested 

arrangement  is  figured  on  the  use  of  20- 
inch  seats.  Or  you  could  reduce  the  width 
of  the  building. 

After  deducting  spaces  for  lobby,  foyer 
and  stage,  or  apron,  there  will  be  left  room 

for  25  rows  of  seats,  making  the  total  seat- 
ing capacity  700. 

As  you  state  that  you  experience  trouble 
on  account  of  high  water  in  the  spring  of 
the  year,  be  sure  to  have  the  auditorium 
floor  and  foundation  walls  waterproofed. 
The  heating  room  will  also  have  to  be  built 
above  high  water  level.  This  room  may  be 
built  on  side  or  rear  of  stage.  If  an  oil 
burner  is  to  be  used,  the  space  required 
for  this  room  may  be  very  small. 

THE  QUESTION: 

could  you  give  me  an 
idea  as  to  cost  and  equipment  of  a  new 

building  for  theatre?  Have  a  lot  in  mind 
50  feet  wide,  70  feet  long.  Would  like  to 

equip  it  as  reasonable  as  possible — not  ex- 

pensive materials.  It's  located  in  a  small 
town,  and  can  get  same  built  if  the  price 
does  not  run  too  high.  I  would  want  a 
concrete  floor,  used  seats  or  cheap  new 
ones,  new  machines,  screen,  air  purifying 
machine,  heating  plant  (oil  or  coal),  etc. 

Could  I  get  420  seats  in  this  space,  or 
could  I  put  in  450  with  two  more  rooms 
added?  Would  you  kindly  advise  me  on 

cost  of  building  and  furnishing? — W.C.H. 

THE  ANSWER: 

the  cost  of  the  theatre, 

as  described  by  you,  will  be  about  $16,000. 
This  includes  general  contract,  plumbing, 

heating,  ventilating,  electric  wiring,  paint- 
ing and  decorating.  The  equipment  you 

mentioned  will  cost  from  $7,500  up,  ac- 
cording to  the  kind  and  quality  of  each 

item  selected.  Most  of  the  chair  manu- 
facturers would  be  able  to  supply  you  with 

reconditioned  used  chairs  at  a  low  price, 
if  you  prefer  them. 

Looking  over  your  sketch,  I  find  that 
20  rows  spaced  30  feet  from  back  to  back 
will  bring  the  front  row  of  seats  rather 
close  to  the  screen,  as  the  lobby  should  be 
at  least  10  feet  deep.  This  can  be  easily 
remedied,  as  you  can  obtain  more  seats 
across  the  width  of  of  the  auditorium  than 

shown  on  your  sketch.   I  suggest  that  you 

IransVerteK 

PRODUCES  CURRENT  WITHOUT 

PERCEPTIBLE  RIPPLE,  MAINTAINING 

A  QUIET  ARC  . . .  FREE  FROM  SOUND 

INTERFERENCE. 

ASK  ALSO,  ABOUT  HERTNER 

MULTI-SPEED  FAN  MOTORS 

SOLD  THROUGH  THE  NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 

Manufactured  by 

THE  HERTNER  ELECTRIC  COMPANY 

12690  ELMWOOD  AVE.,  CLEVELAND,  OHIO,  U.  S.  A. 

For  years  you  have  been  paying  to  produce  light  that  you  have  not  been  using.  Regardless  of  how 
much  power  and  carbon  you  burn,  your  screen  results  depend  upon  your  reflector  area.  It's  so  simple, 
you  can  figure  it  yourself. Your  Present  Reflector  Area  wy„  Reflector  ̂  

7%"  Dia— 46  sq.  in. 
8"      Dia.— 53  sq.  in.  83  st>"  m- 

The  10%"  Reflector  has  80%  more  area  than  your  7^"  reflector,  66%  more  than  the  8".  That's why  you  get  60  to  70%  more  light  without  increasing  your  operating  costs.  Complete  units  available 
for  PEERLESS,  STRONG,  MOTIOGRAPH,  POWERLITE,  BRENKERT,  ASHCRAFT  and  PREDDY. 
See  your  independent  distributor  or  write  to 

Reflectors  by  THE   KNEISLEY    ELECTRIC  COMPANY 
BAUSCH  and  LOME  TOLEDO  OHIO,  U.  S.  A. 

Better  Theatres  Service 

• 

J.  T.  Knight,  Jr.,  will  bo  glad  to  answer 

your  questions  about  equipment,  mainte- 

nance, operating  problems  with  respect  to 

the  physical  theatre. 
• 

Peter  M.  Hjlsken  will  be  glad  to  advise 

concerning  the  planning  of  your  theatre 

project  or  the  remodeling  of  your  present 
theatre. 

n 

Merely  write: 

BETTER  THEATRES 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER  NEW  YORK 

THERE  IS  NO  SUBSTITUTE 

FOR  QUALITY  PROJECTION 

OR 

perfPction 

 ^  

Reg.  Patent  Office  U.  S.  A. 

RHEOS TAT  S 

Used  by  leading  theatre  cir- 
cuits throughout  the  world. 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

HOFFMANN- SOON S  E.  &  E. 
CORPORATION 

387     FIRST  AVENUE 

NEW   YORK.    N.  Y. 
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Technical  Knowledge 

PLUS 

Practical  Experience 

.  .  .  gives  J.  T.  Knight,  Jr., 

authority  in  his  discussions  of 

the  methods  and  the  prob- 

lems of  modern  theatre  op- 

eration. Himself  responsible 

to  a  great  group  of  theatres 

in  the  very  matters  he  talks 

about  in  his  articles,  he  knows 

the  workings  of  the  theatre 
and  the  interests  of  those 

who  operate  them.  His 

articles  are  for  the  guidance 

of  owner  and  manager,  the 

technician  and  the  buyer  of 

equipment.  Read  J.  T. 

Knight,  Jr.,  regularly  in 

Better  Theatres.  His  is  a  de- 

partment of  service.  And  he 

will  be  glad  to  help  you  in  a 

specific  problem  by  mail. 

Merely  write: 

BETTER  THEATRES 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER.  NEW  YORK 

"MORE  PATRONS? Of  course.  All  theatre  managers  are 
interested  in  having  more  patrons.  Many 
have  found  that  the  installation  of  Trimm 

Hearing  Aid  equipment  will  bring  a  sub- 
stantial number  of  regular  theatregoers. 

Equipment  built  by  Trimm  is  used  through- 
out the  world  by  the  largest  theatre  circuits. 

Investigate  this  opportunity  today. 

TRIMM  RADIO  MFG.  CO. 
1770  W.  Berteau  Ave. Chicago, 

<;  o  k  ii  o  s 

RECTIFIER  BULBS 

NEW  LOW  PRICES 

MADE  POSSIBLE  BY  UNIVERSAL  ACCEPT- 
ANCE AND  DEMAND  FOR  GORDOS  BULBS 
ASK  FOR  THEM  BY  NAME 

IN   STOCK   BY   DEALERS  EVERYWHERE 
Made  by 

TELE- RADIO  CORPORATION 
86  SHIPMAN  ST.,  NEWARK.  N.  J. 

THEATRE  BOOKKEEPING 
made  easy  for  the  untrained  person.  A  new  system  pre- 

pared by  an  expert  for  small  theatre  accounting.  Closes 
at  the  end  of  the  year  with  complete  figures  ready  for 
Income  Tax  Returns.  Gives  complete  annual  film  and 
advertising  record.  Priced  $3.00  per  set;  2  sets  $5.00 
f.o.b.  Grand  Rapids. 

N.  B.  SCHERPNESS 
1242  COLORADO  AVE.,  S.E.     GRAND  RAPIDS,  MICH. 

use  a  center  bank  of  13  seats  across,  with 
aisle  on  each  side,  and  two  wall  banks, 
each  of  5  seats  across.  This  will  give  23 

seats  in  a  row,  and  your  total  seating  ca- 
pacity will  then  require  19  rows,  which 

will  be  better.  The  toilet  rooms  will  then 

also  be  larger.  These  should  be  provided 

with  vestibule  or  ante-room  to  give  proper 
privacy. 

• 

Drinking  Fountains 

Harmonizing  With 

Modern  Interiors 

IN  THESE  DAYS  of  built- 

in,  rather  than  added-to,  facilities,  the  usual 
stock  type  of  drinking  fountain,  with  its 
conventional  earthenware  bowl,  seldom  fits 

into  the  physical  scheme  of  a  theatre  in- 
terior, and  if  the  theatre  is  of  strictly  mod- 

ern interior  treatment,  it  probably  never 

does.  As  a  result,  architects  themselves 

frequently  take  the  designing  of  such  ele- 
ments as  candy  dispensing  equipment  and 

drinking  fountains  into  their  hands,  so  that 
they  are  sure  to  achieve  in  their  conception 
a  harmonious  whole. 

Illustrated  here,  however,  is  a  type  of 

fountain  standardized  by  one  manufac- 
turer— the  Voigt  Company  of  Philadelphia 

- — as  equipment  suited  to  the  modern  inte- 
rior scheme.  It  is  designed  to  set  in  recess, 

and  provides  a  mirror  and  in  general  is  of 
ornamental  character.  Lumiline  lamps  are 
set  against  the  circular  mirror  to  supply 
illumination.  The  fount  bowl  is  of  black 

vitreous  china,  and  valve  and  bubbler, 
which  is  of  stream  ejector  type,  are  of 
chromium.  The  water  ejector  is  equipped 

with  a  guard  to  give  further  protection 
against  contamination.  The  fountain  is 
available  with  complete  electrical  and 

Dlumbing  equipment  for  installation  by 
local  labor. 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

Tells  all  the  facts  about 

your  business  each  week 

A  system  devised  expressly  for 

keeping  a  correct  tabulation  of 

each  day's  receipts  and  ex- 

penses. 

All  the  information  required  by 

the  Social  Security  Act  can  be 

easily  and  quickly  obtained  both 

weekly  and  for  longer  periods 

as  the  total  is  accumulated  from 

week  to  week. 

Guard  against  losses  through 

errors.  Order  this  ledger  to- 
day! 

$3 

ENOUGH  FOR  A  FULL 

YEAR'S  BOOKKEEPING 

OP 

QUICLEY  BOOKSHOP 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER,  NEW  YORK 

Today  it's  the 

i"BEST"  SPOTLIGHT 1 

for  use  on  the  stage,  in  the  lobby  or  booth. 
A   well-built   spot  at  an   attractive  price. 

400-watt  size  $5 

1000-watt  size  $10 

Automatic 
Color  Wheel 

$7 

BEST 
DEVICES 

CO. 

See  them 
at  your dealers. 

10516 
Western  Ave. 
Cleveland,  O. 
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Lighting  Equipment  as  Applied 

To  Modern  Auditorium  Forms 

{Continued  from  page  11) 

methods  generally  is  necessary.  Lighting, 
and  especially  motion  picture  auditorium 

lighting,  is  usually  inadequately  thought  of 
only  as  direct  or  indirect  lighting,  whereas 
it  should  be  considered  as  confined  spot, 
outline  or  panel  as  against  overall  surface 

lighting.  All  of  these  terms  need  clarifi- 
cation. 

It  is  commonly  believed  that  the  use  of 

indirect  light  overcomes  all  objectional  fea- 
tures of  auditorium  lighting  because,  as  in 

the  case  of  indirect  light,  the  source  of  light 

(the  lamp  itself)  is  concealed,  and  only  re- 
flected light  from  the  surrounding  surfaces 

is  depended  upon.  It  is  true  that  the  glare 
of  the  lamp  itself  is  thus  eliminated,  but 
equally  important  objectionable  features 
may  yet  remain.  If  the  elimination  of  glare 

were  the  only  factor,  it  would  be  more  effi- 
cient to  conceal  the  lamp  behind  a  material 

having  suitable  translucence,  such  as  glass 
or  one  of  the  modern  synthetic  materials. 

OVERALL  LIGHTING 

Overall  surface  lighting  is  lighting  which 

is  fairly  evenly  distributed  over  a  pre- 
dominantly large  ceiling  or  wall  surface. 

This  lighting  can  be  achieved  by  either  the 

direct  or  indirect  methods,  the  indirect  be- 
ing the  more  economical  to  install  and 

maintain  where  low  intensity  is  desired,  as 
in  a  motion  picture  auditorium.  It  should 

be  noted  here,  though,  that  direct  lighting 

properly  designed  for  this  type  of  illumina- 
tion could  be  highly  complementary,  and  in 

no  way  be  disturbing  to  the  pictorial  values 
of  the  screen  performance,  whereas  it  is 

possible  that  certain  forms  of  indirect  light- 
ing may  be  most  objectionable,  particularly 

if  they  are  developed  as  confined  spot,  out- 
line or  panel  lighting. 

LOCALIZED  LIGHT 

Confined  spot,  outline  or  panel  lighting 
is  lighting  which  leaves  isolated  areas  of 

light  against  a  comparatively  dark  back- 
ground. It  may  be  from  a  direct  or  in- 

direct lighting  fixture,  or  a  border  of  con- 
cealed lights  within  or  surrounding  a  panel ; 

or  it  may  be  panels  of  light  separated  by 
unlighted  margins,  the  effect  being  that  of 
alternate  dark  and  light  areas.  Even 
though  the  light  areas  may  be  subdued  in 
intensity  and  color,  this  method  of  lighting 
is  annoying  to  the  spectator  because  the 
isolated  areas  of  light  within  his  range  of 
vision  compete  with  the  screen.  An  entire 
side  wall  may  be  evenly  and  completely 
illuminated  to  about  as  much  as  2  foot- 
candles  and  not  interfere  as  much  with  the 

screen  as  a  small  6-watt  lighting  fixture 
isolated  on  a  dark  wall  surface.  A  large 
theatre  recently  erected  in  New  York  has  a 

side  wall  treatment  of  lighting  panels 

separated  by  dark  vertical  bands.  On  ac- 
count of  the  alternate  dark  and  light  areas, 

the  lighting,  if  used  at  all,  is  dimmed  down 

to  such  an  extent  that  it  is  rendered  al- 
most useless  (see  diagrams) . 

Greatest  care  should  be  taken  to  avoid 

spotty  or  alternate  lighting  areas  on  the 
surfaces  which  come  within  the  range  of 
audience  vision.  Advantage  should  be 
taken  of  all  wall  and  ceiling  surfaces  which 
do  not  come  within  the  range  of  vision  for 

placing  of  otherwise  objectionable  isolated 
areas  of  light  that  yet  are  desirable  for 
economic  reasons. 

METHODS    OF  APPLYING 

Effect  lighting  outlined  above,  unlike 
presentation  lighting,  needs  the  play  which 
isolated  and  alternating  shades  of  light  will 
offer.  It  is  effective  to  use  the  general 

presentation  lighting  by  means  of  dimmer 
controls  and  varied  colors  to  obtain  the 

alternate  dark  and  light  and  shading  effects. 
Footlights,  concealed  overhead  lights,  and 

spotlights  and  stereopticons  in  the  projec- 
tion room,  are  all  part  of  this  lighting 

scheme  and  should,  whenever  economics  in- 
dicate, be  reduced  in  favor  of  suitable  gen- 

eral presentation  lighting. 

Emergency  lighting  is  the  lighting  which 
must  be  on  during  the  whole  performance 

at  all  times,  whether  the  general  presenta- 
tion lighting  is  being  used  or  not.  While 

the  purpose  of  this  lighting  is  chiefly  a  prac- 
tical one,  that  of  supplying  sufficient  light 

for  patrons  to  move  about  safely  at  all 
times,  its  effect  must  be  considered  part  of 
the  aesthetic  character  of  the  interior.  It 

must  not,  as  stated  before  in  the  case  of 

presentation  lighting,  compete  with  the 

screen,  and  it  must  present  a  pleasing  archi- 
tectural effect  when  on  by  itself  or  used  in 

conjunction  with  other  lighting. 

Emergency  lighting  has  been  very  poorly 
applied  in  the  past,  the  method  largely  used 
being  the  objectionable  application  of 
isolated  wall  or  ceiling  fixtures  annoyingly 

intruding  along  the  line  of  vision.  In  de- 
signing emergency  lighting,  advantage 

should  be  taken  of  surfaces  not  within  the 

patrons'  line  of  vision  for  the  placing  of 
the  sources.  A  generous  amount  of  aisle 

lights  on  chair  standards,  and  lowbuilt-in 
light  boxes  at  all  stairs  and  changes  in 
levels  are  most  advisable.  They  tend  to 

cut  down  the  amount  of  light  necessary  at 

higher  levels. 
A  very  good  scheme  for  emergency  light 

would  be  an  indirect  line  of  light  very  close 
to  the  floor  which  would  light  the  floor 

properly,  so  arranged  that  at  the  same  time 
it  threw  a  soft  glow  of  light  upward  on  to 
the  wall. 

[The  author  is  a  New  York  architect 
zvho  long  has  specialized  in  the  designing 

of  motion  picture  theatres.  He  is  a  mem- 
ber of  the  Society  of  Motion  Picture 

Engineers  and  contributing  consultant  to 

Better  Theatres. — The  Editor.] 

LOBBY1ZE 

WITH 

BEAUTIFUL 

D/STINCT/VE  FURNITURE 

It  quickly  and  simply  brings 

to  the  lobby  and  lounge  a 

surprisingly  modernized 
effect. 

ROYALGHROME  Furni- 

ture is  the  finest  in  Amer- 

ica— not  alone  because  of 

its  superior  styling  —  but 
mainly  because  every  piece 

is  especially  constructed, 

upholstered  and  chrome 

plated  to  withstand  the 

hardest  use.  Moreover,  it's 
inexpensive. 

All  ROYALGHROME 

Furniture  is  upholstered  in 

TUF-TEX,  Royal's  exclu- 
sive guaranteed  leatherette. 

BIQ  NEW 

catalog  in  color 

sent  on  request 

METAL  MF6.  CO. 

"  metal 9-urniture  Since  '97  " 

1150  S.  Michigan  Blvd.,  Chicago 

Branches  in 

New  York      Los  Angeles  Toronto 

Boston  Pittsburgh      San  Francisco 
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BETTER  THEATRES 

CATALOG  BUREAU 

Detailed  information  concerning  products  listed  will  be  sent  to  any  theatre 

owner,  manager,  architect  or  projectionist.  Fill  in  coupon  below  and  mail. 

Readers  will  find  many  of  the  products  listed  are  advertised  in  this  issue. 

Acoustic  materials 
Air  filters 
Air  conditioning,  complete 
Air  washers 
Amplifiers 
Amplifier  tubes 
Architectural  materials 

(specify  purpose  for  which 
material  is  wanted) 

Automatic  curtain  control 

B 

Batteries,  storage 

Carbons 
Carpets 
Carpet  cushion 
Chairs,  theatre 
Change  makers 
Changeable  letters 
Changeovers 
Cleaners,  vacuum 
Color  hoods 
Cutout  machines 

Dimmers 
Disinfectants 

Effect  machines 
Electric  signal  and  control 

devices 
Emergency  lighting  plants 
Exciter  lamps 

Fans,  ventilating 
Film  rewinders 
Film  splicing  devices 
Fire  Prevention  Devices, 

projector 

Fire  extinguishers 
Flashers,  electric  sign 
Flood  lighting 
Floor  cleaners 
Floor  surfacing  material 
Fountains 
Frames,  lobby  display 

G 
Grilles,  ventilating 

H 

Hearing  Aids 
Heating  systems 
Horns 

Ladders,  safety 

Lamps,  incandescent 

projection Lamps,  projection  arc 
Lenses 
Lighting,  emergency 
Lighting,  decorative 
Lifts — organ,  orchestra 

M 

Marquees 
Mats  and  runners 
Microphones 
Motor-generators 
Motors  (specify  purpose) 
Music  stands 

Organs 
P 

Paints,  lacquers,  etc. 
Perfumers 
Photo-electric  cells 
Portable  projectors 
Portable  sound  equipment 
Projectors,  motion  picture 

(specify  kind) 
Public  address  systems 

Rectifiers 
Reflectors,  projection  arc 
Reflector  shields 

Regulators,  mazda Reels 

Rewinders,  film 
Rheostats 

Safes,  office 
Screens 
Screen  masks  and  modifiers 
Screen  resurfacing  service 
Seat  covers 

Signs,  directional 
Signs,  theatre  name 
Shutters,  projection  port 
Soundheads 

Speakers Splicers,  film 
Stage  lighting  equipment Stage  rigging 

Stereopticons 
Switchboards 

Tickets 
Ticket  booths 
Ticket  issuing  machines 
Transformers 

U 

Uniforms 

Vacuum  cleaners 
Vending  machines 
Ventilating  systems 
Ventilation  control 

instruments 

[12-12-36] 

"BETTER  THEATRES"  DIVISION,  Motion  Picture  Herald, 
Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

Gentlemen:  I  should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  following  items: 

(Refer  to  items  by  name,  as  listed  above) 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6. 

7 

8 

9 

10. 

1 1 . 

12 
Remarks  (or  any  items  not  listed  above): 

Name   Theatre   City. 

State   Seating  Capacity  

34 
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2  PROJECTORS  -  DISTRIBUTED    BY   NATIONAL  THEATRE   SUPPLY  COMPANY 

THE  MANUFACTURERS  OF PROJECTORS 

TRADE     MARK.    REG'  O 

ANY  OF  OUR  DISTRIBUTORS  WILL  BE  GLAD  TO  TELL  YOU  WHY 

.^^^  PROJ
ECTORS 

ARE  USED  ̂ 2  /A>  FOLLOWING  DELUXE  THEATRES 

EMPIRE— LONDON 

ALAMEDA— MEXICO  CITY 

NIPPON— TOKYO 

METRO— JOHANNESBURG 

MARIGNAN-PATHE— PARIS 

PARAMOUNT— NEW  YORK 

RADIO  CITY— NEW  YORK 

LOS  ANGELES— LOS  ANGELES 

—  AND  — 

thousands  of  motion  picture  houses 

throughout  the  world  in  which  the  box  of- 

fice value  of  good  projection  is  recognized. 

BETTER  PROJECTION  PAYS 

Write  to  us  or  any  of  our  distributors  for 

full  information  regarding  our  products  and 
let  us  explain  why 

&unp&JC  PROJECTORS 

ARE  INTERNATIONALLY  SUPREME 

MECHANISM 

Many  theatres  who  are  not  ready  at  this  time  to  purchase  complete  SUPER  SIMPLEX 

PROJECTORS  have  found  that  the  SUPER  SIMPLEX  MECHANISM  at  the  new  low  price 

enables  them  to  greatly  improve  projection  at  a  very  reasonable  cost.  In  addition  SUPER 

SIMPLEX  MECHANISM  also  reduces  repair  and  replacement  charges  and  will  pay  for  itself 

over  and  over  again  during  the  long  period  this  equipment  can  be  used. 

Write  to  us  or  any  of  our  distributors  regarding  price  and  many  advantages  of  the  Super 
Simplex  Mechanism  which  include  Hardened  Intermittent,  Heavy  Main  Frame,  Burnished 

Bearings,  Hardened  Shafts,  Built  In  Rear  Shutter,  Substantial  Lens  Mount,  Heavy  Cast  Iron 
Film  Trap,  Removable  Gate,  Heavy  and  Larger  Enclosing  Covers. 

INTERNATIONAL  PR 
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They  are  just  as  sound -conscious  as  the  pa- 

trons of  the  largest  houses— and  therefore  they 

demand  sound  that  only  RCA  Photophone, 

with  the  famous  Rotary  Stabilizer,  can  pro- 

duce. So  that's  why  I'm  strong  for  RCA  Photo- 

phone— they  first  developed  the  Rotary  Stabi- 

lizer, and  you  get  it  with  all  their  equipment. 

This  superior  equipment,  offering  you 

many  PROOFS  OF  ITS  SUPERIORITY'S 

available  to  all  theatres  —  large  and 

small — at  very  low  cost!  Find  out  de- 

tails today.  Write  us  for  information. 

RCA  presents  the  Metropolitan  Opera 

every  Saturday  afternoon.  And  "Magic 
Key  of  RCA"  every  Sunday,  2  to  3  P.  M., 
E.  S.  T.  Both  on  NBC  Blue  Network. 

RCA  Photophone  Rotary  Stabilizer 

Soundhead.  Note  constant-speed  and 
take-up  sprockets,  for  smooth  mo- 

tion and  High  Fidel  ity  reproduction. 

RCA  Photophone  adds  final 

link  to  chain  of  perfect 

sound  reproduction. ..New 

RCA  Cellular  Speakers! 

These  new  speakers,  recent  de- 

velopment of  RCA  sound  engi- 
neers, are  the  latest  contribution 

to  the  realistic  sound  reproduc- 
tion of  Photophone  equipment. 

They  provide  the  following  out- 
standing advantages: 

^  They  are  the  first  speakers  to  dis- tribute aJl  the  higher  frequencies 

evenly  throughout  a  theatre. 

2  They  have  tremendous  power- handling  capacity. 

O  They  provide  undistorted  repro- 
duction  of  all  notes  —  lowest  to 

highest. 

4  They  require  less  room  backstage. 

RCA  TRANS-LUX 

RCA  MANUFACTURING  CO.,  INC.,  CAMDEN,  N.  J.  • 

0  RCA  SONOTONE 

A  Service  <|f  the  Radio  Corporation  of  America 
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CHANCE  GAMES  IN  LEGAL 

TANGLE  IN  24  STATES; 

11  HIGH  COURTS  ACT 

46  PER  CENT  OF  SALARIES 

IN  HIGHER  BRACKETS  CO 

TO  STATE  AND  U.  S.  TAXES 
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^klHE  PRODUCERS  OF  FOUR  OF  THE  TEN 

BEST  PICTURES  OF  1936  NOW  WRITE  THE 

FIRST  CHAPTER  OF  THE  HISTORY  OF  1937... 

IT  IS  WRITTEN  IN  COLOR  ON  THE  NEXT  PAGE 



GLORIOUSLY  FLOODED  WITH  THE  NEW,  TRUE 

TECHNICOLOR 

.  .  .The  Far- Flung  Favorite  of  All  James 

Oliver  Curwood's  Great  American  Novels 

SEARS 
DRIVE 
Dec.  20  to 

Apr.  4 



with 

GEORGE  BRENT  •  BEVERLY  ROBERTS 

Barton  MacLane  •  Robert  Barrat  •  Alan  Hale  •  Joseph  King  •  El 

Brendel  •  Joseph  Crehan  •  Addison  Richards  •  Music  by  Max  Steiner 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  KEIGHLEY 

WARNER  BROS.  MADE  IT 

as  thrilling,  as  real,  as  sweeping  in  scope  as  the 

famous  best-seller  itself — with  the  added  lure 

of  Technicolor  as  you've  never  seen  it  before! 
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MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Vol.  126,  No.  3 January  16,  1937 

c 

MR.  CULLMAN  DISCUSSED 

LIVE  AND  DEAD  ISSUES 

MR.  HOWARD  S.  CULLMAN,  
trustee  of  the  Roxy 

theatre,  New  York  City,  invites  attention  to  an 

address  he  delivered  last  week  in  a  motion  pic- 
iture  course  at  New  York  University.  Although 

at  times  we  have  despaired  of  satisfying  Mr. 

Cullman's  robust  appetite  for  public  attention  this  is  one 
occasion  when  despite  his  only  incidental  connection  with  the 

motion  picture  business  it  will  be  a  pleasure  to  accommodate. 

It  may  be,  relative  to  the  address  with  which  we  are  here 

concerned,  that  we  should  point  our  remarks  to  Mr.  Cullman's 
ghost-writer  because,  admittedly,  it  is  difficult  to  conceive  of 

a  person  of  Mr.  Cullman's  present  connection  and  previous 
association  taking  of  his  own  initiative  the  attitude  assumed 

in  the  lecture  which  bears  the  significant  title,  "Propaganda 
or  Profits."  But  it  seems  undeniable  that  on  the  one  occasion 
of  delivering  it  at  least  the  manuscript  must  have  been  read 

by  the  accredited  author.  So  it  seems  reasonable  to  conclude 
that  Mr.  Cullman  accepts  responsibility  for  it. 

That  which  challenges  attention  in  Mr.  Cullman's  address 
is  by  no  means  novel  or  original.  It  is  the  familiar  patter 
enunciated  vociferously  at  the  slightest  provocation  by  the 
prophets  of  the  New  Social  Order.  The  striking  thing  is  to 
find  Mr.  Cullman,  who  might  be  mistaken  as  a  representative 

executive  of  the  motion  picture  industry,  carrying  this  banner. 

MR.  CULLMAN'S  address  pecks  away  assiduously,  be- 
hind a  smoke-screen  of  sociological  terms  and  the 

chatter  of  Union  Square,  at  several  fundamental  poli- 
cies of  the  American  motion  picture  industry.  He  speaks  of 

"social  awareness"  as  being  a  distinguishing  mark  of  our 
times,  admitting  of  general  discussion  of  various  sociological, 

economic  and  political  questions.  He  then  rises  to  lament 
that  the  motion  picture  is  not  fulfilling  the  mission  of  a 
propagandist  in  the  espousal  of  causes  arising  out  of  these 
questions.  Here  he  displays  an  ignorance  on  a  point  which 

is  probably  well  understood  by  any  usher  in  the  theatre  tem- 
porarily under  his  direction;  namely,  that  the  function  of  the 

theatrical  motion  picture  is  entertainment — not  propaganda. 

Superciliously  Mr.  Cullman  states  that  perhaps  some  ex- 
planation of  the  errant  policy  of  the  industry  may  be  found 

in  an  examination  of  the  Production  Code  of  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.  He  says  that 

there  should  be  reasonable  expectation  that  this  code  would 

reveal  the  producers'  attitude  toward  "the  important  ques- 
tions of  the  day."    And  what  does  he  find? 

"Upon  careful  scrutiny  of  this  interesting  manifesto,"  he 
says,  "we  find  that  it  has  little  or  no  relation  to  the  special 
problems  of  our  age,  being  concerned  entirely  with  our  moral 
rather  than  our  social  attitudes. 

"Thus  it  embraces  such  topics  as  Crimes  Against  the  Law, 
Sex,  Vulgarity,  Obscenity,  Dances,  Profanity,  Costume,  Re- 

ligion, National  Fellings,  Titles,  and  Repellant  Subjects.  .  .  . 
This  document  therefore  leads  us  to  believe  that  the  movies 

are  concerned  with  protecting  our  sensibilities  rather  than 

stirring  our  social  conscience." 

MR.  CULLMAN  should  perhaps  be  congratulated  on 
his  perception  in  so  quickly  discovering  that  the  Pro- 

duction Code  is  not  a  platform  of  political,  social 

and  economic  policies.  Having  discovered  this  it  is  unfortu- 
nate that  his  quest  did  not  lead  him  to  learn  also  that  the 

code  as  an  industry  policy  is  not  concerned  mainly  in  pro- 

tecting the  public's  "sensibilities"  unless  by  that  word  persons 
in  The  New  Social  Order  mean  what  old-fashioned  people  still 
refer  to  as  Lawful  Conduct,  Morality  and  Decency. 

With  evident  contempt  of  what  the  Production  Code  stands 
for,  Mr.  Cullman  continues: 

"Thus  we  are  safeguarded  from  detailed  views  of  brutal 
killings  and  from  complete  nudity  or  lecherous  notice  thereof 
by  characters  on  the  screen.  Our  eyes  will  be  spared  scenes 
showing  a  disrespectful  treatment  of  the  Flag,  the  illegal  use 
of  drugs  and  seduction  as  an  attractive  pastime.  Illicit  amours 
will  never  be  treated  as  comic  themes  nor  will  custard  pies  be 
thrown  at  ministers  of  the  clergy.  We  get  no  detailed  pointers 
on  the  technique  of  safecracking,  the  branding  of  animals, 

surgical  operations,  arson  or  white  slavery. 

"As  we  peruse  the  detailed  prohibitions  of  the  Hays  mani- 
festo, it  is  distressing  to  realize  that  in  spite  of  all  these  pre- 

cautions such  phenomena  as  crime  and  disrespect  for  the 
American  Home  still  persist  in  our  national  life. 

"Certainly,  we  cannot  blame  the  movies  for  this,"  continues 

Mr.  Cullman  and,  making  plain  where  he  stands,  "unless  we 
harbor  the  disloyal  thought  that  the  perpetual  glorification 

of  the  properties  produces  a  sinister  reaction. 

"Although  there  may  be  some  doubt  about  the  result  we (.Continued  on  page  9) 
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This  Week 

Test  Cases 

Chance  games,  during  the  six  years  in 
which  they  have  grown  to  their  present  stat- 

ure, have  accumulated  a  mass  of  conflicting 
rulings  and  decisions,  ranging  from  state 

supreme  court  decisions  to  opinions  by  muni- 
cipal police  and  legal  authorities.  In  spite  of 

these  it  is  impossible  to  determine  the  legal 
status  of  the  giveaways  even  in  those  states 

in  which  high  courts  have  handed  down  de- 
cisions in  test  cases.  Bank  Night,  the 

leader  in  the  field,  has  been  the  subject  of 
most  of  the  decisions. 

A  resume  of  litigation  and  a  list,  alpha- 
betical by  states,  of  important  decisions  bear- 

ing on  the  subject  are  given  in  the  story 
starting  on  page  16. 

License  Step-Up 
Chicago  exhibitors  this  week  pondered 

glumly  over  information  that  the  city  coun- 
cil is  shortly  to  fix  at  50  per  cent  the  prom- 

ised increase  in  theatre  license  fees,  to  be 
effective  July  1 ,  computing  resultant  increase 
in  city  revenues  at  $100,000  annually  and 
arguing  that  Chicago  fees  already  are  higher 
than  those  charged  in  New  York  and  other 

large  cities.  Concurrently,  the  police  de- 
partment assigned  an  officer  to  duty  in  each 

theatre  during  operating  hours  with  instruc- 
tions to  keep  lobbies  and  aisles  clear  at  all 

times,  duties  normally  discharged  by  the 
fireman  regularly  stationed  in  each  cinema. 

Golden  at  Monogram 

Edward  A.  Golden  this  week  resigned  as 
head  of  sales  for  Chesterfield  and  Invincible 

Pictures  to  rejoin  Monogram  Pictures  as 
general  sales  manager,  a  position  he  held 
for  quite  some  time  up  until  a  short  while 
ago.  Mr.  Golden  became  general  sales  head 
of  Republic  Pictures  when  Monogram  mer- 

ged with  that  company  and  with  the  re- 
vival of  the  latter  organization  by  W.  Ray 

Johnston,  president,  he  returnes  to  his  former 
desk. 

Details  of  Monogram's  production  plans 
also  are  found  on  page  56. 

Spearing  Dies 

James  O.  Spearing,  first  motion  picture 
editor  of  the  New  York  Times,  and  automo- 

bile editor  of  the  same  newspaper,  died  at 

his  Manhatttan  home  last  Saturday  of  pneu- 
monia. Mr.  Spearing,  who  was  49,  had 

been  ill  only  two  days.  He  had  been  with 
the  paper  over  20  years,  leaving  it  twice 
to  join  production  staffs  in  Hollywood,  first 
with  Universal  and  later  with  Paramount. 
He  also  assisted  Clyde  Elliott  in  making 

"Devil  Tiger"  for  Fox  in  1934. 
See  page  21. 

Italian  Regulations 

The  official  consent  of  American  motion 

picture  distributors  to  the  new  financial  and 
quota  regulations  to  govern  the  importation 
of  films  into  Italy,  and  the  withdrawal  of 
revenues  obtained  from  these  pictures,  was 
received  in  Rome  this  week.  At  the  same 

time,  the  quota  on  films  imported  into  the 
country  was  set  at  250,  a  number  reported 
to  have  been  satisfactory  to  the  American 
companies. 

See  page  50. 
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British  Financing 

While  British  financing  is  growing  more 
conservative,  money  is  as  readily  available 
as  ever  for  definitely  solid  film  projects, 
despite  the  furore  caused  on  the  weekend  by 

appearance  of  "scare  stories"  in  three  Lon- don newspapers  to  the  effect  that  production 
financing  had  collapsed,  stories  just  as 

promptly  branded  as  untrue  by  three  other 

newspapers.  One  possible  result  seen  is  en- 
couragement for  governmental  supervision 

of  the  industry  as  recommended  in  the 

Moyne  Report. Further  details  appear  on  page  48. 

Fox  and  the  Courts 

The  financial  troubles  of  William  Fox, 

being  revealed  in  a  bankruptcy  hearing  in 
Atlantic  City  with  repercussions  in  half  a 
dozen  different  courts,  were  added  to  this 

week  when  Hiram  Steelman,  trustee  in  re- 

ceivership, asked  the  United  States  Sup- 
reme court  to  set  aside  an  injunction  re- 

straining him  from  starting  suit  against  All- 
Continent  Corporation.  All-Continent  is 

owned  by  Mr.  Fox's  wife  and  daughters  and 
his  creditors  claim  that  it  is  a  concealed 
asset. 

The  legal  convolutions  are  reviewed  on 

page  42. 

Paramount  Profit 

Wall  Street  this  week  reported  that  Para- 

mount Pictures'  net  profit  for  the  fourth 
quarter  was  expected  to  approximate  $2.80 

per  share  on  the  1,610,452  shares  of  com- mon stock  outstanding,  or  approximately 

$4,500,000.  If  the  reports  are  borne  out,  the 

company's  1936  earnings  would  approximate 

$6,500,000  despite  a  second  quarter  loss  of 
$476,000.  Dividend  action  on  the  common 
is  also  looked  for  in  the  near  future  but  the 

company's  second  preferred  shares  are  still in  arrears  for  1936. 

RKO  Organizations 

Affairs  of  RKO  and  the  Orpheum  circuit 

proceeded  this  week  with  the  filing  of  an 
order  in  Federal  court  denying  a  motion  for 

the  substitution  of  new  counsel  for  the  Orph- 
eum circuit.  It  was  indicated  early  in  the 

week  that  the  first  hearing  of  RKO  credi- 
tors on  the  reorganization  plan,  scheduled 

for  Thursday,  would  be  postponed. 
Details  are  on  page  22. 

Roxy  Plan 
A  reorganization  plan  for  the  Roxy 

Theatre  Company,  New  York,  was  released 
to  stockholders  this  week  and  January  29th 

has  been  set  for  the  first  public  hearing  on 

the  plan. 
Details  of  the  capitalisation  proposed  are 

on  page  50. 
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Salaries  and  Taxes 

The  motion  picture's  higher-bracket  sal- 
aries are  subject  to  federal  and  state  taxes 

averaging  46  per  cent  of  the  income  and  in 
one  case  as  high  as  65  per  cent,  leaving 
salary  figures  at  a  much  smaller  net  income 
than  those  gross  figures  given  so  much  at- 

tention in  the  public  press  last  week  when 

the  government  made  them  public  in  Wash- 
ington. Mae  West,  as  the  highest  paid 

figure  was  credited  with  a  salary  of  $480,- 
833  for  1935.  Of  this  normal  income  tax 
charges  of  the  state  of  California  and  the 

federal  government  are  estimated  at  $312,- 
554,  leaving  a  net  income  of  $162,279. 

Other  estimated  net  incomes,  as  well  as  a 
list  of  the  industry  salaries  over  $50,000  for 
1935,  are  found  on  page  19. 

Exhibitor  Meetings 

At  meetings  of  exhibitor  organizations 
this  week  a  proposal  for  Sunday  motion 
picture  shows  in  Delaware  was  deferred, 

regular  monthly  luncheon  sessions  were  in- 
augurated in  Seattle,  and  the  first  annual 

convention  of  the  Hollywood  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  was  set  for  January  25th. 

The  story  is  on  page  56. 

Allied  Elections 

All  offices  of  the  national  Allied  States 

Association  are  subject  to  election  on  Jan- 

uary 22nd,  at  the  annual  directors'  meet- 
ing, to  be  held  at  the  Emerson  hotel  in 

Baltimore. 

The  first  outline  of  Allied  conference  busi- 
ness appears  on  page  40. 

4i  Billion  Admissions 

The  United  States  Government  estimates 
that  4,500,000,000  admissions  to  theatres  in 
1936  grossed  $1,000,000,000  at  theatre  box 
offices,  and  that  500  theatres  were  built  at 

a  cost  of  $27,000,000,  increasing  the  total  in- 
vestment in  the  business  to  $2,027,000,000. 

At  the  same  time  the  Bureau  of  Census 

started  to  release  a  series  of  reports  on  thea- 
tre earnings  and  theatre  salaries  paid. 

Details  of  both  reports  start  on  page  41. 

$30,000,000  Budget 

Paramount  executives  of  both  production 
and  distribution  branches  met  in  Los  An- 

geles last  weekend  and  set  a  $30,000,000 
budget  for  filming  in  the  next  12  months. 
A  report  on  the  conference  appears  on 

page  64. 

Legislation 
The  opening  of  Congress  was  the  signal 

for  the  introduction  of  more  than  2,500  bills, 
most  of  which  will  be  quickly  forgotten  but 
many  of  which  will  be  made  the  law  of  the 
land  before  the  summer.  Among  them  were 
some  directed  at  the  motion  picture  industry, 
which  has  an  interest  also  in  the  proposals 
for  federal  control  of  industry  in  general. 

A  legislative  story  is  on  page  17. 

Ostrer  Silent 

Isidore  Ostrer,  returning  this  week  to 
New  York  from  Miami,  said  that  he  has 
not  given  any  thought  to  the  matter  of  the 
establishment  of  a  separate  exchange  system 
by  Gaumont  British  in  this  country. 

Mr.  Ostrer 's  comment  is  quoted  on  page  22. 

RKO  Radio  Accepts 

RKO  Radio  Pictures,  fifth  distributor  to 
reply  to  the  request  for  a  ten  point  trade 

practice  program  offered  by  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Theatre  Owners  of  America,  has  agreed 

to  allow  an  unconditional  ten  per  cent  can- 
cellation privilege  and  approves  the  estab- 

lishment of  local  conciliation  boards. 
Trade  practice  news  is  on  page  21. 

MR.  CULLMAN  DISCUSSES  LIVE  AND  DEAD  ISSUES 

(Continued  from  page  7) 

must  at  least  admit  that  the  movies  are  trying  to  make  us 
respectable.  This  basic  tenet,  however,  casts  no  light  on  the 

attitude  of  the  films  toward  the  vital  issues  of  the  day." 

PERHAPS  it  should  be  explained  to  Mr.  Cullman  that  to 

a  great  many  people  the  matter  of  respectability  has  not 
as  yet  become  a  dead  issue. 

Then,  proceeding  in  his  address,  as  if  to  say  that  his  pre- 
vious remarks  were  all  in  fun,  Mr.  Cullman  declares: 

"However,  as  a  matter  of  well  established  policy  the  screen 

avoids  controversial  topics." 

He  deprecates  this  policy  and  attributes  it  to  the  "usual 
code  of  business  expediency,"  perhaps  being  reminded  at  this 
point  of  the  criticism  occasioned  by  the  character  of  some  of 
the  advertising  used  by  the  theatre  under  his  direction.  At 
another  point  he  applies  to  the  screen  the  language  which  the 
Kremlin  philosophers  use  in  their  reference  to  Religion.  He 

says,  "...  the  movies  stand  convicted  of  being  an  analgesic 

to  the  social  conscience  and  potential  unrest  of  the  masses." 
Apparently  deploring  that  "such  a  procedure  is  not  prac- 

ticable in  a  society  such  as  ours  although  it  is  the  logical  result 

of  a  planned  economy  without  a  profit  motive,"  Mr.  Cullman 
explains: 

"In  Russia,  where  the  screen  is  utilized  as  a  means  of  pro- 
letarian education,  the  profit  motive  has  been  eliminated  and 

the  public  is  being  schooled  to  regard  the  films  as  a  source 

of  education  rather  than  simple  entertainment.  Thus  workers' 
clubs  and  citizens'  advisory  committees  in  Russia  participate 

in  serious  discussions  with  the  makers  of  films,  with  a  view  to 

gaining  a  general  understanding  of  the  objectives  of  the  pro- 

ducers and  the  regime  they  represent." 

ALTHOUGH  we  have  noted  published  statements  of Soviet  film  leaders  which  declare  that  Soviet  films  are 

now  being  made  for  entertainment  and  not  for  propa- 

ganda, we  shall  not  undertake  to  question  Mr.  Cullman's  com- 
petency to  interpret  the  current  Russian  film  policy. 

We  are  not  concerned  here  with  what  political,  social  and 
economic  beliefs  Mr.  Cullman  as  an  individual  may  or  may 
not  entertain.  We  are  not  interested  in  his  private  opinion  of 

the  industry's  policy  of  decency  in  entertainment.  We  do  not 
challenge  his  right  to  mount  the  soapbox  and  campaign  for 
the  motion  picture  to  become  a  propagandist  for  whatever 
he  believes  will  prove  a  betterment  in  the  social  and  economic 
order.  But  we  think  that  he  may  properly  be  reminded  that 
his  position  as  trustee  of  the  Roxy  theatre  may  be  construed 
as  involving  a  responsibility  also  to  the  industry  of  which  that 
theatre  is  a  part. 

We  insist  that  this  latter  responsibility  is  violated  when  in 
an  open  address  and  in  subsequent  publicity  he  sneers  at  the 
industry  policy  of  decency  in  entertainment  and  charges,  in 
effect,  that  the  avoidance  of  propaganda  and  insistence  upon 
the  entertainment  motive  is  a  fraud. 

It  is  not  out  of  such  boring  from  within  that  the  prestige 

and  good-will  of  the  motion  picture  and  the  industry  can  be 
maintained  before  the  American  public. 

—MARTIN  QUIGLEY. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

DISCUSS  1937  METHODS.  Home  office  representatives  of  RKO  Radio 

as  they  met  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  in  New  York  to  consider 
changes  in  branch  administrative  methods.  Left  to  right:  William  J. 

McShea,  Elmer  Sedin,  Joseph  P.  Skelly,  Jack  J.  Schnitzer,  R.  A.  O'Brien, 
Michael  Poller,  John  A.  Downing,  Robert  E.  Helms,  J.  Emmet  Cash- 
man  and  A.  A.  Schubart. 

FROM  VIENNA.  Luli  Deste  (left), 
Viennese  stage  and  screen  player, 

arriving  in  New  York  en  route  to 

Hollywood  to  make  an  American 
picture.  She  will  be  starred  by 

B.  P.  Schulberg  in  "Flower  of 
France,"  Paramount  release. 

FILIPINO  FILM.  Technicians  and 

players  of  Filippine  Film  Produc- 
tions shooting  a  scene  for  a  native 

production  entitled  "Zamboanga." The  story  concerns  the  love  of  a 
pearl  fisher  and  a  daughter  of  the 

king  of  a  Moro  tribe. 
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THE  DRIVE  IS  ON.  Meeting  of  Columbia  Eastern  sales  staffs  with 

home  office  executives  in  connection  with  the  "Columbia-Montague 

Sweepstakes"  campaign.  Jack  Cohn,  company  treasurer,  is  shown  well- 
wishing  General  Sales  Manager  A.  Montague.  Others  shown  are  Leo 
Jaffe,  Louis  Astor,  Joe  McConville,  Rube  Jackter,  Lou  Weinberg,  Max 
Weisfeldt  and  Fred  McConnell. 

INSPECTORS  ALL.  Real  and 

reel,  since  that  badge  on  James 

Cagney  is  occasioned  merely  by 

his  role  in  Grand  National's 

"Great  Guy."  His  confreres,  how- 

ever, are  attached  to  New  York's 
department  of  public  markets. 

TRUE  TO  TYPE.  Something  rather 

extravagant,  at  right,  in  office 

equipment  arranged  by  Bobby 
Connolly,  Warner  dance  director, 

for  demonstration  in  "Ready, 

Willing  and  Able."  Here  he  is with  Sol  Polito,  chief  cameraman. 
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A  congratulatory  group  (left  to 

right) — Frank  Walker,  executive 

vice  president,  Comerford  The- 
atres; Cecil  B.  De  Mille,  Grant- 

land  Rice,  sports  authority;  E.  V. 

Richards,  head  of  Saenger  The- 
atres; A.  H.  Blank  of  A.  H.  Blank 

Theatre  Enterprises;  Neil  F.  Agnew 

(seated),  Mr.  Zukor,  and  Will  Flays. 

M.  A.  Lightman,  head  of 
Malco  Theatres,  leading 
Southern  circuit,  and  Mr. 
Zukor. 

Right:  Frank  Walker  of 
the  Comerford  circuit  in 

Pennsylvania,  with  Mr. 
Zukor. 

•  Pictures  of  dinner  at  which  the 

motion  picture  industry  joined 

Paramount  in  honoring  Adolph 

Zukor  on  his  completion  of 

twenty-five  years  as  a  producer 

Will  Hays  making  presentation  to  Mr.  Zukor  of  a 
massive  autograph  book  containing  the  signatures 

and  testimonials  of  leading  persons  in  the  busi- 
ness, social,  political  and  artistic  worlds  of  many 

nations. 

Among  guests — Terry  Ramsaye,  editor  of  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD;  John  W.  Hicks,  Paramount 

foreign  manager;  and  John  Cecil  Graham,  Para- 
mount manager  for  the  United  Kingdom. 



Karl  Hoblitzelle  and  Robert  T.  O'Donnell,  Par- 
amount  Theatres    partners,    congratulate  him. 

Mr.  Zukor  with  Will  H.  Hays  and  Terry  Ramsaye. 

Below:  Mr.  Zukor  with  Paramount  Theatres  partners,  Martin 
Mullen  and  Samuel  Pinanski  of  M.  &  P.  Theatres. 

E.  V.  Richards,  head  of  Saenger  Theatres,  and  Mr.  Zukor. 

QWith  every  branch  of  the  motion  picture  industry  repre- 
sented among  the  guests,  many  of  whom  had  come  great 

distances  for  the  occasion,  the  Adolph  Zukor  Silver  Jubilee 
dinner,  held  in  the  immense  banquet  hall  of  the  Paramount  studio, 

brought  together  scores  of  filmdom's  leading  figures.  Assembled  to 
honor  Mr.  Zukor  on  his  completion  of  25  years  as  a  producer  of 

motion  pictures,  they  heard  his  career  reviewed  and  his  leadership 

lauded  by  Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  MPPDA,  who  presided; 
by  Cecil  B.  DeMille,  and  others.  At  the  conclusion  of  his  remarks, 

Mr.  Hays  presented  Mr.  Zukor  an  autograph  book  in  which  had 
been  inscribed,  in  testimony  of  their  esteem,  the  signatures  of 
notable  representatives  of  the  business,  social,  artistic  and  political 
life  of  many  countries.  An  elaborate  entertainment  was  provided, 

with  Jack  Benny,  radio  and  screen  star,  as  master  of  ceremonies. 
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MEET  PRECEDING  EXTENDED  TOUR.  Phil  Reisman,  foreign  sales  manager  of  RKO  Radio,  with  the  entire  home  office  staff  of 

the  foreign  department  on  the  eve  of  his  departure  for  a  four-  month'  trip  which  will  eventually  take  him  to  Sydney,  Australia.  Pic- 
tured, left  to  right,  are  (front  row)  C.  Colombar,  F.  Gimenez,  B.  Leipsinger,  H.  Weber,  C.  Flanders,  I.  Bayer,  A.  Forman,  A.  Man- 

fredi,  G.  Weil,  T.  Anderson,  (second  row)  L.  Klar.  H.  Ehrreich,  B.  Merken,  B.  D.  Lion,  E.  Smith,  Mr.  Reisman,  B.  Rappaport,  R.  K. 
Hawkinson,  A.  Balaguer,  M.  Hoffay,  L.  Mann,  J.  Dvorak,  (rear  row)  hi.  Matheu,  C.  Gimbel,  S.  Snyder,  L.  Fenton,  L.  Marcus,  A. 
Frank,  J.  Roselli,  G.  New,  F.  Fresno,  D.  Home,  D.  Melamed,  A.  Duflocq,  J.  Alexander,  M.  Abrams  and  A.  Tuchman. 

NAMED  DIRECTOR.  J.  Walter 

Brown,  general  sales  manager  of 

Warners'  British  subsidiary,  who  has 
been  appointed  to  the  board  of  the 
English  company. 

AIDS  AMATEURS.  Mrs.  Lela  Rogers 

(left),  head  of  RKO  Radio's  Young 
Talent  Department  (and  mother  of 

Ginger  Rogers,  RKO  Radio  star),  ar- 
riving in  New  York  from  Baltimore, 

where  she  personally  directed  a 

"little  theatre"  production  of  "Rain 

from  Heaven." 
PARIS  BOUND.  Fernand  Gravet, 

French  actor  (right),  in  New  York  en 
route  to  France  following  completion 

of  his  role  in  "The  King  and  the 
Chorus  Girl"  for  Warner  Brothers. 
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CHANCE  GAMES  IN  LEGAL 

TANGLE  IN  HALF  OF  STATES 

Adjudged  Within  the  Law  in 
Lower  Court  Decisions  in 

Five  States;  Barred  by  the 

U.  S.  Postoffice  Department 

Chance  games,  after  six  years  of  opera- 
tion, are  tangled  in  such  a  morass  of  liti- 

gation in  at  least  half  of  the  states  of  the 
Union  that  it  is  impossible  to  determine  from 
day  to  day  their  legal  status  even  in  some 
states  where  the  highest  courts  have  given 
decisions  in  test  cases,  due  to  new  presenta- 

tions on  disputed  points. 

Bank  Night,  cash  giveaway  devised  in 
1931  by  a  Denver  film  booker  and  one  of 
the  many  plans  designed  with  the  hope  of 
cicumventing  municipal  and  state  anti-lot- 

tery laws,  has  outstripped  all  its  rivals  in 
helping  theatre  managers  to  cool  the  some- 

thing for  nothing  fever  of  their  patrons.  It 
is  conducted  at  least  once  a  week  in  an  es- 

timated 6,000  theatres  throughout  the  land 
in  spite  of  repeated  arrests,  convictions  and 
acquittals  on  appeal. 

Chance  games  divert  from  the  motion 

picture  industry  an  annual  amount  esti- 
mated variously  up  to  many  millions. 

Bank  Night's  popularity  rose  steadily  until 
1935,  and  its  rapid  spread  since  that  year 

has  made  it  almost  continuously  the  sub- 
ject of  conflicting  court  rulings  and  legal 

opinions  rendered  by  state,  county  and 
municipal  authorities.  In  the  last  two  years 
the  issue  of  whether  or  not  the  plan  is  a 

lottery  has  been  argued  in  eleven  high 
state  courts.  In  seven  of  these  it  has  been 

upheld;  in  four  it  has  been  outlawed  as  a 
form  of  gambling.  In  five  other  states  the 

giveaway  plan  has  been  adjudged  within 
the  law  in  lower  court  decisions. 

Courts  of  appeal  have  declared  the  game 
illegal  in  Georgia  and  Louisiana,  as  have 
the  supreme  courts  of  Kansas  and  Texas,  but 
in  New  York  two  decisions  handed  down  by 
the  highest  state  tribunal  have  placed  the 
plan  within  the  borders  of  the  law.  Its 
legality  has  been  upheld  also  in  the  supreme 
courts  of  Indiana,  Iowa,  Maine,  Massa- 
chussetts,  New  Hampshire  and  Tennessee. 
Favorable  decisions  have  resulted  from  cases 
in  the  lower  courts  of  Connecticut,  Illinois, 
Missouri,  North  Carolina,  Pennsylvania  and 
Wisconsin  in  addition  to  other  rulings  in 
those  states  in  which  the  higher  court  rulings 
on  the  point  have  superseded  the  others  and 
set  precedents. 

Never  Federally  Barred 

Although  disfavor  has  been  voiced  by 
federal  authorities,  Bank  Night  has  not 
been  banned  by  a  federal  court  decision.  In 
four  cases  which  have  reached  United  States 
district  courts  the  point  at  issue  has  been  not 
the  fact  of  whether  or  not  the  scheme  is  a 

lottery  but  whether  its  copyright  has  been 
infringed.  In  three  of  the  cases  Affiliated 
Enterprises,  Inc.,  owner  of  the  copyright, 

Important  court  decisions 
and  opinions  rendered  by  state 
attorneys  general  bearing  on 
the  legality  of  Bank  Night  and 

other  chance  games  under  anti- 
lottery  laws,  which  have  been 
handed  down  in  the  last  two 

years,  are  listed  alphabetically 
by  states  on  the  following  page. 

was  denied  protection  and  in  only  one,  in 
North  Carolina,  did  it  win  its  point. 

Federal  courts  in  Maine  and  Massachu- 
setts ruled  that  no  copyright  infringement 

was  possible  and  in  Denver,  Col.,  a  federal 

judge  declared  in  his  decision  on  a  copy- 
right infringement  case  that  Bank  Night  was 

so  closely  akin  to  a  lottery  that  it  was  not 
entitled  to  protection  under  the  copyright 
law. 

A  ruling  first  promulgated  by  the  Post- 
office  Department  in  May,  1935,  and  since 
reiterated  on  several  occasions,  holds  that 
cash  giveaways  constitute  lotteries  and  that 
as  such,  newspapers  or  periodicals  carrying 
advertisements  for  them  would  be  barred 
from  the  mails.  Postmasters  in  several 
states  have  announced  that  this  ban  will 

hold  regardless  of  state  court  decisions. 

Devised  in  1931 

Although  many  varieties  of  cash  giveaways 
have  sprung  up,  called  variously  Screeno, 

Banko,  Parlay  Cash  Night,  Ten-O-Win, 
Dart,  Jack  Pot  or  Gold  Mine,  none  has 
achieved  the  wide-spread  use  and  legal  suc- 

cess of  Bank  Night.  The  project  was  de- 
vised in  1931  by  Charles  Urban  Yaeger, 

then  a  booker  for  Fox  Colorado  theatres, 

who,  in  company  with  a  group  of  Denver 
theatre  men,  formed  Affiliated  Enterprises, 

Inc.,  and  copyrighted  the  book  of  instruc- 
tions in  Mexico  and  later  in  the  United 

States. 

The  plan  is  sold  to  exhibitors  under  fran- 
chise for  from  $5  to  $50  a  week  according  to 

the  capacity  of  the  theatre.  The  exhibitor 
is  provided  with  a  book  of  instructions,  a 
registration  book  and  a  ledger  containing 

numbered  slips.  On  the  night  of  the  draw- 
ing the  ledger  containing  the  numbers  is  torn 

up  and  the  numbered  slips  are  placed  in  a 
container  on  the  stage.  A  number  is  drawn 

and  the  patron's  name  under  the  correspond- 
ing number  in  the  registration  book  is  an- 

nounced. If  the  prize  is  not  claimed  within 
a  certain  time  limit  it  remains  standing,  to 
be  added  to  for  the  next  drawing. 

Registration  Book  a  Factor 

Important  in  the  legal  vindication  of  the 
plan  in  most  instances  in  which  it  has 
reached  the  courts  is  the  fact  that  the  exhibi- 

tor is  instructed  to  place  the  registration 
book  in  the  outside  lobby  of  the  theatre 

where  patrons  may  list  their  names  for  par- 
ticipation without  buying  a  ticket  of  ad- 
mission.   Thus  consideration,  or  price  of 

Upheld  in  Seven  High  State 

Courts,  and  Outlawed  as  a 

Form  of  Gambling  in  Four 

Others;  Rulings  Outlined 

participation,  one  of  the  three  elements  nec- 
essary under  the  definition  of  a  lottery  in 

the  anti-gambling  codes  of  most  states,  is  not 
present.  The  accepted  legal  definition  of  a 
lottery  is  prize  distribution  in  which  prize, 
chance  and  consideration  are  present. 

In  some  cases  legal  opponents  of  the  plan 
have  argued  that  the  plan  is  obviously  a 
promotion  scheme  and  that  the  plea  that  a 
person  does  not  have  to  purchase  a  ticket  of 
admission  to  the  theatre  in  order  to  partici- 

pate is  an  untenable  legal  fiction.  The  elu- 
siveness  of  the  plan,  even  in  the  face  of  this 
argument,  has  been  proved  in  several  in- 

stances, notably  in  a  decision  of  the  Massa- 
chusetts supreme  court  last  July  that  the 

indirect  advantage  to  a  theatre  of  larger 
attendance  is  not  in  itself  a  price  paid  by  the 

participants. 
The  general  trend  of  most  of  the  court 

decisions  rendered  to  date  on  the  subject  is 
that  the  device  of  allowing  anyone  to  register 
for  the  drawings,  places  the  plan  within  the 
law.  Its  alleged  closeness  to  the  borderline 
is  indicated  in  many  of  the  rulings.  The  latest 
decision  from  the  New  York  State  court  of 

appeals  allowed  the  legality  of  Bank  Night 
by  a  four  to  three  vote  of  the  justices  and  the 
majority  opinion  indicated  that  the  ruling 
would  have  been  reversed  if  the  defendant 

had  limited  the  drawing  to  those  who  had 

purchasd  tickets. 
Now  Occupies  Two-Story  Building 

Supported  by  these  decisions,  the  parent 

company  has  expanded  to  a  large  scale  in- 
dustry. Mr.  Yaeger  continues  as  president 

of  Affiliated  Enterprises  and  Rick  Ricket- 

son,  manager  of  Fox  Intermountain  Thea- 
tres, is  his  partner.  The  company  started 

in  two  small  office  rooms  in  Denver  and  it 
now  occupies  a  two  story  office  building  on 

film  row  in  that  city.  Included  in  its  hold- 
ings are  a  half  dozen  theatres,  a  printing 

company,  a  film  trailer  company  and  Div- 
vy, another  giveaway  plan. 

Last  June  the  company  held  a  conven- 
tion in  Denver  which  was  attended  by  200 

salesmen  and  distributors  of  the  plan.  At 

that  meeting  it  was  announced  that  more 
than  4,000  theatres  were  using  Bank  Night. 

That  figure  since  has  been  increased  to 

more  than  6,000,  according  to  representa- 
tives of  the  company.  Salesmen  are  re- 

ported to  be  paid  a  commission  of  30 

per  cent. 
Municipal  authorities  have  waged  an  almost 

continuous  campaign  to  ban  the  games  and 
in  many  cases  they  have  had  the  support  of 
legal  opinions  from  city  and  state  attorneys. 
Their  fight  was  begun  more  than  two  years  ago 
when  in  Ohio  a  forgotten  statute  was  found 
which  enabled  patrons  who  objected  to  the  game 
to  sue  for  the  return  of  their  admission  and 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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INJUNCTION  DISSOLVED  IN  CHICAGO 

$50  in  damages.  The  courts  refused  to  uphold 
the  authorities  in  a  test  case  and  the  games 
continued  except  in  Cincinnati,  where  the  police 
won  a  case  in  municipal  court  when  a  judge  de- 

clared Sweepstakes,  another  form  of  chance 
game,  was  gambling  and  hence  illegal. 

Prohibitions  in  other  cases  have  failed  to 

hold  up  in  courts  or  attorneys-general  have 
been  forced  to  retract  their  opinion  when  test 
cases  have  failed.  Even  in  Georgia,  Louisiana, 
Kansas  and  Texas,  where  high  state  courts  have 
banned  theatre  chance  games  as  gambling,  the 
issue  is  not  entirely  clear  and  exhibitors  and 
premium  exponents  are  planning  further  legal 
battles. 

Injunction  Dissolved 

Determined  action  against  chance  games  in 
any  form  in  theatres  is  now  being  waged  in 
Chicago,  where  an  injunction  restraining  police 
from  interfering  has  been  dissolved,  and  in  Cali- 

fornia, where  Attorney-General  U.  S.  Webb 
ruled  this  week  that  cash  giveaways  in  any 
form  are  lotteries  and  therefore  illegal  in  the 
state. 

The  superior  court  in  Chicago  in  a  decision 
handed  down  on  Monday  dealt  a  body  blow  to 
chance  games  in  that  city  and  ended  a  chapter 
in  a  month-old  fight  against  giveaways  by  dis- 

solving the  temporary  injunction  obtained  last 
week  by  the  Iris  theatre  to  prevent  police  inter- 

ference with  the  operation  of  the  games.  Inter- 
vening petitions,  signed  by  33  additional  theatres, 

under  which  the  games  had  been  resumed  after 
several  arrests  had  been  made,  also  are  af- 

fected by  the  ruling. 
The  court  held  that  Bank  Night  is  a  viola- 

tion of  a  city  ordinance  which  prohibits  chance 
drawings.  He  upheld  the  ordinance  which  the 
plaintiffs  maintained  was  unconstitutional. 

Circuits  and  independent  operators  in  the 
city  immediately  stopped  the  games  since  their 
operation  would  result  in  the  loss  of  the  offend- 

ing theatre's  license.  A.  D.  Adcock,  attorney 
for  the  Iris  and  for  Bank  Night  distributors, 
indicated  that  he  would  take  the  case  to  the 
state  supreme  court. 
The  city  did  not  fight  Bank  Night  as  a  lot- 

tery but  introduced  the  chance  games  law, 
making  it  more  difficult  for  the  theatres  to 
fight  the  case. 

Theatre  managers  were  surprised  at  the  sud- 
den change  in  the  tide  of  the  legal  battle.  A 

conference  held  last  week  between  the  exhibitors 
and  Mayor  Edward  Kelly  was  believed  to  have 
resulted  in  an  agreement  that  the  games  would 
be  allowed  to  continue  in  a  modified  form.  A 
few  days  later  more  summons  were  given  out 
by  police,  acting  under  an  opinion  given  by  Cor- 

poration Counsel  Barnet  Hodes,  and  on  Monday 
the  injunction  was  dissolved. 
On  Wednesday  Judge  Niemeyer  granted  a 

certificate  of  importance  enabling  attorneys  for 
the  34  theatres  involved  to  appeal  directly  to  the 
Illinois  supreme  court  from  his  ruling.  Mr. 
Adcock  said  that  the  appeal  would  be  filed  in 
time  for  the  April  term  of  the  supreme  court. 

Says  They're  Lotteries 
The  California  ruling  was  released  by  At- 

torney-General Webb  in  response  to  a  query 
from  the  Modesto  district  attorney's  office,  but 
it  is  not  known  whether  protests  against  the 
games  have  been  received.  Mr.  Webb  said  that 
the  cash  giveaways,  as  employed  at  present  in 
the  state,  constitute  lotteries  because  payment 
is  made,  through  purchase  of  a  ticket,  for  the 
chance  to  win.  So  far  judicial  reviews  in 
California  of  Screeno,  Bank  Night  and  similar 
games  have  been  few.  All  on  record  have  been 
decided  in  favor  of  the  theatre  operators. 

In  Boston  this  week  it  was  reported  doubt- 
ful that  the  appeal  for  a  rehearing  of  the  in- 

fringement suit  brought  against  Parlay  Cash 

PREMIUM  EXPERT 

QUOTES  INCREASE 

Howard  W.  Dunk,  independent 
consultant  in  sales  promotion  plans 

predicated  on  the  use  of  premiums, 
said  this  week  that  in  29  years  the 
premium  business  in  all  forms  as  used 
by  American  business  has  increased 
from  an  annual  expenditure  of 
$25,000,000  to  $500,000,000.  This 
does  not  include  theatre  chance  games 
but  does  include  all  other  forms  of 

theatre  premiums. 
Mr.  Dunk  has  been  associated  with 

the  largest  operators  in  the  premium 
field  for  the  last  25  years  and  for  10 

years  has  been  secretary  of  the  'Pre- mium Advertising  Association  of 
America. 

Night  by  Bank  Night  will  be  allowed  by  the 
United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals.  The 
court  ruled  last  month  that  the  Bank  Night 
plan  and  similar  cash  giveaways  are  public 
property  and  therefore  cannot  be  infringed. 

Ray  Coffin,  distributor  for  Affiliated  Enter- 
prises in  Des  Moines,  pointed  out  this  week 

that  a  ruling  by  former  assistant  Attorney-Gen- 
eral Walter  Maley  of  Iowa  outlawing  Bank 

Night  as  a  lottery,  and  quoted  last  week  in 
Motion  Picture  Herald,  has  been  superseded 
by  a  decision  of  the  Iowa  supreme  court  estab- 

lishing the  legality  of  the  plan  in  that  state. 
In  New  Orleans,  the  state  court  of  appeals, 

which  a  month  ago  outlawed  Bank  Night,  has 
refused  to  rehear  the  case. 

Following  is  a  resume  of  the  status  of  chance 
games  by  states,  with  approximate  date  of ruling ; 

CALIFORNIA 

Theatre  chance  games  ruled  legal  by  Red- 
wood City  Attorney  under  city  and  county  lot- 

tery laws.  Ruling  applicable  throughout  state. 
December  28,  1936. 

State  attorney-general  rules  cash  giveaways 
are  lotteries  and  therefore  illegal  in  state.  Jan- 

uary 11,  1937. 

COLORADO 

United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals  holds 
that  Bank  Night  so  closely  resembles  a  lottery 
that  it  is  not  entitled  to  copyright  protection 
December  4,  1936. 
Four  exhibitors  convicted  of  operating  lot- 

tery in  Denver  police  court  because  registration 
cards  were  given  only  to  ticket  purchasers. 
December  9,  1936. 

CONNECTICUT 

Greenwich  town  court  dismisses  lottery 
charge.    April  18,  1936. 

GEORGIA 

State  court  of  appeals  rules  Bank  Night  vio- 
laates  state  anti-lottery  laws  whether  ticket  is 
bought  or  not.    December  4,  1936. 

ILLINOIS 

State  attorney-general  rules  Bank  Night  is 
illegal  and  subjects  users  to  fine  and  prison  for 
conspiracy  to  commit  a  crime.  December  2, 
1936. 

Chicago  corporation  counsel  announces  chance 
games  constitute  chance  distribution  under  city 

ordinance  even  though  no  additional  price  is 
charged.  Police  arrest  exhibitors.  December 

23,  1936. 
Injunction  granted  to  Iris  and  extended  to 

33  other  theatres  dissolved  by  Chicago  superior 
court  and  all  chance  games  prohibited  under 
city  ordinance.    January  11,  1937. 

INDIANA 

State  superior  court  rules  Bank  Night  legal. 
February  29,  1936. 
IOWA 

State  supreme  court  dismisses  Bank  Night 
lottery  case.    February  1,  1936. 

KANSAS 

State  supreme  court  rules  Bank  Night  con- 
stitutes lottery  within  definition  of  state  laws 

because  prize,  chance  and  consideration  are 
present.    December  15,1936. 
LOUISIANA 

State  court  of  appeals  rules  Bank  Night 
awards  are  gambling  contracts  and  cannot  be 
upheld  in  law.    December  15,  1936. 
MAINE 

State  supreme  court  refuses  to  review  test 
case  on  ground  that  lottery  is  not  involved. 
February  8,  1936. 

Rockland  City  court  declares  Bank  Night  is 
not  lottery.    April  18,  1936. 

United  States  district  court  in  Maine  dis- 
misses infringement  suit  against  Bank  Night 

on  ground  that  no  infringement  is  possible. 
December  31,  1936. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Jury  in  state  supreme  court  finds  exhibitor 
guilty  of  lottery  because  of  the  element  of 
chance  in  Bank  Night.    February  1,  1936. 

State  supreme  court  rules  Bank  Night  is  not 
a  lottery,  because  no  price  is  paid  by  partici- 

pants.  July  5,  1936. 
Boston  postoffice  rules  publications  contain- 

ing advertisements  or  news  referring  to  Bank 
Night  or  similar  games  will  be  barred  notwith- 

standing court  decisions  to  the  contrary.  Sep- 
tember 5,  1936. 

United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals  rules 
that  Bank  Night  enters  the  public  domain  when 
used  in  theatres  and  may  be  adopted  without 
copyright  infringement  in  dismissing  case  of 
Affiliatted  Enterprises  vs.  Parlay  Cash  Night. 
The  decision  supersedes  that  of  the  United 
States  district  court  from  which  appeal  was 
taken  after  dismissal  on  grounds  that  the  game 
constituted  a  lottery.  The  higher  court  criti- 

cized the  lottery  ruling  and  said  that  dismissal 
on  that  ground  was  erroneous.  December  29, 
1936. 

MISSOURI 

Jackson  County  circuit  court  holds  Bank 
Night  is  not  a  lottery.    June  23,  1936. 

NEBRASKA 

City  and  county  attorneys  in  Lancaster 
County  rule  Bank  Night  is  a  lottery.  July 

18,  1936. 
NEW  HAMPSHIRE 

State  supreme  court  rules  Bank  Night  is  not 
in  violation  of  state  laws.    February  15,  1936. 

NEW  YORK 

New  York  City  magistrates'  court  rules 
Sweepstakes  and  Lucky  are  legal.  September 

7,  1935. Special  session  court  in  New  York  City  dis- 
miss lottery  charge  and  prohibits  arrests  of 

exhibitors.    December  14,  1935. 
Appellate  division  of  state  supreme  court 

(Continued  on  page  22,  column  1) 
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FILMS  AMONG  SUBJECTS  INVOLVED 

IN  2,500  BILLS  BEFORE  CONGRESS 

Representative  Culkin  Presents 

Two  Measures;  One  To  Ban 

Block  Booking;  Unfair  Trade 

Practice  Subject  of  Another 

Laboring  under  the  burden  of  more  than 
2,500  measures  introduced  as  Senate  and 
House  were  called  to  order,  the  Seventy- 
fifth  Congress  faces  the  difficult  task  of 
enacting  into  permanent  legislation  those 

parts  of  President  Roosevelt's  emergency 
program  which  he  wishes  to  carry  over. 

The  President's  desires  as  to  legislation 
were  outlined  in  his  annual  message,  de- 

livered January  6,  and  the  financial  program 
for  the  fiscal  year  beginning  July  1,  as  it 

appears  now,  was  disclosed  in  the  budget 
message  submitted  January  8. 

Approximately  2,500  bills  and  resolutions 
were  introduced  on  the  opening  day.  Only 

a  very  small  percentage  of  these  measures 
will  ever  receive  serious  consideration,  and 

only  a  fraction  of  those  considered  will  get 
as  far  as  a  vote  on  the  floor. 

Among  the  bills  affecting  the  motion 

picture  industry  which  were  submitted  at 

the  opening  of  the  session  were  measures 

by  Representative  Culkin  of  New  York, 
one  of  them  setting  up  a  commission  for 

the  purpose  of  protecting  the  industry 
from  unfair  trade  practices  and  monopoly 
and  for  the  settlement  of  trade  con- 

troversies, the  other  banning  block  book- 
ings. 

Senator  Duffy  of  Wisconsin  announced  that 
he  would  introduce  his  copyright  legislation, 
which  was  adopted  by  the  last  Senate  but 
failed  to  receive  action  in  the  House. 

Other  bills  which  will  go  in  practically  the 
same  form  as  last  session  will  be  the  alien 
actor  measures  of  Representative  Dickstein  of 
New  York  and  Kramer  of  California,  the  latter 
carrying  a  provision  for  reciprocal  exchange 
with  countries  which  permit  the  entry  of  Ameri- 

can artists ;  the  Pettengill  block  booking  bill, 
and  the  Sirovich  copyright  bill. 

Patman  Has  New  Bill 

Abandoning  all  thought  of  attempting  to  regu- 
late the  motion  picture  industry,  Representa- 
tive Wright  Patman  of  Texas,  co-author  of 

the  Robinson-Patman  anti-price  discrimination 
act,  announced  on  January  9  that  his  new  bill, 
prohibiting  manufacturers  from  engaging  in  re- 

tail distribution,  will  not  include  producer-ex- 
hibitors. 

Although  he  contended  that  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  needed  regulation,  Mr.  Patman 

said  that  he  considered  pictures  a  means  of 
communication  rather  than  a  commodity  and 
that  it  would  require  a  special  campaign,  which 
he  is  not  prepared  to  undertake,  to  secure  legis- 
lation. 
As  originally  prepared  for  introduction,  the 

Congressman's  bill  included  a  provision  that  ex- 
hibition should  be  considered  retailing. 

While  the  Texas  Representative  voiced  the 
expectation  that  some  move  would  be  made 
during  the  session  to  divorce  production  from 
exhibition,  he  indicated  that  he  would  not  be 
the  spearhead  of  such  a  drive,  feeling  that  he 
had  enough  to  do  in  connection  with  his  own 

measure.  Films,  he  said,  present  "a  different 
problem  that  must  be  handled  separately." 

Quenching  all  hopes  for  a  return  to  the  old 

The  International 

Money  Makers  * 

Shirley  Temple  First 

Fred  Astaire  and 

Ginger  Rogers  Second 

Clark  Gable  Third 

Gracie  Fields*  *   Fourth 

Robert  Taylor  Fifth 

Joe  E.  Brown     \  «.  , 

Laurel  &  Hard
y/  5lXtn 

Dick  Powell  )  Seventh 

Jessie  Matthews*  *  / Joan  Crawford)  Ei  hth 

James  Cagney  J 
Claudette  Colbert)  Ninth 
Wallace  Beery  j 

Jeanette  MacDonald)  Tenth 
Greta  Garbo  J 

Gary  Cooper  )  Eleventh 

Norma  Shearer ) 

''All  the  players  voted  the  lead- 

ing Money  Making  Stars  of  the 
American  poll,  announced  in  last 

week's  issue,  and  the  British  All- 

Star  poll,  starting  on  page  59  of  this 

issue,  are  represented  in  the  inter- 
national Winners  listing.  Relative 

positions  were  established  by  averag- 
ing the  two  polls,  crediting  ten 

points  for  each  mention  for  first 

place,  nine  points  for  second  place 
mention  and  so  on  down  to  one 

point  for  tenth  place. 
** Gracie  Fields  and  Jessie  Mat- 

thews are  stars  of  British-made  pro- 
ductions. 

$3  exemption  for  admission  taxes  after  next 
June,  Mr.  Rosevelt  submitted  with  his  budget 
message  statements  showing  that  the  Treasury 
anticipates  a  return  of  not  less  than  $20,800,000 
from  the  admission  tax  during  the  1938  fiscal 

year,  which  begins  July  1,  next.  If,  on  that 

date,  the  present  40-cent  exemption  were  aban- 
doned, it  was  shown,  the  revenue  would  be  re- 

duced by  $15,240,000. 

The  motion  picture  was  not  a  legislative  sub- 
ject in  Congress  alone,  many  state  and  muni- 
cipal legislatures  turning  their  attention  film- wise  in  connection  with  new  statutes  or  the 

revision  of  old  ones. 

Tax  measures  affecting  the  industry  have  ap- 
peared in  the  California  legislature.  One  calls 

for  repeal  of  the  sales  tax,  with  the  understand- 
ing that  income  and  other  taxes  would  be  raised 

to  fill  the  revenue  gap,  and  that  real  estate 
would  be  assessed  at  its  actual  value.  Another 

Hope  of  Revision  in  Taxes  on 

Admissions  Obscured;  Patman 

Abandons  Attempt  to  Regu- 

late Film  Industry;  State  Issues 

bill  calls  for  a  five-day  40-hour  week  for  all workers  in  the  state. 

The  amusement  tax  levy  adopted  in  Savannah, 
Ga.,  last  week  was  reconsidered  by  the  City 
Council  and  a  committee  appointed  to  study  the 
subject  following  threats  by  the  Lucas  and 
Jenkins  circuit  to  close  its  local  houses  if  the 
tax  was  enforced.  The  tax  was  a  ten  per  cent 
gross  levy  designed  to  raise  relief  funds.  John 
J.  Bouhan,  attorney  for  Lucas  and  Jenkins,  told 
the  City  Council  that  the  circuit  pays  taxes 
on  $300,000  worth  of  real  estate  in  the  city, 
has  a  payroll  of  $65,000  and  employs  125 

people.  He  urged  that  a  tax  not  be  "saddled 
on  one  industry." 

Governor  Lloyd  C.  Stark  of  Missouri  is  ex- 
pected to  recommend  to  the  state  General  As- 

sembly that  the  sales  tax  rate  be  increased 
from  one  to  two  per  cent.  The  additional 
revenue  will  be  used  for  old-age  pensions  and 
unemployment  relief. 

Continuing  requirements  for  unemployment 
relief  in  Pennsylvania  will  serve  as  the  chief 
argument  for  the  re-enactment  of  the  amuse- 

ment tax  in  that  state  during  the  new  session 
of  the  legislature.  The  tax  of  one  cent  on 
each  25  cent  admission  was  scheduled  to  expire 

July  22,  1937. A  bill  has  been  introduced  in  the  Alabama 
legislature  to  amend  the  revenue  act  so  as  to 
permit  theatres  to  deduct  from  their  gross 
receipts  amounts  paid  to  the  state  for  licenses. 

Sunday  Shows  Weighed 

Sunday  shows  are  still  the  subject  of  legis- 
lative action,  referenda  and  petitions  in  several 

localities.  In  Waynesboro,  Va.,  theatre  open- 
ings on  the  Sabbath  have  been  legalized  by  a 

vote  of  344  to  294. 
An  initiative  petition  seeking  a  change  in  the 

city  ordinance  of  Greenwood,  Miss.,  to  allow 
Sunday  shows  has  been  rejected  by  the  City 
Council.  The  Council  took  the  position  that  it 
could  not  legalize  action  which  violated  the 
state  laws. 

Hartford,  Conn.,  theatres  in  a  recent  lobby 
poll  obtained  signatures  of  34,000  patrons  who 

registered  in  favor  of  2  o'clock  opening  on 
Sunday  afternoon  instead  of  5  o'clock  as  at 

present. 

Dedicate  Warner  Theatre 

The  new  Warners  Sheridan  theatre,  lo- 
cated at  6217  Georgia  Avenue,  N.W.,  Wash- 

ington, was  to  be  dedicated  this  Thursday 
with  Ernest  H.  Pullman,  president  of  the 
Manor  Park  Citizens  Association,  accepting 

the  house  as  the  latest  addition  to  the  city's entertainment  mediums.  The  Sheridan  will 
be  the  15th  theatre  operated  in  Washington 
by  Warners  and  the  36th  in  the  Washington 
zone  directed  by  John  J.  Payette. 

Rubens  Denies  St.  Louis  Deal 

Jules  Rubens,  head  of  Great  States  circuit, 
has  denied  a  report  that  he  would  join  with 
A.  J.  Balaban  and  Fanchon  &  Marco  inter- 

ests in  St.  Louis  exhibition.  Mr.  Rubens 
said  that  he  is  with  Great  States  permanently. 
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'Advice"  on  "Alcazar"  Film 

Called  Belied  by  Facts 

Plummet  Takes  to  Task  Writer's  Fear  of  "Glorifying"  Defenders 

by  HARRY  CHAPIN  PLUMMER 

Fear  is  expressed  by  a  correspondent  of  a 

British  motion  picture  journal  that  the  forth- 
coming Twentieth  Century-Fox  production 

of  "The  Siege  of  the  Alcazar,"  at  Toledo, 
may  "glorify"  the  military  defenders  of 
Spain's  historic  citadel.  In  an  open  letter  to 
the  producer,  Darryil  F.  Zanuck,  he  adds  a 
coat  of  mud  to  the  encrustation  of  clotted 

blood,  dust  and  mortar  with  which  the  sur- 
viving soldiers  came  forth  when  finally  they 

were  relieved  by  "Moors,  the  riff-raff  of  the 
Foreign  Legion,  Nazis  and  Italians."  The 
besiegers,  it  seems,  were  just  righteously  in- 

dignant "home  folks"  of  Toledo  City. 
In  phrases  that  are  a  weird  compound  of 

effusive  compliment  and  threatening  insult 
to  the  man  and  to  his  profession,  he  cautions 

Producer  Zanuck  against  picturing  the  de- 
fense of  the  Alcazar  with  any  remotest  sug- 

gestion of  that  stoical  bravery  and  deathless 
chivalry  which  were  in  constant  evidence 
during  the  siege. 

14-Foot  Walls  and  Bare  Hands 

Throwing  military  considerations  to  the 

four  winds,  the  voluntary  editor,  as  "a 
scenarist,"  outdoes  Hollywood's  most  il- 

logical and  most  improbable  script  by  inject- 

ing a  lurid  sex  theme  and  motive.  "The 
Siege  of  the  Alcazar"  was  really  a  big  "lark" 
of  the  nationalist  soldiery.  Insured  against 

attack  or  capture  by  walls  of  14-foot  thick- 
ness, they  simply  stocked  up  with  the  muni- 
tion stores  of  an  entire  province  and 

abundant  victuals  and,  kidnapping  some  help- 
less maidens  of  the  ancient  city,  settled  down 

to  a  picnic  of  indefinite  duration,  accom- 
panied by  some  of  their  own  women  folk. 

The  while  without  the  angry  citizens,  armed 

only  with  blunderbusses,  fowling-pieces, 
sticks  —  and  profanity  —  proceeded  to  the 
attack,  only  to  be  mowed  down  by  machine- 
gun  fire  from  the  mighty  fortress.  Casual 

mention  is  made  of  "the  giant  walls  crmbling 
beneath  simple  miners"  dynamite  and  the 
bare  hands  of  the  wronged  populace." 

What  the  "scenarist"  has  failed  to  take 
into  account  is  that  not  only  the  Fox  Movie- 

tone, allied  with  Mr.  Zanuck's  producing 
organization,  but  the  Anarcho-Syndicalist- 

Communist-Socialist  coalition's  own  propa- 
ganda filming  unit  "shot"  the  Alcazar  siege 

in  its  progressive  stages.  The  operations 
without  the  walls,  as  caught  by  their  own 

cameras,  as  caught  by  Fox  Movietone's, 
revealed  an  altogether  different  story. 

Modern,  high-power  rifles  and  machine- 
guns  were  shown.  These  were  imported 
from  France,  Russia,  Czecho-Slovakia  and 

manned  by  "volunteers"  from  the  Red  hordes 
of  those  lands  standing  shoulder  to  shoulder 
with  Spaniards,  mostly  from  other  parts  of 
the  Peninsula.  These  sustained  the  attack 

until  the  "simple  miners"  were  hustled  south 
from  Oviedo,  as  far  from  Toledo  as  Pitts- 

Until  October  last  the  corres- 

pondent in  Spain  for  Motion  Pic- 
ture Herald,  Motion  Picture  Daily 

and  the  other  Quigley  Publications, 
with  headquarters  at  the  Hotel  Ritz, 

Barcelona,  the  writer  of  this  article 

spent  three  years  in  Spain  and  Spanish 
Morocco.  Successively  at  Tangier  and 
Tetuan,  at  Sevilla  and  at  Barcelona, 

he  had  the  editorial  and  business  rep- 
resentation of  the  European  edition  of 

the  New  York  Herald -Tribune  (Paris) 
and  Automotive  Industries  (Philadel- 

phia). Following  the  July  revolt,  he 
filled  an  emergency  job  at  the  Amer- 

ican consulate  general  in  Barcelona. 

burgh  is  from  New  York,  or  Los  Angeles 
from  San  Francisco,  to  apply  their  dynamite 
charges.  The  relieving  army  corps  in  the 
main  were  Spaniards,  but  they  included 
Moors  and  a  sprinkling  of  Germans,  Italians 
and  Portuguese. 

No  Alternative 

The  military  leaders  of  Spain  occasionally 
may  blunder.  But  they  are  not  mentally 
deficient.  None  but  an  army  of  congenital 
idiots  would  voluntarily  get  themselves  into, 
or  would  voluntarily  allow  themselves  to  be 

gotten  into,  a  situation  such  as  the  "sce- 
narist" has  pictured.  Hopelessly  outnum- 

bered by  their  attackers,  they  had  no  alter- 
native but  to  seek  refuge  in  what  hitherto 

had  been  one  of  the  most  impregnable  of 
strongholds. 
Many  of  their  wives,  mothers,  sisters, 

daughters  they  took  with  them  to  guard 

against  the  very  contingency  the  "scenarist" 
would  write  into  Mr.  Zanuck's  film,  but  with 
the  "shoe  on  the  other  foot."  If  any  women 
besieged  in  the  Alcazar,  unrelated  to  the 
defenders,  were  brought  or  coaxed  thither,  it 
may  be  gambled  that  they  came  of  their  own 
volition.  Where  a  majority  of  woman  kin 
of  officer  and  soldier  might  be  ensconced  in 
a  common  place  of  siege,  there  one  would  not 

find  families  and  "war  brides"  together.  It 
is  "just  an  old  Spanish  custom" — that  doesn't 
exist.  It  doesn"t  jibe  with  Spanish  psy- 
chology. 

Chiefly  Spanish  Citizens 

The  relieving  Foreign  Legion  of  Spain, 
unlike  France's  Legion  d'Etrangers,  was  not 
a  body  composed  of  foreigners  or  aliens.  In 
the  main  it  was  made  up  of  bona  fide 
Spanish  citizens.  The  national  army  of  the 
mainland,  when  the  war  broke  out,  was  com- 

posed of  young  fellows  from  all  over  Spain, 
but  mostly  from  rural  districts — a  clean, 
intelligent,  generally  well-behaved  lot. 
The  Moors  who  are  fighting  with  the 

nationalist  armies  in  Spain  almost  to  a  man 
are  descendants  of  the  Moorish  legions 
exiled  from  Granada,  Sevilla,  Toledo,  Cor- 

doba, Malaga,  in  the  time  of  Ferdinand  and 
Isabella,  who  repaired  to  and  founded  such 
cities  of  the  present  Spanish  Protectorate  of 
Morocco  as  Tetuan,  the  capital,  Larache, 
Alcazarquivir,  Arcila,  Xauen  and,  in  old 
Spanish  Morocco,  Ceuta  and  Melilla. 
While  Spain  proper  was  repeatedly  on  the 

verge  of  revolt  and  civil  strife,  following  the 
downfall  of  the  monarchy,  the  Protectorate 
was  completely  under  a  military  control  and 
administration,  which  maintained  absolute 

peace  and  a  benign  species  of  dictatorship. 

It  would  be  called  "Fascist"  now.  There  one 
found  an  anomaly  that  might  be  encountered 
in  few  European  colonial  possessions,  pro- 

tectorates or  mandated  areas — that  of  a 
minority  of  Christians,  or  Gentiles,  and  a 
vast  majority  of  Mohammedans  and  Jews 
living  and  working  side  by  side  and  respect- 

ing each  the  rights,  religion,  properties  and 
households  of  the  other.  The  Moors  from 

this  region  of  government  so  superior  to  that 
of  the  mainland  are  now  employed  as  sup- 

plementary forces  in  the  Spanish  armies 

exactly  as,  in  a  state  of  war — as  in  the 
World  War,  for  example — the  United  States 
employs  its  colored  citizens  from  Dixie  and 

New  York's  Harlem,  Indians  from  Idaho, 
Utah,  Florida,  Maine  and  Upper  Michigan, 
and  Eskimos  from  Alaska,  and  Porto  Ricans. 

Subjects  of  Spain,  the  Moors  are  natural- 
born  soldiers,  famed  for  their  hardihood  and 
their  qualities  of  endurance  under  fire  and 
on  forced  marches. 

Location  Unit  Check 

Used  by  Actors'  Guild The  Screen  Actors'  Guild  in  Hollywood 
has  issued  a  virtual  ultimatum  to  producers 
that  they  cannot  take  location  companies  into 
any  of  the  coast  territory  from  Canada  to 
Mexico  if  the  companies  include  players 
without  union  cards. 

Although  Guild  executives  have  refused  to 
issue  official  statements,  this  is  known  to  be 
the  means  employed  by  the  Guild  to  bring 
producers  to  terms  without  calling  a  general 
strike.  The  first  definite  indication  of  union 

surveillance  of  location  companies  occurred 
last  Friday,  when  the  Guild  and  the  makeup 
union  local  pulled  six  Paramount  stock 
players,  two  hairdressers  and  one  wardrobe 
man  off  the  location  company  working  on 
"Souls  at  Sea"  at  San  Pedro. 

The  players  taken  off  were  either  non- 
Guild  members  or  members  who  had  not  paid 

up  their  dues.  It  is  understood  that  im- 
mediately a  company  leaves  the  studio,  the 

troupe  is  subject  to  a  systemized  Guild 
checkup,  in  accordance  with  an  order  from 
the  organization  heads.  Players  pulled  from 
the  set  are  given  the  opportunity  to  join  the 

Guild,  it  was  learned.  The  Guild's  location 
checkup  has  been  in  effect  for  the  past 
month. 

Reorganization  Meeting 

Set  for  Educational 

An  order  to  Philip  Cohen,  special  master, 
to  hold  a  meeting  of  stockholders  for  the 
reorganization  of  Educational  Pictures,  Inc., 
within  two  weeks  after  January  24th,  has 

been  issued  in  Wilmington,  Del.,  by  Chan- 
cellor Josiah  P.  Wolcott.  The  order  was 

issued  upon  the  petition  of  the  corporation 
to  effect  a  compromise  or  arrangement  with 
stockholders  for  an  exchange  of  securities 
and  for  a  reorganization. 
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46  PER  CENT  OF  HOLLYWOOD'S  HIGH 

BRACKET  SALARIES  CO  TO  TAXES 

Salaries,  Estimated  State  and 
1 

Federal Taxes 

1 
vJMvJ 

New  Incomes 

New  York California 
Niffff*  Tflv <JIUIC     1  UA State  Tax 

Gross f  Exemption— 
-   (Exemption — Net 

Name fncome 

$2,500J* 

S2  500  J  * 

F&d&ral  Tat Income 

Mae  West 
$480,833 

$90,199 

^ftfto  ft  r  r 

$239,855 
lh  1  /  ft  ft  "J  ft 

$168,279 
Winfield  Sheehan 

$344,230 
$27,088 

tt  1  "1  A    ft  Aft 

$  1 74,249 

it"  l  J  ft  ft  ft  ft 

$140,393 Marlene  Dietrich 
$368,000 

$53,275 

&  i  "7ft  rn 

$172,557 

*  ■  ftft  /  /  ft 

$139,668 Edward  J.  Bowes 
$249,999 $19,548 $1 15,447 

a*  ■  |         ft  j 

$1 12,504 Charles  Chaplin 
$216,000 

$47,350 $75,336 

&  ft  ft  ft  i  J 

$90,814 
W.  S.  Gifford 

$209,850 $21,630 

ft  r*  ft  /  ft 

$85,860 

frftft  ft  /  ft 

$99,860 

Nicholas  Schenck 
$193,434 $15,024 

&  ft  i   h  ft  ft 

$81,582 

frft  A    ft  ft  ft 

$94,328 

Louis  B.  Mayer 
$151,500 

&  i  A    A  r*  ft 

$14,450 $54,041 
$81,509 

Jack  Cohn 
$104,500 

$7,780 

f  UJ|  JO? 

Howard  Estabrook  $101,666 

$7,850 
$28,876 $62,440 

Zane  Grey 

$90,000 
$6,750 $23,012 

$57,738 

Warren  William 

$95,458 

$7,104 
$25,819 $60,035 

J.  Robert  Rubin 

$79,475 
$5,908 $18,161 $52,906 

Oliver  Hardy 

$85,316 

$5,887 

$21,023 
$55,906 

H.  J.  Yates 

$75,000 
$5,550 $16,368 $50,582 

Ginger  Rogers 
$74,483 

$4,668 
$16,425 $50,890 

Ned  E.  Depinet 

$72,224 
$5,326 $15,160 

$49,214 

Rowland  V.  Lee 

$71,333 

$4,333 
$15,215 $49,285 

Joe  Penner 

$69,500 
$5,1 10 

$14,100 $47,790 
George  O'Brien $68,191 

$4,019 
$14,012 $47,660 

E.  W.  Hammons 

$62,749 
$4,569 $1 1,688 $43,992 

Sylvia  Sidney 

$63,425 

$3,542 
$12,339 $45,044 

William  Stuber 

$61,523 
$4,471 $1 1,293 $43,259 

Herbert  Kalmus 

$60,000 

$3,225 
$11,196 

$43,079 
Herman  Wobber 

$59,800 
$4,334 $10,748 $42,248 Tay  Garnett 

$57,599 
$3,008 

$10,431 $41,660 
T.  J.  Hargrave 

$52,948 
$3,985 $9,700 

$39,263 Myron  Selznick 
$52,000 

$2,550 $9,700 $37,250 *Estimated  average  of  basic  exemptions  for  unmarried  individuals  and  heads  of 
families.  Does  not  include  other  deductions,  allowable  under  the  income  tax  laws, 
such  as  for  donations  to  charity  and  for  other  taxes. 

The  estimated  state  income  taxes  listed  here  were  computed  in  accordance  with  the 

Treasury  Department  classification  of  the  returns  as  of  New  York  or  California. 

Federal  and  State  Income  Taxes 

for  Last  Year  Take  from 

$239,855  on  $480,833  Sal- 

ary to  $14,750  on  $52,000 

The  motion  picture's  higher -bracket 
salaries  are  subject  to  federal  and  state 

taxes  averaging  46  per  cent  of  the  income, 
and,  in  the  case  of  the  highest  paid  stars, 
as  high  as  65  per  cent. 

The  United  States  Government  last  week 

made  public  the  salaries  paid  in  1935  to  the 

leading  stars,  featured  players,  directors, 
writers  and  executives  of  the  motion  picture 

industry,  causing  the  newspapers  to  conclude 
that  the  salary  checks  paid  in  and  by  the 
industry  were  many  times  higher  than  those 
received  in  any  other  business.  The  inroads 
made  into  these  earnings  by  income  taxes 
were  not  mentioned. 

Illustrative  of  the  heavy  levies  taken  from 

those  salaries  are  the  gross  and  net  earnings 

of  28  persons,  representing  as  many  taxa- 
tion brackets,  New  York  and  California, 

who  -were  given  special  press  attention  in 

headlines  for  receiving  total  gross  salaries 

of  $3,671,036  in  193  5.  These  salaries  were 

subjected  to  income  taxes  estimated  at 

$1,712,967,  representing  a  tax  averaging  46 

per  cent  of  the  total  gross  income. 

In  arriving  at  these  percentages,  exemptions 

of  $2,500  in  each  case  were  taken  from  the 
taxable  income  in  computing  both  the  state 
and  federal  taxes.  This  is  an  estimated  average 
of  the  basic  deductible  amount  allowed  both  by 
the  federal  and  state  governments  to  married 

persons  or  to  single  persons  who  have  depend- 
ents. No  consideration  was  given  to  any  other 

exemptions  that  may  have  been  justifiably  de- 
ducted from  the  taxable  income  under  the  in- 

come tax  laws,  such  as  deductions  for  charities, 
permissible  expenses  and  other  taxes  paid. 

According  to  Government  reports,  Mae  West 
received  $480,833  during  1935,  thus  making  her 
the  highest  paid  figure  in  motion  pictures.  But, 
the  State  of  California  taxed  Miss  West  ap- 

proximately $90,199  and  the  federal  taxes  on 
her  salary  were  an  estimated  $239,855,  thus 
leaving  a  net  income  of  $168,279  instead  of  the 
figure  quoted  so  prominently  in  the  newspapers. 
New  York  State  is  equally  severe  on  high 

salaries.  Winfield  Sheehan,  listed  as  a  resi- 
dent there,  was  reported  to  have  been  paid 

$344,230.  The  state  took  an  estimated  $27,088 
and  the  United  States  an  additional  $174,249, 
to  leave  a  net  $140,393. 

Also  in  the  higher-bracket  classification,  but 
farther  down  the  list,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  president 
of  the  RKO  Distributing  Corporation  in  New 
York,  was  credited  with  a  salary  of  $72,224. 
Deduction  of  state  and  federal  taxes  shrunk 
that  income  to  $49,214.  In  California,  Ginger 
Rogers  was  reported  to  have  drawn  a  gross 
salary  of  $74,483.  State  and  federal  tax  deduc- 

tions left  her  a  net  income  or  $50,890. 
In  the  lowest  classification  of  the  higher- 

brackets  is  T.  J.  Hargrave,  Eastman  Kodak 
executive,  who  was  paid  $52,948.  His  net  in- 

come, after  taxes,  amounted  to  $39,263.  Myron 
Selznick  received  $52,000  during  1935  in  Cali- 

fornia and  after  taxes  his  net  was  $37,250. 
The  Government  disclosed  gross  incomes  of 

some  220  film  individuals  whose  salaries  in  1935 
were  shown  as  ranging  from  the  $480,833  of 
Mae  West  to  the  $25,000  income  of  Fred  Allen 

for  that  year,  which  he  was  paid  for  appearing 
in  "Thanks  a  Million"  for  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox.  Earnings  of  the  220  film  persons  were 
divided  in  the  following  brackets : 

No.  of 

Salary  Persons 

$25,000  to  $50,000    13 
$25,001  to  $75,000    79 
$75,001  to  $100,000    42 
$100,001  to  $125,000    30 
$125,001  to  $150,000    22 
$150,001  to  $175,000    14 
$175,001  to  $200,000    5 
$200,001  to  $250,000    8 
$250,001  to  $300,000    3 
Above  $300,000    4 

Total    220 

Thus,  the  two  chief  taxes  affecting  the 
higher-bracket   salaries,    exclusive   of  county, 

city  and  socalled  "nuisance"  taxes,  which amount  to  another  10  per  cent,  reduce  the  net 
income  to  a  third,  and  in  some  cases  a  fourth, 
of  the  gross  income.  Charlie  Chaplin  was  re- 

ported to  have  been  paid  $216,000  and  of  this 
amount  he  would  net  approximately  $90,814. 

Bing  Crosby's  income  of  $318,907  was  reduced 
to  about  $95,000,  and  Gary  Cooper's  $261,138 to  slightly  over  $100,000. 

The  tax  problem,  a  source  of  aggravation  in 
Hollywood  for  some  time,  has  been  accom- 

panied even  by  threats  of  moving  the  industry 
to  New  York  or  Florida.  United  Artists,  for 
example,  went  so  far  as  to  survey  likely  studio 
sites  in  Florida,  where  freedom  from  excess 
taxation  was  promised  by  state  officials.  Noth- 

ing was  done  after  the  election,  however. 
Warner  Baxter,  who  was  credited  with  hav- 

ing earned  $203,000  in  1935,  but  out  of  that  pays 
in  excess  of  $100,000  in  principal  taxes,  was 

philosophical  about  it  all.  "I  have  no  sympathy 
with  people  who  complain  about  high  taxes," 
he  was  reported  to  have  said.  "It  so  happens 
I  am  earning  only  a  percentage  of  what  I  re- 

(Continued  on  following  pane) 
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ceived  three  and  four  years  ago.  It  appears 
to  me  that  we  who  earn  top  salaries  should  pay 
a  greater  percentage  to  the  government  than 
those  who  barely  get  along.  For  another  thing, 
I  consider  myself  fortunate  in  netting  what 

I  do." 
Gary  Cooper  did  not  take  this  stand.  "We're 

actually  working  for  the  Government,"  he  was 
quoted.  A  similar  view  has  been  taken  in  recent 
months  by  other  prominent  figures  such  as 
Frank  Capra,  William  Powell,  Ronald  Colman, 
Carole  Lombard,  Claudette  Colman  and  Greg- 

ory LaCava,  all  of  whom  were  reported  to 
have  limited  the  number  of  pictures  they  would 
make  a  year  in  order  to  keep  their  salaries  out 
of  the  higher  brackets  and  the  corresponding 
steep  tax  levies.  Mr.  LaCava  said  he  would 
limit  himself  to  two  feature  productions  a  year, 
at  a  salary  said  to  be  $100,000  a  picture,  to 
avoid  the  higher  taxes  that  more  work  would 
incur. 
The  North  American  Newspaper  Alliance, 

in  the  columns  of  the  New  York  Times,  called 
fallacious  the  popular  belief  that  salaries  paid 
today  are  higher  than  they  were  in  the  early 
days  of  the  motion  picture.  A  review  of  past 
payrolls,  said  the  article  in  the  Times,  showed 
that  a  headline  star  of  today  receives  25  to  10 
per  cent  less  than  those  of  20  years  ago. 

In  1916,  Charlie  Chaplin  deserted  the  Es- 
sanay  Studios  in  Chicago  to  work  for  Mutual 
Film  Company  at  $650,000  a  year.  A  few  weeks 

later,  Mary  Pickford's  contract  with  Famous 
Players-Lasky  expired  and  she  demanded  more 
money  than  the  Chaplin  salary  because,  as  she 

put  it,  "I'm  making  full-length  features  and  he's 
only  making  two-reelers." 

After  several  weeks  of  frantic  negotiations, 
Adolph  Zukor,  then  head  of  Famous  Players, 
gave  Miss  Pickford  a  two-year  contract  for 
$1,040,000,  plus  a  $300,000  bonus  as  well  as 
numerous  other  concessions. 

But  William  Farnum,  also  a  star  at  this 
time,  was  paid  $15,000  a  week,  and  Tom  Mix, 
in  1925,  achieved  $17,000  a  week,  plus  a  per- 

centage of  the  net  profits  of  his  pictures. 
Following  is  a  list  of  individuals  in  the  in- 

dustry whose  1935  salaries  were  in  the  higher 
brackets  according  to  the  federal  reports, 
along  with  the  companies  for  which  they worked : 

Mae  West,  Paramount  $480,833 
Marlene  Dietrich,  Paramount  $368,000 
Winfield  R.  Sheehan, 20th  Cen.-Fox. $344,230 
Bing  Crosby,  Paramount  $318,907 
Gary  Cooper,  Paramount  $261438 
Ernst  Lubitsch,  Paramount  $260  000 
Will  Rogers,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $258,000 
Edward  J.  Bowes  $249,999 
Paul  Whiteman  $242^472 
Frank  Borzage,  Warner  Brothers  $242^000 
Lewis  Milestone,  Paramount  $223,700 
William  LeBaron,  Paramount  $227,487 
Charles  Chaplin   $216  000 
Roy  Del  Ruth,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $206^333 
Warner  Baxter,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $203,000 
Mervyn  LeRoy,  Warner  Brothers  $198,583 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Loew's  $193,434 Spyros  Skouras  $189,500 
Arthur  M.  Loew,  Culver  Export  Corporation 
(Loew's)  $182,000 Charles  P.  Skouras  $176,500 

Joe  E.  Brown,  Warner  Brothers  $1 73^438 
David  Bernstein,  Loew's  $171905 Janet  Gaynor,  20th  Cen.-Fox   $169  750 
William  S.  Paley,  CBS  $169  097 
Benjamin  Glazer,  Para.  Pictures. ..  .$168^884 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $167  310 
Rudy  Vallee  $166,348 
Wesley  Ruggles,  Paramount  $163,717 
Fredric  March   $161,666 
Carl  Laemmle,  Universal  Pictures  $159,000 

NEW  YORK  STATE  PAID 

FIFTH  OF  1936  TAXES 

New  York  State  paid  22.24  per  cent 

of  all  the  internal  revenue  collections, 
amounting  to  $3,520,208,381,  which 
were  paid  the  federal  government  in 
the  fiscal  year  of  1936,  ended  June  30, 

last,  it  was  disclosed  Monday  in  a  re- 
port of  the  Commissioner  of  Internal 

Revenue  in  Washington. 

With  10.07  per  cent  of  the  nation's 
popidation,  New  York  State  thus  con- 

tributed more  than  one-fifth  of  the 

government's  returns  from  internal 
taxes.  The  State  of  Pennsylvania  was 
next,  with  $302,376,636,  followed 

by  North  Carolina  with  $282,710,478. 

New  Jersey  was  next  with  total  rev- 
enues of  $147,119,087  and  Connec- 
ticut yielded  the  next  highest  figure, 

$48,243,506. 
Total  collections  during  the  fiscal 

year  1936  amounted  to  $3,520,208,- 
3  81,  compared  with  $3,299,436,572 

for  the  fiscal  year  1935,  an  increase  of 
$220,772,809,  or  6.7  per  cent. 

Stan  Laurel,  MGM  $156,266 
Carole  Lombard,  Para.  Pictures  $156,083 
Irving  Thalberg,  MGM  $151,762 
Louis  B.  Mayer,  MGM  $151,500 
Irving  Berlin,  RKO  $150,000 
Eddie  Cantor  $150,000 
Paul  Muni,  Warner  Brothers  $150,000 
Sol  M.  Wurtzel,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $149,500 
Al  Jolson,  Warner  Brothers  $147,645 
James  Cagney,  Warner  Brothers  $147,167 
Irene  Dunne,  RKO  $145,832 
King  Vidor,  Paramount  ...$140,000 
Pandro  S.  Berman,  RKO  Radio  $138,852 
Henry  King,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $137,750 
James  Whale,  Universal  Pictures  $137,750 
Hal  Wallis,  Warner  Brothers  $136,750 
John  Cromwell,  RKO   $135,729 
Darryl  F.  Zanuck,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $134,833 
Abel  Cary  Thomas,  Warner  Brothers. $132, 500 
Harry  D.  Buckley,  United  Artists  $129,526 
Charles  Boyer,  Wanger  Prod  $129,448 
Leo  McCarey,  Para.  Pictures  $129,333 
E.  J.  Mannix,  MGM  $129,057 
Fred  Astaire,  RKO  $127,875 
Samuel  Goldwyn  $127,500 
Stephen  Roberts,  RKO  $126,541 
Harold  C.  Lloyd  $125,000 
Jesse  L.  Lasky,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $124,500 
Alfred  Santell,  Paramount  $124,417 
Lloyd  Bacon,  Warner  Brothers  $122,625 
Katharine  Hepburn,  RKO  $121,572 
Merian  C.  Cooper,  RKO  Radio  $119,520 
John  Boles,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $117,416 
George  Cukor,  RKO  $117,000 
Frank  Tuttle,  Paramount  $115,500 
Kay  Francis,  Warner  Brothers  $115,167 
John  Ford,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $110,000 
Frank  W.  Lovejoy,  Eastman  Kodak.  .$109,148 
Ronald  Colman,  20th  Cent.-Fox  $108,916 
Charles  Ruggles,  Para.  Pictures. ..  .$106,278 
Herbert  Marshall,  Paramount  $105,667 
Max  Reinhardt,  Warner  Brothers.  .$105,000 
David  Butler,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $104,967 
Walter  Wanger  $104,500 
Jack  Cohn,  Columbia  Pictures  $104,000 
Marion  Davies,  Cos.  Corporation. ..  .$104,000 
Harry  Rapf,  MGM  $104,000 

Hal  Roach  $104,000 

George  De  Sylva,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $104,000 
Margaret  Sullavan,  Paramount  $102,431 
Michael  Curtiz,  Warner  Brothers. . .  .$102,325 
B.  P.  SCHULBERG  $102,000 
Gladys  Swarthout,  Paramount  $101,883 

Jan  Kiepura,  Paramount  Pictures  $101,806 
Howard  Estabrook,  20th  Cen.-Fox.  .$101,666 
Jack  Oakie,  Paramount  $101,625 
Claudette  Colbert,  Wanger  Prod..  .$100,000 
Joe  Penner,  Paramount  $100,000 
Harold  Hurley,  Paramount  Pictures. $  99,276 
Al  Green,  Warner  Brothers  $  98,750 
Anna  Sten,  Samuel  Goldwyn  Prod. ..$  96,833 
Warren  William,  Warner  Brothers.. $  95,458 
Ann  Harding,  Paramount  Pictures.  .$  93,750 
George  Burns  and  Gracie  Allen, 
Paramount  Pictures   $  92,000 

Henry  Ginsburg  $  91,231 
Zane  Grey,  Paramount  Pictures  $  90,000 
George  Raft,  Paramount  Pictures  $  90,000 
Ruby  Keeler,  Warner  Brothers  $  89,583 
E.  Lloyd  Sheldon,  Para.  Pictures... $  89,135 
Norman  Taurog,  Paramount  Pictures. $  88,750 
Albert  Warner,  Warner  Brothers  $  88,333 
Harry  M.  Warner,  Warner  Bros  $  88,333 
Jack  L.  Warner,  Warner  Bros  $  88,333 
Rouben  Mamoulian  $  86,666 
Robert  Kane,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $  86,500 
Miriam  Hopkins   $  86,250 
Frank  Borzage,  Paramount  Pictures. $  86,000 
Oliver  Hardy  $  85,316 
Harry  Joe  Brown,  Warner  Bros  $  84,646 
Robert  Lord,  Warner  Brothers  $  84,375 
Adolphe  Menjou,  Para.  Pictures.  ..$  83,300 
William  Koenig,  Warner  Brothers.  .$  82,167 
Edwin  Justus  Mayer,  Para.  Pic  $  81,500 
Barbara  Stanwyck  $  80,833 
J.  R.  McDonough,  RKO  Corp  $  80,204 
Carl  Brisson,  Paramount  Pic  $  80,147 
Sam  E.  Morris,  Warner  Brothers  $  79,500 

J.  Robert  Rubin,  Loew's-MGM  $  79,475 
Felix  Feist,  Loew's-MGM  $  78,000 
Edmund  Lowe   $  77,200 
W.  C.  Fields,  Paramount  Pictures  $  76,875 
Wilhelm  Dieterle,  Warner  Bros  $  76,333 
Norman  Krasna,  Para.  Pictures  $  79,583 
Grover  Jones,  Paramount  Pictures  $  75,958 
Dolores  Del  Rio,  Warner  Bros  $  75,870 
Irving  Cummings  $  75,791 
Archie  Mayo,  Warner  Brothers  $  75,750 
Samuel  Hoffenstein,  Para.  Pic  $  75,250 
Wallace  Beery   $  75,000 
David  Sarnoff,  RCA  of  America  $  75,000 
Herbert  J.  Yates,  Con.  Film  Ind.,  Inc..$  75,000 

David  Loew,  Loew's-MGM  $  74,500 
Ginger  Rogers   $  74,483 
Elissa  Landi,  Paramount  Pictures  $  74,479 
Edwin  Burke   .$  74,000 
Henry  Herzbrun,  Para.  Pictures  $  73,500 
Charles  Rogers,  Paramount  Pictures. $  73,000 
William  Slavens  McNutt,  Par.  Pic..$  72,917 
Joan  Bennett   $  72,833 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  RKO  Corporation. .  .$  72,224 
Cecil  B.  DeMille,  Para.  Pictures  $  72,000 
Marion  Gering,  Para.  Pictures  $  71,833 
Lew  Ayres  $  71,500 
Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  Univ.  Pictures.. $  71,437 
Arthur  Hornblow,  Jr.,  Para.  Pic...$  71,375 
Rowland  V.  Lee  $  71,333 
Waldemar  Young,  Para.  Pictures  $  71,161 
Slim  Summerville  $  70,833 
Eric  Pommer   $  70,500 
Shirley  Temple  $  69,999 
Busby  Berkeley,  Warner  Bros  $  69,750 
Edgar  S.  Bloom,  Western  Electric  ..$  69,623 
Richard  Powell,  Warner  Brothers.. $  69,500 
John  G.  Blystone  $  68,269 
George  O'Brien  $  68,191 
Louis  D.  Lighton,  Para.  Pic  $  68,000 
Ricardo  Cortez,  Warner  Brothers  $  67,917 
William  Powell  $  66,666 
Mack  Gordon,  Paramount  Brothers.  .$  65,250 

(Continued  on  page  22,  column  3) 
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RKO  IS  THE  FIFTH  DISTRIBUTOR  TO 

ACCEPT  TRADE  PRACTICE  PROGRAM 

Agrees  to  Unconditional  10 

Per  Cent  Cancellation  Privi- 

lege and  Approves  of  Local 
Conciliation  Boards 

RKO-Radio  Pictures,  fifth  company  to  re- 
ply to  the  ten  point  trade  practice  program 

formulated  by  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre 
Owners  of  America,  has  agreed  to  adopt 
an  unconditional  ten  per  cent  cancellation 
privilege  and  approves  establishment  of 
local  conciliation  boards.  No  change  in  the 

company's  established  policy  in  regard  to 
score  charges,  sale  of  short  subjects  or 
designation  of  preferred  playing  time  was 
advanced  in  the  letter  of  acceptance  from 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  RKO  vice-president,  to  Ed- 
ward Kuykendall,  president  of  the  exhibitor 

organization. 
In  Washington,  where  Congress  is  ex- 

pected to  take  action  immediately  on  legis- 
lation governing  interstate  commerce  and 

the  control  of  industry,  it  was  reported  that 
the  expected  measures  for  control  will  be 
modifications  of  an  enlarged  Federal  Trade 
Commission.  Further  trade  practice  news 
included  a  report  from  Philadelphia  that 

Loew's,  Inc.,  may  modify  contracts  with  ex- 
hibitors on  percentage  pictures,  the  changes 

to  affect  the  number  of  pictures  to  be  played 
and  not  prices. 

The  RKO  reply  to  the  MPTOA  trade 
practice  program  is  the  fifth  to  be  made, 
Universal,  United  Artists,  Twentieth  Cen- 

tury-Fox and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  hav- 
ing replied  earlier.  Statements  from  Par- 

amount and  Columbia  have  not  been 
received  and  no  declaration  from  Warner 

Brothers  is  expected. 

The  company  defined  its  stand  on  the  vari- 
ous points  of  the  program  as  follows : 

Cancellation  :  An  unconditional  minimum 
of  ten  per  cent  where  all  features  offered  are 
accepted  by  the  exhibitor,  but  not  applicable  to 
pictures  produced  by  others  than  RKO  although 
distributed  by  that  company. 
Local  Conciliation  Boards  :  Their  estab- 

lishment is  approved. 
Clearance  :  The  company  opposes  granting 

of  unreasonable  clearance  but  believes  that  uni- 
form clearance  and  zoning  plans  are  of  doubtful 

legality. 
Overbuying  and  Unfair  Competition  Be- 

tween Theatres  :  The  company  regards  these 
as  primarily  exhibitor  problems  but  it  is  willing 
to  cooperate  in  their  solution. 
Non-Theatrical  Exhibitions  :  The  com- 

pany is  emphatically  opposed  to  these  wherever 
they  offer  competition  with  established  theatres. 

Standard  Short  Form  of  Contract:  The 
standard  form  is  regarded  as  inadvisable  but  the 
company  agrees  to  attempt  shortening  and  sim- 

plification of  RKO's  contract  for  the  coming season. 

Score  Charges:  Subject  to  negotiation  be- 
tween exhibitor  and  distributor. 

Designation  of  Preferred  Time:  Subject  to 
negotiation  between  exhibitor  and  distributor. 

Forcing  Shorts  with  Features  :  The  dis- 
tributor believes  itself  entitled  to  "a  reasonable 

part"  of  the  exhibitor's  short  subject  playing time  and  will  endeavor  to  obtain  it. 
Initial  organization  work  in  connection  with 

the  setting  up  of  local  conciliation  boards  prob- 

ably will  be  launched  with  the  arrival  in  New 
York  of  Mr.  Kuykendall  in  about  two  weeks. 
The  development  of  the  boards  is  expected  to 
call  for  final  meetings  of  distribution  executives 
at  which  the  functions,  jurisdiction,  personnel 
and  maintenance  of  the  boards  will  be  clarified. 
All  five  companies  which  have  answered  the 
MPTOA  request  for  adoption  of  the  ten  point 
program  have  approved  the  conciliation  boards 
and  have  promised  to  cooperate  in  their  es- 
tablishment. 

Exhibitors  in  Philadelphia,  Charlotte  and 
Seattle  already  have  designated  exhibitor  griev- 

ance committees  and  indications  are  that  these 
may  be  converted  into  conciliation  boards  for 
those  cities  with  the  addition  of  distributor 
representatives. 

Mr.  Kuykendall  has  made  public  a  letter  to 

Al  Lichtman,  vice-president  of  Loew's,  acknowl- 
edging that  company's  acceptance  but  regretting 

the  company's  stand  on  score  charges  and  pre- 
ferred playing  time  and  asking  an  explanation 

of  the  cancellation  privilege  to  be  allowed. 
V 

Licensing  Plan  Seen 
(.Washington  Bureau  of  the  Herald) 

Industrial  control  legislation  in  the  current 
session  of  Congress  is  expected  to  center  largely 

on  the  O'Mahoney-Mead  bill  for  the  licensing 
of  corporations  engaged  in  interstate  or  foreign 
commerce,  included  in  which  are  a  number  of 
provisions  directed  at  practices  in  the  motion 
picture  and  other  industries  which  were  brought 
out  by  Congressional  and  Securities  and  Ex- 

change Commision  investigations. 
Administration  of  the  proposed  law  would  be 

vested  in  the  Federal  Trade  Commission,  the 
membership  of  which  would  be  increased  from 
five  to  nine. 

The  legislation  would  require  that  every  cor- 
poration engaged  in  commerce,  directly  or  in- 
directly, secure  a  license  from  the  commission 

on  January  1,  1938.  Such  license  would  pro- 
hibit discrimination  in  pay  against  female  work- 

ers performing  services  equivalent  to  those  per- 
formed by  male  employees,  would  ban  child 

labor,  provide  for  collective  bargaining  and  ban 
dishonest  or  fraudulent  trade  practices  or  un- 

fair methods  of  competition.  Whenever  the  com- 
mission found  that  abuses  in  the  form  of  low 

wage  scales  existed  in  any  industry,  it  would 
have  authority  to  recommend  minimum  wages. 

Drastic  limitations  on  activities  of  corpora- 
tions and  their  officers  and  directors  are  im- 
posed in  the  bill.  All  stockholders  are  to  have 

an  equal  right  to  vote  at  stockholders'  meet- 
ings and  non-voting  stock  would  be  outlawed, 

notwithstanding  any  provisions  for  the  issue 
of  such  stock  in  the  charters  of  corporations 
already  established. 

V 
Philadelphia  Dispute 

Officials  of  Loew's,  commenting  on  the  ex- 
hibitor dispute  in  the  Philadelphia  territory, 

have  indicated  that  the  distributor  may  modify 
contracts  with  exhibitors  on  percentage  pictures 
in  those  provisions  affecting  the  number  of  pic- 

tures to  be  played.  Provisions  for  the  40,  35 
and  30  per  cent  films  will  be  retained,  but 
clauses  pertaining  to  the  number  in  each  group 
may  be  changed  to  cover  only  pictures  to  be 
delivered. 

In  the  current  issue  of  Contact,  the  UMPTO 
bulletin,  the  Hirsh  Amusement  Company  which 
operates  the  Pike,  is  charged  with  deserting  the 

so-called  united  front  against  Loew's  on  per- 
centage terms.  The  circuit  recently  purchased 

the  1936-37  product  away  from  the  Ritz,  its 
centage  terms.  The  circuit  recently  purchased 
stand  that  this  move  is  one  of  the  reasons  for 
the  high  film  rentals  in  the  territory. 

J.  0.  Spearing  Dies; 

Editor  and  Critic 

James  O.  Spearing,  automobile  editor  and 
former  motion  picture  editor  of  the  New 

York  Times,  died  at  his  home  early  last  Sat- 
urday of  pneumonia.  Mr.  Spearing,  who 

was  49,  had  been  at  his  desk  in  Times 
Square  until  Thursday  night,  when  he  left 
complaining  of  a  cold. 

He  had  been  with  the  Times  over  a  period 

of  23  years,  leaving  twice  to  become  active 
in  the  motion  picture  industry.  For  three 

years,  beginning  in  1923,  he  was  in  Holly- 
wood for  Universal  Pictures  writing  sce- 
narios and  adapting  short  stories  and  novels. 

Later  he  went  to  Paramount  and  after  that 

he  joined  Clyde  E.  Elliott  as  a  writer  and 
general  assistant  when  Mr.  Elliott  was  en- 

gaged by  Fox  Films.  His  last  screen  story 
was  "Devil  Tiger,"  produced  by  Fox,  in 
1934. 

Born  in  New  Orleans,  Mr.  Spearing  re- 
ceived his  early  education  there  and  later 

graduated  from  the  University  of  the  South, 

Sewanee,  Tenn.,  in  1909.  After  his  gradua- 
tion, he  returned  to  New  Orleans  where  he 

joined  the  staff  of  the  Daily  States.  Shortly 
after  he  became  a  reporter  of  the  New  York 
City  News  Association.  Mr.  Spearing  joined 
the  staff  of  the  Times  in  1913  where  he 

served  as  a  reporter  until  1918,  when  he 

was  appointed  the  paper's  first  motion  pic- ture critic.  An  assistant  to  the  city  editor, 

in  charge  of  suburban  news,  he  began  re- 
viewing pictures  aside  from  his  regular  work 

and  as  the  film  productions  increased  to  pro- 
portions that  warranted  the  establishment  of 

a  motion  picture  department,  Mr.  Spearing 

was  appointed  its  head. 
Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion 

Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 

America,  mourning  the  death  of  Mr.  Spear- 

ing, said: 
"The  motion  picture  industry  notes  with 

regret  the  passing  of  James  Oliver  Spear- 
ing. His  effective  usefulness  in  the  early 

days,  his  constructive  writing  during  his 

years  as  motion  picture  critic,  his  under- 
standing of  the  problems  of  the  art  during 

that  period,  all  helped  point  the  way  both  for 

the  industry's  development  and  for  his  suc- 

cessors in  similar  service." Surviving  are  his  wife,  Mrs.  Edna  Mead 
Spearing,  three  sisters  and  a  brother. 

B.  &K.  Get  McVickers 

The  Chicago  Board  of  Education  on  Wed- 
nesday authorized  leasing  of  the  McVickers 

theatre,  downtown  house,  to  the  Comet 

Amusement  company,  a  subsidiary  of  Bala- 
ban  &  Katz,  for  30  years. 

Triad  Barrows  Reelected 

The  Motion  Picture  Operators'  Union  in Boston  has  reelected  Thad  C.  Barrows,  head 

projectionist  at  the  Metropolitan  theatre, 
president  for   the   18th  consecutive  year. 
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LEGAL  STATUS  OF  CHANCE  GAMES 

(Continued  from  page  16) 

refuses  to  review  case  of  exhibitor  convicted 
of  lottery  on  ground  that  game  violates  state 
laws.    January  25,  1936. 

State  court  of  appeals  rules  that  Bank  Night 
is  not  a  lottery  unless  the  participants  are 
charged  admission.    April  25,  1936. 

Magistrates'  court  in  Brooklyn  dismisses  lot- 
tery complaint  against  Loew's  Bedford  for 

using  Screeno.    July  25,  1936. 
New  Rochelle  director  of  public  safety  bans 

Bank  Night  because  the  crowds  constitute  a 
traffic  hazard.    August  31,  1936. 

State  court  of  appeals  rules,  four  to  three, 
that  a  theatre  which  offers  a  cash  prize  through 
a  drawing  to  persons  who  have  registered  at  the 
house,  is  not  to  be  considered  a  lottery  and  not 
illegal.  Case  appealed  from  Monroe  County 
court  which  was  upheld  in  its  reversal  of  the 
conviction  of  a  Rochester  exhibitor.  Ruling  indi- 

cates that  decision  might  have  been  different 
if  the  theatre  had  included  only  those  who  had 
purchased  admission  tickets  among  those  eligible 
for  awards.   January  9,  1937. 

NORTH  CAROLINA 

United  States  district  court  issues  injunction 
preventing  exhibitor  in  Newton  from  using 
Jack  Pot,  Gold  Mine  or  other  games  on 
grounds  of  infringement  of  Bank  Night  patent. 
April  25,  1936. 

Grand  jury  in  Wilmington  decides  that  Bank 
Night  is  legal  despite  statement  by  city  judge 
that  it  is  gambling.    August  4,  1936. 

State  attorney-general  rules  that  chance 
games  may  be  operated  in  such  a  way  as  to 
be  within  the  law.   January  4,  1937. 

OHIO 

State  court  of  appeals  denies  injunction  asked 
by  exhibitor  restraining  competitors  from  using 
chance  games  on  grounds  of  unfair  competition. 
September  12,  1935. 
Municipal  court  jury  in  Painesville  finds  ex- 

hibitor not  guilty  of  lottery  law  violation. 
February  22,  1936. 

OKLAHOMA 

Attorney-general  rules  that  any  attempt  to  in- 
sure Bank  Night  payments  in  Oklahoma  will 

be  illegal.    December  29,  1936. 

OREGON 

State  assistant  attorney-general  orders  Bank 
Night  and  other  chance  games  out  of  all  Salem 
theatres.   August  12,  1936. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Philadelphia  grand  jury  dismisses  lottery 
charges  against  three  exhibitors.  October  26, 
1935. 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 

State  attorney-general  rules  ticket  drawings 
or  other  theatre  chance  games  are  in  violation 
of  state  lottery  laws  as  interpreted  by  courts. 
September  20,  1936. 

TENNESSEE 

State  supreme  court  rules  Bank  Night  is  not 
a  lottery.   June  27,  1936. 

Memphis  city  official  rules  issuance  of  tickets 
for  drawings  in  stores  and  theatres  must  be 
discontinued  as  lottery.    December  21,  1936. 
Memphis  city  judge  declares  theatres  using 

Bank  Night  are  operating  within  the  law. 
December  22,  1936. 

TEXAS 

Court  for  civil  appeals  dismisses  injunction 
granted  against  Griffith  Amusement  Company, 
ruling  that  Bank  Night  lacks  one  of  the  three 
essentials  of  a  lottery  since  entrant  is  not  re- 

quired to  buy  a  ticket  to  win.     Solicitor  gen- 

eral for  postofhce  says  mailing  ban  still  holds 
despite  ruling.    October  29,  1936. 

State  supreme  court  holds  Bank  Night  a 
violation  of  public  policy  and  unconstitutional 

as  a  "gift  enterprise  employing  the  lottery  prin- 
ciple." January  9,  1937. 

WISCONSIN 

United  States  district  court  in  Milwaukee 
rules  Screeno  a  lottery.    July  27,  1935. 

District  court  in  Milwaukee  acquits  exhibitor 
of  charge  of  operating  lottery.    July  7,  1936. 
Milwaukee  postmaster  advises  newspapers 

that  Bank  Night  and  other  games  are  lotteries 
under  postal  regulations  regardless  of  court 
decisions.    August  23,  1936. 

District  and  city  attorney  offices  in  Milwau- 
kee give  opinion  that  Bank  Night  is  not  a  lot- 

tery but  "unfair  practice."    October  9,  1936. 
District  attorney  warns  exhibitors  in  state  to 

discontinue  Bank  Night  because  it  violates  state 
anti-lottery  statutes.  Prosecution  of  Bank 
Night  winners  announced.    December  4,  1936. 

District  attorney  declares  elimination  of  proxy 
cards  and  the  announcement  of  all  prize  winners 
outside  the  theatres  will  bring  Bank  Night 
operations  within  the  law.    January  4,  1937. 

No  Decision  Made 

On  GB  Exchanges 

Isidore  Ostrer,  president  of  Gaumont 
British,  has  made  no  decision  on  opening 
exchanges  in  this  country,  he  said  this  week 
on  his  return  to  New  York  from  Miami. 

"I  haven't  given  the  matter  any  thought," 
the  British  executive  said,  "and  I  will  not 
consider  any  such  plan  until  I  return  to 

England." 
In  reference  to  the  letter  sent  by  Sidney 

R.  Kent  advising  GB  that  the  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  exchanges  could  not  physi- 

cally handle  other  than  GB  product  he  said 
he  had  no  knowledge  of  the  matter  other 

than  that  Arthur  Lee,  American  vice-presi- 
dent of  GB,  had  mentioned  it. 

"There  has  not  been  any  change  in  our 
situation  with  Twentieth  Cenutry-Fox  since 
I  left  London,"  Mr.  Ostrer  said. 

Mr.  Isidore  Ostrer  and  his  brother, 
Maurice,  sailed  for  London  Wednesday. 

See  Acceptance  of 

Orpheum  Offer 

The  filling  of  an  order  in  the  United  States 
district  court  in  New  York  denying  a  motion 
for  the  substitution  of  new  counsel  for  the 

Orpheum  circuit  trustee  was  taken  this  week 

as  an  indication  that  RKO's  offer  of  $700,- 
000  for  the  principal  assets  of  the  circuit  will 
be  accepted  by  creditors  of  the  company. 

D.  M.  Black,  the  present  counsel,  offered 
some  time  ago  to  resign  in  the  event  the 
RKO  offer  was  refused.  Orpheum  creditors 
and  Referee  Oscar  W.  Ehrhorn  are  sched- 

uled to  pass  upon  the  offer  on  January  25th. 
Isidor  J.  Kresel,  retained  by  the  pre- 

ferred stockholders  of  the  Orpheum  circuit, 
has  filed  a  petition  in  Federal  court  for  leave 
to  intervene  in  the  RKO  proceedings. 

Film  Salaries 

As  Listed  by  U.  S. 
(Continued  from  page  20) 

Al  Hall,  Paramount  Pictures  $  65,100 
Sony  a  Levien  $  65,000 

Pat  O'Brien,  Warner  Brothers  $  64,500 
Lawrence  Tibbett,  Small-Goetz-Zanuck 
Corporation   $  63,750 

Sylvia  Sidney   $  63,425 
William  Setter  $  63,333 
Richard  Wallace,  Para.  Pictures  $  63,182 
Raoul  Walsh,  Para.  Pictures  $  63,000 
E.  W.  Hammons,  Educational  Pic....$  62,749 
William  G.  Stuber,  Eastman  Kodak.. $  61,523 
Harry  Lachman  $  60,400 
Richard  Dix  $  60,000 
Sidney  Franklin  $  60,000 
Ann  Harding  $  60,000 
Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  Technicolor  $  60,000 
Warner  Oland  $  60,000 
Herman  Wobbee,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $  59,800 
George  P.  Skouras,  Skouras  Theatres. $  58,192 
Tay  Garnett  $  57,599 
Vincent  Lawrence,  Paramount  Pic. ..$  57,250 
Sam   Hellman  $  57,166 
Sam  Taylor  $  57,000 
Zasu  Pitts,  Universal  Pictures  $  55,555 
Albert  Lewis,  Paramount  Pictures. . .  .$  54,189 
Albert  F.  Sulzer,  Eastman  Kodak.. $  54,061 
James  G.  Harbord,  RCA  $  54,000 
Robert  Schless,  Warner  Brothers  $  53,949 
J.  E.  Brulatour,  Inc  $  53,695 
John  D.  Clark,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $  53,300 
Sam  Bischoff,  Warner  Brothers  $  53,250 
Joseph  Bernhard,  Warner  Brothers.. $  53,000 
S.  P.  Friedman,  Warner  Brothers  $  53,000 
Herman  Starr,  Warner  Brothers  $  53,000 
Jacob  Wilk,  Warner  Brothers  $  53,000 
T.  J.  Hargrave,  Eastman  Kodak  $  52,948 
Leopold  Friedman,  Loew's-MGM  $  52,900 
Charles  C.  Moskowitz,  Loew's-MGM. $  52,500 
Phil  Goldstone,  Goldstone  Prod  $  52,333 
Cary  Grant,  Paramount  Pictures  $  52,292 
Pauline  Lord,  Paramount  Pictures.  .$  52,197 
B.  B.  Kahane...  $  52,166 
Mark  Sandrich  $  52,166 
W.  C.  Michel,  20th  Cen.-Fox  $  52,133 
James  R.  Grainger,  Univ.  Pictures.. $  52,000 
Myron  Selznick  $  52,000 
Edward  Small,  Reliance  Pictures  $  52,000 
Jason  S.  Joy.  $  51,125 
Charles  P.  Skouras,  Fox  West  Coast 

Service  Corporation   $  51,000 
Lynn  Starling  $  50,583 
Edward  Klauber,  CBC  $  50,269 
Victor  Fleming  $  50,000 
Victor  McLaglen  :  $  50,000 
Adolphe  Menjou,  Warner  Brothers.. $  50,000 
Watterson  Roth  acker,  Para.  Pic  $  50,000 

Roy  Del  Ruth,  Small-Goetz-Zanuck 
Corporation  $  48,333 

Bette  Davis,  Warner  Brothers  $  48,200 
Meelin  H.  Aylesworth,  NBC  $  45,180 
Boris  Karloff,  Universal  Pictures  $  45,000 
Mary  Astor,  Warner  Brothers  $  41,663 
Dave  Rubinofff  $  30,000 

Fred  Allen,  Small-Goetz-Zanuck 
Corporation   $  25,000 

Mary  Pickford,  Pickford  Corporation .  $  22,750 

Loretta  Young,  Small-Goetz-Zanuck 
Corporation   $  21,473 

Krumgold  Is  Associate  Producer 

Republic  Pictures  in  Hollywood  this  week 
promoted  Joseph  Krumgold,  a  writer,  to  the 
post  of  associate  producer.  His  first  assign- 

ment will  be  one  of  the  series  starring  Guy 
Kibbee. 
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MARTIN  JOHNSON'S  DEATH  TAKES 

FIRST  MAKER  OF  WILD  ANIMAL  FILM 

MR.    and   MRS.   MARTIN  JOHNSON 

Explorer  Who  Used  Planes  to 

Get  Material  for  "Baboona" 
Is  Killed  in  Crash  of  Pas- 

senger Craft;  Wife  Injured 

Martin  Johnson,  explorer,  photographer, 
lecturer  and  first  motion  picture  producer  of 

"wild  animal"  films  for  the  commercial  the- 
atre screen,  died  Wednesday  morning  in  the 

Good  Samaritan  hospital  in  Los  Angeles  of 
injuries  received  in  an  airplane  crash  Tues- 

day as  he  was  flying  as  a  passenger  from 
Salt  Lake  City  to  keep  a  lecture  engagement. 
He  had  suffered  a  cerebral  concussion,  frac- 

ture of  the  skull  and  multiple  fractures  of 
the  jaw.  Mrs.  Osa  Johnson,  his  wife,  who 
had  shared  most  of  his  adventures  during 
their  26  years  together,  was  in  a  nearby 
room  of  the  hospital,  with  a  fractured  leg, 
when  death  came  to  her  husband. 

Of  the  eight  other  passengers  and  three 
members  of  the  crew  aboard  the  Western 

Air  Express  transport  plane  when  it 
crashed  into  a  mountain  ridge  25  miles 
from  the  Los  Angeles  airport,  in  the  third 
major  air  accident  in  that  region  in  recent 
months,  only  one  passenger,  James  Braden, 
of  Cleveland,  was  killed  instantly. 

Opened  Nickelodeons 

Mr.  Johnson  was  53  years  old,  born  at 
Rockford,  111.,  and  spent  his  boyhood  at 
Independence,  Kan. 
He  first  became  interested  in  motion  pic- 

tures while  sailing  the  South  Seas  with  Jack 
London  in  1906.  On  his  return  to  America, 
in  1910,  he  married  Osa  Leighty,  of 
Chanute,  Kan.,  and  a  short  while  later  they 
both  opened  a  chain  of  nickelodeons  in  South- 

ern Kansas.  The  Johnsons  toured  the  west- 
ern states  and  part  of  Canada  showing  their 

Jack  London  films,  many  times  in  lumber 
and  mining  camps  using  gas  for  illumina- 
tion. 

In  1912,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Johnson  went  to 
the  South  Seas  together  and  made  their  first 

feature  picture,  "Cannibals  of  the  South 
Seas."  Then,  for  several  years,  they  cruised 
through  the  islands  until  they  had  visited 
and  made  photographs  of  every  group  in 
the  South  Pacific,  making,  the  while,  the 

features  "Captured  by  Cannibals,"  "Head 
Hunters  of  Malekula"  and  "On  the  Border- 

land of  Civilization."  They  next  spent  a  year 
sailing  around  Australia  and  then  had  two 

years  in  Borneo  making  "Jungle  Adven- 
tures." The  next  Johnson  Expedition  took 

them  to  the  Malay  States,  Ceylon  and 
Egypt,  and  out  of  these  countries  came  the 

pictures  "East  of  Suez,"  "The  Suez  Canal" 
and  "Bessie  the  Adventuress." 
Cannibal  Becomes  Friend 

Africa  was  to  be  the  next  stopping  place 
of  the  traveling  photographers  and  the  scene 
of  their  activities  for  the  next  decade.  But, 
of  their  South  Pacific  trips,  Terry  Ram- 
saye,  in  his  history  of  the  motion  picture, 
A  Million  and  One  Nights,  says : 

"Martin  Johnson  has  been  an  important 
contributor  of  adventure  pictures  for  more 
than  a  decade.  His  first  contact  with  show- 

manship was  as  a  bellboy  carrying  ice- 
water  to  John  Ringling  at  the  old  Saratoga 

hotel  in  Chicago.  When  Jack  London 
started  to  sail  the  Snark  around  the  world, 
Martin  Johnson  shipped  as  cook.  On  a 
beach  in  the  South  Seas,  Johnson  became 
acquainted  with  the  films  through  a  camera 
carried  by  a  Pathe  expedition  from  Paris, 
which  had  missed  connection  with  the  'round 

the  world  cruise  of  the  U.  S.  Navy  in  '08. 
Johnson  lectured  over  the  Orpheum  circuit 
on  South  Seas  subjects  on  his  return.  He 
struck  up  an  acquaintance  with  Martin 
Beck,  leading  to  a  connection  with  the 
Orpheum  Travel  Weekly,  a  one-reel  film 
release  edited  by  Johnson. 

"Some  years  later  Johnson  sailed  again 
for  the  South  Seas  to  make  cannibal  pic- 

tures. This  cruise  came  near  to  an  ending 
down  the  Alimentary  Canal,  at  the  invita- 

tion of  Chief  Nagipate  of  Malekula.  Despite 
that  they  became  friends,  although  not  as 
intimately  associated  as  the  chief  first  in- 
tended. 

Projected  on  Fly  Tent 

"When  Johnson  returned  to  Malekula  in 
1919  he  carried  a  projection  machine  and  a 
set  of  cannibal  pictures  to  show  Nagipate. 
Johnson  also  edited  a  special  prologue  film 
for  his  royal  showing,  consisting  of  scenes 
of  himself  and  Mrs.  Johnson  in  a  motor 
car  on  Fifth  Avenue,  supplemented  with 
pictures  of  the  Armistice  Day  crowds. 

"This  extraordinary  production  was  pro- 
jected on  a  fly  tent  in  the  Malekula  jungle, 

while  Johnson  lectured  to  the  squatting 
savages.  He  explained  how  the  cheering 
throngs  turned  out  to  see  him  off  on  his 
journey  and  to  send  the  greetings  of 
America  to  the  great  Nagipate. 

"The  cannibals  sat  stolidly    through  the 

picture  and,  being  accustomed  to  pay  for 
their  services,  charged  Johnson  a  case  of 
trade  tobacco  for  looking  at  the  film.  The 

showing  was,  however,  a  valuable  contribu- 
tion to  the  world  peace  movement.  Chief 

Nagipate  confidentially  informed  Johnson 
that  he  was  surprised  to  see  how  many 
white  people  there  were  in  the  world  and 
announced  that  he  would  abandon  a  long 

cherished  plan  to  eat  them  all." 
Authorities  on  Savage  Peoples 

At  the  beginning  of  their  some  15  years 
of  photographing  African  wild  life,  animal 

and  native,  Mr.  Johnson's  lack  of  finished 
motion  picture  technique  was  one  of  the 
reasons  which  brought  him  to  Mr.  Ram- 
saye.  who  assembled,  cut,  edited  and  pol- 

ished for  the  commercial  motion  picture 

screens  such  of  the  Johnsons'  early  successes 
as  "Martin  Johnson's  African  Hunt"  and 
"Simba."  Books  written  by  the  Johnsons 

included  "Camera  Trails  in  Africa," 
"Safari,"  "Lion"  and  "Congorilla." 

During  their  African  stay,  besides  "Trail- 
ing African  Wild  Animals"  and  "Simba," 

they  made  such  pictures  as  "Across  the 
World"  and  "Congorilla,"  the  first  all-sound 
film  to  come  out  of  Central  Africa. 

The  most  recent  picture  of  the  Johnsons 

was  "Baboona."  released  through  Fox  in 
1934-35  and,  strangely  enough,  in  view  of 

the  cause  of  Mr.  Johnson's  death,  introduced 
the  couple  to  airplane  travel.  Two  Sikorsky 
Amphibians  were  used  in  traveling  from 
place  to  place  for  photographic  material, 
and  it  was  during  this  trip  that  the  explor- 

ing photographers  themselves  became  pro- 
ficient in  handling  the  controls  of  an  air- 

plane. 
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Fire  Over  England 

(UA-London-Pommer) 
Historical  Drama 

With  England's  Queen  Elizabeth  as  the  cen- 

tral and  dominating  figure,  "Fire  over  England" 
is  a  romance  tinged  historical  drama.  Weld- 

ing imaginative  speculation  to  authentic  fact, 
it  depicts  the  historical  and  political  events  and 
the  personal  relationships  contingent  thereupon 
that  led  to  the  destruction  of  the  Spanish 

Armada.  Expensively  produced  and  convincing- 
ly played  by  the  all-British  cast,  it  gains  its 

realism  by  sticking  closely  to  naturally  drama- 
tic historical  fact,  and  while  these  incidents 

endow  the  film  with  a  stirring  thrill  action 
character,  they  are  carefully  controlled  in  order 
that  they  may  not  predominate  too  greatly  over 
the  personal  romance  and  drama. 

At  the  time  of  Francis  Drake's  raiding  ex- 
ploits, when  England  is  a  puny  sea  power,  his 

harassing  of  Spanish  treasure  ships  thrills  the 
British  populace.  The  Spanish  Ambassador  de- 

mands that  Elizabeth  capture  and  hang  this 
pirate.  Though  her  advisors  beg  her  to  do  so, 
Elizabeth  is  made  of  sterner  stuff  and,  trickily, 
she  temporizes  with  King  Philip  of  Spain. 
Word  reaches  England  that  Spain  is  building 
a  mighty  fleet  with  which  to  invade  the  island 
kingdom.  A  woman  of  many  amours  herself, 
Elizabeth  dispatches  Richard  Ingolby  and  his 
son,  Michael,  in  love  with  lady-in-waiting  Cyn- 

thia, to  Spain  in  search  of  information.  Cap- 
tured, Richard  pleads  for  the  life  of  his  son 

before  he  is  executed  by  the  Inquisition.  In 

Spain  Elena  falls  in  love  with  her  father's 
prisoner.  In  England,  jealous  Elizabeth  can- 

not spare  Cynthia  from  her  vengeful  fury.  Es- 
caping from  Spain  with  full  knowledge  of  that 

country's  naval  plans,  Michael  arrives  in  Eng- 
land to  find  his  homeland  on  the  verge  of 

panic.  Only  Elizabeth  is  courageous  as  her 
courtiers  demand  that  she  bow  the  knee  to 

Philip.  Riding  into  the  military  camp  at  Til- 
bury where  the  armed  forces  of  Britain  await 

the  invasion,  Elizabeth,  idolized  by  her  soldiers, 
conceives  a  daring  plan  to  stay  the  might  of 
Spain  and  finds  in  Michael  just  the  sort  of  a 
desperate  man  to  execute  it.  Heading  a  little 
fleet  of  tiny  boats,  carrying  repatriated  courtiers 
who  must  prove  their  loyalty,  the  boats  are  set 
afire  as  they  approach  the  Armada.  The  wind 
carries  the  burning  craft  into  the  heart  of  the 
great  fleet,  spreading  death  and  destruction,  to 
drive  the  Armada's  sailors  into  rout  and  start 
the  amazing  chain  of  events  that  leaves  the 
great  sea  host  a  shattered  wreck  on  every  mile 
of  the  British  coast.  Out  of  Elizabeth's  de- 

termination and  Michael's  daring  heroism  the 
first  beginnings  of  England  as  a  great  sea 

power  are  made.  Michael's  reward  is  honors 
from  Elizabeth  and  Cynthia's  hand  in  marriage. 

Although  slow  to  start  as  much  attention  is 
given  to  establishing  personnel  identities  and 
erecting  the  proper  historical  significance,  the 
film  builds  to  spectacular  thrill  action  in  the 
concluding  reels.  Differing  from  American 
technique,  the  British  producers  do  not  take 
such  wide  liberties  with  historical  fact.  A 
strict  chronology  that  may  seem  complicated 
to  the  average  audience,  but  which  undoubtedly 
will  be  appreciated  by  students,  is  followed. 
Nevertheless,  American  director  William  K. 
Howard  has  worked  into  the  script,  action  and 
production  detail  definite  traces  of  those  values 

which  arouse  devotees  of  domestic  drama  of 
adventure  and  romance. 

Because  comparatively  few  of  the  cast  are  in 

any  great  degree  familiar  to  American  audi- 
ences, it  does  not  seem  possible  that  one  can 

place  much  dependence  upon  the  strength  of 
name  values  to  sell  the  show.  The  problem  thus 
resolves  itself  into  the  proposition  of  how 
ably  the  individual  exhibitor  can  market  a 
quality  class  production. 

Previewed  in  Grauman's  Chinese  theatre,  Holly- 
wood. For  the  first  time  in  history,  Biritish  pro- 
duction came  into  the  film  capital  to  give  it  the 

initial  look  at  one  of  its  pictures.  A  Korda  pic- 
ture, showing  was  attended  by  a  large  delegation 

of  producers,  directors,  writers,  actors  and  other 
Hollywood  notables  who  had  a  professional  in- 

terest in  the  film.  As  would  be  expected,  this 
group  showed  enthusiasm  for  the  picture.  The 
run-of-the-mill  preview  fans,  for  whom  an  inten- 

sive advertising  barrage  had  been  laid  down, 
seemed  to  experience  difficulty  in  understanding 
the  story  until  after  the  halfway  point. — Gus McCarthy. 

The  inevitable  after-the-show  Hollywood 
sidewalk  conference  decorated  the  picture 
with  verbal  laurels,  but  it  could  not  refrain 

from  waxing  facetious.  It  saw  something 

whimsical  in  the  fact  that  this  British  pro- 
duction was  made  by  three  Austrians,  Alex- 

ander Korda,  Estaphan  Polios  and  Lajos 

Biros,  was  directed  by  the  American  Wil- 

liam K.  Howard,  photographed  by  the  Hol- 
lywood Chinese  James  Wong  Howe,  that  a 

Russian,  Sergei  Nolbandov,  collaborated  on 

the  screen  play,  that  another  Russian,  M. 
Meersen,  was  the  art  director,  and  that  the 
French  Rene  Hubert  designed  the  costumes. 

Of  course  Mr.  Pallos  pointed  out  that 

many  a  Hollywood  picture  credit  sheet 
would  yield  as  cosmopolitan  a  pattern.  Mr. 

Pallos  says  he  feels  more  at  home  in  Holly- 
wood than  anywhere  else,  since  he  travels 

with  four  passports  and  as  many  spellings 
of  his  name.  In  fact  he  is  officially  three 

other  fellows.— TERRY  RAMSAYE. 
Produced  by  Alexander  Korda,  London  Film  Produc- 

tions. Distributed  by  United  Artists.  An  Erich 
Pommer  production.  Directed  by  William  K.  Howard. 
Based  on  the  novel  by  A.  E.  W.  Mason.  Screen  play 
by  Clemence  Dane  and  Sergei  Nolbandov.  Cinema  - 
tographer,  James  Wong  Howe.  Film  editor,  John 
Dennis.  Costumes  by  Rene  Hubert.  Art  director, 
Meersen.  P.  C.  A..  Certificate  No.  2869.  Running 
time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  90  minutes.  Release 
date,  February  5,  1937.    General  audience  classification. CAST 
Queen  Elizabeth   Flora  Robson 
Michael  Ingolby   Laurence  Olivier 
Cynthia   Vivien  Leigh 
Earl  of  Leicester   Leslie  Banks 
Philip  of  Spain   Raymond  Massey 
Elena   Tamara  Desni 
Burleigh   Morton  Selten 
Spanish  Ambassador   Henry  Oscar 
French  Ambassador   Lawrence  Hanray 
Cooper   Roy  Russell 
Amberley   Howard  Douglas 
Illingworth   Cecil  Mainwaring 
Taileton   Francis  De  Woolfe 
Maddison   Graham  Cheswright 
Gregory   George  Thirlwell 
Hatton   A.  Corney  Grain 
Richard  Ingolby   Herbert  Lomas 
Don  Pedro   Bobby  Newton 
Don   Escobal   Donald  Calthrop 
Admiral  Valdez   Charles  Carson 
Sir  Richard   Lyn  Harding 
Don  Miquel   Robert  Rendell 

Penrod  and  Sam 

(Warner) 
Comedy  Drama 

The  juvenile  Booth  Tarkington  characters  are 
there  and  very  much  of  the  delightful  Tarking- 

ton atmosphere  is  retained,  but  smartly,  recog- 
nizing that  this  is  an  attraction  for  youngsters 

of  a  new  generation,  the  producers,  writers  and 
director  have  given  it  an  up-to-date  twist.  The 
result  is  something  to  give  the  present  day 
kids  plenty  of  opportunity  for  enthusiasm.  At 
the  same  time,  particularly  as  it  concerns  the 
relation  of  Penrod  Schofield  and  his  father, 
it  has  a  human  interest  character  that  should 
be  of  more  than  casual  appeal  to  adults. 

In  the  beginning  Penrod,  Sam  and  Verman, 
together  with  the  rest  of  the  gang  who  have 
formed  a  juvenile  G-Man  organization,  still 
don't  want  to  have  anything  to  do  with  tattle 
tale  Rodney  Bitts.  When  Rodney,  who  abused 
Verman,  lies  to  his  father  and  says  Penrod 
beat  him  up,  the  incident  is  reported  to  Mr. 
Schofield,  who  first  chastises  the  boy,  but  later, 
when  he  learns  the  truth  of  the  matter,  com- 

mends Penrod.  The  incident  has  a  pleasing 
human  interest  quality.  Again  the  kids  scrap 
and  this  time  Schofield  is  fired  by  Britt. 

Just  as  things  look  pretty  bad  for  Penrod 
and  his  G-Men,  gangsters  led  by  Dude  Hanson 
rob  Britt's  bank.  In  the  raid,  Verman's  mother 
is  killed.  Following  the  gunbattle,  the  mobsters 
hide  in  the  woods.  Penrod  and  Sam  call  a 
meeting  of  their  gang  in  the  secret  headquarters. 
But  Dude's  mobsters  also  move  in  to  capture 
the  two  youngsters,  along  with  Rodney  who  has 
blundered  in.  News  of  the  capture  is  spread 

by  Verman,  who  tips  off  the  real  G-men  who 
surround  the  barn  and  trap  the  bandits.  Rod- 

ney proves  he  is  made  of  the  same  sort  of 
heroic  stuff  as  Penrod  and  Sam,  and  as  the 
kids  share  the  reward  he  is  accepted  as  a  full 

member  and  Mr.  Schofield  is  reinstated  in  Britt's 
bank. 

Previewed  in  the  Warner  Hollywood  theatre. 
Following  regular  procedure  the  showing  was 
at  night  with  only  a  jew  kids  in  attendance. 
Had  someone  previewed  it  to  a  Saturday  after- 

noon kid  matinee,  a  better  idea  of  how  young 
folks  will  react  to  the  film  might  have  been 

gained. — G.  M. Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner-First  National. 
Associate  producer,  Bryan  Foy.  Story  by  Booth 
Tarkington.  Directed  by  William  McGann.  Assistant 
director,  Drew  Eberson.  Screen  play  by  Lillie  Hay- 
ward  and  Hugh  Cummings.  Photographed  by  L.  Wm. 
O'Connell.  Film  editor,  Thomas  Pratt.  Art  director, 
Hugh  Reticker.  Dialogue  director,  Hugh  Cummings. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2753.  Running  time,  when 
seen  in  Hollywood,  65  minutes.  Release  date,  Febru- 

ary 27,  1937.  General  audience  classification. 
CAST Penrod   Billy  Mauch 

Mr.  Schofield   Frank  Craven 
Mrs.  Schofield   Spring  Byington 
Roy  (Dude)  Hanson   Craig  Reynolds 
Sam   Harry  Watson 
Rodney  Bitts   JacKie  Morrow 
Verman   Philip  Hurlic 
Mr.  Bitts   Charles  Halton 
Delia   Bernice  Pilot 
G-Man   Kenneth  Harlan 
Lefty   Allan  Davis 
Suds  Si  Wills 
Wienie   Billy  Lechner 
Piggie  Nelson   Billy  Wolf  stone 
Slats  Fogarty   Jerry  Maddeu 
Sheriff   Robert  Homans 
Mrs.  Diggs   Mildred  Gover ("  George  Billings 

Jerry  Tucker Members  of  Penrod's  Gang   -!  Tack  Cunningham I  Don  Hulbert 

[  John  Pirrone 
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Larceny  on  the  Air 

(Republic) 
Drama 

Despite  complications  and  sometimes  hard  to 
follow  story  intricacies,  this  topical  drama 
emerges  as  satisfactory  average  entertainment. 
Generally  well  acted,  directed  and  produced,  the 
film,  overcoming  motivating  handicaps,  moves 
speedily,  is  held  together  by  a  well  controlled 
vein  of  suspense,  and  effectively  blends  its  ac- 

tion, dialogue  and  situations. 
Young  Doctor  Baxter  declares  war  on  quack 

doctors  who  use  the  radio  to  advertise  their 
worthless  cure-alls.  To  his  assistance  comes 
McDonald,  federal  pure  food  and  drug  law 
agent.  The  activities  of  the  two  bring  down 
the  wrath  of  Kennedy,  a  leader  in  the  sure-cure 
business.  Baxter  meets  and  falls  in  love  with 

Jean  Sterling,  and,  more  by  illusion  than  any- 
thing else,  audiences  are  led  to  know  that  her 

father,  Professor  Sterling,  a  supposedly  re- 
spectable publisher,  is  associated  with  Kennedy. 

Tense  drama  characterizing  all  activity,  con- 

trasted by  comedy  provided  by  Baxter's  aide, 
Jimmy,  Baxter's  suspicions  of  Sterling  are 
proved  true.  The  knowledge  causes  a  tem- 

porary romantic  rift  between  the  crusading 
doctor  and  Jean,  but  when  she  is  convinced  that 
Baxter  actually  knows  the  truth,  they  are  re- 

conciled. Through  her  influence,  the  professor 

is  won  over  to  Baxter's  side.  As  the  combined 
forces  wage  war  on  Watkin,  a  charge  of  mur- 

der is  laid  at  Baxter's  door.  But  to  exonerate 
himself  and  break  up  the  ring  of  grafters,  he 
leads  a  wild  auto  chase  over  mountain  roads 
to  round  up  the  real  culprit  and  get  the  in- 

formation that  drives  Watkin  off  the  air. 

The  film  permitting  tieups  with  ethical  doc- 
tors, makes  possible  the  application  of  sensa- 
tional ballyhoo  to  evoke  popular  interest. 

Previewed  in  Warner  Forum  theatre,  Los 
Angeles.  Though  the  audience  seemed  to  ex- 

perience some  difficulty  in  understanding  cer- 
tain story  phases,  it  nevertheless  reacted  favor- 
ably to  the  presentation. — G.  M. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Republic.  Directed  by 
Irvnig  Pichel.  Sotry  by  Dick  English.  Screen  play 
by  Dick  English  and  Endre  Boehm.  Photographed  by 
Jack  Marta.  P.C.A.  Certificate  No.  2916.  Running 
time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  63  minutes.  Release 
date,  January  11,  1937.  General  audience  classifica- tion. 

CAST Dr.  Lawrence  Baxter  Robert  Livingston 
Jean  Sterling  Grace  Bradley 
Professor  Sterling  Granville  Bates 
Kennedy   Pierre  Watkin 
McDonald   Willard  Robertson 
Jimmy   Smiley  Burnette 
Andrews   William  Newell 
Pete   Byron  Foulger 
Thompson   Wilbur  Mack 
Burke   Matty  Fain 
Miss  Nelson   Josephine  Whitell 

Off  to  the  Races 

(Twentieth  Century  -  Fox) 
Comedy 

Preceding  numbers  of  the  Jones  American 
family  series  having  met  with  a  fair  degree  of 
popularity,  there  is  good  reason  to  anticipate 
that  this,  the  fourth,  will  prove  satisfactory 
and  amusing  entertainment  for  family  type  audi- 

ences. Meeting  the  expectancies  of  this  patron- 
age group,  the  show  also  places  in  his  hands 

an  attraction  that  the  showman  may  get  behind 
in  an  effort  to  capture  the  attention  of  other 
audience  segments.  With  the  contributions 
made  to  it  by  the  young  members  of  the  cast 
it  is  a  wholly  satisfactory  offering  for  the 
children;  the  manner  in  which  its  juvenile 
romantic  contrast  has  been  worked  in  should 
appeal  to  the  grownup  youngsters,  and  adults 
are  assured  of  finding  much  in  it  featuring  the 
adult  cast  members  to  arouse  their  attention. 

The  story  is  well  written.  Aiming  to  make 
comedy  predominate,  the  direction  is  sure  footed 
and  understanding.  With  good  material  in  situ- 

ations and  dialogue  to  work  with,  the  cast  per- 
forms with  enthusiasm.  Production  support  is 

of  a  higher  degree  than  that  of  the  preceding 
films. 

Wholesome  comedy,  the  essence  of  the  story, 
is  introduced  and  maintained  in  a  novel  way 
that  prevents  the  film  from  being  a  stereotyped 
series  affair.  The  familiar  Jones  Family,  John, 
Mrs.  John,  Bennie,  Jack,  Roger,  Lucy  and 
Granny,  are  happily  looking  forward  to  county 
fair  week.  Sending  his  trotting  horse  first  to 
be  stabled  in  the  garage  by  Mrs.  Jones  to  the 
discomfort  of  John,  Jack  and  Roger,  Uncle 

George  Baxter,  a  ne'er-do-well  horseman,  ar- 
rives with  his  brat  daughter,  Winnie  Mae.  This 

youngster  makes  things  hot  for  the  entire 
family,  and  Uncle  George  gets  it  in  a  real 

fix  when  he  persuades  Bonnie's  boy  friend, 
Herbert  Simpson,  to  bet  his  marriage  savings 
on  Jerry  B.  Much  fun  concerning  the  horse  and 
the  personnel  ensues — the  preview  audience 
laughed  heartily.  The  big  race  is  on.  With 
Herbert's  money  and  some  of  Granny's  riding 
on  it,  Jerry  B.  wins  the  first  heat.  The  excite- 

ment of  the  situation  is  comically  intensified 

when  one  of  the  fair's  midway  attractions, 
kootch  dancer  Rosabelle,  hears  George's  name 
broadcast  over  the  loud  speaker  system.  One 
of  the  wives  to  whom  he  owes  back  alimony, 
she  demands  that  police  pinch  him  until  he 
pays  up.  The  family  fortunes  menaced,  a  new 
threat  appears  when  Winnie  Mae  announces 
that  unless  Uncle  George  is  liberated,  father 
John,  somewhat  of  a  sulky  rider  in  his  own 
right,  will  drive  the  second  heat.  This  episode 
is  a  melange  of  comic,  suspense  laden  action, 

but  Jones,  although  he's  almost  the  victim  of 
dirty  work,  manages  to  drive  Jerry  B.  to  vic- 

tory. The  winnings  refinancing  Uncle  George, 
the  family  is  glad  to  be  rid  of  him  and  Winnie 
Mae  so  that  it  can  proceed  about  the  business 
of  marrying  Bonnie  to  the  now  opulent  Her- 
bert. 

Unlike  some  of  its  forerunners,  "Off  to 
the  Races"  is  an  attraction  into  which  ex- 

hibitors may  sink  their  teeth  in  an  attempt  to 
develop  business  above  that  which  may  be  ex- 

pected from  the  regular  followers  of  the  series. 
Previewed  in  Uptown  theatre  on  the  Satur- 

day following  New  Year's  Day.  The  audience, 
very  much  in  a  holiday  mood,  reacted  to  the 
entertainment  in  a  manner  that  seemed  to 
surprise  the  studio  crowd  which  was  around  to 
see  how  the  film  would  take. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century - 

Fox.  Directed  by  Frank  R.  Strayer.  Original  story 
and  screen  play  by  Robert  Ellis  and  Helen  Logan. 
Based  on  character  created  by  Katherine  Kavanaugh. 
Photographed  by  Barney  McGill.  Song:  "Meet  the 
Family"  by  L.  Wolfe  Gilbert  and  Felix  Bernard. Associate  producer,  Max  Golden.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate 
No.  2928.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood, 
60  minutes.  Release  date,  February  19,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
John  Jones  .Jed  Prouty 
Bonnie  Jones  Shirley  Deane 
Mrs.  John  Jones  Spring  Byington 
Herbert  Simpson  Russell  Gleason 
Jack  Jones  Kenneth  Howell 
Roger  Jones  George  Ernest 
Lucy  Jones  June  Carlson 
Granny  Jones  Florence  Roberts 
Bobby  Jones  Billy  Mahan 
Winnie  Max  Baxter  Ann  Gillis 
Ebbie  Fred  Topnes 
Spike  Chick  Chandler 
Rosabelle  Ruth  Gillette 
Uncle  George  Baxter  Slim  Summerville 

A  Man  Betrayed 

(Republic) 
Melodrama 

Modern  melodrama  made  up  of  circumstances 
and  incidents  well  within  the  province  of  prob- 

ability is  adroitly  served  up  in  this  presentation 
of  fraudulent  stock  operations  and  resultant 
complications.  On  the  somber  side  there  is  a 
suicide  made  to  seem  a  murder.  Gunplay,  pur- 

suit and  related  violence  are  without  lethal 
consequence  and  the  story  develops  substantial 
comedy  aspects  as  it  progresses.  A  cast  of 
dependables  headed  by  Eddie  Nugent  and  Lloyd 
Hughes  maintains  illusion  of  reality  through- 
out. 
The  action  begins  with  the  attempt  of  an 

honest  stock  salesman  to  verify  the  authenti- 

city of  his  merchandise  and  his  employer's  re- sultant suicide.  Dishonest  partners  employ 

gangsters  to  disguise  the  death  as- a  murder  and 

cast  suspicion  on  the  salesman,  who  is  con- 
victed and  sent  to  jail  but  rescued  by  chance 

when  other  gangsters  effect  escape  of  a  felon 
to  whom  he  is  handcuffed.  Free,  he  sets  out, 
aided  by  a  brother,  to  establish  his  innocence 
by  determining  the  facts  surrounding  the  death 
of  his  supposed  victim. 

Circumstances  of  his  release  throw  him  and 
his  brother,  a  misisonary  who  is  also  a  boxer, 
into  company  of  mobsters  whose  interest  in  his 
affairs  is  at  first  incidental  but  becomes  genu- 

ine as  the  misionary  brings  them  around  to  the 
side  of  justice.  Under  his  influence  the  gang- 

sters undertake  to  unravel  the  mystery  which 
has  defied  the  detectives  and  succeed  in  doing 
so,  their  success  resulting  ultimately  in  their 
reformation. 

Distinctly  novel  treatment  of  subject  matter 
is  a  major  asset  of  the  film.  Plot  factors  are, 
as  indicated,  lively,  colorful  and  logically  con- 

nected. Acting  is  competent  and  of  uniform 

quality. 
Reviewed  at  New  York  tradeshow. — W.R.W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Republic.  Associat« 

producer,  William  Berke.  Directed  by  John  H.  Auer. 
Screen  play  by  Dorrell  and  Stuart  McGowan.  Photo- 

graphed by  Ernest  Miller.  P.  C.  A.  certificate  No. 
2858.  Release  date,  December  29.  Running  time,  S8 
minutes.     General   audience  classification. 

CAST Frank  Powell   Eddie  Nugent 
Marjorie  Norton   Kay  Hughes 
Curtis  Powell   Lloyd  Hughes 
Sparks   John  Wray 
Richards   Edwin  Maxwell 
Burns   Theodore  Von  Eltz 
Ryan   Thomas   E.  Jackson 
Gabby   William  Newell 
Hillbilly   Miley  Burnette 
Helen  Vincent   Christine  Maple 
Carlton   John  Hamilton 
Tony  Maroc   Ralf  Harolde 
Gertrude   Grace  Durkin 
Smokey   Carleton  Young 
Apt.  House  Tenant   Mary  Bovard 
Keys   Sam  Ash 
Satchel   Pat  Gleason 
Nick   John  Boyd 

Melody  for  Two 
(Warner) 

Musical  Comedy  -  Drama 

How  to  make  the  hero  an  unpleasant  sort 
of  person  is  expertly  demonstrated  in  this  pro- 

duction. That  trick  is  the  picture's  most  novel 
feature.  Whether  the  idea  has  any  entertain- 

ment or  commercial  value  is  open  to  question. 

The  unimpressed  preview  audience  didn't  seem 
to  have  much  of  an  opinion  either  way. 

Generally  the  film  seems  to  be  some  sort  of 
an  exhibition  of  how  swing  music  came  to  be. 
The  fact  that  just  about  everybody  knows  the 
circumstances  deprives  the  story  of  any  topical 
interest  or  surprise  value  that  might  be  at- 

tached to  the  subject.  However,  via  the  route 
of  music,  orchestra  and  vocal,  romantic  con- 

flict, comedy,  light  drama  and  spoiled  boy 
melodrama,  the  attempt  is  made.  As  it  de- 

velops, the  music  is  pretty  good  and  so  is 
the  comedy,  which  is  more  than  can  be  said 
of  the  other  elements. 

Tod  Weaver,  by  nature  a  cheap  skate  class 
band  leader,  gets  in  wrong  with  everybody 
when  he  refuses  to  pay  for  some  arrangements. 
To  preserve  a  swell  job,  his  girl,  Gale  Starr, 
singer  in  the  band,  buys  the  arrangements 
secretly,  and  the  orchestra  clicks.  Eventually 
the  leader  finds  out  about  it,  and  with  the 

aid  of  "Nobody  can  do  that  to  me,"  he  walks 
out  of  the  job.  Gale  succeeds  him  and  she's quite  a  sensation.  The  inevitable  happens  to 
the  sulking,  idle  swell  head,  but  eventually  he 

is  bludgeoned  into  leading  a  blonde  girls'  jazz 
band  in  a  honky  tonk.  Business  is  tough  until 
a  darky  janitor  gives  the  outfit  the  idea  of  go- 

ing in  for  swing  music.  Though  Tod  wants 
nothing  to  do  with  this  terrible  stuff,  business 
is  so  good  that  additional  space  has  to  be  taken 
to  accommodate  the  crowds.  Naturally  the  new 

phenomena  wrecks  the  spot  featuring  Gale's 
band.  All  the  way  through  this  the  conflict- 

ing romance  is  having  its  innings. 
Then  the  bands  go  into  competition  for  a 

radio  broadcast  job.  Gale,  who  has  every  rea- (Continued  on  page  32) 
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the  riot  along  murderers'  row,  when  raging 
prisoners  start  a  war  against  the  guards,  yelling: 

"Don't  let  that  innocent  boy  die!" 

Gangland  on  the  loose! . . .  Holdups,  murder,  hit- 
and-run  killing,  and  rat  against  rat. 

science  against  crime! . . .  New  methods  of  police 

investigation! . . .  Baffling  mysteries  solved  with 
test  tubes  and  cameras! 
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because  he  lived  through  every  piercing 

moment  himself! 
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(Continued  from  page  29) 
son  to  pour  it  on  Tod,  surprises  him  and  every- 

body else  by  deserting  her  own  band  to  sing 
with  Tod's  during  the  audition.  The  result  is 
a  combination  of  the  blonde  tooters  and  Gale's 
males  as  a  persumably  nationwide  orchestra 
sensation. 

In  the  lead  role,  James  Melton  sings  well, 
but  fails  to  impress  as  an  actor.  Patricia  Ellis 
has  a  couple  of  songs,  but  the  outstanding  en- 

tertainment feature  of  the  show  is  Winifred 

Shaw's  handling  of  her  "Jose  O'Neill,  The 
Cuban  Heel"  song  specialty.  Other  than  that 
the  comedy  provided  by  Marie  Wilson,  Fred 

Keating  and  Charles  Foy  are  the  picture's most  attractive  elements. 
Previewed  in  the  Warner  Hollywood  theatre. 

The  audience  seemed  to  be  patiently  waiting  for 
something  lively  to  happen,  and  when  it  did,  in 
the  person  of  Miss  Shaw,  it  was  momentarily 
enthusiastic. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner  Brothers. 

Associate  producer,  Bryan  Foy.  Directed  by  Louis 
King.  Scren  play  by  George  Bricker  and  Luci  Ward 
and  Joseph  K.  Watson.  Story  by  Richard  Macaulay. 
Production  numbers  directed  by  Robert  Vreeland.  As- 

sistant director,  Carrol  Sax.  Photographed  by  Arthur 
Todd.  Film  editor,  Jack  Saper.  Dialogue  director, 
Gene  Lewis.  Art  director,  Esdras  Hartley.  Gowns 
by  Milo  Anderson.  Musical  director,  Leo  F.  Forbstein. 
Music  and  lyrics  by  Harry  Warren  and  Al  Dubin 
and  M.  K.  Jerome  and  Jack  Scholl.  P.C.A.  Cer- 

tificate No.  2569.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hol- 
lywood, 60  minutes.  Release  date,  to  be  determined. 

General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Tod  Weaves  James  Melton 
Gale  Starr  Patricia  Ellis 
Camille  Casey   Marie  Wilson 
"Remorse"  Rumson  Fred  Keating 
Mel  Lynch   Dick  Purcell 
Lorna  Wray  Winifred  Shaw 
Bill  Hallam   Craig  Reynolds 
"Scoop"  Trotter  Charles  Foy Wilson  Gordon  Elliott 
Exodus  Johnson   Eddie  Anderson 
Alex  Montrose  Eddie  Kane 
Woodruff  Gordon  Hart 
Armstrong   Harry  Hayden 
Billie,  Jack  and  Donald  O'Connor  in  Specialty  Act. 

Crack-Up 

(20th  Century-Fox) 

Spy  Melodrama 

International  intrigue  of  the  kind  that  be- 
comes front  page  news  when  exposed,  but  con- 
tinues otherwise  as  routine  business  in  the 

affairs  of  major  nations  watchful  of  each  other 
in  the  matter  of  martial  preparedness,  is  the 
subject  of  this  commonsense  but  by  no  means 
commonplace  melodrama.  The  topic  is  of  es- 

pecial interest  at  a  time  when  war  is  not 
generally  regarded  as  among  the  more  improb- 

able results  of  contemporary  relationships. 
Specifically  concerned  in  the  incidents  here 

depicted  is  a  plane  capable  of  transporting 
passengers  swiftly  and  safely  between  the 
United  States  and  Berlin.  Aside  from  the 
assumption  that  such  a  plane  exists,  the  story 
sticks  closely  to  the  plausible.  It  is  so  con- 

structed that  there  is  no  necessity  for  assuming 
a  state  of  war  or  identifying  the  second  nation 
involved  in  the  plot.  Things  pictured  as  hap- 

pening could  happen  and  just  possibly  have. 
Outstanding  among  the  personnel  is  Peter 

Lorre  as  the  secret  agent  of  an  unnamed  foreign 
power,  a  characterization  reminiscent  of  his  role 

in  the  recent  "Secret  Agent."  Secondary  em- 
phasis is  upon  Brian  Donlevy  as  a  disloyal 

American.  Helen  Wood  and  Thomas  Beck 
carry  a  romantic  interest  closely  bound  up  with 
the  major  theme. 

The  narrative  depicts  the  foreign  agent's  mas- 
querade as  a  slightly  demented  hanger-on  about 

the  flying  field  where  a  new  and  powerful  plane 
is  housed  and  his  efforts  to  obtain,  through 
bribery  of  employees,  the  plans  from  which 
the  plane  has  been  constructed.  As  success 
seems  within  his  grasp  developments  precipitate 
murder,  and  circumstance  places  him  aboard  the 
plane  in  company  with  its  inventor  and  pilot, 
its  owner  and  an  innocent  relief  pilot.  The 
high  point  of  the  melodrama  is  reached  when 
the  plane  comes  down  in  midocean  during  a 
storm  and  the  antagonistic  quartet,  faced  with 
certain  death,  works  out  its  destiny  in  such 
fashion  as  to  effect  the  rescue  of  the  innocent 

member  and  bring  about  the  destruction  of  the 
plane  and  the  plans  for  its  duplication. 
Reviewed  at  the  Globe  theatre,  New  York, 

where  it  appeared  to  interest  and  entertain  a 
Broadway  matinee  crowd. — W.  R.  W. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century-Fox. 
Associate  producer,  Samuel  G.  Engel.  Directed  by 
Malcolm  St.  Clair.  Screen  play  by  Charles  Kenyon 
and  Sam  Mintz.  Original  story  by  John  Goodrich. 
Assistant  director,  Aaron  Rosenberg.  Film  editor, 
Fred  Allen.  Art  direction,  Duncan  Cramer  and  Lewis 
Creber.  Photography,  Barney  McGill.  P.C.A.  certi- 

ficate No.  2831.  Release  date,  January  15.  Running 
time.  70  minutes.  General  audience  classification. 

CAST Colonel  Gimpy  Peter  Lorre 
Ace  Martin  Brian  Donlevy 
Ruth  Franklin  Helen  Wood 
John  P.  Fleming  Ralph  Morgan 
Joe  Randall  Thomas  Beck 
Mrs.   Fleming  Kay  Linaker 
Sidney  Grant  Lester  Matthews 
Operative  No.  30  Earl  Foxe 
Operative  No.  77  J.  Carrol  Naish 
Operative  No.  16  Gloria  Roy 
Alfred  Kruxton  Oscar  Apfel 
Daniel  D.  Harrington  ,  Paul  Stanton 
Major  White  ....Howard  Hickman 

The  Man  in  the  Mirror 

(Twickenham-British  ) Comedy 

This  British  picture  is  out  of  the  rut  in  con- 
ception and  execution,  is  most  amusingly  inter- 

preted by  a  cast  including  two  American  values 
in  Edward  Everett  Horton  and  Genevieve  To- 
bin,  and  has  been  directed  by  Maurice  Elvey 
with  a  fine  eye  for  comedy  situations.  It  is  cer- 

tainly one  of  those  pictures  from  England  which 
can  be  exploited  successfully  in  America  and 
which  offers  unusual  opportunities,  both  in 
theme  and  incident. 

The  basic  originality  is  one  of  idea.  The  situ- 
ation presented  is  that  of  a  shy  and  ineffective 

man,  a  "prune"  in  his  own  phrase,  who  sud- 
denly is  confronted  with  a  materialization  of 

his  image  in  the  mirror.  This  second  man  is 
all  that  the  other  would  like  to  be. 
Horton  is  a  business  man  named  Jeremy 

Dilke,  who  has  allowed  his  partner,  Talking- 
ton,  to  usurp  all  authority  in  the  office,  and  at 
home,  by  his  ineffective  shyness,  has  disap- 

pointed his  wife  and  allowed  his  mother-in-law 
to  become  a  problem.  After  the  second  Jeremy 
Dilke  materializes  out  of  the  mirror,  things  are 
altered.  Talkington  is  put  in  his  place.  Mrs. 
Dilke  rejoices  that  honeymoon  days  are  here 
again.  Jeremy  number  two — pushing  number 
one  into  a  cupboard  when  he  is  in  the  way,  or 

leaving  him  to  face  the  music  after  his  double's 
flirtation  with  Mrs.  Talkington — steps  in  on  a 
big  deal  with  an  oriental  potentate,  finds  that 
the  potentate  is  bogus  and  his  own  partner 
double-crossing  him,  and  makes  a  fortune  in  a 
nitrate  deal.  Face  to  face,  the  two  Jeremys 
shake  hands  and  merge  into  one. 
There  are  many  clever  and  amusing  single 

incidents  to  exploit,  one  of  the  best  being  the 
burlesque  of  the  Eastern  magnate,  who  is  really 

a  practical  joker  in  makeup.  The  shy  Jeremy's 
escapade  in  a  night  club  and  his  hotel  stay  un- 

der an  assumed  name,  both  planned  by  his 
double,  are  also  very  funny. 

It  went  over  to  a  gale  of  laughter  at  the 
night  trade  show,  Piccadilly  Theatre,  and  they 

said  afterwards  it  was  Twickenham' s  best  to 
date,  and  certainly  up  to  the  very  highest  Hor- 

ton level. — Allan,  London. 
Produced  by  J.  H.  Productions  at  Elstree.  Dis- 

tributed by  Twickenham  Film  Distributors,  Ltd.  From 
the  novel  by  William  Garrett.  Directed  by  Maurice 
Elvey.  Scenario  by  Hugh  Mills.  Adaptation  and 
dialogue,  F.  McGrew  Willis.  Photography  and  light- 

ing. Curt  Courant.  Sound.  Baynham  Honri  and  Leo 
Wilwins.  Running  time,  75  minutes.  Adult  audience 
classification. 

CAST 

Jeremy  Dilke   Edward  Everett  Horton 
Helen    Genevieve  Tobin 
Veronica    Ursula  Jeans 
Tarkington    Garry  Marsh 
The  Bogus  of  Bokhara  Aubrey  Mather 
Interpreter    AHstair  Sim 
Miss  Blake    Rene  Gadd 
Mrs.  Massiter    Viola  Compton 
Dr.  Graves   Stafford  Hilliard 
The  Earl  of  Wigan    Felix  Aylmer 

Pigs  Is  Pigs 

(Vitaphone) 
Cleverly  Done 

The  little  pig  of  this  fable  is  very  much 

the  greedy  pig.  Despite  his  fond  mother's warning  words  to  watch  his  diet,  the  smart 
youngster  continues  to  gorge  and  then  retires 
for  the  night.  Comes  eventually  sleep,  but  also 
indigestion,  in  the  shape  of  a  nightmarish  mon- 

ster who  insists  on  stuffing  the  piggie's  stomach until  it  grows  to  something  looking  like  a 
balloon.  Surprisingly  enough,  when  the  young 
pig  awakes,  he  promptly  forgets  his  horrid 
dream  and  rushes  pronto  down  to  sate  his 
apparently  insatiable  appetite,  which  perhaps 

only  goes  to  prove  why  "pigs  is  pigs."  The situations,  particularly  those  picturing  the 
dream  sequence,  are  cleverly  imagined,  skillfully 
drawn  and  colored  to  fine  comic  effects.  Run- 

ning time,  seven  minutes. 

Gold  Mania 

(RKO  Radio) 

Fair A  number  of  the  World  on  Parade  series, 
this  subject  concerns  itself  with  an  old  time 
gold  prospector  and  his  search  for  the  precious 
metal.  With  a  mule  and  a  dog  and  with  all 
his  worldly  possessions  in  a  small  pack,  this 
drifter  of  the  land  roams  from  day  to  day  in 
the  hope  of  spotting  gold  in  some  stream  or 
desert  wasteland.    Running  time,  11  minutes. 

Runaway  Marriage 
(Columbia) 
Good 

Second  in  the  series  of  the  Court  of  Human 
Relations,  this  subject  relates  the  hardships  that 
a  young  couple  encounters  when  they  marry 
while  still  in  college.  The  boy,  an  outstanding 
member  of  the  college  football  team,  marries 
a  girl  who  has  an  excellent  scholastic  record. 
The  marriage  fails  to  improve  their  college 

standing  as  they  worry  over  bills  when  the  boy's 
father  discontinues  his  allowance.  For  disobey- 

ing training  rules  the  boy  is  thrown  off  the 
football  team,  and  the  girl  loses  her  high  stand- 

ing in  scholastics.  After  some  advice  from  the 
Court  of  Human  Relations  they  decide  to  live 
apart  for  the  remainder  of  their  college  life. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Don  Donald 

(United  Artists) 

Good 
Donald,  the  vituperative  duck,  goes  Latin 

with  a  vengeance  in  this  short  subject  as  he 
woos  his  senorita.  Donald,  astride  his  minia- 

ture donkey,  visits  the  hacienda  of  his  current 
fancy,  and  sings  out  to  the  lady  of  the  house 
who  hurries  out  to  do  a  tango.  When  she  and 
the  donkey  become  tangled,  Donald  very  un- 
gentlemanly  evidences  much  pleasure,  which 
arouses  the  ire  of  the  dancer.  To  make  amends 
Donald  trades  the  donkey  for  a  car  and  takes 
her  for  a  ride  in  the  desert.  The  car  breaks 
down  and  so  does  the  romance.  Running  time, 

%y2  minutes. 

A  Story  of  the  Rose 
(DuWorld) 
Of  Some  Appeal 

This  short  subject  relates  the  story  of  how 
a  rose  wooed  and  won  for  a  shepherd  lad  the 
hand  and  heart  of  a  princess  fair.  Using  the 
method  of  living  actors,  marionette  figures  and 
cartoon  characters  to  carry  on  the  action  of 
the  plot,  the  result  is  a  bit  confusing  to  the 
spectator.  Nor  does  the  additional  coloring 
lend  much  benefit  to  the  work  as  a  whole  for 
it  tends  to  be  of  a  glaring  and  excessive  variety. 
Nevertheless,  there  will  be  some  appeal  in  it 
for  the  young  and  the  sentimental.  Running 
time,  10  minutes. 
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NATIONALISM  REPORTED  MAKING 

JAPAN  TIGHT  MARKET  FOR  FILMS 

Large  Trading  Companies  Are 

Called  Most  Feasible  Agency 

for  Foreign  Products  Under 

Growing  Nationalistic  Ideals 

by  S.  F.  LINDSTROM 
in  New  York 

Of  all  the  Far  Eastern  territories,  Japan 

offered  the  most  profitable  field  for  Ameri- 
can motion  picture  distribution  up  to  five 

years  ago.  But  conditions  have  changed. 
In  the  intervening  years,  the  growth  of  an 
unbridled  nationalistic  consciousness  finally 
has  managed  to  create  a  situation  whereby 
all  business  enterprises,  including  pictures, 
other  than  those  in  the  control  of  the 

Japanese  themselves,  are  made  to  feel  pain- 
fully out  of  place,  with  merciless  native 

competition,  backed  up  by  canny  government 
legislation,  calculated  to  make  it  all  but  im- 

possible for  them  to  operate  at  a  profit. 

Accordingly,  the  branch  offices  of  the 
most  representative  firms  abroad  seeking 
to  continue  trading  with  Japan  are  found 
absorbed,  on  an  agency  basis,  by  one  or 

another  of  the  half-dozen  or  so  of  great 
trading  firms  which  rule  the  economic  des- 

tiny of  the  Island  Empire,  operating  as 

empires  within  an  Empire — so  powerful  are 
they. 

Most  American  motion  picture  companies, 
nearly  all  of  which  have  exchanges  in  Japan, 
maintain  offices  appointed  in  a  manner  out  of 
all  porportion  to  the  amount  of  businesss  they 
ever  can  hope  to  realize ;  and  the  same  is  true 
of  the  size  of  their  native  staffs,  nearly  all  of 
which  are  several  times  larger  than  is  needed. 

Decade  of  Study 

One  policy  followed,  perhaps  unthinkingly,  by 
the  motion  picture  companies  places  them  in  a 
more  difficult  position  than  other  businesses. 
It  takes  nothing  less  than  a  decade  of  hard 
study,  supported  by  the  patience  of  a  Job  and 
the  tact  of  a  diplomat,  to  learn  how  to  do 
business  with  the  Japanese.  The  home  execu- 

tives of  one  picture  company  I  know  of  have 
had  the  good  sense  to  appreciate  this.  As  a 
consequence,  while  competitors  fall  into  all 
kinds  of  pitfalls,  the  grizzled  veteran  who  has 
represented  this  one  company  for  nearly  fifteen 
years,  and  who  knows  his  Japan,  year  after 
year  leads  the  trade  in  amount  of  gross  business 
done. 

Difficult  Market 

Japan  as  a  market  for  motion  pictures  pre- 
sents an  anomaly.  The  people  themselves,  I 

am  convinced,  are  the  most  enthusiastic  cinema- 
goers  in  the  world.  There  are  fan  clubs  and 
cinema  study  groups  in  greater  proportion  to 
population  than  in  any  other  country.  Secondly, 
the  Jananese  take  their  picture  viewing  seri- 

ously, psychologically  quite  unlike  anything  to 
be  observed  either  in  this  country  or  in  Eu- 

rope. The  entire  populace  is  keenly  cinema- 
minded.  But  it  seeks  the  emotional  thrill. 
The  melodramatic  tear  producer,  and  drama 
having  to  do  with  militarism  and  conquest  and 
imperialism,  calculated  to  arouse  in  them  feel- 

ings of  patriotism,  are  the  sort  of  pictures  the 
Japanese  demand.  Side-splitting  comedies 
rarely  receive  their  genuine  appreciation. 

Paradoxically,  Japan  is  one  of  the  most  diffi- 

Siegfried  L.  Lindstrom,  author  of 
the  accompanying  article,  explains  the 
position  of  the  motion  picture  as  it 
stands  in  Japan  today,  especially  the 
relation  of  American  distributors  to 

the  Japanese  film  industry,  a  posi- 
tion which  apparently  is  undergoing 

changes  about  which  little  is  known 
in  this  country. 

Mr.  Lindstrom  has  arrived  in  New 

York  after  spending  25  of  his  39 
years  in  Japan,  where  he  was  born. 
His  parents  were  missionaries,  who 

first  arrived  in  Japan  some  45  years 

ago. The  past  year  has  seen  Mr.  Lind- 
strom in  residence  at  Dairen,  in  South 

Manchuria.  There  he  had  been  work- 

ing on  a  biography  of  the  late  Mar- 
shal Chang  Tso-lin,  Manchurian  war- 

lord. Mr.  Lindstrom  was  Far  Eastern 

general  sales  manager  for  United  Ar- 
tists corporation.  Later,  for  four 

years,  he  was  manager  of  the  office 

of  the  Japanese  N.  Y.  K.  Steamship 
Line,  and  three  years  ago  took  on  the 
Far  Eastern  managership  of  Radio- 
Keith-Orpheum.  Since  then,  in  the 

main,  he  has  been  engaged  in  the  dis- 
tribution of  motion  pictures  in  Japan. 

cult  places  in  which  to  sell  pictures.  A  first 
factor  to  be  considered  is  that  of  population. 
It  is  64,450,005  in  Japan  proper,  half  of  that 
of  the  U.  S.  A.  Yet  distributors,  year  in  and 
year  out,  try  to  arrange  Japan  releases  for 
more  features  than  are  released  in  the  United 
States. 

There  are  15,000  picture  houses  in  the  U.  S. 
A.  Japan  has  only  1,300.  The  U.  S.  A.  pro- 

duces nearly  600  pictures  per  year.  Japan,  at 
the  peak  of  production,  turned  out  798  in  1928; 
658  in  1929.  About  400  were  produced  in 
1934 ;  and  the  figure  last  year  was  470.  Every 
year  sees  the  American  exchanges  collectively 
carrying  to  the  Japanese  market  some  350 
pictures.  With  a  Japanese  average  of  500  the 
total  would  be  850,  to  which  must  be  added 
100  to  125  European  pictures  imported  yearly, 
half  of  which  are  handled  by  the  Towa  Trad- 

ing Company.  Towa  Shoji  occupies  the  favored 
position,  as  much  of  its  stock  is  held  by  officials 
of  the  No.  1  theatre  circuit,  Shochiku. 

Nationalistic  Sentiment 

Such  sentiments  as  "Patronize  home  industry 
first,"  and  "Buy  Japan-made  goods — if  you  are 
a  patriot,"  place  Japan-made  films  in  an  ob- 

viously preferential  position.  The  market  can 
absorb  only  200  American  and  European  pic- 

tures a  year.  As  Towa  Shoji  is  guaranteed 
releases  for  its  •  50  features  imported  yearly, 
this  means  that  only  some  150  American  features 
can  be  released  in  one  or  the  other  of  the  two 
important  circuits,  Shochiku  and  Toho,  and 
their  affiliates.  Altogether,  only  450  cinema 
houses  in  Japan  play  foreign  pictures.  Hence, 
when  we  read  that  265  American  pictures 
were  released  in  Japan  during  1935,  it  means 
that  over  100  pictures  received  their  premiere 
in  some  "dump"  theatre,  paying  accordingly. 

Efforts  to  develop  an  American  distributors 

900  to  1,000  Pictures,  Includ- 

ing Domestic,  Being  Offered 

for  Distribution  Among  1 ,300 

Theatres    in    Japan  Proper 

Board  of  Trade,  such  as  exists  in  Shanghai  and 
other  Far  Eastern  key  spots,  collapsed. 

Increasing  Difficulties 

With  the  Fascist  leanings  of  the  Japanese 
Military  Party,  the  suspicions  of  foreign  influ- 

ences, and  the  difficulties  with  China  and  Soviet 
Russia,  the  position  of  independent  foreign  busi- 

ness enterprise  in  Japan  becomes  increasingly 
difficult.  The  Japanese  insist  on  taking  a  hand 
in  operation  of  Ford  Motorcar  Company  and  a 
block  of  its  stock,  as  the  price  of  allowing  the 
company  to  continue  in  Japan. 

Pictures  were  first  to  be  boycotted  violently, 
in  1924,  following  Japanese  resentment  against 
the  American  Immigration  Act,  promulgated  in 
that  year.  The  playing  of  foreign  motion  pic- 

tures, during  such  times,  the  Military  hints, 
must  be  curtailed.  Pictures,  they  say,  distract 

the  minds  of  the  nation's  youth  from  the  serious 
task  of  building  up  a  national  consciousness. 

The  first  American  motion  picture  companies 
to  tie  up  with  Japanese  big  business  for  repre- 

sentation, and  the  handling  of  their  affairs  in 
all  territories  over  which  the  Sunrise  Flag 
waves,  will  occupy  a  favored  position. 

Japanese  motion  picture  interests  are 
making  arrangements  to  show  newsreel  pic- 

tures in  subway  stations  in  Tokyo,  according 
to  a  report  of  the  Department  of  Commerce 
in  Washington.  It  is  said  that  theatres  seat- 

ing 200  persons  may  be  opened  in  every  sub- 
way station  in  the  metropolis  and  that 

admission  will  be  approximately  3  cents. 

Photographic  Field 

Standards  Planned 

The  American  Standards  Association,  this 
week,  following  a  conference  at  which  all 
branches  of  the  photographic  industry  were 
represented,  decided  to  accept  leadership  in 
the  development  of  international  standards  in 
the  photographic  field.  This  work  will  be 
carried  out  by  the  International  Standards 

Association  and  in  cooperation  with  the  In- 
ternational Conference  of  Scientific  and  Ap- 

plied Photography. 
The  following  committee  was  appointed  at 

the  conference  to  make  detailed  suggestions 
on  the  scope  and  organization  of  the  work 
and  to  consider  problems  of  national  stan- 

dardization in  the  same  field:  L.  A.  Jones, 
Eastman  Kodak;  Walter  Clark,  Eastman 

Kodak;  V.  S.  Sease,  duPont  Film  Manufac- 
turing ;  A.  C.  Hardy,  Optical  Society  of 

America;  W.  A.  Schmidt,  Agfa-Ansco  Cor- 
poration; A.  N.  Goldsmith,  Society  of  Mo- 

tion Picture  Engineers,  and  W.  B.  Rayton, 
Bausch  and  Lomb  Optical  Company. 

Fox  West  Coast  theatres  has  started  a 

13-week  drive  known  as  the  "Managers' 
Drive,"  It  will  run  to  March  27th. 
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Educational  IVill 

Vote  New  Plan  of 

Recapitalization 

Stockholders  of  Educational  Pictures  will 

vote  on  a  recapitalization  plan  for  the  com- 

pany and  a  program  of  corporate  simplifica- 
tion at  a  meeting-  scheduled  for  February  2 

at  Wilmington,  Del.  Under  the  company's 
plan  of  recapitalization,  Educational  Pic- 

tures would  be  authorized  to  issue  150,000 

shares  of  new  no  par  common  stock  and 
150,000  shares  of  new  $100  par,  eight  per 
cent  preferred  stock,  or  a  capitalization  of 

$1,500,000  and  150,000  shares  of  common. 
Preferred  stockholders  are  offered  five 

shares  of  new  common  stock  for  each  share 

of  old  preferred,  consisting  of  3  2/10  shares 
of  new  common  for  a  share  of  preferred  and 
1  8/10  shares  of  new  common  for  accrued 
dividends  on  each  share  of  preferred.  Com- 

mon stockholders  are  offered  for  each  of 
old  common,  plus  $10,  a  warrant  to  buy  one 
share  of  new  common. 

E.  W.  Hammons,  Educational  president, 
advised  stockholders  that  in  his  opinion  the 

company,  within  a  reasonable  time, '  should be  in  a  position  to  pay  $1.50  per  share  on 
the  new  common. 

Wall  Street  circles  Tuesday  reported  that 

Educational  contemplated  launching  exten- 
sive production  of  non-theatrical  pictures 

for  school,  civic  and  industrial  use.  Mr. 
Hammons,  however,  said  that  while  the  idea 

had  been  given  consideration  on  many  oc- 
casions no  definite  plans  had  been  developed 

by  the  company  yet  and  there  was  little 
likelihood  of  anything  being  done  in  this 
connection  within  the  next  year  or  18 
months. 

The  meeting  will  be  asked  to  approve  dis- 
solution of  the  wholly  owned  Educational 

subsidiaries,  Alliance  Film  Securities,  Far 

East  Film  Corporation,  Coronet  Film  Corp- 
oration and  Educational  Film  Exchanges, 

Inc.,  If  the  dissolutions  are  approved,  there 
will  remain  Educational  Films  Corporation 
of  America,  Educational  Prod.,  Inc.,  and 
Educational  Studios,  Inc.,  all  of  which  are 

wholly  owned  operating  subsidiaries  of  Edu- 
cational Pictures,  Inc.,  the  parent  holding 

company. 

The  company's  program  of  corporate 
simplification  is  being  undertaken,  largely 
for  purposes  of  tax  economies. 

St.  Louis  Stockholders  To  Meet 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  stockholders 
of  the  St.  Louis  Amusement  Company  will 
be  held  in  St.  Louis  next  Tuesday,  according 

to  Thomas  N.  Dysart,  president.  The  com- 
pany has  arranged  to  install  new  RCA  Pho- 

tophone  high  fidelity  equipment  in  12  St. 
Louis  theatres  and  in  the  Washington,  Gran- 

ite City,  111. 

Robertson  Local  23  Head 

James  G.  Robertson  is  the  new  president 
of  Local  23,  Providence,  R.  I.,  of  the  Inter- 

national Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployees. Frank  Hafey  is  vice-president, 

Fred  Newcomb,  recording  secretary,  and 
Thomas  F.  Gannon,  business  agent. 

Harry  Allen,  Toronto  exchange  operator, 
has  been  appointed  Canadian  distributor  of 
Grand  National  Pictures. 
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Actors'  Guild  Protests 

Broadcast  by  Fidler 

The  Screen  Actors'  Guild,  through  its  at- 
torney, Lawrence  Beilenson,  has  announced 

that  it  will  file  a  demand  with  the  Federal 
Communications  Commission  to  revoke  the 

license  of  Station  KFI  in  Hollywood,  charg- 
ing circulation  of  slanderous  misinformation 

over  the  air  by  Jimmy  Fidler  on  his  weekly 
program.  The  complaint  cited  the  commen- 

tator's assertion  that  the  Guild  planned  to 
call  a  strike  of  5,000  members  in  April. 

Abrams  Heads  Film  Board 

Leo  Abrams,  New  York  exchange  man- 
ager for  Universal,  has  been  inducted  as 

president  of  the  New  York  Film  Board  of 
Trade.  Harry  Hummel  of  Warner  Brothers 
is  first  vice-president  and  Edward  Bell  of 
Paramount,  second  vice-president.  Harry 
Decker,  Warner  Brothers,  is  secretary  and 
Morris  Epstein,  Grand  National,  sergeant- at-arms. 

California  Labor  Licenses 
The  California  labor  commissioner  issued 

licenses  to  198  theatrical  agents  during  1936, 
according  to  figures  just  made  public  in  Los 
Angeles.  This  represents  a  new  high  in 
that  district,  and  authorities  believe  the 

figure  will  pass  200  early  in  1937.  The  in- 
crease is  partly  because  of  the  radio  agencies 

which  have  opened  offices  in  Hollywood  dur- 
ing the  past  year. 

Cheli  Is  RKO  Manager 
Bruno  Cheli  will  succeed  Nat  Liebskind  as 

RKO  Radio  manager  for  Brazil  when  Mr. 
Liebskind  moves  shortly  to  take  charge  of 
RKO  Radio  operations  in  Argentine  and 
Chile,  where  new  exchanges  will  be  opened, 
it  was  announced  by  Ben  Y.  Cammack, 
RKO  South  American  manager. 

Named  Dramatic  Editor 

Katherine  Hillyer  has  been  appointed 
drama  editor  of  the  Scripps-Howard  Daily 
News,  Washington,  D.  C,  replacing  Don 
Craig,  who  has  been  promoted  to  the  Con- 

gressional staff. 

Yale  Film  Club  Formed 

Yale  University  has  organized  a  Film 
Club  composed  of  graduate  students  in 
foreign  languages  at  New  Haven  and  will 
present  four  foreign  motion  pictures,  two 
French  and  two  German,  in  one  of  the  uni- 

versity halls  shortly. 

Conn  To  Sign  Contracts 
Maurice  Conn,  producer  of  Melody  and 

Ambassador  pictures,  is  in  New  York  to 
meet  distributors  on  the  signing  of  national 
franchise  plans  for  1937-38.  He  plans  to 
make  from  28  to  36  pictures,  75  per  cent 
of  which  will  be  musicals  and  melodramas. 

Helen  Jepson  Signed 

Helen  Jepson,  operatic  and  radio  star,  has 
been  signed  by  Grand  National  to  appear  in 
a  musical  feature  which  Victor  Schertzinger 
will  produce  for  the  company.  Production  is 
to  start  in  May. 

Glasmon  Signs  With  Universal 
Kubec  Glasmon,  former  scenario  writer, 

has  been  signed  by  Universal  as  a  producer. 
His  first  assignment  will  be  a  picture  which 

he  wrote  himself,  titled  "The  Cop." 
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Chase  National 

Bank  Shows  "36 

$17,264,566  Net 

Winthrop  W.  Aldrich,  chairman  of  the 
Board,  reported  net  earnings  of  Chase  Na- 

tional Bank  in  New  York  for  1936,  after 
taxes,  amounting  to  $17,264,566,  equal,  after 
$684,315  in  dividends  on  preferred  stock,  to 
$2.24  a  share  on  the  7,400,000  outstanding 
shares  of  common  stock.  The  report  was 
made  to  stockholders  at  the  annual  meeting 
Tuesday  and  compares  with  earnings  of 
$15,340,189  earned  in  1935,  equal  after  pre- 

ferred dividends,  to  $1.82  a  share  on  com- mon stock. 

The  Chase  chairman  reported  that  the 
bank  owns  680,000  preferred  shares  and 
340,000  common  shares  of  Twentieth  Cen- 

tury-Fox Film  Corporation,  1,044,000  shares 
of  National  Theatres  and  181,000  shares  of 
General  Theatres  Equipment,  market  value 
of  which  is  above  the  principal  amount  of 
loans  made  to  these  companies  and  their 
predecessors. 

Variety  Club  Picks  Trampe 
Charles  Trampe,  head  of  the  Mid  West 

Film  Company  and  Film  Service,  Inc.,  has 
been  elected  president  of  the  Milwaukee  Va- 

riety Club  succeeding  E.  J.  Weisfeldt.  H.  J. 
Fitzgerald,  general  manager  of  Wisconsin 
Amusement  Enterprises,  Inc.,  has  been  cho- 

sen vice-president  succeeding  Mr.  Trampe. 
while  B.  J.  Miller  and  Oscar  Ruby  continue 
as  secretary  and  treasurer,  respectively. 
Directors,  in  addition  to  the  officers,  are 
Harold  Mirisch,  Roy  Pierce,  Etta  Weisner, 
Sam  Shurman,  Jack  Lorenz  and  H.  W. 
Herzog. 

Katsis  Suing  Warners 
Jules  W.  Katsis,  a  former  employee  of 

Warners,  has  filed  suit  in  the  New  York 
supreme  court  against  Albert,  Harry  and 
Jack  Warner  and  Warner  Brothers  Picture 
Corporation  for  $43,500.  The  plaintiff 
claims  this  amount  is  due  him  for  stock 
in  the  company  which  he  claims  he  held  to 
his  detriment  after  being  personally  assured 
by  the  defendants  that  dividends  would  be 

paid. 

Cinema  Club  Policy  Decided 

The  Cinema  Club  in  Boston,  formed  re- 
cently, announced  this  week  it  will  carry  on 

along  the  lines  of  the  Friars'  Club  with 
fraternal  and  charitable  activities.  Officers 

are:  President,  Charles  Repec;  first  vice- 

president,  Harry  Martin;  second  vice-presi- 
dent, William  J.  Cuddy;  treasurer,  David 

Grover;  secretary,  Harry  Smith;  executive 
committee,  Sam  Berg,  Herbert  Higgins, 
Thomas  Fermoyle  and  Gerald  Gowan. 

Roadshowing  Foreign  Film 

The  first  foreign  language  operetta  pro- 
duced in  America  by  Avramenko  Film 

Productions,  "Natalka  Poltavka,"  will  be 
roadshown  in  New  York,  Philadelphia. 
Pittsburgh,  Boston,  Hartford,  Scranton, 
Binghamton,  Cleveland,  Detroit,  Chicago, 
and  Rochester.  Kinotrade  is  releasing  the 
picture.  General  release  will  follow. 



Best  "BOOK"  of  the  Month: 

CHAMPAGNE  WALTZ 

Chosen  by  Adolph  Zukor  himself  as  the  picture  to 

celebrate  his  Silver  Jubilee  in  motion  pictures.  Booked 

by  world's  leading  exhibitors,  "Champagne  Waltz", 

starring  Gladys  Swarthout  and  Fred  MacMurray,  blends 

sweet  and  swing  music  in  a  big-time  musical  comedy 

produced  in  the  best  Paramount  manner. 

/ 

/ 

AMERICA'S  ACE  DANCE  TEAM..  .  Veloz  and  Yolanda  show  you  a  couple  of  steps  from 

their  sensational  rendition  of  the  country's  newest  dance  craze,  The  Champagne  Waltz. 
See  inside  for  contest  facts!  „____ 

25  YEARS  A  WINNER... 

The  Adolph  Zukor  Jubilee  Medallion,  com- 

memorating Mr.  Zukor's  quarter  century  as 
a  builder  of  hit  pictures. 
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SOLD! 

MOST  POPULAR  CONCERT  STAR  .  . .  America's  favorite 

concert  singer,  Gladys  Swarthout,  leaves  on  a  coast- 
to-coast  concert  tour  gathering  wider  audiences 

for  "Champagne  Waltz". 
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SOLD  not  only  by  its  own  excellence  as  one  or  the 

big-time  musical  shows  of  the  year,  but  by  one  of 

the  strongest  promotional  campaigns  ever  put  be- 

hind a  picture,  "CHAMPAGNE  WALTZ"  already 

has  started  piling  up  records  at  the  box-office. 
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Gladys  Swarthouf  and  Fred  MacMurray  in  "CHA
MPAGNE  WALTZ" 

with  JACK  OAKIE  •  VELOZ  and  YOLANDA  •  Herman  Bing  •  Vivienne  Osborne  •  Fra
nk  Forest 

Benny  Baker  •  Ernest  Cossart  •  A  Paramount  Picture  •  Directed  by  A.  Edward
  Sutherland 



PERFORMANCE 

NGREDIENTS  of  SUCCESS 

No  selling  campaign,  however  good,  can  make  a  pic- 

:ure.  "CHAMPAGNE  WALTZ"  is  sweeping  into  the 
:op  grosser  class  because  it  has  the  elements  you  see 

3n  this  page.  GLADYS  SWARTHOUT  contributes 

tier  first  really  great  performance  to  pictures.  FRED 

MacMURRAY  now  is  solid  box-office.  Jack  Oakie 

:omes  through  with  a  rip-snorting  comedy  job, 

supported  by  such  experts  as  Herman  Bing  and  Ernest 

Cossart.  Veloz  and  Yolanda,  after  all,  are  the  top  ball- 

room dancers  of  a  day  when  ballroom  dancing  is  at  its 

peak  of  popularity.  "Champagne  Waltz",  under  the 
keen  direction  of  A.  Edward  Sutherland,  proves  to 

be  a  fast-moving  story,  with  many  hit  tunes  —  all 

in  all  a  swell  production. 

A 
COMEDY 
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ASIDES  and 

INTERLUDES 
by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

The  artistic  temperament  of  the  great  con- 
cert pianist  and  composer,  Leopold  Godow- 

sky,  was  ruffled  more  than  once  by  the  un- 
reasonable monopoly  taken  on  the  family 

bathroom  by  his  son,  Leopold,  Junior,  who 
all  too  frequently  turned  the  place  into  an 
improvised  laboratory  for  photographic  re- 

search. "Leetle"  Leopold  paid  little  or  no 
attention  to  "Pa  Pa"  Leopold's  rantings, 
and  so  continued  toying  at  home  with  his 
test  tubes  and  Bunson-burners,  until  he  test- 
tubed  and  Bunson-burned  a  ten-year  con- 

tract out  of  the  Eastman  Kodak  Company. 
So,  he  will  continue  at  motion  picture  pho- 

tographic research,  for  Eastman,  but  in 
larger  quarters,  in  Hollywood,  than  the 
Godowsky  family  bathroom.  Few  are  aware 

that  it  was  "leetle"  Leopold  who  invented, 
and  sold  to  Eastman,  the  Kodachrome  color 
process  upon  which  Eastman  now  is  concen- 

trating its  color-film  efforts  both  in  amateur- 
film  and  theatrical-film  markets. 

With  the  opening  on  Broadway  of  the  Polish- 
made  motion  picture,  "A  Yiddle  with  His  Fid- 

dle," Molly  Picon,  Jewish  actress  of  vaudeville 
and  stage,  becomes  a  full-fledged  -motion  pic- 

ture star,  and  so  rates  attention  in  the  motion 

picture  press.  There's  not  much  to  report  about 
Molly  at  the  moment,  except,  perhaps,  the  fact 
that  she  returned  to  New  York  the  other  day 
from  a  vacation  in  Miami.  Miss  Picon  did  not 
enjoy  her  holiday,  however.  Seems  that  several 

"  cloak-and-suiters"  from  New  York's  manufac- 
turing district,  likezvise  vacationing  on  the 

sunny  sands,  made  love  to  her  "under  that  gor- 
geous Miami  moon."  But  what  love!  "In  the 

middle  of  all  the  nice  words,"  complained  Molly, 
they  said  'Poddon,  please'  and  out  they  went 
to  the  nearest  drug  store  for  a  bicarbonate  of 

soda.  They  all  have  stomache  trouble." 
V 

Two  years  ago  last  week,  Sally  Breen  ar- 
rived in  New  York  with  $35,  one  box  of 

cheese  crackers,  a  big  red  apple,  the  address 
of  a  cheap  Yorkville  rooming  house,  and 
one  little  brother,  named  Bobby.  On  Christ- 

mas Day,  in  1934,  they  each  had  two  hot 
dogs  and  sauerkraut.  Today,  Bobby  Breen 
is  taking  in  upwards  of  $1,000  a  week  on  per- 

sonal stage  appearances,  radio  work  and  film 
playing. 

V 

Bert  Hall,  soldier  of  fortune,  now  working 

at  Radio's  studio  in  Hollywood,  came  on  his 
present  excursion  into  motion  pictures  fresh 
from  war  experiences  as  a  flier  with  the 
Chinese.  One  of  his  duties  was  to  chase  the 

Chinese  native  and  imported  "barnstorming" 
fliers  into  the  stratosphere  to  see  that  they 

actually  fought  the  enemy  and  didn't  scamper 
off  into  the  clouds  for  a  joy  ride. 

V   '     '  '  ; 
Whitney  Bolton  relates  the  yarn  about 

Edward  Robinson's  wife,  who  was  told  by Eddie  to  be  sure  and  bet  on  a  horse  named 
Honey  Dew.  Following  his  instructions, 
Mrs.  Robinson  telephoned  the  betting  com- 

missioner to  place  the  bet. 

"I'm  sorry,"  he  hold  her,  "but  Honey  Dew 
has  been  scratched." 

"I  don't  care  if  he's  been  torn  to  pieces," 
she  snapped.  "My  husband  told  me  to  bet 
on  Honey  Dew  and  I  want  to  bet." 

The  suburban  New  York  golf  courses  fre- 
quented so  frequently  by  Broadway  film  big- 

zvigs  are  landmarked  by  "oases,"  swearing-off 
places  and  bookmakers'  concessions.  In  Holly- 
zvood,  the  film  golf  courses  are  pleasantly 
studded  with  palm  trees,  cocoanut  groves  and 
notaries-public  who  are  required  to  witness 
score  card  tabulations  by  competive  players. 
The  few  American  film  folk  in  Singapore  zvho 
play  golf  are  afflicted  with  a  golf  course  where 
the  first  eight  holes  are  landmarked,  respec- 

tively, by  a  lunatic  asylum,  two  mortuaries,  a 
maternity  hospital,  a  gun-powder  magazine,  a 
hospital  for  contagious  disease  cases,  a  Chinese 
graveyard  and  a  prison. 

V 

We  expect  A-Mike  Vogel,  chairman  of 
the  Managers  Round  Table,  to  lead  a  bat- 

talion of  trillions  of  his  theatre  advertising- 
writer  members  to  challenge  the  statement 
of  E.  V.  Dinerman,  advertising  chief  of 

RKO's  Midwest  theatre,  in  Cincinnati,  that 
the  definition  of  an  advertising  man  is  "A 
person  who  can  take  the  germ  of  an  idea 

and  turn  it  into  a  disease." V 

No  More  to  Live  For  Department  : 

"I  enjoy  being  a  bachelor — but,  then,  I  also 
enjoyed     being  married — So     what?" — Cary Grant,  Hollywood  actor,    in   the    New  York 
American. 

V 

The  only  workers  in  America  who  cannot 

effect  an  effective  "sit-dszvn"  strike  are  the "stand-ins"  in  Hollywood. 
V 

Flabbergasted  by  a  glance  at  the  New 
York  Journal  headline:  "LAST  LEAHY 
SHOT,"  our  own  Tim  Leahy  is  inquiring about  the  libel  laws. 

V 

Horse-Laugh  Department: 
Walter  Winchell,  now  in  California  at  the 

Fox  studio  appearing  in  a  motion  picture,  was 
being  given  a  voice  test  the  other  day  by 
Director  Lanfield.  Walter  was  reading  short 
news  paragraphs  from  a  script  much  in  the 
same  manner  as  his  radio  delivery  on  Sunday 

nights.  "Cut — that's  fine,"  yelled  the  director. 
Walter,  however,  had  read  only  four  items  and 

looked  perplexed  at  Mr.  Lanfield's  interruption. 
"What's  the  matter  ?"  Lanfield  asked.  "I  haven't 
finished!"  Walter  chirped.  And  then  they  all 
sat  down  and  laughed  out  loud. 

V 

Adolph  Zukor,  now  observing  his  25th  an- 
niversary as  head  of  Paramount' s  motion  pic- 

ture enterprises,  really  has  nothing  to  worry 
about.  Next  year,  he  becomes  eligible  for  a 
President  Roosevelt  Social  Security  pension. 

V 

Noah  Beery,  when  he  appeared  in  the  Lon- 
don radio  program  devoted  to  American  play- 

ers in  London,  doubtless  meant  well  when  he 

said  that  Sophie  Tucker  had  a  "memory  like 
an  elephant."  But  Big-and-heavy-and-round 
Sophie  Tucker  will  never  forgive  him. 

V 

Jimmy  Fidler,  news  commentator  of  Holly- 
zvood,  observes  that  Film-director  W.  S.  Van 
Dyke  zvill  start  his  vacation  on  March  1st  in 
order  to  be  on  hand  in  Washington  on  March 

4th  for  Mr.  Roosevelt's  Presidential  inaugura- tion. Someone  had  better  let  Mr.  Fidler  and 
Mr.  Van  Dyke  know  that  he  will  be  just  seven 
zveeks  too  late. 

B.  F.  Adcock,  managing  the  Fox  Strand 
theatre  in  Salina,  Kansas,  tells  us  that  the 
midwest  folk  out  his  way  are  still  surveying 
the  damage  done  last  summer  by  the  grass- 

hopper plague.  Definitely  established,  and 
long  since  recorded  in  the  nation's  press, 
was  the  complete  devastation  of  the  Kansas 

corn  crop.  "But,  now,"  writes  Mr.  Adcock, 
"it  seems  that  the  grasshoppers  were  really 
so  thick  in  some  localities  that,  besides  de- 

vouring the  corn  and  all  other  surface  vege- 
tation, they  ate  the  fence  posts  on  farms 

along  the  roadways  the  while  regiments  of 
tumblebuds  followed  behind  rolling  up  the 

barbed  wire." 
V 

Miss  Helen  Hayes,  the  diminutive  star  of 
"Victoria  Regina,"  of  the  stage,  and  the  occa- 

sional star  of  motion  pictures,  valiantly  faced 
some  550  high  school  and  college  interviewers 

the  other  afternoon  in  Broadway's  Broadhurst 
theatre,  to  withstand  a  barrage  of  questions 
ranging  from  the  Simpson-King  Edward  case  to 
the  relative  merits  of  the  stage,  the  screen  and 
radio  as  dramatic  media.  Politics,  domestic 
life  and  other  "sidelines"  were  sandwiched  in 
by  the  embryonic  journalists,  contrary  to  Miss 

Hayes'  specific  instructions  that  "this  is  to  be 
an  interview  of  the  theatre."  The  interview, 
however,  stopped  on  the  spot  when,  in  answer 
to  the  question :  "What  epitaph  do  you  wish 
inscribed  on  your  tombstone,"  Miss  Hayes  re- 

plied :  "Excuse  My  Dust !" V 

There  should  be  someone  willing  to  up- 
hold the  honor  of  the  industry  by  personally 

challenging  to  a  duel  the  city  fathers  of  Wil- 
mington, Delaware,  who  referred  the  Stan- 

ley Warner  Circuits's  request  for  a  theatre 
marqee  sign  permit  to  the  Sewer  Depart- 

ment, and  then  to  similarly  challenge  the 
entire  city  council  of  Spokane,  Washington, 
whose  members  ruled  that  exhibitors  must 

pay  license  fees  as  junk  dealers. 
V 

A  recent  merchandisers'  survey  revealed  that 
women  buyers  are  far  more  interested  in  quality 

than  price.  That's  why  exhibitors  have  to  have 
police  on  hand  to  untangle  the  traffic  on  the 

lone  night  when  they  advertise  "Bank  Night" 
during  a  week's  run  of  "Romeo  and  Juliet." V 

A  five-year  contract  from  Twentieth  Cen- 
tury-Fox for  daughter  Sonja  has  brought 

the  family  of  Henies  from  their  native 
heath  in  Norway  and  transplanted  them  in 
Hollywood,  the  land  of  yellow  sunshine  and 

yellow  gold.  Sonja  Henie's  father,  Wilhelm, 64,  a  robust  Norwegian,  and  her  mother, 
Selma  Nilsen  Henie,  are  already  here,  hav- 

ing left  their  fur  business,  established  a  cen- 
tury ago  by  the  Henie  family  in  Oslo.  Wil- 
helm Henie  bought  the  first  automobile  ever 

seen  in  Norway,  a  one-cylinder  Oldsmobile, 
with  which  he  used  to  frighten  the  whole 
town. 

Sonja,  of  course,  has  been  recognized  by 
Fox — she's  now  in  their  "One  in  a  Million" — 
as  a  skater,  a  skier,  a  singer,  a  dancer  and 
whatnot. 

"I  guess  she  gets  some  of  it  from  me,"  un- blushed  Mr.  Henie.  Regardless,  daughter 
Sonja  will  not  allow  Papa  Henie  to  smoke 
cigars  or  drink  Scotch  before  noon  time. 

Who  said,  "So  what?" 
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Regional  Units  Name  Dele- 

gates to  Meeting  of  Board 

of  Directors  at  Baltimore 

Allied  States'  president,  Nathan  Yamins, 
of  Massachusetts,  and  past-presidents  W.  A. 
(Al)  Steffes,  of  Minnesota;  James  Ritter, 
Michigan,  and  Sidney  Samuelson,  of  New 

Jersey,  constitute  a  new  nominating  com- 
mittee chosen  to  receive  suggestions  from 

the  affiliated  regional  organizations  relative 
to  filling  the  several  elective  offices  and  to 

report  a  slate  for  consideration  of  the  direc- 
tors at  the  annual  board  meeting  on  January 

21st  and  22nd,  to  be  held  at  Baltimore's Emerson  hotel. 

A  majority  of  the  affiliated  regionals 

already  have  designated  their  official  rep- 
resentatives who  will  sit  and  vote  as  direc- 

tors. In  addition  to  a  duly  empowered 
director,  each  state  organization  is  urged 

by  national  Allied  to  send  from  two  to  six 
representatives  to  observe  and  advise  the 

board.  These  representatives  may  partici- 
pate in  the  discussions,  but  they  may  not 

vote. 

The  elective  offices  and  their  present  holders 
are :  President,  Nathan  Yamins ;  Chairman  of 
the  board  and  general  counsel,  Abram  F. 
Myers ;  secretary  and  treasurer,  Herman  A. 
Blum ;  cerresponding  secretary,  Henderson  M. 
Richey.  The  various  reginal  vice-presidents  are 
subsequently  appointed  by  the  president. 
The  first  meeting,  on  Thursday,  January  21st, 

will  be  called  to  order  at  10:30  a.  m.  to  hear 

officers'  reports.  The  remainder  of  this  ses- 
sion will  be  devoted  to  receiving  proposals  for 

future  policy  and  action  from  the  assembled 
exhibitors  and  the  appointment  of  additional 
committees.  The  afternoon  session  will  be 
called  late  enough  to  bring  in  such  committee 
reports  as  are  ready — other  than  that  of  the 
nominating  committee.  A  report  will  be  heard 

from  Al  Steffes,  chairman  of  the  "Defense 
Committee"  which  is  conducting  a  campaign 
against  socalled  "major  company  circuit  aggres- 

sions," and  time  will  be  allotted  for  a  discussion of  the  work  of  the  committee.  The  committee 

is  concerned  with  the  raising  of  a  "war  chest" 
with  which  to  purchase  legal  talent  for  the 
drafting  of  state  bills  to  divorce  production  and 
distribution  from  exhibition. 

Insurance  Plan  Discussion 

The  morning  meeting  on  the  22nd  will  be 
called  at  10  o'clock  and  will  continue  with  the 
unfinished  business,  including  the  Allied  "pub- 

lic liability  insurance  plan."  The  delegates  also 
will  hear  from  the  independent  producers.  The 
report  of  the  finance  committee  will  be  re- 

ceived, and  acted  upon,  and  in  the  afternoon 
the  directors  will  receive  the  report  and  recom- 

mendations of  the  nominating  committee,  pro- 
ceeding then  to  the  election  of  officers. 

Allied's  national  officers  expressed  the  hope 
this  week  that  the  situation  growing  out  of 
the  Major  Berry  trade  practice  meetings  in 
Washington,  three  weeks  ago,  will  have  crystal- 
ized  before  the  annual  directors'  meeting,  so that  it  can  be  discussed  in  detail. 

A  bulletin  from  national  Allied  headquarters, 

in  Washington,  contained  Allied's  interpreta- 
tion of  the  possible  results  from  Major  Beery's 

meeting  with  representatives  from  various 
American  industries.  Allied  said  that  it  con- 

stituted the  only  official  motion  picture  repre- 
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sentation  at  the  conferences  in  Washington, 

and  that  it  "did  not  join  in  the  organized  boy- 
cott of  the  meeting  and  the  studied  affront  to 

the  Administration  fomented  in  other  brinches 

of  the  industry." 
Allied  reported  that  Major  Berry's  govern- ment Councid  for  Industrial  Progress  heard 

and  approved  reports  on  (1)  National  indus- 
trial policy;  (2)  Maximum  work  week;  (3) 

General  wages;  (4)  Child  labor;  (5)  Fair 
trade  practices;  (6)  Internal  and  external  com- 

petition ;  (7)  Government  competition  with  pri- 
vate enterprise;  (8)  Anti-trust  laws;  (9) 

Financial  aid  to  small  enterprises ;  and,  (10) 
Employment  and  unemployment  data. 

"It  is  believed,"  concluded  Allied,  "that  the 
Council's  reports  and  recommendations  will  be 
presented  to  the  President  in  the  form  of 

recommendations  for  legislation."  But,  added 
Allied,  "unless  a  constitutional  amendment  is 
submitted  to  and  ratified  by  the  states,  it  is 
difficult  to  see  how  federal  regulation  can  reach 
employment  in  the  theatres.  The  present 
plan  appears  to  be  to  fashion  legislation  under 
the  existing  commerce  clause  to  cover  industries 
such  as  steel,  motors,  coal,  etc.,  whose  products 
move  extensively  in  the  channels  of  interstate 
commerce."  i 

Allied  suggested  that  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry create  the  post  of  "public  relations  coun- 
selor of  the  motion  picture."  "Because  mo- 

tion pictures  affect  the  public  so  intimately  and 
the  business  is  under  the  surveillance  of  so 
many  interested  parties,  both  private  and  offi- 

cial, the  motion  picture  industry  stands  in 
urgent  need  of  an  expert  public  relations  coun- 

sel," said  Allied.  Although  no  specific  plan  or candidate  was  advanced  by  Allied,  the  organiza- 
tion likened  its  idea  to  Standard  Oil's  early 

operations  through  the  late  Ivy  Lee.  In  this 
connection  Allied  charged  that  the  organized 
industry,  and,  particularly  the  Allied  competitor, 
MPTOA,  had  failed  in  furthering  public  good- 

will both  in  and  out  of  the  industry. 

Trans  Lux-Thompson  Agreement 
Consummation  of  an  agreement  on  July 

14  under  which  Major  Leslie  E.  Thompson, 
president  of  Trans  Lux  Movies  Corporation, 
in  addition  to  an  annual  salary  of  $10,000, 
is  to  receive  five  per  cent  of  the  consolidated 
net  profits  of  the  company  and  1,000  shares 
annually  for  five  years  of  the  common  stock 
of  Trans  Lux  Daylight  Picture  Screen  Cor- 

poration was  reported  to  the  Securities  and 
Exchange  Commission  in  Washington  this week. 

Court  Upholds  Agent 
The  district  court  of  appeals  in  Los  An- 

geles this  week  upheld  the  decision  of  a 
lower  court  which  grants  an  agent  the  right 
to  sue  a  client  for  damages  beyond  the  date 
of  the  agency  contract.  The  case  concerned 
the  suit  of  the  Small-Landau  agency  against 
Lloyd  Nolan,  which  was  decided  in  the 

agency's  favor  last  February  by  Supreme 
Court  Justice  Thurmond  Clark. 

Anchors  Aweigh"  Basis  of  Suit Arthur  H.  Miles  has  filed  a  suit  in  the 
United  States  district  court  for  $1,000,000 
damages  against  Robbins  Amusement  Cor- 

poration and  Doubleday-Doran.  The  suit 
charges  infringement  of  the  lyrics  of 
"Anchors  Aweigh"  which,  Mr.  Miles  claims, 
was  written  by  him  and  Lieutenant  Charles 
Zimmerman  in  1927. 
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Argentine  to  Make 

50  Films  in  1937 

More  than  50  feature  productions  will  be 
made  in  the  Argentine  during  1937,  accord- 

ing to  trade  estimates  in  Buenos  Aires.  The 
total  working  companies  will  be  swelled  by 

the  indicated  transfer  of  important  produc- 
tion activities  to  Buenos  Aires  from  Spain, 

particularly  Madrid  and  Barcelona,  where 
virtually  all  production  has  been  halted  as 
a  result  of  the  Spanish  civil  war. 

Metropolitan  Studios  in  the  Argentine 

capital  has  enlarged  its  facilities  and  in- 
stalled sound  and  photographic  departments 

under  American  supervision  to  accommodate 
the  expected  influx.  Negotiations  are  under 
way  with  Spanish  producers  for  use  of  the 
rental  studio,  now  the  largest  in  South 
America.  Distribution  offices  of  major 

American  companies  are  discussing  arrange- 
ments for  adding  a  number  of  locally  pro- 
duced films  to  their  South  American  release 

schedules,  such  as  has  been  done  in  the  past 

by  Paramount  and  Universal. 

Will  H.  Hays  Meets 

Studio  Publicists 

Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  Amer- 

ica, Inc.,  now  in  Hollywood,  met  with  the 

publicity  directors  of  the  major  studios  Tues- 
day and  commended  the  executives  on  the 

strides  that  have  been  made  in  advertising 
during  the  past  year. 

During  the  course  of  the  meeting,  the 
candid  camera  situation  was  discussed  and 

steps  were  outlined  to  prevent  the  publish- 
ing of  stills  which  are  detrimental  to  the 

industry.  However,  no  definite  plan  of  action 
has  been  mapped  out  as  yet. 

WPA  Radio  Stage  Unit 
Booked  Into  Roxy 

The  initial  radio  stage  unit  derived  from 
the  WPA-NBC  Professional  Parade  of  the 

Air  which  was  playing  this  week  at  Fay's 
theatre,  Philadelphia,  has  been  booked  for 
the  Roxy,  New  York,  late  in  January  for 
one  week.  The  stage  variety  bills  are  an 
intended  development  of  the  radio  program, 
which  features  professional  talent  recruited 

from  the  unemployment  rolls.  The  air  an- 
nouncements make  a  point  of  asking  radio 

audiences  to  urge  local  theatres  to  initiate 

stage  shows. 

RKO  Men  Enroute  to 

Conference  on  Sales 

E.  L.  McEvoy,  eastern  district  manager 
for  RKO  Radio;  Harry  Michalson,  short 
subject  sales  manager,  and  Nat  Levy,  De- 

troit branch  manager,  left  New  York  Tues- 
day for  a  series  of  sales  conferences  at  all 

exchange  centers  in  the  eastern  district. 
During  the  next  two  weeks  they  will  hold 

conferences  in  Albany,  Buffalo,  Cincinnati, 
Cleveland,  Detroit,  Indianapolis,  Pittsburgh, 
Philadelphia  and  Washington. 

Walter  Brown  in  New  York 

Walter  Brown,  midwest  division  manager 
for  Ross  Federal  Service,  is  in  New  York 
for  meetings  with  Harry  A.  Ross,  president, 
and  home  office  executives. 

ALLIED  WILL  ELECT 

OFFICERS  JANUARY  22 
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U.S.  ESTIMATES  4,500,000,000 

ATTENDANCE  AND  BILLION  GROSS 

U.  S.  Census  Bureau  Estimates 

2,763  Places  of  Amusement 

Grossed  $59,086,000  and 

Paid  $13,448,000  in  Wages 

The  United  States  Government  this  week 

made  two  separate  observations  on  the  ma- 
terial progress  of  the  motion  picture  indus- 

try, both  adding  further  verification  to  the 
already  well  confirmed  consensus  that  the 
film  business  is  making  rapid  strides. 

United  Stales  Department  of  Commerce 
estimated  4,500,000,000  motion  picture 

theatre  admissions  in  1936  grossed  $1,000,- 
000,000  at  theatres,  and  said  that  business 
increased  from  10  to  30  per  cent  in  the 

year.  Some  500  new  theatres  were  built 
in  1936  at  a  cost  of  $27,000,000,  increas- 

ing to  $2,027,000,000  the  total  investment 
in  the  industry. 

United  States  Census  Bureau,  publishing 
the  first  of  a  series  of  reports,  estimated 

that  2,763  places  of  amusement  in  New 
England  grossed  $59,086,000  and  paid  out 
$13,448,000  in  wages;  and  that  1,722 

places  in  the  eight  Mountain  states  grossed 
$19,267,000  and  paid  out  $3,872,000. 

With  the  close  of  1936  the  industry  was  in 
the  best  position  since  1929,  according  to  Nathan 
D.  Golden,  chief  of  the  motion  picture  section 
of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic  Com- 

merce, Washington. 
Approximately  500  features  were  produced  in 

the  year  at  a  cost  of  $135,000,000,  an  increase  of 
$10,000,000  over  1935.  The  increased  cost  of 
production,  Mr.  Golden  observed,  was  attributed 
by  the  industry  to  the  better  class  of  pictures 
and  to  increased  salaries  paid  studio  personnel. 
About  500  theatres  were  constructed  or  re- 

conditioned at  a  cost  of  $27,000,000,  further  in- 
creasing the  $2,000,000,000  previously  invested 

in  the  industry.  Some  of  the  theatres  reopened 
had  been  closed  as  long  as  15  years,  Mr.  Golden 
added. 

Money  Availability  Cited 

"The  prime  factors  in  the  reopening  of  thea- 
tres during  the  year  was  the  increased  avail- 

ability of  money  occasioned  by  the  steadily  ad- 
vancing economic  improvement  within  the 

United  States  and  the  better  quality  pictures 

which  were  produced  and  exhibited,"  he  said. 
"Box  office  records  for  the  year  gave  evi- 

dence that  better  quality  pictures  attract  addi- 
tional patronage  for  motion  picture  theatres. 

During  1936,  some  88,000,000  admissions  weekly 
to  motion  picture  theatres  were  accounted  for, 
an  increase  of  10  per  cent  on  a  national  scale 
compared  with  1935  with  the  increase  in  certain 

sections  being  recorded  as  high  as  30  per  cent," 
Mr.  Golden  continued.  The  $1,000,000,000 
gross  revenue  at  theatres  was  reached  for  the 
first  time  since  1929,  he  added. 

"With  general  economic  improvement  with- 
in the  United  States  continuing  at  the  present 

rate,  coupled  with  the  production  of  high  quality 
pictures  which  have  been  scheduled  by  the  pro- 

ducing companies,  there  is  every  indication  of 

increasingly  larger  patronage." 

Census  Bureau  Reports 

Making  public  the  first  of  a  series  of  reports 
on  the  amusement  industries  of  the  country,  the 
United  States  Census  Bureau  this  week  an- 

nounced that  the  2,763  places  of  amusement  in 
New  England  last  year  had  gross  operating 
receipts  of  $59,086,000,  of  which  $13,448,000  was 
paid  out  in  salaries  and  wages  to  the  average 
of  13,198  persons  employed  through  the  year. 

No  breakdown  of  the  figures  to  show 
the  motion  picture  branch  of  the  industry 
was  made  in  the  report,  but  figures  on  film 
exhibition,  specifically,  are  expected  to  be 

published  soon.  The  report  issued  this  week 
covered  not  only  motion  picture  and  other 
theatres,  which  are  in  the  majority,  but 
also  circuses  and  other  shows,  amusement 

parks,  bowling  alleys  and  billiard  parlors, 
and  dance  halls. 

A  total  of  2,125  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers were  active  in  the  operation  of  the  2,763 

establishments,  their  compensation  not  being 
included  in  the  total  for  pay-roll  expenditures. 

Figures  on  the  six  states  comprising  the  New 
England  territory,  as  carried  in  the  official  cen- 

sus report,  were  as  follows : 
Massachusetts,  1,281  establishments ;  re- 

ceipts, $32,724,000 ;  980  firm  members  and  pro- 
prietors and  an  average  of  6,971  employes ;  total 

payroll,  $7,863,000  of  which  $993,000  was  for 
part-time  employment. 

Connecticut,  550  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $11,522,000 ;  406  firm  members  and  propri- 

etors and  an  average  of  2,780  employees ;  total 
payroll,  $2,428,000  of  which  $166,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 
Rhode  Island,  177  establishments  with  re- 

ceipts of  $6,365,000;  124  firm  members  and 
proprietors  and  an  average  of  1,189  employees; 
total  payroll,  $1,478,000,  of  which  $552,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 
Maine,  392  establishments  with  receipts  of 

$4,010,000 ;  304  proprietors  and  firm  members 
and  an  average  of  1,172  employes;  total  pay- 

roll, $844,000,  of  which  $79,000  was  for  part- 
time  employment. 
New  Hampshire,  230  establishments  with 

receipts  of  $3,042,000 ;  188  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  708  employes  ;  total 

payroll,  $583,000,  of  which  $37,000  was  for  part- time  work. 
Vermont,  133  establishments  with  receipts  of 

$1,423,000 ;  123  proprietors  and  firm  members 
and  an  average  of  378  employes ;  total  payroll, 
$252,000,  of  which  $21,000  was  for  part-time 
employment. 

Mountain  States 

Aggregate  receipts  of  1,722  places  of  amuse- 
ment in  the  eight  Mountain  states  in  1935  were 

$19,267,000,  out  of  which  $3,872,000  was  paid 
out  in  wages  to  the  average  of  5,563  persons  to 
whom  employment  was  given  throughout  the 
year,  it  was  reported  by  the  Census  Bureau. 
As  in  the  case  of  the  New  England  states, 

the  summary  for  the  Mountain  states  includes 
not  only  motion  picture  and  other  theatres  but 
all  other  types  of  amusements. 

Details  for  the  amusement  business  in  the 
eight  Mountain  states,  were  announced  by  the 
bureau  as  follows : 

Arizona,  158  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$2,379,000 ;  123  active  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 

bers and  an  average  of  562  employees  with  a 
payroll  of  $4,005,000  of  which  $26,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 

Colorado,  451  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$4,822,000  ;  396  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  1,512  employees 
with  a  payroll  of  $1,102,000  of  which  $133,000 
was  for  part-time  work. 

Idaho,  243  establishments  with  receipts  of 
{Continued  on  following  page,  column  1) 

FINANCIAL 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Loew's,  Inc.,  embracing  the  various 
Loew  theatre  and  MGM  film  enter- 

prises, reported  this  week  an  increase 
of  almost  100  per  cent  in  earnings  in 
the  12  weeks  ended  November  19  th, 

1936,  over  the  same  period  in  1935. 
Following  is  the  comparative  earnings 

statement  of  the  parent  Loew  com- 

pany and  its  subsidiaries  for  the  quar- 
ter ended  November  19  th: 

1 2  Weeks     12  Weeks 
Ended  Ended 

Nov.  19/36  Nov.2l.'35 
Company's  share operating  profit 
after  su bsid- 
iaries'  preferred 
dividends  ......    $5,039,020  $2,975,994 

Depreciation  and 
taxes    1,581,047  1,164,598 

Company's  share     net   profit   $3,457,973  $1,811,396 
Per  share  —  pre- 

ferred stock...      $25.29  $13.25 

Per  share  —  aver- 

age common stock   2.14  1.08 

Holders  of  Loew's  preferred  stock 
as  of  January  29th  will  be  paid 

%\.f>2l/2  per  share  as  a  dividend,  on 

February  15  th.  Loew's  Boston  The- atres reports  net  income  of  $176,005, 

equal  to  $1.13  each  on  155,249  cap- 
ital shares,  after  all  charges  and  tax 

provisions.  Loew's  Theatre  (3  Realty 
Corporation  earned  $423,699  net  in- 

come in  the  year  ended  August  31, 
1936. 

Other  motion  picture  financial  news 

of  the  week  included  a  dividend 
declaration  by  Columbia  Pictures  and 
earnings  statements  made  by  United 
Artists  Theatres  and  General  Theatres 

Equipment. Columbia's  dividend  is  a  quarterly 

payment  of  6S}/4  cents  per  share  on the  $2.75  convertible  preferred  stock, 

payable  February  15  th  to  holders  of 
record  on  February  3rd. 

United  Artists  Theatres  Circuit, 

Inc.,  earned  net  income  of  $167,846 

for  the  year  ended  August  31,  1936, 

after  all  charges  and  tax  provisions, 
this  net  representing  8  cents  per  share 
on  each  of  the  500,000  common 

shares,  after  preferred  dividends.  The 
1936  net  was  $109,000  greater  than 
the  $5  8,400  earned  in  1935  

General  Theatres  earned  net  income 

of  $513,5  86  for  the  five  months  to 
October  list,  after  all  charges  and 

taxes,  equal  to  $1.15  each  on  447,643 

capital  shares. 
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Film  Business  Up 

10  to  30  Per  Cent 

(Continued   from   preceding  page) 

$2,331,000;  224  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  774  employees  with 
a  payroll  of  $413,000  of  which  $88,000  was  for 
part-time  employment. 
Montana,  227  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $3,018,000  ;  216  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  747  employees  with 
a  payroll  of  $610,000,  of  which  $91,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 

Nevada,  66  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$1,218,000  ;  51  active  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 

bers and  an  average  of  311  employees  with  a 
payroll  of  $295,000  of  which  $41,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 
New  Mexico,  148  establishments  with  re- 

ceipts of  $1,554,000;  136  active  proprietors  and 
firm  members  and  an  average  of  382  employees 
with  a  payroll  of  $260,000  of  which  $14,000 
was  for  part-time  employment. 
Utah,  254  establishments  with  receipts  of 

$2,266,000 ;  259  active  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers and  an  average  of  779  employees  with  a 

payroll  of  $489,000  of  which  $151,000  was  for 
part-time  employment. 
Wyoming,  175  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $1,679,000;  161  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  493  employees  with 
a  payroll  of  $298,000  of  which  $44,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 

Recapitalization  Planned 

For  United  Artists  Theatres 

A  recapitalization  plan  for  United  Artists 
Theatres  Circuit,  Inc.,  providing  for  the 
elimination  of  dividend  arrears  of  $1,050,- 
000  on  its  seven  per  cent  cumulative  con- 

vertible preferred  stock  was  submitted  on 
Wednesday  to  stockholders  by  Joseph  M. 
Schenck,  chairman.  The  program,  to  be- 

come effective  February  15th,  involves  the 
exchange  of  each  seven  per  cent  share  for 
a  new  five  per  cent  cumulative  but  uncon- 

vertible preferred  share,  three  and  one-third 
shares  of  common  stock  and  $15  in  cash. 
The  plan  involves  expenditure  of  a  total  of 
$450,000  in  cash.  Accumulations  to  March 
15th,  1937,  will  have  been  expunged  by  the 
conversion  of  the  outstanding  shares  for 

the  new  securities  and  the  "extraordinary 
dividend." 

Court  Bars  Reopening 

Of  Fox  West  Coast  Case 
With  the  refusal  of  the  circuit  court  of 

appeals  in  San  Francisco  on  Wednesday  to 
reopen  the  Talley  and  Carbar  Corporation 
bankruptcy  action  against  Fox  West  Coast 
Theatres  the  way  may  be  cleared  for  the 
acquisition  of  the  Chase  National  Bank 

holdings  in  Twentieth  Century-Fox  by  the 
common  stockholders. 

The  negotiations  have  been  under  way  in 
various  stages  for  well  over  a  year  but  have 
been  blocked  while  the  FWC  receivership 
situation  continued  tangled  in  the  courts. 

Einfeld  to  Hollywood 
S.  Charles  Einfeld,  director  of  advertising 

and  publicity  for  Warners,  has  left  his  New 
York  headquarters  for  Hollywood  for  a 
series  of  conferences  with  Jack  L  and  Harry 

Warner  on  the  company's  forthcoming  prod- 
uct. He  will  be  away  from  New  York  for 

about  three  weeks. 

Walter  Wanger  Completes 

Production  Organization 
In  anticipation  of  an  ambitious  production 

schedule,  Walter  Wanger  this  week  com- 
pleted the  nucleus  of  his  organization  which 

will  be  headed  by  himself  as  president-treas- 
urer. James  R.  Cowan  has  assumed  the 

position  of  general  manager.  Hal  Home 
has  been  named  executive  producer ;  Lloyd 
Wright,  secretary;  George  W.  Johnson, 
business  manager;  Alexander  Toluboff,  art 
director ;  Helen  Taylor,  in  charge  of  cos- 

tumes. Percy  R.  Guth  is  acting  as  comp- 
troller, and  Dan  Thomas  is  handling 

publicity. 
Sylvia  Sidney,  Henry  Fonda  and  Charles 

Boyer  head  the  list  of  stars  under  contract  to 
the  producer  along  with  Joan  Bennett, 
Madeleine  Carroll,  Frances  Langford,  Will- 

iam Gargan,  Pat  Paterson,  Alan  Baxter, 
Lili  Zehner  and  Tom  Rutherford.  The  di- 

rectorial staff  consists  of  Frank  Borzage, 
John  Ford,  William  K.  Howard,  Fritz  Lang, 
Anatol  Litvak  and  Lewis  Milestone. 

Western  Electric  Wins 

Round  in  Biophone  Case 
A  decision  handed  down  by  District  Judge 

Forman  in  the  United  States  District  Court 

in  New  Jersey,  in  the  case  of  Western  Elec- 
tric against  Biophone  Corporation  denies 

the  motion  of  Biophone  to  set  aside  default 
decrees  entered  by  Judge  Fake  of  the  same 
court  in  1934  on  account  of  the  failure  of 
Biophone,  the  defendants,  to  file  an  answer 

after  motions  by  defendants'  counsel  to  dis- 
miss bills  of  complaint  had  been  denied.  The 

suit  was  brought  by  Western  Electric  on  a 
charge  of  infringement  of  16  patents  of 
sound  reproducing  systems  as  used  in  talk- 

ing motion  pictures. 

Fanny  Pitt  Is  Dead 
Mrs.  Fanny  Addison  Pitt,  94,  actress  on 

the  American  stage  over  a  period  of  45 
years,  died  this  week  in  the  Edwin  Forrest 

Home  in  Philadelphia  following  a  slight  ac- 
cident last  week.  One  of  Mrs.  Pitt's  last 

appearances  on  the  stage  was  with  Ethel 

Barrymore  in  "Captain  Jinks."  Before  that 
she  was  with  John  Drew,  E.  H.  Sotheren 
and  Julia  Marlowe. 

Rogers  Fund  Chartered 
The  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Fund,  New 

York,  New  York,  has  been  chartered  as  a 

membership  corporation  to  acquire  and  oper- 
ate a  sanitarium.  Will  H.  Hays,  Gene  Buck. 

F.  Trubee  Davison,  Joseph  M.  Hartfield, 
Edward  V.  Rickenbacker,  Harold  Rodner, 
Alfred  E.  Smith  and  J.  Henry  Walters  are 
the  first  directors. 

Appointed  Tobis  Associate 
Arthur  Klein,  Ltd.,  in  Hollywood  has 

been  appointed  west  coast  representative  of 

American  Tobis  Company,  handling  "Car- 
nival in  Flanders." 

Bren  Made  Assistant  Producer 

Milton  Bren,  former  agent,  has  been  ap- 
pointed assistant  producer  at  the  Hal  Roach 

studios  in  Hollywood.  He  will  be  in  charge 
of  directors  and  writers. 

Otto  Anders  Dead 
Funeral  services  were  held  this  week  in 

Milwaukee  for  Otto  Anders,  pioneer  Mil- 
waukee exhibitor  and  manager  of  the  Cudahy 

and  Majestic  theatres  in  that  city. 

Fox  Fight  Centers 

On  All-  Continent 

Hiram  Steelman,  trustee  in  receivership 
for  the  estate  of  William  Fox,  made  another 
move  in  the  United  States  supreme  court 
this  week  in  his  effort  to  gain  control  of 
assets  in  the  All-Continent  Corporation, 

owned  by  Mr.  Fox's  wife  and  daughters  and 
which  creditors  plead  should  be  used  to 
satisfy  claims  against  the  motion  picture 

pioneer. Mr.  Steelman  asked  the  Federal  court  to 

set  aside  an  injunction  restraining  him  from 

prosecuting  a  suit  against  All-Continent  in 
the  New  Jersey  Chancery  Court.  He  also 
asked  the  court  to  review  a  decision  of  the 

third  circuit  court  of  appeals  under  which 
All-Continent  was  permitted  to  sue  the 
trustee  in  Federal  court  for  the  eastern  dis- 

trict of  Pennsylvania. 
Delving  into  a  new  field  of  examination 

the  Fox  bankruptcy  examination  in  Atlan- 
tic City  last  week  began  inquiry  into  the 

years  from  1926  to  1930  during  the  develop- 
ment of  sound  pictures.  A.  L.  Richards,  of 

Hughes,  Schurman  and  Dwight  of  New 

York,  representing  Twentieth  Century-Fox, 
a  creditor,  started  the  new  attack  which  was 
designed  to  show  that  Mr.  Fox  acquired 
patent  rights  and  options  in  his  own  name, 
allegedly  for  private  profit.  Mr.  Richards 
charged  in  his  opening  statement  that  when 
the  patents  proved  disappointing  Mr.  Fox 
"unloaded"  them  on  his  corporations  on  the 
plea  that  he  had  been  acting  for  them. 

Handling  'President's  Birthday' Al  Sherman,  short  subjects  publicity  di- 
rector for  Columbia  Pictures  and  editor  of 

the  Columbia  Mirror,  has  been  appointed  to 

the  nation-wide  publicity  committee  for  the 

national  "Birthday  Ball  for  the  President" 
to  be  held  January  30,  in  celebration  of  Pres- 

ident Franklin  D.  Roosevelt's  birthday  and 
on  behalf  of  the  Georgia  Warm  Springs 
Foundation. 

Gets  Eight  in  Midwest 
Independent  Film  Distributors,  affiliate  of 

Independent  Poster  Exchange  in  Kansas 
City,  has  contracted  to  distribute  18  Reliable 

pictures  for  the  western  Missouri  and  Kan- 
sas area  during  the  season,  according  to 

Homer  Blackwell,  head  of  the  companies. 

Founds  American  Plays  Association 

Mrs.  Thomas  A.  Martin  (Helene  E.  Mar- 
tin) is  now  with  the  American  Plays  Asso- 

ciation in  New  York  as  a  founder-executive. 
She  is  a  former  Bronx  director  of  the  New 

York  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs  and  is 
president  of  the  Bronx  Civic  Study  Club. 

Republic  Dubbing  Contract 
A  contract  for  dubbing  into  French  a  se- 

lection of  from  15  to  20  Republic  pictures 

has  been  closed  by  L.  E.  Kalker,  the  com- 

pany's European  representative,  with  Radio- 
Cinema  of  Paris,  until  recently  the  distribu- 

tors for  RKO  in  France. 

Roach  Signs  James  Parrott 
James  Parrott  has  been  signed  to  a  one- 

year  directorial  contract  by  Hal  Roach.  He 
will  also  be  assigned  to  writing  duties. 
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rHE  PICTURE  THE  MILLIONS 

rHE  LOVE  STORY. . .  DOWN-TO  - 

WHICH  CHANGED  THE  DESTINY 



ARE  WAITING  TO  SEE! 

EARTH  AND  ELEMENTAL . . . 

OF  AN  EMPIRE! 

THE  KEYSTONE 

OF  YOUR  FUTURE 

The  world  has  heard . . .  over 

the  networks ...  through  the 

papers ...  in  the  magazines ...  by 

word  of  mouth . . .  how  both  coasts 

hailed  "Lloyds"  as  the  top  hit  of 

the  year  and  acclaimed  Tyrone 

Power  the  screen's  newest  sen- 
sation ! 

Seldom  has  a  picture  been 

so  showered  with  praise!  This 

critic-reaction  the  public  has 

thunderously  seconded  at  the 

box-  office. 

It  means  that  you  have  in 

your  hands  one  of  the  mightiest 

attractions  in  the  history  of  en- 

tertainment -  making !  Romance 

so  impassioned  that  it  places  a 

nation  in  peril!  The  pageantry 

and  drama  of  an  empire  facing 

its  greatest  crisis!  The  intrigue 

that  branded  a  man  "Liar! 

Traitor!  Betrayer!"  because  he 
dared  to  claim  the  happiness 

denied  him!  A  stirring  and 

tremendous  achievement .  .  . 

warming  every  heart  with  the 

excitement  and  adventure  of 

good,  honest  melodrama,  with 

its  intimate  emotions,  its  human 

and  understandable  story ! 

The  production  brains  of 

20th  Century-Fox  give  you 

LLOYDS  OF  LONDON!  The 

showmanship  sense  of  20th 

Century-Fox  gives  it  to  youNOW! 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 

in  London 

Soudanese  Beauty        For  U.S.  Market  Itemized 
Walter  Futter,  producer  of  the  Paul  Robe- 

son picture,  "Jericho"  (originally  "Salt") for  Capitol,  revivified  the  jaded  film  scribes 
a  thrill  and  gave  them  a  new  news  story  by 
parading  at  Claridge's  for  their  inspection Princess  Kouba,  Soudanese  beauty  whom  he 
discovered  while  on  a  location  hunt  in  the 
desert  and  thereabouts.  The  princess,  over 
in  London  to  learn  English  for  her  part,  is 
comely  and,  if  she  is  not  loquacious  at  the 
moment, — well,  there  are  less  attractive 
types  of  speechlessness  in  film  stars. 

The  Robeson  picture  is  to  be  directed  by 
Thornton  Freeland,  who  already  has  been 
location  hunting  in  the  Sahara  with  camera- 

man John  Boyle,  and  will  go  back  for 
scenes  there.  From  a  Frances  Marion  script 
supplemented  by  original  songs  for  Robeson 
by  Michael  Carr  and  Jimmy  Kennedy,  who 
wrote  "Isle  of  Capri,"  it  probably  will  en- 

joy the  services  of  a  second  star  in  Henry 
Wilcoxon. 

"Jericho,"  with  "Lilac  Domino,"  will  com- 
plete a  notable  year's  production  by  the  Max 

Schach  companies,  Capitol,  Buckingham  and 

Trafalgar.  Already  shown  is  "Pagliacci," 
and  completed  but  not  yet  shown  are 

"Dreaming  Lips,"  with  Elisabeth  Bergner, 
and  "Love  from  a  Stranger,"  with  Ann 
Harding.  In  the  year  eight  films  of  ambi- 

tious scope  were  completed. 

The  Soudanese  Princess  Kouba, 

"discovered"  by  Walter  Futter,  pro- 
ducer, is  chosen  to  star  opposite  Paul 

Robeson  in  Capitol's  "Jericho."  An 
earlier,  tentative  title  for  the  produc- 

tion was  "Salt." 

The  Schach  activities  for  1937  will  begin 
with  the  production  of  A.  J.  Cronin's  "The 
Stars  Look  Down,"  Karl  Grune  directing. This  best-seller  was  bought  in  face  of  Hol- 

lywood competition. 
To  follow  is  an  all-color  version  of  Gay's 

"Beggar's  Opera,"  which  has  the  London stage  record  of  1,463  performances  at  the 
Lyric  theatre,  Hammersmith.  The  British 
Chemicolour  process,  recently  tried  out  suc- 

cessfully in  sequences  of  "Pagliacci,"  will be  used. 

"Dynamite  Nobel,"  a  biographical  drama built  on  the  career  of  the  explosive  king  who 
established  the  famous  Peace  Prize;  "Sia- 

mese White,"  from  the  Maurice  Collins  book 
hit;  "International  Quartet,"  from  a  J.  B. 
Priestley  original,  and  "George  Lovelace, 
Tolpuddle  Martyr,"  are  other  films  planned 
by  Schach,  who  is  working  with  a  definite 
aim  for  the  American  market  and  has  a 
United  Artists  release  there  for  his  bigger features. 

'Elephant  Boy" 
Robert  Flaherty  has  completed  Denham 

shots  on  "Elephant  Boy,"  to  round  off  the 
London  Films  production  based  on  Kip- 

ling's "Toomai  of  the  Elephants,"  made  for 
the  most  part  against  Indian  locations.  The 

13-year-old  Indian  boy  Sabu,  called  a  "dis- 
covery" after  his  scenes  on  location  and 

brought  to  London  by  Mr.  Flaherty,  has 
been  signed  for  another  picture,  and  a  story 
is  being  written  for  him.  Iravatha,  ele- 

phant lead  in  the  film,  has  been  bought  by 
the  Royal  Zoological  Society  and  will  re- 

main in  the  menagerie  in  Regent's  Park, London. 

A  recent  story  acquisition  by  London 

Films  is  Mary  Borden's  'Action  for  Slan- 
der," which  turns  on  legal  proceedings  in- 

stigated by  an  officer  charged  with  cheating 
at  cards.  Some  time  ago  Alexander  Korda 

bought  the  same  writer's  "King  of  the  Jews," 
but  British  censorship  rules  against  depic- 

tion of  sacred  characters  prevented  its  being 
put  into  production. 

Soskin  Returns 

Having  completed  arrangements  with  Co- 
lumbia Pictures  for  the  borrowing  of  talent 

and  for  a  call  on  scripts,  Paul  Soskin,  head 
of  Soskin  Productions  in  London,  which 
will  make  seven  pictures  in  England  for 
Columbia  international  release  next  season, 
sailed  for  home  this  week  after  three  months 
in  this  country. 

Negotiations  are  still  underway  for  the 
services  of  director  Monta  Bell,  Mr.  Soskin 
said.  He  expects  to  have  the  deal  closed  on 
his  arrival  in  London. 

Glenda  Farrell  is  to  make  a  picture  at 
Teddington  for  Warner-First  National. 

June  Knight  and  Michael  Bartlett,  re- 
cording a  duet  for  Capitol-Grafton's  "The Lilac  Domino"  at  Welwyn,  met  for  the  first 

time  since  they  were  coupled  in  a  White- man  broadcast  in  America. 

* 
Dora  Nirva,  in  charge  of  "Interval  for 

Romance"  for  British  National,  is  England's first  woman  producer,  at  29. 

Otto  Kanturek,  who  was  cameraman  on 
"Pagliacci"  at  Denham,  shot  the  same  story in  1914  for  a  version  synchronized  to Caruso  records.  A 

Lesser  Samuels  is  to  script  two  more 
Jessie  Matthews  pictures  for  Gaumont  Brit- ish. 

Charles  Laughton  will  in  the  future  make 
his  British  films  for  a  new  production  unit 
in  which  he  will  be  associated  with  Eric 
Pommer.  They  will  make  four  pictures  a 
year,  Mr.  Laughton  playing  in  one  of  them, 
at  London  Films'  Denham  studio  for  United Artists  world  release. 

Robert  Donat  and  Marlene  Dietrich 

in  a  scene  from  London  Film's  "Knight 
Without  Armour,"  a  story  of  spies  and 
tear.  Here  Donat  is  shown  taking 

Miss  Dietrich  through  the  Reds'  lines. 
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PRODUCTION  FINANCE 

IN  BRITAIN  IS  DEBATED 

Newspapers'  "Scare  Stories" 

Point  Encouragement  for  Gov- 

ernment Supervision  Proposal 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Financing  for  motion  picture  production 
in  Great  Britian  is  reported  to  be  growing 
more  conservative,  but  for  any  definitely 

solid  film  project  money  is  as  readily  avail- 
able as  ever. 

Attention  to  British  production  finances 

was  drawn  last  weekend  by  "scare  stories" 
in  several  newspaper  stories  that  were 

branded  as  untrue  by  three  other  news- 
papers. The  sensational  accounts  were  at- 

tributed to  a  piece  in  a  British  trade  pub- 
lication which  had  declared  that  two  banks 

were  deciding  against  further  loans.  An- 
other factor  lay  in  the  receiverships  of 

Twickenham  Film  Productions,  Twicken- 
ham Film  Distributors,  and  Julius  Hagen 

Productions,  at  the  instance  of  the  bank 
and  insurance  company  concerned.  It  was 
explained  that  actually  the  banks  advance 
money  not  to  producers  but  to  insurance 
companies,  that  most  of  the  small,  $500 
film  producing  companies  work  on  bank 
overdrafts  secured  by  insurance  policies  at  a 
total  cost  of  10  per  cent  or  upward. 

To  the  alarm  stories  in  the  London  Her- 
ald, Express,  and  News  Chronicle,  the  fact 

that  there  was  no  change  in  policy  of  banks 
and  insurance  companies  was  pointed  out 
by  the  Times,  Financial  Times,  and  the 
Daily  Mail. 

It  was  seen  as  probable  that  press 

charges  of  scandalous  waste  in  heavy  nega- 
tive costs  will  have  the  effect  of  encourag- 

ing the  Government  to  adopt  the  provision 
in  the  Moyne  report  which  recommended 

a  Government  film  commission  to  super- 
vise production  financing. 

While  most  of  the  current  press  stories  are 
said  to  have  been  exaggerated,  it  is  believed 
that  a  crash  in  British  production,  admitted  in 
many  quarters  to  be  overdue,  will  be  precipi- 

tated by  the  newspaper  attentions.  Several  more 
receiverships  are  expected.  Characterized  as 
camouflage  are  the  stories  that  America  will 
not  give  release  to  British  pictures,  and  that 
an  increased  quota  is  necessary  here. 

V 

Increased  Studio  Space 

Another  problem  is  the  recent  huge  increase 
in  British  studio  floor  space.  Some  studios 
planned  to  fill  this  space  with  the  £100  com- 

panies, based  on  insurance  finance,  but  there 
is  a  strong  possibility  now  that  a  large  per- 

centage of  the  new  studio  space  will  remain 
empty. 

Twickenham's  capital  is  £240,000  ($1,200,000) 
privately  held,  and  it  is  understood  that  obliga- 

tions of  all  three  Hagen  companies  amount  to 
£500,000  secured  loans  and  £100,000  due  to 
creditors. 
Wardour  Films  has  taken  over  the  bookings 

on  five  Twickenham  films,  and  six  finished 
but  not  yet  trade  shown. 

V 
The  general  council  of  the  Cinematograph 

Exhibitors  Association  on  Saturday  will  re- 
ceive a  report  from  the  general  purpose  com- 

WILL  H.  HAYS  and  T.  H.  FLIGEL- 
STONE,  President  of  Cinematograph 

mittee  recommending  against  the  proposal  of 
the  Kinematograph  Renters  Society  for  a  joint 
trade  association  with  a  British  Will  Hays. 

Exhibitors'  fear  of  distributors  is  greater 
than  their  fear  of  a  Government  commission 
as  suggested  in  the  Moyne  report.  Some  would 
welcome  an  official  body  which  might  control 
the  trading  methods  of  KRS.  There  is  a  strong 
feeling  that  any  joint  trade  body  would  be 
dominated  by  the  KRS,  exhibitors  having  sacri- 

ficed the  power  of  opposition. 
The  exhibitor  attitude  is  a  surprising  devel- 

opment which  leaves  the  trade  disunited  in  the 

face  of  the  M'oyne  report. 
V 

Blame  American  Market 

Facing  shareholders  with  a  report  and  bal- 
ance sheet  showing  a  net  loss  of  £105,599 

($528,000)  for  the  year  ended  October  31st 
and  a  total  debit  balance  of  £131,148,  directors 
of  British  &  Dominions  Film  Corporation,  at 
the  annual  meeting,  largely  blamed  failure  to 
obtain  the  expected  revenue  in  the  American 
market.  E.  Ronald  Crammond,  the  chairman, 
pointed  to  the  low  returns  from  America  on 

"Escape  Me  Never"  and  "Brewster's  Millions." Mr.  Crammond  intimated  that  the  main 
activity  of  the  company  in  future  would  be 
to  manage  Pinewood,  for  which  it  receives  a 
yearly  management  fee  of  £10,000  ($50,000). 

C.  M.  Woolf,  managing  director,  replying  to 

a  shareholder's  suggestion  that  something  should 
be  done  in  retaliation  to  exclude  American  films 
from  England,  said  that  no  president  of  the 
Board  of  Trade  would  be  likely  to  listen  to 
such  a  suggestion,  which  laid  England  open  to 
serious  reprisals.  Also,  pointed  out  Mr.  Woolf, 

"Ninety  per  cent  of  the  films  shown  on  British 
screens  are  American. 

"We  have  not  got  America,  and  I  doubt  if 
we  ever  shall  get  it,"  was  one  remark  of  the 
speaker.  He  indicated  that  the  future  policy 
of  B  &  D  would  be  to  make  as  few  films  as 

their  contracts  permitted  for  the  British  market 
and  as  economically  as  possible. 

Mr.  Woolf  is  also  chairman  and  managing 
director  of  General  Film  Distributors,  Ltd., 

partners  in  and  British  representatives  of  Uni- versal. 

V 
"Pastures"  and  Children 

The  Cinema  Christian  Council,  after  viewing 
"The  Green  Pastures,"  has  issued  a  statement 
through  the  Press  Bureau  of  the  Church  of 

England  that  the  film  "is  unsuitable  for  chil- 
dren and  should  have  an  'A'  certificate." 

The  Cinema  Christian  Council  represents  the 

Church  of  England,  and  the  leading  "Free"  or 
nonconformist  churches  of  England.  Its  presi- 

dent is  the  Archbishop  of  Canterbury,  head  of 
the  English  Church. 

The  picture  is  having  a  highly  successful  run 
at  the  New  Gallery. 

V 

Warner  Directors  Named 

J.  Walton  Brown,  general  sales  manager  of 
Warner  Bros.  Ltd.,  and  D.  C.  Dobie,  general 
sales  manager  of  First  National  Distributors, 
Ltd.,  have  been  appointed  directors  of  their 
respective  companies. 

V 
Columbia  was  the  first  U.  S.  company  to 

announce  extension  to  England  of  the  prin- 
ciple of  the  five  day  working  week.  MGM 

followed  quickly,  and  so  did  Warner  Brothers 
and  First  National. 

V 

Dixey  Capital  To  Be  $1,000,000 

Flotation  of  Independent  Exhibitors  Distribu- 

tion Co.,  Ltd.,  the  "Dixey  Scheme"  of  cooper- 
ative production  and  distribution,  is  now  ex- 

pected early  in  February.  The  total  capital  of 
the  company  will  be  £200,000,  divided  into 
£100,000  six  per  cent  preference  shares  of  £1 
value,  £60,000  in  600,000  2  shillings  Ordinary 

shares  and  £40,000  in  £1  "Franchise"  shares, held  by  exhibitor  members.  The  issue,  which 
may  be  confined  to  the  preference  shares,  is 
underwritten. 

V 

Technicians'  Agreement 
The  first  agreement  signed  by  the  Associa- 

tion of  Cine  Technicians,  which  recently  issued 

a  statement  of  "Model"  terms,  is  with  the 
Gaunmont-British  studios  at  Shepherd's  Bush. 
It  covers  minimum  salary  rates  and  overtime 
for  cameramen,  sound  editors,  still  photograph- 

ers, continuity  writers  and  others  and  such 
other  points  as  holidays,  sick  pay,  and  the 
"farming"  of  services. 

V 

ABP  Profit  Grows 

The  John  Maxwell  Company,  Associated 
British  Pictures  Corporation,  Ltd.,  is  paying  a 
dividend  of  7  per  cent  payable  to  all  ordinary 
shareholders  registered  on  January  1st. 

V 

More  London  Capital 

The  shareholders'  meeting  of  London  Film 
Productions,  Ltd.,  formally  approved  resolu- 

tions authorizing  the  directors  to  borrow  up  to 
a  maximum  amount  of  £1,750,000.  Recently 
issued  accounts  of  the  company,  in  which  the 
shares  are  held  privately,  showed  a  total 
amount  borrowed,  in  debentures  and  secured 
loans,  of  £1,502,853.  The  issued  capital  is 
£428,549  of  £825,000  authorized.  It  is  under- 

stood that  most  of  the  shares  are  held  by  the 
Prudential  Assurance  Company. 

V 
Union's  £6,500,000  Company 

The  formal  registration,  with  a  capital  of 
£6,500,000,  of  Union  Cinemas,  Ltd.  follows 
previous  announcement  of  the  amalgamation  in 
one  unit  of  the  associated  Union  Cinema  Co., 
Ltd.,  National  Provincial  Cinemas,  Ltd.  and 
Oxford  and  Berkshire  Cinemas,  Ltd.  The  share 
interchange  basis  already  has  been  reported. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

A  Flying  Start 

NEW  production  got  off  to  an  aus
pi- 

cious start  during  the  opening  week 
of  1937.  Nine  pictures  went  into 

work.  In  the  same  period  but  four  finished. 
Coincidentally  with  the  celebration  of  Adolph 

Zukor's  Silver  Jubilee,  Paramount  began work  on  three  films.  Columbia  and  Grand 
National  started  two.  MGM  and  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  checked  in  with  one  each.  On 
the  completed  side  of  the  roster,  Warner 
finished  two  and  United  Artists  and  MGM 
one  each. 

First  of  the  Paramounts  to  go,  "High, 
Wide  And  Handsome,"  comedy  romance, 
features  Irene  Dunne  with  Randolph  Scott, 
Charles  Bickford,  Elizabeth  Patterson,  Wil- 

liam Frawley  and  Dorothy  Lamour  as  the 
important  support.  Rouben  Mamoulian  is 

directing.  The  cast  of  "Danger,  Men  Work- 
ing" is  headed  by  Lew  Ayers,  Benny  Baker, 

Eugene  Pallette  and  Ruth  Coleman.  Charles 

Barton  is  the  director.  In  "The  Years  Are 

So  Long,"  Fay  Bainter,  Buelah  Bondi,  Vic- 
tor Moore,  Thomas  Mitchell,  Barbara  Reed 

and  Louise  Beavers  are  the  featured  players 
whom  Leo  McCarey  will  direct. 
Under  its  own  sponsorship  Columbia 

started  "Speed  Mad."  The  cast  includes 
Rosalind  Keith,  Joe  Allen,  Jr.,  J.  M.  Kerri- 

gan, George  Ernest,  Arthur  Loft,  Marsha 
Tibbetts,  Joseph  Sawyer,  John  Tyrrell,  Al 
Hill,  Richard  Terry,  Ray  Bennett  and  How- 

ard Hickman.  For  release  by  this  company, 

Larry  Darmour  started  "Trouble  in  Mo- 
rocco." Jack  Holt  and  Mae  Clarke  have  the 

leads  with  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Victor  Var- 
coni,  Paul  Hurst,  Harold  Huber  and  Bradley 
Paige  included  in  the  cast.  Ernest  B. 
Schoedsack  is  directing. 

Stage  Play  on  Film  Stage 

FOR  Grand  National  distribution,  "23y2 
Hours  Leave,"  a  Douglas  MacLean  pro- 

duction was  started.  The  cast  lists  James 
Ellison,  Terry  Walker,  Wally  Maher  and 
Pat  Gleason.  John  Blystone  is  directing. 
The  Second  feature  for  the  company  is  B.  F. 

Ziedman's  "Two  Shall  Meet."  Eric  Linden 
and  Cecilia  Parker  are  starred.  The  sup- 

porting principals  are  Dorothy  Peterson, 
Bernadene  Hayes,  Roger  Imhoff,  Pedro  de 

Cordoba,  Patsy  O'Connor,  Buster  Phelps, 
and  Sherwood  Bailey. 

At  MGM  "Man  In  Possession"  went  on 
the  stages.  Jean  Harlow  and  Robert  Taylor 
have  the  leading  roles,  with  the  support  cur- 

rently including  E.  E.  Clive,  Reginald  Owen, 
Henrietta  Crossman,  Cora  Witherspoon  and 

Una  O'Connor.  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  is  direct- 
ing. 

Last  of  the  newly  started  films  is  "50 
Roads  to  Town,"  Twentieth  Century-Fox. 
The  cast  includes  Don  Ameche,  Ann  Soth- 
ern,  Slim  Summerville,  Walter  Catlett,  Allan 
Lane,  Donald  Meek  and  Stepin  Fetchit. 
Norman  Taurog  is  directing. 

TWO  JUMPS  AHEAD 
OF  PLOT  NOWADAYS 

In  the  near  future,  pictures  will 
either  have  twice  as  much  story  as 
those  now  being  made  or  be  half  as 

long,  according  to  B.  P.  Schulberg. 

"Years  ago"  Mr.  Schulberg  ex- 

plained, "everything  was  presented  in 
complete  detail,  if  the  heroine  was 
sad,  it  was  necessary  to  demonstrate 
her  grief  with  a  tearful  and  protracted 

closeup.  The  hero's  anger  was  pro- 
tracted through  close  shots  of  facial 

grimaces. 
"Nowadays,  audiences  with  keener 

perception  and  greater  imagination  are 
usually  two  jumps  ahead  of  the  plot, 
and  more  than  inclined  to  be  bored 

stiff  if  presented  with  a  prolonged 

picturization  of  the  emotional  condi- 

tion of  the  players." 
As  examples  of  what  he  calls  the 

"terse  technique,"  Mr.  Schulberg 

cited  "Three  Smart  Girls,"  "My  Man 

Godfrey"  and  "After  the  Thin  Man." 
Mr.  Schulberg  credits  much  of  the 

change  to  the  abbreviated  sketches  in 
radio  broadcasts. 

Completed  Pictures 

THE  two  pictures  finished  by  Warner  are 
"Her  Husband's  Secretary"  and  "The 

King  and  the  Chorus  Girl."  The  first  will 
present  Warren  Hull,  Jean  Muir,  Beverly 
Roberts,  Harry  Davenport,  Clara  Blandick, 
Stuart  Holmes  and  Pauline  Garon.  Frank 

McDonald  directed.  The  second  film,  a  con- 
tinental romance  drama,  places  Fernand 

Gravet  and  Joan  Blondell  in  the  leads  and 
Edward  Everett  Horton,  Mary  Nash,  Alan 
Mowbray,  Luis  Alberni,  Jane  Wyman, 
Adrian  Rosely,  Torben  Meyer  and  Georgette 
Rhodes  in  support.  Mervyn  LeRoy  is  both 

producer  and  director. 
"History  is  Made  at  Night,"  a  Walter 

Wanger  production  for  United  Artists,  was 
finished.  The  cast  includes  Charles  Boyer, 

Jean  Arthur,  Leo  Carrillo,  Ivan  Lebedeff, 
Colin  Clive,  George  Meeker  and  Lucien 
Prival.  Frank  Borzage  directed. 

At  MGM  "Man  of  the  People"  was  com- 
pleted. Names  in  the  cast  are  Joseph  Calleia, 

Florence  Rice,  Ted  Healy,  Thomas  Mitchell, 
Paul  Stanton,  Jonathan  Hale,  Eddie  Nugent 
and  Esther  Muir.  Edwin  L.  Marin  directed. 

Western  Heroines 

Strangely,  though  western  pictures  always 

did  and  probably  always  will  occupy  an  im- 
portant place  in  the  production  scheme,  no 

western  heroines  have  been  permanently  de- 

veloped as  such  to  take  the  places  of  Ruth 
Roland,  Dorothy  Dalton,  Victoria  Forde  and 
Eileen  Percy  of  happy  memory. 

Although  Sol  Lesser  departed  these  shores 
for  a  European  vacation  some  weeks  ago, 
it  seems  that  he,  or  more  probably  his  press 
department  searching  around  for  something 
to  do  in  his  absence,  has  decided  to  see  what 
can  be  done  about  remedying  the  situation. 

According  to  the  plan,  which  Mr.  Lesser  un- 
doubtedly will  be  surprised  to  hear,  a  contest 

is  to  be  conducted  through  which  it  is  hoped 
to  discover  some  sweet  miss  to  follow  in  the 
footsteps  of  the  Misses  Roland,  Dalton, 
Forde  and  Percy  who  will  be  permanently 
starred  in  his  productions  of  Zane  Grey  and 
Harold  Bell  Wright  outdoor  stories  of 
action,  romance  and  adventure. 

The  qualifications  are  pretty  stern,  how- 
ever. The  girls  who  hope  to  have  some  dash- 

ing western  hero  rescue  them  (on  the  screen, 

of  course)  must  have  some  acting  experi- 
ence, either  amateur  or  professional,  possess 

an  athletic  figure,  boast  ?  peaches  and  cream 
complexion,  and  be  expertly  skillful  in  all 
outdoor  sports,  particularly,  of  course,  in 
horseback  riding. 

Actors 9  Drive 
The  Screen  Actors  Guild  has  opened  a 

concentrated  drive  on  producers  via  the  lo- 
cation route.  Six  stock  players,  two  hair- 

dressers and  a  wardrobe  man  were  taken  off 

the  Paramount  set  of  "Souls  at  Sea,"  work- 
ing at  San  Pedro,  for  having  no  Guild  or 

union  affiliation.  .  .  .  Steven  Pallos  concluded 

a  lengthy  Hollywood  visit  and  signed  two 
writers  and  supervised  the  opening  in  Holly- 

wood of  "Rembrandt."  He  will  discuss  pro- 
gram requirements  with  Alexander  Korda 

immediately  upon  arriving  in  London.  .  . 
Paramount's  annual  production  conference 
officially  closed  after  a  one  day  session  at  the 
Ambassador  Hotel.  .  .  M-G-M  has  set  the 

world  premiere  of  "The  Good  Earth"  for  the 
Carthay  Circle  theatre  January  29th  .  .  .  Will 

Hays  has  settled  down  to  Hollywood  pro- 
duction affairs  following  the  Adolph  Zukor 

Jubilee  celebration  .  .  .  Projectionists  local 
150,  IATSE,  opened  a  picketing  campaign 

against  the  Wilshire  theatre  in  Santa  Mon- 

ica, bringing  to  three  the  number  of  inde- 
pendent houses  now  feeling  union  pressure 

in  the  closed  shop  campaign.  .  .  President 
George  Browne  and  IATSE  officials  from 
various  parts  of  the  country  are  here  for  a 
week  of  conferences  on  studio  policies  and 

problems.  .  .  Funeral  services  for  M.  E. 
Greenwood,  M-G-M  studio  manager,  were 
held  at  Forest  Lawn.  .  .  Gus  Edwards  was 
released  from  his  Republic  contract  and 
moved  over  to  the  Warner  radio  station 

KFWB,  where  he  will  take  on  a  new  air 

program.  .  .  .  The  Local  Independent 
Theatre  owners  association  announced  their 
first  annual  convention  to  be  held  at  the 
Ambassador  Hotel  January  25th. 
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Loezv  s  Theatre  "36 

Net  Is  $423,699 

A  net  income  of  $423,699  for  the  fiscal 
year  ending  August  31,  last,  is  shown  by 

Loew's  Theatre  and  Realty  Corporation  this 
week  in  its  annual  report  as  filed  with  the 
Securities  and  Exchange  Commission  in 

Washington.  The  balance  sheet  of  the  com- 
pany showed,  among  other  items,  theatre 

receipts  and  miscellaneous  income  of  $5,- 
400,440  and  rent  income  of  $405,249.  The- 

atre operations,  including  film  rentals,  cost 
$3,538,544  and  $317,000  was  paid  in  booking 
fees  to  an  allied  corporation  and  $1,828,292 
in  rents  on  leased  property. 

The  company,  a  subsidiary  of  Loew's,  Inc., 
which  holds  100  per  cent  of  its  equity  stocks, 
is  in  turn  full  owner  of  six  subsidiaries  and 

part  owner  of  three  others.  The  major  hold- 
ers of  securities  other  than  equity  stocks 

were  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  president,  who 
held  $69,000  in  six  per  cent  bonds ;  Leopold 
Friedman,  secretary,  $22,900  in  the  same 
bonds ;  Isadore  Frey,  assistant  secretary,  $5,- 
000,  and  H.  Halb®rn,  assistant  secretary, 

$4,500. 
A  balance  sheet  for  the  theatre  corpora- 

tion and  its  wholly  owned  subsidiaries 
showed  theatre  receipts  and  miscellaneous 
income  as  $6,691,716,  and  rent  income  of 
$500,389.  Theatre  operations,  including  film 
rentals,  cost  $3,721,901,  booking  fees  to  an 

allied  corporation,  $322,400,  and  rent  $913,- 
385.    The  net  income  was  $419,066. 
A  balance  sheet  for  the  subsidiaries  not 

consolidated  showed  theatre  income  and  mis- 
cellaneous receipts  of  $813,897  and  rent  of 

$11,055.  Theatre  operations,  including  film 
rentals,  cost  $487,273,  and  booking  fees  to 
an  allied  corporation  were  $20,441.  The  net 
income  was  $138,636. 

General  Pictures  Raises 

1937-38  Production  Budget 
Fenn  Kimball,  president  of  General  Pic- 

tures Corporation,  and  Robert  E.  Welsh, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  production,  this 
week  announced  they  had  increased  the 

1937-38  production  budget  of  the  company  to 
$1,850,000.  Present  plans  are  for  one  pic- 

ture each  month  during  February,  March 
and  April,  with  two  productions  per  month 
thereafter  for  the  balance  of  the  year. 
Lew  and  Milton  Lefton  of  Pittsburgh, 

Louis  Korson  of  Philadelphia  and  Henri 
Elman  of  Chicago  are  in  New  York  for  con- 

ferences with  Mack  D.  Weinberger,  General 
sales  manager. 

Rites  for  Mrs.  McKenzie 
Funeral  services  for  Mrs.  Ina  Beattie 

McKenzie,  wife  of  Maurice  McKenzie,  ex- 
ecutive assistant  to  Will  H.  Hays,  president 

of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Dis- 
tributors of  America,  Inc.,  were  held  Tues- 

day afternoon  at  Crown  Point,  Ind.  Burial 
was  at  Salem  Churchyard,  near  Crown 

Point,  where  Mr.  McKenzie's  father,  now  re- 
tired and  residing  in  California,  was  pastor. 

Walter  Trumbull  of  the  New  York 

MPPDA  office  and  H.  C.  Hays,  brother  of 
the  MPPDA  head,  attended  the  services. 

Charles  Morrison  has  been  named  head 
of  the  talent  scout  department  at  Selznick 
International. 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

Grand  National  Takes 

Educational  Studios 

In  line  with  his  plan  to  coordinate  all  pro- 
duction in  one  studio,  Edward  L.  Alperson, 

president  of  Grand  National,  this  week 
closed  with  E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of 
Educational  Pictures,  for  the  leasing  of  the 
Educational  studio  in  Hollywood  for  a  period 
of  10  years,  starting  April  1. 
Among  the  Grand  National  producers  are 

Richard  A.  Rowland,  Douglas  MacLean, 
Zion  Meyers  and  Victor  Schertzinger,  B.  T. 
Zeidman,  Andrew  Stone,  Max  Alexander 
and  Edward  Finney.  The  program  this  year 
calls  for  44  features  and  eight  westerns  in 
addition. 

Jack  Barnstyn  has  been  elected  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  company  in  charge  of  foreign 

sales. 

Expect  35  Theatres 

In  NY  During  '37 With  10  new  theatres  already  under  con- 
struction and  with  plans  either  filed  or  in 

preparation  for  more  than  25  units,  indica- 
tions are  that  from  35  to  50  new  houses  will 

be  opened  in  the  Greater  New  York  area 

during  the  coming  year.  Most  of  the  con- 
struction is  planned  by  independent  opera- 

tors or  circuits.  RKO  will  build  two  new 

theatres,  but  Loew's  announces  it  has  no 
plans  for  expansion. 

In  a  number  of  cases  where  theatres  are 

in  various  stages  of  construction,  several  of 
the  larger  independent  circuits  have  joined 
together  in  the  financing  and  operation.  The 

same  policy  prevailed  last  year  when  Cen- 
tury, Randforce  and  some  of  the  prominent 

circuit  operators  put  up  new  units. 
New  theatre  ventures  will  be  of  the  600- 

seat  type.  The  majority  of  the  houses  erected 

last  year  were  of  this  size,  with  a  few  seat- 
ing from  1,000  to  1,500. 

The  New  York  Film  Board  of  Trade's 
annual  theatre  directory,  which  will  list  1,- 
164  houses  in  the  Greater  New  York  area, 
will  be  ready  for  distribution  either  late 
this  week  or  early  next  week.  The  survey 
will  show  all  theatres  wired  for  sound  and 
less  than  100  closed.  The  1,164  theatres  is 
an  all-time  high  for  the  area. 

Sears  to  Talk 

To  Circuit  Heads 

With  a  lineup  of  "major"  productions 
scheduled  during  the  next  few  months  from 
Warner  Brothers-First  National,  Gradwell 
Sears,  vice-president  and  sales  manager, 
plans  a  series  of  trips  over  the  country  for 

the  purpose  of  contacting  the  more  impor- 
tant circuit  accounts. 

Merchandising  plans  as  well  as  playdates 
will  be  discussed  by  Mr.  Sears  with  the 

major  circuit  heads.  The  Warner  execu- 
tive plans  to  leave  soon  to  outline  distribu- 
tion plans  for  such  impending  features  as 

"Black  Legion,"  set  for  January  30th  re- 
lease; "Stolen  Holiday,"  February  6th: 

"The  Great  O'Malley,"  February  1st; 

"Green  Light,"  February  20th,  and  "Penrod 

and  Sam." 

January     16,  1937 

New  Roxy  Capital 

Disclosed  in  Plan 

The  capitalization  of  the  reorganized  Roxy 
Theatre  Company  of  New  York  will  include 
15,480  shares  of  Class  A  stock  and  77,400 
shares  of  common  stock  in  addition  to  a 
maximum  of  $3,595,208  of  first  mortgage 

20  year  2>l/>  to  4  per  cent  bonds,  it  was 
disclosed  this  week  in  a  final  draft  of  the 
reorganization  plan. 

Federal  Judge  Francis  G.  Gaffey  has  set 
January  29th  as  the  date  of  the  first  hearing 
of  creditors  on  the  plan  which  has  been  ap- 

proved by  the  bondholders  committee. 
A  weekly  operating  statement  for  the 

Roxy  for  the  period  from  July  2,  1936,  to 
Dec.  24th,  discloses  that  every  film  which 

showed  a  profit  of  $5,000  or  more  was  pro- 
duced or  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century- 

Fox.  The  point  is  emphasized  in  the  bond- 
holders' committee's  letter  to  depositors  as 

indicative  of  the  importance  of  the  film 
franchise  provided  for  in  the  plan. 

The  24-week  average  of  film  rentals  paid 
by  the  house,  as  disclosed  in  the  report,  was 
$6,080 ;  the  average  profit,  $3,497 ;  average 
weekly  receipts,  $33,415,  and  average  weekly 

attendance,  79,475.  The  first  week  of  "Sing, 
Baby,  Sing,"  beginning  Sept.  17,  recorded 
highs  for  the  24-week  period.  The  first 
week  rental  was  $18,832;  profit,  $14,117; 

gross,  $59,827  and  attendance  for  the  week, 
142,206. 
Low  for  the  period  was  recorded  by 

"Fatal  Lady"  during  the  week  ending  July 
16th.  A  rental  of  $2,585  was  paid  for  the 
picture ;  a  loss  of  $4,794  was  shown  on  a 
gross  of  $18,931  and  an  attendance  for  the 
week  of  47,766. 

Total  profit  for  the  24  weeks  was  $83,934; 
total  rental,  $145,937;  total  receipts,  $801,- 
966,  and  total  attendance  1,907,399. 

Industry  Consents 

To  Italian  Revision 

by  VITTORIO  MALPASUTTI 
in  Rome 

The  official  consent  of  American  motion 

picture  companies  to  the  new  financial  and 
quota  regulations  to  govern  the  importation 
of  films  into  Italy  and  the  withdrawal  of 
revenues  from  the  country  was  received  in 
Rome  this  week,  concluding  the  agreements 

recently  arrived  at  by  government  represen- 
tatives, the  American  State  Department  and 

representatives  of  the  American  industry. 
Under  the  agreement,  the  withdrawal 

from  Italy  of  24,895,000  lire  will  be  per- 
mitted during  1937,  20,000,000  lire  of  which 

is  earmarked  for  American  pictures.  Rev- 
enues above  this  amount  are  free  to  be 

banked  in  Italy  or  invested  under  the  sole 
control  by  Italian  law  which  applies  to  the 
investments  of  Italian  citizens. 

The  division  of  the  picture  import  quota 

specifying  the  number  of  American  pictures 
which  may  be  imported  has  been  fixed  at 

250,  according  to  the  wishes  of  the  Ameri- 
can companies. 

World  distribution  of  "Queen  of  the 
Jungle,"  a  12-chapter  serial  with  Reed 
Howes  and  Mary  Kornman  co-starring,  has 
been  acquired  by  J.  H.  Hoffberg. 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

Slim 

(Warner) 
Drama 

From  a  viewpoint  of  cast  selections  alone 
this  production  became  a  matter  of  more  than 
usual  interest.  Though  the  story  is  melo- 

dramatic action  and  adventure  concerned  with 
the  lives  and  experiences  of  high  electrical 
tension  linemen,  the  sponsoring  company  must 
think  pretty  well  of  its  potential  entertainment 
and  commercial  elements  to  feature  Pat  O'Brien 
and  Henry  Fonda  in  the  leading  roles.  As  the 
gist  of  the  dramatic  story  is  centered  about 
them,  the  oddly  included  romance  features  Mar- 

garet Lindsay.  Working  with  this  trio  are 
Stuart  Erwin,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  Joseph 
Sawyer,  John  Litel  and  Dick  Purcell  in  the 
chief  supporting  roles. 

Based  on  an  original  screen  play  by  William 

W.  Haines,  who  did  the  screen  play  for  "Man 
of  Iron"  and  collaborated  on  preparation  of 
"Black  Legion,"  the  yarn  tells  of  a  country 
boy  whose  dream  is  to  become  a  lineman. 
Attaining  his  wish,  Fonda  becomes  a  devoted 

pal  of  O'Brien's,  the  best  lineman  in  the 
business.  Together,  in  their  calling,  they  en- 

counter many  hazardous  experiences,  production 
detail  of  -  which  amplify  the  action  and  suspense 
to  the  fullest.  Traveling  about  the  country, 
Fonda  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  O'Brien's 
girl,  Miss  Lindsay.  There  is  no  romantic  con- 

flict, however,  the  drama  of  the  story  being 
concentrated  in  the  work  of  the  men,  which 
serious  injury  interferes  with  only  temporarily. 
Building  to  a  suspense  packed  climax,  there  is 
an  element  in  the  finale  that  can  be  counted 
upon  really  to  surprise  the  customers. 

With  practically  all  the  action  taking  place 
outdoors,  the  producers  have  selected  Ray  En- 
right  to  direct  the  picture.  Though  previously 
his  association  has  been  mainly  with  comedy 
entertainment,  principally  several  Joe  E.  Brown 
and  Joan  Blondell-Glenda  Farrell  pictures, 
Enright  has  had  experience  with  drama  in 

"China  Clipper,"  which  also  featured  O'Brien, 
and  "The  St.  Louis  Kid,"  a  Cagney  picture. 

Seventh  Heaven 

(20th  Century  -  Fox) 
Love  Drama 

First  made  ten  years  ago,  with  Janet  Gaynor 

and  Charles  Farrell  in  the  leading  roles,  "Sev- 
enth Heaven,"  like  "Humoresque,"  "The  Mir- 
acle Man"  and  "Holiday,"  has  come  to  be  a 

standard  by  which  all  love  dramas  are  gauged. 
Now  under  the  production  guidance  of  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck,  with  Simone  Simon  as  Diane  and 
James  Stewart  as  Chico,  the  love  story  of 
the  pathetic  little  girl  of  the  squalid  Paris 
pavements,  a  child  just  on  the  verge  of  woman- 

hood, who  spurns  the  sordid  life  that  has  been 
about  her  all  her  years  to  make  one  man  her 
life,  her  world,  her  seventh  heaven,  will  be  told. 
It  is  a  story  of  enduring  affection. 

This  version  of  the  Austin  Strong  story, 
produced  as  a  stage  play  by  John  Golden, 
before  its  original  appearance  as  a  photoplay, 
was  adapted  by  Melville  Baker,  who  through 
experience  garnered  with  such  adaptations  as 

those  for  "Next  Time  We  Love,"  "The  Gilded 
Lily,"  "Now  and  Forever,"  "The  Age  of  Inno- 

cence" and  "Zoo  in  Budapest"  is  qualified  to 
handle  such  valuable  material.  Direction  is  by 

Henry  King,  maker  of  "Ramona"  and  "Lloyds 
of  London."  Music  and  lyrics  including  the 
famous  "Diane"  are  by  Lew  Pollack  and  Sidney 
D.  Mitchell.  Merritt  Gerstad,  who  photographed 

Miss  Simon's  first  picture,  "Girl's  Dormitory," is  the  camera  man. 
To  the  name  value  of  the  widely  exploited 

Simone  Simon  and  that  of  Stewart,  who  had 

many  other  fine  performances  prior  to  "Born 
to  Dance,"  Zanuck  has  added  a  roster  of  famil- 

iar personalities  who  have  the  prestige  and 
talent  to  fit  into  the  various  supporting  char- 

acters. Included  are  Jean  Hersholt,  Gale  Son- 
dergaard,  Gregory  Ratoff,  J.  Edward  Bromberg, 
Victor  Kilian,  John  Qualen,  Thomas  Beck, 
Mady  Christians,  Siegfried  Rumann,  Rollo 
Lloyd  and  John  Piccori.  In  lesser  parts  Edward 
Keane,  John  Hamilton,  Georges  Renavent,  Will 
Stanton  and  Irving  Bacon  will  be  seen. 

Weather  or  No 

(  Columbia  ) 

Comedy-Romance 

With  the  intent  of  producing  a  laugh  pro- 
voking comedy  romance,  Columbia  has  chosen 

a  humorous  story  and  selected  a  cast  of  familiar 
names  to  play  it.  Not  being  looked  upon  as 
anything  particularly  great  or  unusual,  but 
nevertheless  as  entertainment  that  is  worthy 
of  the  attention  of  both  exhibitors  and  patrons, 
the  film  adapts  a  tried  and  proven  plot  and 
narrates  it  with  unique  situations,  occurrences 
and  characters. 
A  socially  ambitious  political  ward  heeler 

wants  to  marry  his  protege  into  a  blue  blooded 
family.  He  also  wants  him  elected  to  Congress. 
The  mother  desires  the  marriage.  The  girl 

doesn't.  An  odd  series  of  happenings  brings  a 
visionary,  scientific  weather  forecaster  into  the 
yarn.  Love  and  conflict  immediately  are  born 
for  him  and  the  girl.  The  politician  wants 
rainy  weather  on  election  day  in  order  that 
his  candidate  will  have  better  chances  for 
election.  The  candidate  wants  fair  weather  in 
order  that  he  may  arrange  an  outing  with  the 
girl  that  will  permit  him  to  cause  her  to 

say  "yes."  Complications  ensue  that  deprive 
the  candidate  of  his  election  and  his  girl,  as 
the  forecaster  demonstrates  that  even  if  it  is 
by  accident  somebody  can  do  something  about 
the  weather. 

The  story  is  an  original  by  A.  H.  Z.  Carr, 
heretofore  unidentified  as  a  screen  contributor. 
The  screen  play  is  credited  to  Ethel  Hill  and 
Lynn  Starling,  both  of  whom  have  been  asso- 

ciated with  several  similarly  comedy  atmos- 
phered  features  produced  by  this  company.  Di- 

rection is  by  Alfred  E.  Green,  maker  of  the 

recently  released  "More  Than  a  Secretary." 
Ralph  Bellamy,  currently  in  "Counterfeit 

Lady"  has  the  leading  role  as  the  weather 
prophet.  The  girl  is  Ida  Lupino,  recently  in 
"My  American  Wife"  and  "The  Gay  Des- 

perado." The  other  man  is  Ralph  Forbes. 
Walter  Connolly  is  the  politician  and  Nana 

Bryant  will  be  seen  as  the  girl's  mother.  Other featured  players  are  Granville  Bates  and  James 
Flavin. 

Freedom  for  Sale 

(Columbia) 
Drama 

The  story  told  in  this  production  is  another 
version  of  how  a  policeman  and  a  girl  news- 

paper reporter  combine  to  break  up  a  racketeer 
ring.  Few  variations  are  being  made  in  the 
familiar  basic  plot  and  these,  mainly,  are 
brought  about  by  inclusion  of  thrill  action 
sequences.  Following  the  formula,  which  of 
course  permits  the  hero  and  heroine  to  fall 
in  love,  the  girl  gets  a  tough  assignment,  and 
the  policeman,  first  accepting  a  demotion,  goes 
to  jail  in  order  that  he  may  be  accepted  as 
a  renegade  cop  and  consequently  will  have 
access  to  the  identity  of  the  racketeer  master 
minds.  The  plan  succeeds  romantically  and 
dramatically,  to  the  tune  of  much  melodramatic 
action. 
The  motivation  is  an  original  screen  play 

by  Harold  Shumate,  adept  at  this  sort  of 
material  through  long  association.  Recently 

he  contributed  to  such  films  as  "Killer  at 
Large,"  "The  Final  Hour,"  "Crash  Donovan" 
and  "Dangerous  Intrigue."  The  director,  C.  C. 

Coleman,  Jr.,  was  at  the  helm  of  "Legion  of 

Terror." 

Paul  Kelly,  currently  in  "Join  the  Marines," is  the  policeman  and  Rosalind  Keith  is  the 
girl  reporter.  Thurston  Hall  is  a  publisher  who 
first  sneers  at  the  pair  but  eventually  becomes 
their  staunch  ally.  Leaders  of  the  racketeers, 
and  consequently  the  principal  heavies,  are  John 
T.  Spacey  and  Francis  MacDonald.  The  brains 
behind  the  gang,  cast  as  a  supposedly  honorable 
judge,  is  C.  Montague  Shaw.  Other  players 
who  will  be  seen  include  Leona  Maricle,  Gene 
Morgan,  Raymond  Brown,  Jack  Daly  and  Al 

Hill. 

Dangerous  Number 
(MGM) 
Comedy 

To  that  entertainment  vogue  popularized  by 

Universal's  "My  Man  Godfrey,"  "Theodora 
Goes  Wild,"  Columbia,  and  its  own  "Libeled 
Lady,"  MGM  aspires  to  add  another  fluffy 
flippant  comedy.  Understood  as  the  label  for 
that  sort  of  amusement  the  title  does  not  sound 
so  incongruous.  It  is  the  manner  in  which 
the  folk  about  town  slangily  might  describe 

the  story's  heroine. The  original  story  of  Leona  Dalrymple,  for 
which  Carey  Wilson  did  the  screen  play,  con- 

cerns a  young  man  who  thinks  he  is  serious 
minded.  Surer  of  it  than  anything  else,  he  is 
convinced  that  he  has  got  a  certain  red  headed 
girl  out  of  his  life.  But  the  next  time  he  sees 

her  again,  he  marries  her.  He  doesn't  know that  she  thinks  that  she  already  has  been 
married,  and  thereby  the  stage  is  set  for  a 
series  of  hilarious  complications. 

Robert  Young,  last  in  "The  Longest  Night," 
and  Ann  Sothern  are  paired  in  the  leading 
roles.  Though  there  are  many  players  appear- 

ing in  character  and  atmospheric  roles,  the 
principal  supporting  cast  is  limited.  It  features 
Reginald  Owen,  whose  line  of  jittery  comedy 
is   well   known ;   Cora   Witherspoon,  remem- (Continued  on  page  54) 
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as  Frank  S.  Nugent,  N.  Y.  Times,  writes: 

"Tempts  us  mightily  to  revise  our  list  of  this 

year's  best  ten  to  make  a  fitting  place  for  it"! 

FLASH!  WORCESTER  OPENS 

TO  S.  R.  O.  business  as  week-end  audiences 

cheer  Goldwyn  stars  and  Goldwyn  genius! 

NOW  IN  SECOND  BIG  WEEK 

AT  ALDINE,  PHILADELPHIA 

"A  sensation.  It  pulled  $21,000  topping  par 

by  $12,840!"  says  Motion  Picture  Daily. 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN 

presents 

IIMOBERON  fWAHERNE 

EN
EM
Y 

WITH 

HENRY  STEPHENSON  *  JEROME  COWAN 

DAVID  NIVEN  •  KAREN  MORLEY 
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SHOWMEN  LINE  UP  RECORD 

ADVERTISING  AND  EXPLOITA- 

TION CAMPAIGNS  FOR  THESE 

IMPORTANT  ENGAGEMENTS: 

THOUSANDS  OF  24-SHEETS 

COAST  TO  COAST! 

SERIALIZATION  IN  NEWS- 

PAPERS WITH  CIRCULATION 

IN  EXCESS  OF  10,000,000! 

NATIONAL  TIE-UPS  FEATURED 

IN  MAGAZINES  REACHING 

OVER  25,000,000  READERS! 

Write  to  United  Artists  Exploitation  Department,  729 

Seventh  Ave.,  N.  Y.  C,  about  the  amazing  Montgomery- 

Ward  tie-up  in  more  than  650  cities,  providing  newspaper 

ads,  window  and  counter  displays  and  free  radios  as  prizes. 

Your  city  may  be  on  the  list,  so  take  advantage  of  this 

money-making  tie-up! 

Strand  Theatre,  Altoona 

Grand  Theatre,  Atlanta 

State  Theatre,  Austin 

Century  Theatre,  Baltimore 

State  6i  Orpheum,  Boston 
Poli  Theatre,  Bridgeport 

Albee  Theatre,  Cincinnati 

State  Theatre,  Cleveland 

Broad  Theatre,  Columbus 

Palace  Theatre,  Dallas 

Loew's  Theatre,  Dayton 

Denver  Theatre,  Denver 

Plaza  Theatre,  El  Paso 

Victory  Theatre,  Evansville 

Hollywood  Theatre,  Ft.  Worth 

Queen  Theatre,  Galveston 
Regent  Theatre,  Harrisburg 
Poli  Theatre,  Hartford 

Palace  Theatre,  Huntington 

State  Theatre,  Houston 

Palace  Theatre,  Indianapolis 

Arcade  Theatre,  Jacksonville 

State  Theatre,  Louisville 
State  Theatre,  Memphis 

Warner  Theatre,  Milwaukee 

Minnesota  Theatre,  Minneapolis 

Vendome  Theatre,  Nashville 

Poli  Theatre,  New  Haven 

State  Theatre,  New  Orleans 

State  Theatre,  Norfolk 

Midwest  Theatre,  Oklahoma  City 

Orpheum  Theatre,  Omaha 
State  Theatre,  Providence 
Colonial  Theatre,  Reading 

Loew's  Theatre,  Richmond 

Loew's  Theatre,  Rochester 

State  Theatre,  St.  Louis 

Paramount  Theatre,  St.  Paul 

Paramount  Theatre,  Salt  Lake 

Aztec  Theatre,  San  Antonio 

Capitol  Theatre,  Springfield,  Mass. 
Loew's  Theatre,  Syracuse 

Tampa  Theatre,  Tampa 

Midland  Theatre,  Kansas  City 

Special! 
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bered  for  her  part  in  "Libeled  Lady" ;  Dean 
J  agger,  seen  in  many  Paramount  pictures ;  the 
promising  newcomer  Maria  Shelton,  and  Bar- 
nett  Parker.  Direction  is  by  Richard  Thorpe, 

maker  of  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  and  "Last 
of  the  Pagans,"  but  heretofore  associated  with more  dramatic  material. 

While  not  being  produced  on  so  lavish  a  scale 
as  the  films  listed  the  producers  anticipate 
that  its  entertainment  quality  will  place  it  on 
a  par  the  worth  with  them  as  explosive  farce 
comedy. 

The  King  and  the 

Chorus  Girl 

(Warner) 

Light  Romance-Drama 

The  title  definitely  hints  the  topical  interest 
value  of  this  production.  While  by  no  means 
concerned  with  the  recent  royal  abdication,  the 
fact  that  it  tells  the  semi-intimate  story  of  a 
king  who  quit  his  job  for  the  love  of  an 
American  chorus  girl  gives  it  a  timely  char- 

acter that  neither  exhibitors  or  theatre  goers 
will  permit  to  pass  unrecognized. 
The  elements  going  into  it  under  Mervyn 

LeRoy's  production  and  direction  are  romance, 
drama,  comedy,  and,  unusual  for  a  story  of 
this  type,  some  surprising  fast  breaking  action. 
The  original  screen  play  is  by  Norman  Krasna, 
recently  associated  in  preparation  of  the  simi- 

larly atmosphered  photoplays  "Wife  vs.  Secre- 
tary" and  "Hands  across  the  Table,"  and 

Groucho  Marx,  better  known  as  a  comedy  actor 
than  writer. 

A  border  king  seeks  the  excitement  of  glamor- 
ous Paris.  Momentarily  rousing  himself  from 

a  drunken  stupor,  he  thinks  he  sees  a  show 
girl  flirting  with  him.  The  adventure  awakens 

a  new  interest  in  life  for  the  king,  but  doesn't 
create  much  of  an  impression  upon  the  girl. 

Eventually  the  king's  two  faithful  retainers 
make  a  commercial  proposition  to  the  girl  to 
enter  upon  a  professional  romance.  The  ruse 
ripens  into  real  love  for  both,  but  when  the 
girl  confesses  her  duplicity  and  would  flee,  the 
king  pursues  her,  to  be  married  aboard  ship 
and  take  up  a  new  life  in  America.  Numerous 
amusing  coincidences  enhance  the  love  theme 
and  situations  which  develop  unexpected  con- 

sequences happen  rapidly. 
Fernand  Gravet,  noted  French  stage  and  pic- 

ture actor,  is  featured  in  the  king's  role.  Joan 
Blondell  is  the  chorus  girl.  Edward  Everett 
Horton  will  be  seen  in  the  type  of  role  he 

handles  so  pleasingly  as  the  king's  retainer  and 
advisor.  His  partner  in  fixing  up  the  king- 
chorus  girl  romance  is  Mary  Nash.  Other 
principals  are  Alan  Mowbray,  Luis  Alberni, 
Jane  Wyman  and  Adrian  Rosely. 

Escadrille 

(RKO  Radio) 
Drama 

The  story  told  in  this  production  is  of  a 
woman  who  falls  in  love  with  her  husband's 
best  friend.  The  drama  of  it  is  not  bared  until 
the  final  climax,  with  the  activities  of  a  French 
air  squadron  in  the  World  war.  The  men,  crew 
of  a  fighting  observation  plane,  are  bound  to- 

gether by  the  brotherhood  of  the  skies.  Against 
the  heroism  and  heartbreak  of  war,  the  pro- 

duction tells  the  story  of  a  woman  who  re- 
spects her  husband  but  never  can  learn  to  love 

him,  and  a  man  whose  flaming  enthusiasm  cap- 
tures her  heart.  Husband  and  wife  survive  to 

learn  the  lesson  of  sacrifice,  trust  and  love ;  the 
boy  dies  in  battle  before  a  tragedy  over  which 
he  has  no  control  can  overwhelm  him,  his  best 
friend  and  his  wife. 
The  picture  is  based  on  a  French  story, 

"L'Equipage,"  by  Joseph  Kessell.  It  is  being 
directed  by  Anatole  Litvak,  who  made  the  Con- 

tinental screen  version  of  the  novel  about  a 

year  ago.  The  screen  play  is  by  Anthony  Veil- 
ler,  who  adapted  the  forthcoming  "Michael 
Strogoff,"  as  well  as  the  well  remembered 
"The  Ex-Mrs.  Bradford"  and  "Star  of  Mid- 

night," by  Ethel  Borden. Paul  Muni  and  Miriam  Hopkins  appear  as 
the  husband  and  wife,  and  Louis  Hayward, 

seen  recently  in  "The  Richest  Girl  in  the 
World"  and  "Anthony  Adverse,"  is  the  other 
man.  The  supporting  cast,  even  alongside  the 
three  leads,  seems  to  be  of  more  than  passing 
interest  from  the  standpoint  of  name  value.  It 
lists  Colin  Clive,  Wally  Albright,  Owen  Davis, 

Jr.,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  outstanding  in  "Winter- 
set,"  Elizabeth  Risdon,  J.  Carrol  Naish,  Adrian 
Morris,  Alec  Craig,  Donald  Barry,  featured  in 

the  stage  version  of  "Tobacco  Road,"  Sterling 
Holloway,  Mady  Christians,  now  in  "Come 
and  Get  It,"  and  Leonid  Kinsky,  who  was  fea- 

tured in  the  similar  war  romance  drama,  "Road 

to  Glory." 

Happiness  Preferred 

(Tentative  Title) 

( Paramount  -  Emanuel  Cohen ) 
Drama 

A  woman  sets  out  to  murder  a  man,  but  a 
series  of  harrowing  experiences  with  him  causes 
her  to  come  to  fall  in  love  with  him.  That  is 

the  story  told  in  "Happiness  Preferred"  (work- 
ing title).  A  doctor  is  falsely  accused  of  mur- 

der. The  husband  of  his  supposed  victim  does 

everything  possible  to  wreck  the  doctor's  career. 
When  he  becomes  incapacitated,  his  sister  takes 
up  the  vendetta.  Thereupon  ensues  a  chain  of 
dramatic  incidents  in  which  love  is  born.  The 
climax  builds  to  an  inferno  of  mob  hysteria 
which  promises  to  give  the  story  punch. 

The  production  is  adapted  from  a  serial  writ- 
ten by  Frank  R.  Adams  which  appeared  re- 

cently in  Red  Book  Magazine.  The  screen  play 
is  credited  to  Doris  Malloy  and  Dore  Schary, 
both  of  whom  have  demonstrated  in  past  efforts 
that  they  possess  the  knack  of  giving  dramatic 
story  material  screen  realism.  The  film  is  being 
directed  by  Robert  Florey,  a  specialist  in  the 
treatment  of  tense  themes. 

The  leading  players  are  Warren  William  and 
Karen  Morley.  William,  following  his  long 
association  with  Warner  Bros,  was  lately  seen 

in  "Go  West,  Young  Man."  Miss  Morley  is 
featured  in  the  current  Goldwyn  production, 

"Beloved  Enemy."  The  strength  of  the  principal 
members  of  the  support  is  on  a  par  with  the 
leads.  It  includes  the  veteran  Lewis  Stone, 
Jackie  Moran,  remembered  for  his  work  in 
"Valiant  is  the  Word  for  Carrie,"  Murray 
Kinnell  and  Christian  Rub.  Other  players  who 
will  be  seen  are  Jonathan  Hale,  Richard  Carle, 
Esther  Dale,  John  Wray,  Thomas  Jackson, 
Virginia  Sale  and  Ruth  Robinson. 

Block  Takes  Trailer  Post 

Mark  Block,  New  Jersey  theatre  owner 
and  president  of  Theatre  Trailer  Service, 
has  assumed  the  duties  of  general  sales  man- 

ager of  the  trailer  company.  Walter  Fru- 
denfeld  recently  resigned  the  post  as  sales 
head. 

Film  Shipments 

by  Air  Increase 

130%  in  Year 

Since  the  inauguration  of  the  air  express 
service  of  the  Railway  Express  Agency  in 
1927,  motion  picture  interests,  the  first  to 
use  this  method  of  transportation,  have  been 

among  its  largest  and  most  consistent  custo- 
mers and  through  it  have  managed  great 

economies,  a  review  of  the  history  of  the 
service  prepared  by  the  Railway  Agency 

points  out. As  an  instance  of  the  economies  effected 

the  company  said  that  although  the  newsreel 
companies  expend  a  considerable  amount 
now  on  air  express  charges  for  incoming  and 
outgoing  films  and  prints  this  amount  is  only 
a  fraction  of  the  fees  which  were  paid  for 
chartered  airplanes  in  the  early  days  of 
flying.  Greatest  service  to  the  newsreel 

companies,  however,  and  to  other  distribu- 
tors is  the  speedy  shipping  of  prints  to 

theatres  in  all  parts  of  the  country. 
The  Railway  Express  Agency  began  to 

experiment  with  air  express  as  early  as  1919 
but  regular  service  was  not  begun  until 

September,  1927,  coincident  with  the  inaugu- 
ration of  privately  operated  transcontinental 

lines.  On  January  1,  1937  the  company  had 
contracts  with  20  of  the  air  transport  lines 
in  the  United  States  to  handle  every  detail 
of  their  express  business  except  the  actual 
flying.  The  contracts  enable  users  of  the 
service  to  use  the  combined  shipping  facili- 

ties of  airplane,  railroads  and  fast  motor 
truck  and  motorcycle  pick  up  and  delivery. 

That  films  have  been  a  large  factor  in 
the  rapidly  increasing  volume  of  air  express 

business  is  shown  by  the  following  statis- tics : 

Film  shipments  for  1936  increased  130 

per  cent  over  1935. 
In  November,  1936,  the  total  number  of 

film  shipments  in  and  out  of  New  York 
was  3,167;  in  November,  1935,  the  total  was 

1,342. Shipments  of  negatives  and  films  weigh- 
ing 3,028  pounds  were  forwarded  from  Los 

Angeles  in  November,  1936,  and  in  the  same 

month  of  the  previous  year  shipments  for- 
warded weighed  1,288. 

Commodities  of  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry regularly  transported  by  air  range 

from  news  negatives  weighing  a  few  ounces 
and  flown  short  distances  to  hundreds  of 

pounds  of  properties  flown  from  New  York 
to  Hollywood  over  night.  Substantial  sums 
are  saved  by  air  expressing  hypersensitived 
raw  stock  from  laboratories  to  distant  •  lo- 

cations and  almost  nightly,  sketches  of  cos- 
tumes, samples  of  fabrics  and  designs  for 

sets  are  flown  across  the  continent. 
Further  extension  of  the  service  is  found, 

the  review  points  out,  in  the  fact  that  cir- 
cuit and  independent  theatre  managers  find 

air  express  of  value  in  emergencies  involv- 
ing quick  transportation  of  parts  to  repair 

sound  mechanism  and  projectors. 

Imperial  Organization  Set 
Imperial  Distributing  Company  is  expect- 

ed to  complete  its  exchange  organization, 
with  officers  in  26  cities  over  the  country,  in 
about  two  weeks,  it  was  reported  in  New 
York  Tuesday.  Thus  far,  branches  have 
been  established  in  14  cities. 



Who  was  she?  .  .  .  this  beautiful 

woman  whose  hysterical  scream 

stopped  the  performance  .  .  .  what 

wild  impulse  made  her  shout  that 

warning? . . .  how  did  she  know  Of 

the  gathering  storm  clouds  of 

strange  furies,  jealousies,  passions? 

. . .  An  unforgettable  scene  from  an 

unforgettable  picture. 

Expect  the  unusual  from 

Alexander  Korda 

producer  of  "Henry  VIII"  and 
"Rembrandt".  .  .  He  presents  .  .  . 

HOPKINS 

MEN  AREaTGODS 

with  GERTRUDE  LAWRENCE  •  Sebastian  Shaw 

Rex  Harrison  •  A.  E.  Mathews  •  W
r"M  KSS* hr 

A  London  Film 

Released  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 
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Golden  Handling 

Monogram  Sales 

Edward  A.  Golden  this  week  resigned  as 
sales  manager  of  Chesterfield  and  Invincible 
Pictures  to  rejoin  Monogram  Pictures  as 
general  sales  manager.  Mr.  Golden  was 
sales  head  for  Monogram  for  many  years 

and  continued  in  that  position  when  the  com- 
pany was  merged  into  Republic  Pictures. 

He  left  Republic  about  a  year  ago  to  super- 
vise sales  for  George  R.  Batcheller,  president 

of  Chesterfield,  and  Maury  Cohen,  who  re- 
cently withdrew  from  Invincible  to  join 

RKO  as  a  producer. 

Monogram's  first  production  unit  under 
the  direction  of  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  vice-presi- 

dent, has  established  headquarters  at  the 
new  Hollywood  studios  and  I.  E.  Chadwick, 
Lon  Young,  Ken  Goldsmith  and  Dorothy 
Reid  have  been  appointed  producers  in 

charge  of  the  34  features  which  the  com- 
pany will  distribute  for  1937-38.  The  first 

picture  is  scheduled  to  go  into  work  on  or 
about  March  15. 

Meanwhile,  W.  Ray  Johnston,  president, 
continues  to  buy  stories  as  possible  screen 

vehicles,  having  purchased  the  novel,  "Sales 
Lady,"  by  Harold  Morrow,  and  the  two 

Jack  London  stories,  "Queen  of  the  Yukon" 
and  "Wolf  Call"  this  week. 

Titled  Press  Agent 

Sir  Michael  W.  S.  Bruce,  Baronet,  has 

been  appointed  studio  American  press  rep- 
resentative for  London  Films  in  London. 

Elder  brother  of  Nigel  Bruce  and  holder  of 

the  family's  centuries-old  Scottish  title,  Sir 
Michael  Bruce  is  a  well-known  Fleet  Street 

journalist,  writing  film  criticism  and  social 
gossip. 

Exhibitors  Deny  Musicians  Aid 

The  Hungarian  Exhibitors'  Union  has 
refused  the  request  of  the  Union  of  Hun- 

garian Composers  and  Text-Writers  that 
they  join  them  in  a  plea  to  the  Minister  for 
Home  Affairs  for  permission  to  allow  stage 
shows  in  conjunction  with  films. 

Warner  Studio  Has  New  Stage 
Warner  Brothers  has  opened  Stage  20, 

the  largest  on  its  Hollywood  lot  and  the 
eleventh  new  stage  built  since  last  January. 
The  stage  is  305  feet  long,  by  123  feet  wide 
and  35  feet  high.  It  will  be  used  first  for 

"The  Prince  and  the  Pauper." 

Safier  Will  Distribute  Distribute 

Morris  Safier,  formerly  with  United  Art- 
ists and  Warners,  has  closed  a  contract  with 

Burroughs-Tarzan  Pictures  for  distribution 
of  "Tundra"  and  the  "Phantom  of  Santa 
Fe"  on  a  roadshow  basis  in  the  Northwest. 
He  will  maintain  headquarters  in  Seattle. 

Expedition  Film  Bought 

"Ninety  Degrees  South,"  motion  picture 
record  of  the  Scott  Antarctic  Expedition,  has 
been  acquired  for  American  distribution  by 
World  Pictures. 

Soldwyn  Renews  Kohlmar  Pact 

Samuel  Goldwyn  has  signed  Fred  Kohl- 
mar to  a  new  five-year  contract  as  produc- 
tion executive.  Mr.  Kohlmar  has  been  on 

the  producer's  staff  for  four  years. 
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Executives  of  Condor 

Confer  on  Schedule 

Condor  Pictures  will  engage  two  or  three 
associate  producers  to  handle  part  of  its  pro- 

duction schedule  for  next  season,  it  was  said 
this  week  by  George  Hirliman,  president  of 
the  new  company,  after  conferences  in  New 
York  with  A.  J.  Van  Beuren,  Frank  Snell 
and  M.  H.  Hoffman.  Definitely  scheduled 

for  production  are  six  Conrad  Nagel  fea- 
tures, six  Hirlicolor  features,  and  six  Ken 

Maynard  westerns.  The  company  has  filed 
a  registration  statement  with  the  Securi- 

ties and  Exchange  Commission  covering 

999,999  shares  of  capital  stock.  Total  as- 
sets on  December  12,  1936,  the  date  of  or- 

ganization were  $757,162. 

FCC  Lacking  Funds  for 

Making  Report  on  Erpi 
Publication  of  the  Federal  Communica- 

tions Commission's  preliminary  report  on 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  depends 
upon  the  granting  of  additional  funds  by 
Congress,  it  was  learned  in  Washington  this 
week.  The  appropriation  for  the  American 
Telephone  and  Telegraph  investigation  is 
rapidly  being  depleted,  it  was  said,  and  there 
is  no  money  available  for  the  publication  of 
preliminary  reports.  The  Erpi  report  laid 
the  foundation  for  the  hearings  which  were 
held  in  New  York  last  month. 

Second  Irving  Berlin  Film 

"Alexander's  Rag  Time  Band"  will  be 
Irving  Berlin's  second  musical  production 
for  Twentieth  Century-Fox,  it  was  revealed 
this  week.  The  title  is  taken  from  the  com- 

poser's first  hit  song,  written  in  1910.  Mr. 
Berlin  is  at  present  producing  "On  the  Ave- 

nue" for  January  release. 

Gets  "Spain  in  Revolt"  Rights 
Current  Film  Company,  Ltd.,  in  Holly- 

wood, managed  by  Richard  C.  Fox,  former 
Buffalo  exchange  operator,  will  distribute 

"Spain  in  Revolt"  in  California,  Nevada, 
Washington,  Arizona  and  the  Hawaiian 

Islands.  The  picture  is  in  English  and  Span- 
ish versions. 

Swiss  Film  Rights  Bought 

The  American  rights  for  the  distribution 

of  "The  Eternal  Mask"  have  been  acquired 
by  Arthur  Mayer  and  Joseph  Burstyn.  The 
picture  is  a  Swiss  production  and  the  first 
motion  picture  to  deal  scientifically  with 

psychic  disorders. 

Acquires  Reliable  Product 
Independent  Film  Distributors,  affiliate 

of  Independent  Poster  Exchange  in  Kansas 

City,  has  contracted  to  distribute  18  Relia- 
ble pictures  in  the  western  Missouri  and 

Kansas  territory  next  season. 

Janet  Gaynor  Free  Lancing 

Janet  Gaynor  will  continue  as  a  free-lance 
star  following  the  completion  of  her  latest 

picture,  Selznick  International's  Technicolor 
production.  "A  Star  Is  Born,"  now  in  work, the  actress  announced  this  week. 

DuWorld  Has  Wallace  Film 

DuWorld  Pictures  in  New  York  is  releas- 

ing "The  Crimson  Circle,"  adapted  from 
Edgar  Wallace's  novel  of  the  same  name,  in 
the  United  States.  Noah  Beery  is  featured 
in  the  production. 
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Columbia  Holds 

Eastern  Meeting 

With  plans  for  the  "Columbia  Montague 
Sweepstakes,"  the  title  adopted  for  the  an- 

nual winter  sales  drive,  completed  Columbia 

Pictures'  eastern  sales  meeting  was  con- 
cluded at  the  St.  Moritz  Hotel,  New  York, 

on  Sunday.  Abe  Montague,  general  sales 
manager,  was  chairman  of  the  meeting,  and 
home  office  executives,  headed  by  Jack  Cohn. 
vice-president,  who  were  present  were  Joe 
McConville,  Rube  Jackter,  Lou  Weinberg, 

Louis  Astor,  Max  Weisfeldt,  Hank  Kauf- 
man, Leo  Jaffe,  Maurice  Grad,  Mil  Han- 

nock,  Leonard  Picker,  Bill  Brennan,  Al  Se- 
ligman  and  Fred  McConnell. 

Sales  campaigns  were  mapped  out  at  the 

meeting  for  many  of  the  outstanding  Colum- 
bia productions  which  will  be  released  during 

the  next  three  months.  These  include 

"When  You're  in  Love,"  "Women  of  Gla- 
mour," "Devil's  Playground,"  "Woman  in 

Distress,"  and  "Westbound  Mail." 
Branch  managers  and  representatives  from 

the  six  eastern  exchanges  were  present. 

MGM  Transfers  Rippingale 

Fred  Rippingale,  New  Haven  office  man- 
ager of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  has  been 

promoted  to  a  similar  position  in  the  Wash- 
ington exchange  of  the  company.  Frank  E. 

Mullen,  former  booker,  is  the  new  exchange 
manager  in  New  Haven,  assisted  by  Charles 
Lazarus  and  Philip  Gravitz  as  bookers. 

Harold  A.  Weinberger,  Washington  man- 
ager, is  transferred  to  Hollywood. 

Buchanan  Joins  Malco  Theatres 

M.  M.  Buchanan,  formerly  associated 
with  Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  has 
been  named  a  district  manager  of  Malco 
Theatres  in  Memphis.  He  will  supervise  the 
M.  A.  Lightman  theatre  activities  in  Tupelo, 

West  Point  and  Columbus,  Miss.,  and  Hel- 
ena, Ark.  Headquarters  will  be  maintained 

at  Columbus. 

Anti-Trust  Trial  Date  Set 

Federal  Judge  Coxe  in  New  York  has  set 
the  trial  of  the  suit  of  Vocafilms  against 
American  Telephone  and  Telegraph,  Elec- 

trical Research  Products,  Inc.,  and  Western 
Electric  for  February  15,  1937.  The  suit 

charges  violation  of  the  Sherman  Anti-Trust 
laws  and  seeks  damages  for  $65,953,125. 

Loew's  Expands  Newspaper 
With  36  Greater  New  York  theatres  now 

distributing  the  Loew's  newspaper,  the  com- 
pany will  add  10  more  houses  to  the  list  of 

Loew's  Moviegoer  in  January  to  increase  the 
circulation  to  425,000. 

Rubin  to  Scenario  Department 

J.  Robert  Rubin,  Jr.,  has  been  transferred 

from  the  publicity  department  in  the  *Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer  home  office  to  the  scenario 
department.  He  will  work  under  Bertram 
Bloch. 

Brvant  Joins  Wanger  Staff 
Frederick  Bryant  has  joined  the  staff  of 

Walter  Wanger  in  Hollywood  as  executive 
in  charge  of  all  color  films.  He  resigned 
from  Technicolor  to  accept  the  post. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

What  to  Do  in  the  Case  of  an  Aperture  Fire 

by  F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Recently  it  was  requested  that  "students" 
set  forth  exactly  what  would  be  their  course 
of  action  should  a  fire  occur  at  one  of  their 

projector  apertures.  It  was  surprising  how 
many  began  their  answer  substantially  as 

follows :  "I  have  never  had  a  film  fire,  there- 
fore do  not  know  exactly  what  my  course  of 

action  would  be." 
Now,  that  is  a  wholly,  completely  wrong 

answer,  though  to  their  credit,  that  state- 
ment was  almost  invariably  followed  by  set- 
ting forth  an  acceptable  line  of  conduct. 

However,  the  above  serves  admirably  as  a 
foundation  for  a  discussion  of  what  is  a 

highly  important  element  in  almost  all  human 
endeavor,  namely  preparedness. 

In  fact,  an  aperture  fire  is  especially  illus- 
trative of  the  high  value  of  preparedness. 

We  may  all  agree  that  when  such  a  fire 
occurs,  it  then  is  hardly  a  time  to  pause, 
study  the  matter  and  decide  what  should  be 
done  first.  That  dread  spectre,  possible 
panic,  plus  the  possibility  of  property  losses 
— and  the  projectionist  considering  what  he 
should  do  first! 

Very  naturally,  all  of  us  agree  he  should 
consider  that  before  the  emergency  occurs, 

not  when  it  is  present.  That  theatre  man- 
ager  or  projectionist  who  finally  raises  him- 

self out  of  mediocrity  and  rises  to  the  top, 
is  that  one  zvho  devotes  himself  to  study, 
thus  preparing  himself  thoroughly  to  cope 
with  any  and  all  emergencies  that  may  from 
day  to  day  arise  in  his  work.  When  friend 

manager  asks  a  question  concerning  pro- 
jection procedure,  the  really  competent  pro- 

jectionist replies  without  hesitation.  His 
answer  is  complete  and  right.  When,  for 

example,  a  new  "screen  is  to  be  installed,  he 
is  in  position  to  advise  the  owner  or  man- 

ager what  type  of  reflection ,  surface  will 
best  serve  in  that  particular  auditor iu;n,.  and 
follow  up  that  advice  with  detailed.- reasons 

F.  H.  Richardson's 

BLUEBOOK  of 

PROJECTION 

9  New  sixth  edition.  Pro- 
jection, sound  reproduction 

and  trouble-shooting  all  in 
one  handy  volume.  Also 
features  quick-finding  index 
system  for  instant  refer- 

ence.   Order  today. 

$5.25  Postpaid 
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Rockefeller  Center  New  York 

as  to  why  it  will  serve  best.  He  does  not 
stutter  and  set  forth  a  lot  of  generalities. 
We  find  entirely  too  many  projectionists 

equipped  with  a  minimum  amount  of  knowl- 
edge. Study  is  the  only  solution.  Be.  pre- 

pared. 
*    *  * 

Frank  C.  Schofield,  projectionist  of  the 
Liberty  theatre  in  Camden,  N.  J.  writes, 

"In  a  recent  article  you  treat  of  film  fires 
and  their  prevention,  or  rather  control,  but 
do  not  speak  of  breaking  the  film  at  upper 

and  lower  loops.  If  a  fire  starts  at  the  aper- 
ture, would  not  that  prevent  it  from  getting 

into  the  magazine?  How  about  it?  I  have 
had  such  a  fire  and  by  doing  this  I  prevented 

damage  except  for  the  destruction  of  ap- 
proximately one  foot  of  film. 

"Do  you  remember  when  you  visited  Cam- 
den about  a  year  ago  and  called  at  our  the- 

atre? I  told  you  of  a  streak  in  the  middle 
of  my  screen.  Well,  after  trying  about 
everything  that  could  be  thought  of,  it  was 
found  to  be  due  to  a  halo  caused  by  excess 

light  escaping  through  the  projection  room 
port  holes.  I  reduced  the  port  area  by  means 
of  a  suitable  mask  and  the  trouble  was 

cured." 

As  to  breaking  the  loops,  in  my  opinion 
much  depends  upon  conditions.  The  safety 
of  audience  is  the  paramount  issue.  In  my 
opinion  the  port  shutters  come  absolutely 
first — ahead  of  any  and  everything  else; 
then  the  dowser  and  motor  switch.  That 

would  be  the  process  I  personally  would 

train  my  mind  to  follow  in  case  of  an  aper- 
ture fire.  If  there  is  no  film  piled  up  in  the 

mechanism  casing  and  if  the  loops  can  be 
broken,  well  and  good.  But  if  the  film  breaks 
in  such  manner  (as  often  occurs)  that  loose 
film  piles  up  in  the  mechanism  casing,  then 

it  will  instantly  be  set  ablaze  and  loops  can- 
not be  broken  save  by  the  blaze  itself. 

And  right  there,  it  seems  to  me,  lies  the 
whole  crux  of  the  matter.  Aside  from  the 

things  named  and  seeing  that  there  is  all 
possible  means  available  for  the  escape  of 

smoke,  so  very  much  depends  upon  condi- 
tions that  no  hard  and  fast  rule  can  possibly 

be  set  down  as  representing  best  procedure 
in  all  cases.  It  is  up  to  the  projectionist  to 
see  to  it  that  the  fire  shutters  are  down,  the 
dowser  down,  the  projector  brought  to  a 
halt  as  quickly  as  is  possible.  It  then  is 
wholly  a  matter  of  his  coolheadedness  and 

good  sense. 

Hollywood  IATSE 
Holds  Routine  Meet 

Routine  appeals  and  charges  were  con- 
sidered by  national  officers  of  the  Inter- 
national Alliance  of  Theatrical  and  Stage 

Employes  and  Moving  Picture  Operators 
during  the  first  day  of  their  business  meeting 
in    Hollywood    Tuesday.     Lewis  Krause, 

assistant  to  the  president,  said  that  no  daily 
discussions  are  definitely  outlined  for  tht 
meetings,  which  will  continue  through  the 
week.  It  has  not  been  decided,  he  said 
whether  or  not  the  unionization  of  theatre 

employes  will  be  considered  during  the  cur 
rent  gatherings. 

Keller-Dorian  Color 

Deal  Made  for  12  Films 

Contracts  calling  for  production  this  year 
of  12  features  in  Keller-Dorian  color  have 
been  closed  with  a  large  production  com- 

pany, George  E.  Quigley,  according  to  fiscal 
agent  for  financial  interests  identified  with 
the  process. 

Mr.  Quigley  declined  to  identify  the  pro- 
ducing company,  saying  that  it  had  requested 

the  right  to  make  the  announcement  when  it 
was  ready  for  the  first  production. 

Mr.  Quigley  sailed  for  Europe  last  week  to 
make  arrangements  for  technicians  to  come 
to  America  to  supervise  the  color  work  on 
the  American  productions  and  to  complete 
the  acquisition  of  control  of  approximately 
450,000  shares  out  of  600,000  shares,  or  75 

per  cent,  of  the  Keller-Dorian  stock  out- 
standing by  the  financiers  he  represents. 

Hubbard,  Tronolones 

Organize  Laboratory 
Roscoe  C.  Hubbard,  and  Nick  and  Charles 

Tronolone,  formerly  with  Consolidated  Film 
Industries,  have  organized  Precision  Film 
Laboratories  in  New  York.  Mr.  Hubbard 

is  president  and  will  act  as  technical  adviser, 
Nick  Tronolone  will  be  in  charge  of  sales, 

and  Charles  Tronolone  will  be  plant  man- 
ager. The  three  executives  have  been  iden- 
tified with  the  industry  for  more  than  25 

years. 
Chicago  Photographers  Elect 
The  International  Photographers  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Industries,  Local  666,  Chi- 
cago affiliate  of  the  International  Alliance  of 

Theatrical  and  Stage  Employes  and  Moving 
Picture  Operators,  thi?  week  elected  Bertel 

J.  Kleerup  president,  Em;1e  Montemurro 
first  vice-president,  Fred  Eblinger  second 
vice-president,  Mervin  LaRue  recording  sec- 

retary, Walter  Hotz  financial  secretary, 
Fred  Hafferkamp  treasurer,  Harry  Birch 

sergeant-at-arms  and  W.  H.  Stafford  busi- ness manager. 

Inventor  Sues  on  Patent 

Virgil  Crites  has  filed  suit  in  federal  court 
in  New  York  against  Albert  Radtke,  Leonard 

Day,  Thomas  Martin,  Radtke  Patent  Cor- 
poration, United  Research  Corporation  and 

Warner  Brothers,  charging  that  they  con- 
spired to  obtain  a  patent  and  certain  inter- 

ests, owned  by  him,  which  were  turned  over 
to  Warner  Brothers  and  United  Research. 
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THE  MONEY  MAKING 

STARS  OF  1936  NAMED 

BY  BRITISH  EXHIBITORS 

Total  of  245  Players  in  American  and  British  Pictures  Are  Nominated 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 

in  London 

SHIRLEY  TEMPLE  has  the  same  hold 

on  the  British  public  as  she  has  in 
America  as  the  best  Money  Making 

Star  of  the  past  two  seasons. 

Polling  British  exhibitors  for  the  first 

time,  on  lines  identical  with  Motion  Pic- 

ture Herald's  annual  survey  addressed  to theatremen  in  the  United  States  and 

Canada,  the  London  Office  of  Quigley  Pub- 
lications is  presented  with  figures  prepared 

from  such  returns  as  we  received  in  reply  to 
our  questionnaire  and  representing  the  box 
office  experience  of  managers  of  theatres  of 
all  classifications,  which  are  as  remarkable 
for  their  likeness  to  previously  published 
American  results  as  they  are  noteworthy 
for  the  dissimilarity  in  other  respects. 

American  stars  were  graded  by  British 
exhibitors  in  1936  very  much  as  American 
exhibitors  graded  them  in  1935.  In  each 
case  Shirley  Temple  heads  the  list;  in  each 
list  Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers  as  a 
team,  Clark  Gable,  Wallace  Beery  and 
James  Cagney  are  among  the  ten  leading 
places,  though  not  in  the  same  order.  Dick 
Powell,  Joan  Crawford  and  Joe  E.  Brown, 
in  the  1935  American  list,  give  way  in  the 
British  poll  to  Laurel  and  Hardy,  Greta 
Garbo  and  Norma  Shearer.  That  five  of 

those  First  Ten  in  America  should  also  ap- 
pear in  the  British  elect  is,  however,  strik- 

ing enough  in  view  of  the  fact  that  well  over 
200  star  names  appear  in  the  British  list. 

But  here  the  similarity  ends.  Asked  to 

name  "The  ten  players  whose  pictures  drew 
the  greatest  number  of  patrons  to  your  the- 

atre" in  the  year  ended  Sept.  1,  1936,  Brit- 
ish exhibitors  have  included  two  British 

players  in  their  selections  and  have  placed 
one  of  these,  Gracie  Fields,  in  third  posi- 

tion, after  Shirley  Temple  and  Astaire- 
Rogers,  and  the  other,  Jessie  Matthews,  in 
sixth,  ahead  of  Cagney,  Beery,  Miss  Garbo 
and  Miss  Shearer. 

Separately  listing  the  Ten  Money  Making 

Stars  of  British  pictures,  exhibitors  con- 
firm the  rankings  for  Gracie  Fields  and 

Jessie  Matthews  by  placing  these  two  artists 
first  and  second.  The  placings  of  other 
British  stars  are  likely  to  be  a  surprise  to 
Americans,  who  will  find  Jack  Hulbert  and 

George  Formby,  theTast-named  unknown  in 

the  United  States,  declared  to  have  been  bet- 
ter box  office  than  such  British  players  as 

Robert  Donat,  fifth  in  this  list,  and  George 

Arliss,  seventh,  who  came  to  British  films 
with  the  advantage  of  reputations  already 

The  IVinners: 

Shirley  Temple  First 

Fred  Astaire  and  Gin- 

ger Rogers  Second 
*Gracie  Fields  Third 
Clark  Gable  Fourth 

Laurel  and  Hardy.  .  .  Fifth 

*Jessie  Matthews  Sixth 

James  Cagney  Seventh 

Wallace  Beery  Eighth 
Greta  Garbo  Ninth 

Norma  Shearer  Tenth 

*  Players  in  British  productions. 

made  in  American  productions.  There  is  an 
indication  in  this  tabulation  of  the  extent 

to  which  British  production  has  established 
itself  by  purely  British  values,  but  even 

greater  significance  may  be  read  by  Ameri- 
can interests  into  the  fact  that  in  the  all- 

films  vote  the  British  Gracie  Fields  closely 

approached  the  vote  of  Fred  Astaire  and 
Ginger  Rogers. 

Taking  into  consideration  the  fact  that 

Shirley  Temple  represents  an  altogether  ex- 
ceptional universal  interest,  the  growth  of 

British  star  values  is  all  the  more  pro- 
nounced in  the  poll.  The  seven-year-old 

actress  is  far  ahead  of  all  the  other  Ameri- 
cans in  the  voting.  But  for  her,  a  British 

star  very  closely  approaches  America's leader. 

Large  as  is  the  vote  for  Miss  Temple,  it 
still  underestimates  her  appeal  in  the  British 

market.  Returned  forms  carried  such  re- 

marks as  "Easily  first"  and  the  still  more 

eloquent  comment :  "We  did  not  play  a  Shir- 
ley Temple  picture  in  this  period,  or  she 

would  have  topped  them  all."  Unanimity 
was  especially  marked  in  the  votes  from 
Scottish  industrial  areas. 

Of  other  general  comment  in  the  re- 
turned forms,  the  most  interesting  referred 

to  British  films.  It  was  singularly  diversi- 

fied. There  were  such  remarks  as  "No 

drawing  power  in  British  films"  (Middle- 
sex), "British  films  used  only  to  meet 

quota  needs"  (Dundee),  "They  were  all 
bad"  (North  London),  "Too  unpopular  to 

be  graded"  (Essex).  But  these  were  coun- 
tered by  "British  stars  always  draw  best 

at  this  house"  (from  a  Worcester  exhibitor who  gave  British  stars  the  first  ten  places), 

and  "Fifty  per  cent  better  than  any  others," 
of  Gracie  Fields,  from  a  Berkshire  man- 

ager. In  40  per  cent  of  the  forms  returned 
the  British  questionnaire  was  unanswered. 

Below  the  Astaire-Rogers  rank  the  grad- 
ing is  fairly  close.  The  appreciation  of  the 

Astaire-Rogers  team  was  very  emphatically 
shown,  in  all  parts  of  the  British  field. 
Appearance  of  Gracie  Fields  in  third 

place  may  be  a  surprise  to  America,  where, 
even  after  her  personal  visit,  her  films  do 
not  appear  to  have  had  any  great  success, 
but  England  would  have  taken  her  appear- 

ance even  at  the  top  of  the  poll  as  a  reason- 
able reflection  of  her  enormous  box  office 

pull  in  her  native  county  of  Lancashire  and 
her  great  popularity  in  all  districts.  The 
career  of  this  British  star  is  covered  in  a 
later  reference  to  the  poll  of  British  players. 

Clark  Gable  is  third  of  the  American  stars 

as  he  was  in  America's  1935  vote;  his  posi- 
tion reflects  a  stable  box  office  position  in 

the  United  Kingdom.  The  same  may  be  said 
of  Laurel  and  Hardy,  who  did  not  appear 
in  the  American  first  ten  but  have  been  de- 

pendable box  office  here  right  back  to  their 
two-reeler  days.  On  a  personal  tour  four 
or  five  years  ago  they  stopped  the  traffic  in 
every  British  city  they  visited. 

Jessie  Matthews,  if  "It's  Love  Again" had  been  generally  released  here,  as  it  was 
in  America,  probably  would  have  been  even 

higher  than  sixth,  but  on  the  year's  releases 
she  is  ranked,  both  in  the  general  and  in 
the  all-British  polls,  second  to  Gracie  Fields, 
though  by  no  very  great  margin. 

The  interesting  point  about  the  relative 
position  of  these  two  artists  is  that  the  one 
British  woman  player  who  has  established 
herself  in  America  through  the  medium  of 
British  films  does  not  quite  equal  the  British 
success  of  an  actress  whose  appeal  is  more 
or  less  limited  to  England. 

The  Cagney,  Beery,  Garbo  and  Shearer 
rankings,,  with  very  slight  steps  between 
them  (practically  a  dead  heat  in  the  case  of 
the  last  two)  can  be  left  to  speak  for  them- 

selves, with  the  exception  of  this  comment: 

they  stress  the  fact  that  a  British  "best 
ten"  recognizes  substantially  the  same 
American  values  as  an  American  list ;  of  the 
1935  American  placings  only  the  late  Will 
Rogers  could  be  classed  as  an  American value  only. 

In  the  few  instances  of  individual  rating 
of  Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers,  Astaire 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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245  PLAYERS  ARE  NAMED  BY  BRITISH 

Freddie  Bartholomew 

*  Elisabeth  Bergner 
Joe  E.  Brown 
Claudette  Colbert 

"Cicely  Courtneidge 
Joan  Crawford 

Kay  Francis 
Jean  Harlow 
Jack  Holt 

'Leslie  Howard 

'Sydney  Howard 
Boris  Karloff 

Myrna  Loy 

Victor  McLaglen 
Robert  Montgomery 
Warner  Oland 

George  Raft 
*Paul  Robeson 

Ginger  Rogers 
Spencer  Tracy 

*Tom  Walls  and  Ralph 

Lynn Mae  West 
Jane  Withers 

'Leslie  Banks 

Lionel  Barrymore 

Warner  Baxter 

'Ralph  Bellamy 

Joan  Blondell 
'Clive  Brook 

'Madeleine  Carroll 

Charlie  Chaplin 

Jackie  Cooper 

Bette  Davis 

Marlene  Dietrich 

Richard  Dix 

W.  C.  Fields 

Errol  Flynn 
'Leslie  Fuller 

Janet  Gaynor 

Cary  Grant 
'Gordon  Harker 

Katharine  Hepburn 

Al  Jolson 

Ruby  Keeler 

Ruby  Keeler  and  Dick Powell 

Walter  Abel 
Gita  Alpar 'Ambrose 

'Annabella 

Henry  Armetta 
Edward  Arnold 

Jean  Arthur 

Mary  Astor 
'Betty  Balfour 

Edmund  Lowe 'Ralph  Lynn 

Jeanette  MacDonald 

Fred  MacMurray 

Fredric  March 

Herbert  Marshall 

Chester  Morris 

Paul  Muni 'Anna  Neagle 

Pat  O'Brien 
Jack  Oakie 

Merle  Oberon 

Eleanor  Powell 
'Sandy  Powell 

Edward  G.  Robinson 
'May  Robson 

Sylvia  Sidney 
'Richard  Tauber 

Franchot  Tone 
'Corrad  Veidt 

'Tom  Walls 

Wheeler  and  Woolsey 

'Monty  Banks 

John  Barrymore 
Richard  Barthelmess 

Wallace     Beery  and 
Jackie  Cooper 

Joan  Bennett Jack  Benny 

Mary  Boland 
John  Boles 
Charles  Boyer 

George  Brent 
Carl  Brisson  and  Mary Ellis 

Herman  Brix 

Tom  Brown 
Burns  and  Allen 

James    Cagney  and 

Pat  O'Brien 
Joseph  Calleia 
Ruth  Chatterton 

Virginia  Cherrill 
Maurice  Chevalier 
Walter  Connolly 

Donald  Cook 

Gary      Cooper  and Marlene  Dietrich 

Frankie  Darro 
Jane  Darwell 
Marion  Davies 
Dolores  Del  Rio 
Frances  Dee 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Robert  Douglas 

James  Dunn 

Irene  Dunne 
Ann  Dvorak Nelson  Eddy 

Sally  Eilers 

Madge  Evans 
'Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr. 
Charles  Farrell 
Glenda  Farrell Alice  Faye 

'Flanagan  and  Allen 

Henry  Fonda 
Dick  Foran 
Preston  Foster 

'Leslie  French 'Will  Fyffe 

Clark  Gable  and  Clau- 
dette Colbert 

Clark  Gable  and  Jean 

Harlow William  Gargan 
'John  Garrick 

James  Gleason 'Sonnie  Hale 

Ann  Harding 

'Cedric  Hardwicke 
'Robertson  Hare 

*5eymour  Hicks 
Valerie  Hobson 
'Stanley  Holloway 

Miriam  Hopkins 

Edward  Everett  Horton 
Rochelle  Hudson 

'Claude  Hulbert 

Henry  Hull 

Henry  Hull  and  Band 
Walter  Huston 

Josephine  Hutchinson 
'Jack  Hylton 

Sybil  Jason Allen  Jenkins 
Buck  Jones 
Victor  Jory 

Guy  Kibbee 
'Jan  Kiepura 

Esmond  Knight 
Otto  Kruger 

Jack  LaRue 'Elissa  Landi 

'Lupino  Lane 'Matheson  Lang 
'Mary  Lawson 

Harold  Lloyd 'John  Loder 'John  Lodge 

Carole  Lombard 
Carole    Lombard  and 

George  Raft 
Peter  Lorre 
Bela  Lugosi 'Stanley  Lupino 

Jeanette  MacDonald 
and  Nelson  Eddy Tim  McCoy 

Frank  McHugh 

Marian  Marsh 
Marx  Brothers 'Raymond  Massey 

Una  Merkel 

Gertrude  Michael 
'Max  Miller 

'Herbert  Mundin 

Ramon  Novarro 

George  O'Brien Maureen  O'Sullivan 
Edna  May  Oliver 
Our  Gang 

'Nova  Pilbeam 

William     Powell  and Myrna  Loy 

Luise  Rainer 'Claude  Rains 
'Arthur  Riscoe 
'George  Robey 

Buddy  Rogers 

'Harry  Roy 

Charles  Ruggles 

Rosalind  Russell 

'Wini  Shaw 

Anne  Shirley 

Todd  Slaughter 
'Sir  Guy  Standing 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Anna  Sten 
Onslow  Stevens 
Lewis  Stone 'John  Stuart 

Margaret  Sullavan 
Slim  Summerville 
Robert  Taylor 

'Arthur  Tracy 

Lee  Tracy 

Claire  Trevor 

Rudy  Vallee 
Theodore  Von  Eltz 
*Hugh  Wakefield 

Virginia  Weidler 

Johnny  Weissmuller Paula  Wessley 

Warren  William 'Diana  Wynyard 

Loretta  Young 

Robert  Young 

had  the  larger  number  of  votes  Half  a 
point  is  added  to  the  team  vote  for  each  in- 

dividual mention,  but  the  individual  rank- 
ings were  not  credited  with  any  of  the  team 

votes. 

In  the  rankings  that  follow,  prepared  from 
such  returns  as  we  received  in  reply  to  our 
questionnaire,  the  percentage  represents  the 
relation  of  the  points  accorded  to  each  artist, 
on  the  basis  of  ten  points  for  a  first  place 
down  to  one  for  a  tenth  place,  to  the  total 
number  of  points  for  all  artists.  Asterisks 

designate  players  appearing  in  British  pic- 
tures. 

The  Leaders 

Shirley  Temple  .'   963 
Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers.  .  .  .  540 

*Gracie  Fields   486 
Clark  Gable   423 

Laurel  and  Hardy   405 

♦Jessie  Matthews    315 

James  Cagney   306 

Wallace  Beery  -.  198 
Greta  Garbo    1 72 

Norma  Shearer    171 

TOLLED  SEPARATELY 

ON  BRITISH  STARS 

The  final  placings  of  British  stars 
in  the  poll  starting  on  the  next  page 

were  arrived  at  by  consideration  solely 

of  the  votes  placed  in  the  ballot  for 

British  Money  Making  Stars  only. 

They  refer  to  different  totals  from 

those  in  the  All-Star  (that  is,  regard- 

less of  country  of  origin  of  the 

product)  and  the  Western  polls. 

was Sought  in  this  questionnaire 

establishment  of  comparative  box  of- 

fice appeal  to  the  British  theatregoer 

of  players  in  product  made  by  British 

producers. 

Red  Ribbons 

15  Honor  Stars 

♦Jack  Hulbert   165 
William  Powell  .  .  .   164 

*George  Formby   163 

♦George  Arliss   1 62 
♦Robert  Donat   161 
Fred  Astaire   145 

Dick  Powell   144 

Bing  Crosby   119 
Grace  Moore   118 

♦Jack  Buchanan  .  .   117 

Gary  Cooper   116 
Ronald  Colman   109 

♦Will  Hay    108 
Eddie  Cantor   107 

♦Charles  Laughton   99 

Blue  Ribbons 

White  Ribbons 
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The  Money  Makers  of  1936 

In  British  Productions 

Gracie  Fields  and  Jessie  Matthews  Lead  in  Poll  of  the  Showmen 

Polling  the  total  points  awarded  by  Brit- 
ish exhibitors  in  selecting  the  money  making 

British  Stars  of  1936,  Gracie  Fields  regis- 
ters an  even  more  emphatic  triumph  in  this 

ballot  than  that  of  Shirley  Temple  in  the  All- 
Stars  vote,  though  her  next  rival,  Jessie 
Matthews,  is  closer  to  her  than  were  Fred 

Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers  in  the  All-Star. 

Gracie  Fields'  success  is  an  interesting illustration  of  the  extent  to  which  British 

•  roduction  has  drawn  on  reputations  already 
established  in  other  forms  of  entertainment. 
Every  one  of  the  first  10  in  the  British  stars 
poll  has  a  stage  record,  but  whereas  it  would 
be  true  to  say  of  some  of  them  that  a  stage 
reputation  has  been  the  passport  to  real 
fame  through  the  screen,  in  the  case  of  Miss 
Fields  her  celebrity  as  a  screen  star  is  a 
continuation  and  emphasis  of  a  fame  which 
has  made  her  the  biggest  variety  attraction 
in  England  for  a  number  of  years  past. 

Gracie  Fields'  Career 

Born  in  Rochdale  in  1898,  Gracie  Fields 
made  her  stage  debut  as  a  vocalist  at  a  local 

cinema  in  1911,  later  touring  in  Archie  Pitt's 
revues  "It's  a  Bargain"  and  "Mr.  Tower  of 
London,"  which  ran  in  the  provinces  for 
seven  years  and  introduced  the  singer  to 
London,  at  the  Alhambra,  Leicester  Square. 

Later  she  played  opposite  the  late  Sir  Ger- 
ald Du  Maurier  in  "S.  O.  S."  at  the  St. 

James's  theatre,  and  soon  established  herself 
as  a  West  End  star.  She  made  her  first  film, 

"Sally  in  Our  Alley,"  at  the  ATP  studios, 
Ealing,  in  1931,  and  has  followed  it  by 

"Looking  on  the  Bright  Side,"  "This  Week 
of  Grace,"  "Love,  Life  and  Laughter," 
"Sing  As  We  Go"  and  "Look  Up  and 
Laugh,"  with  "Queen  of  Hearts"  scheduled 
as  the  last  picture  under  her  ATP  contract. 
In  the  fall  of  this  year  it  was  said  that  she 
had  had  several  offers  to  go  to  Hollywood. 

Jessie  Matthews 

Jessie  Matthews,  already  established  as  an 
American  screen  value  through  her  last  pic- 

ture, "It's  Love  Again,"  played  her  first  pic- 
ture, "Out  of  the  Blue,"  for  BIP  in  1931, 

after  stage  experience  in  C.  B.  Cochrane 

shows  (she  was  one  of  his  "Young  Ladies") which  made  her  one  of  the  finest  dancers  in 

England.  In  1932  and  1933  she  made  five 

British  pictures,  "Her  Radio  Romeo," 
"There  Goes  the  Bride,"  "The  Midship- 
maid,"  "The  Man  from  Toronto"  and  "The 
Good  Companions,"  and  at  the  end  of  that 
period  went  to  Hollywood  for  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  under  its  reciprocal  deal  with 
Gaumont-British.  In  1934  she  made  for  G-B 

"Friday  the  Thirteenth"  and  "Evergreen," 
and  in  1935  "First  a  Girl."  In  1936  she 
made  "It's  Love  Again"  and  was  midway 
through  her  first  film  under  the  direction 

of  her  husband,  Sonnie  Hale,  "Head  Over 
Heels,"  when  she  was  stricken  with  the  ill- 

ness from  which  she  is  at  present  recovering. 

The  Winners: 

Gracie  Fields  First 

Jessie  Matthews  Second 

Jack  Hulbert.  ."  Third 
George  Formby  Fourth 
Robert  Donat  Fifth 

Jack  Buchanan  Sixth 

Tom  Walls  and 

Ralph  Lynn .  Seventh 
Will  Hay  Eighth 

George  Arliss  Ninth 

Sydney  Howard  Tenth 

That  illness  also  caused  abandonment  of  her 
American  tour,  for  which  a  series  of  radio 
appearances  had  been  arranged  under  the 
management  of  Michael  Balcon. 

Jack  Hulbert 

Jack  Hulbert,  portraying  a  stage  type  not 
unlike  that  popularized  in  American  films 
by  Claud  Allister,  was  one  of  the  established 
favorites  of  the  British  light  stage  who  pro- 

vided the  first  British  talking  picture  pro- 
ducers with  ready-made  box  office  reputa- 

tions. He  was  in  the  earliest  British  screen 

revue,  "Elstree  Calling"  (BIP,  1929)  and 

later  played  "Sunshine  Susie,"  "Jack's  the 
Boy"  and  other  Gainsborough-G-B  features. 
He  has  paid  a  visit  to  the  States  to  study 
American  reactions  to  British  humor,  and 
for  the  last  three  years  has  cooperated  in  the 

authorship  and  direction  of  several  G-B  pic- 
tures. He  is  the  brother  of  Claude  Hulbert 

and  husband  of  Cicely  Courtneidge,  playing 
in  British  productions. 

George  Formby 

George  Formby  represents  a  new  screen 
value  in  England  and  one  still  unknown  to 
America,  but  in  his  case  also  the  basis  is  a 
stage  reputation  of  the  very  first  rank  in  the 
English  industrial  midlands.  The  son  of  a 
Lancashire  comedian  of  the  same  name  who 
was  one  of  the  very  biggest  stars  of  the 

great  days  of  British  variety  which  ended 
with  the  War,  George  junior  started  life 

as  a  jockey,  riding  for  Lord  Derby  at  the 
weight  of  55  pounds.  He  began  his  career  as 
a  music  hall  comedian  under  the  name  of 

George  Hoy,  but  went  back  to  his  own  when 
he  was  sufficiently  established  to  tour  his 
own  shows  concurrently  riding  in  motorcycle 
"dirt  track"  races.  He  was  an  established 
star  in  revue,  pantomime  and  variety  before 

making  two  small  films,  followed  by  a  first 

big  success  in  "No  Limit"  and  "Keep  Your 
Seats,  Please."  Like  Gracie  Fields,  a  Lanca- 

shire artist,  Formby  is  nowadays  one  of  the 
biggest  box  office  values  in  British  films, 

outside  the  "West  End,"  and  is  another 
demonstration  of  the  fact  that  the  big  money 
from  British  films  is  in  the  provinces. 

Robert  Donat 

Robert  Donat,  an  international  rather  than 
a  British  artist  perhaps,  owes  his  prominence 
in  the  British  ballot  largely  to  his  work  in 

"The  Thirty  Nine  Steps"  and  "The  Ghost 
Goes  West,"  and  conversely  the  success  of 
these  pictures  was  undoubtedly  due  to  his 

inclusion  in  the  cast,  after  his  American- 
made  screen  reputation.  In  any  poll  of  Brit- 

ish women  patrons  Donat  undoubtedly  would 
be  in  the  first  three. 

Jack  Buchanan 

Jack  Buchanan,  another  woman's  star,  is 
a  stage  celebrity  and  famous  dancer  and  a 
peculiarly  British  value,  judging  from  the 
reception  in  America  of  some  of  the  films  in 
which  he  has  been  starred.  Owner  of  the 
Leicester  Square  theatre  and  his  own  stage 
producer,  he  has  just  put  on  in  the  West 

End  a  song  and  dance  show,  "This'll  Make 
You  Whistle,"  which  already  has  been  filmed 
by  Herbert  Wilcox  Productions. 

Tom  Walls  and  Ralph  Lynn 

Tom  Walls  and  Ralph  Lynn  purvey,  in  a 
very  close  transcript  of  stage  farce,  the  type 
of  humor  which  made  the  Aldwych  theatre 
famous  when,  with  Yvonne  Arnaud  and 
Robertson  Hare,  the  same  team  occupied  it 
year  in  and  year  out  with  material  written 
by  Ben  Travers,  who  also  writes  the  always 
witty,  and  very  English,  scripts  from  which 
the  Walls-Lynn  films,  big  British  draws,  are made. Will  Hay 

Will  Hay  made  his  name  a  variety  star  in 
a  turn  which  provided  the  raw  material  for 
G-B's  "Boys  Will  Be  Boys,"  with  Hay  in 
the  schoolmaster  role  known  to  nine  out  of 

10  Britishers  through  repeated  broadcasts. 
In  the  opinion  of  good  judges,  Hay  is  a 

potentially  great  character  actor. 

George  Arliss 

George  Arliss  comes  into  the  British  list 
because  of  his  series  of  films  for  Gaumont- 

British,  of  which  "Mister  Hobo"  and  "East 
Meets  West"  are  the  most  recent. 

Sydney  Howard 
Sydney  Howard  is  yet  another  instance  of 

a  revue  comedian  purveying  in  films  exactly 
the  type  of  humor  which  already  has  made 
him  a  public  favorite  on  the  boards.  Such 

films  as  "Up  for  the  Cup"  and  "Girls  Please" have  been  considerable  box-office  draws  in 

England,  where  Howard's  reputation  has 
been  widely  enhanced  by  his  screen  work. 
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BRITAIN'S  MONEY 

GRACIE  FIELDS JESSIE  MATTHEWS JACK  HULBERT 

The  Leaders 

Grade  Fields   846 

Jessie  Matthews   672 

Jack  Hulbert    396 

George  Formby   384 
Robert  Donat   372 

Jack  Buchanan    304 

Tom  Walls  and  Ralph  Lynn   244 

Will  Hay    243 

George  Arliss   242 

Sydney  Howard   162 

15  Honor  Stars 

Charles  Laughton    151 
Gordon  Harker    114 

Leslie  Howard    102 

Anna  Neagle    98 
Leslie  Fuller    94 

Tom  Walls    91 

Richard  Tauber    75 

Madeleine  Carroll   '  70 
Elisabeth  Bergner    64 

Cicely  Courtneidge    62 
Conrad  Veidt    58 

Paul  Robeson    51 

Will  Fyffe   46 

Stanley  Lupino   45 
Sonnie  Hale   42 

Blue  Ribbons 

Betty  Balfour 
Leslie  Banks 
Freddie  Bartholomew 
Clive  Brook 

Claude  Dampier 
Flanagan  &  Allen 

John  Garrick 
Gene  Gerrard 

Henry  Hall 
Cedric  Hardwicke 
Robertson  Hare 

Seymour  Hicks 

TOM  WALLS 

Stanley  Holloway 
Claude  Hulbert 

Jack  Hylton  &  Band 

Sybil  Jason 
Boris  Karloff 

Lupino  Lane 
Matheson  Lang 
John  Loder 

and 

Ernie  Lotinga 

Ralph  Lynn 
Herbert  Marshall 
Max  Miller 
Merle  Oberon 
Nova  Pilbeam 

Sandy  Powell 
Todd  Slaughter 

RALPH  LYNN 

Archie  Pitt 
Arthur  Riscoe 
Stewart  Rome 

Harry  Roy  &  Band 

Winifred  Shotter 

Alaster  Sim 
Francis  L.  Sullivan 

Henry  Wilcoxon 

Hugh  Williams 

White  Ribbons 
John  Stuart 

Red  Ribbons 

Ambrose  &  Orchestra 

Monty  Banks 

Wendy  Barrie 
Carl  Brisson 
June  Clyde 

Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Day 

Florence  Desmond 
Jack  Doyle 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr. 
Errol  Flynn 

Paul  Graetz 
Renee  Houston 
Ian  Hunter 

Henry  Kendall 
Esmond  Knight 
Evelyn  Laye 

Olga  Lindo Gibb  McLaughlin 
John  Mills 
Clifford  Mollison 
Leslie  Perrins 

Brian  Aherne 
Gita  Alpar 

Chili  Bouchier 
Thomas  Burke 
George  Carney 

George  Carson 
Paul  Cavanagh 

Fay  Compton Leslie  French 

Jean  Gillie 

Margot  Grahame 
Judy  Gunn 
Edmund  Gwenn 
Binnie  Hale 

Bobby  Howes 
Robb 

Fritz  Kortner 

Molly  Lamonf 

Mary  Lawson John  Lodge 

Marie  Lohr 

Peter  Lorre Jack  Payne 

Frank  Pettengill 

Gregory  Ratoff 
Buddy  Rogers 
Athene  Sayler 

Aubrey  Smith 
Sir  Guy  Standing Arthur  Tracy 

Douglas  Wakefield 
Wilton 
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MAKING  STARS  OF  1936 

WILL  HAY GEORGE  ARLISS SYDNEY  HOWARD 

BRITONS   NAME   BIGGEST  WESTERN  DRAWS 

Twenty-seven  players  in  Westerns  were 
named  by  British  exhibitors  in  a  separate 
poll  of  the  Money  Making  Stars  in  that  field. 
Buck  Jones,  named  the  greatest  box  office 
attraction  in  Westerns,  was  followed  in  order 

by  these  stars,  closely  grouped:  Ken  May- 
nard,  Tim  McCoy  and  George  O'Brien. 

While  a  number  of  British  showmen  con- 
fused the  Western,  definitely  circumscribed 

in  the  American  exhibitor's  mind,  with  the 
entire  outdoor  field,  the  reports  returned 

showed  a  wide  range  of  interest.  As  ex- 
pected, all  players  awarded  points  are  in 

American  product. 

The  British  showmen  actually  presented 

thirty-eight  players  in  nomination  in  this 

field,  but  eleven  of  them  are  eliminated  from 

this  listing  because,  while  they  have  ap- 
peared in  pictures  of  the  out-of-doors,  none 

of  their  product  is  truly  Western  in  Amer- ican definition. 

Following  are  the  results  of  the  British 

poll  of  the  Western  players  of  1936,  with 

comparative  placing  and  the  percentages: 

The  Leaders 

Buck  Jones                First  873 

Ken  Maynard             Second  593 

Tim  McCoy               Third  543 

George  O'Brien          Fourth  503 
John  Wayne              Fifth  281 
Dick  Foran                Sixth  252 

Tom  Mix                    Seventh  245 

Randolph  Scott           Eighth  244 

William  Boyd             Ninth  228 
Hoot  Gibson              Tenth  197 

Honorable  Mention 

Gene  Autry  •  191 
Tom  Tyler   184 
Tom  Keene   89 
Buster  Crabbe   88 

Harry  Carey    41 
Bob  Steele    24 

Frankie  Darro   21 
Bob  Custer  . .   19 
Charles  Starrett    15 
Jack  Perrin   II 

Noah  Beery,  Jr   10 
Lane  Chandler   9 
John  Mack  Brown   6 

Jimmy  Ellison   6 
Richard  Talmadge   5 
Jack  Hoxie   5 

Buddy  Roosevelt  .   3 

Precisely  the  same  procedure  was  fol- 
lowed in  conducting  the  poll  of  Western 

players  as  in  the  questionnaire  relating  to 
the  Money  Making  Stars  of  all  product 
shown  in  Great  Britain  and  the  one  on  stars 
of  British  pictures. 
While  a  number  of  exhibitors  replied 

that  they  did  not  use  Westerns,  many  did 
respond,  and  indicated  that  where  that  type 
of  product  is  an  attraction  the  audience 
tastes  cover  comparatively  as  wide  a  range 
as  in  other  fields  of  film  production. 
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30 MILLION  PARAMOUNT 

PRODUCTION  BUDGET 

Exhibitor  Partners'  Ideas  on 

Product  Figure  in  Con- 

ference in  Hollywood 

Outlining  in  elastic  form  a  12  months  film- 
making program  which  will  entail  an  ex- 

penditure of  $30,000,000,  Paramount  Pic- 
tures' executives  from  both  coasts  and  from 

abroad  on  Saturday  completed  the  company's 
annual  production  conference. 

The  sessions  were  held  at  the  Ambassador 

hotel,  Los  Angeles,  taking  advantage  of  the 
fact  that  all  chief  executives  of  the  company 
and  its  theatre  associates  were  in  that  city 

following  Thursday's  studio  celebration  in 
observance  of  .  founder  Adolph  Zukor's  25th 
year  of  leadership  of  the  Paramount  organi- 

zation. (Pictures  of  the  Zukor  Jubilee  ban- 
quet appear  on  pages  12  and  13.) 

Balaban  Cites  Policy 

Barney  Balaban,  president  of  Paramount, 
presiding  over  the  meeting  with  Mr.  Zukor  and 
William  LeBaron,  managing  director  of  pro- 

duction, outlined  the  position  and  policy  of  the 
company  as  follows : 

"The  company,  by  reason  of  the  general 
elastic  production  program  outlined  here  today 
for  1937  and  1938,  launches  the  most  ambitious 
and  well-planned  picture  schedule  of  its  history. 

"This  schedule  is  aimed  in  one  direction,  to 
entertain  the  public  through  the  medium  of  the 
box  office.  We  have  set  aside  for  this  purpose 
a  starting  appropriation  of  $30,000,000  with 
which  to  accomplish  the  result  we  all  are  de- 

termined to  achieve.  This  figure  is  not  arbitrary. 
Neither  is  our  planned  program.  We  will 
change  costs,  casts  and  stories  as  the  fancies 
of  the  exhibitor  and  the  public  dictate  but  such 
changes,  if  any,  will  be  calculated  to  bring  about 

new  records  in  our  own  particular  field." 

Cooperative  Spirit:  Zukor 

Adolph  Zukor,  as  chairman  of  the  board  of 
directors,  said : 

"During  the  last  few  months  the  studio  has 
operated  on  the  basis  that  the  exchange  of  ideas, 
regardless  of  their  source  of  origin,  inevitably 
must  bring  benefits  to  the  company  as  a  whole. 
When  Paramount  produces  outstanding  pictures 
such  results  reflect  on  everyone  in  the  studio 
and  throughout  the  entire  Paramount  organiza- 

tion regardless  of  individual  station." 
Mr.  Zukor  also  pointed  out  that  the  sessions 

marked  the  first  time  any  large  studio  had 
offered  the  opportunity  to  exhibitor  partners  to 
voice  their  opinions  and  desires  in  formulation 

of  a  12-month  production  program,  "a  departure 
based  on  the  obvious  fact  that  no  group  is 
better  able  to  reflect  the  wants  of  the  public 
than  the  theatre  men." 

William  LeBaron  spoke  in  detail  of  the  com- 

pany's immediate  situation  and  of  plans  for  the 
future.  He  pointed  out  that  the  studio  has  pic- 

tures ready  for  release,  editing  or  in  production 
which  will  meet  all  bookings  through  May  and 
that  his  staff  now  has  enough  stories  in  hand 
to  carry  through  beyond  the  requirements  of 
an  80-picture  program. 

LeBaron  Emphasizes  Product 

"No  studio  ever  has  been  in  such  a  gratifying 
position,"  Mr.  LeBaron  said.  He  pointed  to 
Paramount's  product  ready  for  release,  naming 
such  productions  as  "Champagne  Waltz,"  the 
"Silver  Jubilee"  picture  starring  Gladys  Swarth- 

out ;  the  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  co-starring 
picture,  "Souls  at  Sea,"  being  directed  by  Henry 
Hathaway ;  the  Frank  Lloyd  production,  "Maid 

of  Salem,"  co-starring  Claudette  Colbert  and 
Fred  MacMurray;  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low," with  Carole  Lombard  and  Fred  MacMurray ; 
the  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  production, 
"Internes  Can't  Take  Money"  ;  "Waikiki  Wed- 

ding," with  Bing  Crosby,  Martha  Raye  and 
Bob  Burns ;  "I  Met  Him  in  Paris,"  a  Wesley 
Ruggles  production  in  which  Claudette  Colbert 
will  be  starred ;  the  Leo  McCarey  production, 

"The  Years  Are  So  Long,"  from  Josephine 
Lawrence's  book,  and  the  Jerome  Kern-Oscar 
Hammerstein  II  musical,  "High,  Wide  and 
Handsome,"  which  has  just  gone  into  produc- tion with  Irene  Dunne  starred  under  Rouben 
M'amoulian's  direction. 

Mr.  LeBaron  also  spoke  of  Paramount's  re- 
serve of  story  material,  much  of  which  is  in 

work.  Among  them  he  listed  "The  Count  of 
Luxembourg,"  in  which  Gladys  Swarthout  will 
be  starred ;  "Bag  of  Tricks,"  the  W.  C.  Fields 
starring  comedy  which  the  comedian  will  start 

March  1  ;  "The  Long  Traverse,"  history  of  the 
North  Canada  frontier ;  "Artists  and  Models," 
in  which  Jack  Benny  will  be  starred ;  "Show 
Business,"  an  all-star  production  now  being 
written  by  Fannie  Hurst ;  "The  Life  and  Loves 
of  Victor  Herbert,"  which  probably  will  co-star 
Gladys  Swarthout  and  Fred  MacMurray ;  "Na- 

tional Velvet,"  from  Enid  Bagnold's  story ; 
"Carnival,"  which  will  star  George  Raft ;  "You 
and  Me,"  with  Sylvia  Sidney  starred ;  "Wells 
Fargo,"  of  the  western  frontier ;  "The  Life  of 
Houdini";  "The  Old  Maid";  Mark  Twain's 
"The  Mississippi  Bubble"  ;  Lady  Godiva" ;  "To 
Have  and  to  Hold" ;  Gilbert  Gabriel's  drama, 
"I,  James  Lewis,"  and  other  subjects. 

New  Talent  Developed 

As  for  players,  Mr.  LeBaron  pointed  out 
that  the  company  in  the  last  few  months  has 
developed  such  talent  as  Frances  Farmer,  re- 

cently co-starred  with  Edward  Arnold  in  "Come 
and  Get  It" ;  Dorothy  Lamour,  featured  in  "The 
Jungle  Princess"  and  now  with  Carole  Lom- 

bard in  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low" ;  Olympe 
Bradna,  because  of  her  work  in  her  first  fea- 

tured role  opposite  George  Raft  in  "Souls  at 
Sea" ;  Ben  Blue,  who  next  will  be  seen  in 
"High,  Wide  and  Handsome" ;  Ray  M'illand, 
featured  in  "Three  Smart  Girls,"  "Bulldog 
Drummond  Escapes"  and  others ;  Shirley  Ross, 
now  playing  the  lead  opposite  Bing  Crosby  in 
"Waikiki  Wedding" ;  Akim  Tamiroff  who  rose 
in  "The  General  Died  At  Dawn"  and  who  next 
will  be  seen  in  "Outcast,"  with  Gail  Patrick 
and  Ricardo  Cortez,  and  Franciska  Gaal,  new 
European  importation  soon  to  be  launched  on 
her  American  screen  career. 

Attending  Paramount's  meeting  from  the  stu- 
dio were  Adolph  Zukor,  Eugene  Zukor,  William 

LeBaron,  A.  M.  Botsford,  Melville  Shauer, 
George  Bagnall,  A.  C.  Martin,  Henry  Herz- 
brun,  Jacob  Karp,  Manny  Wolfe,  Boris  Morros 
and  Sam  Frey.  From  New  York  were  Barney 
Balaban,  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Neil  Agnew,  Rus- 
sel  Holman,  Robert  M.  Gillham,  Austin  Keough, 
Vincent  Trotta,  Charles  Gartner,  Albert  Deane, 
George  Weltner,  Joe  Unger,  Charles  Reagan, 
Milton  Kusell,  John  Graham,  John  Hicks,  Jr., 
and  Walter  Cokell.  Theatre  partners  attending 
were  John  Balaban,  Chicago ;  E.  V.  Richards, 
New  Orleans :  Karl  Hoblitzelle,  Dallas ;  N.  A. 
Nathanson,  Toronto ;  Frank  Walker,  New 
York ;  M.  A.  Schlessinger,  Johannesburg,  South 
Africa ;  Sam  Pinanski,  Boston ;  Martin  Mullin, 
Boston ;  A.  H.  Blank,  Des  Moines ;  R.  B. 
Wilby,  Atlanta ;  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  Toronto ; 
Sam  Goldstein,  Massachusetts,  and  M.  A.  Light- 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  January  9 

CAPITOL 
Hurling   MGM 

CRITERION 

Nut  Guilty   Vitaphone 
Jimmie   Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra   Vitaphone 

MUSIC  HALL 

Forest  Gangsters  RKO  Radio 
PARAMOUNT 

Chimp  Champs   Paramount 
That's  Their  Business  Paramount 

The  Spinach  Roadster  Paramount  ■ 
RIALTO 

Fighting  Marlin   Paramount 
Music,  Music  Everywhere.  .  Paramount 

RIVOLI 

The  Country  Cousin  United  Artists 
Rambling  Through  Vienna ..  Major  Peter Devlin 

ROXY 
Birds  in  Love  Columbia 
The  Screen  Test  Educational 
Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No.  3 1  .Universal 

STRAND 
Check  Your  Cash  Vitaphone 
Porky  the  Wrestler  Vitaphone 

Sunday  Showing 

Petition  Delayed 

Action  on  a  proposal  for  Sunday  motion 
pictures  in  Delaware  was  deferred  at  a  meet- 

ing of  circuit  and  independent  theatre  mana- 
gers at  Harrington,  Del.,  last  week.  The 

question  was  referred  to  the  laws  and  legis- 
lative committee,  appointed  at  the  meeting 

and  a  report  will  be  made  at  the  next  meet- 
ing, scheduled  for  the  end  of  this  month. 

One  proposal  to  be  considered  by  the  com- 
mittee would  provide  local  option  while 

another  would  legalize  Sunday  showings 
throughout  the  state.  A  labor  unit  of  theatre 

employees  recently  voted  approval  of  Sun- 
day shows,  the  exhibitors  were  told. 

The  meeting  brought  together  for  the 
first  time  the  members  of  the  Independent 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Dela- 

ware and  the  Eastern  Shore  of  Maryland 

and  representatives  of  the  two  major  cir- 

cuits operating  in  Delaware,  Loew's  and Warner  Brothers. 

William  Ripley,  Longview,  Wash,  exhibi- 
tor and  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners  of  Washington,  presided 
this  week  over  the  first  of  the  regular 

monthly  luncheon  sessions  of  the  organiza- 
tion. The  meeting  was  held  in  the  quarters 

of  the  Nortwest  Film  Club  in  Seattle  and 

was  attended  by  35  exhibitors. 
The  first  annual  convention  of  the  Holly- 

wood branch  of  the  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  of  America  will  be  held  on  January 
25th  at  the  Ambassador  Hotel. 

Joseph  Gossett  Dies 
Joseph  A.  Gossett,  62,  manager  of  the 

State  theatre  in  Canton,  Ohio,  died  at  his 
home  this  week  after  a  lingering  illness. 

George  McL.  Baynes  has  acquired  distri- 
bution rights  in  the  United  States,  Canada, 

Great  Britain,  the  British  Dominions  and 

Argentina  for  "Golgotha,"  French  film  de- 
picting the  Passion  of  Christ. 



VERSATILITY 

UNUSUAL  and  special  though  it  is  in  its 

characteristics,  Super  X  fills  every  require- 

ment of  general  cinematography.  Proof? 

It  is  used  throughout  features  and  shorts 

made  under  every  possible  condition.  In 

Super  X,  specialization  has  surprisingly 

led  to  supreme  versatility.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  V 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  January  9,  1937,  from 

1 08  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $  1 ,6 1  2,900,  an  increase  of  $  I  1 6,460 

over  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  January  2,  1937,  when  109  theatres 

in  18  large  cities  aggregated  $1,496,440. 

(Copyright,  1937.     Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without  specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly
  forbidden) 

Theatres 

Boston 

Boston    3,246  35c -75c 

Fenway    1.382  30c-50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c-65c 

Loew's    Orpheum  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State  ...  3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan    ....  4,332  35c-75c 

Paramount    1,793  25c-50c 

Previous  Week Current  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"Kelly  the  Second"  (MGM)   24,000 
(on  stage:  Milton  Berle  and  Oswald) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  5,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  17,500      "Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   15,000 

Picture 

"Our  Relations"  (MGM).. 
(plus  stage  show) 

'The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  6,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   19,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   18,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   40,000 
(on  stage:  Jane  Withers  and  revue) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  8,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (35c-50c) 

"Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.)  and..  18,000 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.) 

"Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.)  and..  16,500 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.) 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   38,000 (on  stage:  Yacht  Club  Boys) 

"The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  9,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

Gross       (Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

19,000      High  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  1 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  f  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  1 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  1 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  j  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  I 

"Half  Angel"  f  9.00U 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  1 "Unknown  Woman"  ]  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"    56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"   14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  I  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  I 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

Buffalo 

Buffalo                   3,489  30c-50c 

Century                  3,000  25c 

Great  Lakes  ....  3,000  25c-40c 

Hippodrome            2,500  25c-40c 

Lafayette                3,300  25c 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)        27,200      "College    Holiday"  (Para.). 18,003 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  7,600 
Fox)  and  "15  Maiden  Lane"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   12,000 

'The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"....  11,400 
(Radio)  and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 
'Pennies   from   Heaven"    (Col.)   15,000 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  8,700 "General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  12,008 

'Stowaway"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,700 
(6  days-2nd  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and  11,000 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ.) 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"....  27,200 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"   6,600 
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  10,001 
Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  1 

"Dog  of  Flanders"  j  3,800 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"   23.500 
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  1 

"Her  Master's  Voice"  S  4,900 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copper6eld"   17,200 
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  ) 

"My  Marriage"  J  3,800 
High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"   17,100 
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  7 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  J  3,800 

Chicago 

Apollo                     1,400  35c -75c 

Chicago                  4,000  35c-75c 

Garrick                     900  35c-75c 

Oriental                   3,490  35c-55c 

Palace                    2,509  35c-75c 

Roosevelt                U91  35c-75c 

State-Lake             2,776  25c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,700  35c-75c 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"    11,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    57,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox). 10,200 

'College   Holiday"    (Para.)   42,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   9,600      "Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   9,500 

"Sinner    lake   All"    (MGM)   25,800 
(onstage:  Mills  Brothers) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  34,600 
(on  stage:  Ethel  Waters)  (Jyi  days) 

"Tarzan  Escapes"   (MGM)   16,200 

"Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  (Radio)..  19,500 
(phis  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"   (MGM)...  35,700 

'The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.)  23,500 
(plus  Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Orch.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  22,000 
(on  stage:  Bennie  Fields)  (6J4  days) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  18,500 

"The  Girl  on  the  Front  Page"   19,000 
(Univ.)   (plus  vaudeville) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   18,800 
(2nd  week) 

High  9-12  "Girl's  Dormitory"   11,900 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 

High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"....  3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story"..  10,000 

Cleveland 

3,330 30c-42c 

"Charl 

e  Chan  at 

9,300 (20th 
Cent 

-Fox) 

Hippodrome    . . ..  3,800 30c-42c 

"That 

Girl from Paris"  (Radio). 
8,500 RKO  Palace  . ..  3.100 30c-60c 

"Sing 

Me  a Love  Song"  (F.N.). 28,500 
(on  stage:    Olsen  and  Jonnson) 

3,400 30c-42c 

"After 

the Thin Man"  (MGM). 31,000 

1,900 30c-42c "College  Holiday 
'  (Para.)  

8,000 

'Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,500 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   12,000 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)...  23,000 
(plus  stage  show)   (6  days) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   19,000 

'Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)   3,800 (25c -35c) 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 

High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 
(on  stage :  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 

Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  7-25  "San  Francisco"   11,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

Denver 

1,500 25c-50c 

1,500 25c-40c 

1,500 25c -40c 

2,500 25c-50c 

2,600 
25c-40c 

2,000 25c-40c 

'Banjo  cm  My  Knee"  .. 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

  3,000 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   2,500 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   10.000 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  12,500 
(plus  stage  band) 

"After  the.  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   17,000 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  5,000 "Slalom"  (World) 

'As  You  Like  It"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  2,000 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   1,500 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   6,000 

"Stowaway"    (20th   Cent.-Fox)   9,000 (plus  stage  band) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  8,500 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 
'Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)  and.... 
'King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 4,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) "My  Heart  Is  Calling"    J  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 (50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"   300 
High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13,000 
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band"..  1,500 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   17,000 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 

High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   806 
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Theatres 

Hollywood 

Chineie                 2,500  30c-S5c i  

0    Pantages               3,000  30c-65c 

£/W\  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                    1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                    2.800  25c-40c 

Indiana                  3,200  25c-40c 

Loew's                  2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                    2,000  25c-40c 

Kansas  City 

Mainstreet             3,100  2Sc-40c 

Midland                 4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                1,900  2Sc-40c 

Tower                   2,090  25c 

Uptown                 2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeies 

Carthay    1,518  50c-$1.50 

Four  Star               900  30c-55c 

Grand  Intern'fl.    750  35c-40c 

Hillitreet               2,700  30c -65c 

Loew'i  State  ...  2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount             3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 

Minneiota              4,000  25c-55c 

RKO  Orpheum..  2,900  25c-40c 

SUte                    2,300  25c-40c 

World                     400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol   2^47  25c-60c 

Hi*  Majesty's....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                  3,115  25c-60c 

Palace   2,600  25c-65c 

Princeti   2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Astor                    1,141  55c-$2.20 

Capitol                  4,700  25c-85c 

Criterion                 1,700  25c-75c 

Paramount             3,700  25c-85c 

Rialto                      594  25c-55c 

Rivoli   2^00  25c-99c 

RKO  Muiic  HaU  5,954  40c- $1.65 

Rosy                     6,200  25c -75c 

Strand                   3,000  40c-99c 

Current  Week Previous  Week 
Picture Gross Picture 

Gross 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  20,300 
'Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  12,000 
'Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

'Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  13,000 
and   "Fugitive   in   the   Sky"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  5,500 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   9,500 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  4,100 
"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    11,000 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  9,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   15,600 
(plus   "Once  in  a  Million"   (20th  Cent.- 
Fox)  New  Year's  Eve) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    14,800 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   7,600 (2nd  week) 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  7,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  6,100 
(plus  "Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  New Year's  Eve.) 

"Lloyds   of   London"   8,600 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (6th  week) 

'Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    6,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Ecstasy"  (Eureka)    1,600 (4th  week) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  11,800 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  25,900 
"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)    35,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  14,200 
and  "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.) 12,000 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  10,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,000 

"A  Midsummer   Night's  Dream"..  2,500 
(W.B.)  (2nd  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  11,500 
"The   Accusing   Finger"  (Para.) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   6,500 
"Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) 

(2nd  week) 

"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   12,500 
(Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 

'Born   to  Dance"   (MGM)   13,000 

'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col  )  and  8,500 
'Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,200 
(6th  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  48,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  30,000 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   60,000 
(on  stage:  Glen  Gray  and  Orch.) 

(2nd  week) 
"We  Who  Are  About  to  Die"....  8,000 

(Radio) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   22,000 (2nd  week) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)...  100,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  80,000 

(on  stage:  Leon  Errol)  (8  days) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  16,000 (2nd  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  11,387 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (6  days) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  8,700 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) (6  days) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)  and  17,000 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.)  (6  days) 

(1st  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,000 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   5,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Rainbow  on   the  River"    (Radio)  5,000 
and  "Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  16,000 

"Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.)   7,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  11,600 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  26,300 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   10,200 
(1st  week) 

"Polo  Joe"   (W.B.)   9,400 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  5,700 
"Rose  Bowl"  (Para.)  (2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    6,500 
(20th  Cent. -Fox)  (5th  week) 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    9,113 
(6  days-lst  week) 

"Ecstasy"   (Eureka)    1,700 (3rd  week) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  9,200 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

(6  days) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  16,479 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (6  days) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  19,200 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)  (plus  stage  show) 

(2nd  week) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  15,900 
and  "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

(1st  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   13,000 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   8,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  6,500 

"A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"..  3,300 -*         (W.B.)  (1st  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  10,500 "King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 
"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)   and   6,500 
"Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) (1st  week) 

"'White  Hunter"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 (plus  stage  show) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  12,500 "The  Longest  Night"  (MGM) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  7,500 "Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"   13,000' (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (5th  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  78,000 

(1st  week) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"   12,000 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   60,000 
(on  stage:  Glen  Gray  and  Orch.)  (1st  week) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  9,000 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   37,000 
(1st  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio) ..  108,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   44,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (6  days -2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   27,000 
(1st  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4.900 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"                      J  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  I "Great  God  Gold"           1  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  I "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4.000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  3-14  "Follow  the  Fleet"   12,000 
Low  1-5-35  "The  Little  Minister"   3,500 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 
High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5.700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin'  to  Town"  ,.  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"  14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"    9,113 (6  days) 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  7-25  "Ecstasy"   >  5,000 
Low  12-7-35  "Such  a  Girl  You   Never  900 

Forget" 

High  9-13  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  1 "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  I "Woman  Wise"                  S  25,900 

Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   35,000 

Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"  31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   8,000 
Low  12-19  "Hideaway  Girl"   2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"  J  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  } (John  Boles  on  stage)  )  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and ) ■  "Baby  Face  Harrington"  J  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  1 "Mister  Cinderella"  f  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times'*  and  I "Guard  That  Girl"  J  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  { 

and  "East  of  Java"        J  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"....  87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 

High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 
High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 

Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"  60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6.100 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross  Picture 
Gross 

Oklahoma  City 
Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  10c-S5c 

Liberty    1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 
Brandeii    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheura    3,000  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,900  25c-55c 

Philadelphia 
,   Aldine    1,200  40c-65c 

Arcadia    600  25c-50c 

Boyd    2,400  40c-S5c 

Earle    2,000  25c-55c 

Fox    3,000  40c-65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's    2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700  30c -50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse    1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum    1700  30c-40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c -40c 

United  Artist!...    945  30c-40c 

San  Francisco 
Embassy    1,400  10c-40c 

Fox    5,651  15c-75c 

Golden  Gate  ....  2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum    2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount    2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis    1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield   2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 
Blue  Mouse  ....    950  25c-5Sc 

Fifth  Avenue  ...  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty    1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box    950  25c-55c 

Music  Hall    2,275  25c-35c 

Orpheum    2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar    1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount    3,050  25c-40c 

"Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)   2,200 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)    6,000 

"Rose  Bowl"  (Para.)    1,600 
(plus  stage  show)   (4  days)  (10c-40c) 

"Follow   Your  Heart"   (Republic)..  900 
and  "The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) (3  days) 

■'Camille"  (MGM)    4,500 

'That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  5,400 
'Night  Waitress"  (Radio) 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  8,500 
and  "General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   13,300 
(on  stage:  Louis  Armstrong  and  Orch.) 

(3Sc-55c) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   11,000 
"Under  Your  Spell"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Beloved   Enemy"   (U.A.)  21,000 

"Adventure  in  Manhattan"  (Col.)..  2,100 

"After  the  Thin  Man"   (MGM)...  26,000 (2nd  week) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  23,000 (plus  stage  show)  (8  days) 
"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   24,000 

"Stowaway"    (20th   Cent.-Fox)   3,800 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  3,300 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 

"Go  West,  Young  Man"  (Para.)..  11,000 
(9  days -2nd  week) 

"College  Holiday"   (Para.)  and   2,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox)   (2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (3rd  week) 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)  and  4,000 
"North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and....  7,000 
"Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and  8,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (2nd  week) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    7,900 

(2nd  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,000 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   17,000 
"Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"   (Radio)..  23,000 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  10,500 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. special  short)  (2nd  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  14,300 
"Join  the  Marines"  (Republic) 

(6  days -2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  7,800 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   8,300 (2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  15,400 
and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

'College  Holiday"  (Para.)   2,850 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  8,300 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  6,100 
"North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  3,100 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent. -Fox) 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)  and  4,000 
"Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,150 
and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"Country   Gentlemen"   (Republic)..  4,900 (plus  vaudeville) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and....  5,200 
"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

"The    White   Hunter"   2,400 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   4,500 

"All  American  Champ"   (MGM)..  2,100 
(plus  stage  show)  (4  days) 

"Grand  Jury"  (Radio)  and   700 
"Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

(3  days) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  8,800 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  4,500 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  9,000 "Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  9,500 
"Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  12,500 
"The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) 

"Rembrandt"  (U.A.)    11,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Born  to  Dance"   (MGM)   3,400 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)...  29,000 
(1st  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  20,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   20,000 (2nd  week) 
"General    Spanky"    (MGM)   3,400 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"   3,100 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   20,000 

"Go  West,  Young  Man"  (Para.)..  12,000 (1st  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  2,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (1st  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (2nd  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..  4,000 "Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  (Radio) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   8,000 "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 
(1st  week) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  9,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (1st  week) 
"Camille"  (MGM)    8,500 (1st  week) 

"Isle  of  Fury"  (W.B.)  and   4,800 "Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  23,000 "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  21,000 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  17,200 "You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. special  short)  (1st  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  18,000 
Join  the  Marines"  (Republic) (1st  week) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  8,400 and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   10,500 (1st  week) 
"East  Meets  West"  (GB)  and....  15,500 Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)   3,400 
"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   7,400 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  10,000 "North  of  Nome"  (Col.) (1st  week) 
"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  3,600 Fox)  and  "Thank  You,  Jeeves"  (20th Cent.-Fox) 

"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,200 
and  "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (plus  vaudeville) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  5,600 "The  Man  I  Marry"  (Univ.) 

"Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio)..  4,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  7,250 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cen.- 

Fox) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,900 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35"  Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 
Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  1 and  "Crime  Doctor"  J  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  ( "I  Live  for  Love"           J  1,500 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"....  8,800 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  I 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  f  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  J "The  First  Baby"  j  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  1 "She  Gets  Her  Man"       J  3,600 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story".....  21,150 

(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) 

"Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"   21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"  2,200 
High  1-25-35  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"..  4,800 
Low  9-21-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   800 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"    1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  It  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"   8,500 
Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  ) "Chinatown  Squad"          J  4,000 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night't 
Dream"    12,000 

Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  \ "Defense  Rests"               J  1,600 
High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Bott"...  9,500 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ( 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  f  4,000 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"   11,500 
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  \ "Big  Brown  Eyes"                J  5,000 
High  10-17  "Dodsworth"   9,500 
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"   4,000 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Soult"   7,500 
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  1 

"$1,000  a  Minute"  f  2,000 
High  1-2-37  "Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  and  ( "Fugtive  in  the  Sky"       ]  23,000 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  1 "Freckles"  J  4,000 

High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"   34,000 
(on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 

Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"   9,000 
High  1-2-37  ''Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  \ 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  (  17,200 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  \ 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  J  4,800 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"   23,000 
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) 

"All  the  King's  Horses"      J  8,500 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  12,400 
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  7 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"        j  4,400 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"   15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"   2,500 
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"   35,000 
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  J  12,000 

High  12-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"  7,200 
Low  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   2,850 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ) "North  of  Nome"  j  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  ) 

"Happy  Landing"  ]  2,700 
High  2-16-35  "Roberta"   6,100 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 
His  Head"    2,850 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10,400 
Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  ) "Mitter  Cinderella"  J  4,200 

High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9,200 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  1 "Timet  Square  Playboy"        J  3,250 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

ADVENTURE  IN  MANHATTAN:  Joel  McCrea, 
Jean  Arthur — Good  entertainment.  If  ail  are  as  good 
as  this  one,  we  have  nothing  to  worry  about  from 
Columbia.  — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ash- 

land, Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

LEGION  OF  TERROR,  THE:  Bruce  Cabot,  Mar- 
guerite Churchill — Fair  picture  that  failed  to  draw  for 

us  with  heavy  exploitation. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 
land Theatre,  Ashland  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 

patronage. 

MAN  WHO  LIVED  TWICE,  THE:  Ralph  Bellamy, 
Isabel!  Jewell — Our  second  Columbia  from  the  new 
group,  and  a  mighty  good  program  picture.  Has  a 
good  plot  and  interest  never  lags.  Looks  like  a  good 
season  for  this  company.  Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 

land, Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — Another  grand  hit  for  Columbia.  Looks  like 
another  "It  Happened  One  Night."  Properly  exploit- 

ed, this  picture  will  make  plenty  of  money.  You  can't go  wrong  on  this  one.  It  will  stand  extra  playing 
time.  Congratulations,  Columbia,  on  this  fine  produc- 

tion.— Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

First  National 

CASE  OF  THE  BIJVCK  CAT,  THE:  Ricardo  Cor- 
tez,  June  Travis — Excellent  mystery  drama  keeps 
them  guessing.  Running  time,  70  minutes  Played 
December  17.  —A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Ben- 
gough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Sybil  Jason— 
A  pleasing  picture  for  a  small  town  and  rural  patrons. 
Sybil  should  sing  more.  Running  time,  76  minutes. 
Played  Christmas  Day,  December  25. —  A.  L.  Dove, 
Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Sybil  Jason,  May  Robson, Guy  Kibbee — A  swell  picture.  Sybil  Jason  is  certainly 
good;  as  for  May  Robson,  she  is  tops.  Guy  Kibbee 
gives  his  usual  good  performance  and  altogether  it 
is  a  very  pleasing  feature.  Running  time,  72  minutes 
Played  December  25-27.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl 
Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts— A  darn  good  show.  No  business  but  no  fault  of  the 
picture.  Weather  bad.  Played  December  17-18.  — 
J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts- 
Very  good  aviation  story  with  Pat  O'Brien  just  a little  bit  harder  boiled  than  usual.  Aviation  pictures 
please  here  and  this  seemed  to  click.  Running  time, 
88  minutes.  Played  December  5-6.  —  Gladys  E. 
McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas  Small 
town  patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts- 
Here  is  a  picture.  Beautiful  shots  of  the  China  Clip- 

per. A  very  nice  story  around  the  trans-Pacific 
flights.  It  did  extra  business  for  us. — Arcade  Theatre, 
Middleville,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

HEARTS  DIVIDED:  Marion  Davies,  Dick  Powell— 
Not  up  to  the  standard.  Many  more  like  this  one, 
Powell  will  be  a  goner.  Played  November  13. — J.  R. 
Long,  Bocanito  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  General 
patronage. 

STAGE-STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell— 
This  was  the  poorest  Warner  musical  we  have  played 
to  date  and  we  have  played  them  all.  The  picture 
lacks  romance,  and  the  rehearsal  routine  is  tiresome. 
Blondell  badly  miscast. — Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville. 
Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

AH,  WILDERNESS!:  Wallace  Beery,  Lionel  Barry - 
more,  Eric  Linden — A  story  of  a  family  life,  as  new 
as  tomorrow.  A  boy  going  bad  by  the  influence  of 
a  golddigger,  but  returning  back  to  straight  life  and 
making  good.  A  show  full  of  heart  throbs  and  comedy 
situations  enacted  by  Wallace  Beery.  Good  even  if  we 
did  run  it  too  late.  Running  time,  10  reels.  Played 
December  27-28.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  own  de-
 partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

DEVIL  DOLL,  THE:  Lionel  Barrymore,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan,  Frank  Lawton — Very  unusual  picture  that will  please  most  any  audience.  Lionel  Barrymore  as 
an  old  woman  was  very  good.  Our  patrons  liked  the 
picture.  Played  October  21. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 

land Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — A  picture  everyone shoul  see.  Very  entertaining  from  start  to  finish 
You  can't  go  wrong  on  this  one.  Played  November 
26-27. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — A  picture  not  at  all extravagantly  produced,  but  one  that  pleases  all  kinds 
of  people  from  the  kids  to  their  grandparents;  and 
that  is  the  sort  the  exhibitor  needs.  Running  time, 
90  minutes.  Played  December  25-26.— G.  A.  Van  Fra- 
denburg,  Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming 
community  patronage. 

FURY:  Spencer  Tracy,  Sylvia  Sidney— A  very  good 
drama,  wonderful  acting,  a  gripping  story.  One  of  the 
best  dramas  we  had  from  Metro  this  year.  It's  a pity  that  our  censors  got  busy  on  this  one  and  had 
cut  out  all  the  mob  scenes,  which  are  the  strongest 
spots  in  the  picture.  With  "Kaili's  Hawaiian  Trou- 

badours" on  the  stage,  I  had  a  very  good  all  'round program  and  everybody  was  very  pleased,  including 
the  cashiers.  Played  October  25-27.— C  Goldin,  Ma- 

jestic Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Lionel 
Barrymore — My  idea  of  the  best  picture  of  the  year. 
Good  story,  perfect  cast,  beautiful  costumes.  Just 
about  everything  for  perfect  screen  entertainment.  I 
consider  this  the  best  of  Lionel  Barrymore's  always 
good  performances.  I  saw  this  show  four  times  and 
would  pay  to  see  it  again.  Regret  to  say,  however, 
it  did  not  make  the  hit  with  the  cash  customers  that 
it  did  with  me.  Costume  shows  do  not  go  over  very 
well  here,  but  I  still  say  it  is  a  swell  show.  Running 
time,  105  minutes.  Played  November  25-26. — Gladys  E. 
McArdle.  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small 
town  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor — One  of  the  finest  attractions  we  have  played 
this  year  Did  more  business  second  day  than  the 
first,  which  is  very  unusual  for  this  town.  Nothing 
but  praise  from  our  patrons  on  this  one.  Played 
November  19-20. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
Robert  Taylor — Good  performance  of  a  fair  story. 
Seemed  to  please.  Running  time,  89  minutes.  Played 
November  28-29.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre, 
Lebanon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — Splendid  offering.  Robert  Taylor  very  good 
and  Miss  Stanwyck  well  cast.  Held  up  fine  in  spite 
of  carnival  as  opposition.  Played  October  22-23.  Shuler 
and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Pert  Kelton, 
Charley  Chase — Well,  MGM  has  broken  through  once 
again  with  the  laugh  hit  of  the  season.  Here's  one show  you  should  play  on  a  Friday  and  Saturday  A 
splendid  program  picture  with  laughs  from  start  to 
finish.   Kelly  a  riot.   It  will  build  itself  up  the  second 

night.  — D.  E.  Kolb,  Municipal  Theatre,  Millheim, Pa.    Country  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Charley 
Chase,  Pert  Kelton — Personally  I  couldn't  see  anything 
at  all  to  this  one  but  judging  from  the  roars  of  laugh- 

ter it  is  what  they  want.  Anyway,  it  pleased  the  cash 
customers  one  hundred  per  cent  and  they  are  the  ones 
who  count.  Running  time,  71  minutes.  Played  Decem- 

ber 25-27— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  PAGANS:  Mala,  Lotus  Long— A 
very  good  picture,  specially  for  this  country.  AH  stories 
about  natives  are  very  successful  here.  Played  this 
one  with  "Audioscopiks"  and  Laurel-Hardy  comedy on  the  National  Chinese  Holiday  (October  10th;  called 
here  "Double  Ten")  and  packed  the  house  full  during 
three  days.    Running  time,  8  reels.    Played  October 
10-  12.— C.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China. 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy — A-l.  One  of  the  best 
shows  of  '36.  Patronage,  good.  Played  December  13- 
15.  — R.  L.  Sherman,  Strand  Theatre,  North  Branch, 
Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery,  Cecilia  Parker— Just what  the  others  have  said.  Very  fine  human  interest 
picture  that  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Wallace  Beery 
tops  in  this  type  picture.  Played  December  25. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

OUR  RELATIONS:  Laurel  and  Hardy— A  dandy. 
No  dull  moments.  Fulled  like  a  plaster  Running 
time,  8  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Ode- 
bolt,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

PERFECT  GENTLEMAN,  THE:  Frank  Morgan— 
A  very  good  program  picture,  good  for  any  night.  Lots 
of  comedy  by  Frank  Morgan  and  very  satisfactory 
entertainment.  Better  than  lots  of  so  called  specials, 
full  of  five  minute  kissing  scenes.  Running  time,  eight 
reels.  Played  December  23. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

ROSE  MARIE:  Jeanette  MacDonald,  Nelson  Eddy- 
Music  that  enchants  and  re-echoes  from  the  lips  of 
the  audience  for  days;  drama  that  plucks  the  heart- 

strings; a  cast  that  does  credit  to  MGM's  roster;  and scenery  which  makes  even  the  worst  of  us  gather,  for 
a  time  at  least,  the  feeling  which  inspired  in  Joyce 
Kilmer  his  immortal  "Trees";  all  that,  and  more, 
that's  this  latest  version  of  "Rose  Marie."  Despite  the 
fact  that  the  hero  is  a  "policeman,"  the  production went  over  with  a  bang  here.  All  of  which  means  that 
to  your,  and  your  and  your  audience  this  will  be  a 
treat  you  will  have  to  search  far  to  equal.  Thanks, 
Leo,  and  a  Big  MGM  New  Year!  Running  time,  109 
minutes.  Played  January  1-2. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recre- 

ational Director,  New  Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton, 
N.  J.   Prison  patronage. 

SAN  FRANCISCO:  Clark  Gable,  Jeanette  MacDon- 
ald, Spencer  Tracy — "San  Francisco"  is  a  great  pic- ture. Gable,  MacDonald  and  Tracy  all  give  splendid 

performances.  The  earthquake  scenes  are  unusual,  to 
say  the  least.  Played  December  10-12.— Rubel  Hutch- ings,  Allen  Theatre,  Allen  Neb.  Small  town  patronage. 

SAN  FRANCISCO:  Clark  Gable,  Jeanette  MacDon- 
ald— We  endorse  everything  good  said  about  this  pic- 

ture. It  is  tops.  Pleased  100  per  cent  and  drew  way 
above  the  average.  Played  December  13-14. — C.  A. 
Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone— Good  film fare  for  almost  any  audience,  splendidly  acted  and 
produced  for  a  box  office  natural  — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 
SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone — Very  good. 

Our  patrons  were  loud  in  their  praise  of  this  picture. 
We  can  always  count  on  Leo.  Played  October  15-16. 
— Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

SWORN  ENEMY:  Robert  Young,  Florence  Rice— 
A  swell  gangster  story,  well  played  and  directed.  This 
little  Rice  girl  is  a  honey.  Running  time,  78  minutes. 
Played  December  23-24. — Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star 
Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GUYS:  Robert  Young,  Betty  Fur- 
ness — Program  picture  with  a  good  cast  that  drew 
average  business  and  pleased.  Robert  Young  and 
Betty  Furness  make  a  fine  team.    Played  December 
11-  12.— C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

UNGUARDED  HOUR,  THE:  Loretta  Young,  Fran- 
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chot  Tone — A  good  mystery  picture,  but  too  much 
dialogue  for  our  Chinese  patrons.  Very  good  acting 
by  Franchot  Tone,  but  Miss  Young  rather  cold  in  this 
one.  My  foreign  patrons  liked  the  picture,  but  not  the 
Chinese.  Had  to  pull  it  off  after  two  days.  Business 
below  average.  Played  October  18-19.— C.  Goldin, 
Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

Paramount 

AND  SUDDEN  DEATH:  Randolph  Scott,  Frances 
Drake— Just  a  fair  program  picture.  OK  for  one  day, 
Bank  Night  or  a  Saturday.  Played  December  16— 
J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  Gen- eral patronage. 

ARIZONA  RAIDERS,  THE:  Buster  Crabbe,  Mar- 
sha Hunt— One  of  the  best  Zane  Grey  Westerns  re- 

leased by  Paramount  this  year.  The  only  objection 
to  these  classy  westerns  is,  they  are  too  short  and 
you  are  obliged  to  use  too  many  shorts  to  fill  out  the 
bill  Played  December  4-5.— C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera 
House,  Cogswell,  N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll— A  very  fine  picture  that  barely 
grossed  film  rental.  Our  patrons  seem  not  to  care 
for  this  type  picture — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland 
Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West,  Warren 
William,  Randolph  Scott,  Alice  Brady— Our  nomina- 

tion for  the  ten  worst  pictures  of  the  year,  and  no 
excuse  with  the  splendid  supporting  cast.  Few  turned 
out  and  most  of  them  walked  out  on  the  picture. 
Running  time,  80  minutes.  Played  December  23-24.— 
Elaine  S-  Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural 
and  small  town  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Shirley  Ross,  Martha  Raye, 
Robert  Cummings — The  producers  have  done  a  good 
job  and  you  can  use  this  picture  in  any  position  on 
the  week  and  it  will  fit  okay.  Martha  Raye  is  so 
near  tops,  there  is  no  doubt  about  it,  and  it  looks  like 
from  where  I  stand  that  the  very  next  picture  she  is 
in  will  be  biggest  box  office  of  all  of  them.  If  the  next 
one  she  is  in  is  equally  as  good  as  this  one,  everyone 
will  be  more  than  satisfied. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy 
Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.  General  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Shirley  Ross,  Robert  Cumm- 
ings— Average  entertainment.  Patronage  average. — 

R.  L.  Sherman,  Strand  Theatre,  North  Branch,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

LITTLE  AMERICA:  Rear  Admiral  Richard  E. 
Byrd — Here  is  another  educational  that  should  be  sold 
to  schools,  not  to  the  theatres.  Very  interesting  travel 
picture,  good  photography,  but  no  entertainment. 
Business  terrible.  Fellow-members,  beware.  Played 
October  28-29.— C  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre,  Hong 
Kong,  China.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

MOON'S  OUR  HOME,  THE:  Margaret  Sullavan, 
Henry  Fonda — Good  love  story  enjoyed  by  all  and  both 
Margaret  Sullavan  and  Henry  Fonda  put  the  show 
over  in  great  thrill  when  skiing  in  the  mountains.  Just 
right  for  December  25.  OK.  Running  time,  nine  reels 
Played  December  25-26.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre^ 
Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

MOON'S  OUR  HOME,  THE:  Margaret  Sullavan, 
Henry  Fonda — Better  than  the  average  program  pic- 

ture. Followed  "Rhythm  on  the  Range"  and  the  lat- 
ter got  all  the  business.  Played  December  27-28. — 

C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern — This  may  not  be  listed  among  the  ten  best 
pictures  of  the  year  among  the  nation's  film  critics, but  it  certainly  delivers  100  per  cent  satisfaction  as 
real  entertainment.  Our  patrons  seemed  delighted 
with  this.  Played  this  New  Years.  While  it  was  no 
record  breaker,  we  did  satisfactory  business.— J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 
RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby,  Bob 

Burns,  Martha  Raye — A  real  show  that  pleased  100 
per  cent.  Bob  Burns  great.  Crosby  good  as  always 
and  a  newcomer,  Martha  Raye,  brought  out  plenty  of 
laughs.  We  recommend  this  100  per  cent  entertainment 
for  all  classes.  Drew  a  fine  holiday  business.  Played 
December  25-26. — C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogs- 

well, N.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker — This  picture  brought  us  many  favorable  com- 

ments, and  proved  to  be  a  very  satisfactory  box  office 
attraction. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker,  Jack  Oakie — One  of  the  biggest  outdoor  pro- 

ductions. Did  not  do  the  business  we  expected,  but  all 
who  saw  it  were  well  pleased.  We  should  have  played 
it  on  Friday- Saturday.  Played  October  29-30.— Shuler 
and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

THREE  CHEERS  FOR  LOVE:  Eleanore  Whitney, 
Robert  Cummings — Oh,  boy,  this  is  a  swell  picture. 
Book  it,  if  you  can  get  it  before  it's  too  old.  Would 
like  many  such  pictures  if  I  could  get  them  before 
they  grow  a  grey  beard,  but,  of  course,  the  indepen- 

dents have  to  wait  until  the  chains  get  tired  of  them. 
At  least,  that  seems  to  be  the  case  with  Pompano. 
Everyone  well  pleased.  Running  time,  75  minutes. 
Played  December  22.— Fred  J.  Case,  Pompano  Theatre, 
Pompano,  Fla.    General  patronage. 

THREE  CHEERS  FOR  LOVE:  Eleanore  Whitney, 
Robert  Cummings — Just  a  program  picture  with  two 
clever  youngsters,  Eleanore  Whitney  and  Robert 
Cummings,  doing  some  dancing.  Not  much  of  a  story. 
Played  December  18-19. — C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House, 
Cogswell,  N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George — Here  is  another  one  of  those  finest  perform- 

ances this  year  and  it  was  delivered  by  Gladys  George. 
But  I  am  asking  you  what  is  the  benefit  of  deliver- 

ing the  finest  performance  of  the  year  to  empty  seats? 
This  new  screen  personality,  Gladys  George,  should 
have  a  future  screen  appearance,  but  she  like  McLag- 
len,  is  a  problem  for  the  producers  to  work  out,  but 
here,  best  wishes  to  both  of  them. — W.  H.  Brenner, 
Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

WEDDING  PRESENT:  Joan  Bennett,  Cary  Grant— 
"Wedding  Present"  is  good  entertainment.  Joan 
Bennett,  in  my  estimation,  is  about  as  clever  as  any 
of  the  stars.  I  should  like  to  see  her  given  a  really 
big  part. — Rubel  Hutchings,  Allen  Theatre,  Allen 
Neb.  Small  town  patronage. 

WIVES  NEVER  KNOW:  Charles  Ruggles,  Mary 
Boland — This  picture  is  rather  nutty  and  not  too 
strong.  Some  situations  are  very  amusing. — Rubel 
Hutchings,  Allen  Theatre,  Allen,  Neb.  Small  town 
patronage 

Republic 
GHOST  TOWN   GOLD:   Robert  Livingston,  Kay 

Hughes — Congratulations,    Republic,  on    another  top notch   western.    Even   better   than  the   first  of  this 
series.  Give  your  patrons  something  different  in  west- 

erns with  this  series.   You  won't  regret  it — Shuler  and Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town 
and  CCC  patronage. 

OH,  SUSANNA!:  Gene  Autry,  Frances  Grant  — 
When  a  better  western  is  made,  we  would  like  to  see 
it.  This  one  has  everything  it  takes  to  make  good 
entertainment,  and  Gene  didn't  put  his  hand  on  his 
gun.  Congratulations,  Gene.  Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 

land Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

PRESIDENT'S  MYSTERY,  THE:  Henry  Wilcoxon, 
Betty  Furness — This  picture  is  a  credit  to  the  inde- 

pendent producer.  They  made  a  good  all-around  drama 
out  of  this.  While  it  is  not  gigantic,  it  is  good  sub- 

stantial drama  and  holds  interest  all  the  way.  This 
was  doubled  with  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Race  Track", which  I  consider  an  extra  good  Chan  picture.  Business 
on  this  program  for  a  Sunday  and  Monday  was  a 
good  average. — J.  E.  Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  De- 

troit, Mich.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Bur- 
nette — Fair  action  picture. — Rubel  Hutchings,  Allen 
Theatre,  Allen,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Bur- 
nette — Extra  good  Autry  picture  that  pleased  every- 

one. This  series  has  good  stories,  good  music  and 
action  to  please  the  most  rabid  fan.  You  can't  go 
wrong  with  Autry. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland 
Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Bur- 
nette — A  good  western  to  play  on  a  double  bill.  This 
combination  of  singing  and  riding  seems  to  please.  We 
have  not  had  any  good  recording  on  any  of  our  Re- 

public pictures  so  far.  Played  November  28-29. — 
Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SITTING  ON  THE  MOON:  Roger  Fryor,  Grace 
Bradley — A  fair  musical  that  seemed  to  please.  OK 
for  one  day. — J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre,  Scottsboro, 
Ala.     General  patronage 

THREE  MESQUITEERS:  Robert  Livingston,  Ray 
Corrigan— We  were  reluctant  to  book  this  series  and 
tried  this  one  as  spot  booking.  When  we  say  it  is  one 
of  the  best  westerns  we  have  played  we  are  not  kidd- 

ing, and  did  we  make  a  rush  for  the  next  one.  We 
predict  this  will  be  one  of  the  greatest  outdoor  com- 

binations to  grace  the  screen.  Bob  Livingston  re- 
minds us  of  the  late  Ferd  Thomson.  Played  Novem- 

ber 14. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

TICKET  TO  PARADISE:  Roger  Pryor,  Wendy 
Barrie — A  fair  program  picture.  OK  for  one  day. — 
J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  Genera! 
patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BRIDE  WALKS  OUT,  THE:  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
Gene  Raymond — Played  Sunday.  Eiijoyed  thoroughly, 
to  above  average  business.  — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza 
Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

BRIDES  WALKS  OUT,  THE:  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
Gene  Raymond — A  nice  little  comedy  drama,  punctu- 

ated with  some  snappy  gags  which  are  not  moth- 
eaten  nor  threadbare.  It  is  not  what  anyone  could 
call  a  super  production,  but  it  will  please  your  patrons 
better  than  many  pictures  that  are  so  styled  We 
ran  into  bad  weather  with  it,  but  it  is  doing  all  that 
could  be  expected  of  it.  Running  time,  80  minutes. 
Played  January  1-2.  —  G.  A.  Van  Fradenburg, 
Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  Com- 

munity patronage. 

FANG  AND  CLAW:  Frank  Buck— An  interesting 

educational  picture,  but  our  public  lost  interest  to  this 
kind  of  pictures.  What  they  want  is  entertainment, 
not  education.  This  picture  is  not  as  good  as  previ- 

ous Buck's  pictures.  Even  our  Chinese  patrons,  with whom  this  kind  of  pictures  were  always  very  popular 
seem  to  get  tired  of  them  and  did  not  come.  Business 
below  average.  Played  October  23-24 — C.  Goldin, 
Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 
PLOT  THICKENS,  THE:  James  Gleason,  Zasu 

Pitts — Unusually  good  murder-robbery  picture.  How- 
ever, I  am  in  favor  of  prohibiting  any  producer  from 

making  more  than  one  murder  or  gangster  picture 
a  season.  There's  too  many  of  them.  Running  time, 
7  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN:  Ann  Sothern,  Gene 
Raymond — Nifty  little  comedy  drama.  Running  time, 
6  reels.— E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— Un- less Astaire  and  Rogers  do  something  else  besides 
dancing  well,  you  guess  the  rest.  Business  not  so 
hot  on  this  one  Failed  to  please. — J.  R.  Long,  Bo- 

canito Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century- Fox 

AMBASSADOR  BILL  (RE-ISSUE):  Will  Rogers— This  reissue  drew  better  than  average  business,  but 
not  what  we  expected.  Our  town  is  too  small  for  re- 

issues, as  too  many  patrons  do  not  care  to  see  any 
picture  the  second  time. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland 
Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC  patron- 
age. 
BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 

McCrea — Swell  show.  More  people  told  me  they  liked 
this  than  any  show  in  months.  Patronage  better  than 
average.  Played  December  31-January  1. — R.  L.  Sher- 

man, Strand  Theatre,  North  Branch,  Mich.  Small 
town  patronage. 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea,  Walter  Brennan — Personally  considered  this 
an  outstanding  picture  and  our  patrons  raved  over  it. 
It  is  vastly  different  from  anything  we  have  played. 
Walter  Brennan  stole  the  picture  and  is  he  good.  Con- 

gratulations, Mr.  Brennan.  Played  December  28-29. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

CAN  THIS  BE  DIXIE?:  Jane  Withers,  Slim  Sum- 
merville — Regardless  of  so  many  adverse  reports,  this 
went  over  good.  Running  time,  75  minutes. — E.  C. 
Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

CAN  THIS  BE  DIXIE?:  Jane  Withers,  Slim  Sum- 
merville — We  Southerners  got  a  laugh  out  of  this  one. 
We  do  not  agree  with  exhibitor  Ralph  Cokain  on  this 
one,  as  our  patrons  liked  it  very  much.  Maybe  it's because  we  are  too  dumb  to  know  any  better.  Light 
entertainment,  it's  true,  but  seemed  to  please  most 
everybody. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

CAPTAIN  JANUARY:  Shirley  Temple— Compares 
favorably  with  early  release  by  this  popular  little  lady. 
She  is  still  in  the  top  classification  at  the  box  office. 
Drew  50  per  cent  over  average  business.  Played  No- 

vember 25-26. — C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell, 
N.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— Here's one  show  that  should  never  have  been  released.  Shir- 
ley climbs  to  the  top  of  the  ladder,  and  now  some 

bozo  knocks  the  ladder  out  from  under  her.  If  Fox 
soon  don't  give  this  little  star  a  break,  well,  we'll  have 
to  take  down  our  "S.  R.  O."  signs.  We  always 
bring  back  Temple  pictures,  but  not  this  one;  if  we 
did,  the  house  would  be  empty.  Entire  story  weak. — 
D.  E.  Kolb,  Municipal  Theatre,  Millheim,  Pa.  Country 
patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— Very 
disappointing  Temple  picture  that  our  patrons  failed 
to  see  either,  because  they  had  heard  how  weak  it 
was,  or  because  they  are  tired  of  Shirley.  Hope 
"Stowaway"  is  better  than  this  one. — Shuler  and  Ing- 

ram, Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and 
CCC  patronage. 

EVERYBODY'S  OLD  MAN:  Irvin  S.  Cobb,  Rochelle 
Hudson — A  very  good  program  picture  that  did  no 
business.  Lacked  star  value. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza 
Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Constance  Ben- 
nett, Loretta  Young,  Simone  Simon — The  few  cus- 

tomers we  had  stopped  on  the  way  out  to  ask  us  what 
the  picture  was  about.  Leave  it  off  and  you  won't  be 
sorry. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

PEPPER:  Jane  Withers,  Irvin  S.  Cobb— Lively  com- 
edy that  kept  the  audience  in  an  uproar.  Nothing  big 

but  seemed  to  please  everyone.  Played  November  23- 
24. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly. 
Yacht  Club  Boys,  Judy  Garland— Here's  a  dandy  little football  picture  with  just  enough  catchy  tunes  to  put 
it  across.  Not  much  of  a  story,  but  it  still  will  bring 
them  in,  and  send  them  away  happy.  Fox  has  a  NEW 
star  if  they  only  wise  up  to  the  fact  before  it's  too 
late,  and  some  other  company  beats  their  time.  Little 
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freckled-face  Judy  Garland  gives  the  folks  something 
to  talk  about.  Everyone  here  keeps  asking,  "When 
will  that  little  freckle-face  girl  be  shown  again?" She  sure  has  something  that  the  public  in  general 
likes,  and,  after  all,  the  public  is  keeping  our  theatres 
open.  If  Fox  will  give  Judy  the  right  kind  of  a  show, 
they  will  have  all  the  Simone  Simons  they'll  need. 
Judy  will  build  herself  up  in  no  time. — D.  E.  Kolb, 
Municipal  Theatre,  Millheim,  Pa.   Country  patronage. 

POOR  LITTLE  RICH  GIRL,  THE:  Shirley  Temple 
— Shirley  always  pleases  one  hundred  per  cent,  but  the 
story  in  this  is  not  so  good.  Very  good  cast  but  the 
print  was  old  and  in  poor  condition.  However,  they 
never  complain  when  Shirley  plays.  Running  time,  79 
minutes.  Played  December  19-20. — Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town  patronage. 

PRIVATE  NUMBER:  Loretta  Young,  Robert  Tay- 
lor— Here's  one  made  to  order.  Step  on  it.  Will 

please  all  classes. — J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre, 
Scottsboro,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

PRIVATE  NUMBER:  Loretta  Young,  Robert  Tay- 
lor— Double-billed  this  with  "Oh,  Susanna  1"  and  this 

combination  did  a  nice  business.  "Private  Number" 
is  a  very  good  story  and  well  done  by  Taylor. — Ar- 

cade Theatre,  Middle ville,  Mich.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — One  of 
the  finest  pictures  of  the  season.  Color  as  clear  as 
black  and  white.  Much  praise  from  our  patrons.  It's a  pleasure  to  show  pictures  like  this  one.  Played 
November  5-6. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets— Outgrossed  "The 
Country  Doctor."  Built  for  small  towns.  Patronage 
"tops."  Played  December  24-26. — R.  L.  Sherman, Strand  Theatre,  North  Branch,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore,  June  Lang — Generally  con- 

sidered excellent  entertainment.  Only  objections  re- 
ceived were  from  people  opposed  to  war  films.  Good 

business.  Running  time,  101  minutes.  Played  Decem- 
ber 25-26.— Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Heppner, 

Ore.  Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore— We  thought  this  the  best 
war  picture  of  all  time.  Our  patrons  were  divided 
in  their  opinion  of  the  picture.  Everyone  should  see 
it.  Played  November  11-12. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 

land Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter — A  war  picture  that  is  a  war  picture.  If  this 
was  intended  as  a  grim  reminder  of  the  horrors  of  war 
it  succeeded,  but  if  it  was  intended  as  entertainment 
that  is  another  story.  Any  possible  horror  left  out 
in  other  war  pictures  was  included  in  this.  Such 
entertaining  bits  as  shooting  one's  own  man  to  get him  out  of  his  sufferings,  blowing  a  couple  of  platoons 
to  bits,  having  one  of  the  heroes  go  blind  and  then 
blown  to  bits,  etc.  Just  imagine  how  the  women  would 
flock  to  see  this  if  shown  some  of  these  scenes  in  the 
advance  trailer?  For  my  part,  I  ran  no  trailer  on  this, 
just  told  them  the  name  of  the  picture  and  the  stars 
and  was  glad  when  this  playdate  was  past. — J.  E. 
Stacker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore — A  powerful  war  story. 
Played  during  Christmas  week  and  did  poorly.  No 
fault  of  the  picture. — Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou— 
For  the  first  time  in  my  life,  words  fail  me.  You 
will  have  to  see  this  picture  to  realize  how  awful  it 
is.  No  story,  no  stars,  absolutely  nothing  to  recom- 

mend it,  and  Fox  called  it  a  special.  If  anyone  liked 
this  one,  they  forgot  to  tell  me.  Running  time,  87 
minutes.  Played  December  23-24.— Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou, 
Ted  Healy,  Patsy  Kelly — Drew  better  than  average  and 
pleased  all.  Personally,  did  not  care  for  some  of  it, 
but  the  patrons  were  satisfied  and  that's  all  that  mat- 

ters. Played  October  19-20.— Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ash- 
land Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 

patronage. 

SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Paul  Kelly,  Claire 
Trevor — A  below  average  program  picture  and  so  was 
the  business.  Paul  Kelly  is  not  suited  for  the  part; 
he  is  very  good  in  parts  of  racketeers  and  should 
stick  to  them.  Claire  Trevor  is  sweet,  but  could  not 
save  the  picture  from  flop.  The  silent  version  was 
much  better.  Played  October  6-7.— C.  Goldin,  Majestic 
Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.   Neighborhood  patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Warner  Baxter,  Myrna 
Loy — Good  show  spoiled  by  five  minute  kisses  and 
clinches.  The  better  class  or  sensible  adult  were  in 
turmoil  everytime  of  the  long  scene  of  kiss.  Business 
below  average  and  we  are  glad  of  it.  We  won't  hear 
so  many  complaints.  Running  time,  10  reels.  Played 
December  20.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Warner  Baxter,  Myrna 
Loy — A  very  beautiful  love  story  that  will  not  register 
at  the  box  office.— Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

UNDER  YOUR  SPELL:  Lawrence  Tibbett,  Wendy 
Barrie — Pass  this  up,  unless  your  people  like  Tibbett. 
No  one  likes  him  here.  Plenty  of  walkouts.  No  busi- 

ness. Played  December  20-21. — R.  L.  Sherman,  Strand 
Theatre,  North  Branch,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  FANG:  Jean  Muir,  Michael  Whalen— Bet- 
ter than  average  entertainment.  Not  as  good  as  "Call 

of  the  Wild."  Not  the  star  value.  Played  December 
5-6. — Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

WHITE   HUNTER,  THE:   Warner   Baxter,  June 
Lang — (Jood  for  double  bill.  Patronage  average. 
Played  December  27-29— R.  L.  Sherman,  Strand  The- 

atre, North  Branch,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER,  THE:  Warner  Baxter,  June 
Lang,  Gail  Patrick — Fair  picture.  Not  up  to  the  usual 
standard.  All  right  for  double  bill.  Played  December 
26. — Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

United  Artists 

DODS WORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton, 
Mary  Astor — Thought  this  a  grand  picture  but  why, 
pray  tell,  will  producers  build  a  picture  with  a  musical 
undertone  during  a  large  part  of  the  running  time 
which  very  badly  hampers  the  speaking  parts?  Dur- 

ing the  early  run  of  the  picture,  it  was  almost  im- 
possible to  understand  Miss  Chatterton.  Running  time, 

90  minutes.  Played  December  27-28.— Horn  and  Mor- 
gan, Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 

town  patronage. 

DODSWORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton — Too  much  show  for  small  town.  Too  good.  Huston 
wonderful.  No  business.  Played  December  20-21. — 
R.  L  Sherman,  Strand  Theatre,  North  Branch,  Mich. 
i>mall  town  patronage. 

GAY  DESPERADO,  THE:  Nino  Martini,  Ida  Lu- 
pino — Very  fine  singing  picture  with  just  enough  com- 

edy and  thrills  to  satisfy  those  who  do  not  care  for 
the  classical  singing.  Running  time,  85  minutes.  Played 
December  25-26. — Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  The- 

atre, Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  MOHICANS,  THE:  Randolph  Scott, 
Heather  Angel,  Bruce  Cabot,  Binnie  Barnes — We 
thought  the  picture  was  very  good  and  heard  no  com- 

plaints, but  the  women  stayed  away.  Either  because 
it  was  just  before  Christmas  or  they  thought  it  too 
rough.  However,  we  still  did  average  business.  The 
cast  was  well  selected  and  left  nothing  to  be  desired 
from  that  angle.  Played  December  20-21. — C.  A.  Jor- 

dan, Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  MOHICANS,  THE:  Randolph  Scott, 
Binnie  Barnes — An  excellent  picture  from  the  story 
by  James  Fenimore  Cooper.  This  follows  the  story 
quite  closely  and  has  a  very  good  cast,  beautiful 
scenery  and  seemed  to  please.  Was  a  little  too  realistic 
for  some  of  the  ladies  but  it  brought  some  of  the  men 
who  seldom  come  to  a  show.  A  great  picture  that  is 
educational  as  well  as  entertaining.  Running  time,  91 
minutes.  Played  December  11-12. — Gladys  E.  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town 
patronage. 

MELODY  LINGERS  ON,  THE:  Josephine  Hutch- 
inson, George  Houston — A  very  sad  story  of  a  mother who  lost  her  child  in  the  first  reel  and  could  not  find 

it  till  nearly  the  last  reel.  Incredible  and  even  silly 
in  parts,  but  all  the  lady  patrons  liked  it.  Hutchinson 
miscast  and  so  was  John  Halliday.  George  Houston 
was  killed  so  soon  after  the  beginning  of  the  picture 
that  he  had  not  enough  footage  to  make  impression. 
Business  below  average.  Running  time,  10  reels. 
Played  October  13-14. — C.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre, 
Hong  Kong,  China.    Neighborhoood  patronage. 

Universal 

MAN  I  MARRY,  THE:  Doris  Nolan,  Michael 
Whalen — In  spite  of  the  fact  that  this  one  was  cast 
with  a  lot  of  good  names,  it  fails,  and  why?  Because 
every  situation  is  forced  and  it  grows  so  tiresome 
before  the  end  that  one  is  struck  with  the  idea,  why 
did  they  make  it?  Doris  Nolan  certainly  does  not  de- 

serve the  billing  they  gave  her;  a  star  overnight  is 
not  made  any  more  with  billing.  Exhibitors,  give 
this  two  days  middle  of  week  and  you  won't  be  sorry, 
but  not  a"  run. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Win- chester, Ind.   General  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole  Lom- 
bard— An  outstanding  picture  which  lives  up  to  the 

praise  given  by  reviewers.  Carole  Lombard  overacts 
considerably  and  no  man  as  portrayed  by  William 
Powell  in  this  picture  would  hardly  marry  one  who 
acted  as  silly  as  Carole  Lombard,  but  as  good  fun 
it  can  be  accepted.  Gail  Patrick  was  stunning  in  this 
and  practically  all  who  took  part  in  this  deserve  high 
praise.  I  played  this  on  Christmas  day  to  satisfactory 
business. — J.  E.  Stacker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit, 
Mich.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole  Lom- 
bard— William  Powell  at  his  best.  Story  very  funny. 

Good  entertainment.  Played  November  26-27. — Ar- 
cade Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich.  Small  town  patronage. 

SHOW  BOAT:  Irene  Dunne,  Allan  Jones— Remark- 
able picture  that  satisfied  both  patrons  and  exhibitor. 

These  are  pictures  that  build  business. — Harland  Ran- 

kin, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  Gen- eral patronage. 

YELLOWSTONE:  Henry  Hunter,  Judith  Barrett 
— A  very  interesting  melodrama,  while  some  may  find 
the  plot  somewhat  improbable,  but  that  will  hardly  be 
noticed  by  those  who  like  real  action  drama  and  their 
numbers  are  many.  Andy  Devine  gives  a  lot  of  good 
comedy  relief  in  this  and  some  of  the  scenes  in  Yel- 

lowstone Park  would  make  up  for  many  shortcomings 
of  the  picture.  As  a  whole  I  would  class  this  as  above 
average  action  thrill  drama.  I  played  this  too  close 
to  holidays  for  any  extra  business. — J.  E.  Stacker, 
Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood  patron- 
age. 

Warner  Brothers 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
— Not  so  hot  for  a  rural  community.  Songs  not  so 
catchy.  Dancing  sets  wonderful.  Running  time,  10 
reels.— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough, 
Saskatchewan,  Canada.  Small  town  and  rural  patron- 

age. CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Clark  Gable,  Marion  Davies 
— Was  afraid  of  this  one,  but  it  wasn't  too  bad.  Av- 

erage business.  Fairly  satisfactory  comments.  Run- 
ning time,  90  minutes.  Played  December  27-28.— 

Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural and  small  town  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
—Think  Vitagraph  is  falling  down  terribly  on  its 
musicals.  Especially  is  this  noticeable  in  the  patron- 

age they  are  drawing.  Hardly  enough  people  in  to 
see  this  or  "Stage  Struck"  to  pay  house  nut.  Run- 

ning time,  90  minutes.  Played  December  20-21. — Horn 
and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb. Small  town  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
—A  very  good  picture  that  seemed  to  please.  Played 
December  14-15.— J.  R.  Long,  Bocanito  Theatre, 
Scottsboro,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  MAIL:  Dick  Foran,  Linda  Perry— 
Another  very  good  western.  Dick  Foran  is  becoming 
quite  popular  with  the  western  fans.  Running  time, 
56  minutes.  Played  December  9-10.— Gladys  E.  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town 
patronage. 

COLLEEN:  Dick  Powell — A  few  more  like  this 
will  kill  this  star.  They  are  falling  down  on  musicals. 
A  few  more  like  "Footlight  Parade"  would  pep  them 
up.  Running  time,  nine  reels.  Played  November  28.— 
A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatche- 

wan, Canada.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

GIVE  ME  YOUR  HEART:  Kay  Francis,  George 
Brent — This  one  pleased  the  ladies.  Kay  Francis  gives 
her  usual  excellent  performance  and  the  story  is  good. 
A  woman's  picture,  however.  Running  time,  88  min- 

utes. Played  December  16-17.— Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town  patronage. 

PUBLIC  ENEMY'S  WIFE:  Pat  O'Brien,  Marga- 
ret Lindsay— The  woman's  side  of  the  "Public  En- 

emy" racket,  with  a  very  good  cast  that  pleased  the patrons.  Running  time,  69  minutes.  Played  December 
2-3.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan- sas.  Small  town  patronage. 

(.Continued  on  following  page) 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

Tells  all  the  facts  about 

your  business  each  week. 

•  Payroll  data  for  Social  Security  Taxes. 

•  Profit  at  a  glance — Daily  or  Weekly. 
•  All    expenses    deducted — Including  Rent, 

Taxes  and  Depreciation. 

•  Complete  record  of  advance  bookings. 

•  Itemized  Schedule  of  All  Assets  and  Equip- 
ment with  Table  of  Depreciation  Rates. 

•  Does  not  require  a  bookkeeper  to  handle  it. 

<£0  ENOUGH  FOR  A  FULL N>*^    YEAR'S  BOOKKEEPING 

QUICLEY  BOOKSHOP 
ROCKEFELLER  CENTER,  NEW  YORK 
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PUBLIC  ENEMY'S  WIFE:  Pat  O'Brien,  Marga- 
ret Lindsay— Very  good  story.  Pat  O'Brien  popular here.  They  are  working  him  to  death,  however:  seems 

to  be  their  only  star.  Played  December  2-3.— Arcade 
Theatre,  Middleville,  Mich.  Small  town  patronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

GUMSHOES:  Monte  Collins,  Tom  Kennedy— An- 
other Columbia  dandy.  Play  it— Harland  Rankin, 

Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS:  No.  1— Always  a  pleasure 
to  play.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

STOP  LOOK  AND  GUESS:  New  World  of  Sport 
Series — Very  interesting  guess  contest  on  favorite 
sport  headliners.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

Educational 

AMUSE  YOURSELF:  Jefferson  Machamer  and  his 
"Gags  and  Gals" — Not  funny,  but  an  eyeful. —  E.  C. 
Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

BASHFUL  BUDDIES:  Two  reel  comedies— This  is 
a  real  comedy.  Laughs  throughout  to  the  very  end. 
Clever  and  snappy  acting  makes  this  one  of  the  out- 

standing comedies  of  the  year.  Best  we  ran  this  year 
and  that  is  a  lot  to  say.  Running  time,  two  reels. — 
Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

QUEEN'S  BIRTHDAY,  THE:  Song  and  Comedy 
Hits — Very  good.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys 
E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small 
town  patronage. 

SORORITY  BLUES:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— Very 
good.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

AIR  HOPPERS:  MGM  Sports  Parade— A  single 
on  the  modern  gliders.  Pete  Smith  puts  this  over 
100  per  cent.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

BASKETBALL  TECHNIQUE:  MGM  Sports  Pa- 
rade— A  reel  full  of  good  basketball  shots  for  the 

basket  and  all  count.  Trick  basket  shooting  and  very 
educational  for  any  basketball  team.  OK.  Running 
time,  one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.  Small  town  patronage. 

CRIME  DOES  NOT  PAY:  Series— You  are  over- 
looking a  fine  short  subject  if  you  aren't  using  these excellent  two  reels.  We  have  played  several,  every 

one  good.  Where  your  feature  is  a  comedy  use  one 
of  these  and  you  have  a  fine  program.  Running  time, 
two  reels.— C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D. Small  town  patronage. 

EVERY  SUNDAY:  Tabloid  Musicals— Best  of  this 
series,  but  a  bad  print  with  a  center  streak  made  the 
singing  lady  appear  as  though  she  was  swallowing  a 
sword.— E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, Iowa.  General  patronage. 

FOLLIES  OF  1936:  Our  Gang— A  good  Follies  show 
for  everybody,  young  and  old.  We  played  this  for  a 
Christmas  children's  matinee  and  we  sure  gave  them 
their  money's  worth,  I  hope,  because  we  gave  it  to them  free.  Running  time,  two  reels.— Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 
GREAT  AMERICAN  PIE  COMPANY:  Chic  Sale- 

Good  one-reeler  full  of  comical  situations.  Running time,  one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

HURLING:  Pete  Smith  Specialties— A  knockout  in 
more  ways  than  one— E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre, Odebolt,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

LITTLE  SINNER:  Our  Gang— A  dandy  comedy  for the  children,  and  adults  will  like  it  too.  Running time,  two  reels— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- ball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

NEWS  OF  THE  WEEK:  Not  as  good  as  Fox 
Movietone. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HOUSE,  THE:  Happy  Harmonies-A  colored cartoon  that  would  have  sent  me  howling  home  when I  was  a  kid  but  did  not  frighten  the  more  sophis- ticated youngsters  of  1936.    Running  time,  one  reel  Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas Small  town  patronage. 

PAN  HANDLERS:  Patsy  Kelly-Good  Patsy  Kelly comedy.  She  always  gets  the  laughs.  Running  time 
two  reels.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

RIO  DE  JANEIRO,  CITY  OF  SPLENDOR:  Fitz- 
Patrick  Travel  Talks— Another  colorful  FitzPatrick All  the  beauty  accurately  described.    Title  has  been 

EIGHT  MORE  SHOWMEN 

JOIN  CONTRIBUTORS 

Eight  exhibitors  who  have  just 

joined  the  staff  of  showmen  -  re- 

porters to  "What  the  Picture  Did  for 
Me"  represent  sections  of  the  country 
from  Alabama  to  Texas,  and  Pennsyl- 

vania to  Oklahoma. 

New  contributors  include  the  fol- lowing : 

J.  R.  Long,  Boncanito  Theatre, 
Scottsboro,  Alabama 

D.  E.  Kolb,  Municipal  Theatre, 
Millheim,  Pennsylvania 

Ray  LeRoy,  Granada  Theatre,  Port 
Isabel,  Texas 

Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas 

Returning  to  the  reporting  ranks 

after  absences  of  a  year  or  more  are 
these  exhibitors: 

Shuler  and  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Alabama  (formerly  E.  F. Ingram) 

Arcade  Theatre,  Middleville,  Michigan 
R.  S.  Sherman,  Strand  Theatre,  North 

Branch,  Michigan 

E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  Theatre,  Wagoner, 
Oklahoma 

Read  the  reports  of  these  showmen 
on  what  the  pictures  shown  have  done 
at  their  box  offices. 

captured  and  will  delight  everyone. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

RURAL  MEXICO:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks— Very 
good  filler.  Interesting  for  the  educational  part  of  it 
in  geography.  You  don't  have  to  go  to  Mexico  to  see the  beauty  spots  of  the  Mexico  state.  Running  time, 
one  reel.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 
Comedies — An  excellent  short  in  beautiful  color.  These 
shorts  are  the  tops  for  entertainment.  Running  time, 
two  reels. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Le- 

banon, Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 

I  CAN'T  ESCAPE  FROM  YOU:  Screen  Songs— A 
very  good  screen  song. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

I-SKI  LOVE-SKI  YOU-SKI:  Popeye  the  Sailor— 
This  cartoon  is  so  full  of  thrills  that  it  stops  your 
heart  moving  in  some  places.  Popeye  is  the  only  one 
who  can  manipulate  the  spinach  trick.  Go  to  it,  Pop- 
eye,  you're  OK.  Running  time,  one  reel. —  Rudolf Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

MUSICAL  FASHIONS:  Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  her 
Melodears — Thought  it  one  of  the  poorest  band  num- 

bers we  have  played  for  some  time.  Miss  Hutton 
sang,  Miss  Hutton  played  the  trombone  and  Miss 
Hutton  danced,  and  if  you  ask  me  I  think  Miss  Hutton 
likes  herself.  Running  time,  one  reel. — C.  A.  Jordan, 
Opera  House,  Cogswell,  N.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

MUSIC  IN  THE  MORGAN  MANNER:  Russ  Mor- 
gan and  Orchestra — Here  is  a  swell  band  number  with 

several  fine  vocal  selections.  Mr.  Julian  sang  "Ren- 
dezvous with  a  Dream"  beautifully  and  a  young  lady 

also  sang  two  numbers  very  creditably.  Running 
time,  one  reel.— C.  A.  Jordan,  Opera  House,  Cogswell, 
N.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

HIGH  BEER  PRESSURE:  Edgar  Kennedy  Com- 
edies— Very  good.  Edgar  Kennedy  puts  this  one  over. 

O.K.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

MAJOR  BOWES'  AMATEUR  PARADE:  No.  1- 
The  first  of  the  new  ones  from  Bowes'  new  single 
series.  Improvement  on  the  double  reel.— Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. General  patronage. 

WEDTIME  STORY,  A:  Headliner  Series— A  real 
laugh.  Something  quite  different.  Your  patrons  will 
enjoy  it.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Rankin,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

MOVIETONE  NEWS:  All  about  the  King.  A  real 
B.  O.  attraction.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

COCK  OF  THE  WALK:  Silly  Symphonies— A  real 
small  town  Disney. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,   Ontario,   Canada.    General  patronage. 

COOKIE  CARNIVAL,  THE:  Silly  Symphonies— 
Another  Disney  hit  in  candy  land  with  exquisite  color- 

ing.—Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.    General  patronage. 

Warner  Vitaphone 

BY  REQUEST:  Claude  Hopkins  and  His  Orchestra 
— A  novel  introduction  of  a  colored  band  that  was 
popular  with  our  younger  folks. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

CARNIVAL  DAYS:  Broadway  Brevities— First  class 
colored  two-reeler  enjoyed  especially  by  our  farming 
community  who  attended.  Running  time,  two  reels. — 
A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskat- 

chewan, Canada.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

CITY  SLICKER,  THE:  Broadway  Brevities— Good 
entertainment.  Some  good  singing  and  dancing  num- 

bers. Running  time,  two  reels. — A.  L.  Dove  Bengough 
Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada.  Small town  and  rural  patronage. 

CLYDE  MCCOY  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody  Mas- 
ters— Very  good  musical.  Running  time,  one  reel. — 

Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas. 
Small  town  patronage. 

GOOD  OLD  PLUMB ERTIME,  THE:  Big  V.  Com- 
edies— Poor  entertainment  for  rural  patronage.  Run- 
ning time,  two  reels. — A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre, 

Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

LEON  NAVARA  AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA:  Melody 
Masters — Another  excellent  single  reel  from  this  series. 
Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl 
Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronge. 

LET  IT  BE  ME:  Merrie  Melodies— Another  fine colored  cartoon.  This  series  is  all  good.  Running 
time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre, 
Lebanon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

LITTLE  BEAU  PORKY:  Looney  Tunes— O.K.  if 
you  have  not  run  any  of  the  colored  cartoons.  This 
is  the  first  black  and  white  cartoon  I  have  run  for  a 
long  time  and  they  prefer  the  colored  ones.  Running 
time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Le- 

banon, Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

LITTLE  JACK  LITTLE  AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA: 
Melody  Masters— Excellent  entertainment.  Enjoyed 
by  all.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — A.  L.  Dove,  Ben- 

gough Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

ROOFTOPS  OF  MANHATTAN:  Broadway  Brevi- 
ties— Very  good  entertainment  for  young  and  old. 

Running  time,  20  minutes. — A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough 
Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

RUSH  HOUR  RHAPSODY:  Jean  Sargent— Good 
Broadway  Brevity.  This  series  is  always  good.  Run- 

ning time,  19  minutes. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  The- 
atre, Lebanon,  Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

STEEL  AND  STONE:  Our  Own  United  States— 
This  subject  deals  with  famous  bridges  and  tunnels 
throughout  the  United  States,  which  proved  very  in- 

teresting and  instructive. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza 
Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General  patronage. 

TOY  TOWN  HALL:  Merrie  Melodies— Very  amus- 
ing cartoon  in  color.  Running  time,  seven  minutes. — 

Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas. 
Small  town  patronage. 

VAUDEVILLE  IS  BACK:  Big  Time  Vaudeville 
Reel — A  very  good  vaudeville  reel.  Running  time,  one 
reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

VITAPHONE  INTERNATIONALS:  Big  Time 
Vaudeville  Reel — Good.  Running  time,  one  reel. — 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas. 
Small  town  patronage. 

VITAPHONE  SHORTS:  Vitaphone  one-reels  are  the 
finest  I  can  find. — R.  L.  Sherman,  Strand  Theatre, 
North  Branch,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

WASH  YOUR  STEP:  Hal  LeRoy— Very  good  short 
subject.  Running  time,  18  minutes. — A.  L.  Dove,  Ben- 

gough Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Canada 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 
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LET  THE  OTHERS  SPEAK  UP 

There  is  little  more  this  pen  may  add  here  to  what  your 
Chairman  already  has  had  to  say  about  the  Quigley  Awards. 
It  is  fitting  therefore  in  the  first  month  of  the  fourth  year  of 

the  Project  to  set  down,  as  a  cross-section  of  opinion,  some 
quotes  taken  from  expressions  already  published  in  these  pages 
and  forwarded  by  executives  who  are  serving  as  1937  Judges, 
by  theatremen  who  have  taken  part.   Here  they  are: 

*  * 

Undoubtedly  do  stimulate  development  of  manpower. 
*  * 

Record  of  results  over  period  of  years  speaks  for  itself. 
*  * 

Winners  stand  out  above  the  crowd  and  may  well  be  proud 
of  the  distinction. 

*  * 

Foreign  offices  take  great  interest  in  the  Awards.  Aids 
grosses  in  the  foreign  field. 

*  * 

Incentive  for  theatremen  to  put  their  best  foot  forward. 
*  * 

Rescues  many  a  clever  theatreman  from  oblivion. 

Affords  vigorous  incentive  to  exploitative  talent. 
*  * 

Increased  grosses  in  many  theatres. 
*  * 

Distinction  comparable  to  the  Academy  Awards. 

*  * 
Help  exhibitors  make  more  money. 

*  * 

Virile  medium  of  achieving  bigger  and  better  grosses. 
*  * 

Brings  out  showman's  merchandising  qualities. *  * 

Quigley  Plaque  immeasurably  increased  my  prestige. 
*  * 

Enhanced  my  standing  in  the  community. 
*  * 

Had  much  to  do  with  my  promotion. 
*  * 

The  strength  of  any  project  depends  in  the  final  analysis 
upon  the  value  placed  upon  it  by  those  it  most  directly  affects. 
Pithy  and  pertinent,  the  above  lines  speak  many  volumes  in 

fixing  the  hard  and  honestly-won  position  of  the  Quigley 
Awards  Competitions  in  the  estimation  of  the  motion  picture 
industry. 

LESSONS  IN  SHOWMANSHIP 

Question:  You've  got  a  picture  with  a  new  star  opening 
on  Christmas  Day.  The  usual  customers  are  neck-high  in  holi- 

day shopping,  the  newspapers  are  giving  most  of  their  time 

and  space  to  Yuletide  activities.  The  tried-and-true  methods 
of  ensnaring  and  holding  attention  seem  to  be  out.  So  what 

does  a  manager  do  to  break  into  the  papers,  to  cause  box- 
office  excitement  for  the  star,  the  picture? 

Answer:  From  Morris  Rosenthal,  Loew-Majestic  Theatre, 

Bridgeport,  Conn.,  on  Deanna  Durbin  in  "Three  Smart  Girls." 
Rosenthal  arranged  with  the  Universal  Hollywood  studios 

to  have  Deanna  Durbin  on  Christmas  Eve  over  long-distance 

sing  carols  to  children  in  local  orphan  asylum.  Prominent  citi- 
zens, including  former  mayor,  took  part,  papers  sent  reporters. 

Stunt  went  off  in  grand  shape,  everybody  pleased,  story  carry- 

ing all  theatre  credits  broke  all  papers  as  did  four-column  cut of  the  party. 

Question:  You've  got  a  date  on  a  strong  attraction.  It's 
right  smack  in  the  Christmas  buying  rush.  You  try  to  land  an 
ace  window  but  merchants  are  utilizing  every  bit  of  space  to 
advertise  their  wares  and  the  odds  against  promoting  any 

worthwhile  display  are  heavy.  What  does  a  manager  do  to 
overcome  this  obstacle  and  to  secure  display  space  in  most 

prominent  main  street  window? 

Answer:  From  Bert  Jackson,  Fox  Theatre,  Corning,  N.  Y., 

on  "Reunion." 
Jackson  realizing  the  Quins'  display  value,  approached  one 

of  the  best  stores  in  town.  After  a  neat  bit  of  selling  he 

convinced  the  Big  Boss  that  cutouts  of  the  Dionne  Quins  and 

a  few  credits  spotted  around  the  main  window  Christmas  dis- 

play would  prove  to  be  a  whale  of  a  crowd-stopper.  The  tiein 
worked  as  expected,  the  window  drew  throngs,  the  merchant 

was  gratified,  the  picture  got  a  break,  the  cost  was  nil. 

Question:  What's  showmanship? 

Answer:  Definitions  of  showmanship  are  many  and  to  these 
may  be  added  the  above  two  examples  which,  accurately  defined, 

mean:  "If  it  can't  be  done  one  way,  there's  always  another," 

for  that's  what  showmanship  is — and  no  foolin'. 
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Comerford  Circuit  Meeting 

Launches  "Winter  Carnival" 
Chairman  Makes  Address  and  Samples  Scranton  Hospitality 

by  A-MIKE  VOGEL 

This  is  a  story  of  a  homecoming,  a  tooth- 
ache, reindeer  steaks  and  a  convention,  all 

but  the  aching  molar  stemming  from  the 
trip  made  last  week  by  your  Chairman  to 
Scranton  to  meet  up  with  Comerford  the- 

atre executives  and  managers  brought  to- 
gether for  a  circuit  meeting  at  the  Hotel 

Casey. 
The  homecoming,  so  to  speak,  brought 

memories  stretching  back  a  long  span  of 
years  when  this  scrivener  dolled  up  in  one 

of  your  Uncle  Sam's  snappiest  uniforms, 
was  deposited  upon  the  nearby  hills  of  Toby- 
hanna  in  the  dawn  of  a  chill  November  day 
to  await  sailing  orders  to  France  which 
came,  of  all  times,  on  Christmas  Day.  To 
ward  off  the  cold  during  the  interim,  afore- 

said snappy  uniform  was  immediately  ex- 
changed for  overalls  in  which  the  strugglers 

for  democracy  exercised  ice-chilled  frames 
by  digging  deep,  deep  ditches  for  water 
pipes  from  whence  strangely  enough  no 
water  ever  flowed. 

Scranton  was  the  blessed  spot  the  gal- 
lant soldiery  descended  upon  to  make  weekly 

contact  with  water  (hot)  and  to  receive  the 
hospitality  of  generous  Scrantonians  who 
lived  in  houses  with  running  water  and 
steam  heat,  who  fed  hungry  and  moneyless 
privates. 

Well,  the  war  is  over  but  Scranton  is 
still  peopled  with  the  hospitable,  foremost 
among  whom  are  to  be  listed  those  Comer- 

ford folks  in  charge  of  the  meeting  and 
headed  by  genial  John  Nolan.  With  this 
circuit  executive  and  Bill  Cronin,  your 
Chairman  departed  from  the  New  York 
Comerford  offices  and  took  occasion  to  cele- 

brate the  journey  upon  the  Lackawanna's 
4 :45  by  breaking  out  with  an  old-fashioned 
down-home  toothache.  Kindly  ministrations 
by  Nolan  and  Cronin  alas  availed  nothing. 
The  cure  was  effected  only  by  the  spec- 

tacle of  a  matron  from  Elmira  across  the 
table  in  the  dining  car  who  was  struggling 
with  a  reindeer  steak. 

Met  by  Welcoming  Committee 

It  seems  that  the  dining  car  chieftain  with 
the  fabulous  hope  of  making  the  menu  more 
of  a  thing  of  beauty  had  devised  steaks  from 
the  haunches  of  some  valiant  buck  far  from 
home,  and  the  lady  who  expressed  herself 
ever  ready  to  try  anything  once,  cast  the 
die.  But  not  John  Nolan,  nor  Bill  Cronin, 
nor  even  Mike  Vogel,  for  after  regarding 
with  high  interest  the  unequal  tussle  between 
woman  and  beast,  they  ordered  ham  and 
eggs.  And,  glory  be,  as  the  chance-taker 
tossed  in  her  knife  and  fork,  the  toothache 

disappeared.  (Slogan:  "Cure  that  ache 
with  reindeer  steak.") 
Then  with  locomotive  coughing  its  last 

cough  up  and  down  the  Pocono  hills,  the 
train  came  to  rest  in  Scranton,  where  Ernie 
Schmidt  and  Joe  Elicker  with  some  of  the 

city's  keys  acted  as  escort  to  the  Casey. The  Comer  ford- men  got  to  work  and  your 
Chairman  got  to  bed. 

The  next  morning  John  Nolan  opened 

the  proceedings  before  the  scores  of  the- 
atremen  assembled  for  the  occasion  from 

near  and  far.  Mr.  Nolan  expressed  the  re- 
grets of  Frank  C.  Walker,  Comerford  cir- 
cuit vice-president  and  general  manager, 

who  could  not  be  present.  Your  Chairman, 
called  upon  to  address  the  folks  on  adver- 

tising and  exploitation,  declared  it  a  real 
privilege  to  meet  up  with  so  representative 
a  gathering  and  spotted  quite  a  number  of 
Round  Tablers  and  other  contributors  to  the 

pages.  The  boys  were  kind  enough  to  pay 
attention. 

Others  heard  during  the  morning  session 
included  Harry  Spiegel  and  Ed  Simonis,  of 
Scranton,  Fred  Perry  of  Binghamton  and 

John  Galvin  of  Wilkes-Barre.  These  speak- 
ers were  all  heard  with  interest,  Galvin 

bringing  forth  a  flock  of  laughs  with  his 
witty  remarks.  After  lunch  the  boys  were 
photoed  in  groups  and  until  the  afternoon 
session  started  we  had  the  opportunity  be- 

fore traintime  to  renew  old  friendships. 

Publish  New  House  Organ 

Scheduled  after  "chow"  was  the  unfold- 
ing of  the  circuit's  10- week  "Winter  Movie 

Carnival,"  for  which  prizes  have  been  of- 
fered managers,  assistants  and  personnel  of 

winning  theatres  showing  best  percentage 
increase  over  designated  quotas  during  the 
10- week  period.  Talks  were  listed  by  John 
Nolan,  Wm.  E.  Schmidt,  John  Roberts,  J. 

J.  O'Leary  and  other  executives. 
And  a  further  surprise,  that  rates  a  para- 

graph in  itself,  was  the  first  issue  of  "The 
Way-Up,"  new  house  organ,  to  be  published 
weekly  by  the  drive  committee  and  edited 

by  Ernie  Schmidt  and  Joe  Elicker.  It's  a 
honey  of  an  eight-page  job,  printed  on  de 
luxe  coated  stock,  and  how  the  boys  went for  it. 

Before  leaving,  arrangements  were  also 
made  for  the  circulation  around  the  Com- 

erford houses  of  Quigley  Awards  campaigns 
to  allow  managers  an  opportunity  of  study- 

ing the  prize  advertising  and  exploitation 
ideas  submitted  by  the  winning  entries. 

Then  with  a  final  hail-and-farewell  to  the 
gang,  a  dash  to  the  train  and  back  to  New 

York  with  no  "aches  or  steaks"  but  missing 
the  company  of  the  good  folks  who.  spon- 

sored the  short  but  enjoyable  visit  with  a 

lot  of  people  we'd  been  a  long  time  wanting to  meet. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Packwood's  Popeye  Club 
Already  in  action  for  some  weeks,  Nor- 

val  Packwood's  Popeye  Club,  at  the  Mikado, St.  Louis,  is  clicking  smartly.  Supported 
by  merchants  in  that  sector  without  expense 
to  the  theatre,  neighborhood  youngsters  are 
flocking  in  to  get  their  membership  and  at- 

tendance cards.  Club  has  a  four-page  maga- 
zine which  keeps  the  youngsters  informed  of 

the  doings  and  also  includes  copy  for  co- 
operating merchants. 

Ray  Milland  Receives  Key  to  City  of  'Portland 

Arranges  Portland  Welcome 

For  Paramount  Star  Visit 

They  greet  visitors  with  a  kiss  in  Port- 
land, Me.,  according  to  the  plant  arranged 

by  Manager  Harry  Botwick,  of  the  State, 
as  part  of  the  reception  to  Ray  Milland, 
Paramount  star,  who  stopped  off  in  the 
Maine  key  city  in  the  interests  of  the  Zukor 
Jubilee  Drive.  Accompanied  by  Bill  Erbb, 
Paramount  New  England  head,  and  Harry 

Browning,  M  &  P  theatres  publicity  direc- 
tor, the  star  was  met  at  the  station  by  A.  J. 

Moreau,  M  &  P  district  manager,  Botwick 
and  J.  Harold  Stevens,  local  Paramount 
branch  manager  plus  of  course  newspaper 
reporters  and  photographers.  And  here  was 
the  spot  Harry  selected  to  have  a  local  girl 

step  up  and  give  the  star  a  hearty  welcom- 
ing "buss"  which  was  duly  snapped  and 

planted  in  the  next  editions. 
For  the  rest  of  the  day  and  the  following, 

Milland  was  stepped  around  plenty.  He  was 
interviewed  over  the  air  and  on  the  stage  by 

Botwick,  photographed  at  the  City  Hall  re- 
ceiving the  key  to  city  (see  photo)  by  the 

city  manager,  presented  with  gold  fishing 
and  hunting  license  by  the  Governor,  lunched 

with  the  press,  posed  by  the  Maine  Devel- 
opment Commission  for  the  yearly  state 

book  and  again  back  to  the  theatre  to  present 

the  State  Theatre's  holiday  benefit  show 
receipts  through  prominent  legislator  to  the 
local  fund. 

To  give  some  idea  of  all  the  ace  publicity 
garnered  by  Botwick  in  advance  and  during 
the  visit  both  on  the  star  and  for  the  Jubilee, 

the  first  story  broke  on  Nov.  29th,  and  pub- 
licity up  to  and  including  the  personal 

appearance  ran  right  up  to  Dec.  16th,  topped 

by  photo  layout  and  two-column  story. 
"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

CRITERION  FRONT.  For  "Great  Guy"  at  the 
New  York  Criterion,  overhead  arch  with  enlarge- 

ments and  giant  cutouts  of  Cagney  were 
spotted     to     bring     attention     to     the  date. 
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First  Mentions 

JACK  SIMONS,  Manager,  Loew's  Poli, 
Hartford,  Conn.  "Winterset" 

JAMES  M.  TOTMAN,  Manager,  Warner, 

Erie,  Pa.  "Romeo  and  Juliet" 

Honorable  Mentions 

RUSS  BOVIM,  Manager,  Loew's  Ohio, 
Columbus,  Ohio.   "Garden  of  Allah" 

L.  A.  CHATHAM,  Manager,  Sooner, 

Norman,  Okla.  "Charge  of  the  Light 

Brigade" WALTER     DAVIS,     Manager,  Capitol, 

Regina,   Sask.,   Can.    "Valiant   Is  the 
Word   for  Carrie" 

S.    GANGULI,    Sales    Manager,  Metro 

Cinema,  Calcutta,  Ind.   "General  Died 

at  Dawn" 
MAX  KUPERSTEIN,  Manager,  Harrogate, 

Philadelphia,  Pa.    "Libeled  Lady" 
RENE  LEBRETON,  Manager,  ANDRE 
AGRAMON,  Publicist,  Paramount, 

Paris,    France.    "Lonesome  Pine" 
JACK  NELSON,  Manager,  ̂   Capitol, 

North    Bay,    Can.  "Reunion" 
MORRIS  ROSENTHAL,  Manager,  Majes- 

tic, Bridgeport,  Conn.  "Reunion"" BOYD  F.  SCOTT,  Manager,  Texas  Iraan, 

Texas.    "Great  Ziegfeld" 
SONNY  SHEPHERD,  Manager,  Lincoln, 

Miami  Beach,  Fla.  "Pennies  from 

Heaven" E.  A.  STEINBUCH,  Manager,  MILT 

HARRIS,  Publicist,  Loew's  State,  Cleve- 

land, Ohio.  "Go  West,  Young  Man" 
J.  L  STILES,  Managing  Director,  ARNOLD 

WHEATLY,  Publicist,  Grand,  _  Perth, 

Western  Australia.   "Milky  Way" 
LAWRENCE  H.  THOMPSON,  Manager, 

Loew's,  Canton,  Ohio.  "Come  and 

Get  It" 

Special  Telegram  Blank 

Created  for  Zukor  Jubilee 

Paramount  Pictures  has  completed  an  ex- 
clusive arrangement  with  Western  Union  by 

which  a  special  type  of  congratulatory  tele- 
graph blank  has  been  produced  bearing  a 

new  heading  advertising  the  Paramount  In- 
ternational Silver  Jubilee  for  Adolph  Zukor. 

This  new  heading  supplants  the  regular 
Western  Union  blank  heading  and  is  printed 
in  the  Silver  Jubilee  colors,  silver,  scarlet 
and  black. 

These  special  Silver  Jubilee  Western 
Union  telegraph  blanks  are  now  available 
for  messages  in  and  between  all  exchange 
cities  throughout  the  country  and  for  all 
wires  to  the  studio,  including  those  con- 

gratulating Mr.  Zukor  upon  the  inaugura- 
tion of  the  Paramount  International  Silver 

Jubilee  Celebration. 

In  sending  wires  for  delivery  on  the  spe- 
cial Silver  Jubilee  blank,  senders  are  re- 

quested to  mention :  "For  delivery,  please 
use  special  Paramount  blank." 

DECEMBER  SILVER 

PLAQUE  TO  SWEDEN 

Stockholm  Showmen  Awarded 

Final  1936  Top  Honors; 

Bronze  to  Kansas  Manager 

With  the  results  of  the  voting  in  the  Quig- 
ley  Awards  for  December,  final  month  in  the 
Competitions  for  the  year  of  1936,  the 
Project  becomes  even  more  international  as 
the  Judging  Committee  selects  for  the 

month's  Silver  Plaque  the  campaign  on 
RKO  Radio's  "Follow  the  Fleet,"  put  on 
successfully  for  the  Swedish  premiere  at  the 
Spegeln  Theatre,  in  Stockholm. 
The  entry  was  forwarded  by  Wilhelm 

Sorenson,  publicity  manager  for  RKO 
Radio  Films  in  Sweden,  and  was  engineered 
by  Olof  Anderson,  general  manager  of  the 

Spegeln  Theatre,  a  unit  of  the  Svensk  Film- 
industri  circuit. 

And  as  the  voting  makes  possible  a  Plaque 

"first"  for  Sweden,  the  judges'  decision  also 
establishes  another  Plaque  "first,"  with  the 
December  Bronze  honors  going  to  George 

Hunter,  manager,  Fox-Orpheum,  Atchison, 
Kansas,  the  first  Kansan  to  so  click.  Hunter 
did  the  trick  on  his  excellent  campaign  for 

Columbia's  "Theodora  Goes  Wild." 
Two  First  Mention  Certificates  are  listed 

in  December.  Jack  A.  Simons,  manager, 
was  thus  recognized  for  a  smart  entry  on 

"Winterset"  at  Loew's  Poli,  Hartford,  Ct. 
And  James  M.  Totman,  manager,  Warner 
Theatre,  Erie,  Pa.,  takes  these  bows  for 
his  good  work  on  the  road  show  date  for 

MGM's  "Romeo  and  Juliet."  Totman  is  a 
previous  Plaque  winner  and  Simons  has 
also  been  listed  high  on  the  honor  rolls. 

Sixteen  theatremen  share  in  the  13  Honor- 

able Mentions  voted  in  December,  three  pub- 
licity directors  sharing  with  managers  for 

the  Certificates.  And  from  the  results,  the 

month's  returns  find  the  selections  made  in 
the  majority  from  theatremen  who  have 
previously  participated  in  the  Competitions. 
Two  are  newcomers  to  the  Awards,  Boyd 

Scott,  of  Iraan,  Texas,  and  S.  Ganguli,  of 
Calcutta,  India. 

Theatremen  outside  the  American  borders 
include  Walt  Davis  and  Jack  Nelson,  from 

Canada,  and  among  the  overseas  entrants 
in  addition  to  Mr.  Ganguli,  are  to  be  found 
Rene  LeBreton  and  Andre  Agramon,  of 

Paris,  J.  L.  Stiles  and  Arnold  Wheatly,  of 
Australia  plus  of  course,  the  Silver  Plaque 
recipient. 
The  December  Judging  winds  up  the 

year's  Awards  with  24  winners  of  the  Sil- 
ver and  Bronze  Plaques  now  to  be  voted 

upon  for  the  Grand  Awards.  Plans  are  now 
in  work  for  the  annual  Judging  in  which  it 
is  expected  that  as  previously  top  names  from 
among  the  industry  will  convene  to  study 
the  Plaque  entries.  As  soon  as  the  winners 
are  announced,  final  arrangements  will  go 
forward  in  Hollywood  for  the  reception  and 

presentation  with  United  Airlines  all  pre- 
pared to  carry  the  fortunate  theatremen  to 

Studioland  as  guests  of  Motion  Picture 
Herald. 

Deadline  for  January  is  set  for  mid- 
night, Tuesday,  February  9th,  when  all 

entries  to  be  eligible  must  be  received  at 

Quigley  Awards  Headquarters.  Please  be 

prompt. As  was  stated  in  a  previous  issue,  the 

monthly  deadlines  for  1937  would  be  de- 
layed somewhat  so  as  to  make  sure  all 

entries  would  arrive  in  time  for  considera- 

tion by  the  Judging  Committees.  With 
the  extra  days  added  there  should  be  no 
reason  for  entrants  to  miss  out  for  this 
cause. 

35,000,000  PEOPLE 
ARE  NOT  PERMITTED 

To  go  to  theatre  during  Lenten  season  (Beginning  Feb.  10th  and  ending  April  30) 

BUT  THEY  MUST  SEE 
The  only  motion  picture  filmed  by  special  permission  and 

RECOMMENDED  BY  HIS  HOLINESS,  POPE  PIUS  XI 

"A  masterpiece  to  be 
seen  not  once  but  many 

times." 

—AMERICA 

"If  you  haven't  been  get- 
ting on  as  well  as  you 

like  book  this  one  and 

get  in  solid." — SHOWMAN'S TRADE  REVIEW 

"This  production  is  clean- 
ing up  a  small  fortune for  its  owner  .  .  .  has 

made  more  dough  in  the 
last  six  months  than  most 
have  made  the  last  six 

years." 

— JFILM  daily 

"  'Cloistered'  has  broken 

all  records." 
—MOTION  PICTURE 

DAILY 

ALL  ENGLISH  TALKING 

.  BOOK  THIS  PICTURE  NOW 
BEST  FILM  COMPANY,  INC.,  723  SEVENTH  AVE..  N.  Y. 

DISTRIBUTORS  WANTED— Still  a  few  states  are      THEATRES  WANTED— If  you  have  a  first  class 
available  only  to  A-l  men  having  great  knowledge      house,  fully  equipped,  we  are  ready  to  rent.  Only 
of  showmanship.    Excellent  references  requested.      A-l  houses  in  key  cities. 
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Herman's  Carnival  Giant  Lobby  Cake 

Herman  Sells  "Carnival" 

With  Giant  Lobby  Cake 
Members  usually  promote  those  giant-size 

cakes  to  celebrate  theatre  anniversaries  but 

Joe  Herman  with  the  assistance  of  his  aid, 

D.  Julian,  worked  out  the  stunt  to  inaugur- 
ate his  "Winter  Carnival  of  Hits"  at  the 

Embassy,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  Lettering  in  the 
best  cake-manner  started  at  the  top  tier 

(see  photo)  plugging  the  "Carnival"  and  on 
the  next  tier  was  inscribed,  with  other 
copy  on  the  steps  below  and  shields  on  the 
very  bottom  carrying  theatre  name. 

Cake  was  six  feet  high,  48  inches  wide. 
Nine  hours  were  required  to  dress  it,  includ- 

ing real  icing  and  flowers.  Icing  took  200 
eggs  and  50  pounds  of  sugar. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Clock  Front  Attracts 

On  "Wings  of  Song" Over  in  Barrhead,  Renfrewshire,  England, 
Manager  W.  A.  Agnew,  of  the  Pavilion 
Theatre,  worked  out  a  number  of  attractive 

displays  in  the  theatre  on  "Wings  of  Song" 
(English  title  for  "One  Night  of  Love"). 
Conspicuous  was  a  clock  idea  (see  photo) 
with  the  center  panel  given  over  to  a  large 
time  piece,  motor-driven  hands  revolving 
around  dial  every  five  minutes  tied  in  with 

copy  reading :  "Time  Fly's,  but  there's  time 
to  see  Grace  Moore  in,  etc."  To  left  and 
right  were  titles  of  the  various  songs  in  the 
picture  and  prominent  critical  praises. 
Among  the  window  tie-ins  that  were  ef- 

fective included  a  photo  angle  on  film  de- 
veloping at  drug  store,  picture  being  used 

to  stress  this  service  with  the  line:  "See 

Grace  Moore's  voice  here,  hear  it  at,  etc." 
The  "wings"  slant  was  also  helpful  in  tie- 
ing  in  with  bicycle  store  window  showing 
new  models  of  bikes  and  copy  reading: 

"You'll  sing  as  you  wing,  etc." 

Agnevfs  Clock  Display  for  "Wings  of  Song" 

Charninsky  Shock  Lobby 

Attracts  on  "Terror" Much  attention  was  attracted  to  his  front 

on  "Legion  of  Terror"  by  Louie  Charnin- 
sky, at  the  Capitol.  Dallas,  with  the  aid  of 

real  black  snake  whips  spotted  on  six-sheet 
boards  (see  photo).  Black-hooded  giant 

figure  above  boxoffice  was  another  'stopper' 
and  further  atmosphere  was  created  with  a 
street  bally  of  hooded  man. 

On  "North  of  Nome,"  Louie  got  him- 
self a  break  by  borrowing  a  number  of  hus- 

ky-dog puppies  from  the  Little  America 
show  after  closing  of  the  midway  of  the 
recent  Texas  Centennial.  The  dogs  were 
shown  out  front  for  four  days  and  proved 
a  good  draw  as  the  papers  had  run  much 
publicity  on  the  fact  that  their  poppa  and 
mamma  had  been  in  the  Antarctic  with  Ad- 

miral Byrd.  Papers  ran  picture  of  pups 
and  tied  in  the  picture  to  the  bally. 
Radio  tiein  for  further  traffic-stopping 

(and  you  know,  Louie  specialises  in  that) 
is  a  "man  on  the  street"  broadcast  over 
KLRD  from  the  sidewalk  in  front  of  the 

Capitol.  Put  on  daily  from  Monday  to 
Friday,  6:15  to  6:30,  different  subjects  are 
discussed  each  night  with  the  theatre  in- 

cluded in  all  announcements  and  mentioned 
in  the  Dallas  Times-Herald. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Lobby  Displays  Sell 
"Carrie"  for  Petch 

For  his  lobby  display  on  "Valiant  Is  the 
Word  for  Carrie,"  Ernie  Petch,  Strand, 
Brandon,  Man.,  Can.,  had  his  sign  artist 
build  a  giant  book.  For  the  cover  design  he 
cut  out  illustrations  from  one-sheet  posters 
and  inside  pages  were  covered  with  a  num- 

ber of  black  and  white  stills  with  painted-in 
play  dates.  Another  lobby  display  was 
blowup  of  Alexander  Woolcott  with  his 
review  on  the  picture,  this  was  set  in 
shadow  box  with  stills. 

Libraries  were  supplied  with  bookmarks, 
imprinted  blotters  with  cut  were  delivered 

to  offices,  merchants  came  through  with  full- 
page  co-op  ad,  part  of  page  devoted  to  arti- 

cles for  women  and  restaurants  distributed 

imprinted  napkins. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Dallas  Stages  "Glory"  Date As  Civic  Plea  for  Peace 

With  the  war  in  Spain  as  his  inspiration 

for  the  movement,  David  Dallas,  Griffiths' 
City  Manager  in  Holdenville,  Okla.,  ex- 

ploited his  date  on  "Road  to  Glory"  as  a 
plea  for  peace  with  the  aid  of  various  civic 
associations,  schools  and  newspapers.  Par- 

ade was  arranged  by  the  American  Legion 
post  and  war  veterans  admitted  free  to  see 
the  picture.  Members  of  the  National 
Guard  cooperated  by  furnishing  equipment 
for  a  militaristic  lobby  and  in  uniform  stood 
guard  out  front.  Dallas  spoke  before  the 
Parent- Teachers  Association  explaining  the 
story  and  the  personnel  in  a  nearby  CCC 
camp  were  admitted  at  a  special  rate. 

Local  paper  put  out  a  special  "Road  to 
Glory"  edition  and  merchants  were  tied  in 
with  mention  of  the  picture  in  their  ads. 
Displays  of  war  relics,  rifles  were  arranged 
in  prominent  windows  and  further  publicity 
was  obtained  by  announcements  on  a  depart- 

ment store  radio  program.  Red  arrows 
pointing  to  the  theatre  were  placed  on  down- 

town windows  and  sidewalks  stenciled. 

Charninsky's  "Black  Legion"  front 

Stolte  Projects  Title 

On  Ceiling  of  Theatre 

A  little  different  stunt  to  exploit  "Give 
Me  Your  Heart"  was  used  by  A.  B.  Stolte, 
Paramount  Theatre,  Waterloo,  Iowa,  when 
he  projected  a  special  slide  on  the  ceiling  in 
blue  with  stars  and  clouds,  giving  title,  cast 
and  playdates.  Clouds  were  projected  by 
effect  machines  and  moved  continuously  to 

heighten  the  effect. 
Large  display  sign  was  placed  at  head  of 

bridge  centrally  located,  140-foot  mounted 
banner  was  planted  on  river  wall  directly 
below  theatre  and  lucky  number  napkins 
were  distributed  at  drug  stores,  who  also 
pasted  hearts  with  playdates  on  mirrors. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Visits  Out-of-Town  Schools 

To  Publicize  "Dream"  Date That  was  quite  a  bit  of  travel  put  in  by 

Manager  Artie  Cohn,  of  Warner's  Queen, 
Wilmington,  Del.,  to  make  personal  con- 

tacts with  school  heads  on  "Midsummer 
Night's  Dream."  In  addition  to  visiting  the 
local  secondary  and  high  schools,  Artie 
made  the  six  county  schools  and  visited  nine 
other  towns  in  the  drawing  area  for  the 
same  purpose.  In  each  instance  principals 
were  prevailed  upon  to  have  announcements 
made  in  classes  and  posted  on  bulletin 
boards.  In  Wilmington,  permission  was 
granted  for  the  first  time  on  any  such  tiein, 
according  to  Cohn. 

Every  important  woman's  club  was  con- 
tacted personally  as  were  other  leading  or- 

ganizations. Newspapers  contributed  special 
full-page  feature  stories  and  editorials. 
Cohn  also  landed  a  number  of  fine  windows 
on  the  date,  outstanding  being  a  furniture 

store  that  gave  over  one  of  the  largest  win- 
dows in  town  (see  photo)  and  space  was 

also  obtained  in  the  power  company's  win- 
dows, called  best  spot  in  town. 

Cohn's  Smash  Window  On  "Dream" 
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FURTHER  AWARDS  ENDORSEMENTS 

CHARLES  E.  McCARTHY 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 

Twentieth  Century  -  Fox  Film  Corp. 
Of  course  I  shall  be  very  glad  to  serve 

as  a  Judge  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Com- 
mittee for  1937. 

I  think  these  competitions  are  of  immense 
value  to  the  industry  and  are  growing  more 
valuable  with  each  succeeding  competition 
you  have. 

DAN  MICHALOVE 

Twentieth  Century  -  Fox  Film  Corp. 

New  York  City 

I  want  you  to  know  that  I  will  be  glad 
to  serve  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee 
for  1937.  Best  wishes. 

HARRY  H.  THOMAS 

President 

Mutual  Motion  Picture  Dist.  Corp. 

Thank  you  for  your  invitation.  I  shall 

be  very  happy  to  serve  on  the  Judging  Com- 
mittee for  the  1937  Quigley  Awards. 

GORDON  S.  WHITE 

Director  of  Advertising  and  Publicity 

Educational  Films  Corp. 

Of  course  the  Quigley  Awards  competi- 
tion is  a  very  much  needed  stimulus  for  the 

men  doing  theatre  exploitation  work,  and  I 
consider  it  a  duty  to  do  anything  I  can  to 
cooperate  with  you  in  this  work.  I  would 
certainly  like  to  have  you  count  me  in  on 
this  work  next  year. 

GEORGE  C.  WALSH 

President  and  General  Manager 

Netco  Theatres  Corp. 

It  will  be  a  real  pleasure  for  me  to  again 
serve  on  the  Quigley  Awards  Committee  for 
the  year  1937. 

PERRY  SPENCER 

Division  Publicity 

Loew's  New  York  Theatres 

My  Quigley  Awards  Honorable  Mention 

Certificate  hangs  in  my  office.  Many  strang- 
ers visiting  me  have  remarked  about  it, 

wanting  to  know  what  it  is  for.  Maybe, 

they  think  I'm  a  big  shot.  Anyway,  I'm 
proud  of  it,  because  it  was  damn  hard  to  get. 

ERNIE  PETCH 

Manager,  Strand  and  Capitol 

Brandon,  Manitoba,  Canada 

I  think  Quigley  Competitions  are  a  great 
incentive  to  bigger  and  better  advertising 
campaigns  and  as  a  consequence  are  an  urge 
for  a  manager  to  do  better  selling  jobs  on 
his  pictures.  I  have  a  number  of  Honorable 
Mentions  and  certainly  cherish  them. 

I  have  every  reason  to  believe  that  our 

company  Executives  look  through  this  col- 
umn each  month  and  appreciate  the  efforts 

made  by  managers  to  win  awards 

"GRIFFITH  THEATREMEN 

AMBITIOUS  TO  PLACE" 
It  seems  to  be  the  ambition  of  every 

manager  and  assistant  in  the  Griffith 

Amusement  Co.,  R.  E.  Griffith  Thea- 
tres and  Consolidated  Theatres,  Inc., 

circuits  operating  177  theatres,  to 

place  in  the  Quigley  Axvards.  I  am 
100  percent  for  the  idea,  believe  it 
well  worth  while.  Our  circuit  gives 

ample  publicity  to  all  winners  in  the 
weekly  bulletin.  I  have  also  received 

letters  of  congratulation  from  part- 
ners and  managers  over  the  cir- cuit. .  .  . 

At  the  recent  regional  meeting  my 

Award  winning  entry  was  displayed. 
I  talked  about  the  campaign  and  the 
entry  was  also  given  a  display  and 

explanation  at  the  annual  convention 
of  M.P.T.O.A.  in  Oklahoma  City 

where  over  300  exhibitors  were  pres- 
ent. .  .  . 

I  think  it  helps  the  prestige  of 

any  manager  to  win  an  Award.  If 
he  is  on  his  toes  he  is  on  the  alert 

for  more  effective  ideas  particularly 
on  those  he  desires  to  enter  in  the 

Competitions.  My  campaigns  are  bet- 
ter handled  now — with  a  definite  ob- 

ject in  vieiu.—L.  A.  CHATHAM, 
Manager,  Sooner  Theatre,  Norman, 
Okla. 

LOUIS  FRISCH 

Treasurer,  Randforce  Amusement  Corp. 

Brooklyn,  New  York 
Please  be  advised  that  I  will  be  glad  to 

serve  again  as  a  Judge  on  the  Committee  for 
1937. 

MATT  SAUNDERS 

Manager,  Loew's  Poli 
Bridgeport,  Conn. 
The  Quigley  Competitions  act  as  a  strong 

stimulant  for  managers,  assistant  managers 

and  publicity  men.  Efforts  to  have  an  out- 
standing and  unusual  campaign  are  put  forth 

to  the  utmost  and  the  result  is  increased 
box-office  grosses. 

RALEIGH  W.  SHARROCK 

Manager,  Palace  and  Rialto 
Morrilton,  Ark. 

I  sincerely  believe  that  Quigley  Awards 
give  theatremen  results  unobtainable  by  any 
other  means.  It  is  an  excellent  medium  for 

stimulating  better  box-office  grosses  and  to 
encourage  the  exploitation  efforts  of  men 

in  the  field  to  obtain  the  "maximum  results 

at  the  minimum  cost." 
We  of  the  Rialto  Theatre  are  proud  of 

our  First  Mention  and  four  Honorable 

Mentions  that  we  have  received  and  we  be- 
lieve they  have  aided  greatly  in  improving 

our  situation. 

GLENN  H.  NELSON 

Manager,  Warner  Bros.'  Harris Findlay,  Ohio 

".  .  .  Any  manager  who  enters  into  the 
Quigley  Competitions  does  himself  a  world 
of  good  even  though  he  does  not  receive  a 

Quigley  Award. I  have  entered  the  Quigley  Competition 
several  times.  I  have  read  all  the  cam- 

paigns that  have  taken  down  the  Plaques 

and  began  to  think  that  I  didn't  have  a 
chance  to  win  one.  Why?  Because  I  am 

located  in  a  small  city  with  a  small  adver- 
tising budget.  Nevertheless  I  kept  on  trying 

and  this  year  was  rewarded  with  a  Quigley 
Bronze  Plaque  and  the  big  surprise  was  that 
it  was  won  without  any  big  expenditure. 
This  proves  conclusively  that  a  Manager 
does  not  need  a  lot  of  money  but  he  does 
need  an  alert  mind. 

The  local  and  county  newspapers  carried 
stories  on  my  award  and  the  presenting  of 
it  by  the  Governor.  This  publicity  enhanced 
my  standing  in  the  community  and  made 
me  better  known  in  the  territory. 

SONNY  SHEPHERD 

Manager,  Lincoln 
Miami  Beach,  Fla. 

The  Awards  are  a  grand  stimulant  in 
encouraging  managers  to  compete  for  honors 
in  the  field  of  publicity  and  exploitation. 
While  they  directly  may  not  be  responsible 
for  building  better  grosses,  indirectly  they 

are  responsible  for  putting  many  extra  dol- 
lars into  the  boxoffices.  .  .  . 

E.  W.  SPARR 

Manager,  Bucklen 
Elkhart,  Ind. 

I  cannot  praise  too  highly  the  value  of 
Quigley  Publications  and  their  prize 
awards  both  for  box-offices  and  personal 
prestige.  I  personally  feel  that  it  offers 
any  exhibitor  fortunate  enough  to  acquire 
an  Award  a  guide  by  which  he  can  judge 
the  value  of  his  everyday  efforts. 

To  me,  Mike,  they're  the  "tops." 
LESTER  STALLMAN 

Manager,  College 
Bethlehem,  Pa. 

Participation  in  the  Quigley  Awards  by 
anyone  has  a  marked  stimulating  effect 
on  box-office  grosses.  An  excellent  cam- 

paign is  necessary  to  win  an  award  or  to  be 
among  the  Honorable  Mentions — those  good 

campaigns  mean  "gold"  at  the  box-office. 
Too,  the  business  of  non-participants  is 
greatly  aided  by  your  publishing  the  cam- 

paigns of  the  winners  each  month,  for  there 
is  always  plenty  of  material  that  can  be  used. 
My  winning  the  Bronze  Plaque  for  May 

and  Honorable  Mention  in  February  im- 
measurably increased  my  prestige. 

EVERETT  A.  STEINBUCH 

Manager,  Loew's  State Cleveland  Ohio 

There's  no  question  but  that  the  Awards 
are  a  great  stimulant  for  the  boys  to  get  out 
and  get  an  extra  push  at  the  old  wheel. 
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DOUGHERTY'S  AMERICAN  LEGION  JUNIOR  CORPS  PARADE  TIE-IN 

AUSTRALIANS  EFFECT 

FINE  EXPLOITATIONS 

Lawton  and  Flynn  from  Sydney, 

Wahlquist  in  Melbourne,  Put 

Over  Smart  Advance  Drives 

Despite  the  local  ordinances  against 
street  ballyhoo,  display  of  banners  in 
streets  or  on  fronts,  that  was  a  keen  cam- 

paign on  "Sky  Parade"  put  together  by 
Mel  Lawton,  general  manager,  Prince  Ed- 

ward Theatre,  Sydney,  Australia,  in  asso- 
ciation with  Herman  E.  Flynn,  ad  manager. 

One  of  the  strongest  draws  proved  to  be 
a  model  airplane  contest,  and  as  Jimmie 
Allen,  star  of  the  picture,  also  appears  on 

a  current  radio  program,  "The  Adventures 
of  Jimmie  Allen,"  sponsored  in  that  terri- 

tory by  Pepsodent,  much  additional  coopera- 
tion was  obtained  to  obtain  further  publicity. 

Thousands  of  heralds  were  distributed  an- 
nouncing the  contest  rulings  and  the  prizes, 

first  being  an  air  trip  to  Brisbane,  some 
500  miles  distant.  Heralds  were  distributed 

house  to  house,  to  schools,  etc.  Through  the 
tiein  with  the  sponsor,  mention  was  made 
of  the  date  and  theatre  for  three  weeks 

ahead  and  on  another  station,  weekly  pro- 
gram put  on  by  local  model  plane  building 

association  was  also  linked  to  the  theatre 

competition.  Newspapers  gave  much  space 
to  the  contest  and  as  a  further  buildup,  chil- 

dren attending  special  morning  show  with 

cip^'S  NIGHT 

Wahlquist  Sky-Sign  "Night"  Stunt 

guardians  received  autographed  photos. 
To  attract  the  notice  of  flyers  at  the 

Kingsford  Smith  airport,  a  private  pre- 
view was  given  for  the  aviators  and  their 

associates.  It  was  widely  attended  and  pro- 
duced a  lot  of  good  publicity.  Extensive 

outside  billing,  trailers,  special  programs 

and  other  effective  devices  were  also  pro- 
vided for. 

Contest  Idea  In  Melbourne 

In  Melbourne,  at  the  Capitol,  Eric  E. 

Wahlquist,  for  "Give  Us  This  Night"  also 
struck  upon  a  questionnaire  contest  con- 

ducted in  a  souvenir  theatre  program,  read- 
ers being  asked  to  name  the  Paramount  pic- 

tures in  which  certain  listed  songs  appeared. 
This  followed  the  drive  directed  to  the  at- 

tention of  local  music  lovers  in  which  spe- 
cial letters  were  mailed  to  symphony  or- 

chestra subscribers,  music  teachers  and 

competitors  in  the  annual  Melbourne  Musi- 
cal competitions.  Lobby  also  carried  out 

the  music  note  motif  and  atmosphere  was 
conveyed  by  continental  decorations  such  as 
fishing  boats,  etc.  Over  the  boxoffice  an 
animated  medley  of  colored  revolving  music 
notes  drew  further  attention. 

All  newspaper  advertisements  featured  the 
note  motif  and  as  the  story  had  an  Italian 
background,  ads  were  taken  in  the  local 
Italian  journal.  Found  effective  too  was 
tiein  with  leading  paper  in  which  drawing  of 
the  stars  were  placed  on  over  3,000  contents 
bills  and  supplied  to  every  newspaper  in 
Victoria.  Radio  was  employed  to  plug  the 
hit  numbers  and  tiein  made  with  leading 
ballroom  to  feature  the  music.  Stills  and 

posters  were  placed  around  the  orchestra  to 
emphasize  the  hookup  and  music  stores  tied 
in  for  elaborate  displays. 

To  cover  entire  metropolitan  area,  special 
broadcast  was  arranged  from  an  airplane  for 
two  days  ahead  and  another  air  stunt  that 
clicked  was  a  series  of  sky  signs  (see  photo) 
suspended  in  the  sky  by  a  number  of  box 
kites  at  the  two  leading  local  league  foot- 

ball matches.  Signs  remain  stationary,  be- 
ing anchored  to  the  ground  when  in  the  de- 

sired position.  Newspaper  publicity  included 
special  feature  stories. 

Drawing  Contests 

On  'Brigade 9  Click 

For  Joe  Dougherty 

That  was  a  raft  full  of  campaign  directed 

on  "Light  Brigade"  at  the  Tower,  in  Upper 
Darby,  Pa.,  by  Manager  Joe  Dougherty 
and  reported  here  by  Warner  division  chief 
Skip  Weshner,  with  some  smartly  executed 
drawing  contests  put  on  to  attract  the  chil- 

dren to  the  date.  One  of  the  juvenile  com- 
petitions was  arranged  with  cooperation  of 

the  lower  grade  schools,  subject  for  draw- 
ing being  entirely  optional  with  the  pupil, 

providing  of  course  it  pertained  directly  to 
the  picture.  Enough  prizes  were  promoted 
from  the  local  merchants,  says  Joe,  to  pro- 

vide first,  second  and  third  prizes  for  indi- 
vidual grades  and  classes  participating. 

School  art  instructors  assisted  in  the  contest 
and  acted  as  judges. 

Winning  drawings  were  displayed  in  the 
lobby  on  panel  boards  during  the  Saturday 
matinee  when  the  prizes  were  presented 
from  the  stage.  Parents  and  friends  of  the 
entrants  were  on  hand  to  see  the  awards 

among  which  were  expensive  pen-and-pen- 
cil  sets,  cedar  chests,  candy,  etc.  Additional 
drawing  contest  was  put  on  at  the  theatre 
for  all  children  regardless  of  school  affilia- 

tion with  toys  as  prizes.  Sufficient  of  these 
were  promoted  for  all  entrants  and  these 
too  were  presented  from  the  stage. 

Miniature  Stills  Interest  Children 

Featured  also  for  the  attention  of  children 
was  the  distribution  of  sets  of  12  miniature 
action  stills  with  credits  and  copy  on  reverse 
inviting  juveniles  to  collect  complete  sets 
of  the  12  for  free  admission  to  Saturday 
matinee.  Stunt  was  announced  on  lobby 
poster  and  free  distribution  of  the  miniatures 
up  to  a  certain  time  arranged  by  Dougherty. 

Over  200  sets  were  given  out  and  coopera- 
tion of  schools  also  obtained. 

Outstanding  outside  stunt  to  tie-in  with 
all  the  Saturday  activity  was  a  parade 
throughout  the  business  section  of  the 

American  Legion  junior  corps,  theatre  ban- 
ners included.  From  time  to  time  the  juniors 

stopped  at  the  theatre  (see  photo)  for  a 
bit  of  crowd-collecting.  Also  helping  to 
excite  interest  was  an  offer  of  free  admission 

to  any  patron  arriving  on  horseback. 
With  all  this,  Joe  did  not  neglect  the  adult 

slants  and  put  on  preview  for  top  local 
school  executives.  This  resulted  in  tie-ins 
with  high  school  literary,  history  and  art 
classes  for  special  study.  Essay  contests 
were  put  on  and  announcements  made  in 
class  of  the  date.  Cooperation  was  received 

in  addition  from  local  women's  clubs  and 
libraries  displayed  placards  carrying  all 
credits. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Unusual  "Adverse"  Ad 
For  the  neighborhood  date  on  "Anthony 

Adverse"  at  the  Modjeska,  Garfield  and  Up- 
town, Milwaukee,  Harold  J.  Pearlman  pro- 
moted a  six-column  smash  paid  for  by  two 

merchants.  Only  outside  copy  included  was 

a  few  lines  of  six-point  at  the  bottom  of  the 
ad  of  merchants'  names  and  addresses. 
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HIGH-POWER  HOLIDAY  CAMPAIGNS 

REPORTED  BY  VARIOUS  MEMBERS 

Round  Tablers  Create  Artistic 

Lobby  and  Interior  Displays; 

Effect  Profitable  Merchant 

Tieups  to  Stimulate  Grosses 

In  an  early  December  issue,  there  were 
set  down  details  of  many  campaigns  planned 
by  Round  Tablers  in  all  parts  of  the  country 

to  offset  the  usual  pre-holiday  business  and 
build  patronage  during  the  holiday  season. 
Of  equal  interest  are  the  outlines  of  what 
some  of  the  theatremen  accomplished  in 

reaching  their  anticipated  goals.  •  Here  fol- 
lows what  some  of  the  boys  did  to  decorate 

their  houses,  to  tie  in  with  merchants,  to 
gather  food,  toys,  etc.,  for  the  needy. 

Down  in  Atlanta,  E.  E.  "Whit"  Whitaker, 
at  the  Fox,  created  a  new  display  for  his 
pit  that  was  said  to  have  topped  anything 
this  smart  showman  has  done  in  that  direc- 

tion. "Whit"  changed  his  entire  setup  for 
good  results  starting  with  a  three-minute 
short  from  Warner  Bros,  that  fitted  right 
in  with  his  plans.  It  featured  the  famous 

Paroda  Kiddies  singing  carols,  the  organ- 
playing  in  the  short  being  synchronized  with 
the  playing  of  the  house  organist. 

When  the  youngsters  sang  "Hosanna,"  the 
house  pit  was  brought  up  and  magnascope 
opened  with  moving  cloud  effect.  Angel 
cutout  hovering  over  the  pit  (see  photo  at 

top,  right)  was  connected  with  pulleys  ar- 
ranged so  that  when  the  pit  rose  the  cutout 

was  lowered  and  vice  versa.  Final  film  selec- 

tion was  "Jingle  Bells"  when  the  picture 
was  faded  back  on  the  screen  for  the  close- 
in  as  offstage  voice  wished  the  audience  the 
compliments  of  the  season. 

For  the  pit  scene,  "Whit"  reports  the  use 
of  common  straw  for  covering  the  shack, 

floor  and  manger.  Proof  of  the  straw  fire- 
proofing  was  invitation  to  the  fire  depart- 

ment to  try  and  ignite  the  material.  Protec- 
tion was  provided  with  a  solution  of  alum, 

ammonia  and  borax  which  did  the  trick. 

Entire  display  was  lighted  in  beautiful  col- 
ors and  the  spotting  of  the  manger  in  the 

accompanying  photo  made  it  appear  much 
brighter  than  the  surrounding  subdued  light- 
ing. 

At  Loew's  Poli,  New  Haven,  Manager  R. E.  Russell  found  effective  a  class  treatment 

of  his  spacious  lobby  and  to  right,  center,  is 
shown  one  side  of  the  lobby  with  its  dis- 

tinctive displays.  To  be  noted  are  the  win- 
dow-frame effects  in  back  of  which  were 

placed  blowups  of  local  snow  scenes.  These 

originally  were  six  by  nine  inch  photos  Rus- 
sell had  enlarged  and  colored  to  a  58  by  84 

size.  They  attracted  additional  attention  be- 
cause of  the  local  angle.  Over  each  frame 

were  planted  small  illuminated  Christmas 
trees  in  back  of  which  were  placed  fans  made 
of  corobuff  paper  with  silver  foil  edges. 
The  other  side  was  treated  similarly  and 

needless  to  say  the  entire  display  with  at- 
tendant accessories  was  highly  successful. 

In  addition  to  his  elaborate  holiday  decor- 
ations at  the  Colfax,  South  Bend,  Ind.,  Guy 

Martin  created  a  fine  animated  display  on 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (right,  bottom)  he  had 
(.Continued  on  following  page) 
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booked  for  the  special  New  Year's  Eve  mid- 
night show.  Champagne  glass  in  center  was 

six-feet  high,  entirely  covered  with  flitter 
and  made  to  revolve.  Small  glasses  at  the 
bottom  moved  back  and  forth.  Background 
was  of  midnight  blue,  frames  flittered  and 

lettering  in  white.  Spotlight  with  six  dif- 
ferent colors  was  trained  on  the  display  to 

enhance  the  beauty  of  the  flash. 
Up  in  Limerick,  Me.,  Sam  Kimball,  who 

is  now  operating  the  Sokokis  Theatre  on  his 
own  and  doing  nicely,  writes  in  to  tell  about 
how  the  folks  were  treated  at  his  annual 

Christmas  party.  With  the  feature  "Earth- 
worm Tractor,"  Kimball  screened  four  reels 

of  16  mm.  he  had  made  of  local  happen- 
ings, playing  to  over  125  kids  and  many 

of  their  parents  out  of  a  population  of  1000. 

The  folks  also  partook  of  generous  por- 
tions of  pop  corn,  grapes  and  apples  on  the 

house  and  through  the  genial  Sam,  Santa 
Claus  distributed  a  pair  of  regulation  skis 
to  everyone  in  the  house  who  was  without 
them.  Total  came  to  86  pairs  and  Kimball 
says  it  was  great  advertising  for  the  house. 

Biggs  Cooperates  with  Daily 

And  way  down  in  Alice,  Texas,  Manager 

R.  H.  Biggs'  Rialto  Theatre,  hooked  up  his 
local  paper  for  a  giant  Christmas  party  to 
take  in  children  from  all  over  the  drawing 
area.  The  daily  broke  out  with  a  page  one 
story  carrying  seven-column  banner  on  the 
get-together  and  followed  this  with  a  heap  of 
followup,  culminating  two  days  ahead  with 
a  full  page  free  ad  in  color.  Parents  were 
invited  to  bring  the  youngsters  and  do  some 
of  their  holiday  shopping  at  the  same  time. 

In  addition  to  the  feature  "Nevada,"  car- 
toon shorts  were  also  shown  and  a  program 

of  games  put  on  with  prizes  for  the  winning- 
youngsters.  Publicity  in  all  ran  for  two 
weeks  and  Biggs  reports  the  good-will  now 
being  translated  into  extra  admissions  from 
among  folks  in  the  drawing  area.  Paper 
also  profited  by  garnering  a  lot  of  extra  ad- 

vertising and  went  after  this  by  sending  out 
letters  to  local  stores  telling  all  about  the  ex- 

pected influx  of  outsiders  for  the  big  event. 
That  the  newspapers  in  Paterson,  N.  J., 

were  tied  in  with  the  first  runs  on  holiday 
food  shows  and  could  not  cooperate  with 
him  did  not  have  the  effect  of  licking  Man- 

ager George  Patterson's  arrangement  for  the 

ADVANCE  LOBBY.  Quoting  New  York  critics, 
Rodney  Pantages  and  Lloyd  Dearth,  Pantages 
Theatre,  Los  Angeles,  built  this  "Winterset" 
display     with     scene     stills     and     stars'  photos. 
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Yuletide.  Patterson  simply  went  ahead  and 
hooked  up  with  four  posts  of  the  American 

Legion  to  put  on  the  show,  members  in  uni- 
form on  hand  to  help  the  kids  and  Legion 

band  supplying  the  music.  Top  feature  of 
the  tiein  was  that  most  of  the  local  police 
are  Legionnaires  and  the  chief  had  all  the 
squad  cars  making  the  rounds  of  schools 
distributing  tickets,  sent  officers  to  the 
schools  to  speak  of  the  coming  show. 

Patterson's  party  built  up  so  strongly  that 
the  papers  had  to  pick  it  up  as  news  and  ran 
pictures  of  the  accumulated  food  contribu- 

tions and  the  prominents  of  the  cooperating 

posts. 
Cooperating  with  his  local  paper  on  a 

Santa  party  with  the  old  gent  coming  all  the 
way  from  the  North  Pole  via  airplane  which 
landed  at  the  local  airport,  Manager  J.  S. 

Cagney,  of  Schine's  Ben  Ali,  Lexington,  Ky., 
tied  in  to  all  the  publicity  including  a  num- 

ber of  page  one  breaks.  Santa  also  made 

an  appearance  at  the  theatre  where  a  pic- 
ture was  screened  supposedly  taken  at  his 

North  Pole  home  and  also  the  landing  in 
Lexington. 

Other  members  who  reported  attention- 
getting  holiday  events  included  Managers 
Wm.  Langdon,  Lyric-Grand,  Blue  Island, 
111.;  Chris  Holmes,  Royal  Guelph,  Ontario; 
Ed  Vaugkn,  Sterling,  and  M.  E.  Lofgren, 
Park,  both  of  Greeley,  Colo;  Ken  Veach, 
Kentucky,  Danville,  Ky.,  Ted  De  Grazia,  of 
the  Lyric,  Bisbee,  Arizona;  Herman  H. 
Hable,  Palace,  Winchester,  Va.,  and  Buzz 
Briggs,  State,  Denver,  Colo. 
And  in  Bath,  N.  Y.,  Round  Tabler  Hal 

Lee,  who  opened  the  Babcock  Theatre  there 

on  Christmas  Day,  1924,  put  on  a  combina- 
tion holiday  and  anniversary  party  to  cele- 

brate his  twelfth  year  in  that  spot  with  the 

papers  running  his  photo  and  over  a  half- column  on  his  career  and  activities  in  the 

upstate  community. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Installs  Community  Sing 

As  Result  of  Accident 

The  way  Tom  Soriero  tells  it,  it  seems 
that  one  night  some  months  back  right  after 
his  giveaway,  the  sound  equipment  went 
bad  and  to  fill  in  the  lapse  while  the  sound 

was  restored,  the  house  M.  C.  and  musi- 
cians sang  and  played,  invited  the  audience 

to  participate  in  an  amateur  program,  en- 
couraged a  lot  of  volunteer  community  sing- 

ing. This  went  for  over  an  hour. 
Next  day  Tom  got  a  lot  of  letters  from 

patrons  praising  the  spontaneous  entertain- 
ment and  asking  that  the  Community  Sing 

be  included  as  part  of  the  regular  programs, 
which  Soriero  did  and  reports  this  feature 
a  highly  effective  builder. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Dallas'  "Texas  Day" 
Sponsored  by  local  merchants  in  con- 

junction with  a  special  sales  day,  "Texas 
Day"  in  Holdenville,  Tex.,  was  also  utilized 
by  David  Dallas  to  sell  "Texas  Rangers"  at 
the  Grand.  Special  section  put  out  by  paper 

included  photo  of  theatreman  as  co-producer 
of  the  event  and  special  also  carried  pub- 

licity stories  and  ads  on  the  date. 

January     16,  1937 

Rosen-Martin  "Cain  and  Mabel"  Tieup 

Have  Local  Council  to  Thank 

For  New  Banner  Location 

It  seems  that  the  city  fathers  of  Santa 
Barbara,  Cal.,  decided  to  enforce  local  or- 

dinance prohibiting  hanging  of  flags  or 
banners  over  the  streets  and  sidewalks.  So 
the  team  of  Vic  Rosen  and  Dave  Martin  at 
Warners  Granada  found  it  necessary  to  dig 
up  some  other  means  of  publicising  their 
studio  previews  instead  of  the  banners  over 
the  street.  They  resorted  to  a  giant  30-foot 

"preview  tonight"  banner  hung  from  the 
sixth  floor  of  the  theatre  building  which 
proved  much  more  effective  than  the  old 
order.  Boys  say  they  have  the  local  council 
to  thank  for  bringing  the  matter  to  their 
attention. 

Also  reported  are  some  other  recent  ac- 
tivities and  above  is  shown  tiein  on  "Cain 

and  Mabel"  with  the  new  Chevrolet,  open- 
ing of  the  picture  coinciding  with  first 

showings  of  the  new  car.  The  words 
"game"  and  "able"  were  a  play  on  the  title 

and  "true  pictures  of  greatness"  referred  to 
the  picture  and  auto.  Cameramen  on  truck 

pepped  up  the  bally. Below  is  pictured  large  microphone  sign 

used  on  "Underseas  Kingdom"  when  the 
U.  S.  Navy  came  to  town.  For  further  at- 

mosphere sailors  were  used  with  copy  read- 

ing: "Calling  All  Navy  Men.  Before  you 

lift  anchor,  be  cure  to  see,"  etc.  On  "Big 
Noise,"  boy  was  sent  through  the  business 
section  carrying  a  giant  firecracker,  ban- 

nered, and  further  atmospheric  ballys  were 

arranged  on  such  attractions  as  "Parole" 
and  "Fang  Claw"  with  costumed  men  on  the 
streets  to  attract  notice. 

The  boys  took  another  slant  to  put  over 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  by  planting  some  co-op 
ads  in  the  local  weekly  and  widely-read  shop- 
ing  news.  Prominent  advertiser  was  pre- 

vailed upon  to  use  this  medium  on  the  tiein 
instead  of  the  daily  newspapers,  weekly  com- 

ing out  on  day  of  opening. 

Rosen-Martin  Stunt  to  Attract  Navy  Visitors 

HOLIDAY  CAMPAIGNS 
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Barman  Holiday 

Drive  More  Than 

Doubles  Grosses 

With  the  cooperating  merchants  reporting 
over  40  per  cent  in  increased  business  over 
the  same  period  last  year  and  the  theatre 
more  than  doubling  grosses  for  the  month 
of  December,  Manager  George  Bannan,  Ed- 

wards Theatre,  Easthampton,  N.  Y.,  has 
completed  his  findings  on  the  results  of  his 
Red  Star  community  campaign  and  forwards 
the  details  of  the  very  successful  holiday 
business  drive  from  Nov.  25  to  Dec.  26. 

The  plan  was  organized  to  stimulate  local 

shopping,  to  attract  out-of-town  trade  and 
to  encourage  payment  of  back  bills,  46  stores 
coming  in  with  the  theatre  under  the  title 
of  Red  Star  Merchants.  Campaign  was 
based  on  distribution  of  tickets  or  chances 

for  each  50  cent  purchase.  Four  weekly 
drawings  were  held  in  December,  with  main 
drawing  for  biggest  prizes  on  Dec.  26th.  In 
all,  value  of  prizes  was  about  $2,000,  main 
attraction  being  a  new  1936  sedan.  Mer- 

chants were  cautioned  not  to  give  tickets 
for  less  than  50  cent  purchase  and  though 
their  families  were  eligible  for  the  prizes, 
efforts  were  made  generally  to  discourage 
this  participation  as  much  as  possible. 

Each  store  was  given  as  many  double- 
numbered  tickets  as  needed  and  arrange- 

ments made  for  weekly  pickup  by  Bannan 
of  tickets  retained  by  the  store.  Signs 
carrying  the  red  stars  were  distributed  to 
identify  cooperating  stores  and  thousands 
of  heralds  given  out  as  far  as  Montauk 
Point.  All  theatre  posters  were  sniped  with 
the  drive  copy  and  a  trailer  run  at  the  the- 

atre describing  the  prizes  and  urging 

patrons  to  shop  at  the  "star"  stores.  Ban- 
non  also  made  short  talks  from  the  stage 
explaining  details  and  building  up  interest. 

City  Is  Decorated 

In  exchange  for  acceptable  prize  or  fixed 
sum,  merchant  received  mention  in  the  drive 

ads  which  ran  as  much  as  half-pages,  local 
newspaper  cutting  regular  rates  in  half  and 
papers  in  drawing  area  making  special  rates 
to  cooperate.  Publicity  was  generous  and 
included  many  page  one  stories  and  ban- 

ners, editorials,  etc.  All  of  the  stores  ran 

the  "star"  copy  in  their  advertising,  carried 
window  cards  and  displays,  placed  red  star 
on  delivery  trucks. 

Other  means  were  used  to  further  pub- 
lise  the  event  and  among  these  was  ban- 

nering and  driving  the  prize  car  through  all 
towns  on  eastern  Long  Island.  From  the 
car  heralds  were  distributed  at  school 

breaks,  railroad  stations  where  morning  and 
evening  trains  were  met.  In  Easthampton  the 
main  street  was  strung  crosswise  with  red 
and  green  street  lights.  Buildings  were 
decorated  and  carried  the  prize  copy.  Prizes 
were  displayed  in  prominent  windows  and 
in  lobby  with  the  automobile  conspicuously 
spotted. 

For  the  final  drawing,  p.a.  systems  were 
hooked  up  out  front  and  in  main  street  store. 
Railroad  flares  were  planted  along  the 
streets  and  high  school  band  paraded  to 
theatre  giving  concert  in  the  pit.  Officers 
of  local  bank  handled  all  the  winning  tickets 
and  the  Mayor  presided  at  the  final  drawing, 
presenting  the  winners  with  their  prizes. 

PERSONAL *  * 

TO  THE 

PLAINSMAN! 

SEVERAL  TIMES  DURING 
THE  PAST  FEW  MONTHS  YOU 

HAVE  TAKEN  "CRACKS"  AT 

CERTAIN'  PICTURES  SHOWN 
IN  LUBBOCK  AND  WITHOUT 
EXCEPTION  .  .  .  EACH  TIME 

YOU  HAVE  "RUN  DOWN"  A 
PICTURE  WE  HAVE  ENJOYED 
OUTSTANDING  BUSINESS 

|so  That   proves  that 
YOUR  READERS  THINK 
YOU'RE  ALWAYS  WRONG! 

AND  NOW  DEAR 

PLAINSMAN— 

WE  HAVE  A  "SLEEPER"  ON 
OUR  HANDS,  WHICH  PUT  IN. 
TO  SIMPLE  WORDS,  (IN  OR- 

DER THAT  EVEN  YOUR  FEE- 
BLE MIND  CAN  GRASP  IT) 

MEANS  "A  DARN  GOOD  PIC- 
TURE BUT  ONE  WHICH  IS 

NOT  LOADED  DOWN  WITH 

STARS  AND  WILL  REQUIRE 
A  BIT  OF  SALESMANSHIP  TO 
PUT  IT  OVER  .  .  , 

AND  THAT'S 
WHERE  YOU  COME  IN* 

WITH 
IRENE  DUNNE 

IS  A  SPARKLING  ROMANTIC 

COMEDY,  A  LOT  LIKE  "IT 

HAPPENED  ONE  NIGHT" 

IT'S  PLENTY  GOOD  BECAUSE 
WE  HAVE  "RAVE"  REVIEWS 
FROM  A  DOZEN  MANAGERS 
WE  KNOW  PERSONALLY  BUT 
WE'VE  GOT  TO  SELL  THE 

PUBLIC  THE  IDEA  THAT  IT'S 
GOOD  SO  THEY'LL  COME 
SEE  ITS 

SO  WORT  YOU 

PLEASE 

"RUN  DOWN"  THIS  SWELL 

PICTURE  IN  YOUR  COLUMN 

SO  WE'LL  DO  A  NICE  BUSI- 
NESS! 

P.  S.— A  2-REEL  ALL  COLOR 

POPEYE  THAT'S  REALLY  A 
HONEY  IS  ON  THE  SAME 

BILL! 

IT  PLAYS  AT 

Palace 
Prevne  Sat. 

Sun.-Mon.-Tocs! 

Columnist  Sues  (?J 

Grady  for  Libel 

On  'Sleeper' Date What  it  takes  to  smoke  up  a  good  picture 
to  extra  feature  attractiveness  with  the  aid 

of  a  cooperative  newspaper  columnist  is  de- 
scribed by  Manager  Hal  Grady,  Palace, 

Lubbock,  Tex.,  who  details  the  operation  on 

his  date  for  "Theodora  Runs  Wild."  It 

seems  the  columnist  who  signs  himself  "The 
Plainsman"  had  occasion  in  the  past  to  put 
various  pictures  on  the  pan  and  with  this 
in  mind  Grady  steamed  up  quite  an  argu- 

ment featured  by  a  threatened  suit  for  libel 
all  of  which  aroused  a  lot  of  buzzing  around 
town. 

The  Round  Tabler  started  by  running  a 

one-column  15-inch  type  ad  headed  "Here's 
a  sleeper,  but  first  let  us  tell  you  what  a 

sleeper  is  as  applied  to  motion  pictures." 
Copy  went  on  to  further  explain  and  to  label 

the  attraction  as  the  "Sleeper  for  1936," 
followed  by  a  lot  of  praise  from  the  circuit's bookers.  On  the  following  day,  in  both 
morning  and  afternoon  dailies,  Hal  ran  the 
one-column  ad  reproduced  on  this  page. 

Next  step  was  a  lengthy  reply  from  the 
"Plainsman"  in  his  column  on  the  same  day 
in  the  afternoon  sheet  in  which  the  column- 

ist said  in  part :  "If  it's  news  when  a  man 
bites  a  dog,  it  certainly  is  news  when  a 
newspaperman  sues  somebody  for  libel.  But 
that's  just  what  the  Plainsman  is  going  to 
do  as  a  result  of  an  advertisement  inserted 
in  the  Journal  by  Hal  Grady.  .  .  .  The  laws 
of  Texas  plainly  state  that  whenever  a  man 
is  held  up  to  ridicule  and  scorn  he  has 

grounds  for  suit.  And  in  saying  in  his  ad- 
vertisement that  whenever  the  Plainsman 

pans  a  show  the  attendance  is  better  than 

usual,  Mr.  Grady  is  doing  just  that.  .  .  ." 
The  column  went  on  to  say  that  Grady 

was  putting  on  the  blast  to  build  up  interest 
in  "Theodora,"  mentioning  the  picture  and 
date,  incidentally,  and  wound  up  by  saying 

in  all  probability  the  feature  would  prove 

highly  entertaining.  Hal  writes  after  read- 
ing the  column  a  lot  of  folks  went  back  to 

read  the  theatre  ads  that  started  the  fuss 

and  reports  many  believing  the  threatened 
libel  suit  as  seriously  intended.  And  best 

yet,  when  any  discussion  of  the  "suit"  oc- curred the  picture  was  of  course  mentioned. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

ATMOSPHERIC  FRONT.  Log  cabins,  saddles, 
harnesses  and  all  the  trappings  dressed  up  the 
■front  of  the  Lyceum  Theatre,  Clovis,  N.  Mex., 

for     Russ    Hardwick's    "Texas     Rangers"  date. 
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M.  M.  BUCHANAN 

formerly  associated  with  ERPI,  has  been 
named  a  district  manager  of  Malco  Theatres 
and  will  supervise  the  Lightman  theatre 

activities  in  Tupelo,  West  Point  and  Colum- 
bus, Miss.,  and  Helena,  Ark.  Headquarters 

will  be  maintained  at  Columbus. 
V 

HERBERT  WALTON 

has  been  named  chief  advertising  artist  for 
Warners  under  Publicity  Director  JOE 
FELDMAN.  WALTON  succeeds  SAM 

STERN,  who  has  been  transferred  to  War- 

ners' New  York  headquarters. 
V 

OLIVER  HUMPHRIES 

of  Toccoa,  Ga.,  has  recently  been  appointed 
manager  of  the  Vienna  Theatre  in  Vienna, 
Ga.,  and  takes  the  place  of  A.  F.  AVEY, 
who  has  resigned. 

V 
HAL  DAIGLER 

replaces  TED  BARBOUR,  recently  re- 
signed assistant  to  JOHN  HAMRICK  in 

Seattle,  Wash. 
V 

LOUIS  SUTTER 

operator  of  several  colored  houses  in 
Greater  Kansas  City,  will  take  over  Donnici 

and  Brancato's  Castle  Theatre,  a  new  col- 
ored house  and  close  his  Hollywood  Theatre. 

V 
ARTHUR  STOLTE 

Waterloo,  Iowa,  city  manager,  has  been  pro- 
moted to  Tri-States  district  manager  at  Des 

Moines,  replacing  ROCKEY  NEWTON, 
who  resigned  to  enter  the  laundry  business 
at  Cedar  Rapids,  la.  BOB  FULTON,  Des 
Moines  Paramount  manager,  was  moved  up 
to  the  Waterloo  job. 

V 
KERMITT  CARR 

will  be  the  new  skipper  of  the  Paramount 
in  Des  Moines,  leaving  the  Uptown  Theatre 
in  the  same  sector.  His  place  at  the  Uptown 
will  be  taken  by  MORRIS  CREW  who 
gives  his  post  at  the  Roosevelt  theatre  to 
MORRIS  GRAYBEAL,  assistant  manager 
of  the  Des  Moines  Theatre.  DON  ALLEN, 
present  manager  of  the  Des  Moines,  will 
now  have  supervision  over  both  the  Des 
Moines  and  the  Roosevelt  Theatres. 

V 
MURRAY  BOGGS 
has  been  named  as  new  house  manager  of 
the  Beverly  in  Seattle,  Washington.  He 
formerly  assisted  in  the  handling  of  adver- 

tising of  all  the  Hamrick  Theatres  in 
Tacoma. 

V 
MAX  SLOTT 

formerly  of  Warner's  Theatre  Department 
in  Chicago  has  left  there  to  open  the  Park 
Theatre  in  that  city. 

V 
LARRY  HUTTINGER 

has  resigned  as  manager  of  the  Hollywood 
Theatre  in  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  and  will  be  re- 

placed by  HENRY  BERGER,  assistant  at 
the  South  Hills. 

V 

JOSEPH  BOYLE 

former  manager  of  Loew's  State  in  Boston, 
Mass.,  moves  to  the  Loew's  Orpheum  there. 
JAMES  DEVLIN  goes  to  Loew's  in  Provi- 

dence, R.  I.,  while  D.  ETCHBERGER  takes 

BOYLE'S  vacated  post  at  the  State  in  Bos- 
ton, Massachusetts. 

THE  BUREAU  OF 

MISSING  PERSONS 

For  the  purpose  of  ascertaining  the 
present  whereabouts  of  the  inactive 
members  listed  below,  a  request  is 

made  for  this  information  from  our 
readers  acquainted  with  or  having 

knowledge  of  these  long  silent  and 
erring  brothers: 

JOE  DINA of  the  Poli,  Bridgeport,  Conn,  has  been 
made  student  assistant  at  the  Majestic  in that  city. 

V 

JACK  HANNON 
relinquishes  his  managerial  post  at  the  Dixie 
Theatre  in  Linneus,  Mo.,  to  F.  J. 
BOESCHE. 

RAYMOND  B.  WILLIE 

for  city  manager  for  Interstate  in  San  An- 
tonio, Texas,  has  been  promoted  to  super- 

vise a  group  of  the  circuit's  theatres  in Dallas. 
Joseph  Josack  Frank  Kennebeck 
Arthur  R.  Joy  Nyman  Kessler 
Irvan  Judah  E.  L.  Kidwell 
George  Kalhurst  L  P.  King  HOMER  LE  TEMPT 
John  Joseph  Kalix  Roderick    Duke    King.  ,             A   .               ,            r,  . 

Eddie  Kane  T  R   King  £oes         e  Aztec  Theatre  in  San  Antonio, 

Edward  J.  Kane  Fred'  F.  Kislingsbury  Texas,  after  managing  the  Texas  Theatre Joseph  Kane  Russ  Kitchin  there,    taking    the    place    of  WILLIAM 

E.  P.  Kanga  Raymond  Klein  O'DONNELL,  while  JOHN  T.  FLOORE, 
Herman  Kantor  Joseph  Kligler  formerly  of  the  Empire,  succeeds  LE 
Cappy  G.  Kaplan  C.  F.  Kline  TEMPT  at  the  Texas.  GEORGE  TUCKER 
David  Kaplan  R.  Lee  Kline  js  transferred  from  the  Uptown  to  the  Em- Leonard  L.  Kaplan  Earl  Otto  Knoblauch  nire 

Eugene  Karlin  George    Knowles  "  „ Ben  Katz  David  Koch  ,7   ̂     ,mmmn  „,CT  T^i--r> 

Harry  Katzes  Walter  Kofeldt  V-  D-  (BUDDY)  WELKER 
M.  Katzmiller  William  C.  Kohler  assitant  manager  and  treasurer  of  the  Ma- 
Les  Kaufman  Bert  Korbel  jestic  in  San  Antonio  goes  to  the  Uptown 
Leslie  G.  Kaufman  Ted  Kraft  Theatre. 
William  Keegan  J.  J.  Krause  V 
W.  F.  Keener  R.  Kreutzberger  JOHN  WAGAR 

Jack  Keithh°e  Kar|KHimKru    r  former  treasurer  of  the  Fox  Theatre  in  Da- u3C    j"\a/  v  ii  uar    j  i/Ui?er  troit,  has  been  made  assistant  to  JOSEPH Howard  W.  Kelley         Howard  Kuhn  T  .   '  „„„  c         „  J 

F.  A.  Kelly  R.  R.  Kuila  LA  KOSL,  manager  of  the  Lastown. 
M.  Kemenich               H.  R.  Kupper  V 
F.  M.  Kendall  Morris  Kutinsky  WALTER  FINNEY 
J.  L.  Kendrick  Chick  La  Fay  has  been  named  to  supervise  the  Mayfair 

=^^^=^==^===^===^^=====^^^=;  Theatre  in  Portland,  Oregon.   He  recently 
managed  the  Riviera  in  Tacoma,  Washing- 

BOB  CARNEY  ton. 

becomes     assistant     manager     to     BEN  V 
COHEN  of  the  College  Theatre  in  New  JOHN  FINLEY 
Haven,  Conn.    EDDIE  DOLAN,  as  as-  former  assistant  manager  of  the  Harris- 
sistant  for  the  past  few  months  has  been  Alvin  at  Pittsburgh,  is  now  manager  of  the 
shifted  to  the  Poli,  Waterbury,  to  fill  the  newly  opened  Capitol  in  Wheeling,  W.  Va. 
place  of  assistant  AL  WEIR,  resigned.  V 

_^_^______=_____=_=  D.  M.  DILLENBECK 
now  manages  the  Rialto  Theatre  in  Bush- 

^PP|_|£^"|"|QJ^     FOR  n6^'  ̂ 'no's'  com'nS  there  from  the  State 
in  Sterling. 

MEMBERSHIP  frank  whittam 

uAkixrcDC  D/"\«  iKir\  ^as  replaced  R-  S.  HELSON  as  manager MANAbtKb    KvJUND  for  the  Glenn  W.  Dickinson  circuit  at  Osage 

TABLE  CLUB  Cit^ Kansas  v 

Rockefeller  Center,  N.  Y.  LOUIS  S.  BLACK 
has  been  shifted  to  the  Aldine  in  Wilming- 

ton, Del.  He  was  the  former  manager  of  the 
Name    Stanley- Warner  Arcadia  in  the  same  spot. (print) 

JOHN  SMITH Position    has  left  the  Warner  Theatres  in  Wilming- 
ton, Del.,  returning  to  the  executive  staff 

Theatre    of  Interstate  Circuit  in  the  capacity  of 
home  representative  in  Dallas,  Texas.  His 

Circuit    duties  will  include  direction  of  exploitation 
on  special  pictures. 

Addre"  GEORGE  APPLEBY 

formerly  of  Hamrick-Evergreen's  Coliseum City    Theatre  in  Seattle,  Wash.,  is  now  managing 
director  of  the  Music  Box,  Blue  Mouse  and 

State    Playhouse  Theatres  in  Portland,  Oregon. 

ai     i  \  i     xt     r\             n      ,  He    succeeds    HERBERT  SOBOTTKA, Absolutely  No  Dues  Or  tees!           who  becomes  manager  of  the  Paramount  in 
  Portland. 
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THE  RELEASE  CHART 

Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star 
Born  to  Fight  Frankie  Darro-Jack  La  Rue 
Devil   Diamond,  The  ..Kane    Richmond-June   Gale  Jan. 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermit  Maynard-Ariane  Allen. ...  Dec. 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond.  .. Dec. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard- Joan  Barclay. ...  Oct. 
Racing  Blood   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond ...  Nov. 
Song  »f  the  Trail  Kermit  Maynard-Evelyn  Brent. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H.  Bosworth.. 
Wild  Horse  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard- Dickie  Jones.. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Nov.  3t  

I5,'37t  
30t  
25t  
30t  
I5t  
24  
I6t  
20t  
20t  

.  Feb. 

.Oct. 

.Nov. 

.Dec. 

Coming 

Sing  While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   Feb.  I5,'37t. 
Valley  of  Terror..,  Kermit  Maynard -Harley  Wood.. .Jan.  20,'37t. 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Drag   Net,  The  Rod  LaRocque- Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Sante  Fe,  The  Nina  Quartaro- Norman  Kerry. .. .Jan.  I,'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  I5t  78  Aug.  29 

Coming 

White  Glove.  The  Mar.  I,'37t  

CELEBRITY 

Coming 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed Title  Star 
For  Love  of  You  F.  Foresta-Riscoe  and  Wayne  60 
Kiss  Me  Goodbye  M.  Sehneider-Riscoe  and  Wayne  62 

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star  Rel. 
August  Week-end  V.  Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr.  ..Apr. 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hopton.  . -June 
House  of  Secrets  Leslie  Fenton-Muriel   Evans  Oct. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan. .  . .  Mar. 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blackmer. ...  Sept. 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille   Gleason  Dec. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
25  65  
1  64  
26t  67  

2  66  
6   .66  
lOt  66  Oct. 
29t  

Light  Fingered  Ladies. 
Policewoman   

Coming 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  in  Manhattan  (G ) . . .  Jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  ..Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.   Churchill- Wm.    Gargan  ..Sept. 
And    So   They    Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn   Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard -Beth   Marion  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G) ...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dec- 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan -Florence  Rice... July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28). 
Cattle  Thief,  The  Ken  Maynard-Geneva  Mitchell.  ..  Feb. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morris-Margot  Grahame  . .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady   Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Perry  Dec. 
Code  of  the  Range  ...Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer,  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Cowboy  Star,  The..  Charles  Starrett-lris  Shunn  ..Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind   Russell  Oct. 
Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard   Dix-Karen  Morley  ..May 
Don't  Gamble  with  Love  (G)..  Bruce  Cabot-Ann  Sothern  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept, 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find   the   Witness  Rosalind  Keith-Chas.  Quigley. .  . .  Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken   Maynard-Beth  Marion  June 
Hell  Ship  Morgan  (G)  George  Bancroft-Ann  Sothern  Feb. 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (G)  Ken  Maynard-June  Gale  Mar. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73  Oct.  31 
23t  60  Oct.  24 

10  75  Apr.  18 
8  56  
I4f  80.... Sept.  26 
10  66  

28. 

12. 

.57. .74. 
3lt. 

9t. 
7t. 20t. 

.60. 

.55. 

.61. 

.56. 

It  75.... Sept.  19 
1  80  May  16 
15  63  Mar.  14 
I8t  72  Nov.  21 
30  58  
8,'37t  

I  58  Oct.  24 
8  65  Mar.  21 
28  51....  Aug.  22 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Killer  at  Large   (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardie  Oct. 
King  Steps  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franchot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from   Nowhere  Mary  Astor-Charles  Quigley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churchill-B.  Cabot... Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  The  (G).  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Stander. ..  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)  Richard  Arlen-Cecilia  Parker. ...  May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G)..Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  120;  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125,  128;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome   (G)  Jack  Holt- Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles  Bickford-Florence  Rice. .Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts. .  .  .Oct. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  ...Robert  Allen-Iris  Meredith  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. ...  May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  starrett- Finis  Barton. .. .June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 
They  Met  in  a  Taxi  (G)   Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television    (G)...Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat   Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows .  .Oct. 
Two   Fisted   Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  July  4.) 
Unknown    Ranger,   The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts ....  Sept. 
You  May  Be  Next  (G)  Ann  Sothern-Lloyd  Nolan  Feb. 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
1  58. ...Nov.  7 
28    86.... May  23 

2lt  '.  

It  60  Nov.  7 
25t  73. ...Oct.  24 
1  72  July  25 

6  66....  Apr.  25 
24t  77  Dec.  26 
12  1 18....  Apr.  25 
120,  122;  June  27,  p.  80; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22,  pp.  Ill, 

I4t  63.... Oct.  31 
10  56  May  2 
25t  83. ...Dec.  19 

2.. 

30t. 

lit. 

.66. 

12. 
.69. 20   60...  .Aug.  22 17  57.... Sept.  12 

8  56  
I2t  95  Nov.  14 
1  70. ...Aug.  8 
15  65. ...Aug.  8 
I5t  
15  

I5t  
.6  67.... Mar.  28 

Coming 

24,'37t. 5,'37t. 

I3,'37t. 8,'37t. 

College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dix....Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett-Marian  Welden . .  . .  Feb. 
Freedom  for  Sale  Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Nightingale  Flies  Home,  The..  Grace  Moore   
No  More  Heroes  Jack  Holt   
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable  
Raiding  Guns   Chas.  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  
Weather  or  No   Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupino  
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. .. .Jan.  22,'37t 
When  You're  in  Love  Grace  Mooro-Cary  Grant  Feb.  27,'37t 

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Woman   in   Distress  May  Robson-Mary  Astor  Jan.  I7,'37t 
Women  Are  Wise  Dolores  Del  Rio  
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas-Virginia  Bruce.. Jan.  28,'37t 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

COMMODORE 

Title 
Ghost  Town  .... 
Pecos  Kid,  The. 

Running  Time 
Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Harry  Carey   Feb.    15  6  rls  
.Fred  Kohler,  Jr  Feb.    15  6  rls  

CRESCENT 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom   Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept.  I5t  65  July  18 
Rebellion   (G)   Tom  Keene-Rita  Cansino  Oct.    27t  60  Oct.  17 Coming 

Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom   Keene-Gwynne  Shipman. .  . .  Jan.  I8.'37t- .  .*60.  .Jan.  9.'37 
Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keene   Mar.  I,'37t  
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene  Apr.  I2,'37t  
Drums  of  Destiny  Tom  Keene  May  24,'37t  
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keene   July  6,'37t  
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DANUBIA 

(Hungarian  Dialogue) 
Title  Star 

Be  Good  Unto  Death....  Lael  Devenyl   Sept, 
Car  of   Dreams....  Torzs-Percell   Oct. 
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay  Aug. Dream  of  Love  Frank  Taray   Jan. 
Friendly   Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nov. 
Hungaria  (English  titles)  Travelogue   Mar. 
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue  Dec. 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabos-Percell   May 
Man  Under  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
March  Tales   Turay-Kabos   .July 
New  Landlord,  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dec. 
Son  of  the  Steppes  Kiss-Komar  Dec! 
Sweet  Stepmother  Maria  Tasnadi   Sept. (English  titles) 
This  Villa  for  Sale....  Verebes-Csikos   june 
Three  Spinsters   Emilie   Markus   ...Dee. 

D,    „    t  „  Coming Blue  Danube  Romance  Zita  Perczell     Jan_ 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

I0t  80  
I0t  90  
25t  78  
8,'37t..  .103  
It  65  
15  88  
25t  20  
15  54  
I5t  82  
15  68  
20t  98  
3lt  82  
25t  85  
I5t  90  
15.. 
It. .80. .84. 

20,'37t....85. 

DuWORLD 

Title  Star  Rel 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct. 
Crimson  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan. 
Kilou,  The  Killer..  Technicolor   Oct. 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dame  Oct. 
Nobody's  Boy  Robert  Lynen   Sept. Opera  of  Paris  Georges  Thill   Oct. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
I5f  84  
I,'37t  
It  60.June  1/35 
It  58  
I5t  81  
It  50  

Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  The  Dick  Foran-Jane  Bryan  
Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168.. Jean  Muir-Barton  MacLane  *60  Aug.  20 Gentleman  from  Kimberley,  TheWarner  Baxter   

Green  Light  (G)   154  Errol  Flynn-Anita  Louise  Feb.  20,'37t. .  .*85. Jan.  9,'37 Men  In  Exile  Richard  Purcell-June  Travis  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutchinson-G.  Brent  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 

Once  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Woods-Jean  Muir  Jan.  23,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 

San  Quentin   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Nowhere   Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  
Penrod  and  Sam  172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson  Feb.  27,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  
Stolen  Holiday  (G)  159  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  Feb.    6,'37t..."85  Dec.  26 
Story  of  Emile  Zola,  The  Paul  Muni   
Stuttering  Bishop,  The  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
That  Man's  Here  Again. .......  Mary  Magui  re-Tom  Brown  
White  Bondage   Jean  Muir- Gordon  Oliver  

Title 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) 
Star  Rel.  Date 

Crustalo   Nina  Afentaki   Oct.  lit. 
Eros   A.  Marikos   Sept.  7t. 
Exo  Ftohea    Exo  Sept.  20t. 
Independence   Philip  Alexander   Feb.  16.. 
Sarka  and  the  Eagle....  Olympia  Deos   Oct.  I8t. 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed  95  

... .110  

...  . .96  

... .100  

... .118  

EMPIRE 

Title  Star Coming 

Crime  Patrol   Ray  Walker-Geneva  Mitchell. 
Shadows  of- the  Orient  (G)  Regis  Toomey- Esther  Ralston. 

Rel 
Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

♦65. ...Feb.  15 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers) 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date 

Brides  Are  Like  That  (G)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louise  Apr.  18. 
(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 

Bullets  or  Ballots  (G)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell . .  June 
(Eploitation:  June  13,  p.  123;  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93; 

Captain's  Kid,  The  (G)  167. ..Guy  Kibbee-Sybil  Jason  Nov. Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  l70.Ricardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oct. 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 

Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 
(G)  965   Warren  William-Claire  Dodd  Aug. 

China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  31,  p.  76.) 

Down  the  Stretch  (G)  (77  Patricia  Ellis- Dennis  Moore  Sept. 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962... Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July 

90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  pp.  75,  78 

Running  Time 
Minutes 
..  ..67. . 

6.. 

Oct. 
I4t. 
3lt. . 

15. 22. 

3,  p 
.81.. .  82.) 
.72. . 
.66... 

Reviewed 
.Jan.  25 

.May  23 

.Sept. 

Oct. 

..63... 
,.88'/2. 

May 

Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37, 

9t... 
18... 
Aug. 

29. 

Dick  Powell-Joan  Blondell  Dec. 
p.  100;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71.) 

Golden  Arrow,  The  (G)  959....Bette  Davis-George  Brent  May (Exploitation:  May  16,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 

26t. 

.66.. 
.69.. 

pp. 

.101. 

.July 

. . June 85,  86, 

23 

15 

18 

20 

87; 

23. .68. 

..Dec.  12 

.May  8 

Hearts  Divided  (G) 

Law  in  Her  Hands,  The 

Love    Begins    at  Twenty 

Murder  by  an  Aristocrat 

.Dick  Foran-Anne  Nagel  2 '37  ..56.. 

.Marion  Davies-Dick  Powell  .June 20 
70.. 

) 
Oct. 

24 1 

 60.. 

.Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  . 

.May 

16.. 
 58.. ) 

.Warren  Hull-Patricia  Ellis  
) 

Aug. 22..  58.. 

.Marguerite  Churchill-L.  Talbot.. .June 13..  60.. 

.Donald  Woods-Kay  Linaker  Mar. 28.. 
 62.. 

94;  June  6,  p.  121 ;  June  27,  p.  88 ;  July 
4,  P. 68;  July  1 
11..  84.. 

.June 

.Dec. 

.Apr. 

.May  30 

.Apr. 

.Feb. 

4 
29 

p.  128.) Mar.  21 

4.... 
29  

I2t... 

..63.. 

..56... 

..91... 

.  Mar. 

.Apr. 

.Aug. 

15 

Road  Gang  (A)  964  
(Exploitation:  Mar. 

Singing  Kid,  The  (G)  95 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 

Sing  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  160. James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  Jan.     9,'37t..  ..79  Oct.  17 (Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Snowed  Under  (G)  971  George  Brent-Genevieve  Tobin. .  . .  Apr. 
Song  of  the  Saddle  (G)  978  Dick  Foran-Alma  Lloyd  Feb. 
Stage  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  Blondell-Dick  Powell  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Story   of    Louis    Pasteur,  The 

(G)   956   Paul  Muni-Josephine  Hutchinson  ..  Feb. 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  22,  pp.  95,  96;  Mar.  14,  p.  87;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  Apr. 
p.  92;  May  9,  p.  94;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  68;  Aug.. 

Three  Men  on  a  Horse  (G)  151.  Frank  McHugh-Joan  Blondell. ..  .Nov.    21 1  
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  81;  Dec.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2,'37, 
P.  71.) 

Trailin'  West  979  Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  .Sept.  5  
(See  "On  Secret  Service,  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Two  Against  the  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart- Beverly  Roberts  July  II  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel,  The  (G)  951  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  July  4  
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Oct.  3, 
p.  89;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  64.) 

22  87.  Nov.  30,'35 
25,  p.  96;  May  2. I,  p.  93.) 
..85  Dec.  5 
106;  Jan.  9,'37, 
..56  

..57  May  23 

PP. 

.  .91  June 
81,  83;  Dec. 

GB  PICTURES 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arliss-Lucie  Mannheim.  ..Oct.    16  74  Sept.  12 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3609C.  Bennett-D.  Montgomery  Oct.      If  74  Sept.  12 
It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young. ...  May    30  79  May  16 (Exploitation:  Sept.   19,  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. .Otto  Kruger-Leonora  Corbett  Dec.     It  69  Mar.  31 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Clive  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nov.    I5t  63. ...May  30 
Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  Nov.     I  66. ...Oct.  10 
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610. .Nova  Pilbeam-Cedric  Hardwicke .  .Sept.     It  80  May  18 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")   (See  production  article,  June  20,  p.  10; 
exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2, '37.  p.  106.) 

River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  Jan.  I0,'37t  69  May  18 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  3515  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Lorre..  ..June 
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cummings  Aug. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Doomed  fiarqo.") Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon  (G) 
3615   C.  Cummings-Noah  Beery  Dec. 

Week-end    Millionaire  (G)  36l6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian  Nov.  20t.. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Once  in  a  Million.") 

Woman  Alone,  The  (G)  3601.. Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  Jan.  I,'37t 
(Reviewed  under  the  titlo,  "Sabotage.") Coming 

Everybody  Dance  (G)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneidge  75. 
Great  Barrier,  The  Richard  Arlen-Lilli  Palmer  
Head  Over  Heals  in  Love  Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Borrell  Jan.  30,'37t  
King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedric  Hardwicke..  
Land  Without  Music  (G)  Richard  Tauber-Jimmy  Durante  80.... Oct.  24 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arliss-Rene  Ray  Jan.  20,'37t  71  Nov.  28 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") Soldiers  Three   Victor  McLaglen   
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Gina  Malo  

GRAND  NATIONAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

15  83. ...May 
I5f  70. ...July 

St  67.  Jan.  9, .64....  Apr. 

'37 

4 

..76.  Jan.  2,'37 

.  Dec. 

Captain  Calamity   George  Houston-Marian  Nixon. ..  .Nov.  29... 
Devil  on  Horseback,  The  (GK.Lili  Damita-Fred  Keating  Oot.  lit.. 
Great  Guy  (G)  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dec.  25f.. 
Hats  Off  (G)  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov.  29t.. 
Headin'  for  the  Rio  Grande  (G).Tex  Ritter-Eleanor  Stewart  Dec.  20t.. 
Navy  Spy   ....Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Dec.  23... 
Sins  of  Children  (G)  Eric  Linden-Cecilia  Parker  Sept.  29  

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "In  His  Steps.")  (Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p. 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  Tex  Ritter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov.  22t.. 
We're  in  the  Legion  Now  (G) ..  Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston.  ..Dec.  I3f.. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)  Tala  Birell-lan  Keith  Oct.  25t.. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Oct.  27t.. 

.66. 

70'/2 
,*75.. 

.66'/2 
..61.. 

..Oct.  3 

..Dec.  19 

Jan.  2,'37 
..Dec.  12 

.79'/2..Sept.  19 
90.) 

.  .62. 

..64. 

..81. 

.63. 

..Nov.  14 

..Feb.  15 

..Oct.  24 

..Nov.  14 

Arizona  Days 

Coming 

.Tex  Ritter-Eleanor  Stewart. 

GUARANTEED 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Just  My  Luck   Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  June  15  
Luck  of  the  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept.  I5t  
Phantom  Ship  ........Bela  Lugosi -Shirley  Grey  Oct.  15t  
Women  In  White  Molly  Lamont-Lester  Matthews.  ..July  15  
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HOFFBERG Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rei. 
Fire  Trap,  The  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp. .  . .  Jan. 
Girl  from  Maxim's  Leslie  Henson- Frances  Day  Oct. 
Inyaah   Borneo  Expedition   Nov. 
Sons  of  the  Scarlet  Flower  Swedish   Sept. 
Tenderfoot  Goes  West,  A  Jack  LaRue- Russell  Gleason  Oct. 
Uncle  from  America  Czeck  Film   Dec. 
Voice  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Wanted  Men   Charles  Laughton- Dorothy  Gish  ..Sept. 

Coming 
Calling  All  Cars  Jack  LaRue-Lillian  Miles  Feb. 
Crime  of  Voodoo  Fredi  Washington   63 
Palo's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Feb.   1 5,'37f . .  .  .75 
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb.   I0,'37t. .  . .62 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
I0.'37t.  ...58. Dec.  7,'35 
It  65. Oct.  14/33 
I5t  70  
It  80  
I5t  62  
I5t  90  
It  70  
It  62  

Title Star 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 

Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Weissmuller-M.  O'Sullivan. (Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75.) 

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85.) 
Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell. 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (U)  715. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rice  

I0,'37t  62. Jan.    26,'35       Voice  of  Bugle  Ann  (G)  630. ..Lionel  Barrymore-M. 

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dec.     It  90  June  6 
She  Shall  Have  Music  Jack  Hylton-June  Clyde  Nov.     It  90. Dec.  I,'35 Coming 
Deerslayer   
High  Hat   Frank  Luther-Dorothy  Dare  
I  Demand  Payment  Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRue  
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes-Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure,  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens- Dorothy  Tree  Feb.  15. 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar.  25. 
Ellis  Island   ....Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov.  5t 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Linaker  June  10. 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G) . Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug.  I. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler-Evalyn  Knapp. ...May  2  Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed .  ..64  

.  ..64  

.  ..66  

.  ..66'/2..July  II 

...64  Aug.  29 
75  July  4 

Borrowed  Time 

MASCOT 

Title 
Doughnuts  and  Society. 

Star 
.Louise  Fazenda- Maude  Eburne. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

..Mar.  27  63  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
..71....  Apr.  II 

Title  Star 
Absolute  Quiet  (G)  609  Irene  Hervey-Lionel  Atwill  Apr.  24  
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713. ..Wm.  Powell-Myrna  Loy  Dec.  25t  

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705. .Stuart  Erwin-Betty  Furness  Oct.  I6t  
April  Romance  706  Richard  Tauber  Nov.  20t  
Bohemian  Girl,  The  (G)  521... Laurel  and  Hardy  Feb.  14  
Born  to  Dance  (G)  709  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart. ...  Nov.  27t  

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  108.) 
Camille  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo-Robert  Taylor  Jan.  I ,'37. . 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  107.) 
Devil  Doll,  The  (G)  631  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sullivan  .  .July  10  
Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper.  . .Sept.  18  

.112  Dec.  12 

..64.... Sept.  5 

..82  

..Mar.  7 

..Nov.  21 
...72. 
. .108. 

108. 

..79. 
..92. 

. .  Dec. 

...July 
.  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  73;  Dec.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2, '37.  p.  100;  Jan.  9, '37,  p.  68.) 5  

80.) 

21.... 
lit... 28  105.. 
79;  Oct.  31,  p 

Fury  (G)  610  Sylvia  Sidney-Spencer  Tracy  June 
(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept.  5,  p. 

Garden  Murder  Case,  The  (G) 
622   Edmund  Lowe-Virginia  Bruce. ...  Feb. 

General  Spanky  (G)  714  Spanky  McFarland-P.  Holmes  Dec. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (G)  633.. Joan  Crawford -Robert  Taylor  Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p. 
9>'37,  p.  68.) 

Great  Ziegfeld,  The  (G)  700... W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L.  Rainer  Sept.  4.. 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82; 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Nov. 

His  Brother's  Wife  (A)  657  Robt.  Taylor- Barbara  Stanwyck. .  .Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug. 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oct. 
Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704..  .  Robert  Young- Florence  Rice  Oct. 
Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.   9, '37.   p.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Elissa  Landi-Edmund  Lowe  Nov. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oct. 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecilia  Parker. ..  .Sept. 
Our  Relations  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oct. 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery- Myrna  Loy. ...Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  13,  p.  123;  July  25, 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery-Madge  Evans.. Aug.  14... 
Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Loring  Apr.  17... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  July 
San  Francisco  (G)  636  ..Clark  Gable-J.  MacDonald  June  26. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113, 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oct.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oct.  31 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dec. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  8,  p 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrie-James  Stewart  May  8... 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow- Franchot  Tone  July  24... 

.94.... May  30 

. ..62.. 

.  ..72., 
.Feb. 
..Oct. 
.Sept. 

 180... Aug.  8,  p. 

28.  p.  105 

76;  Jan. 

.Apr.  4 
90;  Aug. 
!  Dec.  5, 

7.... 

21.... 

9.... 

2t... 20.... 

I3t... 
23t... 
27.... 
25.... 
30t... 
20.... 

114 

P.  79.) 1»f  10  

.80  Aug.  22 

..71.... Oct.  10 

..98.. 

..51.. 

..81... 

..71.. 

..76.. 
..68.. ..80.. 
..74.. 

..81.. 

81.) 

..97.. 

..Oct. ..Oct. 
. .  Nov. 

(7 

31 
21 

..Nov.  14 

.Mar. .Sept. 
..Nov. 
. .  Mar. 

.Aug.  15 

.  .86  

II,  p.  124.) 
.Ill . ...July 
Aug.  29,  p. 

.  .74  Dec. 

.106  Apr. 91.) 

..72....  May 

..95  July 

85; 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  July  4,  p.  69.) 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701... Stuart  Erwin-Florence  Ri Coming 

Burnt  Fingers   Guy  Kibbee-Alice  Brady. 
Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  T 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Rel. 

Date  Minutes Reviewed 
29,  pp.  84,  87; 

Nov. 
7.  p.  87.) lit  

78. 

..July  II 

. .  Nov. 
6t  

..89.. 
..Nov.  7 

6  

.  .82. 
. .  Feb.  22 

. .  May 

15  

.  .75. 
..May  16 

.  .May 

29  
..75. ..May  30 

..Jan. 

8,'37t. . 
.72.  . 

Jan.  9,'37 

3  ..88. 
..Apr.  4 

..Feb. 

7  

.  .72. 
..Feb.  15 
..June  27 Feb. 

28  
..89. 

..Feb.  22 
July 

31 1  ..59. 
..June  20 Feb. 

. . Jan. 

.Feb. 

Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evans... 
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Muni-Luise  Rainer  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  The  719. J.  Crawford-Robt.  Montgomery. 
Man  of  the  People  716  Joseph  Calleia- Florence  Rice  Jan. 
Maytime   J.  MacDonald-Nelson  Eddy  Feb. 
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy  Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  
Parnell   Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy  Feb.  26,'37t  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124. 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  28,  p.   16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9. '37,  p.  68.) 
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65. 

5,'37t. 

29,'37t. 
I2.'37t. 

..July  18 

Jan.    2. '37 MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Senor  Jim Star 

Coming 

.Conway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford. 

Rel. 
Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.58. 

PARAMOUNT 
Running  Ti 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes 
Accusing  Finger  (G)  3614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  Oct.      9t  62.. 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  Nov.     8t  66.. 
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  3563. ..  Randolph  Scott-Frances  Drake. ..  .June    19  68.. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug.  29,  p. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec. 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  Dec.  4t 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  3564.  Buster  Crabbe- Marsha  Hunt  June 
Big  Broadcast  of  1937,  The  (G) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31.  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard- Frances  Farmer  May 
Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes  Ray  Milland-Heather  Angel  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  3541... Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  
Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames,  The 

(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Bren 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  
Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt.... 
Desire  (A)  3539  Marlene  Dietrich-Gary  Cooper. 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  121;  Sept.  26,  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p 
Drift  Fence  (G)  3536  Larry  Crabbe-Kath.  DeMille.. 

me 
Reviewed 

..Nov.  21 

..June  13 
84;  Sept. 26,  p.  75.) 

26  

9t  98;  Dec. 
3.  
29  I5.'37t.. 

.57. ...Oct.  17 

100 

5,  p 

76. . 

59.. 

Oct.  10 
.  78;  Dec. 
..Apr.  II 

..Apr.  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard.... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pidgeon  
Florida  Special  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakie-Sally  Eilers  
F  Man  (G)  3544  Jack  Haley-Adrienne  Marden.. 
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael.. 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95.) 
Girl  of  the  Ozarks,  The  (G) 
3561   Virginia  Weidler-H.  Crosman. .  . . June 

Give  Us  This  Night  (G)  3542.  .Jan  Kiepura-Gladys  Swarthout  Mar. 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18.) 

Go  West,  Young  Man  (A)  3618. Mae  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov. 
(Exploitation:  p.  80;  Dec.  26.  p.  72;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  106.) 

Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  July 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Shirley  Ross-Robt.  Cummings. . .  .Nov. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  3603. .John  Halliday-Robt.  Cummings. .  .Aug. 
Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns  (G) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Brent  Oct. 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602  Sir  Guy  Standing-F.  Drake  Aug. 
Jungle  Princess,  The  (G)  3620. Ray  Milland-Dorothy  Lamour  Nov. 
Klondike  Annie  (A)  3538  Mae  West-Victor  McLaglen  Feb. 

.Mar. 
6  

..67.. 

Feb. 
..May 

8  ..85.. 

.May 

1 

25t  .87.. . .  Dec. 

26 

27  

..58.. 

Aug. 

8 

. .  Feb. 

28  

..56.. .Feb. 
8 

81 ;  Dec.  19,  p. 

90.) 

Feb. 
14  . . 56 . . 

. .  May 

8» 

5  
..73.. 

. . July 

25 

6t.... 

.67.. 
.May 15  

..76.. 

. .  May 

23 1  ..67.. .Apr. 

25 

Mar. 
13  

..72.. 

. .  May 

16 

. .  May 

15  . .72. . 

.  May 

2 

.Sept. 4  ..98.. 
.Sept. 

12 

12.. 
I3t.. 

24... 
20t.. 

2lf.. 

I6t.. 

I4t.. 

27t.. 21... (See  news  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  19;  exploitation:  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  I,  p. 

118.) 

Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3606  Lew  Ayers-Mary  Carlisle  Sept.  4t  
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horton  Dec.  I8t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

.68.. 

.73.. 
..80.. 

.78.. 
..72.. 

.74. . 

..75.. 

..81.. 

..84.. 

..81.. 
92;  J 

.  .71 . .  .60. 

.June  6 

.  Mar.  7 

.Nov.  14 

..Nov.  14 
. .  Nov.  7 

..Aug.  22 ..Aug.  29 

. .  Nov.  28 ..Feb.  15 une  20,  p. 

.Aug.  29 
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31... 
Sept. 

.64. 

.  ..87.. 
p.  85; 

June  20 
.July 

Sept. 

25 

12. 

87; 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Milky  Way,  The  (G)  3535  Harold  Lloyd-Adolphe  Menjou. .  . .  Feb.     7  88..  ..Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  95;  Apr.  4,  pp.  82,  87;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  23,  p.  94;  June 
6.  p.  116;  June  27,  pp.  82,  85;  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  26,  p.  76.) 

Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G) 
3625   Charles  Ruggles-Alice  Brady  Jan.     8,'37t. .  .  .75. . . .  Dec.  19 

Moon's  Our  Home,  The  (G)  3549. Margaret  Sullavan-Henry  Fonda. .Apr.    10  83  Apr.  II 
Murder  with  Pictures  (G)  3610. Lew  Ayers-Gail  Patrick  Sept.  25f  71  Sept.  5 
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothern  Aug.     7f  ..63  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  65.) 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smith  Ballew.  . .  June     5  72  June  6 
Plainsman,  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan.     I,'37f..  .113  Nov.  28 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Fields-Rochelle  Hudson. .. .June    19  73  June  13 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29.  p.  84;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 
Preview  Murder  Mystery  (G) 
3540   Gail  Patrick-Reginald  Denny  Feb.    28  65  Feb.  15 

Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May    22  76  May  16 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang,  The  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Milland.  . .  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569.  Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31,  pp.  75,  76;  Nov.  7,  p 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown..  ..Oct. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hicks-Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dec. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen- Katherine  DeMille  . .  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
Son  Comes  Home.  A  (G)  3573. Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy-Katherine  Locke  . Aug. 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604..  Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker. ..  .Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31.  p.  82; 
p.  92.) 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MacMurray- Joan  Bennett. ...  Mar.   27  77  Mar.  21 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  22,  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565. E.  Whitney-Robt.  Cummings  July 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608..Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawley. .  .  .Sept. 
Three  on  the  Trail  (G)  3553.. .  William  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Apr. 
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 ..  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr. 
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar. 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Dec.    lit  77. .Jan.  2.'37 
Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine,  The 

(G)  3543   Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar.    13  106  Feb.  29 
(See  production  article,  Jan.  18,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Feb.  29.  p.  73;  May  2,  p.  98:  May  23, 
p.  86:  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  115;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept 

RELIABLE 

30t..... 
18  17  

31  

10  

28t  

28t  
Nov.  14, 

.80.... Oct.  24 

.73.  Dec.  21, '35 .70  Apr.  4 

17... 

lit.. 24... 
17... 
20... 
lit.. 

13... 

..75... 

..77... 

..71... 

..99... 
P.  92; 
..77... 

.Aug. 

.June 

.Aug. 

.Aug. 

Dec. 

15 

20 

22 

29 

19. 

.64.. ..July 

.61. ...Sept. 

.67....  Apr. 

.72.... Apr. 

.74  Mar. 

73;  May  2 
20,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  80; 
26,  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
Oct. 

2t... 
109 

Wedding  Present  (G)  3613  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  . .  Oct. 
9t... 

..  ..81 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 

Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. .  .  Charles  Ruggles'-Mary  Boland.. 
•  Sept. I8t  .  ..73 

Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571.  G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore. 
..July 24  .. . .75 

.  .Sept. 

..Oct. 

.  .Sept. 

.  .Aug. 

26 
3 

12 

8 

29,'37t . . 
26,'37t..  . 
5,'37t. 

Coming 
Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Feb.  I9,'37t. 

(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Champagne  Waltz  (G).'  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MacMurray  .  .Jan. 
Clarence  Roscoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters . .  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Love  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
John  Meade's  Woman  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrimore  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem   C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roscoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  
Outcast   Warren  William-Karen  Morley. . . Feb. 
Souls  at  Sea  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  
Swing  High,  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard- F.  MacMurray  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Waikiki  Wedding   Bing  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  

.85....  Dec.  12 

I2,'37f. 

I9.*37t. 

PURITAN 

Title  Star 
Aces  and  Eights  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walters  June 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Lightnin'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lion's  Den,  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond ...  .Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern,  The  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ...  Mar. 
Traitor,  The   ..Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

 62.... Aug.  22 
. .  .  .59  Aug.  I 

 60  Sept.  19 
6t.. 
It.. 
3t.. I5t.. 
6t.. 
I5t.. 20t.. 

It.. 
29t.. 

.76. 

.68. .61. 

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Adventurous  Rogue   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  3,'37t  
El  Justiciero   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  3,'37t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Masked,  Devil,  The  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr.  4,'37f  

Title  star 
Ambush  Valley   .....Bob  Custer   
Caryl  of  the  Mountains  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr  Mar. 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson  .  .Mar. 
Pinto  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Ridin'  On   Tom  Tyler-Rex  Lease  Feb. 
Roamin'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar. 
Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  ..  May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer  
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer  
Outlaw  River   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror   Bob  Custer   
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Silver  Trail   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Rex  Lease  
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer   , 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Nov.     It  56  

27f  57  I4t  58  
I4f  56  
29t  56  
30t  55  
I5t  56  
I4f  56  
6f  56  

REPUBLIC 

.  .Aug. 

..Oct. .Apr. 

Title  star  Re|, 
Beware  of  Ladies  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dec 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101..  Robt.  Livingston-Heather  Angel.. Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  !doc. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  .Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oct. 
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  6010. .  .Olsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardie-Ann  Rutherford.  . .Aug. (Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley-Michael  Bartlett . . .  Sept. (Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 
Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (G) 
3503   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry. 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughes.. 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3525..  Kay  Linaker-Conrad  Nagel  
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Sheila  Terry  June Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele-Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dix  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dec. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May (Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008...  James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G>  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  6030  Grace  Bradley-Robt.  Livingston.  ..Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522.Evalyn  Knapp-Phil  Regan  Mar. (Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley. .. Nov. 
Lawless  Nineties,  The  (G)  3557. John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  Feb. Leathernecks  Have  Landed,  The 

(G)  3501   Lew  Ayers-lsabel  Jewell  Feb. (Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May Man  Betrayed,  A  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dec. Mandarin   Mystery,  The  (G) 
6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dec. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Claire  Dodd  June 
Oh,  Susanna!  6303  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon- Betty  Furness. .  . .  Oct. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine  (G) 
3531   Roger  Pryor-Charlotte  Henry  Feb. 

Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Sept. 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6315   Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan.  . .  Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan. ..  Dec. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528..  Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesquiteers  (G)  631 1 . . . .  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughes. ..  .Sept. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508... Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrie  July 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren. .  .Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561... John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) Coming 

Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan. 
Hit  the  Saddle  Robt.  Livingston- Ray  Corrigan.  ..Mar. 
Join  the  Marines  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Paradise  Express   Grant  Withers-Dorothy  Appleby  .Feb. 
Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6306.. Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Feb. 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
2lt  61  

I6t  70  

I,'37t  71  Dec.  5 28t  

21 1  56.... Sept.  26 
I4t  60  

13  55....  Apr.  II 
9t  68  Oet.  3i 
25t  67....  July  II 
10  59  

5t  82.  ...Aug.  15 

•  May     1  66. ...May  23 

17  66. ...Aug.  22 
26t  55  
20  68  
16  60  
I9f  49  
22  56. ...July  II 

I4t  68  Dee.  12 5  74  Apr.  25 

I5t  72. ...June  6 

6  69....  Mar.  7 
9  54. ...Apr.  II 
ll,'37t  

16.. 
..69....  Mar.  14 

23t  55  
15  55....  Mar.  7 

22  67....  Feb.  29 

25  55....  Nov.  14 
28t  56  

?t  63. ...Nov.  28 15  67  June  27 
I9t  59  
21 1  56  

8t  78.... Oct.  8 
2  56  

14  72....  Feb.  15 
30t  59  
4,'37t  

9t  53  

II  56. ...May  16 
15  66  Sept.  5 
21 1  56.... Sept.  12 
10  67. ...July  25 
24t  56  

6  53  

20,'37t  
3,'37t  25,'37t  

8,'37t  28,'37t  
I.'37f  
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Title  Star 
Two  Wise  Maids   Alison  Skipworth-Polly  Moran. 
Without  a   Net  June  Travis- Donald  Cook  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

RKO  RADIO 
Rel. 
Oct. 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
9t  75.... Oct.  3 

Title  8t«r 
Big  Game,  The  (G)  702  Juna  Travlt-Phlllp  Huston. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  90;  Dec.  19,  p.  88.) 
Bride  Walks  Out,  The  (G)  531 .  Barbara  Stanwyck-G.  Raymond.  ..July  10... 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 
Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis,  Jr.-Louise  Latimer .  .June  26... 

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 
Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Colllns-Steffl  Duna  May  22... 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  121;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel.  ..Oct.  lot-. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  636. Bruce  Cabot-Louise  Latimer  Sept.  I8f.. 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford,  The  (G)  628.  William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May  15... 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Follow  the  Fleet  (G)  613          Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  Feb.  21... 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  May  16,  p. 
May  30,  p.  84;  June  13,  pp.   125,   130;  July  4,  p.  68;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  17,  p.  76 
Oct.    31,    p.  76.) 

Farmer  in  the  Dell  (G)  624  Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar. 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Lady  Consents,  The  (G)  622... Ann  Harding- Herbert  Marshall.  ..Feb. 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  646  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrie  Mar. 
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (G)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall  ..Nov. 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  634  Kath.  Hepburn- Fredric  March. ..  .Aug. 

.80  July II 
67  

85....  May 16 

.77... Oct. 

31 

.65  Aug. 

29 

.81  May 2 

110. ...Feb. 

22 

May  23,  p. 

93; 

27  7  
7  
19  
12  
6  :.. 77.  ...Feb. 

.65  Dec. 
.123. ...July 

.67. ...Mar. 

.61  
.76'/;,..  Jan. .70. ...May 
.68....  Apr. 

I3t  

28.. 

17  66. ...July  II 
2t  68  Aug.  22 

17  66  Apr.  18 
14  .  .68'/2..Jan.  25 
1 8t  

1 1  ..57..  Jan.  2,'37 .69. ...Nov.  21 

15/37  67..  Jan.  2/37 

.  Dec. 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept.  5, 
pp.  78,  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  82;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70,  72;  Oct. 
31,  p.  76.) 

M'Liss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July 
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oct. 
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen  Broderick- James  Gleason.  . .  Apr. 

Muss  'Em  Up  (G)  619  Preston  Foster-Marg't  Callahan.  ..Feb. 
Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Jones. ...  Dec. 
Plot  Thickens,  The  (G)  641  James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitts  Dec. 
Plough  and  the  Stars,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyck-P.  Foster  Jan. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714.  Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dec. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael. ..  .Aug. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  in  Town  (G)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raymond  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627. ..  Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  .  .May 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Oct.  24.  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7,  pp.  82,  84,  87;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5, 
p.  82;  Dec.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2. '37,  pp.  100,  106 

Two  In  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latimer-John  Arledge..  ..Apr. 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638.  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern  Sept 
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dec. 

(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 
639   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak. 

Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Eilers-Robt.  Armstron 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  626. ..Ann  Harding-Walter  Abel.. 

25t.... 
21  
20  

..88.. 

..59.. ..64'/2 

.Aug. 

Mar. 

.Nov. .May 

.Aug. 
27t  58.. 
8  61 .. 
4  103.. 
72;  Oct.  31,  pp.  76, 

p.  83;  Dec. 108.) 

3  65  May 
II  69  Aug. 
4  67  

22 
7 

7 
2 

29 

77; 

12, 

2 

22 

8,'37.. 
..82... .Oct. 17 

Oct. 23t  ..64.. .Oct. 

10 

24  
. .64... .Apr. II 

20t.... ..77... 
.Nov. 

21 

8  ..88.. .Oct. 

31 

.Mar. 

28 .Mar.    5,'37t  1 
29,'37t. 

26/37t. 26,'37t. 

I9,'37t. 

Woman  Rebels,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshal 
Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  Richard  Dix-Leila  Hyams.. 

Coming 

China  Passage  718  Walter  Coy-Diana  Gibson.. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9, '37.) 

Criminal  Lawyer  713   Lee  Tracy-Margot  Grahame  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 

Escadrille  721   Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  Mar. 
Michael  Strogoff  717  Anton  Welbrook-M.  Grahame  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Once  Over  Lightly  720  Guy  Kibbee-Una  Merkel  Mar. 
Park  Avenue  Logger  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9.'37.) 
Ouality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  7.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Bellew  Jan.    29,'37t  59  Dec.  12 
Robber  Barons  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.  .. Mar.  I2,'37t  
Rough.    Ready    and  Handsome 
■  714   Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster. .Feb.  5,'37t  

(See  "Coast  Patrol,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  ■  

That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712..  Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  Jan.    22,'37t. .  .  105  Dec.  19 
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  Feb.   I2,'37t.  ..60  Dec.  26 
We're  on  the  Jury  716  Helen  Broderick-Victor  Moore. ...  Feb.  I9,'37t  

(See  "We  the  Jury,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  

STATE  RIGHTS 

Title  Star  Dist'r 
August  Week-End   Valerie  Hobson   Grand  National. 
Below  the  Deadline  Russell  Hopton   Grand  National. 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens           Grand  National. 
Brilliant  Marriage   Joan  Marsh    Grand  National. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
..Apr.    10  67  
..June     8  69  
..Mar.     5  66  
..Mar.   25  62'/2  

Title  Star  Dist'r 
Custer's  Last  Stand  Rex  Lease    Stage  &  Screen. 
Drake  the  Pirate  (G)  Matheson  Lang           Grand  National. 
Easy  Money  (G)   Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National. 
Feud  of  the  West  Hoot  Gibson    Grand  National. 
Human  Adventure,  The  (G). Educational   tv.  G.  Shields.. 
I  Conquer  the  Sea  (G)  Steffi  Duna   Grand  National. 
I  Was  a  Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   Isobel  Steele    Malvina   

Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell    Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Living  Dead,  The  Gerald  Du  Maurier.  Grand  National. 
Lucky  Terror,  The  Hoot  Gibson    Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  the  Demons  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  the  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erin  O'Brien- Moore. .  Grand  National. 
Romance   Rides  the  Range 
(G)   Marion  Shilling   Spectrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell   Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 

Rel.  Date 
Apr. 

.Apr. 

.July 

Apr.  15.. 
.Oct.  16.. 
..Feb.  8.. 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed  9  rls  

 78.. June  1/35 
 66'/2..July  I 61 '/2  

72.... Oct.  10 
67  Jan.  25 

.Aug.     I  73  Aug.  8 

.Aug.  15  
Mar.    10  59  
.Feb.   22  65  .Feb.   20  61  
.July    20  60.... July  13 

.June    15  57. ...July  18 

.Dec.    15  69'/2..Mar.  28 

.Sept.  28t  59  Sept.  26 
.June     I  63  
.May      I  60  
.May    20  75  July  4 
.Apr.    20  59  
.Sept.  I7t  75. ...Sept.  26 
.June   22  ..59  Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B.  Leong  ...6  rls. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum   

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

SUPREME 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlaws  Bob  Steele   Aug.  15. 
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July  25. 
Desert  Phantom,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar.  10. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June  10. 
Kid  Ranger,  The  Bob  Steele   Feb.  5. 
Last  of  the  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May  10. 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June  25. 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr.  25. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar.  25. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.58. 

.58. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 
Running  Time 

Title Ambassador  Bill  (G) 
(re-issue) As  You  Like  It  (G) 

Star 

711  Elis.  Bergner-Laurence  Olivier. 
(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16.) 

Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726. .. Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea. 
Border  Patrolman,  The*(G)650. Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young. 
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723.. Jane  Withers-Slim  Summerville 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Kibbee  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27,  p.  82;  July  4, 

p.  68.) Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whalen. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  14/35.) 
Charlie    Chan   at   the  Circus* 
(G)  640    Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke. 

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 

Charlie   Chan   at  the  Race 
Track*  (G)  704  Wan 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will (re-issue) 

Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  63G.  Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt. 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr. 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23,  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  8 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

(See 

Crime  of 
"In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov. 
Dr.  Forbes,  The 

14.) 

 Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan. 
28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

Dimples  (G)  715  
(Exploitation:  Nov. 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645.... Jed  Prouty-Shirley  Deane  
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.  Irvin  S.  Cobb- Rochelle  Hudson. 

15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero. 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Simone  Simon. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p. 

Here  Comes  Trouble*  (G)  633..  Paul  Kelly-Arline  Judge  
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farrell. 

It  Had  to  Happen  (G)  631  George  Raft-Rosalind  Russell.... 
King    of   the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  

Ladies  in  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Simone  Simon.  . 

Rel. 

Date 
Minutes  Reviewed 

23t. . . 
.  .70. Oct.  24/31 

.Jan. 
8/37t 

.. ..96. ...Sept.  19 

Sept. 
I8t... 

.  ..56. ...Aug.  22 .  Dec. 

4t...  95. 
. . .  Dec.  5 .July 3.... 

 59. 

. . .  J  une  27 
.Nov. 

I3t... 
..  ..70. 

...Nov.  14 17  

 77. 

...Mar.  21 
p.  70;  July  18,  p.  82;  Sept.  12. 

.  Dec. 1ST... 

 77. 
. . .  Nov.  28 

8  .  ..  59. 

27.... 
 71. 

...Mar.  23 

8/37. 
..  ..68. 

...Nov.  28 7t... 

85  Mar.   91  '31 24.... .. ..68. 
...Apr.  II .  Mar. 

6....  94. 
...Mar.  21 

1,  p.  83;  Apr. 

25,  p. 
96;  May  9, 

;  June  6,  p.  124;  July  4,  p.  70; 
.Jan. 

I5.'37t 

26.... 
.. ..76. 

...June  20 .Oct. 
I6t... 

 78. 

...Oct.  17 

July 

10.... 
 57. ...May  30 .  Mar. 

20.... 
.. ..84. 

...Mar.  14 Feb. 
7.... 

...62. 

...Feb.  8 
30t... 

.  ..64. 

...Oct.  3 

.  May 

15.... 

 74. 
...Apr.  18 

3.... 
 63. . . .  Feb.  29 .Aug. 

I4t... 
.  ..66. 

...Aug.  1 77;  Nov.  7,  p .  83.) 

22.... 

 66. 

. . .  May  9 
Feb. 

21.... 
 62. 

...Feb.  15 

.July 

17.... 

..  ..63. 

...June  20 
29.... 

 66. 
...Apr.  25 Feb. 14.... 

 79. 
...Feb.  15 

lit... .  ..58. ...Aug.  29 

.Oct. 

9t... 

. ..97. ...Oct.  10 



88 MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD January    16,  1937 

(THE  RELEASE  CHACT—CCNT'D) 

Running  Time 
Title Star 

(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 
Little  Miss  Nobody  (G)  651...  Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632.  Wallace   Beery- B.  Stanwyck. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  the  Mounted*  (G) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  87;  Dec. 
Poor  Little    Rich   Girl,  The* 

110.) 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p. 

Prisoner  of  Shark  Island,  The 
(G)  638   Warner  Baxter-Gloria  Stuart.. 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  p.  97;  Apr.  II,  p.  97;  Apr.  18,  p, 

(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  5 
Reunion  (G)  717   Dionno  Qui  ntu  plots  -  J .  Hersholt 
Road  to  Glory,  The  (G)  706. . .  Fredric  March-Warner  Baxter.. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  9,'37, 
Secret  Valley  731   Richard   Arlen- Virginia  Grey... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

(re-issue) 

36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Donlevy-Gloria 
To  Mary — With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner  Baxter-Myrn 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Ci 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  14,  p.  16;  exploitat 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-Juno  Lang. 

Coming 
Dr.  Bull  (G) 

(re-issue) 

(See  "Death  in  Paradise  Canyon,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room 
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734. ...Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin.. 
Last  Slaver,  The  Wallace  Beery-Warner  Baxter. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 

Rel.  Date M  inutes Reviewed 
..  . .67.. 

June  12  ..  . .72. . .  Mar. 28 
.Apr.  10....  85. . .  Mar. 

14 .Mar.  27.... 
 59. 

. . .  Mar. 

28 
.Jan.  I,'37t  94. . . .  Dec. 

2C 

Sept.  lit...  64. 
...July 18 

Oct.  23t... ....93.. ..Oct. 

24 
,  p.  89;  Jan. 9,'37,  pp.  68,  7 

1.) 

.July  24  
,  .  79. 

. .  .June 6 

.Feb.  28... . .  . .95. ...Feb. 22 77.) 

,  ,79. , . .  May 
30 

Ill ;  Sept.  19, 
p.  68.) Sept.  25t  .  ..84., .  .Sept. 

19 
,  p.  85;  Dec. 

19.  PP. 
92,  93.) 

.Nov.  20t...  81. , . .  Nov. 21 

.Sept.  4t... .  101. . . . June 6 

p.  68.) 
.Jan.  I5,'37t 

Aug.  21 1... 
. . ..87.. . .  .Aug. 15 

79.. 
. .  May 

16 
Mar.  13.... ...72.. ..Feb. 

22 

Aug.  28t... .  . .76. 
.  .Aug. 

15 
Aug.  7t... . .  . .94. Feb.  4, 

'33 

Dec.  25t... ....86.. .  .Dec. 

26 
.Oct.  2t... . . . .57. . .  .Sept. 

19 

July  24.... ....65., .  .Aug. 

29 

.Aug.  It... ...92., 
..July 

25 

.May  1  
1 10. 

. .  .May 
9 

:,  pp.  116,  117;  July II,  p.  125; 
.  12,  p.  68.) 
.Nov.  6t... ...63., . .  Nov. 

14 

July  3.... .. ..70. 
..  .July 

25 

Nov.  27t... . .  ..65. . .  .Dec. 5 
Nov.  6t... .. ..57. ...Oct. 

31 

Feb.  5,'37t ...79.. Oct.  14/33 

.Mar.  I2,'37t "  Dec.  26.) 

.  Feb.  5,'37t ..  .165. 

Jan.  9,' 
37 .Jan.  29,'37t .  .117. . . .  Nov. 28 

.Mar.  5,'37t 
26,'37t. 

I9,'37t. 
I2,'37t. 

9,'37t....87... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738..  Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Feb 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  736  Jed    Prouty-Shirley    Deane  Feb 
On  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell-Madeleine  Carroll ...  Feb 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simono  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26,'37t.. 
Step   Lively,  Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher-Patricia  Ellis  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen.  . .  Mar.  I9,'37... 
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella-Henry    Fonda  Feb 
Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen  .  .Jan.  22,'37t 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused    (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.-D.  Del  Rio.... Jan.     8,'37t....86  Aug.  8 
Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (G) .  .Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.- E.  Landi  ..Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brian  Aherne  Dec.   25t  88  Dec.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .Nov.     6f.  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5,  pp.  83,  84;  Dec.  19, 
p.  94.) 

Dodsworth   (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton .  .Sept.  23t  101  Sept.  26 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  78;  Oct.  24,  p.  77;  Oct.  31, 
p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  5,  PP.  78,  83.) 

Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer  .Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  109.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martini-Ida   Lupino  Oct.     2t  86  Oct.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92; 
Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96  ,  98;  Jan.  9, '37,  p.  70.) 

Ghost  Goes  West,  The  (G)  Robert  Donat-Jean  Parker  Feb.     7  85  Jan.  4 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  63;  Feb.  8,  p.  83;  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  4,  p.  89;  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier. ..  .July     10  76. .  Nov.  30,  '35 
Last  of  the  Mohicans,  The  (G). Randolph  Scott-Binnie  Barnes. ..  .Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.  15 

(See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  5, 
p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oct.  31, 
p.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  90,  92:  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)....F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costello 
Barrymore   Mar.    6   102  Feb.  29 

Running  Tims 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.' 132;  Aug.  I, p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 

Modern  Times  (G)  Chas.  Chaplin-Paulette  Goddard . .  Feb.   21.  .  87  Feb.  8 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22,  p.  100;  Mar.  7, 
p.  99;  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  Mar.  28,  pp.  83,  84;  Apr.  4,  pp.  84,  89;  Apr.  II,  pp.  93,  96;  Apr. 
25,  p.  92;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  9,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84,  86;  June  6,  pp. 
116,  118:  June  13,  pp.  122,  132;  June  20,  p.  121;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  12,  p.  68.) 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (G)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Lupino  May    13  79  May  2 
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..  Dec.     4t  86  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2, '37.  p.  108; Jan.  9,'37,  p.  68.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopkins-M.  Oberon-J.  McCrea  .  .Apr.    10  93  Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.   24  99  May  7 
(See  production  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  June  13,  p.  132;  July 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26,  pp.  70,  71;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  28, 
p.  105.) 

Coming 

Fire  Over  England  Raymond  Massey-Flora  Robson.  . .  Feb.  5,'37t  
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles   Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.  26,'37t  82  Aug.  22 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopkins-Gert.  Lawrence .  .Jan.   22,'37t  90. .Jan.  2,'37 
Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredric  March  Feb.  I9,'37t  
You  Only  Live  Once  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.  29,'37t  

(See  "in  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

UNIVERSAL 

Running  Time Titla 

Star 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
>h  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Na 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 

Empty  Saddles  (G)    1043  Bui 
Flying  Hostess  (G)   1023  Jud 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 

Rel.  Date 
M  inutes Reviewed ....64... 

Nov.  29t...  61... .Dec.  5 

July  26  ....54... 
.July  18 

May  II.... 
..  ..70... .May  9 75;  Aug.  22, 
P.  112.) .Dec.  20t... ....62... 

.Oct.  24 Nov.  22t... 
,...66... 

.Nov.  14 

May  6  ....65... 
.Jan.  3,'37t 

74.... Sept.  26 
70....  Feb.  29 

Four  Days'  Wonder  1019  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell 
Girl  on  the   Front   Page,  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart- Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27f.. 
Love  Before  Breakfast  (G)  9007. Carole  Lomhard-Preston  Foster.  ..  Mar.  9... 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  81;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.  132.) 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.     8t  66  Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl   in  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt-Louis  Hayward  Nov.    I5t  72  Oct.  31 
Magnificent  Brute,  The  (G)  1022.  Victor  McLaglen-Binnie  Barnes. .Oct.     lit  77  Oct.  3 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dec.  5.  p.  80;  Dec.  12, 
p.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry,  The  (G)  1026..  Doris  Nolan-Michael   Whalen. ...  Nov.     It  76  Nov.  7 
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard  ..  Sept.    6t  93  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  115;  Nov.  28,  p.  105; 
Jan.   9,'37,   p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  1025  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dec.    27f  56  
(See  "Murder  on  the  Mississippi,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.)  . 

Nobody's  Fool   (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Farrell  May    31  65  Aug.  29 
Parole  (G)  9036  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter   June    14  65.... July  4 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  P.  79;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019  Ricardo  Cortez- Patricia  Ellis. ..  .Aug.    16  59  Aug.  23 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83.) 

Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept.  20t  60  Dec.  5 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)   1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  20t  63  Nov.  28 
Show  Boat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones   May    17  112  May  9 

(See  musical  analysis,  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  80; 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  78;  Aug.  I,  p.  93;  Aug.  8,  p.. 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79:  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  3,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  68; 
Sept.  19,  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.    18  60  
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Binnie  Barnes. ...  Apr.    13  95  Mar.  28 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  25, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dec.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  1029  Deanna    Durbin-Ray    Milland. .  . .  Dec.    20t  84  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Two  in  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept.  I3t  82  Oct.  10 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10,  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  H unter- Judith  Barrett  Aug.  30  63  Sept.  12 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

Coming 

Breezing  Home  1033  Binnie  Barnes- Wm.   Gargan  Jan.  31 
Girl  Overboard  Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pidgeon. .  . .  Feb.  28 
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones  
Mighty  Treve,  Thu   1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr.-Barbara  Read. ..Jan.  17, 
Night   Key   Boris  Karloff   
Sand   Flow   1044  Buck  Jones-Lita  Chevret  Feb.  14, 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pidgeon-Tala  Birell  Jan.  24 
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Mar.  28 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
We  Have  Our  Moments  1017...  Sally  Eilers-James  Dunn  Mar.  7 
When  Love  Is  Young  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Feb.  21 

'37t  

'37t  
'37t... 

*37t... .58. 

'37t  

,'37t  

'37t. 

'37t. 
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VICTORY 
Title  Star  Rel. 

Cheyenne  Rides  Again  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan. 
Face  in  the  Fog,  A  June  Collyer-Lloyd  Hughes  Feb. 
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service  Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Mannors. .  . .  June 
Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marion  Nov. 
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Rio  Grande  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxine  Doyle  Mar. 
Rip  Roarin'  Buckaroo  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marion  Oct. 
Silks  and  Saddles  Herman  Brix-Toby  Wing  Dec. 
Taming  the  Wild  Rod  La  Rocque-Maxine  Doyle.  ..Feb. 
Two  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brix-Jeanne  Martel  Nov. 

Flying  Fists   Herman  Brix 
Trail  Feud,  The  Tom  Tyler 

Coming 
.  Jan. 
.Feb. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
7,'37t  
I  
15  
26t  

15  
I5t  
14  
15  
2t  

25,*37t  
I8,'37t  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

112, 

5t. 

27.. 
7.. 

26t. 

expl 
17, 

115; 

14. 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)  R»nn Title  Star  Rel.  Date  M 
Anthony  Adverse  (G)  801  Fredric  March-O.  De  Havilland  . .  Aug.  29. 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musiacl  analysis,  Aug.  22,  p.  15 
p.  91;  Sept.  5,  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.   12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct. 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill, 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  925  Guy  Kibbee-Warren  Hull  June 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis. ...  Mar. 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marion  Davies-Clark  Gable  Sept. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36.) 
California  Mail  S30  Dick  Foran-Linda  Perry  Nov. 
Charge  of  the    Light  Brigade 

(G)  901   Errol  Flynn-O.  De  Havilland  Nov. 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90; 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-Dick  Powell  Mar.  2 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23,  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  in  the  Sky  (G)  120. .Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Nov. 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109..  Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept, 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(G)  105   George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts.. 

Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  .  Rex  Ingram   
(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  906...  Pat  O'Brien-J.  Hutchinson  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  of  Fury  (G)  110   Marg't   Lindsay-H.  Bogart  
Jailbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis... 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anne  Nagel-Richard  Purcell  
Man  Hunt  (G)  923  Marguerite  Churchill-W.  Gargan 

ng  Time inutes  Reviewed 
39....  May  23 

oitation:  Aug.  8, 

p.  75;  Oct.  24, Dec.  5.  pp.  30, 

.60. .July  II 

.58  Apr.  25 

.70.... Apr.  4 

.90.... Oct.  31 

.56  

 1 15.... Oct.  24 
Nov.  21,  p.  III.) 
,  89. ...Feb.  I 

28t. 
26f . 

58.... Oct.  31 
.88  July  18 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3, 
Oct.  24,  p.  68.) 

'35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94 

(re-issue) 
Petrified  Forest,  The  (G)  904..  Leslie  Howard-Bette  Davis..... 

(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  92.) 
Polo  Joe  (G)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (G)  913.. Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay. 

. .Jan. I6.'37t.. 

*85. 

. .  Dec.  26 1  
.93. 

..May  30 
,  p.  77;  Aug.  15, p.  76:  Aug.  29. 
..July 

18  .68.. 
..Aug.  1 

25  
.83. 

..Apr.  4 

lOt  .60.. 
..Sept.  5 

.  .Aug. 8  .60. ..May  16 

I9t  
.55. 

..Nov.  14 
. .  Feb. 15  

..65. 
..Jan.  II 

Oct. 
II 7.  Oct.    12. '35 June 6,  p.  118; June 27,  p.  82; 

Dec. 12  
fin   1  ill  v  30'32 

Feb. 8  .83. ..Jan.  18 

. .  Dec. 5t  
.65.. 

..Sept.  26 
. .  July 25  .69. ..June  27 8...... .74 

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  MacLane  . .  Jan.  2,'37f. 
Sons  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May  30  

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Nov.  : 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  924. Warren  William-June  Travis  May  9  
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
929   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May  2  

Walking  Dead,  The  (G)  914. . .  Karloff-Marguerite  Churchill  Mar.  14  
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Widow  from  Monte  Carlo,  The 
(G)  921   Dolores  Del  Rio-W.  William  Feb.  I  

Coming 
Angle  Shooter   
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Black  Legion  (A)   112  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  .Jan. 
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  De  Havilland-I.  Hunter  
Desert  Song   Frank  McHugh   
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Mar. 
Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent- Anita  Louise  
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  1 10.. Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Feb. 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell. ..  Mar. 
Land  Beyond  the  Law  Dick  Foran-Linda  Perry  Mar. 
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davis-H.  Bogart  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  
Melody  for  Two  James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 
Merchant  of  Venus  Carol  Hughes-Marie  Wilson  

Midnight  Court   ."  Ann  Dvorak-John  Litel  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Over  the  Wall  Ross  Alexander   
Prince  and  the  Pauper,  The  Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander- Ruby  Keeler  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fonda  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

..59  Dec.  5 

..79....  May  2 

p.  87.) ..62.... Mar.  21 

..56  Mar.  7 

..76....  Mar.  7 

.60  Jan. 

30,'37t...83.Jan.     9, '37 

I3,'37t. 

I3,'37t--  .*70....Dec.  12 
20,'37  

27,'37t. 
I3,'37t. 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  to  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  Dec.    2lt  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.    I8t  7  rls  

Fury  Below 

Coming 

. Maxine  Doyle-Russell  Gleason. .6  rls. 

WORLD Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Slalom   Skiing  Film   Dec.  I8t  
Tempo  Massimo   Milly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolaro  Italian  Feature   Dec.  25t  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schipa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat- Diane  Korene  
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pela  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed Title  Star  Dist'r  Rel.  Date 

Amazing  Quest,  The  (G)...Cary  Grant   United   Artists  Sept.  26. 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 
(G)   Florine  McKinney  .  Assoc.  British  70.... June 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Livesay   Assoc.  British  70  Aug. 
Carnival  in  Flanders  (A) . .  Francoise  Rosay   American  Tobis. .  .Sept.  22  95  Oct. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolque.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Elisa  Cegani   United   Artists  95  Dec. 
Ciboulette  (G)   Simone  Berriau  ...  Franco- American.  ..Sept.  lit.  ...100  Sept. 
Cloistered  (G)  Best   May    19  65. ...May 
Crime  Over  London  (A). . .  M argot  Grahame  United  Artists  80  Nov. 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loebinger   Amkino   Sept.    9  Sept. 
Dubrevsky   Boris  Livanov   Amkino   Mar.   28  72  Apr. 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75  Oct. 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  June 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G)  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-Fox  92  Dec. 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camillo  Pilotto   United  Artists  90  Dec. 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G) . . .  Tamarina   Amkino   Oct.      6  90  Oct. 
Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granach  ..Amkino   July    28  .  90  Aug. 
Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez   ....Assoc.  British   ...70  Aug. 
Incertidumbre  (G)   Hilda  Moreno   United  Artists  Sept.  I8t  70  Sept. 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert   British  Lion  73  June 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks   British  Lion  70  Nov. 
Janosik  (G)   Palo  Bielik   French   Nov.    24  .  82  Dec. 
Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff   Twickenham   70.... Oct. 
La  Fusse   Femin  Gemier  French   Aug.  I.... 
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oct.  16... 
Last  Rose,  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oct.  9  

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzte  Rose.") 
La  Bonheur  (A)  Gaby  Morlay   Franco- American. ..  Mar. 
La  Damigella  di  Bard  (G) 
Liebelel  (A)   

..70....  Aug.  29 

27 

8 
3 

19 

26 

30 
7 

19 

II 

10 

27 

!9 
5 

17 
22 

8 
26 

17 
21 

5 
17 .  .83  

.  .83  Oct. 

.102. ...Oct. 

24 

17 

5  110. ...Mar.  21 
.  .Artisti   85.  Jan.  9,'37 E.  Grammatica 

Paul  Hoerbiger  General  87  Mar. 
.Metropolis   Nov. .70. .  Nov. 

24. 

2. 

5. 

I. 

.  .96. .93. 

..86. 

9.. 

7.. 

.90. 

.Nov. 

.  May 

..May 

.  .Apr. 

..May 

. .  Apr. 

.  .Apr. 

25 

Loves  of  Toni,  The  (A)...Celia  Montalvan 
Marriage    of    Corbai,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  June  13 

Milizia  Territorial  (G) ...  Antonio  Gandusio  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  25 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the 
World  (G)   Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept.  24  87  Oct.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Lied  Gent  Urn  Die  Welt.") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amkino   Nov. 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francoise  Rosay   Franco- American. .. May 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Pointure.  Simone  Simon  French   Aug. 
Public  Nuisance  No.  I  (G).  Frances  Day   General   79  Mar. 
Raggen — Det   Ar   Jag  Det 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May    21  83. 

Re  Burlone,  II  (G)  Armando  Falconi  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Mar.   25  98. 
Robber  Symphony,  The  (G).  George  Graves   Concordia   125. 
Romance  in  the  House  of 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto   Casino   Oct.      9  81  Oct.  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Liebesroman  Im  Hause  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerbiger  Ufa   Apr. 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberg  ...Scandinavian   Apr, 
Song  of  Freedom,  The  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  80  Sept.  5 
Son  of  Mongolia,  A  (A)...Tseven  Rabdan   Amkino   Nov.   20  90  Dec.  19 
Soviet  News  (G)  Amkino   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G)  Richard  Barthelmess. Twickenham   98  Oct.  10 
Tenth  Man,  The  (G)  John  Lodge   Assoc.  British  Aug.  29 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (G) .  Tito  Guizar   Bustamente    105  Nov.  I 
30  Seconds  of  Love  (G)  Elsa  Merlini   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.  2,'37 
This'll   Make   You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack    Buchanan   Wilcox   78.  Jan.  9,'37 Three  Maxims,  The  (G)...Anna  Neagle   General   87  Aug.  I 

Two's  Company  (G)  Ned  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  IS 
Waltz  for  You,  A  (G)  Louis  Graveure   Casino   Sept.  25  94  Oct.  3 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Walzer  Fuer  Dich.") 
We  Are  from  Kronstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchikov   Amkino   Apr.   30...  ..83  May  16 

Wedding  March.  The  (AK.Tullio  Carminati  ...Franco-American  92.... Mar.  14 
When   Knights  Were  Bold 
(G)   J.  Buchanan-F.  Wray.General   76  Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Centa   E.  N.  I.  C  85  Dec.  26 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General   90.... June  6 
Yellow  Cruise,  The  (G)  French   Nov.    17  90  Dec.  5 
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SHCET 

FILMS 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (11-7). Oct.  24t  7... 
16.  Merry  Cafe   Dec.  26t  

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.1 

CELEBRITY 
Min. Title  Rel.  Date 

C0MIC0L0R  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  30  7 
Dick  Whittington's  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept.30  

COLUMBIA 
Title Rel.  Date  Min. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
No.  3— "Spark   Plug"  Apr.  12  6'/2.. 
No.  4— Major  Google  (5-16). May  24  6'/2.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21) .  .Sept.  I  St . .  .20  
Andy  Clyde 

Ants  in  the  Pantry  (3-7)..  .Feb.    6  1 8'/2 . . 
(3  Stooges) 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  Dec.  4t...l6'/2.. 
(All  Star) 

Caught  in  the  Act  Mar.   5  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump.  The  June  20  18  
(All  Star) 

Disorder  in  the  Court  May  30  17  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  I6t...l0  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t...l8  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent   Dec.  20t  
(All  Star) 

Half  Shot  Shooters  (6-13)..  .Apr.  30  19  
(3  Stooges) 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyville 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t- - - 18  

Midnight  Blunders  (5-16) ..  .Apr.  21  17.... 
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Movie  Maniacs   Feb.  20  18.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Oh,  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.  9t...20.... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  in  the  Pullman,  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (6-20)... May  15  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16) ....  Mar.  19. . . .  l7'/2 . . 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks   Dee.  27t  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations   Jan.    9  18.... 
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.  I  It.... 2  rls. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  in  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t  7'/2 . . 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8'/2.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog,  A  Dec.  23t  7  

(1-9-37) 
Dr.  Bluebird  (2-8)  Feb.    5  8  
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7  
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I,'37t  
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  8  
Glee  Worms   June  24  7  
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (I  I -28) . . .  .  Nov.  26t  7  
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1)  . July  26  7  

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Star  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  15+.  -  -  <0  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t....l  rl.. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t . . .  1 1 '/2 . . 
Runaway  Marriage.  The  Dec.  18  

FEATURETTES 
Story  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States  Dec.  I8t  
KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 

11.  Bird  Stuffer,  The  (2-8) .  Feb.    1  7  
12.  "Lil  Ainjil"   Mar.  19  6.... 
13.  Peace  Conference   Apr.  10  7.... 

(re-issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.    9  7.... 

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10... 
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  .Aug.  30  10... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15. ...10... 
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept. 25t . . .  10. . . 
Ice  Cut-Ups  (2-8)  Feb.    6  10... 
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10  10... 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t....9'/2. 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oct.  26t ...10... 
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10... 
Sport  Magic   June  13  9'/2. 
Stop,  Look  and  Guess  Mar.   9  10... 
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10... 
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II. ..10.... 

.6'/2.. 
.7.... 
.7.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t.. 
Looney  Balloonists  (11-28).  .Sept.  24t.. 
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July  8... 
Scrappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    5  7  

Scrappy's  Pony   Mar.  16  7  
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    7— (3-7)   Feb.  28  IO'/2. . 
No.    8—   Mar.  27  10  
No.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/2  . . 
No.  10— (6-13)   May  29  10  
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26. ...10.... 
No.  12— (8-8)   July  I7....I0.... 
No.  13— (8-22)   Aug.  13. ...10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  1 1 1 ...  1 0 ... . 
No.    2— (11-21)   Oct.  23t- -  -10  
No.    3—  C-9-37)   Nov.  28t...l0  
No.    4—  Dec.  28t ...  1 0  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dec.  25t  
Castle  Town  of  France. .....  Nov.    It  8'/2.. 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dec.  I8t  
Robinson  Crusoo  (12-5) ...  .Sept.   7t  3  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.    9— (3-7)   Feb.  25  IO'/2 . . 
No.  10—   Mar.  26... .10(6.. 

DuWORLD 
Rel.  Date Min. 

10  . 

Title 
Sus-Ti-Ka  (12-19)  . 
Utah   Pit'ort  Book 
(1-9-37)   10.... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Cinecolor) 

No.    I—   Sept.  I5t  9  
No.    2—   10.... 
No.    3—   8.... 
No.    4—   8.... 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] 

Title 
Min. 

Rel.  Date 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24  18  
Sleepless  Hollow   May    8  16.... 
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10  19  

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20).  .June    5  21  

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous  Aug.    It. -.11  
Gifts  in  Rhythm  Oct.  23t. .  .10  
Going  Native   Aug.  28t...H  
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  1 8t  —  II  
Play!  Girls   Nov.    6t  -  -  - 1 1  
Queen's  Birthday,  The  Aug.  I4t...l0  
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The  Aug.  21 1  -  -  - 1 0  
See  Uncle  Sol  Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl.. 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9  
Strike!  You're  Out  ( I -9-37) .  Dec.  I  It...  1 1  

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Giv'im  Air   Feb.  14  18.... 
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20  20  
Grand  Slam  Opera  Feb.  21  21  
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3  16  
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27  19  

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Alpine  Yodeler   Feb.    2  6  
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.    6  6.... 
Big  Game  Hunt,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.l  rl., 
Book  Shop,  The  Feb.    5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t  6... 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  6  

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Prize 
Package   July  31  6  

Title                           Rel.  Date  Min. 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   Nov.  27T....7.... 

Home  Town  Olympics  Feb.    7  6.... 
Kiko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7).. Oct.    2f.. ....... Kiko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (I  I  -21) ... .  .Oct.  30f....7.... Kiko  the   Kangaroo  In 

Skunked  Again   -Dee.  25T....7.... Kiko  and  the  Honey  Bears 

(9-22)   2lt....6  

Off  to  China  '.  -Mar-  2<>t....6.... 
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 

Gypsies  6.... Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 

In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Hf....7.... Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 

Treasures   I6t....6.... Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 

Escape  (11-21)    Nov.  '3t  7.... 
Rolling  Stones   -Mw    '  8.... 
Sailor's  Home,  The  (6-13).  June  12  
Salty  McGuIre   -Jan.  8,'37t.7.... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  -Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl.. 
Tough  Egg,  A  .June  26  6  
Western  Trail,  The  .Apr.    3  6.... 
Wolf  in  Cheap  Clothing,  A.  Apr.  17  6  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I  10.... 
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Dec.  1 8f ...  1 1 ... . 

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June   5  9.... 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.   7t. . .  10. . . . 
Krazi- Inventions  (10-31)  Oct.  9t...ll  
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37)  .Dee.  4t...ll  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Sept.  4t....8.... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10).  .Sept.  lit  9  
Symphony  in  Snow  (11-7)..  .Oct.  I6f  9.... 

TUXEDO  COMEii^s 
Just  Plain  Folks....  Mar.  13  19.... 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22  18  

TWO-REEL  COM-TIT" Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...20  
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.  6t...l8  
Bashful  Buddies   Aug.  7t...l7  
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  f 9,'37f  .2  rls. 
Blue  Blazes   Auq  2lt...l9... 
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4f...l9  
Chemist,  The  (9-24)  Oct.  9t...l9  
Diamonds  in  the  Rough  Sept.  25f. .  .19. . . . 
Ditto   Feb.  I2,'37t.2  rls. 
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  5,'37tl9  
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  lit.. .20. . . . 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    If...  18  
High-C  Honeymoon   Jan.  I,'37t2l  
Hold  It   Jan.  29.'37t.2  rls. 
It   Happened  All  Right 
(6-13)   May  15. ...19  

Jail  Bait   Jan.  8,'37t.2rls. 
Just  the  Type  Dec.  4f...20,... 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7.... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  ISt.. .19.... 
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28t...l9.... 
Peaceful  Relations   June  19  18  
Practically  Perfect   Jan.  I5,'37t  .2  rls. 
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21)...  Oct.  23t ...  1 8  
Screen  Test,  The  (12-19) ...  Dec.  I8t...l9  
Spring  Is  Here  Oct.  30t...20.... 
Transatlantic  Love   Dec.  25t...20.... 
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) .  .Sept.  4t...20.... 
Whose   Baby  Are  You? 
(H-7)   Oet.    2f ...18  

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Beware  of  Blendes  Feb.  7.... 20.... 
Love  in  September  Mar.  6.... 21.... 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl.. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.   9  8.... 
Liebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.    5—   Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
No.    6—   Mar.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.   4  9. 
Busy  Spots  in  Florida  Jan.  20,'37tl2. 
Carillon  Makers   Aug.  1 5 1  ■  -  - 1 2 . 
Floridian  Curiosities   Jan.  I0.'37tl2. 
Golden  Harbor  Mar  16. ...  10. 
Life  of  Theodore  Roosevelt.  .  Feb.    I....  19. 
Tough  Breaks   .Mar.   I  18. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I  St. .  .20. 
Sport  ef  Flying  Sept.  I2t  
Young  Explorer   Mar.  2....  10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
No.    I—  Feb.  14  8. 
No.  2—  Feb.  28  8. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  3—   Mar.   8.... 10... 
No.  4 —   Mar.  22  10... 
No.  5—  Apr.  10  7... 
No.  6 —   .Apr.  22  7'/2. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  9. . . 
No.  2—  Mar.   6  9... 
No.  3 —  Apr.  II  9. . . 
No.  4—  May    4  9... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Jungle...  .Feb.    3  6... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  South  Seat  .Feb.  17...;. 6... 
3.  Nomads  of  the  Past  Mar.   3  6... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air  Mar.  17  5'/2. 
5.  Nomads  in  the  Making.   .Apr.   3  6... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  6... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains. ...  May    3  5'/2. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  5'/2. 

IMPERIAL 
Title 

Min. 
Rel.  Date 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Towers  of  Melody  8 
Hidden  Treasures   8 
Southern  Beauties   8 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Storm  
Boyhood  8. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8. 
Early  In  the  Mornln'  8. 

NOVELTIES 
Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hobo  Hero   9. 

PORT  O'  CALL 
Peacock  Throne  9. 
City  of  the  Sun  9. 
Last  Resort   9. 
Children  of  the  Nile  9. 
Seventh  Wonder   9. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seas  8. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Love 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cross  8. 

MGM 

Title 
Rel.  Date  Min. 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
Count  Takes  the  Count,  The. Feb.  22  20.. 
Neighborhood  House  (7*18).  .May    9  20.. 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25).  .Apr.  18  19.. 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-29)  Mar.  28. . .  .20. . 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  6 — Perfect  Setup  Feb.    I  21.. 
No.  7— Fool  Proof  Mar.  7  21.. 
No.  8 — The  Publie  Pays 
(11-14)   Oct.  lot. ..18... 

No.  9 — Torture  Money  Jan.  2,'37f  
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1-247)...  .Nov.  1 4t  8 . . 
Japan  in  Cherry  Blossom 
Time   Mar.  21  9.. 

Oriental  Paradise  Nov.  I4t  8.. 

Picturesque  South  Africa...  .Jan.    9.'37t.9. . Quaint  Quebec   Sept.  1 2t . . . . 9 . . 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  of 
Splendor  (7-25)   Sept.  12  9.. 

Sacred  City  of  the  Mayan 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7.. 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Man 
of  Destiny   May  16  8.. 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-19)..  Oct.  24t....9... 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 
19 —  Early  Bird  and  the 
Worm,  The  (4-25)  Feb.    8  9.. 

20—  Old  Mill  Pond,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8.. 

21—  Two  Little  Pups  (8-1).. Apr.   4  8.. 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Picnic   May  30  8.. 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20  9.. 
25—  Little  Cheeser  July  II  9.. 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-26)  Dec.  1 2t  8. . 

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nov.   9  II. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  I9t...ll. 
Hollywood  Second  Step  Dec.    St. ..10. 
How  to  be  a  Detective  Oct.  I7t  9. 
How  to  Behave  (4-25)  Apr.  25  10. 
How  to  Train  a  Dog  July    4  8. 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept.  5t...l0. 
Important  News  (2-29)  Feb.  29  10. 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28  10. 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II. 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13.. ..10. 

Rainbow  Pass,  The  Oct.  31 1  
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Min. Title  Rel.  Date 
West  Point  of  the  South 
(2-1)   F«b.    1  8... 

M-G-M   SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  (6-6)  Apr.  II  9... 
Dare  Deviltry   June  27  9... 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (9-5)...  .June  6  10... 
Polo  (6-6)   May    9  8... 
Table  Tennis  (4-25)  Feb.  15... .10... 
Racing  Canines  (6-6)  Mar.  14. ...10... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years,  A  Dee.  26t  
No  Place  Like  Roma  (11-7)  .Sept.  26f. . .  19. . 
Violets  In  Spring  (9-5)  Sept.  5  21... 

OUR  GANG 
Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May    2  18... 
Bored  of  Education  (9-5).. .Aug.  29  10... 
Divot  Diggers   Feb.   8.  ..15... 
Lucky  Corner,  The  (2-29). ..Mar.  14.  .16... 
Pay  As  You  Exit  Oct.  24t..  II... 
pjunion  in   Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll... 
Second  Childhood  (4-25) ...  .Apr.  1 1....  19... 
Spooky  Hooky   Dec.  5t  
Two  Too  Young  (11-7)  Sept.  26f  ...10 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.   4  20... 
Hill  Tillies  (8-15)  Apr.   4.. ..18... 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29  20... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  the  Headlines  (9-5)  .Sept.  1 2t ...II... 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6,'37f.9... 
Hurling    (1-9-37)  Nov.  I4f. . .10  
Killer  Dog  (9-5)  Aug.  29....  10..., 
Olympic  Ski  Champions 
(11-7)   Oct.    3t . . .  10  

Sports  on  Ice  Oct.   I  Of ...  1 0 ... . 
Wanted— A  Master  (1-2-37)  .Dec.  26t-..IO  

SPECIAL 
Audioscopiks  (1-18)   8..., 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oct.  31 1- - - 10  . 
Dancing  on  the  Ceiling  Jan.  2,'37t  
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t ...  i  0 ... . 
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  5t...ll  
Swing  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  ■  9t ...  1 1  

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Human   Nov.  20t  7  
Betty  Boop  and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7.... 

Grampy's  Indoor  Outing  Oct.  1 6f .... 7  
Happy  You  and  Merry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt  7  

House  Cleaning  Blues  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Making  Friends   Dec.  I8t  7  
More  Pep   June  19  
Not  Now  (2-29)  Feb.  28  7.... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  7  
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I8t  7.. 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  6  
You're  Not  Built  That  Way. July  17  8.... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 

a  Year  Dec.    4t  8  
Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  15  8.... 
Greedy  Humpty  Dumpty  July  10  7  
Hawaiian  Birds   Aug.  28T....9.... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8.... 
Play  Safe   Oct.  1 6t  7  
Somewhere  in  Dreamland. ...  Jan.  17  9  

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  10  10  

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.   7t.-.H ..... 
Knock,  Knock, 
Who's  There?   Sept.  1 8t  -  -  -  M  
Vincent  Lopez  and  Oreh. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22.. ..10.... 
Baby  Leroy-Bennie  Bart- 
lett  -  David  Holt  -  Betty 
Holt- Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18) ...  Mar.  20  II.... 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Babs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.    7  II  
Kostelanetz- Eastman 

Musical  Charmers  Oct.  9f...ll  
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Musical  Fashions   .July    3  II  
Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Music  in  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12  II  
Russ  Morgan  and  Orch. 

Music,  Music  Everywhere. .. Dec.  I8t- . .  1 1 .. .. 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orch. 

Music  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28f...l0  
George  Hall  and  Orch. 

Play,  Don  (8-15)  July  31... .11.... 
Den  Bestor  and  Orch. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oct.  30t...l0. .. 

Will  Osborne  and 
Colleglates 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl. Freddie  Rich  and  Orch. 
Star  Reporter  in  Hollywood 
(H-21)   Nov.  20t...l0... 
Ted  Husing-Bennie  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody. ...  May    I  II... 
Ferde  Grofe  and  Orch. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5,'37t/.l  rl. 
Lover's  Paradise   Sept.  I  It...  10... 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  I3t...l0... 
Trees   jan.  I5,'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20f  I  rl. 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8.. Dec.  lit  I  rl. 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  I4t...l8... Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dec.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oct.  9t...l0  
Sailor  Shorty  Oct.  23  10  
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t  
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(H-21)   Oct.    9t. . .  10  

That's  Their  Business  Nov.  1 3t ...II..., Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.    8,*37t -I  rl . . 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  8 — Frederic  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor —  The   Voice  of  the 
Animals  (2-29)   Feb.  28  II  

No.  9  —  Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9.... 

No.  10  —  Toilers    of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24  10.... 

No.  II — Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boys  —  Up  Mont 
Blanc   May  22....  1 1  

No.  12 — Meet  the  Pelican — 
Viola     Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19  10  

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl.. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Series) 

No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  2lt...l0.... 

No.  2  —  Science    to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen     Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t...l0  

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber— Keep  OutI  Lions  Oct.  I6t...l0  
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  on  Parade  —  All 
A-Board   Nov.  I3t...l0  

No.  5  —  Bamboo — Clamdig- 
gers'     Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dec.  I  If. . .  10  

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let's  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.   8,'37t.l  rl.. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  6. Apr.    3  9.... 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21  10  
Dangerous  Jobs   May    I  9.... 
Fashions  in  Love  July  24  10.... 
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (3-14)..  Mar.  13  9  
Poodle,  The   May  22  10.... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  10  
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24  10  
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9.... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    1  8  
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.    6  7  
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7)  .Feb.    7  7  
Hold  the  Wire  Oct.  23t....7.... 
I'm  in  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7  
l-Ski  Lov-Ski  You-Ski  Apr.    3  6  
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard...  .June  26  7.... 
Let's  Get  Movin'  July  24  6  
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t  7  
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t  7  
Paneless  Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl.. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  (11-14)  .Nov.  27t . .  .17  
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t  7.... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7.... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cinecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27.. ..II.... 
No.  5   May  29....  10.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  6   July  17. ...10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t  ...II... 
No.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t...  10... 
No.  3   Dec.  25t  1  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomin',  The 
(8-22)   July  24  10... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You...  .Sept.  25t  8... 
Joe  Richman  and  Orch. 

I    Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  in 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jack  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t....7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Orch. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29).  Feb.  14  10... 
No.  22 — Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13. ...10... 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers   Apr.  10  10... 
No.  24 — Catching  Trouble. ..  May    8  10... 
No.  25 — River  of  Thrills...  .June    5  10... 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July    3... 10... 
No.  27 — Neptune's  Scholars 
(8-22)   Aug.   7t-  -  - 10. . . 

No.  28— Lucky  Spills   .Sept.  4t . . .  1 0  
No.  29 — Fighting  Marlin  Oct.    2t. .  .10  
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.    6t .  - .  10  

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dec.  4t...l0  
No.  32— Sporting  Pals  Jan.  I,'37t.lrl.. 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29,37t.lrl.. 

RKO  RADIO Title 
Rel.  Date  Min. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22   ,  Feb.  31  5'/2. 
No.  23   Apr.    3  5... 
No.  24  May  29  5... 
No.  25   July  10  5... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair   New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27  10... 
Etiquette   Nov.  29t  9. . . 
Fool  Your  Friends  June   9  10... 
Job's  a  Job,  A  May  22  10... 
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Feb.  28....  1 1... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4 — Wedtime  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20.... 21... 

No.  5 — Bad  Medicine   May  22  15... 
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time   July  24  

(1936-37) 
1 —  Lalapaloosa  Nov.  20t...l6... 
2—  Singing  in  the  Air  Feb.  I9,'37tl9  

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Bad   Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache   July  10  
High  Beer  Pressure  May    8.... 1 8... 
Hillbilly  Goat  Jan.  15, '37(18... 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oct.  23t...20'/2. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.  6....l5'/2. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    I  9... 
No.  2   June    5  10  
No.  3   July    3  10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17. ...24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13.  ...21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17  21  
No.  5   May  15  21  
No.  6   June  12  23  
No.  7   July  10  21.... 
No.  8   Aug.   7.  ...21  

(1936-37) 
No.  I   Sept.  4t...23  ... 
No.  2   Oct.  2t...2l'/2.. 
No.  3   Nov.  3t...2l  
No.  4  (12-12)  Nov.  27t...22..., 
No.  5   Dec.  25t ...  1 9  
No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight  June  12  
Don't  Be  Like  That  Dec.    4t . . .  18. . . . 
Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10. ...17.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Horse  Play   18  
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.    7  15'/*.. 
Who's  Looney  Now   Sept.  4t. 

RADIO   MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan. ...  Feb.  28  17.... 
Camp  Meetin'  (10-3)  Oct.  9t..-l6  
Deep  South   Jan.  I,'37tl7.... 
Melody  in  May  (2-1)  May    I  19  
Swing  It   July  3  
That   Man   Samson  19  

RAINBOW   PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  
Cupid  Gets  Her  Man  July  24  7  
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.    7  7'/,.. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.   2  7.... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- 

son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7.... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28) ...  .Apr.  17  8.... 
Toonerville  Picnic   Oct.    2t  7.... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    3  8.... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14  l8</i. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  I7....l6'/a. 
Grandma's  Buoys  (I -2-37) ..  Dec.  I8t...l6... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  I8t...l3... 

SPECIAL 
Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27.... 21... 

SPORTS  WITH   BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory. ..Oct.  30t  
High,  Wide  and  Dashing. .  . Sept.  4f  9..., 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  I5,'37t.9. .. 
Ladies  Day   Dec.  let  -  ..II.... 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24. ...II..., 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10) ...  Oct.  2t...l0..., 
Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19  
Singing  Wheels  (12-26) ...  .Nov.  20?.. .11...., 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  10..., 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  I3t  9'/2.. 
Forest  Gangsters   Jan.  8,'37t..9.. 
Living  Jewels   June  12  10.... 
Underground  Farmers   Apr.  17  9.... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I8t  9  
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14  10.... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29)  Mar.  27  21  
Listen  to  Freezin'  (8-15) ..  .July  31  15.... 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.    St. ..21..... 
Wholesailing  Along   May  29  17  

WORLD   ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  1 1  Goldmania   Dec.  25t ...  1 1 . ... 

Graveyard  of  Ships  (I -2-37)  .  Nov.  27t  ...II.... Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.   St.. .11.... 
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)   Feb.  21....  1 1.... Trinidad   sept.  lit. ..10  

Venice  of  the  North  May  15  10.... 
Washington  in  Virginia 
(10-3)   i  Oct.    9t-  - .  10  

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seahorse 0-9-37)   

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II .... 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Ski-Esta  (1-2-37)   10  

20TH  CENTURY-FOX Title 
Rel.  Date  Min. 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Dogging  It  Around  the 
World   Nov.  I3t. 

Looking   for  Trouble  Dec.  I8t. 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds. .  .Sept.  25t. Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t. 
Sports  Headliners  of  1936 
("-2D   Oct.  30t. 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7f. 
Land  of  Genghis  Khan  Dec.  I8t. Memories  of  Spain  (10-3) ..  .Sept.  I8t. 
Philippine  Fantasy  (1 1-7) .  .Sept.  25t. 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  1 3f . 

.10... . 10. . . 

.10... 

•  ■9'/2. 

.10... 

.10... 

.10.. 

Title UNITED  ARTISTS Min. Rel.  Date 

MICKEY  MOUSE 
37.  Mickey's  Polo  Team  Feb.    5  8 38.  Orphans'  Picnic  Mar.  12.1!  ..9 
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Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.    9  9  

40.  Through  the  Mirror  June  18  9  
101.  Moving  Day   July  22  9.... 
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-15). .Aug.  27  9  
103.  Alpine  Climbers  (8-22). Oct.  28t . . . -9'/j  . . 
104.  Mickey's  Circus  (8-15)  8  
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(11-14)   9.... 

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   9.... 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
33.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  8'/2.. 

34.  Three  Little  Wolves 
(4-11)   May  27. ...10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t...  8.... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse 
keteers  (11-28)   7.... 

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   8V2.. 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  8!/i . . 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8'/2.. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

GOING    PLACES   with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  18  (3-14)  Mar.   9  IO'/j.. 
No.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23  10  
No.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  9  
No.  21   June   8  9  
No.  22   June  22  9  
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6.. ..10.... 
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20. ...10.... 
No.  25  (8-15)  Aug.   3  10.... 
No.  26   Aug.  17. ...10.... 
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t  9  
No.  28  (10-17)  Oct.   I9f  8  
No.  29   Oct.  26t....9.... 
No.  30   Nov.  23t ...10  
No.  31   Dec.  2lt  9.... 
No.  32   Irl.. 
No.  33   Feb.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  34   Mar.  I5,'37t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers,  The   Jan.  I  l.'37t  .8'/2  ■  ■ 
House   of   Magic  Feb.  8,'37t  8  
Knights  for  a  Day  (I -9-37) . Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen's  Frolics  (7-1 1 ) . . .  .  July  15  18  
Fun  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  I7,'37tl0  
Fun  in  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t  ...10  

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t.. 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29... 
Musical  Airways  (10-10)  Sept.  30t/.. 
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18... 
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t. 

.11... 

.19... 

.11... 
.15... 
.10... 

...Jan.  20,'37t. 

8. 

School  for  Swing. . . 
Teddy   Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6).. June    3  20  
Television  Highlights   Dec.  23t ...10  
Vaud-O-Mat,  The  (3-28) ...  .Apr.    8....  16.... 

NOVELTIES 
Skits  'n'  Sketches  Feb.  24  10  

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Alaska  Sweepstakes  (2-8)...  Feb.  17  8  
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7  
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7  
Beachcombers  (10-3)   Oct.    5t  9  
Beauty  Shoppe  (3-28)..  Mar.  20  6'/2.. 
Farming  Fools   May  25  7..., 
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7  
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30f  , 
Kiddie  Revue   Sept.  211  7... 
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ...  Sept.  7t  8... 
Night  Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct. 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov. 
Slumberland  Express   Mar. 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov. 

STRANGER   THAN    FICTION  SERIES 
No.  18—  Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9'/2.. 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9.... 
No.  20 — Novelty   June    I  9  
No.  21 — Novelty   June  15  9.... 
No.  22— Novelty   July  29  9  
No.  23— Novelty  (7-11)  July  13....  10.... 
No.  24— Novelty  (7-18)  July  27....  10.... 
No.  25— Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10  
No.  26— Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9.... 
No.  27— Novelty   Sept.  28t  8... 
No.  28—  Novelty  (9-24)  Oct.  I2t  8'/2., 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov. 
No.  30— Novelty  (12-26)  Dec. 
No.  31— Novelty  (I -2-37) ..  .Jan. 
No.  32— Novelty   Feb. 
No.  33 — Novelty   Mar. 

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dec.  l4t....9'/2. 
You  Can't  Get  Away 

With  It   Nov.  30t...25... 

9t 

2t....8, 
9  7 
6t....8 

.8%. 9t... 
7t  
4,'37t  
I,'37t.9... I,'37t  

Title  Rel.  Date 

VITAPHONE 

Topnotches  (2-1). May  30   Sunday  Round-up,  The 

BIG   TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 
Vitaphone  Billboard   Feb.  15  II... 

Jane  and   Katherine  Lee 
Vitaphone  Entertainers 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl. 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlights   Apr.   4  10... 
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hippodrame  May    2. ...II... 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Lee 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28).. Mar.   7  II... 
Conville-Dale 

Vitaphone 
Vitaphone  Troupers  (2-l)...Jan.    4  10. 

Four  Trojans- 
Aunt  Jemima 

Vitaphone  Stageshow  July  25  I  rl.. 
Vitaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  I9f...ll.... 
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  Internationals. ...  Oct.  I7t. • -II 
Holtz-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I«f ...II  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Villians   Dec.  I2t  
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville   Jan.   2,'37M  rl.. 
Harry  Rose 

BIG  V.  COMEDIES 
Shop  Talk  Feb.  15  21  

Bob  Hope 
Joe  Palooka  in  for  the  Love 

of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14  21  
Shemp  Howard. Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars  Mar.  28  21.... 
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun  Apr.  II.. ..21.... 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   May    9.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Palooka  in  Here's  Howe. June    6  21.... 
Shemp  Howard  - Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party,  The 
(6-22)   June  20  22  
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertime, 
The   July  II. ...20.... 
Johnny  Berkes 

The  Oily  Bird  July  25  20  
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  in  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  15.... 20.... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14  21  
Yacht  Club  Boys 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
King  of  the  Islands  Feb.  22  21  

Winifred  Shaw- Warren  Hymer 
Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong.  The. Feb.  29  21  

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 
Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.   7  21  

Hal  LeRoy- 
Preisser  Sisters 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28).. Mar.  21  22  
Irene  Bordoni 

Black  Network,  The  Apr.    4  22.... 
Nina  Mae  McKinney- 
Nicholas  Bros. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II  21  
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  The  Apr.  18  21  
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May    2  21  
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23  20  
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker,  The  May  30  2rls. 
Dawn  O'Day-Radio  Rubes 

Romance  in  the  Air  May  16  
Wini  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June  6. 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmitis   June  13. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   July  4. 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18. 
Cross  and  Dunn 

Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug.  22  20... 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29  20... 
Fred  Lawrence- Rosalind  Marquis 

Min.  Title  Rel.  Date 
Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19)      .Sept.  5t.. 

Jean  Sargent 

Joe  Palooka  in  "The Choke's  on  You"  (9-19) ..  .Sept.  I2t. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   Sept.26t. 

Say  It  With  Candy  .Oct.  3t. 

Virginia  Verrill Sheik  to  Sheik  .Oct. 

Georges  Metaxa Can't  Think  of  It  Oct. 

Ken  Murray-Oswald 

Min. 
.19.. 

.21. 

.21... 

I0t., 

241. 

.Oct. 3lt. 
Nov.  7t. 

.20.... 

.2  rls. 

.20.... 

.2  rls. 

Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 
Sweethearts  and  Flowers.. 

Regis  Toomey- Prelsser  Sisters That's  Pictures  (8-29)  .Nov.  21 1 

Jay  C.  Flippen Here  Comes  the  Circus  Dec, 
"Poodles"  Hanneford 

Joe  Palooka  in  "The Blonde  Bomber"   Nov, 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
"Give  Me  Liberty  Dee. 

John  Litel 
Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale".. 

Harry  Gribbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender,  The. 

Bernice  Claire 

.21  . 

.18. 

.18.. 

.20. 

.21.. 

5t...l8. 
28f. 

I9t. 

..Jan.  9,'37t.2rls. 

Jan.  23,'37t.2  rls. 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 

(Cinecolor) Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-1 1) .  .Sept.  5t .  - .  1 0. . . 
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19).. Oct.    3t. . .  10. . . 
Northern  Lights   Oct.  31 1  
Along  the  Mediterranean. ...  Dec.  5t  
Hollanders,  The   Jan.  2,'37t.lrl. 
Nice  Work   Jan.  30,'37t  

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  16— Phantom  Ship,  The. Feb.    I  7  
No.  17— Boom!  Boom!   Feb.  29  7  
No.  18—  Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  Apr.  25  7  
No.  20— Fish  Tales   May  23  7  
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7  
No.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7-18)  July  II  7.... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.    I  7  
No.  24 — Porky's  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7.... 

No.  25— Milk  and  Money... Oct.    3t  7  
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving 
Day     7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky.  .Oct.  24t  7.... 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  The. Nov.  I4t  7  
No.  29 — Porky  of  the  North- 

woods   (1-9-37)   Dec.  I9t  
No.  30— Porky  the  Wrestler. Jan.   9,'37t.l  rl.. 

MELODY  MASTERS 
B.  A.  Rolfe  and  Orchestra.  . Feb.    I  II  
Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra.  .  Feb.  22  II  
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21  II... 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra. Apr.  18  II... 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  16  10  
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra June   6  10... 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nick  Lucas  and  His  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15  10... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  5t  -  - .  1 1  -  -  - 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos. .  .Sept.  26t  9... 
Emil  Coleman  and  Orch. 
(7-11)   II... 

Leon  Navara  and  His  Orch.  .Nov.  7t 
(9-19)   II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Orch. 
(8-29)   10... 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and  Orch.. Dec.  I9f...l0... 
George  Hall  and  Orch  Jan.    9,'37t.l  rl. 
Louisiana  Kings   Jan.  23,'37t.l  rl. 

MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  16 — Cat  Came  Back, 
The  (2-8)   Feb.    8  7... 

No.  17— Miss  Glory  Mar.   7  7... 
No.  18 — I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7... 

No.  19— Let  It  Be  Me  May    2  7... 
No.  20— I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  16  7... 

No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana. . .  May  30  7... 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  Hoo.  ..June  27  
No.  24 — I  Love  to  Slnga 

(6-20)   July  18  7... 

No. 

No. 
No. 
No. 

No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 

21. 

18. 
16. 
13. 
II. 

8. 

8. 

..II... 

..10... 

..II... 

...I  rl. 

..10... ..10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  25 — Sunday  Go  To 
Meetin'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.   8  7  

No.  26 — At  Your  Service, 
Madame   Aug.  29  7  

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  19  7  

No.  28 — Boulevardier  of  the 
Bronx   Oct.  IOf  7  

No.  29—  Don't  Look  Now  Nov.   7t  7.... 
No.  30— Coocoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t..-.7.... 
No.  31— He  Was  Her  Man. .Jan.   2,'37t.l  rl.. 

32— Pigs  Is  Pigs  Jan.  30,'37t.l  rl.. 
OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 

7 —  Day's  Journey,  A.  .Feb.  22....  1 1... 
8 —  Harbor  Lights  Mar. 
9—  We  Eat  to  Live  Apr. 
10—  Vacation  Spots  May 
11 —  Irons  in  the  Fire.. .June 
12 —  Can  You  Imagine. .  July 
13 —  For  Sports  Sake  Aug. 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb. 

Charles  Ahearn 
Timber  Giants  Feb.  22  II.... 
Half  Wit  ness   Mar.  21  1  rl.. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  8.... 
Pictorial  Review  June  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II.. ..10.... 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes — 

Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t. 
No.  2 — George  Rector — 
Fashions   Oct. 

No.  3— Girl  Football- Knitted  Wear   Nov. 
No.  4 — Southern  Wear — 
Aviation   Dec. 

No.  5—   Jan. 
VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 

Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt-..IO.... 
Logging  Along   Sept.  26t  
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  II.... 
Ounce  of  Invention,  An  Oct.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  As  Is  Dec.  I9t  
Cal  Tinney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22).. Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl.. 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

SERIALS 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

..10.... 

I0t. -.10. 2lt. 

26t  
I6,'37t.l  rl. 

REPUBLIC 
Darkest  Africa  3580  (2-22). Feb.  15  
Clyde  Beatty  (15  episodes) 

Dick  Tracy  6401  Feb.  27,'37t  
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  30  
Ray  Corrigan-Lois  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  
Robert  Livingston- 
Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Weiss- Mintz-Serials) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves- Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  3  rls., 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23). Apr.  18  2  rls. 
Jack  Mulhall-  (each) 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  3  rls., 
(also  feature  version)       followed  by  14  two- 

reel  episodes.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oct.  I9t.... 

John  King-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  6  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8,'37t. 
Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 

Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  6t.... 
Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 

(15  episodes) Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2,'37t. 
Scott  Kolk-Jean  Rogers 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  30,'37t. 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oct.  I  Of ... . 

Bela  Lugosi- Herman  Brix 

(15  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

La  Feria,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

We  never  saw  a  fat  man  who  wasn't  good- 
natured,  and  that's  the  way  it  is  with  R.  B. 
Condron  of  the  Bijou  theatre  at  La  Feria. 
We  surmise  that  R.  B.  was  brought  up  on 
Nebraska  corned  beef  and  cabbage. 

R.  B.  knows  how  to  operate  a  theatre  as 
well  as  how  to  handle  a  piece  of  huckleberry 
pie.  Anyhow,  everything  seems  to  be  in 
huckelberry  pie  order  around  the  Bijou.  The 
Bijou  is  the  gathering  place  for  the  clan  in 
and  around  La  Feria,  and  when  they  gather 
at  the  Bijou  they  always  see  something 
worthwhile. 

V  • 
Mr.  King  manages  the  Arcadia  and  other 

theatres  at  Harlingen.  We  always  like  to 
call  on  Mr.  King,  he  is  so  genial  and  friend- 

ly. Maybe  it  is  because  he  used  to  operate 
theatres  in  Muncie  and  South  Bend,  In- 

diana. Whenever  they  come  from  Indiana 

you  don't  need  to  watch  'em,  unless  they 
happened  to  have  occupied  a  cell  next  to 

our  own,  which  Mr.  King  didn't.  When- 
ever we  call  on  Mr.  King  he  gives  us  the 

keys  to  the  city  and  no  questions  asked.  We 
are  going  to  call  on  him  again. 

V 

It  has  always  been  our  misfortune  to  fail 
to  find  Mr.  Brady  of  the  Rivoli  theatre  at 
San  Benito.  He  was  gone  this  time,  but 
we  did  meet  him  at  the  Capitol  at  Browns- 

ville, where  he  and  a  friend  called  to  see 
J.  C.  Fanning.  They  were  on  their  way 

over  to  Matamoros,  Mexico,  "on  business," 
but  there  is  no  use  going  to  Matamoros  now 
since  we  repealed  the  eighteenth  amend- 

ment. While  we  didn't  meet  Mr.  Brady  at 
San  Benito  we  did  meet  Gwen  Zumwalt,  his 
cashier.  Gwen  says  her  name  used  to  be 
Zumwalt  but  now  it  is  Brady.  That  shows 

that  there  is  a  strain  of  mighty  good  judg- 
ment running  in  both  the  Zumwalt  and 

Brady  families.  Bulah  Lippincott,  the  as- 

sistant cashier,  still  signs  "Miss"  in  front  of 
her  name,  a  thing  that  the  San  Benito  boys 
ought  to  take  under  consideration. 

V 

We  just  received  a  letter  from  Harland 
Rankin  of  the  Plaza  theatre  at  Tilbury, 

Ontario,  Canada,  and  he  says  we  should  be 
up  in  that  neck  of  Ontario,  as  the  boys  are 
really  going  to  town.  He  says  theatres  are 

springing  up  everywhere  and  that  it  would 
do  the  boys  good  if  we  were  to  drop  in  on 
them.  He  also  says  for  us  to  tell  the  boys 
in  the  States  to  save  their  old  clothes  for 

them,  and  he  further  says  that  they  all  read 

our  Colyum  with  much  interest,  and  then 

he  winds  up  by  saying,  "Keep  up  the  good 
work."  What  we'd  like  to  know  is  where 

he  gets  that  "good"  stuff.  He  invites  us  up 
to  see  him,  which  was  mighty  doggone  nice 

of  him,  and  we  asked  a  Manitoba  man,  who 

is  occupying  a  cottage  next  to  ours,  where 

Tilbury  was  and  he  said  he  thought  it  was 

away  up  north  in  New  Ontario.  Just  think 

of  it,  here  we  are  picking  oranges  and  grape- 
fruit off  the  trees  in  our  shirt-sleeves  while 

up  there  he  is  probably  shoveling  snow  out 

to  the  coalhouse  with  his  mittens  and  over- 
coat on.  Thanks  for  the  invitation,  brother 

Rankin,  and  maybe  we  will  accept  it  when 

the  hollyhocks  come  out  and  the  fishing  gets 
good  in  your  lakes. 

V 
But  to  get  back  to  grapefruit  and  oranges, 

and  not  mentioning  the  good  shows  we  are 

seeing  at  Shine's  theatre  here  in  McAIlen. 
It  may  be  of  interest  to  you  folks  of  the 

north  and  east,  and  Andy  and  Herb  Ander- 
son at  Detroit  Lakes,  Minnesota,  to  know 

that  down  here  they  are  shipping  train  and 
truck  loads  of  grapefruit  and  oranges  out  of 
the  valley  every  day.  Folks  from  the  north 
are  shipping  an  average  of  100  bushel  bas- 

kets of  fruit  by  express  to  their  friends 
every  day,  and  this  is  only  one  of  a  dozen 
towns  doing  the  same  thing,  and  this  is  not 
counting  the  train  loads  of  fruit  going  north 
over  the  Missouri  Pacific  every  24  hours, 
besides  dozens  of  truck  loads  and  ship  loads 
from  Port  Brownsville  and  Port  Isabell. 
A  friend  of  ours  who  has  a  seven  acre 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS — No.    34,    Vol.    19— President 
Roosevelt    addresses    75th    Congress  Ambassador 
Davies  and  Mrs.  Davies  depart  for  Russia. ..  .Prone 
bicycling   in    Paris  Factory    girls   in   Japan  add 
patriotism  to  gymnastics  Mussolini  shifts  500,000 
sheep   from    drought   lands  Quadruplets   in  New 
Zealand  Fashions  Lew    Lehr    at    the  Poultry 
Show  Perry   upsets  Vines. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  35,  Vol.  19.-100,000  auto 
workers  turn  factories  into  homes  Inventor  per- 

fects  the   "marsh   buggy"  Rebel   Spanish  soldier 
get  holiday  wine  Memorial  to  Townsend  Harris  in 
Japan  Lew  Lehr  in  the  lion's  den  Boat  Show  Sport    flashes    from    St.    Moritz,    Coral  Gables, 
Paris,  Yosemite  and  Maine. 

NEWS   OF  THE   DAY— No.  232,  Vol.  8— President warns  courts  26  face  chair  in  Sing  Sing.... Big 
upset  in  tennis  classic  Woman  mayor  wins  fight 
to  hold  office  Skating  rink  nestles  amid  sky- 

scrapers Japanese  gridiron  warriors  invade  U.  S. 
NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  233,  Vol.  8.— Deadlock 

in  big  auto  strike. ..  .Morocco  takes  war  spotlight.... 
Hockey  stars  play  in  winter  wonderland  "Bitsy" Grant  upsets  Budge  in  tennis  Long  Islanders  keep 
up    winning    basketball    streak,. .  .The    great  jewel 
mystery  President's    son    is    well    again....  New 
"Marsh  Buggy"  conquers  swamps. 

PARAMOUNT   NEWS— No.  45.— Japan  hails  treaty 
with  Nazi  Germany  Stanford  upsets  L.  I.  U..... 
Five  and  a  half  tons  of  explosives  used  in  fantastic 
murder  Poultry  Show  attracts  5,000  rare  birds.... 
Ship    planes    to    Spain,    beating    Congress  ban  
Nation   tense   as   automobile   strike   grows  Perry 
beats  Vines  F.  D.  R.  tells  Congress  of  his  aims. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  46— Ice  carnival  draws 
sports    fans    indoors  Keep    ancient    church  feast 
in     Florida  Weather     goes  haywire — Ask  Cal- 
ifornians!  Find  body  of  kidnapped  Mattson  boy 

 Curtain  rises  on  Reinhardt's  "Eternal  Road"  
"Marsh  Buggy"  runs  on  land,  goes  to  sea  Auto 
strike  grows,  hit  100,000  in  U.  S. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  49,  Vol.  8.— Highlights  of  the 
President's  dramatic  message  to  Congress  featuring 
his  warning  to  the  Supreme  Court  Auto  strike, 
Partners  or  enemies!  Fashions  drop  their  mask 

 Tennis   battle  of   the  century. 
PATHE  NEWS — No.  50,  Vol.  8.— Latest  developments 

in  auto  strike  reveal  sentiment  of  100,000  workmen 
affected  by  shutdown  Great  diamond  mystery  
War  in  Morocco?         Women  fighting  in  the  trenches 
on  the  Madrid  front. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  526, 
No.  9. — Roosevelt  asks  liberalized  courts  Aircraft 
shipped  to  Spain  Race  horse  throws  a  party  
Model  planes  fly  and  flop  Coast  storm  hits  ship- 

ping Even     millinery     goes     dada  Gal  tames 
Simian  tough  guy  Sheriff  "Mushes'  over  beat. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  527, 
Vol.  9.— Auto  strike  parleys  halted  WPA  thou- 

sands hit  layoffs  Storm  cripples  middle  west.... 
Italy   sends   cooks    to   books  Boat-auto   eats  up 
swamps  Kidnapped  boy's  body  found  Prosperity hits    Boat    Show  60,000   gather   for  Congress  
New  styles  go  'round  clock  700  in  dash  through Bois. 

orchard  told  us  he  had  already  sold  43  tons 
of  oranges  and  grapefruit  and  thinks  he  has 
at  least  32  tons  left.  Don't  think  this  is  an 

advertisement  for  the  valley,  for  it  isn't. 
There  is  a  lot  of  expense  to  be  figured  in 
this,  and  if  the  grower  of  the  fruit  could  get 
a  reasonable  return  on  his  investment  he 

would  be  satisfied,  but  he  gets  less  than  one 
cent  a  pound  for  it  and  the  folks  up  north 
who  are  paying  from  6  to  10  cents  apiece 
will  wonder  who  is  getting  the  money.  We 
know  who  is  getting  away  with  a  lot  of  the 
fruit  every  meal,  and  we  can  prove  it. 

V 

Yesterday  we  drove  out  and  saw  the  home 
which  was  built  and  occupied  by  William 

Jennings  Bryan.  It  is  two  miles  north  and 
a  half  mile  east  of  Mission.  That  was  be- 

fore Mission  had  quit  sucking  the  bottle 

and  before  he  said,  "Thou  shalt  not  crucify 
man  upon  a  cross  of  gold  nor  press  a  crown 

of  thorns  upon  the  brow  of  labor."  This 
country  needs  some  more  William  Jennings 
Bryans,  but  they  are  pretty  doggone  scarce. 

Sometime  we  may  tell  you  a  little  more 
about  this  country,  for  they  have  a  wonder- 

ful history  down  here.  Texas  has  lived  un- 
der six  different  flags  but  she  is  living  under 

a  pretty  good  one  right  now,  but  it  is  bed- 
time and  we  will  say  Adios. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist The  HERALD  Covers  the  FIELD  Like  an 

April  Shower. 

National  Decency  Legion 

Reviews  15  New  Pictures 

Of  15  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classified 
by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  in  its 

listing  for  the  current  week  11  were  ap- 
proved for  general  patronage  and  four  were 

called  unobjectionable  for  adults.  The  list  of 
new  pictures  and  their  classification  follow : 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 
Patronage:  "Der  Bettelstudent"  (German), 
"Border  Phantom,"  "The  Crimson  Circle," 
"Drei  Blaue  Jungs — Ein  blondes  Maedel," 

(German),  "Find  The  Witness,"  "Golgotha," 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business,"  "Red  Lights 

Ahead,"  "Romance  Rides  the  Range,"  "Sla- 
lom," "Soederkaaker"  (Swedish).  Class 

A-2,  Unobjectionable  for  Adults:  "Black 
Legion,"  "Das  Einmaleins  der  Liebe"  (Ger- 

man), "Janosik"  (Slovak),  "Les  Petite" 
(French). 

Circuits  Book  "Cloistered" "Cloistered,"  imported  feature  depicting 
life  in  a  cloistered  nunnery  and  being  re- 

leased in  America  by  Best  Film  Company, 
has  been  booked  by  the  Netco  Circuit, 
Poughkeepsie ;  Schine  Circuit,  Gloversville, 
and  the  Skouras  theatres,  all  in  New  York, 
and  the  Si  Fabian  theatres  in  New  Jersey. 

Newell  Kurson  To  Wed 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Samuel  Wallerstein  of  New 
York  this  week  announced  the  engagement 

of  their  daughter,  Eleanor,  to  Newell  B. 

Kurson  of  Bangor,  Me.  Mr.  Kurson  is  as- 
sociated with  his  father,  Samuel  Kurson, 

general  manager  of  the  Graphic  Theatre 
Circuit  in  New  England. 
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CLASS!  PIED 

ADVERTISING 

the  great 
national  medium 

for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  ECUIPMENT 

NOW  IN  OUR  NEW  BUILDING  WITH  SPECIAL 
low  prices  on  finest  Audio-matic  volume  control  class 
"A"  amplifiers.  Complete  with  RCA  metal  tubes,  now 
$39.50  up.  Realistic,  Wide  Fidelity  reproduction  guar- 

anteed. 60  different  models  available.  Postcard  brings 
details.    S.  O.  S.,  636-AX  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

bucks 

ORDER  NOW1  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

GIVES  YOU  THE  HELP  YOU  NEED  WHEN 
you  want  it  most.  Richardson's  5th  Edition  (not  the 
latest),  Volume  3  with  famous  "Question  and  Answer" index.  Contains  over  300  pages,  fully  illustrated. 
Special,  for  short  time,  $1.95.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AX 
Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

TRAINING  SCtiCCL 

THEATRE  EMPLOYEES;  ADVANCE  TO  BET- 
ter  theatre  positions.  Free  booklet  shows  you  how. 
THEATRE  INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira, 
N.  Y. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER,  YOUNG,  7  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE complete  knowledge  of  buying,  booking,  and  publicity. 
BOX  817,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

YOUNG  MAN  OF  EXCEPTIONAL  ABILITY  TO 
take  over  general  management  of  small  circuit.  BOX 
819,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRE  MANAGER,  36,  MARRIED.  11  YEARS' experience  buying,  booking,  advertising,  exploitation. 
Best  of  references.  BOX  820,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

THEATRES 

$20,000  THEATRE,  EUREKA  SPRINGS,  ARK. 
$4,000  cash.    CLELL  JAY,  Batesville,  Ark. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

TO  PURCHASE  OR  LEASE  A  THEATRE  IN 
Middle  West  or  Indiana  or  Ohio.  Town  over  5,000 
population.    BOX  214,  Richmond,  Indiana. 

CASH  FOR  LEASE  OR  REAL  ESTATE  ANY- 
where,  United  States.  McINTYRE— 312  Lisbon, 
Buffalo,  New  York. 

GENERAL 

EQUIPMENT 

CELEBRATING  OUR  REMOVAL  TO  ENLARGED 
new  quarters.  BB  double  bearing  intermittents,  $49.50; 
tickets  190  roll;  new  "Mirro-Claric"  optical  systems, $9.95;  Corozone  air  purifiers,  special  $9.95;  order  from 
this  ad.   S.  O.  S.,  636-AX  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

PROJECTORS,  LAMPHOUSES,  MOTOR  GEN- 
erator  sets,  rectifiers,  mazda  lamps.  Equipment  and 
accessories  for  your  projection  room.  Rebuilt  RCA 
equipment.  Genuine  equipment  at  attractive  prices. 
Tell  us  your  needs.  Old  equipment  accepted  in  trade. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC.,  341  W.  44th 
Street,  N.  Y. 

WANTED  TO  DUY 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TRADE  YOUR  USED  EQUIPMENT  FOR  CASH. 
Want  RCA  sound,  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc 
lamps,  rectifiers,  generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated. 
Strictly  confidential,  no  delays,  no  bickering.  BOX  818, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

JUST  PURCHASED  TREMENDOUS  QUANTITY 
opera  chairs,  all  makes.  Priced  from  750  up.  Thou- 

sands of  others  described  in  our  bulletin  15K.  Get 
details  from  S.  O.  S.,  636-AX  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

PROJECTORS,  LAMPS,  RECTIFIERS,  SOUND 
equipment,  draperies,  frames,  fixtures — always  at  bar- 
gain  prices.    CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New  York. 

TAKE  THEM  AT  PRACTICALLY  YOUR  OWN 
price.  We  need  the  space.  Extra  special  values  in 
used  amplifiers,  Operadio,  Webster,  Radiart,  Mella. 
phone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads  for  Powers, 
Simplex,  $15  up.  S.  O.  S-,  636-AX  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

FOR  SALE  18  -  20  -  25  AMPERE  GENERATORS 
with  panel,  guaranteed  big  bargain  close  out,  $75  each. 
CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New  York. 

PORTABLE  SOUND  PROJECTORS  16MM,  35MM, 
$200  up;  RCA  type  soundheads  pair,  $250;  Powers  pro- 

jector $50,  others.  CINEMA  SUPPLIES,  349  W.  47th 

St.,  New  York. 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before 
prices  go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th 
St.,  New  York. 

REBUILT  THEATRE  CHAIRS.  VENEERS, 
squab  seats,  spring  seats,  750  each  and  up.  American 
and  Heywoods.  Parts  for  old  chairs.  JOHN  BLUM, 
722  Springfield  Avenue,  Newark,  N.  J. 

THREE  THOUSAND  SPRING  SEATS,  PANEL 
backs,  $2.50  each.  Thousands  of  others  —  veneero, 
squab  and  spring  theatre  chairs,  850  each  and  up. 
AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO..  INC.,  341  W.  44th 
Street,  N.  Y. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  250  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

PRINTING  SERVICE 

NEARGRAVURE  EMBOSSO— 500  LETTERHEADS, 
500  envelopes,  $6.59  delivered.  SOLLIDAYS,  Knox, 

Ind. 

FLASHY  PROGRAM  WINDOW  CARDS,  $3  HUN- 
dred.  Samples  and  complete  prices  free.  TRIBUNE 
PRESS,  Fowler,  Ind. 

PRESS  OP 
C.  J.  O'BRIEN,  INC. NEW  YORK 
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HIT! 

"Last  of  Mrs. 

Cheyney"  is  the 
talk  of  Coast! 

(Imagine!  Joan 
Crawford,  Bill 

Powell  and  Bob 

Montgomery  on  one 
marquee! ) 

HIT! 

"  M  a  y  1 1  m  e  " 
means  extended 

playtime! 

(Jeanette  MacDon- 
ald,  Nelson  Eddy  are 

rosier  than  "Rose 

Marie:') 

HIT! 

"Day  at  the 

Races"  is  the 

biggest  Marx 
Bros,  show  of 

them  all! 

(New  box-office Marx! ) 

HIT! 

"Camille"  clicks 

with  biggest 

Garbo  biz  in  5 

years ! (Garbo  and  Robert 

Taylor — um-m-m !) 

HIT! 
"After  Thi 

Thin  Man' 
Hold-Overs  ar< de-lovely ! 

(Thanks,  Bill  Vowel and  Myrna  Loy!) 

HIT! 
"Captains 

Courageous"  is 
another  "Mutiny 

on  the  Bounty  " ! 
(Giant  drama  has 
big  cast  including 

Freddie  Bartholo- 

mew, Spencer  Tracy, 

Lionel  Barrymore 
and  more) 



THE 

And  thousands 

of  happy  M-G-M 

exhibitors  agree 

as  they  welcome 

HIT  after  HIT 

after  HIT. 

HEAD! 

One  of  the  leading 

editors  of  this 

industry  said: 

'I  believe  that  every  exhibitor,  regardless  of 

his  present  affiliation  or  the  circumstances 

that  dictate  it,  wishes  in  his  secret  heart 

that  he  had  been  able  to  obtain  M-G-M 

attractions. 

"CAMILLE"  is  following  right  "AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN"  with  hold-overs'.  Then  "THE 

LAST  OF  MRS.  CHEYNEY"  will  pack  'em  in.  And  your  wintry  days  will  be  brightened 

by  "MAYTIME"  and  you'll  clean  up  with  "A  DAY  AT  THE  RACES."  Then  the  giant 

drama  "CAPTAINS  COURAGEOUS."  That's  M-G-M.' 



THE  PIC
TURE'S 

IN  GORGEOU
S 

BUT  ITS  VALUES  ARE  IN 

BLACK 

There's  READER  INTEREST  In 

The  greatest  of  all  James 

Oliver  Curwood's  world- 

read  romances  filmed 

with  the  full  intensity  of 

its  feverish  fierceness! 

There's  ADVENTURE  In  It! 

A  thousand  men  with- 

out law  living  under 

the  ruthless  rule  of  a 

woman  without  fear! 

There's  BIGNESS  In  It! 

The  sweeping  glory  of 

the  great  outdoors  pro- 

vides a  setting  possible 

only  in  God's  Country! 



There's  RICHES  In  It 

For  The  Lucky  Theatres  Everywhere  Now  Playing 

0  U  NTRY 

with 

A 

GEORGE  BRENT 

BEVERLY  ROBERTS 

Barton  MacLane  •  Robert  Barrat  •  Allan 

Hale  •  Joseph  King  •  El  Brendel  •  Joseph 

Crehan  •  Addison  Richards  •  Directed  by 

William  Keighley  •  Music  by  Max  Steiner 

Filmed  Entirely  in  the  New,  True  Technicolor  by 

WARNER  BROS. 



THE  RECORD  OF  A 

TO RO N TO — 3rd  WEEK 

MONTREAL— 2nd  WEEK 

CHICAGO-2ND  WEEK 

and  now 

NEW  YORK 

«o°n    .  \  art* 

HOLD  OVER  set  at  Radio  City  Music  Hall  .  .  . 

right  on  top  of  its  sensational  two-a-day  run 

at  the  Astor  Theatre  ($2.00  top)! 

MSfOf 

Vion
 

You'll  be  holding  it  over,  too! 

THE  KEYSTONE 

OF  YOUR  FUTURE 
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"ALL  FOR  YOU- NOW  and  then,  or  once  in  a  blue  moon,  there  are  real 

moments  in  history,  signal  words  said  on  signal  occa- 
sions. But  painful  as  the  truth  is  they  are  usually  after- 

thoughts, and  fictional  rememberings  of  the  recorders,  busy 
making  their  stories  good.  We  now  know,  alas,  that  what  Wolfe 
said  on  the  Plains  of  Abraham  was  written  long  after,  and  we 
know,  too,  that  General  Pershing  did  not  in  fact  stand  at  half 

mast  before  that  tomb  in  France  and  murmur  "Lafayette,  we 

come." But  we  do  know  and  record  here  by  the  witness  present, 
that  the  other  night  in  Hollywood,  after  laudations  by  work 
and  wire  from  most  of  the  world  of  the  screen,  and  special 
immediate  accolade  by  that  supreme  accolader,  Mr.  Will 

Hays,  a  firm,  grey,  taut  wisp  of  a  man,  Mr.  Adolph  Zukor, 
overwhelmed  with  honors  at  the  dinner  that  brought  to  climax 

the  affairs  of  his  silver  anniversary  in  the  art  and  industry, 
stood  up,  facing  his  friends  and  more  abashed  than  ever  he 
was  before  bankers,  brokers  and  the  mighty,  and  said: 

"I  can  accept  this  honor,  and  this  scroll  of  the  names  of 
fine  people  about  the  world,  because  it  is  not  for  me,  but 
because  it  is  for  all  of  the  many  who  have  worked  and  done 

their  part  in  making  this  a  great  company,  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture a  great  art  and  a  great  industry.  It  is  then  for  you,  for 

all  of  you  that  I  can  accept  this — for  you." 
It  was  said  with  a  humility  proved  genuine  in  a  faltering, 

most  unoratorical  delivery.  It  was  not  the  founder  and  boss 
of  Paramount,  not  the  stern  master  of  a  onetime  box  office 

monopoly,  the  dictator  that  laid  the  law  of  his  will  across  an 

industry  of  yesteryear — it  was  just  Adolph  Zukor  speaking  out 
of  a  grateful  heart. 

No  one  wrote  that  speech  for  him.  He  said  it,  for  himself. 

AAA 

A  GOOD  REPORTER 

THE  passing  of  James  Oliver  Spearing  takes  the  foremost 
of  the  founders  of  modern  motion  picture  criticism  and 
a  figure  of  wide  influences  in  the  earlier  years  of  the 

development  of  that  department  of  metropolitan  journalism. 
It  was  near  the  end  of  the  world  war  and  now  nearly  two 

decades  in  the  past  when  Mr.  Spearing,  then  chiefly  engaged 
as  assistant  city  editor  of  The  New  York  Times,  was  rising  to 
attention  through  his  discussions  of  motion  picture  drama  for 

that  newspaper.  His  sane,  even  tempered  judgments  and  con- 
structively friendly  attitude  toward  the  medium  won  an  im- 

portant following,  and  with  the  weight  of  The  Times  contrib- 

uted definitely  to  the  status  of  the  screen  and  its  worth.  Not 
so  fortunately  Mr.  Spearing  saw  a  blandishing  beckoning  from 
Hollywood,  and  went  west  for  an  uneventful  and  unencouraging 

sojourn  of  three  years  in  the  production  community.  He 
returned  to  New  York  and  The  Times  to  become  its  motor 

editor,  the  post  he  held  at  his  death,  and  presently  took  a 
leave  of  absence  on  an  expeditionary  project,  where  once 
again  he  demonstrated  that  criticism  and  production  are  not 
closely  kindred  arts. 

But  it  was  upon  Mr.  Spearing's  foundations  that  The  New 
York  Times  established  its  motion  picture  department  of 

excellence  and  competence,  with  a  succession  of  officially 

designated  motion  picture  editors  beginning  with  Mr.  Mor- 
daunt  Hall,  the  late  Andre  Sennwald  and  the  current  capable 
incumbent,  Mr.  Frank  Nugent.  The  department  from  Mr. 

Spearing's  beginnings  has  continued  to  be  an  example  to  the 
public  press  of  the  world.  Jim  Spearing  was  a  good  reporter — 
which  is  the  best  that  can  be  said  of  any  newspaper  man. 

AAA 

SOME  beginnings  of  the  showmanship  that  was  to  make 
formative  history  for  the  motion  picture  had  their  roots 
in  the  great  shows  of  the  Crystal  Palace,  which  gave 

London  such  a  spectacular  fire  that  it  is  now  being  made 

a  subject  of  contemporary  literature.  It  was  in  his  tri- 
umphs which  Chief  Hale  of  the  Kansas  City  fire  department 

achieved  in  an  international  firemen's  tournament  there  that 
he  found  his  career  in  the  show  business  leading  up  to  his 

enterprise  with  the  early  pictures  known  as  Hale's  Tours.  The 
Hale's  tour  device,  as  many  oldsters  remember,  was  a  little 
theatre  built  in  railway  car  fashion,  on  rockers  to  simulate 

motion,  while  pictures  that  had  been  made  from  the  back  plat- 
form of  a  moving  train  were  projected  on  a  screen  at  the 

end  of  the  simulated  car.  The  effect  was  to  thrill  the  audience, 

at  five  cents  a  seat,  with  the  sensation  of  going  somewhere. 

It  was  a  Hale's  Tours  show  in  Chicago  which  convinced  Mr. 

Carl  Laemmle,  just  emerging  by  ejection  from  the  haberdash- 
ery business  in  Oshkosh,  that  he  was  going  into  the  motion 

picture  business.  The  late  Mr.  Marcus  Loew,  Mr.  William  A. 

Brady,  and,  if  memory  serves  aright,  Mr.  Adolph  Zukor,  also, 

learned  about  movies  from  Hale's  Tours. 
AAA 

THE  sensational  discovery  of  the  Federal  Communications 
Commission  that  the  Bell  Telephone  Company  has  a  sub- 

stantial monopoly  of  network  wire  service  to  radio  tends 

to  confirm  an  impression  that  that  concern  has  been  import- 
antly engaged  in  the  business  of  transporting  chatter  for  some time. 
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This  Week 

More  Film  Accounts 

Distributors  are  now  serving  some  900 
more  accounts  than  one  year  ago,  reporting 
this  week  a  total  of  16,258  houses  in  opera- 

tion, compared  with  15,378  last  January. 
There  are  350,000  more  seats  available  to- 

day. Circuits  have  strengthened  their  po- 
sition, whereas  the  independents  now  are 

operating  300  fewer  houses. 
The  exhibition  structure  in  detail  is  pre- 

sented on  pages  13  and  14. 

Trade  Practice 

In  a  letter  acknowledging  receipt  of  the 

statement  of  RKO  Radio's  stand  on  the  10 
point  trade  practice  program,  Edward  Kuy- 
kendall,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners  of  America,  urged  all  dis- 
tributors to  take  the  initiative  as  soon  as  pos- 

sible in  establishing  local  conciliation  boards. 
The  letter  is  quoted  on  page  62. 

Air  Raids 

The  extent  to  which  radio  has  taken  hold 

of  Hollywood's  motion  picture  talent  supply 
for  popular  air  entertainment  is  almost  com- 

plete, with  some  255  stars  turning  to  the  air 

in  the  past  six  months  for  some  of  the  $3,- 
000,000  which  the  radio  broadcasters  have 
at  their  disposal  to  buy  film  talent  for  their 
national  air  advertisers. 

The  conclusions  and  the  proofs  of  a  study 
of  radio  in  Hollywood  and  the  business  of 
using  film  stars  in  broadcasts  begin  on  page 
33. 

Seven  and  Six 

As  seven  feature  productions  went  into 
action  on  the  studio  stages  in  Hollywood, 
six  were  completed,  and  several  of  the  new 
filmplays  are  considered  to  be  big  picture 
attractions.  Twentieth  Century-Fox  started 
four  of  them,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  com- 

pleted three. 
Details  of  the  activities  in  the  production 

center  are  recorded  on  page  45. 

Playwright  Crop 

The  subsidization  of  playwrights  by  the 
legitimate  theatre  is  urged  upon  stage  pro- 

ducers by  Actors  Equity  Association  in  New 
York,  this  week  in  a  leading  editorial  in 

Equity,  monthly  publication  of  the  organi- 

zation. Actors'  Equity  has  been  engaged  for 
some  time  with  the  League  of  New  York 
Theatres  and  the  Dramatists  Guild  in  an  at- 

tempt to  discover  what  is  wrong  with  the 
present  day  theatre  and  its  lack  of  favor  with 
the  public. 

Highlights  of  the  editorial  are  found  on 
page  60. 

Patent  Pool 

A  new  royalty  agreement  and  an  exten- 
sion of  the  international  patents  pool  beyond 

1945  will  be  discussed  by  officials  of  Ameri- 
can companies  and  of  Tobis  Klangfilm  next 

month.  Western  Electric,  RCA  and  the 

American  companies  distributing  in  the  Ger- 
manic countries  are  seeking  an  arrangement 

with  Tobis  under  which  the  European  roy- 
alties will  be  paid  in  the  currency  of  the 

country  in  which  they  originate. 
Details  are  on  page  13. 

Editorial  Page  7 

This  Week  in  Pictures  Pago  10 

The  Hollywood  Scene  Page  45 

The  Cutting  Room  Page  47 

Showmen's  Reviews  Page  38 

Asides  and  Interludes  Page  27, 

In  British  Studios  Page  57 

In  the  Newsreels  Page  95 

Theatre  Receipts  Page  73 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me  Page  69 

Managers'  Round  Table  Page  77 

The  Release  Chart  Page  85 

J.  C.  Jenkins'  Colyum  Page  95 

Technological  Page  72 

Bill  on  Unfair  Methods 

Legislation  giving  the  Federal  Trade 
Commission  in  Washington  authority  to  pro- 

ceed against  business  concerns  practicing 
unfair  methods,  even  though  no  competitor 
may  be  injured,  was  introduced  into  the 
House  of  Representatives  this  week  by  Con- 

gressman Lea  of  California,  chairman  of  the 
Interstate  and  Foreign  Commerce  Commit- 
tee. 

Pointing  out  that  the  Commission's  power 
to  prevent  dishonest  methods  in  commerce 
unless  they  affect  competitors  is  doubtful 
under  the  present  law,  Mr.  Lea  would  give 

it  the  authority  to  move  against  such  prac- 
tices on  its  own  initiative,  even  though  the 

practices  assailed  might  be  used  by  an  entire industry. 

Allied  Meets 

Directors  of  the  Allied  States  Association 
of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  were  scheduled 
to  hold  their  annual  meeting  and  election  of 

officers  on  Thursday  in  Baltimore.  Arrange- 
ments were  made  for  the  visiting  directors 

to  attend  the  inaugural  parade  in  Washing- 
ton on  Wednesday. 

Names  of  the  directors  attending  the 
meeting  are  on  page  18. 

Boon  to  Exhibitors 

Motion  picture  exhibitors  in  Chicago,  as 
well  as  distributors,  see  a  hopeful  sign  in 

acquisition  of  a  30-year  lease  on  the  Roose- 
velt theatre  in  the  Loop  by  Balaban  and 

Katz.  Possible  release  of  52  more  pictures 
a  year  would  do  a  bit  toward  solving  a 

situation  which  has  delayed  the  first  show- 
ing of  many  pictures  as  long  as  90  da_ys. 

Other  developments  in  the  Chicago  area 
are  recorded  on  page  76. 

Significance 
Western  Electrical  and  Electrical  Re- 

search Products  this  week  won  the  dismissal 
of  the  anti-trust  suits  brought  against  them 
by  General  Talking  Pictures  and  Duovac 
Radio. 

Explanation  of  the  charges,  which  are  the 
basis  of  22  other  suits  brought  against  Erpi, 

appears  on  page  18. 

British  Production  Rise 

There  were  24  more  features  registered 

by  British  producers  in  1936  than  in  the 
previous  twelve  months,  the  annual  report 
of  the  British  Board  of  Trade  shows.  The 

percentage  of  British  features  to  the  total 
registered  was  29.5,  and  for  features  and 
short  subjects  combined  was  27.9  per  cent. 

Additional  statistics  appear  on  page  68. 
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Two  in  One 

Hollywood  comment  on  "Top  of  the 
Town,"  Universal  production  nearing  com- 

pletion, is  to  the  effect  that  the  picture  would 
be  a  picture  without  the  music  and  the 
music  would  be  entertainment  without  a  sup- 

porting story,  all  of  which  pieces  together  in 
the  production  center  as  a  promise  of  box 
office  returns  expressed  in  box  car  numerals. 
A  pictorial  preview  of  the  film  by  Gus 

McCarthy,  in  Hollywood,  is  published  on 
pages  16  and  17. 

Another  Theatre  Record 

Another  four-year  record  has  been  broken. 
For  the  second  week  of  the  new  year  grosses 
soared  to  $2,262,950  in  29  key  cities  with 
175  first  run  theatres  reporting.  This  figure 
was  $172,806  above  the  2,090,144  record 
established  for  Labor  Day  week  when  the 

opening  of  the  new  season  signalized  a  sen- 
sational jump  from  depression  levels. 

The  record  was  the  second  consecutive 
week  over  the  $2,000,000  mark.  For  the 

previous  week,  ending  January  2-3,  the  total 
was  2,037,040.  Christmas  week  the  total 
fell  to  $1,316,371. 

Reorganization 

The  hearing  on  the  RKO  reorganization 
plan  as  well  as  a  hearing  on  a  motion  for 
permission  to  intervene,  filed  by  Isidor  J. 
Kresel  on  behalf  of  his  clients,  the  stock- 

holders of  Orpheum  Theatres,  Inc.,  has  been 
adjourned  to  February  18th  in  Federal  court 
in  New  York. 

Further  details  are  reported  on  page  56. 

Covering  the  Inaugural 

Newsreel  executives  this  week  were  strong 

in  their  expression  of  the  "unprecedented 
cooperation"  afforded  them  by  Government 
officials  in  Washington  for  the  filming  of  the 
inauguration  of  President  Roosevelt  into  his 
second  term  of  office.  Approximately  30 
crews  and  100  men,  including  photographers, 
sound  men,  assistants  and  executives  as- 

sembled in  Washington  early  in  the  week 

and  on  Tuesday  held  a  "dress  rehearsal"  of 
the  proceedings  as  they  set  up  their  equip- 

ment to  film  the  entire  inaugural  ceremony. 
See  page  15. 

Securities 

A  statement  covering  more  than  $45,000,- 
000  in  securities,  for  registration  on  the  New 
York  Stock  Exchange,  has  been  filed  by 
Paramount  Pictures  with  the  Securities  and 

Exchange  Commission  in  Washington.  Sim- 
ilar statements,  in  less  detail,  have  been  filed 

by  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  and  by 
Condor  Pictures. 

Details  of  the  reports  are  on  page  60. 
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Radio  and  Congress 

That  radio  is  to  be  the  object  of  Con- 
gressional attention  this  year  was  indicated 

this  week.  A  bill  was  introduced  in  the 

House  of  Representatives  providing  for  wide 
investigation  of  what  is  claimed  to  be  a 

monopoly  of  broadcasting,  and  Senator  Bur- 
ton K.  Wheeler  requested  the  Federal  Com- 

munications Commission  to  supply  him  with 
information  concerning  radio  station  owner- ship. 

Legislative  and  other  news  of  the  radio 
field  is  on  page  48. 

Mr.  Fox  and  the  Court 

Hiram  Steelman,  bankruptcy  trustee  for 
William  Fox,  won  a  preliminary  victory  in 
the  United  States  supreme  court  when  an 
order  was  issued  restraining  further  action 

to  prevent  Mr.  Steelman  from  suing  All- 
Continent  Corporation  pending  review  of  the 
dispute. 

Details  are  on  page  66. 

Favor  Quota  Plan 

The  Cinematograph  Exhibitors  Associa- 
tion in  Great  Britain,  officially  reporting  to 

the  Board  of  Trade  on  the  so-called  Moyne 
report,  indorsed  the  proposed  preference  to 
exhibitors  in  the  Quota  over  distributors 
but  sees  the  50  per  cent  top  as  impracticable. 

The  exhibitors'  views  on  this  and  other 
elements  of  the  Moyne  report  are  outlined  on 

page  68. 

More  Salary  Lists 

The  United  States  Government  in  Wash- 
ington this  week  continued  to  make  public 

the  salaries  paid  members  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry,  during  1935,  but  the  figures 

recently  revealed  were  all  in  the  lower 
brackets,  ranging  from  approximately  $15,- 
000  to  $50,000. 

The  list  of  salaries  revealed  by  the  Gov- 
ernment is  found  in  the  story  on  page  64. 

Sales  Campaigns 

Most  of  the  large  companies  are  conduct- 
ing or  are  planning  to  inaugurate  special 

sales  drives  and  campaigns  to  bring  their 
totals  for  the  1936-37  season  to  new  high 
marks. 

Activities  in  the  selling  field  are  told, 
company  by  company,  on  page  48. 

Boleslawski  Dead 

Funeral  services  for  Richard  Boleslawski, 
47  year  old  director,  were  held  on  Tuesday 
in  Culver  City.  Born  in  Poland  and  educat- 

ed in  Russia,  Mr.  Boleslawski  had  achieved 
an  unusual  career  in  motion  pictures. 

His  obituary  is  on  page  60. 
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Exhibitor  Voice 

Paramount  production  executives  heard 
the  voice  of  the  exhibitor  last  week,  and  then 
did  something  about  it.  Theatre  partners  of 

the  company,  invited  to  take  part  in  a  pro- 
duction conference  at  the  studio,  urged  that 

the  number  of  "B"  pictures  be  reduced. 

The  company  cut  the  "B"  schedule  from  24 to  18  and  promised  to  improve  story  and 
cast  values  of  the  18,  with  a  larger  budget 
for  them.  The  exhibitors  said  the  public 
wanted  more  music  in  pictures.  The  pro- 

ducers said  the  company  would  have  five 
musicals  ready  for  release  in  late  winter. 
The  exhibitors  declared  the  public  wanted 
new  faces.  The  company  designated  the 
showmen  as  talent  scouts.  The  meetings  are 
to  be  made  annual  events. 

The  producers'  recognition  of  the  value 
of  exhibitor  cooperation  is  traced  on  page  46. 

Class  Audiences 

When  Rene  Huisman  of  the  Best  Film 

Company  first  showed  "Cloistered"  at  art theatres  in  New  York  and  Boston  last  May, 
trade  opinion,  bolstered  by  many  reviews, 
was  that  the  picture  as  a  work  of  art  was 
movingly  beautiful  but  in  its  nature  could 

appeal  to  only  a  limited  audience.  By  show- 
ing the  production  in  church  auditoriums  and 

leased  theatres  the  distributor  convinced 

bookers,  by  his  unusual  grosses,  that  there 
was  an  audience  for  the  film.  Latest  of  the 
large  circuits  to  buy  the  picture  is  RKO,  for 
20  houses  in  the  metropolitan  area. 

Mr.  Huisman's  adventures  with  "Clois- 
tered" are  described  on  page  46. 

GB  Distribution 

A  meeting  between  Sidney  R.  Kent  and 
Arthur  Lee  this  week  resulted  in  an  agree- 

ment that  "River  of  Unrest,"  a  British  In- 
ternational picture  acquired  for  American 

release  by  Gaumont  British,  will  be  distri- 
buted through  Twentieth  Century-Fox  ex- 

changes in  spite  of  Mr.  Kent's  recent  an- 
nouncement that  the  American  company's 

exchanges  would  not  handle  any  pictures  for 
GB  other  than  those  made  by  that  company. 

The  story  of  the  agreement  and  other 
news  of  GB  is  on  page  62. 

Fan  Club  Inquiry 

The  attention  of  the  Post  Office  Depart- 
ment and  the  Department  of  Justice  in 

Washington  this  week  was  reported  to  have 

been  focused  on  "racketeering"  members  of 
motion  picture  fan  clubs  who  are  demanding 
free  trips  to  Hollywood  from  stars  under 

threats  of  "boycott"  if  refused.  The  de- 
partments both  refused  to  comment  on  the 

reports,  but  it  is  reported  that  information 
concerning  the  activities  of  the  racketeers 
has  been  supplied  them  by  stars  and  that 
action  will  be  forthcoming  soon. 

For  details,  see  story  on  page  28. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

TELEPHONE  CONVENTION.  Columbia  ex- 

ecutives inaugurating  the  "Montague  Drive" in  New  York,  simultaneously  addressing  30 

exchanges.  The  unique  "meeting"  was  con- 
ducted by  (left  to  right)  Rube  Jackter,  Abe 

Montague,  Vice-President  Jack  Cohn  and  Joe 
McConville,  with  members  of  the  trade  press 

RETURNS  TO  DISCUSS  FILM.  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, Sr.,  arriving  in  New  York,  with  Mrs. 

Fairbanks,  from  Europe,  en  route  to  Holly- 
wood to  confer  with  Samuel  Goldwyn  on  their 

production,  "The  Adventures  of  Marco  Polo." 

HONORED.  George  J.  Schaefer  studying 

plans  for  the  "George  J.  Schaefer  Sales 
Drive"  which  starts  Monday  in  his  honor. 
Andy  Smith,  general  sales  manager  of  United 
Artists,  heads  the  fourteen  weeks  campaign. 

CONFERRING.  Miss  Lillie  Messin- 
ger,  RKO  Eastern  story  editor,  as  she 
entrained  in  New  York  for  the  West 

Coast  to  discuss  story  material  re- 
cently acquired  for  consideration 

with  studio  officials. 

SIGNED  AGAIN.  Lilli  Palmer,  for- 

merly of  Vienna,  to  whom  GB  has 

given  a  new  contract,  under"  which 
she'll  do  a  group  of  revues  for  next 
season's  program. 
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AT  SPECIAL  SHOWING.  Attorney  General 

Homer  Cummings  and  Congressmen  O'Con- nor and  Dickstein  of  New  York,  the  latter 

chairman  of  the  Immigration  and  Naturaliza- 
tion Committee,  arriving  for  advance  screen- 

ing of  Warners'  "Black  Legion"  before  fed- 
eral legislators  and  officials. 

BACK  TO  SCHOOL.  Bobby  Breen, 

with  Sister  Sally,  arriving  in  Los  Ang- 
eles, to  return  to  studies  following 

appearances  with  his  latest  RKO  pic- 

ture, "Rainbow  on  the  River,"  in 
New  York. 

HONORED  IN  DRIVE.  Herman 
Gluckman,  New  York  distributor  for 

Republic,  whose  completion  of  20 

years  in  the  industry  will  be  cele- 
brated by  a  sales  campaign. 

STRICTLY  EVENING.  Veda  Ann  Borg,  one 

of  Warners'  newer  screen  personalities,  pre- 
sents for  your  approval  something  in  crepe 

for  after-six-o'clock  display.  Her  latest  pic- 
ture, "San  Quentin,"  is  due  for  release  soon. 

MARRIED.  John  Dowd,  advertising  and  pub- 
licity director  of  RKO  Theatres,  leaving  the 

Little  Church  Around  the  Corner  in  New 

York,  with  his  bride,  the  former  Muriel  Ger- 
son,  following  their  wedding. 
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BUNCH  O'  BONITA.  James 

R.  Grainger,  general  sales  man- 
ager of  Universal,  with  catch  of 

Bonita  achieved,  with  George 

Hickey  of  MGM  (extreme 

right),  on  recent  trip  to  En- 
sanada,  Mexico. 

HOMEWARD  BOUND.  (Left) 
Maurice  Ostrer,  GB  executive, 
and  Mrs.  Ostrer,  who  have  been 

visiting  in  Hollywood,  Miami 

and  New  York,  sailing  for  Eng- 
land. 

HOLIDAY  STROLL.  Two  of  Universal's  young 

players  at  Palm  Springs.  She's  Ella  Logan, whose  singing  voice  is  featured  in  Universal 

musicals.  He's  Jack  Dunn,  featured  juvenile 
and  former  skating  partner  of  Sonja  Henie, 

Olympic  champion. 

COCKTAIL  HOUR.  (Left)  In  the  forthcom- 
ing Hal  Roach  musical  for  MGM  release, 

"Pick  a  Star,"  featuring  Patsy  Kelly,  Jack 
Haley  and  Rosina  Lawrence..  Total  number 
of  ladies  of  the  ensemble,  like  these,  is  150. 
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900  MORE  FILM  ACCOUNTS 

ON  BOOKS  THAN  YEAR  AGO 

Film  Boards  of  Trade  Report 

16,258  Theatres  Open, 

Seating  10,440,632;  Five 

Hundred  New  Houses 

Distributors  in  the  United  States  today 
are  serving  900  more  accounts  with  film 

than  one  year  ago,  reporting  16,258  film  ac- 
counts in  actual  operation,  seating  10,440,- 

632,  and  comparing  with  previous  years  as 
follows : 

NUMBER  OF  TOTAL 
JANUARY  I       THEATRES  OPEN  CAPACITIES 

1937 
1936 
1935 
1934 
1933 
1932 

16,258 
15.378 
14,552 
13,736 
13,416 
14,750 

10,440,632 
10,098,920 
9,719,537 

*  Seating  capacity  not  recorded. 
Thus  does  exhibition — the  real  barometer 

of  motion  picture  business — reflect  the  ad- 
vancement made  since  the  low  mark  of  1933. 

Not  all  of  these  theatres  which  were  es- 

tablished as  "new  accounts"  on  the  dis- 
tributors' books  in  1936  constituted  reopen- 

ings  of  existing  properties ;  new  theatre 
construction  in  the  year  contributed  an  esti- 

mated 500  new  houses.  There  has  been  a 

pronounced  tendency  in  the  last  two  years 
to  remove  antiquated  structures,  also  those 
with  small  seating  capacities  and  millions  in 
addition  have  been  spent  for  rehabilitation 
of  old  buildings. 

Comparative  Figures 

The  theatre  structure  of  this  country  to- 
day compares  as  follows : 

JANUARY 
PROPERTIES 
STANDING 

THEATRES 
OPERATING 

1937 
1936 
1935 
1934 
1933 
1932 

18,818 
18,508 
18,263 
18,371 
19,31 1 
20,100 

16,258 
15,378 
14,552 
13,736 
13,416 
14,750 

The  foregoing  shows  the  trend  toward 
elimination  of  theatre  buildings  standing  in 
idleness,  from  the  6,000  structures  standing 

unused  in  1932  to  only  2,560  today.  Practical- 
ly 3,500  houses  which  were  idle  in  1932  have 

either  been  razed  and  abandoned  because  of 

local  non-supporting  economic  conditions,  or 
where  conditions  warranted  they  have  been 
replaced  by  new  and  modern  structures 
available  for  business  operation.  At  least 

900  of  the  2,500  buildings  now  idle  are  with- 
out sound  reproducing  equipment,  and  the 

silent  film  supply  virtually  has  been  cut  off. 

Second  Year  of  Sain 

The  year  1936  was  only  the  second  in  at 
least  five  when  distributors  reported  in  ex- 

cess of  15,000  active  accounts  on  their  books, 
January  1,  1936,  showing  15,378  accounts, 
and  January  1,  1937,  16,258  accounts. 

In  the  last  six  years,  the  average  in- 
dividual seating  capacity — based  on  the  num- 

A  complete  table,  showing  the 
number  of  theatre  accounts 

served  by  each  distribution  key 
city,  with  comparisons  with 
previous  years,  appears  on  the 
following  page. 

ber  of  theatre  structures  standing,  both  open 
and  closed — compared  as  follows : 

JANUARY 
AVERAGE  NUMBER  OF 
SEATS  PER  THEATRE 

1937 1936 

1935 
1934 
1933 

1932 

610 
610 610 

600 
599 
535 

The  average  seating  capacity  for  the  coun- 

try's theatres,  then,  has  been  increased  some 
75  seats  a  theatre,  on  the  average,  in  six 

years. There  were  321,700  more  seats  available 
on  Jan.  1,  1937,  in  operating  theatres,  than 
on  the  same  date  last  year,  but  the  total 
capacities  in  all  theatres,  both  open  and 
closed,  were  only  162,858  more  than  one  year 
ago,  capacities  for  all  houses,  operating  and 
not,  comparing  as  follows  : 

JAN- 

PROPERTIES STANDING TOTAL 
UARY  1 (Open  and  Closed) CAPACITIES 

1937 18,818 1 1 .470,899 
1936 

18,508 11,308,041 
1935 18,263 1 1,132,595 1934 18,371 1 1 ,028,950 1933 

19,311 11.161,193 
1932 20,100 10,767,41 1 

These  conclusions  were  drawn  this  week 

by  the  Film  Boards  of  Trade  of  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 

America,  and  were  taken  from  the  books  of 
all  of  the  large  distributors,  as  provided  by 
customer  records  on  film  served  as  appear- 

ing on  the  records  of  the  distributors'  ex- 
changes in  the  field. 

Circuits  Show  Gain 

Affiliated  circuits,  unaffiliated  circuits  both 
advanced  their  positions  in  1936,  whereas 
the  independent  operators  lost  ground,  as 
witness  the  following  comparisons  : 

UNAFFILIATED  CIRCUITS- 
JANUARY  I      TOTAL  THEATRES  CAPACITIES 

1937   
2,397 

2,940,070 
1936   

2,192 2,908,226 1935   
2,073 2,718,701 1934   
1,954 

2,586,643 
1933   2,266 2,937,644 

UNAFFILIATED CIRCUITS SEATING 
JANUARY  1 TOTAL  THEATRES CAPACITIES 

1937   
3,910 

3,005,039 
1936   

3.464 
2,766,806 

1935   
3,070 2,539,416 1934   
2,846 2.493,382 1933   
3,189 2,561,726 

2,000  Houses  Idle  in  1932 

Have  Been  Either  Rebuilt 

or  Dismantled;  610  Seats 

Is  Average  Capacity 

The  independent  theatres  continued  the 
decline  begun  in  1934.  Comparative  totals 
since  1933  are: 

INDEPENDENT  THEATRES—  SEATING 
JANUARY  I      TOTAL  THEATRES  CAPACITIES 

1937    12.511  5.525.790 
1936    12,852  5,633,009 
1935    13,120  5,874.478 
1934    13,571  5,948,925 
1933    13,796  5,585,830 

Both  the  affiliated  and  so  called  "unaf- 
filiated" circuits  stand  today  in  a  stronger 

position  than  five  years  ago,  whereas  the 
independents  as  a  whole  have  1,200  fewer 
theatres  than  in  1933. 

The  silent  theatre  has  disappeared  to  the 
point  where  today  there  are  only  36  operat- 

ing— probably  constituting  civic  or  lodge 
halls  in  the  remotest  sections,  yet  carried  on 

the  distributors'  books  as  "regular  custom- 
ers." The  story  of  the  slow  but  certain  death 

of  the  silent  "nickelodeon"  is  told  in  the  fol- 
lowing compilation: 

TOTAL  THEATRES 
STANDING 

Jan.  I    Sound  Silent 

CLOSED 
THEATRES 

Sound  Silent 
1937. 
1936. 
1935. 

1934. 
1933. 
1932. 

17,915 

16,989 
16,325 
15,652 
15,231 
14,805 

903 

1,519 
1,938 

2,719 
4,080 
5,295 

1,693 

1,638 
1,824 1,979 

2.170 
1,582 

867 1.492 

1,887 
2.656 
3,725 
3,757 Not  one  of  the  36  silent  theatres,  so  far 

as  is  known,  is  operating  on  full-time. 

Patent  Pool  Talks 

Set  for  February 

Negotiation  of  a  new  royalty  agreement 
and  discussions  of  an  extension  beyond  1945 
of  the  international  patents  pool  of  American 
companies  and  Tobis  Klangfilm  will  be 
undertaken  in  New  York  next  month  with 
the  arrival  from  Europe  of  Tobis  officials. 

Western  Electric,  RCA  and  American  com- 
panies distributing  in  the  Germanic  coun- 

tries will  participate  in  the  conferences. 
The  distributors  have  given  a  statement 

on  royalties  due  Tobis  for  1936  to  Milton 
Diamond,  American  representative  of  the 
company,  which  offers  $75,000  in  settlement 
for  the  year  ended  December  30th.  The  of- 

fer provides  for  payment  of  the  royalties  in 
dollars  for  every  country  except  Germany, 
the  sums  due  from  German  distribution  to  be 

paid  in  marks. 
American  distributors  are  seeking  an  ar- 

rangement with  Tobis  under  which  the  Eu- 
ropean royalties  may  be  paid  in  the  currency 

of  the  country  in  which  they  originate, 
rather  than  in  dollars. 
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TOTAL  THEATRES  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES 

THEATRES CI RCUIT  THEATRES  I INDEPENDENT 

TOTAL  THEATRES CLOSED  THEATRES IN  OPERATION AFFILIATED UNAFFILIATED THEATRES 

TED  D  ITf  \  D  V No. Seat.  Cap. Sound silent No.  Seat.  Cap. Sound  Silent No. 
Seat.  Cap. No.  Seat.  Cap. 

No.  S< 

:at.  Cap. 
No.  S 

eat.  Cap. 

ALBANY   406 232,844 341 
65 

1  19 47,180 

60 

59 

287 
185,664 28 48,825 74 62,185 

304 
121,834 

ATLANTA   761 398,779 761 0 32 
12,448 

32 0 729 386,331 
159 

138,888 
238 

130,168 364 
129.723 

BOSTON   1,101 801 , 126 919 
182 

385 187,661 203 
182 

716 613,465 138 187,301 212 207,083 751 
406,742 

BUFFALO   451 330,182 438 

13 

129 
55,499 

1 16 

13 

322 
274,683 44 72,988 100 90,296 307 166,898 

CHARLOTTE 509 231,510 508 1 

57 
1 7,637 

56 

I 452 213,873 

81 

61 ,284 

65 

33,243 363 
136,983 

CHICAGO   887 656,576 882 5 
133 

59,144 128 5 754 597,432 126 202,956 241 205,488 520 
248,132 

CINCINNATI 1,041 496,755 995 86 161 46,667 

75 

86 

880 450,088 66 79,163 145 
95,316 

830 
322,276 

CLEVELAND  . 546 385,378 523 23 59 27,575 36 23 487 357,803 39 66,759 1  73 151,553 334 167,066 
DALLAS  925 464,06 1 906 

19 

68 21,668 49 19 857 442,393 

187 
153,622 213 1  16,512 

525 

193,927 
DENVER   435 195,265 435 0 

39 
13,919 

39 0 398 1 8 1 ,346 

66 

47,710 

78 

34,525 291 
1 13.030 

DES  MOINES 398 1  72,910 398 
0 

36 8,859 
36 0 362 164,051 33 34,68  1 64 

33,602 

301 

104,627 
DETROIT   558 388,916 558 0 

35 

13,523 35 0 
523 

375,393 108 1  32,223 68 60,712 382 
195,981 

INDIANAPOLIS  ... 543 291,382 506 
37 

68 
20,656 

31 37 
475 

270,726 4 

8,581 

133 1 10,310 406 
172,491 

KANSAS  CITY 784 381,615 
704 

80 1 79 56,798 99 80 605 324,817 

96 

98,252 97 72,543 591 
210.820 

LOS  ANGELES 603 463,656 
559 

44 83 34,523 39 44 520 429,133 168 197,490 103 7 1 ,042 332 195,124 

MEMPHIS   334 1  60, 124 334 0 27 
9,843 

27 0 307 150,281 32 29,893 

77 

41,694 

225 
88,537 

MILWAUKEE 543 291,376 
457 

86 

1  DO a  i  o  i  n 

LA 

70 
407 

249,466 

/  O 

O  /  ,DUV 

25 

2 1 ,064 440 
182,803 

MINNEAPOLIS  ... 960 382,016 
943 

17 ft  1 O  1 L  O  |  i.  /  U OT I  7 879 353,746 O  7 99 47,230 772 254,765 
NEW  HAVEN 

185 
175,573 185 0 1  J 1  ̂ 1  J o u 

172 
165,299 CO ft  1  3  I  I O  1  ,  J  I  1 24 

21,580 109 
72,682 NEW  ORLEANS. . . 545 240,543 490 55 Q7 7  / 19,  77R A  A 

448 
21 1,768 

c.ft 

1  1 1 
60,059 

376 127.639 
NEW  YORK 1  164 1,330,547 1,144 

20 

1 17 85,930 97 20 
1,047 

1,244,617 
183 

370,230 

528 
608,442 

453 
351,875 

OKLAHOMA  CITY. 442 219,122 442 0 13 
6,637 

13 0 
429 

212,485 10 1 1.744 104 67,875 

328 

139,503 

OMAHA   464 1  79,984 
462 

2 44 12,238 

42 

2 
420 

167,746 3 1 35, 1 80 55 27,968 

378 

1 16,836 

PHILADELPHIA  ... 798 685,687 798 0 34 3 1 ,608 34 0 764 654,079 190 257,814 

151 
133,108 

457 294,765 
PITT^RI  IPCM AQ  A. 391,060 665 1  o 

58 
23,398 39 19 626 367,662 75 87,673 146 84,544 463 218,843 

PORTI  A  Kin 109,996 208 U 3 850 3 0 
205 

109,146 21 27,029 28 14,181 159 68,786 
ST.  LOUIS  566 322,801 557 9 95 42,472 86 9 471 280,329 33 35,868 159 121,861 

374 
165,072 

SALT  LAKE  CITY. . 587 215,410 454 133 161 39,971 42 1  19 426 175,439 

53 

44,860 63 
23,747 

471 
146,803 

SAN  FRANCISCO. 457 358,376 454 3 48 
23,163 

45 3 
409 

335,213 51 83,382 126 124,616 

280 

150,378 
SEATTLE   305 160,130 305 

0 

14 
7,680 

14 0 
291 

152,450 27 35,717 91 
50,356 

;I87 

74,057 

WASHINGTON  ... 628 357,199 624 
4 36 13,491 32 4 592 343,708 71 88,271 1  19 82,136 438 186,792 

GRAND  TOTALS: 
JAN.  1,  1937  18,818 1 1,470,899 17,915 

903 2,560 1,030,267 
1,693 867 

16,258 10,440,632 2,397 2,940,070 3,910 3,005,039 12,51 1 5,525,790 
JAN.  1,  1936  18,508 1 1,308,041 16,989 

1.519 3,130 
1,209,121 1,638 

1,492 
15,378 10,098,920 

2,192 
2,908,226 

3,464 
2,766,806 

12,852 
5,633,009 JAN.  1,  1935  18,263 1 1,132,595 16,325 

1,938 3,71  1 1,413,058 
1,824 1,887 

14,552 
9,719,537 

2,073 
2,718,701 

3,070 
2,539,416 13,120 5,874,478 JAN.  1,  1934  18,371 1 1,038,950 15,652 

2,719 4,635 
1,979 2,656 

13,736 
1.954 2,586,643 

2,846 
2,493,382 13,571 5,948,925 

JAN.  1,  1933  19,31 1 1 1,161,193 15,231 4,080 5,895 2,170 3,725 13,416 
2,266 

2,937,644 
3,189 

2,561,726 
13,796 5,585,830 JAN.  1,  1932  20,100 10,767,41 1 14,805 

5,295 5,350 1,582 3,757 
14,750 

New  Radio  Contract 

For  RCA  Recording 

RKO  Radio  Pictures,  first  large  produc- 
ing company  to  use  RCA  sound  recording 

for  all  its  pictures,  has  renewed  its  recording 
license  agreement  for  an  additional  term  of 
10  years,  according  to  Edwin  M.  Hartley, 
RCA  Photophone  head. 

Under  the  terms  of  the  new  agreement, 
Radio  becomes  eligible  to  use  a  number  of 
new  technical  developments  recently  perfect- 

ed, such  as  the  ultra-violet  light  and  the 
push-pull  double  sound  track  recording 

system. Distribution  charges  will  be  based  on  ac- 
tual running  time  in  the  theatre,  rather  than 

on  an  arbitrary  charge  per  reel.  Original 
foreign  language  versions  made  in  America 
will  cost  only  50  per  cent  of  the  domestic 
recording  fee  and  no  additional  charges  are 
made  for  recording  trailers  or  for  dubbing 

in  this  country,  under  the  terms  of  the  con- tract. 

Pathe  News,  Inc.,  has  signed  a  recording 
license  agreement  with  RCA  Photophone 
which  calls  for  the  replacement  of  the  sound 
equipment  in  its  entire  fleet  of  newsreel  cars 
with  improved  apparatus  developed  in  the 
RCA  laboratories  in  collaboration  with 
Pathe  engineers. 

Nine  Theatres  Are 

Sued  for  Lottery 

Nine  motion  picture  theatres  are  included 
in  a  list  of  20  defendants  named  in  legal 

action  instituted  Tuesday  in  New  Jersey's 
Union,  Essex  and  Hudson  counties  under 

the  state  informers'  act  to  determine  the 
legality  of  chance  games.  Also  listed  among 
the  defendants  were  six  churches,  several 
fraternal  lodges  and  a  political  group. 

The  suits  were  filed  by  Roy  H.  Decker,  of 
Linden,  N.  J.,  through  his  attorney  Max  J. 
Berlin,  also  of  Linden,  with  each  suit  seek- 

ing $2,000  under  the  informers'  act  of  1877 
as  amended  last  year  to  fix  the  informers' 
share  in  any  verdict  as  one  per  cent,  the 
balance  going  to  the  state. 

Explaining  the  maximum  his  client  could 
recover  in  each  case  would  be  $20,  Berlin 
told  the  press  Mr.  Decker  did  not  seek  to 
benefit  financially  from  the  action,  but 

merely  "to  focus  attention  on  the  fact  that 
bingo,  bank  nights  and  the  like  are  tolerated 
while  authorities  clamp  down  on  the  num- 

bers game  and  lotteries." 
"We  felt,"  Mr.  Berlin  declared,  "that 

something  drastic  had  to  be  done." 

Trial  Date  Is  Set 

For  Local  306  Agent 
The  trial  of  Joseph  Kelban,  Brooklyn 

business  agent  of  Local  306,  Motion  Picture 

Operators'  Union,  arrested  last  week  on  the 
complaint  of  Paul  Weintraub,  manager  of 
the  Folly  theatre  in  Brooklyn,  has  been  set 

for  January  26  in  the  Brooklyn  special  ses- 
sions court.  Mr.  Weintraub  caused  the  ar- 

rest of  Mr.  Kelban  when  the  agent  allegedly 
ordered  the  lights  in  the  theatre  turned  out 
when  the  management  of  the  house,  it  is 
claimed,  refused  to  pay  $572  in  back  wages 
said  to  be  due  the  projectionists. 

Kent  Gathering 

Clearance  Data 

Sidney  R.  Kent  is  gathering  documents 
and  other  data  essential  to  aid  him  in  the 
determination  of  film  rental  and  clearance 
between  Warner  Brothers  and  Fanchon  and 
Marco  under  the  court  stipulation  which 
ended  the  St.  Louis  litigation  and  which 
named  him  the  arbitrator.  Mr.  Kent  met  this 
week  with  Gradwell  Sears  and  I.  Levinson 
representing  Warner  Brothers  and  Harry 
Arthur  and  Irving  Lesser  for  F.  and  M. 
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100  NEWSREEL  CAMERMEN  COVER 

INAUGURAL  FOR  NATION'S  SCREENS 
Thirty  Crews  Follow  Minutely 

Charted  Instructions;  Steel 

Platform  25  Feet  High  in 

Center  of  Ceremonial  Field 

The  newsreels  have  seen  to  it  that  there 

is  no  reason  why  anyone  who  was  not  able 
to  travel  to  Washington  Wednesday  should 
miss  a  single  important  detail  in  the  inaugur- 

ation of  President  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt 
into  his  second  term  of  office. 

Mindful  that  even  the  thousands  who 

made  the  pilgrimmage  to  the  capital  might 
find  their  own  eye-view  of  the  ceremonies 
obstructed,  the  White  House  and  Capitol 
Hill  accorded  motion  picture  newsreel  men 

what  some  of  the  veterans  reported  as  "un- 
precedented cooperation." 

The  line  of  march,  studded  with  plat- 
forms made  available  to  all  five  newsreels 

so  they  could  train  their  lenses  on  every 
foot  of  the  way,  testified  conspicuously  to 
the  fact  that  if  screen  reports  of  the  in- 

auguration were  not  up  to  the  mark,  the 
Government  could  not  be  blamed. 

In  Capitol  Plaza,  for  the  first  time,  the 
Government  permitted  newsreels  to  erect 

a  steel-pillared  platform  costing  over 
$2,000  and  rearing  fully  25  feet  above  the 
seated  crowds,  in  the  very  center  of  the 
ceremonial  field  and  on  a  direct  line  with 

the  inaugural  stand. 

On  the  eve  of  Inauguration  Day,  the 
President  climaxed  all  of  the  Government 

support  manifested  in  such  matters  as  con- 
struction of  platforms,  and  the  granting  of 

permits  and  licenses.  He  agreed,  literally, 
to  "toe  the  line"  for  newsreels  while  deliver- 

ing his  address,  according  to  company  ex- 
ecutives. 

It  was  no  mythical  line,  no  figure  of 
speech,  but  a  broad  mark  on  the  floor  of  the 
inaugural  stand  made  with  plain  white  chalk. 
Its  purpose,  of  course,  was  to  remind  the 
President  that  while  he  remained  inside  this 
boundary  the  boys  out  front  on  the  tower 
were  keeping  him  in  perfect  focus. 

30  Camera  Crews 

By  Tuesday  night  a  total  of  30  camera 
crews,  assigned  by  all  the  newsreels — Fox 
Movietone  News,  News  of  the  Day,  Para- 

mount News,  Pathe,  and  Universal — was  re- 
ported at  the  Capital,  and  with  the  many 

assistants  that  figure  in  photographing, 

recording  and  dispatching  such  a  story,  con- 
servative estimates  placed  at  more  than  100 

the  number  of  screen  news  men  under  this 
assignment  in  Washington. 

For  practically  all  the  newsreels,  the  day 
before  the  inauguration  was  a  hectic  one. 
A.  J.  Richard,  Paramount  editor-in-chief, 

was  up  at  six  o'clock  that  morning  muster- 
ing his  assistants,  Robert  Denton,  head  of 

the  Washington  bureau,  Merrill  Johnson  and 
Harry  Cuthbertson  of  the  home  office,  as 
well  as  members  of  13  camera  crews. 

An  hour  later,  in  a  pouring  rain,  these 
crews  had  deployed  to  their  platforms  and 
stations  along  the  line  of  march  for  a  dress 
rehearsal  of  a  complete,  individual  coverage 

Of  the  stands  provided  by  the 

Government  for  the  newsreel  cover- 
age of  the  Inaugural  ceremonies,  this 

vantage  point,  on  one  of  the  far  cor- 
ners of  Capitol  Plaza,  had  the  Dome 

as  a  background.  A.  J.  Richard, 

editor-in-chief  of  Paramount  News, 
here  is  shown  giving  some  pointers  on 

long  shots  to  Harry  DeSienna,  cam- 
eraman,  and  Lou   Cass,  soundman. 

campaign  which  had  been  worked  out  in 
New  York. 

Cruising  about  the  city,  the  editors  and 
their  lieutenants  reviewed  each  nest  of 

camera  and  sound  gunners.  The  inspection 
included  an  examination  of  lenses  and  their 
focus.  In  order  to  command  a  continuous 

and  undisturbed  view  of  the  entire  proceed- 
ings, Paramount  and  several  other  reels  had 

skeletonized  their  New  York  staffs  and 

called  in  crews  from  Maryland  and  Vir- 
ginia, and  Universal  even  had  men  down 

from  Chicago. 
Several  of  the  crews  from  three  of  the 

reels  were  given  roving  assignments.  Para- 
mount commissioned  Arthur  Menken,  re- 

cently returned  from  Spain  where  he  was 
wounded  filming  civil  war  scenes,  was  sent 

aloft  in  a  blimp  for  air  views  of  the  cere- 
monies, and  other  details  were  ordered  to 

sound  trucks  to  keep  within  camera  radius 
of  the  President  during  the  parade. 

Each  of  the  companies  had  one,  and  in 
most  cases,  two  crews  set  up  in  front  of  the 

inauguration  stand  as  well  as  a  like  num- 
ber on  a  similar  platform  in  the  rear.  Most 

of  the  reels  used  two  crews  to  film  high 

President  'Toes  the  Mark'  Made 
with  Chalk  on  Platform  to 

Insure  Focus  of  Cameras 

During  Giving  of  Address 

shots  of  the  inauguration  from  space  al- 
lotted them  atop  the  Congressional  Library 

and  from  the  roof  of  the  adjacent  House 
Office  Building.  Each,  also,  had  one  crew  at 
the  White  House  to  photograph  the  Presi- 

dent as  he  left  for  the  ceremonies  and  again 
upon  his  return,  and  cameras  also  were  set 

up  opposite  the  Court  of  Honor  where  Presi- 
dent Roosevelt  reviewed  the  parade.  The 

inauguration  procession  was  photographed 

by  every  reel  as  it  made  its  way  up  Penn- 
sylvania Avenue,  and  some  made  high  shots 

of  it  as  well. 
Past  experiences,  as  in  the  case  of  Mr. 

Richard  of  Paramount  who  covered  his  first 
assignment  of  this  kind  in  1917,  had  taught 
newsreelmen  that  they  cannot  cope  with 
crowds  and  be  expected  to  race  on  foot  with 
their  equipment  from  one  section  to  another. 
Nearly  40,000  feet  of  negative  film  were 
distributed  by  each  newsreel  among  its 
various  crews,  with  provisions  made  for 
replenishment  by  special  messengers.  With 
2,500  feet  to  a  magazine,  this  would  bring 
the  footage  initially  allotted  by  all  newsreels 
to  their  men  to  more  than  200,000  feet. 

Motorcycle  Courses  Charted 

An  elaborate  messenger  service  to  the  air- 
port also  was  instituted  by  some  of  the  reels, 

motorcyclists  picking  up  the  film,  collected 
by  other  men  from  the  camera  nests  every 
hour,  and  rushing  it  by  specially  chartered 
routes  to  the  airport.  At  Newark,  similar 
plans  called  for  other  motorcyclists  to  speed 
the  negatives  to  laboratories. 

However,  early  Wednesday  morning  plans 
had  to  be  changed  and  most  of  the  negatives 
were  rushed  to  New  York  by  train.  The 
rain  that  had  been  falling  in  Washington 
and  New  York  all  this  week  changed  to 
snow  and  forced  the  grounding  of  planes, 
necessitating  the  late  change. 

Loew's  To  Extend  Checking 
Loew's  will  extend  its  own  checking  sys- 

tem to  all  its  branches,  it  was  reported  this 
week.  Colonel  E.  A.  Schiller,  who  is  super- 

vising the  introduction  of  the  system  in  co- 
operation with  Alan  Cummings,  will  leave 

New  York  for  the  west  this  month  to  in- 
augurate the  plan. 

Infringement  Suit  Dismissed 
The  United  States  district  court  in  Cin- 

cinnati has  dismissed  a  suit  brought  by  Mar- 

garet Tuttle,  author  of  "Kingdoms  on  the 
Earth"  against  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  She 
charged  "The  Unguarded  Hour"  infringed her  coypright. 

Ohio  Censors  Make  42  Cuts 
The  Ohio  board  of  censors  reviewed  756 

reels  in  December  from  which  42  elimina- 
tions were  ordered.    For  the  year  1936  a 

total  of  6,807  reels  were  reviewed  and  342 
eliminations  ordered. 
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MUSIC  ADORNS  STORY  OF 

TO  say  that  "Top  of  the  Town"  is  the  ta
lk  of  the  town here  in  Hollywood  may  not  be  wholly  fair  to  a  popu- 

lace notorious  for  talking  first,  last  and  always  of  itself 

and  its  works,  but  it's  as  near  to  being  that  as  a  picture 
yet  untested  by  box  office  often  becomes.  Here,  say 

the  knowing  ones,  the  new  Universal,  as  it  is  called,  has  a  pro- 
duction as  new,  generically,  as  the  organization  sponsoring  it,  a 

musical  picture  that  would  be  a  picture  without  the  music  and 
a  musical  entertainment  that  would  be  an  entertainment  without 

the  story.  It  follows,  according  to  Hollywood  logic,  that  "Top  of 
the  Town"  is  a  kind  of  double  value  film  practically  incapable  of 
missing  fire. 

The  story  referred  to  in  these  strong  terms  is  by  Robert  Bench- 
ley,  whose  special  brand  of  humor  seems  made  to  order  for  film 

purposes,  and  Lou  Brock,  who  produced  "Flying  Down  to  Rio" in  like  manner  and  similar  dimension,  and  when  these  pens  had 

done  with  the  script  it  went  to  Brown  Holmes  and  Charles  Gray- 
son. Into  the  screen  play  which  they  wrought  has  been  woven  a 

musical  score  by  Jimmy  McHugh  and  Harold  Adamson  for  which 
is  claimed  a  record  of  seven  song  hits,  a  new  high  for  song 

numbers  taken  from  a  single  production  by  a  music  publishing 

company  (Robbins)  for  commercial  radio  use  and  general  sale. 
It  is  argued  that  this  practically  guarantees  the  picture  a  running 
start  and  that  intrinsic  story  value  is  promise  of  sustained  box 
office  effectiveness  throughout  subsequent  playing  time. 

Stills  reproduced  herewith  indicate  the  scale  upon  which  John 
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TOP  OF  THE  TOWN 

If 
A  Herald  Preview 

in  Advance  Stills 

by  Gus  McCarthy 

Harkrider,  designer  of  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"  and  "Swing  Time," 
carried  out  script  requirements  for  presentation  of  a  night  club, 

largest  and  most  lavish  in  the  world  and  located  atop  the  world's 
highest  building,  concerning  the  operations  of  which  the  heroine 

of  the  story,  heiress  to  $50,000,000,  is  vitally  interested.  Dedi- 
cated to  the  uplifting  of  night  club  entertainment,  as  shown  in 

the  smaller  reproductions,  she  is  forced  to  accept  the  profes- 
sional standards  represented  in  the  larger  pictures  shown — but 

that's  the  story.  The  facts  are  that  the  set  of  the  "Moonbeam 
Room"  is  70  feet  high,  covers  40,500  square  feet,  is  constructed 
of  steel,  concrete  and  glass  brick  and  cost  something  like  $100,000. 

It  is  dressed  with  36,000  yards  of  cellophane,  lighted  by  200  kleig 
lights  and  accommodated  1,000  persons  for  the  final  sequence. 

Against  this  and  other  sets  and  under  direction  of  Ralph  Mur- 
phy, Doris  Nolan  and  George  Murphy  play  the  romantic  leads, 

art-y  heiress  and  orchestra  leader,  supported  by  Hugh  Herbert, 
Gregory  Ratoff,  Gertrude  Niesen,  Ella  Logan,  Henry  Armetta, 
Mischa  Auer,  Claude  Gillingwater,  Ray  Mayer,  Ernest  Cossart, 
Samuel  S.  Hinds  and  a  long  roster  of  similarly  qualified  talents. 

Hollywood  is  of  the  opinion  that  all  this  spells  box  office  in  box 
car  numbers.  Only  the  box  office,  of  course,  can  say  whether  it 

does  or  not.  Meanwhile,  studio  sages  are  computing  the  pro- 
duction cost  at  a  round  million  dollars  and  pointing  out  that 

Charles  R.  Rogers,  who  doesn't  gamble  in  those  figures  for  fun, 
is  down  in  the  credit  sheet  as  executive  producer.  Further  de- 

ponent saith  not. 
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ERPI  WINS  DUOVAC 

ANTI-TRUST  SUIT 

Group  of  22  "Treble  Damage" 
Suits  Brought  on  Same  Charg- 

es, Says  Western  Electric 

The  anti-trust  suits  brought  by  General 
Talking  Pictures  Corporation  and  Duovac 

Radio  Corporation  against  American  Tele- 
phone and  Telegraph  Company,  Western 

Electric  and  Electrical  Research  Products, 
were  dismissed  this  week  as  against  A.T.&T. 
and  Western  Electric  by  Federal  Judge 
Nields,  in  the  United  States  district  court  at 
Wilmington,  Delaware.  At  the  same  time, 
Judge  Nields  denied  the  injunctions  which 
the  plaintiffs  attempted  to  obtain  against 
Electrical  Research. 

The  claims  of  the  plaintiffs  in  these  two 

suits  were,  basically,  that  from  the  begin- 
ning of  the  effort  to  introduce  and  estab- 
lish commercial  talking  pictures,  Western 

Electric  and  Electrical  Research,  through 
alleged  restrictive  contracts  with  motion 

picture  producers  and  exhibitors  and  own- 
ers of  music  copyrights,  and  in  other  ways, 

attempted  to  monopolize  the  manufacture 
and  sale  of  the  sound  equipment  required 
for  talking  motion  pictures,  including  the 
recording  apparatus  for  studios  and  the 
reproducing  apparatus  for  theatres.  These 
claims  of  the  plaintiffs  were  rejected  by 
the  court. 

Judge  Nields,  in  his  opinion,  dwelt  upon  the 
difficulties  attending  the  early  attempts  to  in- 

troduce commercial  talking  pictures,  pointing  to 
the  necessity  of  the  precautions  which  Western 
Electric  and  Erpi  took  to  insure  recordings  and 
performances  of  sound  pictures  of  a  quality 
which  would  merit  public  esteem  and  accept- 

ance. The  court  pointed  out  that  in  this  effort 
to  establish  commercial  talking  pictures,  West- 

ern Electric  and  Electrical  Research  succeeded 
where  many  others  had  attempted  and  failed. 

Both  Clauses  Dropped 

Particular  criticism  was  directed  by  the  plain- 
tiffs in  these  suits  toward  two  provisions  in  the 

early  contracts  between  Electrical  Research  and 
motion  picture  producers  and  theatre  owners. 
One  of  these  provisions  was  the  so  called 

"equality  clause,"  by  which  Erpi's  producer  li- 
censees agreed  to  release  their  sound  pictures 

only  to  the  theatre  equipments  which  would 
perform  with  volume  and  quality  equal  to  that 
produced  on  Erpi  equipment.  The  second  was 
a  clause  in  the  early  leases  of  theatre  equip- 

ments by  which  the  exhibitors  agreed  to  obtain 
solely  from  Erpi  renewal  and  replacement  parts 
required  for  theatre  equipments.  These  clauses, 
Judge  Nields  held,  were  reasonable  and  proper 
during  the  research  and  promotional  periods  of 
the  art.  He  held  that  when  the  art  had  reached 
full  commercial  development,  the  clauses  were 
to  be  regarded  as  unlawful.  But  he  pointed 
out  that  under  the  policy  pursued  by  Erpi,  the 
equality  clause  had  not  in  fact  operated  to  pre- 

vent theatre  owners  having  other  than  Erpi 
equipment  from  freely  obtaining  recordings  by 
producers  who  were  Erpi  licensees,  and  he 
found  that  the  so  called  renewal  and  replace- 

ment parts  clauses  had  been  abandoned  by  Erpi 
long  prior  to  the  trial. 

Specifically  the  renewal  and  replacement 

clauses  were  eliminated  from  Erpi's  theatre 
agreements  in  November,  1933,  and  the  equality 
clause,  which  was  not  enforced,  was  dropped 

from  its  new  license  agreements  made  with 
Paramount  effective  March,  4,  1933,  and  with 
Warner  Brothers  effective  January,  1934,  at 
which  time  the  same  contracts  were  offered  to 

Erpi's  other  producer  licensees.  For  these  rea- 
sons, the  injunction  sought  by  the  plaintiffs 

against  the  alleged  operation  of  these  clauses 
was  denied. 

"Judge  Nields'  decision  is  held  to  be  one  of 
great  significance  to  the  industry  and  the  case 
is  one  which  has  attracted  wide  spread  atten- 

tion," according  to  Western  Electric. 
In  a  trial  which  consumed  approximately  eight 

weeks,  exhaustive  inquiry  was  made  with  re- 
spect to  practically  every  step  in  the  develop- 
ment of  the  sound  picture  business,  and  every 

related  contract  entered  into  by  the  Western 
Electric  Company  and  Electrical  Research 
Products  was  subject  to  scrutiny.  The  record 
contains  more  than  5,000  pages  and  approxi- 

mately six  hundred  exhibits. 

Judge  Nields'  opinion,  which  comprised  34 
pages  of  typewritten  manuscript,  is  an  analysis 
of  the  history  of  the  introduction  of  sound  into 
motion  pictures  as  a  result  of  research  in  Bell 
Telephone  Laboratories  on  through  the  period 
of  early  promotion.  He  pointed  out  the  diffi- 

culties which  had  to  be  overcome  before  the  in- 
dustry recognized  the  place  of  sound  as  a  factor 

in  motion  picture  entertainment.  He  examined 
the  practices  of  Electrical  Research  and  declared 
that  every  step  taken  was  at  that  time  proper, 
reasonable  and  necessary.  He  declared  that 

without  the  manufacturer's  insistence  upon  the 
rigid  maintenance  of  the  intergrity  of  the  equip- 

ment, the  results  might  have  been  fatal  to  the 
ultimate  development  of  the  art,  and  that  when, 
on  the  other  hand,  standards  of  quality  had 
thus  been  established  and  the  industry  recog- 

nized their  importance,  Erpi  relaxed  the  restric- 
tions which  it  had  earlier  incorporated  in  its 

agreements,  and  modified  its  contractees  ac- cordingly. 

Same  Charges  in  22  Suits 

"Judge  Nields'  decision  in  these  cases  is  of 
additional  interest  because  it  was  upon  these 
same  charges  that  a  group  of  22  socalled  treble 
damage  suits  against  the  three  Bell  System  com- 

panies were  brought  between  July,  1933  and 
September,  1935,  in  which  alleged  damages  ag- 

gregating $175,000,000  were  claimed,"  accord- 
ing to  Western  Electric.  "The  contractual  re- 

lationships and  business  policies  of  Electrical 
Research  Products,  Inc.,  and  Western  Electric 
Company  which  were  attacked  in  the  Wilming- 

ton cases  are  the  same  against  which  similar 
charges  are  made  in  these  pending  damage 
suits ;  and  they  are  the  same  relationships  and 
practices  which,  in  large  part,  formed  the  sub- 

ject of  the  recent  Federal  Communications 
Commission  hearings  in  New  York,  in  the 
course  of  which  present  and  former  officials  of 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  were  ques- 

tioned," the  company  said. 
In  this  connection,  another  development 

came  on  Monday,  when  Federal  Judge  John  C. 
Knox  granted  the  motion  of  attorneys  for 
American  Telephone  &  Telegraph  Company, 
Western  Electric  and  Electrical  Research 
Products,  Inc.,  for  comprehensive  and  detailed 
bills  of  particulars  in  five  of  these  22  treble 
damage  suits.  The  cases  were  those  of  Still- 
well  Theatres,  of  Milton  C.  Weisman,  receiver 
of  Fox  Theatres  Corporation,  the  William  Fox 
Isis  Investment  Company,  Harrison  Amuse- 

ment Corporation,  and  the  Winchester  Amuse- 
ment Company,  Inc.,  whose  claims  aggregated 

about  $3,000,000.  At  the  time  of  the  application 
for  these  bills  of  particulars,  the  motions  were 
vigorously  opposed  by  counsel  for  the  plaintiffs 
in  the  five  actions. 

Allied  Directors 

In  Baltimore  for 

Meeting  of  Board 

The  annual  meeting  and  election  of  officers 
of  the  board  of  directors  of  Allied  States 
Association  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors 

was  scheduled  to  open  in  the  Emerson  Ho- 
tel, Baltimore,  on  Thursday,  January  22nd, 

continuing  through  Friday.  A  banquet  was 
scheduled  for  Thursday  night  at  which 
Mayor  Jackson  of  Baltimore  and  other  city 
and  state  officials  were  to  be  guests.  The 
election  of  officers  was  reserved  for  the 
final  business  of  Friday  afternoon. 

Many  of  the  visiting  directors  took  ad- 
vantage of  the  arrangements  made  by  the 

association  for  a  block  of  seats  in  the  re- 
viewing stand  for  the  inaugural  parade  in 

Washington  on  Wednesday. 
Among  those  attending  the  meeting  are: 
Edward  Ansin,  R.  R.  Bair,  A.  Bendslev,  Her 

man  A.  Blum,  H.  A.  Cole,  Fred  DeLodder, 
Dr.  J.  B.  Fishman,  L.  C.  Garman,  Johnnie 
Griffin,  J.  H.  Hiser,  Fred  J.  Herrington,  Wil- 

liam Hicks,  I.  R.  Holycross,  Arthur  K.  Howard, 
M.  B.  Horwitz,  A.  E.  Lichtman,  W.  B.  Little- 
field,  E.  F.  Maertz,  Abram  F.  Myers,  Lee  W. 
Newberry,  C.  H.  Olive,  E.  L.  Peaslee,  Arthur 
B.  Price,  H.  M.  Richey,  J.  C.  Ritter,  M.  A. 
Rosenberg,  Maurice  Rubin,  Sidney  E.  Samuel- 
son,  Aaron  Saperstein,  Maurice  Shulman,  Mar- 

tin G.  Smith,  Sam  Soltz,  W.  A.  Steffes,  R.  A. 
Tesch,  P.  J.  Wood,  Nathan  Yamins. 

Seven  committees  and  the  program  for  the 
meeting  were  disclosed  Wednesday. 
The  committees  are : 

Special  Defense :  W.  A.  Steffes,  chairman ; 
S.  E.  Samuelson  and  H.  A.  Cole,  active  mem- 

bers ;  Nathan  Yamins  and  Abram  F.  Myers, 
ex-officio  members  ;  and  James  C.  Ritter,  treas- 

urer, and  H.  M.  Richey,  secretary. 
Nominating  :  Yamins,  chairman  ;  Steffes,  Rit- 

ter and  Samuelson. 

Finance :  Herman  A.  Blum,  chairman ;  Mar- 
tin G.  Smith,  Fred  DeLodder,  Aaron  Saper- 

stein, Lew  W.  Newbury,  M.  A.  Rosenberg,  C. 
H.  Olive,  and  R.  R.  Bair. 

State  Legislation:  Maurice  Rubin,  chairman; 
A.  Bendslev,  Samuelson,  Fred  J.  Herrington, 
P.  J.  Wood,  Cole,  and  E.  F.  Maertz. 
National  Legislation :  W.  B.  Littlefield,  chair- 

man ;  J.  B.  Fishman,  John  Griffin,  M.  B.  Hor- 
witz, E.  L.  Peaslee,  I.  R.  Holycross,  and  R. 

A.  Tesch. 

Convention :  H.  M.  Richey,  chairman ;  Ed- 
ward Ansin,  A.  E.  Lichtman,  Fred  J.  Herring- 

ton, Wood,  and  such  others  as  the  chairman 
may  see  fit  to  designate. 
Maryland  Committee  on  Arrangements :  Ar- 

thur B.  Price,  chairman ;  Blum,  L.  C.  Garman, 
Sam  Soltz,  Jack  Whittle,  and  such  others  the 
chairman  may  add. 
The  program  for  Thursday  morning  called 

for  a  report  by  Mr.  Yamins,  a  report  by  Mr. 
Myers,  a  canvass  of  opinion  on  activities,  and 
adoption  of  a  schedule  for  subsequent  meetings 
and  designation  of  additional  committees. 
A  luncheon  was  to  be  given  for  the  visiting 

directors  by  the  MPTO  of  Maryland  at  the 
Emerson. 
On  Friday  the  first  business  of  the  day 

was  to  be  resumption  of  deliberations  and  the 
hearings  of  reports  with  time  allotted  for  con- 

sideration of  public  liability  insurance  and  in- 
dependent production. 

Again  the  visitors  were  to  be  guests  of  the 
local  unit  at  luncheon.  The  final  business  ses- 

sion will  be  reserved  primarily  for  reports  of 
the  finance  and  nominating  committees  and 
adoption  of  a  schedule  of  dues  and  election  of 
officers. 
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RAYE...RAYE... RADIO! 

EW  YORK  PARAMOUNT  THEATRE 

reaks  all  opening  day  records 

ith  "The  Plainsman." 

"COLLEGE 

HOLIDAY" 

Smashes  to  new  highs 

as  Buck  Benny  rides 

again  for  Paramount 

One  of  the  New  York  critics 

said  there  was  no  plot  to 

"College  Holiday."  The  lad 
was  wrong.  The  plot  was  to 
make  one  of  the  big  grossers 

of  the  year  .  .  .  and  the  plot 

worked.  The  first  of  the  Jubilee 

pictures  is  knocking  'em  down from  coast  to  coast.  Everybody 

thought  "Big  Broadcast"  was 
terrific.  "College  Holiday"  is 
running  neck  and  neck  with 

that  box-office  champion. 

MARTHA 

Marches  on 

Yes,  sir,  our  little  friend  Martha 

has  joined  the  ranks  of  the  big- 
time  radio  stars  (most  of  whom, 

as  you  know,  are  Paramount  play- 
ers) to  increase  her  already  big- 

time  box-office  draw  for  vou  lads. "THE 

PLAINSMAN" 

Already  looks  like 

year's  top  grosser  .  .  . 
We've  published  one  two-page 

list  of  box-office  records 

chalked  up  by  the  big  Cecil  B. 

DeMille  production.  Wherever 
"The  Plainsman"  has  played  it 

has  stood  them  in  line.  The 

critics  have  called  it  Gary 

Cooper's  best  job  .  .  .  Jean 

Arthur's  best  job.  You  know  the 

story . . .  the  second  Jubilee  pic- 

ture  is  just  box-office  dynamite. 



CHAMPAGNE  WALTZ 

Jubilee  Special  proves  sock 

box-office  from  coast  to  coast 

Special  showings  of  "Champagne  Waltz"  have 
clicked  this  big  Jubilee  musical  into  the 

money.  And  everyone  tells  us  we've  built 
another  terrific  grosser  as  our  third  in  the 

Jubilee  series.  "Champagne  Waltz,"  in  addi- 
tion to  its  own  value  as  a  top  class  musical, 

is  backed  by  one  of  those  Paramount  exploi- 

tation jobs  which  have  the  industry  talking 

.  .  .  national  tie-ups  by  the  dozen.  Audiences 

that  have  seen  the  special  Paramount  Jubilee 

trailer  have  shown  what  they  will  do  when 

this  picture  is  screened... 

just  plain  eat  it  up. 

Get  the  Press  Book  for  Information  on: 

Gladys  Swarthout's  Sensational  Concert  Tour 
 Great  Elgin  Watch  Tie-up  . . .  Rogers  Silver 

Tie-up  on  Gladys  Swarthout  .  .  .  Veloz  and 
Yolanda  Dance  Contest . . .  Music  Store  Tie-up 
.  .  .  Merchandise  Tie-up  .  .  .  and  manv  others. 

NATIONAL  CO-OP  ADSo.i 

"Champagne  Waltz  " that  will  be  featured 

in  key  city  campaigns 

it'i  \weet  /  — — — _ 
In 

Iti  evertfllt 

FRANK  LLOYD  comes  through 

with  his  big  Jubilee  smash  .  .  . 

"MAID  OF 

SALEM" 

A- 

3»  * 

Read  what  the  maker  of  "Mutinv  on  the 

Bounty"  says  about  his  first  for  Paramount: 
"All  those  who  have  seen  the  rushes  on  'Maid 

of  Salem'  seem  to  agree  that  this  picture  ranks 

with  'Mutiny  on  the  Bounty, "Cavalcade' and 
my  other  adventure-romances.  All  I  can  add 
is  that  I  believe  Claudette  and  Fred  have 

helped  me  turn  out  a  picture  that  will  really 

do  things  at  the  box-office." 
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'FRANCINE  LARRIMOREis  the  biggest 

picture  find  of  the  new  year.'1 
Comment  of  Preview  Audience  Members 

PRESS  BOOK  ADS  carefully  designed 
lo  put  over  unusual  punch  and 
dramatic  appeal  of  story. 

SUPPLEMENTARY  ADS  prepared  at 
added  expense  after  original  cam- 

paign had  been  finished,  as  we  wanted 
theatres  to  be  covered  on  every 
angle  of  this  gripping  picture. 

****
** 

Preview  Audiences  rave  about 

B.  P.  SCHULBERG'S 

"JOHN  MEADE'S 

WOMAN" 

We  knew  this  was  a  good  picture.  But  until 

we  showed  it  to  preview  audiences,  we  had 

no  idea  what  a  powerful  picture  it  really  is. 

Arnold  is  at  his  best.  Francine  Larriraore,  star 

of  a  dozen  Broadway  hits,  makes  a  sensational 
screen  debut.  Gail  Patrick  was  never  better. 

George  Bancroft  proves  he  can  handle  a  big 

role.   Richard  Wallace's  direction  is  superb. 

^B"  HE  MARRIED  HER  TO  SPITE 
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BING  Bangs  out  a  Jubilee  hit  for 

you  to  keep  the  ball  rolling  .  .  . 

WAIKIKI 

WEDDING 

Imagine  Bing  invading  the  Hawaiian  Island* 

with  Bob  Burns  and  Martha  Raye  for  com- 

pany, and  you  get  an  idea  why  the  lads  who 

have  seen  the  rushes  say"Waikiki  Wedding" 
will  be  another  huge  Jubilee  grosser.  By  the 

way,  did  you  catch  the  cheers  in  your  theatre 

when  the  folks  got  a  glimpse  of  "Waikiki 

Wedding"  in  the  Jubilee  Trailer? 
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SOME  JUBILEE!  Yes,  sir,  and  only  the 

beginning,  only  the  beginning!... for 

the  line-up  of  Paramount  pictures 

for  the  next  twelve  months  is  just 

one  huge  succession  of  smash  hits 

...with  top  stars  in  top  productions 

giving  you  top  grosses.  Some 

Jubilee!... Yes,  and  some  PARAMOUNT! 

Looks  like  Paramount 

is  going  to  have  a  lot  of 

swell  pictures  this  year." 
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Schools  Set  Code 

To  Approve  Films 

Twin  Dynamos  of  Exhibition 

But  They're  Not  Brothers 

EDWARD  M.  FAY  COL.  H.  A.  COLE 

The  marked  similarity  of  features  of  Edward  M.  Fay  and  H.  A.  Cole  long  has 

been  noted  by  their  many  acquaintances  in  the  industry.  The  evidence  is  in  the  por- 

traits reproduced  above.  Mr.  Fay  heads  Fay's  Theatres,  with  four  houses  in  Provi- 
dence, R.  I.,  and  others  at  Rochester,  N.  Y.,  and  West  Philadelphia,  Pa.  Colonel  Cole, 

exhibitor  with  circuit  headquarters  at  Dallas,  has  been  a  leading  figure  in  Allied  States 
Association  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  since  its  inception  and  is  president  of  Allied 
Theatre  Owners  of  Texas. 

An  informal  understanding  of  conditions 
for  cooperation  between  the  public  schools 

of  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  and  the  theatre  man- 

agers for  the  "promotion  of  high  type  pic- 
tures" has  been  drawn  up  by  Worcester 

Warren,  Superintendent  of  Schools,  as  fol- lows : 

"The  management  will  take  the  initiative 
in  asking  the  superintendent  for  his  approval 
of  the  picture. 

"The  main  feature  will  be  approved  if  it 
has  the  approval  of  such  organizations  as 
the  National  Council  of  English  Teachers. 

If  it  does  not  and  seems  worthy  to  the  man- 

ager, the  superintendent  will  request  a  com- 

mittee possibly  composed  of  teacher  repre- 
sentative of  the  elementary  point  of  view, 

teacher  representative  of  the  high  school 
English  point  of  view  and  a  parent  from  the 

City  Council  of  the  Parent-Teachers  Asso- 
ciation, and,  others  it  seems  advisable,  to 

attend  a  preview  of  the  picture.  With  their 

approval  the  superintendent  will  give  the 
same  consideration  as  if  approved  by  a  na- 

tional organization. 

"The  superintendent  will  insist  that  the 
accompanying  picture  be  fit  for  children  to 
see.  He  will  accept  the  assurance  of  the 

manager  of  the  theatre  on  this  until  he  finds 
this  assurance  unreliable  at  which  time  he 

will  either  refuse  to  cooperate  with  the  man- 
ager further  or  insist  on  a  preview  of  every 

accompanying  picture  no  matter  how  worthy 
the  main  feature. 

"The  consideration  that  will  be  given 
to  approved  pictures  will  be  as  in  the  past, 

permission  to  announce  the  film  in  the  build- 
ings, to  post  reasonable  advertising  in  the 

corridors  and  to  give  the  teachers  permission 
to  discuss  the  picture  with  students  capable 
of  interest  in  it. 

"Essay  contests — the  School  does  not  ex- 
pect to  undertake  responsibility  for  conduct- 

ing essay  contests  but  will  announce  ap- 
proved contests  in  which  children  can  par- 
ticipate outside  of  class  and  send  essays  to 

an  outside  group  of  judges." 

National  Decency  Legion 

Reviews  14  New  Pictures 

Of  14  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classified 

by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  in  its 

listing  for  the  current  week  eight  were  ap- 
proved for  general  patronage,  five  were  noted 

as  unobjectionable  for  adults  and  one  was 

cited  as  objectionable  in  part.  The  new  pic- 
tures and  their  classification  are  as  follows. 

Class  A-l,  "Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage:"  "The  Dead  March,"  "A  Doc- 
tor's Diary,"  "God's  Country  and  the  Wo- 

man," "Larcenv  on  the  Air,"  "The  Mighty 
Treve,"  "A  Million  to  One,"  "They  Wanted 

To  Marry,"  "Round-Up  Time  in  Texas." 

Class  A-2,  "Unobjectionable  for  Adults:" 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes,"  "The  Eternal 
Mask,"  "Green  Light,"  "Men  Are  Not 
Gods,"  "Under  Cover  of  Night."  Class  B, 
"Objectionable  in  Part:"  "Broken  Blos- 

soms." 

Omer  Kenyon,  in  the  theatre  business  in 

Des  Moines  for  16  years,  has  been  named 

exploitation  man  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
in  the  midwest  territory. 

"Winterset"  Selected 

In  Foreign  Press  Poll 

"Winterset"  was  judged  the  best  Ameri- 
can picture  released  in  1936  in  a  poll  of  39 

foreign  correspondents  in  New  York  con- 
ducted by  Ernest  Gunther,  representative  for 

Der  Film,  German  trade  paper.  Following 
"Winterset"  were:  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to 

Town,"  "Modern  Times,"  "Story  of  Louis 
Pasteur,"  "Romeo  and  Juliet,"  "Fury,"  "The 
Great  Ziegfeld,"  "San  Francisco,"  "These 
Three,"  and  "The  Green  Pastures."  Honor- 

able mentions  went  to  "Dodsworth,"  "My 
Man  Godfrey,"  "Lloyds  of  London,"  "An- 

thony Adverse,"  "Charge  of  the  Light 
Brigade"  and  "Mary  of  Scotland." 

United  Artists  To  Handle 

New  Series  of  Cartoons 

United  Artists  has  completed  arrange- 
ments for  distribution  of  a  new  cartoon 

series  in  Technicolor  to  be  based  on  the 

Percy  L.  Crosby  comic  strip  character 

"Skippy."  There  are  to  be  nine  releases  an- 
nually. Heading  the  new  cartoon  produc- 

tion unit  are  Kenneth  McLellan,  former 

head  animator  for  Walt  Disney,  and  Nor- 
man Stevenson,  former  Disney  production 

manager.  A  staff  of  five  animators  and  40 
artists  has  been  assembled.  The  series  is  de- 

signed to  replace  the  Disney  cartoons  which 
will  be  distributed  by  RKO  next  season. 

Award  Procedure  Is 

Changed  by  Academy 
Two  outstanding  changes  in  the  methods 

of  the  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 
sciences  award  nominations  and  voting  were 
announced  late  last  week  by  Frank  Capra, 

president.  The  changes  involve  the  pre- 
sentation of  the  award  for  the  best  per- 
formance by  an  actor  in  a  supporting  role 

and  by  an  actress  in  a  supporting  role  in  ad- 
dition to  the  best  performance  award. 

The  system  of  nominations  also  under- 
went a  change.  Four  major  awards,  for 

production,  acting,  directing  and  writing 
will  be  made  through  a  committee  of  50 

chosen  from  five  Academy  branches.  Mem- 
bers will  nominate  five  leading  choices  for 

each  award  with  general  membership  elect- 
ing the  winners  by  ballot.  Heretofore,  each 

branch  made  its  own  nominations. 

Loew  Openings  on  Thursday 
New  York  filmgoers  will  be  changing 

their  theatre  habits  when  the  new  "Loew 
calendar"  goes  into  full  effect,  starting 

Thursday,  when  one  group  of  Loew's  thea- tres will  change  from  Friday  to  Thursday 
openings.  In  succeeding  weeks,  other 
groups  will  shift  to  the  Thursday  openings 

until  the  entire  Loew  circuit  goes  on  a  Thurs- 
day opening  basis.  For  years,  Fridays  have 

been  the  first  days  of  the  new  weekend 

shows  at  Loew's. 
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PARAMOUNT  SETS  22 

TOP  FILMS  FOR  1937-38 

Zukor  Says  Stars  and  Direc- 
tors Have  Been  Named; 

Two  Will   Be  in  Color 

Paramount  already  has  set  22  of  the  more 
important  productions  of  the  52  or  more  for 
the  1937-38  season,  Adolph  Zukor,  chair- 

man of  the  board  and  head  of  production, 
revealed  at  a  press  luncheon  Wednesday 

in  New  York  at  the  Hotel  Astor  immedi- 
ately after  his  arrival  from  Hollywood. 

After  presiding  over  a  meeting  of  the  Para- 
mount board  Thursday  he  was  to  go  to 

Washington  for  the  opening  of  "Champagne 
Waltz,"  Paramount  Silver  Jubilee  picture. 

For  the  22  pictures,  stars  have  been 
selected  and  directors  assigned,  and  the 

studio  machinery  is  already  underway  for 

actual  production,  Mr.  Zukor  said.  Several 
of  the  stories  already  are  in  the  hands  of 
their  directors. 

Stars  and  leading  players  assigned  to  the 
22  productions  include  Claudette  Colbert,  Mae 
West,  Gary  Cooper,  Marlene  Dietrich,  Bing 
Crosby,  Fred  MacMurray,  Carole  Lombard, 
George  Raft,  Herbert  Marshall,  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen,  Frances  Farmer,  Martha 
Raye,  Bob  Burns,  Sir  Guy  Standing,  Irene 
Dunne,  Gladys  Swarthout,  Ida  Lupino,  Ran- 

dolph Scott,  Dorothy  Lamour  and  Ernest  Cos- 
sart. 
Among  the  directors  assigned  are  Cecil  B 

DeMille,  Frank  Lloyd,  Ernst  Lubitsch,  Wesley 

Ruggles,  Henry  Hathaway,  Rouben  Mamou- 
lian,  Leo  McCarey,  A.  Edward  Sutherland, 
Mitchell  Leisen,  Alexander  Hall,  Frank  Tuttlc 
and  William  Wellman. 

Two  of  next  season's  releases  already  are 
finished,  "Souls  at  Sea"  and  "High,  Wide  and 
Handsome."  "Angel,"  starring  Marlene  Diet 
rich,  will  be  in  work  shortly  and  scripts  of  five 
others  are  ready  for  shooting.  Six  or  eight 
are  to  be  finished  this  summer. 

Mr.  Zukor  said  the  advance  planning  is  ex- 
pected to  result  in  marked  studio  savings. 

Leading  Films  Listed 

The  1937-38  leading  pictures,  without  refer- 
ence to  order  of  release,  follow :  "Spawn  of  the 

North,"  to  be  in  Technicolor ;  "Beau  Geste," 
also  in  Technicolor ;  "Buccaneer,"  directed  and 
produced  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille ;  "Angel,"  with 
Marlene  Dietrich ;  "I,  James  Lewis,"  with 
Claudette  Colbert;  "Double  or  Nothing,"  Bing 
Crosby,  Marthe  Raye  and  Dorothy  Lamour ; 

"High,  Wide  and  Handsome,"  Irene  Dunne, 
Randolph  Scott,  Dorothy  Lamour ;  "The  Big 
Broadcast  of  1938,"  Jack  Benny,  Burns  and 
Allen,  Stokowsky's  orchestra,  Bob  Burns ; 
"Bluebeard's  Eighth  Wife,"  Claudette  Colbert 
and  Fred  MacMurray ;  "Souls  at  Sea,"  with 
Gary  Cooper,  George  Raft,  Frances  Dee  ;  another 

Dietrich  picture;  "One  More  Spring,"  Bing 
Crosby ;  "Artists  and  Models,"  Jack  Benny ; 
"Victor  Herbert,"  Irene  Dunne ;  "Madame  But- 

terfly," Gladys  Swarthout ;  "Caviar  for  His 
Excellency,"  George  Raft  and  Gail  Patrick ; 
Harold  Lloyd  starring  comedy ;  "What  Ho," 
Gary  Cooper,  to  be  produced  by  Emanuel 

Cohen's  Major  Productions;  Mae  West  starring 
picture  for  Major  Productions ;  "Show  Busi- 

ness," Jack  Benny  and  Gladys  Swarthout ; 
"Gambler's  Maxim,"  George  Raft,  Frances 
Farmer,  Ida  Lupino,  and  "Cuckoo  College," 
with  Jack  Benny  and  Martha  Raye. 

Mr.  Zukor  said  color  was  practical  only  when 
it  blended  with  the  story  being  filmed. 

He  compared  double  features  to  an  epidemic, 

said  they  are  considered  "good  or  evil,  de- 
pending on  whom  they  affect,"  and  predicted  the 

practice  eventually  would  die  out.  Better  pic- 
tures and  longer  playing  dates  were  doing  more 

to  eliminate  duals  than  anything  else,  in  his 

opinion. Mr.  Zukor  said  television  was  too  far  off  to 
comment  on  it,  but  that  if,  and  when,  it  was 
perfected  he  had  no  doubt  that  film  showmen 
would  take  it  over  since  they  had  the  material 
desired   by   the   public   to  sell. 
"B"  Picture  Policy 

Indications  are  that  a  definite  policy  in  re- 
gard to  Paramount's  "B"  picture  production for  the  balance  of  the  season  will  be  decided 

upon  at  conferences  between  home  office  execu- 
tives and  Mr.  Zukor  this  week  in  New  York. 

No  substantial  change  in  production  policy  is 
regarded  as  likely  in  advance  of  the  new  season, 
however. 
A  special  deal  for  Mr.  Zukor,  involving  a 

percentage  of  profits,  which  has  been  discussed 
by  directors  of  the  company,  will  have  to  be 
submitted  to  and  approved  by  Paramount  stock- 

holders before  being  placed  in  effect. 

Approximately  $5,500,000  of  Paramount's 
first  preferred  $101)  par  stock  has  been  con- 

verted into  common,  representing  more  than 
21  per  cent  of  the  total  number  of  shares  of 
first  preferred  issued  for  claims  allowed  in  the 
reorganization  proceedings. 

The  first  preferred  is  convertible  at  one  share 
for  seven  of  common,  resulting  in  an  increase  of 
approximately  385,000  shares  in  the  common 
outstanding,  or  a  total  of  1,995,000  shares  of 
common.  The  second  preferred  is  convertible  at 
the  rate  of  10  shares  for  nine  shares  of  com- 

mon, hence  conversion  of  this  issue  has  little 
effect  on  the  total  number  of  shares  outstanding. 

There  are  4,500,000  shares  of  common  author- 
ized, 2,300,000  of  which  were  set  aside  for  con- 

version purposes ;  1,610,000  were  originally 
oustanding,  and  the  remainder  are  in  the  com- 

pany treasury. 
Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  will  have  earnings 

for  the  final  quarter  of  1936  equivalent  to  $1.85 
a  share  on  the  common  stock,  Wall  Street  re- 

ported. Paramount  has  reorganized  its  talent  de- 
partment. The  school  has  been  placed  under 

the  direction  of  Oliver  Hinsdale,  who  recently 
left  a  similar  post  with  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 
Ted  Lesser,  former  assistant  to  Mr.  Zukor, 
will  work  under  the  supervision  of  A.  M. 
Botsford.  Melville  Shauer,  in  charge  of  the 
department  since  the  resignation  of  Jack 
Votion,  has  resumed  his  duties  as  an  associate 

producer. 

Momand  Appeal  Action 

Opens  in  Oklahoma  City 
The  appeal  of  A.  B.  Momand,  Shawnee 

operator,  in  a  $4,000,000  suit  in  Oklahoma 
City,  charging  conspiracy,  was  adjourned 
without  date  Tuesday  when  Federal  Judge 
George  T.  McDermott  dropped  dead  in 
court. 

The  case  appears  on  the  docket  as  A.  B. 
Momand,  appellant,  vs.  Paramount  Publix 
Corporation,  et  al.  Eighteen  other  motion 

picture  companies  are  listed  as  appellees,  in- 
cluding Publix  Theatres,  United  Artists, 

RKO,  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc.,  Warners,  Vita- 
graph,  Inc.,  Vitaphone  Corporation,  Warner 
Brothers  Theatres,  First  National  Pictures, 

Fox  Films,  Columbia  Pictures,  MGM,  Uni- 
versal, Griffith  Amusement  Company,  Con- 

solidated Amusement  Company,  Consolidated 
Theatres,  Educational  Film  Exchange  and 
John  B.  Terry. 

200 in  London  Pay 

Tribute  to  Zukor 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN in  London 

Two  hundred  members  of  the  British  mo- 
tion picture  industry  attended  the  Adolph 

Zukor  Jubilee  luncheon  in  the  Empire 
Rooms  of  the  Trocadero  in  London  Wednes- 

day. Presiding  was  Montague  Goldman, 
general  sales  manager  in  England,  for 
Paramount  Film  Service.  On  the  dais  were 

Sir  William  Jury,  managing  director  of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  Ltd.;  Colonel  A.  C. 
Bromhead,  one  of  the  founders  of  Gaumont 
British;  Sam  Eckman,  managing  director 

of  MGM  in  England;  John  Maxwell,  man- 
aging director  of  British  International  Pic- 
tures; Herbert  Wilcox,  head  of  Herbert 

Wilcox  Productions,  and  Bebe  Daniels. 

Among  those  present:  Sidney  L.  Bern- 
stein, managing  director  of  Bernstein  The- 
atres and  Denham  London  Cinemas ;  Cap- 

tain Richard  Norton,  director  of  British  and 
Dominion  Films ;  Sir  Albert  Clavering,  of 
Clavering  and  Rose;  Phil  Hyams,  H.  and 

G.  Cinemas,  and  Arthur  W.  Jarrett,  direc- 
tor of  Provincial  Cinematograph  Theatres, 

booking  controller  for  GB. 
An  exceptional  exhibition  of  showmanship 

was  displayed  by  Earl  St.  John,  director  of 
exploitation  for  Paramount  Theatres,  Ltd., 

who  screened  "Queen  Elizabeth"  during  the 
luncheon  and  who  had  arranged  proceedings 
so  that  after  the  luncheon  the  walls  of  the 

room  sank,  disclosing  a  tableau  of  the  Para- 
mount trade  mark  with  a  photograph  of  Mr. 

Zukor  surrounded  by  living  figures  dressed 

to  typify  past  big  feature  successes  of  Para- 
mount, such  as  "The  Sheik"  and  "The  Four 

Horsemen  of  the  Apocalypse."  The  climax 
was  the  raising  of  a  living  figure  represent- 

ing "Champagne  Waltz." Mr.  Goldman  toasted  Mr.  Zukor  as  a 

builder  and  prophet.  Mr.  Maxwell  recalled 
that  Mr.  Zukor  gave  a  contract  for  three 
pictures  from  the  old  British  National  with 
£50,000  advance  on  each.  This  company  was 

Mr.  Maxwell's  introduction  to  production 
and  the  Zukor  contract  was  its  chief  asset. 

"With  the  1929  crash  he  didn't  retire  but 

took  off  his  coat  and  started  again,"  Mr. Maxwell  said. 

Sir  William  Jury  said  he  had  tried  to  buy 

"Queen  Elizabeth"  but  Gaumont  outbid  him. 
Mr.  Eckman,  for  the  Kinematograph  Rent- 

ers Society,  recalled  that  "Queen  Elizabeth" 
was  his  first  feature  in  a  "super  circuit" 
consisting  of  one  hall  seating  299. 
Among  the  guests  was  Mrs.  J.  D.  Walker, 

whose  husband  established  the  first  Famous 

Players-Lasky  branch  in  England. 

Screen  Club  Formed 

By  Denver  Group 
Plans  for  the  formulation  of  a  Rocky 

Mountain  Screen  Club  were  completed  in 
Denver  this  week  with  the  election  of  di- 

rectors and  officers  of  the  new  organization. 
Harry  Golub  was  chosen  president,  Chester 
Bell,  first  vice-president,  Joseph  Dekker  sec- 

ond vice-president,  Ross  Bluck  secretary, 
Harry  Goodridge  treasurer  and  Emmett 
Thurman  counsellor.  The  directors  include 
Gene  Gerbase,  Al  Hoffman,  R.  J.  Morrison, 
Eddie  Loy,  J.  H.  Ashby,  Charles  Gilmour, 
Louis  Finske,  Rick  Ricketson,  Buzz  Briggs, 

Frank  Culp,  David  Cockrill,  David  Davis 
and  Jack  Langon. 
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by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

E.  H.  Mayer  writes  from  Ohio  about  the 
nursery  rhymes  that  are  played  on  the 
chimes  of  Christ  Church,  in  Glendale,  near 

Cincinnati,  when  a  baby  is  born.  If  it's  a 
boy,  they  play  "Little  Jack  Horner,"  while 
"Mary  Had  a  Little  Lamb"  is  the  selection 
when  a  girl  baby  arrives  in  town.  A  recur- 

rence of  the  Dionne  Quintuplets  would  rate 

"I've  Got  Plenty  of  Something." V 

Terry  Rams  aye  left  Hollywood  the  other  day 
to  return  to  his  desk  in  New  York.  Before  tak- 

ing his  departure,  however,  he  wired  ahead  his 
personal  nomination  to  win  the  1937  medal  for 
something  or  other,  the  nomination  taking  the 
form  of  a  publicity  statement  issued  by  Paul 

Snell,  of  Hollywood's  Principal  Pictures,  and reading,  in  part,  as  follows : 
Negotiations  now  are  under  way  between  Ed- 

ward Gross,  associate  producer  of  Principal  Pic- 
tures, and  Oscar  Alva  Al  I  red ,  manager  of  a  sing- 

ing mouse,  for  the  warbling  rodent  to  sing  a 
duet  with  Bobby  B<reen  in  his  forthcoming  film, 
"Boy  Blue." V 

As  previously  reported  in  these  columns,  the 
admission  to  the  local  and  lone  movie  house  in 
the  town  of  Bethel,  Alaska,  where  the  patrons 
are  mostly  Esquimos,  is  one  fish.  Patrons  are 
given  the  option  of  leaving  either  a  smoked 
salmon  or  a  smoked  whitefish  at  the  boxoffice. 

The  proprietors  later  dispose  of  the  fish — the 
staple  diet  for  sledge  dogs — to  dog  owners. 
Howard  Shonting,  our  correspondent  in  Massa- 

chusetts, now  reports  that  a  Bostonian  has  just 
returned  from  the  North,  and  he  says  that  some 
of  the  shows  in  Bethel  smell. 

V 

Seems  only  the  other  day  that  Ben  Turpin 

used  to  tickle  the  risibilities  of  legions.  He's 
67  years  old  now,  and  for  years  has  confined 
his  screen  work  to  the  collection  of  rentals 
from  a  dozen  pieces  of  Berkeley  Hills  property 
which  he  owns  in  the  Hollywood  film  area. 

Ben  is  now  bald,  but  spry,  and  although  he's 
not  "broke,"  he  would  like  to  do  a  little  work 
in  or  around  the  studios  to  keep'  him  in  the swim,  even  offering  to  tend  the  gate  at  any 
studio. 

"I'd  be  terrific  as  a  gatekeeper,"  he  winked 
one  of  his  zigzag  eyes.  "Imagine — the  only  guy 
in  the  picture  business  who  coidd  see  'em  com- 

ing and  going." V 

"If  all  the  bad  puns  in  the  world  were 
laid  end  to  end,"  says  Ted  Cook,  "they 
would  only  reach  from  one  broadcast  to  an- 

other." As,  for  example,  from  one  Eddie 
Cantor  broadcast  to  the  succeeding  Eddie 
Cantor  broadcast. 

V 

Charlie  Pettijohn,  legislative  expert  of  the 

Hays  organization,  thinks  "It  is  about  time  we 
stopped  listening  to  the  complaints  of  the  buyers 
and  sellers  of  motion  pictures  long  enough  to 

thank  the  'forgotten  men  and  women'  in  Holly- 
wood for  their  achievements  in  production." 

Come,  come,  Charlie,  don't  tell  us  you  haven't 
seen  that  "high-bracket"  list  of  salaries  pub- 

lished by  the  government  showing  payments  to 

Hollywood's  "forgotten"  men  and  women  for 
their  achievements  in -production? 

V 
Someone  in  London  asked  Gracie  Fields, 

musical  hall  star,  what  she  had  learned  for 
her  stage  work  from  seeing  herself  in  films. 

"You  mean,"  she  cracked,  "what  did  I  un- 
learn!" 

The  Honeymoon  Is  Over  Department: 

"John  Barrymore  wouldn't  share  a  spotlight 
with  God!" — Elaine  {Barrymore  bride)  Barrie. 

V 

Next  door  to  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall 
theatre,  right  under  the  30th  floor  offices  of  our 
Quigley  Publications,  Odd  Mclntyre  witnessed 
a  panhandler  sidle  up  to  a  passing  woman  and 

mumble  an  appeal.  To  the  panhandler' s  amaze- ment, the  woman  turned  on  him  in  a  fury,  and 

pointing  to  herself,  fairly  shouted:  "Me?  Why 
I've  been  working  all  day.  What  in  hell  have 
you  been  doing?"  And  the  moocher  took  it  on 
the  lam,  to  a  burst  of  handclaps  and  hurrahs 
from  the  side-lines. 

V 

"Motion  Picture  Daily"  has  extended  its 
reportorial  activities  to  embrace  a  looksee  at 
Broadway  stage  openings,  reporting  an  opin- 

ion on  the  play's  adaptability  to  films,  on  the following  morning. 
All  of  which  is  dandy,  except  that  Maurice 

Davila  (Red)  Kann,  the  editor,  who  reviews 
most  of  the  plays,  uses  the  anonymous  by- 

line of  "PLAYBOY." 
'Nuff  said. 

V 

Beautiful  Thought  for  Today. 

"I  have  always  thought  that  all  women  are 
beautiful.  I  have  always  thought  of  all  women 
as  damsels  in  distress.  I  have  always  thought 
of  women  as  being  the  particular  and  very 

special  problem  of  man." — William  Powell, actor,  in  the  New  York  American. 
V 

The  height  of  something  or  other  in  hero 
worship  was  reached  in  London  where  an  un- 

named native  beauty  went  to  the  tattoo  shop 
of  George  Burchett,  on  Waterloo  Road,  and 
had  him  needle  an  "engraved"  portrait  of  Gary 
Cooper  on  her  lovely  back.  A  photograph  at 
hand  showing  the  net  results  forces  the  con- 

clusion that  Gary  will  not  think  much  of  the 
"artist's"  work.  He  looks  more  like  Bull 
Montana  in  a  rage.  When  the  lady  bends  he'll 
probably  look  like  Stan  Laurel. 

V 

Gail  Borden,  conducting  "The  Round-Up" 
in  Chicago's  Daily  Times,  turns  prophet  and 
sets  down  in  his  column  some  headlines  "you'll 
never  see  in  1937,"  as  follows : 

LOUELLA  PARSONS  WON'T  REVIEW MARION  DAVIES  PICTURE 

GOERING  CALLS  MEDALS  MERE 
BAUBLES 

JAMES  CAGNEY  SAYS  HE'S  SATIS- 
FIED WITH  PRESENT  SALARY 

G-MEN  GIVE  HICK  COP  CREDIT  FOR 
ARREST 

CHARLIE  MAC  ARTHUR  AND  BEN  HECHT 
ENDORSE  HOLLYWOOD 

STALIN  SAYS  TANKS  WILL  BE  USED 
FOR  CALISTHENICS  ONLY 

ROBERT  TAYLOR  FLAYS  MATINEE  IDOLS, 
REFUSING  TO  SEND  FANS  HIS 

PHOTO 

JOHN  HAMILTON  SAYS  ALFRED  LANDON 
ONLY  WANTED  THE  PUBLICITY 

A  Seattle  woman  has  written  to  Clark 
Gable  in  Hollywood  offering  to  cut  off  her 
hair  if  he  will  have  it  made  into  a  beard  and 
wear  it  in  his  next  picture. 

V 

London's  "Era"  theatrical  newspaper ,  is  pok- 

ing fun  at  our  li'l  Mary  Brian,  now  in  England 
for  picture  work,  because  she  insists  on  "eating 
American"  while  over  there,  even  contracting 
zvith  a  Hollywood  caterer  to  send  substantial 
shipments  of  ice  cream,  coffee  and  fried  chicken 

to  her  in  London  regularly.  (It's  a  good  trick 
if  they  can  do  it.) 

V 

Chance  of  a  Lifetime,  from  an  advertise- 
ment in  the  Saturday  Review: 

ST.  LOUISAN,  an  eclectic  hedonist,  lonesomely 
thirty,  with  season  tickets  to  nearly  everything  be- 

hind footlights,  from  symphony  on,  wants  better 
company  in  the  second  seat  than  his  hat.  Is  there 
an  interested  miss?    Box  694-B. 

V 

In  Germany  it  is  now  a  penal  offense  to 
turn  off  a  radio  in  the  middle  of  a  govern- ment broadcast. 

Which  may  explain  the  shortage  of  cotton 
in  the  Reich. 

V 

Louis  Sobol  spends  half  of  his  life  in  and 
around  Broadway  and  its  night  clubs,  and  the 
other  half  talking  about  it.  From  Louis  comes 
the  story  concerning  Evelyn  Laye  and  Gloria 
Swanson,  who,  driving  toward  the  Twenty-one 
Club,  the  other  evening,  had  as  their  genial 
jehu,  an  undersized  cab-driver  who  insisted 
upon  offering  them  peanuts.  Gently,  but  firmly, 

they  refused.  He  persisted.  "They're  good  for 
you — go  on,  have  some,"  he  urged.  But  Miss 
Swanson  purred — "We're  so  sorry — we're  sing- 

ers, you  see.  Peanuts  are  bad  for  our  throats." 
As  they  came  to  a  halt  at  a  red  light,  the  cab- 

bie turned  around,  surveyed  Miss  Swanson  care- 

fully and  slightly  disdainfully  and  chirped:  "I 
suppose  you're  Lily  Pons."  "Not  quite,"  Gloria 
murmured,  "but  my  friend  here  (pointing  to 
Evelyn  Laye)  is  Miss  Grace  Moore."  The 
taximan  snorted  and  rasped:  "Okay,  ladies, 
okay — just  make  out  I'm  Toscanini — and  for 
the  rest  of  this  here  ride,  we  won't  talk  to  each 

other!" 

V 

"Mussolini  Goes  'Slumming'  at  Rome 
Theatre/'  says  an  Associated  Press  headline 
in  the  New  York  American. 

El  Doochie,  we  resent  that  word,  "slumming." Seems  that  Benito  Mussolini  took  the  occa- 

sion of  the  first  "Theatre  Saturday"  to  witness 
in  operation  the  government's  new  plan  provid- 

ing for  shows  at  new  low  prices — 10-cent  top 
and  a  two-cent  minimum. 

No  one  is  admitted  who  earns  more  than  $40 
a  month — except,  of  course,  Mussolini.  He  has 
a  special  pass,  or  something. 

V 

"Horseback  riding,"  chirps  little  player 
Heather  Angel,  "is  the  greatest  exercise  in  the 
world.  If  practiced  consistently,  it  will  take 

the  place  of  dieting,"  she  chortles,  "and  any 
man  or  woman  can  keep  their  figure  without 

starving  themselves." In  other  words,  it's  the  seat  of  health. 
V 

Thieves  snitched  5,500  feet  of  film  and 
$3,000  worth  of  projection  equipment  from 
the  automobile  of  Elmer  F.  Spies,  repre- 

sentative in  Kansas  City  for  Jam  Handy 
Films.  Among  the  pictures  stolen  was  a 

print  of  "Yeggs  Aren't  Safe." 
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Hungary  U nit  Pick 

Paramount  Man 

FEDERAL  AGENTS  STUDY 

FAN  CLUB  "RACKET 
Investigators  of  Post  Office  and 

Justice  Departments  Study 

Threats  of  Star  "Boycotts" 
Postal  and  Justice  Department  officials  in 

Washington  are  understood  to  be  investigat- 
ing complaints  from  motion  picture  stars 

over  free  trips  to  Hollywood  which  they 
are  said  to  have  been  forced  to  finance  for 

"officials"  of  "movie  fan  clubs"  under 

threat  of  "boycotting"  of  their  product.  The 
motion  picture  colony  in  California  is  said 
to  be  fearing  a  spread  of  the  socalled 
"racket." 

While  neither  the  Post  Office  nor  Justice 

Department  officials  would  discuss  the  mat- 
ter, it  is  understood  that  the  one  has  re- 

ceived complaints  and  the  other  has  been 
approached  with  an  appeal  for  action. 

Method  of  Operation 

The  method  of  operation  of  these  "clubs" 
is  to  write  to  some  star  suggesting  that  a 

trip  to  Hollywood  for  the  "fan-club"  offi- 
cials would  increase  greatly  the  popularity 

and  prestige  of  the  player  and,  conversely, 

suggesting  that  failure  to  "come  through" 
with  the  expense  money  would  so  disgust 

the  "fans"  that  they  would  boycott  the 
player's  pictures. 

So  far  as  the  Post  Office  Department 
is  concerned,  it  was  said  there  has  been 

no  suggestion  of  a  crusade  against  film  fan 

clubs,  but  that  any  complaints  received 
would  be  referred  to  the  inspector  in 

charge  at  Los  Angeles.  No  such  refer- 
ences have  been  made  from  Washington 

but  it  was  said  the  Los  Angeles  office 
might  have  been  called  into  the  situation 
without  first  drawing  the  matter  to  the 
attention  of  Washington. 

Department  of  Justice  officials  were 
even  less  communicative,  adhering  to  the 

policy  of  secrecy  followed  with  respect  to 

investigations  up  to  the  time  of  court  ac- 
tion. The  Federal  Bureau  of  Investigation, 

however,  is  running  up  to  lesser  racketeers 
who,  unless  checked,  may  some  day  achieve 
greater  proportions. 

In  Motion  Picture  Herald  issue  of  No- 
vember 21st  it  was  revealed  that  the  Ameri- 

can public  also  is  being  shorn  of  some 

$1,000,000  a  year  by  "racketeering"  fan 
clubs  which,  recognizing  the  success  of  the 
legitimate  fan  club,  are  cashing  in  on  the 

public's  gullibility. 

Calls  Chicago  Headquarters 

It  is  the  directors  of  these  bogus  organiza- 
tions who  are  believed  to  have  grown  bold 

enough  to  contact  the  stars  directly  and  de- 
mand their  tribute  from  them,  threatening 

the  "boycott"  when  refused. 
Peyton  Watkins,  head  of  the  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  fan  mail  department  in  Holly- 
wood, observed  that  Chicago  appeared  to  be 

the  headquarters  for  many  of  the  "racket- 
eering" clubs. 

"I  once  discovered  that  a  Chicago  man 
simultaneously  had  written  three  different 

players  on  the  lot  asking  approval  for  for- 
mation of  a  fan  club  in  the  name  of  each," 

Mr.  Watkins  said.  "I  investigated  and 
found  the  man  already  had  four  other  fan 
clubs  flourishing,  with  the  players  of  another 

lot  being  used  as  'bait.'  These  cheap  racket- 
eers work  on  a  wholesale  basis,  planning 

first  to  get  around  10  cents  from  club  mem- 
bers. It  is  extremely  profitable  for  them, 

as  an  average  club  has  at  least  1,000  mem- 

bers." 
Single  Feature  Law 

Cuts  Budapest  Total 
The  decrease  in  the  number  of  features 

exhibited  in  Budapest  under  the  operation 
of  the  recent  government  edict  prohibiting 

the  showing  of  any  but  single  bills  in  Hun- 
garian theatres,  is  indicated  in  figures  for 

the  first  three  months  of  the  new  system. 
In  the  three  months  to  October,  1935,  66 

features  were  shown  in  local  first  runs, 
while  in  the  same  period  in  1936,  52  films 
were  shown,  a  decrease  of  20  per  cent. 
American  product  was  far  in  the  lead,  the 
52  divided  as  follows :  American,  25 ;  Hun- 

garian, six;  German,  nine;  Austrian,  four; 
French,  seven,  and  Czechoslovakian,  one. 

The  most  recent  American  importations 
in  first  runs  in  Budapest  were  rated  at  the 

box-office  as  follows :  "San  Francisco,"  ex- 
cellent; "The  General  Died  at  Dawn,"  very 

good;  "Georgeous  Hussy,"  "Showboat"  and 
"Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,"  poor. 

New  Zealand  Government 

Is  Producing  Scenic  Films 

The  government  of  New  Zealand  is  pro- 
ceeding with  its  plans  to  produce  scenic  and 

industrial  films  for  exhibition  in  foreign 
countries,  the  Department  of  Commerce  in 
Washington  reports  and  advance  orders  for 
the  distribution  of  these  pictures  in  colleges, 
schools,  technical  and  social  institutions 
have  already  been  received. 

Condor  Pictures  Start 

Ooerations  February  15th 

Actual  operation  of  the  newly-formed 
Condor  Pictures,  Inc.,  is  set  for  February 
15th,  George  Hirliman,  president,  announced 
in  New  York  this  week  as  he  left  for  Holly- 

wood. Office  space  will  be  taken  in  the 
RCA  Building  of  Rockefeller  Center. 

Fox  West  Coast  to  Build 

Fox  West  Coast  has  set  a  budget  amount 
of  $1,250,000  for  building  and  remodeling 
during  1937.  Three  new  theatres  have  been 
announced  for  the  Los  Angeles  territory  and 
the  balance  will  be  spent  on  remodeling  pres- 

ent properties. 

Consolidated  Celebrates 
Consolidated  Amusements  this  month  is 

celebrating  its  32d  anniversary.  In  a  num- 
ber of  Bronx  theatres  in  New  York  special 

attractions,  including  radio  performers,  are 
being  booked. 

by  ENDRE  HEVESI in  Budapest 

Miklos  Palugyay,  Paramount  manager  in 
Budapest,  has  been  elected  managing  pres- 

ident of  the  Union  of  Hungarian  Film  Dis- 
tributors, succeeding  the  late  Morton  Liber- 

tiny.  It  is  the  first  time  the  head  of  an 
American  company  has  been  elected  to  the 
important  distributor  post. 

If  present  production  plans  for  the  new 
season  are  realized,  a  total  of  30  to  35  Hun- 

garian productions  will  be  released  next 
year.  Motion  picture  reviewers,  however, 
who  were  extremely  lenient  with  domestic 
product  in  the  early  stages  of  its  develop- 

ment, have  become  increasingly  critical,  on 
the  belief  that  the  native  product  has  be- 

come strong  enough  to  stand  impartial  criti- cism. 

Czechoslovakia  Revises 

Plan  for  Film  Subsidy 

New  regulations  governing  the  granting 
of  subsidies  to  producers  of  features  in  the 
Czech  language  have  been  adopted  by  the 
Film  Advisory  Board  of  Czechoslovakia,  ac- 

cording to  a  report  to  the  Department  of 
Commerce  from  the  United  States  commer- 

cial attache  in  Prague.  Under  the  contem- 
plated plan  productions  will  be  divided  into 

four  groups:  those  which  the  board  does 
not  recognize ;  those  which  the  board  recog- 

nizes and  accords  a  subsidy  of  70,000  crowns 

($25,000)  ;  those  which  the  board  recom- 
mends and  accords  a  subsidy  of  140,000 

($50,000)  and  those  which  the  board  con- 
siders of  exceptional  quality  and  accords  a 

subsidy  of  210,000  crowns  ($75,000). 

Latin  America  Turns 

To  Spanish  Product 
Films  produced  in  Latin  American  and 

European  countries  are  gaining  prestige  in 
Peru  at  the  expense  of  American  films,  the 
Department  of  Commerce  in  Washington 
reports.  Last  year,  it  is  pointed  out,  Ameri- 

can film  companies  accounted  for  90  per 
cent  of  the  pictures  exhibited  in  Peru,  a  pro- 

portion which  has  declined  to  approximately 

80  per  cent.  A  feature  produced  in  Ar- 
gentina which  is  now  being  shown  in  Lima 

in  second  and  third  run  theatres  has  earned 
more  than  advertised  American  first  run 
features,  it  is  said. 

Marion  Abbott  Passes 

Marion  Abbott,  actress  on  the  American 
stage  for  37  years,  who  appeared  with 
Maude  Adams  and  E.  H.  Sothern,  died  Sat- 

urday of  pneumonia  at  Hahnemann  Hospital 
in  Philadelphia.  She  was  71.  Her  last 

New  York  appearance  was  in  "I  Want  My 
Wife,"  produced  in  1930.  She  was  in  "The 
19th  Hole"  in  1927. 

Cohn  To  Get  "Deeds"  Award 
Harry  Cohn,  vice-president  of  Columbia 

Pictures,  will  receive  the  New  York  critics' 
award  for  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town"  on 
January  24th,  and  in  turn  will  present  it  to 
Frank  Capra,  director.  The  ceremonies  will 
be  broadcast  over  the  NBC-Blue  network. 
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WARNER  BROS 

WILL  RELEASE 

Celluloid  dynamite!  Moves  motion  pictures  one  notch  for- 

ward!"—Red  Kann,  M.  P.  Daily  •  •  •  "Powerfully  packed  with 

emotional  wallop!  Director  Archie  Mayo 

never  did  anything  better."— Film  Daily 

"A  mighty  picture!  What  the  public 

needs!"— Elizabeth  Wilson,  Silver  jdk  1^ 

Screen  •  •  •  "You'll  see  something 

when  you  see  this  flicker!  The 

Warners  and  Archie  Mayo  are  to  be 

complimented!"—  Sidney  Skolsky,  Daily 

News  •  •  •  "A  four  bell  picture!  One  of  the  most 

>. 'Mill. 

k 



tense,  gripping  photoplays  of  its  kind  ever  produced— to  be  classed  with  'I 

Am  a  Fugitive7!  For  a  thrilling  evening,  I  advise,  for  your  'must  see'  list— 

'Black  Legion'!"— Jimmie  Fiddler  •  •  •  "Divine!  Should  be  seen  by  everyone! 

—Sara  Hamilton,  Photoplay  •  •  •  "A  picture  everyone  should  see!  Splen- 

did entertainment!"— Ed  Smithson,  Fawcett  Pubs.  •  •  •  "Swell!  Sends 

Humphrey  Bogart  rocketing  into  star  brackets."— Ted  Magee,  Screen 

Book   •••    "One  powerful  picture!  An  inspired  job!"— John 

Schwartzkoff,  Motion  Picture  Magazine  •  •  •  "Dandy,  powerful 

picture."— Harold  Hefferman,  Detroit  News  •  •  •  "A  New 

Year  present  exhibitors  can  be  thankful  for!"— Film  Curb 

•  •  •  "A  swell  picture!  Best  in  long  time."— Leo 

Townsend,  Modern  Screen  Magazine  •  •  •"One 

of  the  outstanding  pictures  of  the  year!"— 

Hitchcock,  Showmen's  Trade  Review  •  •  • 

"Should  mean  SRO  signs!  A  box 

office  natural!"— Jay  Emanuel  Pubs. 

ON  JANUARY  
30lh 

But  The  Raves  Are  Released  Already! 



w 

NO  MIST 

B  0  UT  IT.  IT  S 

■ 

CELLULOID! 

II 

— Liberty  Magazine  said  it,  and  awarded 

the  show  its  critic's  highest  and  rarest  rating! 

The  Kind  of  Dramatic 

Dynamite  Only 

Can  Make! 

LACK  LEGION 

with 

HUMPHREY  BOG ART 

Dick  Foran  •  Erin  O'Brien-Moore  •  Ann  Sheridan 

Robert  Barrat  •  Helen  Flint  •  Joseph  Sawyer  •  Eddie 

Acuff  •  Addison  Richards  •  Directed  by  ARCHIE  MAYO 
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RADIO  PAYING  $3,000,000 

YEARLY  FOR  FILM  TALENT 

Hollywood  Is  Now  Definitely 

Established  as  the  Chief 

Source  of  Talent  Supply 

for  U.  S.  Air  Entertainment 

by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

Radio  has  $3,000,000  a  year  to  use  in 

enticing  the  best  of  Hollywood's  motion 
picture  talent  to  the  air  for  appearances  in 
popular  entertainment  broadcasts. 

With  Hollywood  talent  welcoming  the 
new  alliance,  radio  today  lays  claim  to  the 

motion  picture's  talent  roster  as  its  chief 

source  of  supply.  Exhibitors'  complaints 
against  the  use  of  Hollywood  players, 
allegedly  in  competition  to  theatre  box 
offices,  evidently  have  been  unavailing,  for 

not  only  have  radio's  large  broadcasters 
taken  possession  of  the  motion  picture's 
talent  but  they  intend  to  strengthen  their 
hold  in  Hollywood. 

Radio's  national  broadcasters  have  yielded 
to  the  strong  demands  for  the  services  of 
motion  picture  stars  made  by  their  liberal 

sponsoring  advertisers,  spending  $100,000,- 
000  annually  on  the  air  alone,  and  in  six 
months  have  so  literally  moved  in  on  the 
motion  picture  talent  market  that  Holly- 

wood stands  today  nearly  as  important  to 
the  radio  field  as  a  purveyor  of  amusement 
as  to  the  screen. 

It  is  almost  entirely  an  arrangement  be- 
tween the  air  advertisers  and  stars,  with 

broadcasters  and  producers  as  witnesses.  To 
the  stars  it  is  bringing  3,000,000  a  year. 
All  parties  concerned  appear  satisfied  over 
the  results :  The  broadcasters  are  success- 

fully delivering  to  their  advertisers  the  sales 
medium  specified;  the  producers  feel  they 

are  benefiting  by  the  "free"  occasional  men- 
tion of  their  motion  pictures. 

There  is,  however,  a  little  uneasiness 

among  the  producers,  caused  by  the  vocif- 
erous complaints  expressed  by  their  own 

customers,  the  exhibitors,  against  the  stars' 
radio  shows  competing  with  the  same  play- 

ers' simultaneous  appearances  on  screens. 
Radio's  union  with  Hollywood  has  been 

in  the  making  ever  since  the  first  successful 
commercial  broadcast,  some  16  years  ago. 
Its  crystallization,  however,  really  began 
only  six  months  ago — at  the  beginning  of 
the  fall  programs.  Now,  they  say  that  Shir- 

ley Temple  and  Mae  West  are  the  only 
stars  in  Hollywood  who  cannot  be  reached 
by  radio  for  a  price. 

In  the  six  months  from  July  1st  to  De- 
cember 31st,  some  235  motion  picture  play- 

ers made  532  "guest"  appearances  on  the 
air,  and  additionally  performed  hundreds  of 
times  in  24  series  of  programs  which  in  the 
period  featured  stellar  film  names.  Besides, 
Hollywood  shared  other  players  with  the 
air — those  considered  as  combination  radio- 
film  performers,  stage-film  performers,  con- 

cert-film performers,  as  follows: 

Number  of Number  of 
Number  of Guest Series  of 

Class  (Forte) Players 
Percentage 

Appearances 
Programs 

MOTION  PICTURE  PLAYERS  235 

53% 

381 

24 
RADIO-FILM  PLAYERS   55 12 

49 

39 
STAGE-FILM  PLAYERS   50 II 71 6 
STAGE-RADIO-FILM  PLAYERS   28 6 31 30 
MISCELLANEOUS  (Concert-Films,  etc.) 78 

18 

446 

100% 

532 99 

To  broadcasters'  charges  that  Hollywood 
has  "stolen"  virtually  all  of  radio's  talent, 
and,  therefore,  they  have,  been  forced  to 
transport  their  microphones  to  Hollywood 
Boulevard,  the  foregoing  chart  provides  a 

rebuttal.  Where  radio  took  235  "straight- 
film"  players  for  commercial  broadcasts  in 
the  last  six  months  of  1936  alone,  motion 
pictures  used  only  55  players  who  had  radio 
associations.  Less  than  a  dozen  of  those 

were  of  the  top  rank,  whereas  the  stars 
taken  from  films  by  radio  represented  the 

best  available,  as  witness  the  following  com- 

pilation of  "straight-film"  players  who  made 
air  broadcasts  in  the  period  from  July  1st 
to  December  31st: 

No.  of         No.  of 
Film  Players  on  the  Air,       Guest  Series 

July  1  to  Dec.  31      Appearances  Programs 

Olivia  de  Havilland   7 
Ann  Sothern    7 
Joan  Bennett   6 
Patsy  Kelly    6 
Robert  Taylor    6 
Alice  Faye    5 
Joel  McCrea    5 
Frank  Morgan   5 
Gertrude  Niesen    5 

Walter  O'Keefe    5 
Gene  Raymond    5 
Barbara  Stanwyck   5 
Sheila  Barrett    4 
Kitty  Carlisle    4 
Ruth  Chatterton    4 
Guy  Kibbee   4 
Elissa  Landi    4 
Anita  Louise    4 
Herbert  Marshall    4 
Adolphe  Menjou    4 
Jack  Oakie    4 
Edward  Arnold   3 
Lionel  Barrymore   3 
Wallace  Beery   3 
Constance  Bennett    3 
Joan  Blondell    3 
John  Boles   3 
James  Cagney    3 
Madeleine  Carroll    3 
Claudette  Colbert    3 
Jackie  Cooper    3 
Dolores  Costello    3 
Joan  Crawford   3 
Irene  Dunne   3 
Cary  Grant   3 
Jean  Harlow    3 
Robert  Montgomery    3 
Pat  O'Brien    3 
Franchot  Tone    3 
Helen  Vinson   3 
Bert  Wheeler   3 
Jean  Arthur    2 
John  Barrymore    2 
Ralph  Bellamy   2 
Charles  Boyer    2 

No.  of         No.  of 
Film  Players  on  the  Air,      Guest  Series 

July  1  to  Dec.  31      Appearances  Programs 

Joe  E.  Brown   
Virginia  Bruce  
Frank  Buck   
Leo  Carillo   

Jackie  Coogan   
Stuart  Erwin   
Glenda  Farrell   
Errol  Flynn   
William  Frawley   
Clark  Gable   
Hoot  Gibson  

James  Gleason  
Lucille  Gleason   
Betty  Grable   
Jean  Hersholt   
John  Howard   
Boris  Karloff   

June  Lang   
Jerry  Lester   Peter  Lorre   
Edmund  Lowe   
Fred  MacMurray   
Dorothy  Mackaill   
Merle  Oberon   

Roger  Pryor   
George  Raft   
Claude  Rains   
Gregory  Ratoff   
Lyda  Roberti   
Ginger  Rogers   
Beverly  Roberts   
Charles  Ruggles   
Rosalind  Russell   
Ann  Shirley   
Anna  Sten  

Margaret  Sullavan  
Estelle  Taylor   
Warren  William   
Loretta  Young   
Robert  Young   

Joan  Marsh   
Charles  Butterworth  . . . 
Fifi  D'Orsay  
Tom  Howard  
Alan  Jones   
Dorothy  Page   
Dick  Powell   
George  Shelton   
Tom  Mix   
Fred  Astaire  
Bernice  Claire   

Betty  Jane  Cooper  
James  Hall   
Edward  Everett  Horton. 
Ken  Maynard  

Jean  Muir  Ken  Murray  
Clarence  Muse  
Conrad  Nagel   
Irene  Rich   , 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

105  players  appeared  in  253  guest  appearances 
and  24  series  programs ;  128  players  in  single 
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66  FILM  EXECUTIVES  ALSO  ON  AIR 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 
performances,  all  of  them  guest  performances. 

Grand  Totals  Film  Players: 
233  players  appeared  in  381  guest  appearances 

and  24  series  programs. 

The  roster  of  motion  picture  players  on  the 
air  from  July  1st  to  December  31st  reads  like 
Motion  Picture  Almanac's  "who's  who"  on 
the  screen.  The  only  first-grade  star  names 
not  making  air  appearances  in  the  six  months 
including  Richard  Aden,  George  Arliss,  Regin- 

ald Denny,  Marlene  Dietrich,  Richard  Dix, 
Louise  Dresser,  Ann  Dvorak,  Sally  Eilers, 
Leon  Errol,  Louise  Fazenda,  W.  C.  Fields, 
Wallace  Ford,  Greta  Garbo,  Janet  Gaynor,  Ann 
Harding,  Laurel  and  Hardy,  Shirley  Temple, 
Mae  West,  Raymond  Hatton,  Katharine  Hep- 

burn, Jack  Holt,  Miriam  Hopkins,  Sybil  Jason, 
Victor  Jory,  Ian  Keith,  Victor  McLaglen  and 
Fredric  March.  It  is  to  be  noted  that  Shirley 
Temple,  without  any  radio  appearances,  was 

the  exhibitors'  choice  as  money  making  star 
of  1936  as  well  as  1935,  in  Motion  Picture 
Herald's  annual  canvass. 
In  addition  to  players'  air  performances,  66 

appearances  were  made  by  non-actors.  Film 
executives,  on  the  air,  all  for  single  guest 
performances,  included :  Merlin  Hall  Ayles- 
worth,  chairman  of  the  board  of  RKO ;  Al  Alt- 
man,  MGM's  Eastern  talent  scout;  Fernando 
Barrionuevo,  of  United  Artists'  foreign  depart- 

ment; Dorothy  Bucknall,  of  MGM  Studio's  re- 
search department;  Lou  Diamond,  in  charge  of 

Paramount's  short  subject  distribution;  Walt 
Disney,  the  cartoon  producer;  Dr.  A.  H.  Gian- 
nini,  president  of  United  Artists;  Louis  B. 

Mayer,  in  charge  of  Metro's  productions ;  Na- 
thaniel Shilkret,  in  charge  of  RKO's  musical 

department;  Sylvan  Simon,  Universal's  sound 
test  director;  Homer  G.  Tasker,  president  of 
the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers;  Ma- 

jor Albert  Warner,  vice-president  of  Warner 
Brothers,  and  Mrs.  Thomas  G.  Winter,  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Producers  Association  on  the 

Coast,  and  the  range  of  Motion  picture  per- 
sonnel on  the  air  included  Bill  McDowell, 

head  gate  tender  of  the  Paramount  Hollywood 
studio,  and  voice  counterparts  of  Mickey  Mouse, 
Minnie  Mouse  and  Donald  Duck. 

Producers  who  broadcast  included  Alexander 
Korda,  Jesse  L.  Lasky,  Mervyn  Le  Roy,  Mary 
Pickford,  Max  Reinhardt,  Tom  Terriss,  and 
others.  Cecil  B.  DeMille  was  the  paid  broad- 

caster for  an  entire  series,  while  some  of  his 
directorial  colleagues  on  the  air  included  Rou- 
ben  Mamoulian,  Fred  Niblo,  John  Blystone, 
Frank  Borzage,  D.  W.  Griffith,  William  K. 
Howard. 

The  air  contributed  but  a  few  "big  names" 
to  the  screen : — Kate  Smith,  Lanny  Ross,  Burns 
and  Allen,  Joe  Penner,  Rudy  Vallee,  Bing 
Crosby,  Nelson  Eddy.  The  performances  of 
radio-film  players  were  recorded  as  follows : 

Film- Radio  Players 
on  the  Air,  from 
July  1  to  Dec.  31 

No.  of         No.  of 
Guest  Series 

Appearances  Programs 

Jane  Frohman 
Donald  Novis  . 
Kate  Smith  . . . 
Don  Ameche  . . 
Phil  Regan  . . . 
Lanny  Ross  . . 
Frances  Fay  . 
Gracie  Allen  . . 
Jack  Benny  . . . 
Bobby  Breen  . 
George  Burns 
Ramona   
Benay  Venuta 
Bing  Crosby  . . 

5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

"l 

2 
2 2 

2 
2 

1 

FILMS  IGNORE  RADIO 

ADVERTISING  MEDIUM 

Thirty-six  different  types  of  product 

employ  motion  picture  stars  as  "sales- 
men" on  national,  sponsored  air  pro- 

grams— embracing  almost  every  type 
of  merchandise  intended  for  large  pub- 

lic consumption.  To  date,  however, 
the  motion  picture  stands  practically 
the  lone  exception  in  the  list  of  large 

advertisers  who  feel  that  selling  results 
can  be  obtained  on  the  air.  Little,  if 

any,  of  the  motion  picture's  annual national  $80,000,000  advertising 

budget  goes  to  radio  for  advertising time. 

Deanna  Durbin  . . . 
Alexander  Gray  . 
Martha  Raye   
Virginia  Verrill  . . 
Mabel  Albertson  . 
Fred  Allen  

Amos  'n'  Andy. . . 
Teddy  Bergman  . 
Donn  Briggs   
Bob  Burns   
Frank  Forrest  . . . 
Jack  Fulton   
Tony  Martin  .... 
Jennison  Parker  . 
"Parkyakarkus"  .. 
Joe  Penner   
Pickens  Sisters  . . . 
James  Wallington 

33  players  appeared  in  28  guest  appearances, 
and  39  series  programs;  21  players  in  single 
performances. 

Grand  Totals,  Film-Radio  Players: 
54  players  appeared  in  49  guest  appearances, 

and  39  series  programs. 

Another  class  of  player  to  which  the  motion 
picture  has  a  strong  claim,  and  to  which  radio 
staked  a  claim  equally  strong  is  the  socalled 
"stage-and-film"  player,  whose  air  perform- 

ances in  the  six  months  totaled  as  follows: 

Film-Stage  Players 
on  the  Air,  from 

July  1  to  Dec.  31 

No.  of         No.  of 
Guest  Series 

Appearances  Programs 

Leslie  Howard    6 
Bill  Robinson   5 
Francis  Lederer    4 
Irene  Bordoni    3 
George  Jessel    3 
Helen  Hayes    2 
Gladys  George    2 
Walter  Huston    2 
Rex  Ingram    2 
Walter  C.  Kelly   2 
Bert  Lahr    2 
Gertrude  Lawrence    2 
Margo    2 
Eddie  Peabody    2 
Sophie  Tucker    2 
Joe  Cook   1  2 
Smith  and  Dale   1  1 
Willie  Howard   1 

18  players  appeared  in  43  guest  appearances, 
and  6  series  programs ;  28  players  appeared  in 
single  performances. 

Grand  Totals,  Film-Stage  Players: 
46  players  appeared  in  71  guest  appearances, 

and  6  series  programs. 

In  addition  to  the  previous  groups,  combina- 
tion film-stage-and-radio  players  who  per- 

formed on  the  air  from  July  1st  to  December 
31st,  include : 

Film-Stage-Radio-  Play-  No.  of  No.  of 
ers  on  the  Air,  from  Guest  Series 
July  1  to  Dec.  31      Appearances  Programs 

Morton  Downey 
Eddie  Cantor  . . . 
Frank  Parker  . . 
Benny  Fields  . . . 
Al  Jolson   
Rudy  Vallee 
Ethel  Waters  . . . 
Dave  Rubinoff  . . 
Frank  Fay   
Phil  Harris  .... 

Jack  Pearl   Ethel  Shutta 
Connie  Boswell  . 

Jimmy  Durante  . Ruth  Etting   
Reis  and  Dunn  . . 
Lillian  Roth 
Blossom  Seeley 
Tamara   
Milton  Berle  
Ben  Bernie 
Gene  Austin  
Phil  Baker   
Ted  Fio  Rito. .. . 
Vincent  Lopez  . . 
Irene  Noblette  . . 
Benny  Rubin  . . . 
Tim  Ryan  

3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

28  players  appeared  in  31  guest  appearances, and  30  series  programs. 

Then  there  is  the  concert-film-radio  per- 
former, all  "top-notch,"  and  all  singers- operatic  and  otherwise — who  appeared  on  the 

air  in  the  past  six  months  as  follows : 

Film-Concert-Radio        No.  of         No.  of 
Players  on  the  Air  from       Guest  Series 

July  1  to  Dec.  31      Appearances  Programs 

Grace  Moore    3  1 
Lily  Pons    3  1 
Gladys  Swarthout   3  1 
James  Melton    2  2 
Marion  Talley    1  3 
Paul  Robeson    1 
Nelson  Eddy   2 
Giovanni  Martinelli   1 
Nino  Martini   1 
Lawrence  Tibbett   . .  1 

!  10  players  appeared  in  13  guest  appearances, and  13  series  programs. 

Radio's  advertisers  today  are  using  the  pop- 
ularity of  motion  picture  stars  to  sell  every- 

thing from  canned  beans  and  laxatives  to  chew- 
ing gum  and  electrical  applicances,  coal,  tin 

cans,  ice,  dandruff  removers,  patented  medi- 
cines and  body-odor  antidotes.  Thus  while  the 

motion  picture  is  spending  some  $80,000,000  a 
year  to  advertise  and  publicize  the  glamour  of 
its  stars,  radio  uses  them — for  a  price,  of  course 
—to  dispense  Kraft  Cheese,  Campbell's  Soup, (Continued  on  page  S3) 
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^  cz*f&!  THAT  WILL  MAKE  FIRE  OVER 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

THE  ATTEMPTED  ASSASSINATION  OF  ELIZABETH/ 

THE  "VIRGIN  QUEEN"! 

THE  BURNING  OF  HERETICS  BY  THE  SPANISH  IN- 

QUISITION! 

SIR  FRANCIS  DRAKE'S  PIRATING  OF  THE  GOLD-LADEN 
SPANISH  GALLEONS! 

THE  DISCOVERY  AND  UNMASKING  OF  THE  DARING 

ENGLISH  YOUTH  BY  KING  PHILIP  OF  SPAIN! 

MICHAEL  INGOLBY'S  HAIR-BREADTH  ESCAPE  FROM 
SPAIN  BY  BURNING  A  WHOLE  CASTLE! 

THE  REUNION  OF  THE  LOVERS  WHO  RENOUNCED 

EACH  OTHER  TO  SERVE  "QUEEN  BESS"! 

THE  CAPTURE  AND  ARREST  OF  THE  SIX  KNIGHTED 

SPY  LEADERS! 

THE  SEVEN  FLOATING  FIRE-SHIPS  CAPTAINED  BY 

VOLUNTEER  HUMAN  TORCHES! 

CUTLASSES  FLASHING/  SABERS  SLASHING  AS  SWARMS 

9.  OF  SEA  FIGHTERS  GRAPPLE  AND  FALL  FROM  TOP- 

MOST RIGGINGS! 

10. 

II. 

HUNDREDS  OF  SHIPS  OF  THE  MIGHTY  SPANISH 

ARMADA  LOCKED  IN  FATAL  COMBAT  WITH  THE 

ENGLISH  FLEET  IN  A  LAST  STRUGGLE  FOR  SUPREM- 

ACY OF  THE  SEA! 

A  SEA  AFLAME  WITH  HUNDREDS  OF  BURNING 

VESSELS/  CANNON  BELCHING  THEIR  LAST  SHOTS 

BEFORE  SINKING/  FIRE  LICKING  AT  THE  WHOLE 

SEACOAST  ♦  ♦  ♦  FIRE  OVER  ENGLAND! 

ALEXANDER  KORDA 

presents 



NGLAND  BURN  FOREVER  IN  YOUR  MEMOR 

An    ERICH     POMMER  Production 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  K.  HOWARD 

with 

FLORA  ROBSON  •  LAURENCE  OLIVIER  •  VIVIEN  LEIGH 

LESLIE  BANKS  •  RAYMOND  MASSEY 

A  LONDON  FILM  •  RELEASED  THRU  UNITED  ARTISTS 
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SHOW
MEN'

S 

REVIE
WS 

This  department  deals  with  new 

product  from  the  point  of 

view  of  the  exhibitor  who  is 

to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

We're  on  the  Jury 
(Radio) 

Satirical  Comedy 

If  the  public  is  made  aware  of  the  amusement 
treat  this  picture  holds,  particularly  for  family 
type  audiences,  the  exhibitor  should  have  a 
cheerful  story  from  the  box  office.  Where 
fresh,  wholesome  semi-farce  comedy,  contrasted 
with  a  vein  of  light  drama  and  including  a 
suggestion  of  love  interest,  is  understood  and 
appreciated,  the  show  should  do  all  right  by 
itself.  Although  the  cast  lists  no  super  draw 
names,  the  picture  as  a  whole  is  spun  of  ele- 

ments that  lend  themselves  readily  to  com- 
mercial exploitation.  Additionally  it  is  one  that 

can  be  depended  upon  to  engender  plenty  word 
of  mouth  advertising. 

Freshly  contrived  from  Fred  Ballard's  play, 
"Ladies  of  the  Jury,"  made  about  six  years 
ago  as  a  picture  under  that  title,  the  original 
premise  is  retained,  but  the  inclusion  of  much 
new  dialogue  and  many  different  situations  give 
it  a  character  that  should  not  permit  anyone  to 
say  that  he  has  seen  this  picture  before. 

Starting  as  a  mystery  melodrama  with  the 
killing  of  Patterson  and  the  accusation  of  his 
wife,  the  show  quickly  takes  on  its  true  satirical 
comedy  atmosphere.  Prosecutor  Van  Cobb  and 
defense  attorney  proceed  to  selection  of  the 
jury,  and  what  a  jury  it  is,  with  irascible 
realtor  J.  Clarence  Beaver  and  society  dowager 
Mrs.  Dean  as  eleventh  and  twelfth  members. 
Judge  Prime  looks  at  the  motley  mob  with 
trepidation  as  to  what  will  happen  to  justice. 
The  case  is  tried,  and  with  maid  Clara  furnish- 

ing conclusive  testimony,  prosecutor  Van  Cobb 
is  certain  of  Mrs.  Patterson's  conviction.  In 
the  jury  room,  the  first  vote  is  11  to  1  for  con- 

viction, with  Mrs.  Dean  the  lone  holdout.  First 
winning  over  Steve,  Mrs.  Dean  goes  to  work 
on  the  rest,  meanwhile  driving  Judge  Prime 
almost  frantic  with  requests  for  interpretations 
and  guidance.  Playing  one  member  off  against 

the  other,  fostering  Steve's  romance  and  work- 
ing hard  on  Beaver,  Mrs.  Dean,  by  smartly 

creating  the  impression  that  Clara  lied  in  her 
testimony,  wins  four  converts  to  her  side. 

Then,  to  prove  her  contention  that  Mrs.  Pat- 
terson could  not  be  guilty,  Mrs.  Dean  demands 

that  court,  judge,  witnesses  and  jury  move  to 
the  scene  of  the  murder  and  that  the  crime  be 
reenacted.  Her  disregard  for  legal  procedure 

having  aroused  Prime's  ire,  he  finally  consents, and  the  whole  kit  and  kaboodle  moves  out  en 
masse.  There,  with  sacred  Beaver  portraying 

Patterson's  role,  Mrs.  Beaver  proves  her  point 
to  exonerate  the  suspect,  trap  Clara  in  her  ly- 

ing and  nab  the  killer. 
Well  prepared,  produced,  acted  and  directed, 

the  picture  is  the  thing  to  sell  in  this  case.  As 
much  attention  as  possible  should  be  devoted  to 

convincing  prospective  patronage  that  in  "We're 
on  the  Jury"  there  is  an  attraction  worthy  of 
their  time  and  attention.  Ostensibly  pointing 
no  moral,  the  picture,  however,  does  emphasize 
many  familiar  fallacies  in  the  present  day  sys- 

tem of  jurisprudence. 

Previewed  in  the  RKO  Hillstreet  theatre, 
Los  Angeles.  The  typical  downtown  transient 
audience  reacted  enthusiastically.  There  did  not 
seem  to  be  any  inclination  on  its  part  to  think 
otherwise  than  it  had  seen  a  brand  new  picture. 
Lobby  comment  after  the  showing  did  not  seem 

to  tie  the  picture  up  with  "Ladies  of  the  Jury," 

which,  incidentally,  was  given  its  preview  six 
years  ago  last  month  in  this  same  theatre. — 
Gus  McCarthy. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Produced 

by  Lee  Marcus.  Associated  producer,  Joseph  H. 
Steele.  Directed  by  Ben  Holmes.  From  the  play 
by  Fred  Ballard.  Screen  play  by  Franklin  Coen. 
Photographed  by  Nick  Musuraca.  P.C.A.  Certificate 
No.  2898.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood, 
69  minutes.  Release  date,  February  19,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Mrs.  Dean    Helen  Broderick 
J.  Clarence  Beaver    Victor  Moore 
Steve  Bell    Philip  Huston 
Mrs.  Clyde   Louise  Latimer 
Mrs.  Patterson   Colleen  Clare 
Attorney  Williams   Vinton  Haworth 
Prosecutor  Van  Cobb   Frank  M.  Thomas 
Thomas  Jeffery   Earl  Foxe 
Clara  Simpson   Maxine  Jennings 
Ephraim  Allen   Billy  Gilbert 
Judge  Prime   Robert  McWade 
B.  J.  Martin   Charles  Middleton 
Evelyn  Bottomly   Sarah  Edwards 
Court  Clerk   George  Irving 
Nicholai  Krakin   Leonid  Kinsky 
Horace  Smith   Charles  Lane 
Dr.  Fields   Roy  James 
Marion  Gordon   Jean  Howard 
John  Weatherman   Hal  K.  Dawson 

Fair  Warning 

(20th  Century  -  Fox) 
Romantic  Drama 

In  history,  forbidding  Death  Valley  has  been 
the  locale  of  many  strange  and  awesome  hap- 

penings. It  is  to  be  doubted,  however,  that  the 
bizarre  natural  sink  ever  witnessed  anything 
actually  so  exciting  as  this  bit  of  imaginative 
melodramatic  mystery,  ultra  twentieth  century 
romance  and  modern  comedy.  Photographically, 

"Fair  Warning"  is  back-grounded  by  the  Val- 
ley's arid  scenery.  Literally,  with  a  swank 

resort  hotel  providing  the  locale,  it  tells  an 
intelligently  complicated  murder  mystery  story. 
It  doesn't  divert  much  from  formula  construc- 

tion or  composition  in  that  a  whole  horde  of 
tourists,  residents  and  drop-ins  become  a  mul- 

tiplicity of  suspects  or  that  the  first  killing 
precipitates  several  more,  but  it  does  differ  in 
the  kind  of  character  it  calls  upon  to  solve 
the  crimes  and  the  manner  in  which  he  is 
enabled  to  do  it. 
Romance  has  first  fling.  With  bathing  suit 

clad  Betty  Furness  and  newcomer  John  Howard 
Payne  surrounded  by  bevies  of  swimming  pool 
bathing  beauties,  little  indication  is  immediately 
given  of  the  ensuing  melodrama.  However,  this 
is  not  long  delayed  as  a  Mr.  Pling  succumbs 
to  assault.  As  something  sinister  attaches  it- 

self to  the  character  of  Dr.  Gait,  comes  Mat- 
thew Jericho,  a  combination  grocery  store  own- 

er-and-detective,  to  see  what  can  be  done  about 
the  dirty  work.  Many  of  the  visiting  tourists 
become  suspects,  some  of  them  are  bumped  off, 
and  as  the  romance  between  Kay  and  Jim  con- 

tinues under  handicaps  and  comedy  is  intro- 
duced by  pestiferous  little  Malcolm  Berkhardt, 

who  has  become  a  sort  of  unofficial  assistant 
to  Jericho,  the  original  and  combined  killing 
investigations  continue  apace.  Then  it  begins 
to  be  revealed  that  the  discovery  of  a  lost  gold 
mine  is  the  underlying  motive  for  all  the  ter- 

rorism and  carnage.  Building  to  a  weird  cli- 
max, the  film  logically  explains  all  that  the 

gold  mine  had  to  do  with  the  case,  who  the 
killer  was  and  why.  As  audiences  have  been 

baffled  during  the   picture's   unreeling,  they 

should  be  similarly  surprised  with  its  conclu- 
sion. 

Although  the  basic  plot  is  familiar,  the  man- 
ner in  which  it  has  been  worked  out  is  refresh- 

ingly different,  and  the  picture  is  well  prepared, 
acted  and  directed.  The  fact  that  Death  Valley 
was  selected  as  the  locale  gives  the  film  a  not 
common  setting.  While  the  cast  contains  no 
exceptional  or  important  names,  the  various 
members  go  about  their  work  with  a  spirit  that 
gives  the  show  convincing  realism.  This  fact, 
combined  with  the  different  location,  can  be 
considered  exploitation  assets  for  other  than 
routine  handling  of  a  mystery  melodrama. 

Previewed  in  the  Uptown  Theatre,  Los  An- 
geles. This  house,  which  lately  has  apparently 

become  an  experimental  laboratory  for  crime 
dramas,  is  patronized  by  audiences  which  seem 
to  have  a  particular  liking  for  this  sort  of  en- 

tertainment. Their  reaction  indicated  that 

"Without  Warning"  met  all  standards  and  in- 
troduced a  few  novelties.- — G.  M. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox.  Executive  producer,  Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Directed  by 
Norman  Foster.  Story  by  Philip  Wylie.  Screen  play  by 
Norman  Foster.  Photographed  by  Sidney  Wagner. 
Sound  effects  by  G.  P.  Costello  and  Harry  M.  Leonard. 
Musical  direction  by  Samuel  Kaylin.  P.  C.  A.  Certifi- 

cate No.  2959.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood, 
70  minutes.  Release  date,  March  12,  1937.  General  audi- ence classification. 

CAST 
Matthew  Jericho  J.  Edward  Bromberg 
Kay  Farnham  Betty  Furness 
Jim  Preston  John  Howard  Payne 
Sam  Victor  Kilian 
Malcolm  Berkhardt  Billy  Burrud 
Herbert  Willett  Gavin  Muir 
Grace  Hamilton  Gloria  Roy 
Count  Andre  Lukacha  Ivan  Lebedeff 
Dr.  Gait  John  Eldredge 
Mr.   Taylor  Julius  Tannen 
Mr.  Berkhardt  Paul  McVey 
Mrs.  Berkhardt  Lelah  Taylor 
Miss  Willoughby   Lydia  Knott 

The  Eternal  Mask 

(  Mayer-Burstyn) 

Psychological  Drama 

Widely  apart  from  what  may  be  called  the 
mean  average  foreign-language  film,  and  in 
many  interesting  ways  as  widely  apart  from 
domestic  product,  stands  in  a  special  place  of 
its  own  "The  Eternal  Mask,"  produced  by 
Progress  Films  of  Berne,  Switzerland,  and 
supplied  with  English  interpretative  titles  for 
the  American  trade. 

Hailed  in  unanimously  favorable  newspaper 
reviews  on  its  American  premiere  at  the  Fil- 
marte  cinema  in  New  York  as  the  first  psy- 

chiatric film,  the  production  is  in  some  danger 
of  becoming  generally  classified  among  the 
merely  art-y  items  commonly  brought  to  these 
shores  for  exhibition  to  the  feverish  few  who 
find  their  way  into  the  alcove  theatres  where 
such  are  shown  and  emerge  therefrom  to  scold 

Hollywood  with  various  familiar  phrases.  "The 
Eternal  Mask"  does  not  belong  in  that  cate- 

gory. It  is  an  exceptionally  fine  photoplay  which 
happens  to  deal  with  an  unusual  theme,  never- 

theless, a  theme  which  might  have  been  dealt 
with  by  an  American  producer  had  it  come  to 
hand  and  no  doubt  will  be  sooner  or  later. 

The  story  is  that  of  young  Doctor  Dumartin 
whose  confidence  in  an  anti-meningitis  serum 
he  has  produced  leads  him  to  administer  it  to  a 
patient  whose  life  has  been  despaired  of.  When 
death  ensues  the  patient's  widow  hysterically (Continued  on  page  40) 
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charges  the  doctor  and  his  serum  with  responsi- 
bility. He  leaves  the  hospital  where  he  is  a  re- 

spected staff  member,  seeking  to  lose  himself 
in  the  city,  and  while  in  a  deeply  melancholy 
state  reads  newspaper  stories  about  the  case 
which  influence  him  to  attempt  suicide  by 
drowning. 

Rescued,  he  believes  he  is  another  person 
searching  for  the  missing  doctor  Dumartin.  His 
superiors  seek  by  old-fashioned  methods  to  re- 

store his  reason,  frankly  considering  him  insane. 
During  this  treatment  he  is  subject  to  hallu- 

cinations graphically  and  logically  depicted  in 
the  film.  Ultimately  a  younger  member  of  the 
staff  is  permitted  to  apply  modern  psychiatry 
to  his  case  and  a  cure  is  effected. 

Production  and  direction  are  finely  attuned 
to  the  nature  of  the  story.  Performances  are 
strong  in  simple  allegiance  to  characterization. 
There  is  no  extraneous  incident  and  there  are 
no  secondary  story  elements  or  humorous  in- 

terludes. In  its  depiction  of  the  experiences  re- 
sulting in  the  principal's  mental  state  and  the 

fancied  experiences  which  follow  the  film  is  a 
splendid  demonstration  of  motion  picture  tech- 
nique. 

Reviewed  at  the  Filmarte  theatre,  New  York, 
where  an  adult  and  intelligent  audience  mani- 

fested appreciation  by  applauding  the  by  no 
means  melodramatic  or  artificial  ending. — 
William  R.  Weaver. 
Produced  by  Progress  Films,  Berne,  Switzerland. 

Distributed  by  Arthur  Mayer  and  Joseph  Burstyn. 
Directed  by  Werner  Hochbaum.  Novel  and  adaptation 
by  Leo  Lapaire,  Art  direction  by  Hans  Jakoby.  Photo- 

graphed by  Oscar  Schnirich.  Music  score  by  Anton 
Profes.  No.  P.C.A.  certificate.  Release  date,  January 
12,  1937.  Running  time,  70  minutes.  Adult  audience 
classification. 

CAST 
Madame  Negar   Olga  Tschechowa 
Sister  Anna   Thekla  Ahrens 
Professor  Tscherko   Peter  Petersen 
Doctor  Dumartin   Mathias  Wieman 
Doctor  Wendt   Tom  Kraa 
Adam  Negar   Franz  Schafheitlin 

Les  Petits 

( Franco- A  merican  ) 
French  Comedy  Drama 
This  is  a  not  especially  significant  or  tre- 

mendous French  film,  presenting  what  appears 
to  be,  so  far  as  English  titles  supplied  somewhat 
sparingly  divulge,  life  as  it  is  lived  by  children 
in  French  boarding  schools.  It  is  possible, 
perhaps,  to  regard  it  also  as  a  psychological 
study  of  the  juvenile  under  mildly  dramatic 
circumstances,  but  its  value  as  such,  if  any,  is 
not  glaringly  evident  to  the  Anglo-Saxon  ear. 

The  picture  offers  a  simple  story  in  which 
a  girl  and  boy  committed  to  a  boarding  school, 
neither  of  them  happily,  are  attracted  to  each 
other  and  come  to  regard  their  sympathetic 
relationship  as  equivalent  to  that  of  husband 
and  wife.  Grotesquely  caricatured  faculty  mem- 

bers, entrusted  with  their  care,  misinterpret 
the  situation,  expel  the  boy  and  summon  the 

girl's  guardian  to  withdraw  her.  (Reaction  of 
an  audience  evidently  accustomed  to  French 
dialogue  seemed  to  regard  much  of  this  as 
comic.)  The  boy  becomes  lost  and  is  believed 

drowned  but  returns  ultimately  to  his  father's 
home,  where  he  is  reunited  with  the  girl  and 
it  becomes  manifest  that  their  mutual  interest 
is  merely  that  of  normal  children. 
Reviewed,  under  linguistic  handicap,  at  the 

Cinema  de  Paris,  New  York,  which  is  patron- 
ized by  people  who  like  French  films  and 

seemed  to  consider  this  one  average. — W.R.W. 
Distributed  in  the  United  States  by  Franco- Ameri- 

can. Directed  by  Constant  Remy  and  Alfred  Machard. 
Story  by  Alfred  Machard.  Music  by  Marcel  Pollet. 
No.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate.  Release  date,  December  29. 
Running  time,  90  minutes.  General  (French)  audience 
classification. 

CAST 
Aurore   Alice  Tissot 
Rosalie   Christiane  Dor 
La  Directrice   Teddy  Dargy 
La  Concierge   Cecile  Didier 
Martin  ...Donnio 
Paturelli   Rognoni 
Dede   Le  petit  E.  Roncier 
Blanche   La  petite  C.  Borelli 
Le  Directeur   Saturnin  Fabre 
Henri  Tardier   Constant  Remy 
Helene   Jeanne  Boitel 

Slalom 

(George  Kraska) 

Romance  on  Skis 

Against  a  background  of  the  snow  capped 
Alps  in  Switzerland,  a  light  romantic  story  has 
been  woven  around  the  sport  of  skiing.  The 
"Slalom"  is  an  obstacle  race,  and  the  title  is 
peculiarly  fitted  to  the  story  as  well,  incidental 
as  it  is.  It  relates  the  adventures  of  a  girl 
(Hella  Hartwich)  who,  having  quarreled  with 
her  fiance,  undertakes  to  master  the  art  of  ski- 

ing to  prove  her  independence  of  him  and  to 
"show  him  up." 

The  highlights  of  the  production  center  about 
the  two  ski  enthusiasts,  one  tall  (Walter  Riml) 
and  one  short  (Guzzi  Lantschner),  who  take 
it  upon  themselves  to  teach  Miss  Hartwich 
the  sport.  Comedians  on  the  skis,  they  are  also 
masters  of  every  intricate  maneuver.  The 
amazing  ease  with  which  these  two  glide  up 
and  down  the  mountainside  is  a  particular  de- 

light of  the  picture. 
One  sequence  of  their  exploits,  to  indicate 

one  of  many  unusual  shots,  involves  a  chase  in 
which  they  are  pursued  by  a  gendarme  on  skis. 
The  policeman  in  a  fall  is  separated  from  his 
boots,  which  continue  downward  strapped  to  the 
skis. 

Miss  Hartwich,  becoming  adept  at  the  sport, 
enters  the  winter  sports  competition  dressed  as 
a  boy.  She  defeats  her  fiance.  Then  a  recon- 

ciliation is  effected. 

The  picture  has  very  little  dialogue.  Photo- 
graphy is  excellent. 

Reviewed  at  the  55th  Street  Playhouse,  New 
York — Paul  Mooney. 
Distributed  by  George  Kraska.  Produced  by  H.  H. 

Sokal,  Vienna.  Directed  by  Max  Obal.  Based  on  a 
story  by  Ludwig  von  Wohl  and  Helmuth  Orthmann. 
Screen  play  by  Dr.  Arnold  Fanck.  Photography  by 
Hans  Schneeberger,  Richard  Angst  and  Heinrich 
Gaertner.  Running  time,  66  minutes.  Release  date, 
December  15,  1936.     General  audience  classification. 

Four  Days  Wonder 

(Universal) 

Comedy-Melodrama 

Well  produced  and  pleasantly  acted,  this 
picture  contains  definite  interest  and  entertain- 

ment value  for  the  family  audience.  Opening 
with  what  looks  like  the  makings  of  another 
murder  mystery,  the  production  forsakes  this 
theme  and  concentrates  on  the  more  saleable 
features  of  a  fast  paced  and  refreshingly  blended 
comedy-melodrama. 

Exploitation  possibilities  are  not  many,  but 
nevertheless  tangible.  The  vehicle  serves  to  in- 

troduce to  the  screen  a  charming  new  personal- 
ity, the  young  and  very  talented  Miss  Jeanne 

Dante,  who  last  year  scored  such  an  outstanding 

hit  in  the  New  York  Theatre  Guild's  presenta- 
tion of  "Call  It  a  Day."  Playing  opposite  Miss 

Dante  and  matching  her  in  acting  ability  is 
another  juvenile  in  the  person  of  Kenneth  How- 

ell. Indeed,  much  of  the  picture's  entertainment 
value  is  due  to  the  winning  naturalness  of  these 
two  youthful  players.  Capable  support  is  given 
the  young  folk  by  Martha  Sleeper,  Margaret 
Irving,  Charles  Williams  and  Spencer  Charters. 
Alan  Mowbray  in  the  role  of  a  mystery  novelist 
more  infatuated  with  himself  than  his  craft  and 
Walter  Catlett  as  a  dumb  but  hilarious  detect- 

ive provide  much  of  the  story's  many  comic 
minutes.  The  fact  that  this  altogether  pleasing 
story  was  fashioned  from  one  of  the  novels  by 
the  noted  English  penman  A.  A.  Milne  may 
hold  some  attraction  for  the  more  literary 
minded  of  the  fans.  The  title  itself  suggests 
teasing  possibilities  for  exploitation. 

Trouble  begins  for  Miss  Dante  when  she  dis- 
covers the  dead  form  of  her  Aunt  Jessica,  Mar- 

garet Irving,  who  much  the  worse  from  liquor 
has  slipped  on  the  polished  floor  and  fallen 
heavily  against  a  metal  doorstep.  Miss  Dante 
becomes  panicky  and,  in  her  fear  that  she  will 
be  unjustly  accused  of  the  death  because  of  the 
unfriendly  relations  that  existed  between  the 
aunt  and  her  niece,  she  runs  away.   The  law, 

in  the  person  of  Mr.  Catlett,  arrives  on  the 

scene  and  finds  Miss  Dante's  handkerchief. 
Complications  grow  thicker  and  more  con- 

fused and  the  action  faster  and  more  suspenseful 
when  Mowbray,  as  the  dim-witted  novelist 
brother  of  Howell,  inadvertedly  pawns  one  of 

Miss  Dante's  rings,  which  had  been  given  to 
him  by  his  secretary,  Martha  Sleeper.  Natu- 

rally enough  the  evidence  is  traced  and  the  mad 
Mr.  Catlett  hurries  onto  the  scene 

Reviewed  at  Loew's  Ziegfeld  Theatre  where 
an  upper  class  mid-afternoon  audience  registered 
its  polite  interest  by  generous  and  spontaneous 
laughter. — Joseph  F.  Coughlin,  New  York. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Universal.  Executive 

producer,  Charles  R.  Rogers.  Associate  producer, 
Robert  Presnell.  Director,  Sidney  Salkow.  From  the 
novel  by  A.  A.  Milne.  Screen  play  by  Harvey  Thew 
and  Michael  H.  Unis.  Photographed  by  Stanley  Cor- 
tez.  Special  effect  by  John  P.  Fulton.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2678.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Re- 

lease date,  January  3,  1937.  General  audience  classifi- 
cation. CAST 
Judy  Widdel  Jeanne  Dante Tom  Fenton  Kenneth  Howell 
Nancy  Fairbrother  Martha  Sleeper 
Archibald  Fenton  Alan  Mowbray 
Duffy   Walter  Catlett 
Kasky   Chailes  Williams 
Aunt  Jessica  Margaret  Irving 
Morris   Murray  Kinnell 
Gilroy   Spencer  Charters 
The  Tramp  Rollo  Lloyd 
Also:    Arthur    Hoyt,    Mae    Beatty,    Viola  Callahan, 
Horace  Murphy,  John  Kenny,  William  Arnold,  Russ 
Clark,  Lane  Chandler,  Monte  Montague,  Lee  Ford, 

Georgia  Cooper  and  Helen  Lowell. 

Counterfeit  Lady 

(  Columbia) 
Melodrama 

This  modest  melodrama  pertains  to  the  theft 
and  recovery  of  a  $30,000  diamond,  to  a  series 
of  subsequent  thefts  and  recoveries  and,  of 
course,  ultimate  restoration  of  the  gem  to  its 
owner.  Characters  principally  involved  in  the 
reasonably  credible  incidents  are  a  pretty  girl, 
an  honest  jeweler,  a  dishonest  jeweler,  assorted 
crooks,  sundry  detectives  and  John  Pierce,  the 
character  portrayed  by  Ralph  Bellamy,  whose 
adventures  and  romance  chiefly  engage  the  lens. 

The  story  is  told  in  chronological  sequence 
and  the  players  are  experienced  in  and  generally 
associated  with  the  type  of  work  assigned  them. 
Action  transpires  in  a  metropolitan  city,  a  vil- 

lage, a  roadhouse,  a  small  town  hotel,  a  cottage 
and  aboard  cross  country  buses,  taxicabs,  large 
and  small  passenger  motor  cars,  covering  con- 

siderable territory.  Various  characters  supply 
comedy  relief  at  intervals.  There  are  fist  fights 
and  there  is  brandishing  of  guns,  but  no  one 
is  killed.    Justice  triumphs. 

The  gem  in  question  has  been  stolen  from  a 
small  town  jeweler,  who  is  indicted  for  the 
crime,  and  his  daughter  traces  it  to  a  city 
jeweler  from  whom  she  steals  it  back.  He  em- 

ploys John  Pierce,  a  free  lance  detective,  to 
recover  it  from  the  girl,  then  employs  two  thugs 
to  beat  Pierce  to  the  assignment.  In  the  ad- 

ventures that  ensue  Pierce  outwits  the  thugs, 
recovers  the  jewel,  returns  it  to  the  head  of  a 

jewelers'  association  which  appears  to  have 
been  his  undercover  employer  all  along,  wins 
the  girl  and  so  forth. 
Reviewed  at  the  Globe  theatre,  New  York, 

where  a  small  crowd  in  attendance  on  a  damp, 
midweek  afternoon  witnessed  the  exhibition 
without  audible  ado. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  Directed  by 

D.  Ross  Lederman.  Assistant  director,  Morey  Light- 
foot.  Story  by  Harold  Shumate.  Screen  play  by 
Tom  Van  Dycke.  Film  editor,  James  Sweeney.  Photog- 

raphy, Allen  G.  Siegler.  P.  C.  A.  certificate  No.  2822. 
Release  date,  Dec.  31.  Running  time,  60  minutes. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST John  Pierce   Ralph  Bellamy 
Phyllis   Joan  Perry 
Marino   Douglas  Dumbrille 
Pinky   George  McKay 
Clancy   Gene  Morgan 
Bemis  Henry  Wilson 
Mike   ,  John  Tyrrell 
Kit   Max  Hoffman,  Jr. 
Girard   Edward  Le  Saint 
Swanson   John  Harrington 

(Reviews  continued  on  page  42) 
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Sensation 

(BIP-Wardour,  London) 

Crime  Mystery 

From  the  play  "Murder  Gang,"  by  the  Lon- 
don crime  reporter  George  Munro  and  Basil 

Dean,  this  picture  offers  the  rather  unusual 
angle  that  a  newspaper  specialist  on  crime,  after 
bringing  about  the  capture  of  a  murderer  and 

obtaining  a  "scoop"  for  his  paper  by  getting 
the  criminal's  love  letters  to  his  wife,  revolts 
against  his  sordid  job,  hands  the  letters  back 
to  the  condemned  man's  wife  and  resigns  his 
job. 

Additional  interest  lies  in  the  picture  of  the 

typical  group  of  newspaper  men,  known  as  "the 
Murder  Gang,"  who  flock  to  the  scene  of  each 
new  crime,  try  to  outdo  each  other  with  the 
news  and,  when  there  is  no  news,  create  it. 
The  characterizations  here  are  very  English  and 
those  acquainted  with  Fleet  Street  will  find 
them  difficult  to  reconcile  with  the  facts  of 

British  newspaper  life,  but  they  certainly  pro- 
vide amusing  incident  and  a  plentiful  supply  of 

wisecracks  which  should  get  the  laughs  where 
they  are  understood.  The  incident  is  quickfire 
and  the  suspense  interest  very  fairly  maintained. 

The  best  piece  of  acting  comes  from  Joan 

Marion  as  the  murderer's  wife,  but  John  Lodge 
as  the  hero.  Margaret  Vyner  as  his  fiancee, 
Francis  Lister  as  the  murderer  and  Athene 

Seyler  as  a  fake  "medium"  who  tries  to  trace 
the  criminal,  all  offer  values. 

It  was  thought  an  entertaining  picture,  with 
good  suspense  value,  by  the  audience  at  a  night 
trade  show  at  the  Piccadilly  theatre,  London. 
Much  of  the  dialogue  is  ultra-British. — Bruce 
Allan,  London. 
Produced  by  British  International  Pictures  and 

distributed  in  England  by  Wardour  Films.  Directed 
by  Brian  Desmond  Hurst.  From  the  play  "Murder 
Gang"  by  George  Munro  and  Basil  Dean.  Screen 
play  by  William  Freshman,  Dudley  Leslie  and  Mar- 
jorie  Deans.  Camera,  Walter  Harvey.  Sound,  C.  V. 
Thornton.    Running  time,  75  mins.  "A". 

CAST 
Pat  Heaton   John  Lodge 
Maisie  Turnpit  Diana  Churchill 
Richard  Grainger  Francis  Lister 
Mrs.  Grainger  Joan  Marion 
Claire  Lindsay  Margaret  Vyner 
Spikey  Jerry  Verno 
Henry  Belcher  Richard  Bird 
Madame  Henry  Athene  Seyler 
Spurge  Dennis  Wyndham 
Superintendent  Stainer  Henry  Oscar 
Blake   Anthony  Holies 
Dimmitt   Martin  Walker 
Mrs.  Spurge  Sybil  Grove 
Strange   Leslie  Perrins 
Lord  Bouverie  Felix  Aylmer 
Ernie  Turnpitt  Arthur  Chesney 
Jock   James  Hayter 
Quirk   Billy  Shine 
Inspector  Hoggett   Brian  Herbert 
Detective  Proctor   Joe  Cunningham 
Dick  Grainger   Michael  Gainsborough 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go 

(  Columbia) 

Hillbilly  Capers 

An  amusing  short  subject,  this  production  has 
El  Brendel  and  his  comedy  style  as  its  draw. 
Brendel  innocently  precipitates  a  feud  between 
two  mountaineer  families  when  he,  as  the  hired 
man  for  one  family,  courts  the  daughter  of  the 
other.  The  family  Brendel  works  for  also 
has  a  daughter  who  is  keen  on  him.  The  head 
of  the  clan  sends  for  a  preacher  but  Brendel 
hies  himself  away  from  the  place  with  the  girl 
he  loves.  The  upshot  of  a  comedy  situation  has 
Brendel,  the  girl  and  the  preacher  all  astride  a 
bull  with  the  preacher  tieing  the  knot.  Others 
in  the  cast  are  Phyllis  Crane  and  Bud  Jamison. 
Running  time,  16  minutes. 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and 

His  Orchestra 

(Warner  Brothers) 
Dance  Band  Presentation 

For  those  who  like  their  music  hot  and  fast, 
the  Negro  maestro  Jimmie  Lunceford  and  his 
chocolate  colored  orchestra  provide  some  tune- 

ful syncopation.  Myra  Johnson,  a  dusky  song- 
ster possessed  of  an  energetic  style  of  vocaliz- 
ing, and  a  nimble  footed  dance  team  labeled  the 

Three  Brown  Jacks  render  their  specialties  to 
pleasing  if  not  spectacular  results.  The  whole 
subject  is  paced  in  a  lively  and  loud  tempo  and 
should  entertain  particularly  the  younger  set  of 
the  audience.    Running  time,  10  minutes. 

The  Worm  Turns 

(United  Artists) 
Excellent 

An  excellent  Mickey  Mouse  cartoon,  this 
continues  the  high  standard  of  entertainment 
value  of  these  short  subjects.  Mickey  Mouse 

turns  chemist,  concocting  a  "courage  builder" solution  with  some  interesting  results.  A  fly 
turns  on  a  spider,  a  mouse  reverses  the  usual 
procedure  with  a  cat,  a  cat  with  a  dog,  and 
Pluto  practically  annihilates  a  dogcatcher.  Not 

the  least  of  the  subjects'  joys  is  the  variegated 
display  of  chemicals  changing  color.  Running 
time,  8^2  minutes. 

Forest  Gangsters 

(RKO  Radio) 
Interesting 

This  subject  is  an  interesting  account  of  the 
activities  of  professional  hunters  engaged  to  rid 
a  district  of  mountain  lions  and  other  killers 
of  the  forest.  Mounted  on  horseback  and  with 
a  pack  of  hounds  to  track  down  the  killers,  the 
hunters  scour  the  countryside  until  the  animal 
is  cornered.  The  dogs,  trained  to  follow  the 
scent  of  a  mountain  lion,  are  momentarily  halted 
by  an  engagement  with  a  wildcat,  but  continuing 
on  their  way  they  overtake  the  lion.  The  lion 
climbs  a  tree,  where  it  is  captured  alive.  Run- 

ning time,  10  minutes. 

Merry  Cafe 
(Columbia) 

Clever 

A  clever  short  subject  has  Krazy  Kat  trying 
to  obtain  a  meal  in  an  Automat  restaurant  with- 

out any  money  to  put  into  the  slots.  The  cat 
is  on  the  verge  of  starvation  when  he  is 
knocked  out  by  one  of  the  animals  dining  in 
the  restaurant.  He  dreams  that  a  large  plat- 

ter of  food  is  before  him.  Before  he  can  eat 
it  the  different  foods  become  animated  and  pro- 

test being  devoured.  The  cat  then  dreams  he 
is  being  fed  when  he  is  revived  by  a  group  that 
has  gathered  around  him.  He  proceeds  to  knock 
himself  out  so  he  can  continue  to  dream.  Run- 

ning time,  7  minutes. 

Deep  South 
(RKO  Radio) 

Negro  Musical 
This  short  subject  features  the  Hall  Johnson 

choir.  In  a  southern  setting  and  with  a  group 
of  songs  selected  for  their  Negro  origin,  the 
subject  opens  in  a  cotton  field  where  a  number 
of  Negroes  are  working.  Word  passes  around 
that  two  of  them  are  being  married  that  day. 
The  Negroes  get  the  rest  of  the  day  off  to 
build  the  newlyweds  a  cabin  and  to  prepare 
for  the  feasting  and  dancing.  Each  develop- 

ment of  the  story  is  greeted  by  song,  two  of 
which  were  especially  written  for  the  sub- 

ject.  Running  time,  17  minutes. 

How  To  Become  a  Detective 

(MGM) 
Hilarious 

The  many  fans  that  grew  quite  hysterical 

with  laughter  over  Mr.  Robert  Benchley's 
didactic  exposes  on  such  sundry  subjects  as  vot- 

ing, sleeping  and  the  training  of  a  dog,  must 
be  warned  that  his  latest  lecture  dealing  with 
the  manifold  means  of  becoming  an  amateur 

sleuth  is  but  another  case  of  this  humorist's 
assault  on  their  risibilities.  The  perfect  peda- 

gogue, Mr.  Benchley  knows  the  value  of  exam- 

ple and  accordingly  illustrates  his  brief  talks 
on  criminal  types,  third  degree  methods  and  the 
proper  procedure  for  conducting  a  prisoner  to 
the  hoosegow  to  begin  a  jail  sentence.  Hilari- 

ous demonstrations  of  the  various  techniques 
to  be  followed  are  shown  with  results  that  are 
fun  for  the  audience  and  unfortunate  for  poor 
Mr.  Benchley.  The  sly,  satirical  style  of  the 
comedian  is  infectious  and  the  audience  which 
relishes  the  Benchley  brand  of  humor  is  bound 
to  enjoy  itself  immensely.  Running  time,  10 minutes. 

Vitaphone  Pictorial  Revue,  No.  4 
(Vitaphone) Interesting 

The  composition  of  this  latest  issue  of  the 
Revues  consists  of  various  and  intricate  ways 
to  test  the  worth  and  durability  of  department 
store  merchandise;  a  demonstration  of  some  of 
the  methods  used  for  deciding  the  mental  and 
physical  fitness  of  prospective  aviators.  For 
the  piece  de  resistance,  at  least  as  far  as  the 
ladies  are  concerned,  there  is  a  glowing  display 
in  color  of  some  of  the  latest  fashion  modes 
milady  will  sport  during  her  winter  hegira  to 
the  Southlands.  Generally  interesting,  the  sub- 

ject will  be  a  welcome  addition  to  the  comple- 
tion of  any  program.  Running  time,  11  min- utes. 

Ladies'  Day 

(RKO  Radio) 

Sports 
This  sports  subject,  with  Bill  Corum,  sports 

commentator,  doing  the  narrating,  devotes  it- 
self to  the  task  of  showing  to  what  extent  the 

feminine  athlete  or  those  athletically  inclined 
have  invaded  the  sports  world.  Emphasis  is 
directed  towards  games  with  which  girls  are 
not  generally  associated,  such  as  polo.  Fencing, 

surf  swimming,  archery,  golf  and  soft-ball  base- 
ball are  included.  With  all  due  respects  to  this 

invasion  it  might  be  said  in  the  light  of  this 

subject  that  the  more  graceful  and  accom- 
plished girl  athletes  are  in  the  sports  of  tennis, 

swimming  and  diving.  Running  time,  11  min- 
utes. 

The  Hollanders 

(Vitaphone) 
Travelogue 

Colored  and  composed  of  interesting  in- 
gredients showing  diverting  sidelights  on  the 

quaint  life  and  people  of  Holland,  this  excursion 
into  the  land  of  windmills  and  dikes  makes  a 
novel  bit  of  screen  presentation.  The  exotic 
flavor  of  strange  custom  and  dress  is  expertly 
reproduced.  Some  scenic  shots,  especially  of 
sky  and  revolving  windmills,  are  striking  pic- 

torial material.  A  unique  ending  is  appended  in 

a  quick  transition  to  a  miniature  of  old  Hol- 
land located  at  Holland,  Michigan,  which  has 

been  settled  by  persons  of  Holland  origin  and 
where  many  folkways  of  the  old  country  are 
religiously  kept  in  practice.  Running  time,  10 minutes. 

The  Hillbilly  Goat 

(RKO  Radio) 

Funny 

Edgar  Kennedy  in  this  subject  is^  a  salesman 
for  an  electrical  appliance  company.  In  en- 

deavoring to  sell  his  wares  to  the  hill-billies  of 
the  Blue  Ridge  country,  Kennedy  has  occasion 
to  do  some  of  his  typical  face  massaging  when 
the  hill-billies,  afraid  of  the  newfangled  con- 

traptions, use  their  firearms  on  the  appliances. 

Impressed  by  Kennedy's  glib  talk,  Si  Jenks, 
storekeeper,  agrees  to  take  all  of  the  stock  if 
Kennedy  can  persuade  Fern  Emmett,  a  widow, 
to  marry  Jenks.  Kennedy  talks  to  the  widow. 
The  result  is  that  the  widow  wants  to  marry 
Kennedy.  He  finally  escapes  after  some  trying 
moments  with  the  aroused  hill-billies.  Running 
time,  18  minutes. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

Seven  Films  Start 

As  seven  pictures  started  in  the  week,  top 
honors  for  new  activity  went  to  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  which  started  four  productions. 
Radio,  Grand  National  (Hirliman  Production) 
and  Republic  started  one  each  in  the  same 
period  six  pictures  were  finished.  MGM  is 
credited  with  three,  and  Warner,  Republic  and 
Universal  with  one  each. 

At  least  two  of  the  new  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox  batch  seem  to  be  of  the  quality  in  cast 
assignments  and  story  content  that  promise  to 
establish  them  as  big  picture  attractions.  The 
one  which  probably  will  receive  most  advance 

attention  and  publicity  is  "Wake  Up  And  Live." 
It  features  Walter  Winchell,  newspaper  column- 

ist, and  Ben  Bernie,  radio  artist,  and  also  will 
present  Alice  Faye,  Grace  Bradley,  Ned  Sparks, 
Jack  Haley,  Patsy  Kelly,  Miles  Mander,  Doug- 

las Fowley  and  Walter  Catlett.  Sidney  Lanfield 
is  directing. 

Rivalling  this  first  picture  for  prominence, 
particularly  from  a  name  value  standpoint,  is 

"Cafe  Metropole,"  which  E.  H.  Griffith  is 
directing.  Loretta  Young  and  Tyrone  Powei 
are  starred,  supported  by  Jean  Hersholt, 
Adolphe  Menjou,  Gregory  Ratoff,  Bill  Robinson 
and  Helen  Westley. 

"That  I  May  Live,"  has  Rochelle  Hudson, 
Robert  Kent,  J.  Edward  Bromberg  and  William 
Pawley  in  the  principal  roles.  Additions  are  to 
be  made.   Direction  is  by  Alan  Dwan. 

The  fourth  picture,  "Dead  Yesterday,"  will 
present  Sally  Blane,  Thomas  Beck,  Sigfried 
Rumann,  Wade  Boteler,  Jane  Darwell,  Joan 
Davis  and  William  Demarest.  James  Tinling 
is  directing. 

Others  Started 

Radio  started  "Wings  of  Mercy."  John  Beal 
and  Jane  Walsh,  a  newcomer,  are  featured.  Im- 

portant supporting  players  listed  are  Philip 
Huston,  Frank  M.  Thomas,  Alec  Craig,  Joan 
Fontaine,  Diana  Gibson,  George  Irving,  Billy 
Gilbert  and  James  Conlon.  Lew  Landers  is 
directing. 

Maintaining  its  regular  schedule,  Republic 

started  "Ever  Since  Adam."  A  comedy  ro- 
mance, it  will  present  Patricia  Ellis,  Lyle  Tal- 

bot, Nat  Pendleton,  Jack  LaRue,  George 
Meeker,  Pierre  Watkin,  Paul  Stanton,  Helene 
Mitchell  and  Carleton  Young.  William  High 
is  directing. 
The  final  production  in  the  newly  started 

group  is  "Gold,"  a  George  Hirliman  production 
for  Grand  National.  Conrad  Nagel  is  the  star. 
Louis  Gasnier  directs. 

Completed 

Of  the  three  MGM  completed  pictures,  "Pick 
a  Star,"  a  Hal  Roach  production,  features  Jack 
Haley,  Mischa  Auer,  Patsy  Kelly,  Lyda  Rob- 
erti,  Rosina  Laurence,  Felix  Knight,  Russell 
Hicks,  Spencer  Charters  and  Our  Gang.  Ed- 

ward Sedgwick  directed. 

At  the  home  lot,  "Mama  Steps  Out,"  final 
title  for  "Burnt  Fingers,"  was  finished.  It 
features  Alice  Brady,  Guy  Kibbee,  Betty  Fur- 
ness,  Stanley  Morner,  Gregory  Gaye,  Gene 
Lockhart,  Ivan  Lebedeff,  Edward  Norris, 
Heather  Thatcher,  Mitchell  Lewis,  Anna  De- 
metrio  and  Frank  Puglia.  George  B.  Seitz 
directed. 

The  third  film,  "Dangerous  Number,"  given 
a  quick  preview,  features  Robert  Young,  Ann 

ANOTHER  LITTLE  JOB 
FOR  THE  UNDERTAKER 

Once  upon  a  time  Yale  had  a  song 

threatening  "another  little  job  for  the 
undertaker,  a  little  more  work  for  the 

casket  maker"  to  its  football  op- 
ponents. Twentieth  Century  -  Fox 

makes  moving  pictures,  doesn't  play 
football,  but  from  the  sound  of  three 
titles  on  the  current  production 

schedule,  picture  exploiters  will  have 

plenty  of  opportunity  to  make  co- 
operative advertising  publicity  con- 

tacts with  gentlemen  of  the  under- 
taking and  casket  making  trade. 

"Dead  Yesterday"  looks  like  a  cinch 
title  to  arouse  their  professional  and 

business  instincts,  and  they'll  prob- 
ably be  around  quickly  on  that  one. 

Maybe  when  they  hear  a  ghostly  voice 

murmuring  "That  I  May  Live,"  their 
ardor  will  cool  off  a  bit.  The  third, 

a  voice  commanding  "Wake  Up  and 
Live",  most  likely  will  set  them  to 
picking  up  their  traps  and  trudging 
back  to  their  mortuaries,  disappointed, 

as  they  realize  it  was  only  a  false 
alarm. 

Sothern,  Reginald  Owen,  Cora  Witherspoon, 
Barnett  Parker,  Dean  Jagger,  Maria  Shelton 
and  Vance  Dillman.    Richard  Thorpe  directed. 

Warner  finished  "Slim."  A  drama,  it  features 
Henry  Fonda  and  Pat  O'Brien  with  Margaret 
Lindsay,  Stuart  Erwin,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald, 
John  Litel,  Dick  Purcell,  Joseph  Sawyer,  James 
Robbins  and  Carlyle  Moore,  Jr.  Ray  Enright 
directed. 

"Paradise  Express"  was  completed  at  Re- 
public. The  cast  lists  Grant  Withers,  Dorothy 

Appleby,  Maude  Eburne,  Harry  Davenport, 
Donald  Kirke,  Arthur  Loft,  Lew  Kelly,  An- 

thony Pawley,  Fern  Emmett,  John  Holland, 
Bob  McClung,  Bruce  Mitchell,  Guy  Wilkerson, 
George  Cleveland  and  Ralph  McCullough. 
Joseph  Kane  directed. 

The  title  changed  from  "Person  to  Person 
Call"  to  "Girl  Overboard,"  Universal  finished 
its  regular  weekly  feature.  The  cast  includes 
Gloria  Stuart,  Walter  Pidgeon,  Billy  Burrud, 
Hobart  Cavanaugh,  Sidney  Blackmer,  Michael 
Fitzmaurice  and  Gerald  Oliver  Smith.  Sidney 
Salkow  directed. 

Fewer  "B" Films 
In  Hollywood  to  attend  Adolph  Zukor's  silver 

jubilee,  a  celebration  they  enjoyed,  Paramount's theatre  partners  had  other  fish  to  fry.  Invited 
to  sit  in  on  a  product  conference,  more  or  less 
as  observers,  E.  V.  Richards,  New  Orleans ; 
Sam  Pinanski  and  Martin  J.  Mullen,  Boston; 
Robert  O'Donnel  and  Karl  Hoblitzelle,  Dallas; 
J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  Toronto;  Frank  Walker, 
New  York;  M.  A.  Schlesinger,  Johannesburg, 
South  Africa ;  A.  H.  Blank,  Des  Moines  ;  Sam 

Goldstein,  Springfield,  Mass.  and  M.  A.  Light- 
man,  Memphis,  first  listened  as  production  plans 
for  the  remainder  of  the  season  were  outlined, 
then  began  to  ask  questions,  make  observations, 
and  finally  came  out  with  suggestions  that  were 
in  fact,  orders. 

The  first  subject  of  the  exhibitors'  fire were  B  pictures.  Unanimously  pointing  out 

that  this  grade  of  pictures  were  liabilities 
more  often  than  assets,  and  backing  their 
arguments  with  facts  and  figures,  the  first 
concession  drawn  from  the  production 

chieftains  was  an  agreement  that  the  num- 
ber of  B  pictures  immediately  would  be 

cut  down  by  25  per  cent,  and  their  quality 
improved,  with  better  stories,  stronger 

casts,  larger  budget  allotments.  The 
scheduled  24  B  pictures  were  reduced 
to  18. 

With  this  major  victory  dangling  from  their 
belts,  the  exhibitor  partners  did  not  elect  to 
rest.  Told  that  the  public  wants  more  music  in 
pictures,  production  announced  that  it  was  ready 
to  meet  this  demand  with  five  musicals  ready 
for  release  in  the  late  winter  and  early  spring 
months.    More  are  to  come. 

Exhibitor  Scouts 

Taking  up  the  matter  of  development  of  new 
names,  with  a  view  to  strengthening  the  com- 

pany's star  roster,  the  exhibitors  were  agreeably 
surprised  to  find  that  they  had  been  elevated  to 
the  status  of  talent  scouts  assigned  to  the  duty 
of  shipping  to  the  studio  any  promising  talent 
they  might  discover  in  their  own  localities. 
Familiar  with  the  speed  and  completeness 

with  which  public  tastes  shift  and  change,  an 
intelligence  that  often  takes  months  to  reach 
Hollywood,  the  theatre  partners  impressed  upon 
production  the  necessity  of  being  consulted  when 
future  programs  are  being  mapped.  The  ex- 

hibitors were  assured  that  production  would 
increasingly  rely  on  their  judgment  and  opinions. 
It  was  acknowledged  that  the  following  of  this 
procedure  would  enable  the  producers  to  gain 
knowledge  and  information  that  would  be  of 
inestimable  value. 

No  "Fake" Here 

Action  in  a  sequence  of  "The  Last  Slaver" called  for  Wallace  Beery  to  hit  little  Mickey 
Rooney  in  the  jaw.  Said  director  Tay  Garnett, 

"When  you  hit  him,  Wally,  I  want  you  to  let 

go  a  healthy  wallop." "Aw,  I  don't  want  to  hurt  the  kid,"  countered 
Beery. 

"Go  ahead,"  chirped  Mickey,  "I  can  take  it." "Action!"  yelled  Garnett. 

Down  comes  Beery's  powerful  arm.  There's a  staccato  crack,  and  heels  over  head  Mickey 
Rooney  goes  flying  across  the  stage  to  wind  up 
against  a  wall  twenty  feet  away. 

The  cameras  grind  on.  Rooney  staggers  up, 
his  mouth  bleeding. 

"Cut!"  yells  Garnett. 

"That's  a  one  shot  take,"  says  Beery. 
"Okay,"  from  Garnett. 

"You  said  it,"  courageously  from  Mickey. 
"I've  got  to  take  another  wallop  from  Baxter 
in  a  couple  of  days,  but  I  guess  I  showed  you 

guys  I  could  take  it." 
Not  all  screen  brawls  are  faked. 
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AN  APPEAL  TO  SHOWMEN 

by  HARLAND  RANKIN,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ont. 

IN  WHICH  AN  EXHIBITOR 

POSES  SOME  QUESTIONS 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald: 

During  my  two  years  experience  in  the- 
atre business,  I  have  encountered  a  few  prob- 

lems that  I  have  not  as  yet  been  able  to 
solve  clearly,  or  definitely. 

The  first  of  these  is  complete  service  deals. 
What  is  your  opinion  of  these  ?  Are  they 
practical  for  three  changes  a  week?  Some 
exhibitors  claim  they  are.  Travelers  and 
neighboring  exhibitors  shake  their  heads, 
claiming  you  take  up  too  much  of  your 
playing  time,  forcing  yourself  to  pass  up  a 
lot  of  money  makers.  The  first  year  we 
used  a  complete  service,  saving  10%  on  our 

year's  film  bill.  Last  year  we  bought  from 
the  major  companies,  averaging  25%  of 
their  product  on  selective  deals,  which  in  our 
opinion  is  the  better  buying,  although  we 
showed  increased  business  at  the  end  of  our 

fiscal  year.  We  had  increased  film  rentals, 
which  gave  us  a  3%  decrease  on  our  net. 
This  may  have  been  due  to  our  extreme 
cold  period  last  winter.  Now  the  question 
arises,  would  we  not  have  been  ahead  if  we 

had  bought  a  complete  service,  one-third  of 
our  playing  time,  and  leaving  two-thirds 
of  the  time  for  the  other  major  companies  ? 
If  in  our  situation  business  remained  the 

same  with  a  service,  we  would  have  en- 
joyed a  25%  increase  on  our  net  earnings. 

In  small  towns  where  major  product  is 

bought  I  feel  that  a  service  might  be  pro- 
fitable, as  three  changes  never  do  capacity 

business.  You  have  as  a  rule  average  bus- 
iness the  first  part  of  the  week,  with  sell-out 

business  on  your  week  end.  I  would  ap- 
preciate opinions  from  other  owners  in  small 

towns. 

The  second  question  I  would  like  to  know 
the  answer  to  is :  On  what  basis  should 

pictures  be  bought?  We  all  know  that  pic- 
tures are  bought  as  cheaply  as  they  can. 

with  exchanges  out  for  increases.  From  the 
theatre  standpoint  what  should  one  pay,  or 
what  percentage  of  his  gross  should  be  used 
for  film  rental?  This  is  a  question  that  I 
have  failed  to  get  an  intelligent  answer  on 
in  Canada.  I  have  my  own  opinion  on  the 

matter  but  they  all  tell  me  to  "buy  the  best 

you  can." Another  question  I  would  like  answered 

it,  what  percentage  of  the  town's  business  in 
the  surrounding  country  should  go  to  your 
theatre,  in  order  to  get  the  maximum  out 
of  your  situation?  If  you  cannot  compare 
a  town  of  similar  size,  one  having  thriving 
industries,  the  other  with  50%  relief.  What 
is  considered  average  business? 

Hoping  I  am  not  taking  too  much  space 

in  your  magazine  and  would  appreciate  hear- 
ing from  my  fellow  exhibitors. — Harland 

Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada. 

FIVE-AND-DIME  SHOW 

ON  THEATRE'S  28TH  YEAR 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald: 

The  Bijou  Theatre  on  January  30  will 
close  its  twenty-eighth  year  of  continuous 
running,  the  first  motion  picture  showhouse 
in  South  Dakota  still  operating,  with  the 
same  manager  and  the  same  operator  that 

opened  January  30,  1908.  This  of  itself  is 
something  outstanding,  I  know  not  equaled 
anywhere  in  the  northwest,  and  I  doubt 
whether  anywhere  in  the  country. 

This  year  we  are  considering  running  a 
five  and  ten  cent  show  for  January  29  and 
30,  in  celebration  of  that  event. 
The  writer  has  always  represented  the 

moving  picture  industry  in  legislative  ses- 
sions, and  fifteen  years  ago  succeeded  in 

defeating  both  censorship  and  Sunday  clos- 
ing law,  although  both  of  them  passed  both 

houses  by  a  two-thirds  vote.  But  by  means 
of  parliamentary  tactics,  reconsideration  and 
otherwise,  we  beat  the  bills. 

Having  operated  shows  from  the  days  of 
one-reelers  when  Carl  Laemmle  was  adver- 

tising with  6x9  heralds,  and  our  pictures 

came  from  Pittsburgh  Calcium  Light  Com- 
pany, we  just  want  to  do  something  differ- 

ent for  this  anniversary,  and  a  five  and  ten 
cent  show  during  the  legislative  session 
may  be  of  interest  to  a  lot  of  people  who 
were  not  born  for  several  years  after  our 
house  opened. 

Sincerely,  from  a  reader  of  the  Herald. 
— /.  E.  HIPPLE,  President,  The  Bijou 
Theatre  Corporation,  Pierre,  S.  D. 

THE  STORIES  TOLD 

BY  THE  BOX  OFFICE 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald  : 

Shirley  Temple  is  a  prime  favorite  and 

people  come  to  our  theatre  that  never  pre- 
tend to  go  at  any  other  time.  I  wish  to  say 

also  that  our  dear  departed  Will  Rogers 
still  draws  a  large  crowd,  equal  to  the 
crowds  that  came  to  see  him  before  his 
most  untimely  death. 
And  now  the  passing  of  the  renowned 

Arthur  Brisbane,  who  had  become  a  house- 
hold word  to  quote  from,  is  going  to  leave 

a  void  not  to  be  filled  easily. — Mrs.  D.  J. 
Mooney,  Princess  Theatre,  Ordway,  Cal. 

Here's  Story  of 

Circuit  Bookers 

Missing  a  Bet 

Last  May  "Cloistered,"  a  French  produc- 
tion faithfully  portraying  the  every  day  life 

of  Catholic  nuns  in  a  cloistered  convent, 
opened  simultaneously  in  art  theatres  in  New 
York  and  Boston.  Trade  opinion,  expressed 
in  the  first  reviews,  that  the  picture  was 

movingly  beautiful  but  was  not  of  a  com- 
mercial nature  and  would  appeal  only  to 

limited  audiences,  was  reflected  by  independ- 
ent and  circuit  bookers  who  took  the  at- 

titude that  the  picture  was  not  for  general 
distribution.  Today  the  film  has  been 
booked  by  RKO  for  20  of  its  metropolitan 
houses,  and  by  the  Fabian,  Schine  and  Rose 
circuits,  and  others. 

The  story  of  the  sale  of  the  film  to  large 
circuits  is  as  unusual  as  the  history  of  the 

picture. Six  years  ago  while  on  a  holiday,  Robert 
Alexandre  of  Pathe  Cinema  de  France,  who 

had  interested  himself  in  amateur  film-mak- 

ing, shot  a  record  of  routine  life  in  a  Trap- 
pist  monastery  in  France.  Friends  who  saw 
the  picture  encouraged  him  and  he  devoted 
his  next  vacation  to  recording  the  history 
of  the  Polish  Corridor.  This  was  released 

in  Europe  and  scored  a  great  success. 

Then  M.  Alexandre  determined  to  try 

the  impossible;  to  film  the  life  of  sisters  in 
a  cloistered  convent  where  no  outsider  may 

enter.  After  protracted  negotiations,  in- 
volving some  50  visits  to  Vatican  City,  the 

producer  obtained  permission  from  Pope 
Pius  XI. 

With  a  crew  of  15  men,  M.  Alexandre  set 
up  cameras  in  the  mother  house  of  the  Sis- 

ters of  Our  Lady  of  Charity  of  the  Good 
Shepherd  at  Angers.  Never  posing  or  at- 

tempting to  direct  the  1,000  members  of  the 
community,  he  took  occasional  shots  for  two 
years.  The  result  was  the  present  produc- 

tion which  runs  for  65  minutes.  The  prints 
distributed  in  America  have  English  dia- 

logue dubbed  in  by  I.  E.  Lopert,  formerly 
connected  with  Paramount  Products  in  Paris, 
and  with  a  running  narrative  by  the  Rev. 
Matthew  Kelly  of  the  Church  of  the  Little 
Flower,  Sunnyside,  Queens. 

Huisman  Acquires  Rights 

Rene  Huisman,  president  of  Best  Film 

Company  of  New  York,  acquired  the  Amer- 
ican rights  for  the  picture  for  a  reported 

$3,000  and  last  May  it  opened  at  the  55th 
Street  Playhouse,  New  York,  and  the 
Filmarte  theatre,  Boston.  After  runs  of 
more  than  10  weeks  at  both  these  houses, 

during  which  the  picture  grossed  approxi- 
mately 200  per  cent  compared  with  the  av- 

erage house  receipts,  Mr.  Huisman  took  the 
film  to  large  circuit  bookers,  using  as  one  of 
his  selling  points  that  reliable  estimates  were 
that  more  than  60  per  cent  of  the  audiences 
at  the  Boston  and  New  York  showings  were 
non-Catholic.  The  bookers  flatly  refused  to 
handle  the  production  on  the  ground  that 
no  matter  how  great  its  artistic  appeal  it 

could  be  sold  only  to  a  restricted  class  au- 
dience. 

Enthusiastic  reviews  in  the  lay  press, 
praising  the  picture  for  its  simplicity,  beauty 

and  photography,  and  even  more  enthusiastic 
recommendations  only  served  to  emphasize 
trade  belief  that  the  film  had  no  general 

appeal. 
From  these  efforts  the  distributor  turned 

to  booking  the  production  into  church  au- 
ditoriums. He  made  arrangements  with  two 

large  Catholic  parishes  in  Manhattan  and 
Brooklyn  for  15  day  showings  with  a  per- 

centage of  the  receipts  to  go  to  charity.  His 
own  figures  show  that  the  attendance  for 
each  of  these  runs  was  approximately  60,000 

and  the  gross  receipts  for  each  auditorium 
better  than  $35,000. 

Then  to  Roadshows 

Unable  to  sell  the  picture  to  a  circuit  Mr. 
Huisman  turned  to  roadshowings.  In  Eliza- 

beth, N.  J.,  with  the  cooperation  of  a  parish 
priest  he  leased  the  State  theatre,  a  small 
neighborhood  house  about  three  miles  from 
the  business  district.  In  three  days  the  pic- 

ture grossed  $1,560,  about  400  per  cent  over 
normal.  A  similar  lease  in  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

grossed  220  per  cent.  In  Yonkers,  N.  Y., 
where  a  major  circuit  had  offered  $37  for 

a  three  day  run  in  their  house,  Mr.  Huis- 
man leased  an  unsuccessful  opposition  house 

for  $300  and  grossed  $1,000  a  day  for  three 
days,  in  contrast  to  an  estimated  $700  a  day 
for  the  circuit  theatre. 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

Time  Out  for  Romance 

(Twentieth  Century  -  Fox) 

Comedy-Melodrama 

Being  spun  out  of  those  elements  calculated  to 
give  the  maximum  amount  of  entertainment  to 
the  largest  number  of  persons,  the  story  told 
in  this  production  is  timely  and  different.  Basic- 

ally a  comedy  melodrama,  it  will  run  the  range 
of  romance,  drama,  thrill  action  and  surprise. 
The  principal  background  is  a  motor  cavalcade 
bound  from  Detroit  to  the  Pacific  Coast.  A 
young  car  driver  gets  mixed  up  with  a  girl  who 
ran  away  from  a  loveless  marriage  for  romance, 
a  gangster  jewel  thief  accounts  for  the  drama 
as  he  menaces  the  heiress.  An  odd  collection 

of  other  folk,  varying  from  a  team  of  at-liberty 
vaudeville  actors  to  an  assortment  of  comical 

family  types,  out  for  the  ride,  provide  the  com- 
edy. Thrill  action  results  from  what  happens 

to  the  cavalcade.  The  action,  drama,  mystery, 
comedy  and  excitement  appears  along  the  high- 

ways and  byways,  aboard  a  swanky  yacht,  in 
hotels,  auto  camps  and  jails. 

Claire  Trevor  and  Michael  Whelan,  recently 

teamed  in  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"  and  "Career 
Woman,"  are  the  leads.  The  heavy,  Douglas 
Fowley,"  was  seen  in  "Big  Brown  Eyes,"  "Pri- 

vate Number,"  "Dimples"  and  "Sing,  Baby, 
Sing."  The  vaudeville  actors  are  Joan  Bennett, 
featured  in  "The  Holy  Terror,"  and  Chick 
Chandler,  seen  recently  in  "15  Maiden  Lane" 
and  "Star  for  a  Night."  Other  players  are 
Bennie  Bartlett,  Andrew  Tombes,  William 
Demarest,  Lelah  Tyler,  William  Griffity,  Paul 
Stanton,  Vernon  Steele,  Georgia  Caine,  Edward 
Keane  and  Inez  Courtney. 
The  screen  play  is  by  Lou  Breslow,  credited 

with  participation  in  "15  Maiden  Lane"  and 
"36  Hours  to  Kill,"  and  John  Patrick,  his  col- 

laborator on  those  stories.  The  original  is  by 
Eleanore  Griffith  and  William  Rankin.  Rankin 

wrote  the  screen  play  for  "Pennies  from  Heav- 
en." Direction  is  by  Malcolm  St.  Clair,  who  did 

"Crack  Up." 

Paradise  Express 

(Republic) 
Drama 

With  a  sufficiency  of  romance  to  make  the 
story  interesting  to  all,  this  production  tells  how 
the  management  of  a  jerkwater  railroad  meets 
and  overcomes  the  menace  of  motor  truck  busi- 

ness competition.  Primarily  a  thrill  action  fea- 
ture, it  combines  those  elements  of  intrigue, 

skullduggery  and  double  crossing,  with  the 
hero  practically  always  in  great  personal  dan- 

ger, that  have  such  a  quick  appeal  to  average 
audiences. 

Adapted  from  an  original  story  by  Allan 
Vaughn  Elston  and  Paul  Perez,  for  which  Jack 
Natteford  and  Betty  Burbridge  prepared  the 
screen  play,  the  film  is  being  directed  by  Joseph 
Kane.  Kane's  recent  credits  include  two  num- 

bers in  the  "Three  Mesquiteers"  series  and 
several  outdoor  action  adventure  pictures  pro- 

duced by  this  company. 
As  an  element  of  conflict  emphasises  both  the 

romantic  and  dramatic  phases  of  the  story,  ex- 
citing thrill  action  is  the  motivating  medium. 

For  the  most  part  much  of  the  action  is  devoted 
to  illustrations  of  retaliations  which  the  rail- 

road practises  on  the  trucking  company  for  de- 

predations committed,  and  vice  versa.  Building 
to  a  climax  in  which  it  is  to  be  decided  to  which 
medium  of  transport  the  shippers  will  give  their 
business,  an  exciting  train-truck  fleet  race  is 
staged,  with  the  railroad  overcoming  many 
handicaps  to  emerge  the  winner.  Naturally  the 
victory  busts  up  the  plot  of  the  truck  company 
and  resolves  the  romance  favorably  for  the  hero 
and  girl  in  the  case. 

The  cast,  while  not  listing  any  great  names, 
is  composed  of  favorably  known  players.  It 
lists  Grant  Withers,  Dorothy  Appleby,  Arthur 
Hoyt,  Maude  Eburne,  Harry  Davenport,  Don- 

ald Kirke,  Arthur  Loft,  Lew  Kelly,  Anthony 
Pawley,  Fern  Emmett,  John  Holland,  Bob  Mc- 
Clung,  Bruce  Mitchell,  Guy  Wilkerson,  George 
Cleveland  and  Ralph  McCollough. 

Release  date :  January  25. 

Man  of  the  People 

(MGM) 

Drama 

From  the  time  of  their  first  appearance  on  the 
legitimate  stage  and  later  in  films,  political 
dramas  provoked  a  keen  public  interest  that 
gave  such  stories  unquestioned  commercial 
value.  Political  drama  is  the  substance  of  "Man 
of  the  People."  It  tells  the  story  of  a  young 
man  of  foreign  birth,  a  child  of  the  slums,  who, 
from  the  moment  he  receives  his  bar  certificate, 
dedicates  his  efforts  to  procuring  justice  for 
persons  of  his  own  origin  and  social  status. 

The  leading  role  seems  to  be  ideally  fitted  to 
Joseph  Calleia,  heretofore  featured  in  grim  pub- 

lic enemy  characters.  Having  demonstrated 
many  times  his  ability  to  handle  tensely  drama- 

tic roles,  it  can  be  anticipated  that  Calleia  will 
be  a  revelation,  as  this  time  he  is  on  the  side 
of  the  law  instead  of  in  conflict  with  it.  Though 
his  part  practically  dominates  the  story,  the 
supporting  cast  seems  to  have  been  given  more 
than  usual  attention.  As  principals  the  film 
will  feature  Florence  Rice,  about  whom  the 
dramatic  romance  rotates ;  Thomas  Mitchell, 
the  boss,  Ted  Healy,  Catherine  Doucet,  Jona- 

than Hale  and  Paul  Stanton.  Minor  players, 
all  of  whom  are  effective  factors  in  the  drama, 
include  Robert  Emmett  Keane,  Jane  Barns, 
William  Ricciardi,  Noel  Madison,  Edward  Nu- 

gent and  Donald  Briggs. 
The  production  is  based  on  an  original  story 

by  Frank  Dolan.  Edwin  L.  Marin  is  directing 
and  Lucien  Hubbard  is  the  producer. 

Probable  Release  date:  February  1. 

Two  Wise  Maids 

(Republic) 

Comedy-Drama 
For  years  producers  have  been  looking  around 

for  suitable  stories  to  glorify  the  old  fashioned 
American  school  marm.  Two  reasons  spurred 
the  search ;  a  realization  that  the  entertainment 
delivered  would  have  wide  topical  appeal,  and 
a  belief  that  the  subject  would  lend  itself  readily 
to  commercial  exploitation  and  contacts.  In 
"Two  Wise  Maids"  Republic  believes  it  has 
that  kind  of  a  property. 
With  Alison  Skipworth  in  the  title  role,  the 

story  heroizes  an  old  fashioned  school  teacher. 
It  is  being  developed  in  a  manner  calculated 
to  concentrate  sympathy  on  her  and  to  stimu- 

late in  the  minds  of  audiences  those  sentiments 
which  are  pretty  common  at  the  stage  in  life 
when  they  can  look  back  to  their  public  school 
days  and  be  reminded  that  the  old  teacher 
wasn't  such  a  horrible  creature  after  all.  In  the 
early  part  of  the  yarn,  the  mechanics  are  so 
directed  as  to  make  things  look  bad  for  the 
teacher,  and  it  seems  that  nothing  but  dismissal 
is  in  store  for  her. 

The  production  is  based  on  an  original  story 
by  Endre  Bohem,  with  screen  play  by  Sam 
Ornitz.    Direction  is  by  Phil  Rosen. 
As  Miss  Skipworth  is  starred,  the  support 

includes  Polly  Moran,  returning  to  the  screen 
after  a  long  absence;  Hope  Manning  and  Don- 

ald Cook,  about  whom  the  romance  rotates ; 
Jackie  Searl  and  Marcia  Mae  Jones,  two  pupils 
who  are  the  central  figures  in  the  dramatic 

crisis  in  Skipworth's  career.  In  character  and atmospheric  roles  will  be  seen  Lila  Lee,  Luis 
Alberni,  Maxie  Rosenbloom,  Harry  Burns, 
Clarence  Wilson,  Selmar  Jackson,  John  Hamil- 

ton, Theresa  Conover,  Raymond  Brown,  James 
C.  Morton,  Stanley  Blystone  and  Bob  McClung. 

Release  date,  February  1. 

Love  Begins 

(Tentative  Title) 
(Warner  ) 

Dramatic  Romance 

This  production  looms  as  of  more  than  or- 
dinary interest  for  two  reasons.  Of  the  sub- 
stance that  has  made  many  pictures  highly 

popular,  it  tells  a  dramatic  story  of  young 
love.  In  this  story,  to  give  it  an  especial  appeal 
to  feminine  patronage,  it  heroizes  a  young  girl 
who  goes  through  life,  until  she  finds  happiness, 
with  all  the  cards  stacked  against  her.  In  the 
second  place,  it  will  serve  to  introduce  a  highly 
promising  screen  personality  in  the  leading  role. 
She  is  Mary  McGuire,  a  17-year-old  Australian 
girl,  who  has  had  considerable  screen  experience 
in  the  "down-under"  continent  but  is  brand  new to  American  audiences. 
The  heroine,  first  presented  as  a  jobless 

waif,  is  sheltered  in  a  swank  apartment  house 
by  an  elevator  boy.  As  the  youthful  friendship 
ripens  into  idyllic  love,  the  girl  is  given  a 
maid's  job  where  she  becomes  a  favorite  with 
a  whimsical,  typsy  art  collector,  but  is  looked 
upon  menacingly  by  a  furtive  tenant.  Terrified 
as  she  accidentally  breaks  a  supposedly  valuable 
vase,  the  girl,  who  bravely  has  striven  to  hide 
some  fearful  secret,  runs  away.  Found  after  an 
intensive  citywide  search  by  the  elevator  boy, 
the  starving  girl  and  her  baby  are  returned  to 
the  apartment  house  where  events  transpire  in 
dramatic  fashion  to  remove  all  menaces  to  the 
girl  and  her  baby  and  bring  happiness  to  her and  the  boy. 

Based  on  an  original  by  Ida  A.  R.  Wylie, 
the  screen  play  is  by  Lillie  Hayward,  who  has 
been  a  long  time  associate  in  preparing  woman 
appeal  stories  for  this  company.  Direction  is 

by  Louis  King,  credited  with  "Melody  for 

Two." 

The  cast  supporting  Miss  McGuire  lists  Tom 
Brown  as  the  elevator  boy,  Hugh  Herbert  as 
the  collector  and  Joseph  King  as  the  menace. 
It  also  includes  Arthur  Aylesworth,  Teddy 
Hart,  seen  in  "Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  and  as 
the  shyster  lawyer  in  "After  the  Thin  Man," and  Dorothy  Vaughan. 

Probable  release  date :  February  8. 
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Companies  Launch 

Mid-lVinter  Sales 

CONGRESS  TURNING  TO 

"MONOPOLIES"  IN  RADIO 
House  Resolution  Calls  for 

Inquiry;  Senator  Wheeler 

Asks  Commission  for  Data 

Radio  will  be  the  object  of  early  attention 

from  the  new  Congress.  Following  a  re- 
quest by  Chairman  Burton  K.  Wheeler  of 

the  Senate  Interstate  Commerce  Commission 

for  information  on  operation  of  large  broad- 
casting companies,  Representative  Connery 

of  Massachusetts  introduced  a  resolution  in 

the  House  asking  an  investigation  of  what 
is  claimed  to  be  a  radio  monopoly.  Possi- 

bilities of  accommodating  as  many  as  500 
additional  broadcasting  stations  on  frequen- 

cies between  1,510  and  1,600  kilocycles  were 
called  to  the  attention  of  the  Federal  Com- 

munications Commission  in  a  report  of  the 
engineering  division. 

Explaining  his  resolution,  similar  to  one 

he  pressed  unsuccessfully  last  year,  Mr.  Con- 

nery expressed  the  belief  that  "it  would  be  in 
the  public  interest  that  a  thorough  and  ex- 

haustive investigation  be  made  of  the  entire 

radio  monopoly  situation." 
Hundreds  of  complaints,  he  said,  have 

come  to  him  in  the  past  year  from  all  over 

the  country  "showing  that  without  doubt 
the  monopoly  exists,"  and  he  has  received 
numerous  requests  that  something  be  done 
to  remedy  the  situation. 

In  his  request  to  the  Federal  Communications 
Commission  for  information  on  large  broad- 

casting companies  Senator  Wheeler  said  he 

opposed  what  he  termed  "chain  radio  com- 
panies" on  the  ground  that  they  threatened  a 

monopoly  of  radio  channels.  He  also  expressed 
opposition  to  ownership  of  stations  by  news- 
papers. 

Would  Realign  Stations 

The  gradual  realignment  of  broadcasting  sta- 
tions proposed  in  the  engineering  division  report 

to  the  FCC  would  provide  for  a  number  of 
Class  A  stations,  similar  to  the  present  clear 
channel  stations,  operating  on  a  power  of  not 
less  than  50,000  watts ;  Class  B  stations,  to  give 
rural  coverage,  using  from  10,000  to  50,000 
watts ;  Class  C  stations,  similar  to  the  present 
high  power  regional  stations,  using  from  5,000 
to  50,000  watts ;  Class  D  stations,  for  metro- 

politan service,  using  1,000  to  5,000  watts ; 
Class  E  stations,  for  city  coverage,  from  500  to 
1,000  watts,  and  Class  F  stations,  for  local  cov- 

erage, using  from  100  to  250  watts. 
There  would  be  not  less  than  25  Class  A 

channels,  approximately  five  for  Class  B,  14  for 
C,  30  for  D,  10  for  E  and  six  for  F. 

See  More  Stations 

Foreseeing  the  opening  up  to  general  broad- 
casting of  the  frequencies  from  1,510  to  1,600 

kilocycles,  now  reserved  for  experimental  opera- 
tions, the  engineering  department  indicated  pos- 

sibilities of  accommodating  a  large  number  of 
stations.  By  proper  geographical  spacing,  the 
report  explained,  these  frequencies  could  ac- 

commodate 40  Class  D  stations  on  5,000  watts, 
60  using  1,000  watts  in  Class  D,  and  200  using 
the  same  maximum  in  Class  E,  300  using  500 
watts,  400  using  250  watts  or  500  using  100 
watts. 

A  chain  of  non-commercial  radio  stations  to 
broadcast  cultural  topics  and  events  was  en- 

visioned by  Mayor  Fiorella  H.  LaGuardia  of 

New  York  at  a  meeting  of  the  Municipal  Art 
Committee  this  week.  The  chain  would  have 
WNYC,  the  New  York  municipal  station,  as  a 
link.  Facilities  of  the  station  will  soon  be  in- 

creased with  a  new  broadcasting  plant  in 
Greenpoint,   Brooklyn,  the  Mayor  said. 

Representative  Celler  of  New  York  has  an- 
nounced his  intention  to  introduce  a  bill  to  ap- 

propriate $750,000  for  the  construction  of  a 
Government  short  wave  station  as  part  of  a 
move  to  safeguard  the  high  frequency  channels 
allocated  for  use  by  the  Government. 

Fear  Foreign  Seizure 

Fears  have  been  expressed  by  members  of 
the  FCC  and  others  interested  that  if  use  is 
not  made  of  these  frequencies  they  may  be 
thrown  back  into  the  international  pool  and 
seized  by  some  other  country.  To  prevent  this, 
both  the  National  and  Columbia  Broadcasting 
Companies  have  expressed  their  willingness  to 
use  one  of  the  frequencies. 

Their  offers  brought  a  statement  from  Com- 
missioner George  H.  Payne  of  the  FCC  that  a 

vicious  radio  lobby"  has  nullified  all  efforts  of 
the  Government  to  build  a  station  and  is  en- 

deavoring to  obtain  the  frequencies  for  com- 
mercial exploitation. 

$11,419,143  Broadcast  Revenue 

Figures  made  public  by  the  National  Associa- 
tion of  Broadcasters  this  week  showed  that 

broadcasting  station  advertising  revenue  in 
November  amounted  to  $11,419,143,  a  decline 
of  less  than  one  per  cent  from  the  record  figure 
achieved  in  October.  The  November  business 
brought  the  total  for  11  months  in  1936  to 
$96,503,945.  _ 

The  association's  record  showed  that  adver- 
tising on  national  networks  totaled  $6,149,818 

in  November  against  $6,722,926  the  preceding 
month ;  regional  networks,  $122,725  against 
$154,979;  national  non-network,  $2,873,200 
against  $2,401,800,  and  local,  $2,273,400  against 
$2,234,800.  Radio  advertising  of  the  amusement 
industries  totaled  $45,880,  of  which  $31,760  was 
spent  with  local  stations  and  $14,120  with  na- 

tional non-network  stations. 
The  food  industry  was  the  heaviest  advertiser, 

followed  by  toilet  goods,  drugs  and  pharmaceu- 
ticals and  automobiles. 

NBC's  revenue  for  December,  1936,  was  23 
per  cent  above  the  same  period  in  1935,  making 
it  the  highest  December  in  the  10-year  history 
of  the  company  and  enabling  NBC  to  close  the 
year  with  a  total  of  $34,523,950,  its  greatest 
year.  This  total  is  10.8  per  cent  higher  than 
1935's  total. 
The  total  for  the  Red  network  in  December 

was  $2,418,713,  while  the  Blue  network  total 
was  $1,139,877. 
A  resolution  that  the  Actors  Equity  Asso- 

ciation organize  radio  performers  was  adopted 
at  the  January  meeting  of  the  association  and 
will  be  referred  to  the  Equity  Council  for  ac- tion. 

"Free  Speech"  Drive 

A  new  drive  for  "free  speech"  on  the  radio 
is  expected  to  be  made  in  the  current  session 

of  Congress  by  the  socalled  "civil  liberty" 
group,  whose  bills  to  amend  the  communica- 

tions act  of  1934  have  been  introduced  in  the 
House  by  Representative  Scott  of  California. 

It  is  particularly  specified  that  neither  the 
Government  nor  the  broadcaster  shall  have  any 
power  of  censorship  of  any  kind,  that  no  broad- 

caster shall  be  subject  to  either  civil  or  criminal 
liability  in  any  court  for  material  broadcast  dur- 

ing the  mandatory  period,  and  that  no  license 
shall  be  revoked  or  renewal  refused  because  of 
material  so  broadcast. 

Drives  and  Tours 

Most  of  the  major  companies  have  either 

completed  plans  or  have  launched  mid-winter 
sales  campaigns  and  many  sales  executives 
are  on  tours  of  their  exchanges  in  intensive 
efforts  to  bring  the  selling  season  to  a  close 
with  new  records. 

For  the  first  time  in  its  history  United 
Artists  will  conduct  a  national  sales  drive. 

The  campaign,  which  will  be  conducted  un- 
der the  leadership  of  Andy  Smith,  general 

sales  manager,  will  be  called  the  "George  J. 
Schaefer  Sales  Drive"  and  will  run  for  14 
weeks  from  January  24th  to  May  1st.  Sales- 

men, branch  managers,  district  managers  and 
division  managers  will  compete  for  a  num- 

ber of  cash  prizes  and  other  awards. 
John  D.  Clark,  general  sales  manager  for 

Twentieth  Century-Fox,  has  set  February  4th 
and  5th  for  the  annual  district  managers  con- 

vention at  the  Muelbach  hotel,  Kansas  City, 

which  this  year  will  feature  the  "Sidney  R. 

Kent  Drive." 
Mr.  Clark  left  by  plane  this  week  for  the 

coast  to  confer  with  Darryl  Zanuck  on  produc- 
tion and  new  pictures  which  will  be  discussed  at 

the  two  day  session. 
Two  foreign  sales  conventions  will  be  held 

by  Twentieth  Century-Fox  starting  April  28th. 
The  first  will  be  held  in  Paris  from  April  28th 
to  May  1st  and  the  second  will  take  place  in 
London,  starting  May  3rd. 

Columbia's  "Montague  Sweepstakes  Drive" 
was  inaugurated  last  week  with  a  telephone 
conference.  Abe  Montague,  general  sales  man- 

ager, and  Joseph  A.  McConville  and  Rube 
Jackter,  his  assistants,  addressed  the  sales  forces 
in  31  Columbia  exchanges  from  the  home  office. 
The  RKO  home  office  sales  staff  is  busy 

with  plans  for  winter  sales.  Harry  Michaelson, 
short  subject  sales  manager,  E.  L.  McEvoy, 
eastern  sales  manager,  and  Nat  Levy,  east 
central  district  manager,  have  left  the  home 
office  for  a  two  weeks  trip  to  the  offices  of  the 
eastern  division  for  sales  conferences  with  man- 

agers and  salesmen  of  Albany,  Buffalo,  Cin- 
cinnati, Cleveland,  Detroit,  Indianapolis,  Pitts- 

burgh, Philadelphia  and  Washington. 
Arthur  A.  Lee,  head  of  GB,  has  announced 

an  intensive  playdate  drive,  to  start  immediately 
and  to  run  to  April  3rd.  The  campaign  will 

be  called  the  "George  W.  Weeks  Playdate 
Roundup."  Ken  Hodkinson,  home  office  sales 
representative,  has  left  for  a  tour  of  exchanges 
including  St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Denver,  Salt 
Lake  City  and  San  Francisco. 
Edward  J.  Peskay,  vice-president  in  charge 

of  distribution  of  Grand  National,  left  this  week 
for  a  tour  of  exchanges.  He  will  outline  produc- 

tion plans  and  policy  at  meetings  with  district 
managers. 

Gradwell  L.  Sears,  vice-president  and  general 
sales  manager  of  Warner  Brothers,  went  to 
New  Orleans  to  confer  with  major  circuit  heads 
in  the  south  on  impending  production  from  his company. 

American  Telephone  Has 

Net  of  $9.36  a  Share 
The  American  Telephone  and  Telegraph 

Company  this  week  reported  a  net  income  of 

$174,715,000  for  the  12  months  ended  De- 
cember 31,  1936,  compared  with  a  net  of 

$125,806,504  for  the  preceding  year.  Earn- 
ings last  year  were  equal  to  $9.36  a  common 

share,  compared  with  $6.74  a  share  in  1935. 
Earnings  for  1936  marked  the  first  time 
since  1930  that  the  company  earned  its  $9 
dividend. 
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Fleischmann's  Yeast,  Feenamint  Laxative,  and 
whatnot. 

Time  Magazine,  Inc.,  is  the  only  paying  ad- 
vertiser on  the  air  promoting  the  business  of  a 

motion  picture — The  March  of  Time,  news- 
reel  magazine  releasing  through  RKO.  The 

Capitol  theatre,  on  Broadway,  and  Radio  City's 
Music  Hall  are  the  only  two  theatres  broad- 

casting on  a  national  network  regularly  in  the 
interests  of  the  motion  picture  box  office. 

One  of  the  oldest  programs  on  the  airwaves, 
the  weekly  broadcasts  from  the  Capitol  theatre, 
began  in  November,  1922 — two  years  after  the 
birth  of  commercial  broadcasting.  It  was  the 
first  radio  program  to  come  from  any  motion 
picture  theatre.  Major  Edward  Bowes  stepped 
into  the  picture  in  July,  1925,  created  what  has 
since  become  known  the  country  over  as  the 

Capitol  "Family,"  and  has  reached  millions  of 
Sunday  listeners  ever  since. 
Radio  has  had  the  benefit  of  the  audience  ap- 

peal of  all  except  Shirley  Temple  of  the  Ten 
Biggest  money  makers  of  1936.  Clark  Gable, 
acclaimed  the  second  best  motion  picture  box 
office  bet,  has  made  two  guest  air  appearances ; 
Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers,  in  third  place, 
as  a  team,  have  had,  in  the  case  of  Mr.  Astaire, 
one  guest  and  one  series  program  appearance, 
and  Miss  Rogers,  two  guest  appearances ;  Rob- 

ert Taylor  has  appeared  six  times  as  air  guest 
in  six  months ;  Joe  E.  Brown,  twice ;  Dick 
Powell,  once  as  a  guest  and  again  in  a  series 
of  programs ;  Joan  Crawford,  three  guest  ap- 

pearances, likewise  Claudette  Colbert,  and  Jea- 
nette  MacDonald  and  Gary  Cooper,  ranking 

ninth  and  tenth  in  the  Herald's  box  office  poll, 
each  appeared  on  the  air  once. 

Hollywood's  producers  likewise  have  used  all 
but  one — Jessica  Dragonette — of  the  Ten  Cham- 

pions of  radio,  determined  in  a  nationwide  poll 
conducted  by  ballot  among  all  radio  editors  by 
Jack  Banner,  radio  editor  of  Motion  Picture 
Daily.  The  nine  used  in  the  order  of  their 

standing  in  the  Daily's  poll,  are  follows :  Jack 
Benny,  Fred  Allen,  Rudy  Vallee,  Helen  Hayes, 
Eddie  Cantor,  Bob  Burns,  Fred  Astaire,  Lanny 
Ross  and  Nelson  Eddy. 

Thirty-six  different  types  of  product  were 
widely  advertised  by  programs  broadcast  from 
July  1st  to  December  31st  in  which  motion  pic- 

ture stars  appeared,  as  follows : 

No.  of  Players 
Advertised  or  sponsored  Appearing  From 

product  using  film  players  July  1  to  Dec.  31 

Foodstuffs    207 
Soaps    112 
Cigarettes    63 
Automobiles    55 
Gasoline    52 
Department  Stores    28 
Toothpaste    27 
Coal     23 
Radios    20 
Tin  Cans    18 
Magazines    13 
Electric  Appliances    9 
Cosmetics    8 
Medicines    8 
Razors    5 
Laxatives    4 

Motion  Pictures  (Directly  Adver- 
tised)   3 

Women's  Clubs   3 
Health    3 
Charities    2 
Office  Furniture    2 
Social  Service   2 
Tires  and  Rubber  Goods   2 
Chewing  Gum    1 
Child  Welfare    1 
Hosiery    1 
Ice    1 

FILM  FAME 

ON  THE  AIR 

Some  532  "guest"  appearances  were 
made  by  25  5  motion  picture  stars  in 
national  radio  programs  in  the  six 

months  from  July  1st  to  Decem- 
ber 51st.  An  analysis  of  these  ap- 

pearances, their  sponsors  and  the 
product  sold,  was  made  in  Quigley 

Publications'  "Fame — the  Box  Of- 

fice Checkup",  which  appeared  this month. 

No.  of  Players 
Advertised  or  sponsored  Appearing  From 

product  using  film  players  July  1  to  Dec.  31 

Hair  Tonic    1 
Employment  for  Unemployed 
Actors    1 

Fire  Prevention   1 
Shoes    1 
Newspapers    1 
Religion    1 
Watches    1 
Travel  Tours    1 
Social  Service    1 

Ten  Programs  Analyzed 

Ten  programs  on  the  air  in  the  six  months 
between  July  1st  and  December  31st  had  a 

total  of  412  stars'  appearances,  guest  or  other- 
wise, and  15  others  had  used  128,  as  follows : 

NAME  OF  PROGRAM  AND  NUMBER  OF 
FILM  APPEARANCES  FROM 

JULY  1  TO  DEC.  31 

Lux  Toilet  Soap's  Radio  Theatre   86 
Campbell  Soup's  Hollywood  Hotel   83 
Kraft-Phenix  Cheese's  Music  Hall   48 
Camel's  Cigarettes'  Caravan    40 
Fleischmann  Yeast's  Variety  Hour   39 
Shell  Gasoline's  Chateau    37 
Delaware,  Lackawanna  Western's  Lessons 

in  Hollywood  (Electrical  Transcription)  23 

Radio  Corporation's  Magic  Key  of  RCA . .  20 
American  Can's  Ben  Bernie  Program . .  18 
Sears,  Roebuck's  Then  and  Now  Program  18 

First  Ten  (76%)   412 

NBC's   Sustaining   Program  with  Elza 
Schallert's  Hollywood  Interviews   16 

Packard's  Fred  Astaire  Program   15 
Delacorte's    (Publications)    Radio  Court of  Honor   11 

Mutual   Broadcast's   Sustaining  Morning 
Matinee  Program    10 

Texaco's  Fire  Chief  with  Eddie  Cantor . .  10 
Inter  City  network's  Buddy  Cantor  Film 

City  Interviews    9 

Kolynos  Toothpaste's  Hammerstein  Music Hall    9 

Watkins'  Shampoo's  Mulsified  Oil  Pro- 
gram   9 

Oldsmobile's  Irvin  Cobb  Plantation   8 
Spud  Cigarettes  Presents  Ed  Wynn   6 
Gillette  Safety  Razor's  Community  Sing.  5 
NBC's  10th  Anniversary  Program  (Sus- 

taining)   5 

Pepsodent  Toothpaste  Presents  Amos  'n' Andy    5 
Nash  Automobile's  Speedshow    5 
Campbell  Soup  Presents  Burns  and  Allen  5 

Totals  (24%)    128 

Grand  Total    540 

Charged  against  the  foregoing  large  users  of 
screen  talent  are  substantial  sums  of  radio  ad- 

vertisers' air  budget.  Some  15  National  Broad- 
casting clients  spent  $16,017,206  with  the  RCA 

subsidiary  for  all  air  advertising  for  the  first 
11  months  of  1936.  Combined,  these  15  ad- 

vertisers have  accounted  for  51.78  per  cent  of 
the  $30,935,248  thus  far  expended  at  NBC. 
Every  one  of  the  group  at  one  time  or  another 
has  used  motion  picture  personalities  on  its 
programs,  several  of  them,  including  Standard 
Brands,  Shell  Eastern  Petroleum,  Bristol-My- 

ers, General  Foods  and  Sterling  Products  be- 
ing the  principal  employers  of  film  players.  The 

15  largest  spenders  for  advertising  on  Na- 
tional Broadcasting's  networks  in  the  11 

months  to  December  1st  were  as  follows,  with 
name  of  client,  agency,  and  time  expenditures : 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE,  Blackett-Sample  & 
Hummert,  Inc.,  Blackman  Adv.,  Inc.,  Ped- 

lar &  Ryan,  Inc.,  H.  W.  Kastor  Adv.  Co., 
Inc  $2,904,397 

STANDARD  BRANDS,  INC.,  J.  Walter 
Thompson    2,076,179 

STERLING  PRODUCTS,  INC.,  Blackett- 
Sample    &    Hummert,    Inc   1,443,379 

GENERAL  FOODS  CORP.,  Benton  &  Bowles, 
Inc.,   Young  &   Rubicam,   Inc   1,280,169 

PEPSODENT  CO.,  Lord  &  Thomas   1,246,356 
MILES  LABORATORIES,  Wade  Adv. 
Agency    1,174,460 

GENERAL  MOTORS  CORP.,  Campbell- 
Ewald     Co   911,685 

AMERICAN  TOBACCO  CO.,  Lord  &  Thomas  889,513 
NATIONAL  DAIRY  PRODUCTS,  J.  Walter 
Thompson    Co   694,420 

BRISTOL-MYERS  CO.,  Young  &  Rubicam, 
Inc   665,720 

LADY  ESTHER  CO.,  Stack-Goble  Adv.  Co.  609,528 
AMERICAN  HOME  PRODUCTS,  Blackett- 
Sample  &  Hummert,  Inc   586,835 

FORD  MOTOR  CO.,  N.  W.  Ayer  &  Son, 
Inc   519,462 

SHELL  EASTERN  PETROLEUM,  J.  Walter 
Thompson  Co   507,875 

KELLOGG  CO.,  N.  W.  Ayer  &  Son,  Inc   507,268 

TOTAL:  $16,017,206 

Columbia  Broadcasting's  largest  advertisers 
in  the  same  11  months  included  the  four  biggest 
users  of  film  personalities  on  the  air:  Colgate- 
Palmolive-Peet,  Campbell  Soup,  Lever  Broth- 

ers and  R.  J.  Reynolds.  CBS's  first  ten  ad- vertising sponsors  from  January  to  December 
1st  spent  nearly  $11,000,000  for  radio  advertis- 

ing, as  follows: 
TIME 

CLIENT  EXPENDITURE 

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet   $1,536,220 
Ford    Motor    Co   1,528,028 
Campbell    Soup    Co   1,314,209 
Lever    Bros..   1,239,812 
Liggett  &  Meyers  Tobacco  Co   1,094,460 
Wm.  Wrigley,  Jr.  Co   1,021,486 
R.  J.    Reynolds   950,749 
General    Mills   854,046 
Philco   Radio  &  Television   717,770 
American  Home  Products   710,172 

Total:   $10,966,950 

There  were  additionally  71  different  pro- 
grams using  either  straight-film,  film-radio 

or  film-stage  players  during  the  six  months, 
making  a  total  of  96  programs.  Typical  of 
programs  using  less  than  five  players  were 
Feenamint  Laxative's  "Amateur  Hour,"  Cam- 
pana  Skin  Balm's  "First  Nighter,"  Bourjois 
Cosmetic's  "Evening  in  Paris,"  the  Pet  Milk 
Company's  "Saturday  Night  Serenaders," 
Vick's  Vapo-Rub's  "Open  House,"  Wrigley 
Chewing  Gum's  "Poetic-Melodies,"  General 
Shoe's  "Portraits  of  Harmony,"  Standard  Oil's 
"Flying  Red  Horse  Tavern,"  Colgate  Soap's 
"Ziegfeld  Follies  of  the  Air,"  Iodent  Tooth- 

paste's "Dress  Rehearsal,"  Heinz  Pickles'  "Mag- 
azine of  the  Air,"  Swift  Ham's  "Studio  Party," 

and  Radio  City's  "Music  Hall  on  the  Air" — 
one  of  the  three  lone  programs  specifically  sell- 

ing motion  pictures.  A  complete  list  of  the 
advertisers  and  sponsors  using  less  than  five (Continued  on  following  page) 
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straight-film,  film-radio,  or  film-stage  players 
on  the  air  in  the  six  months  follows  : 

Atlantic  Refining  Co.  (gas  and  oil) 
B-C  Remedy  Co.   (headache  medicine) 
Boston  Evening  American  (newspapers) 
Bourjois  Co.  (cosmetics* 
Bristol-Meyers  Co.  (toothpaste) 
Browns- Williams  Co.  (cigarettes) 
California  Chain  Stores  (foodstuffs,  groceries) 
Campana  Sales  Co.  (skin  balm,  beautifier) 
Chevrolet  Motors  (automobiles) 
Chrysler  Corporation  (automobiles) 
Cities  Service   (gas  and  oil) 
Cook,  Thomas,  (travel  tours) 
Davis,  R.  B.,  Co.  (health  drink) 
Elgin  Watch  Co.  (watches) 
Federation  of  Jewish  Charities  (charities) 
Firestone  Co.   (tires  and  rubber  goods) 
Ford  Motor  Co.  (automobiles) 
General  Baking  Co.  (foodstuffs) 
General  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs  (women's clubs) 
General  Motors  Co.  (automobiles) 
General  Shoe  Co.  (shoes) 
Glame  Co.   (nail  polish) 
Great  Atlantic  and  Pacific  Co.  (foodstuffs,  groc- 

eries) 
Gulf  Refining  Co.  (gas  and  oil) 
Health  Products,  Inc.  (laxative) 
Heinz,  H.  J.,  Co.  (foodstuffs) 
Iodent  Chemical  Co.  (toothpaste) 
Jergens  Woodbury  Sales  Co.  (soaps) 
Kellogg  Company  (foodstuffs) 
Lady  Esther  Co.  (cosmetics) 
Larue  and   Brothers  (tobacco) 
Lehn  and  Fink  Co.  (toothpaste) 
Ludens,  Inc.,  (candy  cough  drops  medicine) 
Liggett-Meyers  Co.  (cigarettes) 
Macfadden   Publications  (magazines) 
Miles,  Dr.,  Laboratory  (headache  medicine) 
Nash  Motor  Co.  (automobiles) 
National  Council  of  Women  (women's  clubs) 
National  Fire  Prevention  Week  (fire  prevention) 
New    York    Tuberculosis    and    Health  Association 

(health) 
Pepsodent  Co.  (toothpaste) 
Pet  Milk  Sales  Co.  (foodstuffs) 
Phillip  Morris  Co.  (cigarettes) 
Plymouth  Motors  Co.  (automobiles) 
Procter  and  Gamble  Co.  (soaps) 
Radio  City  Music  Hall  (motion  pictures) 
Ralston  Purina  Co.  (foodstuffs) 
Real  Silk  Hosiery  Mills  (hosiery) 
Remington-Rand,  Inc.,  (office  furniture) 
Reynolds,  R.  J.,  Co.  (cigarettes) 
Sealtest  Laboratories  (foodstuffs) 
Socony  (gas  and  oil) 
Standard  Brands  (foodstuffs) 
Sterling  Products  (tooth powder) 
Studebaker  Co.  (automobiles) 
Sun  Oil  Co.  (gas  and  oil) 
Swift  Packing  Co.  (meats) 
United  Ice  Dealers  (ice) 
University  of  Religious  Conference  (religion) 
Vick  Chemical  Co.  (cold  medicines) 
Watldns  Co.  (hair  shampoo) 
Weco  Products,  Inc.,  (toothpaste) 
Welfare  League  of  America  (child  welfare) 
Welsh  Grape  Juice  Co.  (beverages) 
Wm.  Wrigely  Co.   (chewing  gum) 
Women's  Zionist  Movement  (charities) 
WPA  Theatre  Project  (employment  for  actors) 
Young   Men's   Christian   Association   (youth  move- ment— social  service) 
Young  Women's  Christian  Association  (women's movement) 

The  radio  industry,  as  represented  by  the 
two  greatest  networks,  National  Broadcasting 
Company  and  Columbia  Broadcasting  System, 
today  are  expressing  their  claims  on  Holly- 

wood's motion  picture  talent  in  the  permanent 
terms  of  brick  and  mortar.  Both  are  invest- 

ing upwards  of  $1,000,000  each  in  the  building 
of  their  largest  broadcasting  centers  outside 
of  their  main  air  plants  in  New  York.  Too, 
room  is  being  provided  within  the  buildings 
with  a  view  to  television,  in  which  venture 
radio  will  depend  almost  entirely  on  the  mo- 

tion picture's  talent  supply. 
Greater  expansion  of  NBC  on  the  Pacific 

Coast  and  fuller  service  to  listeners  is  fore- 
cast in  contemplated  changes  in  San  Francisco 

and  Hollywood,  which  were  announced  this 
week  by  Lenox  R.  Lohr,  President  of  the  Na- 

tional Broadcasting  Company.  One  of  the  fac- 
tors in  the  proposed  changes,  Mr.  Lohr  declared, 

is  the  rapidly  increasing  number  of  programs  on 
both  networks  for  coast-to-coast  release  and  the 
ever-growing  hold  of  Hollywood  on  the  pub- 

lic's interest,  as  a  source  for  broadcast  material 
and  talent.  The  Hollywood  studio  facilities 
and  staff  will  be  doubled,  he  said. 

Ford  and  General  Mills  Projects 

Already  the  broadcasters  and  their  advertisers 
are  looking  for  additional  ways  and  means 

further  to  appropriate  Hollywood's  talent,  the latest  ambitions  being  those  of  Ford  Motors 
and  General  Mills  Flour  to  buy  exclusive 
rights  to  the  complete  player  roster  of  an  entire 
production  corporation. 

Another  link  was  forged  when  Chevrolet 
Motor  Company  boldly  offered  motion  pictures, 
free  to  the  public,  at  its  broadcasting  shows. 
The  "Chevrolet  Hour"  on  November  8th,  in 
New  York,  finished  its  regular  Sunday  evening 
air  performance  and  then  proceeded  to  run  off 
motion  pictures  for  thirty  minutes.  Ninety 
per  cent  of  the  films  unreeled  pointed  to  show 
that  Chevrolet  motor  cars  are  sturdy  automo- 

biles— but  when  their  projection  was  completed 
more  than  half  the  audience  had  gone  home. 

The  next  move  is  the  "electrical  transcrip- 
tion," bringing  motion  picture  stars  to  the smaller  network;  and  individual  stations.  The 

programs  are  sponsored  by  an  advertiser. 

The  basic  idea  itself  is  not  new,  but  its  re- 
lation to  Hollywood  is.  Already  deeply  en- 
gaged is  the  Delaware,  Lackawanna  and  West- 

ern Coal  Company,  through  a  series  of  pro- 
grams on  Mutual  Broadcasting  System.  Film's 

Jackie  Cooper  is  vnaster-of-ceremonies  of  D.  L. 
and  W.'s  "Lessons  from  Hollywood,"  which 
already  has  introduced  23  of  Hollywood's  well- 
known  players,  among  them:  Leo  Carrillo, 
Dolores  Costello,  Betty  Grable,  Patsy  Kelly, 
Guy  Kibbee,  Elissa  Landi,  Bela  Lugosi,  Paul 
Lukas,  Polly  Moran,  Chester  Morris,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan,  Lyda  Roberti,  Ann  Shirley. 
Typical  of  the  circulation  for  electrical 

transcriptions— a  term  used  to  take  away  some 
of  the  stigma  of  recordings — is  the  300-station 
usage  given  Dave  Rubinoff's  orchestra.  Too, 
Ed  Wynn's  series  is  to  be  "waxed" — for  Spuds 
Cigarettes,  and  issued  to  several  hundreds  of 
small  stations.  Raleigh  and  Kool  Cigarettes, 
featuring  Jack  Pearl,  will  electrically  transcribe 

its  NBC  "Blue  Network"  program  for  18 smaller  stations. 

Radio-Film  Service 

Signs  of  the  times  were  seen  in  the  extension 
of  Fanchon  and  Marco's  talent  business  from 
stage  bookings  to  include  a  service  for  radio 
advertisers  seeking  talent  especially  for  elec- 

trical transcriptions.  For  this  purpose  the 
agency  signf.d  14  Hollywood  players  for 
recordings  on  the  air,  as  follows :  Fred  and 
Paula  Stone,  Lyda  Roberti,  Jackie  Coogan, 
Betty  Grable,  Jack  Holt,  May  Robson,  Ann 
Sothern,  Patsy  Kelly,  Dolores  Costello,  Ann 

Shirley,  Guy  Kibbee,  Maureen  O'Sullivan  and Gloria  Swanson. 

Bethlehem  Steel  Corporation,  General  Mo- 

tors, Woodbury's  Soap,  Ralston-Purina  Com- 
pany, Sterling  Products,  Westinghouse,  Dr. 

Miles  Laboratories  and  American  Bosch  are 
new  clients  for  electrical  transcription  service. 

Very  Hollywood-minded  are  Woodbury's  Soap, 
Ralston  Purina,  Sterling  Products  and  Dr. 
Miles  Laboratories. 
Hollywood  now  is  not  only  giving  radio  a  full 

complement  of  quality  talent  but  also  is  answer- 

ing the  broadcasters'  prayers  for  literary  mate- 
rial—the story-well  of  radio  showing  signs  of 

drying.  And  thus  is  explained,  partially,  at 
least,  the  large  number  of  dramatic  playlets  now 
on  the  air  with  film  players. 

Generally  the  radio  advertisers  compensate 
the  film  stars  in  proportion  to  their  average 
scale  of  payments  under  their  film  contract. 

Air  payments  go  from  $350  to  $5,000  per  guest 
appearance,  but  the  average  payment  for  the 
screen  "top-liner"  is  $3,500,  for  a  few  minutes on  the  air. 

Many  stars  have  appeared  as  "guest"  per- formers on  the  air  without  any  charge  to  the 
advertiser  or  broadcaster.  On  the  Lux  Toilet 
Soap  Radio  Theatre  conducted  by  Cecil  Blount 
DeMille,  Paramount  director,  most  of  the 

players  now  appear  gratis.  But  "a  little  token" 
of  $350  to  $500  is  usually  made  by  Mr.  De- Mille's  sponsors. 

The  Hollywood  motion  picture  talent  market 
for  radio  has  something  of  a  scale  of  prices  for 
various  classes  of  players,  from  $350  up.  For 

instance,  the  "asking"  price  for  a  single  radio 
performance  is  $3,500  for  Joan  Crawford, 
Claudette  Colbert,  Jeanette  MacDonald,  Lily 
Pons,  Frances  Langford  and  Ginger  Rogers. 
About  $2,500  is  asked  for  Jack  Oakie,  Lionel 
Barrymore,  George  Raft,  Edward  Arnold  and 
Herbert  Marshall.  Ann  Sothern,  Alice  Faye 
and  Zasu  Pitts  may  be  had  for  $1,500,  while 
Joel  McCrea,  Jane  Withers,  Edmund  Lowe,  Pat 
O'Brien,  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Fred  MacMurray 
and  Victor  McLaglen  demand  $1,000  per  air 
show. 

Such  stars  as  Grace  Moore,  John  Barrymore 
and  Fredric  March  demand  much  higher  fees. 

Acquisition  of  Hollywood  stars  for  the  air 
has  been  estimated  to  have  added  ten  per  cent 
to  the  cost  of  radio  talent,  bringing  the  talent 
charges  for  the  average  national-networks  pro- 

gram to  40  per  cent  of  the  program's  production 
costs — the  bill  for  effecting  the  mechanical  na- 

tional hookup  taking  the  rest  of  the  investment. 

The  producers  established  a  "secret"  commit- 
tee of  production  experts  on  the  Coast,  recruit- 
ing them  from  members'  studios,  to  observe  the 

stars'  radio  activities.  It  is  supposed  to  "regu- 
late" them,  but  to  date  there  has  been  no  out- 
ward manifestation  of  any  such  curtailment. 

As  for  the  controversy  raging  in  the  motion 
picture  business  over  the  appearances  of  Holly- 

wood's stars  on  the  air,  grosses  fail  to  indicate 
any  loss  in  revenue,  for  theatres  as  a  whole  are 
making  more  money  today,  consistently,  than 
since  the  dark  days  of  1929-30  and  subsequently. 

Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  in 

September  launched  a  survey  to  determine 
whether  box  office  income  was  or  is  being  in- 

jured. To  date  the  surveyors  have  been  unable 
to  draw  any  conclusions. 

Among  development  is  the  exhibitors'  real- ization that  radio  has  some  value  in  theatre 
advertising  and  exploitation.  Motion  Picture 
Herald,  in  its  issue  of  December  26th,  reported 
a  marked  trend  in  exhibition  in  the  use  of  radio 
exploitation.  Many  local  stations  are  carrying 
spot  announcements  and  plugs  for  current  at- 

tractions at  the  local  theatres,  and  in  many  sit- 
uations theatre  owners  are  sponsoring  weekly 

or  daily  programs. 
National  Broadcasting  and  Columbia  Broad- 

casting are  running  neck-and-neck  in  the  race 
to  Hollywood's  talent  roster,  as  evidenced  by 
the  following  compilation  covering  the  period 

of  motion  picture  players'  performances  between 
July  1st  and  December  31st: 

Number  of  Guest 
Networks  Performances  Percentage 

279 

46% 

262 

43 

38 6 
Others    (Including  Individual 

28 5 

607 

100% 

The  two  large  systems,  too,  are  building  up 
closely  in  competition  as  national  broadcasters, 
NBC  now  broadcasting  through  110  stations, 

Columbia  through  102,  while  radio's  newest  na- 
tional system — Mutual-Don  Lee  enters  the  new 

year  with  39  outlets. 
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Amusements  Gross 

$62,196,000  in 

Southern  States 

Some  5,703  places  of  amusement — principally 
motion  picture  theatres — in  eight  southern 
states  had  total  box  office  receipts  in  1935  of 
$62,196,000,  according  to  the  United  States  Cen- 

sus Bureau.  Last  week,  the  Bureau  estimated 
that  2,763  amusement  places  in  New  England 
grossed  $59,086,000  in  1935,  and  eight  Moun- 

tain states  grossed  $19,267,000. 
The  figures  of  the  bureau  do  not  show  the 

activities  of  the  various  individual  branches  of 
amusements,  but  cover  motion  picture  and  other 
theatres,  circuses  and  other  shows,  amusement 
parks,  bowling  alleys,  dance  halls,  etc.  In- 

dividual figures,  however,  are  expected  to  be 
issued  at  a  future  date. 

Details  of  the  amusement  industry  in  the 
eight  Southern  states  covered  this  week  were  re- 

ported by  the  bureau  as  follows : 
Texas:  1,895  establishments  with  receipts  of 

$24,452,000;  1,619  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  average  employment  in  1,935,  6,140  per- 

sons; total  payroll,  $4,861,000  of  which  $513,- 
000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Oklahoma :  830  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $8,255,000;  710  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members ;  average  employment,  2,341 ;  aggre- 

gate payroll,  $1,911,000  of  which  $168,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 

Kentucky :  614  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $7,815,000;  509  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members;  average  employment,  1,987;  aggre- 

gate payroll,  $1,796,000  of  which  $248,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 

Tennessee :  670  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $7,102,000;  551  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members;  average  employment,  1,846;  aggre- 

gate payroll,  $1,541,000  of  which  $139,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 

Louisiana  (incomplete)  :  453  establishments 
with  receipts  of  $4,974,000;  394  active  proprie- 

tors and  firm  members ;  average  employment, 
1,747;  aggregate  payroll,  $1,081,000  of  which 
$216,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Alabama :  495  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $4,539,000;  401  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  ;  average  employment,  1,260;  aggregate 
payroll,  $927,000  of  which  $73,000  was  for  part- 
time  work. 

Arkansas :  448  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$3,756,000 :  382  active  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 

bers ;  average  employment,  961 ;  aggregate  pay- 
roll, $706,000  of  which  $128,000  was  for  part- 

time  work. 
Mississippi  (incomplete)  :  300  establishments 

with  receipts  of  $1,303,000 ;  285  active  proprie- 
tors and  firm  members ;  average  employment, 

502;  aggregate  payroll,  $236,000  of  which  $13,- 
000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Virginia  Theatre  Owners 

To  Meet  at  Richmond 

Exhibitor  organizations  of  North  Caro- 
lina, Washington,  D.  C,  and  Baltimore  have 

been  invited  to  attend  the  midwinter  conven- 
tion of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  Virginia,  which  will  open  February  11th 
in  Richmond.  A  new  board  of  directors  and 

officers  will  be  elected.  Retiring  officers  of 
the  organization  are  Morton  G.  Thalheimer, 
president;  A.  E.  Lichtman,  A.  Frank 

O'Brien,  R.  C.  Overby,  Hunter  Perry,  Ben 
Pitts,  William  S.  Wilder,  vice-president; 
Harold  Wood,  secretary,  and  Charles  A. 
Somma,  treasurer. 

Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  of  Boston, 
will  hold  its  annual  meeting  and  election  of 
officers  at  the  Hotel  Touraine  on  January 
26th. 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

Grand  National  Takes 

Studio  Title  April  1st 
Educational  Studios  in  Hollywood  will 

become  Grand  National  Studios  on  April 

1st,  when  the  leasing  company's  contract  be- comes effective.  New  executive  offices  will 

be  erected  immediately  to  house  production, 
scenario,  legal,  advertising  and  publicity 
staffs  as  well  as  western  sales  representa- 
tives. 

Meanwhile,  it  was  announced  in  New 
York  that  the  company  will  distribute  the 

English  pictures,  "Scotland  Yard  Com- 
mands," produced  by  Associated  British 

Film  Distributors,  and  "Mr.  Bliss,"  pro- 
duced by  Garret  Clements,  with  the  current 

season's  list  of  product. 
Kirk  W.  Todd  of  the  Pittsburgh  invest- 

ment banking  firm  of  K.  W.  Todd  Company, 
chairman  of  the  board  of  Central  Ohio  Steel 
Products,  and  the  Jeannette  Glass  Company, 
has  been  elected  a  director  of  Grand  Na- 

tional, to  represent  a  group  of  bankers  and 
investors  who  have  acquired  a  block  of 
Grand  National  stock,  including  the  holdings 
of  Pathe  Film  Corporation.  Mr.  Todd 
takes  the  place  on  the  board  previously  held 
by  Robert  W.  Atkins  of  Abbott,  Proctor 
and  Paine,  a  representative  of  the  Pathe 
interests. 

U.S.  Films  Retain 

Lead  in  China 

Notwithstanding  intensified  efforts  on  the 
part  of  European  motion  picture  distibutors 
to  improve  their  position  in  China,  American 
films  have  continued  to  dominate  that  mar- 

ket, according  to  a  report  to  the  United 
States  Department  of  Commerce  from  its 
Shanghai  office. 

In  contrast  to  the  gain  made  by  American 

pictures,  British  production  has  lost  consid- 
erable ground  in  China  and  attempts  to 

popularize  British  pictures  have,  in  general, 
been  unsuccessful,  the  report  continues. 

Approximately  65  feature  sound  films  and 
16  silent  films  were  produced  in  Shanghai 
and  Canton  studios  during  1935,  according 
to  the  report.  Although  figures  for  1936 
are  not  yet  available,  it  is  estimated  that 
production  showed  an  increase. 

Bueno  Increasing  Production 

Jose  Luis  Bueno,  one  of  Mexico's  most 
active  producers,  has  returned  to  Mexico 
City  after  a  two-month  trip  that  took  him 
to  New  York,  South  America  and  Cuba, 

and  has  announced  he  will  increase  his  pro- 
duction schedule  from  four  to  six  pictures 

during  the  coming  year.  Contracts  signed 
in  New  York,  he  said,  assure  him  of  world 
distribution  and  enable  him  to  increase  his 
schedule. 

Set  German-Polish  Film 
The  German  Tobis  Company  has  sent 

representatives  to  Warsaw,  Poland,  to  ne- 
gotiate for  the  production  of  a  picture  in 

Polish  and  German  versions.  It  will  be  the 

first  German-Polish  picture  to  be  made  in 

Warsaw- 

New  Kansas  City  House  Sold 
Louis  Sutter,  operator  of  several  colored 

houses  in  Greater  Kansas  City,  has  taken 
over  the  Castle,  colored  house  at  Twelfth 
and  Paseo  streets  completed  last  spring. 

January    23,  1937 

Federal  Court 

Delays  Hearing 

On  RKO  Finance 

The  hearing  on  the  reorganization  plan 
for  RKO  has  been  adjourned  by  Federal 
Judge  William  Bondy  until  February  18th, 
The  court  declined  to  permit  Edward  J. 
Hickey,  a  minority  stockholder,  to  argue  a 

motion  attacking  the  plan  and  the  constitu- 
tionality of  Section  77-B  of  the  bankruptcy 

law  on  the  ground  that  Mr.  Hickey,  who 
said  that  he  is  not  a  lawyer,  had  failed  to 
notify  all  creditors  of  the  impending  argu- ment. 

Mr.  Hickey  pleaded  that  he  be  allowed  to 

argue  his  motion  and  said  that  he  was  will- 
ing to  rest  his  case  on  the  argument  and  that 

all  other  parties  could  be  given  the  oppor- 
tunity to  oppose  him  at  a  future  date.  Several 

attorneys  representing  creditor  groups  op- 
posed, however,  and  insisted  that  the  rules 

of  the  court  be  followed. 

Argument  on  a  motion  for  permission  to 
intervene,  filed  by  Isidor  J.  Kresel,  counsel 

for  stockholders  of  Orpheum  Theatres  Cir- 
cuit, Inc.,  also  was  adjourned.  The  stock- 

holders of  Orpheum  which  was  absorbed  by 
RKO  in  1928,  claim  the  proposed  plan  is 
unfair  to  them  and  charge  that  officials  of 
RKO  through  mismanagement  and  waste, 
dissipated  $20,000,000  of  Orpheum  assets. 

Mr.  Kresel's  clients  further  claim  that  in 
1933  RKO  transferred  the  assets  of  Orphe- 

um, a  subsidiary,  to  Stadium  Theatres,  Inc., 
and  seek  to  have  that  transaction  rescinded 

by  the  court  and  the  assets  considered  as 
part  of  the  assets  of  RKO. 
Marcus  Helman,  trustee  in  bankruptcy 

for  Orpheum  Theatres,  is  preparing  to  file 
an  action  in  Federal  court  to  have  the  trans- 

fer of  Orpheum's  assets  declared  illegal  and 
a  complaint  alleging  mismanagement  on  the 
part  of  the  officers  and  directors  of  RKO. 

Monogram  Closes  Seven 
Franchise  Contracts 

Seven  franchise  contracts  have  been 

signed  by  Monogram  Pictures,  according  to 
W.  Ray  Johnston,  president,  in  New  York. 
A  number  of  other  territories  are  now  being 
worked  out  by  Mr.  Johnston  and  Edward 

Golden,  general  sales  manager,  and  are  ex- 
pected to  be  announced  shortly. 

New  Vienna  Firm  Formed 

A  new  producing  company,  Czernin- 
Ostwald  Film  Company,  has  been  formed 
in  Vienna  with  a  capital  of  20,000  schillings, 
according  to  a  report  from  the  Department 
of  Commerce  in  Washington. 

Handling  Spanish  Picture 
"Revolt  in  Spain,"  dealing  with  the  cur- 

rent Spanish  civil  war,  is  being  distributed 

in  Ohio,  Kentucky,  and  western  Pennsyl- 
vania by  Independent  Film  Service  of  Cleve- land. 

Associates  Get  Clubrooms 

Motion  Picture  Associates  will  open  a 
clubroom  at  the  Hotel  Lincoln,  New  York, 
next  month  according  to  plans  announced  by 

Joseph  J.  Lee,  president. 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 
by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Rhymed  Couplets 

A  novel  feature  of  "Cyrano  de  Bergerac," 
Robert  T.  Kane's  third  New  World  produc- 

tion, will  be  that  a  proportion  of  the  dia- 
|  logue  will  be  in  rhymed  couplets.   The  most 
I  striking  scenes  of  the  Rostand  adaptation 
i  will  be  treated  this  way. 

The  script  of  "Cyrano,"  after  three 
month'  work  by  J.  L.  Hodson  and  director 
Harry  d'Arast,  is  practically  completed  and 
the  musical  score  also  is  complete. 

As  the  picture  goes  on  the  floor  at  Den- 
ham,  the  title  role  has  to  be  cast.  Officially 
stated  is  that  the  choice  lies  among  three 
stars,  one  English,  one  American  and  one 
French.  The  minor  roles  are  for  the  most 

part  set. 

New  World's  second,  "Under  the  Red 
Robe,"  is  now  well  advanced,  and  Anna- 
bella  has  played  several  scenes  with  Ray- 

mond Massey'  (Cardinal  Richelieu),  who  has 
completed  his  part.  , 

London  Up  to  Schedule 

Marlene  Dietrich  is  scheduled  to  leave  for 

Hollywood  Friday.  She  finished  her  part 

in  "Knight  without  Armour"  in  time  for  a 
preliminary  holiday  trip  to  the  Continent. 
Robert  Donat  still  had  a  series  of  scenes  to 
do  before  his  next  activity,  which  may  be 
to  put  on  a  play  in  London. 

Another  London  Films  production  on  the 
verge  of  completion  is  the  Tim  Whelan 

directed  "Troopship,"  for  Erich  Pommer. 
Sebastian  Shaw,  Flora  Robson,  and  Patricia 
Hilliard  are  the  names. 

Already  finished  is  Victor  Saville's 
"Storm  in  a  Teacup,"  in  which  Vivien  Leigh 
is  promised  as  Korda's  greatest  discovery since  Merle  Oberon. 

Going  on  the  floor  is  "I  Claudius."  Josef 
von  Sternberg  has  been  supervising  the  pre- 

liminary work,  which  included  the  assem- 
bling of  an  enormous  quantity  of  Roman 

impedimenta  for  the  "Circus"  scenes. 

BIP  Plans  a  Big  One 

The  first  big  production  to  go  on  the  floor 

at  BIP,  Elstree,  this  year  will  be  "Glamor- 
ous Nights,"  with  Mary  Ellis  cast  in  her 

stage  role,  and  Rod  La  Rocque,  Otto  Kruger 
and  Barry  Mackay  also  cast.  Fritz  Wagner 
is  the  cameraman  for  Brian  Desmond  Hurst, 
directing. 

Walter  Mycroft,  director  of  production,  is 
scheduling  his  new  Buddy  Rogers  picture 
for  the  first  week  in  March,  and  is  at  present 
selecting  among  several  stories  regarded  as 
suitable  for  Gertrude  Michael,  who  is  also 
due  to  arrive  at  the  end  of  February. 

"Spring  Handicap,"  an  original,  and  "Mari- 
gold," version  of  a  Royalty  Theatre  success, 

Herbert  Wilcox's  "The  Fighting 

Nav-f',  originally  titled  "The  Navy 
Eternal",  has  Richard  Cromwell  and 
Hazel  Terry  among  the  leads. 

are  going  on  the  floor  immediately.  "Hunt 
the  Pearls"  and  "Tiger  Boy"  are  comedies 
for  early  production. 

"Bulldog  Drummond  at  Bay,"  with 
Dorothy  Mackaill,  John  Lodge,  Claude  Al- 
lister  and  Victor  Jory,  in  his  first  British 
film,  is  nearing  completion. 

Amateur  Stars 

About  the  most  original  cast,  as  well  as 
one  of  the  largest  ever  assembled  in  a 
London  studio,  is  at  Pinewood  just  now 

for  Herbert  Wilcox's  production  of  "The 
Gang  Show."  The  shooting  schedule  is  as 
unusual  as  the  company.  Because  the  cast 

consists  of  members  of  Ralph  Reader's  once 
a  year  musical  show,  whose  everyday  jobs 
are  the  conventional  ones  of  clerk,  tailor, 

baker,  postman  and  schoolboy,  all  the  work 
has  to  be  done  evenings  and  weekends,  but 
the  enthusiasm  of  the  players  carries  them, 

and  the  studio  staff,  cheerfully  on  until  mid- 
night and  later. 

Freeland from  Sahara 

Thornton  Freeland  returned  to  London 
this  month  from  a  trip  to  the  Sahara  for 
shots  for  the  Walter  Futter  production  of 

"Jericho,"  with  Paul  Robeson,  which  be- 

gan on  September  25th.  The  main  objective 
of  the  trip,  and  explanatory  of  its  length, 

was  to  get  pictures  of  the  yearly  "Salt 
Caravan,"  in  which  14,000  camels  are  used. 
For  more  than  five  weeks  Freeland,  camera- 

man John  Boyle,  and  their  explorer  guide, 
T.  A.  Glover,  roamed  with  their  own  cara- 

van of  thirty-five  camels.  They  obtained 
shots  of  the  caravan  proper  in  which  the 

whole  landscape,  from  foreground  to  hori- 
zon, is  camel.  Someone  counted  4,000  in 

view  at  one  time,  and  may  have  missed  a 
few.  Henry  Wilcoxon  is  the  probable  lead. 
The  schedule  includes  a  return  to  Egypt  for 
location  scenes  in  the  neighborhood  of  Cairo. 

Itemized 

"Stardust,"  with  Lupe  Velez  has  been 
completed  for  National  Provincial. 

Paramount  schedules  twenty  British  pro- 
ductions in  1937,  the  majority  to  be  made  at 

Pinewood.  Michael  Arlen's  "Cavalier  of  the 
Streets"  will  be  one  of  the  first. 

Raoul  Walsh  will  direct  "The  Killer"  for Criterion  at  Worton  Hall. 

Paul  Cavanagh  has  been  signed  for  Alex- 

ander Film  Production's  "Three  Mad  Men," 
from  an  original  story  by  Dave  Bader. 

Harold  Schuster  back,  for  another  Kane 

picture,  after  seeing  "Wings  of  the  Morn- 
ing" through  Hollywood  processing. 

Five  Scheduled 

Criterion  Films  in  London  will  produce 

five  major  productions  during  1937  instead 
of  two  or  three,  as  heretofore,  it  was  an- 

nounced this  week  by  Douglas  Fairbanks, 

Jr.,  and  Marcel  Hellman,  heads  of  the  com- 
pany. United  Artists  will  handle  the  re- 

leases throughout  the  world. 
Mr.  Fairbanks  will  be  featured  in  two  and 

possibly  three  of  the  pictures,  the  first  of 

which  will  be  "Thief  in  the  Night,"  and  the 

second,  "High  Treason." 
New  Company 

Robert  Messulam  and  Bruce  Airlie  Greg- 
ory, prominent  in  British  film  financing,  have 

formed  Messulam  Pictures  in  London  and 

have  announced  "With  All  My  Heart"  an 
adaptation  of  the  Austin  Parker  play,  as 
their  first  production.  Robert  Montgomery 

is  being  sought  for  the  lead. 

Japan  Bars  Pictures 
"Mary  of  Scotland"  and  "Mutiny  on  the 

Bounty"  have  been  barred  in  Japan,  the 
former  on  the  ground  that  it  might  be  dis- 

respectful to  the  throne  and  the  latter  be- 
cause it  is  regarded  as  too  revolutionary  for 

Japanese  audiences,  it  was  revealed  in  Tokyo 
this  week. 
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PARAMOUNT,  COLUMBIA, 

CONDOR  FILE  WITH  SEC 

More  Than  $45,000,000  In- 

volved in  Registration  State- 
ment on  Paramount  Securities 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 
in  Washington 

Involving  more  than  $45,000,000,  Para- 
mount Pictures  has  filed  with  the  Securities 

and  Exchange  Commission  a  statement  for 

the  registration  of  various  classes  of  securi- 
ties on  the  New  York  Stock  Exchange. 

,The  Securities  and  Exchange  Commission 
also  received  stock  statements  from  Colum- 

bia Pictures,  the  new  Condor  Pictures  and 
General  Theatres. 

Covered  by  the  statement  were  $24,866,- 
145.25  of  20-year  six  per  cent  sinking  fund 
debentures  due  January  1,  1955,  already  is- 

sued; $1,621,197.51  of  similar  debentures 

due  January  1,  1955,  also  issued;  16,- 
211,986  shares  of  $100  par  value  six  per 
cent  cumulative  first  preferred  stock,  to  be 
issued;  644,140.8  shares  of  $10  par  value  six 
per  cent  cumulative  second  preferred  stock, 
issued;  1,590,751.5  shares  of  $1  par  value 
common  stock,  issued;  2,454,472.38065 
shares  of  $1  par  value  common  stock,  to  be 
issued;  $8,553,500  of  limited  guaranty  of 
Paramount  Broadway  Corporation  first 

mortgage  sinking  fund  loan  certificates,  is- 
sued, and  $225,500  of  the  same  certificates, 

to  be  issued. 

Few  Officers  Own  Securities 

A  feature  of  the  registration  statement  was 
that  few  of  the  officers  or  directors  of  the  com- 

pany owned  any  of  its  securities.  In  this  group 
were  Adolph  Zukor,  chairman  of  the  Board; 
Neil  F.  Agnew,  vice  president ;  George  L.  Bag- 
nail,  assistant  treasurer;  Stephen  Callaghan,  di- 

rector; Walter  B.  Cokell,  treasurer;  Harvey 
D.  Gibson,  director ;  Duncan  C.  Harris,  direc- 

tor ;  John  W.  Hicks,  vice  president ;  Harry  O. 
King,  director;  Fred  Mohrhardt,  comptroller. 

Another  group  was  shown  to  have  no  direct 
holdings  in  the  company  but  to  have  some  se- 

curities beneficially,  including  Y.  F.  Freeman, 
vice  president,  1,000  shares  of  common;  H.  A. 
Fortington,  director,  1,000  shares  of  common 
and  300  of  first  preferred ;  A.  Conger  Goodyear, 
director,  1,000  shares  of  common  and  300  first 
preferred;  Stanton  Griffis,  director,  1,000  shares 
first  preferred;  John  D.  Hertz,  director,  15 
shares  first  preferred  and  $21,500  in  debentures 
and  600  shares  of  common  and  8,000  shares  of 
second  preferred  owned  by  Lehman  Brothers ; 
Jacob  H.  Karp,  assistant  secretary,  100  shares  of 
common ;  Charles  A.  McCullouch,  director,  1,- 
000  shares  first  preferred  and  $58,000  of  deben- 

tures ;  Maurice  Newton,  director,  4,518  shares 
of  common  and  2,413  1/5  shares  of  second  pre- 

ferred, and  5,000  shares  of  common  and  5,000 
second  preferred  owned  by  Hallgarten  &  Com- 

pany; E.  V.  Richards,  director,  2,000  shares  of 
common;  Atlas  Corporation,  principal  under- 

writer, 1,516,483  shares  first  preferred. 

Those  Holding  Securities 

Those  actually  holding  Paramount  securities 
were:  Norman  Collyer,  assistant  secretary,  300 
shares  of  common  and  120  second  preferred; 
Henry  Herzbrun,  vice  president,  209  shares  of 
common  and  83  second  preferred;  Austin  C. 
Keough,  vice  president  and  secretary,  59  shares 
of  common  and  23  second  preferred;  Earl  I. 
McClintock,  director,  100  shares  of  second  pre- 

ferred; Frank  Meyer,  assistant  secretary,  10 

shares  of  common,  100  first  preferred  and  four 
second  preferred;  Allied  Owners  Corporation, 
25,000  shares  first  preferred  and,  beneficially, 
$2,500,000  of  debentures. 

The  company  reported  the  100  per  cent  owner- 
ship of  72  subsidiaries,  which  hold  100  per  cent 

ownership  in  16  others,  and  interest  of  50  per 
cent  or  more  in  13  subsidiaries  which  hold 
ownership  in  31  companies. 

The  most  important  subsidiary  is  Balaban  & 
Katz,  Chicago,  in  which  Paramount  has  an 
interest  of  92.09  per  cent,  which  company  has 
a  100  per  cent  ownership  in  10  subsidiaries  and 
lesser  ownership  in  three;  the  13  subsidiaries, 
in  turn,  have  three  subsidiaries  of  their  own. 

The  parent  company  owns  42  exchanges  and 
owns,  leases  or  operates  569  theatres,  it  was 
shown.  Leases  are  held  on  361  of  the  houses 
and  managing  agreements  on  49  others.  Of  the 
total  number,  372  are  in  the  United  States  and 
178  in  Canada. 

Columbia  Certificates 

A  statement  also  was  filed  by  Harry  Colin 
and  others  as  voting  trustees  covering  voting 
trust  certificates  for  5,393  shares  of  no  par 
value  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  common 
and  the  underlying  securities.  The  company 
filed  a  statement  covering  10,990,432  shares  of 
no  par  value  common. 

General  Theatres  Equipment  Corporation  filed 
a  statement  covering  527,024  shares  of  capital 
stock,  issued,  and  227,081  shares  to  be  regis- 

tered on  notice  of  issuance,  and  Grand  National 
Films,  Inc.  and  Twentieth  Century-Fox  Film 
Corporation  submitted  special  reports  showing 
chances  occurring  since  regular  registration 
statements. 
A  statement  from  Condor  Pictures,  cover- 

ing a  proposed  issue  of  999,999  shares  of  com- 
mon stock,  estimated  at  $1,227,967,  showed  that 

the  capital  stock  of  the  company  has  been  in 
the  hands  of  three  persons :  George  H.  Hirli- 
man  of  Culver  City,  holding  23  per  cent;  Ama- 
dee  J.  Van  Beuren  of  New  York,  holding  20 
per  cent,  and  Albert  H.  Lieberman  of  Philadel- 

phia, who  holds  56  per  cent.  It  was  disclosed 
further  that  B.  E.  Buckman  &  Co.,  Madison, 
Wis.,  who  will  underwrite  the  new  issue,  have 
an  option  of  372,818  shares  of  stock  at  $2.65  per 
share  for  120  days  after  the  effective  date  of 
the  registration  and  that  there  are  outstanding 
warrants  for  stock,  to  be  taken  up  between 
March  1,  1937  and  March  1,  1947  at  $3.25  per 
share  for  the  first  five  years  and  $5  per  share 
for  the  remaining  period.  These  warrants  are 
held  as  follows :  A.  J.  Van  Beuren,  45,000 
shares ;  A.  H.  Lieberman,  30,000 ;  Buckman  & 
Co.,  73,930,  and  M.  H.  Hoffman  of  Hollywood, 
G.  A.  Hirliman,  Frank  M.  Snell  of  New  York 
and  H.  J.  Rothman  of  New  York,  65,000  each. 

Injunction  Reversed 

The  federal  circuit  court  of  appeals  in  New 
York  has  reversed,  by  a  two-to-one  decision, 
a  court  order  granting  a  temporary  injunction 
against  the  brokerage  firm  of  Torr  &  Company 
in  the  suit  brought  by  the  Securities  and  Ex- 

change Commission  to  restrain  the  firm  from 
alleged  violations  of  the  securities  act  in  the 
sale  of  stock  of  the  Trans-Lux  Daylight  Pic- 

ture Screen  Corporation.  The  case  grew  out  of 
an  option  on  47,000  shares  of  Trans-Lux  stock, 
acquired  by  Torr  &  Company  from  Ellery  W. 
Mann  as  owner. 

Acquisition  in  November  of  35  shares  of 

Loew's  common  stock  by  Arthur  M.  Loew's 
holding  company  was  disclosed  today  in  the 
semi-monthly  report  of  the  Securities  and  Ex- 

change Commission  on  the  transactions  of  offi- 
cers and  directors  in  stocks  of  their  corpora- 

tions. At  the  close  of  the  month,  the  holding 
company  held  3,918  shares  of  Loew  common. 

Rites  Conducted 

For  Boleslawski 

Funeral  services  for  Richard  Boleslawski, 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  director,  who  died  at 
his  home  in  Hollywood  on  Sunday,  were 

held  on  Tuesday  in  St.  Augustine's  Chapel, 
Culver  City.  Pallbearers  were  Basil  Rath- 
bone,  Robert  Montgomery,  Gilbert  Emery, 
Al  Birmingham,  Dr.  Serg  Bertensson  and 
Marcus  Goodrich.  Russian  memorial  services 
will  be  held  on  Sunday. 

Mr.  Boleslawski,  who  was  47  years  old, 
died  suddenly  of  a  heart  attack.  He  had 
been  in  apparently  good  health  and  had  been 
active  in  the  studio  where  he  was  directing 

"The  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney." 
The  director  was  born  in  Warsaw,  Po- 

land, and  received  his  education  in  Odessa. 
While  attending  Moscow  University  in  1906 
he  became  an  actor  in  the  Moscow  Art  Thea- 

tre, studying  under  Stanislawsky.  Shortly 
thereafter  he  abandoned  acting  for  directing and  staging. 

He  arrived  in  Hollywood  in  1929  and  his 

first  assignment  was  "Treasure  Girl"  for Pathe.  He  was  an  assistant  director  on 

"Paris  Bound"  and  "This  Thing  Called 
Love."  In  1930  he  did  "The  Last  of  the 

Lone  Wolf"  for  Columbia.  In  1932  he  pub- 
lished "Way  of  a  Lancer,"  the  first  book  of 

a  trilogy  dealing  with  his  war  experiences. 
Following  publication  of  the  book  he  di- 

rected "Rasputin  and  the  Empress,"  for 
MGM,  and  for  the  same  company  "Storm  at 
Daybreak,"  "Beauty  for  Sale,"  "Men  in 
White,"  "The  Painted  Veil,"  "Clive  of  In- 

dia," and  "Les  Miserables."  His  latest  pic- 
tures were  "Theodora  Goes  Wild"  and  "The 

Garden  of  Allah." 

Equity  Advocates 

Subsidy  of  IV nters 
The  subsidization  of  playwrights  by  the 

legitimate  theatre  is  urged  upon  stage  pro- 

ducers by  Actors'  Equity  Association  in  a 
leading  editorial  in  the  current  issue  of 

Equity,  monthly  publication  of  the  organi- zation. 
The  editorial  cites  the  employment  of 

writers  by  motion  picture  producers  as  il- 
lustrative of  the  soundness  of  the  idea  in 

solving  Hollywood's  problem  of  story  mate- 
rial supply.  It  declares  that  there  is  a  dearth 

of  good  play  material  being  written,  that  the 
entire  stage  industry  suffers  as  a  result,  and 
that  the  only  means  of  insuring  a  definite 

supply  of  play  material  lies  in  subsidizing 
a  new  school  of  playwrights  for  the  theatre. 

"It  is,"  the  editorial  observes,  "the  steady, 
dependable  stream  of  plays  coming  from 
brilliant  minds  which  the  theatre  must  have 
to  survive. 

"Hollywood  producers,"  it  continues,  "are 
farseeing  enough  to  know  they  have  to  have 
stories,   and   writers   must   furnish  them. 

Equity  has  been  engaged  during  recent 
months  with  the  League  of  New  York  The- 

atres and  the  Dramatists'  Guild  in  an  at- 
tempt to  discover  what  is  wrong  with  the 

present  day  theatre  and  its  lack  of  popular- 
ity with  the  public  and  the  Equity  editorial 

is  regarded  as  an  outgrowth  of  these  dis- 
cussions. 



VERSATILITY 

UNUSUAL  and  special  though  it  is  in  its 

characteristics,  Super  X  fills  every  require- 

ment of  general  cinematography.  Proof? 

It  is  used  throughout  features  and  shorts 

made  under  every  possible  condition.  In 

Super  X,  specialization  has  surprisingly 

led  to  supreme  versatility.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 
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EARLY  ADOPTION  OF 

LOCAL  BOARDS  URGED 

Most  Fair  Trade  Practice  Pro- 

posals Depend  on  Boards, 

Kuykendall  Tells  Depinet 

An  appeal  to  distributing  companies  by 
Edward  Kuykendall,  president  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  to 

take  the  initiative  in  establishing  local  con- 
ciliation boards  in  cooperation  with  exhibi- 

tors who  petition  for  them,  was  followed 
this  week  by  a  statement  from  Abram  F. 
Meyers,  general  counsel  of  the  Allied  States 
Association  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors, 
that  the  members  of  such  boards  can  be 

valuable  only  where  their  prestige  and  hon- 
esty are  so  high  as  to  command  respect. 

In  a  letter  to  Ned  E.  Depinet,  vice-presi- 
dent of  RKO  Radio,  acknowledging  the 

company's  recent  statement  of  policy  on 
the  MPTOA  trade  practice  program,  Mr. 
Kuykendall  pointed  out  that  a  majority  of 

the  exhibitors'  10  proposals  can  be  accom- 
plished effectively  only  through  the  opera- 

tion of  the  local  boards.  In  this  group  the 
MPTOA  president  included  unreasonable 
clearance,  overbuying,  unfair  competition, 

non-theatrical  competition,  designation  of 
Sunday  playdates,  forcing  of  shorts  and 

"other  local  complaints  and  grievances  not 
involving  contract  enforcement." 

"The  MPTOA,"  Mr.  Kuykendall  said,  "has 
gone  as  far  as  it  can  to  secure  the  establishment 
of  the  boards.  It  is  now  up  to  the  distributors 
to  work  out  each  such  local  board,  where  one 
is  desired,  in  cooperation  with  the  leading  local 
theatre  owners  and  the  local  exhibitor  associa- 

tion." 
Not  a  Bargaining  Basis 

Evincing  some  disappointment  that  the  dis- 
tributing companies  have  accepted  the  program 

only  in  part,  Mr.  Kuykendall  reiterated  his 
statement  that  the  proposals  were  not  conceived 
as  a  bargaining  basis. 

"They  were  intended,"  he  said,  "as  moderate, 
reasonable  proposals  for  the  genuine  and  im- 

mediate benefit  of  all  independent  exhibitors, 
not  as  trading  points  to  be  cut  down  as  far  as 
possible  by  each  distributor,  nor  to  create  ar- 

tificial controversy,  nor  to  defeat  any  legisla- 

tion." Reminding  the  distributors  that  the  respon- 
sibility for  the  failure  of  the  program  and  the 

consequences  of  its  failure  will  be  entirely  the 

distributors',  the  letter  continued : 
"It  is  no  secret  that  many  exhibitors  feel 

that  the  distributors  will  give  up  little  or  no 
commercial  advantages  without  Government  in- 

tervention to  regulate  our  business  by  statute. 
How  far  the  distributor  will  go  to  convince  the 
exhibitors  that  this  attitude  is  without  justifica- 

tion obviously  is  demonstrated  by  how  unyield- 
ing the  distributor  is  in  responding  to  exhibitor 

complaints  and  proposals." 

Subject  of  March  16th  Convention 

A  review  of  the  operation  of  trade  practice 
concessions  will  take  place  at  the  annual  con- 

vention of  the  MPTOA  to  be  held  in  Miami 
March  16th  to  18th.  Four  companies,  Para- 

mount, Columbia,  Warner  Brothers  and  Re- 
public, have  not  yet  published  their  acceptance 

of  the  program.  Of  these  Paramount  and  Co- 
lumbia have  been  delayed  by  the  absence  from 

the  home  offices  of  sales  executives  and  Warner 
Brothers  has  indicated  that  it  will  not  alter 

its  policies. 
Members  of  conciliation  boards  as  proposed 

by  the  MPTOA  can  be  valuable  "only  where 
their  prestige  as  Government  officers  or  their 
reputation  for  honesty  and  fair  dealing  are  so 

high  as  to  command  respect  or  admiration," Mr.  Myers  declared  in  an  article  appearing  in 
the  current  issue  of  the  publication  of  the  In- 

dependent Exhibitors,  Inc.,  of  New  England. 
Implying  a  doubt  of  the  efficacy  of  the  boards 

as  proposed  by  the  MPTOA,  Mr.  Myers  points 
out  that  the  personnel  of  the  conciliation  boards 

will  spell  their  success  or  failure.  "Concilia- 
tors have  no  authority  and  cannot  render  de- 

cisions or  enforce  orders,"  he  said. 
Continuing  in  this  vein  the  article  included 

the  statement  that  "the  distributors  will  have 
nothing  to  do  with  any  boards,  whether  they 
be  arbitration  boards,  code  boards  or  concilia- 

tion boards  unless  they  can  control  the  person- 
nel of  such  boards,  unaffiliated  as  well  as  affili- 

ated." 

Sympathetic  to  Conciliation 
That  Allied  is  not  inherently  opposed  to  the 

submission  of  trade  disputes  to  a  conciliation 
board,  however,  is  brought  out  by  Mr.  Myers 
in  recalling  that  the  independent  organization 
joined  with  the  MPTOA  in  1932  in  working 
out  proposals  for  a  national  board  of  appeals 
and  conciliation  and  an  optional  license  agree- 
ment. 

Members  of  the  United  Motion  Picture  The- 
atre Owners  of  Philadelphia  have  been  informed 

by  the  negotiating  committee  that  final  de- 
tails of  the  agreement  pending  with  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  have  not  yet  been  ironed  out, 
but  that  a  satisfactory  consummation  of  the  ar- 

rangement may  be  expected  soon. 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  January  16 

CAPITOL 
Hurling   MGM 

CRITERION 
Nut  Guilty   Vitaphone 
Jimmie  Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra   Vitaphone 

Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  The  Tin 
Can  Tourist  Vitaphone 

MUSIC  HALL 

March  of  Time,  No.  6. .". ...  RKO  Radio 
PARAMOUNT 

House  Cleaning  Blues  Paramount 
On  the  Nose  Paramount 

RIALTO 

Chimp  Champs  Paramount 
Ski  Thrills  in  Norway  Central 

RIVOLI 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Paramount 
Making   Friends   Paramount 

ROXY 
Birds  In  Love  Columbia 
The  Screen  Test  Educational 
Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No.  3  I  Universal 

STRAND 

Double  Talk   Vitaphone 
He  Was  Her  Man  Vitaphone 

Gaumont  Continues 

Film  Distribution 

Through  20th-Fox 
Gaumont  British  will  continue  to  distri- 

bute through  Twentieth  Century-Fox  ex- 
changes for  the  time  being,  it  was  disclosed 

this  week  following  a  meeting  between  Sid- 

ney R.  Kent,  president  of  Twentieth  Cen- 
tury-Fox and  Arthur  Lee,  American  head 

for  GB.  At  the  meeting  an  agreement  was 
reached  whereby  GB  will  be  permitted  to 

release  "River  of  Unrest,"  first  of  five  Brit- 
ish International  Pictures  signed  for  by  the company. 

Announcement  of  the  agreement  was  fol- 
lowed by  a  statement  from  Mr.  Lee  to  the 

American  sales  force  that  despite  reports 

to  the  contrary  there  are  no  differences  be- 

tween GB  and  Twentieth  Century-Fox.  "We 
will  proceed  just  as  we  have  for  the  last 

two  and  a  half  years,"  he  said.  Several 
weeks  ago  Mr.  Kent  announced  that  Twenti- 

eth Century-Fox  would  be  unable  to  handle 

any  pictures  for  GB  other  than  the  24  origi- 
nally scheduled  for  American  release. 

Mr.  Lee's  statement  to  his  sales  force  also 
contained  the  promise  that  before  the  season 
is  finished  they  would  hear  some  sensational 
news — "news  of  such  a  nature  as  to  make 

you  glad  you  stuck  by  your  guns  and  let 
the  rumors  take  care  of  themselves.  When 
the  news  will  come  I  cannot  say  right  now. 
But  I  do  know,  and  I  want  to  assure  vou  of 
the  fact,  that  you,  by  your  work  in  the  field 
and  your  selling  of  GB  product,  can  hasten 
the  day  on  which  the  news  will  be  made 

known  to  the  motion  picture  world." 
Plans  for  establishing  its  own  exchange 

system  have  not  been  dropped  entirely  by 
GB,  it  is  understood,  and  it  is  likely  that  the 

company  may  set  up  its  own  national  distri- bution outlet  for  next  season. 

A  company  announcement  this  week  said 
that  plans  are  under  way  to  increase  the 
number  of  pictures  made  by  GB  in  London 
with  many  important  Hollywood  stars. 

May  Drop  Production 
by  BRUCE  ALLAN  in  London 

Isidore  Ostrer  on  his  arrival  in  London 
from  New  York  this  week  said  that  Gaumont 

is  considering  giving  up  production  and  that 
a  decision  will  be  made  before  the  end  of 
March.  He  declared  that  unless  much 

greater  revenue  is  obtained  from  the  Ameri- 
can market  the  company  must  discontinue 

big  pictures  for  the  international  market. 
He  branded  the  present  Quota  Act  a  failure 
and  said  that  the  only  way  to  put  the  British 
industry  on  a  sound  basis  was  to  compel  the 
American  companies  to  spend  part  of  their 
British  revenue  on  British  films. 

Pointing  out  that  Gaumont  pioneered  in 
America,  the  GB  executive  said  that  consid- 

erable resistance  was  found,  only  four  or 
five  million  dollars  having  been  received  in 
three  years.  The  American  companies  are 
getting  seven  to  ten  million  pounds  sterling 

yearly  from  England,  he  said,  while  Eng- 
land receives  only  £200,000  annually  from 

America. 

He  reiterated  previous  statements  that 
there  will  be  no  change  in  Gaumont  control. 



AS  THE  fELLA  SAYS.  IT'S  A  PLEASURE  TO  KNOW  THAT  ALWAYS... AL- 

WAYS... NO  MATTER  WHAT  THE  CONDITIONS. ..NO  MATTER  WHO  MAKES 

THE  PICTURES... NO  MATTER  WHAT  THE  SUBJECT... OR  WHEN  YOU  PLAY 

IT... SPOT  BOOKING... OR  BOOKED  WAY  AHEAD. .. NATIONAL  SCREEN 

SERVICE  IS  ON  THE  IOB  AND  RARIN*  TO  GO... WITH  A  SWELLELEGANT 

TRAILER  TO  BRIHG  HOME  THE  BACON . .  .YES  SIR.  YOU  GOTTA  HAND  IT  TO 

NATIONAL  SCREEN  SERVICE 

PRIZE  BABY  OF  THC  INDUSTRY 
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MORE  SALARIES  LISTED  BY  TREASURY 

The  United  States  Government  this  week 

continued  to  make  public  the  salaries  paid 
in  193  5  to  the  leading  stars,  featured  players, 
directors,  writers  and  executives  of  the 

motion  picture  industry,  but  the  new  figures 
published  are  in  the  lower  income  brackets, 
ranging  from  approximately  $15,000  to 
$50,000. 

When  the  Government  made  public  the 
193  5  salaries  in  the  higher  brackets  last 
week,  much  attention  was  paid  the  figures 

in  the  press,  with  no  mention  of  the  in- 
roads made  into  these  earnings  by  state 

and  federal  income  taxes.  Motion  Picture 

Herald  pointed  out  that  the  higher-bracket 
salaries  are  subject  to  federal  and  New  York 
or  California  state  taxes  averaging  46  per 
cent  of  the  income,  and,  in  the  case  of  the 
highest  paid  stars,  as  high  as  65  per  cent. 

The  figures  published  this  week  are  not  sub- 
ject to  such  a  high  percentage  of  taxation, 

though  it  is  still  an  appreciable  factor.  For 
example,  an  income  of  $15,000  would  be 

taxed  approximately  $1,280  by  the  Govern- 
ment, $800  by  the  State  of  New  York  and 

only  $300  by  California.  A  salary  of 
$25,000  would  find  the  federal  government 
taking  approximately  $3,070,  with  the 
New  York  and  California  taxes  amounting 
to  some  $1,500  and  $750,  respectively. 

Following  is  a  list  of  individuals  in  the 
industry  whose  193  5  salaries  were  in  the 

$15,000  to  $53,000  brackets,  according  to 

the  federal  reports,  along  with  the  com- 
panies for  which  they  worked: 

E.  B.  Hatrick,  Metrotone  News,  Cosmopoli- 
tan Corp  $  53,600 

C.  E.  Kenneth  Mees,  Eastman  $  49,822 
Ann  Dvorak,  Warners  $  49,050 
Barbara  Stanwyck,  Warners  $  49,000 
Guy  Kibbee,  Warners  $  48,583 
Harry  Warren,  Warners  $  48,416 
George  White,  20th  Century-Fox  $  48,001 
Earl  Baldwin,  Warners  $  48,000 
Joseph  M.  Schenck,  20th  Cen.-Fox.  .$  47,500 
Nicholas  Schenck,  M-G-M  Corp  $  46,700 
Alan  E.  Freedman,  DeLuxe  Labs  $  45,886 
M.  H.  Aylesworth,  NBC  $  45,180 
E.  J.  Churchill,  Donahue  and  Coe. .  .$  44,416 
Charles  Kenyon,  Warners  $  44,383 
R.  H.  Luce,  Time  (March  of  Time)..$  43,517 
Aline  McMahon,  Warners  $  43,000 
H.  K.  Boice,  Columbia  Broadcasting.  .$  42,970 
A.  B.  Churchill,  Donahue  and  Coe..$  42,562 
C.  F.  Henser,  Donohue  and  Coe  $  42,562 
Herman  C.  Sievers,  Eastman  Kodak.  .$  42,394 
Ray  Enright,  Warners  $  41,725 
Mary  Astor,  Warners  $  41,662 
T.  B.  Costain,  20th  Cen.-Fox  %  41,600 
Josephine  Hutchinson,  Warners  $  41,125 
Jules  Levy,  Radio  $  40,600 
Truman  Talley,  Movietone  News  $  40,525 
Al  Dubin,  Warners  $  40,466 
Fred  Jackman,  Warners  $  40,433 
George  Brent,  Warners  $  40,416 
Charles  F.  Ames,  Eastman  Kodak. .$  40,110 
Genevieve  Tobin,  Warners  $  40,000 
Donald  Woods,  Warners  $  39,800 
G.  J.  Schaefer,  then  at  Paramount...!  39,750 
Sam  Sax,  Vitaphone  Corporation  $  39,750 
George  E.  Quigley,  Vitaphone  Corp...$  39,750 
Delmar  Daves,  Warners  $  39,100 
Joan   Blondell, Warners  $  39,050 

NEWSPAPER  CONDEMNS 

PUBLISHING  SALARIES 

The  New  York  Times,  this  week, 

in  commenting  editorially  on  the 

Government's  publishing  of  amounts 
of  salaries  paid  members  of  corpora- 

tions during  193  5  declares,  "It  is  an 
invasion  of  privacy.  It  foments  envy 

and  ill  will  among  neighbors.  It  satis- 

fies only  an  idle  and  malicious  curi- 
osity. The  Government,  in  effect, 

compiles  a  'sucker  list',  a  preferred 

group  of  prospects  for  solicitors  and 
promoters  of  all  sorts,  high-pressure 
salesmen,  mendicants,  racketeers, 
swindlers,  extortionists,  blackmailers 

and  kidnappers.  In  addition  to  all  this, 
the  list  is  extremely  misleading  in  the 
impression  that  it  gives  the  average 

reader."  The  newspaper  then  points 
out  that  a  great  part  of  the  published 
incomes  is  subject  to  high  taxes  and 
that  net  incomes  are  considerably 
smaller  than  the  published  gross 

figures. R.  E.  Larsen,  Time  (March  of  Time)  .$  39,010 
William  Goetz,  20th  Century-Fox. ..  .$  38,000 
Phil  Reisman,  Radio.  ......$  38,269 
Ben  Markson,  Warners  $  37,600 
Milton  C.  Weisman,  Fox  Theatres...?  37,500 
Harry  A.  Ross,  Ross  Fed.  Service  $  37,500 
Casey  Robinson,  Warners  $  37,500 
Leo  Forbstein,  Warners  $  37,100 
Dr.  Ernst  Schwartz,  Agfa-Ansco 
Corporation   $  36,200 

Charles  W.  Burley,  Eastman  Kodak. $  35,793 
William  Keighley,  Warners.  $  35,750 
R.  C.  Patterson,  NBC  $  35,240 
David  Rosenbloom,  NBC  $  35,000 
Hugh  Herbert,  Warners  $  34,966 
J.  H.  Hazen,  Warners  $  34,450 
Sam  Schneider,  Warners  $  34,450 
Chas  MacArthur,  H-M  Pic.  Corp...$  34,500 
Harold  S.  Bareford,  Warners  $  34,450 
Edward  E.  Horton,  Warners  $  34,416 
David  Fleischer,  Fleischer  Studios... $  34,308 
Max  Fleischer,  Fleischer  Studios ....  $  34,308 
Laird  Doyle,  Warners  $  33,950 
J.  S.  Martin,  Time  (March  of  Time)  .$  33,634 
Glenda  Farrell,  Warners  $  33,462 

Edward  A.  Schiller,  Loew's,   $  33,150 
Frank  McHugh,  Warners  $  32,800 
Charles  K.  Flint,  Eastman  Kodak.  .$  32,586 
Ross  Alexander,  Warners  $  32,124 
Lyle  Talbot,  Warners  $  32,000 
R.  W.  Perkins,  Warners  $  31,800 
Laurence  Stallings,  Movietone  N. ..$  31,750 
Veree  Teasdale,  Warners  $  31,666 
Abe  Lastfogel,  Morris  Agency  $  31,600 
Charles  F.  Hutchinson,  Eastman... $  31,548 

Isidor  Frey,  Loew's  $  31,200 
Austin  C.  Keough,  Paramount  $  31,200 
Robert  Presnell,  Warners  $  30,833 
P.  W.  Keskin,  CBS  $  30,756 
Robert  Florey,  Warners  $  30,583 
Henry  Blanke,  Warners  $  30,550 
G.  McL.  Baynes,  East.  Serv.  Studios.. $  30,000 
Arthur  A.  Lee,  Gaumont  British  $  30,000 
H.  J.  Black,  Time  (March  of  Time)  .$  29,480 
Edgar  Kobak,  NBC  $  28,956 
Howard  H.  Imray,  Eastman  Kodak. .$  28,287 
Sydney  Towell,  20th  Century- Fox  $  28,050 
Seaton  Miller,  Warners  $  28,000 

Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Para.  Thea  $  27,950 
Ned  Sparks,  Warners  $  27,500 
Warren  Duff,  Warners  $  27,466 
Tom  Reid,  Warners  $  27,300 
L.  W.  Lowman,  CBS  $  27,249 
Neil  F.  Agnew,  Paramount  Dis  $  27,150 
David  Mendoza,  Vitaphone  Corp  $  26,885 
Clayton  Bond,  Warner  Circuit  $  26,500 
Samuel  Carlisle,  Warners  $  26,500 
Ray  Heindorff,  Warners  $  26,500 
W.  S.  McDonald,  Warner  Circuit.... $  26,500 
Nat  Levine,  Mascot  Pictures  $  26,325 
Harry  M.  Goetz,  Reliance  Pictures  $  26,222 
H.  C.  Arthur,  Jr.,  Fanchon  &  Marco. $  26,000 
D.  A.  Doran,  Jr.,  20th  Century-fox.  .$  26,000 
Edgar  Moss,  20th  Century-Fox  $  26,000 
J.  A.  Partington,  F.  and  M.  Stage 
Shows   $  26,000 

P.  A.  Powers,  Celebrity  Productions.  .$  26,000 
Fanchon  Simon,  Fanchon  &  Marco.  .$  26,000 
Joseph  J.  Unger,  Para.  Dis  $  26,000 
Marco  Wolff,  Fanchon  &  Marco  $  26,000 
F.  Hugh  Herbert,  Warners  $  25,900 
Henry  L.  Salsbury,  Para.  Dis  $  25,870 
William  Gargan,  Warners  $  25,725 
J.  S.  Billings,  Time  (March  of  Time)  $  25,480 
Sam  Pickard,  CBS  $  25,064 
Edward  S.  Perot,  Dictograph  $  25,000 
Helen  Thimig,  Warners  $  25,000 
Herman  Zohbel,  Radio  $  25,000 
Marvin  Schenck,  Loew  Booking 
Agency   $  24,750 

Nathan  Levinson,  Warners  $  24,585 
James  W.  Decker,  Trans  Lux  $  24,000 
Percy  M.  Furber,  Trans  Lux.  ../....$  24,000 
Maxwell  Arnow,  Warners  $  23,850 
Ernest  Haller,  Warners  $  23,850 
Albert  K.  Chapman,  Eastman  Kodak. $  23,798 
Marion  B.  Folsom,  Eastman  Kodak. .  .$  23,569 
Sheridan  Gibney,  Warners  $  23,500 

Russell  Holman,  Paramount  Distrib- 
uting  $  23,400 

Charles  E.  McCarthy,  20th  Century- 
Fox   $  23,400 

Edwin  C.  Hill,  Metrotone  News  $  23,250 
J.  H.  Skirball,  Educational  Pictures.. $  22,950 
James  A.  Fitzpatrick,  FitzPatrick 
Pictures   $  22,750 

Bobby  Connelly,  Warners  $  22,650 
M.  A.  Silver,  Warner  Circuit  $  22,464 
Paul  C.  Seel,  Eastman  Kodak  $  22,387 
James  Seymour,  Warners  $  22,100 
Arthur  L.  Mayer,  Mid-Town  Theatre 
Corp  :$  22,024 

Sol  Polito,  Warners  $  21,938 
Allen  Jenkins,  Warners  $  21,612 
John  F.  Royal,  NBC  $  21,600 
Henry  O'Neill,  Warners  $  21,525 
Jack  L.  Gorhan,  Eastman  Kodak.... £  21,512 
Helen  Morgan,  Warners  $  21,500 
Charles  W.  Markus,  Eastman  Kodak.$  21,407 
Ralph   Straub,  Warners  $  21,200 
Claire  Dodd,  Warners  $  20.833 
Harry  Ballance,  20th  Century- Fox.  .$  20,800 
Lynn  Farnol,  Donahue  and  Coe  $  20,800 

W.  J.  Eadie,  20th  Century-Fox  $  20.800 
A.  John  Michel,  20th  Century-Fox. .  .$  20,800 
L.  D.  Netter,  Paramount  Theatres.  .$  20,800 
Cresson  E.  Smith,  Radio  $  20,800 
George  W.  Weeks,  Gaumont  British. .  .$  20,800 
Alfred  Wright,  20th  Century-Fox. . .  .$  20,800 
Mort  Dixon,  Warners  $  20,783 
H.  Ensign,  Columbia  Broadcasting.  ..$  20,749 

Ben  Hecht,  H-M  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion  $  20,700 

Ruth  Donnelly,  Warners  $  20,616 
Everett  Marshall,  Warners  $  20,549 
Oscar  N.  Solbert,  Eastman  Kodak  $  20,526 
Felix  A.  Jenkins,  20th  Century-Fox.  .$  20,500 
Dr.  N.  M.  LaPorte,  Paramount  $  20,461 
Roy  Mack,  Vitaphone  Corporation  $  20,458 
Louis  Phillips,  Paramount  $  20,450 
Jerry  Wald,  Warners  $  20,400 

{Continued  on  following  page) 
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RED    KANN    •  EDITOR 

Daily  Audit  of  Fame 

r£lHE  constant  fluctuation  in  talent  values  is 
nowhere  so  accurately  recorded  as  in  the 

telegraphic  box  office  reports  that  regularly  ap* 

pear  in  Motion  Picture  Daily* 

To  the  showmen  of  the  world,  Motion  Picture 

Daily  represents  a  service  of  inestimable  value 

a  daily  yardstick  of  the  industry's  ever-chang* 

ing  and  most  important  commodity, — Fame* 

QUICLEY   PUBLIC  AT  IONS 

ROCKEFELLER   CENTER,  NEW  YORK 

SUBSCRIPTION  RATES:  •  ONE  YEAR:  $6:00  .  TWO  YEARS:  $10.00 
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SALARIES  IN  FILM  FIELD 

(Continued  from  page  64) 

William  Morris,  Jr.,  Morris  Agency.  .$  20,400 
L.  S.  Goldsborough,  Time  (March  of 
Time)   $  20,384 

R.  L.  Johnson,  Time  (March  of  Time).$  20,384 
Fred  Gage,  Warners  $  20,291 
B.  B.  Kahane.  Radio  $  20,104 
H.  L.  Charnas,  Warner  Circuit  $  20,063 
William  Mallard,  Radio   $  19,999 
Robert  Barrat,  Warners  $  19,975 
Margaret  Lindsay,  Warners  $  19,800 
Lloyd  French,  Vitaphone  Corporation.!  19,883 
R.  I.  Poucher,  Consolidated  Film....$  19,746 
Arthur  Edeson,  Warners  $  19,693 
John  E.  Otterson.  Erpi  $  19,687 
G.  C.  Pratt,  Erpi  $  19,687 
W.  J.  Hutchinson,  20th  Century-Fox.$  19,500 
Harold  McCord,  Warners  $  19,500 
C.  M.  Reagan,  Paramount  Distributing.!  19,500 
Joseph  Henaberry,  Vitaphone  Corp..$  19,491 
L.  S.  Diamond,  Paramount  News  $  19,450 
Fred  Waller,  Paramount  News  $  19,450 
Lou  F.  Edelman,  Warners  $  19,366 
Domingo  Delgado.  Eastman  Kodak... $  19,356 
Jacob  H.  Lubin,  Loew  Booking 
Agency   $  19,300 

Mary  C.  McCall,  Jr.,  Warners  $  19,300 
George  Barnes,  Warners  $  19,284 
Natalie  Kalmus,  Technicolor  $  19,275 
Charles  Z.  Case,  Eastman  Kodak  $  18,898 
E.  C.  Grainger,  20th  Century-Fox. . .  .$  18,850 
Bernard  Kaun,  Warners  $  18,850 
W.  J.  Kupper,  20th  Century-Fox  $  18,850 
M.  R.  Runyon,  Columbia  Broadcasting.$  18,849 
A.  P.  Waxman,  Gaumont  British  $  18,800 
Gaetano  Gaudio,  Warners  $  18,793 
Anita  Louise,  Warners  $  18,733 
Allie  Wrubel,  Warners  $  18,728 
George  Bijur,  Columbia  Broadcasting.!  18,686 
Frederick  Higgins,  Eastman  Kodak... $  18,676 
Byron  Haskins,  Warners  $  18,656 
Ralph  Clark,  Warners  $  18,400 
Anton  Grot,  Warners  $  18,350 
L.  Leonidoff,  Hurok  Attractions  $  18,300 
H.  Dole,  Time  (March  of  Time)  $  18,288 
G.  B.  Sadler,  Time  (March  of  Time)..$  J 8,288 
Frank  Meyer,  Paramount  $  18,203 
Tom  Bailey,  20th  Century-Fox  $  18,200 
Walter  B.  Cokell,  Paramount  $  18,200 
Bette  Davis,  Warners  $  18,200 
John  W.  Hicks,  Paramount  Interna- 

tional  $  18,200 
Milton  Kussell,  Paramount  Distrib- 

uting  ,  $  18,200 
John  Michalove,  20th  Century- Fox.  .$  18,200 
Whitford  Drake,  Erpi  $  18,112 
A.  L.  Asby,  NBC  $  18,000 
George  Engles,  NBC  $  18,000 
F.  E.  Mason,  NBC  $  18,000 
F.  M.  Russell,  NBC  $  18,000 
E.  I.  Spondale,  20th  Century-Fox. ..  .$  18,000 
Harry   Sauber,  Warners  $  17,854 
R.  E.  Anderson,  Paramount  $  17,850 
Manuel  Seff,  Warners  $  17,783 
H.  M.  Wilcox,  Erpi  !  17,515 
Peter  Milne,  Warners  $  17,500 
Harold  M.  Bennett,  Eastman  Kodak..$  17,433 
W.  H.  Carey,  Time  (March  of  Time).?  17,365 
Irving  F.  Hoyt,  Eastman  Kodak  $  16,977 
Sid  Hickok,  Warners  $  16,978 
Eugene  Crystal,  Eastman  Kodak  $  16,969 
Helen  Lowell,  Warners  $  16,866 
Grant  Mitchell,  Warners  $  16,924 
S.  Barrett  McCormick,  Radio  $  16,900 
E.  L.  McEvoy,  Radio  $  16,900 

Jesse  T.  Mills,  Loew's  $  16,900 
W.  C  Gittinger,  C.B.S  $  19,746 
Myron  J.  Hayes,  Eastman  Kodak  $  16,680 
H.  G.  Knox,  Erpi  $  16,637 
C.  W.  Bunn,  Erpi  $  16,537 
Stanley  Logan,  Warners  $  16,508 
Percy  Westmore,  Warners  $  16,500 
Harry  D.  Haight,  Eastman  Kodak... $  16,422 

Samuel  E.  Sheppard,  Eastman  Kodak.  .$  16,239 
C.  E.  Eckhardt,  20th  Century-Fox. . .  .$  16,22  + 
Joseph  Cawthorne,  Warners  $  16,083 
Brown  Holmes,  Warners  $  16,075 
F.  L.  Devereux,  Erpi  Picture  Consult- 

ants $  16,052 
A.  Cohn,  Warners  $  15,900 
L.  F.  Erikson,  Columbia  Broadcasting.?  15,860 
Lloyd  A.  Jones,  Eastman  Kodak  $  15,835 
H.  L.  Atlass,  Columbia  Broadcasting. .$  15,834 
Carl  Erickson,  Warners  $  15,712 
Herman  Maier,  Warner  Circuit  $  15,660 
J.  S.  Hummel,  Warners  $  15,650 
J.  H.  Cooper,  Lincoln  Theatre  Corp...$  15,600 
Edward  L.  Hyman,  Century  Circuit.. $  15,600 
Fred  Mo<hrhardt,  Paramount  $  15,600 
Saul  E.  Rogers,  20th  Century-Fox. .  .$  15,600 
Charles    K.    Stern,  Metro-Goldwyn 
Corp  $  15,600 

M.  F.  Gowthorpe,  Paramount  Theatres. .$15,470 
Barton  MacLane,  Warners  $  15,375 
P.    R.    Prentice,    Time    (March  of 
Time)   $  15,288 

Hobart  Cavanaugh,  Warners  $  15,287 
Phil  Regan,  Warners  $  15,229 
Patricia  Ellis,  Warners  $  15,287 
Dr.  Leopold  Eckler,  Agfa-Ansco  Corp.$  15,160 

300  Theatres  Start 

"Romeo"  Roadshows 

More  than  300  roadshowings  of  "Romeo 
and  Juliet"  were  started  this  week,  that 
many  theatres  having  booked  the  film  from 

Loew's  on  two-a-day  policies.  The  dates  run 
into  February  and  March.  In  most  cases  t1  e 
bookings  are  on  a  50-50  basis  but  the  com- 

pany will  take  over  a  number  of  legitimate 
theatres  for  the  short  runs. 

Hild  Elected  by  Musicians 
Oscar  F.  Hild  has  been  elected  president 

of  the  Cincinnati  Musicians  Local  No.  1. 

Other  officers  are  William  Bell,  vice-presi- 
dent; Volney  L.  Hofman,  secretary  and 

Charles  Joseph,  treasurer.  Directors  are 
Arthur  Bowen,  Theodore  Hahn,  Joseph  Lu- 
gar,  Robert  P.  Moore  and  Robert  Snyder. 
Frank  Yago  is  sergeant-at-arms. 

Carl  Laemmle  Foundation 

Carl  Laemmle,  Sr.,  has  filed  articles  of 
incorporation  of  the  Carl  Laemmle  Founda- 

tion, a  non-profit  organization  to  encourage 
and  provide  for  charitable,  social  and  edu- 

cational and  recreational  endeavors  and 

works.  Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  and  Rosabelle 
Laemmle  Bergerman  are  directors  of  the 
foundation. 

Opening  Chicago  Office 
Theatre  Trailer  Corporation  will  open  a 

Chicago  office  during  January,  Mark  Block, 
president,  announced  in  New  York  as  he 
revealed  he  was  contemplating  a  tour  of  key 
cities  to  visit  circuit  headquarters  and  con- 

tact salesmen  in  the  field. 

Nuovo  Mondo  Offices  Moved 

Nuovo  Mondo  Pictures  has  moved  from 

the  RKO  building,  Rockefeller  Center,  New 
York,  to  the  Film  Center  Building,  630 
Ninth  avenue. 

Fox  Action  Halted 

By  Supreme  Court A  stpy  of  proceedings  in  the  eastern  Penn- 
sylvania district  court  has  been  ordered  by 

the  United  States  supreme  court  pending  its 
decision  on  the  petition  for  review  filed  last 

week  by  Hiram  Steelman.  trustee  in  bank- 
ruptcy in  the  William  Fox  case. 

The  court  granted  Mr.  Steelman's  petition 
for  a  temporary  restraining  order  and  in- 

junction against  further  proceedings  in  the 
suit  brought  by  the  All-Continent  Corpora- 

tion as  a  creditor  of  Mr.  Fox,  until  a  deci- 
sion is  reached  on  the  petition  for  review. 

Examination  of  witnesses  in  the  bank- 

ruptcy hearing  has  been  adjourned  to  Feb- 
ruary 17th. 

Expansion  Program 

Planned  by  Kallett 

A  program  of  expansion  to  include  the 
opening  of  dark  houses  and  the  building  of 
ten  new  theatres  will  be  decided  upon  at  the 
annual  meeting  of  Kallett  Theatres,  Inc.,  in 
Oneida,  N.  Y.,  on  January  28th,  according 

to  M.  J.  Kallett,  president.  A  modernization 
program  calls  for  expenditure  of  more  than 
$500,000.  The  Regent,  Syracuse,  is  to  be 
rebuilt  and  in  Oneida  the  Madison  and 

Regent  are  to  remodeled  and  a  new  house 
constructed  on  Main  Street.  Two  or  more 
of  the  seven  Utica  houses  will  be  remodeled 

and  in  June  remodeling  will  start  on  the 
Strand  in  Canajoharie. 

Columbia  Buys  Broadway  Play 

Columbia,  according  to  Jack  Cohn,  vice- 
president,  has  closed  for  the  motion  pic- 

ture rights  to  "You  Can't  Take  It  With 
You,"  current  Broadway  stage  hit  by  George 
Kaufman  and  Moss  Hart.  The  purchase 
price,  which  was  not  divulged  by  Mr.  Cohn, 
was  $200,000,  the  highest  paid  by  any  pro- 

ducing company  in  recent  years  for  a  stage 
property  and  one  of  the  highest  on  record. 

Hoshor  Opens  Offices 
John  Hoshor  has  opened  offices  at  110 

East  42nd  Street,  New  York,  to  engage  in 
the  business  of  motion  picture  financing.  Mr. 
Hoshor  claims  a  background  of  15  years  of 
Wall  Street  experience  and  in  the  financing 
of  a  number  of  Broadway  legitimate  pro- 
ductions. 

Dillingham  Sale  Delayed 

Hearings  on  the  sale  at  public  auction  of 
various  theatrical,  film  and  television  rights 
to  properties  owned  wholly  or  ih  part  by  the 
estate  of  the  late  Charles  Dillingham,  have 
been  adjourned  to  January  29th  by  John 

Joyce,  federal  referee  in  bankruptcy. 

Rolan  to  Address  Students 

Ralph  Rolan,  vice-president  in  charge  of 
advertising  of  March  of  Time,  Inc.,  is  to 

address  3,000  members  of  the  Chicago  Scho- 
lastic Press  Guild  on  February  20th  on 

"Pictorial  Journalism." 

Radio  Signs  Milton  Berle 
Milton  Berle,  radio  and  stage  comedian, 

has  been  signed  to  a  long-term  contract  by 
Radio  and  has  been  assigned  a  leading  role 

in  the  forthcoming  production,  "New  Faces 

of  1937." 
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BRITISH  EXHIBITORS  FAVOR  NEW 

QUOTA  PLAN,  BUT  NOT  50%  TOP 

Present  Principle  of  Flexibility 

and  Preference  to  Exhibitors 

Over  Distributors  in  Latest 

Moyne  Report,  Are  Indorsed 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

The  Cinematograph  Exhibitors  Associa- 
tion in  its  official  statement  to  the  Board  of 

Trade  on  the  Moyne  report  suggesting  re- 
vision of  the  Films  Act,  which  expires 

in  1938,  welcomes  the  suggested  institution 
of  a  preference  to  exhibitors  in  the  quota 
over  distributors,  but  reserves  comment  on 
the  figures  presented.  The  Moyne  report 
suggested  an  initial  new  quota  of  15  per  cent 
for  exhibitors  and  20  per  cent  distribu- 

tors, against  the  present  20  per  cent  for  both. 

The  exhibitor  organization  deprecates 

the  Moyne  recommendation  for  a  grad- 
uated quota,  reaching  50  per  cent  in  10 

years,  declaring  it  impracticable,  but 
favors  the  principle  of  flexibility  involved. 

The  group  approves  the  quality  clause  in 

the  report,  but  suggests  that  the  recom- 
mended viewing  committee  for  determina- 

tion of  quality  should  be  composed  of  two 
exhibitors,  one  producer,  one  distributor 
and  an  independent  chairman. 

It  declares  its  belief  that  the  abolition  of  the 

advance  booking  restrictions  would  be  ill  ad- 
vised and  a  retrogressive  step.  The  suggestion 

is  vigorously  opposed  in  the  statement. 

Oppose  Outside  Commission 

The  statement  says,  "We  are  emphatically 
opposed  to  a  film  commission  vested  with  ex- 

ecutive powers  and  composed  of  people  entirely 
independent  of  the  industry.  In  similar  schemes 
applied  to  other  industries  it  is  noted  that  the 
main  essential  of  their  personnel  is  long  and  in- 

timate experience  in  the  business  concerned." The  statement  indicates  that  the  statutory 
machinery  suggested  for  the  disposal  of  trade 
disputes  amounts  to  compulsory  arbitration.  Any 
trade  dispute,  says  the  organization,  should 
be  reported  to  the  Board  of  Trade  by  any 
trade  association,  and  the  participants  should 
be  free  to  refer  for  settlement  to  the  special 
new  official  arbitration  court  suggested  or  to  in- 

dividual arbitrators.  The  arbitration  court,  it 

is  said,  should  have  "executive  powers  to  settle 
points  in  dispute  which  relate  to  questions  of 

policy." The  official  CEA  statement  says  that  an 
offer  was  made  to  the  Kinematograph  Renters 
Society  (distributors)  for  an  additional  volun- 

tary conciliation  committee  but  that  the  KRS 
objected  to  statutory  arbitration,  and  the  CEA 
general  purposes  committee  came  to  the  con- 

clusion that  the  arbitration  machinery  is  use- 
less unless  enforceable  by  statutory  authority. 

The  CEA  council  has  appointed  a  new  over- 
building committee  in  place  of  the  old  redund- 

ancy committee,  and  has  decided  to  drop  the 

word  "redundancy." V 

British  Production  Increases 

A  considerable  increase  of  British  produc- 
tion, of  films  of  all  lengths,  is  recorded  in  offi- 

cial figures  released  by  the  Board  of  Trade,  of 
the  registrations  under  the  Cinematograph  Films 
Act  in  the  twelve  months  ended  December  31st. 

TELEVISION  SHOWN 

ON  THEATRE  SCREEN 

Television  as  a  regular  program 

feature  has  been  inaugurated  at  the 
Dominion  theatre,  London.  The 
images  are  8  feet  in  height  by 

6  feet  6  inches  wide  and  are  clearly 
visible  in  all  parts  of  the  theatre 
which  seats  3,000.  The  first  per- 

formances were  conducted  by  land 
line  from  a  studio  in  the  theatre 
building  but  engineers  claim  that  the 
pictures  would  be  )ust  as  clear  if  the 
impulses  were  transmitted  by  radio. 
The  program  is  sponsored  by 

Gaumont  British  in  cooperation  with 
the  Baird  Television  Company. 

In  the  year  24  more  British  features  (films 
over  3,000  feet)  were  registered  than  in  1935 
and  shorts  increased  by  51. 

The  percentage  of  British  features  to  total 
features  registered  was  29.5  and  the  British 
percentage  of  features  and  shorts  combined  was 
27.9  (The  official  Quota  of  British  films  to  be 
handled  by  distributors  and  shown  by  exhibitors 
is  20  per  cent.) 
Here  are  the  main  items  in  the  report,  with 

the  figures  for  1935  added  for  comparison: 
FEATURES: Nationality Subjects 

Footage 

British 222 1,428,281 
(1935) 198 

1,277,857 
Imported 

530 
3,453,473 (1935) 503 3,304,086 

SHORTS: 
British 

196 

213,253 (1935) 145 
165,166 

Imported 612 784,943 
(1935) 611 786,452 

TOTAL  (ALL  FILMS) British 418 1,641,534 (1935) 
343 1,443.023 Foreign 

1,142 

4,238,416 (1935) 

1,114 
4,090,538 

GRAND  TOTALS: 
Features 752 4,881,754 (1935) 701 4,581,943 
Shorts 808 998,196 

(1935) 
756 

951,618 
Total   Footage,  all   films  of  all  Nationalities: 

5,879,950  against  5,533,561   in  1935. 
(Most  of  the  Foreign  footage,  in  all  tables, 

is  American) 

The  increase  in  British  subjects  is  the  great- 
est for  several  years,  as  will  be  seen  in  the  fol- 

lowing comparative  figures : 
FEATURES:                   1934  1935  1936 

Subjects                           190  198  222 
Footage   1,283,841  1,277,857  1,428,281 

SHORTS:                             87  145  196 

To  a  certain  extent  the  increase  in  British 
shorts  registration  is  due  to  the  fact  that  some 
types  of  interest — news  films,  now  valid  for 
quota,  previously  were  regarded  as  outside  the 

Act. The  British  footage  was,  to  a  very  large  ex- 
tent, produced  before  the  big  new  studios  at 

Denham  and  Iver  became  operative.  Allowing 
for  this  space  being  fully  occupied  during  1937 
and  for  full  use  also  being  made  of  the  new 
Amalgamated  studio  at  Elstree  and  of  addi- 

tional floors  which  have  been  added  to  other 
plants,  it  is  probable  that  the  British  industry 
is  physically  equipped  to  make  400  features  a 
year  without  any  difficulty  and  that  easily  could 

Favor  Quality  Clause,  Oppose 

Abolition  of  Advance  Book- 

ing, Object  to  Commission 
with  Personnel  from  Outside 

extend  the  total  to  500  if  there  were  a  market 
demand. 

The  following  comparisons,  not  shown  in  the 
official  figures,  are  of  interest: 
British  Feature  Increase    24 
Foreign  Feature  Increase    27 
British  feature  footage  Increase    150,424 
Foreign  feature  footage  Increase    149,387 

These  figures  demonstrate  that  the  British 
increase  is  absolute,  as  compared  with  that  of 
imports.  In  1935,  an  increase  of  British  fea- 

tures from  190  to  198  was  balanced  by  an  in- 
crease in  foreign  features  from  480  to  503,  a 

ration  of  8:23.  This  year  the  subject  ratio  is 
24:27  and  the  comparison  on  a  footage  basis 
is  very  favorable  to  the  British  industry  which, 
to  maintain  a  "Quota"  ratio,  needed  to  increase 
its  footage  by,  in  round  figures,  only  37,000  feet 
against  the  increased  imports  of  just  under  150,- 
000  feet.  It  is  probable  that  this  increase  in 
British  production,  over  the  scale  demanded  by 
the  Films  Act,  will  be  cited  to  support  the 
policy  of  a  gradual  increase  of  the  British  film 
quota,  up  to  a  final  figure  of  50  per  cent,  ex- 

pressed in  the  recent  Moyne  Report. 

V 

Columbia's  Plans 
Paul  Soskin  on  Monday  cancelled  the  press 

reception  at  which  he  was  to  reveal  details  of 

Columbia's  production  plans  in  London.  The 
delay  was  believed  to  be  due  to  the  lack  of  con- 

firmation so  far  on  MGM's  intention  to  use  the 
Amalgamated  Studio. 

It  is  understood,  however,  that  Columbia  will 
occupy  the  Amalgamated  plant,  and  exercise 
direct  supervision  of  the  Soskin  features  to  be 
made  for  Columbia  release.  Robert  Riskin  will 
approve  all  scripts  and  William  Perlberg  will 
be  in  charge  of  casting.  The  directors  from 
Hollywood  who  will  be  loaned  are  understood 
to  include  Ed  Ludwig,  Richard  Wallace,  Elliott 
Nugent,  Eddie  Buzzell,  Harry  Lachman  and 
possibly  Tay  Garnett  and  Howard  Hawks. 
Writers  will  include  Barlett  McCormack  and 
Nat  Perrin,  and  players,  Jean  Arthur,  Melvyn 
Douglas,  Walter  Connolly,  and  possibly  Miriam 
Hopkins,  Irene  Dunne,  Charles  Boyer  and  Ed- ward Arnold. 

V 

Heading  MGM-British  Unit 
For  MGM's  British  production  unit,  S.  C. 

Balcon,  former  production  manager  of  Gau- 
mont British,  will  be  associate  producer ;  Harold 

Boxall,  former  general  manager  of  GB  produc- 
tion, will  be  production  manager,  and  Angus 

MacPhail,  former  story  supervisor  of  GB,  will 
be  scenario  editor. 

All  the  new  appointees  will  work  under  the 
general  supervision  of  Michael  Balcon. 

V 

Denies  Dividend  Report 

Gaumont  British  officially  has  denied  reports 
that  it  is  considering  deferring  payment  of  the 
preference  share  dividend  due  March  31st. 

V 

Confirm  J.  A.  Rank  Resignation 
Resignation  of  J.  Arthur  Rank  as  chairman 

of  the  board  of  directors  of  British  National, 
Ltd.,  was  officially  confirmed  over  the  weekend. 
Mr.  Rank  has  retained  his  45  per  cent  of  the 
total  shares  of  British  National. 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

ADVENTURE  IN  MANHATTAN:  Jean  Arthur, 
Joel  McCrea — I  advise  exhibitors  to  "lay  off"  this  pic- ture. It  was  one  of  the  sorriest  shows  I  have  ever 
seen,  and  had  to  play  it  on  my  Christmas  date,  Decem- 

ber 24-25.  The  stars  are  okay,  when  in  good  stories. 
I  trust  this  one  did  not  kill  them  at  the  box  office. 
Running  time,  73  minutes.  Played  December  24-25. — 
Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  Rosalind  Russell,  John  Boles- 
Some  of  our  patrons  were  a  bit  disappointed  in  this 
picture,  although  I  think  it  was  liked  by  most  every- 

one who  saw  it.  Have  seen  John  Boles  in  better  roles. 
He  is  always  fine.  This  picture  drew  good  business 
two  days.  Running  time,  75  minutes.  Played  Decem- 

ber 29-30. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jeffer- 
son, Texas.    General  patronage. 

UNKNOWN  RANGER,  THE:  Robert  Allen,  Martha 
Tibbetts — I  did  not  get  to  see  this  picture,  as  I  was 
too  busy  trying  to  take  care  of  the  crowd  that  came 
to  see  it.  Where  they  all  came  from  I  don't  know, 
and  it's  Bob  Allen's  first  picture  for  us.  If  the  rest draw  this  well,  Bob  Allen  will  rank  with  Buck  Jones 
for  us.  Good  business  and  the  Friday -Saturday  cus- 

tomers thought  it  great.  Played  January  1-2. — A.  B. 
Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural 
and  small  town  patronage. 

First  National 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Sybil  Jason 
— This  is  a  fair  picture.  Good  on  a  double  bill.  Run- 

ning time,  72  minutes.  Played  December  14-15. — Rich- 
ard Arthur,  Richards  Theatre,  Fayette,  Ala.  General 

patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts— 
Our  patrons  all  like  airplane  stories.  Very  good  pic- 

ture, but  ruined  by  playing  during  holiday  week. 
Played  December  27-29.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  The- 

atre, Piedmont,  Mo.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Ross  Alexander, 
Beverly  Roberts — A  very  fine  airplane  story  which 
proved  to  be  a  very  gratifying  box  office  attraction 
with  us. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

EARTHWORM  TRACTORS:  Toe  E.  Brown,  June 
Travis — Joe  E.  Brown  is  well  liked  here  and  has  a 
drawing  power.  Pleased  our  patrons  90  per  cent. 
Running  time,  69  minutes.  Played  December  20-21. — 
Clifford  Deane,  Dunbar  Theatre,  Dunbar,  W.  Va. 
General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell, 
Jeanne  Madden — Excellent.  Dick  Powell's  best  for  a long  time  and  the  new  star  Jeanne  Madden,  is  great. 
Hope  she  plays  in  another  show  soon.  She  has  a 
mighty  pleasing  personality.  Good  musical  numbers, 
good  story  and  good  cast.  All  I  needed  for  this  one 
was  good  weather,  and  struck  three  stormy  nights. 
Did  not  make  expenses,  but  it  is  a  swell  picture. 
Running  time,  91  minutes.  Played  January  1-3. — 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas. 
Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell— Dick 
Powell  will  have  to  beat  this  if  he  is  popular  any 
longer.  We  had  some  disappointed  customers.  As 
they  have  always  liked  Dick,  I  hope  his  next  picture 
will  be  up  to  his  standard.  Running  time,  91  minutes. 
Played  November  29-30. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric 
Theatre,    Jefferson,   Texas.     General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell, 
Jeanne  Madden — Did  a  very  good  business  and  audi- 

ence well  pleased.  Would  recommend  it  to  any  exhibi- 
tor.— L.  G.  Tewksbury,  Opera  House,  Stonington, 

Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Frank  McHugh, 
Joan  Blondell — This  is  a  good  picture  with  plenty  of 
laughs,  if  you  catch  the  jokes.  (Some  of  the  audience 
didn't).  Patronage  good.  Running  time,  85  minutes. 
Played  December  24-25. — Richard  Arthur,  Richards 
Theatre,  Fayette,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

GB  Pictures 

NINE  DAYS  A  QUEEN:  Nova  Pilbeam,  Cedric 
Hardwicke — One  woman  made  the  remark  that  the 
house  was  full  of  drunks  passed  out.  (They  were 
sleeping;  what  few  were  there). — Richard  Arthur, 
Richards  Theatre,  Fayette,  Ala.     General  patronage. 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  own  de
- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stew-, 
art — This  is  the  type  Sunday  nighters  eat  up.  Good, 
popular  stuff.  Very  bad  print  streaked  down  the  cen- 

ter all  12  reels.  Metro's  trailers  are  improving.  Run- 
ning time,  12  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre, 

Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — Excellent  in  every  re- 

spect. Work  of  Mickey  Rooney  best  juvenile  per- 
formance we  have  seen  in  long  time.  Above  average 

business.  Running  time,  92  minutes.  Played  Decem- 
ber 27-29.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville, 

Wash.    General  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor — Died  at  the  box  office.  Perhaps  the  picture 
was  too  old;  if  so,  the  fault  isn't  ours.  Played  first available  date  according  to  the  exchange.  Running 
time,  105  minutes.  Played  December  27-29. — S.  J. 
Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  General  and 
rural  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor — We  expected  a  good  house,  but  they  didn't 
turn  out.  Personally,  we  think  it  is  a  wonderful  at- 

traction. Running  time,  102  minutes.  Played  Decem- 
ber 27-28. — Clifford  Deane,  Dunbar  Theatre,  Dunbar, 

W.  Va.   General  patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor,  Franchot  Tone,  Lionel  Barrymore — Played  this 
on  New  Year's  Eve  midnight  show  only,  and  I  wish we  had  played  it  for  two  days,  if  for  no  other  reason 
than  to  enjoy  Lionel  Barrymore's  fine  acting.  No  com- ments from  patrons,  but  who  would  expect  to  get  any 
comments  on  New  Year's  Eve — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Pied- mont Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

GORGEOUS  HUSSY,  THE:  Joan  Crawford,  Robert 
Taylor — Some  favorable  comments  on  this  but  person- 

ally I  do  not  think  Joan  Crawford  and  Robert  Taylor 
suited  to  play  in  this  type  of  story.  They  are  both 
excellent  but  I  prefer  them  in  a  modern  story.  A 
wonderful  picture  of  its  kind.  Running  time,  105  min- 

utes. Played  November  15-16. — Miss  Alice  Simmons, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer,  Fanny  Brice — Show  much  too  long. 
Gross  second  day  only  13  per  cent  of  first  day,  and 
third  day  only  9  per  cent  of  first  day.  Had  several 
kicks  about  advanced  prices.  However,  we  did  not 
lose  any  money  on  it,  and  it  is  a  personal  pleasure  to 
show  such  a  fine  picture,  even  if  our  audience  didn't 
like  it.  Played  December  13-15.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Pied- 

mont Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural  and  small  town 
patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy — Good  comedy  drama  that pleased  our  audience.  Played  fairly  new,  so  business 
above  average.  Running  time,  98  minutes.  Played 
December  25-26. — S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Han- 

kinson,   N.    D.     General    and    rural  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery,  Cecilia  Parker— First 
night  fair,  second  poor,  and  then  they  all  came  on  the 
third  night.  You  can't  tell  a  thing  about  this  business. 
Personally,  I  thought  it  fine.  It's  Beery's  picture  all the  way  through,  and  he  surely  makes  a  good  job  of 

it.  Played  January  3-5. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont 
Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural  and  small  town  pat- ronage. 

Paramount 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye — What  a 
cast!  What  a  picture  1  What  else  could  you  ask  for? 
Good  pictures,  and  it  looks  like  Paramount's  got  them. Patronage.  Oh,  boy!  Running  time,  98  minutes. 
Played  December  3-5. — Richard  Arthur,  Richards  The- 

atre, Fayette,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye — The  first 
of  the  "Broadcasts"  that  has  really  pleased  and  drawn 
extra  business.  Some  good  music  and  singing  and 
clever  sketches  in  connection  with  more  story  than 
usual.  Played  December  13-14. — P.  G.  Estee,  Estee 
Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen — Held  this  one  for  New  Year's  date and  it  worked.  Did  a  grand  business.  Running  time, 
100  minutes.  Played  January  1-2. — Sam  Kimball, 
Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
George  Burns  and  Gracie  Allen — A  good  picture  and 
a  good  draw  at  the  box  office.  Our  customers  like 
pictures  with  plenty  of  comedy  with  music  and  that 
is  what  you  get  in  "The  Big  Broadcast."  Did  nice business.  Running  time,  100  minutes.  Played  Novem- 

ber 24-25. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jef- 
ferson, -Texas.    General  patronage. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  Mary  Boland, 
Burns  and  Allen — Just  plumb  OK.  Bear  down  on  it. 
Running  time,  76  minutes.  Played  January  5. — Sam 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

COLLEGIATE:  Joe  Penner,  Jack  Oakie,  Ned 
Sparks,  Frances  Langford — This  is  one  of  the  oldest pictures  we  booked  on  our  current  program,  also  one 
of  the  funniest.  Paramount  favored  us  with  an  ex- 

cellent print  and  who  could  ask  for  more?  Eight  reels 
of  laughs,  music,  song  hits,  dancing,  and  everything  it 
takes  to  make  a  hilarious  evening.  Any  picture  that 
Ned  Sparks  is  in  needs  little  else,  and  this  one  has 
plenty  else!  Joe  Penner  must  be  seen  to  be  appreci- 

ated. He  had  the  boys  rolling  in  the  aisles.  The  jail- 
house  sequence  and  Joe's  several  run-ins  with  the  law 
were  especially  funny  to  our  type  of  audience.  Para- 

mount should  give  Betty  Jane  Cooper  more  opportun- 
ity to  display  her  talents,  for  she  is,  in  our  opinion, 

Eleanor  Powell's  closet  rival.  Running  time,  81  min- 
utes. Played  January  9th. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director 

of  Recreation,  New  Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J. 
Prison  patronage. 

EASY  TO  TAKE:  Marsha  Hunt,  John  Howard— 
The  rendition  of  "Love  in  Bloom"  made  a  swell  little show  out  of  this  mess.  The  audience  wants  more  of 
that  little  fellow  who  sang  the  song.  Played  January 
6-7. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo. 
Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Shirley  Ross,  Martha  Raye, 
Robert  Cummings — Good  mystery  with  plenty  of 
laughs.  All  I'll  say  is,  it  has  Martha  Raye  in  it.  Run- 

ning time,  72  minutes.  Played  November  25. — Richard 
Arthur,  Richards  Theatre,  Fayette,  Ala.  General  pat- ronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Shirley  Ross,  Robert  Cum- 
mings, Martha  Raye — Picture  pleased.  Light  stuff, 

but  Shirley  Ross,  well  supported  by  Martha  Raye, 
who  grows  in  popularity,  and  young  Cummings,  put 
the  story  over.  Played  January  3-4. — P.  G.  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

I'D  GIVE  MY  LIFE:  Sir  Guy  Standing,  Frances 
Drake,  Tom  Brown— Was  rather  afraid  of  this  sob 
story,  but  most  pleasantly  surprised.  While  it's  very sad,  the  picture  has  something  and  the  young  stars, 
ably  supported  bv  Sir  Guy  Standing,  did  splendidly. 
Played  January  6-7.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

JUNGLE  PRINCESS,  THEj  Ray  Milland,  Dorothy 
Lamour — Push  this  picture  for  all  it's  worth;  its  good. 
Did  extra  good  business.  Patronage  O.  K.  and  how! 
Running  time,  84  minutes.  Played  December  7-8.— 
Richard  Arthur,  Richards  Theatre,  Fayette,  Ala.  Gen- eral patronage. 

LADY,  BE  CAREFUL:  Lew  Ayres,  Mary  Carlisle— 
A  surprise  for  us.    Played  right  ahead  of  Christmas, 
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and  it  did  business,  and  they  really  liked  it.  Played 
December  20-22. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre, 
Piedmont,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:  Charles  Ruggles, 
Alice  Brady — A  regular  show  which  needed  no  double 
featuring,  but  with  "Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie" 
it  broke  my  Friday  and  Saturday  record  here.  Run- 

ning time,  71  minutes.  Played  January  8-9. — Sam 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

PLAINSMAN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper,  Jean  Arthur- 
Right  down  our  alley.  Everybody  pleased.  Did  not 
break  any  records  but  well  satisfied  with  business 
done.  A  very  smooth  running  production.  Be  sure 
and  play  it. — L.  G.  Tewksbury,  Opera  House,  Ston- 
ington,  Maine.  Small  town  patronage. 

SPENDTHRIFT:  Henry  Fonda,  Pat  Paterson— Par- 
amount made  us  eat  this  one,  and  it  didn't  taste  so 

bad  as  we  thought  it  would.  It's  just  a  picture,  but some  people  came  to  see,  and  we  did  not  lose  money. 
Played  December  30-31. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont 
Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural  and  small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

STRAIGHT  FROM  THE  SHOULDER:  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Katherine  Locke,  Andy  Clyde — A  mine  run  pro- 
gram picture,  with  a  lot  of  the  scenes  of  the  "Trail" in  it,  so  I  am  told.  No  comment  good  or  bad  from 

patrons.  Played  December  23-24. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Pied- 
mont Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural  and  small  town 

patronage. 

THREE  MARRIED  MEN:  Roscoe  Karns,  William 
Frawley,  Lynne  Overman — We  thought  this  a  nice 
little  comedy  offering.  Did  not  do  a  lot  of  business. 
We  should  not  have  played  it  on  Sunday,  but  it  was 
set  on  short  notice,  to  replace  another  picture.  Au- 

dience reaction  very  good.  Played  December  6-8. — A. 
B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Rural 
and  small  town  patronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George,  Arline  Judge — Entirely  too  long  for  this  type 
picture.  Bogs  down  after  auspicious  start.  Not  box- 
office  and  played  to  lowest  gross  in  months.  Running 
time,  109  minutes.  Played  January  3-5. — Roy  C.  Ir- 

vine, Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George,  Arline  Judge — Don't  know  which — this  or 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business" — was  to  blame  for  crack- 

ing the  house  record.  January  1  to  January  10  seem- ed to  be  a  Paramount  period  with  me  and  it  was  a 
period  of  "Joy"  for  both  me  and  my  patrons.  Check this:  not  a  walkout  for  the  period.  Running  time,  109 
minutes.  Played  January  8-9. — Sam  Kimball,  Sokokis 
Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- 
ronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  Philip  Huston,  James  Gleason, 
June  Travis,  Bruce  Cabot — This  is  what  we  call  a 
masterpiece.  For  box  office,  book  this  one.  Those 
football  fans  who  have  seen  it  will  see  it  again.  Play- 

ed January  3-4. — Clifford  Deane,  Dunbar  Theatre, 
Dunbar,  W.  Va.    General  patronage. 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston— A 
swell  show  for  college  towns,  but  a  big  flop  for  'way 

out  here  in  the  Dakota  sticks.    Anwyay,  we  did  not 
take  in  50  per  cent  of  the  film  rental.    Running  time, 
eight  reels.   Played  December  30. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S    D.    Small  town  patronage. 

DON'T  TURN  'EM  LOOSE:  Bruce  Cabot,  Louise 
Latimer,  Lewis  Stone — A  very  good  action  picture 
which  did  mediocre  business. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza 
Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

LET'S  SING  AGAIN:  Bobby  Breen,  Henry  Armetta 
— Oh  boy,  here  is  a  honey  for  all,  young  and  old,  rich 
or  poor,  and  Bobby  Breen  and  Henry  Armetta  put  it 
over  to  a  satisfactory  entertainment.  O.  K.  Bobby, 
here  is  hoping  you  can  play  in  more  of  such  plays.  We 
are  for  you  100  per  cent.  Opposition  big  storm.  Run- 

ning time,  seven  reels.  Played  January  6. — Rudolf 
Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

MARY  OF  SCOTLAND:  Katharine  Hepburn,  Fred- 
ric  March — One  of  the  best  pictures  of  this  kind  I  be- 

lieve we  have  played.  Enjoyed  by  the  majority.  Fred- 
ric  March  was  the  draw  as  Hepburn  not  liked  very 
well.  Fredric  March  always  fine  and  even  the  gentle- 

men customers  admit  he  is  handsome.  Running  time, 
123  minutes.  Played  December  15-16. — Miss  Alice  Sim- 

mons, Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.  General  pat- ronage. 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Bobby  Breen,  May 
Robson,  Charles  Butterworth,  Louise  Beavers — Here 
was  a  wonderfully  nice  picture,  with  the  boy  doing 
some  good  singing  and  good  acting.  Drew  two  bad 
nights  and  barely  got  by,  but  not  fault  of  the  picture. 
Don't  forget  the  Negro  lady,  Louise  Beavers,  in  your 
billing.  Her  work  stands  out.  Played  January  1-2. — 
P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN:  Ann  Sothern,  Gene 
Raymond — Add  Helen  Broderick  and  Eric  Blore  to  the 
two  leads  and  this  quartet  will  hold  up  any  picture. 
That  is  what  happened  in  "Smartest  Girl  "  Plenty  of snappy  lines  and  not  a  dull  moment.  Made  a  good 
show  for  New  Year's,  and  played  to  good  business. 
Running  time.  60  minutes.  Played  January  1-2. — Roy 
C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.  General 
patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Jed  Prouty,  Spring  Byington 
— These  Jones  Family  pictures  please  our  patrons. 
In  this  the  family  start  for  the  West  with  one  of  the 
new  style  house  trailers  and  have  many  seri -comic 
adventures.  Played  December  30-31.— P.  G-  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan— Some 
liked  this;  others  did  not.  Heard  so  many  say  that 
it  was  not  near  so  good  as  Shirley's  other  pictures. Personally,  I  did  not  think  so,  as  I  like  her  in  modern 
stories.  Business  not  quite  as  good  as  on  her  previous 
pictures.  Running  time.  78  minutes.  Played  Decem- 

ber 17-18. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jef- 
ferson. Texas.    General  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Constance  Ben- 
net,  Loretta  Young.  Simone  Simon — Our  patrons  ex- 

pected to  see  a  good  picture  with  such  a  cast;  nothing 
to  it  except  the  price.  If  this  is  a  special,  what  will 
the  program  pictures  be  like?  Running  time,  97 
minutes.  Played  December  13-15. — S.  J.  Backer,  Avon 
Theatre,  Hackinson,  N.  D.  General  and  rural  patron- 
age. 
LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Loretta  Young,  Janet  Gaynor, 

Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon — This  picture  does 
not  have  anything  except  stars,  and  they  are  not 
much  in  this.  Our  customers  like  Gaynor  and  Young, 
but  cannot  say  much  for  Simon  and  Bennett.  Our 
business  terrible.  The  few  who  saw  it  thought  it 
very  "punk."  Running  time,  97  minutes.  Played 
December  13-14. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre, 
Jefferson,    Texas.     Geenral  patronage. 

LAUGHING  AT  TROUBLE:  Jane  Darwell— not  a 
bad  little  programmer.  Running  time,  seven  reels. — 
E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.  Gen- eral patronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly, 
Jack  Haley — The  best  football  picture  I  believe  we 
have  ever  played.  Played  this  one  a  week  ahead  of 
RKO's  "Big  Game."  and  "Pigskin  Parade"  was  far 
ahead  of  it  in  every  way,  including  draw  at  box 
office.  Every  star  did  excellent.  Running  time,  93 
minutes.  Played  December  1-2. — Miss  Alice  Simmons, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — One  of 
the  best.  I  will  have  to  hand  it  to  Twentieth  Century - 
Fox.  When  they  made  this  they  did  a  fine  job. 
Everyone  thought  it  wonderful.  Scenery  beautiful  and 
each  star  perfect.  Give  it  your  best  playing  time. 
Running  time,  84  minutes.  Played  December  6-7. — 
Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— 
Pleased  our  patrons  very  much  and  did  a  fair 
business,  but  nowheres  near  the  business  that  the 
first  Quins  picture  did. — L.  G.  Tewksbury,  Opera 
House,    Stonington,    Maine.    Small    town  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter — A  very  serious  war  drama,  the  story  dealing 
with  a  French  captain,  Warner  Baxter,  and  his 
lieutenant,  March.  Pleased  our  people.  Played  in 
cooperation  with  V.  F.  W.  June  Lang,  as  the  heroine, 

did  good  work.  Played  December  18-19. — P.  G.  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou, 
Ritz  Brothers— One  that  Fox  ticketed  Class  A.  Did 
not  draw  nor  please  enough  to  warrant  that  classi- 

fication. Alice  Faye  was  O.  K.,  however.  Played 
December  20-21.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

STATE  FAIR:  (Re-issue)  Will  Rogers,  Janet  Gay- 
nor— A  great  show  but  who  can  run  any  kind  of 

business  when  Mother  Nature  is  against  you?  We 
ran  into  the  worst  kind  of  storm  we  can  remember 
since  1936  January  and  February.  Two  below  and 
a  big  blizzard  made  them  stay  at  home.  Running 
time,  10  reels.  Played  January  1-2. — Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

UNDER  YOUR  SPELL:  Lawrence  Tibbett,  Wendy 
Barrie,  Gregory  Ratoff — I  certainly  must  have  been 
under  Fox's  spell  when  I  booked  this  one.  Especially 
when  I  remembered  what  a  flop  "Metropolitan"  was. Lawrence  Tibbett  may  suit  the  Metropolitan  Opera 
directors,  but  not  an  audience  bent  on  entertainment. 
Played  January  10-11.— L.  B.  Jarrell,  Ritz  Theatre, 
Columbia,   La.    Small   town  patronage. 

United  Artists 

DARK  ANGEL,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Merle 
Oberon,  Herbert  Marshall — A  show  good  enough  for 
anybody's  house.  Little  late  to  run  this  but  we  are 
glad  we  still  can  get  a  show  once  in  a  while  that 
will  make  your  cash  customers  come  back  to  your 
theatre  after  they  have  seen  a  good  show  like  this. 
Running  time,  11  reels.  Played  January  3. — Rudolf 
Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

GHOST  GOES  WEST,  THE:  Robert  Donat,  Jean 
Parker — A  very  pleasing  picture.  Enjoyed  by  every- 

one, with  satisfactory  box  office  returns.  Thought 
it  might  be  somewhat  heavy  for  a  small  town  but 
found  it  to  be  quite  popular.  —Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

Universal 

CONFLICT:  John  Wayne,  Jean  Rogers— Made  for our  town.  A  lumber  camp  picture,  and  many  of  our 
patrons  are  "logger  men."  Gave  excellent  satisfaction, and  a  very  fair  return  at  box  office.  Played  December 
25-26— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont, 
Mo.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

MAN  I  MARRY,  THE:  Doris  Nolan,  Michael 
Whalen — No  names  to  help  the  box  office.  But  Miss 
Nolan  has  what  it  takes  to  become  a  great  star. 
Fair  patronage.  Running  time,  76  minutes.  Played 
December  23. — Richard  Arthur,  Richards  Theatre, 
Fayette,  Ala.  General  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole 
Lombard,  Alice  Brady — Enjoyed  by  most  everyone. 
William  Powell  always  good  and  Carole  Lombard 
lovely,  as  usual.  Alice  Brady  good  in  her  role.  Our 
business  was  satisfactory  for  the  two  days.  Played 
on  our  best  days.  Sunday-Monday.  Running  time, 
93  minutes.  Played  December  27-28. — Miss  Alice  Sim- 

mons, Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.  General  pat- ronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole  Lom- 
bard— Worst  business  for  a  long  time.  What  few 

came  were  about  50-50  divided  in  their  opinions  as. 
to  entertainment  value  of  picture.  Will  go  in  bigger 
towns  but  wish  I  had  not  played  it.  — L.  G.  Tewks- 

bury, Opera  House,  Stonington,  Maine.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SUNSET  OF  POWER:  Buck  Jones— These  Buck Jones  westerns  are  sure  fire  at  the  box  office.  We 
receive  often  more  favorable  comments  on  these 
"western"  pictures  than  we  do  on  some  of  the  so- 
called  specials.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
— A  good  picture  with  some  fine  musical  numbers 
and  plenty  of  comedy.  Clark  Gable  is  still  a  favorite. 
Marion  Davies  did  well  in  the  picture  but  of  course 
it  was  Gable  they  went  to  see.  Did  nice  business. 
Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played  December  31-Janu- 
ary  1. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson, 
Texas.    General  patronage. 

ISLE  OF  FURY:  Margaret  Lindsay,  Humphrey 
Bogart — A  surprise  picture.  Do  not  think  anyone 
expected  much  from  this  one  but  it  is  good  and 
pleased.  Fair  story,  good  cast  and  some  excellent 
sequences  of  the  sea.  This  one  deserves  a  better 
title.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played  December 
30-31.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

SING  ME  A  LOVE  SONG:  James  Melton,  Patricia 
Ellis,  Zasu  Pitts— just  right  for  a  small  town  audience. 
Comedy  with  music.  Better  than  the  socalled  specials. 
Running  time,  79  minutes.  Played  January  3-5.— 
S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  General! and  rural  patronage. 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

Tells  all  the  facts  about 
your  business  each  week. 

•  Payroll  data  for  Social  Security  Taxes. 

•  Profit  at  a  glance — Daily  or  Weekly. 
•  All    expenses    deducted — Including  Rent, 

Taxes  and  Depreciation. 

•  Complete  record  of  advance  bookings. 

•  Itemized  Schedule  of  All  Assets  and  Equip- 
ment with  Table  of  Depreciation  Rates. 

•  Does  not  require  a  bookkeeper  to  handle  it. 

<£0    ENOUGH  FOR  A  FULL 
YEAR'S  BOOKKEEPING 

QUICLEY  BOOKSHOP 
ROCKEFELLER  CENTER.  NEW  YORK 
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Short  Features 

Columbia 

COURT    OF    HUMAN  RELATIONS:    No  extra 
draw.    Mediocre  audience  reaction. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

Educational 

SCREEN  TEST,  THE:  Buster  West,  Tom  Patri- 
cola— A  knockout.  These  two  goofs  are  our  best 
comedy  bets.  Running  time,  20  minutes. — E.  C.  Are- 
hart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odeobolt,  Iowa.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

SPOOKS:  Cabin  Kids— Good  one-reeler.  These  kids 
sure  are  good  singers  and  always  please  the  spec- 

tators. Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

ALL-AMERICAN  TOOTHACHE:  Patsy  Kelly— A 
very  good  football  comedy,  worth  playing  in  football 
season.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY:  These  News  are  not  as 
good  as  the  Fox  Movietones  we  have  just  finished. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. — Miss  Alice  Simmons, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

NO  PLACE  LIKE  HOME:  Musical  Comedies— Ter- 
rible. I  was  surprised  at  MGM  making  such  a  bad 

film.  The  worst  I  have  seen  from  this  company. 
Running  time,  20  minutes. — Miss  Alice  Simmons, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HOUSE,  THE:  Happy  Harmonies— A  Happy 
Harmony  ghost  story,  packed  full  of  thrills  and 
action.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- 

tario, Canada.    General  patronage. 

PUBLIC  PAYS,  THE:  Crime  Does  Not  Pay  Series 
—A  good  "Crime  Does  Not  Pay"  short,  but  not  quite 
as  good  as  the  previous  ones.  Running  time,  20 
minutes.— Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jeffer- 

son, Texas.    General  patronage. 

SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 
Comedies  Series — Excellent;  many  favorable  comments. 
Running  time,  2  reels.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre, 
Ritzville,  Wash.    General  patronage. 

TWO  TOO  YOUNG:  Our  Gang— Fine.  You  can 
always  depend  on  "Our  Gang."  Our  customers  dis- like the  one-reelers.  They  like  Our  Gang  so  well 
they  preferred  the  two-reelers.  Running  time,  10 
minutes.— Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jeffer- 

son,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

Paramount 

BREEZY  RHYTHM:  Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra- 
Hal  and  his  "Suth'n"  accent  presents  his  University 
of  South  Carolina  orchestra  in  a  rather  novel  manner. 
Highlights  of  the  reel  are  Maxine  Gray's  rendition 
of  "I'm  Building  Up  to  an  Awful  Let-Down"  and 
Saxie  Dowell's  "Bottle"  number.  When  Maxine  kicks 
open  the  magazine  leaf  with  a  "Hey,  that's  my 
number,"  our  audience  of  numbers  spoke  up  as  one 
with  "You're  our  number!"  Sweet?  Oh,  my,  yes! 
Runing  time,  10  minutes. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director 
of  Recreation,  New  Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton, 
N.   J.    Prison  patronage. 

HAWAIIAN  BIRDS:  Color  Classics— An  exception- 
ally fine  Color  Classic.  Running  time,  1  reel. — Roy 

C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.  General 
patronage. 

IN  OLD  WYOMING:  Musical  Romance— A  very 
pretty  short  in  color  with  beautiful  scenery  and 
music.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — Miss  Alice  Sim- 

mons, Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

MOSCOW  MOODS:  Yasha  Bunchuk  and  Orchestra 
—Something  different  in  the  way  of  shorts.  Unusual 
and  excellent  music  in  the  Russian  style,  featuring 
"Dark  Eyes"  and  "The  Volga  Boatman."  Was  given a  big  hand  at  each  of  our  performances.  Running 
time,  10  minutes.— J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recre- 

ation, New  Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison 
patronage. 

RAH,  RAH,  FOOTBALL:  Will  Osborne  and  Col- 
legiates — Will  Osborne  and  orchestra  accompanying 
the  singing  of  numerous  college  fight  songs  with 
shots  of  the  teams  in  action.  The  finest  black  and 
white  single  we  have  ever  run.  Running  time,  1  reel. 
—Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.  Gen- eral patronage. 

SPINACH  ROADSTER,  THE:  Popeye  the  Sailor— 
A  fine  Popeye  cartoon.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — 
Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

WHAT'S  THE.  ANSWER:  Grantland  Rice  Sport- 
lights:  Ted  Husing  asks  the  audience  fourteen  ques- 

tions relative  to  sports  events  and  Grantland  Rice 
depicts   the   answers.    This   will   give   your  audience 

FOUR  MORE  WRITING 

REPORTS  ON  FILMS 

The  South  and  the  near  Northwest 

contribute  new  reporters  to  "What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me"  this  week. 
From  Alabama  and  Louisiana  come 

the  following,  reporting  for  the  first 
time: 

Richard  Arthur,   Richard's  Theatre, 
Fayette,  Alabama 

L.  B.  Jarrell,  Ritz  Theatre,  Columbia, 
Louisiana 

Returning  to  the  contributors'  fold 
after  more  than  a  year  of  absence  are 
these  exhibitors: 

S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankin- 
son,  North  Dakota 

P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker, 
North  Dakota 

Mr.  Backer  formerly  contributed 

reports  from  the  Roxy  Theatre  at 

Brown's  Valley,  Minnesota.  Mr.  Estee, 
it  will  be  recalled  by  readers  of  the 

department,  was  one  of  the  first  show- 
men to  cooperate. 

something  to  think  and  talk  about.  Entertaining. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director 
of  Recreation,  New  Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton, 
N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BUGLES  FROM  BLUE  GRASS:  Sports  with  Bill 
Corum — -The  complete  details  on  training  and  raising 
running  horses.  Very  interesting. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

FIGHT  IS  RIGHT:  Tom  KennedyTA  good  laugh 
provoker.  Fun  and  thrills  and  excitement.  O.K., 
Tom.  Running  time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,   Kimball,  S.   D.    Small   town  patronage. 

HEART  OF  THE   SIERRAS:   World  on  Parade 
Series — In  color  this  would  have  been  _  outstanding, 
but  worth  running  even  in  black  and  white.  Running 
time,  1  reel. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville, 
Wash.    General  patronage. 

LISTEN  TO  FREEZIN':  Superba  Comedies— Ter- rible. I  have  noticed  that  this  company  cannot  seem 
to  put  out  a  good  two-reeler  with  the  exception  of 
the  Gene  Austins.  His  are  fine. — Miss  Alice  Simmons, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  Issue  No.  5— Good  super  news- 
reel  but  it  wouldn't  draw  flies.  Running  time,  two 
reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, 
Iowa.     General  patronage. 

NEVER  CATCH  THE  RABBIT:  Sports  With  Bill 
Corum — An  interesting  short  subject  on  dog  racing. 
Makes  a  good  filler. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

NIGHT  LIFE:  Headliner  Series— A  very  clever 
musical  of  Gene  Austin,  showing  the  happening  dur- 

ing an  evening  at  a  night  club. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

TOMORROW'S  HALFBACKS:  Sports  With  Bill 
Corum — A  very  interesting  football  subject,  suitable 
and  acceptable  to  any  situation. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

VOCALIZING:  Edgar  Kennedy  Comedies— So  ter- rible we  stuck  it  back  in  the  can  after  the  first 
day.  Running  time,  2  reels. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz 
Theatre,   Ritzville,   Wash.    General  patronage. 

WAIF'S  WELCOME,  A:  Rainbow  Parade  Cartoons 
— Another  colored  single  worth  playing. — Harland  Ran- 

kin, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

WEST  INDIES  CRUISE:  Magic  Carpet  Series- 
Interesting  and  instructive.  Worth  playing. — Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY'S  MAN  FRIDAY:  Mickey  Mouse— This is  the  kind  of  cartoon  that  builds  business  and  satisfy 
all  who  see  them.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf 
Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

ORPHANS'  PICNIC:  Mickey  Mouse— All  of  the 
Mickey  Mouses  in  color  are  good,  and  good  at  the 
box  office.  This  one  is  exceptionally  good.  Running 
time,  10  minutes. — Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  The- 

atre, Jefferson,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

THREE  ORPHAN  KITTENS:  Silly  Symphonies- 
One  of  the  best  cartoons  I  have  ever  seen.  Our 
patrons  thought  so  too.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 
—Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson, 
Texas.    General  patronage. 

Universal 

FLIPPEN'S  FROLICS:  Mentone  Musical  Comedies 
About  all  of  these  Mentones  are  good.  Our  customers 
like  musical  comedies.  Running  time,  19  minutes. — 
Miss  Alice  Simmons,  Lyric  Theatre,  Jefferson,  Texas. 
General  patronage. 

Vitaphone 

BACKYARD  BROADCAST,  THE:  Broadway  Brev- 
ities Series— Rates  extra  billing  as  it  is  an  unusually 

fine  subject  with  talented  youngsters.  Running  time, 
2  reels.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash. General  patronage. 

CARL  HOFF  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody  Masters 
—Very  good  college  musical.  Exceptionally  good  enter- tainment.—Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

"GIVE  ME  LIBERTY":  John  Litel— All  in  color. 
The  story  builds  up  to  the  tremendous  climax  where 
Patrick  Henry  launches  into  the  famous  "Give  me 
Liberty  or  give  me  Death"  speech.  The  outstanding 
short  subject  of  1937.  Running  time,  20  minutes.— 
S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Gen- eral and  rural  patronage. 

PICTORIAL  REVIEW:  Just  fair.  I  do  not  see 
much  in  these  Pictorial  Reviews.  Running  time,  10 
minutes.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO  QUESTION  NO.  52 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  52  was: 
(A)  What  is  inter-electrode  capacitance? 
Feed  back?  Oscillation?  (B)  List  roughly 
the  varieties  of  electric  power  required  to 
operate  the  average  sound  system.  (C) 

What  is  meant  by  "mil-foot"  and  how  is  it 
used  in  calculating  resistance  of  conductors? 
The  following  made  acceptable  answers :  C. 

Rau  and  S.  Evans;  W.  C.  Brown;  C.  Oldham; 
J.  R.  Prater;  G.  E.  Doe;  R.  A.  Hooker;  P. 
and  L.  Felt ;  C.  L.  Loft ;  L.  Cimikoski ;  S.  O. 
Sears  ;  W.  Limroth  ;  F.  Bochert ;  H.  B.  Smith ; 
C.  Lonie ;  F.  Barkey ;  A.  L.  Cooper ;  H.  Ed- 

wards ;  J.  A.  Zachritz ;  J.  Wentworth ;  F.  H., 
S.  and  P.  Dalbey;  F.  H.  and  L.  Savior;  D. 
Morgan;  G.  N.  Guidotti ;  D.  Pollock;  F.  L. 
Birch  ;  C.  and  S.  E.  Gay ;  D.  and  W.  Porter ; 
S.  Q.  Mallaby;  C.  Hawkins;  C.  B.  and  L.  M. 
Traxler ;  C.  L.  Mosier ;  W.  L.  Bancroft  and 
S.  D.  Manning  ;  T.  L.  Redhouse ;  L.  B.  Mas- 

ters and  H.  Todd ;  O.  Hunt ;  E.  N.  Soloman ; 
T.  T.  Golley;  H.  A.  Aims,  R.  Dennis  and  F. 
E.  Dorp;  G.  Caldwell;  R.  and  K.  Wells;  F. 
M.  Brown  and  D.  Davis ;  L.  E.  Dodson  and 
H.  T.  Todd ;  L.  Greenhouse ;  T.  T.  Bront- 
son ;  B.  B.  Hornstein  and  R.  R.  Jacobs ;  E. 
and  G.  E.  Lomax;  H.  T.  Plum,  R.  V.  Man- 

ning and  C.  L.  Davis ;  W.  H.  Edmonds ;  D. 
H.  Purcell ;  J.  G.  Brown ;  D.  L.  Johnson ;  C. 
L.  Lowrie  and  H.  Lathrope ;  M.  F.  Robinson 
and  L.  A.  Beachwood ;  M.  and  B.  Walker; 
W.  R.  Baxter  and  R.  N.  Davis ;  T.  W.  Wilson ; 
F.  H.  and  L.  Klar  and  T.  H.  Morton;  H.  W. 
Matthews,  J.  R.  Davidson  and  L.  B.  Jones; 
U.  S.  Logan;  B.  B.  Donaldson;  R.  Tompkins 
and  H.  J.  Abernathy ;  W.  R.  and  L.  Matthews  ; 
W.  Winkle  and  R.  R.  Robbins ;  H.  L.  Lilly; 
A.  Leonard  and  G.  T.  Jones ;  L.  L.  Lasser ; 
E.  L.  Stanford ;  T.  R.  Tomlinson ;  T.  L. 
Brown;  J.  K.  Robinson;  P.  F.  Maxwell;  H. 
P.  Richardson ;  G.  Lantry  and  W.  L.  Bolton ; 
B.  L.  Sanderson ;  S.  True. 
W.  C.  Brown  answers  Section  4A  as  fol- 

lows: "The  inter-electrode  capacitance  is  the 
capacity  due  to  the  condenser  action  between  the 
electrodes  of  a  vacuum  tube.  The  electrodes 

act  much  the  same  as  do  the  plates  of  a  con- 
denser with  the  glass  and  vacuum  as  the  di- 

electric  separating  them.      Feed-back   is  the 
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term  applied  to  a  condition  existing  when  vari- 
ations in  the  plate  produced  by  variations  in 

the  grid  voltage  are  fed  back  to  the  grid  by 
inter-electrode  capacitance.  Oscillation  is  a  stage 
where  the  feed-back  is  excessive,  so  that  the 

tube  oscillates,  causing  a  whistling  sound." 
C.  L.  Loft  puts  it  briefly,  thus :  "Inter-elec- trode capacitance  is  the  ratio  of  an  electrical 

charge  in  an  isolated  conductor  to  the  resulting 
potential.  Feed-back  is  a  condition  where 
changes  in  plate  voltage  resulting  ultimately 
from  changes  in  grid  voltage  are  fed  back  to  the 

grid  by  grid-plate  capacitance.  Oscillation  oc- 
curs when  an  attempt  is  made  to  secure  ex- 

cessive amplification.  A  three-element  tube  will, 
under  this  condition,  distort  the  sound  by  am- 

plifying some  frequencies  more  than  others,  thus 
causing  the  tube  to  act  as  a  converter  that 
employs  its  d.c.  plate  power  supply  to  generate 

an  a.c.  of  audible  frequency." 
C.  Oldham  says :  "In  a  vacuum  tube  there 

are  three  elements  mounted  close  to,  and  facing, 
each  other.  As  the  lead-in  wire,  tube  prongs 
and  socket  prongs  are  all  close  together,  some 
capacitance  exists  between  them,  they  all  being 

at  different  potentials.  'In  the  three-electrode tube  the  grid  and  plate  form  a  small  condenser, 
as  also  do  the  filament  and  plate ;  the  first 
named  two  usually  the  larger  because  of  the  ele- 

ments having  the  greater  exposed  area.  None 
of  these  internal  tube  capacitances  cause  as 
much  trouble  as  that  existing  between  the  plate 
and  grid.  That  between  the  grid  and  filament 
or  cathode  affects  the  constants  of  the  grid  cir- 

cuit, though  because  the  value  of  this  capaci- 
tance is  small,  the  effect  is  slight.  The  plate  to 

filament  or  cathode  capacitance  is  not  de- 
termined, since  it  serves  as  a  very  small  by- 

pass for  the  radio  frequency  currents  to  the 
plate  return  or  negative  filament  circuit. 

"The  presence  of  the  grid-plate  capacitance 
is  highly  objectionable,  since  it  permits  the 
transfer  of  energy  through  the  tube  in  a  direc- 

tion opposite  that  desired,  resulting  in  feed- 
back, which  in  amplifiers  is  caused  by  an  im- 

pedance that  is  common  to  two  or  more  cir- 
cuits, and  where  part  of  a  signal  has  been 

amplified  by  the  last  tube  is  fed  back  to  the 
tubes  that  have  already  amplified  this  same 
signal  and  passed  it  to  the  last  tube,  if  the 
grid-plate  capacitance  is  large  enough  and  the 
resistance  of  the  circuit  through  which  the 

energy  flows  is  low,  so  that  little  of  it  is  dis- 
sipated in  the  form  of  heat,  considerable 

energy  will  be  transferred  back  and  forth 
through  the  circuit  between  grid  and  plate. 
Therefore,  during  each  signal  impulse  the  tube 
is  in  a  slight  state  of  oscillation,  hence  acting 

as  a  generator  or  oscillator." I  invite  discussion  of  the  various  points  of  the 
latter  reply  by  readers,  if  any  differ  with 
Brother  Oldham's  analysis.  Now  as  to  Section 
B.    J.  R.  Prater  says : 

"Roughly,  the  varieties  of  electric  power 
needed  to  operate  the  average  sound  system  are : 

"Exciter  lamps — d.c,  sometimes  a.c,  usually 
from  8  to  12  volts  and  2  to  7y2  amperes.  A.C. 
cannot  be  used  satisfactorily  with  modern  sound 
systems  of  extended  frequency  range. 

"Photoelectric  cells — smooth  d.c.  only,  usually 
90  but  sometimes  135  volts ;  practically  no  am- 

perage (about  one  millionth  of  an  ampere). 
"Microphones — smooth  d.c,  or  in  some  types 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  57 

(A)  Manufacturers  and  dealers  in 
spherical,  parabolic  and  elliptical 
mirrors  such  as  are  used  in  connec- 

tion with  certain  types  of  projector 

light  sources,  state  their  focal  lengths. 
Have  such  mirrors  any  exact  focal 

length?  Explain. 

(B)  Does  current  generated  in  a 
dynamo  or  battery  seek  earth? 

Explain. 

(C)  Define  a  "short  circuit";  a 
"ground". 
To  join  the  Bluebook  School  merely 

send  in  answers.  Place  name  and  ques- 
tion number  upon  first  sheet.  Address 

F.  H.  Richardson,  No.  3  Tudor  Lane, 
Scarsdale,  N.  Y. 

none.  Usually  between  3  and  12  volts,  ̂ -am- 
pere or  less. 

"Drive  motors — preferably  a.c.  at  110  volts, 
although  special  motors  can  be  provided  for 
practically  any  current  available. 

"Amplifier  A  (filament  or  heater) — a.c.  for 
indirect  heaters,  d.c.  required  with  small  fila- 

ments. Usually  less  than  10  volts,  %  to  12 
amperes. 

"Amperage  B  (plate) — smooth  d.c.  only;  90 
to  1000  volts,  but  usually  less  than  54-ampere. 

"Amplifier  C  (grid  bias) — very  smooth  d.c. 
only ;  50  volts  or  less  at  practically  no  amperage. 

"Speaker  fields — d.c.  always;  7  to  110  volts, 
or  sometimes  more.  Generally  between  one- 
tenth  and  5  amperes. 

"These  are  merely  very  broad  general  re- 
quirements, and  special  designs  of  any  unit  of 

equipment  may  require  still  different  current 

supply." 

(C)  J.  G.  Brown  says,  "As  applies  to  elec- 
trical conductors,  particularly  wires,  a  mil-foot 

is  a  wire  one  one-thousandth  of  an  inch  in  dia- 
meter and  one  foot  in  length.  Such  a  conductor 

of  commercial  copper  offers  10.5  ohms  re- 
sistance. [The  mil-foot  resistance  of  10.5  is  not 

precise.  The  exact  resistance  is  10.79  ohms.  In 
the  Bluebook,  to  simplify  calculations,  it  is 
stated  as  10.5,  that  being  sufficiently  accurate 
for  calculation  of  any  theatre  circuit. — F.  H.  R.] 
Length  and  diameter  of  any  commercial  copper 
wire  being  known,  the  resistance  of  such  wire 
may  be  calculated  by  multiplying  the  length 
of  the  conductor,  in  feet,  by  10.5,  and  dividing 

this  product  by  the  cross-section  of  the  con- 
ductor, in  circular  mil.  Page  66  of  our  Blue- 

book  of  Projection  sets  forth  the  formula,  thus : 
Twice  the  length  of  the  circuit  in  feet  x  10.5 

Area  of  wire  in  circular  mills 

equals  resistance  of  the  circuit  if  the  tempera- 
ture of  the  conductors  is  75  degrees  Fahr.  (24 

degrees  Cent.)  If  the  temperature  is  greater  or 
less,  the  temperature  coefficient  (see  page  36  of 

the  Bluebook)  must  be  considered." 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  January  16,  1937, 

from  109  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,178,374,  a  decrease  of 

$434,526  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  January  9,  1937,  when  108 

theatres  in  18  large  cities  aggregated  $1,612,900. 

(Copyright,  1937.     Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without   specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

Theatres 

Boston 

Boston                     3,246  35c -75c 

Fenway                  1,382  3Oc-50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c-65c 

Loew's    Orpheum  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State  ...  3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan            4,332  35c-75c 

Paramount               1,793  25c-50c 

Current  Week 

Picture Gross 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)...  23,000 
(on  stage:  James  Melton  and  revue) 

'College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and   5,800 
'Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  15,000 
(2nd  week) 

'Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   17,500 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(2nd  week) 
'Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   16,500 
'Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(2nd  week) 
'Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   21,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  All  Girl  Band) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and   8,800 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

Previous  Week 
Picture 

Gross 
"Kelly  the  Second"  (MGM)   24,000 

(on  stage:  Milton  Berle  and  Oswald) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  5,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent. - 

Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  17,500 
(1st  week) 

"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   19,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(1st  week) 
"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   18,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(1st  week) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   40,000 

(on  stage:  Jane  Withers  and  revue) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  8,500 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (35c-50c) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  ) 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  f  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  \ 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  (  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  ( 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  i 

"Half  Angel"  J  9.00U 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  1 "Unknown  Woman"  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"    56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"   14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  I 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

Buffalo 
Buffalo   3,489 

Century   3,000 

Great  Lakes   3,000 

30c-50c      "Camille"  (MGM)    17,009 

25c       "The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.)  and  7,600 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 

25c-40c       "After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  11,004 

Hippodrome    2,500  25c-40c 

Lafayette    3,300  25c 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)  and   6.900 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   9,200 (2nd  week) 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  27,200 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  7,600 
Fox)  and  "15  Maiden  Lane"  (20th  Cent.- 

Fox) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   12,000 

"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"....  11,400 
(Radio)  and  "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Pennies   from   Heaven"   (Col.)   15,000 
(1st  week) 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  1 

"Dog  of  Flanders"  J 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  I 

"Her  Master's  Voice"  j 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  ) "My  Marriage"  j 

High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  ) 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  \ 

27,200 

6,600 

10,001 

3,800 

23.500 

4,900 

17,200 

3,800 

17,100 

3,800 Chicago 
Apollo                     1,400  35c-75c 

Chicago                  4,000  35c-75c 

Garrick                     900  35c-75c 

Oriental                  3,490  35c-55c 

Palace                    2,509  35c-75c 

Roosevelt                1.591  35c-75c 

State-Lake              2,776  25c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,700  35c-75c 

Cleveland 
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3,330  
30c-42c 

Hippodrome            3,800  30c-42c 

RKO  Palace  ....  3,100  30c-60c 

State                      3,400  30c-42c 

Stillman    .'.           1,900  30c-42c 

Denver 
Aladdin                  1,500  25c-50c 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  5,000 
Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   33,000 
(2nd  week) 

'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.). 
1,000 

"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   17,500 
(on  stage:  Sophie  Tucker  and  revue) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)...  20,000 
(on  stage:  Ethel  Water)  (2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  18.S00 

"Missing  Girls"  (Chesterfield)   16,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  24,000 (2nd  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  ;.  6,500 (re-issue) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   11,500 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   18,000 
(on  stage:  Eleanor  Holm  and  Art  Jarrett) 

"The  Garden  of  Aliah"  (U.A.)   11,503 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  12,000 

'The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   3,000 

'Banjo  on  My  Knee"    11,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    57,500 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)  9,600 

'Sinner    fake    All"    (MGM)  ,.  25,800 
(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 

"That  Girl  from   Paris"   (Radio)..  34,600 
(on  stage:  Ethel  Waters)  (7J4  days- lst  week) 

"Tarzan   Escapes"   (MGM)   16,200 
"Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  (Radio)..  19,500 

(plus  stage  show) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"   (MGM)...  35,700 (1st  week) 

'Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"    9,300 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  8,500 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  28,500 
(on  stage:    Oisen  and  Johnson) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)..  31,000 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   8,000 

'Banjo  on  My  Knee"    3,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

Broadway    1,500      25c-40c      "Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  2,000       "Stowaway"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)   2,500 

Denham    1,500  25c-40c 

Denver    2,500  25c-50c 

Orpheum    2,600  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,000  25c-40c 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   6,000 (2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   11,500 

(plus  stage  band) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,000 

(2nd  week) 
"General  Spanky"  (MGM) 
'White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  3,000 
and  "The  Beloved  Vagabond"  (Col.) 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   10,000 (1st  week) 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  12,500 

(plus  stage  band) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  17,000 (1st  week) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  5,000 "Slalom"  (World) 

High  9-12  "Girl's  Dormitory"   11,900 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 

High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"....  3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story"..  10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 

High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 
(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 

Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado".... 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and 

"My  Heart  Is  Calling" 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"  (50c-$1.36) 

Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"... 
High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"  
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"  
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty". 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band". 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"... 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman". 

6,000 600 

8,000 

300 

13,000 

1,750 15,000 
1,500 

17,000 

2,000 
High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres 

Hollywood 

Chinese                   2,500  30c-55c 

Pantages                3,000  30c -65c 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                     1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                     2,800  25c-40c 

Indiana                   3,200  25c-40c 

Loew'i                    2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                     2,000  25c -40c 

Kansas  City 

Mainstreet              3,100  25c-40c 

Midland                  4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                 1,900  25c -40c 

Tower                     2,090  25c-35c 

Uptown                  2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeles 

Carthay                  1,518  50c-$1.50 

Hillitreet                2.700  30c-65c 

Loew'i  State  ...  2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount              3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 

Century                  1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota               4,000  25c-55c 

RKO   Orpheum . .  2,900  25c-40c 

State                     2,300  25c-40c 

Montreal 

Capitol                    2,547  25c-60c 

His  Majesty's....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                    3,115  25c-60c 

Palace                    2,600  25c-65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Astor                      1,141  55c-$2.20 

Capitol                    4,700  25c-85c 

Criterion                 1,700  25c -75c 

Paramount              3,700  25c-85c 

Rialto                       594  25c-55c 

Rivoli                     2,200  25c-99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c -99c 

Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture 
Gross 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  14,846 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

'That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
'Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  13,000 
'King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   5,000 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   3,500 (2nd  week) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  4,500 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.) 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  7,000 
"Come  Closer.  Folks"  (Col.) 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  7,000 
Cent. -Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   10,400 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  10,200 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   6,900 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"   5,500 
(20th  Cent. -Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   5,500 

"Lloyds   of   London"    (20th   Cent.-  5,200 
Fox)  (7th  week) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  18,942 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"College  Holiday"   (Para.)   12,800 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  12,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   9,000 
(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  17,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,500 

"Winterset"   (Radio)   and   4,000 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  9,000 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   3,500 
'Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) 

(3rd  week) 

'Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  11,500 
Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Lloyds   of   London"   12,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  8,000 
"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-..  5,200 
Fox)  (4  days-7th  week) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   35,000 

(3rd  week) 
"Great  Guy"   (Grand  National)   20,000 (2nd  week) 
"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   20,000 (on  stage:  Glen  Gray  and  Orch.) 

(3rd  week) 
"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   8.000 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   16,000 (3rd  week) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"   (Radio)..  75,000 

(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  43,500 (on  stage :  Leon  Errol)   (2nd  week) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  17,500 (W.B.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  20,300 
"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  12,000 "Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 
(1st  week) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  13,000 
and   "Fugitive   in   the   Sky"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 

'Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.).. 5,500 
'The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   9,500 

(1st  week) 
'That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  4,100 
'Make  Way  for  a  Lady"  (Radio) 
'Camille"   (MGM)    11,000 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  9,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   15,600 
(plus   "Once  in  a   Million"   (20th  Cent.- 
Fox)  (New  Year's  Eve) "Camille"   (MGM)    14,800 

"College   Holiday"    (Para.)   7,600 (2nd  week) 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  7,000 

(plus   stage  show) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)....  6,100 
(plus   "Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.) 
(New  Year's  Eve.) 

"Lloyds   of    London"   8,600 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (6th  week) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  11,800 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio)  (1st  week) 

"Aftet  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  25,900 
"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)    35,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  14,200 
and  "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

'Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   8,300 (1st  week) 

The  Plainsman"  (Para.) 12,000 

That   Girl   from   Paris"   (Radio)..  10,000 
(plus   stage  show) 

'Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   6,000 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  11,500 "The   Accusing   Finger"  (Para.) "Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   6,500 'Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) (2nd  week) 

'The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   12,500 (Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 

'Bom   to  Dance"   (MGM)   13,000 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col  )  and  8,500 'Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1S3S) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4.900 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"                      (  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  ( "Great  God  Gold"           J  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  1 

"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"  10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  3-14  "Follow  the  Fleet"   12,000 
Low  1-5-35  "The  Little  Minister"   3,500 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2^750 
High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin"  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"  14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  I "Woman  Wise"  j  25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   35,000 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  ) 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 

Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls"   9,000 (2nd  week) 

Low  12-14-35  "The  Man  Who  Broke  the 
Bank   at   Monte   Carlo"    4,000 

High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"   31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   8,000 
Low  12-19  "Hideaway  Girl"   2,500 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer" 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream" 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) 

"Two's  Company"  J 

Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western Front"   
High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  j (John  Boles  on  stage)  ) 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  ) "Baby  Face  Harrington"  J 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty".. Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  ( "Mister   Cinderella"  j 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and "Guard  That  Girl" 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?" 

and  "East  of  Java" 

15,500 

6,500 

9,000 3,000 
15,000 

5,500 

15,000 

7,500 
12,500 

3,000 

''UOydS(?th^wee^"(2°thCent-'FOX)  13,200  Weh  1"5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"....  87,000 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)        48,000  L°W  S"3°  "™ree  Wise  G^s" 7'«» (2nd  week)   "Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   30,000 

(1st  week)   "College    Holiday"    (Para.)   60,000       Hieh  1-19-35  "Tiro*  r.(  ,  T?«,„,i  t„  him 
(°n  (Indgeweek1n  ̂   ̂   ̂   ̂                                                     .  $35 

"We  Who  Are  About  to  Die"   8,000   (Radio) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   22,000      High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65  000 

"Th„  »  £2W  (Radio). ..IW.MW  {fc  «jf  '"Tap  Hat" !".'.' '. '. '. 
(on   stage:   Leon   Errol)   (8  days)  (8  days)  ' 

Gold  SeTo.  ,937"  (F.N.)....  16,000  &  ̂ S^Q %T-  *  C*lliD,C" K (2nd  week)  Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"..' .'.WW".' 6.100 
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Theatres 

Oklahoma  City 
Capitol    1,200 

Criterion   1,700 

Liberty   1,500 

Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture 
Gross 

Picture 
Gross 

10c-41c 

10c-5Sc 

10c-35c 

Midweit                  1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 
Brandeii                 1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha                   2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum                 3,000  35c-55c 

Paramount             2,900  25c-55c 

Philadelphia 
Aldine                    1,200  40c-65c 

Arcadia                    600  25c-50c 
B
o
y
d
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2,400  40c-55c 

E
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r
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e
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2,000  25c-55c 

F
o
x
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3,000  

40c-65c 

Karlton                   1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's                   2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley                   3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton                  1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse   ....  1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway               1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair                  1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum                 1700  30c-40c 

Paramount              3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c-40c 

San  Francisco 
Embassy                 1,400  10c-40c 

F

o

x

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5,651  
15c-75c 

Golden  Gate           2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum                2,440  15c -40c 

Paramount              2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis             1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield  2700  15c-75c 

Seattle 
Blue  Mouse             950  25c  -55c 

Fifth  Avenue  ...  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty                  1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box               950  25c-55c 

Music  Hall             2,275  25c -35c 

Orpheum                2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar                  1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount              3,050  25c -40c 

"One   Way   Passage"   (W.B.)   2,800 (re-issue) 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  3,500 

"Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"   1,800 (Univ.)  (4  days) 
"Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.)  and..  700 
"A  Son  Comes  Home"  (Para.) (3  days) 
'That  Girl  from  Paris"   (Radio)..  3,500 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (W.B.)  and  5,200 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  4,800 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (6  days) 

"Hideaway  Girl';  (Para.)   14,500 
(on  stage:  Fifi  D'Orsay  and  revue) 

"After  the  Thin  Mann"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   12,000 
(9  days-2nd  week) 

"Great  Guy"   (Grand  National)   5,400 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  17,000 
(8  days-3rd  week) 

"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   14,000 
(Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)    12,500 (2nd  week) 
"The  Beloved  Vagabond"    (Col.)..  2,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  2,200 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   16,500 

'Wanted:   Jane  Turner"   (Radio)..  5,200 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and  2,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (4th  week) 

'Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM). i,000 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  7,900 
"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  and  7,500 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)... 
9,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  4,000 (2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  29,000 
"King  of  the  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  13,500 
(plus  vaudeville)  (2nd  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  6,000 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. 
special  short)   (3rd  week) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (W.B.)  and  12,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"The  Plainsman"   (Para.)   and   6,000 
"Man  Betrayed"  (Republic) 

"Stowaway"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)   4,100 (3rd  week) 
"One   in    a    Million"    (20th    Cent.-  13,000 
Fox)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) (2nd  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   3,900 
"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  6,850 

(2nd  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  4,750 
"North  of  Nome"  (Col.) (3rd  week) 
"College   Holiday"   (Para.)    and....  3,100 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  4,200 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,150 
and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 
"A  Son  Comes  Home"  (Para.)   4,603 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  and  5,100 
"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 

'Polo  Joe"  (W.B.)   2,200 

'College  Holiday"  (Para.)    6,000 

'Rose  Bowl"  (Para.)    1,600 
(plus  stage  show)   (4  days)  (10c-40c) 

'Follow  Your  Heart"   (Republic)..  900 
and  "The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) 

(3  days) 
'Camille"  (MGM)    4,500 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  5,400 
"Night  Waitress"  (Radio) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,500 
and  "General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   13,300 
(on  stage:  Louis  Armstrong  and  Orch.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   11,000 
"Under  Your  Spell"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Beloved    Enemy"    (U.A.)  21,000 (1st  week) 
"Adventure  in  Manhattan"  (Col.)..  2,100 
"After  the  Thin  Man"   (MGM)...  26,000 (2nd  week) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  23,000 (plus  stage  show)  (8  days) 
"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   24,000 (2nd  week) 

"Stowaway"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)   3,800 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   3,300 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 
"Go  West,  Young  Man"  (Para.)..  11,000 (9  days-2nd  week) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and....  2,500 Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)   (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,000 Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (3rd  week) 

"Zhe  ,Plo,t  Thickens"  (Radio)  and  4,000 North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 

"The    Plainsman"    (Para.)    and....  7,000 Smart   Blonde"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 
I'Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and  8,500 Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (2nd  week) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    7  900 (2nd  week) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,000 (1st  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   17  000 Country   Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"   (Radio)..  23,000 (plus  vaudeville)  (1st  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col  )  and  10,500 
"You  Can't   Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. special  short)  (2nd  week) 

"College  Holiday"   (Para.)   and   14,300 
"Join  the  Marines"  (Republic) 

(6  days-2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  7,800 "Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   8,300 (2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  15,400 
and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) (1st  week) 

(Para.)   2,850 

8,300 

"College  Holiday' 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM). 
(1st  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  6,100 "North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 
(2nd  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  3,100 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)  and  4,000 "Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,150 
and  "Smart   Blonde"  (W.B.) 

(1st  week) 
"Country   Gentlemen"    (Republic)..  4,900 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"..  5,200 
(Univ.)  and  "The  Plainsman"  (Para.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"  Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"....  
High  9-14-35"  Steamboat  Round  the  Bend" Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs" 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  ) 

and  "Crime  Doctor"  ( 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  ( "I  Live  for  Love"  S 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man".... 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife" 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"  Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  1 
"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  J 

High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  I 
"The  First  Baby"  | 

Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  1 
"She  Gets  Her  Man"  J 

High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"   (on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  } 

"Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J 

3,900 1,300 10,000 

2,500 

4,200 

1,500 

8,800 

1,800 

9,500 

2,600 
11,600 

3,600 

21,150 

5,800 High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"   21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"  2,200 
High   1-16-37   "Great   Guy"   5,400 
Low  9-21-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   800 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"    1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"  Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  ) "Chinatown  Squad"  J 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's 
Dream"   

Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  i "Defense  Rests"  { 

High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"... 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  1 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  J 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"  Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  1 "Big  Brown  Eyes"  { 

High  10-17  "Dodsworth"  
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"  

8,500 

4,000 

12,000 

1,600 

9,500 4,000 

11,500 

5,000 9,500 
4,000 

7,500 2,000 
29,000 

4,000 
34,000 

9,000 

17,200 

4,800 

23,000 

8,500 

12,400 

4,400 15,000 

2,500 35,000 
12,000 

High  12-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"  7,200 
Low  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   2,850 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"  11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  I "North   of   Nome"  j  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  J 

"Happy  Landing"  f  2,700 
High   2-16-35   "Roberta"   6,100 Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 
His  Head"    2,850 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"  Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  1 
"$1,000  a  Minute"  f 

High   1-16-37   "After   the   Thin   Man"  1 "King   of   Hockey"  J 

Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  j **Frccklcs"  1 

High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"  (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"  
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  1 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  ( 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  ( 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  J 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  j 

"All  the  King's  Horses"  f 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  1 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  ) 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"  , 
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"  
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"  , Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  \ 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  J 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"  
Low  12-5  "A   Woman  Rebels" "Mister  Cinderella" 

and  1 

10,400 

f  4,200 High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9.200 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  ) "Tim<-«  Squarr  P1avhr>»"         I  3.250 
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WIDENED  FILM  OUTLET 

SEEN  IN  CHICAGO  DEAL 

B.  &  K.'s  McVickers  Acquisi- 
tion Points  to  Release  of 

52    More    Pictures    a  Year 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 
in  Chicago 

Acquisition  of  the  McVickers  theatre,  one 

of  the  largest  in  Chicago's  loop  district, 
gives  Balaban  &  Katz  almost  virtual  con- 

trol of  the  first-run  business  here.  The  only 
opposition  are  the  RKO-Palace  and  the 
State-Lake  theatre  operated  by  Jones,  Linick 
and  Schaefer.  The  Estate-Lake  has  been 
purchased  by  B  &  K  and  will  come  under 
its  control  May  1st. 

The  granting  of  a  30-year  lease  on  the 
McVickers  to  B  &  K  by  the  Chicago  Board 
of  Education  ends  a  long  contest  for  control. 
The  theatre  has  been  dark  for  more  than 

a  year,  except  for  a  few  special  film  show- 
ings. Prior  to  1936  the  theatre  was  operated 

by  the  McVickers  Theatre  Company,  headed 
by  Aaron  Jones,  Sr.  The  board  took  over 
the  building  last  February. 

Granting  of  the  lease  to  Comet  Amuse- 
ment Company,  a  B.  &  K.  organization  with 

John  Balaban  as  president,  discloses  that 
a  minimum  rental  of  $2,075,000  is  asked 

for  the  30-year  period.  Should  the  theatre 
be  operated  on  a  film  policy  with  15 
per  cent  of  the  gross  totaling  more  than 
the  amount  of  the  rental  guarantee,  the 

rental  will  be  increased  proportionately. 
If  the  theatre  is  operated  on  a  stage  show 

policy,  the  percentage  will  be  reduced  to 
10  per  cent.  The  rental  figures  set  forth 
are  the  minimum  guarantee. 

For  the  first  five  years  the  rental  w'll  be 
$60,000 ;  the  second  five,  $62,500 ;  the  third  five- 
year  term,  $70,000;  the  fourth  five-year  psriod 
$72,500,  and  the  last  two  five-year  periods 
$75,000  a  year. 

Need  of  another  first-run  theatre  in  the  Loop 
is  most  imperative.  Many  films  get  their  first 
showing  here  as  much  as  90  days  behind  na- 

tional release  dates.  Practically  all  product  with 
the  exception  of  RKO  Radio  and  Universal  pic- 

tures, which  the  RKO-Palace  plays  first,  shows 
for  the  first  time  locally  in  the  B  &  K  theatres. 
This  situation  gives  B  &  K  almost  full  control 
of  the  film  release  dates  in  Chicago.  Thus  it  is 
by  their  bookings  that  the  subsequent  runs  are 
determined  and  the  independent  theatre  opera- 

tor has  little  choice  as  to  what  pictures  he  can 
have  for  his  dual  programs.  Futhermore,  doz- 

ens of  theatres  in  the  same  release  classifica- 
tion must  release  the  same  pictures  on  the  same 

dates. 

The  policy  of  the  McVickers  theatre  is  ex- 
pected to  be  the  same  as  now  is  used  at  the 

Oriental  and  State-Lake  theatres,  a  vaudeville- 
stageshow  plus  "B"  pictures  first-run.  This 
plan  is  thought  to  be  logical  policy  for  the  Mc- 

Vickers, which  is  on  West  Madison  street, 
slightly  out  of  the  Loop  theatrical  area.  If 
this  plan  is  adopted  it  is  assumed  that  B  &  K 
will  turn  the  State-Lake  into  an  extended  run 
theatre.  This  would  still  leave  the  Chicago, 
Roosevelt,  United  Artists,  Apollo  and  Garrick 
available  for  first-run  product  and  account  for 
a  possible  release  of  52  more  pictures  a  year, 
which  is  something  that  would  prove  a  boon 
to  distributors  as  well  as  exhibitors. 

B  &  K  officials  have  denied  reports  that  they 

plan  to  dispose  of  the  Roosevelt  and  have  the 
theatre  turned  into  office  store  and  space. 

V 

Chance  Games  Ruling 

When  Bank  Night  and  other  giveaway  games 
were  ousted  from  Chicago  theatres  by  Judge 

Niemeyer's  decision  in  superior  court  that  they 
violated  the  city  ordinance  concerning  theatres, 
250  exhibitors  using  the  games  felt  they  had 
received  a  hard  blow.  Comparison  of  receipts 
after  the  games  had  been  stopped  with  receipts 
when  the  games  were  in  progress  show  the  in- 

come 15  to  25  per  cent  lower.  It  is  estimated 
that  in  the  B  &  K  circuit  grosses  for  the  28 
theatres  playing  the  games  have  fallen  off  as 
much  as  $50,000  a  week.  The  smaller  inde- 

pendent exhibitors  have  been  hurt  least. 
Following  the  filing  of  a  request  for  appeal 

to  the  state  supreme  court,  several  exhibitor 
leaders  are  said  to  have  started  plans  to  agitate 
for  a  new  city  ordinance  to  permit  the  games. 
Nothing  came  of  it,  however.  Further  at- 

tempts are  expected  soon. 
Exhibitors  are  hoping  that  the  double  fea- 

tures will  make  up  for  the  losses. 
V 

Henry  Herbel,  of  Universal,  retiring  presi- 
dent of  the  Chicago  Film  Board  of  Trade,  is 

being  honored  with  a  banquet  at  the  Congress 
hotel  on  Friday,  January  22nd.  Allen  Usher  of 
Paramount,  the  incoming  president,  will  be  in- 

stalled with  the  other  new  officers  :  Tom  Gilliam 

of  Vitagraph,  is  vice-president,  Emma  Ab- 
planalp,  re-elected  secretary-treasurer,  and  Clyde 
Eckhardt  of  20th-century  Fox,  named  chairman 
of  the  board.  Others  on  the  board  are  Irving 
Mandel  of  Republic  and  Mr.  Herbel.  Felix 
Mendelssohn  will  serve  as  toastmaster. 

V 

Miss  Beulah  Livingstone,  Universal  exploi- 
teer,  is  here  assisting  for  the  premiere  of  "Three 
Smart  Girls"  at  the  Palace  Friday.  Jane 
Withers  will  headline  the  stage  show. 

■  V 

Aaron  Saperstein,  president  of  Allied  The- 
aters of  Illinois,  left  last  week  to  spend  three 

or  four  weeks  at  Miami.  Just  before  leaving 
he  appointed  Miss  Elizabeth  Morganstein  as 
successor  to  Miss  Ann  Hausman,  who  has  left 
the  Allied  offices  to  become  the  wife  of  Morris 
Rubin,  Chicago  businessman. 

V 

Another  Chicagoan  headed  for  a  Southern 
clime  to  try  to  find  some  winter  is  Morris 
Leonard,  head  of  the  Chicago  Exhibitors  As- 

sociation, who  is  taking  a  boat  trip  to  South 
America. 

V 
Two  pioneer  Chicago  exhibitors,  George  and 

Harold  Gallos,  owners  of  the  Midway  and  Ray 
theatres,  are  among  the  recipients  of  Adolph 
Zukor  Anniversary  medals,  for  having  played 

"Queen  Elizabeth."  The  Gallos  Brothers  are 
building  their  newest  theatre,  the  Woodlawn. 
The  contract  for  the  entire  construction  and 

equipment  job  was  let  to  Joe  Goldberg,  the- 
atre equipment  dealer,  all  in  one  contract.  Mr. 

Goldberg  is  to  turn  over  to  the  Gallos  Brothers 
a  completed  theatre  from  basement  to  roof, 
even  including  the  soap  in  the  washroom  and 
tickets  in  the  ticket  machine,  by  April  1st.  The 
theatre  is  being  built  at  a  cost  of  approximately 
$70,000.  Herman  F.  Jensen  is  in  charge  of  the 
construction  work  for  Mr.  Goldberg,  while  Ir- 

win Frederick  is  the  architect. 
V 

"We  have  every  reason  to  expect  that  the 
amusement  world  will  have  one  of  its  most 
successful  years,  and  that  goes  especially  for 
Paramount,"  said  Barney  Balaban,  between 
trains,  en  route  from  Hollywood  to  New  York. 
John  Balaban  was  with  him. 

Telephone  Meeting 

Opens  Columbia's Sales  Sweepstakes 

What  is  believed  to  be  the  first  telephone 
conference  ever  called  in  the  motion  picture 

industry  opened  the  "Columbia  Montague 
Sweepstakes"  in  the  31  sales  territories. 
With  an  estimated  1,500  Columbia  employees 
waiting  before  loudspeakers  in  the  31  branch 
offices,  the  New  York  Telephone  Company 

engineer,  sitting  before  his  portable  ampli- 
fier in  the  board  room  of  the  home  offices, 

two  minutes  before  the  broadcast  was  sched- 

uled to  start,  reported  "Detroit  doesn't 

answer." 

A  few  extra  rings,  however,  brought  the 
Detroit  exchange  into  the  hookup  and  the 
sales  meeting  was  opened  by  Jack  Cohn, 

vice-president  of  the  company,  who  sat  on 
the  edge  of  a  table  and  talked  confidentially 
into  the  microphone  with  the  air  of  a  veteran 
broadcaster. 

The  mechanics  of  the  elaborate  set-up 
involved  simultaneous  long  distance  calls  to 
each  of  the  branch  offices  and  the  connec- 

tion of  all  the  calls  on  a  single  trunk  line 
to  the  home  office  in  New  York  by  means  of 
26,722  miles  of  telephone  wires.  Amplifiers 
in  each  of  the  offices  carried  the  voices  to 

public  address  systems.  Cooperating  for  the 
network  were  15  associated  telephone  com- 

panies, 30  technicians  and  about  100  oper- 
ators. 

Mr.  Cohn  in  his  opening  talk  urged  the 
men  in  the  field  to  function  at  top  speed  for 

the  remainder  of  the  selling  year.  He  re- 
viewed some  of  the  coming  Columbia  pro- 

ductions, including  the  new  Grace  Moore 

picture,  "When  You're  in  Love,"  and  Frank 
Capra's  "Lost  Horizon,"  starring  Ronald 
Colman.  He  was  followed  by  Abe  Montague, 
general  sales  manager  for  whom  this  drive 
is  designated,  Joseph  A.  McConville  and 
Rube  Jackter  who  gave  brief  talks  express- 

ing confidence  that  the  campaign  would  be 
successful. 

The  broadcast  lasted  14  minutes  instead 
of  the  scheduled  10  minutes  and  the  rate 

was  quoted  at  $51  a  minute,  a  total  of  $714. 

The  equipment,  including  microphone,  am- 
plifiers and  loudspeaker  installations,  is 

charged  separately. 

The  speeches  were  carried  to  a  central 
radiating  station  in  Chicago  from  where 
they  were  distributed  to  the  branch  offices. 
A  special  line  was  run  into  the  Columbia 
studio  in  Hollywood  where  the  west  coast 
executives  and  staff  listened  in. 

Ayer  Opens  Publicity  Office 
Frederic  W.  Ayer,  co-producer  with  Rob- 

inson Smith  last  season  of  the  play  "Par- 
nell,"  has  opened  publicity  offices  at  11  West 
42nd  street,  New  York,  under  the  name  of 
Exclusive  Artists,  Inc.  Mr.  Ayer  formerly 
was  associated  with  various  newspapers  in 

this  country  and  in  England  and  was  for 

several  years  on  the  editorial  staff  of  Mo- 
tion Picture  Herald. 

Frank  Crawfurd  Dead 

Frank  Crawfurd,  veteran  film  salesman 

in  Des  Moines,  is  dead  following  a  heart  at- 

tack. For  the  last  12  years  he  has  been  con- 
nected with  the  Paramount  office  in  Des 

Moines,  as  exchange  manager  and  salesman. 
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PORE  OLE  PRESSBOOK 

Well,  doing  a  daily  column  and  keeping  it  up  to  par  is  not 

what  might  exactly  be  termed  a  pushover.  Column  takes  a 
lot  of  words  and  when  it  has  to  be  done  six  or  even  seven  times 

every  week,  there  may  be  reason  for  the  temptation  to  reach 

out  and  use  something  of  less  than  1 00  per  cent  reader  in- 
terest. But  that  something  should  not  include  blasting  the  mo- 

tion picture  pressbook  which  was  done  recently  and  thoroughly 

in  the  widely  read  "Our  Town"  column  of  the  Atlanta 
Georgian,  authored  by  Dudley  Glass  who  also  serves  as  that 

paper's  motion  picture  critic. 
That  the  poor  ole  pressbook  is  put  on  the  pan  is  not  of  the 

greatest  concern.  But  where  this  panning  takes  place  is  some- 
thing else  again  and  we  say  the  criticism  does  not  belong  in 

a  newspaper  column  written  for  the  average  reader. 
At  its  best,  or  worst,  the  pressbook  is  meant  to  be  nothinq 

more  than  a  publicity,  advertising  and  exploitation  manual— a 

trade  "directions  for  using"  to  aid  theatremen  in  putting  over 
their  attractions.  The  pressbook  is  also  supposed  to  supply 
motion  picture  editors  and/or  critics  with  information  on  cast, 
story  synopsis  and  other  pertinent  material  from  which  it  is 
assumed  each  editor  and/or  critic  will  take  what  he  finds 

fitted  for  his  needs  on  that  particular  picture. 
However,  should  it  so  happen  that  the  pressbook  does  not 

conform  with  individual  newspaper  requirements,  the  inade- 

quate or  offending  parts  may  be  discarded  and  this  pro- 
cedure is  being  followed  generally  by  newspapers  in  cities 

and  small  towns  without  recourse  to  unwarranted  indignation 
in  the  public  prints. 

If  Mr.  Glass'  blast  succeeded  in  stirring  a  demand  among 
his  many  readers  for  better  pressbooks,  that  might  justify  his 
vigorous  denunciations.  But  no  such  protest  has  arisen  nor  is 
there  any  likelihood  of  it. 

To  the  general  newspaper  public,  and  Atlanta  should  be  no 
different,  a  column  on  pressbook  weaknesses  is  so  much  Sanskrit 
and  hardly  as  interesting. 

V    V  V 

THERE'S  GRAVY  LEFT  TO  GET 

Every  now  and  then  up  jumps  a  couple  of  campaigns  from 
men  in  the  subsequent-runs  to  shoot  some  extra  rounds  into 
the  tottering  school  of  opinion  that  there  is  little  exploitation 

gravy  left  in  the  pot  after  the  first-runs  finish  "chow". 
F'rinstance,  there's  what  John  Burhorn  did  on  "And  Sudden 

Death"  at  the  Gayety,  Chicago,  in  the  steel  yards  district where  he  plays  way  behind  the  premiere  house  in  his  area. 

But  Burhorn  went  ahead  as  though  the  picture  was  making 
its  initial  screen  bow  and  put  together  a  drive  that  landed 

him  a  well-deserved  First  Mention  in  the  December  Quigley 
Awards.  Writes  John: 

"The  campaign  .  .  .  has  been  a  great  experience  to  every- 
one that  had  a  hand  in  it.  To  myself  it  has  demonstrated  that 

a  number  of  pictures  used  in  the  first-runs  can  be  repeated  with 
good  boxoffice  results  if  they  are  backed  with  the  exploitation 

they  deserve." 
And  over  in  Paterson,  N.  J.,  the  newspapers  tied  in  with 

the  first-run  houses  on  a  Christmas  benefit  and  thus  expressed 
themselves  as  unable  to  work  with  George  Patterson,  at  the 

subsequent-run  State.  Having  taken  over  the  house  recently 
and  realizing  the  need  of  building  community  prestige,  Pat- 

terson refused  to  sit  in  a  corner  and  immediately  hooked  up 
with  four  local  posts  of  the  American  Legion  to  put  on  his 
own  private  party. 

It  so  happens  that  most  of  the  local  police  are  members  of 
the  Legion  and  with  their  aid,  plus  uniformed  marchers  and 
brass  bands  the  party  kicked  up  so  much  excitement  that  the 
papers  had  to  fall  in  line  and  give  Patterson  a  fair  shake  in 
publicity.    Writes  George: 

"We  are  still  running  the  subsequents  and  business  is  build- 
ing. .  .  .  The  town  knows  this  theatre  is  in  existence  and  is 

behind  the  house.  They  came  to  me  and  also  sent  many  let- 

ters of  thanks." Lots  of  birds  go  hungry  at  the  boxoffice  because  they  take 

it  for  granted  the  food's  all  gone  after  the  first-runs  are 
through.  But  not  the  lads  who  refuse  to  leave  off  until  they've 
sopped  up  a  lot  of  the  gravy  the  other  fellow  missed. 

V    V  V 

IT'S  SURE  NICE  TO  KNOW 

On  another  page  of  this  section  will  be  found  notice  of 

Round  Tabler  Art  Abelson's  new  Roxy  Theatre,  in  Langdon, 
N.  D.,  third  unit  in  his  young  but  vigorous  circuit.  And  to 
Abelson  congratulations  are  distinctly  in  order  for  he  has 
come  up  from  the  ranks  to  demonstrate  his  ability  to  operate 
on  his  own. 

The  transition  from  manager  to  exhibitor  does  not  happen 

every  day  but,  as  in  Art's  case,  it's  nice  to  know  that,  given 
the  opportunity,  theatremen  doing  a  good  job  for  someone 
else  can  do  as  well  for  themselves. 
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Grand  National  Promotes  Caravan 

For  Tiein  on  "Great  Guy"  Date 

Through  arrangements  made  with  the  New  York  City  Department  of  Weights 
and  Measures,  traveling  caravan  of  confiscated  measuring  devices  was  created  for 

the  date  on  "Great  Guy"  at  the  New  York  Criterion.  Promotion  came  about  through 
the  role  in  the  picture  played  by  James  Cagney,  a  weights  and  measures  inspector, 
which  placed  the  tieup  right  in  line  to  build  up  the  Broadway  engagement.  New  York 
dailies  went  for  the  stunt,  the  Evening  Sun  mentioning  the  picture  and  referring  to 

Mayor  LaGuardia,  who  started  the  caravan  on  its  way,  as  another  "great  guy". 
Direct  tie-in  at  the  Criterion  was  made  by  planting  photos  and  tear  sheets  on 

display  in  the  lobby.  The  hookup,  applicable  to  other  spots,  was  arranged  by  Harry 

Blair  of  Ed  Finney's  exploitation  staff  in  cooperation  with  Matthew  J.  J.  Diserio, 
Deputy  Commissioner,  Department  of  Public  Markets,  Weights  and  Measures. 

"Brigade"  Poem  Blowup 
Used  for  Lobby  Display 

Three  weeks  ahead  of  opening  of  "Charge 
of  the  Light  Brigade,"  Roscoe  Hopkins, 
Chief  Theatre,  Gallup,  N.  M.,  used  an  over- 

sized easel  on  his  mezzanine  with  poem 
printed  on  it  and  stills  used  all  around  the 
border. 

Invitations  were  mailed  to  teachers,  min- 
isters and  the  press,  with  municipal  band 

and  boy  scouts  parading  to  theatre  opening 
day.  For  his  bally,  Roscoe  dropped  passes 
from  airplane  circling  the  city  and  for  lobby 
display  a  mechanical  arrangement  was  made 
with  endless  belt  on  which  toy-led  soldiers 
were  stationed,  constantly  moving  through 

mountain  scene  which  was  dubbed  "the  Val- 
ley of  Death."  Miniature  forts  were  placed 

at  either  side  of  display  with  cannons  and 
charging  soldiers. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Railroad  Runs  Excursion 

Persuading  a  railroad  to  run  a  special  ex- 
cursion so  that  the  folks  in  the  woods  can 

enjoy  a  day  in  the  city  is  reported  by  Sid 
Scott,  at  the  Capitol,  up  in  Sudbury,  On- 

tario, Canada.  Idea  was  to  stimulate  busi- 
ness locally  and  with  this  in  view  the 

Canadian  National  ran  ads  in  the  Sudbury 
papers  carrying  list  of  things  to  do  and  see 
including  the  matinees  at  the  theatres.  Sid 

reports  this  a  "first"  and  successful. 

March  of  Time  Features 

Monthly  Paper  for  Schools 
Special  folder  and  directions  for  use  has 

been  put  out  by  March  of  Time  to  publicise 

"The  Photo  Reporter,"  a  monthly  four- 
page  tab  size  newspaper  for  attention  of 
students,  teachers  and  others  interested  in 
the  study  of  contemporary  times  as  covered 
in  each  new  issue  of  the  Time  news  service. 

Created  for  the  direct  attention  of  the- 

atremen,  the  folder  points  out  the  possibili- 
ties of  school  tieups  on  distribution  of  the 

"Reporter."  This  is  done  with  sixstep-cards 
placed  in  pocket  inside  of  folder,  each  card 

carrying  copy  under  different  heads  re- 
ferring to  the  school  tieup,  how  to  introduce 

and  use  it,  how  to  keep  it  working,  indorse- 
ments from  educators,  etc. 

Mailing  piece  was  created  by  Ralph 
Rolan,  March  of  Time  advertising  manager, 
and  Al  Sindlinger,  director  of  exploitation. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"They're  From  Heaven" 
When  patrons  at  Loew's  Poli,  New 

Haven,  Ct,  were  given  change  at  the  ticket 
window,  some  of  it  came  in  the  form  of 

bright  new  pennies  wrapped  in  bank  wrap- 
pers. When  the  folks  queried  the  why  of 

the  sudden  circulation  of  the  copper  money, 
the  answer  was : 

"Why,  it's  Pennies  from  Heaven,"  refer- 
ring, of  course,  to  the  Columbia  picture. 

County  Baby  IV ?ek 

Put  On  By  Dallas 

for  'Reunion 9  Date Given  official  recognition  by  the  Mayor 
and  other  civic  heads,  it  was  County  Baby 

Week  in  Holdenville,  Okla.,  for  the  seven- 

day  period  just  ahead  of  "Reunion"  at  the 
Grand  Theatre.  And  to  make  the  "week" 
doubly  important,  Manager  Dave  Dallas 
put  on  a  number  of  special  events  at  the 
theatre  to  attract  children  and  adults  from 
all  over  the  drawing  area. 

The  premiere  event  was  a  personal  ap- 
pearance of  the  county  health  superintendent 

credited  with  bringing  into  the  world  over 

5,000  babies  during  his  36  years  of  medi- 
cine. The  doctor  was  presented  with  a  pad 

of  passes  to  present  among  these  for  the 
purpose  of  staging  a  reunion  of  his  own. 

The  next  gathering  was  a  "safety  pin" matinee  where  children  were  admitted  for 

10  safety  pins  given  to  the  local  Red  Cross 
and  WPA  sewing  room  for  distribution  to 
needy  families.  On  the  night  before  the 

opening  of  "Reunion"  the  largest  family  at 
the  theatre  was  presented  with  passes  and 
a  sack  of  flour.  This  was  followed  by  a  twin 
and  triplet  personality  contest  on  the  stage 
for  prizes. 

Cooperation  of  the  Baby  Week  was  re- 
ceived from  all  quarters.  Local  daily  ran 

a  special  baby  issue  in  which  all  leading 
stores  took  space,  displayed  photos  of  the 
Quints  and  local  children  in  windows.  On 
a  special  preview  tied  in  with  Carnation 
Milk,  grocers  handling  this  product  gave 
admissions  to  women  buyers  and  leading 

laundry  was  tied  in  to  give  customers  calen- 
dars, in  imprinted  envelopes  bearing  pic- 
tures of  the  Dionnes.  Theatre  copy  was 

carried  on  the  face  of  the  envelopes. 
These  mediums  of  advertising,  plus  a 

countrywide  distribution  of  heralds  stress- 
ing all  the  extra  features — as  to  be  expected, 

built  up  a  lot  of  interest  in  the  attraction, 
reflected  gratifyingly  in  the  grosses. 

On  "Light  Brigade,"  Dallas  had  the  local 
high  school  superintendent  write  letters  to 
teacher  and  students  praising  the  picture  and 

suggesting  attendance  especially  for  classes 
in  English,  history  and  the  drama.  Lower 
admissions  were  arranged  for  school  groups 
with  the  letter  serving  as  the  coupon  when 

presented  at  the  theatre. 

JANUARY  DEADLINE 

FOR  QUIGLEY  AWARDS 

From  date  of  this  issue,  exactly 

two  weeks  and  three  days  remain  for 
entries  in  the  Quigley  Awards  for 

January,  the  first  month  in  the 

1937  Competitions.  Deadline  has 
been  set  for  midnight  of  Tuesday, 

February  9th,  when  all  campaigns 
must  be  at  Committee  Headquarters. 

The  following  have  been  asked  to 

serve  as  judges:  W.  Ray  Johnston, 

Monogram  Pictures;  S.  Barret  Mc- 
Cormick,  RKO  Radio  Pictures,  and 
W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  Radio  City 
Music  Hall. 
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Speaks  Over
  'Mike ' 

To  Classrooms  On 

Roxy  Theatre  Rotunda  Transparency 

Display  Plugs  Coming  Film  Attractions 

BBCSm  Hill  BLiV  Jul }}  MLU  ̂ MmJJi 
—  jt  -                       4                          ^  ~H 

Illustrated  above  is  working  plan  and  photograph  of  new  lobby  display  prepared 
to  advertise  important  forthcoming  film  attractions  at  the  New  York  Roxy.  Created 

by  ad  chieftain,  Morris  Kinzler,  display  is  13  feet  wide  by  6  feet  high,  and  prom- 
inently spotted  in  the  Roxy  rotunda  over  the  candy  stand.  In  addition  to  its  own 

illumination,  it  is  also  illuminated  by  two  spotlights  played  on  it  from  various  angles. 
The  coloring  of  the  streamline  base  and  top  is  black  with  chrome  edging.  The 

words,  "Roxy  Hit  Parade  Marches  On,"  are  cutout.  The  colors  of  each  of  the  six 
panels  graduate  from  a  very  light  red  up  to  and  including  a  very  dark,  bright  red. 
These  colors  graduate  from  left  to  right,  carrying  the  streamline  effect.  The  photo 
enlargements  are  18  inches  by  30  inches  upright  and  fit  into  the  frames,  each  of 
which  has  a  snap  lock.  The  frames  for  these  enlargements  are  of  chromium  and 
frames  for  the  copy  are  black,  also  with  a  snap  lock.  All  hinges  and  locks  are  chrome. 

The  copy  for  the  pictures  is  on  transparent  celluloid,  behind  which  the  light 
shines,  giving  an  easily  readable  effect.  As  each  new  picture  comes  in,  the  signs  are 
moved  forward,  of  course.  More  copy  than  this  can  be  added  if  dates  are  already  set. 

'Romeo  and  Juliet' 
Assigned  as  special  representative  on 

MGM's  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  road  show  dates 
in  New  England,  Manager  Ben  Cohen,  Loew 
College  Theatre,  New  Haven,  in  Harry 

Shaw's  division,  reports  some  of  his  activi- 
ties in  Bridgeport  and  Waterbury.  In  touch 

with  the  local  managers  before  his  arrival, 
plans  were  laid  to  cover  as  much  territory 
as  possible  in  the  shortest  time.  With  this 
in  view,  Morris  Rosenthal  at  the  Majestic, 
in  Bridgeport,  where  the  picture  was  dated 
arranged  a  lot  of  appointments  for  the 
traveling  exploiteer,  had  stories  in  the  dailies 

breaking  on  the  day  of  Ben's  arrival,  planted 
plugs  on  the  radio. 
With  Rosenthal,  Cohen  visited  every 

school  in  Bridgeport  to  interest  principals 
on  the  date  and  lectured  before  student 

bodies.  At  the  Harding  high  school,  from 

a  microphone  in  the  principal's  office,  hooked 
into  each  classroom,  Ben  introduced  by  the 

principal  gave  a  15-minute  talk  on  the  show, 
dates,  prices,  theatre  parties,  etc.  to  3,000 
pupils. 

In  addition,  all  papers  were  visited  and 
Cohen  credits  Rosenthal  for  securing  a  fine 

break  on  publicity  with  daily  plugs  in  ad- 
vance of  opening.  Special  student  discount 

coupons  were  distributed  at  all  schools  and 
at  a  midnight  pep  meeting  of  the  personnel 
of  the  three  Bridgeport  Loew  theatres,  the 
various  managers  addressed  the  gathering 
and  with  Cohen  discussed  ways  and  means 
to  plug  the  picture  to  the  fullest. 

The  same  buildup  in  advance  was  effected 
by  Manager  Fitzpatrick  in  Waterbury,  Ct., 
for  the  date  at  Loew's  Poli.  Visit  was  made 
to  the  superintendent  of  schools  who  recom- 

mended the  use  of  the  Study  Guide  for  Eng- 

lish classes  and  through  Fitzpatrick's  con- 
tacts on  the  Board  of  Education,  other  ar- 

rangements planned.  Calls  were  also  made 
at  all  schools  within  a  15-mile  radius  where 
the  special  coupons  were  left,  announcements 
made  to  students  and  bulletins  posted. 

Cohen  also  spoke  before  the  weekly  meet- 

ing of  the  Waterbury  Lions'  Club  and  with 
the  secretary  of  the  local  YMCA  worked 
out  plans  to  distribute  coupons  and  literature 

to  all  "Y"  members  during  the  weeks  in 
advance  of  the  Waterbury  engagement. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

■ha**.,  ™ 

CELL  STUFF.  Two  weeks  ahead  of  opening  of 

"The  Big  House  for  Girls,"  John  Floore,  Empire, 
San  Antonio,  created  this  new  front  with  24's 
of  Sullivan  and  Compson  behind  bars  out  front. 

Souvenir  Folder  Underwritten 

By  Automobile  Dealer  Ad 
Out  in  Lincoln,  Neb.,  Pat  Patchen,  Lin- 

coln Theatres  ad  chief,  has  been  putting  out 

a  lot  of  smart  booklets  on  coming  attrac- 
tions paid  for  by  advertisers  and  his  latest 

recently  received  is  in  keeping  with  his  usual 

high  standard.  It's  a  fan-fold  idea  with 
cover  about  three  and  a  half  inches  by  six 

deep  carrying  copy  "Souvenir  Scenes  from 
the  Big  Hits  of  the  New  Season." 

First  page  inside  carries  further  buildup 
on  dates  at  the  Stuart  and  Lincoln  Theatres 

and  when  opened,  pages  unfold  to  show  star 
and  scene  shots  with  explanatory  captions 
on  the  coming  pictures.  Additional  photos 
are  printed  on  reverse  side  of  pages,  top 
shot  showing  one  of  the  new  Oldsmobiles 

which,  of  course,  is  the  pay-off.  It's  all 
done  class  and  while  the  advertiser  gets  a 
nice  run  for  his  money,  the  car  photo  fits 
in  neatly  and  does  not  offend. 

Another  publication  idea  that  has  been 
clicking  for  Patchen  is  a  four-page  regular 

newspaper  size  "Theatre  News"  with  stories 
and  photos  plus  outside  ads.  Same  slant  is 
also  used  on  a  tab  size  sheet,  one  of  which 
carried  a  department  store  ad  layout  on  the 
two  inside  pages  that  no  doubt  paid  print- 

ing costs. 

Weinberg  Contacts  Board 

On  "As  You  Like  It" 
Featured  in  Maxwell  Weinberg's  cam- 

paign for  the  film  version  of  "As  You  Like 
It,"  at  the  Little  Theatre,  Baltimore,  was  a 
contact  with  the  2,500  college  men  and 
women  now  in  Baltimore  to  direct  the  work 

of  the  Social  Security  Board.  These  were 
circularised  and  posters  planted  in  the  office building. 

Book  store  tieups,  mailing  list  and  special 
rates  to  clubs  were  also  utilized  and  the 

campaign  topped  by  Weinberg's  address  to local  Shakespeare  society  on  history  and 
analysis  of  the  play. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Abelson's  Special  Section 
Recently  opening  the  newest  unit  of  his 

enterprising  circuit,  Art  Abelson  planted  a 

14-page  special  issue  of  the  weekly  in  Lang- 
don,  N.  D.,  to  celebrate  the  premiere  of  his 
new  Roxy  in  that  spot.  Paper  ran  banner 

front  page  head  with  three-column  story  in- 
cluding shots  of  Abelson  and  Manager 

John  B.  Cliplef.  Rest  of  issue  was  given 
over  to  publicity  and  co-op  ads.  Art  also 
runs  the  Lake  and  Hollywood  Theatres,  in 
Devils  Lake,  Neb.,  his  headquarters. 
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SWEDISH  NAVY  AIDS 

ON  "FLEET"  CAMPAIGN 
Stockholm  Theatremen  Screen 

Picture  on  Flagship;  Tars 

Bally  Date  in  Water  Stunt 

The  annual  maneuvers  of  the  Swedish 

fleet  come  to  an  end  with  a  parade  in  the 
harbor  of  Stockholm  and  as  this  event  came 

just  about  the  time  of  the  date  on  "Follow 
the  Fleet"  at  the  Spegeln  Theatre,  in  the 
capital  city,  Olof  Andersson,  general  man- 

ager, and  Wilhelm  Sorensen,  RKO  Radio 
publicist,  conceived  the  idea  of  a  special 
preview  for  the  naval  personnel  to  take 

place  on  the  fleet's  flag-ship.  Through  the 
cooperation  of  the  fleet  admiral,  permission 
was  obtained  with  commanders,  officers  and 

part  of  the  crew  from  the  different  ships  in- 
vited together  with  reporters  from  all  news- 

papers. Stunt  involved  considerable  techni- 
cal difficulties  as  portable  sound  equipment 

had  to  be  brought  on  board,  all  of  which 
was  commented  upon  in  the  generous  and 
favorable  publicity  in  all  the  newspapers 
on  the  screening.  Preview  was  considered 

highly  important  as  Swedish  naval  authori- 
ties are  reported  to  be  very  conservative  on 

publicity  of  this  nature. 
This  slant  was  followed  by  another  navy 

tiein  in  which  for  an  entire  week  a  navy 
rowboat  was  promoted  to  be  sailed  around 
the  Stockholm  waterways  for  five  hours 

daily.  Boat  was  decorated  with  the  Ameri- 
can flag  and  picture  banner  (see  photo  be- 

low) and  propelled  by  crew  of  nine  Swedish 
marines  dressed  in  exact  copies  of  American 

sailors'  uniforms.  Wherever  the  boat  ap- 
peared crowds  gathered. 

Advance  outside  publicity  also  was  in- 
genious. Ten  days  ahead,  poster  advertising 

pillars  in  prominent  spots  were  rented  and 
instead  of  just  posting  theatre  billing,  a 
young  artist  dressed  in  American  sailor 
uniform  for  three  days  went  from  pillar  to 
pillar  lettering  the  posters  with  a  line  of 
teaser  copy  each  day  finishing  with  the  title, 
theatre  and  date.  Then  at  the  famed  Sand- 

ham  regatta  and  other  popular  resorts,  pic- 

ture banners  were  displayed  and  girls 
dressed  in  naval  togs  paraded  the  various 
beaches  carrying  lettered  life  preservers  en- 

closing photos  of  the  stars. 
Further  regatta  tiein  was  made  with  fore- 

most department  stores  which  features  in  five 
of  the  biggest  windows  (see  photo  below) 

enlargements  of  Ginger  Rogers  in  admiral's 
cap  as  a  background  for  yachting  apparel 
and  equipment.  Windows  were  also  secured 
on  the  Swedish  Crawfish  Week,  a  yearly  and 
popular  event  when  the  locals  throw  all 
kinds  of  hilarious  crawfish  parties  followed 
by  fireworks.  Included  in  this  was  the  larg- 

est window  in  town. 

Opening  night  at  the  theatre  was  in  keep- 

ing with  the  picture's  atmosphere.  Ushers 
were  all  dressed  in  gobs'  uniforms  and  the 
lobby  decorated  with  porthole  and  life-boat 
cutout  effects.  During  the  run,  in  a  tiein 
with  popular  weekly  magazine,  a  tap  dance 
contest  was  put  on  with  the  winner  given 
a  trip  to  Paris  and  a  four-day  stay  in  that 
city.  Other  prizes  also  were  awarded.  Some 
24  entries  appeared  in  the  finals  held  at  a 
midnight  show  as  a  benefit  performance  for 

the  Swedish  sailors'  union  with  the  house 
sold  out  a  day  ahead  and  many  turned 
away.   Much  publicity  was  obtained. 

Other  exploitations  that  helped  build  in- 
terest in  the  date  embraced  all  manner  of 

music  tieins  with  smart  windows  in  20  of 

the  best  music  shops  in  town.  Leading  or- 
chestras played  the  hit  numbers,  during 

which  the  musicians  wore  lettered  sailor 
hats.  Various  broadcasts  were  also  em- 

ployed, including  a  novel  program  sup- 
posedly coming  from  the  studios  on  the  set 

where  the  picture  was  being  made.  In  addi- 
tion to  excellent  newspaper  breaks  and  ads, 

some  of  which  are  shown  on  a  following 

page,  fan  magazines  and  other  widely-read 
publications  carried  frequent  mentions. 

Photos  of  Messrs.  Andersson  and  Soren- 

sen, creators  of  the  December  Silver  Plaque 
campaign,  will  be  published  upon  their 
receipt  from  Stockholm. 

GILMAN'S  TAP  DANCERS 

Gilman  Dances  Along 

With  Street  Tap  Stunt 

Reported  as  one  of  his  outstanding  cam- 
paigns was  the  drive  put  behind  his  date 

on  "Born  to  Dance"  at  Loew's  Theatre, 
Harrisburg,  Pa.,  by  Manager  Sam  Gilman. 
And  as  to  be  expected,  dance  tieins  were 
heavily  featured,  among  the  toppers  being  a 
street  stunt  that  clicked.  Above  is  illustrated 

the  gag  of  man  and  woman  in  evening 
clothes  "nonchalantly  dancing  along  the 
sidewalk"  as  Sam  puts  it.  Regular  dance 
routines  were  performed  and  as  a  crowd- 
stopper  it  was  tops.  The  dancers  would 
break  into  a  routine  as  they  walked  and 
when  the  crowd  collected,  take  off  to  another 

busy  spot  and  repeat  the  stunt. 
In  connection  with  tap  dancing  contest 

at  leading  ballroom,  Gilman  received  per- 
mission to  hang  banner  right  across  the 

stage  where  it  could  not  be  missed.  And  go- 
ing this  just  one  better,  the  Loew-man  pulled 

another  fancy  by  installing  a  boxoffice  right 
on  the  dance  floor  from  which  tickets  were 

sold  to  a  special  midnight  show  at  the  the- 
atre. These  were  just  a  few  of  the  many 

items  put  over  and  Gilman  reports  the  date 
backed  up  with  a  very  thorough  drive  of 
over  50  different  slants. 

DEPARTMENT  STORE  FIVE-WINDOW  TIE-IN  AND  NAVY  WATER  STUNT  ON  "FOLLOW  THE  FLEET"  IN  STOCKHOLM 
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IRENE  DUNNE  TIEINS 

FEATURE  "WILD"  DATE 
Bronze  Plaque  Winner  Obtains 

Personal  Autograph  of  Star 

for  Newspaper  Tieup  Prize 

GEORGE  HUNTER 

Merchants  Salute  Bannan 

Follows-up  on  Manager  George  Bannan's 
Christmas  Star  Merchants  campaign  put  on 
with  the  aid  of  L.  A.  Edwards,  Prudential 
circuit  general  manager,  for  month  before 
Christmas  in  Easthampton,  N.  Y.,  was  a 

flock  of  congratulatory  letters  from  partici- 
pating merchants.  All  were  highly  satis- 

fied with  results  and  all  set  to  go  again  this 

year. 
"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Famous  Horse  Shoes 

For  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Race  Track," 
Manager  H.  A.  Wiedmeier,  Rialto,  Pekin, 
111.,  promoted  for  lobby  display  a  collection 
of  horseshoes  worn  by  famous  steeds,  race 
and  otherwise.  Among  these  were  shoes 
worn  by  Kentucky  Derby  winners,  horses 
owned  by  General  Pershing,  the  late  King 
George,  Will  Rogers,  Rudolph  Valentino 
and  others. 

Playing  his  date  on  "Theodora  Goes 
Wild"  the  week  before  Christmas,  George 
Hunter,  manager,  Fox-Orpheum,  Atchison, 
Kan.,  was  faced  with  the  necessity  of  dig- 

ging up  an  angle  sufficiently  strong  to  break 
in  on  the  Christmas  shopping  and  found  it 

by  obtaining  from  Irene  Dunne  the  star's 
personal  autographs  (something  impossible 
for  the  fans  in  that  section  to  obtain,  says 

Hunter)  to  be  offered  as  prizes  in  a  "name- 
the-picture"  contest  put  on  with  the  Atchi- 

son Globe.  Paper  ran  two-column  scene 
cuts,  one  each  day  for  four  days,  with  con- 

test copy  and  theatre  credits.  After  the 
contest  the  four  cuts  were  run  again  with  the 
winning  titles. 

The  idea  was  given  an  ingenious  opening 
with  what  was  supposed  to  be  a  letter  from 
Miss  Dunne  to  the  editor  in  which  the  star 

explained  her  light  comedy  role  as  the  first 
of  this  kind  she  had  essayed  and  asked  for 
opinions  from  Atchison  picture  patrons. 
To  encourage  these  reactions,  the  star 
offered  the  personal  autographs  in  the  title 
contest,  all  of  which  was  included  in  the 
letter.  At  the  bottom  of  the  letter  notice  of 

the  contest,  starting  on  the  following  day, 
was  carried. 

The  "personal  column"  slant  was  also 
utilized  gainfully  by  Hunter.  Two  weeks 

ahead  he  arranged  with  his  brother  in  Kan- 
sas City  to  send  copy  direct  to  the  paper 

signed  by  "Theodora"  so  that  the  stunt 
would  not  be  revealed  and  the  same  arrange- 

ments were  made  locally  for  copy  to  be 

signed  "Michael." Personals  started  with  a  reproach  from 
Theodora  to  Michael  reproaching  him  for 
believing  the  talk  about  her.  This  was  fol- 

lowed by  one  from  Michael  breaking  the 

engagement  because  Mother  had  read  "those 
spicy  novels"  and  refused  her  consent. 
The  next  three,  all  from  Theodora,  warned 
Michael  he  would  rue  the  day  that  he  turned 
her  down,  that  he  would  be  sorry,  as  Theo- 

dora was  going  to  make  his  life  a  torment 
and  that  under  the  name  of  Theodora  Lynn 
(name  in  the  picture)  her  novels  had  made 

a  fortune.  The  "topper"  to  the  series  was 
the  last  personal  in  which  Theodora  invited 
Michael  to  meet  her  at  the  Orpheum  at 

two  o'clock  on  opening  day  to  "go  wild" 
together. 

Hunter's  ad  campaign  was  also  novel, 
using  the  personalized  slant  in  his  first 
three  displays,  all  two  column.  First  was 
headed  with  a  cut  of  Melvyn  Douglas  say- 

ing: "Let's  You  and  I  Get  Personal  About 
a  Mutual  Friend"  and  praising  Miss  Dunne 
for  her  work  in  the  picture  and  urging  read- 

ers to  see  the  feature.  Second  and  third  ads, 
reproduced  below,  illustrated  cashier  and 
ushers  discussing  the  picture  with  actual 
photos  used.  Another  direct  star  stunt  was 
a  lucky  number  contest  for  an  oil  painting 
of  Miss  Dunne  painted  by  a  Kansas  City 
artist,  with  one  of  the  autographs  added. 
Picture  was  30  inches  by  36  and  displayed  in the  lobby. 

To  tie  in  windows  difficult  to  obtain  dur- 
ing the  holiday  shopping  rush,  Hunter  had 

cards  made  up  in  form  of  a  holly  wreath. 
At  the  top,  picture  copy  was  lettered  with 
regular  stills  and  below  was  placed  mer- 

chandise copy  for  the  cooperating  stores. 

"J.  M.,  we'd  better  get 

rested  for  Saturday...." 

"You're  right,  Jones,  and  I  know 
why  yon  are  saying  that  .  .  . 
Boy,  from  the  comments  I've 
heard  from  the  patrons  daring 
the  past  week  or  so  I  just  know 

we'll  be  packed  to  capacity  for 
four  days  .  .  .  and  yon  know 
that  means  real  work." 

"J.  M.,  remember  what  big 
crowds  we  had  on  "It  Happen- 

ed One  Night"  Well  there  is 
just  as  much  enthusiasiam 
over  the  coming  of  "Theodora 
Goes  Wild"  Irene  Dunne  is 
swell  in  this  comedy  role  .  -.  . 
and  aren't  those  scenes  in  the 
trailer  a  scream  I  can  hardly 

wait  to  see  the  picture  myself." 

Shown  above  are  James  Jones  and  Johnny  Moore  two  members  of  the 
Orpheum  theaters  service  staff.  Snapped  during  a  recent  conversation. 

Take  *  tip  from  these  boys! 

"They're  Keeping  Me 

Busy,  But  It's  Fun!" 
"This  pbone  rings  constantly; 

people  asking  about  "Theodora 
Goes  Wild"  ...  If  Saturday  is  the 
correct  opening  date?  ...  If 
Irene  Dunne  really  plays  a  light 

comedy  role  .  .  .  and  is  the  lead- 
ing man  the  same  Melvyn  Doug- 

las they  enjoyed  so  much  in  "She 
Married  Her  Boss"  .  .  .  Can  they 
ask  questions? 
From  the  advance  interest  I 
know  m  hardly  have  time  to 
breathe  during  these  four  days 
.  .  .  but  I  like  it  because  when 

you're  busy  the  time  flies  by  .  .  . 
and  it  makes  you  feel  good,  too, 

to  hear  so  many  fine  comments 
on  one  of  your  pictures.  I  just 
know  it's  going  to  be  perfectly adorable. 

Shown  above  is  Miss  Martina 
Regan,  cashier  at  the  Orpheum 
Theatre,  snapped  during  one  of her  busy  moments. 

TWO  OF  THE  PERSONALIZED  AD  SERIES  USED  BY  GEORGE  HUNTER  FOR  "THEODORA"  DATE  IN  ATCHISON 
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OVERSEAS  AWARDS  ENDORSEMENTS 

"EACH  SECTION  IS 

MOST  INTERESTING" 

We  are  always  looking  forward  to 
receive  the  Motion  Picture  Herald, 

of  which  each  section  is  most  interest- 
ing for  everybody  working  in  the 

motion  picture  trade  all  over  the 
ivorld. 

We  here  in  Holland  read  always 

first  the  section,  "Managers'  Round 
Table". 
We  intended  to  send  you,  some  time 

ago,  a  letter,  expressing  our  great 
admiration  for  the  way  this  section  is 

edited,  especially  about  the  Quigley 
Awards  which  we  think  are  at  present 
the  finest  institution  as  a  method  and 
a  medium  of  stimulating  exploitation 
activities  on  the  part  of  exhibitors  and 
others. 

We  know  that  there  is  many  an 

exhibitor  in  Holland  who  follows 

always  with  the  greatest  interest  any- 
thing connected  with  these  Awards, 

which  is  also  in  our  interest  as  dis- 

tributors, because  the  more  the  exhib- 
itors over  here  can  learn  from  your 

paper,  the  better  they  can  exploit  our 

pictures. 

— /.  WESSEL,  Managing  Director, 
Warner  Bros.  F.  N.  Picture  N.  V., 
Holland. 

G.  CHESTER 

Branch  Manager,  Neivcastle-on-Tyne,  Eng. 
Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Congratulate  you  on  Quig- 
ley Awards.  Can  assure  you  your  work 

highly  appreciated  by  exhibitors  in  the 
North  of  England.  Very  best  luck  for  1937. 

N.  SMITH 

Branch  Manager,  Birmingham,  England 

Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Managers  Round  Table  Club 
greatly  appreciated  here.  Showmen  grab 
ideas  with  big  boxofnee  results.  Continue 
international  exploitation  exchange. 

A.  BAYLEY 

Branch  Manager,  Leeds,  England 

Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Yorkshire  showmen  keenly 
interested  publication  Quigley  Awards. 
Round  Table  encouraging  bigger  and  better 
exploitation. 

HAROLD  POSSENER 

Branch  Manager,  London,  England 

Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  London  exhibitors  aver 
Quigley  Award  grand  incentive  to  live 
showmanship. 

RALPH  HANBURY 

Managing  Director 
Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Your  exploitation  Awards 
give  great  encouragement  to  exhibitors  here. 
Congratulations  on  continued  impetus  to 
better  showmanship. 

D.  E.  GRIFFITHS 

Manager  Director 

First  National  Film  Distributors,  Ltd. 

On  the  eve  of  yet  another  year,  I  should 

like  to  take  this  opportunity  of  congratulat- 
ing you  on  the  very  useful  work  you  have 

performed  through  your  feature,  the  Mana- 
gers' Round  Table  and  the  introduction  of 

the  Quigley  Awards. 
Exploitation  and  advertising  is  the  main 

spring  of  our  Industry,  and  you  have  done 
great  work  in  fostering  it. 

May  you,  and  your  encouraging  and  en- 
terprising efforts  on  behalf  of  exploitation, 

gain  greater  strength  in  1937. 

LUIS  LEZAMA 

General  Manager 

Radio  Pictures  of  Mexico,  S.  A. 
The  interest  of  the  exhibitor  in  Mexico 

has  been  aroused  by  the  encouragement  you 
have  given  to  originality  in  the  exploitation 
of  a  picture.  The  good  results  of  your 
Awards  to  the  motion  picture  industry  in 
the  world  will  be  far  reaching  and  the 

means  of  discovering  new  talents  and  orig- 
inal ideas. 

MARIO  ZAMA 

General  Manager,  Italy 

Warner  Bros.  -  First  National  Films,  S.  A.  I. 

Permit  me  to  congratulate  the  Motion 
Picture  Herald  on  its  past  accomplish- 

ments in  connection  with  the  Quigley 
Awards  and  to  express  my  appreciation  of 

this  method  of  stimulating  exploitation  ac- 
tivities which  benefits  the  motion  picture 

industry  as  a  whole  and  which  has  proved 
of  great  interest  to  foreign  exhibitors. 

I  am  sure  that  in  this  country  this  move- 
ment will  have  moral  and  active  support. 

C.  L  CONRADSEN 

Scandinavian  District  Manager 

Warner  Bros.  -  First  National  Film  A.  B. 

...  As  the  Scandinavian  district  man- 
ager for  Warner  Bros.  I  am  making  plans 

for  the  future  in  order  to  encourage  our  men 

to  further  efforts.  ...  I  use  the  word  "en- 
courage" and  my  mind  turns  automatically 

to  your  activities  in  the  past  in  connection 
with  the  Quigley  Awards.  I  consider  this 

a  splendid  method  and  a  medium  of  stimulat- 
ing exploitation  activities  on  the  part  of 

exhibitors  and  others  and  thus  representing 
a  force  for  the  good  benefit  of  our  industry. 

The  moral  and  active  support  of  the  pur- 
pose of  these  Awards  are  now  internation- 

ally known  and  I  beg  you  to  accept  my  sin- 
cerest  congratulations  for  what  you  have 
done.  .  .  . 

MANAGERS  APPRECIATE 

ROUND  TABLE  CLUB 

I  thought  you  might  like  to  know 

how  keenly  your  "Managers'  Round 
Table"  is  appreciated  by  the  Trade, 
and  particularly  by  exploitation  men 
and  managers  throughout  the  United 

Kingdom.  Hence  this  note  of  con- 
gratulation for  the  manner  in  which 

you  are  stimulating  showmanship,  not 

by  theory,  but  by  actual  practice. 
Any  man  who  gains  the  honour  of 

an  Award  must  feel  honoured  indeed. 
The  incentive  thus  generated  grows 

into  a  strong  box-office  force  that 
must  gratify  exhibitors,  and  at  the 
same  time  create  that  healthy  com- 

petitive spirit  to  which  the  industry 
owes  its  present  high  status. 

1  hope  that  during  this  New  Year 
more  and  more  Knights  of  the  Round 

Table  will  draw  up  their  seats — and, 

by  doing  so,  fill  the  seats  of  Cinemas 
all  over  the  world. 

— M.  MILDER,  Managing  Director, 
Warner  Bros.  Pictures,  Ltd., 

London,  England. 

JULES  SIMMONS 

Branch  Manager,  Cardiff,  Wales 

Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Exploitation  drives  in  Mo- 
tion Picture  Herald  much  appreciated  by 

exhibitors  in  South  Wales  area.  Great  in- 
terest taken  as  all  managers  anxious  win 

Quigley  Award. 

HARRY  BURGESS 

Publicity  Director- Radio  Pictures,  Ltd. 

(Via  Cable)  Congratulations  on  yet  an- 
other distribution  exploitation  Award.  Show- 

men here  inspired  by  your  efforts.  Keep  up 

the  good  work. 

SAM  SEIDELMAN 

Mexico  Manager 

United  Artists  Corp. 

More  power  to  your  Quigley  Awards. 
With  such  a  splendid  pace-setting  example 
in  the  trade  as  you  provide  with  your  ex- 

cellent weekly  reports  of  actual  cases  of 
superlalive  promotion  work  and  with  such 
a  fine  stimulus  as  the  Silver  and  Bronze 

Plaques,  it  is  no  wonder  that  showmen 
everywhere  are  striving  for  recognition  in 

your  pages,  even  in  countries  such  as  Mex- 
ico, where,  until  the  Quigley  Competitions 

were  established,  the  exploitation  technique 

was  little  known.  Today,  Mexico  is  ex- 
ploitation conscious,  thanks  to  your  Man- 

agers' Round  Table  and  your  Quigley 
Awards. 
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OVERSEAS  ADS  AND  OTHERWISE 

SINGING  HER  WAY 
INTO  YOUR  HEART 
...in  a  mad  and  merry 
comedy  of  gold-diggers, 
gigolos  and  romantic 
mix-ups!! 

DuRBin 
la  the  New  Universalis 

,  SURPRISE  HIT  OF  THE  YEAR 

THE  ADS  ON  THIS  PAGE 

AND  WHO  DID  THEM 

Among  the  layouts  on  this  page 
will  be  found  a  few  samples  from 

overseas,  to  xvit,  from  Paris,  Stock- 
holm and  Calcutta.  The  theatremen 

and  theatres,  in  addition  to  those  on 
this  side,  are  as  follotvs: 

Rene  Lebreton  and  Andre  Agra- 
mon,  Paramount,  Paris,  France;  Olof 

Andersson  a">d  Wilb?lm  Sircnsen, 

Spegeln,  Stockholm,  Sweden;  S.  Gan- 
guli,  Metro  Cinema,  Calcutta,  India; 

Rodney  Pantages,  Pantages,  Holly- 
wood, and  Jack  Gross,  RKO  Hill- 

street,  Los  Angeles;  Frank  LaFalce, 

Earle,  Washington,  D.  C;  Harry  Bot- 
ivick,  State,  Portland,  Me.;  Ernie 

Emerling,  Capitol,  New  York,  and 
Mike  Newman,  Liberty,  Seattle,  Wash. 
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JOAN  CRAWFORD  -  CLARK  GABLE 

Ihu  Demanded  Them... 
 and  How  You'll  Howl  And Scream!   Starts  TOMORROW! 

1 1 BP^  ̂ 1 

The  Nation's  Hew  Comedy  Sensation In  Her  Latest  Lunatic  Fun-Festival! 

Hmm  rayc 
SHIRLEY  ROSS 

^  The  Stars  cf  "The  Big  Broadcast"  in 
Hideaway  Gnu 
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He'll  Knock  You  For  A  Goal  In 
His  Most  Hilarious  Role  To  Date 

BROW* As  A  One  Man  Polo  Team  in 

POiO  JOE" 
Carol  HUGHES  -  "Skeets"  GALLAGHER 

h-Plus  Paramount JJews  Shots,  of  25  of  the  Best  Football  Games  of  '36.- 

EVERYTHING'*  FRISKY  AMP 
OAY  UP  AROUND  50th  AND 

BROADWAY!  THE  TRAFFIC COP  IS  SINGING  !  THETAtfl 

DRIVERS  HAVE  STOPPED 
SWEARING!  THE  CROWDS  ARE 

WISE  CRACKIN6!  IT'S  THAT THIN  MAJJ  INFLUENCE? EVEN 

TfiFBARTENDERS  ARE  SERVING 

THIN  MAN  HIGHBALLS.'  AND THE  GIRLS  ARE  PULLING  , 

MYRNA  LOY  SMART  COMEBACKS .' UP  ON  CENTRAL  PARK  WEST  ALL THE  DOGS  ARE  WHlSPERftlG  ABOUT 
ASTATHE  ROBERT  TAYLOR  Of 
CANINE  SOCIAL  CIRCLES!  ITS  ALL 
V.ERY  DIZZY- -AND  OE-LIRIOUS  I 
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U  »my  oV  Bill-  Major  Bdw«rd  Bo«rt>,  Mo(  Dir. 
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FRONTS  AND  STUNTS  FROM  OVERSEAS 

Atmospheric  Front  for  "Pasteur"  in  Milan 

Ship  Float  Bally  on  "Blood"  in  Java 

Float  on  "Last  Outpost"  in  India 

"Dracula's  Daughter"  Ad  in  Mexico  City 

{Left)  The  striking  front  at  the  Farini 

Theatre,  in  Milan,  Italy,  on  Warners  "Louis 
Pasteur"  had  much  to  do  with  the  success 
of  the  date  in  that  spot.  To  be  noted  is 
the  stressing  of  the  mad  dog  angle  and  other 
background  of  the  picture  in  the  display. 

(Right)  Front  in  keeping  with  the  calibre 

of  the  picture  was  installed  at  His  Majesty's 
Theatre,  in  London,  on  the  date  for  MGM's 
"Romeo  and  Juliet"  with  star  and  scene  en- 

largements placed  above  doors  and  in  panels. 
Foyer  was  decorated  with  oils  of  the  stars. 
mervyn  Mcpherson,  publicist,  is 
credited. 

V  V  V 

(Left)  Highly  successful  was  reported  to 

be  this  ship  bally  on  Warners'  "Captain 
Blood"  at  the  Kranggan  and  Luxor  Theatres, 
in  Sourabaya,  Java,  where  the  picture 

played  simultaneously.  Created  by  Bio- 
scoop  Exploitatie  Mij.,  under  direction  of 
TH.  T.  LIM,  the  float  attracted  widely. 

(Right)  Concurrently  with  the  premiere 

of  United  Artists'  "Mohicans"  at  the  Lon- 
don Pavilion,  this  Indian  encampment  was 

shown  at  Selfridge's.  Indian  braves  were 
at  the  exhibit  for  four  days  and  were  said 
to  have  created  quite  a  stir.  EDMUND 

QUARRY,  U.A.  publicity  director,  is  cred- 
ited for  the  tieup. 

V  V  V 

(Left)  For  the  date  on  Paramount' 's 
"Last  Outpost"  at  the  Palace  Theatre,  Nag- 
pur,  India,  interesting  float  in  the  form  of 
a  fort  with  guns  and  sandbags  was  displayed 

throughout  the  territory.  Photo  was  for- 
warded by  S.  GANGUL1,  Paramount  sales 

manager  in  Calcutta. 

(Right)  All  set  for  the  occasion  was  this 

float  drawn  by  oxen  for  date  on  "Dinner  at 
Eight"  at  the  Regent  Cinema,  Nagpur, 
India.  Cutout  stars  for  cast  names  bordered 
the  display  and  clock  at  rear  was  set  for  the 
correct  hour.  N.  J.  NAYUDU,  proprietor, 
created  the  ballyhoo. 

V  V  V 

(Left)  Climb  up  the  face  of  a  building 
under  construction  in  Mexico  City  did 

"Dracula's  Daughter"  for  the  date  at  the 
Regis  theatre.  Cutout  figure  and  an- 

nouncement of  the  picture  for  the  local 

showing  was  executed  by  J.  EPSTEIN,  Uni- 
versal Pictures  manager  in  Mexico. 

(Right)  Neon  lighting  was  used  to  em- 

phasize the  marquee  display  on  "Give  of 
India"  at  the  Metropole  Cinema,  Cairo, 
Egypt.  The  giant-size  lettering  of  stars  and 
title  assured  complete  visibility  at  night 
and  also  illuminated  the  center  cutout.  A. 
TACAZIADIS  &  CO.  are  credited. 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  Front  in  London 

"Dinner  at  Eight"  Bally  in  India 

Neon  Lighting  for  "Clive"  in  Cairo 
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Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title Star Rel. 
Born  to  Fight  Frankie  Darro-Jack  La  Rue  Nov. 
Devil   Diamond,  The  Kane    Richmond-June   Gale  Jan. 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermit  Maynard-Ariane  Allen. ...  Dec. 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. .. Dec. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard-Joan  Barclay. ..  .Oct. 
Raeing  Blood   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. .. Nov. 
Valley  of  Terror  Kermit  Maynard-Harley  Wood... Jan. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H.  Bosworth. . . .Oct. 
Wild  Hon*  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard- Dickie  Jones. ...  Nov. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  Dec. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
3t  
I5.'37t  
30t  
25t  
30t  
I5t  
20,'37t  
i©t  
20t  
20t  

Coming 
Sing  While  You'n  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   , .Feb.  I5,'37t. 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Drag   Net,  The  Rod  LaRocque- Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Sante  Fe,  The  Nina  Quartaro- Norman  Kerry. ..  .Jan.  I.'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  lot  78  Aug.  29 

Coming 

White  Glove,  The  Mar.  I,'37t  

CELEBRITY 
Coming 

Star 
 F.  Foresta-Riscoe  and  Wayne... 

Kiss  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riscoe  and  Wayne. 

Title 
For  Love  of  You. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

 60  

.62. 
CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hopton.  .  .June 
House   of  Secrets  Leslie  Fenton-Muriel   Evans  Oct. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan. .  . . Mar. 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blackmer. .  . .  Sept. 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille  Gleason  Dec. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Apr.    25    65  

1  64  
26t  67  

2  66  
6  66  
I0t  66  Oct.  10 
29t  

Light  Fingered  Ladies. 
Policewoman   

Coming 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  in  Manhattan  (G)...jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.   Churchill-Wm.   Gargan  ..Sept. 
And   So   They   Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn  Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marion  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G) ...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dec. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan- Florence  Rice.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morris- Margot  Grahame  . .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady   Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Perry  Dec. 
Code  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer,  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lris  Shunn  ..Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles-Rosalind  Russell  Oct. 
Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard   Dix-Karen  Morley  May 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept, 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find   the   Witness  Rosalind  Keith-Chas.  Quigley. .  . . Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marion  June 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (G)  Ken  Maynard-June  Gale  Mar. 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardla  Oct. 
King  Steps  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franchot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Astor- Charles  Quigley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churchlll-B.  Cabot... Nov. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73  Oet.  31 
23t  60. ...Oct.  24 

10  75. ...Apr.  18 
8  56  
I4t  80.... Sept.  26 
10  66  

12. .74. 
.60. .55. 
.61. 

.56. 

3lt. 

9t. 7t. 
20t. 

It  75. ...Sept.  19 
1  80....  May  16 
I8t  72....  Nov.  21 
30  58  
8,'37t  

I  28  
I  
28  

.58. ...Oet.  24 

.51  Aug.  22 

.58  Nov.  7 .86  May  23 

2lt. 
It- 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  The  (G).  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold- Lionel  Stander. ..  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)   Richard  Arlen-Cecilia  Parker. ...  May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G) . .  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  SO,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  120;  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125,  128;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome   (G)  Jack  Holt-Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles   Bickford-Florence  Rice.. Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts  Oct. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Bob  Allen-Iris   Meredith  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. ...  May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett-FInis  Barton. ..  June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 
They  Met  in  a  Taxi  (G)   Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television   (G) ...  Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat  Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows .  .Oct. 
Two   Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  July  4.) 
Unknown   Ranger,   The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts. ..  .Sept. 
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. ..  .Jan. 
Woman  in   Distress  May  Robson-lrene  Hervey  Jan. 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
25t  73. ...Oet.  24 
1  72  July  25 

6  66. ...Apr.  25 
24t  77  Dec.  26 
12  118  Apr.  25 

120,  122;  June  27,  p.  80; 
p.  92:  Aug.  22,  pp.  III. 

I4t  63.... Oct.  31 
10  56  May  2 
25t  83. ...Dee.  19 

2.. 

30t. 

lit. 

12. 
.69. 

20   60  Aug.  22 
17  57.... Sept.  12 
8  56  
I2t  95  Nev.  14 
I  70  Aug.  ft 
15  65. ...Aug.  8 
I5t  
15  

I5t.... 

22,'37t. 
I7.'37t. 

Coming 

Jan.  24,'37t. 
5,'37t- 

I3,'37t. 8,'37t. 

College   Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dix. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett- Marian  Welden. ...  Feb. 
Freedom  for  Sale  Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Nightingale  Flies  Home,  The..  Grace  Moore   •• 
No  More  Heroes  Jack  Holt   
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wilson-Chas.  Quigley  
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable  
Raiding  Guns   Chas.  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  
Speed  Mad   Rosalind   Keith-Allen  Brook  
Trouble  in  Morocco   Jack  Holt-Mae  Clarke  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupino  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
When  You're  in  Love  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  Feb.  27,'37t. 

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Women  Are  Wise   Dolores  Del  Rio  

Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas- Virginia  Bruce.. Jan.  28,'37t. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

CRESCENT 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom   Keene-Gwynne  Shipman. .  . . Jan.    I8,'37t. .  .*60. .  Jan.  9,'37 
Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept.  I5t  65  July  18 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keene-Rita  Canslno  Oet.    27t  60  Oct.  17 Coming 

Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keene   Mar. 
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr. 
Drums  of  Destiny  Tom  Keene   May 
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keene   July 

i/srt. I2,'37t. 

24,'37t. 
6,'37t. 

DANUBIA 

Title 
Be  Good  Unto  Death.. 
Blue  Danube  Romance. 
Car  of  Dreams  
Don't  Cry  Mother  

(Hungarian  Dialogue)  Running  Time 
Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Lael  Devenyl   Sept.  I0t.......80  

.Zita  Perezell   Jan.   20,'S7t  85  .Torzs-Percell   Oct.     I0t  90  

.Eva  Rutkay  Aug.  25t  78  
.60....  Nov. Dreams  of  Love  (English  Titles). Frank  Taray   Jan.     3,'37t..  .103. 
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Title  Star  Rel. 
Friendly    Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nov. 
Hungaria   (English  titles)  Travelogue   Mar. 
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue   Dec. 

( English  titles) 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabos-Percell   May 
Man  Under  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
March  Tales   Turay-Kabos   July 
New  Landlord.  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dec. 
Son  of  the  Steppes   Kiss-Komar   Dec. 
Sweet  Stepmother   Maria  Tasnadi   Sept. (English  titles) 
This  Villa  tor  Sale   Verebes-Csikos   June 
Three  Spinsters    Emilie    Markus   Dec. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
It  65  
15  88  
25f  20  

15  54  
I5t  82  
15  68  
20t  98  
3lt  82  
25t  85  
I5t  90  

15  80  
It  84  

DuWORLD 

Title Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct.     I5t  84  
Crimson  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan.  I,'37t  
Kliou.    The    Killer   Technicolor   Oct.      It  60. June 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dame  Oct.      It  58  
Nobody's  Boy   Robert  Lynen   Sept.  I5t  81  Opera  of  Paris  Georges  Thill   Oct.      It  50  

1/35 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

.May  23 
.72. 

.66. 

.Sept. 
Oct. 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers)        Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Brides  Are  Like  That  (G)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louise  Apr.    18  67  Jan.  25 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 
Bullets  or  Ballots  (G)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell . .  June     6  81.. 

(Eploitation:  June  13,  p.  123:  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oct.  3,  p.  82.) 
Captain's  Kid,  The  (G)  167...  Guy  Kibbee-Sybil  Jason  Nov. 
Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  170.  Ricardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  William-Claire  Dodd  Aug. 
China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80:  Oct.  10.  p.  92:  Oct.  31,  p.  76.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellis-Dennis  Moore  Sept. 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962...  Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151..  Dick  Powell-Joan  Blondell  Dec. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  100;  Jan.  9, '37,  p.  71.) 

I4t.. 
3lt.. 

15.. ..63  May  23 
22  88'/2..Aug.  15 

1 9t  1 8  .66.... July  18 
.69  June  20 

15,  pp.  75,  78;  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  86,  87; 
26t. 101  . .Dec.  12 

Golden  Arrow.  The  (G)  959  Bette  Davis-George  Brent  
. .  May 

23  
..68.. 

.  .May 
8 

(Exploitation:  May  16, p.  85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 
2,'37 

..56.. 

....Marion  Davies-Dick  Powell.... 20  ..70.. .  .June 

13 

Here  Comes  Carter  (G)  169 .  Oct. 24f  ..60.. 
. .  Dec. 

12 
Law  in   Her  Hands,  The (G) ..May 16  

..58.. 
.  .Apr. 18 

Love    Begins   at  Twenty 

<G) 

975   22  
..58.. 

..May 

30 

Murder  by  an  Aristocrat (G) 

. .  June 
13  ..60.. .  .Apr. 4 
23,'37t . 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Road  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Woods- Kay  Linaker  Mar. 28... . ..62....  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  121;  June  27,  p.  88;  July  4,  p.  68;  July  II,  p.  128.) 
Singing  Kid,  The  (G)  954  Al  Jolson-Beverly  Roberts  Apr.    II  84  Mar.  21 

(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 
Sing  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  160. James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  Jan.     9/37t...79  Oct.  17 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Snowed  Under  (G)  971  George  Brent-Genevieve  Tobin. .  . .  Apr.     4  63  Mar.  21 
Song  of  the  Saddle  (G)  978  Dick  Foran-Alma  Lloyd  Feb.    29  56. ...Apr.  II 
Stage  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  BIondell-Dick  Powell  Sept.  I2t  91  Aug.  15 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78.) 
Story   of   Louis    Pasteur,  The 

(G)   956   Paul  Muni -Josephine  Hutchinson.. Feb.    22  87. Nov.  30, '35 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  22,  pp.  95,  96;  Mar.  14,  p.  87;  Apr.  4,  p.  87;  Apr.  25,  p.  96;  May  2. 
p.  92;  May  9,  p.  94;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  68;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Three  Men  on  a  Horse  (G)  151.  Frank  McHugh-Joan  Blondell. ..  .Nov.   2 1 f  85  Dec.  5 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  81;  Dec.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  106;  Jan.  9,'37, 
P.  71.) 

Trailin'  West  979  Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.    5  56  
(See  "On  Secret  Service,  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Two  Against  the  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart- Beverly  Roberts  July    II  57  May  23 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel,  The  (G)  951  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  July     4  91  June  8 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  83;  Dec.  19, 
p.  89;  Jan.  9,'37.  p.  64.) 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  The  Dick  Foran-Jane  Bryan  
Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168. .Jean  Mulr-Barton  MacLane  *60  Aug.  20 
Gentleman  from  Kimberley,  TheWarner  Baxter   
Green  Light  (G)   154  Errol  Flynn-Anita  Louise  Feb.  20,'37t. .  .*85. Jan.  9,'S7 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  173. .Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Mar.  20,'37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Men  In  Exile  Richard  Purcell-June  Travis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutchinson-G.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Nowhere   Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  
Penrod  and  Sam  (G)   172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson  Feb.  27/37t. . .  65. Jan.    16, '37 

Title  Star 
San  Quentin    Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  
Stolen  Holiday  (G)  159  Kay  Francis- Ian  Hunter  Feb 
Story  of  Emile  Zola,  The  Paul  Muni-J.  Hutchinson  
Stuttering   Bishop,  The  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
Talent   Scout   : . .    Fred  Lawrence-jeanne  Madden   
That  Man's  Here  Again  Mary  Maguire-Tom  Brown  
White  Bondage   Jean  Muir-Gordon  Oliver  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

6,'27t . 

.80....  Dec.  26 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date 

Crustalo   Nina  Afentaki   Oct.  lit 
Eros   A.  Marikos  Sept.  7t 
Exo  Ftohea   B.    Argyre   Sept.  20t 
Independence   Philip  Alexander   Feb.  16. 
Sarcos  and  the   Eagle  Olympia  Deos   Oct. 

I8t 
Running  Time 

Minutes  Reviewed 
 95..  

,  110   96  
 100  
 118  

GB  PICTURES 

it... 30.... 

It... I5t... 20,'37t. 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arliss-Lucie  Mannheim.  ..Oct.  16. 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3609C.  Bennett-D.  Montgomery  Oct, 
It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young. ...May (Exploitation:  Sept.   19.  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. .Otto  Kruger-Leonora  Corbett  Dec. 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Clive  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nov. 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arliss-Rene  Ray  Jan. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff  -  Anna  Lee  Nov.  I  
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610.. Nova  Pilbeam-Cedric  Hardwicke .  .Sept.  It... 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")   (See  production  articl 
exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2, '37.  p.  106.) 

River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  Jan. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  3515  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Lorre..  ..June 
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cummings  Aug. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Doomed  r.arqo.") 
Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon  (G) 
3615   C.  Cummings-Noah  Beery  Dec. 

Week-end    Millionaire  (G)  36l6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian  Nov. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Once  in  a  Million.") 

Woman  Alone,  The  (G)  3601.. Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  Jan. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Sabotage.") Coming 

Everybody  Dance  (G)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneidge  
Great  Barrier,  The  Richard  Arlen-Lilli  Palmer  
Head  Over  Heals  in  Love  Jessie  Matthews- Louis  Borrell  Jan.  30,'37t 
King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedric  Hardwicke  
Land  Without  Music  (G)  Richard  Tauber-Jimmy  Durante  
Soldiers  Three   Victor  McLaglen   
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Gina  Malo  

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed 
...74.  ...Sept.  12 .  .  74.... Sept.  12 

..  ..79.. ..May  16 

 69  Mar.  31 ..  ..63. ...May  30 
 71. ...Nov.  28 

..  ..66. ...Oct.  10 

..  .  .80  May  18 i,  June  20,  p.  10; 

0,'37t  69....  May  18 15.. 
I5t. ...83....  May  23 

..70. ...July  II 

I5t.... 20t...  67. Jan.  9,'37  64....  Apr.  4 

l/37t  76.  Jan.  2/37 

.75. .Dec. 

.Oct.  24 

GRAND  NATIONAL 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
29  66  
lit  70'/2..Oet  3 
25f  *75  Dee.  19 

Title  Star 
Captain  Calamity   George  Houston-Marian  Nixon. ...  Nov. 
Devil  on  Horseback,  The  (G)..Lili  Damita-Fred  Keating  Oot. 
Great  Guy  (G)  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  74.) 
Hats  Off  (G)  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov. 
Headin'  for  the  Rio  Grande  (G).Tex  Ritter-Eleanor  Stewart  Dec. 
Navy  Spy   Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Dec. 
Sins  of  Children  (G)  Eric  Linden-Cecilia  Parker  Sept. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "In  His  Steps.")  (Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  Tex  Ritter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov.  22t. 
We're  in  the  Legion  Now  (G) ..  Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston.  ..Dec. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)  Tala  Birell-lan  Keith  Oct. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Oct. Coming 

Arizona  Days   Tex  Ritter-Eleanor  Stewart  
231/2  Hours  Leave  James  Ellison-Terry  Walker  
Two  Shall  Meet   Eric  Linden-Cecilia  Parker  

29t  66'/2.Jan.  2/37 
20t  61....  Dee.  12 23  

29  79'/2..Sept.  19 
90.) 

 62....  Nov.  14 
....64....  Feb.  15 I3t.. 25t.. 

27t.. 
..81.. 

.63.. 

.Oct. 

.Nov. 
24 

£4 
GUARANTEED 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Just  My  Luck  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  June  15  
Luck  of  the  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept.  I5t  
Phantom  Ship  Bela  Lugosi -Shirley  Grey  Oct.  I5t  
Women  In  White  Molly  Lamont-Lester  Matthews.  ..July  15  

HOFFBERG 

Title  Star 
Fire  Trap,  The  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp 
Girl  from  Maxim's  Leslie  Henson- Frances  Day  Oet. 
Inyaah   Borneo  Expedition   Nov. 
Song  of  the  Scarlet  Flower  Swedish  Sept. 
Tenderfoot  Goes  West,  A  Jack  LaRue-Russell  Gleason  Oct. 
Uncle  from  America  Czeck  Film    Dee. 
Voice  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Wanted  Men   Charles  Laughton- Dorothy  Glsh. .  .Sept. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Jan.    IO/37t....58.Dee.  7/35 

It  65. Oet.  14/33 
I5t  70  
It  80  I5t  62  
I5t  90  
It  70  
It  62  
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Coming 
Calling  All  Cars  Jack  LaRue- Lillian  Miles.. 
Crime  of  Voodoo  Fredl  Washington   
Palo's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry. 

Feb.    I0.'37t  62. Jan. 
 63  

I5.*37t  75  
I0.*37t  62  

26.'35 Feb. 
Feb. 

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dec.      It  90  June  6 
She  Shall  Have  Music  Jack  Hylton-June  Clyde  Nov.     It  90. Dec.     I, '35 Coming 
Deerslayer   
High  Hat   Frank  Luther-Dorothy  Dare  
I  Demand  Payment  Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRue  
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure.  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar. 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov. 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Linaker  June 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp..  ..May 

Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

25  64  
5t  66  
10  66'/2..July  II 
1  64. ...Aug.  29 
2  75  July  4 

Borrowed  Time 

MASCOT 

Title 
Doughnuts  and  Society. 

Star 
.Louise  Fazenda-Maude  Eburne. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

.Mar.  27  63  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
71  Apr.  II 
12  Dec.  12 

24... 
25t.. 

I6t.. 

20t.. 
27t  108. ...Nov. 

64....  Sept. 
82  

1/37.. 107.) 

22,'37t. 

10  79....July 
18  92.... Sept. 

Title  Star 
Absolute  Quiet  (G)  609  Irene  Hervey-Lionel  Atwill  Apr. 
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713... Wm.  Powell-Myrna  Loy  Dec. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9. '37,  p.  71.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705.. Stuart  Erwin-Betty  Furness  Oct. 
April  Romance  706  Richard  Tauber  Nov. 
Born  to  Dance  (G)  709  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart ....  N  ov. 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93;  Jan.  2. '37,  p.  108.) 
Camille  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo-Robert  Taylor  Jan. 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  IG;  exploitation:  Jan.  2, '37,  p 
Dangerous  Number  718  Robert  Young-Ann  Sothern  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Devil  Doll.  The  (G)  631  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan  . .  July 
Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper.  .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  73;  Dec.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  100;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  68.) 
Fury  (G)  610  Sylvia  Sidney-Spencer  Tracy  June 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept.  5,  p. 
General  Spanky  (G)  714  Spanky  McFarland-P.  Holmes. ...  Dec. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (G)  633. .Joan  Crawford- Robert  Taylor  Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p. 
9,'37,  p.  68.) 

Great  Ziegfeld,  The  (G)  700... W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L.  Rainer  Sept. 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.   114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  92; 

His  Brother's  Wife  (A)  657  Robt.  Taylor-Barbara  Stanwyck. . .Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug. 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oct. 
Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704...  Robert  Young-Florence  Rice  Oct. 
Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9, '37,   p.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Elissa  Landl-Edmund  Lowe  Nov. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oct. 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecilia  Parker  Sept. 
Our  Relations  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oct. 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery- Myrna  Loy. ...Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90:  June  13,  p.  123;  Ju 

108....  Dec.  19 

Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Loring  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p. 
San  Franeisco  (G)  636  Clark  Gable-J.  MacDonald  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oct.  3,  pp.  78,  83:  Oct.  31 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dec. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77;  / 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrie-James  Stewart  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15.  pp.  74,  79;  Aug.  29,  pp.  84,  87;  Nov. 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Robert  Young-Florence  Rice  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Weissmuller-M.  O'Sullivan. .  . .  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75.) 
Three  Godfathers  (G)  623  Chester  Morris-Irene  Hervey  Mar. 
Three  Wise  Guys  (G)  653. .....  Robert  Young-Betty  Furness  May 

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85.) 
Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell.  ..May 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rice  Jan. 
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (G)  65I.Loretta  Young- Franchot  Tone  Apr. 
We  Went  to  College  (G)  626... Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater  June 

5  ..94.. 
..May 

30 

80.) 

lit  ..72. ..Oct. 

31 

28  .105.. .  .Sept. 5 
79;  Oct. 31.  p.  76;  J an. 
4  

.180.. 
.  .Apr. 4 

.  82;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug. Nov.  28, 
p.  105:  Dec. 

5, 

7  
..80.. 

.  .Aug. 22 

21  
..71. 

..Oct. 

10 
9  ..98. ..Oct. 17 
2t  ..51. ..Oct. 

31 

20  
..81. 

. .  Nov. 

21 
I3t  ..71. ..Nov. 14 
23t  

..76. 27  
..68.. ..Mar. 

28 

25  
..80.. 

.  .Sept. 5 30t  ..74. . .  Nov. 21 
20  

..81. . .  Mar. 

21 

ly  25,  p. 

81.) 

14  ..97. ..Aug. 

15 

85;  July M,  p. 124.) 
26  

III. 

..July 
4 

113,  114;  Aug. 
29.  P. 

85; 

P.  79.) 
I8t  ..74. 

. .  Dec. 

19 

10  
.106. .  .Apr. 

II 

ug.  8,  p. 

91.) 

8  ..72.. ..May 2 
24  ..95. 

..July 

18 
.  84,  87; Nov. 

7,  p.  87.) lit  ..78. 
..July 

II 

6t  
..89.. 

..Nov. 7 
6  ..82. . .  Feb. 

22 

15  ..75. 
..May 

16 

29  ..75. 
.  .May 

SO 

8,'37t.. .  .72. 
Jan.  9,'37 3  ..88. .  .Apr. 4 

19  ..69. 
. .June 

27 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed 

 89  Feb.  22 

..59  June  20 

Title                                       Star  Rel.  Date 
Wife  vs.  Secretary  (G)  606  C.  Gable-M.  Loy-J.  Harlow  Feb.  28. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  July  4,  p.  69.) 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701...  Stuart  Erwin-Florence  Rice  July Coming 

Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Tracy 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Mar. 
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Muni-Luise  Rainer  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  The  719.  J.  Crawford- Robt.  Montgomery  Feb. 
Mama  Steps  Out  Guy  Kibbee-Alice  Brady  Feb. 
Man  in  Her  House  Jean    Harlow- Robert  Taylor  Apr. 
Man  of  the  People  716  Joseph  Calleia- Florence  Rice  Jan. 
Maytime   J.  Mac  Donald-Nelson  Eddy  Feb. 
Night  Must  Fall  Robt.   Montgomery-  R.   Russell ...  Apr. 
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy   Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  
Parnell   Clark  Gable- Myrna  Loy  Feb.  26,'37t  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124  July  18 

(See  production  article,  Mar.  28,  p.   16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9. '37.  p.  68.) 
Skidding   Lionel  Barrymore- Florence  Rice..  Mar.  26,'37f  
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65..Jan.  2.'37 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed Coming 

Senor  Jim   Conway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford  

31 1  - 

.Mar.   1 9.'37t . 

5.'37t. 

I  2.'37t  . 

5,'37t.. 
I9.'37t.. 2,'37t  .  . 

29,'37t. 

I2.'37t.. 9,'37t.. 

PARAMOUNT 

Title  Star 
Accusing  Finger  (G)  3614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  3563. ..  Randolph  Scott-Frances  Drake.. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  88;  Aug.  15.  pp.  76,  77;  Aug. 
19.  p.  66:  Oct.  3,  pp.  81.  82:  Oct.  24,  p.  70:  Nov.  7,  p.  £ 

Rel.  Date 
Running  Time 

Minutes  Reviewed 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  3564.  Buster  Crabbe- Marsha  Hunt  
Big  Broadcast  of  1937.  The  (G) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31.  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  p 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard-Frances  Farmer...  . 
Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes  Ray  Millann-Heather  Angel  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  3541...  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  
Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames,  The 

(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent. 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  
Desire  (A)  3539  Marlene  Dietrich-Gary  Cooper. 

(Exploitation:  June  20.  p.  121;  Sept.  26,  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p 
Drift  Fence  (G)  3536  Larry  Crabbe-Kath.  DeMille.. 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chas.  Ruggles-Mary  Boland... 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pidgeon  
Florida  Special  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakie-Sally  Eilers  
F  Man  (G)  3544  Jack  Haley-Adrienne  Marden... 
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael... 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov. 
Girl  of  the  Ozarks,  The  (G) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Crosman.. 

Give  Us  This  Night  (G)  3542.  Jan  Klepura-Gladys  Swarthout.. 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.   14,  p.  18;  Jan.   16, '37,  p.  78 

72;  Jan.  2,'37,  p. (Exploitation:  p.  80;  Dec.  26,  p. 
Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Shirley  Ross-Robt. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  3603. .John  Halllday-Robt. 
Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns  (G) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602  Sir  Guy  Standing-F. 
Jungle  Princess,  The  (G)  3620. Ray  Milland-Dorothy 

06.) 

:ili>on  
Cummings.. , 

Drake. 

(See  news  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  19;  exploitation:  Feb.  22,  p, 

118.) 

Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3606  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horton  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Milky  Way.  The  (G)  3535  Harold  Lloyd-Adolphe  Menjou... 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  95;  Apr.  4,  pp.  82,  87;  Ma 
6,  p.  116;  June  27,  pp.  82,  85;  July  (8,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p 

Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G) 
3625   Charles  Ruggles- Alice  Brady.... 

Moon's  Our  Home,  The  (G)  3549.  Margaret  Sullavan-Henry  Fonda  . 
Murder  with  Pictures  (G)  3610.  Lew  Ayers-Gail  Patrick  
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothern.... 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  65.) 

Oct. 9t  ..62... .Nov. 21 
Nov. 

8t  
.June 

19  . .68... 

.June 

13 

.  P.  1 

12;  Aug. 29,  p. 
84;  Sept. 

;  Nov. 
14.  p.  92;  Dec.  26.  p.  75.) 

4t.... June 26  
..57... .Oct. 

17 

Oct. 
9t  

100... 
.Oct. 

10 

P.  96. 
98;  Dec 

5.  p. 

78;  Dec. 

Apr. 

3  

..76... 

.Apr. 

II 

May 

29  
..59... .Apr. 

25 

6  

..67... 

Feb. 

1 
.May 

8  ..85... 

.May 

1 

25t  . .87. .. 
.  Dec. 

26 

Mar. 

27  

..58... 

.Aug. 

8 
.Feb. 

28  

.56... 

.Feb. 8 91 :  Dec.  19,  p. 

90.) 

Feb. 
14  

..56... 

.May 

30 .June 5  

..73.. 

.July 

25 

Nov. 6t  .67... 

May 

15  ..76... 

.May 

23 
1  

..67... 
.Apr. 75 Mar. 

13  ..72.. 

.May 

16 

15  ..72... 

.May 

2 

.Sept. 
4  

..98... 

.Sept. 

12 

4,  p. 

95.) 

.June 
12  

..68... .June 
6 

.Mar. 

8  

..73... 
.Mar. 

7 
) ISt  

..80... 
.Nov. 

14 

July 

.Nov. 
20t  

..72... .Nov. 

14 

.Aug. 
2lt  ..74... 

.Nov. 
7 

I6t  

..75... 

.Aug. 
22 

I4t  ..81... 

.Aug. 

29 

Nov. 
27t  

..84... 
.Nov. 28 .Feb. 

21  
..81... 

.Feb. 

15 

96;  Apr.  1,  p. 92;  June  20, 

p. 

.Sept. 4t  
..71... 

■  Aug. 

29 I8t  

Feb. 

7  
..88... .Feb. 

1 
y  2,  p.  99;  May  23,  p. 94;  June 117;  Sept.  26, 

p.  76.) 

8,'37t.. 

..75.. 
.  Dec. 

19 
.Apr. 

10  
..83.. 

.Apr. 

II 25t  
..71... 

.Sept. 
5 

7t  
..63.. 

.July 

25 
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Title  Star 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford -Smith  Ballew 
Plainsman.  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Coeper-Jean  Arthur  Jan. 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Fiolds-Rochelle  Hudson. ..  .June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Oct.  31.  p.  82.) 
Preview  Murder  Mystery  (G) 
3540   Gail  Patrick-Reginald  Denny  Feb. 

Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang,  The  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Milland.  ..July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569. Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19.  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Oct.  31. 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown..  ..Oct. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hicks-Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dec. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen-Katherine  DeMille  . .  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127;  Jan.  16, '37,  p.  78.) 
Son  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3573. Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy- Katherine  Locke.. Aug. 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604. .Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker. ..  .Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31,  p.  82; 
p.  92;  Jan.  I6,'37.  p.  81.) 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MacMurray-Joan  Bennett. ...  Mar. 
(Exploitation:  June  6.  p.  118;  Aug.  22,  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565.  E.  Whitney-Robt.  Cummings  July 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608.  Lynne  Overman- Wm.  Frawley. . . .Sept. 
Three  on  the  Trail  (G)  3553. ..  William  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Apr. 
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 ..  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr. 
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar. 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Dee. 
Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine,  The 

(G)  3543   Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar. 
(See  production  article,  Jan.  18,  p.  36:  exploitation:  Feb.  29,  p.  ', p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June  20,  p.  122 
Aug.  8.  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113.  115;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  26,  p.  76 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

June 
s  ..72... 

.June 6 I.'37t.. 
.113... .  Nov. 28 

19  
..73... .June 

13 

28  ..65... .Feb. 15 

22  ..76... 

.May 

16 .June 

20 

31  

..87.. 

.July 

25 

Sept.  5, 
p.  85; Sept. 

12. 

PP.  75,  76;  Nov.  7,  p. 

87 ; 

30t  ..80... .Oct. 24 
.'35 

17  
..70... 

.Apr. 
4 

31  ..75... .Aug. 

15 

10  . .77... .June 

20 
28t  ..71... 

.Aug. 
22 

28t  ..99... 

.Aug. 

29 
Nov.  14, 

p.  92; 
Dec. 

19. 

27  ..77... .Mar. 

21 
17  ..64... 

July 
4 

lit  ..61... .Sept. 3 
24  ..67... .Apr. 18 
17  ..72... 

.Apr. II 
20  

..74... 
.Mar. 

Ki 

lit  
..77..  Jan.  2,'37 
106... .Feb. 29 

13;  May  2, 

p.  98 

;  May 

23, 

July  25, Oct.  3, 
.  80; 81.) 

2t... 
,. .109.. ..Sept. 26 

(Exploitation:  Jan.   16/37,  p.  76.) 
Oct. 

9t.... 
.  ..81.. 

..Oct. 
3 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. .  .  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland... .Sept. I8t  

. ..73.. .  .Sept. 

12 
Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571.  G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore. 

.July 24  ....75.. .  .Aug. 8 

.Feb. 19.) 

.Jan. 

I9.'37t. 

29,'37t. 

26/37t. 

5/37t. 

Coming 
Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison. 

(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee. 
Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MacMurray. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37,  pp.  79.  80.) 
Clarence   Roscoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters . .  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Danger,   Men  Working  Lew   Ayres-Ruth  Coleman  
Doctor's  Diary.  A  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
High,  Wide  and   Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne-Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Love  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
John  Meade's  Woman  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrimore  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem   C.  Colbert- Fred  MacMurray  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roscoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  
Outcast   Warren  William- Karen  Morley. . .  Feb.  I9,'37t. 

(See  "Happiness  Preferred,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Souls  at  Sea  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  
Swing  High,  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard- F.  MacMurray  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9/37.) 
Walklkl  Wedding  Bing  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  
Years  Are  So  Long  Fay    Bainter- Victor  Moore  

.85....  Dec.  12 

!2/37t. 

PURITAN 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
.62.... Aug.  22 
.59....  Aug.  I 
.60.... Sept.  19 

Title  Star 
Aeet  and  Eights  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walters  June  6t . . . 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar.  It... 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug.  3t... 
Llghtnin'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr.  I5t  
Lias's  Dei.  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July  6t  
Prltoa  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June    I5t  76  
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond. .. .Apr.   20t  68  
Rogues  Tavern.  The  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ...  Mar.     It  61  
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug.  29t  

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Adventurous  Rogue  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  3/37t  
El  Justiciero   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  3/37t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Masked,  Devil,  Tha  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr.  4.'37t  

Title 
Ambush  Valley   
Caryl  of  the  Mountains.. 

RELIABLE 
Running  Time 

Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
.Bob  Custer   Nov.     It  56  
.Rin-Tin-Tin.  Jr  Mar.  27t  57  

Title  Star 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson 
Pinto  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Ridin'  On   Tom  Tyler-Rex  Lease  Feb. 
Roamin'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar. 
Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell   ..Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  .  .May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer  
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer   
Outlaw  River  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror  Bob  Custer  
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Silver  Trail   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Rex  Lease. 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer   

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Mar.    I4t  58  

I4t  56  
29t  56  
30t  55  
I5t  56  
I4t  56  
6t  56  

REPUBLIC 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan. 
Beware  of  Ladies  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show.  The  6301   Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101..  Robt.  Livingston-Heather  Angel.. Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele- Harley  Wood  Dee. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oct. 
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60IO...OIsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardie-Ann  Rutherford.  ..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  ..Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley- Michael  Bartlett. .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 
Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris.  ..May 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22.  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (G) 
3503   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry... Aug. 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughes..  ..Oct. 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3525.. Kay  Linaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Sheila  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele- Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dlx  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dec. 
Harvester.  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008...  James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G)  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030.. Grace  Bradley- Robt.  Livingston.  . .Jan. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522.  Evalyn  Knapp-Phil  Regan  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  22.  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley. ..  Nov. 
Leathernecks  Have  Landed,  The 

(G)  3501   Lew  Ayers-lsabel  Jewell  Feb. 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  July  25,  p.  81.) 

Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed.  A  (G)  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dec. 
Mandarin  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dec. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-CIaire  Dodd  June 
Oh,  Susanna!  6303  Gene  Autry- Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon-Betty  Furness. . .  .Oct. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry- Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine  (G) 
3531   Roger  Pryor-Charlotte  Henry  Feb. 

Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Sept. 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6315   Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan.  . .  Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Robt.  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan. ..  Dec. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528..  Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesquiteers  (G)  6311  Robt.  Livingston- Kay  Hughes. .. .Sept. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508... Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrie  July 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren. .  .Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561... John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July 

(See  "in  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) Coming 

Ever  Since  Adam  Nat  Pendleton-Lyle  Talbot  Mar. 
Gambling  Terror,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith .. Feb. 
Hit  the  Saddle  Robt.  Livingston- Ray  Corrigan.  .. Mar. 
Join  the  Marines  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Paradise  Express   Grant  Withers-Dorothy  Appleby ..  Feb. 
Round-up  Tlma  in  Texas  6306. .Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Feb. 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb. 
Two  Wise  Maids   Alison  Skipworth-Polly  Moran . . .  Feb. 
Without  a   Net  June  Travis-Donald  Cook  

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
20/37t  

2lt. 

I6t. 
.61. 
.70. 

l8/37t....7I....Dec.  5 
28t  58  
21 1  56. ...Sept.  26 
I4t  60  

13  55. ...Apr.  II 
9t  68.. ..Oct.  31 
25t  67....  July  II 
10  59  

5t  82.. ..Aug.  15 

1  66. ...May  23 

17  66.. ..Aug.  22 

26t  55  20  68  
16  60  

I9t  49  22    56. ...July  II 
I4t  68....  Dee.  12 
5  74  Apr.  25 

1 5t  

6  
9  H/37t 

16  

...72  June  8 

...69....  Mar.  7 
..54....  Apr.  II 

...60. Jan.  16/37 
..69  Mar.  14 

23t  55  

22    67.. ..Feb.  2> 

25  55. ...Nov.  14 
28t  56. Jan.  16/37 

7t.... 

15  
1 9t  
2lt  

.63  Nov.  28 

.67.... June  27 .59  .56  

8t  78.... Oct. 
2  56  

14. 
30f,  72....  Feb.  15 

 59  

4/37t  55. 

9t  53. 
II  56.. ..May  16 
15  66  Sept.  5 
2  It  56.... Sept.  12 
10  67.. ..July  28 
24f  56  .53. 

8/37t. 

I5/37N 

3/37t.. 25/37t.. I5,'37t. 

28/37t. 

I/S7t. 
22/37 t. 
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RKO  RADIO 

Star Rel. .Oct. 

..July  10. 

..June   26  67. 

Title 
Big  Game,  The  (G)  702  June  Travis-Philip  Huston.... 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  90;  Dec.  19.  p.  88.) 
Bride  Walks  Out.  The  (G)  531. Barbara  Stanwyck-G.  Raymond. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 
Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis,  Jr. -Louise  Latimer 

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 
Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Collins-Steffl  Duna  May  22. 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  121:  Dec.  26.  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel.  ..Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  636. Bruce  Cabot-Louise  Latimer  Sept. 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford,  The  (G)  628. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Follow  the  Fleet  (G)  613  Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  Feb. 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p. 
May  30,  p.  84;  June  13,  pp.  125,  130;  July  4,  p.  68 
Oct.   31,    p.  76.) 

Farmer  in  the  Dell  (G)  624  Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar. 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Lady  Consents,  The  (G)  622. ..Ann  Harding-Herbert  Marshall.  .. Feb. 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June 
Left  Sing  Again  (G)  646  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrie  Mar. 
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (G)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Nov. 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  634  Kath.  Hepburn-Fredric  March. ..  .Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  90 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
9t  75  Oet.  3 

.80.. ..July  II 

I6t.. 

I8t.. 
15... 

21... 

..85. ...May  16 

..77.... Oct.  31 

..65. 

..81. 

.  .Aug. 

..May 

.110....  Feb. 
87;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23.  p. 
Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  17,  p. 

29 

2 

22 

93: 

76: 
 67. ...Mar.  14 

..  ..61  

27. 7. 

7  76'/2..Jan. 
19  70.. ..May 
12  68. 
6  77. 
I3t  65. 
28  123. 
Aug.  29,  p. 

17.... 

2t... 
17.... 
14.... I8t... 
II  

pp.  78,  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  82;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  24.  pp 
31.  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July 
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey..,  Oct. 
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen  Broderick-James  Gleason.  . . Apr. 

Muss  'Era  Up  (G)  619  Preston  Foster- Marg't  Callahan.  ..Feb. 
Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Jones. ...  Dec. 
Plot  Thickens,  The  (G)  641  James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitts  Dec. 
Plough  and  the  Stan,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyck-P.  Foster  Jan. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 
Rainbow  on  tha  River  (G)  714.  Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dec. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael. .. .Aug. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  in  Town  (G)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raymond  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627. .. Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  . .May 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7.  pp.  82,  84,  87;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28.  p.  99 
p.  82:  Dec.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26.  p.  70;  Jan.  2,'37,  pp. 

That  Girl  from  Paris  (Q)  712. .Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  Jan. 
Two  in  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latimer-John  Arledge. .  ..Apr. 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern  Sept, 
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy   ..Dec. 

(See  "General  Delivery."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 

18 

30 
25 

8 
19 

25 
84;  Sept.  5. 
70,  72;  Oct. 

.  .Apr. 

..Feb. 

. .  Dec. ..July 

.66.. 
.68... 

July 

.Aug. 

.Apr.  18 .Jan.  25 
.57. .Jan.  2/37 
.69  Nov.  21 

66... 
68'/2 

I3,'37  67.. Jan.  2/37 

25t.. 

21... 
20... 

.88....  Dec.  12 

.59  Aug. 

.64Vi..  Mar. 

27t  58. ...Nov. 
8  61... .May 
4  103  Aug. 
72;  Oct.  31,  pp.  76, 

p.  83;  Dec. 
108.) 

105  Dec. .65. ...May 
.69  Aug. 
.67  

Dec.  5, 

100,  106, 
22/S7t.. 3  
II  
4  

22 
7 

7 
2 

29 

77; 
12. 

19 
2 

22 
. .Jan. 8/37... ..82... 

.Oct. 17 
Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Eilers-Robt.  Armstrong.. Oct. 23t  ..64.. .Oct 10 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G) 

24  

..64.. 
.Apr. 

II 
Winterset  (G)  703  Nov. 20t  ..77.. .Nov. 

21 

(Exploitation:  Jan. I6,'37,  p.  80.) 
Woman  Rebels,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall... .Nov. 8  ..88.. ..Oct. 

31 

Yellow  Dust  (G)  618.  . . .Mar. 

28 
Coming 

China  Passage  718  Walter  Coy-Diana  Gibson  Mar.  5,"37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 

Criminal  Lawyer  713  Lee  Tracy- Margot  Grahame  Jan.  29/37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 

Eseadrille  721   Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  Mar.  26/37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16, '37.) 

Michael  Strogoff  717  Anton  Welbrook-M.  Grahame  Feb.  26/37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Once  Over  Lightly  720  Guy  Kibbee-Una  Merkel  Mar.  I9,'37t  
Park  Avenue  Logger  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9/37.) 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  7.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Bellew  Jan.    29/37t  59  Dec.  12 
Robber  Barons  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. ..  Mar.  I2,'37t  
Rough,    Ready    and  Handsome 
714  Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster.. Feb.  5,'37t  

(See  "Coast  Patrel,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  71 5. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  Feb.   I2,'37t.  ..60  Dec.  26 
We're  on  the  Jury  716  Helen  Broderick- Victor  Moore. ...  Feb.  I9,'37t  

(See  "We  the  Jury,"  "In  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  

STATE  RIGHTS 

Title  Star  Dist'r 
August  Week-End   Valerie  Hobson   Grand  National. 
Below  the  Deadline  Russell  Hopton   Grand  National. 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens           Grand  National. 
Brilliant  Marriage   Joan  Marsh    Grand  National. 
Custer's  Last  Stand  Rex  Lease   Stage  &  Screen. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
..Apr.    10  67  
..June     I..  ..69  
..Mar.    5  66  
..Mar.  25  62'/2  
.  .Apr.     2  9  rls  

Title  Star  Dist'r 
Drake  the  Pirate  (G)  Matheson  Lang   Grand  National. 
Easy  Money  (G)   Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National. 
Feud  of  the  West  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Human  Adventure,  The  (G). Educational   W.  G.  Shields.. 
I  Conquer  the  Sea  (G)  Steffi  Duna   Grand  National. 
I  Was  a  Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   Isobel  Steele   Malvina   

Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell   Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Living  Dead,  The  Gerald  Du  Maurier.  Grand  National. 
Lucky  Terror,  The  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  the  Demons  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  the  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erln  O'Brien-Moore. . Grand  National. 
Romance   Rides  the  Range 
(G)   Marion  Shilling  ....Spectrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell   Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
..Apr.     1  78..  June  l.tf 
..July    10  66'/!..  July  I 
..Apr.    IS  6M/j  
..Oct.    16  72. ...Oet.  10 
..Feb.     <  67  Jaa.  25 

.Aug.     1  73....  All.  • 

.Aug.  15  

.Mar.    10  59  

.Feb.    22  65  

.Feb.    20  61  

.July    20  60.... July  It 

.June  15. 

.Dec.  15. 
.57.... July  II 
.69'/2..Mar.  2S 

.Sept.  28t  59  Sept.  21 

.June     1  63  

.May     1  60  

.May    20  75....  July  4 

.Apr.    20  59  

.Sept.  I7t  75.... Sept.  » 

.June   22  ..59  Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 

Leong  6  rls. 
Leong  6  rls. 

SUPREI  4E 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlaws  Bob  Steele   
Crooked  Trail.  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July 
Desert  Phantom,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June 
Kid  Ranger,  The  Bob  Steele   Feb. 
Last  of  the  Warrens  Bob  Steele  May 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr.  25 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar.  25 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Aug.  15  25  
10  

10  
5  
10  58  
25  

...58  

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 
Ru 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767  Will  Rogers  Oet. 

(re-issue) 
As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Elis.  Bergner-Laurence  Olivier.  .  .Jan. 

(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16.) 
Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Spring  Byington  Sept. 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726. .. Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea.  . .  Dec. 
Border  Patrolman.  The*(G)650. Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young.  ..July 
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723.. Jane  Withers-Slim  Summervllle  . . Nov. 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbee  Apr. 

Date 

23t. 

nnlng  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed 
...70. Oet.  24/31 

8/37t  96.... Sept.  I» 

I8t  56. ...Aug.  22 
4t  95....  Dee.  5 
3  59  June  27 
I3t  70....  Nov.  14 
17  77.... Mar.  21 

pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27,  p.  82:  July  4,  p.  70;  July  18,  p.  82;  Sept.  12, (Exploitation:  June  6 
p.  68.) Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whalen  Dec.  I8f... 

Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh-Helen  Wood  May  8.... 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dec.  14/35.) 

Charlie   Chan   at  the  Circus* (G)  640    Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke  Mar.  27  
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland-Boris  Karl  off  Jan.  8/37. 

Charlie   Chan  at  the  Race 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wood  Aug.  7t... 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers-Myrna  Loy  Apr.  24.... (re-issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (G)  643.Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  Apr.  24  
Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  636.Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt. . . Mar.  6  

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21.  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  83:  Apr. 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82:  May  23,  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86;  June  6,  p.  I 
July  II.  p.  127;  July  25.  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Lorre-Brian  Donlevy  Jan. 
Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes,  The 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart-Robert  Kent  June 

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan  Oct. 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645  Jed  Prouty-Shirley  Deane  July 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.1rvin  S.  Cobb-Rochelle  Hudson. .. Mar. 
Every  Saturday  Night*  (G)  637.  June  Lang-Thomas  Beck  Feb. 
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero  Oct. 
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  646  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Downs..  ..May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  Apr. 
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Simone  Simon.. Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  77;  Nov.  7, 
Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22.. 
Here  Comes  Trouble*  (G)  633.. Paul  Kelly-Arline  Judge  Feb. 
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farrell..  ..July 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May 
It  Had  to  Happen  (G)  631  George  Raft-Rosalind  Russell  Feb. 
King    of   the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept. 

Ladies  in  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Simone  Simon.. .Oct.  9t.. 

...77....  Nov.  28 

...59  

.  ..71.... Mar.  26 

.  ..68.... Nov.  28 

.70.  Oct.  26/35 

.85.  Mar.  21/31 

.  ..68. ...Apr.  II 

...94  Mar.  21 
25,  p.  96;  May  9, 
24;  July  4,  p.  70; 

I5,'37t  70. Jan.  16/37 

26... I6f.. 

10... 

20... 

7... 30t.. 

15... 3... 

I4t.. 

21... 17... 
29... 14... 

lit.. 

.  .June 
20 ..78. ..Oct. 

17 

..57. 

..May 

36 

..84. 

..Mar. 

14 

..62. . .  Feb. 
8 

..64. ..Oct. 3 

..74. 

..Apr. 

18 

..63. 
. .  Feb. 

20 

..66.. .  .Aug. 

1 

83.) 

..66. 

..May 

3 ..62. 

. .  Feb. 

15 

..63. .  .Juno 

20 

..66. 

. .  Apr. 25 ..79.. 

..Feb. 

15 

..58. 
..Aug. 

29 

..97.. 
..Oct. 

10 
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Running  Time Title 

(See  "Glory."  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  17.) 
Little  Miss  Nobody  (G)  651...  Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan 
Message  to  Garcia.  A  (G)  632.  Wallace    Beery-B.  Stanwyck. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  the  Mounted*  (G) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware. 

One  in  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henie- Adolphe  Menjo 
Pepper   (G)   708  Jane  Withers-lrvin  S.  Cobb. 

Poor   Little    Rich   Girl,  The* 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p. 
Prisoner  of  Shark  Island,  The 

110.) 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  p.  97;  Apr.  II 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  95;  Dec.  26.  p. 

Rel. Date M  inutes Reviewed Dec. 
lit... . .  67.. 

June 
12  

 72. . . .  Mar.  28 
.Apr. 10   85.  . ..Mar.  14 

Mar. 27.... 
 59.. ..Mar.  28 

.Jan. 

I.'37t 
 94.. . .  Dec.  26 

lit...  64.. ..July  18 
Oct. 

23t . . . ....93.. ..Oct.  24 
,  p.  89;  Jan. 

9,'37,  pp.  68,  71.) 
24....  79.. ..June  6 

.Feb. 28.... .. .95.. . .  Feb.  22 
77.) 

5.... . . . .79.. ..May  30 II;  Sept.  19, 
p.  68.) Sept. 25t.... .  ..84.. ..Sept.  19 

p.  85:  Dec. 
19,  pp. 

92,  93.) 
.  Nov. 20t... 

....81.. ..Nov.  21 
.Sept. 4t... 

.. . 101.. ..June  6 .  68; 

Jan.  16, '37,  p. 
76.) 

.Jan. I5.'37t 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

Sing,  Baby.  Sing  (G)  703... 
Aug. 

2lt  ..87.. 
.  .Aug. 

15 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p. 

84.) 

Sins  of  Man  (G)  648  .Jean  Hersholt-Don  Ameche  June 19  79.. 
. .  May 

16 
Song  and  Dance  Man*  (G)  642 Mar. 13  . .72. . ..Feb. 

22 

Star  for  a  Night  (G)  705  ... .  Jane  Darwell-Claire  Trevor  
Aug. 

28t  ..76., 
.  Aug. 

15 
State  Fair  (G)  766  

Aug. 
7t  .  .94. Feb.  4 

,'33 

(re-issue) 
Dec. 25t  ..86.. .  .Dec. 26 

Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712... .Arthur  Treacher-Virginia  Field. Oct. 2t  ..57. .  .Sept. 19 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656... 

July 
24  ..65.. . .  Aug. 29 

To  Mary— With  Love  (G)  701 
.Aug. 

It  ..92.. 
..July 

25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p. 76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  ,. 

May 

1  
1 10. 

. . .  May 
9 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  14,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  6, 
.  PP. 

116,  117; 

July 

II,  P.  1 

25; 

July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15,  p.  78;  Sept. 

12,  P 
.  68.) 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720... .  Lawrenco  Tibbett-Wendy  Barrie.. Nov. 6t  . .63. . . .  Nov. 

14 

White  Fang  (G)  649  .Michael  Whalen-Jean  Muir  

July 

3  ..70. 

...July 

25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  1,  p. 90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  .  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  

Nov. 27t  ..65. .  ..Dec. 5 
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718... .Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  

Nov. 
6t  

..57. ..Oct. 

31 

Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen  . . 
Jan. 

22.'37t.. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Coming 

.Feb.     5,'37t  79.. Oct.  14/33 Dr.  Bull  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon. 
(re-issue) 

Fair  Warning  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  I2.'37t  
(See  "Death  in  Paradise  Canyon,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

50   Roads  to  Town   Don   Ameche-Ann  Sothern  
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734  Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin  Feb.    5,'37t . .  .*65 . Jan.  9,'37 
Last  Slaver,  The  Wallace  Beery-Warner  Baxter  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Jan.   29,'37t . .  .  1 17  Nov.  28 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 
Love  Is  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738..  Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Feb.  26,'37t   

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  (G)  736  Jed    Prouty-Shirley    Deane  Feb.  I9,'37t  60. Jan.    16. '37 
On  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell- Madeleine  Carroll ...  Feb.   1 2. '  37 1  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simone  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher-Patricia  Ellis  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen. ..  Mar.  19/37  
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella- Henry    Fonda  Feb.   I9,'37t  87  

[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused    (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.- D.  Del  Rio.. ..Jan.    8,*37t....86  Aug.  8 
Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (G) .  .Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.- E.  Landi  ..Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brian  Aherne  Dec.   25t  88  Dec.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .Nov.     6t  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5,  pp.  83,  84;  Dec.  19, 
P.  94.) 

Dodsworth   (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton .  .Sept.  23t  101  Sept.  26 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  oxploitation :  Oct.  3,  p.  78;  Oct.  24,  p.  77;  Oct.  31, 
p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  5,  pp.  78,  83.) 

Garden  of  Allah.  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer  .Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  109.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martini-Ida   Lupino  Oct.     2t  86  Oct.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92; 
Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28.  pp.  96,  98;  Jan.  9, '37,  p.  70.) 

Ghost  Goes  West,  The  (G)  Robert  Donat-Jean  Parker  Feb.     7  85  Jan.  4 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  63;  Feb.  8,  p.  83;  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  4,  p.  89;  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier. ..  .July    10  76. . Nov.  30, '35 
Last  of  the  Mohicans,  The  (G).  Randolph  Scott-Binnie  Barnes. ..  .Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.  IS 

(See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  5, 
p.  78:  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oct.  31, 
p.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  90,  92;  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costello 
Barrymore   Mar.    6  102  Feb.  29 

Running  Time 
T'tle  Sts>r  Rel.  Ditr.       Minutes  Reviewed 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  10.  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117:  June  13.  p.  132:  Aug.  I. o.  93:  Aug.  29.  n.  87.) 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopkins-Gert.  Lawrence  ..  Jan.    22,'37t  90. .Jan.  2,'37 
Modern  Times  (G)  Chas.  Chaplin-Paulette  Goddard  . .  Feb.    21  87  Feb.  8 

(See  production  article.  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22.  p.  100;  Mar.  7, 
p.  99;  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  Mar.  28,  pp.  83  ,  84;  Apr.  4.  pp.  84.  89;  Apr.  II,  pp.  93,  96:  Apr. 
25.  p.  92:  May  2.  p.  99;  May  9.  p.  84:  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84,  86:  June  6,  pp. 
116,  118:  June  13,  pp.  122,  132;  June  20,  p.  121;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  12.  p.  68.) 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (0)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Lupino  May    13  79  May  2 
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  25.  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..  Dec.     4t  86  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31.  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  108: Jan.  9.'37,  p.  68.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopkins-M.  Oberon-J.  McCrea  . .  Apr.    10  93  Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94:  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.   24  99  May  7 
(See  production  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  June  13,  p.  132;  July 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26,  pp.  70,  71;  Oct.  24,  p.  70:  Nov.  28. 
p.  105.) 

Coming 

Fire  Over  England   (G)  Laurence  Olivier-Flora  Robson .  . .  Feb.    5.'37t..  .  90.  Jan.    16. '37 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  "the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.  26,'37t  82  Aug.  22 

Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor-Fredric  March  Feb.  I9,*37t  
You  Only  Live  Once  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.  29,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

UNIVERSAL 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

 64  Title  Star 
Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov. 
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May    25  58  
Conflict  (G)   1036  ....John  Wayne-Jean  Rogers  Nov.    29t  61  Dec.  5 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July    26  54  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24.  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  9006. .Otto  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May    II  70  May  9 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
20t  62.... Oct. 

6. 

.65. 

Empty  Saddles   (G)    1043  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dec 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wm.  Hall   Nov.   22t  66  Nov 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marion  May 
Four  Days'  Wonder  1019  Jeanne  Dante- Kenneth  Howell.  .  .Jan. 
Girl  on  the   Front  Page,  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart- Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27t  74  Sept.  26 
Love  Before  Breakfast  (G)  9007.Carole  Lomhard- Preston  Foster.  .. Mar.    9  70  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  81;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.  132.) 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.    8t  66  Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt-Louls  Hayward  Nov.  15t  
Magnificent  Brute,  The  (G)I022.  Victor  McLaglen-Blnnie  Barnes. .Oct.  lit  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dec.  5, 
p.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry,  The  (G)  1026..  Doris  Nolan-Michael  Whalen. ...  Nov.  It  
Mighty  Treve,  The  1034.  Noah  Beery,  Jr.. Barbara  Read... Jan.  I7,'37t- 
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard  .  Sept.    6t. . 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  115 
Jan.  9,'37,   p.  71.) 

3,'37t...60. 

...72. ...Oct.  31 

...77.... Oct.  3 
p.  80;  Dec.  12, 

...76.  ...Nov.  7 

 93  June  20 
Nov.  28,  p.  105; 

27t... 
ssissippi."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,' 

'  Nov. 

28.) 

31  
....65.. 

,  .Aug. 

29 

14.... ....65.. 

..July 

4 
79:  Aug.  1,  p.  93.) 
..Ricardo  Cortez- Patricia  Ellis... 

.Aug. 
16.... 

....59.. 

.  .Aug. 
23 

83.) 

20t... 
....60.. 

.  .Dec. 5 

20t... 
....63... .  Nov. 28 

May 

17.. . . 

.  .112.. ..May 

9 
(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  80; 
July  4.  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  78;  Aug.  I.  p.  93;  Aug.  8,  p. 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  9,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  68; 
Sept.  19,  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.  18.... 
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Binnie  Barnes  Apr.  13.... 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  25 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dec.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  1029  Deanna   Durbin-Ray  Milland  Dec.   20t  84  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Two  in  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept.  I3t  82  Oct. 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10,  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  30.. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

.60  

..95  Mar.  28 

10 

 63....S«pt.  12 

Coming 

Breezing  Home  1033  Binnie  Barnes-Wm.   Gargan  Jan.  3l,'37t  
Girl  Overboard    1021  Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pidgeon. .  . .  Feb.  28,'37t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   
Night   Key   Boris  Karloff  
Sand  Flow   1044  Buck  Jones-Lita  Chevret  Feb.  I4,'37t . . .  .58. 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pidgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan.  24,'37t  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Mar.  28,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
We  Have  Our  Moments  1017...  Sally  Eilers-James  Dunn  Mar.  7,'37t  
When  Love  Is  Young  1018  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Feb.  2l,'37t  
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VICTORY Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

Cheyenne  Rides  Again  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7.'37t  
Face  in  the  Fog.  A   June  Collyer-Lloyd  Hughes  Feb.  I  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service. ...  Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Mannors. .  . .  June  15  
Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marion  Nov.  26t  
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June  I  
Rio  Grande  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxine  Doyle  Mar.  15  
Rip  Roarin'  Buckaroo  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marion  Oct.  I5t  
Silks  and  Saddles  Herman  Brix-Toby  Wing  Dec.  14  
Taming  the  Wild   Rod  La  Rocque-Maxine  Doyle.   ..Feb.  15  
Two  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brix-Jeanne  Martel  Nov.  2t  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

Flying  Fists  . . . 
Trail  Feud.  The 

Coming 
.Herman  Brix   Jan.  25,'37f. 
.Tom  Tyler   Feb.  I8.'37t. 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)  Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Anthony  Auverse  (G)80l  Fredric  March-O.  de  Havilland  . . Aug.   29  139  May  23 

(See  production  article.  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musiacl  analysis,  Aug.  22,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Aug.  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5.  pp.  78,  85:  Sept.   12,  p.  68:  Oet.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.   17,  p.  75:  Oct.  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill,  112,  115;  Dec.  5,  pp.  80. 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept.     5t  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16:  Oct.  17.  p.  75:  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise\  The  (G)  925  Guy  Kibbee-Warren  Hull  June    27  58  Apr.  25 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis. ...  Mar.     7  70  Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102   Marion  Davies-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26t  90  Oct.  31 

(See  production  article.  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  Jan.  16, '37.  p.  80.) 
California  Mail  830  Dick  Foran-Linda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge   of  the    Light  Brigade 

(G)  901   Errol   Flynn-O.  de   Havilland ....  Nov.     7  115  Oct.  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  Ill; 
Jan.   I6,'37,  p.  78.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-Dick  Powell  Mar.  21  89  Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14.  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23.  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  in  the  Sky  (G)  120..  Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Nov.   28t  58  Oct.  31 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109.. Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept.  26t  88  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Jan.  16. '37,  p.  78.) 
God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(G)  105   George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts. ..  .Jan.    I6,'37t. .  .*85  Dec.  26 

Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  Rex   Ingram   Aug.     I  93  May  30 
(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29, 
pp.  80,  84.  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  ..  July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  906...  Pat  O'Brien-J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   25  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  of  Fury  (G)  110   Marg't   Lindsay-H.   Bogart  Oct.    lot  60  Sept.  5 
Jailbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.     8  60  May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anne  Nagel-Richard  Purcell  Dec.    I9t  55  Nov.  14 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oct.     3  117. Oct.  I2,'35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3, '35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oct.  24,   p.  68;  Jan.   16, '37,  p.  76.) 

One  Way  Passage  (G)  Kay  Francis-William  Powell  Dec.    12  69. July  30.'32 
(re-issue) 

Polo  Joe  (G)  ill  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Dec.     5t  65  Sept.  26 
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (G)  913. .Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July    25  69  June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  912  Warren  William-Bette  Davis  Aug.     8  74  

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  Mac  Lane  . .  Jan.     2,'37t....59  Dec.  5 
Sons  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May   30  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128:  July  25,  pp.  76,  77:  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  924. Warren  William-June  Travis  May     9  62. ...Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
929   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  The  (G)  914. . .  Karloff-Marguerite  Churchill  Mar.   14  76  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 
Angle  Shooter  
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Black  Legion  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  .Jan.   30,'37t  83. Jan.     9, '37 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  1 6, '37,  p.  76.) 
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  De  Havilland-I.  Hunter  
Dance    Charlie    Dance  Stuart    Erwin-Glenda  Farrell  
Desert  Song   Frank  McHugh   
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  123  . Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  110. .Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Feb.   I3,'37t- •  .  71  Dec.  12 
Kid   Galahad   Edw.  G.   Robinson- Bette  Davis  
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell..  .Mar.  27,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16, '37.) 
Land  Beyond  the  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Linda  Perry  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davis-H.  Bogart  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  

Melody  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  '60. Jan.    16, '37 
Merchant  of  Venus  124  Carol  Hughes-Marie  Wilson  

Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Litel  Mar.  6,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Over  the  Wall  Ross  Alexander   
Prince  and  the  Pauper,  The  112. Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch  

Ready,  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander- Ruby  Keeler  Mar.    6 . ' 3 7 1  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Singing,   Marine,  The  Dick  Powell-O.  de  Havilland  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fonda  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6.'37.) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  to  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  Dec.    21 1  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.    I8t  7  rls  

Fury  Below 

Coming 

.  Maxine  Doyle- Russell  Gleason  6  rls 

WORLD Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Slalom   Skiing  Film   Dee.  I8t  
Tempo  Massimo   Milly   Mar.    12  78...  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolare   Italian   Feature   Dec.  25t  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare   Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love   Tito  Schipa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Diane  Korene.. 
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery. 
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dist'r  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
Amazing  Quest.  The  (G)  .  Cary  Grant   United   Artists  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  29 
A   Star   Fell   from  Heaven 
(G)   Florine  McKinney  .  Assoc.  British  70  June  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Livesay   Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  8 
Carnival  in  Flanders  ( A) . .  Francoise  Rosay   American  Tobls. .  Sept.  22  95  Oct.  3 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolque.") Cavalry  (G)   Elisa  Cegani   United    Artists  95  Dec.  19 
Ciboulette  (G)   Simone  Berriau  ...  Franco-American. .  .Sept.  lit.. ..100  Sept.  26 
Cloistered   (G)   Best   May    19  65  May  30 
Crime  Over  London  (A)...Margot  Grahame  United  Artists  80  Nov.  7 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loebinger   Amkino   Sept.    9  Sept.  19 
Dubrevsky   Boris  Livanov   Amkino   Mar.    28  72  Apr.  II 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75  Oct.  10 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  June  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G)  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-Fox  92  Dec.  19 
Great  Call.  The  (G)  Camillo  Pilotto   United   Artists  90  Dec.  5 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G) . . .  Tamarina   Amkino   Oct.      6  90  Oct.  17 
Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granach  ..Amkino   July    28  90  Aug.  22 
Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez  Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  * 
Incertidumbre  (G)                Hilda  Moreno   United  Artists  Sept.  I8t  70  Sept.  26 
Interrupted  Honeymoon.  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert   British  Lion  73  June  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks   British  Lion  70  Nov.  21. 
Janosik  (G)   Palo  Bielik   French   Nov.    24  82  Dec.  5 
Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff   Twickenham   70  Oct.  17 
La  Fusse   Femin  Gemier  French   Aug.     I ..... .  83  
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oct.    16  83  Oct.  24 
Last  Rose,  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph              Casino   Oct.      9  102  Oct.  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzte  Rose.") 
La  Damigelladi  Bard  (G)  ■  E.   Grammatica   .  ...Artistl   85. Jan.     9. '37 
Liebelel  (A)                         Paul  Hoerbiger  General   87  Mar.  14 
Loves  of  Toni.  The  (A) . . .  Celia  Montalvan   Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Man  in  the  Mirror  (A)  . .  E.   E.   Horton  Twickenham   75. Jan.  I6,'37 
Marriage    of    Corbal,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  June  13 

Milizia  Territorial  (G) ...  Antonio  Gandusio  ..  Nuovo  Mondo  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  25 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the World  (G)   Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept.  24  87  Oct.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Lied  Geht  Um  Die  Welt.") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amkino   Nov.     2  96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francoise  Rosay   Franco-American. .  .May     5  93  May  16 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polnture.  Simone  Simon  French   Aug.     1  86  
Public  Nuisance  No.  I  (G).  Frances  Day   General   79  Mar.  14 
Raggen — Det  Ar   Jag  Det 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21...     .83  May  30 

Re  Burlone,  II  (G)  Armando  Falcon!  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Mar.  23  98  Apr.  4 
Robber  Symphony,  The  (G) .  George  Graves   Concordia   125  May  9 
Romance  in  the  House  of 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto   Casino   Oct.     9  81  Oct.  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Liebesroman  Im  Hause  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerbiger  Ufa   Apr.     9  81  Apr.  25 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberg  ...Scandinavian   Apr.     7  90  Apr.  18 
Song  of  Freedom,  The  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  80  Sept.  5 
Son  of  Mongolia,  A  (A)...Tseven  Rabdan   Amkino   Nov.   20  90  Dec.  19 
Soviet  News  (G)  Amkino   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G)  Richard  Barthelmess. Twickenham   98  Oct.  10 
Tenth  Man,  The  (G)  John  Lodge   Assoc.  British  Aug.  29 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (G). Tito  Guizar  Bustamente   105  Nov.  I 
30  Seconds  of  Love  (G)....EIsa  Merlinl   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.     2. '37 
This'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack   Buchanan   Wilcox   78. Jan.  9,'37 

Three  Maxims,  The  (G)...Anna  Neagle   General   87.. ..Aug.  I 
Two's  Company  (G)  Ned  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  IS 

Waltz  for  You,  A  (G)  Louis  Graveure   Casino   Sept.  

2

5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

94  Oct.  3 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Walzer  Fuer  Dich.") 
We  Are  from  Kronstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchikov   Amkino   Apr.   30  83  May  16 

Wedding  March,  The  (AK.Tullio  Carminatl  ...Franco-American  92.. ..Mar.  14 
When  Knights  Were  Bold 
(G)   J.  Buchanan-F.  Wray.General   76  Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Centa  E.  N.  I.  C  85  Dec.  28 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General   90. ...Juno  ( 
Yellow  Cruise,  The  (G)  French   Nov.    17  90  Dec.  5 
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SHORT 

FILMS 

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.] 

CELEBRITY 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  30  7  
Dick  Whlttlngton'*  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7.... 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept.SO  

COLUMBIA 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
No.  3— "Spark   Plug"  Apr.  12  6V4.. 
No.  4—  Major  Google  (5-16). May  24  6'/2.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21).  .Sept.  I8t.- .20  

Andy  Clyde 
Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  Dec.  4t...l6'/i.. 

(All  Star) 
Caught  In  the  Act  Mar.   5  18  

Andy  Clyde 
Champ's  a  Chump,  The  June  20  18  

(All  Star) 
Disorder  In  the  Court  May  30  17.... 

(3  Stooges) 
Double  Trouble  
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  I6t  — 10  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t  18  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent   Dec.  20t  
(All  Star) 

Grips,  Grunts  and  Groans. .Jan.  I5,'37tl9  
Half  Shot  Shooters  (6-13) ..  .Apr.  30. ...18  

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   Jan.  9,'37tl7.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Love  Comes  to  Metneyville 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t  — 18  

Midnight  Blunders  (5-16)..  .Apr.  21  17  
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Oh,  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.  9f...20  
Polly  Morao 

Pain  in  the  Pullman,  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (6-20). ..May  15. ...18  
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16) ....  Mar.  19  17'/,.. 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks  Dec.  27t  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  Jan.    9  18  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.Ht....2rls. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t . . .  .7'/2 . . 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8'/2.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog,  A  Dec.  23t  7.... 

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7.... 
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I,'37t  
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  8  
Glee  Worms   June  24  7  
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7  
Skeleton  Frolic   Jan.  29,'37t  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t  7  
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  26  7  

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Gold  Quest  of  the  Ages  Jan.  28,'37t  
Star  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  I5t...l0  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t....l  rl.. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t...ll'/i.. 
Runaway  Marriage,  The 
(1-16-37)   Dec.  18  10  

FEATURETTES 

Community  Sing  (No.  I).  Jan.  I7,'37t  
Story  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States  Dec.  I8t  
KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 

12.  "Lll  AinJII"   Mar.  19  6. 
13.  Peace  Conference  Apr.  10  7. 

(re-Issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.   9...  7. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (11-7). Oct.  24 1  7.... 
16.  Merry  Cafe  Dec.  26 1  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10  
Fishing  Thrills   Jan.  22,'37t  
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  .Aug.  30  10  
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15  10  
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept. 25f. . .  10  
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10  10  
Plane    Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t  9'/2.. 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14)  .Oct.  26T...I0  
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10  
Sport  Magle   June  13  9'/2.. 
Stop,  Look  and  Guess  Mar.   9  10.... 
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10  
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II  10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t  6'/2.. 
Looney  Balloonlsts  (11-28).  .Sept.24f  7  
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    8  7  
Scrappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   Juno    5  7  

Scrappy's  Pony  Mar.  16  7  
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

Na.    8—   Mar.  27  10  
N*.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/2.. 
No.  10— (6-13)   May  29  10.... 
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26  10  
No.  12— (8-8)   July  17....  10.... 
No.  13— (8-22)   Aug.  I3....I0  

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  I  It. .  .10  
No.    2— (11-21)   Oct.  23f . .  .10  
No.    3—  0-9-37)   Nov.  28t. .  .10  
No.   4—  Dec.  28t-.  .10  
No.    5—   Jan.  22,'37tl0  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dee.  25t  
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.    It  8'/2.. 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dec.  I8t  
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5) ...  .Sept.   7t  3  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.    9— (3-7)   Feb.  25  IO'/2.. 
No.  10—   Mar.  26  IO'/2.. 

DuWORLD 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 

.10.. 

.10. 

Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the   Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   

Sus-TI-Ka  (12-19)   
Utah  Picture  Book 
(1-9-37)   10  

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Cinecolor) 

No.    I—   Sept.  I5t  9  

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24  18  
Sleepless  Hollow  May    8  16  
Where  Is  Wall  Street7  Apr.  10. ...19.... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20).  .June   5  21  

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous  Aug.   It...  1 1  
Gifts  in  Rhythm  Oct.  23t...l0  
Going  Native   Aug.  28t ...  1 1  
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I8t- -  - 1 1  
Play!  Girls   Nov.  6t...ll  
Queen's  Birthday,  The  Aug.  1 4 1 ...  1 0  
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The  Aug.  2 1 1 ...  1 0  
See  Uncle  Sol  Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl.. 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9  
Strike!  You're  Out  ( 1-9-37) .  Dec.  I  It...  1 1  

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Giv'im  Air  Feb.  14  18.... 
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20  20  
Grand  Slam  Opera  Feb.  21  21.... 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3  16  
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27  19  

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.   6  6.... 
Big  Game  Hunt,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t. I  rl.. 
Book  Shop,  The  Feb.    5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t . . .  .6. . . . 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  6  

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Prize 
Package   July  31  6.... 

Title                         Rel.  Date  Min. 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- tieth Anniversary   Nov.  t7t....7.... 
Home  Town  Olympics  Feb.    7  1.... 
Kiko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7)  . Oct.    2t. ........ 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  in  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oet.  SOt. 
Kiko  the   Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  25f....7.... 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt. ........ 

Off  to  China  Mar.  20t. ........ 
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies    .July  24  1.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  in  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dee.  lit  T  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oet.  lit... 

Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nn.  I3t....7.... 

Rolling  Stones   May    I  (.... 
Sailor's  Homo,  The  (6-13). .June  12  
Salty  McGuire   Jan.  8,'37t.7.... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  Jan.  22,*S7t.l  rl.. 
Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6  
Western  Trail,  The  Apr.    3  6  
Wolf  in  Cheap  Clothing,  A.  Apr.  17  6  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I... .10.... 
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Dee.  1 8t ...  1 1  . 

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June   5  t.... 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.  7t...l6.... 
Krazl- Inventions  (10-31) ...  .Oct.    St. ..II.... 
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37)  .Dec.  «f...ll  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Sept.  4t....i.... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10) .  .Sept.  lit  ».... 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7)..  .Oct.  I6t. ...§.... 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13  l§.... 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22.. ..18.... 

TWO-REEL  COM  ED  !  E~ Amuse  Yourself  Nev.  27t...28.... 
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.    St.. .18.... 
Bashful  Buddies  Aug.  7t...l7.... 
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.2  rl*. 
Blue  Blazes   Aug  2lt...l9 ... 
Boy,  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4t- - .  19  
Chemist,  The  (9-24)  Oct.    St. ..It  
Diamonds  in  the  Rough  Sept.  25t. . .11. ... 
Ditto   Feb.  l2,'S7t.2rl». 
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  3,'37tH.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  I  It. .  .20.... 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    It...  18  
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.    I .' ̂ 7 1 2 1  
Hold  It  Jan.  29,'37t.2  rls. 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(6-13)   May  15. ...19.... 

Jail  Bait   Jan.  r.'37t!9  
Just  the  Type  Dee.   41. ..20.... 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7  
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nev.  ISt...lO.... 
Parked  in  Paree  Aug.  28t. 
Peaceful  Relations   June  19. .. .  18. . . . 
Practically  Perfect   Jan.  1 5.'37f 2 1  
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21)..  .Oct.  23t ...  1 8  
Screen  Test,  The  (12-19) ...  Dee.  I8t...l9  
Spring  Is  Here  Oet.  SOt. . .20. . . . 
Transatlantic  Love   Dee.  25t...20  
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) .  .Sept.  4t...20  
Whose   Baby  Are  You? 
(H-7)   Oet.    Xt. ..IS  

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Beware  ef  Blendes  Feb.   7.... 20.... 
Love  In  September  Mar.   6  21.... 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. Title 
Min. Rel.  Date 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.   9  1... 
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.    5—   Feb.  20  1  rl. 
No.    6—  Mar.  20  1  rl. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.   4  t.. 
Busy  Spots  in  Florida  Jan.  20,'S7tl2.. Carillon  Makers   Aug.  I5t  IX.. 
Floridian  Curiosities   Jan.  I0.'37tl2.. 
Golden  Harbor   Mar  16.. ..10.. 
Life  of  Theodore  Roosevelt. .  Feb.    I....  1 9.. 
Tttffh  Break!   Mar.   I ....  I S. . 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I5t..  .20.. 
Sport  ef  Flying  Sept.  I2f  
Yaung  Explorer   Mar.  2.. ..10., 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
N*.    I—  Fen.  14  t. 
No.  2 —  Feb.  28  8. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  3—   Mar.   8. ...10... 
No.  4—  Mar.  22  10... 
No.  5 —  ..Apr.  10  7... 
No.  6 —  Apr.  22  7'/i. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  9... 
No.  2—  Mar.   6  9... 
No.  3 —  Apr.  II  9.. . 
No.  4—  May    4  9... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Jungle...  .Feb.    3  6... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  South  Seat .  Feb.  17  6... 
3.  Nomads  ef  the  Put  Mar.   3  6... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air  Mar.  17  5>/2. 
5.  Nomads  In  the  Making.   .Apr.   3  6... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  6... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains  May    3  5'/2. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  5'/2. 

IMPERIAL Title Min. Rel.  Date 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

Towers  of  Melody  8 
Hidden  Treasure*   8 
Southern  Beautlea   8 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Storm  
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  Tb*  ,....8. 

Early  In  the  Morn  In'  8. NOVELTIES 
Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hobo  Her*   9. 

PORT  0'  CALL Peacock  Throne  9. 
City  of  the  Sun  9. 
Last  Resort   9. 
Children  ef  the  Nile  9. 
Seventh  Wonder   9. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seas  S. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Lava 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cress  8. 

MGM 
Title 

Min. 
Rel.  Date 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
Count  Takes  the  Count  The. Feb.  22  20.. 
Neighborhood  House  (7-11).  .May   9. ...20.. 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-28).  .Apr.  18....  19.. 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-29)...  Mar.  28.... 20.. 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  7— Fool  Proof  Mar.   7  21.. 
No.  8— The  Public  Pay* 
(11-14)   Oat  I0t.. .».. 

No.  9 — Torture  Money  Jan.    2/37120. . 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1-2-87)...  .Nov.  I4t  8.. 

Japan  in  Cherry  B I  ostein Time   Mar.  21  9.. 
Oriental  Paradise  Nov.  I4t  8. . 

Picturesque  South  Africa...  .Jan.   9,'37t.9.  • Quaint  Quebeo   Sept.  I2t....9.. 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  *f 
Splendor  (7-25)   Sept.  12  9.. 

Sacred  City  ef  the  Mayan 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7.. 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Man 
of  Destiny   May  16  8... 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-19)..  .Oct.  24t....9... 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 19—  Early  Bird  and  th* 
Worm,  The  (4-25)  Feb.   8  9.., 

20—  Old  Mill  Pand,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8... 

21—  Two  Little  Pup*  (8-1).. Apr.   4  8... 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23—  Pups'  Picnic   May  30  8.. 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20  9.. 
25 —  Little  Chooser  July  II  9.. 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-26)  .Dec.  I2t  8.. 
27 —  Circus  Daze   

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nev.   9  II.. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  I9t  —  I  ■  ■  - 
Hollywood  Second  Step  Dee.   St.. .10.. 
How  ta  bo  a  Deteetlv*  Oct.  I7t  9.. 
How  to  Behave  (4-25)  Apr.  25  10.. 
How  t*  Train  a  Dtg  July    4  8.. 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept.  5t. .  .10. . 
Important  News  (2-29)  Feb.  20....  10.. 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28. ...10.. 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II.. 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13.. ..10., 

Rainbow  Past,  Th*  Oet.  Sit  , 
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Mill. 
.8... 

..19. 
..21., 

..18., 

..10., 

..15.. 

..16.. 
II.. 

Title  Rel.  Data 
West  Ptlnt  ef  the  Saatk 
(2-1)   Frt.  I. 

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  (6-6)  Apr.  II  9. 
Dare  Deviltry   Jane  27  9. 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (9-8)...  .Jaas   6... .10. 
Pole  (1-6)   May    9  8. 
Table  Teaalt  (4-ZS)  Feb.  IS... .10. 
Racina  Caalaet  (•••)  Mar.  14....  10. 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Yean,  A  Dec.  26t ...  19. 
Ne  Plaee  Like  Rene  (11-7)  .Seat.  26t 
Violets  in  8prla|  (9-1)  Sept.  5. 

OUR  GANG 
Arbor  Day  (S-S)  May  2. 
Bored  ef  Education  (•-»)... Aug.  29. 
Divet  Diggara   Feb.  8. 
Lucky  Corner.  The  (I-Ii)..  .Mar.  14. 
Pay  At  Yea  Exit  Oct.  24t. 
Psunion  in  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll. 
Second  Childhood  (4-25)  Apr.  1 1... .19. 
Spooky  Hooky  Dee.  5t  
Two  Tea  Young  (11-7)  Sept.  261...  10 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.   4  20. 
Hill  Tillies  (8-lf)  Apr.   4....  18. 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29  20. 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  tin  Hoadlinee  (l-l)  .Sept.  I2f  II . 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6,'37t.9. 
Hurling    (1-9-37)  Nov.  I4f  10. 
Killer  Dog  (9-5)  Aug.  29....  10. 
Olympic  Ski  Champion 
(11-7)   Oct.    St... .10. 

Sports  on  lee  Oct.  I  Of...  18. 
Wanted— A  Matter  (I-2-S7)  .Dec.  26t...l0. 

SPECIAL 
Audioscopiks  (1-18)   8. 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oct.  31?.. .It. 
Dancing  en  the  Cellini  Jan.  2,'37f.9. 
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t. . .  10. 
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  St. ..II. 
Swing  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  1 9f  II. 

PARAMOUNT 

I6t. 
17.. 

Title  Rel.  Date 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Be  Human   Nov.  20f... 
Betty  Boon  and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27.... 

Grampy's  Indoor  Outing  Oet.  I6t... 
Happy  You  and  Marry  Ma 
(9-22)   Aug.  21 1... 

House  Cleaning  Bluet  Jan.  I5,'37t 
Making  Frlendt   Dee.  I8t... 
More  Pep   June  19.... 
Not  New  (2-29)  Fab.  28.... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  — 
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I8t. . . 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24.... 
You're  Nat  Built  That  Way  .July  17.... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Oaee 
a  Year   .Dee.  4t... 

Cobweb  Hotel,  The  ....May  15.... 
Greedy  Humpty  Damply  July  10  
Hawaiian  Birdf   Aug.  2»t... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  .Mar.  13.... 
Play  Safe   Oet. 
Somewhere  in  Dreamland...  .Jan. 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm  Apr.  10. 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revolt  (8-22)  Aug.  7t 
Knock,  Knock, 
Who's  There?   Sept.  I  St 
Vineent  Lopez  and  Oreh. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22. 
Baby  Leroy-Bennie  Bart- 
lett  -  David  Holt  •  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18)... Mar.  20. 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Babs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb. 
Kostelanetz-  Eastman 

Musical  Charmers  Oct. 
Phil  Spltalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Musical  Fashions   July 
Ina  Ray  Hutten  and  Her 
Melodeare 

Mutle  in  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12... 
Ruts  Morgan  and  Oreh. 

Mutle,  Mutle  Everywhere. .. Dec.  I8t- - 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Oreh. 

Mutle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t.. 
George  Hall  aid  Oreh. 

Play,  Don  (8- IS)  July  31... 
Don  Better  and  Oreh. 

Min. 

.7.. 

7... 

I  rl. 
7... 

7... 
7... ,7.. 6... 

8... 

7.... 

9t... 

3. ...II.. 

II.. 

II.. 

10.. 

II.. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Rah,  Rah.  Football  Oct.  30t...l0  

Will  Osborne  and 
Celleglates 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Freddie  Rich  and  Oreh. 

Star  Reporter  in  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20t...l0.... 
Ted  Husing-Bennie  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody  May    I  II  
Ferde  Grofe  and  Oreh. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl 
Lever's  Paradise  Sept.  lit. ..10.. 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  1 3t . . .  1 0. . 
Trees   Jan.  I5,'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20t  I  rl 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8.. Dee. 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug. 
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee. 
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oct. 
Sailor  Shorty  Oct. 
Snow   Jan. 
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oct. 

That's  Their  Business  Nov. 
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan. 

lit  ■  i 
I4t...l8. 
lit  

9t...l0. 
23. ...19. 8,'37t... 

9t...l0. 
I St... II. 8,'37t.l  r 

IAL PARAMOUNT  PICTORI 
No.  8 — Frederic  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor —  The  Voice  of  the 
Animalt  (2-29)   Feb.  28  II... 

No.  9  — Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9... 

Ne.  10  —  Toilers  ef  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24  10... 

No.  II — Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boys  —  Up  Mont 
Blanc   May  22  II... 

No.  12— Meet  the  Pelican- 
Viola  Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19. ...10... 

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Series) 

No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   .....Aug.  2lt...l0... 

No.  2  —  Science    to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen    Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t...l0... 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber— Keep  Outt  Llont  Oct.  I6t...l0... 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  on  Parade  —  All 
A-Board   Nov.  I3t-..I0... 

No.  5 — Bamboo — Clamdig- 
gors'     Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dee.  I  It.  ..10... 

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let's  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.   8,'37t.l  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  (.Apr.   3  9... 
Collie.  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21....  10... 
Dangerous  Jobs  May    I  9... 
Fashions  in  Love  July  24  10... 
Here  Comes  the  Zos  (3-14).. Mar.  13  9... 
Poodle,  The   May  22  10... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  10... 
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24  10... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    I. ....8... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.   6  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.   7  7... 
Hold  the  Wire  Oet.  23T....7... 
I'm  in  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7... 
I-Ski  Lov-Skl  You-Skl  Apr.   3  6... 
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard. ..  .June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Mevin'  ....July  24  6... 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t  7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t  7... 
Paneless  Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t....7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cineeolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27.. ..II... 
No.  5   May  29. ...10... 

..10.. 

.8.. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
6  July  17  10... 
POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 

No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t...!< ... 
No.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t. ..10... 
No.  3   Dee.  25 1  1  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomln',  The 
(8-22)   July  24.. 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You...  .Sept.  25t. 
Joe  Richman  and  Oreh. 

I    Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  In 
tha  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jaek  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t....7... 
Diek  Stabile  and  Oreh. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29) 

Feb. 
14... 10... 

No.  22— Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar. 

13... 10... 
Apr. 10... 

10... 

No.  24 — Catching  Trouble.. 

May 

8... 
10... No.  25—  River  of  Thrills... 

June 
5... 

10... 

No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 
July 

3... 

10... 

No.  27 — Neptune's  ScMars 
(8-22)   

Aug. 

7t.. 

10... 

Sept. 
4t.. 10... 

No.  29— Fighting  Marlin... .Oct. 
2t.. 

10... 
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz Nov. 

6t.. 

10... 
Dee. 

4t.. 10... 
Jan. 

I,'37t.l  rl. 

No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 
mance, An  Jan. 

29.37) 
.1  rl. 

RKO  RADIO 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22   Feb.  31  5'/t. 
No.  23   Apr.   3  5... 
No.  24  May  29  5... 
Ne.  25  July  10  5... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair   New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  10... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29t  9... 
Fool  Your  Friends  June  9....I0... 
Job's  a  Job,  A  May  22  10... 
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Feb.  28. ...II... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4— Wedtime  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20  21... 

No.  5— Bad  Medicine   May  22. ...15... 
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time   July  24  

(1936-37) 1—  Lalapaloosa  Nov.  20t...l6... 
2—  Singing  in  the  Air  Feb.  I9.'37tl9 — 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache   ..July  10  
High  Beer  Pressure  ...May    8  18... 
Hillbilly  Goat  Jan.  I5.'37tl8... 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oct.  23t...20'/t. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.  6....l5'/j. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   .May  I  9... 
No.  2  June  5  10... 
No.  3   July  3. ...10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)   .Feb.  17.. 
Ne.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13.. 
Ne.  4   Apr.  17.. 
No.  5   May  15.. 
No.  6   June  12. . 
No.  7   July  10.. 
No.  8   Aug.   7.... J 

(1936-37) No.  I   Sept.  4t.. 
No.  2   Oct.  2t...S 
No.  3   Nov.  3t. 
No.  4  (12-12)  NOV.  27t. 
No.  5   Dec.  25t... 

No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t... PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATH E  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12  
Don't  Be  Like  That  Dee.  4t...l8. 
Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10....  17. 

.24... 

.21... 

.21 . . . 

.21... 

.23... .21... .21... 

.23... 
•  2l'/». .21... 
.22... 

.19... 

Title  Rel.  Data  Min. 
Horse  Play   18... 
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.   7. . .  .151%. 
Who's  Looney  Now  Sept.  4t. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan... .  Feb.  28  17... 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.    9t. ..!«... 
Deep  South  Jan.  I.'37tl7... 
Melody  in  May  (2-1)  May    I  II... 
Swing  It  July  3  
That   Man  Samson  19... 

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bald  King  Celt  May  29  
Cupid  Gets  Her  Man  July  24  7... 
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goon 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.    7  7V4. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.   2  7... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (8-28)...  .Apr.  17  8... 
Toeaerville  Picnie  Oet.  2f....7... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    3  »... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14  lift. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17  16ft. 
Grandma's  Buoys  (1-2-37).  .Dec.  lit.. .18... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  I8f ...IS... 

SPECIAL 
Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27... .21... 

SPORTS  WITH  BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory..  .Oct.  30t  
High,  Wide  and  Dashing..  .Sept.  4t  t... 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  l5,'37t-9... Ladies  Day  Dec.  I8t...ll... 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24.. ..II... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10)..  .Oct.  2t...l0... 
Row,  Mr.  Row  .....June  19  
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)...  Nov.  20t...ll... 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13. ...10... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  I3t  9Vs. 

Forest  Gangsters   Jan.     8.'37t.  .9. Living  Jewels   June  12.. ..10... 
Underground  Farmers  Apr.  17  t... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I  St  9... 
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14  10... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29)  Mar.  27  21... 
Listen  to  Freezin'  (8-15)..  .July  31 ....  IS... 
One  Live  Ghost....  Nov.  6t...2l... 
Wholesaling  Along   May  29  17... 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)   Mar.  27.. 

Gold   Mania   (1-16-37)  Dee.  25t. 
Graveyard  of  Ships  (1-2-37)  .Nov.  27t.. 
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.  6t.. 
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)  Feb.  21... 
Trinidad   Sept.  lit.. 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15... 
Washington  lis  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oct.  9t.. 

..II.. 

..II.. 

..II.. 

.11.. .10.. .It.. 

..10... 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seah«§ 
(1-9-37)   ||... 

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II.. 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Skl-Esta  (1-2-37)    10.. 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Dogging  It  Around  the World  Nov.  I3t. 
Looking   for  Trouble  Dec.  I8t. 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds..  .Sept.  25t. 
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t. 
Sports  Headliners  of  1636 
(11-21)   .Oct.  30t. 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7t. 
Land  of  Genghis  Khan  Dec.  I  St . 
Memories  of  Spain  (10-8).. .Sept.  I8t. 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7). .Sept.  25t. 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  13?. 

.10... 

.10... 

.18... 

..9'/,. 

.10... 

.10... 

.10.. 
UNITED  ARTISTS Title 

Mln. 
Rel.  Date 

MICKEY  MOUSE 
3BT  Orphans'  Picnie  Mar.  12  1 
39.  Mlekoy's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.  9  1 
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Title  Rel    Dale      M  " 
40.  Throuah  the  Mirror.  ..  .June  IR  ...  <* 

101.  Moving  Day   Julv  22   fl 
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-151    Ana.  27   P 
103.  Alpine  Climbers  (8-22)  .  Oct.  28t  . .  9>j 
104.  Mickey's  Circus  (8-15)  8 
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(11-14)   9 ... 

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   9... 

103.  Don  Dcnald  (1-16-37)  8'/2. 
SILLY  SYMPHONIES 

33.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  8'/,. 

34.  Three  Little  Wolves 
(4-11)   May  27  10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t  8... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
keteers  (11-28)   7... 

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)  8'/,. 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  8'/,. 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8'/2. 

Title 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min 

GOING    PLACES    with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  18  (3-14)  Mar.    9  10'/,.. 
No.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23  10... 
No.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  9  ... 
No.  21   June    8  9  
No.  22   June  22  9  
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6. ...10  ... 
No.  2t  (7-18)  July  20  10. . . 
No.  25  (8-15)  Aug.    3  10  
No.  26   Aug.  17  ...10  
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t  9  
No.  28  (10-17)  Oct.  I9t....8... 
No.  29   Oct.  26t....9... 
No.  30   Nov.  23t  ...10  
No.  31   Dec.  21 1  9  
No.  32   Feb.  t.'37.9'/2.. 
No.  33    Feb.  I5.'37t.  I  rl  . 
No.  34   Mar.  I5.'37t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers.  The   Jan.  1 1. '37 1. 8'/,.. 
House   of    Magic   Feb.  8.'37t  8.  .. 
Knights  for  a  Day  ( I  -9-37)  .  Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  301  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen's  Frolics  (7-1 1) . . .  .  July  15  18  
Fun  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  1 7,'37 1 10 ... . 
Fun  in  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)     Oct.  28t 

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t... 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29.... 
Musical  Airways  (10-10) ...  Sept.  30t. . . 
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18  
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t. . . 
School  for  Swing  Jan.  20.'37t 
Teddy    Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6)  .June  3. 
Television  Highlights   Dec.  23t 
Vaud-O-Mat.  The  (3-28)  Apr.  8. 

NOVELTIES 
Skits  'n'  Sketches  Feb.  2). 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Alaska  Sweepstakes  (2-8)...  Feb.  17. 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22. 

.10... 

.11... 

.19. . . 

.11... 

.15... 

.10... 

.20 .10 

.16. 

.10. 

Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20... 
Beachcombers  (10-3)   Oct.  5t.. 
Beauty  Shoppe  (3-28)  Mar.  20... 
Farming  Fools   May  25... 4. . 

30t. 

.8  .  . 

.7  . 

.7. . . .9 

.6'/2 

.7  .. 

.7... 

9t. 
2t. 
9  . 
61. 

Fun  House.  The  May 
Gopher  Trouble   Nov. 
Kiddie  Revue   Sept.  21 1. 
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8)..  .Sept.  7t. 
Night   Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct. 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov. 
Slumberland  Express    .Mar. 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov. 

STRANGER   THAN    FICTION  SERIES 
No.  18— Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9>/i . 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9  .. 
No.  20 — Novelty   June    I  9... 
No.  21 — Novelty   June  15  9... 
No.  22 — Novelty   July  29  9... 
No.  23 — Novelty  (7-11)  July  13  .  .  .10  . 
No.  24 — Novelty  (7-18)  July  27  10... 
No.  25 — Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10... 
No.  26 — Novelty  (8-8)  Aug;  24  9... 
No.  27 — Novelty   Sept.  28t  8... 
No.  28— Novelty  (9-24)  Oct.  I2t  8'/2  . 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov.    9t  8%. 
No.  30— Novelty  (12-26)  Dec.  7t  
No.  31  — Novelty  (1-2-37) . .  .Jan.  4,'37t  
No.  32— Novelty   Feb.  I.'37t.9... 
No.  33— Novelty   Mar.  I,'37t  

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
Kino  Edward  the  VIII  Dec.  I4t  9'/a 
Yon  Can't  Get  Away 

With  It   Nov.  30f  ...25.  . 

VITAPHONE 

BIG  TIME  V*UDEV 
Vitaphone  Entertainers 
(7-111  
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlights   
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hippodrame  
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Lee 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28). 
Conville-Dale 

Vitaphone  Topnotches  (2-1) 
Vitaphone  Troupers  (2-1).. 

Four  Trojans- 
Aunt  Jemima 

Vitaphone  Stageshow   
Vitaphone  Gaieties   
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  Internationals.. 
Holt2-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude- Villians   
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville   
Harry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville   

ILLE  REEL 

June  27  I  rl 

Apr.    4  10.. 

May    2  II.. 

Mar.    7  II.. 

May  30  
Jan.    4  10.. 

July  25  ....I  rl. 
Sept.  1 9t ...  1 1  

Oct.  171....  .11.. 

Nov.  141...  1 1.. 

Dec.  121   

Jan.  2.'37t.l  rl 

Jan.  30,'37t  

15. 

BIG  V.  COMEDIES 
Shop  Talk   Feb. 

Bob  Hope 
Joe  Palooka  in  for  the  Love 

of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14. 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars  Mar.  28. 
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun   Apr.  1 1 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell Absorbing  Junior   May  9. 

Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Palooka  in  Here's  Howe. June  6. 
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party.  The 
(6-22)   June  20. 
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertime. 
The   July  II. 
Johnny  Berkes 

The  Oily  Bird  July  25. 
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  in  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nuts   Nov. 
Yacht  Club  Boys 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
King  of  the  Islands  Feb.  22. 

Winifred  Shaw- 'arren  Hymer 

S     s  Can't  Be  Wrong.  The .  Feb.  29 
Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 

Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar. 
Hal  LeRoy- Preisser  Sisters 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28)  .Mar.  21. 
Irene  Bordoni 

Black  Network,  The  Apr.  4. 
Nina  Mae  McKinney- 
Nicholas  Bros. 

College  Dads    .Apr.  II. 
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky.  The  Apr. 
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May 
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May 
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker.  The  May  30 
Dawn  O'Day-Radio  Rubes 

Romance  in  the  Air  May 
Wini  Shaw-Phi!  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmitis   June 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   July 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single   .July 
Cross  and  Dunn 

Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29 
Fred  Lawrence-Rosalind  Marauit 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19). Sept.  5t 
Jean  Sargent 
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..2  rls 

18. 

2. . 

23. 

16. 

6.... 20. . . 

2  rls .20. 

18  2  rls 

22. 

.20  

.20.... 

.19.... 

Title 

Joe   Palooka  in  "The 
Choke's  on  You "  (9-191 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast.  The 
(9-5)   Sept. 

Say  It  With  Candy  Oct. 
Virginia  Verrill 

Sheik  to  Sheik  Oct. 
Georges  Metaxa 

Can't  Think  of  It  Oct. 
Ken  Murray-Oswald 

Sunday  Round-up.  The  Oct. 
Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 

Sweethearts  and  Flowers  . ...  Nov. 

Regis  Toomey- Preisser  Sisters 
That's  Pictures  (8-29)  Nov. 

Jay  C.  Flippen 
Here  Comes  the  Circus  Dec. 

"Poodles"  Hanneford 

Joe   Palooka  in  "The Blonde  Bomber"   Nov. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
"Give  Me  Liberty  Dec. 

John  Litel 
Joe  and  Asbestos  in 
"A  Horse's  Tale"  Jan. 

Harry  Gribbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender.  The. 

Bernice  Claire 

Rel.  Da  e  Min. 

.Sept.  12'  21 

26t...2l  3t  

lOt. ..21.... 

241. ..18.... 

3H...I8.... 

71. ..20.... 

211. ..21  

5t...l8  

281. 

191. 

9.'37t.2  rls. 

Jan.  23.'37t.2rls 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Cincolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-11)  .Sept.  5t...l0 ... 
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19). .Oct.    31. ..10... 
Northern  Lights   Oct.  311  
Along  the  Mediterranean ....  Der.  51.,... 
Hollanders,  The   Jan.    2,'37t  I  rl 
Nice  Work   Jan.  30. '371  

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  16 — Phantom  Ship,  The  .  Feb.    I  7... 
No.  17 — Boom!  Boom!   Feb.  29  7... 
No.  18 — Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   Apr.    4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  Apr   25   7... 
No.  20 — Fish  Tales   May  23   7... 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7. . . 
No.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7-18). July  II  7... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)    Aug.    I  7... 
No.  24 — Porky's  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7... 

No.  25— Milk  and  Money..  .Oct.    3t  ...7... 
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving 
Day   7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky  .Oct.  24t  7... 
No.  28 — Village  Smithy.  The. Nov.  I4t  7... 
No.  29— Porky  of  the  North- 

woods   (1-9-37)  Dec.  I9t  
No.  30—  Porky  the  Wrestler  .Jan.    9,'37t.l  rl. 

MELODY  MASTERS 
B.  A.  Rolfe  and  Orchestra ..  Feb.    I  II... 
Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra  .Feb.  22  If... 
Little   Jack   Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21  II  .  .. 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra .  Apr.  18....  1 1... 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  16.  ...10  
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June    6...  10... 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  .     .July  II  I  rl. 
Nick  Lucas  and  His  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15. ...  10. . . 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  5t  .11... 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos. .  Sept.  26t  ..  .9. . . 
Emil  Coleman  and  Orch. 
(7-11)   II... 

Leon  Navara  and  His  Orch.  .Nov.  7t 
(9-19)    ii 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Orch. 
(8-29)   10... 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and  Orch. .  Dec.  I9t  ...10... 
George  Hall  and  Orch  ....  .Jan.    9,'37t  I  rl 
Louisiana   Kings   Jan.  23, '371. 1  rl. 

MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  16 — Cat  Came  Back. 
The  (2-8)     Feb.  I 

No.  17— Miss  Glory  Mar. 
No.  18 — I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr. 

No.  19— Let  It  Be  Me  May 
No.  20 — I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  16  7. 

No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana.   .May  30  7. 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  Hoo     June  27  
No.  24 — I  Love  to  Singa 
(6-20)  July  18  7. 

No  25 — Sunday  Go  To 
Meetin'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.    8  7. 

1 1 

2. 

Rel.  Date  Mm 

Aug.  29  7  

Sept.  19  7 
lOt  7  .. 

7L...7... .  Nnv.  28t     .  .7 

.Jan.    2.'37t  I  rl 

Title 

No.  26 — At  Your  Service. 
Madame   

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall (9-19)  ..   
No.  28 — Boutevardier  of  the 
Bronx    Oft. 

No.  29 — Don't  Look  Now..  Nov 
No.  30 — Coocoontit  Grov 
No.  31— He  Was  Her  Man 
No.  32 — Pigs   Is  Pig; 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30.'37t.l  rl OUR  OWN   UNITED  STATES 
7 —  Day's  Journey.  A.  .Feb.  22....  1 1... 
8 —  Harbor  Lights  Mar.  21  II... 
9—  We  Eat  to  Live  Apr.  18  10... 

No.  10 — Vacation  Spots  May  16  II 
No.  II — Irons  in  the  Fire  ..June  13  I  rl 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine. .  .July  II  ...10 
No.  13 — For  Sports  Sake  Aug.    8.  ...10... 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb.    8  10... 

Charles  Ahearn 
Timber  Giants  Feb.  22  II... 
Half  Wit  ness   Mar.  21  1  rl. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  8... 

No. 

No. 
No 

.10 

.10. 

Pictorial  Review  June  27  I  rl 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II  10.. . 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes — 

Furs  (9-19)  Sept.  I2t 
No.  2 — George   Rector — Fashions   Oct.  lOt 
No.  3 — Girl  Football- 

Knitted  Wear   Nov.  21 1  
No.  4 — Southern  Wear — 
Aviation   Dec.  26t  

No.  5 — S::orts  Afloat  (color). Jan.  I6.'37t.l  rl VIT  .PHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  211.  ..10  ... 
Logging  Along    Sept.  261  
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  II  
Ounce  of  Invention.  An  Oct.  24t  

Ray  Gross 
Oklahoma  As  Is  Dec.  191  Cal  Tinney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22). .Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

SERIALS 
12   Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

REPUBLIC 
Darkest  Africa  3580  (2-22).  Feb.  15  
Clvde  BeatH  'Oepl»o0B»l 

Dick  Tracy  6411   Feb.  27.'37t  
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
( 1 5  episodes) 

Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  30  
Ray  Corrigan-Lois  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582     Aug.  22  
Robert  Livingston- 
Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Wei  ss-M  intz-  Serials) 

Black  Coin.  The  Sept.  I*   
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode.  3  rls. 
(15  episodes)  followed  bv  It  two 

reel  episodes.) 
Clutching  Hand.  The  (5-23). Apr.  18   2  rl« 

Jack  Mulhall-  (each' 
Wm.  Farnurn  (1st  episode.  3  rls. 
(also  feature  version)       followed  by  M  two 

reel  episodes.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oct.  I9t  

John  King-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) (Exploitation?  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  6  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8.'37t. Grant  Withers-Bettv  Jane  Rhodes 
Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  6t  

Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 
(15  episodes) 

Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2.'371 
Scott  Kolk-Jean  Rogers 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard          Jan  3H.'37t 
Shadow  of  Chinatown           Ort.  lot 

Beta  Lugosi -Herman  Brix 
(II  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

McAllen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

A  McAllen  newspaper  says  over  fifteen 
hundred  northern  folks  have  registered  at 
the  Chamber  of  Commerce  here  in  McAllen. 
The  most  of  them  left  their  snow  shovels 

at  home  but  they're  all  wearing  flannels  and 
wondering  when  they'll  shed  their  B.V.D's. 
Whenever  we  get  a  letter  from  home  we 
always  warm  it  over  the  gas  range  for  fear 
we  will  find  a  snowdrift  in  it  when  we  open 
it.  So  far  this  winter  the  mercury  has  not 
been  below  45,  and  45  is  considered  pretty 
cold  down  here.  If  these  Texas  folks  should 
ever  see  a  Nebraska  blizzard  they  would 
have  more  sympathy  for  the  Sioux  Indians. 
Sometimes  we  wonder  how  the  Sioux  ever 

pulled  through  until  spring  anyhow. 
Did  I  tell  you  that  down  here  they  cele- 

brated Christmas  like  the  weakminded  folks 

celebrate  the  Fourth  of  July  up  north,  by 
shooting  firecrackers  and  making  a  lot  of 
noise  without  knowing  just  why  they  did  it? 

We  celebrated  New  Year's  eve  just  as  it 
ought  to  be  celebrated,  by  attending  a  din- 

ner with  a  company  of  friends  and  trying  to 

do  a  man's  work  on  a  gobbler.  If  we  had 
that  doctor  here  who  put  us  on  a  diet  when 

we  were  home  we'd  tell  him  a  few  things 
that  are  not  commonly  expressed  in  good 

society.  Just  imagine  sitting  down  to  a  din- 
ner of  turkey,  cranberry  sauce,  escalloped 

oysters,  fish,  olives,  huckleberry  pie  and  a 
lot  of  other  things  besides  ice  cream  and 
cake  and  remembering  that  you  have  been 
placed  on  a  diet  by  a  guy  who  should  have 
been  in  the  front  ranks  at  Bull  Run. 

After  dinner  we  sat  out  on  the  front  lawn 
in  our  shirtsleeves  and  told  a  lot  of  our 

experiences,  the  most  of  which  were  imag- 
inary, but  we  recited  some  fish  stories  for 

the  boys  to  tell  to  their  grandchildren  pro- 

vided there' were  no  questions  asked. 
/There  was  a  fellow  from  Arkansaw  in 

the  company  and  after  he  listened  to  us 
for  a  while  he  said  that  over  in  Arkansaw 

the  people  built  their  hog  pens  out  east 
of  their  residences.  Being  a  hammerhead 
(like  Bonnie  Benfield  of  Morris,  Minnesota, 

says  we  are),  we  said,  "Why,  what  do  they 
do  that  for?"  And  he  replied,  "Oh,  just 
to  put  their  hogs  in."  And  there  wasn't 
a  corkscrew  in  the  crowd!  Now,  if  that 
Arkansaw  traveller  had  been  related  to 

H.  J.  Longaker  of  Glenwood,  Minnesota, 

we  wouldn't  have  thought  anything  of  it. 
Today  we  got  the  Brownsville  paper  and 

it  had  a  picture  of  J.  C.  Fanning,  manager 
of  the  Brownsville  theatres,  holding  up  an 
eight  pound  trout  he  had  caught  in  the  ship 
channel,  and  he  had  a  smile  like  the  one  he 
had  when  the  doctor  told  him  he  was  papa. 

We  don't  blame  J.  C.  for  being  proud 
of  that  fish.  The  one  who  wouldn't  be  is 
found  in  front  of  a  cigar  store  with  a 
hatchet  in  his  hand.  J.  C.  has  a  reputation 
in  the  Rio  Gande  Valley  for  knowing  just 
where  to  find  the  big  ones  and  the  kind  of 
bait  to  use.  He  has  promised  to  give  us 
a  few  lessons  gratis  if  we  will  come  down 
to  Brownsville,  and  we  are  going  to  go  down 
to  school  before  long. 

Our  very  good  friends,  Mr.  and  Mrs, 
Harry  Huffman  of  Denver,  Colorado,  sent 
us  a  very  nice  letter  wishing  us  health  and 
happiness  and  a  lot  of  other  good  things. 
Harry,  you  know,  is  the  manager  of  the 
most  of  the  Denver  theatres,  and  Holly- 

wood don't  make  'em  any  too  good  for  Den- ver. We  send  them  our  sincere  thanks  for 
remembering  us. 

V 
And  then  we  received  a  nice  letter  from 

Mary  Walthall  of  Hollywood.  But  maybe 

you  don't  know  who  Mary  Walthall  is,  so 
we  will  introduce  you.  Mary  was  the  wife 
of  the  late  Henry  B.  Walthall,  and  when  we 
first  knew  Mary  her  name  was  Mary  Charle- 

son  and  she  was  Henry's  leading  lady,  and 
she  came  with  Henry  when  he  came  out  to 
our  place  to  go  hunting,  and  Mary  hunted 
along  with  us  just  like  an  old  veteran,  and 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  36,  Vol.  19.— Martin  John- 
son killed,  his  wife  hurt,  in  plane  crash  Strike 

in  automobile  industry  reaches  crisis  in  food  supply 
riot. . . .  Jonker  diamond  now  a  dozen  jewels  Names 
in  the  News:  Sir  Eric  Drummond  and  Count  Ciano; 
Prince  Bernhard;  Ex-Czar  Ferdinand  and  Marshal 
von  Mackensen;  Vittorio  Mussolini;  Dowager  Queen 
Marie  Sports    in    Madison    Square    Garden,  Los 
Angeles,  New  York  City  and  Florida. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  37,  Vol.  19.— U.  S.  to  open 
air  inquiries. ...  Luxury  liner. ...  Princess  Juliana  weds 
Prince. ...  Names  in  the  news:  Harold  C.  Blaney; 
Charles  Edison;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Leon  Trotsky;  "Miss 
Paris"..  .Lew  Lehr. ...  Sports. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  234,  Vol.  8.— Government 
posts  reward  for  kidnap  slayer. ...  Peace  move  as 
strikers  riot  in  motor  crisis. ..  .Martin  Johnson  dies 
from  air  crash. ...  First  films  of  Edward  in  exile.... 
Woman    directs    biggest    gold    transfer  Glorified 
skaters    in    dazzling    carnival  Arizona    has  first 
snow    in   29  years. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  235,  Vol.  8.— Royal  wed- 
ding stirs  Holland  New  crisis  in  auto  strike  

Prisoners  keep  return  pledge. ..  .Florida  race  fans 
flock  to  Hialeah  opening. ...  Ski  stars  finally  get  go- 

ing on  imported  snow  The  "satchel  dog"  makes his  bow -wow ....  Trotsky  finds  haven  in  Mexico.... 
Uncle   Sam   buries   his  gold. 

PARAMOUNT    NEWS— No.    47.— Cooper    wins  L.A. 
open  golf,   gets  $2,500  Call   troops   in  automobile 
strike    rioting  McGrady    confers    with  Lewis  
First  lady  shows  gowns  for  inaugural. ...  Open  sea- 

son for  Dolphin  in  Japan  U.  S.  ships  gold  worth 
billions  to  fortress. ..  .Hockey  stars  start  final  cup 
drive  F.  D.  R.  asks  changes  in  U.  S.  Government. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  48.— California  has  snow 
but  it's  machine  made. ..  .Dutch  rejoice  as  Princess 
Juliana  weds. ..  .'Fall  Guys'  do  everything  but  wrestle  Government  works  for  air  safety,   third  person 
dies  in  airliner  tragedy. ..  .Trotsky  finds  refuge  in 
Mexico  City  Medical  aid  sent  to  Spain,  Insur- 

gents recapture  Oviedo,  Children  work  on  barricades 
in   Madrid. ...  Hull   hails   peace  in  Americas. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  51,  Vol.  8.— Riot  in  auto  strike 
leads  to  calling  of  National  Guard  to  maintain  peace 

 Jack  Pearl  and  the  Duncan  sisters  cook  birthday 
cake  for  the  President  Transfer  of  gold  from  mint 
to    Fort    Knox  Flawless    Jonker    diamond  The 
Ice  Follies  of  1937. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  52,  Vol.  8.— Juliana's  wedding ....Plane  crash  hero. ..  .Tension  increases  in  the  auto 
industry ...  .Winter  floods  in  Mississippi  basin  area 
...."Largest  bookkeeping  job". ..  .Names  on  census books  are  filmed. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  528, 
Vol.   9. — Crash    kills    Martin    Johnson  24   hurt  in strike   battle  Pearl   bakes   a   cake   for  President 
Roosevelt. ...  Cooper  wins  in  coast  golf....U.  S. 
Moves  big  gold  supply  West  combed  for  kid- 

napper Matmen  try  murder,  gently  'Hot  Stuff' marks  ice  show. 
UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  529, 
Vol.  9. — Auto  peace  hopes  grow  dim. ..  .Marchers 
demand  more  WPA. ..  .Whopper  wins  track  opener 
....Airline  gets  luxury  ship. ...  Coast  gets  snow  to 
order. ...  Carry  dogs  like  suitcases. ..  .Crash  hero  de- 

scribes wreck  Trotsky  refugee  in  Mexico.... U.  S. 
fliers  back  from  Spain. ..  .Edison's  son  in  navy  post. 

it  was  certain  death  to  every  hen  grouse 
that  got  up  in  front  of  her.  She  was  mighty 
tough  on  hens,  and  when  they  went  back 
Henry  took  about  30  grouse  to  Chicago  with 
them  to  give  a  grouse  dinner  to  their  friends. 
We  remember  writing  some  poetry  re- 

garding Mary's  shooting  ability  for  Henry 
to  read  at  that  dinner,  and  we  remember 

that  one  verse  ran  something  like,  this — 
And  when  a  male  grouse  would  go  up  like 

a  rocket 
She  would  calmly  assume  a  studio  pose, 

Then  a  powder  pull  from  her  right  trousers 

pocket 

And  quickly  dust  powder  all  over  her nose. 

Mary  says  she  is  hoping  that  her  daughter, 
Patricia,  will  get  an  assignment  to  play  in 
the  movies.  We  hope  so  too,  and  if  she  is 
as  good  as  her  mother  and  father  were  the 
public  will  soon  be  hollering  for  her. 

V 
We  were  delighted  to  get  a  note  from 

our  old  friend  Phil  Rand  of  Salmon,  Idaho. 

It  had  been  so  long  since  we'd  heard  from 
Phil  that  we  were  afraid  he  had  forgotten 
us  or  something  had  happened  to  him. 

Phil,  you  know,  was  at  one  time  a  con- 

testant in  that  "Exhibitors  Beauty  Contest" 
that  ran  in  the  Herald  some  years  back, 
and  it  has  always  been  our  belief  that  he 
was  the  handsomest  man  in  the  bunch  (out- 

side of  ourself)  and  that  he  should  have 
been  awarded  the  blue  ribbon.  But  he  picked 
the  wrong  judge.  He  picked  Ben  Turpin, 
and  Ben  got  one  eye  focussed  on  Fred 
Meyer  of  Hamilton,  Ohio  and  the  other  one 
on  Ernie  Sprague  of  Goodland,  Kansas,  and 
that  left  Ben  out  on  a  limb  and  neither 
of  us  got  first  place.  Ernie  Sprague  picked 
Bill  Rogers  for  his  judge,  and  Bill  said 

that  the  judges  couldn't  judge  that  bunch 
of  mugs  without  being  furnished  with  plenty 
of  liquor.  We  chose  Constance  Talmadge, 
and  to  insure  getting  her  decision  we  sent 

her  this — 
Miss  Constance  is  the  girl  for  me; 

She  surely  is  a  dream. 
It  really  is  a  joy  to  see 

Her  face  upon  the  screen. 
She  plays  with  such  a  queenly  grace, 
Such  innocence  shines  in  her  face, 
No  other  girl  can  take  her  place 

That  I  have  ever  seen. 

But  in  spite  of  that  I'll  be  darned  if  she 
didn't  turn  the  whole  bunch  down  flat.  But 
speaking  of  Phil,  we  remember  that  his 
backyard  runs  right  down  to  the  bank  of 
the  Salmon  river,  and  he  can  stand  on  the 
bank  and  catch  bigger  salmon  than  that 
trout  J.  C.  Fanning  caught  at  Brownsville. 
Thanks,  Phil,  we  were  glad  to  hear  from 

you. 

V 

We  are  with  this  letter  a  whole  lot  like 

the  boy  was  when  the  lady  asked  him  how 
he  liked  her  dinner,  and  wanting  to  be  polite 

he  replied,  "Oh,  there  was  plenty  of  it." 
And  wanting  to  be  extra  nice  he  added, 
"such  as  it  was." 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
The  HERALD  Covers  the  FIELD  Like  an 

April  SHOWER. 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISING 

the  great 
national  medium 
for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

SEE  HOW  LITTLE  IT  COSTS  TO  PEP-UP  YOUR 
sound  with  newest,  finest  audio-matic  volume  control 
amplifiers,  complete  with  RCA  metal  tubes.  Size  for 
every  theatre,  and  extra  liberal  trades  this  month. 
For  proof,  write  S.  O.  S.,  636-AA  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

ORDER  NOW  I  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now — 
a  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

HELPS  YOU  OUT  OF  THE  TIGHT  SPOTS. 
Richardson's  5th  edition  (not  the  latest)  volume  3  with 
famous  "Question  and  Answer"  index.  Contains  over 
300  pages,  fully  illustrated.  Now  only  $1.95.  S.  O.  S., 
636-AA  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER,  YOUNG,  7  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE 
complete  knowledge  of  buying,  booking,  and  publicity. 
BOX  S17,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

PROJECTIONIST-8  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE.  AGE 
28.   BOX  851,  Santa  Ana,  Calif. 

SIGN  WRITER,  PROJECTIONIST  AT  LIBERTY. 
Write,  GREEN,  801  Ross,  Abilene,  Texas. 

PROJECTIONIST,  YOUNG,  TEN  YEARS'  EXPE- 
rience,  wishes  better  position,  state  wages.  BOX  822, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

ATTENTION  THEATRE  OWNERS!  SPECIALLY 
trained  and  experienced  managers,  assistant  managers 
and  other  theatre  employees  available  for  employment 
on  short  notice.  No  charges.  Wire  or  write  your  re- 

quirements. THEATRE  INSTITUTE,  315  Washington 
St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

TO  PURCHASE  OR  LEASE  A  THEATRE  IN 
Middle  West  or  Indiana  or  Ohio.  Town  over  5,000 
population.    BOX  214,  Richmond,  Indiana. 

CASH  FOR  LEASE  OR  REAL  ESTATE  ANY- 
where,  United  States.  McINTYRE— 312  Lisbon, Buffalo,  New  York. 

GENERAL 

ECUIPMENT 

WHEN  EXHIBITORS  COME  A  THOUSAND 
miles  to  buy  here,  there's  a  reason.  Now  featuring specially  treated  acoustically  compensated  speaker 
chambers,  give  mellowness,  prevent  distortion.  For 
single  speaker,  $14.95;  double,  $24.75.  Postcard  brings 
full  details.  S.  0.  S.,  636-AA  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

SPECIAL  3  UNIT  HAND  MODEL  TICKET  SELL- 
ing  machine,  $50.  CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New 
York. 

10,000  YARDS  OF  NEW  CARPETINGS,  EXCEL- 
lent  quality,  various  patterns,  at  closeout.  MARSHALL 
BRONNER,  167  Madison  Ave.,  New  York. 

5  MODERN  FRAMES,  40"  BY  60"  WITH  GLASS 
door,  $20  each;  cashier's  booth,  black  and  aluminum — original  cost,  $300,  special  $100.  CROWN,  311  W. 
44th  Street,  New  York. 

BUY  BEFORE  THE  PRICE  RISE.  15,000  CHAIRS, 
75c  up.  Many  famous  makes,  reconstructed,  refinished. 
Ask  for  bulletin  15K.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AA  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

WANTED  TC  DLY 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TOP  PRICES  PAID  FOR  SIMPLEX,  POWERS 
projectors,  arc  lamps,  rectifiers,  generators,  lenses. 
Stocks  liquidated.  Strictly  confidential,  no  delays,  no 
bickering.    BOX  821,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

HIGHEST  PRICES  PAID  FOR  POWERS  PRO- 
jectors,  heads,  bases,  magazines,  lamps.  THEATRE SOUND  SERVICE,  Box  395,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

CLEAN-UP  SALE  ON  THESE  SPECIALS.  MUST 
sacrifice  used  amplifiers;  Operadio,  Webster,  Radiart, 
Mellaphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads  for  Powers, 
Simplex,  real  buys,  $15  up.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AA  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

600  UPHOLSTERED  CHAIRS,  1,000  WOOD 
veener  chairs,  cheap.  JOHN  BLUM,  722  Springfield 
Ave.,  Newark,  N.  J. 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before 
prices  go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th 
St.,  New  York. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  251  each,  payment  direct.  BETTEK 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center.  New  York. 

POINTING  SERVICE 

NEARGRAVURE  EMBOSSO— 500  LETTERHEADS, 
500  envelopes,  $6.59  delivered.    SOLLIDAYS,  Knox, 
Ind. 

FLASHY  PROGRAM  WINDOW  CARDS,  $3  HUN- 
dred.  Samples  and  complete  prices  free.  TRIBUNE 
PRESS,  Fowler,  Ind. 

HELD  WANTED 

PROJECTIONISTS  AND  ADVERTISING  MEN. 
Good  salaries,  and  must  be  able  to  go  any  place.  BOX 
823,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  for 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

PRESS  OF 
C.  J.  O'BRIEN.  INC. 

NEW  YORK 
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CD  EAST  and  RALPH  D^MKE  bring  their  500 

™  pounds  of  rollicking  Fun  to  add  another  tasty  dish 

to  Educational^  feast  of  big  star  comedy.  And  they're 

perfect  laugh  makers  in  \ 

"PRACTICALLY  P6RF6CT" 

It- 

Presented  by  E.  W.  HAMMONS 

"THE  SPICE  OFTHE  PROGRAM"  , 

Distributed  in  U.  S.  A.  by 

tb  Century-Fox  Film  Corporation 
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Companies  Blanket  Radio 

With  Exhibitor  Tieups 

300  Theatres  Are  Closed 

As  Flood  Damage  Spreads 

Attack  on  Chance  Games 

Hits  Theatre  Companies 

op 

Allied  Reelects  Yamins; 

Pushes  Block  Sales  Fight 

Sixteen  Pictures  Made 

For  WPA  Cost  $100,000 

Five  States  Threaten  to 

Increase  Theatre  Taxes 
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There's  millions  in  it 

it's  the  world's  greatest  industry 

ASK  ANY  EXHIBITOR  WHO  IS 

PLAYING  AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN 

and  CAMILLE" 



/I 



Listen  to  'Em  Yelling! 

It's  New  York  Telling  the  World  That 

WARNER  BROS.  HAVE  HIT  Tl 

G-MEN  PACE  AGAIN  WIT 

YOU'LL  BE  A  WHOLE 

LOT  WISER... One 

Minute  from  Now! 

—  That's  all  the  time  it 

takes  to  read  this  speedy 

summation  of  the  hats- 

off,  superlatives-on,  wal- 

loping world  premiere! 

"A  melodrama  among  melodramasl  Brave  and  unde- 

niably exciting!  It  cannot  help  but  hold  you!" — N.  V.  American 

Jp  "A  biting,  scathing,  courageous  and  exciting 

W        expose  melodrama!  Put  'Black  Legion'  down  as 

absorbing  entertainment!"        — N.  Y.  World-Telegram 

"In  'Black  Legion',  Hollywood  grows  up.  A  picture  both 

powerful  and  intelligent!"  — Literary  Digest 

"'Black  Legion'  reveals  Warner  Bros,  at  their  level  best! 
A  stirring,  courageous,  needful  motion  picture  stacked 

DID 

YOU 

HEAR 

WALTER  WINCHELL: 
(Syndoy  night  over  NBC 

"By  all  means  go  see  this 
T-N-Tainment" 

JIMMY  FIDLER: 
ISoturdov  n.ght  over  N&Cl 

"Four  Bells!  One  of  the  most 
gripping  photoplays  ever  pro- 

duced—  to  be   classed  with 

I  Am  a  Fugitive'.   For  your 
'must  see'  list"! 

DID 

YOU 

SEE 

MARK   HELII NGER:  And,  to  coin  a  phrase {Nationally  Syndicated  Columnist) 

"If  I  had  my  way,  every  man,  nil  4*  I  Ik  I  ■■  ̂  woman  andchildwould  see  it!"  |J         ̂   |  j^j 
The  editorial  in  the  N.  Y.  Herald  |£ 

Tribune— first  time  in  paper's 
history  a  movie  crashed  the  ̂ ^fTi  I  tj  *k  I 

editorial  page!  V*%^  LVJwft  fa 
...  And  those  unprecedented  — gyj  now  cou|d  yOU 
coast  raves,  reprinted  in  last 

week  s  4-page  ad?  expect  anything  else? 



HUMPHREY  BOGART 

DICK  FORAN  •  ERIN  O'BRIEN-MOORE  •  ANN  SHERIDAN 

Robert  Barrat  •  Helen  Flint  •  Joseph  Sawyer  •  Addison 

Richard  •  Eddie  Acuff  •  Directed  by  ARCHIE  MAYO 

nd  packed  with  dynamite  from  stem  to  stern.  If  you 

re  wise,  you  will  see  it — it  is  excellent  motion  pic- 

i re  fare  not  to  be  missed!"  — N.  Y.  Morning  Telegraph 

emendously  impressive!  Shocking,  challenging  and 

rimly  realistic,  it  pulls  no  punches!  The  entire  produc- 

on  is  one  that  will  not  easily  be  forgotten!  See  it!" 
— N.  Y.  Eve.  Journal 

ynamic  drama!  All  those  concerned  with  its  produc- 

on  are  now  destined  to  be  important  flicker  folks, 

umphrey  Bogart  surpasses  any  and  all  of  his  earlier 

:reen  efforts.  Breath-taking  movie  fare!"  —  N.  Y.  Post 

ilT  RIGHT  DOWN  AND  ASK 

rOURSELF  THIS  QUESTION! 

low  long  has  it  been  since 

Ve  had  the  pleasure  of 

flaying  a  picture  that 

hew  notices  like  these? 

"Vastly  absorbing,  vastly  important  photoplay  that  should 
be  missed  by  no  one!  Outstanding  and  memorable! 

Smashing  drama  that  will  haunt  you  with  its  stark 

emotional  power  for  a  long  time!"  ~N.  Y.  Herald-Tribune 

"Sensational,  rousing  and  stirring!  Humphrey  Bogart 

gives  a  performance  even  more  stirring  than  that 

memorable  one  he  contributed  to  'Petrified  Forest'. 

Packs  a  mighty  punch!"  — N.  V.  Sunday  Mirror 

"As  up-to-the-minute  as  today's  newspaper;  as  power- 

ful as  dynamite!"  — N.  Y.  Sunday  News 

When  you  think  of  the  answer 

you're  thinking  of  the  reason 

BLACK  LEGION 

Means  More  to  You  Than  Any 

Show  on  the  Market  Today! 



THIS  IS  THE  WEEK 

scores  of  showmen  have  been  waiting  for! 

This  is  the  week  "Lloyds  of  London"  is  nationally 

released! 

Having  proved  itself  as  a  $2.00  attraction 

in  Hollywood  and  New  York,  "Lloyds"  is  now 

demonstrating  its  mass  appeal  by  holding  over 

for  two  to  three  weeks  in  every  pre-release, 

popular-price  situation  (including  Radio  City 

Music  Hall). 

Grossing  bigger  in  its  hold-over  than  the 

opening  week  of  ordinary  pictures. 

Showmen  alive  to  their  opportunities  are  dat- 

ing in  "Lloyds"  for  a  minimum  of  double  their  usual 

playing  time! 

NATIONAL  RELEASE  WEEK  OF 
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A  POX  OF  PHOTOGRAPHY 

ONE  of  the  screen's  loveliest  ladies,  on  the  screen,  has  a 

"dead  pan"  and  is  really  cock-eyed.  Another  has  a  left- 

handed  face  and  mostly,  here  and  there,  there's  some- 
thing less  than  perfect  about  all  of  them.  That  is  why  make-up 

is  an  art  and  cinematography  is  a  miracle.  By  the  alchemy 
of  Hollywood  all  are  made  glorious. 

Now  comes  the  new  journalism,  the  lads  of  the  Time-Life- 
Look-and-Shudder  school,  bearing  vivisecting  cameras,  some- 

times called  candid,  and  hell  is  to  pay  in  the  goldfish  bowl. 
For  quite  a  while,  publicity  hunger  and  rivalry  being  what  it 

is,  there  has  been  plenty  of  cooperation  from  the  studios, 
through  both  players  and  the  professional  cooperators  of 
publicity  departments,  to  assist  the  accredited  cameraman, 
with  access  to  print,  in  getting  most  any  kind  of  picture  down 

to  the  Plimsoll  mark  or  even  up  to  the  garboard  strake — but 
always,  mind  you,  pretty  and  in  a  nice  way. 

That,  for  some  of  the  more  enterprising  pictorialism  of  the 

day,  is  not  quite  enough — if  more  can  be  had. 
The  super-realists  of  the  new-idea-press  are  not  content  at 

all  with  going  as  far  as  possible.  They  want  pictures  of  that, 
too. 

So  there  is  a  pox  of  photography  upon  us. 

To  give  a  thrill  to  the  buyers  of  the  new  pictorial  penny- 
dreadfuls,  lynx-eyed  shutter  snappers  armed  with  concealed 
Leicas  lurk  in  the  poinsettias  of  Hollywood,  and  Beverly,  among 
the  dunes  of  Malibu,  behind  the  cacti  of  Palm  Springs,  at 
train  and  airport,  to  catch  and  record  the  Veni  and  Adoni 

picking  their  teeth,  blowing  their  noses,  or  doing  most  any- 
thing less  than  elegant. 

To  an  industry  engaged  in  the  tediously  delicate  process 

of  converting  some  very  mere  humanity  into  jewel-eyed  demi- 
gods for  the  boxoffice,  at  terrific  pains  and  price,  the  results 

are  proving  alarming. 
Like  a  bubble,  one  prick  and  it  is  gone,  the  iridescence  of 

glory  can  be  lost  to  a  personality  of  fragile,  half  fictional  allure, 
by  the  cruel  fact  of  one  sensational  picture  of  unsympathetic 

off-stage  fact. 
That  is  the  kind  the  Leica  looters  lust  after,  the  kind  that 

makes  full-page  copy  and  sends  the  caption  writer  pearl-diving 
into  a  vocabulary  of  artful  innuendo. 

The  primitive  formula  of  sensationalism,  in  both  word  and 
picture,  is  to  make  the  little  one  big  and  the  big  ones  little. 
Violent,  swift  contrasts  and  transitions  are  as  much  a  property 

of  the  printed  page  as  of  stage  and  screen.  They  come  more 
quickly  and  more  cheaply  to  the  printed  page. 

It  is  to  be  known  that  the  printed  page  of  most  of  today's 

journalism  is  just  exactly  a  piece  of  amusement  enterprise, 
making  merchandise  of  all  who  come  to  fame  or  ill-fame  alike. 

The  stars  of  Hollywood  purveyed  from  the  screen  of  the  the- 
atres are  also  being  converted  into  printed  page  shows  and 

copy,  morning  and  night,  weekly  and  monthly  by  the  press 
which  collects  its  wares  just  as  darkies  catch  driftwood  in  the Mississippi. 

Hollywood  is  now  taking  certain  precautions  about  the 
making  of  pictures  on  the  studio  lots.  Candid  cameras  are 

supposed  to  be  barred.  All  the  rest  of  California  is  wide  open. 
Also,  to  supplement  the  bag  of  the  sharpshooters  of  the  Leica 
corps,  still  hunters  are  abroad  excavating  archives  and  files. 

For  instance,  there's  a  hotel  up  the  coast  from  Hollywood  with 
a  publicity  file  of  many  years  accumulation.  It  was  long  the 
custom  there  to  photograph  for  promotional  purposes  many 

visiting  notables,  especially  from  Hollywood.  It  was  agreed 

that  only  approved  pictures  would  be  released.  That  was  the 

practice,  too,  but  some  way  now  a  great  store  of  the  unre- 
leased,  unapproved,  perhaps  unsubmitted,  negatives  has  passed 

to  the  possession  of  an  enterprising  publication.  Hollywood's 
fearing  anticipations  are  tremendous. 

Photography  without  benefit  of  dramaturgy  may  be  murder. 
The  one  place  for  the  Hollywood  face  is  on  the  screen  where they  pay  to  see  it.  AAA 

FLOWERS  FOR  GIRL 

SOMEWHERE  off  to  the  northwest  "in  the  blue"  beyond Nairobi  in  British  East  Africa  a  wild  and  alien  American 

garden  blooms  in  gay  remembrance  of  "Bwana  Tumbo," the  name  that  the  black  ivory  hunters  had  for  Martin  Johnson. 

The  place  is  Lake  Paradise,  a  little  cup  of  water,  jungle 
rimmed,  in  an  ancient  volcano  crater.  It  is  on  no  map  and  it? 

name  came  out  of  a  motion  picture  conference  in  a  film  cut- 
ting room  of  the  old  Craftsman  Laboratories  in  New  York. 

Crumbling  huts  and  the  remnants  of  a  thorn  bush  walled  com- 
pound mark  the  place  that  for  the  years  of  their  African 

wanderings  Martin  and  Osa  called  "home."  And  home  it  was, 
for  there  they  spent  more  time  on  one  spot  than  ever  before 
in  their  adventuring  lives. 

It  was  for  Osa's  joy  that  Martin  imported,  through  Mom- 
bassa  and  a  thousand  miles  of  desert  and  lava  trails,  seeds  for 

a  garden  "like  back  home  in  Kansas."  Elephants  and  baboons 
came  to  pilfer  the  strange,  new,  succulent  vegetables,  but  the 
flower  heads  were  left  to  the  birds  and  the  African  winds, 

[Continued  on  page  9] 
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This  Week 

Radio  Wooing 

A  significant  aspect  in  the  evolution  of 
a  logical  relationship  between  radio  and  the 
screen  is  the  increasing  attention  paid  by 
producing  and  distributing  companies  to 
using  the  air  as  an  outlet  for  advertising  and 
exploitation.  The  publicity  departments  in 
the  home  offices  are  planning  or  have  cre- 

ated special  departments  to  prepare  ideas 
and  material  for  use  on  radio  programs  and 
by  radio  commentators. 

The  methods  used  and  the  material  are 
described  on  page  13. 

Flooded  Theatres 

Flood  waters  in  the  Ohio  Valley  this  week 
rose  to  new  high  levels  and  inundated  towns 
from  Cincinnati  down  to  below  Huntington, 

W.  Va.,  with  heavy  damage  to  theatre  busi- 
ness, as  most  of  the  houses  were  forced  to 

close,  and  to  necessitate  the  change  of  film 

delivery  points  to  adjacent  towns.  Conserva- 
tive estimates  are  that  the  damage  done  to  the 

industry  by  this  year's  high  waters  will  run into  hundreds  of  thousands  of  dollars  as  over 
300  theatres  were  closed. 

A  description  of  the  damage  done  so  far 
by  the  high  waters  is  found  in  the  story  on 
page  15. 

Stage  Show  Bid 

What  with  the  police  department  of  Chi- 
cago setting  out  in  earnest  to  eliminate 

chance  games,  and  exhibitors'  own  misgiv- 
ings accompanying  their  return  to  double 

features,  some  showmen  are  seeing  a  possi- 
ble avenue  to  increased  grosses  in  a  revival 

of  a  stage  show  and  pit  band  policy. 

Details  of  Chicago  showmen's  problem 
appear  on  page  54. 

New  Union  Denounced 

A  new  organization  formed  in  New  York, 
the  United  Theatrical  and  Motion  Picture 
Workers  of  America,  has  been  repudiated 
by  the  leaders  of  established  unions  in  the 
theatrical  field  who  claim  that  the  group  is 
not  authorized  by  the  American  Federation 
of  Labor  or  by  the  Committee  for  Industrial 
Organization.  The  new  union  is  said  to  be 
planning  an  attempt  to  organize  theatrical 
workers  into  a  vertical  union. 

Comments  of  labor  leaders  on  the  plan 
are  on  page  34. 

Loach  Elected 

Thomas  P.  Loach,  former  assistant  treas- 
urer of  Pathe,  has  been  elected  treasurer  by 

the  board  of  directors  to  fill  the  vacancy 
created  by  the  resignation  of  Willis  C. 
Bright.  Mr.  Loach  has  been  with  the  com- 

pany five  years. 

Yamins  Reelected 

Nathan  Yamins  unanimously  was  reelected 
president  of  Allied  States  Association  of 
Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  at  the  annual 

meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  in  Balti- 
more. Mr.  Yamins  repeatedly  had  refused 

to  accept  the  post  again.  Milwaukee  was 
selected  as  the  scene  of  the  annual  conven- 

tion and  the  date  was  set  tentatively  for 

April  1st. 
A  report  of  the  meeting  is  on  page  14. 
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More  Laws 

Congress,  with  a  dozen  bills  affecting  the 
motion  picture  industry  introduced  and 
thousands  of  others,  will  have  little  time  for 

the  consideration  of  anything  but  the  "must" 
legislation  which  crowds  its  agenda,  Wash- 

ington observers  believe.  State  legislatures 
now  in  session  have  under  consideration 
many  bills  affecting  the  industry  directly  or 
indirectly,  and  municipal  bodies  in  several 
cities  are  turning  their  attention  to  matters 
of  interest  to  theatre  men. 

News  from  the  legislative  halls  is  on  page 

Germany's  Film  Decline The  true  state  of  motion  picture  affairs 
in  Germany  is  disclosed  in  a  report  received 

by  the  United  States  Department  of  Com- 
merce from  R.  M.  Stephenson,  its  trade 

commissioner  at  Berlin,  who  reveals  a  seri- 
ous economic  condition,  further  moves 

toward  complete  "centralization,"  and  a  25 
per  cent  decline  in  film  exports  attributed 
to  various  causes. 

Mr.  Stephenson's  official  report  starts  on 

page  63. 

Court  Actions 

Eight  distributing  companies  and  two  Tex- 
as circuits,  defendants  in  a  suit  brought  by 

the  Federal  Government  to  test  the  legality 

of  exhibition  contracts  which  include  mini- 
mum admission  and  double  featuring  clauses, 

are  scheduled  to  file  answers  to  briefs  on 

February  1st.  Twentieth  Century-Fox  and 
RKO  are  facing,  respectively,  a  copyright 
violation  action  and  a  plagiarism  suit. 

The  status  of  the  suits  is  reported  on 

page  18. 

Academy  Awards 
The  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 

Science  has  begun  the  consideration  of 
nominations  for  its  annual  award  for  pic- 

tures, directing,  acting,  writing  and  the  tech- 
nical field.  Committees  are  studying  nomi- 

nations now  and  the  entire  membership  of 
the  Academy  will  vote  by  secret  ballot  on 
the  final  selections. 

See  page  24. 

The  Pickford  Plans 

Pending  more  detailed  announcement  on 
her  return  from  Europe  about  June,  Mary 

Pickford  has  made  public  her  plans  for  re- 

entering production.  They  include  forma- 
tion of  a  screen  stock  company  composed  of 

relatively  unknown  but  promising  players, 
who  will  be  available  to  other  producers  by 
loan. 
More  about  the  Pickford  plans  on  page 

31. 
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California  Freeze-Out 

The  cold  spell  in  California,  now  admit- 

tedly somewhat  more  than  "unusual,"  has 
depressed  theatre  attendance  to  such  an  ex- 

tent that  unannounced  previewing  has  been 
temporarily  discontinued  for  lack  of  patrons 
in  sufficient  numbers  for  purposes  of  check- 

ing response. 
Details  are  on  page  31. 

Tax  Exemption 

Amplifiers  and  loudspeakers  used  in  the- 
atre sound  systems  and  public  address  sys- 

tems are  exempt  from  the  five  per  cent 
manufacturers  excise  tax  under  a  ruling 
handed  down  this  week  by  the  Treasury 
Department  on  a  claim  by  the  Sales  On 
Sound  Corporation. 

The  claim  is  explained  on  page  32. 

Hungarian  Cartel 

Distributors  in  Hungary  are  planning  to 
form  a  cartel  to  prevent  the  small  exhibitors 

from  obtaining  lower  film  rentals  by  desig- 
nating one  of  their  number  to  buy  product 

for  them  all.  Exhibitors  plan  to  block  Gov- 
ernmental permission  for  the  cartel. 

The  dispute  is  reported  on  page  24. 

Production  Splurge 

Production  moved  forward  with  abrupt 
celerity  as  fourteen  new  pictures,  many  of 
them  considered  significant,  went  into  work 
while  seven  were  being  taken  from  the 
stages.  Warners  led  the  upturn,  placing  five 
productions  before  the  cameras. 

Titles  and  personnel  of  the  pictures  start- 
ed and  completed  are  available  on  page  31. 

Italian  Gains 

Indications  in  Rome  are  that  the  12  months 

from  June,  1936  to  June,  1937  will  show 
a  production  of  between  40  and  45  features 
in  Italy.  The  figures  compare  with  36  in 
the  previous  year  and  32  in  1934-35.  An 
increase  in  the  number  of  wired  theatres  is 

also  expected.  The  conclusion  of  negotia- 
tions between  American  companies  and  the 

Italian  Government  was  greeted  with  en- 
thusiasm. 

A  story  from  Rome  is  on  page  34. 

Washington  Opening 

Adolph  Zukor  and  Paramount  home  office 

executives  attended  the  opening  of  "Cham- 
pagne Waltz,"  in  Loew's  Palace,  Washing- 

ton, at  which  diplomatic  and  Congressional 
notables  were  present.  A  dinner  for  Mr. 
Zukor  preceded  the  premiere. 

The  story  is  on  page  34. 

FLOWERS   FOR  GIRL 

[Continued  from  page  7] 

which  spread  them  far  around  that  chalice 

of  a  valley  in  the  "Never-never  land,"  way 
out  back  of  beyond. 

Martin  has  gone  on  his  last  safari,  into 
that  other  and  outer-most  of  the  never- 

never  lands,  let  those  hope  who  may,  to 
another  Lake  Paradise,  as  sapphire  blue 

and  rimmed,  too,  with  the  gold  and  scar- 
let of  the  poppies,  the  zinnias  and  the 

marigolds  that  he  planted  for  Osa. 

Some  archeology  of  the  misty  tomor- 
row will  find  Lake  Paradise,  and,  like  as 

not,  there  will  be  a  monograph  about 
some  esoteric  theory  of  the  principle  of 
the  diffusion  of  cultures,  supported  by  the 
fossil  flora  there. 

From  now  till  then,  when  Simba  comes 

creeping,  stalking  to  surprise  Dik-dik  drink- 

ing at  the  water's  edge,  that  nightly  twi- 
light tragedy  of  the  wild  will  be  but  a  stir 

in  a  thicket  of  Kansas  gayfeather,  the  tall 
purple  spikes  of  liatris,  the  flower  so  mad 
that  it  blooms  from  the  top  downwards. 

For  science,  for  history,  let  us  record 

thus  simply,  that  here  was  where  Boy 
planted  flowers  for  Girl. 

Census  Statistics 

Publication  of  figures  covering  amusement 
establishments  in  19  states  by  the  Census 
Bureau  this  week  brings  the  total  reports 
published  to  date  to  33  states  with  aggregate 
receipts  of  $282,625,000  from  17,841  estab- 

lishments. The  figures  cover  motion  picture 
and  other  theatres,  shows,  circuses,  amuse- 

ments parks,  dance  halls,  bowling  alleys  and 
other  resorts. 

Summaries  by  states  are  on  page  24. 

Extras 

Figures  released  this  week  by  Campbell 
McCulloch,  vice-president  and  general  man- 

ager of  the  Central  Casting  Bureau,  showed 
that  268,436  Hollywood  extras  earned  a 
total  of  $2,420,453.55  in  1936.  The  extras 
include  men,  women  and  children. 

Statistics  are  on  page  54. 

WPA  Films 

Works  Progress  Administrator  Hopkins 
told  the  House  Appropriations  Committee 
that  16  WPA  films  produced  represented  an 
expenditure  of  $101,055.56  and  that  no  diffi- 

culty has  been  experienced  in  persuading  the 
General  Accounting  Office  to  okay  this  out- 
lay. 

Mr.  Hopkins'  statement  is  quoted  on  page 

Chance  Came  Fights 

Important  court  actions  on  the  legal  status 
of  chance  games  and  giveaways  are  being 
waged  in  Illinois,  where  Chicago  police  have 
made  additional  arrests  of  theatre  operators 
and  have  banned  the  games,  and  in  Missouri 
where  a  test  case  is  pending  in  the  state 

supreme  court.  State  and  municipal  authori- 
ties, too,  are  taking  further  action. 

Developments  are  recorded  on  page  23. 

Kennebeck  Dead 

John  E.  Kennebeck,  39,  managing  director 
for  Paramount  in  Australia  and  New  Zea- 

land, died  last  Saturday  in  Sydney.  He  had 
gone  to  Australia  in  1923  after  having  served 
a  year  on  the  Paramount  exchange  staff  in 
Omaha  and  his  ability  and  popularity  brought 
him  the  appointment  as  managing  director 
there  in  1934. 

An  obituary  is  on  page  25. 

Marie  Prevost  Passes 

Marie  Prevost,  one-time  Sennett  bathing 
beauty,  subsequently  star  in  her  own  right 
and  recently  a  bit  player,  was  found  dead 
in  her  Hollywood  apartment  on  Saturday 
under  circumstances  indicating  illness  and 
impoverishment. 

A  sketch  of  Miss  Prevost 's  picture  career is  on  page  32. 

Tally,  Corbar  Claim 
Claims  made  against  Fox  West  Coast  by 

T.  L.  Talley  and  the  Corbar  Corporation  in 
connection  with  the  receivership  of  the  the- 

atre circuit  have  been  definitely  rejected 
with  a  refusal  by  the  United  States  circuit 
court  of  appeals  in  San  Francisco  to  reverse 
the  decision  of  a  lower  court. 

The  case  is  reviewed  on  page  24. 

Warner  Earnings 

Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  sub- 
sidiaries revealed  in  a  report  made  public 

this  week  a  net  operating  profit  of  $2,047,- 
936  after  amortization,  depreciation,  normal 
federal  taxes  and  all  charges  but  without 
provision  for  surtaxes  on  undistributed  earn- 

ings for  the  quarter  ended  Nov.  26,  1936. 
Other  features  of  the  report  are  set  forth 

on  page  32. 

Sales  Tax  Appeal 

A  New  York  State  court  of  appeals  de- 
cision on  the  appeal  brought  by  New  York 

City  from  a  lower  court  ruling  on  the  ap- 
plicability of  a  two  per  cent  sales  tax  to 

film  rentals  is  not  expected  for  three  weeks. 
Arguments  were  heard  in  Albany  this  week 
and  decision  was  reserved. 

The  case  is  explained  on  page  54. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

PLAUDITS  FOR  THE  BOSS.  Testimonial  din- 

ner in  Cleveland  (above),  at  which  Nat  Wolf, 
division  manager  of  the  Cleveland  zone  for 

Warner  Theatres,  was  honored  by  40  man- 
agers of  theatres  in  Ohio  and  Kentucky,  to 

mark  his  completion  of  five  years  as  zone 
chief  in  this  territory. 

TAKEN  BY  DEATH.  John  E.  Kennebeck  (left), 

managing  director  of  Paramount's  organiza- tion in  Australia  and  New  Zealand,  who  died 

recently  following  an  operation  for  appendi- 
citis. He  had  joined  Paramount  in  Omaha 

in  1922.    Death  came  at  the  age  of  39. 

RECEIVE  AWARDS.  Richard  Watts  presenting  1936  film  honors  voted  by 

New  York  critics.  Right,  Walter  Huston,  whose  "Dodsworth"  was  called 

best  acting.  Left,  Jack  Cohn  of  Columbia,  whose  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town" 

was  voted  best  picture.  An  award  for  "Kermesse"  as  best  foreign  film  was  also made  to  W.  E.  Van  Beveren  of  American  Tobis. 

SOCIALITE  TO  TRY  FILM  CAREER.  Jerry  Bergh, 

New  York  society  girl,  whom  Grand  National  has 
signed.  She  is  shown  with  her  mother  at  a  press 

reception  prior  to  her  departure  for  Hollywood  to 
begin  her  first  picture. 
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TO  APPEAR  IN  AMERICAN  FILMS.  (Left)  Vladimir 

Sokoloff,  prominent  European  actor,  pictured,  with  Mrs. 
Sokoloff,  arriving  in  New  York  on  the  Champlain,  en 
route  to  the  Warner  studio  in  Burbank,  where  he  will 

appear  in  important  roles  of  several  productions. 

IN  EAST  FOR  PREMIERE.  Fritz  Lang, 

director  of  "You  Only  Live  Once," 
Walter  Wanger  production  for  United 
Artists,  arriving  in  New  York  for  the 
opening  at  the  Rivoli. 

PARIS  RECEPTION.  (Right) 

Film  men  and  newspaper  repre- 
sentatives gathered  in  the 

French  capital  to  meet  Sol 

Lesser,  head  of  Principal  Pic- 
tures, during  trip  abroad. 

Standing:  Ned  Clarke,  N.  Liv- 
ingstone and  Clair  F.  Hilgers 

of  RKO  in  France;  and  Mr. 
Lesser.  Seated  in  front  of  Mr. 

Hilgers  is  Jack  DeWaal,  secre- 
tary of  RKO  Radio  International. 

THEATRE  BIRTHDAY  PARTY.  Testimonial  dinner  to  L.  Roy  Smith,  head  of  company 

operating  the  Palace  in  Huntington,  W.  Va.,  to  celebrate  tenth  anniversary  of  the  opening 

of  that  theatre.  Mr.  Smith  is  seated  at  center  of  speakers'  table.  Others  shown  are: 
Bert  M.  Stearn,  E.  Eiseman,  Charles  Dortic  and  Ralph  Rafel  of  United  Artists;  J.  J.  Grady,  20th  Century- 
Fox;  Reggie  Wilson,  Herman  Booth,  Rudolph  Knoepfle,  GB;  Al  Schmitken,  John   Eifert  of  Warner. 
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JUBILEE  PREMIERE.  Film  and  government 

notables  at  world  premiere  of  Paramount's 
"Champagne  Waltz,"  first  of  the  Adolph 

Zukor  Silver  Jubilee  pictures,  at  Loew's  State 
in  Washington.  Mr.  Zukor  came  from  Holly- 

wood. At  upper  right  he  is  pictured  being 

greeted  by  Al  Richard,  Paramount  Newsi 
editor,  and  Frank  Walker,  head  of  Comerford 
Theatres;  and  above,  with  Senator  Claude 

Pepper,  Mrs.  George  E.  Allen,  Mrs.  Pepper 
and  Commissioner  Allen  arriving  at  theatre. 
At  right,  Edwin  Weisel,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank 
Walker,  Mrs.  Weisel,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Barney  Balaban. 

JOB  DONE.  Joe  E.  Brown  and  David  L.  Loew 

using  up  a  few  gags  left  over  from  "When's 
Your  Birthday,"  Joe's  first  picture  for  Loew, 

just  completed.  Next  one  scheduled  is  "Flirt- 

ing With  Fate." 

HOST  TO  FILM  REVIEWERS.  Pat  O'Brien,  Warner  star,  with  Warner  executives  at 
luncheon  for  Chicago  motion  picture  editors  during  stop-off  while  en  route  to  Coast 
following  vacation  in  East.  Left  to  right:  Carol  Frink,  Clark  Rodenbach,  Tom  Gilliam 

(manager,  Warner  Chicago  branch),  O'Brien,  S.  Charles  Einfeld  (Warner  advertising 
and  publicity  director),  Leo  Blank  (manager,  Warner  Midwest  division),  Dorothy  Deere 
and  Harold  Smith. 
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FILM  COMPANIES  BLANKET 

RADIO  WITH  EXHIBITOR  AIDS 

Distributors  Large  and  Small 

Provide  Stations  with  Mate- 

rial for  Sustaining  Features 

and  Tieups  with  Showmen 

Evolution  of  a  working  relationship  be- 
tween radio  and  the  screen,  marked  in  the 

last  year  by  an  unprecendented  increase  in 
the  use  of  motion  picture  talent  by  the  pur- 

veyors of  air  wave  entertainment  despite 
loud  and  long  protests  from  exhibitors  that 
such  use  constituted  unfair  competition,  has 

been  given  indications  of  further  advance- 
ment by  new  developments. 

Increasing  attention  is  being  given  by 
producing  and  distributing  companies,  large 
and  small,  to  organized  use  of  radio  facilities 
as  an  outlet  for  publicity,  either  institutional 
or  for  a  particular  picture.  The  home  office 
publicity  forces  have  geared  their  machinery 
to  manufacture  ideas  and  material  designed 
to  turn  the  air  outlet  to  best  advantage  and 
in  many  cases  the  radio  release  bureau  has 
become  one  of  the  most  important  cogs  in 
the  department. 

The  most  direct  advantage  accruing  to 
the  individual  exhibitor  from  these  activi- 

ties of  the  companies  is  the  supplying  of 

brief  scripts,  covering  excerpts  from  cur- 
rent pictures,  to  local  broadcasting  sta- 

tions. The  scripts  are  written  so  that  they 

can  be  used  by  the  station  program  direc- 
tor either  as  a  sustaining  feature  or  as  a 

sponsored  program  tied  in  with  the  local 
exhibitor.  In  this  case  the  play  date  and 
the  name  of  the  theatre  are  incorporated 
in  the  opening  and  closing  announcements. 

The  popularity  of  the  news  and  "chatter" 
commentators  with  radio  audiences  has  facili- 

tated matters  for  the  motion  picture  companies 
to  some  extent.  Regular  weekly  releases  cov- 

ering industry  news  of  general  interest  are 
sent  out  by  the  companies  to  long  lists  of  such 
commentators,  and  much  of  the  material  is 
used  by  the  broadcasters. 

Widen  Use  by  Exhibitors 

These  activities  are  designed  to  enlarge  the 
field  of  usefulness  of  radio  as  an  exploitation 
outlet  for  exhibitors,  a  field  already  tested  in 
many  places  by  theatre  owners  and  managers 
who  sponsor  local  radio  programs  as  advertis- 

ing and  publicity  for  their  shows  or  merely  ob- 
tain flash  announcements  on  the  air  through 

tieups  involving  contests  or  by  distributing 
passes.  The  wide  and  growing  extent  of  this 
practice  was  shown  in  a  survey  in  Motion  Pic- 

ture Herald  issue  of  December  26th. 
The  importance  attached  to  radio  tieups  by 

the  distributing  companies  is  evident  in  the  pres- 
ent organization  of  their  radio  departments  or 

their  plans  in  this  connection.  The  method  of 
operation,  in  the  case  of  most  of  the  distribu- 

tors, is  very  similar. 

Appoint  Special  Staff 
Columbia  has  appointed  a  special  staff  to 

handle  radio  publicity.  A  five  minute  script 
covering  late  news  of  general  interest  and 
edited  for  radio  use  is  sent  out  weekly  to 
135  stations  for  use  by  commentators.  Dram- 

RADIO  -  NEWS  FIGHT 

SEEN  AS  PARALLEL 

Norman  Corwin  of  Twentieth  Cen- 
tury-Fox, from  his  personal  experience 

as  a  former  news  commentator  over 
two  New  England  stations,  sees  a 
parallel  between  exhibitor  protests 
over  the  use  of  stars  on  radio  programs 
and  the  dispute  between  newspaper 

publishers  with  broadcasters.  His  pro- 

gram was  forced  off  the  air  as  the  re- 
sult of  a  ruling  by  American  News- 

paper Publishers  Association  against 

supplying  news  to  radio  stations.  Hun- 
dreds of  letters  were  received  by  the 

stations  protesting  that  the  listeners' 
appetite  for  news  was  whetted  rather 
than  dulled  by  the  broadcasts. 

atizations  from  pictures  are  not  prepared 
regularly  but  the  staff  cooperates  with  radio 
station  program  directors  if  requested.  The 
press  books  for  the  more  important  features 

carry  spot  radio  announcements  and  sug- 
gestions to  the  exhibitor  for  radio  tieups 

with  his  local  station. 

Information  Supplied 

Gaumont  British  is  setting  up  a  service  to 
supply  radio  stations  with  information  on  its 
pictures,  its  stars,  its  directors  and  other  per- 

sonalities. The  plan  is  to  send  a  weekly  radio 
letter  to  the  smaller  stations  around  the  country 
and  to  arrange  special  and  exclusive  broadcasts 
with  the  larger  stations  and  chains.  In  the  ex- 

ploitation department  special  attention  is  being 
given  to  radio  possibilities.  Press  books  and 
other  material  sent  to  exhibitors  point  out  op- 

portunities for  air  exploitation  and  means  of  ob- 
taining it  are  suggested. 

An  entirely  new  department  to  contact  the 
radio  field  has  been  created  by  Grand  National 
Films,  with  Harry  N.  Blair  in  charge.  Regular 
releases  concerning  the  activities  of  the  company 
and  its  players  will  be  sent  to  radio  stations 
using  such  material  and  a  special  section  of 
each  press  book  will  contain  material  of  spe- 

cial interest  to  film-news  commentators. 
A  radio  news  service  conducted  by  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  sends  material  to  a  mailing  list 
of  575  persons.  The  releases  include  a  14  page 
script  especially  adapted  for  broadcasting  pur- 

poses, a  four  page  section  of  timely  personality 
notes,  fashion  hints  by  the  stars,  beauty  talks 
and  a  weekly  biography.  Many  stations  use 
much  of  the  material  intact.  In  addition  to  this 
regular  service  dramatizations,  10  to  15  minutes 
in  length,  of  outstanding  releases  are  prepared 
in  the  home  office  and  supplied  to  stations 
throughout  the  country. 

In  New  York  City  there  are  two  weekly  pro- 
grams over  WHN  featuring  MGM  stars  and 

attractions.  A  brief  program  is  given  on  Mon- 
day mornings  at  11 :45  and  a  longer  one  at  8 

P.  M.  Friday  evenings  when  the  MGM  Radio 
Movie  Club  meets  under  the  supervision  of 
Radie  Harris.  On  this  program  dramatized 
scenes  from  coming  attractions  are  presented 
and  stars  from  Hollywood  who  are  visiting  in 
the  east  make  frequent  appearances. 

Feature  material  is  supplied  for  the  WABC 

News  Letters  Sent  Weekly  to 

Commentators;  Scripts  with 

Excerpts  from  Pictures  Go 
to   Local  Broadcasters 

program  called  "The  Panorama  of  Broadway," 
for  WOR's  Macy  Morning  Parade  and  for  a 
number  of  outstanding  radio  commentators  who 
are  invited  to  attend  eastern  and  western  pre- 

views. These  commentators  review  MGM 

product  and  use  the  company's  press  material 
to  good  advantage.  Among  them  are  Jimmie 
Fidler,  Elsie  Schallert,  Gabriel  Heatter,  Adele 
Rogers  St.  John  and  Dale  Carnegie. 

Loew  Managers  Cooperate 

In  addition,  Loew  theatre  managers  through- 
out the  country  have  been  successful  in  capital- 

izing on  radio  activity  and  "air-mindedness"  on 
the  part  of  the  public.  Not  only  have  transcrip- 

tions of  picture  dialogue  been  used  for  all  forms 
of  local  station  tie-ups  but  in  many  cases  mana- 

gers have  arranged  broadcasts  from  the  lobby 
of  the  local  house  or  hook-ups  with  local  mer- 
chants. 

In  Kansas  City  a  regular  morning  program 
featuring  Loew  attractions  has  been  broadcast 
over  W9XBY.  One  of  the  most  active  stations 
in  the  South  featuring  a  similar  program  has 
been  WGST  in  Atlanta.  George  Hunt,  Jr., 

Louisville  manager,  sold  Station  WAVE  a  26- 
week  series  based  on  radio  transcriptions.  In 

Jersey  City  J.  E.  Egberts  completed  arrange- 
ments for  a  star-photo  tie-up  with  WAAT. 

There  is  a  daily  organ  broadcast  from  Loew's Rochester  theatre  over  WSAY  and  in  Memphis 

Loew's  has  been  featuring  an  organ  recital  Sun- 
day afternoons  from  12 :45  to  1  o'clock. In  Providence,  R.  I.,  Howard  Burkhardt 

started  a  "man-on-the-street"  broadcast,  and  in 
Springfield,  Mass.,  George  Freeman  arranged 
for  a  half  hour  WMAS  program  devoted  ex- 

clusively to  Eleanor  Powell,  who  comes  from that  city. 

Cooperates  on  Scripts 

Paramount  has  no  special  routine  for  tying 
in  with  radio  publicity  but  the  channel  is  by 

no  means  neglected.  The  publicity  department's 
regular  daily  press  copy  is  sent  to  the  larger 
broadcasting  stations  and  commentators  are  pro- 

vided with  all  the  material  they  can  use.  The 
department  cooperates  with  network  program 
directors  on  such  regular  broadcasts  as  the  Lux 
Theatre  of  the  Air  in  the  preparation  of  scripts 
and  the  appearance  of  stars,  but  no  scripts  are 

prepared  by  the  distributing  company's  pub- licists. Important  news  stories  are  specially 
edited  for  radio  use  and  sent  out  to  the  wire 
services  supplying  the  studios.  The  activities 
are  divided  between  the  publicity  departments  in 
New  York  and  on  the  Coast. 
RKO  Radio  three  years  ago  initiated  a  special 

radio  service  which  was  sent  to  400  radio  sta- 
tions. The  service  comprised  a  specially  edited 

resume  of  the  entire  week's  news  releases  to- 
gether with  15  minute  radio  dramatizations 

which  were  sent  to  stations  specifically  request- 
ing them.  In  August  of  1936  a  return  postcard 

was  sent  to  the  entire  list,  asking  whether  the 
recipient  wished  continuation  of  the  service  and 
inviting  suggestions.  The  result  is  an  active  list 
of  180  radio  commentators  having  current  pro- 

grams who  incorporate  RKO  material  in  their 
broadcasts. 
The  releases  are  carefully  timed  in  order  to 

facilitate  their  use.    A  special  service  is  avail- 
(Conthtued  on  following  fage,  column  3) 
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ALLIED  DIRECTORS  RE-ELECT  YAMINS; 

REDOUBLE  BLOCK  BOOKING  FIGHT 

Promote  Selling  of  British  Lloyds 

Liability  Insurance  to  Exhib- 

itors; Ask  Members  to  Delay 

Signing  for   1937  -  38  Films 

Nathan  Yamins  of  Fall  River,  Mass.,  will 

continue  as  president  of  Allied  States  Asso- 
ciation of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors.  He 

heads  the  list  of  officers  reelected  at  the 
annual  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  at 
the  Emerson  Hotel  in  Baltimore. 

Mr.  Yamins  repeatedly  had  refused  re- 
election to  the  post  but  finally  accepted 

when  the  directors  insisted.  Abram  F.  Myers 

continues  as  chairman  of  the  board  and  gen- 
eral counsel ;  Herman  Blum  as  secretary  and 

treasurer,  and  H.  M.  Richey  as  correspond- 
ing secretary.  The  executive  committee  in- 

cludes Mr.  Yamins,  Sidney  Samuelson  and 

Arthur  B.  Price.  The  five  regional  vice- 
presidents  are  expected  to  be  renamed  by 
Mr.  Yamins. 

The  board  directed  that  a  warning  be 
issued  to  all  exhibitors  to  delay  signing 
contracts  for  1937-38  product  until  the  an- 

nual convention,  pointing  out  that  certain 
distributors  already  were  seeking  to  sell 

next  year's  product.  The  directors  held  that 
early  buying  encourages  excessive  rentals 
and  onerous  conditions  of  sale. 

After  a  prolonged  contest,  in  which  three 
polls  were  taken,  Milwaukee  was  selected  as 
the  convention  city  over  Pittsburgh.  The 
session,  tentatively  set  for  April  1st,  depend- 

ing on  what  arrangements  can  be  made  for 
hotel  accommodations,  will  be  earlier  than 
usual,  the  purpose  being  to  enable  officers 
in  the  respective  territories  to  canvass  mem- 

bers on  selling  conditions  and  report  fully 
at  the  convention.  P.  J.  Wood  of  Columbus, 
secretary  of  the  Independent  Theatre  Own- 

ers of  Ohio,  was  elected  chairman  of  the 
convention  committee. 

The  board  unanimously  resolved  that  Al- 
lied should  redouble  its  efforts  to  obtain 

passage  of  the  Neely-Pettengill  bill  against 
compulsory  block  booking  and  blind  sell- 

ing and  each  director  pledged  the  support 
of  himself  and  his  regional  association  in 
the  campaign.  The  bill  has  been  reintro- 

duced in  the  Senate  and  House. 

The  directors  heard  explained  a  plan 
under  which  100  New  England  exhibitors 

were  said  to  be  taking  liability  insurance 
through  Lloyds  of  London  at  less  than  half 
the  rates  charged  by  American  companies, 
and  it  was  agreed  that  the  plan  should 
be  made  available  to  all  members  of  the 
association.  Arthur  Howard  of  Boston  is 

handling  details  for  that  territory,  but  the 
directors  were  instructed  to  tell  their  mem- 

bers to  make  their  applications  directly 
to  London. 

A  committee  is  studying  the  matter  of  pub- 
lishing a  house  organ  or  of  making  arrange- 

ments with  some  existing  publication  to  act 
as  liaison  between  the  officers  and  the  mem- 

bers and  to  contact  individual  exhibitors 

and  public  groups. 
Copies  of  a  bill  divorcing  exhibition  and 

production  were  distributed  to  the  directors. 

who  will  bring  up  the  subject  for  consid- 
eration before  their  local  units  for  reports 

and  action  before  it  is  introduced  in  state 

legislatures.  W.  A.  Steffes  was  continued 

as  chairman  of  the  special  defense  commit- 
tee appointed  at  the  convention  in  Cleveland 

last  June. 
The  board  favored  the  Duffy  copyright 

revision  bill  containing  the  Allied  amend- 
ments limiting  copyright  owners  to  a  single 

charge  against  exhibitors  for  the  right  to 
exhibit  pictures  and  publicly  perform  the  re- 

corded music,  and  abolishing  the  arbitrary 

statutory  penalty  for  infringement  and  re- 
quiring proof  of  actual  damage.  An  increase 

in  the  federal  admission  tax  exemption  to 
include  admissions  of  50  cents  was  also 
favored. 

The  report  of  the  financial  committee 
showed  the  association  free  of  debt  and  with 
a  substantial  balance. 

Edward  Golden,  sales  manager  of  Mono- 
gram, addressed  the  directors  on  the  first 

day  of  the  meeting,  and  that  evening  the 
delegates  were  guests  at  a  banquet  given  by 
the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

Maryland. 

Boston  Unit  Meets 

Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  the  New 
England  Allied  unit,  at  a  meeting  this  week 
unanimously  elected  Mr.  Yamins  president, 
Max  Levenson,  first  vice-president;  Francis 
Lydon,  second  vice-president;  Adolph 
Bendsley,  secretary,  and  Harold  Stoneman 
treasurer. 

Members  voted  to  support  legislation  for 
the  divorcement  of  production  and  exhibition 

and  to  pledge  a  sum  equal  to  one  year's 
dues  to  be  assessed  one-eighth  quarterly  for 
two  years.  Mr.  Lydon,  George  Ramsdell, 
Jack  Findley  and  Mr.  Howard  were 
named  as  a  local  defense  committee. 

Funeral  Services  Held 

For  James  Field  of  RKO 

Funeral  services  for  James  B.  Field,  head 
of  the  RKO  theatre  legal  department  in 
New  York  for  the  past  year,  were  held 
Wednesday  morning  at  the  Church  of  the 
Ascension,  Fifth  Avenue.  Burial  was  pri- 

vate, at  Princeton,  N.  J. 

Mr.  Field  died  Sunday  night  in  Poly- 
clinic Hospital  of  complications  resulting 

from  operations  which  he  underwent  several 

weeks  ago.  He  was  unmarried,  and  is  sur- 

vived by  his  sister,  Mrs.  E.  C.  O'Brien.  He 
came  to  RKO  from  the  law  firm  of  Gold- 
water  and  Flynn,  which  has  been  counsel  to 
Keith-Albee-Orpheum  for  several  years. 

Mountain  Exhibitors 

Elect  Rugar  President 
John  A.  Rugar  this  week  was  elected 

president  of  the  Intermountain  Theatres  As- 
sociation in  Salt  Lake  City  at  the  organiza- 

tion's annual  meeting.  He  succeeds  Stanley 
Robbins.  Other  officers  elected  were  Vin- 

cent A.  Gilhood,  vice-president;  Beverly  S. 
Clendenin,  secretary  and  treasurer.  Direct- 

ors chosen  included  M.  F.  Harris,  Stanley 

Rich,  Joseph  L.  Lawrence,  A.  B.  Johnson 
and  J.  J.  Gillette. 

Companies  Assist 

Theatres  on  Radio 

(Continued   from    preceding  page) 
able  for  any  radio  editor  requesting  additional 
material.  In  addition  to  the  weekly  dramatiza- 

tions which  are  sent  out  every  Monday  special 
scripts  are  sent  to  a  list  of  54  stations  which 
have  organized  local  stock  companies. 
The  radio  department  of  Republic  prepares 

15  minute  sketches  adapted  for  broadcasting  on 

each  new  picture,  playing  up  the  dramatic  mo- 
ments and  highlights  of  the  film.  These  scripts 

are  supplied  to  radio  stations  and  to  exhibitors 
who,  booking  the  attractions  at  their  theatres, 
take  an  active  interest  in  placing  the  radio 
dramatization  on  local  stations.  The  various 

Republic  exchanges  cooperate  and  in  many  in- 
stances plant  the  script  before  selling  the  pic- 

ture, creating  a  demand  for  the  product. 
Newspaper  radio  columnists  and  commenta- 

tors are  supplied  with  timely  news  of  Republic 
production.  Every  press  book  contains  a  special 
section  advising  exhibitors  how  to  cooperate 
successfully  with  local  radio  stations.  Special 
scripts  and  transcriptions  of  musical  numbers  of 
dialogues  are  supplied  on  request  to  stations 

planning  programs  on  which  they  can  be  in- cluded. 

Exhibitors  Use  Service 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  provides  a  regular 
broadcasting  news  service  to  stations  which 
have  either  requested  material  or  replied  favor- 

ably to  questionnaires  concerning  the  desirability 
of  Hollywood  news.  Frequently  exhibitors  plan- 

ning commercial  tieups  request  the  service  and 
the  company  includes  optional  radio  scripts  in 
each  of  its  press  books. 

Distinction  is  made  between  scripts  to  be  used 
on  a  commercial  program  bought  and  paid  for 
by  the  exhibitor,  or  on  a  sustaining  program  of 

the  "Round  the  Town"  or  "Where  to  Go"  type. 
Transcriptions  of  dialogue  or  musical  numbers 
are  used  infrequently. 

Nearly  every  radio  station  in  the  country  is 
on  the  release  list  used  by  United  Artists  in 
mailing  material  for  commentators,  radio  tran- 

scriptions, dramatizations,  special  news  letters 
compiled  from  timely  news  of  personalities  and 
human  interest  fan  information. 

Beside  this  general  coverage  the  leading 
screen  commentators  are  provided  with  specially 
prepared  material,  general  news  commentators 
are  given  stories  sympathetic  with  their  style 
and  fashion  editors  receive  special  bulletins. 

Universal  prepares  radio  scripts  for  all  im- 
portant releases  and  makes  up  special  service 

copy  for  commentators  which  is  sent  to  approxi- 
mately 230  stations.  The  press  books  sent  to 

exhibitors  contain  a  few  paragraphs  of  comment 
which  can  be  clipped  out  and  given  to  the  local 
station  or  stations  for  a  theatre-radio  tie-up  at 
the  time  of  the  showing. 

Warner  Brothers  considers  radio  publicity  one 
of  the  major  instruments  for  ballyhooing  an  at- 

traction. Radio  commentators  throughout  the 
country  are  serviced  with  weekly  news  releases 
on  stars  and  new  productions.  Two  of  these  re- 

leases, sent  out  regularly,  are  "Hollywood  on 
the  Air"  and  "Hollywood  Fashion  Parade." 

For  the  more  important  feature  pictures  the 

company  prepares  and  distributes  to  radio  sta- 
tions 15  minute  radio  scripts  dramatizing  the 

highlights  of  the  film.  The  suggested  announce- 
ments mention  the  playdate  and  theatre.  The 

press  sheets  carry  announcements  of  the  avail- 
ability of  this  service  and  exhibitors  are  encour- 

aged to  use  it.  Ideas  also  are  suggested  for 
radio  tieups  on  all  musical  productions. 
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300  THEATRES  ARE  CLOSED 

BY  FLOOD  IN  FIVE  STATES 

Why  Louisville's  Motion  Picture 

Public  Isn't  Attending  Theatres 

The  devastating  effect  of  the  flood  in  the  entire  Ohio  River  Valley,  with  the  con- 
sequent closing  of  at  least  300  theatres, with  huge  money  losses  in  damage  to  the 

buildings  and  loss  of  business  to  distributors  as  well  as  exhibitors,  is  evidenced  in  this 

airplane  view  of  Louisville. 

Money  Loss  to  Exhibitors  and 

Exchanges  Estimated  in 

Hundreds  of  Thousands; 

Many  Houses  Under  Water 

With  300  theatres  closed  by  the  flood 
waters  of  the  Ohio  river,  monetary  loss  to 
exhibitors  and  to  distributors  and  auxiliary 

services  by  the  middle  of  the  week  was  esti- 
mated as  high  in  the  hundreds  of  thousands 

of  dollars,  in  Ohio,  Kentucky,  West  Vir- 
ginia, Indiana  and  Missouri.  Throughout 

the  entire  Ohio  Valley  theatre  operation  was 
at  a  standstill. 

In  the  Cincinnati  territory  alone,  more 
than  200  theatres  ceased  operation.  Many 
theatres  were  under  water;  others  closed 

their  doors  when  power  and  water  supplies 

were  shut  off  or  curtailed.  Thirty-two  the- 
atres served  by  St.  Louis  exchanges  were 

dark.  All  theatre  operations  in  Louisville 
and  adjacent  towns  halted,  bringing  the 
total  of  darkened  houses  above  the  300 

figure.  In  addition,  exchanges  in  Cincin- 
nati and  Louisville  were  paralyzed.  Several 

companies  shifted  the  seat  of  operations 
to  other  cities  for  deliveries  to  theatres 
outside  the  stricken  communities. 

With  the  Ohio  river  at  79  feet  and  still 

rising  on  Wednesday,  every  Cincinnati  the- 
atre, affiliated  and  independent,  was  closed 

indefinitely  and  electric  current  was  cur- 
tailed. Four  business  blocks  were  inundated. 

The  Albee,  the  theatre  nearest  to  the  path 
of  the  flood,  was  in  no  danger,  however,  be- 

cause of  its  high  elevation.  Among  the 
darkened  first-runs  were  the  Palace,  Shu- 
bert,  Capitol,  Lyric,  Grand,  Family  and 
Keiths,  as  well  as  eight  RKO  suburban  the- 
atres. 

In  Louisville,  where  half  the  town  was 
under  water,  all  theatres  were  closed  and  the 
Kentucky,  National,  Drury  Lane,  Uptown 
and  Ohio  were  turned  over  to  authorities  for 

the  sheltering  of  flood  refugees.  All  film 
deliveries  from  local  branches  were  discon- 

tinued Monday  and  operations  shifted  to 
Washington,  Cleveland,  Pittsburgh  and 
Philadelphia. 

In  Pittsburgh,  flood  waters  were  on  the 

rise  again,  and  a  40-foot  stage  was  expected, 
which  would  put  most  of  the  downtown 
houses  under  water.  The  staffs  of  the  Penn, 
Alvin  and  Barry  were  operating  at  top  speed 
pumping  out  the  cellars,  but  the  Stanley  was 
not  so  fortunate  and  temporarily  halted 
operations.  Preparations  were  made,  how- 

ever, to  remove  all  engines,  carpets  and  seats 
should  the  waters  continue  to  mount,  and  the 
damage  was  not  expected  to  equal  that  in 

last  year's  flood  when  there  was  no  warn- 
ing. All  Pittsburgh  exchanges  were  work- 

ing on  double  shifts  to  supply  theatres  usual- 
ly taken  care  of  by  the  shipping  offices  in 

Cincinnati. 

Approximately  32  theatres  in  28  towns 
served  by  St.  Louis  exchanges  were  re- 

ported out  of  service,  with  the  totals  ex- 

pected to  be  higher  when  full  returns  were 
in.  Theatres  in  the  following  cities  were 
reported  closed :  three  at  Cairo,  111. ;  three 
at  Paducah,  Ky. ;  one  each  at  New  Madrid, 
Mo.;  Rosiclare,  111.;  Shawneetown,  111.; 
Bardwell,  Ky. ;  Wickliffe,  Ky. ;  Morganfield, 

Ky. ;  Dixon,  Ky. ;  Marion,  Ky. ;  Cave-in- 
Rock,  111. ;  Calconda,  111. ;  Senath,  Mo. ; 
Kennett,  Mo. ;  Hornersville,  Mo.,  and  East 
Prairie,  Mo. 

The  greatest  damage  to  theatres  by  the 
flood  waters,  according  to  John  A.  Goodno, 
secretary-treasurer  of  the  Palace  Theatre  at 
Huntington,  W.  Va.,  would  be  in  the  Ohio 
Valley  region  from  Parkersburg,  W.  Va., 
all  the  way  down  to  Cairo,  111.  Indications 
were  that  the  damage  would  far  exceed  that 
of  1913  when  the  river  flooded  surrounding 
territory  to  a  record  level. 

Thirty  theatres  in  26  towns  in  southern 
Illinois,  south-eastern  Missouri  and  Ken- 

tucky, seven  suburban  Cincinnati  houses,  all 
in  Middletown,  Ohio,  and  New  Albany  and 
Jefferson,  Ky.,  theatres  ceased  operations. 
The  schine  circuit  was  reported  in  New 

York  as  being  one  of  the  most  affected  cir- 
cuits. The  company  has  many  theatres  in 

the  Ohio  and  Kentucky  regions  which  are 
in  the  center  of  the  flooded  areas.  The 
Comerford  circuit  and  National  Theatres, 

which  were  hard  hit  by  the  high  waters  last 
year,  have  no  units  in  the  affected  areas  at 

present. A  large  portion  of  the  theatre  loss  will 
be  in  the  area  from  Huntington,  W.  Va., 
down  to  Louisville.  In  Parkersburg,  W.  Va., 
Market  street,  the  main  thoroughfare,  is 
under  several  feet  of  water.  Two  Warner 
Brothers  houses  there  have  been  closed. 

Pomeroy,  Ohio,  where  the  principal  street 
parallels  the  Ohio  river  for  seven  miles, 
was  under  several  feet  of  water,  and  a  new 
theatre  erected  there  recently  and  two  others 
were  under  10  feet  of  the  torrent. 

Down  the  river  at  Point  Pleasant,  W.  Va., 

usually  high  town,  the  Ohio  was  rising 
rapidly  Tuesday  and  the  crest  was  only  four 
and  one-half  feet  under  the  record  1913 
level. 

Over  the  river  at  Point  Pleasant,  W.  Va., 
the  town  was  completely  cut  off,  with  the 
500-seat  theatre  there  reported  to  have  been 
seriously  damaged. 

In  Huntington,  10  theatres  with  seats  to- 
taling 10,000  were  all  closed  and  all  seven 

downtown  theatres  were  under  from  two  to 
10  feet  of  water.  The  heaviest  loss  probably 
will  be  sustained  by  the  newly  remodeled 
Palace,  which  just  last  week  completed  a 

(Continued  on  page  18,  column  1) 
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REENACT  DRAMA  OF  PAST 

ONE  day  in 
 April,  1841,  the  Nort

h 
Atlantic  Ocean  gave  up  a  tale 
that  was  to  fill  columns  of  news- 

papers on  two  continents,  cause 
a  sailor  man  to  become  the  cen- 

tral figure  of  one  of  the  greatest  court 

dramas  of  the  century  and  start  one  of  the 

most  gripping  human  controversies  of  all 

time.  The  Philadelphia  Public  Ledger, 

about  to  celebrate  an  anniversary  a  short 

time  ago,  and  searching  through  musty 

files,  dug  up  factual  data  of  this  sensa- 
tional saga  of  the  sea,  a  stirring  story  of 

men  and  women  that  became  a  "cause 

celebre"  throughout  the  world.  The  Para- 

mount picture,  "Souls  at  Sea,"  is  the  cine- matic result. 

A  sea  yarn,  it  is  a  romance  and  drama 
of  human  experience,  adventure,  conflict, 
harrowing  danger,  sacrifice  and  courtship. 
Slave  traders,  statesmen,  common  folk, 
British  aristocrats,  Yankee  sailormen,  naval 

officers,  thieves  and  lovers  are  its  charac- 
ters. Its  major  romantic  theme  is  the  love 

story  of  a  high-born  English  girl  and  a  raw- 
boned  New  England  skipper.  Its  pulsating 
contrast  is  the  fiction  embellished  dramatic 

story  of  a  sea  captain  who,  following  a 
marine  disaster,  tossed  fellow  humans  to 

the  waves  in  order  that  other  humans  might 

live.  It  tells  the  story  of  one  man  who 
lived  because  love  lived;  of  another  man 

who  found  life  not  worth  the  living  when 
the  one  he  loved  was  lost.  Opening  with 
his  trial  for  murder,  the  stories  are  told  in 

retrospect. 

The  film  stars  Gary  Cooper  and  George 
Raft  and  features  Frances  Dee.  In  support 
of  them  is  mustered  one  of  the  most  im- 

pressive casts  of  name  players  that  Para- 
mount or  any  other  Hollywood  studio  has 

offered  in  years.  Listed  are  Henry  Wil- 
coxon,  Harry  Carey,  Robert  Barrat,  Joseph 
Shildkraut  and  Porter  Hall,  outstanding  in 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  and  "The  General 

Died  at  Dawn"  respectively,  Olympe 
Bradna,  Robert  Cummings,  Gilbert  Emery, 
Lucien  Littlefield,  Tully  Marshall,  Virginia 

Weidler,  Fay  Holden  and  Colin  Tapley. 

Among  others  are  Fay  Holden,  Cecil  Cun- 
ningham, Clyde  Cook,  Paul  Fix,  Robert 

Warwick,  Jamison  Thomas,  George  Be- 
ranger  and  Monte  Blue. 

To  the  screen  adaptation  of  this  subject 
worthy  of  the  literary  attention  of  a 
Stevenson,  Dumas  or  Conrad  Paramount 

assigned  Grover  Jones.  His  treatment  of 

"Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  and  "The  Trail 

of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  stand  as  testimony 
to  his  capabilities.  To  bring  such  a  valuable 

property  to  screen  realism,  it  was  not  un- 
pected  that  Henry  Hathaway,  maker  of 

the  above  named  pictures,  should  be  en- 
trusted with  the  responsibility  of  direction. 

In  the  matter  of  musical  score  and  fea- 

tures a  seeming  paradox  occurs.  Modern 
minded  Ralph  Rainger  was  teamed  with 

the  classicist  composer,  Arnold  Schoen- 
berg,  to  prepare  the  melodies,  and  it  was 

Leo  Robin's  job  to  furnish  the  lyrics.  Their 

combined  product,  which  Boris  Morros 
will  direct,  sea  chanteys,  love  songs  and 

symphonic  accompaniment  is  being  de- 
pended upon  to  establish  the  proper 

moods  and  mental  backgrounds  for  the 

production's  dynamic  drama. 
Neither  expense  nor  effort  was  spared 

in  providing  worthy  production  detail. 
Sailing  vessels  of  other  days,  growing  old 
in  the  mud  of  west  coast  ports,  The  Star 
of  Finland  and  Star  of  Alaska,  were  resur- 

rected and  refurbished  to  serve  as  the 

ships  of  the  period,  queens  of  the  flotilla 
to  be  seen  in  the  film.  Authentic  and  real 

are  their  sail  rigging,  the  personnel  cos- 

tumes, weapons,  life  boats,  fire  engines, 
flags  and  the  other  necessary  props. 

Hollywood  comment  is  to  the  effect 
that  all  this  enterprise  adds  up  to  equal 
box  office  fitness  of  a  kind  and  on  a  scale 

achieved  at  fairly  regular  intervals  and 

with  uniformly  gratifying  results  in  the  pro- 
duction of  maritime  subjects.  Memory 

flashes  back  over  an  impressive  array  of 

these,  "Mutiny  On  the  Bounty"  in  the  fore- 
ground and  "Mobey  Dick"  in  the  distance, with  numerous  others  between,  suggesting 

the  type  of  public  response  anticipated  by 

experts,  volunteer  and  otherwise,  for  the 
film  now  approaching  completion. 
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FLOODS   CLOSE   300  THEATRES 

(Continued  from  page  15) 

$15,000  reconstruction  program.  Hunting- 
ton theatres,  however,  unlike  Pittsburgh 

houses  last  year,  removed  all  seats,  engines 
and  fixtures  last  week  when  the  water  first 

gave  evidence  of  rising  to  dangerous  heights. 
At  Ashland,  Ky.,  20  miles  below  Hunt- 

ington, the  water  was  four  feet  higher  than 
in  1913  and  two  feet  more  was  expected. 
However,  theatre  damage  was  not  expected 

to  be  very  heavy,  as  the  town's  three  houses 
are  located  on  high  ground.  The  cellars 
alone  were  likely  to  be  affected. 

Two  miles  farther  down,  at  Ironton,  it  was 
a  different  story.  The  entire  town  was 

flooded  and  damage  to  the  theatres  was  ex- 
pected to  run  into  thousands  of  dollars. 

All  the  theatres  in  Portsmouth,  Ohio,  were 
closed.  Warners  reported  over  10  feet  of 
water  on  the  stages  of  their  two  houses  in 
nearby  Laroy.  Two  other  houses  there,  the 
Garden  and  the  Westland,  recently  re- 

modeled, were  expected  to  have  heavy  dam- 
age. 

City  by  City 

Following  is  a  city  by  city  resume  of  the 
flood  situation  and  theatre  status : 

OHIO 

Cincinnati:  Twenty-five  square  miles  of 
city  under  water.  All  61  theatres  were 
closed.  Downtown  theatre  buildings 
were  flooded,  as  were  seven  suburban 
houses.  The  others  were  not  operating 
because  of  lack  of  power. 

Pomeroy  :  Residents  stranded  without  gas  or 
water.  The  theatres,  the  Electric  and 
Majestic  were  closed. 

Zanesville:  Greater  part  of  city  flooded 
with  police  ordering  evacuation  of  flooded 
area.  The  Grand,  Imperial,  New  Liberty, 
Quimby  and  Weller  theatres  were  closed. 

Gallipolis  :  River  rising  continually  driving 

people  from  their  homes.  Theatres  :  Galli- 
polis and  Gallia  reported  closed. 

Ironton  :  Water  six  feet  deep.  Theatres 
reported  closed  were  the  Eastern,  Grand, 
Lyric,  Marlow  and  Southside. 

New  Richmond:  Town  reported  almost 
completely  submerged.  The  one  theatre 
is  the  Dodge. 

Middleport:  Reported  in  "terrible  straits" 
without  gas  or  water.  The  three  theatres, 
the  Family,  Liberty  and  Strand,  were 
dark. 

INDIANA 

Evansville  :  Ten  thousand  relief  workers, 
under  military  direction,  were  helping  to 
evacuate  territory  from  Lawrenceburg  to 
Mount  Vernon.  Fifty-five  thousand  per- 

sons reported  homeless  with  third  of  city 
under  water.  The  11  theatres  all  were 

reported  closed. 
Aurora:  More  than  3,000  homeless  were 

still  waiting  for  rescue,  delayed  by  a 
shortage  of  boats,  the  only  means  of  trans- 

portation. The  theatres,  the  Paramount 
and  Tivoli,  were  closed. 

KENTUCKY 

Louisville:  230,000  of  its  350,000  popula- 
tion homeless,  three-fourths  of  the  city 

under  water.  No  running  water,  elec- 
tricity.   All  38  theatres  were  closed  be- 

STARS  BROADCAST 

FOR  FLOOD  RELIEF 

A  benefit  radio  broadcast  for  flood 

relief  sufferers,  on  which  the  majority 

of  the  major  studios  in  Hollywood  co- 
operated by  offering  their  contract 

players  and  stars,  was  heard  over  the 
Mutual  Broadcasting  System  network 
from  station  KHJ  Tuesday  night. 

Players  who  took  part  in  the  air 

playlet  entitled  "The  House  on  the 
Hill,"  dealing  with  a  family  caught 
in  the  flood,  were:  Jean  Hersholt, 
Eleanore  Whitney,  Johnny  Downs, 
Smith  Ballew,  Robert  Barratt,  Kay 

Linaker,  Nan  Bryant  and  Edith 
Fellowes. 

cause  of  lack  of  power.  Most  of  the 
downtown  houses  not  under  water  were 

being  used  as  refugee  stations. 
Paducah  :  Three  to  six  feet  of  water 

swirled  through  business  section.  The 
closed  theatres  were  the  Arcade,  Columbia 
and  Orpheum. 

Madisonville  :  Floodwaters  overrunning 
town.  The  Capitol,  Cameo  and  Kentucky 
theatres  were  reported  closed  by  lack  of 

power. WEST  VIRGINIA 

Wheeling  :  Ohio  river  entered  business  dis- 
trict. Most  of  the  10,000  residents  of 

Wheeling  Island  fled.  Wholesale  section 
was  under  two  to  five  feet  of  water.  The 
theatres,  the  Capitol,  Colonial,  Court, 
Liberty,  Northern,  Rex,  Rialto,  State, 
Southern,  Victoria  and  Virginia,  all  were 
reported  closed. 

Parkersburg:  Water  was  12  feet  deep  in 

the  business  section.  The  local  power  sta- 
tion was  closed.  While  temporary  service 

was  obtained  from  Fairmont,  the  theatres 
were  closed.  They  are  the  Broadway, 
Heihle,  New  Palace,  Smoot,  Strand  and 
Virginian. 

Huntington:  With  15,000  homeless,  the 
business  section  flooded,  theatres  reported 
dark  were  the.  Dixie,  Fox,  Keith,  Lyric, 
Margaret,  Mills,  Orpheum,  Palace,  Par, 
Rialto,  Roxy,  Strand  and  State. 

Jack  Schaeffer  Dead 

Jack  Schaeffer,  37,  for  the  last  two  years 
treasurer  of  the  Empire  theatre,  in  Newark, 
died  last  week  in  Beth  Israel  Hospital  from 
influenza.  Prior  to  coming  to  Newark  Mr. 
Schaeffer  was  treasurer  of  the  Royale  The- 

atre in  New  York.  He  leaves  a  widow  and 
child. 

Complaint  Referred  to  Union 

American  Federation  of  Musicians  has 

referred  the  complaint  of  the  RCA- Victor 
Company  against  the  Chicago  Federation  of 

Musicians'  ruling  that  no  member  can  make 
recordings  after  February  1,  back  to  the  Chi- 

cago Federation. 

Trust,  Plagiarism 

Actions  in  Courts 

Eight  distributing  companies  and  two 
Texas  circuits,  defendants  in  the  Govern- 

ment's action  to  test  the  legality  of  first  run 
contracts  made  with  the  Karl  Hoblitzelle 
theatres  are  scheduled  to  file  answers  to  the 

Government's  complaint  charging  restraint 
of  trade  and  conspiracy  on  February  1st.  The 
Federal  attorneys  are  attacking  contracts 

which  impose  admission  and  double  featur- 
ing restrictions  on  subsequent  runs  which 

play  pictures  which  have  been  exhibited  at 
a  specified  minimum  admission  in  the  first runs. 

Two  suits  claiming  copyright  violation 
and  plagiarism  are  pending  in  the  courts. 
The  United  States  district  court  in  New 

York  has  ordered  Twentieth  Century-Fox 
to  submit  a  bill  of  particulars  in  the  suit 

brought  by  Ray  Long  and  the  Richard  R. 
Smith  Corporation  against  the  film  com- 

pany. The  action  asks  for  an  injunction, 
accounting  and  damages  and  is  based  on  a 

copyright  claim  on  Irvin  S.  Cobb's  book 
"Down  Yonder  with  Judge  Priest  and  Irvin 

S.  Cobb." 

A  plagiarism  suit  asking  $2,000,000  dam- 
ages against  RKO  which  was  filed  by  James 

Young,  writer,  in  1933,  will  be  tried  in  the 
New  York  supreme  court  in  February.  The 
action  names  RKO,  RKO  Pathe  Pictures 
and  Adela  Rogers  St.  John  and  claims  that 

the  picture  "What  Price  Hollywood?" 
plagiarizes  Mr.  Young's  story  "What  Price 

Sex  in  Hollywood?" 

Production  Starts  on 

Uruguayan  Film 

by  PAUL  BODO in  Montevideo 

Ciclolux,  new  producing  company  in  Mon- 
tevideo, has  started  the  shooting  of  the  first 

feature  length  native  picture,  "Dos  Des- 
tinos"  ("Two  Destinies"),  with  Juan  Eche- 
behere  directing.  The  cast  is  composed  for 
the  most  part  of  Argentine  players  but  the 
film  is  designed  for  the  home  market. 

V 
Cine  Metro  here  will  show  18  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  pictures  under  the  terms  of 
an  agreement  reached  in  New  York.  Other 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  product  will  play 
the  Cine  Ambassador,  a  1,200  seat  house 
which  is  scheduled  to  open  in  March.  Del- 
maur,  Ltd.,  will  operate  the  theatre. 

V 
The  Estudo  Auditorio,  former  legitimate 

house  owned  by  SODRE,  the  official  Gov- 
ernment broadcasting  station,  which  was 

operated  last  year  by  Gaumont  British  un- 
der lease,  is  expected  to  operate  in  the 

future  as  an  independent  film  house.  The 
theatre,  one  of  the  largest  in  the  city,  seats 

1,100. 



FEBRUARY  •  MARCH 

APRIL 

We've  kept  it  brief  to  save  you  time.  The 

box  office  will  do  our  talking  anyway! 

Please  begin . 



DICK  MADELEINE 

POWELL  and  CARROLL 

in 

IRVING  BERLIN'S 

ON  THE  AVENUE 

with  ALICE  FAYE  RITZ  BROTHERS  •  GEORGE  BARBIER 

Alan  Mowbray,  Cora  Witherspoon,  Sfepin  Fetchit, 

Sig  Rumann. 

JANE  WITHERS 

in 

THE  HOLY  TERROR 

with  Anthony  Martin,  Leah  Ray,  Joan  Davis,  El 

Brendel,  Joe  Lewis. 

WILL  ROGERS 

in 

DOCTOR  BULL 

with  Rochelle  Hudson,  Marian  Nixon,  Ralph  Morgan, 

Berton  Churchill,  Andy  Devine. 

ANNABELLA  •  HENRY  FONDA 

LESLIE  BANKS 

m 

WINGS  of  the  MORNING 

in  Natural  Technicolor 

Presenting  the  world-famous  tenor 

JOHN  MeCORMACK 

The  Jones  Family 
in 

Ul  I    1U  £  illi  KALliS 

with 

SLIM  SUMMERVILLE  and  the  screen's  foremost 
box-office  family. 



VICTOR  WALTER 

McLAGLEN  CONNOLLY 

PETER  LORRE in 

NANCY  STEELE  IS  MISSING 

with  JUNE  LANG,  ROBERT  KENT  and  Shirley 

Deane,  John  Carradine,  Jane  Darwell,  Helen  Jerome 

Eddy,  Frank  Conboy. 

FAIR  WARNING 

with  J.  Edward  Bromberg,  Betty  Furness,  John  Howard 

Payne,  Victor  Kilian,  Billy  Burrud. 

TYRONE        LORETTA  DON 

POWER  *  YOUNG  •  AMECHE 

LOVE  IS  NEWS 
with 

Slim  Summerville,  Dudley  Digges,  Walter  Catlett, 

George  Sanders,  Jane  Darwell,  Pauline  Moore, 

Stepin  Fetchit. 

TINE  OUT  FOR  ROMANCE 

with  CLAIRE  TREVOR,  MICHAEL  WHALEN, 

Joan  Davis,  Douglas  Fowley,  Bennie  Bartlett. 

SIMONS  SIMON  and 

JAMES  STEWART 

m 

SEVENTH  HEAVEN 

with  Jean  Hersholt,  Gregory  Ratoff,  Gale  Sondergaard, 

J.  Edward  Bromberg,  John  Qualen,  Victor  Kilian, 

Thomas  Beck,  Sig  Rumann. 

i 

\ 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck 

in 

Charge  of  Production  | 



MIDNIGHT  TAXI 

with  BRIAN  DONLEVY,  Alan  Dinehart  and  a  cast 

of  noted  players. 

SHIRLEY  TEMPLE 

in 

Rudy  aid  Kipling's 

WEE  WILLIE  WINKIE 

with 

VICTOR  McLAGLEN 

JUNE  LANG,  MICHAEL  WHALEN 

C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Douglas  Scott,  Constance  Collier, 

George  Hassell,  Cesar  Romero 

STEP  LIVELY,  JEEVES! 

with  ARTHUR  TREACHER,  Patricia  Ellis,  Robert 

Kent,  Alan  Dinehart,  George  Givot,  Helen  Flint.  Based 

on  the  character  "Jeeves"  created  by  P.  G.Wodehouse. 

WARNER  WALLACE 

BAXTER  and  BEERY 

in 

SLAVE  SHIP 

with 

ELIZARETH  ALLAN,  MICKEY  ROONEY 

George  Sanders,  Helen  Westley,  Miles  Mander,  Joseph 

Schildkraut,  Arthur  Hohl,  Minna  Gombell. 

MAKKliflJLP  liAIII 

(Tentative  Title) 

Based  on  a  smash  showmanship  idea,  the  kind  20th 

is  famous  for,  this  picture  is  destined  to  pay  off  big  in 

box-office  dividends.  Watch  for  further  news. 
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LEGAL  FIGHT  OVER  CHANCE  GAMES 

TURNS  ON  THEATRE  CORPORATIONS 

Hearing  on  All  Arrests  Made 

in  Chicago  Area  Set  for 

February  9;  State  Law 

Sought   in  Indiana 

Chance  games  and  giveways  continue  a 

major  subject  of  legal  contention.  Impor- 
tant court  fights  are  being  waged  over  them 

in  Illinois,  where  Chicago  police  have  made 
additional  arrests  of  theatre  operators,  and 
in  Missouri,  where  a  test  case  is  pending  in 
the  state  supreme  court.  In  New  Jersey 

action  has  been  started  against  several  ex- 
hibitors on  lottery  charges.  State  legislatures 

are  considering  bills  aimed  at  the  practice 

in  Indiana,  North  Carolina,  Ohio  and  Ten- 
nessee and  municipal  authorities  are  com- 
bating the  games  in  Omaha,  Houston  and 

Seattle. 

The  United  States  court  of  appeals  in  Bos- 
ton this  week  rejected  an  application  by  Bank 

Night  operators  for  a  hearing  of  an  infringe- 
ment suit  on  which  the  court  ruled  several 

weeks  ago  that  the  Bank  Night  plan  is  in  the 

public  domain  and  is  not  entitled  to  copy- 
right protection.  The  decision  added,  how- 
ever, that  the  game  is  not  a  lottery. 

William  V.  Daly,  assistant  corporation 
counsel  of  the  city  of  Chicago,  announced 
this  week  that  he  would  file  complaints 

against  corporations  operating  122  the- 
atres whose  managers  or  employees  have 

been  arrested  for  distribution  of  chance 

game  prize  money  in  violation  of  a  city 

ordinance.  Mr.  Daly  said  that  the  corpora- 
tions, not  the  employees,  are  the  real  de- 

fendants and  should  be  prosecuted.  The 
cases  scheduled  for  court  hearing  this 

week,  involving  25  theatres,  were  post- 
poned to  February  9th  when  a  hearing 

on  all  the  arrests  made  to  that  date  will 

be  held. 

Chicago  exhibitors  say  that  the  recent 

stopping  of  chance  games  by  the  police  de- 
partment is  costing  them  as  much  as  20  per 

cent  of  the  average  gross  taken  in  while  the 
games  were  running.  They  say  that  double 
features  have  been  of  no  help. 

The  State  Senate  of  Arkansas  has  passed 
a  bill  to  tax  theatre  chance  game  awards  25 
per  cent.  The  proceeds  are  to  be  given  to 
the  old  age  pension  fund. 

In  Americus,  Ga.,  a  city  court  jury  this 
week  acquitted  J.  N.  Morgan,  manager  of 

.  the  Rylander  theatre,  of  a  charge  of  operat- 
■  ing  a  lottery. 

State  Law  Sought 

Aimed  directly  at  Bank  Night,  a  bill  to 
prohibit  the  operation  of  lotteries  in  places 
where  admission  is  charged  has  been  intro- 

duced in  the  House  of  Representatives  in 
Indiana  by  Harry  Mutler,  operator  of  the 
State  theatre,  Anderson.  The  bill  provides 
a  fine  of  $50  to  $100  for  violation  to  which 
a  jail  sentence  of  six  months  may  be  added. 

Hearing  on  the  appeal  of  Jackson  County, 
Mo.,  authorities  from  the  circuit  court  in 
the  case  of  Missouri  vs.  R.  W.  McEwan, 
Bank  Night  distributor  in  Missouri  and 
Kansas,  has  been  set  by  the  supreme  court 

"GOLDEN  GOOSE" 
NEW  CHANCE  LURE 

Exhibitors  are  racking  their  brains 
to  find  novel  presentations  for  their 
chance  game  offerings,  now  that  the 
usual  methods  of  conducting  the  game 

are  beginning  to  pall  on  audiences. 
In  Leesville,  La.,  the  manager  of  the 

Vernon  theatre  went  back  to  his 

nursery  days  and  returned  with  an 
idea.  Tuesday  and  Friday  nights  at  the 

theatre  are  now  "Golden  Goose 

Nights." for  the  May  term.  Judge  Marion  D.  Walt- 
ner  of  the  circuit  court  last  summer  held 

that  while  "we  have  present  the  offering  of 
a  prize  and  the  award  of  that  prize  by 
chance,  this  court  is  of  the  opinion  that  the 
third  necessary  element,  to  wit,  considera- 

tion, is  absent." 
Cooperative  in  Hot  Water 

The  cooperative  Bank  Night  conducted  by 
25  theatres  in  Omaha  is  facing  trouble  on 
four  fronts.  Assistant  Attorney  General 
Paul  Chaney  has  announced  at  Lincoln  that 
he  believes  that  part  of  the  Bank  Night  plan 
which  permits  persons  to  attend  a  matinee 
and  be  eligible  for  the  $1,000  prize  if  their 
names  are  drawn  that  night  is  illegal  be- 

cause it  requires  the  purchase  of  a  ticket. 
Mayor  Dan  Butler  of  Omaha  has  in- 

structed City  Attorney  Seymour  Smith  to 
study  legal  means  of  stopping  Bank  Night. 
The  Lutheran  Ministers  Association, 

representing  25  churches,  has  asked  the 
City  Council  to  stop  Bank  Night  or  move  it 
to  some  other  night  than  Wednesday  during 
Lent.  The  Omaha  Ministerial  Union  has 

passed  a  resolution  backing  the  Lutherans 
in  their  demand. 

The  Nebraska  attorney  general,  Richard 
C.  Hunter,  has  assigned  one  of  his  staff  to 
gather  evidence  on  chance  games  which  he 
believes  are  conducted  in  violation  of  the 
lottery  laws. 

Attorney  Brings  Suits 

Suits  brought  against  users  of  giveaway 

games  in  New  Jersey  under  an  old  "com- 
mon informer"  statute  will  be  continued  by 

Max  J.  Berlin,  an  attorney,  in  spite  of  an 
announcement  that  Roy  H.  Decker,  said  to 
be  his  principal,  had  withdrawn.  Mr.  Decker 
was  reported  as  the  complainant  in  20  suits 

against  motion  picture  theatres,  fraternal  so- 
cieties and  churches  in  connection  with  Bank 

Nights,  bingo  parties  and  other  chance 
games.  In  a  statement  to  the  press  this 
week  he  disclaimed  further  interest  in  the 

litigation  and  placed  responsibility  for  the 
suits  on  Mr.  Berlin.  The  attorney  said  that 

a  group  of  mercahnts  is  sponsoring  the  ac- 
tion. 

An  order  temporarily  restraining  Bergen 

County  Prosecutor  John  J.  Breslin  from  tak- 
ing action  against  Bank  Night  and  chance 

games  being  conducted  in  theatres  has  been 
obtained  from  Advisory  Master  N.  Demarest 
Campbell  by  Harold  Blumenthal,  owner  of 

Old  "Common  Informer"  Stat- 
ute Invoked  in  New  Jersey; 

Tax  on  Chance  Games  Pro- 

posed in  North  Carolina 
the  Ritz  theatre,  Garfield.  Several  weeks 
ago  Mr.  Breslin  issued  an  ultimatum  giving 
theatre  owners  until  January  15th  to  put  a 

stop  to  the  giveaways,  maintaining  that  the 
games  are  lotteries. 
The  latest  development  of  the  chance 

games,  Giant  Bank  Night,  is  being  adopted 
by  the  circuits.  In  the  New  York  metro- 

politan area  an  intercity  hookup  with  six 
master  switchboards  on  the  stage  of  the 
Metropolitan  in  Brooklyn  and  operators  on 
the  stages  of  55  houses  in  the  Loew  circuit 
will  be  used  to  make  known  the  winners  of 

the  circuit's  first  two-day,  all-day  Bank 
Night  on  February  10th.  The  prizes  will 
total  $3,500  in  cash,  $1,500  for  the  first  and 
$1,000  each  for  the  second  and  third. 
Tax  on  Games  Asked 

Representative  Withrow  of  Rutherford, 
N.  C,  has  anounced  that  he  will  introduce 
a  bill  in  the  North  Carolina  state  legislature 
calling  for  a  tax  upon  Bank  Night  or  Jack 
Pot  Night  at  theatres. 

In  Ohio,  Representative  Carl  L.  Wintzler 
of  Wapakoneta  has  introduced  a  measure  in 
the  state  legislature  which  would  prohibit 
merchandise  giveaways  based  on  chance 
with  $100  to  $1,000  fines  and  jail  terms 
up  to  six  months  for  each  violation. 

Philadelphia  police,  acting  on  an  order 
of  Mayor  Wilson,  Tuesday  evening  forced 
75  neighborhood  theatre  managers  to  suspend 
the  games. 

The  Memphis  and  Shelby  County  delega- 
tion to  the  Tennessee  state  legislature  is  ex- 

pected to  introduce  measures  outlawing 
games  of  chance  in  theatres  and  drawings 
for  prizes  in  stores.  City  authorities  in 
Memphis  ordered  arrests  of  theatre  opera- 

tors using  the  games  but  found  that  the 
giveaways  were  within  the  law. 

Bank  Night  has  been  discontinued  in  two 
theatres  in  Lufkin,  Texas,  by  the  Jefferson 
Amusement  Company,  after  a  warning  by 

County  Attorney  W.  J.  Townsend  that  the 
managers  would  be  prosecuted  for  operating 
lotteries  unless  the  practice  was  stopped. 

In  Houston,  City  Fire  Marshal  Coull  has 
threatened  to  file  suit  against  all  theatres 
holding  Bank  Night  unless  they  obey  the 
city  ordinances  against  blocking  aisles  and exits. 

Bank  Night  and  Sweepstakes  have  been 
prohibited  in  Seattle  theatres  under  an  edict 
promulgated  by  Prosecuting  Attorney  B. 

Gray  Warner  who  called  the  games  lot- 
teries. Mel  Reid,  owner  of  the  New  Gorge 

theatre  in  Bingen,  Wash.,  has  been  arrested 
for  operating  a  Bank  Night  program  after 
having  been  warned  frequently  to  stop. 

Bingo  has  been  ruled  a  lottery  by  the  Post- 
office  Department. 

Columbia  Pictures  corporation  paid  Harry 
Cohn  $182,040  and  Jack  Cohn  $104,260  as 
salaries  during  the  last  fiscal  year,  according 
to  report  of  the  Securities  and  Exchange 
Commission. 
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RECEIPTS  $204,272,000 

IN  19  STATES  IN  1935 

Fox  IV est  Coast 

Cleared  in  Case 

In  Federal  Court 
Census  Bureau  Statistics  Show 

Amusements  in  33  States 

GrossedTotalof  $282,625,000 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 
in  Washington 

Additional  reports  from  the  Federal  Cen- 
sus Bureau  on  the  receipts  of  places  of 

amusement  this  week  included  statistics 

showing  that  in  19  states  and  the  District  of 
Columbia,  13,356  places  of  amusement  had 
receipts  aggregating  $204,272,000  in  1935, 
gave  employment  to  an  average  of  48,975 
persons  and  paid  out  in  wages  and  salaries 
$44,852,000. 

The  bureau  now  has  reported  on  33  states 
and  the  District  of  Columbia,  covering  17,- 
841  establishments  with  receipts  of  $282,- 

625,000,  giving  employment  in  1935  to  an  av- 
erage of  67,736  persons  and  having  an  ag- 

gregate payroll  for  the  year  of  $62,172,000. 
Previous  reports  covered  the  six  New  Eng- 

land states  and  eight  states  in  the  Rocky 
Mountain  region. 

The  reports  cover  all  types  of  enterprises 
including  motion  picture  and  other  theatres, 
circuses  and  shows,  amusement  parks,  dance 

halls,  bowling  alleys  and  other  establish- 
ments. 

Statistics  for  the  states  reported  this  week 
were  summarized  as  follows : 

California:  2,618  establishments  with  re- 
ceipts of  $66,686,000 ;  2,196  proprietors  and  firm 

members ;  13,548  employees ;  annual  payroll, 
$14,841,000  of  which  $1,846,000  was  for  part- 
time  work. 
Washington  :  596  establishments  with  re- 

ceipts of  $9,569,000  ;  472  firm  members  and 
proprietors ;  2,519  employees ;  annual  payroll, 
$2,024,000  of  which  $331,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 

Florida:  594  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$11,349,000;  463  proprietors  and  firm  members 
and  2,426  employees ;  aggregate  payroll,  $2,- 
703,000  of  which  $386,000  was  for  part-time  em- 
ployment. 
Maryland:  437  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $10,826,000  ;  329  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers and  2,250  employees ;  aggregate  payroll, 

$2,399,000  of  which  $338,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 

Virginia:  617  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $8,102,000  ;  443  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 

bers and  2,173  employees ;  aggregate  payroll, 
$1,807,000  of  which  $131,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 

District  of  Columbia  :  156  establishments 
with  receipts  of  $7,915,000  ;  99  proprietors  and 
firm  members  and  1,253  employees ;  aggregate 
payroll,  $1,919,000  of  which  $82,000  was  for 
part-time  work. 
North  Carolina:  740  establishments  with 

receipts  of  $7,362,000;  586  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  2,073  employees;  aggregate  pay- 

roll, $1,657,000  of  which  $100,000  was  for  part- 
time  work. 

Oregon:  390  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$5,933,000 ;  314  proprietors  and  firm  members 
and  1,476  employees ;  aggregate  payroll,  $1,- 
318,000  of  which  $196,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 

Georgia  :  671  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$5,248,000;  535  proprietors  and  firm  members 
and  1,982  employees ;  aggregate  payroll,  $1,258,- 
000  of  which  $181,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
West  Virginia:  390  establishments  with  re- 

ceipts of  $4,915,000;  343  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  1,265  employees;  aggregate  pay- 

roll, $1,012,000  of  which  $122,000  was  tor  part- 
time  work. 

South  Carolina  :  372  establishments  with 
receipts  of  $3,088,000  ;  241  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  964  employees ;  aggregate  payroll, 

$630,000  of  which  $33,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 

Delaware:  70  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$1,083,000;  58  proprietors  and  firm  members  and 
262  employees ;  aggregate  payroll,  $225,000  of 
which  $17,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Statistics  for  the  eight  south  central  states 
were : 
Alabama  :  495  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $4,539,000  ;  401  firm  members  and  propri- 
etors ;  1,260  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $927,000 

of  which  $73,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Kentucky  :  614  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $7,815,000  ;  509  firm  members  and  propri- 
etors ;  1,987  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $1,796,- 

000  of  which  $248,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Mississippi  :  300  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $1,303,000;  285  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  502  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $236,000 

of  which  $13,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Tennessee:  670  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $7,102,000;  551  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  1,846  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $1,541,- 

000  of  which  $139,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Arkansas  :  448  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $3,756,000;  382  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  961  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $706,000 

of  which  $128,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Louisiana  :  453  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $4,974,000  ;  394  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  1,747  employees ;  annual  payroll,  $1,081,- 

000  of  which  $216,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Oklahoma  :  830  establishments  with  receipts 

of  $8,255,000  ;  710  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers ;  2,341  employees  ;  annual  payroll,  $1,911,000 

of  which  $168,000  was  for  part-time  work. 
Texas  :  1,895  establishments  with  receipts  of 

$24,452,000;  1,619  proprietors  and  firm  mem- 
bers; 6,140  employees;  annual  payroll,  $4,861, 

000  of  which  $513,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Academy  Starts 

Award  Selection 

The  annual  Academy  of  Motion  Picture 
Arts  and  Science  awards  will  be  made  from 

382  features  originating  in  the  major  studios. 

A  special  committee  of  50  Academy  mem- 
bers are  currently  studying  these  films  to 

select  the  best  ten  and  other  groups  are 
considering  achievements  in  the  other  award 
classifications. 

The  general  committee  held  its  first  meet- 
ing on  Monday  on  the  producing,  acting, 

directing  and  writing  awards.  Nominations 

will  be  by  secret  ballot  and  the  entire  mem- 
bership will  cast  the  final  ballot. 

Studio  technical  department  heads,  studio 
executives  and  equipment  manufacturing 
companies  have  been  requested  to  submit 
nominations  for  the  award  for  scientific  or 
technical  achievement.  Nominations  must  be 

for  a  device,  method,  formula,  discovery  or 
invention  of  outstanding  importance  which 
had  been  employed  in  motion  picture  pro- 

duction during  1936.  Carl  Dreher  heads  the 
Board  of  Judges  for  this  award. 

Final  awards  in  all  classifications  will  be 
announced  at  the  annual  Academy  dinner 
on  March  4th. 

The  Fox  West  Coast  receivership  case  in 
which  the  circuit  was  charged  with  fraud 

in  obtaining  its  decree  is  believed  by  attor- 
neys to  have  been  effectively  closed  by  the 

decision  of  the  United  States  circuit  court 

of  appeals  in  San  Francisco  last  week. 
After  four  years  of  intensive  legal  war 

the  T.  L.  Tally  and  Corbar  Corporation 
plea  that  the  court  reverse  the  decision  of 
a  lower  court  was  refused  by  Federal  Judges 
Curtis  D.  Wilbur,  Bert  Haney  and  Francis 
Garrecht.  William  H.  Neblett,  Tally  and 

Corbar  attorney,  was  severely  criticized  in 

the  court's  decision.  Charges  of  fraud,  falsi- 
fication of  financial  records,  criminal  con- 

spiracy and  monopoly  had  been  fired  by  Mr. 
Neblett  at  half  a  dozen  film  corporations 

and  individuals,  among  them  Fox  Film  Cor- 
poration, Wesco  Corporation,  Twentieth 

Century-Fox,  National  Theatres,  Fox  West 
Coast  and  Charles  P.  Skouras. 

The  San  Francisco  appeals  court  held  that 
no  fraud  or  conspiracy  was  committed  in 
obtaining  the  original  decree  of  receivership 
in  1933.  Mr.  Neblett  charged  the  theatre 
men  with  conspiring  to  buy  back  their  own 
property  at  a  greatly  decreased  valuation 
while  the  properties  were  actually  solvent 
and  not  eligible  for  receivership.  The  Tally 
and  Corbar  claim  to  damages  because  their 
theatre  leases  had  been  canceled  following 
the  receivership  was  specifically  denied. 
The  court  ruled  that  they  had  no  standing 

as  creditors  because  they  had  accepted  con- 
sideration in  full  settlement  of  their  claims 

shortly  after  the  original  order. 
Technically  Mr.  Neblett  may  still  ask  that 

the  United  States  supreme  court  hear  an 
appeal  but  the  high  court  is  empowered  to 
refuse  such  hearing  and  California  attor- 

neys believe  that  such  an  appeal  would  be 

rejected. 

Hungarian  Booking 

Pool  Is  Attacked 

by  ENDRE  HEVESI in  Budapest 

The  members  of  the  Hungarian  Distrib- 
utors' Union  are  planning  a  cartel  in  order 

to  protect  their  booking  interests,  to  be  di- 
rected chiefly  against  the  small  exhibitors. 

Neighborhood  theatre  owners  recently 
adopted  a  form  of  collective  buying,  desig- 

nating one  of  their  number  to  negotiate 
terms  for  them  all,  thus  obtaining  lower 
prices.  The  distributors  are  determined  to 
end  the  system  and  the  members  of  the 
Union  will  agree  to  sell  their  product  to 
only  one  exhibitor  at  a  time. 

The  Exhibitors'  Union,  planning  to  fight 
the  distributors,  has  started  a  counter  action 

by  seeking  to  prevent  the  distributors  from 
obtaining  the  necessary  Governmental  per- 

mission for  the  formation  of  the  proposed 
cartel,  contending  it  would  be  detrimental 
to  exhibitors. 
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16  WPA  FILMS  COST 

REPORTED  $101,055 

John  E.  Kennebeck 

Dies  in  Australia 

John  E.  Kennebeck,  Paramount  managing 
director  for  Australia  and  New  Zealand, 

died  in  Sydney  last  Saturday  from  com- 
plications resulting  from  an  appendectomy 

which  was  performed  on  Wednesday.  He  is 
survived  by  his  wife  and  two  children. 

Mr.  Kennebeck,  who  was  39  years  old, 
climaxed  a  brilliant  Paramount  career  in 

1934  when  he  was  appointed  to  the  manag- 
ing directorship  in  Australia.  Leaving  the 

field  of  journalism  in  Omaha,  where  he  was 
a  reporter  on  the  Omaha  Bee,  the  young 
Nebraskan  joined  Paramount  as  an  ex- 
ploiteer  on  the  staff  of  Claude  Saunders  and 

was  assigned  to  the  company's  exchange  in Omaha  in  1922.  In  1923  he  was  transferred 
to  Australia  to  the  staff  of  John  W.  Hicks, 
Jr.  He  was  successful  in  the  building  of 

public  good  will  and  became  personally  pop- 
ular with  the  public  and  with  his  fellow 

workers. 
His  service  under  Mr.  Hicks  was  con- 

tinued when  William  J.  Clark  was  appointed 
to  the  managing  directorship  following  the 
return  of  Mr.  Hicks  to  America,  and  when 
Mr.  Clark  resigned,  the  still  young  exploiteer 
was  appointed  to  the  post. 

Again  he  distinguished  himself  with  his 

sales  and  personnel  policies.  He  was  ap- 
pointed president  of  the  American  Society 

of  Australia  and  because  of  his  private  work 
on  behalf  of  the  Catholic  Church  he  was 

made  a  Papal  Knight.  This  honor  was  to 
have  been  conferred  on  him  on  a  planned 
visit  this  year  to  his  home  city,  Omaha. 

International Radio 

Broadcasts  Awards 

The  presentation  of  awards  by  the  New 
York  newspaper  screen  critics  for  best  per- 

formances, the  best  film,  and  the  best  foreign 
film  of  1936  was  made  this  week  in  the 

Rainbow  Room  at  Rockefeller  Center,  New 
York.  The  ceremonies  were  broadcast  over 

the  NBC  blue  network.  A  cocktail  party 
with  more  than  300  attending  preceded  the 
presentation. 

William  Boehnel,  World  Telegram  critic, 
presided  at  the  ceremony  and  introduced 
Richard  Watts,  Jr.,  of  the  Herald-Tribune . 
Mr.  Watts  presented  the  award  for  the  best 
masculine  performance  to  Walter  Huston 

for  his  role  in  "Dodsworth."  The  award  for 

"Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town"  as  the  best  pic- 
ture of  the  year  was  presented  to  Jack  Cohn, 

vice-president  of  Columbia  and  the  certifi- 

cate for  "Carnival  in  Flanders,"  voted  best 
foreign  picture,  was  given  to  W.  H.  Van 
Beverin,  executive  of  American  Tobis.  The 
program  then  switched  to  Hollywood  where 
Sidney  Skolsky  of  the  Daily  News  intro- 

duced Samuel  Goldwyn,  Harry  Cohn,  Luise 
Rainer,  Gary  Cooper,  Jean  Arthur  and  Reu- 

ben Mamoulian.  Mr.  Cooper  and  Miss 

Arthur  did  brief  scenes  from  "Deeds." 
Following  the  coast  presentations  the  net- 

work spanned  the  Atlantic  and,  from  Lon- 

don, members  of  the  cast  of  "Carnival  in 
Flanders"  did  a  scene  from  that  picture. 

Administrator  Hopkins  Submits 

Data  to  House  Appropriations 

Committee;  Titles  Are  Given 

by  FRANCIS  L  BURT 
in  Washington 

Sixteen  motion  pictures,  ranging  in  length 
from  405  to  1,722  feet,  have  been  produced 
for  the  Works  Progress  Administration  at 
a  cost  of  $101,055.56,  it  was  disclosed  this 
week  with  publication  of  the  testimony  of 

Harry  Hopkins,  Works  Progress  Admin- 
istrator, before  the  House  appropriations 

committee  during  consideration  of  legisla- 
tion providing  funds  to  carry  the  WPA 

through  the  remainder  of  the  current  fiscal 

year. 
That  there  has  ever  been  any  difficulty 

with  the  General  Accounting  Office  in 

making  expenditures  for  film  propaganda 
was  denied  by  Mr.  Hopkins  in  response 

to  a  question  by  Representative  Taber 

(Rep.)  of  New  York,  who  sought  to  de- 
velop the  truth  of  rumors  that  the  GAO 

had  killed  the  initial  plans  of  the  WPA 
for  the  production  of  pictures. 

Motion  pictures  and  radio  have  repre- 

sented about  50  per  cent  of  the  WPA's 
total  expenditures  for  "information,"  it was  shown.  In  addition  to  the  more  than 

$100,000  spent  for  film  productions, 
$43,106.15  was  spent  for  radio,  these 

figures  being  up  to  the  end  of  last 
November,  and  at  the  present  time  four 
persons  with  annual  salaries  aggregating 

$16,000  are  employed  on  pictures  and 
radio  in  the  WPA  information  service. 

The  pictures  produced  for  the  WPA  so 
far  have  been  as  follows,  the  committee  was 

informed:  "A  Better  New  York  State," 
1,135  feet;  "A  Better  New  York  City,"  781 
feet;  "A  Better  New  Jersey,"  771  feet;  "A 
Better  Pennsylvania,"  876  feet;  "A  Better 
Massachusetts,"  953  feet;  "A  Better  Ohio," 
802  feet;  "A  Better  Michigan,"  755  feet;  "A 
Better  West  Virgina,"  777  feet;  "A  Better 
Illinois,"  831  feet;  "A  Better  Chicago,"  781 
feet;  "A  Better  Minnesota,"  905  feet;  "A 
Better  Missouri,"  876  feet;  "Hands"  (a  film 
showing  the  economic  distribution  of  the 

WPA  dollar),  405  feet;  "Work  Pays 
America"  (presenting  typical  WPA  opera- 

tions throughout  the  Nation),  1,554  feet; 

"Rain  for  the  Earth"  (a  newsreel  showing 
the  operations  of  WPA  in  drought-stricken 

states),  1,722  feet,  and  "We  Work  Again" 
(typical  projects  on  which  colored  WPA 
workers  are  employed),  1,408  feet. 

Contract  Not  Questioned 

"In  reply  to  the  question  as  to  whether 
any  difficulty  was  encountered  with  the  Gen- 

eral Accounting  Office  in  connection  with 

the  manufacture  of  the  films  listed  above,"  it 
was  declared  in  a  formal  statement  filed 

with  the  committee  by  Mr.  Hopkins,  outlin- 
ing the  motion  picture  activities  of  his 

organization,  "it  may  be  stated  that  no  diffi- 

culty was  encountered.  The  contract  has 
not  been  questioned,  and  all  vouchers  pre- 

sented have  been  approved  for  payment. 

"A  work  relief  project  to  provide  em- 
ployment for  needy  motion-picture  camera- 

men was  conducted  for  a  short  time  in  the 

early  days  of  the  Works  Progress  Admin- 
istration. The  project  was  small,  employ- 

ing at  its  maximum  only  four  cameramen. 
The  work  consisted  of  taking  a  series  of  pic- 

tures to  show  progress  on  important 
projects.  This  project  was  discontinued 
early  in  1936,  and  all  the  film  produced 
under  it  has  been  retained  for  record  pur- 

chases as  archives  material.  No  trouble  was 
experienced  with  the  General  Accounting 
Office  in  setting  up  this  project,  although 
many  details  had  to  be  worked  out  with  that 

office  concerning  it." The  WPA,  it  was  said,  has  received  no 

compensation  of  any  kind  for  the  distribu- 
tion of  any  of  its  films,  which  have  been 

added  to  the  normal  programs  of  theatres 
without  extra  cost  to  either  patrons  or  the 
Government.  No  central  distributing  agency 
has  been  set  up  for  the  distribution  of  the 
pictures,  but  they  have  been  sent  to  the 

state  administrators,  "who  were  responsible 
for  distribution  to  theatres  in  their  states  in 

any  convenient  and  appropriate  manner." 
12,500  Employed  at  Peak 

The  Federal  Theatre  Project  also  was 
taken  up  for  discussion,  it  being  shown  that 
at  the  peak  of  employment  nearly  12,500 
professionals  were  employed  and  at  the  end 
of  last  year  11,496  actors,  directors,  scenic 
and  costume  designers,  stage  managers, 
carpenters,  electricians,  stage  hands, 

property  men,  play  readers,  dramatists,  box 
office  men  and  others  were  employed  in 
manning  and  maintaining  100  operating  or 
performing  companies  in  28  states,  appear- 

ing before  audiences  that,  during  the  last 
four  months  of  1936,  averaged  1,214,000 

persons  per  month. 
Since  the  Federal  Theatre  Project  as  such 

took  over  the  drama  units  that  had  been  set 
up  under  the  Civil  Works  Administration 
and  the  Emergency  Relief  Administration, 
federal  companies,  from  December  2,  1935, 
to  December  31,  1936,  gave  a  total  of  28,191 
stage  performances  to  a  total  recorded  audi- 

ence of  approximately  15,000,000  persons. 
"This  Federal  theatre  audience  is  for  the 

most  part  a  new  audience,"  it  was  declared. 
"It  represents  rural  communities,  isolated 
camps,  small  towns,  even  cities  that  had 
long  been  isolated  from  the  living  theatre. 
At  the  beginning  of  the  project,  a  survey  of 
the  high  schools  in  New  York  City  disclosed, 
for  instance,  that  only  one  high  school  pupil 
in  30  had  ever  seen  a  play  with  living  actors. 

Hutchinson  Returns 

From  World  Tour 

Walter^  J.  Hutchinson,  foreign  manager 
of  Twentieth  Century-Fox,  returned  to  New 
York  this  week  from  a  six-months  tour  of 

his  company's  foreign  offices.  He  was  ac- 
companied by  F.  L.  Harley,  managing  di- 

rector of  the  organization  in  England. 
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EXHIBITORS  IN  5  STATES 

FACE  INCREASE  IN  TAXES 

Growing  Stack  of  "Must" 
Bills  Points  to  Little,  If 

Any,  Federal  Film  Action 

That  Congress  will  not  have  time  for  con- 
sideration of  legislation  directly  concerning 

the  motion  picture  industry  is  indicated  by 

the  growing  stack  of  "must"  measures.  The 
industry  is  threatened,  however  by  new 

taxes  or  increases  in  present  levies  in  Col- 
orado, Georgia,  Kansas,  Maryland  and  Mis- 
souri, and  it  is  believed  that  other  state 

legislatures  will  be  asked  to  approve  vari- 
ous bills  affecting  the  amusement  business. 

Municipal  governing  bodies  also  are  con- 
sidering ordinances  concerning  censorship 

bodies,  regulation  of  signs,  taxes  and  other 
measures  affecting  theatres. 

Submission  by  President  Roosevelt  of 
the  first  few  of  a  long  series  of  measures 

on  which  prompt  action  is  desired  is  be- 
lieved in  Congressional  circles  to  indicate 

that  there  will  be  little  time  available  dur- 

ing the  session  for  consideration  of  mat- 
ters not  on  the  Administration  program. 

Members  of  the  House  Committee  on 

interstate  and  foreign  commerce,  in  charge 
of  block  booking  legislation  and  many 

other  matters,  said  this  week  that  legisla- 
tion was  piling  up  so  fast  that  it  was 

doubtful  if  time  could  be  found  for  any- 

thing but  bills  on  the  "must"  agenda. 
The  attention  of  Congress  at  the  present  time 

is  centered  upon  the  President's  plan  for  re- 
organization of  the  executive  branch  of  the 

Government,  involving  the  absorption  by  Cab- 
inet departments  of  all  independent  agencies. 

Two  new  departments  would  be  created,  one 
of  which,  the  Department  of  Social  Welfare, 
would  probably  take  over  all  the  motion  picture 
activities  of  the  various  departments  and  agen- 
cies. 

Copyright  Bill  Filed 

The  number  of  measures  which  would  affect 

the  motion  picture  industry,  directly  or  in- 
directly, was  increased  in  the  last  week  by 

submission  of  copyright  legislation  by  Repre- 
sentatives Sol  Bloom  of  New  York  and  Guy  L. 

Moser  of  Pennsylvania. 
The  bill  would  give  to  the  copyright  owner 

the  exclusive  right  to  exhibit  the  work  if  it  is  a 
film,  or  to  communicate  it  by  broadcasts,  tele- 

vision or  other  means. 
Inclusion  in  the  first  deficiency  appropriation 

bill,  soon  to  be  reported,  of  $350,000  for  the 
use  of  the  Federal  Communications  Commis- 

sion in  prosecuting  its  investigation  of  the 
American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company, 
was  asked  last  week  by  President  Roosevelt  in 
a  letter  to  Speaker  Bankhead  of  the  House. 

Hearings  on  the  O'Mahoney  bill  providing 
for  the  licensing  of  corporations  engaged  in 
interstate  commerce  will  be  announced  in  the 

near  future,  it  is  indicated.  Of  particular  inter- 
est to  the  screen  industry  and  its  investors  is 

a  provision  that  all  officers  and  directors  must 
be  holders  of  stock  in  the  corporation  for  which 
they  serve. 

Three  bills  applying  to  industry  in  general, 
drafted  by  the  National  Council  for  Industrial 
Progress,  have  been  sent  to  the  President  for 
consideration.  One  authorizes  loans  for  small 

enterprises,  another  sets  up  a  National  Eco- 
nomic Advisory  Council  to  study  sources  of 

revenue  and   its   expenditure,   and   the  third 

LEGISLATORS  INSURE 

THEIR  FREE  PASSES 

About  three  and  a  half  minutes 

were  required  in  the  South  Carolina 

House  of  Representatives  to  kill  a  bill 
prohibiting  theatres  and  motion  picture 

houses  from  giving  free  passes  to  cer- 
tain groups,  members  of  the  general 

assembly  among  them.  The  bill  was 
introduced  by  J.  D.  Witherspoon  of 
Laurens.  It  was  read  once  and  sent 

to  the  judiciary  committee.  The  com- 
mittee made  an  unfavorable  report  on 

the  measure,  the  report  was  adopted 

by  the  House  and  the  measure  thereby 

rejected. 
To  make  certain  a  parliamentary 

"strangler"  was  applied  which  makes 
further  consideration  impossible  unless 
unanimous  consent  of  the  House  is 

given. 

covers  minimum  wages,  maximum  working 
hours  and  fair  trade  practices. 

The  Bureau  of  Internal  Revenue  ruled  this 
week  that  employers  who  desire  to  pay  their 

employees'  share  of  the  social  security  taxes 
without  deducting  the  amounts  from  the  pay 
envelopes  may  do  so  without  considering  the 
taxes  thus  absorbed  as  additional  compensation. 
A  measure  to  ban  block  booking  of  films  has 

been  introduced  in  the  California  legislature 
by  Assemblyman  Voight,  who  is  preparing  a 
bill  providing  for  the  separation  of  production 
and  exhibition.  Other  legislation  in  the  state 
affecting  the  motion  picture  industry  is  expected 
to  include  a  film  footage  tax  bill,  the  prohibi- 

tion of  the  sale  of  tickets  when  only  standing 
room  is  available,  and  an  anti-Bank  Night  bill. 

In  Colorado  exhibitors  are  organizing  op- 
position to  a  proposal,  now  before  the  legislature 

in  Denver,  for  a  20  per  cent  tax  on  amusement 
tickets.  Theatre  men  are  backing  another  bill, 
now  before  the  House,  which  would  prohibit 
mental  and  physical  endurance  tests  that  extend 
more  than  24  hours. 

Georgia  legislators  are  considering  a  gross 
receipts  tax  measure  and  are  expected  to  study 

the  possibilities  of  legalizing  pari-mutuel  bet- 
ting on  horse  and  dog  races. 

With  the  state  reporting  unprecedented  needs 
for  increased  revenue,  theatre  men  in  Kansas 
face  the  dilemma  of  either  supporting  a  sales 
tax  or  running  the  risk  of  facing  special  amuse- ment taxes. 
In  Louisiana  theatres  are  awaiting  the 

effect  of  an  order  issued  by  the  state  tax  com- 
missioner to  all  local  assessors  to  increase  the 

assessment  on  all  commercial  and  industrial 

property  up  to  10  per  cent  over  last  year. 
In  his  message  to  the  legislature  Governor 

Harry  W.  Nice  of  Maryland  urged  extension 
of  the  one  per  cent  gross  receipts  tax  on  ad- 

missions. The  levy  is  one  of  several  special 
tax  measures  which  will  expire  on  March  31st 
and  which  were  put  into  effect  to  raise  funds 
for  relief. 
A  bill  regulating  the  admission  of  minors  to 

motion  picture  theatres  has  been  filed  in  the 
Massachusetts  legislature.  The  measure  would 
bar  children  from  theatres  after  7  P.  M.  on 
week  days  unless  they  are  chaperoned  and  would 
prohibit  children  under  the  age  of  16  from 
Sunday  performances. 

Governor  Lloyd  Crow  Stark's  bill  to  increase 

the  Missouri  sales  tax  from  one  to  two  per 
cent  has  been  introduced  in  the  Missouri  legis- 

lature. It  includes  a  provision  making  the  levy 
one  cent  on  sales  between  nine  and  51  cents  and 
two  cents  on  sales  above  50  cents.  Adoption 
of  the  bill  would  force  theatres  to  increase  ad- 

missions one  cent. 

Three  bills  affecting  theatres  have  been  in- 
troduced in  the  Pennsylvania  legislature.  One 

provides  that  all  houses  seating  300  or  more 
be  equipped  with  an  asbestos  or  steel  curtain. 
Another  requires  the  attendance  in  projection 
booths  of  as  many  licensed  projectionists  as 
there  are  machines.  The  third,  a  labor  bill,  re- 

quires that  projectionists  be  allowed  at  least 
one  day  of  rest  a  week. 

In  Washington  the  theatre  industry  faces 
new  competition  from  two  sources.  One  group 
of  legislators  is  attempting  to  legalize  dog  rac- 

ing with  pari-mutuel  betting  and  another  would 
legalize  dart  games,  Bingo  and  Lotto,  which 
are  now  banned. 

Municipal  legislatures  in  several  cities  are 
considering  measures  which  affect  theatres. 
In  Birmingham,  Ala.,  amusement  supervision 
will  be  extended  and  tightened  rather  than  re- 

laxed by  the  new  department  of  amusement 
supervision  which  the  city  council  proposes  to 
create.  The  department  will  have  authority  over 
theatres,  circuses,  fairs,  carnivals,  night  clubs 
and  other  entertainments. 
An  amendment  to  the  Wilmington,  Del., 

building  code  to  permit  signs,  advertising  and 
ornamentation  on  marquees,  has  been  given  first 
and  second  readings  by  the  board  of  directors  of 
the  street  and  sewer  department. 

St.  Louis  Censorship  Move 

The  Savannah,  Ga.,  city  council  has  approved 
an  ordinance  reducing  the  tax  on  admissions  to 
two  per  cent  of  each  ticket  and  fixing  a  mini- 

mum levy  of  one  cent.  The  new  law  replaces 
a  ten  per  cent  gross  receipts  tax  which  was 
placed  in  effect  January  1st. 

Theatre  managers  in  Detroit  are  fighting  a 
city  ordinance  which  would  eliminate  all  can- 

opies and  marquees  in  the  city. 
The  St.  Louis  Mo.,  board  of  aldermen  is 

scheduled  to  vote  on  a  bill  creating  a  city 
board  of  motion  picture  censors.  Distributors 
of  film  would  be  called  upon  to  pay  a  city  tax 
of  one  cent  for  each  foot  of  film  inspected. 
An  ordinance  which  would  ban  smoking  in 

theatres,  with  certain  exceptions,  has  been 
placed  before  the  New  York  Board  of  Alder- 
men. 

Opposition  to  a  proposed  increase  in  theatre 
license  fees  in  Milwaukee,  Wis.,  was  voiced 
before  a  Common  Council  committee  hearing 
by  B.  J.  Miller,  representing  the  circuits,  and 
R.  A.  Tesch,  business  manager  for  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatres  Protective  Association.  The 
exhibitors  contend  that  the  present  flat  $30 
annual  fee  is  sufficient  to  finance  the  city  mo- 

tion picture  commission.  The  new  plan  would 
provide  a  fee  ranging  from  $30  to  $100  a  year, 
depending  on  the  seating  capacity. 

Sunday  Openings  Permitted 
A  measure  to  legalize  Sunday  shows  in  all 

municipalities  in  Jefferson  County,  Ala.,  has 

been  passed  by  the  state  legislature  and  is  await- 
ing the  Governor's  signature.  The  bill  will  per- 
mit operation  of  theatres  in  Leeds  and  Tarrant. 

Birmingham,  also  in  the  county,  already  has 
Sunday  films. 

Officials  of  Oakland,  Md.,  are  planning  to  ask 
the  legislature  to  authorize  a  referendum  on 
Sunday  shows.  In  Alabama  the  state  legis- 

lators have  been  given  a  bill  to  legalize  the 
showings  in  Fort  Payne. 

The  town  council  of  Arnold,  Neb.,  acced- 
ing to  a  petition  signed  by  200  citizens,  has 

repealed  the  law  banning  Sunday  shows.  In 
Waynesboro,  Va.,  a  referendum  on  the  ques- 

tion resulted  in  a  vote  of  344  to  294  in  favor 
of  the  theatres. 

Bills  have  been  passed  by  the  lower  house  of 
the  North  Carolina  legislature  to  permit  the 
operation  of  theatres  on  Sundays  in  Cherokee county. 

Repeal  of  a  city  ordinance  in  Greenwood, 
Miss.,  prohibiting  Sunday  shows  has  been  de- 

nied by  authorities  in  spite  of  a  petition. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

The  Pick  ford  Plans 

Following  her  wedding  and  return  from 
Europe,  Mary  Pickford  intends  to  go  into 
active  production  again.  With  definite  and  final 
plans  not  to  be  announced  until  next  June, 
Miss  Pickford  intends  to  organize  a  stock  com- 

pany of  young  and  promising  players.  Her  plan 
is  unique.  She  does  not  intend  to  sign  up 
established  name  players.  Rather  the  idea  calls 
for  the  rounding  up  of  newcomers  to  the  screen 
who  give  evidence  of  possessing  the  talents  and 
abilities  presaging  future  stardom. 

The  company  will  not  be  large.  It  probably 
never  will  include  more  than  six  people,  with 
present  indications  pointing  to  a  roster  of  three 
or  four.  When  she  returns  to  production  Miss 
Pickford  will  not  only  use  her  contract  players 
in  her  own  pictures,  but,  adapting  the  practice 
established  by  Walter  Wanger,  will  loan  them 
out  to  other  companies. 

The  first  player  signed  to  a  Pickford  contract 
is  Barry  Fitzgerald,  one  time  member  of  the 
Abbey  Players  of  Dublin,  Ireland,  who  is  cur- 

rently appearing  in  Radio's  "The  Plough  and 
the  Stars." 

14  Start;  7  Finish 

New  production  zoomed  up  sharply  during 
the  past  week  as  fourteen  pictures  started. 
Warners,  embarking  upon  one  of  the  most 
extensive  production  splurges  in  years,  put  five 
films  in  the  work.  Universal  started  three, 
Columbia  and  20th  Century-Fox  two  each  and 
Republic  and  Radio  one  respectively.  Twenti- 

eth Century-Fox  dominated  the  finished  work 
by  completing  three  as  Warners  checked  in 
two  and  MGM  and  Republic  one  each.  Diversity 
is  the  keynote  of  both  the  new  and  completed 
work.  Films  on  both  schedules  include  dramas, 
comedies,  topicals,  musicals  and  spectacles. 

Universal  Starts  Three 

Warner's  most  important  pictures  undoubtedly 
are  "Kid  Gallahad"  and  "The  Singing  Marine." 
The  first  brings  Edward  G.  Robinson  and  Bette 
Davis  back  to  the  screen  after  a  prolonged 
absence.  Principal  supports  are  Humphrey  Bo- 
gart,  Wayne  Norris,  Mary  McGuire  and  Joe 
Cunningham.  Michael  Curtiz  is  directing.  Dick 
Powell  and  Doris  Weston  are  the  stars  of  the 

musical,  "The  Singing  Marine."  Support  in- 
cludes Hugh  Herbert,  Allen  Jenkins,  Jessie 

Ralph,  Lee  Dixon,  Marsha  Ralston,  Veda  Ann 
Borg,  and  Jane  Wyman.  Ray  Enright  is  the 

director.  In  "Talent  Scout,"  a  topical  comedy 
romance,  Donald  Woods,  Jean  Madden,  Rosa- 

lind Marquis,  Fred  Lawrence,  David  Carlyle, 
Charles  Halton  and  Joseph  Crehan  will  be 

seen.  Louis  King  directs.  Cast  for  "Public 
Wedding,"  a  topical  comedy,  are  Marie  Wilson, 
Jane  Wyman,  William  Hoppel,  Dick  Purcell, 
Raymond  Hatton,  Berton  Churchill  and  Eddie 
Acuff.  William  Clemens  is  directing.  Last 

picture  on  the  new  schedule,  "Dance  Charlie 
Dance,"  comedy  with  music,  features  Stuart 
Erwin,  Jean  Muir,  Glenda  Farrell,  Allen  Jen- 

kins, Charles  Foy,  James  Robbins,  Gordon 

Hart,  Hugh  O'Connell,  Joseph  Crehan  and 
Veda  Ann  Borg.  Frank  McDonald  is  directing. 

Heading  the  list  of  Universal's  starters  is 
"The  Stones  Cry  Out,"  dramatic  romance.  It 
will  feature  Nan  Grey,  Judith  Barrett  and  John 
Howard  with  Robert  Wilcox,  Michael  Fitz- 

BARRY  FITZGERALD  signs  a 

long  term  contract  as  the  first  mem- 
ber of  a  screen  stock  company  Mary 

Pickford  will  form  upon  her  return 
from  Europe  in  the  Spring. 

maurice,  Scott  Kolk,  Robert  Spencer,  Michael 
Loring  and  Henry  Hunter.  Several  times  post- 

poned, "Night  Key,"  mystery  drama,  finally 
got  under  way.  With  Lloyd  Corrigan  directing, 
it  will  feature  Boris  Karloff,  Jean  Rogers,  War- 

ren Hull  and  David  Oliver.  The  third  new 

picture,  "Short  Haul,"  a  Trem  Carr  production 
which  Arthur  Lubin  is  directing,  will  present 
Louise  Lattimer,  Emerson  Treacy,  Grace  Good- 
all,  LeRoy  Mason,  Theodore  Von  Eltz,  Olaf 
Hytton,  Roger  Imhoff  and  Harry  Allen. 

At  Columbia,  "Racing  Luck,"  action  drama, 
was  the  first  picture  to  start.  The  cast  lists 
Charles  Quigley,  Dorothy  Wilson,  Eddie  Nu- 

gent, Patricia  Farr,  Gene  Morgan,  John  Gallau- 
det,  Gordon  Elliott  and  Arthur  Aylesworth. 
D.  Ross  Lederman  is  directing.  The  companion 

picture  is  "A  New  Trail  Ahead,"  western,  which features  Charles  Starrett,  Peggy  Stratford,  Ed 
LeSaint,  Charles  Middleton,  Hank  Ball  and  Art 
Mix.   Leon  Barsha  is  the  director. 

"Wee  Willie  Winkie,"  a  Rudyard  Kipling 
story,  is  the  front  runner  at  20th  Century-Fox. 
Shirley  Temple  is  starred  with  Victor  McLag- 
len,  June  Lang,  C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Cesar 
Romero,  Michael  Whalen,  Douglas  Scott  and 

Constance  Collier.  Its  second  film,  "Charlie 
Chan  at  the  Olympics,"  again  features  Warner 
Oland  with  Pauline  Moore,  Keye  Luke,  Kath- 
erine  DeMille  and  C.  Henry  Gordon.  H.  Bruce 
Humberstone  is  directing. 

Republic  began  work  on  "Trail  of  Vengeance," western  drama.  Johnny  Mack  Brown  and  Iris 
Meredith  are  the  leads.  Support  includes  War- 

ner Richmond,  Earle  Hodgins,  Karl  Hackett, 
Frank  LaRue,  Frank  Ellis,  Lew  Meehan  and 
Frank  Ball.    Sam  Newfield  is  directing. 

Radio's  contribution  to  the  new  work  is  "The 
Outcast  of  Poker  Flat,"  an  adaptation  of  a  Bret 
Harte  story.   The  cast  which  Christy  Cabanne 

directs  includes  Preston  Foster,  Jean  Muir, 
Margaret  Irving,  Cy  Jenks,  Harry  Mayo,  Van 
Heflin,  Virginia  Weidler,  Richard  Lane,  Bar- 

bara Pepper  and  Frank  M.  Thomas. 

Seven  Films  Completed 

The  three  pictures  completed  by  20th  Century- 
Fox  appear  to  be  potentially  in  the  big  feature 
class.  "On  the  Avenue,"  a  romance  with  music, 
teams  Dick  Powell  and  Madeliene  Carroll  in 
the  leads  with  Alice  Faye,  the  Ritz  Brothers, 
Alan  Mowbray,  George  Barbier,  Shirley  Deane, 
Cora  Witherspoon,  Paul  Gerritts,  Siegfried 
Rumann,  Douglas  Wood,  Alex  Pollard,  William 
Edritt  and  Stepin  Fetchit.  Roy  Del  Ruth  di- 

rected. 'Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing,"  drama, 
features  Victor  McLaglen  with  Walter  Con- 

nolly, Peter  Lorre,  June  Lang,  Robert  Kent, 
Shirley  Deane,  Frank  Conroy,  George  Taylor, 
Arthur  Hohl,  June  Harrington,  Kane  Rich- 

mond, Margaret  Fielding,  DeWitt  Jennings, 
Allen  Cavan,  George  Chandler  and  Eric  Wilton. 
George  Marshall  directed.  The  third  feature, 
"Time  Out  for  Romance,"  will  present  Claire 
Trevor,  Michael  Whalen,  Joan  Davis,  Bennie 
Bartlett,  Andrew  Tombes,  William  Demarest, 
Lelah  Tyler,  Chick  Chandler,  Paul  Stanton, 
Vernon  Steele,  George  Chandler,  Georgia  Caine, 
Edward  Keane  and  Inez  Courtney.  Malcolm 
St.  Clair  directed. 

At  Warners  "Call  It  a  Day"  and  "The  Go 
Getter"  finished.  The  first  will  present  Ian 
Hunter,  Olivia  De  Havilland,  Frieda  Inescourt, 
Roland  Young,  Alice  Brady,  Bonita  Granville, 

Peter  Willes,  Una  O'Connor,  Beryl  Mercer 
and  Elsa  Buchanan.  Archie  Mayo  directed. 
Cast  in  "The  Go  Getter"  are  George  Brent, 
Anita  Louise,  Charles  Winninger,  Henry 

O'Neill,  John  Eldredge,  Craig  Reynolds,  Car- 
lyle Moore,  Jr.  and  Myrtle  Stedman.  Busby 

Berkeley  directed. 
After  several  months  in  the  work,  during 

which  production  was  held  up  many  times, 
"Maytime"  was  finally  completed  at  MGM.  A 
musical  romance,  it  again  teams  Jeanette  Mac- 
Donald  and  Nelson  Eddy.  Other  names  in  the 
cast  are  John  Barrymore,  Lynne  Carver,  Her- 

man Bing,  Russell  Hicks,  Charles  Judels,  Guy 
Bates  Post  and  Tom  Brown.  Robert  Z.  Leon- 

ard directed. 

Although  the  title  is  still  tentative,  Republic 

completed  "Without  a  Net,"  romance  drama 
against  a  circus  background.  The  cast  includes 
June  Travis,  Robert  Livingston,  Charlie  Mur- 

ray, Emma  Dunn,  Donald  Cook,  Betty  Comp- 
son,  Lucille  Osborne,  John  Wray  and  Donald 
Kerr.  John  H.  Auer  directed. 

Freeze-Out 

Southern  California's  unprecedented  cold  wave 
and  the  battle  to  save  the  $100,000,000  citrus 
crop  is  playing  havoc  with  theatre  business. 
With  a  pall  of  thick  black  smoke  covering  the 
orange  and  lemon  raising  belt  from  San  Diego 
on  the  south  to  Santa  Barbara  on  the  north 
and  as  far  east  as  San  Bernardino,  and  the 
entire  populace  of  the  area  mobilized  to  tend 
the  smudge  pots  in  the  groves,  theatre  managers 
cannot  muster  a  corporal's  guard  into  their 
houses,  no  matter  what  the  attraction. 
From  Riverside,  Pomona,  Ontario,  Orange, 

Whittier,  Santa  Ana,  Ventura,  Santa  Paula 
and  Ojai  in  the  heart  of  the  orange  empire 
come  reports  of  deserted  houses.  Even  in  Pasa- 

dena and  Glendale  theatre  attendance  has  been 
more  than  cut  in  half. 
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WARNER  REPORT  SHOWS 

INCREASED  NET  PROFIT 

General  Theatres  Equipment 

Dividend  Expected;  Paramount 

Received  Nonrecurring  Income 

Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  Inc.,  and 

subsidiaries  revealed  in  a  report  made  pub- 
lic January  22nd  and  covering  the  13  weeks 

ending  November  26,  1936,  a  net  operating 

profit  of  $2,047,936  after  amortization,  de- 
preciation, normal  federal  income  taxes  and 

all  charges  but  without  provision  for  sur- 
taxes on  undistributed  earnings. 

This  compares  with  a  net  operating 

profit  of  $1,031,316  for  the  correspond- 
ing period  of  1935  after  equivalent  deduc- 

tions. During  the  1936  period  $92,725, 

representing  discount  realized  on  redemp- 
tion of  bonds  of  subsidiary  companies, 

was  credited  directly  to  deficit  account. 

The  profit  reported  is  equal  to  $19.86  each 
on  103,107  shares  of  preferred  stock  out- 

standing on  November  28,  1936,  on  which 
dividend  arrears  as  of  December  31  were 

$18.28^  a  share.  After  allowance  for  cur- 
rent dividend  requirements  on  the  preferred 

stock  the  net  profit  was  equal  to  52  cents 
each  on  3,701,090  shares  of  common  stock 
outstanding,  inclusive  of  that  held  in  the 
company  treasury. 

Assets  as  of  November  29  amounted  to 

$24,245,656  and  current  liabilities  were 
listed  at  $20,672,021.  Optional  6  per  cent 
convertible  debentures  series  due  in  1939 

totalled  $32,000,000,  the  company  holding 
$529,000  of  these  in  its  treasury.  A  net 
amount  of  $771,000  of  these  debenture  ob- 

ligations, representing  the  $1,300,000  pur- 
chase fund  requirement  due  within  a  year 

less  debentures  held  in  the  treasury,  was 
included  under  current  liabilities. 

Discuss  New  Financing 

Plans  for  new  financing  by  means  of  new 
common  stock  are  under  discussion  by  War- 

ner executives  and  a  banking  group  under- 
stood to  be  headed  by  Hayden,  Stone  and 

company.  The  step  in  contemplation  would 
consist  of  offering  to  present  stockholders 
rights  to  subscribe  to  960,000  shares  of  new 
common  stock  in  the  ratio  of  one  new  share 
for  four  shares  now  held. 

The  plan  under  advisement  is  said  to  in- 
clude consideration  of  measures  to  refund 

the  company's  bonds  and  possibly  also  its 
preferred  stock.  Subscription  price  of  the 
new  stock  is  expected  to  be  in  the  neighbor- 

hood of  $12.50  a  share,  depending  on  condi- 
tions at  the  time  when  actual  offering  is 

made. 

Purpose  of  the  new  financing  is  given 
as  the  acquirement  of  additional  working 
capital  for  increased  production  and  other 
corporate  purposes. 

GTE  Earnings  Up 

Earnings  of  General  Theatres  Equipment 
corporation  for  1936  are  reported  as  $1,450,- 
000,  equal  to  $2.70  a  share  on  stock  out- 

standing. During  the  year  the  company 
received  from  the  185,600  shares  of  Twen- 

tieth Century-Fox  stock  which  it  holds  divi- 
dends  of  $452,670  and   paid   off  to  the 

Chase  National  Bank  a  loan  of  $2,000,000. 

Increased  rehabilitation  activity  in  thea- 
tres throughout  the  country  are  regarded  as 

importantly  instrumental  in  the  improved 
showing  made  by  General  Theatres  Equip- 

ment corporation. 
Nonrecurring  income  of  $600,000,  resul- 

tant from  cancellation  of  a  "buy  or  sell" 
agreement  with  one  of  its  theatre  operating 
partners,  was  included  in  the  report  of 
Paramount  Pictures  corporation  for  the 
final  quarter  of  1936  showing  earnings  in 
excess  of  $3,000,000. 

Orpheum  Holders 

Ask  Recognizing 

Preferred  stockholders  of  the  Orpheum 
circuit  have  filed  petitions  with  Referee 
Oscar  W.  Ehrhorn  which  seek  to  put  Or- 

pheum in  reorganization  under  Section  77-B 
and  ask  that  RKO's  offer  of  $700,000  for 
the  assets  of  the  circuit  be  rejected. 

The  referee  set  January  29th  for  the  hear- 
ing of  the  petitions  and  adjourned  to  the 

same  date  the  meeting  of  Orpheum  creditors 
to  hear  the  report  of  appraisers  and  act  on 
the  RKO  offer  to  buy  Orpheum  assets. 
Provision  has  been  made  in  the  RKO 

proceedings  for  the  reorganization  of  any 
RKO  subsidiary.  In  the  event  the  Orpheum 
stockholders  petition  to  remove  the  company 
from  receivership  for  reorganization  under 
Section  77-B  is  granted,  the  stockholders 
would  have  a  participation  in  the  proceed- 

ings which  they  do  not  have  under  the  re- 
ceivership. 

Sound  Apparatus 

Ruled  Tax  Exempt 

A  decision  in  Washington  by  D.  S.  Bliss, 

deputy  commissioner  in  the  Treasury  De- 
partment, this  week  definitely  exempts  am- 

plifiers and  loud  speakers  used  in  theatre 
sound  systems  and  public  address  systems 
from  the  5  per  cent  manufacturers  excise 
tax.  The  ruling  was  in  adjustment  of  a 
claim  for  abatement  requested  by  the  Sales 
On  Sound  Corporation  of  New  York  in  a 
test  case  which  has  been  pending  since  Octo- 

ber, 1934.  SOS  Corporation's  apparatus  is 
similar  in  construction  to  devices  employed 

by  most  other  sound  equipment  manufac- 
turers. 

The  claim  was  allowed  on  the  ground  that 
the  amplifiers  and  speakers  in  question  are 
not  suitable  for  use  on  or  in  connection  with 
radio  receiving  sets. 

Mrs.  Florence  Cron  Dead 

Mrs.  Florence  Cron,  mother  of  James  A. 
Cron,  advertising  manager  of  Motion 
Picture  Daily,  died  on  Monday  evening 
of  a  paralytic  stroke.  She  was  80.  The 
funeral  was  to  be  in  Cedar  Rapids,  la.,  on 
Friday.   Another  son,  Louis,  survives. 

Marie  Prevost, 

Pioneer  Player, 

Is  Found  Dead 

Marie  Prevost,  found  dead  in  her  Holly- 
wood apartment  January  23rd  under  cir- 

cumstances indicating  impoverishment,  was 
a  member  of  that  colorful  company,  the 
Mack  Sennett  Bathing  Beauties,  from  whose 
ranks  rose  to  fame  and  varying  fortune  many 
stars  of  major  accountability  for  the  box 

office  history  of  the  1920's.  Like  all  but  a 
few  of  them,  she  passed  out  of  prime  popu- 

larity with  the  coming  of  sound  pictures. 
Born  in  Sarnia,  Ontario,  38  years  ago, 

Marie  Bickford  Gunn  was  employed  as  a 
stenographer  in  Los  Angeles  when  Ford 
Sterling,  directing  a  Mack  Sennett  comedy, 
picked  her  out  of  a  crowd  of  onlookers  to 
play  a  part  in  the  picture.  She  became  a 
member  of  the  then  famous  beauty  brigade 

which  included  Gloria  Swanson,  Mabel  Nor- 
mand,  Bebe  Daniels  and  Phyllis  Haver,  at 
a  wage  variously  quoted  between  $3  a  day 

and  $40  a  week.  She  took  the  name,  Pre- 
vost, from  her  stepfather. 

With  the  advent  of  the  flapper  and  the 
emphasis  of  picture  producers  upon  that 
type  of  personality  Miss  Prevost  moved  up 
quickly  into  stellar  rank.  She  was  married 
in  1924  to  Kenneth  Harlan,  at  which  time 
was  disclosed  the  fact  of  her  marriage  to 
Gerke  in  1918  and  her  divorce  from  him  in 

1923,  both  continuing  in  featured  roles  be- 
tween then  and  their  separation  in  1929.  A 

sister,  Peggy  Prevost,  briefly  known  to 
screen  audiences  several  years  ago,  is  the 
only  known  surviving  relative. 

Miss  Prevost's  first  feature  production 
was  "The  01'  Swimming  Hole,"  a  Charles 
Ray  vehicle,  and  this  led  to  other  important 
engagements.  Among  the  pictures  in  which 

she  appeared  were  "The  Dark  Swan"  and 
"The  Marriage  Circle,"  for  Ernst  Lubitsch, 
"Up  in  Mabel's  Room,"  "Almost  a  Lady," 
"For  Wives  Only,"  "Man  Bait,"  "Getting 
Gertie's  Garter,"  "The  Night  Bride,"  "The 
Girl  in  the  Pullman,"  "On  to  Reno,"  "Blonde 
for  a  Night,"  "Parole  Girl,"  "Only  Yester- 

day," "Hands  Across  the  Table"  and  "The 

Lover  of  Camille." With  the  passage  of  time  the  actress  came 
to  accept  less  prominently  featured  roles  and 
recently  has  appeared  in  bits.  She  is  re- 

ported to  have  suffered  a  nervous  break- 
down after  signing  her  last  contract  with 

Warner  Brothers  and  had  been  ill  for  some 
time  before  her  death.  Her  last  appearance 

was  in  a  minor  role  of  "Cain  and  Mabel." 

Carpet  Company  Moves 
The  main  office  and  warehouse  of  Hotel 

and  Theatre  Carpet  Company  has  moved 
from  25  West  18th  street,  New  York,  to 

larger  quarters,  occupying  the  entire  second 
floor  at  427  West  42nd  street.  A  branch  office 
has  been  opened  at  354  West  44th  street. 
Barney  Weinger  is  general  sales  manager. 

Review  Board  Praises  "Legion" National  Board  of  Review  of  Motion 

Pictures  last  week  voted  "Black  Legion"  a 
"powerful  social  document  and  outstanding 
example  of  how  significant  the  screen  can  be 
in  upholding  American  and  human  standards 

of  racial  and  religious  tolerance." 
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Admission  Trend 

Continues  Upward; 

Films  Set  Marks 

Following  the  trend  toward  higher  ad- 
mission prices  noticeable  last  year,  small 

but  significant  increases  have  been  made  re- 
cently in  Boston,  Chicago,  Cleveland  and 

Kansas  City,  indicating  that  a  generally 
higher  level  will  be  the  rule  this  year.  A 
further  indication  of  the  continuation  of  the 
increased  attendance,  also  marked  last  year, 
is  in  the  additions  to  the  list  of  house 

records  broken  by  the  new  pictures. 
In  Boston  a  general  price  increase  in  the  first 

run  houses  is  anticipated  as  a  result  of  a  ten 
cent  increase  inaugurated  by  the  Metropolitan. 
The  RKO  and  Loew  houses  are  expected  to 
follow. 

Slightly  higher  admissions  initiated  by  the 
Essaness  circuit  in  Chicago  have  been  adopted 
by  other  circuits  and  independents.  The  in- 

crease in  most  cases  is  five  cents. 
The  Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors,  at 

a  meeting  called  to  discuss  the  possibility  of 
passing  on  to  the  public  the  recently  enacted 
three  per  cent  gross  receipts  tax  in  the  form 
of  a  one  cent  admission  increase,  agreed  to  adopt 
the  increase  provided  the  policy  is  approved  by 
all  the  theatres  in  the  Greater  Cleveland  area. 

The  Fox  Midwest  circuit  has  advanced  ad- 
missions five  cents  at  25  of  its  200  theatres  in 

the  Kansas  City  territory.  Elimination  of  bar- 
gain nights  and  an  increase  in  the  number  of 

evenings  on  which  top  admission  is  charged  in 

W.  D.  Fulton's  five  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  houses, 
has  not  met  with  any  protest  from  the  public. 

The  publicity  departments  of  the  distributing 
companies  continue  to  hail  new  records. 

Grand  National's  "Great  Guy"  finished  its 
first  week  at  the  Criterion,  New  York,  with 
$30,000,  the  best  gross  since  the  house  opened. 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  broke  all  first  day records  at  the  Fox  theatre  in  San  Francisco. 
After  breaking  a  house  record  at  the  Penn 
in  Pittsburgh  with  $32,000  the  picture  set  a  new 
mark  at  the  Warner  in  the  same  city. 

Paramount  reported  that  "The  Plainsman" 
doubled  the  house  average  on  its  opening  runs 
in  Boston,  Worcester,  Springfield,  Portland, 
New  Haven,  Hartford,  Minneapolis,  New  Or- 

leans, Toledo,  Scranton,  Memphis,  Kansas  City 

and  San  Francisco.  The  same  company's  "Col- 
lege Holiday"  had  the  distinction  of  being  the 

first  picture  ever  to  play  a  first  run  engagement 
in  three  different  theatres  in  the  same  city, 
Seattle.  The  film  broke  attendance  records 

of  the  last  several  years  at  Loew's  Broad  in 
Columbus,  Ohio. 

The  Twentieth  Century-Fox  musical,  "One  in 
a  Million,"  was  the  11th  of  450  pictures  to  re- 

main for  three  weeks  at  the  Roxy,  New  York. 
In  its  first  11  days  at  the  house  the  picture  had 
an  attendance  of  238,886,  or  a  capacity  audience 
for  every  one  of  the  screenings.  The  same 

company's  "Lloyd's  of  London"  broke  all  open- 
ing day  and  six  day  records  in  the  history 

of  Toronto's  Uptown  theatre. 
All  previous  records  for  the  United  Artists 

theatre  in  San  Francisco  for  attendance  and 
gross  receipts  were  broken  for  the  first  three 

days  of  "Garden  of  Allah." 
Warner  Brothers'  "Gold  Diggers  of  1937" 

set  a  new  mark  for  attendance  at  the  Michi- 
gan, Detroit. 

Chancellor  Joshua  O.  Wolcott  in  chan- 
cery court  at  Wilmington  this  week  ad- 

journed until  February  24th  the  hearing  in 
the  suit  of  Gordon  Burt  Affleck  against  Gen- 

eral Theatres  Equipment,  Inc.,  on  applica- 
tion of  the  reorganization  committee  of  the 

corporation. 

Universal  To  Launch 

Ad  Campaign  for  "Town" The  New  Universal  is  launching  a  na- 

tional advertising  campaign  for  "Top  of  the 
Town,"  designed  to  impress  every  one  of 
the  nation's  120,000,000  population.  A  series 
of  full-page  ads  will  appear  in  the  Satur- 

day Evening  Post,  Colliers,  Liberty,  Life 
and  other  magazines  of  this  category.  This 
in  addition  to  another  full-page  campaign 
in  over  20  fan  and  radio  magazines,  includ- 

ing Screenland,  Fawcett  and  Dell  groups, 
Modern  Screen,  Photoplay,  Movie  Mirror, 
Radio  Guide,  Radio  Stars  and  numerous 
others.  A  trade  paper  campaign  on  a  scale 
seldom  heretofore  attempted,  is  promised. 
The  company  announced  that  the  largest 

newspaper  advertising  appropriation  in  the 
history  of  the  organization  will  be  expended. 

R.  H.  Cochrane,  president  of  the  New 
Universal,  in  speaking  of  the  picture,  said: 

"While  we  know  that  not  all  the  splendid 
personalities  in  our  picture  are  big  star 
names  as  yet,  we  are  convinced  they  will  be 
after  the  picture  is  released.  The  negative 

has  already  cost  well  over  a  million  dollars." 

Notables  Attend 

"IValtz"  Opening 

Industry  notables,  members  of  diplomatic 
and  Congressional  circles  and  important 
representatives  of  the  press  were  among 

those  present  at  the  world  premiere  of  Par- 

amount's  "Champagne  Waltz"  at  Loew's 
Palace  in  Washington.  (Pictures  of  the 
opening  are  in  the  pictorial  section.) 

At  a  board  of  directors  meeting  held  in 
New  York  before  Adolph  Zukor  and  the 
home  office  executives  left  for  the  Washing- 

ton opening,  only  routine  business  was 
transacted. 

The  producer  was  guest  of  honor  at  a 
dinner  preceding  the  opening  given  by 
George  E.  and  Mrs.  Allen.  Among  those 
present  were  Ambassador  Saito  of  Japan 
and  Madame  Saito,  Secretary  of  Commerce 
Daniel  Roper  and  Mrs.  Roper,  Assistant 
Secretary  of  State  Francis  B.  Sayre  and 
Mrs.  Sayre,  First  Assistant  Postmaster 
General  William  W.  Howes  and  Mrs. 

Howes,  Assistant  Attorney  General  Joseph 
B.  Keenan  and  Mrs.  Keenan,  Dr.  Ross  T. 
Mclntyre,  Gladys  Swarthout  and  Marguerite 
LeHand. 

Paramount  executives  who  accompanied 
Mr.  Zukor  to  Washington  included  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Barney  Balaban,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Neil 
Agnew,  John  Hicks,  Jr.,  John  Cecil  Gra- 

ham, and  A.  Edward  Sutherland. 

Essaness  and  F  &  M 

Sign  for  Photophone 
The  Essaness  circuit  of  Chicago  and  the 

Fanchon  and  Marco  circuit  of  St.  Louis  have 

completed  arrangements  with  RCA  Photo- 
phone  whereby  all  their  sound  equipments, 
which  are  of  competitive  makes,  will  be  ser- 

viced by  RCA  engineers,  according  to  F.  B. 
Ostman,  Photophone  service  head. 

The  new  contracts  include  the  28  theatres 
of  the  Essaness  circuit  and  26  of  the  F  and 
M  circuit.  The  sound  equipment  of  13 
houses  in  the  F  and  M  circuit  and  of  five 
houses  in  the  Essaness  circuit  are  shortly  to 
be  replaced  with  complete  new  RCA  High 
Fidelity  apparatus,  Mr.  Ostman  said. 

New  Theatre  U nion 

Plan  Repudiated 

By  Labor  Leaders 
A  plan  to  organize  all  theatrical  employ- 

ees into  a  vertical  union,  projected  by  the 
newly  formed  United  Theatrical  and  Motion 
Picture  Workers  of  America,  has  been  re- 

pudiated by  labor  leaders  in  New  York  who 
claim  that  the  group  has  no  affiliation  either 
with  the  American  Federation  of  Labor  or 

with  the  Committee  for  Industrial  Organiza- 
tion, headed  by  John  L.  Lewis. 

Leaders  of  the  unions  indicated  that  any 
attempt  made  by  the  new  group  to  encroach 
upon  the  membership  of  the  present  organ- 

izations would  be  dealt  with  summarily. 

Representatives  of  Local  306  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Operators'  Union  and  the  strong 
stagehands'  union,  both  affiliated  with  the 
A.  F.  of  L.,  have  been  in  communication 

with  Mr.  Lewis'  office  in  Washington  for 
the  purpose  of  having  him  publicly  deny 
any  link  between  him  and  the  new  union. 
William  Collins,  representative  of  the  A.  F. 
of  L.  in  New  York,  has  denied  that  the 
new  organization,  of  which  Bernard  Deckoff 
is  president,  possesses  an  A.  F.  of  L.  charter 
or  that  it  has  any  connection  with  the  C.I.O. 

Vincent  Jacoby,  business  agent  of  the 
Theatrical  Protective  Union,  Local  \,  also 
denounced  the  organization.  He  said  that 
the  new  union  is  concentrating  its  efforts 
in  organizing  the  theatre  ushers  in  New York. 

Charles  Axelrod,  reported  as  the  New 
Jersey  organizer  for  the  new  organization, 
in  a  press  announcement  issued  from  his 
office  in  Hackensack  said  that  he  will  begin 
immediately  to  organize  350  employees  at 
the  Consolidated  Film  Industries  plant  in 
Fort  Lee.  He  said  that  he  will  be  assisted 

by  Robert  Murray,  organizer  for  the  film 
exchange  division. 

Show  Italian  Gain 

by  VITTORIO  MALPASSUTI 
in  Rome 

Gains  in  both  the  quantity  and  quality 
of  production  marked  the  last  year  in  the 
industry  in  Italy.  The  year  from  June,  1936 

to  June,  1937,  judged  by  the  present  pro- 
duction rate,  should  show  the  production 

of  between  40  and  45  features  which  com- 
pares with  36  in  the  previous  year  and  32 

in  1934-35. 
A  decided  increase  in  the  number  of  wired 

theatres  is  expected  during  1937.  The  total 
is  expected  to  rise  from  250  to  400,  which 
will  result  in  annual  film  requirement  of 
350-400  features.  American  product  still 
dominates  the  Italian  field  and  is  extremely 
popular  with  all  types  of  audiences. 

Indicative  of  the  popularity  of  American 

product  is  the  instance  of  "Mutiny  on  the 
Bounty"  which  did  well  in  spite  of  increased 
admission  prices  at  the  Corso  Cinema  with  a 
top  of  14  lire  compared  to  the  usual  price 
of  eight  to  ten  lire. 
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MAX  FLEISCHER 

Popeyes 

The  ace  comedy  cartoon  of  the  business.  A 

sure-fire  laugh -getter  for  any  audience  .  .  . 

Faster,  funnier  than  ever.  With  Bluto  build- 

ing up  to  ever  bigger  and  better  letdowns. 

Olive  Oyl,  Popeye's  leading  lady,  losing  more 
weight  every  reel.  Wimpy,  the  little  lad  with 

the  mustache,  on  deck  to  help  in  the  gags. 

The  only  cartoon  in  the  industry  backed  by 

a  smash  newspaper  cartoon  feature,  by  a 

big-time  air  program,  and  by  one  of  the  top 

exploitation  ideas  in  the  business:  The 

Popeye  Clubs  .  .  300  of  them,  from  coast  to 

coast,  with  a  membership  of  a  quarter  million 

young  Popeye  fans. 

MAX  FLEISCHER 

Betty  Boops 

Betty,  charm  gal  of  the  Short  Subject  business, 

singing  sweetheart  of  millions  of  fans,  with  her 

buddies,  Grampy,  bewhiskered  swingster,  and 

Pudgy,  doggawnedest  canine  in  the  world.  The 

new  series  has  everything  the  Betty  Boops 

have  always  had  PLUS.  Our  carefully  checked 

box-office  figures  show  that  this  cartoon  short 

subject  continues  to  hold  its  place  among  the 

leaders  in  the  business.  Naturally,  Betty  is 

giving  her  all  to  make  her  Paramount  Silver 

Jubilee  shorts  absolutely  de -lovely. 



MAX  FLEISCHER 

Color  Classics 

The  only  cartoons  of  their  kind  in  the  industry. 

Three  dimensional  cartoons  in  terrifically  real 

colors.  The  Fleischer  Studios  have  the  copy- 

right on  all  the  trick  effects  which  make  Color 

Classics  outstanding  and  original  contributions 

to  any  well  balanced  theatre  program.  You 

cannot  get  cartoons  like  these  from  any  other 

company.  The  subjects  are  excellent  for  chil- 

dren from  six  to  sixty.  The  color  effects  will 

send  your  audiences  out  raving  about  the  true- 

to -life  quality  of  these  shorts. 

MAX  FLEISCHER 

Screen  Songs 

The  popular  Bouncing  Ball  Series.  You  know 

how  your  audiences  go  for  a  chance  to  do  a 

little  community  singing.  Well,  here  a  funny 

cartoon  sequence  leads  'em  into  their  song.  And 
such  name  bands  as  Abe  Lyman,  Jack  Denny, 

Richard  Himber,  Hal  Kemp  and  Vincent  Lopez 

supply  the  music.  A  standby  for  any 

theatre  manager  who  wants  to  play  safe 

with  his  fans  and  give  'em  popularity 
tested  shorts. 
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PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Paramount  News  has  scooped  the  field  so  often,  we  don't 

have  to  waste  any  words  selling  you  on  this  as  the  fastest, 

most  daring,  most  newsy  of  all  the  news  services  ...  As  the 

saying  is :  Paramount  News,  First  in  War,  First  in  Peace, 

First  in  the  Hearts  of  the  Exhibitors! 
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Paramount^  GRANTLAND  RICE 

Sportlights 

With  Ted  Husing,  ace  sports  announcer,  do- 

ing the  chatter  and  Grantland  Rice,  the  dean 

of  American  sports  writers,  editing  them  for 

you,  these  shorts  just  naturally  take  the  top 

position  in  the  field  of  motion  picture  sports 

coverage.  Told  at  mile-a-minute  pace,  pro- 

duced with  the  punch,  sock,  whip,  bang  of  a 

bigtime  sports  event. 
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ASIDES  end 

INTERLUDES 
by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

The  motion  picture  business  has  un- 
knowingly had  in  its  ranks  one  of  the  three 

greatest  collectors  in  the  world  of  Anders 

Zorn's  etchings.  Stanton  Griffis,  familiar  to 
the  film  industry  as  the  chairman  of  the 
executive  committee  which  manages  Para- 

mount, spent  15  years  buying  the  paintings. 
He  personally  visited,  or  sent  agents  to  every 
auction  of  Zorn  etchings  during  the  past 
decade  and  a  half  in  New  York  and  points 
west  on  this  continent,  and  in  London, 
Paris,  Rome,  Berlin  and  Stockholm,  in 

Europe.  Now  he's  giving  them  all  up,  sell- 
ing the  whole  lot  of  170 — save  nine — to  start 

all  over  again  buying  paintings  by  some 
other  artist. 

"I've  been  a  collector  of  Zorn  paintings  for 
15  years,"  Mr.  Griffis  said,  "and  now  I  want 
to  get  some  pictures  I  like." Seems  that  Mr.  Griffis  turned  on  Painter 
Zorn  because  the  artist  nurtured  his  passion 
for  amassing  money. 

Meanwhile  he  continues  as  chairman  of 

Paramount's  executive  committee,  a  director 
of  Thatcher  Manufacturing  Company,  chair- 

man of  Madison  Square  Garden  Corporation, 
a  director  of  Lee  Rubber  and  Tire  Company, 
financial  backer  of  Katharine  Cornell's 
Broadway  stage  production,  a  partner  in 
the  Wall  Street  firm  of  Hemphill,  Noyes 
and  Company,  chairman  of  Sandusky  Bay 
Bridge  Company,  and  a  director  in  Shur-On 
Optical  Company,  Lefcourt  Realty  Corpora- 

tion, The  Osgood  Company,  Brentano's Book  Stores  and  whatnot. 

When  not  working,  Mr.  Griffis  may  be 
seen  in  almost  any  of  a  dozen  clubs  of  which 
he  belongs  prominently:  the  New  York 
Yacht  Club,  City  Club,  Racquet  and  Tennis 
Club,  Midday  Club,  the  New  Canaan  Coun- 

try Club,  New  York  Rookery  Club,  Heights 
Casino  Club,  etc.,  etc. 

From  the  warm  sands  of  Miami  Beach,  in 
Florida,  comes  the  story,  mailed  by  Sonny 
(Lincoln  theatre)  Shepherd,  concerning  Carl 
Brisson,  who  was  brought  to  Hollywood  from 
Europe,  and  who  met  his  Waterloo  at  the  hands 
of  a  Paramount  studio  executive,  after  conquer- 

ing Europe. 

Carl  Brisson's  name  had  headlined  the  theat- 
rical pages  of  the  newspapers  in  his  native 

Copenhagen,  Denmark,  for  many  months,  and 
then,  for  many  years,  in  London,  where  he  was 

acclaimed  as  one  of  Europe's  truly  great  music 
hall  stars.  Thousands  of  fans  attended  his 
sailing  from  Southampton  for  Hollywood.  The 
European  press  gave  his  departure  generous 
space. 

Arriving  in  New  York,  with  scores  of  Para- 
mount executives,  press  agents  and  newspaper- 

men at  the  pier,  Mr.  Brisson  was  publicized  far 
and  wide  in  the  New  York  press,  and  zvas 

wined  and  dined  'till  the  wee  sma  hours  of  the 
yawning.  Leaving  New  York  for  the  Coast, 
with  his  train  compartment  bedecked  gaily  with 
expensive  flowers,  Carl  Brisson  was  very,  very 
happy  over  his  welcome  to  the  United  States. 

Then  came  his  arrival  to  report  for  work  in 
Hollywood.  Several  hours  were  spent  in  wait- 

ing to  see  the  Paramount  studio  "big  shot." 
Finally,  he  was  ushered  into  the  inner  sanctum, 
where,  to  his  flabbergastation,  he  was  greeted 

with :  "Come  in,  Mr.  Hansen,  we  hope  you'll 
like  your  stay  with  us." 

P.  S. :  Mr.  Brisson  is  now  sunning  himself  on 
the  warmer  sands  of  Miami  Beach. 

"The  New  York  Daily  Mirror,"  tabloidest 
of  tabloid  newspapers,  makes  the  gentle  pro- 

posal that  "the  law"  make  motion  pictures  of 
electrocutions  of  murderers,  "in  full  gruesome 
detail,  showing  the  writhing,  burning  bodies 

without  hoods,"  for  the  purpose  of  forcefidly 
bringing  home  the  message  to  America's  youth 
that  "Crime  does  not  pay." 

As  we  remember,  the  nation's  press — of  which 
the  "Daily  Mirror"  is  one  of  the  most  vocifer- 

ous participants  was  the  motion  picture's  most 
severe  critic  in  the  matter  of  "horror"  films some  time  back. 

V 
There  is  quite  a  rumpus  being  raised  over  the 

murals  painted  in  Missouri's  state  capitol  at 
Jefferson  City  by  Thomas  Hart  Benton.  The 
argument  has  resounded  clear  through  to  the 
Film  Rows  of  Kansas  City  and  St.  Louis,  where 
the  more  esthetic  film  salesmen  who  have  seen 

the  murals,  complain  that  "the  cows  in  the 
farm  scenes  appear  distressed  and  undernour- 

ished, some  of  the  bovines  being  so  skinny 

"they'll  never  live  through  the  winter." 
"To  which  the  reply,"  a  Kansas  City  Journal- 

Post  editorial  reads,  "is  that  contented  cows 
are  for  radio  programs  and  not  modern  murals. 
A  well-fed  cow  peacefully  chewing  her  cud  is 
without  esthetic  value,  and,  therefore,  unavail- 

able for  artistic  purposes.  But  take  a  cow  whose 
ribs  show.  She  has  seen  life.  She  has  known 

hunger,  discomfort,  frustration.  There  is  bitter- 
ness in  her  soul,  from  the  richness  of  experience. 

A  scrawny  cow  has  character,  whereas  her  fat 

sister  across  the  fence  is — well,  is  just  a  cow." 
V 

Stage  Magazine  thus  describes  Jean  (Plat- 
inum Blonde)  Harlow: 

"Superb     chassis,     magnificently  uphol- 
stered  body,   but  practically   no  pick-up." Sez  they. 

V 

Minnesota  University  reports  the  discovery 
of  a  star  20,000,000  times  as  big  as  the  sun, 
the  brightest  object  ever  photographed  and 
now  no  longer  visible. 

Sounds  like  Samuel  Goldwyn's  first  de- 
scription of  the  discovery  of  Anna  Sten. 

V 

Since  Simone  Simon  arrived  at  the  Fox  stu- 
dios in  California,  one  Arthur  Arthur  has  been 

discovered  in  the  writing  department  and  a 
Gordon  Gordon  has  been  found  ivriting  pub- licity. 

V 

Hollywood  comedy  producers  looking  for  a 
gag-writer  genius,  or  radio  broadcaster  search- 

ing for  the  same,  need  worry  no  longer.  They 
now  need  only  a  pony-express  to  the  writer  of 
the  following  advertisement,  appearing  in  Ad- 

vertising Age,  and  their  troubles  will  be  over — 
but  quickly: 

AM  IN  RADIO  DEPARTMENT  of  a 

Philadelphia  agency  that's  getting  tight under  the  arms.  Have  been  here  18  months, 
since  graduating  college,  and  have  done 
every  damn  thing.  Also  am  greatest  ex- 

pert on  radio  comedy  in  the  world.  (I 
can  produce  relatives  to  substantiate  my 
claim.)  Send  in  your  name  and  address, 
together  with  three  outside  wrappers,  with 
a  brief  message  telling  me  why  I  should 
Join  your  firm.  This  damn  ad  costs  me 
over  six  bucks.  BOX  941,  Advertising  Age, 
Chicago. 

Producers'  applications  for  the  services  of 
this  extremely  modest  little  chap  will  be  con- 

sidered in  the  order  of  their  receipt. 

Discussions  raging  in  England  over 
pseudo-Shakespeare  pictures  prompt  Ivor 
Brown  over  there  to  make  the  suggestion 
that  a  British  film  producer  should  tackle 
"Romeo  and  Juliet"  and  limit  his  expendi- ture to  $2,000. 

But  a  producer  who  did  that  would  lose 
all  prestige  in  Hollywood  immediately,  es- 

pecially at  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's  studio, 
where  they  couldn't  think  of  a  "Romeo  and 
Juliet"  for  less  than  $2,000,000,  and  at  War- 

ner Brothers,  where  Shakespeare  dreamed 
one  "Midsummer's  Night"  for  $1,500,000. 

V 

Arizona's  little  town  of  Bisbee  proudly  boasts 
of  possessing  one  of  America's  last  signs  of  the real  frontier  west.  It  is  The  Brewery  Gulch 
Gazette,  a  tabloid  newspaper  expressing  western 

life  that  is  vibrant  and  rough,  of  "men  of  two- 
gun  fame,  and  hombres  of  brawn  and  steel,  of 
women  unafraid,  who  with  laughter  played,  on 

each  turning  of  fortune's  wheel." 
The  Brewery  Gulch  Gazette  has  a  civic 

motto  all  its  own:  "The  sun  shines  on  Brewery 
Gulch  330  days  in  the  year,  but  there  is  moon- 

shine every  day."  It  also  has  a  motion  picture 
department,  entitled  "The  Silver  Screen."  Re- 

views on  the  current  "fillums"  appear  therein, 
in  a  vein  that  would  tickle  the  hardened  ribs 

of  many  an  ol'  toter  of  six-shooters  who 
boomed  when  the  dance  halls  were  blooming. 

In  describing  Mr.  Samuel  Goldwyn's  polished 
"Dark  Angel,"  with  Merle  Oberon,  for  instance, 
the  Brewery  Gulch  Gazette  said:  "The  story 
is  the  old  tearjerker  of  two  sol  dados  in  love 
with  the  same  babe  in  a  country  (England) 
where  nice  gals  are  supposed  to  have  only  one 
husband.  One  of  them  goes  blind  and  turns 
to  writin'  bedtime  stories  for  kids.  But  the 
gal  doesn't  even  hold  that  against  him,  and 
marries  him  just  in  time  to  give  the  other  bozo 
a  break.  There  is  nothing  that  we  could  notice 
in  those  reels  that  threw  us  into  a  sweat.  Be- 

sides, the  World  War  is  too  far  in  the  offing 
to  keep  us  on  our  toes  at  this  date,  as  the 
lovers  by  this  time  would  have  a  bunch  of  kids, 

or  something  unromantic  like  that." 

The  airplane  tour  of  Warner  Brothers' 
troupe  of  girly  "Gold  Diggers"  is  now  a  matter of  record,  in  all  of  its  publicity  phases  for  and 

in  behalf  of  the  Warner  motion  picture,  "The 
Gold  Diggers  of  1937."  The  "Gold-Digger"  girls visited  many  cities  while  flying  from  Cali- 

fornia to  New  York  and  many  more  cities 
while  flying  back  from  New  York  to 

California.  Representing  Warners'  idea  of 
Hollywood  gold-diggers,  they  were  feted 
and  favored  everywhere ,  collecting  more  keys- 
to-the-city  than  Bank  Nights  has  suits.  Mayor 
Bryce  B.  Smith,  in  Kansas  City,  was  a  typical 
host.  He  welcomed  the  girls  at  the  airport, 
honored  them  at  luncheon,  watched  them  visit 

the  city's  newspapers  and  broadcast  over 
Kansas  City's  Station  KMBC.  Then  His 
Honor  became  possessed  of  an  idea.  "If  they 
are  really  'gold  diggers,'"  he  thought,  "why 
not  put  them  to  work  for  our  city's  benefits 
party  for  under-privileged  children?"  Ac- cordingly, all  arrangements  were  made,  and 
the  mayor  placed  the  girls  on  the  street  corners 
downtown  to  collect  funds  for  his  fund.  They 

ivorked  a  full  hour — but  the  10  "gold  diggers" 
were  able  to  dig  up  only  $9.60.  "Humph,"  com- 

mented the  mayor;  "any  of  our  Kansas  City 
Mainstreet  gold  diggers  could  have  done  thrice 

better  in  half  the  time." 
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THE  BOX  OFFICE 

CHAMPIONS  for 

DECEMBER 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Associate  producer,  Jack  Cummings. 

Directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth.  Screen  play  by  Jack  McGowan, 

and  Sid  Silvers.  From  a  story  by  Jack  McGowan,  Sid  Sil- 
vers and  D.  G.  DeSylva.  Words  and  music  by  Cole  Porter. 

Musical  director,  Alfred  Newman.  Musical  arrangements, 

Rogers  Edens.  Photography,  Ray  June.  Cast:  Eleanor  Powell, 
James  Stewart,  Virginia  Bruce,  Una  Merkel,  Sid  Silvers,  Frances 

Langford,  Raymond  Walburn,  Alan  Dinehart.  Released 
November  27.  1936. 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN:  Produced  by  Hunt  Stromberg. 

Directed  by  W.  S.  Van  Dyke.  Screen  play  by  Frances  Good- 
rich and  Albert  Hackett.  From  the  story  by  Dashiell  Hammett. 

Art  director,  Cedric  Gibbons.  Photographed  by  Oliver  T. 
Marsh.  Film  editor,  Robert  J.  Kern.  Assistant  director,  Charles 

Dorian.  Cast:  William  Powell,  Myrna  Loy,  James  Stewart, 
Elissa  Landi,  Joseph  Calleia,  Jessie  Ralph,  Alan  Marshall,  Teddy 
Hart.   Released  December  25,  1936. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Produced  by  Harland  Thompson. 

Directed  by  Frank  Tuttle.  Assistant  director,  Joseph  Lefert. 
Screen  play,  J.  P.  McEvoy,  Harlan  Ware,  Henry  Meyers  and 

Jay  Gorney.  Photographed  by  Theodor  Sparkuhl  and  William 
C.  Mellor.  Cast:  Jack  Benny,  George  Burns,  Gracie  Allen, 
Mary  Boland,  Martha  Raye,  Ben  Blue,  Marsha  Hunt,  Leif 
Erikson,  Eleanore  Whitney,  Johnny  Downs,  Etienne  Girardot. 
Released  December  25,  1936. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Directed  by  Richard  Boleslawski. 

Original  story  by  Mary  McCarthy.  Screen  play,  Sidney  Buch- 
man.  Assistant  director,  William  Mull.  Photographed  by 

Joseph  Walker.  Associate  producer,  Everett  Riskin.  Cast: 
Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Thomas  Mitchell,  Thurston  Hall, 
Elisabeth  Risdon,  Margaret  McWade,  Spring  Byington,  Nana 

Bryant,  Henry  Kolker,  Leona  Maricle,  Robert  Greig,  Frederick 
Burton.  Released  November  12,  1936. 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER  RKO  Radio 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Produced  by  Sol  Lesser.  Asso- 
ciate producer,  Edward  Gross.  Director,  Kurt  Neumann.  Based 

on  the  novel  "Toinette's  Phillip"  by  Mrs.  C.  V.  Jamison.  Screen 
play  by  Harry  Chandlee,  Earle  Snell  and  William  Hurlbut. 
Photographed  by  Charles  Schoenbaum.  Art  director,  Harry 
Oliver.  Film  editor,  Robert  Crandall.  Cast:  Bobby  Breen, 

May  Robson,  Charles  Butterworth,  Alan  Mowbray,  Benita 

Hume,  Henry  O'Neill,  Louise  Beavers,  Marilyn  Knowlden, 
Lillian  Yarbo,  Stymie  Beard,  Eddie  Anderson,  Betty  Blythe, 
Theresa  Maxwell  Conover,  Clarence  Wilson,  Lew  Kelly,  Lillian 

Harmer,  Hall  Johnson  Singers,  St.  Luke's  Choristers.  Released November  25,  1936.  . 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Directed  by  Mervyn  LeRoy.  Play 

by  John  Cecil  Holm  and  George  Abbott.  Screen  play  by 
Laird  Doyle.  Art  director,  Robert  M.  Haas.  Film  editor,  Ralph 
Dawson.  Musical  director,  Leo  F.  Forbstein.  Photographed  by 
Sol  Polito.  Cast:  Frank  McHugh,  Joan  Blondell,  Guy  Kibbee, 
Carol  Hughes,  Allen  Jenkins,  Sam  Lavene,  Teddy  Hart,  Edgar 

Kennedy,  Paul  Harvey,  Eddie  Anderson,  Margaret  Irving, 
George  Chandler,  Harry  Davenport,  Tola  Nesmith,  Eily  Malyon. 
Released  November  21,  1936. 
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COLLEGE  HOLIDAY Paramount THEODORA  GOES  WILD Columbia 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE First  National STOWAWAY 20th  Century  -  Fox 

STOWAWAY:  Associate  producers,  B.  G.  DeSylva,  Earl  Car- 
roll and  Harold  Wilson.  Story  by  Sam  Engel.  Screen  play 

by  Will  iam  Conselman,  Arthur  Sheekman  and  Nat  Perrin. 

Music  and  lyrics  by  Mack  Gordon,  Harry  Revel  and  Irving 
Caesar.  Photographed  by  Arthur  Miller.  Art  director,  William 

Darling.  Assistant  director,  Earl  Haley.  Editor,  Lloyd  Nosier. 
Sound,  Eugene  Grossman,  Roger  Heman.  Musical  direction, 

Louis  Silvers.  Cast:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young,  Alice 
Faye,  Eugene  Pallette,  Helen  Westley,  Arthur  Treacher,  J. 
Edward  Bromberg,  Astrid  Allwyn,  Allan  Lane,  Robert  Greig, 
Jayne  Regan.  Released  December  25,  1936. 

THE  CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE:  Producer,  Hal  B. 

Wallis.  Directed  by  Michael  Curtiz.  Associate  producer,  Sam 

Bischoff.  Screen  play  by  Michel  Jacoby  and  Rowland  Leigh. 
Original  story  by  Michel  Jacoby.  Special  photographic  effects 
by  Fred  Jackman.  Photographed  by  Sol  Polito.  Film  editor, 
George  Amy.  Dialogue  director,  Stanley  Logan.  Art  director, 

Jack  Hughes.  Musical  director,  Leo  F.  Forbstein.  Music  by 
Max  Steiner.  Cast:  Errol  Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Patrick 

Knowles,  Henry  Stephenson,  Nigel  Bruce,  Donald  Crisp,  David 
Niven,  C.  Henry  Gordon,  G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr.,  Robert  Barratt, 
Spring  Byington,  E.  E.  Clive.  Released  November  7. THE  CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE  Warner 
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FROM  READERS 

SEES  MORE  ROOM  FOR 

HIGHER  ATTAINMENT 

To  the  The  Editor  of  the  Herald  : 

I  am  interested  in  motion  pictures,  not 
only  because  of  the  entertainment  I  get  from 
a  good  film  but  also  on  account  of  their 
immense  public  patronage.  Thanks  to  the 
Legion  of  Decency,  their  quality  from  a 
moral  point  of  view  has  been  greatly  im- 

proved, though  there  is  room  for  higher  at- 
tainment. 

Thinking  that  producers  are  glad  to  hear 
from  unprofessional  critics,  I  offer  my  re- 

actions to  certain  features  of  present  day 
pictures. 

If  there  are  any  screen  presentations  of 
modern  dating  which  do  not  introduce  a 
succession  of  screaming  newspaper  head- 

lines, I  have  not  seen  them.  This  cheaply 
sensational  trick,  perhaps  justifiable  once 
in  a  while,  has  become  tiresome. 

Do  society  women  always  appear  in  back- 
less gowns  at  parties  or  evening  functions? 

It  would  be  a  relief  to  see  one  on  the  screen 
with  a  covered  spine. 
Why  must  modern  screen  plays  invariably 

take  us  to  night  clubs  with  their  sophistica- 
tions ?  Are  night  clubs  and  cocktail  parties 

necessary  ingredients  of  modern  drama? — 
GEORGE  J.  REID,  Clarksville,  Texas. 

AGAIN  THAT  APPEAL 

FOR  "ADULT  SERIALS" 
To  the  Editor  of  The  Herald: 

Last  year  in  your  columns  appeared  a 
letter  from  me  asking  for  serials  for  adults. 
The  response,  to  me  at  least,  was  nil.  I 
am  now  in  receipt  of  form  letters  from 

Columbia  and  from  Republic,  stressing  sev- 
eral points  that  I  brought  out  in  that  public 

letter,  namely:  (1)  Magazines  have  built 
up  their  circulations  on  good  serial  stories ; 

(2)  Many  of  the  most  popular  radio  pro- 
grams are  serials,  such  as  Betty  and  Bob. 

Amos  and  Andy.  Many  newspapers  build 
up  circulation  through  publication  of  a  serial 
story. 

Interesting,  indeed,  was  this  question 

found  in  Republic's  mimeographed  letter : 
"Why  make  serials  exclusive  for  children?" 
Columbia  also  stressed  the  fact  that  "adult 
interest  in  chapter  plays  was  due  to  be  re- 

vived." Up  to  this  point  I  was  greatly  interested 
and  had  begun  to  believe  that  perhaps  my 
idea  was  about  to  be  followed,  but,  for  the 
edification  of  adults,  Republic  proudly  men- 

tioned "The  Vigilantes  are  Coming"  (which 
serial  I  am  now  running)  and  "Robinson 
Crusoe  of  Clipper  Island,"  while  Columbia 
proudly  pointed  to  "The  Jungle  Menace," 
"The  Mysterious  Pilot,"  and  so  on,  all  of 
which  sound  very  much  as  though  it  is  their 
plan  to  continue  killing  the  hero  each  week 

and  "reviving  him  again"  the  next.  I  know 
that  the  "Vigilantes  Are  Coming"  is  of 
that  type  and  the  titles  of  the  others  cer- 

tainly have  that  flavor. 
So,  once  more,  a  voice  from  the  moun- 

tains urges  "Adult  Serials."  And  by  that  I 
mean  a  serial  for  adults,  not  a  serial  for 
children  which  they  hope  has  adult  appeal. 
Surely  a  serial  can  be  made  from  a  good 
wholesome  story  based  on  the  same  division 
as  a  magazine  story  or  a  radio  program. 
We  have  all  read  stories  in  magazines  which 

were  "continued  next  week"  and  haunted  the 
stands  awaiting  the  next  issue,  and  these 
stories  are  seldom  if  ever  sustained  by  get- 

ting the  hero  killed  each  week,  but  simply 
because  it  is  a  darn  interesting  story  which 
we  follow  because  it  is  interesting. 

Won't  at  least  one  producer  take  the  bull 
by  the  horns  and  make  a  good  story  of  the 
romantic-comedy  type  into  a  serial  designed 
for  adults,  which  incidentally  will  be  just 
as  interesting  to  children  as  90  per  cent  of 
the  feature  output.  Personally,  we  prefer 

the  name  "Chapter-play"  to  distinguish  them 
from  the  "serials"  as  we  now  know  them. 

What  exhibitor  wouldn't  rather  play  a 
chapter  of  a  good  story  each  week  than 
practically  any  of  the  two-reelers,  which 
with  very  few  exceptions  are  universally 
miserable  ? 

There  is  a  lot  that  I  don't  know  about  the 
motion  picture  industry  and  the  problems  of 

production  and  distribution,  but  I'll  wager 
that  I  could  take  the  sum  allotted  to  a  "B" 
production,  or  a  present  day  "serial,"  and 
produce  an  adult  chapter-play  which  would 
return  twice  the  gross  revenue  now  received 

from  any  "B"  picture  or  any  serial.  And, 
more  important,  such  a  chapter-play,  if  sen- 

sibly produced,  would  solve  one  of  the  ex- 
hibitors' most  pressing  problems,  which  is, 

how  to  build  and  maintain  the  habit  of  thea- 
tre-going. 

So  here  endeth  another  plea  and  one 
which,  in  my  opinion  at  least,  is  so  logical. 
It  is  acknowledged  that  newspaper  and  mag- 

azine circulation  has  been  grounded  in  con- 
tinued stories.  That  is  an  accepted  fact. 

The  popularity  of  continued  radio  programs 
has  been  attested  by  numerous  polls.  Why, 

oh,  why,  can't  the  motion  picture  industry 
realize  this  and  make  use  of  this  proven, 

tested  fact?  Why  not  increase  theatre  at- 
tendance and  maintain  it  by  intelligent  use 

of  the  same  means? 

I'm  planning  a  trip  to  New  York  in  the 
near  future  and  if  any  producer  wants  to 
argue  this  point  further,  I  should  be  most 

happy  to  do  so ! — Ted  Stump,  Elted  Thea- 
tre, Absarokee,  Mont. 

MPTOA  To  Ask  for 

Further  Sessions 

Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  has 
arrived  in  New  York  and  will  endeavor  to 
confer  further  with  distribution  executives 

on  their  responses  to  the  MPTOA  trade 

practice  program  in  an  effort  to  obtain  addi- 
tional concessions  from  some  of  the  com- 

panies. It  is  reported  that  Mr.  Kuykendall  may 
also  send  recommendations  to  local  exhibitor 

organizations  throughout  the  country  to  take 
action  immediately  on  the  setting  up  of  local 
conciliation  boards  in  their  territories.  The 

national  organization,  however,  will  not  par- 
ticipate directly  in  the  organizing  of  the  local 

boards. 

Roths  Increase  Theatres 

Charles  S.  and  Sam  Roth,  operators  of 
the  State  and  Strand  in  Harrisonburg,  Va., 
and  the  Elkton  at  Elkton,  Va.,  have  ac- 

quired properties  in  Suffolk,  Fredericksburg, 
Culpeper  and  Emporia,  Va.,  for  new  and 
modern  theatres.  Construction  work  is  ex- 

pected to  start  in  all  four  towns  shortly. 

"Irish"  Held  Over 

"The  Luck  of  the  Irish,"  which  is  being 
distributed  in  the  United  States  by  Guaran- 

teed Pictures,  was  held  over  the  second  week 
at  the  47th  Street  Cinema  in  New  York. 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE    NEWS-No.    38,    Vol,    19.— President 
Roosevelt  is  inaugurated  for  his  second  term  in  a downpour  of  rain  Howard  Hughes  shatters  own 
coast  -  to  -  coast     record  Hollywood  fashions.... 
Minister   Duparc   visits   African    Colony  Cardinal 
Dougherty  made  Papal  Legate  Britain  joins  arms 
race  Archduke     Frederic's     funeral  Sports  in California,    French    Alps,    Grunewald    Forest,  New 
York  City,  Lew  Lehr. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  39,  Vol.  19.-600,060  home- 
less as  floods  sweep  11  states  Citrus  growers  in 

California  face  60  million  loss  17  passengers  lose 
lives  in  Florida  bus   tragedy  England's  factories work  overtime  making  gas  masks  Warm  Springs 

 Fashions  Sports,  New  Hampshire  and  Miami Beach. 
NEWS   OF   THE  DAY— No.  236,  Vol.  8.— Roosevelt inaugural     edition  Four    years    ago  Second 
inaugural  Oath  of  office. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  237,  Vol.  8.— Great  flood 
disaster  War    declared    on    kissing  Snapshots: 
1— Monkeyshines  in  Miami;  2— What  the  well 
dressed  tot  will  wear;  3— Fruit  growers  fight  cold 
with  smoke;  4 — Dog  sled  racing  cheers  New  Eng- 

enders; 5— Broadway  bakes  cake  for  President's 
birthday  ball. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  49.— From  Pacific  to  At- 
lantic in  7y2  hours  Russia  shows  newest  military 

units  Paris  sees  demonstration  of  world's  smallest 
motorcycle  Roosevelt  inaugurated. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  50.— Germany,  Italy  seek 
accord  over  Spain  Test  Townsend  plan  Phoenix 
gets    first   snow    since   '06  Poster   completed  for 
President's  birthday  celebration  Fashions  Worst flood  menaces  life  in  50  cities. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  53,  Vol.  8.— Roosevelt's  inaugu- ration En  route  to  the  Capitol  Oath  of  office  
Return  to  White  House  Military  parade  Four 
generations  of  Roosevelts  attend. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  54,  Vol.  8.— Flood  and  fire.... 
Presenting  pictures  from  the  Ohio  and  Mississippi 
Valleys  1500  mile  flood  front  replete  with  pathos and  tragedy. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL — No  530, 
Vol.  9.— Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  takes  oath  in  second 
inauguration  Thousands  march  in  parade. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL — No.  531, 
Vol.  9. — Fire,  plague   threats  add  horror  in  flood 
swept  midwest  750,000  homeless  as  torrential  rains 
swell  Ohio,  submerging  cities  to  record  depths  
Workers   remove  bodies  of   17   victims  in  wrecked 
bus  Beatrice   Lillie  presents  huge  birthday  cake 
for    President's    celebration  Hialeah    Stakes  won 
by  Log. 

National  Decency  Legion 

Classifies  14  New  Pictures 

Of  14  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classified 
by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  during 
the  current  week  eight  were  approved  for 
general  patronage  and  six  were  approved 
for  adult  patronage.  The  new  pictures  and 
their  classification  follow: 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage :  "Bar  Z  Bad  Man,"  "Luck  of  the 
Irish,"  "Melody  for  Two,"  "Once  a  Doc- 

tor," "Penrod  and  Sam,"  "With  Love  and 
Kisses,"  "We're  on  the  Jury,"  "Women  in 
Distress."  Class  A-2,  Unobjectionable  for 

Adults :  "Dangerous  Number,"  "Idealer 
Gatte  Ein,"  "Maid  of  Salem,"  "Mein  Leben 
fur  Maria  Isabell,"  "Der  Raub  der  Sabin- 
erinnen,"  "She's  Dangerous." 

Alperson  in  Hollywood 
Edward  L.  Alperson,  president  of  Grand 

National,  has  arrived  in  Hollywood  where 

he  will  call  production  conferences.  He  ex- 
pects to  return  to  New  York  in  two  weeks 

and  plans  no  stops  on  the  trip.  Before 
leaving  Manhattan,  Mr.  Alperson  appointed 

S.  J.  Shumer,  formerly  of  National  Broad- 
casting Company  and  Fox  Films,  as  head  of 

the  eastern  story  department. 

Ross  To  Represent  UA 
Ross  Federal  Service,  Inc.,  announced 

completion  of  an  arrangement  with  United 
Artists  Corporation  whereby  Ross  Federal 
hereafter  will  represent  United  Artists  ex- 

clusively in  checking  the  percentage  of  their 

pictures. 



"STOLEN  HOLIDAY'  possesse
s  ALL  the  attributes  that 

have  given  KAY  FRANCI
S  a  wide  and  loyal  fol

lowing! 

Daily  Variety 



KAY  FRANCIS  in  STOLEN  HOLIDAY 

With   an   Exceptionally    Btilliant    Cast    of  Suppotting  Attists 

CLAUDE  RAINS  .  IAN  HUNTER  .  Alison  Skipworth 

Alexander  D'Arcy  •  Directed  by  MICHAEL  CURTIZ 
A  First  National  Picture 
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This  department  deals  with  new 

product  from  the  point  of 

view  of  the  exhibitor  who  is 

to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

Maid  of  Salem 

(Paramount) 

Melodrama 

A  good  story,  a  good  cast,  production  detail 

that  doesn't  miss  a  single  bet  in  establishing 
complete  authentic  and  realistic  backgrounds, 
skillfully  included  mood-establishing  musical  ac- 

companiment, and  fine  acting  on  the  part  of  the 
star  and  entire  supporting  cast  are  the  elements 
in  this  picture  on  which  its  producers  are  basing 
their  bid  for  public  support. 

"Maid  of  Salem"  is  human  melodrama  based 
on  a  fresh  yet  vividly  familiar  subj  ect— witch- 

craft hysteria  in  the  Massachusetts  Bay  Colony, 

Salem  Village,  in  the  year  1642.  It's  a  big  pic- 
ture in  every  sense  of  the  word.  It's  a  historical 

picture,  but  it's  intimate  and  dramatic  personal 
history  through  which  is  threaded  a  heart- 
touching  romantic  love  story.  With  stark  bold 
strokes,  it  paints  a  picture  of  a  frenzied  fear, 
born  of  ignorance  and  superstition,  that  terro- 
izes  a  peaceful  colonial  community,  brings  death 
to  many  innocent  victims  of  warped  fanaticism, 
but  in  the  end  demonstrates  that  the  lies  of 
fevered  imaginations  cannot  prevail  over  the 
force  and  power  of  truth  and  righteousness. 
Entertainment  always,  it  is  also  a  powerful 
preachment  condemning  the  terror  of  bigotry, 
superstition  and  ignorance.  As  such  it  is  im- 

pressive, soberly  atmosphered  entertainment  of 
particular  significance  to  any  and  all  kinds  of 
audiences. 

Although  it  exists  under  a  stern  minded,  un- 
relenting, religious  and  social  morality,  Salem 

Village  exists  peacefully  until  Ann,  daughter 
of  elder  Goode,  concocts  a  weird  tale  of  mys- 

ticism and  dealings  with  Satan  that  her  father 
and  the  Reverend  Parris  interpret  as  witch- 

craft. Meanwhile  the  love  story  of  a  puritan 
maid,  Barbara  Clarke,  and  a  cavalier  political 
refugee,  Roger  Coverman,  is  worked  in  to  show 
how  a  girl  hemmed  in  on  all  sides  by  narrow 
strictness  seeks  surcease  from  stern  realities. 

Following  repetition  of  Ann's  barefaced  lie, 
Negro  slave  Tituba  is  put  to  the  inquisition, 
forced  to  confess  she  is  a  witch  and  to  name 
others  with  whom  she  has  had  dealings. 

In  all  the  colony  only  two,  Barbara  and  Dr. 
John  Harding,  retain  their  sense  of  reason. 
Though  she  has  been  deprived  of  the  clandestine 

comfort  of  Coverman's  company,  Barbara,  not 
knowing  that  years  ago  her  mother  had  been 
burned  as  a  witch  in  England,  attempts  in  de- 

fending a  suspect  to  stay  the  wave  of  horror 
and  death.  For  this  she  herself  is  accused  of 
being  a  witch  and  her  aunt,  Ellen,  Dr.  John 
and  his  wife,  Martha,  are  forced  to  recount  the 
story  of  her  mother.  On  trial,  Barbara  (Clau- 

dette Colbert  doing  the  most  expert  job  of  her 
career)  dramatically  defends  herself. 

Everything  about  "Maid  of  Salem"  repre- 
sents class  and  quality.  It  is  that  class  and 

quality  that,  while  being  worthy  of  the  atten- 
tion of  the  socalled  inellectual  group  of  patrons, 

also  is  understood  and  appreciated  by  the 
masses.  All  that  anyone  expects  in  a  picture 
is  provided.  Produced  with  sincerity  and  dig- 

nity, the  power  of  the  story  enabling  producers, 
director  and  cast  to  carry  through  without 
resort  to  any  forced  or  artificial  theatricals,  the 
film  should  be  sold  as  just  that  kind  of  picture. 
Because  in  only  few  pictures  has  old  New 
England  prejudice  and  superstition  been  made 

the  subject  of  screen  material,  it  may  seem  that 
some  little  difficulty  might  be  encountered  in 
interesting  the  general  public.  However,  as 
witchcraft  has  long  been  a  subject  of  fiction 
and  actual  historical  fact  writings,  there  is  a 
familiarity  with  it  that  cannot  be  overlooked. 
If  that  is  realized  and  full  value  made  of  the 
prestige  of  Claudette  Colbert,  the  name  worth 
of  supporting  players  as  well  as  the  standing 
of  the  producing  company  and  director  Frank 

Lloyd,  it  may  be  logical  to  anticipate  "Maid  of 
Salem"  as  a  stand-'em-in-line  attraction. 
Previewed  in  studio  projection  room  in  Holly- 

wood.— Gus  McCarthy. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Paramount.  Produced 

by  Howard  Estabrook.  Directed  by  Frank  Lloyd. 
Assistant  director,  William  Tummel.  Screen  play  by 
Walter  Ferris,  Bradley  King  and  Durvvard  Grinstead. 
From  a  story  by  Bradley  King.  Art  directors,  Hans 
Dreier  and  Bernard  Herzbrun.  Edited  by  Hugh  Ben- 

nett. Sound,  Gene  Merritt  and  Louis  Mesenkop.  Musi- 
cal direction,  Boris  Morros.  Original  music  by  Victor 

Young.  Costumes  designed  by  Travis  Banton.  Inte- 
rior decorations  by  A.  E.  Freudeman.  Photographed 

by  Leo  Tover.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2715.  Run- 
ning time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  85  minutes.  Re- 
lease date,  February  12,  1937.  General  audience  classi- fication. 

CAST Barbara  Clarke    Claudette  Colbert 
Roger  Coverman,  of  Virginia  Fred  MacMurray 
Dr.   John   Harding  Harvey  Stephens 
Martha,  his  wife  Gale  Sondergaard 
Ellen  Clark,  Barbara's  aunt  Louise  Dresser 
Timothy,  her  son   Bennie  Bartlett 
Elder  Goode    Edward  Ellis 
Abigail,  his  wife    Beulah  Bondi 
Ann  and  Nabby,  their  daughters— 

Bonita  Granville  and  Virginia  Weidler 
Ezra  Cheeves    Donald  Meek 
Bilge    E.  E.  Clive 
Jeremiah    Halliwell  Hobbes 
Mr.  Morse    Pedro  de  Cordoba 
Tituba,  a  slave    Madame  Sul-Te-Wan 
Rebecca,  nurse    Lucy  Beaumont 
Crown  Chief  Justice  Laughton  Henry  Kolker 
Crown  Justice  Sewall    William  Farnum 
Rev.  Parris    Ivan  Simpson 
Tithing  Man    Brandon  Hurst 
Miles  Corbin,  cow  herder   Sterling  Holloway 
Goody  Hodgers    Zeffie  Tilbury 
Baby  Mercy  Cheeves    Babs  Nelson 
Susy  Abbott    Mary  Treen 
Captain  of.  ship  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
First   mate   Stanley  Fields 
Tavernkeeper    Lionel  Belmore 
Governor   Guy  Bates  Post 

You  Only  Live  Once 

(U. A. -Walter  W anger) 
Drama 

This  is  a  somber  chronicle.  From  beginning 
to  end  it  is  grimly  bitter  imaginative  realism 
stretched  to  the  last  degree.  More  a  social 
treatise  on  criminology  than  it  is  entertainment, 
it  is  always,  even  in  its  romantic  episodes, 
almost  totally  devoid  of  those  elements  that 
quicken  sympathy  except  in  a  reverse  sort  of 
way.  Barren  of  any  tension  easing  contrasts, 
holding  its  comedy  content  to  a  meager  mini- 

mum, the  film  is  set  and  moves  in  an  aura  of 
rigid  suspense.  Under  the  spell  of  powerful 
writing,  penetrating  direction  and  expert  indi- 

vidual character  performances,  plus  highly 
realistic  production  detail,  the  picture  several 
times  attains  impressive  dramatic  heights.  In 
four  sequences,  drama  the  like  of  which  has 
seldom  been  seen  on  the  screen  attains  that 

convincing  pitch  that  leaves  indelible  memo- 
ries. They  are  the  robbery  of  the  bank  truck ; 

Henry  Fonda's  soul-killing  experiences  in  the 
death  house ;  his  sensational  escape  from  the 
prison  hospital  and  trek  to  the  prison  gates,  and 
the  killing  of  Fonda  and  his  wife,  Sylvia  Sid- 

ney, by  officers  in  the  climax  just  as  sanctuary is  a  few  steps  away. 

The  stars  perform  with  unrelenting,  rigorous 
conviction,  as  does  the  entire  supporting  cast. 
Though  the  story  is  hard  to  believe,  much  about 
it  being  extremely  incredible,  it  somehow  or 
other  succeeds  in  leaving  a  vivid  impression. 
How  the  public  will  receive  it  is  difficult  to 
predict.  Paradoxically,  as  none  of  the  charac- 

ters stirs  sympathies,  production  technique 
making  it  seem  that  all  know  they  are  wrong, 
the  film  nevertheless  touches  the  most  tender 
emotions.  Selling  the  show  either  as  poignant 
drama  or  appealing  romance,  even  attempting 
to  make  it  a  preachment  against  the  injustices 
of  justice,  will  not  be  an  easy  job  for  anyone. 

Previewed  in  the  Ritz  theatre,  Los  Angeles. 
Audience  reactions  were  extremely  mixed.  Under 
the  tension  of  its  dramatic  power  the  gallery 
laughed  in  places  where  there  was  no  occasion  for 
merriment  and  was  oddly  silent  in  those  where 

laughs  were   legitimate. — &.M. 

Editor's  Note:  Realistic  picturization  of 
bank  trtick  robbing  sequence  is  in  direct 

violation  of  clause  A,  article  2,  second  sec- 
tion of  the  Production  Code  of  Ethics, 

"Methods  of  crime  should  not  be  explicitly 

presented."  An  identified  character  is  shown 
spotting  and  casing  the  armed  truck.  As  he 
dons  a  gas  mask,  the  lid  of  the  trunk  on  his 
car  rises  to  show  an  assortment  of  bombs 

and  grenades.  Gas  grenades  burst  in  the 

midst  of  guards,  police,  and  spectators,  kill- 
ing many.  The  gas  masked  character  u/alks 

into  the  poison  fog  and  drives  the  truck 

away. 

Distributed  by  United  Artists.  Produced  by  Walter 
Wanger.  Directed  by  Fritz  Lang.  Original  and 
screen  play  by  Gene  Towne  and  Graham  Baker.  Art 
director,  Alexander  Toluboff.  Photographed  by  Leon 
Shamroy.  Musical  direction,  Alfred  Newman.  Music 
and  lyrics  of  "A  Thousand  Dreams  of  You"  by  Louis Alter  and  Paul  Webster  Costumes  by  Helen  Taylor. 
Sound,  Frank  Maher.  Film  editor,  Daniel  Mandell. 
Assistant  director,  Robert  Lee.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate 
No.  2944.  Running  time,  89  minutes.  Release  date, 
January   29,   1937.     Adult   audience  classification. 

CAST Joan   Graham   Sylvia  Sidney 
Eddie  Taylor   Henry  Fonda 
Stephen   Whitney   Barton  MacLane 
Bonnie   Graham   Jean  Dixon 
Father  Dolan   William  Gargan 
Dr.  Hill   Jerome  Cowan 
Ethan   Chic  Sale 
Hester   Margaret  Hamilton 
Buggsy   Warren  Hymer 
Roger   Guinn  Williams 
Warden   John  Wray 
Monk   Walter  De  Palma 
District  Attorney   Jonathan  Hale 
Guard   Ward  Bond 
Policeman   Wade  Botelier 
Kozderonas   Henry  Taylor 
Girl  Stenographer   Jean  Stoddard 
Messenger   Ben  Hall 

Three  Smart  Cirls 

(Universal) 
Comedy-Drama 

This  is  the  picture  that  Eddie  Cantor  and 
others  have  been  telling  their  radio  audiences 
not  to  miss,  and  exhibitors  who  underwrite  all 
of  the  good  things  said  about  it  by  air  and  in 
print  will  still  be  guilty  of  understatement  if 

(Continued  on  page  50) 
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(.Continued  from  page  47) 
this  and  six  or  seven  thousand  other  witnesses 
of  its  unreeling  at  the  New  York  Roxy  are 
not  unanimously  mistaken.  The  film  has  been 
called  different  and  it  is  emphatically  that.  It 
has  been  called  human,  thrilling,  masterly,  even 
inspired,  and  these  indicate  but  do  not  describe 
the  nature  of  it.  It  is  rich  in  the  intangibles 
that  make  up  memorable  entertainment  and 
these  are  not  readily  if  ever  expressed  in 
adjectives. 
Comment  of  the  critics  has  emphasized  the 

personality,  voice  and  performance  of  Deanna 
Durbin  with  complete  justice  to  that  extremely 
personable  and  competent  young  lady  but  with 
something  less  than  that  to  Barbara  Read  and 
Nan  Grey  as  the  other  girls  of  the  title  and 
to  Charles  Winninger  as  their  father,  a  role 
as  difficult  as  is  often  come  upon  in  an  acting 
lifetime  as  long  as  his  and  almost  never  as  well 
acted.  Crowded  out  of  most  published  praises 
of  the  picture,  likewise,  are  Ray  Milland  and 
John  King,  who  portray  young  romance  with 
rare  intelligence,  Mischa  Auer  in  an  unusual 
comedy  role  and  Binnie  Barnes  as  a  matri- 

monial fortune  hunter. 

Miss  Durbin,  a  juvenile  soprano  of  excep- 
tional voice  and  acting  talent,  is  cast  as  the 

youngest  of  three  sisters  whose  wealthy  father, 
divorced  from  their  mother  ten  years  previ- 

ously, is  reported  engaged  to  a  young  and 
famous  beauty.  They  come  from  Switzerland, 
where  they  have  been  living  with  their  mother, 
to  New  York,  where  their  father  resides,  with 
plans  to  prevent  his  marriage.  How  these  plans 
work  out  and  with  what  result  it  is  not  neces- 

sary for  practical  purposes  or  fair  to  the  picture 
to  reveal  in  synopsis  form. 

Nor  is  it  proper  or  necessary  to  break  down 
the  story  into  what  have  come  to  be  called 
interest  factors.  It  is  a  single,  rounded  whole, 
much  greater  than  the  sum  of  its  component 
parts,  and  has  within  its  hour  and  twenty-five 
minutes  of  running  time  what  is  slangily  known 
as  everything.  It  is  at  once  a  mass  picture, 
a  class  picture,  a  family  picture,  and  adult  pic- 

ture, a  children's  picture,  a  metropolitan  picture, 
a  small  town  picture,  an  artistic  picture  in  the 
meaning  of  that  art  which  erases  all  evidences 
of  itself. 

Reviewed  at  the  Roxy  theatre,  New  York, 
where  a  midday  audience  of  capacity  propor- 

tions indicated  by  laughter,  by  tears  and  by 
prolonged  applause  such  satisfaction  as  is  mani- 

fested perhaps  half  a  dosen  times  annually  in 
the  best  cinema  years. — William  R.  Weaver. 
Produced  and  directed  by  Universal.  Executive 

producer,  Charles  R.  Rogers.  Associate  producer, 
Joseph  Pasternak.  Directed  by  Henry  Koster. 
Original  story  and  screen  play  by  Adele  Comandini. 
Music  by  Bonislaw  Kaper  and  W.  Jurman.  Musical 
director,  Charles  Previn.  Lyrics  by  Gus  Kahn.  Art 
supervision  and  gowns  by  John  Harkrider.  Associate 
director,  Jack  Otterson.  Stylist,  Albert  Nickel. 
Photographer,  Joseph  Valentine.  Special  effects, 
John  P.  Fulton,  P.C.A.  certificate  No.  2706.  Release 
date,  December  20.  Running  time,  84  minutes. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Donna  Lyons   Binnie  Barnes 
Mrs.  Lyons   Alice  Brady 
Lord  Michael  Stuart  Ray  Milland 
Judson  Craig   Charles  Winninger 
Count  Arisztid   Mischa  Auer 
Joan   Nan  Grey 
Kay  Barbara  Read 
"Penny"   Deanna  Durbin Binns  Ernest  Cossart 
Wilbur  Lamb  Hobart  Cavanaugh 
Bill   Evans   John  King 
Trudel   Lucille  Watson 
Dorothy  Craig   Nella  Walker 

Step  Lively,  Jeeves 

(20th  Century  -Fox) 
Comedy 

Hilarious  comedy  that  tilts  heavily  toward 
the  farce  side  of  nonsense  is  the  principal  in- 

gredient of  this  conglomeration  of  foolishness. 

Factually,  it's  the  kind  of  picture  that  folk  will 
laugh  with  and  at.  There's  not  much  rhyme or  reason  to  all  the  comical  stuff  that  happens. 
Maybe  in  that  the  producers  were  wise,  for  the 

film  delivered  Bp  a  more  than  an  hour's  amuse- 
ment that  at  least  had  the  preview  audiences 

giggling  and  guffawing.  A  typical  American 
concoction,  it  doesn't  bear  in  any  way  other  than 
the  character  of  Jeeves  any  resemblance  to  what 
P.  G.  Wodehouse  might  have  thought  up. 

For  quick  description  "Step  Lively,  Jeeves" 
is  on  a  theme  of  cheating  the  cheaters.  The 
formula  is  treated  in  a  refreshing,  laugh  pro- 

voking manner.  Swindlers  Sir  Cedric  and 
Prince  Boris,  stymied  in  attempts  to  outsmart 
each  other,  combine  to  convince  butler  Jeeves 
that  he  is  a  scion  of  nobility.  The  plot  is  to 
use  him  as  a  descendant  of  Sir  Francis  Drake 
to  fleece  American  suckers.  Socially  ambitious 
Babe,  moll  wife  of  mobster  Barney  Ross,  plus 
an  outbreak  of  gangster  blood  and  thunder  co- 

incident with  the  arrival  of  the  Earl  of  Bedford 
(Jeeves)  in  New  York,  cause  public  enemy 
Ross  to  be  the  first  victim  of  the  swindle.  En- 

suing events,  the  ringing  in  of  Patricia  Westley, 
newspaper  sob  sister,  and  Gary  Townsend,  her 
amateur  detective  play  boy  friend  provide  the 
tip  that  decides  Ross  to  cut  himself  in  on  the 
swindle  or  else.  All  works  to  get  innocent 
and  befuddled  Jeeves  out  of  the  mess  and  give 
Cedric  and  Boris  such  a  standin  with  Ross  that 

it  looks  as  if  it's  a  cinch  for  them  to  sell  him 
the  late  Czar's  crown  jewels. 

Just  nonsense,  generally  silly  but  sometimes 
smart  and  clever,  the  picture  is  intended  for 
those  who  want  to  laugh,  and  to  be  sold  under 
the  banner  of  an  all-laugh  feature. 
Previewed  in  the  Fox  Ritz  theatre,  Los 

Angeles.  The  audience  really  laughed  with  and 
at  the  picture. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century- 

Fox.  Directed  by  Eugene  Forde.  Associate  producer, 
John  Stone.  Screen  play  by  Frank  Fenton  and  Lynn 
Root.  Original  story  by  Frances  Hyland.  Based  on 
the  character  "Jeeves"  created  by  P.  G.  Wodehouse. 
Photographed  by  Daniel  B.  Clark.  Art  director, 
Duncan  Cramer.  Assistant  director,  William  Eck- 
hardt.  Film  editor,  Fred  Allen.  Costumes  by  Herschel. 
Sound,  S.  C.  Chapman,  Harry  M.  Leonard.  Musical 
direction,  Samuel  Kaylin.  Reviewed  before  Production 
Code  Certificate'  Number.  Running  time,  when  seen in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date,  during  the 
month  of  April,  1937.  General  audience  clasificatibn. 

CAST 
Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher 
Patricia  Westley  Patricia  Ellis 
Gerry  Townsend  Robert  Kent 
Hon.  Cedric  B.  Cromwell  Alan  Dinehart 
Prince  Boris  Caminov  George  Givot 
Babe  Helen  Flint 
Barney  Ross  John  Harrington 
Slug    George  Cooper 
Max   Arthur  Housman 
Joey   Max  Wagner 
Gaston   Franklin  Pangborn 

A  Doctor's  Diary 
(  Paramount-Schulberg  ) 
Drama 

Commercially  "A  Doctor's  Diary"  is  a  con- 
troversy starting  picture.  From  an  entertain- 

ment standpoint,  it  is  seriously  toned,  human 
interest  drama.  In  the  first  consideration,  its 
plot  hinges  upon  an  interpretation  of  profes- 

sional ethics.  In  forceful,  straight-from-the- 
shoulder  style  it  poses  the  question,  "Is  a  doc- 

tor's first  due  to  humanity  or  must  he  look  to 
personal  and  institutional  financial  security."  Un- 

doubtedly the  producer,  B.  P.  Schulberg,  was 
aware  that  his  picture  would  arouse  antagonism 
in  and  condemnation  from  the  medical  profes- 

sion as  a  whole.  At  the  same  time,  as  evidence 
of  his  belief  that  the  picture  would  become 
popular  with  the  public,  he  has  endowed  the 
film  with  considerable  content  for  powerful  ex- 

ploitation. In  the  second  phase,  "A  Doctor's 
Diary"  is  personal  drama.  Therein  it  is  ex- 

ceptionally well  done.  A  courageous  and  brave 
undertaking,  it  is  quite  possible  to  foresee  that 
objections  which  members  of  the  medical  pro- 

fession may  raise  to  it  will  stimulate  a  public 
reaction  to  the  benefit  of  the  exhibitor. 
Although  substantiating  incidents  go  to  great 

detail  in  illustrating  the  personal  drama,  ro- 
mance and  experiences  of  doctors,  nurses  and 

patients  in  a  hospital,  the  plot  rests  on  one 
point.  A  genius  boy  violinist  is  brought  to  the 
hospital,  suffering  an  arm  affliction.  Resident 
physician  Norris  recommends  an  immediate  op- 

eration. Because  Dr.  Ludlow,  called  by  a 
wealthy  patient,  is  advised  to  answer  it  by 
managing  doctor  Stanwood,  the  operation  is 

delayed  and  results  disastrously  for  the  boy. 
Emphatic  in  his  condemnation  of  a  system  that 
places  the  call  of  money  above  that  of  human 
necessity,  Norris  is  discharged  from  the  hos- 

pital. 

The  story  on  which  the  picture  is  based 
pulls  no  punches.  While  it  meanders  quite  a 
bit  in  the  beginning,  it  finally  gets  right  to  the 
point  and,  in  erecting  its  tense  drama,  spares  no 
professional  feelings.  The  story  is  exceptionally 
well  acted  and  directed.  Newcomer  John  Trent 
makes  a  convincing  debut  in  the  leading  role. 
The  rest  of  the  cast,  practically  all  of  whom 
are  principals,  perform  with  intelligence  and 
understanding. 

If  possible,  it  would  be  advisable  to  see  an 
advance  screening  of  this  film.  In  this  manner 
may  be  obtained  an  understanding  that  will  per- 

mit the  proper  kind  of  approach  to  the  patrons. 
The  more  advance  study  given  it,  the  easier 
it  should  be  to  get  its  idea  and  moral  over  to 
the  general  public. 

Previewed  in  the  Village  theatre,  Westwood. 
The  audience  was  impressed  by  the  character  of 
the  story  and  the  quality  of  acting.  Outside 
comment  was  general  that  the  film  quickly 
would  start  controversy. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Paramount.  Produced 

by  B.  P.  Schulberg.  Directed  by  Charles  Vidor. 
Screen  play  by  David  Boehm.  Story  by  Samuel  Ornitz 
and  Joseph  Anthony.  Photographed  by  Harry  Fisch- 
beck.  Art  director,  Albert  D'Agostino.  Musical  direc- tion, Boris  Morris.  Set  decorations,  George  T.  Nicoll. 
Film  editor,  Richard  C.  Currier.  Costumes  by  William 
Bridgehouse.  Sound  recording,  Jack  Goodrich.  Assist- 

ant director,  Ray  Lissner.  P.C.A.  Certificate  No.  2975. 
Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes. 
Release   date,   February   5,   1937.      General  audience 
classification. 

CAST Dr.  Clem  Driscoll  George  Bancroft 
Ruth  Hanlon  Helen  Burgess 
Dr.  Dan  Norris  John  Trent 
Catherine   Stanwood  Ruth  Coleman 
Michael   Fielding  Ray  Hould 
Mrs.  Fielding  Molly  Lamont 
Dr.  Anson  Ludlow  Sidney  Blackmer 
Dr.  Ellery  Stanwood  Charles  D.  Waldron 
Louie   Frank  Puglia 
Fred  Clark  Milburn  Stone 
Mrs.  Mason  Sue  Carol 

Man  of  the  People 

(MGM) 
Romantic  Drama 

The  various  elements  of  which  this  picture  is 
composed  have  been  so  combined  as  to  result 
in  much  better  than  average  mass  entertainment. 
The  basic  story,  into  which  romance,  comedy, 
suspense  and  surprise  have  been  worked,  is 
political  drama  of  considerable  human  interest 
content.  With  Joseph  Calleia  contributing  an 
execeptionally  strong  character  performance  in 
the  leading  role,  the  film  moves  through  inter- 

estingly contrived  situations,  dialogue  and  ac- 
tion. Modern  in  atmosphere,  it  treats  of  a 

subject — political  chicanery — with  which  per- 
sons are  familiar  through  actual  experience  in 

their  own  communities  or  have  known  about 
elsewhere. 

Joe  Moreno,  product  of  the  slums  who  got 
his  education  the  hard  way,  becomes  a  lawyer, 
Sympathetic  with  the  exploited  Italian  masses 
of  his  neighborhood,  he  takes  his  oath  seriously 
and  dedicates  his  career  to  serving  them.  Quick- 

ly he  realizes  that  something  more  than  a  law 
degree  is  necessary  to  cut  through  the  miles  of 
red  tape,  and  he  becomes  associated  with  boss 

William  Grady's  political  organization.  At  the 
same  time,  he  meets  and  falls  in  love  with 
aristocrat  Abbey  Reid. 
Lacking  as  it  does  in  smash  cast  names,  the 

production  more  than  makes  up  for  this  ap- 
parent shortcoming  by  the  quality  of  entertain- 

ment delivered.  Performances  are  uniformly 

high  caliber  and  Calleia's  work  particularly  is 
of  the  type  that  should  start  persons  talking. 
Selling  the  show  as  an  all-around  worthy  fea- 

ture and  playing  up  the  topical  nature  of  the 
story  in  contrast  to  incidents  of  like  nature  that 
have  happened  in  almost  every  locality,  looks 
like  the  most  effective  way  of  arousing  mass 
attention. 

Previewed  in  the  Uptown  theatre,  Los  An- 
geles.    First  preview,  long  in  running  time, 

(Continued  on  page  52) 
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(Continued  from  page  50) 
which  will  be  shortened  for  general  release, 
held  the  attention  of  and  won  the  favor  of  the 
audience, — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Produced  by  Lucien  Hubbard.  Directed  by  Edwin  L. 
Marin.  Story  and  screen  play  by  Frank  Dolan. 
Photographed  by  Charles  Clarke.  Musical  score, 
Edward  Ward.  Art  director,  Cedric  Gibbons.  Asso- 

ciates, Eddie  Imazu  and  Edwin  B.  Willis.  Film 
editor,  Wm.  S.  Gray.  Recording  director,  Douglas 
Shearer.  Reviewed  before  Production  Code  Certificate 
Number.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  85 
minutes  (to  be  cut).  Release  date,  January  29,  1937. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Joe   Joseph  Calleia 
Abbey   Florence  Rice 
Grady   Thomas  Mitchell 
Joe,  The  Glut  Ted  Healy 
Mrs.  Reid  Catherine  Doucet 
Stringer  Paul  Stanton 
Carter  Spetner  Jonathan  Hale 
Murphy   Robert  Emmett  Keane 
Marie  Rosetti  Jane  Barnes 
Pop  Rosetti  William  Riccardi 
Dopey  Benny  Noel  Madison 
Mrs.  Rosetti  Soledad  Jiminez 
Edward  Spetner  Edward  Nugent 
Baldwin  Donald  Briggs 

Park  Avenue  Logger 

(  Radio-Hirliman  ) 
Comedy-Drama 
A  playboy's  regeneration  is  worked  out  in 

this  romance  tinged  comedy-drama  of  the  tim- 
berlands.  While  the  action,  and  there's  lots  of 
it,  is  the  principal  feature,  production  detail, 
particularly  the  picturization  of  logging  inci- 

dents, is  of  high  quality,  establishing  itself  as  a 
commercial  asset  of  more  than  a  little  value. 

As  it  goes,  Grant  Curran,  gay  son  of  Mike 
Curran,  lumber  tycoon,  who  got  his  money  the 
hard  way,  is  sent  to  the  tall  timbers  to  see  if 
he  can  make  a  man  of  himself.  It  happens  that 
Grant  is  quite  a  proficient  wrestler  who  enjoys 

tough  going.  In  the  camp,  with  Peggy  O'Shea 
introduced  to  carry  on  the  comparatively  slight 
romantic  contrast  with  the  hero,  Grant  quickly 
becomes  aware  that  not  all  is  being  operated 
on  the  up  and  up.  His  investigations  lead  him 
into  numerous  thrill  action  brawls,  but  in  the 
end  he  manages  to  put  the  skids  under  the 
crooked  deals  that  would  deprive  Peggy  and 
her  father  Matt  of  their  holdings. 

The  picture  moves  at  a  rapid  pace.  There's 
no  beating  around  the  bush  to  pack  the  film  with 

non-essentials.  George  O'Brien,  in  a  rather 
different  character,  performs  up  to  his  standard 
and  he  is  given  good  support  by  Willard  Rob- 

ertson, Ward  Bond,  Bert  Hanlon,  Beatrice  Rob- 
erts and  Gertrude  Short. 

Previewed  in  the  studio  projection  room  in 
Hollyzvood. — G.  M. 
Distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Produced  by  George 

Hirliman  Production.  Directed  by  David  Howard. 
Adaptation  and  screen  play  by  Dan  Jarrett  and 
Ewing  Scott.  From  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  story 
by  Bruce  Hutchison.  Associate  producer,  Leonard 
Goldstein.  Production  manager,  Charles  Hunt.  Photo- 

graphed by  Frank  B.  Good.  Supervising  editor,  Rob- 
ert Crandall.  Musical  supervisor,  Abe  Meyer.  Art 

director,  F.  Paul  Sylos.  Assistant  director,  George 
Sherman.  Recorded  by  W.  C.  Moore.  P.  C.  A.  Cer- 

tificate No.  2,985.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hol- 
lywood, 65  minutes.  Release  date,  during  February, 

1937.    General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Grant   Curran   George  O'Brien 
Peggy  O'Shea   Beatrice  Roberts Ben  Morton   Willard  Robertson 
Paul  Sangar   :  Ward  Bond 
Nick   Bert  Hanlon 
Margy   Gertrude  Short 
Mike  Curran   Lloyd  Ingraham 
Matt  O'Shea   ......  George  Rosener 
Police  Sergeant   Robert  E.  O'Connor 

Don't  Pull  Your  Punches 
(Warner) 

Comedy-Drama 
This  is  a  prizefight  picture  into  which  a 

considerable  amount  of  human  interest  has 
been  injected.  Containing  plenty  of  fisticuff 
action,  it  also  carries  a  pleasing  romantic  thread 
and  includes  a  surprising  amount  of  comedy. 
It  tells  an  intelligently  prepared  story,  nicely 
balancing  dialogue  with  action,  erecting  clever 

situations,  and  all  in  ail  resulting  in  a  satisfac- 

tory sustaining"  attraction. Gunner  Malene  is  a  trial  horse  pug  whose  one 
ambition  is  to  win  the  championship.  As  much 
as  he  wants  the  glory,  his  sister  Mary  wants 
it  more.  Gunner  always  gives  a  good  account 
of  himself  in  the  ring,  but  never  quite  makes 
the  championship  grade.  Despite  his  plans,  box- 

ing commissioners  and  managers  are  of  the 
opinion  that  Gunner  is  only  a  good  contender. 
Unable  to  get  anywhere  himself,  Gunner  picks 
up  a  husky  Texan,  Rush  Conway,  and  makes 
him  his  protege.  While  Rush  is  learning  the 
rudiments  of  the  ring  and  wading  through  a 
flock  of  setups,  he  falls  in  love  with  Mary. 

Events  so  transpire  with  the  retirement  of  the 
champ  that  Gunner  and  Rush  must  fight  for 
the  title,  a  match  that  neither  they  nor  Mary 
anticipated.  Neither  wants  it  but  public  de- 

mand forces  them  into  the  ring.  In  the  ring, 
things  at  first  go  pretty  badly  for  Gunner  as 
the  youthful  Rush,  who,  though  he  has  little 
heart  in  his  work,  belts  Gunner  from  pillar  to 

post.  But  the  oldtimer's  experience  serves  him 
in  good  stead  and  when  Rush  is  off  guard, 
Gunner  puts  over  a  knockout.  The  finale  is  his 

retirement,  Mary's  marriage  to  Rush  and  the 
trio  with  little  Bobby  Doyle  retiring  to  the 
peace  of  a  Texas  ranch. 

Fast  moving,  well  acted  and  directed,  con- 
centrating on  those  elements  understandable 

to  the  masses,  "Don't  Pull  Your  Punches"  con- tains more  sound  entertainment  than  is  found  in 
many  more  pretentious  films. 

Previewed  in  the  Forum  theatre,  Hollywood, 

to  a  satisfied  neighborhood  house  audience. — 
G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner  Bros.  Asso- 

ciate producer,  Bryan  Foy.  Directed  by  B.  Reeves 
Eason.  Assistant  director,  Wilbur  McGaugh.  Screen 
play  by  George  Bricker.  Story  by  E.  J.  Flannagan. 
Photographed  by  Arthur  Edeson.  Film  editor,  War- 

ren Low.  Art  director,  Max  Parker.  Dialogue  direc- 
tor, Harry  Seymour.  P.  C.  A.  certificate  No.  2877. 

Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  60  minutes. 
Release  date,  March  13,  1937.  General  audience  classi- fication. 

CAST Gunner  Malone   Barton  MacLane 
Mary   June  Travis 
Rush  Conway   Wayne  Morris 
Kenneth  Rockwell   James  Robbins 
Danny  Lockbridge   Joseph  Crehan 
Bobby  Doyle   Dickie  Jones 
Stan  Wilson   Maxie  Rosenbloom 
Joey  Meade   Frank  Otto 
Radio  Announcer   David  Carlyle 
Redmann   Herbert  Rawlinson 
Mike  Dougherty   Robert  Homans 
Radio  Announcer   Wen  Niles 

Practically  Perfect 
(  Educational ) Amusing 

Edward  East  and  Ralph  Dunke,  known  on 
the  radio  as  the  Sisters  of  the  Skillett,  dash 
briskly  through  characteristic  song,  dance,  gag 

and  slapstick  in  this  comedy  based  on  the  rela- 
tionship of  radio  sponsor  to  talent.  Efforts  to 

prove  the  practicability  of  their  humorously 
impracticable  answers  to  puzzled  listeners  take 
the  comedians  into  the  home  of  their  sponsor, 
where  their  ministrations  result  in  destruction 
of  the  house  by  fire.  A  lot  of  laughs  appear 
before  that. — Running  time,  20^2  minutes. 

Free  Rent 

(Columbia) 
Good  Comedy 

Comedy  is  the  keynote  of  this  subject,  which 
pokes  some  fun  at  the  current  trailer  craze. 
With  Monty  Collins  and  Tom  Kennedy  as  the 
sparkplugs  the  subject  has  some  lively  moments. 
Disturbed  by  rent  troubles,  Collins,  Kennedy 

and  their  wives  embark  on  a  trailer  to  "live  off 
the  fat  of  the  land."  Getting  started  constitutes 
a  minor  problem  compared  to  the  one  of  finding 
a  spot  to  park  for  the  night,  as  signs  all  along 
their  route  bar  trailers.  They  find  a  spot  they 

consider  ideal,  but  the  next  morning  it's  still 
dark  at  nine  o'clock.  They've  parked  in  a 
tunnel  and  a  train  is  bearing  down  on  them. 
They  get  the  trailer  out,  only  to  have  it  wrecked 
farther  along  the  line.  Running  time,  18  min- 
utes. 

Reel  Vaudeville 

(Vitaphone) 
Routine 

"Reel"  vaudeville,  perhaps,  but  hardly  of  the 
class  that  would  make  the  Palace  when  that 
house  meant  the  world  famed  mecca  of  vaudevil- 
lians.  The  Three  Queens  do  a  routine  set  of 
tap  dance  steps.  Carroll  and  Howe  offer  some 
comedy  lines  that  are  not  particularly  funny 
and  add  for  a  not  very  good  measure  some  trim- 

mings of  song  and  dance.  The  Bee  Hee  Rubyae 
Troup  conclude  the  show  with  their  acrobatic 
manipulations,  which  certainly  in  the  real  days 
of  vaudeville  would  have  opened  instead  of 

closed  the  show.  Harry  Rose  of  the  "Here's 
Harry"  fame  serves  as  master  of  ceremonies 
and  provides  in  addition  his  specialty  of  a  rather 
monotonous  monologue.  Running  time,  11 minutes. 

The  Book  Shop 

(Educational) 

Okay  for  Kiddies 
This  Terry-Toon  has  to  do  with  a  pup  who 

goes  to  sleep  after  reading  a  book  of  nursery 
rhymes  and  dreams  he  is  wafted  away  in  his 
bed  to  the  haunts  of  the  characters  he  has  read 
about,  where  various  adventures  are  met  with. 
It  is  principally  for  the  kiddies. — Running  time, six  minutes. 

Don't  Be  Like  That 

(RKO  Radio) 

Poor 
A  hypochondriac  hubby,  Jack  Norton,  who 

suffers  more  from ,  that  green-eyed  ailment 
named  jealousy  than  from  any  other  distress, 

becomes  such  a  distasteful  "pill"  to  his  long- 
suffering  spouse,  Muriel  Evans,  that  the  dear 
woman  ups  in  revolt,  packs  her  bags  and 
straightway  departs  for  that  constant  haven 

for  worried  wives,  her  mother's  home.  Bearing 
the  little  lady  a  tasty  peace  offering  in  the 
shape  of  a  new  fur  coat,  the  penitent  husband 
proceeds  to  complicate  a  marital  reconciliation 
by  becoming  entangled  with  the  minions  of  the 
law,  a  couple  of  irate  taxi  drivers,  the  family 
doctor,  more  of  a  menace  than  a  medico,  and 
his  attractive  wife.  The  gags  and  situations  are 
served  up  in  traditional  style.  There  is  much 
running  from  room  to  room,  some  rough  and 
tumble  horse  play  and  a  bedroom  scene  in  the 
best  slapstick  manner.  The  only  thing  missing 
was  the  custard  pie.  Perhaps  that  would  have 
improved  things  considerably.  Running  time, 
20  minutes. 

Everybody  Sing 

(Universal) 

Excellent  Comedy  Cartoon 
Under  the  musical  ministrations  of  Maestro 

Oswald,  everything  is  peace  and  song  in  the 
tuneful  town  of  Birdville.  But  soon  come  sour 
notes  and  discord,  with  a  visitation  by  three 
terrible  black  crows.  Oswald,  though,  is  one 
smart  rabbit  and  in  a  smash  windup  he  gives 
the  villains  their  due.  Decidedly  amusing, 
smartly  concocted  and  rapidly  paced,  the  whole 
tale  is  well  worth  a  showing.  Running  time, 
seven  minutes. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No.  32 
(Universal) 

Novelty 

The  customary  collection  of  interesting  and 
novel  odds  and  ends  are  served  up  in  the  latest 
issue  of  this  series.  Included  in  this  assortment 
of  rarities  are  Toots  the  bovine,  trained  in  self- 
servicing  her  thirst ;  Gretchen  the  police  hound 
adept  at  pedal  pushing  a  tricycle ;  a  fire  that 
has  been  raging  for  fifty  years  in  the  coal  beds 
of  New  Straitsville,  Ohio ;  the  curative  powers 
contained  in  the  hot  mud  baths  at  Munguia, 
Mexico  and  an  exhibition  by  Miss  Ruth  Faison 
Shaw  of  her  expert  skill  in  obtaining  some 
startling  pictorial  effects  by  the  mere  use  of 
applying  pigments  to  paper  with  her  finger  tips 
and  palm.  Running  time,  nine  minutes. 
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1609  W.  Washington  Boule
vard  •  Los  Angeles 

Fox  Thealre 

Pomona,  Calif. Mr.  Charles  P.  Skouras  Jan  6f  1937 

Fox  West  Coast  Theatres 

Washington  at  Vermont 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

Dear  Mr.  Skouras : 

Had  a  sneak  preview  o
f  Grace  Moore  in  "Whe

n  You're  In  Love"  wit
h 

Aline  MacMahon,  Cary
  Granl,  Henry  Stephen

son,  Thomas  Mnchell, 

Catharine  Doucet,  Louis 
 Alberni.  Directed  by  Ro

bert  Riskin,  produced 

by  Everett  Riskin. 

The  audience  reaction  wa
s  marvelous,  the  picture 

 is  a  definite  hit.  Robert 

Riskin,  who  is  a  past  mast
er  at  writing  clever  dial

ogue,  is  equally  clever 

as  a  director.  He  did  a  gran
d  job. 

Personally  I  feel  this  is  t
he  finest  thing  Grace  Moo

re  has  ever  done.  The 

pLure  has  the  comedy  
and  clever  dialogue  of  "

1.  Happened  One  Nrght 

W  th  Grace  Moore  singin
g  everything  from  Oper

a  to  "Minme  the  Mooche
r 

It  can  almost  be  said  it 
 is  a  "It  Happened  One  N

ight  put  to  mustc.  Thts 

was  the  general  consensus
  of  opinion  of  the  audien

ce  and  we  had  a  very 

good  house. 

Photography  was  excel
lent.  Grace  Moore  ne

ver  looking  better.  Fi
nes, 

thing  Gary  Grant  has  ev
er  done,  and  Aline  Mac

Mahon  never  drd  a  bett
er 

oTtMs  picture  is  a  doubl
e  A  and  should  be  big  B

ox  Office.  I.  w. 1  please 

any  audience.  Preview 
 was  very  long  running

  two  hours  and  fourtee
n 

minutes  but  even  at  tha
t  many  people  said  don 

 t  cut  rt,  of  course  they 

will  take  out  2500  or  3000 
 feet,  which  will  speed  the

  tempo  up  greatly  and 

round  out  one  swell  entertainment. 
 
sincerely  yours, 

Robert  C.  Connom 

Fox  Pomona  Theatre 

■ 
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CHICACOANS  LOOK  TO 

STAGE  SHOW,  PIT  BAND 

Double  Featuring  Returns  with 

Ban  on  Chance  Games,  but 

Exhibitors  Are  Skeptical 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 
in  Chicago 

Double  features  apparently  are  about  to 

bring  storm  and  strife  again  upon  the  Chi- 
cago scene.  Exhibitors,  estimating  that  their 

grosses  dropped  15  to  25  per  cent  when  the 
police  department  went  to  work  in  earnest 
to  eliminate  chance  games,  turned  to  the 
double  feature,  which  had  been  out  of  the 
picture  for  three  years,  starting  in  1932 
when  the  theatre  men  dropped  the  idea  as 

unsuccessful,  what  with  their  reading  of  pub- 
lic sentiment  and  the  intra-exhibitor  fights 

which  the  policy  had  aroused. 
But  now  114  of  the  175  neighborhood 

houses  are  playing  two  features  again,  and 
it  is  expected  that  outside  the  Loop  the  pol- 

icy soon  will  be  100  per  cent  in  operation. 
Then, .  they  say,  will  come  a  recurrence  of 
the  battles  between  independents  and  cir- 

cuits, with  price  cutting  and  triple  billings 
and  whatnot. 

A  number  of  the  Chicago  circuits  as  a 
result  are  looking  to  the  stage  show  as  the 

way  out.  Large  theatres  which  even  with 
double  features  are  finding  business  not 

what  they  expected  are  planning  a  film- 
vaudeville  policy.  Whether  there  is  enough 
talent  available  for  stage  shows  on  a  wide 
scale  is  problematical. 

Another  plan  which  is  receiving  considerable 
attention  is  that  of  bringing  back  large  orches- 

tras to  the  theatres.  Exhibitors  say,  however, 
that  the  wages  demanded  by  the  Chicago  Musi- 

cians' Union  are  prohibitive,  that  they  could 
pay  more  than  some  musicians  get  for  working 
in  taverns  and  small  night  clubs,  but  not  what 
the  union  asks. 

One  reason  for  the  trend  towards  the  stage- 
show  policy  is  that  theatre  admissions  have  been 
increased  generally  and  to  maintain  these  prices 
it  will  be  necessary  to  offer  the  public  more 
than  a  double-bill  or  a  single  feature. 

V 

Local  theatres  this  week  provided  space  in 
their  lobbies  for  the  American  Red  Cross  work- 

ers who  are  conducting  a  drive  for  funds  for 
flood  relief.  The  workers  will  seek  contribu- 

tions in  the  loop  theatres  starting  Friday  and 
on  Monday  will  begin  work  in  the  neighbor- 

hood theatres.  Chicago's  quota  is  near  the  half- million  dollar  mark. 
V 

More  than  75  men  engaged  in  distribution 
paid  tribute  to  Henry  Herbel,  Universal  Films 
sales  manager,  for  his  four  years  of  meritorious 
work  as  president  of  the  Chicago  Film  Board 
of  Trade. 

The  testimonial  dinner  in  Mr.  Herbel's  honor 
was  given  at  the  Congress  hotel  last  Friday. 
Felix  Mendelssohn,  Jack  Osserman  and  Clyde 
Eckhardt  were  on  the  committee.  Mr.  Herbel 
was  presented  with  a  luggage  set. 

V 

For  the  fifth  consecutive  time,  American  Can 
Company  engaged  the  Chicago  theatre  for  an 
evening  to  entertain  guests  here  for  the  Can- 
ners'  convention.  This  year  the  theatre  party 
was  to  be  on  Thursday  evening.  The  full  Chi- 

cago show,  augmented  by  stage  talent  from 

other  B  &  K  theatres,  was  to  comprise  the 
evening's  entertainment. 

Thirty  thousand  conventioners  were  gather- 
ing. As  a  result  business  in  the  Loop  at  night 

was  better  than  average. 
V 

Clyde  Eckhardt,  Twentieth  Century-Fox  sales 
manager,  announced  these  seven  pictures  to  be 
released  by  his  company  in  March,  for  neigh- 

borhood showings  in  the  first  week  of  release : 

"Lloyds  of  London,"  "One  in  a  Million,"  "Stow- 
away," "Banjo  on  My  Knee,"  "Career  Woman," 

"Ambassador  Bill"  and  "Secret  Valley." V 
Ted  Lesser,  Paramount  film  talent  scout,  was 

in  Chicago  interviewing  local  stage  and  radio 
artists  in  an  endeavor  to  unearth  some  new 
screen  talent. 

V 
Film  talent  scouts  have  just  unearthed  a  new 

singer  in  Chicago,  Nicholas  Enrico  Caruso,  at- 
torney and  first  cousin  of  Enrico  Caruso.  Nicho- 

las is  27  years  old  and  a  tenor. 
V 

"The  Black  Legion,"  which  opens  at  the 
Roosevelt  theatre  Saturday  will  be  the  subject 

of  a  two  weeks'  contest  that  starts  next  Mon- 
day in  the  Chicago  Herald  and  Examiner.  The 

contest  is  for  the  best  caption  writing  on  stills. 
Sam  Clark,  Warner  press  representative  here, 
promoted  the  hookup. 

V 

Jess  Hogan,  52,  veteran  exhibitor,  was  bur- 
ied here  last  Saturday.  Hogan  had  been  em- 

ployed at  the  Parkway  theatre,  one  of  the  L. 
Reinheimer  theatres.  His  death  was  caused  by 
pneumonia. 

V 
From  Excelsior  Springs,  Missouri,  comes 

word  that  the  city  council  there  is  passing  an 
ordinance  which  will  prohibit  candid  camera 
fiends  from  snapping  pictures  of  visitors  to  the 
various  resort  hotels.  Back  of  this  action  is  the 
statement  made  a  short  time  ago  by  a  Holly- 

wood radio  commentator  that  motion  picture 
celebrities  were  planning  to  boycott  all  resorts 
that  allowed  candid  camera  addicts. 

Sales  Forces  Meet 

To  Map  Campaigns 

Jack  Schlaifer,  western  division  man- 
ager of  United  Artists,  gathered  the  field 

forces  around  him  in  Chicago  last  week  to 

discuss  the  14  weeks'  campaign  in  honor  of 
George  J.  Schaifer,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  sales.  Attending  the  series  of  special 
meetings  were  Ben  Fish,  far  west  district 
manager,  and  Jack  Goldhar,  midwest  dis- 

trict manager  of  the  Minneapolis  office;  J. 
S.  Abrose  of  Milwaukee,  D.  V.  McLucas 
of  Omaha,  Morris  Dudelson  of  Detroit,  W. 
E.  Trulog  of  Kansas  City,  William  Feld- 
stein  of  St.  Louis  and  Irving  Schlank  of 
Chicago. 

A  special  honorary  committee  of  sponsor- 
ship for  the  Schaefer  Drive  includes  such 

names  as  Joseph  Bernhard,  general  manager 
of  the  Warner  Theatres ;  Mike  Kincey,  head 
of  the  Kincey  Circuit  in  North  Carolina; 
Frank  Walker  of  the  Comerford  Circuit; 
Edward  Beatty  of  the  Butterfield  Circuit; 
W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  managing  director  of 
Radio  City  Music  Hall;  George  Trendle  of 
the  United  Detroit  Theatres ;  John  Balaban 
of  Balaban  and  Katz,  and  Vincent  McFaul 
of  the  Buffalo  Theatres. 

Seventy-five  salesmen  and  executives  from 
the  Illinois,  Indiana  and  Wisconsin  branches 
of  Warner  Brothers  attended  meeting  of  the 

sales  staff  in  Kenosha,  Wis.,  last  week. 
Charley  Ryan,  assistant  Chicago  zone  sales 
manager,  headed  the  Chicago  staff.  Al 
Kvool,  Milwaukee  district  chief,  headed  the 
Wisconsin  delegation  and  Harry  Stein,  dis- 

trict manager  of  Hammond,  Indiana,  headed 
the  group  from  that  territory.  Plans  were 

completed  for  the  13  weeks'  sales  drive. 
Herbert  J.  Ochs,  assistant  to  Gradwell 

Sears,  Warner  Brothers'  general  sales  man- 
ager, is  on  a  tour  of  the  company's  ex- 

changes in  the  west. 
Charles  B.  Paine,  treasurer  of  Universal 

Pictures,  and  J.  R.  Grainger,  general  man- 
ager of  distribution,  are  at  Universal  City 

to  discuss  the  New  Universal's  1937-38 

product. 

Decision  Reserved 

In  Sales  Tax  Case 

The  New  York  State  court  of  appeals  has 
reserved  decision  on  the  applicability  of  the 
New  York  City  two  per  cent  sales  tax  to 
film  rental  revenue  derived  by  exchanges 
within  the  city  limits  from  distribution  to 
points  outside  the  city  limits.  A  decision  is 
not  expected  for  three  weeks. 

Frederick  H.  Wood  of  Cravath,  de  Gers- 
dorff,  Swaine  &  Wood,  presented  the  oral 
arguments  for  distributors  in  connection 
with  his  brief  which  contends  that  the  sales 

tax  is  in  violation  of  both  the  state  and  Fed- 
eral constitutions. 

The  assessment  of  rentals  collected  by  the 

United  Artists  Exchange  in  New  York  fur- 
nished the  test  case  for  the  distributors. 

The  appellate  division  ruled  that  the  tax 

is  applicable  to  rentals  derived  from  the- 
atres located  within  the  city  limits  but  not 

to  rentals  derived  from  theatres  located 

elsewhere.  The  city  contends  that  the  tax 

is  applicable  to  all  revenues  of  the  film  ex- 
changes located  within  the  city. 

If  the  tax  is  upheld  estimates  place  the 

distributors'  liability  at  more  than  $3,000,- 
000.  Indications  are  that  an  adverse  decision 
will  result  in  the  case  being  carried  to  the 
United  States  supreme  court. 

Extras'"  Salaries 

Put at  $2,420,453 

Extras  in  Hollywood  earned  $2,420,453.55 

in  1936,  according  to  figures  released  this 

week  by  Campbell  McCulloch,  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  manager  of  the  Central 

Casting  Bureau.  The  total  is  a  decrease  of 
$150,840.29  from  the  1935  figures. 
The  total  placements  for  the  year  also 

showed  a  slight  decrease  with  268,436  work- 
ing in  1936  compared  to  278,486  in  1935. 

A  breakdown  of  the  statistics  for  the  year 
shows  that  the  average  daily  placement  in 
1936  was  858  while  average  daily  place- 

ment in  1935  were  889.  Of  the  daily  aver- 
age in  1936,  558  were  men,  259  women  and 

41  children. 
In  1936  the  extras  received  an  average 

daily  wage  of  $9.02.  A  total  of  174,759  men 
were  paid  $1,422,137.08  and  80,962  women 
were  paid  $658,074.56. 
The  figures  show  that  7,712  boys  were 

employed  and  paid  $49,263.95  and  5,003 
girls  were  paid  $31,658.48. 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

The  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney 

(MGM) 
Comedy  Romance  Drama 

This  story,  based  on  Frederick  Lonsdale's 
play,  was  used  once  before  for  screen  purposes. 
Then,  in  1929,  Norma  Shearer  played  the  lead- 

ing role.  In  this  re-creation  for  which  Leon 
Gordon,  credited  with  participation  in  the  prep- 

aration of  "His  Brother's  Wife"  and  "The 
Unguarded  Hour"  and  Monckton  Hoffe,  did  the 
screen  play,  Joan  Crawford  is  being  starred 
with  William  Powell  and  Robert  Montgomery. 

The  late  Richard  Boleslawski,  maker  of  "The 
Garden  of  Allah"  and  "Theodora  Goes  Wild," 
carried  on  direction  up  to  the  time  of  his  sudden 
passing.  The  picture  is  being  completed  by 
George  Fitzmaurice. 
The  story  concerns  a  young  American  girl, 

a  glamorous  creature,  who  took  English  society. 
A  feminine  raffles,  she  was  in  league  with  a 
super  crook  (Powell)  to  steal  a  valuable  neck- 

lace. Robert  Montgomery  was  very  much  in 
love  with  her,  but  she  was  much  in  love  with 

Powell.  She  didn't  steal  the  necklace,  but  with 
Powell's  permission  Montgomery  got  her,  and 
the  necklace  was  willingly  tossed  in  as  a  wed- 

ding present. 
To  the  name  power  which  is  represented  by 

Miss  Crawford,  Powell  and  Montgomery  must 
be  added  the  value  of  Frank  Morgan  and  Jessie 
Ralph  who  have  important  roles  in  the  photo- 

play. While  this  group,  with  Benita  Hume, 
carry  practically  the  entire  theme  and  all  the 
romance,  drama,  comedy,  semi-mystery  and  in- 

trigue rotate  about  its  members,  the  supporting 
cast  is  one  deserving  of  more  than  passing 
consideration.  Inasmuch  as  most  of  the  action 
happens  in  England,  most  of  the  support  are 
British  actors.  Included  are  Nigel  Bruce,  Mel- 

ville Cooper,  Lumsden  Hare,  Ralph  Forbes  and 
Wallis  Clarke.  Others  who  have  parts  in  the 
production  are  Colleen  Clare,  Aileen  Pringle, 
Leonard  Carey,  Sarah  Haden  and  Barnett 
Parker. 

Release  date:  February  19. 

The  Prince  and  the  Pauper 

(Warner) 
Drama 

In  the  field  of  literature  "The  Prince  and  the 
Pauper"  is  recognized  as  one  of  the  greatest 
stories  Mark  Twain  ever  wrote.  Adhering  to 
the  best  Twain  in  bringing  the  noted  American 
humorist's  bit  of  historical  fiction  to  the  screen 
so  that  all  its  humanness  and  unique  appeal  is 
retained,  the  producers  assigned  the  late  Laird 

Doyle  to  prepare  the  screen  play.  Doyle's  many 
previous  credits,  including  such  adaptation  as 

"British  Agent,"  "Oil  for  the  Lamps  of  China" 
and  more  recently  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and 
"Three  Men  on  a  Horse,"  prove  his  ability  to 
handle  both  comedy  and  drama,  which  are  the 
principal  substances  of  this  story.  Direction  is 
in  the  hands  of  William  Keighley,  who  has 

been  the  man  at  the  helm  in  many  of  Warner's 
more  important  pictures.  Lavish  production  de- 

tail authentically  and  colorfully  reflecting  the 
locale  and  time,  England  in  the  mid-sixteenth 
century,  the  problem  of  casting  seems  to  have 
been  effectively  solved. 
The  two  boys,  central  figures  in  the  story, 

are  the  Mauch  twins,  Billy  and  Bobby.  Better 

known  is  Billy,  recently  seen  in  "Anthony  Ad- 
verse," "The  White  Angel"  and  "Penrod  and 

Sam."  While  both  have  been  widely  publicized, 
they  are,  by  no  means,  the  only  name  values 
the  production  boasts.  Others  who  will  be  seen 

are  Errol  Flynn,  remembered  for  "Captain 
Blood,"  "Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"  and 
"Green  Light,"  Claude  Rains,  Montagu  Love, 
Barton  MacLane,  Donald  Crisp,  Phyllis  Barry, 
Henry  Stephenson,  Murray  Kinnell,  Walter 
Kingsford  and  many  others  of  note. 
The  story  concerns  two  boys,  a  prince  child 

of  fortune  and  a  pauper  child  of  misfortune. 
Both  are  made  the  victims  of  adult  political 
intrigue    and    criminal  rapacity. 

Wings  of  Mercy 

(  Radio  ) 
Drama 

Approach  to  a  new  idea  in  aviation  pictures 
is  being  made  in  this  production.  As  the  yarn 
runs,  it  gets  pretty  well  off  the  formula  track, 
yet  is  not  lacking  in  that  thrill  action  content 
that  gives  air  pictures  an  exciting  appeal.  In 
theme  the  story  is  both  a  character  drama  and 
an  air  adventure.  A  promising  young  doctor 
becomes  involved  in  a  plane  crack-up  that  leads 
to  his  discharge  by  a  hospital  where  he  has  been 
employed  as  resident  physician.  A  licensed 

flyer,  a  friend  gets  him  a  mechanic's  job  at  a 
west  coast  air  port.  As  romantic  complications 
ensue,  he  endeavors  to  hide  his  identity  as  a 
doctor.  However,  when  a  transcontinental 
plane  crashes  in  the  California  mountains,  he 
flies  an  ambulance  plane  to  the  rescue,  admin- 

isters emergency  treatment,  performs  a  danger- 
ous operation,  and  rehabilitates  himself  as  a 

surgeon. 
The  production  is  based  on  a  story  by  Alice 

B.  Curtis,  adapted  by  Thomas  Lenon  and  G.  V. 
Atwater  with  screen  play  by  J.  Robert  Bren 
and  Edmund  L.  Hartman.  It  is  being  directed 

by  Lew  Landers,  maker  of  "Without  Orders" 
and  "Night  Waitress." 
John  Beal,  seen  in  "Break  of  Hearts,"  "The 

Little  Minister"  and  "We  Who  Are  About  to 
Die,"  is  the  leading  player.  He  is  supported 
by  newcomer  Joan  Fontaine,  featured  in  "Qual- 

ity Street,"  Philip  Huston,  currently  in  "We're 
on  the  Jury,"  Jane  Walsh,  a  child  star  of  the silent  days,  Frank  M.  Thomas,  Diana  Gibson, 
Stanley  Andrews,  Billy  Gilbert  and  Alec  Craig. 

Topical  nature  of  the  story  as  it  relates  to 
the  series  of  air  disasters  that  have  happened 
recently  in  the  territory  of  its  screen  locale, 
plus  the  fact  that  it  will  present  the  newly 
developed  ambulance  plane  as  one  of  the  big 
production  features,  should  give  the  forthcom- 

ing film  a  timely  value  that  readily  can  be 
turned  to  commercial  account. 

Probable  release  date:  February  19. 

Danger,  Men  Working 

(Paramount) 
Comedy  Mystery  Drama 
The  story  motivating  this  production  is 

neither  new  nor  unfamiliar.  In  various  ways  it 
has  been  done  before  with  varying  success,  de- 

pending upon  who  made  it  and  who  was  in  it. 
Three  writers  ordered  to  write  a  play  and  in 
search  of  a  plot  have  a  real  murder  mystery 

dropped  in  their  laps.  The  unstarted  play  must 
be  finished  within  18  hours.  Although  there  are 
wide  differences  in  the  mechanics  and  develop- 

ment, the  wellknown  "Seven  Keys  to  Baldpate" 
may  be  accepted  as  an  identifying  standard. 

Rolling  a  drunk,  the  writers  discover  he  is 
a  blackmailer.  Tracking  his  victims,  considera- 

ble comedy  contrasting  the  underlying  dramatic 
motivation,  they  round  up  a  diversified  assort- 

ment of  persons  for  their  investigation  in  which 
they  pose  as  police  officers.  But  their  sup- 

posedly innocent  stunt  turns  into  a  real  murder 
mystery  when  the  blackmailer  is  killed.  As 
one  of  the  writers  actually  solves  the  case,  ma- 

terial is  obtained  out  of  which  the  play  is 
written. 

The  story  is  an  original  screen  play  by  Ellery 
Queen  and  Lowell  Brentano.  The  names  are 
the  pen  names  of  Frederick  Bannay  and  Man- 

fred Lee,  collaborating  specialists  on  mystery 
crime  yarns.  Direction  was  assigned  to  Charles 

Barton,  maker  of  "Murder  with  Pictures"  and 
"And  Sudden  Death"  in  the  past  year. 

For  name  values  Lew  Ayres,  Benny  Baker 
and  Eugene  Pallette  composed  the  play  writing 
trio,  with  Ayers  the  crime  solver.  Other  players 
participating  are  Ruth  Coleman,  Colin  Tapley, 
Vivienne  Osborne  and  Howard  Hickman. 

Probable  release  date,  February  15. 

50  Roads  to  Town 

(20th  Century -Fox) 
Dramatic  Romance 

Despite  the  definitely  bucolic  title  suggestive 
of  a  sweetly  atmosphered  idyllic,  the  story  told 
in  this  production  is  intimate  dramatic  comedy 
romance  and  thrill  action.  A  socialist  girl 
speeds  to  a  romantic  elopement  rendezvous.  A 
personable  young  aristocrat  flees  town  because 
an  irate  husband  believes  he  has  busted  up  his 
home.  They  meet  in  an  isolated  mountain  cabin. 
A  notorious  public  enemy  is  reported  on  the 
loose  in  the  same  locale.  The  girl  thinks  the 
aristocrat  is  the  gangster.  He  believes  she  is  a 
detective  set  to  trap  him.  Complications  bring 
the  real  gangster,  a  country  sheriff  and  hordes 
of  police. 
The  story  on  which  the  film  is  based  has 

been  a  current  best  seller  novel,  written  by 
Louis  F.  Nobel.  The  screen  play  is  by  Wil- 
lian  Conselman  and  George  Marion,  Jr.,  Con- 

selman  credited  with  participation  in  "Stow- 
away," "Pigskin  Parade"  and  "Private  Num- 

ber" and  Marion  with  "Three  Cheers  for  Love," 
"The  Big  Broadcast  of  1936"  and  "Two  for 
Tonight."  Direction  is  by  Norman  Taurog, 
who  made  "Reunion"  for  this  company. 

The  boy  in  the  story  is  Don  Ameche,  now 

in  "One  in  a  Million"  and  "Love  Is  News,"  as 
well  as  having  been  starred  in  "Ramona."  The girl  is  Ann  Sothern,  currently  appearing  in 

"Dangerous  Number"  and  recently  in  "Smart- 
est Girl  in  Town"  and  ''Walking  On  Air."  The 

country  yokel  who  provides  much  of  the  comedy 
is  Slim  Summerville,  and  Jane  Darwell  is  his 
wife.  John  Qualen,  father  of  the  Quintuplets 

in  "The  Country  Doctor"  and  "Reunion,"  is  the 
small  town  sheriff.  Douglas  Fowley  is  the  gang- 

ster. With  added  comedy  being  supplied  by 
Stepin  Fetchit,  a  southern  Negro  snowbound 
in  the  mountains,  other  players  who  have  im- 

portant roles  are  Paul  Hurst,  Allen  Lane  and 
Spencer  Charters. 

Probable  release  date,  March  1. 





At  last  Columbia  brings  you  a  real  BIG- 

FEATURE  NAME  —  FRANK  BUCK!  — in  the 

first  of  its  new-style  modern  serials !  Guaran- 

tees smash  adult  as  well  as  juvenile  patronage! 

And  featured  with  Frank  Buck  will  be  the 

sensational  SASCHA  SIEMEL,  Brazilian 

"tiger  man"  who  kills  with  a  spear,  in 

amazing  adventures!  This  13-episode  serial  is 

the  most  outstanding  box-office  set-up  of  this 

year  ...  or  any  other  year! 

A   COLUMBIA  PICTURE 

No.  2 

^  capt.  FRANK  HAWK1 

Hero  of  radio's  mosl 

popular  juvenile  pro- 

J  gram!  Fastest  speed- 

flyer  in  the  world  in  th€ 

ADVENTURES   OF  THI 

MYSTERIOUS  PILOT 

No.  3 

THE  SECRET  OF 

TREASURE  ISLANE 

To  be  serialized  in  th< 

big-circulation  Argosy 

Magazine  — the  greates 

box-office  title  to  com< 

to  the  screen  in  years 

No.  4 

GREAT  ADVENTURES  O 

WILD  BILL  HICKOI 

Thundering  dramas  of  th 

Old  West— Epic  thrills  i 

the  danger-filled  life  « 

America's  bravest  an 

famous  Indian  fighte 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Interval ' '  Completed 
Announcement  that  J.  A.  Rank,  million- 

aire backer  of  British  National  and  Pine- 
wood,  had  resigned  his  chairmanship  of 
British  National  though  retaining  45  per 
cent  of  its  total  share  issue,  coincided  quite 

accidentally  with  the  completion  of  BN's 
Arthur  Tracey  picture,  "Interval  for  Ro- 

mance." It  is  not  believed  to  imply  any 
change  of  plans  by  BN,  in  which  the  main 
financial  holding  is  now  that  of  Lady  Yule, 
also  a  sterling  millionaire. 

"Interval  for  Romance"  is  of  interest  as 

the  work  of  England's  only  woman  pro- 
ducer, Dora  Nirva,  who  was  graduated  from 

the  post  of  30  shillings  a  week  script  girl 
to  Walter  Forde,  became  an  assistant  di- 

rector to  Victor  Saville  on  "Faithful  Heart," 
unit  production  manager  on  "Little  Friend" 
for  Gaumont  British,  and  production  man- 

ager for  the  Toeplitz  "Beloved  Vagabond," 
on  the  way  to  her  present  appointment  by 
John  Corfield,  managing  director  of  BN. 

Very  much  a  musical,  "Interval  for  Ro- 
mance" features  Lew  Stone  and  His  Band, 

and  Rawicz  and  Landauer,  piano  duetists,  in 
support  of  Tracey.  It  has  been  directed  by 

Jean  de  Marguenat,  of  "La  Robe  Rouge" 
fame,  and  is  BN's  third  film,  but  its  first  at 
Pinewood,  in  which  it  has  a  substantial 
holding. 

Inside — the  Forest 

Still  another  Denham  stage  has  gone  ex- 
terior. They  planted  a  forest  under  the  roof 

for  London's  "Knight  without  Armour,"  and 
something  of  the  same  sort  has  been  achieved 

for  the  Robert  T.  Kane  production,  "Under 
the  Red  Robe,"  for  which  Victor  Seastrom 
has  been  directing  against  woodland  glades 
that  are  mainly  synthetic. 

Building  up  the  stage  picture,  the  art 
director  discovered  that  lilies  and  roses,  not 
to  mention  dahlias  and  delphiniums,  would 
be  an  anachronism  in  a  picture  of  the 
France  of  1630.  The  great  Richelieu,  one  of 
the  main  figures  in  the  Kane  picture,  knew 
only  such  simple  blooms  as  asters  and  stocks. 

They  ate  with  fingers  at  that  date,  but 
in  this  detail  the  producers  are  putting  con- 

sideration for  the  film  fans'  feelings  before 
historical  accuracy.  "Annabella"  and  Con- 

rad Veidt,  leads,  with  Sophie  Stewart  and 
Wyndham  Goldie,  are  in  the  current  se- 
quences. 

Wilcox  Starts 

Jack  Raymond  has  done  first  scenes  at 
Pinewood  for  the  Herbert  Wilcox  produc- 

tion of  "The  Frog,"  a  considerable  success 
as  a  comedy  thriller  on  the  West  End  stage. 
Gordon  Harker  has  one  of  his  London  char- 

A  stilt-walking  clown  takes  a  look 

at  what  makes  the  wheels  go  'round 
during  the  taking  of  a  circus  sequence 

of  "Make  Up",  Standard  International 
feature  directed  at  Sound  City,  Lon- 

don, by  Alfred  Zeisler. 

acter  parts  in  this  Edgar  Wallace  adapta- 
tion, and  in  the  cast  is  Vavian  Gaye,  a  nine- 
teen year  old  novice  who  got  a  long-term 

contract  from  Mr.  Wilcox  on  the  strength 
of  her  first  tests.  Noah  Beery,  Carol  Good- 
ner,  Felix  Aylmer  and  Esme  Percy  are  also 
in  the  cast. 

Korda  Rests 

Alexander  Korda  has  gone  for  a  few  days 
rest  to  St.  Moritz  before  beginning  a  new 

season's  production  program  at  Denham.  At 
the  studio  in  the  meantime  Josef  von  Stern- 

berg is  taking  camera  tests  of  artists  and 

costumes  for  "I,  Claudius,"  and  among  other 
things  has  passed  the  robe  which  Merle 
Oberon  will  wear  as  Messalina. 

The  outdoor  lot  known  as  City  Square  is 

occupied  by  a  set  for  "Knight  without  Ar- 
mour," in  which  timber-laden  barges  lie 

at  the  quay  of  a  Russian  town.  Robert 
Donat  has  scenes  in  which  he  is  seen  escap- 

ing from  Bolshevik  soldiers. 
Victor  Saville  is  doing  preliminary  work 

on  "South  Riding,"  his  third  at  Denham. 
The  first,  "Dark  Journey,"  is  being  shown 
to  the  London  trade  this  month  and  the 

second,  "Storm  in  a  Teacup,"  is  being  cut. 
One  of  the  "London"  stars — the  huge  ele- 

phant Kala-Nag  ridden  by  Sabu,  boy  star  of 

the  Flaherty  "Elephant  Boy,"  is  to  become 
a  London  star  in  another  sense.  The  Lon- 

don Zoo  has  bought  him  and  he  is  walking 
300  miles  to  make  the  ship  at  Madras. 

Rex  Harrison,  following  on  the  lead  op- 

posite Miriam  Hopkins  in  "Men  are  not 
Gods,"  and  with  Vivien  Leigh  in  "Storm 
in  a  Teacup,"  has  been  given  a  long-term 
contract  by  Mr.  Korda. 

Itemized 

Adrianne  Renn,  Continental  stage  star,  has 

been  signed  for  the  Premier-Stafford  "The 
Wife  of  General  Ling,"  for  which  the  Rus- 

sian star  Inkijinoff,  famous  through  "Storm 
over  Asia,"  is  already  cast. 

Alexander  Film  Productions  will  make 

"Three  Mad  Men,"  from  a  Dave  Bader 
story,  at  Pinewood. 

Austria  Considering 

Compulsory  Dubbing 

The  Austrian  government  is  giving  seri- 
ous consideration  to  the  introduction  of 

measures  conditioning  the  importing  of 
American  films  into  Austria.  The  most  im- 

portant factor  in  the  plan  is  understood  to 
be  a  requirement  that  American  films  be 
dubbed  in  German  in  Austria. 

Robert  Schless,  Warner  manager  in 
Europe,  declared  in  Vienna  that  dubbing 
there  is  impossible,  citing  as  the  first  major 
objection  the  fact  that  such  films  are  not 
permitted  into  Germany. 

Indian  Society  Member 

Plans  Production  Tour 

G.  J.  Pathak  of  the  Motion  Picture  So- 
ciety of  India  is  planning  a  second  tour 

of  the  capitals  of  Europe,  starting  in  May, 

1937,  during  which  the  party  he  will  con- 
duct will  visit  factories  manufacturing  raw 

materials,  machinery  and  accessories  re- 
quired by  motion  picture  studios,  labora- 

tories, theatres  and  other  branches.  Long 
visits  are  planned  by  the  party  in  London, 
Paris,  Berlin  and  Moscow  to  study  actual 

production  methods. 

Proposes  Argentina 
Stimulate  Production 

Dr.  Miguel  Navas  has  placed  before  the 
City  Council  of  Buenos  Aires  a  proposal  for 
the  awarding  of  cash  prizes  for  the  best 
Argentinian  films  produced  each  year.  The 
Ministry  of  Justice  has  decreed  that  any 
producer  desiring  to  utilize  the  cooperation 
of  any  government  department  must  first 
submit  his  story  for  approval  by  the  Na- 

tional Commission  of  Culture. 
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BRITISH  PRODUCERS  AND  CRITICS 

BLAME  AMERICA  FOR  LOW  PROFITS 

But  Korda  Says  Giving 

Money  to  Adventurers 

Without  Film  Qualifications 

Produces    No  Masterpieces 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

"Blame  America"  seems  to  be  the  pre- 
scription of  British  producers  for  the  fever 

heat  to  which  Fleet  Street  interest  in  film 
finance  arose  with  the  rumors  and  denials 
and  whatnot  that  followed  announcement 

that  receivers  had  been  appointed  for  three 

companies  controlled  by  the  veteran  pro- 
ducer, Julius  Hagen — Twickenham  Film 

Productions,  Twickenham  Distributors,  and 

J.  H.  Productions — and  a  trade  press  story 

that  two  of  the  "Big  Five"  banks  (Barclay, 
Midland,  National  Provincial,  Lloyds,  and 
Westminster)  had  decided  to  make  no  more 
advances  to  film  interests. 

The  three  Hagen  companies  were  really 
one  concern  and,  though  the  stepping  in  of 
preferential  creditors  (the  Westminster 
Bank  in  the  case  of  Twickenham  Film  Pro- 

ductions and  C.  T.  Bowring  &  Co.,  for  in- 
surance interests,  in  that  of  the  other  two 

companies  suggested  that  ordinary  creditors 
might  get  very  little  and  shareholders  even 
less  in  a  final  winding-up,  there  was  no 
reason  to  see  a  collapse  of  the  British  pro- 

duction industry  in  this  single  failure,  even 
if  the  total  deficit  turned  out  to  be  in  six 

figures. 
Nevertheless  the  London  press  broke  out 

into  headlines  and  also  discovered  two 

things : 

That  British  films  had  been  financed  by 
advances  at  very  high  rates,  and 

That,  with  costs  paralleling  the  Holly- 
wood scale,  they  had  not  made  the 

American  market. 

Epitomizing  the  general  comment,  Paul  Holt, 
Express  film  writer,  explaining  his  headline, 

"British  Films  Face  Loss  of  £2,000,000,"  de- 
clared: "Failure  to  penetrate  the  American 

market  is  the  cause.  More  than  250  full-length 
films  were  made  in  the  year,  and  fewer  than 
a  dozen  have  played  to  anything  like  the  esti- 

mated profit  in  American  cinemas.  British  pro- 
ducers have  spent  more  than  £5,000,000.  Ignor- 

ing America,  the  most  they  can  rely  upon  get- 
ting back  from  the  home  market  and  overseas 

is  £3,000,000." Mr.  Holt  and  other  writers  also  discovered 
the  fact,  commented  on  somewhat  pungently 
by  John  Maxwell  in  his  evidence  before  the 
Moyne  Committee  and  long  generally  known 
in  the  industry,  that  a  big  percentage  of  British 
production  has  been  financed  by  bank  overdrafts 
guaranteed  by  insurance  interests. 
The  procedure  is  that  the  insurance  com- 

panies issue  a  policy  to  the  producer  to  the 
amount  of  the  overdraft.  The  producer  pays 
for  the  policy  at  rather  high  premium  rates. 
He  also  pays  bank  interest  on  the  overdraft. 
A  large  amount  of  British  production  capital 
has  cost  10  per  cent  per  annum  and  more. 
When,  as  frequently  happens,  the  capital  is 
finished  before  the  picture,  and  a  second  loan 

has  to  be  arranged,  the  "more"  is  apt  to  be  a lot. 
The  situation  is  further  complicated  by  the 

fact  that  the  insurance  interests  on  occasion 
place  some  of  their  own  risk  with  underwriters, 

OSTRER  EXPLAINS  HIS 

SHIPBOARD  STATEMENT 

A  Government  regulation  requiring 
American  companies  to  buy  English 

product  to  a  value  representing  25  per 
cent  of  the  amount  of  money  taken 

from  England  each  year  by  American 

interests  was  suggested  in  London- this 
week  by  Isidore  Ostrer,  in  a  press 
interview  supplementing  his  shipboard 
statements  of  late  last  week. 

Mr.  Ostrer  said  in  part,  "I  have  a 
concrete  proposal  for  the  Government. 

They  must  realize  that  pictures  can' 
not  pay  either  cultural  or  cash  divi- 

dends unless  they  achieve  a  world 
market.  Let  them  say  to  American 

producers:  continue  to  take  £7,000,- 
000  to  £10,000,000  yearly  from  this 
country,  but  you  must  buy  from  us 
pictures  to  a  value  of  25  per  cent  of 

that  amount." 

insuring  against  having  to  pay  out  on  the 
policy  held  by  the  producers.  In  all  this  the 
only  interests  not  financially  concerned  in  the 
success  of  the  picture  are  the  banks. 

The  banks,  in  this  type  of  transaction,  have  not 
advanced  a  penny  on  film  values. 

They  have  given  an  overdraft  on  the  strength 
of  the  credit-worthiness  of  the  insurance  interests. 

So  far  as  they  have  refused  to  grant  further 
advances  on  this  type  of  policy  it  is  because  the 
insurance  interests  have  been  unable  to  provide security. 

The  banks  have  never  done  "film  business",  in 
the  sense  of  backing  a  production  plan.  Even  in 
the  case  of  the  big  groups  their  advances  have 
been  based  on  tangible  assets.  Therefore,  the  story 
of  a  dry-up  by  the  banks,  which  started  the  press- 
scare,  is  quite  inaccurate.  It  is  inaccurate  even 

as  regards  "production  insurance"  finance;  over- drafts were  being  granted  on  the  type  of  policy 
described  even  while  the  newspapers  were  run- 

ning their  production  collapse  stories. 
To  talk  of  a  possible  shortage  of  capital  for 

the  British  production  industry  is  misleading. 
There  is  a  widely  held  opinion  that  it  has  been 
financed  on  much  too  lavish  a  scale  and  it  is 
notorious  that  a  great  deal  of  the  money  has 
gone  to  persons  quite  unfit  to  be  trusted  with 
it.  Many  of  the  companies  nominally  capitalized 
at  £100  and  working  on  insurance  loans,  have 
been  run  with  almost  incredible  incompetence. 
Films  have  been  made  from  scripts  written  or 

altered  "on  the  floor."  Imported  Hollywood 
stars,  at  more  than  Hollywood  rates,  have  been 
left  idle,  but  not  unpaid,  for  weeks  because  no 
proper  production  schedule  has  been  worked  out. 
For  double  or  more  the  amount  spent  on  a  Hol- 

lywood "A"  film,  this  type  of  producer  achieves 
a  picture  of  "quickie"  quality. 

These  pictures,  for  which  it  can  certainly  be 

claimed  that,  in  cost,  they  have  been  "made  on 
the  Hollywood  scale",  naturally  fail  to  make  the American  market.  Many  of  them  are  not  good 
enough  for  British  exhibition,  even  with  the  com- 

pulsion of  the  Quota. 
Nevertheless,  "absence  of  an  American  release" 

is  the  reason  put  forward  for  the  failure  of  British 
production  financed  and  conducted  in  the  way 
described. 

The  fallacy  behind  the  assumption  that  be- 
cause British  production  has  spent  £5,000,000 — 

Julius  Hagen  Compares  Costs 

and  Receipts  of  Six  Twick- 
enham Films;  Points  to 

Weak  Bookings  in  U.S. 

to  adopt  Mr.  Holt's  figures — it  must  recover 
that  amount  plus  working  figures — it  must  re- 

cover that  amount  plus  working  expenses  and 
profits,  is  painfully  obvious,  but  only  Mr.  Alex- 

ander Korda,  in  a  temperate  and  clo'sely  rea- soned letter  to  the  Daily  Telegraph,  seems  pub- 
licly to  have  stressed  the  fact  that,  if  you  give 

your  money  to  a  financial  adventurer  without 
film  qualifications,  he  is  not  likely  to  supply 
masterpieces  for  the  American  or  any  other market. 

Blame  Films  Act  Also 

The  inevitable  collapse  of  a  large  percentage 
of  the  type  of  British  production  companies 
which  work  on  "insurance"  capital  has  been 
foreseen  for  a  long  time.  There  in  fact  have 
been  several  such  failures,  attracting  no  special 
attention.  Many  find  the  original  cause  in  un- 

sound economic  conditions  created  by  the  Films 
Act,  yet  an  increase  of  the  quota,  rather  than 
its  abolition,  is  now  being  considered. 
The  tendency  to  blame  it  all  on  to  America 

is  not  confined  to  the  frankly  wildcat  type  of 
producer.  Julius  Hagen  is  a  man  who  made 
pictures  profitably  for  several  years,  yet  in  an- 

nouncing a  new  contract  to  make  twelve  fea- 
tures a  year  for  Mr.  Maxwell  of  Associated 

British  Pictures,  he  told  a  press  luncheon  party 
that  the  ultimate  failure  of  his  Twickenham  en- 

terprises was  due  to  the  fact  that,  in  place  of 
profitable  inexpensive  films  for  British  use,  he 
began  to  make  dear  ones  for  world  distribution 
and  failed  to  get  it  on  an  adequate  scale. 

Mr.  Hagen  made  some  particular  as  well  as 
some  general  assertions  in  support  of  an  ac- 

cusation, about  the  American  trade,  that  "they 
are  not  friendly ;  they  don't  try  to  help  us,  and 
they  never  have  tried  to  help  us."  He  alleged 
that  the  distributors  of  "Scrooge,"  after  de- manding 140  prints  at  Christmas,  1935,  excused 
poor  bookings  by  the  statement  that  the  film 

was  too  late  for  general  release.  "This  Christ- 
mas," he  said,  "they  forecast  $200,000  to  $220,- 

000,  but  the  actual  American  total  receipts  on 

the  film  are  $6,000." 
Costs  and  Receipts 

The  basis  of  an  American  distribution  deal, 

he  said,  should  be :  "You  are  taking  millions 
out  of  England ;  give  us  dollars  when  you 
make  the  contract  and  we  will  sign  your  big 
artistes  and  give  you  the  sort  of  picture  you 

give  us." 

A  valuable  feature  of  Mr.  Hagen's  speech 
was  the  disclosure  of  the  following  actual  cost 
and  world  receipts  of  some  of  the  pictures 
which  Twickenham  made  after  it  undertook  its 
own  distribution  : 

Cost  Receipts 
"Scrooge"    £24,000  £33,000 
"The  Private  Secretary"   £30,000  £25,000 
"The  Last  Journey"'   £27,000  £24,000 
"A  Fire  Has  Been  Arranged"   £29,000  £18,000 
"She  Shall  Have  Music"   £4S,000  £60,000 
"In   the   Soup"   £32,000  £20,500 

The  most  expensive  picture,  "She  Shall  Have 
Music,"  showed  the  best  margin  of  receipts 

over  costs.  Many  British  critics  ranked  "The 
Private  Secretary"  as  a  weak  film.  "A  Fire 
Has  Been  Arranged"  had  a  distinctively  British 
appeal.  Also,  the  world  gross  of  the  pictures 
is  considerably  less,  in  five  of  the  six  cases, 
than  the  United  kingdom  gross  obtained  on 

many  British  pictures.  In  fact,  Mr.  Hagen's figures  seem  to  prove  very  little,  in  regard  to 
(Continued  on  page  62) 
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Snarls  Bo'sun's  Mate  Vic 

AND  THE  FUN  AND  FIGHTS 
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POUNDING  THRILLS  OF 

THE  STORM-LASHED 

SEA  PLUS  WISE-CRACKS 

ND  DRAMA  AND  LOVE! 

BIG  SHOW  VALUE  FOR 

FANS  AND  THEATRES 

EVERYWHERE! 
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(Continued  from  page  59) 
the  American  market,  unless  it  is  that  the 
U.  S.  failed  to  make  up  for  disappointing  British 
receipts  on  these  comparatively  low-cost  films. 
Mr.  Hagen  puts  the  maximum  commercial 

cost  of  a  British  picture,  for  British  distribution, 
at  £25,000  and  his  new  company  probably  will 
work  within  that  figure  for  its  output  for 
ABP.  Perhaps  the  shortest  comment  on  the 
existing  British  situation  is  that  for  £25,000 
Mr.  Hagen  probably  will  make  as  good  a  pic- 

ture as  many  which  cost  £60,000  to  £80,000 
and  which  are  a  dead  loss,  due,  of  course,  to  a 

"disappointing  American  release." 
V 

Reisman  Hits  at  Moyne  Plan 

Receiving  the  British  trade  press  on  his 
arrival  in  London,  Phil  Reisman,  foreign  man- 

ager of  Radio  Pictures,  made  a  more  outspoken 
attack  on  the  quota  proposals  of  the  Moyne 
Report  than  previously  had  been  heard  from 
any  American  executive. 

If  the  Films  Act  were  revised  on  the  lines 
of  the  Report,  he  said,  the  ultimate  increase 
of  the  Quota  to  50  per  cent  and  the  uncertainty 
created  by  the  Quality  Clause  might  put  Ameri- 

can companies  out  of  business  in  England. 
Even  if  it  were  practicable  to  split  produc- 

tion between  Hollywood  and  London,  a  run  of 
poor  British  pictures  might  make  an  Ameri- 

can producer  insolvent,  he  aded. 
Reduction  of  the  Hollywood  schedule  to  ac- 

commodate pictures  made  in  England  would 
mean  an  increase  of  production  costs  of  from 
25  to  30  per  cent,  which  would  entail  higher 
rental  charges,  for  inferior  pictures. 

Radio  would  make  two  or  three  pictures  a 
year  in  England  even  if  there  were  no  Quota, 
but  it  was  physically  impossible  to  make  fifteen 
or  twenty,  said  Mr.  Reisman.  He  emphasized 
the  impossibility  of  accurately  scheduling  an 
artist  for  a  British  film  following  a  Hollywood 
picture. 

The  serious  effects  on  public  patronage  of 
the  fall  in  quality  which  would  follow  the  re- 

duction of  Hollywood  production  was  also 
cited  by  the  Radio  chief. 

That  the  Hays  office  might  cooperate  in 
counter-suggestions  from  U.S.  distributors  to 
the  Board  of  Trade,  and  that  the  American 
State  Department  would  consider  the  general 
trade  situation  if  the  Moyne  proposals  were 
adopted,  were  other  statements  made. 

V 

Wage  Reductions  Ordered 

London  Films  has  advised  all  employes  that 

salary  cuts  will  be  instituted  "as  part  of  a  policy 
of  the  most  stringent  economy  to  safeguard  the 

future  of  the  company."  The  cuts  will  be  of  five 
per  cent  on  salaries  of  £5  to  £10,  10  per  cent 
on  salaries  from  £10  to  £20,  and  15  per  cent  on 
salaries  over  £20. 

It  is  understood  the  reductions  were  ordered 
by  the  Prudential  Life  Assurance  Co.,  as  a 
condition  of  its  agreement  to  back  Alexander 
Korda,  head  of  London  Films,  for  another  year. 

Canada  Fails  to 

Become  Excited 

by  J.  A.  COWAN 
in  Toronto 

To  the  report  that  British  producers  were 

"facing  bankruptcy,"  as  cabled  by  Grant 
Dexter,  Toronto  GZo&u-Winnipeg  Free  Press 
correspondent  in  London,  theatre  folk  here 
lifted   eyebrows   instead  of  viewing  with 

alarm.  As  one  manager  put  it,  "It  was  only 
a  few  weeks  ago  that  we  were  asked  to  get 
alarmed  because  of  the  amount  of  Hollywood 
capital  that  was  invested  in  British  film 
production  and  because  the  British  industry 

was  being  Americanized." On  the  general  public,  perhaps,  the  whole 
thing  has  had  an  unfortunate  effect,  since 
the  patriotic  angle  does  not  work  at  the 

Canadian  box-office  and  this  "scare  story" 
popped  just  at  a  time  when  the  Canadian 
appetite  for  British  fare  was  steadily  improv- 

ing.  The  industry,  in  Canada,  takes  it  to 

COLOR  CINEMATOGRAPHY,  by 

Maj.  Adrian  Bernard  Klein.  Boston: 

American  Photographic  Publishing 

Company.  5'/^.  x  S1/?.  350  pp. 
(Printed  in  England.) 

This  is  at  once  a  history  of  the  unre- 
mitting efforts  of  science  to  add  color  to 

the  effects  of  the  motion  picture  image, 

and  a  text  book  on  the  many  and  some- 
what discouragingly  complex  methods  pur- 
sued in  these  efforts.  Bringing  together 

for  the  first  time  in  a  unified  work  the 

mass  of  technical  data  developed  and  com- 

piled by  numerous  investigators  and  in- 
ventors, the  author  (he  is  himself  technical 

director  of  a  company  controlling  certain 

processes)  has  used  them  to  compose  no 
mere  handbook,  but  to  formulate  as  well  a 

statement  of  persistent  practical  prob- 
lems, and  he  does  not  shy  away  from 

occasions  to  present  his  own  conclusions 
about  them. 

Dealing  with  the  subject  in  two  general 

divisions — the  first,  theory  and  practice; 

the  second,  color  physics  and  physiology — 
the  discussion  is  particularly  thorough  in 
its  treatment  of  the  specific  systems  which 

have  been  offered  for  commercial  applica- 
tion. These  are  detailed  in  relation  to  the 

basic  processes  which  they  represent  (ad- 
ditive, subtractive,  etc.). 

In  opening  the  chapter  on  the  general 

theoretical  basis  of  color  in  cinematog- 
raphy, the  author  includes  consideration  of 

color  projection,  concerning  which  too  lit- 
tle has  been  said,  or  perhaps,  about  which 

too  little  has  been  available  to  say.  Recog- 
nizing the  difficulty  encountered  in  the 

theatre  when  introducing  color  films  into  a 

system  geared  to  black-and-white,  he  sug- 
gests restoration  of  the  unperforated 

screen  and  of  the  pure  carbon  arc,  and  also 

reduction  of  the  screen  area.  These  sug- 
gestions rather  beg  the  question,  however, 

since  color  can  never  be  more  than  one  of 

the  many  factors  in  determining  the  char- 
acteristics of  either  the  projection  system 

or  the  size  and  form  of  the  auditorium. 

mean  that  the  end  is  arriving  for  the  British 
frenzied  finance  boom  in  celluloid. 

To  newspapermen,  Col.  John  A.  Cooper, 
head  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  and  Dis- 

tributors of  Canada,  said  that  the  British 
quota  laws  and  a  dearth  of  suitable  story 
material  were  responsible  for  British  film 
troubles.  He  estimated  that  85  per  cent  of 

Canada's  films  were  currently  coming  from 
U.  S. 

"I'm  convinced  that  they'd  have  done  bet- 

ter if  they  had  never  had  a  quota  law,"  he 
said.  "Over-production  makes  a  man  lazy." 

It  is  highly  questionable,  in  any  event, 
that  a  solid  screen  would  offer  appreciable 

advantage  in  color  projection.  The  im- 
portance given  it  here  is  probably  derived 

from  the  author's  belief  that,  as  he  states, 
the  present  perforations  reduce  the  reflec- 

tion power  of  the  screen  surface  as  much 

as  30  per  cent.  That  was  true  of  the  orig- 
inal porous  screen.  Perforations,  however 

(when  the  standardized  widths  are  main- 
tained), represent  a  reduction  in  reflected 

light  of  only  nine  per  cent. 
This  citation — and  a  few  others  of  sim- 

ilar nature  might  be  added — should  by  no 
means  suggest  that  the  book  is  not  well 
informed.  To  the  contrary,  it  is  obviously 

a  painstaking  performance,  and  probably 
as  complete  as  the  matter  warrants  at  this 
time,  with  an  emphasis  on  the  practical 

aspects  of  actual  application  that  com- 
mends it  to  a  place  among  the  equipment 

of  all  persons  concerned  with  the  technics 

of  motion  picture  production.  It  is  pro- 
fusely illustrated  with  both  specimens  in 

halftone  and  explanatory  graphs. 

In  addition  to  the  divisions  already  in- 
dicated, there  is  an  historical  summary, 

beginning  with  Newton's  color  vision 
theory  of  1672,  and  including  a  list  of  color 

patents  taken  out  since  1875;  also  an  ap- 
pendix containing  brief  discussions  of 

Technicolor  lenses,  the  Klein  tricolor 

camera,  the  Harmonicolor  process  and  a 
glossary  of  terms  used  in  color  technology. 
There  are  two  indices,  one  by  personal 
names,  the  other  by  subjects. 

It  is  not  surprising,  of  course,  that  no- 
where in  the  book  does  Mr.  Klein  attempt 

to  define  color  in  cinematography.  His 
closing  chapter  on  color  rendering  and 
color  effects  leads  up  to  one,  but  as  is  the 

case  generally  (if  not  exclusively),  no  dis- 
tinction is  observed  between  real  color  and 

realistic  color — that  is  to  say,  between  color 
as  we  apprehend  it  around  us  and  the 
effect  of  color  stimulated  by  reflected  light 
from  a  framed  focal  point  with  which  the 
spectator  has  no  spatial  identity.  This,  as 
the  writer  views  it,  is  a  fundamental  part 

of  the  problem. — G.  S. 

BOOKS  IN  REVIEW 
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GERMAN  FILM  INDUSTRY  IS  PUSHED 

FURTHER  TOWARD  "CENTRALIZATION 

Theatre  Attendance  Increasing, 

but  Only  One-third  of  Total 

Capacity  Is  Occupied; 

Independence  Reduced 

"Current  tendencies"  in  the  German  mo- 
tion picture  industry  are  described  in  a  re- 
port received  by  the  United  States  Depart- 
ment of  Commerce,  at  Washington,  from  R. 

M.  Stephenson,  U.  S.  Trade  Commissioner 
at  Berlin.  His  observations  include  the  fol- 

lowing : 

Centralization  of  German  film  industry 

is  nearly  completed. 
Independence  of  theatre  owners  has 

been  greatly  lessened. 
Attendance  at  German  theatres  is  in- 

creasing, bringing  rental  increases  of  some 
25  per  cent  to  distributors.  However,  only 

one-third  of  the  total  capacity  is  being 
occupied. 

German  income  from  film  exports  has 

dropped  from  40  per  cent  in  1933  to 
12  per  cent. 
Shortage  of  talent  has  brought  a 

tripled  increase  in  actors'  salaries. 
Compulsory  elimination  of  double  bills 

is  bringing  higher  quality  of  production. 
Production  costs  have  doubled  in  two 

years,  cutting  completed  production  by 
30  per  cent  of  original  schedules. 

A  sharp  shortage  of  capital  is  noticeable. 

Reports  on  the  actual  conditions  of  the  indus- 
try in  Germany  have  been  vague,  at  best,  for 

some  time,  because  of  the  restrictions  imposed 
on  the  press  and  the  careful  supervision  on  pub- 

lication exercised  by  the  Hitler  Government. 

Mr.  Stephenson's  report  to  the  United  States 
Commerce  Department  explains  many  condi- 

tions about  which  little  or  nothing  is  known  in 
America.    His  report  follows  : 
During  the  1935-36  season,  attendance  and 

receipts  of  German  cinemas  were  about  35  per 
cent  greater  than  in  1932-33,  the  worst  year 
of  the  depression,  and  some  15  per  cent  higher 
than  for  the  1934-35  season.  This  favorable 
trend  is  continuing  in  the  present  season  and 
appears  even  to  be  somewhat  accelerated,  as 
some  distributors  report  increases  in  receipts 
of  as  much  as  25  per  cent  or  more  as  compared 
with  last  year.  That  there  is  still  plenty  of 
room  for  improvement,  however,  is  indicated  by 
the  fact  that  during  the  past  season  only  about 
one-third  of  the  total  capacity  of  the  cinemas 
was  occupied. 

Statistics  of  attendance  and  receipts  in  recent 
years  are  as  follows,  the  totals  for  visitors  and 
receipts  being  in  terms  of  millions  and  ticket 
price  in  reichmarks : 

1932-   1933-    1934-  1935 
1925      1928     1933*   1934*  1935**  1936** Visitors   272       353       238       247       280  305 

Receipts   187       275       176       178      205  240 
Average  price 

per  ticket   0.69     0.78     0.74     0.72     0.73  0.75 

*  Year  ended  March. 
**  Year  ended  June. 

There  has  been  an  interesting  increase  in  ci- 
nema attendance  in  small  and  medium-sized 

towns.  During  the  second  quarter  of  1936,  as 
compared  with  the  same  quarter  of  the  preced- 

ing year,  attendance  in  large  towns  increased 
by  17  per  cent,  that  in  medium-sized  towns  by 

GERMANS  PRODUCE 

FRENCH  PICTURES 

The  increasing  number  of  French 

language  films  being  produced  in  Ger- 
man studios  is  said  to  be  causing  con- 
cern to  the  French  motion  picture 

industry,  according  to  a  report  to  the 

United  States  Department  of  Com- 
merce from  assistant  trade  commis- 

sioner E.  C.  Taylor  in  Paris. 

At  present  such  pictures  are  ad- 
mitted to  the  French  market  free  of 

duty  and  it  is  reported  that  there  is 
a  movement  by  the  French  producers 
to  have  restrictions  placed  on  their 

importation. 

26  per  cent,  and  that  in  small  towns  by  33  per 
cent.  Considering  that  the  large  towns  supply 
about  70  per  cent  of  total  attendance,  although 
their  population  is  only  about  30  per  cent  of  the 
total,  there  would  appear  to  be  still  a  large  field 
for  further  increase  in  the  smaller  towns. 
In  1932-33  receipts  from  exports  covered 

about  40  per  cent  of  German  production  costs. 
In  1933-34  this  proportion  fell  to  18  per  cent 
and  in  the  last  two  seasons  it  has  been  only 
around  12  per  cent.  For  most  of  the  super 
films  export  profits  still  take  care  of  15  to  20 
per  cent  of  production  costs,  but  for  many  of 
the  films  export  receipts  are  insignificant  and 
about  half  of  the  German  film  production  can- 

not be  exported  at  all. 
Partially  as  a  result  of  the  emigration  of 

"non-Aryan"  artists  and  the  enlargement  of 
film  production  in  Austria,  salaries  to  the  well 
known  actors  remaining  in  Germany  have  been 
greatly  increased.  Over  the  last  three  years  it 
is  estimated  that  salaries  have  been  more  than 

tripled  and  that  popular  actors  are  now  receiv- 
ing reichmarks  70,000  to  120,000  per  film  and 

singers  reichmarks  200,000  to  350,000.  The  in- 
crease in  star  salaries  has  been  reflected  pro- 

portionately in  the  lower  grades  and  "second- 
rate"  actors  are  now  receiving  reichmarks  40,- 
000  to  50,000  per  film  and  character  actors 
reichmarks  8,000  per  month.  Salaries  of  the 
technical  staff  have  been  similarly  raised. 

Picture  Quality  Emphasized 

With  the  elimination  of  the  double  feature 
program,  greater  emphasis  is  being  placed  on 
the  quality  of  feature  films.  This  development 
is  in  answer  to  the  natural  demands  of  the  film 
audiences  whose  programs  have  been  reduced 
and  who  more  and  more  tend  to  go  to  see  a 

particular  feature  rather  than  just  to  "go  to  the 
movies."  The  result  has  been  an  increase  in 
the  technical  and  artistic  quality  and,  conse- 

quently, a  corresponding  increase  in  the  cost  of 
production. 

Current  production  costs  are  nearly  double 
those  of  only  two  or  three  years  ago,  as  the 
following  figures  of  average  film  costs  show : 

1932-  33    RM  220,000  -  250,000 
1933-  34    RM  300,000  -  350,000 
1935-36    RM  400,000  -  450,000 

To  the  above  production  costs  must  be  added 
some  reichmarks  80,000-100,000  for  copying  and 
for  the  required  accessory  program  of  cultural 
film  and  news  reel  and  reichmarks  100,000  for 
distributing  costs.  This  brings  the  average  total 
expense  in  connection  with  each  feature  film, 

Film  Export  Income  Drops  to  1 2 

Per  Cent;  Actor  Salaries  Trip- 

led; Production  Standards  Im- 

proved by  Barring  Double  Bills 
exclusive  of  advertising  and  incidentals,  to  about 
reichmarks  650,000.  To  reimburse  this  amount 
entirely  from  domestic  receipts  would  require 
an  attendance  of  more  than  3,000,000,  while  the 

average  attendance  during  the  1935-36  season 
was  only  1,800,000. 

The  trend  toward  better  pictures  and  the  in- 
crease in  production  costs  has  caused  more 

complete  use  of  studio  capacity.  In  1933  studio 
operation  averaged  47.2  per  cent  of  capacity; 
in  1934  this  increased  to  54.0  per  cent  and  in 
1935  to  66.2  per  cent.  As  the  number  of  films 
produced  in  1935  was  about  25  per  cent  less 
than  in  1933,  the  increase  in  employed  capac- 

ity indicates  that  about  80  per  cent  more  studio 
time  is  given  each  film  than  in  1933. 

Critical  Cost  Situation 

With  production  costs  increased  by  70  or  80 
per  cent  over  the  past  three  years  as  against 
an  increase  of  only  30  to  40  per  cent  in  do- 

mestic receipts  and  a  decline  in  export  profits, 
a  serious  if  not  even  a  dangerous  situation  for 
the  German  film  industry  is  clearly  indicated. 
That  this  position  has  not  become  even  more 
critical  is  due  primarily  to  the  fact  that  the 
German  film  industry  has  not  been  able  to  live 
up  to  its  announced  production  program.  Pro- 

duction has,  in  fact,  been  at  an  unexpectedly 
low  level.  For  the  1934-35  season  it  was  an- 

nounced that  175  films  would  be  produced  (in- 
cluding those  to  be  produced  in  Austria)  but 

of  these  60  could  not  be  completed.  Similarly 
for  the  1935-36  season  155  films  were  an- 

nounced, of  which  more  than  30  were  not  com- 
pleted. Had  the  industry  been  able  actually  to 

accomplish  all  that  it  had  intended,  its  pre- 
carious position  because  of  the  unsatisfactory  re- 

lation between  costs  and  receipts  would  have 
been  greatly  emphasized. 

The  following  table  shows  the  decline  in  Ger- 
man production  in  recent  years  as  well  as  the 

great  reduction  in  the  number  of  films  exhibited in  Germany : 

Films  1933-  1934-  1935- 
Exhibited  1928     1930  1932  1934  1935  1936* 
German   224       151  127  123  104  108 
Foreign   293       154  83  90  84  79 
Of  which  Ameri- can  (159)      (97)  (54)  (53)  (40)  (35) 
Austrian   (5)  (10)  (7)  (11)  (14) 

Total   517      305      210      213      188  187* 
•Approximate. 

The  difficulties  through  which  the  German 
film  industry  has  been  passing  have  tended  to 
eliminate  the  financially  weaker  members  and 
have  led  to  a  quicker  and  more  complete  cen- 

tralization than  is  to  be  found  in  any  other 
branch  of  German  industry. 

Distribution  Problems 

In  1928  there  were  some  300  distributing  com- 
panies operating  in  Germany.  With  the  intro- 

duction of  the  sound  film  this  number  was  great- 
ly reduced  but  in  1932  nearly  25  per  cent  of 

German  films  were  still  distributed  by  small 
district  distributors  and  an  additional  33 

per  cent  by  medium-sized  and  small  groups  of 
distributors.  The  share  of  the  smaller  dis- 

tributors in  the  distribution  of  foreign  films  also 
remained  important.  In  1933  came  the  elimina- 

tion of  the  Jewish  companies  which  had  consti- 
tuted considerably  more  than  half  of  the  total 

(Continued  on  page  66) 
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GERMAN  STUDIO  COSTS  DOUBLED 

{Continued  from  page  63) 
number  of  distributors  and  about  a  third  of  the 
remaining  firms  were  put  out  of  business  by 
the  Reichsfilm  Chamber  because  of  insufficient 

financial  resources.  During  the  1934-35  season 
only  about  25  or  30  per  cent  of  the  films  ex- 

hibited, the  total  number  of  which  had  been 
greatly  reduced,  were  distributed  by  nine  or  ten 
medium-sized  firms  and  a  few  smaller  ones.  By 
1935-36  the  small  district  distributors  had  al- 

most entirely  disappeared  and  of  the  medium- 
sized  firms  only  three  were  still  actually  operat- 
ing. 

In  the  meantime  the  large  distributors  also 
had  suffered.  (In  1934  there  was  the  Aafa 
bankruptcy,  in  1935  the  Terra  had  new  diffi- 

culties.) Most  of  the  large  distributors  now 
operating  originated  in  former  bankruptcies 
and  they  are  working  with  capitals  of  RM  100,- 
000-600,000  instead  erf  RM  5,000,000-10,000,000 
as  before  the  crisis.  Ufa  and  Tobis  are  the  only 
concerns  which  have  remained  intact  throughout 
this  transformation  but  they  have  had  other 
sources  of  income  aside  from  film  production 
and  distribution.  In  1936-37  these  two  firms 
will  distribute  about  two-thirds  of  all  German 
film  production. 

Production  Changes 

Most  German  films  in  the  past  have  been 
produced  not  by  the  distributors  themselves  but 
by  independent  producing  firms  on  order  from 
the  distributors.  Such  producing  firms  have 
been  small,  making  only  one  or  two  films  a  year 
or,  in  a  few  cases,  three  to  five.  Under  this 
system  the  producer  supplied  some  20  per  cent 
of  the  cost  of  production,  20  to  40  per  cent  came 
from  advance  sale  of  the  foreign  rights,  and  the 
German  distributor  had  to  guarantee  40  to  60 
per  cent.  The  net  profit  usually  was  divided 
equally  between  the  producer  and  the  dis- 
tributor. 

With  the  elimination  of  Jewish  capital  from 
the  industry  and  the  disappearance  of  most  of 
the  independent  producers,  the  old  system  has 
undergone  a  complete  change.  In  some  cases 
new  firms  attempted  to  go  into  production  with 
insufficient  financial  means  and  lost  their  capital 
in  their  first  unsuccessful  attempts.  As  a  result 
of  this  situation  the  responsibility,  both  artistic 
and  commercial,  has  passed  more  and  more  to 
the  distributor.  Recently  with  the  decline  in 
exports  the  distributor  has  also  had  to  guarantee 
that  part  of  production  costs  (20  to  40  per  cent) 
previously  covered  by  the  sale  of  the  foreign 
rights. 

Today  the  film  producer  is  only  technically  in- 
dependent and  is  actually  merely  a  production 

director  engaged  anew  for  every  film  by  the 
distributor.  In  addition  to  his  salary  he  gets 
a  certain  percentage  (usually  7yi  per  cent)  of 
the  production  costs  for  his  office  and  other 
incidental  expenses. 

As  a  result  of  the  greater  concentration 

in  distribution  and  production,  the  inde- 
pendence of  the  theatre  owners  has  been 

greatly  lessened,  the  more  so  because  of 
the  scarcity  of  films.  It  has  become  more 
and  more  difficult  to  make  favorable  terms 

with  the  distributors  and  the  predominance 
of  the  large  distributors  has  enforced 

block-booking  by  which  the  theatre  owner 
is  obliged  to  bear  a  part  of  the  risk.  On 

the  other  hand,  gross  receipts  of  the  the- 
atre owners  during  the  past  season  were 

at  least  40  per  cent  higher  than  in 
1932-33. 

Increased  production  costs,  the  elimination  of 
Jewish  capital,  and  the  decline  in  exports  have 

ANTI-FASCIST  PLAY 

CONTEST  STARTED 

The  New  York  City  Division  of 
the  American  League  Against  War 
and  Fascism,  in  its  search  for  dramatic 
material,  has  announced  the  opening 

this  week  of  a  play  contest  which  will 

close  April  1.  Three  prizes  will  be  of- 
fered for  manuscripts  of  10  to  30 

minutes  running  time  on  any  subject 

within  the  scope  of  the  league's  inter- 
ests and  activities.  Among  the  judges 

will  be  John  Howard  Lawson,  play- 
wright; Alfred  Kreymborg,  poet  and 

playwright,  and  Mordecai  Gorelik, 
designer. 

resulted  in  a  sharp  shortage  of  capital  in  the 
film  industry.  New  capital  has  seldom  been  ob- 

tainable and  the  available  supply  has  been  re- 
duced by  losses  during  the  crisis.  In  an  attempt 

to  remedy  the  situation  and  especially  to  replace 
emigrated  Jewish  capital,  the  Film  Kredit  Bank 
was  established  in  1933.  A  new  financial  burden 
has  been  placed  upon  the  film  industry  by  the 
decree  of  the  Reichs  Film  Chamber  at  the  be- 

ginning of  1936,  according  to  which  production 
is  to  be  more  evenly  distributed  over  the  year. 
As  there  is  normally  a  lag  of  six  or  nine  months 
between  the  completion  of  a  film  and  its  first 
run,  the  practical  effect  of  this  decree  is  to  en- 

force during  the  transition  period  the  produc- 
tion of  a  two  years'  supply  of  films  during  18 

months.  It  is  estimated  that  the  new  produc- 
tion plans  will  require  an  additional  capital  out- 

lay of  RM  15,000,000  to  20,000,000. 

Deficit  for  1935-36  Season 

In  spite  of  the  increase  in  attendance  and  the 
better  utilization  of  films  (because  of  the  re- 

duced production)  the  1935-36  season  is  con- 
sidered to  have  shown  a  very  considerable 

deficit.  Receipts  and  expenditures  for  the  sea- 
son have  been  reliably  estimated  as  follows : 

RECEIPTS 

Of  Ge  rman  distributors   RM  70,000,000 
From  exports  of  German  films...  7,000,000 

Total  receipts    77,000,000 
EXPENDITURES 
Production  costs    50,000,000 
Costs  for  copying,  accessory  pro- 

gram, distribution    25-30,000,000 
Licenses  for  foreign  films   10-12,000,000 

Total  expenditures    85-92,000,000 
Deficit    8-12,000,000 

The  deficit  in  the  1935-36  season  as  com- 
pared with  1932-33  is  the  result  of  increased 

production  costs  and  decreased  export  receipts 
which  offset  the  increased  receipts  from  do- 

mestic distribution.  The  relative  changes  be- 
tween the  two  seasons  are  as  follows : 

Domestic  receipts    +  RM  20,000,000 
Receipts  from  exports  —  10,000,000 

Total  receipts    +  10,000,000 

Production  costs    +  RM  20,000,000 

These  losses  have  not  been  felt  equally  by 
all  branches  of  the  industry.  Many  of  the 
smaller  distributors  and  producers  have  seen  all 
of  their  capital  consumed  in  the  last  few  years 
and  their  suppliers — raw  film  manufacturers, 

studios,  copying  firms,  and  so  on — have  suffered 
with  them.  The  larger  companies  have  better 
withstood  the  crisis  but  even  these  are  lucky  if 
they  closed  the  last  fiscal  year  without  a  loss, 
and  in  most  cases  the  losses  were  doubtless  con- 

siderable. It  is  said  that  the  three  or  four 
features  in  a  block  of  films  usually  showed  some 
profit  but  that  this  was  offset  by  losses  of 
RM  100,000-200,000  on  the  dozen  or  so  medium 
length  and  short  films  in  the  block  so  that 
unless  there  was  an  unexpected  profit  on  some 
cheap  film,  the  distributor  could  seldom  avoid 
a  considerable  loss. 

Various  efforts  are  naturally  being  made  to 
overcome  the  handicaps  from  which  the  industry 
is  suffering  and  to  this  end  a  principal  means 
is  the  attempt  to  increase  film  earnings.  In 
some  cases  there  is  an  appeal  for  public  financial 
support  on  the  ground  that  a  given  film  has  a 
national  cultural  value.  As  a  rule,  however,  the 
efforts  are  directed  at  increasing  receipts 
through  greater  attendance  and  at  reducing 
production  costs.  In  the  latter  case  the  Film 
Kredit  Bank  is  in  a  decisive  position  and  the 
future  of  the  industry  depends  to  a  great  ex- 

tent on  the  policy  it  adopts. 
The  desire  to  raise  receipts  for  German  films 

naturally  increases  the  opposition  to  the  show- 
ing of  foreign,  especially  of  American  films  in 

Germany.  Another  means  of  easing  the  situa- 
tion is  exemplified  in  the  negotiations  with  other 

countries  (as  Italy,  Czechoslovakia,  Poland, 
Austria,  and  Hungary)  for  associated  produc- 

tion abroad. 

Increasing  Capital 

Various  plans  are  being  discussed  for  in- 
creasing the  amount  of  capital  available  to  the 

film  industry  but  so  far  no  definite  program  has 
been  determined  and  put  into  action.  There 
have  been  attempts  to  attract  foreign  capital  in 
blocked  mark  accounts  into  the  industry  and  it 
has  been  suggested  that  the  Government  guaran- 

tees credit  as  it  does  in  the  case  of  second  mort- 
gages for  housing  construction.  There  have 

also  been  rumors,  repeatedly  denied,  to  the  effect 
that  the  whole  film  industry  would  be  taken  over 
by  the  Government.  As  the  theatre  owners  so 
far  have  been  in  a  much  better  financial  situa- 

tion than  the  rest  of  the  industry,  there  is  con- 
siderable agitation  to  call  on  them  for  contribu- 

tions. In  this  connection  it  is  suggested  that 
distribution  charges  be  increased  or  that  the 
owners  should  finance  some  of  the  important 
films  themselves.  It  is  also  suggested  that  the 
owners  might  be  called  upon  to  pay  a  subsidy 
similar  to  that  levied  upon  industry  for  the 
benefit  of  exports.  As  theatre  owners  profited 
from  the  reduction  in  taxes  on  films  of  par- 

ticular value  to  the  extent  of  RM  5,000,000- 
6,000,000  during  the  past  year,  it  is  urged  that 
this  surplus  be  handed  over  to  the  producers 
and  distributors  who  were  actually  responsible 
for  the  excellence  of  the  films  in  question. 

The  two  large  concerns,  Ufa  and  Tobis,  prob- 
ably will  be  able  to  meet  the  demands  for  ad- 

ditional capital  without  public  assistance  but  this 

will  probably  mean  an  increase  in  Tobis'  capital 
and  poor  prospects  for  an  UFA  dividend. 

While  all  attention  has  been  concentrated  on 
solving  the  difficulties  of  the  present  situation,  a 
new  threat  has  arisen  with  the  successful  ap- 

pearance of  the  first  important  American  color 
film  in  Europe.  The  German  industry  is  of  the 
opinion  that  it  must  also  take  up  the  production 
of  colored  films  in  order  to  meet  this  competi- 

tion. They  estimate,  however,  that  production 
according  to  the  American  method  would  in- 

volve an  increase  in  costs  of  30  to  40  per  cent 
without  any  increase  in  receipts.  Unless,  there- 

fore, they  are  successful  in  developing  a  less 
expensive  method  of  production  there  will  be 
a  further  large  demand  for  capital  with  no 
nresent  indication  of  where  it  is  to  come  from. 



PRIZE  OF  THE  MONTH 

* 'Prize  of  the  month  for  the  best 
sustained  suspense  in  a  production 

goes  to  the  GB  picture  'The 

Woman  Alone'."     FILM  DAILY 

"The  suspense  is  held  throughout 
in  one  of  the  most  gripping  dramas 

to  have  come  to  the  screen." 

FILM  CURB 

'Hitchcock's  gifts  of  suspense  are 
Drilliantly  shown  in  this  picture . . . 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

'A  powerfully  dramatic  film,  one 

)f  the  finest  the  screen  has  offered." 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS 

'Atypical  Hitchcock  which  should 

nd  plenty  of  receptive  audiences." 
MOTION  PICTURE  DAILY 

'Competent  and  experienced  hand 

if  the  director  is  apparent  through- 

•ut  this  production,  which  is  a  smart 

»ne  and  executed  in  a  business-like 

nanner  from  start  to  finish." 

VARIETY 

'The  picture  builds  up  to  a  tre- 

nendous  amount  of  suspense." 
CHICAGO  DAILY  TIMES 

SYLVIA  SIDNEY 

OSCAR  HOMOLKA 

in 

The  WOMAN  ALONE 

with 

JOHN  LODER.  DESMOND  TESTER 

Directed  by  ALFRED  HITCHCOCK 

from  the  novel  by  JOSEPH  CONRAD 

♦Courtesy  Walter  Wanger  Productions,  Inc. 

Canada  Distributors 
Empire  Films.  Ltd. 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  January  23,  1937, 

from  107  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,267,241,  an  increase  of 

$88,867  over  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  January  16,  1937,  when  109 

theatres  in  18  major  cities  aggregated  $1,178,374. 

(Copyright,  1937.     Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without    specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

Theatres 

Boston 

Boston                    3,246  35c-75c 

Fenway                  1,382  30c -50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c-6Sc 

Loew's    Orpheum  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State  .. 3,557 35c-65c 

Metropolitan    . . . .  4,332 35c -75c 

1.793 25c-50c 

Buffalo 
Buffalo   3,489 30c-50c 

3,000 25c 

Great  Lakes  . . . .  3,000 25c-40c 

2,500 25c-40c 

,  3,300 25c 

Chicago 
1,400 35c-75c 

4,000 35c-75c 

900 35c-75c 

3,490 35c-55c 

.  2,509 35c-75c 

1.591 35c-75c 

2,776 25c-40c 

United  Artists.. .  1,700 35c-75c 

Cleveland 
Allen    3,330  30c-42c 

Hippodrome    3,800  30c-42c 

RKO  Palace  ....  3,100  30c-60c 

State   ,          3,400  30c-42c 

Stillman    1,900  30c-42c 

Denver 
Aladdin    1,500  25c-50c 

Broadway    1,500  25c-40c 

Denham    1,500  25c-40c 

Denver    2,500  25c-50c 

Orpheum    2,600  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,000  25c-40c 

Current  Week 

Picture 

'The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"..  26,000 
(Univ.)  (on  stage :  Benny  Fields 
and  Sally  Rand) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and. 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.). 18,000 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  20,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  18,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  40,000 
(on  stage;  Fred  Waring  and  Orch.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   8,900 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.) 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  19,00:; 

'Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
'King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   15,000 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  6,200 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.)  and   6,000 
"Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   8,500 
(35c-65c) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th-Cent.  Fox)  33,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Man  of  Affairs'"  (GB)   5,800 (35c -65c) 
"Jungle    Princess"    (Para.)   16,500 (plus  stage  show) 

"Woman  Alone"  (GB)   28,300 
(on  stage:   George  White's  Scandals) 

"Llovds  of  London"   12,000 
(20th  Cent. -Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"Flying   Hostess"   (Univ.)   15,000 
(plus  stage  revue) 

"After   the   Thin    Man"    (MGM). .  16,500 (3rd  week) 

"White   Hunter"    (20th   Cent. -Fox)  6,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  16,000 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   24,000 
(on  stage:  Jane  Withers) 

Previous  Week 

Gross  Picture Gross 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)...  23,000 
(on  stage:  James  Melton  and  revue) 

6,000      "College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and   5,800 "Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

'That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  15,000 
(2nd  week) 

'Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   17,500 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(2nd  week) 
"Born  to  Dance"  (MGM)  and   16,500 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

(2nd  week) 
"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   21,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  All  Girl  Band) 

'College  Holiday"  (Para.)  and.. 
'Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

1,800 

"Camille"  (MGM)    17,009 

"The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.)  and  7,600 "Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  11,004 

"Rembrandt"  (U.A.)  and   6,900 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)   9,200 (2nd  week) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  5,000 Fox)  (2nd  week) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   33,000 

(2nd  week) 

'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.). 

8,000 "Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   17,500 
(on  stage:  Sophie  Tucker  and  revue) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)...  20,000 
(on  stage:  Ethel  Waters)    (2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  18,800 
(1st  week) 

"Missing  Girls"  (Chesterfield)   16,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  24,000 (2nd  week) 

"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)   6,500 (re-issue) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   11,500 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   18,000 
(on  stage:  Eleanor  Holm  and  Art  Jarrett) 

"Camille"   (MGM)   .-   15,000      "The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.).. 
11,500 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   7,500 (2nd  week) 

'Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (W.B.)....  2,500 

'The  Garden  of  Allah"   (U.A.)....  2,000 

'The  Plainsman"   (Pata.)    4,000 (3rd  week) 
'Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)....  12,000 

(on'  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Unit) 'Camille"    (MGM)    and   8,000 'Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

'Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  4,000 
'The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  12,000 
(1st  week) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   3,000 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  2,000 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   6,000 (2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)   11,500 
(plus  stage  band) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,000 "General  Spanky"  (MGM)  (2nd  week) 

"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  3,000 
and  "The  Beloved  Vagabond"  (Col.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1*35) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  1 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  f  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  1 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  1  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  J 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  )  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  1 

"Half  Angel"  (  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  I "Unknown  Woman"  f  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"    56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"  14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  ( 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man".... 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  i 

"Dog  of  Flanders"  i 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  7 

"Her  Master's  Voice"  ( 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  ) "My  Marriage"  f 

High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  ) 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  J 

27,200 

6,600 
10,001 

3300 

23.500 

4,900 

17,200 

3,800 
17,100 

3,800 High  9-12  "Girl's  Dormitory"   11,9U0 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 

High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"....  3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"   20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story"..  10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 

High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 
(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 

Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"  
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  J 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"  (50c-$1.36) 

Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"  
High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"  
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"  
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty".. 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band".. 
High  1-9-37  -'After  the  Thin  Man".... 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman".. 

6,000 

600 
8,000 
300 

13,000 

1,750 
15,000 
1,500 17,000 

2,000 
High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 



VERSATILITY 

UNUSUAL  and  special  though  it  is  in  its 

characteristics,  Super  X  fills  every  require- 

ment of  general  cinematography.  Proof? 

It  is  used  throughout  features  and  shorts 

made  under  every  possible  condition.  In 

Super  X,  specialization  has  surprisingly 

led  to  supreme  versatility.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  A 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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[THEATRE  RECEIPTS— CCNT'
EJ 

Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Cross Picture 

Gross 

Hollywood 
Chinese  . . . 

Pantages 

2,500  30c-S5c 

3,000 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  13,529 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

30c-65c      "Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  8,000 
"The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                    1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                    2,800  25c-40c 

Indiana                  3,200  25c-40c 

Loew's                   2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                      2,000  25c  -40c 

Kansas  City 
Mainstreet              3,100  25c-40c 

Midland                  4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                 1,900  25c -40c 

Tower                   2,090  25c-35c 

Uptown                  2,000  25c -40c 

Los  Angeles 
Four  Star                900  30c-55c 

HiUitreet  2,700  30c-65c 

Loew'i  State  ...  2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount              3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c -65c 

Minneapolis 
Century                  1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota               4,000  25c- 55c 

RKO  Orpheum..  2,900  25c-40c 
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2.300  
25c-40c 

World                       400  25c-35c 
Montreal 

Capitol   2M7  25c-60c 

Hia  Majeity'i....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew'a                   3,115  25c -60c 

Palace                    2,600  25c-65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Capitol                  4,700  25c-85c 

Criterion                1,700  25c-75c 

Paramount             3,700  25c-85c 

*    Rialto                      594  25c-5Sc 

Rivoli                   2,200  25c -99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c-99c 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"..  16,800 
(W.  B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  7,200 

"Winterset"   (Radio)   and   4,500 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 
"The  Plow  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  2,500 
and  "The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)   6,000 
(3  days)  (55c-$1.10) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  5,000 
(4  days-return  engagement) 

"Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.)   8,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  7,300 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  13,500 
"Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,400 

"Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)   6,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   2,500 
(3  days-3rd  week) 

"Romeo  and   Juliet"   (MGM)   5,500 
(55c-$1.10— 2-a-day)  (4  days) 

"Carnival   in   Flanders"   4,419 
(Amer.-Tobis) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  10,500 
"The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  17,993 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    25,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"....  14,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   7,000 

"Camille"  (MGM)    11,000 

"Come  and  Get  It"  (U.A.)   4,500 

"Here  Comes  Carter"  (F.N.)  and..  3,000 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   3,300 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   12,000 

"The     Man     Who     Could     Work  6,000 
Miracles"  (U.A.)  and  "Land  With- 

out Music"  (General) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)....  13,000 
(on  stage:  Leon  Errol  and  revue) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  9,000 (2nd  week) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  5,500 
"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   25,000 
(4th  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  10,000 (3rd  week) 
"The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   60,000 

(plus  stage  show) 

"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM)..  7,800 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)  21,000 

"Lloyds  of  London"    87,000 
(20th  Century -Fox)   (plus  stage  show) 

"One  in  a  Million"    36,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (on  stage:  Marty  May) (3rd  week) 
"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   28,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  14,846 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  13,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   5,000 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   3,500 
(2nd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  4,500 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  7,000 
"Come  Closer.  Folks"  (Col.) 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  7,000 
Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   10,400 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  10,200 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   6,900 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"   5,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   5,500 
(2nd  week) 

"Rembrandt"  (U.A.)    4,323 
(3rd  week) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  18,942 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)   12,800 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (F.N.)  and  12,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   9,000 
(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  17,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,500 

"Winterset"  (Radio)  and   4,000 
"All  American  Chump"  (MGM) 

"Rembrandt"  (U.A.)    1,600 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  9,000 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and   3,500 
"Man  in  the  Mirror"  (British) 

(3rd  week) 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th  11,500 
Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Lloyds   of  London"   12,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) (1st  week) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  8,000 
"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) 

(1st  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM).....  35,000 
(3rd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  20,000 
(2nd  week) 

"College    Holiday"    (Para.)   20,000 
(on  stage:  Glen  Gray  and  Orch.) 

(3rd  week) 
"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   8,000 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   16,000 (3rd  week) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  75,000 

(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  43,500 

(on  stage:  Leon  Errol)   (2nd  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman". .  17,500 
(W.B.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1*35) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4.900 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  \ "Yellowstone"  f  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  \ "Great  God  Gold"  f  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  I "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"  10,008 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  3-14  "Follow  the  Fleet"   12,000 
Low  1-23-37  "The  Plow  and  the  Stars  1 

"The  Plot  Thickens  1  2,500 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2^50 

High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin"  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"  14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,080 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"   9,113 (6  days) 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  1 "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  I "Woman  Wise"  )  25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   35,000 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 

Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls"   9,000 (2nd  week) 
Low  12-14-35  "The  Man  Who  Broke  the 

Bank  at  Monte  Carlo"    4,000 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"   31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   8,000 
Low  12-19  "Hideaway  Girl"   2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private   Life  of  Louis 
XIV"   1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"  )  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  \ (John  Boles  on  stage)  J  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  ) 

"Baby  Face  Harrington"  )  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  I 

"Mister  Cinderella"  f  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  1 

"Guard  That  Girl"  }  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  \ and  "East  of  Java"         J  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"...  87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"    7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"   45,000 
High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 
Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"  60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6,100 



INTER  NATIONAL 

MEMO  FROM: 

Nate  Manheim, 

General  Foreign  Sales  Manager, 

Universal  Pictures  Corporation: 

op 

/  have  been  keenly  inter- 

ested in  watching  the 

steady  progress  you  are 

making  in  handling  for- 

eign news  in  Motion  Picture 

Daily. 

It  is  by  far  the  ablest  cover- 

age  in  the  field. 

You  are  rendering  a  real 

service  to  the  export  de- 

partments of  the  industry 

and  I  for  one  want  to 

thank  you. 

MOTION    PICTURE  DAILY 

SUBSCRIPTION  RATES: ONE    YEAR:  $6.00 TWO    YEARS:  $10.00 
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[THEATRE  RECEIPTS—CONT'D
] 

Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture 
Gross 

Oklahoma  City 
Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  10c-S5c 

Liberty   1.5O0  10c-3Sc 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 
Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c -40c 

Orpheum    3,000  35c-55c 

Paramount    2,900  25c -55c 

Philadelphia 
Aldine    1,200  40c-65c 

Boyd   ,   2,400  40c-55c 

Earle    2,000  25c-55c 

Fox    3,000  40c-65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith'*    2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse    1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum   ,.  1700  30c-40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c -40c 

San  Francisco 
Embassy    1,400  10c-40c 

Fox    5,651  15c-75c 

Golden  Gate  ....  2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum    2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount    2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis    1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield  .........  15c-75c 

Seattle 
Fifth  Avenue  ...  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty    1,800  15c-55c 

Music  HaU    2,275  25c-35c 

Orpheum    2,450  25c-40c 

Paramount    3,050  25c -40c 

"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   2,600 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,000 

"Wedding  Present"   (Para.)   2,300 
(4  days)  (10c -40c) 

"Without  Orders"  (Radio)  and....  1,300 
"I'd  Give  My  Life"  (Para.) (3  days) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (2utn  Cent. -Fox)  6,200 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  4,700 
'Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.) 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)   2,800 
(2  days)  (55c-$1.10-2-a-day) 

"A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"...  5,000 
(W.B.)    and    "15    Maiden  Lane" (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   7,500 
"Smart  Money"  (W.B.) 

"Camille"  (MGM)  and   7,200 
"Mister  Cinderella"  (MGM) 

"Wings  of  the  Morning"   . .   5,000 (20th  Cent. -Fox)  (6  days) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    23,000 

"Crack    Up"    (20th    Cent.  -  Fox). .. .  14,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  17,000 
(on  stage:  James  Melton  and  revue) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   2,900 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  3,300 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   12,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Smart  Blonde"   (W.B.)   6,000 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
'Can  This  Be  Dixie"?  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(2nd  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and  7,950 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.)  and...  3,000- 
"Here   Comes  Carter"  (F.N.) 

"One  Way  Passage"   (W.B.)   2,800 (re-issue) 

"Three  Men  on  a  Horse"  (F.N.)..  3,500 

"Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"   1,800 (Univ.)  (4  days) 
"Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.)  and..  700 
"A  Son  Comes  Home"  (Para.) 

(3  days) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  3,500 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (W.B.)  and  5,200 
"The  Captain's  Kid"  (F.N.) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  4,800 "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (6  days) 

"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   14,500 
(on  stage:  Fifi  D'Orsay  and  revue) 

"After  the  Thin  Mann"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"The  Accusing  Finger"  (Para.) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   12,000 
(9  days-2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  17,000 
(8  days -3rd  week) 

"The  Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   14,000 
(Radio)  (plus  stage  show) 

"College  Holiday"  (Para.)    12,500 (2nd  week) 
"The   Beloved  Vagabond"   (Col.)..  2,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  2,200 

"The  Plainsman"   (Para.)   16,500 
(1st  week) 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)..  5,200 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and  2,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (1st  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  7,000 
"Down  the  Stretch"  (F.N.)  (4th  week) 

'Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM). 
(55c-$1.10) 

8,000 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  7,900 
"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  and  7,500 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)                7,000      "Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)....  9,000 

'Banjo  On  My  Knee"   8,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  "In  His  Steps" (G.N.) 

"God's   Country  and  the  Woman"  9,300 
(W.  B.) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  5,500 
"Yellow  Cargo"  (G.N.)  (15c -40c) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  17,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (G.N.)   19,500 
(Plus  vaudeville  on  stage) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,500 
"Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  14,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Crack-Up"  (20th  Cent.- 
Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   5,500 
"Man   Betrayed"   (Republic)    (2nd  week) 

"Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)    7,000 

"Camille"    (MGM)   and   16,500 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   7,200 

"Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   8,000 (25c-55c) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,550 (25c-40c)   (S  days) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  5,600 
(plus  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  4,850 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  4,000 
(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  29,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

(1st  week) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  13,500 
(plus  vaudeville)  (2nd  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  6,000 
"You  Can't  Get  Away  with  It"  (Univ. 
special  short)  (3rd  week) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (W.B.)  and  12,000 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   6,000 
"Man  Betrayed"  (Republic)  (1st  week) 

"Stowaway"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)   4,100 
(3rd  week) 

"One   in    a   Million"    (20th    Cent.-  13,000 
Fox)  and  "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) (2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  6,850 
(2nd  week) 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  4,750 "North  of  Nome"  (Col.) 
(3rd  week) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)  and  4,200 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,150 
and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)  and  5,100 
"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,900 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35"  Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  ) and  "Crime  Doctor"  (  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  I "I  Live  for  Love"           J  1,500 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"....  8,800 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  \ 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  I  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  1 "The  First  Baby"                |  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  I 

"She  Gets  Her  Man"       J  3,600 

High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"  21,150 
(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 

Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ] 
"Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"   21.000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"  2JO0 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"    1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty". 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"... 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"  
Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  1 "Chinatown  Squad"  J 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's 
Dream"   

Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  ) "Defense  Rests"  1 

High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"... 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  1 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  J 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"  
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  \ "Big  Brown  Eyes"  J 

High  10-17  "Dodsworth"  
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"  

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"  Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  \ 
"$1,000  a  Minute"  J 

High   1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  j "King   of   Hockey"  J 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  \ "Freckles"  j 

High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"  (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  , 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"  
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  I 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It' 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad- 

way" and  "Fighting  Youth'r High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) 
"All  the  King's  Horses"  J 

High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  7 "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  j 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"  
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"  
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"  
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  J 

t"  ( 

d-  \ 

2,700 
1,400 
8,500 

4,000 

12,000 

1,600 
9,500 

4,000 

11,500 

5,000 
9,500 

4,000 
7,500 2,000 

29,000 

4,000 34,000 

9,000 
17,200 

4,800 23,000 

8,500 

12,400 

4,406 

15,000 

2,500 35,000 
12,000 

High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"  11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ). "North  of   Nome"  J  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  ) 

"Happy  Landing"  J  2,700 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10,400 
Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  7 "Mister  Cinderella"  J  4,200 
High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9,200 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  ) 

(  J.250 

"Times  Square  Playboy" 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO  QUESTION  NO.  53 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  S3  was:  (A) 
What  are  the  basic  requirements  of  a  projector 
drive  motor ?  (B)  Just  how,  or  in  what  way, 

does  a  P.  E.  cell  "see"  volume?  (C)  Describe 
two  methods  for  adjusting  exciter  lamps. 

The  following  made  acceptable  replies  ("ac- 
ceptable" meaning  not  necessarily  wholly  cor- 

rect, but'sufficiently  so  to  show  they  have  stud- ied the  matter  and  have  at  least  a  broad  under- 
standing of  what  is  involved)  :  S.  Evans  and  C. 

Rau;  D.  Danielson;  G.  E.  Doe;  H.  Edward; 
C.  Oldham;  J.  R.  Prater;  W.  C.  Brown;  L. 
Cimikoski;  T.  F.  Bochert;  R.  A.  Hooker;  A. 
L.  Cooper ;  C.  Champney ;  H.  B.  Smith ;  P.  and 
L.  Felt ;  C.  L.  Loft ;  W.  Limmroth ;  F.  Barkey ; 
O.  H.  Schmidt;  S.  O.  Sears;  C.  Lonie;  J.  A. 
Zachritz;  J.  Weiser ;  L.  F.  Hayes;  R.  E. 
Adams  ;  D.  C.  Price ;  D.  Pollock ;  C.  Hawkens  ; 
C.  B.  and  L.  M.  Traxler ;  F.  H.  S.  and  P.  Dal- 
bey;  S.  Q.  Mallaby;  F.  D.  Curtis;  B.  and  M. 
Walker ;  T.  L.  Redhouse ;  F.  L.  and  L.  Savior ; 
O.  Hunt;  D.  and  W.  Porter;  W.  Winkle  and 
R.  R.  Robbins ;  P.  and  L.  Felt ;  E.  N.  Solomon ; 
D.  Morgan ;  M.  Mitchel ;  E.  and  G.  E.  Lomax ; 
F.  L.  Birch ;  L.  E.  Dodson,  H.  T.  Todd  and  H. 
Littleton;  B.  L.  Sanderson;  T.  T.  Golley;  L. 
and  W.  R.  Matthews  and  T.  R.  Tomlinson ;  D. 
H.  Purcell ;  L.  Greenhouse ;  F.  T.  Connors ; 
R.  Tompkins  and  A.  J.  Abernathy ;  H.  P. 
Richardson ;  G.  Caldwell ;  E.  Exline,  D.  C. 
Price;  C.  L.  Mosier;  L.  B.  Masters;  C.  H. 
Lowrie  and  H.  Lathrope;  H.  D.  Stonybrook; 
R.  N.  Davis  and  W.  R.  Baxter ;  T.  W.  Winson ; 
B.  W.  Sanford ;  A.  Leonard  and  G.  T.  Jones ; 
B.  B.  Hornstein  and  R.  R.  Jacobs ;  F.  M. 
Brown  and  B.  Davis ;  L.  B.  Jones ;  B.  Lasser ; 
L.  A.  Beachwood  and  M.  F.  Robinson;  F.  and 
H.  Klar  and  T.  H.  Morton ;  R.  and  K.  Wells ; 
R.  Dennis,  H.  A.  Aims  and  F.  E.  Dorp ;  T.  L. 
Brown ;  R.  A.  Smith ;  J.  K.  Robinson ;  H.  L. 
Lilly;  S.  D.  Manning  and  W.  L.  Bancroft;  E. 
L.  Stanford ;  G.  Lantry  and  W.  L.  Bolton ;  H. 
T.  Plum,  R.  V.  Manning  and  C.  L.  Davis ;  G. 
N.  Guidotti;  S.  T.  Maxwell;  T.  Turk. 

G.  E.  Doe  answers  Section  A  as  follows : 

"First,  it  must  be  of  some  make  that  has  been 
well  tested  as  to  durability  and  reliability  in  op- 

eration, since  if  it  fails  the  show  stops,  and  the 
show  must  go  on.  Second,  it  must  have  capac- 

ity enabling  it  to  perform  its  duty  without  over- 
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heating  in  temperatures  that  are  often  above  100 
degrees  F.  and  drive  the  projector  at  even,  un- 

varying speed.  Third,  it  must  operate  without 
excessive  noise.  Fourth,  its  starting  torque  must 
be  sufficient  to  bring  the  projector  up  to  speed 
within  the  specified  time  limit,  but  not  sufficient- 

ly powerful  to  appreciably  exceed  that  limit  and 
thus  put  unnecessary  strain  not  only  upon  all 
parts  of  the  apparatus,  but  also  upon  the  film. 
Fifth,  its  running  speed  must  be  such  as  will 
drive  the  projector  at  exactly  90-foot  projection 
speed.  Sixth,  its  lubrication  must  be  reliable 
and  not  such  as  will  cause  the  lubricant  to  be 
smeared  around.  Seventh,  its  rotating  part  must 
be  evenly  and  exactly  balanced,  so  that  no  un- 

necessary vibration  will  occur." 
W.  C.  Brown  says,  "Basic  requirements  of  a 

projector  motor  drive  are:  Large  enough  to 
drive  the  projector  mechanism  at  proper  speed 
without  overload.  Its  pick-up  fast  enough  to 
bring  the  mechanism  up  to  speed  so  that  prop- 

er change-overs  may  be  made,  but  not  fast 
enough  to  start  things  with  a  jerk  and  put 
unnecessary  strain  upon  either  the  mechanism 
parts  or  the  film.  Driving  speed  must  be  con- 

stant and  of  such  value  that  the  film  travels 
with  an  unvarying  speed  of  exactly  90  feet  per 

minute." (B)  R.  and  K.  Wells  answer,  "The  photocell 
'sees'  volume  changes  by  'seeing'  and  acting  up 
on  the  variations  in  density  of  the  photographic 
impressions  upon  the  variable  density  sound 
track,  or  the  variations  in  transparent  and 
opaque  areas  of  what  we  call  the  RCA  sound 
track.  If  more  light  reaches  the  cell  at  any 

instant  of  time,  the  cell  'sees'  the  increase  and 
responds  with  added  volume,  or  vice  versa." 

J.  R.  Prater  says,  "P.  E.  Cells  'see'  volume  as 
contrast  between  light  and  dark,  as  the  differ- 

ences or  changes  in  light  intensity  falling  up- 
on the  active  element  of  the  cell.  If  the  change 

be  slight,  there  then  will  be  only  a  slight 
change  in  current  supplied  by  the  cell,  which 

same  is  the  'sound  current'— the  current  sup- 
plied to  the  amplifier — hence  there  will  be  slight 

alteration  in  the  volume.  However,  in  the  event 

what  the  cell  'sees'  has  light  fluctuations  of 
the  same  frequency  as  before,  but  of  greater 
contrast  as  between  light  and  dark,  it  will  cre- 

ate in  the  cell  current  the  same  frequency,  but 
of  greater  difference  above  or  below  the  normal 
d.  c.  voltage  applied  to  the  cell,  therefore  while 
the  sound  current  produced  will  be  of  the  same 
frequency  as  before,  it  will  have  much  greater 

volume." 
(C)  C.  Champney  says,  "The  first  method, 

which  secures  only  a  roughly  correct  adjust- 
ment of  the  exciter  lamp,  is  to  hold  a  white 

card  in  front  of  the  P.  E.  cell  and  adjust  the 
lamp  until  a  clear,  white,  oval  spot  of  light 
appears  thereon.  Then  use  a  head  set  to  listen 
in  while  an  attempt  is  made  to  improve  the  ad- 

justment thus  obtained.  When  doing  this,  I 
put  the  projector  into  operation,  without  film, 
in  order  to  have  as  little  mechanical  noise  pres- 

ent as  is  possible. 

"The  second  and  best  method  is  to  use  a 
high-frequency  test  film  of  9,000  cycles,  with 
an  output  meter  connected  into  the  monitor 
circuit.  The  lamp  is  then  adjusted  until  the 

meter  registers  maximum  volume." 
R.  A.  Hooker  says,  "The  best  method  of 

which  I  am  aware  is  to  use  an  output  meter  in 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  58 

(A)  At  what  point  do  we  regard 

a  water  pipe  or  electric  wire  as  hav- 
ing reached  normal  capacity? 

(B)  Explain  why  a  small  amount  of 
current  flows  (power  consumed)  when 
the  switch  of  an  a.c.  circuit  is  open; 

also,  the  reason  why  this  loss  is  in- 
creased when  the  switch  is  partly 

closed. 

(C)  Explain  the  difference  in 
Ohm's  law  as  stated,  and  as  it  ap- 

plies to  a.c.  circuits. 

To  join  the  Bluebook  School  merely 
send  in  answers.  Place  name  and  ques- 

tion number  upon  first  sheet.  Address 
F.  H.  Richardson,  No.  3  Tudor  Lane, 
Scarsdale,  N.  Y. 

conjunction  with  a  test  film  of  about  9,000 
cycles.  The  exciter  lamp  may,  by  this  method, 
be  adjusted  until  the  meter  registers  maximum 
output.  This  is  a  much  better  method  than 
holding  a  white  card  before  the  P.  E.  cell.  Very 
good  results  may  be  obtained  by  using  the  card, 
but  it  will  take  much  longer ;  also,  it  is  very 
much  more  difficult  to  secure  an  adjustment 

that  will  give  best  results  by  that  method." 
T.  F.  Bochert  puts  it  this  way :  "Exciter 

lamp  focus  must  be  very  accurate  if  best  re- 
sults are  to  be  obtained.  In  normal  course  of 

operation,  maximum  correctness  is  not  obtained 
by  adjusting  either  lenses  or  slit,  but  by  care- 

ful adjustment  of  the  lamp  itself,  which  may  be 
moved  until  in  desired  position  and  then  locked 
in  place.  A  rough  test  of  focus  is  to  hold  a 
white  card  before  and  close  to  the  P.  E.  cell, 
adjusting  the  lamp  until  a  clear,  white  oval  of 
light  is  had. 

"The  more  accurate  method,  however,  is  to 
use  a  loop  of  high  frequency  test  film,  6,000 
to  9,000  cycles,  with  an  output  meter  connected 
into  the  loudspeaker  circuit.  [Monitor,  you 
mean,  do  you  not? — F.  H.  R.]  The  meter 
reads  sound  output  in  decibels.  When  the  ad- 

justment is  such  that  maximum  volume  is  ob- 
tained, the  adjustment  is  at  its  best,  and  maxi- 

mum volume  will  result,  provided  all  things 
else  are  in  correct  adjustment  and  kept  per- 

fectly clean." 
M.  and  J.  Devoy  say,  "There  is  only  one way  to  do  anything  we  know  of  and  that  is  the 

right  way.  In  adjusting  exciter  lamp  focus  the 
right  way  is  to  use  a  9,000-cycle  test  film  with 
a  proper  output  meter  connected  intp  the  moni- 

tor circuit.  Adjustment  is  then  maae  so  that 
maximum  volume  is  obtained,  the  lamp  locked 
into  position  and  all  is  well.  The  light-on-a- 
card  method  is  a  makeshift.  It  is  far  better 
than  nothing,  of  course,  but  the  right  way  is 
the  right  way,  as  we  advised  the  management 
when  we  requisitioned  a  test  film  and  meter." 
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PRODUCTIONS  IN  WORK 

TITLE WRITER  AND  DIRECTOR CAST 

STAGE  OF 
PRODUCTION 

COLUMBIA 

"Trouble  in  Morocco" 

"Speed  Mad" 

Screen  play,   Paul   Franklin.     Director:  Ernest 
B.  Schoedsack. 

Original  screen  play,  Grace  Neville,  Fred  Niblo, 
Jr.    Director:  D.  Ross  Ledermann. 

Jack  Holt,  Mae  Clarke,  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Victor 
Varconi,   Paul  Hurst,  Harold  Huber,   Bradley  Page. 

Rosalind  Keith,  Allen  Brook,  George  Ernest,  Joseph 
Sawyer,  J.  M.  Kerrigan,  Arthur  Loft,  Al  Hill,  Richard 
Terry,  Ray  Bennett,  Johnny  Tyrrell. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

"Racing  Luck" 

"A  New  Trail  Ahead" 

Original,    Bert    Granet.     Screen   play,  Lambert 
Hillyer.    Director:   Lambert  Hillyer. 

Original,  Norman  Sheldon.     Screen  play,  Leslie 
Swabacker.    Director:  Leon  Barsha. 

Charles  Quigley,  Dorothy  Wilson,  Eddie  Nugent, 
Patricia  Farr,  Gene  Morgan,  John  Gallaudet,  Gordon 
Elliott,  Arthur  Aylesworth. 

Charles  Starrett,  Peggy  Stratford,  Edward  LeSaint, 
Charles  Middleton,  Hank  Bell,  Art  Mix. 

Shooting 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

"23J4  Hours  Leave" 

"Two  Shall  Meet" 

Original,  Mary  Roberts  Rinehart.    Screen  play, 
Henry    McCarthy,    Harry    Ruskin.  Director: 
John  G.  Blystone. 

Original,    Carl    Brown,    Hinton    Smith.  Screen 
play,     Duncan     Mansfield,     Carroll  Graham. 
Director:  Duncan  Mansfield. 

James    Ellison,   Terry    Walker,    Morgan   Hill,  Arthur 
Lake,   Paul   Harvey,   Wally   Maher,   Andy  Andrews, 
Pat  Gleason,  Murray  Alper,  John  Kelly,  Russell  Hicks, Ward  Bond. 

Eric    Linden,    Cecilia    Parker,    Roger    Imhof,  Dorothy 
Peterson,  Pedro  de  Cordoba,  Bernadene  Hayes,  Rollo 
Lloyd,    Spencer    Chartres,    Otto    Hoffman,  Jameson Thomas. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

METRO-GOLD  WYN-MAYER 

"Parnell" 

"Man  in  Her  House" 

From  the  play  by  Elsie  T.  Schauffler.  Screen 
play,  John  Van   Druten.     Director:   John  M. 
Stahl. 

From  the  play  by  H.  M.  Harwood.    Screen  play, 
Ernest  Vajda,  Hugh  Mills.    Director:  W.  S. 
Van  Dyke. 

Clark    Gable,    Mryna    Loy,    Edna    May    Oliver,  Billie 
Burke,  Edmund  Gwenn,  Montagu  Love,  Donald  Crisp, 
Alan    Marshall,    Berton   Churchill,    Brandon  Tynan, 
Neil  Fitzgerald,  Phyliss  Coghlan,  Pat  Moriarty,  Byron Russell. 

Jean  Harlow,  Robert  Taylor,  Una  O'Connor,  Reginald Owen,  E.  E.  Clive,  Henrietta  Crosman,  Maria  Shelton, 
Cora  Witherspoon,  Forrester  Harvey. 

Shooting 

i 

Shooting 

PARAMOUNT 

"Souls  at  Sea" 

"Waikiki  Wedding" 

"Internes  Can't  Take  Money" 

"Danger,  Men  Working" 

"High,  Wide  and  Handsome" 

"The  Years  Are  So  Long" 

Original,  Ted  Leiser.  Screen  play,  Grover  Jones. 
Director:  Henry  Hathaway. 

Original,  Frank  Butler,  Don  Hartman,  Walter 
DeLeon,  Francis  Martin.  Director:  Frank 
Tuttle. 

Director:  Al  Santell. 

Director:  Charles  Barton. 

Director:  Rouben  Mamoulian. 

Director:  Leo  Mc Carey 

Gary  Cooper,  George  Raft,  Frances  Dee,  Robert  Cum- 
mings,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Olympe  Bradna,  Gilbert 
Emery,  Porter  Hall,  Jamison  Thomas,  Beulah  Bondi. 

Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross, 
George  Barbier,  Lief  Erikson,  Grady  Sutton. 

Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel  McCrea,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Stanley 
Ridges,  Gaylord  Pendleton,  Irving  Bacon. 

Lew    Ayres,    Benny    Baker,    Eugene    Pallette,  Ruth 
Coleman,  Vivienne  Osborne. 

Irene  Dunne,  Randolph  Scott,  Reginald  Owen,  Dorothy 
Lamour,  Charles  Bickford,  William  Frawley. 

Beulah    Bondi,    Victor    Moore,    Fay    Bainter,  Thomas 
Mitchell,  Barbara  Reed,  Louise  Beavers. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 
Editing 

Shooting 

Shooting 

REPUBLIC 

"Two  Men  and  a  Woman" 

"Ever  Since  Adam" 

Director:  John  M.  Auer. 

Original  screen  play,  Raymond  Schrock.  Director: 
William  Nigh. 

June  Travis,  Robert  Livingston,  Charlie  Murray,  Emma 
Dunn,  Donald  Cook,  Betty  Compson,  Lucille  Osborne, 
John  Wray,  Donald  Kerr. 

Nat  Pendleton,  Patricia  Ellis,  Lyle  Talbot,  Jack  LaRue, 
George  Meeker,  Pierre  Watkins,  Paul  Stanton,  Mozelle 
Britton,  Helene  Mitchell,  Julia  Thayer,  Carleton Young. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

RKO  RADIO 

"Stepping  Toes" 

"Wings  of  Mercy" 

Original    story,    Leo    Loeb,    Harold  Buchman. 
Director:  Mark  Sandrich. 

From  a  story  by  Alice  F.  Curtis.    Screen  play, 
J.  Robert  Bren,  Edmund  L.  Hartman.  Direc- 

tor: Lew  Landers. 

Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers,  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
Eric    Blore,    Harriet    Hoctor,    Jerome    Cowan,  Abe 
Reynolds,  Ketti  Gallian. 

John  Beal,  Joan  Fontaine,  Philip  Huston,  Jane  Walsh, 
George  Irving,  Billy  Gilbert,  Frank  M.  Thomas. 

Shooting 

Editing 

TWENTIETH  CENT.-FOX 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the 

Olympics" 

Director:  H.  Bruce  Humberstone. Warner    Oland,    John    Eldredge,    Katherine    de  Mille, 
Allan  Lane,  Pauline  Moore. Shooting 

"Fifty  Roads  to  Town" 

"Dead  Yesterday" 

"Cafe  Metropole" 

"Wee  Willie  Winkie" 

"Wake  Up  and  Live" 

Original,  Louis  Frederick  Nebel.  Screen  play, 
William  Conselman,  George  Marion,  Jr. 
Director:  Norman  Taurog. 

Original,  Mignon  Eberhardt.  Screen  play,  James Tinling. 
Director:  Edward  H.  Griffith. 

Director:  John  Ford. 

From  the  book  by  Dorothy  Brande.    Screen  play, 
Harry  Tugend,  Jack  Yellen.    Director:  Sidney Lanfield. 

Ann  Sothern,  Don  Ameche,  Allan  Lane,  Douglas  Fowley, 
John    Qualen,    Stepin    Fetchit,    Jane    Darwell,  Slim 
Summerville. 

Sally    Blane,    Thomas    Beck,    Sigfried   Rumann,  Wade 
Boteler,  Jane  Darwell,  Joan  Davis,  William  Demarest. 

Loretta    Young,   Tyrone    Power,    Helen    Westley,  Bill 
Robinson,  Adolphe  Menjou,  Gregory  Ratoff. 

Shirley  Temple,  C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Douglas  Scott,  Victor 
McLaglen,    June    Lang,    George    Hassell,  Constance 
Collier,  Cesar  Romero,  Willie  Fung. 

Walter  Winchell,  Ben  Bernie,  Alice  Faye,  Jack  Haley, 
Grace  Bradley,  Ned  Sparks,  Walter  Catlett,  Douglas 
Fowley,  Miles  Mander. 

Editing 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

UNIVERSAL 

"Night  Key" Original  story,  William  A.  Pierce.    Screen  play, 
Horace  McCoy,  John  Francis  Larkin.  Director: 
Lloyd  Corrigan. 

Karloff,  Jean  Rogers,  Samuel  Hinds,  Hobart  Cavanaugh. Shooting 

WARNER  BROTHERS- 
FIRST  NATIONAL 

"Dance,   Charlie,  Dance" 

"Marry  the  Girl" 

"Talent  Scout" 

From    an   outline   by    William   Jacobs.  Screen 
play,  Crane  Wilbur.    Director:  Frank  McDon- ald. 

Based  on   novel   by   Edward   Hope.  Director: William  McGann. 

Original,  George  Bilson.    Director:     Louis  King. 

Stuart  Erwin,  Jean  Muir,  Allen  Jenkins,  Glenda  Farrell, 
Charles  Fby,  James  Robbins,  Gordon  Hart,  Veda  Ann 
Borg,  Hugh  O'Connell,  Joseph  Crehan. Frank   McHugh,   Mary   Boland,   Hugh   Herbert,  Carol 
Hughes,     Mischa     Auer,     Alan     Mowbray,  William 
Davidson,  Irving  Bacon. 

Craig    Reynolds,    Fred    Lawrence,    Rosalind  Marquis, 
Jeanne  Madden. 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Ambassador-Conn-Melody 
WITH  LOVE  AND  KISSES:  Pinky  Tomlin,  Toby 

Wing — Could  have  been  made  a  big  picture  but  lacks 
money  spent  so  you  have  a  so-so  picture.  Don't  try 
to  put  this  on  alone.  It  will  not  do  the  trick. — W.  B. 
Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

Columbia 

AND  SO  THEY  WERE  MARRIED:  Mary  Astor, 
Melvyn  Douglas — Rather  slim  Sunday  business  just 
before  Christmas.  It  rates  as  good  entertainment  but 
hardly  as  a  special. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre, 
Mason,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

COME  CLOSER,  FOLKS:  James  Dunn,  Marian 
Marsh — This  isn't  entertainment,  it's  a  waste  of  film. I  tried  to  shelve  this  one  but  Columbia  talked  me 
into  playing  it,  but  I  got  a  break,  the  weather  was 
so  cold  nobody  came  anyway,  so  I  got  by  all  right. 
Running  time,  61  minutes.  Played  January  16. — H.  M. 
Gerber,  Roxy  Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

FUGITIVE  SHERIFF,  THE:  Ken  Maynard,  Beth 
Marion — We  ran  into  a  snowstorm  and  business  was 
below  average.  Reasonably  good  western.  Played 
December  19— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus, 
N.  Y.    Family  patronage. 

NORTH  OF  NOME:  Jack  Holt,  Evelyn  Venable— 
This  picture  would  have  been  OK  if  the  producers 
had  wanted  to  make  entertainment  instead  of  turning 
out  junk  for  the  double  feature  theatre.  Two-thirds 
of  the  pictures  they  make  now  are  that  type  of  stuff. 
I  don't  know  what  to  call  them  but  they  look  like 
they  were  turned  out  of  a  sausage  mill.  They  try  to 
put  a  story  into  six  reels  and  it  just  can't  be  done and  still  make  good  entertainment.  Running  time, 
63  minutes.  Played  January  2-3. — H.  M.  Gerber, 
Roxy  Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

PANIC  ON  THE  AIR:  Lew  Ayres,  Florence  Rice 
— Good  enough  melodrama. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason 
Theatre,  Mason,   Mich.     Small   town  patronage. 

PENNIES  FROM  HEAVEN:  Bing  Crosby— This  is 
a  nice  picture,  not  a  special,  but  will  do  some  extra 
business  if  handled  right.  Running  time,  83  min- 

utes. Played  December  19. — H.  M.  Gerber,  Roxy 
Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- 
ronage. 

First  National 

BULLETS  OR  BALLOTS:  Edward  G.  Robinson, 
Joan  Blondell — Good  cops  and  robbers  story.  Good 
Saturday  biz. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre, 
Mason,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

CAPTAIN  BLOOD:  Errol  Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havil- 
land — Truly  a  masterpiece.  A  picture  that  was  well 
produced  and  well  acted.  Pleased  our  entire  audience. 
This  picture  was  just  romantic  enough  to  please  the 
younger  set,  had  enough  action  to  please  the  children, 
and  enough  history  and  background  to  please  the 
adults.  12  reels  and  a  fine  picture  for  any  theatre  to 
play.  Running  time,  115  minutes.  Played  December 
31-January  2. — Albert  Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coop- 
ersville,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Sybil  Jason,  Guy  Kibbee, 
May  Robson — Little  better  than  average  program 
picture  with  one  of  the  cutest  little  kids  ever  to  grace 
a  silver  screen.  Running  time,  72  minutes.  Played 
January  1-2. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre, 
Hay  Springs,  Neb.,  Small  town  patronage. 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Sybil  Jason— 
We  don't  believe  that  Sybil  Jason  is  destined  to  become a  great  star,  at  least  as  a  child,  but  Guy  Kibbee  is 
great  in  this  picture  and  satisfactory  except  for  her 
crying  scene  in  the  jail,  but  totaled  up  it's  a  good  small town  picture  which  drew  good  business  and  everyone 
seemed  to  enjoy  themselves.  Played  December  27-28. — 
Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural 
patronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts— This  picture  will  do  very  nice  business  everywhere  it 
is  played.  It  really  tells  a  very  interesting  story  as 
well  as  giving  one  the  entire  history  of  the  China  Clip- 

per.   Good  print.    Running  time,  88  minutes.  Played 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  own  de
- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 
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Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

December  29-30. — Albert  Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coop- 
ersville,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

DOWN  THE  STRETCH:  Patricia  Ellis,  Dennis 
Moore,  Mickey  Rooney — Our  patrons  eat  it  up.  Played 
on  a  Bank  Night  when  the  money  was  low  and  done 
a  nice  business.  Your  patrons  will  like  this  racing 
picture  that's  different.  Running  time,  60  minutes.— 
J.  R.  Long,  Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  Gen- eral patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell— 
Fair  entertainment,  but  Warners  used  to  make  them 
better.  A  miserable  role  for  Joan  Blondell. — Roy  W. 
Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell— 
Something  wrong  here.  Entertaining  enough  for  a 
double  bill  but  not  enough  stuff  for  a  special.  Am 
waiting  impatiently  for  Warners  to  deliver  just  one 
hit.  So  far  I  haven't  had  a  box  office  success  from 
them  this  or  last  year.  Running  time,  91  minutes. 
Played  January  10-11.— Mrs.  Mary  E.  Lind,  Ute  Thea- 

tre, Rifle,  Col.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Frank  McHugh, 
Joan  Blondell — For  some  reason  this  did  a  flop  at  the 
box  office  contrary  to  my  expectations.  While  funny, 
it  is  not  the  hilarious  farce  I  expected,  or  maybe  the 
small  crowd  made  me  sour.  Running  time,  85  minutes. 
Played  January  10-11.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre, 
Absarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

GB  Pictures 

NINE  DAYS  A  QUEEN:  Nova  Pilbeam— Better 
hide  out  when  this  is  over  if  you  don't  want  to  be 
mobbed.  Pay  for  it  and  don't  play,  and  you'll  be 
ahead.  Played  January  15. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Thea- 

tre, Harrison,  Ark.    Small  town  patronage. 

Invincible 

EASY  MONEY:  Onslow  Stevens,  Kay  Linaker— 
Here  you  have  one  that  will  cause  them  to  talk.  My 
opinion  is  that  it  is  the  best  racket  picture  ever  made 
and  it  is  made  good  because  of  fine  direction,  great 
cast  and  timely  story.  It  is  worth  playing  time  in 
any  theatre,  and  especially  right  now  because  of  the 
fact  the  law  is  running  down  these  rackets  in  the 
large  cities.  Do  not  miss  playing  this  picture. — W.  H. 
Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy — Never  having  seen  "The  Thin  Man"  was  unable 
to  make  a  comparison,  but  this  gay,  rollicking  comedy- 
mystery  brought  out  an  exceptionally  large  crowd  de- 

spite inclement  weather  and  kept  them  laughing  con- 
stantly after  the  first  couple  reels.  Leo  has  our  per- 

mission to  roar  over  this  one.  Running  time.  112 
minutes.  Played  January  15-16.— Ted  Stump,  Elted 
Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

BONNIE  SCOTLAND:   Laurel  and  Hardy— Picked 

up  this  old  one  for  a  New  Year's  Eve  program  and  ran with  four  musical  and  comedy  shorts  to  good  business. 
It's  an  amusing  aggregation  of  nonsense. — Roy  W. 
Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stewart 
— Some  of  our  patrons  did  not  care  for  it.  Personally 
I  think  it  had  more  entertainment  than  any  picture 
we  have  run  in  a  long  time.  Played  January  10-11. — 
D.  E.  Fitton,.  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small 
town  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer — Words  almost  fail  me  when  I  try 
to  express  the  uselessness  of  it  all.  I  agree  with  any 
one  that  the  picture  was  an  hour  too  long  and  taken 
up  with  too  much  gorgeousness.  Give  to  us  long  suf- 

fering exhibitors  a  few  pictures  which  will  make  money 
and  not  wear  our  patrons  down  to  the  point  where 
one  show  a  year  is  all  they  dare  to  sit  through.  Also 
don't  compel  us  to  raise  the  price  and  discourage  the 
few  regular  patrons  we  may  have.  A  box  office  flop. 
Running  time,  180  minutes.  Plaved  December  13-14. — 
Mrs.  Mary  E.  Lind,  Ute  Theatre,  Rifle,  Col.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer — Wonderful  production  to  nice 
business.  Played  January  11-12, — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E. 
F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — Fair  Sunday  business. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Charlie  Chase 
— Why  would  a  producer  of  the  MGM  reputation  re- 

lease a  much  too  long  comedy  which  would  have  made 
fairly  good  as  a  two-reeler?  Certainly  no  one  could 
class  this  with  most  of  the  finished  product  turned  out 
by  this  great  organization.  Running  time,  71  minutes. 
Played  December  30-31.— Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star 
Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Charlie  Chase 
— Good  comedy  that  kept  them  laughing  most  of  the 
time.  Did  not  draw  so  well  but  pleased  all  that  came. 
Played  January  14-15.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  PAGANS:  Mala,  Lotus  Long- 
Just  fair.  Of  no  interest  to  the  average  American 
customer.  Give  us  a  western  in  preference  to  these 
foreign  made  films  and  we  won't  kick.  No  business, 
which  shows  people  don't  care  for  this  kind.  Running 
time,  eight  reels.  Played  January  16. — Rudolf  Duba, 
Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  William  Powell,  Jean  Harlow, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy — Fine  picture  that  drew 
extra  business  and  pleased  all.  Consider  this  out- 

standing entertainment.  Played  January  7-8. — C.  O. 
Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

LONGEST  NIGHT,  THE:  Robert  Young,  Florence 
Rice— Very  interesting  little  playet!  Certainly  you 
could  not  class  it  as  a  feature  when  it  was  only  51 
minutes  long.  The  suspense  was  good  and  the  story 
held  the  interest  to  the  end.  This  Rice  girl  is  swell! 
Running  time,  51  minutes.  Played  January  6-7.— Horn 
&  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb. 
Small  town  patronage. 

MISTER  CINDERELLA:  Jack  Haley,  Betty  Fur- 
ness — Good  feature  comedy  with  fair  enough  story  and 
good  laughs.— C.  H.  Sartorious,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hart- 

ley, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

NAUGHTY  MARIETTA:  Nelson  Eddy,  Jeanette 
MacDonald— Here  is  a  picture  we  were  a  little  afraid 
of  playing  in  a  small  town,  but  we  were  very  much 
surprised  to  find  out  that  it  was  a  big  hit,  and  we 
have  had  many,  many  requests  for  "Rose  Marie."  A picture  which  may  be  classed  among  great  pictures 
of  the  industry.  The  music  was  wonderful,  so  was  the 
acting.  Running  time,  105  minutes.  Played  January 
5-6— Albert  Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville, 
Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

SAN  FRANCISCO':  Clark  Gable,  Jeanette  MacDon- 
ald—One  of  the  finest  pictures  for  some  time.  In  spite 

of  the  fact  that  it  was  fairly  old,  it  drew  people  who 
very  seldom  get  away  from  the  good  old  radio  after 
dark.  Running  time,  111  minutes.  Played  January  5- 
6.— Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  Small town  patronage. 

TALE  OF  TWO  CITIES,  A:  Ronald  Colman— Good 
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show  to  poor  business.  It's  over  the  heads  of  the 
small  town  folks.  Hard  to  follow  if  you're  not  well read  up  on  a  story  of  this  kind.  Running  time,  13 
reels.  Played  January  10-11. — Rudolph  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

WE  WENT  TO  COLLEGE:  Walter  Abel,  Edith 
Atwater — Fairly  entertaining  comedy,  but  if  they  had 
cut  out  the  drunk  scenes  there  wouldn't  have  been 
much  left. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason, 
Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

WOMEN  ARE  TROUBLE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Florence 
Rice — Swell  entertainment.  Good  entertainment.  Good 
story,  good  cast,  thrills  and  comedy.  This  may  not 
be  a  classic  but  it  has  what  it  takes  to  please  the  small 
town  patronage.  Running  time,  59  minutes.  Played 
anuary  6-7. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Le- 
anon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 

ACCUSING  FINGER,  THE:  Paul  Kelly,  Marsha 
Hunt,  Kent  Taylor — Interesting,  well  directed  story 
aimed  at  capital  punishment  as  it  shows  the  errors  of 
circumstantial  evidence.  Played  January  15-16. — P.  G. 
Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

CASE  AGAINST  MRS.  AMES,  THE:  Madeleine 
Carroll,  George  Brent — Our  patrons  were  well  impress- 

ed with  "Mrs.  Ames."  A  strong  story  well  presented. 
Business  slightly  above  the  average.  Played  Decem- 

ber 26.— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus,  N.  Y. 
Family  patronage. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  George  Burns 
and  Gracie  Allen — Good.  Plenty  laughs  with  excellent 
music. — C.  H.  Sartorius,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hartley, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — Thought  this  a  marvelous  picture, 
but  it  died  at  the  box  office,  having  the  poorest  Sun- 

day gross  of  any  picture  in  years.  Why?  Don't  know unless  it  was  the  title.  Running  time,  98  minutes. 
Played  January  10-11. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star 
Theatre,  Hay  Springs,-  Neb.   Small  town  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West,  Randolph 
Scott,  Warren  William — First  of  all,  we  had  more 
walk  outs  with  this  picture  than  anything  in  a  long 
time.  Mae  West  turns  in  a  good  performance,  as  does 
every  one  connected  with  it,  and  it  has  its  moments, 
but  candidly  I  believe  it  would  be  better  for  Mae 
West's  future  if  never  played.  This  gal  got  more money  than  anyone  in  1935  and  turned  out  two  bad 
ones.  I  wonder  if  she  would  get  all  the  money  in  the 
world  if  she  made  two  good  ones.  Can  anyone  tell 
me? — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. 
Small  town  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— You  know 
your  Mae  West  patrons.  It's  her  poorest — and  I  hope 
her  last.  Played  January  12. — D.  E.  Fitten,  Lyric 
Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.    Small  town  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— First  time 
Mae  West  has  been  on  the  screen  in  Limerick.  Re- 

ports from  visitors  in  Portland  and  Boston  made  me 
leery,  but  although  it  did  not  gross  up  to  the  toppers 
it  did  good  business  and  a  lot  are  sorry  that  they 
listened  to  the  people  who  had  seen  it.  It  is  OK  for 
us  common  folks.  Running  time,  80  minutes.  Played 
January  15-16. — Sam  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre, 
Limerick,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West,  Randolph 
Scott,  Warren  William — Played  this  on  a  natural  date 
but  did  not  seem  to  bring  in  the  dough.  I  had  a  few 
curious  customers,  one  of  whom  remarked  he  had 
never  seen  Mae  West  in  a  picture  before,  but  had 
heard  so  many  Mae  West  stories  that  his  curiosity 
got  the  better  of  him  and  he  just  had  to  see  what  she 
looked  like.  Played  January  1. — Mrs.  Mary  E.  Lind, 
Ute  Theatre,  Rifle,  Col.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- 
ronage. 

HEART  OF  THE  WEST:  William  Boyd,  Jimmy 
Ellison — This  is  the  first  of  the  "Hopalong"  series  we 
have  ever  had  the  pleasure  of  playing,  and  it  was  en- 

joyed thoroughly  by  our  western  fans.  It  looks  like 
they're  sure  box  office  bets. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General  patronage. 

HER  MASTER'S  VOICE:  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
Peggy  Conklin — Pleased.  Normal  business.  Played  De- 

cember 12.— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus,  N. 
Y.    Family  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross- 
Martha  Raye  was  the  whole  show,  but  it  turned  out  to 
be  better  than  an  average  program  picture.  Just 
enough  dizzy  stuff  to  put  it  over.  Running  time,  72 
minutes.  Played  December  31 -January  1. — Roy  Pringle, 
Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

HOPALONG  CASSIDY  RETURNS:  William  Boyd, 
Evelyn  Brent — Liked  these  Mulford  stories,  but  this 
one  seemed  to  have  been  made  in  a  hurry.  Played 
January  8-9.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker, 
S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

JUNGLE  PRINCESS,  THE:  Dorothy  Lamour,  Ray 
Milland — A  very  delightful  farce-comedy.  Almost  in 
the  slapstick  classification.  My  patrons  expected  a 
real  jungle  picture,  but  were  entertained  to  the  point 
of  hysterics  by  the  impossible  situations.  Anyone 
with  a  sense  of  humor  could  enjoy  it.  Double  billed  it 

TWO  MORE  SHOWMEN 

JOIN  CONTRIBUTORS 
From  Montana  and  Iowa  come  two 

contributors  to  "What  the  Picture 

Did  for  Me"  whose  names  have  been 
missing  from  the  department  for 
some  time.  They  are: 

Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee, 
Montana. 

C.    H.    Sartorius,    Capitol  Theatre, 

Hartley,  Iowa. 

Read  the  reports  of  these  showmen 
in  the  department  this  week. 

so  could  not  say  if  it  had  much  box  office  draw  or  not. 
Played  January  8-9. — Mrs.  Mary  E.  Lind,  Ute  Theatre, 
Rifle,  Col.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

LADY,  BE  CAREFUL:  Lew  Ayres,  Mary  Carlisle- 
Fair  midweek  business  just  before  Christmas.  It  seem- 

ed to  please. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason, 
Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

LET'S  MAKE  A  MILLION:  Edward  Everett  Horton 
—Paramount  charged  me  money  for  this  and  got  away 
with  it.  It  is  a  very  weak  sister  and  will  not  draw 
and  is  not  satisfactory  screen  fare. — W.  H.  Brenner, 
Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

LET'S  MAKE  A  MILLION:  Edward  Everett  Hor- 
ton— A  dandy  program  picture  suitable  for  Saturdays 

or  Bank  Nights.  Running  time,  65  minutes. — J.  R. 
Long,  Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  General  pat- ronage. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern^Very  good  program  picture  that  did  quite 
well  at  the  box  office.  Running  time,  73  minutes. — P. 
G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby,  Fran- 
ces Farmer,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye — One  of  the 

best  pictures  Bing  has  ever  made,  and  what  a  sup- 
porting cast.  Bob  Burns  is  a  knockout  and  Martha 

Raye  will  slay  you.  Your  patrons  will  go  away  with  a 
smile.  This  is  one  you  will  be  proud  to  face  them 
with.  Play  it  and  boost  it.  It's  a  life  saver.  We played  it  to  only  fair  business.  The  weather  was  bad. 
Running  time,  87  minutes.  Played  January  7-8. — J.  R. 
Long,  Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  General 
patronage. 

ROSE  BOWL:  Eleanore  Whitney,  Tom  Brown- 
Very  favorable  reaction  especially  from  the  younger 
set  who  are  interested  in  football.  Running  time,  80 
minutes.  Played  December  29-30. — Roy  Pringle,  Eu- 

reka Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.   Small  town  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jack 
Oakie,  Jean  Parker — A  good  western.  Held  up  fairly 
well  against  basketball  competition. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jack 
Oakie,  Jean  Parker — Very  good.  I  can't  under- stand why  this  picture  did  not  do  better  at  the  box 
office.  I  guess  the  weather  must  have  been  to  blame. 
Running  time,  106  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jack 
Oakie,  Jean  Parker — Why  would  a  producing  com- 

pany allocate  this  just  a  little  better  than  average 
western,  held  up  principally  by  the  cast  and  direction, 
in  the  highest  bracket  with  percentage,  and  force  an 
exhibitor  to  play  on  Sunday  when  it  is  a  natural  Sat- 

urday picture  if  there  ever  was  one?  These  producers 
get  funny  ideas  at  times.  Running  time,  99  minutes. 
Played  January  3-4. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star 
Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.   Small  town  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker,  Jack  Okie — Interesting,  full  of  excitement. 
Oakie  held  it  up,  but  too  long.  The  love-making  scene 
was  terrible.  Running  time,  98  minutes.  Played  De- 

cember 27-28.— J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White 
Sulphur  Springs,  Mont.    Local  patronage. 

THREE  ON  THE  TRAIL:  William  Boyd,  Jimmy 
Ellison— Another  good  western  that  pleased  our  Sat- 

urday patrons. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ash- 
land Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 

patronage. 

TRAIL  OF  THE  LONESOME  PINE,  THE:  Sylvia 
Sidney,  Henry  Fonda,  Fred  MacMurray,  Fred  Stone — 
One  of  the  finest  film  achievements  of  all  time.  By 
far  the  best  color  yet  made.  Several  mountain  scenes 
so  beautiful  that  one  gasps  in  wonderment.  But  that 
is  not  all.  Even  without  the  color  this  would  have 
been  a  four  star  picture.  Each  and  every  member  of 
the  cast  puts  his  heart  into  the  intense  drama  with  the 
result  that  this  famous  old  stage  play  is  now  recorded 
for  posterity  in  a  manner  which  does  credit  to  the  en- 

tire industry.  Henry  Fonda's  characterization  of  Dave Tolliver,  young  feudist,  should  be  kept  in  mind  when 
the  Motion  Picture  Academy  award  is  being  made  this 

year.  Now,  next  week,  or  ten  years  from  now — this will  be  a  special  treat  to  your  crowd.  Running  time, 
102  minutes.  Played  January  16. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Rec- 

reational Director,  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison 
patronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George,  John  Howard,  Arline  Judge — Valiant  is  any 
exhibitor  who  will  play  this  after  seeing  it.  Perfectly 
good,  well  made,  well  directed  picture,  but  so  talkative, 
so  full  of  tiresome  detail  and  so  short  of  known  stars, 
who  can  put  over  that  stuff?  Might  as  well  play  one 
pictorial  or  sport  reel  after  another,  so  far  as  drawing 
and  pleasing.  Then,  too,  they  make  these  "slow"  pic- tures abnormally  olng  and  the  interesting  pictures  they 
cut  to  60  or  70  minutes. — P.  G.  Estee,  Esteel  Theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Republic 
BIG  SHOW,  THE;  Gene  Autry,  Kay  Hughes— Far 

the  poorest  of  this  series  so  far.  Nevertheless  it  drew 
well.  Running  time,  seven  reels.— E.  C.  Arehart, 
Princess  Theatre,  Odebold,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

BIG  SHOW,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Kay  Hughes— A 
perfect  picture  for  our  town.  Drew  above  average  and 
pleased  everyone.  We  probably  made  a  mistake  play- 

ing it  only  one  day.  When  your  patrons  complain 
about  an  eight -reel  picture  being  too  short,  well,  you 
know  it's  a  good  show.  You'll  be  glad  you  played  this 
picture.  Played  January  9.—C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F. 
Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town 
and  CCC  patronage. 

BIG  SHOW,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Kay  Hughes— The 
result  of  the  national  poll  as  recorded  in  the  HERALD 
and  in  FAME  notwithstanding  Gene  Autry  is  way 
and  above  any  other  western  stars  at  our  box  office. 
"The  Big  Show"  is  well  produced  and  better  than 
any  previous  Autry  we  have  shown.  Pleased  every- 

one, including  myself.  Excellent  business.  Running 
time,  70  minutes.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absaro- 

kee, Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

GHOST  TOWN  GOLD:  Bob  Livingston,  Ray  Cor- 
rigan,  Max  Terhune — A  dandy  western.  In  fact  the 
best  we've  had  in  some  time.  Hats  off  to  Republic  for 
the  best  westerns  made.  Running  time,  60  minutes. — 
J.  R.  Long,  Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  Gen- eral patronage. 

ROARIN'  LEAD:  Bob  Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan, 
Max  Terhune — Consider  this  the  best  of  the  series  and 
they  are  all  good.  Refreshing  type  of  outdoor  stories 
that  are  pleasing  our  patrons  very  much.  You  can't 
go  wrong  on  these.  Played  January  16.— C.  O.  Shuler 
and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BRIDE  WALKS  OUT,  THE:  Gene  Raymond,  Bar- 
bara Stanwyck— So  did  everybody  else.  It's  just  too 

bad  when  we  exhibitors  are  hooked,  for  there  isn't 
anything  we  can  do  about  such  matters  at  the  moment, 
but  there's  always  a  day  of  reckoning.  Played  Jan- 

uary 1-2.— J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White 
Sulphur  Springs,  Mont.   Local  patronage. 

DANIEL  BOONE:  George  O'Brien— Good  picture, 
but  the  public  does  not  go  for  those  historical  pictures 
any  more.  Running  time,  77  minutes.  Played  January 
9-10.— H.  M.  Gerber,  Roxy  Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

FARMER  IN  THE  DELL:  Fred  Stone,  Jean  Parker 
— A  story  as  humanly  portrayed  as  life  itself,  and 
Fred  Stone  played  his  part  in  a  manner  that  reminded 
us  of  Will  Rogers.  We  believe  that  Fred  Stone  is  the 
man  to  take  Will  Rogers'  place  from  now  on.  Give 
him  good  stories  and  he  will  do  the  rest.  Much  better 
than  all  the  big  specials  put  together.  Business  off. 
Cold  weather  is  the  cause.  Running  time,  seven  reels. 
Played  January  8-9.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town  patronage. 

LET'S  SING  AGAIN:  Bobby  Breen,  Henry  Armetta 
—Fair,  but  not  too  good.  This  picture  needs  a  lot  of 
padding.  Running  time,  65  minutes.  Played  January 
8-9.— J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White  Sulphur 
Springs,  Mont.   Local  patronage. 

M'LISS:  Anne  Shirley,  John  Beal— A  great  show. Good  entertainment.  Holds  interest  from  start  to  finish. 
Running  time,  seven  reels.  Played  January  13.— Ru- 
rolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

M'LISS:  Anne  Shirley,  John  Beal— Picture  that  was 
enjoyed  by  everyone.  Due  to  adverse  weather  con- 

ditions did  not  enjoy  as  much  business  as  we  might 
have.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- 

tario, Canada.   General  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOYS:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— Good 
Sunday  business.— Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre, 
Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOYS:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— The 
poorest  picture  this  team  has  turned  out.  I  can't  un- 

derstand why  the  producers  don't  give  this  famous team  some  story  to  work  on.  They  are  just  as  good 
as  they  ever  were  if  given  half  a  chance,  but  this  last 
story  couldn't  get  a  laugh  in  a  feeble  minded  institute. 
Running  time,  68  minutes.  Played  December  26-28. — 
H.  M.  Gerber,  Roxy  Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 
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NIGHT  WAITRESS:  Margot  Graham,  Gordon  Jones 
— And  still  this  influx  of  gangster  murder  pictures  con- 

tinues. Can't  nobody  stop  them?  Running  time,  60 
minutes. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

NIGHT  WAITRESS:  Margot  Graham,  Gordon  Jones 
— Another  one  of  those  gangster  pictures.  The  public 
is  so  fed  up  on  gangster  pictures,  they  just  don't 
like  them.  Running  time,  60  minutes. — P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  patron- 
age. 

SECOND  WIFE:  Walter  Abel,  Gertrude  Michael- 
Fair  program  picture.  No  good  at  the  box  office.  Run- 

ning time,  71  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Thea- 
tre, Griswold,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN,  THE:  Ann  Sothern, 
Gene  Raymond — Good  little  program  picture  that 
pleased  those  that  came  to  see  it.  Running  time,  60 
minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold, 
Iowa.   General  patronage. 

WINTERSET:  Burgess  Meredith,  Margo— These  so- 
called  "arty"  and  Liberty  four  star  pictures  never drew  their  film  rental  for  me.  Very  good  acting,  but 
after  all  just  another  gangster  picture.  Running  time, 
77  minutes. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Ode- 
bolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

AMBASSADOR  BILL:  Will  Rogers— Did  only  60 
per  cent  of  the  average  Will  Rogers  business,  but  even 
that  figure  is  better  than  average  business.  This  is 
one  of  Will's  minor  efforts  and  a  poor  medium  for  his talents,  but  even  so  it  is  well  worth  playing  again. 
Running  time,  70  minutes.  Played  January  1-2. — Ted 
Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural  pat- 
ronage. 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea — Mighty  good  entertainment.  Took  in  10  cents 
more  second  night  than  first,  that's  unusual.  There are  several  good  characters,  but  the  one  with  the 
"contraption"  stole  the  honors.  Boost  it.  Played  Jan- 

uary 13-14. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison, 
Ark.   Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLIE  CHAN  AT  THE  RACE  TRACK:  War- 
ner Oland — One  of  the  best  Chan  pictures.  The  Chan 

pictures  are  all  good.  There  is  one  thing  that  would 
make  them  still  better,  they  should  have  more  of  a 
love  story.  Running  time,  70  minutes. — P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

15  MAIDEN  LANE:  Claire  Trevor,  Cesar  Romero- 
Good  picture  but  no  drawing  power.  Pleased  those 
who  came.  Played  January  4. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F. 
Ingram.  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town 
and  CCC  patronage. 

MESSAGE  TO  GARCIA:  Wallace  Beery,  John  Boles, 
Barbara  Stanwyck — A  very  good  picture,  but  did  not 
draw  for  some  reason.  It  may  have  been  the  weather. 
Everyone  who  came  liked  it.  Nine  reels,  good  print. 
Running  time,  85  minutes.  Played  January  8-9. — Al- 

bert Hefferan,  Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich.  Small 
town  patronage. 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION:  Sonja  Henie,  Adolphe  Men- 
jou— A  surprise  picture.  New,  refreshing  star  in  this, 
Miss  Henie.  Audience  liked  this  very  much  and  told 
me  so,  which  happens  seldom.  Step  on  this,  as  I 
think  it  is  the  very  best  in  many  moons. — C.  H.  Sar- 
torius,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hartely,  Iowa.  General  pat- 
ronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Patsy  Kelly,  Stuart  Er win- 
Very  good  football  picture,  with  a  lot  of  comedy  in  it. 
Running  time,  92  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou— 
This  pleased  about  90  per  cent  and  in  spite  of  unfav- 

orable weather  our  business  was  good.  There  was  a difference  of  opinion  regarding  the  Ritz  Bros.  Most 
of  the  adverse  comment  was  to  the  effect  that  the  pic- 

ture would  have  been  stronger  if  the  first  two  or  three 
appearances  of  these  brothers  had  been  omitted.  Play- 

ed January  1-2.— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus, N.  Y.  Family  patronage. 

UNDER  TWO  FLAGS:  Ronald  Colman,  Claudette 
Colbert,  Victor  McLaglen,  Rosalind  Russell— Good  Sat- 

urday business.  No  complaints  on  the  length  of  the 
picture  or  the  lack  of  comedy  relief.— Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

f<  WHITE  FANG:  Michael  Whalen,  Jean  Muir— 
Country  Beyond"  was  much  better  and  less  money. Can  t  see  the  extra  price  for  "White  Fang."  I  was stuck  on  this  one.  Slim  Summerville  held  this  one  up for  fair  comment.  Running  time,  70  minutes.  Played 

January  3-4.— J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White Sulphur  Springs,  Mont.    Local  patronage. 

United  Artists 

CATHERINE  THE  GREAT:  Douglas  Fairbank,  Jr., Elizabeth  Bergner— Played  this  on  weekend  with  a western,  receiving  satisfactory  comments  and  normal 
business— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

GHOST  GOES  WEST,  THE:  Robert  Donat,  Jean 

Parker — So  did  the  audience.  More  walkouts  than  I 
have  seen  since  "Crime  Without  Passion."  By  the 
way,  whatever  did  become  of  Hecht  and  MacArthur? — 
Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.  Small 
town  patronage. 

LITTLE  LORD  FAUNTLEROY;  Freddie  Bartholo- 
mew, Dolores  Costello  Barrymore — Rather  disappoint- 

ing Sunday  business.  Star  and  story  didn't  draw  as 
well  as  they  deserved. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Thea- 

tre, Mason,  Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

THESE  THREE:  Miriam  Hopkins,  Merle  Oberon, 
Joel  McCrea — A  dramatic  that  wasn't  appreciated  by the  masses.  We  are  sorry  to  report  exceptionally  poor 
business.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,    Canada.     General  patronage. 

THINGS  TO  COME:  Raymond  Massey— These  for- 
eign-made pictures  don't  click  here.  The  majority 

verdict  was  that  they  didn't  know  what  it  was  all 
about.— Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich. Small  town  patronage. 

THUNDER  IN  THE  EAST:  Charles  Boyer,  Merle 
Oberon — A  picture  that  failed  at  the  box  office,  dis- 

satisfying those  who  come.  Pass  it  up. — Harland  Ran- 
kin, Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 

patronage. 

Universal 

LUCKIEST  GIRL  IN  THE  WORLD,  THE:  Jane 
Wyatt,  Louis  Hayward — A  dandy  picture,  one  that 
will  be  liked  by  most  everyone.  While  it  does  not  have 
box  office  it  will  give  your  patrons  a  real  entertain- 

ment. All  you  girls  better  perk  up  because  this  Jane 
Wyatt  girl  is  coming  under  the  wire,  and  my  opinion 
is  that  she  is  going  to  be  very  soon  a  winner.  You 
exhibitors  who  have  a  hard  time  to  find  suitable  Sun- 

day pictures  should  set  this  in. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy 
Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

SHOW  BOAT:  Irene  Dunne,  Allan  Jones— The  big 
guys  all  pop  off  about  what  they  have  and  where  the 
theatre  business  would  be  if  it  were  not  for  their  big 
percentage  pictures  and  musicals,  but  it  was  up  to 
Universal  to  show  them  how  to  make  one.  Twelve 
reels  of  real  entertainment.  Running  time,  112  min- 

utes. Played  January  8— Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Thea- 
tre, Fabens,  Texas.   Small  town  patronage. 

YELLOWSTONE:  Henry  Hunter,  Judith  Barrett- 
Good  action  drama  for  Saturday.— Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland — If  ane  one  wanted  to  see  this  picture  in  the 
first  place  they  were  discouraged  by  the  trailer  which 
Warners  prepared  at  such  great  cost.  In  fact,  all 
Warner  pictures  are  being  ruined  by  trailers  which 
tell  how  many  thousand  feet  high  the  stage  has  to  be 
to  accommodate  how  many  million  actors  and  how 
much  everything  cost.  It  is  getting  to  the  point 
where  the  patrons  laugh  out  loud  at  the  trailers 
which  promise  them  something  nobody  could  pos- 

sibly produce.  And  they  stay  away  from  the  show 
because  they  know  that  even  though  the  picture  may 
be  one  of  the  year's  ten  best  it  can't  possibly  be  what the  trailer  says.  Personally  myself  and  the  rest  of 
the  hired  help  would  have  enjoyed  it  very  much  ex- 

cept that  the  poor  receipts  sort  of  dampened  our  en- 
thusiasm. Played  December  27-28.— Mrs.  Mary  E. 

Lind,  Ute  Theatre,  Rifle,  Col.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland — This  picture  played  to  only  fair  business, 
but  it  was  no  fault  of  the  picture.  Its  true  the  pic- 

ture is  long  but  there  were  no  walkouts  and  those  who 
saw  it  praised  it  very  highly.  We  no  doubt  would  done 
a  big  business  if  the  weather  had  been  good.  You 
needn't  be  afraid  of  this  one  on  account  of  its  length. Your  patrons  will  stay  to  the  end  and  like  it.  Running 
time,  139  minutes.  Played  January  4-5.— J.  B.  Long, 
Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland — I  took  such  a  beating  on  this  one  I  am 
afraid  I  cannot  give  a  fair  report.  A  truly  wonderful 
picture  but  not  for  the  small  town.  It  is  altogether 
too  long  and  entirely  lacking  in  comedy.  The  cast  is 
the  best  ever,  acting  fine,  photography  excellent,  but 
the  law  prohibits  shanghaiing  'em  and  that  is  the 
only  way  to  get  them  to  come  to  this  class  of  show. 
Think  it  pleased  nearly  of  the  very  small  attendance, 
but  I  cannot  afford  to  run  this  class  of  picture.  Might 
better  have  booked  a  Western.  I  could  at  least  have 
broken  even  on  that.  Running  time,  139  minutes. 
Played  January  8-10.— Glayds  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Thea- 

tre, Lebanon,  Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland — I'm  a  poor  business  man,  or  I  would  show 
all  westerns  and  action  pictures,  but  I'm  determined 
to  educate  our  patrons  into  appreciating  the  better 
type  of  pictures — only  how  are  you  going  to  do  it  if 
they  don't  come  out  to  see  them?  This  is  an  excellent 
picture.  My  only  complaint  is  that  there  wasn't 
enough  of  Miss  de  Havilland  who,  incidentally,  is  way 
and  above  my  favorite  actress.  Cast,  story  and  direc- 

tion 100  per  cent.  Played  December  13-14.— Ted 
Staump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural  pat- ronage. 

BENGAL  TIGER,  THE:  Barton  MacLane,  June 
Travis,  Warren  Hull— What  a  terrible  thing  this  was. 

A  fine  cast,  all  of  whom  did  the  best  they  could  with 
the  roles  they  had.  The  story  was  one  of  the  most 
unlikeable  of  any  we  have  had  in  a  long  time.  Why 
give  to  a  fine  actor  like  MacLane  a  leading  role 
wherein  he  has  to  be  a  drunken  sot  all  through  the 
picture,  or  make  Travis  and  Hull  play  such  trashy 
parts  ?  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played  January  8- 
9. — Horn  &  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs, 
Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable- 
Why,  oh  why,  doesn't  someone  tell  Marion  Davies  she is  all  through  before  some  exhibitor  commits  actual 
homicide  instead  of  mental.  Gable  made  little  effort 
to  cover  his  disgust  and  the  sad  part  of  it  all  is  that 
the  story  could  have  been  made  into  a  swell  picture. 
Played  December  16-17.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre, Absarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

FUGITIVE  IN  THE  SKY:  Jean  Muir,  Warren 
Hull — Quite  fair  aviation  story,  rather  interesting  and 
seemed  to  give  satisfaction. — C.  H.  Sartorius,  Capitol 
Theatre,  Hartley,  Iowa.  General  patronage. 

GIVE  ME  YOUR  HEART:  Kay  Francis,  George 
Brent — In  my  opinion  this  is  one  of  the  best  pictures 
of  its  kind  of  the  year  and  the  mixed  audience  that 
saw  it  did  not  have  a  walkout  and  that's  saying  a 
lot,  especially  on  a  picture  of  this  type.  If  you  haven't 
played  it,  do  so  and  boost  it.  It's  worth  it.  Running time,  88  minutes.  Played  December  30-January  1. — J. 
R.  Long,  Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.  General 
patronage. 

GREEN  PASTURES,  THE:  Rex  Ingram— Good 
business  at  Christmas.  Attendance  was  largely  church 
people.  Had  a  few  walkouts  from  casuals  who  didn't know  what  they  were  going  to  see. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM,  A:  All  Star— This  man  Shakespeare  shows  considerable  promise  and 
should  develop  into  a  good  scenarist,  but  he'll  have to  jazz  his  comedy  up  considerably  if  he  wants  to 
click  with  my  crowd.  Seriously,  they  walked  out  on 
this  with  great  unanimity.  I  tied  up  with  the  Boy 
Scouts,  the  schools  and  the  Women's  Club,  so  I  can't lose — much. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason, 
Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM,  A:  All  Star— In  order  to  make  film  rental  we  tied  up  with  the 
schools  on  this  one.  We  did  more  than  average  busi- 

ness and  the  picture  seemed  to  please  about  75  per 
cent.  It's  a  lavish  production  and  will  please  those  who 
read  Shakespeare's  stories  and  the  school  students  who 
have  studied  them  long  enough  to  understand  the  pic- 

ture. However,  it's  not  a  small  town  show.  Running 
time,  117  minutes.  Played  January  11-12. — J.  R.  Long, 
Bocanita  Theatre,  Scottsboro,  Ala.   General  patronage. 

MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM,  A:  All  Star— 
Another  super-special  that  pleased  about  ten  per  cent. 
They  thought  it  wonderful  while  the  other  ninety  per 
cent  thought  it  a  waste  of  time — and  twenty-five 
"centses."  The  photography  is  wonderful,  scenery 
beautiful  and  music  is  grand.  One  patron  said  he 
shut  his  eyes  and  listened  to  the  music.  This  and 
"Anthony  Adverse"  in  the  same  week  about  put  me 
in  the  bread  line.  Running  time,  117  minutes.  Played 
January  13-14.— Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Le- 

banon, Kansas.  Small  town  patronage. 

PUBLIC  ENEMY'S  WIFE:  Pat  O'Brien,  Margaret 
Lindsay — A  good  lively  G-Man  story.  Good  midweek 
business. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason, 
Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

(Reports  continued  on  following  page) 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

(C.  P.A.) 
Tells  all  the  facts  about 

your  business  each  week. 

•  Payroll  data  for  Social  Security  Taxes. 
•  Profit  at  a  glance — Daily  or  Weekly. 

•  All    expenses    deducted — Including  Rent, 
Taxes  and  Depreciation. 

•  Complete  record  of  advance  bookings. 
•  Itemized  Schedule  of  All  Assets  and  Equip- 

ment with  Table  of  Depreciation  Rates. 

•  Does  not  require  a  bookkeeper  to  handle  it. 

<£0  ENOUGH  FOR  A  FULL N**^    YEAR'S  BOOKKEEPING 

QUICLEY  BOOKSHOP 
ROCKEFELLER  CENTER.  NEW  YORK 
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Short  Features 

Columbia 

AY  TANK  AY  GO:  El  Brendel— Very  good  slap- 
stick comedy.  Much  better  than  a  former  series  with 

this  star,  thanks  to  Columbia. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E. 
F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

DISORDER  IN  THE  COURT:  Three  Stooges— So 
crazy  that  everyone  laughed  themselves  sick.  This 
team  are  as  big  drawing  cards  as  a  good  feature  here. 
Running  time,  18  minutes. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka 
Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.    Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  COMES  TO  MOONEYVILLE:  Andy  Clyde 
— Extra  good  comedy.  Columbia  certainly  knows  how 
to  make  good  ones.  Haven't  had  a  bad  one  yet.  After playing  so  many  poor  ones  from  other  distributors,  it 
is  certainy  a  relief  to  see  one  like  this. — C.  O.  Shuler 
and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

OH,  DUCHESS:  Polly  Moran— Good  comedy  that 
pleased  all. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland 
Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS:  They  are  all  very  good 
and  well  liked  by  our  patrons. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E. 
F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

SLIPPERY  SILKS:  3  Stooges— Another  Stooge 
knockout.  Our  Saturday  patrons  certainly  go  for  these 
in  a  big  way.  Absolute  tops  in  slapstick. — C.  O.  Shuler 
and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

Educational 

BLUE  BLAZES:  Buster  Keaton— Just  like  all  the 
others  under  this  banner,  very,  very  poor. — C.  O. 
Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

CHEMIST,  THE:  Buster  Keaton— Good.  All  Buster 
Keaton  comedies  are  good.  Running  time,  19  minutes. 
—P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. 
General  patronage. 

HOME  ON  THE  RANGE:  Musical  Comedies— Very 
poor  comedy  attempt. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

IT  HAPPENED  ALL  RIGHT:  Tim  and  Irene— It 
certainly  did.  They  walked  right  out  as  soon  as  it 
started  and  we  didn't  blame  them.  Why  are  we  pen- 

alized with  this  kind  of  shorts??? — C.  O.  Shuler  and 
E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small 
town  and  CCC  patronage. 

KIKO  THE  KANGAROO  IN  A  BATTLE  ROYAL: 
Paul  Terry-Toons — We  have  renamed  these  "Terrible- 
Toons"  instead  of  Terry-Toons  and  it  aptly  describes 
every  one  of  the  series. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  In- 

gram, Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and 
CCC  patronage. 

WACKY  FAMILY,  THE:  Tim  and  Trone— Absolute- 
ly terrible.  This  pair  should  be  ashamed  to  get  before 

a  camera  as  they  have  tried  on  several  occasions  to 
make  a  comedy  and  failed  miserably. — C.  O.  Shuler 
and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

AT  SEA  SHORE:  Patsy  Kelly,  Lyda  Roberti— 
Very  good  comedy — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

BORED  OF  EDUCATION:  Our  Gang— This  single 
reeler  pleased  more  than  any  short  we  have  shown 
for  years  and  caused  me  to  send  an  SOS  to  Metro  for 
more  of  them.  Ask  your  exchange  to  book  it.  Running 
time,  9Y,  minutes. — Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Ab- 
sarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

FOOTBALL  TEAMWORK:  MGM  Sports  Parade- 
Great  for  the  athletic  clubs  and  very  well  played  and 
explained  lots  of  trick  shots  with  a  football.  Running 
time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

LIFE  HESITATES  AT  FORTY:  Charley  Chase- 
Here  is  something  new  in  photography  and  Charley 
plays  his  part  to  satisfaction.  Running  time,  two  reels. 
—Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

OLD  HOUSE,  THE:  Happy  Harmonies— The  best 
color  cartoon  Metro  has  made  so  far.  This  got  more 
laughs  than  many  two  -reel  cemedies.  All  Metro's 
color  cartoons  are  good. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HOUSE,  THE:  Harman-Ising— One  of  the  best 
cartoons  we  have  ever  played.  There  are  none  better 
than  these  Happy  Harmonies,  and  the  color  is  clear.— 
C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ash- 

land, Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

PUP'S  PICNIC:  Harman-Ising— Another  swell  color 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

cartoon  from  MGM.  You  can't  go  wrong  on  these. — C.  0.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala.   Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

YELLOWSTONE  PARK:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talk 
— As  I  have  visited  Yellowstone  Park  I  booked  this 
mostly  for  my  own  benefit  and  was  not  disappointed.  A 
beautiful  and  entertaining  reel  that  everyone  seemed 
to  like.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle, 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 

BROTHERLY  LOVE:  Popeye  the  Sailor— The  Pop- 
eye  cartoons  are  not  near  as  good  as  they  used  to  be. 
They  are  too  much  the  same.  When  you  see  one,  you 
see  all  of  them.  Another  thing,  they  are  too  short. 
Running  time,  six  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

IN   OLD  WYOMING:  Musical  Romance— One -reel 
subject  in  color.  Scenery,  singing  and  music  as  well 
as  color  marvelously  good. — P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Thea- 

tre, Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

IN  OLD  WYOMING:  Musical  Romance— Beautiful 
and  entertaining. — D.  E.  Fitten,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harri- 

son, Ark.    Small  town  patronage. 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR  MEETS  SINBAD  THE 
SAILOR:  Popeye  the  Sailor  Special — Worth  twice  as 
much  as  regular  Popeye  but  no  more.  I  paid  more  and 
that  makes  me  a  dissatisfied  customer. — W.  H.  Bren- 

ner, Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.  General  patron- 
age. 

SAILOR  SHORTY:  Paragraphics — Good  on  any  pro- 
gram. Brought  lots  of  laughs. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric 

Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.    Small  town  patronage. 

STAR  REPORTER,  THE:  Headliners— Ted  Husing 
introduces  four  of  Broadway's  leading  personalities: Ed  Paul  and  his  orchestra,  Betty  Jane  Cooper  with  the 
Lathrop  Brothers,  Donald  Novis,  and  Ina  Ray  Hutton 
with  her  Melodears.  A  very  good  musical  short.  Run- 

ning time,  10  minutes. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational 
Director,  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison  patron- 

age. 
STAR  REPORTER  IN  HOLLYWOOD:  Ted  Husing 

— Only  fair.  Running  time,  eight  minutes. — P.  G. 
Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

AND  SO  TO  WED:  Tom  Kennedy— Very,  very  good 
comedy  laughs  and  laughs  all  over  it.  Running  time, 
two  reels.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

FOOLISH  HEARTS:  Radio  Musical  Comedies— Fool- 
ish is  right.  Where,  oh  where,  are  the  old-time  comedy 

directors?— J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White 
Sulphur  Spring,  Mont.   Local  patronage. 

IN  LOVE  AT  40' :  Edgar  Kennedy— Kennedy  comed- 
ies are  getting  to  be  worse  all  the  time.  This  one  was 

absolutely  silly. — J.  W.  Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre, 
White  Sulphur  Springs,  Mont.    Local  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  The  subjects  in  this  issue  were 
well  taken,  but  as  far  as  the  small  town  theatre  is 
concerned  it  costs  too  much  for  what  you  get  and  I 
would  not  advise  anyone  to  buy  it.  I  am  sure  I  won't 
get  stung  again.  Running  time,  two  reels. — H.  M. 
Gerber,  Roxy  Theatre,  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  No.  5— Just  a  two-reeler.  Not 
much  of  anything,  mostly  Chinese  problems  are  intro- 

duced. Running  time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

MISMANAGED :  Radio  Musical  Comedies— RKO 
hasn't  made  a  good  comedy  yet  that  I've  seen. — J.  W. Lehrkind,  Strand  Theatre,  White  Sulphur  Springs, 
Mont.    Local  patronage. 

UPPERCUTLETS:  Superba  Comedies— Good  laugh 
provoker.  Enough  said.  Running  time,  two  reels. — 
Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

WILL  POWER:  Edgar  Kennedy  Comedies— Very 
silly  but  brings  out  the  laughs  and  that's  why  we 
like  to  run  comedies  that  are  two-reelers.  Running 
time,  two  reels.  Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

DOGGING  IT  AROUND  THE  WORLD :  Adven- 
tures of  the  Newsreel  Cameraman — A  very  interesting 

picture  of  dogs.  Good  on  any  program. — D.  E.  Fitton, 
Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small  town  patronage. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS:  The  best  news  on  the  market 
but  spoiled  occasionally  by  a  guy  named  Lew  Lehr. 
However,  our  scissors  save  our  patrons  the  agony  of 
enduring  his  uncalled  for  antics  and  vulgarity. — C.  O. 
Shauler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  patronage. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS:  No.  26— First  newsreel  I  have 
ever  received  mounted  on  two  reels.  A  super  attrac- 

tion all  about  the  King  and  his  abdication.    Truly  a 
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great  reel  and  Fox  handled  this  part  better  than  any 
other  reel  I  have  seen.  Fox  News  still  leads  the  rest 
in  not  only  news  items  but  in  presenting  them  to  you 
in  an  interesting  way  at  all  times. — Albert  Hefferan, 
Lynx  Theatre,  Coopersville,  Mich.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY'S  GRAND  OPERA:  Mickey  Mouse— As usual  this  cartoon  clicked  and  everyone  got  a  big  kick 
out  of  it. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas.    Small  town  patronage. 

MICKEV'S  POLO  TEAM:  Mickey  Mouse— How 
they  can  ever  think  up  anything  like  this  is  a  mys- 

tery to  me,  but  the  kids  are  not  the  only  ones  who  get 
a  big  laugh  out  of  these  cartoons.  Beter  than  average 
for  even  Mickey  Mouse. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre, 
Fabens,  Texas.   Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  ORPHAN  KITTENS:  Silly  Symphony- 
Very  good.  This  got  quite  a  number  of  laughs.  Run- 

ning time,  eight  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

THREE  ORPHAN  KITTENS:  Silly  Symphonies- 
Right  up  with  the  best  of  the  Sillies. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

WHO  KILLED  COCK  ROBIN?  Silly  Symphony- 
Excellent.  You  can't  go  wrong  in  booking  these 
shorts.  Running  time,  seven  minutes. — P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  pat- ronage. 

Vitaphone 

AT  YOUR  SERVICE  MADAME:  Merrie  Melodies- 
One  of  the  most  amusing  of  this  always  good  series. 
The  little  "Quint"  piglets  are  great.  Running  time, 
one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon, 
Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

HALF  WIT-NESS:  Radio  Ramblers  —  Amusing 
short.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — Gladys  E.  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.  Small  town 
patronage. 
MISS  GLORY:  Merrie  Melodies— About  the  silliest 

thing  this  company  ever  shipped  me. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

OFF  THE  RECORD:  Melody  Masters— Another 
pleasing  musical  from  Warners,  which  we  are  always 
proud  to  play. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

OILY  BIRD,  THE:  Ken  Murray— Don't  pass  this 
one  up,  with   the  Oh  ya  man  in  it.    Very  good.— Harland  Rankin,    Plaza    Theatre,    Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.  General  patronage. 

SHAKE  MR.  SHAKESPEARE:  Broadway  Brevities 
Very  poor.  Might  be  all  right  for  a  trailer  on  a 
Shakespearean  play,  but  not  for  a  short.  Running 
time,  two  reels. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre, 
Lebanon,  Kansas.    Small  town  patronage. 

SUNDAY  ROUND-UP,  THE:  Dick  Foran,  Linda 
Perry — A  fair  color  subject  that  could  have  been 
greatly  improved  on  by  more  singing.  Running  time, 
2  reels.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash. 
General  patronage. 

Serials 

Republic 
VIGILANTES  ARE  COMING,  THE:  Robert  Liv- 

ingston, Kay  Hughes — This  would  be  a  good  serial  if 
they  wouldn't  deceive  you  at  the  end  of  every  chapter. This  is  the  worst  case  of  this  kind  I  have  ever  seen. 
At  the  end  of  each  chapter  the  hero  finds  himself  in  an 
impossible  situation  only  to  find  in  the  beginning  of 
the  next  chapter  that  it  was  altogether  different.  This 
is  so  bad  in  this  picture  that  even  the  kids  are  kicking 
about  it,  and  as  far  as  the  theatre  is  concerned,  it 
turned  out  to  be  a  total  loss. — H.  M.  Gerber,  Roxy 
Theatre.  Hazelton,  N.  D.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

VIGILANTES  ARE  COMING,  THE:  Robert  Liv- 
ingston, Kay  Hughes — This  serial  started  off  fine,  but 

I'm  now  hopefully  looking  for  the  end.  Like  all  serials, the  hero  is  killed  every  week  only  to  appear  unhurt 
the  next.  This  one  takes  liberties  and  changes  the 
action  in  the  next  episode  in  order  to  have  the  hero. 
Just  another  serial. — Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Ab- 
sarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

Stage  and  Screen 

CUSTER'S  LAST  STAND:  Rex  Lease,  Lona  Andre 
— This  starts  off  with  a  bang.  I  hope  it  holds  up  as 
well. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich. Small  town  patronage. 

Universal 

FLASH  GORDON:  Buster  Crabbe,  Jean  Rogers— 
The  only  serial  I  have  ever  seen  that  could  interest 
a  good  many  of  the  older  people.  Very  good  recording 
all  through. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas.    Small  town  patronage. 
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The  Need  ff^ ill  Always  Be  Great  Unless- 

The  need  for  showmanship  has  never  been  greater,  says 

that  top-showman  Adolph  Zukor,  in  Red  Kann's  "Insiders' 
Outlook"  column  of  Motion  Picture  Daily.  And  Mr.  Zukor  says it  as  follows: 

"Showmanship  is  what  counts  today.  The  industry  is  not  in 
the  hands  of  the  bankers  and  it  is  not  in  the  hands  of  the 

exhibitors.  It  is  in  the  hands  of  showmen.  Intangible,  subscrib- 
ing no  set  rules  but  leaning  a  little  on  precedent,  perhaps,  but 

showmen  and  showmanship.  .  .  .  I  have  been  making  pictures 
for  25  years  and  I  have  been  an  exhibitor  for  34  and  I  tell 

you  the  outlook  never  has  been  brighter  nor  the  need  for  show- 

manship greater.  You  can't  learn  it  in  college.  ..." 
And  while  we  were  drinking  in  these  words,  comes  a  Round 

Tabler  loaded  with  a  loud  blast  about  the  lack  of  the  self- 

same showmanship  in  the  manager's  circuit;  how  the  boys  were 
supposed  to  turn  exploitation  handsprings  on  the  head  of  a 
dime,  and  much  more  of  the  same,  which  of  course  is  an  old 

story  but  nonetheless  too  true. 

The  boy  wasn't  alibi-ing,  nor  did  he  need  one,  for  he  is 
doing  a  satisfactory  job  at  a  subsequent-run  house  nearby. 
But  he  is  doing  it  the  hard  way  because  the  home  office  gives 
him  tepid  encouragement  and  less  latitude  to  spend  a  few 

sorely-needed  extra  dollars  to  get  the  better  grosses  he  swears 
are  to  be  had. 

"Look  at  this,"  he  moaned.  "My  house  is  just  a  short  dis- 
tance away  from  the  Blank,  another  unit  in  the  same  circuit 

playing  a  week  ahead  of  me.  Now,  I  know  my  patrons  and 

think  I  have  the  savvy  about  what  to  do  to  get  them  in,  espe- 
cially on  the  shows  that  need  a  shove.  But  when  I  suggest 

spending  a  little  on  a  couple  of  good  ideas,  the  boss  tells  me 
never  mind,  that  everybody  knows  about  my  dates  because 
they  play  the  week  before  at  the  other  house  and  any  extra 
advertising  is  just  so  much  waste. 

"And  he's  all  wrong,"  continued  the  visitor.  "If  they  gave 
me  half  a  break  and  turned  me  loose,  I  know  a  lot  of  things 
to  be  done  that  are  not  being  done  and  would  certainly  add 

to  my  grosses,  week  after  week." 
And  as  the  member  kept  getting  it  off  his  chest,  the  'phone 

rang  and  it  was  another  theatreman  dissolved  in  tears.  He  had 

just  about  completed  arrangements  for  the  smartest  campaign 

he  had  yet  put  over  in  his  situation,  with  the  biggest  part  of 
the  expense  underwritten  by  outside  advertisers  and  now  his 

boss-man  had  turned  it  down  because  of  the  theatre's  money 
end  of  the  deal. 

Well,  folks,  it's  a  problem,  and  no  foolin'.  A  problem,  for 
the  circuit  heads  are  not  always  to  blame  for  this  seeming 
shortsightedness.  Too  many  executives  have  gone  for  a  lot  of 
dollars  on  drives  and  campaigns  that  started  auspiciously  and 

wound  up  in  no  place,  so  don't  let  all  of  us  turn  loose  a  lot 
of  "boos"  without  looking  at  both  sides  of  the  fence.  After 
all,  as  in  any  other  argument,  there  are  two  sides  to  be  con- 

sidered and  discussed. 

The  lack  of  showmanship  generally  is  obvious.  But  it  is  also 
obvious  that  not  every  manager  is  a  100  per  cent  showman, 
no  matter  how  hard  he  tries  to  be  one.  And  that  has  a  lot 
to  do  with  the  difficulties  between  the  man  in  the  field  and 
his  home  office. 

One  manager  puts  over  an  ace  campaign  and  it  is  often 
expected  that  other  managers  can  duplicate  his  success  or 

at  least  a  major  part  of  it.  But  it  doesn't  always  work  out 
that  way.  If  every  man  was  equally  talented,  if  every  man 

who  spent  money  for  campaigns  would  bring  back  a  fair  return 
on  the  expenditure,  if  conditions  were  as  favorable  in  one 

spot  as  another,  there  would  be  few  difficulties.  But  it  isn't so  and,  for  that  matter,  never  was  meant  to  be.  As  conditions 
are  different,  so  are  men. 

But  there  are  ways  to  equalize  matters  somewhat,  to  lend 
the  aid  of  the  strong  to  the  lad  who  needs  a  hand  up. 

Encouraging  the  man  who  has  showmanly  potentialities  to  do 
a  better  job  without  blowing  the  bankroll,  is  one  way.  Having 
faith  in  the  able  showman,  allowing  him  deserved  freedom  of 

action  (and  the  money  to  move  freely)  in  the  anticipation  that 
the  good  work  he  does  will  stimulate  the  progress  of  his  less 
talented  brother,  is  still  a  better  method — one  that  has  been 
tried  and  is  yet  to  be  found  wanting. 

That  the  "need  for  showmanship  has  never  been  greater" 
will  be  as  true  in  years  to  come  as  it  is  today.  Will  be,  yes, 
unless  showmen  with  the  talent  to  do  things  are  allowed  to 
do  so;  unless  the  business  of  developing  showmen  becomes  the 
immediate  concern  of  those  to  whom  these  essentials  means 

the  difference  between  satisfying  profits  and  aggravating 
losses. 
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Finds  Picture  Time  Table 

Solving  Theatre  Problems 

Motion  Picture  Editor  Urges   General   Adoption   by  Managers 

by  JOHN  BIGELOW 
Spokane,  Wash.,  Press 

The  motion  picture  time  table  in  daily 
newspapers  is  responsible  principally  for 
the  screen  acquiring  one  more  distinctive 
feature  of  the  legitimate  stage.  Most  of  the 
audience  arrive  and  leave  at  the  same  time. 

The  time  table  is  unknown  in  many  sec- 
tions of  the  country,  but  its  use  is  spread- 

ing and  theatre  managers  are  advocating  it 
as  a  solution  to  many  management  problems. 
Late-comers  to  the  theatre  have  always 

been  a  nuisance.  Movie-goers  especially 
have  suffered.  Knowing  that  the  film  pro- 

gram is  continuous,  customers  come  at  all 

times  to  trod  regretfully,  but  none-the- 

lighter,  on  people's  toes  and  ruin  a  few  sec- 
onds' appreciation  of  what  is  happening  on the  screen. 

If  the  ushers  are  not  expert,  it  can  happen 
to  one  person  several  times  during  a  theatre 
visit.  It  is  against  good  nature  to  be  stood 
up  and  brushed  past. 
The  time  table  informs  the  movie-goers 

when  to  arrive  at  the  beginning  of  a  feature. 
Trains,  editions  and  businesses  run  on 
schedule,  why  not  movie  audiences  ?  Nearly 

everyone  expresses  regret  at  arriving  "during 
the  middle"  of  a  picture,  but  until  the  time 
table  came  along  few  made  any  effort  to  find 
out  starting  times  and  act  accordingly. 
There  are  some  calls  at  the  box  office,  but 
relatively  few  in  proportion  to  attendance. 
The  time  table  is  a  special  friend  of  the 

double-feature  despiser.  Now  he  can  pick 
the  feature  he  wants  to  see,  consult  the  time 
table,  arrive  at  the  theatre  just  in  time  to 
see  the  picture  with  a  newsreel  and  a  short 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

BANGKOK  STREET  STUNT.  Arranged  by 
Erb  Samphya,  publicity  manager,  United 
Cinema  Co.,  under  supervision  of  L. 

Von  Haverbeck,  was  this  "Top  Hat"  bally 
at    the    Chalerm    Krung,    Bangkok,  Siam. 

subject  and  depart  unwilted  bearing  no 
malice  toward  a  dual  personality  theatre. 

The  method  of  carrying  out  the  same  idea 
varies.  Usually  it  is  simply  a  box  headed 

"Feature  Starts,"  "Starting  Times"  or 
"Theatre  Time  Table."  In  bold  face  type 
each  first-run  or  important  theatre  is  listed 
with  the  starting  times  of  each  feature,  like 
this: 

FOX  —  "Pennies  from  Heaven":  1:18; 

4:40;  7:46;  11:08.  "Career  Woman": 
11:50;  3:13;  6:29;  9:40. 

The  box  appears  in  the  same  position  on 
the  theatre  page  daily  and  is  kept  accurate 

up  to  the  minute  by  daily  checks  with  the- 
atre managers  anxious  to  cooperate. 

Managers  are  enthusiastic  about  the  idea 
and  go  out  of  their  way  to  keep  the  table 
accurate.  They  even  call  attention  to  it  in 
their  ads  and  on  the  screen,  urging  the  pub- 

lic to  consult  the  time  tables  in  the  papers. 
Editors  treat  the  little  time  table  box  with 

respect,  knowing  that  it  probably  has  as 
many  readers  as  any  feature  in  the  paper. 

It  is  not  positively  known  who  used  the 
first  table,  but  the  Spokane  Press  fathered 
the  idea  in  that  city  and  was  the  first  paper 
in  the  Pacific  northwest  to  make  it  a  regu- 

lar feature.  In  the  last  few  years  it  has 
spread  to  Seattle,  Portland,  California  and 
eastward  to  some  extent.  Double  features 

have  boosted  its  popularity.  The  other  two 
Spokane  dailies  are  using  time  tables  now 
after  theatre  men  urged  them  to. 

To  further  condense  theatre  publicity  and 
present  it  in  more  readable  form,  the  Press 
recently  started  an  enlargement  on  the  time 
table  called  the  Theatre  Directory.  Advances 
on  openings,  reviews,  Hollywood  and  local 
gossip  and  news  are  taken  care  of  in  my 
regular  column. 

In  the  Theatre  Directory  all  the  big  the- 
atres are  listed  with  a  brief  statement  of 

recommendation  or  warning,  followed  by 
starting  times  and  an  indication  (FR)  if 
the  picture  is  showing  first  run. 

A  theatre's  entry  looks  like  this: 
FOX  —  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  (FR). 

Spokane's  Bing  Crosby  sings  new  hit  tunes, 
of  which  the  best  is  the  title  one,  plays 

Dutch  Uncle  to  an  orphan  and  turns  a 

haunted  house  into  a  night  club.  Bing's best.  Starts  at  1:18;  4:40;  7:46;  11:08. 

"Career  Woman"  (FR)  is  the  story  of  a 
spectacular  lawyer  (Michael  Whalen  with 
a  mustache)  who  wins  murder  cases  and 
beautiful  women  with  equal  ease.  Starts 
at  11:50;  3:15;  9:40. 

Title  of  film  and  starting  times  are 

printed  in  bold  face  type.  The  whole  direc- 
tory is  in  smaller  than  body  type.  The  direc- 

tory is  changed  only  when  new  pictures 
move  in  or  when  the  times  are  changed. 

Proof  of  the  time  table's  and  the  Theatre 
Directory's  success  is  in  watching  a  quarter 
of  the  audience  go  out  together  at  the  end 

of  a  showing.  That's  what  is  happening  at 
Spokane  theatres. 

Mayor  and  Seff  with  Jubilee  Cake 

Seff  Cracks  Daily 

On  Zukor  Jubilee 

Celebrations  of  the  Adolph  Zukor  Para- 
mount Silver  Jubilee  are  not  necessarily  con- 

fined to  the  ace  houses,  an  instance  of  which 
is  the  birthday  party  put  on  by  Ely  E.  Seff, 
manager  of  Tri-States  Spencer,  Rock 

Island,  111.,  a  "B"  theatre  of  the  circuit,  and 
reported  by  Joe  Kinsky,  district  manager. 

Seff  figured  the  Jubilee  being  an  anniver- 
sary should  be  celebrated  in  the  traditional 

manner  with  a  cake  and  a  special  birthday 
show  aimed  at  the  youngsters.  Cake  was 

promoted  from  local  bakery,  which  also  sup- 
plied a  lot  of  gift  cookies  for  the  juveniles 

at  the  party.  The  giant  confection  was  com- 
pleted in  advance  so  it  could  be  used  to  build 

up  publicity  on  the  Saturday  party  and  with 
this  in  mind  Ely  gave  the  event  civic  status 

by  having  the  Mayor  come  over  to  the  the- 
atre and  with  Seff  (see  photo  above)  pose 

as  though  he  were  cutting  the  cake.  The 
shot  was  planted  for  three  columns  plus  a 
story  in  the  local  Argus,  said  to  be  one  of 
the  toughest  papers  in  the  midwest  to  crack, 

and  when  a  "B"  house  gets  that  kind  of  a 
break  in  the  daily,  it's  hot  news,  says  Kinsky. 
The  publicity  plus  heralds  distributed  at 

all  schools  and  announcements  by  Seff  to  his 
audiences  brought  a  capacity  house  to  his 
show.  Included  in  the  program  was  a  talk 

by  the  manager  on  Adolph  Zukor's  career. 

Zukor  Attends  Capital  Premiere 

Another  outstanding  job  on  the  Zukor 
Jubilee  was  done  in  Washington,  where  the 
Paramount  head  was  guest  of  honor  at  a  din- 

ner given  by  Commissioner  Allen,  followed 

by  the  premiere  of  the  picture  at  Loew's 
Palace,  under  the  supervision  of  Carter  Bar- 

ron, Loew  division  manager.  Street  in  front 
of  the  theatre  was  roped  off  and  lighted  for 
the  newsreel  crews  and  the  250  guests  at  the 
dinner  seated  in  a  special  section  reserved 
for  the  occasion. 
Among  others  attending  the  dinner  and 

opening  of  "Champagne  Waltz,"  called  the 
Silver  Jubilee  picture,  were  Paramount 
executives,  representatives  of  official  Wash- 

ington circles  and  members  of  the  White 
House  Correspondents  Association. 
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Interview  Sidney 

Via  Long  Distance 

So  that  Washington  newspaper  critics 
could  talk  to  Sylvia  Sidney  in  Hollywood 

about  "You  Only  Live  Once,"  Hardie 
Meakin,  manager  RKO  Keith's,  arranged  a 
long  distance  interview  with  the  star  at  the 
local  Variety  Club  headquarters  after  a 
press  preview  on  the  picture.  Extension 
lines  were  installed  by  the  phone  company 
and  each  critic  spoke  to  Miss  Sidney  in  turn 
while  the  others  listened  in.  One  of  the 
dailies  used  a  wire  photo  showing  the  star 
at  her  phone  on  the  Coast  and  the  other 
papers  gave  the  stunt  further  generous 
breaks. 

In  addition  to  this  topper,  Meakin  planted 
a  newspaper  essay  contest  four  days  ahead 
for  cash  and  guest  ticket  prizes.  Co-op  ads 
promoted  with  local  merchants  included 
some  1,000-line  displays.  Before  and  during 
the  run  Hardie  also  distributed  fanfotos  of 
both  Sidney  and  Fonda. 

For  national  publicity  on  "You  Only  Live 
Once,"  special  section  in  recent  issue  of  Life 
carried  a  pictorial  story  featuring  the  high- 

lights of  the  attraction. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Paper  Reruns  Page  One 

On  Jones'  "Ziegfeld"  Date Local  paper  in  Roswell,  N.  M.,  worked 

with  Manager  Ted  Jones  of  the  Yucca  The- 

atre, on  his  "Ziegfeld"  date  in  a  number 
of  ways,  most  important  being  a  rerun  of 
the  front  page  after  the  regular  issue  was 
run,  with  a  special  reset  of  a  full  page  ban- 

ner. Newsboys  were  given  the  special  edi- 
tion, shouted  "extra"  on  the  streets,  distrib- 
uted the  papers  to  stores.  Jones  also  put 

across  a  double-truck  on  a  contest  to  correct 

mispelled  words.  Window  displays  in  co- 
operating stores  were  also  secured. 

Highly  effective  was  Jones'  35-foot  elec- 
tric sign  atop  theatre  spelling  out  the  title 

on  a  flasher  and  attention-compelling  was  a 
float  with  p. a.  system  included  in  important 
Shrine  ceremonial  parade. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Ten  National  Tieups 

In  "Salem"  Pressbook 
Paramount  offers  numerous  national  tie- 

ups  on  "Maid  of  Salem,"  pressbook  carrying 
details  of  ten  such  cooperations  kith  mer- 

chandisers in  various  lines,  running  from 
sheets  to  cameras.  Local  promotions  include 
study  charts,  school  tieups,  tieup  ads  and 
stills,  lobby  displays,  etc. 
Newspaper  angles  are  also  covered  with 

four  contests  featured,  such  as  "blue  law 
bungles,"  Old  Salem  recipe  and  sampler 
limerick  ideas.  Radio  script  and  other  broad- 

cast slants  are  suggested  and  among  the 
ads  composite  and  revamps  are  offered. 
For  ease  in  using,  the  book  is  indexed. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Starts  All  Over 

Heavy  rains  greeting  the  Saturday  open- 
ing of  a  new  serial,  Frank  Boucher,  at 

Warners  Metropolitan,  Baltimore,  made  up 
for  the  damage  by  running  the  first  episode 
again  the  following  week  in  addition  to  the 
second.  The  youngsters  were  notified  by  a 

'"Hey,  Kids"  herald. 
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OF  THE  VALUES 

WE  HAVETO  OFFER 

Above  is  reproduced  another  distinctive  co-op  page,  turned  out  by  Erie  Wright, 

Loew-Poli  New  England  ad  chief,  for  the  theatres  in  Harry  Shaw's  division.  Wright 
again  has  captured  a  lot  of  rhythm  and  motion  with  the  Sonja  Henie  action  cuts 
which  bring  attention  to  every  ad  on  the  page.  Masthead  ties  the  title  in  neatly 
with  the  rest  of  the  page  and  the  theatre  ad  in  reverse  is  set  so  that  it  stands  out 
above  everything  else  but  without  killing  off  any  of  the  other  ads  on  the  page. 

French  Clergymen  Combine 

To  Publish  "Pastures"  Booklet 
Collaboration  of  Catholic  and  Protestant 

clergymen  in  preparing  an  illustrated  book- 
let, printed  at  the  expense  of  church  socie- 
ties representing  both  denominations  was 

reported  as  one  of  the  most  effective  co- 
operations in  introducing  the  first  Conti- 

nental date  on  "Green  Pastures"  at  the 
Cinema  Edward  Eight,  in  Paris.  Booklet 
was  distributed  to  church  religious  socie- 

ties, in  Sunday  schools  and  churches. 
Further  favorable  publicity  was  obtained 
with  private  screenings  to  important  church 
leaders,  by  broadcasts  given  by  the  head  of 
the  Catholic  press  and  radio  service  in 
France. 
Additional  interest  was  forthcoming 

through  an  exposition  of  negro  art  in  the 
theatre  lobby,  valuable  sculptures,  masks, 

etc.,  loaned  by  the  "Musee  Ethnographique 
du  Trocadero"  in  Paris.  Other  exhibits 
were  borrowed  from  private  collectors  and 
the  showing  was  said  to  have  stimulated  at- 

tendance and  newspaper  publicity. 

"Blaze  of  Glory"  Week 
Clicks  for  Walt  Davis 

It's  a  big  event  locally,  that  "Blaze  of 
Glory"  week  that  Walt  Davis  puts  on  at 
the  Capitol,  Regina,  Sask.,  Canada,  imme- 

diately following  the  holidays  and  this  year 
was  no  exception.  Usually  a  dull  week,  the 
period  returned  a  handsome  profit,  says  the 
Round  Tabler. 

Merchants  are  tied  in  and  among  the  co- 
operations was  a  local  newsreel  sponsored 

by  six  of  the  stores.  On  another  tieup  with 
establishments  in  the  block  facing  the  the- 

atre, flood  lights  from  the  ball  park  (in 
storage  for  the  winter)  were  secured  and 
some  15  of  these  placed  atop  buildings  to 
flood  the  store  fronts.  All  windows  carried 

the  "Blaze"  banners  and  the  line  was  placed 
in  newspaper  advertising. 

Continuing  to  bring  the  theatre  a  lot  of 
effective  word-of-mouth  advertising  is  the 
weekly  candy  sale  in  the  foyer  on  Satur- 

days. These  are  sponsored  by  the  various 

women's  organizations  and  Walt  finds  this 
a  fine  bit  of  community  cooperation. 
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THEY  ENDORSE  AWARDS 

J.  R.  GRAINGER 

General  Manager  of  Distribution 

Universal  Pictures  Company 

The  Quigley  Awards  have  undoubtedly 
served  a  splendid  purpose  in  stimulating 
boxoffice  grosses  and  fostering  unique  and 
unusual  exploitation  efforts  for  important 
moving  pictures. 

I  feel  that  they  have  contributed  a  splen- 
did chapter  to  the  history  of  exploitation, 

which  is  so  necessary  to  get  the  full  measure 
of  attendance  and  the  full  boxoffice  value  of 

pictures. 
I  am  glad  to  know  that  this  competition 

is  to  be  continued  in  1937  and  I  shall  be  very 
happy  to  accept  your  invitation  to  be  judge 
on  the  committee. 

W.  G.  VAN  SCHMUS 

Managing  Director 

Radio  City  Music  Hall 

Your  plan  of  the  Quigley  Awards  is  so 
thoroughly  sound  in  its  value  to  better  ex- 

ploitation of  motion  pictures,  I  cannot  see 

how  anyone  could  refuse  whole-hearted  co- 
operation and  time  in  advancing  the  very 

worthy  purpose  of  your  work  and  its  ob- 
jective. 

Motion  pictures  today  justify  increasing 
improvement  in  all  forms  of  exploitation  and 
is  that  out  of  which  we  may  build  greater 
confidence  with  the  public  and  in  turn  big- 

ger boxoffice  grosses. 

ENRIQUE  BAEZ 

General  Manager,  Brazil 

United  Artists  Corporation 

I  have  been  following  with  considerable 
interest  the  various  awards  made  by  the 
Quigley  Publications  for  excellence  in  pub- 

licity and  advertising  campaigns  and  I  wish 
to  congratulate  you  on  the  progress  of  this 
very  fine  work. 

It  is  one  of  the  pet  ambitions  of  myself 
and  my  staff  here  in  Brazil  to  win  one  of 
the  monthly  Silver  plaques  and  if  possible, 
one  of  the  annual  Awards.  Under  the  en- 

couraging stimulus  of  your  fair-minded 
method  of  judging  entries,  we  have  every 
reason  to  believe  that  we  will  sooner  or  later 
join  the  esteemed  list  of  winners. 

GUY  MORGAN 

General  Manager,  Argentine 

United  Artists  Corporation 

Please  accept  it  as  gospel  from  a  Buenos 

Aires  "yanqui"  that  progress  and  improve- 
ment in  exploitation  and  publicity  in  Argen- 
tine theatres  can  be  attributed  in  large 

measure  to  the  tireless  campaigning  of  the 
Quigley  Awards  competitions. 

Latin-American  showmen  have  taken 
many  profitable  cues  from  reports  of  Ameri- 

can methods  of  showmanship — and  now  that 
they  are  entitled  to  enter  the  field  on  a  com- 

petitive basis,  I  am  sure  that  we  will  per- 
ceive an  even  greater  activity  in  this  line  of 

film-promotion  in  the  coming  season. 

MURRAY  SILVERSTONE 

Managing  Director,  England  and  Continent 

United  Artists'  Corporation 
If  there  is  one  influence  that  is  supreme 

in  the  film  trade  as  a  stimulus  to  increased 

exploitation  it  is  the  influence  of  your 

Managers'  Round  Table  Club  and  the 
monthly  and  yearly  Quigley  Awards.  Here 
in  England  and  on  the  Continent  our  pub- 

licity men  and  theatre  managers  have  come 

to  regard  the  Managers'  Round  Table  Club 
as  the  foremost  incentive  for  friendly  com- 

petition in  showmanship. 

HENRY  WEINER 

Manager  in  Cuba 

United  Artists  Corporation 

Cuba  has  been  making  rapid  strides  re- 
cently in  the  business  of  exploiting  films. 

This  is  due  largely  to  the  fact  that  you  have 
taken  the  leadership  in  encouraging  this 
high-powered  form  of  ticket-selling.  My 
most  sincere  congratulations  to  you  for  the 
good  work  you  are  accomplishing  through 
your  monthly  and  annual  Quigley  Awards. 

DUKE  PRINCE 

Manager,  Shea's  Orpheum, 
McKees  Rocks,  Pa. 

In  my  estimation,  Quigley  Competitions 
is  the  finest  and  most  worthwhile  medium 

in  aiding  the  men  in  the  field.  Motion 
Picture  Herald  is  to  be  congratulated  for 
its  sponsorship. 

I  was  very  much  surprised  to  have  been 
successful  in  winning  Honorable  Mention, 
but  indeed  very  happy.  I  am  honored,  and 
have  received  many  congratulations  from 
the  patrons  of  my  theatre  who  read  about 
my  winning  Honorable  Mention,  which  was 
published  in  the  Pittsburgh  Press. 

DON  WILLIAMS 

Manager,  Randforce  Colonial 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

In  winning  an  Honorable  Mention  in  the 
1936  Quigley  Awards,  I  feel  that  it  gave 
me  a  greater  self-assurance  and  stimulated 
further  efforts  in  the  field  of  exploitation. 

Needless  to  say,  this  extra  incentive  re- 
quired to  meet  the  keen  competition  of  the 

Awards,  reflects  in  greater  box-office  re- 
ceipts, not  only  in  individual  cases,  but  af- 
fecting the  industry  as  a  whole. 

HAPPY  HASSELO 

Manager,  Royal  and  Elite 
Le  Mars,  Iowa 

A  grand  idea  and  every  bit  of  it  worth 
the  effort.  No  theatre  manager  today  can 
sit  in  his  office  and  expect  to  do  a  land 
office  business  without  raising  a  hand  to 
stimulate  a  little  interest  in  the  product  he 
is  showing. 

All  pictures  aren't  B.  O.  They  just  don't 
come  that  way.  So  my  hat  goes  off  to  Mo- 

tion Picture  Herald  for  paving  the  way 
to  better  box  office  grosses. 

Kriegsman's  Lobby  Miniature  on  "Come" 

Borrows  Lobby  Material 

From  Brooklyn  Museum 
Theatremen  cover  almost  every  angle  in 

promoting  unusual  material  for  lobby  dis- 
plays and  among  the  latest  reported  is  Man- 

ager Harry  Kriegsman's  success  in  borrow- ing from  the  Brooklyn  Museum,  exhibits  to 

publicise  "Come  and  Get  It"  and  "Tarzan 
Escapes"  at  the  Wilson,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. On  the  former  picture  a  miniature  logging 
camp,  in  winter,  with  log  cabins,  logs  and 
men  chopping  trees  was  obtained. 
On  "Tarzan"  Kriegsman  secured  minia- 

tures of  African  natives  in  shadow-box, 
grass  hut,  battle  spears,  also  mounted  baby 
ostrich,  rhinoceros  and  elephant  hides  and 
tusks,  etc.  At  other  end  of  lobby,  Harry 
constructed  animated  display  with  back- 

ground of  three-sheet  cutout  and  shadow- 
box  with  foliage  and  grass  mats.  Center  of 
display  was  a  four-foot  hippopotamus  cutout. 

"Tell  Vs  What  You  Did." 

Flood  Light  Across  Street 

Illuminates  "Ziegfeld"  Front The  vivid  decorations  out  front  for  the 

date  on  "Great  Ziegfeld"  at  the  Texas,  San 
Angelo,  Tex.,  were  given  extra  attractive- 

ness by  the  title  across  the  marquee  in  three 
and  four-foot  high  letters.  To  make  this 
stand  out  even  from  a  distance,  large  flood 
light  from  across  the  street  was  directed 
on  the  front  for  added  illumination.  Further 
distinction  was  given  the  flash  with  clever 
caricature  drawings  of  William  Powell. 
John  D.  Jones,  R.  J.  R.  Theatres  City 

Manager  for  San  Angelo,  credits  the  ar- 
rangement to  Manager  Bill  Harrison,  of 

the  Texas,  and  H.  L.  Youngblood. 

Harrison-Younblood  "Ziegfeld"  Front 
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THE  DECEMBER  "FIRSTS 

Greenberg's  "Cain  and  Mabel"  Animation 

Photo  Gag  Draws  Crowds 

To  Greenberg's  Animation How  to  plant  theatre  displays,  even  for 

a  short  time,  in  spots  where  such  advertis- 
ing is  not  ordinarily  permitted  is  told  by 

Manager  Ben  Greenberg,  Stadium,  Woon- 
socket,  R.  I.,  who  devised  an  animation  on 

"Cain  and  Mabel"  and  with  two  men  and 
a  camera  brought  plenty  of  attention  to  the 
display. 

Illustrated  on  this  page  is  the  animation 
worked  by  a  breaker  arm  and  dry  cells 
which  rocked  the  fighter  cutout  back  and 
forth.  Shown  well  in  advance  in  the  lobby, 
two  days  ahead  it  was  set  up  in  the  busiest 
parts  of  town  and  the  men  with  the  camera 
set  it  up,  stalling  enough  to  gather  a  crowd, 
when  they  went  through  the  motions  of  tak- 

ing a  picture.  Stops  were  also  made  at  local 
mills  around  Inuch  time  and  the  stunt  put  on 
for  the  factory  fight  fans. 

"Tell  Us  What  Yon  Did" 

Another  Giant  Cake 

Judging  by  the  size  of  those  anniversary 
lobby  cakes  promoted  by  Round  Tablers,  lot 
of  folks  must  be  getting  their  confections 
and  pastries  free  of  charge.  Among  the  lat- 

est reported  is  one  from  Manager  Charley 
Becker,  Drake,  Rego  Park,  L.  I.,  said  to  be 
one  of  the  biggest  ever  made  in  that  sector 
and  which  was  viewed  by  thousands. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Bid." 

INTRODUCING  SIMONE.  Theatremen  at  the 
Palace,  in  Danville,  III.,  told  the  folks  about 

Simone  Simon  and  "Girls'  Dormitory"  with  this 
striking  enlargement  of  the  new  star  placed 
prominently    in    black    and     silver  background. 

The  two  Quigley  Award  First  Mentions 
voted  in  December  included  an  entry  on  a 

road-show  date  for  MGM's  "Romeo  and 
Juliet,"  and  a  week's  engagement  on  RKO 
Radio's  "Winterset"  right  spang  in  the 
middle  of  December  when  the  holiday  shop- 

ping season  was  at  its  highest.  Withal,  the 
winners  did  a  fancy  job  of  work  and  the 
outlines  of  their  successful  campaigns  fol- 
low: 

In  Erie,  Pa.,  at  the  Warner,  Jim  Totman 
with  the  aid  of  his  assistant,  Bob  Bowman, 

started  his  drive  on  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  a 
month  ahead  by  engaging  local  top  society 
and  clubwoman  to  contact  and  speak  before 
schools  and  all  important  social,  civic  and 
educational  organizations.  Socialite  who 
had  appeared  with  Richard  Mansfield  also 
gave  readings  from  the  play  before  the  high 
school  groups  and  over  the  radio.  Tickets 
were  placed  on  sale  in  the  schools  and  tiein 
arranged  so  that  attendance  at  the  picture 
was  given  the  same  credit  as  a  book  report 
in  English  classes.  Announcement  on  this 
was  made  in  class  rooms  through  coopera- 

tion of  superintendent  of  schools.  For  the 
first  time  locally,  students  were  dismissed 
to  attend  the  matinees. 

Displays  of  many  kinds  were  made.  In 
connection  with  the  lectures  at  the  schools, 
series  of  mounted  photos  were  placed  on 
exhibit  and  libraries  also  cooperated  by  set- 

ting aside  displays  of  Shakespeare  plays. 
Local  library  made  up  a  similar  display 
right  at  the  entrance  and  this  was  decorated 
with  scene  stills  from  the  picture.  Book- 

marks were  placed  in  all  outgoing  volumes. 
Pictorial  displays  of  oil  paintings  were 

placed  in  many  ace  windows  and  the  accom- 
panying photo  illustrates  one  of  the  most 

prominent. 

Ties  Newspaper  to  Contest 

Newspapers  were  enlisted  early  for  sup- 
port, Totman  arranging  with  the  Daily 

Times  to  run  the  contest  on  the  trip  to 
Europe  offered  by  MGM  in  connection  with 
the  picture.  Classified  ad  tiein  brought 
further  publicity.  School  papers  ran  stories, 
cuts  and  contest  details.  Radio  programs 
were  employed,  picture  announcer  at  church 
services  and  Totman  had  the  local  chamber 

of  commerce  write  members  on  the  dis- 
counts for  group  sales,  a  real  achievement, 

says  Jim,  in  obtaining  this  unusual  support. 
The  premiere  was  very  swank  with  every- 

one in  local  society  circles  on  hand.  Local 
florist  was  promoted  for  corsages  and  Junior 

League  girls  presented  flowers  carrying  the- 
atre tags  to  patrons  as  they  entered.  Uni- 

formed footman  opened  car  doors  out  front, 
descriptive  broadcast  was  promoted  from 
lobby,  photographer  and  reporters  were  on 
hand.  To  stimulate  attendance  during  the 

run,  sponsoring  committee  of  top  club- 
women was  formed  and  letters  mailed  to 

select  list  signed  by  the  city's  leading  social 
figure. 

Other  good  slants  were  covered  and 
among  these  was  a  distinctive  front,  a  30 
by  40-foot  giant  wall  banner  on  the  face  of  a 
main  street  building  illuminated  with  a 
powerful  battery  of  flood  lights  and  to  cover 

the  drawing  area,  newspapers  in  a  60-mile 
radius  were  invited  to  run  stories  on  the 
date  in  exchange  for  guest  tickets. 

In  Hartford,  Conn.,  Jack  Simons  had  a 

week's  date  on  "Winterset"  at  Loew's  Poli, 
and  to  get  his  share  of  attention  while 
Christmas  was  in  the  air,  devised  a  highly 
effective  campaign  topped  by  a  daily  bar- 

rage of  newspaper  publicity.  Stressed  was 
a  reported  "first"  wherein  the  Times  was 
persuaded  to  run  a  special  feature  story  each 
day  up  to  and  including  closing.  All  in  all, 
Simons  computes  the  amount  of  free  space 
coming  to  over  200  inches,  aside  from  regu- 

lar material  and  in  this  were  five  mentions 

in  drama  editor's  personal  by-lined  column, 
running  from  full  columns  to  less  lengthier 
comments. 

Another  "first  time"  was  getting  permis- 
sion to  placard  light  and  trolley  poles  and 

still  another  was  the  distribution  of  book- 
marks in  all  library  branches.  Lending 

libraries  were  given  imprinted  book  jackets 
to  cover  al  1  outgoing  volumes.  Heralds 

quoting  critics'  praises  from  all  over  the 
country  were  stuffed  in  magazines,  distrib- 

uted house-to-house  and  inserted  in  parcels 
at  downtown  stores.  Heralds  were  also  en- 

closed in  outgoing  telegrams. 

Popular  "question  program"  on  local  radio 
station  included  the  query  "What  Is  Win- 

terset" in  one  of  the  broadcasts  with  the 
answer  and  theatre  tiein  plugged  at  the  end 
of  the  hour.  Week  ahead,  girl  phoned 
selected  list  on  the  date.  Locally  important, 

too,  was  Simons'  success  in  interesting  per- 
sonnel in  home  offices  of  the  many  insurance 

companies,  principal  Hartford  industry.  To 

the  president  of  each  company's  girls'  club, 
guest  tickets  were  forwarded  together  with 
lengthy  telegrams,  the  club  officers  requested 
to  place  the  wires  on  the  club  bulletin  boards. 

Women's  clubs,  schools  and  other  spots 
were  also  covered. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Rochester  Screen  Tests 

Eddie  Carrier,  conductor  of  MGM's  re- cent national  search  for  new  screen  talent 
via  the  traveling  studio  and  now  of  Billy 

Ferguson's  executive  staff,  worked  with  Les 
Pollock  at  Loew's  in  Rochester  on  a  similar 
tiein  with  the  local  Hearst  paper.  Local 
girls,  18  to  28,  and  boys  and  girls,  three  to 
12,  were  invited  to  participate  with  prizes 
to  New  York  and  Washington  offered  in 

addition  to  forwarding  winners'  screen  and 
voice  tests  to  the  MGM  studios.  Paper 
broke  with  a  full-page  ad. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

One  of  Totman's  Windows  on  "Romeo" 
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Holland  Safety  League 

Tied  to  "Sudden  Death" 
Automobile  accidents,  also  in  the  news  in 

Holland,  was  the  subject  of  the  tiein  made 
by  Paramount  in  Amsterdam  on  a  recent 

date  for  "And  Sudden  Death,"  campaign 
put  on  with  the  cooperation  of  the  League 
for  Greater  Safety  in  Amsterdam  Traffic 

and  police  department  by  Hugo  Lous,  Am- 
sterdam Paramount  publicity  director  and 

Manager  Charles  Peereboom. 

Among  the  slants  covered  were  distribu- 
tion of  new  traffic  rules,  free  brake  testing, 

safety  cards  on  taxicabs,  traffic  examination 
of  children,  portable  loud-speakers  touring 
the  town  and  radio  talks.  For  street  bally, 
service  truck  hauling  wrecked  car  (see 
photo)  was  featured. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

$25,000  Insurance  Policy 

Protects  Original  Rembrandt 

Valued  at  $25,000  was  the  original  Rem- 
brandt painting  secured  by  Manager  Russ 

Bovim  for  the  date  on  the  picture  of  the 

same  name  at  Loew's  Ohio,  Columbus.  Bor- 
rowed from  local  galleries,  the  masterpiece 

supposedly  insured  for  that  amount  was 
transported  to  the  theatre  in  an  armored 
truck  carrying  signs  to  that  effect.  Police 
escort  was  also  obtained. 

After  setting  the  painting  in  the  lobby  in 

a  shadow-box  with  appropriate  copy  to- 
gether with  an  enlargement  of  the  insur- 

ance policy,  Bovim  secured  the  services  of 
the  police  department  to  guard  the  treasure. 
He  also  promoted  a  silhouette  artist  to  cut 
out  Rembrandt  types  in  the  lobby. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Displays  Arctic  Collection 

On  "Tundra"  Engagement From  a  nearby  resident,  Manager  Ernest 
Martin,  Fox-Redlands,  Redlands,  Cal., 
borrowed  a  unique  and  valuable  collection 
of  Arctic  items  for  a  lobby  showing  on  his 

date  for  "Tundra."  In  the  display  was  in- 
cluded a  northern  scene  painted  on  moose- 

skin,  mounted  ptarmigans  in  winter  feathers, 

carved  pieces  of  Alaskan  timber,  speci- 
mens of  wild  animal  life  and  prehistoric 

carvings. 
Local  papers  made  much  of  the  unusual 

showing  carrying  a  history  of  each  of  the 
pieces  shown  as  well  as  a  biography  of  the 
collector  and  praise  for  the  picture.  Tieup 
was  found  to  be  helpful  in  developing  school 
business  on  the  date. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Paper  Lauds  Van  Noy 

When  results  of  the  recent  "Ramona"  ex- 
ploitation contest  were  announced,  local 

papers  in  Anderson,  Ind.,  carried  story  and 
picture  of  Manager  Harry  Van  Noy,  of  the 
local  Paramount,  who  was  voted  the  first 
prize  of  $350.  Daily  included  mention  of  the 
tieins  made  by  the  winner  and  interview 
with  the  theatreman. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Shaffer's  Newspaper Published  weekly  by  Frank  Shaffer  to 
publicize  his  attractions  at  the  Virginia, 
Harrisonburg,  Va.,  is  a  four-page  tab  size 
"Movie  Chatter"  with  all  the  low-down  on 
the  coming  shows.  Tieups  are  carried  and 
merchants  ads  run  to  help  get  Shaffer  off 
the  nut.   All  in  all  a  nice  job  and  effective. 

Sweeney's  Stage  Wedding  Setpiece 

McFarland's  "Dodsworth"  Poster  in  Library 

Lous-Veereboom  "Death"  Bally  in  Holland 

Loew-men  Plant  Page  One 

On  West  "Bachelor"  Contest 

Among  the  cities  putting  on  Paramount's 
"Eligible  Bachelor"  contest  as  a  tiein  on 
"Go  West  Young  Man,"  Cleveland  was 
prominent  in  the  tieup  as  made  by  Milt 
Harris  and  Ev  Steinbuch,  for  the  date  at 

Loew's  State.  The  Press  went  big  for  the 
idea,  breaking  the  contest  with  a  smart  page 

one  story  and  photos  of  the  star  and  carry- 
ing through  daily  with  further  publicity  on 

the  winner  and  his  trip  to  the  Coast,  which 
was  offered  as  prize. 

Tieins  were  also  made  with  Postal  Tele- 
graph with  messengers  carrying  triangular 

theatre  cards  on  their  bicycles  and  parading 
to  the  theatre.  Magazines  with  gummed 
stickers  on  covers  were  distributed  house- 
to-house  on  an  insurance  company  tieup, 
heralds  in  the  same  manner  by  a  transfer 
company  and  announcements  in  all  mailing 
pieces  placed  by  one  of  the  largest  service 
station  companies. 

Sweeney  Stages  Wedding 

For  New  Year's  Eve  Show 
With  the  three  opposition  houses  putting 

on  big  shows  for  New  Year's  Eve,  and 
unable  to  book  a  stage  unit  for  the  midnight 
date,  Manager  Wayne  Sweeney,  LaPorte, 
LaPorte,  Ind.,  struck  on  the  idea  of  a  stage 
wedding  and  worked  it  from  the  angle: 
"Who  Will  Be  1937's  First  Bride  and 

Groom  ?"  The  oldtimer  put  on  in  conjunc- 
tion with  "Hideaway  Girl"  proved  to  be 

highly  profitable,  with  the  house  packed  for 
the  occasion. 

Different  slant  was  holding  the  wedding 
ceremony  on  the  stroke  of  midnight  just 
after  the  1937  greetings  trailer  and  of  course, 
Sweeney  was  able  to  promote  everything 
needed  down  to  the  marriage  license  and 

justice  of  the  peace  who  performed  the  cere- 
mony. Illustrated  is  the  lobby  setpiece  car- 

rying all  the  details  and  list  of  the  gifts. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Editor's  Signed  Review 

Appears  on  Front  Page 

Smart  campaign  put  on  for  "Dodsworth" 
by  Manager  Dale  McFarland,  at  the  Capi- 

tol, Iowa,  in  Joe  Kinsky's  Tri-States  dis- trict, was  topped  by  unusual  cooperation  by 

John  O'Donnell,  Davenport  Democrat  the- 
atre editor,  who  published  an  advance 

signed  review  on  page  one  that  ran  more 
than  a  full  column  and  carried  an  eight- 
column  streamer.  In  addition,  paper  used 
review  by  the  regular  picture  critic  on  day 
after  opening.  Further  cooperation  by  the 
same  sheet  was  a  contest  for  amateur  critics, 
in  which  readers  were  asked  to  see  the  pic- 

ture and  write  reviews. 

Many  ace  windows  were  secured  and 
among  the  other  outside  tieups  was  one 
with  the  public  library  (see  photo)  in  which 
theatre  poster  was  placed  in  back  of  promi- 

nently-placed bookrack. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Statewide  Amateur  Contest 

Series  of  presentations  of  talent  among 
amateur  Oklahoma  negroes  from  various 
parts  of  the  state  has  been  arranged  by 
David  Dallas  to  be  held  on  Saturday  nights 
at  the  Grand  Theatre,  in  Holdenville,  Okla. 
Performers  from  among  negro  schools  and 
nearby  negro  CCC  camp  have  been  invited 
to  participate. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Club  Heads  See  "Steps" Week  before  opening,  Manager  Tom 
Hungerford,  Lake,  Oak  Park,  111.,  put  on  a 

special  preview  of  Grand  National's  "In  His 
Steps,"  inviting  heads  of  women's  clubs 
service  and  educational  groups,  ministers, 
etc.  Comment  cards  were  distributed  and 

permission  obtained  to  reproduce  these  in 
lobby.  Three-sheet  star  cutout  was  mounted 
on  dark  background  with  credits  in  relief 
with  reproduction  of  copy  of  book.  Lights 
behind  supplied  illumination. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Kids  Cheer  New  King 

First  group  of  children  in  the  British 
Empire  to  cheer  King  George  in  a  body  was 
the  group  attending  a  Christmas  benefit 
matinee  at  the  Capitol,  St.  Johns,  N.  B.,  is 
the  belief  of  Manager  Walter  H.  Golding. 
During  the  show,  accession  of  the  new 
monarch  was  announced  by  short  wave 
radio,  at  which  the  performance  was  stopped 
and  children  sang  the  national  anthem. 
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FRONTS,  STUNTS  AND  WINDOWS 

REVOLVING  DISCS.  Highlight  of  front  at  Arthur  Mayer's 
New  York  Rialto  was  two  large  clocks  both  set  at  I  1 :05.  Be- 

tween hands  was  cutout  showing  revolving  discs  on  which  were 
photos  of  the  10  men  occupying  death  cells  in  the  picture. 

VERY  SWANK.  Window  in  one  of  the  smartest  stores  in  Boston 

was  landed  for  date  on  "Garden  of  Allah"  at  Loew's  State,  by 
Joe  Longo,  Joe  Di  Pesa's  assistant  who  worked  on  the  date  with 
Warren  Slee.  Everything  was  in  color  for  nice  flash. 

GOAT  BALLY.  Folks  are  evidently  regarding  with  a  lot  of 

interest  J.  Lawrence  Schamberger's  unusual  street  bally  on  "The 
Plainsman"  at  Keith's  Baltimore.  The  four-goat  team  pulling  the toy  covered  wagon  made  the  downtown  streets. 

MEET  THE  QUINS.  Life-size  cutouts  of  the  Dionnes  each  titled 
with  name  and  description  were  planted  in  the  landscaped  lawns 

out  front  at  the  Lincoln,  Miami  Beach,  by  Wometco-man  Sonny 
Shepherd.   Enlargements  were  placed  alongside  of  boxoffice. 

BUCK 

FLASH  FRONT.  For  date  on  "Jungle  Princess"  at  the  Metro- 
politan, Washington,  D.  C,  Frank  La  Falce,  Warner  Theatres 

zone  ad  head  and  Maynard  Madden,  manager,  executed  front 
in  bright  colors  with  sock  scenes  played  up  in  the  copy. 

SOCK  STUFF.  Conceived  by  B.  F.  Moore,  managing  director 
and  executed  by  Sid  Nagler  was  this  black  and  white  flash  on 

"Black  Legion"  at  the  New  York  Strand.  Cutout  enlargements 
were  emphasized  across  front  and  above  boxoffice  for  the  date. 
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DOXALD  DUNN 
former  manager  of  the  Madison  State, 
Paramount  and  Adams  Theatres  for  United 

Detroit  Theatres  Circuit  in  Detroit  has  re- 

joined the  staff  as  assistant  to  ROY  MIL- 
LER at  the  Regent,  succeeding  GEORGE 

A.  RANSHAW. 
V 

AL  W.  BARBER 

is  appointed  city  manager  of  the  Dothan 
Theatres,  which  include  the  Houston,  Ala- 

bama and  Alcazar  in  Alabama. 
V 

RUFUS  DAVIS 

supervisor  of  the  Martin-Davis  Theatres,  in 
Marianna,  Panama  City,  DeFuniak  Springs 

and  Dothan,  headquarters  in  Dothan,  Ala- 
bama. 

V 

B.  H.  POTTS 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  newly 
opened  Star  Theatre  in  Wellsburg,  W.  Va. 

V 
ROBERT  BURDICK 

now  manages  the  Booth  Theatre  in  Inde- 
pendence, Kansas,  coming  from  Paola,  in 

the  same  state  and  succeeding  A.  C. 
WOOTEN. 

V 

JOE  WILLIAMS 

will  manage  the  Madison  and  State  The- 
atres at  Richmond,  Ky. 

V 
WILLIAM  COOLEY 

becomes  manager  of  the  Venetian  Theatre 
in  Seattle,  Wash.,  replacing  ART  HILE, 
who  has  resigned.  ROBERT  SHEARER 

fills  COOLEY'S  post  at  the  Roxy. 
V 

LEE  SPROULE 
has  taken  over  the  Cozy  Theatre  at  Ottawa, 
Kansas,  from  BOB  MONTGOMERY. 

V 
WILLIAM  R.  ROBERT 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Carlton 
Theatre.   Hollywood,  replacing  ROBERT 
C.  ROTHAFEL,  who  was  transferred  to 
the  Western  Theatre,  replacing  R.  W. 
PLECHER,  resigned. 

V 

J.  K.  SHANAHAN 
has  replaced  CHARLES  HENDRIX_  as 
manager  of  the  Dickinson,  in.01a.the,  Kan., 
while  JOHN  KRIEGER  has  gone  to  Paola, 
Kan.,  to  manage  the  Dickinson  there. 

V 
CLAUDE  F.  SPAETH 

replaces  JOHN  J.  CARDAS  as  manager  of 
the  Ravenna  Theatre  in  Los  Angeles  and 

JOHN  ROBINSON  replaces  JOHN  D. 
REDMOND  at  the  Mission  in  San  Diego, 
Cal.  FRED  G.  ALWAISE  was  made  tem- 

porary manager  of  the  Plaza  in  the .  same 
sector,  taking  the  place  of  JAMES 

O'TOOLE.  Both  REDMOND  and 
O'TOOLE  have  resigned. V 
ROBERT  WILLIAMS 
former  assistant  manager  of  the  Orpheum 
in  Seattle,  Wash.,  has  gone  to  Wenatchee. 
Wash.,  as  assistant  to  MORRIE  G.  NIM- 
MER,  in  charge  there  for  Evergreen-Fox 
West  Coast. 

V 
BRUCE  HARRISON 

has  been  appointed  to  manage  the  Roseville 
Theatre  at  Roseville,  Mich. 

E.  V.  {"Dinny")  Dinerman  to 
Miss  Margaret  Works  of  Covington, 

Ky.,  on  December  list.  "Dinny"  is director  of  advertising  and  publicity 

for    RKO    Midtvest,    in  Cincinnati. 

Showme
n 's 

Calenda
r 

MARCH 

2nd         Texas  Flag  Day 

Alexander  Graham  Bell  Born — 1847 
First  U.  S.  Postage  Stamps— 1847 

3rd  Maine  Admitted  to  Union — 1820 
Florida  Admitted  to  Union — 1845 
Native  New  Year  (D.  E.  I.) 

Edmund  Lowe's  Birthday 
Jean  Harlow's  Birthday 

4th  Charter  Granted  to  Pennsylvania 
5th  Texas  Annexed  by  U.  S. 

6th  Rochelle  Hudson's  Birthday 
7th  Luther  Burbank's  Birthday— I  849 
8th  Thomas  Jefferson   (3rd  President) 

Born— 1743 

9th  Battle  Between  Monitor  and  Mer- 
rimac —  I  862 

National  Fish  Day 

1 0th  Telephone  First  Used — 1876 
13th  Standard     Time     Established  in 

U.  S.— 1884 

1 4th  20th   National   Business  Women's Week 

15th  Andrew  Jackson    (7th  President) 
Born— 1767 

George   Brent's  Birthday 
16th  Conrad   Nagel's  Birthday 

West  Point  Academy  Established 
—  1802 

James    Madison    (4th  President) 
Born— 1751 

17th  St.  Patrick's  Day 18th  Grover  Cleveland  (22nd  and  24th 
President)   Born — 1837 

Robert  Donat's  Birthday 
19th         William  Jennings  Bryan's  Birthday 

—  I860 

21st  First  Day  of  Spring 
Palm  Sunday 

22nd  Emancipation   Day   (Puerto  Rico) 
Maryland  Day 

23rd  Joan  Crawford's  Birthday 26th  Good  Friday 
27th  Passover 
28th  Easter  Sunday 

29th  Warner  Baxter's  Birthday 
John  Tyler  (1 0th  President)  Born 

—  1790 

30th  Alaska  Purchased — 1867 
Seward  Day  (Alaska) 

Maryland  Settled— 1634 

WILLIARD  SEALE 

assistant  manager  of  the  Orpheum  in  Spo- 
kane, Wash.,  has  purchased  the  Rialto 

Theatre,  leading  suburban  at  Hillyard. 

SEALE'S  place  at  the  Orpheum  will  be 
taken  by  JAMES  KEEFE,  assistant  man- 

ager of  the  Fox,  and  JAMES  ASHLOCK, 
assistant  of  the  Liberty,  moves  to  the  Fox. 
RICHARD  REED  succeeds  ASHLOCK. 

V 

J.  S.  NELSON 
is  the  new  manager  of  the  Nile  in  Bakers- 
field,  California,  a  Fox  West  Coast  house. 

V 
DICK  BERNER 

resigns  from  the  Daly  Theatre  in  the  Bronx, 
New  York  City.  He  is  taking  a  much- 
needed  vacation  and  will  inform  us  of  his 
new  activities  upon  his  return. 

V 
PEARCE  PARKHURST 

previously  reported  at  the  Capitol  in  Lynn, 
Mass.,  writes  in  to  say  he  has  not  yet  been 
assigned  to  any  definite  house  in  the  E.  M. 
Loew  Circuit. 

V 

JOSEPH  FLORIDA 
formerly  manager  of  the  Jacques  in  Water- 
bury,  is  now  acting  in  a  similar  capacity  at 
the  Lyric. 

V 
KEN  PRICKETT 
becomes  assistant  to  MILT  BRYER  at 

Schine's  State  and  Bucyrus  in  Bucyrus, 
Ohio,  leaving  the  Fayette  in  Fayette,  Ohio. 

V 
CHARLES  SCHLAIFER 

has  resigned  as  advertising  director  for  the 
the  three  Tri-States  theatres  in  Omaha  to 
become  advertising  manager  for  the  United 
Artists  house  in  San  Francisco,  CaL 

V 
BEN  KAUFMAN 

formerly  with  National  Screen  Service  in 
Boston,  Mass.,  has  been  appointed  manager 
of  the  Howard  Theatre  at  Howard  Beach, 
N.  Y.,  bv  MORTON  VAN  PRAAG. 

V 
W.  W.  JOHNSON 
was  named  manager  of  the  Opera  House, 
Millinocket,  Mass. 

V 
LELAND  MISCHNICK 

has  been  transferred  from  the  Kiva  in  Lin- 
coln to  the  Colorado  at  Pueblo,  Col.,  being 

replaced  by  HARRY  BRETZER. 
V 

W.  T.  CULPEPPER 
of  Elizabeth  City,  N.  C,  has  opened  a  new 
theatre  at  Hertford,  N.  C,  which  will  be 
known  as  the  State. 

V 
THOMAS  F.  WHYTE 

recently  with  Warner  Brothers  in  the  Pitts- 
burgh territory,  has  been  appointed  manager 

of  the  Capitol  in  Cleveland,  an  Associated 
Theatres  circuit  house.  He  succeeds  LEE 

BERGER,  who  resigned  due  to  illness. 
V 

KEITH  CHAMBERS 
manager  of  the  Palace  in  Canton,  Ohio, 
has  been  transferred  to  the  State  in  East 

Liverpool,  Ohio,  and  is  succeeded  there  by 
R.  H.  SHAFFER  of  the  New  Garden, 

Portsmouth,  Ohio.  SHAFFER'S  former 
post  goes  to  C.  A.  METRO,  who  comes 
from  Steubensville,  Ohio,  and  Wellsburg, 
W.  Va. 
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THE  RELEASE  CHART 

Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Born  to  FIgbt  Frankie  Darro-Jack  La  Rue  Nov. 
Devil   Diamond,  Too  Kane   Richmond-June   Gale  Jan. 
Galloping  Dynamlts   Kermit  Maynard-Ariane  Allen. ...  Dec. 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. .. Dee. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard-Jean  Barclay. ...  Oct. 
Racial  Blood   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond ...  Nov. 
Valley  of  Terror  Kermit  Maynard-Harley  Wood... Jan. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H.  Bosworth . . . . Oct. 
Wild  Horse  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard-Dlekie  Jones. ...  Nov. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  Dec. 

Coming 
Sing  While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   Feb. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
3t  
I5.'37t  
30t  
25t  
30t  
ISt  
20,'37t  
let  
20t  
20t  

I5,'37t. 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Drag   Net,  The  Rod  LaRocque- Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(Seo  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Santa  Fa,  Tha  Nina  Quartaro- Norman  Kerry. .. .Jan.  I,'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  I5t  78. ...Aug.  29 

Coming 

White  Glove,  The  Mar.  I,'37t  

CELEBRITY 
Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed Title  Star 

For  Love  of  Yau  F.  Foresta-Riscoe  and  Wayne  60 
Kiss  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riscoe  and  Wayne  62 

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr. 
Below  tha  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hopton.  ..June 
House  of  Secrets  Leslie  Fenten-Muriel  Evans  Oet. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhouse  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan. .  . .  Mar. 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blackmer. .  .  .Sept. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Apr.    25    65  

1  64  
26t  67  

2... 
6... 
I0t.. 

.66. .66.  66.... Oct. 10 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille  Gleason  Dec.  29t. 

Light  Fingered  Ladies. 
Policewoman   

Coming 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G)...Jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.   Churchill- Wm.   Gargan  Sept, 
And    So   They   Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn   Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marion  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G) ...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dec. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan-Florence  Rice.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morris- Margot  Grahame . .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady  (G)  Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Perry  Dee. 
Code  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer,  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  ..Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles-Rosalind  Russell  Oct. 
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dix....Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dix-Karen  Morley  May 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept, 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Quigley..  ..Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Juno  Gale  Mar. 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardle  Oet. 
King  Steps  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franchot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Astor-Charles  Quigley  Nov. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73.... Oet.  31 
23t  60. ...Oct.  24 
10  

8  
I4t  
10  

.75....  Apr.  18 

.56  

.80.... Sept.  26 .66  

12. 

.74. 

3lt  60. Jan.  23,'37 
9t  55  
7t  61  
20t  56  

It.... 24,'37t . ..75.... Sept.  19 

1  80. ...May  16 
I8t  72. ...Nov.  21 
30  58  
8,'37t....57  

I.... 
28.... I.... 

28.... 

2lt... 

 58. ...Oet.  24 
 51. ...Aug.  22 
 58  Nov.  7 

....86  May  23 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churchill-B.  Cabot.  ..Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice,  The  (8) .  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept, 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Stander. ..  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)  Richard  Arlen-Cetilia  Parker. ...  May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G)..Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  120;  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II.  pp.  125,  128;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 
112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt- Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles  Bickford- Florence   Rice.. Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts  Oct. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Bob  Allen-Iris   Meredith  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray- Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. ...  May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett-Flnis  Barton. .. .June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  81.) 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (G)  Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television   (G)...Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat   Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly- Edith  Fellows .  .Oct. 
Two   Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  July  4.) 
Unknown    Ranger.  The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts. .. .Sept. 
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith..  ..Jan. 
Woman   in   Distress  May  Robson-lrene  Hervoy  Jan. 
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas-Virginia  Bruce.. Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Running  Time 
Data      Minutes  Reviowsd 
It  60. ...Nov.  7 
25t  73. ...Oet.  24 1  72....  July  U 

6  68. ...Apr.  2S 
24t  77. ...Dae.  26 
12  1 18....  Apr.  25 

120,  122;  Juno  27,  p.  80; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22,  pp.  Ill, 

I4t  63. ...Oet.  31 
16  56. ...Mar  2 
25 1  83. ...Das.  IS 

2.. 
30t. 
lit- .66. .58., 

.69. 20   60  Aug.  22 
17  57.... Sept.  12 
8  56  
I2t  95.. ..Nov.  14 

I...  70. ...Aug. 
15  65.... Aug. 
I5t  69  
15  63  , 

I5t  
22,'37t....74. 
I7,*37t....68. 28,'37t  

Coming 
5,'37t. 

I3,'37t. 
8,'37t. 

College   Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett- Marian  Welden. .  . .  Feb. 
Freedom  for  Sale  Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
New  Trail  Ahead,  A  Chas.  Starrett-Peggy  Stratford  
Nightingale  Flies  Home,  The.. Grace  Moore   
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wilson-Chas.  Quigley  
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable  
Speed  Mad   Rosalind   Keith- Allen  Brook  
Trouble  in  Morocco   Jack  Holt-Mae  Clarke  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy- Ida  Luplna  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Boom,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
When  You're  in  Love  Grace  Mooro-Cary  Grant  Feb.  27,'37t 

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Women  Are  Wise  Dolores  Del  Rio  

CRESCENT 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom   Keene-Gwynne  Shlpman. . . .  Jan.    I8,'37t . .  .*60. .  Jan.  9,'37 
Glory  Trait,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept.  ISt  65  July  18 
Rebellion   (G)   Tom  Keene-Rita  Canslno  Oet.    27t  60  Oct.  17 

Coming 

Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keen*   Mar.  t,'37t. 
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr.  I2,'37t. 
Drums  of  Destiny  Tom  Keene   May  24,'S7t. 
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keene 

.July  6,'37t. 

DANUBIA 

(Hungarian  Dialogue)  Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Be  Good  Unto  Death  Lael  Devenyl   Sept.  lot  80  
Blue  Danube  Romance  Zita  Perczell   Jan.   20,'S7t . . . . 85  
Car  of   Dreams  Torzs-Percell  Oet.     lot  90  
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug.   25t  78  , 
Dreams  of  Love  (English  Titles). Frank  Taray   Jan..   3,'37t...l08  '. 
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Running  Time 
Rol.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Nov.     It  65  

15  88  
25t  20  

Title  Star 
Friendly   Expression  Raday-Szoke   
Hungaria  (English  titles)  Travelogue   Mar. 
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue   Dee. 

(English  titles) 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabos-Percell   May    15  54 
Man  Under  the  Bridge  Csertos-Lazar  Nov, 
Mareh  Tales   Turay-Kabos   
New  Landlord.  The  Csortos-Egry   
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee. 
8»n  of  the  Steppes  Kiss-Komar   Dee. 
Sweet  Stepmother  Maria  Tasnadi   Sept.  I5t (English  titles) 
This  Villa  tor  Sale  Verebes-Csikos   June    15  80 
Three  Spinsters   Emllie   Markus   Dec.     It  84 

I5t. 
.July  15.. 
.Aug.  20t. 

3lt. 25t. 

DuWORLD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct.    I5t  84  
Crimson  Clrele   Noah  Beery   Jan.  I,'37t  
Kllou.   The   Killer   Technicolor   Oct.      It  60. June     I. '35 
Mysteries  »f  Netre  Dame  Oct.      It  58  
Nobody's  Boy   Robert  Lynen   Sept.  I5t  81  
Opera  of  Paris  Georges  Thill   Oet.      It  50  

FIRST  NATIONAL 

..66. ...Oct. 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers)        Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Brides  Are  Like  That  (0)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louise  Apr.    18  67.... Jan.  25 

( Exploitation :  June  20,  p.  117.) 
Bullets  or  Ballots  (Q)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell . . June     6  81. ...May  23 

(Eploitation:  June  13,  p.  123;  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oct.  3,  p.  82.) 
Captain's  Kid.  The  (G)  167. ..Guy  Kibbee-Sybll  Jason  Nov.    I4t  72. ...Sept.  19 
Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  170  Ricardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oet.    3 1 f . 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  William-Claire  Dodd  Aug.  15.. 
China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug.   22  88'/2..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  31,  p.  76.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellis-Dennis  Moore  Sept.  I9t  66  July 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962. ..Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July    18  69  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15.  pp.  75,  78;  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  86,  87; 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151.. Dick  Powell-Joan  Blondell  Dec. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  100;  Jan.  9. '37.  p.  71.) 

Golden  Arrow,  The  (G)  959  Bette  Davis-George  Brent  May 
(Exploitation:  May  16,  p.  85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 

Guns  of  Pecos  960  Dick  Foran-Anne  Nagel  Jan. 

.63. ...May  23 

15 

18 

26t. 

23. 

.101. .Dee.  12 

.68....  May  8 
2,'37. .56  

Hearts  Divided  (G)  955  Marion  Davies-Dick  Powell  June   20  70  June 
Here  Comes  Carter  (G)  169  Ross  Alexander-Anne  Nagel  Oct.    24 1  60  Dee. 
Law  In  Her  Hands,  The  (G) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  ..May 

Love    Begins   at    Twenty  (G) 
975   Warren  Hull-Patricia  Ellis  Aug.  22 

Murder  by  an  Aristocrat  (G) 
974   Marguerite  Churchill-L.  Talbot.  ..June    13  60  Apr.  4 

Once  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Woods-Jean  Muir  Jan.  23,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 

Road  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Woods-Kay  Linaker  Mar.  28  62  Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  7.  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  121;  June  27,  p.  88;  July  4,  p.  68;  July  II,  p.  128.) 

16  58. ...Apr.  18 

..58. ...May  30 

Singing  Kid.  The  (G)  954. II  ..84.. ..Mar. 

21 

(Exploitation:  May  2, 

p. 

99.) 

Sing  Me  a  Love  Song  (G) 160 James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis... . . Jan. 
9,'37t.. 

..79.. ..Oct. 17 
(Exploitation:  Dee.  26, 

P. 

70.) 

George  Brent-Genevieve  Tobln.. ..Apr. 4  ..63.., .Mar. 21 I2t  
..91.. 

.  .Aug. 

10 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5. 

P. 

79.) 

Three  Men  on  a  Horse  (G) 151 .Frank  McHugh-Joan  Blondell.. .  Nov. 2lt  ..85.. . .  Dee. s 
(Exploitation:  Dee.  12,  p.  81;  Dec.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  106;  Jan.  9,'37, 
P.  71.) 

Trallln'  West  979  Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.    5  56  
(See  "On  Secret  Service,  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  18.) 

Two  Against  the  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart- Beverly  Roberts  July    II  57  May  23 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel.  The  (G)  951  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  July     4  91  June  8 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  83;  Dee.  19, 
p.  89;  Jan.  9/37.  p.  64.) 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip.  The  Dick  Foran-Jane  Bryan  
Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168.. Jean  Muir-Barton  MaoLane  *60  Aug.  20 
Gentleman  from  Klmberley,  TbeWarner  Baxter   
Green  Light  (G)   154  Errol  Flynn-Anlta  Louisa  Feb.  20/37t. .  .*85.  Jan.  9/87 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  173. .Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Mar.  20/37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Man  In  Exile  Richard  Purcell-June  Travis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutehlnson-G.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  31.) 
Nowhere   Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  
Penrod  and  Sam  (G)   172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson  Feb.  27/37t. .  .*65. Jan.  16/37 
San  Quentin   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  
Stolen  Holiday  (G)   157..  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  Feb.    */37t  80  Dec.  26 

Title  Star 
Story  of  Entile  Zola.  The  Paul  Muni   
Stuttering  Bishop,  The  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
Talent  Scout   Fred  Lawrence-Jeanne  Madden.... 
That  Man's  Here  Again  Mary  Maguire-Tom  Brown  

(See  "Love  Begins,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 
White  Bondage   Jean  Muir-Gorden  Oliver  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date 

Crustalo   Nina  Afentakl   Oct.  lit 
Eros   A.  Marikos  Sept.  7t 
Exo  Ftohea   B.   Argyre   Sept.  20t 
Sarcos  and  the  Eagle  Olympia  Deos   Oct.  I8t 

Running  Tima 
Minutes  Reviewed  95  
 110  
 96  
 118  

GB  PICTURES 

16... 
It.. 30... 

Title  Star 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arliss-Lucia  Mannheim.  ..Oct. 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3609C.  Bennett-D.  Montgomery  OsL 
it's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young..  ..May (Exploitation:  Sept.  19.  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. .Otto  Kruger-Leonora  Cerbett  Dee.  It... 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Clive  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nov.  I5t... 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arliss-Rene  Ray  Jan.  20/37t. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  Nov.  I.... 
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610. .Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrle  Hardwieke.  .Sept.  It... 

Running  Tima 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.74.... Sept.  It 74....8ept.  IS 
.79. ...May  II 

..63., 

..71.. 

..Mar. ..May 

..Nov. 

..66.... Oet. 

..80....  May 

.69.. 

May 

83....  May 
70.... July 

I5t  67.  Jan.  9/S7 
20t  64.... Apr.  4 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")  (Sea  production  article,  June  20,  p, 
exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 

River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  Jan.  10/31 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  3515.  Madeleine  Can-oil -Peter  Lerre. .  . .  June  15. 
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cummings  Aug.  I5t 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Doomed  Hargo.") 
Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon  (G) 
3615   C.  Cummings-Noah  Beery  Dee. 

Week-end    Millionaire  (G)  36l6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian  Nov. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Once  in  a  Million.") 

Woman  Alone.  The  (G)  3601.. Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  Jan. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Sabotage.") 

Coming 

Everybody  Dance  (G)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneldge  Feb.   I5,'37t  75.. ..Dec. 
Great  Barrier,  The  Richard  Arlen-LIIII  Palmar  
Head  Over  Heals  in  Love  Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Borrell  Jan.  30/37t  
King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedrle  Hardwlcka  
Soldiers  Three  Victor  McLaglen   
Threat,  The   Wallace  Ford- Anna  Lee  
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Gina  Mala  

31 

19 

2S 
10 

18 

10; 

23 

II 

i/37t. .76. Jan.  2/37 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Arizona  Days   Tex  Rltter- Eleanor  Stewart  Jan. 
Captain  Calamity  George  Houston-Marian  Nixon. .. .Nov. 
Devil  on  Horseback,  The  (G)..Lili  Damita-Fred  Keating  Oet. 
Great  Guy  (G)  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dec. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.   16/37,   p.  74;  Jan.   23/37,   p.  78.) 
Hats  Off  (G)  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov. 
Headin'  for  the  Rio  Grande  (G).Tex  Rltter- Eleanor  Stewart  Dec. 
Navy  Spy   Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Dee. 
Sins  of  Children  (G)  Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker  Sept. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "In  His  Steps.")  (Exploitation:  Nov. 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  Tex  Ritter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov. 
We're  in  the  Legion  Now  (G) .. Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston.  ..Dee. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)  Tala  Blrell-lan  Keith  Oct. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Oct. Coming 

Gold   Conrad  Nagel  
23'/s  Hours  Leave  James  Ellison-Terry  Walker  
Two  Shall  Meet   Eric  Linden-Cecilia  Parker  

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
30/37f  52  
29  66  
lit  70'/,..  Oet  S 
25t  *75....Dee.  19 

29t  66'/2.Jan.  2/37 
20t  61  Dae.  12 23  

29    79'/a..Sept.  19 
14.  p.  90.) 
22t  62....Nav.  14 
I3t  64....  Fab.  15 

25t  81.... Oet.  24 
27t  63. ...Nov.  14 

GUARANTEED 
Running  Tima 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Just  My  Luek  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  June  IS  
Luck  of  the  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept.  lit  
Phantom  Ship  Bela  Lugosl-Shlrley  Grey  Oct.    I at  
Women  In  White  Molly  Lament-Lester  Matthews.  ..July  15  

HOFFBERG 

Title  Star 
Fire  Trap.  The  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp. 
Girl  from  Maxim's  Leslie  Henson-Frances  Day  Oet. 
Inyaah   Borneo  Expedition   Nov. 
Song  of  the  Scarlet  Flower  Swedish   Sept. 
Tenderfoot  Goes  West,  A  Jack  LaRue-Russell  Gleason  Oct. 
Uncle  from  America  Czeck  Film   Dee. 
Voice  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Waited  Men   Charles  Laughton- Dorothy  6 Ish.  .  .Sept. 

Running  Tima 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Jan.    IO/37t..--58.Dee.  7/35 

It  65. Oet.  14/31 
I5t  70  
It  80  
I5t  62  
I5t  90  
It  70  
It  62  
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Coming 
Calling  All  Can  Jack  LaRue-Lllllan  Miles  Feb.   I0,*37t  62. Jan.  26.'35 
Crime  of  Voodoe  Fredl  Waihlngton   63  
Palo's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Feb.  I5,'37t.. --75  
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb.   1 0,'37t .  ■  ■  - 62  

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dee.     It  90  June  6 
She  Shall  Have  Musle  Jack  Hylton-Junt  Clyde  Nov.     It  90. Dee.  I,'35 

Coming 
Deorslayer   
High  Hat   Frank  Luther-Dorothy  Dare  
I  Demand  Payment   Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRue  
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes-Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure,  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar.  23. 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov.  5t 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker  June  10. 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug.  I. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chlek  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp. .  . .  May  2. 

Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

..64  

..66  

.  .66i/2..  July  II 
..64.... Aug.  29 
..75.... July  4 

Borrowed  Time 

MASCOT 

Title 
Doughnuts  and  Society. 

Star 
.Louise  Fazenda-Maude  Eburne. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Mar.  27  63  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

25t... 
I6t... 

20t... 
27t... 

..64.. 

..82.. 

.108.. 

.108.. 

Reviewed 
.Apr.  II 
.Dee.  12 

.Sept.  5 

.Nov.  21 

.Dee.  19 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes 
Absolute  Quiet  (G)  609  Irene  Hervey-Llenel  Atwlll  Apr.   24  71... 
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713... Wm.  Powell-Myrna  Loy  Dee.    2St  112.. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9.'37,  p.  71.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705.. Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furness  Oct. 
April  Romance  706  Richard  Tauber  Nov. 
Born  to  Dance  (G)  709  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart. ...  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  108;  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  80.) 
Camllle  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo- Robert  Taylor  Jan.  1/37 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  107.) 
Dangerous  Number  718  Robert  Young-Ann  Sothern  Jan.    22,'37t  71 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Devil  Doll,  The  (G)  631  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan  . .  July 
Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholemew-J.  Cooper. .  .Sept, 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  17,  p.  73;  Dec.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2, '37,  p.  100;  Jan. 
Fury  (G)  610  Sylvia  Sidney-Spencer  Tracy  June  5 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept.  5,  p. 
General  Spanky  (G)  714  Spanky  MeFarland-P.  Holmes  Dee. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (G)  633. .Joan  Crawford-Robert  Taylor  Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p 
9,'37,  p.  68.) 

Great  Zlegfeld,  The  (G)  700. ..W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L.  Rainer  Sept.    4  180  Apr.  4 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82;  Aug.  8.  p.  90;  Aug. 

10  79. ...July 
18  92.... Sept. 

9/37,  p.  68.) 
,  94. ...May 

80.) 

..72.... Oct. 
105. ...Sept. 
31,  p.  76; 

II 

12 30 
lit 

28.. 
79; 

Oct. Jan. 

15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p. 114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10, P.  92; 
Nov. 

28,  p.  105;  Dec. 

5, 

His  Brother's  Wife  (A)  657... Robt.  Taylor-Barbara  Stanwyck. .  .Aug. 7..  80.. .  .Aug. 22 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p. 76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p. 

89.) 

Patsy  Kelly- Pert  Kelton  21..  71.. ..Oct. 

10 

Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell - 
9..  98.. ..Oct. 

1? 

Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704.. 2t.  51.. ..Oct. 

31 

Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Nov. 20.. 
 81.. 

..Nov. 

21 

(Exploitation:   Jan.  9/37, P.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Nov. I3t. 

 71.. ..Nov. 14 

23t.... 27  
25  
30t  
20  

Man  of  the  People  716  Joseph  Callela- Florence  Rle*  Jan.  29,'37t. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 

Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oct. 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecilia  Parker  Sept. 
Our  Relations  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oct. 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery- Myrna  Loy. ...Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90:  June  13,  p.  123;  July  25,  p. 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery-Madge  Evans.. Aug.  14  
Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Loring  Apr.  17  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p. 
San  Francisco  (G)  636  Clark  Gable- J.  MaeDonald  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oet.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oct.  31 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dee. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  ..Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug. 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrie-James  Stewart  May  8 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow- Franchot  Tone  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79;  Aug.  29,  pp 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Robert  Young-Florence  Riee  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 
Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Weissmuller-M.  O'Sulllvan  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75.) 
Three  Godfathers  (G)  623  Chester  Morris-Irene  Hervey  Mar. 
Three  Wise  Guys  (G)  653  Robert  Young-Betty  Furness  May 

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85.) 
Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery-R.  Russell.  ..May 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe- Florence  Rice  Jan. 

.76. 
.68. .Mar. .Sept. 

.Nov. 

.Mar. 
..74 

..81 

81.) 

..97....  Aug 

28 

5 
21 
21 IS 

17  86. 
85;  July  II,  p. 
26  III. 
113.  114;  Aug. 
p.  79.) 
I8t  74.. 
10  106. 

91.) 

.72.. 8,  P. 

87 
24... 

84, 

lit.. 

6t.. 
6... 

13... 

29  8,'37t .  - 

124.) 

..July 
29,  p. 

. .  Dee. .  .Apr. 

..May ..July 

7,  p, 

..95. 

Nov. ..78  July  II 

4 

85; 

19 
II 

2 
18 

87.) 

.89.... Nov. 

.82.. .75.. . .  Feb. ..May 

..May 

.72..  Jan.  9, 
..75. 

22 
18 

10 

■37 

Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (G)  65I.Loretta  Young -Franchot  Ton*  Apr.     3  88  Apr.  4 
We  Went  to  College  (G)  628. ..Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater  Juno    19  69  June  27 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701.. .Stuart  Erwln-Florence  Rice  July    30 f  59  Juno  29 Coming 

Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Traey. ..  .Mar.  26/371  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Doe.  19.) 

Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Mar.  I2,'37t  
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evans  Mar.  5/37t  
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Munl-Lulss  Rainer  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  Th*  7I9.J.  Crawford- Robt.  Montgomery..  ..Feb.  26,'37t  
Mama  Steps  Out  721  Guy  Kibbee-Alice  Brady  Feb.  5,'37t  
Man  in  Her  House  Jean   Harlow- Robert  Taylor  
Maytime  720   J.  Mae  Donald-Nelson  Eddy  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Night  Must  Fall  Robt.  Montgomery-R.  Russell  
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy  Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  
Parnell   Clark  Gable- Myrna  Loy  Mar.  1 9/37 1  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1 100. ...  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124  July  19 

(See  production  article,  Mar.  28,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79.) 
Skidding   Lionel  Barrymore-Florence  Rice.. Apr.  2/37t  
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65..Jan.  2/37 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Sener  Jim Star 

Coming 

.Conway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford. 

PARAMOUNT 

Rel 
Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Accusing  Finger  (G)  3614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  Oct. 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrer!  Nov. 
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  3563. ..  Randolph  Scott-Frances  Drake. ..  .June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oet.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov. 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  Dec. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  3564.  Buster  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  June 
Big  Broadcast  of  1937,  The  (G) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard -Frances  Farmer  May 
Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes  Ray  Miliand- Heather  Angel  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Deo.  19.) 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  3541... Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Mar. 
Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames,  The 

(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent.. May 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MacMurray  . . Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  pp.  79,  80.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Doc. 
Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  Mar. 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chas.  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pidgeon  May 
Florida  Special  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakie-Sally  Eilers  May 
F  Man  (G)  3544  Jack  Haley- Adrienne  Marden  Mar. 
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  May 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll ..  .Sept. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p. 
Girl  of  the  Ozarks,  The  (G) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Crosman. . . . June 

Give  Us  This  Night  (G)  3542.  Jan  Kiepura-Gladys  Swarthout  Mar. 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  78.) 

Go  West.  Young  Man  (A)  3618.  Mae  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov. 
(Exploitation:  p.  80:  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 

Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  July 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Shirley  Ross-Robt.  Cummtngs. . . . Nov. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  3603.. John  Halliday-Robt.  Cummlngs. . . Aug. 
Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns  (G) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Brent  Oct. 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602  Sir  Guy  Standlng-F.  Drake  Aug. 
Jungle  Princess,  The  (G)  3620. Ray  M  i  I  land  -  Dorothy  Lamour  Nov. 
Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3606  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  Sept. 
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horton  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G) 
3625   Charles  Ruggles-Allce  Brady  Jan. 

Moon's  Our  Home,  The  (G)  3549. Margaret  Sullavan- Henry  Fonda.. Apr. 
Murder  with  Pictures  (G)  3610.  Lew  Ayers-Gall  Patrick  Sept. 
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothern  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  65.) 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballew. . .  June 
Plainsman,  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan. 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Fields- Rochelle  Hudson. .. .June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 
Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
23t  62.... Nov.  31 
6t  66  
19  68. ...June  13 

112;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept. 
.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  26,  p.  75.) 

26  ..57.. ..Oct. 

9t  .100.. ..Oct. 19 

98;  Dec. 
5,  p. 

78;  Deo. 3  

.76.. 

.Apr. 

II 29  .59.. .Apr. 

25 

6  .67.. .Feb. 
1 

8  
.85.. 

.May 

1 

29/37t.. 

.85.. 
.  Deo. 

12 
25t  

.87.. 
.  Dee. 

26 

27  

.58.. 

.Aug. 

0 5/37t.. 
5  

..73.. 

..July 

21 

8t  15  .76.. 

.May 

23 8  .67.. .Apr. 
25 

13  
.72.. 

.May 

19 
15  .72.. 

.May 

2 
4  

.98.. 

.Sept. 

12 

95.) 

12  .68.. 

.June 0 

6  

.73.. 

.Mar. 

1 
I3t  .80.. .Nov. 14 
20t  

.72.. 
.Nov. 

14 

2lt  .74.. 
.Nov. 7 

23t  

.75.. 

.Aug. 

22 
I4t  

.81.. 

.Aug. 

28 27t  .84.. 

.Nov. 

28 

4t  

.71.. 

.Aug. 

a 

8/37t.. 
.75.. .Dee. 

19 

10  .83.. 

■  Apr. 

JJ 
25t  

.71... .Sept. 

5 

7t  .63.. 

..July 

25 

5  
.72.. .June 

6 

I,'37t.. 

113.. .Nov. 
28 

19  .73.. .June 

18 

22  .76.. 

.May 

16 
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30t.. 
20... 
17... 

31... 10... 
. .  Aug. 

. . June 

.  .Aug. .  .Aug. 

p.  82;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec. 

..Mar.   27   77.... Mar. 

Title  Star 
Return  if  Sophie  Lang,  The  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  MIMand  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  S569.Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15.  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31, 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rese  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown ....  Oct. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hicks- Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dec. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen- Katheri ne  DeMllle  .  .  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127;  Jan.  16. '37,  p.  78.) 
Sen  Comes  Home.  A  (G)  3573.  Mary  Boiand-Donald  Woods  July 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy-Katherine  Locke.. Aug.  28t. 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604. .Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker. ..  .Aug.  28t. 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31 
p.  92;  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  81.) 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MacMurray-Joan  Bennett 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  22,  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565.  E.  Whitney-Robt.  Cummings  July  17.... 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608.  Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawley. .  . .Sept.  lit... 
Three  en  the  Trail  (G)  3553. .. William  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Apr.  24.... 
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 ..  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr.  17  
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar.  20.... 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Win.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Dee.  lit-.. 
Trill  of  the  Lonesome  Pine,  The 

(G)  3543   Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar.  13  
(See  production  article.  Jan.  18,  p.  36:  exploitation:  Feb.  29,  p.  73;  May  2, 
p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June  20.  p.  122; 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  115;  Aug.  29,  p.  86:  Sept.  26 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
(A)  3611   Gladys  George-Arline  Judge  Oct.  2t...- 

(Exploitation:  Jan.   I6.'37,  p.  76.) 
Wedding  Present  (G)  S6I3  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oct.  I6t  

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. ..  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland. .  .  .Sept.  I8t  
Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571. G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July  24  

Coming 

Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Feb.  I9.'37t. 
(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 

Clarence   Roscoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters . .  Feb.  26,'37t. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

Danger,    Men  Working  Lew   Ayres-Ruth   Coleman  -  
High.  Wide  and   Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne-Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Love  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
John  Meade's  Wiman  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrimore  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Reom,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem   C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb.  I2,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roscoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  
Outcast   Warren  William-Karen  Morley. . . Feb.  I9,'37t. 

(See  "Happiness  Preferred."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Seals  at  Sea  Gary  Coeper-George  Raft  
Swing  High,  Swing  Lav  Carole  Lombard-F.  MacMurray  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Wilklkl  Wedding   Bing  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  
Years  Are  So  Long  Fay    Bainter- Victor  Moore  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

,64. 

June  20 

31  87....  July  25 
Sept.  5,  p.  85;  Sept.  12, 
pp.  75,  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  87; 

.80  Oct.  24 

.73.  Dee.  21/35 

.70  Apr.  4 

.75. .77. 

.71.. 

.99.. 

15 
20 

22 

29 

19. 

..64  July 

..61  Sept. 

..67....  Apr. 

..72....  Apr. 

..74....M»r. 

..77..  Jan.  2,'37 
106  Feb.  29 
p.  98;  May  23. July  25.  p.  80; 

p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 

 1 09.... Sept.  26 

 81  Oct.  3 

.73.. 

.75.. 
.Sept. .Aug. 

PURITAN 

Title Star 
Ami  and  Eights  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walters  June 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lien's  Den.  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond ...  .Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern,  The  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ...  Mar. 
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.62. ...Aug.  22 

.59....ABQ.  I 

.60. ...Sept.  19 

6t.. 

It.. 
3t.. I5t.. 

6t.. I5t.. 
20t.. 

It.. 29t.. 

.76. .68. 

.61. 

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Adventurous  Rogue  Bobby  Nelson- Donald  Reed  Jan.  3,'37t  
El  Justleien   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  3,'37t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagibeads   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Feb. 
Masked,  Devil,  The  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr. 

I9,'37t. 
4,'37t. 

RELIABLE 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Ambush  Valley   Bob  Custer   Nov. 
Caryl  of  the  Meuntalm  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr  Mar. 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson  .. Mar. 
Pinto  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Rldln'  On   Tom  Tyler-Rex  Lease  Feb. 
Roamln'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar. 
Santa  Fo  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  ..  May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rin-Tin-Tin.  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. 

Date 

It 

27t 
I4t 

I4t 
29t 
30t 
I5t I4t 

6t 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed  56  
 57  
 58  
 56  
 56  
 55  
 56  
 56  
 56  

Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer   
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer  
Outlaw  River  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror   Bob  Custer   
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Silver  Trail   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.-Rex  Lease.. 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer   

Feb.  I5,'37t 
.Feb.  I5,'37t 

REPUBLIC 

Title  Star  r8|. 
Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan. 
Beware  of  Ladies  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101. .Bob  Livingston- Heather  Angel  Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  Dec. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele-Frances  Grant  Oct. 
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60IO...OIsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardie-Ann  Rutherford.  ..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley-Michael  Bartlett. .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  82.) 
Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris.  ..May 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (G) 
3503   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry... Aug. 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Bob  Livingston-Kay  Hughes  Oct. 
Girl  from  Mandalay.  The  3525..  Kay  Linaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Sheila  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele-Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dix  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dec. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House   of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G)  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

Join  the  Marines  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030.  .Grace  Bradley-Bob  Livingston. .. .Jan. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522.Evalyn  Knapp-Phil  Regan  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley. ..  Nov. 
Leathernecks  Have  Landed,  The 

(G)  3501   Lew  Ayers-lsabel  Jewell  Feb. 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  July  25,  p.  81.) 

Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed,  A  (G)  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dec. 
Mandarin   Mystery,  The  (G) 
6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dec. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Claire  Dodd  June 
Oh.  Susanna!  6303  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral.  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon-Betty  Furness. .  . -Oct. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine  (G) 
3531   Roger  Pryor-Charlotte  Henry  Feb. 

Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Sept. 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6314   Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Dec. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528..  Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesguiteers  (G)  6311  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Sept. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508... Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrie  July 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb. 
Undercover  Man  6321   Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren . .  .Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561. ..John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) Coming 

Ever  Since  Adam  3510  Patricia  Ellis- Lyle  Talbot  Mar. 
Gambling  Terror  6324  Johnny  Mack  Brown-!.  Meredith .. Feb. 
Hid  the  Saddle  6315  Bob   Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Mar. 
Paradise  Express,  The  Grant  Withers- Dorothy  Appleby  ..  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23,'37.) 
Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6306.. Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Feb. 
Special    Orders   Guy  Kibbee   Mar. 
Trail  of  Vengeance   Johnny  Mack  Brown   Mar. 
Two  Men  and  a  Woman  June  Travis-Bob   Livingston  Mar. 
Two  Wise   Maids   Alison  Skipworth-Polly   Moran .  . .  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23, '37.) 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Revlewee 20,'37t 

2lt...  . 
I8,'37t. . 

.  .71 . . . .  Dee. 
J 

56 
•  .  .  cepi. 

13  
..55. 

...Apr. 

II 9t  
..68. 

...Oet. 3: 25t  ..67. 

...July 

it 

5t  
..82. 

...Am. 

15 1  ..66. 
...May 

a 
17  

.  .66. 
. . .  Aug. 

22 

26t 

. . . 55 . I9t  

22  .  ..56. 
...July 

II 

I4t  , . .68. 
. . .  Dee. 

11 

5  
.  . .74. . .  .Apr. 

21 

I5t.... ...72. . .  .June 
i 

6  

..69. 
...Mar. 

7 

9  
..54. 

...Apr. 

II 

1  l,'37t . .  .60. Jan.  16/37 16  
.  .69. 

...Mar. 
14 

23t 

55 

22  

.  .67. 
. . .  Feb. 

26 
25  . .  55 . . . .  Nov. 

14 
28t  ..56. Jan.  16/37 

7t  
..63. 

...Nov. U 15  

67. 

...June 

27 

2lt  

8t  
..78.. 

..Oct. 

S 

14  
..72., 

, . .  Feb. a 

4,'37t 
55 

9t  
...May 

u 
15  

..66.. .  .Sept. 
s 2lt  ..56.. .  .Sept. 
if 

10  
...July 

u 
I,'37t. 

6 
8,'37  . I5,'37f. 

3,'37t. 

22,'37t. 

28,  '37t..  ..58. 24,'37t  

29,  '37t  

l/37f  I5,'37t  

RKO  RADIO 

Title  Star 
Big  Game,  The  (G)  702   June  Travli-Phlllp  Huston.. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Dee.  19,  p.  88.) 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

..Oct.      9t  75.... Oet.  3 
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Title  Star 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632.  Wallace   Beery- B.  Stanwyck  

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  the  Mounted*  (G) 
539   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware  , 

One  In  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henie-Adolphe  Menjou... 
Pepper   (G)   708  Jane  Withers-lrvin  S.  Cobb  
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwin-Patsy  Kelly...  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  pp.  96.  97:  Dec.  12.  p.  87;  Dec.  19, 
Poor  Little    Rich  Girl.  The* 

(G)  657   Shirley  Temple-Alice  Faye  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Prisoner  of  Shark  Island,  The 
(G)  638   Warner  Baxter-Gloria  Stuart  

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  p.  97;  Apr.  II,  p.  97;  Apr.  18,  p. 
Private  Number*  (G)  645  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor  

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p.  I 
Ramona  (G)  707  Loretta  Young-Don  Ameche  

(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dee.  5, 
Reunion  (G)  717   Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt.. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  78.) 
Road  to  Glory,  The  (G)  706. . .  Fredric  March- Warner  Baxter  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  9. '37.  p. 
Secret  Valley  731   Richard  Arlen- Virginia  Grey  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Sing,  Baby,  Sing  (G)  703  Alice   Faye-Adolphe  Menjou 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 
Sins  of  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt- Don  Ameche. 
Song  and  Dance  Man*  (G)  642.  Paul  Kelly-Claire  Trevor... 
Star  for  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell-Clalre  Trevor. 
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will  Rogers-Janet  Gaynor  

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725  Shirley  Temple-Robt.  Young  
Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712  Arthur  Treacher-Virginia  Field.. 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Donlevy-Gloria  Stuart  
To  Mary — With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner   Baxter-Myrna  Loy  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  

(See  production  article,  Mar.  14,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  6, 
July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15,  p.  78;  Sept. 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720  Lawrence  Tibbett-Wendy  Barrie.. 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Muir  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718....  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  
Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Apr.    10  85  Mar.  14 

Mar.  27    59.... Mar.  28 
Jan.     I,'37t  94....  Dec.  26 
Sept.  lit  64.. ..July  18 
Oct.    23t  93....  Oct.  24 
p.  89;  Jan.  9/37,  pp.  68,  71.) 

July    24  79  June  6 

Feb.    28    95....  Feb.  22 77.) 

.June     5  79. ...May  30 
II;  Sept.  19,  p.  68.) 
Sept.  25t  84. ...Sept.  19 
p.  85;  Dec.  19,  pp.  92,  93.) 
Nov.   20t  81.. ..Nov.  21 

Sept.    4t  101.... June  6 
68;  Jan.  16, '37.  p.  76.) 

Jan.  I5.*37t  

Aug.  21 1  87. ...Aug.  15 

June  19  
Mar.  13  

Aug.  28t.... 
Aug.  7t.... 

Dec.  25t.... 
Oct.  2t... 
July  24  
Aug.  It... 

...79....  May  16 

...72....  Feb.  22 

...76  Aug.  15 

...94.. Feb.  4,'33 

 86  Dec.  26 
 57  Sept.  19 

....65.... Aug.  29 

....92.... July  25 

May     1  110. ...May  9 
pp.  116,  117;  July  II,  p.  125; 
12,  p.  68.) 
Nov.     6t  63.... Nov.  14 
July     3  70. ...July  25 

Nov.  27t  65  Dec.  5 
Nov.     6t  57. ...Oct.  31 
Jan.    22/37t..  .  70  

Coming 

Cafe   Metropole   Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Olympics.  Warner  Oland-Kath.  de  Mille  
Dead  Yesterday   Sally  Blane-Thomas  Beck  
Fair  Warning  (G)  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  I2,'37t. .  .*70.Jan.   23, '37 
50  Roads  to  Town  Don  Ameche-Ann  Sothern  
Love  Is  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738. .Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  (G)  736  Jed    Prouty-Shirley    Deane  Feb.   I9,*37t  60. Jan.  16/37 
On  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell-Madeleine  Carroll ...  Feb.  I2,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Private    Enemy   Barbara  Stanwyck- Rob't  Taylor  
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simone  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Slave  Ship   Wallace  Beery- Warner  Baxter  
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  Arthur  Treacher-Patricia  Ellis  
That  I  May  Live   Rochelle    Hudson-Robert  Kent  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741 ....  Claire  Trevor- M  ichael  Whalen. ..  Mar.  I9,'37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  23.'37.) 
Wake  Up  and  Live  Walter  Winchell-Ben  Bernie  
Wee  Willie  Winkie   Shirley  Temple-V.  McLaglen  
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella-Henry    Fonda  Feb.   I9,'37t  87  

[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Time 

T,t'8  star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused    (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.-D.  Del  Rio  Jan.     8,'37t  86  Aug.  8 Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (G) . .Douglas  Fairbanks.  Jr.-E.  Landi  ..Apr.    17  100       Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brian  Aherne  Dec.   25t  88  Dee.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold- Frances  Farmer..  Nov.     6t  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dec.  5,  pp  83,  84;  Dee!  19 P.  94.) 
Dodsworth   (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton.  .Sept.  23t  101. ...Sept.  28 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oet.  3,  p.  78;  Oct.  24,  p.  77;  Oct.  31, P.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  5,  pp.  78,  83.) 
Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer..Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 (See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  109.) 
Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martini-Ida   Lupino  Oct.     2t  86  Oet.  10 

(See  production  article.  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oct.   17,  p.  72;  Nov.   14,  p.  92- 
Nov.  21,  p.  |I5;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  70.) 

Ghost  Goes  West,  The  (G)  Robert  Donat-Jean  Parker  Feb.     7  85  Jan.  4 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  25,  p.  63;  Feb.  8,  p.  83;  Feb.  22,  p.  96;  Apr.  4,  p.  89;  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76. . Nov.  30/35 
Last  of  the  Mohicans.  The  (G).  Randolph  Scott-Blnnie  Barnes. ..  .Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.'  15 (See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  5. 

P.  78:  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26.  p.  72:  Oct.  3.  pp.  82,  83;  Oet.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oct.  31 '. P.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  90,  92;  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 

Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costello 
Barrymore   Mar.     6  102  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.  132;  Aug.  I, 
p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopkins-Gert.  Lawrence.  .Jan.   22,'37t  90. .Jan.  1/S7 
Modern  Times  (G)  Chas.  Chaplin-Paulette  Goddard . .  Feb.   21  87  Feb.  ■ 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22,  p.  100;  Mar.  7, 
p.  99;  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  Mar.  28.  pp.  83  ,  84;  Apr.  4,  pp.  84,  89;  Apr.  II,  pp.  93,  98;  Apr. 
25,  p.  92;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  9,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84,  86;  June  8,  pp. 
116.  118;  June  13,  pp.  122,  132;  June  20,  p.  121:  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  12.  p.  68.) 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (G)  Francis  Lederer-lda   Lupino. ....  May    13  79. ...May  2 
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..  Dec.     4f  86  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31.  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  108; Jan.  9/37.  p.  68.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopklns-M.  Oberon-J.  McCrea  . .  Apr.    10  93  Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.    24  99  May  7 
(See  production  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  June  13,  p.  132;  July 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26,  pp.  70,  71;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  28. 
p.  105.) Coming 

Fire  Over  England  (G)  Laurence  Olivier-Flora  Robson.  . . Feb.    5/37t..  .*90.Jan.  16/37 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar.  5/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 

The   (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.  26/37t  82  Aug.  22 
Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredric  March  Feb.  I9,'37t  
You  Only  Live  Once  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.  29/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

UNIVERSAL 

Title 
Star 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

It. .64. 

25. 

29t.. 

26. 

...58  

.  ..61.... Dee.  5 

...54.... July  18 

...70.. ..May  9 

p.  112.) 

.65  
.60. Jan.  23/37 

.74.... Sept.  26 

Feb.  29 

..70... 

IS2.) 

..66... 
Nov.  14 

..72.. ..Oct. . ..77.. 

P.  80; 

.Oct. 

Dee. 

12. 

.78.  ...Nov. 

Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov. 
Breezing  Home  1033  Binnie  Barnes-Wm.  Gargan  Jan.  Sl/37t. 
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May 
Conflict  (G)  1036  John  Wayne-Jean  Rogers  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  9006. .Otto  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May  II  

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22, 
Empty  Saddles   (G)    1043  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dec.   20t  62  Oct.  24 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wm.  Hall   Nov.  22t  66  Nov.  14 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May  6  
Four  Days'  Wonder  (G)  1019.  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell.  .  .Jan.  3/37t. 
Girl  on  the   Front  Page,  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart- Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27t  
Love  Before  Breakfast  (G)  9007. Carole  Lombard-Preston  Foster.  ..Mar.  9  

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  81;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  i 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.  8t  
Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt-Louls  Hayward  Nov.  I5t  
Magnificent  Brute,  The  (G)  1022.  Victor  McLaglen-Blnnie  Barnes. .Oct.  lit  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  5, 

p.  84.) Man  I  Marry.  The  (G)  1026..  Doris  Nolan-Michael  Whalen  Nov.  It  
Mighty  Treve,  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr.-Barbara  Read. ..Jan.  I7,'37t  
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard .  .Sept.    8t  93  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  91:  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,   115:  Nov.  28,  p.  105; 
Jan.  9/37,   p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  1025  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.  27t. 
(See  "Murder  on  the  Mississippi,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Nobody's  Fool   (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Farrell  May  31.. 
Parole  (G)  9036  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter   June  14.. 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  79;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019  Ricardo  Cortez- Patricia  Ellis. .. .Aug.  10.. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83.) 
Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept.  20t. 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)   1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  20t- 
She'i  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pidgeon-Tala  Birell  Jan.  24/37t  
Show  Boat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones   May    17  112  May  9 

(See  musical  analysis,  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  Jun*  27,  p.  80; 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  78;  Aug.  I.  p.  93:  Aug.  8,  p. 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  68: 
Sept.  19,  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.    18  60  
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnle  Barnes  Apr.    13  95  Mar.  28 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  25, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dec.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  1029  Deanna   Durbln-Ray   Milland  Dec.  20t 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Two  In  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10,  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  30  63 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) Coming 

Girl  Overboard    1021  Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pidgeon. .  . .  Feb.  28/37t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   
Night  Key   1024  Boris  Karloff-Jean  Rogers  Apr.  Il/37t  
Sand   Flow   1044  Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4.'37t  58  
Short  Haul   1030   John  Wayne   Mar.  28,'37t  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy- Doris  Nolan  Mar.  28/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.)  (See  production  article,  Jan.  23/37,  p.  16.) 
W«  Have  Our  Moments  1017...  Sally  Ellers-James  Dunn  Mar.  2l/37t  
When  Love  Is  Young  1018  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Tavlor  Apr.  4/37t  

.56  

.  .65  Aug. 
.  .65  July 

..59.... Aug.  23 

..60  Dee.  5 
.63....  Nov.  28 

.84. 

I3t  82  Oet.  10 

.Sept.  12 
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Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 

Bride  Wilkt  Out.  The  (8)  SSI. Barbara  Stanwyek-G.  Raymond.  ..July    10  80  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  24.  p.  70:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davit,  Jr.-Loulie  Latimer.  .June   28    67  
(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 

Criminal  Lawyer  713   Lee  Tracy-Margot  Grahame  Jan.   29,'37t  72  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oet.  31.) 

Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna  May    22   85  May  16 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  121;  Doe.  26.  p.  72.) 

Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel.  ..Oct.    I6t  77  Oet.  31 
(Exploitation:  Oet.  31,  p.  74.) 

Don't  Turn  'Era  Loose  (A)  636.  Bruce  Cabot-Loulso  Latimer  Sept. 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford,  The  (G)  628. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Farmer  in  the  Dell  (G)  624  Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar. 
Fellow  the  Fleet  (G)  613          Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Roger*  Feb. 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94;  Mar.  28.  p.  83;  Apr.  4, 
May  30,  p.  84;  June  13,  pp.  125.  130;  July  4,  p. 
Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Jan.  23, '37,  p.  80.) 

Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Lady  Consents,  The  (G)  622.  ..Ann  Harding-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Feb. 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (Q)  128  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  646  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond- Wendy  Barrle  Mar. 
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (B)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall  ..Nov. 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  8S4  Kath.  Hepburn- Fredrie  March. ..  .Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept.  5, 
pp.  78,  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  82;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oet.  24,  pp.  70,  72;  Oct. 
31.  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  6S2  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July  17.. 
Mammy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oct.  2t. 
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (Q) 

22.. 

■  6t. 

•  St. 
IS. . 

27.. 
21.. 

..65.. 

..81.. 

..67.. 

.110.. 

.  .Aug. ..May 

..Mar. 

..Feb. 
p.  87;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23,  p. 
68;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  17,  p. 

29 

2 

14 

22 

93; 

76: 
7  61  
7  76i/a..Jan. 

..70. ...May 

..68....  Apr. 

..77....  Feb. 

.  .65  Dec. 
.123.. ..July 

..66.... July 
.68  Aug. 

19.. 

12.. 
6.. I3t. 

28.. 

22 

.Helen  Broderick-James  Gleasen.  . .Apr. 17  ..66... .Apr. 18 
Night  Waitress  (G)  711  .Mar got  Grahame -Gordon  Jones... .  Dee. 

I8t  
..57.. Jan.  2/37 

Plot  Thlekeas,  The  (G)  641... II  ..69... 
.  Nov. 21 

Plough  and  the  Stars,  The  (G) 
640   I5,'37... .67..  Jan.  2_'37 (See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 

29,'37t.. ..59... .Dee. 12 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714 25t  ..88... .  Doe. 

12 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p. 
71.) 

.Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael..  . 
.Aug. 21  

..59... 

.Aug. 
22 20  •  64'/,. .Mar. 
7 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p. 

76.) 

Smartest  Girl  in  Town  (G)  706 
Nov. 

27t  ..58... .Nov. 7 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627.. .Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  . 

.May 8  ..61... 
.May 

2 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  .Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  .Sept. 

4  .103... .Aug. 29 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10.  p.  91;  Oct.  24.  pp.  70, 72;  Oct. 31,  PP.  76, 

77; 

Nov.  7,  pp.  82,  84,  87; Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28. 

p.  99 

;  Dee.  5, p.  83; Dec. 

12. 

p.  82:  Dec.  19,  pp.  91, 92,  94;  Dee.  26.  p.  70:  Jan.  2,'37,  pp. 
100.  106, 

108.) 

That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712. .Lily  Pens-Gene  Raymond  .Jan. 22,'37t. .105... .  Dee. 

19 

Two  in  Revolt  (G)  621  .Louise  Latimer-John  Arledge..  . 
.Apr. 3  ..65... 

.May 

2 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638  .Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern  .Sept. II  ..69... 

.Aug. 

22 

.Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Traey  .  Doc. 4  ..67... 

(See  "General  Delivery," "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 

.Jan. 
8/37... ..82... .Oct. 17 

Without  Orders  (G)  704  
Oct. 

23t  ..64... .Oet. 10 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  626.. 

24  
..64... .Apr. II 

Wintorsot  (G)  703  Nov. 20t  ..77... 
.Nov. 

21 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16, '37,  p.  80.) 
Woman  Rebels.  A  (A)  642.... 

Nov. 8  ..88... .Oct. 

SI 

Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  Mar. 
.Mar. 28 

Coming 
Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9. '37.) Mar. 
Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Park  Avenue  Logger  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9/37.) 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone..  . 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  7.) 
Rough,    Ready    and  Handsome 
714   Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster. 

(See  "Coast  Patrol,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (6)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  

Feb.  5/37t. 

Feb.   I2/S7t.  ..60  Dec.  26 
Toast  of  New  York  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. ..  Mar.  I2,'37t  
We're  on  the  Jury  716  (G) . .  .Helen  Broderiek-Victor  Moore. ...  Feb.   I9,'37t  71. Jan.  23/37 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Wings  of  Mercy   John  Beal-Jane  Walsh   j 
Woman  I  Love,  The  721  Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  Mar.  26,'37t  

' Escadri lie."   "in  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) (See 

Title 
August  Week-End  ... 
Below  the  Deadline... 
Bridge  of  Sighs  
Brilliant  Marriage  .. 
Custer's  Last  Stand.. 
Drake  the  Pirate  (G) 
Easy  Money  (G)  
Feud  of  the  West.... 
Human  Adventure,  The  (G). 
I  Conquer  the  Sea  (G)  
I  Was  a  Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   

STATE  RIGHTS 

Star  Dlst'r Valerie  Hobson   Grand  National.. 
Russell  Hopton   Grand  National.. 
Onslow  Stevens           Grand  National.. 
Joan  Marsh    Grand  National.. 
Rex  Lease   Stage  &  Screen.. 
Matheson  Lang   Grand  National.. 
Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National.. 
Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National.. 
Educational   W.  G.  Shields  Oet. 
Steffi  Duna   Grand  National  Feb, 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
..Apr.    10  67  

8..  ..69  
5  66  
25  62'/,  
2  9  rls  
1  78..  June   I /II 
10  66'/,..  July  I 
IS  61'/,  
16  72.... Oet.  10 
8  67....  Jan.  25 

.June .Mar. 

.Mar. 

.Apr. 

.Apr. 
.July 

.Apr. 

Title  Star  Dlst'r 
Lady  Luek   Wm.  Bakewell   Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Living  Dead,  The  Gerald  Du  Maurler.  Grand  National. 
Lueky  Terror,  The  Hoot  Gibson    Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  tho  Demon*  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  the  Zombie*.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Mooa  (G).Erln  O'Brien-Moore. . Grand  National. 
Romance   Rides  tho  Range 
(G)   Marlon  Shilling   Speetrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farreli   Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Boll   Grand  National. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed ..Aug.  IS  
..Mar.   10  59  
..Feb.   22  65  
..Feb.   20  61  

..July    

2
0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

60.. ..July  It 
..June   IS  57.. ..July  It 
..Deo.    IS  69'/,.. Mar.  II 

.Sept.  28t  59.... Sept,  28 

.Juno     1  63  

.May     1  60  
.May    

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

75....  July  4 

.Apr.    20  59  

.Sept,  I7t  75. ...Sept  It 

.Juno   22  59  
Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B. 
Chinese  Melody  James  B. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  Tho  Fred  Scott    Speetrum 

(See  "In  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Loong. 
L*Mf . 
Leong. .6  rl*. 

.6  rl*. .6  rl*. 

SUPREME 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlaw*  Bob  Steele   
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Maek  Brown  July 
Desert  Phantom,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  Juno 
Kid  Ranger,  The  Bob  Steele   Feb. 
Last  of  tho  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   Juno 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Maek  Brown  Apr. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Aug.  15  25  
10  

10  
5  
10  58  
25  
25  58  
2S  

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Title 
Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
23t  70. Oct.  24/31 

. .Jan. 23/37, 

.  .Sept. 

..Dee. ..July 

..Nov. 

8/37t.. 

p.  79.) 

IBt  

4t  
S  
I3t  
17  
July  18, 

lit.. 
8... 

.96.... Sept.  II 

.56... 

.95... 

.59... .70... 

.77... 

.Aug. 

.  Doe. .June .Nov. 

.Mar. 
p.  82;  Sept.  12, 

..77. , ..59. 
.Nov.  28 

Star  Rel 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767  Will  Rogers   Oet, 

(re-issue) 
As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Elis.  Bergner-Laureneo  Olivier. 

(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16:  exploitation:  Jan. 
Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Spring  Byington.... 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  728 ...  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MoCroa. 
Border  Patrolman.  The*(G)850.  Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young. 
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723.. Jans  Withers-Slim  Summervillo 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbe*  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27,  p.  82;  July  4,  p.  70 

p.  68.) Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whalen  Dee. 
Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh-Helen  Wood  May 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  14/35.) 
Charlie    Chan   at   the  Circus* 
(G)  640    Warner  Oland-Keyo  Luke  Mar. 

Charlie  Chan  at  tho  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland-Boris  Karloff 

Charlie   Chan   at  the  Rac* 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Heten  Wood  Aug. 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers-Myrna  Loy  Apr. (re-issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (G)  643.Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  Apr.    24  68  Apr.  II 
Country  Doctor,  Tho*  (G)  636.Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt.  . . Mar.     6  94. ...Mar.  21 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  25,  p.  96;  May  9, 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23,  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86;  June  6,  p.  124;  July  4,  p.  70; 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Lorre-Brian  Donlevy 
Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes,  Tho 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart-Robert  Kent. 

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morg 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon. (re-issue) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645  Jed  Prouty-Shirley  Deane.. 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.lrvin  S.  Cobb-Rochelle  Hud 

27  71.... Mar.  26 

.Jan.     8/37  68. ...Nov.  28 

7t  70. Oet.  26/35 
24  85. Mar.  21/31 

15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero.... 
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  646  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Downs.. (Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown..  
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Slraone  Simon 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79:  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p 

Jan. I5.'37t.. 
..70.  Jan.  16, 

'37 

June 
26  

..76. ...Juno 

20 

Oct. 

I6t  

..78. ...Oet. 

17 

Feb. 

5/37t.. 
..79.. 

Oct.  14/33 

July 

10  ..57. 
...May 

30 

Mar. 20  

..84. 

...Mar. 14 Feb. 

7  

..62. 

. . .  Fob. 8 Oet. 
sot  

..64. 

...Oet. 
3 

May 

15  

..74. 

...Apr. 

18 
Apr. 

3  

..63. . . .  Feb. 

29 

Aug. 

I4t  
..66. 

. .  .Aug. 

1 

Isobel  Steele   Malvlna  Aug.     I  73. 

.Aag. 

Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22.... 
Here  Comes  Trouble*  (G)  633.. Paul  Kelly-Arline  Judge  Fob.  21  
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farreli..  ..July  17  
Holy  Terror,  Tho  (G)  734  Jane  Withers- Anthony  Martin  Feb. 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May 
It  Had  to  Happen  (G)  631  George  Raft-Rosalind  Russell  Feb. 
King    of   the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept. 

Ladies  in  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Simone  Simon.  ..Oct. 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Delma  Byron  Dee. 
(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 

Litt!e  Miss  Nobody  (G)  651. ..Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan  June  12  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew- M.  Carroll  Jan.  29/37t... (Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 

83.) 

. ..66.. 

. ..62.. 

...63.. 

.May 

.Feb. .Juno I 

15 

20 

5/37t.. .*65.Jan.  9/37 
29.... 
14.... 
lit... 

9t... lit... 

.66.. .79.. 
.Apr. 
.Feb. 25 

15 

.58.... Aug.  29 .97. 

.67. 

...Oet.  10 

,72....  Mar. 
1 17....  Nov. 
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VICTORY  „„,.,„„ 
Titl*  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Cheyenne  Rides  Again  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7/37t  
Face  in  the  Fee,  A  June  Collyer- Lloyd  Hughes  Feb.  I  
Flying  Fists   Herman  Brix  Jan.  25/37t  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service. ... Lleyd  Hughes-Sheila  Manners. .. .June  15  
Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Nov.  26f  
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June  I  
Rio  Grande  Romance  Eddie  Nugent- Maxlne  Doyle  Mar.  15  
Rip  Roarin'  Buckaroe  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marion  Oct.  I5t  
Silks  and  Saddles  Herman  Brix-Toby  Wlnf  Dee.  14  
Taming  the  Wild  Rod  La  Rocque-Maxlne  Doyle. ...  Feb.  15  
Twe  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brlx-Jeanne  M artel  Nov.  2t  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

Trail  Feud,  The. 
Coming 

.Tom  Tyler   Feb.  I8.'37t. 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)         Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Anthony  Adverse  (G)  801  Fredric  March-O.  de  Havilland  .  .Aug.  29  139  May  23 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musiacl  analysis,  Aug.  22,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Aug.  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5,  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17.  p.  75;  Oct.  24. 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31.  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill,  112,  115;  Dee.  5,  pp.  80. 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept.    5t  60  July  It 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17.  p.  75;  Oet.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  925  Guy  Kibbce-Warren  Hull  June   27    58. ...Apr.  25 
Black  Legion  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  .Jan.   30,'37t  83. Jan.     9, '37 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16, '37.  p.  76.) 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis. ...  Mar.     7  70  Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marion  Davles-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26t  90  Oct.  31 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  Jan.  16, '37,  p.  80.) 
California  Mall  930  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the   Light  Brigade 

(G)  901   Errol  Flynn-O.  de  Havilland  Nov.     7  115. ...Oet.  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  Ill; 
Jan.  16, '37,  p.  78;  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  78.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-DIck  Powell  Mar.   21  89.... Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23,  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  in  the  Sky  (G)  120. .Jean  Muir-Warren  Hull  Nov.    28f  58  Oct.  31 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109.. Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept.  26t  88  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  78.) 
God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(G)  105   George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts  Jan.    I8,'37t. .  /85  Dee.  26 

Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  .  Rex  Ingram   Aug.     I  93  May  30 
(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25.  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29, 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dee.  12,  p.  87.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander- Beverly  Roberts  .  .July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  906...  Pat  O'Brien-J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   25  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  ef  Fury  (G)  110   Marg't   Llndsay-H.    Bogart  Oet.    lot  60  Sept.  5 
Jallbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.     8  60.... May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  ef  Hockey  (Q)  121  Anne  Nagel-Rlchard  Purcell  Dee.    I9t  55  Nov.  14 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oet.     3  1 17. Oct.  12/35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3, '35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oct.  24,  p.  68;  Jan.  16, '37,  p.  76.) 

One  Way  Passage  (G)  Kay  Francis-William  Powell  Dee.    12  69. July  30/32 
(re-Issue) 

Pole  Joe  (G)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Dee.     5f  65  Sept  26 
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (G)  913. .Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25  69  June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  912  Warren  William-Bette  Davis  Aug.     8  74  

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  MacLane  . .  Jan.     2/37t  59  Dec.  5 
Sons  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May   30  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  128;  July  25,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  924.  Warren  William-June  Travis  May     9  62  Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
929   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  The  (G)  914. . .  Karloff- Marguerite  Churchill  Mar.   14  76  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4.  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 

Angle  Shooter   
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  De  Havilland-I.  Hunter  
Dance   Charlie   Dance  Stuart   Erwin-Glenda  Farrell  
Desert  Song   Frank  McHugh   
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  123. .Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent- Anita  Louise  
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  110. .Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Feb.   I3,'37t. ■  . .71  Dee.  12 
Kid  Galahad   Edw.  G.  Robinson -Bette  Davis  
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell. .. Mar.  27,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Land  Beyond  the  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davls-H.  Bogart  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  
Melody  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  *60.Jan.  16/37 
Merchant  of  Venus  124  Carol  Hughes-Marie  Wilson  
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltel  Mar.  6/37-f  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Over  the  Wall  Ross  Alexander   
Prince  and  the  Pauper,  The  112. Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander- Ruby  Keeler  Mar.  6/37f  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Singing,  Marine,  The  Dick  Powell-O.  de  Havilland  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fonda  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  te  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  Dec.    21 1  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.    I  St  7  rls  

WORLD Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Slalom   (G)   Skiing  Film   Dec.    I5t  68. Jan.  23/37 
Tempo  Massimo   Mllly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popelare   Italian  Feature   Doe.  25t  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare  Italian  Feature   
My  Seng  of  Love  Tito  Still  pa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Dlane  Korene  
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amazing  Quest,  The  (G)...Cary  Grant   United  Artists  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  29 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 
(G)   Florlne  McKlnney  .  Assoc.  British  70  June  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Livesay   Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  8 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A) . .  Francoise  Rosay  ....American  Tobls. .  .Sept.  22  95. ...Oet.  8 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolque.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Elisa  Cegani   United  Artists  
Clboulette  (G)   Simone  Berriau   Franco-American. . .Sept.  lit... 
Cloistered  (G)   Best   May    19  80. ...Nov.  7 
Crime  Over  London  (A).-.Margot  Grahame  United  Artists  65  May  SO 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loebinger   Amkino   Sept.    9  Sept.  19 
Dubrevsky   Boris  Llvanov   Amkino   Mar.   28  72  Apr.  II 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75  Oet.  10 
Eternal  Mask,  The  (A) . . .  Mathias  Wieman    . .  Mayer-Burstyn  .  .  .Jan.  12/37. ..  70. Jan.  23/37 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  June  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G)  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-Fox  92  Deo.  19 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camillo  Pilotto  United  Artists  90  Dee.  5 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G) . . . Tamarina   Amkino   Oct.     6  90  Oct.  17 
Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granaeh  ..Amkino   July    28  ..90  Aug.  22 
Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez   Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  • 
Incertldumbre  (G)  Hilda  Moreno   United  Artists  Sept.  I8t  70  Sept.  26 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  British  Lion  73  June  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks   British  Lion  70  Nov.  21 
Janosik  (G)   Palo  Blelik   French   Nov.   24  82. ...Dee.  8 
Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff  Twickenham   70  Oet.  17 
La  Fusse   Femin  Gentler  French   Aug.     1  83  
Land  Without  Musle  (G).. Richard  Tauber  General   80  Oet.  24 
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oct.    16  83  Oet.  24 
Last  Rose,  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oct.     B  102  Oet.  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzte  Rose.") 
La  Damigella  di  Bard  (G)  .  E.   Grammatics   Artist!   85.  Jan.  9/37 
Les  Petits  (G)  Alice  Tissot   Franco-American  ..  Dec.   29  90. Jan.  23/37 
Liebelel  (A)    Paul  Hoerbiger  General   .87  Mar.  14 
Loves  ef  Teni.  The  (A)...Celia  Montalvan   Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Man  in  the  Mirror  (A)...E.  E.  Horton  Twickenham   75. Jan.  16/37 
Marriage    of    Corbal,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  June  13 

Milizia  Territorials  (G) ...  Antonio  Ganduslo  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  29 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the 

World  (G
)
 
 
 Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept.  

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

87  Oct.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Lied  Geht  Urn  Die  Welt.") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amkino   Nov.     2  96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francoise  Rosay   Franco- American. .  .May     8  93  May  16 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polnture.  Simone  Simon  French   Aug.     1  86  
Public  Nuisance  No.  I  (8) .  Frances  Day   General   79  Mar.  14 
Raggen — Dot  Ar   Jag  Det 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21...     .83  May  30 

Re  Burlone,  II  (G)  Armando  Falconl  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Mar.  25  98  Apr.  4 
Robber  Symphony,  The  (G) .  George  Graves   Concordia   125  May  9 
Romance  In  the  House  ef 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto   Casino   Oct.     9  81  Oct.  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Liebesroman  Im  Hause  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerbiger  Ufa  Apr.     9  81  Apr.  25 
Sensation   (A)   John  Lodge   Wardour   75. Jan.  23/37 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberg  ...Scandinavian   Apr.     7  90  Apr.  18 
Song  ef  Freedom,  The  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  80  Sept.  5 

Soa  of  Mongolia,  A  (A).-.Tseven  Rabdan   Amkino   Nov.   

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

90  Dee.  It 

Soviet  News  (G)  Amkino   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G)  Richard  Barthelmess.  Twickenham   98  Oet.  10 
Tenth  Man,  The  (G)  John  Lodge  Assoc.  British  Aug.  21 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (6). Tito  Guizar  Bustamente   105  Nov.  I 
30  Seconds  of  Love  (G)  Elsa  Merllnl   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.  2/37 
This'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack   Buchanan   ....Wilcox   78. Jan.  9/37 

Three  Maxims,  The  (G) . . .  Anna  Neagle   General   87  Aug.  I 
Two's  Company  (G)  Nod  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  16 

Waltz  for  You,  A  (G)  Louis  Graveure  Casino   
Sept.  

2

5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

94  Oct,  S 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ein  Walzer  Fuer  Dich.") We  Are  from  Kronstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchlkov   Amkino   Apr.   30  83  May  16 

Wedding  March,  The  (AK.Tullio  Carmlnatl  ...Franco-American  92  Mar.  14 
When   Knights  Were  Bold 
(G)   J.  Buchanan- F.  Wray.General   76  Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Centa  E.  N.  I.  C  85.. ..Dee.  26 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General   90  June  ( 
Yellow  Cruise,  The  (G)   French  Nov.    17  90  Deo.  5 
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SHORT 

FILMS 

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.1 

CELEBRITY 
Min. Title  Rel.  Date 

C0MIC0L0R  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  30  7 
Dick  Whlttington'i  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept.  30  

COLUMBIA 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
No.  3— "Spark   Plug"  Apr.  12  6ft.. 
No.  4—  Major  Google  (5-16). May  24  6ft.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21).  .Sept.  I8f . .  .20. . . . 
Andy  Clyde 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  ( I -23-37) . Dec.  4t...l6'/i.. 
(All  Star) 

Caught  In  the  Act  Mar.  5  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump,  The  June  20  18.... 
(All  Star) 

Disorder  in  the  Court  May  30  17.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  I6t  — 10  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t  — 18  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent  Dec.  20t  
(All  Star) 

Grips,  Grunts  and  Groans.. Jan.  I5,'37f  19  
Half  Shot  Shooters  (6-13)..  .Apr.  30  IS  

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   Jan.  9,'37tl7.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyville 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t...l8.... 

Midnight  Blunders  (5-16) ..  .Apr.  21. ...17.... 
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15. ...18.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Oh,  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.  9t...20.... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  in  the  Pullman,  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (6-20). ..May  15. ...18  
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16) ....  Mar.  19.. ..17ft.. 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks   Dec.  27t  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  Jan.    9  18.... 
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.  1 1t  2rls. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  in  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t  7'/a.. 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8ft.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog,  A  Dec.  23t  7.... 

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7  
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I,'37t  
in  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  8  
Glee  Worms   June  24  7.... 
Merry  Mutineers  (1 1-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7  
Skeleton  Frolic   Jan.  29,'37t  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t  7.... 
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  26  7.... 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Gold  Quest  of  the  Ages... .Jan.  28,'37t  
Star  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  I  St  — 10  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t  1  rl.. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t  -  - .  1 1  '/a  -  - 
Runaway  Marriage,  The 
(1-16-37)   Dec.  18  10  

FEATURETTES 

Community  Sing   (No.   I).. Jan.  I7,'37f  
Story  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States  Dec.  I8t  
KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 

12.  "Lit  Ainjil"   Mar.  19  6..., 
13.  Peace  Conference  Apr.  10  7..., 

(re-issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.   9...    7.  . 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (11-7). Oct.  24f....7.... 
16.  Merry  Cafe   (1-23-37) .. Dec.  26t....7  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10.... 
Fishing  Thrills   Jan.  22,'37t  
Football  Flashes  (10-10) . . .  .  Aug.  30. . . .  10. . . . 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15  10.... 
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept. 25t. . .  10. . . . 
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10....  10.... 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t . . . .9ft  ■  ■ 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oct.  26t...l0  
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10  
Sport  Magic   June  13  9ft.. 
Stop,  Look  and  Guess  Mar.   9  10  
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10  
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II  10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t  6'/2.. 
Looney  Balloonists  (I  I  -28) .  .Sept.  24t  7  
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    8  7.... 
Scrappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    5  7  

Scrappy's  Pony   Mar.  16  7  
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    8—   Mar.  27  10  
No.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9ft.. 
No.  10—  (6-13)   May  29. ...10  
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26. ...10  
No.  12— (8-8)   July  17.. ..10.... 
No.  13— (8-22)   Aug.  13. ...10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  lit.  ..10  
No.    2— (11-21)   Oct.  23t-  -  .10  
No.    3— C-9-37)   Nov.  28t...l0  
No.   4—   Dec.  28t..  .10  
No.    5—   Jan.  22,'37tl0  

SPECIAL  • Belgium   Dec.  25t  
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.    1 1 ...  - 8'/2 . . 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dec.  I8f  
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5)  Sept.   7t  3  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.    9— (3-7)   Feb.  25..  ...10ft. . 
No.  10—   Mar.  26  10ft.. 

DuWORLD 

.10.. 
.10. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 

Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the   Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   

Sus-TI-Ka  (12-19)   
Utah  Picture  Book 
(1-9-37)   10  

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Cinecolor) 

No.    I—   Sept.  I5t  9  

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24  18  
Sleepless  Hollow   May    8  16  
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10....  19.... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20).  .June    5  21  

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous   Aug.    If. ..II.... 
Gifts  in  Rhythm  Oct.  23 1 ...10  
Going  Native   Aug.  28t ...  1 1  
Nothing  But  the  Tooth  Feb.  26,'37t.lrl. 
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I8t . . . 1 1  
Play!  Girls   Nov.    6t -  -  - 1 1  -  -  -  - 
Queen's  Birthday,  The  Aug.  I4t...l0  
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The  Aug.  21 1 ...  1 0.  — 
See  Uncle  Sol  Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl.. 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9.... 
Strike!  You're  Out  ( I -9-37) . Dec.  lit. ..II  

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Gold  Bricks  Mar.  20  20  
Grand  Slam  Opera  Feb.  21  21.... 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3  16.... 
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27  19  

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.    6  6  
Big  Game  Hunt,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.l  rl.. 
Book  Shop,  The  Feb.  5,'37f.6  
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t . . .  .6. . . . 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  6  

Farmer  A I  Falfa's  Prize 
Package   July  31  6  

Title                           Rel.  Date  Min. 
Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- tieth Anniversary   Not.  t7t....7.... 
Klko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7).. Ott.    2t. ........ 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oct.  S0f....7.... 
Klko  the   Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  25t....7.... 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt  •  

Off  to  China  Mar.  20t  
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies   July  24  1.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dee.  lit. ...7.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  in  Sunken 
Treasures   Oet.  Itt.. 

Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  ISt  7, ... 

Rolling  Stones   May    1  6.... 
Sailor's  Home,  The  (6-13). .June  12  6.... 
Salty  McGuire   Jan.  8,'37t.7.... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  Jan.  22,'37t.7  
Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6  
Western  Trail,  The  Apr.    3  6  
Wolf  in  Cheap  Clothing,  A.. Apr.  17  6  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I... .10.... 
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Dee.  I8t  II  

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June   5  9.... 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.   7t  10. . . . 
Krazl- Inventions  (10-31 )....  Oct.    Of ...  1 1 ... . 
Legend  of  the  Lei  (I -2-37) . Dee.    4f ...II  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Sept.  4t.. ....... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10) .  .Sept.  lit  ».... 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7)..  .Oct.  I6t. ........ 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13  19.... 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22.. ..18  

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...20  
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.  6t...l8.... 
Bashful  Buddies   Aug.  7t . . .  17. . . . 
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.2  rli. 
Blue  Blazes   Aug.  2 1 1  - .  .19  
Boy  Friend,  The  Feb.  26,'37t  2  rls. 
Boy,  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4t. . . IS  
Chemist.  The  (9-24)  Oet.    St.. .19.... 
Diamonds  in  the  Rough  Sept.  25t. . .19.. .. 
Ditto   Feb.  I2,'37tl7  
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  5,'37tl9.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  I  It-. .20.... 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    It...  18  
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.  I.'37t2l  
Hold  It   Jan.  29,'37t.2  rls. 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(6-13)   May  15. ...19.... 

JaM  Bait   Jan.    8,'37f  19  
Just  the  Type   ..  .Dee.  4f...20.... 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7.... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  ISt. ..19.... 
Parked  in  Paree  Aug.  28t...l9.... 
Peaceful  Relations   June  19. ...18.... 
Practically  Perfect   Jan.  I5,'37t2l  
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21)..  .Oct.  23t...l8..„ 
Screen  Test,  The  (12-19) ...  Dee.  I8t...l9  
Spring  Is  Here  Oct.  30t...20.... 
Transatlantic  Love   Dee.  25f...20.... 
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) .  .Sept.  4t...i0.... 
Whose   Baby  Are  You7 
(M-7)   Oet.  2t...l8..„ 

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Beware  of  Blondes  Feb.   7.... 20.... 
Love  In  September  Mar.   8.... 21.... 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl.. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.   9  8.... 
Liebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.    5—   Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
No.   6—   Mar.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.   4  9. 
Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jan.  20,'37tl2. 
Carillon  Makers   Aug.  1 5t ...  12. 
Floridian  Curiosities   Jan.  I0,'37tl2.. 
Golden  Harbor   Mar  16. ...  1 0. 
Life  of  Theodore  Roosevelt.  .  Feb.    I ....  1 9 
Teogh  B reiki   Mar.  I  IS. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I5t...20. 
Sport  if  Flying  Sept.  I2t  
Yiung  Exihwar   Mar.  2....  10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
Ne.    I—  4   Fib.  14  1. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  3—   Mar.   8  10... 
No.  4—  Mar.  22  10... 
No.  5—  .Apr.  10  7... 
No.  6—  .Apr.  22  7ft. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  9... 
No.  2—  Mar.   6  9... 
No.  3—  Apr.  II  9... 
No.  4—  May    4  9... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Jungle...  .Feb.   3  6... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  8oiith  Seat  .Feb.  17  8... 
3.  Nomads  of  the  Past  Mar.  3  6... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air  Mar.  17  5ft. 
5.  Nomads  In  the  Making.    .Apr.   3  6... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  6... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains  May    3  5ft. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  8ft. 

IMPERIAL Title 

Mln. 
Rel.  Date 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Towers  of  Melody  8 
Hidden  Treasure!   8 
Southern  Beauties   8 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Storm  
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8. 
Early  In  the  Mornln'  8. NOVELTIES 
Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  s. 
Hobo  Hero   9. 

PORT  0'  CALL 
Peacock  Throne  9. 
City  of  the  Sun  9. 
Last  Resort   9. 
Children  of  the  Nile  9. 
Seventh  Wonder   9. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seas  8. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Love 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cross  8. 

MGM 
Title 

Min. 

No.  2—  Feb.  28   8. 

Rel.  Date 
CHARLEY  CHASE 

Count  Takes  the  Count,  The.  Feb.  22.... 20... 
Neighborhood  House  (7-18).  .May   8. ...20... 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25).. Apr.  18  IS.. 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-29)...  .  Mar.  28.. .  .20.., 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY 
No.  7— Feel  Praof  Mar.  7  21.., 
No.  8— The  Publle  Pay* 
(H-14)   Oet.  I0t...l»... 

No.  9 — Torture  Money  Jan.  2,'37t20... 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1-2-37)  Nov.  Ut  8.., 
India  on  Parade  
Japan  In  Cherry  Blossom 
Time   Mar.  21  8... 

Oriental  Paradise  Nov.  I4t ....».., 
Picturesque  South  Afrlea...  .Jan.  9,'37t.9.. 
Quaint  Quebee  Sept.  I2t. ...... 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  of 
Splendor  (7-25)   Sept.  12  9.. Saored  City  ef  the  Mayaa 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7.. 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Mai 
of  Destiny   May  16  8.. 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-19)..  .Oct.  24t  9.. 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 
19—  Early  Bird  and  tjat  j 
Worm,  The  (4-25)  Feb.  8.....1.. 

20—  Old  Mill  Pond,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8.. 

21—  Two  Little  Pupi  (8-1).. Apr.   4  ».. 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Plenle   May  30  8.. 
24—  To  Spring  June  20  8.. 
25 —  Little  Cheeter  July  II  9.. 
26—  Pups'  Christmai  (12-21)  .Dec.  I2t  «.. 
27 —  Circus  Daze   9.. 

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nov.   9  II.. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  1 9t  -  -  - 1 1  - . 
Hollywood  Second  Step.  Dee.  5t...l0.. 
How  to  Be  a  Detective 
(1-23-37)   Oet.  I7t....9.. 

How  to  Behave  (4-25)  Apr.  25. ...10.. 
How  to  Train  a  Dog  July   4  8.. 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept.  St . .  .10. . 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28.. . .  10. . 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23....  1 1.. 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13.. ..II.. 

Rainbow  Pass,  Tlui  Oet.  31 1  
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Rel.  Date  Mln. Title 
What  Do  You  Think?  

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  (6-6)  Apr.  II  9.... 
Dare  Deviltry   June  27  9.... 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (9-8)... -June   6. ...10.... 
Polo  (6-6)   May    9  8.... 
Table  Tennis  (4-25)  Feb.  15  10  
Racing  Canines  (8-6)  Mar.  14....  10  

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years,  A  Dec.  26t . . .  19. . . . 
No  Place  Like  Rome  (11-7)  .Sept.  26t ...  1 9  
Violets  In  Spring  (9-5)  Sept.  5.... 21  

OUR  GANG 
Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May    2  18  
Bored  of  Education  (9-5). ..Aug.  29  10  
Divot  Diggers   Feb.   8....  15.... 
Lucky  Corner,  The  (2-29) ...  Mar.  14....  16  
Pay  As  You  Exit  Oct.  24t  ..-II.... 
Raunion  in  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll.... 
Second  Childhood  (4-25)  Apr.  II  19.... 
Spooky  Hooky  Dec.  5t  
Two  Too  Young  (11-7)  Sept.  26t ...  1 0  .. 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.   4  20  
Hill  Tillies  (8-15)  Apr.   4.. ..18.... 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29.... 20.... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  the  Headlines  (9-5)  Sept.  I2t  —  II  
Dexterity   Jan.  I6.'37t.9  
Gilding  the  Lily   8  
Hurling    (1-9-37)  Nov.  I4t . . .  10  
Killer  Dog  (9-5)  Aug.  29....  10.... 
Olympic  Ski  Champions 
(11-7)   Oct.    3T . . .  10  

Sports  on  lee  Oct.  IOt...lO  
Wanted— A  Master  (1-2-37) .  Dec.  26t. . .  10  

SPECIAL 
Audioscopiks  (1-18)   8... 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie   (1-9-37)  Oct.  3It  — 10  
Dancing  on  the  Celling  Jan.  2,'37t-9  
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t  — 10  
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  5t — II  
Swing  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  I9t...ll... 

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Human   Nov.  20t....7... 
Betty  Boop  and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7... 

Grampy's  Indoor  Outing  Oct.  I6t  7... 
Happy  You  and  Merry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt...-7... 

House  Cleaning  Blues  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl. 
Making  Friends   Dee.  I8t  7... 
More  Pep   June  19  
Not  Now  (2-29)  Feb-  28  7... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  7... 
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I  St  7.. 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  6... 
You're  Not  Built  That  Way. July  17  8... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 
a  Year  Dee.   4t  *•  ■  • 

Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  15  8... 
Greedy  Humpty  Dumpty  July  10  7... 
Hawaiian  Birds   Aug.  28t....9... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8... 
Play  Safe   Oct.  I6t  7. . . 
Somewhere  in  Dreamland. ...  Jan.  17  9... 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  10.. ..10... 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.   7t  -  -  - 1 1  -  -  - 
Knock,  Knock, 
Who's  There?   Sept.  1 8t  -  -  - 1 1  -  - 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orch. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22....  10... 
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
lett  -  David  Holt  -  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18) ...  Mar.  20.  ...II.. 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Babs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.    7  II.. 
Kostelanetz- Eastman 

Musical  Charmers   Oct.  9t...ll.. 
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Musical  Fashions   July    3.. ..II.. 
Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Musle  In  the  Morgan  Manner. June  "2  II.. 
Russ  Morgan  and  Orch. 

Music,  Music  Everywhere..  .Dec.  I8t-..H-- 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orch. 

Music  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t...l0.. 
George  Hall  and  Orch. 

Play.  Don  (8-15)  July  31...  .11.. 
Don  Bestor  and  Orch. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Rah,  Rah.  Football  Oct.  30t. . .10  

Will  Osborne  and 
Colleglates 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. Freddie  Rich  and  Orch. 
Star  Reporter  In  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20t-  •  -10  
Ted  Husing-Bennie  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody. ...  May    I  II  
Ferde  Grofe  and  Orch. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  1 5,'37t .  I  rl. . . 
Lover's  Paradise   Sept.  lit.. .10.... 
Schubert's  Serenade   Nov.  1 3t ...  1 0 ... . 
Trees   Jan.  I5,'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20f  I  rl.. 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8. .Dec.  lit  1  rl.. 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  I4t ...  18  
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dec.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oct.  9t...l0  
Sailor  Shorty  Oct.  23  10.... 
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t  
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oct.  9t...l0  

That's  Their  Business  Nov.  1 3t ...II.... 
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.  8,'37t.lrl.. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 
No.  8  —  Frederic  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor —  The  Voice  of  the 
Animals  (2-29)   Feb.  28....  1 1.... 

No.  9  —  Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9.... 

No.  10  —  Toilers    of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24  10.... 

No.  II — Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boys  —  Up  Mont 
Blanc   May  22  II  

No.  12 — Meet  the  Pelican — 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19  10  

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl.. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Ser 
No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 

Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  2 1 1  -  -  - 

No.  2  —  Science    to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen     Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t... 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber—Keep  Out!  Lions  Oct.  1 6t  — 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  on  Parade  —  All 
A-Board   Nov.  1 3t  — 

N o.  5  —  Bamboo — Clamdlg- 
gers'  Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dec.  lit 

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let's  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.  8,'37t 

ies) 

0... 

10. 

10... 

10. 

.10. 

.1  rl.. 
PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 

Broadway  Highlights  No.  O.Apr.   3  9... 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21....  10... 
Dangerous  Jobs   May    I  9... 
Fashions  in  Love  July  24  10... 
Here  Comes  the  Zeo  (3-14). .Mar.  13  9... 
Poodle,  The   May  22....  10... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26....  10... 
Rookie  Fireman.  The  Apr.  24  10... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    1  8... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.   6  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.   7  7... 
Hold  the  Wire  Oct.  23t....7... 
I'm  in  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7... 
I-Ski   Love-Ski   You-Ski . .  . Apr.   3  6... 
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard  June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Movln'  July  24  6... 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t  7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t  7... 
Paneless  Window  Washer, 

The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 
Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t.  -  .17. . . 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t...-7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cinecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27. ...II... 
No.  5   May  29. ...10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  6   July  17. ...10.... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t ...  1 1  
No.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t. ..10.... 
No.  3   Dec.  25t ....  I  rl.. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomln',  The 
(8-22)   July  24  10.... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You. ..  .Sept.  25t  8.... 
Joe  Richman  and  Orch. 

I    Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  in 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7  
Jack  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl.. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t...  7.... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Orch. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29). Feb.  14  10  
No.  22— Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13  10  

No.  23— Sun  Chasers  Apr.  10  10  
No.  24 — Catching  Trouble..  .May    8  10  
No.  25 — River  of  Thrills...  .June   5  10  
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July    3  10  
No.  27 — Neptune's  Scholars (8-22)   Aug.   7t  -  -  •  1 0  
No.  28—  Lucky  Spills   Sept.  4t...l0  
No.  29 — Fighting  Marlin. . .  .Oct.    2t  — 10  
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.    6t -  -  - 10. . . . 

No.  31— Chimp  Champs  Dec.  4t...l0  
No.  32— Sporting  Pals  Jan.  I,*37t.lrl.. 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29,37t.l  rl.. 

RKO  RADIO 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22   Feb.  31  5'/a.. 
No.  23   Apr.    3  5.... 
No.  24  May  29  5.... 
No.  25   July  10  5  

EASY  ACES 
Debonair   New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27  10.... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29t  9  
Fool  Your  Friends  June   9  10.... 
Job's  a  Job,  A  May  22  10  
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Feb.  28  II  

H  EADLIN ER  SERIES 
No.  4 — Wedtime  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20  21.... 

No.  5 — Bad  Medicine   May  22  15.... 
No.  6— Sleepy  Time   July  24  20  

(1936-37) 1—  Lalapaloosa  Nov.  20t ...  1 6  

2—  Singing  in  the  Air  Feb.  I9,'37tl9  
EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache   July  10  18... 
High  Beer  Pressure  May    8  18..., 

Hillbilly  Goat  (1-23-37) ..  .Jan.  I5.'37tl8 — 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oct.  23t...20'/i. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.   6  15'/a  - 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    I  9... 
No.  2   June    5  10 — 
No.  3   July    3  10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17.  ...24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13. ...21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.... 21... 
No.  5   May  15. ...21... 
No.  6   June  12  23... 
No.  7   July  10. ...21... 
No.  8   Aug.   7  21... 

(1936-37) 
No.  I   Sept.  4t..-23... 
No.  2   °«t.  2t...2l'/s. 
No.  3   Nov.  3t...2l... 
No.  4  (12-12)  Nov.  27t...22... 
No.  5   Dec.  25t...l9... 

No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  PATH  E  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12....  16... 
Don't  Bo  Like  That  Dec.    4t . . .  18. . . 
Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10. ...17... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Horse  Play   18  
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.  7....I3V4.. 
Who's  Looney  Now  Sept.  4t. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan  Feb.  28  17.... 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.    9t- - -18  

Deep   South   (1-23-37)  Jan.  I,'37tl7  Melody  In  May  (2-1)  May    I. ...18.... 
Swing  It  July    3. ...16  
That   Man  Samson  19  

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  7  
Cupid  Gets  Her  Man  July  24  7  
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 

That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 

(2-29)   Feb.   7  7'/i.. It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.   2  7  

Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7  
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)  Apr.  17  8.... 
Toonerville  Picnic   Oct.  2f....7  
Trolley  Ahoy   July   3  8.... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  7  

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14  l8'/i.. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  19  
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17  16'/» .- 
Grandma's  Buoys  (1-2-37) ..  Dec.  1 8t  — 16  
So  and  Sew  Sept.  I8f  — 15  

SPECIAL 
Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27  21.... 

SPORTS  WITH   BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory..  .Oct.  30t ...II.... 
High,  Wide  and  Dashing..  .Sept.  4t  •  
Iceman,  The   Jan.  I5,'37t.9  Ladies  Day  Dec.  I8f...ll  
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24. ...II.... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10)..  .Oct.  2t...l0  
Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19  II.... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)  Nov.  20t ...  1 1  
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  10  

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  I3t  9'/».. 
Forest  Gangsters  (1-23-37)  .Jan.  8,'37t..9.. Living  Jewels   June  12  10.... 
Underground  Farmers  Apr.  17  9.... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I8t . . .  .9.. .. 
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14  10  

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29) . . . .  Mar.  27. . .  .21 . . . . 
Listen  to  Freezin'  (8-15) ..  .July  31  15  
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.    6t . .  .21 . . . . 
Wholesaling  Along   May  29. ...17  

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)  Mar.  27  II  

Gold   Mania   (1-16-37)  Dec.  25t ...  1 1  
G raveyard  of  Ships  (I -2-37)  .  Nov.  27t ...  1 1  
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.  6t...M  
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)   Feb.  21....  1 1.... 
Trinidad   Sept.  I  It.. .  10. .. . 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15. ...10.... 
Washington  in  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oct.  9t...l0.... 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seahorse 
(1-9-37)   II  

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II... 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Skl-Esta  (1-2-37)   19... 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title  Rel.  Date 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Dogging  It  Around  the World   Nov.  I3f. 
Looking   for  Trouble  Dec.  I8t. 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds. .  .Sept.  25t. 
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t. 
Sports  Headliners  of  1936 
(11-21)   Oct.  SOf. 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7t. 
Land  of  Genghis  Khan  Dec.  I8t 
Memories  of  Spain  (10-3)..  .Sept.  I8t 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7).  .Sept.  25t. 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  I3t. 

Min. 

.10. 

.10. 

.10... 

..9'/,. 
.10... 
.10.., 

.10. 
UNITED  ARTISTS 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
MICKEY  MOUSE 

38T Orphans'  Picnic   Mar.  12  
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.    9  •.. 
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Title                           Rel.  Date  Min. 
40.  Through  the  Mirror  June  18  9  
101.  Moving  Day   July  22  9  
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-15).. Aug.  27  9.... 
103.  Alpine  Climbers  (8-22). Oct.  28t  9'/a . . 
104.  Mickey's  Circus  (8-15)  8.... 
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(11-14)   9.... 

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   9.... 

108.  Don  Donald  (1-16-37)  8'/2.. 
109.  Worm  Turns,  The 
(1-23-37)   8'/2.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
S3.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  8'/,.. 

34.  Three  Little  Wolves 
(4-11)   May  27  10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23T....8.... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
keteers  (11-28)   7  

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   8'/,.. 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  8'/t.. 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8'/2.. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

GOING    PLACES   with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  18  (3-14)  Mar.  9....IO'/».. 
No.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23 ....  1 8 ... . 
No.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  9.... 
Ne.  21   June  8  9.... 
No.  22  June  22  9  
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6  10  
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20. ...10.... 
No.  25  (8-15)  Auo.   3. ...10.... 
No.  26   Aug.  17. ...10.... 
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t  9  
No.  28  (10-17)  Oet.  IBt  8  
No.  29  Oct.  26t....9.... 
No.  30  Nov.  23t...l0.... 
No.  31   Dee.  2lt  9  
No.  32  Feb.  l,'37.9'/2.. 
No.  33  Feb.  I5.'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  34  Mar.  I5,'37t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers,  The  Jan.  ll,'37t.8V4.. 
House  of   Magic  Feb.  8,'37t.8  
Knights  for  a  Day  (1-9-37)  .Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen's  Frolics  (7-11)  July  15. ...18  
Fun  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  I7.'37fl0  
Fun  In  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t.. 

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t.. 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29... 
Musical  Airways  (10-10)  Sept.  30f. 
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18.. 
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t. . 

.10.... 

..II.... 

..19.... 

..II.... 

..19.... 
.10.... 

..Jan.  20,'37t. School  for  Swing  
Teddy  Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6).. June  3.... 20.. 
Television  Highlights   Dee.  23t...l0.. 
Vaud-O-Mat.  The  (3-28)  Apr.   8  16.. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7.. 
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7.. 
Beachcombers  (10-3)   Oct.    5t  9.. 
Beauty  Shoppe  (3-28)  Mar.  20  6'/a 
Everybody  Sings   Feb.  22,'37t.7. . 
Farming  Fools  May  25  7.. 
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7.. 
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30f  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  21 1  7.. 
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ..  .Sept.  7f  8.. 
Night  Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct. 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov. 
Slumberland  Express   Mar. 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov. 

STRANGER  THAN    FICTION  SERIES 
No.  18— Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9'/2.. 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9.... 
No.  20 — Novelty   June    1  9.... 
No.  21— Novelty   June  15  9.... 
No.  22 — Novelty   July  29  9  
No.  23—  Novelty  (7-11)  July  13. ...10.... 
No.  24 — Novelty  (7-18)  July  27  10  
No.  25 — Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10.... 
No.  26—  Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9  
No.  27— Novelty   Sept.  28t  8.... 
No.  28 — Novelty  (9-24)  Oct.  I2t 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov. 
No.  30—  Novelty  (12-26)  Dec. 
No.  31— Novelty  (1-2-37) ..  .Jan. 
No.  32— Novelty  Feb. 
No.  33 — Novelty   Mar, 

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dee.  I4t 
You  Can't  Get  Away 

With  It  Nov.  30t...25. 

9t....8.. 
2t....8.. 
9  7.. 
6f....8.. 

..8'/2.. 
9t....8%.. 
7t  
4,'37t  
I,'37t.9.... 
I,'37t.9.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

VITAPHONE 

BIG   TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 
Vitaphone  Entertainer! 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl.. 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlights   Apr.   4  10  
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hippodrame  May    2. ...II.... 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Lee 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28).. Mar.   7  II.... 
Conville-Dale 

Vitaphone  Topnotehes  (2-1). May  30  
Vitaphone  Troupers  (2-l)...Jan.    4  10.... 

Four  Trojans- 
Aunt  Jemima 

Vitaphone  Stageshow  July  25  1  rl.. 
Vitaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  lit. ..II.... 
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  Internationals. ..  .Oct.  1 7t ...  1 1 ...  - 
Holtz-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4t...ll  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Villlans   Dec.  I2t  
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville  Jan.   2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Harry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville   Jan.  30,'37t  
BIG  V.  COMEDIES 

Shop  Talk  Feb.  15  21  
Bob  Hope 

Joe  Palooka  In  for  the  Love 
of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars..  Mar.  28  21  
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun  ........Apr.  II. ...SI.... 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   May    9  21  
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Palooka  in  Here's  Howe. June   6.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party,  The 
(6-22)   June  20  22  
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumber-time, 
The  July  1 1.... 20.... 
Johnny  Berkes 

The  Oily  Bird  July  25.... 20  
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  15.... 20  
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14  21.... 
Yacht  Club  Boys 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
King  of  the  Islands  Feb.  22  21  

Winifred  Shaw- Warren  Hymer 
Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong,  The. Feb.  29  21  

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 
Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.   7.... 21  

Hal  LeRoy- 
Preisser  Sisters 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28).. Mar.  21  22.... 
Irene  Bordoni 

Black  Network,  The  Apr.   4  22  
Nina  Mae  MeKinney- 
Nicholas  Bros. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II  21  
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky.  The  Apr.  18  21.... 
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May    2. ...21  
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23.... 20  
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker,  The  May  30  2  rls. 
Dawn  0' Day-Radio  Rubes 

Romance  in  the  Air  May  16  
Wlni  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June   6. ...20.... 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmitis   June  13  2  rls. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   July    4.... 20.... 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18  2  rls. Cross  and  Dunn 
Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug.  22.. ..20.... 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29. ...20  
Fred  Lawrence-Rosalind  Marquis 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19)  .Sept.  St.  ..19  
Jean  Sargent 

Rel.  Date  Min. 

"The 

(9-19). Sept.  I2t...2l. 

.21. 

Title 
Jee  Palooka  In 

Choke's  on  You" 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   SepL26t.. 

Say  It  With  Candy  Oct.  St.. 
Virginia  Verrill 

Sheik  to  Sheik  Oet. 
Georges  Metaxa 

Can't  Think  of  It  Oct  24t...l8. 
Ken  Murray- Oswald 

Sunday  Round-up,  The  Oet. 
Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 

Sweethearts  and  Flowers  Nov. 

Regis  Toomey- Prelsser  Sisters 
That's  Pictures  (8-29)  Nov.  21 1. 

Jay  C.  Fllppen 
.  Here  Comes  the  Circus  Dee.  St. 

"Poodles"  Hanneford 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Blonde  Bomber"   Nov.  28t. 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

"Give  Me  Liberty  Dee. 
John  Lltel 

Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale"... 

Harry  Grlbbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender,  The.. 

Bernice  Claire 

I0t. ..21 . 

Sit-. .18. 

7t...M. 

.21. 

...18. 

I9t. 

...Jan.  9,'37t.2rli 

.Jan.  23.'S7t.2rls 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Clnecolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-1 1) .  .Sept.  St.  ..10... 
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19). .Oct.    St. ..10... 
Northern  Light  Oet.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean  Dec.  St  
Hollanders,  The  (I -23-37) .  .Jan.  2,'37tl0... 
Nice  Work   Jan.  30,'S7t  

LOON EY  TU 
No.  16 — Phantom  Ship,  The 
No.  17 — BoomI  Boom!  .... 
No.  18— Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   

No.  19— Westward  Whoa... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- mates   

No.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7-18) 
No.  23 — Perky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)  
Ne.  24 — Porky's  Poultry Plant  (9-19)   
No.  25 — Milk  and  Money.. 
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving Day   
No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky. 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  The 
No.  29— Porky  of  the  North- 

woods  (1-9-37)   
No.  30—  Porky  the  Wrestler 

NES 

.Feb.    1  7... 

.Feb.  29  7... 

Apr.   4  7. 
Apr.  25  7. 
May  23  7. 

June  20  7. 
July  II  7. Aug. 

Aug.  22  7. 
Oct.    St.... 7. 

Oet.  24t....7.. 
Nov.  I4t....7.. 

Dee.  I9t  

Jan.  9,'37t.l  rl. 
MELODY  MASTERS 

Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra.  .Feb.  22. ...II... 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21....  1 1... 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra. Apr.  18. ...It... 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  18....  10... 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June  6.... 10... 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nick  Lucas  and  His  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  IS....  10... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  St.. .11... 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos... Sept.  26t  9... 
Emll  Coleman  and  Orch. 
(7-11)   II... 

Leon  Navara  and  His  Orch. .Nov.  7t 
(9-19)  II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Orch. 
(8-29)   10... 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and  Orch 
(1-23-37)  .Dec.  I9t  10  

George  Hall  and  Orch  Jan.    9,'37t.l  rl. 
Louisiana  Kings   Jan.  23,'37t.l  rl. 

MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  16 — Cat  Came  Back, 
The  (2-8)   Feb.   8  7... 

No.  17— Miss  Glory  Mar.   7  7... 
No.  18 — I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7... 

No.  19— Let  It  Be  Me  May    2  7... 
No.  20 — I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  16  7... 

No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana. . . May  30  7... 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  Hoo...June  27  
No.  24 — I  Love  to  Slnga 
(6-20)   July  18  7... 

No.  25 — Sunday  Go  To 
Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.   8  7... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
No.  26 — At  Your  Service, 
Madame   Aug.  29  7... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  19  7.. 

No.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 
Bronx   Oct.  I  Of. .. 

Ne.  29—  Don't  Look  Now  Nov.  7f... 
No.  30 — Cooeoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t... 

31—  He  Was  Her  Man.. Jan.  2,'37t 32 —  Pigs  Is  Pigs 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30,'37t OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 
7 —  Day's  Journey,  A.  .Feb.  22.... 
8—  Harbor  Lights  Mar.  21  
9—  We  Eat  to  Live. ...Apr.  18  
0 — Vacation  Spots  May  16  

No. 

No. 
No. 
No. No. 
No. 

.7... .7... 

.7... .1  rl. 

.1  rl. 
II... 
II... 10... 

II... 
.1  rl. 

10... 
10... 

No.  II — Irons  in  the  Fire. ..June  13. 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine..  July  II. 
No.  13 — For  Sports  Sake  Aug.  8. 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb.   8. ...10.... 

Charles  Ahearn 
Timber  Giants  Feb.  22. ...II.... 
Half  Wit  ness  Mar.  21  1  rl.. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  8.... 
Pictorial  Review  June  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II  10  

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes — 

Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t...l0  
No.  2 — George  Rector — 
Fashions   Oct.  I0t...l9.... 

No.  3— Girl  Football- 
Knitted  Wear   Nov.  21 1  

No.  4 — Southern  Wear — 
Aviation    (1-23-37)   Dec.  26f  II  

No.  5 — Sports  Afloat  (color). Jan.  I6,'37t . I  rl. - VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt. . .  10  
Logging  Along   Sept.  26t  
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  It.... 
Ounce  of  Invention,  An  Oct.  24 1  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  As  Is  Dec.  I9t  Cal  Tlnney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22).. Jan.  I6.'37t.l  rl.  - 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

SERIALS 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

REPUBLIC 
Darkest  Africa  3580  (2-22). Feb.  15  
Clyde  Beatty  (15  episodes) 

Dick  Tracy  6401   Feb.  20,'37t  
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) 

Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  30  
Ray  Corrlgan-Lols  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  

Bob  Livingston- 
Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Weiss-Mintz-Serlals) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  3  rla., 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  twt- reel  episodes.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23). Apr.  18  2  rla. 
Jack  Mulhall-  (talk) 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  3  rla.. 
(also  feature  version)       followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oct.  1 9f  

John  King-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  6  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8,'37t. Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 
Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  6t.... 

Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 

(15  episodes) 
Seeret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2.'37t. 

Scott  Kolk-Jean  Rogers 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  30,'37t. 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oct.  I  Of ... . 

Bela  Lugosi-Herman  Brlx 
(15  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

McAllen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

This  journal,  being  a  theatrical  journal, 
is  supposed  to  treat  of  theatrical  matter, 
especially  this  Colyum,  but  our  guess  is  that 
this  time  the  Colyum  is  liable  to  be  more 
historical  than  theatrical.  This  country  has 

enough  unwritten  history  to  fill  several  text- 
books, that  even  a  school  kid  would  be  in- 

terested in. 

Texas,  as  you  probably  know,  has  had  six 
different  flags,  a  flag  for  each  different 
form  of  government  under  which  she  has 
lived,  but  right  now  she  is  waving  the  same 
Stars  and  Stripes  that  we  all  wave  and  she 
would  take  off  her  coat  and  fight  for  it  just 
like  the  rest  of  us  would. 

As  we  understand  it,  this  part  of  the 

state  was  at  one  time  under  the  super- 
vision of  Mexico,  and,  judging  from  the 

population  down  here,  we  are  wondering 

if  the  most  of  them  don't  savvy  Mexicana like  we  do  the  Hoosier  dialect. 

Mier,  for  example,  at  one  time  was  a  city 
of  25,000  Mexicans  but  today  it  is  known 

as  the  "City  of  Ruins."  It  is  located  about 
fifteen  miles  southwest  of  Rio  Grande,  city 
of  Texas.  A  pamphlet  tells  us  that  Mier  was 

the  scene  of  the  famous  "black  bean"  episode 
of  the  Mier  Expedition  in  which  170 
Americans  surrendered  to  a  band  of  2,000 
Mexicans  on  Christmas  Day,  1842.  They 
were  to  draw  beans  from  a  box.  Those  who 
drew  black  beans  were  to  be  allowed  to  re- 

turn to  Texas,  but  they  were  placed  before 
a  firing  squad.  Yesterday  Mier  certainly 

looked  like  "The  City  of  Ruins."  The  streets 
were  very  narrow  and  full  of  chuckholes  and 
there  was  no  evidence  of  activity  of  any 
kind.  There  was  not  a  car  in  sight  and  but 
one  truck  on  the  streets.  Many  buildings  were 
boarded  up.  The  only  places  open  for 
business  were  a  curio  store  and  two  saloons, 
and  these  had  all  the  appearance  of  an 
Apache  dive  in  France,  except  a  whole  lot 
worse,  if  that  could  be  possible.  The  road 
to  Mier  would  make  a  jackrabbit  want  to 
ride  a  burro,  it  is  nothing  but  a  trail 
through  the  cactus  and  over  rocks  and  gul- 
leys,  and  if  you  ever  think  of  going  there 
you  better  talk  it  over  with  the  folks  first. 
Mier  was  at  one  time  the  home  of  bandits 
and  we  judge  that  there  are  a  few  of  them 
left.  We  understand  that  it  was  the  home 
of  Villa  and  his  band  and  it  was  from 
here  that  they  made  their  raids  into  Texas 
and  made  flying  targets  for  the  Texas 
Rangers.  We  are  told  that  many  of  them 
are  slumbering  under  Texas  soil,  and 
when  we  think  of  these  bandits  and  their 

raids  north  of  the  Rio  Grande  we  don't 
wonder  that  Uncle  Sam  keeps  several  bat- 

talions of  soldiers  stationed  along  the  river. 
Rio  Grande  City  was  founded  in  1847  by 

Henry  Clay,  said  to  have  been  an  American 
soldier-of-fortune  who  drifted  into  the  Val- 

ley during  the  Mexican  war.  He  married 
the  wealthy  Senorita  Hilaria  Garcia  of  the 
Camargo  family  and  established  the  town 
of  Rio  Grande  City  on  the  estate  he  pur- 

chased. At  that  time  we  presume  it  was 
a  part  of  Mexico  but  now  it  is  a  part  of 
Texas.     Senorita  Garcia  must  have  been 

different  from  the  senoritas  we  have  seen 

or  Hank  wouldn't  have  fallen  for  her. 
Reynosa  is  just  over  the  Rio  Grande  river 

from  McAllen,  about  ten  miles  distant.  You 
ought  to  go  there  sometime.  This  town  has 
about  two  thousand  inhabitants,  some  Mex- 

icans, some  burros,  two  or  three  curio  shops, 
a  lot  of  dogs,  several  saloons,  a  lot  of  adobe 

houses  and  Dr.  Brinkley's  broadcasting  sta- tion. 
We  went  over  there,  to  see  a  polo  game 

between  a  team  from  Monterey  and  one 
from  Brownsville,  the  first  one  we  ever 
saw.  They  say  that  polo  is  a  very  exciting 

game,  and  maybe  it  is,  but  we'd  rather  go 
fishing  with  J.  C.  Fanning  in  the  ship  chan- 

nel at  Brownsville. 

Outside  of  a  small  square,  which  has  a 
little  pavement  on  one  side,  the  streets  look 
like  a  path  worn  over  the  rocks  by  the  goats. 
When  you  drive  them  you  should  hang  onto 

something,  for  Reynosa  don't  insure  your life  or  car. 

The  beer  they  have  over  there  might  have 
been  made  in  a  brewery,  but  salhepatica 

don't  make  a  bad  drink  when  you  are  thirsty. 
We  had  a  little  girl  with  us  from  Manitoba, 

Canada,  and  she  wanted  to  have  her  pic- 
ture taken  in  a  Mexican  cart  drawn  by  a 

burro.  A  nickel  took  care  of  arrangements. 
Elsie,  our  housekeeper,  wanted  to  have  her 
picture  taken  by  the  side  of  a  yoke  of  cat- 

tle hitched  to  a  water  cart.  But  as  for  us, 

we've  seen  Matamoros,  El  Grotto,  Nogales 
and  Reynosa,  and  that  is  about  all  of  the 
pictures  of  Mexico  we  care  to  have. 

Mission  is  where  Bob  Smith  operates  a 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  January  23 

CAPITOL 
Wanted:  A  Master  MSM 

CRITERION 
Nut  Guilty   Vitaphone 
Jimmie  Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra   Vitaphone 

Farmer    Al    Falfa    in  The 
Tin   Can  Tourist  Educational 

MUSIC  HALL 
March  of  Time,  No.  6  RKO  Radio 

PARAMOUNT 
House  Cleaning  Blues  Paramount 
On  the  Nose  Paramount 

R I  ALTO 
Neighborhood  House  MGM 
The  Spinach  Roadster  Paramount 

RIVOLI 
Song  Hits  on  Parade  Paramount 
Making   Friends   Paramount 

ROXY 
l-SIti  Love-Ski  You-Ski  Paramount 
Vistas  of  Spain  European  Films 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian ....  Columbia 
STRAND 

Double  Talk   Vitaphone 
He  Was  Her  Man  Vitaphone 

very  lovely  theatre  and  the  town  is  located  in 
what  is  said  to  be  the  best  citrus  fruit  sec- 

tion of  the  Valley.  It  is  a  jimdandy  town 
(if  you  know  what  Jimdandy  means).  It  is 
clean,  has  fine  streets,  lovely  parks,  fine  busi- 

ness buildings,  and  it  is  close  to  the  former 
home  of  William  Jennings  Bryan,  who 
would  have  been  president  of  the  United 
States  at  one  time  if  it  had  been  left  to 

Texas,  but  some  of  the  other  boys  seemed 
to  have  had  something  to  do  about  it.  Any- 

how, Mission  don't  seem  to  be  kicking  much 
about  it  now. 

Fort  Ringgold  is  a  military  station  not 
very  far  from  Rio  Grande  City  and  the 
government  keeps  a  company  of  troops  there. 
It  was  established  90  years  ago  by  General 
Taylor  and  served  as  headquarters  for  a 
number  of  young  officers  who  later  won 
military  distinction,  such  as  Robert  E.  Lee, 
U.  S.  Grant,  Zachary  Taylor,  Jefferson 
Davis,  Stonewall  Jackson,  John  Pershing, 

and  James  G.  Harbord. 
Port  Isabel  was  first  established  in  1526 

by  the  Spaniards  and  was  for  years  a  fav- 
orite rendezvous  for  pirates.  In  1780  it  had 

become  a  favorite  summer  resort  for  wealthy 
families  from  Mier  and  Camargo.  In  1835 
a  naval  battle  was  fought  between  the 
American  ship  Invincible  and  two  Mexican 
vessels,  and  the  captain  of  the  Invincible 
was  captured,  and  hanged  as  a  pirate.  Dur- 

ing the  Mexican  war  Taylor  made  Port 
Isabel  his  base  of  operations.  Today  Port 

Isabel  is  the  shipping  point  for  both  Browns- 
ville and  Matamoros. 

Matamoros  is  just  across  the  Rio  Grande 
from  Brownsville.  It  was  first  settled  in 

1765.  The  colony  was  designated  the  "Con- 
gregation del  Refugio"  in  1796,  and  later,  in 

1821,  the  name  was  changed  to  Matamoros. 
At  one  time  it  had  a  population  of  40,000 
Mexicans,  not  including  the  goats  and  bur- 

ros, but  today  it  has  about  4,000,  if  you  in- 
clude the  residents  living  in  adobe  houses 

and  the  curio  shops  and  drink  emporiums. 
It  has  a  boneyard  in  its  cemetery  where  the 
bodies  are  taken  up  from  the  graves  and 
burned  if  the  tax  on  the  grave  has  not  been 
paid  to  the  Mexican  government.  When 
you  see  it  you  will  wonder  if  the  human 
race  really  had  advanced  very  far  from  the 

"stone  age"  and  you  will  be  inclined  to  won- 
der if  Darwin  wasn't  about  half  right  after 

all. 
As  we  said  at  the  start,  this  letter  is 

mostly  historical  rather  than  theatrical,  and 
if  you  have  followed  us  thus  far  you  will 
most  likely  agree  with  us,  and  after  you  have 
taken  on  some  huckleberry  pie  we  thought 

you  might  try  a  little  corned  beef  and  cab- bage. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
THE  HERALD  covers  the  field  like  an  APRIL 

SHOWER. 

Imperial  in  New  Haven 

Imperial  Pictures  has  opened  an  office  in 
the  Film  Building,  New  Haven,  Conn.,  with 
Phillip  Sherman  as  manager.  Mr.  Sherman 
was  manager  for  GB  in  New  Haven  for 
a  year  and  previously  with  United  Artists 
in  Canada  and  New  Haven. 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISING 

i 

the  great 
national  medium 
for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  CCLIPMCNT 

WE'LL  PROVE  YOUR  SOUND  CAN  BE  IM- 
proved  with  nationally  famous  Audio-matic  volume 
control  amplifiers,  complete  with  RCA  metal  tubes.  Size 
for  every  theatre,  and  extra  liberal  trades  this  month. 
For  proof,  write  S.  O.  S.,  636-AB  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

Brers 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages.  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter.  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  rot  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity  .  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- feller Center.  New  York. 

READ  ANY  GOOD  BOOKS  LATELY?  HOW 
about  Richardson's  5th  edition  (not  the  latest")  Vo'ume 
3  with  famous  "Questions  and  Answers"  index.  Con- tains over  300  pages,  fully  illustrated.  Bargain  at 
$1.95.    S.  O.  S..  636-AB  Eleventh  Ave..  New  York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER,  YOUNG.  7  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE 
complete  knowledge  of  buying,  booking,  and  publicity. 
BOX  S17.  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

PROJECTIONIST  —  5  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE, references,  go  anywhere.    BOX  393,  Cheney,  Wash. 

MANAGER  PERMANENTLY  EMPLOYED 
wants  change.  Results  or  no  pay.  BOX  826,  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

CASH  FOR  LEASE  OR  REAL  ESTATE  ANY- 
where.  United  States.  McINTYRE— 312  Lisbon, 
Buffalo,  New  York. 

WILL  LEASE  IN  OHIO.  OPERATING  OR 
equipped  to  open.  I  am  no  agent.  BOX  825. 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRE,  TOWN  OVER  1.000. 
preferred.    RATLIFF,  Evart,  Mich. 

MICHIGAN 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

600  UPHOLSTERED  CHAIRS,  1,000  WOOD 
veneer  chairs,  cheap.  JOHN  BLUM,  722  Springfield 
Ave.,  Newark,  N.  J. 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before 
prices  go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44tb 
St.,  New  York. 

ANOTHER  PAIR  OF  SIMPLEX  PROJECTORS 
completely  rebuilt  by  Buckles,  guaranteed  as'  new now  ready.  SOUTHWEST  THEATRE  EQUIPMENT, 
INC.,  Wichita.  Kan. 

FOR  SALE— 200  THREE-PLY  VENEER  THEA- 
atre  chairs,  $60.    WOOLLEY,  Saybrook,  111. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

SIMPLEX.  POWERS.  KAPLAN  AND  OTHER 
projectors  thoroughly  rebuilt  soundheads  and  acces- 

sories. Miscellaneous  items.  write  your  needs. 
SOUTHWEST  THEATRE  EQUIPMENT,  Wichita, 
Kan. 

10,000  CHAIRS  IN  ALL  MAKES  VENEER, 
panel  and  fully  upholstered  with  swab  or  spring  seats 
at  low  prices.  RELIABLE  SEATING  CO.,  354  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

JUST  MARKED  DOWN  NEW  LOT  AMPLIFIER 
trade-ins.  Operadio.  Webster,  Radiart,  Mellaphone, 
RCA.  from  $19.50.  Soundheads  for  Powers,  Simplex, 
good  values  $15  up.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AB  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

GENERAL 

EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL  3  UNIT  HAND  MODEL  TICKET  SELL- 
ing  machine,  $50.  CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New 
York. 

WE'RE  AS  CLOSE  TO  YOU  AS  YOUR  MAIL 
box.  Get  our  prices  on  lamps,  rectifiers,  projectors, 
lenses,  booth  equipment — save  dollars.  Inquiries  wel- 

come; we'll  quote  on  all  your  needs.  Sale  bulletins 
free.  Ask  S.  O.  S.,  636-AB  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

5  MODERN  FRAMES,  40"  BY  60"  WITH  GLASS 
door,  $20  each;  cashier's  booth,  black  and  aluminum- original  cost,  $300,  special  $100.  CROWN,  311  W. 
44th  Street,  New  York. 

PROJECTION  EQUIPMENT  REBUILT  TO  FAC- 
tory  standards  in  most  modern  shop  in  Southwest 
by  specialized  machinists.  No  hams  employed,  work 
guaranteed.  Loaners  furnished.  SOUTHWEST 
THEATRE  EQUIPMENT,  Wichita,  Kan. 

PATRONS  ON  A  "SIT-DOWN"  STRIKE?  MAY- 
be  it's  seat  trouble.  Bargains  in  opera  chairs,  75c  up. 
Thousands  of  others,  famous  makes,  reconstructed,  re- 
finished.    Special  prices.    S.  O.  S.,  636-AB  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

WANTED  TO  BUY 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

YOUR  USED  EQUIPMENT  IS  WORTH  MONEY 
here.  Need  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps, 
rectifiers,  generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Strict- 

ly confidential,  no  delays,  no  bickering.  BOX  824, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

PIPE  ORGAN.  OPERA  CHAIRS  SUITABLE  FOR 
church.    REV.  PETERSON,  Malta,  Mont. 

AID  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  25c  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES.  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

PRINTING  SERVICE 

NEARGRAVURE  EMBOSSO— 500  LETTERHEADS, 
500   envelopes,   $6.59  delivered.    SOLLIDAYS,  Knox, Ind. 

FLASHY  PROGRAM  WINDOW  CARDS,  $3  HUN- 
dred.  Samples  and  complete  prices  free.  TRIBUNE 
PRESS,  Fowler,  Ind. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATORS,  MANAGERS  —  EVERY  STATE- need  car— movie  circuits.  311  STATE  THEATRE 
BLDG.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
vou  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  for 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

PRESS  OF 

C.  J.  O'BRIEN.  INC. 
NEW  YORK 



uSword  play,  vig- 

orous riding  and 

Bob  Livingston's 
heroics  contribute 

largely  to  patron 

enjoyment.  
Pho- 

tography is  adept 

and  COLOR  IS 

GOOD."  -Film  Daily 

CABAL 

A. 

wth  Bob  LIVINGSTON* Heather  ANGEL 

AND    A   SUPPORTING    CAST   OF  HUNDREDS 

Directed  by  WELLS  ROOT  •  Original  Screen  Play  by  WELLS  ROOT 

Based  on  an  idea  by  JOHNSTON  McCULLEY  •  Produced  by  NAT  LEVINE 
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\\  SOMETHING  MUST  BE  DOKE  TO  REDUCE  THE  ELECTRICAL 

OPERATINC  COSTS  TO  THEATRES  IF  WE  ARE  TO  CONTINUE 

THE  PROGRESSIVE  CAMPAIGN  FOR  THEATRE  IMPROVEMENT 

THROUGHOUT  THE  COUNTRY.  THIS  IS  DEFINITELY  A  PROB- 

LEM OF  THE  ENTIRE  INDUSTRY  AND  NOT  JUST  THE  RES- 

PONSIBILITY OF  ANY  ONE  INDIVIDUAL  OR  CIRCUIT.  BE- 

CAUSE OF  THE  LACK  OF  CONCERTED  EFFORT  ON  THE  PART 

OF  THE  INDUSTRY,  THE  POWER  COMPANIES  IN  MOST  IN- 

STANCES ARE  INDIFFERENT  TO  THE  SCATTERED  DEMANDS 

MADE  TO  THEM  .  .  .  NOW  LET  US  LOOK  INTO  THE  FEW 

STOCK  ARGUMENTS  ALL  POWER  COMPANIES  PASS  OUT  IN 

ANSWER  TO  OUR  PLEAS  FOR  NEW  RATE  CONSIDERATION... 

Them  are  given,  and  answered,  in 

an  article  beginning  on  page  21 

EBRUARY  6,  1937 
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Permanent 

Supremacy 

The  ideal  back  of  this  company's  product  has  ever  been — "That  no  finer  product  must  be  avail- 

able to  the  user." 

In  consequence  of  this,  no  comparable  example  of  engineering  skill  and  precision  workmanship 
exists. 

The  supremacy  of  PEERLESS  MAGNARC  is  unique. 

Incomparable  are  its  many  features,  continuous  perfect  performance,  extremely  low  mainte- 

nance cost  and  the  tremendous  volume  of  light  it  produces  is  truly  phenomenal. 

THAT     IS    WHY     THERE     ARE     MORE     PEERLESS    MACNARC     LAMPS     IN     USE  THAN 

THE    COMBINED    TOTAL     OF     ALL    OTHER  MAKES 

SOLD  BY 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 

  MANUFACTURED  BY   

J.  E.  McAULEY  MFC.  CO. 

552-554  W.  ADAMS  ST.  CHICAGO,  ILL,  U.  S.  A. 



"Isn't  That  A  NICE 

Looking  
Theatre?" 

/ 

i/ 

/ 
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.^CREEfiO  &  SWEEPSTAKES  MS  CASH 
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Here's  a  theatre  in  Chicago,  111.,  as  it  looked  before  and  after  being  remodeled with  a  new  Pittco  Theatre  Front.  Architect — B.  Leo  Steif.  Use  a  Pittco  Front  to 
make  your  theatre  more  attractive,  to  build  up  a  bigger  box  office. 

WHEN  people  say  that  about  your theatre,  they're  many  steps  nearer 
your  box  office.  For  movie-goers  natu- 

rally patronize  the  house  that  looks 
nicest,  and  by  its  very  appearance  prom- 

ises better  entertainment.  And  that  is 

why,  if  you  remodel  your  theatre  with  a 
Pittco  Theatre  Front,  people  not  only 

talk  about  it,  but  patronize  it. 

Theatre  managers  and  owners  through- 
out the  country  have  used  Pittco  Fronts 

to  build  up  business.  And  they  have 
found,  almost  invariably,  that  a  Pittco 
Front  means  bigger  box  office. 

Our  staff  of  experts  will  gladly  cooperate 

with  you  and  your  architect  in  planning 
a  Pittco  Front  suited  to  your  needs. 

And  don't  miss  the  Pittco  Store  Front 

Caravan,  visiting  Louis- 

ville,   Nashville,  Knox- 
ville,  High  Point,  Char- 

lotte, Atlanta,  Savannah, 
Jacksonville,  Tampa, 

Miami,   and  Birming- 
ham during  January  and 

February.     Contact  our 
local  branch  for  dates. 

PITTSBURGH  TIME 
PAYMENT  PLAN 

Take  up  to  2  years  to 

pay  for  your  new  Pittco Front.  Pay  20%  down, 

then  settle  the  balance 
out  of  income. 

DITTCO 

ISTOIVE  FRONTS 

Carrara  Structural  Glass  •  Pittco  Store  Front  Metal  • 
Pittsburgh  Mirrors   •   Pittsburgh  Polished  Plate  Glass 

Pittsburgh  Paints 
•  Tapestry  Glass 

Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Company, 
2105  Grant  Bkig.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Please  send  me,  without  obligation, 
your  new  book  entitled  "Producing  Bigger 
Profits  with  Pittco  Store  Fronts." Name . 

Street . 
City . . .  State . 
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Trend  to  Smaller 

Capacities  Continues 

ANALYSIS  OF  the  official 

figures  of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers 
and  Distributors  of  America  on  the  num- 

ber of  theatres  in  the  United  States  at  the 

end  of  the  year  1936  show  interesting  vari- 
ations in  the  trend  of  theatre  distribution 

resulting  from  local  conditions.  For  ex- 
ample, the  Buffalo  exchange  territory, 

which  at  the  end  of  1935  had  a  total  of  298 

operating  motion  picture  theatres,  contained 

322  operating  houses  at  the  end  of  1936,  a 

gain  of  24  theatres,  yet  lost  a  total  of 
30,985  seats. 

The  Atlanta  exchange  area  also  pre- 

sents an  interesting  aspect  of  last  year's effect  on  the  exhibition  plant.  As  that 

section  of  the  South  most  extensively  bene- 

fited by  the  recovery  measures  of  the  fed- 
eral government,  this  territory  impressively 

demonstrated  the  consistent  appeal  of  mo- 
tion picture  entertainment  by  expressing  an 

immediate  need  for  the  addition  of  a  sub- 
stantial number  of  theatres  as  soon  as  there 

were  pay-checks  for  the  average  family.  In 
the  Atlanta  territory,  126  theatres  were 

added  during  the  year,  bringing  an  in- 
crease of  54,619  seats,  by  far  the  largest 

gain  of  any  exchange  territory. 
Graphically  showing  the  distribution  of 

operating  theatres  in  the  United  States,  the 

map  appearing  on  page  4  also  shows  the 

gain  or  loss  in  the  number  of  seats  per  ex- 
change territory,  and  the  gain  or  loss  in  the 

number  of  theatres  for  those  territories  in 
which  the  total  seats  decreased.  The  total 

number  of  theatres  operating  in  the  United 

States  on  December  31,  1936  was,  accord- 

ing to  the  MPPDA  figures,  16,258,  repre- 
senting a  gain  of  880  houses  during  the 

year. 
Some  other  aspects  of  the  situation  dis- 

closed in  the  figures  are  worthy  of  notice. 
The  total  number  of  theatres  operated  by 

circuits  both  affiliated  with  producer-dis- 
tributor organizations  and  those  not  so 

affiliated,  was  6,307.  The  circuit  group  of 
theatres  is  thus  shown  to  have  added  651 

houses  to  its  holdings  during  the  year.  In- 
dependent theatres  totaled  12,511  at  the 

end  of  the  year,  giving  this  group  a  loss  of 
341  theatres  as  compared  with  1935. 

Last  year  continued  the  trend  toward 

smaller  seating  capacities  that  has  character- 
ized theatre  planning  during  the  last  sev- 
eral years.  Whereas  the  average  capacity 

was  656  at  the  end  of  1935,  it  becomes  642 

in  the  MPPDA's  current  figures.  In  some 
territories  the  drop  in  average  capacity  was 
much  more  precipitous.  For  example,  the 

average  in  the  Buffalo  area  decreased  dur- 

ing the  year  from  1,361  in  1935,  to  853. 
In  other  territories  where  there  was  a  de- 

crease in  total  seating  along  with  an  in- 
crease in  total  theatres,  the  averages  show 

this  comparison:  Albany,  696  in  1935,  647 
in  1936;  Denver,  511  in  1935,  458  in  1936. 

Flood  Replacement  Cost 

Placed  at  $2,500,000 

replacement  and  repair 

of  equipment  and  furnishings  in  theatres 
located  in  the  flood  area  along  the  Ohio 
river  will  cost  in  the  neighborhood  of 

$2,500,000,  according  to  estimates  based  on 

conditions  following  the  inundation'  of  ad- 
joining area  last  spring,  and  in  considera- 

tion of  the  greater  damage  done  during  the 

prolonged  spree  of  the  Ohio  and  its  tribu- 
taries. 

How  much  greater  the  burden  will  be- 
come when  the  cost  of  building  repairs 

is  added,  cannot  be  estimated,  since  the 
nature  of  the  construction  of  the  various 

properties  and  the  area  of  the  buildings 
affected  are  at  too  great  a  variance.  This 

however,  is  likely  to  reach  the  proportions 

of  the  expenditure  for  equipment  and  fur- 

nishings, particularly  if  wiring,  founda- 
tions and  structural  members  have  been 

severely  damaged. 

Approximately  300  theatres  are  located 
in  the  immediate  flood  area  of  the  Ohio 

river  valley,  and  most  of  these,  it  is  re- 
pected,  will  be  found  more  or  less  damaged 

As  in  the  flood  of  last  spring,  it  is  be- 
lieved that  seats  will  be  one  of  the  biggest 

items  in  the  theatre  owner's  repair  and  re- 
placement bill,  conceivably  amounting  to  an 

amount  in  the  neighborhood  of  $1,500,000. 

Carpeting  will  also  have  to  be  quite  gen- 

erally replaced.  The  average  cost  of  re- 
placing the  equipment  and  furnishings  most 

likely  to  be  ruined  in  a  flood  of  such  pro- 
portions is  placed  at  $8,000. 

Construction  Reports 

Stress  South  and  East 

plans  for  new  theatres 

reported  during  January  were  particularly 
representative  of  the  eastern  third  of  the 
United  States  and  the  South.    While  a 

Middletown,  Ohio,  was  not  affected  by  the  flood 
waters,  but  it  had  its  flood  emergency  just  the 
same.  Above,  for  example,  is  R.  E.  Peffley,  man- 

ager of  the  Paramount  theatre  in  Middletown, 
and  his  helpers  as  they  are  endeavoring  to  con- 

form to  the  old  admonition,  "The  show  must  go 
on."  Middletown  obtains  its  electric  current  from 
a  Cincinnati  power  plant,  which  the  flood  put  out 

of  operation.  Middletown's  seven  theatres  had  to close,  and  their  patrons  began  going  to  nearby 

cities  for  entertainment.  Mr.  Peffley  procured  two 
gasoline  engines  and  two  generators,  set  them  up 
in  a  lot  adjoining  the  Paramount,  and  in  this  way 
obtained  current  enough  to  reopen  the  theatre. 
Heralds  were  hastily  printed  and  boys  dispatched 
through  the  streets  distributing  them.  The  Par- 

amount reopened  to  capacity  business  that  night. 
In  the  photograph,  Mr.  Peffley  is  standing  on  the 
steps,  hatless.  In  the  foreground,  also  hatless,  is 
Tracy   Barham  of  the  Southio  circuit. 
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few  of  the  capacities  called  for  were  around 
1200,  most  of  them  were  well  under  1000. 
Reports  indicating  the  trend  for  the  month 
are  given  below. 

Five  new  theatres  are  reported  by  the 

Pitts  circuit  in  Virginia,  in  addition  to  re- 
modeling projects  now  underway  or  in  pros- 

pect. According  to  Benjamin  J.  Pitts, 
president  and  general  manager,  one  seating 
620  and  costing  $75,000  will  be  erected  in 

Richmond  ;  a  1200-seat  house  costing  $125,- 
000  will  be  constructed  in  Suffolk;  work 

is  scheduled  to  begin  soon  on  a  750-seat 
theatre  in  Emporia,  Va.,  this  one  to  cost 
$60,000;  construction  of  theatre  seating 
between  800  and  900  and  costing  about 

$65,000,  will  begin  April  1 ;  and  in  Fred- 
ericksburg, headquarters  city  of  the  circuit, 

construction  has  already  begun  on  a  1250- 
seat  house  costing  $150,000.  Each  house 
will  have  a  balcony. 

Maurice  Shulman  and  associates  have 

plans  for  the  first  new  theatre  to  be  erected 
in  Hartford,  Conn.,  in  quite  a  few  years. 
It  will  seat  800  and  be  called  the  Webster 

Cinema.  The  exterior  will  feature  a  cen- 
tral tower  of  illuminated  glass  tiles.  Pauline 

Shulman  is  reported  to  be  the  designer. 

P.  D.  Cota  has  plans  for  a  550-seat 
theatre  to  be  erected  in  Waukon,  la.,  at 
a  reported  cost  of  $20,000.  Mr.  Cota  now 
operates  the  Cota  in  Waukon. 

Carey  &  Alexander,  who  recently  built 
the  New  Lakes  theatre  at  Monticello,  Ind., 

and  completely  remodeled  the  Lido  theatre 
at  Lebanon  and  the  Ritz  house  at  Rockville, 

will  build  a  new  theatre  this  spring  at 
Lebanon. 

M.  &  P.  Theatres  is  expected  to  begin 

construction  of  a  1200-seat  theatre  in  West 
Newton,  Mass.,  shortly.  That  suburban 
community  has  no  motion  picture  house 
at  present. 

Construction  contracts  have  been  let  for 

a  new  theatre  to  be  erected  in  Salem,  Mo., 

by  F.  V.  and  L.  A.  Mercier  of  Perryville. 
The  building,  designed  by  Johnson  & 
Maack,  St.  Louis  architects,  is  to  be  of 

one  story,  55  by  120  feet,  of  brick  con- 
struction. 

Plans  for  a  700-seat  house  in  Alton,  111., 
are  being  prepared  by  O.  W.  Stiegemeyer, 
4412  Lindell  Blvd.,  St.  Louis.  Owners 
and  operators  of  the  new  theatre  have  not 
been  made  known  by  the  architect. 

Bids  will  be  taken  from  contractors  at 

an  early  date  on  the  construction  of  a  new 

650-seat  theatre  in  Vandalia,  Mo.,  for 
R.  W.  Asbury.  Plans  prepared  by  O.  W. 
Stiegemeyer,  4412  Lindell  Blvd.,  St.  Louis, 

call  for  a  one-story  building  43  by  120  feet, 
of  brick  construction. 

With  the  court  of  appeals  in  Albany 

handing  down  a  decision  in  favor  of  the 
Henry  Phipps  estate  for  the  erection  of  a 
theatre  at  Madison  Avenue  and  62d  Street, 

Walter  Goelet  is  now  mapping  plans  for 
construction  of  a  theatre  at  Park  Avenue, 
between  53d  and  54th  Streets,  New  York 

City.  Property  owners  had  sought  to  pre- 
vent erection  of  a  theatre  in  this  area. 

Work  on  the  $110,000  Green  Lake 
theatre  in  Seattle,  has  commenced.  The 
house  will  seat  750  and  be  of  modernistic 

design.    Plans  were  drawn  by  Bjarne  Moe. 

The  theatre  will  be  managed  by  Business 
Properties,  Inc.,  headed  by  John  Markley. 
The  house  is  due  to  open  June  1. 

Elmer  Harlow  Brient  has  plans  for  a 

1000-seat  theatre  on  Rappahannock  Street, 
Richmond,  Va.,  to  be  known  probably  as 
the  Ginter  Park  theatre.  It  will  occupy  a 

plot  60  x  160.  Frederick  A.  Bishop  is  the 
architect.  The  new  project  is  expected  to 
be  completed  about  April  15. 

Publix-Bamford  Theatres,  Inc.,  will 
build  a  $75,000  theatre  on  Haywood  Road 
between  Dunwell  and  Herron  Avenues,  in 
West  Asheville,  N.  C,  with  completion  set 

for  late  spring.  According  to  Carl  R. 

Bamford,  vice-president,  the  new  house  will 
seat  800  and  will  be  modern  and  fireproof. 
It  will  face  27  feet  on  Haywood  road  and 
the  lobby  section  will  go  back  100  feet  and 
have  a  width  of  89  feet.  The  building 
will  be  L-shaped. 

The  Fox-Midwest  circuit  will  spend  ap- 
proximately $250,000  for  construction  and 

improvements  during  1937.  The  first 

project  will  be  a  1200-seat  house  at  Mt. 
Vernon,  111.,  to  cost  about  $150,000. 

Contracts  have  been  awarded  for  a  new 

$75,000  motion  picture  theatre  in  Findley, 
Ohio,  according  to  announcement  by 
Homer  W.  Powell,  president  of  the  Quilna 
Theatre  Company.  Construction  will  start 
within  the  next  two  months  and  the  build- 

•     •  • 
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ing  is  expected  to  be  done  by  Labor  Day. 
Col.  M.  T.  Flanagan  has  announced 

that  final  details  have  been  worked  out 

for  the  construction  of  a  theatre  in  Long- 
view,  Tex.  The  announcement  followed 
a  conference  between  Sol  Gordon,  president 
of  Jefferson  Amusement  Company ;  J.  C. 

Clements,  president  of  East  Texas  Thea- 
tres; and  Colonel  Flanagan.  The  house 

is  to  be  named  the  Arlyne,  and  will  be 
built  by  Flanagan  and  East  Texas. 

The  Schine  circuit  has  purchased  a  large 
lot  in  the  business  district  of  Gallipolis,  O., 

for  erection  of  a  theatre,  84x  184  feet. 
This  town  has  one  theatre  and  another 

under  construction.  This  circuit  also  an- 

nounces plans  for  a  new  theatre  in  Buffalo, 
on  the  site  of  the  present  Andrews  theatre. 
George  Gessler,  exhibitor  of  Sweet 

Home,  Ore.,  announces  that  plans  have 
been  drawn  for  a  450-seat  house  in  that 

city,  completion  of  which  is  expected  to 
be  effected  in  March. 

Preliminary  plans  have  been  prepared 
for  a  new  $100,000  theatre  on  Van  Home 

Avenue,  Outremont,  Greater  Montreal, 
Que.,  for  United  Amusements. 

R.  Levine  and  Company,  architects  of 

Chicago,  reports  that  sketches  have  been 
completed  for  a  new  theatre  to  be  erected 

by  Phil  Dieter  at  62d  Street  and  Western 

Avenue,  Chicago,  and  also  for  a  new  1000- 
seat  house  at  Harlem  and  Grand  Avenues. 
The  houses  are  to  be  operated  by  B.  J.  and 

J.  J.  Cooney,  who  formerly  were  operators 
of  several  South  Side  theatres  in  Chicago. 

Theodore  Coleman,  owner  of  the  Amer- 
ican theatre  in  Mount  Carmel,  111.,  has 

awarded  a  contract  to  Jett  Brothers  of 

Fairfield  for  construction  of  a  700-seat 
theatre  there.  Plans  and  specifications  were 

prepared  by  O.  W.  Stiegemeyer. 
H.  H.  Chase,  owner  of  the  Diamond,  a 

200-seat  house  in  Odessa,  Mich.,  is  having 

plans  made  for  a  400-seat  theatre  there, 
which  he  will  build  this  spring.  The  present 
house  will  be  dismantled  upon  completion 
of  the  new  one. 

Set  $1,250,000  for 

Building  and  Remodeling 

fox  west  coast  has  set 

$1,250,000  for  building  and  remodeling 
during  1937.  Of  this  amount,  $500,000 

will  be  spent  on  three  new  theatres  an- 
nounced previously  for  the  Los  Angeles 

area,  and  the  balance  for  remodeling  of 

present  properties.  The  new  houses  will 
be  the  Sunbeam,  at  Compton,  and  theatres 
in  Westwood  Village  and  West  Pico. 

Would  Bar  Theatres 

Costing  Under  $75,000 

AN  ordinance  to  raise 

the  theatre  license  fee  would  bring  Beloit 
an  additional  $450  per  year  in  revenue. 

The  measure  was  introduced  at  the  re- 
quest of  T.  M.  Ellis,  Jr.,  and  Gerald  A. 

Turner,  operators  of  the  Majestic  and  Rex, 

respectively,  and  co-operators  of  the  State 
theatres.  The  theatres  are  the  only  ones 
in  Beloit. 
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Planning  for  Best  Use  of  Ground  Area 

Diagram  I 

•  Presenting  a  method  for  adjusting 

auditorium  form  and  site  so  as  to 

obtain  largest  number  of  desirable  seats. 

By  BEN  SCHLANGER 

to  ascertain  what  would 

be  the  most  economic  use  of  ground  area 
for  a  motion  picture  theatre  it  is  necessary 
to  find  the  shape  of  the  auditorium  and 
the  size  of  screen  used  in  connection  there- 

with which  would  produce  the  maximum 
number  of  desirable  seat  positions  per  unit 
of  ground  area.  Knowledge  of  what  would 

be  the  most  efficient  shape  is  most  neces- 
sary at  the  time  that  consideration  is  be- 

ing given  to  obtaining  a  plot  or  building 
for  motion  picture  theatre  use. 

Use  of  a  plot  of  ground  which  produces 
an  inefficient  shape  of  seating  plan  has  the 

effect  of  increasing  the  rental  and  there- 
fore the  overhead  costs  which  the  exhibitor 

has  to  overcome.  Seats  located  in  posi- 
tions poorly  adapted  for  proper  vision  of 

the  screen  are  so  much  deadwood,  which 
have  to  be  maintained  at  a  continual  loss. 

Diagrams  1  and  2  are  two  seating  plan 
shapes.  In  Diagram  1  the  screen  width  is 

approximately  one-third  of  the  seating  plan 
width.  In  Diagram  2  the  screen  width  is 

one-fifth  of  the  seating  plan  width.  These 
plans  do  not  include  extra  width  which  may 
be  necessary  for  wall  aisles  or  side  exit 
passages.  These  plans  illustrate  the  method 
of  determining  the  most  efficient  seating 

plan  shape. 
In  both  diagrams,  Area  A  indicates  the 

desirable  seating  locations.  Areas  B  and  C 

the  tolerable,  but  less  desirable  seating  po- 
sitions. Both  plans  contain  the  same  amount 

of  actual  seating  area,  although  the  plan  in 
Diagram  2  requires  a  slightly  larger  basic 
rectangular  plot.  The  important  difference 
between  the  two  plans  illustrated  is  that 
A rea  A  percentage  of  the  total  seating  area 

is  at  least  20%  greater  for  the  plan  in 
Diagram  1  than  for  the  plan  in  Diagram  2. 

A  general  rule  derived  from  the  findings 
in  these  diagrams  is  that  the  screen  width 
should  come  as  close  to  the  width  of  the 

auditorium  as  is  practically  possible  to  ob- 
tain high  efficiency  in  desirable  seating  po- 

sitions. If  possible,  the  width  of  the  audi- 
torium should  be  an  amount  equal  to  the 

screen  width,  plus  one-third  of  the  screen 
width,  to  allow  for  possible  wide-film  adap- 

tation, plus  an  additional  amount  equal  to 
one-third  of  the  screen  width  for  curtain 
space,  and  sufficient  additional  width  for 
exit  passage  on  either  side  of  the  screen 
enclosure  when  such  exits  are  necessary. 

The  limits  enclosing  Areas  A,  B  and  C 

shown  on  the  diagrams  are  fixed  accord- 
ing to  the  latest  data  available  for  deter- 

mining proper  visual  conditions  for  view- 
ing motion  pictures.  Yet  any  deviations 

or  modifications  which  may  be  made  in  fix- 
ing these  boundaries  would  not  affect  basic 

principles  involved  in  this  method  of  de- 
termining the  most  efficient  seating  plan. 

[The  author,  a  New  York  architect  who 
specializes  in  theatre  design,  is  contributing 

consultant  to  Better  Theatres  on  archi- 

tectural form. — The  Editor.] 
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Modern  Forms  and  Materials 

Bn  Theatre  Fixture  Lighting 

•  Suggestions  by  a  well  known  theatre  architect 

for  theatres  in  which  it  is  desired  to  use  light 

ornamentally.  With  original  designs  by  the  author 

By  JOHN  EBERSON 

the  motion  picture  the- 
atre— at  least  here  in  America — is  no  more 

a  mere  subject  for  the  arts  of  embellish- 
ment. Its  design  today  is  properly  func- 
tional. But  its  function  is  not  so  confined 

as  some  would  interpret  it.  A  theatre  is, 
after  all,  a  theatre.  Its  very  environment 

operates  as  a  cog  in  the  escape-mechanism 
which  is,  for  the  great  mass  of  people,  that 
which  propels  them  toward  the  theatre  in 
their  leisure  hours. 

This  is  pointed  out  at  the  beginning  of 
this  presentation  of  designs  for  modern 
lighting  fixtures  for  theatres  because  an 
important  purpose  of  such  fixtures  is  to 

use  light  to  create  the  kind  of  environ- 
ment that  most  people  seek  when  they  go 

to  the  theatre. 

The  major  lighting  problem  found  in 
the  motion  picture  theatre  is  presented  by 

the  auditorium.  Today,  from  studies  in  il- 
lumination and  the  consequent  development 

of  more  varied  and  effective  equipment  and 
materials,  we  reject  direct  lighting  for  the 
auditorium.  Indirect  light,  or  diffused  light, 
only  should  be  the  means  of  illumination. 
It  should  be  filtered,  so  to  speak,  so  toned 

that  it  merely  glows,  is  only  a  remote, 
though  appreciable,  presence,  rather  than 
a  means  of  creating  visibility. 

Lighters — or,  as  they  are  usually  called, 

for  no  good  reason,  "electric  lighting  fix- 
tures"— that  are  used  in  the  lobby  should 

be  entirely  directional,  applied  with  suf- 
ficient theoretical  and  practical  knowledge 

of  the  efficiency  of  incandescent  lamps  so 

as  to  take  full  advantage  of  reflective  sur- 
faces, making  them  integral  parts  of  the 

lighter  itself. 
Calculation  of  proper  illumination  level 

in  foot-candles  for  various  sections  of  the 
theatre,  has  been  frequently  undertaken, 
of  course,  and  reams  of  paper  have  been 
used  to  offer  theories  about  the  matter. 

Theories  they  remain,  however.  No  gen- 
eral rule  is  available  for  practicable  guid- 

ance— every  auditorium,  every  lobby  is  dif- 
ferent, each  presenting  its  own  type  of  con- 

tributing factors  in  dimensions  and  reflect- 

ing surfaces  to  advise  pencil-and-pad  deci- 
sions. One  must  consider  distance,  texture 

of  wall  finishes,  floor  coverings,  specific 

colors  present,  cross-lights,  and  so  on. 
The  designs  chosen  for  illustration  here 

offer  a  variety  of  suggestions,  for  a  variety 
of  purposes.  In  Figure  1  we  have  a  fixture 

for  women's  lounge,  consisting  in  a  mirror 
plate  at  the  ceiling  from  which  a  silver 
globe  is  suspended.  It  has  a  whimsical, 
airy  theme,  with  white  porcelain  lambs, 
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glazed,  upon  a  base  consisting  in  a  gradu- 
ated series  of  convex  forms  in  chromium- 

plated  metal. 
A  fixture  to  take  the  place  of  the  typical 

rear  wall  bracket  is  shown  in  Figure  2. 
This  has  solid  sides,  emitting  no  light 
toward  the  screen.  Etched  ground  glass 

is  placed  at  the  bottom,  colored  in  pastel 
tones  to  give  a  soft  light  under  the  balcony. 

Figure  3  represents  a  directional  sign. 
It  is  open  at  the  bottom,  illuminating  door 
and  threshold.  The  glass  is  etched  and 
colored,  with  a  central  piece  of  crystal 

glass  bars,  making  this  directional  sign  a 
lighter  as  well.  Tubular  lamps  should  be 
used  for  best  results. 

Figure  4  is  a  louvre  chromium-plated 
unit  for  a  marquee  that  has  been  poorly 

lighted.  This  unit  is  equipped  with  a  100- 
watt  lamp,  and  is  good-looking  enough  to 
be  exposed.  It  can  also  be  used  to  spot  the 
box  office,  the  entrance  doors,  or  display 
frames. 

Figure  5  is  a  fixture  for  a  men's  lounge. 
It  represents  pipes  and  a  tin  of  tobacco. 
The  pipes  are  in  natural  meerschaum  color, 
and  intermediate  socket  amber  round 

lamps  should  be  used  inside  the  pipe  bowls 

for  the  "glow"  of  the  pipes.  The  central 
piece  and  other  metal  elements  are  in  dark 

bronze.  A  standard  75-watt  lamp  inside 

the  "tobacco  can"  is  the  light  source,  and 
a  frosted  ground  glass  plate  is  placed  at 
the  underside  to  soften  the  light. 

In  Figure  6  we  have  an  effective  com- 
bination lobby  and  display  frame  fixture, 

to  be  used  over  built-in  display  frames. 
Metal  parts  are  chromium-plated,  and 
lumiline  lamps  are  used  behind  crystal  glass 

rods.  For  lobby  ceiling  use,  the  rods  run 
parallel  to  the  ceiling;  for  display  frames, 

they  run  vertically.  An  effective  color  com- 
bination for  this  fixture  is  straw-color  and 

"surprise  pink." 
An  effective  fixture  for  a  lobby  or  foyer 

ceiling  is  shown  in  Figure  7.  A  mirror 
plate  is  against  the  ceiling,  from  which  is 

suspended  a  ring  of  semi-concealed  tinted 
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FIGURE  4 

Auxiliary  Marquee 
Light  and 

Flood 

lamps  behind  a  facing  of  catalin  rods.  The 
bottom  is  open  except  at  the  center,  where 
there  is  a  convex  mirror,  its  rounded  side 
upward,  and  this  reflects  the  light  so  that 
the  lamps  are  multiplied  many  times,  with 
an  optical  illusion  of  great  depth. 

Figure  8  represents  a  shelf  lumiline  lamp 
fixture  for  the  sidewall  of  an  auditorium. 

The  lumiline  lamps  are  entirely  shielded 
from  the  main  floor  and  balcony,  practically 
all  the  light  going  toward  the  ceiling,  with 
the  audience  conscious  of  only  a  diffused 
glow  issuing  from  tinted  louvres. 

Figure  9  shows  a  large  trough  light  for 

a  lobby.  It  is  built  up  of  sections  of  cata- 
lin rods  with  the  main  light  source  behind 

ground  glass  ribbed  plate.  All  glass  and 
catalin  care  carried  in  metal  arbors,  and 
the  entire  fixture  is  in  a  paint  finish. 

In  Figure  10  is  shown  a  special  ceiling 
fixture  consisting  in  a  broad  dome  from 

which  is  diffused  unobtrusive  lighting  dur- 
ing the  performance.  It  contains  rim  lights, 

punch  house-lights,  diffused  by  a  rim  of 
ground  glass  plates.  Access  for  relamping 
is  by  means  of  a  catwalk. 

An  unusual  and  very  practicable  women's 
lounge  furnishing  is  shown  in  Figure  11. 
It  consists  in  a  dressing  table  to  be  placed 
against  a  large  wall  mirror.  The  fixture 
contains  a  concealed  lamp  which  sheds  soft 

reflected  light  upon  milady's  face,  while 
she  is  grateful  for  the  magnifying  mirror 
within  the  lamp  head. 

In  planning  lighting  for  the  auditorium, 
this  division  of  the  theatre  is  to  be  con- 

sidered as  great  shadow-box,  with  the 
luminous  screen  as  its  focal  point.  There 
must  be  no  interference  with  this  shadow- 

box  function,  and  properly  designed  fix- 
tures can  provide  suitable  ornamentation, 

create  a  warm,  welcoming  and  stimulating 
environment,  and  supply  a  judicious  amount 
of  illumination  to  permit  patrons  to  feel 
safe  and  find  seats,  without  at  the  same 

time  reducing  the  clarity  of  the  picture 
or  distracting  patrons  seated  in  certain  sec- 

tions of  the  house. 
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A  Quick  Change  in  Modern  Materials 

Below:    Entrance  area  as  refinished  in  Vitrolite  and  Formica.    Above:  the    lobby,  with  walls  in  wood  veneers  above  a  Formica  base. 

with  the  theatre  actually 

closed  for  only  a  week,  a  complete  trans- 

formation of  Warners'  Avalon  in  Wash- 
ington, D.  C,  has  been  effected  in  the  new 

materials,  including  wood  veneers,  archi- 
tectural glass,  synthetics  and  fabrics.  The 

Avalon  is  one  of  fifteen  Warner  theatres  in 

the  nation's  capital,  and  the  remodeling  was 
conceived  and  executed  under  the  direction 

of  A.  Julian  Brylawski,  head  of  the  cir- 
cuit's real  estate  department  in  the  Wash- 

ington zone,  and  Herman  Maier,  chief  of 
construction. 

The  erection  of  a  new  marquee  and 

front  give  the  Avalon  a  completely  new 

appearance  on  the  exterior.  Vitrolite,  in 

panels  of  red,  black  and  sun-tan,  the  latter 
at  the  top  panel  to  match  the  ceiling  of  the 
marquee ;  Formica  doors  with  glass  center 

panels,  and  a  new  box  office  made  of 
Formica  and  stainless  steel;  and  stainless 

steel  40x60-inch  frames,  complete  the  trans- 
formation here. 

The  lobby  is  decorated  with  birdseye 
maple  and  walnut,  with  walnut  frames  and 

trim.  A  black  Formica  panel,  \x/z  feet  in 
height,  runs  around  the  base.    The  new 
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Forward  (above)  and  rear  views  of  the  auditorium,  showing  the  wall  treatment  in  fabric,  and  wood  effect  given  the  plaster  and  pilasters. 

carpet  is  in  an  attractive  design  of  black 

and  red  figures  on  a  gray  field.  The  dis- 
play frames  in  the  lobby  are  of  walnut  with 

blue  velour  background.  The  ceiling  is 

vaulted  and  of  plaster  painted  in  off-white. 
Five  new  lumline  fixtures  have  been  in- 

stalled, four  in  the  auditorium  and  one  in 

the  lobby.  They  are  of  the  chandelier 
type. 

Walls  of  the  auditorium  have  been  cov- 
ered with  ivory  damask,  with  a  leaf  figure, 

and  with  trim  of  wine-colored  damask.  A 
new  stage  set,  of  ivory  and  wine  color,  and 
a  redecorated  ceiling,  were  also  parts  of  the 
alterations.  Beams  and  pilasters  in  the 
auditorium  were  treated  to  give  the  effect 
of  walnut  wood. 

The  transformation  included  new  seat- 
ing by  the  Ideal  Seating  Company,  with 

blue  mohair  back  and  seat.  Complete  air- 
conditioning  equipment  was  also  installed 
in  the  Avalon. 

The  Avalon,  which  seats  800,  is  man- 
aged by  Lamar  Keen.  Keen  under  the 

supervision  of  John  J.  Payette,  Warner 
Brothers  Theatres  zone  manager  in  the 
Washington  area. 
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A  528  Seat  Theatre 

Generally  Modernized 

At  a  Cost  of  $12,000 

View  of  the  new  auditorium  of  the  Victoria,  and   (upper  picture)  the  front  as  remodeled. 

Section  of  the  new  foyer. 

as  part  of  the  extensive 

program  of  remodeling  being  undertaken 

by  the  Sparks  circuit  in  Florida,  the  Vic- 
toria in  New  Smyrna,  one  of  the  smaller 

units,  has  been  modernized  in  both  decora- 
tion and  equipment.  The  cost  of  remod- 

eling and  new  equipment  is  placed  at 

$12,000. 
At  the  front,  a  new  marquee  was  erect- 

ed, of  metal  construction  with  red  and 
blue  trim,  while  a  new  name  was  also 

added  (sign  work  by  Flexlume).  To  fur- 
ther improve  the  front  appearance,  bases 

of  Carrara  glass  were  placed  beneath  the 
display  windows  of  the  stores  adjoining  the 
theatre  entrance  area. 

Changes  in  the  auditorium,  in  addition 
to  general  refurbishing,  consisted  in  the 
placing  of  panels  along  the  side  walls  for 
both  decorative  and  acoustical  purposes. 

The  panels  are  surfaced  in  dark  red  fig- 
ured damask,  and  this  fabric  conceals  bal- 

saam  wool  acoustic  treatment.  The  audi- 
torium was  entirely  reseated  with  52S 

spring-bottom  chairs  (by  American  Seat- 
ing Company). 

The  same  material  used  for  the  audi- 
torium is  employed  in  the  foyer  above 

plaster  wals  painted  light  ivory.  Entrance 

lobby  walls  are  painted  a  two-tone  buff, 
with  ivory  trim.  The  box  office  has  been 
placed  well  behind  the  sidewalk  because 
of  the  presence  of  store  display  windows  at 

the  inner  corners.  Carrara  glass  is  also* 
used  for  the  base  of  the  box  office,  the 

upper  part  of  which  is  trimmed  with  silver 
and  black  enamel. 

Included  in  the  new  equipment  are  two 

Artie  Nu-Aire  blowers,  which  are  installed 
on  each  side  of  the  stage,  over  dressing: 
rooms.  Ducts  run  to  two  auditorium 

grilles,  which  open  over  heating  units. 

Latest  type  RCA  Photophone  sound  equip- 
ment was  also  installed. 
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A  British  Design  Emphasizing  Light 

A  rather  distinctively 
British  adventure  in  novelty,  but  with 
practical  demonstrations  of  the  theatrical 
value  of  modern,  dynamic  lighting,  is  the 

Grosvenor  cinema  in  Rayner's  Lane,  Mid- 
dlesex, England.  The  house  seats  1250  on 

two  floors  and  erected  at  a  reported  cost 
of  $125,000. 
The  Grosvenor  is  strictly  of  modern 

feeling  throughout  all  its  forms  and  ap- 
pointments, but  not  with  any  degree  of 

severity.  The  interior  in  particular  has  a 

warmth  that  extends  even  unto  an  impres- 
sion of  intimacy. 

The  exterior  is  in  general  extremely 
plain,  of  brown  brick  construction  with 
little  trim.  The  facade  treatment  consists 

principally  in  a  central  pylon,  recessed, 

with  a  smaller  pylon-like  element,  also  re- 
cessed, on  each  side.  Theatrical  character 

is  lent  this  portion  by  a  curving  central  ele- 
ment, a  part  of  the  structure,  which  is 

traced  in  luminous  tube  lighting.  The 

pylon  recesses  are  also  outlined  in  tube 
lighting. 

The  most  striking  feature  of  the  foyer, 
which  is  quite  spacious,  is  a  sunken  floor 
area  for  tea  service,  with  an  oval  ceiling 
treatment  above  consisting  in  a  series  of 

lighting  troughs.  The  ticket  booth  is  situ- 
ated in  this  room,  just  inside  the  entrance 

doors,  and  it  repeats  the  curve  motif  of 
the  facade.  The  main  foyer  staircase  leads 

to  an  ante-room  from  which  traffic  pro- 

ceeds to  the  balcony.  A  women's  lounge is  on  this  level. 

The  auditorium  also  takes  up  the  curve 
motif  of  the  facade,  particularly  in  the 
ceiling  lighting,  which  supplies  practically 
all  of  the  illumination  of  the  auditorium. 

The  ceiling  lighting  is  from  plaster  troughs 
concealing  1600  lamps. 

The  general  color  scheme  of  the  audi- 
torium consists  in  tones  of  cream,  green, 

orange  and  gold. 
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Three  views  of  the  Grosvenor  that  indicate  the 
curvilinear  character  of  the  lighting  scheme.  The 
ceiling  coves  running  centrally  in  the  auditorium 
provide  the  illumination  for  this  area.  The  facade 
pattern  (shown  immediately  above)  is  repeated, 
in  motif,  in  the  interior.  At  left  is  pictured  the 

Foyer  with  its  central  sunken   "tea   room"  area. 13 



How  to  Avoid  Liability  in  Dealing 

With  Disorderly  Theatre  Patrons 

#  Setting  forth  procedure  indicated  in  the  rulings 

of  the  higher  courts  in  damage  suits  brought  by 

persons  claiming  physical   or  moral  abuse 

By  LEO  T.  PARKER 

exhibitors  and  theatre 

managers  and  their  house  staffs  not  in- 
frequently have  to  contend  with  unrully 

or  disorderly  patrons.  The  method  of  doing 
so  is  extremely  important.  The  price  of 
not  knowing  the  rights  of  patrons  and  the 
legal  limits  to  which  theatre  representatives 
may  go  in  dealing  with  such  situations  may 
be  a  dear  one,  either  in  damages  or  loss  of 

good-will. 
To  guide  them,  fortunately,  the  courts 

have  laid  down  certain  well  settled  rules 

which,  if  carefully  followed,  go  far  to  indi- 
cate how  to  avoid  any  liability  in  handling 

disorderly  and  otherwise  undesirable 

patrons. 
Obviously,  it  is  by  far  best  to  explain 

to  a  disorderly  patron  the  necessity  for 
quietness,  because  other  patrons  insist  upon 
it,  but  in  cases  where  explanations  are 
not  effective  it  may  be  necessary  to  deal 
firmly  with  such  patrons.  And  there  the 
danger  lies.  If  a  manager  or  member  of 
the  staff  who  has  authority  to  eject  patrons, 

fails  to  be  diplomatic  and  publicly  remon- 
strates with  a  patron  who  is  innocent  of 

creating  disorder,  the  humiliated  patron 
may  recover  damages.  However,  if  the 
patron  is  quietly  and  gently  requested  to 

refrain  from  further  disturbance,  the  inci- 
dent may  pass  unnoticed  and  the  patron 

cannot  recover  damages. 

LAWFUL    DEGREE    OF  FORCE 

the  courts  have  consist- 
ently held  that  a  person  is  deemed  to  know 

the  exact  consequence  of  his  acts.  Therefore, 
where  a  theatre  proprietor  has  just  cause  to 

eject  a  disorderly,  drunken,  or  otherwise 

undesirable  patron,  he  may  exercise  reason- 
able judgment  and  request  the  patron  to 

leave,  after  which  the  proprietor  is  justified 

in  using  sufficient  force  to  eject  the  patron 
who  refuses  to  leave  quietly.  However, 
irrespective  of  the  degree  of  force  required 
to  eject  a  patron  or  to  start  to  eject  him, 
the  theatre  representative  must  remove  his 
hands  from  the  patron  as  soon  as  he  is 
(a)  off  the  theatre  premises,  or  (b)  states 
that  he  will  leave  quietly.  In  other  words, 
care  and  prudence  must  be  exercised  to 

avoid  using  more  force  than  actually  is 
necessary. 

On  the  other  hand,  if  a  theatre  proprietor 

or  his  employe  desists  from  using  force 
when  a  disorderly  patron  is  ejected,  or 

being  ejected,  and  the  patron  attacks  the 
proprietor  or  his  employe,  the  patron  is 
liable  for  damages  to  the  extent  of  the 
injuries  sustained  by  the  proprietor  or  his 
employe.  Furthermore,  the  theatre  owner 

or  his  employe  may  use  great  force  to  pro- 
tect himself  against  injury. 

"REASONABLE  RULES" 

Still  another  important,  well  established 

point  of  the  law 
is  that  a  theatre 

owner  has  a  legal 
right  to  eject  any 

patron  who  persists 

in  violating  reason- 
able rules  and  regu- 

lations. In  one  case 

a  patron  violated  a 
theatre  rule  against 

protruding  feet  in 
the  aisles.  The  court 
held  that  under 
these  circumstances 

the  proprietor's  duty 
is  to  request  the  man 
to  obey  the  rules  and 
then,  if  he  persists, 

he  should  be  re- 

quested to  leave,  af- 
ter offering  to  re- 

turn the  admission 

paid,  and  if  he  re- 
fuses to  go,  the 

theatre  owner  or 
his  employe,  may 

use  the  necessary 
force  to  eject  him, 
without  incurring 
liability. 

In  fact,  the  various  courts  have  held  that 
a  theatre  ticket  is  merely  a  license  issued  to 

a  patron,  and  without  explanation  the  thea- 
tre owner  may  refund  the  price  of  admission 

and  request  the  patron  to  leave. 
There  are,  of  course,  certain  liabilities, 

in  view  of  State  laws,  which  will  not  be 

discussed  here,  as  to  a  theatre  owner's  lia- 
bility for  refusing  to  permit  a  theatre  patron 

to  enjoy  an  exhibition  because  of  color, 
race  or  religion.  In  many  states,  including 
New  York,  Pennsylvania,  Ohio  and  Illi- 

nois, the  courts  do  not  approve  of  theatre 
owners  refunding  the  admission  price  and 

compelling  patrons  to  leave  because  of  color, 
race  or  religion.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is 
not  unlawful  in  any  State  to  refuse  to 

admit  patrons  into  a  theatre,  or  for  eject- 
ing those  who  refuse  to  obey  rules.  For 

example,  a  theatre  owner  was  held  not 
liable  when  he  refused  to  sell  a  ticket  to 

a  person  who  was  unclean  (158  N.  Y. 
S.  867).  In  another  case,  a  proprietor  was 
held  not  liable  when  he  refused  to  admit 

a  person  who  had  no  collar  (78  N.  Y.  S. 

1109).  Obviously,  a  theatre  owner  can- 
not escape  liability  where  he  refuses  to 

permit  one  person  to  enter  who  is  unclean, 
or  who  does  not  wear  a  collar,  when  others 
of  this  classification  are  permitted  to  enter, 
if  such  may  be  proved. 

LIABILITY  FOR 

FORCEFUL  EJECTION 

in   order   that  readers 

who  are  up  against  these  problems  regular- 

ly may  have  before 
FOLLOW  THESE  RULES 

IN  EJECTING  PATRONS 

In  order  to  avoid  liability,  when 

ejecting  a  patron,  follow  these  rules: 

( I )  Approach  the  patron  in  an  orderly 
and  quiet  manner  and  explain  to  him 

in  a  low  tone  the  reason  why  he  is 

being  requested  to  leave  the  theatre. 

(2)  If  the  patron  refuses  to  leave, 
then  a  sufficient  amount  of  force  may 

be  used  to  eject  him  from  the  the- 

atre, bearing  in  mind  that  no  liability 

exists  unless  undue  and  unnecessary 

force  is  used  to  eject  the  patron. 

(3)  While  the  patron  is  being 

ejected  he  should  not  be  cursed  or 
otherwise  abused. 

(4)  If,  while  he  is  being  ejected, 

he  plainly  states  that  he  will  leave  in 

an  orderly  manner,  give  him  a  chance 
to  do  so. 

them  actual  illustra- 
tions of  acts  which 

result  in  theatre 

owners  being  liable 

for  using  too  much 
force  in  ejecting 

patrons,  we  shall  re- view the  facts  of  a 

few  recent  and  lead- 

ing higher  court 
cases  in  which  thea- 

tre owners  actually 

have  been  held liable. 

CHARGES 

ASSAULT 

In    one  case 

(Shramek  v.  Walk- er, 149  S.  E.  331), 

it  was  disclosed  that 

a  proprietor  struck 
and    seriously  in- 

jured a  patron  who 
refused  to  leave 

when    the  former 
merely  requested 
him  to  go.    In  view 

of  this  testimony  the  court  held  the  injured 
person  entitled  to  $3500  damages  stating 
the  following  important  law: 

"If  a  man  strikes  another  and  inflicts  a 
battery  upon  another,  and  can  show  a  law- 

continued  on  page  50) 
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Soliciting  Feminine  Patronage 

With  Lounges  and  Trained  Maids 

•  In  the  RKO  theatres  in  Cin- 

cinnati, the  women's  lounge  has 
been  made  a  featured  service, 

with  a  maid  especially  schooled. 

And  the  service  has  paid,  says 

Mr.  Goetz,  division  manager 

the  lounge  facilities  for 

women  patrons  is  a  much  more  important 
adjunct  to  the  theatre  than  the  average 
manager  is  wont  to  regard  it,  is  the  opinion 
of  Joe  Goetz,  assistant  division  manager 
of  RKO  Midwest  in  the  Cincinnati  area. 

The  average  woman  patron  visits  the 
lounge  at  least  once,  and  sometimes  oftener, 
when  attending  the  theatre,  he  found,  and 
forthwith  decided  that  this  division  of  the 

theatre  is  capable  of  influencing  a  favorable 
or  unfavorable  reaction  to  the  theatre  as  a 

whole,  in  proportion  to  the  way  the  lounge 
is  equipped  and  maintained. 

"No  matter  how  attractive  and  well  kept 
the  front  of  a  theatre,  the  lobby  or  the 

auditorium  may  be,"  he  told  this  writer, 
"an  indifferently  maintained  lounge  can 
quickly  counteract,  if  not  destroy,  the  good 
impressions  gained  in  other  sections  of  the 
house,  and  this  reacts  against  the  entire 

house." 
And  in  accordance  with  these  views,  he 

has  made  a  feature  of  the  lounge  in  every 

RKO  house  under  his  jurisdiction  in  Cin- 

Lounge  attendants  of  RKO  theatres  in  Cincinnati,  with  Mrs.  Dorothy  Rader,  supervisor. 

cinnati.  A  first  step  was  to  refurbish,  in 
some  cases  to  remodel,  these  lounges.  The 
second  was  to  provide  maid  service. 

But  merely  stationing  a  maid  in  a  lounge 
to  wait  upon  milady  (and  what  woman 

doesn't  crave  that  sort  of  thing?)  was  not 
enough.  Even  though  instructed  in  their 
duties  by  the  managers,  they  were  more  or 
less  inclined  to  be  mere  automatons,  and 

although  creating  "atmosphere,"  given  to 
performing  their  duties  in  a 

perfunctory  or  routine  man- 
ner, which  Mr.  Goetz  re- 

gards as  being  really  worse 
than  not  having  anyone  in 

charge  of  the  lounge. 
Women  are  quick  to  resent 

Two  lounges  in  RKO  Cincinnati  theatres 
which  typify  the  dignified,  home-like  ele- 

gance sought  in  all  the  appointments. 

Above  is  the  women's  lounge  of  the  Palace; 
at  right  is  women's  lounge  of  the  Albee. 

indifference,  and  thus  the  service  would 
prove  a  boomerang. 

Untutored  maids,  as  experience  has 

proved  by  reports  filtering  through  from 
managers,  have  been  guilty  of  inattention, 
impertinence,  curiosity,  eavesdropping  on 

patrons'  conversations,  and  in  some  cases, 
even  unsolicited  participation  therein ;  argu- 

ments have  occurred,  and  other  unbecom- 
ing conduct  practiced,  obviously,  through 

clination,  habit  or  impulse. 
To  eliminate  such  conditions,  Mr.  Goetz 

organized  a  regular  school  for  the  staff 
of  colored  maids  in  order  that  they  might 

attain  the  highest  degree  of  efficiency  in 
the  discharge  of  their  duties,  and  carry  on 
with  the  utmost  tact,  diplomacy,  dignity 

and  reserve.  The  maids  were  placed  in 

charge  of  a  white  supervisor,  Mrs.  Dorothy 
Rader.  They  meet  once  a  week  in  regular 

class  sessions.  Talks  are  given  by  the  super- 
visor, theatre  managers  and  others  on  the 

most  effective  ways  and  means  of  serving 
and  dealing  with  women  patrons. 

One  maid  is  on  duty  in  each  lounge 

from  the  opening  of  the  theatre  until  6 
p.m.,  when  she  is  relieved  by  another  who 
stays  until  closing.  The  supervisor  visits 
each  lounge  daily  at  unexpected  times  to 

check  up  on  the  maids  and  thoroughly  in- 
spect the  department.  This,  obviously,  is 

something  which  the  managers  could  not  do 
with  propriety.  The  supervisor  makes 
periodical  reports  to  the  division  office,  thus 

placing  the  lounge  on  a  par  with  other  thea- 
tre departments. 
The  net  result  is  that  now  when  a 

{Continued  on  page  49) 
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About  People  of  the  Theatre 

NEWS  OF  THEIR  ACTIVITIES  REPORTED  FROM  ALL  SECTIONS  AND  BRIEFLY  TOLD 

Joseph  A.  Lurie  of  Hartford,  and 

'Samuel  Miriam  of  Providence,  have  ac- 
quired the  lease  of  the  Strand  theatre  in 

Wallingford,  Conn.,  from  John  Kata. 
Both  of  the  former  are  newcomers  to  the 

business  in  Connecticut.  Mr.  Kata  oper- 
ates the  State  in  New  Britain. 

David  Flexer,  operator  of  the  Varsity 
theatre  in  Columbus,  Miss.,  has  purchased 
the  Ritz  at  New  Albany,  Miss. 

Ted  Emerson,  manager  of  the  Para- 
mount theatre  in  Omaha,  which  has  been 

closed  by  Tri-States,  has  been  named  pub- 

licity director  for  the  circuit's  14  Nebraska 
houses.  He  succeeds  Charles  Schlaifer, 

who  resigned  to  become  publicist  for  the 
United  Artists  theatre  in  San  Francisco. 

Assistant  Manager  Breck  Fagin  of  the 

Paramount,  goes  to  the  Orpheum  as  assist- 
ant, while  Assistant  Manager  Oscar  Peck 

•of  the  Orpheum  goes  to  the  Omaha  as  as- 
sistant. In  other  changes,  Treasurer  Leroy 

Voorhees  of  the  Paramount,  goes  to  the 

Omaha  as  treasurer,  and  Assistant  Man- 
ager Jack  Kolbo  of  the  Omaha,  returns 

to  the  Orpheum  as  treasurer. 

The  Park  in  Boston,  managed  by  Max 
Michaels,  is  in  line  for  remodeling  and 
renovation  within  the  next  few  weeks. 

Estimates  are  already  being  asked. 

Oscar  C.  Johnson,  who  owns  three 
theatres  at  Falls  City,  Neb.,  has  been 
elected  a  director  of  the  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce of  that  city. 

Robert  Word  has  opened  his  new  Ritz 
theatre  in  Scottsboro,  Ala.  The  house  was 

built  at  a  reported  cost  of  $10,000  and 
seats  500. 

Boyd  B.  Horton,  owner  and  manager 

of  the  State  in  Concord,  N.  C,  has  in- 
stalled new  lighting  fixtures,  supplied  by 

Roman  Art  Company,  Inc.,  of  St.  Louis. 

The  engagement  has  been  announced 

■of  Newell  B.  Kurson,  Graphic  Theatres 

Circuit  owner,  and  Miss  Eleanor  J.  Wal- 
lerstein,  daughter  of  a  New  York  attorney. 
The  wedding  will  take  place  in  New  York 

sometime  in  February.  Mr.  Kurson's  head- 
quarters are  in  Bangor,  Me. 

Western  Electric  sound  equipment  will 
be  installed  in  the  ten  Standard  Circuit 

theatres  in  Oklahoma  City,  Okla.,  accord- 
ing to  Pat  McGee,  general  manager,  who 

has  been  in  New  York  making  the  ar- 
rangements. The  theatres  include  the 

Criterion,  Midwest,  Liberty,  Capitol  and 

Warner,  downtown.  The  others  are  sub- 
urban situations. 
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Nathan  Lampert,  operator  of  theatres 
in  Colchester,  East  Hampton  and  Moodus, 

Conn.,  has  purchased  a  theatre  site  in  Glas- 
tonbury, Conn. 

The  Princess  in  Jacksonville,  Ala.,  has 
been  renovated  at  a  cost  of  $2,000,  the  new 

equipment  including  seats  and  floor  cover- 

ing. J.  L.  Townley  is  owner  and  man- 

ager. 
Theatre  openings  have  been  running 

ahead  of  closing  in  New  England  during 

recent  weeks.  J.  L.  Thayer  has  shut 

Leddy's  in  Epping,  N.  H.  George 
Roberts  has  sold  the  Vergennes  in  Ver- 
gennes,  Vt.,  to  Interstate.  M.  Lerner 
has  opened  the  Premier  in  Gilbertville. 
Watt  Hall  in  Thomaston,  Me.,  has  been 

opened  by  Ella  Andrews.  The  Armory 
in  Eastport,  Me.,  has  been  closed  by  Mrs. 
W.  Shea.  J.  D.  Santamore  has  shut 

the  Mansfield  in  Underhill,  Vt.  The  Pep- 
perill  in  East  Pepperill  has  been  opened 

by  Gerald  Swaebe.  The  State  in  Farm- 
ington,  Me.,  formerly  operated  by  H.  H. 
Paul,  has  been  reopened. 

ALL'S  WELL- 
THAT  ENDS  WELL 

It  was  like  this,  insists  Francis 

Gooch,  manager  of  M  &  P's  Colum- bia theatre  at  Bath,  up  in  Maine: 

He  had  scheduled  a  special  morn- 
ing performance.  But  the  feature 

picture  didn't  arrive.  So  he  borrowed some  shorts.  Then  the  feature  did 

arrive — only  it  was  the  wrong  one. 

Soo-o-o-o  — 

He  got  up  on  the  stage  to  an- 
nounce that  patrons  could  get  re- 

funds or  passes.  Whereupon  the 

lights  went  out — breakdown  in  the 

power  company's  plant. Well,  there  was  power  again  for 

the  evening  show — only  it  proved 
too  little  for  projection.  Again  Mr. 
Gooch  ascended  to  the  stage,  this 

time  to  ask  for  volunteers  for  an  im- 

promptu amateur  show.  Two  patrons 

responded.  A  phonograph  was  bor- 

rowed, but  there  weren't  any  records. So  a  radio  was  borrowed.  But  it 

wouldn't  work. 
In  the  meantime  the  house  was 

filling  up.  Eventually  there  was 

enough  juice  for  projection,  and  with- 
out any  advance  billing  whatever, 

Mr.  Gooch  ran  the  films  he  had  in 

the  house  to  an  all-time  record  aud- 
ience! 

It  only  goes  to  show.  .  . 

The  Kayton,  now  under  construction  in 
Montgomery,  W.  Va.,  by  E.  W.  and  T.  S. 
Kelly,  will  be  opened  in  March,  accord- 

ing to  present  plans.  The  house  has  been 
leased  to  Kayton  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  which 
P.  V.  McKay  and  T.  L.  Houghton  are 

the  controlling  factors.  The  company  also 

operates  houses  in  Grove  City  and  Frank- 
lin, Pa. 

The  Schine  circuit  has  taken  over  the 

Moose  theatre  at  Norwalk,  Ohio,  hereto- 
fore operated  by  the  Moose  Lodge.  The 

house  will  be  remodeled.  The  company 

also  operates  the  Forum  in  Norwalk. 
William  K.  S  elm  an  is  in  charge  of 
both  houses. 

Clifford  L.  Niles  will  open  a  theatre 

at  Anamosa,  la.,  about  May  1.  An  existing 
building  will  be  remodeled  and  made  into 
the  Circle  theatre  as  the  new  member  of 
the  Niles  group. 

Wayne  Talkington  of_  Harrington, 

Wash.,  who  operates  a  circuit  of  houses  in 

that  state,  has  purchased  the  Family  thea- 
tre in  Endicott  from  Mrs.  Anna  Green. 

M.  M.  Buchanan,  district  manager 

of  Malco  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  Memphis, 

Tenn.,  has  announced  the  leasing  of  the 

May  theatre,  which  will  be  remodeled. 

Kermit  High,  manager  of  the  Carolina 
theatre  at  Wilson,  N.  C,  for  the  past  five 

years,  has  been  transferred  to  the  Carolina 
at  Burlington,  N.  C.  Spencer  Wester 
of  Greensboro,  succeeds  him  at  Wilson. 

D.  J.  Foley,  who  recently  closed  the 

Mida  at  Sweet  Springs,  Mo.,  due  to  ad- 
verse weather  conditions,  has  joined 

M-G-M's  staff  of  checkers. 

A.  A.  Richards,  operator  of  the  Nep- 
tune Palace  in  Alameda,  Calif.,  has 

transferred  the  house  to  Abe  Markowitz 
of  San  Francisco. 

Glen  W.  Dickinson  has  disposed  of 
his  interests  in  the  State  theatre  at  Larned, 

Kan.,  to  H.  L.  Reed,  Larned  banker  and 
owner  of  the  State  building.  Mr.  Reed 
will  operate  the  house. 

Willis  M.  Reeves,  aged  64,  operator 

of  the  Highland  theatre  in  Little  Rock, 
Ark.,  died  recently.  He  is  survived  by  a 

son  and  daughter. 

The  new  Rena  theatre  has  been  opened 

in  Kellogg,  Ida.,  by  Fred  F.  Moe. 

A.  V.  Jecminek,  owner  and  operator  of 
the  Empress  theatre  in  Verdegre,  Neb.,  has 
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installed  a  single  channel  boom  socket 
amplifier  and  speaker  combination.  The 
equipment  was  supplied  by  the  Goodall 
Electric  Manufacturing  Company. 

The  State,  a  new  theatre,  has  opened  in 
Hertford,  N.  C,  under  the  supervision  of 
W.  T.  Culpepper  of  Elizabeth  City. 

M.  &  P.  Theatres  has  taken  over  the 

Hyde  Park,  which  M.  Spero  formerly  op- 
erated in  Boston,  and  the  Bayside,  which 

Daniel  Murphy  previously  ran 
Nantasket. 

in 

Mrs.  C.  Cashen  has  leased  the  West 

Bend  (la.)  theatre  to  Gail  Pettit  of 
Algona.  Mr.  Pettit  also  operates  the 
State  in  Algona. 

The  Kingsbridge  theatre  in  the  Bronx, 

New  York,  owned  by  Consolidated  Amuse- 
ment Enterprises,  Inc.,  has  installed  a 

portable  public  address  system  using  Am- 
perite  microphones.  Provision  is  made  for 

two  mikes  and  radio  or  phonograph  input. 
The  equipment  was  installed  by  Temple 
Sound  Equipment  Company. 

S.  H.  Lyle,  who  has  operated  the 
Macon  theatre  at  Franklin,  N.  C,  for  the 
past  ten  years,  has  sold  the  theatre  to 
Garland  L.  Tomlin  and  associates  of 

Clayton,  Ga.  Charles  Ingram  will  be 
liouse  manager. 

The  mother  of  J.  A.  Kairis,  manager  of 
the  Auditorium  in  Waterbury,  Conn.,  died 
recently. 

Harry  Dorsey  has  reopened  the  Gaity 
theatre  at  Santa  Maria,  Calif. 

Wylie  R.  and  Burgess  Conley  plan 
to  erect  a  theatre  in  Reedley,  Calif. 

James  Edwards,  Jr.,  will  shortly  open 
the  Garvey  theatre  at  Alhambra,  Calif. 

The  Twilight  theatre  in  Greensburg, 
Kan.,  has  been  equipped  with  new  lighting 

fixtures,  supplied  by  the  Roman  Art  Com- 
pany. Lawrence  Justice  is  manager  of 

the  house. 

R.  L.  Busby  of  Washington,  D.  C,  and 
Marvin  Smith  of  White  Stone,  Va., 
liave  opened  their  new  Dixie  theatre  in 

Kilmarnock,  Va.,  operated  for  negroes. 
The  Dixie  seats  300. 

William  McCourt,  former  chief-of- 

staff  at  Keith's  Memorial  in  Boston,  has 
been  transferred  to  that  house  from  the 

Albee  in  Providence.  He  is  acting  as  as- 
sistant manager. 

Kenneth  Powell,  owner  of  the  Oliver 
theatre  in  Palisade,  Neb.,  has  installed  a 

low-type  intensity  rectifier,  supplied  by  the 
Goodall  Electric  Manufacturing  Co. 

The  Trans-Lux  theatre  being  con- 
structed in  Washington,  D.  C,  will  be 

ready  for  the  public  between  February  15 

ANNOUNCEMENT  EXTRAORDINARY 

For  the  first  time 

ARTKRAFT  DISTRIBUTES 

a  product  not  of  its  manufacture, 

believing  the  wonderful  new 

CLIMAX  REFLECTOR 

has  a  real  place  in  the  theatre  display  field ! 

Unusual  BRILLIANCE! 

A  Six  Watt  Lamp  Does  the  Work  of  a  25  Watt. 

A  Tremendous  CURRENT  SAVING 

Available  in  Brilliant  shades  of  Red — Blue — Green — Crystal 

White — Yellow — Daylight  Blue — Light  and  Dark  Amber, 

making  possible 

UNHEARD-OF  Color  Effects 

For  Your  Marquee,  Signs  and  Running  Borders. 

THE  CLIMAX  REFLECTOR  is  a  new  patented  device  which  employs  individual 
reflectors  and  natural  color  lenses  so  as  to  collect  and  amplify  the  entire  light 
output  of  a  lamp,  much  of  which  is  ordinarily  lost,  and  redirect  it  into  useful 
channels. 

The  unit,  a  complete  weather-tight  assembly  approved  by  the  Underwriters 
Laboratories,  screws  into  the  standard  socket  in  place  of  a  lamp  and  is  easily 
cleaned  without  danger  of  breakage. 

It  employs  a  3  or  6  watt,  115  volt  lamp  made  and  guaranteed  by  General  Electric 
or  Westinghouse.  Lamps  are  quickly  replaced  in  the  original  unit.  The  use  of 
the  unit  eliminates  troubles  encountered  with  heavy  loads  on  flasher  systems. 

Francis  M.  Falge  (Nela  Park  Engineering  Department,  General  Electric  Co.)  says: 

"A  clear  lamp  in  your  reflector  has  its  end  candlepower  increased  3-fold.  Thus 
...  6  watts  bcomes  almost  as  effective  as  25." 

The  Atkraft  Zephyr  Pre-Fabricated  Marquee  can  now  be  equipped  with  recessed 
Climax  Reflector  Borders,  making  flush  construction.    Easy  to  clean — no  breakage. 

EXCLUSIVE  NATIONAL  DISTRIBUTORS  IN  THE  THEATRE  FIELD 

Q/iC  STANDARD 

LIMA,  OHIO 

ARTKRAFT 

150  Sales  Offices 

Throughout  America 
and  Abroad 

^^m^^oj  COMPARISON 

Send  Coupon  today  for  free  details 

THE  ARTKRAFT  SIGN  CO. 
Lima,  Ohio 

Please  furnish  me  without  obligation  details  and  prices  on  Climax  Reflectors. 

Name   

Street   

City   

Theatre  Name   
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Your  Theatre 

Is  Judged  by 

Your  Lobby 

And  Lounge 

Distinction  and  prestige  follow 

closely  when  your  lobby  and 

lounge  are  outfitted  in  beauti- 

ful, graceful 

DISTINCTIVE  FURNITURE  ^ 

Besides  being  colorful  and  dec- 

orative, it  is  built  to  withstand 

hard,  constant  usage.  All 

ROYALCHROME  Furniture  is 

upholstered  in  TUF-TEX,  Royal's 
exclusive  guaranteed 

leatherette. 

The  styled  furniture  of  today — 
and  tomorrow. 

BIG  NEW  CATALOG 

in  color.  Many  new  models — 

as  yet  exclusive  with  ROYAL. 

METAL  MF6.  CO. 
"  9?Zetal furniture  Since'97" 

I  148  S.  Michigan  Blvd.  -  Chicago 

New  York 
Boston 

BRANCHES  IN 

Los  Angeles 
Pittsburgh 

Toronto 
San  Francisco 

and  20,  according  to  Major  L.  E. 

Thompson,  president  of  Trans-Lux. 
Roland  S.  Robbins  will  manage  the  new 
house. 

Willard  Seale  has  purchased  the 
Rialto  in  Hillyard,  Wash.  Mr.  Seale 
formerly  was  assistant  manager  at  the 

Orpheum  in  Spokane.  He  plans  to  re- 
model the  Rialto  and  install  new  equip- 
ment. James  Keefe,  assistant  manager  at 

the  Fox  in  Spokane,  has  been  named  to 

take  Seale's  place  at  the  Orpheum.  James 
Ashlock  moves  to  the  Fox  from  the  Lib- 

erty. Dick  Reed  moves  up  to  assistant 
manager  from  doorman  at  the  Liberty. 

Harry  Luft  has  assumed  full  owner- 
ship of  the  Diluf  theatre  in  Spokane, 

Wash.,  from  H.  Dillingham,  and  has 

changed  the  name  to  Rainbo. 

Max  Conniff,  owner  of  the  Avalon 
theatre,  at  Pass  Christian,  Miss.,  has 
taken  over  the  Majestic  at  Newton,  and 
the  Lyric  at  Bay  Spring. 

Joseph  S.  Griggs,  former  manager  of 

the  Lyric  in  Columbus,  Ohio,  and  Myer 

Rothstein  of  Downers  Grove,  have  pur- 
chased the  old  Star  theatre,  a  Columbus 

suburban  house,  which  is  being  modernized. 
The  house  will  be  renamed  the  Florence  in 

honor  of  Grigg's  mother. 

Gore  Brothers  have  arranged  for  in- 
stallation of  new  type  RCA  Photophone 

sound  equipment  in  their  two  houses,  El 
Rey  and  Lido,  now  under  construction  in 

Beverly  Hills  and  Los  Angeles,  respec- tively. 

William  A.  E.  Drescher,  vice  presi- 

dent of  the  Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Com- 

pany, Rochester,  N.  Y.,  who  died  recently, 
after  a  brief  illness,  was  associated  with 

that  company  more  than  60  years.  He  is 

survived  by  two  daughters,  Mrs.  Joseph  F. 
Taylor  and  Mrs.  Gordon  C.  Baird;  a  son, 
Theodore  Bausch  Drescher,  and  eight 

grandchildren. 

R.  D.  Stallings,  formerly  connected 

with  the  booking  department  of  North 

Carolina  Theatres,  Inc.,  Charlotte,  has 

been  appointed  manager  of  the  Palace 
theatre  in  Raleigh,  N.  C,  succeeding  Al 
Barber. 

The  Harvey  Amusement  Company, 

headed  by  J.  A.  Harvey,  Sr.,  has  plans 

for  the  remodeling  of  the  Glas  theatre  in 

Madera,  Calif.  The  seating  capacity  will 
be  increased  to  800. 

The  Tamalpais  theatre  in  San  Anselmo, 

Calif.,  owned  by  Blumenfeld  Theatres, 

will  be  remodeled  throughout  at  an  esti- 

mated cost  of  $30,000.  Plans  for  the  re- 

modeling are  by  S.  Charles  Lee. 

C.  E.  Mosher  is  the  new  manager  of 
the  Casino  and  Chieftan  at  Sac  City,  la. 
He  was  located  at  Rockford  for  the  last 

year. 

W.  D.  Sears,  operator  of  the  Palace 
theatre  in  Taylorville,  N.  C,  has  installed 

latest  type  RCA  photophone  sound  equip- 
ment. 

The  Legion  theatre  in  Ruthven,  la.,, 

will  be  opened  the  last  of  February  under 
the  direction  of  Lyle  Naland,  who 

operated  the  old  Legion  theatre,  which  was 

destroyed  by  fire. 

The  Noe,  new  1000-seat  suburban  the- 
atre in  San  Francisco,  has  been  opened  by 

R.  A.  McNeill,  Mike  Naify  and  Mark 

Keller,  owners  of  the  Golden  State  cir- 
suit.  Some  $200,000  was  expended  on  the 
house.  Deichman  &  Jorgenson  were 

the  architects.  The  Palmer  theatre,  400- 
seat  Golden  State  theatre  in  the  same  dis- 

trict, will  be  kept  dark  until  the  lease  on 
it  expires  in  some  five  months. 

John  Callopy,  who  operates  the  Dora 
at  Turon,  Kan.,  is  opening  a  house  at 
Cunningham,  Kan. 

A.  C.  Wooten,  formerly  manager  of 

Glen  W.  Dickinson's  Booth  at  Inde- 
pendence, Kan.,  is  planning  a  new  house 

at  Paola. 

The  Ocilla  theatre  in  Ocilla,  Ga.,  was- 

opened  late  in  January  by  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Gammon. 

Mrs.  Arthur  K.  Howard,  wife  of  the 

New  England  manager  for  Allied  The- 
atres, won  second  place  in  the  annual  New 

England  Women's  Bridge  Tournament, 
held  by  the  Boston  Chess  Club.  Only  one 
point  separated  her  from  the  winner.  Mr. 
Howard  is  a  former  New  England  bridge 
champion. 

A  new  ticket  register,  General  Register 

Corporation  three-unit  type,  has  been  in- 
stalled in  the  Venus  theatre,  Neighbor- 

hood Theatres  house  in  Richmond,  Va.r 

by  the  National  Theatre  Supply  Company. 

Wilbur  J.  Vachon  of  the  Strand  in 

Portland,  Me.,  has  been  named  president 

of  the  projectionists'  local  union  there. 
Morris  Eaton  was  elected  vice  president, 

Leslie  Way  secretary,  and  Earle  G. 
Hamm  treasurer.  Warren  Moore  was 

made  executive  officer,  and  Irving  Robbins 

sergeant-at-arms.  Selwyn  Blanchard 
was  installed  on  the  board  of  trustees. 

C.  A.  Waldron  is  business  manager  for 
the  ensuing  year. 

C.  W.  Bunn,  general  sales  manager  of 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  has  left 
New  York  for  the  coast  for  conferences 

with  Erpi  representatives.  His  itinerary 
includes  stop  overs  at  Chicago,  Kansas  City 

and  other  important  key  centers.  He  ex- 
pects to  return  to  New  York  by  way  of 

the  Southern  states  about  March  1. 

Bob  Oliver  and  Mrs.  Muriel  Frand- 

sen  plan  to  open  their  new  $25,000  the- 
atre, tentatively  named  the  King,  at 

Onawa,  la.,  about  March  1. 
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Vitrolite  makes  glamorous  surround- 

ings which  appeal  to  the  dramatic  in- 

stinct of  theater  goers.  Stunning  modern 

designs  are  inspired  by  Vitrolite's  wide  color 

range,  and  the  effects  obtainable  with  sandblast, 

inlay  and  metal  trim.  Vitrolite  lasts  a  lifetime,  and  the 

brilliant  beauty  of  its  sanitary  surface  is  easily  maintained 

by  cleaning  with  a  damp  cloth. 

Theatre  owners  have  found  that  Vitrolite  fronts,  lobbies, 

ticket  booths  and  washrooms  are  a  profitable  invest- 

ment because  —  they  increase   patronage  —  they  reduce 

Vitrolite  Division  LIBBEY*  OWENS'  FORD  GLASS  COMPANY,  Toledo,  Ohio 

LIBBEY    OWENS  FORD 

VITROLITE 

maintenance  cost — they  save  redecorating  costs. 

Vitrolite  is  not  only  the  last  word  for  ultra- 

modern construction  in  new  buildings,  but  also 

the  most  effective  material  for  remodeling.  It  is 

easily,  quickly  and  economically  installed  on 

exterior  or  interior  surfaces.  Our  Engineering  Department 

will  be  glad  to  cooperate  with  your  architect  in  suggesting 

the  effective  use  of  Vitrolite  for  your  theatre. 

For  display  windows,  be  sure  to  use  L'O'F  quality  plate 

glass.  For  interior  purposes,  mirrors  of  L'O'F polished  plate, 
clear  or  in  colors,  offer  interesting  decorative  possibilities. 

r 
-MAIL  COUPON  TODAY- 

B.T.-2 Vitrolite  Division,  Libbey  •  Owens  •  Ford  Glass  Company, 
1310  Nicholas  Building,  Toledo,  Ohio 

Please  send  Vitrolite  chart  of  complete  colors,  and  surface 

effects,  and  new  literature  for   □  Building  Fronts;    □  Interiors. 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  STATE. 
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As  part  of  the  international  service  of  the  Quigley  publica- 

tions, Teatro  al  Dfa  is  published  in  Spanish  and  circulated 

to  all  the  industry  in  the  Spanish  reading  markets. 

Devoted  to  the  maintenance,  equipment,  construction  and 

kindred  phases  of  motion  picture  theatre  operation,  Teatro 

al  Dfa  is  the  only  publication  of  its  kind  serving  the  industry 

in  the  Spanish  World. 
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EQUIPMENT  and  OPERATION 

A  DEPARTMENT  OF   PRACTICAL  COUNSEL  AND  TIMELY  INFORMATION 

•  •  CONDUCTED    RV    J.    T.    KNIGHT,    JR.  • 

The  Argument  for  Lower 

Electricity  Costs  to  Theatres 

•  Power  factor,  power  load,  peak  demand-with 

such  terms  the  power  company  too  often  succeeds 

in  convincing  the  theatre  operator.  So  let's  see 

what  they're  really  all  about  in  the  final  check-up 

with  the  tremendous 
increase  in  the  connected  electrical  load  of 

the  theatres  of  this  country,  due  primarily 

to  the  large  number  of  air-conditioning 
jobs  that  are  being  installed,  the  question 
of  electrical  rates  becomes  one  of  greatest 
importance. 

The  increase  in  the  electric  power  bill 

after  air-conditioning  is  installed  represents 
the  largest  single  item  in  the  operating 
expense  of  the  plant.  There  are  many 
theatres  that  can  afford  the  initial  invest- 

ment for  air-conditioning,  but  are  deterred 
by  that  ghost  of  upkeep  and  operating  costs. 

Something  must  be  done  to  reduce  the  elec- 
trical operating  costs  to  theatres  if  we  are 

to  continue  the  progressive  campaign  for 

theatre  improvement  throughout  the  coun- 
try. 

This  is  definitely  a  problem  of  the  entire 
industry  and  not  just  the  responsibility  of 
any  one  individual  or  circuit.  Because  of 
the  lack  of  concerted  effort  on  the  part  of 

the  industry,  the  power  companies  in  most 
instances  are  indifferent  to  the  scattered 
demands  made  to  them. 

In  order  to  approach  this  problem  of 
electrical  costs  from  all  angles,  I  am  going 
to  classify  the  industry  into  three  groups, 
as  determined  by  the  attitude  and  interest 
of  the  individuals  in  those  groups: 

In  the  first  group  are  those  individuals 
or  companies  who  have  recognized  the  fact 
that  a  problem  does  exist,  and  who  have 

employed  the  services  of  a  so-called  expert 
to  analyze  their  contracts  and  check  their 
bills.  This  expert  is  sometimes  placed  on 

the  payroll,  but  frequently  he  is  reimbursed 
on  the  basis  of  savings.  Fifty  per  cent  is 

the  general  fee — a  rather  handsome  con- 
sideration when  you  realize  that  he  obtains 

for  the  customer  only  those  benefits  which 
they  are  rightfully  entitled  to  under  any 
circumstances ! 

When  we  employ  an  architect  to  build 
a  new  theatre,  we  may  pay  him  anywhere 

from  4%  to  15%  (the  prescribed  fee  is 
6%),  and  for  that  we  expect  and  generally 
do  get  a  building  that  complies  with  all 
the  laws,  regulations  and  codes  in  existence. 

In  addition  we  gain  a  lot  of  useful  knowl- 
edge and  experience  in  our  contact  with 

him.  Why  then  should  we  pay  the  rate 

expert  50%  of  the  savings?  Most  of 

these  experts'  training  consists  in  previous 
employment  by  a  power  company ;  there- 

fore they  "know  the  other  side  of  the  pic- 
ture." They  know  that  every  contract  held 

by  any  power  company  is  not  an  equitable 
contract,  and  they  know  that  errors  in 
billing  exist  in  many  instances  zvhich  have 
continued  for  years.  But  I  have  never  yet 

heard  of  any  new  or  more  favorable  rate 
which  has  been  created  as  the  direct  result 

of  the  efforts  of  any  of  the  so-called  experts. 
The  rate  expert 

can  do  little  more 

than  any  other  in- 
telligent individual 

can  do  if  he  would 
take  the  time  to 

study  the  rate  prob- 
lem. Yes,  of  course, 

the  years  that  the 
expert  spent  in  the 
utilities  business  has 

given  him  a  circle 

of  friends  and  ac- 
quaintances that 

makes  his  work 
somewhat  easier ! 

But    in  summariz- 

ing, this  first  group  is  composed  of  indi- 
viduals who  recognize  the  problem  and 

are  satisfied  with  half  a  loaf  when  they  are 

justly  entitled  to  the  whole  loaf. 

The  second  group  is  composed  of  indi- 
viduals who  recognize  the  problem,  sense 

the  apparent  futility  of  trying  to  alter  the 
situation  and  bend  their  efforts  toward 

analyzing  each  of  their  specific  situations — 
improving  load  factors,  power  factors  and 
operating  schedules,  and  reducing  wattage, 
so  that  they  can  make  the  most  of  a  bad 
situation. 

The  third  group  is  composed  of  exhib- 
itors who  are  entirely  indifferent  to  the 

situation,  either  through  ignorance  or  be- 
cause they  are  too  busy  to  be  bothered.  In 

this  group  we  find  the  exhibitor  who  spends 
his  time  blaming  Hollywood  for  all  the 
evils  of  the  business.  His  usual  reply  to 

a  question  about  electrical  rates  is,  "If 
Hollywood  would  turn  out  better  box  of- 

fice pictures,  we  would  not  care  what  the 

electrical  rates  were."  Despite  this  short- 
sightedness, our  business  is  a  good  business. 

It  is  a  good  business  because  we  can  make 
so  many  mistakes  and  still  make  money! 

ANSWERING  POWER 

COMPANY  ARGUMENTS 

now  let  us  look  into  the 

few  stock  arguments  which  all  power  com- 
pany executives  pass  out  in  answer  to  our 

pleas  for  new  rate  consideration : 

The  first  is,   "But  consider  the  poor 
power  factor  of  the  equipment  in  the  Blank 

theatre!"     Now,  just 
what    is    this  thing 

called  power  factor? 
The  power  factor 

can  be  simply  expressed 
as  the  ratio  of  the 

power-producing  cur- rent to  the  electrical 

total  of  the  power-pro- ducing current,  plus 

the  magnetizing  cur- 
rent. This  power  fac- 

tor may  be  expressed 
as  a  percentage;  if  it 
is  low,  we  must  pay 

for  a  greater  amount 
of    current    than  we 

Mm 
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HOW  IMPROVED  VENTILATION  WAS 

OBTAINED  WITH   EXISTING  FANS 

THERE  WAS  a  comparatively  new  theatre  which  was 

equipped  for  ventilation  only.  It  had  two  fans  of  ample  capacity  located  above 

the  stage  and  delivering  air  through  four  grilles,  all  at  the  same  height,  above  the 

auditorium  floor.  The  total  grille  area  for  each  fan  was  three  and  a  half  times  the 

size  of  the  fan  discharge  opening.  The  distance  of  the  fan  discharge  to  the  grilles 

was  about  12  feet.  The  management  stated  that  they  never  had  anything  ap- 

proaching adequate  ventilation. 

On  two  previous  occasions  mechanics  or  engineers  had  been  called  in  to  correct 

the  condition.  What  they  did  was  to  put  elbows  on  the  grilles,  making  them  very 

unsightly,  and  speeding  up  the  fans  to  such  an  extent  that  additional  money  had 

to  be  spent  to  line  the  short  ducts  with  sound-absorbing  material. 

Finally,  the  problem  was  assigned  to  me,  and  this  is  what  I  did  to  make  the 

installation  satisfactory: 

Calculations  and  measurements  indicated  that  the  fans  were  of  ample  size  for 

the  theatre.  With  both  fans  running  at  the  increased  speed,  there  should  be  more 

than  127  cubic  feet  of  fresh  air  per  minute  for  each  seat  in  the  auditorium,  or  an 

air  change  of  the  total  cubic  content  of  the  theatre  every  minute  and  a  half.  But 

a  check  of  the  air  escaping  from  the  theatre  showed  that  the  air  could  only  change 

every  twelve  and  a  half  minutes,  because  after  the  pressure  has  been  created,  as 

determined  by  the  characteristics  of  the  specific  fans,  the  fans  cannot  put  any 

more  air  into  the  theatre  than  the  amount  which  escapes  or  is  released  from  the 

theatre.  Consequently,  the  fans  were  just  making  a  pressure  chamber  out  of  the 

auditorium.    This  condition  indicated  two  things: 

First,  that  the  stepping  up  of  the  speed  of  the  fans,  which  was  previously  done, 

was  in  error  and  accomplished  nothing  except  to  increase  the  operating  cost,  as  10- 

horsepower  motors  were  required  instead  of  the  original  71/2-h.p.  motors. 

Secondly,  that  the  theatre  needed  a  mechanical  exhaust  system  in  order  to  per- 

mit the  air  change  within  the  theatre,  which  was  expected  when  fans  of  that  size 

were  selected  to  do  the  job. 

So  the  10-h.p.  motors  were  turned  in  for  some  71/2-h.p.  motors,  and  the  fans 

reduced  in  speed  to  their  original  capacity.  Then  a  second-hand  blower  of  about 

60%  capacity  of  the  two  combined  delivery  fans  was  procured  and  installed  with 

ducts  to  the  balcony,  the  main  floor  under  the  balcony  and  the  foyer.  Fans  were 

also  installed  to  exhaust  air  from  the  toilets.  This  still  left  about  35%  of  the  total 

air  to  be  lost,  or  to  escape  through  the  lobby. 

These  changes  were  so  effective  that  the  manager  wanted  to  stop  right  there. 

However,  the  job  was  not  completed.  The  air  from  the  delivery  grilles  was  coming 

in  at  too  low  a  velocity  owing  to  the  fact  that  the  short  duct  run  increased  in  size 

from  the  size  of  the  fan  discharge  to  the  combined  grille  sizes,  which,  as  earlier 
stated,  was  some  three  and  a  half  times. 

The  duct  system  was  reduced  in  size  and  so  were  the  grilles  reduced  in  size, 

making  the  appearance  from  the  auditorium  very  much  more  attractive.  These 

new  ducts  were  made  so  that  the  two  having  the  shorter  throw  had  a  velocity  of 
about  450  feet  a  minute,  and  the  two  that  were  smaller  and  directed  toward  the 

small  balcony  (the  longer  throw)  had  velocities  of  about  800  feet  a  minute.  With 

this  done,  there  was  not  a  seat  in  the  house  which  did  not  receive  its  proper  amount 

of  air;  there  were  no  stagnant  spots  and  every  person  benefited  from  the  apparent 
cooling  effect  of  air  motion. 

The  entire  job  cost  less  than  the  amount  of  money  which  had  previously  been 

spent  in  trying  to  correct  the  unsatisfactory  condition. 

It  pays  to  get  the  advice  of  an  air  conditioning  engineer  rather  than  rely  on  the 

suggestions  of  the  sheet  metal  contractor  or  ventilating  contractor. — J.  T.  K. 

actually  can  convert  to  lighting  or  power 
use. 

Because  of  low  power  factor,  a  large 
percentage  of  the  theatres  of  the  country 

are  actually  buying  much  more  current 
than  is  required  for  the  kilowatt  hours 
which  are  used  in  the  theatre.  In  buying 

electrical  energy  for  the  operation  of  equip- 

ment such  as  any  induction  type  motor, 

we  buy  actually  two  kinds  of  current,  i.  e., 

power-producing  current,  which  is  con- 
verted by  our  equipment  into  useful  work. 

This  is  the  current  that  is  registered  on 
the  meters.  After  that  we  are  penalized 

for  magnetizing  current,  which  our  equip- 
ment requires.  This  current  is  not  con- 

verted into  useful  work.  Although  we 

must  have  it  with  certain  kinds  of  equip- 
ment (and  this  is  generally  the  older 

motors  and  generator  sets),  it  might  be 

considered  as  loss  in  the  operation.  How- 
ever, as  we  must  have  this  magnetizing 

current,  and  it  must  be  provided  by  the 

power  company,  we  must  pay  for  it — and 
pay  for  it  we  certainly  do ! 
We  may  as  well  concede  this  point  of 

bad  power  factor  to  the  power  companies, 

because  even  a  hurried  study  of  a  few  sit- 
uations will  indicate  the  truth  of  this  con- 

tention. But  I  question  just  how  serious 

the  power  companies  do  consider  this  factor 
to  be.  Perhaps  their  argument  about  bad 

power  factor  is  just  a  smoke  screen,  because 
very  few  theatres  are  now  operating  under 
contracts  with  a  power  factor  clause  in  them. 

The  next  time  a  power  company  repre- 
sentative gives  you  this  argument,  you  say, 

"All  right,  tell  us  what  the  power  factor 
should  be  in  this  theatre,  and  when  we 
bring  it  up  to  that,  then  what  are  you  going 

to  do  about  reducing  my  rates?"  At  that 
point  they  will  want  to  change  the  subject, 

or  else  tell  you  that  they  won't  reduce  the 
rates,  but  that  you  will  profit  by  the  greater 

economy  of  your  operation.  You  may,  or 

you  may  not,  depending  upon  your  con- 
tract for  light  and  power. 

IMPROVING    POWER  FACTOR 

Power  factor  improvement  merely  means 

installing  certain  equipment  to  neutralize 

the  effects  of  the  magnetizing  current. 
Power-factor  improvement  equipment  is 
available  and  on  the  market  today.  It  can 

be  connected  directly  to  the  terminals  of 
a  motor,  or  to  the  incoming  distribution 

lines,  and  this  equipment  actually  neutral- 
izes partially,  or  entirely,  the  magnetizing 

load  effect  of  all  current  supplied  to  the 

particular  motor  or  to  all  equipment  served 
from  the  distribution  system. 

One  of  the  leading  manufacturers  of 
power  factor  improvement  equipment  gives 

the  following  as  the  benefits  to  be  derived 
from  the  installation  of  such  equipment: 

1.  Power  bills  are  substantially  reduced 

in  cases  where  a  power  factor  clause  is 
in  force. 

2.  Line-voltage  drop  is  reduced. 
3.  Lamps  will  deliver  their  full  quota 

of  light. 

4.  The  load  on  the  transformers  is  re- 
duced making  it  possible  to  supply  power 

to  more  equipment  from  the  same  bank 
of  transformers. 

5.  Line  losses  will  be  reduced  in  the 

plant  wiring  system. 

LOAD  FACTOR 

The  next  argument  that  the  power  com- 

pany is  likely  to  present  is,  "But  look  at 
your  load  factor,  we  must  have  stand-by 
equipment  to  serve  your  entire  connected 
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BROADWAY'S  NEWEST 

UPHOLSTERS  WITH  VELMOl 

The  new  criterion  theatre,  on  Times  Square  in  New  York  City,  is  the 

last  word  in  film-house  construction.  Naturally— it  is  upholstered  with 

VELMO! 

Patrons  relax  in  enjoyable  comfort  on  this  luxurious,  modern  mohair 

velvet.  It  adds  to  the  audience's  "ear-comfort"  too,  for  Velmo  improves  a 

theatre's  acoustics.  And  seats  retain  their  new,  rich  smartness  for  a  long* 

long  time— thanks  to  Velmo  s  unusual  sturdiness! 

When  you  plan  on  new  seating  or  remodeling,  insist  on  Velmo  Mohair 

Velvet.  Your  decorator  or  seating  manufacturer  can  tell  you  of  its  amaz- 

ingly long  wear  and  unequalled  success  in  thousands  of  theatres  and  other 

hard-used  public  places! 

VELMO 

MOHAIR  VELVET         GOODALL-SANFORD  INDUSTRIES,  295  Fifth  Ave.,  at  31st  St.,  N.Y,  C. 

February  6,  1937 
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WINTER  PUNISHES 

Your  Expensive 

Carpeting 

load  should  you  desire  to  operate  all  equip- 

ment and  all  your  lights."  This  may  sound 
like  a  logical  argument  to  everybody,  but 

it  isn't  to  a  theatre  man.  We  know  that 
with  the  policies  of  operation  in  vogue 
today,  we  never  have  everything  on  at  once. 

Even  in  the  "good  old  days"  of  large  stage 
shows  we  never  had  everything  on.  The 
inherent  nature  of  our  business  demands 

a  much  greater  investment  in  electrical  in- 
stallation than  other  businesses,  and  because 

of  that  we  should  receive  a  classification 

that  would  not  penalize  us  for  the  rest  of 

our  life  just  because  we  operate  theatres. 
The  load  factor  is  the  ratio  of  the  actual 

horsepower  or  kilowatt  load  in  the  theatre, 
to  the  maximum  horsepower  or  kilowatt 

load  if  every  motor  and  every  lamp  in  the 
theatre  and  every  light  on  the  stage,  both 
projection  machines,  all  spots  and  effect 
machines,  Standby  generator,  all  pumps, 
fans,  vacuum  cleaners,  and  all  signs  and 
exterior  lighting  were  burning  or  being 
used  at  the  same  time.  I  will  let  anyone 

answer  this  one,  "Does  that  condition  ever 
exist?"  As  a  matter  of  fact,  it  is  an  abso- 

lute necessity  for  every  power  company  to 

have  among  its  users  a  rather  large  per- 
centage of  low  load  factor  customers. 

Let's  assume  that  every  customer  in  a 
particular  community  served  by  a  power 

company  had  a  100%  load  factor.  What 
would  happen  if  somone  bought  an  electric 
fan?  The  moment  the  switch  is  turned  on 

the  -whole  system  for  the  entire  town  would 
become  overloaded.  We  know  that  this 

does  not  exist — if  it  did,  the  situation  would 
be  unbearable.  However,  in  such  a  situa- 

tion, the  customer  who  would  promise  the 

power  company  not  to  operate  all  of  his 
equipment  at  any  one  time,  in  other  words, 
deliberately  create  a  low  or  bad  load  factor) 
would  profit  handsomely  by  it. 

So  the  argument  of  poor  load  factor  is 

not  very  convincing.  The  power  com- 
pany needs  low  load  factor  customers,  and 

the  fact  that  theatres,  even  in  the  most 

prosperous  times,  can  never  have  a  100% 

load  factor,  means  that  the  power  com- 
pany will  never  be  called  on  at  one  time 

to  furnish  current  for  all  lights  and  equip- 
ment connected  to  our  lines. 

PEAK  DEMAND 

Now  the  third  stock  argument  of  the 

power  company  goes  something  like  this : 

"Most  of  the  demand  made  by  theatres 
is  during  our  peak  period,  which  is  between 

5:30  and  8:00  p.  m.  each  day."  Assuming 
for  a  moment  that  this  is  true,  and  revert- 

ing to  argument  No.  2,  should  they  at 
that  time  be  happy  that  we  have  a  bad  load 
factor?  I  am  quite  sure  that  if  it  were 
possible  to  see  the  charts  of  any  power 

company,  they  would  indicate  a  peak  in 
the  consumption  of  current  between  5:30 

and  8 :00  p.  m.  on  five  days  a  week,  Mon- 
day to  Friday  inclusive,  and  it  would  show 

much  less  of  a  peak  on  Saturdays,  Sundays, 

and  holidays.  We  operate  during  those 

off-peak  days  just  as  we  do  on  the  on- 
peak  days,  and  because  of  this  fact  we 
should  receive  some  favorable  consideration. 

As  it  is,  we  are  penalized  because  we  oper- 
ate on  peak  periods,  but  when  one  figures 

maintenance 

Title  and  text  copyrighted  1937.  Reproduction  of 
any    part   without   permission   expressly  forbidden 

CONTRACTOR'S  BOND:  The  premium 
for  a  contractor's  bond  to  guarantee 
the  faithful  performance  of  a  contract 

's  ''/27o  °f  the  gross  amount  of  the contract.  Such  bond  is  in  force  for  a 

period  of  two  years,  unless  sooner  re- 
leased. If  released  before  the  expira- 

tion of  two  years,  there  is  no  refund  of 

any  part  of  the  premium. 

CONTRACTOR'S  EQUIPMENT:  Every 
contractor  is  obliged  either  to  own  or 
to  rent  considerable  equipment.  The 
larger  items  of  equipment,  such  as  con- 

crete mixers,  steam  shovels,  hoists,  etc., 
are  rented  to  the  job  whether  or  not 
they  are  owned  outright  or  rented  by 
the  contractor.  Such  equipment  rental 
charges  go  into  the  cost  of  the  job. 

FREON  REFRIGERANT:  Contrary  to 
the  opinion  of  many  theatre  managers, 
a  freon  refrigeration  compressor  Is  a 

comparatively  simple  piece  of  ma- 
chinery, and  modern  units  are  built  to 

operate  without  constant  care  and  at- 
tention. This  does  not  mean  that  they 

are  or  should  be  locked  up  in  a  room 
and  never  looked  at.  Between  now  and 

May  I  make  it  your  business  to  under- 
stand the  operation  of  the  compressors 

in  your  theatre. 

FAN  MAINTENANCE  consists  mostly 
of  bearing  repairs,  tightening  belts, 
cleaning  dirt  from  the  fan  blades  and 
electrical  work  on  the  motor  and  starter. 

If  direct  drives  are  used,  the  flexible 

coupling  may  need  attention.  In  most 
theatres,  the  winter  time  is  the  oppor- 

tune time  for  this  work. 

BOILER  PROTECTION:  Automatic  pro- 
tective devices  on  boilers,  such  as 

water  feeders,  regulators,  motor  cutout 

switches,  gas  cutoff  valves,  low  water 
cutoffs,  etc.,  are  only  of  value  if  they 
function.  When  have  you,  as  one  in 

charge  of  a  theatre  and  responsible  for 

property  and  the  protection  of  your 
patrons,  made  a  test  of  those  devices? 

out  the  number  of  Saturdays,  Sundays  and 

holidays  in  the  year  in  relation  to  365  days, 

it  is  easy  to  see  that  during  almost  half 
the  year  we  are  very  satisfactory  customers. 

Everyone  likes  to  do  business  at  a  uni- 

form rate,  but  they  don't  tear  down  the 
peak  business — rather  they  try  to  build  up 

Better  Theatres 

The  extra  grit  carried  in 

makes  earlier  replacement 

necessary.  The  solution  to 

the  problem  is  the  fast, 

powerful,  portable 

New  Super 

Suction  Cleaner 

which  for  27  years  has 

guarded  the  expensive 

carpeting  of  America's 
theatres. 

Special  tools  are  provided 

to  clean  the  screen,  walls, 

ceiling,  drapes,  furniture 

and  decorations.  A  Head- 

Lite  on  the  floor  tool  elim- 

inates the  necessity  of  house 

and  pan  lights. 

Try  a  new  Super  Suction 

in  your  theatre  for  5  days 

without  obligation  to  buy. 

Trade  in  your  present 

sweeper  on  a  new  Super 

Suction  Cleaner.  Terms  as 

low  as  $4  weekly.  Full  de- 

tails on  request. 

Ask  your  jobber  or  write. 

THE  NATIONAL  SUPER  SERVICE  CO. 

1941   N.  Twelfth  St.  Toledo,  O. 
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ARE  YOU  TAKING  ADVANTAGE  OF 

THESE  NEW  LIGHTING  IDEAS? 

•  A  suggested  theatre  front 
capitalizing  the  attraction 
value  of  new  materials  and 

new  lighting  methods.  In- 
set shows  facade  treatment. 

•  One  of  the  many  tvays  to 
make  more  efficient  and  ef- 

fective use  of  light  for  illum- 
inating large  areas.  These 

pre -fabricated  squares  are 
composed  of  two  triangular 

pieces  of  light  colored,  mat- finislied  corrugated  metal 
with  accents  of  smaller 

squares  of  clear  or  colored translucent  material  in  the 

corners  lighted  from  behind. 

business  in  the  hours  of  the  day  when  there 
is  capacity  to  do  more  business.  The  usual 
method  is  to  offer  some  form  of  inducement 

to  those  who  will  do  business  at  specified 

hours — hours  other  than  capacity  hours. 
We  do  the  same  thing  in  operating  theatres 
by  admission  price  changes.  Why  is  it 

unreasonable  to  ask  or  expect  some  favor- 
able consideration  along  this  line  from  the 

power  companies?  It  is  logical  and  reason- 

able, and  the  only  reason  we  don't  get  it 
is  because  of  the  franchise  which  the  power 

company  holds — we  can't  throw  out  the service  and  trade  elsewhere. 

CONSUMPTION  RATING 

The  fourth  and  last  of  the  stock  argu- 

ments is,  "You  know,  the  theatres  are  not 
our  largest  consumers — look  at  the  Blank 
department  store,  the  Blank  hotel,  and  the 
Blank  apartment  houses.  Any  one  of  those 
pays  us  more  per  year  than  all  five  of  your 

theatres  put  together."  And  that  is  the 
only  time  that  our  five  theatres  are  put 
together  or  even  mentioned  in  the  same 
breath.  Now  in  each  separate  theatre  we 

pay  for  our  current  in  the  brackets  where 
the  per  kilowatt  rates  are  highest,  just  as  if 
each  of  our  theatres  purchased  electrical 
energy  from  five  different  power  companies. 
The  power  companies  are  the  only  people 
whom  we  do  business  with  that  do  not  rec- 

ognize our  company  as  a  company,  but 
break  us  down  to  our  component  theatre 
units.  No  other  concern  not  protected  by 
more  or  less  exclusive  franchise  could  af- 

ford to  do  busines  on  such  a  basis. 

But  going  back  to  the  comparison  of 
total  bills  for  theatres,  as  compared  with 
other  lines  of  business :  I  ask  any  power 

man  to  compare  the  per-kilowatt  rates  paid 
by  the  hotel,  the  department  store  and 

the  apartment  house  with  the  per-kilowatt 
rates  of  the  theatre,  and  he  will  see  that 
the  differential  more  than  amply  makes  up 
for  the  seemingly  large  disparity  in  totals. 
Furthermore,  the  small  group  of  large 

users  represents  a  relatively  small  propor- 
tion of  the  total  output  of  the  power  com- 

pany, and  in  the  final  analysis  it  is  the  mass 
medium  and  small  users  that  is  the  bread 

and  butter  of  the  power  company. 

It  stands  to  reason  that  a  sub-station 
with  a  fixed  investment  and  established 

operating  costs  is  more  profitable  if  it  serves 

a  large  number  of  small  consumers  paying 
for  their  energy  in  the  higher  brackets  per 
kilowatt-hour  than  if  a  sub-station  of  the 
same  output  capacity  serves  but  five  or  six 
customers  who  pay  for  their  energy  in 

the  lower  brackets  per  kilowatt-hour.  So 
again  I  say  that  there  would  be  a  smaller 

percentage  of  profit  for  the  power  com- 
panies if  all  of  their  consumers  were  in  the 

big  user  class.  The  small  man  and  the 
average  account  is  the  backbone  of  every 
business,  just  as  the  small  theatre  has 
proved  to  be  the  backbone  of  the  motion 

picture  industry. 
Because  our  smaller  theatre  operations 

are  of  such  great  importance  to  our  busi- 
ness, the  battle  with  the  power  companies 

becomes  one  of  equal  importance.  There 
will  be  more  about  rate  structure  in  a  later 

article.— J.  T.  K. 

Are  vou  taking  advantage  of  today's  new 
building  materials,  new  lighting  meth- 

ods, and  modern  lighting  effects  to  give 

your  theatre  exterior  the  maximum  at- 
traction value  with  minimum  cost? 

One  of  these  new  lighting  ideas  is  shown 
here.  The  luminous  front  sketched  above 

has  a  border  treatment  and  vertical  sign 

of  specular  corrugated  metal  lighted  by 
inside- frosted  Mazda  Lumiline  and 

GENERAL  @  ELECTRIC 

MAZDA  LAMPS 

natural-colored  lamps.  The  exposed 

lamps  or  reflector  letters  are  of  high 

brightness. 

The  facade  is  made  up  of  blocks  of  cor- 
rugated metal  with  accents  provided  by 

glass  panels,  as  shown  in  detail  in  the  in- 
set photo.  Floodlighting  and  the  light 

from  the  sign  bring  out  the  texture  of  the 
metal.  Lamps  behind  the  glass  panels 

give  them  a  delicate  coloring  or  a  shim- 

mering sparkle  that  imparts  a  jewel-like 

appearance  to  the  front. 

Clip  the  coupon  below  for  detailed  in- 
formation on  these  new  ideas  in  theatre 

lighting.  General  Electric  Company, 

Dept.  166,  Nela  Park,  Cleveland,  O. 

MAIL  THIS  COUPON  FOR  FREE 

ILLUSTRATED  COPY  OF  "NEW  LIGHTING 

METHODS  FOR  THEATRE  LIGHTING." 

General  Electric  Co.,  Dept.  166. 
Nela  Park,  Cleveland,  O. 

Name  

Street  „  _ 

City  State   BT-2 
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Solid  Screen  With 

Perforated  Mask 

For  Tweeter  Unit 

peeFog&Tep  portion 

Diagram  showing  relation  of  screen  elements  to  horns. 

A  SCREEN  with  unique 

provisions  for  the  transmission  of  sound, 
under  development  for  some  time,  has 

been  brought  out  by  the  Hurley  Screen 

Company  of  Long  Island  City.  The  pic- 
ture screen  itself  is  solid.  The  only  per- 

forated area  employed  is  that  of  a  black, 
unreflecting  strip  of  fabric  extending  across 
the  top  of  the  screen.  It  is  behind  this 

that  the  high-frequency  speakers  or  cellular 

horn  is  placed,  while  the  reproducer  cover- 
ing the  low  frequencies  is  located  behind 

the  imperforated  screen. 

The  accompanying  diagram,  with  nota- 
tions referring  to  an  installation  in  con- 

junction with  Western  Electric  speakers, 
indicates  the  positions  of  the  speaker  units 
relative  to  the  solid  and  perforated  sections. 

"Note  4"  designated  in  the  area  between 
the  low-frequency  horn  baffle  and  the  high- 
frequency  horn  unit,  refers  to  the  maxi- 

mum distance  allowable  between  these 
elements  in  order  to  maintain  them  in 

proper  phase.    This  distance  is  3  feet. 
The  perforations  of  the  black  strip  at 

the  top  are  of  standard  area.  Elimination 
of  all  perforations  in  the  screen  area  proper, 

of  course,  reclaims  the  light  loss  repre- 
sented by  standard  perforations,  which  has 

been  established  at  9%.  The  sound  attenu- 

ation of  this  solid  area,  as  rated  by  Elec- 
trical Research  Products,  Inc.,  following 

tests,  is  given  as  0.5  decibels  up  to  and 
including  300  cycles.  The  finished  screen 

employed  has  a  reduced  thickness  (11/1000 
of  an  inch),  with  a  weight  of  one  ounce 
per  square  foot.  The  reflection  factor  is 
given  by  the  manufacturer  as  92%. 

The   perforated   strip   is  sewn   to  the 

screen  proper,  and  both  sections  are  at- 
tached to  the  frame  as  a  unit.  Use  of  this 

type  of  screen  installation  in  connection 

with  the  low-  and  high-frequency  horn 

units  of  the  type  now  standard  with  West- 
ern Electric  and  RCA  Photophone  repro- 

duction equipment,  is  limited,  because  of 
the  phase  factor,  to  theatres  requiring  an 
image  no  more  than  14  feet,  10  inches  high. 

More  typical  examples  of 

CARBONDALE  AIR  CONDITIONING 

Stores 

Hotels 
Theatres 

Hospitals 
Restaurants 

Offices 
Banks 

Apartments 
Homes 
Factories 

Public  Buildings 

CARBONDALE  equipment  for
  air  con- 

ditioning service  possesses  new  and 

valuable  capacity  control  features. 

Why  not  allow  a  Carbondale  repre- 
sentative to  discuss  your  requirements 

and  explain  these  features? 

CARBONDALE 
CA7  -  1  1 DIVISION 

WORTHINGTON  PUMP  AND  MACHINERY  CORPORATION 
ATLANTA 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO 
CHICAGO 

CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 

DALLAS 
DENVER 

DETROIT 
EL  PASO 
HOUSTON 
KANSAS  CITY 

General  Offices:  HARRISON,  NEW  JERSEY 

Representatives  in  Principcl  Cities  of  Foreign  Countries 

LOS  ANGELES NEW  ORLEANS 
NEW  YORK PHILADELPHIA 

PITTSBURGH 
ST.  LOUIS ST  PAUL 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

SEATTLE 

TULSA WASHINGTON 
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WAGNER 

SILHOUETTE 

LETTERS 

The 

All-  Weather 

Letters 

(Palace  Theatre,  Gary,  lnd.) 

They  will  not  freeze  in  the  board — in  freezing  weather  or  fair, 

Wagner  Letters  can  always  be  easily  and  quickly  changed.  The 

almost  invisible  stainless  steel  supports  are  rust-proof  and  glass 

dividers  positively  prevent  sagging.  Exclusive  with  Wagner. 

Famous  for  long-range  visibility.  Send  for  illustrated  folder  and 

details  of  our  free  advisory  service  and  wiring  plans. 

WAGNER  SIGN  SERVICE,  Inc 
218  S.  Hoyne  Ave. 

CHICAGO 
123  W.  64th  St. 
NEW  YORK 

Pittsburgh   Territory   Representative:    Flexitime    Sales  Corporation 
436  Boulevard  of  the  Allies,  Pittsburgh 

Southeastern  Representative:  Flexlume  Southern  Corporation,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

706  E.  Hancock  Ave. 
DETROIT 

RUSSIALOID 
REG.  TRADE-MARK 

Artificial  Leather  for  Seating 

Modern  theatre  designers  and  owners  are 

specifying  RUSSIALOID  because  it  is  smarter 

looking  and  wears  better. 

RUSSIALOID  insures  long  and  satisfactory 

service.  Cleans  easily.  It  comes  in  many  fast 

colors  and  varied  patterns. 

Write  us  for  samples. 

THE  PANTASOTE   COMPANY,  INC. 

250  PARK  AVENUE,  at  46th  Street,  NEW  YORK 

i INCREASE  'B  O"  10% {Of  course,  we  mean  Box  Office) 
Attracting  deafened  to  your 
talkies  increases  potential  audi- 

ence io% !    Install  Acousticon 
Theatrephones.  Lead  ing  sys- i    tem.    Nationally  advertised. 

I    Endorsed   by  key  showmen. 
'    Write  for  full  details,  and  ex- ploitation data. 

Dictograph  Products  Co.,  Inc. 
580  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York 

'ACOUSTICON 

ARE  YOU  GOING  TO  REMODEL? 

...  if  so,  you  may  find  the  Planning 
the  Theatre  department  of  Better 
Theatres  helpful.  Your  questions  are 
welcome.    Merely  write: 

BETTER  THEATRES, 
ROCKEFELLER  CENTER,  NEW  YORK 

Two-Unit  Type 

Rectifiers  for 

Suprex  and  L.  I. 

THREE  NEW  copper-oxide 
rectifiers  for  motion  picture  projection  have 

been  brought  out  by  the  General  Electric 

Company's  Appliance  and  Merchandise 
Department,  Bridgeport,  Conn.  They 

employ  the  established  principles  of  recti- 
fication used  in  previous  models  and  feature 

two-piece  construction,  simplified  steel 
bracket  mounting,  cooling  system,  remote 
control,  and  a  new  system  of  fusing. 

The  new  units  retain  the  same  number  of 

copper-oxide  elements  for  respective  ratings 
as  were  used  in  previous  units,  and  the 

same  output  ratings  have  been  maintained : 
a  40-50  ampere  unit  for  the  6-7  mm. 
Suprex  trim ;  a  40-65  ampere  unit  suitable 
for  use  with  either  the  6-7  mm.  or  the 

6.5-8  mm.  Suprex  trim;  and  a  20-30 

ampere,  50-55-volt  unit  for  low-intensity 
lamps.  Stock  models  are  designed  for  op- 

eration on  230-volt,  60-cycle,  3-phase  A.C. 

supply  (other  A.  C.  voltages  and  frequen- 
cies, either  2-phase  or  3-phase,  can  be 

supplied ) . 
The  new  two-piece  construction  provides 

for  two  assembly  sections.  The  base  sec- 
tion contains  the  copper-oxide  elements,  the 

blower  system,  and  the  control  relays.  The 

top  section  consists  of  the  transformer  as- 
sembly and  control  panel.  Separate  pack- 

In  the  mounting,  individual  stacks  or 
units  are  supported  at  each  end  by  a  heavy 
steel  bracket  or  hanger,  with  hangers  so 

arranged  that  they  form  the  electrical  con- 
nections to  the  stacks.  The  stacks  are  inter- 

connected by  heavy  copper  bus  bars,  bolted 
to  the  hangers  to  eliminate  multiplicity  of 
connecting  wires  and  soldered  joints. 

The  cooling  system  forces  air  through 
the  copper  radiating  fins  of  the  rectifier 
unit  and  maintains  the  operating  temper- 
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AND  A 

Made  This 

Display  Possible 
The  striking  lobby  display  depicted  above, 
built  by  Wardell  Jukes  of  the  RKO-Albee 
Theatre,  Providence,  R.  I.,  was  made  with 
the  Cutawl  at  a  construction  cost  of  $4.00. 
Cutawl-made  displays  are  the  most  effec- 

tive and  economical  advertisements  which 
any  theatre  can  have. 
Get  a  Cutawl  immediately.  Our  low  pay- 

ment plan  makes  buying  easy. 

NEW  THEATRE  CIRCULAR  READY 
IT'S  FREE 

/  ,  USE  THE  COUPON 

My-.it.  International 

Agister  Co. 

JjO*     £=-       21  S.  Throop  St. 
W*  CHICAGO 

INTERNATIONAL,  REGISTER  CO.  2-37 
21  S.  Throop  St.,  Chicago 

Please    send   Cutawl    catalog    and  New 
Theatre  Circular. 
Name   

Address   

City   State  

WOLVERINE  .  .  . 
Direct  Shot 

BLOWERS 

with  variable  speed  con- 
trol,   as    low    as  $67.50. 

Wolverine    Blower  Works 
412  Prospect  Ave.,  N.  E. 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

Complete  Theatre  Equipment 

New  and  reconditioned. 

We  invite  inquiries  from  Latin- America. 

Catalog  sent  free  upon  request. 

MOVIE  SUPPLY  CO.,  LTD. 
844    SO.    WABASH  AVENUE 
CHICAGO,  ILL.,  U.  S.  A. 

ature  within  one  or  two  degrees  of  room 
temperature.  A  cowling  integral  with  the 
unit  assembly  encloses  the  fan  and  provides 
air  distribution  even  with  the  cover  off. 

A  new  system  of  fusing  allows  each  in- 

dividual section  of  the  unit  to  be  separately 
fused. 

Dimensions  of  the  new  rectifiers  are: 

height,  33%  inches;  width,  21^2  inches; 

depth,  16  inches. 

Sound  System  Amplifier 

With  Hearing  Aid  Cut-in 

an  amplifier  for  theatre 

sound  systems  designed  to  cover  the  full 
available  frequency  band,  and  with  special 

provision  for  functioning  as  a  hearing-aid 
system  amplifier,  has  been  developed  by  the 
Gates  Radio  &  Supply  Company  of  Quincy, 111. 

The  amplifier  uses  audio-transformers 

with  high  permeability  cores,  low-loss  hum 
resisting  windings,  built  into  heavy  cast 

metal  cases  to  prevent  electrostatic  or  mag- 
netic coupling.  It  ha?  four  stages  for  the 

sound  film,  and  four  stages  for  the  pickup, 
with  separate  mixer  tubes  for  each  purpose. 
Provision  is  made  for  phonograph  pickup 

(200  ohms),  and  also  a  cut-in  for  either  a 
crystal  or  high-impedance  microphone. 
Output  is  variable  at  50,  125,  250,  333 
or  500  ohms. 

Photocell  connections  to  the  two  pro- 
jectors are  made  through  special  locking 

type  and  removable  plugs  on  each  side  of 

the  amplifier,  and  the  microphone  also  con- 
nects in  a  like  manner.  Projector  balancing 

controls  are  provided  on  the  side  of  the 
amplifier.  Phono  pickup  connects  to  a 
terminal  strip  provided,  and  its  volume,  as 
well  as  the  microphone,  is  controlled  by  a 
volume  dial,  another  dial  controlling  the 
sound  volume. 

Exciter  lamp  voltage  is  supplied  for 

either  10-volt,  7}>2-ampere,  or  10-volt 
5-ampere  lamps  with  changeover  switch 
provided.  The  hearing  aid  attachment  is 

brought  directly  out  of  the  amplifier  so 

that  headphones,  if  desired,  may  be  con- 
nected to  equip  from  one  to  ten  seats. 

A  visual  volume  indicator  is  a  feature  of 

the  design  consisting  in  a  meter  device  with 

an  arrow  which  swings  back  and  forth 
over  a  calibrated  scale.  When  the  arrow 

swings  too  high,  it  means  the  volume  is 
too  high ;  and  when  too  low,  it  means  the 
volume  is  low,  and  the  operator  may  at 

once  adjust  the  volume  until  it  is  correct, 
which  is  so  indicated  on  the  meter.  This 

meter  may  also  be  used  for  balancing  pro- 
jectors, exciter  lamps,  etc. 

Tubes  used  are  two  6C6's,  one  76,  one 
6A6,  two  2A3's,  and  one  5Z3.  Normal 
output  is  12  watts,  with  a  peak  rating  of 

15  Line  consumption  is  250  watts.  Cur- 
rent for  exciter  lamps,  10  volts  a.c,  with 

TVz  or  5  amperes  and  variable.  The  re- 
sponse rating  from  30  to  12,000  cycles  is 

given  as  uniform  within  1^  decibels. 

The  amplifier  has  a  casing -finish  of  black 
crackle.  Exclusive  of  tube  cover,  it  is  12 

inches  high,  20  inches  long  and  5  inches 
deep.    The  tube  cover  adds  5  inches. 

Two  recent  installations  of  silhouette  letters 
on  a  large  scale.  Above  is  pictured  the 
two-line  board  of  the  Regal  theatre,  Balaban 
&  Katz  house  in  Chicago;  at  right,  the  Lake 
theatre,  Essaness  circuit  house  in  Oak  Park, 
III.  The  letters  in  both  cases  are  by  the 
Wagner  Sign  Company  of  Chicago,  and 
are  of  10-inch  Gothic  type. 
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'News  Notes  on  the 

•  THEATRE 

EQUIPMENT 

MARKET  • 

•  Air  Beam  Circulator  Company,  New 
York,  reports  that  24-inch  wall  bracket  type 
Roto-Beam  fans  have  been  installed  in  the 
Strand  theatre,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Theatres  recently  equipped  with  new 

lighting  fixtures  supplied  by  the  Roman 
Art  Company,  Inc.,  St.  Louis,  include  the 
Casconade,  Owensville,  Mo. ;  Temple, 

Standish,  Mich.;  O'Fallon,  St.  Louis; 
Sourwine,  Brazil,  Ind. ;  Roxy,  St.  Louis; 
Oblong,  Oblong,  Ind. ;  Ritz,  Rockville, 
Ind.;  New  Clark,  Matoon,  111.;  Rialto, 
Beatrice,  Neb.,  and  the  Baden,  Lindell, 
Yale  and  Red  Wing,  all  in  St.  Louis. 

•  Goodall  Electric  Manufacturing  Com- 
pany, Ogallala,  Neb.,  reports  shipping  to 

Anderson  &  Sandrew,  Stockholm,  Sweden, 
nine  pairs  of  copper  oxide  rectifiers  (suprex 
arc  type)  for  installation  in  Scandinavian 
theatres. 

•  Chicago  Cinema  Products  Company, 
has  sold  five  bases  for  new  RCA  sound 

equipment  to  Balaban  &  Katz,  two  for  in- 
stallation in  the  Varsity  theatre,  of  Evans- 

ton,  111.,  and  three  for  the  Chicago  theatre. 

•  The  Brandeis  theatre  in  Omaha,  has  in- 
stalled a  Baker  75-ton  Freon  direct-expan- 

sion cooling  system. 

•  Two  circuits  operating  54  theatres  in  the 
Chicago  and  St.  Louis  areas  have  completed 
-arrangements  with  RCA  Photophone 
whereby  all  their  sound  equipments,  of 
competitive  makes,  will  be  serviced  by 
RCA  engineers,  according  to  F.  B.  Ostman, 

Photophone  service  head.  The  new  con- 
tracts include  the  28  theatres  of  the  Essan- 

ess  circuit  of  Chicago,  headed  by  Sidney 
Spiegel;  and  the  26  houses  of  the  Fanchon 
&  Marco  circuit  of  St.  Louis.  The  sound 

equipment  of  thirteen  houses  of  the  latter 
circuit,  and  of  five  houses  in  the  Essaness 

circuit,  are  shortly  to  be  replaced  with 
RCA  apparatus. 

•  Baker  Ice  Machine  Co.,  Inc.,  Omaha, 
lias  installed  8^4-inch  ammonia  direct-ex- 

pansion air  conditioning  equipment  in  the 
Majestic  theatre  in  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

•  The  Spencer  Turbine  Company,  Hart- 
ford, Conn.,  announces  that  a  central,  two- 

sweeper  vacuum  cleaner  of  5  h.p.  has  been 
installed  in  the  Criterion  theatre  in  New 

York  City.  The  following  houses  have 

been  equipped  with  %-h.p.  portable  vacuum 
cleaners;  RKO  Columbia  and  Strand,  Far 

Rockaway,  N.  Y. ;  Dyckman,  New  York ; 
Bell  Cinema,  Brooklyn,  and  the  Harris  and 
Tribune,  in  New  York  City.  Portable 

STABILITY... 

insured  1hrou$h  service 

\ 

TO  casual  eyes,  the  great  span  seems  in- 
destructible, a  monument  to  safety.  Yet 

the  riveting  hammers  seldom  sleep  in  their 

unceasing  task  of  preservation.  The  service 

rendered  by  National  Theatre  Supply  Com- 

pany insures  stable  performance  in  theatre 

operation.  Experienced  and  proficient  men 

stand  ready  to  save  and  serve  in  the  sudden 

emergencies  arising  in  the  maintenance  of 

Going  to  Town  in  a  Big  Wag  ! 

ADLER 

"Streamline  99 

SILHOUETTE 

LETTERS  with 

REFLECTING  BEVELS 

BROAD  STROKES 

if* 

•s^V*1 . :  „    MYrna  I nv  »LL0VE  story- > 

The  OLD  . .  and  the  NEW 

At  Times  Square,  42nd  St.  and  Broadway,  in  the  very  heart 
of  New  York,  the  brilliantly  modernized  canopy  of  the 
famous  Geo.  M.  Cohan  Theatre  becomes  another  outstanding 
example  of  the  dominance  of  modern  ADLER  SILHOUETTE 
LETTERS  in  this  field.  The  only  change  made  was  to 
remove  the  old  style  glass  letters  and  install  the  Modern 
Adler  Cast  Aluminum  Silhouette  Letters  and  Frames.  Many 
signs  can  be  changed  over  to  these  new  letters  at  very  little 
cost,  without  remodeling  the  sign.  Write  for  information 
on  these  as  well  as  ADLER  SOLID  BACK  LETTERS. 
Guaranteed  unbreakable. 

FULLY  PATENTED  —  ADLER  "Streamline"  SILHOUETTE  LETTERS  with  BEVELED 
EDGES  AND  SUPPORTING  FRAMES  are  fully  covered  by  U.  S.  PATENT  No.  2,038,978 
granted  April  28,  1936.    Copies  available.    Infringers  will  be  prosecuted. 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

ADLER  SIGN  LETTER  CO 
720-B  SO.  DEARBORN  ST.,  CHICAGO 

CHICAGO,  U.  S.  A.  - 

1457  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
LONDON,  ENGLAND 
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for It's  a  new  day  in, 
modern   picture  pre- 

sentation !  Are  you  keep- 
ing  abreast   of   the  times? 

How  about  your  lobby  floors — 
could  they  be  made  more  presentable? 

TYL-A-MATS  are  the  answer.  They  are  full  of  life  and  color.  They  are  made 
to  harmonize  with  your  general  color  scheme.  Their  non-slip,  dirt-eliminating 
features  make  them  a  good  investment  to  even  the  small  theatre  owner.  And 
yet  TYL-A-MATS  are  NOT  EXPENSIVE!  Whether  you  are  planning  a  new 
theatre,  modernizing  an  old  one,  or  just  want  to  improve  a  cracked  or  other- 

wise unsightly  floor — investigate  TYL-A-MAT. 
•  • 

Without  any  obligation  on  your  part,  we  will  upon  request  send  you  a  gen- 
erous sample  of  TYL-A-MAT  together  with  a  color-illustrated  booklet.  Write 

for  it  today. 

O.W  .JACKSON  &  CO.  «  290-5™  Ave.  fN.Y.  Wsl 
Mat  House 

FOX    THEATRE,    WASHINGTON,    1>.  C. 
Prominent  Users  of 

TYL-A-MATS 
Paramount  -  Publix Corp. 

RKO  Corp. 
Warner  Brothers 
Comerford  Amuse- ment Co. 
Brandt  Theatres 
Skirball  Brothers 
Shea  Chain,  Inc. 
Schine  Circuit 
Sparks  Circus United-Detroit Theatres 

ASHCRAFT  SUPREX 
TRADE  MARK  REG.  U.  S.  PAT.  OFF. 

THE  STANDARD  OF  PROJECTION 

EXCELLENCE  THE  WORLD  OVER 

The  thousands  of  purchasers  of 

ASHCRAFT  lamps,  during  the  past  14 

years  will  attest  to  the  fact  that 

ASHCRAFT  projection  lamps  have  given 

_J   satisfaction  beyond  all  expectations. 

ASHCRAFT  is  known  as  the  most  progressive  manufacturer  of  projection  lamps. 
The  majority  of  radical  improvements  in  light  output  and  dependability  have  originated 
from  our  factory. 

ASHCRAFT  service  is  unexcelled  —  Every  customer  must  be  satisfied.  The  unques- 
tioned reputation  of  our  products  is  sufficient  reason  why  a  complete  installation  of 

ASHCRAFT  SUPREX  arcs  and  ASHCRAFT  copper-oxide  rectifier  should  be  made 
in  your  theatre. 

INSIST  ON  THE  BEST  —  BUY  ASHCRAFT 

C.  S.  ASHCRAFT  MANUFACTURING  CORP. 

47-31  Thirty-fifth  Street,  Long  Island  City,  NEW  YORK 

BOXOFFICE 

We  are  sure  you  are  looking 
for  more.  Theatre  managers 

find  that  by  installing  Trimm 
Hearing  Aid  equipment  they 
open  a  new  field  of  patrons. 

For  further  information 
write  for  bulletin  T-2 

TRIMM 

RADIO  MFG.  CO. 

1 770  W.  Berteau  Av. 

Chicago,  III.,  U.S.A. 

models  of  y^-h.p.,  have  been  installed  in 
the  Hobart,  Woodside,  L.  I. ;  the  Howard 
Parkside  and  Hollywood  in  Brooklyn,  anc 

the  Dover,  University  and  Biltmore,  in 
New  York  City. 

•  The  Scott  Ballantyne  Company,  of 

Omaha,  has  appointed  S.  M.  Harper,  53 
Park  Place,  New  York  City,  as  New  York 

representative. 

•  General  Register  Corporation,  New 

York  City,  has  equipped  the  Circle  theatre 
of  Cleveland  with  a  three-unit  Gold  Seal 

ticket  register.  Four-unit  Gold  Seal 
registers  have  been  installed  in  the  Repub- 

lic, New  York  City;  RKO  Madison, 

Brooklyn,  and  Lafayette,  Buffalo. 

•  American  Mat  Corporation  of  Toledo, 

O.,  reports  equipping  the  Princess  theatre 
in  Toledo  with  approximately  200  square 
feet  of  corrugated  perforated  matting,  and 
the  Lee  theatre  of  Dixon,  111.,  with  link matting. 

Transformer  for 

A  Broad  Range  of 

Neon  Installations 

DESIGN  specifications  have 

been  released  by  the  Westinghouse  Elec- 
tric &  Manufacturing  Company  on  trans- 

formers developed  for  supplying  luminous 

tube  signs  and  ornamentation.  The  trans- 
formers are  available  for  all  standard  sec- 

ondary ratings,  ranging  from  2,000  volts, 
18  milliamperes  up  to  15,000  volts,  60 

milliamperes.  On  units  of  6,000  volts 

and  above  a  mid-point,  grounded  design  is 
used.  This  feature  reduces  the  electrical 

stresses  on  tubing  and  cable  to  one-half. 
Primary  coils  are  wound  with  a  special 

paper-insulated  quadruple  enameled  wire 
which  puts  insulation  between  each  turn. 
The  secondary  coils  are  wound  with 

quadruple  enameled  wire  with  glassine 

paper  between  layers  of  wire.  Start  and 
finish  of  coils  are  space  wound. 

The  transformer  cores  are  made  of  the 
same  double  annealed  iron  used  in  large 

power  transformers.  When  the  core  and 
coils  are  completely  assembled  in  the  case, 

the  unit  is  then  filled  with  "Zerotherm," 

a  special  insulating  compound.  "Zerotherm" 
will  stand  temperatures  of  plus  200°  Fahr- 

enheit without  cracking. 

All  cases  are  constructed  of  rust-resist- 
ing steel  and  are  welded  at  the  joints.  Cases 

are  given  a  black,  "crinkle"  finish. Binding  posts  are  mounted  on  special 

process  porcelain  bushings  designed  to  pre- 
vent flashovers  and  corona  discharges. 

High  power-factor  transformers  with  a 
corrective  capacitance  incorporated  within 
the  case  and  of  advantage  where  public 
utilities  have  established  bonus  and  penalty 

clauses  for  power  factor  in  their  rate 
schedules,  are  also  available.  These  are 
rated  from  15,000  volts,  60  milliamperes 

to  9,000  volts,  30  milliamperes,  and  from 
9,000  volts,  18  milliamperes  to  7,000  volts, 
30  milliamperes. 
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MODERN  PROJECTION 

PROJECTION     *     SOUND      REPRODUCTION     .  ACOUSTICS 

Maintenance  of  the  Projection 

System  to  Insure  Good  Sound 

•  Examining  the  relationship  between  the  sound 

system  and  visual  projection  elements  and  how 

faults  in  the  latter  affect  the   quality  of  sound 

By  AARON  NADELL 

with  new  developments 

in  sound  recording  and  reproduction  mak- 
ing a  finer  motion  picture  available  to  the 

public,  and  with  widespread  replacement 
of  older  models  of  reproduction  equipment 

rapidly  taking  place  as  a  result  of  these 

developments,  it  is  timely  to  consider — in 
some  respects,  yet  again — the  practical  op- 

erating relationship  of  the  projection  mech- 
anism proper,  to  the  attainment  and 

consistent  maintenance  of  sound  quality. 

One  of  the  ways  in  which  projection 
equipment  influences  sound  quality  is  in  its 
effect  upon  the  steadiness  of  motion  of  the 
film,  as  it  passes  the  photelectric  cell.  The 
importance  of  smooth  motion  of  the  film 
at  that  point  in  its  path  can  readily  be 
understood  by  looking  at  any  sound  track. 
One  type  of  track  consists  of  a  series  of 
changes  in  the  width  of  the  clear  area.  The 
other  consists  of  a  series  of  changes  in 

density.  In  any  good  sound  equipment 

the  motion  of  the  diaphragm  of  the  loud- 
speaker keeps  step,  to  the  minutest  degree, 

with  the  progress  of  these  changes  in  sound 

track  appearance  as  they  pass  the  photo- 
electric cell. 

FILM  MOVEMENT 

If  any  condition  in  the  projection  room 
causes  the  film,  even  for  a  moment,  to 
move  more  rapidly  than  it  should,  the 

diaphragm  of  the  loudspeaker  will  pump 
more  rapidly  than  it  should.  Having  moved 

more  rapidly  than  it  should,  the  film,  obedi- 
ent in  the  last  analysis  to  a  constant-speed 

driving  motor,  must  in  turn  move  more 

slowly  than  it  should,  since  the  motor  will 
hold  it  back,  and  the  loudspeaker  behind 
the  screen  now  compensates  for  a  sound  too 

high  in  pitch  by  emitting  one  too  low  in 
pitch.  At  some  tones,  especially  at  high 
ones,  the  original  note  may  be  lost  entirely, 
and  replaced  by  series  of  other  notes  higher 
and  lower  than  the  original.  At  other 

tones  or  frequencies,  the  original  note  re- 
mains in  the  sound,  but  is  reduced  in  volume 

and  accompanied  by  other,  spurious  tones 

higher  and  lower  in  pitch,  which  were 
never  present  in  the  original,  and  which 

constitute  a  form  of  sound  distortion  peculi- 
arly displeasing  to  the  human  ear. 

This  type  of  sound  distortion  can  be 
divided  into  two  general  classes,  which 
differ  from  each  other  in  accordance  with 

the  rapidity  with  which  film  speed  changes. 
One  of  the  most  common  rates  of  speed 

variation  is,  as  will  be  seen  below,  96  per 
second.  On  the  other  hand,  film  speed  may 

slowly  increase  over  a  period  of  a  second 

or  so,  slowly  decrease  over  a  correspond- 

ing period,  introducing  a  different  and  more 

recognizable,  but  equally  disagreeable  dis- 
tortion into  the  sound. 

To  check  upon  some  of  the  many  ways 

in  which  projection  equipment,  as  distinct 

from  sound  equipment,  can  cause  these 
forms  of  distortion,  it  is  only  necessary  to 

consider  the  course  of  the  film  as  it  passes 

from  the  upper  magazine  to  the  lower 

The  author  has  been  identified 

with  sound  and  projection  for  many 

years.  He  is  the  author  of  a  book 
on  sound,  and  also  of  the  chapters 

on  sound  in  F.  H.  Richardson's  Blue- 
book  of  Projection.  —  The  Editor. 

one.  In  any  standard  theatre  projector 

there  are  three  sprockets — upper,  inter- 
mittent and  lower.  The  upper  sprocket 

draws  the  film  from  the  upper  magazine. 
The  reel  in  that  magazine  rotates  slowly 

at  first ;  more  rapidly  as  the  amount  of  film 
remaining  decreases,  but  the  upper  sprocket 

rotates  steadily,  and  film  passing  it  theoret- 
ically moves  at  constant  speed  at  all  times. 

SPROCKETS 

The  intermittent  sprocket  of  course  does 
not  move  at  constant  speed,  but  starts  and 
stops  24  times  a  second.  In  this  portion  of 
its  path  the  film  also  moves  and  stops 
24  times  per  second.  The  lower  sprocket 

again  moves  steadily  and  restores  substan- 
tially constant  motion  to  the  film.  The 

loops  are  left  in  the  film  between  the  inter- 
mittent sprocket  and  the  two  steadily  mov- 

ing sprockets,  theoretically  absorb  all  the 
intermittent  motion. 

From  the  lower  sprocket  the  film  passes 
into  the  soundhead,  and  thence  to  the  lower 
magazine.  Now  in  the  case  of  the  upper 

magazine,  the  film  is  drawn  downward  by 

the  upper  sprocket,  and  the  reel  rotates 
merely  because  of  the  pull  on  the  film,  the 

speed  varying  with  the  amount  of  film. 

THE  TAKE-UP 

The  lower  magazine  reel  must  also 

change  its  speed  of  rotation  in  accordance 
with  the  amount  of  film  already  reeled  up. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  run,  the  diameter 
of  the  film  and  hub  may  mount  to  6  inches, 
and  the  lower  reel  revolves  approximately 
once  a  second.  At  the  end  of  the  run 

the  diameter  of  film  and  hub  may  be  per- 

haps 12  inches,  and  the  reel  revolves  ap- 
proximately once  in  two  seconds.  This 

gradual  decline  in  speed  is,  of  course,  ef- 
fected by  means  of  a  friction  clutch,  which 

drives  the  reel  as  fast  as  the  film,  coming 
down  from  the  soundhead,  will  allow  it 
to  turn.  Naturally,  any  roughness,  wear, 
or  defect  of  lubrication  in  that  friction 

clutch  will  make  the  pull  of  the  lower 

magazine  jerky  instead  of  steady. 

In  examining  in  detail  how  this  assembl- 
age of  mechanism  can  cause  unsteady  sound, 

it  is  necessary  to  remember  that  despite  the 

weight  and  bulk  of  the  apparatus,  it  con- 
stitutes a  machine  of  extreme  delicacy. 
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Slippage  on  the  part  of  the  film  in  the  order 

of  one  one-thousandth  of  an  inch  is  enough 

to  cause  seriously  bad  sound,  and  the  mech- 
anical parts  of  the  mechanism  are  built  to 

tolerances  of  one  ten-thousandth  of  an  inch. 
It  takes  very  little  excessive  wear,  very 
little  carelessness  in  lubrication,  to  destroy 
accuracies  of  that  order. 

SPROCKET-HOLE  FLUTTER 

The  form  of  distortion  that  has  been 

given  most  careful  study  by  engineers  to 

date  is  sprocket-hole  flutter,  the  effects  of 
which  have  been  investigated  in  great  de- 

tail, and  are  very  thoroughly  known.  The 

pitch  of  sprocket  holes — that  is,  the  spacing 
on  standard  film  between  the  center  of  one 

hole  and  the  center  of  the  next — is  0.187 

inch.  The  film  moves  at  the  rate  of  18 

inches  per  second.  Dividing  0.187  into  18 
shows  that  96  sprocket  holes  engage  and 

disengage  in  one  second's  time.  If  sprocket 
teeth  are  undercut,  because  they  have  been 
kept  in  use  after  wearing  beyond  the  point 
where  they  should  have  been  replaced,  the 
film  will  slip  96  times  per  second,  because, 
no  matter  how  many  teeth  seem  to  engage 
simultaneously,  actually  there  is  only  one 
tooth  that  does  the  driving,  except  under 
impossible  conditions,  in  which  all  teeth, 

and  sprocket  holes,  are  exactly  the  same  in 
size.  Under  normal  circumstances  sprocket 

hole  slippage  at  the  rate  of  96  slips  per 
second  must  be  expected. 

In  every  soundhead  there  are  devices 
designed  to  keep  the  film  moving  steadily 

at  the  point  where  it  passes  the  photocell,, 
and  these  devices  will  absorb  the  normal 

slippage  that  is  always  to  be  expected  be- 
cause of  imperfect  sprockets  and  sprocket 

holes.  When  sprockets  are  undercut,  how- 
ever, slippage  may  become  so  great  that  the 

filtering  devices  in  the  soundhead  cannot 

remove  all  of  it,  and  the  familiar  96-cycle 
flutter  appears  in  the  sound. 

Another  cause  of  the  same  condition  is 

enlarged  or  torn  sprocket  holes.  In  this 
cause  defective  equipment  in  one  theatre 
can  spoil  the  show  for  many  others,  and 

such  things  do  have  a  wide-spread  influence 
upon  the  show-going  habit  of  the  general 
public,  even  though  we  choose  to  ignore 
this  effect. 

Three  other  types  of  defect  in  the  proj- 
ector mechanism,  all  resulting  in  the  type 

of  bad  sound  caused  by  irregular  film  speed, 

may  be  classified  roughly  as  eccentricity  in 

a  rotating  part,  excessive  vibration,  and' 
poor  takeup  action. 

It  is  obvious  that  sprockets  and  guide 
rollers  must  either  sustain  wear  or  wear 

against  the  shafts  on  which  they  rotate. 
The  result  may  be  that  the  rotating  part 
comes  in  time  to  fit  loosely  upon  its  shaft, 

or  its  bore  becomes  egg-shaped  instead  of 
truly  round.  Lastly,  the  shaft  may  be 

sprung  in  some  way.  Any  of  these  causes 
results  in  eccentric  motion  of  the  bearing: 

surface  of  the  sprocket  or  idler  roller. 
If  the  motion  of  a  sprocket  is  eccentric, 

the  film  speed  accelerates  and  declines  each 
time  the  sprocket  revolves.  If  the  effect 

is  not  completely  filtered  out  in  the  sound- 
head, the  pitch  of  the  sound  will  change 

approximately  five  times  per  second.  If 
the  motion  of  an  idler  roller  bearing  uporb 

a  sprocket  becomes  eccentric,  the  film  will 
be  pressed  down  upon  the  broad  base  of 
the  sprocket  teeth  and  allowed  to  spring 
back  toward  the  points  of  the  teeth,  each 
time  the  idler  revolves.  In  consequence, 

there  will  be  a  periodic  change  in  film  speed' 
at  a  rate  determined  by  the  diameter  of  the 
idler. 

VIBRATION 

Excessive  vibration  in  the  projector 

mechanism  may  result  from  many  causes — >~ 
eccentricity  in  any  of  the  driving  gears, 
worn  intermittent  movement,  excessive  play 

in  the  moving  parts,  etc.  Excessive  vibra- 
tion may  be  heard  in  the  screen  speakers- 

as  direct  noise.  For  example,  the  filament 
of  the  exciting  lamp  may  be  physically 
shocked  into  vibration,  which  of  course  will 
be  heard.  Vibration  may  also  be  imparted! 
to  the  two  knife  edges  that  form  the  slit 

within  the  lens  tube  (spacing,  one  one- 
thousandth  of  an  inch).  Vibration,  either 

of  the  edges  of  the  slit  or  of  the  filament 
of  the  exciting  lamp,  will  result  in  periodic 
increase  and  diminution  of  the  amount  of 

light  reaching  the  photocell,  and  create  a 
noise  of  the  pitch  of  the  vibration. 

Many  of  the  forms  of  vibration  that 

appear  in  a  projector  mechanism  are  dis- 
continuous; that  is,  they  renew  themselves, 

perhaps  several  times  a  second,  continuously 

dying  down  and  coming  back.  In  conse- 
quence, the  noise  in  the  screen  speakers 

cannot  be  ignored  by  the  ear ;  it  calls  atten- 
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tion  to  itself  precisely  because  of  its  dis- 
continuous nature,  and  concentration  upon 

the  message  of  the  pictures  becomes  pro- 
portionately more  difficult. 

Flutter  caused  by  the  mechanism  of  the 

take-up  is  imparted  to  the  film  by  jerky 
action  of  the  lower  reel.  Like  all  other 

forms  of  irregular  film  motion,  this  type  of 

flutter  will  be  absorbed  by  the  filtering  ar- 
rangements of  the  soundhead,  and  by  the 

loops  of  the  soundhead,  if  it  is  not  excessive. 

But  film  loops  cannot  absorb  all  disturb- 
ances, since  film  is  not  infinitely  flexible. 

Nor  is  any  filtering  device  100%  effective. 

When  the  friction  clutch  of  the  take-up 
slips  and  then  holds,  the  pitch  of  the  sound 
will  decrease  at  each  slip  and  increase 
during  each  new  tug  upon  the  film.  The 
effect  is  strongly  accentuated  by  worn  teeth 

in  the  "hold-back"  sprocket  of  the  sound- 
head or  worn,  over-sized  sprocket  holes  in 

the  film. 

TRACK  INJURIES 

Still  another  way  in  which  defective 
projection  equipment  interferes  with  good 
sound  is  by  scratching  the  sound  track.  The 
really  damaging  scratches  are,  of  course, 
the  smaller  ones,  a  succession  of  which  may 
sound  like  a  simple  noise,  or  like  a  string 
of  firecrackers. 

Oil  on  the  sound  track  has  much  the 

same  effect,  since  it  catches  minute  particles 
of  dust  and  grit,  which  create  noisy  sound 
partly  by  scratching  the  emulsion,  and 

partly  by  their  mere  presence.  In  a  prop- 
erly lubricated  machine  oil  can  reach  the 

film,  of  course,  only  when  worn  shafts  or 
bearings  admit  excessively  thick  films  of 
oil  and  allow  the  lubricant  to  leak  out  and 

spatter. 

BUCKLING 

Excessive  heat  at  the  aperture,  of  course, 

is  likely  to  cause  the  film  to  buckle  to  some 

appreciable  extent,  and  buckled  film  can- 
not give  good  sound.  When  projectionists 

try  to  counterbalance  the  lowered  reflective 

power  of  a  deteriorated  screen  by  "hiking 
up"  the  amperage,  excessive  aperture  heat 
may  be  produced,  particularly  with  those 
projector  heads  not  equipped  with  rear 
shutters.  Color  films  usually  require  greater 
projection  light  intensity,  and  consequently 
the  amperage  generally  goes  up  when  they 

are  projected,  with  buckling  not  uncom- 
monly a  consequence.  No  device  is  known 

by  which  the  track  of  such  film  can  be  kept 

in  exact  focus  and  the  higher  frequencies — 
which  many  theatres  recently  have  paid  a 

good  deal  of  money  to  add  to  their  sound — 
are  necessarily  lost.  Since  buckled  film  passes 
from  one  theatre  to  another  through  the 

exchanges,  it  is  not  only  the  house  causing 
the  trouble,  but  the  industry  as  a  whole, 
that  pays  the  freight. 
The  lamphouse  is  also  responsible  for 

certain  extraneous  noises  not  infrequently 
heard  in  the  screen  speakers.  Arc  feed 
motors  and  feed  relay  contacts  in  worn, 
dirty  or  otherwise  neglected  condition,  will 
spark.  The  electrical  disturbances  created 

by  sparking  are  often  picked  up  by  the 
wiring  of  the  sound  system,  and  appear 
in  the  speakers  as  noise. 

Announcing— A  New  Creation 

The  Gates  Deluxe  FIDELITY  Theatre  Amplifier 

WITH  a  great  deal  of  pride  we  announce  the  release  of  our  new  Deluxe 
High  Fidelity  Theatre  Amplifier  after  many  months  of  careful  design 
and   research   in   our  laboratories.   Built   for  the   finest  metropolitan 

theatre  yet  at  a  price  the  smallest  theatre  can  afford  it  offers  for  the  first  time, 

true  "High  Fidelity"  at  a  moderate  price. 

Equipped  for  dual  projector  sound  film  operation,  Crystal  or  Velocity  Micro- 
phone, phono  pick  up,  a  hearing  aid  provision  without  extra  amplifiers  and  the 

exclusive  Gates  feature  "The  Visual  Volume  Indicator,"  this  equipment  is 

destined  to  go  into  many  of  the  country's  finest  theatres. 

Technical  men  who  are  interested  in  the  cogs  inside  will  appreciate  the  large 

audios  with  high  permeability  cores  and  balanced  windings,  the  unique  engi- 
neering design  to  eliminate  hum,  the  complete  photo  cell  filter  and  the  wide 

flexibility  provided  for  coupling  various  reproducer  systems. 

Write  for  bulletin  2002  or  aggressive  theatre  equipment  dealers  will  soon  have 

this  amplifier  in  stock. 

THEATRE  AMPLIFIER  44-A 

A  new  low  priced  complete  theatre  amplifier  for  sound 
film  service  having  unusual  quality  and  hum  free  per- 

formance. For  theatres  that  must  hold  their  investment 
to  the  lowest  figure  the  44-A  will  out  perform  most  ampli- 

fiers selling  for  much  more  and  with  a  well  chosen  repro- 
ducer system  be  a  distinct  improvement  over  amplifiers  of 

an  earlier  year.  You  will  find  this  item  also  on  bulletin 
2002. 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

GATES  RADIO  &  SUPPLY  COMPANY 
MANUFACTURING  ENGINEERS  SINCE  1922 

QUINCY,  ILL.,  U.  S.  A. 
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COMMENT  ON  PROJECTION  AFFAIRS 

and  answers  to  inquiries     .     .     .    By  f.  h.  richardso
n 

PROJECTION  STANDARDS  TODAY- 

AND  THE  TERM  "PROJECTIONIST" 

looking  back  over  the 

years,  I  am  deeply  impressed  by  the  vast 
difference  in  projection  standards,  both  in 
technics  and  personnel,  between  then  and 
now.  During  merely  the  last  ten  years  the 
improvement  has  been  notable.  True,  we 

still  have  a  good  distance  to  travel — par- 
ticularly in  the  direction  of  standardized 

practices — but  the  gains  so  far  made  are  a 
distinct  credit  to  the  technical  organiza- 

tions, theatre  management,  the  equipment 

manufacturers  and  the  men  in  the  projec- 
tion room. 

When  I  first  took  up  projection  work  in 

1904,  the  projectionist — to  be  more  ac- 

curate, "operator" — was  definitely — well, 
we  may  as  well  be  frank  about  it — a  rough- 

neck. He  was  wholly  untrained,  and  he 
had  absolutely  no  pride  in  his  work,  which 

was  regarded  merely  as  one  of  various  pos- 
sible means  of  eking  out  a  living.  Pro- 

jection wasn't  even  regarded  as  skilled 
labor. 

The  decision  of  the  Moving  Picture 
World  in  1910,  to  begin  publication  of  a 

projection  department,  caused  some  amuse- 
ment. Matters  improved  very  little  dur- 

ing the  years  immediately  ensuing.  Al- 
though equipment  began  to  be  substantially 

improved  along  in  the  later  'teens,  the  in- 
terest of  the  average  projectionist  in  ex- 

tending his  knowledge  of  his  craft  did  not 

loom  up  very  large  until  sound  came.  Here 

was  something  he  was  totally  ignorant  of — 
and  it  was  dumped  right  in  his  lap!  The 
necessity  to  learn  was  urgent.  And  in  the 
process  of  learning  about  sound,  he  became 
aware  of  his  deficiencies  with  respect  to 

other  things  in  projection. 

Today,  projection  is  a  highly  skilled 
craft,  and  the  men  who  represent  it  are  for 

the  most  part  proudly  conscious  of  the  im- 
portant part  they  play  in  the  great  motion 

picture  scheme.  They  are  no  longer 

"operator  s" — they  are  projectionists. 
Which  reminds  me.  .  .  . 

It  was  in  the  spring  of  1917  that  I  pro- 
posed calling  them  projectionists.  It  was 

my  idea  that  the  men  would  not  bother  to 
learn  if  they  did  not  take  pride  in  their 
work,  and  the  term  projectionist  seemed  to 
me  one  that  would  elevate  their  work  in 

their  own  minds.  In  addition,  it  of  course 
described  their  work  better  than  the  term 

"operator."  Well,  as  many  know,  the  new 
title,  which  I  began  to  use  regularly,  was 

laughed  at.  For  at  least  five  years  I  was 
the  only  one  to  use  it  seriously. 

Ultimately,  however,  it  began  to  be  used 
by  others,  at  first  by  a  few  and  just  now 
and  then,  but  later  quite  generally.  Today 
it  may  be  said  to  be  the  term  accepted  by 
the  industry  for  designating  a  person  in 
charge  of  the  projection  equipment. 

Therefore,  I  take  this  occasion  to  repeat 

my  hope  that  the  IATSE  &  MPMO  will 
soon  officially  change  the  latter  portion  of 

its  title,  "Moving  Picture  Machine  Oper- 
ators," to  one  more  in  keeping  with  present 

terminology,  such  as  "Motion  Picture  Pro- 
jectionists." While  there  are  other  mat- 

ters of  more  importance  for  IA  conven- 
tions to  deal  with,  this  one  seems  to  me 

worthy  of  some  attention.  It  should  be 
seriously  considered,  I  think,  for  discussion 
by  one  of  the  annual  gatherings. 

PERSUADING  THE 

PENNY-WISE  MANAGER 

A  letter  recently  re- 
ceived from  a  New  England  projectionist 

brings  a  familiar  complaint.  He  writes, 

"What  course  would  you  suggest  in  deal- 
ing with  a  manager  who  refuses  to  permit 

expenditures  for  badly  needed  repairs?  I 
am  a  projectionist  in  a  small  city.  The 

theatre  seats  400.  The  projector  mech- 
anisms are  very  old.  I  do  not  believe  they 

ever  had  a  complete  overhauling — in  fact, 
anything  more  than  new  parts  installed  by 
the  projectionist.  It  is  even  a  hard  fight 
to  get  new  parts,  and  the  manager  either 
laughs  or  gets  very  angry  when  I  try  to 
talk  to  him  about  having  the  mechanisms 
overhauled. 

"I  have  tried  very  hard  to  follow  your 
various  instructions.  I  have  not  only  pur- 

chased, but  have  to  the  best  of  my  ability, 

studied,  every  Bluebook  of  Projection  is- 
sued since  I  commenced  as  reel  boy  in 

1921.  I  take  pride  in  my  work  and  try  to 

get  the  very  best  possible  I  can,  but  frankly 
I  am  getting  discouraged.  The  manager 

is  part  owner.  He  is  a  most  friendly  gen- 

tleman until  I  try  to  talk  about  needed  re- 
pairs, then  it  is  all  off.  Nothing  doing! 

You  have  been  my  mentor  and  guide  for 

years.    I  now  ask  you:  what  shall  I  do?" 
Yours  is  a  tough  proposition.  Your 

question  is  one  that  may  only  be  answered 
more  or  less  in  generalities.  From  what 
you  have  said  I  am  led  to  suppose  your 

The  projection  room  of  the  Carolina  theatre  in  Charlotte,  N.  C,  showing  new  equipment  recently 
installed,  including  Brenltert  Enarc  projection  lamps  and  a  Brenkert  F-7  effect  projector,  installed 
by  the  Wil-Kin  Theatre  Supply  Company.  Projectors  are  Simplex;  the  sound  system,  Western  Electric. 
Projection  arcs  take  current  from  Hertner  Transverters,  while  exciter  lamp  and  speaker  field  supply 
is  from  a  Forest  rectifier.  Projection  arcs  are  operated  at  42  amperes.  The  Carolina  is  one  of  the 
North  Carolina  Theatres  circuit,  of  which  H.  F.  Kincey  is  general  manager.  E.  W.  Street  is  man- 

ager of  the  Carolina.  The  projectionists  are  W.   H.  Fowler  and  S.  R.  Ellis. 
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Wise  theatre  owners  appreciate  the 

value  of  quality  projection.  They  know 

there's  sound  box  office  sense  in  giving 
their  patrons  the  best. 

Brenkert  Enarc  quality  begins  in  the 

purpose  and  reputation  behind  the 

lamp — in  the  most  advanced  principles 

of  arc  lamp  design  and  construction, 

making  it  the  best  engineered  lamp  in 

the  industry — in  the  character  and  grade 

of  its  materials — in  the  precision  of  its 
workmanship. 

Intelligent  distributor  service  throuhgout 

the  nation  and  in  most  foreign  countries 

insures  complete  service  satisfaction  of 
Brenkert  ownership. 

That's  why  Enarc  installations  are 
increasing  more  rapidly  than  those 

of  any  other  nationally  known  make. 

Get  the  extra  value  of 

a  Brenkert  Enarc  —  See 
the     nearest  Brenkert 

distributor  today. 

BRENKERT 

con 

PROJECTION 

W  N  Y 

ENGINEERS   AMD    MANUFACTURERS   •    •    •  DETROIT. MICHIGAN      U  «  S  •  A i   
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7         IS  YOUR  SALESMAN 

All  who  have  witnessed  the  use  of  Super  Cinephor  Lenses  have  commented  on  their 

remarkable  covering  power,  flatness  of  field  and  brilliance  —  Why  not  try  a  Super 
Cinephor  in  your  theater? 

These  lenses  are  easily  adapted  because  the  Super  Cinephor  has  the  same  barrel 

diameter  as  the  Series  I  Cinephor  up  to  and  including  4-inch  focus,  and  from  there 
on,  the  Series  II  diameter  of  barrel. 

Make  a  profit  with  your  lens.  Remember — "One  new  patron  a  day  will  pay  for  a  Super 
Cinephor  in  a  year,  and  any  additional  patronage  is  your  profit!" 

Write  for  Catalog  No.  E-16  to  Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Co.,  679  St.  Paul  Street, 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

BAUSCH  &  LOMB 

SUPER-CINEPHOR 

•y  Can't  Do  Better 

Than  the  "Best'' 

Range  up  to  75  feet.  9"  to  36"  focus.  Ample ventilation  for  500  watt  lamp.  Price  includes  ap- 
proved cord,  switch,  slide  carrier  and  ground  and 

polished  lens  (less  lamp).  At  your  dealers,  $23. 
BEST  DEVICES  CO. 
10516  WESTERN  AVE. 

CLEVELAND,  0. 

i*  Brighter 
CLEARER  PIC 

J 

$150 

RECT-O-LITE  RECTIFIER 
is  soundless — both  electrically  and 
mechanically.  No  hum.  no  whine, 
Vio  sputtering.  Gives  even,  steady, 
strong  light  from  your  Suprez 
arc  lamps.  That  means  brilliant 
pictures  and  clear  sound. 
RECT-O-LITE  changes  220- 

volt  A.C.  into  30.  40  or  55-volt D.C.  at  30  to  60  amperes.  Gives 
perfect  changeover.  Costs  little 
to  buy  and  operate.  With  am- 

meter. $20  more.  Bulbs  not  in- 
cluded in  price. 

Old,    well    rated  manufacturer 
and  unconditional  guarantee 

assures  satisfaction. 
Ask  about   30  ampere  Kect-O- 
Lite  for  low  intensity  arp  lamns. 
BALDOR  ELECTRIC  CO. 

Electrical  Manufacturers 
for  Sixteen  Years 

4367    Duncan    Ave..   Sf.  iMrlf 

RECT-O-LITE 
A   BETTER  RECTIFIER 

manager  really  means  well,  but  has  not  de- 
voted any  portion  of  his  time  to  studying 

the  effect  of  screen  and  sound  faults  upon 
box  office  income.  He  perhaps  has  neve* 
considered  the  cumulative  effect  of  several 

small  defects  set  up  or  caused  by  lack  of 
fine  precision  in  the  equipments,  viewed  as 
a  whole.  You  perhaps  call  his  attention  to 

some  worn  part,  and  he  says,  "Oh,  that 
doesn't  do  much  harm." 

Quite  true.  Its  evil  effects  might  pass, 

for  at  least  a  time,  almost  unnoticed.  But 
if  we  add  to  it  another  small  defect  in  re- 

sults caused  by  some  other  worn  part,  plus 

a  few  others,  the  effect  is  no  longer  in- 
visible. It  may  indeed  be  sufficiently 

obvious  to  lower  the  whole  effect  very 
noticeably.  It  may,  indeed,  be  quite  enough 
to  make  the  difference  between  a  snappy, 

pleasing  show  and  one  that  is  not.  And 
if  that  be  the  case,  as  it  well  may  be  in 

your  theatre,  the  box  office  will  suffer  just 

as  certainly  as  night  follows  the  day.  Per- 

haps you  can  demonstrate  to  him  the  rela- 
tionships of  the  elements  of  the  equipment 

in  such  manner  that  he  will  appreciate  the 

significance  of  each,  and  realize  how  the 
effectiveness  of  the  whole  depends  upon  the 
effectiveness  of  its  parts. 

SMOOTH  SHOW  AND 

LENS  BREAKAGE 

FROM  THE  Rev.  H.  H. 

Fowler,  chaplain  of  the  Kansas  State  Peni- 
tentiary, comes  the  following  communica- 

tion: "I  have  charge  of  entertainment 
affairs,  including  motion  pictures,  in  this 
institution.  The  projectionist  requests  that 
I  submit  the  following  questions  to  you  for 

adjudication. 
"First,  what  is  the  proper  method  of 

changing  from  newsreel  or  short  to  fea- 

ture? Should  'The  End'  title  be  per- 
mitted to  show  on  the  screen,  or  is  it  better 

procedure  to  follow  the  last  short  picture 
frame  with  the  feature  title?  Would  that 

make  a  smoother,  more  continuous  show?' 
"Secondly,  we  experience  much  trouble 

with  breakage  of  the  protector  glasses  we- 
use  on  the  arc  side  of  the  collector  lenses. 

One  out  of  a  dozen  may  last  for  months. 
Others  break  in  perhaps  ten  minutes.  We 

have  Powers  Type  E  lamps  using  6.5-inch 
condenser  lenses.  The  collector  lens  itself 

breaks  unless  we  use  the  protector  glasses^ 

The  clamping  ring  is  not  screened  down 

tightly.  Light  source  is  3.5  inches  from' 
face  of  protector  glass,  which  distance  is 
required  in  order  to  secure  proper  diameter 

of  light  beam  at  spot.  Is  this  breakage  due 

to  faulty  adjustment  of  equipment,  or  to- 
faulty  glasses  and  lenses?  We  have  your 
three-volume  set  of  Bluebooks  of  Projec- 

tion ;  also  we  receive  Better  Theatres- 

and  follow  your  Comments  studiously." 

The  matter  of  permitting  "The  End"  to 
appear  upon  the  screen,  or  not  to  do  so,  is 
a  controversial  subject.  My  preference  is 

to  permit  just  a  flash  of  "The  End"  upon 
the  screen.  To  me  this  is  the  more  natural' 
division.  It  is  a  definite  termination  of 

the  subject  under  view,  whereas  jumping 

from  the  last  frames  of  one  subject  to  the- 
title  of  another  seems  just  a  bit  too  abrupt.. 
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CARBON 

HELP  MAKE  YOUR  THEATRE 

Recently  published  records  show  that  a  major  factor  con- 

tributing to  accidents  in  motion  picture  theatres  is  the 

low  visibility  experienced  by  patrons  entering  the  dark- 

ened interior  from  the  brilliant  light  of  the  street. 

Darkened  interiors  are  necessary  when  the  level  of 

screen  illumination  is  low,  but  SUPREX  CARBONS 

provide  an  intensity  of  screen  illumination  which  per- 

mits supplementary  lighting  adequate  for  comfortable 
vision  from  the  moment  of  entrance. 

MAKE  YOUR  THEATRE  SAFE  FOR  YOUR  PATRONS 

USE  NATIONAL 

SUPREX 

NATIONAL  CARBON  COMPANY,  INC. 
Unit  of  Union  Carbide  1 1 1  ̂  ̂  and  Carbon  Corporation 

CARBON  SALES  DIVISION,  CLEVELAND,  OHIO 
General  Offices:  30  East  42nd  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Branch  Sales  Offices  :     New  York  -  Pittsburgh  -  Chicago  -  San  Francisco 

CARBO  NS 

m^^^— ■!■  Trrwrnnamm-wumrmmvimmmmm 
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the  New 

LUMIPHONIC 

APPROVED 

SOUND  SCREENS 

SOLID-LITE 
For  newer  type  Sound  Systems.  Non-perforated  — 
Non-porous  —  Improved  picture  quality  —  No  half- 

tone effect  —  12%  mere  light  —  Less  sound  attenua- 
tion —  It's  Solid. 

EVEN-LITE 
An  improved  development  in  sound  screens  for  all 
sound  systems.  More  light  and  reflection  is  dis- 

tributed evenly  over  the  entire  surface  of  the  screen 
through  the  new  gradational  perforations. 

HURLEY   SCREEN  COMPANY 

24-15  43RD  AVENUE  LONG  ISLAND  CITY,  N.  Y. 

Export  Dept.    100  Varick  St.,  New  York  City.    Cable  Address  "Hurlescren" 

by  the 
manufacturers  of 

THE  HURLEY 
STANDARD 

W.S.  15 

FLEXLITE 
[  a  Dn  Pont  Product  ] 

Write  for  our  new 
descriptive  catalog. 

HERTNER  MULTI -SPEED 

FAN  MOTORS 

ARE  BUILT  EXPRESSLY  FOR 

MOTION  PICTURE  SERVICE. 

EXTREMELY  QUIET  IN 

OPERATION. 

LIKE  THE  TRANSVERTER,  THEY  ARE  AVAILABLE 

THROUGH  THE  NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 

Manufactured  by 

THE   HERTNER   ELECTRIC  COMPANY 

12690  ELMWOOD  AVENUE  CLEVELAND,  OHIO 

BETTER  SOUND 

WITH  S.O.S 

AUDIO-MATIC 

CLASS  "A"  AMPLIFIERS 

Trouble-proof  sound  is  guar- 
anteed if  you  install  S.O.S. 

1937  Amplifiers,  with  newest 
Audio-Matic  Volume  Control 
and  RCA  Metal  tubes.  Now 
as  low  as  $39.50.  60  dif- 

ferent models  designed  for 
Wide  Fidelity  reproduction. 
Proof  free;   write  us  today. 

Extra  liberal 
trades  on  your 
present  equip- ment. Tell  us 
what  you  have. 

S.  O.  S.  CORPORATION 

636-BT  ELEVENTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK 

SUPER-LITE 

LENSES 

P  R  O  •  J  E  X 

SOUND  UNITS 

Are  giving  universal 
satisfaction. 

A  tryout  will  convince 

you. 

Projection  Optics  Co.,  Inc. 
330  Lyell  Ave.,  Rochester,  N.Y.,  U.S.A. 

m 

However,  there  is  an  honest  difference  ol 

opinion  upon  the  matter  among  projection- 
ists and  showmen. 

As  to  breakage  of  protector  glasses  or 
collector  lenses,  it  might  be  due  to  any  one 
of  several  things  or  to  a  combination  of 
several  of  them.  It  otten  is  an  extremely 
difficult  matter  to  handle.  Sufficient  in- 

formation is  not  submitted  to  enable  for- 
mation of  any  definite  opinion.  I  should 

like  to  know  the  amperage  pulled,  what  is 

the  voltage  at  the  arc,  whether  the  ventila- 
tion of  the  lamphouse  is  open  and  free  with 

all  the  air  passing  through  that  can  be 
permitted,  whether  or  not  the  projectionist 
opens  the  lamphouse  door  while  the  lens  is 
still  very  hot,  a  draught  of  air  blowing 
into  it.  Also,  what  kind  of  arc  is  it? 

This  information  is  necessary  to  an  under- 
standing of  the  conditions. 

SOME  THINGS  NOTED 

DOWN  OHIO  WAY 

I  think  most  of  you 

know  of  Mr.  Otto  Nelson,  who  has  for 

many  years  directed  the  projection  activi- 
ties of  the  National  Cash  Register  Com- 

pany, at  Dayton,  Ohio.  I  present  here- 
with a  photograph  of  the  projection  room 

of  the  2,240-seat  auditorium  at  the  com- 

pany's factory,  where  each  work  day  a 
production  is  put  on,  while  as  many  of  the 

employes  as  may  wish  are  at  liberty  to  en- 
joy it  while  partaking  of  their  lunch. 

The  room  is  1 1  feet  from  front  to  back 

and  34  feet  long.  It  contains  three  Sim- 
plex projectors.  The  sound  system  is 

Western  Electric.  There  is  one  single- 
and  one  double-dissolving  stereopticon,  and 
one  effect  projector ;  also,  a  public  address 

system  with  16  microphones,  and  six 

speakers. In  addition  to  this  great  auditorium, 

there  is  projection  equipment  at  the  com- 

pany's agent  training  school,  where  there 
is  a  400-seat  auditorium.  Here  there  are 

two  Simplex-Acme  sound  projectors,  a  dis- 
solving stereopticon,  two  spotlights,  and  a 

nine-microphone  public  address  system. 

The  company  also  has  sales  service  lec- 
ture rooms,  three  night  class  room  company 

schools,  and  two  factory  lecture  rooms,  all 
of  which  are  fully  equipped  with  projection 

apparatus;  there  also  are  several  road  pro- 
jection outfits  which  upon  occasion  are  sent 

out  to  educate  merchants  and  others  to  the 

value  of  National  cash  registers.    I  might 
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(^7^!^^^>^^     A    NEW    SERIES  OF    G-E    COPPER  OXIDE 

RECTIFIERS    FOR    MOTION    PICTURE    PROJECTION  SERVICE 

Many  refinements  and  improvements  have  been  incorporated  ******************
**************** 

in  this  new  line  of  G-E   Copper  Oxide   Rectifiers  for  projection  Section  A-801,  Appliance  and  Merchandise  Department, _                                                                  •                 .       ..        m  General  Electric  Company,  Bridgeport,  Conn. 
service.  One  noteworthy  feature  is  the  two-piece  construction.  The 

...  Please  send  specifications  on  the  new  G-E  Copper 
copper  oxide  elements  are  assembled  in  the  base  with  the  blower  0xide  Rectifier  for  Motion  Picture  Projection, 

system  and  control  relays.  The  top  section  contains  the  transformer  Name 
assembly  and  central  control  panel.  Installation  is  greatly  facili- 

tated since  either  section  can  be  handled  by  one  man.  Address  City  
The  same  number  of  copper  oxide  elements  as  in  previous  mod- 

...       j                   „.  .           »              ...  ***★★*★★★★★*★★******★★★★★★★*★★★★★★ els  assure  maximum  hie  and  operating  efficiency.  A  new  method 

of  mounting  the  copper  oxide  stacks  eliminates  a  multiplicity  of 

connecting  wires  and  soldered  joints.  IM$ 

Output  ratings  are  the  same  as  formerly:  a  40  to  50-ampere  unit 

for  the  6 — 7-mm.  Suprex  trim,  a  40  to  65-ampere  unit  for  use  with 

either  6— 7-mm.  or  6.5— 8-rnm.  trim,  and  a  20  to  30-ampere,  50  to  GENERAL  EIlECTRIC 
55- volt  unit  for  low-intensity  lamps.  By  connecting  a  pair  of  G-E  ZV  T  TTOTWf  CiTT  VF  PPr>r»TTrTC 
Rectifiers  in  series,  a  spot  light  can  easily  be  operated.  For  detailed  AU  1  ̂LVlKJ  1 1  v  &  rnuL,u^ 1 5 

 ,.  .       ...               „                      ~    .  ,     „     ....        .     .         .,  APPLIANCE  AND  MERCHANDISE  DEPARTMENT 
specifications  on  this  new  G-E  Copper  Oxide  Rectifier,  just  mail  general  electric  company 
the  coupon  today.  Bridgeport,  conn. 
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REFLECTORS 
AND 

CONDENSERS 
FS  Condensers  are  ground  and  highly  pol- 

ished to  precision  accuracy  in  curvature  and 
focus.  They  will  not  discolor. 

Available  in  extra-heat-resisting  Pyrex  type 
glass  and  also  in  regular  glass. 

 O  
FS  Reflectors  are  accurately  made  for  cor- 

srect  focus,  individually  tested  before  shipment, 
and  protected  by  a  heat-resisting  refractory 
backing  that  is  non-peeling.  All  FS  quality 
optical  goods  are,  of  course,  guaranteed  to  give 
satisfactory  performance. 

Reconditioning  Service 
See  your  dealer  about  the  FS  service  on 

resilvering  and  repolishing  reflectors  and  con- densers. 
 O    

Fish  -  Schurman   Corporation  WcSf 
250  East  43rd  Street     -     New  York,  N.  Y.  1JK\ 

Fish-SchiirmaF 

Largen  Sound  Systems 

"BEAM  POWER" 

Perfect  Fidelity  Amplifiers 
FEATURING  NEW 

"Hushed"   Background  Reproduction 

add  that  Mr.  Nelson  has  had  complete 
charge  of  all  this  work  for  more  than  the 
quarter  of  a  century. 

While  spending  the  holidays  with  Mr. 
Nelson,  I  made  a  short  visit  to  Cincinnati, 

calling  first  at  the  National  Theatre  Sup- 
ply Company  office,  located  in  what  might 

be  styled  the  Cincinnati  "Film  Colony," 
inasmuch  as  in  the  immediate  vicinity  are 
the  offices  of  many  different  film  companies, 
and  theatre  supply  dealers.  Cincinnati 
alone  has  56  theatres.  At  the  National 

offices  I  enjoyed  a  chat  with  the  manager, 

Mr.  J.  Stallings,  and  one  of  his  lieutenants, 
Mr.  Gelman.  Mr.  Stallings  told  me  that 
exhibitors  in  his  territory  were  beginning 
to  realize  the  injurious  effect  that  failure 

to  keep  equipment  in  good  condition  has 

upon  business.  They  now  are  rapidly  re- 
placing such  equipment  with  new  apparatus 

of  latest  pattern,  he  said,  and  putting  equip- 
ment not  too  antique  and  decrepit  into 

first-class  condition. 

Mr.  Stallings  showed  me  a  most  inter- 
esting, very  genuine  antique  in  the  form  of 

a  projector  dating  back  almost,  if  not  quite, 

to  the  very  beginning  of  life-size  motion 
pictures.  Its  lamphouse  is  about  6  inches 

square  (arc  light)  by  10  inches  high.  The 
projector,  which  is  in  excellent  condition 
throughout,  is  driven  by  a  crank,  the  shaft 
of  which  passes  through  the  lamphouse,  on 
the  other  side  of  which  is  a  large  belt 
wheel.  The  intermittent  movement  differs 

from  any  I  have  yet  examined. 
With  Mr.  Gelman  I  called  at  the  RKO 

branch  and  chatted  with  Division  Manager 
Arthur  Freudenfels,  who  confirmed  Mr. 

Stallings'  report  upon  present  motion  pic- ture business  conditions  in  and  around 
Cincinnati. 

Next  we  called  at  RKO  Lyric  theatre 

projection  room,  where  we  met  Jack  Hart- 
horne,  president  of  Local  327,  and  also 
Charles  Smith,  both  of  whom  were  then 

on  duty.  Arthur  M.  Fix,  business  man- 
ager of  Local  327,  was  also  there. 

And  now  I  want  to  pay  a  well  deserved 
compliment  to  Local  327.  Time  was,  and 

not  so  long  ago,  when  the  organization 

Local  327's  sound  service  truck. 

stood  in  need  of  a  thorough  overhauling. 
The  job  was  finally  undertaken,  and  from 
what  I  was  able  to  see  in  the  short  time 

at  my  disposal,  was  well  done.  The  offices, 
consisting  of  an  executive  board  room, 

sound  engineer's  office,  president's  and  busi- 
ness manager's  office,  secretary's  office  and 

a  central  office,  with  which  they  all  con- 
nect, are  located  in  a  fine  downtown  build- 

SYNCROFILM 

PROFESSIONAL   SOUND  PROJECTOR 
The  "Perfect  Performance  Guarantee"  of  the  8. P.  Professional 
Sound  Projector  is  marked  "SYNCROFILM"  on  every  projector. This  combination  of  projection  and  sound  in  one  unit, 
designed  by  engineers  associated  with  sound  since  Its  be- 

ginning, is  modern  In  every  detail. 
Thorough  satisfaction  of  all  its  features  has  proven  Synere- 

film's    world-wide    success.     AN    EARNED  LEADERSHIP. 
Write  for  details. 

WEBER  MACHINE  CORPORATION 
59      RUTTER      STREET,      ROCHESTER,      NEW  YORK EXPORT:  100  VARICK  ST..   NEW  YORK  CITY 

Cable  Address:  "Romos" 

THERE  IS  NO  SUBSTITUTE 

FOR  QUALITY  PROJECTION OR 

PERFECTION 

Reg.  Patent  Office  U.  S.  A. 

RHEOSTATS 

Used  by  leading  theatre 
circuits  throughout  the  world 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

HOFFMAN N-SOONS    E  &  E 
CORPORATION 

387    FIRST  AVENUE 

NEW    YORK,    N.  Y. 

Better  Theatres  Service 

J.  T.  Knight,  Jr.,  will  be  glad  to  answer 

your  questions  about  equipment,  mainte- 

nance, operating  problems  with  respect  to 

the  physical  theatre. 

Peter  M.  H'jlsken  will  be  glad  to  advise 

concerning  the  planning  of  your  theatre 

project  or  the  remodeling  of  your  present 
theatre. 

Merely  write: 

BETTER  THEATRES 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER  NEW  YORK 
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ing.  There  also  is  an  auxiliary  of  the  local 
with  nine  colored  members. 

The  sound  department  is  a  very  interest- 

ing development  in  the  local's  activities. 
It  is  in  charge  of  K.  A.  Pitt,  graduate  of 

Lafayette  (Pa.)  Electrical  College.  Mr. 
Pitt  has  had  two  years  of  experience  in 
the  Bell  Telephone  Laboratories  in  New 

York  City,  and  served  for  five  years  on 

the  Erpi  engineering  staff.  Some  while  ago 
Local  327  decided  to  establish  a  sound 

service.  A  service  truck  was  purchased 
and  Mr.  Pitt  was  employed. 

The  service  has  been  in  operation  now 

for  two  years.  Both  President  Hawthorne 

and  Business  Manager  Fix  say  it  is  work- 

ing to  the  entire  satisfaction  of  both  the 
local  union  and  the  theatres  under  contract. 

ANASTIGMAT  LENSES 

FOR  PROJECTION 

L.     J.     MICHAELSON  of 

Vancouver,  B.  C,  writes,  "I  have  always 

-understod  that  what  is  known  as  'anastig- 
-mat'  lenses  are  unsuitable  for  motion  pic- 

ture projection.  Is  or  is  not  this  correct, 

and  why?  I  cannot  understand  why  so 
valuable  a  correction  in  lenses  should  not 

be  employed  in  these  lenses." 
Anastigmatic  correction  is  now  used  in 

the  higher  grades  of  projection  lenses. 

Super-Cinephor  is  an  example.  I  quote 
from  a  Bausch  &  Lomb  phamphlet: 

"Anastigmats  have  not  heretofore  found 

favor  for  projection  because,  for  large  rela- 

tive apertures,  the  correction  for  astig- 
matism and  curvature  of  field  has  been  ob- 

tained at  sacrifice  of  definition  in  the  center 

of  the  field." 
I  am  not,  of  course,  an  expert  in  the 

making  of  lenses,  but  if  you  will  write 
the  Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Company, 

Rochester,  New  York,  or  any  other  respon- 
sible lens  manufacturer,  full  information, 

I  am  sure,  will  be  supplied. 

ANSWERING  A  SPECIAL 

GROUP  OF  QUESTIONS 

so  many  questions  are 

received  by  persons  requesting  that  neither 
their  name  nor  the  town  be  revealed,  that 

I  have  decided  to  set  aside  space  for  re- 
plying briefly  to  such  inquiries. 

BRUSH  POSITION 

Connecticut  asks:  "Should  brush  position 
of  generators  ever  be  altered  from  that 
marked  by  the  manufacturer?  What  is 
the  duty  of  the  projectionist  in  the  matter 

of  film  inspection  and  repair  of  film  re- 

ceived from  an  exchange?" 
Brush  position  should  be  in  accordance 

with  manufacturer's  markings,  except  it 
be  desired  to  reverse  direction  of  rotating 
element,  or  to  connect  the  machine  either  in 

compound  or  in  parallel  with  another  ma- 
chine. However,  this  is  only  a  general 

rule.  It  does  not  apply  strictly  to  all  types 
of  machines.  If  you  have  reason  to  believe 
the  marking  is  wrong,  or  if  you  wish  to  do 
something  that  you  believe  will  require 

change  of  brush  position,  you  should  con- 
sult the  manufacturer,  sending  all  name 

plate  data  and  full  description  of  what  is 

Better  Lamps      Better  Projection 

Better  Bosiness! 

By  every  standard,  Strong  Arc  Lamps  have  at- 
tained a  treasured  reputation  for  being  the  reliable 

guide  to  better  projection. 

Dependability  above  all  things  is  the  prime 

requisite  of  a  projection  lamp.  This  essential 

characteristic  is  dependent  on  correct  design — 

highest  engineering  skill  —  careful  manufacture. 
Strong  spares  no  expense  to  attain  trustworthiness 

— the  ability  to  render  faithful,  trouble-free  service 
and  to  withstand  long,  continuous  use  at  high 

amperages. 

Strong  Lamps  are  completely  manufactured 

within  the  Strong  factory,  where  every  step  in 

production  can  be  rigidly  controlled  to  comply 

with  the  high  standard  set  by  Strong. 

Strong  Lamps  are  backed  by  an  unconditional 

guarantee  and  by  the  Strong  reputation,  built  on 

years  of  specialized  projection  arc  lamp  manu- 
facturing experience. 

See  a  demonstration  in  your  own  theatre. 

Any  Independent  Theatre  Equipment 
Dealer  will,  without  obligation,  demon- 

strate the  lamp  meeting  your  require- 
ments. Write  today  for  the  new,  interest- 

ing and  instructive  catalog. 

the  STRONG  ELECTRIC  corp. 

2501  Lagrange  St. 

Toledo,  Ohio 
U.  S.  A. 

Export  Offices: 
Room  301 

220  W.  42nd  St. 

New  York,  N.  Y. 
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LEADERSHIP 

IN  SOUND  SCREEN  DESIGN 

—Reason  No.  1  Why 

Modern  Theatres  Choose 

SCREENS 

Da  -  Lite  pioneered  the  perforated  sound 
screen,  which  with  its  closely  woven,  coated 
fabric  and  clean-cut,  carefully  spaced  open- 

ings, set  a  new  standard  for  picture  quality. 
Da-Lite  also  was  first  with  silver  and  white 
painted  screens  in  seamless  form;  and  today 
is  the  only  manufacturer  of  seamless  silver 
screens.  Ask  your  dealer  about  Da-Lite 
Screens  and  the  broad  selection  of  sizes  and 

surfaces  the  world's  most  complete  line offers! 

DA-LITE  SCREEN   CO.,  INC. 

2725  N.  Crawford  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois 

DA-LITE 

SCREENS 

Quality  Screens  for  More 

Than  a  Quarter  Century 

BETTER  PROJECTION 

•  "H  &  C"  is  the  accepted 
standard  throughout  the 

world  for  perfection  in  Pro- 

jection Lighting  —  assuring 

superior  projection  results  be- 
cause of  better  screen  illumi- 

nation. 

Write  for  Illustrated  Booklet 

HALL  &  CONNOLLY,  Inc. 

24  Van  Dam  Street,  New  York  City 

proposed,  or  what  causes  you  to  think  the 

position  marked  is  wrong.  The  manufac- 
turer should  know  all  peculiarities  of  the 

machine  he  makes  better  than  anyone  else. 
As  to  your  question  concerning  film,  it 

you  address  Mr.  Earl  R.  Morin,  Inspector 
Connecticut  State  Police,  23  Robson  Street, 

Fairfield,  Conn.,  asking  for  a  copy  of 

"Rules  and  Regulations  Governing  Motion 

Picture  Exhibitions,"  you  will  receive  a 
copy,  I  am  sure,  and  on  page  31  will  find 
the  following: 

"It  shall  be  the  duty  of  projectionists  to 
make  thorough  examination  of  all  films  be- 

fore each  exhibition.  No  film  which  shows 

excessive  wear  or  deterioration,  faulty 

patches,  torn  sprocket  holes  or  other  im- 
perfections shall  be  run.  Whenever  a  pro- 

jectionist shall  find  film  that  is  in  such  poor 
physical  condition  as  to  create  a  hazard,  he 
shall  immediately  report  such  finding  to  the 

Department  by  telegram." It  will  be  observed  that  you  must  project 
no  film  in  which  are  torn  sprocket  holes  or 

faulty  splices ;  also,  that  you  must  examine 
the  film  carefully  before  each  exhibition, 
and  if  such  faults  are  observed,  report  the 
matter  to  the  police  department  by  wire. 

However,  while  the  intent  of  the  para- 
graph undoubtedly  is  good,  I  must  say  it  is 

not  quite  as  definite  in  meaning  as  might 
be  wished.  For  example,  it  says  all  film 

must  be  carefully  examined  "before  each 
exhiibtion,"  which  might  be  construed  to 
mean  either  before  each  show,  of  which 
there  may  be  three  or  four  a  day,  or  upon 
receipt  of  the  films  from  the  exchange. 
And  if  the  former,  may  I  ask  just  how,  in 

one-man  rooms,  this  could  possibly  be 

done?  Then,  too,  the  "report"  matter  is 
quite  indefinite.  As  it  reads,  if  two  torn 
sprocket  holes  or  two  faulty  splices  be 

found  in  a  production,  under  strict  inter- 
pretation that  production  cannot  be  pro- 

jected. Probably  what  is  meant  is  that  it 
shall  not  be  projected  until  it  has  been 
competently  repaired.  But  that  is  not  what 
it  says. 

TOO    MUCH  TENSION 

From  New  Mexico  comes  this  one:  "I 
am  working  for  an  exhibitor  who  once  was 

a  projectionist.  He  tells  me  I  should  know 

whether  or  not  the  aperture  and  take-up 
tensions  are  set  at  correct  values,  but  re- 

fused to  tell  me  how  to  do  it.  Just  said  I 
should  know  such  things  and  gave  me  two 

weeks  to  "dig  up"  (as  he  put  it)  the  in- 
formation. I  don't  know  where  to  look  ex- 

cept to  you.  Will  you  kindly  tell  me  how 

to  do  it?" 
If  you  owned  a  Bluebook  of  Projection, 

asking  such  questions  would  be  wholly  un- 
necessary. Your  employer  was  exactly 

right  in  saying  you  should  know.  The 

aperture  tension  is  for  the  purpose  of  stop- 
ping the  film  over  the  aperture  the  instant 

the  intermittent  sprocket  comes  to  rest. 
This  must  be  accomplished  exactly,  else  the 

picture  upon  the  screen  will  be  unsteady 

- — will  move  up  and  down  if  the  tension 
be  too  slight ;  if  it  be  too  much,  there  will 
be  excessive  wear  upon  the  intermittent 

sprocket  teeth,  upon  the  intermittent  move- 
ment parts,  and  upon  the  gear  train,  as 

HAVE  YOU 

NOTICED 

how  many  thea- tres are  purify- 
ing the  air  and 

eliminati  ng 

germs,  bacteria and  rest  room 
odors  with 

No  moving  parts  —  no  filters 
necessary.  Operation  costs 
less  than  burning  a  light  bulb.  If  not  more  than 
pleased  after  ten  days  return  and  your  money  will be  cheerfully  refunded. 
Model  30  for  300-seat  theatre   $29.75 
Model  26  for  lavatories  (fastens  to  wall)   $12.95 
Model  50  lor  500-seat  theatres   $59.50 (Terms:  $20.00  down  and  $7.50  per  month) 
Model  90  for  1,000-seat  theatres   $99.50 

(Terms:  $32.50  down  and  $10.00  per  month) (F.  0  B.  Grand  Rapids) 

□ZONE -AIR  AUTOMATIC 

CURTAIN  CDNTPDL5< Dependable,  smooth, 
silent,  trouble-free  per- formance ALWAYS  1 

No  sticking,  no  slip- 
ping, no  embarrassment. 

Positive  switch  con- tacts assured  by  carbon 
contacts.  Sturdily  con- 

structed. Rubber  cush- 
ioned. Fu'ly  guaranteed. Including  motor,  $58.50. 

□  ZONE"  AIF?  ,  INC 
4DDD  50UTM  DIVISION  AVE 

GRAND  RAPIDS,  MICH 

AUDIBLE  SIGNAL 

Attached  on  rear  of  the  take-up  magazine, 
controlled  by  the  action  of  the  film  be- 

tween the  sound  head  and  take  -  up. 
Minimizes  film  jamings,  resulting  to  film 
and  machine  destruction,  fire  hazards  and 

long  stops.    Simple  to  install. 

$12 

50 

Per  Pair 
No   Further  Cost 
Made   for  all 

Standard  Magazines 

Pat.  Made  and  Guaranteed  by  the 

N.  A.  N.  AUTOMATIC 
LIGHT  CONTROL  CO. 

JOHNSTOWN,  PENNA. 

<;  o  k  ii  o  s 
RECTIFIER  BULBS 

Mad*  by 

TELE-RADIO  CORPORATION 
86  SHIPMAN  ST.,  NEWARK,  N.  J. 
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well  as  an  unnecessary  load  upon  the  driv- 
ing motor.  All  this  is  obvious  and  easily 

understood. 

Setting  the  tension  is  a  hard  job  and 
one  that  takes  time.  It  is  a  matter  ot 

bending  the  tension  springs  until  (without 

any  audience  present)  the  screen  image  be- 
comes slightly  unsteady,  whereupon  they 

must  be  bent  in  the  other  direction  until 

the  movement  ceases,  being  careful  to  bend 

both  springs  exactly  the  same.  It  is  an  ad- 

justment by  "trial  and  error"  that  requires 
great  care  and  good  judgment. 

Projectors  should  be  provided  with  a 
practical  means  for  tension  adjustment. 
Lack  of  it  does  huge  damage  to  film  in  the 
form  of  excessive  sprocket  hole  wear  and 
strained  holes,  as  well  as  excessive  wear  of 

intermittent  sprocket  teeth.  If  you  can 
crank  your  projectors,  after  disconnecting 
the  motors,  at  100  feet  per  minute  and  so 

set  the  springs  that  the  screen  image  be- 
comes slightly  unsteady  at  that  speed,  it  is. 

up  to  now,  the  most  practical  method  I 
know  of  for  making  correct  adjustment. 
Plans  have  been  formulated  for  measur- 

ing the  pull  of  the  film,  but  up  to  now 
none  of  them  are  in  such  form  that  they 
are  reliable. 

As  to  take-up  tension,  it  should  be  ad- 
justed to  just  the  value  that  will  insure 

rewinding  all  the  film  each  time.  Therj 
must  of  course  be  some  little  excess  to  in- 

sure complete  rewinding,  but  the  general 
tendency  is  to  have  abnormal  excess,  which 

not  only  wears  the  hold-back  sprocket  un- 
duly, but  also  produces  unnecesary  scratch 

marks  in  the  emulsion. 

CLICK  TEST 

Montana  asks:  "Will  you  please  advise 
what  is  meant  by  the  'click  test,'  and  how 
it  is  made?  I  have  this  trouble:  The  man- 

ager employs  two  ushers  and  has  told  each 

of  them  to  ring  a  bell  which  he  has  in- 
stalled in  the  projection  room  ceiling,  once 

when  the  sound  volume  is  too  low,  and 

twice  when  it  is  too  high.  They  drive  me 
nuts!  One  will  ring  the  bell  once,  and 
when  I  raise  the  volume  level,  the  other 
immediately  rings  it  twice,  and  I  must  raise 
it  again!  They  seem  unable  to  agree  as  to 
what  the  level  should  be.  What  is  the 

answer  to  that  one  Dad?" 
The  click  test  is  to  show  that  the  sound 

systems  is  functioning.  It  is  made  by  mov- 
ing the  finger,  a  pencil  or  other  narrow, 

opaque  object  up  or  down  through  the  ex- 
citer light  beam  just  in  front  of  the  sound 

gate  aperture.  If  the  system  is  function- 
ing, there  will  be  a  click  or  noise  from  the 

speakers,  failure  of  which  calls  for  im- 
mediate investigation. 

As  to  the  usher  observers,  they  have  not 

been  drilled  by  the  manager  as  to  what  is 

acceptable  volume  level,  or  they  are  sta- 
tioned in  different  parts  of  the  theatre 

where  conditions  call  for  different  sound 

levels,  or  one  or  the  other  of  them  has  a 

more  acute  sense  of  hearing  than  the  other. 
The  manager  should  readjust  matters. 

BRUSH  SPARKING 

Iowa  inquires:  "Will  you  be  good 
enough  to  name  the  various  causes  of  com- 

mutator brush  sparking?  Also,  what  causes 
a  commutator  to  rise  above  its  usual  nor- 

mal operating  temperature?" There  are  many  possible  causes  for  brush 

sparking,  as  follows :  ( 1 )  Machine  over- 
loaded. (2)  Brushes  have  either  not 

enough  or  too  much  pressure,  or  are  not 

properly  fitted  to  the  curve  of  the  commu- 
tator. (3)  Commutating-pole  field  gap 

may  not  be  right,  though  this  should  never 

occur,  as  it  is  fixed  at  the  factory  and  ordi- 
narily not  thereafter  altered.  In  any  event 

it  is  not  a  fault  projectionists  are  likely  to 
be  able  to  rectify.  (4)  Brushes  not  of 

suitable  grade.  (5)  Mica  between  com- 
mutator bars  too  high.  (6)  Loose  commu- 

tator bar.  (7)  Brush  too  tight  in  holder 
or  worn  down  to  end  of  its  travel.  (8) 

Rougli  or  dirty  commutator.  (9)  Brush 
angle  not  right,  or  incorrect  position  (with 
respect  to  circumference)  of  brushes.  (10) 

Unequal  pressure  that  causes  one  or  more 
brushes  to  be  overloaded — to  take  more 
than  the  fair  share  of  current.  ( 1 1 ) 

Brush  dirty  or  burned  on  contact  end. 
(12)  A  loo^e  connection  or  open  armature 
circuit,  either  of  which  faults  will  cause  a 
bright  ring  of  fire  extending  either  partly 
or  wholly  round  the  commutator. 

A  commutator  may  heat  because  of  over- 
load, too  much  brush  pressure,  excessive 

sparking,  a  roughened  surface  causing  poor 
contact ;  also,  it  may  heat  because  of  too 
little  lubrication,  which  is  a  matter  taken 

care  of  by  many  types  of  brushes  which 
contain  a  lubrication  element. 

WARDS  HEARING  AIDS 

BRING  NEW  PATRONS  — 
AND  KEEP  THEM  COMING  BACK 

According  to  a  recent  survey,  one  in 
every  ten  has  some  degree  of  difficulty 

in  hearing.  Isn't  it  good  business  for  you 
to  solicit  this  patronage?  Certainly  it  is, 
and  with  a  Ward  Hearing  Aid  you  will 

not  only  gain  the  good  will  of  these 

people  but  that  of  their  families  and 
friends  for  a  long  time  to  come. 

The  Ward  Hearing  Aid  is  an  unusually 

high  quality  instrument.  No  noise,  hum 
or  roar  to  detract  from  the  program. 

MONTGOMERY  WARD 

Largest  Distributors  of  Sound  Systems  in  U.  S. 
CHICAGO  •  BALTIMORE  •  ALBANY  •  DENVER 
KANSAS  CITY  •  ST.  PAUL  •  PORTLAND 
OAKLAND     •     FORT  WORTH     •  JACKSONVILLE 

Only  two  wires  needed;  users  may  be 

scattered  or  segregated  as  desired.  Indi- 
vidual control  units  permit  each  individ- 

ual to  adjust  the  volume  level  to  suit  his 
own  requirements.  Read  full  description 
and  prices  on  Page  15  of  the  Ward  1937 
Radio  Book.  Send  today  for  your  copy! 
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PLANNING  THE  THEATRE 

A  SERVICE  DEPARTMENT  DEALING  WITH  ARCHITECTURAL 

DESIGN     AND      MATERIALS,     DECORATION     AND  FURNISHINGS 

ANSWERS  TO  INQUIRIES:  One  of  the  principal  functions  of  this  department  is  to  answer  inquiries  pertaining  to  preliminary  considera- 
tions in  the  planning  of  a  new  theatre  or  the  remodeling  of  an  existing  one.  All  questions  receive  the  personal  attention  of  Peter  M. 

Hulsken,  A.I. A.,  contributing  editor  of  this  department  and  a  practicing  architect  who  long  has  specialized  in  theatre  design.  He  will  be 
glad  to  offer  advice,  suggestions  and  criticism.  Working  plans,  however,  cannot  be  supplied.  All  communications  intended  for  this  depart- 

ment should  be  addressed  to  Better  Theatres,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York.  In  publishing  replies,  only  initials  are  used  for  identification. 

THE  QUESTION: 

we  want  to  remodel  our 

theatre  and  would  appreciate  any  help  that 
you  can  give  us.  This  building  is  an  old 
style  brick  opera  house  with  opera  boxes 
both  down  stairs  and  in  balcony.  High 

ceiling,  plastered  walls,  large  stage  and 
auditorium  has  round  back  walls. 

The  front  of  building  has  two  large 
plate  glass  windows,  one  on  right  side  to 
entrance  to  lobby,  and  other  on  left  in 
express  office.  This  extends  across  front. 
We  want  to  change  balcony  steps  and  have 

them  go  up  from  right  side  of  lobby. — J.  A. 

THE  ANSWER: 

I  suggest  that  you  re- 
move the  boxes  on  each  side  of  proscenium 

arch ;  if  ceiling  in  auditorium  is  too  high, 
suspend  it  and  use  sound  absorbing  tiles  or 
^boards  cemented  to  a  scratch  coat  of  plaster. 

An  interesting  design  may  be  obtained  by 
laying  these  tiles  in  different  patterns. 

Your  sketch  indicates  that  there  is  a 

foyer  between  lobby  and  auditorium  (this 
space  is  where  you  show  the  steps).  If 

my  presumption  is  not  correct,  a  foyer 
should  be  provided.  It  should  be  easy  to 
change  the  stairs  to  the  balcony,  but  it 
would  be  better  to  have  this  stairway  start 
from  the  foyer  than  from  the  lobby. 

I  also  notice  that  there  are  steps  in  front 

of  building  at  sidewalk  line — this  is  bad. 
Can  the  floor  in  the  lobby  be  lowered 
flush  with  sidewalk  level  and  give  the  lobby 
floor  an  incline?  If  some  more  steps  are 
needed,  add  them  to  the  foyer  steps.  I 

also  suggest  that  you  place  the  ticket  booth 
in  front  at  the  sidewalk,  with  entrance 
doors  on  each  side.  By  the  use  of,  say, 

structural  glass  and  the  installation  of  some 
poster  frames,  an  attractive  modern  design 

may  be  obtained. 
After  the  boxes  have  been  removed,  plan 

for  a  drape  panel  in  these  spaces.  Install 
some  new  modern  electric  light  fixtures 
on  each  side  of  drape  panel;  after  the 
walls  have  been  redecorated,  you  will  have 

quite  a  transformation. 

THE  QUESTION: 

I  HAVE  in  mind  erecting  a 

theatre  on  a  lot  30x  120.  I  would  like 

to  make  this  property  accommodate  a  seat- 
ing capacity  of  about  495.  Would  you 

suggest  a  balcony? 
What  seating  arrangement  would  you 

suggest  with  and  without  balcony?  What 
would  be  the  seating  capacity  without 
balcony  and  what  measurements  would  you 

suggest  for  lobby,  foyer  and  screen  and 
stage?  Heating  and  ventilating  plant  to 

be  placed  under  stage. — I.  J.  C. 

THE  ANSWER: 

it  will  be  impossible  to 

obtain  a  seating  capacity  of  495  in  a  theatre 

of  30  x  120'  on  one  floor.  The  maximum 
seating  capacity  on  one  floor  will  be  390 
seats,  so  it  will  be  necessary  to  provide 

for  a  balcony  of  105  seats. 

Under  these  conditions,  I  suggest  a  seat- 
ing arrangement  with  thirteen  seats  across 

the  width  of  the  auditorium  and  with  a 

An  early  American  style  for  a  modern  theatre  in  Kansas  City.  This  architect's  sketch  shows  the  front  of  the  Brooltside  theatre  under  construction  in  the  Brook- 
side  section  of  the  Western  Missouri  metropolis,  not  far  from  historic  Westport  Landing,  one  of  the  last  outposts  of  civilization  in  the  days  of  '49.  The 
building  is  of  dry-pressed  brick  laid  in  white  mortar,  with  all  trim  and  ornamental  work  in  white,  similar  to  the  materials  and  treatment  used  in  early  West- 
port  mansions.  The  vestibule  and  lobby  continue  the  simple  dignity  of  the  facade,  while  foyer  and  auditorium  are  treated  in  a  style  typical  of  the  prairie 
country  along  the  Santa  Fe  trail.  Side  murals  will  tell  a  story  of  covered  wagon  days.  The  theatre  is  being  constructed  by  Louis  Dolgenow  and  Stanley 
H.  Schwartz  and  associates,  and  will  be  leased  by  W.  D.  Fulton  and  Mr.  Schwartz,  Kansas  City  operators.    Robert  Boiler  of  Kansas  City,  is  the  architect. 
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wall  aisle  on  each  side.  The  depth  of 

the  lobby  should  be  12'  minimum,  foyer  8', 
stage  or  platform,  12'. 

THE    QUESTION : 

would  like  to  receive 

from  you  approximate  cost  to  build  a 

theatre  with  tile  completely  fireproof,  hav- 
ing a  store  on  each  side  regulation  size 

30  x  100  feet,  with  lobby  entrance  15  feet. 
In  other  words  the  front  of  the  building 
to  be  75  feet. 

The  theatre  is  to  be  large  enough  to 
seat  600.  Seats  to  be  spaced  32  inches, 

with  standing  room  for  200.  The  stage 
is  to  be  large  enough  to  put  on  a  stageshow 
such  as  a  town  of  1100  would  be  able  to 

Tiave,  with  dressing  rooms  on  each  side. 

The  building  to  be  air-conditioned.  The 
price  of  the  building  not  to  include  fixtures, 
seats,  sound  equipment,  etc. 

Would  appreciate  a  sketch  of  a  building 
you  would  recommend  that  would  be  suited 
to  my  needs  at  the  lowest  possible  price 
to  construct. — C.  S.  W. 

THE  ANSWER: 

according  TO  your  de- 
scription, the  lobby  of  the  theatre  will  be 

of  the  same  length  as  the  store  rooms  on 

•each  side,  namely  100'.  Behind  these  stores 
and  lobby  will  be  the  location  of  the  theatre 

proper.  As  you  may  require  right-of-way 
for  each  store  room,  I  suggest  you  make 

the  auditorium  46'  wide,  the  center  line  of 
auditorium  to  be  the  same  as  the  center 

of  lobby. 
The  seating  arrangement  should  have  a 

jenter  section  of  thirteen  seats  across,  with 
aisle  on  each  side  and  two  wall  sections 

each  with  4  seats  across.  A  stage  20  feet 
deep  will  answer  your  requirements,  so  the 
area  of  the  foyer,  auditorium  and  stage 
would  be  46  x  122  feet.  The  minimum 

cost  of  such  a  building  would  be  $40,000. 

THE  QUESTION: 

i  have  a  lot  60  x  123  feet 

and  am  planning  on  building  a  theatre  to 
seat  350  to  375.  The  lot  has  plenty  of 

slope  and  will  not  require  much  excavat- 
ing to  make  a  basement  under  the  entire 

building.  I  plan  on  making  two  store 
rooms  on  each  side  of  the  lobby.  Will  you 
kindly  advise  how  this  should  be  laid  out 
to  get  the  best  results? 

This  is  a  small  town  and  I  don't  want 
to  spend  too  much  money.  Do  you  think 
[  can  build  this  for  $15,000,  including 

plumbing,  wiring  and  heating  plant? 
Kindly  advise  building  material  to  use. 

-J.  D. 

THE  ANSWER: 

the  width  of  your  lot, 

60',  is  ideal  for  a  theatre  with  the  minimum 
amount  of  aisles.  For  the  seating  layout, 

I  suggest  a  center  bank  of  14  seats  across, 

with  a  Al/2  foot  aisle  on  each  side,  and 
two  wall  banks  of  seven  seats  across  each. 

With  such  an  arrangement  there  will  not 
be  any  waste  space. 
The  depth  of  the  building  will  allow 

for  a  larger  seating  capacity  than  you  re- 
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quire.  According  to  the  suggested  seating 
arrangement,  it  will  only  require  fourteen 
rows  of  seats  and  I  am  afraid  that  the 

auditorium  will  look  out  of  proportion. 
If  no  larger  seating  capacity  is  required, 
it  may  be  well  to  consider  reduction  of 
the  width  of  the  theatre  so  that  there  will 

be  at  least  25  rows  of  seats. 

If  you  expect  to  build  a  building  large 
enough  to  cover  the  entire  lot,  $15,000  will 
be  far  below  the  actual  cost  of  the  various 

contracts ;  and  even  for  a  building  to  ac- 
commodate 375  seats,  you  should  not  figure 

on  less  than  $18,000. 

For  building  material,  I  suggest  a  foun- 
dation of  concrete ;  auditorium  floor,  con- 

crete; exterior  walls,  brick  with  hollow  tile 
backing  or  reinforced  concrete ;  roof,  steel 
trusses  with  either  steel  deck  or  steel  joists, 

and  concrete ;  ceiling  of  auditorium,  acoust- 
ical plaster ;  walls,  plaster  or  wood-grained 

sheets. 

THE  QUESTION: 

we  are  inclosing  here- 
with rough  sketches  of  a  theatre  which  we 

have  purchased,  and  which  we  plan  to  re- 
model. We  wish  to  increase  the  seating 

capacity,  add  rest  rooms,  completely  re- 
decorate same,  all  at  the  lowest  possible 

cost. 

We  originally  planned  to  tear  out  the 
center  wall  between  the  theatre  and  the 

empty  store  room,  but  feel  that  this  will 
run  into  more  expense  than  we  care  to  put 
into  this  theatre.  As  a  second  choice,  we 
have  decided  to  use  this  section  of  the 

building  for  lobby,  lounge,  rest  rooms  and 

a  shop,  and  lengthen  the  auditorium  to 
secure  the  increased  seating  capacity. 
We  plan  to  use  stucco  on  the  outside 

to  cover  the  present  stone  walls,  and  plan 
to  use  Celotex  on  the  walls  and  ceiling 
inside  the  auditorium,  lobby,  foyers  and 

loung.— M.  M.  W. 

THE    ANSWER : 

after  giving  your  sketch- 
es careful  study,  I  find  that  you  have 

solved  your  problem  very  satisfactorily.  Re- 
moving the  center  wall  would  have  been 

a  costly  proposition. 
One  item  which,  according  to  my 

opinion,  could  be  improved  upon,  is  the 

location  of  the  stairway  in  the  lobby  lead- 

ing to  the  men's  room  in  basement.  It  may 
be  difficult  for  patrons  to  reach  this  stair- 

way when  the  foyer  and  lobby  are  filled 
with  standees.  If  there  is  enough  space 
available  in  basement,  I  suggest  that  you 

plan  for  a  stairway  5'  wide  in  the  lounge 
along  side  wall,  this  stair  to  lead  to  a 
lounge  in  the  basement ;  the  individual 

men's  and  women's  rooms  could  then  be 
located  as  remotely  as  possible  on  opposite 
sides  of  the  stairs. 

The  ticket  counter  is  a  very  good  innova- 
tion, but  I  question  if  the  location  of  same 

is  practical  relative  to  the  entrance  doors 
to  foyer.  Do  you  not  think  that  it  might 
be  better  to  place  this  counter  in  the  center 
of  the  wall  between  lobby  and  lounge,  and 
locate  two  sets  of  doors  between  lobby  and 

foyer?  This  is  merely  a  suggestion.  Place 
some  attractive  poster  frames  on  each  side 

of  the  entrance  doors ;  and  by  the  use  of 
some  structural  glass,  you  will  obtain  quite 
a  modern  effect. 

Materials  mentioned  in  your  inquiry  are 
inexpensive  and  satisfactory,  but  suggest 

the  use  of  hard  plaster  wainscoting  in 

places  where  patrons  might  lean  against 
walls. 

The  treatment  of  steps  in  front  of  screen 

is  also  very  nice,  especially  if  the  screen 
is  placed  directly  inside  of  proscenium  arch 
without  a  cyclorama  or  drapes. 

THE    QUESTION : 

due  to  fire  which  de- 
stroyed our  theatre,  we  are  confronted  with 

the  unthought  of  proposition  of  building  a 
new  theatre  immediately.  We  realize  that 
if  we  go  ahead  and  build  according  to  our 
own  ideas  or  those  of  the  first  architect 

who  happens  to  come  along,  that  in  the 
end  we  might  have  a  job  which  would 
not  be  the  best  in  design  or  the  most  for 
our  money.  Information  from  you  which 

will  put  us  on  the  right  track  for  a  correct 

start  will  be  greatly  appreciated.  The  fol- 
lowing is  idea  of  what  we  have  in  mind. 

House  to  seat  approximately  485.  To 

be  of  fireproof  construction — that  is,  with 
concrete  foundation  and  floor — tile  walls, 

brick  front  or  something  of  the  sort.  De- 
sign to  be  along  ultra-modern  lines  but 

not  fantastic  or  overdone.  Cost  of  build- 

ing, with  heat,  necessary  ventilation  and 
lighting  but  less  all  other  equipment,  not 

to  exceed  $15,000. — L.  W.  B. 

THE    ANSWER : 

the  most  economic  seat- 
ing plan  for  a  theatre  with  a  capacity  of 

485  would  have  a  center  section  of  12  seats 

across,  with  aisle  on  each  side,  and  two 
wall  sections,  each  with  four  seats  across, 

making  the  total  amount  of  seats  across  the 
width  of  the  auditorium,  20.  This  requires 

an  overall  width  of  46'  for  the  building. 
Even  with  this  plan,  it  will  be  impossible 

to  build  such  a  building  of  fireproof  con- 
struction for  $15,000.  Exercising  the  great- 

est economy  in  design  and  construction, 
you  should  not  figure  less  than  $20,000, 
and  it  would  be  very  difficult  to  get  the 

general,  plumbing,  heating,  and  electric 
wiring  contracts  awarded  for  that  amount of  money. 

THE    QUESTION : 
I  am  writing  to  ask  for 

some  information  in  regard  to  building  a 

theatre,  so  when  I  do  go  to  an  architect 
to  do  business  I  can  talk  to  him  in  his 
own  language. 

What  size  plot  would  I  need  for  a 
theatre  of  2500  seats  with  stage,  back  wall 

to  footlights,  35' ;  elevator  pit  for  40  men, 
12';  orchestra  seating  length,  60';  stand- 

ing room,  20';  lobby  (with  box  office  as 

in  Roxy  theatre)  30' The  upper  floor  I  leave  to  you  for  the 
size.  What  size  booth  for  two  projectors 
and  four  spots?  Now  would  you  advise 

using  Lumar-Luminous  marble  for  the  en- 
tire face  of  the  building? 

What  would  the  cost  be  on  the  above, 
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including  everything,  no  extras  to  the 
builder,  also  architect  fee  for  same.  Now 

•can  you  tell  me  where  I  can  see  the  plans 
and  specifications  of  the  Ziegfeld  theatre 
and  the  Earl  Carroll  theatre,  now  called 

the  French  Casino? — S.  W. 

THE    ANSWER : 

the  size  of  a  lot  for  a 

2500-seat  theatre  depends  a  great  deal  on 
the  seating  arrangement  of  lower  floor  and 
balcony,  and  on  the  provision  or  omission 
of  more  than  one  balcony. 

Suppose  you  were  planning  for  a  theatre 
with  1800  seats  on  the  lower  floor,  and 
700  seats  in  a  balcony.  The  dimension  of 

the  auditorium  should  be  at  least  90'  wide 

and  120'  long  (this  is  from  orchestra  rail- 
ing to  rear  wall).  Add  to  this  the  dimen- 
sion you  have  in  mind  for  the  other  parts 

of  the  theatre,  providing  for  exit  courts  on 
each  side.  The  minimum  size  of  such  a 

lot  should  be  110x220'.  The  dimensions 
you  gave  in  your  inquiry  for  the  different 
parts  of  the  building  are  all  right,  with 
the  exception  of  orchestra  seating  depth. 

1  presume  that  by  "standing  room"  you mean  a  foyer. 

Relative  to  the  material  you  name  for 
the  exterior,  I  am  not  familiar  enough  with 
it  to  recommend  it,  but  you  could  obtain 
an  alternate  figure  for  its  use  from  the 
contractors. 

The  minimum  cost  of  such  a  building, 
including  equipment,  architects  fee,  etc., 

would  be  $300,000.  Architects'  fee  is  gen- 
erally calculated  at  6%  of  the  total  cost  of 

the  building. 

The  projection  room  for  your  require- 

ments should  not  be  less  than  12'  wide 
and  25'  long. 
The  Ziegfeld  theatre  was  designed  by 

the  late  Joseph  Urban,  but  it  has  since 
been  changed  somewhat.  You  might  be 
able  to  get  the  information  you  seek  by 

writing  Loew's,  Inc.,  1540  Broadway, New  York.  The  decorative  treatment  of 

the  original  Earl  Carroll  theatre  was  by 
John  Eberson,  1560  Broadway,  New  York. 
The  present  restaurant  was  designed  by 
Thomas  W.  Lamb,  Mayfair  Theatre 

Bulding,  New  York. 

Soliciting  Feminine  Patronage  with  Lounges 

{Continued  from  page  15) 

woman  patron  visits  the  lounge,  she  has  at 
her  command  what  might  be  likened  to  a 

hostess — someone  to  help  her  off  and  on 
with  her  wraps,  hold  her  packages,  mind 
the  baby,  if  necessary,  light  her  cigarette, 
see  that  she  is  entirely  comfortable,  and 
render  a  number  of  other  courtesies  and 
attentions  with  due  discretion  and  restraint. 

The  maids  have  the  scheduled  starting  time 

of  features,  are  posted  on  highlights  of  cur- 
rent programs,  and  have  data  on  coming  at- 

tractions. This  and  other  information  is 

graciously  imparted  to  the  patron  when  re- 
quested. They  also  have  been  schooled  by 

Red  Cross  and  other  recognized  authorities 
in  first  aid  work  and  know  how  to  take 

care  of  an  emergency  which  might  arise  in 
connection  with  the  patron  on  the  premises. 

Typical  of  the  various  weekly  talks  to 
the  classes  by  managers  is  one  recently  given 
by  Joe  Alexander,  manager  of  the  Palace 
theatre. 

"It  is  neither  possible  nor  necessary  to 
instruct  you  on  the  physical  side  of  main- 

taining the  lounge,"  he  told  the  staff  of 
maids.  "Your  own  common  sense  will  at 
once  show  you  whether  everything  is  as  it 
should  be,  and  you  act  accordingly.  The 
average  lady  patron  spends  from  15  to  25 
minutes  in  the  lounge  when  attending  the 
theatre.  The  effect  of  a  good  show  can  be 
very  quickly  spoiled  if  she  is  not  properly 

taken  care  of  in  the  lounge.  She  may  be- 
come a  disgruntled  instead  of  a  satisfied 

patron,  and  the  theatre  gets  a  'black  eye' 
through  her  comments  to  others. 

"By  the  same  token,  your  proper  atten- 
tion to  the  patron  builds  good-will  for  the 

theatre.  Never  argue  with  a  patron  under 
any  circumstances.  Speak  only  when  you 
are  spoken  to,  and  then  in  a  quiet,  reserved 
manner.    In  case  a  patron  is  inclined  to 

argue  with  you  or  find  fault,  refer  her  to 
the  manager  or  the  assistant. 

"Women  occasionally  resent  it  when  a 

woman  brings  a  small  son  into  the  ladies' 
room  when  other  ladies  are  present.  This 

is  a  very  delicate  situation  to  handle.  Ex- 
plain the  matter  in  a  nice  way  and  with 

reason,  and  offer  to  send  an  usher  with  the 

boy  to  the  men's  room.  But  use  tact.  As 
a  rule,  the  patron  will  gladly  comply. 

"Keep  your  first  aid  cabinet  properly  sup- 
plied. Always  have  a  quantity  of  matches, 

buttons,  needles  and  thread,  pins,  etc.,  ready 
for  use.  Have  a  supply  of  change  in 
various  denominations  always  on  hand  for 

use  in  the  telephone  and  other  vending  de- 
vices in  the  lounge.  At  all  times  see  that 

supplies  of  towels,  soap,  tissue,  napkins  and 
other  essentials  are  kept  replenished.  Make 
frequent  inspections  of  mirrors,  dressing 
tables,  lounge  chairs,  ash  containers,  wall 

fixtures,  carpeting,  booths,  waste  recep- 
tacles, shelves  and  the  general  condition  of 

the  room.  Always  be  on  the  floor  at  the 

'break'  of  a  show.  This  is  the  time  when 

the  lounge  is  frequented  most." 
These  matters  are  of  great  importance — 

which  recalls  a  humorous  incident  at  one 

of  the  meetings.  The  speaker  referred  to  a 
matter  as  being  of  paramount  importance. 
One  of  the  maids  immediately  inquired 
whether  it  was  not  just  as  important  to 
the  other  theatres  as  it  was  to  the  Para- 

mount. The  maids  have  been  outfitted 

with  attractive  uniforms,  alike  in  all  houses. 

The  lounges  have  been  artistically  redeco- 
rated, and  in  some  instances,  refurnished,  at 

least  in  part.  Some  idea  of  the  general  ap- 

pearance may  be  gained  from  the  photo- 
graph showing  a  partial  view  of  the  large 

Albee  lounge.  This  is  typical  of  the  others, 

though,   of  course,   each   treatment  har- 
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•  Comes  complete  with  several  hundred 
new  modern  Artkraft  silhouette  letters 
which  are  easily  read  at  great  distance. 
•  Write  for  literature,  prices  and  terms, 
giving  width  of  front  and  width  of  sidewalk. 

Exclusive  Distributors  of 

Climax  Reflectors 

to  Theatres 

Ask  us  about  our  new  Climax 
Reflector    Flush    Border  Con- struction.   No  breakage.  Easy to  clean. 

QfiC  STANDARD 

150  Sales  Offices 
Throughout 

America 
and Abroad 

ARTKRAFT LIMA, 

OHIO 

^COMPARISON 
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Designed  —  Tested  —  Proven 

10!"  REFLECTOR  EQUIPMENTS 

installed  in  your 

LOW  INTENSITY  LAMPS 

will  increase  your  screen  results  70% 
without  increasing  your  operating  costs. 
Manufactured  for  Peerless,  Strong,  Motio- 
graph,  Ashcraft,  Preddey,  Brenkert  and 
Power  lite. 

FOR  SALE  BY 

Independent  Distributors  in  all 
principal  cities. 

Write  for  new,  interesting  circular  to 

THE   KNEISLEY   ELECTRIC  COMPANY 
3852  WATSON  AVENUE, 
TOLEDO,  OHIO,  U.S.A. 

JbMPERITE  presents. 

*Teatuzinj . . 

Distinguished  in 
Quality,  Design, 
and  Construction 

1.  Output  increased  6  DB. 
2.  T-iple  shielded — against  all  RF  or  magne- 

tic fields,  entirely  eliminating  hum  pickup. 
3.  Eliminates  feedback  troubles. 
4.  Excellent  tor  close  talking  and  distant  pick- 

up. 
5.  Acoustically  designed  to  eliminate  any  pos- 

sibility of  cavity  resonance. 
Models  RBHn  (High  Impe- 

dance); RBMn  (200  ohms) 
$42.00  List 

NEW  I  Models  RBSn.  RSHn 
— Excellent  All-around  Mi- 

crophones for  Speech  and 
Music.  Slightly  lower  out- 

put and  frequency  range 
than  above.  Appearance 
same  as  above. 

$32.00  List 

NOW1  A  specially  de- 
signed microphone  built  to 

Amperite  standards;  can 
be  used  for  both  speech 
and  music.  No  peaks.  Flat 
response.  Triple  shielded. 
Shock  absorber.  Swivel 
bracket. 
Models  RAL  (200  ohms); 

RAH  (2000  ohms) 
$22.00  List 

FREE!  TO  DEALERS  AND  SERVICE  MEN:  A 
striking  window  decaL  advertising  your 
SOUND  SERVICE,  and  displaying  the  new  Am- 

perite Velocity.  Write  for  it  nowl 
A  uae-rti /"*  Cable  Address: /\MPER1TE(0.  561  BROADWAY.  N.  Y.  fllk,,m  „„„  Yo,k 

AMPERITE 

mortizes  with  the  style  of  the  theatre.  The 
walls  and  woodwork  in  the  Albee  lounge 
are  tinted  in  a  dull  ivory,  with  heavy  gold 
drapes  to  harmonize.  Carpets,  upholstery 
and  wall  decoration  of  the  stairway  are  in  a 
subdued  shade  of  red.  Frames  of  the  furni- 

ture are  in  gold,  table  tops  of  marble,  and 

lamp  shades  in  tan  (a  color  scheme  har- 
monizing with  that  throughout  the  lobby 

and  auditorium).  Sections  of  the  lounge 
not  shown  in  the  photograph  contain  extra 

wide  mirrors  in  appropriate  frames  and  ex- 
tending almost  to  the  floor. 

Although  the  school  has  been  in  opera- 
tion but  a  comparatively  short  time,  it  is 

producing  excellent  results,  according  to 

Mr.  Goetz.  That  the  new  plan  is  finding 

high  favor  among  Cincinnati  women  is  evi- 
denced by  the  fact  that  many  have  gone  out 

of  their  way  to  express  appreciation  to  the 
management  of  the  treatment  received  in 
the  lounge,  and  to  pay  compliments  to  the 

general  appearance  of  the  rooms.  This,  in 

the  final  analysis,  substantiate?  Mr.  Goetz's 
original  deduction — that  to  cater  to  the 

whims,  vanity,  and  above  all,  to  the  com- 
fort and  convenience  of  the  women  attend- 
ing the  theatre  pays  handsome  dividends, 

for  after  all,  the  feminine  element  consti- 
tutes an  important  factor  in  influencing 

theatre  patronage,  both  in  the  home  and  in 
social  affairs. — E.  H.  Mayer. 

How  to  Deal  With  Disorderly  Patrons 

(Continued  from  page  14) 

MICROPHONE 

ful  excuse  for  it,  he  is  not  liable.  Now, 
it  is  also  a  principle  of  law  that  words 
are  never  a  sufficient  or  lawful  excuse 

for  a  battery;  it  does  not  matter  how  in- 
sulting or  opprobrious  the  language  may 

be,  the  law  does  not  recognize  that  words 

are  sufficient  provocation  to  justify  an  as- 
sault. ...If,  however,  one  goes  to  a  place 

of  that  character  on  a  lawful  mission,  and 

he  so  conducts  himself  as  to  become  offen- 
sive to  the  proprietor  of  that  establishment, 

the  proprietor  has  the  right  to  eject.  Now 
how  must  he  eject  him?  He  must  proceed, 

first,  by  ordering  him  to  leave  the  premises; 
if  he  declines  to  go,  and  does  not  go,  he 
must  first  use  gentle  means,  and  lay  his 
hands  upon  him  gently;  if  he  resents  and 

refuses  to  go,  the  proprietor  of  the  estab- 
lishment may  use  whatever  force  is  neces- 

sary to  eject  the  tresspasser;  but  he  must 

not  use  more  force  than  is  necessary." 
LACK    OF  CAUSE 

In  still  another  instructive  case 

(Planchard  v.  Klain  Theatres  Company, 
117  So.  132),  it  was  disclosed  that  a  theatre 
patron  sued  the  proprietor  because  without 
good  reason  he  was  forcibly  ejected  from 
a  theatre.  During  the  trial  testimony  was 

given  that  a  lady  occupying  a  seat  near 
this  patron  fainted.  The  patron  went  to 
her  and  began  to  fan  her  with  a  newspaper, 

when  another  lady  in  the  audience  at- 
tempted to  open  a  window.  Soon  afterward 

an  usher  approached  and  said:  "You  have 
no  right  to  open  it,  sit  down,  or  I  will  put 

you  out  of  this  theatre."  A  policeman 
stationed  at  the  theatre  was  called,  and 
at  the  resquest  of  the  usher,  took  the  patron 
from  the  theatre. 

The  usher  of  the  theatre  contended  that 

he  had  the  patron  put  out  because  the  latter 
was  disturbing  the  audience  by  throwing 

paper  airplanes  from  the  pit  into  the  or- 
chestra below.  However,  witnesses  who 

were  near  the  patron  testified  that  this  was 
false,  as  the  latter  was  only  trying  to  help 
one  who  was  in  distress  and  none  saw  him 

throwing  any  paper.  The  patron  filed  suit 
for  damages.  The  higher  court  held  the 

theatre  owner  liable  for  $500  damages  ex- 
plaining the  law,  as  follows : 

"There  can  be  no  doubt  that,  as  a  legal 

proposition,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  managers 
of  a  theatre  to  maintain  proper  order  in 

and  about  the  theatre  during  the  perform- 
ance, and  while  the  people  are  assembling 

or  leaving  the  theatre.  And  whenever  such 
managers  or  those  charged  with  the  duty 

of  maintaining  order  have  reason  to  believe 

one  in  the  audience  guilty  of  improper  con- 
duct, calculated  to  alarm  or  disturb  the 

audience,  they  are  justified  in  taking  suck 
reasonable  steps  as  will  be  necessary  to  put 
an  end  to  the  disturbance,  even  to  the 

extent  of  ejecting  the  offenders.  On  the 
other  hand,  people  who  visit  such  place? 
of  amusement  and  entertainment,  and  wha 
are  not  guilty  of  any  unseemly  conduct, 
wrongdoing,  or  disturbance,  are  entitled 

full  protection  at  the  hand  of  the  manager? 

of  the  theatre  in  the  enjoyment  of  the  priv- 
ilege for  which  they  have  paid  their  money. 

And  where,  as  in  this  case,  a  patron  of  a 

theatre  is  insulted,  maltreated,  and  caused 
to  leave  the  theatre  by  an  employe  of  such 

theatre  without  just,  reasonable,  or  prob- 
able cause,  such  theatre  will  be  held  liable 

in  damages." LIABILITY  FOR 

ACTS   OF  EMPLOYEES 

it  is  quite  generally  held 

by  the  higher  courts  that  where  a  theatre 
owner  puts  the  management  of  his  business 
in  the  hands  of  an  employe,  the  owner  is 
responsible  for  the  acts  of  the  employe 
committed  within  the  scope  of  employment, 
and  in  furtherance  of  the  business.  This 

law  is  applicable  although  the  act  was  com- 
mitted through  lack  of  discretion  or  judg- 

ment, or  loss  of  temper  occasioned  by  the 
circumstances  of  the  occasion. 

A  theatre  owner,  therefore,  is  liable  tO' 
patrons  for  frauds,  deceits,  concealments, 
misrepresentations,  torts,  negligences  and 
other  misfeasances  and  omissions  of  duty 

of  his  manager  in  the  course  of  his  employ- 

ment, although  the  owner  did  not  author- 
ize, or  justify,  or  participate  in,  or  indeed, 

know  of,  such  misconduct,  or  even  if  he 
forbade  them,  or  disapproved  of  them. 

This  rule  of  the  law  is  founded  on  public 

policy  and  in  no  other  way  could  there  be 
any  safety  to  third  persons  in  their  dealing, 
either  directly  with  employers  or  indirectly. 
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Obviously,  however,  these  established  rules 

of  the  law  do  not  apply  to  common  em- 
ployes such  as  ushers,  cleaners,  picture  ma- 
chine operators,  or  other  persons  who  are 

employed  to  perform  specific  duties  not  re- 
lated to  or  connected  with  the  injury  upon 

which  a  suit  against  a  theatre  owner  is 
based. 

In  Nees  v.  Goldman  (154  S.  E.  769)  a 
manager  struck  a  patron  while  arguing  over 
money  which  the  manager  claimed  was  due 
his  employer.  The  injured  patron  sued 

for  $7,500.  It  was  contended  by  the  propri- 
etor that  the  manager  was  not  acting  within 

the  scope  of  his  authority  or  duties  when  he 
committed  the  assault.  However,  the  higher 
court  held  the  employer  liable. 

ABUSIVE  LANGUAGE 

In  still  another  very  significant  case  (64 
S.  W.  [2d]  163)  an  employe  said  in  a  loud 

voice,  "I'll  put  every  one  of  you  damn 
fellows  out  of  here."  The  employe  was 
authorized  to  eject  patrons  and  the  higher 
court  held  the  employer  liable,  saying: 

"Since,  in  view  of  this  language,  which 
was  spoken  in  the  presence  of  others  and 
is  clearly  abusive  and  insulting,  appellee 
was  entitled  to  recover  for  mortification 

and  humiliation  of  feeling." 
Also,  in  148  S.  W.  46,  where  there  was 

no  wrongful  ejection,  but  the  manager 
cursed  and  abused  a  patron,  the  employer 
was  held  liable  for  $600  damages. 

It  is  therefore  quite  apparent  that  a 

theatre  owner  may  be  liable  in  damages 
where  a  patron  is  rightfully  ejected  from 
the  theatre,  but  is  cursed  and  abused  by 
the  theatre  owner  or  his  authorized  em- 

ployes. This  is  true  notwithstanding  the 

fact  that  no  greater  force  than  was  neces- 
sary was  used  when  ejecting  the  patron. 

A  recently  modernized  projection  room  in  South 
America,  that  of  the  Gran  Cine  in  Buenos  Aires — 
located,  it  is  probably  well  to  add,  on  the  Argen- 

tine capital's  own  Broadway.  The  projectors  are 
Kalee,  of  British  manufacture.  The  new  projection 
lamps,  however,  are  of  American  make,  being 
Ashcraft  suprex-arc  type  lamps.  The  lamps  were 
supplied  through  the  establishment  of  Eugenio 
M.  Etchegoin,  Ashcraft  representative  in  Argen- 

tina and  Uruguay,  who  provided  the  entire  projec- 
tion and  sound  equipment  for  the  Gran  Cine 

installation.  For  new  theatres,  and  in  the  course 
of  reconditioning  existing  houses,  South  American 
theatre  operators,  it  is  reported,  are  widely 
adopting  the  suprex  arc  for  their  projection  light 
sources. 

CLANCY 

The  Last  Word  in  Stage  Rigging 

From  our  engineering  department  has  come  practically 

every  new  development  and  improvement  in  the  method  of 

rigging  a  stage  and  in  stage  equipment  and  hardware. 

For  more  than  50  years  we  have  taken  the  lead  in  this 

development  work.  Clancy  stage  equipment  is  now  known 

throughout  the  world  for  its  safety,  dependability  and economy. 

Let  us  help  you  or  your  architect  to  plan  or  remodel 

your  stage.  Let  us  help  you  select  new  rigging  or  parts. 

We — and  our  agents  in  leading  cities — are  at  your  service, 
without  obligation  to  you. 

Complete  stage  rigging  catalog  on  request. 

R.  CLANCY,   INC.,    SYRACUSE,  N 

Y. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

Tells  all  the  facts  about 

your  business  each  week 

A  system  devised  expressly  for  keeping  a  correct  tabu- 

lation of  each  day's  receipts  and  expenses. 
All  information  required  by  the  Social  Security  Act  can  be 

easily  and  quickly  obtained  both  weekly  and  for  longer 

periods  as  the  total  is  accumulated  from  week  to  week. 

Guard  against  losses  through  errors.  Order  this  ledger 
today ! 

$3 

ENOUGH 

YEAR'S 

FOR  A  FULL 

BOOKKEEPING 

OP 

QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER 
NEW  YORK 

SPECIFY   THE   GOLDE  STANDARD 

STEREO  TWIN  DISSOLVER, 

$100.00    The      Double     Dissolver     /  <^ 
Stereopticon    for    slide  / 

and  effect   projection.   Low  in     S  ̂. 
price — superior  design.  / 

AT  ALL  DEALERS  / 

-BLOWERS- 
Capacities  from    1,000  to    15,000  C.F.M. 

All  -  Steel  Construction 
Prices  from  $18.95  up 

Write  for  Details 

TAYLOR    MANUFACTURING  CO. 
OFFICE:  4000  8.   DIVISION  AVE. 

GRAND   RAPIDS,  MICH. 
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BETTER  THEATRES 

CATALOG  BUREAU 

Detailed  information  concerning  products  listed  will  be  sent  to  any  theatre 

owner,  manager,  architect  or  projectionist.  Fill  in  coupon  below  and  mail. 

Readers  will  find  many  of  the  products  listed  are  advertised  in  this  issue. 

Acoustic  materials 
Air  filters 
Air  conditioning,  complete 
Air  washers 
Amplifiers 
Amplifier  tubes 
Architectural  materials 

(specify  purpose  for  which 
material  it  wanted) 

Automatic  curtain  control 

B 

Batteries,  storage 

Carbons 
Carpets 
Carpet  cushion 
Chairs,  theatre 
Change  makers 
Changeable  letters 
Changeovers 
Cleaners,  vacuum 
Color  hoods 
Cutout  machines 

Dimmers 
Disinfectants 

Effect  machines 
Electric  signal  and  control 

devices 
Emergency  lighting  plants 
Exciter  lamps 

Fans,  ventilating 
Film  rewinders 
Film  splicing  devices 
Fire  Prevention  Devices, 

projector 

Fire  extinguishers 
Flashers,  electric  sign 
Flood  lighting 
Floor  cleaners 
Floor  surfacing  material 
Fountains 
Frames,  lobby  display 

G 
Grilles,  ventilating 

H 
Hearing  Aids 
Heating  systems 
Horns 

Ladders,  safety 

Lamps,  incandescent 

projection 
Lamps,  projection  arc Lenses 

Lighting,  emergency 
Lighting,  decorative 
Lifts— organ,  orchestra 

M 

Marquees 
Mats  and  runners 
Microphones 
Motor-generators 
Motors  (specify  purpose) 
Music  stands 

Organs 
P 

Paints,  lacquers,  etc. 
Perfumers 
Photo-electric  cells 
Portable  projectors 
Portable  sound  equipmen* 
Projectors,  motion  picture 

(specify  kind) 
Public  address  systems 

Rectifiers 
Reflectors,  projection  arc 
Reflector  shields 

Regulators,  mazda Reels 

Rewinders,  film 
Rheostats 

Safes,  office 
Screens 
Screen  masks  and  modifiers 
Screen  resurfacing  service 
Seat  covers 

Signs,  directional 
Signs,  theatre  name 
Shutters,  projection  port 
Soundheads 

Speakers Splicers,  film 
Stage  lighting  equipment Stage  rigging 

Stereopticons 
Switchboards 

Tickets 
Ticket  booths 
Ticket  issuing  machines 
Transformers 

U 

Uniforms 

Vacuum  cleaners 
Vending  machines 
Ventilating  systems 
Ventilation  control 

instruments 

[12-12-36] 

"BETTER  THEATRES"  DIVISION,  Motion  Picture  Herald, 
Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

Gentlemen:  I  should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  following  items: 

(Refer  to  items  by  name,  as  listed  above) 

1    7  

2    8.  .    

3      9  

4   10  

5   II   

6   12  

Remarks  (or  any  items  not  listed  above): 

Name   Theatre    City 

State   Seating  Capacity   

Index  to 

ADVERTISERS 

Adler  Sign  Letter  Co   31 
American  Mat  Corp   47 

Amperite  Co  '   50 
Artkraft  Sign  Co.,  The  17-49 
Ashcraft  Manufacturing  Co.,  C.  S...  32 

Baldor  Electric  Co   38 

Ballantyne  Co.,  The   42 
Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Co   38 
Best  Device  Co   38 

Brenlcert  Light  Projection  Co   37 

Carbondale  Machine  Corp   26 
Chase  &  Co.,  L.  C   23 

Clancy,  Inc.,  J.  R   51 

Da-Lite  Screen  Co   44 

Dictograph  Products  Co.,  Inc   28 

Fish-Schurman  Corp   42 

Garver  Electric  Co   48 

Gates  Radio  &  Supply  Co   35 
General  Electric  Co   41 

General  Electric  Co.,  Nela  Park.  ...  25 
General  Seating  Co   47 
GoldE  Manufacturing  Co   51 

Hall  &  Connolly,  Inc   44 
Hertner  Electric  Co   40 

Heywood-Wakefield  Co   27 
Hoffmann-Soons  E.  &  E.  Corp   42 
Hurley  Screen  Co   40 
Ideal  Seating  Co   29 

International  Projector  Corp. 

Third  Cover 
International  Seat  Corp   32 

International  Register  Corp   30 

Jackson  &  Co.,  Inc.,  O.  W   32 

Kaplan  Mfg.  &  Supply  Co.,  Sam.  .  .  48 
Kneisley  Electric  Co   50 

Lavezzi  Machine  Works   48 

Libbey-Owens-Ford  Glass  Co., 
Vitrolite  Div  Insert 

McAuley  Mfg.  Co.,  J.  E.  .  .Second  Cover 
and  Page  34 

Montgomery  Ward  &  Co   45 
Movie  Supply  Co.,  Ltd   30 

N.  A.  N.  Automatic  Light  Control  Co. 

44 
National  Carbon  Co.,  Inc..   39 

National  Super  Service  Co.,  The.  ...  24 
National  Theatre  Supply  Co   31 

Ozone-Air,  Inc   44 

Pantasote  Co.,  Inc.,  The   28 

Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Co   3 

Projection  Optics  Co   40 

RCA  Mfg.  Co.,  Inc  Fourth  Cover 
Royal  Metal  Manufacturing  Co   18 

S.  O.  S.  Corp   40 

Strong  Electric  Corp.,  The   43 

Taylor  Manufacturing  Co   51 
Tele-Radio  Corp   44 
Trimm  Radio  Manufacturing  Co..  .  .  32 

Union  Carbide  &  Carbon  Corp   39 

Wagner  Sign  Service,  Inc   28 
Weber  Machine  Corp   42 

Wolverine  Blower  Works   30 
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PROJECTORS  —  DISTRIBUTED NATIONAL  THEATRE    SUPPLY  COMPANY 

r*j~jr^~  ****** 
^^^^  ̂ ^THAOE     MARK  ̂ t^^T 

DELIVERIES 

EGINNINC  FEBRUARY  B5™ 

PEDESTAL 

REGISTE  RED 

Since  the  introduction  of  sound 

reproducing  equipment  projec- 
tors have  had  to  accommodate 

more  heavily  constructed  de- 

vices including  sound  repro- 

ducers, heavy  duty  arc  lamps, 

more  sturdily  constructed  mech- 

anisms and  larger  magazines. 

Recently  the  introduction  of  the 

standard  2000'  release  print 
has  placed  a  further  burden  of 

weight  on  motion  picture  pro- 

jection equipment. 

&umr&mtM&sc  PEDESTAL 

has  been  designed  to  meet 

these  demands  and  in  addition 

permits  all  the  necessary  quick 

adjustments  so  greatly  appre- 

ciated by  projectionists. 

£utwJ&rrw&?c  PEDESTAL 

Undoubtedly  the  finest  projec- 

tor pedestal  now  on  the  market 

will  prove  a  profitable  invest- 
ment for  theatre  owners  and 

managers  who  fully  realize  the 

box  office  value  of  good  projec- 

tion. Patrons  today  shop  for 

quality  and  Super  Simplex  pro- 

jector, mechanism  and  pedes- 

tal have  many  advantages 

which  will  be  appreciated  by 

theatre  owners,  managers  and 

projectionists  who  wish  to  give 

their  audience  the  finest  pos- 
sible screen  results. 

FULL  INFORMATION  REGARDING 

SUPER  SIMPLEX  PEDESTAL  OR 

ANY  OF  OUR  PRODUCTS  WILL  BE 

FURNISHED  BY  THIS  COMPANY  OR 

ANY  BRANCH  OF  THE  NATIONAL 

THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY. 

With  RCA  Photophorv 

Rotary  Stabilizer  Soundhe; 

With  ERPI  Mirrophonk 
Heavy  Duty  Reproduce 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR  CORPORATION 



PHOTOPHO*E 

ms  Magic  voiCE 

of  the  screen 

I
'
 

New  RCA  Cellular  Speakers 

are  the  final  link  in  creating 

perfect  sound  reproduction! 

There's  something  new  in  motion  picture 

sound!  It's  a  new  voice — the  Magic  Voice 

of  the  Screen!  And  it  belongs  to  RCA  Pho- 

tophone  equipment! 

The  Magic  Voice  of  the  Screen  is  the  name 

for  RCA's  newest  complete  high  fidelity  sound  system 
including  Cellular  Speakers.  RCA  Cellular  Speakers 

are  the  final  link  in  the  chain  of  perfect  sound  repro- 

duction which  Photophone  has  so  progressively  been 

forging  for  years. 

Cellular  Speakers!  The  famous  Rotary  Stabilizer!  High 

Fidelity  Amplifiers! — All  these  make  RCA  Photophone 

the  outstanding  leader  in  its  field.  And  these  features 

mean  bigger  box  office  for  you.  That's  why  we  urge 
you  to  join  the  sweeping  trend  to  Photophone.  Give 

your  screen  this  great  Magic  Voice.  Let  it  prove  its  mag- 

netic pulling  power  at  your  box  office! 

RCA  presents  the  Metropolitan  Opera  every  Saturday  afternoon.  And  "Magic 
Key  of  RCA"  every  Sunday  2  to  3  P.M.,  E.S.T.  Both  on  NBC  Blue  Network. 

There's  magic  in  the  name 

ii 

MAGIC  VOICE 

that  will  sing  you  a  song 

of  profit! 
Millions  of  Americans  are  familiar 
with  the  Magic  Voice  of  RCA 
Victor  radios.  And,  when  you  own 
this  new  Photophone  equipment, 

you  can  advertise  "The  Magic Voice  of  the  Screen  — an  RCA 

product"— and  profit  by  the  wide- 
spread knowledge  of  the  Magic 

Voice  name  and  by  RCA's  repu- tation. The  radio  Magic  Voice 
represents  the  highest  standard 
of  tonal  quality  in  the  home.  The 
Magic  Voice  of  the  Screen  attains 
that  same  lofty  peak  in  the  theatre! 

What  the  new  RCA 

Cellular  Speakers  mean  to  you 

1  They  are  the  first  speakers  to 
distribute  all  higher  frequen- 

cies evenly  throughout  the 

theatre. 
2  They  have  tremendous  power 

handling  capacity. 

3  They  provide  undistorted  re- 
production of  all  notes— low- 

est to  highest. 

4  They  require  less  room  back- 
stage. 
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93  STORY  PURCHASES 

SET  8  MONTHS  RECORD 

INDUSTRY  RUSHES  AID 

TO  FLOOD  SUFFERERS 

MCM  OPENS  xGOOD  EARTH/ 
HOLLYWOOD  &  BROADWAY 

U.  S.  FINDS  WORLD  SERVED 

BY  95,379  SCREEN  SHOWS 

COLUMBIA  IS  SIXTH  TO 

ADOPT  MPTOA  TRADE  CODE 

MPTOA  CONVENTION  SET 

MARCH  16;  ALLIED  MAY  12 
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Just  Opened  to  a 

World  of  Praise! 

Another  fowpring  X/lfVM  Rnarkhnw  sfqrfs  nn 

its  history  making 

Metros 
yer  resounds  through  the 

amusement  world.  Again  your  patrons  realize 

that  they  are  getting  the  best  in  films  because 

you  bring  them  M'G-M  Stars  and  Attractions. 

"THE  GOOD  EARTH"  is  now  playing  Twice  Daily  at  $2 

admission  at  the  Astor  Theatre,  N.  Y.  and  the  Carthay  Circle 

Theatre,  Los  Angeles.  All  Seats  Reserved. 



THE  GOOD  EARTH 
Starring 

PAUL  MUNI 

LUISE  RAINER 

Walter  Connolly  •  Tilly 
Losch  •  Charley  Grapewin 

Jessie  Ralph  •  Based  on  the 
Novel  by  Pearl  S.  Buck. 
Adapted  for  the  Stage 

by  Owen  Davis  and  Donald Davis  •  Directed  by  Sidney 

Franklin  •  An  M-G-M  Picture 



Look  for 

FOR  4  (COUNT  'EM) 

WAYS  TO  MAKE  FEBRUARY 

AMERICAS  FAVORITE 

FILM  MONTH! 



/  Letters  on  the  Box 

Accept  No  Substitutes! 

To  be  sure  you  get  the  genuine  ar- 

ticles, phone  or  wire  today  for  the 

FAMOUS  FEBRUARY  FOUR 

Available  only  through  the  offices  of 

WARNER  BROS. 



THE  VEtRS  MOST 

THRILLING  TITLE 

i  c  |S 

THE  KEYSTONE 

OF  YOUR  FUTURE 

CY
  si

*€t
t 

ASS 

Victor Wa/ter 

McLAGLEN  *  CONNOLLY 

Peter LORRE 

IP  l" 

in 

NANCY  STEELE 

IS  MISSING 

With 

JUNE  LANG  •  ROBERT  KENT 
and 

SHIRLEY  DEANE  •  JOHN  CARRADINE 

JANE  DARWELL   •   HELEN  JEROME  EDDY 

FRANK  CONROY 

Directed  by  George  Marshall 

Associate  Producer  Nunnally  Johnson.  Screen  play  by 

Gene  Fowler  and  Hal  Long.  Based  on  a  story  by  Charles  Francis  Coe 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck  in  Charge  of  Production 

THE  YEAR'S  MOST 

STIRRING  SHOW 
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HERE  AND  OVER  THERE 

THE  issues  and  unending  problems  of  the  motion  picture 

industry  of  these  United  States,  at  home  and  within  it- 
self, are  so  many,  so  strenuous  and  so  considerable  that 

it  is  not  surprising  that  we  are  not  ever  conscious  of  both 
the  world  problems  of  the  screen  and  their  involvement  of  the 
whole  of  American  trade  in  a  troubled  world. 

Information  which  still  stands  in  the  "off-the-record" — and 
damn  that  phrase — category,  indicates  anew  and  strongly  that 
the  wares  of  Hollywood  are  intensely  important  in  the  foreign 
trade  picture,  with  bearings  on  the  sum  total  effect  of  trade 
treaties  and  many  ramifications  of  American  industry  in  no 
manner  directly  related. 

Everywhere  the  walls  of  nationalism  are  being  raised  against 
the  American  motion  picture  to  the  highest  practical  point. 
Practicality  in  this  instance  means  the  adjustment  between 
the  overseas  exhibitor  who  wants  all  the  American  film  he  can 

get,  on  the  one  side,  and  against  him  governments  which  want 

the  screen  for  propaganda,  direct  and  indirect,  and  patriots 
who  would  like  to  prosper  making  films  for  their  government 
aligned  against  the  exhibitor  and  his  customers. 

The  result  is  inevitably  increasing  restriction  of  imports  of 
American  film,  which  in  turn  means  more  and  more  intensive 

selection  of  hit  material  by  the  importers,  putting  new  pre- 

mium on  "A"  product,  new  handicaps  on  mine-run  production. 

MEANWHILE  it  is  commonly  asserted  and  probably  as 

true  as  any  generalization,  that  American  picture  pro- 
duction makes  its  cost  at  home  and  its  profits  in  the 

foreign  market. 

That  condition,  with  the  influences  it  bespeaks,  would  seem 
to  make  the  world  market  of  the  motion  picture  business  a 

concern  of  and  interesting,  exceedingly,  to  the  American  exhib- 
itor. It  is  not  clear  that  he  can  do  anything  about  it,  but  it 

can  and  does  have  effects  of  large  importance  on  the  mer- 
chandise which  he  must  present.  It  plainly  enough  indicates 

that  as  the  foreign  market  becomes  more  and  more  highly 

selective  under  its  restrictions  of  import,  Hollywood  of  neces- 
sity must  on  its  major  efforts  direct  itself  with  ever-growing 

intensity  to  the  quest  of  a  cosmic  general  appeal,  which  by 
miracle  is  reasonably  approximated. 

Meanwhile,  admitting  miracle,  at  from  a  million  to  two  mil- 
lion per  miracle,  breadth  of  appeal  does  not,  unfortunately, 

carry  with  it  depth,  and  sober  Hollywood  will  admit  that  to 
do  a  better  job  at  home  it  could  do  with  here  and  there 
some  depth. 

In  consequence  of  this  well  near  incestuous  competition 

with  itself,  Hollywood,  with  more  intelligence  than  the  intel- 
ligentsia knows,  is  trending  again,  ever  so  tentatively. 

THE  trend  begins  to  shine  through  in  the  more  casual,  inti- 
mately unofficial,  conversations  of  such  diverse  persons  of 

weight  as  Mr.  Sam  Briskin  of  RKO,  with  his  observations  of 

the  facts  about  the  success,  in  terms  of  "art",  of  "The  In- 
former", which  is  in  his  office  not  exactly  what  the  critics 

thought,  as  of  Mr.  Frank  Capra  of  Columbia,  just  at  the  end 

of  a  two-million-dollar  project  of  which  he  thinks  well,  and 
of  Mr.  Douglas  MacLean  of  Grand  National,  who  incidental 

to  his  graver  labours  is  taking  a  slant-eyed  approach  at  a 
minority  market  of  intelligence  with  a  native-made  Chinese 
picture.  These  most  practical  persons  are  thinking  about 
product  that  might  be  addressed  to  less  than  the  entire,  and 

cockeyed,  world. 
It  is  a  casual  thought  that  if  this  trending  keeps  on  we 

shall  presently  be  seeing  some  important  experimenting  and 

angling  for  minority  audiences  in  the  "B"  production  of 
Hollywood.  Since  the  "B"  picture  is  only  a  "filler"  anyway,  it 
is  there  that  Hollywood  may  venture  away  from  proved 

patterns. 

AND  now,  returning  to  our  considerations  of  international 
relations,  it  is  to  be  asserted  that  the  whole  of  Ameri- 

can industry  is  a  party  at  interest  in  the  continued 
access  of  the  products  of  Hollywood  to  the  world  screen. 

It  may  be  said  without  the  divulgence  of  confidences  that 

support  of  the  American  motion  picture  industry's  interests 
abroad  has  been  empowered  importantly  by  the  ability  of 
its  protagonist  to  show  in  influential  governmental  quarters 
that  Hollywood  sells  not  only  pictures  but  the  United  States 
and  its  goods. 

It  is  an  inevitable  consequence  of  this  fact  that  the  Amer- 
ican film  has  met  with  oppositions  far  beyond  any  that  might 

have  been  expressed  against  its  invasive  qualities  as  amuse- 
ment merchandise.  It  is  then  only  fair  and  proper  that  the 

American  picture,  this  35mm.  ambassador  of  industry,  purvey- 
ing by  indirection  and  the  persuasion  of  drama  all  that  America 

has  to  sell,  should  and  does  receive  important,  effective  official 
support  in  high  places. 

The  American  motion  picture  can,  if  need  be,  make  a  very 
good  living  for  itself,  and  satisfy  its  customers  at  home.  It 
would  not  be  a  very  good  day  for  American  industry,  and  its 
workers,  if  that  had  to  be  done. 
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This  Week 

Newsreels  on  Floods 

The  five  newsreel  companies  this  week 
allotted  practically  their  entire  footage  to 
a  pictorial  survey  of  the  floods  along  the 
Ohio  and  Mississippi  rivers,  supplementing 
each  issue  with  editorial  shots  of  the  stricken 

areas  as  they  were  filmed.  In  one  or  two 
cases  a  bit  of  space  was  given  over  to  the 
automobile  strike  in  Michigan. 
An  account  of  new  damages  to  theatres 

and  the  industry's  activities  in  flood  relief 
starts  on  page  15. 

93  Stories  Bought 

Hollywood's  producers  started  their  search 
for  screen  material  for  1937  by  making  93 

purchases  in  January  to  break  an  eight- 

months'  record  established  last  May.  Some 
24  producing  companies  participated  in  the 
January  acquisitions,  prominent  among 
them  being  Columbia,  with  its  purchase  of 

the  current  George  Kaufman-Moss  Hart 

Broadway  stage  hit,  "You  Can't  Take  It 
With  You,"  at  a  price  reported  to  have  been 
approximately  $200,000. 
A  complete  list  of  stories  bought,  with  all 

available  credits,  is  found  on  page  23. 

'Way  for  Melodrama 
Hollywood  interpretation  of  public  de- 

mand is  to  the  effect  that  there  is  a  rising 
market  for  melodrama  and  producers  have 
arranged  studio  schedules  with  a  view  to 

supplying  that  market  adequately  in  the  im- 
mediate future.    The  trend  is  general. 

Titles  and  sponsors  of  pictures  designed 
to  meet  the  indicated  demand  are  listed  on 

page  39. 

Answering  Ostrer 

Exhibition  in  Great  Britain  could  not  ex- 

ist, either  physically  or  economically,  with- 
out American  product,  practical  men  in 

Wardour  Street  commented  following  the 
suggestion  of  Isidore  Ostrer,  president  of 
Gaumont  British,  that  American  producers 

be  required  to  spend  one-fourth  as  much  by 
buying  British  product  as  they  take  out 
of  Britain  with  American  pictures. 

Details  of  Mr.  Ostrer's  proposals  and  the 
British  trade's  reactions  are  recorded  on 
page  58. 

Talent  Insurance 

Lloyds  and  other  assurance  companies 
have  discontinued  granting  producers  poli- 

cies on  talent  while  pictures  are  in  produc- 
tion. The  influenza  epidemic,  which  has 

held  up  many  pictures,  is  held  accountable 
for  the  decision  and  for  increased  rates  to 
be  assessed  on  resumption  of  the  practice. 

The  story  is  on  page  39. 

Columbia  Accepts 

Columbia,  answering  the  trade  practice 

proposals  put  forward  by  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Theatre  Owners  of  America,  has  agreed 

to  eliminate  the  score  charge,  cooperate  in 
the  establishment  of  local  conciliation 

boards,  grant  a  ten  per  cent  cancellation 
privilege  on  a  restricted  basis,  and  aid  in 
overcoming  other  trade  practice  evils. 

Abe  Montague's  letter  to  Edward  Kuy- 
kendall  is  quoted  on  page  27. 
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Chicago  News  Page  56 

The  Release  Chart  Page  81 

J.  C.  Jenkins'  Colyum  Page  91 

Technological  Page  60 

Quigley  Luncheon 

Martin  Quigley,  editor-in-chief  and  pub- 
lisher of  Motion  Picture  Herald,  was 

tendered  a  luncheon  in  Mexico  City  Mon- 
day at  the  Hotel  Reforma,  attended  by 

a  number  of  motion  picture  executives  and 
newspaper  men. 

Among  those  present  were  Arthur  Prat- 
chett,  Paramount ;  Luis  Lezama,  Radio ; 

Gustave  Mohme,  Twentieth  Century-Fox; 
Jacob  Epstein,  Universal ;  Gordon  Dunlap 
and  Frederick  Sordo,  United  Artists;  Car- 

los Niebla,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;  Felipe 
Mier,  independent  distributor ;  Enrique  Zie- 
nert  of  the  Film  Board  of  Trade,  Wattersoi> 
R.  Rothacker  and  Walter  Howey. 

Admission  Taxes  Up 

Admission  tax  receipts  for  December  as 

announced  by  the  Bureau  of  Internal  Rev- 
enue were  $2,194,584,  a  new  high  which 

brings  the  total  for  1936  to  $18,457,482,  an 
increase  of  more  than  $2,500,000  over  the 
1935  total  of  $16,406,021. 

The  statistics  are  on  page  34. 

Young  Talent 
Efforts  of  the  motion  picture  companies 

to  discover  and  encourage  new  talent  and  to 
obtain  the  rights  to  good  plays  without  sub- 

mitting to  the  terms  of  the  Dramatists'  Guild 
new  basic  agreement  bore  their  first  fruit 
this  week  in  the  announcement  of  the  win- 

ners of  five  fellowships  and  scholarships  and 
one  cash  prize  in  a  competition  conducted 
by  the  Bureau  of  New  Plays,  Inc.  The 
bureau,  under  the  directorship  of  Theresa 
Helburn,  is  fostered  by  seven  major  produc- 

ing companies. 
The  story  of  the  competition  is  on  page  17. 

Al  Cohn  with  Selznick 

Alfred  A.  Cohn,  United  States  Collector 
of  Customs  of  the  Port  of  Los  Angeles,  has 

joined  the  writing  staff  of  Selznick  Inter- 
national. Mr.  Cohn  has  been  in  the  writing 

departments  of  several  studios,  most  recent- 
ly with  Warner  Brothers.  He  was  for  years 

West  Coast  manager  of  Photoplay  under  the 
late  James  R.  Quirk. 

Picture  on  page  10. 

Back  to  the  Front 

Clubwomen  of  Chicago  have  returned  to 
the  wars,  and  are  determined  to  give  the 
quietus  to  the  double  feature.  Supporting 
the  familiar  arguments  against  the  practice 
they  have  launched  surveys  in  churches  and 
homes,  offices  and  schools,  to  find  out  just 

how  many  really  want  two  features  in  a  pro- 

gram. 

Further  developments  in  the  Chicago 

situation  appear  on  page  — . 
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Chance  Games  Truce 

Philadelphia  exhibitors,  forced  to  abandon 
chance  games  last  week  by  the  police,  have 

obtained  a  four  weeks'  truce  during  which 
the  games  will  operate  and  a  test  case  will 
be  initiated  to  determine  the  legal  status  of 
the  practice.  The  truce  was  arranged  at  a 
conference  with  Mayor  S.  Davis  Wilson. 

The  Philadelphia  dispute  and  other  chance 
game  developments  are  reported  on  page  34. 

Aylesworth  Resigns 

Merlin  Hall  Aylesworth  on  Monday  an- 
nounced his  resignation  as  board  chairman 

of  RKO  to  become  associated  with  the  man- 

agement of  the  Scripps-Howard  newspapers. 
Thus  does  Mr.  Aylesworth  end  an  eleven- 
year  association  with  amusements  in  radio 
and  motion  pictures,  for  the  Radio  Cor- 
poration. 

See  page  16. 

Exhibitor  Conventions 

Organized  exhibitor  activity  this  week 
was  marked  by  the  MPTOA  and  Allied 
States  setting  March  16th  and  May  12th, 
respectively,  as  the  dates  for  their  annual 
national  conventions,  and  by  the  election  of 
officers  in  state  exhibitor  organizations  in 
California,  District  of  Columbia,  Missouri, 
New  England,  and  Maryland. 

Exhibitor  organization  activities  are  re- 
ported on  page  30. 

Court  Review  Denied 

The  supreme  court  in  Washington  this 
week  denied  the  pleas  of  Archibald  Palmer, 
Louis  Boehm  and  Samuel  Zirn  to  review 
the  action  of  the  New  York  federal  district 

court  in  rejecting  applications  for  allowances 
exceeding  $100,000  filed  as  representatives 
of  security  owners  in  the  Paramount  re- 
organization. 

Details  are  on  page  54. 

Drunkenness  Banned 

A  decision  to  curtail  scenes  in  motion  pic- 
tures depicting  drinking  and  drunkenness 

was  reached  in  Hollywood  this  week  at  a 
meeting  of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers 
and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.  Will  H. 
Hays,  president  of  the  organization,  issued 
a  call  for  the  annual  meeting  of  member 
producers  to  be  held  in  Hollywood  on 
Thursday. 
A  letter  has  been  sent  by  Joseph  Breen, 

director  of  the  Production  Code  Administra- 
tion, to  all  major  producers  appraising  them 

of  the  new  policy  adopted  and  informing 
them  that  the  code  authority  has  been  auth- 

orized to  eliminate  scenes  which,  in  its 
judgement,  come  under  the  aforementioned 
category. 
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French  Outlook 

With  110  features  made  by  French  studios 
last  year,  and  thirty  of  them  rated  of  a 
standard  of  production  to  be  compared  favor- 

ably with  large  foreign  subjects,  the  pro- 
ducers in  France  are  making  the  customary 

slow  start  but  hope  for  an  excellent  year, 
starting  in  March,  though  they  have  one 
eye  to  the  poiltical  situation  as  an  impor- tant factor. 

A  list  of  outstanding  French  pictures  of 
the  past  year  appears  in  the  article  by  Pierre 
Autre,  beginning  on  page  53. 

Academy  Awards 

The  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 

Sciences  in  Hollywood  has  started  the  ma- 
chinery for  determining  the  production  and 

talent  award  winners  for  outstanding 
achievements  in  1937,  establishing  a  basic 
list  of  383  features  from  which  the  selec- 

tions will  be  made. 
First  nominations  are  listed  on  page  62. 

101  Approved 
The  Production  Code  Administration 

granted  seals  to  101  features  and  64  shorts 
in  the  two  months  from  November  21,  1936, 

to  January  23,  1937.  Of  these  only  six  fea- 
tures and  one  short  were  reissues. 

The  record  by  companies  is  on  page  62. 

Nazi  Newsreel  Review 

The  newsreel  review  of  1936  in  Nazi  Ger- 
many reached  the  screens  of  Berlin  this 

week,  but  only  after  Dr.  Paul  Josephs  Goeb- 
bels,  Minister  of  Propoganda  and  Public 
Enlightenment,  and  his  staff,  had  done  a 
thorough  job  of  editing.  So  much  so,  that 
only  three  events  that  occurred  outside  of 
Germany  reach  the  screen.  Ralph  W. 
Barnes,  special  correspondent  of  the  New 
York  Herald-Tribune  in  Berlin,  reviews  the 
issue  in  a  copyrighted  dispatch  to  his  paper. 

Excerpts  of  his  review  are  found  on  page 
54. 

Newspapers  on  the  Air 

A  movement  in  Congress  to  check  or  con- 
trol newspaper  ownership  of  radio  stations 

has  culminated  in  the  introduction  of  a  bill 

by  Representative  Wearin  of  Iowa  to  re- 
quire the  separation  of  such  interests. 

See  page  38. 

Time's  Birthday 
With  its  February  issue  March  of  Time 

marks  its  second  birthday.  The  first  release, 
in  February,  1935,  played  in  400  theatres  and 
the  present  issue  will  be  distributed  by  RKO 
to  9,982  houses. 

See  page  54. 
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Lawmakers 

Presentation  of  the  independent  appropria- 
tions bill  in  Congress  was  the  occasion  for 

an  attack  this  week  by  Representative  Wig- 
glesworth  of  Massachusetts  on  the  Federal 
Communications  Commission.  Mr.  Wiggles- 
worth  demanded  an  investigation.  State 
legislatures  in  full  swing  are  considering 
new  or  increased  taxes  affecting  the  motion 
picture  industry. 

Legislative  news  is  reviewed  on  page  38. 

Roxy  Plan  Advanced 

Federal  Judge  Francis  G.  Caffey  this  week 
directed  that  copies  of  the  Roxy  Theatre 
Corporation  reorganization  plan  be  sent  out 
to  security  holders  and  creditors  with  the 
notice  that  the  court  neither  has  approved 

nor  disapproved  of  the  plan.  At  the  same 
time  it  was  revealed  that  the  theatre  showed 

earnings  of  $83,230  for  the  26  weeks  end- 
ing Dec.  10,  1936,  which  was  at  the  rate  of 

4.63  per  cent  on  its  first  mortgage  bonds. 

Mid-season  Sales 

Mid-seasonal  sales  campaigns  are  on  in 
full  blast,  ten  companies  presently  engaging 
in  conferences  between  both  coasts  to  start 
off  their  field  forces  on  the  second  lap  of 
1936-37. 

Meetings  and  special  drives  form  part  of 

the  new  sales  efforts,  as  described  on 

page  42. Salaries 

Supplemental  salary  lists  reported  to  Con- 
gress this  week  by  the  Treasury  Department 

included  a  lengthy  report  from  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer.  Greta  Garbo  was  reported 
as  having  received  $332,500  from  that  com- 

pany in  1935. The  list  is  on  page  61. 

Production  Recedes 

Production  eased  noticeably  during  the 

final  week  of  January  with  but  four  new  pic- 
tures going  into  work  as  seven  finished, 

netting  a  total  of  51  pictures  on  the  schedule. 
Personnel  and  titles  of  pictures  started 

and  finished  are  given  on  page  39. 

Unfair  Methods  Charged 

Charging  unfair  methods  of  competition  in 
the  leasing  and  renting  of  advertising  motion 

pictures,  the  Federal  Trade  Commission  in 

Washington  this  week  issued  a  formal  com- 
plaint against  Royal  Revues,  Inc.,  West 

Coast  Discount  Corporation  and  their  of- 
ficers, and  Royal  Film  Studio,  Hollywood. 

Later,  cancellation  of  the  complaint  was  an- 
nounced by  the  Commission,  on  the  basis  of 

a  stipulation  under  which  respondents  agree 
to  discontinue  the  practices  complained  of. 

Details  are  on  page  22. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

BACK  TO  WORK.  Jessie  Matthews,  Gau- 
mont-British  star,  was  welcomed  back  to  the 

studio  with  appropriate  ceremonies  by  her 

production  staff  following  her  vacation.  She 

is  presently  to  be  seen  in  "Head  Over  Heels 
in  Love,"  with  a  score  by  Gordon  and  Revel. 

Her  next  film  will  be  "Gangway." 

RECOGNITION.  Representatives  of  the  Irish 

Free  State  attended  the  premiere  of  "The 
Plough  and  the  Stars"  (RKO-Radio)  at  the 
Radio  City  Music  Hall.  L.  to  r.:  Hon.  Leo 
T.  McCauley,  Irish  Consul  General,  Erin 

O'Brien  Moore,  of  the  cast,  Hon.  Sean 
Nunan,  Vice-Consul,  and  W.  G.  Van  Schmus. 

SIGNED.  Alfred  A.  Cohn,  the 
screen  writer  who  served  also 
as  U.  S.  Collector  of  Customs 

at  Los  Angeles,  has  joined  the 
staff  of  Selznick  International. 

BETWEEN  BOSSES.  Left  to  right  below  are 

B.  P.  Schulberg,  John  Trent,  featured  in  "A 
Doctor's  Diary,"  Paramount,  and  Jack  Frye, 
president  of  the  TWA  lines,  who  formerly 

employed  the  actor  as  a  pilot. 

AT  LONDON  PREMIERE.  Sol  Lesser,  produ- 
cer, Phil  Reisman,  RKO-Radio  foreign  sales 

chief,  and  Ralph  Hanbury,  managing  director 

of  Radio  Pictures,  Ltd.,  are  seen  at  a  recep- 
tion held  at  the  London  Savoy  in  connection 

with  the  premiere  of  Mr.  Lesser's  first  Bobby 
Breen  production  in  the  British  capital. 
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WINTER  HOLIDAY.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Samuel 

Soldwyn  are  seen  vacationing  at  the  fash- 
ionable Sun  Valley  resort  at  Ketchum,  Idaho, 

where  they  spent  three  weeks  in  enjoyment  of 

winter  sports  prior  to  the  producer's  return to  the  studio  and  a  full  schedule  of  films  for 
United    Artists  distribution, 

SUPPORTS  DRIVE.  Sam  Ringler,  bel  ow,  ex- 
ecutive of  the  Metropolitan  theatre  circuit, 

pledges  his  support  to  the  George  Schaefer 
Sales  Drive  in  the  presence  of  Moe  Streimer, 
United  Artists  special  representative. 

RENAMED.  This  is  Lynn  Car- 
ver, who  was  Virginia  Reid, 

and  who  returns  to  films  in 

MGM's  "Maytime"  after  study 
in  preparation  for  singing  roles. 

BELIEVE  IT  OR  NOT.  Emphatically  "unusual" 
weather  explains  this  equally  unusual  picture 
of  Fred  MacMurray,  Mitchell  Leisen,  star  and 

director  of  Paramount's  "Swing  High,  Swing 
Low,"  and  other  members  of  the  unit  trying 
to  keep  warm  on  location  in  Southern  Cali- 

fornia.  Mr.  Ripley  please  note. 

PERSONALITIES  MEET.  Betty  Hester,  Ohio 

State  University  junior  who  won  a  week  in 

Hollywood  as  first  prize  in  a  "Garden  of 
Allah'  personality  contest,  is  entertained  at 
the  Selznick  International  studio  by  Janet 

Gaynor,  whose  personality  is  to  be  displayed 

shortly  in  "A  Star  Is  Born." 
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•  Two  hundred  members  of  the  motion 

picture  industry  in  England  attended 

the  Adolph  Zukor  Jubilee  Luncheon  in 

the  Empire  Rooms  of  the  Trocadero  in 

London  on  January  20th  to  honor  the 

pioneer  producer  on  the  completion 

of  a  quarter  century  of  leadership  in 

the  creation  of  screen  entertainment 

Exhibitors  signing  a  testimonial  register. 

Bertram  Mills,  of  the  Mills  Circus,  Sir  Albert  T.  Earle  St.  John,  director  of  exploitation  for  Paramount  Theatres,  Ltd.;  John 

Clavering,  of  Clavering  and  Rose,  and  Ernest  W.  Maxwell,  head  of  British  International;  and  Charles  B.  Cochran,  the  dis- 

Fredman,  editor  of  the  "Daily  Film  Renter."  tinguished  British  impresario. 

A.  L.  Cranfield,  editor  of  "The  Daily  Mail,"  John  Gordon,  editor  of  "The  Mrs.  J.  N.  Walker,  whose  husband  opened  the  first 
Sunday  Express,"  and  Earle  St.  John,  Paramount  exploitation  director.  Paramount  branch  in  England,  and  Harold  Walker. 
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Montague  Goldman,  general  sales  manager  of  Paramount  Service  in  England,  presided.  On  the  dais  were  Sir  William  Jury,  managing 

director  of  Metro-Goldwyn  Mayer,  Ltd.;  Col.  A.  C.  Bromhead,   a  founder  of  Gaumont-British ;  John  Maxwell,  and  Herbert  Wilcox. 

Arthur  Clenstram,  editor  of  "The  Daily  Express";  Sidney  Bern- stein, director  of  Bernstein  Theatres,   and   Herbert  Wilcox. 

Arthur  W.  Jarratt,  director  of  Provincial  Cinematograph  The- 
atres, and  Sir  William  Jury. 

QToastma
ster  Gold

- 

man lauded  Mr. 

Zukor  as  a  builder 

and  a  prophet  and  Sir 

William  Jury  reminisced 

that  he  had  sought  to  buy 

"Queen  Elizabeth" 
 only 

to  be  outbid  by  Gau- 

mont.  John  Maxwell  re- 

called a  contract  made 

with  Mr.  Zukor  for  three 

pictures  from  the  old 

British  National,  the  com- 

pany which  served  as  Mr. 

Maxwell's  introduction
  

to 

the  motion  picture  busi- 

ness. Sam  Eckman,  man- 

aging director  of  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Ma
yer  

in  Eng- 

land, named  the  Sarah 

Bernhardt  film  from  which 

so  much  of  Mr.  Zukor's 
success  is  dated  as  the 

first  feature  to  be  booked 

by  him  for  a  hall  with  a 

seating  capacity  of  299. 

"Queen  Elizabeth" 
 
was 

screened  for  the  guests  as 

a  feature  of  the  occasion. 

F.  W.  Baker,  of  Film  Board  of  Trade, 

and  Capt.  R.  Norton,  of  B.  &  D. 

Bruce  Allan  of  Quigley  Publications  and 

S.  G.  Rayment  of  "Kine  Weekly." 
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CHICAGO  TURNS  OUT.  More  than  75  members  of  the  distriburion  branch  of  the  industry  in  Chicago  attended  the  dinner 

given  at  the  Congress  Hotel  on  January  29th  in  honor  of  Henry  Herbel,  Universal  sales  manager,  retiring  after  four  years  of  serv- 

ice as  president  of  the  Chicago  Film  Board  of  Trade.  Mr.  Herbel  is  seated  at  center  of  the  speakers'  table  with  Felix  Mendelssohn  on 
his  left.  Mr.  Mendelssohn,  Clyde  Eclhardt  and  Jack  Osserman  made  up  the  arrangements  committee. 

GREETS  HIS  PUBLIC.    Paul  Muni,  star  of  "The  Good  Earth,"  CAPITAL  GUESTS.  Accepting  invitations  arranged  by  Charles MGM,  is  seen  addressing  the  microphone  on  the  occasion  of  C.  Petti john,  MPPDA  legislative  expert,  Robert  Taylor  and  Jean 

the  film's  world  premiere  at  the  Carthay  Circle  theatre,  Los  Harlow,  MGM  stars,  were  White  House  guests  entertained  by 
Angeles,  the  evening  of  January  29th.  (See  story  on  page  19.)  Mrs.  Roosevelt  on  the  President's  birthday. 
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INDUSTRY  RUSHES  FLOOD  RELIEF; 

NEWSREELS  AAAKE  RECORD  COVERAGE 

Theatres  in  Memphis  and 

St.  Louis  Areas  Closed;  Bar- 

ring of  Trucks  on  Roads 

Restricts  Distribution 

Motion  picture  exhibition  and  distribu- 
tion this  week  were  still  almost  completely 

demoralized  in  the  inundated  areas  of  the 
Ohio  and  Mississippi  rivers.  While  the 
waters  of  the  Ohio  showed  some  signs  of 
abatement,  other  towns  farther  down  the 
Mississippi  were  threatened.  At  the  same 
time,  the  industry  was  staging  benefits  and 
raising  donations  for  the  American  Red 
Cross. 

Theatres  in  the  Memphis  and  St.  Louis 
areas  began  to  feel  the  effect  of  the  floods 
as  high  waters  forced  them  to  continue 
closed.  Distribution  in  the  affected  areas 

was  virtually  paralyzed  by  the  refusal  of 
the  authorities  to  allow  trucks  to  operate 

on  the  lightless  roads.  Electrical  Research 
Products,  Inc.,  in  New  York,  announced 

abatement  of  service  charges  to  stricken 
theatres.  Film  interests  in  24  cities  led  by 

New  York  and  Hollywood,  completed  their 

donation  quotas  or  drew  up  plans  for  stag- 
ing benefits. 

While  flood  refugees  continued  to  pour  into 
Memphis  by  tens  of  thousands,  theatre  business 
outside  the  city  was  reported  at  virtually  a 
standstill.  The  city  itself  was  still  high  and  dry 
and  likely  to  remain  so,  but  busineess  has 
slumped  severely  in  all  Memphis  theatres. 

Theatres  Dark  in  More  Towns 

Among  towns  served  by  Memphis  exchanges, 
in  which  all  theatres  were  darkened  in  the 
emergency  were  Marked  Tree,  Monette,  Miller, 
Lepanto,  Leachville,  Parkin,  Earle,  Clarendon, 
Cotton  Plant  and  Holly  Grove,  in  Arkansas; 
Senth,  Mo.;  Ridgely  and  Ripley,  Tenn.,  and 
Hickman,  Ky.  Schedules  were  interrupted  or 
stopped  entirely  in  Owensboro,  Henderson, 
Fulton  and  Princeton,  Ky. ;  Covington,  Obion, 
Halls,  Dyersburg,  Newburn  and  Dyer,  Tenn. ; 
Wynne  and  Brinkley,  Ark. ;  Kennett,  Mo.,  and 
Shelby,  Miss. 
Memphis  exchanges  were  reported  to  have 

suffered  heavy  losses  in  damaged  and  lost 
prints. 
Up  the  Mississippi,  in  the  St.  Louis  territory, 

breaking  levees  along  the  Ohio  caused  the 
flooding  of  Mound  City  and  Mounds,  111.,  and 
back  waters  were  reported  in  Harrisburg,  111. 
The  three  theatres  in  these  towns  were  reported 
to  have  escaped  damage. 

Cincinnati  Houses  Reopening 

Farther  north,  in  Cincinnati,  all  amusement 
places  still  were  reported  closed,  but  Millard  M. 
Blattner,  RKO  city  manager  there,  expected 
to  have  his  suburban  theatres  opened  late  this 
week  and  other  managers  hoped  to  be  operating 
at  a  normal  schedule  within  another  seven  days. 
Theatres  in  Shawneetown,  Equality  and 
Metropolis  were  forced  to  close  as  the  lack  of 
power  or  high  waters  darkened  the  Ohio  towns 

of  Middletown,  East  Liverpool,  Martin's  Ferry, 
Bridgeport,  Bellaire,  New  Philadelphia,  Dover, 
Newark,  Batavia,  West  Union,  Ripley,  Woods- 
ville,  Wellsville,  Pomeroy  and  Blanchester,  and 
all  theatres  in  northern  Kentucky. 
In  West  Virginia,  Wheeling,  Huntington, 

Parkersburg,    Point    Pleasant,  Ravenswood, 

BENEFIT  CANCELLED  ON 

PROTEST  BY  MINISTRY 

The  Altoona,  Pa.,  Ministerium  this 

week  came  in  for  severe  editorial  com- 
ment by  local  newspapers  for  protest- 

ing and  bringing  about  the  cancella- 
tion of  flood  benefit  motion  picture 

shows  scheduled  for  last  Sunday.  The 

clergy,  it  was  said,  felt  the  shows  were 
being  used  as  propaganda  for  Sunday 

pictures  in  the  town. 

New  Martinsville,  Kenova  and  St.  Marys  con- 
tinued among  the  closed  situations  and  many 

nearby  Indiana  towns  were  similarly  affected. 
In  Pittsburgh  damage  to  the  industry  was 

estimated  above  $20,000.  The  waters  were  re- 
ceding, giving  the  theatres  in  the  danger  zones 

an  opportunity  to  clear  the  debris  from  their 
flooded  lower  floors.  The  Stanley  was  still 
closed  over  the  weekend,  the  management  an- 

nouncing that  the  noise  of  the  pumps  in  the 
basement  interfered  with  the  programs. 

Double  Shifts  in  Exchanges 

Pittsburgh  film  exchanges  for  the  last  10  days 
have  been  taxed  to  the  utmost  trying  to  serve 
Cincinnati  accounts.  Double  shifts  still  were 
being  maintained  in  most  of  the  offices.  Film 
deliveries  to  seven  theatres  in  Wellsburg,  New 
Cumberland,  Wheeling  and  New  Martinsville  in 
West  Virginia  are  being  made  with  difficulty  as 
the  roads  were  crowded  with  relief  trucks  and 
Red  Cross  cars. 

Whitford  S.  Drake,  executive  vice-presi- 
dent of  Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc., 

in  New  York,  announced  that  telegrams 
had  been  sent  to  all  its  branches  which 

serve  theatres  in  the  flooded  areas  asking 
them  to  notify  exhibitors  that  during  the 

emergency  and  until  these  houses  can  re- 
open,  service   charges   will   be  abated. 

The  theatrical  division  of  the  American  Red 
Cross  will  hold  a  huge  benefit  show  to  obtain 
funds  for  the  relief  of  flood  sufferers,  on  Febru- 

ary 11,  probably  at  the  Music  Hall,  it  was  an- 
aounced  following  a  meeting  called  by  Theatre 
Authority,  Inc.,  cfearing  house  of  theatrical 
organizations.  The  Authority  has  been  desig- 

nated as  the  official  unit  of  the  Red  Cross  in 
charge  of  all  theatrical  benefits  for  flood  relief 
and  has  waived  its  usual  15  per  cent  on  the 
show. 

It  is  planned  to  start  the  benefit  at  12  mid- 
night, with  boxes  on  a  subscription  arrange- 

ment and  regular  admissions  scaled  from  $1  to 
$10.  The  show  is  expected  to  last  three  hours 
and  a  radio  arrangement  has  been  made  to 
broadcast  the  program  by  15-minute  periods, 
with  a  sponsor  for  each,  at  $1,000  a  period. 

The  Fabian,  Fox  theatre  in  Brooklyn,  N.  Y., 
was  to  hold  a  benefit  on  Friday  night. 

Beetson  Heads  Committee 

At  the  same  time,  Fred  W.  Beetson  was 
named  to  supervise  solicitation  of  flood  relief 
funds  in  Hollywood  industry  by  D.  C.  Mac- 
Waters,  chairman  of  the  Los  Angeles  Red 
Cross.  The  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Dis- 

tributors of  America,  Inc.,  has  already  sub- 
scribed $5,000  to  the  fund.   A  special  benefit 

(Continued  on  following  page  — ,  column  1) 

More  Than  100  Men  in  Crews 

Shooting  River  Tragedy; 

Short  Wave  Radio  Stations 

Help    Make  Contacts 

The  treatment  being  accorded  the  flooded 
states  along  the  Ohio  and  Mississippi  rivers 
by  the  combined  forces  of  Paramount 
News,  Universal  Newsreel,  News  of  the 
Day,  Pathe  and  Fox  Movietone  News,  has 
called  for  the  greatest  concentration  of  men 
on  one  assignment  in  the  recent  history  of 
newsreels,  executives  said  in  New  York 
this  week. 

More  than  100  men  are  actively  en- 

gaged in  bringing  pictures  of  the  disaster 
to  the  screens,  20  more  than  the  number 

who  photographed  the  inauguration  of 
President  Roosevelt. 

Universal  Newsreel  is  covering  the  flood  with 
12  regular  cameramen  using  airplanes,  coast 
guard  vessels  and  rubber  boats,  and  these  men 
are  being  assisted  by  freelance  cameramen. 
Charles  Ford,  editor,  has  been  directing  activi- 

ties from  New  York  through  Norman  Alley, 
who  is  flying  an  amphibian  plane  through  the 
flooded  areas.  Merle  Johnson,  assignment  edi- 

tor, has  been  in  charge  at  Paramount,  directing 
10  regular  photographers  and  many  freelance 
operators.  Likewise,  the  editors  of  the  other 
reels  also  have  personally  directed  the  filming 
of  the  disaster,  issuing  orders  directly  to  their 
photographers  by  telephone,  usually  the  only 
means  of  communication. 

Meeting  the  Flood 
Most  of  the  newsreels  spread  their  men  down 

the  Ohio  Valley  from  Pittsburgh  to  Cairo  and 
then  down  the  Mississippi  to  Memphis.  The 
crews  operating  from  Pittsburgh  are  following 
the  receding  waters  and  the  units  working  out 
of  Memphis  have  worked  north  to  meet  them. 

It  is  estimated  that  over  100,000  feet  of  nega- 
tive was  exposed  by  the  combined  cameramen 

in  the  first  week  of  the  disaster. 
Robert  Butler  of  Movietone  News  received  a 

head  injury  when  his  car  crashed  as  he  was 
traveling  from  Indianapolis  on  an  assignment. 
Jack  Barnett,  Kansas  City  staff  man  of  the 
same  reel,  was  marooned  for  20  hours  in  the 
Ohio  before  being  rescued  by  Coast  Guardsmen, 
and  a  forced  landing  near  New  Madrid 
grounded  Mr.  Alley  for  a  night. 

Use  Magnesium  Flares 

No  electricity  has  been  available  in  the 
stricken  areas  for  night  shots  and  most  of  the 
views  have  been  forced  use  magnesium  flares 
for  this  type  of  work  and  in  the  few  cases 
where  sound  was  recorded  the  batteries  in  the 
trucks  were  brought  into  service. 

Radio  communication  also  was  utilized  by  the 
newsreels  to  a  greater  extent  than  ever  before. 
Two  stations,  one  in  Louisville  and  another  in 
Nashville,  cooperated  by  reading  instructions 
and  bulletins  to  crews  in  the  field,  all  of  whom 

carried  long-wave  sets  tuned  in  on  the  stations' 
wave  lengths.  Jack  Whipple  of  News  of  the 
Day  set  up  a  short-wave  receiving  set  with  his 
unit  and  listened  to  the  official  relief  messages 
for  possible  photographic  material. 

All  of  the  reels  issued  specials  over  the  week- 
end including  the  scenes  shot  as  late  as  Friday 

night  in  the  St.  Louis  territory  along  the  Mis- 
sissippi and  it  is  planned  to  release  another 

series  of  specials  each  week  until  the  waters 
subside. 
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FOUR-YEAR  COMPARISON  OF  BOX  OFFICI 

This  chart,  based  on  Motion  Picture  Herald's  tabulation  of  box  office  receipts,  indicates  the  trend  of  business  i 
100  per  cent.  The  cities  used  are  Boston,  Chicago,  Cleveland,    Hollywood,  Kansas  City,  Los  Angeles,  Minneapolis 
and  March,  represents  the  period  of  the  socalled  bank  holiday,  when,  with  the  closing  of  the  banks  under  Gov 

AYLESWORTH  LEAVES 

FILMS  FOR  PUBLISHING 

Chairman  of  Radio  -  Keith  -  Or- 

pheum  on  General  Manage- 

ment Staff  of  Scripps-Howard 

Merlin  Hall  Aylesworth  on  Monday  an- 
nounced an  abrupt  termination  of  an  eleven- 

year,  widely  diversified  association  with  the 
amusement  interests  of  the  Radio  Corpora- 

tion of  America,  to  join  the  publishing  busi- 
ness of  the  Scripps-Howard  chain  of  daily 

newspapers,  on  or  about  March  1st. 

The  conclusion  of  Mr.  Aylesworth's  pres- 
ent association,  as  chairman  of  the  board 

of  Radio-Keith  Orpheum  Corporation,  is 
considered  significant  of  the  proximity  of 

that  company's  reorganization  from  receiv- 
ership. It  does,  however,  interrupt  Mr. 

Aylesworth's  ambitions  to  effect  a  "mar- 
riage" of  the  motion  picture  and  the  radio, 

a  union  already  well  on  the  way,  and  cred- 

ited largely  to  Mr.  Aylesworth's  efforts. 

Mr.  Aylesworth,  representing  the  RCA  in- 
terests in  the  RKO  production,  distribution  and 

exhibition  corporations,  has  been  active  with 
the  RKO  management  and  the  bankers  in  build- 

ing the  plan  for  reorganization. 
Mr.  Aylesworth  said  the  RKO  reorganiza- 

tion plan  is  "intelligent  and  fair." 
He  was  instrumental  in  the  negotiations  with 

Floyd  B.  Odium's  Atlas  Corporation  which  re- 
sulted in  Mr.  Odium's  purchase  of  one-half  of 

the  Radio  Corporation's  holding  in  Radio- 
Keith-Orpheum,  and  also  Mr.  Odium's  purchase 
of  an  option  to  buy  RCA's  remaining  half. 
Lehman  Brothers  participated  with  the  Odium 
interests  in  this  transaction.  Atlas,  however, 
has  not  as  yet  exercised  its  option  for  the 
acquisition  of  the  second  half. 

After  a  study  of  the  entire  RKO  situation, 
Atlas  presented  a  financial  plan  for  the  reor- 

ganization. The  plan  is  now  before  Judge  Al- 
fred Bondy,  in  federal  court  in  New  York. 

"During  the  period  of  Mr.  Aylesworth's  con- 
nection with  RKO,"  said  the  announcement, 

"the  company  has  passed  from  heavy  operating 
losses  to  substantial  profits  as  reflected  by  the 

figures  for  1936." Mr.  Aylesworth  will  become  a  member  of  the 

general  management  staff  of  the  publications, 
and  in  so  doing  will  associate  himself  with 
Robert  P.  Scripps,  Roy  W.  Howard,  William 
W.  Hawkins,  George  B.  Parker,  William  G. 
Chandler,  John  H.  Sorrells  and  Paul  Peterson. 

Merlin  Hall  Aylesworth,  better  kown  to  his 
intimates  as  "Deacon,"  was  born  51  years  ago, 
on  July  19th,  at  Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.  His  train- 

ing in  the  higher  schools  was  extensive,  attend- 
ing the  University  of  Denver  (Bachelor  of 

Literature),  Colorado  Agriculture  College, 

University  of  Colorado,  University  of  Wiscon- 
sin, Columbia  University  and  Drake  University 

(LL.  D.) 
He  practiced  law  for  a  brief  period  in  Fort 

Collins,  Colo.,  and  in  1914  became  chairman  of 
the  board  of  the  Colorado  Public  Utilities  Com- 

mission, a  position  which  he  held  four  years. 
In  1918  he  became  associated  with  the  National 

Electric  interests,  where  he  attracted  the  atten- 
tion of  Owen  D.  Young,  who  is  said  to  have 

been  largely  responsible  for  Mr.  Aylesworth's being  called  to  New  York,  in  1926,  to  organize 

and  establish  RCA's  National  Broadcasting 
Company,  of  which  Mr.  Aylesworth  was  presi- 

dent for  ten  years. 

The  parent  RCA,  in  1932,  induced  Mr.  Ayles- 
worth to  add  the  presidency  of  its  RKO  inter- 

ests to  his  NBC  position,  and  in  1936  he  was 
elected  chairman  of  the  RKO  board.  He  re- 

signed as  president  of  National  Broadcasting  on 
January  1,  1936 — Lenox  Lohr  succeeding  him — 
to  devote  his  entire  time  to  the  RKO  reorgani- 

zation with  the  new  Odium-Atlas-Lehman  in- 
terests. Leo  Spitz  subsequently  succeeded  Mr. 

Aylesworth  as  RKO  president  with  the  en- trance of  the  Odium  group. 
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RECEIPTS  IN  THEATRES  OF  12  KEY  CITIES 

as 

elve  key  cities  during  the  four-year  period  from  I  933  through  1 936.  The  ave-age  weekly  gross  for  1 933  is  taken 
w  York,  Oklahoma  City,  Omaha,  Portland,  and  San   Francisco.  The  pronounced  dip  in  the  line  for  1 933,  February 
ment  orders,  theatre  attendance  necessarily  registered  a  sharp  decline  until  they  reopened. 

National  Decency  Legion 
Classifies  1 9  New  Films 

Of  19  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classi- 
fied by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  in 

its  listing  for  the  current  week  12  were  ap- 
proved for  general  patronage  and  seven 

were  noted  as  unobjectionable  for  adults. 
The  new  pictures  and  their  classification 
follow : 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage:  "Arizona  Days,"  "Breezing 
Home,"  "Counterfeit  Lady,"  "Dodge  City 
Trail,"  "Es  Gibt  Nur  Ein  Liebe,"  "Graefin 
Maritza,"  "Join  the  Marines,"  "Headin'  for 
the  Rio  Grande,"  "Holy  Terror,"  "Man  of 
the  People,"  "Secret  Valley,"  "Woman 
Wise."  Class  A-2,  Unobjectionable  for 
Adults :  "Falling  in  Love,"  "Masquerade  in 
Vienna,"  "Nation  Aflame,"  "Radio  Bar," 
"Robber  Symphony,"  "Stolen  Holiday," 
"You  Only  Live  Once." 

FILMS  OPEN  THEIR  OWN 

STORY  TALENT  SOURCE 

Five  Fellowships  and  Scholar- 

ships Awarded  in  Competi- 

tion by  Bureau  of  New  Plays 

Dickinson  Making  Tour 
Arthur  Dickinson  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Producers  and  Distributors  of  America, 
Inc.,  is  visiting  the  principal  exchange 
cities  throughout  the  country  to  inspect  the 
facilities  for  handling  the  new  2000-foot 
reels.  Exchange  operations  in  connection 
with  the  reels  will  be  studied  also  with  a 

view  of  developing  maximum  efficiency. 

Organized  efforts  by  large  motion  picture 
companies  to  discover  and  encourage  new 
playwriting  talent  bore  their  first  fruit  this 
week  with  the  award  of  five  fellowships  and 
scholarships  totaling  $8,750  and  one  cash 
prize  of  $500  to  the  winners  of  a  playwriting 
competition  conducted  by  the  Bureau  of  New 
Plays,  Inc.,  under  the  sponsorship  of  seven 
film  producers.  Entrants  were  limited  to 
undergraduate  college  students  and  graduate 
students  not  more  than  three  years  out  of 

college,  in  line  with  the  Bureau's  interest 
priamrily  in  promise  shown  by  writers. 
Guild  agreement. 

Although  the  Bureau  of  New  Plays  is 
being  fostered  at  a  cost  of  $50,000  to  the 

motion  picture  companies,  it  is  possible 
that  some  of  the  scripts  submitted  will  be 

produced  by  Broadway  managers  under 

the  Dramatists'  Guild's  new  minimum  basic 
agreement  which  the  screen  industry  op- 

poses. The  film  companies,  however,  will 
have  first  choice  of  the  plays,  for  which 
they  will  draw  lots.  Concerned  in  the 

agreement  are  Columbia,  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer,  Paramount,  RKO  Radio,  Twentieth 

Century-Fox,  Universal  and  Warner  Bros. 

A  motion  picture  executive  who  has  read 
some  of  the  scripts  received  by  the  bureau 
said  their  quality  was  generally  higher  than 
that  of  the  average  play  submitted  to  mana- 

gers. No  date  has  been  set  for  the  drawing 
of  lots  by  the  film  companies. 

A  script  chosen  by  one  of  the  seven  com- 
panies would  be  presented  by  a  producing 

company  especially  set  up  for  the  purpose 
or  "farmed  out"  to  a  manager  who  has  not 
signed  the  Dramatists'  Guild's  new  agree- 

ment. Only  a  play  that  has  been  rejected  by 
all  the  film  producers  concerned  would  be 
offered  the  legitimate  stage  under  the  pact. 
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MANY  FLOOD  BENEFIT  SHOWS  GIVEN 

Howard  Winner,  Universal  cameraman,  rescues  a  marooned  youngster  at  Louisville, 
removing  her  to  safety  in  his  rubber  boat.  The  scene  is  one  of  the  many  similar  ones 
filmed  or  participated  in  by  newsreel  cameramen  in  the  flood  area. 

{.Continued  from  page  15) 

performance  is  also  being  arranged  with  Charles 
Butterworth  in  charge.  Harold  Lloyd  has  also 
accepted  the  chairmanship  of  a  committee  to 
arrange  another  benefit  and  the  Song  Writers 
Association  plans  another. 

A  radio  appeal  for  flood  funds  was  staged  by 
National  Broadcasting  Company  Monday  night 
in  conjunction  with  the  Red  Cross  and  motion 
picture  stars  in  a  two-hour  broadcast  over  its 
Blue  network.  The  program  was  "picked-up" from  Miami,  Hollywood,  Chicago  and  New 
York  with  more  than  50  personalities  on  the 
air,  including  Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 
America ;  Irvin  S.  Cobb,  Carole  Lombard, 

Bing  Crosby,  Amos  'n'  Andy,  Marion  Talley, 
Stan  Laurel,  Bob  Burns,  Lum  'n'  Abner,  Wal- 

ter Winchell,  Morton  Downey,  Wayne  King, 
Ted  Lewis,  Harry  Richman,  Jane  Froman  and 

Jack  Pearl.  Mr.  Hays  urged  that  this  "un- 
paralleled disaster  must  be  met  by  unparalleled 

generosity." 
Radio  station  WHN,  operated  by  Loew's  in 

New  York,  received  over  100  donations  totaling 
some  $3,300  in  response  to  a  call  of  Louis  K. 

Sidney  for  all  Kentucky  "Colonels"  to  contrib- ute to  a  fund  to  send  to  Governor  Albert  B. 
Chandler  for  Kentucky  relief. 

Distributors  offered  to  make  film  available 
without  charge  to  theatres  giving  the  entire 
proceeds  to  flood  relief  agencies. 

Many  Benefit  Shows 

In  line  with  the  many  benefit  performances 
for  flood  relief,  the  Fabian  theatres  in  Albany, 
N.  Y.,  this  week  presented  special  shows  with 
the  admission  price  two  cans  of  food.  The  Ritz 
in  Athens,  Ga.,  ran  special  performances,  as  did 
30  Schine  circuit  theatres. 
The  Buffalo  Variety  Club  was  taking  dona- 

tions in  every  theatre  there  and  expected  to 
raise  $50,000.  The  Adelphi  in  Chicago  distrib- 

uted over  10,000  tickets  for  a  relief  show,  and 
the  Cincinnati  Variety  Club  and  the  WPA 
Federal  Theatre  unit  there  both  made  contribu- 

tions. In  Cleveland  the  Variety  Club,  Motion 
Picture  Exhibitors  Association  and  Associated 

Theatres  all  made  large  donations,  and  numer- 
ous other  independent  and  circuit  houses  con- 

ducted benefits.  In  Dayton,  the  Victory  turned 

over  last  Thursday's  receipts  to  the  Red  Cross 
and  in  Denver  more  than  $2,200  was  raised. 

Every  theatre  in  the  Detroit  area  was  run- 
ning a  special  trailer  asking  for  contributions 

and  it  is  hoped  that  $75,000  of  Detroit's  $400,- 
000  quota  will  be  raised  in  theatres.  In  Eldora, 
la.,  Leo  F.  Wolcott,  president  of  Allied  The- 

atres of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  donated  $100  of 

the  theatres'  Bank  Night  prize  for  relief,  and 
in  Elkton,  Md.,  special  matinees  were  being 
held  at  the  Avalon.  Hamilton,  Ohio,  theatres 
held  midnight  benefits  and  Hartford  theatres  are 
cooperating  on  a  gala  flood  benefit  at  the  State. 
About  $4,000  was  raised  this  week  in  In- 

dianapolis at  the  Indiana  and  in  Kansas  City 
Fox  Midwest  theatres  held  special  perform- 

ances as  did  the  25  houses  of  the  Commonwealth 
circuit.  Manager  Raymond  Hasselo  of  the 
March  theatres  in  LeMars,  la.,  held  a  special 
performance  without  admissions  but  accepting 
free  will  offerings.  Special  showings  were  be- 

ing given  in  Lincoln,  Neb.,  in  all  theatres. 
The  board  of  directors  of  the  Independent 

Theatre  Owners  in  Los  Angeles  set  February 
11  as  flood  relief  day.  All  theatres  in  Mil- 

waukee will  participate  in  citywide  benefits  Sat- 
urday in  an  effort  to  raise  $45,000. 

Spokane  theatres  were  donating  percentages 
of  receipts  to  raise  $20,000  and  in  Springfield, 
Ohio,  more  than  $4,000  was  turned  over  to  the 
Red  Cross  by  Chakeres  Theatres,  Inc.,  headed 
by  Phil  Chakeres.  The  Rex  and  Fountain  the- 

atres in  Terre  Haute  announced  benefits. 

Australian  Houses 

Study  20th-Fox 

Operating  Deal 
Hoyts  and  Union  Theatres,  comprising 

125  theatres  in  Australia,  will  probably  sign 

a  new  20-year  operating  agreement  when 
the  current  five-year  contract  between  the 
two  circuits  expires  January  1,  1938,  it  was 
reported  this  week  with  the  return  of  Walter 

J.  Hutchinson,  Twentieth  Century-Fox  for- 
eign head,  to  New  York  from  a  six-months 

trip  around  the  world. 
Mr.  Hutchinson  spent  two  months  in  Syd- 

ney conferring  with  Stuart  Doyle,  head  of 
Union  Theatres,  and  Charles  Munroe,  in 

charge  of  Hoyts  for  Twentieth  Century-Fox. 
In  accordance  with  the  current  agreement, 
Mr.  Hutchinson  gave  formal  notice  for  the 
cancellation  of  the  present  five-year  pact  and 
also  submitted  the  new  20-year  plan.  Before 
the  end  of  this  week  Mr.  Hutchinson  will 

submit  the  new  plan  to  Sidney  R.  Kent, 
president  of  his  organization,  and  word  is 
expected  also  from  Mr.  Munroe  on  the  latest 
development  in  Sydney. 

'Tn  the  event  Union  Theatres  does  not  ac- 

cept the  new  arrangement,"  Mr.  Hutchinson 
said,  "we  will  break  away  and  go  on  our 
own.  Hoyts  has  about  100  of  the  125  units 
involved  in  the  pooling  arrangement,  which 
controls  80  per  cent  of  the  buying  power 

in  the  six  most  important  key  centers." 
While  abroad,  Mr.  Hutchinson  also  closed 

a  deal  whereby  Twentieth  Century-Fox  pur- 
chased an  interest  in  the  Amalgamated  Cir- 

cuit of  50  houses  in  New  Zealand. 

Nat  Levine  Quits 

His  Position  As 

Head  of  Republic 

Nat  Levine  on  Tuesday  resigned  as  presi- 
dent of  Republic  Productions  in  Hollywood, 

revealing  at  the  same  time  that  he  had  dis- 
posed of  his  half  interest  in  the  company 

for  a  "substantial"  sum.  He  would  not  re- 
veal who  had  purchased  his  holdings,  how- 

ever. His  resignation,  it  is  said,  comes  as 

the  result  of  differences  of  opinion  with  Her- 
bert J.  Yates  on  questions  of  future  company 

policy.  The  move  was  made,  Mr.  Levine 

said,  under  "friendliest  conditions." 
Mr.  Yates,  when  questioned  as  to  whether 

he  had  purchased  the  former  president's 
holdings  in  the  company,  denied  making  the 
purchase,  although  he  admitted  the  sale  was 
"almost  completed."  He  did  promise  an 
official  statement  this  week,  indicating  that 
final  aspects  of  the  negotiations  have  not 
been  concluded.  He  said  that  the  executive 

personnel  at  Republic  will  remain  prac- 
tically unchanged,  but  was  silent  concerning 

a  successor  to  Mr.  Levine. 

The  suit  of  Guarantee  Liquidating  Cor- 
poration against  Republic,  which  is  due  for 

a  hearing  this  week,  is  believed  to  have  some 

bearing  on  the  friction  which  developed  be- 

tween the  company's  executives.  Mr.  Levine 
will  remain  with  the  organization  for  the 
next  two  months  in  order  to  complete  pro- 

ductions which  have  already  been  started, 
after  which  he  will  leave  for  a  vacation  of 
four  months  before  he  considers  any  future 
connections. 
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"GOOD  EARTH"  OPENS  EAST  AND  WEST 

AFTER  FOUR  YEARS  IN  THE  MAKING 

Critics'  Acclaim  Is  Posthumous 

Tribute  to  Thalberg;  Micro- 

phones and  Lights  Bedeck 

Astor  and  Carthay  Circle 

by  TERRY  RAMSAYE 

"The  Good  Earth,"  some  four  years  in  the 
making,  and  one  of  the  most  grandiose  en- 

deavors of  the  screen  since  the  coming  of 
sound,  has  come  at  last  to  the  public  with 

premieres  West  and  East,  at  the  Carthay  Cir- 
cle in  Los  Angeles,  January  29th,  and  Tues- 
day night,  four  days  later,  at  the  Astor  in 

New  York's  Broadway. 
The  acclaim  of  critics,  aligned  in  ap- 

proval like  billiard  counters  on  a  wire,  adds 
posthumously  to  the  fame  of  the  late  Irving 

Thalberg,  and  to  the  glories  of  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer. 

Road  Showing  Indicated 

The  commercial  history  of  this  two- 
million-dollar  address  to  the  amusement  mar- 

ket is  yet  to  be  written,  with  more  than 

commonly,  a  responsibility  for  the  market- 
eers. No  general  motion  picture  release  date 

has  been  set,  and  may  not  be  yet  for  a 
considerable  time  in  view  of  the  apparent 

probability  of  an  extended  road  show  exploi- 
tation, a  course  which  seems  to  be  definitely 

indicated  by  the  character  of  the  picture. 
Both  openings  were  decorated  with  the 

established  ritual  of  microphones,  search 

and  flood  lights,  the  parades  of  personali- 
ties in  top  hats  and  ermine,  the  mounted 

police,  the  mad-fan  fringe,  the  cliques,  clac- 
ques  and  clans,  and  as  many  genuine  first- 
night  customers  as  could  come  by  accommo- 
dations. 

Missing  this  time  was  that  intense  internal 
drama  of  Mr.  Thalberg,  pacing  his  Holly- 

wood office  between  telephone  reports  from 
the  scene  of  action,  anxious  as  ever  was  a 
candidate  on  election  night.  The  reports, 
had  he  been  there  to  hear,  would  not  have 
disappointed  him. 

In  terms  of  the  personality  merchandise 
of  the  box  office,  it  seems  certain  on  the 
morning  after  that  Paul  Muni  has  continued 

his  high  status,  and  that  Luise  Rainer,  al- 
ready in  the  top  brackets  of  fame,  has  added 

decidedly  to  her  luster  in  a  role  which  ex- 
tended to  her  more  opportunity  for  perform- 

ance than  for  automatic  glorification. 

Man  Against  Nature 

A  certain  special  timeliness,  a  coincidence 

of  fate,  favors  "The  Good  Earth's"  pre- 
miere, in  that  it  is  a  story  very  much  of 

man  against  nature — just  as  the  United 
States,  emerging  from  the  scourge  of 

drought  in  the  "dust  bowl,"  now  suffers  the 
devastation  of  flood.  Understanding  for  the 
theme  of  this  romantic  tragedy  from  the 

plains  of  China  may  be  had  from  the  ex- 
periences of  America. 

That  may,  perhaps,  be  an  answer  to  a  cer- 
tain questioning  in  the  mind  of  Red  Kann, 

commenting  in  Wednesday's  Motion  Picture 
Daily :  "The  question  is :  Will  audiences  feel 
as  deeply  as  they  might  over  the  hardships 

Premieres  in  New  York's  Broadway  and  in  Los  Angeles  gave  MGM's  "The  Good  Earth" 
a  sparkling  send-off  with  microphones,  lights  and  first-nighters.  Above  is  the  scene  in 
front  of  the  Astor  theatre  in  New  York  on  Tuesday.  Below  are  shown  the  roped-off 
throngs  near  the  Fox  Carthay  Circle  in  Los  Angeles  Friday  night. 

of  two  people  whose  pigment  is  yellow  and 
whose  problems  seem  and  are  continents 
apart  from  the  troubles  which  bedevil  this 

one  ?    Nobody  can  foretell.  .  .  ." 
Over  in  Motion  Picture  Herald's  re- 

view pages  (see  page  46)  the  reader  will 
discover,  on  the  other  hand,  the  wholesale 
commitment  of  Gus  McCarthy,  head  of  the 
reviewing  staff  in  Hollywood,  who  thinks 

that  "The  Good  Earth"  is  to  give  to  exhibi- 
tors "the  most  valuable  piece  of  merchan- 
dise with  which  they  have  ever  had  to 

deal.  .  .  ." Out  in  Los  Angeles,  the  critics,  including 

of  course  the  diligent  Louella  O.  Parsons,  of 
the  Los  Angeles  Examiner,  Eleanor  Barnes 

of  the  Daily  News,  and  the  thoughtful  Ed- 
win Schallert  of  the  august  Los  Angeles 

Times,  gave  the  production  everything  they 
had. 

In  New  York,  the  picture  enjoyed  a  great 
press,  with  marked  enthusiasm  from  Frank 
S.  Nugent,  of  the  Times,  at  one  end  of  the 
scale,  and  Kate  Cameron,  of  the  mass-audi- 

ence Daily  Nezvs,  at  the  other.  Special  inter- 
est attaches  to  the  observation  of  Howard 

Barnes  of  the  erudite  Herald-Tribune,  that 
■  (Continued  on  page  22) 
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FILMING  OF  "BARRIER 

INFREQUENTL
Y  in  the  annals  of  p

ic- 

ture production  has  a  film  possessed 

such  clear  title  to  the  term,  interna- 

tional, as  does  "The  Great  Bar- 
rier," based  on  the  novel  by  Allan 

Sullivan.  It  is  a  Gaumont-British  picture, 

produced  in  Canada  by  technicians  and 
talent  recruited  in  London,  Hollywood  and, 

of  course,  in  the  country  around  Revelstoke, 
where  exteriors  were  made  with  natives 

contributing  to  the  many  mass  sequences 

a  realism  possibly  not  otherwise  obtainable. 

Actual  production  finished,  participants  in 

the  project  have  returned  to  their  places 
of  origin  and  editing  of  the  picture  for 

early  spring  release  is  in  progress. 
Stills  from  the  picture  reproduced  on 

these  pages  give  an  impression  of  the 

scenic  quality  acquired  as  a  result  of  the 
far-reaching  operations  undertaken  in  the 
interests  of  atmospheric  authenticity. 
Above  is  shown  a  sweeping  view  of  the 
Canadian  Rockies.  At  left  may  be  seen  a 
historic  incident  vital  to  the  story.  On 

the  right  are  reproduced  three  stills  rep- 
resentative of  as  many  story  elements,  at 

top  the  settlement  that  was  called  Moody- 
ville,  beneath  it  a  conflict  occurring  in  a 

street  of  the  village  and,  at  bottom,  a  sug- 
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INTERNATIONAL  PROJECT 

A  Herald  Preview 

in  Advance  Stills 

by  Bruce  Allan 

gestion  of  the  forest  fire  which  supplies 
one  of  the  dramatic  highlights  of  the  story. 

Mr.  Sullivan's  widely  read  novel  deals 
with  the  building  of  the  Canadian  Pacific 
railroad  and  most  of  the  material  in  it  is 

historically  authentic.  As  is  well  known, 
the  construction  of  the  road  was  accom- 

plished in  defiance  of  obstacles,  both  natu- 
ral and  man-made,  which  threatened  again 

and  again  to  compel  abandonment  of  the 
project.  Into  the  factual  fabric  of  this 
record  has  been  woven  a  romantic  story  in 
which  Richard  Arlen,  Lilli  Palmer,  Barry 

Mackay,  Antoinette  Cellier  and  J.  Farrell 
MacDonald  play  principal  roles. 

Mr.  Arlen  is  cast  as  John  Hickey  and 
Mr.  Mackay  as  Steve  Carson,  laborers  in 

the  hire  of  Major  Hell's  Bells  Rogers, 
played  by  Mr.  MacDonald,  who  faces  the 

problem  of  finding  a  pass  over  the  Ca- 
nadian Rockies  through  which  his  railroad 

can  be  built.  British  investors  and  the  pro- 
vincial government,  originally  favorable  to 

the  transportation  project,  have  declined 
to  advance  necessary  funds  and  work 
crews  have  begun  to  make  riotous  demand 

for  wages  overdue.  Hickey  and  Carson 

respond  to  the  Major's  call  for  volunteers 
to  make  up  a  party  which  will  search  for 
the  pass.  Rioting  continues  in  Moodyville, 
the  rough  outpost  set  up  by  railroad 
workers,  and  perils  beset  the  exploration 
party.  How  they  come  at  last  to  what  was 

to  become  known  as  Eagle's  Pass  and  how 
Hickey  deals  with  the  romantic  problem 
which  has  developed  meanwhile  is  told  in 
terms  of  vigorous  action. 

Direction  of  the  picture  was  assigned  to 
Milton  Rosmer,  veteran  British  director  of 

such  pictures  as  "Mr.  Hobo,"  "The  Phan- 
tom Light,"  "Maria  Martin"  and  "Every- 

thing Is  Thunder."  The  American  Ralph 
Spence  wrote  the  screen  play  in  collabora- 

tion with  Michael  Barringer  and  Ian  Dal- 
rymple. 

Londoners  who  have  been  privileged  to 

view  the  footage  obtained  at  the  manifest- 

ly extraordinary  expense  involved  in  trans- 
porting players  and  staff  from  England  and 

the  United  States  to  Canada  are  express- 
ing the  opinion  that  it  amply  justifies  the 

outlay.  The  film  is  being  cited  as  outstand- 
ing in  its  fidelity  to  locale  and  historical 

record.  It  is  being  heralded,  too,  as  a 
welcome  and  overdue  departure  from  the 
recently  overindulged  practice  of  making 

exteriors  indoors,  sticklers  for  realism  argu- 
ing that  it  proves  there  is  no  satisfactory 

substitute  for  the  genuine  and  that  the 
camera  still  is  mightier  than  subterfuge. 

There  is  agreement,  too,  that  the  market 
is  ripe  for  rugged,  thematically  substantial 

outdoor  drama,  a  point  seemingly  under- 
scored by  current  reports  here  of  the  re- 
ception being  accorded  major  outdoor  pro- 

ductions in  America.  Time  will  tell. 
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xCOOD  EARTH'  OPENS  TO  ACCLAIM 

(Continued  from  page  19) 

he  feels  that  the  picture  has  met  certain  hur- 
dles "more  adroitly  .  .  .  than  did  the  Theatre 

Guild  of  some  years  ago.  .  .  ." 
Broadcast  to  China 

"The  Good  Earth"  premiere  on  Broadway 
was  literally  heard  'round  the  world,  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer's  exploiteers  "hooking-up" 
Tuesday  evening's  lobby  trumpeteering  from  the 
Astor  to  Shanghai,  by  radio,  through  Station 
WHN  in  New  York,  thence  by  short-wave,  to 
WXLB,  in  China.  They  said  it  was  the  first 
international  motion  picture  broadcast  of  its 
kind.  Henry  E.  Gellerman,  American  repre- 

sentative of  the  China  Press,  spoke  both  in 
English  and  Chinese  in  introducing  to  Shanghai 
the  ermined  and  stiff-bosomed  celebrities  arriv- 

ing for  the  premiere. 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  conductor  of  amateur  nights 

for  Loew's  theatres,  and  Louis  K.  Sidney,  of 
Loew's,  with  Radie  Harris,  New  York  radio  com- 

mentator, corralled  in  the  lobby  those  celebri- 
ties whose  names  are  best  known  to  the  public, 

for  a  word  into  WHN's  microphones. 
Passing  the  arc-lights  could  be  seen  Barney 

Balaban,  Stephen  Pallos,  Fanny  Hurst,  Colvin 
Brown,  Christopher  Morley,  W.  Ward  Marsh, 
Robert  Nathan,  Marcia  Davenport  and  Marc 
Connelly,  Katharine  Brush,  Dr.  Cyrus  Peake, 
Joseph  Calleia,  Ernest  Toller,  Phillip  Jaffe, 
Saul  Rogers,  Leon  Netter,  Clifton  Webb  and 
Morris  Gest,  Harry  Hirschfield,  Dave  Chatkin, 
Al  Lichtman,  William  F.  Rodgers,  William 
Melniker,  Harry  Warner,  Louis  S.  Levy, 
J.  Robert  Rubin,  Louis  Sobol — and  a  lot  of 
other  Chinamen,  who,  important  or  otherwise, 
lent  atmosphere  to  the  prominently-displayed 
box  seats  and  front-balcony  pews. 

At  Carthay  Circle  Opening 
A  good  audience  smiled  generously,  too,  on 

the  Carthay  Circle  opening,  where  those  of 
fame  who  paraded  through  the  Oriental  front 
included  Paul  Muni  and  Luise  Rainer,  Sidney 
Franklin,  the  director  of  the  film ;  Louis  B. 
Mayer,  the  producer,  and  His  Excellency  Chao- 
Chin  Huang,  Chinese  Consul  General ;  P.  G. 
Wodehouse,  Joan  Crawford,  Franchot  Tone, 
Rupert  Hughes,  Jeannette  MacDonald,  Gene 
Raymond,  Edward  Arnold,  Jim  Tully  and  Gin- 

ger Rogers,  Charles  Boyer,  Governor  Frank 
Merriam  of  California,  Anita  Loos,  May  Rob- 
son,  Edward  G.  Robinson,  Allan  Jones,  Frank 
Lloyd,  Jesse  Lasky,  Ernst  Lubitsch  and  Fay 
Bainter,  Charles  Ruggles,  Gail  Patrick,  Basil 
Rathbone,  et  al. 
Threats  of  intermittent  showers  failed  to 

dampen  the  curiosity  of  some  10,000  fans  who 
stormed  the  Hollywood  forecourt  pageantry  from 
grandstands.  An  entire  Chinese  village  had 
been  erected  as  a  background  out  front,  with 
fireworks,  dragons  and  fire  displays  adding 
Oriental  pyrotechnics  to  the  scene. 

"The  Good  Earth"  was  presented  to  the  pre- miere audiences  on  both  coasts  with  considerable 
emphasis  on  the  fact  that  production  began  in 
1933,  when  the  late  Irving  Thalberg  sent  to 

China  from  Metro's  studio  in  Culver  City  a 
whole  production  crew  for  a  year's  filming. 
Several  shiploads  of  rural  Oriental  properties, 
representing  an  entire  village,  subsequently 
were  brought  from  China  to  Hollywood,  where 
a  500-acre  tract  at  the  studio  was  converted 
into  a  replica  of  the  Chinese  countryside.  Final 
filming  was  completed  only  two  weeks  ago — ■ 
"the  longest  production  effort  in  the  history 
of  the  screen,"  according  to  Metro,  which  also 
made  the  previous  record-holder,  from  the 
standpoint  of  time,  with  "Ben-Hur." 
Unique  was  the  exploitation  arrangement 

made  in  Hollywood  by  Metro  in  the  course  of 
which  first-hand  reviews  were  written  by  Jim 

LOEW'S  REVEALS 

SCHENCK'S  SALARY 

Loew's,  Inc.,  in  New  York,  filed  a 
current  report  with  the  Securities  and 
Exchange  Commission  in  Washington 

this  week  disclosing  terms  of  a  per- 
sonal service  contract  and  stock  option 

agreement  made  with  Nicholas  M. 
Schenck,  president,  on  December  19, 
1936,  according  to  the  Wall  Street 

Journal. Under  the  terms  of  the  personal 

service  contract,  Mr.  Schenck  con- 

tinues in  the  employ  of  Loew's  for  the 
period  ending  December  31,  1941, 
with  a  weekly  compensation  of 

$2,5  00.  He  also  receives  2l/2  per  cent 
of  the  combined  annual  net  profits  of 

the  company  and  its  subsidiaries  after 
federal  taxes  and  dividends  equal  to 

$2  per  share  on  the  common  stock 
and  the  dividends  on  the  preferred 

stock.  The  optional  agreement  covers 
48,492  shares  of  common  stock  and  is 
exercisable  at  $40  per  share  over  the 

five-year  period  ending  December  31, 1941. 

Tully,  P.  G.  Wodehouse,  Rupert  Hughes,  and 
a  half  dozen  other  noted  authors,  whose  com- 

ments later  were  flashed  'round  the  country  on 
press  wires. 

The  first  premiere,  in  Hollywood,  was  broad- 
cast over  a  national  radio  hookup,  through  the 

Mutual  System,  and,  according  to  the  produc- 
ers, "it  is  believed  to  have  attracted  the  largest 

countryside  following  on  record  for  a  Cali- 
fornia premiere."  Some  70  stations,  in  addition 

to  the  Mutual  System,  re-broadcast  the  event 
within  48  hours. 

The  openings  also  grossed  the  heaviest  news- 
paper coverage  in  many  a  year.  More  than  100 

newspapers  alone  received  the  wired  reviews  of 
Tully,  Wodehouse  and  Rupert  Hughes.  This 
was  in  addition  to  the  usual  individual  service 
of  the  local  correspondents,  wire  services  and 
national  syndicates. 
"The  Good  Earth"  was  not  finished  until 

after  Mr.  Thalberg's  death.  Somewhere  toward 
the  end  of  the  job  Associate  Producer  Albert 
Lewin  picked  up  where  death  had  interrupted. 
Mr.  Lewin  until  then  had  been  laboring  quietly 

on  the  Metro  lot.  "Good  Earth"  was  his  first 
really  big  opportunity. 

Pearl  Cydenstricker  (Mrs.  Richard  J.  Walsh) 
Buck,  West  Virginia  born,  45  years  ago,  reached 

China  in  the  early  1920's,  and  went  to  teaching 
at  China's  University  of  Nanking,  in  1921.  She 
continued  there  until  1931,  also  teaching  at 
Southeastern  University,  Nanking,  from  1925 
to  1927,  and  at  Chung  Yang  University  from 
1928  to  1930.  She  first  wrote  of  her  impressions 

of  China  and  the  Chinese  in  1929,  in  "East 
Wind,  West  Wind,"  following,  in  1931,  with 
"The  Young  Revolutionist,"  and,  in  the  same 
year,  with  "The  Good  Earth,"  which  won  the 
Pulitzer  Prize  as  the  best  novel  of  the  year,  and 

since  has  sold  continuously  in  the  "best  seller" class. 

"The  Good  Earth"  has  been  published  in  Eng- 
lish, Italian,  Yiddish,  Swedish,  French,  Nor- 

wegian, German,  Chinese,  Spanish,  Dutch, 
Danish,  Hungarian,  Czechoslovakian,  etc.,  etc. 

Ad" Film  Concern 

Practices  Changed, 

Charge  Dropped 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 
in  W ashingfron 
Charging  unfair  methods  of  competition 

in  the  leasing  and  renting  of  advertising 
motion  pictures,  the  Federal  Trade  Com- 

mission on  Monday  issued  a  formal  com- 
plaint charging  violation  of  Section  5  of  the 

Federal  Trade  Commission  act  against  Roy- 
al Revues,  Inc.,  West  Coast  Discount  Cor- 

poration, Ltd.,  and  their  officers,  L.  H.  and 
W.  C.  Hyde,  trading  as  Royal  Film  Studios, 
Hollywood. 

Later  in  the  week,  however,  the  Commis- 
sion cancelled  its  complaint  with  the  receipt 

of  a  stipulation  in  which  the  respondents 
agreed  to  discontinue  the  practices  com- 

plained of. In  a  long  list  of  charges,  the  commission  al- 
leges that  the  respondents,  through  salesmen, 

solicit  theatre  operators  to  exhibit  the  respond- 
ents' films  and  to  solicit  business  men  for  the 

purpose  of  inducing  them  to  purchase  the  right 
to  advertise  their  names  and  the  nature  of  their 
business  on  the  screen  when  the  film  is  shown. 
To  persuade  prospective  advertisers  to  sign 

contracts,  to  which  promissory  notes  are  at- 
tached, the  respondents  are  alleged  to  falsely 

represent,  in  many  instances,  that  the  films  fur- 
nished will  be  equal  in  quality  to  and  the  same 

length  as  the  sample  shown  by  the  salesmen; 
that  no  other  advertiser  in  the  same  line  of 
business  will  be  permitted  to  advertise  in  con- 

nection with  the  showing  of  such  films,  and 
that  other  advertisers  already  have  contracted 
for  use  of  the  films. 

Other  representations  allegedly  made  are  that 
the  film  and  advertising  matter  will  be  exhib- 

ited daily  or  weekly ;  that  the  prospective  ad- 
vertiser can  cancel  his  contract  after  two 

months,  and  that  the  price  paid  to  the  respond- 
ents covers  the  entire  cost  of  the  advertiser. 

These  assertions,  the  complaint  charges,  are 
false  in  that  the  films  are  not  exhibited  in  ac- 

cordance with  the  contract ;  that  the  respond- 
ents refuse  to  cancel  the  contract  after  a  two- 

month  period,  and  that  the  advertiser  is  com- 
pelled to  pay  to  the  operator  of  the  theatre  a 

sum  additional  to  that  paid  the  respondents. 
The  complaint  charges  that  by  reason  of  the 

allegedly  fraudulent  representations  made  to 
obtain  signatures  to  the  purported  contracts, 
many  of  them  are  not  binding,  and  signers  have 
legal  defenses  which  will  defeat  any  attempts 
to  enforce  such  contracts. 

According  to  the  complaint,  the  respondents, 
L.  H.  and  W.  C.  Hyde,  in  order  to  deter  ad- 

vertisers from  setting  up  such  defenses,  and  to 
avoid  the  consequences  of  the  practices  of  their 
agents,  organized  West  Coast  Discount  Corpo- 

ration, Ltd.,  and  pretended  they  had  sold  the 
promissory  notes  to  such  corporation,  which, 
they  claim,  was  an  innocent  purchaser  for value. 

West  Coast  Discount  Corporation,  the  com- 
plaint alleges,  is  not  an  innocent  purchaser  of 

such  notes,  but  acts  under  the  pretense  that 
it  is,  has  full  knowledge  of  the  circumstances 
surrounding  the  execution  of  the  notes,  and  is 
party  to  the  scheme  to  coerce  and  harass  the 
signers  and  to  compel  them  to  pay  according 
to  the  contract. 
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93  STORIES  ARE  BOUGHT  IN  JANUARY 

SETTING  RECORD  FOR  EIGHT  MONTHS 

MGM  Leads  with  20  Purchases 

of  Material;  Radio  Follows 

with  I  I ,  and  Warner  Bros, 

and  Columbia  Buy  10  Each 

Story  purchases  by  Hollywood  producers 

in  January  broke  an  eight-months'  record 
when  24  companies  bought  93  vehicles  from 
the  fictional,  biographical  and  dramatic 
fields  for  feature  use  on  the  screen. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  which  had  been 
down  the  list  of  purchasers  for  several 
months,  was  in  the  vanguard  for  January, 
with  20  acquisitions,  Radio  followed  with  a 
total  of  11,  and  Warners  and  Columbia  each 
acquired  10. 

The  other  studios,  with  their  purchases, 
were :  Universal,  three  originals,  three  books 

and  one  play;  Twentieth  Century-Fox,  four 
originals,  one  book  and  one  play;  Mono- 

gram, one  original,  three  plays ;  Grand  Na- 
tional, one  original,  two  books ;  Paramount 

three  originals ;  Conn  Studios,  three  orig- 
inals ;  Samuel  Goldwyn,  two  originals ;  Ster- 
ling Pictures,  one  original  and  one  book; 

National  and  Provincial,  one  original ; 
David  Loew,  one  original;  Hal  Roach,  one 

novel ;  Republic,  one  book ;  Selznick-Interna- 
tional,  one  original ;  Walter  Wanger,  one 
original ;  Hispano  Films,  one  original ; 
Hirliman,  one  original ;  Gaumont  British, 

one  original,  and  Gordon-Goetz,  one  play. 

$200,000  Purchase  Reported 

Prominent  among  the  purchases  in  Janu- 

ary was  Columbia's  acquisition  of  the  cur- 
rent Broadway  legitimate  comedy,  "You 

Can't  Take  It  With  You,"  written  by  George 
Kaufman  and  Moss  Hart,  for  a  sum  reported 

to  have  been  in  the  neighborhood  of  $200,- 
000.  This  is  a  record  price  paid  by  a  mo- 

tion picture  producing  company  for  a  stage 
play,  Samuel  Goldwyn  having  held  the  pre- 

vious record  by  paying  $165,000  for  Sidney 

Kingsley's  "Dead  End,"  now  in  its  second 
year  on  Broadway. 

Original  stories  continued  to  prove  the 
most  fruitful  source  of  screen  material,  how- 

ever, when  some  55  were  distributed  among 
the  producers.  The  legitimate  theatre,  on 
the  other  hand,  contributed  15  vehicles  dur- 

ing January  as  compared  to  three  the  month 
before  and  nine  in  November. 

Details  of  Purchases 

A  complete  list,  by  titles,  of  the  story  pur- 
chases made  by  the  companies  in  the  month 

of  January,  with  all  available  production 
credits,  follows : 
Thousand  Dollar  Bill,  A,  magazine  story, 

published  by  Cosmopolitan,  by  Manuel  Kom- 
roff,  acquired  by  Grand  National. 

Action  for  Slander,  novel  by  Mary  Borden, 
bought  by  Alexander  Korda  for  production 
by  London  Films.    Release  will  be  through 
United  Artists. 

All  the  Brothers  Were  Valiant,  novel  by 
Ben  Ames  Williams,  bought  by  MGM. 

All  Steamed  Up,    novel    by    David  Garth, 
bought  by  MGM. 

American  Legion,  original  story  by  Martin 
Mooney,  bought    by    Columbia.    The  story 
deals  with  the  actions  of  the  American  Legion 
since  the  World  War. 

YEAR'S  COMPARISON 
OF  STORY  PURCHASES 

Month Originals Books 

Plays 

Totals 

February  .... 35 

38(b) 

4 77 
March   24 

19(c) 

2 

45 

April   
107 

48(d) 

12 167 

May  86 

74(e) 

10 
170 

June   
25 

21(f) 

5 

51 July  
20 

12(g) 

0 32 

August   

43 

25(h) 

5 73 

September  .  . .  40 

32(0 

2 74 
October  .... 

38 

22(i) 

10 70 
November  .  .  . .  34 

I6(k) 

9 59 
December  .  .  . .  31 

12(1) 

3 46 

January,  1937 .  55 

23(m) 

15 
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TOTALS  FOR 

12  MONTHS..  538      342(n)   68  957 

(b) 
Inc 

uding 

12 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. 

(c) 
Inc 

uding 

6 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. (d) Inc 

uding 
13 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. (e) Inc 

uding 

19 

publ 

shed magazine 
stories. 

m Inc 

uding 

21 

publ 

shed magazine stories. (g) 
Inc 

uding 

63 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. 
(h) Inc 

uding 

5 

publ 

shed  magazine  stories. 
(i) Inc 

uding 

7 

publ 

shed magazine  stories. 
(i) 

Inc 

uding 

7 

publ 

shed magazine 
stories. 

m Inc 

uding 

5 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. 
(1) 

Inc 

uding 

5 

publ 

shed magazine stories. (m) Incl 

uding 

7 

publ 

shed magazine 
stories. 

(n) Inc 

uding 70 

publ 

shed 
magazine 

stories. 

Arouse  and  Beware,  novel  by  MacKinley  Kan- 
tor,  bought  by  MGM. 

As  Before  Better  Than  Before,  play  by 
Luigi  Pirandello,  bought  by  Universal. 

Awful  Truth,  The,  play  by  Arthur  Richman, 
bought  by  Columbia. 

Backfire,  story  by  Peter  B.  Kyne,  acquired  by 
Maurice  Conn  for  Conn  Studios,  to  star 
Frankie  Darro  and  Kane  Richmond. 

Ballyhoo  Artist,  original  story  by  Arthur  T. 
Horman,  bought  by  Radio.  Maury  Cohen  will 

produce. 
Warner  Buys  Stage  Play 

Boy  Meets  Girl,  current  Broadway  legitimate 
theatre  hit  by  Sam  and  Bella  Spewack, 
bought  by  Warners. 

Broadway  Chiselers,  original  story  by  An- 
drew Stone,  acquired  by  Grand  National. 

Casino,  original  story  by  Denison  Clift,  bought 

by  Warners  to  star  -  Edward  G.  Robinson 
and  Ruby  Keeler. 

Castles  in  Spain,  original  by  Clifford  Odets 
and  Lewis  Milestone,  bought  by  Walter 
Wanger  to  star  Madeleine  Carroll.  United 
Artists  will  release. 

Channel  Crossing,  original  story  by  Verne 
Whitehead,  bought  by  Universal. 

Corazon  de  Mujer,  original  story  by  Don 
Taylor,  bought  by  Hispano  Films.  Fnglish 

title  tentatively  set  at  "A  Woman's  Heart." 
Damsel  in  Distress,  novel  by  P.  G.  Wode- 
house,  acquired  by  Radio  as  a  vehicle  for 
Fred  Astaire.  The  musical  score  will  be  by 
George  and  Ira  Gershwin. 

Dangerous  Number,  original  story  by  Leona 
Dalrymple,  bought  by  MGM. 

Dead  Yesterday,  original  story  by  Mignon 
Eberhart,  purchased  by  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox.  John  Stone  has  been  assigned  as  as- 

sociate producer  and  Allan  Dwan  as  direc- 
tor, Joan  Davis  will  be  featured. 

Diamonds   vs.   Bullets,    original    story  by 

Record  Price  for  Stage  Play 

Reported  Paid  by  Columbia 

for  the  Kaufman-Hart  "You 

Can't   Take    It   with  You" 
Peter  B.  Kyne,  bought  by  Conn  Studios  to 
star  Frankie  Darro  and  Kane  Richmond. 
Les  Goodwins  is  directing. 

Espionage,  original  story  by  Walter  Hackett, 
acquired  by  MGM  to  star  Edmund  Loew 
and  Madge  Evans.  Kurt  Neumann  will  direct 
with  Harry  Rapf  producing. 

Ever  Since  Eve,  original  story  by  Gene  Baker 
and  Margaret  Lee,  bought  by  Warners  to  star Marion  Davies. 

False  Colors,  magazine  story  by  James  Ed- 
ward Grant  and  Lew  Lipton,  published  in 

the  Saturday  Evening  Post  under  the  title 
of  "Off  Color"  acquired  by  Sterling  Pictures. 

Operetta  Purchased 
Firefly,  The,  operetta  by  Rudolf  Friml, 
bought  by  MGM  to  star  Jeannette  Mac- Donald. 

Gambler's  Maxim,  original  story  by  Howland 
Brown,  bought  by  Paramount.  The  author 
will  direct  and  George  Raft  will  be  starred. 

Gentleman  from  Kimberly,  the,  original 
story  bought  by  Warners  to  star  Anita 
Louise.  The  picture  deals  with  the  diamond 
fields  of  Africa. 

General  Robert  E.  Lee,  original  story  by 
George  Waggner,  bought  by  General  Pic- 

tures. Mr.  Waggner  and  Reginald  Barker 
will  direct. 

Get  It  First,  original  story  by  Harry  Hirsch- 
field,  bought  by  Warners,  Craig  Reynolds 
will  have  the  lead. 

Girl  of  the  Golden  West,  play  by  David 
Belasco  produced  on  Broadway  some  years 
ago,  bought  by  MGM  for  Nelson  Eddy  and 
Jeannette  MacDonald. 

Gold  Is  Where  You  Find  It,  magazine  storv 
by  Clements  Ripley  published  by  Cosmopoli- 

tan, bought  by  Warners.  George  Brent  ten- tatively set  for  lead. 
Heather  of  the  High  Hand,  novel  by  Arthur 

Spring,  bought  by  Universal. 
His  Arabian  Nights,  original  story  by  Gene 

Fowler,  acquired  by  Twentieth  Century-Fox, 
to  serve  as  a  basis  of  the  first  Eddie  Cantor 
feature.  Lawrence  Schwab  will  be  associate 

producer. Hobo  and  the  Heiress,  The,  original  story  by 
Robertson  White,  bought  by  Warners  to  star 
Craig  Reynolds  and  Patricia  Ellis.  William Clemens  will  direct. 

I  Married  an  Artist,  magazine  story  published 
in  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  and  written  by 
Avery  Strakosch,  bought  by  Columbia. 

Immortal  Love,  original  story  by  John  Rich, 
bought  by  Universal. 

Jean,  play  by  Ladislaus  Bus-Fekete,  bought  by 
Twentieth  Century-Fox. 

Jezebel,  play  by  Owen  Davis,  Sr.,  bought  by 
Warners  to  star  Bette  Davis. 

Musical  Planned 

Joy  of  Living,  the,  original  story  by  Herbert 
Fields,  acquired  by  Radio  to  star  Irene 
Dunne.  The  picture  will  be  done  as  a  musi- 

cal with  Jerome  Kern  writing  the  music  and 
Dorothy  Fields  the  lyrics. 

Junior  G  Men,  original  by  Martin  Mooney, 
bought  by  Radio. 

Kiss  in  the  Sun,  original  story  by  Leo  Mc- 
Carey  and  Frank  R.  Adams,  bought  by  Sam- 

uel _  Goldwyn  for  release  through  United 
Artists.  Gary  Cooper  and  Merle  Oberon 
will  be  co-starred. (Continued  on  page  26) 
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(Continued  from  page  23) 
Let  Me  Live,  original  story  by  William  A. 
Wellman  and  Robert  Carson,  bought  by 
David  O.  Selznick,  of  Selznick-International. 
The  picture  will  be  made  in  Technicolor  and 
Fredric  March  will  be  starred. 

Life  and  Loves  of  Victor  Herbert,  original 

story  by  Gilbert  Gabriel,  bought  by  Para- 
mount. Gladys  Swarthout  will  be  starred. 

Madame  Walewska,  novel  by  Waclaw  Ga- 
siorowski,  bought  by  MGM  to  star  Greta 
Garbo  and  Charles  Boyer.  Clarence  Brown 
will  direct. 

Man  in  Possession,  play  by  H.  N.  Harwood, 
bought  by  MGM  to  star  Robert  Taylor  and 
Gene  Harlow.  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  will  direct. 

Veiller  Play  Bought 
Mazie  Kenyon,  play  by  Bayard  Veiller, 

bought  by  MGM  to  star  Gloria  Swanson. 
The  author  and  Eugene  Walters  will  do  the 
screen  play  and  Harry  Rapf  will  produce. 

Men  from  Guiana,  original  story  by  Robert 
Thoeren,  bought  by  MGM. 

Mexican  Quarters,  magazine  story  by  Tom 
Gill,  published  in  Cosmopolitan,  bought  by 
Radio 

Mrs.  America,  original  story  by  Jack  Good- 
man and  Albert  Leventhal,  bought  by  Radio 

to  star  Helen  Broderick  and  Victor  Moore. 
New  Faces,  original  story  by  Nat  Perrin, 

acquired  by  Radio  for  production  as  a  musi- 
cal by  Edward  Small.  Title  taken  from  re- 
cent Broadway  hit. 

New  Trail  Ahead,  A,  original  story  by  Nor- 
man Sheldon,  bought  by  Columbia  to  star 

Charles  Starrett. 
Night  Must  Fall,  play  by  Emlyn  Williams, 

bought  by  MGM.  Clarence  Brown  will  direct 
and  Robert  Montgomery  and  Rosalind  Rus- 

sell will  be  starred. 
Night  Patrol,  magazine  story  by  Kimball 

Herrick,  bought  by  Universal. 
Numbered  Woman,  original  story  by  Harrison 

Jacobs,  bought  by  W.  Ray  Johnston  for 
Sterling  Pictures. 

Don  Marquis'  Play 
Old  Soak,  The.  play  by  Don  Marquis,  bought 

by  MGM  to  star  Wallace  Beery  under  Wal- 
ter Ruben's  direction. 

Pals  in  Paradise,  novel  by  Peter  B.  Kyne, 
bought  by  Columbia. 

Park  Avenue  Dame,  original  story  by  Robert 
T.  Shannon,  to  Columbia. 

Port  of  Missing  Girls,  original  story  by  How- 
ard Estabrook,  bought  by  Monogram  from 

Brenda  Pictures  Corporation. 
Puritan  at  Large,  novel  by  I.  A.  R.  Wylie, 

bought  by  Universal. 

Pirate's  Lady,  The,  original  story  by  John 
Francis  Larkin,  bought  by  Samuel  Goldwyn 
for  release  through  United  Artists. 

Queen  of  the  Yukon,  novel  by  Jack  London, 
bought  by  Monogram  Pictures. 

Question  of  Honor,  original  story  by  Peter 
B.  Kyne,  acquired  by  Columbia. 

Reluctant  Bachelor,  The,  original  by  Rob- 
ert Arthur,  bought  by  Republic 

Riddle  of  Forty  Naughty  Girls,  The,  origi- 
nal mystery  story  by  Stuart  Palmer,  bought 

by  Radio  to  star  James  Gleason  and  Zasu 
Pitts. 

Right  Guy,  The,  magazine  story  published  in 
McCalls,  written  by  Richard  Wormser, 
bought  by  Columbia. 

Road  Show,  novel  by  Eric  Hatch,  purchased 
by  Hal  Roach  to  star  Patsy  Kelly  and  Lyda 
Roberti.   Release  will  be  through  MGM. 

With  Cole  Porter  Music 

Rosalie,  play  by  William  Anthony  McGuire, 
bought  by  MGM  for  Eleanor  Powell  and 
Ray  Bolger.  Cole  Porter  will  write  the 
music. 

Saleslady,  novel  by  Harold  Morrow,  bought 
by  Monogram. 

Saratoga,  original  story  by  Anita  Loos  and 
Robert  Hopkins,  acquired  by  MGM  to  star 
Clark  Gable  and  Joan  Crawford. 

Scavengers  of  Broadway,  original  story  by 
Betty  Laidlow  and  Bob  Lively,  bought  by 
Conn  Studios. 

See  How  They  Run,  original  story  by  Robert 
Andrews,  bought  by  David  L.  Loew  to  star 
Joe   E.    Brown.    Release   will    be  through 
Radio. 

Warner  Musical 

Singing  Marine,  original  story  by  Delmar 
Daves,  bought  by  Warners  as  a  musical  for 
Dick  Powell,  Olivia  deHavilland  and  Lee 
Dixon. 

Snow-Covered    Wagons,    novel    bought  by 
Grand  National. 

Song  of  the  City,  original  by  Michael  Fes- 
sion,  to  MGM  to  star  Margaret  Lindsay. 

There's  Always  a  Woman,  magazine  story  by 
Wilson  Collison,  published  in  the  American, 
bought  by  Columbia. 

They  Gave  Him  a  Gun,  original  story  by 
William  Cowen,  bought  by  MGM. 

Three   Bad   Men,   original   story   by  David 
Bader,  bought  by  National  and  Provincial  in London. 

Thin  Ice,  original  story  by  Melville  Baker, 
acquired  by  Twentieth  Century-Fox  as  the 
next  picture  for  Sonja  Henie. 

Tomorrow's  Headlines,  original  story  by 
Thomas  Ahearn,  bought  by  Radio.  The  story 
deals  with  the  broadcasting  of  news  via  radio. 

Unproduced  Play  Bought 

Umbrella,  The,  unproduced  play  by  Will 
Scott,  bought  by  MGM. 

Untitled  Original,  by  Mrs.  Irene  Castle  for 
Radio  on  the  dancing  career  of  Irene  and 
Vernon  Castle.  Fred  Astaire  will  have  the 
leading  role. 

Untitled  Original,  by  Paul  Schofield  and 
Ralph  Scott,  for  Paramount  dealing  with  the 
northern  frontier  between  1783  and  1821  and 
with  individual  trappers,  the  Northwestern 
Fur  Company  and  the  Hudson  Bay  Com- 

pany. Untitled  Original,  by  Dan  Jarrett  and  Ewing 

Scott"  for  George  Hirliman  production  star- 
ring George  O'Brien. 

Untitled  Original,  by  Moss  Hart,  for  pro- 
duction by  MGM  as  a  musical. 

Untitled  Original,  by  Alfred  Hitchcock,  for 
Gaumont  British. 

Upsey  Daisy,  original  story  by  Peter  B.  Kyne, 
bought  by  Columbia. 

Valley  of  Terror,  original  story  by  James 
Oliver  Curwood,  bought  by  Maurice  Conn. 

Varsity  Show,  original  story  by  Fred  Peder- 
son,  bought  by  Warners. 

Kipling  Story  Used 
Wee  Willie  Winkte,  based  on  the  Rudyard 

Kipling  story,  bought  by  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox  to  star  Shirley  Temple. 

The  Wild  Catter,  original  story  by  John  Van 
Dyke,  bought  by  Universal. 

Wolf  Call,  novel  by  Jack  London,  bought  by 
Monogram  Pictures. 

Women,  The,  current  Broadway  play  by  Claire 
Booth  Brokaw  Luce,  bought  by  Max  Gordon 
Plays  and  Pictures  Corporation  headed  by 
Harry  M.  Goetz. 

You  Can't  Beat  Love,  original  story  by  Olga 
Moore,  bought  by  Radio. 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  You,  current 
Broadway  hit  by  George  Kaufman  and  Moss 
Hart,  bought  by  Columbia. 

You'll  Be  Married  by  Noon,  original  story  by 
Harry  Ruskin,  bought  by  MGM. 

Contest  Is  Ended 

Over  Disposal  of 

Orpheum  Circuit 
After  weeks  of  threats  to  contest  the  offer, 

an  Orpheum  Circuit  creditors'  meeting  on 
Tuesday  in  New  York  voted  to  accept 

RKO's  offer  of  $700,000  cash  and  subordina- 
tion of  its  own  claims  for  clear  title  to  the 

Orpheum  assets  which  are  now  in  the  pos- 
session of  Stadium  Theatres  Corporation,  a 

wholly  owned  RKO  subsidiary,  through 

which  the  parent  company's  bid  is  made. 
In  so  doing,  the  meeting  rejected  an  offer 

of  $2,000,000  cash  for  the  same  assets,  which 
was  presented  Tuesday  to  Federal  Referee 
Oscar  W.  Ehrhorn  and  the  Orpheum  credi- 

tors for  the  first  time  by  a  committee  of 
preferred  stockholders  of  Opheum.  The 
assets  in  question  recently  were  appraised 
at  $2,772,714  and  include  such  properties  as 

Champaign  (111.)  Orpheum,  Chicago  Or- 
pheum, Des  Moines  Consolidated  Theatres, 

St.  Paul  Theatres  Company,  Junior  Or- 
pheum, Los  Angeles ;  Junior  Orpheum,  San 

Francisco;  Kansas  City  Junior  Orpheum, 
Orpheum  Circuit  Booking  Corporation, 
RKO  Western  Vaudeville  and  other  com- 

panies. 
Referee  Ehrhorn  took  the  creditors'  recom- 

mendation under  advisement  and  reserved  de- 
cision, as  well,  on  motions  by  the  preferred 

stockholders'  committee  to  direct  Marcus  Hei- 
man,  Orpheum  trustee  in  bankruptcy,  to  file  a 
petition  for  reorganization  of  Orpheum  under 

Section  77-B  as  a  subsidiary  of  RKO's ;  to  have 
Orpheum  intervene  in  the  RKO  reorganization 
proceedings,  and  to  file  objections  to  the  RKO 
reorganization  plan  on  the  grounds  that  it  dis- 

criminates against  Orpheum  while  favoring 
other  RKO  subsidiaries. 
RKO,  through  Stadium,  has  total  claims  of 

$3,450,695  against  Orpheum,  or  approximately 
60  per  cent  of  the  total  outstanding.  The  com- 

pany's bid  for  the  Orpheum  assets  would,  in 
effect,  cancel  these  claims  in  addition  to  provid- 

ing $700,000  cash,  which  would  be  available  as 
a  dividend  to  the  holders  of  the  remaining  claims 
against  Orpheum,  which  amount  to  $2,128,357. 
Of  the  latter  claims,  Phillip  Snyder  of  Buffalo, 
trustee  for  the  Omaha  Orpheum  bondholders, 
represents  $1,110,000,  or  more  than  50  per  cent 

of  the  claims  exclusive  of  RKO's.  Snyder's claims  were  voted  in  favor  of  acceptance  of  the 
RKO  offer  and  against  the  preferred  stock- 

holders' offer  yesterday,  while  neither  RKO 
nor  Stadium  voted  on  either  offer. 

The  Orpheum  preferred  stockholders'  bid, presented  by  Isidor  J.  Kresel,  attorney  for  the 
committee,  was  made  through  Hudson  County 
Warehouses,  Inc.,  by  John  Sherman,  treasurer. 

Kresel  identified  the  bidder  merely  as  "a  New 
Jersey  company  with  as  much  capital  as  Stadium 
has."  The  preferred  stockholders'  committee 
consists  of  Martin  Beck,  Harry  Borns,  Asher 
Levy,  Julian  Livingston  and  Alex  Young,  Jr., 
and  claims  to  represent  16,210  shares  of  the 
62,551  preferred  shares  of  Orpheum.  Under 
RKO's  offer  for  the  Orpheum  assets,  creditors 
would  receive  about  30  cents  on  the  dollar  for 
their  claims  and,  consequently,  there  would  be 
nothing  available  for  stockholders. 

Settle  Peekskill  Case 

Six  actions  brought  by  Fox  Film  Corpo- 
ration, Universal,  Radio,  RKO  Pathe  Dis- 

tributing Corporation,  Christie  Film  Cor- 
poration and  Screen  Gems,  Inc.,  against  the 

Peekskill  Theatre,  Inc.,  were  settled  in  the 
New  York  federal  court  Tuesday. 
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COLUMBIA  IS  SIXTH  TO  ACCEPT 

MPTOA'S  TRADE  PRACTICE  PLAN 

Agrees  to  Eliminate  Separate 

Score  Charge,  Favors  Local 

Boards,  10  Per  Cent  Can- 
cellation on  Restricted  Basis 

Columbia,  the  sixth  large  company  to  re- 
spond to  the  program  of  trade  practice  re- 
form sponsored  by  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners  of  America,  will  eliminate 

the  separate  score  charge,  cooperate  in  es- 
tablishment of  local  conciliation  boards,  grant 

a  ten  per  cent  cancellation  privilege  on  a 
restricted  basis  and  aid  in  settling  other 
trade  problems,  according  to  a  letter  sent 
this  week  by  Abe  Montague,  general  sales 
manager,  to  Edward  Kuykendall,  president 
of  the  exhibitor  organization. 

In  the  field  of  the  courts,  suits  based  on 

allegations  of  violation  of  the  anti-trust 
laws  were  pending  in  four  courts,  with  little 

possibility  of  immediate  decisions  in  any 
of  them.  Allied  States  Association  of 

Motion  Picture  Exhibitors,  having  set 

May  12th,  13th  and  14th  as  the  dates  for 
the  annual  convention  in  Milwaukee,  urged 

members  to  defer  negotiation  of  1937-38 
contracts  until  that  time.  A  bulletin  asked 

independent  exhibitors  to  contact  their 
Congressmen  to  enlist  their  support  for  the 

Neely-Pettengill  bill  and  the  Allied  ap- 
proved copyright  legislation.  The  bulletin 

also  requested  members  to  study  the  pos- 
sibility of  legislation  in  their  states  to 

divorce  distribution  and  exhibition. 

With  the  publication  of  Columbia's  stand 
on  the  M.P.T.O.A.  program,  Warner 

Brothers,  Paramount  and  the  national  inde- 
pendent distributors  are  the  only  companies 

which  have  not  yet  recognized  the  proposals. 
The  Paramount  answer  is  being  prepared 

by  Austin  C.  Keough  and  will  be  released 
soon  it  was  understood. 

Columbia  Policy 

The  Columbia  acceptance  follows : 

"(1)  Columbia  is  willing  to  grant  a  can- 
cellation of  10%  of  the  number  of  pictures  of- 

fered if  the  exhibitor  contracts  for  all  pictures 
offered  at  one  time,  provided  this  cancellation 

is  restricted  to  pictures  in  the  lowest  price  al- 
location group.  The  request  for  cancellation 

by  the  exhibitor  must  be  given  in  writing  to 
the  local  branch  office  of  the  distributor  within 

ten  days  after  mailing  of  notice  of  availability 
by  the  distributor  to  exhibitor.  We  feel  that 

this'  should  be  a  very  satisfactory  arrangement 
because  exhibitors  who  desire  to  buy  selective 
contracts  at  the  time  of  the  negotiations  take 

their  elimination  at  that  time,  and  are  not  en- 
titled to  any  further  elimination. 

"(2)  We  are  in  favor  of  establishing  local 
conciliation  boards,  if  proper  machinery  can 

be  set  up  so  that  these  boards  will  function 
smoothly  and  will  not  require  too  much  of  the 
time  of  the  local  branch  executives.  We  feel 

that  a  great  deal  more  time  must  be  spent  at 

joint  meetings  in  order  to  arrange  for  the 

proper  conduct  of  these  boards.  The  writer 
will  be  very  glad  to  meet  your  representatives 
to  discuss  this  thought  further. 

"(3)  Clearance  is  of  its  own  necessity  a 

part  of  the  sale  between  the  individual  exhibi- 

ILLINOIS  TO  ADD 

COURSE  ON  FILMS 

Motion  pictures  as  an  aesthetic  in- 
fluence received  new  official  recognition 

in  an  announcement  that  the  Univer- 

sity of  Illinois  plans  to  give  films  a 
place  beside  literature  and  drama  on 
its  curriculum. 

In  Florida  the  Duval  County  Board 

of  Public  Instruction  is  planning  to 

adopt  motion  pictures  as  an  aid  to 
instruction  in  the  larger  schools  in  its 

system. 

tor  and  distributor,  and  therefore  in  our  opinion 
must  be  left  that  way.  We  have  no  way  of 
bringing  about  uniform  clearance  that  would  be 
fair  to  all  parties  and  would  come  within  the 
ruling  of  the  Federal  courts. 

"(4)  We  are  definitely  opposed  to  over- 
buying by  an  exhibitor  for  the  purpose  of 

restraining  any  other  exhibitor  from  acquiring  a 
sufficient  amount  of  product  to  operate  his 
theatre.  Only  the  exhibitor  is  in  possession  of 
the  facts  regarding  his  buy  and  whether  or 
not  he  has  over-bought  is  difficult  for  the  dis- 

tributor to  determine.  We  do  not  consider 

an  exhibitor's  buying  a  sufficient  number  of 
pictures  for  double-bill  houses  an  'over-bought' condition.  As  distributors,  we  believe  the  policy 
of  operation  of  a  theatre  should  be  left  to  the 
operator  of  that  theatre — and  if  double-bills 
are  an  evil,  we  feel  sure  it  will  eventually 
correct  itself. 

"(5)  We,  too,  like  you  and  your  organiza- 
tion, would  prefer  to  see  an  end  to  all  unfair 

competition  between  exhibitors.  It  is  our  opin- 
ion however,  that  all  such  unfair  competition, 

wherever  it  exists,  can  only  be  eliminated  by 
closer  co-operative  action  on  the  part  of  all 
exhibitors  concerned. 

"(6)  It  has  never  been  our  intention  to  li- 
cense pictures  to  a  non-theatrical  account  that 

is  in  direct  competition  with  a  motion  picture 
theatre  using  Columbia  product. 

Short  Contract  Approved 

"(7)  In  view  of  various  and  different  de- 
cisions, we  believe  it  inadvisable  for  Columbia 

to  approve  of  the  use  of  a  uniform  contract. 
We  are,  however,  in  favor  of  developing  a 
practical  shorter  form  contract  which  will 
thoroughly  cover  the  transaction  between  ex- 

hibitor and  distributor.  We  question,  however, 
the  advisability  of  an  exhibitor  signing  one  form 
of  contract  which  refers  to  another  and  longer 
form  of  contract.  We  believe  the  contract  in 
itself  should  set  forth  the  complete  transaction 
without  reference  to  any  other  contract  or 

agreement. 
"(8)  We  at  this  time  are  willing  to  meet 

your  request  regarding  the  elimination  of  score 
charges,  particularly  as  it  applies  to  percentage 
contracts.  We  believe  that  score  charges  are 

a  part  of  film  rental.  Therefore,  when  sat- 
isfactory percentage  terms  are  agreed  upon,  we 

feel  that  the  score  charge  can  be  eliminated. 
On  flat  buying  contracts  we  are  agreeable  to 
discontinue  the  practice  of  separating  the  terms 
between  film  rental  and  score  charge  and  in 
the  future  have  one  space  for  the  insertion  of 

complete  'film  rental  terms.' 
"(9)  We  are  willing  to  treat  with  the  in- 

dividual situation  as  to  preferred  playing  time 

on  percentage  pictures.  It  is  not  our  intention 
to  be  unfair  or  unreasonable.    However,  inas- 

Anti  -  Trust  Suits  Pending  in 

Four  Courts;  Momand  Ap- 

peal Is  Heard  in  $4,000,000 

Conspiracy  Charges 

much  as  'preferred  playing  time'  is  a  definite 
part  of  'film  rental,'  we  must  expect  to  receive 
our  fair  share  of  an  exhibitor's  preferred  time 
in  order  to  protect  our  film  rental  for  impor- 

tant percentage  pictures. 
"(10)  It  has  never  been  the  intention  or  the 

practice  of  this  company  to  'force'  shorts  with 
features,  as  the  expression  is  commonly  used  by 
exhibitors.  Because  of  economic  operation,  it 
is  absolutely  necessary  to  license  short  subjects 
at  the  same  time  that  features  are  licensed.  The 
number  of  short  subjects  licensed  by  an  ex- 

hibitor becomes  part  of  the  individual  sale, 
and  we  believe  that  where  we  do  license  features 
we  should  have  an  equal  opportunity  to  license 
the  account  a  reasonable  number  of  short  sub- 

jects proportionate  to  the  number  of  features  we 

supply  as  against  the  exhibitor's  total  feature 
requirements. 

"This  was  my  suggestion  at  the  time  of  the 
N.R.A.  discussions  at  Washington  and  I  still 
believe  it  the  most  equitable  manner  of  handling 

the  matter  of  short  subject  sales." 
Court  Actions  Pending 

Four  suits  involving  anti-trust  laws  are  pend- 
ing. 

The  action  brought  by  George  Fuller  against 
large  distributors  in  New  Orleans  charging 
conspiracy  is  expected  to  get  under  way  next 
week,  with  distributor  executives  on  the  stand 
as  witnesses.  Since  the  suit  was  filed  the  at- 

tention of  the  Federal  court  has  been  occupied 
with  preliminaries  and  verbal  tilts  between  the 
opposing  attorneys. 

The  appeal  of  A.  B.  Momand,  operator  of 
a  theatre  in  Shawnee,  Okla.,  in  a  $4,000,000 
conspiracy  suit  against  19  motion  picture  pro- 

ducers and  distributors  was  heard  last  week  in 
the  United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals  in 
Oklahoma  City  last  week  and  decision  was  re- 

served. The  appeal  was  from  a  Federal  court 
ruling  sustaining  a  motion  of  the  defendants 

that  Mr.  Momand's  petition  be  made  more definite. 
A  second  extension  of  one  week  of  the  time 

for  filing  of  defendant's  answers  to  the  Gov- ernment action  brought  against  Karl  Hoblitzelle, 
the  Texas  Interstate  circuit  and  eight  major 
distributors  involving  first  run  contracts  was 
granted  this  week  by  the  Federal  district  court 
at  Dallas.  The  answers  are  now  due  Feb- 

ruary 8th. 
A  second  anti-trust  suit  in  Dallas,  brought 

by  Rubin  Frels  against  the  Jefferson  Amuse- 
ment Company  and  major  distributors  is  sched- 
uled to  come  to  trial  February  17th  in  the 

Dallas  Federal  court.  The  suit  is  for  triple 
damages  approximating  $500,000. 

RKO  and  Midwest  End 

Pool  Discussions 

RKO's  proposed  pooling  arrangement 
with  Fox  Midwest  in  Kansas  City  have  been 
terminated  and  RKO  has  completed  nego- 

tiations whereby  it  will  combine  operations 
with  Paramount  in  that  city.  The  Orpheum, 
therefore,  will  reopen  as  a  continued  run 
house  with  the  Main  street,  the  other  RKO 

theatre,  to  play  "A"  product  single  feature. 
The  Newman,  Paramount  unit,  will  book 
double  features. 



*"For  sheer  breath-taking  beauty,  this  pic- 

ture is  tops!"  —Showmen's  Trade  Review 

Completely  breath-taking!  Nothing  bet- 

ter has  yet  come  from  any  studio!" 
— Motion  Picture  Daily 

"The  most  beautiful  Technicolor  picture 

yet!"  —  The  Exhibitor 



ANNABELLA 

HENRY  FONDA 

LESLIE  BANKS 

Wings  ceTK/ncBMAre 

IN  NATURAL  TECHNICOLOR 

with 

STEWART  ROME  •  HARRY  TATE 

IRENE  VANBRUGH 

Presenting  the  world-famous  tenor  

JOHN  McCORMACK 

From  stories  by  Donn  Byrne  •■  Directed  by  Harold  Schuster 

Colour  direction  by  Natalie  Kalmus  •  Produced  by 

Robert  T.  Kane. 

A  20th  Century- Fox  Film  Release 

Produced  by  New  World  Pictures  Limited 
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MPTOA,  ALLIED  SET  CONVENTIONS; 

FIVE  STATE  ORGANIZATIONS  ELECT 

MPTOA  Meets  in  Miami  March 

16th  to  18th,  Allied  States  in 

Milwaukee  May  12th  to  14th; 

Territorial  Units  Active 

Leaders  of  the  two  national  exhibitor  or- 
ganizations, Allied  States  Association  of 

Motion  Picture  Exhibitors,  and  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  dur- 

ing the  next  few  weeks  will  employ  strong 

showmanship  methods  to  attract  the  atten- 
tion of  exhibtors  generally  to  their  annual 

conventions.  Edward  L.  Kuykendall,  M. 
P.  T.  O.  A.  president,  this  week  announced 
the  17th  annual  meeting  for  March  16th  to 
18th,  at  the  Miami  Biltmore  hotel,  in  Mia- 

mi, and  the  Abram  Myers-Nathan  Yamins 
Allied  States  association  set  May  12th  to 
14th  and  the  Hotel  Pfister,  in  Milwaukee, 

as  the  date  and  place  for  their  yearly  con- 
ference. 

Both  Allied  and  the  MPTOA  promise  an 
abundance  of  heated  discussion  on  show- 

manship problems  and  the  method  and 
manner  of  conducting  a  motion  picture 
theatre.  Both,  too,  will  seek  to  induce 

large  delegations  with  the  usual  social  and 

festive  activities — banquets,  receptions  and 
the  like. 

Elections,  meetings  and  conventions  this  week 
likewise  engaged  the  attention  of  organized  ex- 

hibition in  California,  Connecticut,  District  of 
Columbia,  Maryland,  Missouri,  New  England, 
Pennsylvania,  Virginia  and  Wisconsin. 

Southern  California 

The  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  South- 
ern California,  meeting  in  Los  Angeles,  elected 

Jack  Berman  president ;  Irving  Carlin,  vice- 
president  and  executive  chairman ;  C.  A.  Ferry, 
vice-president  and  treasurer,  and  Harry  Vinni- 
cof,  third  vice-president.  The  officers  and  H. 
W.  Bruen,  Jay  Sutton,  Lou  Bard  and  E.  S. 
Calve  comprise  the  new  directorate. 

Connecticut 

Connecticut's  Allied  States  affiliate  met  at 
New  Haven  to  hear  a  report  by  Dr.  J.  B. 

Fishman  on  the  parent  Allied's  recent  annual 
board  meeting  at  Baltimore,  where  the  organ- 

ization reelected  Nathan  Yamins  president  and 
voted  to  redouble  its  national  fight  on  block 
booking. 
District  of  Columbia 

Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  the  District  of 

Columbia,  meeting  at  Washington's  Hamilton 
Hotel,  elected  C.  H.  Olive  president ;  A.  Licht- 
man,  vice-president ;  Henry  Hiser,  treasurer ; 
Bill  Hoyle,  secretary,  and  the  following  direc- 

tors :  B.  Tendler,  A.  Lichtman  and  W.  E.  S. 
Wilcox. 

Maryland 

Maryland's  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 
appointed  a  nominating  committee,  as  follows : 
Charles  Nolte,  chairman ;  Eugene  B.  McCurdy, 
Samuel  Back,  Meyer  Leventhal  and  Oscar 
Coblentz. 

Kansas  City 
The  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  Kansas 

City,  in  Missouri,  reelected  all  officers,  includ- 
ing :  Emanuel  Rolsky,  president ;  E.  S.  Young, 

vice-president;  Mrs.  Rosa  Baier,  second  vice- 

CIRCUIT  EXHIBITING 

HOME  GROWN  FILMS 

L.  J.  Finske,  district  manager  for 

J.  H.  Cooper  Enterprises,  Inc.,  in 
Colorado  has  installed  16mm.  pro- 

jectors in  theatres  in  Greeley,  Grand 
Junction,  Pueblo  and  Colorado  Springs 

for  showing  films  taken  by  local 
amateur  motion  picture  enthusiasts. 

The  pictures  for  the  most  part  are  of 
local  sport  events,  festivals  and  fairs. 

president;  Ed  Hartman,  secretary,  and  Charles 
Potter,  treasurer. 

New  England 

Nathan  Yamins,  now  serving  his  second  term 
as  president  of  the  national  Allied  States  As- 

sociation, last  week  was  also  unanimously  re- 
elected president  of  the  Independent  Exhibitors, 

Inc.,  Allied's  affiliate  in  New  England,  at  the 
annual  convention  in  Boston.  Some  50  dele- 

gates were  in  attendance  at  the  Hotel  Bradford. 
Max  Levenson  was  elected  first  vice-presi- 

dent, Francis  Lydon,  second  vice-president ; 
Adolph  Bendsley,  secretary,  and  Harold  Stone- 
man  treasurer.  The  executive  committee  will 
be  composed  of  Edward  Ansin,  Elias  M.  Loew, 
Charles  Hodgdon,  Irving  Isaacs,  Walter  Little- 
field,  William  McLaughlin,  Daniel  Murphy, 
Francis  Perry,  Morris  Pouzzner,  George  Rams- 
dell,  Richard  Rubin,  Philip  Smith  and  William 
Viano. 

A  local  legislative  committee  includes  Ansin, 
Levenson,  Littlefield,  Lydon  and  Business  Man- 

ager Arthur  K.  Howard  who  was  chosen  unan- 
imously to  serve  another  year.  Members  voted 

to  support  legislation  for  the  divorcement  of 
producing  and  exhibition  and  to  pledge  a  sum 

equal  to  one  year's  dues  to  be  assessed  one- 
eighth  quarterly  for  two  years.  Messrs.  Lydon, 
Ramsdell,  Jack  Findley  and  Howard  were 
named  as  a  local  "defense"  committee. 

Mr.  Yamins  presented  Al  Stefifes,  who  ad- 
dressed the  closed  session.  Mr.  Steffes  outlined 

national  defense  plans,  after  which  the  annual 
report  by  Mr.  Howard  was  accepted. 

Mr.  Yamins  left  immediately  after  the  Bos- 
ton meeting  for  a  vacation  at  Hollywood, 

Florida. 

Western  Pennsylvania 

Western  Pennsylvania's  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  on  February  9th  will  hold  a 
social  gathering  for  members  and  friends  at 

Pittsburgh's  William  Penn  Hotel.  Frank  Pan- 
oplos  is  chairman. 

Virginia 
The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Vir- 

ginia, headed  by  Morton  Thalheimer,  will  meet 
in  mid-winter  session,  at  Richmond,  on  Feb- 

ruary 11th.  Both  Allied  and  the  M.P.T.O.A. 
are  invited,  and  acceptances  have  been  received 
from  Mr.  Kuykendall,  M.P.T.O.A.  president, 

and  Mr.  Myers,  chairman  of  Allied's  board. 
Mr.  Kuykendall  was  assigned  the  subject  of: 
"The  Problem  of  One  Is  the  Problem  of  All." 
Lieutenant-Governor  James  Hubert  Price, 

who  is  thus  far  the  only  candidate  for  the  Vir- 
ginia Democratic  gubernatorial  nomination  this 

year,  and  Colonel  John  Fulmer  Bright,  mayor 
of  Richmond,  have  agreed  to  deliver  addresses 
of  welcome.  Colonel  Robert  T.  Barton,  Jr., 
of  Richmond,  counsel  for  the  Virginia 

M.P.T.O.,  will  also  speak,  on  "Social  Security 
and  the  Theatres." 

Nathan  Yamins,  Head  of  Na- 

tional Allied  States,  Is  Re- 
elected as  President  of 

New  England  Affiliate 

The  business  session  will  conclude  with  the 
annual  election  of  officers,  and  the  annual  ban- 

quet will  follow. 
Exhibits  at  the  Virginia  convention  have 

been  arranged  for  by  Nationwide  Equipment, 
Globe  Ticket,  Flowers  School  Equipment, 
American  Seating,  Frick  Company,  Interna- 

tional Seating,  National  Theatre  Supply,  RCA 
Manufacturing  Company,  Pittsburgh  Plate 
Glass,  West  Disinfecting,  J.  F.  Dusman  Com- 

pany, Southern  Desk,  the  Hoover  Company, 
Brandt  Automatic  Ticket  Sales,  Heywood- 

Wakefield,  O'  Hare's  Independent  Theatre  Sup- 
ply, Thalheimer  Brothers  Theatre  Equipment. 

General  Outdoor  Advertising,  W.  Bryan 
Branch  Company,  Theatre  Art  Display,  Talley 
Neon  Sign,  Earnest  Brothers  and  Binswanger 
&  Company. 

Wisconsin 

Allied's  state  affiliate  in  Wisconsin  will  meet 
on  May  12th  to  14th  at  Milwaukee  in  con- 

nection with  the  annual  convention  of  the  na- 
tional organization. 

Pete  Wood,  of  Columbus,  is  chairman  of  the 
national  Allied  convention  committee,  and  Ray 
A.  Tesch,  of  Milwaukee,  will  have  charge  of 
local  arrangements. 

MPTOA  Plans 

Preliminary  plans  for  the  annual  convention 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
America  in  Miami,  March  16th  to  18th,  have 
been  completed  in  cooperation  with  Mitchell 
Wolfson,  of  Wometco  Theatres,  Miami,  who 
has  been  appointed  general  chairman  of  the 
Convention  arrangements  committees.  Jack 
Frost,  of  the  S.  A.  Lynch  Theatres,  in  Miami, 
will  act  as  chairman  of  the  reception  com- 
mittee. 

In  addition  to  the  three  days  of  conferences 
and  business  sessions,  the  local  theatre  owners 

are  preparing  a  program  of  receptions,  lun- 
cheons, dinner  dancing  and  beach  parties  cul- 

minating in  the  annual  banquet.  A  feature  of 
the  banquet  program  will  be  a  water  carnival 
of  exhibition  diving,  swimming,  acrobatics  and 
aquatic  show  in  the  Miami  Biltmore  outdoor 
pool.  Immediately  following  the  convention,  on 
March  19th  there  will  be  a  golf  tournament. 
Also,  there  will  be  arranged  a  day  at  the 
Roney-Plaza  Cabana  Club  at  Miami  Beach  for 
bathing,  a  day  at  the  Key-Largo  Anglers  Club 
for  deep  sea  fishing,  or  a  day  at  Tropical  Park 
Race  Track. 
Arrangements  have  been  made  for  the  erec- 

tion of  display  booths  (80  to  120  square  feet)  in 
the  convention  hall  for  the  use  of  manufacturers 
and  dealers  in  theatre  equipment,  supplies  and 
accessories. 
Adolph  Zukor  has  accepted  an  invitation  to 

be  a  guest  at  the  convention.  This  is  in  con- 
nection with  the  celebration  of  his  25th  anni- versary. 

Testimonial  for  O'Shea 
A  testimonial  dinner  has  been  arranged  by 

theatre  owners  in  Buffalo  to  honor  E.  K. 

"Ted"  O'Shea,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
branch  manager  there,  who  is  celebrating  his 
20th  year  with  the  company.  The  dinner  will 
be  held  at  the  Hotel  Statler  on  February 
15th. 



LLOYD'S  SMASHES  ON! 

"Lloyds  of  London"  continues  to  win  new  fame  as  a  sensational 

money  attraction  with  every  new  opening.  Look! 

Held  for  2nd  week  after  topping  every  20th  hit,  including  "One 

in  a  Million/' at  the  New,  in  BALTIMORE  and  the  Lincoln,  MIAMI! 

Running  ahead  of  "One  in  a  Million/'  with  2nd  day  nearly 

doubling  opening,  at  the  Palace,  DALLAS! 

Equalled  "One  in  a  Million's"  smash  New  Year's  run  at  the 

Metropolitan,  HOUSTON ! 

Building  to  record -crashing  week,  after  one  of  the  season's  big- 

gest openings,  at  the  Wisconsin,  MILWAUKEE! 

Out-grossing  "One  in  a  Million"  at  the  Fox,  ST.  LOUIS! 

Getting  the  only  business  in  town  at  the  Buffalo,  BUFFALO! 

Despite  flood  menace,  did  the  season's  2nd  biggest  week  at  the 

Saenger,  NEW  ORLEANS! 

And  topping  or  equalling  20th's  greatest  hits  at  the  Capitol,  SALT 

LAKE  CITY.  .  .  the  Palace,  ROCHESTER  .  .  .  Keith's,  SYRACUSE! 

20th  makes  them  that  way ! 
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95,379  THEATRES  IN  WORLD 

The  United  States  Government  this  week  reported  the  existence  of  95,379  motion  picture  theatres 

throughout  the  world,  an  increase  of  approximately  8,150  over  1935,  located  as  follows:  Europe, 

66,876;  United  States,  16,258;  Far  East,  5,244;  Central  and  Latin  America,  5,292;  Canada,  1,033; 

Africa  and  Near  East,  676. 

Compiled  by  Nathan  D.  Golden,  chief  of  the  motion  picture  section  of  the  Bureau  of  Foreign 

and  Domestic  Commerce,  the  report,  made  annually,  shows  the  tremendous  strides  being  made  in 

exhibition  everywhere,  especially  in  Russia. 

The  95,379  theatres  throughout  the  world,  geographically  and  by  countries,  at  the  end  of  1936 

compare  with  the  four  previous  years  as  follows: 

THEATRES  THROUGHOUT  THE  WORLD . 

Grand  Grand  Grand  Grand  Grand 
Total  Total  Total  Total  Total 

Territory                         1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Europe                               

66,876  60,150  39,547  29,693  30,623 

United  States                       16,258  15,378  10,143*  19,000  19,042 
Far  East                               5,244  5,185  4,718  4,639  4,922 
Latin-America                        5,292  5,044  5,002  5,270  5,546 
Canada                                  1,033  905  823  1,100  1,100 
Africa,  Near  East                  676  637  689  645  691 

TOTALS                         95,379  87,299  60,918  60,347  61,924 

*Based  upon  Bureau  of  Census  trade  survey  in  December,  1934;  the  survey  was 
later  admitted  to  be  incomplete,  thus  explaining  the  wide  discrepancy  between  the 
1934  and  1935  totals. 

EUROPE 

Country                           1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

R
u
s
s
i
a
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34,990  29,691f     9,987*  2,000  3,200 

Germany                               5,273  4,782  5,100  5,100  5,071 
England                                4,950  5,070  4,897  4,672  4,950 
Italy                                     4,800  4,221  3,794  2,500  2,500 
France                                  4,100  4,000  4,000  3,900  3,300 
Spain                                    3,500  3,450  3,252  2,600  2,600 
Czecho                                 1,833  1,833  1,955  2,024  1,900 
Sweden                                 1,641  1,581  843  1,100  1,100 
Belgium                                  800  790  750  650  750 
Austria                                    765  779  850  850  850 
Poland                                    683  498  728  759  900 
Hungary                                 410  400  380  633  505 
Denmark                                 352  344  340  350  300 
Rumania                                 350  301  380  350  400 
Switzerland                            334  340  320  310  325 
Yugoslavia                             318  336  319  338  300 
Netherlands                             305  305  308  255  253 

Norway   '    240  225  241  220  235 Finland                                  220  242  232  220  220 
Portugal                                  210  210  250  250  400 
Irish  Free  State                      190  181   
Greece                                    153  142  122  100  100 
Turkey                                    121  110  100  80  80 
Latvia                                     98  86  107  107  80 

Bulgaria                                   94  94  128  145  145 
Lithuania                                  64  63  60  80  77 
Esthonia                                   58  62  94  93  82 
Albania                                    16  14  10  10 

TOTALS                         66,876  60,150  39,547  29,693  30,623 

•Includes  all  halls,  converted  churches  and  other  local  places  of  exhibition. 
tThis  figure  includes,  urban,  rural  theatres,  both  those  equipped  with  stationary 

and  portable  projectors  where  motion  pictures  are  shown. 

THE  FAR  EAST 

Country   1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Australia                              1,420  U34  L050  L050  L500 

Japan                                    1,016  1,634  1,600  1,699  1,485 
India                                     670  675  675  685  685 

New  Zealand                           410  435  366  335  397 
China                                    300  300  276  238  200 

Philippines                             211  313  273  300  300 
Neth  India                              198  248  192  180  180 

Siam    123 
British  Malaya    122 
Straits  Settlements  
French  Indo-China    100 
Chosen    45 
Ceylon    18 
Fiji  Islands  )  ^ 
Society  Islands  J 

TOTALS    5,244 
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5,185      4,718      4,639  4,922 

CENTRAL  AND  LATIN  AMERICA 

Country  1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Argentina    1,425  1,493  1,604  1,634  1,608 
Brazil   1,370  1,351  1,200  1,125  1,600 
Mexico    835  701  701  701  701 
Cuba   350  300  225  400  400 
Colombia    210  200  170  385  220 
Peru    200  141  110  100  100 
Chile    180  171  243  215  212 
Uruguay    128  137  137  127  125 
Venezuela    Ill  88  134  134  125 
Porto  Rico    100  100  127  112  112 
Panama    47  44  38  33  33 
British  West  Indies   42  42  42 
Costa  Rica    37  35  29  27  21 
Ecuador    34  31  29  22  23 
Guatemala   31  32  28  28  28 
Salvador    29  30  36  47  47 
Honduras    29  29  14  18  26 
Nicaragua    25  24  22  21  21 
Dominican  Rep   23  21  36  20  25 
Br.  Guiana    23  5  5  5  s 
Bolivia    19  24  23  25  17 
Trinidad   19  17   
Fr.  West  Indies   15  15   

Jamaica    15  14  14  14  11 
Bermudas    8  9  9  9  13 
Haiti    8  7  7  7  9 

Paraguay   6  11  9  9  9 
Neth.  West  Indies   6  5  4  4  4 
Bahamas    5  4  4  4  5 
Barbadoes    5  3 
Br.  Honduras    1  2  2  2  2 

TOTALS    5,292  5,044  5,002  5,270  5,546 

AFRICA  AND  NEAR  EAST 

Country   1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

South  Africa    300"  300  350  291 Algeria    130  130  130  150 

Esypt    102  90  89  89 
Iran    30  30  30  30 
Palestine    29  27  22  25 
Tunisia    27  30 
Svria    24  24  26  20 
West  Africa    12  12  12  12 
East  Africa   H  13  19  17 

Iraq    7  4  4  4 
Madagascar    4  4  4  4 

TOTALS    676  637  689  645  691 
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55,563  HOUSES  ARE  WIRED 

Europe  leads  all  countries  in  the  world  in  advancing  the  position  of  sound  motion  pictures,  sound 

theatres  there  increasing  from  27,956  in  1934  to  29,207  at  the  end  of  1936,  when  total  wired  theatres 

everywhere  approximated  5  5,563,  leaving  some  39,816,  both  open  and  closed,  still  to  be  wired.  Esti- 

mates of  the  increase  in  wired  theatres  in  the  United  States  place  the  total  at  880.  All  of  the  1,033 

theatres  in  Canada  were  reported  wired  for  sound  as  of  January  1,  1937. 

The  55,563  sound  theatres  throughout  the  world,  geographically  and  by  countries,  at  the  end  of 

1936  compare  with  the  four  previous  years  as  follows: 

SOUND  THEATRES  IN  WORLD 

Grand  Grand  Grand  Grand  Grand 
Total  Total  Total  Total  Total 

Territory                         1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Europe                                

29,207  27,956  23,460  20,934  17,822 

United  States                       16,258  15,378  10,143*  15,000  14,000 
Far  East                             4,387  3,712  3,362  2,539  2,147 
Latin-America                       4,068  3,338  2,783  2,208  1,830 
Canada                                1,033  833  710  710  777 
Africa,  Near  East                   610  480  411  432  379 

TOTAL                           55,563  51,697  40,869  41,823  36,955 

*Based  upon  Bureau  of  Census  trade  survey  in  December,  1934;  the  survey  was 
later  admitted  to  be  incomplete,  thus  explaining  the  wide  discrepancy  between  the 
1934  and  1935  totals. 

SOUND  THEATRES  IN  EUROPE 

Country                           1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Germany                               5,271  4,780  4,489  4,000  3,700 
England                              4,950  4,712  4,608  4,414  4,228 
France                                  3,900  3,300  2,900  2,550  1,450 
Italy                                     2,800  2,724  2,095  1,079  1,000 
Russia                                  2,285  3,000f     1,800*  2,000  3,000 
Sweden                                 1,641  1,581  843  750  750 
Spain                                    1,600  1,550  1,333  1,500  500 
Czecho                                  1,348  1,343  1,025  818  640 
Belgium                                  740  725  650  400  250 
Austria                                 692  706  650  570  435 
Poland                                    659  467  428  353  110 
Hungary                                 385  362  315  267  198 
Denmark                                352  312  325  303  200 
Rumania                                 350  298  300  350  165 
Switzerland                             328  330  310  302  200 
Netherlands                             297  291  252  240  233 
Yugoslavia                              263  246  174  184  100 
Norway                                  240  205  204  175  107 
Finland                                   210  214  120  120  111 
Irish  Free  State                      190  160 
Portugal                                186  170  168  107  88 
Greece                                    140  112  107  100  70 
Latvia                                    98  85  107  87  56 
Turkey                                     93  85  60  52  37 
Bulgaria                                   89  89  88  109  109 
Esthonia                                   58  54  58  44  39 
Lithuania                                  44  43  44  53  46 
Albania                                    14  11  7  7 

TOTAL                           29,207  27,956  23,460  20,934  17,822 

"Includes  all  halls,  converted  churches  and  other  local  places  of  exhibition. 
fThis  figure  includes,  urban,  rural  theatres,  both  those  equipped  with  stationary 

and  portable  projectors  where  motion  pictures  are  shown. 

SOUND  THEATRES  IN  FAR  EAST 

Country                           1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Australia                               1,420  1,334  999  999  1,050 
Japan                                   1,237  827  877  450  216 
New   Zealand                         610  435  366  324  306 
India                                      600  500  506  340  220 
China                                     183  178  157  120  90 
Neth.  India                            172  192  172  131  104 
Philippines                              148  121  127  105  105 
British  Malaya                         96  57  50  36  28 
Straits  Settlements...   ••  48 
Fr.  Indo-China                        50  18  18  18  12 
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SOUND  THEATRES  IN  LATIN  AND 

CENTRAL  AMERICA 

Country  1936  1935  1934  1933  1932 

Brazil    1,170  906  800  525  330 
Argentina    1,000  1,000  600  542  580 
Mexico    402  200  350  265  265 
Cuba    300  225  150  131  123 
Peru    180  122  85  77  40 
Chile    159  150  148  160  85 
Colombia    150  120  120  60  30 
Uruguay    124  122  118  110  110 
Venezuela    Ill  85  75  44  24 
Porto  Rico    100  100  93  87  87 
Panama   47  44  36  25  25 
Costa  Rica   36  35  26  26  9 
Ecuador    34  31  27  22  20 
Honduras    29  29  14  18  10 
Salvador    27  24  24  11  7 
Nicaragua    25  23  15  14  12 
Guatemala    25  17  16  12  9 
Dominican  Rep   23  21  13  14  15 
Br.  Guiana    23  2  2  2  1 
Bolivia    19  19  20  19  8 
Trinidad    19  17 
Jamaica    15  14  14  8  3 
Bermudas    8  9  9  9  13 
Paraguay   6  5  5  6  4 
Haiti    6  5  5  3  2 
Neth.  West  Indies   6  5  2  2  1 
Bahamas    5  4  4  4  5 
Barbados    3  3 
Br.  Honduras   11111 
Br.  West  Indies   ..  ..  11  11  11 

TOTAL    4,068  3,338  2,783  2,208  1,830 

IN  AFRICA  AND  NEAR  EAST 
Country 

South  Africa  
Algeria   

Egypt_  Palestine   
Iran   
Tunisia   

Syria   East  Africa  
West  Africa  
Iraq   
Madagascar   
Persia   

TOTAL   

•Motion  Picture  Section's  figure  for  1932  listed  North  Africa  with  85  installations. This  is  assumed  to  have  embraced  Algeria  and  Tunisia,  listed  separately  in  the 
survey  for  1935  and  1936. 
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60  OWNERS,  POLICE 

IN  TRUCE  ON  GAMES 

Philadelphia  Meetings  Leave 

Chance  Devices  in  Theatres 

4  Weeks  Pending  Test  Case 

Conferences  in  Philadelphia  this  week 

among  Mayor  S.  Davis  Wilson  and  60  ex- 
hibitors, representing  150  theatres,  resulted 

in  a  four  week  truce  during  which  the  man- 
agers will  be  allowed  to  conduct  chance 

games  without  molestation  by  the  police. 
A  test  case  will  be  initiated  to  obtain  a 

court  ruling  on  the  legality  of  the  games 
under  Pennsylvania  laws. 

The  Philadelphia  situation  marks  the  first 

time  the  question  of  the  legality  of  chance 
games  has  arisen  in  Pennsylvania,  but  court 
actions  and  rulings,  pro  and  con,  on  Bank 

Night  and  other  giveaways  continue  in  re- 
ports from  other  sections  of  the  country. 

Bills  to  outlaw  the  games  are  being  con- 
sidered by  state  legislatures  in  Iowa,  Mas- 

sachusetts and  Oklahoma.  In  Kansas  the 

supreme  court  refused  to  rehear  a  Bank 
Night  case  in  which  the  game  was  held  a 

lottery.  The  attorney  general  of  Mississippi 
ruled  that  chance  games  are  lotteries  and 

the  city  attorney  of  Omaha  ruled  that  they 
are  not. 

Claude  Ezell,  connected  with  Affiliated  En- 
terprises, distributors  of  Bank  Night,  told  the 

press  in  Miami,  Fla.,  that  approximately  99 
percent  of  the  theatres  in  the  United  States 
are  now  using  giveaways  in  some  form  or 
other.  Territories  where  Bank  Night  is  being 
played  show  a  business  improvement  of  about 
79  per  cent,  he  said. 
The  truce  agreed  upon  by  Mayor  Wilson 

and  the  Philadelphia  exhibitors  followed  a 
raid  by  police  on  75  theatres  in  the  city  which 
forced  the  abandonment  of  the  game.  The 
United  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  im- 

mediately protested  to  the  mayor  and  the  grace 
period  was  agreed  upon.  During  the  period  the 
exhibitors  and  the  district  attorney  will  start 
a  test  case,  the  mayor  having  said  that  it  was 
a  matter  for  the  courts  to  decide. 

Circuit  Attorney  Hits  Games 

A  surprise  development  at  the  meeting  was 
the  appearance  of  Morris  Wolf,  attorney  for 
the  Stanley- Warner  company,  who  strongly 
objected  to  the  games  and  said  that  they  de- 

tracted from  the  dignity  of  the  theatre  bus- 
iness and  were  strictly  gambling. 

The  mayor  said  that  Bank  Night,  Bingo  and 
similar  premium  games  will  be  permitted  in 
motion  picture  theatres,  at  least  until  the 
courts  can  decide  their  legal  status,  and  pro- 

viding no  outside  promoters  or  individuals 
profit.  He  warned  that  he  will  close  any  place 
that  operates  the  games  as  lotteries.  The 
customer  must  get  full  value  for  his  admission 
fee,  he  said. 

"Pending  a  decision  of  the  court,"  he  told 
the  conference,  "I  don't  consider  this  game 
gambling  in  cases  where  a  church  or  fraternal 
organization  uses  it  to  raise  money,  or  when 
it  is  used  to  award  a  premium  over  and  above 
the  full  return  of  value  to  the  person  playing. 
However,  I  will  not  tolerate  any  cases  where 
the  game  is  used  on  a  racketeering  basis.  Two 
men  came  into  my  office  a  week  ago  and  of- 

fered my  secretary  $1,000  for  a  permit  to  set 
up  a  room  in  the  central  part  of  the  city  to 
use  exclusively  for  the  playing  of  Bingo.  I 
thought  that  if  any  game  could  pay  that,  the 

profit  must  be  tremendous  and  I  started  to 

make  an  investigation." 
The  Kansas  supreme  court  denial  of  a  re- 

hearing was  rendered  in  the  appeal  by  the  Fox 
Kansas  Theatre  Corporation  and  Affiliated 
Enterprises.  In  December  the  court  held  that 
Bank  Night  constituted  a  lottery  under  the  defi- 

nition of  the  state's  anti-lottery  statute.  The 
case  was  brought  by  Attorney  General  Clar- 

ence V.  Beck  against  Fox  theatres  in  connec- 
tion with  the  specific  use  of  the  promotion  by 

a  theatre  in  Fort  Scott. 
Mr.  Beck  is  instructing  county  attorneys  of 

the  state  to  stop  Bank  Night.  Approximately 
100  theatres  in  the  state  will  be  affected  it  is 
estimated  by  R.  W.  McEwan,  Bank  Night 
distributor. 

A  bill  to  outlaw  all  chance  games  in  theatres 
or  other  business  places  is  to  be  introduced  in 
the  Iowa  legislature  by  Thomas  I.  Kephart, 
Republican  and  William  Treimer,  Democrat. 
The  measure,  said  to  have  the  approval  of 
most  of  the  members  of  the  House,  would 

"render  illegal  the  operation  of  all  lottery 
plans,  reception  of  gifts  through  such  plans, 
use  of  buildings  or  erections  for  such  plans 

and  to  provide  a  penalty  thereto." A  similar  bill  for  legislation  to  prohibit  the 

"allotment  to  seat  holders  of  money  or  pro- 
perty of  value  in  connection  with  exhibition  of 

films"  has  been  filed  in  the  Massachusetts  leg- 
islature by  Charles  Hiller.  It  would  make  alJ 

giveaway  plans  illegal. 

Oklahoma  Ban  Sought 

The  theatre  chance  games  in  Oklahoma 
would  be  outlawed  under  terms  of  a  bill  in- 

troduced in  the  House  of  Representatives  in 
that  state  by  Charles  P.  Jones  of  Carter  Coun- 

ty. The  measure  says,  "This  act  shall  specifi- 
cally apply  to  theatres  operating  bank  nights," 

and  provides  that  convictions  for  violations 
shall  be  classed  as  felonies.  Penalties  or  fines  of 
not  less  than  $100  nor  more  than  $1,000  and 
prison  terms  of  one  to  ten  years  are  provided. 

Attorney  General  G.  L.  Rice  of  Mississippi 
has  issued  an  opinion  describing  Bank  Night 
at  Mississippi  theatres  as  lotteries  and  in  vio- 

lation of  the  law.  The  opinion  was  rendered 
at  the  request  of  Representative  John  Hollo- 
man  of  Columbus.  In  Omaha,  Neb.,  City  At- 

torney Seymour  Smith  has  handed  down  a 
ruling  that  Bank  Night  is  legal  as  it  is  con- 

ducted in  that  city,  the  purchase  of  a  ticket 
not  being  required  for  registration.  Police 
and  five  officials  have  ordered  that  theatre  aisles 
must  be  kept  clear. 

Plea  to  Halt  Union 

Agreement  Denied 

Justice  Lyndon  in  the  New  York  supreme 
court  Monday  denied  the  plea  of  the  Harris 

circuit  of  12  houses  for  an  injunction  re- 
straining the  Independent  Theatre  Owners 

Association  from  concluding  its  agreement 

with  Local  306,  Operators'  Union,  and  re- 
straining the  Allied  Union  from  proceeding 

with  the  proposed  merger  with  Local  306  by 
which  the  latter  is  to  absorb  the  member- 

ship of  the  Allied  Union. 
It  was  indicated  early  this  week  that  only 

a  few  minor  details  stand  in  the  way  of  the 
conclusion  of  the  final  agreement  which  will 
clarify  the  union  situation  in  New  York 
theatres,  through  a  10-year  contract  be- 

tween Local  306  and  the  ITOA. 

December  Receipts 

Bring  Totals  for 

1 936  to  New  High 

With  December  receipts  setting  a  new 
high  record  at  2,194,584.90,  collections  from 
the  admission  tax  for  the  calendar  year  1936 
amounted  to  $18,457,482.07,  an  increase  of 
more  than  2,500,000  over  the  1935  total  of 

$16,406,021.90. 
As  announced  January  30  by  the  Bureau 

of  Internal  Revenue,  the  December  collec- 
tions represented  a  gain  of  nearly  $590,000 

over  the  November  total  of  $1,605,673.93  and 
were  some  $439,000  above  the  December, 
1935,  figure  of  $1,756,059.24. 
The  figures  indicated  a  general  improve- 

ment throughout  the  country,  which,  how- 
ever, was  most  marked  on  Broadway,  col- 

lections in  the  third  New  York  district  be- 

ing nearly  double  those  of  November,  $781,- 

640.99,  against  $394,756.24.  Box  office  ad- 
missions, which  more  than  doubled,  ac- 

counted for  all  but  a  few  thousand  dollars 
of  these  totals,  $703,180.47  in  December, 
against  $346,631.60  the  preceding  month. 

Monthly  receipts  were : 

January,  $1,459,694.35;  February,  $1,404,- 
836.49;  March,  $1,255,393.63;  April,  $1,266,- 
425.38;  May,  $1,318,765.57;  June,  $1,532,- 
189.11;  July,  $1,568,487.42;  August,  $1,384,- 
107.74;  September,  $1,670,044.71;  October, 

$1,797,278.84;  November,  $1,605,673.93;  De- 
cember, $2,194,584.90. 

Brill  Addresses 

Board  of  Review 
The  National  Board  of  Review  was  to 

hold  its  13th  annual  conference  at  the  Hotel 

Pennsylvania  in  New  York  from  Thursday 

to  Saturday  under  the  general  topic,  "Look- 
ing Back  and  Forward  at  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture. The  22nd  annual  luncheon  will  con- 
clude the  conference  on  Saturday. 

On  Thursday  the  delegates  were  to  at- 
tend a  screening  at  the  Belmont  Theatre 

and  hear  an  address  by  Dr.  A.  A.  Brill, 

psychiatrist.  On  Thursday  afternoon  ad- 
dresses on  "Old  Days  in  Film  Production," 

"The  Coming  of  Sound,"  "Modern  Scout- 
ing for  Film  Talent,"  "The  Past  and  Pres- 
ent Film  Public"  and  "The  Growth  of  the 

Newsreel"  were  to  be  heard. 
On  Thursday  evening  Terry  Ramsaye 

was  to  speak  on  "The  Drama  of  Adolph 
Zukor"  before  the  delegates  in  the  School  of 
Education  auditorium  of  New  York  Uni- 
versity. 

Friday's  sessions  were  to  include  discus- 
sions on  representative  films  in  art,  litera- 

ture, religion,  science  and  a  screening  of  re- 
lated pictures.  Discussions  were  also  sched- 
uled by  representatives  of  4-Star  Clubs  and 

Young  Reviews'  groups.  Another  screen- ing was  scheduled  for  Friday  evening. 
The  luncheon  on  Saturday  was  to  conclude 

the  program. 

Saunders  Leaves  Ross 

Claude  Saunders,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  Ross  Federal  Service  since 

the  formation  of  the  company  about  six  years 

ago,  resigned  on  Tuesday. 





FIRST  OF  THE  4  BIG  FEBRUARY 

FILMS  FROM  WARNER  BROS 

Kay's    Greatest   Romance  —  Kay's    Most   Lavish  Production 

KAY  FRANCIS  in  STOLEN  HOLIDAY 

CLAUDE  RAINS  .  IAN  HUNTER  .  ALISON  SKIPWORTH 

and  ALEXANDER  D'ARCY  .  Directed  by  MICHAEL  CURTIZ 
A  First  National  Picture 

JW.  6t/t  —  KAY  FRANCIS  in 

'STOLEN  HOLIDAY' with  IAN  HUNTER 

/3t/i—  The  GREAT  O'MALLEY' 

with  PAT  O'BRIEN,  HUMPHREY  BOGART 

!  JW.  20t/r  — ERROL  FLYNN  and 

ANITA  LOUISE  in  'GREEN  LIGHT' 

JW!  27t/t — 'PEN ROD  and  SAM' 

with  BILLY  MAUCH  (Little  'Anthony  Adverse') 
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ASIDES  end 

INTERLUDES 
by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

Bill  Lengel,  the  movie  script  hunter-upper, 
confides  to  Johnny  Chapman  the  experience 
he  had  when  he  tried  to  get  a  big  Hollywood 
producer  to  read  a  script  in  which  he  was 
particularly  interested.  It  took  persuasion, 
and  more  persuasion,  and  then  some,  but, 

finally,  the  big  film  mogul  gave  in.  "All  right, 
all  right,  I'll  read  it!"  yelled  the  producer. 
"But.  before  I  do,  I  can  tell  you  right  now, 
it's  lousy!" V 

"In  England,"  yawns  Noel  Coward,  of  stage 
and  films,  "we  generally  take  the  position  that 
our  private  lives  are  our  own  concern." 
Noel,  evidently,  has  never  heard  about  the 

Archbishop  of  Canterbury  and  Ex-King  Ed- 
ward. 

P.  S.'.  If  Mrs.  Simpson  accepts  Univer sal's 
offer  of  a  movie  contract,  they'll  be  able  to  bill her  as  the  Baltimore  Belle  who  broke  all  records 

at  the  Palace — where  she  played  for  11  consecu- 
tive weeks. 

V 
Harvest  Time  Department: 

"Each  year  the  old,  simple  country  life, 
the  very  kind  of  living  from  which  I  once 
ran  away  to  escape,  becomes  more  and 

more  attractive  to  me.  I  guess  I'm  still  a 
farm  boy  at  heart." 

— Clark    {Film   Lover)  Gable, 
in  the  New  York  American. 

V 

The  French  government  is  desperate  to 
whet  the  touring  appetites  of  blase  Ameri- 

cans who  feel  that  there's  nothing  left  to  in- terest them  in  Paris.  The  Tourist  Bureau  of 
France,  in  charge  of  Hall  Kane  Clements  in 
New  York,  rushes  breathlessly  to  our  city 
desk  with  the  startling  information  that  the 
ancient  sewers  of  Paris  are  a  new  under- 

ground "thrill  for  tourists."  The  motion  pic- 
ture may  have  had  something  to  do  with  it. 

"Interwoven  for  centuries  with  the  history 
of  Paris  in  its  most  desperate  hours,"  flashes 
the  French  Tourist  Bureau,  "and  immortal- 

ized to  the  world  through  Victor  Hugo's  'Les 
Miserables'  (including  several  motion  picture versions),  the  700  miles  of  sewers  under 
Paris  are  its  newest  sightseeing  novelty. 

"This  extraordinary  underground  voyage, made  in  boats  over  the  black  swirling  waters 
flowing  far  beneath  glamorous  Paris,  is  prov- 

ing of  great  interest  to  adventuresome  visi- 
tors looking  for  something  different.  The 

trip  starts  at  the  Place  de  la  Concorde  and 
finishes  below  the  Madeleine  Church." 

Ah,  for  a  ride  in  the  sewers. 
V 

One  of  the  best  man-actor-streaked  stories, 
resurrected  by  Odd  Mclntyre,  concerns  the  duo 
of  Alfred  Lunt  and  Lynn  Fontanne  and  their 
first  motion  picture.  Alfred,  always  scorning 
the  cinema,  declined  to  see  the  finished  picture. 
So  Miss  Fontanne  went  alone.  When  she  re- 

turned, Lunt  withstood  her  silence  as  long  as 
possible  and  then  asked  about  the  film.  "Oh, 
Alfred,  I  was  terrible,"  she  modestly  admitted. 
"I  looked  badly.    I  acted  badly.   I  read  badly." 
"And  how  was  I  ?"  he  queried,  supposedly  un- concerned. 

"You  were  marvelous,  Alfred.  Perfect  pYo- nunciation,  perfect  characterization.  A  little  too 
much  makeup  on  your  lips,  perhaps,  but  you 
were  great.  I,  though,  was  miserable ;  every- 

thing was  wrong  with  me.  ..." 
"Ah,"  interrupted  Alfred,  "too  much  make-up 

on  my  lips,  eh?" 

ONE  WAY  TO  BREAK 

A  HOUSE  RECORD 

Francis  Gooch,  manager  of  the 
Columbia,  Mullin  (3  Pinanski  bouse 

at  Bath,  Maine,  had  a  special  show 
scheduled  one  morning.  The  film 

didn't  arrive  on  time.  He  had  to 
borrow  shorts.  The  feature  arrived 
and  it  was  the  wrong  one.  Mr.  Gooch 
announced  from  the  stage  that  those 
present  could  get  refunds  or  passes. 

The  city  power  failed  during  the  an- 
nouncement. The  light  came  back  on 

in  ten  minutes  but  when  it  came  time 

to  put  on  the  evening  show  there  was 
not  enough  power  for  projection. 

Mr.  Gooch  asked  for  volunteers  for 

an  impromptu  amateur  show.  Two 

stepped  to  the  stage.  An  old  phono- 
graph was  borrowed.  The  records 

proved  older  than  the  phonograph 

and,  by  some  hasty  scrambling,  Mr. 

Gooch  borrowed  a  radio  from  a  mer- 

chant. There  wasn't  enough  power  to 
run  the  radio.  In  the  meantime  the 

theatre  had  filled  and  Mr.  Gooch  was 

busy  giving  refunds  to  those  who 
could  not  find  seats. 

The  happy  ending  is  that  the 
Columbia  showed  two  emergency 

features  that  night  without  any  ad- 
vance advertising — and  broke  the  all- 

time  house  record. 

Since  Bill  Shakespeare  rvent  to  work  in 

Hollywood,  contributing  at  once  "Midsummer 
Night's  Dream,"  to  Warner  Brothers,  and 
"Romeo  and  Juliet,"  to  Metro-Goldwyn,  there 
has  been  some  talk  about  doing  "Hamlet"  as 
the  third  in  the  "cycle."  Before  anyone  out  there 
tackles  the  job,  it  might  be  well  for  them  to 
consult  with  the  Museum  of  Modem  Art,  in 

New  York,  which  has  an  old  German  "Ham- 
let" film  (1920),  and  some  records  dating 

from  1881,  zvhich  seem  to  draw  the  conclusion 
that  Hamlet  was  a  gal,  and  not  a  male  prince 
at  all.  Among  the  observations  made  is  one 
that  concerns  the  birth  of  Hamlet  just  after 
the  news  is  received  that  his  father  was  wounded 
in  mortal  combat  with  Fortinbras.  As  no 
daughter  coidd  hope  to  inherit  the  Danish 
throne  at  that  time,  the  argument  is  that  the 
mother  announced  the  birth  of  a  male  heir. 
After  that  the  masquerade  had  to  be  Continued 
and  the  assumed  fact  that  Hamlet  is  a  woman 
is  said  to  account  for  his  (her)  love  for  Hora- 

tio, his  (her)  indifference  toward  Ophelia,  and 
his  ̂   (her)  feminine  characteristics  such  as  inde- 

cision, hysteria,  fear  of  death,  reluctance  to 
engage  in  physical  combat  except  fencing,  ex- 

treme sensitiveness,  and  predilection  to  fainting. 
V 

Some  one  on  the  air  just  described  an  opti- 
mist as  a  person  who  takes  the  lemons  the 

world  gives  him  and  makes  lemonade  out 
of  'em. 

The  Roosevelt  theatre  in  Philadelphia, 
which  Bill  Yearsley  runs  for  Warners,  has 
a  tiled  fish  pond  in  the  foyer  in  which  lives 
a  school  of  gold  fish  presided  over  by  the 
largest  and  smartest  old  goldfish  ever.  Bill 
has  named  him  Sam.  and  he  and  Sam  spend 
hours  communing  with  each  other  on  dull 
days.  Bill  says  that  Sam  listens  in  on  every 

new  show.  If  it's  good,  he  sports  around 
near  the  surface,  but  if  it's  a  stinker,  he  hides 
in  the  grotto  in  the  bottom  of  the  tank. 
Some  of  the  old  patrons  have  learned  to  trust 
Sam's  judgment,  and  there  are  a  lot  more 
refunds  on  the  days  when  Sam  hides. 

V 

Leonard  Lyons  calls  it  "Hollywood  fame." Seems  that  Herman  Mankiewicz,  the  motion 

picture  producer,  is  the  son  of  Columbia  Uni- 
versity's noted  Professor  Mankiewicz.  When 

Herman  arrived  in  New  York  after  a  Holly- 
wood success — but  a  big  success — he  prevailed 

upon  his  father  to  accompany  him  to  Broad- 
way's night  clubs — to  see  how  a  successful 

movie  light  is  received.  The  Professor  finally 
consented.  Their  first  stop  was  Jack  and  Char- 

lie's— where  the  doorman  refused  to  permit 
Herman  to  enter,  even  after  identification  was 

presented.  "Get  Jack,  get  Charlie,"  Herman 
pleaded.  Jack  and  Charlie  were  summoned,  but 
they  too,  refused  to  reverse  the  ruling.  Then 

the  owners  noticed  Mankiewicz's  father.  "Pro- 
fessor," they  greeted,  "won't  you  do  us  the 

honor  of  entering?"  And  the  old  teacher  in- 
vited his  son  to  accompany  him.  Professor 

Mankiewicz  had  instructed  both  Jack  and  Char- 
lie— at  Columbia  University. 

V 

They  say  that  David  Sarnoff,  head  of  RCA, 
is  mighty  proud  of  his  early  singing  accom- 

plishments, particularly  of  the  days  when  he 
sang  with  a  choir  and  received  25  cents  for 
singing  at  weddings — 30  cents  if  he  reached 
High-C  in  a  solo.  At  one  of  these  weddings, 

young  Dave's  voice  reached  upward  and 
rested  perilously  high.  There  was  some  ques- 

tion as  to  whether  he  actually  reached 
High-C.  Nevertheless,  Dave  demanded,  and 
received  the  30  cents.  "I'm  giving  you  the 
extra  nickel,"  the  rabbi  told  him,  "but  Dave — 

you  owe  me  half  a  note." V 

Whitney  Bolton  relates  Medbury's  looney- tune  about  the  scenarist  in  Hollywood  who 
asked  a  producer  at  a  story  conference  if  he 
really  knew  what  a  coquette  was. 

"Certainly,"  yelled  the  producer.  "A  coquette 

is  a  small  coca-cola!" V 

A  country  lad  went  to  the  Mainstreet  theatre 
in  Kansas  City  the  other  eve  to  see  the  show. 
In  order  to  ease  the  discomfort  of  his  farming 
feet,  and  thereby  be  able  to  devote  his  whole 
attention  to  the  picture,  he  removed  his  shoes 
and  settled  back.  The  program  had  run  its  full 
circuit  for  the  lad,  and  he  arose  to  depart.  But 

he  couldn't  find  his  shoes — his  only  shoes.  Un- 
der seats  he  looked,  up  and  down  the  aisle  he 

went,  peering.  Other  patrons  joined  him  in 
looking.  Finally  the  whole  house  was  engaged 
in  the  search.  But  no  brogans.  Downhearted 
and  down-trodden,  he  started  home.  He  passed 
the  box-office  window,  and  glanced  casually 
therein.  There  stood  the  shoes,  both  of  them, 
farm  mud  and  all.  A  kindly  policeman  had 
turned  them  into  the  lost  and  found  department. 
Passersby  wondered  as  they  saw  a  grinning 
farmer  putting  on  his  shoes  in  front  of  the  box office. 
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FCC  ATTACKED  AS 

FAILING  IN  DUTIES 

Tax  Problems  Are  Argued  in 

Three  States,  Labor  and 

Censorship  in   Four  Others 

Congressional  attention  this  week  so  far 
as  it  was  concerned  with  the  amusement 

field  was  centered  chiefly  upon  the  Federal 
Communications  Commission.  Introduc- 

tion of  the  independent  appropriations  bill, 
containing  provisions  for  operation  of  the 
FCC,  was  made  the  occasion  of  an  attack 

on  the  Commission  by  Representative  Wig- 
glesworth  of  Massachusetts  who  renewed 
his  demand  for  an  investigation. 

State  and  city  legislation  affecting  the 

motion  picture  industry  included  considera- 
tion of  new  or  increased  amusement  taxes 

in  Colorado,  Maine  and  Oklahoma,  and 

miscellaneous  bills  covering  labor  or  cen- 
sorship in  Maryland,  Indiana,  Massachusetts 

and  New  York.  Laws  prohibiting  Sunday 
shows  were  repealed  in  one  community, 

affirmed  in  another  and,  in  Delaware,  agi- 
tation has  begun  for  repeal  of  the  state 

blue  laws  which  bar  film  showings  on  the 
Sabbath. 

In  attacking  the  appropriation  of  $1,604,000 
for  the  FCC,  Representative  Wigglesworth 
charged  that  the  Commission  had  failed  to 
exercise  the  regulatory  functions  imposed  upon 
it  and  had  approved  transfers  and  purchases 
of  stations  that  were  difficult  to  justify,  fre- 

quently at  prices  far  in  excess  of  the  value 
of  the  property.  The  act  creating  the  Com- 

mission, he  said,  was  designed  to  eliminate 
possibilities  of  monopoly  and  of  unrestrained 
trafficking  in  licenses. 

"Under  the  policies  pursued  by  the  Com- 
mission," he  said,  "virtual  monopoly  is  at 

hand." The  Congressman  said  that  three  networks 
control  all  40  clear  channels  and  have  90  per 
cent  of  the  broadcasting  power.  No  inde- 

pendent station,  he  said,  has  more  than  1,000 
watts  at  night  but  163  network  stations  have 
power  of  50,000  watts.  He  charged  Commis- 

sion officials  with  giving  erroneous  and  in- 
complete information  to  the  committee  during 

consideration  of  the  appropriations  bill  and  he 
renewed  his  recommendations  that  fees  be 
charged  for  broadcasting  licenses. 

$350,000  More  for  AT&T  Inquiry 

Of  the  total  sum  appropriated  for  the  Com- 
mission, $350,000  will  be  for  completion  of  the 

American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Com- 
pany investigation,  on  which  more  than  $1,- 

000,000  already  has  been  expended. 
Representative  Dicksen,  Iowa,  argued  on 

Tuesday  against  the  Culkin  bill  to  establish  a 
motion  picture  commission,  citing  cost. 

Officials  of  the  National  Archives  requested 
the  appropriations  committee  to  consider  the 
possibility  of  allowing  sufficient  sums  to  per- 

mit the  filming  of  important  historical  events 
and  to  copy  films  as  they  begin  to  deteriorate. 
It  was  pointed  out  that  the  Comptroller  Gen- 

eral has  refused  to  allow  the  National 
Archives  to  spend  money  for  these  projects. 

Seeking  to  expedite  action  on  his  immigra- 
tion legislation,  Representative  Dickstein  of 

New  York  announced  that  hearings  will  be 
held  on  February  17th  on  his  alien  actor  bill. 
An  attempt  to  have  approval  given  the  mea- 

sure by  the  House  Immigration  Committee 
was    blocked   by    Representative    Kramer  of 

LAW  WOULD  MAKE  FIRE 

CREWS  CAMERAMEN 

All  Pennsylvania  firemen  will  have 

to  double  as  motion  picture  camera- 
men if  Representative  John  L.  Powers, 

of  Pittsburgh,  has  his  way.  Mr. 
Powers  introduced  a  bill  in  the  state 

legislature  which  will  compel  all  fire-  , 
men  in  the  state  to  take  motion  pic- 

tures of  second  and  third  alarm  blazes. 
The  measure  provides  that  the  pictures 
would  be  used  by  the  state  fire  pre- 

vention bureau  in  connection  with  the 

instruction  of  new  members  in  the  fire 

departments. 

California  who  maintained  that  the  the  motion 
picture  industry  should  be  given  another 
chance  to  discuss  the  bill. 

20  Per  Cent  Tax  Sought 

Topping  proposals  in  state  legislatures  for 
new  amusement  taxes  was  a  bill  introduced  in 
the  Colorado  house  which  would  place  a  20 
per  cent  tax  on  all  admissions. 
A  two  per  cent  sales  tax  has  been  proposed 

by  Governor  Harry  W.  Nice  of  Maryland  but 
admissions  and  other  levies  on  which  state 
taxes  are  in  force  would  be  excepted. 
A  bill  to  tax  all  theatre  tickets  one  cent  is 

being  framed  for  the  Maine  legislature.  Sen- 
ator George  Ashby,  Aroostock,  Republican, 

estimates  that  the  luxury  levy  would  yield  the 
state  $100,000  a  year. 
The  Missouri  one  per  cent  sales  tax  has 

been  attacked  in  a  circuit  court  case  in  Kansas 
City.  A  tire  shop  operator,  fined  for  not  pro- 

ducing his  books  for  computation  of  the  tax, 
charged  that  the  levy  takes  property  without 
due  process  of  law. 
A  bill  introduced  in  the  Missouri  legislature 

proposes  a  three-member  censor  board  to  be 
paid  by  film  inspection  fees  in  addition  to  a salary. 

Sales  and  Service  Tax 

A  sales  and  service  tax  that  would  include 
a  five  per  cent  levy  on  all  amusements  has  been 
submitted  to  the  Oklahoma  legislature  commit- 

tee by  the  state  administration.  The  levy  is 
part  of  a  bill  designed  to  pay  old  age  pensions 
and  support  schools. 
A  threat  to  tax  all  motion  picture  film 

brought  into  Philadelphia  for  exhibition  has 
been  made  by  Mayor  S.  Davis  Wilson.  In- 

volved in  budget  difficulties,  the  Mayor  said  that 
unless  the  state  legislature  gives  the  city  a  fair 
share  of  its  tax  revenues,  new  levies  will  be 
necessary  before  the  end  of  the  year.  He  men- 

tioned the  film  tax  as  one  possibility. 
Authorization  for  the  Maryland  Board  of 

Motion  Picture  Censors  to  designate  "for  adults 
only"  films  and  to  bar  admission  to  theatres  to 
boys  and  girls  under  18  years  of  age  is  pro- 

posed in  a  bill  introduced  in  the  General  As- sembly. 

Four  Censorship  Bills 

State  censorship  is  proposed  in  one  of  four 
bills  affecting  the  industry  introduced  in  the 
Indiana  General  Assembly.  The  bill  would 
authorize  censoring  of  all  films  except  news- 
reels.  Submitted  to  the  Senate  was  a  bill  pro- 

viding for  licensing  of  motion  picture  theatres 
by  the  state  fire  marshal.    Annual  license  fees 

of  $15  for  Class  A  and  $10  for  Class  B  houses 
would  be  collected.  Another  bill  in  the  House 
would  provide  for  licensing  circuses,  tent  shows, 
carnivals  and  radio  acts.  Representative  Harry 
Muller,  operator  of  the  State  in  Anderson,  who 
earlier  in  the  session  called  for  a  bill  to  prohibit 
Bank  Nights,  has  introduced  another  which 
would  ban  designated  play  dates  in  exhibition 
contracts. 

The  latest  motion  picture  bill  in  the  Massa- 
chusetts legislature  provides  for  appointment  of 

a  board  to  supervise  and  regulate  the  exhibition 
of  motion  pictures.  It  was  introduced  by  Jacob 
A.  Riis  of  the  Youth  Foundation  and  has  been 
referred  to  the  committee  on  state  administra- 
tion. 

In  New  York  Assemblymen  are  considering 
a  bill  permitting  persons  threading  projectors  to 

have  projectionists'  licenses  and  authorizing  the issuance  of  licenses  to  persons  having  practical 
experience  in  booths  instead  of  requiring  them 
to  serve  an  apprenticeship. 

Sunday  Show  Move  Fails 
The  Town  Council  of  Aberdeen,  Idaho,  has 

sanctioned  Sunday  showings.  In  Cordele,  Ga., 
the  American  Legion  Post  has  refused  to  con- 

sider an  attempt  to  reopen  Sunday  shows.  Last 
year  the  Legion  sponsored  the  shows  but  an 
injunction  halted  them. 

The  legislative  committee  of  the  Independent 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Delaware 
and  the  Eastern  Shore  of  Maryland  is  drawing 
up  a  bill  to  permit  Sunday  showings  in  any 
theatre  in  the  state.  The  measure  will  be  pre- 

sented before  the  present  session  of  the  state 

legislature. 

Newspaper-Radio 

Tie-up  is  Opposed 

Threats  of  Congressional  action  to  pro- 
hibit the  operation  of  broadcasting  stations 

by  newspapers  culminated  last  week  in  the 
introduction  of  a  bill  in  the  House  of  Rep- 

resentatives by  Congressman  Wearin  of 

Iowa  requiring  the  separation  of  such  in- 
terests. The  Congressman  attacked  pub- 

lisher interests  in  radio  as  a  means  of  mold- 

ing public  opinion  and  pointed  out  that  ap- 
proximately one  fourth  of  all  the  stations 

licensed  are  owned,  operated  or  controlled 

by  newspapers. Possibilities  of  a  Congressional  study  of 

the  subject  were  seen  last  month  when  Sen- 
ator Wheeler  of  Montana  requested  the  Fed- 
eral Communications  Commission  to  furnish 

him  with  information  regarding  newspaper 
and  chain  ownership  of  radio  stations.  He 
also  asked  the  Commission  for  a  legal  opin- 

ion as  to  whether  it  had  the  authority  under 

present  law,  to  reject  a  newspaper's  applica- tion for  a  station  without  other  reasons  and, 
if  not,  whether  the  legal  staff  believed  it 
would  be  possible  to  provide  such  authority 

by  legislation. 

Relief  Operators 

Ruled  on  Payroll 

The  Bureau  of  Internal  Revenue  has 

ruled  that  substitute  or  relief  motion  pic- 
ture projectionists  are  employees  of  the  ex- 

hibitor rather  than  of  the  regular  employee 

whose  place  they  take  and  that  they  must  be 
included  as  such  in  compiling  payroll  records 
under  the  social  security  act.  The  ruling 
disposed  of  an  issue  raised  by  an  exhibitor 
who  asked  for  information. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

Insurance  Rate  Up 

The  influenza  epidemic,  still  raging  here, 
has  caused  insurance  companies  to  clamp 
down  on  producers  who  take  policies  on 
their  casts  and  directors  while  pictures  are 
in  production.  For  the  present,  Lloyds, 
Aetna,  and  Quality,  the  three  companies 
carrying  the  majority  of  these  risks,  have 
discontinued  writing  the  policies. 

In  the  future,  when  the  policies  are  re- 
sumed, conditions  will  be  stricter.  Rates  will 

be  higher  and  the  underwriters  will  demand 
the  right  to  examine  the  physical  condition 
of  those  to  be  insured.  It  is  also  said  that 
directors  and  cameramen  will  not  be  covered 

under  any  circumstance. 
The  number  of  important  productions  that 

have  been  delayed  by  influenza  so  far  is  stag- 
gering. MGM  has  lost  time  on  such  pic- 

tures as  "Parnell,"  "The  Last  of  Mrs.  Chey- 
ney"  and  "Captains  Courageous."  Para- 

mount has  suspended  "Souls  at  Sea,"  "Swing 
High,  Swing  Low"  and  "Internes  Can't  Take 
Money,"  among  others.  At  20th  Century- 
Fox,  Universal,  Radio,  and  Warners  there 
have  been  like  delays. 
When  the  final  summing  up  is  made,  it  is 

estimated  that  the  scourge  will  show  a  pro- 
duction loss  of  well  over  a  million  dollars. 

9  Way  for  Melodrama That  calculated  effort  which  Hollywood 
makes  to  keep  its  finger  on  the  public  pulse, 

thereby  attempting  to  ascertain  what  its  im- 
mediate future  entertainment  preference  will 

be,  denotes  a  heavy  trend  toward  drama.  To 
satisfy  that  apparent  demand  Hollywood  is 
going  whole-hog  for  dramatic  pictures.  The 
disposition  is  towards  good  old  fashioned, 
deep  double  dyed  in  the  wool  melodrama. 

Pictures  recently  previewed,  "Black  Legion," 
"You  Only  Live  Once,"  "Outcast,"  "Maid 
Of  Salem''  and  "The  Good  Earth,"  are 
graphic  evidence  of  the  inclination  to  regard 
drama  as  what  the  public  will  go  for  during 
the  next  few  months. 

Two  pictures  considered  no  great  shakes 
at  the  time  of  production  and  early  release, 

"Fury"  and  "The  Devil  Is  A  Sissy,"  pro- 
vided the  initial  impulse  towards  predomi- 

ance  of  melodramas  on  production  schedules. 

Melodrama  Predominant 

Melodramas  are  many  in  current  produc- 
tion programs ;  they  predominate  heavily  on 

future  schedules.  Columbia  has  "Racketeers 
In  Exile"  shooting;  Grand  National  has 
"23^  Hours  Leave"  and  "Two  Shall  Meet." 
MGM  is  busy  with  "Captains  Courageous" 
and  "Parnell,"  Paramount  with  "Souls  At 
Sea,"  "The  Love  Trap,"  and  "End  Of  Ad- 

venture." "Michael  Strogoff"  and  "Wings 
Of  Mercy"  are  engaging  attention  at  Radio, 
while  20th  Century-Fox  has  "Seventh 
Heaven,"  "Slave  Ship,"  "That  I  May  Live," 
"Dead  Yesterday"  "Wee  Willie  Winkee"  and 

HEIGHT  OF  OPTIMISM 

MEDAL  FOR  W ANGER 

Persistent  and  officially  undenied  is 
the  rumor  in  Hollywood  that  the 

Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 
Sciences  will  vote  a  special  Height  of 

Optimism  medal  for  Walter  Wanger. 
The  story  gained  circulation  following 

posting  of  the  January  27th  call  sheet 

for  "Vogues  of  193  8",  a  Wanger  pro- 
duction, which  specified,  "a  perfect 

blonde,  a  perfect  brunette,  a  perfect 

redhead  and  a  blonde  man".  Wanger 
publicists  disown  responsibility  for 
call  sheet  and  rumor  with  equal 
urbanity. 

"Midnight  Taxi"  in  the  work.  Universal 

joins  the  parade  with  "The  Road  Back"  and 
"Night  Key"  and  Warners  have  just  com- 

pleted "San  Quentin"  and  "Marked  Woman." 
But  what's  happening  is  only  a  meager  sam- 

ple of  what's  coming.  Of  the  pictures  booked 
for  production  during  the  coming  few 
months,  approximately  seventy,  more  than 
three  fourths  of  the  entire  list,  are  dramas 
and  melodramas.  Paradoxically,  Paramount, 
which  announced  a  devotion  to  musicals  but 

a  few  days  ago,  is  going  in  strong  for  melo- 
drama. Additionally  to  those  just  finished 

and  shooting,  it  has  "Spawn  Of  The  North," 
"Beau  Geste,"  "Buccaneer,"  "Angel,"  "I, 
James  Lewis"  and  "Bluebeard's  Eighth 
Wife"  slated.  Earmarked  on  MGM's  pro- 

gram is  "Madame  Walewska,"  "Night 
Must  Fall"  and  "They  Gave  Him  A  Gun." 
Radio  lists  "Gunga  Din,"  "She  Sang  For 
Her  Supper"  and  "A  Love  Like  That." 
"Private  Enemy,"  "Think  Fast  Mr.  Moto" 
and  "Drums  Along  The  Mohawk"  denote 
that  20th  Century-Fox  has  its  ear  to  the 

ground. Trend  Is  General 

The  United  Artists  group  quite  evidently 
is  not  unaware  of  what  is  going  on.  Walter 

Wanger  plans  "Castles  In  Spain"  and 
"Weathering  Heights."  Samuel  Goldwyn 
has  scheduled  "Stella  Dallas"  and  "Hurri- 

cane." Selznick  International  promises  to  de- 
liver "Gone  With  The  Wind,"  "I  Give  You 

Life"  and  "Billy  The  Kid."  Warners,  with 
quite  a  batch  of  melodramas  on  hand,  are 

proceeding  to  make  "The  Story  Of  Emile 
Zola"  and  "Kid  Galahad." 

Production  Recedes 

New  production  slumped  off  noticeably 
during  the  closing  week  of  January.  Two 
factors  contributed  to  the  slow-up ;  prevel- 
ance  of  influenza  in  the  film  colony  and  the 
fact  that  working  schedules  are  tightly 

crowded  with  fifty-one  pictures  on  the  pro- 

grams. Of  the  four  pictures  to  start,  Universal's 

"The  Road  Back"  stands  out  as  the  most 
important.  The  sequel  to  Eric  Maria 

Remarque's  "All  Quiet  On  The  Western 
Front,"  it  features  John  King,  Slim  Sum- 
merville,  Louise  Fazenda,  Andy  Devine, 
Mary  Blake,  Barbara  Reid,  Gene  Garrick, 
John  Emery,  Jean  Rouverol,  Noah  Beery, 
Jr.,  Etienne  Girardot,  Maurice  Murphy, 
Richard  Cromwell,  Henry  Hunter,  Spring 

Byington,  Frank  Reicher  and  Ferdinand 
Gottschalk.  The  film  is  being  directed  by 

James  Whale. 
For  Paramount  release,  Major  Pictures 

started  "End  Of  Adventure,"  dramatic  ro- 
mance. Karen  Morley  and  Robert  Baldwin 

are  featured  in  the  leads  supported  by  Kath- 
erine  Alexander,  Agnes  Anderson,  Lloyd 
Crane,  Bud  Sherman,  Don  Brodie  and 
Arthur  Rowlands.  Robert  Vignola  is  di- 
recting. 

With  William  Nigh  directing,  Republic 

began  work  on  "Steel,"  also  a  drama.  The 
cast  includes  Grant  Withers,  Judith  Allen, 

Ranny  Weeks,  Pierre  Watkins,  Eddie  An- 
derson and  William  Newell. 

Completing  the  list  of  dramatic  films  to 

start  is  "Midnight  Taxi,"  20th  Century-Fox. 
Being  directed  by  Eugene  Forde,  it  features 
Brian  Donleavy,  Frances  Drake  and  Allan 
Dinehart  with  Regis  Toomey,  Gilbert  Ro- 

land, Harold  Huber  and  Norman  Willis 
included  in  the  current  supporting  roster. 

Seven  Are  Completed 

As  four  productions  started  during  the 

period,  seven  were  completed.  MGM  ac- 

counted for  two.  In  "Personal  Property,'* 
formerly  titled  "Man  In  Possession,"  Robert 
Taylor  and  Jean  Harlow  are  starred.  Sup- 

port lists  Una  O'Connor,  Reginald  Owen, 
E.  E.  Clive,  Henrietta  Crossman,  Maria 
Shelton,  Cora  Witherspoon  and  Melville 
Cooper.  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  directed.  The 

second  picture,  "Espionage,"  will  present 
Madge  Evans  and  Edmund  Lowe. 

Warners  also  finished  two  films.  "Marry 
The  Girl,"  comedy  romance,  includes  Frank 
McHugh,  Hugh  Herbert,  Mary  Boland, 

Carol  Hughes,  Alan  Mowbray,  Hugh  O'Con- 
nell,  Allen  Jenkins  and  Teddy  Hart.  Wil- 

liam McGann  directed.  The  companion  pic- 

ture, also  a  comedy,  "Dance  Charlie,  Dance," will  present  Stuart  Erwin,  Jean  Muir, 
Glenda  Farrell  and  Allen  Jenkins. 
Two  pictures  likewise  were  completed  by 

Columbia.  In  "Racketeers  In  Exile,"  drama, 
George  Bancroft,  Evelyn  Venable,  Wynne 
Gibson,  John  Gallaudet,  George  McKay, 
Marc  Lawrence,  Helen  Lowell  and  William 
Burress  will  be  seen.  Erie  Kenton  directed. 

"Speed  Mad,"  action  drama,  features  Rosa- 
lind Keith,  Joseph  Allen,  Jr.,  George  Ernest, 

Joseph  Sawyer,  J.  M.  Kerrigan,  Arthur 
Loft,  Al  Hill,  Richard  Terry,  Ray  Bennett 
and  Johnny  Tyrrell.  D.  Ross  Lederman 
directed. 

Final  number  in  the  list  of  completed  pic- 
tures is  Paramount's  "Swing  High,  Swing 

Low,"  dramatic  romance.  Carole  Lombard 
and  Fred  MacMurray  are  starred. 
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TEN  DISTRIBUTORS  IN  MID-SEASON'S 

CAMPAIGNS  TO  CLOSE  1936-37  SALES 

Conferences  with  Field  Forces 

Called  by  Several  Com- 

panies; Executives  Meet  with 

Studio  Staffs  on  New  Films 

Unprecedented  mid-seasonal  sales  activi- 
ties are  engaging  the  attention  of  large  and 

small  distributors  bent  on  rounding  up  all 
remaining  sales  possibilties  as  they  near 
the  halfway  mark,  on  March  1st,  of  the 
1936-37  season. 

With  several  of  the  large  companies 

already  having  held  important  sales  con- 
ferences, virtually  all  the  distributors  gave 

indications  of  new  activity  pointing  to  a 

renewed  concentration  of  contract  nego- 
tiations with  unsold  exhibitors  in  the  next 

few  weeks. 

"Columbia's  Montague  Sweepstakes,"  a  mid- 
season's  sales  campaign  named  for  Abe  Mon- 

tague, Columbia  sales  manager,  was  said  by 
the  company  to  have  established  165  per  cent 
of  the  weekly  quota  set  in  the  first  week  of 
the  drive,  which  continues  until  May  1st.  Both 
billings  and  collections  are  involved,  in  addition 
to  actual  new  sales. 

Columbia's  six  home  office  sales  representa- 
tives— Jules  Rieff,  Douglas  Pratt,  Frank 

Barry,  Harold  Sachs,  Nat  Shiren  and  Les 
Savage — have  been  relieved  of  their  normal  du- 

ties for  the  period  of  the  campaign.  This  week 
the  seven  started  on  tours  of  the  32  exchanges, 
to  devote  two  and  one-half  weeks  to  each  office. 
Louis  Astor,  circuit  sales  supervisor  at  the 
home  office,  has  also  been  sent  into  the  field. 
Mr.  Montague  and  Nate  Spingold  arrived  in 
Hollywood  this  week  for  production  confer- 
ences. 

Weeks  Calls  In  Field  Staff 

George  W.  Weeks,  general  sales  manager  of 
GB  Pictures,  held  a  sales  meeting  in  New  York 
last  Saturday,  bringing  in  from  the  field  the 
following  sales  officials :  J.  Reginald  Wilson, 
central  district  manager ;  John  Scully,  northeast 
district  manager ;  Arthur  Greenblatt,  eastern 
district  manager ;  Clinton  White,  assistant  to 
Mr.  Weeks ;  and  the  following  branch  mana- 

gers ;  Carl  Goe,  Albany ;  Ben  Rogers,  New 
Haven ;  Herbert  Given,  Philadelphia ;  Joseph 
Kaliski,  Washington ;  Irving  Gumberg,  New 
York. 

Mr.  Weeks  then  left  New  York  for  confer- 
ences with  branch  and  division  managers  at 

Chicago,  Milwaukee,  Minneapolis,  Kansas  City 
and  St.  Louis.  He  will  meet  with  the  GB 
sales  forces  in  other  parts  thereafter. 
Edward  L.  Alperson,  president  of  Grand  Na- 

tional Pictures,  and  Edward  Peskay,  general 
sales  manager,  arrived  in  Hollywood  to  talk 
with  producers  about  remaining  1936-37  com- 

mitments, with  a  view  to  preparing  for  extra 
sales  effort  on  product  for  the  balance  of  the 
season. 

Republic  Pictures  is  in  the  midst  of  a  special 

mid-season's  sales  campaign,  with  the  San 
Francisco  exchange  continuing  to  maintain  its 
lead  over  the  other  offices.  Added  sales  were 
reported  by  the  branches  in  virtually  every 
territory. 

Lining  Up  New  Product 
Ned  Depinet,  RKO  Radio  vice  president  in 

charge  of  distribution,  and  Jules  Levy,  general 
sales  manager,  conferred  with  production  ex- 

ecutives in  Hollywood  lining  up  new  product, 
and  then,  on  Sunday,  traveled  to  San  Fran- 

cisco to  discuss  sales  and  distribution  plans 

LOEWS  TAKING  POLL 

OF  NEW  YORK  THEATRES 

Loeufs,  through  a  questionnaire  to 
be  published  in  the  February  issue  of 

Loew's  Moviegoer  for  distribution  in 
50  New  York  theatres,  will  take  a  poll 

of  the  patrons  to  determine  the  three 
favorite  male  and  female  stars;  the 
three  whom  they  dislike  the  most; 

those  featured  players  whom  they 
would  like  to  see  in  star  roles;  to  name 

their  selections  of  the  10  best  pictures 
of  19 3  6  and  to  express  opinions  of 
double  features.  The  results  of  the  poll 
will  be  published  in  the  March  issue 

of  the  magazine. 

with  Harry  Cohen,  western  district  manager, 
and  the  following  branch  managers :  N.  P. 
Jacobs,  Los  Angeles ;  G.  William  Wolf,  San 
Francisco;  J.  H.  Ashby,  Denver;  Ed  Lamb, 
Seattle ;  M.  Cory,  portland,  and  H.  C.  Fuller, 
Salt  Lake  City. 

Twenty-one  home  office  executives  of  Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox  left  New  York  for  Kansas 

City  on  Tuesday  to  attend  a  two-day  mid-sea- 
son district  managers'  meeting,  starting  Thurs- 
day morning,  at  the  Hotel  Muehlback.  John  D. 

Clark,  general  sales  manager,  traveled  to  the 
meeting  from  Hollywood  where  he  had  been 
conferring  with  Darryl  Zanuck,  production 
chief,  and  other  Fox  studio  executives  on  prod- 

uct for  the  remainder  of  the  season. 
Mr.  Clark  will  preside  over  the  meeting  at 

Kansas  City,  and  introduce  to  the  delegates  J. 

P.  O'Loughlin,  Canadian  district  manager, 
whom  he  recently  appointed  to  head  the  "Sid- 

ney R.  Kent  Sales  Drive."  The  sessions  will 
be  attended  by  eight  district  managers,  six 
branch  managers,  and  the  following  from  New 

York's  home  office  executive  staff :  William  J. 
Kupper,  William  Sussman,  William  Gehring, 
Charles  E.  McCarthy,  Felix  Jenkins,  Lee  Bals- 
ly,  Walter  J.  Hutchinson,  Irving  Maas,  Leslie 
Whalen,  William  Clark,  Martin  Moskowitz, 
Harry  Buxbaum,  Joseph  Lee,  Thomas  Bailey, 
Clarence  A.  Hill,  Edward  Collins,  Theodore 
Shaw,  Nat  Finkler,  Jack  Bloom,  Harvey  Day, 
Sr.,  and  Roger  Ferri. 

Exhibitor  Committee  Named 

Following  a  mid-season's  sales  meeting  of 
five  district  managers  in  New  York,  United 
Artists  sent  word  that,  veering  from  the  usual 
sales  drive  formula,  the  company  has  formed 

a  special  "honorary  committee"  of  exhibitor 
leaders  throughout  the  country  to  sponsor  the 
14-week  sales  drive  in  honor  of  George  J. 
Schaefer,  vice-president  and  general  manager. 
The  drive  also  will  commemorate  Mr.  Schaef- 
er's  first  year  with  the  company. 
Among  the  circuit  and  exhibitor  leaders  on 

the  committee  are :  Joseph  Bernhard,  general 
manager  of  Warner  Brothers  Circuit  Manage- 

ment, Inc. ;  N.  L.  Nathanson,  head  of  Famous 
Players  Canadian;  Mike  Kincey,  head  of  the 
Kincey  circuit  in  North  Carolina;  Frank  C. 
Walker,  vice-president  of  the  Comerford  cir- 

cuit; Edward  Beatty,  general  manager  of  the 
Butterfield  circuit ;  George  W.  Trendle,  presi- 

dent of  United  Detroit  Theatres ;  John  Bala- 
ban,  vice  president  of  B.  and  K. ;  and  Vincent 
McFaul,  general  manager  of  Buffalo  Theatres. 

In  addition,  the  company  subsequently  an- 
nounced that  "pledges  of  wholehearted  sup- 

port and  cooperation,"  with  a  "willingness  to 

Special  Drives  for  Bookings 

Underway,  with  Halfway 

Mark  Coming  March  1st, 

With    Quotas  Set 

provide  preferred  playing  time  and  definite 
advance  booking  schedules,"  have  been  received 
from  Harry  David,  of  Publix,  Salt  Lake  City; 
B.  F.  Shearer,  Seattle;  L.  C.  Griffith,  Okla- 

homa City;  Alex  Halperin,  Warners,  Chicago; 
Harry  Huffman,  Denver;  Bernie  Berger,  of 
the  Berger  Amusement  Company,  Minneap- 

olis ;  John  J.  Friedel,  of  the  Minneapolis 
Amusement  Company  in  the  same  city;  Ed- 

ward C.  Beatty,  Butterfield  Circuit,  Detroit; 
John  Harwick,  Cascade  Theatres,  Seattle,  and 
Leroy  V.  Johnson,  of  Jensen  and  Von  Her- 
berg,  Seattle. 
With  the  drive  in  its  first  week,  eastern 

branch  managers  last  week  conferred  with 
Andrew  Smith  and  Charles  Stern,  district 
manager,  at  the  home  office.  Attending  were 
Charles  Kranz,  Washington;  Lou  Wechsler, 
New  Haven,  Sidney  Lehman,  Buffalo;  John 
Dervin,  Boston ;  Harry  Bodkin,  Philadelphia ; 
Charles  Rosenzweig,  New  York.  Salesmen 
from  the  local  exchange  and  other  home  office 
representatives  at  the  session  included  Moe 
Streimer,  Nat  Beier,  Sam  Rifkin,  Eddie  Mul- 
lins,  Larry  Brown,  Sam  Stern,  Arthur  Wein- 

berger, Monroe  Greenthal,  David  Burkan, 
Seymour  Poe,  Phil  Dow,  and  John  Wrege. 

April  Is  Grainger  Month 

Universal  Pictures  entered  the  mid-season 
sales  rush  on  Tuesday  with  the  announcement 

that  April  will  be  designated  "James  R.  Grain- 
ger Month,"  in  recognition  of  Mr.  Grainger's fourth  year  as  general  sales  manager,  thereby, 

"affording  every  exhibitor  in  the  United 
States  to  register  his  appreciation  of  the 
friendly  dealings  which  have  characterized  Mr. 

Grainger's  business  life." "Grainger  Month"  will  be  signalized  on 
March  28th  with  the  release  of  "Top  of  the 

Town." 

Universal  is  the  first  major  distributor  to 
announce  plans  for  a  sales  convention  for  the 
new  season,  setting  May  and  Los  Angeles  as 
the  time  and  place  for  the  first  annual  con- 

vention under   the   Cowdin-Cochrane  regime. 
S.  Charles  Einfeld,  vice-president  in  charge 

of  advertising  and  publicity,  accompanied 
Harry  Warner,  president  of  Warner  Brothers, 
this  week  on  the  return  trip  to  New  York 
from  conferences  on  production  at  Burbank. 

Educational  Meeting 

Postponed  One  Week 
Special  Master  Philip  Cohen  adjourned 

until  next  Monday  afternoon  at  3  o'clock 
the  special  stockholders'  meeting  of  Educa- 

tional Pictures,  Inc.,  called  in  his  office  at 
Wilmington,  Del.,  Tuesday  for  the  purpose 
of  voting  on  a  recapitalization  plan  for  the 

company  and  program  of  corporate  simplifi- 
cation. The  meeting  was  adjourned  to  await 

proxies  from  England.  No  action  was  taken. 
Mr.  Cohen  was  appointed  special  master 

recently  by  Chancellor  Josiah  O.  Wolcott  in 
Chancery  Court  and  ordered  to  report  back 
to  the  chancellor  results  of  the  meeting. 
Meeting  with  Mr.  Cohen  on  Tuesday  were 
E.  W.  Hammonds,  president  of  Educational, 
Norman  C.  Nicholson,  secretary,  and  Aaron 

Finger,  Wilmington  counsel. 
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Continuous  Performance  Barred 

n  Budapest;  Not  Liked  Anyway 

Its  One  of  Many  Odd  Twists  to  Hungary  as  a  Motion  Picture  Market 

fey  ALFRED  HARDING 

in  Budapest 

The  final  disolve  whirred  from  the  screen 

and  the  lights  in  the  theatre  went  up.  Al- 
though it  was  still  early  in  the  evening  and 

another  program  was  to  begin  in  a  few 

minutes,  all  except  three  or  four  members 

of  that  Budapest  audience  climbed  to  their 

feet  and  began  to  edge  toward  the  exits. 

It  was  not  that  they  had  all  seen  all  of 

the  picture.  During  the  performance  indi- 
viduals had  been  dribbling  in  and  many  of 

those  very  ones  now  moving  toward  the 
door  had  not  seen  the  beginning  of  the  pic- 

ture. But  they  were  not  willing  to  wait. 

They  knew  how  the  picture  had  ended  and 

that,  apparently,  was  the  thing  in  which 

they  were  most  interested. 

This  was  the  last  chance  they  might  have 

to  stay  for  a  new  performance,  for  the 

next  day  a  new  policy  was  going  into 

effect.  There  were  to  be  no  more  con- 

tinuous runs  in  Hungary.  The  government 
had  decided  that  such  performances  were 

unfair  competition  to  those  theatres  which 

during  the  day  played  only  three  or  four 

performances,  and  a  decree  had  been 
issued  banning  them,  along  with  double 
bills.  So  this  was  the  time  they  might  have 

been  expected  to  stay  to  get  their  money's worth,  if  ever.  They  went  right  on  out  of 
the  theatre,  anyway. 

Even  if  the  government  had  not  issued  the  de- 
cree, the  motion  picture  exhibitors  had  just 

about  come  to  the  conclusion  among  themselves 
that  continuous  runs  were  not  to  the  Hungarian 
taste,  and  they  probably  would  have  adopted  the 
program  of  three  or  four  performances  at  defi- 

nite hours,  anyway.  They  had  learned  one 
more  lesson  about  Hungarian  audience  prefer- 
ences. 
There  are  other  lessons  they  have  learned  in 

the  fifteen  or  twenty  years  since  the  war,  dur- 
ing which  American  motion  pictures  have  be- 

come the  backbone  of  Hungarian  programs. 
They  have  come  to  know  that,  generally  speak- 

ing, the  fate  of  a  picture  can  be  forecast  from 
the  attendance  of  the  first  day,  that  attendance 
usually  runs  downhill  from  the  first  day.  And 

if  there  isn't  a  big  turnout  for  the  first  couple 
of  days  the  exhibitor  knows  there  isn't  a  hill 
for  it  to  go  down  and  that  he  has  a  loser  on  his 
hands.  That  is  the  reason  why  the  Hungarian 
exhibitors,  especially  the  representatives  of  the 
large  American  film  companies,  put  everything 
they  have  into  preliminary  campaigns.  The  ad- 

vertising displays  and  posters  splashed  around 
Budapest  before  some  of  the  premieres  would 
be  considered  creditable  efforts  anywhere  in 
America. 

There  are  occasional  exceptions.  "A  Small 
Town  Girl"  opened  to  very  small  business  in 
spite  of  the  advance  efforts.  The  exhibitor  dis- 

covered to  his  surprise  that  the  picture  began 
to  build  after  the  first  two  days. 

The  audience  at  this  performance  was  young, 
most  of  them,  I  should  say,  between  fifteen  and 
forty  years  old.  And  that,  I  understand,  is  typi- 

cal of  Hungarian  film  audiences.    They  are, 

Alfred  T.  Harding,  long  a  writer 
on  various  phases  of  the  business  of 
entertainment,  both  in  America  and 
abroad,  is  now  on  a  tour  of  European 
countries  observing  the  status  of  both 

stage  and  screen  in  the  light  of  events 
peculiar  to  the  economic  and  political 

shakeups  that  have  come  in  many  cen- 
ters on  the  Continent. 

Herewith  is  the  first  of  a  series  of 

articles  by  Mr.  Harding,  who  is  ob- 
serving changes  of  conditions  in  the 

foreign  stage  for  Actors'  Equity  Asso- ciation, but  is  directing  his  articles  for 
Motion  Picture  Herald  particularly 

toward  problems  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture overseas. 

roughly,  the  generation  which  has  grown  up 
since  the  war,  or  since  foreign  films  in  quantity 
were  available  in  Hungary.  For  their  elders, 
it  must  be  some  special  type  of  picture  in  which 
they  are  particularly  interested,  most  likely  of  a 

religious  trend'.  I  was  told  that  "The  King  of 
Kings"  and  "The  White  Sister"  had  made  a 
great  appeal  to  these  older  folk. 

Hungarian  film  audiences  are  motion  picture 
audiences.  They  do  not  have  the  big  supple- 

mentary programs  to  which  American  audiences 
are  accustomed.  Even  in  Budapest  the  average 
program  consists  of  the  feature  film,  newsreel, 
and  perhaps  one  added  short  feature,  the  whole 
lasting  somewhat  less  than  two  Lours. 

20%  Must  Be  Hungarian 

It  is  somewhere  in  this  brief  supplementary 
program  that  the  exhibitor  usually  places  his  20 
per  cent  of  Hungarian  films  which  he  is  re- 

quired by  law  to  show.  This  regulation  means 
that  a  good  part  of  the  newsreel  or  the  short 
feature  will  be  of  local  manufacture. 

Before  the  war  Hungary  had  a  population  of 
about  23,000,000.  The  Treaty  of  Versailles  left 
it  approximately  8,817,000  and  a  feeling  of  sus- 

picion on  the  part  of  her  neighbors  who  had 
taken  over  from  her  two-thirds  of  the  territory 
and  the  people  formerly  called  Hungarian. 
These  nations  do  not  welcome  and,  in  some  in- 

stances, will  not  allow,  Hungarian  motion  pic- 
tures to  be  shown  in  their  country,  fearful  that 

the  Hungarians  will  use  them  as  propaganda. 
So  Hungarian  pictures  are  largely  confined 

to  their  own  borders.  Even  that  does  not  mean 
that  all  Hungarians  are  able  to  go  to  the  films 
at  all  times.  Of  the  3,200  towns  and  villages 
of  Hungary,  with  four  to  five  million  popula- 

tion, only  some  400  are  equipped  to  show  motion 

pictures. 
These  circumstances  impose  definite  limita- 

tions upon  the  amount  of  money  which  can  be 
put  into  making  a  Hungarian  picture.  With 
an  admission  price  ranging  from  ten  filler  to 
four  pengoes,  or  roughly  from  two  to  eighty 
cents,  and  only  five  million  persons  to  get  it 
back  from,  Hungarian  producers  cannot  afford 
to  pour  money  into  a  production.  The  lowest 
estimate  for  producing  a  picture  given  by  any 
reliable  source  was  80,000  pengoes  (about  $16,- 
000),  the  highest  estimate  for  a  profitable  pro- 

duction was  only  twice  that  amount.  The  aver- 
age is  less  rather  than  more  than  $25,000. 

Such  a  budget  is  possible  only  because  the 
producer  is  relieved  of  paying  studio  rent.  The 
studios,  both  Magyar  Film  Iroda  and  the 
Hunnia  Studio,  are  instruments  of  the  state,  just 
as  are  the  National  Theatre  and  Radio  Buda- 

pest. The  only  difference  is  that  the  state  owns 
the  Hunnia  Studio  outright  and  the  Magyar 
Film  Iroda  is  owned  by  a  corporation  in  which 
the  state  holds  part  of  the  shares.  In  both, 

Hungarian  producers  get  the  studio  and  its  ap- 
paratus free,  paying  only  for  the  materials  used 

and  the  salaries  of  their  own  individuals  during 
the  making  of  a  picture. 

In  spite  of  these  efforts,  and  for  a  nation 
which  has  no  more  ready  money  than  Hungary 
they  are  considerable,  the  real  backbone  of  the 
Hungarian  film  exchanges  is  still  the  foreign 
film,  and  is  likely  to  be  for  some  time.  Of  the 
974  pictures  licensed  for  showing  in  Hungary 

during  1935,  there  were  437  American  (includ- 
ing two  silent  pictures)  ;  228  Hungarian,  159 

German,  77  French,  33  British,  23  Austrian,  12 
from  Sweden  and  Holland,  lumped  together  in 
the  official  figures  for  some  reason,  and  5  from Italy. 

That  does  not  mean  that  that  many  features 
were  imported  or  shown.  But  there  were  of 
feature  films  (including  short  subjects  which 
were  reckoned  as  features)  521  sound  and  2 
silent ;  educational  films,  92  sound  and  32  silent ; 
newsreels,  203  sound  and  23  silent;  and  adver- 

tising films,  94  sound  and  7  silent.  And  there 
were  several  propaganda  films  made  for  the 
express  purpose  of  interesting  visitors  or  poten- 

tial visitors  in  the  beauties  of  Budapest  or  the 
rural  countryside,  and  supplied  to  all  the  Con- 

sular offices  and  probably  to  anyone  else  who 
would  be  willing  to  show  them. 

Likes  and  Dislikes 

Since  American  pictures  represent  48  per  cent 
of  all  pictures  shown  on  Hungarian  screens  dur- 

ing 1935,  the  likes  and  dislikes  of  Hungarian 
audiences  are  of  importance  to  Hollywood  and 
New  York. 
Hungarian  audiences,  like  those  in  America 

and  elsewhere,  have  their  preferences  in  players. 
Charles  Guttman,  Hungarian  representative  of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  put  it  this  way:_  • 

"First  Garbo,  then  nothing,  then  nothing  and 
nothing;  then  Chaplin  and  a  couple  more 
nothings  ;  then  all  the  rest  of  the  stars.  There  are 
certain  stars  whose  names  on  posters  will  draw 
them  any  time,  regardless  of  the  picture,  unless 

they  hear  bad  things  about  it.  They  just  can't understand  Mae  West  and  have  no  use  for  her. 
The  late  Marie  Dressier  was  another  they  could 
not  understand.  The  one  that  is  hardest  to  ex- 

plain is  Helen  Hayes.  I  think  they  don't  under- 

stand her  pictures." American  motion  pictures  are  teaching  Buda- 
pest more  American,  perhaps,  than  any  other 

European  capital.  Because  of  the  great  dis- 
similarity between  the  two  languages  no  at- 

tempt is  made  to  dub  the  films  in  Hungarian. 

Hungary  has  no  crime  problem  at  the  mo- ment and  is  not  anxious  to  invite  one.  No 

gangster  pictures  may  be  exhibited.  It  will  not 
tolerate  any  picture  impugning  religion. 

Nevertheless,  exceptions  and  all,  there  is  still 

a  great  deal  of  opportunity  for  American  pro- 
ducers and  distributors  in  Hungary.  With  care 

and  diligence  they  may  improve  upon  even  their 
excellent  present  position  in  this  pleasant  but 
harassed  land. 



THE  NEW  YORK  CRITICS: 

"A  stirring,  eloquent  and  profoundly  humorous  screen 

transcription  of  Sean  O'Casey's  'The  Plough  and  the 

Stars'  has  come  to  the  Music  Hall.  The  work  has  been 

fashioned  by  the  brilliant  craftsmen  who  made  'The 

Informer.'  Once  more  they  have  created  a  notable  and 

beautiful  photoplay."  — A/.  V.  Herald  Tribune 

"High  above  the  average  motion  picture  and  should  be 

marked  'Must.' .  .  .  The  drama  is  exciting  in  its  dramatic 
movement,  grim  in  its  intention  and  relieved  by  lusty, 

virile  comedy  . .  .  The  acting  is  superb." 
—N.  V.  Daily  News 

"Romance,  robust  humor  and  emotion  all  play  a  part  in 

Sean  O'Casey's  'The  Plough  and  the  Stars' ...  It  is  splen- 

didly acted."  — /V.  V.  Daily  Mirror 

"Correctly  has  Maxwell  Anderson  referred  to  'The  Plough 

and  the  Stars'  as  'the  greatest  play  of  the  Twentieth 

Century.'  Now,  with  courage,  imagination  and  a  sublime 

faith  in  the  picture-going  public,  RKO  has  transferred 

the  Sean  O'Casey  masterpiece  from  stage  to  screen  ...  A 

meritorious  melodrama."  — /V.  Y.  American 

"That  same  quartet  .  .  .  which  a  little  more  than  a  year 

ago  gave  the  world  that  mercilessly  bitter  and  burning 

film,  'The  Informer',  has  done  it  again  ...  An  entertain- 

ing, stinging,  beautifully  acted  version  of  Sean  O'Casey's 

powerfully  realistic,  ironically  humorous  play." 
—N.  V.  World-Telegram 



"Draws  from  the  deep  well  of  Irish  violence  and  humor 

an  exciting  tale  of  the  Irish  Rebellion  of  1916  ...  It  is  a 

splendid  production  of  the  play  ...  It  has  the  Irish  Abbey 

players,  who  are  too  wonderful  for  words." 
— /V.  V.  Post 

"A  distinguished  production,  directed  and  photographed 

with  the  same  care  that  made  'The  Informer'  one  of  last 

year's  memorable  films."  — JV.  V.  Sun 

"Few  if  any  directors  can  give  greater  breadth  to  an  his- 

torical narrative  or  more  splendid  scope  to  the  camera 

than  Mr.  Ford,  who  in  this  film,  as  in  'The  Informer,' 

utilizes  the  background  of  Irish  rebellion  with  excellent 

dramatic  and  pictorial  effect." 
— Brooklyn  Daily  Eagle 

"An  eloquent  production  whose  cry  is  not  'Up  with  the 

Rebels!'  but  "men  must  fight  and  women  weep.'  ...  It  is 

a  gripping,  tense  and  lusty  melodrama." 

—Brooklyn  Times  Union 

THE  NATIONAL  MAGAZINES: 

"A  dark  and  ferociously  exciting  melodrama,  well  worthy 

of  comparison  with  Director  Ford's  1935  contribution  to 

the  same  subject,  'The  Informer'.  "  — Time 

"A  valuable,  important  item  in  screen  fare." 

— Literary  Digest 

"A  distinguished  and  stirring  film."        — News-Week 

"A  picture  in  the  better  mold  of  'The  Informer'. . .  a  dour, 

grim,  relentless  picture  of  Ireland  .  .  .  with  its  dreams  in 

the  stars  and  its  hopes  in  the  mire."  — Liberty 

"A  production  of  outstanding  artistic,  literary,  educa- 

tional, and  social  value."  — Scholastic  Magazine 

"Will  probably  head  some  of  those  debatable  'ten  best' 

that  we  annually  have  with  us  ...  It  contains  all  the  ele- 

ments that  make  a  great  picture  .  .  .  You  really  must 

see  it."  — Park  Avenue  Social  Review 

THE  TRADE  PAPER  EXPERTS: 

"A  signal  success  .  .  .  Pictorially  a  masterpiece  .  .  .  wide- 

spread approval  aroused  for  'The  Informer'  gives  this  one 

a  head  start ...  It  is  superb."     — Hollywood  Reporter 

"RKO  Radio  adds  another  fine  picture  to  its  laurels  .  .  . 

A  fit  companion  to  'The  Informer'  .  .  .  Wjll  probably  be 

more  popular." 

—Hollywood  Variety 

"Artistically  produced  and  capably  acted  .  .  .  Distinctive 

class  entertainment."  — Motion  Picture  Daily 

"Splendidly  acted  and  directed  .  .  .  Will  exert  a  powerful 

effect."  —Film  Daily 

"Exceptionally  well  produced,  acted  and  directed  . . .  Tells 

a  human  interest  love  story  .  .  .  Will  receive  highly  favor- 

able notices."  — Motion  Picture  Herald 

"Unquestionably  a  film  triumph." 

—Box  Office 

PROFITS  BUILD  ON  PRESTIGE  AS  RAVE  NOTICES  IN- 

CREASE BUSINESS  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL  AND 

IN  DOZENS  OF  OTHER  CITIES  ALL  OVER  AMERICA! 
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This  department  deals  with  new 

product  from  the  point  of 

view  of  the  exhibitor  who  is 

to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

The  Good  Earth 

(MGM  -  Albert  Lewin) 

Drama 

From  out  the  pages  of  Pearl  Buck's 

best  selling  novel,  "The  Good  Earth,"  a 
story  of  poignant  human  drama,  comes 

distinguished  living  motion  picture  enter- 
tainment. As  it  has  been  made  by 

MGM,  Luise  Rainer  and  Paul  Muni  give 

performances  of  excellence  that  rarely 
have  been  approached  in  screen  annals 
and  the  support  brilliantly  rises  to  the 
standards  established  by  them. 

For  showmen,  no  matter  what  type  of 
house  they  operate  or  to  what  classes  of 

clientele  they  play,  "The  Good  Earth"  is  a 
commercial  feature  of  unsurpassed  merit. 

For  audiences,  "The  Good  Earth"  is  simple, 
powerful,  human  interest  drama,  pages  torn 
from  the  life  story  of  living  men  and  women, 
that  probes  their  deepest  emotions  and 
leaves  with  them  indelible  memories,  a  com- 

bination of  fundamentals  that  appeal  to  all 
elements  of  patronage. 

Impressive  yet  simple  and  easily  understood 
this  picture  has  been  made  with  sincerity,  dig- 

nity and  intelligence.  Close  to  the  heart  in 
the  beginning,  it  edges  closer  with  every  passing 
foot,  at  times  inclining  audiences  to  applaud 
but  holding  them  in  profound  silence  as  they 
witness  its  characters  being  made  the  victims 
of  worldly  and  spiritual  persecution. 

For  swift  narration  the  story  has  been  con- 
solidated into  several  vivid  chapters,  and  yet 

none  of  the  stirring  spirit  of  the  original  has 
been  lost.  Rather,  that  spirit  has  been  in- 

tensively accentuated.  The  marriage  of  slave 
girl  O-lan  to  farmer  Wang  is  a  sequence  of 
joyous  beauty.  Wang's  hopes  for  men 
children,  the  detailing  of  the  couple's  pov- 

erty stricken  but  happy  home  life,  his  dreams 

to  own  a  bit  more  of  the  good  earth,  O-lan's 
delivery  of  male  children,  are  sequences  of  idyl- 

lic domestic  life,  fidelity  and  love.  The  pic- 
turization  of  famine's  visitation  upon  the  coun- 

try is  awesome. 

A  high  note  of  terror  colors  the  family's 
flight  southward.  Wang  is  forced  to  bestial 
toil,  O-lan  and  the  children  to  begging  to 
eke  out  a  squalid  existence.  The  pitch 
rises  to  a  crescendo  of  fury  as  revolution 
crashes.  Trampled  O-lan  finds  a  bag  of 
jewels  during  a  palace  looting,  and  is  saved 
from  execution  by  a  whim  of  fate.  Hap- 

piness contrasts  with  stark  drama  as  news 
comes  of  rains  in  the  north,  and  the  little 
family  returns  to  its  homelands.  Sale  of  the 
secretly  stolen  jewels  enables  Wang  to  buy 
more  of  the  lands  he  loves.  Soon  he  is  a  lord, 
moving  his  family  to  the  mansion  from  which 
long  ago  he  took  the  slave  girl,  O-lan,  to 
wife. 

But  a  new  and  more  appalling  disaster  befalls 
the  House  of  Wang.  Into  it  he  has  brought 
exotic  sing-song  Lotus  as  second  wife,  chilling 
the  soul  of  O-lan.  A  tragedy,  the  reward  of 
inconstancy  and  unfaithfulness,  strikes  sharply. 
Wang  finds  Lotus  lustfully  compromising 
Younger  Son.  Enraged  and  ferocious,  he  drives 

his  child  from  the  household,  denounces  O-lan. 
Then  another  and  more  terrifying  scourge 
smashes  at  the  House  of  Wang.  Clouds  of 
ravaging  locusts  blacken  the  sky.  Panic- 
stricken  by  this  added  curse  in  his  life,  Wang 
hearkens  to  the  advice  of  university  trained 
Elder  Son.  By  fire,  flood,  crop  destruction  and 
muscle  cracking  labor,  aided  by  a  sudden  wind 
shift,  Wang,  his  family  and  neighbors,  stay 
this  menace.  A  repentant  husband  and  father, 
celebrating  his  deliverance  from  the  wrath  of 
God  with  a  thanksgiving  festival,  he  seeks  for- 

giveness for  all  his  rashness,  avarice  and  pas- 
sion, and  O-lan,  with  her  lips  forming  the  words 

of  absolution,  dies. 

"The  Good  Earth"  places  in  the  hands  of  ex- 
hibitors what  is  undoubtedly  one  of  the  most 

valuable  pieces  of  screen  merchandise  with 
which  they  ever  have  had  to  deal. 
Previewed  in  the  studio  projection  room  in 
Hollywood.  Gus  McCarthy. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Associate  producer,  Albert  Lewin.  Directed  by  Sidney 
Franklin.  Screen  play  by  Talbot  Jennings,  Tess 
Slesinger  and  Claudine  West.  Based  upon  the  novel 
by  Pearl  S.  Buck.  Adapted  for  the  stage  by  Owen 
Davis  and  Donald  Davis.  Produced  by  The  Theatre 
Guild,  Inc.  Musical  score  by  Herbert  Stothart. 
Recording  director,  Douglas  Shearer.  Art  director, 
Cedric  Gibbons.  Associates,  Harry  Oliver,  Arnold 
Gillespie,  Edwin  B.  Willis.  Wardrobe  by  Dolly  Tree. 
Photographed  by  Karl  Freund.  Film  editor,  Basil 
Wrangell.  Montage  by  Slavko  Vorkapich.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2584.  Running  time,  when  seen  in 
Hollywood,  130  minutes,  including  5  minutes  for  in- 

termission. Release  date,  not  yet  determined.  Adult 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Wang   :  Paul  Muni 
O-ian   Luise  Rainer 
Uncle   Walter  Connolly 
Lotus   Tilly  Losch 
Father   Charley  Grape  win 
Cuckoo   Jessie  Ralph 
Aunt   Soo  Yong 
Elder  Son  Keye  Luke 
Younger  Son  Roland  Lui 
Little  Fool  Suzanna  Kim 
Ching   Chingwah  Lee 
Cousin   ...Harold  Huber 
Liu,  Grain  Merchant  Olaf  Hvtten 
Gateman   William 'Law Little  Bride  ...Mary  Wong 

Outcast 

(  Paramount ) 
Drama 

The  dramatic  power  of  this  photoplay  is  grip- 
ping from  the  start.  It  starts  with  an  emotion- 

stirring  appeal  and  concludes  with  a  pulse- 
tingling  wallop.  In  between,  carried  by  a  vein 
of  tense  suspense,  it  tells  a  powerfully  dramatic 
human  interest  story  of  men  and  women  and 
mob  hysteria.  In  value  of  sound  motivating 
story,  quality  of  action,  direction  and  production 
support,  it  is  screen  material  worthy  of  ex- hibitor attention. 

Dr.  Jones,  accused  of  administering  an  over- 
dose of  sedatives  that  caused  a  patient's  death, 

is  acquitted  of  a  murder  charge.  Ostracized  by 
fellow  physicians  through  the  vengeful  inhibi- 

tions of  the  dead  woman's  husband,  deprived  of the  right  to  practise,  Jones  leaves  the  locale  of 
his  professional  disaster.  In  a  small  town,  be- 

friended by  kindly  lawyer  Abbott,  Jones  sets 
up  as  a  country  doctor  and  quickly  becomes  the 
community's  idol.  To  his  new  found  opportunity to  1  ive  and  serve  humanity,  Jones  is  tracked  by 
Margaret  Stevens,  sister-in-law  of  the  woman 
of  whose  death  he  was  exonerated.  Margaret 

Stevens  has  taken  up  her  brother's  mania  to 
wreck  Jones'  career. 

The  influence  of  Abbott,  plus  association  with 

Jones  when  he  performs  a  doctor's  greatest 
duty,  bringing  new  life  into  the  world,  cause 
Margaret's  enmity  to  change  to  respect  and 
affection.  In  the  town,  Hattie  Simmerson, 

fanatic  devotee  of  quack  nostrums,  is  Jones' 
sole  foe.  She  evicts  Margaret  from  her  board- 

ing house,  accusing  her  of  being  a  scarlet 

woman,  and  finds  newspaper  clippings  of  Jones' trial.  She  broadcasts  the  news  and  follows  it 
up  with  vituperative  scandal  mongering.  Her 

son,  Freddie,  falls  mortally  ill  and  the  boy's father  pleads  with  Jones  to  treat  the  boy.  After 

a  life-saving  operation,  the  doctor's  work  is 
destroyed  by  Hattie,  and  the  boy  dies.  The 
enraged,  tragedy-stricken  woman  brands  Jones 
as  a  murderer  and  whips  the  towns  people  into 
seething  mob  fury.  As  they  are  about  to  lynch 

Jones  and  Margaret,  the  town's  bestial  ferocity 
is  stayed  by  Abbott,  who  in  pleading  for  decency, 
justice  and  tolerance  brings  home  to  Hattie  the 
realization  that  where  Dr.  Jones  had  given  her 
boy  a  chance  for  life,  she  had  destroyed  it,  and 
that  she,  not  the  doctor,  is  an  innocent  mur- 

derer. The  mob,  its  fury  abated,  has  only  com- 
passion for  Hattie  and  appreciation  for  Dr. 

Jones. 

Keen,  sharp  and  strong,  the  dramatic  story 
related  in  this  picture  is  also  human.  Its  power 

to  play  upon  personal  sympathies  was  graphi- 
cally evident  in  the  reactions  of  the  preview 

audiences.  During  the  unreeling  of  the  story, 
the  attendance  sat  in  silence.  They  reacted  in 

the  right  way  to  comedy  contrast  and  tension- 
easing  situations,  which  had  been  inserted  in 
the  proper  spots  in  the  most  effective  way.  At 
the  conclusion  the  applause  was  wholehearted. 

A  serious  story,  told  in  a  dignified  and  force- 
ful manner,  "Outcast"  demands  a  similarly 

grounded  exploitation  campaign.  As  respect- 
able and  legitimate  contacts  with  members  of 

the  medical  profession  are  in  order,  it  would 
not  be  unwise  to  call  upon  this  profession  for 
support  and  endorsements.  It  can  be  expected 
that  the  film  will  benefit  considerably  by  word 
of  mouth  advertising. 

Previewed  in  the  Ritz  theatre,  Los  An'geles. — 
G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Paramount.  An 

Emanuel  Cohen  production.  Directed  by  Robert 
Florey.  Screen  play  and  dialogue,  Doris  Malloy  and 
Dore  Schary.  Original  story,  Frank  R.  Adams.  Pho- 

tographed by  Rudolph  Mate.  Assistant  director,  Earl 
Rettig.  Art  director,  Wiard  Thnen.  Sound,  Hugo 
Grenzbach.  Film  editor,  Ray  F.  Curtiss.  Musical  ar- 

rangement, Ernst  Toch.  Musical  director,  George 
Stoll.  Wardrobe,  Basia  Bassett.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate 
No.  3007.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  75 
minutes.  Release  date,  February  19,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Dr.  Wendell  Phillips  Jones  Warren  William 
Margaret  Stevens   Karen  Morley 
Lawyer  Abbott   Lewis  Stone 
Freddie  Simmerson   Jackie  Moran 
Hattie  Simmerson   Esther  Dale 
Hank  Simmerson   John  Wray 
Olaf   Christian  Rub 
Miss  Tuite   Virginia  Sale 
Mrs.  Scutter   Ruth  Robinson 
Dr.  Anthony  Stevens   Murray  Kinnell 
Judge   Jonathan  Hale 
Storekeeper   Richard  Carle 
John  Halifax   Frank  Melton 
Mrs.  Halifax   Lois  Wilde 
Detective  Benson   Tommy  Jackson 
Rumson   Mathew  Betz 
Grant   Harry  Woods 
Clem   George  Magrill 
Hanson   Dick  Alexander 
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Dangerous  Number 

(MGM) 

Comedy 

Giddy,  gay  comedy,  this  is  nonsensical  farce 
from  start  to  finish.  That  it  has  definite  amuse- 

ment value  is  not  to  be  denied,  inasmuch  as  the 
houseful  of  Pasadenans  laughed  wildly  at  its 
first  preview  in  the  Tournament  of  Roses  town 
at  the  United  Artists  theatre.  A  tough  spot  to 
crack  for  any  kind  of  picure,  as  even  the  most 
highbrow  films  occasionally  are  icily  received, 
the  fact  that  a  lot  of  ridiculous  tomfoolery  got 
by  over  there  is  fairly  convincing  evidence  that 

"Dangerous  Number"  should  do  all  right  by 
itself  as  a  sustaining  feature  in  almost  any  kind 
of  community. 

There's  not  much  plan  to  the  picture ;  there 
seldom  is  in  comedies,  where  it's  necessary  to 
have  the  gags  in  action,  dialogue  and  situations 
coming  along  continually.  In  the  beginning  a 
young  business  man,  bent  on  serious  pursuits  in 
life,  forgets  himself  just  long  enough  to  marry 
a  red  headed  show  girl  he  has  sworn  to  forget. 

Headed  by  the  girl's  mother,  former  muscle 
dancer,  her  old  show  days  companions — acro- 

bats, contortionists,  snake  charmers,  song  and 
dance  teams,  chatter  acts — swoop  down  upon 
the  newlyweds.  Along  with  them,  eventually, 

comes  the  bride's  first  husband,  also  a  per- 
former. Their  antics  drive  the  serious  minded 

young  man  and  his  willy  nilly  uncle  frantic, 
and  they  flee.  To  teach  his  young  bride  a  les- 

son, the  groom  tries  to  make  a  date  with  an- 
other girl,  but  his  wife  is  in  on  the  stunt,  and 

there's  a  series  of  hilarious  mix-ups  with  gang- 
sters and  cops  before  the  whole  melange  lands 

in  jail.  Then  it's  discovered  that  the  marriage 
to  the  first  husband  didn't  take,  and  as  the  girl has  had  some  semblance  of  sense  knocked  into 
her  red  head,  husband  and  wife  settle  down  to 
what  is  hoped  will  be  a  more  or  less  unexciting 
existence. 

The  show  is  geared  to  family  theatres  in 
which  a  neighborly  spirit  prevails. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Directed  by  Richard  Thorpe.  Screen  play  by  Carey 
Wilson.  From  the  story  by  Leona  Dalrymple. 
Musical  score  by  David  Snell.  Recording  director, 
Douglas  Shearer.  Art  director,  Cedrid  Gibbons.  As- 

sociates, Daniel  Cathcart,  Edwin  B.  Willis.  Wardrobe 
by  Dolly  Tree.  Photographed  by  Leonard  Smith.  Film 
editor,  Blanche  Sewell.  Assistant  director,  Dolph  Zim- 
mer.  P.C.A.  Certificate  No.  3004.  Running  time,  when 
seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date,  January 
22,  1937.     General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Hank   Robert  Young 
Elinor  Ann  Sothern 
Cousin  William   Reginald  Owen 
Gypsy   Cora  Witherspoon 
Dillman   Dean  Jagger 
Vera  Maria  Shelton 
Minehardi   Barnett  Parker 
Hotel  Manager  Charles  Trowbridge 

Ready,  Willing  and  Able 

(Warner -Hal  Wallis) 

Musical  Comedy -Drama 

Emulating  that  backstage  story  pattern  so 
well  established  by  this  company  in  previous 

pictures  of  the  same  character,  "Ready,  Willing 
And  Able"  freshens  the  standby  features  with 
quite  a  quota  of  novelties.  A  musical  comedy- 
drama",  backed  up  with  plenty  of  spectacle,  with 
glamorous  girls  and  production  effects,  the  com- 

edy element  is  accented  to  give  the  show  a  pitch 
for  mass  audiences. 
A  pair  of  wouldbe  New  York  producers  get 

motion  picture  financing  for  their  show  on  the 
condition  a  celebrated  English  actress  is  signed 
for  the  lead.  A  rattle-brained  and  chiseling 
agent  gets  wind  of  the  deal  and  rushes  to  the 
pier  to  meet  the  actress.  By  a  mistake,  in 

which  he  is  aided  by  the  girl's  chum  and  her 
Shakespearean  inclined  chaperon,  he  signs  an 
American  girl  to  a  contract.  Things  go  along 
rosily  for  the  prospective  show  temporarily,  as 
one  of  the  producers  falls  in  love  with  the  tyro 

actress  who  can  dance  but  can't  sing  a  note. 
Eventually  the  real  English  actress  learns 

what's  going  on,  and,  feeling  herself  the  victim 
of  an  imposture,  complicates  matters  by  in- 

stituting all  kinds  of  law  suits.  Yet,  mad  as 
she  is  upon  her  arrival  in  New  York,  things 
happen  to  reveal  her  as  not  such  an  ideal  at- 

traction. When  romantic,  dramatic,  financial 
and  contingent  complications  are  straightened 
out  the  show  goes  on  in  a  surprising  manner. 
To  that  theme  are  attached  numerous  oc- 

casions for  Winifred  Shaw,  Lee  Dixon,  Ross 
Alexander,  Lee  Dixon  and  Ruby  Keeler  to  sing 
and  dance  in  solo  and  with  chorus.  Allen  Jen- 

kins, Louise  Fazenda,  Hugh  O'Connell,  Teddy 
Hart,  Shaw  and  Lee  and  E.  E.  Clive  are  char- 

acteristically comic,  and  the  remainder  of  the 
cast  fits  in  nicely  to  support  the  principals. 
With  the  exception  of  a  few  unnecessary  gag 
lines  which  take  a  rather  risque  trend,  the  moral 
tone  of  the  show  is  of  acceptable  caliber.  Its 
exploitation  requires  only  a  readaptation  of  the 
methods  used  to  market  previous  similarly  at- 
mosphered  attractions  released  by  this  company. 

Previewed  in  Warner's  Hollywood  theatre. 
Though  the  audience  denoted  familiarity  with 
the  subject  matter  it  appreciated  the  fresh 
routines. — G.M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Warner  Bros.  Execu- 

tive producer,  Hal  B.  Wallis.  Associate  producer,  Sam 
Bischoff.  Directed  by  Ray  Enright.  Assistant  direc- 

tor, Lee  Katz.  Screen  play  by  Jerry  Wald,  Sig  Heizig 
and  Warren  Duff.  From  Saturday  Evening  Post 
story  by  Richard  Macaulay.  Photographed  by  Sol 
Polito.  Film  editor,  Doug  Gould.  Dialogue  director, 
Gene  Lewis.  Art  director,  Carl  Jules  Weyl.  Gowns 
by  Howard  Shoup.  Musical  director,  Leo  F.  Forb- 
stein.  Lyrics  and  music  by  Johnny  Mercer  and  Rich- 

ard Whiting.  Musical  numbers  directed  and  staged 
by  Bobby  Connolly.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2751. 
Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  88  minutes. 
Release  date,  March  6,  1937.  General  audience  classifi- cation. 

CAST 
Jane   Ruby  Keeler 
Pinky  Blair  Lee  Dixon 
Angie   Carol  Hughes 
J.  Van  Courtland  Allen  Jenkins 
Clara  Heineman  Louise  Fazenda 
Barry   Granville  Ross  Alexander 
Jane  Clarke  Winifred  Shaw 
Truman  Hardy  Hugh  O'Connell Yip  Nolan  Teddy  Hart 
Edward  McNeil  Addison  Rrchards 
Moving  Men  Shaw  and  Lee 
Sir  Samuel  Buffington  E.  E.  Clive 
Dot   Jane  Wyman 
Mrs.  Beadle  May  Boley 
Brockman   Charles  Halton 
Angelo   Adrian  Rosley 
Mrs.  Buffington  Lillian  Kemble  Cooper 
Waiter   Barnett  Parker 

accused  Agatha  of  beating  him.  Restored  to  her 
position,  Agatha  continues  to  train  the  sprouts 
of  today  to  become  the  trees  of  tomorrow. 
With  a  definite  note  of  humanness  threading 

through  the  theme,  comedy,  drama,  romance 
and  suspense  have  been  included  in  a  manner  to 
make  the  show  continuously  interesting  and  re- 

vealing. In  all  ways  it  includes  those  entertain- 
ment elements  that  have  drawn  above  average 

popularity.  As  a  commercial  feature,  it  provides 
any  exhibitor,  whether  he  is  in  big  city  or  small 
town,  unusual  opportunity  for  attention-getting 
exploitation. 

Previewed  in  the  Fairfax  theatre,  Los  An- 
geles, a  typical  neighborhood  house.  The  pres- 

entation won  enthusiastic  approval. — G.  M. 
A  Nat  Levine  production.  Distributed  by  Republic. 

Executive  producer,  Albert  E.  Levoy.  Associate  pro- 
ducer, Leonard  Fields.  Directed  by  Phil  Rosen.  Screen 

play  by  Sam  Ornitz.  Original  story  by  Endre  Boehm. 
Photographed  by  Ernest  Miller.  Supervising  editor, 
Murray  Seldeen.  Film  editor,  Ernest  Nims.  Musical 
supervision,  Harry  Grey.  Sound  engineer,  Terry 
Kellum.  Costumes  by  Eloise.  Musical  settings,  Karl 
Hajos.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2984.  Running  time, 
when  seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date, 
February   15,   1937.    General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Agatha  Stanton   Alison  Skipworth 
Prudence  Matthews   Polly  Moran 
Ellen   Hope  Manning 
Bruce   Donald  Cook 
Elliot  (Wet  Mouth)   Jackie  Searl 
Ethel  Harriman  Lila  Lee 
Guili   Luis  Alberni 
Champ   Maxie  Rosenbloom 
Jerry   Marcia  Mae  Jones 
Zackorackus   Harry  Burns 
Twitchell   Clarence  Wilson 
Maclntyre  Selmer  Jackson 
Wentworth   John  Hamilton 
Mrs.  Braxton   Theresa  Conover 
Pierpont   Raymond  Brown 
Sergeant  Abbot   James  C.  Morton 
Butch   Stanley  Blystone 
Harmonica  Player   Bob  McClung 

Two  Wise  Maids 

(Republic) 
Comedy-Drama-Romance 
Taking  a  subject  that  has  been  tried  before, 

though  never  with  any  great  success,  Republic 
has  made  in  this  a  film  glorifying  the  American 
school  marm,  a  picture  full  of  entertainment 
values.  Dealing  entirely  in  elements  pointedly 
familiar  to  all  who  ever  went  to  school— folk 
who  when  they  were  young  looked  upon  the 
"skinny"  as  public  enemy  number  one,  only  to 
have  that  psychological  enmity  become  trans- 

muted into  love,  respect  and  appreciation  in 
mature  years — the  film  concentrates  on  a  sym- 

pathetic treatment  of  the  school  teacher  charac- 
ter in  a  manner  that  gives  it  quick  and  lasting 

appeal. Uniquely  blending  tenement  district  and 
homespun  atmosphere,  the  plot  is  simple  but 

moving.  Teacher  Agatha  Stanton,  "Old  Iron- 
sides" to  generations  of  pupils,  is  philosophically 

resigned  when  young  modern-minded  Bruce  is 
appointed  principal,  a  position  to  which  she 
aspired.  A  specialist  in  making  tough  kids  good 
and  good  kids  better,  she  has  the  respect  of  all 
parents.  Circumstances  contrive  to  have  Agatha 
brought  before  the  school  board  to  face  charges 
of  having  beaten  Wet  Mouth  Elliott,  a  pupil. 
Though  the  parents  rally  to  her  support,  things 
are  going  pretty  bad  for  Agatha  at  the  hearing 
until  a  parade  of  onetime  pupils — banker,  prize- 

fighter, actor,  truck  driver — arrive  to  attest 
her  character  and  to  tell  of  the  good  influence 
she  has  exerted  on  their  lives.  To  cap  the 

climax  and  rout  the  foes  of  "Old  Ironsides," 
Jerry,  a  girl  student  who  was  just  as  much  a 
trial  and  tribulation  to  Agatha  as  was  Wet 
Mouth,  causes  him  to  confess  that  he  received 
his  injuries  while  trying  to  steal  answers  to 
examination  papers  and  that  he  lied  when  he 

Join  the  Marines 

(Republic) 

Comedy-Romance 

Light  comedy  is  the  keynote  of  this  produc- 
tion which  has  as  a  part  of  its  plot  an  incident 

similar  to  the  well  publicized  story  that  resulted 
in  an  Olympic  team  member  being  barred  from 
participating  in  the  last  Olympiad  because  of 
drinking  while  aboard  the  vessel  carying  the 
team  to  the  games.  However,  that  portion  of 

the  story  only  sets  the  stage  for  a  romance — 
a  romance,  incidentally,  that  is  a  series  of  fall- 
ing-in  and  falling-out,  with  the  United  States 
Marine  Corps  as  the  cause  of  it  all. 
The  treatment  is  light  and  airy  and  makes 

for  an  enjoyable  picture.  The  action  is  swiftly 
paced  for  the  most  part  and  covers  a  great 
deal  of  territory.  The  demands  of  the  script 
pay  little  respect  to  Marine  Corps  discipline 
but  it  is  obvious  that  technical  assistance  has 
been  resorted  to  the  marching  sequences.  In 
the  cast  are  Paul  Kelly,  June  Travis,  Purnell 
Pratt,  Reginald  Denny,  Warren  Hymer,  Irving 
Pichel  and  Sterling  Holloway. 

Kelly,  an  athletically  inclined  policeman,  sails 
with  the  Olympic  team  to  compete  in  the  javelin 
throw:  While  on  board  he  inadvertently  in- 

terrupts an  elopement  of  Miss  Travis  and 

Denny,  and  gets  into  a  fight  with  Miss  Travis' inebriated  friends.  Banned  from  the  team  be- 
cause of  the  row,  Kelly  returns  on  the  same 

boat.  Miss  Travis  also  takes  the  boat  back,  and 
the  two  fall  in  love. 

Miss  Travis  obtains  permisison  of  her  Marine 
Colonel  father  to  marry  Kelly  on  condition 
the  erstwhile  policeman,  dropped  from  the  force 
because  of  the  boat  scandal,  can  find  employ- 

ment before  the  Colonel  sails  on  foreign  serv- 
ice. At  the  last  moment  Kelly  enlists  in  the 

Marine  Corps.  This  displeases  Miss  Travis, 
and  she  sails  with  her  father  to  a  south  seas 
island  post.  Kelly  determines  to  work  his  way 
up  to  a  lieutenancy  and  resign. 
When  as  a  first  sergeant  Kelly  gets  an  op- 

portunity to  go  to  the  island,  he  accepts.  A 
bubonic  plague  strikes  the  island  and  Kelly 
covers  himself  with  glory  in  his  handling  of 

the  natives.  He  gets  his  commission  and  re- 
signs. Miss  Travis  has  had  a  change  of  heart, 

(.Reviews  continued  on  page  50) 





WHAT  WALTER  WANGER'S  FIRST  PRODUCTION  FOR 

UNITED  ARTISTS  DID  AT  THE  NEW  YORK  RIVOLI  IS 

&mt>oty*  ̂ *W...THIS  THEATRE  ADVERTISEMENT 

TELLS  THE  STORY  HELD  OVER  INDEFINITELY! 

Loew's  Midland,  Kansas  City,  has  cyclonic  opening... then  second  day  mobs  boost 

business  $300  above  opening  day.  Third  day  the  panic  is  still  on  as  receipts  hurdle  to 

$600  over  opening !...Wanger's  first  for  U.  A.  astonishes  Atlanta  as  Loew's  Grand  con- 

tinues the  box-office  parade  by  almost  doubling  house  average  for  opening  day. ..then 

accomplishing  the  impossible  as  second  day's  receipts  top  opener  by  more  than  $500! 
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(Continued  from  page  47) 
now  regarding  the  Marines  in  a  more  favorable 
light.  Kelly  leaves  the  island  but  returns  by 
airplane  when  he  hears  of  an  uprising.  He 
quells  the  insurrection,  rejoins  the  Marines  and 
is  reunited  with  Miss  Travis. 

Previewed  in  projection  room.  —  Paul 
Mooney,  Jr. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Republic.  Producer,  Nat 

Levine.  Executive  producer,  Albert  E.  Levoy.  As- 
sociate producer,  Joseph  Krumgold.  Directed  by  Ralph 

Staub.  Screen  play  by  Joseph  Krumgold,  Olive  Cooper. 
Original  story  by  Karl  Brown.  Photography  by  Ernest 
Miller.  P.C.A.  Certificate  No.  2,938.  Running  time, 
67  minutes.  Release  date,  January  25,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Phil  Donlan   Paul  Kelly 
Paula  Denbrough  June  Travis 
Colonel  Denbrough  Purnell  Pratt 
Steve  Reginald  Denny 
Hoiman  Warren  Hymer 
Colonel  Leonard  Irving  Pichel 
Steward   Sterling  Holloway 
Lt.  Hodge  Ray  Corrigan 
Lieutenant  John  Holland 
Corporal   Carleton  Young 
O'Day   John  Sheehan 
Captain  James   Arthur  Hoyt 
Marine   Richard  Beach 
Pruitt   Howard  Hickman 
Chinese  Bartender  Van  Duran 
McCullough   Landers  Stevens 

Mama  Steps  Out 

(MGM) 

Comedy-Drama 
Plot  formula  number  7-A  in  the  American 

innocents  abroad  idea  is  given  another  airing 
here.  Although  the  film  is  marked  by  some  ex- 

ceptionally clever  dialogue  and  provides  amuse- 
ment in  actions  and  situations,  it  .nevertheless 

offers  nothing  that  has  not  been  seen  before, 
nor  is  what  is  offered  amplified  by  anything 

that  is  particularly  new.  It's  simply  a  domestic 
comedy,  complicated  by  some  serio-drama,  in- 

cluding a  harum  scarum  romance,  intended  for 
the  family  trade.  If  it  is  remembered  at  all  in 
the  future  it  will  be  recalled  as  the  vehicle  in- 

troducing Stanley  Morner,  a  performer  who 
demonstrates  ability  to  handle  more  worthy  ma- 
terial. 

Socially  ambitious  prairie  state  mother  Ada 
Cuppy  herds  staid  husband  Leonard  and  mod- 

ern minded  daughter  Leila  to  Europe,  hoping 
that  all  will  be  bitten  by  the  culture  bug. 
Ensues  everything  experienced  by  everyone  in 
domestic  comedies  of  such  Americans  in 
Europe.  En  route  Leila  falls  for  crooner  Chuck, 
who  has  a  tough  guy  complex.  A  horrible 
situation  for  Ada  but  delightful  to  Leila,  Leon- 

ard just  grins  and  bears  it.  In  France  the 
melange  is  imposed  upon  by  a  lot  of  down-at- 
the-heels  and  psuedo  nobles  to  whom  the  ser- 

vants are  wise.  As  Leila  has  a  good  time  in 
her  own  way,  Ada  gets  all  hot  and  bothered 
about  the  deception,  and  Leonard  does  as  an- 

other harassed  husband  and  father  might  do, 
gets  drunk  and  lets  all  shift  for  themselves. 
The  production  lacks  originality  and  name 

power  and  is  practically  void  of  any  novel 
angles  that  would  make  legitimate  an  aggres- 

sive campaign. 
Previewed  in  the  Alexander  theatre,  Glendale. 

The  audience  got  several  laughs  out  of  lines  and 
situations,  but  demonstrated  that  it  easily  could 
foresee  all  that  zvas  going  to  happen. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Produced  by  John  Emerson.  Directed  by  George  B. 
Seitz.  From  the  play  by  John  Kirkpatrick.  Screen 
play  by  Anita  Loos.  Photographed  by  Jackson  Rose. 
Film  editor,  George  Boemler.  Musical  score,  Edward 
Ward.  Wardrobe,  Dolly  Tree.  Reviewed  before  pro- 

duction Code  Certificate  Number.  Running  time,  when 
seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date,  Febru- 

ary 5,  1937.    General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Leonard  Cuppy   Guy  Kibbee 
Ada  Cuppy   Alice  Brady 
Leila  Cuppy   Betty  Furness 
Chuck  Thompson   Stanley  Morner 
Mr.   Sims   Gene  Lockhart 
Ferdie  Fisher   Edward  Norris 
Dmitri   Gregory  Gaye 
Coco   Ivan  Lebedeff 
Nadine   Heather  Thatcher 
Dubedois   Mitchell  Lewis 
Mme.  Dubedois  Anna  Demetrio 
Priest  Frank  Puglia 
Teanne   Adrienne  D'Ambricourt 

Nobody's  Baby 
(MGM -Hal  Roach) Comedy 

Usually  when  a  two  reel  story  is  stretched 
out  to  feature  length  things  are  apt  to  drag 
a  bit.  The  dragging  is  not  so  noticeable  when 
the  material  adapted  is  gag  and  situation  farce 

comedy.  It's  hardly  evident  at  all  in  this  pic- 
ture, where  Patsy  Kelly  and  Lyda  Roberti  are 

the  central  figures  in  all  the  foolish  if  sometimes 
lightly  dramatic  excitement.  The  two  are  on 
the  screen  a  lot  and  when  they  are  there  is 
always  something  doing  that  creates  plenty  of 
laughter.  At  least  the  audience  in  the  Alexan- 

der theatre,  Glendale,  seemed  to  find  much  en- 
joyment in  it. 

The  picture  burlesques  a  radio  broadcast 
amateur  tryout,  imitates  the  nurse  recruiting 

sequence  in  "White  Parade,"  adapts  a  bit  of 
the  "It  Happened  One  Night"  ride-thumbing 
technique,  and  adventures  into  a  swank  night 
club  with  a  pair  of  love  smitten  swains,  Robert 
Armstrong  and  Lynne  Overman,  padding  ma- 

terial in  which  many  original  gags  are  included. 
The  Misses  Kelly  and  Roberti  become  nurses. 
Rosina  Lawrence,  who  ran  out  on  her  husband 
and  dancing  partner,  Don  Alvarado,  because  he 

didn't  want  the  world  to  know  they  were  mar- 
ried, comes  to  the  hospital  to  have  a  baby. 

Then  the  fun  begins.  Circumstances  hilarious 
to  the  audience  contrive  to  make  it  appear  to 
Armstrong  and  Overman  that  either  of  the  girls 

who  are  trying  to  protect  Miss  Lawrence's 
secret  is  the  child's  mother.  But  all  ends  well 
in  the  night  club  when  Alvarado  finds  out  that 
he  is  the  father,  and  Patsy  and  Lyda  wonder 
what  new  adventure  will  befall  them. 
Moving  fairly  speedily,  the  motivating  farce 

counterbalanced  by  some  good  instrumental  and 
vocal  music,  a  few  dabs  of  dancing  and  a  little 
bit  of  light  drama,  the  film  appears  to  be  of 
the  quality  for  the  masses. — G.  M. 
Hal  Roach  Production.  Distributed  by  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer. Directed  by  Gus  Meins.  Original  story 
and  screen  play,  Harold  Law,  Hal  Yates  and  Pat  C. 
Flick.  Photographed  by  Norbert  Brodine.  Film 
editor,  Ray  Snyder.  Sound,  W.  B.  Delaplam.  Art 
director,  Arthur  I.  Royce.  Settings,  W.  L.  Stevens. 
Costumes  by  Meinhart.  Photographic  effects,  Roy 
Seawright.  Music,  Marvin  Hatley.  Lyrics  by  Walter 
Bullock.  Musical  arrangements,  Jimmie  Grier.  Dances 
staged  by  Roy  Randolph.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
2719.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  65 
minutes.  Release  date,  to  be  determined.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST Kitty   Patsy  Kelly 
Lena   Lyda  Roberti 
Detective   Littleworth  Lynne  Overman 
Scoops  Hanford  Robert  Armstrong- Yvonne   Rosina  Lawrence 
Cortez   Don  Alvarado 
Bus  Conductor  Tom  Dugan 
Maurice   Orrin  Burke 
Miss  McKenzie  Dora  Clemant 
Mrs.  Hamilton  Laura  Treauweli 
Head  Nurse  Tola  Nesmith 
Mrs.  Mason  Florence  Roberts 
Master  of  Ceremonies  Si  Wills 
Radio  Executive  Herbert  Rawlinson 
Jimmie   Grier's   Orchestra  and  The   Rhythm  Rascals The  Avalon  Boys 

Revolutionists 

( Amkino  ) 
Russian  Documentation 

In  this  installment  of  their  documentation  of 
the  case  for  their  order  of  things  the  Russians, 
lately  devoted  cinematically  to  the  more  recent 
stages  of  its  development,  go  back  to  what  may 
be  regarded  as  the  beginning,  to  1896,  in  point 
of  calendar,  and  the  result  is  in  many  ways 
superior,  as  entertainment,  to  productions  of 
chronologically  subsequent  date. 
The  revolutionists  of  the  title  are  those  who 

were  referred  to  in  the  newspapers  of  the 
period  of  Nihilists  and  depicted  by  contempo- 

rary cartoonists  as  lean  fellows  with  pointed 
beards  and  sputtering  bombs.  The  beards  and 
the  bombs  are  present,  incidentally,  in  this 
presentation  of  their  deeds,  their  objectives, 
ambitions,  accomplishments,  punishments  and 
attainments.  The  film  reproduces  the  period 
impressively  and  without  anachronism,  affording 
an  informative  insight  into  the  customs,  cos- 

tumes and  perhaps  the  civic  status  of  the 
times.  Much  if  not  all  of  the  incident  pictured 
is  of  historical  record. 

Considered  simply  as  a  document,  the  pic- 
ture is  carefully  made  and  soundly  organized. 

Since  the  material  it  contains  is  inherently 
dramatic,  so  is  the  sum  of  it.  The  English 
titles  with  which  the  film  is  equipped  for 
American  consumption  are  less  than  commonly 
laden  with  propaganda  and  there  is  no  palpable 
effort  to  link  it  up  with  those  productions 
which  have  been  turned  out  to  attest  the  al- 

leged glories  of  life  under  the  new  regime. 
Reviewed  at  the  Cameo  theatre,  New  York, 

where  a  sympathetic  audience  applauded  in  ap- 
proval.— William  R.  Weaver. 

Produced  by  Mosfilm,  Moscow,  U.S.S.R.  Distributed 
in  the  United  States  by  Amkino.    Directed  by  Vera 

Stroyeva.     No.  P.C.A.  certificate.     Release  date,  De- 
cember,   1935.     Running   time,   ICO  minutes.  General 

audience  classification. 
CAST 

Alexander  Mikhailov   V.  V.  Shchukin 
Evgeny  Svetlov   N.  P.  Khmelev 
Sofia  Morozova   K.  I.  Tarasova 
Varvara  Postnikova   V.  P.  Maretskaya 
Stepan  Klimov   N.  S.  Plotnikov 
Xiko  Gotserinsky   V.  A.  Kandelaki 
Rosa  Shtein   N.  D.  Smelnikova 
Andreika   V.  R.  Soloviev 
Kartuzov   G.  Chernovalenko 
Yasha,  Kurtzov's   son  A.  Trushin Captain  of  the  Mounted  Gendarmes  A.  I.  Goriunov 
Professor  of  Metaphysics  O.  N.  Abdulov 

Sandflow 

(Universal) 
Western 

Good  western  action  material,  capably 
handled,  makes  this  an  agreeably  entertaining 
production.  The  plot  structure  is  more  in- 

tricate than  commonly  associated  with  pictures 
of  its  category,  and  while  the  story  tends 
towards  vagueness  in  the  early  phases,  sub- 

sequent developments  take  care  of  that.  In- 
cidentally it  is  just  this  uncertainty  that  cre- 

ates more  than  the  ordinary  interest. 
With  Buck  Jones  in  the  saddle,  and  with  its 

complement  of  western  thrills  and  action,  ready- 
made  exploitation  values  are  present.  The  title 
derives  its  name  from  the  Sandflow  region  of 
the  Rio  Grande.  Direction  by  Lesley  Selander 
has  adhered  to  western  tradition,  the  picture 
being  swiftly  paced.  Supporting  Buck  are  Lita 
Chevret,  Bob  Kortman,  Arthur  Aylsworth  and 
Robert  Terry  among  others. 

Buck  and  Terry,  brothers,  have  been  making 
retribution  to  the  various  ranches  from  which 
their  late  father  rustled  cattle.  Terry,  accused 
of  killing  a  sheriff,  is  wounded  in  a  chase.  He 
reaches  a  ranch  outpost  hut  where  three  cow- 

boys, Joaquin,  Tex  and  Quayle,  are  gathered. 
Quayle  is  for  turning  Terry  over  to  the  posse 
for  the  reward  but  Buck  arrives  in  time  to 
outwit  the  posse  and  Quayle. 

Believing  Terry  is  innocent  of  the  murder 
though  he  refuses  to  deny  it  and  that  he  is 
protecting  a  girl,  Buck  sets  out  to  find  the  girl, 
whom  he  knows  only  by  the  name  of  Rose  of 

Lost  Canada.  Setting  Terry's  horse  free,  Buck 
follows  the  steed.  He  finds  the  girl  and  dis- 

covers her  father,  who  is  insane,  is  the  actual 
murderer. 

Reviewed  in  projection  room.  P.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Universal.  Producer, 

Buck  Jones.  Directed  by  Lesley  Selander.  From 
novel  by  Cherry  Wilson.  Screenplay  by  Frances 
Gtiihan.  Art  director,  Ralph  Berger.  Sound  super- 

visor, J.  John  Myers.  Photography  by  Allen  Thomp- 
son, Herbert  Kirkpatrick.  Film  editor.  Bernard  Loftus. 

Assistant  director,  Mike  Eason.  P.  C  A.  Certificate 
No.  2,894.  Running  time,  58  minutes.  Release  date, 
February  14,  1937.    General  audience  classification. CAST 

Buck  Hallctt  Charles  (Buck)  Jones 
Rose  Porter  Lita  Chevret 
Ouayle   Bob  Kortman 
Tex  Arthur  Aylsworth 
Lane  Hallett  Robert  Terry 
Joaquin   Enrique  DeRosas 
Mr.   Porter  Josef  Swickard 
The  Kid  Lee  Phelps 
Rillite   Harold  Hodge 
Sheriff   Tom  C'-attertou 
Santone  Arthur  Van  Slyke 
Parable  Malcolm  Graham 
Silver   Silver 

(Reviews  continued  on  page  52) 
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ENGLAND 

WINS  THE  LEAGUE  OF 

NATIONS  AWARD  BY 

UNANIMOUS  VOTE  OF 

52  MEMBER  NA  TIONS! 

And  awarded  its  American  Premiere  at  Radio.  City  Music  Hall,  March  4th! 

Alexander  Korda  presents 

the  ERICH  POMMER  pro- 

duction which  Boxoffice 

hails  as  "One  of  the  greatest 
dramas  ever  to  come  from 

a  film  studio"!  Directed  by 
William  K.  Howard. 
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Pagliacci 

(Trafalgar-United  Artists) 
Drama,  Color,  Opera 

This  is  a  considerable  artistic  achievement  on 
the  part  of  Karl  Grune,  the  director,  and  the 

Max  Schach  "Trafalgar"  production  unit, 
working  at  Denham.  Seeming  to  solve  the 
problem  of  making  opera  acceptable  to  the  big 
public,  without  offending  those  to  whom  the 
music  is  the  big  thing,  it  also  looks  first  class 

box-office.  To  sell  is  the  title  of  Leoncavallo's 
opera,  Richard  Tauber  in  the  great  tenor  part 
of  Canio,  the  promise  of  colour  throughout  the 
famous  last  act  of  the  opera,  which  is  served 
straight,  and  the  American  value  of  Steffi  Duna. 

Tauber  is  the  big  asset.  He  is  worth  all  that 
can  be  put  behind  him  in  the  way  of  publicity; 

his  rendering  of  "On  with  the  Motley,"  pre- 
sented as  sung  by  the  heart-broken  clown  while 

making  up  before  his  dressing  room  mirror,  is 
of  course  the  high-spot,  but  this  magnificent 
tenor  shines  in  each  and  all  of  his  numbers,  and 
acts  worthily.  That  he  is  given  the  Prologue 
to  sing  may  offend  the  purists  but  it  is  the  only 
departure  from  opera  traditions  which  leaps  to 
the  eye,  though  the  whole  of  the  first  part  of 
the  story  has  been  treated  according  to  film 
methods. 

There  is  an  enormous  gain,  dramatically  and 
pictorially,  in  this  transposition.  The  life  of 
the  troupe  of  Players  in  their  primitive  travel- 

ing theatre  and  in  their  caravan  living  quarters 
is  presented  without  operatic  conventions.  They 
use  ordinary  speech  instead  of  recitative.  The 

tragedy  of  Canio's  love  for  Nedda,  her  infatu- 
ation for  the  cadet  Silvio,  the  mischief-making 

activities  of  the  malevolent  Tonio,  develop  in  an 
atmosphere  of  realism.  The  backgrounds  are 
picturesque  and  permit  an  outstanding  effect  to 
be  obtained  as  the  troupe,  successfully  surviv- 

ing Alpine  blizzards,  swing  singing  in  their 
caravan  to  the  market  place  of  Cremona,  and  to 
the  last  act  on  the  stage  of  the  tiny  theatre. 
Up  to  this  point  it  has  been  photoplay,  varied 

only  by  the  fact  that  when  music  or  song  is 
called  for  by  the  action  it  has  been  forthcom- 

ing. From  now  on,  it  is  a  presentation,  in 
colour,  of  the  last  act  of  the  opera.  The  tragi- 

comedy of  Clown,  Harlequin  and  Dancer  is 
enacted  until  the  crazed  Canio  turns  the  sham 
killing  into  grim  reality.  The  film  therefore 
ends  as  opera  and  very  strikingly. 

Admirably  recorded,  "Pagliacci,"  with  all  the 
musical  appeal  of  its  original,  is  also  a  very 
striking  spectacle ;  plot  values,  strong  human 
interest  and  music  have  been  efficiently  com- 

bined with  colour,  by  the  new  British  Chemi- 
colour  process,  comparing  favourably  with 
American  work. 

Viewed  at  a  night  trade  show,  London  Hip- 
podrome. The  reception  was  deservedly  en- 

thusiastic.— Bruce  Allan,  London. 
Produced  by  Max  Schach  for  Trafalgar  Films. 

Released  by  United  Artists.  Directed  by  Karl  Grune. 
From  the  opera  by  Leoncavallo.  Music  conducted  by 
Albert  Coates.  Adaptation  and  dialogue,  Monckton 
Hoffe  and  Roger  Burford.  Lyrics  by  John  Drink - 
water.  Art  director,  O.  F.  Werndorff.  Camera,  Otto 
Kanturek.  Sound,  Bert  Ross.  Running  time,  90  mins. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Canio   Richard  Tauber 
Nedda   Steffi  Duna 
Trina   Diana  Napier 
Tonio   Arthur  Margetson 
Silvio  Esmond  Knight 
Beppe   Jerry  Verno 
Leone   Gordon  James 
Coachman   Ivan  Wilmot 
Coachbuilder   John  Traynor 
Officers  Roy    Finlay.    Joe    Roncoroni,  Ambrose 

Day,  Harry  Milton,  Daley  Cooper,  Jr. 

Screen  Snapshots,  No.  4 
(  Columbia  ) 
Newsy 

News  shots  for  this  edition  of  the  series  in- 
clude some  picturesque  glimpses  of  several  Hol- 

lywood famous  eating  places  which  are  noted 
not  only  for  the  excellence  of  their  food  and 
their  celebrated  patronage  but  also  for  the 
clever  and  weird  architectural  forms  they  pos- 

sess ;  a  demonstration  by  Warren  William  of 

his  latest  invention,  which  turns  out  to  be  a 
portable  barbecue  wagon ;  a  baby  party  given  by 
Arline  Judge,  at  which  affair  such  famous 
screen  ladies  as  Evelyn  Venable,  Karen  Morley, 
Sally  Eilers  and  Louise  Fazenda  display  with 
evident  pride  and  satisfaction  their  adorable 
offspring ;  a  cricket  match  between  David 
Niven  and  Nigel  Bruce  and  photographed  by 
Merle  Oberon,  and  in  conclusion  a  parade  of 
the  greatly  publicized  Victor  McLaglen  Light 
Horse  Troop,  all  done  up  in  the  real  style  of 
fancy  uniforms,  a  full  size  band,  and  prancing 
horses.  The  entire  collection  is  done  with  en- 

tertaining effect.     Running  time,   10  minutes. 

See  Uncle  Sol 

(Educational) 
Diverting  Burlesque 
Eddie  Lambert,  who  makes  plain  dialogue 

laughable  and  pure  English  ridiculous,  presides 
at  a  radio  tribunal  not  too  unlike  the  recently 
popular  Good  Will  Court  and  passes  upon  the 
marital  differences  of  various  applicants,  all  of 
whom  turn  out  to  be  performers  of  one  kind 
or  another  and  demonstrate  their  talents  for 
the  unseeing  and  of  course  the  seeing  audience. 
A  well  assorted  collection  of  entertainers  en- 

tertain. The  subject  is  novel  and  timely  and 
suitable  for  any  program. — Running  time,  11 minutes. 

The  Story  of  Norton  I 

(  Columbia) 
Of  Interest 
Of  interest  is  this  latest  oddity  from  the 

Strange  As  It  Seems  series  which  records  the 
strange  behaviour  of  a  citizen  of  San  Fran- 

cisco who  imagined  himself  "Norton  I,  Emperor 
of  the  United  States."  In  1857  when  the 
market  collapsed  he  lost  a  fortune  but  man- 

aged to  pay  all  his  debts.  The  experience 
weakened  his  mind  and  thereafter  he  chose  to 

be  an  emperor.  His  was  an  exemplary  charac- 
ter and  San  Franciscans,  in  sympathy,  humored 

his  idiosyncrasies.  Ten  thousand  attended  his 
funeral  and  an  inscription  on  his  tombstone 
records  his  imaginary  title.  Running  time. 
9  minutes. 

A  Vitaphone  Pictorial  Revue 
(Warner) 

Very  Good 

An  entertaining  "Pictorial  Revue"  number, 
this  subject  is  chiefly  concerned  with  marine 
and  animal  life.  However,  room  has  been  made 
for  Arthur  Treacher  to  deliver  a  little  talk  on 

the  "art"  of  preparing  a  fish  sauce,  and  there  is 
a  sequence  devoted  to  life  aboard  a  cruise  ship, 
which  is  in  color.  Animal  friendships,  a  cat  and 
a  rabbit,  a  dog  and  a  raccoon,  a  dog  and  leop- 

ard cubs,  and  a  cat  and  chickens,  make  for  an 
odd  assortment.  Fishing  for  tuna  completes  the 
lineup.  Narrated  by  Paul  Douglas.  Running 
time,  11  minutes. 

Tin  Can  Tourist 

(  Educational ) 
Timely 

At  a  time  when  automobile  trailers  engage, 
one  way  or  another,  the  interest  of  the  mobile 
population,  this  Terry-Toon  cartoon  depicting 
the  most  fantastically  complete  and  begadgeted 
of  them  all  is  of  considerable  interest.  It  does 
everything  for  its  passengers  except  protect 
them  from  bumble  bees,  a  circumstance  giving 
rise  to  the  expectable  conclusion. — Running 
time,  6*/2  minutes. 

It's  All  Over 

(Vitaphone) 
Tiresome 

It  is  the  night  before  his  wedding  and  the 
gay  blade  Dan  Healy  goes  ruminating  via  the 
cup  that  cheers.  Growing  mellow  with  memories 
of  his  former  heart  conquests,   Healy  gazes 

longingly  at  their  photographs  and  then  with 
a  fond  sigh  consigns  them  to  the  limbo  of  the 
flames.  But  before  they  are  discarded,  the  pic- 

tures dissolve  into  the  animated  likenesses  of 
a  bonnie  Highland  lass  who  sings  a  modern 
Scotch  swing  song,  a  dark  Russian  lady  who 
chants  an  exotic  ballad  and  flings  pretzels  at 
her  audience,  and  finally  a  cool,  young  blonde 
from  Bermuda  who  neither  sings  nor  dances 
but  just  looks  decorative.  The  songs  and  dances, 
though  they  cover  a  lot  of  ground,  never  seem 
to  get  anywhere  in  particular.  The  comedy 
lines  sound  strained.  The  whole  thing  is  some- 

what on  the  side  of  tiresome  entertainment. 
Running  time,  20  minutes. 

Fun's  Fun 

(Educational) 
Pleasant  Pastime 

Artist  Jefferson  Machamer  distributes  his  in- 
sanely humorous  talents  and  notoriously  gor- 
geous gals  liberally  and  with  telling  effect 

throughout  this  highly  personal  and  amusing 

story  about  himself  by  himself.  He's  genuinely 
funny,  in  a  new  way,  and  he  gives  Eleanore 
Bunker  and  others  their  share  of  lens  attention, 
the  others  including  various  dance  acts  and 
models.  The  appeal  is  mainly  above  the  12-year 
line,  and  it  is  refreshing.  Running  time,  19 minutes. 

Going  Places,  No.  32 
(Universal) Interesting 

The  itinerary  for  the  latest  number  of  this 
collection  takes  the  spectator  to  two  widely 
different  locales  as  Bryce  Canyon  in  Utah  and 
a  bird  aviary  at  Vancouver,  B.  C.  The  first 
part  of  the  subject  is  devoted  to  some  splen- 

didly photographed  shots  of  the  natural  wonder 
spot  of  the  West  which  has  been  fashioned 
into  weird  but  beautiful  sculpture  shapes  by  the 
mysterious  process  of  erosion.  The  second  sec- 

tion is  given  over  to  visiting  the  bird  sanctuary 
of  Charlie  Jones  who  as  the  result  of  years  of 
training  has  reduced  a  variety  of  feathered  crea- 

tures to  a  state  of  remarkable  tameness.  The 
intelligent  and  brisk  commentary  by  Lowell 
Thomas,  together  with  the  general  excellence 
of  the  entire  composition,  makes  this  number 
far  above  the  average  rate  for  entertainment. 
Running  time,  SJA  minutes. 

Land  of  Ghengis  Khan 

(20th  Century -Fox) 
Stimulating  Travelogue 

Mongolia,  the  land  of  Ghengis  Khan  and  cur- 
rently a  vital  factor  in  the  Far  Eastern  political 

equation,  is  visited  informatively  and  discussed 
intelligently  (by  Lowell  Thomas)  in  this  Magic 
Carpet  Movietone  release.  The  scenes  combine 
the  allure  of  the  ancient  and  the  appeal  of  the 
timely  in  a  subject  that  has  the  traditionally 
golden  virtue  of  leaving  its  beholders  wishing 
for  more.  It's  appropriate  for  any  screen  any 
time. — Running  time,  10  minutes. 

School  for  Swing 

(Universal) 
Musical  Short 

Mr.  Russ  Brown  and  Miss  Sylvia  Froos 
conduct  a  School  for  Swing.  One  Vashya 
Backoff,  supposedly  a  leading  swing  magnate, 

is  led  to  view  the  institution's  talent.  Wally 
and  Ver'dyn  Stapleton  do  their  collective  stuff 
of  tap  dancing.  Miss  Froos  offers  two  songs 
and  some  evidence  of  the  song  ability  that  has 
made  her  a  radio  headliner.  The  visitor  is 
obviously  impressed  but  his  presence  is  far 
from  welcome  when  it  is  discovered,  yes  you 
guessed  it,  that  he  is  but  a  dealer  in  swings 
and  hammocks.  The  whole  affair  is  lively 
enough  and  the  result  is  much  better  than  was 
to  be  expected  from  the  story  at  hand. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. 
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FRENCH  HOPE  POLITICAL  SITUATION 

WILL  PERMIT  A  GOOD  CINEMA  YEAR 

I  10  Features  Made  by  French 

Studios  in  Past  Year,  30  of 

Them  Were  Considered  on 

Par  With   Foreign  Subjects 

by  PIERRE  AUTRE 
in  Paris 

French  studios  turned  out  110  features  in 

1936,  five  fewer  than  in  the  preceding  year, 
but  the  quality  in  general  was  high,  at  least 
30  of  them  were  strong  enough  to  vie  with 
the  large  foreign  features  on  the  interna- 

tional market. 

One  of  the  principal  characteristics  of 
French  product  is  that  it  is  made  by  inde- 

pendent producers  who  never  produce  more 
than  three  or  four  films  in  the  year,  more 
often  only  one  or  two. 

This  system  of  independent  production 
has  had  very  sucecssful  results.  With  the 
exception  of  the  big  foreign  films,  it  is  the 
French  feature  with  French  dialogue  and 

acted  by  French  film  stars  which  is  the 
most  highly  appreciated  on  the  French 
market. 

The  outstanding  French  pictures  were 
these : 

Sous  Les  Yeux  De  L'Occident  ("Seen  by 
Western  Eyes"),  directed  by  Marc  Allegret, 
with  Pierre  Blanchar; 

Seven  Men  .  .  .  and  One  Woman,  with 
Fernand  Gravey; 
Menilmontant,  a  film  giving  a  curious  in- 

sight into  life  in  a  famous  popular  district  in 
Paris ; 
Le  Grand  Refrain,  musical  comedy  with 

Fernand  Gravey ; 

L'Appel  du  Silence  (Call  of  the  Wilder- 
ness), directed  by  Leon  Poirer,  a  film  depicting 

the  life  of  the  French  monk,  Pere  de  Foucault, 
in  the  Sahara ; 
Mayerling,  directed  by  Anatol  Litvak,  with 

Charles  Boyer  and  Danielle  Darrieux; 

.  Le  Roi  ("The  King"),  an  outstanding  French 
stage  play  which  has  been  filmed  with  an  all- 
star  cast ; 

Les  Bas-Fonds  ("Underworld"),  from  Max- 
ime  Gorki's  novel,  directed  by  Jean  Renoir, 
with  Jean  Gabin,  Louis  Jouvet,  and  Junie 
Astor ; 

Mister  Flow,  detective  story,  with  Fernand 
Gravey,  Louis  Jouvet  and  Edwige  Feuillere, 
directed  by  Robert  Siodmak; 
Nitchevo,  a  sub-marine  drama  directed  by 

Jacques  de  Baroncelli,  starring  Harry  Baur, 
and  Marcelle  Chantal ; 

Un  Grand  Amour  De  Beethoven  ("Beetho- 
ven's Great  Love"),  directed  by  Abel  Gance, 

with  Harry  Baur  in  the  title  role ; 
Jenny,  the  first  film  of  a  promising  young 

French  director,  Marcel  Carne,  with  Francoise 
Rosay  (Mrs.  Jacques  Feyder),  Albert  Prejean, 
Lisette  Lanvin,  Jean-Louis  Barrault  and  Robert 
Le  Vigan ; 

Le  Mioche  ("The  Kid"),  with  Lucien Baroux ; 

Samson  (from  Henry  Bernstein's  famous 
play,  with  Harry  Baur ; 

Les  Hommes  Nouveaux  ("The  New  Men"), depicting  the  life  of  the  first  French  settlers  in 
Morocco,  with  Harry  Baur,  directed  by  Mar- 

cel Lherbier ; 
Cesar,  written  and  directed  by  Marcel  Pag- 

nol,  the  author  of  "Marius"  and  "Topaze" ; 

DENMARK  PLANNING 

LEGION  OF  DECENCY 

Plans  to  found  a  "Legion  of  De- 
cency" in  Denmark  have  been  formu- 

lated with  a  view  to  limiting  the 

importation  of  indecent  pictures.  A 

board  of  examination  has  been  ap- 
pointed by  the  Department  of  Justice 

and  methods  of  governmental  control 
are  being  discussed.  In  conjunction 
with  the  plan,  action  will  be  started 
to  increase  the  popularity  of  the 

domestic  industry,  once  well-known 

through  features  starring  Asta  Niel- 
sen and  Psylander.  At  present  the 

level  of  domestic  production  is  low. 

Le  Mort  En  Fuite  ("The  Fugitive  Dead- 
Man")  with  Michel  Simon  and  Marie  Glory; 
Avec  Le  Sourire  ("Keep  smiling"),  directed 

by  Maurice  Tourneur  and  starring  Maurice 
Chevalier ; 

L'Homme  Du  Jour,  with  Chevalier  directed 
by  Julien  Duvivier ; 

Helene,  from  Vicky  Baum's  novel,  "Helene 
Vilfur,"  with  Madeleine  Renaud,  Jean-Louis 
Barrault,  Constant  Remy,  and  Robert  Le  Vigan, 
directed  by  Jean  Benoit-Levy ; 

Les  Amants  Terribles  ("Private  Lives"), 
French  version  of  Noel  Coward's  play,  with 
Gaby  Morlay  and  Andre  Luguet ; 
Tarass  Boulba,  a  Russian  story  directed  by 

Alexis  Granowski  with  Harry  Baur ; 

La  Porte  Du  Large  ("Door  to  the  Open 
Sea"),  depicting  the  life  of  the  French  Cadets 
in  the  new  Naval  College  at  Brest,  with  Roland 
Toutain,  Victor  Francen,  Marcelle  Chantal,  and 
Jean-Pierre  Aumont,  directed  by  Marcel  Lher- bier ; 

Club  De  Femmes  ("Girls'  Club"),  written 
and  directed  by  Jacques  Deval,  with  Valentine 
Tessier,  Danielle  Darrieux,  Betty  Stockfeld,  and 
Junie  Astor; 

La  Belle  Equipe  ("The  Fine  Team"),  di- rected by  Julien  Duvivier,  with  Jean  Gabin, 
Charles  Vanel,  Aymos  and  Viviane  Romance; 
La  Tendre  Ennemie  directed  by  Max 

Ophuls,  with  Simone  Berriau; 

Le  Roman  D'Un  Tricheur,  ("The  Life  of 
a  Cheater"),  written,  directed  and  played  by Sacha  Guitry; 

Le  Crime  De  Monsieur  Lange,  directed  by 

Jean  Renoir. 
Twenty-five  French  talking  pictures  were 

made  in  foreign  studios,  mainly  in  Germany, 
where  UFA  produced  13  and  Tobis  2. 

Three  French  speaking  versions  of  English 
films  were  made  in  British  studios ;  The  Be- 

loved Vagabond,  with  Maurice  Chevalier ;  The 

Guilty  Melody  ("Le  Disque  413"),  with  Gitta 
Alpar,  and  more  recently  The  Widow's Island,  with  Marcelle  Chantal. 

Five  French  speaking  films  were  made  in 
Prague,  of  which  the  most  important  is  Port 
Arthur  (Tobis),  directed  by  Nikolas  Farkas, 
with  Danielle  Darrieux. 

The  quality  and  quantity  of  French  films 
produced  certainly  would  have  been  higher 
but  for  the  economic  changes  brought 

about  by  the  new  Governmet  last  May 

The  new  social  laws,  the  new  working  con- 
ditions, higher  wages,  abolition  of  extra  hour 

work  in    studios  and  laboratories,  the  40-hour 

25  French  Films  Made  in  For- 

eign Studios,  Most  of  Them 

by  UFA;  Production  Costs 
Are  Increased  by  Laws 

week,  have  increased  the  cost  of  films  and  made 
the  recovery  of  cost  more  difficult. 

Suppression  of  "extra  working  hours",  while 
in  many  ways  inconvenient,  has  at  least  obliged 
producers  to  prepare  their  work  more  seriously 
than  before,  and  to  eliminate  loss  of  time  where- 
ever  possible. 

Original  Character 
French  films,  made  by  independent  producers 

have  acquired  an  original  character.  We  have 
two  general  classes  of  French  films :  ( 1 )  Local 
pictures  destined  only  for  the  French  speaking 
markets,  adaptations  of  musical  comedies,  vaude- 

ville shows,  or  popular  plays.  These  films  are 
made  especially  for  the  masses.  They  do  not 
cost  a  great  deal  and  they  are  successful  finan- cially. 

(2)  French  films  destined  for  the  interna- 
tional markets  with  important  production  scope 

and  first  class  stars.  Still  to  be  balanced,  how- 
ever, is  the  matter  of  film  subjects.  Too  many 

of  the  subjects  are  still  copies  of  plays,  suc- 
cessful on  the  stage  but  not  always  chosen  with 

enough  discernment  for  the  screen. 

Moral  Tone  of  Films 

In  the  year,  and  after  publication  of  the  En- 
cyclical of  Pope  Pius  XI,  "Vigilanti  Cura,"  on the  cinema,  a  movement  arose  to  improve  the 

moral  standards  of  motion  pictures.  The  pro- 
nounced commercial  success  of  such  a  picture 

as  L'Appel  du  Silence  ("Call  of  the  Wilder- 
ness"), awarded  the  "Grand  Prix"  for  films  in 

France  for  1935,  was  evident  that  wholesome 
films  are  a  good  investment. 
The  French  cinematographic  press  has  an 

important  role  to  play  in  this  matter,  as  in 
France  there  is  no  censorship  of  fitness  of  films 
for  general  audiences  as  in  England  or  in  Bel- 

gium. 

Apart  from  the  Catholic  press  such  as  the 

weekly  "Choisir,"  the  main  French  cinema 
trade  publication  "La  Cinematographic  Fran- 
caise"  and  the  weekly  fan  magazine  "Pour 
Vous"  have  recently  started  giving  classifica- 

tions of  all  new  films,  in  two  categories :  "A" 
for  adults  only,  and  "G"  or  "B"  for  universal view. 

Prospects  for  This  Year 
It  is  still  somewhat  difficult  to  foresee  what 

French  production  will  be  like  this  year.  Po- 
litical conditions  will  certainly  be  one  important factor. 

While  it  has  been  announced  that  films  will 
be  made,  at  the  present  moment  no  more  than 
a  dozen  are  in  production  and  about  20  are  in 
the  cutting  rooms  or  ready  for  release,  as  fol- lows : 

Courrier-Sud  ("Southern  Mail"),  from  St. 
Exupery's  novel,  "Night  Flight,"  a  film  showing 
the  life  of  the  pilots  in  the  first  days  of  the  air 
line  Paris-Toulouse-Casablanca-Dakar. 

Les  Nuits  Blanches  ("White  Nights"), 
directed  by  Julien  Duvivier,  with  Jean  Gabin 
and  Mireille  Ballin,  the  background  of  the  film 
being  the  Arab  quarter  of  Algiers ; 

Le  Chemin  de  Rio  ("The  Road  to  Rio"), 
directed  by  Robert  Siodmak; 

Paris,  from  Rene  Benjamin's  stage  play  with 
Harry  Baur 
Mademoiselle  Docteur,  a   spy   story  di- 

(Continued  on  following  page,  column  2) 
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Plea  for  Lawyer 

Fees  Is  Denied  in 

Paramount  Case 

In  effect  serving  notice  that  multiplication 

of  security  holders'  protective  committees  in 
bankruptcy  reorganizations  under  the  a- 
mended  bankruptcy  legislation  will  not  be 

countenanced,  the  supreme  court  in  Wash- 
ington on  Monday,  without  opinion,  refused 

to  review  the  action  of  the  New  York  federal 

court  in  rejecting  applications  for  allowances 

exceeding  $100,000  filed  by  Archibold  Pal- 
mer ;  Louis  Boehm,  his  attorney  and  Samuel 

Zirn,  as  representatives  of  security  owners 
in  the  Paramount  reorganization. 

Mr.  Palmer  had  sought  an  allowance  of 

$15,000  for  services  as  representative  of  3,- 
220  shares  of  common  stock,  $50,000  of 

bonds  of  Allied  Owners'  Corporation,  a  cred- 
itor, and  a  committee  of  first  mortage  bond- 

holders of  Allied  Owners'  Corporation, 
claiming  he  had  secured  a  reduction  in  the 
rate  of  interest  charged  Paramount  which 
saved  the  company  $117,184  and  had  also 
secured  an  amendment  to  the  reorganization 
plan  providing  for  a  more  representative 
board  of  directors.  Mr.  Boehm,  as  Mr.  Pal- 

mer's attorney,  sought  $10,000.  Mr.  Zirn 
asked  for  $75,000  for  legal  services  and  $1,- 
207  for  expenses  incurred  while  attorney 
for  certain  bondholders. 

The  three  claims  were  rejected  in  to  to  by 
the  New  York  court  on  the  ground  that 

stockholders'  committees  were  already  in  ex- 
istence. In  the  case  of  Mr.  Palmer,  the  court 

also  pointed  out  that  Allied  Owners  Corp- 
oration had  represented  its  own  interests  as 

a  creditor,  and  rejected  as  of  little  value  the 
changes  in  the  reorganization  plan  which  he 
relied  upon. 

Meanwhile,  the  dinner  to  Adolph  Zucker 

by  theatre  owners  in  the  New  York  terri- 
tory in  celebration  of  his  Silver  Jubilee  will 

take  place  on  March  27  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria,  it  was  announced  this  week  as  Mr. 
Zukor  left  for  Hollywood.  William  Brandt, 
chairman  of  the  committee  in  charge  of  ar- 

rangements, said  that  many  national  figures, 
as  well  as  prominent  stars  in  all  branches 
of  show  business,  would  attend.  The  follow- 

ing have  been  invited  to  serve  on  the  com- 
mittee under  Mr.  Brandt:  W.  J.  Van  Sch- 

mus,  Howard  S.  Cullman,  Charles  C.  Mosk- 
owitz,  George  Skouras,  Nate  Blumberg,  A. 
H.  Schwartz,  Samuel  Rinzler,  Lawrence  Bo- 
lognino,  Si  Fabian,  Walter  Reade,  Leo 
Brecher,  Harry  Schiffman,  Joseph  Bern- 
hard  and  Louis  F.  Blumenthal. 

Wallace  Smith/Writer, 

Is  Dead  in  Hollywood 
Wallace  Smith,  novelist,  magazine  writer 

and  illustrator  and  author  of  numerous 

screen  plays,  died  in  Hollywood  Sunday 
night  following  a  heart  attack.  He  was 
48  years  old. 

He  was  a  veteran  of  four  Mexican  cam- 
paigns, two  of  which  he  served  with  Pancho 

Villa.  One  of  his  first  novels,  "The  Little 
Tigress,"  had  a  Mexican  setting.  Prior  to 
coming  to  California  eight  years  ago  he 
was  employed  on  a  Chicago  newspaper. 

His  screen  plays  included  "Two  Arabian 
Knights,"  "Seven  Keys  to  Baldpate"  and 
the  recent  "The  Gay  Desperado." 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

FRANK  BUCK  BRINGS 

JUNGLE  FOR  SERIAL 

The  initial  boatload  of  wild  animals 

for  "The  Jungle  Menace",  Columbia 
serial  which  will  star  Frank  Buck,  left 

Singapore  this  week  for  New  York. 

The  cargo  includes  tigers,  black  leop- 
ards, orang-outangs,  four  pythons 

each  more  than  25  feet  long  and  500 
monkeys.  The  strange  company  is  in 

charge  of  "Ollie",  Malay  boy  who  has 
been  with  the  explorer  for  22  years 
and  who  also  will  have  a  role  in  the 

picture. 

Politics  a  Factor 

In  French  Films 

(Continued   from   preceding  page) 

rected  by  G.  W.  Pabst,  with  Pierre  Blanchar, 
Dita  Parlo  and  Pierre  Fresnay; 
Marthe  Richard-Espionne,  another  spy 

story  with  Erich  von  Stroheim,  directed  by 
Raymond  Bernard; 
Arsene  Lupin,  by  Maurice  Leblanc ; 

Les  Hommes  Sans  Nom  ("Men  without names")  ; 

,Le  Messager,  by  Henry  Bernstein. 
January  and  February  are  calm  months  in 

the  French  studios,  and  it  is  rarely  before 
March  that  the  plans  of  the  French  producers 
take  shape,  or  at  least  are  definitely  confirmed. 

Technical  Deficiencies 

The  technique  of  French  films  is  generally 
good  and  the  studios  are  well  equipped.  How- 

ever, there  is  much  to  be  said  on  the  quality 
of  the  sound  recording,  which,  although  with 
excellent  systems,  does  not  equal  the  recording 
of  American  films. 

This  is  due  mainly  to  carelessness  in  technical 
treatment,  in  the  developing  and  printing. 

In  1936  there  was  no  production  of  short 
subjects  except  a  few  sketches,  or  documen- 

taries, such  as  Terre  D' Amour  ("La  Prov- 
ence"), Fontainebleau,  Le  Rouergue.  These 

films  have  unfortunately,  a  very  restricted  run 
and  booking  because  of  the  double  features  pro- 

grams which  have  been  adopted  by  the  ma- 
jority of  the  Theatres. 

A  group  of  young  cinema  journalists  met  on 
the  same  day  as  the  Grand  Prix  was  awarded, 

and  gave  to  Jean  Revoir's  "Les  Bas  Fonds" 
the  honor  of  Grand  Prix  Louis  Delluc,  in  mem- 

ory of  the  French  director  who  died  twelve 
years  ago. 

March  of  Time 

Ends  Second  Year 

With  the  February  issue  ready  for  release, 
March  of  Time  has  completed  its  second  year 
of  operation.  The  first  issue,  in  February, 
1935,  was  shown  in  400  theatres  in  the 
United  States  and  the  present  issue  will  be 
exhibited  in  9,982  houses,  according  to  RKO 
officials  who  handle  its  distribution. 

The  more  than  75  individual  stories  in- 
cluded in  the  reel  since  its  first  issue  have 

been  sequences  built  around  Prince  Kim- 
mochi  Sainji,  Generalissimo  Chiang  Kai 
Shek,  Huey  P.  Long,  the  Rev.  Charles  E. 
Goughlin,  Dr.  Francis  E.  Townsend,  the 
Rev.  Gerald  L.  K.  Smith,  Father  Divine, 
President  Roosevelt,  Francois  de  la  Rocque, 
Adolph  Hitler  and  Leon  Degrelle. 

February    6,  1937 

1 936  Film  Review 

In  Reich  Largely 

Triumphs  of  Nazis 

With  the  reviews  of  the  year  in  order,  Dr. 

Paul  Josephs  Goebbels,  Minister  of  Propa- 
ganda and  Public  Enlightenment  of  the 

Nazi  party  in  Berlin,  and  his  aides,  have 
been  occupied  in  recent  weeks  in  deciding 
just  which  among  the  happenings  of  1936 
should  be  recalled  to  the  attention  of  the 

German  public.  Their  censorial  activity  ex- 
tends over  the  field  of  motion  pictures  and 

the  results  are  seen  in  the  newsreel  summaries 

of  the  year  which  are  now  in  the  Berlin 

theatres,  says  Ralph  W.  Barnes,  special  cor- 
respondent for  the  New  York  Herald-Trib- 

une in  Berlin,  in  a  copyrighted  dispatch  this week. 

Berlin  theatres  are  featuring  newsreels 
that  have  no  chronological  order,  Mr.  Barnes 
reports.  Only  three  events,  during  the  10 
minutes  of  the  reel,  concern  happenings  out- 

side of  Germany:  the  death  of  King  George 

V  of  England,  Premier  Benito  Mussolini's 
proclamation  on  May  9  of  the  annexation 
of  Ethiopia  and  the  outbreak  of  the  Spanish 
civil  war. 

The  reel  opens  with  the  death  of  the  king 
and  shifts  quickly  to  the  opening  of  the 

Olympic  Games  at  Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 
to  be  followed  in  quick  succession  by  the 
ceremonies  in  the  stadium  in  Berlin.  Next 

is  the  pictorial  record  of  the  re-establish- 
ment "of  full  German  sovereignty  over  the 

Rhineland."  Adolph  Hitler's  election  fol- lows and  the  film  moves  on  to  May  Day  and 

the  speech  of  the  Reischsfuehrer.  Then 
comes  the  Italian  proclamation  and  the 
maiden  flight  of  the  Zeppelin  Hindenburg, 
the  Nazi  party  congress  at  Nuremberg,  a 
review  of  the  increased  army  and  the  jug- 

gling of  chronology  continues  as  the  sign- 
ing at  Berlin  in  November  of  the  German- 

Japanese  alliance  against  the  Cominters  is 
portrayed  immediately  before  the  visit  to 
Hitler  by  Count  Galeazzo  Ciano,  Italian  for- 

eign minister. 
On  the  anniversary  on  November  9  of  the 

abortive  Nazi  putsch  in  1923,  Hitler  leads 
his  old  guard  in  tribute  at  Munich  to  the 
victims  of  that  event  and  then  the  film  passes 
on  to  show  Herman  Goering  and  his  actress 

wife  entertaining  poor  children.  The  re- 
view closes  with  a  Christmas  Eve  message 

via  radio  which  Rudolf  Hess,  deputy  leader 
of  the  Nazi  party,  delivered  to  Germans  in 
foreign  lands,  urging  them  to  be  loyal  to 
the  new  Germany,  its  ideology  and  its 
Fuehrer. 

Thomas  Spry  Honored 

At  Boston  Dinner 

Thomas  B.  Spry,  new  district  manager 
in  New  England  for  United  Artists,  was 
honored  at  a  dinner  at  the  Statler  hotel, 

Boston,  last  week.  Exhibitors  and  distribu- 
tor officials  attended  the  banquet.  Mr.  Spry 

has  been  connected  with  the  industry  in  the 
New  England  territory  for  over  20  years. 

New  Studio  Opened 
Cosmopolitan  Studios,  Inc,  headed  by 

Herman  Rosenberg  opened  new  studios  at 
145  West  45  Street,  New  York,  last 
weekend.    Harold  Stein  is  studio  director. 



USED  IN  NINE  OF 

"1936's  BEST  TEN" 

ALL  but  one  of  the  ten  pictures  chosen  in 

the  Film  Daily's  1936  critics'  poll  were 

made  on  Eastman  Super  X  Panchromatic 

Negative.  Unquestionably  this  famous 

film  contributes  substantially  to  the  art- 

istry and  entertainment  value  of  every 

production  in  which  it  is  used.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  V 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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CHICAGO  WOMEN'S  CLUBS  RESUME 

WARFARE  ON  DOUBLE  FEATURING 

Many  Groups  Start  Surveys  in 

Schools,  Churches,  Offices 

and  Homes  To  Determine 

How  Many  Want  Dual  Bills 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 
in  Chicago 

"Down  with  double  features"  is  the  em- 

phatic word  from  many  Chicago  women's 
clubs.  "We  want  well-balanced  single  fea- 

ture programs,  not  two  misfit  pictures  that 
lose  their  entertainment  value  when  shown 

on  a  double  bill." 

Chicago  clubwomen  are  uniting  against 
double  features,  which  were  revived  in  this 

city  last  fall  by  the  Balaban  &  Katz  circuit 
after  having  been  abolished  three  years 
ago.  The  women  are  conducting  surveys  in 
schools  and  churches,  offices  and  homes, 

to  determine  just  what  percentage  of  the 
people  wants  double  features  and  why.  At 

the  last  meeting  of  the  Better  Films  Coun- 
cil of  Chicagoland  and  a  poll  showed 

unanimous  preference  for  single  bills. 

"Thinking  people  are  opposed  to  double  fea- 
tures," said  Mrs.  Richard  M.  McClure,  presi- 

dent of  the  Better  Films  Council.  "Two  pic- 
tures on  one  program  are  an  overdose — an 

emotional  disturbance.  Our  main  objection  is 
that  in  the  majority  of  cases  pictures  which 
are  suitable  for  the  family  trade  are  often 
double  billed  with  pictures  for  adult  and  ma- 

ture minds  only.  Exhibitors  say  they  have  to 
book  pictures  this  way  to  appeal  to  both  audi- 

ences. That  may  be  so,  but  it  often  results 
in  keeping  both  types  of  audience  away  from 

the  theatre." In  the  last  six  months  the  Better  Films 
Council  previewed  185  films ;  78  were  listed  as 
family  pictures,  67  as  adult  and  young  adult 
classification  and  40  as  in  the  adult  division. 
As  a  result  the  council  points  out  that  though 
difficult  it  is  possible  to  play  two  family  pic- 

tures on  the  same  bill. 
Members  of  the  organization  report  that  often 

when  one  picture  has  an  "adults  only"  permit 
and  the  other  a  "general  permit,"  the  "adults 
only"  sign  is  not  displayed.  Such  violations  of 
the  city  ordinance  hereafter  are  to  be  reported 
to  police  headquarters. 

One  leader  in  the  women's  group  said  the adoption  of  double  features  had  resulted  in  a 
steady  rise  in  the  number  of  youngsters  fre- 

quenting taverns  and  night  clubs,  as  usually 
one  of  the  group  had  seen  one  of  the  doubled 
pictures. 
Another  clubwoman  said  double  features 

tended  to  keep  young  folk  in  the  theatre  for 
too  long  a  time,  in  the  dimly  lighted  balcony. 

One  of  the  issues  brought  forth  by  the  club- 
women is  the  failure  of  theatres  to  show  short 

subjects  and  newsreels  when  double  features 
are  the  policy.  The  balanced  program,  they 
pointed  out,  lessens  the  emotional  and  enter- 

tainment value  which  pictures  have. 
Pictures  of  a  historical  or  literary  nature,  it 

was  brought  out,  are  often  on  a  double  bill  with 
inferior  films.  And  one  club  leader  added  that 
the  program  became  too  long. 

Various  women's  groups  reported  they 
had  written  to  Balaban  &  Katz  asking  that 
double  features  be  dropped  but  had  had 
no  results  and  that  sterner  methods  will  be 

CIRCUIT  IN  DENVER 

MONOPOLIZES  BLOCK 

What  is  probably  the  country's 
most  compact  circuit  of  three  houses 
has  been  formed  through  the  sale  of 
the  Center  theatre  to  the  J.  B.  Melton 
interests  in  Denver. 

With  two  of  their  houses,  the 
Center  and  the  Colorado,  next  door 

to  each  other  and  just  across  the 
street  from  the  Victory,  the  original 

house  in  the  group,  the  houses  are  less 
than  200  feet  apart. 

used.  Some  of  the  groups  have  gone  so 

far  as  to  ask  every  club-member  to  pro- 
test each  time  she  attends  a  theatre  show- 

ing double  features. 
Not  only  are  Chicago  clubwomen  and  citi- 

zens objecting,  but  also  many  exhibitors.  Out- 
side of  circuit  managers,  the  protest  from  the- 

atremen  has  been  loud  and  lusty.  They  say 
the  reason  they  play  the  duals  is  to  protect  their 
own  interests.  The  grosses  which  many  ex- 

pected have  failed  to  materialize.  B.  &  K.  ex- 
ecutives are  said  to  be  personally  opposed  to 

the  double  feature  plan,  but  they  claim  they 
do  better  business  with  the  duals.  The  real 
reason  for  duals  here  is  generally  conceded  to 
be  the  desire  by  B.  &  K.  to  play  all  of  the 
product  it  buys. 

V 

Twenty-one  individuals  and  I  14  theatre 
corporations  will  be  represented  in  the 

hearing  in  Judge  Sostenby's  court  on  Feb- 
ruary 1 0th,  when  the  cases  of  the  city 

police  department  against  theatres  who 
violated  the  chance  game  ordinance  will 
be  heard. 
Complaints  against  the  114  corporations  and 

21  individuals  have  been  filed  by  William  V. 
Daley,  assistant  city  corporation  counsel.  The- 

atres which  operated  Bank  Night,  Screeno  and 
other  games  in  violation  of  the  city  ordinance 
are  the  ones  facing  a  maximum  fine  of  $100. 
It  is  the  desire  of  the  city,  according  to  re- 

ports, to  have  the  full  penalty  given.  Theatre- 
men,  it  is  understood,  will  put  up  a  strong  battle 
before  turning  over  $14,000  in  fines  to  the  city. 

V 

Ben  F.  Judell,  independent  exchange  owner, 
is  back  from  Hollywood  after  a  three-months 
stay  in  which  he  launched  into  a  career  of  pro- 

ducing pictures.  When  he  completes  business 
deals  which  have  piled  up  in  his  exchanges  in 
this  territory  he  will  return  to  California  to 
advance  his  production  plans. 

V 

After  five  years  with  the  Warner  theatre 
circuit  here,  LeRoy  Lynch  leaves  for  Milwaukee 
to  take  an  executive  position  with  Standard 
Theatres.  He  was  given  a  farewell  party  by 
the  local  Warner  group. 

V 
Jack  Miller  dropped  in  for  a  few  days  to 

attend  to  business  matters  and  then  left  for 
Florida  for  a  month.  Henry  Herbel  is  another 
Chicagoan  who  has  joined  the  vacation  throng at  "Miami. 

V 

The  Ritz  Brothers  will  make  their  first  ap- 
pearance here,  since  gaining  film  fame,  at  the 

Protest  Effect  on  Family  Type 

Programs,  Urge  Greater  At- 
tention to  Short  Subjects  and 

Newsreels  of  High  Calibre 

Palace  theatre  this  week.  "The  Plough  and  the 
Stars"  will  be  the  screen  attraction.  "Three 
Smart  Girls,"  after  a  very  big  week  at  the 
Palace,  is  being  held  over.  The  stage  show 
there  offers  James  Melton. 

At  the  Chicago  this  week  the  appearance  of 
Veloz  and  Yolanda  on  the  stage  and  also  in 

"The  Champagne  Waltz"  on  the  screen,  is  do- 
ing record-breaking  business. 

V 
The  ban  on  music  records  put  into  effect  this 

week  by  James  C.  Petrillo,  head  of  the  mu- 
sicians' union,  may  boom  Furopean  recording 

companies,  it  was  indicated  here. 
Radio  stations  which  use  recordings  in  early 

morning  and  late  night  musical  programs  will 
face  the  alternative  of  hiring  more  musicians 
and  dramatic  talent  and  supplanting  their  re- 

corded shows  with  "live"  talent,  which  is  the 
union's  hope,  or  using  foreign  recordings. 

The  music  czar  grew  irate  when  records  of 
the  proposed  importation  reached  his  ears.  Pe- trollo  said: 

"They  want  to  get  tough,  hey?  If  they  dare 
to  go  that  far,  we'll  take  the  matter  to  the 
president,  himself.  Such  talk  is  nonsense.  The 
European  bands  cannot  compete  with  American 

organizations  in  quality  of  music." 
At  WJJD  and  WIND  it  was  pointed  out  that 

they  were  not  hit  directly  by  the  ban. 

New  Vatican  Publication 

Seeks  Film  Refinement 

"Piani  Primi"  (First  Steps)  is  the  title 
of  a  semi-monthly  periodical,  opulently  il- 

lustrated and  attractive  and  tasteful  in  typo- 
graphical set-up,  which  is  to  be  regularly 

published  by  the  Vatican  at  Rome,  as  the 

supplement  to  "L'lllustrazione  Vaticana." 
The  new  periodical  aims  at  elevation  and 
refinement  of  film,  drama  and  radio  con- 

ception and  production. 
Foremost  Italian  critics  and  writers,  in- 

cluding Ernesto  Ugo  Gramazio,  Virgilio 
Scattolini,  Manlio  Miserocchi,  and  Francesco 
Muti,  contribute  to  the  film  section,  which 

occupies  fourth-fifths  of  the  issue.  Out- 
standing personalities  and  productions  of  the 

American  screen  are  featured,  as  examples 
of  moral  and  intellectual  tone  in  filming  in 
this  country  and  distribution  abroad.  The 

screen  version  of  Ouida's  "Under  Two 
Flags,"  the  Grace  Moore-Franchot  Tone 
picture,  "The  King  Steps  Out,"  and  Charlie 
Chaplin  and  his  most  famous  characteriza- 

tions are  the  subjects  of  special  articles, 
while  Joe  Brown  and  Lionel  Barrymore 
figure  among  the  photos.  Shirley  Temple 
comes  in  for  several  portrait  studies.  Photo 

credits  are  given  in  each  instance  to  produc- 
ing studios.  Two  pages  are  devoted  to  the 

new  "film  city"  of  Quadraro,  on  the  out- 
skirts of  the  Eternal  City. 

Kinotrade,  headed  by  Roman  Rebush  in 

New  York,  is  distributing  "Arshin  Mai 
Alan"  ("The  Vagabond  Lover"),  reported 
to  be  the  first  Armenian  sound  picture  pro- 

duced in  this  country. 
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NEED  U.S.  FILMS  TO 

EXIST,  SAY  BRITONS 

Answer  Ostrer's  Suggestion 
That  Americans  Be  Required 

to  Spend  Fourth  of  Intake 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Motion  picture  exhibition  in  Great  Brit- 
ain would  be  physically  and  commercially 

impossible  without  American  product,  prac- 
tical business  men  in  London  commented 

after  reading  the  London  newspapers'  ex- 
tensive reports  of  Isidore  Ostrer's  sugges- 

tion that  the  Government  require  American 
producers  to  buy  British  productions  in  the 
proportion  of  25  per  cent  of  the  money  taken 
out  of  England  by  American  pictures. 

The  president  of  Gaumont-British  main- 
tained silence  regarding  the  objects  and 

success,  or  ill-success,  of  his  American  trip 
— a  silence  in  which  his  brother  and  fellow- 
voyager,  Maurice  Ostrer,  shared  while 
making  a  series  of  pronouncements  to  re- 
porters. 

Saying  that  Gaumont-British  was  consid- 
ering abandonment  of  production  and  that 

a  final  decision  would  be  reached  by  March, 
Mr.  Ostrer  followed  the  prevailing  fashion 

by  laying  the  blame  on  the  American  mar- 
ket. "Unless  we  can  obtain  larger  revenues 

from  the  United  States,  we  shall  close  down 

on  production  and  rely  on  our  prosper- 

ous theatre  business,"  he  said,  qualifying 
the  statement  later  by  saying  that  "big  pic- 

ture" production  was  impossible  without 
better  American  receipts. 

Possibly  anticipating  the  retort  that  a 
decision  in  these  matters  might  finally  rest 
with  John  Maxwell  rather  than  with  the 

Ostrer  brothers,  he  added  that  there  had 

been  no  change  in  the  control  of  the 

Gaumont-British  Corporation.  This  was  his 
only  comment  on  the  situation  which  arose 
during  his  American  trip,  when  he  made 

numerous  statements  regarding  the  Max- 
well-GB  deal  which  clashed  with  the  official 
statements  earlier  issued  in  London. 

On  the  following  day,  Mr.  Ostrer,  pursued 
by  press  inquiries,  issued  a  statement  which 
more  or  less  reiterated  the  words  put  in  his 
mouth  by  the  reporters  at  Southampton.  The 
statement  follows : 

"I  am  not  gloomy,  I  am  realistic.  At  present 
we  are  a  third-class  film  power  and  we  shall 
soon  slip  even  from  that  position.  The  Gov- 

ernment intended  by  the  Quota  Act  to  nourish 
the  film  industry,  not  merely  as  a  source  of 
employment  but  because  a  first  class  power 
must  have  first  class  cultural  propaganda  and 
means  of  expression. 

A  Proposal  to  Government 

"One  effect  of  the  Act  has  been  to  induce 
inexperienced  people  to  try  to  pick  up  easy 

money  by  making  quota  quickies.  This  hasn't 
been  good  for  their  financial  backers  or  for 
the  country. 

"The  other  effect  has  been  to  induce  Amer- 
ican producers  to  make  pictures  here — and  that 

also  denies  the  prime  purpose  of  the  Act. 

"I  have  a  concrete  proposal  to  make  to  the Government. 

"They  must  realize  by  now  that  pictures 

ENGLISH  CIRCUIT 

USES  RADIO  TIEUP 

The  use  of  radio  as  an  additional 
outlet  for  motion  picture  publicity  is 

increasing  in  England.  "Film  Time" with  news  from  the  studios  and  details 

of  the  latest  films  by  the  "Man  on 
the  Set"  (Phillip  Slessor)  is  broadcast 
from  Radio  Lyons  on  215  metres  from 
4:30  to  5  P.  M.  The  programs  are 

sponsored  by  the  Campbell  Soup 
Company  with  the  cooperation  of 
Odeon  Theatres.  All  Odeon  houses 

give  the  broadcast  widespread  pub- 
licity. 

made  for  the  English  speaking  world  cannot 
pay  either  cultural  or  cash  dividends  unless  they 
do  in  fact  achieve  a  world  market.  They  can 
secure  that  market  in  this  way: 

"Let  them  say  to  American  producers :  'By all  means  continue  to  take  from  seven  to  ten 
million  pounds  yearly  from  this  country  for 
your  pictures — but  you  must  buy  from  us  gen- 

uine British  pictures  to  a  value  of,  let  us  say, 

twenty-five  per  cent  of  that  amount.' 

Suggests  Producer  Licenses 

"The  machinery  could  be  evolved  easily.  It 
might  need  to  include  licenses  for  genuine 
British  producers  from  the  Board  of  Trade. 

"I  am  quite  definite  in  saying  that  Gaumont- 
British  will  not  continue  in  production  unless 
by  this  or  some  similar  means — and  this  is  by 
far  the  simplest  and  most  effective — a  way  is 
found  to  overcome  the  resistance,  not  of  the 
American  public  (we  have  proved  that  it  has 
a  great  welcome  for  good  British  pictures), 
but  of  powerful  interests  in  the  American 

industry." As  an  important  postcript  to  this  suggestion, 

Mr.  Ostrer  added  that  if  the  Government  "was 
in  fact  determined  to  achieve  the  intentions, 
which  had  so  woefully  miscarried,  by  which 

the  Quota  Act  had  been  inspired,"  he  believed 
that  "American  producing  companies  would  in 
fact  forestall  any  legislation  by  voluntarily 
entering  into  an  arrangement  of  the  kind 

proposed." 
Finally:  "I  don't  believe  that  legislation 

would  be  necessary  if  the  Government  showed 
their  determination  to  set  a  period  to  a  situa- 

tion which  permitted  from  seven  to  ten  million 
pounds  worth  of  British  pictures  to  be  sold 
into  England  annually  while  no  more  than  two 

or  three  hundred  thousand  pounds'  worth  were 

bought  here." In  various  individual  press  reports  quoting 
Mr.  Ostrer,  other  statements  are  to  be  found 
which  carry  his  arguments  somewhat  further. 
In  the  Evening  News  he  is  quoted  as  saying: 

"We  have  had  good  films  and  have  done 
good  business"  (in  America).  "We  shall  get 
in  about  £4,000,000  in  about  six  months.  We 
should  be  making  a  fortune  if  we  were  on 
equality  there,  but  the  progress  is  not  econom- 

ically quick  enough.  It  is  not  fair  to  our  share- 
holders to  ask  them  to  wait  while  we  are  get- 

ting back  our  costs. 

"One  method  of  securing  equality  with  the 
Americans  would  be  by  combining  our  cinema 
interests  with  others  in  this  country.  Then  we 
could  refuse  to  take  American  films  unless 
they  tooks  ours.    But  the  better  way  is  for  the 

Government  to  make  the  Americans  spend  part 

of  their  British  profits  on  British  pictures." 
What  the  Trade  Thinks 

The  first  comments  on  Mr.  Ostrer's  views, 
informally  expressed  in  trade  circles,  were  to 
the  effect  that  they  are  not  particularly  new 
and  that,  in  some  respects,  they  disregarded 
trade  facts.  There  was  particularly  pungent 

comment  on  the  suggestion  that  British  in- 
terests might  combine  to  refuse  American  films. 

It  was  pointed  out  that,  if  a  state  of  affairs 
had  arisen  in  which  the  British  box-office  were 
independent  of  American  pictures  there  would 
scarcely  be  a  British  production  problem.  The 
contrary  is  the  fact,  they  said ;  exhibition  would 
be  impossible  without  American  product. 
There  was  some  comment  on  the  fact  that 

Mr.  Ostrer's  contempt  for  the  £20,000-£30,000 
pictures  contrasted  directly  with  the  views  of 
Mr.  Maxwell,  who  has  been  understood  to 
contemplate  revising  GB  production  policy  in 
that  direction  if  and  when  his  control  of  the 
company  became  effective. 
Personnel  Changes 

Also  noted  was  the  absence  of  comment  on 
the  fact  that  GB  recently  had  lost  its  director 
of  production,  and  three  other  executives,  and 
in  fact  had  very  seriously  curtailed  production 
since  the  recent  financial  crisis  in  the  company. 

That  Mr.  Ostrer's  pronouncement,  blandly 
disregarding  the  question  of  film  quality,  might 
serve  a  useful  purpose  in  diverting  interest  in 

GB's  internal  problems  to  more  general  matters 
was  a  suggestion  not  infrequently  heard  in 
Wardour  Street. 

V 

Moyne  Report  Attacked 
The  recommendations  of  the  Moyne  commit- 

tee "by  the  very  nature  of  the  complexity  of 
the  film  industry  cannot  but  fail  to  achieve 
the  main  purpose  for  which  the  Films  Act  was 
devised,  that  British  films  should  be  produced 

and  shown  in  Great  Britain,"  it  was  said  this 
week  in  a  letter  from  the  Kinematograph  Rent- 

ers' Society  to  the  Board  of  Trade.  The  let- 
ter embodied  the  organization's  views  on  the 

recent  report  of  the  Lord  Moyne  committee 
suggesting  changes  in  the  Film  Act,  which  ex- 

pires in  1938. 
V 

British  National  Unit  Dropped 

British  National  of  America,  Ltd.,  originally 
formed  late  in  November  as  an  American  pro- 

ducing company  chiefly  financed  by  British 
banking  and  film  interests,  has  been  abandoned, 
following  the  decision  of  Lord  Ragnor  of  Eng- 

land, chairman  of  the  board  of  British  Colonial 
Trust,  London,  and  listed  as  president  of  the 
new  company,  to  withdraw  his  financial  support 
from  the  American  venture. 

Four  British  Pictures 

Sold  by  Edward  Klein 

Edward  L.  Klein,  who  sailed  for  London 

this  week,  disposed  of  four  British  produc- 
tions for  the  American  market  during  his 

stay  here.  Included  are  "When  Knights 
Were  Bold,"  "Marriage  of  Corbal,"  "South- 

ern Roses"  and  "Public  Nuisance  No.  1." 
All  four  films  were  produced  by  Capitol 
Film  Productions  of  London  and  were  ac- 

quired by  Imperial  Distributing  Corpora- 
tion. 
While  in  New  York,  Mr.  Klein  concluded 

an  agreement  with  Louis  A.  Solomon  for 
the  marketing  of  independent  features  and 
short  subjects.  Mr.  Klein  will  manage  sales 

in  the  United  Kingdom  and  the  British  colo- 
nies and  will  supervise  the  work  of  the  Paris 

office.  Mr.  Solomon,  who  has  established 
headquarters  in  the  RKO  Building,  Radio 
City,  New  York,  will  handle  the  sales  for 
the  American  continents  and  the  Far  East. 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 

in  London 

Metro-British  Plans 

Announcement  that  three  old  associates  of 

Michael  Balcon  at  Gaumont-British  had 

joined  him  at  Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer  British 
Studios,  was  followed  by  definite  news  of 

MGM's  first  plans  on  the  floor.  The  three 
new  executives,  to  work  under  Mr.  Balcon 
as  producer,  are  Harold  Boxall,  production 
manager,  Angus  McPhail,  scenario  editor, 

and  S.  C.  Balcon,  a  brother  of  "Mickey," 
associate  producer.  All  three  of  them  are 
starting  work  right  away  preparing  for 

production  of  "The  Wind  and  the  Rain"  and 
"Rage  in  Heaven,"  with  "A  Yank  at  Ox- 

ford" as  the  probable  third  of  MGM's  big 
pictures  here. 

That  work  would  begin  on  the  floor,  on 
one  of  these  pictures  at  least,  by  March  was 
also  stated  by  MGM,  but  just  what  floor 
was  still  officially  undecided.  Unofficially,  it 
is  understood  that  negotiations  with  the  Sos- 
kin  interests  for  a  long-term  rental  of  a 
floor  at  the  new  Amalgamated  Studios  are 
far  advanced,  but  that  preliminary  use  of  the 
at  present  unoccupied  Twickenham  plant  was 
at  least  discussed.  A  possibility  that  the  GB 

plant  at  Shepherd's  Bush  might  be  available 
for  hire  also  may  have  been  in  mind.  The 
statement  of  Mr.  Isidore  Ostrer,  on  his  re- 

turn from  America,  that  GB  might  go  out 
of  production,  and  would  make  a  decision  in 
March,  emphasized,  probably  accidentally, 
that  MGM  and  other  American  producers, 
will  find  British  studio  space  easy  enough 
to  come  by. 

March,  at  any  rate,  is  likely  to  be  an  in- 
teresting month  in  British  production. 

Whatever  MGM  does,  the  Amalgamated  stu- 
dio will  be  active  at  that  date,  probably  at 

the  instance  of  Paul  Soskin,  who  will  be 

getting  busy  with  his  eight  "big  pictures" 
contract  for  Columbia.  The  Amalgamated 
plant,  by  all  accounts,  promises  to  prove  as 
remarkable  as  that  at  Pinewood. 

Royal  Home  as  Set 

Widgey  Newman,  one  of  the  most  enter- 
prising of  British  producers  of  novelty  fea- 

tures, has  just  filmed  Marlborough  House, 

home  of  Queen  Mary,  for  "Our  Royal  Heri- 
tage," a  Coronation  release,  the  rentals  to 

go  to  the  George  V  Memorial  Fund.  Au- 
thenticity of  background  seldom  has  been 

obtained  in  quite  the  same  degree  as  in  this 
picture,  for  which  Mr.  Newman  was  per- 

mitted to  carry  his  cameras  and  lights 
through  the  whole  of  the  living  rooms. 
Dining  room,  drawing  rooms  and  other 
apartments  will  be  seen  exactly  as  they  are 
in  daily  use,  and  there  will  be  closeups  of 

such  interesting  features  as  Queen  Mary's 
writing  desk,  presentation  jewelry,  and  sev- 

eral famous  pictures.  In  all  Mr.  Newman 
got  3,000  feet  towards  a  feature  likely  to 
prove  of  considerable  documentary  interest. 

Dora  Nirva,  England's  only  woman 
film  producer,  is  shown  conferring  on 
the  set  with  Arthur  Riscoe  during  the 

shooting  of  British  National's  "Inter- 
val for  Romance"  at  the  Pinewood studios. 

Denham  "B"  Films 

The  first  of  the  Denham  Film  Produc- 

tions, made  by  the  joint  Alexander  Korda- 
S.  W.  Smith  unit  for  release  by  British  Lion, 
has  gone  on  the  floor  under  the  direction 

of  William  Cameron  Menzies.  It  is  "Four 
Dark  Hours,"  an  original  by  Graham 
Greene,  who  wrote  the  best  seller,  "Gun  for 
Sale."  Arthur  Wimperis  wrote  the  dia- 

logue. John  Mills  and  Rene  Ray  are  leads. 
Importance  attaches  to  this  subject  as  the 

first  instance  of  a  "B"  picture  policy  on  the 
part  of  Alexander  Korda.  Denham  Film 
Productions  is,  of  course,  a  separate  unit 
from  London  Film  Productions,  but  the  per- 

sonnel of  the  production  unit  has  a  pro- 
nounced "London"  flavor.  Menzies  directed 

"Things  to  Come ;"  the  cameraman,  Osmond 
Borrodaile,  has  just  finished  shooting  on 

"Elephant  Boy,"  and  the  publicity  announce- 
ment comes  from  the  "London"  press  de- 

partment. 

'Red Robe  'Rough-Cut 

New  World's  "Under  the  Red  Robe"  is 
so  near  completion  that  James  Clark,  film 

editor,  practically  has  finished  his  rough- 

cut,  but  the  few  final  scenes  are  employing 
practically  all  of  the  leads.  Conrad  Veidt, 
Annabella,  Sophie  Stewart  and  Romney 
Brent  have  all  been  on  the  floor  this  week 

under  Victor  Seastrom's  direction.  A  great 
deal  of  the  recent  shooting  has  been  in  a  set 

of  the  hall  of  Cardinal  Richelieu's  castle,  a 
huge  flagged  expanse,  stone-pillared,  and 
with  a  massive  "Gothic"  oak  door.  Brent's 
comedy  role  of  Marius  has  been  built  up 
since  the  picture  started. 

Prem  ier-Sta fford 

Premier-Stafford,  which  has  the  unusual 
distinction  among  British  independent  pro- 

ducers of  having  made  films  profitably  for 
close  upon  seven  years,  has  four  features 
scheduled  for  early  production.  They  are 

"The  Man  with  Two  Faces,"  from  the 

Hungarian  play  by  Rudolph  Lothar;  "Tra- 
dition," a  military-historical  item  for  which 

the  cooperation  of  the  Brigade  of  Guards 

has  been  obtained;  "Backs  to  the  Wall," 
with  Haig's  message  to  the  British  Army 
as  its  text;  and  "Lady  Precious  Stream," 
from  a  stage  play  with  a  two  years'  London run  to  its  credit.  The  last  named  will  be  in 

color.  All  of  these  films  will  be  on  the  big- 

gish scale  of  P-S's  earlier  "Crouching 

Beast." 
Itemized 

National  Provincial,  which  handled  the 

ambitious  "Mill  on  the  Floss,"  also  will  dis- tribute. 

"Mr.  Stringfellow  Says  No"  is  in  produc- 
tion at  Sound  City  by  Incorporated  Talking 

Films.  Neil  Hamilton  is  starred. 

Alex  Bryce  is  directing  "With  the  Tide" for  Fox-British  at  Wembley. 
Ralph  C.  Wells,  managing  director  of 

Rembrandt  Film  Productions,  has  joined  the 

board  of  Hope-Bell  Productions,  which  is 
to  make  "Rose  of  Tralee"  at  the  Stoll  stu- 

dio, Cricklewood. 

Ralph  Ince  is  directing  "It's  Not  Cricket," 
and  Arthur  Woods  "The  Windmill"  for 
Warner-British  at  Teddington. 

Alexander  Film  Productions  has  signed 

the  Diamond  Brothers  for  "Three  Mad 
Men,"  at  the  Rock  studios. 

By 

Monopoly  Suit  Brought 

Philippine  Circuit 
An  action  charging  monopoly  and  re- 

straint of  trade  has  been  brought  by  the 
Arco  Amusement  Company,  Inc.,  in  the 
Manila,  P.  I.,  court  of  first  instance  against 
Warner  Brothers  First  National  Pictures 

(Philippines),  Inc.,  United  Artists  Corpora- 
tion, Fox  Film  Export  Company  and  several 

Philippine  exchanges  and  distributors. 
The  three  American  companies  have  filed 
a  demurrer  denying  the  changes. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL
 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO   QUESTION   NO.  54 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  54  was:  (A) 
What  is  the  temperature  of  the  crater  floor 

of  an  electric  arc?  (B)  Explain  why  current 
will  not  flow  until  the  carbons  are  in  actual 

contact,  but  will  flow  after  they  have  been  con- 
tacted and  separated  by  considerable  distance. 

(C)  Is  special  treatment  necessary  for  each 
of  the  several  arc  light  sources  available  for 
projection? 

The  following  made  acceptable  replies:  C. 
Rau  and  S.  Evans;  D.  H.  Danielson;  A.  L. 

Cooper;  G.  E.  Doe;  L.  F.  Hayes;  O.  H. 

Schmidt;  S.  O.  Sears;  C.  Champney;  W.  Ed- 
monds; .  B.  Smith;  W.  C.  Brown;  W.  Limm- 

roth;  J.  R.  Prater;  H.  Edwards;  T.  F. 

Bochert ;  C.  Lonie ;  J.  A.  Zachritz ;  D.  E.  Bird- 
song;  C.  L.  Loft;  R.  A.  Hooker;  F.  Barkey; 
D.  C.  Price;  J.  Weiser;  C.  B.  and  L.  M. 
Traxler;  O.  Hunt;  C.  Hawkens;  D.  Pollock; 

B.  and  M.  Walker;  C.  L.  Mosier;  L.  Green- 
house; F.  H.  S.  and  P.  Dalbey;  F.  L.  Birch; 

H.  P.  Richardson;  F.  Wentworth;  L.  B. 
Masters ;  G.  Caldwell,  T.  L.  Brown  and  W.  V. 
Henderson;  D.  Morgan;  M.  Mitchell;  L.  and 
W.  R.  Matthews  and  T.  R.  Tomlinson;  W. 
Winkle  and  R.  R.  Robbins ;  T.  H.  Morton, 
F.  H.  and  L.  Klar;  W.  L.  Bancroft  and  S.  D. 
Manning;  T.  L.  Redhouse;  E.  N.  Solomon; 
S.  Q.  Mallaby  and  O.  W.  Mallaby;  L.  A. 
Beachwood  and  M.  F.  Robinson;  H.  D.  Stony- 
brook;  A.  D.  Lonby;  R.  Tompkins  and  H.  J. 
Abernathy;  W.  L.  Bolton  and  G.  Lantry;  L. 
E.  Dodson  and  H.  T.  Todd ;  B.  L.  Sanderson ; 
F.  M.  Brown  and  D.  Davis;  U.  S.  Logan;  E. 
and  G.  E.  Lomax ;  F.  L.  and  L.  Savior ;  R.  V. 
Manning  and  C.  L.  Davis ;  P.  and  L.  Felt ;  D. 
and  W.  Porter;  E.  L.  Stanford;  B.  B.  Horn- 

stein  and  R.  R.  Jacobs;  H.  T.  M'cClellan;  A. Leonard  and  G.  T.  Jones ;  R.  Dennis,  H.  A. 
Ames,  and  F.  E.  Dorp ;  P.  F.  Maxwell ;  B.  L. 
Lasser;  T.  T.  Golley;  J.  G.  Brown;  R.  N. 
Davis  and  W.  R.  Baxter;  J.  K.  Robinson; 
D.  H.  Purcell ;  H.  W.  Matthews,  J.  R.  David- 

son, and  L.  B.  Jones;  H.  T.  Plum;  H.  Lath- 
rote  and  C.  H.  Lowrie ;  C.  and  S.  E.  Gay ; 
H.  L.  Lilly;  T.  W.  Wilson. 

(A)  H.  B.  Smith  says:  "The  temperature  of crater  floor  varies  somewhat.  The  straight 
arc  temperature  is  approximately  3,500  degrees 
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Centigrade,  or  6,500  degrees  Fahrenheit.  The 
newer  types  of  arc,  high  intensity  and  Suprex 
for  example,  have  a  somewhat  higher  tempera- 

ture, though  just  what  it  is  I  have  been  unable 

to  ascertain." Many,  in  fact  in  excess  of  200,  said  essentially 
the  same  thing.  Not  being  myself  entirely 
certain  in  this  matter  I  have  consulted  the 

Arc  Department  of  the  National  Carbon  Com- 
pany, which  high  authority  says : 

"The  average  temperature  of  the  positive 
crater  of  a  low  intensity  carbon  arc  with  cored 

carbons  is  about  3500°  C.  If  the  positive  car- 
bon were  a  solid  one  and  loaded  to  its  full 

capacity,  the  true  temperature  of  this  positive 
crater  would  be  between  3650°  and  3700°  C. 
The  presence  of  the  core  in  the  carbons  used 
in  most  projection  work  results  in  a  slight 
lowering  of  the  temperature  in  the  area  occupied 
by  the  core. 

"It  is  undoubtedly  true  that,  in  so  far  as  a 
plain  carbon  arc  is  concerned,  it  is  impossible 

to  obtain  a  higher  temperature  than  the  3650° 
to  3700°  quoted  above  at  atmospheric  pressure, 
but  in  the  high  intensity  and  Suprex  arcs  there 
are  other  factors  involved  than  the  mere  heating 
of  a  solid  carbon  to  its  volatilization  tempera- 

ture. High  intensity  and  Suprex  carbons  are 
cored  with  a  rather  high  concentration  of  com- 

pounds of  the  cerium  group  of  rare  earth  metals. 
The  high  current  density  used  in  the  high  in- 

tensity and  Suprex  arcs  produces  the  cup-shaped 
craters  typical  of  these  arcs  and  the  high  cur- 

rent density  excites  ions  or  gases  of  these 
metals  so  that  their  apparent  temperature  is 
much  higher  than  the  temperature  of  the  crater 
floor  of  an  ordinary  carbon  arc.  This  apparent 

temperature  is  in  the  neighborhood  of  5300° 
to  5700°  C.  For  practical  purposes,  therefore, 
one  might  say  that  the  effective  apparent  tem- 

perature of  the  light  source  in  the  high  intensity 

arc  is  about  5500°  C." Pertaining  to  question  54  (C),  the  same 
authority  says : 

"The  correct  distance  for  the  position  of  the 
light  source  from  the  optical  light  collector  is 
dependent  upon  the  optical  system  and  the  size 
of  the  light  source.  The  larger  the  light  source 
the  greater  may  be  its  displacement  from  the 
optical  focus.  In  other  words,  the  design  of  the 
optical  system  and  the  size  of  the  light  source 
are  the  two  important  factors. 

"In  the  third  paragraph  of  Mr.  Prater's 
answers  is  the  statement,  'The  old  style  straight 
A.C.  arc  employs  light  from  both  craters.'  So far  as  we  are  aware,  no  optical  system  has  ever 
been  devised  which  would  practically  collect 
the  light  from  two  craters  in  a  carbon  arc. 

"Also  there  is  the  statement,  'All  high  in- 
tensity light  sources,  as  well  as  Suprex,  are 

extremely  sensitive  to  correct  crater-to-col- 
lector distance  because  there  are  three  light 

colors  emitted.'  The  remainder  of  the  para- 
graph goes  on  to  explain  the  sources  of  these 

different  light  colors,  with  which  there  can  be 
perhaps  practically  no  great  disagreement.  It 
is  true  that  close  adjustment  is  required  if 
only  the  pure  white  light  is  to  be  used  for  pro- 

jection, but  again  as  in  the  comments  with  re- 
spect to  the  position  of  the  light  source  and  the 

reflector,  this  depends  upon  the  optical  system 

and  the  size  of  the  light  source." 
(B)  Dale  Danielson  replies  thus:  "Current 
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will  not  flow  between  separated  carbon  tips 
charged  at  commercial  voltage  because  of  high 
resistance  offered  by  the  air  gap.  However, 
when  the  carbon  tips  are  brought  into  physical 
contact  this  resistance  no  longer  exists  and 
current  flows,  heating  the  carbon  at  the  point 
of  contact  sufficiently  to  volatize  the  carbon, 
the  gas  thus  formed  being  itself  a  conductor 
of  sorts.  When,  then,  the  carbons  are  again 
separated,  the  current,  accepting  the  gas  path 
thus  provided,  continues  to  flow,  maintaining 
the  volatization  temperature  at  the  carbon  tips, 

and  thus  the  gas  path,  until  finally  if  the  sep- 
aration become  too  great,  and  therefore  the 

resistance  offered  by  the  gas  too  high,  so  that 

the  voltage  can  no  longer  overcome  it,  the  cur- 
rent flow  ceases,  the  path  is  broken  and  the 

arc  is  dead." (C)  J.  R.  Prater  says :  "Special  treatment is  necessary.  The  horizontal  trim  low  intensity 
reflector  arc  requires  that  the  negative  be  lo- 

cated slightly  below  the  center  of  the  positive, 
in  order  that  the  crater  be  kept  squarely  facing 
the  collector. 

"All  high  intensity  light  sources,  as  well  as 
Suprex,  are  extremely  sensitive  to  correct 
crater-to-collector  distance  because  there  are 
three  light  colors  emitted.  The  carbon  shell, 
the  gas  ball  directly  in  front  of  crater  and  the 
gas  stream  send  forward,  respectively,  yellow- 

ish, pure  white  and  a  less  intense  white  light  of 
blueish  tone.  Very  close  adjustment  is  re- 

quired if  only  the  pure  white  goes  forward  to 
the  collector. 

"Both  the  straight  high  intensity  and  the 
hi-lo  reflector  types  must  be  so  adjusted  that 
the  negative  arc  stream  tends  to  confine  the 
arc  gases  to  the  crater,  since  if  they  are  per- 
mited  to  escape  too  rapidly,  heavy  light  loss 
and  an  unstable  arc  will  result. 
"The  new  low-amperage,  high-intensity 

Suprex  light  sources,  with  horizontal  trim  and 
non-rotating  positive,  require  a  special  mag- 

netic field  above  and  below  the  arc  to  keep  the 
arc  stream  moving  steadily  upward,  thus 
stabilizing  the  arc.  The  new  reflector  type 
a.c.  high  intensity  light  sources  burn  with  an 
arc  gap  as  long  as  0.35  of  an  inch ;  in  fact, 
much  the  same  as  the  low-intensity  reflector 
arcs. 
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B.  H.  Hyman,  supervisor,  MGM  $97,600 
Jane  Murfin,  writer,  MGM   92,625 
John    Emerson    and    Anita  Loos, 

writers,  MGM   89,750 
Jules  Furtman,  writer,  MGM   87,083 
Charles  Reisner,  director,  MGM....  83,925 
William  Wyler,  director,  MGM   80,555 
Norman  Taurog,  director,  MGM   80,000 
Norma  Shearer,  actress,  MGM   80,000 
George  Kauffman,  writer,  MGM   78,749 
Jerome  D.  Kern,  song  writer,  MGM..  78,000 
Lawrence    Weingarten,  producer, 
MGM    78,000 

C.  Louis  Allen,  MGM   77,304 
A.  D.  Geoghegan,  MGM   75,130 
John  Jerome,  MGM   74,955 
Oscar    Hammerstein,     song  writer, 
MGM    72,541 

Edmund  Goulding,  director,  MGM   72,000 
George  Cukor,  director,  MGM   71,750 
Frank  Morgan,  actor,  MGM   70,955 
Albert  Jackett,  writer,  MGM   70,125 
William  Wellman,  director,  MGM...  69,875 
Herbert  Marshall,  actor,  MGM   67,883 
Victor  Fleming,  director,  MGM   65,416 
Albert  Lewin,  supervisor,  MGM   65,000 
H.  J.  Mankiewicz,  writer,  MGM   65,000 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  writer,  MGM  64,500 
E.  H.  Griffith,  writer,  MGM   64,333 
J.  W.  Considine,  Jr.,  director,  MGM . .  64,000 
J.  Peter  Roach,  MGM   64,000 
Atherton  Richards,  MGM   63,950 
Ramon  Novarro,  actor,  MGM   62,500 
Charles  B.  Stuart,  producer,  MGM . .  62,000 

Louis  K.  Sidney,  Loew's,  Inc   61,250 
Howard  Hawks,  director,  MGM  61,055 
Edna  May  Oliver,  actress,  MGM  58,166 
Lewis  Stone,  actor,  MGM   58,084 
Jackie  Cooper,  actor,  MGM   57,490 
Sam  Katz,  executive,  MGM   57,000 
Marc  Connelly,  writer,  MGM   56,666 
Ted  Lewis,  actor,  MGM   56,464 
Chester  Morris,  actor,  MGM   56,260 
Charles  Butterworth,  actor,  MGM..  56,124 
Philip  Barry,  writer,  MGM    54,000 
Maurice  Chevalier,  actor,  MGM   53,000 
Gloria  Swanson,  actress,  MGM   53,000 
J.  Walter  Ruben,  director,  MGM   52,833 
Helen  Hayes,  actress,  MGM   52,750 
Paul  Quattlander,  MGM...   52,576 
Sam  Behrman,  writer,  MGM   52,291 
Henry  Stephenson,  actor,  MGM   52,083 
Cedric  Gibbons,  art  director,  MGM...  52,000 
Ted  Browning,  director,  MGM   51,000 
J.  L.  Nelson,  MGM   50,957 
Joseph  Mankiewicz,  writer,  MGM...  50,041 
W.  C.  Fields,  actor,  MGM   50,000 
W.  H.  Johnson,  MGM   50,000 
Rachel  Crothers,  writer,  MGM  49,175 
Nelson  Eddy,  actor,  MGM   48,985 
Ted  Healy,  actor,  MGM   48,712 
Carey  Wilson,  writer,  MGM   46,500 
Monta  Bell,  director,  MGM   46,375 
James  Durante,  actor,  MGM   45,437 
S.    Charles    Einfeld,  vice-president, 
Vitagraph    45,250 

Robert  Hopkins,  writer,  MGM   45,200 
Gradwell    L.    Sears,  vice-president, 
Vitagraph    45,250 

A.  W.  Smith,  vice-president,  Vitagraph  45,250 
Seymour  Felix,  dance  director,  MGM..  45,000 
Horace  Jackson,  writer,  MGM   44,527 
William  A.  McGuire,  MGM   44,083 
Madge  Evans,  actress,  MGM   43,733 
Al  Christie,  Educational  Productions . .  43,500 
M.  E.  Greenwood,  office  manager,  MGM  42,900 
Elizabeth  Allan,  actress,  MGM   42,041 
J.  J.  Cohn,  production  manager,  MGM  41,700 
James  McGuinness,  writer,  MGM  41,200 
George  Seitz,  director,  MGM   40,833 
Paul  Lucas,  actor,  MGM   40,750 
Fred  E.  Pelton,  manager,  MGM   40,474 
Walter  Donaldson,  song  writer.  MGM  39,21 1 
Howard  Dietz,  publicity,  MGM  Dist...  39,000 

Additional  salaries  reported  to  Con- 
gress in  supplemental  lists  by  the 

Treasury  Department  included,  princi- 
pally, the  Loew-MGM  list,  headed  by 

Greta  Garbo  with  $332,500  for  1935; 
Clark  Gable,  $21  1,5  53  ;  Wallace  Beery, 
$278,740;  William  Powell,  $238,750; 

Joan  Crawford,  $241,403;  Franchot 
Tone,  $73,124;  Lionel  Barrymore, 
Constance  Bennett,  Jack  Benny, 
Clarence  Brown,  Ronald  Colman,  Ann 

Harding,  Jean  Harlow,  the  Marx 

brothers,  Jeannette  MacDonald,  Rob- 
ert Montgomery,  $100,000  or  more. 

William   F.  Rodgers,  sales  manager, 
MGM  Dist   39,000 

Howard  Emmet  Rogers,  writer,  MGM  39,000 
Gilbert  Adrian,  designer,  MGM   38,666 
Herbert  Stothart,  director,  MGM   38,557 
Richard  Schayer,  writer,  MGM   38,208 
Una  Merkel,  actress,  MGM   37,916 
Evelyn  Laye,  actress,  MGM   36,833 
Stuart  Erwin,  actor,  MGM   36,541 

John  Lee  Mahin,  write*,  MGM   36,500 
Morris  Ryskind,  writer,  MGM   36,312 
Spencer  Tracy,  actor,  MGM   36,250 
Chester  Hale,  dance  director,  MGM. . .  36,200 
Edith  Fitzgerald,  writer,  MGM   36,099 
Gus  Kahn,  songwriter,  MGM   35,888 
Leon  Gordon,  writer,  MGM   35,087 
Herbert    Bayard    Swope,  chairman, 
RKO  Service   35,000 

Carole  Lombard,  actress,  MGM   35,000 
Myrna  Loy,  actress,  MGM   34,208 
May  Robson,  actress,  MGM   33,499 

Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Loew's,  Inc   33,400 Maurine  Watkins,  MGM   33,333 
Fritz  Lang,  director,  MGM   33,166 

E.  A.  Schiller,  Loew's,  Inc  33,150 
Edgar  A.  Woolf,  writer,  MGM   33,040 
Edward  Sedwick,  director,  MGM   33,000 
Allen  Jones,  actor,  MGM   33,000 
Basil  Rathbone,  actor,  MGM   32,833 
Herb  Nacio  Brown,  songwriter,  MGM  32,688 
Robert  Young,  actor,  MGM   32,293 
Warren  Newcombe,  cameraman,  MGM  32,225 
Sid  Silvers,  writer,  MGM   31,975 
Thomas  J.  Connors,  sales,  MGM  Dist.  31,850 
Paul  H.  Sloan,  writer,  MGM   31,500 
Otto  Kruger,  actor,  MGM   31,458 
Benjamin  Thau,  executive,  MGM  31,200 
Arthur  Freed,  songwriter,  MGM.....  31,166 
Harry    Ruby,    Bert    Kalmar,  song 
writers,  MGM   30,416 

Leo  Carrillo,  actor,  MGM   30,333 
Lenore  Coffee,  writer,  MGM   30,333 
Oliver  H.  F.  Garrett,  writer,  MGM . .  30,250 
Monckton  Hoffe,  writer,  MGM ...   30,000 
P.  J.  Wolfson,  writer,  MGM   29,575 
Dashiell  Hammett,  writer,  MGM   29,500 
Ralph  Spence,  writer,  MGM . .  ....  29,500 
Wells  Root,  writer,  MGM.,,..   29,049 
Edward  C.  Carpenter,  writer,  MGM . .  28,833 
Oliver  Marsh,  cameraman,  MGM   28,678 
Robert  Benchley,  writer,  MGM   28,250 
Alice  Duer  Miller,  writer,  MGM   27,833 
B.    and    Julian    Kaper,  songwriters, 
MGM    27,633 

Rufus  LeMaire,  casting  director,  MGM  27,500 
Vicki  Baum,  writer,  MGM   27,333 
Sam  Wood,  director,  MGM   27,000 
Samuel  and  Bella  Spewack,  writers, 
MGM    26,875 

Maureen  O'Sullivan,  actress,  MGM..  26,700 
Florence  Ryerson,  writer,  MGM  26,616 
N.  H.  Moray,  short  subject  sales,  Vita- 

graph   26,500 
Jack  Cummings,  director,  MGM   26,000 
Edward   M.    Saunders,    sales,    MGM  26,000 

Jean  Hersholt,  actor,  MGM   25,783 
Raoul  Walsh,  director,  MGM   25,500 
Samuel  Marx,  scenario  editor,  MGM  25,200 
Nate  Blumberg,  vice-president,  RKO 
Service    25,000 

Fred  C.  Quimby,  sales,  MGM  Dist   25,000 
Douglas    Shearer,    sound  technician, 
MGM    25,000 

L.    E.    Thompson,    president,  RKO 
Service    25,000 

E.  L.  Marin,  director,  MGM   24,700 
Johnny  Weismuller,  actor,  MGM   24,600 
Louise  Fazenda,  actress,  MGM   24,375 
William  Daniels,  cameraman,  MGM . .  23,582 
Aileen  McMahon,  actress,  MGM   23,333 
John  McGowan,  writer,  MGM   23,300 
Richard  Rosson,  director,  MGM   23,200 
Eleanor  Powell,  actress,  MGM   23,125 
Margerite  Von  Muller,  writer,  MGM  23,066 
Courtland    Smith,    president,  Pathe 
News    22,750 

J.     H.     Cooper,    president,  Standard 
Theatres    22,400 

W.  P.  Lipscomb,  cameraman,  MGM . . .  22,000 
Reginald  Owen,  actor,  MGM   21,875 
Frank  Lawton,  actor,  MGM   21,708 
James  Howe,  cameraman,  MGM   21,257 
Victor  Baravalle,  music,  MGM   21,125 
Max  Gordon,  adviser,  MGM   21,000 
J.  E.  Flynn,  sales,  MGM  Dist   20,975 
Dudley  Digges,  actor,  MGM   20,833 

Oscar  A.  Doob,  Loew's,  Inc   20,800 
J.  S.  Connolly,  manager,  Pathe  News  20,657 
George  Hickey,  sales,  MGM  Dist   20,506 
John  Farrow,  writer,  MGM   20,349 
James  Basevi,  art  department,  MGM . .  20,233 
I.   E.   Lambert,   vice-president,  RKO 
Service    20,000 

Joseph  S.  Calleia,  actor,  MGM   19,999 
Constance  Collier,  actress,  MGM   19,679 
Russell  Hardie,  actor,  MGM   19,600 
Kate  Corbaley,  scenario,  MGM   19,350 
Bertram  Block,  scenario,  MGM  Dist..  19,300 
Louis  Hayward,  MGM   18,958 
Salka  Viertel,  writer,  MGM   18,833 
Edwin  Knopf,  writer,  MGM   18,745 
Lionel  Atwill,  actor,  MGM  .. ..  18,500 
Ray  Wise,  writer,  MGM   18,416 
Zasu  Pitts,  actress,  MGM   18,333 
Dave  Gould,  dance  director,  MGM   18,300 
Harry  Cohn,  MGM   18,233 
George  Folsey,  MGM   18,215 
Carl  Leserman,  assistant  sales,  Vita- 

graph  18,200 
John  Arnold,  cameraman,  MGM   18,200 
Silas  F.  Siedler,  publicity,  MGM  Dist.,  18,200 
Maurice  Revnes,  censorship,  MGM   18,200 
John  M.  Nickolaus,  laboratory,  MGM  18,200 
A.    E.    Reoch,    vice-president,  RKO 
Service    18,000 

Joe  Rapf,  property,  MGM   17,984 
Burton  Millhauser,  MGM   17,833 
Joel  McCrea,  actor,  MGM   17,708 
Harvey  Stevens,  actor,  MGM   17,458 
Virginia  Bruce,  actress,  MGM   17,416 
Edward  E.  Horton,  actor,  MGM   17,374 
George  Oppenheimer,  writer,  MGM...  17,333 

Marcel  De  Sano,  director,  MGM...'..  17,333 John  Balderston,  writer,  MGM   17,291 
Claudine  West,  actress,  MGM   16,850 
Roland  Young,  actor,  MGM   16,333 
Peter  J.  Schmid,  director,  MGM   16,075 
Charles  Clark,  cameraman,  MGM   15,921 
Howard  Strickling,  publicity,  MGM..  15,900 
Edward  Brophy,  actor,  MGM   15,800 
Nat  Pendleton,  actor,  MGM   15,800 
Buddy  Ebsen,  actor,  MGM   15,675 
Ned  Marin,  director,  MGM   15,600 
E.  A.  Du  Pont,  director,  MGM   15,600 
Frank  Whitbeck,  exploitation,  MGM. .  15,600 
Arthur  Johnston,  MGM   15,600 
Edwin  B.  Willis,  property,  MGM   15,600 
J.  J.  Robbins,  music,  MGM   15,500 
Michael  Fessier,  writer,  MGM   15,333 
Jack  Virgil,  music  arranger,  MGM...  15,264 
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382  PICTURES  ELIGIBLE 

FOR  ACADEMY  AWARD 

Committee  of  50  Members 

Soon  Will  Nominate  Films  and 

Individuals  by  Secret  Ballot 

The  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts 
and  Sciences  in  Hollywood  has  begun  select- 

ing production  and  talent  nominees  for  its 
annual  awards,  the  winners  of  which  will  be 
announced  at  its  annual  banquet,  on  March 
4th. 

A  total  of  382  feature  pictures  will  be 

considered  this  year,  and  from  this  num- 
ber will  finally  be  picked  the  one  film  that 

will  be  called  the  "finest  motion  picture 
for  1936."  Also  from  this  group  of  pro- 

ductions will  be  chosen  the  awards  for  the 

best  performances  by  an  actor  and  an 
actress,  the  best  example  of  direction, 

writing,  photography,  and  the  like. 

At  present  a  special  nominating  committee 
of  50  Academy  members,  ten  from  each  major 
production  branch,  is  studying  the  382  pictures 
to  select  the  ten  features  and  five  production 
achievements  in  each  of  the  other  awards  clas- 

sifications which  will  constitute  the  official 
nominations.  Within  the  next  few  days,  this 
committee  will  nominate  by  a  secret  ballot  the 
films  and  artists  for  the  various  awards. 

Nominations  Announced 

Already  announced  are  the  following  nomina- 
tions : 

1.  Black-and-white  short  subjects  not  exceed- 

ing 1,000  feet  in  length:  "Wanted,  A  Master," 
MGM;  "Bored  of  Education,"  Roach-MGM ; 
"Moscow  Moods,"  Paramount. 

2.  Short  subject  cartoons,  black-and-white 
and  colored:  "The  Country  Cousin,"  Walt  Dis- 

ney-United Artists ;  "Sinbad  the  Sailor,"  Para- 
mount; "The  Old  Mill  Pond,"  Harmony- MGM. 

3.  Short  subjects  in  color  not  more  than 

3,000  feet  in  length:  "La  Fiesta  de  Santa  Bar- 
bara," MGM ;  "Popular  Science  J-62,"  Para- 

mount ;  "Give  Me  Liberty,"  Warners. 
4.  Short  subjects  in  black-and-white  between 

1,000  and  3,000  feet:  "Dummy  Ache,"  RKO ; 
"The  Public  Pays,"  MGM;  "Double  or  Noth- 

ing," Warners. 
5.  Original  songs  written  for  motion  pictures : 

"Did  I  Remember,"  from  "Suzy" ;  "I've  Got 
You  Under  My  Skin,"  from  "Born  to  Dance" ; 
"A  Melody  from  the  Sky,"  from  "The  Trail 
of  the  Lonesome  Pine" ;  "Pennies  from 
Heaven,"  from  the  film  of  the  same  name ; 
"The  Way  You  Look  Tonight,"  from  "Swing 
Time";  and  "When  Did  You  Leave  Heaven?", 
from  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing."  (Because  of  a  tie 
vote  forffifth  place,  six  songs  were  nominated.) 

6.  Musical  scores  from  motion  pictures : 

"Anthony  Adverse,"  "The  Garden  of  Allah," 
"The  General  Died  At  Dawn,"  "The  Charge 
of  the  Light  Brigade"  and  "Winterset." 

7.  Sound  recordings  from  motion  pictures : 

"Banjo  On  My  Knee,"  "The  Charge  of  the 
Light  Brigade,"  "Dodsworth,"  "General 
Spanky,"  "A  Girl  from  Paris,"  "Mr.  Deeds 
Goes  to  Town,"  "San  Francisco,"  "The  Texas 
Rangers"  and  "Three  Smart  Girls." 

8.  Film  editing :  "Anthony  Adverse,"  "Come 
and  Get  It,"  "The  Great  Ziegfeld,"  "Lloyds  of 
London,"  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"  and  "The- 

odora Goes  Wild." 

Other  Classes  of  Awards 

Other  classifications  yet  to  be  nominated, 
and  from  which  single  awards  will  be  made, 

include:  (1)  Best  production;  (2)  Acting,  in- 
cluding best  actor,  best  actress,  and,  represent- 

ing a  new  classification,  the  best  acting  by  an 
actor  and  an  actress  in  supporting  roles ;  (3) 
Directing ;  (4)  Writing,  including  best  writ- 

ten screen  play  and  best  original  scenario;  (5) 
Art  direction;  (6)  Cinematography  in  black 
and  white  only;  (7)  Sound  recording;  (8) 
Assistant  direction ;  (9)  Dance  direction,  and 
the  following  special  awards:  (A)  Scientific 
or  technical  achievement ;  for  a  device,  method, 
formula,  discovery  or  invention  of  special  and 
outstanding  value  to  the  art,  science  or  industry 
of  motion  picture  production,  and  actually  em- 

ployed within  the  awards  period;  (B)  Special 
Awards ;  for  outstanding  achievement  not 
strictly  within  the  previously-mentioned  cat- 

egories, which  achievement  may  be  in  connec- 
tion with  foreign  as  well  as  domestic  produc- 

tion. Special  awards  shall  be  in  the  form  of 
gold  statuettes  or  certificates  of  honorable 
mention. 

The  Committee  Divisions 

The  five  divisions  comprising  the  major  com- 
mittee of  50,  which  now  are  working  on  the 

nominations,  constitute  the  following: 

Actors'  Branch:  Lionel  Barrymore,  Ronald 
Colman,  Clark  Gable,  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
George  Irving,  DeWitt  C.  Jennings,  Harold 
Lloyd,  Carole  Lombard,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 

and  May  Robson ;  Directors'  Branch :  Irving 
Cummings,  Cecil  B.  DeMille,  Alfred  E.  Green, 
Henry  King,  Frank  Lloyd,  Robert  Z.  Leonard, 
Mervyn  LeRoy,  Leo  McCarey,  Mark  Rex 

Sandrich  and  W.  S.  VanDyke ;  Producers' 
Branch,  Benjamin  B.  Kahane,  Jesse  L.  Lasky, 
William  LeBaron,  Nat  Levine,  Robert  Lord, 
Charles  R.  Rogers,  David  O.  Selznick,  Hunt 
Stromberg,  Walter  Wanger  and  Darryl  Zan- 
uck ;  Technicians'  Branch :  John  Arnold,  Cedric 
Gibbons,  Ralph  Hammeras,  Franklin  Hansen, 
Nathan  Levinson,  Thomas  Moulton,  Max 
Parker,  Maurice  Pivar,  Van  Nest  Polglase  and 

Joseph  Walker;  Writers'  Branch:  Sidney  R. 
Buchman,  Howard  Estabrook,  Howard  J. 
Green,  Grover  Jones,  Josephine  Lovett,  Sarah 
Y.  Mason,  Jane  Murfin,  Robert  Riskin,  Ernest 
Vajda  and  Waldemar  Young. 
The  Committee  on  Rules  includes :  David  O. 

Selznick,  chairman,  DeWitt  C.  Jennings,  Frank 
Lloyd,  Van  Nest  Polglase  and  Waldemar Young. 

Other  Committees 

Membership  of  the  cinematographic  awards 
nomination  committee  consists  of:  Ray  June, 
chairman  of  the  Photographic  Section  of  the 
branch,  John  Arnold,  Joseph  August,  Norbert 
Brodine,  George  Crane,  Edward  Cronjager, 
Arthur  Edeson,  George  J.  Folsey,  Jr.,  Fred 
Gage,  Merritt  B.  Gerstad,  Byron  Haskins, 
Thomas  Ingman,  Charles  B.  Lang,  Jr.,  Virgil 
Miller,  Victor  M'ilner,  Ira  Morgan,  J.  M. 
Nickolaus,  L.  William  O'Connell,  George  Rob- 

inson, Karl  Struss,  John  Swain,  Joseph  Valen- 
tine, Joseph  Walker,  Vernon  Walker,  and  Ray Wilkinson. 

Membership  of  the  film  editing  award  nom- 
ination committee,  appointed  by  Harold  J.  Mc- 

Cord,  chairman  of  the  Film  Editors'  Section 
of  the  Branch,  consists  of:  Martin  G.  Cohn, 
Ralph  Dietrich,  William  Holmes,  Harvey 
Johnston,  Harold  J.  McCord,  Gene  Milford, 
Conrad  Nervig,  Murray  Seldeen  and  I.  James Wilkinson. 
Membership  of  the  art  direction  award  nom- 

ination committee,  appointed  by  Bernard  Herz- 
brun,  chairman  of  the  Art  Directors'  Section 
of  the  Branch,  consists  of:  Roland  Anderson, 
Duncan  Cramer,  Perry  Ferguson,  Stephen 
Goosson,  John  Harkrider,  Bernard  Herzbrun, 
Fred  Hope,  John  Hughes,  Willy  Pogany  and 
A.  Toluboff. 

Companies  Protest 

On  Austrian  Quota 

Paris  representatives  of  American  dis- 
tributors have  suggested  in  cables  to  their 

home  offices  that  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- 
ducers and  Distributors  of  America  make 

efforts  to  have  the  Austrian  Government 

abolish  the  "kontingent"  and  abandon  plans 
for  increasing  quota  restrictions.  The 
cables  charge  discrimination  in  favor  of 
German  and  French  producers  and  cite 

privileges  allowed  films  from  those  coun- tries. 

A  heavy  import  assessment  has  been  levied 

on  all  American  pictures  besides  the  "kon- 
tingent" while  German  pictures  are  import- 

ed without  restrictions,  according  to  a  law 
passed  some  time  ago,  it  was  reported.  The 
cables,  which  were  strongly  worded,  im- 

plied that  moves  for  further  increases  in  the 
"kontingent"  are  due  to  pressure  brought 

by  the  German  Government  and  it  was  re- 
ported that  the  Reich  is  trying  to  drive  out 

American  companies  in  as  many  countries 

as  possible. 
"The  Kontingent  should  be  done  away 

with  or  the  American  Government  should 

put  Kontingents  or  some  kind  of  restrictions 

on  Austrian  imports,"  the  foreign  sales 
representative  said. 

Provisions  of  a  commercial  treaty  between 
the  United  States  and  Austria  are  now  being 
worked  out  in  Washington,  it  is  believed, 

and  unless  the  "kontingents"  are  removed 
American  companies,  which  distribute  about 
150  pictures  annually  in  that  country,  may 
be  forced  to  withdraw. 

Code  Seal  Placed 

On  1, 759  Features 

The  Hollywood  branch  of  the  Production 
Code  Administration  reviewed  and  placed 

qualifying  seals  on  101  features  and  64 
short  subjects  in  the  two  months  from  No- 

vember 21,  1936,  to  January  23,  1937.  A 
total  of  1,759  features  and  1,008  shorts  from 

the  large  companies  and  independent  pro- 
ducers have  been  given  seals  since  the  de- 

partment was  inaugurated  on  July  15,  1934. 
Only  six  features  and  one  short  of  the  total 
number  approved  in  the  last  two  months 
were  reissues. 

The  record  by  companies  follows : 
Chadwick ;  two  features. 
Chesterfield;  one  feature. 

Columbia;  eight  features,  12  short  sub- 

jects. 

Crescent;  one  feature. 
Grand  National;  four  features. 
Mercader ;  one  feature. 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;  eight  features,  17 shorts. 

Paramount;  13  features,  three  shorts. 
Puritan ;  one  feature. 
RKO-Radio ;  seven  features,  two  shorts. 

Republic;  11  features. 
States  Rights;  seven  features,  1  short. 
Television ;  three  features. 

Twentieth  Century- Fox;  13  features,  three 
shorts. 

United  Artists;  one  feature,  two  shorts. 
Universal ;  nine  features. 
Warner  Brothers;  12  features,  six  shorts. 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

ADVENTURE  IN  MANHATTAN:  Jean  Arthur, 
Joel  McCrea— It's  interesting.  Good  entertainment.— Harold  C.  Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

ADVENTURE  IN  MANHATTAN:  Jean  Arthur, 
Joel  McCrea— Not  so  hot  in  general.  Screwy  plot  gets 
no  place  and  takes  up  plenty  of  film  getting  there. 
The  supposedly  dead-baby-in-a-coffin  scene  is  in  defi- nite bad  taste  and  should  never  have  been  left  in  as 
it  was  not  essential  to  story.  Played  January  13. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

COME  CLOSER,  FOLKS:  James  Dunn,  Marian 
Marsh — Just  the  kind  of  picture  that  pleases  us  up 
here  in  the  sticks.  It's  full  of  laughs.  Played  January 
21-22.— Harold  C.  Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin, 
Mich.    Small  town  patronage. 

END  OF  THE  TRAIL:  Jack  Holt— Good  entertain- 
ment. Holt  is  still  popular  here.  They  like  his  robust 

outdoor  personality.  Played  January  16. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LADY  FROM  NOWHERE:  Mary  Astor,  Charles 
Quigley — Satisfactory  programmer,  and  at  last  Mary 
Astor  comes  out  of  her  shell.  She's  quite  human  here 
as  she  drops  that  icy  aloofness.  She's  an  appealing 
heroine  here.  Played  January  5. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — On  a  par  with,  maybe  even  better,  than  the 
famous  "It  Happened  One  Night."  Don't  suppose  it 
will  attain  the  same  degree  of  popularity,  but  it's 
worthy  of  it,  nevertheless.  Irene  Dunne  goes  "wild" in  grand  fashion.  Melvyn  Douglas  is  perfect  as  her 
co-partner.  Played  January  10-11. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Pal- 

ace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

THEY  MET  IN  A  TAXI:  Chester  Morris,  Fay 
Wray — A  very  entertaining  picture.  Everyone  enjoyed 
it.  Fair  draw.  Played  January  19. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Pal- 

ace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

First  National 

BRIDES  ARE  LIKE  THAT:  Ross  Alexander,  Anita 
Louise — A  pleasing  comedy.  Running  time,  67  min- 

utes. Played  December  18-19. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of 
Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

CHINA  CLIPPER:  Pat  O'Brien,  Beverly  Roberts— A  good  action  picture  that  pleased  and  paid  its  way. 
Running  time,  89  minutes.  Played  January  11-13. — 
Beatty  &  Johnson,  Crescent  Theatre,  Red  Deer,  Al- 

berta, Canada.    Small  town  and  country  patronage. 

GOLD  DIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blon- 
dell — I  have  only  one  complaint  to  make  about  the 
"Gold  Diggers"  series;  not  since  1933  has  there  been a  worthwhile  story.  It  seems  to  me  that  a  series  of 
this  magnitude  would  have  stories  that  appeal  to 
every  one,  stories  that,  although  they  may  be  comical, 
are  also  human,  down-to-earth,  deeply  interesting. 
There  is  nothing  sincere  or  appealing  about  the  story 
in  this  picture;  the  audience  forgets  it  two  minutes 
after  the  show  is  over.  The  ensembles  are  well  done, 
and  credit  is  due  Busby  Berkeley,  but  why  expect 
musical  numbers  to  hold  up  a  weak,  shallow,  artificial 
story?  Inject  real  human  plots  into  these  "Gold 
Diggers"  series,  make  the  stories  worthy  of  the  box office  value  of  the  title,  and  something  to  be  remem- 

bered. Make  them  as  big  as  the  title  and  dance 
numbers.  Running  time,  100  minutes.  Played  Janu- 

ary 3-6. — Ralph  Cokain,  Indiana  Theatre,  Marion,  Ind. 
General  patronage. 

HERE  COMES  CARTER:  Ross  Alexander,  Anne 
Nagel — Ross  Alexander,  as  a  wise-cracking  radio  com- 

mentator in  "Here  Comes  Carter,"  dug  one  more  notch toward  becoming  one  of  the  most  popular  male  stars 
at  our  box  office.  Too  bad  he's  gone.  Pleased  100  per cent  and  played  to  a  nice  business.  Played  December 
30-31.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont. Rural  patronage. 

SNOWED  UNDER:  George  Brant,  Genevieve  Tobin 
— A  comedy  picture  well  liked  by  all  of  our  patrons. 
Running  time,  65  minutes.  Played  December  4-5. — J. 
Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Joan  Blondell,  Dick  Powell- 
Good  for  extra  playing  time.— Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  own  d
e- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

GB  Pictures 

LOVE  IN  EXILE:  Clive  Brook,  Helen  Vinson^ 
Most  of  our  audience  abdicated  their  seats  before  this 
was  over.  I  sat  down  to  watch  it,  but  I,  too, 
eventually  went  in  exile.  My  wife,  brave  and  faith- 

ful soul,  stayed  until  the  end.  Running  time,  64  min- 
utes. Played  January  7. — Ralph  Cokain,  Indiana  The- 

atre, Marion,  Inc.   General  patronage. 

TRANSATLANTIC  TUNNEL:  Richard  Dix,  Madge 
Evans — Because  of  Richard  Dix  we  chose  this  one 
in  preference  to  Jessie  Matthews'  recent  picture,  and the  boys  were  a  little  disappointed.  He  is  hardly  the 
dynamic,  rough  and  tumble  star  we  knew  in  the 
"Cimarron"  days.  The  plot  itself  is  quite  fantastic, 
involving  "Buck  Rogers"  inventions.  Shots  of  George 
Arliss  and  Walter  Huston  as  Prime  Minister  of  Eng- 

land and  President  of  the  United  States,  respectively, 
well  done,  but  the  best  acting  is  performed  by 
Helen  Vinson.  Popularity  of  the  picture  was  a  toss-up. 
Running  time,  94  minutes.  Played  January  23. — J.  A. 
Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation,  State  Prison,  Tren- 

ton, N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

Grand  National 

DEVIL  ON  HORSEBACK,  THE:  Lili  Damita, 
Fred  Keating — Here  is  one  sweet  little  picture  and  my 
patrons  liked  it  very  much.  Color  is  entrancing  and 
music  is  very,  very  thrilling.  It  is  an  extraordinary 
all-color  picture. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Win- 

chester, Ind.   General  patronage. 

IN  HIS  STEPS:  Eric  Linden,  Cecilia  Parker— A 
wonderful  picture.  Why  can't  we  get  more  like  it? Every  exhibitor  should  buy  this  picture  and  give  his 
patrons  one  evening  of  real  entertainment.  This  pic- 

ture gives  us  something  to  think  about  for  days. 
Boys,  buy  this  one.  Played  November  29-30. — Mary 
Purcell,  Muse-U  Theatre,  Cortez,  Col.  General  pat- ronage. 

SINS  OF  THE  CHILDREN:  Eric  Linden,  Cecilia 
Parker — One  of  those  pictures  hard  to  explain  just 
why  it  is  so  good,  but  it  is  chuck  full  of  top  notch 
situations  that  get  under  the  patron's  skin.  Just  an- 

other one  of  those  very  good  pictures. — W.  H.  Bren- 
ner, Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.  General  pat- ronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN:  William  Powell,  Mpa 
Loy — With  proper  advertising  and  exploitation,  this  is 
a  gold  mine.  It  should  do  a  tremendous  business 
everywhere,  and  it  will  please.^  Running  time,  110 
minutes.  Played  January  10-13. — Ralph  Cokain,  In- 

diana Theatre,  Marion,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

ALL-AMERICAN  CHUMP:  Stuart  Erwin,  Betty 
Furness — Wishy-washy  plot  that  makes  fair  enter- 

tainment. Nothing  to  get  enthused  over.  Played  Jan- 
uary 6.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 

General  patronage. 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stewart 
— Definitely  more  popular  entertainment  than  "The 
Great  Ziegfeld."  But  the  fact  they  bill  it  as  a  suc- 

cessor to  "Ziegfeld"  led  many  to  think  it  possibly 

would  be  as  dull.  Those  who  came  were  agreeably 
surprised.  Plenty  of  musical  numbers  this  time.  Played 
January  17-18. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 

cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — This  was  an  out- standing picture  for  us.  It  did  business  and  pleased, 
which  is  a  combination  hard  to  beat.  Running  time, 
90  minutes.  Played  January  14-16. — Beatty  &  Johnson, 
Crescent  Theatre,  Red  Deer,  Alberta,  Canada.  Small 
town  and  country  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — Very  good  picture 
that  pleased  all  who  came  to  see  it.  Great  for  the 
kids  and  men,  but  the  women  don't  care  so  much 
for  it,  due,  no  doubt,  to  the  absence  of  any  love  in- 

terest. Played  to  average  business.  Played  January  2. 
— B.  Hollenbeck,  Rose  Theatre,  Sumas,  Wash.  Small town  patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — Any  type  audience 
should  go  for  this  finely  directed  picture.  Cooper 
seems  to  have  added  lots  to  his  appeal  now  that  the 
man  is  cropping  out.  His  co-pals  in  this  are  tops,  too. 
Played  January  3-4. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage, 

GENERAL  SPANKY:  Spanky  McFarland— Nice 
program  picture  that  drew  better  than  average  pro- 

gram picture.  The  kids  especially  ate  it  up. — C.  M. 
Hartman,  Liberty  Theatre,  Carnegie,  Okla.  Small town  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Luise 
Rainer,  Myrna  Loy — A  lot  of  money  was  evidently 
spent  on  .this  one,  but  somehow  it  just  doesn't  have what  it  takes.  Personally  I  think  it  is  too  long.  After 
sitting  in  one  position  for  three  hours  even  the  best 
of  pictures  get  tiresome.  Most  of  the  cash  customers 
said  it's  okay  but  didn't  seem  very  enthusiastic  about 
it.  Did  just  fair  business. — B.  Hollenbeck,  Rose  The- 

atre, Sumas,  Wash.    Small  town  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy — A  truly  great  production  that  was  never  meant 
for  small  towns. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury, Ontario,  Canada.   General  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — Some  liked  it  and  some  did  not.  More  or 
less  one  of  these  mushy  love  stories.  Business  terri- 

ble, due  mostly  to  the  bad  weather.— B.  Hollenbeck, 
Rose  Theatre,  Sumas,  Wash.   Small  town  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly— Excellent 
comedy.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Patsy  Kelly  is  sure 
to  go  places  if  given  stories  like  this  one.  Many  com- 

pliments from  patrons.  Played  December  27-28.— H. 
H.  Daniels,  Nu-Era  Theatre,  Oswego,  Kan.  General 
patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Pert  Kelton— 
A  knockout  of  a  comedy.  Had  a  full  house  on  this 
one.  Played  January  5.— B.  Hollenbeck,  Rose  Theatre, 
Sumas,  Wash.    Small  town  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Pert  Kelton— 
— A  nice  comedy  feature  of  the  slapstick  variety. 
Patsy  pleased  her  fans  as  usual.  Played  December  26. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy— An  excellent  piece  of  en- tertainment. High  rentals  make  it  less  excellent 
financially.  Played  December  27-28.— L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  William  Powell,  Jean  Harlow, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy— A  real  picture  and  every 
foot  entertainment.  Running  time,  98  minutes.  Played 
January  10-13.— M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre, McMinnville,  Ore.   Local  patronage. 

LONGEST  NIGHT,  THE:  Robert  Young,  Florence 
Rice — About  on  an  average  with  the  usual  run  of 
murder  mystery  pictures.  Enough  comedy  relief  in 
this  to  make  it  pretty  good  entertainment. — B.  Hol- 

lenbeck, Rose  Theatre,  Sumas,  Wash.  Small  town 
patronage. 

LONGEST  NIGHT,  THE:  Robert  Young,  Florence 
Rice^-Average  mystery  comedy  drama.  Very  short 
running  time  made  double  featuring  absolutely  essen- 

tial. Hardly  worthy  of  Leo's  lowest  rental.  Really 
ought  to  have  been  in  the  "Crime  Doesn't  Pay"  series at  similar  rental.  Running  time,  51  minutes.  Played 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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January  16.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.   General  patronage. 

MUTINY  ON  THE  BOUNTY:  Clark  Gable,  Charles 
Laughton,  Franchot  Tone — One  of  the  greatest  pic- tures we  have  shown  at  our  theatre  so  far.  It  held 
our  audience  spellbound  and  pleased  100  per  cent. 
We  consider  this  picture  one  of  the  headliners  for 
1936.  Running  time,  133  minutes.  Played  November 
6-7.— J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose, 
N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— Very  good,  to  better 
than  average  business. — B.  Hollenbeck,  Rose  Theatre, 
Sumas,  Wash.    Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— Not  so  weak  a  story 
for  Beery  as  we  had  expected  from  the  reports  we've read.  Many  were  pleased  to  see  Eric  Linden  again 
and  expressed  the  desire  to  have  him  cast  more  fre- 

quently. Played  January  7-8. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery— Good  for  extra  play- 
ing time. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 

patronage. 

PICCADILLY  JIM:  Robert  Montgomery,  Madge 
Evans — A  real  treat.  Personally  I  thought  it  as  good 
as  we  had  played  in  some  time,  but  for  some  reason 
did  not  do  business. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,   Canada.    General  patronage. 

RENDEZVOUS :  William  Powell,  Rosalind  Russell- 
Good  story  well  acted.  Pleased  all  of  our  patrons. 
Played  October  16-17. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway 
Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

SWORN  ENEMY:  Robert  Young,  Florence  Rice- 
Gangster  picture  that  gets  by  as  a  program  offering. 
Average  business. — B.  Hollenberg,  Rose  Theatre,  Su- 

mas, Wash.    Small  town  patronage. 

TARZAN  ESCAPES:  Johnny  Weissmuller,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan — Seemed  to  please  young  and  old  and  fairly good  at  the  box  office.  Running  time,  90  minutes. 
Played  January  17-19. — Wayne  T.  Jenkins,  Peoples  and 
the  New  Lee  Theatres,  Pleasant  Hill  and  Lee's  Sum- mit, Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

WE  WENT  TO  COLLEGE:  Charles  Butterworth, 
Walter  Abel,  Una  Merkel — A  humorous  version  of 
that  annual  American  pastime,  reunion.  Played  De- 

cember 30. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.   General  patronage. 

WHIPSAW:  Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy— A  swell 
program  picture.  Pleased  our  patrons.  Running  time, 
82  minutes.  Played  November  13-14. — J.  Johnson, 
Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Paramount 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  &  Allen — The  cast  was  all  right  for  this  kind 
of  a  picture.  Gracie  of  course  is  a  little  tangled  and 
so  is  Martha  Raye,  but  without  them  you  would  not 
have  much  picture.  Played  to  Christmas  night  and 
what  a  snowstorm  we  had  that  night. — Mary  Purcell, 
Muse-U  Theatre,  Cortez,  Col.    General  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Terrible.— 
R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Mae's  first 
appearance  on  my  screen  and  I  was  doubtful  about 
her  reception  because  of  so  many  adverse  reports  on 
the  picture,  but  they  came  to  see  and  stayed  to  enjoy 
themselves.  It  wasn't  so  much  Mae  as  it  was  the 
rural  comedy.  It  did  business  and  that  is  what  we 
want,  n'est-ce  pas?  Running  time.  90  minutes,  played 
January  15-16.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Lim- 

erick, Maine.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

I'D  GIVE  MY  LIFE:  Sir  Guy  Standing— Good  pro- 
grammer.—Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 

patronage. 

MURDER  WITH  PICTURES:  Lew  Ayres,  Gail 
Patrick.— Good  programmer.— Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern — While  this  was  not  listed  among  the  10  best, 
I  believe  that  this  was  enjoyed  by  most  that  saw  it 
as  well  as  some  of  the  10  best.  This  was  doubled  with 
"The  Texas  Rangers"  for  the  New  Year's  Eve  and 
New  Year's  Day  show.  We  did  a  nice  business  with 
this  program  and  I  will  add  that  they  don't  make 
any  better  westerns  than  "The  Texas  Rangers."— J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Neb.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

SON  COMES  HOME,  A:  Mary  Boland,  Donald 
Woods— Good  programmer.— Strand  Theatre,  Old Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

STRAIGHT  FROM  THE  SHOULDER:  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Katherine  Locke — Good  programmer. — Strand 

Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

TEXAS  RANGERS,  THE:  Fred  MacMurray,  Jean 
Parker,  Jack  Oakie— A  crackerjack  action  play;  while western  in  locale,  it  is  certainly  above  that  classi- 

fication in  general.  Strong  cast  helps  immeasurably 
Played  January  2— L.  A.  Irwin.  Palace  Theatre, Penacook,   N.   H.    General  patronage. 

SIX  MORE  SHOWMEN 

REPORT  THIS  WEEK 

Of  six  additional  reporters  to 

"What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me"  in 
this  issue,  three  of  them,  from  Maine 
to  Montana,  are  sending  in  comment 

on  product  for  the  first  time.  They 
are: 

John     Griffin,     Orpheum  Theatre, 
Chinook,  Montana. 

Mary     Purcell,     Muse-U  Theatre, 
Cortez,  Colorado. 

Strand  and  New   Central  Theatres, 

Old  Town,  Maine. 

Resuming  reportorial  activities  after 

a  year  or  more  of  absence  are  these: 
C.   M.    Hartman,   Liberty  Theatre, 

Carnegie,  Oklahoma. 
M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre, 

Clatskanie,  Oregon. 

R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre,  Hart- 
ington, Nebraska. 

Read  the  reports  of  these  showmen 
in  the  department  this  week. 

THREE  MARRIED  MEN:  Lynne  Overman,  Wil- 
liam Frawley — A  good  programmer. — Strand  Theatre, 

Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

WEDDING  PRESENT:  Joan  Bennett,  Cary  Grant- 
Very  poor  draw.  People  thought  it  silly.  Running 
time,  80  minutes.  Played  January  3-4. — Wayne  T. 
Jenkins,  Peoples  and  New  Lee  theatres,  Pleasant 
Hill  and  Lee's  Summit,  Mo.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

Republic 
COMIN'  ROUND  THE  MOUNTAIN:  Gene  Autry, 

Ann  Rutherford — Autry  is  a  comer  with  us  and  this 
was  one  okay  show.  Also  it  seems  that  the  photogra- 

phy is  100  per  cent  over  a  year  ago.  This  picture  is 
good  enough  to  put  by  a  poor  co-feature.  Running 
time,  56  minutes.  Played  January  22-23. — S.  A.  Kim- 

ball, Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

HEARTS  IN  BONDAGE:  James  Dunn,  Mae  Clarke 
— A  fine  little  picture  okay  for  a  single  bill,  but  with 
an  "Autry"  it  put  my  weekend  in  the  top  bracket. 
It  may  be  on  account  of  a  week  of  the  "flu"  which has  me  more  or  less  sightless,  soundless  and  tasteless, 
but  I  imagined  that  the  film  was  too  cloudy  and  the 
sound  a  bit  off.  Wish  Republic  would  be  more  careful 
of  their  change-over  cues.  Running  time,  72  minutes. 
Played  January  22-23.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  The- 

atre, Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- ronage. 

SINGING  COWBOY  AND  OH,  SUSANNA!  Gene 
Autry — From  my  observation  after  showing  "Singing 
Cowboy"  and  "Oh,  Susanna,"  Autry  is  the  best  bet an  exhibitor  can  make,  for  in  my  estimation  Autry 
will  be  greater  than  Tom  Mix  was  in  his  palmiest 
days  in  silent  pictures.  Autry's  combination  of  sing- ing and  riding  makes  a  happy  medium  for  clicking  at 
the  box  office.  This  is  the  first  comment  on  any 
product  in  26  years  of  business  here,  but  I  feel  credit 
is  due,  even  though  Republic  is  a  newcomer  in  the 
business. — Johnnie  Griffin,  Orpheum  Theatre,  Chinook, 
Mont.    General  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

ANNIE  OAKLEY:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Preston 
Foster — Pleased  100  per  cent.  Heard  many  favorable 
comments  on  this  picture.  Running  time,  90%  min- 

utes. Played  September  4-5. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of 
Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston— This 
proved  to  be  one  of  the  best  liked  pictures  of  any 
we've  run  lately.  One  of  those  things  that  click  un- 

expectedly. Played  December  29. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage. 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston- 
Good  action  picture.  Above  the  average.  Will  go  over 
well  in  almost  any  house  where  action  is  desired. 
Played  January  9. — George  Lodge,  Green  Lantern  The- 

atre, Claymont,  Del.    Small  town  patronage. 

DON'T  TURN  'EM  LOOSE:  Bruce  Cabot— Good 
programmer. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

FARMER  IN  THE  DELL,  THE:  Fred  Stone,  Jean 
Parker — This  picture  was  well  liked  by  our  rural 
patrons,  even  our  town  people  liked  it,  as  it  was  a 
departure  from  the  regular  movie  stories.  Nice  acting 
and  well  filmed.  Running  time,  67  minutes.  Played 
October  9-10. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre, 
Ambrose,  N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

FOLLOW  THE  FLEET:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger 
Rogers — Pleased  100  per  cent.  Fred  Astaire  and  Gin- 

ger Rogers  at  their  best.  These  stars  are  popular 
with  our  patrons  and  drew  good  business  at  the  box 
office.  Running  time,  110  minutes.  Played  September 
18-19. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose, 
N.  B.    Small  town  patronage. 

LADY  CONSENTS,  THE:  Ann  Harding,  Herbert 
Marshall — An  ordinary  program  picture.  However,  it 
drew  good  business  for  us  and  we  came  out  even  at 
the  box  office.  Running  time,  77  minutes.  Played 
October  2-3. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre, 
Ambrose,  N.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOYS:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— The 
boys  are  getting  worse.  Given  a  real  story  they 
would  be  good.  Running  time,  64  minutes.  Played 
January  15-16. — M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre, 
McMinnville,  Ore.    Local  patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN,  THE:  Ann  Sothern, 
Gene  Raymond — Better  than  "Walking  on  Air,"  which 
was  plenty  good.  Played  continuous  Christmas.  Peo- ple still  wanting  to  see  it.  Should  have  preferred  time. 
Running  time,  71  minutes.  Played  December  25. — H. 
H.  Daniels,  Nu-Era  Theatre,  Oswego,  Kan.  General 
patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN,  THE:  Gene  Ray- 
mond, Ann  Sothern— This  is  a  real  box  office  attrac- 

tion. Good  acting,  comedy  and  action.  Good  enough 
for  any  theatre,  anywhere.  A  smart,  up-to-date  pic- 

ture. Played  January  23. — George  Lodge,  Green  Lan- 
tern Theatre,  Claymont,  Del.    Small  town  patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— A 
really  big  picture. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  ORDERS:  Sally  Eilers,  Robert  Arm- 
strong—Pleased 100  per  cent.  A  great  show  for  Fri- 

day and  Saturday.  RKO  is  surely  turning  out  some 
genuine  money  pictures,  good  pictures  that  draw,  and 
an  exhibitor  has  a  chance  to  pay  the  rent  without 
giving  it  all  for  film  rental.  Played  December  26. — 
H.  H.  Daniels,  Nu-Era  Theatre,  Oswego,  Kan.  Gen- eral patronage. 

WITHOUT  ORDERS:  Sally  Eilers,  Robert  Arm- 
strong— A  good  aviation  picture.  Suspense  is  strong 

at  the  finale.  Played  January  9. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

WOMAN  REBELS,  A:  Katharine  Hepburn,  Her- 
bert Marshall — Hepburn  has  never  meant  too  much 

to  our  patrons,  but  this  one  did  a  fair  business  and, 
generally  speaking,  pleased.  Primarily  a  woman's picture,  the  few  knocks  received  were  from  the 
patrons  of  the  sterner  sex.  Running  time,  88  min- 

utes. Played  January  13-14. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Ava- 
lon Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural 

patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea — One  of  Fox's  happier  moments  this  season. 
A  good  picture.  Played  January  14-16. — L.  A.  Irwin, Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple— Shirley  is  slipping.— 
R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.  Gen- eral patronage. 

GIRLS'  DORMITORY:  Simone  Simon— Excellent 
production,  acting  good,  plenty  of  action.  Held  the 
interest  of  our  patrons  from  beginning  to  end.  Good 
for  any  theatre,  anywhere.  Drew  well.  Played  Janu- 

ary 2. — George  Lodge,  Green  Lantern  Theatre,  Clay- 
mont, Del.   Small  town  patronage. 

KING  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Robert  Kent, 
Rosalind  Keith — Poor.  Weak  plot.  Robert  Kent  not 
very  convincing.  Continuity  of  the  story  very  jumpy. 
Failed  to  please  an  action-loving  crowd.  Running 
time,  60  minutes.  Played  January  22-23. — Wayne  T. 
Jenkins,  Peoples  and  the  New  Lee  Theatres,  Pleas- 

ant Hill  and  Lee's  Summit,  Mo.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 
KING  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Robert  Kent, 

Rosalind  Keith — Good  western. — Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Loretta  Young, 
Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon — Terrible. — R.  V. 
Fletcher.  Lyric  Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.  General 
patronage. 
LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Loretta  Young,  Janet  Gaynor, 

Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon — Here  is  a  prize 
package  that  I  don't  want  to  miss  making  a  report on.  One  of  the  poorest  excuses  for  a  picture  that  I 
have  seen  for  a  long  time.  The  highly  advertised 
Simone  Simon  was  terrible.  When  she  opened  her 
mouth  all  that  could  be  heard  was  an  indistinct  mum- 

ble. One  more  picture  like  this  and  I  think  she'll  be all  ready  to  be  shipped  back  to  France.  On  top  of  it 
all  Fox  put  this  in  the  top  allocation.  Add  to  that 
the  poor  business  and  the  razzing  I  got  from  the  few 
customers  that  did  come,  and  it  sure  was  a  headache 
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to  me.    Played   December  29— B.   Hollenbeck,  Rose 
Theatre,  Sumas,  Wash.    Small  town  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Loretta  Young,  Janet  Gaynor, 
Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon— Gets  by  one  day 
only.— Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

LITTLE  MISS  NOBODY:  Jane  Withers— Here  is  a 
natural  in  anyone's  theatre;  if  she  is  not,  there  is 
something  the  matter.  The  best  little  actress  on  the 
screen.— Mary  Purcell,  Muse-U  Theatre,  Cortez,  Col. 
General  patronage. 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION:  Sonja  Henie— Pleasing  pic- 
ture, but  no  drawing  power.  You  will  have  to  think 

up  some  ideas  to  get  them  in.— C.  M.  Hartman,  Lib- 
erty Theatre,  Carnegie,  Okla.    Small  town  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche— Good  en- 
tertainment.—R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harting- 

ton,  Neb.    General  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche— Marvelous 
color  and  a  story  that  held  and  satisfied  even  if  the 
ending  was  sad.  Played  January  10-11. — P.  G.  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche— Excellent. 
Good  for  two  days  in  small  town,  more  in  key  spots.— 
Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— 
Poor  entertainment.— R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre, 
Hartington,  Neb.    General  patronage. 

REUNION:  Jean  Hersholt,  Dionne  Quintuplets— Not 
another  "Country  Doctor"  by  any  means,  but  never- 

theless it  proved  good  entertainment  and  pulled  fairly 
well.  The  last  reel  provided  the  real  kick  of  the  pic- 

ture, with  the  Quints  doing  their  stuff  for  the  amuse- 
ment of  the  patrons.  Running  time,  80  minutes. 

Played  January  10-12. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon 
Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- ronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— A 
decided  flop  with  us  and  no  reason  apparent.  Just 
any  picture  would  have  done  as  well,  and  Christmas 
Day  at  that.  Yes,  only  a  one-day  booking  to  boot. 
It  seemed  an  okay  picture  from  an  entertainment 
standpoint.  Played  December  25.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter— Good  entertainment.— R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric 
Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.    General  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter— Just  one  a  day  play.  Gets  by  okay.— Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

STAR  FOR  A  NIGHT:  Jane  Darwell,  Claire  Trevor 
—Good  programmer.— Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

STATE  FAIR:  Will  Rogers— While  we  did  not  do 
as  well  on  this  as  on  the  other  reissue,  "A  Connecti- 

cut Yankee,"  it  still  drew  above  average  business.  The 
quality  of  this  picture  is  too  well  known  for  any 
further  comment  from  me.  I  am  merely  reporting  on 
this  picture  to  tell  the  folks  that  Will  Rogers'  pictures 
still  draw  above  average  at  this  theatre. — J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple— Shirley's  best  in 
some  time.  Only  fair  business  due  to  cold  wave. — 
C.  M.  Hartman,  Liberty  Theatre,  Carnegie,  Okla. 
Small  town  patronage. 

36  HOURS  TO  KILL:  Brian  Donlevy,  Gloria  Stuart 
— An  above  the  average  comedy  drama  with  a  plot 
out  of  the  beaten  path  which  pleased  a  fair  average 
crowd  doubled  with  "Girl  on  the  Front  Page."— J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Myrna  Love,  Warner  ' Baxter— Poor   entertainment.— R.   V.    Fletcher,  Lyric 
Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.    General  patronage. 

TO  MARY— WITH  LOVE:  Warner  Baxter,  Myrna 
Loy — This  one  has  everything,  action,  comedy,  tragedy, 
love  quarrels,  and  about  as  much  in  in  as  two  ordi- 

nary pictures.  Pleased  everybody.  Played  January  16. 
— George  Lodge,  Green  Lantern  Theatre,  Claymont, 
Del.   Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER:  Warner  Baxter,  June  Lang- 
Skip  it  if  you  can.  At  best  it  can  only  be  used  as  the 
weak  half  of  a  double  bill.  Poorest  picture  with  this 
fine  star  we  have  ever  shown  and  patrons'  reactions were  decidedly  unfavorable.  No  business,  but  bad 
weather  no  doubt  accounted  for  a  part  of  the  poor  box 
office  showing.  Running  time,  64  minutes.  Played 
January  20-21. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre, 
Clatskanie,  Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

United  Artists 

BARBARY  COAST:  Miriam  Hopkins,  Edward  G. 
Robinson,  Joel  McCrea — A  very  interesting  story  of  the 
early  1850's,  in  California.  Due  to  cold  weather  and snow  blocked  roads  our  box  office  receipts  did  not 
fare  so  well.  However,  this  was  no  fault  of  the  pic- 

ture. Those  that  saw  it  were  pleased  with  it.  Run- 
ning time,  90  minutes.  Played  January  8-9. — J.  John- 
son, Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small 

town  patronage. 

GARDEN  OF  ALLAH,  THE:  Marlene  Dietrich, 
Charles  Boyer — Very  glad  that  U.  A.  took  this  one 
out  on  Friday  and  Saturday,  January  22-23,  and  gave 
it  to  me  this  date.  It's  all  right  for  a  certain  class of  which  we  have  few.  The  color  is  beautiful,  but  the 
story  doesn't  appeal  to  country  folk  who  come  out for  entertainment.  It  is  okay  for  Bank  Night  and 
by  chance  I  got  it  on  Bank  Night.  Running  time,  91 
minutes.  Played  January  12. — S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis 
Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- ronage. 

GARDEN  OF  ALLAH,  THE:  Marlene  Dietrich, 
Charles  Boyer — Color  and  acting  good,  but  the  story 
is  out  of  date  and  people  do  not  care  for  it.  Pleased 
about  35  per  cent.  Running  time,  78  minutes.  Played 
January  17-19.— M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre, 
McMinnville,  Ore.    Local  patronage. 

GAY  DESPERADO,  THE:  Nino  Martini,  Leo  Car- 
rillo,  Ida  Lupino — As  far  as  our  patrons  are  concerned, 
Leo  Carillo  was  the  star  of  this  picture.  Good  enter- 

tainment that  pleased,  but  failed  to  pull  the  payees. 
It  is  only  fair  to  mention  that  weather  conditions 
were  bad  and  no  doubt  held  the  gross  to  a  minimum. 
Running  time,  86  minutes.  Played  January  17-19.— 
M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  MOHICANS,  THE:  Randolph  Scott, 
Binnie  Barnes — This  was  a  very  good  picture  and 
something  different,  but  the  Indians  were  not  very 
convincing.  Something  like  a  lot  of  kids  get  up. 
Business  fair.  Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played  Janu- 

ary 1-2.— Beatty  &  Johnston,  Crescent  Theatre,  Red 
Dear,  Alberta,  Canada.  Small  town  and  country  pat- ronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  MOHICANS,  THE:  Randolph  Scott, 
Binnie  Barnes — Good  in  its  day,  but  now  a  pro- 

grammer.—Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  Gen- eral patronage. 

ONE  RAINY  AFTERNOON:  Francis  Lederer,  Ida 
Lupino — Good  programmer. — Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

STRIKE  ME  PINK:  Eddie  Cantor,  Ethel  Merman- 
Our  audiences  simply  roared  at  this  comedy.  Pleased 
100  per  cent.  Eddie  Cantor  at  his  best.  Running  time, 
100  minutes.  Played  January  1-2. — J.  Johnson,  Sons 
of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THESE  THREE:  Merle  Oberon,  Miriam  Hopkins, 
Joel  McCrea — A  fine  picture  that  pleased  all  who  saw 
it.  Sold  too  high,  not  giving  the  exhibitor  a  chance. 
Business  fair.  Running  time,  93  minutes.  Played 
January  7-9.— Beatty  &  Johnston,  Crescent  Theatre, 
Red  Deer,  Alberta,  Canada.  Small  town  and  country 
patronage. 

Universal 

GIRL  ON  THE  FRONT  PAGE,  THE:  Gloria 
Stuart,  Edmund  Lowe — A  snappy  interesting  newspa- 

per yarn  that  makes  for  popular  appeal,  but  I  will  be 
a  little  super-critical  for  the  moment.  Edmund  Lowe 
was  an  up-to-the-minute  newspaper  editor  and  he 
should  have  known  that  a  confession  extracted  by 
torture  would  not  hold  before  the  law.  This  did  a 
fair  average  doubled  with  "36  Hours  to  Kill." — J.  E. Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

LUCKIEST  GIRL  IN  THE  WORLD:  Jane  Wyatt, 
Louis  Hayward — A  very  good  program  picture  and 
well  liked.  Running  time,  74  minutes.  Played  Janu- 

ary 14. — M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre,  McMinn- 
ville, Ore.    Local  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole  Lom- 
bard— A  dandy  comedy  cleverly  played  by  a  popular 

cast.  Carole  never  better.  Played  December  31-Janu- 
ary  1. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 
General  patronage. 

NOBODY'S  FOOL:  Edward  Everett  Horton,  Glenda 
Farrell — Played  on  a  double  bill.  The  best  Edward 
Everett  Horton  ever  made  as  a  top  star.  Pleased  100 
per  cent.  Many  compliments.  Good  for  any  day  in 
the  week.  Good  program  pictures  are  pleasing  my 
patrons  more  than  the  Big  Specials,  which  are  mostly 
big  in  price.  Played  December  23. — H.  H.  Daniels, 
Nu-Era  Theatre,  Oswego,  Kan.    General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March— Costume 
picture.  Good  of  its  kind.  You  won't  break  any  rec- ords with  this  one. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

BIG  NOISE,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Warren  Hull- 
Good  programmer. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable- 
Excellent.  Extra  playing  time. — Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE,  THE:  Errol 
Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland — Packed  them  in  the  first 
night  with  CCC  boys.  The  town  people,  however,  were 
most  enthusiastic  about  it.  Played  January  23-24. — 
Harold  C.  Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

GIVE  ME  YOUR  HEART:  Kay  Francis,  George 
Brent — A  very  fine  heart  interest  drama.  Try  to  ar- 

range your  program  that  as  many  of  your  patrons 
as  possible  see  this  from  the  start.  I  have  a  minor 
fault  to  find.  In  the  trailer  they  show  Kay  Francis 
and  George  Brent  in  bed  together  as  if  they  had  re- 

tired lor  the  night,  which  to  me  was  carrying  sex  appeal 
a  little  too  far,  even  though  the  couple  were  portrayed 
as  being  married  in  the  picture  itself.  You  see  that 
Brent  is  in  his  dressing  gown  when  he  lies  down 
beside  Kay  Francis,  but  at  that  I  believe  that  as  por- 

trayed it  is  still  a  little  too  sexy  to  satisfy  the  Legion 
of  Decency.  The  picture  did  not  need  this  extra  pep- 

ping up;  it  is  a  very  fine  drama  without  this  scene. 
Business  on  this  was  above  average. — J.  E.  Stocker, 
Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood  pat- ronage. 

GIVE  ME  YOUR  HEART:  Kay  Francis,  George 
Brent — Good  picture. — Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

I  MARRIED  A  DOCTOR:  Pat  O'Brien,  Josephine 
Hutchinson — A  story  based  on  "Main  Street."  Heard a  lot  of  favorable  comments  on  this  picture.  The  popu- 

larity of  the  author  and  the  cast  of  stars  pulled  them 
in  for  us.  Running  time,  83  minutes.  Played  Decem- 

ber 25-26. — J.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Am- 
brose, N.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

POLO  JOE:  Joe  E.  Brown— Pleased  about  80  per 
cent.  Not  his  best  picture  by  any  means,  but  right 
down  the  alley  for  a  small  town.  Running  time,  65 
minutes.  Played  January  10-12. — Wayne  T.  Jenkins, 
Peoples  and  the  New  Lee  Theatres,  Pleasant  Hill  and 
Lee's  Summit,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

FALSE  ALARMS:  3  Stooges— A  hilarious  riot  of 
mirth,  meant  to  drive  away  all  your  troubles. — Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

HOLD  'EM  COWBOY:  New  World  of  Sports  Series 
— A  good  western  subject.  Plenty  of  action. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

(Continued  on  following  page) 

Easy— When  you  use  THE  ONLY nation-wide  AIR  EXPRESS 

More  producers  and  exhibitors  than  you  think 
beat  the  town  through  super-speed  Air  Express. 
Hard  not  to,  when 

1.  Nation-wide  Air  Express  makes  day  and 
night  deliveries  direct  to  216  key  cities 
in  the  United  States,  to  Honolulu,  Manila, 
and  32  Latin- American  countries. 

2.  Connects  at  hundreds  of  junction  points 
with  fast  Railway  Express  trains. 

3.  Picks  up  and  delivers,  door-to-door, 
promptly,  without  extra  charge,  in  all 
cities  and  principal  towns. 
One  organization.  One  responsibility. 
One  waybill. 

Write  for  "How  to  Profit  with  Air  Express".  Ad- dress General  Sales  Department,  Railway  Express 
Agency,  230  Park  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y.  For 
service,  phone  any  Railway  Express  office. 

MR  EXPRESS 

DIVISION 

Railway  express  A  ci  e n.  c  y 
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STOP,  LOOK  AND  GUESS:  New  World  of  Sport 
Series — An  unusual  game  of  guessing  sport  champions; 
the  audience  is  let  in  on  the  fun.  From  audience  re- 

action many  guessed  right,  at  any  rate  they  had  a 
good  ten  minutes  trying. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

TOURING  THE  SPORT  WORLD:  New  World  of 
Sport  Series — Columbia  knows  what  it's  all  about when  it  comes  to  short  subjects.  Best  shorts  on  the 
market. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

Educational 

ANY  OLD  PORT:  Buster  West,  Tom  Patricola— 
This  team  is  a  real  favorite  here  and  this  comedy  is 
as  good  as  any  of  their  past  offerings,  all  of  which 
have  been  above  the  average.  Running  time,  19  min- 

utes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie, 
Ore.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

BLUE  BLAZES:  Buster  Keaton— A  genuinely  funny 
Keaton  comedy. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 

cook, N.  H.   General  patronage. 

BOY,  OH  BOY:  Two-Reel  Comedies— A  fair  amount 
of  laughs  in  this  one. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage. 

KIKO  AND  THE  HONEY  BEARS:  Paul  Terry- 
Toons — Average  cartoon.  Kiko  is  a  poor  effort  to 
capitalize  on  the  Popeye  antics. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage. 

PARKED  IN  PAREE:  Buster  West,  Tom  Patricola 
— This  team  needs  better  material.  They  woud  be  a 
knockout  with  better  stuff  to  work  with. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage. 

PLAY!  GIRLS:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— An  excel- 
lent number  in  this  series.  Features  an  all  girl  or- 

chestra and  some  clever  gals  entertain. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

WACKY  FAMILY,  THE:  Tim  and  Irene— It's  hard to  see  how  anyone  can  consider  this  troupe  funny; 
they're  just  plain  silly,  or  is  it  crazy?  A  few  laughs 
along  the  way  but  darn  few. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.   General  patronage. 

Metro-Sold  wyn-Mayer 

ARBOR  DAY:  Our  Gang— A  good  Gang  comedy.— 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

AT  SEA  ASHORE:  Patsy  Kelly  Comedy— A  good 
comedy,  lacking  only  that  unforgettable  Thelma  Todd. 
Lucky  they  aren't  continuing  this  series,  as  Thelma 
sure  left  an  awful  gap. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  HEADLINES:  Pete  Smith  Speciality 
— An  interesting  and  instructive  short  showing  how 
transoceanic  photo  service  works. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N'.  H.   General  patronage. 
BORED  OF  EDUCATION:  Our  Gang  effort;  a 

good  start  for  the  new  series  of  single  reel  Our  Gangs. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

CREW  RACING:  M-G-M  Sports  Parade— A  good 
sporting  subject. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 

cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

DARE  DEVILTRY:  M-G-M  Sports  Parade— Ex- 
cellent subject.  Features  several  stunt  performers  at 

their  work. —  L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.   General  patronage. 

FOOL  PROOF:  Crime  Doesn't  Pay  Series— Okay 
action  short  from  this  popular  series. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  patronage. 

HARNESSED  RHYTHM:  M-G-M  Sports  Parade— 
A  good  horse  training  subject.  Interesting  for  anyone. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

HOW  TO  BE  A  DETECTIVE:  M-G-M  Miniatures 
— Another  okay  Robert  Benchley  short. — L.  A.  Irwint 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  patronage. 

HOW  TO  BEHAVE:  M-G-M  Miniatures— Robert 
Benchley  is  great  in  this  funny  novelty  short. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  pat- ronage. 

HOW  TO  TRAIN  A  DOG:  M-G-M  Miniatures— A 
comical  and  entertaining  short  with  Robert  Benchley. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

IMPORTANT  NEWS:  M-G-M  Miniatures— About 
the  best  short  the  late  'Chic'  Sale  gave  us.  Interest- ing and  possibly  worthy  of  exploitation  mention  is 
the  fact  James  Stewart  appears  with  Chic  in  this  one. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

JAPAN  IN  CHERRY  BLOSSOM  TIME:  Fitz- 
Patrick  Travel  Talks— A  good  color  travelogue. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  pat- ronage. 

JONKER  DIAMOND:  M-G-M  Miniatures— So  sim- 
ilar to  a  scene  in  Fox's  "15  Maiden  Lane"  that  the 

edge  was  all  worn  off  it.  Good  enough,  otherwise. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

NEW  SHOES:  Tabloid  Musicals— An  agreeable  nov- 
elty that  was  well  liked.  Arthur  Lake  and  Jean  Chat- 

burn  featured. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 
cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

ORIENTAL  PARADISE:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks 
— A  very  fine  colored  travel. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  The- 

atre, Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

PUBLIC  PAYS,  THE:  Crime  Doesn't  Pay  Series- 
Average  for  the  series;  not  the  best. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

RURAL  MEXICO:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks— Usual 
good  FitzPatrick  color  travelogue. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Pal- 

ace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

TABLE  TENNIS:  M-G-M  Sports  Parade— A  good 
short  that  is  unusual  in  its  selection  of  one  of  the 
lesser  known  games  as  its  subjects. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Pal- 

ace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

VIOLETS  IN  SPRING:  Musical  Comedies— This 
musical  comedy  was  mostly  studio  effects;  more  mus- 

ical numbers  would  improve  the  series  in  the  future. 
One  dance  team  routine  okay.  Color  would  also  help. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

WANTED— A  MASTER:  Pete  Smith  Specialties— 
An  excellent  Pete  Smith  reel  about  a  very  lovable  dog 
looking  for  a  master.  Original,  clever  and  entertain- 

ing.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.  Gen- eral patronage. 

Paramount 

HAWAIIAN  BIRDS:  Color  Classics— A  dandy  color 
cartoon. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N. 
H.  General  patronage. 

LITTLE  STRANGER:  Color  Classics— The  finest 
thing  I've  ever  seen  in  color  and  never  have  I  heard 
heavier  applause  (I  ask  my  people  to  bear  down  a  bit 
when  they  see  something  they  especially  like).  Running 
time,  10  minutes.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre, 
Limerick,  Maine.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

LITTLE  SWEE'  PEA:  Popeye  the  Sailor— The  best 
Popeye  yet  and  that's  something.  Running  time,  7 
minutes.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick, 
Maine.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL:  No.  4— Excellent  as 
these  pictures  usually  are.— C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

SPORTING  PALS:  Grantland  Rice  Sportlights— An 
unusual  short,  featuring  of  all  things  a  group  of  pet 
otters.  Deserves  a  billing  and  will  please  in  any  situa- 

tion. Running  time,  10  minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington, 
Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

WE  DID  IT:  Betty  Boop— Just  a  cartoon.  Run- 
ning time,  seven  minutes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon 

Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- ronage. 

RKO  Radio 

DEADLY  FEMALES:  Struggle  to  Live  Series— An 
excellent  and  interesting  nature  reel.  Educational  and 
entertaining. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

FEUX  THE  CAT  AND  THE  GOOSE  THAT 
LAID  THE  GOLDEN  EGG:  Rainbow  Parade  Car- 

toons— Another  pleasing  color  worth  playing. — Har- 
land Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario  Canada. 

General  patronage. 

LALAPALOOSA:  Headliner  Series— This  boy, 
Buddy  Doyle,  gave  the  customers  a  real  treat  with 
his  clever  impersonations.  Plenty  of  comment  and 
when  can  we  see  more  of  him?  Running  time,  16 
minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clats- 

kanie, Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  No.  4— Nothing  to  rave  about 
in  this  issue.  Most  of  our  patrons  find  this  series 
dull.  Definitely  not  worth  the  increased  rental. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 
MARCH  OF  TIME:  No.  5— The  best  of  the  bunch 

so  far. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME:  This  glorified  newsreel  goes 
over  very  mildly  in  this  situation,  but  believe  as  more 
issues  are  shown,  will  build  up  interest.  Running  time, 
20  minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clats- 

kanie, Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

ONE  LIVE  GHOST:  Leon  Errol— Our  patrons 
chuckled  plenty  over  this  one.  Running  time,  19  min- 

utes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie, 
Ore.  Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

SINGING  WHEELS:  Sports  With  Bill  Corum— 
Average  sport  reel.  Racing  cars  again  are  the  treatise. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

TROLLEY  AHOY:  Rainbow  Parade  Cartoons— One 
of  the  best  of  the  colored  cartoons.  The  Molly  Moo 
Cows  were  also  excellent. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre, 
Anamosa,  Iowa.  General  patronage. 

VOCALIZING:  Edgar  Kennedy  Comedies— We  must say  this  is  a  distinctly  novel  and  quite  funny  comedy, 
but  where  is  Edgar's  family,  Florence  Lake  and  all 
the  others?  Our  folks  liked  them  lots. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 
HONG  KONG  HIGHLIGHTS:  Magic  Carpet  Series 

— Average  travelogue  lacking  the  advantage  of  color. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY'S  FIRE  BRIGADE:  Mickey  Mouse— This 
and  Popeye  (Little  Swee'  Pea)  saved  the  show  from 
a  flop  when  run  with  "Garden  of  Allah."  It's  a  wow. 
Running  time,  7  minutes. — S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  The- 

atre, Limerick,  Maine.  Small  town  and  rural  patron- 
age. 

TOBY  TORTOISE  RETURNS:  Silly  Symphonies- 
Got  the  laughs  so  we'll  call  it  a  success.  Running 
time,  eight  minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  The- 

atre, Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

Warner  Vitaphone 

BACKYARD  BROADCAST,  THE:  Broadway  Brevi- 
ties— These  are  really  wonderful  kid  dancers,  singers, 

etc.,  in  this  and  it's  swell  entertainment  for  any  pro- 
gram. Running  time,  21  minutes. — Roy  W.  Adams, 

Mason  Theatre,  Mason,  Mich.   Small  town  patronage. 

CLYDE  LUCAS  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody  Mas- 
ters— Good  music,  dancing  and  singing.  Book  it. — D. 

E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small  town 
patronage. 

DON'T  LOOK  NOW:  Merrie  Melodies— An  excellent 
colored  cartoon  about  Valentine's  Day. — C.  L.  Niles, 
Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.   General  patronage. 

OILY  BIRD,  THE:  Ken  Murray— A  very  good 
slapstick  comedy. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Ana- 

mosa, Iowa.   General  patronage. 

OUNCE  OF  INVENTION,  AN:  Vitaphone  Novel- 
ties— Very  poor.  Not  an  ounce  of  entertainment  in  it. 

Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl 
Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

PICTORIAL  REVIEW:  Not  so  good.  The  last  part 
in  color  is  all  that  saves  this  from  being  very  dull. 
Running  time,  one  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl 
Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kansas.   Small  town  patronage. 

PIGS  IS  PIGS:  Merrie  Melodies— A  good  colored 
cartoon. — C.  L.  Niles,  Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

PORKY  OF  THE  NORTHWOODS:  Tooney  Tunes 
— An  excellent  black  and  white  cartoon. — C.  L.  Niles, 
Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronge. 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM  F.  MORRIS 

(C.  P.A.) 

Telia  all  the  facta  about 
your  buaineaa  each  week. 

•  Payroll  data  for  Social  Security  Taxes. 
•  Profit  at  a  glance — Daily  or  Weekly. 
•  All    expenses    deducted — Including  Rent, 

Taxes  and  Depreciation. 

•  Complete  record  of  advance  bookings. 
•  Itemized  Schedule  of  All  Assets  and  Equip- 

ment with  Table  of  Depreciation  Rates. 

•  Does  not  require  a  bookkeeper  to  handle  it. 

<£0    ENOUGH  FOR  A  FULL 
YEAR'S  BOOKKEEPING 

QUICLEY  BOOKSHOP 

ROCKEFELLER  CENTER,  NEW  YORK 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  January  23,  1937, 

from  96  theatres  in  17  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,1  19,810,  a  decrease  of 

$147,431  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  January  23,  1937,  when  107 

theatres  in  18  large  cities  aggregated  $1,267,241. 

(Copyright,  1937.    Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without    specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

Theatres 

Boston 

Boston                    3.246  3Sc-7Sc 

Fenway                   1,382  .10c-50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c-65c 

Loew's  Orpheum.  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State         3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan            4,332  35c -75c 

Paramount               1,793  25c-50c 

Buffalo 

Current  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   22,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

Previous  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"..  26,000 
(Univ.)  (on  stage:  Benny  Fields and  Sally  Rand) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   6,000 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.) "God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  5,800 

(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 

"The  Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  20,000      "Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.). 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  17,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  15,800 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
"Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)   23,000 

(on  stage:  Fred  Waring  and  Band) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  8,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 

18,000 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  20,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(1st  week) 
"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  18,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(1st  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  40,000 

(on  stage;  Fred  Waring  and  Orch.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   8,900 "Easy  to  Take"  (Para.) 

Buffalo   ..  3,489 30c-50c 15,000 

6,000 
3,000 

25c (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)  and.... 
"Here  Comes  Carter"  (F.N.) 

Great  Lakes  . . .  3,000 25c-40c 
(2nd  week) 9,000 

2,500 25c -40c "Camille"  (MGM)   
7,500 

...  3,300 25c 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and. . 
"Mysterious  Crossing"  (Univ.) 8,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  19,000 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   15,000 (1st  week) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  6,200 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.)  and   6,000 
"Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic) 

Chicago 
1,400 35c -65c 

4,000 35c-75c 

.  900 35c-65c 

3,490 35c -55c 

2,509 35c-75c 

1,591 35c-75c 

2,776 20c -40c 

United  Artists.. .  1,700 35c -75c 

Cleveland 
Allen   3,330 30c -42c 

3,800 30c -42c 

RKO  Palace  ... .  3,100 30c -60c 

3,400 30c-42c 

1,900 30c-42c 

Denver 
Aladdin    1,500  25c-50c 

Broadway    1,500  25c-40c 

Denham    1,500  25c-40c 

Denver    2,500  25c -50c 

Orpheum    2,600  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,000  25c-40c 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   6,000 (2nd  week) 
"Great  Guy"  tGrand  National)....  30,000 

(on  stage:  Milt  Briton  and  Orch.) 
"One  in  a  Million"    7,900 

(20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Smart  Blonde"  (F.N.)   15,000 

(plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   28,600 
(on  stage:   Jane  Withers) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  14.700 
(W.B.) 

"Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.)   16,600 (plus  stage  show) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  12,000 (4th  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,000 

'Lloyds  of  London"    13,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  17,000 
(plus   stage  show) 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    15,000 

"Camille"   (MGM)    5,500 

'Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    3,500 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)  and..  3,000 
(3 -day  roadshow) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 
and  "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) (4  days) 

"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  4,000 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   8,500 
(phis  stage  band) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  5,300 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  3,000 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-  Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   8,500 (1st  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th-Cent.  Fox)  33,500 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   5,800 

"Jungle   Princess"    (Para.)   16,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Woman  Alone"  (GB)   28,300 
(on  stage:  George  White's  Scandals) 

"Lloyds  of  London"   12,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.)   15,000 
(plus  stage  revue) 

'After   the   Thin   Man"    (MGM)..  16,500 (3rd  week) 

"White  Hunter"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,000 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  16,000 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)......  24,000 
(on  stage :  Jane  Withers) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    15,000 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   7,500 (2nd  week) 

"Gold  Diggers  of  1937"  (W.B.)....  2,500 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)....  2,000 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    4,000 (3rd  week) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)....  12,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Unit) "Camille"   (MGM)    and   8,000 "Mad  Holiday"  (MGM) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  4,000 
"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  193S) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  12-5  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  1 

"Abdul  the  Damned" 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur" 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann" 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes" 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement" 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"  
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"  
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"., 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  | "Half  Angel"  J 

High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty".. 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  1 "Unknown  Woman'  ] 

High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"  
(plus  stage  show) 

Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"  
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  j 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J 

4,000 8,000 

2,500 
37,000 
5,500 

25,000 

9,000 

24,500 

7,500 56,000 

14,000 

15,000 

4,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man".. 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier".. 
High  12-5  "Tarzan  Escapes"  Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and 

"Dog  of  Flanders" 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and 

"Her  Master's  Voice" 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  1 "My  Marriage"  j 

High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  president's  Mystery"  j 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon" 

27,200 

6,600 10,001 

3,800 23,500 

4,900 
17,200 

3,800 

17,100 

3,800 

High  9-12  "Girls'  Dormitory   11,000 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"   10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"   3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story".  10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"...   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 
High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 

(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 
Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  1 "My  Heart  Is  Calling"    ]  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 

(50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"....  300 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13,000 
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band"..  1,500 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   17,000 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 
High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

Hollywood 
Chinese   

Pantages   . . 
2,500  30c-55c 

3,000  30c-65c 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo    1,100  25c-40c 

Circle    2,800  25c -40c 

Loew's    2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric    2,000  25c-40c 

Kansas  City 
Mainstreet    3,100  25c-40c 

Midland    4,000  25c-40c 

Newman    1,900  25c-40c 

Tower   2,090  25c-35c 

Uptown   2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeles 

Four  Star    900  30c-55c 

Hillstreet    2,700  30c-65c 

Loew's  State         2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount    3,596  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 
Century    1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota    4,000  25c-55c 

RKO  Orpheum...  2,900  25c -40c 

State    2,300  25c-40c 

World    400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol    2,547 

His  Majesty's....  1,700 

Loew's 3,115 

25c -60c 

25c-50c 

Palace   ,          2,600  25c-65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Capitol                    4,700  25c-85c 

Criterion                 1,700  25c-75c 

Paramount              3.700  25c-85c 

Rialto                       594  25c-55c 

Rivoli                     2,200  25c-99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c -$1.65 

Roxy                       6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                     3,000  40c-99c 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  11,747 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 
"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  6,500 
and   "She's   Dangerous"  (Univ.) 

'Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"   10,250 
(W.B.)    and    "Smart    Blonde"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,500 (2nd  week) 
"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,200 
"The  Woman  Alone"  (GB) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   6,000 
"The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   7,8 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  12,100 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   8,500 
"Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  7,300 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart   Girls"   (Univ.)   5,400 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   4,667 

"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"   7,000 
(Radio)  and  "She's  Dangerous"  (Univ.) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  15,696 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   18,100 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"   10,750 
(W.B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

'Camille"  (MGM)    3,000 

'Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.).. 

8,000 'Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"....  5,500 (W.B.) 
'King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.)  and....  2,500 
'Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'Three  Smart  Girls' 
(4th  week) 

(Univ.)   1,500 

"The   Plainsman"    (Para.)   7,000 (2nd  week) 
"Forget  Me  Not"  (British)  and....  4,000 
"Trapped  in  the  Alps"  (British) 

25c-60c      "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.)   11,000 
(on  stage:  Olsen  and  Johnson) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  10,500 
and  "Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  8,500 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

"Camille"    (MGM)    65,000 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   8,000 (4th  week) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   40,000 (plus  stage  show)   (2nd  week) 

"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   9,000 
"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   16,500 (2nd  week) 
"Lloyds   of   London"   73,500 20th  Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) (2nd  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   60,000 (on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   15,000 (2nd  week) 

'The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  13,529 
'Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
'Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  8,000 
"The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

'Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"..  16,800 
(W.  B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) (1st  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,200 
(1st  week) 

"Winterset"  (Radio)  and   4,500 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 
"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)   6,000 

(3  days)  (55c-$1.10) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  5,000 

(4  days-return  engagement) 
"Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.)   8,500 

(plus  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  7,300 

"Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  13,500 "Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  7,400 

"Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)   6,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   2,500 
(3  days-3rd  week) 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"   (MGM)   5,500 (55c-$1.10— 2-a-day)  (4  days) 

"Carnival  in  Flanders"   4,419 
(Amer.-Tobis) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and  10,500 
"The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  17,993 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    25,500 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"....  14,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) (1st  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   7,000 

"Camille"  (MGM)    11,000 

"Come  and  Get  It"  (U.A.)   4,500 

"Here  Comes  Carter"  (F.N.)  and..  3,000 
"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   3,300 
(3rd  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   12,000 
(1st  week) 

"The     Man     Who     Could     Work  6,000 
Miracles"  (U.A.)  and  "Land  With- 

out Music"  (General) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)   13,000 
(on  stage:  Leon  Errol  and  revue) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  9,000 
(2nd  week) 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)  and  5,500 
"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio) (2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   25,000 
(4th  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   10,000 
(3rd  week) 

"The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   60,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM)..  7,800 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   21,000 
(1st  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    87,000 
(20th  Century-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

(1st  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"    36,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (on  stage:  Marty  May) 

(3rd  week) 
"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   28,000 

(1st  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4,900 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  | "Yellowstone"  j  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  f "Great  God  Gold"  J  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  ( "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  )  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 

High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  S-25-35  "Goin'  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"   14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"  (6  days)   9,113 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  \ "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  ] "Woman  Wise"  J  25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   35,000 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"...  9,126 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls".......  9,000 (2nd  week) 
Low  1-30-37  "Camille"    3,000 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"   31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby  Sing"   8,000 
Low  1-30-37  "King  of  Hockey"  and  1 "Career  Woman"                ]  2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private   Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  1 "Two's  Company"  J  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  ) (John  Boles  on  stage)  |  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  ) "Baby  Face  Harrington"  )  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  j "Mister  Cinderella"  |  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  I "Guard  That  Girl"  I  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  ( and  "East  of  Java"         j  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"   10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 

High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 

Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"   60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6,100 
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Theatres Current  Week 

Picture 

Previous  Week 

Gross  Picture Gross 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

Oklahoma  City 

Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  10c -55c 

Liberty    1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 

Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum    3,000  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,900  25c-55c 

Philadelphia 

Aldine    1,400  40c-65c 

Boyd    2,400  40c-55c 

Earle    2,000  25c-55c 

Fox    3,000  40c-65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's    2,000  30c -50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700      30c -50c 

Portland,  Ore. 

Blue  Mouse   1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum    1,700  30c-40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...     945  30c-40c 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    2,000 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   6,000 

"The  Man  Who  Lived  Again"  (GB)  2,100 
and  "The  Girl  of  the  Ozarks"  (Para.) (4  days) 

"Straight  from  the  Shoulder"  ....  1,100 
(Para.)  and  "Make  Way  for  a  Lady" (Radio)  (4  days) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   2.S0O 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  4,800 
'Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.B.)  and........  6,800 
'Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  8,700 
(W.B.)  and  "Let's  Make  a  Million" (Para.) 

"Charge    of    the    Light    Brigade"  7,200 
(W.B.)     and     "Easy     to  Take" (Para.)  (8  davs) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   11,000 

"Camille"  (MGM)    19,000 
(8  days -2nd  week) 

"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  19,500 
(on  stage:  Fred  Waring  and  Band) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  15,000 
(W.B.    (pius  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from   Paris"   (Radio)..  2,700 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   2,900 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   17,000 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"   6,300 
(20th  Cent. -Fox) 

'Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
'Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

(3rd  week) 
'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,000 
'Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (2nd  week) 

'Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic)...  6,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

'Banjo  on  My  Knee"   6,000 
(20th  Cent. -Fox)  and  "In  His 
Steps"  Grand  National)  (2nd  week) 
'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  8,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) (2nd  week) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   7,000 

"Hideaway  Girl"  (Para.)   2,600 

"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,000 

"Wedding  Present"  (Para.)   2,300 
(4  days)  (10c-40c) "Without  Orders"  (Radio)  and....  1,300 

"I'd  Give  My  Life"  (Para.) 
(3  days) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,200 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  4,700 
"Come  Closer,  Folks"  (Col.) 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)   2,800 
(2  days)  (5Sc-$1.10-2-a-day) "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"...  5,000 

(W.B.)    and    "15    Maiden  Lane" (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   7,500 "Smart  Money"  (W.B.) 

"Camille"  (MGM)  and   7,200 
"Mister  Cinderella"  (MGM) 

"Wings  of  the  Morning"    5,000 (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (6  days) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    23,000 

(1st  week) 
"Crack    Up"    (20th    Cent.-Fox)....  14,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)....  17,000 
(on  stage:  James  Melton  and  revue) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   2,900 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  3,300 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   12,000 (2nd  week) 
"Smart  B'onde"  (W.B.)   6,000 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie"?  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(2nd  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and  7,950 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (1st  week) 

"Arizona  Mahoney"  (Para.)  and...  3,000 
"Here  Comes  Carter"  (F.N.) 

'Banjo  On  My  Knee"   8,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  "In  His  Steps" (Grand  National)   (1st  week) 
"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  9,300 
(W.B.)  and  "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) (1st  week) 

"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)   7,000 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,900 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  } and  "Crime  Doctor"        j  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  I 

j  1,500 

"I  Live  for  Love" 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife" 

8,800 

1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  I 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  J  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  I "The  First  Baby"               |  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  ( "She  Gets  Her  Man"        j  3,600 

High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"   21,150 
(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 

Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"   21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"   2,200 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"   1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low   5-11-35   "Stolen   Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"  
Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  1 "Chinatown  Squad"  | 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"   
Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  ) "Defense  Rests"  J 

High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss".. 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  i 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  j 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"  
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  ) "Big  Brown  Eyes"  J 

High  10-17  "Dods worth"  
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"  

8,500 

4,000 

12,000 

1,600 

9,500 
4,000 

11,500 

5,000 9,500 

4,000 

San  Francisco 

Embassy                    1,400  15c-40c 
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5,651  
15c-75c 

Golden  Gate            2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum                 2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount              2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis             1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield                 2,700  15c-75c 

"Mysterious  Crossing"  (Univ.)  and  3,200 "Conflict"  (Univ.) 

"Black   Legion"    (W.B.)    and   14,200 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  13,500 
(plus  vaudeville)  (2nd  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  6,800 
"Find  the  Witness"  (Col.)  (2nd  week) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  10,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)   (2nd  week) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,800 
'Hats  Off"  (Grand  National) 

"Garden   of   Allah"    (U.A.)   5,400 
(2nd  week) 

"Camille"    (MGM)    and   13,800 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

(2nd  week) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  5,500 "Yellow  Cargo"  (G.N.) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  17,000 
"King  of  Hockey"  (W.B.) 

(2nd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   19,500 
(plus  vaudeville)  (1st  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,500 "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.)  (1st  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  14,000 
(W.B.)     and    "Crack-Up"  (20th Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)  and   5,500 "Man  Betrayed"  (Republic)   (2nd  week) 
"Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)    7,000 (1st  week) 
"Camille"   (MGM)   and   16,500 "Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

(1st  week) 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"   7,500 
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  I 

"$1,000  a  Minute"  j  2,000 
High   1-16-37   "After   the  Thin   Man"  \ "King  of  Hockey"  J  29,000 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ( "Freckles"  j  4,000 
High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"   34,000 

(on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"   9,000 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  { 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  )  17,200 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  I 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  j  4,800 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"   23,000 
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) 

"All  the  King's  Horses"    J  8,500 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"   12,400 
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  |  4,400 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"   15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"   2,500 
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"   35,000 
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  )  12,000 
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PRODUCTIONS  IN  WORK 

TITLE 

COLUMBIA 

"Speed  Mad" 

"Racing  Luck" 

"A  New  Trail  Ahead" 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

"23J4  Hours  Leave" 

"Two  Shall  Meet" 

METRO-GOLD  WYN-MAYER 

•'Parnell" 

"Man  in  Her  House" 

PARAMOUNT 

"Souls  at  Sea" 

"Waikiki  Wedding" 

"Internes  Can't  Take  Money" 

"High,  Wide  and  Handsome" 

"I  Met  Him  in  Paris" 
RKO  RADIO 

"Stepping  Toes" 

"The  Outcasts  of  Poker 

Flats" TWENTIETH  CENT.-FOX 

"Cafe  Metropole" 

"Wee  Willie  Winkie" 

"Wake  Up  and  Live" 

"That  I  May  Live" 

"Midnight  Taxi" 

UNIVERSAL 

"Night  Key" 

"Wings  Over  Honolulu" 

"The  Road  Back" 

"The  Stones  Cry  Out" 

"California  Straight  Ahead" 

WARNER  BROTHERS- 
FIRST  NATIONAL 

"Dance,  Charlie,  Dance" 

"Talent  Scout" 

"Miracle  Mountain" 

"The  Singing  Marine" 

"Kid  Galahad" 

"Public  Wedding" 

WRITER  AND  DIRECTOR 

Original  screen  play,  Grace  Neville,  Fred  Niblo, 
Jr.   Director:  D.  Ross  Ledermann. 

Original,    Bert   Granet.     Screen   play,  Lambert 
Hillyer.    Director:  Lambert  Hillyer. 

Original,  Norman  Sheldon.     Screen  play,  Leslie 
Swabacker.    Director:  Leon  Barsha. 

Original,  Mary  Roberts  Rinehart.  Screen  play, 
Henry  McCarthy,  Harry  Ruskin.  Director: 
John  G.  Blystone. 

Original,  Carl  Brown,  Hinton  Smith.  Screen 
play,  Duncan  Mansfield,  Carroll  Graham. 
Director:  Duncan  Mansfield. 

From  the  play  by  Elsie  T.  Schauffler.  Screen 
play,  John  Van  Druten.  Director:  John  M. 
Stahl. 

From  the  play  by  H.  M.  Harwood.  Screen  play, 
Ernest  Vajda,  Hugh  Mills.  Director:  W.  S. 
Van  Dyke. 

Original,  Ted  Lesser.  Screen  play,  Grover  Jones. 
Director:  Henry  Hathaway. 

Original,  Frank  Butler,  Don  Hartman,  Walter 
DeLeon,  Francis  Martin.  Director:  Frank 
Tuttle. 

Director:  Al  Santell. 

Director:  Rouben  Mamoulian. 

Director:  Wesley  Ruggles. 

Original    story,    Leo    Loeb,    Harold  Buchman. 
Screen    play,    Allan    Scott,    Ernest  Pagano. 
Director:  Mark  Sandrich. 

From  the  short  story  by  Brete  Harte.  Director: 
Christy  Cabanne. 

Original    story,    Gregory    Ratoff.     Screen  play, 
Jacques  Duval.    Director:  Edward  H.  Griffith. 

Director:  John  Ford. 

Original  story,  Curtis  Kenyon.  Screen  play, 
Harry  Tugend,  Jack  Yellen.  Director:  Sidney Lanfield. 

Screen  play,  Ben  Markson,  William  Conselman. 
Director:     Allan  Dwan. 

Based  on  the  Borden  Chase  magazine  serial. 
Screen  play,  Kubec  Glasmon.  Director:  Eu- 

gene Forde. 

Original  story,  William  A.  Pierce.    Screen  play, 
Horace  McCoy,  John  Francis  Larkin.  Director: 
Lloyd  Corrigan. 

From  the  novel  by  Mildred  Cram.    Screen  play, 
Isabel  Dawn,  Boyce  DeGaw.    Director:  Henry 
C.  Potter. 

From  the  novel  by  Eric  Remarque.    Screen  play, 
R.  C.  Sherriff.    Director:  James  Whale. 

Original,   Richard   Wormser.     Director:  Harold Young. 
Original,  Herman  Boxer.     Screen  play,  Herman 
Boxer,  Scott  Darling.    Director:  Arthur  Lubin. 

From  an  outline  by  William  Jacobs.  Screen 
play,  Crane  Wilbur.  Director:  Frank  McDon- ald. 

Original,  George  Bilson.  Screen  play,  George 
Bilson,  William  Jacobs,  John  Pearson,  George 
Bricker.    Director:  Louis  King. 

Screen  play,  John  T.  Neville.  Director:  Noel 
Smith. 

Original,  Delmer  Daves.    Director:  Ray  Enright. 

From  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  story  by 
Francis  Wallace.  Screen  play,  Seton  L  Miller. 
Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

From  the  story  by  Houston  Branch.  Screen 
play,  Roy  Chanslor.    Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

CAST 

Rosalind  Keith,  Allen  Brook,  George  Ernest,  Joseph 
Sawyer,  J.  M.  Kerrigan,  Arthur  Loft,  Al  Hill,  Richard 
Terry,  Ray  Bennett,  Johnny  Tyrrell. 

Charles  Quigley,  Dorothy  Wilson,  Eddie  Nugent, 
Patricia  Farr,  Gene  Morgan,  John  Gallaudet,  Gordon 
Elliott,  Arthur  Aylesworth. 

Charles  Starrett,  Peggy  Stratford,  Edward  LeSaint, 
Charles  Middleton,  Hank  Bell,  Art  Mix. 

James  Ellison,  Terry  Walker,  Morgan  Hill,  Arthur 
Lake,  Paul  Harvey,  Wally  Maher,  Andy  Andrews, 
Pat  Gleason,  Murray  Alper,  John  Kelly,  Russell  Hicks, Ward  Bond. 

Eric  Linden,  Cecilia  Parker,  Roger  Imhof,  Dorothy 
Peterson.  Pedro  de  Cordoba,  Bernadene  Hayes,  Rollo 
Lloyd,  Spencer  Chartres,  Otto  Hoffman,  Jameson Thomas. 

Clark  Gable,  Mryna  Loy,  Edna  May  Oliver,  Billie 
Burke,  Edmund  Gwenn,  Montagu  Love,  Donald  Crisp, 
Alan  Marshall,  Berton  Churchill,  Brandon  Tynan, 
Neil  Fitzgerald,  Phylisi  Coghlan,  Pat  Moriarty,  Byron Russell. 

Jean  Harlow,  Robert  Taylor,  Una  O'Connor,  Reginald Owen,  E.  E.  Clive,  Henrietta  Crosman,  Maria  Shelton, 
Cora  Witherspoon,  Forrester  Harvey. 

Gary  Cooper,  George  Raft,  Frances  Dee,  Robert  Cum- 
mings,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Olympe  Bradna,  Gilbert 
Emery,  Porter  Hall,  Jamison  Thomas,  Beulah  Bondi. 

Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross, 
George  Barbier,  Lief  Erikson,  Grady  Sutton. 

Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel  McCrea,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Stanley 
Ridges,  Gaylord  Pendleton,  Irving  Bacon. 

Irene  Dunne.  Randolph  Scott,  Reginald  Owen,  Dorothy 
Lamour,  Charles  Bickford.  William  Frawley. 

Claudette  Colbert,  Robert  Young. 

Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers,  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
Eric  Blore,  Harriet  Hoctor,  Jerome  Cowan,  Abe 
Reynolds,  Ketti  Gallian. 

Preston  Foster,  Jean  Muir,  Van  Heflin,  Margaret  Irving, 
Virginia  Weidler.  Si  Jenks,  Frank  M.  Thomas,  Alec 
Craig,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  Billy  Gilbert,  George  Irving. 

Loretta   Young,   Tyrone    Power,   Helen   Westley,  Bill 
Robinson,  Adolphe  Menjou,  Gregory  Ratoff. 

Shirley  Temple,  C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Douglas  Scott,  Victor 
McLaglen,    June    Lang,    George    Hassell,  Constance 
Collier.  Cesar  Romero.  Willie  Fung. 

Walter  Winchell,  Ben  Bernie,  Alice  Faye,  Jack  Haley, 
Patsy  Kelly,  Grace  Bradley,  Ned  Sparks,  Walter  Cat- 
lett,  Douglas  Fowley,  Miles  Mander. 

Rochelle  Hudson,  Robert  Kent.  J.   Edward  Bromberg, 
DeWitt  Jennings,  Mary  Gordon,  Fred  Kelsey,  James 
Flavin. 

Brian  Donlevy,  Frances  Drake,  Alan  Dinehart,  Gilbert Roland. 

Karloff,  Jean  Rogers.  Samuel  Hinds,  Hobart  Cavanaugh, 
Samuel  S.  Hinds,  Alan  Baxter,  David  Oliver. 

Jane  Wyatt,  Ray  Milland,  William  Gargan. 

Larry  Blake,  John  King.  Noah  Berry,  Jr.,  Andy  Devine, 
Slim  Summerville,  Maurice  Murphy,  Barbara  Read, 
Louise  Fazenda,  Eugene  Garrick. 

Nan  Grey,  Judith  Barrett,  John  Howard,  Robert  War- wick, Ralph  Remley. 
John  Wayne,  Louise  Latimer,  Robert  McWade,  Olaf 
Hytten,  Harry  Allen,  Theodore  Von  Eltz,  Emerson 
Treacy,  Tully  Marshall. 

Stuart  Erwin,  Jean  Muir,  Allen  Jenkins,  Glenda  Farrell, 
Charles  Foy,  James  Robbins,  Gordon  Hart,  Veda  Ann 
Borg,  Hugh  O'Connell,  Joseph  Crehan. Donald    Woods,    Fred    Lawrence,    Rosalind  Marquis, 
Jeanne  Madden,  David  Carlyle.  Joseph  Crehan,  Charles 
Halton,  John  Harron.  Mary  Treen. 

Dick  Foran,  Helen  Valkis,  Henry  Otho,  John  Merton, 
Mira  McKinney,  Winifred  Lucas,  Glenn  Strange. 

Dick    Powell.    Doris    Weston,    Hugh    Herbert,  Allen 
Jenkins,  Addison  Richards,  Jessie  Ralph,  Lee  Dixon, 
Guinn   "Big   Boy"    Williams,   Marcia   Ralston,  Veda 
Ann  Borg,  Jane  Wyman. 

Edward    G.    Robinson.    Bette    Davis,    Wayne  Morris, 
Humphrey  Bogart,  William  Haade,  Jane  Bryan,  Joe 
Cunningham,  Harry  Carey. 

Jane  Wyman,  William  Hopper,  Berton  Churchill,  Dick 
Purcell,  Marie  Wilson,  Raymond  Hatton. 

STAGE  OF 
PRODUCTION 
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ROUND  TABLE  CLI 

zAn  international  association  of  showmen  meeting  weekly 

in  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD  for  mutual  aid  and  progress 

MILK  OF  HUMAN  KINDNESS 

From  down  in  Dallas  have  come,  recently,  newspaper  tear- 

sheets  carrying  photos  and  story  of  the  annual  New  Year's 
party  put  on  by  Louie  Charninsky  for  the  entire  personnel  of 

the  Capitol  and  Rialto  Theatres.  They're  a  happy  looking  lot 
of  folks,  to  judge  from  the  picture,  and  beaming  with  the  best 

of  them  is  Louie  himself  at  the  head  of  the  table  in  his  capacity 
of  master  of  ceremonies.  The  party  was  held  on  the  mezzanine 

of  the  Rialto  and  "a  good  time  was  had  by  all". 
It's  a  grand  idea. 
Theatremen  and  the  front-of-the-house  personnel  spend  most 

of  their  waking  hours  at  the  theatre,  and  though  there  are 

many  things  a  manager  would  like  to  do  and  can't,  he  sure 
can  put  in  some  powerful  licks  in  building  up  a  real  friendly, 
homelike  atmosphere  for  his  employees.  In  the  first  place,  a 

real  he-guy  will  do  it  to  make  people  happy  on  the  job  and 
the  smart  guy  will  do  it  if  for  none  other  than  business  reasons. 
Usually  the  second  reason  follows  the  first,  even  if  the  reverse 

isn't  always  true. 
All  of  which  is  no  sudden  discovery.  There  are  plenty  of 

ace  showmen  who  make  it  their  business  to  see  that  the  house 

staff  is  given  every  possible  break,  who  make  things  so  pleasant 
that  the  personnel  reflects  this  good  feeling  in  its  contact  with 

the  paying  public.  And  don't  think  for  a  moment  that  patrons 
don't  notice  these  things,  which  of  course  means  bucks  in the  boxoffice. 

No  manager,  no  matter  how  talented  a  showman  he  may 

be,  can  ever  be  entirely  successful  unless  he  has  his  staff  pull- 
ing for  him.  Many  theatre  organizations  seemingly  lacking  in 

morale  and  efficiency  may  be  built  up  to  surprising  strength 
by  generous  doses  of  the  milk  of  human  kindness  tendered 
cheerfully  and  often  by  the  man  in  charge. 

V   V  V 

THE  USES  OF  SHOWMANSHIP 

Way  back  in  the  late  'teens  and  early  '20's  when  motion 
picture  exploitation  was  just  about  busting  loose  upon  a 
startled  populace,  the  boys  would  sit  around  and  discuss  the 
potentialities  of  theatre  promotion  in  other  businesses.  Opinion 
was  quite  unanimous  that  merchandise  could  be  plugged  In 
the  same  manner,  that  even  community  drives,  civic  elections 

and  sichlike  could  be  put  over  with  similar  tactics.  The  past 
decade  has  seen  these  opinions  translated  into  actualities. 
The  outside  world  has  seized  upon  exploitation  as  a  proven 
means  of  sales  stimulation,  and  city  governments  have  also 
discovered  that  showmanship  in  the  hands  of  showmen  pro- 

vides a  mighty  weapon  in  leveling  obstacles  in  the  way  of 
progress  for  community  benefits  and  the  proper  functioning 
of  civic  activities. 

Our  pages  have  recounted  instances  of  such  successful  co- 
operation between  civic  bodies  and  theatremen,  and  to  these 

may  be  added  the  job  done  by  Kroger  Babb  on  behalf  of 
Phil  Chakeres  for  the  city  of  Springfield,  Ohio.  On  another 
page  of  this  section  will  be  found  the  story  forwarded  by 
Bill  Nasses.  Called  upon  to  put  over  a  special  tax  levy  to 

keep  the  local  schools  open,  and  in  the  face  of  city- 

wide  opinion  that  it  couldn't  be  done,  Babb  directed  a  cam- 
paign that  reversed  the  returns  in  a  previous  election  and 

made  possible  the  continued  education  of  13,000  students 
who  otherwise  would  be  denied  this  right. 

It  was  no  easy  job  and  that  he  came  through  so  gloriously 

not  only  raises  his  own  prestige  in  the  eyes  of  a  grateful  com- 
munity, but  also  that  of  the  Chakeres  Theatre  he  so  ably 

represents. 
V   V  V 

THE  ADMEN  MAKE  IT  POSSIBLE 

Without  going  into  any  dissertation  on  the  value  of  news- 

paper advertising,  it  may  be  said,  in  short,  that  the  theatre- 
man  with  more  talent  and  experience  in  creating  his  ads,  with 

everything  else  equal,  will  bring  in  better  week-to-week  returns. 
True  enough,  it  takes  something  in  addition  to  newspaper  dis- 

plays to  get  everything  there  is  to  get  on  a  date.  But  only 

a  hardy  soul  will  deny  the  100  per  cent  value  of  this  advertis- 
ing and  especially  for  first  runs  in  big  cities  where  potential 

patrons  spread  over  a  wide  area  must  be  sold  in  a  hurry  and 

must  be  sold  "for  keeps". For  further  proof  one  need  look  no  further  than  the  current 
campaign  at  the  New  York  Roxy  where  the  difficult  job  of 
selling  a  new  screen  personality,  Deanna  Durbin,  in  her  first 

feature-length  picture,  Universal's  "Three  Smart  Girls,"  to  New 
York  picture  patrons  was  accomplished  mainly  through  the 
skill  of  adman  Morris  Kinzler.  An  example  of  his  work  is  carried 
on  a  following  page. 

Kinzler's  ability  well  rates  him  an  extra  bow  along  with  other 
top  key-city  admen  whose  excellence  in  this  direction  makes 
possible  the  high  value  placed  upon  newspapers  in  the  adver- 

tising of  first-run  dates. 
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STOCKHOLM  WINNERS 

WILHELM  SORENSEN  OLOF  ANDERSSON 

Above  are  pictured  the  theatremen  from  Sweden  responsible  for  the  entry  on 

RKO  Radio's  "Follow  the  Fleet"  voted  top  Quigley  Award  honors  for  December, 
1936.  To  Olof  Andersson,  general  manager,  Spegeln  Theatre,  Stockholm,  goes  the 
Silver  Plaque,  and  to  Wilhelm  Sorensen,  publicist,  a  Silver  Citation.  Their  campaign 
was  detailed  in  the  issue  of  January  23rd. 

See  Yourselves 

As  Others  See  You 

Borrowing  a  convex  mirror  from  local 

amusement  park,  Wally  Caldwell,  Loew's 
Valentine,  Toledo,  invited  patrons  to  step 
up  to  mirror  in  lobby  and  see  themselves 

as  "The  Thin  Man"  (see  photo).  Copy 
atop  setpiece  read  "You'll  laugh  at  your  re- 

flection and  you'll  howl  at,"  etc.,  etc. 
Another  display  was  doghouse  in  lobby 

with  pedigreed  wirehair  on  duty,  purp  at 
end  of  three-week  contest  was  awarded  to 
person  giving  him  a  name  as  original  as 

"Asta"  in  the  picture.  Dog  giveaway  was 
very  effective  as  it  has  been  in  other  spots 
on  the  date. 

%4 

Caldwell's  "Thin  Man"  Lobby  Gag 

Scott's  "Ziegfeld"  Drive 
Obtains  Wide  Coverage 
Some  20  different  slants  were  listed  by 

Manager  Boyd  F.  Scott,  Texas,  Iraan,  Tex., 

on  "Great  Ziegfeld,"  house  being  2,400- 
seater  in  a  town  of  2,000,  including  the 
drawing  area.  Top  publicity  was  obtained 
with  a  newspaper  promotion  that  included 
advertising  and  publicity  mention  on  most 

every  page  of  one  issue.  This  included  co-op 
page,  cartoons,  special  columns,  stories,  etc. 

Best  located  windows  were  secured  for 

displays  and  fronts  painted  on  four  vacant 
stores.  Stickers  were  used  on  market  bags, 
standees  placed  in  department  store,  im- 

printed match  pads  distributed  at  drug  and 
smoke  shops,  delivery  trucks  bannered  and 
elaborate  front  constructed. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Gag  Heralds  Plug 

"Wives  Never  Know" 
For  "Wives  Never  Know,"  Murray 

Lafayette,  Warner  Avon  Theatre,  Utica, 
N.  Y.,  distributed  orange  colored  gag 

heralds  in  envelopes  marked  "for  ladies 
only,"  copy  reading,  "is  hubby  a  heel  or  a 
halo-wearer"  followed  with  list  of  questions, 
scores  for  perfect  husbands  to  be  added  up 
to  100  per  cent,  total  secured  by  Charlie 
Ruggles  in  picture. 

For  "Tarzan  Escapes,"  jungle  lobby  dis- 
play was  arranged  with  stuffed  animals  and 

tropical  greens  promoted  from  local  florist. 
Bally  truck  with  cutout  figures  of  animals 
and  Tarzan  toured  the  streets  ahead  and 

during  run  and  Capt.  Phifer's  visit  to  news- 
paper offices  netted  plenty  of  publicity. 

'Earth '  Campaigns 

Hit  In  New  York 

And  Los  Angeles 

Highlighted  by  a  radio  and  newspaper 
campaign  tying  in  with  the  wide  interest  in 

Pearl  Buck's  best-seller  from  which  the  pic- 
ture was  made,  "The  Good  Earth"  opened 

four  days  apart  on  the  West  and  East  coasts, 
its  Los  Angeles  premiere  on  Jan.  29  at  the 
Carthay  Circle,  and  the  Broadway  opening 
at  the  Astor,  Tuesday,  Feb.  2nd. 

The  world  premiere  in  Los  Angeles  was 
broadcast  over  a  national  hook-up,  including 
stations  WOR  in  New  York,  WGN  in  Chi- 

cago, CKLW  in  Detroit,  WAAB  in  Boston, 
WGAR  in  Cleveland  and  WOL  in  Wash- 

ington. The  broadcast,  said  to  have  attract- 
ed the  largest  countryside  following  on 

record  for  a  California  premiere,  took  place 
from  the  forecourt  of  the  Carthay  Circle. 
The  KHJ  orchestra  was  featured.  Seventy 
stations,  in  addition  to  the  big  list  tuning  in 
that  night  re-broadcast  the  affair  within  the 
next  forty-eight  hours. 

The  Astor  opening  featured  similar  en- 
tertainment, and  was  handled  in  New  York 

over  station  WHN. 

Both  in  New  York  and  on  the  West  coast 
the  extensive  advertising  campaign  was  tied 
up  effectively  with  the  national  interest  in 

the_  book.  The  two  stars,  Paul  Muni  and 
Luise  Rainer  were  played  up  in  the  ads  in 
striking  costume  photographs  and  drawings. 
At  the  Astor  Theatre  A  massive  sign  with 

the  letters  "Good  Earth"  against  a  red  back- 
ground, and  a  Chinese  dragon  interwoven 

in  electrical  lights  between,  attracted  con- 
sistent attention.  The  lobby  display,  fea- 
turing native  Oriental  backgrounds,  was 

rated  most  unusual. 

In  Los  Angeles  the  same  vast  floor  space 

that  had  been  utilized  at  Bullock's  depart- 
ment store  for  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  was 

given  over  to  a  striking  "Good  Earth"  dis- 
play. A  huge  replica  of  the  novel  titled 

"The  World's  Greatest  Book"  was  con- 
structed for  a  street  bally,  Chinese  money 

was  passed  out  with  change  at  the  theatre, 
Chinese  cherry  tree  displayed,  and  a  tea- 

room installed  with  Chinese  girls  serving. 
Also  used  on  the  coast  was  an  exhibit  of 
water  buffaloes  on  a  float  and  in  both  situa- 

tions, bookstores,  school  and  library  tieups 
were  made.  Striking  window  displays  were 
arranged  with  all  New  York  and  Los 
Angeles  stores  handling  Chinese  wares. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Harvey  Promotes  Pennies 
Lee  Harvey,  Century  Theatre,  Audubon, 

N.  J.,  promoted  local  bank  for  4,000  new 
pennies  in  connection  with  "Pennies  from 
Heaven"  and  the  printing  of  envelopes  with 
copy  reading  "pennies  from  heaven  are  the 
pennies  you  save  and  grow  into  dollars  when 

you  open  an  account  at  the,"  etc.,  card  also carried  cut  of  Crosby  with  playdates. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Tied  to  Safety  Drive 

New  York  police  department  safety  cam- 

paign has  been  tied  in  to  "You  Only  Live 
Once,"  the  title  carried  in  special,  window 
cards  as  a  tag  to  other  safety  copy.  Cards 

carry  Mayor  La  Guardia's  name  with  United 
Artists  credited  immediately  below. 
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Governor  Huxman  of  Kansas  Presents 

Quigley  December  Bronze  to  Hunter 

In  recognition  of  his  winning  the  Quigley  December  Bronze  Plaque  on  "Theodora 
Goes  Wild"  at  the  Orpheum,  Atchison,  George  Hunter  (center  left)  was  recently 
presented  with  his  honors  at  the  State  Capitol,  in  Topeka,  by  Governor  Huxman 

(center  right),  the  ceremonies  arranged  by  H.  A.  McClure,  district  manager,  and 

Irish  Murray,  manager,  Jay  hawk,  Topeka.  Also  shoxvn  are  Al  Longshore,  Hunter's 
assistant  and  Mike  Roth,  of  Columbia  Pictures.  The  winner,  city  manager  for  Fox 
Midwest  in  Atchison,  received  congratulatory  wires  from  Irene  Dunne,  Fox  Midwest 
executives,  Columbia  Pictures  home  office,  the  Mayor  of  Atchison  and  the  Rotary 
Club,  among  others.  Topeka  and  Atchison  papers  carried  the  story  and  similar 
publicity  in  Kansas  City  was  planted  by  Senn  Lawler,  Fox  Midwest  ad  head. 

Theatremen  Give 

"3  Smart  Girls" 

Smash  Openings 

From  New  York  to  Miami  Beach,  from 

Lowell,  Mass.,  to  Baltimore,  showmen  get- 

ting behind  their  dates  on  "Three  Smart 
Girls"  put  over  a  number  of  excellent  cam- 

paigns and  here  are  some  of  the  highlights 
they  utilized  in  bringing  in  the  customers : 

At  the  New  York  Roxy,  Morris  Kinzler 
stressed  a  newspaper  campaign  that  opened 
with  a  series  of  teasers  on  Deanna  Durbin, 
the  new  star,  and  the  title  building  up  to  five 
and  six  column  smashes  for  the  advance  ads 

(see  ad  page).  Congratulatory  wire  from 
Eddie  Cantor  to  his  radio  protegee  was 
blown  up  and  shown  in  lobby  as  was  giant 
wreath  of  flowers.  Cutout  heads  of  the  star 

were  spotted  around  the  outer  and  inner  lob- 
bies and  a  highly  decorative  front  aided  in 

adding  further  interest.  Imprinted  heralds 
were  distributed  at  all  Texaco  filling  sta- 
tions. 
Contest  Planted  in  Baltimore 

In  Baltimore,  for  the  date  at  Keith's, 
J.  L.  Schanberger  planted  a  six-day  news- 

paper contest  to  find  the  city's  "three  smart 
girls,"  through  photos  of  contestants  mailed 
to  the  paper.  Cash  and  tickets  were  given. 
The  press  book  heart  stunt  was  also  used 
and  reported  were  thousands  of  signatures 
on  the  face  of  the  giant  heart  placed  in  the 
lobby  in  return  for  which  signers  were  of- 

fered star  photos.  Music  stores  plugged  the 
sheet  music  and  records,  leading  orchestras 
also  cooperated  and  banners  were  suspended 
across  the  main  street. 

In  Miami  Beach,  Sonny  Shepherd  tied 

in  the  Daily  News  Juniors'  Editor  on  a  long 
distance  call  to  the  Universal  studios,  where 
Deanna  Durbin  in  person  accepted  enroll- 

ment in  the  paper's  Junior  Club.  Four- 
column  front  page  smash  with  wirephoto 
picture  of  the  star  was  landed  by  Sonny  on 
this  unique  telephone  interview  by  the 

paper's  club  editor. 
Put  on  before  the  flood,  the  date  at  the 

Strand,  Louisville,  was  highlighted  with  a 
bally  of  three  girls  carrying  lettered  um- 

brellas and  imprinted  shopping  bags  (see 

photo).  At  the  RKO  Keith's  in  Lowell, 
Mass.,  Sam  Torgan  featured  a  page  co-op, 
the  merchandise  advertised  as  styles  for 

"smart  girls  everywhere." 
"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  Ballyhoo  in  Louisville 

Puzzle  and  Slogan  Contests 

Aid  Perth  "Milky  Way"  Date 
Arranged  for  "Milky  Way"  at  the  Grand, 

Perth,  Western  Australia,  by  J.  L.  Stiles, 

managing  director,  and  publicity  head  Ar- 
nold Wheatly,  were  two  effective  contests. 

First  was  a  jig-saw  idea  put  on  with  dis- 
tributors of  a  well-advertised  bicycle  wherein 

heralds  were  distributed  informing  those  in- 
terested that  pieces  for  the  jig-saw  puzzle 

were  to  be  had  with  every  drink  at  cooper- 
ating milk  bars.  Ten  separate  pieces  made 

up  the  puzzle  and  when  put  together  made 
up  picture  of  Harold  Lloyd  with  theatre 
copy.  Contestants  were  asked  to  bring 
answers  to  the  theatre  and  prizes  included 
one  of  the  bicycles,  cash  and  theatre  tickets. 
The  idea  proved  popular  with  many  entries 
reported. 
The  slogan  contest  was  held  with  the  aid 

of  the  Metropolitan  Milk  Board.  Cash  prizes 
weer  awarded  for  the  best  selected  with 
coupons  to  be  had  only  at  the  cooperating 
milk  bars  and  given  to  those  making  pur- 

chases. One-sheet  posters  plugging  both 
contests  were  displayed  at  all  the  bars  and 
in  other  prominent  spots. 

Strong  newspaper  drive  was  topped  with 
two  full-page  co-op  ads  planted  by  the  the- 

atremen in  which  were  represented  dairy 
establishments,  prominent  milk  bars,  glass 
companies,  restaurants  and  other  allied  busi- nesses. 

Hutcheon  Holds  Benefit 

For  Ohio  Flood  Victims 

Lester  Hutcheon,  manager  Union  Theatre, 
New  Philadelphia,  and  the  Bexley  in  Dover, 

Ohio,  forwards  accompanying  photo  show- 
ing part  of  food  and  clothing  received  at  re- 
cent matinee.  Each  person  bringing  some- 

thing for  the  flood  victims  of  Ohio  was  ad- 
mitted free  and  the  contributions  were  later 

turned  over  to  the  local  Red  Cross  for  dis- 
tribution. Les  says  more  than  two  tons  of 

food  were  received.  Hutcheon  incidentally 
is  the  first  theatreman  to  hold  a  benefit  for 
the  flood  sufferers  for  which  of  course  he 
rates  an  extra  bow. 

Contributions  to  Hutchcon's  Flood  Benefit 
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Attractive  Front  Arranged 

For  Date  On  "Great  Guy" 
Campaign  at  the  New  York  Criterion  to 

build  up  the  new  Cagney  picture  "Great 
Guy"  was  started  two  weeks  ahead  with 
hanging  signs  suspended  from  a  beam  in  the 
center  of  the  first  lobby.  Striking  set  piece 

was  installed  inside  the  foyer.  To  draw  as 

much  attention  as  possible  from  passers-by 
to  the  date,  much  effort  was  put  into  the 
front  which  consisted  of  an  overhead  arch 

with  three  returns  showing  black  and  white 

enlargements.  Title  was  in  silvered  letters 

with  five-foot  enlargement  of  the  star  bor- 
dered in  blue  neon.  Star  cutout  enlargements 

were  planted  atop  the  marquee  and  illumi- 
nated by  floodlights. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Decorate  Movie  Ball 

With  "Desire"  Displays 
For  Paramount  Week,  at  the  Plaza,  in 

Launceston,  Tasmania,  Horrie  Peverill, 

general  manager,  and  adman,  John  J.  Tay- 
lor put  together  an  effective  campaign  on 

"Desire,"  the  featured  showing.  Outstand- 

ing was  the  wide  decorations  placing  of  pic- 
ture advertising  at  the  annual  Plaza  Movie 

Ball,  held  at  a  nearby  riverside  resort  in 
advance  of  the  showing.  Same  idea  was 
followed  at  a  local  charity  ball. 

Windows  in  the  best  parts  of  the  city  were 

secured,  letters  posted  to  prominent  citizens, 

Paramount  Week  tabs  overprinted  and  dis- 
tributed. Fashion  stills  and  stories  were 

planted  in  the  local  press,  delivery  trucks 
bannered  and  at  the  theatre,  giant  banner 

(see  photo)  was  placed  over  the  shops  in  the 
theatre  building. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Hosts  Star's  Grandmother 
When  D.  E.  L.  Fisher,  Garrick  Theatre, 

Winnipeg,  played  "Three  Smart  Girls,"  the 
Winnipeg  Free  Press  came  through  with 

practically  a  full-page  story  together  with 
cuts  of  Deanna  Durbin  and  her  grand- 

mother, both  of  whom  are  local  residents,  the 
latter  attending  opening  as  guest  of  theatre. 

Paper  printed  interview  with  Deanna's grandma,  theatre  ad  was  run  in  colors,  and 
Fisher  reports  excellent  business  resulting 
from  the  publicity. 

"Tell  Us  What  Yon  Did" 

Aerial  Bombs  Usher  In 

"Charge  of  Light  Brigade" 
Lew  Chatham,  Sooner  Theatre,  Norman, 

Okla.,  contacted  his  Mayor  for  permission 
to  shoot  off  aerial  bombs  from  marquee  to 

usher  in  opening  of  "Charge  of  the  Light 
Brigade."  This  was  done  under  the  super- 

vision of  the  fire  department  at  intervals 

during  entire  engagement  with  the  excep- 
tion of  Sunday. 

Accompanying  photo  shows  front  with 
military  observatory  tower,  English  and 
American  flags  and  ushers  in  brigade  hats 
and  trench  coats,  men  in  uniform  of  Eng- 

lish soldier  blew  "the  charge"  from  atop 
marquee  every  IS  minutes,  at  night  spot- 

light was  focused  on  him  and  tower.  Lew 
also  used  the  p.  a.  system  from  his  office, 
horns  placed  on  marquee,  and  repeated  few 
lines  of  poems  at  intervals. 

For  lobby  display,  large  globe  was  used 
with  arrow  pointing  to  spot  where  the 
charge  took  place.   Cash  prizes  and  ducats 

Bill  Brown's  Providence  Flight  Lobby 

Mandcrson  Stage  Coach  Bally  for  "Glory" 

Giant  "Desire"  Banner  in  Tasmania 

Chatham's  "Brigade"  Front  and  Horsemen 

were  awarded  those  correctly  solving  cross- 
word puzzle  run  in  papers,  center  of  which 

carried  cut  of  the  charge ;  personal  letter  of 
endorsement  was  sent  to  all  teachers ;  minia- 

ture stills  with  picture  copy  on  reverse  side 
were  distributed  and  parade  of  boy  scouts, 
bannered  horsemen,  preceded  by  high  school 
band  was  also  held. 

Airlines  Tie  In 

On  "Flying  Hostess" Airlines  tied  up  with  Bill  Brown,  RKO 

Albee,  Providence,  R.  I.,  on  "Flying 
Hostess"  for  lobby  display  (see  photo)  con- 

sisting of  beam  finder,  radio  talking  set,  etc., 
together  with  photographic  enlargement  of 
inside  of  planes.  Company  also  stationed 
man  on  duty  in  lobby  at  all  times  to  make 

reservations,  using  theatre's  phones  to 
verify  same.  Department  store  also  fea- 

tured window  display  of  outfits  worn  by 
aviators  and  air  travellers. 

For  "Plough  and  the  Stars,"  Bill  distrib- 
uted story  guides  to  all  English  teachers, 

preview  was  held  for  offices  of  the  Knights 
of  Columbus  with  special  two-sheet  planted 
in  their  auditorium  and  bookmarks  were 
distributed  to  all  public  libraries. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Road  to  Glory"  Week 
Dedicated  to  Vets 

Bob  Manderson,  Strand  Theatre,  Canajo- 

harie,  N.  Y.,  dedicated  his  "Road  to  Glory" 
opening  to  veterans  of  all  wars.  Special  let- 

ters were  mailed  to  each  post,  color  case  in 

lobby  carried  flags  of  each  with  scroll  con- 
taining names  of  members  of  each  organiza- 

tion, and  disabled  vets  were  admitted  as 

guests  of  the  house. 
Accompanying  photo  shows  old  stage 

coach  promoted  for  street  bally,  newspapers 

carried  special  stories  during  week  on  the- 
atre dedicating  the  program  to  vets  and 

sponsoring  a  membership  drive  and  direc- 
tional arrows  were  tacked  to  poles  about 

town. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Sneak  Preview  Held 

By  Gordon  on  "Girls" 
Reported  as  a  first  time  the  stunt  was 

pulled  in  Waterville,  Maine,  Louis  Gordon, 
owner  of  the  State  and  Opera  House,  ad- 

vertised a  sneak  preview  for  his  midnight 

New  Year's  Eve  show,  not  giving  the  name 
of  the  picture  and  offering  a  money  back 
guarantee.  Papers  ran  story  on  the  gag,  Ed 
Harrison,  general  manager,  reports  that 
the  house  was  packed,  no  one  asked  for  a 
refund  and  all  unanimously  declared  they 

enjoyed  "Three  Smart  Girls." 
"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Zenovich's  'Nickelodeon  Night' 
With  local  Museum  of  Art  showing  series 

of  old-time  films  released  nationally  through 
the  New  York  Museum  of  Modern  Art, 
Manager  Phil  Zenovich,  Roosevelt,  San 
Francisco,  tied  in  to  all  the  newspaper  pub- 

licity with  a  Nickelodeon  Night,  featuring 
"Tillie's  Punctured  Romance."  Old-time 
shorts,  piano  player  in  the  pit,  gag  slides, 

etc.,  were  all  employed  to  build  up  atmos- 

phere. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

80,  Sees  First  Motion  Picture 

Coming  to  Syracuse  with  her  two  sons 
for  a  visit,  an  80-year-old  woman  became 
separated  from  her  family  and  spent  the 
night  at  police  headquarters.  Asked  what 
she  would  like  to  see,  the  octogenarian  con- 

fessed she  had  never  seen  a  movie,  so  Ed 

McBride,  of  Loew's,  stepped  in,  supplied  ad- 
mission to  see  "Love  On  the  Run"  and 

broke  into  all  the  human  interest  stories 
carried  by  the  papers. 
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It  Couldn't  Be  Do
ne", 

So  Kroger  Babb  Did  It 

Chakeres  Theatres  Ad  Head  Conducts  Successful  Campaign  for  Special  School  Tax  Levy 

KROGER  BABB 

by  JACK  APPEL 

in  Springfield 

When  a  city  of  75,000  people  makes  up 

its  mind  it's  no  small  job  to  change  it.  The 
fact  an  entire  city  was  made  to  change  its 

mind  in  the  short 

span  of  two  weeks, 
reversing  a  decision 
it  had  rendered  by  a 
3-to-l  vote  to  an  ex- 

actly opposite  one  by 
a  2-to-l  vote,  was 
national  news.  And 
the  news  should  be 

of  especial  inter- 
est to  those  in 

show  business  be- 
cause of  the  fact  it 

was  a  showman  who 
cocked  the  gun  and 
a  showman  who  fired 
the  bullets. 

Springfield,  Ohio — a  thriving  industrial 
city  of  75,000  people  located  in  the  western 
section  of  the  Buckeye  state — turned  down 
a  special  school  tax  levy  at  the  November 

3rd  election  by  a  3-to-l  vote.  The  city's 
26  public  schools  closed  for  lack  of  operat- 

ing funds,  dumping  13,000  boys  and  girls 
into  the  streets. 

A  civic  committee  of  50  representative 
business,  industrial  and  professional  men 
was  quickly  formed  to  do  something  about 
the  situation  and  arrangements  for  a  special 
election  were  drafted.  This,  however,  was 
far  from  a  solution  to  the  problem.  The 
school  board  had  made  a  frantic  plea  before 
the  November  3rd  balloting  and  had  warned 
the  citizens  of  the  plight  the  schools  faced 
if  the  extra  taxes  were  refused. 

Real  estate  interests  opposed  the  levy  be- 
cause of  the  additional  tax  burden  it  would 

impose.  Springfield's  big  industrial  working 
groups  opposed  it  in  fear  of  higher  rents. 
Small  property  owners  wanted  to  escape  fur- 

ther taxes  and  the  general  public  bitterly 
fought  its  passage  because  of  a  prevailing 
opinion  the  school  board  was  inefficient, 
should  be  ousted,  and  that  the  additional 
funds  were  not  needed. 

Committee  Turns  to  Chakeres 

With  this  dark  picture  confronting  them, 
the  Civic  Committee,  after  much  discussion, 
could  not  arrive  at  a  solution.  Some  one 

chanced  to  make  the  suggestion  the  com- 

mittee visit  Phil  Chakeres,  Springfield's  the- 
atre magnate,  and  ask  for  advice  and  assist- 

ance. Chakeres  heads  the  Chakeres-Warner 
theatre  company  in  Springfield  and  also  his 

own  company,  Chakeres  Theatres,  Inc.,  op- 
erating in  several  Ohio  cities. 

Displaying  the  same  interest  and  enthu- 
siasm in  civic  matters  he  has  for  the  past 

30  years,  Chakeres  counseled  with  the  Civic 
Committee  and  then  turned  over  to  them 

his  ace  publicity  and  advertising  man, 
Kroger  Babb,  a  young  publicist  who  bids 

to  make  a  high  mark  in  show  business  be- 
fore many  more  years  pass  by. 

Babb  thoroughly  investigated  the  situa- 
tion and  its  many  problems  and  then  set  out 

in  showman-like  fashion  "to  sell  a  picture." 
He  gave  the  project  a  title,  "Keep  Our 
Schools  Open"  and  then  launched  a  care- 

fully planned  campaign  which  struck  at 
each  group  and  source  of  opposition  one-by- 
one,  gradually  converting  them  to  the  cause. 
The  side  issues,  petty  jealousies  and  fears 
were  pushed  into  the  background  and  as  the 
campaign  closed  the  main  theme  was 

pounded  home. 
The  psychology  the  theatre  ad  man  used 

merits  more  than  passing  reference.  Babb 
did  not  ridicule,  threaten  or  beg  the  voters. 
Indirectly  he  acknowledged  the  opposition 
by  proving  their  claims  incorrect,  their  fears 
unwarranted  or  by  suggestion  the  present 
was  not  the  time  to  argue  about  side  issues 
or  pesronalities. 

A  campaign  fund  of  $2,400  had  been  spent 
previous  to  the  November  3rd  election  and 
the  issue  lost  3-to-l.  The  Civic  Committee 
reasoned  possibly  $7,500  would  be  necessary 
to  win  the  fight,  but  could  raise  only  $5,000. 
Babb  won  the  battle,  however,  spending  less 
than  $2,200.  His  budget  was  distributed  50 
per  cent  for  newspaper  advertising,  20  per 
cent  for  campaign  literature,  15  per  cent  for 
theatre  trailers  and  15  per  cent  for  outdoor 
advertising. 

No  Politics  in  Babb's  Drive  / 

The  campaign  was  a  revelation,  being 
minus  political  promises,  threats  and  warn- 

ings. It  was  expertly  planned  and  timed. 
Copy  was  startling  in  its  brevity  and  was 
beautifully  and  forcifully  illustrated.  The 
largest  ad  of  the  campaign  required  less  than 
90  seconds  to  read  and  the  largest  piece  of 

campaign  literature  was  less  than  three  min- 
utes in  length. 

The  brevity  of  the  copy  and  the  elimina- 
tion of  promises  and  threats  caused  veteran 

political  observers  in  Springfield  to  predict 
utter  failure  on  the  eve  of  election.  But 

when  the  public  passed  the  levy  2-to-l  at  a 
special  election  these  same  wise  men  of  the 

"old  school"  opened  their  eyes  to  a  new 
plan  and  force  in  advertising. 

Babb  employed  common  theatre  advertis- 
ing ideas  all  the  way  through.  He  used 

action  art  and  "blurbs"  to  deal  with  the  op- 
position. For  example,  an  ad  with  predomi- 

nating art,  showing  a  high  school  boy  and 
girl  walking  into  the  camera  a  la  Bill 
Powell-Myrna  Loy  style.  The  girl  was 

saying,  "Mother  says  the  man  next  door  has 
bought  a  new  car  and  can't  afford  to  vote 
for  our  school  levy."  The  boy  was  replying, 
"My  Dad  says  every  intelligent  motorist 
will  vote  for  the  levy  to  keep  13,000  kids 

off  the  street — traffic's  bad  enough  \"  Car- 
toons were  contributed  to  the  campaign  by 

several  leader  midwest  newspaper  artists 

upon  Babb's  telegraphic  appeal  for  help. 
There  were  spotted  on  the  newspapers'  edi- 

torial pages  in  timely  fashion. 
The  Springfield  showman  switched  the 

entire  style  and  theme  of  the  campaign  dur- 
ing the  closing  days  to  one  of  confidence  and 

success.  He  swung  over  to  catch-lines  and 
forceful  illustrations.  Such  smash-lines,  well 

illustrated,  as  "The  Schools  Don't  Cost — 
They  Pay !"  .  .  .  "Did  voters  ever  slam  the 
school  doors  in  your  face?"  .  .  .  "Tomor- 

row— 13,000  boys  and  girls  will  go  'with  you' 
to  the  polls — don't  tramp  on  them !"  .  .  . 
"Their  job  is  going  to  school — keep  them 
at  work !"  .  .  .  "A  city  without  schools  is 

like  a  nation  without  government — ruined!" These  and  other  equally  as  powerful  lines, 
plus  a  well  illustrated  sample  ballot  carried 
in  every  ad,  turned  the  trick. 

The  success  of  the  campaign  justified  the 

confidence  Springfield's  Civic  Committee 
had  placed  in  its  theatre  men.  Members  of 
our  profession  can  likewise  be  proud.  The 
results  establish  further  that  show  business 

today  has  the  men  capable  of  solving  the 
knottiest  selling  problems — be  they  business 
or  civic  ones. 
The  future  will  undoubtedly  see  many 

cities  recognizing  their  showmen  and  valu- 
ing their  ability  and  opinions  in  civic  mat- 
ters of  grave  importance  and  drafting  them 

into  service  more  frequently  than  in  the 

past. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Pictures  Bring  Passes 

On  Bendheim  Date 

Instead  of  hunting  for  their  names  in 
classified  ads,  adman  David  Kamsky,  at 

Sam  Bendheim's  State  Theatre,  Richmond, 
Va.,  tied  in  with  one  of  the  papers  to  run 
photos  of  local  students,  six  sets  of  guest 
tickets  given  daily  for  those  identifying  their 
photos  published  in  the  paper.  Readers 
were  asked  to  bring  in  their  pictures  for 

inclusion  in  the  contest  and  for  "Banjo  On 
My  Knee"  paper  ran  four-column  layouts with  photos  and  picture  copy. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

IT'S  THE  TOP! 
A  Positive  Patronage  Builder, 

at  No  Cost  to  the  Theatre 

UNIVERSAL  THEATRE  STAMP  COMPANY 

will   show  you  how  it's  done. (Subsidiary  of) 

INTERNATIONAL  ENTERPRISES 

506   S.  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 
Branch:  Film  Bldg.,  Cleveland,  O. 

Exclusive  franchise  (or  city  rights  is  yours  if 
you  write  early.    Get  details  quickly  on  this 
protected   "money-making  new  deal." 
FIRST  with  the  LATEST  theatre  exploitation 

for  past  12  years. 
Have  you  had  your  share  of  profits  on  the 
"SPEED-O-BYKE"   program?   If  not   .  .  . write  us  today. 
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Flash!  Little  Bobby's  Prayer  is 
Answered!  Santa  Crashes 

Through  With  the  Goods! 
(Second  Installment  of  the  Great  Super- Coloeud  Chrti(m*> CUmIc) 

Dear  Bobby  Braumart: 
I  get  a  lot  of  screwy  requests  in  my  Christmas 

mail,  but  yours  is  just  about  tops.  You  want  a  movie 

for  your  Christmas  show  that  will  lay  'em  in  the 
aisles,  do  you?  Well,  little  man,  you've  got  it!  Talk 
about  four-star  pictures!  This  one  rates  four  stars 
with  a  couple  of  comets  thrown  in  1  In  two  words — 
ter-rific ! 

But  did  I  have  a  time  getting  it!  I  wore  out 
three  sets  of  false  whiskers  and  four  reindeer;  and 
when  the  home  office  gets  a  look  at  the  long-dis- 

tance bill  I  charged  to  you,  you'd  better  take  it  on the  lam. 

I  covered  every  square  inch  of  Hollywood 
from  Mary  Pickford's  mansion  to  Mae  West's  haci- 
^enda.  I  interviewed  everybody  from  Robert  Taylor 
to  Donald  Duck.  And  every  last  one  of  them  told 
me  the  same  thing:  "Santa,  if  you  really  want  THE 
picture  of  the  year,  there's  just  one  place  to  get  it. 
Drive  around  to  Culver  City  and  have  a  talk  with 
Leo,  the  M-G-M  lion.  He's  got  something  that's  CO- 
LOSSAL!" 

I'll  tell  you  the  rest  tomorrow.  Another  re- 
quest just  came  in  that's  even  screwier  than  yours. 

A  republican  wants  a  postmaster's  job.  Is  it  any 
any  wonder  my  hair  is  white? 

Yours, 
S.  Claus,  Inc. 
Christmas  Gifts  a  Spectalty. 
Reindeer  furnished  for  sleighrides  or 
meat. 

What  Is  Santa's  Christmas  Gift  For 

Little  Bobby  Braumart?  Tomorrow' s 
Installment  Will  Tell  The  Tale! 

Don't  Miss  It!   It's  An  Epic! 

Final  Ad  in  Hickey's  Santa  Stunt 

Further  Holiday  Reports 

Forwarded  by  Round  Tablers 

Given  top  position  in  MGM's  campaign 
service  bulletin  was  Manager  E.  J.  Hickey's 
smart  promotion  at  the  Braumart,  Iron 

Mountain,  Mich.,  on  "After  the  Thin  Man" 
which  booked  on  short  notice  for  the  holiday 
week-end,  caused  the  theatreman  to  hustle 
up  some  angle  that  would  command  atten- 

tion. Hickey  struck  on  it  in  a  series  of  two- 
column  type  ads  addressed  to  Santa  Claus, 
running  one  a  day  for  three  days. 

First  ad  to  the  old  gentleman  signed  by 
Bobby  Braumart,  Jr.,  was  a  request  for  a 
present  out  of  the  ordinary  to  be  given  the 
regular  patrons ;  a  picture  that  would  make 
the  holiday  perfect,  etc.  Second  ad,  repro- 

duced above,  was  the  answer  from  Santa 
and  above  is  the  third  and  last  shot.  Idea 
may  be  filed  or  adapted. 

Further  reports  on  the  holiday  activities 
continue  to  arrive.  For  instance,  John  New- 

kirk,  at  Loew's  Granada,  Cleveland,  put  on 
his  annual  "bury  the  tree"  tiein  with  the 
local  paper  and  fire  department  for  page 
one  notice.  And  in  Presque  Isle,  Me.,  at  the 
State,  Manager  J.  E.  Palmer  showed  his 
appreciation  to  his  patrons  by  distributing 
gift  cards  good  for  any  one  show  during  the 

year. 
Round  Tabler  Joe  Stribling,  Kiowa,  Ho- 

bart,  Okla.,  to  which  new  spot  he  has  re- 
cently been  promoted,  found  the  old-time 

Country  Store  idea  successful  in  combating 
tent  show  opposition. 

FROM  READERS 

ASKS  INFORMATION 

ABOUT  SALESMAN 

Dear  Mike: 

A  few  weeks  ago  the  managers  in  our 
towns  had  one  of  those  salesmen  come  in 

to  sell  frames,  and  were  taken  in  on  the  ven- ture. 

The  idea  was  as  usual  that  the  theatre  was 

to  sign  a  letter  agreeing  to  furnish  two 
passes  a  week  for  a  year  for  the  privilege 
of  displaying  advertising  in  the  frames.  The 
salesman  would  then  sell  the  merchant  the 

frame,  claiming  he  would  get  the  $15  cost 
out  in  less  than  a  year  in  passes. 
When  he  talked  to  us  he  had  the  frames 

to  show  us — a  small  mirror  affair — and  nat- 

urally we  felt  they  would  be  delivered.  How- 

ever, he  went  out  and  took  the  merchant's 
money,  saying  the  frames  would  be  delivered 
by  mail,  and  saying  the  Roxy  would  back  it 
up — showing  the  letters. 

It  was  not  until  nearly  10  days  later  when 
one  called  up  asking  what  had  become  of 
his  frame  that  we  realized  what  had  hap- 

pened in  the  five  spots  he  sold  in  town. 
Although  our  letter  said  nothing  about  guar- 

anteeing the  delivery  of  frames,  to  save  our 
good  name  on  future  ventures  we  were 

forced  to  make  up  the  merchant's  loss. This  stunt  was  worked  in  three  of  our 

towns,  and  thought  I  would  pass  it  along 

to  you  so  that  some  one  else  won't  get  stuck 
on  it.  If  any  of  the  managers  have  this  fel- 

low come  in — a  fairly  good  looking  fellow, 
wearing  glasses,  and  well  dressed,  I  would 
say  about  50  years  of  age  and  distinguished 
looking — we  would  appreciate  your  wiring 
us  collect  as  to  his  whereabouts. — Jack 
Braunagel,  District  Manager,  Intermoun- 
tain  Theatres,  Inc. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

"Libeled  Lady"  Co-op  Page 
Working  with  the  theatremen  at  the 

Odeon,  Beaver  Dam,  Wis.,  MGM  exploiteer, 
Ernie  Orlove,  broke  out  a  page  co-op  on 

"Libeled  Lady."  To  attract  reader  interest, 
guest  tickets  were  offered  for  the  best  let- 

ters in  100  words  or  less,  on  the  best  ad  on 
the  page  and  why.  Face  cuts  of  the  four 
stars  topped  the  page  with  center  spread 
for  theatre  ad. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Flash!   Santa  tells  all!  Bobby 

gets  his  Christmas  Gift  and 

Everybody's  Happy! 

Dear  Bobby  Braumart: 

I  can't  hold  out  on  you  any  longer.  I  promised 
to  tell  you  the  name  of  the  picture  I  got  for  your 
Christmas  show,  and  here  goes: 

Your  picture  for  next  Thursday,  Friday  and 

Saturday  is  "AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN",  and  believe 
you  me,  it's  a  SHOW!  They  gave  me  a  look  at  it  in 
the  Metro-Goldwyn  projection  room,  and  I  was  so 
darned  tickled  that  I  clean  forgot  my  dignity  and 
kissed  that  old  M-G-M  lion  right  on  the  nose! 

You'll  want  to  do  the  same  thing  when  you  see 
it.  Bill  Powell,  Myrna  Loy  and  Director  Woody  Van- 
Dyke  have  turned  out  the  most  entertaining  show  in 
years ;  and  if  "AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN"  isn't  the 
best  possible  Christmas  gift  for  your  customers,  then 
I'll  go  back  to  filling  kid's  stockings  with  stale  pep- 

permints. 
Now  that  I've  done  you  a  bit  of  a  favor  I'd  like 

to  ask  one  in  return.  When  I've  finished  my  last  de- 
livery on  Christmas  Day  I'll  be  powerful  tired,  and  I 

can't  think  of  a  better  tonic  than.another  big  dose  of 
"AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN".  So  I'd  like  you  to  save 
me  a  seat  for  Christmas  night.  That's  not  asking  too 
much,  is  it?  Just  one  single  seat  for  a  tired  old  man 
— and  maybe  a  little  drink? Faithfully, 

Santa  (Ask-Me-Another)  Claus. 

Double  Flash!  Metro-Goldwyn  -  Mayer 
wires  that  the  Capitol  Theatre  in  New 

York  City  agrees  with  the  Braumart  in 

Iron  Mountain  and  chooses  "After  the 
Thin  Man"  for  its  Christmas  Show! 

RADIO  LOBBY.  For  "Big  Broadcast"  at  the  Sedg- 
wick, Philadelphia,  Manager  Silvert  Setron  used 

atmospheric  display  with  microphone,  radio,  minia- 
ture broadcasting  towers,  cutouts  and  setpiece. 

Second  Ad  in  Hickey's  Santa  Stunt 

Columbus  Glamor-Girl 

Wins  Trip  on  "Allah" Announcing  it  as  a  "Garden  of  Allah" contest  to  find  the  Columbus,  Ohio,  girl  with 
the  most  glamor,  personality  and  pulchritude, 

Russ  Bovim,  at  Loew's  Ohio,  tied  in  the  Citi- zen for  a  drive  that  ran  well  ahead  of  his 

date  on  that  picture.  Prize  was  a  round-trip 
by  air  and  a  week  of  sightseeing  conducted 
by  the  Selznick  unit  at  United  Artists. 

Coupons  were  run  daily  and  contestants  re- 
quested to  send  in  their  photos.  After  the 

preliminary  choosing,  eight  finalists  were 
selected  for  the  judging  on  the  stage  of  the 
Ohio  and  wore  original  Dietrich  costumes 
used  in  the  picture  and  borrowed  by  Bovim 
for  the  contest. 

The  opportunity  to  visit  Hollywood  in 
this  manner  was  said  to  have  attracted  sev- 

eral hundred  of  the  debutante-college  co-ed 
type  not  usually  available  for  such  slants. 
Judges  were  the  Mayor,  State  Treasurer 
and  women  from  the  top-society  strata. 
Transportation  was  promoted  in  exchange 
for  publicity  and  theatre  credits  and  ex- 

penses of  the  winner  defrayed  by  the  studio 
which  also  promised  a  screen  test.  News- 

papers gave  the  tiein  plenty  of  space  with 
large  daily  breaks  including  photos  of 
entrants  and  banners  on  delivery  trucks. 
Church  tiein  found  helpful  was  the  the- 

atreman's  invitation  to  famed  Presbyterian 
church  choir  to  broadcast  program  from 
stage  over  the  entire  Columbia  network. 
Station  cooperated  by  announcing  this  daily 
and  that  those  who  came  for  the  broadcast 
could  stay  for  the  picture  without  extra charge. 
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Cuy  Snow's  40-Piece  Bazooka  Band 

Invited  to  Play  at  State  Capitol 

Down  in  Newport,  Ark.,  (surrounded  by  21  lakes  filled  with  bass  and  crappie) 

the  folks  are  pointing  to  the  Malco  circuit's  Strand  Theatre  as  the  place  where  the 
world's  first  bazooka  band  was  formed.  Worked  as  a  tiein  on  "Big  Broadcast" , 
Manager  Guy  Snow  (top  row,  left)  ordered  a  lot  of  bazookas  and  invited  boys  and 

girls  to  take  part.  After  one  week's  rehearsals,  a  40-piece  band  was  organized  and 
played  on  the  stage  in  connection  with  the  picture.  Newspapers  picked  it  up, 

schools  in  surrounding  towns  asked  for  the  band,  and,  to  top  all  this,  the  com- 
mittee for  the  gubernatorial  inauguration  invited  Snow  to  bring  the  band  to  the 

state  capitol  to  take  part  in  the  ceremonies. 

Top  Tieins  Stress 

^ Romeo  and  Julie  f 

Road  Engagements 

Much  high-power  exploitation  on  various 

road  show  engagements  of  "Romeo  and 
Juliet"  has  come  in  to  Billy  Ferguson  from 
the  MGM  exploiteers  and  from  these  cam- 

paigns some  of  the  highlights  in  various 
spots  are  briefly  outlined.  Covering  key 
city  and  other  dates,  outstanding  tieins  are 
noted. 

In  Chicago,  for  the  Erlanger  Theatre  date, 

tieup  was  made  with  Mandel  Brothers,  lead- 
ing department  store,  in  which  3000  square 

feet  of  space  was  set  aside  for  exhibits  of 
costumes,  books,  Shakespeare  mementos,  etc. 
Display  included  four  large  booths,  three 

lighted  display  cases,  wall  and  column  ex- 
hibits of  picture  material,  mentions  in  store 

ads,  signs  on  all  floors  and  in  elevators, 
window  display,  booth  for  reservations,  etc. 
Marionette  shows  were  given  daily  and  a 

series  of  club  women's  teas  held  by  the  store. 
Leading  clubs  and  organizations  cooper- 

ated in  every  way  possible  and  a  preview 
held  for  these  organizations,  clergy,  critics 
and  a  representative  cross-section  of  citizens. 
Letters  on  the  store  exhibit  and  the  picture 
were  mailed  to  members  of  the  Better  Films 
Council,  PTA  and  church  associations  and 
arrangements  made  for  speakers  from  lead- 

ing clubs  to  appear  without  pay  before 
groups  interested  in  the  showing. 

Newspapers  cooperated  strongly  and  con- 
test that  aroused  interest  was  offer  of  cash 

prizes  to  mothers  who  would  name  their 

new-born  babies,  Juliet.  Paper  followed 
through  with  photos  of  the  children  and  a 
number  of  the  acceptances  to  the  offer  were 
reported.  Also  interesting  was  a  giant  size 
letter  on  the  picture  mailed  to  many  leading 
Chicago  citizens. 

Quotation  Contest  Staged 

For  the  date  at  the  National,  in  Wash- 
ington, D.  C,  newspaper  contest  was  put 

on  wherein  familiar  quotations  from  Shakes- 
peare plays  were  published  daily,  one  of  the 

quotations  being  from  "Romeo  and  Juliet." 
Contestants  were  required  to  identify  the 
quotations  from  the  play  of  its  origin  with 
cash  and  guest  tickets  for  prizes.  Another 

newspaper  slant  was  a  "local  Juliet"  contest 
which  invited  girls  who  had  played  Juliet 
in  school,  college,  amateur  theatricals  to  be 
guests  at  the  picture. 

Dinner  served  at  the  Colonial  Theatre,  in 
Boston,  was  the  unusual  precede  to  the  spe- 

cial press  screening.  The  idea  was  unusual 
and  got  away  from  the  formality  of  a  club 
or  hotel  gathering.  At  the  opening,  lobby 
was  decorated  with  palms  and  fresh  flowers 

with  "Norma  Shearer"  roses  given  to  all 
women.  Boston  newspapers  ran  editorials, 
and  gave  breaks  in  the  roto  sections. 

_  At  the  Cass,  in  Detroit,  many  fashion 
tieins  were  made  with  the  tieup  line:  "In- 

spired by  Romeo  and  Juliet."  Bus  lines  ran 
announcements  advertising  special  rates  to 
the  Detroit  performances  and  in  Cleveland, 
at  the  Hanna.  the  garden  scene  in  the  picture 
produced  another  floral  tiein  wherein  a 

"Shearer  Rose  Bush"  was  planted  with  cere- 
mony in  a  prominent  city  garden  under  the 

sponsorship  of  local  flower  club. 

Commissioner  of  Weights 

Extols  "Great  Guy" 
Special  stress  was  placed  by  Joseph  Ver- 

balow,  Savar  Theatre,  Camden,  N.  J.,  on 
fact  that  Cagney  is  now  on  the  side  of  law 

and  order  in  "Great  Guy"  cashing  in  on  the 
theme  by  enlisting  cooperation  of  local 
weights  and  measures  division.  Members 
of  the  department  spoke  over  radio,  extoll- 

ing merits  of  the  picture.  Commissioner  in 
charge  wrote  letter  of  commendation,  which 

was  blown  up  for  window  streamers,  re- 
tailers displayed  these,  inference  being  that 

their  measuring  devices  had  been  inspected 
and  passed. 
Sound  truck  covered  with  six  sheets 

toured  streets,  special  heralds  were  distrib- 
uted in  homes  and  slips  pasted  to  copies  of 

Saturday  Evening  Post  reminded  readers 
that  the  picture  was  based  on  stories  which 
had  appeared  in  that  magazine. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Paramount's  'Plainsman'  Judges 

Appointed  on  Contest 

Admiral  Richard  E.  Byrd,  F.  Trubee  Da- 
vidson, Theodore  Roosevelt,  Jr.,  and  James 

E.  West,  Chief  Scout  executive  of  the  Boy 
Scouts  of  America,  have  been  named  as 
judges  in  the  Paramount  nationwide  Boy 
Scout  contest  sponsored  in  connection  with 

the  showing  of  "The  Plainsman.-"  Prizes 
in  the  contest  include  a  free  trip  to  the 
World  Boy  Scout  Jamboree  in  Holland  and 
a  trip  to  Washington.  Awards  will  be  made 
for  the  best  100-word  review  of  the  picture. 

Deering's  Arabian  Display 

Attracts  on  "Garden  of  Allah" 
First  eye-opener  in  Francis  Deering's 

campaign  on  "The  Garden  of  Allah"  at 
Loew's  State,  Houston,  Texas,  was  the  pro- 

motion of  a  lobby  display  of  expensive  ori- 
ental rugs  and  antiques,  inlaid  mother-of- 

pearl  chairs,  smoking  incense,  etc.  For  bally, 
local  dancer  dressed  as  Tilly  Losch  in  the 
picture,  paraded  the  main  streets  and  on 

opening  day,  footman  was  garbed  in  elabor- 
ate oriental  costume,  planted  in  front  of  box- office  under  baby  spot. 

Envelopes  containing  "desert  sand"  and 
carrying  fortune-telling  copy  were  distrib- 

uted by  Western  Union  boys  in  office  build- 
ings. Foremost  among  the  windows  was 

three-unit  display  in  prominent  department 
store  which  exhibited  some  of  the  costumes 
from  the  picture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Deering  Street  Panel  "Allah"  Window 
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NEWSPAPER  ADS  HERE  AND  THERE 

'apifoi 

Top,  left,  two-column  layout  on  "Three 
Smart  Girls"  at  the  Capitol  and  the  six- 

column  spread  on  "Wings  of  the  Morning" 
at  His  Majesty's  are  both  from  Montreal. 

The  six-column  flat  on  "Rembrandt"  was 
created  by  Jim  Nairn's  ad  department  for  the 
Uptown,  Toronto,  and  the  two-column  dog 

idea  is  credited  to  Russ  Bovim  for  "After 
the  Thin  Man"  at  Loew's  Ohio,  Columbus. 
The  one-column  institutional  for  the  Regent, 
Albany,  is  the  work  of  Eddie  Selette  and  the 

three-column  tiein  on  "Pennies  from  Heaven" 

from  John  McManus,  Loew's  Midland,  Kan- 
sas City.  The  three-column  on  "Three  Smart 

Girls"  at  the  New  York  Roxy  is  a  Morris 
Kinzler  creation,  and  the  layout  for  the  pre- 

miere of  "Good  Earth"  at  the  Los  Angele.. 
Cathay  Circle  comes  from  Frank  Wbitbeck. 

Bmg  Cosby  '■ 
run  lea  From,  Wtown" ■ou>  el  Iht  Midland. 

Ever 

Hear 

of  a 

13th  Century  Lute? 

Well,  mat's  what  Bing  Crosby  is  playing  in  the 
accompanying  photograph.  It  might  be  added 
that  a  13th  Century  Lute  is  probably  about  the 
orijy  kind  ol  -musical  instrument  you  v/Ui  not 

^presented  under  "Musical  Instruments" j£anr  gd  columns.  Jf  you  want 
filrument,  use  Star 

The  Master  Portrayer  of 
Unforgettable  Characters  as 

HENRY  VIII  m  "Prit*lt  Lift  «/  Ht*rj  Vlil 
RU&GLES  fm'KMggln  of  Red  CtfT JAVERTw  "Ui  Mhrtibbr 
CAPT.  8USH  >*  "Mnliny  en  iht  Bountf Now  brings  to  the  screen  the  finest achievement  of  hit  illustrious  career 

THE  ROMANCE  OF  A  WOMAN'S 
SACRIFICE  FOR  A  MAN.., THE 

DRAMA  IN  A  MAN'S  LOVE  FOR 
THE  GOOD  EARTH . . .  SPECTACLE 
DWARFING  ALL  THAT  HAS  GONE 
BEFORE !  OUT  OF  THE 

PAGES  OF  PEARL  BUCK'S WORLD  FAMOUS  NOVEL 
...OUT  OF  THE  RED 

HEART  OF  TODAY'S CHINA  ...COMES 
...THE  RANKING 
MOTION  PICTURE 
ACHIEVEMENT  OF 

METRO  •  GOLDWYN  .  MAYER ." WHO  HAS  GIVEN  THE  WORLD 
ITS  MOST  MEMORABLE  MOVIE 
ENTERTAINMENT . . .  EVEN  MEAS- 

URED BY  THE  STANDARD  OF..: 
"SAN  FRANCISCO' .'.."MUTINY 

ON  THE  BOUNTY" ...  AND  'THE 
BARRETTS  OF  WIMPOLE  STREET".. 
"THE  GOOD  EARTH"  REMAINS  IM- 

PORTANTLY., ./ftifnifccinilytfttit 

ORED  LIGHTS. ..WITH 
MUSIC : .  EXCITEMENT . . .  NATIONAL 
BROADCAST  OVER  CHI.  SEATS 
NOW  ON  SALE  AT  THEATRE  BOX 
OFFICE .  ,.  AND  ALL  AGENCIES. . . 

PRICES  AFTER  OPENING:  MATINEE 
DAILY  2.15 ..  50c,  75c  SOME  AT  $1 
EVERY  NIGHT  AT  8:30 . . .  SOc  7*; 
$1.00,  SOME  SEATS  AT  S1.S0.... 
OPENING  NIGHT  IS  $5.00... PLUS 
GOVT.  TAX. . .  PHONE  YORK  7144 

Paul  MUNI  and  Luise  RAINER 

WORLD  PREMIER  "Tie  GOOD  EARTH" 'iZtify  &td.  FRIDAY  at  8:30 



In 

with  this  issue  of 

MOTION 

PICTURE 

HERALD 

OP 

ELECTRICAL  POWER  COSTS  are  discussed, 

not  without  indignation,  by  J.  T.  Knight,  Jr.,  in 

the  leading  article  of  his  department,  giving 

the  theatre  owner  and  manager  answers  to  the 

arguments  of  the  power  companies,  and  infor- 

mation necessary  to  an  understanding  of  the 

electrical  rate  problem  peculiar  to  the  theatre. 

MODERN  LIGHTING  FIXTURES  for  the  theatre 

and  the  principles  of  good  taste  which  apply 

in  their  use,  are  described,  explained  and  gen- 

erously illustrated  in  an  article  by  John  Eberson. 

well  known  theatre  architect. 

PROJECTION  SYSTEM  MAINTENANCE  and 

its  bearing  on  the  quality  of  sound,  is  analyzed 

by  Aaron  Nadell.  With  finer  sound  equipment 

now  available  and  being  widely  installed,  no 

subject  could  have  more  timely  significance. 

IN  ADDITION  to  these  articles  are  many  other 

general  and  department  features  .  .  .  including 

a  map  that  veritably  charts  the  changes  that 

1936  brought  to  the  number  and  distribution  of 

American  theatres. 

TURN  TO  YOUR  BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION 
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•  personalities 

GEORGE  BRONSON 
has  been  promoted  from  the  Sheridan 
Square,  in  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  to  manage  the 
Enright  in  East  Liberty,  replacing  JOHN 
McCURDY,  resigned.  LYLE  HARDING 
goes  into  the  spot  vacated  by  BRONSON. 

V 
SAM  KLEEBAN 

former  assistant  at  the  Regal  in  Wilkins- 
burg,  Pa.,  has  been  promoted  to  manage  the 
Cameraphone,  succeeding  SAM  GOULD. 

V 

JOHN  SPARKS  III 
has  been  made  manager  of  the  Rose  Theatre 
at  Fort  Worth,  Texas.  JOHN  SPARKS, 

JR.,  father  of  the  new  manager,  is  a  pro- 
jectionist at  the  same  theatre. 

V 
FORREST  SHONTZ 

former  manager  of  the  Harlem  Casino  in 
Pittsburgh,  has  been  named  manager  of  the 
Temple  Theatre  in  Aliquippa,  Pa. 

V 
ARTHUR  SWANKE 

manager  of  the  Saenger  Theatre  in  Hope, 
Ark.,  is  assigned  to  skipper  the  new  Rialto 
Theatre,  which  the  Malco  people  will  open 
around  February  1st. 

V 
RAY  HARTLEY 

has  been  named  manager  of  the  Hamrick- 
Evergreen  Coliseum  Theatre,  succeeding 
GEORGE  APPLEBY,  who  moved  to  Port- 

land to  supervise  the  Blue  Mouse,  Music 
Box  and  Playhouse  Theatres. 

V 
ALLEN  DAVIS 

will  manage  Warner's  new  Squirrel  Hill 
Theatre  in  Pittsburgh  with  JULES 
GREEN  now  assistant  at  the  Sheridan 

Square  replacing  him  as  manager  of  the 
Strand  in  Oakland. 

V 
WILLIAM  CURRY 

doorman  at  Warner's  Ritz  has  been  named 
manager  of  the  Liberty  in  Sharon,  Pa. 

V 
KERMIT  HIGH 

manager  of  the  Carolina  Theatre,  Wilson, 
N.  C,  has  been  transferred  to  the  Carolina 
in  Burlington,  N.  C,  with  SPENCER 
WFBSTER  of  Greensboro  succeeding  him 
at  Wilson. 

V 
TED  LEHMIERE 

former  manager  of  the  Forest,  Cincinnati, 
Ohio,  is  now  managing  the  Riverdale  at 
Dayton. 

V 
ALGER  LANCASTER 
former  stage  producer  has  been  named  city 
manager  for  the  Malco  Theatres  in  Stutt- 

gart, Ark. 
V 

SONNY  HARRIS 
succeeds  the  late  HENRY  KIMMELL  as 

manager  of  the  Ritz  Theatre  in  Panama 
City,  Alabama,  coming  from  the  Ritz  in 
Marianna.  His  vacated  place  there  goes  to 
FRANK  COLSON,  formerly  assistant 
manager  of  the  same  theatre. 

V 
FRED  C.  HINDS 
is  now  the  general  manager  of  the  Lakeland 
Theatre  Corporation  with  offices  in  the 
S4rand  Theatre  Building,  Whitewater, 
Wise. 

Birthday 

Greetings 

A.  E.  Abelson Dave  Jones 

Joseph  B.  Alderman F.  H.  Jones,  Jr. 

Ralph  Allan Harry  E.  Jones 
M.  Augenblick Joseph  Josack 
Kroger  Babb 

Arthur  Joy 

Peter  L.  Baffes Mark  T.  Kempenich 
Henry  W.  Benttel Stanley  J.  Klein 
LW.  Bevel Frank  Linn 
Clarence  R.  Bosch Jack  Lykes 
Jack  D.  Braunagel Ferm  Lynn 

David  M.  Brotman C.  Russell  Marsh 
Max  Chimes Alexander  Maus 
Lee  E.  Churchin Miller  Meriwether 
William  G.  Collins William  Leroy  Miller 
M.  E.  Cowan J.  Edwin  Milstein 
Andrew  Cseh John  R.  Minhinnick 
Rene  Daigneault Fred  E.  Moree 
Dave  Davidson 

Larry  E.  New 
C.  W.  Davis Henry  E.  Newberry 
Claude  L  Davis William  V.Novak 
Walter  F.  Davis James  N.  Raskin 
Frank  E.  Drachman W.  Lynn  Reynolds 
Albert  E.  Fain J.  J.  Rosenfield 
Elmer  Field Harry  M.  Rouda 
Claude  L.  Flater Elie  J.  Saul 
David  Goodman Herman  Semel 
Oscar  L.  Gray William  M.Sholl 
J.  A.  Greer C.  R.  Stoflet 
Chris  Hadfield W.  L.  Stratton 
Walter  Hinks Eugene  Stutenroth 
Ted  Hodes Lawrence  Waters 
Robert  E.  Holmes Mrs.  Laura  Wernick 
C.J.  Hubley,  Jr. John  C.  White 
Robert  W.  Huffman Bert  C.  Wild 
Charles  D.  Hulberf Frank  L.Willis 
Merrill  F.  Hanna George  R.  Wilson 
Kenneth  Higgins Gene  Yarnell 

APPLICATION  FOR 

MEMBERSHIP 

MANAGERS'  ROUND 
TABLE  CLUB 

Rockefeller  Center,  N.  Y. 

Name   
(print) 

Position   

Theatre   

Circuit   

Addreu   

City   

State     

Absolutely  No  Dues  or  Fees! 

ART  ABELSON 

part-owner  and  manager  of  the  Lake  and 
Hollywood  Theatres  in  Devils  Lake,  N.  D., 

has  extended  his  operations  and  with  asso- 
ciates built  the  New  Roxy  Theatre  in  Lang- don. 

V 
PHILIP  ARBEIT 

formerly  with  the  Rivera  Theatre  in  Brook- 
lyn, New  York,  was  transferred  to  the 

Marcy  Theatre,  in  the  same  sector. 
V 

LEW  WAID 
moves  from  the  Orpheum  in  Waco,  Texas, 
to  the  Strand  in  Wichita  Falls. 

V 
ARTHUR  A.  THOMAS 

formerly  of  Loew's  and  later  manager  of 
the  Alpine  Theatre  Circuit  is  now  promo- 

tion manager  of  the  Rex  Amusement  Cir- 
cuit and  the  Penowa  Circuit  with  theatres 

in  Ohio,  Penna.  and  West  Va. 
V 

LEM  SHENNIMAN 
of  the  Rex  Theatre  in  Steubenville,  Ohio, 
was  recently  promoted  to  manager  of  the 
State  in  London,  Ohio. 

V 
HARRY  T.  WALTERS 
former  assistant  manager  of  the  Kenyon 
Theatre  in  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  now  manages 
the  Prince  Theatre  in  Ambridge,  Pa. 

V 

JACK  SMITH 
who  was  at  the  Jerome  Theatre  in  the  Bronx 
section  of  New  York  City,  holding  a  man- 

agerial post,  is  now  at  the  Oxford  and 
REYNOLD  WALLACH,  formerly  in 

charge  of  the  Lyric,  Cincinnati,  and  Rialto, 
Washington,  is  now  at  the  Mosholu  in  the 
same  neighborhood. 

V 
R.  D.  STALLINGS 

who  was  connected  with  the  booking  de- 
partment of  North  Carolina  Theatres,  Inc., 

in  Charlotte,  has  become  the  manager  of  the 
Palace  Theatre  in  Raleigh,  N.  C. 

V 
IRVING  STEIN 

formerly  of  the  Standard  Theatres,  Mil- 
waukee, Wis.,  is  now  connected  with  the 

National  Studios,  Inc.,  in  New  York  City. 

V 
A.  W.  SPENCER 
has  resigned  his  managerial  post  at  His 

Majesty's  Theatre  in  Montreal  and  the 
vacated  spot  goes  to  JOHN  REIDY,  for- 

merly manager  of  the  Palace.  BILL 
O'LOUGHLIN  moves  out  of  the  Capitol 
and  into  the  Palace. 

V 
LESLIE  DOWBIGGIN 

has  been  promoted  from  assistant  to  man- 
ager of  the  Capitol  Theatre  in  Montreal, 

Canada,  and  is  now  being  assisted  by  NICK 

KERRY,  publicitv  head  for  Loew's. 
FANNY  APPLEBAUM  is  the  new  pub- 

licity manager,  succeeding  KERRY. 

V 
H.  D.  CARROLL 
manager  of  the  Peoples  at  Chanute,  Kan.,  is 
now  at  the  Crane  in  Carthage,  Mo.,  with  B. 
M.  MONTEE,  formerly  at  the  Liberty,  at 
Marysville,  replacing  him,  and  GLEN 
HALL,  former  assistant  at  the  Midland,  in 

Coffeyville,   replacing  Montee. 
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Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Bern  to  Fight  Frankie  Darro-Jack  La  Rue  Nov.  3t  
Devil   Diamond,  The  Kane    Richmond-June   Gale  Jan.  I5.'37t. 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermit  Maynard-Arlane  Allen. ...  Dee.  30t  
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. .. Dee.  25t  
Phantom  Patrol   Kermit  Maynard-Joan  Barclay..  ..Oct.  30t  
Racing  Bloed   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond ...  Nov.  I5t  
Valley  of  Terror  Kermit  Maynard-Harley  Wood... Jan.  20.'37t. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H.  Bosworth  Oct.     I  St  
Wild  Horse  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard-Diekie  Jones. ...  Nov.  20t  
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlin-Toby  Wing  Dec.  20t  

Sing 
Coming 

While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   .Feb.   I5.'37t . 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Drag    Net.   The  Rod  LaRocque- Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Sante  Fe,  The  Nina  Quartan- Norman  Kerry ....  Jan.  I,'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra   (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  I5t  78  Aug.  29 

Coming 
White  Glove.  The  Mar.  l/37t  

CELEBRITY 
Coming 

;  Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
For  Love  of  You  F.  Foresta-Rlscoe  and  Wayne  60  
Kiss  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riscoe  and  Wayne  62  

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley.  Jr.  ..Apr. 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hopton.  . .  June 
House  of  Secrets  Leslie   Fenton-Murlel   Evans  Oct. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Little  Red  Schoolhoute  Dickie  Moore-Junior  Coghlan. .  . . Mar. 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blackmer..  .  .Sept. 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille   Gleason  Dec. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

25    65  
1  64  
26t  67  

2  66  
6  66  
lOt  66.... Oct. 
29t  

10 

Light  Fingered  Ladies. 
Policewoman   

Coming 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G)...Jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.   Churchill- Wm.   Gargan  Sept. 
And   So   They   Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn   Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marion  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G)...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dee. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan- Florence  Rice.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
Code  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer.  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morris- Margot  Grahame  . .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady  (G)  Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Perry  Dee. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lris  Shunn  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind  Russell. ...  .Oct. 
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dlx....Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dix- Karen  Morley  May 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett- Marian  Welden. . . .  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept, 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find   the   Witness  Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley. .  . . Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dee.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Heroes  of  the  Range  (G)  Ken  Maynard-June  Gale  Mar. 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardle  Oct. 
King  Steps  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franchot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73....0et.  31 

23 1  60.... Oct.  24 

10  75....  Apr.  18 
B  56  
I4t  80.... Sept.  28 
10  66  

9t. 7t. 

12.. 

.55. 

.61. 

.74. 

Sit  60. Jan.  23/37 
20t  56  

It  75. ...Sept.  10 
24,'37t..  -  74  

1  80. ...May  16 
5,'37t  
I8t  72.. ..Nov.  21 
SO  58  
8,'37t....57  

I  58....  Oct.  24 
28  51. ...Aug.  22 
1  58... .Nov.  7 

2

8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

86....  
May  

23 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Astor-Charles  Qulgley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churchlll-B.  Cabot.. .Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  The  (G) .  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Stander. ...  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door.  The 
(G)   Richard  Arlen-Cecllia  Parker. ..  .May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)....Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G).-Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  120:  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125.  128;  July  18.  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 
112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt-Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles   Blckford- Florence   Rice.. Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts  Oct. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Bob  Allen-Iris   Meredith  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. ...  May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. .. .June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  81.) 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (G)  Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television    (G)...Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat   Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows  .  .Oct. 
Two   Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  July  4.) 
Unknown    Ranger,  The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts. .. .Sept. 
Westbound  Mall   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. ..  .Jan. 
Woman  In   Distress  May  Robson- Irene  Hervey  Jan. 
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas-Virginia  Bruce.. Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) Coming 

College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   Feb. 
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
New  Trail  Ahead,  A  Chas.  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  
Nightingale  Flies  Home,  The..  Grace  Moore   
Parole  Racket   Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 

(See  "Freedom  for  Sale,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wilson-Chas.  Quigley  
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft -Evelyn  Venable .  .  Mar. 
Speed  Mad    Rosalind   Keith- Allen  Brook  Mar. 
Trapped   Charles  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  .  .  Mar. 
Trouble  in  Morocco   Jack  Holt-Mae  Clarke  Mar. 
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Luplno  Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
When  You'ra  In  Lova  Grace  Mooro-Cary  Grant  Feb. 

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  24.) 
Women  Are  Wise  Dolores  Del  Rio  

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
2lt  
It  60. ...Not.  7 
25t  73....0tt.  24 
1  72....  July  IS 

6  66.. ..Apr.  28 
24t  77....  Dee.  28 
12  118. ...Apr.  25 

120.  122;  June  27,  p.  60; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22,  pp.  Ill, 

I4t  63.... Oct.  SI 
10  56. ...May  t 
25 1  83. ...Da*.  19 

2.. 30t. 

lit. 
.66. .58. 

.69. 
20    60....  Aug.  22 
17  57.... Sept.  12 
8  56  
I2t  95  Nov.  14 

15... 
I5t.. 15... 

70... Aug. 
.65....  Aug. 

.69  .63  

I5t  22/37t  I7,'37t....68. 

28/37t  72. 

I5,'37t. 

26/37t. 

I3.'37t. 

I5.'37t. 

20/37t. 5/37t. 

25/37t. 
3l/37t. 
27/37t. 

CRESCENT 

Title  Star 
Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom   Keene-Gwynne  Shlpman. 
Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  
Rebellion  (G)   ...Tom  Keene-Rlta  Canslno  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Jan.    l8/37t...*60..Jan.  9/37 

.Sept.  I5t  65  July  18 

.Oet.     27t  60.... Oct.  17 Coming 

Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keena   Mar.  1/37?. 
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr.  l2/37t. 
Louisiana  Purchase   Tom  Keene   Mar.  I,'37t. 
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keena   July  6/37t. 

DANUBIA 

(Hungarian  Dialogue)  Running  Time 
Title                                     Star                                   Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Be  Good  Unte  Death  Lael  Devenyl   Sept.  lot  80  
Blue  Danube  Romance  Zita  Perezell   Jan.  20/37t....85  
Car  of  Dreams  Torzs-Pereell   Oet.     I0t  90  
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug.  25t  78  
Dreams  of  Leve  (English  Titles). Frank  Taray   Jan.     S/S7t ...  I  OS  
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Running  Tim* 
Ral.  Data     MlnutM  Reviewed 

It  65  
15  88  
Mt  28  

Title  Star 
Friendly  Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nor. 
Haagarla  (English  title*)  Travelogue   Mar. 
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue   Dee. 

(English  titles) 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabes-Pereell     May    15  54. 
Man  Under  th*  Bridge  Csertes-Lazar     Nov.    I5f  82. 
March  Tales   Turay-Kabat   July    15  CS. 
New  Landlord,  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug.  20t  98. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee.    3lt  82. 
Sen  *f  the  Steppes  Klss-Komar   Dee.    25t  85. 
Sweet  Stepmother  Maria  Tasnadl  Sept  I5t  90. 

(English  titles) 
This  Villa  f*r  8*1*  Verebes-Cslkos   Jim*    15  80. 
Three  Spinsters   Emllle  Markua   Dee.     It  84. 

DuWORLD 

Title  Star 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel 
Crimson  Orel*   Noah  Beery  ... 
Kllou.   The   KIHor   Technicolor  ... 
Mysteries  *f  Net  re  Dam*  
N*k*dy's  Bey   Robert  Lynen  . 
Opera  of  Paris  Georges  Thill  . 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Dato      Minutes  Reviewed 
Oet    I5t  84  

l/87t  

It  60.  Juno     I, '35 It  58  
IBt  81  
It  58  

 Jan. 
 Oet. 

..  ..Oet. 

..  ..Sept 

..  ..Oet. 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers)       Running  Tim* Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Bride*  Are  Like  That  (0)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louis*  Apr.    18  67  Jan.  25 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 
Ballets  or  Ballots  (G)  961  Edw.  G.  Roblnsen-Joan  Blendell . .  June 

6  
.81 . 

(Eploltatlon:  June  13.  p.  123:  Juno  27.  p.  86:  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oet.  S,  p.  82.) 
Captain's  Kid.  The  (0)  167..  Guy  Klbbee-Sybll  Jason  Nov. 
Case  of  the  Blaek  Cat  (G) 

(Exploitation:  Doe.  5, 
170  Ricardo  Cortez-June  Travis  Oet. 
p.  79.) 

I4t... 
$lt... 

.72. 

.66. 

.May  23 

.Sept.  19 
Oct.  3 

Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws.  The 
(8)  965   

China  Clipper  (Q)  969 
.63  May  23 
.881/,..  Aug.  15 

I9t. 
18.. .66. 

.69. 

.181. 

.July  18 
.June  20 

.Dee.  12 

,  ..68.... May 

 Warren  Wllllam-Clalr*  Dodd  Aug.    IS. . 
 Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug.  It.. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oet.  10,  p.  92;  Oet.  31,  p.  76.) 
Dawn  th*  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellls-Dennls  Moero  Sept. 
Earthworm  Tractors  (8  )  962... Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  pp.  75.  78:  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  88.  87; 
Oct.  10.  pp.  92,  96.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (8)  151..  Dick  Powell-Joan  Blendell  Dee.  2«t 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2,*37,  p.  100:  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71.) 

Galdan  Arrow,  The  (G)  959  Botto  Davis-George  Brent  May  23. 
(Exploitation:  May  16,  p.  85;  July  4.  p.  72.) 

Guns  of  Pecos  960  '.  Dlek  Foran-Anne  Nagel  Jan, Hearts  Divided  (G)  955  Marlon  Davles-DIek  Powell  June  20.. 
Her*  Comes  Carter  (G)  169  Ross  Alexander-Anne  Nagel  Oet.  24t. 
Law  In  Her  Hands,  The  (8) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  ..May 

Lev*   Begins  at   Twenty  (0) 
975   Warren  Hull-Patrlela  EHIs  Aug. 

Murder  by  an  Aristocrat  (8) 
974  Marguerite  ChurehlH-L.  Talbot.  . .  Jon* 

One*  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Weeds-Jean  Mulr  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream."  Oat  18.) 

Bead  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Weeds-Kay  Llnakar  Mar.  28.... 

2/37...  ..58. 
..78. 

16. 

22. 

.58. 

..June  18 

..Dae.  12 

..Apr.  IS 

. .  ..53.... May  88 

18  
2S.'37t. 

.80....  Apr. 

.62. .Fab.  » 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  7.  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  121;  June  27,  p.  88;  July  4,  p.  68;  July  II,  p.  128.) 

II.. Singing  Kid,  The  (0)  854  Al  Jelsen-Beverly  Rahert*  Apr. 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  98.) 

Sing  M*  a  Love  8*ng  (•)  ISO.  James  Melton-Patrlela  EMI*  Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Doe.  26.  p.  70.) 

Snowed  Under  (8)  671  George  Brent-flenevleve  Tebln..  ..Apr.  4  
Stag*  Struck  (8)  155  Joan  Blondell-DIek  Powell  Scat.  I2t  

(Exploitation:  8ept.  5,  p.  79.) 
Stolen  Holiday  (G)  157  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  Fob 
Three  Men  an  a  Horse  (8)  151. Frank  MeHngh-Jsan  Blvndell. .  ..Nav, 

.84.... Mar.  21 

9,'87t..  ..79.... Oet.  17 

8,'37t.. 

2lt  
.80. ...Dae. 
.85....  Dm. 

..63.... Mar.  21 

..81.... Am.  ii 

28 

s 
(Exploitation:  Dee.  12.  p.  81;  Dee.  19,  p.  89;  DM.  26,  p.  70s  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  106;  Jaa.  8/37. 
P.  71.) 

Trail  In'  West  979  Dick  Feran-Paula  Stan*  Sept.    S  S8  
(See  "On  Seeret  Service,  "In  the  Catting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Tw*  Against  the  World  (8)  977. H.  Bogart-Boverly  Retorts  July    II  57  Maw  28 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel.  Tha  (8)  951  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  July     4  91.... Jon*  8 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8.  p.  92;  Sept.  16,  p.  88;  Oet.  8,  pp.  81,  83:  DM.  16. 
p.  89;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  64.) 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  Th*  Dlek  Feran-Jane  Bryan  
Draegerman  Courage  (8)  163. .Jean  Mulr- Bart *n  MaeLaa*  *80  Aug.  28 
Gentleman  from  Klmberloy,  TheWarner  Baxter   
Green  Light  (G)   164  Errel  Flynn-Anlta  Louis*  F*b.  28,'87t..  ."85. Jaa.  8,'S7 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  173.. Jean  Mulr- Warren  Hall  Mar.  29/37  

(See  "In  tbe  Cutting  Ream,"  Dee.  19.) 
Marked  Woman   Belt*  Davis- H.  Begart  
M*a  In  Exll*  ..Richard  Pureoll-Juae  Travis  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Ha*.  21.) 
Mamtaln  Justice   Josephine  Hutchlnson-Q.  Breat  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  SI.) 
Penrod  and  Sam  (G)   172  Billy  Maueh-Harry  Watsen  Feb.  28,*S7t. .  .'65. Jaa.  18/87 
Prince  and  the  Pauper,  The  112. Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30,'37.) 
San  Quentln   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Begart  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream,"  Nav.  21.) 
8llght  Case  »f  Murder,  A  Edward  8.  Robinson  

Tltl*  Star 
Slim   Pat  O'Brien- Henry  Fonda  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
Story  of  Emlla  Zsla,  Th*  Paul  Muni   
Stuttering  Bishop.  Th*  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
Talent  Scout   Donald  Woods-Jeanne  Madden  
That  Man's  Here  Again  Mary  Maguire-Tem  Brawn  

(See  "Love  Begins."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23,'37.) 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Review** 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles)  Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Data  Minutes 

Crustala   Nina  Afentakl   Oct.    lit  85.. 
Eros   A.  Marlkos  Sept    7t  110.. 
Exo  Ftohea   B.   Argyre   Sept.  20t  98.. 

 Oct.    I8t  118.. 

Reviewed 

Sarcos  and  the  Eagle  Olympia  Deos   Coming 

Astero  Miss  Kyveli   Feb.  2l,'37t  ...90  

GB  PICTURES 
Running  Tim* 

Title  Star  Rel.  Data      MlnutM  Reviewed 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arllss-Lucl*  Mannheim.  ..Oet.    16  74.... Sept  It 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  8609C.  Bennett-D.  Montgomery  Oet      It  74.... Sept.  It 
Head  Over  Heels  in  Love  Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Berrell  Jan.  30,'STt  
It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young. ...  May  SO... 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. .Otto  Kruger-Leenora  Cerbatt  Dee.  It-- 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Clivo  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nav.    1 5t  -  - 
Man  *f  Affairs  (G)  Ge*rg*  Arllss-Ren*  Ray  Jan.  20,*S7t 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Mas  Wb*  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  Nav.  I... 
Nina  Days  a  Queen  (8)  3610. .Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrle  Hardwloke. .Sept.  It.. 

(Reviewed  under  tha  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")  (See  production  article,  June  20,  p. 
exploitation:  Oct.  3.  p.  83;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  106.) 

River  of  Unrest  (8)  Jehn  Lodge-John  Loder  Jaa. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  3515  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Larre..  ..June 
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cummlng*  Ant. 

(Reviewed  under  th*  title.  "Doomed  Cargo.") Strangers  ea  a  Honeymeea  (8) 
3615   C.  Cumralngs-Naah  Beery.. 

Week-end    Millionaire  (Q)  SSI6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Onee  In  a  Mllllea.") 

Woman  Alone,  Th*  (6  )  3691.. Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder. 
(Reviewed  under  the  tltl*,  "Sabotage.") 

Coming 

Everybody  Dance  (8)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Ceurtneldge  Feb.   I5,'37t .. . -75 
Great  Barrier,  Th*  Richard  Arlen-LIIII  Palmer  
King  Seleman's  Minos  3618. ..  .Roland  Young-Cedrle  Hardwleka  
Soldiers  Three  Victor  MoLaglan  
Threat,  The   Wallace  Ford-Anna  Lee  , 
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbort-Glna  Mai*  

..76. ...May  16 

..66.... Mar.  tl 

..63. ...Mar  88 

..71. ...NOT.  18 

..66.... Oat.  18 

..60.  ...May  18 

16; 

I0.'87t  68.. ..May  IS 

IS.. ISt. 

.Dee.  IBt.... 

.NaT.  28t... 

,  ..St.... May 
..70....Jaly 

67.  Jan.  6,'S7 64....  Apr.  4 

..Jan.    I,'37t  76. Jaa.     1,  '37 

..Dm. 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Title 
Arizona  Days  
Captain  Calamity  
Devil  on  Horseback,  The  (•).. 
Great  Guy  (8)  

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37 
Hats  Off  (G)  
Headln'  for  the  Rl*  Grand*  (8). 
Navy  Spy   
Sins  *f  Children  (8)  

(Reviewed  under  the  title, 
Seng  of  the  Gringo  (8)  
We're  la  th*  Legion  N«w  (8).. 

(Reviewed  under  th*  tltl*, 
Whit*  Legion,  Th*  (8)... 

Star  Rel. 
Tex  Rltter-Eleaner  Stewart  Jan. 
George  Houston-Marian  Nixon. ..  .N*v. 
LIU  Damlta-Fred  Keating  Oet. 
James  Cagnoy-Ma*  Clark*  Dm. 
,  p.  74;  Jan.  23/37,   p.  78.) 
Ma*  Clarke-John  Payne  Nov. 
Tex  Rltter-Eleaner  Stewart  Dm. 
Conrad  Nagol-Eloanor  Hunt  Dee. 
Erie  Llnden-Cecllla  Parker  Sept. 
"la  His  Steps.")  ( Exploitation l  Not. 
Tex  Rltter-Joan  Woodbury  Not. 
Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston .  . . Dm. 
"Rest  Cure.") 
Tala  Blrall-lan  Keith  Oet 
Conrad  Nagel-Eleantr  Hunt  Oet. 

Running  Tim* 

Data      Minutes  Revlewe* S0,'37t..  ..52  
tt  66  
lit  70'/,. .Oat  • 
25t  ^...De*.  IS 

29t  66'/,.  Jan.  1/87 
20t  61....  Dee.  It 
23  

28  78'/,.. Seat  IS 
14,  p.  90.) 
22t  62....  NOT.  14 
ISt  64. ...rah.  II 

Yellaw  Cargo  (8)  Coming 

Gold   Conrad    Nagel   , 
23'/,  Hours  Leave  Jamas  Ellison-Terry  Walker 
Two  Shall  Meet   Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker. 

25t.... 

27t.... 

..81.... Oet  34 
.63. ...Not.  14 

GUARANTEED 

Tltl* 
Just  My  Luek  
Luek  of  th*  Irish. 
Phantom  Ship  ... 
Women  In  Whit*. 

Ruaalag  Tim* 
Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  June  IS  

.Rlsbard  Hayward   Sept  ISt  

.Bel*  LugMl-Shlrley  Grey  Oet  ISt  

.Melly  Lamont-Lnter  Matthtw*.  ..July  IS  

HOFFBERG 

Tltl*  Star 
Fir*  Trap,  Th*  Nwman  Foster-Evalyn  Knapp 
Girl  from  Maxim's  Laell*  Henson-Franees  Day  0»t.  It. 
Inyaah   Boras*  Expedition  Not.  ISt 
Song  of  th*  Scarlet  Flower  Swedish   Sept  It 
Tenderfoot  Gm  Wast,  A  Jaek  LaRua-Russell  G lessen  Ost.  ISt 
Unci*  from  America  Czeek  Film   Dee.  ISt 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 

.Jaa.    IO/87t....58.D*o.  7/66 
.65.  Oet  14/88 

.  ..SO... 
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Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Vole*  *f  Indie  Heeffer  Expedition   Nov.     If  70  
Waited  Men   Charles  Laughton-Derethy  8lsh.  ..Sept    It  62  

Coming 
Calling  All  Can  Jack  LaRuo-Lllllan  Miles  Feb.   18/37*  62. Jan.  21/35 
Crime  of  Voedee  Fredl  Washington   63  
Pal*'*  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Fab.   15/37t  75  
Rescue  Squad   Ralph  Ferbes-Shella  Terry  Fob.   IO.'S7t. .  .  .62  

IMPERIAL 
Running  Tlmo 

Title  Star  Rel.  Dato      Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  BlMsem*  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  William*  Da*.     It  90  June  • 
8h*  Shall  Have  Music  Jack  Hylton-Juno  Clyde  Nn.     It  90. Da*.  1/85 

Coming 
D*er*lay*r  
High  Hat   Frank  Luther-Dorothy  Daro  
I  Demand  Payment   Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRuo  
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relatione   Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure,  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 
Running  Tlmo 

Minutes 
 64... 

Reviewed Title  Star  Rel.  Date 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar.  25.. 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nn.     5t  66  
Eaty  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker  June    10  66'/2..July  II 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRuo  Aug.     1  64. ...Aug.  29 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp  May     2  75  July  4 

Coming 
Borrowed  Time 

Title 
Doughnuts  and  Society. 

MASCOT 
Running  Time 

Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
.Louise  Fazenda-Maude  Eburne  Mar.  27   63  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 

24.. 
23t. 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Absolute  Qul*t  (G)  609  Irene  Hervey-Llonel  A  twill  Apr 
After  the  Thin  Mai  (8)  713... Wn.  Pewell-Myrna  Ley....  Doe 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  t,'f7.  p.  71.) 
All  American  Chump  (Q)  705. .Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furnoss  Oct  ISt 
April  Romance  706  Richard  Tauber  Nov.  20+ 
Born  to  Dane*  (G)  769  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart  Nn.  27t 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  03;  Jan.  2.'37,  p.  108;  Jan.  23.'37,  p.  80.) 

Running  Tim* 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.  ..71.... Apr.  II 

.  .112.. ..Dee.  12 

 64.. ..Sept. 
 82  

 1 08....  Nov. Zl 

Camilla  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo-Robort  Taylar  J 
(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2,'S7,  p. 

Dangerous  Number  718  Robert  Yeung-Ann  Settiera  Jai. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 

Devil  Dtll.  Th*  (•)  631  Lionel  Barrymere-M.  O'Sulllvan  . . July 
Devil  I*  a  Sissy,  Th*  (9)  856.  Freddie  Bartbeleraew-J.  Ceo  per.  ..Seat. 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  73;  Dee.  26.  p.  71;  Jap.  2,'S7,  p.  I98| 
Fury  (G)  810  Sylvia  Sldney-Speneer  Traoy  Jaw 

(Exploitation:  Juno  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  SI;  S*pt.  8,  p. 
General  Spaaky  (Q)  714  Spanky  MeFarlaad-P.  Halm**  Doe. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  Th*  (Q)  838.. Joan  Crawford -Robert  Taylar  .Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p. 
8/37,  p.  68.) 

Gr*at  Zlegfeld.  Tha  (•)  768... W.  Powell- M.  Loy-L.  Ralnar  Sapt. 

1/87  108.. ..Dee.  19 107.) 

22/37t....7l  

16  79.... July  II 
18  92. ...Sept  12 

Ja>.  (,'87,  p.  68.) 
I... 

80.) 

lit  72.. 
28  105.. 
79;  Oet.  31,  P 

4  180.. 

94.. ..May  SO 

.Oct. 
.8ept. 

83 

8 
76;  Jan. 

.Apr.  4 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug. 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oet.  10,  p.  92;  Nov.  28,  p.  105;  Dee.  5. 

..80.... Aug.  22 

21  71.... Oct.'  10 
9.. 
2t. 

20.. 

..  ..98.. 
 51.. ....81.. 

....71.. 
I3t. 
5,'37t  

28,'37t.  ..81. Jan. 
23t  78  27... 
25... 
30t.. 
20... 

HI*  Brother's  Wife  (A)  657  Robt.  Taylor-Barbara  Stanwyck.  ..Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dec.  19,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug. 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell  - 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oet 
Langert  Night,  Th*  (G)  704...  Robert  Young-Florence  Rice  Oet. 
Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,   p.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Elissa  Landl-Edmund  Low*  Nay. 
Mama  Steps  Out  721  Guy  Klbbee-Allce  Brady  Feb. 
Man  of  the  People  (G)  716. ..  Joseph  Callola-Floront*  Rita  Jan. 
Mlrter  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Fumes*  Oet 
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evan*  Mar. 
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecilia  Parker  Sept. 
Our  Relation*  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oet. 
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery- Myrna  Ley  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90:  June  13,  p.  123;  July  25, 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery- Mad  go  Evan*.. Aug.  14... 
Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  Tha 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Lorlng  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  ( Exploitation :  May  30,  p. San  Francisco  (G)  636  Clark  Gafale-J.  MacDonald  June 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oet.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oet.  31 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dee. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gayner-Robort  Taylar  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p, 
Speed  (G)  652  ..Wendy  Barrle-James  Stewart.... 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow- Franchot  Tone  July  24  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79;  Aug.  29,  pp.  84,  87 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Rebert  Young-Florence  Rico  Sept.  lit  

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  70.) 
Tarzan  Escapes  (G)  711  J.  Weissmuller-M.  O'SuIIIvai  Nav.     St  89.. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Doe.  26,  p.  75.) 

..Oet. ..Oet 
.Nov. 

1? 

>3« 

II 
Nav.  14 

30/37 

..68. ...Mar.  28 

..80.... Sapt.  5 

..74....  Nov.  SI 

..81. ...Mar.  21 
81.) 

..97....  Aug.  13 

17  86  
85;  July  II,  p.  124.) 
26  III. ...July  4 
113,  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  85; 
p.  79.) 
ISt  74.. ..Dae.  19 
10  106.. ..Apr.  II 

77;  Aug.  8,  p.  91.) 
May     8  72.. ..May  2 

.95....Jity  IS 
Nn.  7,  p.  87.) 
.78... July  II 

.Nn.  7 

Running  Tli 
Rel.  Dato  Minute* Title  Star 

Three  Godfather*  (G)  823  Chester  Morris-Irene  Honey  Mar.  6  
Throe  Wise  Guy*  (G)  653  Robert  Young-Betty  Fu rests  May  IS.... 

(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85.) 
Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell.  ..May  29  
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rlea  Jan.  8/37t 
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (Q)  65I.Leretta  Young- Franchot  Ton*  Apr.  3  
We  Went  to  College  (8)  628. ..Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwatar  Jun*  19.... 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701..  .Stuart  Erwln- Florence  Rlc*  July  3lt  — 

. ..82. , ..75. 

. ..75. 

...72. 

..69.. .  ..59.. 

Revlswsd ..Feb.  23 

..May  IS 

..May  SB 
Jan.  9/37 
..Apr.  4 June  27 
Jun*  20 Coming 

Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Tracy. ...  Mar.  26,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 

Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Mar.  I2.'37t   
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evan*  Mar.  5/37t  
Good  Earth,  The  Paul  Munl-Luise  Ralnar  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  Tha  719. J.  Crawford -Robt.  Montgomery..  ..Feb.  26/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Man  in  Her  House  Jean  Harlow- Robert  Taylor  
Maytime  720   J.  MaeDonald-Nelson  Eddy  Feb.  I9,'37t..  
Night  Must  Fall  Robt.  Montgomery-R-  Russell  
Nobody's  Baby   Patsy  Kelly- Robt  Armetrtog  
Parnell   Clark  Gable- Myrna  Ley  Mar.  I9,'37t  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100....  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124  July  18 

(See  production  article,  Mar.  28,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79; 
Jan.  30/37,  p.  83.) 

Skidding   Lionel  Barrymore-Florence  Rice.. Apr.  2/37t  
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65..Jau.  2/37 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Senor  Jim 

Running  Tim* 

Star  R*l.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed Coming 

.C*nway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford  

PARAMOUNT 
Running  Tim* 

Tltlt  Star  Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
Accusing  Finger  (G)  8614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  Oet    23t  62  Nn.  tl 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Heney-Chas.  Starrott  Nov.     8t  66  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  8563. ..  Randolph  Soott- Frances  Drake  June    18  68  June  IS 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  26, 
p.  75;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joo  Cook  Dec.     4t  58  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  3564.  Buster  Crabbe-Manha  Hunt  June   26    57  Oet  17 
Big  Broadcast  *f  1937,  Th*  (0) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burn*  &.  Allen  Oct.  9t  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oet  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Dee. 
12.  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eye*  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  8558  John  Howard-France*  Farmer  May 

8  

29  
I5,'37t. 

.100.. 
5,  p. 

.76.. 

.56.. 
.Oct  IS 
76;  Dm. 
.Apr. 

.Apr. 
II 

2R 

.May  8... 

25t. 

27.. 

Bulldog  Druramond  Escape*  Ray  Mllland-Heather  Angel  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream,"  Deo.  19.) 

Call  *f  the  Prairie  (8)  8541...  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  EIIIim  Mar. 
Case  Against  Mn.  Ames,  Tha 

(A)  3555     Madeleine  Carroll-8eerge  Br*nt 
(Exploitation:  June  8,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MacMurray  .  .Jan.  29/S7t 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  pp.  79,  80.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Burns  AY  Alloa  Dee. 
Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Martha  Huat  Mar. 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  (G)  George  Bancroft- Helen  Burgess.  .  .Jan. 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chas.  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard  Nn. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream,"  Oct  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (G)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  PIdgeon  May  IS..., 
Florida  Special  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakle-Sally  Ellen  May  8.... 
F  Man  (G)  3544  Jack  Haloy-Adrlenne  Mardei  Mar.  13.... 
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3558  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  May  15.... 
General  Died  at  Daws,  Th*  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll. .  .Sept.  4f... 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nn.  14,  p.  85.) 
Girl  of  th*  Ozark*,  Th*  (8) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Cromai  J  no*  12.... 

Give  Us  ThI*  Night  (G)  8542.  Jan  Klepura-Gladys  Swarthoat. . . . Mar.  6.... 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  78.) 

Go  West,  Young  Man  (A)  3618. Mae  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov.  ISt... 
(Exploitation:  p.  80;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106;  Jan.  30/37,  p. 

..67.. 
...85. 

.85. 

.Fab.  I 

.May  I 

.Da*.  It 

..D**. ..Aug. ..87.. 

..58.. 22,'37t..  .*70.Jan.  30/37 
8  73.... July  IS 

St. 

.67. 

..76. ...May 
.67....  Apr. 

..72....  May 
.72....  May 

Sk- 

IS 

2 
.98....8*pt  12 

.68... 

.73... 
Jun* 
Mar. 

Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  July 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Martha  Raye-Robt.  Cummings. .  . . Nov. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  8603. .John  Halllday-Rebt  Gumming*. .  .Aug. 
Hopalong  Cassldy  Return*  (G) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Broat  Oct. 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602.... Sir  Guy  Standlng-F.  Drake  Aug. 
Jungle  Princess,  The  (G)  3629. Ray  MIlland-Dorathy  Laaeur  Nn. 
Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  8606  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  8ept 
Let's  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Hertoa   Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream,"  Nov.  28.) 
Mind  Yaur  Own  Business  (8) 
3625   Charles  Ruggles-Allee  Brady  Jau. 

Moan's  Our  Heme,  Th*  (G)  3549. Margaret  Sullavan-Hoiry  F*idl..Apr. 
Murder  with  Picture*  (8)  3619. Lew  Ayen-Gall  Patrick  Sept. 
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  S other*  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept  IS,  p.  **.) 

24... 20t.. 

2lt.. 23t.. 

I4t.. 
27t.. 

4t.. I8t.. 

.  ..80.... Not. 
84.) 
.  .78....  

■ 
r 

14 

..72. 

..74. 

..75 ..81 ..84 

..71 ..60 

.Nn. 

.Nn. 

...Aug. ...Aug. 

...Nn. 

...Alt. 

J  4 

7 

SI 

SS 
ts 

8/87t  75. ...Dm.  IS 
10  S3....  Apr.  II 
25t  7l....8*pt  S 
7t  S3. ...July  SS 
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Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
5,'37t    

Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson  .. Mar.  I4t. 

..72.... June 

Title  Star  Rel, 
Outcast   Warren  William- Karen  Morley.  . .  Feb 

(See  "Happiness  Prelerred."  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Batlew.  . . June 
Plainsman.  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  3(1. '37.  p.  85.) 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Flelds-Rochelle  Hudson..  ..June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29.  p.  84;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 
Princess  Comes  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang.  The  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Mllland.  . .  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569.  Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31, 
Dec.  12.  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown..  ..Oct. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hleks- Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dec. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen- Katherlne  DeMllle  . .  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  127;  Jan.  16, '37.  p.  78.) 
Son  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3573. Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
S605   Ralph  Bellamy- Katherlne  Locke.. Aug. 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604. .Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker  Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31.  p.  82; 
p.  92;  Jan.  I6.'37,  p.  81.) 

IS  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MacMurray-Joan  Bennett  Mar. 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  22.  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565. E.  Whltney-Robt.  Cummlngs  July 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608.  Lynne  Overman-Win.  Frawley  Sept. 
Three  on  the  Trail  (G)  3553... William  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Apr. 
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  8551 .. Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr. 
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar. 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Dee. 
Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine,  The 

(G)  3543  Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar. 
(See  production  article.  Jan.  18,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Feb.  29,  p.  "i p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June  20,  p.  122; 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  115;  Aug.  29.  p.  86;  Sept.  26.  p.  76; 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  far  Carrie 
(A)  3611   Gladys  George- Arllne  Judge  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.   I6.'37,  p.  76.) 
Wedding  Present  (G)  3613  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. ..  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Beland. .  .  .Sept 
Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571. G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July 

Coming 

Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-Jimmy  Ellison  Feb.    26, '3t  
(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  10.) 

Clarence   Roseoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters  . .  Feb.  26,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

Danger,    Men  Working   Lew   Ayres-Ruth  Coleman  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30, '37.) 

High.   Wide  and   Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne- Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Love  Trap.  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
I  Met  Him  in  Paris  Claudette  Colbert-Robt.  Young  
John  Meade's  Woman  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrlmore  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem  (G)  C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb.   I9,'37t . .  .*85. Jan.    30, '37 
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roseoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  
Souls  at  Sea   Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  

(See  production  article,  Jan.  30, '37,  p.  (6.) 
Swing  High,  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard- F.  MacMurray  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 
Walklkl  Wedding  Blng  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  
Years  Are  So  Long  Beulah  Bondi-Victor  Moore  

I.'37t.. 
.113... .Nov. W 

19.. ..73... 
.Juno IS 

22.. ..76... .May 

II 3.. ..64... .June 

20 
31.. ..87... 

.July 

25 
Sept. 

5, 

p.  85; Sept. 

12. 

PP.  75,  76;  Nov.  7,  p. 

87; 

30t. ..80... .Oct. 

24 

73. Dee.  21. '35 17.. 
..70... .Apr. 4 

31.. .75... .Aug. 

15 

10... .77... .June 

20 
28t.. .71 ... 

.Aug. 
22 

28t.. .99... 

Aug. 

29 Nov. 

14. 

P-  92; 

Dec. 

19, 

27... .77... .Mar. 21 
17.. 

.64... 

July 

4 lit.. .61... .Sept. S 

24... .67... 
.Apr. 18 

17... ..72... 
.Apr. 

II 

20... .74... .Mtr. 

14 

lit. .77..  Jan.  2, 

'37 

106... .Feb. 29 
73;  May  2. 

p.  98; 

May 

23. July  25,  p.  80; 
Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 

2t... 
109.. .  .Sept. 

26 I6t...  81.. ..Oct. 
3 

I8t...  73.. 
.  .Sept. 

12 

24.... ....75.. .  .Aug. 8 

PURITAN 

Title  Star 
Aees  and  Eights  (6.)  ....Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walters.. 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lien's  Dea.  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows  Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond. ..  .Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern,  The  ......Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ...  Mar. 
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
June     6t  62.... Aug.  22 

It  59  Aug.  I 
3t  60. ...Sept.  19 
I5t  
6t  
I5t  76  
20t  68  
It  61  
29t  

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Adventurous  Rogue  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  3,'37t  
El  Justielero   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  3,'S7t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Feb.  l9,'S7t  
Masked,  Devil,  The  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr.  4,'37t  

RELIABLE 

Title  Star 
Ambush  Valley   Bob  Custer  
Caryl  of  the  Mountain  Rin-Tin-TIn,  Jr. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Nov.     It  56  

.Mar.   27t  57  

Pinto  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Rldln'  On   Tom  Tyler- Rex  Lease  Feb. 
Roamln'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndhara  Mar. 
Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  ..  May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rin-Tin-TIn,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. Coming 

I4t. 29t. 
30t. I5t. 
I4t. 

»t. 

.58. .56. 

.56. 

.55. 

.56. .56. .56. 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer  
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer  
Outlaw  River  Rin-Tln-Tln,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror  Bob  Custer  
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Silver  Trail   Rin-Tin-Tin,  Jr.- Rex  Lease. 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer  

.Feb. 

.Feb. 

25,'37t. 
28,'37t. 

REPUBLIC 

Title 
Star 

Rel. Bar  2  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January.  .  .Jan. 
Beware  of  Ladies  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show.  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101.. Bob  Livingston-Heather  Angel ...  .Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  Dee. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oct. 
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60IO...OIsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardie-Ann  Rutherford. . .Aug. (Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80.) 

Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lreno  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley-Michael  Bartlett.  .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 

Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan -Chester  Morris.  ..May 
(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22.  p.  112.) 

Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (G) 
3503   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Aug. 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Bob  Livingston- Kay  Hughes  Oct. 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3525..  Kay  Linaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Sheila  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele- Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dix  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dec. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G)  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

Join  the  Marines  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030. .Grace  Bradley-Bob  Livingston. .. .Jan. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522.Evalyn  Knapp-Phll  Regan  Mar. (Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley. ..  Nov. 
Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563.... John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed.  A  (G)  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dee. 
Mandarin  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dee. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Clalre  Dodd  June 
Oh,  Susannal  6303   one  Autry- Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon-Betty  Furness  Oct. 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Sept. 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6314   Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Bob  Livingston -Ray  Corrigan  Dee. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528.. Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesquiteers  (G)  6311  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Sept. 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508... Roger  Pryor-Wondy  Barrie  July 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lois  January  Feb. 
Undercover  Man  6321   Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren. .  .Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561. ..John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  23.) 
Coming 

Circus  Girl   ..June  Travis- Bob   Livingston  Mar. 
Ever  Since  Adam  3510  Patricia  Ellis- Ly!e  Talbot  Mar. 
Gambling  Terror  6324  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith .. Feb. 
Hit  the  Saddle  6315  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Mar. 
Jim  Harvey   Guy  Kibbee   Mar. 
Paradise  Express,  The  Grant  Withers- Dorothy  Appleby  ..  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23,'37.) 
Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6308.. Gene  Autry-Smiley  Burnette  Feb. 
Trail  of  Vengeance   Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith  .  .Mar. 
Two  Wise  Maids   Alison  Ski pworth- Polly  Moran.  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 

Running  Tim* 
Date      Mi  nutes  Reviewed 20,'37t..  ..51  

2lt  61  

I6t  70  

l8/37t....7I....D«.  ■ 28t  58  

2lt  56.. ..Sept.  26 
I4t  60  

13... 9t.. 

25t.. 

..55.... Apr.  II 
..68....  Oct.  S! 
.67.... July  II 

10... 
5t.. 

..59. 

..82. 
.Aug. 

.66. ...May IS 

17  66....  Aug.  12 
26t  55  
20  68  
16  60  
I9t  49  
22   56....  July  II 
I4t  .68....  Dee.  II 
5  74... .Apr.  26 
I5t. 

6.... 

.72....Juio 

..69....  Mar. 
25,'37t..  ..67. 

Il.'37t 
16  

..54....  Apr.  II 

...60.  Jan.  I*y37 ..69. ...Mar.  14 

23t  55  
25  55. ...Nov.  14 
28t  56. Jan.  16/37 

7t  63....Ntv.  t* 15  67....JUM  0 
I9t  59  
2lt  56  

8t  78....0et.  S 
2  56  

30t  59  

4/37t.. ..55  
9t  53  

II  56. ...May  II 
15  66. ...Sept.  5 
2lt  56.... Sept  It 
10  67....  July  18 l.'STt  
24t  56  

6  53  

l/37t  
8/37   I5,'37t  

3/37t  24/37t  
22/37t  

28/37t..  ..58. 29/37t  
I5.'37t  
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RKO  RADIO 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Big  Game,  The  (G)  702   June  Travls-Phlllp  Hustoo  Oet.     8t  75  Oet.  3 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  90;  Dee.  19,  p.  88.) 
Bride  Walkt  Out,  The  (Q)  531. Barbara  Stanwyek-G.  Raymond.  ..July    10  80  July  II 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 
Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis,  Jr.-Loulse  Latimer  .  .June   28    67  

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 
Criminal  Lawyer  713  Lee  Tracy-Margot  Grahame  Jan.   29,'37t  72  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna  May  22.. 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  121;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien- Heather  Angel.  ..Oct.  I6t- 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  636.Bruee  Cabot-Loulso  Latimer  Sept.  I8t  65... 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford,  The  (G)  628. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May    15  81... 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.)  • 
Farmer  In  the  Dell  (G)  624.... Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar.  27  67... 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug.    7  61... 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June   19  70.., 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  646  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June   12  68.., 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrle  Mar.     6  77... 
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (G)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall  ..Nov.    I3t  65... 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  634  Kath.  Hepburn-Fredrle  March  Aug.  28  123.. 

85.... May  16 

77.... Oet.  31 
.Aug. 
.May 

Mar.  14 .May 

.Apr. 

.Feb. 

.  Dec. .July 
30 

25 
19 

25 
(See  production  article.  Apr.  II.  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept.  5, 

Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  82;  Oet  10,  p.  92;  Oet.  24.  pp.  70,  72;  Oct. pp.  78,  84,  95 
31,  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July  17  
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oet.  2t  
Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
825   Helen  Broderlck-James  Gleason.  . .  Apr.  17  

Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Jones ....  Dee.  I8t.... 
Plot  Thickens,  The  (G)  641.... James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitts  Dee.  II  
Plough  aid  the  Stars,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyek-P.  Foster  Jan.  15/37. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Bellow  Jan.  29,'37t. 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714. Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dee.  25t  

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  71.) 
Sea  Devils   714   Victor  MeLaglen-Preston  Foster. .Feb.  5,'37t. 

(See  "Coast  Patrol."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael  Aug.  21. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar, 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  Id  Town  (Q)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raymond  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627. .. Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan.  ..May 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  Fred  Astalre-Glnger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7,  pp.  82,  84,  87;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28,  p.  99; 
p.  82;  Dee.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2, '37.  pp. 

That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712.. Lily  Pons-Geno  Raymond  Jan. 
Two  In  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latlmer-John  Arledgo..  ..Apr. 
Walking  on  Air  (G)  638  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sothern  Sept. 
Wanted:  Jaae  Turner  (43  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dec. 

(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  3.) 
Wo  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 

639   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak   .Jan.  8,'37. 
Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Eilers-Robt.  Armstrong  Oet.  23t... 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  628.. .Ann  Harding-Walter  Abel  Apr.  24.... 
Winter-set  (G)  703  Burgess  Meredith-Margo  Nov.  20t... 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  80;  Jan.  30.'37.  p.  83.) 
Woman  Rebels,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall  Nov.  8.... 
Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  Richard  Dix-Lella  Hyams  Mar.  13  

.66.... July 

.68  Aug. 22 

..66.... Apr.  18 

..57..  Jan.  2.'37 ..69....  Nov.  21 

..67..  Jan.  2,'37 

..59... .Dee.  12 

..88  Dee.  12 

 59. ...Aug. 
20    64'/,..  Mar. 

27t  58. ...Nov. 
8  61.. ..May 
4  103.. ..Aug. 
72;  Oet.  31,  pp.  76, 
Dee.  5,  p.  83:  Dec. 

100.  106,  108.) 
22/37t.  .105... 
3  65.. 
II  69.. 
4  67.. 

.  Dee. 

.May 

.Aug. 

22 
7 

7 
2 

29 77: 

12. 

19 

2 

22 
. ..82... 
.  ..64.. 

...64.. ...77.. 

.  ..88.. 

.  ..68'/j. 

Oct. ..Oct 
.Apr. 
.Nov. 

..Oct. 
.Mar. 

17 
10 

II 

21 
31 

28 

Coming 

..Mar.  I9,'37t China  Passage  718  Walter  Coy-Diana  Gibson. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9,'37.) 

Don't  Toll  the  Wife  Guy  Klbbee-Una  Merkel  Mar.  I2,'37t  
Michael  Strogoff  717  Anton  Walbrook-M.  Grahame  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Outcasts  of  Poker  Flats  Preston  Foster-Jean  Muir  

Park  Avenue  Logger  (G)  Geerge  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts .. Feb.  26,'37t. .  ."65.  Jan.  30,'37t 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franehot  Tons..  .  .Apr.  9,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  7.) 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Ginger  Rogers  Apr. 
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furness  Feb. 
Toast  of  New  York  719  Edward  Arnold- Frances  Farmer.  ..May 

23,'37t I2,'37t. 
7,'37t.. 

.60. .Dec.  26 

We're  on  the  Jury  716  (G). ..Helen  Broderiek- Victor  Moore. ...  Fob.  I9,'37t.  ..71. Jan.  23,'37 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Wings  of  Mercy   John  Beal-Jane  Walsh   Apr.    2,'37t  * 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30,'37.) 
Woman  I  Love,  The  721  Paul  Muni-Mlrlam  Hopkins  Mar.  26,'37t  

(See  "Escadrille,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 

STATE  RIGHTS 

Title 
August  Week- End  ... 
Below  the  Deadline... 
Bridge  of  Sighs  
Brilliant  Marriage  .. 
Custer's  Last  Stand.. 
Drake  the  Pirate  (Q) 
Easy  Money  (G)  
Feud  of  the  West  
Human  Adventure,  The  (0). 
I  Was  a  Captive  sf  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   

Star 
Olst'r 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Valerie  Hobson   Grand  National  Apr. 
Russell  Hopton   Grand  National. .. .June 
Onslow  Stevens          Grand  National. ..  .Mar. 
Joan  Marsh    Grand  National  Mar. 
Rex  Lease   Stage  &  Sereen  Apr. 
Matheson  Lang  Grand  National..  ..Apr. 
Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National..  ..July 
Hoot  Gibson  Grand  National  Apr. 
Educational   W.  G.  Shields  Oet. 

.67... 

..69... .66... 

..62'/,. 

10. 

$. 

5. 

25. 2  9  rls  
1  78..  Jans  1,11 
10  66'/,.  .July  I 
15  61'/,  
16  72.. ..Oet.  10 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed ..Aug.  15  
..Mar.   10  59  
..July    20  60  July  II 

..June    15  57. ...July  IS 
,  ..Dee.    15  69'/,..  Mar.  28 

...Sept.  28t  59. ...Sept.  2* 

Title  Star  Dlst'r 
Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell   Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  the  Demons  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  the  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G)  Erin  O'Brien-Moore. .  Grand  National. Romance   Rides  the  Range 
(G)   Marlon  Shilling   Spectrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell    Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 

Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China   James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B.  Leong  6  rls. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum   

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

.June     I  63  

.May     I  60  
May  20....  .  75.... July  4 

.Apr.    20  59  

.Sept  I7t  75. ...Sept  28 

.June   22  .59  

SUPREME 

Title 
Star 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Brand  of  the  Outlaws  Bob  Steele   Aug.  15. 
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July  25. 
Desert  Phantom,  Tho  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar.  10. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June  10. 
Last  of  the  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May  10. 
Law  Rides.  The  Bob  Steele   June  25. 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr.  25. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar.  25. 

.58. 

.58. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Star Rel. Runnl Data  Mi 
.Will  Rogers   Oet.  23t. 

..July 

..Nov. 

.  .Apr. 

8/37t.. . 
p.  79.) 
I8t  

4t  
3  I3t  
17  

I8t. 

8.. 

Title Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767 
(re-issue) 

As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Ells.  Bergner-Laurence  Olivier.  .  .Jan. 
(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  23/37 

Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Spring  Byington  Sept. 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726..  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea.  . .  Dee. 
Border  Patrolman.  The*(G)650  Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young. 
Can  This  Bo  Dixie?  (G)  723.. Jane  Withers-Slim  Summervllle 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbee  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  122:  Juno  27,  p.  82;  July  4,  p.  70;  July  18, 
p.  68.) 

Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whalen. .  . .  Dee. 
Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh- Helen  Wood  May 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  14/35.) 
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Circus* 
(G)  640    Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke  Mar. 

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland-Borls  Karloff  Jan. 

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Rata 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wood  Aug. 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers- Myrna  Loy  Apr. (re-Issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (G)  643. Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  Apr.  24.... 
Country  Doctor,  Tho*  (G)  636.  Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt.  . . Mar.  6.... 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  25 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23,  pp.  87.  95;  May  30,  p.  86;  June  6,  p.  124 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81:  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Lorre-Brian  Donlevy  Jan.  1 5/37 1... 
Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes,  Tho 

(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart-Robert  Kent  June  26  
Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan.. .  .Oct.    I  St  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

ng  Time nutes  Reviewed 
70.  Oet.  24/31 

96.... Sept.  It 

.56....  Aug.  22 

.95  Dee.  5 

.59  June  27 

.70. ...Nov.  14 

.77.... Mar.  21 
p.  82:  Sept.  12, 

.77....  Nov.  28 .59  

8/37. . . 7t  
24  

,71  Mar.  28 
68. ...Nov.  28 

70.  Oet.  26/33 
85. Mar.  21/31 

68. ...Apr.  II 
94.... Mar.  21 

,  p.  96;  May  9. 
July  4,  p.  70; 

70. Jan.  16/37 

.76.... Juno  20 

.78. ...Oet  17 

Isobel  Steele   Malvlna  Aug.     1  73  All.  I 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon.. 
(re-Issue) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645  Jed  Prouty-Shirley  Deane  July  10  
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.  Irvin  S.  Cobb-Rochelle  Hudson. .  .Mar.  20  
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero  Oet  SOt  
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  648  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Downs..  ..May  15  

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 

Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  Apr.  3  
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Slmone  Simon. .Aug.  I4t  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15,  p.  79;  Oet.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31.  p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p. 
Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22  
High  Tension*  (G)  653:  Brian  Donlevy- Glenda  Farrell..  ..July  17  
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734. ...Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin. ...  Feb.  5/37t. 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May  29  
King   of  the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept.  lit.... 

Ladies  in  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constanea  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Simons  Simon.  ..Oet  St.... 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Delma  Byron  Dae.  lit  
(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 

Little  Miss  Nobody  (G)  651... Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan  June  12  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Jan.  29/37t. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 

Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632.  Wallace   Beery- B.  Stanwyck  Apr.  10  
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 

Feb.    5/37t...79..0et  14/33 
.  ..57. 

, ..84.. . ..64., 
.  ..74., 

..May  30 

..Mar.  14 ..Oet  3 

..Apr.  It 

..63....  Feb.  » ..66  Aug.  1 
83.) 

..66. ...May  t 

..63  June  20 .*65.Jan.  9/37 

..66....  Apr.  25 

..58.. ..Aug.  » 

..97....  Oet  10 ..67  

..72....  Mar.  28 

.117....  Nov.  28 

..85....  Mar.  14 



86 MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD February    6,  1937 

(THE  RELEASE  CHART-- CONT'D) 

Running  Tims 
Tltla  Star  Rel.  Data      M  Inutes  Reviewed 

O'Malley  »f  the  Mounted*  (G) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware  Mar.  27  59. ...Mar.  28 

One  In  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henle-Adolphe  Menjou  Jan.     I,'37t  94  Deo.  26 
Pepper  (Q)  708  Jane  Wlthers-lrvln  S.  Cobb  Sept.  lit  64  July  18 
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  Oct.    23t  93  Oct.  24 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  87;  Deo.  19,  p.  89;  Jan.  9/37,  pp.  68,  71.) 
Poor  Little   Rich  Girl,  The* 

(G)  657   Shirley  Temple-Alice  Fayo  July    24  79  June  8 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Private  Number*  (G)  645  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor  June     B  79  May  30 
(Exploitation:  July  18.  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill;  Sept.  19,  p.  68.) 

Ramona  (G)  707  Loretta  Young-Don   Ameche  Sept.  25t  84. ...Sept.  If 
(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  85;  Dee.  19,  pp.  62,  93.) 

Reunion  (G)  717   Dionns  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt. . Nov.  20t  81  Nov.  21 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  78.) 

Road  to  Glory.  The  (G)  706. . .  Fredrlc  March-Warner  Baxter  Sept.    4t  101  June  6 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26.  p.  72;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  68;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 

8ecret  Valley  731   Richard  Arlon- Virginia  Grey  Jai.  I5,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 

Sing,  Baby.  Sing  (G)  703  Alice  Faye-Adolphe  Menjou  Aug.  21 1  87  Aug.  15 
(Exploitation:  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

Sins  ot  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt-Don  Ameche  June    19  79.... May  16 
Song  and  Dance  Man*  (G)  642.  Paul  Kelly-Claire  Trevor  Mar.   13  72.  ...Feb.  22 
Star  for  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell-Clalre  Trevor  Aug.  28t  76  Aug.  15 
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will  Rogers-Janet  Gaynor  Aug.    7t  94. .Feb.  4,'33 

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725  Shirley  Temple-Robt.  Young. ....  Dec.    25t  86  Dec.  28 
Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712  Arthur  Treacher-Vlrglnla  Field. .Oct.     2t  57  Sept.  19 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Donlevy-Glorla  Stuart  July    24  65  Aug.  29 
To  Mary— With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner   Baxter-Myrna  Loy  Aug.     It  92  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  May     1  110  May  I 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  14.  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  8,  pp.  116.  117;  July  II,  p.  I2S; 
July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15.  p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68.) 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720....  Lawrence  Tibbett-Wendy  Barrle . .  N»v.     «t  63  Nov.  14 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr  July     S  70  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  Nov.  27t  65  Dee.  5 
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718....  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  Nov.     it  57. ...Oct.  31 
Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-M  Ichael  Whalen  . . Jan.   22,'37t. .  .  .70  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Coming 

Cafe   Metropole   Loretta   Young-Tyrone  Power  
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Olympics. Warner  Oland-Kath.  de  Mllle  
Dead  Yesterday   Sally  Biane-Thomas  Beck  
Fair  Warning  (G)  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  I2,'37t. .  .*70.Jan.  23,'S7 
50  Roads  to  Town  Don  Ameche-Ann  Sothern  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30,'37.) 
Love  Is  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Pewer  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Midnight  Taxi   Brian  Donlevy- Frances  Drake   . 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738..  Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  (G)  736. ...Jed    Prouty-Shlrley    Deane  Feb.  I9/S7t  60. Jan.  16/37 
On  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell-Madeleine  Carroll ...  Feb.  I2,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Private   Enemy   Barbara  Stanwyck- Rob' t  Taylor  , 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simono  Simon-James  Stewart  Mar.  28/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Slave  Ship   Wallace  Beery-Warner  Baxter  
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  (S)  Arthur  Treacher-Patrlcia  Ellis  *70.Jan.  30/37 
That  I  May  Live   Rochelle    Hudson-Robert  Kent  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen. .. Mar.  19/37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  23/37.) 
Wake  Up  and  Live  Walter  Wlnchell-Ben  Bernle  
Wee  Willie  Winkie   Shirley  Temple-V.  McLaglen  
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella- Henry    Fonda  Feb.   I9/S7t  87  

[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 

Runnln®  Time 
Tltia  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Accused   (A)  D.  Fairbanks.  Jr.-D.  Del  Rio. ...Jam.     8/37t....86  Aug.  8 
Amateur  Gentleman.  The  (Q) . .Douglas  Fairbanks.  Jr.-E.  Landl  . .Apr.    17..  100  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherne  Dec.   25t  88  Dee.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .Nov.     6t. 99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dee.  5,  pp.  83,  84;  Dee.  19, 
p.  94;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  82.) 

Dodsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton . . Sept.  23t  101  Sept.  28 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oet.  3,  p.  78;  Oct.  24,  p.  77;  Oct.  31, 
.p.  77:  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  5,  pp.  78,  83;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

Garden  of  Allah.  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer..Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploration:  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  85.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martini-Ida   Lupino  Oet.     2t  86  Oct.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oct.   17,  p.  72;  Nov.   14,  p.  12; 
Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Jan.  6/37,  p.  70.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76. . Nov.  30/35 
Last  of  tho  Mohicans,  The  (G).  Randolph  Scstt-Blnnle  Barnes  Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.  IS 

(See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  8, 
p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oet.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oct.  31, 
p.  78;  Nov.  14.  pp.  90.  92;  Nov.  21.  p.  112.) 

Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costello 
Barrymore   Mar.    6  102  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  Jum  13,  p.  132;  Aug.  I. 
p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopklns-Gert.  Lawrence ..  Jan.   22/S7t  99.  .Ja».  S/§7 

■mill  Tlaw 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Mlawtet  Reviewed 

Modern  Times  (G)  Chas.  Chaplln-Paulette  Goddard. . Feb.   21  87.. ..Ft*.  • 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  8,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Feb.  15,  p.  81;  Feb.  22,  p.  IfW;  Mar.  7, 
p.  99:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  Mar.  28,  pp.  83.  84;  Apr.  4.  pp.  84.  89;  Apr.  II.  pp.  98,  88;  Apr. 
25,  p.  92;  May  2,  p.  99;  May  9,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  30,  pp.  84,  86;  June  6,  pp. 
116.  118;  June  13.  pp.  122,  132;  June  20,  p.  121;  Aug.  22,  p.  117;  Sept.  12.  p.  68.) 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (0)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Lupino  May    IS  79. ...May  t 
(Exploitation:  June  13.  p.  122;  July  25.  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (Q)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence. .. Dee.     4t  88  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article:  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dee.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  108; Jan.  9/37.  p.  68.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopklns-M. Oberon-J.  MeCrea  . . Apr.    10  93... .Feb.  28 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6.  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.    24   99. ...May  7 
(See  production  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  June  IS,  p.  132:  J«ly 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26,  pp.  70,  71;  Oet.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  28. 
p.  105.) 

You  Only  Live  Once  (A)  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda.  Jan.  30/37t  86. Jan.  30/37 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  30/37,  p.  80.) Coming 

.84. Jan.  16/37 
Fire  Over  England  (G)  Laurence  Ollvler-Flora  Robson.  . .  Mar.  4/37t. 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jean  Arthur  Mar^  5/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  J»n.  9/37.) 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles. 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.  26/S7t  82  Aug.  22 

Star  Is  Born.  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredrlc  March  Feb.  I9/S7t  

UNIVERSAL 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov.     It  64  
Breezing  Home  1033  Blnnla  Barnes- Wm.   Gargan  Jan.   Sl/37t. .  •  -64  
Cowboy  and  the  Kid.  The  6046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May    25  58  
Conflict  (G)  1038  John  Wayne-Jean  Rogers  Nov.   29t  61  Dee.  8 

(See  "In  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July    28  04  July  IS 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  24,  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  9006..  Otte  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May    II  70.... May  9 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Ang.  15.  p.  75;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Empty  Saddles  (G)    1043  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dee.   20t  62. ...Oct.  24 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wm.  Hall   Nov.  22t  68  Nev.  14 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May     8  65  
Four  Days'  Wonder  (G)  1019.  Jeanne  Dante- Kenneth  Howell.  .  .Jan.  3/S7t . .  . . 60 . Jan.  23/37 
Girl  on  the  Front  Page,  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart-Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27t  74. ...Sept.  29 
Law  Before  Breakfast  (G)  8007. Carole  Lombard-Preston  Fester.  .. Mar.    9  70. ...Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  IS,  p.  81;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  117;  June  IS,  p.  IS2.) 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.    8t  66. ...Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl  In  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt- Louis  Hay  ward  Nov.    I5t  72  Oct.  SI 
Magnificent  Brute,  The  (G)  1022.  Victor  McLaglen-Blnnle  Barnes. .Oct.     lit  77  Oet.  8 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  7.  p.  82;  Nev.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  S,  p.  SO)  Dae.  12, 
p.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry,  The  (G)  1026. .Deris  Nolan-Michael  Whalen  Nev.     It  78  Nov.  7 
Mighty  Treve,  The  1034..  Noah  Beery.  Jr. -Barbara  Read. ..Jan.    I7.'37t  69  
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard .. Sept    ft  93  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12.  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21.  pp.  109,  115;  Nev.  28,  p.  183; 
Jan.  9/37,  p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  1023. .....  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.   27t  Bf  
(See  "Murder  on  the  Mississippi."  "la  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nev.  28.) 

Nobody's  Fool  (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Fan-ell  May    31  85  Aug.  29 
Parole  (G)  9036..  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter   June    14  65  July  4 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  79;  Aug.  I.  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019  Rlearde  Certez-Patrlela  Ellis  Aug.   16  St  Aug.  23 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83.) 
Rldo  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept.  20t  86.. ..Dee.  8 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)  1627  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  2ft  83  Nov.  28 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pldgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan.   24/S7t  68  
Show  Boat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones   May    17  112  May  8 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  Juno  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  St; 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  78;  Aug.  I,  p.  tt;  Aug.  t.  p. 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Aug..  22.  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept  S,  p.  80;  Sept  12,  p.  88; 
Sept.  19,  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26.  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Silver  Spurs  9044  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Feb.    18  88  
Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnlo  Barnes  Apr.    IS  96  Mar.  28 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  15.  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  25, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27.  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dee.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  (G)  1029. . .  Deanna   Durbln-Ray  Mllland  Dee.   20t  84. Jan.  30/37 
Two  In  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept  I3t  82  Oct.  19 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  10,  p.  96.) 
Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  30   63  Sept.  12 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) Coming 

California  Straight  Ahead  1030. John  Wayne-Louise  Latimer  Mar.  28/37t  
Girl  Overboard   1021  Gloria  Stuart- Walter  PIdgeon  Feb.  28/37t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   
Night  Key   1024  Boris  Karloff-Jean  Rogers  Apr.  Il/37t  
Road  Back,  The  Larry  Blake-John  King   
Sandflow  1044   Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4/S7t  58  
Stones  Cry  Out,  The  Nan  Grey-John  Howard  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Mar.  28/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.)  (See  production  article,  Jan.  23/37,  p.  16.) 
We  Have  Our  Moments  1617...  Sally  Ellers-James  Dunn  Mar.  2l/37t  
When  Love  Is  Young  1018  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Apr.  4/37t  
Wings  Over  Honolulu   Jane  Wyatt-Ray  Milland.,..  
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VICTORY  „„„„,„  Tlm. 
Title                                    Star                                   Rol.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Gbayonue  Rldet  Again  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7.'J7t...  
Flying  Fists   Herman  Brlx  Jan.  25/87t  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service  Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Manners. .  . .  June  15  
Phantom  of  the  Ranie  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlea  Nov.  26t  
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June  I  
■le  Brando  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxlne  Doyle  Mar.  IS  
Rip  Rearla'  Buck  art*  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Oct.  I5t  
Silks  and  8addls«  Herman  Brix-Teby  Wing  Dee.  14  
Taming  the  Wild  Rod  La  Roeque-Maxlna  Doyle..  ..Feb.  15  
Twa  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brlx-Jeaane  Martel  Nov.  2f  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

Trail  Feud,  The  Tom  Tyler 

Coming 

.Feb.  I8,'37t. 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)  Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Anthony  Adverse  (Q)  Ml  Fredric  March-O.  do  Havllland . .Aug.  2t  139. ...May  23 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  musiacl  analysis,  Aug.  22,  a.  15;  exploitation:  Aug.  t, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5,  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill,  112,  115;  Dec.  5.  pp.  80, 
83.) 

Bengal  Tiger,  The  (8)  lit. ...Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept.    5t  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17.  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  (25  Guy  Kibbee-Warren  Hull  Juno   27    58.... Apr.  25 
Black  Legion  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  .Jan.   30,'37t  83. Jan.  9,'37 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis. .. .Mar.    7  70  Apr.  4 
Call  and  Mabel  (B)  192  Marlon  Davies-Clark  Gable  Sept.  28t  90  Oct.  SI 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  80;  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  83.) 
California  Mall  938  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the   Light  Brigade 

(O)  Ml   Errol  Flynn-O.  do  Havllland  Nov.     7  115. ...Oct.  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  Ill; 
Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  78;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeier-DIck  Powell  Mar.  21  89. ...Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23,  ».  86.) 

Fugitive  In  th*  Sky  (G)  128. .Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.   28f  58  Oct.  31 
Give  Mo  Your  Heart  (G)  189. .Kay  Francis-George  Brant  Sent.  26t  88  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Jan.  I8,'37,  p.  78.) 
Sod's  Country  and  the  Woman 
(•)  105   George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts. ..  .Jan.    I6,'37t. .  .*85  Doe.  26 

Srten  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  Rox  Ingram   Aug.     I  93  May  80 
(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29, 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dec.  12,  p.  87;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  81.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander- Beverly  Roberts  . .July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  (OS ...  Pat  O'Brien-J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   25  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  Juno  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isle  *f  Fury  (G)  I  It   Marg't   Llndsay-H.   Bogart  Oct.    lot  60.... Sept.  8 
Jallkroak  (G)  (27  Craig  Reynolds-Juno  Travis  Aug.     1  60.. ..May  18 

(Exploitation:  Doc.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hoekoy  (G)  121  Anno  Nagel-Rlchard  Pureed  Doe.    ISt  55  Nov.  14 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oot.     S  117. Oet.  12/85 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3/35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  Juno  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  S2; 
Oet.  24,  p.  68;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 

Oho  Way  Passage  (•)  Kay  Francls-Wllllam  Powell  Dee.    12  69. July  38/82 
(re-Issue) 

Pali  Jo*  (Q)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Doe.     5f  65  Sept  28 
Public  Enemy's  Wlf*  (Q)  (IS.. Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25  69  June  27 
Satan  Mot  a  Lady  Sit  Warren  William-Bert*  Davis  Aug.     t  74  

(Se*  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "Id  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  Il.j, 
•mart  Blond*  (•)  IS  Glonda  Farrell-Bartea  MncLane  . .  Jan.     2,'37f  59  Dee.  6 
San  O'Gnns  (8)  III  J**  E.  Brown-Joan  Blendell  May   80  79. ...May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25,  pp.  7S,  77;  Aug.  t,  p.  S3;  Nov.  7,  p.  17.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (•)  824. Warren  Wllllam-Jun*  Travis  May     t  62  Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rita*  th*  Rang*  (8) 
ttt  Dlok  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  ..56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  Th*  (•)  814..  .Karloff-Marguorlte  Churchill  Mar.   14  71.. ..Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 

Anglo  Shatter   
Antlher  Dawa   Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  Do  Havilland-I.  Hunter  
Dane*   Charlie   Dane*  Stuart  Erwin-Jean  Muir  
Desert  Song   Frank  McHugh    
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  (G) 
123   Barton  MacLane-Juno  Travis  .*60.Jan.  30/37 

Ever  Since  Eve  Marion  Davies   
G*  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louis*  
Groat  O'Malley,  The  (G)  lit. .Pat  O'Brlon-Sybll  Jason  F*b.   13,'tTt..  ..71  Doe.  12 
Kid  Galahad   Edw.  G.  Robinson-Bette  Davis  
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondoll. .  .  Mar.  27,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Land  Beyond  the  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Mar.  I3/37T  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  MeHugh-Mary  Boland  
Mazurka   Kay  Francis   
Melody  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton-Patrlela  Ellis  *60.Jan.  It/87 
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltol  Mar.  8,*37t/  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Miracle  Mountain  Pick   Foran-Helen   Valkis  . . 
Public  Wedding   Jane  Wyman-William  Hopper  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  Ross  Alexander- Ruby  Keelor  Mar.  6/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Singing,  Marino,  Th*  Dick  Powell-Doris  Weston  

White  Bondage   Jean  Muir-Gordon  Oliver  '.".7.7. 

Tltl*  star 
From  Nino  to  Nino  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew. 
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Dee.   2lt  6  rls  

.Nov.    I8t  7  rls  

WORLD Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Masquerade  in   Vienna  Paula  Wessely   Jan.  25/37t  
Slalom   (G)   Skiing  Film   Dec.    I5t  66. Jan.  23/37 
Tempo  Massimo   Milly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolara   Italian   Feature   Dec.  25t  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mare  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schipa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Diane  Korene  
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pela  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amazing  Quest,  The  (G)...Cary  Grant  United  Artists  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  2S 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 
(G)   Florlne  McKlnnoy  ..Assoc  British  70  June  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Livesay   Assoc.  British  70.. ..Aug.  8 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A) . .  Francoise  Rosay  ....American  Table. .  .Sept.  22  95  Oct.  8 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "La  Kermessa  Heroiqua.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Ellsa  Ceganl   United  Artists  100  Sept.  26 
Clbouletto  (G)   Slmone  Berrlau   Franco-American. .  .Sent,  lit  95  Dec.  19 
Cloistered  (G)   Best   May    It  80.... Nov.  7 
Crime  Over  London  (A) . . . Margot  Grahame  ....United  Artists  65  May  M 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loebinger  Amklno   Sept.    t  Sent.  IS 
Dubrevsky   Boris  Llvantv   Amklno   Mar.  28  72.... Apr.  II 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75. ...Oet.  16 
Eternal  Mask,  The  (A) . . .  Mathias  Wieman    . .  Mayer-Burstyn  .  .  .Jan.  12/37. ..  .70. Jan.  23/37 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (6).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  Juna  27 
Flying  Doctor,  Th*  (G)  Charles  Farroll   20th  Century-Fox  92  Dos.  IS 
Great  Call,  Th*  (G)  Camlllo  Pilott*  United  Artists  90. ...Deo.  i 
Greater  Promise,  A  (G) . .  .Tamarina   Amkino   Oet     6  90  Oct.  17 

Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granaoh  ..Amklno   July    

2
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90  Aug.  22 

Gypsy  Melody  (A)....  Lupo  Velez  Assee.  British  70. ...Aug.  t 
Incertidumbro  (G)   Hilda  Moron*   United  Artists  8ept.  I8t  70  Sept.  26 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbort  British  Dsn  73  Juno  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hlekt  British  Lion  70.... Nov.  21 
Janoslk  (G)   Palo  Blelik   French   Nov.   24  82  Dee.  S 
Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff  Twickenham   70  Oet.  17 
La  Fusse   Femln  Gemior  French   Aug.     1  88  
Land  Without  Muslo  (G) . .  Richard  Tauber  General   80  Oet,  24 
La  Paloma  (Q)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oet.    It  83  Oet.  24 
Last  Rose,  The  (0)  Hanna  Ralph   Caslna   Oot.     t  102  Oet  17 

(Reviewed  under  th*  tltl*,  "Letzt*  Rose.") La  Damigella  dl  Bard  (G)  .  E.  Grammatics   Artlstl   85.  Jan.  9/37 
Les  Petlts  (G)  Alice  Tissot   Franco-American  ..  Dee.   29  90.  Jan.  23/37 
Loves  of  T*nl,  Th*  (A)...Colla  Montalvan   Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Man  In  the  Mirror  (A)...E.  E.  Horton  Twickenham   75. Jan.  It/37 
Marriage   *f   Cerhal,  Th* 
(A)   Nils  Asther   General   80  Juno  IS 

Mllizia  Territorial  (G). . .Antonio  Gandusl*  ...  Nnov*  Mend*  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  23 
My  Song  Goes  Round  the 

World  (G
)
 
 
 Joseph  Sehraldt  Casino   8ept.  

2
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87  Oet.  It 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Eli  Lied  Goht  Urn  DIa  Wait") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amklno   Nov.     2  S6....Nev.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francoise  Ratay  ... .  Franco-American. .  .May  .93  May  16 
Prenoz  Garde  a  la  Polnturo.  Slmone  Simon  French   Ant.     1  86  
Publio  Nulsanea  N*.  I  (8).  Frances  Day   General   79  Mar.  14 
Raggen— Dot  Ar  Jag  Dot 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21...    .83.... May  SO 

Re  Burlono,  II  (0)  Armando  Faleoal  ...Nuove  M**d*  Mar.  

2
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98  Apr.  4 

Robber  Symphony,  Th*  (G). George  Graves  Concordia   125. ...May  S 
Romance  In  tha  House  *f 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  Casino   Oet.     t  81  Oet  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Llebesroman  Im  Hause  Hamburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerblgor  Ufa  Apr.     t  81.... Apr.  25 
Sensation   (A)   John  Lodge   W ardour   75. Jan.  23/37 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlborg  ...Scandinavian   Apr.     7  90  Apr.  18 
Song  of  Freedom,  The  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Ll*i  80  Sept  t 
So*  af  Mongolia.  A  (A)...Tseven  Rabdan   Amkln*   Nov.   29  90  Dm.  It 
Soviet  News  (8)  Amkln*   Apr.    It  70  Apr.  21 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (8)  Richard  Barthotmets.  Twlokenham   98  Oct  It 
Tenth  Man,  The  (0)  John  Lodge  Assee.  British  Ang.  29 
There  en  the  Big  Ranch  (8). Tit*  Galzar  Bustamont*   105. ...Nov.  I 
30  Seconds  of  Lev*  (8)  Elsa  Marllnl   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.  2/17 
This'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack   Buchanan   Wilcox   78. Jan.  8/37 

Three  Maxims,  Th*  (8) . . .  Anna  Noagla   General  87. ...Aug.  I 
Two's  Company  (G)  Ned  Sparks   B.  *V  D  May  18 

Waltz  for  You,  A  (G)  Louis  Graveure   Caslna   
Sept.  

2
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94. ...Oet  t 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Walzor  Fuer  Dieh.") Wo  Are  from  Kronstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalchlkev   Amkln*   Apr.   39  83. ...May  16 

Wedding  March,  Th*  (Ah.Tulllo  Carmlaatl  .. .  Franco-American  92  Mar.  14 
When  Knights  Worn  Bald 
(8)   J.  Buchanan- F.  W  ray.  General   76  Mar.  7 

White  Squadron  (8)  Antonio  Ceeta  E.  N.  I.  0  85  Doe.  28 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General  90.... Jane  S 
Yellow  Cruise,  The  (8).   French  Nov.    17  90  Do*.  5 
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[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.1 

CELEBRITY 
Mln. Title  Rel.  Date 

COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  30  7 
Dick  Whittlngton'i  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept. 30  

COLUMBIA 
Title Mln. Rel.  Date 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
No.  3— "Spark   Plus"  Apr.  12  S'/i.. 
No.  4— Major  Google  (5-1 6). May  24  6'/i.. 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (II -21  >   .Sept.  I8t . . .20  
Andy  Clyde 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  ( I -23-37)  .  Dec.  4t...l«'/i.. 
(All  Star) 

Caught  In  the  Act  Mar.   5  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump,  The  June  20  18.... 
(All  Star) 

Disorder  In  the  Court  May  30  17  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  I6f...l0.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t  18  
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent  (1-30-37)  Dec.  20t ...  1 8  
(All  Star) 

Grips,  Grunts  and  Groans.. Jan.  I5,'37tl9  
Half  Shot  Shooters  (6-13)..  .Apr.  30  19  

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   Jan.  9,'37tl7.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyvllle 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t- . .  18  

M idnight  Blunders  (5-16)..  .Apr.  21  17  
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15. ...18.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Oh.  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.  9t...20.... 
Polly  Moras 

Pain  in  the  Pullman,  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (8-20)... May  15....  18  
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16) ....  Mar.  19. . . .  !7'/i. . 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks  Dec.  27f. . . I7'/j . . 
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  Jan.    9  18  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept. Mt....2rls. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t . . .  .7'/, . . 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  2 (it  t'/t.. 
Boy  and  His  Dog,  A  Dec.  23t  7.... 

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7.... 
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I.'37t.7'/a.. 
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t....8  
Glee  Worms  June  24  7.... 
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7  
Skeleton  Frolic   Jan.  29.'37t  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26f  7  
Untrained  Seal.  The  (8-1).. July  26  7.... 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Gold  Quest  of  the  Ages  Jan.  28,'37t  
Star  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  1 5t  10  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t  ■  rl. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t...ll'/i. 
Runaway  Marriage,  The 
(1-16-37)   Dec.  18  10... 

FEATURETTES 

Community  Sing  (No.  I).  Jan.  I7,'37t  
Story  of  Norton  f.  Emperor 

of  the  United  State*  Dec.  I8t....9... 
KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 

12.  "Lll  AlnJII"   Mar.  19  8. 
13.  Peace  Conference  Apr.  10  7. 

(re-Issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.   t...  7. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (I I -7). Oct.  24t....7.... 
16.  Merry  Cafe   (1-23-37) .  .Dec.  26t....7  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10.... 
Fishing  Thrills   Jan.  22,'37t  
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  . Aug.  30. . . .  10. . . . 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15....  10.... 
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .  Sept.  25t . . .  10. . . . 
Little  Champs  (8-29)..  Aug.  10. . . .  10. . . . 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t . . .  .9'/, . . 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oct.  26t..-IO  
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10  
Sport  Magie   June  13  9</i.. 
Stop.  Look  and  Guess  Mar.  9. ...10.... 
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10  
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II. ...10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t . .  ..6'/,. . 
Looney  Balloonlsts  (11-28).  .Sept.  24 1  7.... 
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    8  7  
Scrappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    5  7.... 

Scrappy's  Pony   Mar.  16  7  
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    8—   Mar.  27. ...10  
No.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/,.. 
No.  10—  (6-13)   May  29. ...10.... 
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26....  10.... 
No.  12— (8-8)   July  17....  10.... 
No.  13— (8-22)   Aug.  13  10  

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  I  It. .  .10  
No.    2— (11-21)   Oct.  23t. .  .10  
No.    3—  0-9-37)   Nov.  28t...l0  
No.   4—   Dee.  28t...l0.... 
No.    5—    Jan.  22.'37tl0  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dec.  25t  8'A.. 
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.    It  8'/s.. 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  .Dec.  I8f . . .  .S'/s. . 
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5) ...  Sept.   7t  3  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.  10—   Mar.  26  I  Oft.. 

DuWORLD 
Title 

Rel.  Date  Min. 
THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 

Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the   Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   10.... 

8us-TI-Ka  (12-19)   10.... 
Utah  Picture  Book 
(1-9-37)   10.... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Cinecolor) 

No.    I—   Sept.  I5t  9.... 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century- Fox] 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24  18.... 
Sleepless  Hollow   May    8  16  
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10  19  

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20).  .June    5  21  

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous   Aug.    It. ..II.... 
Gifts  in  Rhythm  Oct.  23t  10.  
Going  Native   Aug.  28+. .  .1 1 . . . . 
Nothing  But  the  Tooth  Feb.  26.'37t.lrl. 
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I8t. . .  1 1  
Play!  Girls   Nov.    6t  II  
Queen's  Birthday.  The  Aug.  I4t...l0  
Ring  Goes  'Round.  The  Aug.  21 1 ...  10  
See  Uncle  Sol  Jan.  29.'37tll  
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9  
Strike!  You're  Out  (1-9-37) . Dec.  lit..  .11.... 

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20.... 20.... 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3  16  
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27. ...19.... 

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.    6  6  
Big  Game  Hunt.  The  Feb.  I9.'37t . I  rl. . 
Book  Shop.  The  (1-30-37) . .  Feb.  5.'37t.6  
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t . . .  .6. . . . 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  6.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Prize 
Package   July  31  1  

Firmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   Ntf.  Of. . 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Flying  South   M»r.  I9.'37t .  I  rl . . Klko  Foils  the  Fsx  (11-7).. Oat 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oet.  80t....7.... 
Klko  the   Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Deo.  I5f.. 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lf  •  

Off  to  China  Mar.  lOt  
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies   July  14  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dee.  I  It.... 7.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oct.  I  St  

Red  Hot  Music   Mar.  5,'37t  .l  rl . . Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  lit  7.... 

Rolling  Stones   May    I  I.... 
Sailor's  Home,  The  (6-13). .June  12  8.... 
Salty  McGuire   Jan.  8,*37t.7.... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The  Jan.  22,'37f.7  
Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6. . . 
Western  Trail,  The  Apr.    3  6  
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing.  A    Apr.  17  6  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I  10.... 
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever. 
The  (12-26)   Dee.  ISt  - . .  1 1  

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June  8  t.... 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.  7t...l0.... 
Krazl- Inventions  (10-31)  Oet.    Of ...  1 1 ... . 
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37)  .  Det.   4f  II  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) .  .Sept.  4t.. ....... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10).  .Sept.  lit....!.... 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7) .   .Oet.  lit....!.... 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13.... If..., 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22. ...IS.... 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...20. ... 
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.    St. ..IS.... 
Bashful  Buddies   Aug.  7t. . .  17. . .. 
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.2rU. 
Blue  Blazes   Aug.  2 1 1 ...  1 9  
Boy  Friend,  The  Feb.  26.'37t  2  rls. 
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4T...IS  
Chemist,  The  (9-24)  Oet.    St... IS  
Diamonds  In  the  Rough  Sept.  25t...lS..„. 
Ditto   Feb.  I2,'37tl7  
Fun's  Fun   Feb.  5,'37fiS.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  lit. ..20.... 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    If. ..IS.... 
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.  I,'37t2l  
Hold  It   Jan.  29,'37t.2  rls. 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(6-13)   May  15. ...IS.... 

Jail  Bait   Jan.  8.'37tl9  
Just  the  Type  Dee.   4f. . .20  
Love  Nest  on  Wheels  Mar.  26,'37f.2rls. 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7.... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  ISt. ..IS.... 
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28t. .  .11.... 
Peaceful  Relations   June  19. ...IS.... 
Practically  PerfectO  -30-37) .  Jan.  I5.'37t2l  
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (I  I -21) .  .  .Oet.  2St...lS..„ 
Ready   to    Serve  Mar.  12, '37t  .2  rls 
Regular  Guy   Feb.  26. '37t  .2  rls. 
Screen  Test.  The  (12-19) ..  .Dee.  ISt.  ..IS  
Spring  Is  Here  Oet.  30t...20  
Transatlantic  Lbve   Dee.  25t...20.... 
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) .  .8ept.  4t...20  
Whose  Baby  Are  You? 
(11-7)   Oet.  2t...lS.... 

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Love  In  September  Mar.  8  21  

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  25  1  rl.. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.  9  8.... 
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rt.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.   5—   Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
No.   6—   Mir.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.   4  S. 
Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jan.  20,'37tl2. 
Carillon  Makers   Aug.  ISt.  ■ .  12. 
Floridian  Curiosities   Jan.  I0.'37tl2. 
Golden  Harbor  Mar  16.. ..10. 
Tough    Breaks   Mar.    I....  IS. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  ISt. .  .20. 
Sport  of  Flying  Sept.  12t  
Young  Explorer   Mir.  2. ...10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
No.  I—   FeB.  14  8. 
No.  2 —   Feb.  28  8. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  3—   Mar.  8  10... 
No.  4 —  Mar.  22  10... 
No.  5—  Apr.  10  7... 
No.  6 —  .Apr.  22  7ft. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  S... 
No.  2—  Mar.   6  8... 
No.  3—  Apr.  II  S... 
No.  4—  May    4  S... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Juagl*. . .  .Feb.   3  S... 
2.  Nomads  of  the  South  Sea*  .  Feb.  17  8... 
3.  Nomads  of  the  Put  Mir.  S  S... 
4.  Nomads  of  the  Air  Mar.  17  5</t. 
5.  Nomads  la  the  Meklai.   .Apr.   3  8... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  8... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains. ..  .May    3  S'/i. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  Sft. 

IMPERIAL 
Title 

Mln. 

Rel.  Date 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

Towers  of  Melody  8 
Hidden  Treasures   8 
Southern  Beauties   S 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Storm  , 
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8. 

Early  In  the  Morula'  8. 
NOVELTIES 

Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hobo  Here   S. 

PORT  0'  CALL 
Peacock  Throne  8. 
City  of  the  Sua  S. 
Last  Resort   S. 
Children  of  the  Nile  S. 
Seventh  Wonder   S. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seas  8. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Lev* 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Souttiera  Crete  8. 

MGM 

Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 
CHARLEY  CHASE 

Count  Takes  the  Count.  The. Feb.  22  20... 
Neighborhood  House  (7-18).  .May   8  20... 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25).  .Apr.  IS.. ..19... 
Vamp  'Til  Reidy  (2-29)...  Mar.  28. . .  .20. . . 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  7— Fool  Preef  Mir.  7.... 21... 
No.  8—  The  Public  Pays 
(11-14)   Oet.  lOt..  IS... 

No.  9— Torture  Me  Bey  Jan.  2,'37t20... 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1.2-87)...  Nov.  I4T....S... 
India  on  Parade  Feb.  6,'37t  
Japan  In  Cherry  Blossom Time   Mv.  21  8... 
Oriental  Paradise   Nov.  I4t  S... 
Picturesque  South  Afrlea...  .Jan.  9,'37t.9... Quaint  Quebec   Sept.  I2t....8... 
Rio  do  Janeiro,  City  of 
Splendor  (7-25)   Sept.  12  9... 

Sacred  City  of  the  Mayaa 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7... 

St.  Helena  and  It*  Mao 
of  Destiny   May  16  8... 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-18)..  Oct.  24 1  S... 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 19—  Early  Bird  aad  Bte 
Worm,  The  (4-25)  Feb.   8  S... 

20—  Old  Mill  Pond.  The 
(6-6)   Mar.  7  8... 

21—  Two  Little  Pup*  (8-1).. Apr.  4  8... 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Plenle   May  SO  8... 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20  8... 
25—  Little  C hooter  July  II  S... 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-28)  .Dee.  I2t  8... 
27—  Circus  Daze   Jan.  I6,'37t.9... M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- pany  Nov.   8  II... 
Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Seat.  ISt  —  II  
Hollywood  Second  Step  Dee.   St.. .10... 
How  to  Be  a  Detective 
(1-23-37)   Oet.  I7t-...S... 

How  te  Behave  (4-21)  Apr.  25  10... 
How  t»  Train  a  Dig.......  .July   4  8... 
How  te  Vote  (8-5)  Sept.  St. ..10... 
Junker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28.. ..10... 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II... 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13  10... 

Rainbow  Pan,  To*  Oet.  Sit  
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Title  Rel.  Data  Mln. 
What  Do  You  Think?  Jan.  23,'37t  

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artlttry  (6-S)  Apr.  II  9... 
Dare  Deviltry   Jnt  27  ».. 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (•■»>...  .June  6  10... 
Pel*  (8-6)   May   9  8.. 
Table  Tenila  (4-25)  Fed.  15.... 10.. 
Racing  Canines  (6-6)  Mar.  14....  10.., 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Yean,  A  Dee.  26t . . .  19. . , 
No  Place  Like  Rene  (l|.J>  .Sept.  26T...I9.. 
Violets  In  Serine  (9-B)  Sept.  5.... 21... 

OUR  GANG 
Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May    2.  ...18... 
Bored  of  Edueatlea  (6-S). ..Aug.  29. ...10... 
Divot  Diggers   Feb.   8....  15... 
Lucky  Corner,  The  (2-26) ...  Mar.  14. ...16... 
Pay  As  Yeu  Exit  Oct.  24f  II... 
Reunion  in  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tH... 
Second  Childhood  (4-25)...  .Apr.  1 1.... 19... 
Spooky  Hooky  Dee.  5t  
Two  Too  Young  (11-7)  Sept.  26t ...  10 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.   4  20... 
Hill  Tillies  (8-18)  Apr.   4....  18... 
Pan  Handlers   Feb.  29.... 20... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Behind  the  Headlines  (6-5)  Sept.  I2t...ll... 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6,'37t.9... 
Gilding  the  Lily   Feb.  6,'37t.8... 
Hurling    (1-9-37)   Nov.  I4T...I0... 
Killer  Dog  (9-8>  Aug.  29. ...10... 
Olympic  Ski  Champions 
(11-7)   Oct.  3T...I0... 

•ports  en  lee  Oct.  I0t...l0... 
Wanted— A  Master  (1-2-37) .  Dee.  26t...l0... 

SPECIAL 
Audioseopiks  (1-18)   .(... 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oct.  3IT...I0... 
Dancing  en  the  Celling  Jan.  2,'37t.9... 
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28T...I0... 
New  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  St... II... 
Swing  Banditry  (9-S)  Sept.  I9T...II... 

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Human   Nov.  20t  7... 
Betty  Boop  and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7... 

Grampy's  Indoor  Outing  Oet.  I6t  7... 
Happy  You  and  Merry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  21 1... -7... 

House  Cleaning  Bluee  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl. 
Making  Friends   Dm.  I8t  7... 
More  Pep  June    19.... 6... 
Not  New  (2-29)  Feb.  28  7... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  7... 
Training  Pigeon*   Sept.  I  St  7.. 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  6... 
You're  Net  Built  That  Way. July  17  8... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 
a  Year  Dee.  4T....8... 

Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  15  8... 
Sreedy  Humpty  Dumpty  July    10  8... 
Hawaiian  Bird*   Aug.  28t...9... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8... 
Play  Safe   Oct.  I  St.... 7... 
Somewhere  In  Dreamland. ..  .Jan.  17  9... 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  10  10... 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.   7t-.  ll... 
Knoek,  Knock, 
Who's  There?   Sept.  I Sf ---II-.. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Oreh. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22  10... 
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
lett  •  David  Holt  •  Betty 
Kelt-  Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weidler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18) ...  Mar.  20....  1 1... 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Sabs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  on  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.    7.... II... 
Kostelanetz- Eastman 

Musical  Charmers  Oct.    Of...  1 1... 
Phil  Spltalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Musical  Fashions   July    3  II... 
Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Musle  In  the  Morgan  Manner.  June  12  II . .. 
Russ  Morgan  and  Oreh. 

Music,  Musle  Everywhere. .. Dec.  I8t--.ll.... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Oreh. 

Musle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t ...  10  
George  Hall  and  Oreh. 

Play,  Don  (8-15)  July  31  10... 
Don  Bestor  end  Oreh. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oet.  30t...l0... 

Will  Osborne  and 
Collegiates 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I5.'37t.l  rl. 
Freddie  Rich  and  Oreh. 

Star  Reporter  in  Hollywood 
.til -21)   Nov.  20t...l0... 
Ted  Huslng-Bennle  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lamour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody...  .May    I  II... 
Ferde  Grofe  and  Oreh. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5.'37t.l  rl. 
Lover's  Paradise   Sept.  I  It...  10... 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  I3t...l0... 
Trees   Jan.  I5.'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20t ....  I  rl. 

PARAGRAPH  ICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8.. Dee.  lit  I  rl. 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  I4t...l8... 
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oet.    9t  10.... 
Sailor  Shorty  Oct.  23. ...10... 
Snow   jtn.  8,'37t  Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oct.  9t...l0... 

That's  Their  Business  Nov.  I3t...ll... 
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.   8,'37t.l  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 
No.  8  —  Frederie  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor—The Vole*  ef  the 
Animal*  (2-29)   Feb.  28.. 

Ne.  9  —  Trailing  the  Bird* 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27.. 

Ne.  10  —  Toilers  ef  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns— Make-up  Magle.  .Apr.  24. . 

No.  II — Champagne — Girl* 
Will  Be  Boys  —  Up  Mont 
Blane   May  22.. 

No.  12— Meet  the  Pelican— 
Viola  Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19.. 

No.  13—  July  17.. 

.11... 

.10. 

..II... 

.10... ..I  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Series) 
No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 

Golden  Acre*— Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  2lt  .  - 10. . . 

No.  2  —  Science    to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen    Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t...l0... 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber— Keep  Out!  Lion*  Oct.  I6t...l0... 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monitor 
—  Fur*  en  Parade  —  All 
A-Board     Nov.  I3t  10  

No.  5 — Bamboo — Clamdig- 
gers*     Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dee.  I  If...  10... 

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let'*  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.  8,'37t.l  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlight*  No.  S.Apr.    3  9... 
Collie.  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21....  10... 
Dangerous  Jobs  May    I  9... 
Fashions  in  Love  July  24  8... 
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (3-14). .Mar.  13  9... 
Poodle,  The   May  22  10... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  9... 
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24  10... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    1  8... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.   S  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.   7  7... 
Hold  the  Wire  Oet.  23t....7... 
I'm  In  the  Army  Now  Dec.  25t  7... 
I-Ski  Lov-Ski  You-Ski  Apr.   3  6... 
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard...  .June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Movln*  July  24  7... 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t  7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t  7... 
Paneless  Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Sinbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t....7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cinecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27.. ..II... 
No.  5   May  29. ...10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  6  July  17.. ..10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
Ne.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t. ..«<... 
Ne.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t...l0... 
No.  3   Dee.  25t-...l  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomln',  The 
(8-22)   July  31....  10... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You. ..  .Sept.  25t  S... 
Joe  Richman  and  Oreh. 

1   Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  In 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jack  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t..-.7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Oreh. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29). Feb.  14  10... 
No.  22 — Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13  10... 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers   Apr.  10  10... 
No.  24— Catching  Trouble..  .May    8  10... 
No.  25— River  of  Thrills  June  5....  10... 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July    3  10... 
No.  27 — Neptune's  Scholars 
(8-22)   Aug.  7t...l0... 

No.  28— Lucky  Spills   Sept.  4t...l0... 
No.  29— Fighting  Marlln  Oct.    2t - .  .10. . . 
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.   St. ..10... 

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dee.  4t...l0... 
No.  32— Sporting  Pals  Jan.    I,'37t.l  rl. 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29,37t.l  rl. 

RKO  RADIO 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22  Feb.  SI  8</t. 
No.  23   Apr.   3  8... 
No.  24  May  29  8... 
No.  25  July  10  5... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair  New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27  10... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29t  
Fool  Your  Friends  June  9....  10... 
Job's  a  Job.  A  May  22. ...10... 
Old  Fashioned  Movie,  An 
(3-28)   Feb.  28. ...II... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4—  Wedtlme  Story.  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20. . .  .21 . . . 

No.  5—  Bad  Medlelne   May  22. ...15... 
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time   July  24  20... 

(1936-37) 
1 —  Lalapaleosa  Nov.  20t. .  .16. . . 

2—  Singing  in  the  Air  Feb.  I9.'37il9... 
EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Aehe   July  10  18... 
High  Beer  Pressure  May   8  18... 

Hillbilly  Goat  (1-23-37) ..  .Jan.  I3.'37tl8... 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oet.  23t...20'/,. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.   6  IS'/t. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    1  9... 
No.  2   June   5....  10... 
No.  3   July    3. ...10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17. ...24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13  21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.  ...21... 
No.  5   May  15. ...21... 
No.  6   June  12  23. . . 
No.  7   July  10.... 21... 
No.  8   Aug.   7. ...21... 

(1936-37) 
No.  I   Sept.  4t..-23... 
No.  2   Oet.  2t...2l'/s. 
No.  3   Nov.  3t...2l... 
No.  4  (12-12)  Nov.  27t...22... 
No.  5   Dee.  2St  ■  ■  -  IB — 

No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATH E  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12  16.... 
Don't  Be  Like  That 
(1-30-37)  .Dee.    4t. . .  18  

Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10. ...17..., 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Horse  Play   18... 
Radio  Barred  (2-8)  Feb.  7....l5Va. 
Who's  Looney  Now  Sept.  4t. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan  Feb.  28  17... 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.    It... IB... 
Deep   South   (1-23-37)  Jan.  I.'87tl7... Melody  In  May  (2-1)  May    I ....  IB. . . 
Swing  It   July    3  16... 
That   Man  Samson  19... 

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  7... 
Cupid  Gets  Her  Man  July  24  7... 
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.   7  7V*. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)  Aug.   2  7... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- 

son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)...  .Apr.  17  B... 
Toonervllle  Plenle   Oct.    2t  7... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    S  B... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  7... 

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14.... ISM. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  19... 
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17....  ISM. 
Grandma's  Buoys  (1-2-37) ..  Dee.  I8t...l6... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  (St.. .15... 

SPECIAL 
Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27.... II... 

SPORTS  WITH  BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory... Oct.  30t...ll... 
High,  Wide  and  Dashing. .  Sept.  4t  B... 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  IS,'37t-B. .. 
Ladies  Day  Dee.  18?.. .11... 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   .....Apr.  24.. ..II... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10)..  Oct.  2t...lB... 
Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19  II... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26) ...  .Nov.  2l>t ...  1 1  
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  IB.. . 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  ISt  tVt. 

Forest  Gangsters  (1-23-37)  .Jan.  8.'37t..B. Living  Jewels   June  12  16... 
Underground  Farmer*  ......Apr.  17  B... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  ISt  B... 
Winged  Pageantry  (2-29) ...  Feb.  14.  ...10... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Down  the  Ribber  (2-29)  Mar.  27  21..., 
Listen  to  Freezln'  (8-15)..  July  31  15... 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.   St. ..21... 
Wholesaling  Along   May  29  17... 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlanfl* 
(4-25)   Mar.  27  II... 

Gold   Mania   (1-16-37)  Dee.  25t  II  
Graveyard  of  Ship*  (1-2-37)  .Nov.  27t  II  
Heart  of  the  Sierra*  Nov.   St.. .11.... 
Prominent  Personalities 
(3-14)   Feb.  21.. ..II... 
Trinidad   Sept.  I  It...  10... 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15  10... 
Washington  In  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oet.  9t...l0... 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seahorse 
(1-9-37)   II. 

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  ef  Gaspe  (6-13)  II 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Skl-Esta  (1-2-37)   IG 

Mln. 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX Title 
Rel.  Date  Mln. 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Dogging  It  Around  the World   Nov.  I3t  ..l0.. 
Looking  for  Trouble  Dee.  ISt...  10.. 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds..  .Sept  25t  
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t  
Sports  Headllners  of  1936 
(11-21)   Oet.  SOt. 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.  7t. 
Land  of  Genghis  Khan  Dec.  ISt. 
Memories  of  Spain  (10-3)..  .Sept.  ISt. 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7).  Sept.  25t. 
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  I  St. ..10... 

.10... 
-0V4. 

.10... 

.10... 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
T,tl»  Rel.  Date  Mln. MICKEY  MOUSE 

38.  Orphans'  Picnic  Mar.  12  0... 
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
«-'■)   Apr.    0  B... 
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Title                         Rel.  Date  Mln. 
40.  Through  the  Mirror  June  18  9  
101.  Moving  Day   July  22  9  
102.  Mickey':)  Rival  (8-18). .Aug.  27  9  
103.  Alpine  Climber*  (8-22). Oct.  28t . . .  9'/j. . 
104.  Mickey's  Clrcu*  (8-15)  .Nov.    I  If  8. . 
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(11-14)   Dec.  I2t  8  

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   

108.  Don  Donald  (1-16-37)  8'/2.. 
109.  Worm  Turns,  The 
(1-23-37)   8V2.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
S3.  Elmer  th«  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  ay*.. 

34.  Three  Little  Waives 
(4-11)   May  27. ...10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t....8.... 

106.  Three  Blind  Meuse- 
keteers  (11-28)   Jan.  28,'37t.7.... 

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   Dec.  l7t....8'/2.. 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  ly... 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8'/,.. 

Title  Rel.  Date 

VITAPHONE 
Mln. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

GOING    PLACES  with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  18  (3-14)  Mar.   9. ...toft.. 
No.  19  (3-14)  Mar.  23  10.... 
Ne.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  1  
Na.  21   June   8  9.... 
No.  22  Juno  22  9.... 
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6.. ..10.... 
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20... .10.... 
No.  25  (8-15)  Aug.   3. ...10.... 
No.  26   Aug.  17....  10.... 
Na.  27  (10-110)  Sept.  I4t  »  
Ne.  28  (10-17)  Oet.  19t....8.... 
Na.  29  Oet.  26t....9.... 
No.  30  Nov.  23f...l0  

2lt....9.... 
1,'37.9'A.. 

I5,*37t.l  rl.. 

Na.  31   Dee. 
No.  32  Feb. 
Ne.  83  Feb. 
Na.  34  Mar.  I5.'«7t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers,  The  Jan.  Il,'37t.8</a.. 
House  of   Magic  Feb.  8,'37t.8  
Knights  for  a  Day  ( I -9-37) .  Dec.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  ....Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Fllppen's  Frolics  (7-11)  July  15  18  
Fan  Begins  at  Home  Feb.  I7.'37tl0  
Fun  In  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t...l0.... 

Gut  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t...ll.... 

Marine  Follies   Apr.  29  19  
Musical  Airways  (10-10)  Sept.  30t ...  1 1  
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18  15.... 
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t...l0.... 
8cheol  for  Swing  Jan.  20,'37t  
Teddy   Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6).. June   3  20  
Television  Highlight*   Dee.  23t...l0  
Vaud-O-Mat.  The  (3-28).. . .Apr.   8.. ..16.... 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7  
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-3)   Oct.    5t  9... 
Beauty  Shoppo  (3-28)  Mar.  20  6'/>.. 
Everybody  Sing  (I -30-37) .  .  Feb.  22,'37f  .7  
Farming  Fools  May  25  7  
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7  
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30f  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  21 1  7  
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8)..  .Sept.  7t  8  
Night  Life  of  the  Bug* 
(10-3)   Oet. 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov. 
•lumberland  Express   Mar. 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov. 

9t....8. 
2t....8. 
9  7. 
6t....8. 

STRANGER  THAN   FICTION  SERIES 
No.  18—  Novelty  (3-28)  Mar.  30  9'/,. 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9... 
No,  20— Novelty   June    1  9... 
No.  21— Novelty   June  15  9... 
No.  22— Novelty   July  29  9... 
Ne.  23— Novelty  (7-11)  July  13. ...10... 
Ne.  24— Novelty  (7-18). ...  .July  27.. ..10... 
No.  25—  Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10... 
No.  26— Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9... 
No.  27— Novelty  Sept.  28t  8... 
Ne.  28— Novelty  (9-24)  Oct.  I2t....8'/i. 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov.  9t....8%. 
Ne.  30— Novelty  (12-28)  Dee.  7t  
No.  81— Novelty  (1-2-87) . .  .Jan.  4,'37t  
No.  32— Novelty  (1-30-37)  .Feb.  I,'37t.6... 
No.  33— Novelty  Mar.  I.*37t.9  

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dec.  I4t  V/t- 
You  Can't  Get  Away 
With  It    Nov.  30t...25... 

BIG  TIME  VAUDEV 
Vitaphone  Entertainers 
(7-11)   
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlights  
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hippodrame  
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Loo 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28). 
Convllle-Dala 

Vitaphone  Topnotches  (2-1) 
Vitaphone  Troupers  (2-1).. 

Four  Trojans- 
Aunt  Jemima 

Vitaphone  Stageshow   
Vitaphone  Gaieties   
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  Internationals... 
Holtz-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Vlllians   
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville  (1-30-37).. 
Harry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville   

ILLE  REEL 

Juno  27  1  rl. 

Apr.  4.. ..10... 

May  2. ...II... 

Mar.  7.. ..II... 

May  30  
Jan.    4.. ..10.. 

July  25  1  rl. 
Sept.  I9f...ll... 

Oet.  1 7t ...  1 1  

Nov.  1 4f ...  1 1  

Dee.  I2t  

Jan.    2.'37t  1 1  

Jan.  30,'37t  
BIG  V.  COMEDIES 

Joe  Palooka  In  for  the  Love 
of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14.. 
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars  Mar.  28.. 
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun  Apr.  II.. 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   May  9.. 
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Palooka  In  Here's  Howe. June  6.. 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party,  The 
(6-22)   June  20.. 
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertlme, 
The   July  II.. 
Johnny  Berkes 

Oily  Bird,  The   .July  25.. 
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  15.. 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14.. 
Yacht  Club  Boys 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
King  of  the  Islands  Feb.  22.. 

Winifred  Shaw- Warren  Hymer 
Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong,  The. Feb.  29.. 

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 
Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.  7.. 

Hal  LeRoy. 
Preisser  Sisters 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28).. Mar.  21.. 
Irene  Borders! 

Black  Network.  The.  Apr.  4.. 
Nina  Mae  MeKlnney- 
Niejiolas  Bros. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II.. 
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  The  Apr.  18.. 
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May  2.. 
Vera  Van-George  Dabb* 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23.. 
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker,  The  May  80.. 
Dawn  0' Day- Radio  Rube* 

Romance  in  the  Air  May  16.. 
Win!  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June  6.. 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmitis   June  13.. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   July  4.. 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18.. 
Cross  and  Dunn 

Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug.  22.. 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29.. 
Fred  Lawrence- Rosalind  Marquis 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19). Sept.  St. 
Jean  Sargent 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Choke's  on  You"  (9-19) .  ..Sept.  I2t. 

..21.... 

..21.... 

..21.... 

..21.... 

..22.... 

..20.... 

..20.... 

..20.... 

..21.... 

..21.... 

..21.... 

.21.... 

.22..  . 

.22.... 

.21.... 

.21.... 

.21..  . 

.28.... 

..2rls. 

.28.... 

..Irlf. 

.20... 

.2rl*. 
.20.... 

.28.... 

.19.... 

..21.... 

.21. 

.18... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   8ept.26t...2l.. 

Say  It  With  Candy  Oct  St  
Virginia  Verrlll 

Sheik  to  Sheik  Oet.  I0t...2l.. 
George*  Metaxa 

Can't  Think  of  It  Oet  24t...lS.! 
Ken  Murray-Oswald Sunday  Round-up,  The  Oet.  Sit- ..IS.. 
Dick  Faran-Llnda  Perry 

Sweethearts  and  Flowers  Nov.  7t...20.. 

Regis  Toomey- Preisser  Sisters 
That's  Pictures  (8-29)  Nov.  fit. 

Jay  C.  Fllppen 
Here  Comes  the  Clreut  Dee.  5t. 

"Poodle*"  Hanneford 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Blonde  Bomber"   Nov.  28f. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
"Give  Me  Liberty  Dos.  I9t. 
John  Lltel 

Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale".. 

Harry  Grlbbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender,  The  Jan.  23,'37t.2  rls. Bernlce  Claire 

Joe  Palooka  in  "Kick  Me 
Again"   Feb.  6,'37t  
Shemp   H  oward  - Robert  Norton 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Cinecolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Paclfle  (7-11) .  .Sept.  9t...l0  
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19). .Oct.    St. ..10.... 
Northern  Lights   Oct.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean...  .Dee.  5t  
Hollanders,  The  (1-23-37) . .Jan.  2,'37tl0  
Nice  Work  Jan.  S0,'S7t  

.Jan.   9.'37t  2  rls 

LOON EY  TUNES 
No.  17 — Booml  BoomI   Feb.  29  7... 
No.  18—  Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  Apr.  25  7... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   May  23  7... 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7... 
No.  22— Porky'*  Pet  (7-18). July  II  7... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.    1  7... 
No.  24— Porky'*  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7... 

No.  25—  Milk  and  Money. ..Oct.    St. ...7... 
No.  26— Porky'*  Moving 
Day   7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Perky.  .Oet.  24t....7... 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  The. Nov.  I4t  7... 
No.  29— Porky  ot  the  North- 

woods  (1-9-37)   Dee.  I9t  
No.  30— Porky  the  Wrestler. Jan.  9,'S7t.l  rl. 

MELODY  MASTERS 
Jolly  Coburn  and  Orchestra.  .Fab.  22. ...II... 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21.. 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra.  Apr.  18.. 
Dave  Apollon  and  HI*  Band. May  16.. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June  6.. 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II.. 
Nick  Lucas  and  HI*  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  IS.. 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  5t. 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos.  ..Sept.  28t  9. . . 
Emll  Coleman  and  Oreh. 
(7-11)   II... 

Leon  Navara  and  HI*  Oreh. .Nov.  7t 
(9-19)   II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Oreh. 
(8-29)   18... 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and  Oreh 
(1-23-37)  .Dee.  I9t.-.I9... 

George  Hall  and  Oreh  Jan.   9,'37t.l  rl. 
Louisiana  King*   Jan.  23,'S7t.l  rl. 

Roger   Wolfe    Kahn  and 
Oreh  Feb.  6,'37t  

..II... 

..II... ..18... 

..16... 

...I  rl. 

.10. 

..II... 

MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  17— Miss  Glory  Mar.   7  7. 
No.  18— I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7. 

No.  19—  Let  It  Be  Me  May   2.. ...7. 
No.  20— I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  16  7. 

Ne.  21 — Binge  Orotbyana. .  .May  36  7. 
No.  23— When  I  Yes  Hoe. ..June  27....... 
No.  24—1  Love  to  Singa 
(6-20)   July  IS  7. 

No.  25— Sunday  G*  T* 
Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.    8  7. 

.7... 

.7... 

.7... 
.1  rl. 

.1  rl. 
II... 
II... 
18... II... 
.1  rl. 
10... 

10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  26 — At  Your  Service. 
Madame   Aug.  29  7... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  19  7.. 

No.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 
Bronx   Oct.  lot... 

No.  29— Don't  Look  New  Nov.  7t... 
No.  30 — Coocoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t... 
No.  31— He  Was  Her  Man.. Jan.  2,'37t No.  32 — Pigs  Is  Pigs 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30,'S7t OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATE8 
No.    7 — Day's  Journey,  A. .  .Feb.  22. ... 
No.   8— Harbor  Lights  Mar.  21  
No.   9— We  Eat  te  Live.... Apr.  18..* 
No.  10 — Vacation  Spot*  May  16..., 
No.  II — Irons  In  the  Fire. ..June  13.... 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine. .  .July  II..., 
No.  13 — For  Sport*  Sake  Aug.  8.... 

PEPPER  POT 
Some  Class  Feb.   8....  10.... 

Charles  Ahearn 
Timber  Giants  Feb.  22  II.... 
Half  Wit  ness  Mar.  21  1  rl.. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  
Pictorial  Review  June  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  1 1....  18.... 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipe*— 

Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t...l0.... 
No.  2 — George  Rector- 
Fashions   Oct.  I0t. ..18.... 

Ne.  3— Girl  Football- 
Knitted  Wear   Nov.  21 1  

No.  4 — Southern  Wear — 
Aviation   (1-23-37)   Dec.  26f  II  

No.  5— Sports  Afloat  (color). Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl.. VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  fit. ..18.... 
Logging  Along   Sept.  26f  
Whale  He  (7-14)  II.... 
Ounce  of  Invention,  An  Oet.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  A*  I*  Dee.  I9t  Cal  Tlnney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22). .Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl.. Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

SEEIAES 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

REPUBLIC 
Darkest  Africa  3580  (2-22). Feb.  15  
Clyde  Beatty  (15  episodes) 

Dick  Tracy  6401   Feb.  20,'37t. 
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) 

Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  SO  
Ray  Corrlgan-Lels  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  

Bob  Livingston- Kay  Hughes 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Weiss-Mlntz-Serlals) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept,  It  
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  S  rls., 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23). Apr.  18  2  rl*. 
Jaek  Mulhall-  (eoegj) 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  S  rta,, 
(also  feature  version)      followed  by  14  two- 

reel  episode*.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummend  (11-7)  Oet.  I9t  — John  King-Jean  Roger* 

(13  episodes) 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  6  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Roger* 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8,'37t. Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 
Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  St.... 

Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelten 
(15  episodes) 

Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2,'37t. 
Scott  Kelk-Joan  Roger* 

VICTORY 
Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  39,'S7t. 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oet.  I9t  — 

Bela  Lugesl- Herman  Brlx 
(15  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

Reynosa,  Mexico 
Dear  Herald: 

Jevver  see  a  bull  fight?  You  didn't,  eh? 
Well,  you  haven't  missed  much.  Those  who 
never  saw  a  Mexican  bull  fight,  and  have 
heard  so  much  about  them  have  come  to 
believe  that  they  are  quite  an  event.  That 
was  our  belief,  but  we  saw  one  yesterday 
and  one  is  all  we  care  to  see.  A  bull  fight 
will  incline  you  to  think  that  the  human 
race  has  drifted  back  to  the  stone  age.  This 
bull  fight  we  saw  was  about  as  sporty  an 
event  as  to  see  a  200-pound  pugilist  fight  a 
blindfolded  four-year-old  kid.  It  was  no 
bull  fight  at  all.  In  the  first  place,  they 

weren't  bulls ;  they  were  poor,  thin  steers 
that  had  been  brought  in  off  the  cactus 
plains,  and  none  of  them  were  fat  enough  to 
make  even  Mexican  beef. 

These  steers  were  let  into  the  arena 

through  a  chute.  As  one  came  through  they 

would  stick  barbs  into  the  steer's  shoulder 
to  make  him  fight  and  then  the  matadors  (or 
whatever  they  are  called)  would  walk  around 
him  with  a  red  blanket  and  the  steer  would 

charge  the  blanket  and  the  matador  would 
step  out  of  the  way.  They  would  keep  this 
up  for  a  while  and  then  one  of  them  would 

run  a  long,  thin  blade  through  the  steer's 
heart  and  kill  him.  This  is  what  the  Mexi- 

cans call  sport.  When  they  killed  the  steer 
the  crowd  would  cheer  like  they  do  at  a 

Cornhusker  football  game.  After  they  butch- 
ered two  of  these  steers  we  were  so  dis- 

gusted with  the  performance  that  we  got 
up  and  left  the  arena,  and  as  we  left  we 
were  thankful  that  we  lived  in  a  country 
where  this  kind  of  butchery  is  not  permitted. 

We  went  to  see  this  bull  fight  in  order 

to  be  able  to  say  that  we  had  seen  one, 
and  now  we  are  so  damned  ashamed  of  it 

that  we  are  not  going  to  brag  about  it, 
even  to  our  grandchildren.  Get  this  bull 

fight  out  of  your  heads;  it  isn't  sport,  it's 
butchery.  It's  a  torture  of  dumb  animals, 
and  that's  not  sport. 

Shine  Mason  of  the  Palace  theatre  at  Mc- 
Allen  was  there  to  see  this  bull  fight  also. 
We  were  surprised  to  see  him  there  because 
he  has  lived  close  to  the  Mexican  border  for 

a  number  of  years  and  we  supposed  he  knew 
what  a  bull  fight  was.  Shine  got  up  and  left 

the  arena  before  we  did  and  we  don't  know 
whether  he  was  sick  at  the  stomach  or  went 

out  to  get  a  drink.  If  it  was  a  drink  he 
wanted  he  could  have  gotten  that  in  the  bull 
pen,  for  they  passed  it  all  around  the  crowd. 

We  don't  think  it  was  a  drink  he  wanted, 
for  we  don't  think  Shine  drinks,  and  we  are 
sure  he  didn't  follow  off  some  senorita. 
Well,  we  saw  a  bull  fight,  anyway. 

V 
McAllen,  Texas 

We  have  made  a  "find."  The  casting 
directors  may  not  believe  it,  but  we  have. 
We  have  found  a  girl  that  we  are  confident 
would  make  a  big  hit  on  the  screen,  and  our 

twelve  years'  experience  watching  the 
actresses  on  the  screen  leads  us  to  this  con- 
clusion. 

She  is  a  Mexican  girl  and  she  can  speak 
both  English  and  Mexican  fluently.  She 
graduates  from  the  high  school  this  coming 

June  and  she  has  a  personality  that  would 
make  them  grab  on  to  the  seats  and  hang 
on.  She  is  19  years  old,  dark  complexion, 
black  hair,  blue  eyes,  and  her  height  is  4.11. 
She  weighs  about  110  pounds,  dances  well, 
is  a  fair  swimmer,  and  she  is  the  editor  and 
business  manager  of  the  Wheel,  a  high 
school  paper.  Her  name  is  Bertha  Garza 
and  she  is  the  leader  in  all  school  and  social 
events.  She  has  never  taken  instructions 
outside  of  her  school  activities  and  would 

therefore  be  an  apt  student  for  a  screen 

director,  and  if  some  of  them  don't  get  in 
touch  with  this  girl  they  will  be  overlooking 
an  important  opportunity.  Her  address  is 
McAllen,  Texas.  We  get  our  mail  at  the 
same  town. 

V 

The  other  night  we  went  to  the  Palace 

theatre  and  saw  Shirley  Temple  in  "The 
Stowaway."  Of  course,  you  probably  know 
all  about  this  picture  already,  but  if  you 

haven't  already  played  it  we  would  advise 
you  to  get.  Then  we  saw  "Come  And  Get 
It."  The  action  in  this  picture  is  built 
around  a  lumber  camp  in  the  north  woods. 
If  you  are  interested  in  lumber  camps  and 
seeing  them  cut  down  big  trees  and  slide 
them  down  the  mountains  into  the  river,  this 
one  will  be  of  special  interest  to  you.  It  is 

largely  an  outdoor  picture  and  it  is  a  he- 
man  picture  with  a  lot  of  the  rough  stuff  left 
out.  It  has  a  good  story  well  played  and 

well  directed.   Then  we  saw  "The  Garden 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  January  30 

CAPITOL 
Wanted:  A  Master  MGM 

CRITERION 
Nut  Guilty   Vitaphone 
Jimmie  Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra  Vitaphone 

Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  The  Tin 
Can  Tourist   Educational 

MUSIC  HALL 
Screen  Snapshots,  No.  4...  Columbia 
Fishing  Thrills  Columbia 
Ski    Parade   Twentieth  Cen- 

tury-Fox 
PARAMOUNT 
House  Cleaning  Blues  Paramount 
On  the  Nose  Paramount 

RIALTO 

Every  Sunday  MGM 
Louis  -  Pastor  Fight  Film.  .  .  .  DuArt  Film 

Laboratories 
RIVOLI 

Sporting   Pals   Paramount 
Three  Blind  Mouseketeers ..  United  Artists 

ROXY 

l-Ski  Lov-Ski  You-Ski  Paramount 
Vistas  of  Spain  European  Films 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian ....  Columbia 
STRAND 

Pigs  Is  Pigs  Vitaphone 
Poets  of  the  Organ  Vitaphone 
The    Hollanders   Vitaphone 

of  Allah,"  a  color  picture  that  will  please 
those  who  like  Oriental  settings,  though  the 

"settings"  reminded  us  of  the  sand  dunes 
of  the  Imperial  valley  of  southeast  Califor- 

nia. A  lot  of  people  called  this  excellent 
entertainment,  and  maybe  a  lot  of  people 

were  right ;  we  don't  know,  as  we  didn't  stay to  the  finish. 
V 

Some  girls  spend  more  time  in  the  beauty 
parlors  than  they  do  with  mother  in  the 
kitchen.  We  have  seen  a  lot  of  girls  who 
required  a  lot  of  beauty  parlor  service.  But 
then,  how  about  us? 

V 

The  other  day  we  passed  what  we 
thought  was  a  German,  and  we  said, 

"Wie  geht's?"  And  he  replied,  "Buenos 

dias,  Senor."  Then  we  stepped  on  the  gas 
and  went  out  and  got  some  more  grape- 

fruit. You  never  can  tell  what  these  Long- 
horns  are.  After  this  we  are  going  to 
talk  U.  S. 

V 
There  it  goes  again.  For  four  weeks  now 

we  have  planned  to  go  up  north  and  call  on 
the  boys  in  the  central  part  of  the  state,  and 

each  time  there  has  been  a  "norther"  which 
has  brought  rain  to  south  Texas  and  sleet 
and  ice  to  the  middle  part  and  no  doubt  a 
blizzard  to  the  central  states,  and  here  we 
are  with  nothing  to  do  but  eat  grapefruit 
and  oranges  and  go  to  bull  fights,  although 
we  are  not  going  to  any  more  bull  fights. 
There  is  one  thing,  however:  J.  C.  Fanning 
of  the  Brownsville  theatres  is  just  itching 
for  us  to  come  down  there  and  go  fishing 
with  him,  and  that  helps  a  whole  lot. 

V 
There  is  a  lady  who  operates  a  theatre 

somewhere  up  in  the  state.  We  wish  you 
could  remember  her  name  and  the  town,  for 

we  want  to  go  and  call  on  her.  We  remem- 
ber when  we  called  on  her  once  before  she 

said  "Why,  you  old  scalawag,  what  are  you 

doing  away  down  here?" V 
There  are  some  people  who  seem  to  think 

that  getting  money  from  the  government 
is  just  like  finding  it.  As  a  rule  they  are 
not  overly  burdened  by  taxation,  but — 

The  tax  man  comes  around  about 
The  middle  of  the  spring 

And  figures  out  just  what  we've  got — Then  takes  the  whole  damthing. 

We  knew  a  man  in  Indiana  once  who  told 

us  he  was  glad  he  didn't  own  a  railroad.  We 
asked  him  why  and  he  said,  "Because  they 
have  to  pay  so  much  taxes."  We  sold  our 
railroad  just  on  that  account.  All  right,  let's 
let  it  go  at  that. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
The  HERALD  covers  the  FIELD  like  an 

April  SHOWER. 

Dictograph  Elects  Halpin 
Dan  D.  Halpin,  assistant  chairman  of  the 

board  of  Dictograph  Products,  Inc.,  in 
charge  of  sales  and  advertising  for  the 
Acousticon  division  and  new  Dictograph 
Silent  Radio  division,  has  been  elected  vice- 
president  of  the  company. 
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ADVERTISING 

|liniiiil||  in 

the  great 
national  medium 

for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

HUGE  INCREASE  IN  OUR  SOUND  INSTALLA- 
tions  proves  quality  of  nationally  famous  Audio-Matic 
volume  control  amplifiers,  complete  with  RCA  metal 
tubes.  Size  for  every  theatre,  and  extra  liberal  trades 
this  month.  For  proof,  write  S.  O.  S.,  636-AC 
Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity  .  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

IF  YOU  HAVEN'T  READ  IT,  YOU'RE  MISSING 
something.  Richardson's  5th  edition  (not  the  latest), 
volume  3  with  famous  "Question  and  Answer"  index. Contains  over  300  pages,  fully  illustrated.  Special,  for 
short  time,  $1.95.  S.  O.  S-,  636-AC  Eleventh  Ave., New  York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER!,  AGE  30.  PAST  SEVEN  YEARS 
spent  as  manager  of  small  chain.  Thorough  knowledge 
of  first-run  and  suburban  operation  including  film 
buying  and  booking.  BOX  827,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

MANAGER  PERMANENTLY  EMPLOYED 
wants  change.  Results  or  no  pay.  BOX  826,  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territoi  > 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  foi 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

USEE)  EQUIPMENT 

600  UPHOLSTERED  CHAIRS,  1,000  WOOD 
veneer  chairs,  cheap.  JOHN  BLUM,  722  Springfield 
Ave.,  Newark,  N.  J. 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before 
prices  go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th 
St.,  New  York. 

HERE'S  THE  DOCTOR  WHO  CURES  SEAT 
trouble.  Tremendous  quantity  opera  chairs,  all  makes. 
Priced  from  75#  up.  Thousands  of  others  described 
in  our  bulletin  15K.  Write  S.  O.  S.,  636-AC  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

FOR  SALE— 200  THREE-PLY  VENEER  THEA- 
atre  chairs,  $60.   WOOLLEY,  Saybrook,  111. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

TRADE-INS  ARE  SWAMPING  US.  MUST  MOVE 
our  stock  of  used  amplifiers,  Operadio,  Webster, 
Radiart,  Mellaphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads 
for  Powers,  Simplex,  $15  up.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AC 
Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

10,000  CHAIRS  IN  ALL  MAKES  VENEER, 
panel  and  fully  upholstered  with  swab  or  spring  seats 
at  low  prices.  RELIABLE  SEATING  CO.,  354  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

NATIONAL  EXHIBITORS  HEADQUARTERS  FOR 
genuine  guaranteed  reconditioned  Simplex,  Powers  pro- 

jectors, mechanisms,  reflector  lamps,  mazda  lamp- 
houses,  rectifiers,  motor  generators,  screens,  lenses, 
automatic  rewinds,  sound  equipment,  portables,  etc. 
We  buy — sell  and  swap.  Bargain  bulletin  free.  Com- 

plete stock  accessories  and  supplies.  MONARCH 
THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

PRINTING  SERVICE 

NEARGRAVURE  EMBOSSO— 500  LETTERHEADS, 
500   envelopes,  $6.59  delivered.    SOLLIDAYS,  Knox, 
Ind. 

FLASHY  PROGRAM  WINDOW  CARDS,  $3  HUN- 
dred.  Samples  and  complete  prices  free.  TRIBUNK 
PRESS,  Fowler,  Ind. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATORS,  MANAGERS  —  EVERY  STATE- need  car — movie  circuits.  311  STATE  THEATRE 
BLDG.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRES   EOR  SALE 

350  SEATS,  LATEST  EQUIPMENT.  LIVE  TOWN, 
large  territory  to  draw  from.  Farming  community. 
JOHN  SIEBRAND,  Northwood,  N.  Dak. 

WANTED  TO  DLY 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

YOUR  USED  EQUIPMENT  BRINGS  CASH 
here.  Want  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps, 
rectifiers,  generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Strictly 
confidential,  no  delays,  no  bickering.  BOX  828, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

GENERAL 

EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL  3  UNIT  HAND  MODEL  TICKET  SELL- 
ing  machine,  $50.  CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New York. 

ALL  STAR  CAST  OF  THEATRE  EQUIPMENT 
needs  in  our  big  new  sale  bulletins.  S.  O.  S.  still 
selling  for  less,  though  others  advance  prices.  Typical 
values:  new,  guaranteed  sound  screens,  voco-beaded, 
29yZ#  sq.  ft.;  voco-chrome,  22y2^  sq.  ft.;  Bausch_& 
Lomb  projection  lenses,  limited  quantity,  $6.95.  Satis- 

faction guaranteed.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AC  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York. 

5  MODERN  FRAMES,  40"  BY  60"  WITH  GLASS 
door,  $20  each;  cashier's  booth,  black  and  aluminum — original  cost,  $300,  special  $100.  CROWN,  311  W. 
44th  Street,  New  York. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  25c  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

CASH  FOR  LEASE  OR  REAL  ESTATE  ANY- 
where,  United  States.  McINTYRE— 312  Lisbon, 
Buffalo,  New  York. 

THEATRE,  TOWN  OVER  1,000.  MICHIGAN 
preferred.    RATLIFF,  Evart,  Mich. 

PRESS  OF 
C.  J.  O'BRIEN.  INC. NEW  YORK 
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Al  Christie 

"THE  SPICE  OF  THE  PROGRAM" 

Distributed  in  U.S.A.  by  20th  C
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CRITICS  CALL 

FRANK  LLOYD'S 

MAID  OF  SALEM 

BEST  ACTING 

JOB  OF  YEAR! 
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BALCONY  SCENE 

FROM 

// 

ROMEO  and  JULIET 

Have  you  heard  the  wonderful  news!  Hundreds  of  "Romeo 

and  Juliet"  Road-shows  now  playing  from  Coast  to  Coast! 

Results  are  so  sensational  that  M-G-M  has  set  500  Advanced- 

price,  Twice  Daily  dates  already! 

And  listen  to  this: 

OUT  OF  THE  FIRST  200  COMPLETED  ENGAGEMENTS 

80   PER    CENT   TOP  "GREAT   ZIEGFELD"  RECORDS! 

(Next  from  The  Roadshow  Company:  "THE  GOOD  EARTH") 



in 

THE  GREAT 

S^T^  -                    s  -  sort*
  vou 

on  his  W«d  W*  nose  ;  -  a  J*o{       Famous  Feb^  Fou, 
such  a  *•  "ay-"  th»  I               Njg

ht  wlth  WARNB-K 

making  every  Febr»ar
yn^__  ^ 

With  ANN  SHERIDAN 
FRIEDA  INESCORT 

SYBIL  JASON  •  DONALD 

CRISP  •  HENRY  O'NEILL 
CRAIG  REYNOLDS 
HOBART  CAVANAUGH 
GORDON  HART 
Directed 

by 

William 
Diererle 



GREEN  LIGHT  AHEAD 

You  Can  Make  It  If  You  Hurry! 

ERRO 

■ 

siiitii 

\Jnly  hearts 

that  have  suffer- 

ed love's  bitter- 
est pain  can  taste 

the  rapture  of  its 

sweetest  ecstasy!  " 

MARGARET 

A  FRANK  BORZAGE 

Move  fast,  brother,  and  you've  still  time  to  get  in  on  the 

simultaneous  national  release  of  the  most  important  filming 

of  a  best  seller  since  'Anthony  Adverse'!  It's  a  bigger  story 

than  'Magnificent  Obsession'  by  the  same  celebrated  author! 



FLYNN-° ANITA  LOUISE 

in  Their  First  Modern  Roles  Together 

reen 

DSAY  •  Sir  CEDRIC  HARDWICKE  •  Walter  Abel  •  Henry  O'Neill 

)UCTION  •  Music  by  Max  Steiner  •  A  COSMOPOLITAN  PRODUCTION  •  A  First  National  Picture 

Everybody  Knows  It's  Coming — Because  the  season's 

broadest  magazine  and  newspaper  campaign  is 

telling  'em!  25  million  readers  reached  with  full- 

page  flashes  in  foremost  national  magazines  including 

Good  Housekeeping  •  Ladies  Home  Journal  •  True 

Story  •  Pictorial  Review  •  Cosmopolitan  •  Harper's 

Bazaar  •  Town  and  Country  •  House  Beautiful  •  Vogue. 

All  these  forcefully  followed-up  with  8  and  12- 

day  newspaper  campaigns  of  from  8,000  to 

10,000  lines  each  in  country- wide  key  areas! 

One  of  the  Famous  February  Four  from 

WARNER  BROS. 



lake  a  tip  from 

RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 

HOLDING  OVER 

ON  THE  AVENUE  I 

If  this  6,200-seat  theatre  needs  two  weeks 

to  handle  the  crowds,  you'd  be  wise  to 

double  your  own  playing  time  now! 

Si 

w 

IS* 'LLOYDS'  CONTINUES  ITS  HOLD-OVER  MARCH  EVERYWHERE ! 
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HOLLYWOOD 

DEMONSTRATES 

COMPETENT  demonstration  of  effective  and  decent  appli- 
cation of  sex  manifestations,  and  motivations,  hunger, 

horror  and  violence,  all  dangerous  ingredients  in  motion 

picture  composition,  is  afforded  on  a  spectacular  scale  in  "The 
Good  Earth",  now  entering  upon  its  roadshow  career  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

There  was  positively  colossal  opportunity  in  this  costly  and 

pretentious  effort  to  have  made,  in  the  name  of  alleged  box- 
office  appeal,  several  or  all  of  those  exaggerated  appeals  to 
salacity  characteristic  of  the  technique  that  got  the  screen  into 

the  troubles  of  the  pre-Code  era. 

"The  Good  Earth",  too,  in  the  competency  of  its  telling, 
gives  even  to  the  technically  experienced  eye  no  indication 

that  there  was  any  effort  to  go  to  "the  limit  of  the  rules", 
as  all  too  frequently  obtains.  The  biological  elements  of  the 

picture  plot,  and  there  are  many — in  fact,  it  is  dominantly  a 
biological  story — are  given  their  proper  share  in  the  narration, 
but  never  with  a  lingering  touch  of  directorial  fondnesses  that 

have  tainted  many  a  picture  with  eroticism  and  sadism. 

"The  Good  Earth"  in  its  telling  includes  a  nuptial  night, 
child-birth,  the  seductive  lures  of  a  sing-song  girl,  and  in- 

fidelity of  sorts,  without  innuendo  intended  to  seduce  the  spec- 
tators, too.  The  picture  sticks  strictly  to  the  job  of  telling  the 

story — without  side  shows.  And  yet,  there  has  been  no  word 
of  criticism  implying  that  there  is  any  lack  of  realism,  any 
weakening  of  dramatic  effectiveness. 

"The  Good  Earth",  among  its  other  triumphs,  is  a  triumph 
in  decency. 

V   V  V 

HONORING  THE  CLICHE^ OME  industrious  and  unsigned  young  man,  writing  for  our 
favorite  movie  page  of  the  New  York  Times,  under  the 

title  of  "Directorial  Old  Hat,"  has  dared  to  list  a  lot  of 
time-tried  narrational  devices  of  the  screen  as  cliches.  He 
would  include  the  falling  leaves  of  the  calendar  to  denote  the 
passing  of  time,  the  racing  wheels  of  the  locomotive  and  the 
bone  in  the  teeth  of  the  liner  to  say  that  the  locale  moves,  the 
sewing  of  tiny  garments  to  indicate  an  impending  addition  to 
the  cast,  etc.  The  writer  does  not  venture  any  discussion  of 
what  is  to  be  done  about  the  basic  motivation  of  He  seeks 

She.  It  is  criticism  like  that  which  makes  Hollywood  get  arty. 
The  way  to  tell  a  story  is  so  that  the  audience  understands  it. 

The  audience  never  heard  of  a  cliche.  Further,  its  life  and 

interests  are  cliches.  Many  excellent  pictures  are  nothing  else. 
The  customers  are  born  young  and  never  get  over  it.  That 
makes  the  amusement  business  possible.   Let  our  art  alone. 

V  V  V 

ROFESSOR  ALLARDYCE  NICOLL  of  the  dramatic  depart- 

ment of  Yale,  a  speaker  on  the  National  Board  of  Review's 

program  at  New  York  University's  motion  picture  course 
the  other  night,  complained  bitterly  that  Hollywood  gives  bud- 

ding talent  no  chance  to  start  at  the  bottom  and  learn  the 

business.  He  might  just  as  well  complain  that  President  Roose- 
velt does  not  arrange  to  give  college  boys  jobs  in  the  mint 

so  they  may  learn  to  make  money. 

V  V  V 

"B"  OUTPUT  ASSURED 

/FTER  the  Paramount  partners'  tour  of  Hollywood  in 
sequel  to  their  excursion  to  Mr.  Adolph  Zukor's  anni- 

versary celebration,  the  production  center  was  agog 

with  talk  about  the  visiting  exhibitors'  reported  outgiving  on 

the  subject  of  "no  more  'B'  pictures."  The  producer-in-chief 
of  another  great  studio,  one  of  the  young  wonders  of  Holly- 

wood, remarked:  "The  'B'  picture  is  positively  no  problem  for 

any  of  us.  By  carefully  trying  our  best  to  make  only  'A's'  we 
are  all  sure  to  get  a  grand  crop  of  'BY.  The  public  makes  the 
'BY,  at  the  box  office." 

V  V  V 

NOTE  ON  PAWPAWS 

THE  up-country  gentlemen  are  at  it  again.  Now  comes Mr.  Charles  Pettijohn  importing  pawpaw  trees  from  his 
native  Indiana,  a  half  dozen  going  to  his  Westchester  place 

and  another  like  number  to  Mr.  Maurice  McKenzie's  Connecti- 
cut acres  at  Lockwood  Corners.  Mr.  Colvin  Brown  of  adja- 
cent Mulberry  Ledge  in  Haviland  Road  views  this  as  an  en- 

deavour to  "bring  Indiana  civilization"  to  our  region.  That, 

in  the  editor's  opinion,  would  do  no  harm.  Meanwhile  one  is 
reminded  that,  speaking  of  rural  matters,  Mr.  Will  Hays,  that 

smart  lawyer  and  farmer  of  Sullivan  County,  raised  four  hun- 
dred acres  of  Indiana  soya  beans  last  year  and  sold  his  crop 

to  the  soya-plastic  trade.  So  you  are  likely  to  get  a  touch  of 
the  Hays  office  in  the  steering  wheel  of  your  Ford  and  maybe 

in  the  soya  sauce  for  your  chop  suey.  There's  symbolism  con- 
cealed somewhere,  here,  if  you  look  for  it.  We  don't.  The 

editor  is  letting  his  place  at  Tinker's  Dam  in  the  Silvermine 
Valley  fence  itself  with  poison  ivy. 
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This  Week 

What  Are  They? 

"B"  pictures,  their  continuation  or  aban- 
donment, their  essence  and  quality,  are  being 

widely  discussed  as  a  major  factor  in  Holly- 

wood's production  policy.  Rumors,  reports 
and  statements  all  say  that  they  are  to  be 
reduced,  that  they  are  to  abolished,  that  they 
are  to  be  continued  but  called  something  else. 
The  only  fact  which  stands  out  in  the  whole 
discussion  is  that  it  all  depends  on  how  one 
defines  them. 

A  review  of  the  tempest  of  words  is  on 
page  13. 

Seven  Signed 

Paramount  is  the  seventh  and  last  major 

distributor — Warner  Brothers  refuses  par- 
ticipation— to  announce  a  stand  on  the  ten 

point  trade  practice  program  advocated  by 
the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
America.  Establishment  of  local  conciliation 

boards,  agreed  upon  by  most  of  the  com- 
panies, will  begin  at  once.  Trial  boards 

will  be  set  up  in  four  or  five  territories  to 
serve  as  models. 

Paramount 's  reply  and  a  summary  of  the 
seven  replies  received  by  the  MPTOA  are 
on  page  15. 

British  Reorganizing 

At  the  same  time  that  the  Film  Group 
of  the  Federation  of  British  Industries  was 

advising  the  Board  of  Trade  of  its  approval 
in  general  of  the  principles  of  the  flexible 

quota  and  a  quality  test  for  the  less  ex- 
pensive films,  reorganization  of  the  British 

studios  was  getting  into  action.  Economy 
steps  at  Denham  followed  reduced  activity 

by  Gaumont-British. 

Further  details  of  the  British  industry's 
larger  problems  and  what  it  is  doing  about 
it  appear  on  page  73. 

"Parnell"  in  Stills 

"Parnell,"  depicting  primarily  the  ro- 
mantic and  secondarily  the  political  career 

of  the  Irish  patriot  named  in  the  title,  is  in 
the  foreground  of  Hollywood  interest  as  it 

progresses  toward  completion  with  produc- 
tion following  strict  story  sequence. 

Gns  McCarthy's  preview  of  the  picture  in 
advance  stills  appears  on  pages  16  and  17. 

RKO  to  Show  "Flanders" 
The  furore  over  the  American-Tobis  pic- 

ture, "La  Kermesse  Heroique"  ("Carnival 
in  Flanders"),  has  subsided.  On  document- 

ary representation  by  W.  E.  Van  Beverin, 
president  of  American-Tobis,  that  the  com- 

pany is  not  a  German  company  and  should 
not  incur  involvement  with  the  Nazi  issue, 
RKO  Theatres  is  to  play  the  production  in 
its  houses. 

Radio  in  Hollywood 

William  S.  Paley,  president  of  Columbia 

Broadcasting  System,  told  Hollywood  re- 
porters that  radio  is  more  directly  in  compe- 

tition with  newspapers  than  with  motion  pic- 
ture theatres  and  predicted  that  television 

would  not  become  a  commercial  factor  for  at 
least  two  years. 

Mr.  Foley's  interview  is  reported  on 

page  33. 
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Writers  "Revolt" 
Western  "liberal"  writers  and  educators 

are  in  revolt  against  the  manner  in  which 

Hollywood  producers  allegedly  "mutilate" 
the  story  output  of  socalled  "progressive" authors. 

Their  plans  for  an  attack  on  the  present 
brand  of  Hollywood  product  are  discussed 
on  page  31. 

Recorded  Music  Barred 

The  National  Association  of  Performing 
Artists  and  New  York  and  Chicago  locals 
of  the  American  Federation  of  Musicians 

have  begun  a  campaign  to  check  the  use  of 
recordings  for  dubbing  in  motion  pictures, 
over  the  radio  and  in  music  slot  machines. 

The  picket  campaign  to  restore  stage  shows 
in  theatres  is  being  continued  by  the  Fed- 
eration. 

The  story  is  on  page  18. 

Finance 

Financial  news  this  week  included  analy- 
ses of  stock  holdings  in  RKO,  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  and  Columbia,  a  dividend 

declaration  by  Loew's,  Inc.,  an  earning  re- 
port for  RCA,  and  an  estimated  value  of 

$497,257,013  placed  on  the  total  market  value 
of  motion  picture  securities  on  the  New 
York  Stock  Exchange. 

Statistics  are  on  page  71. 

Legislation 
With  Congressional  action  on  bills  affect- 

ing the  motion  picture  industry  delayed, 
attention  of  the  industry  is  focused  on  action 

in  state  legislatures.  Outstanding  is  a  pro- 
posal for  a  7  per  cent  admission  tax  in  Ohio. 

State  and  municipal  legislative  news  is 
reported  on  page  32. 

Chance  in  Court 

Theatre  chance  games  are  involved  in  two 
more  critical  court  actions.  In  Chicago  239 
suits  brought  against  theatre  managers  and 
corporations  were  to  be  heard  on  Thursday 
and  in  Louisiana  the  state  supreme  court 
will  review  a  lower  court  decision  which 
ruled  that  Bank  Night  is  a  lottery. 

Details  are  on  page  14. 

Production  Impeded 

Continuance  of  the  influenza  epidemic  as 

an  impediment  to  production  held  studio  ac- 
tivity at  approximate  level  during  the  first 

week  of  February,  11  pictures  being  taken 
from  the  stages  and  10  put  into  work. 

Titles,  personnel  and  auspices  of  the  pic- 
tures started  and  finished  are  given  on 

page  33. 
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Theatre  Crosses 

The  United  States  Government  reports 
that  30,317  places  of  amusements,  including 
motion  picture  theatres,  grossed  $476,268,000 
in  1935,  and  that  $112,393,000  represented 

the  payroll  for  115,281  persons — in  35  states 
covered  so  far  in  the  Census  Bureau's  sur- 

vey of  amusement.  At  the  same  time,  motion 
picture  theatres  were  reported  from  within 
the  industry  to  have  enjoyed  a  13.8  per  cent 
gross  increase  in  business  in  28  key  cities. 

The  findings  in  both  reports  appear  on 
page  34. 

Australian  Ukase 

All  exhibitors  in  the  Commonwealth  are 

called  upon  to  observe  the  established  mini- 
mum admission  prices  and  ban  on  giveaways, 

in  a  statement  signed  by  all  distributors, 
writes  Cliff  Holt  from  Melbourne.  The 

original  decree  was  promulgated  by  the  Film 
Board  of  Trade,  established  last  year.  This 
and  the  adoption  of  the  Quota  for  New  South 
Wales  were  among  outstanding  developments 
of  the  past  12  months. 

Further  discussion  of  trends  and  activities 
in  Australia  appears  on  page  43. 

Denies  Charges 

E.  C.  Mills,  general  manager  of  the  Amer- 
ican Society  of  Authors,  Composers  and 

Publishers  in  New  York,  denied  this  week 
that  his  organization  levies  any  charge  of 
any  kind  on  either  producers  or  distributors 

for  the  use  of  its  copyrighted  music  in  pic- 
tures in  a  letter  to  the  Independent  Theatre 

Owners'  Association,  which  the  association 
published  in  its  bulletin. 

The  text  of  Mr.  Mills'  letter  is  found  in 
part,  on  page  71. 

No  Government  Aid 

Mayor  Cosme  Hinojosa  of  Mexico  City 
definitely  has  rejected  a  plea  by  Mexican 
producers  that  the  municipal  Government 
aid  the  film  industry  by  erecting  theatres 
and  reducing  taxes.  In  a  letter  to  the  Pro- 

ducers Union  he  said  that  writers,  directors 
and  players  of  artistic  endowment  are  more 
necessary  to  the  industry  than  Government 
aid  through  a  quota,  subsidy  or  other  means. 

A  report  from  Mexico  is  on  page  68. 

Educational  Plan 

Stockholders  of  Educational  Pictures,  Inc., 
have  approved  a  plan  of  recapitalization 
which  provides  for  the  exchange  of  the  old 
preferred  stock  of  the  company  on  the  basis 
of  3.2  shares  of  new  common  for  each  share 
of  preferred,  plus  1.8  shares  of  new  common 
in  payment  of  the  accrued  dividends  on  each 
share  of  the  old  preferred. 

Further  details  are  on  page  66. 

RKO  Offer  Accepted 

RKO  Radio's  offer  to  acquire  clear  title 
to  the  assets  of  the  Orpheum  circuit  for 
$700,000  cash  and  subordination  of  its  claims 
of  approximately  $3,450,000  against  Or- 

pheum has  been  ap*proved  by  Federal  Referee 
Oscar  W.  Ehrhorn.  The  referee  rejected 
an  offer  of  $2,000,000  cash  for  the  assets 
made  by  Hudson  County  Warehouses,  Inc., 
on  behalf  of  a  committee  of  preferred  stock- 

holders. The  decision  was  based  on  an  ac- 
ceptance of  the  RKO  offer  by  a  majority  of 

Orpheum  creditors  at  a  meeting  held  on 
February  2nd. 

Paramount  Meet 

A  three-day  meeting  of  Paramount  theatre 
operators  and  partners  from  every  section  of 
the  country  will  be  held  at  Miami,  Fla., 

March  18-20,  immediately  following  the 
convention  there  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  America,  which  will  be 
attended  by  Adolph  Zukor. 
A  discussion  of  the  meeting,  and  other 

Paramount  developments,  are  found  in  the 
story  on  page  49. 

MPTOA  Program 

The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
America  on  Monday  outlined  the  schedule 
for  its  program  at  the  annual  convention, 
opening  March  16th,  at  Miami,  and  conclud- 

ing on  March  19th. 
Theatre  design,  construction,  management, 

exploitation,  trade  practice,  legislation  and 
taxation  will  be  the  principal  highlights.  See 

page  34. 

Holland's  Problems 
American  motion  pictures  continue  to 

dominate  in  the  Dutch  theatres,  despite 
growing  competition  from  British  and  Ger- 

man producers,  but  the  business  of  the  mo- 
tion picture  has  been  showing  a  steady  de- 

cline. 

The  problems  of  the  trade  in  Holland  are 
reviewed  on  page  49. 

More  Flood  Benefits 

The  flood  waters  of  the  Mississippi  and 
Ohio  Rivers  began  to  rapidly  recede  over 
last  weekend  and  during  the  week  theatres 
in  stricken  towns  began  repairs,  in  some  in- 

stances even  opened  for  business.  Louisville 
and  Cincinnati  were  no  longer  flooded,  but 
the  Ohio  town  suffered  nowhere  near  as 
much  as  Louisville  and  quickly  reopened  its 
houses.  Theatres  throughout  the  country 
are  doing  their  part  to  aid  flood  sufferers 
with  special  benefit  performances  that  indi- 

cate collections  totaling  thousands  of  dollars. 
Complete  flood  and  benefit  details  are  on 

page  44. 

Hollywood  Jobs 
"The  very  surest  way  to  get  a  job  in 

Hollywood  is  to  stay  away  from  there  and 
become  important  in  some  of  the  arts  upon 

which  the  motion  picture  draws  for  talent," 
Terry  Ramsaye,  editor  of  Motion  Picture 
Herald,  told  a  student  gathering  in  a  course 
conducted  by  Professor  A.  Broderick  Cohen 
for  Hunter  College  of  the  City  of  New  York 

Tuesday  night.  "When  the  picture  makers are  looking  for  somebody  to  do  a  job  they 
do  not  search  the  crowd  hammering  at  the 
studio  gates,  but  rather  they  look  across  the 
world  to  find  some  one  so  competent  that 
he  is  already  recognized  and  employed. 
There  is  no  time,  no  patience  to  experiment. 
Hollywood  has  no  more  time  to  develop 
talent  than  a  fire  department  has  to  dig  a 
well.  The  time  in  Hollywood  is  always 

Now,  not  yesterday,  not  tomorrow — but 

Now." 

Samuel  Shipman 

Samuel  Shipman,  playwright,  died  of  a 
heart  attack  in  New  York  on  Tuesday  at 

53  years  of  age.  He  wrote,  alone  or  in  col- 
laboration, 30  plays  which  were  produced 

on  Broadway.  Among  those  made  into  pic- 

tures were  "East  Is  West,"  "Friendly  Ene- 
mies," "Over  Here,"  "The  Kreutzer  So- 
nata," "Children  of  Today"  and  "Lawful 

Larceny."  Three  brothers  and  two  sisters 
survive. 

Union  Peace 

Agreements  designed  to  end  the  multiple 
projectionist  union  situation  in  New  York 
City  were  signed  early  Wednesday  by  repre- 

sentatives of  the  Allied  Union  of  Moving 
Picture  Operators,  Local  306,  International 
Alliance  of  Theatrical  and  Stage  Employees 

and  by  Harry  Brandt,  president  of  the  Inde- 
pendent Theatre  Owners'  Association.  The 

pacts,  scheduled  to  go  into  effect  on  Mon- 
day, include  a  merger  of  Local  306  and  Al- 

lied and  a  new  contract  with  members  of  the 
ITOA.  The  projectionists  will  receive  wage 
increases  of  approximately  25  per  cent  and 
a  reduction  in  working  hours  from  80  to  70 
a  week.  The  agreement  was  effected  under 
the  supervision  of  a  special  committee  ap- 

pointed by  Mayor  Fiorello  H.  LaGuardia 
and  has  been  pending  for  some  weeks. 

Color  Suit 

The  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of 
Southern  California  has  advised  its  members 
to  secure  releases  in  writing  from  exchanges 
selling  color  prints  before  showing  such 

prints,  pending  the  outcome  of  a  suit  be- 
tween Tricolor  Corporation  and  Technicolor. 

The  suit,  scheduled  for  hearing  in  March, 
involves  claims  of  patent  infringement  on  a 

duplex  camera. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

MIDWEST  MANAGERS  MEET.  Theatre  executives  of 
Chicago,  Indiana  and  Wisconsin  as  they  convened  in 
Kenosha,    Wis.,    for    conferences.     Left    to  right: 
Bob  Brose,  Oshkosh;  Harvey  Nye,  Sheboygan;  Jack  Keeqan! Milwaukee;  Charles  Ryan,  Warner  Chicago  zone;  Sid  Stein 
Warner  district  manager,  Chicago;  Bill  Exton,  district  manager' Standard  Theatres;  Louis  Lutz,  Stanley  Gross,  Jack  Silliman, Appleton;    L.   F.   Gran,   Standard    general  manager. 

ROUTE  OF  FAME.  (Below)  Nate  Manheim,  general 
foreign  sales  manager  of  Universal,  showing  Deanna 
Durbin,  one  of  "Three  Smart  Girls",  location  of 
offices   which   will   distribute   that   picture  abroad. 

RETURNS  TO  COAST.  (Below)  S.  Barret  Mc- 
Cormick,  advertising  director  of  RKO  Radio, 
saying  farewell  to  Howard  S.  Benedict,  his 
studio  lieutenant,  as  latter  leaves  New  York 
for  Hollywood  following  conferences  at  the home  office. 

SIGNED.  Ten-year-old  June  Ray  (left),  whose 
singing  ability  has  won  her  a  contract  with 
Hal  Roach.  She  will  make  her  debut  in 
"Pick  a  Star". 

SCRIPT  CONFERENCE.  Ray  Friedgen,  producer;  Capt.  Wal- 
lace Casewell,  star;  and  Frederick  H.  Wagner,  author,  of 

"Killers  of  the  Sea",  at  their  "headquarters"  near  Panama City,  Fla.,  where  they  are  filming  the  sea  thriller  featuring combats  with  sea  monsters,  a  Grand  National  release. 
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BACK  FROM  COAST.  (Below)  Marlene  Die- 
trich, Paramount  star,  as  she  arrived  in 

New  York  from  England,  after  a  lengthy  stay 
abroad.  She  left  immediately  for  Hollywood 

to  begin  work  on  her  next  picture,  "Angel", 
to  be  directed  by  Ernst  Lubitsch. 

SERIAL  STAR.  Republic  has  selected  Ralph 

Byrd  (right)  to  portray  "Dick  Tracy"  in  a 
chapter  play  based  on  the  comic  strip  of 
that  title,  produced  by  Nat  Levine. 

r 

OFF  TO  STUDIO.  Having  completed  preparatory 

work  in  East  on  several  pictures,  aides  of  Walter 
Wanger  leave  New  York  for  Coast.   Left  to  right: 
Alex  Gottlieb,  Mrs.  Hal  Home,  Hal  Home  (executive  pro- 

ducer), Gene  Towne,  scenarist;  Louise  Groody,  stage  star; 
Mrs.  Gene  Towne. 

HEADED  PARADE.  (Below)  Ted  Schlanger,  Warner 

zone  manager,  Philadelphia,  presenting  Harry  Tar- 
rante,  manager  of  Aldine  theatre,  $100  prize  for 

winning  gross  in  annual  "Managers'  Parade".  Front: 
"Skip"  Weshner,  Tarrante  and  Schlanger.  Rear: 
Dick  Kirsch,  Hadden  Matthews,  Bill  Israel,  Steve 

Barutio,   Harold  Seidenberg. 

FROM  ENGLAND.  Walter  J.  Hutchinson,  general  foreign 

manager  of  20th  Century  -  Fox,  who  has  been  inspecting 
European  exchanges;  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Francis  L.  Harley 

arriving  in  New  York.  Mr.  Harley,  20th  Century  -  Fox  man- 
ager for  England,  will  remain  here  several  weeks. 
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END  EUROPEAN  TOUR.  Sol  Lesser, 

producer  of  20th  Century  -  Fox  pictures 
starring  Bobby  Breen,  arriving  in  New 
York  with  Mrs.  Lesser  and  daughter. 

Work  on  Bobby's  next  film,  "Boy  Blue", 
is  scheduled  to  begin  soon. 

VISIT  G  -  MEN.  (Above)  As 

J.  Edgar  Hoover  was  host  to 

several  youngsters  of  links  and 
films  in  his  office.  Left  to  right: 

Johnny  Burke,  Mitzi  Green,  Mr. 
Hoover,  C.  C.  Pettijohn,  Jr., 

son  of  MPPDA  general  counsel; 

Marsha  Hunt,  Perry  Patterson. 

Burke.  Pettijohn  and  Patterson 

are  members  of  the  George- 
town University  golf  team. 

NEWCOMER.  Helen  Valkie, 

new  to  films,  makes  her  first 

major  appearance  in  "The Cherokee  Strip",  now  in  pro- 
duction for  First  National  re- 

lease. 

REVIEWERS  MEET.  (Left) 

Among  those  who  attended 
the  annual  luncheon  of  the 
National  Board  of  Review  at 

the  Hotel  Pennsylvania,  New 
York.  Standing:  Frederic  Feher, 
John  V.  Hansen,  Judge  R. 

Davies,  Leroy  E.  Bowman,  S. 

Trubee  Davison  and  Dr.  Clar- 
ence Cook  Little.  Seated: 

Eileen  Creelman,  Sir  Cedric 

Hardwicke,  Mrs.  Oliver  Harri- 

man,  Fritz  Lang,  Eric  O'Brien- Moore  and  Will  Irwin. 
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B"  FILMS  BECOME  ISSUE 

OF  STUDIO  AND  THEATRE 

Paramount  and  RKO  Increas- 

ing Budget  for  "B"  Pictures; 
Producers  Call  Them  Testing 

Ground  for  Stars  and  Stories 

Reports  and  statements  from  the  studios 
and  from  the  home  offices  concerning  the 

status  of  "B"  pictures  indicate  that  consider- 
ation of  that  classification  will  be  a  major 

problem  in  Hollywood's  production  policy 
this  year.    Outstanding  are  these : 

Paramount  has  announced  that  it  will 

decrease  the  number  of  "B"  pictures,  while 
allotting  more  money  to  them. 

RKO  will  increase  its  entire  production 

budget,  including  appropriations  for  the  so- 

called  "B's". 
The  attitude  of  the  large  studios  is  re- 

flected in  a  statement  by  Charles  R. 
Rogers  of  Universal  that  no  picture  can 

be  labeled  "B"  until  it  has  undergone  the 
box  office  test. 

Many  producers  contend  that  "B"  pic- tures are  invaluable  as  a  testing  ground 

for  new  stars  and  new  story  methods. 

Others  say  that  the  issue  is  inextricably 
connected  with  the  prevalence  of  double 
features. 

A  wide  divergence  of  definition  further 
beclouds  the  discussions. 

Most  producers  who  have  aired  their 
views,  for  quotation  or  otherwise,  agree  that 

"B"  pictures,  if  defined  as  productions  made 
quickly,  without  great  care,  on  small  budgets 
and  aimed  only  at  the  lower  half  of  double 
bills,  should  be  abandoned  or  at  least  reduced 
in  number,  and  that  pictures  made  on  small 
budgets  but  carefully  produced  and  directed 

should  not  be  handicapped  by  the  "B"  label 
until  they  have  proved  their  status.  The 
trend,  if  such  it  is,  is  only  in  the  formative 
stage  and  few  of  the  larger  companies  have 
taken  a  definite  stand. 

Stemming  from  the  confusion  in  definition 

is  a  long  train  of  possibilities  and  supposi- 
tions. Involved  also  is  definition  of  an  "A" 

picture,  or  even  of  a  good  picture,  with  the 
fine  critical  point  of  whether  the  basis  is 
artistic  or  commercial. 

Recognize  Theatres'  Divergence 
Producers  are  conscious  of  what  kind  of 

entertainment  is  demanded  in  the  Music 

Halls  and  the  Carthay  Circles  to  prove  popu- 
lar and  make  money.  They  are  aware  of 

what  the  patrons  require  in  Wahoo,  Nebras- 
ka, and  the  thousands  of  similar  locations. 

They  are  going  to  continue  to  make  product 
to  accommodate  the  demands  of  both  types 
of  theatres.  Whether  one  type  of  picture 
can  be  made  to  cover  both  extremes  and 

whether  the  labels,  in  case  this  is  not  feasible, 

will  be  "A"  and  "B,"  are  factors  in  the 
groping  for  a  solution. 

The  discussion  was  precipitated  by  Para- 

mount's  exhibitor  partners  on  the  occasion 
of  the  studio  product  conferences  in  Holly- 

EXHIBITORS  GIVEN 

CREDIT  FOR  rrB"  CUT 

M.  A.  Light-man,  Memphis  theatre 
owner,  claims  credit  for  exhibitors 

for  Par •  amount's  promise  to  make 
fewer  and,  better  pictures  in  1937. 
Returning  from  Hollywood  where  he 
and  other  Paramount  theatre  partners 
conferred  with  studio  executives, 

Mr.  Lightman  said: 
"We  convinced  Mr.  Zukor,  Mr. 

DeMille  and  others  that  it  would  be 

more  profitable  in  the  long  run  to 
concentrate  time,  effort  and  money  on 

fewer  pictures  of  better  quality.  As  a 
result,  Paramount  has  decided  to  re- 

duce its  production  this  year  from 

70  pictures  to  about  48." 

wood  following  the  Adolph  Zukor  silver 
jubilee.  Paramount  acceded  to  their  demand 

that  the  number  of  "B"  films  be  reduced  and 
their  quality  improved,  by  cutting  the  num- 

ber of  program  pictures  by  25  per  cent  from 
24  to  18.  According  to  a  company  announce- 

ment the  saving  will  be  applied  to  bigger 
budgets  and  cast  names  for  the  remainder 
of  the  schedule. 

Zukor  Opposes  "B"  Films 
Mr.  Zukor,  speaking  at  a  press  conference 

in  New  York,  said  anent  the  "B"  pictures : 
"I'm  against  them.  What  do  'B'  pictures 

mean  ?  I  know  of  instances  where  lesser 

attractions  costing  as  little  as  $200,000  or 
$250,000  have  shown  a  loss  of  $80,000.  The 
sales  department  may  have  an  argument  for 

'B'  pictures  but  there  is  no  argument  from 
the  studio  angle.  This  is  why  we  are 
setting  out  to  make  pictures  based  on  merit 
of  story,  casts  and  treatment  as  best  we 
know  how.  Some  of  them,  obviously,  will 

end  up  as  'B'  product.  At  least  it  is  not 
our  intention  to  start  out  that  way.  On 
the  pictures  to  be  made  with  a  smaller 
budget,  and  this  goes  for  all,  I  do  not  propose 
to  allow  them  to  enter  production  unless  I 
am  convinced  there  are  values  at  the  outset, 

— story,  cast,  treatment  and  director." 
Testing  Ground 

One  thesis  holding  wide  support  among 

producers  is  that  "B"  pictures,  so  called, can  not  or  should  not  be  abolished  because 

they  provide  a  testing  ground  for  new  names 
and  for  experiments  in  story  and  treatment. 
It  is  claimed  that  the  intermediate  picture, 
costing  from  $300,000  to  $400,000,  is  the 
type  of  production  in  which  stars  are 
launched  and  in  which  unusual  types  of 
stories  are  tested  and  adopted. 

This  treatment  is  being  applied  to  the 
problem  by  RKO  Radio.  Budgets  for  the 

company's  "B"  pictures  are  to  be  increased 
from  25  to  35  per  cent  in  the  effort  to  elevate 
films  in  this  classification  to  the  point  where 
they  can  play  first  run  and  single  feature 

Most  Producers  Say  Films 

Made  with  Little  Care  and 

on  Small  Budgets  Should  Be 

Dropped  or  Curtailed 

houses  with  success.  The  increase  will  add 

approximately  $2,000,000  to  the  company's 
production  costs  for  a  program  of  52  features. 

Samuel  J.  Briskin,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  production  for  RKO,  believes  that  the 
introduction  of  new  personalities  and  a 
greater  diversity  of  story  material  are  the 
logical  steps  toward  creating  more  wide- 

spread interest  in  motion  pictures.  He  called 

attention  to  "The  Plough  and  the  Stars," 
screen  version  of  Sean  O'Casey's  stage  play, 
in  connection  with  his  studio's  attempt  to 
break  away  from  the  beaten  path.  The  story, 
concerned  with  the  Irish  uprising  of  20  years 

ago,  would  doubtless  never  have  been  con- 
sidered as  screen  material  a  short  time  ago, 

the  production  executive  commented,  but  it 

is  justified  by  the  success  of  "The  Informer" 
last  year.  "The  Informer,"  with  its  com- 

paratively low  budget,  could  be  labeled  a 
"B"  picture  under  some  methods  of  classi- 

fication, he  said. 

Another  illustration  in  the  same  company's 
ledger  is  "Winterset,"  the  cost  of  which 
is  declared  at  about  $400,000.  The  produc- 

tion, although  not  a  box  office  cyclone,  gave 

the  company  a  personality  in  Burgess  Mere- 
dith, it  was  pointed  out. 

Also  cited  are  a  number  of  the  pictures 

made  by  Darryl  Zanuck  at  Twentieth  Cen- 
tury-Fox to  bring  out  new  personalities. 

Most  recent  is  "One  in  a  Million"  which  is 
said  to  have  gone  over  $500,000  in  cost  but 
gave  the  company  a  potential  star  in  Sonja 

Henie.  Columbia's  "One  Night  of  Love," 
which  cost  about  $350,000  but  made  Grace 
Moore  a  star,  was  still  another  example. 

Protests  "B"  Objective 

Charles  R.  Rogers,  Universal  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  production,  in  presenting 

his  company's  stand,  took  occasion  to  attack 

the  classifying  of  pictures  with  a  "B"  label prior  to  their  preview.    The  producer  said : 
"It  is  little  short  of  idiotic  to  handicap  a 

production  with  a  'B'  label,  especially  when 
no  one  can  tell  how  good  a  picture  it  may 

turn  out  to  be." Mr.  Rogers  felt  that  exhibitors  are  entirely 
justified  in  resenting  the  harmful  publicity 
emanating  from  Hollywood  on  this  type  of 
picture.  He  pointed  out  that  spending  a 
million  dollars  or  more  on  a  picture  and 

labeling  it  "epic"  does  not  guarantee  it  will 
catch  the  public's  fancy.  On  the  other  hand, 
he  said,  the  simplest  and  most  unpretentious 
story  often  develops  into  a  box  office  smash. 
He  emphasized  that  no  producer  or  director 

is  ever  justified  in  aiming  at  a  "B"  category, 
and  added  that  Universal  certainly  will  not 
countenance  the  intentional  planning  of 
second  rate  productions.  All  the  skill,  care 
and  resourcefulness  of  which  the  producers 

are  capable  will  be  put  into  Universal  pic- (Continued  on  page  18) 
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MAJORS'  STAND  ON  TRADE  PRACTICES 

Major  companies'  replies  to  the  ten  point  trade  practice  program  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America 
were  approximately  66  per  cent  favorable  according  to  an  MPTOA  bulletin  sent  to  the  trade  on  Monday.  Paramount  was 
the  seventh  and  last  company  to  publish  its  stand,  Warner  Brothers  having  indicated  that  they  would  not  take  part  in  the 

negotiations.  Points  on  which  the  replies  were  indefinite  were  listed  by  the  MPTOA  as  "Open".  The  record  follows: 
PERCENTAGE 

20th  CENTURY-       UNITED  OF 
TRADE    PRACTICE   PROPOSALS  COLUMBIA  MGM  PARAMOUNT      RKO-RADIO  FOX  ARTISTS  UNIVERSAL      WARNERS  ACCEPTANCE 

(1)  Unconditional  Cancellation  ....Favorable**  Favorable*  Favorable  Favorable*  Favorable*  Refused  Favorable*  No  response  75% 
(2)  Local   Conciliation    Boards  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Qualified***  Qualified***  Favorable  No  response  75%*** 
(3)  Clearance  Adjustment   Favorable  Favorable  Qualified***  Favorable  Open  Open  Favorable  No  response  75%*** 
(4)  Mediation   of   Overbuying  Favorable  Favorable  Refused  Favorable  Open  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  71% 
(5)  Mediation    of    Unfair  Competi- 

tion between  Theatres  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Open  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  86% 
(6)  Adjustment     of  non-theatrical 

competition   Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  88% 
(7)  Short  form  of  contract  Refused  Favorable  Refused  Favorable  Refused  Refused  Refused  No  response  25% 
(8)  Score  charge  elimination  Favorable  Refused  Refused  Refused  Refused  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  38% 
(9)  Adiustment  of  preferred  playing 
time   Favorable  Refused  Refused  Open  Open  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  50% 

10)  Elimination  of  forcing  short  sub- 
ject sales   Favorable  Open  Qualified***  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  Favorable  No  response  78%*** 

*  Requires  that  all  features  offered  be  licensed.  Percentage  of  entire  program.  .  .  .  66% 
**  Columbia  also  requires  that  cancellations  be  on  lower  priced  features. 

***  Where  the  MPTOA  lists  the  reply  as  "Qualified"  a  credit  of  one  half  was  given  in  the  percentage. 

Community  Theatre 

Project  Planned 

Considerable  motion  picture  executive  per- 
sonnel is  directly  aligned  with  a  new  and 

comprehensive  plan  to  establish  community 
theatres  throughout  the  country,  the  first  of 

them  to  be  constructed  for  the  1939  World's 
Fair,  in  New  York.  This  was  revealed  this 
week  by  officials  of  the  American  National 
Theatre  and  Academy,  which  in  July,  1935, 
received  a  charter  from  Congress  for  a 
national  theatre  movement. 

The  basis  of  the  program  is  the  creation 

of  an  ideal  type  of  community  center  avail- 
able for  theatrical  productions,  motion  pic- 

tures, dance  performances  and  also  suitable 
for  the  most  elaborate  Broadway  shows. 
The  building  and  financing  of  these  centers 
and  their  choice  of  programs  will  be  optional 

with  local  groups.  Although  it  has  a  Fed- 
eral charter,  the  National  Theatre  and 

Academy  does  not  receive  Federal  funds.  It 
also  differs  from  the  Federal  Theatre  Proj- 

ect in  that  the  latter  is  primarily  for  relief. 

The  National  Theatre  and  Academy's  only 
expenses  are  administrative,  and  these  have 
been  paid  by  its  trustees  according  to 
A.  Conger  Goodyear,  president  of  the  NT 
and  A.  He  also  said  that  no  motion  picture 
money  would  be  used,  although  he  himself  is 
a  director  of  Paramount,  and  John  Hay 
Whitney,  a  director  of  the  National  Theatre, 
is  chairman  of  the  board  of  Selznick  Inter- 

national and  president  of  Pioneer.  Arthur 
Hopkins,  producer,  who  was  also  present, 

agreed  with  Mr.  Goodyear  that  publicly- 
financed  theatres  would  not  result  in  a  com- 

petitive problem  for  private  theatre  man- 
agers or  motion  picture  exhibitors.  . 

Besides  Mr.  Goodyear,  recently  elected 
officers  are  Mrs.  Edith  J.  R.  Isaacs,  editor 

of  Theatre  Arts  Monthly,  first  vice- 

president;  J.  Howard  Reber,  second  vice- 
president;  Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the 

executive  committee  of  Paramount,  treas- 
urer; and  Mary  Stewart  French,  secretary. 

The  executive  committee  for  the  coming 
year  will  include  Mr.  Goodyear,  chairman; 
Mrs.  Isaacs,  Winthrop  Ames,  Mrs.  August 
Belmont  and  Mr.  Reber.  The  directors  are 

Mr.  Ames,  Mrs.  Belmont,  C.  Lawton  Camp- 
bell, Richard  F.  Cleveland,  Mrs.  Frances 

Crane,  Clayton  Hamilton,  Amory  Hare 
Hutchinson,  Miss  Anne  Morgan,  Miss  Con- 

stance Morrow,  Edward  M.  M.  Warburg, 
Dr.  Hugh  H.  Young  and  Mr.  Whitney. 

W irner  Trading 

Halted  for  Hour 

An  announcement  by  Warner  Brothers  at 

1  o'clock  on  Tuesday  that  plans  for  a  new 
stock  issue  had  been  abandoned  resulted  in 

a  burst  of  buying  orders  on  the  New  York 
Stock  Exchange  which  forced  a  tie-up  in 

trading  in  the  company's  stock  for  more 
than  an  hour.  When  trading  resumed  it 
was  at  an  advance  of  ljHs  in  the  price  of 
shares. 

A  New  York  Times  financial  writer,  com- 
menting on  the  situation,  said: 

"Without  attempting  to  read  into  the 
record  an  unsupported  statement  that  a  large 

short  position  had  been  created,  it  is  a  mat- 
ter of  general  knowledge  that  several  com- 

panies of  late  years  have  been  faced  with 
lower  markets  upon  announcement  of  issues 
of  rights  to  purchase  new  shares.  If  some 
such  considerations  dictated  the  abandon- 

ment of  the  Warner  Brothers  stock  offering, 

it  should  not  be  a  matter  of  surprise." 

Ohio  Censor  Deletions 

The  Ohio  censors  reviewed  a  total  of  502 

reels  in  January,  and  ordered  28  elimina- 
tions. This  compares  with  756  reels  re- 
viewed in  December,  and  42  eliminations 

ordered,  and  611  reels  reviewed,  with  16 
eliminations  in  January,  1936. 

239  Chance  Game 

Suits  Up  in  Chicago 

Important  court  actions  involving  theatre 
chance  games  were  underway  this  week.  In 
Chicago  239  suits  brought  by  the  city 
against  114  theatre  corporations  and  125 
theatre  managers  were  to  be  heard  in 
municipal  court  on  Thursday.  A  test  case 
in  Louisiana  was  placed  before  the  state 
supreme  court  on  an  appeal  from  the  Orleans 
parish  court  of  appeal. 

The  only  other  court  case  bearing  on  chance 
games  was  heard  in  Windsor  Locks,  Conn., 
where  a  town  court  convicted  a  theatre  operator 
of  operating  a  lottery  because  he  conducted  a 
Bank  Night  plan  which  allowed  the  use  of 
proxies.  The  City  Council  of  Omaha,  Neb., 
has  abandoned  consideration  of  legal  action 
against  Bank  Night  and  a  county  attorney  in 
Kansas  has  banned  the  games  in  his  territory. 

In  the  Chicago  suits  the  operators  were 
charged  with  distributing  money  by  chance  on 
prize  drawing  nights  in  violation  of  a  city 
ordinance  under  which  they  obtained  their 
theatre  licenses.  The  maximum  fine  for  vio- 

lation of  the  ordinance  is  $100. 
The  Chicago  city  court  hearings,  set  for 

Wednesday,  were  postponed  for  a  day. 
Clarence  V.  Beck,  Kansas  attorney  general, 

has  advised  county  attorneys  of  the  state  to 
move  against  chance  games  following  denial  of 
a  rehearing  of  a  supreme  court  decision  which 
held  Bank  Night  illegal. 
Two  bills  introduced  in  the  Arkansas  state 

legislature  affect  chance  games.  A  straight 
impost  of  25  per  cent  on  gross  gifts  is  sug- 

gested in  one  proposal.  The  second  measure 
provides  a  license  fee  of  $250  annually  from 
the  copyright  owners,  $40  annually  from  the 
distributors,  $50  annually  from  the  exhibitors 
and  20  per  cent  of  the  value  of  each  prize  given. 

Newspapers  Pick  "Lloyds" ■'Lloyds  of  London"  has  been  voted  the 
best  picture  released  in  January  by  the  crit- 

ics of  the  23  Scripps-Howard  newspapers 
throughout  the  country. 
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MAJORS  FAVOR  66%  OF 

TRADE  PRACTICE  PROGRAM 

Paramount,  Seventh  Distributor 

to  Reply,  Offers  Liberalized 

10%  Cancellation,  Favors 

Boards,  Retains  Score  Charge 

Large  companies'  replies  to  the  ten  point 
trade  practice  program  formulated  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America 
have  been  completed  with  the  release  of 

Paramount's  statement  advising  Edward 
Kuykendall,  president  of  the  MPTOA,  of 

the  company's  attitude  on  the  proposals.  The 
first  of  the  local  conciliation  boards,  on  which 
cooperation  was  promised  by  a  majority  of 
the  distributors,  will  be  set  up  this  month, 
indications  pointing  to  Philadelphia  as  the 

first  exchange  territory  to  complete  estab- 
lishment of  a  local  board.  Warners  is  the 

only  large  company  refusing  to  participate  in 
the  program. 

A  combined  listing  of  the  replies  from 

the  seven  companies  reveals  that  the 

acceptances  have  been  approximately 
66  per  cent  favorable  from  the  standpoint 
of  the  exhibitor  organization.  The  MPTOA 

analysis  listed  the  replies  to  each  point  as 

"Favorable",  "Refused",  "Qualified",  or 

"Open".  [See  opposite  page.] 

With  the  MPTOA  program  at  this  defi- 
nite stage  of  development  other  exhibitor 

organizations  were  continuing  their  activi- 
ties in  the  field  of  trade  practice  changes. 

The  Independent  Theatre  Owners'  Associa- tion of  New  York  has  announced  that  it 

will  seek  an  injunction  against  Loew's  and 
all  exchanges  serving  the  Loew  circuit 
houses  in  the  metropolitan  area  in  an  effort 
to  prevent  continuance  of  the  new  split  week 
policy  adopted  by  the  circuit.  The  policy 

provides  for  showing  "A"  product  over  five 
day  weekends.  The  first  bill  sponsored  by 
the  Allied  States  Association  of  Motion  Pic- 
tare  Exhibitors  to  outlaw  ownership  of  thea- 

tres by  producers  will  be  considered  by  the 
North  Dakota  legislature,  where  it  has  been 
favorably  reported. 

Paramount's  Reply 
Paramount  is  the  seventh  large  distributor 

to  announce  its  stand  on  the  MPTOA  pro- 
gram. No  reply  is  expected  from  Warner 

Brothers,  which  declined  to  participate  in 
the  joint  distributor  conferences  with  the 
MPTOA  executive  committee  last  June. 

National  independent  distributors  have  indi- 
cated that  they  will  cooperate  with  the  move- 
ment, and  several  may  make  formal  state- 
ments later. 

The  policy  announced  by  Paramount  fol- 
lows the  pattern  set  by  the  other  companies 

in  granting  a  liberalized  ten  per  cent  can- 
cellation, offering  cooperation  in  the  estab- 
lishment of  local  conciliation  boards  but 

declining  to  eliminate  the  separate  score 
charge.    The  reply  follows: 

1"Our  policy  will  be  to  permit  every 
■    exhibitor  who  contracts  for  all  of  our 

feature  pictures  offered  to  him,  to  cancel  up 

SEVEN  COMPANIES 

ANNOUNCE  POLICY 

Universal,  first  company  to  reply 

to  the  ten  point  trade  practice  pro- 
gram, published  its  stand  early  last 

November.  Twentieth  Century  -  Fox, 
United  Artists,  Columbia,  Metro  - 
Goldwyn  -  Mayer,  and  RKO  Radio 
followed  at  intervals,  and  Paramount, 
the  seventh  and  last  to  reply,  made 

known  its  policy  last  weekend.  The 
replies  are  tabulated  on  page  14. 

to  10%  of  the  total  number  of  features  con- 
tracted for,  provided  the  exhibitor  gives 

written  notice  of  his  election  to  cancel  within 

10  days  after  the  company  has  served  notice 
of  availability  of  each  respective  picture, 
and  provided  the  exhibitor  is  not  in  default 
under  his  contract  at  the  time  he  desires 
to  make  the  cancellation. 

2 "Paramount  will  cooperate  with  all  ele- 
■  ments  of  the  industry  in  endeavoring 

to  set  up  local  conciliation  boards  and  to 
agree  on  the  matters  which  may  properly 
be  the  subject  of  such  conciliation. 

3 "We  recognize  the  clearance  should  be 
•  fair  and  not  excessive,  but  we  do  not 

believe  that  clearance  can  be  left  to  the 
determination  of  local  boards.  It  must  be 

the  result  of  individual  negotiations  between 
the  exhibitor  and  the  distributor,  as  it  has 
always  been. 

A    "As  to  over-buying  of  pictures,  this  is 
*  ■  a  subject  over  which  the  distributor  has 

no  control  and  is  a  problem  between  exhib- 
itors. 

5 "Unfair  cut  rate  competition  between 
■  theatres  is  similarly  an  exhibitor  and 

not  a  distributor  problem.  It  has  always 
been  our  policy  to  insist  that  its  customers 
charge  reasonable  minimum  admission  prices 
for  its  pictures.  It  has  also  been  our  policy 
to  refuse  to  license  the  exhibition  of  our 

pictures  in  situations  where  we  felt  that  to 

do  so  would  unfairly  compete  with  or  seri- 

ously injure  our  customer's  business. 

6 "Paramount  has  always  recognized  its 
■  responsibility  to  its  customers  who  are 

regularly  engaged  in  conducting  motion  pic- 
ture theatres.  With  that  in  mind  we  have 

consistently  refrained  from  licensing  our  pic- 
tures for  exhibition  by  non-theatrical  ac- 
counts where  to  do  so  would  jeopardize  the 

interests  of  a  regular  motion  picture  theatre, 
as  well  as  our  own  revenue  as  a  distributor. 

7 "In  the  present  state  of  the  law  we ■  believe  that  we  should  not  subscribe  to 
a  standard  license  agreement.  The  proposed 

standard  form  which  you  recommend  con- 
tains certain  provisions  which  are  inconsist- 

ent with  our  sales  policy  and  for  that  reason 
we  could  not  adopt  it.  Regarding  your 
suggestion  of  the  use  of  a  short  form  of 
contract  which  refers  to  a  long  form  of 

Philadelphia  May  Have  First 

Conciliation  Board;  Warner 

Alone  of  Large  Companies 

Refuses  to  Participate 

contract,  it  appears  to  us  impracticable.  We 
believe  it  would  lead  to  confusion  and  pos- 

sible misunderstanding. 

8 "The  score  charge  is  an  essential  part ■   of  our  revenue  and  we  cannot  afford 
to  forego  it. 

9 "The  designation  of  play  dates  must 
•  necessarily  be  the  subject  of  negotiation 

between  our  company  and  its  customers.  We 
cannot  in  fairness  to  ourselves  delegate  the 
subject  to  a  conciliation  board.  Paramount 

has  always  exercised  its  privilege  of  designa- 
tion with  extreme  fairness,  having  in  mind 

the  quality  of  the  pictures  designated  for 

preferred  playing  time.  This  we  will  con- tinue to  do. 

"Paramount's  policy  is  to  negotiate 
IU.  with  its  customers  for  the  use  of  its 

short  subjects  according  to  its  customers' 
needs.  We,  of  course,  expect  our  customers, 
according  to  their  requirements,  to  take  at 
least  the  same  proportion  of  our  short  sub- 

jects as  they  do  of  our  features." Dallas  or  Seattle  Next 

Major  distributors  who  have  agreed  to  co- 
operate in  the  establishment  of  the  concilia- 

tion boards  will  begin  at  once  to  authorize 
their  branch  managers  to  participate  in  the 
setting  up  of  the  boards  in  conjunction  with 
local  exhibitor  organizations.  Either  Dallas 
or  Seattle  is  expected  to  follow  Philadelphia, 
and  Charlotte  may  complete  the  initial  trial 

group.  _ 

Conciliation  boards  will  be  established  only 

in  territories  where  a  majority  of  the  rep- 
resentative exhibitors  petition  for  them,  and 

it  is  not  expected  that  any  additional  boards 
will  be  set  up  until  procedures  have  been 
studied  in  the  initial  group. 

Court  Issues  Order 

On  Hearing  for  Roxy 

Federal  Judge  Francis  G.  Caffey  in  New 
York  signed  an  order  last  Saturday  directing 
creditors  and  stockholders  of  the  Roxy 
Theatre  Corporation  to  show  cause  on 
March  5  why  the  plan  of  reorganization  for 
the  theatre  company  should  not  be  declared 
fair  and  equitable  by  the  court  and  adopted. 

Judge  Caffey's  order  also  directed  the creditors  to  show  whether  the  company  is 
solvent  or  insolvent  and  whether  or  not 
stockholders  have  a  right  to  participate  in 
the  plan.  The  order  directs  the  trustee  to 
mail  the  plan  to  all  interested  parties  on 
Feb.  20  after  advertising  notice  of  the  March 
5  hearing  and  sets  forth  that  a  list  of  credi- 

tors of  the  Roxy  may  be  had  by  application 
to  the  court. 

Manufacturers  Trust  Company  was  desig- 

nated depository  for  bondholders'  assents  to 
the  plan,  and  Halsey,  Stuart  and  Company 
for  the  noteholders. 
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"PARNELL"  IS  ROMANTIC 

IN  contrast  with  such  recent  
pictures as  "Beloved  Enemy"  and  "The 

Plough  and  the  Stars,"  which  in taking  for  their  themes  various 

stages  of  Ireland's  political  devel- 
opment emphasized  the  drama  of  military 

conflict,  "Parnell"  approaches  its  subject 
strictly  from  the  viewpoint  of  romantic 

love  interest  against  a  dramatic  back- 
ground of  political  intrigue  and  struggle. 

In  choosing  to  tell  this  story  of  Charles 

Stewart  Parnell,  Irish  patriot  of  the  mo- 
ment when  initial  modern  efforts  were  be- 

ing made  to  establish  Home  Rule  in  the 
Emerald  Isle,  MGM  is  electing  to  tell  the 

love  story  of  a  great  man  more  than  it 
chooses  to  repeat  the  career  of  a  great 

political  leader;  of  a  man  whose  life  was 
compelling  in  its  humanness,  courage  and 
romance  and  not  merely  the  story  of  a 

man  made  colorful  by  the  passing  pano- 
rama of  historical  events. 

Briefly  Parnell,  rallying  its  protagonists 
and  winning  the  cooperation  of  English 
Prime  Minister  William  Gladstone,  launches 

the  fight  for  Home  Rule.  Parnell,  through 

the  machinations  of  Captain  Willie  O'Shea, 
a  political  opportunist,  meets  and  falls 

in  love  with  the  latter's  wife,  Kittie  O'Shea. 
Home  Rule  enemies,  as  modern  minded 

as  present  day  politicians,  conspire  to  in- 
volve the  leader  in  political  scandal.  Their 

plot  fails,  but  another,  more  dramatically 
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serious,  is  hatched.  Enraged  because  favors 

are  denied,  O'Shea  applies  for  a  divorce, 
naming  Parnell  as  corespondent.  England 
and  Ireland  rock  to  the  details  of  this  in- 

timate scandal.  Parnell's  refusal  to  attend 
the  trial  is  interpreted  as  an  admission  of 

guilt;  the  Home  Rule  party  splits,  Glad- 
stone withdraws  his  support  and  Parnell 

resigns  as  leader.  Broken  in  spirit,  Parnell 

dies  in  Kittie's  arms  and  the  cause  of  Irish 
freedom  is  impeded  for  more  than  a  gen- 
eration. 

As  Parnell,  Clark  Sable  is  given  one  of 

his  finest  dramatic  roles.  It  may  be  ex- 
pected that  director  John  M.  Stahl  will  do 

as  much  to  establish  Myrna  Loy,  in  the  role 

of  Kittie  O'Shea,  as  a  dramatic  actress  as 
he  did  for  Irene  Dunn  in  "Back  Street"  and 

"Magnificent  Obsession"  and  Claudette 
Colbert  in  "Imitation  of  Life." 

Other  cast  assignments  have  been  made 
with  care  and  thought.  Alan  Marshall 

(Captain  de  Trevignac  in  "The  Garden  of 
Allah")  is  Captain  Willie  O'Shea.  Mon- 

tagu Love  is  Gladstone.  Edmund  Gwenn 

is  Parnell's  secretary  and  Donald  Crisp  is his  closest  friend,  while  Berton  Churchill  is 

O'Gorman  Mahon.  Others  of  importance 
are  Edna  May  Oliver,  Billie  Burke,  Donald 
Meek,  Neil  Fitzgerald,  Halliwell  Hobbes,  J. 

Farrell  MacDonald,  Pat  Moriarty,  Byron 
Russell,  Brandon  Tynan,  Phyllis  Coughlan 

and    Murray    Kinnell.    Atmospheric  per- 

sonnel support  includes  hundreds  of  Irish 

types. With  license  taken  and  alterations  made, 

motivation  for  the  production  is  Elsie  T. 

Schauffler's  stage  play,  presented  in  New 
York  and  other  metropolitan  centers, 

adapted  by  John  Van  Druten.  Under  one 
time  London  Dublin  historian,  newspaper 

man,  playwright,  Charles  Whittaker,  sev- 
eral months  were  devoted  to  study  of  Par- 
nell lore  and  legend  for  authenticity  in  his- 

toric, romantic  and  dramatic  fullness. 
Production  detail  effected  under  the 

supervision  of  Cedric  Gibbons  by  art 

director  William  Horning  accurately  repro- 
duces Queenstown  Harbor,  the  House  of 

Commons  and  lobbies,  Parnell's  quarters 
in  London,  Dublin  and  Irish  countryside 

villages  and  Kittie  O'Shea's  home,  as  they 
were  at  the  time  of  the  story,  the  decade 
between  1880  and  1890.  Camera  work  is 

by  George  Folsey,  who  helped  on  "The 
Great  Ziegfeld"  and  also  shot  "The  Good 
Earth."  Musical  accompaniment,  the  bene- 

ficiary of  intensive  research  into  English 
and  Irish  melodies,  was  created  by  Dr. 
William  Axt. 

Mr.  Stahl  elected  to  direct  "Parnell"  in 
strict  story  sequence  so  that  his  players 

might  "live  their  roles"  and,  less  seriously 
delayed  than  other  pictures  affected  by 
the  influenza  epidemic,  the  film  is  expected 

to  be  ready  for  mid-March  release. 

A  Herald  Preview 

in  Advance  Stills 

by  Gus  McCarthy 
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tures  regardless  of  their  place  on  the  pro- 
gram, he  said. 

The  Universal  executive  pointed  out  that 

the  budget  on  "Three  Smart  Girls"  was  in- 
creased three  times  during  the  production  to 

achieve  the  desired  result,  and  that  similar 

measures  were  adopted  with  "Top  of  the 

Town." Repeating  that  no  one  can  prophesy  how 
great  a  picture  will  be,  even  a  picture  made 
on  a  modest  budget,  Mr.  Rogers  said, 

"Charm,  the  greatest  appeal  any  picture  can 
have,  like  gold,  is  where  you  find  it,  and 
it  is  as  likely  to  appear  in  a  production  made 
on  a  modest  budget  as  it  is  to  grace  a  two 
million  dollar  epic.  But  it  cannot  possibly 

exist  in  a  picture  made  to  'B'  specifications." 

Called  Disproportionate 

The  case  for  a  reduction  in  the  number  of 

"B"  pictures,  while  retaining  a  definite  place 
in  the  production  schedule  for  them,  was 
made  by  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Paramount 

vice-president  in  charge  of  the  company's 
theatre  operations. 

"There  is  no  question  about  there  being  a 
definite  place  in  the  industry  and  some  real 

need  for  'B'  product,"  Mr.  Freeman  said. 
"Pictures  of  that  kind  fill  a  definite  need 
of  the  smaller  theatres  and  of  double  featur- 

ing. However,  so  many  of  them  are  being 
made  now  in  proportion  to  the  number  of 

'A'  pictures  being  produced  that  the  larger theatres  are  forced  to  exist  on  them  from 

time  to  time.  They  cannot  do  so  success- 

fully." The  executive  pointed  out  that  large 
studios  were  turning  out  from  three  to  five 

"B"  pictures  for  every  "A"  picture  pro- 
duced, and  expressed  the  opinion  that,  from 

the  theatre  operator's  viewpoint,  there  should 
not  be  more  than  one  "B"  for  every  "A" 
picture,  and  th&t  even  fewer  would  be  pref- 
erable. 

Point  of  View  a  Factor 

The  whole  discussion  of  "B"  pictures,  in 
relation  to  the  double  feature  problem,  took 
opposite  meanings,  depending  on  the  point 
of  view.  Opponents  of  the  double  feature 

policy  seemed  to  find  in  the  vague  indica- 

tion that  "B"  pictures  may  be  reduced  or 
abandoned,  a  hope  that  their  elimination 
will  kill  double  bills  by  cutting  off  suitable 
product.  Those  who  saw  no  end  to  double 

bills  felt  safe  in  assuming  that  "B"  pictures 
always  will  be  made  because  they  are  needed 
for  double  featuring.  Chance  games  and 
giveaways  were  brought  into  the  discussion 
with  similar  confusion. 

The  Independent  Theatre  Owners'  Asso- ciation added  its  voice  to  the  turmoil  with 
the  opinion  that  nothing  much  will  be  done 
about  the  matter. 

"The  prevalence  of  double  features  makes 
it  impossible  to  do  away  with  'B'  pictures," 
an  article  in  the  ITOA  publication  said.  "No 
producer  is  going  to  spend  a  lot  of  money 
on  pictures  that  will  have  to  be  the  lower 
half  of  a  double  bill.  Not  enough  money 
can  be  realized  on  an  investment  by  such 

dates.  Thus,  the  'B'  picture.  No  exhibitor 
is  going  to  play  an  'A'  picture  which  should 
make  money  for  him,  give  away  a  few  hun- 

dred dollars  to  attract  customers,  pay  a  high 

ENGLISH  EXHIBITORS 

TO  VISIT  AMERICA 

Arthur  Taylor,  secretary  of  the 
London  Branch  of  the  Cinematograph 

Exhibitors'  Association  in  England, 
will  lead  a  group  of  his  fellow  exhibi- 

tors on  a  visit  to  the  United  States, 
similar  to  that  of  last  year.  The  group 

will  sail  from  England  on  the  Queen 

Mary  on  May  19.  While  in  the 
United  States  it  is  expected  they  will 

tour  the  various  cities  as  on  the  pre- 
vious trip  and  visit  the  studios  in 

Hollywood. 

rental  and  expect  to  wind  up  in  the  black. 

"If  the  producers  want  to  cut  out  'B'  pic- 
tures, put  picture  making  on  a  higher  enter- 

tainment level  and  really  turn  out  worth- 
while pictures,  the  only  solution  seems  to  be 

the  abolition  of  giveaways,  extended  runs 

and  a  higher  admission  price  in  the  first-run 
houses.  Then  a  subsequent-run  house  can 
play  a  good  picture  without  having  to  fear 
that  the  potential  patronage  has  been 
squeezed  dry.  It  can  also  raise  its  prices 

and  run  itself  as  a  theatre." 

What  the  Companies  Plan 

No  revolutionary  change  from  the  present 
production  structure  is  indicated  at  present. 
Firm  in  the  intent  to  make  profitable  pic- 

tures, whether  they  are  called  "A,"  "B"  or 
just  pictures,  the  producers  are  aware  that 
inexpensive  features  make  a  profit  that  com- 

pensates for  losses  incurred  by  more  pre- 
tentious efforts  which  fail  at  the  box  office. 

Columbia,  which  has  just  completed  "Lost 
Horizon"  at  a  cost  estimated  at  $2,000,000, 
will  continue  both  classifications.  The  in- 

dividual producers  in  Grand  National  intend 

to  rate  their  productions  as  "A"  features 
but  the  number  of  "B"  pictures  to  result remains  to  be  seen.  MGM  will  balance 

its  approximately  30  "A's"  with  the  usual 
quota  of  program  pictures.  The  new  Republic 
organization,  while  expressing  some  disap- 

pointment with  "Follow  Your  Heart,"  plans 
to  continue  along  the  same  production  lines 
that  have  marked  its  activities  since  its 

inception.  Warner  Brothers  will  supple- 
ment 36  "A's"  with  a  number  of  "B"  pro- 

ductions. Hal  Roach  will  continue  "A" 
feature  length  comedies.  Sol  Lesser  will  go 

along  with  "A"  contributions  to  RKO  and 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  releases  and  both 
"A's"  and  "B's"  on  his  own  program.  Twen- 

tieth Century-Fox  will  maintain  its  estab- 
lished policy  with  an  increasing  number  of 

"A's."  The  one  exception  is  United  Artists, 
the  individual  members  of  which  maintain 

that  the  production  of  "A's"  is  their  sole 
policy. As  true  as  it  is  trite  was  the  statement 

made  by  one  producer  that  the  answer  lies 
with  the  exhibitor,  meaning  that  the  original 
holder  of  the  dime  and  the  quarter  which 
make  box  office  records  will  make  the  final 
decision  and  at  the  moment  even  he  does 
not  know  what  it  will  be. 

Musicians  to  Ban 

Recordings;  Picket 

Drive  Continuing 

A  campaign  to  check  the  use  of  recordings 
for  dubbing  in  motion  pictures,  over  the 
radio  and  in  music  slot  machines  in  order 
to  alleviate  unemployment  among  musicians 
has  been  started  by  the  National  Association 
of  Performing  Artists  and  New  York  Local 
802  of  the  American  Federation  of  Musi- 

cians. The  Local  is  continuing  its  picket 
campaign  to  force  theatres  to  restore  stage 
shows  and  orchestras. 
A  ban  has  been  placed  on  recordings  by 

the' Chicago  Federation  of  Musicians  and  the 
New  York  Local  is  supporting  the  move- 

ment. It  is  expected  that  the  matter  will 
be  discussed  at  the  AFM  meeting  in  Miami, 
Fla.,  on  February  22nd. 

Although  the  RCA- Victor  Company  is 
reported  to  have  protested  the  Chicago  ban, 
Joseph  N.  Weber,  president  of  the  AFM, 
has  refused  to  interfere,  holding  that  it  is 
a  matter  for  the  individual  units  to  decide. 

The  New  York  and  Chicago  locals  are  con- 
fident of  obtaining  enough  support  from 

other  units  to  make  a  curb  on  recordings 
nationwide  in  scope. 

Jacob  Rosenberg,  president  of  Local  802. 
at  a  meeting  in  New  York  charged  that  80 
per  cent  of  the  music  in  motion  pictures  is 
dubbed  in  from  records.  While  acknowl- 

edging the  parallel  between  the  horse  and  the 

automobile  and  "live"  and  "canned"  music, 
he  noted  that  the  horse  did  not  try  to  help 
the  advance  of  the  automobile. 

The  union  campaign  to  bring  back  stage 
attractions,  which  began  September  10th,  is 
being  actively  continued  in  New  York.  A 
reported  4,000  musicians  and  860  members 
of  the  American  Federation  of  Actors  have 

participated  in  the  drive  which  is  conducted 
out  of  five  headquarters  in  the  city.  Mu- 

sicians doing  picket  duty  are  reported  to  be 
paid  50  cents  an  hour  and  the  actors  serve voluntarily. 

Operators  of  the  20  New  York  theatres 
being  picketed  maintain  that  the  drive  has 
not  injured  them  materially.  The  most 
tangible  results  have  been  obtained  by  the 
musicians  in  Philadelphia  where  eight  War- 

ner theatres  agreed  to  reinstate  stage  shows. 

Iowa,  Nebraska  ITO 

Set  Annual  Meeting 

The  Allied-Independent  Theatre  Owners 
of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  Inc.,  will  hold  its 
annual  convention  at  the  Savery  Hotel  in 
Des  Moines  February  15  and  16,  with  Leo 
F.  Wolcott,  president,  presiding. 
Among  the  subjects  to  be  discussed  will 

be  opposition  to  proposed  adverse  legislation 
by  the  Iowa  legislature  this  session.  The 
Bank  Night  bill,  admission  tax,  booth  labor 
bill  and  censorship  are  some  of  the  proposed 

pieces  of  legislation. 
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STAGE  LOOKING  TO  HOLLYWOOD 

FOR  MONEY  AND  FOR  SHOWMEN 

Public  Spending  Money  but 

There  Are  Only  26  Shows 

in  Times  Square  Com- 

pared with  53  Plays  in  1927 

by  FREDERICK  W.  AYER 

Broadway's  legitimate  theatrical  industry, 
in  a  staggering  effort  to  emerge  from  the 
apparent  state  of  moribundity  in  which  it 
has  been  wallowing  since  September,  finally 

has  rounded  the  half-way  mark  of  its  1936- 
37  season  after  a  catastrophic  beginning 
which  has  planted  in  the  minds  of  both 
friends  and  critics  of  the  stage  the  fact  that 
the  legitimate  theatre  desperately  needs  the 
financial  aid  and  showmanship  brains  of 
Hollywood  if  it  is  to  survive  as  an  integral 
factor  of  the  American  amusement  world. 

If  the  legitimate  theatre  never  had  the 
opportunity  to  prove  its  worth  prior  to  the 
current  season,  1936-37  dished  up  that  op- 

portunity on  a  silver  platter.  The  clouds  of 
general  business  depression  had  begun  to 
lift,  the  public  was  beginning  to  spend  money 
on  a  scale  comparable  with  1927,  and  that 

portion  of  the  amusement-seeking  public 
which  had  been  forced  during  the  past  six 
years  to  confine  itself  to  spending  forty 
cents  for  film  entertainment  when  it  had 
been  in  the  habit  of  spending  $3.30  at  the 

legitimate  theatre  box-office  formerly  once 
again  was  ready  to  loosen  its  purse  strings 
and  support  flesh-and-blood  drama. 

26  Shows,  Five  of  Them  Musicals 

At  the  beginning  of  February  in  1927 
there  were  63  major  theatrical  productions 
in  full  swing  on  Broadway  and  out  of  this 
number  22  were  musicals.  At  this  writing 
there  are  26  shows  in  the  Times  Square  belt 
and  only  five  of  these  are  musicals.  This 
might  indicate  to  the  motion  picture  minded 
that  there  is  a  lack  of  interest  in  the  legiti- 

mate drama  as  compared  with  the  interest 

demonstrated  ten  years  ago,  but  the  fact  re- 
mains that  what  "hit"  shows  there  are  on 

Broadway  today  are  being  as  ardently  pat- 
ronized as  were  the  "Broadways,"  "Co- 
quettes" and  "Royal  Family"  of  another decade. 

The  solution  to  Broadway's  problem  may 
be  found  in  the  fact  that  there  is  at  the 
present  time  a  definite  lack  of 

1.  Story  material; 
2.  Motion  picture  financing; 
3.  Motion  picture  showmanship. 

If  the  1936-37  season  has  done  nothing 
sensational  to  date  it  most  certainly  has 

proved  not  only  that  story  material  is  in- 
ferior, but  that  there  is  not  sufficient  story 

material.  As  has  been  pointed  out  repeat- 
edly it  is  not  the  occasional  good  play  that 

keeps  the  theatre  or  the  motion  picture  alive, 
but  the  steady,  dependable  stream  of  plays 
coming  from  brilliant  minds  which  each  of 
these  dramatic  mediums  must  have  to  sur- 

vive. Hollywood  has  found  this  source,  but 
Broadway,  apparently,  has  not. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  current  Broad- 
way season,  when  more  shows  had  been 

promised  than  at  any  time  since  1929,  one 

$795,000  Paid  by  Film  Companies 

For  Eight  Plays;  $99,250  Average 

Motion  picture  companies  this  season  have  set  an  all-time  high  for  the  purchase 
price  of  Broadway  plays,  paying  $795,000,  an  average  of  $99,250  each,  for  eight 

plays  definitely  purchased  thus  far  from  the  crop  of  1956-57  productions.  This 

figure  is  exclusive  of  the  price  of  $18,000  paid  by  RKO  for  the  title  of  "New  Faces", 
taken  from  the  Broadway  revue  of  that  name. 

A  listing  of  plays  bought  this  season  follows: 

PLAY 

Spring  Dance Double  Dummy 

Boy  Meets  Girl 
Tovarich 

Stage  Door 
Night  Must  Fall 
The  Women 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  You 

PLAY 
COMPANY 

$25,000 

Paramount 

20,000 

RKO 

65,000 
Warner  Bros. 

160,000 Warner  Bros. 

1 50,000 
RKO 

50,000 MGM 
125,000 Goetz-Gordon 
200,000 Columbia 

play  after  another  opened  and  closed  within 
three-week  periods,  and  with  startling  regu- 

larity. The  cry  of  the  critics  was  always 

the  same:  "Give  us  good  plays." 
To  a  great  extent  the  business  depression 

may  be  blamed  for  the  present  state  of 
things.  Creative  minds,  too,  demand  sus- 

tenance and  Hollywood  producers  have  been 
far-seeing  enough  to  realize  that  they  have 
to  have  stories,  that  writers  must  furnish 
them  and  that,  therefore,  writers  must  be 
paid.  Hollywood  has  put  writing  on  a 
strictly  commercial  basis  by  paying  writers 
to  turn  over  the  product  of  their  thinking 
for  a  salary.  Hollywood  subsidizes  brains, 
and  whatever  comes  out  of  that  subsidy  is 
flung  into  the  daily  assignment. 

Subsidizing  Urged 

There  can  be  no  doubt  that  many  of  these 

so  casually  injected  ideas  would  make  suc- 
cessful plays  if  the  playwright  had  the  time 

and  money  to  work  out  the  detail  instead  of 
just  throwing  it  into  the  heap  that  he  turns 
out  as  his  weekly  grist — on  a  salary. 

It  has  been  suggested  time  and  again  that 

Broadway  managers  ally  themselves  finan- 
cially to  support  promising  playwrights  in 

an  attempt  to  raise  the  standard  of  legitimate 
entertainment,  but  thus  far  all  such  pleas 

have  fallen  on  deaf  ears.  It  is  this  writer's 
opinion  that  any  and  all  efforts  in  the  play- 

wright's behalf  will  continue  to  fall  on  deaf 
ears  until  such  time  as  Broadway  managers 
realize  that  the  legitimate  theatre  can  be  held 
together  only  by  unified  support  and  purpose, 
financially  and  morally. 

Actors  Equity  Association  for  months  has 

been  waging  a  campaign  to  effect  the  sub- 
sidization of  playwrights  by  legitimate  man- 

agers and  has  been  engaged  in  joint  con- 
ferences with  the  League  of  New  York 

Theatres  and  the  Dramatists  Guild  in  an 

attempt  to  discover  what  is  wrong  with  the 
present  day  theatre  and  what  can  be  done 

to  increase  its  popularity  with  the  public. 
The  results  of  their  deliberations,  also,  have 
been  reduced  to  the  sole  suggestion  that 
playwrights  must  be  subsidized  by  managers. 

"A  group  of  promising  young  playwrights 
put  under  contract  and  put  to  work  (by  stage 
producers)  their  output  at  the  subsidizing 

manager's  disposal,  could  earn  their  salt 
many  times  over,"  Equity,  house  organ  of 
the  actors'  union,  editorializes  in  its  January 
issue.  "Suppose  one  of  these  writers  was 
to  be  paid  three  or  four  thousand  dollars  a 
year.  One  hit  alone  would  earn  the  manager 
and  himself  many  times  over  what  had  been 

paid  to  him." 
Pooled  Resources  Urged 

While  Equity's  suggestion  appears  to  be 
constructive,  it  seems  only  fair  to  state  that 
there  are  scarcely  more  than  a  half  dozen 
managers  who,  individually  and  personally, 
are  in  a  sufficiently  solvent  state  to  spend 
such  a  sum  annually  on  a  playwright  or  a 

group  of  playwrights.  If,  however,  all  active 
producing  managers  could  pool  a  part  of 
their  resources  for  the  establishment  of  a 

central  agency  to  subsidize  promising  play- 
wrights— all  of  whom  would,  of  course,  be 

required  to  pass  certain  examinations  or 
competitions — there  might  be  an  adequate 
and  feasible  solution  to  the  problem. 

With  respect  to  motion  picture  financing 
of  stage  plays,  a  factor  of  the  legitimate 
theatre  which  has  been  noticeably  lacking 

this  season,  due  to  the  refusal  of  film  com- 
panies to  back  plays  contracted  for  under 

the  new  Minimum  Basic  Agreement  of  the 
Dramatists  Guild,  it  is  considered  reasonable 

that  this  lack  of  official  motion  picture  in- 
terest is  responsible  in  a  large  measure  for 

the  continuous  failure  this  season  of  Broad- 

way managers. 
Hollywood  long  has  looked  to  Broadway 

for  a  great  portion  of  its  talent,  technical 
{Continued  on  page  30) 
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BROADWAY  SEEKS  HOLLYWOOD'S  AID 

(Continued  from  page  27) 

and  story  material.  The  very  fact  that  this 
season  Hollywood  has  not  officially  been 
overseeing  the  development  of  this  supply 

must  have  contributed  to  its  general  deteri- 
oration. In  the  final  analysis  Broadway 

managers  consider  the  motion  picture  possi- 
bilities of  the  plays  they  produce  long  before 

they  consider  whether  or  not  their  property 

will  stand  up  under  the  weather  of  a  "run" 
and  from  that  run  return  sufficient  profit  to 
justify  their  faith  in  their  business.  Further, 
the  average  Broadway  manager  considers 
his  judgment  so  far  superior  to  that  of  the 
average  Hollywood  producer  that  he  loses 
sight  of  the  fact  that  his  entertainment  ma- 

terial, to  be  successfully  sold  to  motion  pic- 
tures, must  be  in  common  with  the  tastes  of 

motion  picture  audiences. 
It  is  the  contention  of  many  observers 

that  the  average  Broadway  manager  is  in- 
capable of  judging  what  is  and  what  is  not 

good  motion  picture  material,  solely  because 
of  his  lack  of  experience,  and  that,  therefore, 

he  needs  motion  picture  counsel  and  finan- 
cial aid  if  he  is  successfully  to  purvey  his 

entertainment  to  theatre  and  motion  picture 
audiences  alike. 

Showmanship  the  Answer 

These  two  production  factors — story  ma- 
terial and  financing — tie  in  together  under 

the  heading  of  showmanship.  Broadway 
producers  today  appear  to  rely  exclusively 
upon  their  bankrolls  and  not  their  wits  to 

sell  their  goods  to  the  public.  Press-agentry 
has  become  an  effete  tea-time  and  cocktail 

pastime,  a  sort  of  "social  journalistic  inter- 
lude". Exploitation,  as  the  motion  picture 

exhibitor  understands  the  word,  is  unknown 
to  the  stage. 

If  a  producer  gets  "rave"  notices  for  his 
show  the  morning  after  it  opens  he  takes 
70-line  and  100-line  advertisements  spread 
on  two  and  three  columns  the  following  day. 
If  his  show  gets  moderate  reviews  he  stays 
in  the  alphabetical  index  and  that  comprises 
for  the  most  part  his  selling  campaign. 
Once  in  a  while  he  may  employ  the  services 
of  a  publicity  director  who  is  capable  of 
making  a  speech  or  two  in  front  of  a 

woman's  club,  but  the  chances  are  that  this 
is  wasted  time  because  the  members  would 

go  to  the  show  anyway,  dependent  upon  the 
advice  of  their  ticket  brokers. 

Not  Officially  Interested 

Obviously  motion  picture  exploitation  tac- 
tics could  be  advantageously  applied  to  the 

selling  of  plays  to  the  theatrical  public  but 
for  some  reason  Broadway  managers  do  not 
appear  to  be  disposed  to  take  advantage  of 
the  possibility  that  plays  can  be  exploited 
just  as  films  can.  When,  last  season  and  the 
preceding  four  or  five  seasons,  Hollywood 

actively  was  sponsoring  theatrical  produc- 
tions, the  legitimate  manager  could  call  upon 

his  sponsors  for  advice  and  help.  Today 
this  is  not  the  case.  Hollywood  is  not  offi- 

cially interested  in  backing  plays  under  the 
new  Dramatists  Guild  contract  and  until  it 
is  interested  it  is  only  normal  to  assume  that 
Broadway  managers  can  expect  no  help 
from  Hollywood. 

Last  summer  J.  Robert  Rubin  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer    said    at   a   conference  of 

OFFICER  OF  GUILD 

CRITICIZES  AWARDS 

Sidney  Howard,  president  of  the 

Dramatists'  Guild,  challenged  the 
benefits  in  store  for  the  winners  of 
fellowships  and  scholarships  in  the 

Bureau  of  New  Plays  competition,  de- 
claring that  they  had  been  placed  in 

a  "complicated  position".  By  the 
terms  of  the  contract  between  the 
winners  and  the  bureau,  the  first  two 

plays  written  under  the  fellowships 
must  be  offered  to  the  bureau  first  for 

approval,  and  the  bureau  and  the 
seven  motion  picture  companies  which 
sponsor  it  must  reject  a  script  before 

it  can  be  offered  to  a  Broadway  man- 

ager who  has  signed  the  Guild's  new 
basic  agreement. 

The  dilemma,  Mr.  Howard  said,  was 

this:  If  such  a  manager  wished  to 

present  the  play,  the  author  ivould  be 

obliged  to  join  the  Dramatists'  Guild 
before  a  production  could  be  made. 
But,  he  added,  the  Guild  would  not 

accept  as  a  member  any  person  still 
obliged  to  submit  plays  to  the  bureau 
for  production  on  terms  other  than 
those  of  the  new  agreement,  to  which 
the  film  companies  are  opposed. 

eastern  story  editors  that  it  would  be  less 
expensive  for  film  companies  to  pay  a  higher 
price  for  the  rights  to  plays  financed  by 
manager  than  to  pay  a  slightly  lower  price 
and  finance  the  plays  themselves. 

"Cheaper  to  Back  Plays" 
Two  weeks  ago  Harry  Goetz,  president  of 

Reliance  Pictures,  asserted  that  it  was 
cheaper  for  the  film  companies  to  back  plays 

than  to  pay  $200,000  for  plays  like  "You 
Can't  Take  It  With  You",  as  Columbia  has 

just  done,  or  $150,000  for  "Stage  Door", 
which  was  the  price  paid  by  RKO  for  the 
rights  to  that  play. 

It  was  Mr.  Goetz's  prediction  that  all  mo- 
tion picture  companies  again  will  begin 

financing  Broadway  plays  next  season,  bas- 
ing this  prediction  upon  the  fact  that  film 

companies  must  venture  into  the  legitimate 
theatre  to  get  story  material. 

"Such  ventures,"  Mr.  Goetz  said,  "are  not 
extremely  risky  for  film  companies  because 
if  they  get  two  hits  out  of  five  shows  their 

investment  would  be  returned  with  interest." 
Meanwhile,  the  question  of  competition 

from  the  United  States  Government,  in  the 

form  of  the  WPA's  Federal  Theatre  Project 
has  been  relegated  to  the  sidelines,  in  spite 
of  the  fact  that  exactly  1,368,902  attendances 
have  been  registered  at  WPA  plays  in  New 
York  City  alone  in  the  last  three  months,  a 
situation  which,  if  Broadway  managers  had 
nothing  else  to  worry  about,  would  be  the 
best  basis  for  major  arguments. 
The  battle  between  the  Dramatists  Guild 

and  the  Bureau  of  New  Plays,  Inc.,  entered 
a  new  phase  this  week  when  Janet  Marshall, 

of  the  Department  of  Drama  of  the  Yale 
Graduate  School,  and  Robert  Wetzel,  a 
graduate  of  the  University  of  Michigan,  an- 

nounced they  would  return  to  the  Bureau 
awards  of  $2,500  and  $500,  respectively,  re- 

ceived for  plays  submitted  in  a  contest  spon- 
sored by  the  Bureau. 

At  the  same  time,  Walter  Pritchard 

Eaton,  professor  of  playwriting  at  Yale,  re- 
pudiated his  connection  with  the  Bureau,  the 

action  of  all  three  being  based  on  a  conten- 
tion that  contracts  covering  the  production 

of  plays  were  not  satisfactory. 
Both  Miss  Marshall  and  Mr.  Wetzel  ob- 

jected to  the  fact  that  the  Bureau  contract 
called  for  a  50-50  division  of  profits,  while 
the  Guild  agreement  calls  for  a  60-40  divi- 

sion, the  playwright  receiving  the  greater 
share.  Mr.  Eaton  supported  their  contention. 

Lincoln  Theatre  Fight 

Ends  with  Agreement 

The  protracted  fight  at  Lincoln,  Neb.,  be- 
tween J.  H.  Cooper,  head  of  the  Lincoln 

Theatres  Corporation ;  Bob  Livingston,  man- 
ager of  the  Capitol  and  dependent  on  Mr. 

Cooper  for  film,  and  the  major  film  ex- 
changes which  have  not  been  getting  second 

runs  on  schedule,  was  tentatively  settled  this 
week.  Mr.  Livingston  is  to  start  single  fea- 

tures,, full  weeks  and  raise  all  prices  five 
cents  to  15-20  cents  beginning  Sunday. 

Mr.  Cooper,  plagued  with  dime  admissions 
for  which  the  best  pictures  were  refused 
him  for  second  run  behind  the  Stuart,  was 

unplayed  on  all  but  about  six  of  the  Stuart's 
1936  programs.  The  new  arrangement  bene- 

fits Mr.  Livingston  and  should  improve  busi- 
ness since  it  is  another  move  into  the  upper 

price  brackets. 

Mayer  Is  Host  to 
MPPDA  Members 

Louis  B.  Mayer  was  host  to  members  of 
the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distribu- 

tors of  America  in  Hollywood  at  a  dinner 

last  Monday  night  following  which  in- 
dustry problems  were  discussed.  Among 

those  attending  were :  Will  H.  Hays,  Fred 
W.  Beetson,  Samuel  J.  Briskin,  George 
Cohen,  Herbert  Freston,  A.  J.  Loeb,  Henry 
Herzbrun,  Ben  Kahane,  Edward  Mannix, 
J.  P.  Normanly,  Charles  R.  Rogers,  Joseph 
M.  Schenck,  Leo  Spitz,  Hal  Wallis,  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck,  Adolph  Zukor,  M.  B.  Silverberg 
and  Nicholas  Mayfack. 

AT&T  Hearings 

Resume  Next  Week 

The  Federal  Communications  Commission 

public  investigation  of  the  American  Tele- 
phone and  Telegraph  Company  was  recessed 

in  Washington  last  week  until  February  15 
after  hearing  a  contention  that  the  utility 
acquired  control  of  associated  companies  by 
forcing  out  minority  stockholders.  Hugo 
Reyer,  accountant  for  the  FCC,  testified 

that  one  procedure  was  for  associated  com- 
panies to  withhold  dividend  payments  even 

after  receiving  large  advances  from  the  par- ent company. 
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COAST  "LIBERAL"  WRITERS  REVOLT, 

CHARGE  THEIR  WORK  IS  "MUTILATED 

Hollywood  Accused  of  "Syste- 

matic Weeding  Out"  of  Writ- 

ers with  "Progressive  Ideas" 

Who  "Portray  Life  Problems" 

by  WALTER  BARUSCH 
in  San  Francisco 

Charging  there  exists  in  Hollywood  "a 
systematic  weeding  out  of  all  writers  who 
have  progressive  ideas  or  who  attempt  to 
dramatize  or  portray  common  problems  of 

earning  a  livelihood,"  some  300  so  called 
"liberal"  California  writers,  teachers  and 
"intellectuals"  have  undertaken  a  vigorous, 
militant  and  apparently  well  planned  revolt 
against  the  present  style  of  motion  pictures 
emanating  from  Hollywood. 

The  attack  first  came  at  a  meeting  in 

Palo  Alto,  called  by  "The  All-Parties  Pro- 
gressives," and  was  climaxed  by  scorching 

attacks  on  the  industry  by  several  speakers, 

principally  Harry  Carlisle,  secretary  of  the 

Western  Writers'  Congress,  novelist  and 
former  scenarist  for  Warner  -  First  National, 
and  Mrs.  Howard  Ray,  northern  California 

champion  of  the  "better  films"  movement. 

The  Western  Writers'  Congress  comprises 
some  200  "liberal"  authors,  headed  by  Charles 
Erskine  Scott,  author  of  the  "best  selling"  satire, 
"Heavenly  Discourse ;"  John  D.  Barry,  feature 
columnist  of  San  Francisco's  Scripps-Howard 
newspaper,  The  News;  Haakon  Chevalier  and 
Mr.  Carlisle,  both  writers,  of  Palo  Alto.  The 

"All-Parties  Progressives"  is  a  coalition  of  var- 
ious Palo  Alto  political  groups,  which  showed 

surprising  strength  at  the  last  local  assembly 

election.  Among  the  Progressives'  leaders  are several  wellknown  educators.  The  chairman  is 

Dr.  E.  T.  Dana,  educator  and  Harvard  gradu- 
ate. He  is  supported  by  Dr.  Ernest  Hilgard, 

of  Stanford  University's  psychology  depart- 
ment, and  Clark  Cypher,  attorney  and  member 

of  the  Palo  Alto  High  School  faculty. 
Mrs.  Howard  Ray  is  active  in  the  Parent- 

Teachers  Association  and  has  been  agitating  to 
reduce  theatre  admission  prices  for  children. 

The  All-Parties  Progressives  at  the  meeting 
decided  on  plans  for  issuance  soon  of  a  monthly 

publication  in  which  "reforms"  of  films  and  im- 
provements in  motion  picture  industry  policies 

will  be  championed. 

Say  Conditions  Are  Confused 

Harry  Carlisle's  principal  point  was  that 
Hollywood's  producers  are  not  permitting  the 
production  of  pictures  revealing  actual  economic 
conditions  existing,  or  if  they  do  permit  a 
glimpse  of  such  conditions  they  deliberately  con- 

fuse them,  concealing  the  logical  solution.  As 
an  example  of  many  such  films  Mr.  Carlisle 

mentioned  Universal's  "My  Man  Godfrey." 
"This  picture  gives  a  glimpse  of  terrible  condi- 

tions these  days  among  some  of  the  unemployed, 
showing  men  actually  subsisting  off  the  garbage 

dumps,"  said  Mr.  Carlisle.  "But  such  problems 
cannot  be  solved  by  building  night  clubs  and 
putting  the  unemployed  to  work  in  those  night 
clubs  after  they  are  finished.  Yet,  after  graph- 

ically portraying  a  scene  around  a  filthy,  steam- 
ing garbage  dump  with  hungry  men  searching 

the  refuse  for  morsels  of  dirty  food,  the  story 

gives  such  a  stupid  solution  to  the  problem." 

Mr.  Carlisle  also  charged  that  wherever 

SEES  RADIO  GETTING 

BETTER  OF  BARGAIN 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck,  vice-president 

in  charge  of  production  of  Twen- 
tieth Century  -  Fox,  believes  that 

radio  usually  gets  the  better  of  the 
deal  when  radio  and  the  screen  co- 

operate. 
"I  feel  that  there  is  a  reciprocal 

advantage  to  be  shared  between  the 

film  industry  and  the  radio,  to  a  cer- 

tain point,"  he  said.  "Where  the  radio 
helps  to  exploit  a  picture  through  the 
introduction  of  that  picture  and  its 
stars  on  an  air  program,  the  benefits 
are  mutual.  This  was  demonstrated  in 

the  case  of  the  'Hollywood  Hotel' 
broadcast  of  'One  in  a  Million',  as  a 
result  of  which  we  are  again  co- 

operating with  an  air  preview  of  'On 
the  Avenue'.  But  for  the  screen  to 
get  as  much  in  return  as  it  gives  to 
radio  in  such  collaboration,  the  case 

must  be  an  exceptional  one." 

writers  attempted  to  portray  life  as  it 
really  is  lived  by  millions  of  Americans, 

especially  in  the  struggle  for  better  work- 
ing conditions,  their  stories  were  so  radi- 

cally altered  in  the  course  of  Hollywood 
production  that  frequently  writers  failed 
to  recognize  their  own  brain  children  on 
the  screen. 

Now  and  then  there  does  slip  through  a  rea- 
listic picture  theming  the  problem  now  so 

familiar  to  the  great  majority  of  the  population, 
the  problem  of  improving  living  standards  com- 

parable to  the  actual  wealth  of  the  country,  but 
such  cases  are  exceptions,  Mr.  Carlisle  said. 
MGM's  "Fury"  was  said  to  be  a  picture  in 

point. 
"Weeding  Out  Progressives" 

"I  know  that  in  Hollywood  there  is  a  system- 
atic weeding  out  of  all  writers  who  have  pro- 

gressive ideas  or  who  attempt  to  dramatize  or 
portray  common  problems  of  earning  a  liveli- 

hood," Mr.  Carlisle  maintained.  "The  output 
of  such  writers  is  brutally  mutilated,  or  the 
writers  themselves  are  assigned  to  themes  con- 

sidered uncritical  to  the  status  quo.  We  hear  a 
great  deal  of  the  habits  of  producers  drastically 
changing  scenarios.  Well,  that's  what  it's  all 
about  in  most  cases."  The  result  of  such  con- 

ditions, Mr.  Carlisle  said,  was  one  of  the  reasons 

the  recent  Writers'  Congress  was  called  in  San Francisco. 

While  Mr.  Carlisle  maintained  that  many 

writers  were  being  "bought  off"  in  Hollywood, 
when  they  displayed  liberal  tendencies,  he  did 
agree  with  the  producers  in  one  issue  and  that 
was  censorship.  He  said  he  did  not  believe  in 
censorship  and  felt  that  censorship  had  all  the 
seeds  of  a  fascistic  institution. 

Fear  Censorship  Abuses 

A  paper  by  Viola  Brothers  Shore,  scenarist 
and  novelist,  read  before  the  recent  Writers 
Congress  in  San  Francisco,  was  also  re-read  at 

Secretary  of  Western  Writers' 
Congress  and  Champion  of 

"Better  Films"  Lead  Attack 

at  Palo  Alto  Meeting 

the  Palo  Alto  meeting.  Touching  on  censorship, 

the  paper  said,  "It  is  but  one  step  from  saying 
'don't  do'  to  'do  this.' "  Miss  Shore,  as  Mr. 
Charlisle  pointed  out,  believes  that  censorship 
may  lead  to  grave  abuses. 
The  improvement  of  pictures,  as  well  as  the 

forcing  of  producers  to  picture  "truthful"  eco- nomic conditions,  depends  not  on  censorship, 
Mr.  Carlisle  said,  but  on  aroused  public  opinion. 

"The  film  industry  has  shown  itself  sensitive 
to  public  reaction,  as  was  proved  by  the  Legion 

of  Decency,"  he  added.  "If  the  public  makes  its 
power  felt,  much  needed  changes  can  be  brought 

about  in  the  industry." 

Points  to  "Abuses" 
Mrs.  Howard  Ray  in  her  address  maintained 

that  a  number  of  grave  abuses  have  crept  into 
the  policy  of  showing  motion  pictures.  She  said: 

"If  you  don't  care  to  be  forced  to  play  roulette 
m  order  to  see  a  motion  picture,  if  you  don'i want  to  sit  through  a  long  tedious  poor  picture 
in  order  to  see  a  better  one,  if  you  feel  that  SO 
cents  is  too  much  for  a  thirteen-year-old  child 
to  pay  to  go  to  the  show,  you  should  join  some 
such  organization  as  we  have  here  in  Palo  Alto. 
"And  yet  that's  how  motion  picture  enter- 

tainment is  sold  today.  Because  you  don't  pro- test at  such  fantastic  racketeering  ways  to 
stimulate  box  office  receipts,  you  are  compelled  as 

theatre  patrons  to  accept  such  inconveniences." 
Mrs.  Ray  disputed  the  claim  of  film  producers 

that  they  were  only  following  the  public's  taste, 
as  far  as  policy  and  quality  of  film  entertain- 

ment was  concerned,  and  if  the  public  demanded 
more  gangster,  or  more  sex  films,  or  gambling 
games,  they  were  entitled  to  it. 

"The  film  industry  also  affects  the  public's 
taste  and  producers  know  that  if  trashy  sex  films 
are  produced  and  are  profitable  they  will  con- 

tinue to  produce  such  filth. 
"The  chief  reason  the  picture  industry  exists 

these  days  is  for  the  sole  purpose  of  making 

money.  The  public's  interests  are  very  much 

secondary." "Co-op"  Picture  Shown 

As  an  example  of  what  the  "liberal"  Holly- 
wood writers  are  trying  to  do  "Millions  of  Us," 

first  of  a  series  of  pictures  sponsored  by  Holly- 
wood writers  under  the  producing  name  of 

Labor  Films,  Inc.  was  shown.  The  Co-operative 
producing  group  consists  of  many  socially- 
conscious  writers,  actors  and  technicians. 

"Millions  of  Us"  is  a  two-reeler,  and  tells  of 
the  efforts  of  a  jobless  young  man  to  obtain 
employment.  In  desperation  he  seeks  a  job 
as  a  strike-breaker,  is  stopped  at  a  picket  line, 
but  goaded  by  hunger  attempts  to  break  through 
the  line.  He  is  knocked  down,  revived  by  the 
strikers,  fed  by  them,  shown  the  iniquities  of 
strike-breaking  and  converted  to  the  cause  of 
the  strikers.  The  final  scene  shows  him  on  the 
picket  line  himself. 

The  picture,  produced  rather  crudely  because 
of  lack  of  full  technical  equipment,  serves  to 
show  what  the  liberal  writers  are  striving  for. 
It  is  being  offered  on  both  16  mm.  and  standard 
film  to  unions  and  other  groups  by  the  New 
Film  Group  of  Los  Angles. 

Further  meetings  are  planned  by  the  Palo 
Alto  group,  which  hopes  to  spread  throughout 
Northern  California. 
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SEVEN  STATES  STUDY 

NEW  FILM  LEGISLATION 

Tax  Measures  in  Ohio  and 

Oregon;  20%  Admission 

Bill  Dropped  in  Oolorado 

With  little  Congressional  attention  being 
paid  at  the  moment  to  bills  affecting  the 
motion  picture  industry,  state  legislatures 
have  passed  or  are  considering  a  number 
of  measures  of  interest  to  film  men. 

New  or  increased  taxes  in  various  forms 

are  being  considered  in  Ohio  and  Oregon. 

In  Colorado  a  proposal  for  a  20  per  cent 
admission  fax  has  been  withdrawn.  A  state 

censorship  board  has  been  proposed  in 

Missouri  and  an  anti-playdate  bill  has  been 
introduced  in  Indiana.  New  York  and  Penn- 

sylvania legislators  are  studying  bills  requir- 
ing two  projectionists  in  booths. 

The  only  federal  bill  slated  for  early  action 
that  has  a  direct  bearing  on  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry  is  the  alien  actor  measure  in- 
troduced by  Representative  Dickstein  of  New 

York  and  scheduled  for  committee  hearing  on 
February  17th.  Opposition  of  the  industry  to 
the  bill  is  based  on  the  fear  that  it  will  act  to 
bar  entirely  the  admission  of  foreign  performers 
in  spite  of  provisions  designed  to  prevent  this. 
The  measure  provides  that  temporary  or  per- 

manent admission  may  be  permitted  by  the 
Secretary  of  Labor  if  persons  of  equal  talent 
cannot  be  obtained  from  among  unemployed 
citizens  or  lawful  permanent  resident  aliens. 

Foreign  Branches  Face  Tax 

Foreign  subsidiaries  of  American  film  com- 
panies would  be-  made  subject  to  excessively 

high  taxes  under  the  terms  of  a  resolution  in- 
troduced in  the  House  of  Representatives  by 

Congressman  O'Malley  of  Wisconsin.  The measure  is  an  amendment  to  the  income  tax 
law  and  would  impose  an  emergency  surtax  of 
50  per  cent  on  the  net  income  of  all  foreign 
subsidiaries  of  American  corporations,  associa- 

tions, partnerships  or  individuals. 
Among  the  states  the  most  important  legis- 

lative news  was  the  introduction  of  a  bill  in  the 
Ohio  legislature  which  provides  for  a  seven  per 
cent  tax  on  admissions  over  25  cents  in  addition 
to  the  present  three  per  cent  gross  admission 
tax.  The  measure  is  designed  to  provide  $10,- 
000,000  for  relief  purposes. 

Provision  for  a  tax  of  one  cent  for  even'  20 
cents  of  admission  or  fraction  thereof  has  been 
introduced  in  the  Oregon  legislature. 
A  bill  providing  for  a  three  member  censor 

board  has  been  placed  before  the  Missouri  leg- 
islature. The  board  personnel,  under  the  bill, 

will  receive  a  salary  of  $4,000  a  year  and  review 
all  pictures  at  $5  a  reel. 

In  the  South  Carolina  legislature  Representa- 
tive Foster  of  Greenville  introduced  a  bill  to  bar 

commercial  advertising  on  the  screen. 

Two  Projectionists  Issue 

Outlawing  of  distributor  designation  of  play- 
dates  is  provided  in  a  measure  introduced  in 
the  Indiana  legislature  and  referred  to  the  com- 

mittee on  public  morals.  In  Nevada  and  Ken- 
tucky bills  providing  that  film  and  other  com- 
panies must  register  their  trademarks  have  been 

introduced.  A  filing  fee  of  $5  is  fixed  and  a 
charge  of  $40  will  be  made  when  a  registration 
is  approved. 
A  bill  allowing  stars,  directors,  writers  and 

other  employees  of  motion  picture  companies 
under  personal  service  contracts  to  void  their 
option  agreements  after  three  years  has  been 
introduced  in  the  California  Assembly.  Banning 

of  giveaways,  including  all  games  of  chance,  is 
provided  in  another  measure  introduced. 

Legislation  requiring  two  projectionists  in 
booths  in  motion  picture  theatres  has  been  in- 

troduced in  Pennsylvania  and  New  York.  The 
Pennsylvania  bill  limits  the  requirement  to  the- 

atres having  a  seating  capacity  of  300  or  more 
and  has  been  referred  to  the  committee  on  labor. 
The  New  York  measure  provides  for  issuance 
of  annual  licenses  either  by  a  mayor  or  a  licens- 

ing body  and  a  fine  of  $100  or  a  maximum  of 
three  months'  imprisonment  for  violations. 
An  amendment  to  the  Pennsylvania  Sunday 

motion  picture  law  of  1935,  introduced  in  the 
state  legislature,  provides  that  where  Sunday 
shows  have  been  approved  by  referendum  in 
two-thirds  of  the  municipalities  of  a  county, 
they  are  legal  in  every  district  of  the  county. 
A  bill  providing  for  a  referendum  on  Sunday 

shows  in  Oakland,  Md.,  has  been  introduced  in 
the  Maryland  General  Assembly  by  the  Garrett 
County  delegation.  If  the  shows  are  approved 
a  tax  of  five  cents  a  patron  would  be  levied. 

Mrs.  Johnson  Gets  Estate 

The  will  of  Martin  Johnson,  explorer  and 
producer  of  wild  animal  pictures  who  was 
killed  recently  in  an  airplane  crash  in  Cal- 

ifornia, has  been  filed  in  surrogate's  court 
in  New  York  and  bequeaths  his  residuary 

estate,  valued  at  "over  $10,000,"  to  his 
widow,  Mrs.  Osa  Johnson.  She  also  re- 

ceives an  80  per  cent  interest  in  royalties 
from  his  films,  negatives  and  positives,  and 
from  his  writings.  Mrs.  Johnson  is  to  head 
an  expedition  to  the  Belgian  Congo  follow- 

ing her  recovery. 

Sydney  Booth  Is  Dead 
Sydney  Barton  Booth,  veteran  actor  and 

nephew  of  Edwin  Booth  as  well  as  last  of 
the  male  line  of  the  famous  American  the- 

atrical family,  died  last  weekend  at  Stam- 
ford, Conn.,  in  the  Stamford  Hospital  fol- 

lowing a  cerebral  hemorrhage  suffered  a 
short  while  before.  He  was  64  years  old. 

Surviving  are  his  widow  and  one  daugh- 
ter. He  made  his  first  stage  appearance  in 

1892  and  his  last  role  was  in  the  revival  of 

"Three  Wise  Fools"  in  New  York. 

Fuesslein  Funeral  Services 

Funeral  services  for  Ernest  A.  Fuesslein, 
United  Artists  accountant  at  the  home  office, 

who  died  of  a  heart  ailment  last  Wednes- 

day, were  held  Friday  at  Roemell's  Funeral Church  in  Brooklyn.  Burial  was  Saturday. 
Mr.  Fuesslein  had  been  with  United  Artists 

for  the  past  10  years.  He  was  61,  and  is 
survived  by  Mrs.  Fuesslein  and  two  children. 

Coyne  Funeral  Services 
Funeral  services  for  Mike  Coyne,  veteran 

showman,  were  held  in  Hollywood  last 
Saturday.  Mr.  Coyne  was  at  one  time  on  the 
staff  of  Henry  W.  Savage,  and  was  later  ap- 

pointed field  representative  for  United  Art- 
ists by  Hiram  Abrahams.  He  was  in  his 

69th  year  when  he  died  and  had  been  re- 
tired for  the  past  10  years. 

Funeral  services  were  held  last  weekend 

for  Charles  Lundgren,  Warner  salesman  in 
Chicago,  who  died  of  a  heart  attack. 

Academy  Council 

Approves  Project 
The  Research  Council  of  the  Academy  of 

Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Science  at  its  first 

quarterly  meeting  held  last  week,  approved 
one  technical  project,  inaugurated  a  new 
project  and  received  progress  reports  from 
several  technical  committees. 

The  Council  appointed  a  committee  of 
cameramen,  technicians  and  theatre  projec- 

tionists, under  the  chairmanship  of  Grover 
Laube,  of  the  Twentieth  Century  -  Fox 
studios,  to  investigate  the  possibilities  of 
standardizing  the  method  of  framing  of  the 
picture  in  the  camera  and  projector  aperture, 

A  report  containing  a  proposed  standard 
electrical  characteristic  for  theatres  was 

approved.  It  is  hoped  the  report  will  lead 
to  improvement  in  the  quality  of  projection 
by  more  closely  coordinating  the  studio 
sound  recording  and  theatre  reproducing 
characteristics. 

A  report  submitted  by  the  screen  illum- 
ination committee  containing  recommenda- 

tions that  the  council  inaugurate  a  nation- 
wide survey  to  measure  the  illumination  of 

screens  in  all  theatres  in  the  country  was 

approved. 
Goetz  Managing  Fehers 

Charles  S.  Goetz  in  New  York  has  been 

signed  to  manage  Friedrich  Feher  and  Hans 
Feher  for  motion  picture,  radio  and  concert 

work.  Friedrich  Feher  directed  "The  Rob- 
ber Symphony,"  which  opened  last  week  at the  Venice  Theatre,  New  York. 

Cohen  Acquires  UA  House 

Herman  Cohen,  operator  of  the  United 
Artists  theatre  on  Market  Street,  San  Fran- 

cisco, has  acquired  complete  control  of  the 
house  for  a  reported  $75,000.  Mr.  Cohen, 

who  also  operates  the  Strand  and  the  Em- 
bassy, bought  into  the  United  Artists  house 

in  1930  and  has  managed  it  ever  since. 

Mrs.  Palmer  Named  Censor 

Mrs.  A.  Michell  Palmer,  widow  of  the 
late  United  States  Attorney  General  of 

President  Wilson's  cabinet,  has  been  ap- 
pointed a  member  of  the  Pennsylvania 

board  of  censors  at  Harrisburg,  succeeding 
L.  Howell  Davis. 

McCarthy  To  Make  Shorts 

Clem  McCarthy,  radio  and  newsreel  sports 
commentator,  has  closed  a  contract  with 
Sam  Sax,  production  chief  of  Vitaphone,  for 
a  series  of  sports  short  subjects. 

Gottlieb  Joins  Wanger 

Alex  Gottlieb,  formerly  with  the  Colum- 
bia advertising  department,  has  joined  Wal- 
ter Wanger  Productions.    He  will  work  on 

special  advertising  campaigns. 

Beatrice  Kaufman,  formerly  with  Harper's 
Bazaar,  has  assumed  her  new  duties  as  east- 

ern story  editor  for  Samuel  Goldwyn. 

Harry  Thomas,  president  of  Mutual  Pic- 

tures, has  acquired  world  rights  to  "Wojan," a  Balinese  film. 

Abe  Levine,  who  has  been  handling  talent 
trades  with  other  studios  for  Republic,  has 

resigned. 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

The  Radio  Outlook 

Came  Columbia  Broadcasting  System's  suave, 
shrewd  president  William  S.  Paley  to  Holly- 

wood to  submit  himself  to  a  press  interview. 
An  accomplished  hand  in  the  business  of  both 
answering  and  parrying  questions,  Mr.  Paley 
had  some  interesting  things  to  say  anent  radio 
and  the  manner  in  which  it  affects  the  motion 
picture  business.  Agreeing  that  Hollywood  was 
rapidly  becoming  a  more  important  radio  center 
and  that  its  importance  as  such  would  con- 

tinue to  expand  because  many  of  the  most  de- 
sired personalities  are  located  here,  Mr.  Paley 

declared  that  there  is  no  basis  for  conflict  be- 
tween radio  broadcasting  and  motion  picture  ex- 

hibition. If  there  is,  he  said,  the  difficulties  will 
be  adjusted  when  a  code  being  worked  out  by 
representatives  of  the  radio  industry  and  the 
MPPDA  is  completed.  Optimistic  himself,  Mr. 
Paley  believes  a  plan  satisfactory  to  all  parties 
will  be  developed. 

Television,  as  a  threat  to  motion  pictures,  is 
still  around  a  far  corner,  according  to  Mr. 
Paley.  Technically,  it  has  been  fairly  well  per- 

fected in  a  limited  range.  Experiments  are 
being  made  in  a  newly  discovered  secondary 
television  area.  They  are  being  pursued  inten- 

sively. Yet  it  will  be  another  two  years  at  least, 
he  predicted,  before  television  becomes  a  com- 

mercial factor.  Probably  by  that  time  television- 
radio  sets,  costing  about  $400,  will  be  publicly 

available.  Still  television's  sponsors  will  have 
a  big  problem  to  solve.  That  is  the  convincing 
of  commercial  advertisers  that  the  television 
field  numbers  outlets  affording  an  advertising 
field  sufficiently  wide  to  justify  the  expendi- 

tures that  will  be  necessary. 

Response  Is  Slow 
Unlike  the  picture  business,  wherein  it  usually 

is  possible  to  tell  almost  immediately  whether 
a  film  will  prove  a  success  or  failure,  radio, 
according  to  Mr.  Paley,  has  to  wait  for  three 
or  four  months  to  determine  whether  a  broad- 

cast is  clicking  or  flopping.  To  get  this  informa- 
tion, radio  studies  fan  mail,  but  additionally  it 

conducts  house-to-house  surveys  by  means  of 
personal  calls,  telephone  and  direct  mail. 

Mr.  Paley  believes  that  radio  broadcasting 
is  more  in  competition  with  newspapers  than 
it  is  with  motion  picture  production  and  exhibi- 

tion. The  leading  wire  services  now  sell  gen- 
eral news  items  to  radio  in  the  same  manner 

as  to  newspapers.  But  radio  is  training  its 
own  reporters  and  commentators 
Mr.  Paley  said  that  his  company  currently 

has  no  intention  of  working  out  any  cooperative 
deals  with  studios  for  exclusive  rights  to  screen 
talent  or  personalities  in  any  other  manner 
than  as  they  are  the  subject  of  unusual  spot 
news  interest. 

Production  Impeded 

Influenza  continued  as  a  major  studio  problem 
during  the  opening  week  of  February  with  pro- 

ducers shifting  plans  and  revising  shooting 
schedules  to  conform  with  the  availability  of 
personnel.  Ten  pictures  went  into  work  as 
eleven  were  moved  to  the  cutting  room. 

Universal  started  two  productions.  Ray  Mil- 
land,  Wendy  Barrie,  Kent  Taylor,  William 
Gargan,  Margaret  McWade,  Louise  Beavers 

and  Polly  Rowles  are  the  principals  in  "Wings 
Over  Honolulu,"  which  H.  C.  Potter  directs. 

PRESTIGE  AND  THE 

MOTION  PICTURE 

Terry  Ramsaye,  editor  of  Motion 
Picture  Herald,  and  Samuel  J. 

Briskin,  RKO  Radio  vice-president  in 
charge  of  production,  were  chatting 
of  this  and  that  when  a  certain  film 
of  the  kind  called  fine  for  want  of 
a  stronger  word  came  up  for  mention. 

"One  of  those  little  theatre  things," 
said  the  producer. 

"A  prestige  picture,  perhaps,"  said the  editor. 

Said  the  producer,  "We've  been  in 
this  business  a  long  time,  you  and  I, 

and  we've  seen  a  lot  of  prestige  pic- 
tures in  our  day.  What  I  want  to 

know  is — who's  got  all  this  prestige 

now?" Buck  Jones,  Muriel  Evans,  John  Elliott,  Donald 
Kirke,  Ted  Adams,  Mabel  Colcord,  Bob  Kort- 
man  and  Bob  McKenzie  will  be  seen  in  "Smoke 
Tree  Range."   Les  Selander  is  directing. 
Two  pictures  also  started  at  MGM.  Jeffrey 

Dean  (formerly  Dean  Jagger)  and  Margaret 

Lindsay  are  featured  in  "Song  of  the  City" 
with  Edward  Norris,  Inez  Pelange,  Nat  Pendle- 

ton, Maria  Shelton,  J.  Carroll  Naish  and 
Charles  Judels  in  support.  Errol  Taggart  is 

the  director.  "Skidding"  will  feature  Cecelia 
Parker,  Eric  Linden,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Spring 
Byington  and  Mickey  Rooney.  George  B.  Seitz 
is  directing. 

Start  Colbert  Film 

Paramount  put  "I  Met  Him  in  Paris"  into 
work.  Claudette  Colbert,  Melvyn  Douglas, 
Robert  Young,  Mona  Barrie,  George  Davis  and 
Alexander  Cross  are  the  leading  players  whom 

Wesley  Ruggles  is  directing.  "Miracle  Moun- 
tain" began  at  Warners.  With  Noel  Smith  di- 

recting, the  cast  lists  Dick  Foran,  Helen  Valkis, 
John  Merton,  Glen  Strange,  Myra  McKinney, 
Henry  Otho,  Milt  Kibbee,  Bud  Osborne,  Ken- 

neth Harlan  and  Gordon  Hart. 

At  Republic  "Special  Orders"  started.  The 
cast  includes  Guy  Kibbee,  Tom  Brown,  Lucie 
Kaye,  Marjorie  Gateson,  Ed  Brophy,  H.  J. 
Eddy  and  Ed  Gargan.  Phil  Rosen  is  directing. 

"Private  Enemy"  is  20th  Century-Fox's  con- tribution to  the  new  work.  The  cast  is  headed 
by  Robert  Taylor,  Victor  McLaglen,  Barbara 
Stanwyck,  Brian  Donleavy  and  Sidney  Black- 
mer.    William  Seiter  is  directing. 

Under  Ben  Holmes'  direction,  Radio  started 
"Satisfaction  Guaranteed."  John  Morley,  Anne 
Shirley,  Barbara  Pepper,  Dudley  Clements, 
Gene  Lockhart,  Billy  Gilbert  and  Alec  Craig 
are  the  featured  players.  Last  of  the  new  work 

is  "Honeymoon  Pilot,"  Columbia.  It  will  pre- 
sent Charles  Quigley,  Rosalind  Keith,  Russell 

Hicks,  Marc  Lawrence,  Rita  Cansino  and 
Patricia  Farr  among  others  to  be  named  later. 
C.  C.  Coleman  is  directing. 

Eleven  Pictures  Completed 

Generally  the  completed  work  came  off  the 
line  in  groups  of  two;  four  companies  credited 
with  that  number  respectively  accounted  for 

eight  of  the  eleven  finished  features.  Grand 

National  checked  in  "23^  Hours  Leave,"  a 
Douglas  MacLean  production.  The  cast  lists 
James  Ellison,  Terry  Walker,  Morgan  Hill, 
Paul  Harvey,  Wally  Maher,  Andy  Andrews, 
Pat  Gleason,  Arthur  Lake,  Murray  Alber,  John 
Kelly,  Ward  Bond  and  Russell  Hicks.  John  G. 
Blystone  directed.  For  the  same  company  B.  F. 

Zeidman  completed  "Girl  Loves  Boy"  (perma- 
nent title).  It  will  present  Eric  Linden,  Cecilia 

Parker,  Roger  Imhoff,  Dorothy  Peterson,  Pedro 
de  Cordoba,  Barnadene  Hayes,  Rollo  Lloyd, 
Spencer  Charters,  Otto  Hoffman,  Jameson 
Thomas  and  Edwin  Mordant.  Duncan  Mans- field directed. 

The  Warner  pair  is  "The  Prince  and  the 
Pauper"  and  "Marked  Woman."  The  first 
features  Errol  Flynn,  Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch, 
Claude  Rains,  Montagu  Love,  Barton  MacLane, 
Donald  Crisp,  Fritz  Leiber,  Helen  Valkis, 
Phyllis  Barry,  Henry  Stephenson,  Murray  Kin- 
nell,  Walter  Kingsford,  Halliwell  Hobbes  and 
Ivan  Simpson.  William  Keighley  directed.  In 
"Marked  Woman,"  which  Lloyd  Bacon  directed, 
Bette  Davis  and  Humphrey  Bogart  are  starred, 
with  Jane  Bryan,  Eduardo  Ciannelli,  Rosalind 
Marquis,  Lola  Lane,  Isabel  Jewell,  Mayo  Me- 
thot,  Henry  O'Neill,  John  Litel,  Arthur  Ayles- worth,  Allen  Jenkins,  Kenneth  Harlan,  John 
Sheehan,  Robert  Strange,  Edwin  Stanley,  Ray- 

mond Hatton,  Guy  Usher  and  William  B. 
Davidson. 

Most  important  of  20th  Century-Fox's  com- 
pleted work  is  "Seventh  Heaven."  Simone 

Simon  and  James  Stewart  have  the  leading 

roles  supported  by  Jean  Hersholt,  Gale  Sonder- 
gaard,  Gregory  Ratoff,  J.  Edward  Bromberg, 
Victor  Kilian,  John  Qualen,  Thomas  Beck, 
Mady  Christians,  Sig  Rumann,  Rollo  Lloyd, 
John  Piccori,  Edward  Keane,  John  Hamilton 
and  Georges  Renevant.  Henry  King  directed. 
"Dead  Yesterday"  will  present  Sally  Blane, 
Thomas  Beck,  Jane  Darwell,  Joan  Davis,  Sig 
Rumann,  Wade  Boteler,  William  Demarest, 
George  Walcott,  Lona  Andre,  Ruth  Peterson, 

Howard  Phillips,  Pat  O'Malley  and  Gloria  Roy. 
James  Tinling  directed. 

Under  its  own  sponsorship  Columbia  finished 
"Weather  Or  No."  Cast  names  are  Ralph 
Bellamy,  Ida  Lupino,  Ralph  Forbes,  Walter 
Connolly,  Granville  Bates,  James  Flavin  and 
Raymond  Walburn.  Alfred  E.  Greene  directed. 

For  the  company's  program  Larry  Darmour 
finished  "Trouble  in  Morocco."  Jack  Holt  is 
teamed  with  Mae  Clarke  in  the  leading  roles, 
with  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Victor  Varconi,  Paul 
Hurst,  Harold  Huber  and  Bradley  Page  in 
support.    Ernest  B.  Schoedsack  directed. 

Radio  finished  "The  Man  Who  Found  Him- 
self," formerly  titled  "Wings  of  Mercy."  It 

features  John  Beal,  Joan  Fontaine,  Philip  Hus- 
ton, Jane  Walsh,  George  Irving,  Frank  M. 

Thomas,  James  Conlin,  Diana  Gibson,  Stanley 
Andrews,  Billy  Gilbert  and  Alec  Craig.  Lew 

Landers  directed.  "China  Passage"  also  was transferred  to  the  cutting  rooms.  Directed  by 
Edward  Killy,  the  cast  includes  Constance 
Worth,  Vanton  Haworth,  Gordon  Jones,  Leslie 
Fenton,  Dick  Elliott,  Alec  Craig,  George  Irving 
and  Billy  Gilbert. 

The  title  changed  from  "Short  Haul"  to 
"California  Straight  Ahead,"  Universal  finished 
a  Trem  Carr  production.  Players  to  be  seen 

are  John  Wayne,  Louise  Latimer,  Robert  Mc- 
Wade, Theodore  Von  Eltz,  Tully  Marshall, 

Emerson  Tracy,  Harry  Allen,  Leroy  Mason, 

Grace  Goodall,  Olaf  Hytton,  Monty  Vander- 
grift  and  Lorin  Raker.   Arthur  Lubin  directed. 
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AMUSEMENTS  CROSS  $476,268,000, 

THEATRE  RECEIPTS  ARE  UP  13.8% 

Census  Bureau  Reports  on 

30,3 1 7  Places  of  Amuse- 

ment in  35  States  and 

District  of  Columbia 

Thirty-five  states  and  the  District  of 
Columbia  covered  to  date  by  the  United 

States  Census  Bureau,  in  its  survey  of  busi- 
ness in  1935,  reported  30,317  places  of 

amusement  with  combined  gross  receipts  of 

$476,268,000,  including  motion  picture  the- 
atres. Some  25,523  proprietors  and  firm 

members  operated  these  establishments,  and 
$112,393,000  was  paid  out  in  salaries  and 

wages  to  115,281  workers,  $13,226,000  repre- 
senting wages  for  part-time  employes. 

In  this  connection  motion  picture  theatre 
grosses  in  28  key  cities  increased  13.8 
per  cent  in  1936  over  1935,  during  the 
fall  and  early  winter  show  season  from 
September  1st  to  January  1st,  according 
to  Motion  Picture  Daily.  This  is  said 

to  typify  the  increase  in  box  office  receipts 
in  film  houses.  Earlier  estimates  indicated 

that  exhibition  income  had  jumped  10 

per  cent  in  1936. 

The  1935  total  income  from  first-run  the- 
atres in  the  28  key  cities  in  the  four  months 

was  $21,708,740.  Motion  Picture  Daily  esti- 
mated that  the  same  group  grossed  24,704,- 

313  in  1936,  an  increase  of  $2,995,573. 
An  analysis  of  the  1936  grosses,  however, 

discloses  that  eight  of  the  28  key  cities  did 
less  business  in  1936  than  in  1935,  including 

first-runs  of  Cincinnati,  Kansas  City,  Lin- 
coln, Louisville,  Milwaukee,  Providence,  St. 

Paul  and  Washington. 
In  Kansas  City,  Lincoln,  Milwaukee  and 

St.  Paul  this  was  considered  attributable  in 

part  to  the  drought  in  the  wheat  growing 
country,  but  no  explanation  was  given  for 

the  falling  off  in  Cincinnati,  Louisville,  Mil- 
waukee and  Washington.  Cincinnati  shared 

in  the  general  industrial  pickup,  Louisville 
general  business  was  good  and  Washington 
had  more  Government  employees  than  ever 

before.  The  falling  off  in  Providence  is  be- 
lieved to  have  been  due  to  the  overwhelming 

popularity  of  horse  racing  with  pari-mutuel 
betting,  a  novelty  in  New  England. 

Twelve  North  Central  States 

Adding  to  the  figures  already  reported  for 
amusements  in  23  states,  the  United  States 
Census  Bureau  this  week  reported  on  gross 
income  and  salaries  for  the  12  north  central 

states,  which,  in  1935,  had  an  income  aggre- 
gating $193,643,000.  A  total  of  11,202  pro- 

prietors and  firm  members  were  active  in 
the  conduct  of  these  establishments,  includ- 

ing film  theatres,  and  they  employed  a  total 
of  47,545  persons  who  received  an  aggre- 

gate annual  payroll  of  $50,221,000,  of  which 
$5,529,000  was  for  part-time  employment. 
Among  the  13  states  for  which  reports 

have  not  been  published  are  New  York, 
Pennsylvania  and  New  Jersey. 

The  Bureau's  figures  cover  amusements  as 
a  whole,  and  no  data  are  given  as  to  the  ac- 

tivities of  motion  picture  theatres  or  any 
other  branch  of  the  industry.  Such  detailed 

information  will  be  included  in  reports  to 
be  issued  later. 

The  most  important  state  covered  in  the 
latest  reports  was  Illinois,  where  1,726  es- 

tablishments had  receipts  of  $50,732,000; 
1,487  active  proprietors  and  firm  members 
were  reported  and  average  employment  was 
9,972,  the  aggregate  payroll  being  $12,406,- 
000,  of  which  $1,195,000  was  for  part-time 
work. 
Data  for  other  states  reported  upon  was 

as  follows : 

Ohio:  2,201  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$36,846,000;  1,848  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  9,062  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $8,697,000,  of  which  $1,130,000 
was  for  part-time  work. 

Michigan  :  1,558  establishments  with  receipts 
of  |23,728,000;  1,408  active  proprietors  and 
firm  members  and  an  average  of  5,941  em- 

ployees ;  total  payroll,  $5,556,000,  of  which 
$936,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Missouri  :  1,212  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$19,217,000;  1,026  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  5,232  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $4,826,000,  of  which  $427,000 
was  for  part-time  work. 

Indiana:  1,085  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$15,497,000 ;  965  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  3,975  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $3,434,000,  of  which  $371,000 
was  for  part-time  work. 

Minnesota  :  871  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $11,881,000;  856  active  proprietors  and 
firm  members  and  an  average  of  2,981  em- 

ployees ;  total  payroll,  $2,629,000,  of  which 
$314,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Wisconsin  :  842  establishments  with  receipts 
of  $10,517,000 ;  736  active  proprietors  and 
firm  members  and  an  average  of  3,319  em- 

ployees ;  total  payroll,  $2,413,000,  of  which 
$541,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Iowa  :  1,016  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$8,502,000;  1,008  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  2,549  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $1,538,000,  of  which  $276,000 
was  for  part-time  work. 

Kansas  :  774  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$7,740,000;  720  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  1,937  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $1,212,000,  of  which  $98,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 

Nebraska  :  618  establishments  with  receipts  of 
$4,789,000 ;  632  active  proprietors  and  firm 
members  and  an  average  of  1,422  employees ; 
total  payroll,  $793,000,  of  which  $155,000  was 
for  part-time  work. 

South  Dakota  :  306  establishments  with  re- 
ceipts of  $2,267,000 ;  287  active  proprietors 

and  firm  members  and  an  average  of  648 
employees ;  total  payroll,  $392,000  of  which 
$43,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

North  Dakota  :  267  establishments  with  re- 
ceipts of  $1,947,000;  229  active  proprietors 

and  firm  members  and  an  average  of  507  em- 
ployees ;  total  payroll,  $325,000,  of  which 

$43,000  was  for  part-time  work. 

Columbia  Club  Dance 

The  Columbian  Club  of  the  home  office 
of  Columbia  Pictures  in  New  York,  will  hold 
its  annual  dinner  dance  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria  Saturday.  Irving  Aaronson  and  his 
Commanders  have  been  engaged  for  the 
dance  music. 

Charles  Verhalen,  for  five  years  editor  of 
Cinematdgrapher,  has  resigned  to  devote  his 
entire  time  to  the  publication  of  his  Home 
Movies  and  Photographic  Dealer. 

MPTOAProgram 

For  Miami  Is  Set 

The  tentative  draft  of  the  program  for 
the  annual  convention  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  America,  at  Miami, 

March  16th  to  19th,  was  announced  on  Mon- 
day by  Edward  L.  Kuykendall,  president,  as follows : 

Tuesday,  March  16th 
Forenoon:  Registration  of  delegates  and 

guests.  Two  -  hour  personally  escorted 
sight-seeing  tour  through  Coral  Gables, 
Miami  Beach  and  Hialeah  in  private  aero 
cars. 

Noon :  Meeting  of  the  board  of  directors. 
Afternoon:  Business  Session.  (All  business 

sessions  in  the  ballroom  of  the  Miami  Bilt- 
more  Country  Club,  adjoining  the  Miami 
Biltmore  Hotel.)  Addresses  of  welcome 
by  the  governor  and  mayor  and  response. 
Annual  reports  of  officers  and  committees. 

Appointment  of  special  convention  commit- tees. 

Evening:  Informal  reception,  dance  and  get- 
together  in  The  Patio,  sponsored  by  the 
officers  and  directors  of  MPTOA. 

Wednesday,  March  17 th 
Forenoon :  Business  session.  Conference  on 

modern  theatre  design,  construction,  re- 
modeling, decorating,  equipment,  furnish- 

ings, lighting,  air  conditioning. 
Noon :  Official  luncheon  on  The  Terrace. 
Afternoon :  Business  session.  Conference  on 

better  theatre  management.  Talks  by  ad- 
vertising experts,  successful  exhibitors  and 

experienced  executives  on  improved  meth- 
ods in  theatre  operation. 

A  special  luncheon  and  beach  party  for 
the  ladies  will  be  given  at  the  Cafe  de  la 
Paix  of  The  Roney  Plaza  Hotel  and  The 
Roney  Plaza  Cabana  Sun  Club. 

Evening :  St.  Patrick's  Day  Party. 
Thursday,  March  18th 
Forenoon:  Business  session.  Conference  on 

trade  practices,  review  of  trade  practice 
negotiations,  discussion  of  future  plans. 
Legislation  and  taxation.  Significant  court 
decisions  and  pending  litigation.  Labor  re- 

lations and  public  relations.  Appraisal  of 
box  office  value  of  current  pictures. 

Afternoon:  Addresses  by  prominent  Wash- 
ington officials  and  distinguished  guests. 

Reports  of  special  committees.  Unfinished 
business  and  open  forum.  Induction  of  new officers. 

Evening :  Annual  banquet.  Dinner  dance  in 
the  main  dining  room  of  the  Miami  Bilt- 

more Hotel.  Water  carnival  and  aquatic 
show.  Augmented  floor  show  and  supper 
dancing  in  the  main  dining  room. 

Friday,  March  19th 
MPTOA  golf  tournament,  Miami  Biltmore 
Golf  and  Country  Club  (Tony  Manero, 
professional).  Bathing  at  the  Roney  Plaza 
Cabana  Sun  Club  or  at  the  Miami  Biltmore 

outdoor  pools  and  sun  beach.  Deep  sea  fish- 
ing at  the  Key  Largo  Anglers  Club.  An- 

nual regatta  of  yachts  and  speedboats  on 
Biscayne  Bay.   Racing  at  Tropical  Park. 

Skouras  in  Westchester 

Negotiations  are  under  way  between  Nick 
Paley  and  Jack  Rosenthal  whereby  Skouras 
Theatres  will  operate  the  Bronxville,  Bronx- 
ville,  and  the  Scarsdale,  Scarsdale,  N.  Y, 
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ASIDES  ond 

INTERLUDES 

MANY  an  Irishman's  son  is  in  for  the  dis- 
illusionment of  his  life — for  the  southern- 

born  family  of  Universal's  Robert  Harvey  Coch- 
rane has,  with  a  single  bold  stroke,  "debunked" 

one  of  the  greatest  illusions  of  the  illusionistic 

Irish :  their  "Blarney  Stone." 
Robert  H.  Cochrane,  Junior,  19-year-old  son 

of  Universal's  president,  has  pricked  the  Blar- 
ney bubble,  claiming  that  the  kissing  of  the 

Blarney  Stone  is  an  unadulterated  piece  of  com- 
mercial showmanship — his  Dad's  31  years  in  the 

film  business  proving  you  can't  fool  a  Cochrane. 
Young  Cochrane,  who  is  taking  his  training 

where  he  finds  it,  visited  the  Blarney  Castle  in 

Ireland,  and  now,  in  this  week's  Life  Magazine, 
reports  that  the  stone  is  "a  racket." 

"I  thought  that  the  Blarney  Stone  ran  back 
into  the  dark  ages,"  wrote  Cochrane,  Junior. 
"But  the  guide  told  me  that  it  is  of  compara- 

tively recent  origin.  He  called  it  a  racket. 
He  told  me  that  Blarney  Castle  was  bought 
about  50  or  60  years  ago  by  a  man  who  con- 

ceived the  idea  of  attracting  people  to  the  castle, 
not  for  a  fixed  admission  price,  but  for  a  volun- 

tary fee.  He  cooked  up  the  idea  that  if  you 
kissed  the  Blarney  Stone  you  would  gain  the 
gift  of  gab.  With  the  help  of  a  good  press  agent 
he  spread  the  story  all  over  the  world,  and 

'suckers'  have  been  kissing  the  stone  and  risk- 
ing their  lives  ever  since." 

Young  Cochrane  submitted  photographs  to 
show  that  the  only  way  you  can  kiss  the  stone 

is  by  lying  on  your  back.  "All  photographs 
showing  people  lying  on  their  stomachs  are 

wrong." After  a  prospective  Blarney-Stone-kisser 
turns  on  his  back  he  is  lowered  five  feet  through 
a  hole  in  the  roof  of  Blarney  Castle,  with  some- 

one holding  his  legs.  After  he  is  far  enough 
down  in  the  hole,  he  must  then  crane  his  neck 
upward  and  kiss  the  bottom  of  the  stone. 

"The  fact  that  thousands  have  kissed  it  and 
left  it  marked  with  lipstick  and  germs  is  not 

important,"  cracked  Junior  Cochrane.  "But  after 
you  are  pulled  back  to  the  roof  you  feel  like 

a  perfect  damn  fool — -which,  of  course,  you  are." V 

The  motion  picture  had  its  "silly  era,"  while 
growing,  before  it  became  a  stabilized  commer- 

cial art.  Its  freaks  and  its  follies  were  many. 
Now  the  radio  business  is  going  through  the 
same  growing-pain  period.  Last  week,  a  radio 
station  in  the  midwest  had  a  "singing  mouse" 
chirping  through  its  microphone.  This  week, 
radio  station  WKY,  in  Oklahoma  City,  ar- 

ranged for  the  "first  personal  appearance"  of 
a  horse  on  the  air.  They  got  Champion,  the 

horse  of  motion  picture's  Gene  Autry,  into  the 
freight  elevator  of  the  Skirvin  Tower  Hotel, 
and  hoisted  him  up  to  the  studio  floor — where 
the  nag  wistfully  whinnied  into  the  "mike." 

V 
The  New  York  American  admits  with 

reluctance — in  a  three-column  blazing 
streamer — that  Marion  Davies  has  been 
found  by  Azadia  Newman,  painter,  to  pos- 

sess the  most  "superlative  delicacy,  spiritual- 
ity, daintiness  and  sensitiveness"  in  Holly- 

wood. There  are  others,  of  course,  but 

Marion  is  said  to  have  "a  special  quality." V 

The  United  States  Department  of  Agricul- 
ture is  sponsoring  a  film  which  shows  the  heart- 
beat of  a  cockroach. 

Parliament  will  immediately  convene  to  de- 
cide what  shall  be  done  by  the  British  motion 

picture  industry  to  meet  this  challenge. 

The  New  York  American  credits  Dr.  L.  A. 
Chambers,  of  Pennsylvania  University,  with 

the  prediction  that  "samples  of  whisky 
treated  to  vibrations  by  music  for  seven 
hours  become  equal  to  whisky  aged  in  the 

wood  four  years  by  usual  methods." 
Very  soon  they'll  be  printing  on  the  labels : 

CONTENTS  TREATED 
BY 

SAM  SAX'S  VITAPHONE  ORCHESTRA 

Or— 

NICE  FRESH 
HILL-BILLY  BRAND 

MELLOWED  BY  HARMONICA 

Or— 

VERY  CHOICE 
EVERY  BOTTLE  SUNG  TO  BY 

BING  CROSBY 
(Courtesy  Adolph  Zukor) 

V 
We  will  never  arrive  at  Utopia  until  Darryl 

Zanuck  at  Fox  okays  a  script  in  which  Shirley 
Temple  does  not  sing,  and  another  which  ends 
without  Sonja  Henie  getting  a  chance  to  skate. 

V 
Ted  Cook  simile: 

Unhappy  as  Fred  Astaire  in  diver's  shoes. 
V 

Hollywood  is  continually  complaining  about 

the  lack  of  "best  sellers"  as  story  material,  yet 
"My  Struggle"  has  already  sold  2,500,000  copies 
in  Europe,  and  nary  a  single  Hollywood  pur- 
ducer  has  put  in  a  bid.  Adolph  Hitler  wrote  it. 

V 

Hollywood's  crack  bridge  players — and 
there  are  millions  of  'em — would  have  a 
tough  time  of  it  in  the  Soviet  where  all 
court-cards  have  been  abolished  and  a  player 
calls  no-trump  on  three  Commissars  and  a 
District  Surveyor  for  the  People. 

V 
The  only  newsreel  casualty  in  the  flood  crisis 

came  with  the  arrest  of  Orlando  Lippert,  Para- 
mount cameraman,  who  was  assigned  to  the 

Cairo,  111.,  district.  Mr.  Lippert  photographed 
the  front  of  a  local  store  from  which  hung  a 

sign:  "Closed  Until  After  the  Flood." 
The  merchants  became  indignant  and  caused 
his  incarceration  for  several  hours.  They  prob- 

ably didn't  want  anyone  on  the  outside  to know  there  was  a  flood. 
V 

Charlie  Pettijohn's  recent  transplantation 
of  some  Hollywood  stars  to  Washington  for  the 

President's  "Birthday  Ball"  has  had  dire  ef- 
fects on  some  of  our  national  legislators.  Take 

North  Carolina's  Robert  (Our  Bob)  Senator 
Reynolds.  He  was  absent  from  the  important 
Senate  debate  on  the  Supreme  Court  the  other 

day,  and  explained  that  he  couldn't  keep  his 
mind  on  the  Senate,  the  Supreme  Court,  the 
New  Deal  or  Old  Deal,  since  he  posed  on  the 
Capitol  steps  with  Jean  Harlow. 

"I  held  her  in  my  arms  for  two  minutes  and 
kissed  her,"  boasted  the  52-year-old  widower. 
"And  she  said:  'Honey,  you  ought  to  come  to 

Hollywood.' " 
V 

Cliff  Geisman,  managing  the  Michigan  the- 
atre for  Publix,  in  Detroit,  is  considering  an 

idea,  presented  to  him  by  some  genius,  whereby 
racks  of  cellophane  bags  would  be  installed  in 
the  auditorium  to  check  gum  for  patrons  while 
in  the  show,  so  that  each  could  retrieve  his  own 
gum  on  leaving. 

by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

AS  previously  noted,  C.  L.  (Bill)  Yearsley is  now  down  in  Philadelphia  doing  a  job  for 
Warner  Brothers  in  managing  their  Roosevelt 
theatre. 

Life  wasn't  so  smooth  the  first  few  weeks 
Bill  Yearsley  lived  on  Philadelphia's  Leipef 
Street.  He  had  trouble  finding  his  house,  be- 

cause it  is  exactly  like  all  the  other  houses  in 
the  block.  It  is  like  all  other  houses  in  the 
suburb — it  is  like  all  other  houses  in  Philadel- 

phia! Finally,  Bill  bought  an  ax,  blazed  a  tele- 
phone pole  across  the  street,  and  marked  off  47 

paces  south  of  a  direct  right-angle  to  his  front 
porch.  He  had  brought  a  blue  electric-light 
globe  from  the  theatre  for  the  stoop  electric- 
socket,  but  he  had  to  give  that  up  because  the 
landlady  thought  it  made  the  house  too  con- 

spicuous. Now  he  can  always  feel  the  notch 
in  the  telephone  pole  on  dark  nights,  and  then 
it's  easy  to  count  his  way  home.  Of  course, 
Bill  must  first  hit  the  right  suburb,  then  the 

right  block. V 

Brought  to  New  Orleans  "film  row"  dur- 
ing the  flood  time  by  a  film  salesman  travel- 
ing the  Mississippi  Valley  was  the  story  con- 

cerning two  Negroes  at  Marks,  Miss.,  who 
refused  to  leave  their  water-logged  shack  in 
the  flood  zone. 

"You  Negroes  better  come  on  out  of  there 
while  you  can,"  warned  a  white  deputy  pad- 

dling past  the  place. 
"Boss,"  said  one  of  the  darkies  from  the 

doorway,  "we'se  got  20  gallons  of  whisky 
in  here,  and  we  ain't  aimin'  to  come  out 
lessn'  the  water  gits  higher,  or  the  whisky 

gits  lower." 

V 

With  the  release  of  "The  Good  Earth,"  Chi- nese-minded Metro-Goldwyn  home  office  of- 

ficials are  passing  along  little  tid-bits  about 
Chinese  customs,  with  the  hope  of  Oriental- 

izing many  a  newspaper  motion  picture  page 

with  pieces  of  "Good  Earth"  publicity.  They 
volunteer,  for  example,  the  information  that 
the  Chinese  really  are  more  romantic  than  any 
Western  race — citing  the  fate  of  the  Chinese 
poet  Li  Po  who  drowned  while  trying  to  kiss 

the  moon's  reflection  in  a  river.  Seasons  are 
named  in  China  after  the  number  of  garments 

which  their  temperature  requires.  (It's  now 
"red  flannels"  time  in  Hollywood.) 

In  Chinese  grammar  all  good  things  are  male 
(yang),  and,  according  to  Metro  publicity,  all 
things  evil  are  female  (yin).  Billy  Ferguson, 
chief  Metro  exploiteer,  thinks  that  the  female 

really  should  be  "yen." V 

Charlie  Einfeld's  best  trade  paper  publicist 
at  the  Warner  home  office,  one  Sidney  Honey- 

well Rechetnik,  Brooklyn  horticulturist,  has 
been  studying  the  new  movement  in  motion 

pictures  toward  the  acquisition  of  "strip 
dancers"  for  histrionic  purposes  (Fox  signed 
Gypsy  Rose  Lee,  etc.).  Now  Sidney  concludes 
that  "A  fan  dancer  is  really  nothing  more  than 

a  nudist  with  a  cooling  system!" 
V 

At  the  same  time,  Sally  Rand,  appearing  at 
RKO's  Boston  theatre  in  Boston,  blushingly 
admitted  that  she  is  preparing  a  new  act — 
a  dance  in  which  her  body  will  be  a  con- 

ductor for  high-frequency  light  waves  to 

make  for  a  dazzling  effect." 
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INDIA'S  LEADER  BLAMES 

TAXATION,  CENSORSHIP 

Only  Dozen  Local  Films  Suc- 

ceed as  Against  100  For- 

eign,   Conference    Is  Told 

by  G.  A.  THAKUR 
in  Madras 

Taxation  and  censorship  are  the  chief  ob- 
stacles to  progress  of  domestic  film  produc- 

tion, executives  pointed  out  at  the  second 
All-India  Motion  Picture  Convention,  in 
Madras. 

Attending  the  meetings  held  December 
26  and  27,  were  such  personalities  as  Seth 
Cheminlal  B.  Desai,  proprietor  of  Segar 

Film  Company,  Bombay ;  Mr.  Sultan  Fazalb- 
hoy,  proprietor  of  Film  City  Sound  Studios, 
Ltd.,  Bombay;  Miss  Sunilini  Devi,  secretary 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Society  of  India,  and 
recognized  delegates  from  all  over  India. 

Seth  Cheminlal  B.  Desai,  in  his  presiden- 
tial address,  said  in  part: 

"In  the  year  1913,  Mr.  D.  G.  Phalke, 
pioneer  of  our  film  industry,  produced  the 
first  picture;  now,  in  the  year  1936,  we  have 
only  650  theatres  in  India,  of  which  450 
show  Indian  pictures.  A  little  over  11 
crores  of  rupees  are  invested  in  all  the 
three  branches :  production,  distribution,  and 
exhibition.  The  number  of  persons  directly 
engaged  is  hardly  25,000.  Every  year  about 
300  pictures  are  produced,  of  which  hardly 
10  are  topping  successes. 

"Here  are  some  things  which  are  very 
badly  needed : 

1.  Creation  of  a  special  department  to  attend 
actively  to  the  wants  of  the  Industry  from  day 
to  day. 

2.  Official  recognition  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Society  of  India  as  the  only  body,  fully  represen- 

tative of  the  industry,  to  alleviate  the  grievances 
of  the  producers. 

3.  Reorganization  of  the  board  of  censors,  elect- 
ing or  nominating  members  annually,  with  the  help 

of  the  Motion  Picture  Society. 
4.  Allowing  one  member  of  the  Society  to  sit 

as  a  member  of  the  board. 
5.  Abolition  of  import  duty  on  all  raw  materials 

and  machinery. 
6.  Establishment  of  a  credit  bank  specially  for 

financing  the  film  industry. 
7.  Calling  upon  different  government  depart- 

ments, like  the  railways,  military,  archaeological, 
naval,  and  municipal,  to  give  every  help  to  the 
film  industry. 

8.  Protective  legislation  with  regard  to  foreign 
competition. 

9.  Calling  upon  different  universities  to  provide 
higher  scientific  training  in  cinematography,  and 
sound  film  technique.  Young  persons  should  be 
given  scholarships  to  study  the  industry  in  foreign 
countries. 

10.  Compelling  the  exhibitors  to  show  a  certain 
percentage  of  educational  films,  in  every  pro- 

gram. The  films  should  be  selected  by  the  Motion 
Picture  Society  of  India  with  an  eye  for  national 
culture. 

11.  Encouraging  any  enterprise  that  aims  at 
manufacturing  raw  film  and  equipment  in  India, 
by  providing  the  latest  apparatus  and  part  of 
the  capital. 

12.  Providing  free  facilities  to  producers,  to 
prepare  educational  pictures  in  the  different  Gov- 

ernment departments. 

"Every  year  we  buy  raw  film  to  the  ex- 
tent of  approximately  22  lacs  of  rupees  and 

pay  the  Government  about  seven  lacs  of 
rupees,  for  allowing  us  to  buy  that  film. 

"Then  we  spend  about  35  lacs  every  year 
in  buying  machinery  and  chemicals.  On 
this  we  further  pay  a  few  more  lacs  of  duty. 
So  the  Government  makes  easy  money  out 

of  our  industry  without  giving  us  any  bene- 
fits in  return. 

"For  an  industry  having  only  India,  and 
a  restricted  India,  as  the  sole  market  for  its 
product,  this  burden  of  taxation  is  top  heavy, 
and  it  is  not  surprising  to  find  the  industry 
groaning  under  its  weight. 

"Next  we  come  to  the  other  big  handicap 
imposed  by  the  Government,  censorship 
boards.  Our  board  is  arbitrarily  appointed, 
and  the  industry  is  not  represented  on  the 

board.  In  England  and  America,  the  news- 
reel  is  not  subjected  to  a  censor.  It  is  con- 

sidered just  as  a  newspaper  of  the  screen 
and  is  allowed  to  be  released  immediately 

when  it  is  ready.  But  in  India  even  a  news- 
reel  with  the  latest  news  must  be  submitted 

to  the  censors,  and  by  the  time  it  comes  out 
licensed  it  has  lost  all  its  news  value. 

"When  pictures  like  "Captain  Blood," 
"The  Ghost  Goes  West,"  "Amateur  Gentle- 

man," and  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"  were 
screened  in  Bombay,  almost  every  Indian 
picture  in  opposition  failed  to  draw. 

"Every  year  we  produce  300  pictures  and 
hardly  a  dozen  score  all-India  success.  On 
the  other  hand,  of  300  foreign  pictures  an- 

nually sent  out  to  India,  well  over  100  pic- 
tures achieve  rattling  success. 

"For  a  population  of  over  350  millions, 
and  after  nearly  25  years  of  picture  making, 
we  have  only  about  650  theatres,  of  which 

only  two-thirds  are  devoted  to  Indian  pic- 
tures. 

"India  provides  one  theatre  for  every  534,- 
587  persons,  while  in  Soviet  Russia  there  is 
one  theatre  for  every  16,000  persons.  What 
a  shocking  contrast.  India  has  more  than 
700,000  villages,  and  most  of  these  villages 
do  not  yet  know  what  a  talking  picture  is 
like.  Several  of  them  have  not  even  seen  a 
silver  screen. 

Eight  Companies 

Continue  with 

Mid-season  Plans 

Mid-seasonal  sales  activity  of  virtually 
all  distributors  continues  unabated,  with 
RKO  Radio  and  Warners  this  week  decided 
to  hold  extra  mid-winter  conferences  of  sales 

personnel  to  spur  selling  on  remaining  prod- 
uct and  prospective  exhibitor  customers. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  concluded  its  ses- 
sion, at  Kansas  City,  while  the  Grand 

National,  GB  Pictures  and  Paramount  were 
turning  attention  to  similar  gatherings,  in 
addition  to  sessions  already  held  by  other 

companies.  Too,  Monogram  Pictures  an- 
nounced its  entire  program  for  1937-38, 

the  first  schedule  to  be  publicized  by  any 
distributor. 

Paramount's  film  rentals  for  the  month  of 
January,  the  initial  month  of  the  Adolph  Zukor 
Silver  Jubilee  Drive,  hit  a  seven-year  high, 
according  to  Neil  Agnew,  vice-president  in 
charge  of  sales.  The  first  month  of  1937  pro- 

duced the  best  business  since  1930  and  ran  more 
than  37  per  cent  ahead  of  the  same  month  in 
1936.  Credit  for  this  increase  is  given  by 
the  company  to  the  box  office  reception  accorded 

the  initial  jubilee  pictures  headed  by  "The 
Plainsman,"  "College  Holiday,"  "Champagne 
Waltz"  and  "Maid  of  Salem,"  according  to 
Mr.  Agnew. 

Results  tabulated  at  the  end  of  the  first  two- 

week  period  of  the  "George  Schaefer  Sales 
Drive"  have  far  exceeded  the  most  optimistic 
hopes  of  United  Artists  officials,  A.  W.  Smith, 
Jr.,  general  sales  manager,  announced  Tuesday. 
There  has  been  a  record  number  of  shipments 
from  the  branch  offices  during  each  of  the  two 
weeks  and  all  weekly  sales  records  have  been 
broken,  Mr.  Smith  reports. 

Hank  Kaufman,  Columbia's  manager  of  ex- 
change operations,  has  left  New  York  on  an 

extended  tour  of  the  exchanges  in  connection 

with  the  "Columbia  Montague  Sweepstakes," 
the  company's  annual  sales  and  billing  drive. 
During  his  trip  he  will  visit  every  exchange 
and  will  devote  the  major  portion  of  his  time 
to  supervising  the  work  of  the  six  home  office 
representatives  who  started  last  week  on  a  sim- 

ilar tour  in  connection  with  the  drive. 

George  W.  Weeks,  GB  general  sales  man- 
ager, is  holding  a  series  of  conferences  in 

Chicago,  Milwaukee,  Minneapolis,  Kansas  City 
and  St.  Louis. 

Grand  National  will  probably  hold  its  next 

sales  convention  at  the  company's  studios, 
Edward  L.  Alperson,  president,  announced  in 
Hollywood  this  week.  Tentative  plans  call  for 
the  meetings  to  be  held  in  May. 

Thirty-four  features,  including  a  series  of 
eight  westerns,  will  be  produced  by  Monogram 
during  1937-38,  W.  Ray  Johnston  announced 
this  week.  All  productions  will  be  made  under 
the  supervision  of  Scott  R.  Dunlap  at  the  New 
Hollywood  Studios  by  a  group  of  associate 
producers  including  Mrs.  Dorothy  Reid,  Ken 
Goldsmith,  I.  E.  Chadwick  and  Lon  Young. 

Milton  Kusell  presided  over  a  sales  meeting 
at  the  New  York  Paramount  exchange  Monday. 

J.  J.  Unger  was  scheduled  to  attend. 
In  the  third  week  of  the  Republic  sales  drive, 

Cleveland,  New  York  and  Philadelphia  are 
leading  in  that  order  in  the  eastern  division; 
New  Orleans,  Atlanta  and  Charlotte  head  the 
southern  division;  Chicago,  Milwaukee  and 
Indianapolis  head  the  central  division  while 
San  Francisco,  Portland  and  Los  Angeles  are 
showing  the  way  to  the  western  states. 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  RKO  Radio  distribution 

head,  and  Jules  Levy,  sales  chief,  were  to 
conduct  a  one-day  sales  conference  in  Chicago 
Thursday  at  the  Drake  Hotel  with  exchange 
managers  in  the  mid-western  division.  Plans 
for  the  coming  season  were  to  be  discussed. 

In  27  weeks  of  this  season,  the  domestic  sales 
organization  of  Twentieth  Century-Fox  sold 
more  contracts  than  during  all  of  last  season, 
when  a  record  of  sales  was  established,  John 
D.  Clark,  sales  head,  told  32  distribution  execu- 

tives in  Kansas  City  last  weekend  as  the  com- 
pany's two-day  meeting  got  under  way  at  the Hotel  Muehlebach. 

Warner  branch  managers  in  the  midwest  and 
south  were  to  hold  two-day  meetings  in  Chicago 
and  Dallas  this  week  in  connection  with  the 
Sears  sales  drive  which  terminates  April  4. 
Leo  Blank,  district  manager,  was  in  charge  of 
the  midwest  sessions  at  the  Blackstone  Hotel 
and  the  Dallas  gathering  was  to  be  conducted 
by  Fred  Jack,  district  manager  there. 

Seven  Television  Films  Ready 

Seven  of  Television's  28  pictures  for  the 
current  season  have  been  completed  and  an- 

other six  will  be  finished  by  the  end  of  Feb- 
ruary, Maurice  Conn  said  this  week.  Mr. 

Conn  will  produce  20,  the  rest  to  be  made  by 
Edward  and  Victor  Halprin. 
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AUSTRALIAN  EXHIBITORS  URGED 

TO  OBSERVE  MINIMUM  PRICE  RULE 

American  Films  Retain  Lead 

in  Commonwealth  Favor; 

Shirley  Temple  Is  Chosen 

Again  in  Star  Ranking 

by  CLIFF  HOLT 
in  Melbourne 

All  exhibitors  in  the  Commonwealth  are 

called  upon  to  observe  the  established  mini- 
mum admission  prices  and  prohibition  of 

giveaways  recently  decreed  by  the  Film 
Board  of  Trade,  in  an  official  announcement 
signed  jointly  by  all  distributing  companies 
and  published  in  the  trade  publications  here. 

After  declaring  that  the  exhibitor  associa- 
tions of  all  states,  and  the  Union,  Hoyts  and 

Birch,  Carroll  and  Coyle  circuits  indorsed 

the  Board's  action,  the  manifesto  reads: 
"All  these  associations  and  companies  in- 

dorsed the  decision  of  the  Film  Board  of 
Trade  to  wipe  out  the  practice  of  making 
free  gifts  and  other  similar  concessions  and 
expressed  their  determination  to  cooperate 
whole-heartedly  in  any  steps  taken  to  achieve 
that  end.  At  its  last  meeting  the  Motion 

Picture  Distributors'  Association  resolved 
to  comply  with  the  request,  coming  as  it 
does  from  organizations  which  represent  the 

large  majority  of  the  exhibitors  in  Austra- 
lia and  the  most  important  factors  in  the 

trade. 

"The  film  hire  contracts  of  each  of  the 
distributing  companies  who  are  members  of 
this  association  contain  uniform  provisions 
whereby  each  exhibitor  who  subscribes  to 
them  is  bound  to  adhere  to  certain  minimum 

prices  of  admission  and  to  refrain  from  any 
practices  of  the  nature  referred  to  having 
the  effect  either  directly  or  indirectly  of 
reducing  those  prices. 

Exhibitors  are  therefore  asked  in  the  interests 

of  the  trade  as  a  whole  to  cooperate  in  the  main- 
tenance of  a  standard  price  of  admission  by  a 

strict  observance  of  this  clause.  It  was  added 

that  the  clause  will  be  "rigidly  inforced." 
Protests  were  expected  from  certain  of  those 

exhibitors  who  have  been  exploiting  the  free 
gift  with  apparent  profit;  but  as  distributors 
are  determined  even  to  cut  off  film  supplies  if 
driven  to  it,  such  protestations  are  likely  to  be 
short  lived. 

Outstanding  Developments 

Establishment  of  the  Film  Board  of  Trade 
was  an  outstanding  development  in  Australia  in 
the  past  year,  as  was  the  adoption  of  the  New 
South  Wales.  While  it  is  too  early  to  adjudge 
the  full  effects  of  the  Quota,  at  least  it  is  cer- 

tain that  the  predicted  "mushroom"  growth  of 
production  companies  did  not  take  place. 

In  fact,  the  absence  of  new  companies  has 
been  a  disappointing  result  of  the  quota,  since 
there  will  not  be  nearly  enough  local  films  avail- 

able to  fulfill  requirements  during  the  first  year. 
Only  the  established  companies,  Cine-sound 
National  Prod.,  and  Expeditionary  Films,  have 
been  consistently  producing,  and  their  com- 

bined output  will  be  inadequate. 

U.  S.  Films  Hold  Place 

The  Film  Board  of  Trade  includes  represen- 
tatives of  distributors  and  exhibitors,  and  its 

purpose  is  to  settle  trade  disputes.  The  industry 
is  confident  that  a  year  from  now  the  board 

will  have  been  responsible  for  correction  of 
many  disputes. 

The  year  has  not  made  a  great  difference  in 

the  position  of  American  films.  The  censor's 
report  shows  that  of  the  481  features  released, 
353  were  American,  comparing  with  345  out  of 
476  the  preceding  term. 

The  trade  in  general  considers  that  the  stan- 
dard of  quality  has  shown  a  definite  improve- ment. 

Shirley  Temple  Leads 

The  star  ranking  remains  much  the  same. 
Shirley  Temple  has  unquestionably  more  com- 

mercial value  than  any  other  name.  Fred 
Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers  (as  a  team  only), 
Norma  Shearer,  Clark  Gable,  Robert  Taylor, 
Charles  Laughton  and  Robert  Donat  are  the 
best  bets. 

Among  the  year's  biggest  hits  were  "Top 
Hat,"  "Show  Boat,"  "The  Great  Ziegfeld," 
"Mutiny  on  the  Bounty,"  "Magnificent  Obses- 

sion," and  the  Shirley  Temple  films. 
Musicals  which  combine  dramatic  and  comedy 

values  seem  to  represent  the  type  to  which  the 
exhibitor  looks  for  biggest  grosses. 

Position  More  Favorable 

General  Theatres  Corporation  is  still  the 
biggest  buyer,  and  holds  franchises  with  every 
company  except  M-G-M  and  Paramount.  This 
also  applies  to  the  Hoyts  suburban  circuits  of 
Sydney  and  Melbourne  in  which  approximately 
60  theatres  are  involved. 

From  the  economic  point  of  view,  the  Com- 
monwealth found  itself  in  a  much  more  favor- 

able position.  Tax  reductions  are  forecast  in 
the  federal  and  state  budgets.  There  is  a 
healthy  spirit  of  optimism  in  financial  circles. 

V 
An  expenditure  of  £150,000  ($750,000)  upon 

theatres  will  be  embarked  upon  by  Hoyts  in 
the  Sydney  suburbs,  and  an  additional  £30,000 
in  the  Melbourne  suburbs.  Two  new  theatres 
will  be  constructed  and  eight  others  modernized 
out  of  the  former  appropriation,  and  the  ex- 

penditure in  the  Melbourne  suburbs  will  be 
absorbed  by  the  Padua  theatre,  Brunswick, 
which  will  combine  modern  features. 

V 

New  Producing  Companies 

Local  production  claims  more  serious  atten- 
tion than  ever,  and  there  is  every  prospect  that 

the  record  of  £135,000  invested  in  Australian 
films  last  year  will  be  easily  eclipsed. 

V 
Two  new  companies  registered  this  week  are 

Argosy  Films,  Ltd.,  and  Fig  Tree  Studios  Pty. 
Ltd.,  both  capitalized  at  £50,000.  Meanwhile 
Cinesound  is  maintaining  its  announced  policy 
of  regular  production. 

V 

See  Censorship  Changes 

Changes  in  the  Victorian  film  censorship 
system  are  foreshadowed  by  the  banning  in  this 

state  of  the  Russian  film,  "Ten  Days  that  Shook 
the  World."  The  picture  was  banned  by  the 
Commonwealth  censor,  Cresswell  O'Reilly,  but 
this  decision  was  reversed  by  the  Common- 

wealth Appeal  Board.  In  his  capacity  as  Vic- 
torian censor,  Mr.  O'Reilly  then  vetoed  the  film 

for  Victoria  and  the  State  Appeal  Board  up- 
held the  veto.  Commenting  on  the  censor's  dual authority,  the  Chief  Secretary  for  Victoria,  Mr. 

Bailey,  said  the  whole  position  of  film  censor- 
ship was  absurd  and  that  such  glaring  anamolies 

would  have  to  be  remedied. 
V 

By  notching  the  record  Australian  gross  of 

£1,250  for  one  day  at  the  Sydney  State,  "Swing 
Time"  has  proved  that  Australia's  appetite  for 
Astaire-Rogers  vehicles  is  as  strong  as  ever. 

JVl irners  to  Adopt 

Rental  Plan  for 

All  Accessories 

Warner  Brothers-First  National  Pictures 

have  decided  to  adopt  a  "rental  plan"  as  the 
most  effective  medium  for  the  handling  of 

advertising  accessories  available  on  its  fea- 
ture productions  and  Vitaphone  short  sub- 
jects distributed  in  the  United  States,  an- 

nounces Gradwell  L.  Sears,  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager. 
Paramount  established  the  rental  plan 

last  season,  and  other  large  companies  now 
are  expected  to  act  similarly. 

"For  the  past  two  months,"  declared  Mr. 
Sears,  "We  have  conducted  a  thorough  investi- 

gation, the  results  of  which  reveal  over  95  per 
cent  favorable  exhibitor  reactions  to  the  new 
plan.  The  lower  cost  made  possible  will  serve 
to  bring  many  more  of  our  accessories  within 

the  reach  of  a  greater  number  of  exhibitors." 
The  Warner  Brothers'  plan,  which  becomes 

operative  on  Sunday,  April  1,  1937,  will  apply 
to  all  pictures  regardless  of  release  date,  and 
will  include  the  following  items : 

One,  three  and  six  sheets;  8x10  stills;  11x14 
and  22x28  lobby  display  cards ;  14x36  insert 
cards ;  40x60  and  30x40  Photogelatines ;  14x17 
colored  lobby  display  cards,  and  8x10  and  11x14 
Colored-Glos  prints. 

These  items  will  be  billed  at  prices  to  be  an- 
nounced later,  and  exhibitors  will  receive  credit 

for  material  returned  within  five  days  after  the 
final  playdate  on  the  particular  picture.  Such 
units  as  are  received  back  in  "serviceable  con- 

dition" will  be  credited  to  the  exhibitor  in  ac- 
cordance with  a  "maximum  credit"  scale.  A 

special  credit  allowance  scale  will  be  set  up  to 
cover  items  returned  in  damaged  or  unser- 

viceable condition. 

"It  is  the  intention  of  the  company  to  main- 
tain a  most  liberal  policy  with  respect  to  such 

material  returned  in  damaged  condition,"  said the  announcement. 

"One  of  the  main  reasons  for  the  adoption 
of  the  rental  basis  for  the  distribution  of  adver- 

tising accessories  is  to  insure  the  use  of  the 

most  effective  selling  angles  on  the  company's 
product  through  maximum  distribution  of  the 

right  type  of  accessory,"  it  was  explained.  "This can  be  accomplished  through  the  lowered  cost 
of  the  material  to  the  exhibitor,  which  enables 
him  to  service  himself  with  a  greater  quantity 
of  accessories  than  ordinarily,  because  of  bud- 

get limitations. 
Until  April  4th,  when  the  rental  basis  plan 

becomes  effective,  the  Warner  advertising  sales 
department  will  obtain  and  train  additional  per- 

sonnel to  be  required  in  branch  offices,  re- 
arrange old  forms  and  provide  such  new  ones 

as  necessary,  and  prepare  a  manual  for  ex- changes. 

Directly  affected  by  the  rental  plan  are  the 
independent  accessory  dealers  who  purchase 
stills  and  other  accessory  forms  from  prior-run 
theatres  and  sell  them  inexpensively  to  subse- 
quents.  For  years  the  distributors  have  com- 

plained of  huge  losses  suffered  in  their  acces- 
sory sales  as  a  result  of  this  practice  and  fre- 

quently they  have  attempted  in  vain  to  abolish 
the  system  on  the  ground  that  their  material 
was  copyrighted,  and,  therefore,  could  not  be resold. 
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Distributors  Deny 

Anti-  TrustCharge; 

New  M omand  Suit 

Answers  were  filed  Monday  by  the  eight 

large  distributors  in  the  United  States  Dis- 
trict Court  in  Dallas  to  the  charge  made  by 

the  United  States  Government  that  provi- 
sions in  contracts  with  first  and  subsequent 

run  exhibitors  in  Dallas,  Fort  Worth,  Hous- 
ton and  San  Antonio,  Texas,  were  in  re- 

straint of  trade  in  violation  of  the  Sherman 
Act. 

At  the  same  time  the  large  companies 
were  named  defendants  in  another  anti- 

trust action,  filed  in  Boston  by  Loretta  L 

Momand,  mother  of  A.  B.  Momand,  ex- 

hibitor of  Oklahoma  City  who  also  is  sue- 
ing  the  distributors  for  $5,000,000  in  an 
anti-trust  action. 

And  while  the  majors  turned  concerted  at- 
tention to  the  Dallas  and  Boston  matters,  RKO 

Radio,  acting  independently,  through  Paxton 
and  Seasongood,  attorneys,  of  Cincinnati,  se- 

cured a  30-day  extension  in  the  filing  of  briefs 
in  the  United  States  Circuit  Court  of  Appeals, 
at  Cincinnati  in  its  suit  to  prevent  the  state 
from  enforcing  an  anti-preferred  playdate  bill. 

Answering  Dallas  Suit 

Companies  filing  the  answers  to  the  Govern- 
ment suit  in  Dallas  were :  Paramount  Pictures 

Distributing  Company,  Inc.,  Vitagraph,  Inc. 
(Warners),  RKO  Radio  Pictures,  Inc.,  Colum- 

bia Pictures  Corporation,  United  Artists  Corp- 
oration, Universal  Film  Exchanges,  Inc., 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Distributing  Corpora- 
tion, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Distributing  Cor- 

poration of  Texas,  Twentieth  Century-Fox  Film 
Corporation  and  Twentieth  Century-Fox  Film 
Corporation  of  Texas. 
The  answers  deny  the  Government  charges 

and  claim  that  since  all  the  motion  pictures  are 
copyrighted,  distributors  have  the  legal  right 
under  the  copyright  laws  to  require  subsequent 
run  exhibitors  to  agree  that  any  motion  picture 
shown  first  run  at  an  adult  admission  price 
of  40  cents  shall  not  be  shown  subsequently 
in  the  same  city  at  a  night  adult  admission 
price  of  less  than  25  cents,  nor  as  part  of  a 
double  feature  program,  and  that  such  agree- 

ments are  not  in  restraint  of  trade. 

"The  question  of  law  raised  by  the  charge, 
and  the  answers,  is  expected  to  be  tried  shortly 
and  the  decision  will  be  of  vast  interest  to 

the  motion  picture  industry,"  according  to  the 
law  firm  of  Thompson,  Knight,  Baker  and 
Harris,  representing  the  distributors,  in  Dallas. 
No  trial  date  has  been  set. 

The  distributors'  contracts  under  attack  were 
made  at  the  behest  of  certain  of  the  Hoblitzelle 

Circuit  theatres  in  Texas,  and  agreed  to  main- 
tain an  advanced  minimum  admission  during 

the  runs  of  pictures  specified  in  the  contracts, 
in  return  for  which  the  distributors  allegedly 
agreed  not  to  license  such  pictures  to  subse- 

quent run  theatres  except  at  a  designated  mini- 
mum admission,  and  then  only  for  single-feature 

showings.  The  contracts  were  unsuccessfully 
attacked  in  the  Texas  State  Supreme  Court,  at 
Dallas,  in  1935. 

Momand  Suit  Filed 

Loretta  Momand's  suit  was  filed  last  weekend 
at  Boston,  through  George  S.  Ryan,  Boston 

attorney,  who  also  represents  Mrs.  Momand's 
exhibitor  son.  Boston  was  selected,  it  is  under- 

stood, because  service  can  be  entered  against 
all  the  major  defendants  in  that  city. 

Mr.  Ryan  had  just  returned  from  Oklahoma 

City,  where  A.   B.  Momand's  suit  had  been 
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postponed  a  few  days  previously  because  of  the 
death  of  United  States  Circuit  Court  Judge 
Tilman  Johnson,  before  whom  the  case  was  to 

be  tried.  Mr.  Momand's  $5,000,000  action  now has  been  transferred  to  the  federal  court  in 
Denver,  where  trial  is  to  start  February  16th. 

Mrs.  Momand's  Boston  suit  claims  that  she 
had  been  operating  the  Odeon  theatre,  at  Shaw- 

nee, Oklahoma,  dating  from  July  15,  1935,  and 
claims  triple  damages  as  the  result  of  an  al- 

leged "unlawful  combination  and  conspiracy  to 
restrain  and  to  monopolize  interstate  trade  and 

commerce  in  motion  picture  films." 
Mrs.  Momand's  complaint  charges  that  the 

alleged  conspiracy  was  for  the  purpose  of 
granting  to  producer-controlled  theatres  special 
licenses,  privileges  and  franchises  and  to  refuse 
to  grant  the  same  to  independent  exhibitors. 
She  claims  the  alleged  conspiracy  was  also 
aimed  to  prevent  double  featuring  by  indepen- 

dents ;  to  increase  and  maintain  minimum  ad- 
missions, and  to  eliminate  so-called  "giveaways" 

as  practiced  by  indepeadents. 
The  suit  further  alleges  that  the  Griffith 

Amusement  Company,  cited  in  the  complaint  as 
a  subsidiary  and  affiliated  operating  company  of 
Universal  Film,  acquired  a  third  house  in 

Shawnee,  "knowing  that  the  population  was 
insufficient  to  support  or  require  an  additional 

theatre." 

Mrs.  Momand  charges  that  in  1935  the 
Griffith  circuit  built  another  house  in  Shawnee, 
and  that  the  defendant  distributors  supplied  it 
with  first  and  second  run  pictures  to  the  exclu- 

sion of  the  plaintiff's  theatre.  The  complaint 
also  charges  "picketing"  of  the  plaintiff's  house. 

National  Decency  Legion 

Classifies  15  New  Films 

Of  15  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classi- 
fied by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  dur- 
ing the  current  week  nine  were  approved 

for  general  patronage,  four  were  listed  as 
unobjectionable  for  adults,  one  was  classed 

as  objectionable  in  part  and  one  was  con- 
demned. The  pictures  and  their  classifica- 

tion follow. 

Class  A-l,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage:  "Don't  Pull  Your  Punches," 
•'Don't  Tell  the  Wife,"  "Law  and  Lead," 
"Left-Handed  Law,"  "Off  To  the  Races," 
"On  the  Avenue,"  "Park  Avenue  Logger," 
"Rebellion,"  "Sarga  Csiko"  (Hungarian). 
Class  A-2,  Unobjectionable  for  Adults : 

"August  der  Starke"  (German),  "The  Good 
Earth,"  "Mama  Steps  Out,"  "Outcast." 
Class  B,  Objectionable  in  Part:  "Woman 
Alone."  Class  C,  Condemned:  "Pitfalls  of 

Youth." UA  Takes  Mexican  Film 

United  Artists  will  release  the  Mexican- 

made  "Alia  el  Rancho  Grande"  ("Down 
at  the  Big  Ranch")  in  all  Spanish  speaking 
countries  except  Mexico.  Tito  Guizar  is 
starred  in  the  film. 

Free  Shows  Continued 

Business  men  of  Aurelia,  Iowa,  who  spon- 
sored free  pictures  during  the  Christmas 

holidays  at  the  Community  theatre,  are  con- 
tinuing the  project  through  the  winter  as  a 

trade  promotion  on  Saturday  afternoons. 

Union  Drops  Reel  Fight 
Operators  Local  No.  182  in  Boston  has 

decided  to  abandon  the  fight  against  2,000- 
foot  reels  it  has  been  announced  by  Thad 
C.  Barrows,  president  of  the  local. 

Sidney  Lehman,  formerly  of  the  United 
Artists  Washington  sales  force,  has  been  ap- 

pointed sales  manager  of  the  company's  Buf- 
falo exchange  to  succeed  Saul  Resnick. 
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Theatres  Reopen 

As  Floods  Recede; 

Benefits  Are  Held 
As  the  flood  waters  along  the  Ohio  and 

Mississippi  Rivers  began  to  recede  rapidly 
this  week  allowing  towns  along  the  banks  to 
return  to  normalcy,  theatre  business  again 
was  resumed  in  the  rapidly  drying  out  towns 
as  benefits  for  the  flood  sufferers  were  being 
held. 

In  Louisville,  one  of  the  hardest  hit  of  the 
Kentucky  cities,  pumps  were  in  operation  this 
week  outside  each  downtown  house  in  an  effort 
to  the  rid  the  basements  of  water.  All  houses 
were  affected,  and  after  the  water  is  pumped 
out  heating  plants  will  be  dried  and  made  ready 
for  operation.  Several  of  the  downtown  theatres 
are  replacing  damaged  rugs  and  seats  although 
foresight  on  the  part  of  many  managers  saved 
all  of  their  equipment,  which  they  moved  to 
higher  levels  before  the  waters  rose  to  the  flood 
stage.  Virtually  every  suburban  theatre  in  the 
town  is  now  being  repaired.  Business  is  not 
expected  to  approach  anything  near  normal 
for  sometime,  however,  as  the  city  is  virtually 
evacuated  and  it  will  be  weeks  before  the  traces 
of  the  flood  are  removed. 
With  the  Ohio  River  registering  many  feet 

below  the  flood  levels  of  last  week,  amusement 
starved  citizens  in  Cincinnati  flocked  to  re- 

opened and  repaired  theatres  this  week.  All 
houses  are  operating  on  regular  schedules. 

In  the  Arkansas  region,  however,  theatres 
at  Monette,  Manila,  Truman,  Caraway,  Earle, 
Parkin,  Marked  Tree,  and  Le  Panto  are  still 
closed.  Further  north,  at  Huntington,  W.  Va., 
seven  houses  repaired  damages  and  opened  last 
weekend. 

Meanwhile,  New  York  completed  plans  for 
an  elaborate  benefit  performance  for  flood  relief 
to  be  held  at  the  Music  Hall  this  week.  The 
show  was  to  run  from  midnight  to  2  A.  M., 
with  a  lengthy  list  of  stage  and  screen  stars 
volunteering  their  services.  Seats  were  to  be 
priced  from  $1  to  $10,  and  the  show  time  was 
to  be  divided  into  four  half-hour  periods,  each 
to  be  sponsored  in  a  radio  broadcast  at  $10,000 
for  each  half-hour.  It  is  expected  that  between 
$30,000  and  $40,000  will  be  turned  over  to  the 
Red  Cross. 
At  the  same  time,  Fred  W.  Beetson,  chair- 

man of  the  motion  picture  division  of  the 
Red  Cross  relief  drive  in  Hollywood,  announced 
this  week  that  collection  within  the  industry 

there  passed  the  $30,000  mark,  and  that  indica- 
tions point  to  more  than  $50,000. 

In  various  cities  throughout  the  country  thea- 
tres have  been  conducting  performances  for  the 

benefit  of  the  Red  Cross  to  raise  thousands  of 
dollars  for  relief.  All  Cleveland  theatres  held 
midnight  performances  last  Friday  night  with 
admission  at  $1.  Circuit  and  independent  houses 

at  Columbus  donated  an  evening's  receipts  to the  fund  and  in  Fort  Worth  about  $1,650  was 
raised  at  a  midnight  show  at  the  Worth  theatre. 
The  Roxian  in  McKees  Rocks,  Pa.,  raised  over 

$200  with  the  manager,  Sam  Fleishman,  con- 
tributing privately  to  the  fund.  Oklahoma  City 

raised  over  $700  at  the  Criterion  and  a  mid- 
night show  at  the  Majestic  in  San  Antonio 

netted  $850.  A  minimum  of  $1,000  has  been 
promised  by  John  Hamrick,  chairman  of  the 
industry  relief  committee  in  Seattle,  and  Skow- 
hegan,  Me.,  contributed  over  $250.  Western 
Massachusetts  theatres  and  others  are  arrang- 

ing benefits  in  Massachusetts  while  in  the  St. 
Louis  territory  over  $50,000  has  been  raised. 
Troy,  N.  Y.,  also  contributed  $3,000. 

Republic  Pictures  in  Oklahoma  City  is  donat- 
ing film  without  rental  charges  to  theatres 

playing  benefits  and  Gaumont  British  has  of- 
fered "You're  In  The  Army  Now"  to  the 

American  Red  Cross  in  New  York  for  a  benefit 
show. 
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►HOCKED  THE  WORLD . . . 

PELL  OF  VENGEANCE! 

Victor Walter 

McLAGLEN  •  CONNOLLY 

LORRE 

with 

JUNE  LANG  •  ROBERT  KENT 

and 

SHIRLEY  DEANE  •  JOHN  CARRADINE 

JANE  DARWELL  •  FRANK  CONROY 

Directed  by  George  Marshall 

Associate  Producer  Nunnally  Johnson 

Screen  play  by  Gene  Fowler  and  Hal  Long. 

Based  on  a  story  by  Charles  Francis  Coe. 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck 

in  Charge  of  Production 



IT  WITH  SMASH ! 

Go  after  it  with  two  fists  swinging!  You've 

got  a  great  cast  to  shout  about!  A  sen- 

sational title  to  splash  over  the  town!  Drama 

unmatched  for  wallop  to  knock  em  out  of 

their  seats  ( You  know  how  20th  makes  them  !) 

Drive  home  its  heart  punch  and  you'll  draw 

bigger  crowds  than  your  house  can  hand! 

— 

THE  KEYSTOI 

OF  YOUR  FUTURB 
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U.S.  PICTURES  RETAIN  THEIR  HOLD 

IN  HOLLAND  BUT  RECEIPTS  DECLINE 

Federation  Saves  Members 

from  Further  Losses  in  In- 

creased Taxes  and  Fixed 

Minimum  Admission  Charges 

by  PH.  DESCHAAP 
in  Amsterdam 

Decline  of  the  Dutch  trade  in  the  past 
year  has  had  a  very  strong  influence  on  the 
total  theatre  receipts.  Using  the  1931  at- 

tendance as  100  per  cent,  the  following  com- 
parison can  be  made:  1931,  100  per  cent; 

1932,  80  per  cent;  1933,  75  per  cent;  1934, 
90  per  cent;  1935,  75  per  cent.  While  the 
totals  for  1936  are  not  as  yet  definitely 
known,  undoubtedly  they  will  be  still  worse 
than  for  1935. 

A  very  wet  summer  helped  raise  receipts 
above  normal  for  the  season,  but  autumn 

showed  a  comparatively  disastrous  retro- 
gression. The  depreciation  of  the  guilder  had 

a  stronger  influence  than  had  been  expected, 
because  the  public  bought  goods  in  the  first 

place  and  postponed  their  visits  to  film  the- 
atres. 

If  the  Dutch  Motion  Picture  Federation 

had  not  taken  measures  to  protect  its 
members  against  several  difficulties,  such 
as  a  proposal  to  fix  minimum  admission 
fees,  threatened  increase  of  admission 

taxes,  prohibition  of  releasing  three 
features  in  one  program,  and  limitation  of 
number  of  film  theatres,  the  possibilities 

of  progress  this  year  would  have  been 
destroyed.  As  it  is,  the  managing  board 
of  the  Federation  remains  optimistically 
disposed  towards  the  general  situation. 

Last  year  37  requests  for  permission  to  es- 
tablish film  theatres  were  received  by  the  Fed- 

eration, and  hearings  have  been  held  on  34  of 
these.  Nineteen  applications  have  been  ap- 

proved, including  two  for  the  launching  of  pro- 
duction companies  after  proof  of  good  financial 

as  well  as  commercial  bases.  Two  newsreel 
theatres  have  just  opened  in  Rotterdam. 

Problem  of  Premieres 

With  such  a  small  increase  in  number  of 

theatres,  and  the  premiere  theatres  in  the  capi- 
tals unable  to  use  more  than  300  of  the  500 

features  imported,  it  is  easy  to  understand  the 
problem  of  importation  and  distribution.  An 
important  number  of  features  never  can  have 
a  good  release,  even  when  all  the  imported 
films  are  of  high  quality.  The  costs  of  pictures 
which  are  not  released  must  be  paid  in  part  by 
the  distributed  ones,  hence  a  higher  distribution 
cost.  Thus  the  general  expenses  of  the  theatre 
manager  are  raised  either  by  booking  super- 

fluous material  or  by  paying  too  much.  In  1935 
there  were  240  pictures  imported  from  America, 
84  from  Germany  and  145  from  other  countries. 

V 
Difficulties  of  another  kind  have  been  caused 

by  the  municipality  of  Utrecht,  fourth  largest 
Dutch  city.  The  Dutch  law  contains  limitations 
on  juvenile  attendance,  but  in  practice  only  very 
unimportant  small  towns  make  use  of  these 
stipulations.  The  conservative  Utrecht  munici- 

pality insisted  on  action,  however,  and  the 
Dutch  Federation,  in  order  to  demonstrate  that 

the  law  is  ridiculous,  ordered  that  Utrecht  the- 
atres bar  children  below  the  age  of  14. 

V 
Government  figures  show  that  whereas  in 

Amsterdam  in  1933  there  were  29  film  theatres 
with  14,675  seats,  now  there  are  35  seating 
19,333.  The  increase  is  largely  in  the  suburbs. 
The  picturegoer  averages  one  visit  a  month 

to  the  film  theatre.  In  1935  there  were  8,400,- 
000  admissions  to  Amsterdam  theatres,  with 
fees  totaling  four  million  guilders.  The  aver- 

age entrance  price  was  Dutch  fl.  0.48  in  1935. 
V 

Competition  Increases 

While  American  pictures  continue  to  pre- 
dominate, there  is  growing  competition  from 

the  English  and  the  domestic  industry.  Twenty 
English  features  were  released  in  1936.  The  fol- 

lowing Dutch  features  were  produced  and  re- leased in  Holland: 

"Het  leven  is  nog  niet  zoo  kwaad"  (Life  Isn't 
So  Disagreeable)  ;  "Wereldreis  van  de  KVIII" 
(World  voyage  of  the  KVIII),  an  educational 
full-length  picture  of  the  adventures  of  a  gov- 

ernment man-of-war ;  "40  Jaar  Cinemato- 
grafie"  (40  Years  of  Cinematography)  ;  "Ker- 
misgasten;"  "Jonge  Harten"  (Young  Hearts)  ; 
"Merijntie  Gijzen's  Jeugd"  (The  Youth  of 
Merijntje  Gijzen),  the  most  successful  Dutch 

picture  in  1936;  "Komedie  on  Geld"  (Comedy 
for  Money);  "Oranje  Hein;"  "Het  Mysterie 
van  de  Mondschein  Sonate"  (The  Mystery  of 
the  Mondschein  Sonata)  ;  "Het  was  1  April" 
(It  was  on  April  1st),  made  by  UFA  in  Neu- 
babelsberg,  Germany ;  "Suikerfreule,"  Tobis 
production;  and  "Klokslag  twaalf"  (At  Mid- 

night), made  in  Paris  with  Dutch  stars. 

Only  one  film  is  in  production  here,  "Pygma- 
lion," from  the  play  of  Bernard  Shaw.  The 

director  is  Dr.  Ludwig  Berger,  and  the  pro- 
ducer is  Filmox,  using  the  Cinetone  studios. 

In  1936  the  Republic  product  was  introduced 

on  the  Dutch  market,  represented  by  "Odeon." RKO  product  is  distributed  now  by  Filma,  and 
the  Barnstijn  studios  from  now  on  will  re- 

lease Columbia  pictures. 
V 

Too  many  films  from  stage  musicals  have 
been  presented  here.  This  kind  of  picture,  once 
more  popular  than  any  other,  has  lost  public 
interest.  A  general  fault  ascribed  to  American 
product  is  too  much  dialogue. 

The  biggest  success  of  1936  was  the  German 

picture,  "Mazurka,"  starring  Pola  Negri. V 

Censors  Active 

Last  year  33  features,  seven  short  subjects 
and  one  newsreel  were  disapproved  by  the  gov- 

ernmental board  of  censors,  a  few  of  these 
being  admitted  after  revision.  In  1935  there 
were  barred  20  features  and  10  shorts,  but  after 
revision  the  number  was  reduced  to  l6  features. 

"Green  Pastures,"  "Exclusive  Story"  and 
"Show  Them  No  Mercy"  and  some  gangster 
pictures  were  not  admitted,  however. 

V 

The  sharp  decline  of  tax  receipts  from  fl.  784,- 
036  in  1933  to  fl.  719,529  in  1935  reflects  decline 
of  the  Dutch  film  trade  despite  sale  of  one  mil- 

lion more  tickets.  Lower  admission  fees  and 

a  bigger  sale  of  cheaper  seats,  besides  cut-rate 
entrance  cards,  were  factors.  Only  a  few  mu- 

nicipalities lowered  their  admission  taxes  ;  many 
increased  them. 

V 
The  Government  is  studying  the  development 

of  television,  but  no  representative  of  the  Dutch 
film  trade  has  been  appointed  to  the  board.  The 
Federation  established  its  own  Board  of  Re- 

view as  follows :  E.  Alter,  N.  R.  Besseling, 
P.  Burbach,  H.  Cohen  Barnstijn  and  A.  Gelder. 

Paramount  Sets 

Partners 9  Session 
A  three-day  meeting  of  Paramount  thea- 

tre operators  and  partners  from  all  sections 
of  the  country  will  be  held  at  the  Roney- 
Plaza  Hotel  in  Miami,  Fla.,  March  18-20, 
immediately  following  the  convention  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America, 
which  will  be  attended  by  Adolph  Zukor  and 
most  of  the  Paramount  theatre  operators,  it 
was  revealed  this  week. 

Among  the  Paramount  men  who  are  ex- 
pected to  be  on  hand  for  both  of  the  gather- 

ings in  addition  to  Mr.  Zukor  are  E.  J. 

Sparks,  S.  A.  Lynch,  Karl  Hoblitzelle,  E.  V. 
Richards,  Frank  G.  Walker,  Hunter  Perry, 
John  Balaban,  Vincent  McFaul,  Joseph 

Clemmons,  Saul  Gordon,  R.  J.  O'Donnell, 
Jules  Rubin,  Tracy  Barham,  George  Tren- 
dle,  Sam  Pinansky,  John  Friedl,  Harry 
Nace,  Harry  David,  Joseph  Cooper,  Pat 
McGee,  John  Ford,  M.  A.  Lightman,  E.  C. 
Beatty,  Robert  Wilby,  Ed  Kincey,  Martin 
Mullin,  A.  H.  Blank,  Arthur  Lucas,  William 
Jenkins  and  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Paramount 
vice-president  in  charge  of  theatres. 

Mr.  Zukor  was  officially  advised  this  week 
that  he  had  been  made  a  Commendatore  of 

the  Crown  of  Italy  by  King  Victor  Emanuel 
III.  The  presentation  of  the  decoration  will 
be  made  by  the  Italian  Ambassador  in 
Washington,  D.  C,  when  Mr.  Zukor  makes 
his  next  trip  east  in  March. 

It  was  also  advised  this  week  that  by  uni- 
versal request  the  dinner  planned  by  the 

New  York  exhibitors  in  celebration  of  the 

Paramount  head's  Silver  Jubilee  will  not  be 
a  stag  affair,  but  that  ladies  will  attend.  The 
dinner  is  to  be  held  March  27  at  the  Wal- 
dorf-Astoria. 

Harry  Hunter,  for  many  years  manager 
of  Paramount's  Washington  branch  office, 
has  been  named  managing  director  of  Para- 

mount Film  Service  Limited,  the  company's 
branch  in  Australia  and  New  Zealand.  He 

succeeds  the  late  John  E.  Kennebeck.  Mr. 
Hunter  will  be  honored  by  his  Washington 
co-workers  with  a  testimonial  dinner  there 

next  Tuesday  under  the  sponsorship  of  the 

local  Variety  Club  Tent.  Two  weeks  later 

he  plans  to  leave  for  Australia. 

H.  E.  Wilton,  Canadian 

Exhibitor,  Is  Dead 
Herbert  Earl  Wilton,  manager  of  the 

Strand  theatre  at  Hamilton,  Ont.,  and  mem- 

ber of  the  Canadian  Parliament,  died  follow- 
ing a  heart  attack  in  his  office  last  week.  He 

was  born  at  New  Sarum,  Ont.,  in  1869  and 

worked  as  a  telegraph  operator  and  news- 

paper reporter  before  entering  the  industry. 
During  his  managership  of  the  Strand, 

Mr.  Wilson  rose  high  in  Hamilton  politics, 

representing  the  city  first  as  an  alderman, 

then  mayor  and  finally  a  member  of  parlia- 
ment in  the  last  election. 

He  is  survived  by  his  widow,  two  sons, 
Frederick  C,  of  Toronto,  and  Harold  L.,  of 
St.  Catharines,  and  three  daughters. 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

That  I  May  Live 

(Twentieth  Century  -Fox) 
Drama 

As  this  film  goes  through  the  production  mill, 
20th  Century-Fox,  in  an  advance  announcement 
crediting  director  Allan  Dwan  as  the  speaker, 

comments :  "  'That  I  May  Live'  is  a  splendid 
love  story  about  a  girl  who  gave  everything  to 
a  man  she  loved,  although  she  knew  he  was 
hunted  by  the  police,  charged  with  murder,  who 
became  the  mother  of  his  child,  who  fought  at 
his  shoulder  with  the  help  of  a  fine,  unselfish 
friend,  to  win  back  a  chance  to  happiness.  Ro- 
chelle  Hudson  emerges  from  this  picture  as 
one  of  the  most  physically  appealing  actresses 
on  the  screen  and  it  is  this  quality  which  she  is 
forced  to  employ  to  gain  her  end  against  the 

forces  opposing  her  man  and  herself." 
A  better  description  of  what  is  in  store  for 

exhibitors  through  this  particular  film  probably 
could  not  be  prepared. 

Accepting  the  quotation  as  embracing  the 
substantiating  theme  of  the  film,  a  terse  digest 
apparently  is  unnecessary.  The  character  seems 
to  have  been  established.  The  screen  play, 
which  Mr.  Dwan  directs,  is  credited  to  Ben 
Markson  and  William  Conselman.  Both  are 

well  and  favorably  known  to  exhibitors.  Direc- 
tion of  the  musical  score,  which  is  being 

counted  upon  to  be  an  important  adjunct  to  the 

story's  dramatic  mood,  is  in  Samuel  Kaylin's hands. 
The  man  is  Robert  Kent  and  the  friend  who 

exerted  a  profound  influence  upon  Kent  and 
Miss  Hudson  is  J.  Edward  Bromberg.  Other 
important  players  are  DeWitt  Jennings,  James 
Flavin,  Mary  Gordon,  Fred  Kelsey,  Frank  Mc- 
Glynn,  Jr.,  Gloria  Roy  and  Baby  Mondshine. 

Release  date  undetermined. 

Marry  the  Girl 

(Warner) 
Comedy 

With  a  large  number  of  comedy  performers 
featured,  one  of  the  principal  objectives  of  the 
organization  sponsoring  this  picture  was  to  pro- 

vide comedy  material  aplenty.  To  that  end  War- 
ners entrusted  direction  of  the  production,  from 

Edward  Hope's  published  novel,  to  William 
McGann,  who  has  demonstrated  efficiency  in 
handling  fun-provoking  productions. 

It  takes  a  lot  of  funny  stuff,  even  though  they 

don't  do  any  improvising,  which  they  surely 
will,  when  a  cast  includes  Frank  McHugh, 
Mary  Boland,  Hugh  Herbert,  Mischa  Auer, 

Charles  Judels,  Hugh  O'Connell  and  Allen 
Jenkins.  McHugh,  Jenkins  and  associates 
demonstrated  that  in  "Three  Men  on  a  Horse." 
To  assure  themselves  of  the  fun  quality  worthy 
of  the  talents  of  those  mentioned  as  well  as 
Carol  Hughes,  Alan  Mowbray,  William  B.  Da- 

vidson, Irving  Bacon,  Bess  Flowers,  Olin  How- 
land  and  Arthur  Aylesworth,  who  by  force  of 
circumstances  must  be  funny  as  they  attempt 
to  be  unfunny,  the  Warners  have  gone  into  a 
new  field  for  story  motivation,  the  newspaper 
feature  syndicate  service.  These  organizations 
are  familiar  to  all.  They  treat  in  authoritative 
manner  every  subject  under  the  sun  and  some 
that  are  above  it.    While  boiler-plating  such 

information,  with  the  associated  talent  in  the 
presentation  running  the  scale  from  those  who 
can  out-cartoon  Rube  Goldberg  to  those  who 
can  out-think  Mr.  Einstein,  the  while  their  per- 

sonal affairs  becoming  ludicrously  and  intri- 
cately involved,  it  may  be  expected  that  the 

comedians  mentioned  will  return  an  all-laugh 

picture. 

Racing  Luck 

(Columbia) 

Action,  Romance,  Drama 

Against  an  action  background  of  auto  racing, 
midget  cars  on  the  dirt  tracks,  the  big  ones 

roaring  around  the  great  Indianapolis'  brick 
saucer  on  Memorial  Day,  Columbia  is  spinning 
a  yarn  of  a  man  in  conflict  with  another  man, 
not  aware  that  his  opponent  on  the  track  and 

for  the  favor  of  a  girl's  hand  was  his  brother. 
Nature  of  the  theme  and  character  of  its  pro- 

duction setting  seem  to  be  of  the  quality  that 
will  result  in  an  exciting  thrill  action  picture 
full  of  thrills  and  spills  as  well  as  an  acceptable 
human  interest  drama  that  will  satisfy  those 
who  may  not  be  so  enthusiastic  about  the  me- 

chanical excitement. 
The  story,  like  many  others  that  Columbia 

includes  in  its  stock  program,  is  an  original, 
written  by  Bert  Granet.  Lambert  Hillyer,  in 
addition  to  collaborating  with  the  author  on 
the  screen  play,  is  also  serving  as  director. 

Charles  Quigley  and  Eddie  Nugent  are  fea- 
tured as  the  rival  drivers.  Quigley  is  the  big 

timer,  a  winner  of  the  famous  Indianapolis 
classic.  Nugent  is  the  reckless  sensation  of  the 
dirt  ovals.  Principal  girl  in  the  case  is  Dorothy 
Wilson.  As  she  carries  the  straight  romantic 
vein  which  involves  Quigley  and  Nugent,  its 
comedy  contrast  is  in  the  hands  of  Patricia 
Farr.  Other  players  who  will  be  seen  as  auto 
drivers,  mechanics,  track  officials,  etc.,  are  Gene 
Morgan,  John  Gallaudet,  Gordon  Elliott  and 
Arthur  Aylesworth. 

Probable  release  date,  March  22. 

Circus  Girl 

(  Republic  ) 
Dramatic  Romance 

Because  it  probably  will  be  the  sole  circus 
picture  of  the  season,  this  is  a  subject  of 
more  than  usual  interest,  and  particularly  for 
juveniles.  While  a  great  deal  of  big  tent  at- 

mosphere, both  in  the  rings  and  behind  the 
scenes,  has  been  incorporated,  the  story  is  one 
of  tense  dramatic  romance. 
The  leading  players  are  trapeze  artists  and 

an  animal  trainer.  Superficially  depicting  all  the 
color  and  glamor  of  the  spangled  performers 
who  fly  through  the  air  with  the  greatest  of 
ease  and  the  woman  who  dares  the  claws  and 
teeth  of  lions  and  tigers,  the  production  also 
traces  the  intimate  personal  life  of  men  and 
women  who  love  strongly  and  hate  fiercely.  An 
aerialist  marries  a  girl.  Open  conflict  flares 
when  his  partner,  who  knows  he  is  unworthy 
of  the  girl,  resents  the  union.  An  accident  hap- 

pens and  the  husband  drops  out  of  the  air  to 
serious  injury.  Becoming  aware  that  his  wife 
loves  the  man  whom  he  holds  accountable  for 
his  crippling,  he  plots  to  weaken  the  flying 
paraphernalia  so  that  his  wife  and  the  partner 
will  drop  into  a  cage  full  of  wild  beasts.  In  the 

climax,  his  plot  for  revenge  thwarted,  the 
would-be  killer  saves  the  life  of  the  man  he 
hates  because  he  knows  the  woman  he  married 
loves  him  more. 
June  Travis  is  the  girl,  Bob  Livingston  the 

hero,  Donald  Cook  the  heavy  and  Betty  Comp- 
son  is  the  tiger  trainer,  who  permits  her  jeal- 

ousy of  Miss  Travis  to  allow  her  to  become 

Cook's  accomplice.  The  supporting  cast  is  nota- 
ble in  one  way :  it  brings  the  popular  old  fa- 

vorite, Charlie  Murray,  actively  back  to  the 
screen.  The  Escalante  Family,  famous  trapeze 
artists,  are  featured  in  death  defying  leaps  and 
swings,  and  the  active  supporting  cast  includes 
Lucille  Osborne,  Donald  Kerr,  Emma  Dunn, 
John  Wray,  John  Holland  and  Kathryn 
Sheldon. 

Based  on  a  Cosmopolitan  magazine  story  by 
Frank  R.  Adams,  the  screen  play  is  by  Adele 
Buffington  and  Bradford  Ropes.  John  H.  Auer is  directing. 

Release  date,  February  19. 

We  Have  Our  Moments 

(Universal) 
Romance-Drama 

Because  the  production  once  more  teams 

Sally  Eilers  and  James  Dunn,  "We  Have  Our 
Moments"  looms  as  more  than  an  ordinary 
source  of  interest  to  exhibitors  and  patrons. 

Since  their  first  dual  appearance  in  "Bad  Girl," both  have  established  themselves  as  popular 
screen  figures. 
Dunn  is  an  undercover  detective.  Miss  Eilers 

is  a  New  England  school  "marm"  touring  in 
Europe  to  forget  or  resolve  her  romantic  dif- 

ficulties. The  girl  becomes  involved  with  a  lot 
of  crooks.  Her  adventures  are  straightened  out 
finally  in  novel  fashion.  As  the  film  proceeds, 
it  runs  a  full  scale  of  love  interest,  drama, 
comedy,  semi-mystery  and  suspense. 

Being  directed  by  Alfred  T.  Werker  under 
the  production  guidance  of  J.  Edmund  Grain- 

ger, busy  also  immediately  with  the  details  of 
"The  Road  Back,"  quite  a  few  of  Universal's 
writing  staff  have  had  a  whack  at  preparing  the 
story,  so  many  in  fact  the  various  contributions 
that  no  writing  credits  are  available. 

The  cast  which  will  be  seen  in  support  of  the 
leading  pair  is  of  a  quality  not  expected  in  a 
medium  budgeted  production.  It  lists  David 

Niven,  seen  in  "Dodsworth"  and  "Beloved 
Enemy,"  Mischa  Auer,  who  won  popular  rec- 

ognition in  "The  Gay  Desperado,"  Warren 
Hymer,  interpreter  of  ability  in  depicting  mug 
characterizations,  Marjorie  Gateson,  Thurston 
Hall,  Virginia  Sale,  Grady  Sutton  and  Ray Brown. 

Probable  release  date,  March  22d. 

Maytime 
(MGM) 

Musical  Romance 

Elements  potentially  guaranteeing  the  com- 
mercial and  entertainment  worth  of  this  produc- 

tion are  many.  It  features  the  singing  stars 

of  "Naughty  Marietta"  and  "Rose  Marie,"  Jean- 
ette  MacDonald  and  Nelson  Eddy.  Those  films 
elevated  the  pair  to  box  office  peerdom.  Miss 
MacDonald  demonstrated  her  dramatic  ability 

{Continued  on  page  52) 
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IN  THE  CUTTING  ROOM  AT  THE  STUDIO 

(Continued  from  page  SO) 
in  "San  Francisco."  The  vehicle  is  a  Noel 
Langley  adaptation  of  Rida  Johnson  Young's 
original  stage  play,  a  music-embellished,  moral 
pointing  romance  drama.  The  music  is  by  Sig- 
mund  Romberg,  composer  of  the  original  Broad- 

way presentation  score,  and  Herbert  Stothart. 
It  is  being  produced  by  Hunt  Stromberg,  maker 

of  "Rose  Marie"  and  "Naughty  Marietta"  as 
well  as  "The  Great  Ziegfeld."  The  director, 
Robert  Z.  Leonard,  was  at  the  helm  of  "Zieg- 

feld." From  the  production  angle  it  is  the  kind 
of  picture  that  MGM  makes  with  unstinting 
attention  to  every  last  detail  to  assure  class 
and  quality. 

With  prologue  and  epilogue,  the  main  action 
narrated  in  retrospect,  it  tells  the  story  of  a  girl 
confronted  with  the  problem  of  choosing  be- 

tween an  operatic  career  and  love.  She  seeks 
the  advice  of  Miss  MacDonald,  who  has  lived 
the  experiences  that  the  questioner  would  have 
to  go  through.  With  fine  music,  powerful 
drama,  appealing  romance,  supported  by  elabo- 

rate production  effects,  it  pictures  for  the  girl 
and  audiences  the  life  of  one  who  triumphed 
greatly  but  found  that  love  was  the  only  thing 
in  life  worth  while.  The  locales  are  a  New 
England  village  and  the  glamorous  cities  of 
Europe. 

To  support  the  stars,  whose  box  office  power 
is  acknowledged,  the  producers  have  mustered 
a  cast  of  more  than  ordinary  merit.  It  lists 
John  Barrymore,  Herman  Bing,  Tom  Brown, 
Lynne  Carver,  Rafaela  Ottiano,  Paul  Porcasi, 
Charles  Judels,  Sig  Rumann,  Walter  Kingsford, 
Edgar  Norton,  Guy  Bates  Post  and  Anna  De- 
metrio,  in  addition  to  choruses  of  hundreds  of 
trained  voices  and  dancers  of  able  ability. 

Release  date,  March  19. 

Outcasts  of  Poker  Flat 

(Radio) 
Drama 

This  production  is  adapted  from  a  story  of 
the  same  title  by  the  famous  Californian  author 
of  historic  romance  drama,  Bret  Harte.  With 
the  famous  Harte  characters  living  again,  it 
tells  a  story  of  the  Gold  Rush  days  when  living 
was  rough  and  crude,  passions  flamed  and  death 
was  sudden.  Essentially  an  action  drama,  it 
also  tells  of  love  which  culminates  in  a  heroic 
sacrifice.  It  is  being  spun  of  ingredients  that 
have  an  established  popular  appeal. 

The  leading  players  are  Preston  Foster,  now 

appearing  in  "The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  and 
"We  Who  Are  About  to  Die,"  and  Jean  Muir, 
lately  in  "Once  a  Doctor"  but  particularly  re- 

membered for  her  accomplished  performance 

in  "The  Earth  Turns,"  a  Warner  feature  made 
several  years  ago.  The  principal  supporting 
players  and  a  group  that  are  just  as  important 
to  the  story  as  the  leads  are  Virginia  Weidler; 
that  able  interpreter  of  strong  character  roles, 
Margaret  Irving;  a  newcomer,  Van  Heflin,  ex- 

perienced on  the  New  York  stage,  who  scored 
notably  in  his  screen  debut  as  the  black  sheep 

of  Katharine  Hepburn's  "A  Woman  Rebels," 
and  Paul  Guilfoyle,  who  was  so  effective  as 

Garth  in  "Winterset."  Players  rounding  out  the 
cast  are  Frank  M.  Thomas,  Cy  Jenks,  Alec 
Craig,  Dick  Elliott  and  Richard  Lane. 
The  screen  play  is  credited  to  John  Twist, 

a  collaborator  on  "Wanted,  Jane  Turner"  and 
"We  Who  Are  About  to  Die,"  and  Harry  Sea- 

gal, who  numbers  the  adaptations  of  "Don't 
Turn  'Em  Loose"  and  "Fatal  Lady"  among  his 
screen  contributions.  The  director,  Christy  Ca- 
banne,  is  a  specialist  in  handling  adventure  at- 
mosphered  dramatic  romance. 

Production  detail  authentically  reproduces  the 
locales  in  the  Gold  Rush  California  country 

that  were  the  scenes  of  Hart's  novel. 
Probable  release  date,  middle  of  March. 

Espionage 

(MGM) 
Dramatic  Comedy 

If  persons  are  interested  in  the  apparently 
sinister  activities  of  a  munitions  maker,  if  they 
still  hearken  to  the  lure  of  a  spy  story  and  like 
to  see  what  happens  to  a  pair  of  American 
newspaper  reporters,  a  man  and  a  woman,  nat- 

urally, who  go  adventuring  in  Europe  to  be- 
come involved  in  a  mess  of  Continental  intrigue, 

MGM  is  of  the  opinion  that  this  comedy-studded 
mystery  drama  will  develop  into  an  attraction 
that  will  have  much  entertainment  and  commer- 

cial value. 
What  happens  concerns  the  correspondents 

assigned  to  keep  the  trail  of  a  traveling  muni- 
tions maker  who  holds  the  fate  of  nations  in  his 

hands.  By  force  of  circumstances,  they  are 
forced  to  travel  as  man  and  wife.  Unaware  of 

each  other's  personal  identity,  neither,  as  would 
be  expected,  knows  the  other  is  a  reporter  as- 

signed to  knock  over  an  exclusive  scoop  story. 
For  most  of  the  way,  the  action  and  atmosphere 
are  common  to  spy  drama-newspaper  reporter 
stories,  but  there  is  a  climax  which  surprises 
the  reporters  as  much  as  the  producers  antici- 

pate it  will  surprise  audiences. 
MGM  has  selected  what  it  considers  a  glove- 

fitting  cast.  Madge  Evans  and  Edmund  Lowe, 
who  has  divided  his  recent  screen  activities  be- 

tween reporting  and  detecting,  are  the  news- 
paper folk.  Paul  Lukas  looks  to  be  a  good 

choice  for  the  role  of  the  munitions  maker,  and 
Ketti  Gallian  undoubtedly  will  appear  to  advan- 

tage as  the  mysterious  woman  with  whom  he  is 
traveling.  The  inclusion  of  Skeets  Gallagher  in- 

dicates that  a  comedy  part  has  been  written  in. 
Others,  an  assortment  of  plotters,  conspirators, 
guards,  and  what  not,  are  Frank  Reicher,  Wil- 

liam Gilbert,  Robert  Graves,  Leonid  Kinsley, 
Mitchell  Lewis,  Charles  Trowbridge,  Barnett 
Parker,  Russell  Hicks  and  Charles  Williams. 

Kurt  Neumann  is  directing. 
Probable  release  date,  March  5. 

Racketeers  in  Exile 

(Columbia) 
Drama 

With  George  Bancroft,  one  of  the  screen's first  interpreters  of  gangster  characters,  in  the 
leading  role,  this  is  the  story  of  a  racketeer 
who  made  a  racket  of  religion  when  he  sensed 
the  easy  and  big  money  there  was  in  it.  It  is 
also  the  story  of  a  gangster  who  adventured 
in  the  realm  of  ethics  and  morals,  where  he 
found  love  that  reformed  him  even  though  his 
regeneration  nearly  cost  his  life. 
A  novel  topic  and  one  in  which  there  is  con- 

siderable interest,  the  story  is  an  original  by 

Harry  Sauber,  who  wrote  the  "Adventure  in 
Manhattan"  screen  play  for  Columbia  and  was 
associated  with  many  Warner  pictures.  He  also 
collaborated  on  the  screen  play  with  Robert 
T.  Shannon,  a  specialist  in  dramatic  adaptation 

whose  previous  credits  included  "Moonlight 
Murder,"  "King  Solomon  of  Broadway"  and 
"Times  Square  Lady."  Direction  is  by  Erie 
Kenton,  who  made  "The  Depths  Below"  and 
"Man  Without  Fear." 

The  featured  players  supporting  Bancroft  are 
names  of  more  than  usual  merit.  Evelyn  Vena- 
ble  will  be  seen  as  a  small  town  choir  singer, 
who  fell  in  love  with  Bancroft  believing  he  was 
a  legitimate  revivalist.  Wynne  Gibson,  long 
absent  from  the  American  screen,  is  his  gang- 

ster moll.  As  practically  all  important  action 
is  in  the  hands  of  this  trio,  other  members  of 
the  cast  are  John  Gallaudet,  George  McKay, 

Marc  Lawrence,  Helen  Lowell  and  William 
Burress. 
Among  the  bigger  production  features  of  the 

film  are  the  series  of  huge  revivals  which  Ban- 
croft first  conducts  to  mulct  impressionable 

penitents.  His  erection  of  a  gigantic  auditorium 
from  which  he  takes  the  air  to  broadcast  as 

"The  Ex-Racketeer,  The  Voice  of  Your  Con- 
science," and  the  conflict  that  rages  between 

him  and  another  religious  racketeer  that  results 
in  his  reformation. 

Probable  release  date,  March  1. 

Mama  Steps  Out 

(MGM) 

Comedy 

Domestic  comedy  recounting  the  adventures 
of  a  hick  American  family,  parents  and  daugh- 

ter, in  Paris  and  on  the  French  Riviera,  is  the 
story  substance  of  this  forthcoming  production. 

That's  prosaic  enough.  Things  similar  to  it have  been  done  before.  But  when  one  considers 
that  Anita  Loos  adapted  the  John  Kirkpatrick- 
John  Golden  original,  it  is  logical  to  assume 
that  the  treatment  will  sparkle  with  fresh  new 
angles,  dialogue  and  situations.  Her  job  on 
"My  Man  Godfrey"  is  witness  to  her  ability 
to  inject  hilarious  fun  into  almost  any  kind  of 
story.  In  addition  to  the  Loos  writing  material 
there  is  a  pair  of  song  numbers  by  Chet  Forrest 
and  Bob  Wright,  which  Stanley  Morner,  whom 
MGM  is  grooming  for  bigger  things,  will  sing. 

The  Cuppy  family  is  composed  of  Guy  Kib- 
bee,  Alice  Brady  and  Betty  Furness.  Morner's role  has  him  as  an  orchestra  crooner  with  a 
tough  guy  complex.  The  only  other  player  in 
the  picture  who,  like  the  Cuppies,  is  an  Ameri- 

can, is  Gene  Lockhart,  the  unwelcome  guest 
who  becomes  the  family's  savior.  Most  of  the action  is  local  in  France. 

Direction  is  in  the  hands  of  George  B.  Seitz, 

recent  maker  of  "Mad  Holiday,"  "Under  Cover 
of  Night"  and  "The  Last  of  the  Mohicans." Release  date:  February  12. 

Dead  Yesterday 

(20th  Century  -  Fox) 
Mystery  Drama  with  Comedy 

With  the  major  action  taking  place  in  a  hos- 
pital, the  story  told  is  essentially  a  mystery 

thriller  with  vivid  comedy  contrast  and  an 
effective  thread  of  romantic  love  interest.  Po- 

lice, doctors  and  nurses  are  baffled  as  to  why 
anyone  should  want  to  murder  a  dead  man.  On 
top  of  that  premise  they  have  a  difficult  time 
endeavoring  to  determine  who  murdered  whom, 
the  reason  therefor  and  how.  Nobody  can  make 
any  progress  until  a  redoubtable  nurse  with  a 
bent  for  solving  mysteries  tells  them  who  is 
who  and  what  is  what. 

The  screen  olay  is  an  original  by  William 
Conselman,  long  associated  with  Fox  and  20th 
Century-Fox  as  a  creator  and  adapter  of  screen 
material.  The  original  story  on  which  the  photo- 

play is  based  is  credited  to  Mignon  Eberhart, 
not  identified  as  having  any  previous  association 
with  films.  It  is  being  directed  by  James  Tin- 
ling,  maker  of  many  pictures  in  the  Charlie 
Chan,  Jane  Withers  and  Jones  Family  series. 

The  central  figure  is  Jane  Darwell  in  the  role 
of  the  nurse.  While  her  part  is  atmospherically 

similar  to  that  which  she  occupied  in  "White 
Parade,"  it  has  been  considerably  expanded  in 
such  a  way  as  to  make  her  a  master  sleuth. 
Otherwise  the  lineup  is  a  standard  affair  pre- 

senting Sally  Blane  and  Thomas  Beck  as  the 
romantic  leads  and  Joan  Davis  as  the  principal 
comedy  source. 

Tentative  release  date,  February  19. 
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Court  Order  Issued 

In  Licensing  Suit 

A  motion  to  require  the  plaintiffs  in  an 
action  for  $3,000,000  damages  against 

American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Com- 
pany, Western  Electric  and  Electrical  Re- 
search Products,  Inc.,  to  file  complete  bills 

of  particulars  has  been  granted  in  Federal 
court  in  New  York. 

The  order  applies  to  five  of  22  complain- 
ants who  filed  actions  in  1934  and  1935  al- 

leging violation  of  the  anti-trust  laws 

through  the  enforcement  of  Erpi's  reproduc- 
tion license  agreements.  The  complainants 

are  Milton  C.  Weisman  as  receiver  for  Fox 

Theatres  Corporation,  William  Fox,  Isis 
Investment  Company,  Winchester  Amuse- 

ment Company  and  Stillwell  Theatres,  Inc. 

ASC  Has  New  Quarters 

The  American  Society  of  Cinematogra- 
phers  has  moved  from  its  offices  in  the 
Guaranty  Building,  Hollywood,  to  its  new 
headquarters  and  clubrooms  at  1712  North 
Orange  Drive.  The  building  also  houses 
lounging  rooms,  a  billiard  room,  a  library, 
card  rooms,  a  dining  room,  and  kitchen. 
The  outdoor  grounds  will  include  a  cage  for 
practicing  golf,  and  badminton  court  and 
later  a  swimming  pool. 

General  Signs  Berger,  Pierson 

Fenn  Kimball,  president  of  General  Pic- 
tures, has  signed  Ralph  Berger  as  art  direc- 

tor and  Carl  Pierson,  formerly  head  cutter 
and  supervisor  for  Republic,  in  an  executive 

capacity.  Mr.  Berger,  who  recently  com- 
pleted a  series  of  features  for  Paramount, 

has  been  assigned  to  "Three  Legionnaires." 
Mr.  Pierson  will  supervise  the  same  produc- 
tion. 

Telescreen  Trailer  Ready 

Telescreen  Trailer  Service  has  been  or- 
ganized by  Leon  J.  Rubinstein  to  market  a 

series  of  presentation  subjects  in  which  a 
speaker  tells  theatre  patrons  from  the  screen 
what  the  management  is  doing,  discusses 

coming  attractions  and  builds  good  will.  Of- 
fices are  729  Seventh  Avenue,  New  York. 

Universal  Signs  Darrieux 

Universal  has  signed  Danielle  Darrieux, 

now  appearing  in  a  play  in  Paris,  to  a  five- 
year  contract.  The  actress  will  report  to 
Hollywood  in  the  Spring.  Miss  Darrieux 

recently  completed  "Mayerling,"  which  is 
shortly  to  be  released  in  America. 

Aronson  Agent  for  Capitol 

Al  Aronson,  former  general  manager  of 
distribution  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  in 
Central  Europe,  has  been  appointed  Ameri- 

can representative  of  Capital  Films  of  Lon- 
don. 

Exchange  Acquires  Westerns 
Grand  National  Pictures  has  closed  a  deal 

whereby  the  Kansas  City  Exchange,  headed 
by  Russel  Borg,  will  distribute  six  Rex  Bell 
westerns  in  that  territory. 

Rador  Bureau  Argentine  Agent 

The  Rador  Cinema  Bureau  has  been  ap- 
pointed representative  in  charge  of  equip- 

ment purchases  for  Metropolitan  Produc- 
tions, an  Argentine  company. 

Council  Reelects  Mrs.  White 

The  New  Orleans  Better  Films  Council 

this  week  reelected  Mrs.  J.  M.  White  presi- 
dent as  Mrs.  F.  I.  Williams  was  chosen  first 

vice-president,  Mrs.  Robert  Askew  recording 
secretary,  Mrs.  Luther  Ott  corresponding 

secretary,  Mrs.  Charlotte  Peyronnin,  finan- 
cial secretary,  Miss  Sophie  Hansen  honor- 
ary chairman  and  Mrs.  Adolph  Baumgart- 

ner,  chairman  of  the  board  of  directors. 

Thompson  Will  Handle 

Universal  "Ad"  Drive 
P.  D.  Cochrane,  head  of  advertising  and 

publicity  of  Universal  announced  this  week 
the  appointment  of  the  J.  Walter  Thompson 
Company  to  handle  an  extensive  advertising 

campaign.  Newspapers,  billboards  and  mag- 
azine spreads  will  be  employed  in  connection 

with  feature  pictures. 

Enjoin  Bruno  Laboratories 
A  consent  degree  has  been  signed  by 

Federal  Judge  Bondy  in  New  York  per- 
manently enjoining  William  A.  Bruno  and 

Francis  T.  Kopple  who  are  in  business  as 
the  Bruno  Laboratories  from  using  certain 
patents.  The  action  was  brought  by  RCA 

for  an  injunction  and  damages  for  infringe- 
ment of  three  patents  covering  micro- 

phones. 

Lily  Pons  Contract  Renewed 

Lily  Pons  has  been  signed  to  make  an- 
other picture  this  year  for  RKO  Radio.  Be- 
cause of  her  concert  and  opera  work  the 

star  makes  only  one  picture  a  year,  and 
that  after  her  concert  season  is  finished.  She 

expects  to  report  at  the  studios  in  October. 

R.  W.  Rome  Takes  ASCAP  Office 

R.  W.  Rome,  former  assistant  to  E.  C. 
Mills,  general  manager  of  the  American 
Society  of  Composers,  Authors  and  Pub- 

lishers, has  been  placed  in  charge  of  the 
Boston  office,  succeeding  Paul  Amundson, 
who  resigned  because  of  ill  health. 

Marzoni  in  New  Post 

Peterson  Marzoni  has  taken  up  the  duties 
of  his  new  office  as  director  of  the  new  De- 

partment of  Amusement  Supervision  in 
Birminghan,  Ala.  Mrs.  Harriet  B.  Adams, 
former  city  censor,  has  been  named  as  his 
assistant. 

Spanish  Versions  Set 

George  Hirliman  has  completed  arrange- 
ments for  domestic  and  foreign  release  of 

Spanish  versions  of  three  Hirlicolor  produc- 
tions, "Devil  on  Horseback,"  "Captain  Cal- 

amity" and  "We're  in  the  Legion  Now." 

Miss  Spitzer  Joins  Wanger 
Antoinette  Spitzer,  formerly  with  the 

Blacks  tone  agency,  has  joined  the  Walter 

Wanger  New  York  office  to  do  special  ex- 
ploitation for  "Walter  Wanger's  Vogues  of 

1938." 
Monogram  Prepares  Four 
Four  features  are  being  prepared  for  the 

1937-38  program  of  Monogram  according 

to  W.  Ray  Johnston,  president.  The  list  in- 
cludes "Paradise  Isle,"  "Romance  of  the 

Limberlost,"  "False  Colors"  and  "The 

Thirteenth  Man." 

Legitimate  Theatre 
Circuit  Is  Planned 

Plans  for  inaugurating  a  new  legitimate 
theatre  circuit  of  20  houses  in  the  New 
York  metropolitan  area  are  being  formulated 

by  Jules  Leventhal,  Louis  Werba  and  Jack 
Linder,  producers,  according  to  the  current 
issue  of  Equity,  the  official  publication  of 

Actors'  Equity  Association.  The  magazine 
reports  that  arrangements  have  been  com- 

pleted for  theatres  at  Philadelphia,  Newark, 
Brighton,  Englewood  and  Jackson  Heights 
and  that  negotiations  are  under  way  for 
additional  houses  in  Brooklyn,  Stamford, 
Atlantic  City  and  other  situations. 

Associates  Has  190  Members 

Motion  Picture  Associates  has  increased 
its  membership  from  70  to  190  in  one  year 
the  members  were  told  by  Jerry  Wilson, 

vice-president,  at  the  inauguration  of  officers 
in  New  York.  Joe  J.  Lee  of  Twentieth  Cen- 

tury-Fox is  president ;  Moe  Sanders  is  treas- 
urer; Moe  Fraum,  secretary;  Charles  Pen- 

ser,  financial  secretary,  and  Louis  Kutinsky, 

sergeant-at-arms. 

16  mm.  Company  Formed 

Central  Films  Corporation  has  been  in- 
corporated in  Nebraska  by  Robert  Russell 

of  Lincoln,  and  A.  F.  Baker  and  his  son, 
George  Baker,  who  operate  the  Electric  in 
Kansas  City,  Kas.,  to  distribute  16  mm.  film. 
Mr.  Russell  is  president,  and  George  Baker, 

vice-president.  The  corporation  is  capital- 
ized at  $25,000. 

Office  Now  Independent 

The  New  Haven  exchange  of  Grand  Na- 
tional Pictures  is  now  operating  independ- 

ently and  not  under  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
Boston  office,  it  was  announced  this  week. 
H.  Levine  and  Jeanette  Berliner  remain  in 
charge  of  the  office. 

To  Redeem  Loew  Issue 
Dillon,  Read  and  Company,  as  paying 

agent  in  New  York,  has  selected  for  re- 
demption February  15,  out  of  money  in  the 

sinking  fund,  $260,000  in  principal  amount 

of  Loew's,  Inc.,  three  and  one-half  per  cent 
sinking  fund  debentures  due  Feb.  15,  1946. 

Turnquist  to  Imperial 

Elmer  Turnquist  has  been  named  book- 
ing manager  of  Imperial  Pictures  by  dis- 
trict manager  Leo  Britton  in  Boston.  Mr. 

Turnquist  was  booker  for  Academy  Pic- 
tures, which  was  taken  over  by  Philip  Smith 

of  Imperial  a  short  while  ago. 

Konnis  Heads  Salesmen 

Herman  Konnis,  Universal  salesman,  has 
been  elected  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Salesmen's  Club  of  Boston.  Sam  Seletzky  of 
Republic  and  Harry  Rosenblatt  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  are  secretary  and  treasurer. 

Move  to  Dissolve  Pacific 

A  resolution  calling  for  dissolution  of 
Pacific  National  Theatres,  Inc.,  a  Delaware 

corporation,  was  adopted  at  a  special  meet- 
ing of  the  board  of  directors  in  Los  Angeles. 

Jack  L.  Warner  has  been  named  chairman 
of  the  Hollywood  Turf  Club.  Alfred  E. 
Green  is  president  of  the  organization. 
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to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

On  the  Avenue 

(Twentieth  Century  -  Fox) 
Musical  Romance 

Name  values,  story  worth,  production  detail 
and  music  have  been  combined  in  this  picture 
in  a  manner  pointed  toward  both  specialized  and 
general  audiences.  The  same  factors  cause  it 
to  be  a  subject  of  more  than  ordinary  interest  to 
exhibitors  who  consider  their  film  merchandise 

merely  from  the  commercial  viewpoint.  The  im- 
portant consideration  of  names  is  not  strictly 

confined  to  those  personalities  included  in  the 
cast.  One,  unseen  in  the  picture  but  contribut- 

ing much  to  its  class  and  quality,  is  Irving  Ber- 
lin, who  provided  the  music  and  lyrics — the 

audience  appeal  of  which  cannot  be  overlooked 

when  it  comes  to  publicizing  "On  the  Avenue." 
He  is  credited  with  six  songs,  which  are  the 
melodious  sparkle  of  the  piece,  and  three  of 
them  are  of  the  hit  caliber. 

The  picture  is  a  musical  romance  drama,  but, 
unlike  the  usual  run  of  such  pictures,  it  is  mo- 

tivated by  a  sound  story.  In  contrast  to  this 
quality,  production  detail  takes  on  the  character 
of  an  elaborate  vaudeville  show  or  revue.  The 
separate  entities  are  balanced  and  coherent. 
While  the  straight  theme  is  carried  by  Dick 
Powell,  Madeleine  Carroll,  Alice  Faye,  George 
Barbier  and  Alan  Mowbray,  the  group  are  also 
part  and  parcel  of  the  revue  embellishment 
which  features  the  Ritz  Brothers,  Cora  Wither- 
spoon,  Sig  Rumann,  Billy  Gilbert  and  E.  E. 
Clive. 
As  principals  in  the  revue,  Blake  and  Mona 

present  a  sketch  ridiculing  Mimi  Caraway, 

world's  richest  girl,  her  father  the  Commodore 
and  her  publicity  mad  explorer  suitor,  Sims. 
Enraged,  Mimi  plans  to  flay  the  hide  off  Blake, 
but  falls  in  love  with  him.  As  the  various 
specialty  features  are  intelligently  interluded 
the  romance  is  developed  to  the  point  that  it 

fires  Mona's  jealousy.  Blake  rewrites  the  sketch, 
only  to  have  Mona  double-cross  him  and  stage 
it  in  a  manner  more  bitterly  abusive  of  Mimi. 

Now  it  is  Mimi's  turn  to  become  the  disciple 
of  "Hell  hath  no  fury  like  a  woman  scorned." 
Buying  the  show,  she  plots  to  restage  it  in  a 
manner  that  will  make  Blake  look  absurdly 
ridiculous.  The  plot  succeeds,  but  the  price  in 

heartache  is  great.  It  is  only  Mona's  confession that  she  tricked  both  Mimi  and  Blake  that 

makes  her  a  ready  victim  of  Blake's  altar  raid 
to  rescue  her  from  a  loveless  marriage  to  Sims. 
Upon  that  framework  is  hung  the  singing  by 

Powell  and  Alice  Faye.  The  Ritz  Brothers 
burlesque  a  Russian  classic  and  are  in  and  out 
of  the  film  for  frequent  demonstrations  of  their 
clowning.  The  story  is  also  the  occasion  for 
many  live  antics  on  the  part  of  Cora  Wither- 
spoon,  to  vary  her  complex  to  be  a  Cossack 
dancer  with  the  ambition  to  be  a  flying  trapeze 
performer,  a  bit  of  funny  business  in  which  she 
is  finely  assisted  by  Rumann.  It  permits  Stepin 
Fetchit,  Billy  Gilbert,  E.  E.  Clive,  Barbier  and 
Walter  Catlett  to  be  characteristically  comic. 
As  much  of  the  action  takes  place  on  and  back 
stage,  it  also  allows  for  enough,  but  not  too 
much,  girl  glamor  and  chorus  singing  and  danc- 
ing. 
An  effectively  tempoed  show  that  varies  the 

appeal  of  romantic  interest  and  the  charm  of 
good  music  with  exciting  and  amusing  action, 
it  moves  at  a  rapid  pace.  With  the  ingredients 
all  in  phases  that  arouse  the  attentions  of  al- 

most any  kind  of  audience,  the  show  provides 
plenty  to  amuse  the  patrons  and  a  full  quota 
of  those  angles  which  aggressive  showmen  need 
to  sell  their  offerings. 

Previewed  in  studio  projection  room.  The 
exclusive  little  group  of  trade  paper  representa- 

tives heard  Darryl  Zanuck  indulge  in  an  analy- 
sis of  the  picture's  entertainment  and  commer- 
cial values  which  created  the  impression  in  the 

writer's  mind  that  the  production  executive  has 
the  interests  of  exhibitors  close  in  mind  when 
he  goes  about  the  business  of  preparing  his 

films. — Gus  McCarthy. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century-Fox. 

Directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth.  Associate  producer,  Gene 
Markey.  Screen  play  by  Gene  Markey  and  William 
Conselman.  Music  and  lyrics  by  Irving  Berlin.  Dances 
staged  by  Seymour  Felix.  Photographed  by  Lucien 
Andriot.  Art  director,  William  Darling.  Associate, 
Mark -Lee  Kirk.  Set  decorations  by  Thomas  Little. 
Assistant  director,  William  J.  Scully.  Film  editor, 
Allen  McNeil.  Costumes  by  Gwen  Wakeling.  Sound, 
Joseph  Aiken,  Roger  Heman.  Musical  direction,  Ar- 

thur Lange.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2958.  Running 
time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  90  minutes.  Release 
date,  February  12,  1937.  General  audience  classifica- tion. 

CAST Gary  Blake    Dick  Powell 
Mimi  Caraway    Madeleine  Carroll 
Mona  Merrick    Alice  Faye 
Fitz  Brothers    Themselves 
Commodore  Caraway    George  Barbier 
Frederick  Sims    Alan  Mowbray 
Aunt  Fritz    Cora  Witherspoon 
Jake  Dibble    Walter  Catlett 
Eddie   Eads    Douglas  Fowley 
Miss  Katz    Joan  Davis 
Herman    Stepin  Fetchit 
Herr  Hanfstangel     Sig  Rumann 
Joe  Papaloupas    Billy  Gilbert 
Cabby    E.  E.  Clive 
Mr.  Trivet    Douglas  Wood 
Stage  manager    John  Sheehan 
Harry  Morris   Paul  Irving 
Kelly    Harry  Stubbs 
Luigi    Ricardo  Mandia 
Potts    Edward  Cooper 
Joe  Cherry   Paul  Gerrits 

Borderland 

(Paramount) 
Drama 

Drama  is  the  keynote  of  this  picture.  Sound, 
common  sense  drama,  it  is  logically  developed, 
and  the  other  factors  in  the  film  —  dialogue, 
characterization,  action  and  situations  erected 
together  with  the  use  of  expertly  photographed 
desert  backgrounds  —  are  pointed  to  accentuate 
the  motivating  quality.  The  second  quality  is 
comedy.  Surprizingly,  the  love  element  usually 
considered  necessary  in  almost  any  kind  of  film, 
is  totally  ignored.  Nevertheless,  the  picture  in- 

cludes a  considerable  amount  of  human  interest. 
In  electing  to  follow  this  technique,  producer, 
director,  stars  and  cast  demonstrate  that  care- 

ful thought  and  planning  were  put  into  prepara- 
tion and  production.  A  novelty  has  been  at- 

tained which,  retaining  all  the  elements  naturally 
arousing  the  attention  of  the  Hopalong  Cassidy 
clientele,  also  points  the  show  to  general 
audiences. 

The  story  is  real.  The  efforts  of  players  and 
production  crew  make  it  understood  and  believ- 

able. A  mysterious  Mexican  bandit,  raiding 
the  borderland,  is  a  thorn  to  the  Texas  Rangers 
and  Mexican  Secret  Service.  To  learn  the  iden- 

tity of  the  desperado,  Hopalong  accepts  dis- 
graceful discharge  from  the  Rangers  in  order 

that  the  impression  that  he  is  a  renegade  may  be 

accepted  by  one  and  all.  The  plot  is  kept  secret 

from  Hopalong's  pals,  Johnny  Nelson  and 
Windy,  whose  efforts  to  convince  the  force  that 
Hopalong  is  a  victim  of  mistaken  circumstances 
and  to  help  their  hero  get  a  new  grip  on  him- 

self result  more  in  hindering  the  undercover 
man  than  they  do  in  helping  him.  However,  and 
not  without  great  personal  danger,  Hopalong 

manages  to  become  associated  with  the  sus- 
picious Loco,  who  masquerades  as  a  crack- 

brained  simpleton.  Ostensibly  becoming  a 
partner  in  a  ruthless  raid  on  the  border,  Hop- 

along leads  Loco  into  a  trap  which  brings  the 
combined  forces  of  the  Rangers  and  Mexican 
police  into  the  thrill  action  climax. 
Fast  moving,  with  expertly  photographed 

desert  backgrounds  brought  into  the  film  in  a 
manner  that  establishes  them  as  an  integral 
dramatic  figure  in  the  story,  and  not  in  the 

customery  picture  postcarding  style  of  includ- 
ing scenic  beauty,  the  show  has  entertainment 

and  commercial  quality  to  be  capitalized  upon 

not  only  by  those  who  specialize  in  outdoor  ac- 
tion adventure  film  but  also  by  those  who  like 

to  vary  their  programs  by  presenting  class 
western  features. 

Previewed  in  the  Criterion  Theatre,  Santa 
Monica.  Patrons  of  a  typical  big  city  suburban 

house,  seldom  given  the  opportunity  of  wit- 
nessing a  preview,  reacted  most  favorably. 

G.  M 
Distributed  by  Paramount.  Produced  by  Harry  Sher- 

man. Directed  by  Nate  Watt.  Based  on  story  by 
Clarence  E.  Mulford.  Screen  play  by  Harrison  Jacobs. 
Photographed  by  Archie  Stout.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate 
No.  2970.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  75 
minutes.  Release  date,  February  26,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Hopalong  Cassidy    William  Boyd 
Johnny  Nelson    Jimmy  Ellison 
Windy    George  Hayes 
Loco    Stephen  Morris 
Molly  Rand    Charlene  Wyatt 
Colonel  Gonzales    Trevor  Bardette 
Ranger  Captain    Earl  Hodgins 
Dandy  Morgan    Al  Bridge 
Tom  Parker    George  Chesbro 

Spain  in  Flames 
(Amkino) 
War  Film 

Here  are  compiled  with  sufficient  if  not  strik- 
ing coherence  scenes  of  the  war  in  Spain.  The 

picture  is  divided  into  two  parts,  the  first  com- 
posed of  film  designated  as  made  by  Spanish 

government  cameramen  and  the  second  by  Rus- 
sian cameramen  at  the  civil  war  front.  There 

is  also  a  spoken  introduction  by  Fernando  de 
Los  Rios,  Spanish  ambassador  to  the  United 
States,  and  a  spoken  finale  by  the  Spanish 
woman  leader  known  as  La  Passionari.  Be- 

tween these  brief  lengths  of  language  film  the 

picture  is  supplied  with  sound  effects,  music 
score  and  narration  in  English. 

The  narrator  comments  on  the  material  with 
frequent  and  vehement  allusion  to  German  and 
Italian  interest  in  the  conflict  and  fervent  allu- 

sion to  the  defenders  of  Madrid  as  patriots  and 

to  the  Spanish  government  as  duly  elected  and 

republican.  Considerable  footage  at  the  be- 
ginning is  given  over  to  depiction  of  conditions 

during  the  reign  of  King  Alfonso,  his  over- 
throw, the  elections  which  followed  and  to  maps 

snowing  the  country's  location  in  relation  to 
Italy,  Germany  and  the  Mediterranean.  Italian 
and  German  ships  are  shown,  later,  in  Spanish 
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ports  and  a  Russian  ship  is  seen  unloading 
foodstuffs  while  the  citizenry  welcomes  the 
commanding  officer.  Narration  and  makeup  of 
film  directly  reflect  the  political  sympathies  of 
its  sponsors. 
Regarded  independently  of  spoken  narration, 

the  scenes  of  actual  warfare  and  destruction  are 
interesting  and  informative  as  to  the  kind  of 
war  this  is  and  the  type  of  fighter  engaged.  Air 
raids  are  graphically  shown,  the  flight  of  citi- 

zens, death  in  the  streets  and  ensuing  fires 
giving  a  rounded  impression  of  devastation. 
Trench  and  field  fighting  is  shown  in  somewhat 
less  detail.  The  siege  of  the  Alcazar  is  photo- 

graphed from  the  attack  side  but  the  dynamit- 
ing of  the  structure  and  the  rescue  of  its  de- 

fenders are  omitted.  Men,  women  and  children 
killed  and  wounded  are  included  briefly  at  in- 

tervals in  the  footage. 
Exhibition  usefulness  of  the  film  in  this 

country  is  controlled  by  the  nature  of  the  nar- 
ration and  composition. 

Reviewed  at  the  Cameo  theatre,  New  York, 
which  specialises  in  Russian  films  and  where 
applause  for  scenes  of  Loyalist  heroism  was 
counterpointed  by  booing  and  hissing  of  Sig. 
Mussolini  and  Herr  Hitler  when  their  faces  ap- 

peared upon  the  screen. — William  R.  Weaver. 
Produced  in  Spain  by  photographers  in  the  service 

of  the  Spanish  and  Russian  governments.  Supplied 
with  English  narration  for  the  American  trade.  Dis- 

tributed in  the  United  States  by  the  Amkino  Cor- 
poration. Issued  without  Production  Code  Administra- 

tion certificate.  Released  January  28th.  Running  time, 
as  exhibited  in  New  York  City,  63  minutes.  Adult 
audience  classification. 

s  in  Love Head  over  Heel 

(Gaumont  British) 

Music,  Comedy,  Romance 

A  gay  and  completely  exhilarating  production 

"Head  Over  Heels  in  Love"  is  light  comedy, 
romance  and  music  well  blended  by  Sonnie 
Hale,  director.  An  appealing  story  of  a  girl 
who  becomes  infatuated  with  a  philandering 
young  man,  suffers  when  he  trails  an  actress  to 
Hollywood,  only  to  discover  that  love  has  been 
lingering  on  her  doorstep  in  the  person  of  an 
unassuming  devotee.  The  one  who  plays  the 
girl  is  the  accomplished  Jessie  Matthews. 

With  her  twinkling  feet,  her  persuasive  voice 
and  expressive  features  Miss  Matthews  dom- 

inates the  picture. 
The  elaborate  musical  settings  of  other 

Matthews  pictures  are  missing.  Only  once  is 
there  a  chorus,  all  men,  employed  to  assist  Miss 
Matthews  in  a  dancing  number,  and  that  is  for 
interpretation  and  unpretentious. 
A  measure  of  applause  also  goes  to  Mack 

Gordon  and  Harry  Revel  for  the  music  and 
lyrics  with  which  the  picture  is  fully  stocked: 

"May  I  Have  the  Next  Romance  with  You," 
"Looking  Around  Corners,"  "There's  That 
Look  in  Your  Eyes  Again,"  "I  Don't  Give  a 
Good  Gosh  Darn,"  "Through  the  Courtesy  of 
Love"  and  the  title  song. 
An  effective  scene,  largely  a  triumph  of 

photography,  concerns  the  disappearance  of  Miss 
Matthews,  after  having  caused  a  public  scandal, 
as  Robert  Flemyng  walks  the  streets  in  search 
of  her.  No  words  are  spoken;  the  camera 
speeds  about  to  capture  in  a  sequence  the  frus- 

tration of  his  search. 
A  chance  encounter  while  shopping  for  food- 

stuffs in  Paris  results  in  Jeanne  (Miss  Mat- 
thews) being  invited  by  Pierre  (Robert  Flem- 

yng) to  share  his  lunch  in  his  studio  apartment. 

Marcel  (Louis  Borell),  Pierre's  roommate,  falls 
in  love  with  Jeanne  and  proceeds  to  blight  any 
opportunity  Pierre  might  have  had  as  a  rival. 
Jeanne,  who  is  a  cabaret  singer,  gives  Marcel 
a  chance  in  her  act,  consents  to  marry  him,  but 
when  he  meets  Norma  Langtry  (Whitney 
Bourne),  an  American  film  star,  he  leaves 
Jeanne  to  follow  Norma  to  Hollywood.  Jeanne 
becomes  a  sensation  as  a  radio  performer  when 
Pierre  thinks  up  a  clever  advertising  broadcast. 
Jeanne  and  Pierre  become  engaged.  Marcel 

returns  and  appears  on  Jeanne's  program.  In- 
furiated, she  causes  a  scandal  and  is  barred  from 

the  air.    Jeanne  returns  to  her  old  cafe  as  a 

cigarette  girl.  Marcel  finds  her  and  offers  her 
a  contract  in  Hollywood.  Jeanne  accepts  but 
leaves  Marcel  at  train  time  to  join  Pierre. 

Exhibitors  should  find  much  to  exploit  in  this 
picture  notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  sup- 

porting cast  is  little  known  in  this  country. 
Previewed  in  projection  room. 

Paul  C.  Mooney,  Jr. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Gaumont-British.  Di- 
rected by  Sonnie  Hale.  Based  on  a  play  by  Francois 

de  Croisset.  Adaptation,  Fred  Thompson  and  Dwight 
Taylor.  Scenario,  Marjorie  Gaffney.  Dialogue,  Dwight 
Taylor.  Photography,  Glen  Mac  Williams.  Words  and 
music  by  Gordon  and  Revel.  Dance  arrangements, 
Buddy  Bradley.  Editor,  Al  Barnes.  Art  director,  Al- 

fred Junge.  Recordist,  A.  C.  O'Donoghue.  Dresses,  J. Strassner.  Musical  director,  Louis  Levy.  Running 
time,  87  minutes.  Release  date,  January  30,  1937. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Jeanne   Jessie  Matthews 
Marcel    Louis  Borell 
Pierre    Robert  Flemyng 
Matty    Romney  Brent 
Norma    Whitney  Bourne 
Max    Paul  Leyssac 
Martin    Eliot  Makeham 
Norma's  manager    Fred  Duprez 

April  Romance 

(MGM) 

Biographical  Music  Film 

"April  Romance"  is  an  English  production 
presenting  with  manifest  respect  and  occasional 
dashes  of  humor  and  drama  certain  incidents  in 
the  life  of  Franz  Schubert.  Richard  Tauber, 
famous  abroad  as  a  singer  of  Schubert  songs, 

plays  the  role  of  the  great  composer  with  un- 
derstanding ;  his  singing  of  several  Schubert 

compositions  is  superb  and,  of  course,  the  en- 
tertainment factor  of  major  importance  to  the 

film.  The  setting,  Vienna  in  1820,  is  extraordi- 
nary in  its  seeming  accuracy  of  detail  and 

whole. 
The  incidents  depicted  are  those  relating  to 

the  composer's  love  for  one  Vicki,  daughter  of 
a  dancing  master  and  sweetheart  of  a  soldier, 
who  declines  his  proposal  of  marriage  made 
following  the  public  concert  in  which  he  has 
attained  his  first  success.  Prior  to  this  he  has 
sold  his  piano  to  buy  the  young  lady  a  dress, 
which  she  believes  to  be  a  present  from  the 
soldier,  and  when  Schubert  learns  that  Vicki 
expects  to  marry  her  military  suitor  he  searches 
the  city  for  him,  finds  him  in  a  public  house, 
demands  to  know  his  intentions  and  is  thrown 
out.  Later  the  soldier  apologizes  and  tells  him 
he  would  marry  Vicki  if  the  Duchess  in  whose 
regiment  he  serves  had  not  planned  another 
match  for  him.  Schubert  intervenes,  obtains  her 
consent,  gives  the  young  people  his  blessing  and 
buries  his  sorrow  in  his  music. 

The  film  is  addressed  directly  to  music  lovers 

and  especially  to  admirers  of  Schubert's  works. Mr.  Tauber  sings  six  of  the  better  known  songs 
in  the  course  of  the  picture.  Nevertheless,  there 
was  no  skimping  of  production  in  any  depart- 

ment, no  dilution  of  story  value  or  dialogue, 
and  the  casting  is  excellent.  Music  organizations 
should  be  found  more  than  willing  to  cooperate 
in  exploitation  of  the  picture. 
Reviewed  at  the  Belmont  theatre,  New  York, 

where  a  small  but  appreciative  audience  ap- 
peared unanimously  impressed. — W.  R.  W. 

Produced  by  Alliance  Film  at  Elstree,  London.  Dis- 
tributed by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  Directed  by  Paul 

L.  Stein.  Assistant  director,  T.  E.  F.  Cadman.  Screen 
play,  dialogue  and  lyrics  by  Franz  Schulz,  John  Drink- 
water,  Roger  Burford  and  G.  B.  Clutsam.  Musical 
direction  by  Idris  Lewis.  Film  editor,  Leslie  Norman. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2918.  Release  date,  November 
20.  Running  time,  82  minutes.  General  audience  classi- fication. 

CAST 
Schubert    Richard  Tauber 
Vicki    Jane  Baxter 
Rudi    Carl  Esmond 
Archduchess    Athene  Seyler 
Wimpassinger    Paul  Graetz 
Lafont    Charles  Carson 
Baroness    Marguerite  Allan 
MeyerhofFer    Edward  Chapman 
Schwindt    Lester  Matthews 
Bauernfeld    Gibb  McLaughlin 
Hutton  Bremmer    Ivan  Samson 
Vogl    Cecil  Ramage 
The  police  captain  Frederick  Lloyd 

Mysterious  Crossing 

(Universal) 

Comedy-Drama 
New  Orleans  is  the  unusual  scene  of  this 

comedy  drama,  wherein  a  newspaper  reporter 
solves  a  murder  mystery,  and  the  unfamilarity 
of  the  setting  imparts  a  degree  of  novelty  to 
the  picture.  James  Dunn  is  the  reporter,  Andy 
Devine  his  comic  companion,  Jean  Rogers  the 
girl  the  reporter  marries  and  John  Eldredge 
the  murderer.  Herbert  Rawlinson  and  J.  Far- 
rell  MacDonald  are  other  player  names  of  box 
office  significance,  although  both  actors  have 
relatively  minor  roles. 

The  story  centers  about  a  reporter,  Murphy, 
who  witnesses  a  scuffle/between  two  men  on  a 
ferry,  hears  a  splash  and,  assuming  that  a 
murder  has  been  committed,  establishes  the  fact 
of  a  tragedy  by  means  of  reportorial  artifices, 
incidentally  obtaining  a  job  on  a  New  Orleans 
newspaper,  and  progresses  through  various  ad- 

ventures to  a  solution  of  the  mystery,  capture  of 

the  criminal  and  winning  of  the  murdered  man's daughter.  A  Carolinian  (Andy  Devine)  who 
has  lent  Murphy  money  follows  him  through 
his  adventures  in  an  attempt  to  collect  it,  afford- 

ing humorous  counterpoint  to  the  dramatic 
theme. 

Player  names  and  locale  appear  to  be  the 
dominant  exploitation  factors. 

Reviewed  at  the  Globe  theatre  on  New  York's Broadway  in  the  middle  of  a  chill,  slushy  and 
altogether  disagreeable  afternoon,  the  picture 
was  silently  received  by  a  damp  and  drop-in 
audience. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Universal.  Associate 

producer,  Val  Paul,  Director,  Arthur  Lubin.  Story, 
Fred  Maclsaacs.  Screen  play,  Jefferson  Parker  and 
John  Grey.  Photography,  Milton  Krasner.  P.  C.  A. 
".ertificate  No.  2805.  Release  date,  December  27.  Run- 

ning time,  56  minutes.   General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Murphy   James  Dunn 
Yvonne  Fontaine  Jean  Rogers 
Carolina  Andy  Devine 
Briand   John  Eldredge 
Stebbins   Hobart  Cavanaugh 
District  Attorney  Herbert  Rawlinson 
Chief  Bullock  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
Lincoln   Clarence  Muse 
Garland   Jonathan  Hale 
Wilson   Loren  Raker 
Hattie   Libby  Taylor 
Plainclothesman   James  Flavin 
Sergeant   Pat  O'Malley 

Woman  Wise 

(20th  Century-Fox) 
Metropolitan  Comedy  Drama 
Professional  boxing  and  boxers  are  dealt  with 

in  such  unusual  and  knowing  manner  in  this 
story  as  to  argue  that  exploitation  appealing 
to  ring  interest  ought  to  be  productive  of  sub- 

stantial returns  both  in  patronage  and  pub- 
licity. Although  the  story  approach  to  the  sub- 

ject is  by  way  of  sports  reporting  and  pre- 
sents in  unorthodox  fashion  the  goings-on  in 

a  metropolitan  newspaper  plant,  the  tale  focuses 
interest  on  the  plight  of  the  ring  notables  of 
yesteryear  and  throws  light  into  unfamiliar  cor- 

ners of  a  professional  sport  that  may  be  said  to 
require  plenty  of  illumination. 
James  Whalen  is  cast  as  Tracey  Browne, 

sports  editor  of  a  major  newspaper,  whose 
efforts  to  clean  up  professional  boxing  by  ex- 

posing gangsters  who  stage  fixed  fights  bring 
him  into  contact  with  Alice  Fuller  (Rochelle 
Hudson),  daughter  of  a  down-and-outer  being 
used  as  a  set-up  by  dishonest  promoters.  A 
rival  sports  editor  in  secret  partnership  with 
the  racketeers  traps  Browne  into  a  match  with 
the  has-been  and  he  whips  him,  incurring  the 
wrath  of  the  daughter,  which  turns  to  love. 
Brought  before  the  boxing  commission,  he  de- 

nounces racketeers  present  and  then,  to  gain 
funds  for  the  relief  of  has-beens,  instructs  a 
confederate  to  accept  bribe  money  from  pro- 

moters. Ultimately  they  expose  him  and  he  is 
discharged  by  his  publisher,  whose  son  he  has 

rescued  from  a  life  of  dissipation.  The  girl's {Continued  on  page  60) 
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father  ultimately  tells  the  publisher  Browne's real  purpose  in  collecting  the  money  and,  in  a 
finish  punctuated  by  fisticuffs,  he  is  reinstated 
and  marries  the  girl. 

The  picture  is  unusual  in  many  aspects  and 
continuously  interesting.  The  contemporary  sit- 

uation in  the  heavy  weight  division  of  boxing- 
makes  it  especially  timely. 
Reviewed  at  the  Palace  theatre,  New  York, 

the  film  experienced  manifestly  favorable  ac- 
ceptance.— W.  R.  W. 

Produced  by  Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Distributed  by 
Twentieth  Century-Fox.  Directed  by  Allan  Dwan. 
Screen  play  by  Ben  Markson.  Assistant  director, 
Samuel  Schneider.  Art  director,  Lewis  Creber.  Film 
editor,  Al  De  Gaetano.  Phographed  by  Robert  Planck. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2918.  Release  date,  January 
22.  Running  time,  70  minutes.  General  audience 
classification. 

CAST 
Alice  Fuller  ,   Rochelle  Hudson 
Tracey  Browne    Michael  Whalen 
Clint  De  Witt    Thomas  Beck 
Richards    Alan  Dinehart 
Stevens    Douglas  Fowley 
John  De  Witt    George  Hassell 
"Bubbles"  Carson   '.   Astrid  Allwyn Bob  Benton   Chick  Chandler 
Duke  Fuller    Pat  Flaherty 

Secret  Valley 

(20th  Century-Fox) 
Western  Drama 

Plain  'drama  of  the  cow  country,  produced  in 
common-sense  manner  and  without  ostentation, 

"Secret  Valley"  presents  Richard  Arlen  as  a 
brave  but  backward  westerner  beset  by  difficul- 

ties over  which  he  triumphs  in  a  manner  satis- 
factory to  the  customers  usually  attracted  by 

this  type  of  film.  The  girl  of  his  ultimate  af- 
fection is  Virginia  Grey,  who  portrays  an  east- 

ern miss  who  places  herself  in  his  custody  for 
reasons  he  does  not  understand  until  near  the 
close  of  the  picture.. 

The  story  has  to  do  with  the  young  lady's 
efforts  to  escape  an  unpleasant  marriage.  She 
hides  out  on  a  ranch,  without  explaining  her 
presence,  and  city  mobsters  arrive  on  the  scene, 
following  incidents  which  have  conduced  to  the 
development  of  mutual  affection  between  the 
girl  and  her  western  host,  determined  to  take 
her  back  to  the  city.  Control  of  the  situation 
changes  hands  a  number  of  times,  with  much 
brandishing  of  firearms  and  some  shooting,  but 
the  westerner  is  finally  victorious  and  the  end- 

ing is  the  conventional  one. 
Advertised  as  plain,  unvarnished  western 

drama,  with  the  cast  names  duly  featured,  the 
picture  contains  the  elements  commonly  expected 
by  patrons  responsive  to  this  type  of  appeal. 

Reviewed  at  the  Globe  theatre,  New  York,  a 
Broadway  house  appealing  to  drop-in  audiences, 
which  are  not  characteristically  profuse  in 
manifestation  of  attitude .—VJ .  R.  W. 
Produced  by  Sol  Lesser.  Distributed  by  Twentieth 

Century-Fox.  Production  manager,  Edward  Gross. 
Directed  by  Howard  Bretherton.  Story  by  Harold  Bell 
Wright.  Adaptation  by  Paul  Franklin.  Screen  play 
by  Dan  Jarrett  and  Earle  Snell.  Art  director,  Lewis 
J.  Rachmil.  Film  editor,  Charles  Craft.  Photographed 
by  Charles  Schoenbaum.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2883. 
Release  date,  January  15.  Running  time,  60  minutes. 
General  audience  classification.  ' 

CAST 
Lee  Rogers     Richard  Arlen 
Jean  Carlo    Virginia  Grey 
Russell  Parker    Jack  Mulhall 
Slick  Collins    Norman  Willis 
Paddy   Sid  Saylor 
Austin  Martin    Russell  Hicks 
Tabasco   ,  Willie  Fung 
Mrs.  Hogan    Maude  Allen 

Masquerade  in  Vienna 

(George  Kraska) 

Continental  Comedy 

This  importation  is  a  German-language  equiv- 
alent of  the  American  "Escapade,"  the  MGM 

production  which  brought  Luise  Ranier  into  the 
foreground  and  added  to  the  stature  of  Frank 
Morgan  and  William  Powell-  as  sophisticated 
comedians.  It  is,  as  was  "Escapade,"  from  a 
script  by  Walter  Reisch  and  said  to  be  founded 
upon  a  factual  incident,  a  declaration  of  inter- 

est only  as  contrasting  with  the  emphatically 
reverse  protestations  currently  being  made  on 
all  fronts.  The  production  is  also  advertised  as 
having  won  a  prize  at  the  biennial  exposition  in 
Venice. 

The  picture  is  supplied  with  English  titles  for 
the  American  trade  and  these  interpret  the  Ger- 

man dialogue  adequately.  The  film  follows  the 
American  production  incident  for  incident  and 
almost  speech  for  speech.  It  is  a  little  less 
comic,  chiefly  because  it  does  not  have  the 

benefit  of  Frank  Morgan's  performance,  and 
the  suddenly  dramatic  conclusion  seems  a  little 
more  earnest.  The  settings  are  perhaps  more 

nearly  authentic,  since  the  production  is  pur- 
ported to  have  been  made  in  Vienna,  but  some- 

what less  handsome.  Paula  Wessely  has  the 

role  played  by  Luise  Rainer  in  "Escapade"  and plays  it  quite  similarly. 
The  story,  it  will  be  recalled,  has  to  do  with 

a  young  woman  whose  name  happens  to  be  in 
fact  the  improvised  one  given  by  an  artist  un- 

der pressure  from  a  gentleman  whose  fiance  he 
has  painted  in  mask  and  muff,  the  picture  ap- 

pearing as  a  magazine  cover  to  the  discom- 
fiture of  all  parties.  Following  developments 

typical  of  the  continental  comedy,  the  artist 
falls  in  love  with  the  girl  and  the  ending  satis- 

fies the  entertainment  equation. 
While  the  names  of  the  players  are  of  im- 

portance where  German-language  films  are 
known,  no  doubt  the  most  effective  exploitation 

of  the  film  consists  of  billing  it  as  "Escapade" in  German. 
Reviewed  at  the  55th  Street  Playhouse,  New 

York,  an  intimate  cinema  specialising  in  im- 
portations of  the  kind,  where  an  understanding 

audience  seemed  entirely  pleased  with  the  pro- 
duction.— W.  R.  W. 

Produced  by  Sascha-Tobis  in  Vienna.  Distributed 
by  George  Kraska.  Directed  by  Willy  Forst.  Scenario 
by  Walter  Reisch.  Music  by  Willy  Schmidt- Gentner. 
No.  P.  C.  A.  certificate.  Release  date,  January  28. 
Running  time,  95  minutes.    Adult  (German)  patronage. 

CAST Leopoldine  ("Poldi")  Dur    Paula  Wessely 
Heideneck,  the  artist   Anton  Walbrook 
Prof.  Carl  Harrandt,  a  doctor  Peter  Petersen 
Gerda,  his  wife    Hilda  von  Stolz 
Court  Opera  musical  director  Walter  Janssen 
Anita,  his  wife    Olga  Tschekowa 
Countess  M   Julia  Serda 
Zacharias    Hans  Moser 

Love  from  a  Stranger 

(Trafalgar  -  United  Artists) 
Melodrama 

The  story  values  here  are  original  but  very 
highly  colored,  climaxing  in  a  scene  in  which 
a  girl,  alone  with  her  husband  in  an  isolated 
country  cottage,  discovers  that  he  is  a  homi- 

cidal maniac,  whose  technique  is  to  marry  a 
woman  for  her  money  and  to  kill  her  after  ar- 

ranging for  the  legal  transfer  of  her  wealth. 
With  the  date  set  for  her  own  death,  and  cyni- 

cally announced  by  her  sinister  spouse,  the  girl 
succeeds  in  frightening  him  into  a  fatal  heart 
attack  by  the  pretense  that  she  has  poisoned  his 
coffee. 

Added  to  the  possibilities  of  stunt  publicity 
suggested  by  this  eposide,  the  picture  offers 
selling  values  in  Ann  Harding,  in  her  first  Brit- 

ish film,  Basil  Rathbone,  a  Frances  Marion 
script,  and  direction  by  Rowland  V.  Lee.  To 
the  lovers  of  thrillers  it  will  be  a  recommenda- 

tion that  the  picture  derives  from  a  very  suc- 
cessful stage  production  based  on  an  Agatha 

Christie  story. 
Carol  Howard,  an  office  girl,  wins  a  big  prize 

in  the  French  Lottery.  She  plans  a  trip  to  Paris 
to  collect  the  money,  and  advertises  her  flat  to 
let.  Ronald  Bruce,  in  love  with  her,  is  es- 

tranged by  her  wealth  and  her  apparent  expec- 
tation that  he  will  become  dependent  on  her. 

Gerald  Lovell,  plausible  and  fascinating,  comes 
to  view  the  flat,  makes  an  impression  on  Carol 
and,  turning  up  on  the  Paris  boat,  uses  his  op- 

portunities to  persuade  her  to  a  speedy  wedding. 
Back  in  England,  Lovell  persuades  his  wife 

to  buy  a  country  cottage  in  an  isolated  spot. 
He  also  tricks  her  into  signing  documents 
which  guarantee  that  her  property  will  pass  to 
him.    His  anxiety  to  keep  everyone  from  the 

cellar  where  he  practices  a  mysterious  hobby, 
his  sudden  flashes  of  violent  passion,  and  other 
incidents  gradually  arouse  suspicion  in  the  girl, 
but  when  she  finally  discovers  that  she  has 
married  a  murderer  and  a  madman  she  is  alone 
with  him  and  at  his  mercy.  The  girl,  terrified, 
attempts  to  plead  with  and  then  to  trick  the 
maniac  in  the  way  already  described,  as  Ronald 
and  a  friend  break  down  the  door  of  the  cottage. 
The  big  scene  has  suspense  value  but  is  not 

too  convincing  in  action,  however  impressive  it 
may  be  in  literary  form,  and  it  is  over-acted  by 
both  leads.  Rathbone  has  a  very  far-fetched 
character  to  interpret  and  that  he  does  not 

make  it  convincing  is  perhaps  the  author's  fault as  much  as  his ;  Ann  Harding,  also,  gives  the 
impression  that  she  does  not  believe  too  heart- 
edly  in  her  role. 

Better  class  audiences  are  not  likely  to  think 
it  impressive,  but  will  find  compensation  in  the 
light  comedy  and  variety  of  settings  of  the 
earlier  scenes,  and  the  crudity  of  the  thrills  will 
perhaps  be  no  drawback  to  audiences  which  like 
their  melodrama  without  pretense. 

Previewed  at  the  London  Pavilion. 
Bruce  Allan. 

Produced  by  Max  Schach  for  Trafalgar  Films.  Re- 
leased by  United  Artists.  Directed  by  Rowland  V. 

Lee.  From  the  play  by  Frank  Vosper,  founded  on  the 
Agatha  Christie  story.  Adaptation  by  Frances  Marion. 
Camera.  Phil  Tannura.  Sound  director,  A.  W.  Wat- 
kins.  Running  time,  77  minutes.  Aduit  audience  clas- sification. 

CAST 
Carol  Howard  Ann  Harding 
Gerald  Lovell  Basil  Rathbone 
Kate  Meadows  Binnie  Hale 
Ronald  Bruce  Bruce  Seaton 
Aunt  Lou  Jean  Cadell 
Dr.  Gribble  Bryan  Powley 
Emmy   Joan  Hickson 
Hobson   Donald  Calthrop 
Mr.  Tuttle  Eugene  Leahy 

Arizona  Days 

(Grand  National) 
Musical  Western 

This,  the  third  number  in  the  Tex  Ritter  se- 
ries of  Westerns,  cannot  be  classed  as  a  very 

notable  addition.  Story  material  is  below  par 
and  is  composed  of  situations  that  are  routinely 
handled,  with  the  result  not  very  exciting  enter- 

tainment. Mr.  Ritter's  songs  are  plentiful,  but 
to  these  Eastern  ears  they  tend  to  sound  of  the 
same  tuneless  mould.  Elements  that  make  any 
western  complete,  such  as  a  full  quota  of  hard 
riding  and  gun  play,  are  not  particularly  im- 

portant factors  in  the  composition  of  this  sub- 
ject. The  scenic  backgrounds  are  none  too 

beautiful  or  expansive. 

Part  of  the  film's  weakness  lies  in  the  story's 
structure.  The  plot  seems  to  be  divided  into 
two  parts.  In  the  beginning  and  for  a  good 
deal  of  the  resulting  action,  the  musical  por- 

tion of  the  theme  is  stressed.  It  is  only  at  the 
very  end  of  the  complications  that  things  grow 
interesting  and  then  it  is  a  little  too  late.  The 
result  remains  entirely  unsatisfactory  and  must 
be  designated  for  a  minor  place. 
Enroute  to  Tombstone,  Arizona,  Tex  Mal- 

inson  (Tex  Ritter)  saves  William  Faversham 
from  having  his  traveling  show  attached  by 
the  sheriff  for  back  payment  of  bills.  To  show 
his  gratitude  Faversham  makes  Tex  a  member 

of  his  troupe.  Malinson's  stage  debut  is  marred by  a  ruffian  named  Price  (Forest  Taylor)  and 
his  gang  of  hoodlums  who  have  forced  their 
entrance  into  the  theatre  without  paying  the 
admission  price.  Compelled  to  reimburse  the 
cashier,  the  gang  leaves  in  high  humiliation  and 

retaliates  by  burning  the  Professor's  wagons. The  show  is  thus  reduced  to  a  financial  crisis. 
Forced  to  do  something  to  cover  the  loss,  Tex 
is  employed  as  a  tax  collector  by  Workman 

(Earl  Dwire)  who  counts  as  one  of  his  bless- 
ings a  comely  daughter  (Eleanor  Stewart), 

which  fact,  of  course,  is  more  than  added  in- 
ducement for  Malinson  to  accept  the  position. 

The  first  assignment  is  to  collect  Price's  back taxes.  That  gentleman  is  none  too  pleased 

and  even  goes  so  far  as  to  take  a  shot  at  Tex's life.  As  a  result  of  beating  Price  in  a  contest 
for  the  quickest  draw,  Tex  does  finally  collect 

(Continued  on  page  62) 



LAURELS  FOR  LEO! 

"Camille",  4th  Week,  Capitol,  N.  Y. 

The  big  Capitol  Theatre  on  Broadway  seats  5200  paying  guests! 

When  you  can  get  a  picture  that  holds  over  4  weeks  at  the 

Capitol  youVe  got  a  great  picture. 

When  you  can  get  two  pictures  in  a  row  that  hold  over  4  weeks 

each  you're  dealing  with  a  great  producing  outfit! 

With  pardonable  pride  M-G-M  announces  the  4th  big  week  of 

"Camille"  following  4  merry  weeks  of  uAfter  The  Thin  Man." 

Of course those 
smiling faces  on  Film  Row 

arc i  the boys with  M -G-M  contractsl 

P.  S.  "LAST  of  MRS.  CHEYNEY"  (Joan  Crawford,  Bill  Powell,  Bob  Montgomery)  and  "MAYTIME"  (Jeanette  MacDonald,  Nelson  Eddy)  just  previewed  in 
California  to  sensational  acclaim.  "CAPTAINS  COURAGEOUS"  just  completed,  is  another  "  Mutiny  on  the  Bounty".  "PARNELL"  (Clark  Gable,  Myrna 
Loy)  now  finishing  looks  tremendous.  Keep  smiling  boys! 
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the  taxes  and  proceeds  to  take  the  money  to 
Tombstone.  Ambushed  on  the  way  by  Price 
and  his  mob,  there  is  a  fight  to  the  finish  be- 

tween the  two  men.  Naturally,  Tex  wins  the 
bout  and  the  final  fadeout  finds  romance  in  the 
offing  for  Miss  Stewart  and  Mr.  Ritter. 

Screened  at  a  private  showing  for  the  Trade 
Press.    Joseph  F.  Coughlin,  New  York. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Grand  National.  An 

Edward  F.  Finney  production.  Supervised  by  Lindsley 
Parsons.  From  an  original  story  by  Lindsley  Parsons. 
Screen  play,  Sherman  Lowe.  Cameraman,  Gus  Peter- 

son. Film  editor,  Fred  Bains.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
2878.  Running  time,  52  minutes.  Release  date,  Janu- 

ary 30,  1937.    General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Tex    Tex  Ritter 
Jean   Ethelind  Terry 
Hopper   Syd.  Say  lor 
Prof.  McGill    William  Faversham 
Marge    Eleonore  Stewart 
Price    Forest  Taylor 
The  cook    Snub  Pollard 
Pete    Glen  Strange 
Sheriff  Brown    Horace  Murphy 
Workman    Earl  Dwire 
Sheriff  Higginbothom   Bud  Buster 
Salty    Salty  Holmes 

Thunder  in  the  City 

(  Atlantic — Columbia) 

Comedy  Drama 

Edward  G.  Robinson's  first  British  film,  pro- 
duced by  Alexander  Esway  for  Atlantic  Films, 

released  in  England  by  United  Artists  and  in 
America  by  Columbia,  is  more  comedy  than 
drama,  and  splashed  with  broad  satire  aimed 
at  English  and  American  idiosyncrasies  impar- 
tially. 

It  is  really  amusing  audience  material  and 
there  are  good  angles  for  exploitation.  Ned 
Mann  provides  one  of  these  by  his  special  model 
effects  of  a  fleet  of  airships  flying  over  London 

on  an  "American"  exploitation  stunt,  but  the 
big  line  is  probably  that  an  English  Duke  is 
presented  as  a  willing  and  active  partner  in  the 
type  of  ballyhoo  which  includes  street  parades 

and  a  "Sales  Song."  Savouring  this  situation  is 
the  fact  that  the  American  salesman  portrayed 
by  Robinson  has  been  fired  in  New  York  be- 

cause of  the  blatancy  of  his  car-selling  methods 
and  recommended  to  go  to  England  and  see 
how  dignified  methods  are  in  that  country.  He 
alters  all  that. 

Dan  Armstrong,  sales  manager  for  the  Sny- 
derling  Straight  Eight,  is  fired  after  he  has  sent 

a  fleet  of  "blimps"  over  New  York,  dropping 
leaflets.  That  sort  of  exploitation  is  too  crude 
nowadays,  say  his  employers,  and  he  is  given 
a  check  and  a  hint  to  go  to  England  or  some 
other  place  where  they  can  show  him  Dignity. 
Dan  goes  to  England,  creates  a  bit  of  a  stir 
by  carrying  a  street  musician  and  his  organ  into 
his  Savoy  bedroom,  and  in  these  circumstances 
makes  the  first  acquaintance  of  some  distant 

English  relatives,  very  "County,"  who  invite him  down  to  the  ancestral  hall. 
There  he  meets  the  shabby,  unconventional 

Duke  of  Glenavon,  and  learns  that  His  Grace 
owns  mines  full  of  the  new  ore  Magnolia, 
lighter  than  aluminum  and  stronger  than  steel. 
He  also  encounters  Manningdale,  English  finan- 

cier with  an  eye  on  the  mines  and  on  the 

Duke's  pretty  daughter  Patricia.  Dan,  without 
a  cent,  "buys"  the  mine  and  persuades  the Duke  to  wait  for  his  cash  until  the  shares  are 
sold  to  the  public.  Forthwith  he  plans  one  of 
those  selling  campaigns  that  lost  him  his  New 

York  job.  All  the  Duke's  aristocratic  friends 
are  lined  up  to  sell  the  script,  coached  in  sales- 

manship, taught  to  sing  the  "Magnolia  Song." 
Publicity  tells  the  nation  the  wonders  of  the 

new  metal ;  the  "blimps"  sail  triumphantly  over 
London.  The  company  goes  over  big — and  then 
Dan  discovers  that  the  only  process  by  which 
the  metal  can  be  prepared  has  been  bought  up 
by  Manningdale.  To  save  the  company  he 
resigns  and  books  a  plane  seat  for  Vienna. 
Before  he  gets  aboard,  a  procession  of  share- 

holders, headed  by  the  Duke  and  singing  the 
Magnolia  song,  arrive.  It  is  plain  that  Dan, 
who  finds  Patricia  an  unexpected  fellow-passen- 

ger, will  make  another  comeback. 
The  comedy  values  are  well  worth  a  little 

extra  trouble  with  the  selling  campaign.  Robin- 

son, as  the  man  who  finds  England's  dignity 
not  so  formidable,  makes  the  most  of  that  situa- 
ation  and  of  many  opportunities  for  getting  fun 
out  the  little  things  in  England  that  amuse 
Americans.  Duke- Salesman  Nigel  Bruce  is  the 
other  obvious  publicity  angle. 

Trade  shown  at  the  Piccadilly  theatre,  Lon- 
don, it  got  big  laughs. — B.  A. 

Produced  by  Alexander  Esway  for  Atlantic  Films. 
Released  by  Columbia  Pictures.  Directed  by  Marion 
Gering.  From  a  story  by  Robert  Sherwood  and  Aben 
Kandel,  screen  play  by  authors  and  Akos  Tolnay. 
Photography,  Alfred  Gilks;  camera  Gus  Drisse.  Special 
effects  by  Ned  Mann.  Running  time  76  mins.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST Dan  Armstrong  Edward  G.  Robinson 
Patricia   Luli  Deste 
Duke  of  Glenavon  Nigel  Bruce 
Duchess  of  Glenavon  Constance  Collier 
Manningdale   Ralph  Richardson 
Lady  Challoner  Annie  Esmond 
Sir  Peter  Challoner  Arthur  Wontner 
Dolly   Elizabeth  Inglis 
James   Cyril  Raymond 
Edna     Nancy  Burne 
Bill   Billy  Bray 
Snyderling   James  Carew 
Millie  Everley  Gregg 

Beware  of  Ladies 

(Republic) 
Comedy-Drama 
What  goes  on  backstage  in  a  political  cam- 

paign and  what  comes  of  it  is  briskly  and  en- 
tertainingly portrayed  by  well  chosen  players 

amid  modern  settings  and  with  plenty  of  action 
in  this  Nat  Levine  production.  The  topic  is  of 
increasingly  general  appeal  and  the  treatment 
is  broad  and  readily  understandable.  There  is 
a  reasonable  love  interest  and  much  of  the 
material  is  melodramatic  in  character. 

The  somewhat  involved  story  pertains  prin- 
cipally to  a  candidate  for  the  district  attorney- 

ship and  a  girl  reporter  assigned  to  cover  and 
support  his  campaign.  He  is  thrust  into  pub- 

licity enterprises  not  of  his  choosing,  but  they 
win  for  him  the  feminine  backing  he  needs. 
Gangsters  employed  by  his  unscrupulous  oppo- 

nent discover  that  the  girl  reporter  has  a  living 
husband,  obtain  what  appears  to  be  compromis- 

ing photographs  of  the  girl  and  the  candidate 
and  threaten  blackmail.  As  this  plan  appears 
about  to  succeed,  however,  one  of  the  conspira- 

tors decides  to  exact  toll  from  both  parties  and 

in  ensuing  complications  the  girl's  husband  is 
murdered,  the  plotters  are  exposed  and  the  can- 

didate appears  in  a  fair  way  to  win  both  elec- 
tion and  bride  when  the  picture  ends. 

Donald  Cook  and  Judith  Allen  have  the  lead- 
ing roles,  with  Russell  Hopton  enacting  a  par- 

ticularly despicable  heavy.  There  is  adequate 
comedy  relief. 

Reviewed  at  Loew's  Mayfair,  New  York, 
where  it  split  a  bill  with  "Born  to  Dance,"  the 
film  was  well  received. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Republic.  Associate 

producer,  Herman  Schlom.  A  Nat  Levine  production. 
Directed  by  Irving  Pichel.  Screen  play  by  L.  C. 
Dublin.  Supervising  editor,  Murray  Seldeen.  Film 
editor,  Ernest  Nims.  Photographed  by  William  No- 

bles. Musical  supervision,  Harry  Grey.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2822.  Release  date,  December  21.  Run- 

ning time,  61  minutes.  General  audience  classification. 
CAST George  Martin    Donald  Cook 

Betty  White    Judith  Allen 
Freddie  White    George  Meeker 
Gertie    Goodee  Montgomery 
Randy  Randall    Russell  Hopton 
Sniff    William  Newell 
Swanson    Dwight  Frye 
Albert  Simmons    Thomas  Jackson 
Alice  McDonald    Josephine  Whittell 
Tony  Baxter    William  Crowell 
John  Williams    Robert  Strange 
Charles  Collins    Robert  Emmett  Keane 
Henry    Erie  Wilton 
Robert  Slank    Phil  Dunham 

Rembrandt  given  to  her  by  a  girlhood  sweet- 
heart and  treasured  in  the  solitude  of  her  small 

town  home  for  40  maiden  years.  Against  the 
gentle,  sentimental  background  thus  established 
is  projected  a  crook-detective-reporter  melo- 

drama involving  frequent  transitions  to  the 
metropolis  and,  finally,  attempted  murder. 
May  Robson's  performance  is  the  outstanding 

portrayal,  naturally.  Irene  Hervey  and  Dean 
J  agger  are  adequate  in  the  romantic  roles  and 
Douglass  Dumbrille  is  satisfactory  as  the  prin- 

cipal criminal.  The  incidents  pertaining  to  the 
theft  and  recovery  of  the  picture  are  melodra- 

matic and  plausible,  with  practically  all  players 
participating  at  intervals  in  the  comedy  relief. 
When  newspapers  report  a  rumor  that  a 

genuine  Rembrandt  believed  to  have  been  burned 
is  in  the  possession  of  an  up-state  spinster,  rival 
editors  send  Fred  Stevens  and  Irene  Donovan, 
reporters,  to  investigate,  and  Jerome  Culver,  a 
shady  art  dealer,  plans  to  steal  the  painting. 
While  the  rival  reporters  send  their  papers  con- 

flicting reports,  Culver  obtains  the  painting  and 
arranges  for  its  sale.  Miss  Donovan  brings  the 
spinster  to  New  York  and  police  are  brought 
into  the  case.  Stevens  finds  the  painting  in  Cul- 

ver's quarters  after  the  crook  has  lured  the 
old  lady  back  to  her  home  with  intention  of 
murdering  her  in  such  manner  as  to  make  her 
death  seem  accidental.  Fred  Stevens  arrives 

in  time  to  effect  a  rescue  and  marry  his  reporto- 
rial  rival. 

Reviewed  at  Loew's  Mayfair  theatre,  New 

York,  where  the  picture  split  a  bill  with  "The 
Garden  of  Allah"  and  seemed  to  give  satisfac- 

tory account  of  itself. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  Directed 

by  Linn  Shores.  Assistant  director,  William  E.  Mull. 
Story  by  Edwin  Olmstead.  Screen  play  by  Albert 
DeMond.  Film  editor,  Byron  Robinson.  Art  director, 
Stephen  Goosson.  Photographed  by  Allen  G.  Seigler. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2860.  Release  date,  January 
28.  Running  time,  68  minutes.  General  audience classification. 

CAST Phoebe  Tuttle    May  Robson 
Irene  Donovon    Irene  Hervey 
Fred  Stevens    Dean  Jagger 
Jerome  Culver    Douglass  Dumbrille 
Sergeant  Casey    George  McKay 
"Slug"  Bemis    Gene  Morgan 
Joe  Emery    Paul  Fix 
Inspector  Roderick    Frank  Sheridan 
Herbert  Claxton    Charles  Wilson 
Stew  Sadler    Arthur  Loft 
Seymour    Willis  Dark 

Gypsy 

Woman  in  Distress 

(Columbia) 

Comedy  Drama 

The  woman  of  the  title  is  played  by  May 
Robson  with  characteristic  color  and  the  dis- 

tress has  to  do  with  the  theft  of  an  authentic 

(Warner-British) Romantic  Comedy 

From  the  Warner  studio  at  Teddington,  Lon- 
don, this  is  an  adaptation  of  Lady  Eleanor 

Smith's  novel,  "Tzigane,"  which  offers  the  con- 
trasted backgrounds  of  Hungarian  circus,  cafe 

and  caravan  and  of  English  life  in  its  most 
genteel  manifestations  in  town  and  country. 
This,  and  the  story  of  how  a  gypsy  girl  mar- 

ries a  staid  middle-aged  London  bachelor  and 
turns  his  life  upside  down,  are  the  selling  angles 

of  a  production  with  many  obvious  box-office 
values,  but  unfortunately  with  equally  obvious 
crudities  of  presentation  and  characterization. 
The  name  of  Roland  Young  is  an  obvious 

asset  and  his  performance  as  the  recluse  swept 
off  his  feet  by  a  feminine  tornado  can  quite 
truly  be  advertised  as  in  his  best  vein.  Chili 
Bouchier  as  the  gypsy  girl  is  too  consistently 
fortissimo  to  please  critical  audiences,  but  puts 
over  the  broader  comedy  episodes  well.  The 
general  story  element  of  the  gypsy  in  society 
lends  itself  to  exploitation,  and  there  are  two 

separate  incidents  from  which  ingenious  show- 
men can  make  capital.  One  is  the  girl's  head- long fall  from  a  tree,  culminating  in  her  giving 

household  instructions  while  hanging  by  her  feet 
outside  the  kitchen  window,  and  the  other  pic- 

tures her  invitation  to  a  gypsy  troop  to  make 

whoopee  in  the  ancestral  hall.  There  are  pos- 
sibilities also  in  her  ingenious  scheme  of  reach- 

ing London  from  Hungary  by  forcing  herself 
on  a  series  of  unwilling  fellow  travelers  and 

compelling  them  to  smuggle  her  across  the  fron- 
tiers ;  an  amateur  aviator  is  the  last  victim. 

The  story  is  that  Hassina,  a  tempestuous 
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dancer  in  a  Budapest  cafe,  loves  Brazil,  a  lion 
tamer,  and  decides  to  follow  him  to  London. 
Arriving  by  the  means  mentioned  she  parks 
herself  in  the  car  belong  to  Alan  Brooks,  a 
middle-aged,  studious,  rich  bachelor,  who  un- 

willingly gives  her  a  night's  refuge,  later  res- 
cues her  from  the  police  and  ultimately  mar- 

ries her,  after  the  lion-tamer  has  been  reported 
killed. 

At  Alan's  country  house,  Hassina's  uncon- ventional habits  lead  to  a  quarrel  between  her 
husband  and  his  nephew,  who  accidentally  dis- 

covers that  Brazil  is  still  alive  and  appearing 
in  London.  Hassina,  who  regards  herself  as 
pledged  to  the  lion-tamer,  goes  to  him  at  the 
circus  but  discovers  that  he  has  married  an- 

other girl.  She  returns  glady  to  the  discon- 
solate Alan. 

There  is  a  clever  comedy  butler  characteriza- 
tion by  Frederick  Burtwell,  but  some  of  the 

other  parts  are  grossly  over-acted  and  the 
general  lack  of  polish  of  the  production,  despite 

good  story  values,  limits  the  film's  appeal,  it seems,  to  the  less  critical  communities. 
Trade  shown  in  London. — B.  A. 
Produced  by  Warner-First  National  Pictures.  Dis- 

tributed by  Warner  Bros.  Directed  by  Roy  William 
Neill.  From  the  novel,  "Tzigane,"  by  Lady  Eleanor 
Smith.  Screen  play  by  Brock  Williams  and  Terence 
Rattigan. 

CAST 
Alan  Brooks   Roland  Young 
Hassina   Chili  Bouchier 
Brazil   Hugh  Williams 
Pirn   Frederick  Burtwell 
Lili   Glen  Alyn 
Vicot   Brian  Buchel 
Hunyadi   Andrea  Melandrinos 
Strauss   Victor  Fairley 

Emilio  Colombo's  Tzigane  Band 

The  Mill  on  the  Floss 

(National  Provincial  -  British) 
Drama 

This  is  an  unusual  and  in  many  ways  a  very 
attractive  British  offer,  presenting  effective  op- 

portunities for  exploitation  in  situations  where 
it  is  reasonable  to  expect  appreciation  for  a 
finely  characterized  and  carefully  detailed  pic- 

ture of  life  in  another  country  and  in  another 
age.  It  is  a  faithful  interpretation  of  George 

Eliot's  great  book,  which  means  that  it  is  a 
"period"  production,  but  the  costumes  and  at- 

mosphere of  the  early  nineteenth  century,  which 
may  be  a  drawback  in  many  theatres,  are  likely 
elsewhere  to  be  an  asset. 
The  story  deals  with  fundamental  human 

passions  and  deals  with  them  finely  in  a  dra- 
matic sense  and  effectively  from  the  photoplay 

point  of  view.  There  is  a  magnificent  portrait 
gallery  of  English  types ;  the  English  country- 

side and  the  social  life  of  pre-Victorian  England 
are  here  in  their  real  beauty  and  their  authentic 
quaintness.  It  is  an  English  film,  says  so 
frankly,  and  should  be  sold  as  such. 
From  the  point  of  view  of  acting  standards 

it  compares  very  favorably  with  British  films 
for  which  Hollywood  has  been  raided.  In  the 
leading  role  of  Maggie  Tulliver,  Geraldine  Fitz- 

gerald gives  a  really  moving  and  sensitive  per- 
formance. Frank  Lawton  also  is  well  cast  as 

the  self-effacing  Phillip  Wakem.  Griffith  Jones 
is  the  other  outstanding  player,  as  Sydney 
Guest.  For  the  rich  range  of  character  parts 
provided  by  the  overflowing  imagination  of  the 
authoress  the  producers  seem  to  have  called 
upon  all  the  best  known  members  of  the  Lon- 

don stage. 
Pictorially,  the  film  offers  many  beautiful 

English  country  scenes  and  spectacularly  some 
very  realistic  flood  scenes  when  a  dam  bursts 
and  the  river  sweeps  away  the  Mill  and  drowns 
the  girl  and  her  faithful  lover. 
The  story  closely  follows  the  book  with  a 

richness  of  detail.  Essentially,  it  traces  the  re- 
sults of  a  feud  between  Tulliver,  owner  of  the 

Mill  on  the  river  Floss,  and  Wakem,  a  neigh- 
boring landowner. 

"The  Mill  on  the  Floss,"  for  which  no 
American  release  so  far  has  been  set,  is  a  pic- 

ture which,  when  it  does  reach  the  States,  calls 
for  careful  consideration  by  exhibitors  playing 
to  critical  and  intelligent  audiences.    It  should 

be  personally  viewed  in  order  that  its  wealth 
of  character,  atmosphere  and  color  should  be 
judged  with  regard  to  the  local  situation. 

Viewed  at  a  night  trade  show,  Piccadilly 
Theatre,  it  held  an  audience  which  regarded 
it  as  a  refreshing  departure  from  the  bulk  of 

films. — B.  A. Produced  by  John  Clein  Pictures  and  distributed  in 
England  by  National  Provincial  Film  Distributors. 
Directed  by  Tim  Whelan.  From  the  novel  by  George 
Eliot.  Adaptation  by  Garnett  Weston.  Dialogue  by 
John  Drinkwater.  Camera  and  lighting  John  Stumar. 
Art  director,  Douglas  Daniels.  Costumes,  Irene  Segalla. 
Running  time,  90  mins.  General  audience. 

CAST 
Maggie  Tulliver   Geraldine  Fitzgerald 
Phillip  Wakem   Frank  Lawton 
Sydney  Guest   Griffith  Jones 
Tulliver   Sam  Livesey 
Lucy  Dean   Victoria  Hopper 
Mrs.  Tulliver  Fay  Compton 
Mrs.  Pullet  Athene  Seyler 
Mrs.  Moss  Mary  Clare 
Mrs.  Glegg  Martita  Hunt 
Tom  Tulliver  James  Mason 
Mr.  Glegg  James  Roberts 
Mrs.  Deane  Amy  Veness 
Mr.  Wakem  Felix  Aylmer 
Mr.  Pullet  Eliot  Makeham 
Bob  Jakim   William  Devlin 
Mr.  Steiiing  William  Hoiioway 
Mr.  Moss  Ivor  Bernard 
Mr.  Deane   David  Home 
Mr.  Gore  O.  B.  Clarence 
Kezia   Beatrice  Marsdon 
Luke   Fred  Withers 
Pivart   Cecil  Ramage 
Greengrocer  Edmund  Willard 

Fishing  Thrills 
(Columbia) 

Sport  Short 
Opening  with  scenes  depicting  the  mild  sport 

of  fishing  for  trout  and  graduating  to  the  more 
dangerous  and  strenuous  catch  for  sailfish,  tar- 

pon and  swordfish  and  concluding  with  views  of 
the  most  dangerous  tests  of  fisherman  skill  in 
the  harpooning  of  whales,  this  edition  of  the 
New  World  Sports  Series  is  exciting  enough 
to  provide  the  emotion  promised  in  its  title. 
Particularly  attuned  to  the  anglers  in  the  audi- 

ence, there  is  nevertheless  in  the  subject  a  cer- 
tain quota  of  entertainment  even  for  those  whose 

piscatorial  interest  stops  at  a  weekly  fish  diet  on 
Friday.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 

business.  The  finale  of  the  monks'  score  with 
a  robot  golf  machine  provides  some  rapid  fire 
and  occasionally  humorous  situations.  The  young- 

sters, of  course,  and  perhaps  the  golf  minded 
of  the  audience  will  find  something  in  the  gags 
to  chuckle  about.   Running  time,  8]/2  minutes. 

House  of  Magic 

(Universal) 
Comic  Cartoon 

Madcap  Meany,  Miny  and  Moe  take  shelter 

from  a  rainstorm  in  a  "House  of  Magic."  What befalls  them  turns  out  to  be  several  times  more 

worrying  than  a  shower.  Though  the  adven- 
tures are  a  bit  routine,  the  treatment  is  fast  and 

fresh.  Ghostly  hands  come  from  nowhere  to 
play  a  weird  tune  upon  a  piano.  Strange 
changes  in  monkey  anatomy  take  place.  A 
magic  carpet  lends  a  note  of  mystery.  Rabbits 
that  multiply  from  a  silk  hat  and  paper  snakes 
serve  as  complications.  It  surely  should  tickle 

the  youngsters'  risibilities.  Running  time,  eight minutes. 

A  Horse's  Tale 
(Warner) 
Race  Track  Capers 
Joe  and  Asbestos  fall  heir  to  a  race  horse 

in  this  "Broadway  Brevity"  subject  and,  as 
might  be  suspected,  win  the  big  race.  They  in- 

herit the  horse  when  two  fixers  convince  the 
owner  the  horse  is  permanently  crippled,  and 
Joe  and  Asbestos  are  delegated  to  see  that  the 
animal  is  killed.  Removing  a  nail  from  the  hoof 

of  the  injured  horse's  leg,  Joe  and  Asbestos 
train  the  animal  and  enter  it  in  the  race.  Need- 

less to  say  the  two  fixers  lose  their  collective 
shirts.  Running  time,  20  minutes. 

The  Golfers 

(Universal) 
Cartoon  Comedy 

That  trio  of  mischief  makers,  Meany  Miny 
and  Moe,  takes  up  the  popular  sport  of  golf. 
Impedimenta  such  as  difficult  shots  and  hen's 
eggs  offer  material  for  some  comic  but  routine 

Nice  Work 

(Warner) Interesting 

This  is  a  very  interesting  and  colorful  insight 
into  the  occupations  of  different  nationalities : 
Indians  are  shown  carding  wood,  weaving  blan- 

kets and  hammering  metal.  The  Swedish  are 
depicted  winding  yarn  by  a  process  called  spin- 

dling, spinning  thread  from  flax  and  teaching 
the  weaving  of  woolens.  Norwegians  are  fish- 

ing for  sardines  and  canning  them,  and  finally 
the  Hawaiians  are  shown  cultivating  their  fields 
of  sugar  cane.  Narrated  by  Milton  J.  Cross. 
Running  time,   10  minutes. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No.  33 
(Universal) 
Novelty 

A  collection  of  the  usually  interesting  oddi- 
ties is  the  material  matter  to  be  found  in  this 

issue  of  the  novelty  series.  Some  of  the  singu- 
lar items  include  a  one  armed  paper  hanger,  a 

cute  Oriental  Miss  who  works  a  Chinese  type- 
writer, a  gentleman  who  sports  what  purport* 

to  be  the  world-champion  eyebrows,  and  finally 
for  the  wonder  of  wonders  a  one  legged  skier, 
one  Arthur  W.  Kidder  of  Denver.  The  photog- 

raphy and  the  running  commentary  are  of  the 
customary  high  grade  and  the  whole  composi- 

tion is  certain  to  hold  the  interest  of  any  audi- 
ence.   Running  time,  81/2  minutes. 

The  Pretty  Pretender 
(Warner) 
Songs,  Comedy 

Bernice  Claire,  a  singer  in  a  night  club,  has 
aspirations  of  starring  in  a  Broadway  produc- 

tion. Affecting  a  French  accent  she  goes  to  the 
office  of  a  producer  and  poses  as  the  star  of  sev- 

eral Parisian  revues.  She  shows  the  producer 
several  photographs  of  acts  that  have  appeared 
with  her,  the  acts  coming  to  life  on  the  stage. 
The  producer  sees  through  her  deception  and 
tells  her  so.  Then  Miss  Claire  discovers  the 

supposed  producer  is  only  the  producer's  son. 
Later,  however,  at  the  night  club  the  real  pro- 

ducer signs  Miss  Claire  to  a  contract.  Others 
in  the  cast  are  Stanley  Smith,  Bruce  MacFar- 
lane,  Nina  Olivette  with  Murray  and  King, 
Byrne  Sisters  and  Adrina  Otero.  Running 
time,  21  minutes. 

Fun  Begins  at  Home 

(Universal) 
Mediocre 

Domestic  troubles,  such  as  servant  tempera- 
ment and  rent  bills,  are  many  and  heavy  for 

the  team  of  Barry  and  Whitlege,  but,  being 
the  gracious  hosts,  the  entertainment  of  their 
guests  at  a  house  party  comes  first.  Billed  as 
talent  are  Virginia  Verrill,  the  radio  songster, 
who  demonstrates  how  versatile  she  is  by  chant- 

ing "I  Can't  Give  You  Anything  But  Love, 
Baby"  in  heavy  but  expressive  French ;  the 
dance  act  of  Montgomery  and  Whitty,  execut- 

ing some  rather  routine  dance  steps,  and  a 
colored  quartet  called  The  Charioteers  who  do 
a  song  in  the  Mills  Brothers  style  without 
being  as  good  as  their  model.  The  finish  of 
the  subject — and  the  charming  hostess  too — Is 
the  discovery  of  the  perfidy  of  her  butler,  who 
has  been  selling  tickets  for  the  entertainment, 
to  utter  and  inelegant  strangers  as  a  means  of 
raising  his  back  salary.  The  whole  is  hardly 
spectacular ;  the  material  is  a  bit  colorless  and 
the  humor  rather  humorless.  Running  time,  10 
minutes. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO  QUESTION   NO.  55 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bhiebook  School  Question  No.  55  was:^  (A) 
Explain  the  cause  of  spherical  aberration  in 
spherical  mirrors  when  working  with  a  pro- 

jector light  source.  (B)  Just  what  is  the  ef- 
fect of  spherical  aberration  on  the  light  beam 

as  a  whole?  (C)  What  constitutes  a  parabolic 
or  elliptical  mirror?  (D)  What  effect  has 
spherical  aberration  upon  the  image  formed? 

The  following  made  acceptable  answers :  S. 
Evans  and  C.  Rau ;  D.  Danielson ;  G.  E.  Doe; 
B.  DeVietti;  H.  Edwards;  J.  R.  Prater;  L. 
Cimikoski;  C.  Oldham;  W.  C.  Brown;  O.  H. 
Schmidt ;  T.  F.  Bochert ;  H.  B.  Smith ;  R.  and 
K.  Wells;  W.  Limmrath ;  H.  Edmonds;  E.  H. 
Toedte;  C.  Champney;  L.  and  P.  Felt;  C.  L. 

Loft;  C.  Lonie;  D.  E.  Birdsong;  J.  A.  Zach- 
ritz;  A.  L.  Cooper;  W.  R.  Warner;  S.  O. 
Sears;  S.  True;  D.  L.  Johnson;  C.  and  S.  E. 
Gay ;  C.  Hawkens  ;  H.  L.  Lilly ;  L.  Greenhouse  ; 
B.  I.  Davis;  R.  R.  Jacobs  and  B.  B.  Hornstein; 
B.  and  M.  Walker;  B.  B.  Donaldson;  F.  H. 
and  L.  Klar  and  T.  H.  Morton ;  T.  W.  Wilson ; 
H.  P.  Richardson;  R.  and  K.  Wells;  C.  L. 
Mosier;  T.  T.  Brontson ;  T.  R.  Tomlinson;  J. 
G.  Brown;  T.  L.  Redhouse;  L.  B.  Jones  and 
J.  R.  Davidson;  O.  Hunt  and  B.  L.  Andrews; 
L.  A.  Beachwood  and  M.  F.  Robinson ;  W.  R. 
and  L.  Matthews ;  B.  L.  Sanderson ;  D.  Davis 
and  F.  M.  Brown;  F.  H.,  S.  and  P.  Dabey ; 
R.  R.  Bonnins  and  W.  Wilkle;  T.  T.  Golley ; 
L.  L.  Lasser;  R.  V.  Manning,  C.  L.  Davis  and 
H.  T.  Plum ;  C.  L.  Lowrie  and  H.  Lathrope ; 
T.  L.  Brown ;  P.  F.  Maxwell ;  C.  B.  and  L.  M. 
Traxler;  J.  Wentworth ;  W.  L.  Smith;  R. 
Thompkins  and  H.  J.  Abernathy ;  H.  Todd  and 
L.  B.  Masters ;  R.  N.  Davis  and  W.  R.  Baxter ; 
F.  H.  and  L.  Savior;  G.  N.  Guidotti ;  W.  L. 
Bolton  and  G.  Lantry ;  D.  Pollock ;  S.  Q. 
Mallaby ;  W.  H.  Edmonds ;  R.  Dennis,  F.  E. 
Forp  and  H.  A.  Aims  ;  D.  and  W.  Porter ;  E. 
L.  Stanford;  D.  H.  Purcell ;  S.  D.  Manning  and 
W.  L.  Bancroft ;  G.  T.  Jones  and  A.  Leonard ; 
D.  Morgan ;  F.  L.  Birch ;  L.  E.  Dodson  and 
H.  T.  Todd;  U.  S.  Logan;  J.  K.  Robinson; 
H.  W.  Matthews ;  E.  N.  Solomen. 

(A)  H.  Edwards  replies,  "Remembering  that 
the  angle  of  incidence  and  the  angle  of  reflec- 

tion are  equal,  it  follows  that  since  different 
points  in  a  light  source  of  area  must  be  at 
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slightly  different  angles  to  all  points  of  the  re- 
flection surface  of  a  spherical  mirror,  their 

angle  of  reflection  will  be  slightly  different. 
The  practical  effect  of  this  situation  is  that  as 

distance  from  the  mirror's  center  is  increased, 
the  reflected  light  reaches  the  axis  of  the  beam 
at  a  point  nearer  the  mirror,  this  effect  being 

what  is  termed  spherical  aberration." 
D.  Danielson  says,  "The  chief  cause  of  spher- 

ical aberration  in  spherical  mirrors  is  the  area 
of  the  light  source  itself.  Rays  leaving  the 
source  at  different  distances  from  the  optical 
axis  must  of  necessity  strike  the  mirror  sur- 

face at  different  distances  from  its  optical  axis, 
which  causes  the  said  rays  to  converge  at  vari- 

ous planes  other  than  the  true  one  they  would 
all  reach  were  the  reflection  surface  fully  cor- 

rected for  spherical  aberration." 
J.  R.  Prater  puts  it  very  well.  He  says,  "The 

cause  of  spherical  aberration  in  spherical  mir- 
rors is  the  considerable  area  of  surface  pre- 

sented by  the  light  source  itself.  Were  the  light 
source  a  single  point  having  no  area  all  rays 
incident  upon  the  mirror  would  be  focused  at 
one  distance  from  the  mirror — at  one  point. 
The  angle  of  reflection  always  equal  the  angle 
of  incidence,  and  since  rays  from  points  re- 

moved from  the  center  of  the  light  source  must, 
of  necessity,  meet  the  mirror  surface  at  slightly 
different  angles,  it  is  plain  that  they  will  be 
reflected  in  such  manner  that  they  will  again 
meet  (be  focused)  at  different  distances  from 
the  mirror  surface.  This  effect  is  progressively 
greater  from  the  optical  center  of  the  mirror 
toward  its  outer  edge.  Aberration  in  the  pro- 

jector is  exaggerated  because  the  light  source 
is  placed  well  within  the  true  focal  length  of 
the  mirror,  therefore  its  reflected  image  (as 
well  as  the  aberrations)  is  magnified  several 

times." 

(B)  B.  DiVietti  answers,  "The  practical  ef- fects of  spherical  aberration  is  to  bring  rays 
from  different  diameters  of  the  mirror  to  a 
focus  at  different  distances  from  the  point  at 
which  they  should  meet,  and  by  this  fact  to 
cause  much  of  the  light  beam  area  to  waste  it- 

self upon  the  cooling  plate  and,  in  some  cases, 
fall  outside  the  free  diameter  of  the  projection 
lens,  which  latter  action  sets  up  added  uneven- 
ness  of  screen  illumination." 
W.  C.  Brown  says,  "Spherical  aberration 

causes  waste  of  light.  It  causes  an  abnormal 
portion  of  the  rays  to  fall  upon  the  cooling 
plate,  where  they  accomplish  no  useful  pur- 

pose ;  also,  under  certain  conditions,  some  of 
them  to  fall  outside  of  the  projection  lens,  which 

means  added  waste." 
C.  L.  Mosier  says,  "Spherical  aberration  has 

the  following  effects :  It  distributes  the  mir- 
ror's point  of  focus  along  a  considerable  dis- 
tance, instead  of  all  rays  meeting  at  one  plane. 

It  compells  the  use  of  a  much  larger  spot  of 
light  on  the  cooling  plate  than  would  be  re- 

quired were  it  not  present,  hence  it  sets  up 
light  loss  at  that  point.  It  causes  a  diverging, 
instead  of  a  converging,  light  beam  between 
aperture  and  projection  lens,  thus  compelling  the 
use  of  a  projection  lens  of  large  diameter,  with 
consequent  loss  in  depth  of  focus,  and  under 
certain  conditions,  waste  of  light  because  all 
of  the  _  diverging  beam  cannot  enter  the  lens, 
which  in  turn  sets  up  additional  unevenness  of 

screen  illumination." 
(C)  Charles   Oldham  says,  "Parabolic  and 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  61 

(A)  Explain  the  construction  and 
operation  of  dynamic  loudspeakers. 

(B)  Explain  the  construction  and 
operation  of  magnetic  loud  speakers. 

(C)  Tell  us  which  you  believe  to 
be  best  and  why.  (This  latter  ap- 

plies, of  course,  only  to  projection- 
ists who  have  handled  both  types.) 

elliptical  mirrors  are  those  so  made  that  if  the 
light  source  be  placed  at  the  focal  point  thereof, 
a  beam  of  parallel  rays  will  go  forward  from 

the  mirror." O.  H.  Schmidt  says,  "A  parabolic  or  elliptical 
mirror  is  one  the  reflecting  surface  of  which 
is  tilted  progressively  from  its  center,  away 

from  the  true  spherical  form,  so  that  accord- 
ing to  the  amount  of  tilt,  a  parabolic  or 

elliptical  surface  is  formed." 
G.  and  S.  E.  Gay  says,  "We  think,  Brother 

Richardson,  it  is  best  to  stick  to  our  old  friend 

Daniel  Webster  on  this  one.  He  says,  'Parabolic 
Mirror :  a  mirror  the  paraboloidal  surface  of 
which  gives  images  of  very  distant  objects  free 
from  aberration.'  'Paraboloidal :  of  pertaining 
to,  or  bearing  resemblance  to  a  paraboloid.' 
'Paraboloid:  the  solid  generated  by  the  rotation 
of  a  parabola  about  its  axis.'  The  definition  of 
a  parabola  is  too  lengthy  to  quote." 

(D)  There  is  an  astonishing  variety  of  an- 
swers to  this  section.  Since  our  allotted  space 

is  already  almost  full,  I  will  answer  the  ques- 
tion briefly  myself : 

Spherical  aberration,  as  it  concerns  projec- 
tion lenses,  makes  impossible  the  projection  of 

a  critically  sharp  screen  image.  As  it  concerns 
the  light  collector  (image  or  condenser),  it 
serves  to  break  up  the  light  source  image  at 
the  aperture,  thus  preventing  projection  of  a 
sharp  image  of  the  light  source  to  the  screen, 
which  image  would,  as  we  all  know,  not  have 
even  illumination. 

Loose-Leaf  Catalog 

of  RCA  Equipment 

A  catalog  of  loose-leaf  type  so  arranged 
that  new  developments  can  be  included  as 

they  arise,  has  been  issued  by  the  RCA  Man- 
ufacturing Company  on  its  Photophone  re- 

cording and  re-recording  equipment. 
The  initial  issue  has  84  sheets  giving 

specifications  with  respect  to  both  construc- 
tion and  operation  for  all  recording  appa- 

ratus and  accessories,  including  power  and 
test  equipment.  Each  item  is  illustrated  in 
halftone  printed  in  black  on  blue  block  back- 

ground), while  in  many  instances  operating 
characteristics  are  set  forth  in  graphs. 

The  loose-leaf  covers  are  of  heavy  board 
decoratively  covered  with  gold  and  brown 

paper.  Sheets  are  of  coated  stock  in  a  dura- ble weight. 



USED  IN  NINE  OF 

"1930's  BEST  TEN" 

ALL  but  one  of  the  ten  pictures  chosen  in 

the  Film  Daily's  1936  critics'  poll  were 

made  on  Eastman  Super  X  Panchromatic 

Negative.  Unquestionably  this  famous 

film  contributes  substantially  to  the  art- 

istry and  entertainment  value  of  every 

production  in  which  it  is  used.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  X 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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Nominees  Listed 

For  Winners  of 

Academy  Awards 

The  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts 

and  Sciences,  in  Hollywood,  this  week  com- 
pleted the  nomination  of  motion  picture  and 

talent  candidates  for  the  annual  awards  to 
be  announced  at  the  banquet  on  March  4th. 
In  the  final  awards,  one  each  will  be  selected 
from  the  following  nominee  groups: 

Films — "Anthony  Adverse,"  Warners  ;  "Dods- 
worth,"  Goldwyn-U.  A.;  "The  Great  Ziegfeld," 
M-G-M;  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town,"  Colum- 

bia; "Libeled  Lady,"  M-G-M;  "Romeo  and 
Juliet,"  M-G-M;  "San  Francisco,"  M-G-M; 
"The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur,"  Warners ;  "A 
Tale  of  Two  Cities,"  M-G-M;  "Three  Smart 
Girls,"  Universal. 

Actors — Gary  Cooper  in  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to 
Town";  Walter  Huston  in  "Dodsworth" ;  Paul 
Muni  in  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur" ;  William 
Powell  in  "My  Man  Godfrey" ;  Spencer  Tracy 
in  "San  Francisco." 

Actresses — Irene  Dunne  in  "Theodora  Goes 
Wild,"  Gladys  George  in  "Valiant  Is  the  Word 
for  Carrie,"  Carole  Lombard  in  "My  Man 
Godfrey,"  Luise  Rainer  in  "The  Great  Zieg- 

feld," and  Norma  Shearer  in  "Romeo  and 

Juliet." Supporting  Actors — Mischa  Auer  in  "My 
Man  Godfrey,"  Walter  Brennan  in  "Come  and 
Get  It,"  Stuart  Erwin  in  "Pigskin  Parade," 
Basil  Rathbone  in  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  and  Akim 
Tamiroff  in  "The  General  Died  at  Dawn." 

Supporting  Actresses — Beulah  Bondi  in  "Gor- 
geous Hussy,"  Alice  Brady  in  "My  Man  God- 
frey," Bonita  Granville  in  "These  Three,"  Maria 

Ouspenskaya  in  "Dodsworth"  and  Gale  Sonder- 
gaard  in  "Anthony  Adverse." 

Direction — "Dodsworth,"  by  William  Wyler  ; 
"The  Great  Ziegfeld,"  by  Robert  Z.  Leonard ; 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town,"  by  Frank  Capra ; 
"My  Man  Godfrey,"  by  Gregory  la  Cava,  and 
"San  Francisco,"  by  W.  S.  VanDyke. 

Original  Story — "Fury,"  by  Norman  Krasna ; 
"The  Great  Ziegfeld,"  by  William  Anthony 
McGuire ;  "San  Francisco,"  by  Robert  Hop- 

kins ;  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur,"  by 
Sheridan  Gibney  and  Pierre  Collings  and  "Three 
Smart  Girls,"  by  Adele  Comandini. 

Screenplay — "After  the  Thin  Man,"  by 
Frances  Goodrich  and  Albert  Hackett;  "Dods- 

worth," by  Sidney  Howard;  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes 
to  Town,"  by  Robert  Riskin;  "My  Man  God- 

frey," by  Morris  Ryskind  and  Eric  Hatch,  and 
"The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur,"  by  Sheridan 
Gibney  and  Pierre  Collings. 

Assistant  Directors  —  William  Cannon  for 

"Anthony  Adverse,"  Jack  Sullivan  for  "The 
Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade,"  Eric  G.  Stacey 
for  "Garden  of  Allah,"  Clem  Beauchamp  for 
"The  Last  of  the  Mohicans,"  Joseph  Newman 
for  "San  Francisco." 

Art  Direction — "Anthony  Adverse,"  "Dods- 
worth," "The  Great  Ziegfeld,"  "Lloyds  of  Lon- 

don," "Magnificent  Brute,"  "Romeo  and  Juliet," 
"Winterset." 

Black-and-white  short  subjects  not  exceeding 
1,000  feet  in  length — "Wanted  A  Master," 
M-G-M ;  "Bored  of  Education,"  Roach-M-G-M ; 
"Moscow  Moods,"  Paramount. 

Short  subject  cartoons,  black-and-white  and 

colored — "The  Country  Cousin,"  Walt  Disney- 
United  Artists ;  "Sinbad  the  Sailor,"  Para- 

mount; "The  Old  Mill  Pond,"  Harmony- M-G-M. 
Short  subjects  in  color  not  more  than  3,000 

feet  in  length — "La  Fiesta  de  Santa  Barbara," 
M-G-M;  "Popular  Science  J-62,"  Paramount; 
"Give  Me  Liberty,"  Warners. 

Short  subjects  in  black-and-white  between 

1,000  and  3,000  feet— "Dummy  Ache,"  RKO ; 
"The  Public  Pays,"  M-G-M;  "Double  or 
Nothing,"  Warners. 

Original  songs  written  for  motion  pictures — 
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"Did  I  Remember,"  from  "Suzy"  ;  "I've  Got  You 
Under  My  Skin,"  from  "Born  to  Dance" ;  "A 
Melody  from  the  Sky,"  from  "The  Trail  of 
the  Lonesome  Pine" ;  "Pennies  from  Heaven" 
from  the  film  of  the  same  name ;  "The  Way 
You  Look  Tonight,"  from  "Swing  Time" ;  and 
"When  Did  You  Leave  Heaven?"  from  "Sing, 
Baby,  Sing."  (Because  of  a  tie  vote  for  fifth 
place,  six  songs  were  nominated.) 

Musical  scores  from  motion  pictures — "An- 
thony Adverse,"  "The  Garden  of  Allah,"  "The 

General  Died  at  Dawn,"  "The  Charge  of  the 
Light  Brigade"  and  "Winterset." 
Sound  recordings  from  motion  pictures — 

"Banjo  On  My  Knee,"  "The  Charge  of  the 
Light  Brigade,"  "Dodsworth,"  "General 
Spanky,"  "A  Girl  from  Paris,"  "Mr.  Deeds 
Goes  to  Town,"  "San  Francisco,"  "The  Texas 
Rangers"  and  "Three  Smart  Girls." 
Film  editing — "Anthony  Adverse,"  "Come 

and  Get  It,"  "The  Great  Ziegfeld,"  "Lloyds  of 
London,"  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"  and  "The- 

odora Goes  Wild." 
Photography — "Anthony  Adverse,"  Warners  ; 

"The  General  Died  at  Dawn,"  Paramount ;  and 
"The  Gorgeous  Hussy,"  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 
A  fundamental  change  in  the  rules  govern- 

ing the  Academy  art  direction  Award  has 
been  announced  by  President  Frank  Capra.  For 
the  first  time,  the  production  to  receive  the 
award  will  be  selected  from  the  group  nominated 
by  a  committee  representing  the  art  directors 
section  and  all  other  branches  rather  than  by 
general  vote  of  the  entire  Academy  member- ship. 

The  committee  appointed  consists  of  Bernard 
Harzbrun,  chairman;  Roland  Anderson,  Perry 
Ferguson,  Keith  Glennan,  Stephen  Goosson, 
Howard  Green,  John  Harkrider,  Raymond  Hat- 
ton,  Fred  Hope,  John  Hughes,  Edward 
Laemmle,  Hans  Peters,  Willy  Pogany,  Robert 
Ross,  A.  Toluboff  and  Gordon  S.  Mitchell, 
manager  of  the  Technical  Bureau. 

IV wner  to  Film 

Radio  Programs 

Warner  Brothers  are  planning  to  branch 
out  into  the  field  of  motion  picture  transcrip- 

tions of  radio  programs,  totaling  as  many 
hours  a  day  as  the  organization  can  find 
time  buyers,  according  to  Motion  Picture 
Daily.  Applying  straight  entertainment 
principles,  and  the  complete  resources  of  the 
studio,  the  shows  will  be  recorded  on  film. 
They  will  be  unhampered  by  limitations  im- 

posed on  the  producers  of  radio  shows  and 
will  be  handled  on  a  scope  which  marks 
modern  motion  picture  production  methods, 
the  limitations  imposed  on  the  plan  being 
only  those  imposed  by  the  radio  medium  it- 

self, the  paper  continues. 
An  elaborate  program  has  already  been 

discussed.  Dramatized  newsreels  are  well 
within  the  realm  of  possibility,  extensive 
musical  and  dance  routines  viewed  as  out- 

side the  pale  of  the  one-time  produced  radio 
shows  are  others. 

Experimental  in  intent  is  a  full  hour's 
film-recorded  program  with  Dick  Powell  as 
master  of  ceremonies.  It  was  built  by  Don 
Becker  of  Transamerica,  a  Warner  sub- 

sidiary, and  includes  the  Vitaphone  Orches- 
tra, conducted  by  Leo  Forbstein,  a  voice 

ensemble  of  40  voices,  bits  by  Allan  Jenkins 
and  Rosalind  Marquis  and  a  re-enactment  of 
scenes  from  "Kid  Galahad"  with  Bette  Davis 
and  Edward  G.  Robinson. 

A  print  is  expected  to  arrive  in  New  York 

momentarily  where  it  will  be  "auditioned" 
for  prospective  buyers.  It  has  been  reported 
that  Chase  and  Sanborn  will  get  a  first  look 
at  the  show. 

February     13,  1937 

New  Educational 

Plan  Is  Approved 

By  Stockholders 
A  plan  of  recapitalization  for  Educational 

Pictures,  Inc.,  was  approved  in  Wilmington, 

Del.,  by  a  special  meeting  of  stockholders 
Monday.  The  plan  provides  for  the  ex- 

change of  the  old  preferred  stock  of  the  com- 
pany, about  18,000  shares  of  which  are 

outstanding,  on  the  basis  of  3.2  shares  of 
new  common  for  each  share  of  preferred, 
plus  1.8  shares  of  new  common  in  payments 
of  the  accrued  dividends  on  each  share  of  old 

preferred,  or  a  unit  of  five  shares  of  new 
common  for  each  share  of  old  preferred. 
The  preferred  stockholder  also  will  receive 
a  warrant  to  subscribe  for  one  new  share  of 
common  stock  at  $10  per  share  for  each 
share  of  old  preferred  now  held. 

Holders  of  Educational's  old  common 
stock  will  receive  a  warrant  to  subscribe  for 
one  share  of  new  common  at  $10  per  share 
for  each  two  shares  of  old  common  now 
held.  The  warrants  to  subscribe  for  the  new 
common  will  extend  for  18  months  after  the 

plan  becomes  effective. 
The  plan  must  be  approved  by  the  Dela- 

ware state  chancellor  and  the  new  issues  of 

common  and  cumulative  convertible  pre- 
ferred must  be  registered  with  and  approved 

by  the  Securities  and  Exchange  Commission 

in  Washington.  The  new  common  will  con- 
sist of  150,000  shares  and  there  will  also  be 

150,000  shares  of  the  new  $100  par  pre- ferred. 

The  stockholders'  meeting  also  authorized 
the  company  to  proceed  with  the  dissolution 
or  merger  of  six  of  the  nine  subsidiaries  of 
Educational  Pictures,  and  this  will  be  under- 

taken by  the  company  at  once. 

Commenting  on  the  meeting,  E.  W.  Ham- 

mons,  Educational  president,  said,  "The  fact 
that  more  than  75  per  cent  of  each  class  of 
stock  now  outstanding  has  given  approval  to 
our  plans,  with  no  objection  being  voiced  by 
any  stockholder,  is  a  most  encouraging  sign 

for  Educational's  plan  for  greater  future 

activities." 

New  Erpi  License 

Pacts  Retroactive 

New  recording  license  agreements  now 

being  negotiated  by  Electrical  Research 
Products,  Inc.,  with  the  large  companies  and 

embodying  rate  reductions  will  be  retro- 
active to  June  1st  of  last  year. 

Completion  of  the  negotiations,  under  way 
for  some  time,  is  expected  in  the  early 

spring.  The  first  agreement,  containing 

basic  provisions  which  will  then  be  incor- 
porated in  all  other  contracts,  is  expected 

to  be  signed  by  Loew's.  The  new  agree- ments will  remain  in  effect  until  1944. 

The  new  Erpi  recording  charges  will  be 
the  same  as  those  now  offered  by  RCA.  A 

charge  of  $54  per  reel  has  been  established 
for  features  in  the  higher  budget  brackets 

and  $27  per  reel  for  those  in  the  lower 
brackets.  Foreign  recordings  and  dubbing 

charges  are  eliminated  but  the  $100,000  min- 
imum royalty  requirements  will  be  continued. 
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MEXICO  CITY  REFUSES 

SUBSIDY  FOR  INDUSTRY 

Mayor  Tells  Producers  Screen 

Must  Seek  Own  Salvation 

Through    Better  Films 

by  JAMES  LOCKHART 
in  Mexico  City 

The  Mexico  City  Government,  in  a  polite 

but  pointed  letter  from  Mayor  Cosme  Hino- 
josa  to  the  Mexican  Movie  Producers 

Union,  has  definitely  rejected  the  Union's 
plea  that  the  city  cooperate  with  the  indus- 

try by  supplying  more  theatres  and  grant- 
ing substantial  tax  reductions.  The  Mayor 

told  the  Union  that  catering  to  the  public 
is  the  only  efficacious  means  of  protecting 
the  national  industry. 

"If  the  Mexican  movie  industry  of  the 
Federal  District  (which  includes  Mexico 
City)  finds  itself  unable  to  pay  municipal 

taxes,"  the  letter  said,  "that  is  because  the 
industry  is  in  its  incipient  stage  because  of 
the  lack  of  definite  capital  and  adequate 
organization.  Indeed,  it  is  to  be  observed 
that  in  its  few  years  of  life,  the  industry 
amounts  to  little  more  than  a  series  of  asso- 

ciations that  each  make  one  or  more  pictures 
and  fail  in  their  first  attempt. 

"The  civic  government  is  of  the  opinion 
that  if  the  national  production  of  movies 

is  to  succeed,  much  more  than  the  installa- 
tion of  studios  and  laboratories  and  the 

acquisition  of  good  equipment  are  neces- 
sary. Above  all,  talent  must  be  found  for 

the  production  of  worthwhile  stories;  there 
must  be  directors  and  players  of  good 
taste  and  artistic  endowment  who  can  act 

on  their  own  initiative  without  aping 
foreign  producers. 

"Positive  and  practical  protection  of  the 
movie  industry  is  not  in  the  province  of 
the  municipal  government.  Such  protection, 
matters  concerned  mostly  with  import  duties, 
fiscal,  income  and  other  taxes,  is  the  affair 
of  the  federal  government  which  has  direct 
supervision  over  the  entire  cinematographic 
industry.  The  civic  government  finds  that 
the  real  reason  for  the  critical  situation  in 

which  the  national  movie  industry  finds  it- 
self is  one  of  production  but  not  exhibition. 

Therefore,  legislation  that  is  to  help  the 
industry  should  be  directed  at  production 
rather  than  at  exhibition.  Laws  that  make 

it  obligatory  for  exhibitors  to  show  a  na- 
tional made  feature  or  several  shorts  once 

a  week  or  once  a  month,  with  exemption 
from  tax  payments  during  the  period  of 
the  exhibitions,  are  detrimental  to  the  best 
interests  of  national  production  for  there 
is  the  danger  of  the  exhibition  of  bad  pic- 

tures or  the  revival  of  those  that  offend 
public  taste.  This  forced  exhibition  does  not 
favor  the  natural  and  rational  development 
of  the  home  movie  industry.  It  is  also  bad 
for  the  exhibitors,  for  the  public  cannot  be 
forced  to  pay  to  see  pictures  it  does  not  de- 

sire to  witness. 

"I  desire  to  remind  the  Union  that  the 
law  is  in  effect  which  exempts  from  muni- 

cipal taxes  for  five  years,  starting  Jan.  1, 

SEATTLE  CENSORS  HAVE 

SEATS  IN  THE  BALCONY 

A  city  ordinance  in  Seattle  sets 

forth  that  members  of  the  theatre  cen- 
sor board,  in  the  course  of  their  work, 

must  be  given  "a  proper  seat."  Mrs. 
Cecilia  Schultz,  theatre  operator,  last 

week  became  indignant  over  admit- 
ting censors  to  her  higher  priced 

chairs  and  decided  to  seat  them  in  the 

cheaper  balcony  seats.  Mrs.  Schultz 
made  it  clear  that  she  was  not  dis- 

criminating against  the  censors,  add- 
ing that  they  can  have  the  best  seats 

in  the  house — /'/  they  pay  regular 
prices,  plus  the  usual  tax. 

The  censor  board  is  reported  dis- 
cussing the  matter. 

the  movie  industry  of  the  Federal  District." 

Tax  Exemption  Voted 

Mexico's  government  has  acted  again  to 
assist  the  native  film  industry,  in  the  form 
of  two  bills  passed  by  congress. 

One  measure  exempts  the  sector  of  the 
industry  functioning  in  the  Federal  District, 

this  land's  District  of  Columbia  and  center 
of  things  economic  and  social,  from  muni- 

cipal tax  payments  for  five  years.  This  law 
is  a  substitute  for  a  rejected  bill  which  de- 

manded that  all  the  domestic  industry,  every- 
where in  Mexico,  should  enjoy  freedom 

from  every  federal,  state  and  municipal  levy 
for  one  year.  Congress  estimated  that  such 
sweeping  tax  paying  exemption  would  be 
too  hard  a  blow  to  the  various  official  treas- 
uries. 

The  other  state  move  is  a  mandate  which 

makes  it  obligatory  for  exhibitors  through- 
out this  republic  to  screen  at  least  one 

home-made  feature  a  month.  If  no  feature 
is  available,  the  exhibitor  must  show  several 

domestically  made  short  subjects.  How- 
ever, this  law  is  not  all-hard  for  the  exhib- 
itor. He  is  allowed  a  tax  reduction  of  from 

8  to  15  per  cent,  in  accordance  with  the 
size  of  his  theatre  and  the  volume  of  its 

trade,  during  the  time  home-made  pictures 
are  shown.  Exhibitors  who  disobey  this  law 
face  fines  of  from  $14  to  $280,  depending 

upon  the  flagrancy  of  the  offense,  for  the 
first  misstep,  and  cancellation  of  license  for 
the  next  breach. 

Commenting  editorially  upon  the  forced 
exhibition  measure,  the  Mexico  City  daily 
newspaper  El  Universal  says: 

"Congress  clearly  desires  to  protect  the 
national  movie  industry  by  means  of  creat- 

ing an  artificial  and  forced  market.  This 
measure  reminds  us  of  the  one  that  was  in 
effect  for  a  short  time  which  demanded  that 
all  cinemas  in  Mexico  had  to  exhibit  all 

made  in  Mexico  pictures,  including  some 
that  were  intolerably  bad.  This  measure 
died  of  its  own  weight,  for  the  simple  rea- 

son that  there  were  not  enough  pictures  and 
productions  could  easily  be  shown  in  but 
one  theatre,  let  alone  all  in  the  country. 

Says  Law  Hurt 
"That  law  did  our  movie  industry  more 

harm  than  good,  for  the  public  resented  this 
obligatory  exhibition  of  pictures,  even  those 
that  were  examples  of  the  Stone  Age  of  our 
picture  industry.  Such  forced  sales  and 
showings  of  pictures  have  scant  if  any 
economic  benefit  for  encouraging  the  Mexi- 

can movie  industry,  for  in  the  final  analysis 

it  is  the  public  that  fixes  the  value  of  pic- 
tures. If  the  films  are  good,  the  public  is 

glad  to  pay  well  to  see  them.  If  they  are 
bad,  no  legislation  can  force  the  public  to 
pay  to  see  them  or  enable  the  producers  to 
retrieve  their  loss.  Does  congress  imagine 

that  by  passing  a  law  it  can  force  people  to 

pay  to  see  movies? "The  movies  is  an  industry  that  partakes 
much  of  the  nature  of  the  fine  arts.  There- 

fore, it  is  impossible  to  apply  to  it  com- 
mercial rules  that  govern  prime  necessity 

articles,  and  it  is  easy  to  improve  the 
quality  of  such  articles  by  importing  equip- 

ment and  foreign  technicians  and  other  ex- 
perts that  will  make  such  articles  better. 

But  that  cannot  be  done  with  our  pictures. 
We  have  sadly  experienced  the  fact  that  to 
make  good  pictures  much  more  than  fine 
cameras  and  equipment  are  necessary.  Bet- 

ter writers,  players  and  directors  are  neces- 
sary, elements  that  have  much  more  than  a 

smattering  of  the  superficial  recipes  of  for- 

eign producers. 
"Experience  has  proven  that  it  is  puerile 

to  build  up  a  Mexican  movie  art-industry 
by  coercion.  It  is  far  better  to  have  natural 
development,  to  make  it  up  to  the  producers 
to  make  pictures  that  people  want  to  see,  for 
their  intrinsic  value.  This  can  be  done  by 
relieving  tax  burdens,  allowing  exemptions, 
offering  prizes,  so  that  the  industry  will 
have  more  resources  to  devote  to  artistic 
and  technical  perfection  of  production.  Of 
course,  that  is  more  difficult  to  attain  than 

by  merely  passing  laws.  But  it  is  well 

worth  attempting." V 
From  Autos  to  Films 
An  automobile  manufacturer  has  turned 

film  producer.  General  Motors  of  Mexico 
this  week,  with  Hollywood  assistance,  starts 

making  a  series  of  six  shorts  to  show  tour- 
ist-minded Americans  what  this  country  has 

to  offer,  especially  to  those  who  travel  in 
their  own  cars  or  buses.  The  film  will  de- 

pict various  beauty  spots  in  the  Mexican 
capital  and  places  on  roads  in  and  out  of  it. 

The  first  picture  is  to  be  a  travelogue  of 
the  international  highway  between  Mexico 
City  and  Laredo,  Texas.  General  Motors 
is  reported  to  be  ready  to  invest  some  $75,- 
000  in  the  enterprises,  and  hopes  for  exhibi- 

tion in  15,000  American  cinemas. 
V 

"Judas,"  a  picture  that  the  Azteca  Films 
Company,  a  Mexican  enterprise  of  El  Paso, 
Texas,  recently  made  with  Mexican  gov- 

ernment aid,  has  led  to  a  lawsuit.  Azteca 

is  suing  Victor  Urruchua  and  Josefina  Esco- 
bede,  well-known  Mexican  picture  players, 
for  $1,900  which  it  alleges  they  obtained 
fraudulently  by  obtaining  exclusive  rights 
to  the  picture  by  political  pressure,  after  the 
Government  had  refused  to  permit  it  to  be 
exported  to  the  United  States.  Azteca  says 
it  gave  the  accused  rights  to  exhibit  the  film 
in  northern  Mexico  and  the  United  States. 

The  charge  is  that  they  showed  the  picture 
in  Mexico  on  their  own. 
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Calls  Double  Feature  Octopus 

Strangling  Quality  and  Receipts 

Vice-President  of  Southeastern  JMPTO  Urges  Exhibitors  Do  Something 

by  J.  H.  THOMPSON 

President,  Martin  &  Thompson 
Hawkinsville,  Ga. 

An  octopus,  which  has  already  wrapped 
its  tentacles  around  a  number  of  struggling 
northern  exhibitors  and  which  threatens  a 

reaching  out  to  strangle  southern  showmen, 

too,  is  a  fair  mental  projection  of  the  double- 
feature  evil.  But  a  truer  portrait  would  be 
that  of  a  Frankenstein  slowly  crushing  its 

creators  to  death.  The  motion  picture  indus- 
try is  creating  this  monster  and  it  is  the 

motion  picture  industry  which  will  be  de- 
stroyed by  that  creation. 

Since  we,  ourselves,  are  responsible  for 
this  thing  we  fear,  would  it  not  be  the  part 
of  wisdom  for  us  to  pause  for  a  little  intro- 

spection? Would  it  not  be  smart  on  our 
part  for  us  to  find  out  where  the  real  seat 
of  trouble  is — instead  of  damning  the  system 
of  double  booking  as  a  whole  as  though  it 
was  something  which  had  forced  itself  upon 
us  in  spite  of  our  vigorous  protests? 

Let's  have  a  look  at  "us"  and  see  if  we 

can't  get  a  correct  diagnosis  of  this  ailment which  would  terminate  our  existence. 

All  of  us  are  "cogs"  in  an  educational and  entertainment  machine  and  we  well 

realize  that  when  even  the  smallest  cog 

in  a  train  of  gears  ceases  to  function — 
the  whole  train  comes  to  a  standstill. 

We  are  part  of  an  industry  which  years 
of  study,  research  and  unremitting  effort 
along  scientific,  artistic  and  showmanship 
lines  have  developed  into  a  magnificent 
success. 

By  a  careful  molding  of  public  opinion, 
we  have  taught  the  people  to  expect  great 

things  from  us,  and  up  'til  now  we  have 
delivered  the  goods. 

Today,  something  hurtful  is  happening, 
something  which,  if  not  checked  in  its  in- 
cipiency,  will  very  quickly  entirely  destroy 
this  marvelous  fabric  which  our  strenuous 
efforts  have  created. 

Founded  on  Service 

In  our  fierce  endeavor  to  build  up  box- 
office  receipts  from  day  to  day,  we  have 
temporarily  lost  sight  of  the  vital  fact  that 
our  industry  is  founded  on  service  to  the 
public  and  our  battle  against  the  ever  in- 

creasing competition  among  ourselves  for  the 
preemption  of  lucrative  trade  territories  has 
caused  this  fatal  oversight. 
Our  present  double  feature  tactics  may 

force  a  momentary  jungle  growth  of  profits. 
But  those  same  tactics,  persisted  in,  will 
in  a  brief  span  of  time  leave  the  entire  in- 

dustry stranded  high  and  dry  on  an  arid 
desert  of  non-interest  on  the  part  of  our 
sustaining  public. 

The  public  is  fickle.  We  admit  that — but 
it  is  wise  with  it.  And  that  very  obvious 
wisdom  must  have  the  most  careful  consid- 

eration, if  our  success  is  to  be  a  lasting  one. 

A  good  high-pressure  "one-call"  salesman 
can  dispose  of  junk  and  make  a  profit  for 
himself  out  of  it  temporarily.  But  we  are 

not  to  be  at  all  classed  with  the  "pitch  man" 
who  stops  one  day,  "works"  the  town  and 
moves  on.  We  are  fixtures,  self-respecting 
business  men  and  permanent  institutions, 
and  just  as  soon  as  the  public  realizes  that 

we  have  only  "junk"  to  sell,  that  moment 
will  our  profits  cease  and  our  usefulness  to 
the  community  will  become  but  a  relic  of memory. 

As  a  people,  we  are  great  "buck-passers." So,  when  a  situation  develops  which  is 

manifestly  evil  and  detrimental  to  our  busi- 
ness, we  get  some  pleasure  out  of  being  able 

to  place  the  blame  on  the  shoulders  of  some 
one  other  than  ourselves.  This  may  relieve 

our  feelings  a  bit,  but  it  doesn't  have  any 
noticeable  effect  on  those  profits  which  we 
should  have  had,  but  which  we  lost. 

In  the  case  of  the  double  features,  we 

exhibitors,  in  our  attempt  to  assure  our 
patrons  of  at  least  a  few  good  pictures 

during  the  year,  buy  up  more  than  we 
can  possibly  use  on  our  regular  playing 

schedule  so  that  we  may  have  access  to 
those  exceedingly  few  good  pictures  which 

each  producing  company  makes.  Then 
necessity  forces  us  into  playing  double 
features  to  use  up  our  excess  product, 
and  for  that  we  damn  the  producers. 

The  producers,  however,  point  the  finger 
of  blame  at  a  certain  group  of  thoughtless 
exhibitors,  saying: 

"Those  exhibitors  who  attempt  to  strangle 
competition  in  their  respective  territories 
are  the  ones  who  have  burdened  the  indus- 

try with  double  features.  Trying  to  with- 
hold product  from  their  competitors,  they 

have  over-purchased  their  requirements  and 
then,  to  avoid  governmental  complications  as 
to  restraint  of  trade,  they  have  been  com- 

pelled to  play  two  and  even  three  features 

together  to  use  up  their  purchases." 

"Vicious  Circle" 

Wherever  the  blame  may  justly  fall,  the 
fact  remains  that  the  double  feature  policy 
has  tossed  us  into  a  vicious  circle  which 

will  shortly  engulf  us  all,  unless  immediate 
steps  to  remedy  the  conditions  are  taken. 

The  more  we  play  double  features,  the 
more  and  worse  pictures  the  producers  are 

going  to  put  out.  And  the  greater  the  num- 
ber of  bad  pictures  which  are  made,  just  that 

many  more  poor  pictures  and  double  bill- 
ings the  exhibitor  will  have  to  run  in  order 

to  get  at  those  occasional  good  ones  which 
sometimes  do  come  out.  And  so  on,  ad 
infinitum  and  ad  nauseam. 

All  this  discussion  would  be  unnecessary 

if  double  features  were  money-makers;  but 
in  the  experience  of  small  town  exhibitors 
they  most  decidedly  are  not.  They  are  only 
a  source  of  added  expense.  The  small  town 
showman  has  no  flossy,  sucker,  tourist  trade 
to  keep  his  theatre  out  of  the  red. 

Pictures  rose  from  an  interesting  mechan- 
ical, photographic  and  optical  novelty  to  the 

foremost  place  in  the  entertainment  field 

through  a  very  gradual  and  hard  won  im- 
provement in  their  character — their  charac- 

ter and  their  quality.  And,  when  lack  of 
foresight  on  the  part  of  either  producer  or 
exhibitor,  or  on  both  their  parts,  causes  the 
character  or  quality  to  slip  in  the  slightest 

degree,  the  whole  industry  will  immedi- 
ately skid  into  the  oblivion  it  will  so  justly 

then  deserve. 

And  now,  now  that  we  have  the  facts  be- 

fore us,  let's  get  busy  and  do  something 
about  them. 
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Stock  Reports 

On  RKO,  Fox 

And  Columbia 

The  analyzation  of  stock  holdings  in 
RKO,  Twentieth  Century-Fox  and  Columbia 

Pictures;  a  dividend  declaration  by  Loew's, 
Inc.;  an  earning  report  for  RCA,  and  an 
estimated  value  of  $497,257,013  placed  on 
the  total  market  value  of  motion  picture 
securities  on  the  New  York  Stock  Exchange, 
were  the  principal  financial  developments 
this  week  involving  motion  picture  business. 

Atlas  Corporation's  books  carry  the  com- 
pany's RKO  investment  at  $4,058,274,  it  was 

disclosed  in  the  report  giving  effect  to 

changes  in  the  company's  structure  as  a  re- 
sult of  recent  mergers  and  dissolutions  of 

Atlas  subsidiaries.  The  Atlas  holdings  in 
RKO  were  listed  as  $2,128,597  face  amount 
of  RKO  bonds  and  263,493  shares  of  RKO 
common.  RKO  is  working  out  details  of  a 
settlement  by  which  M.  H.  Aylesworth,  re- 

signing chairman  of  the  board,  is  to  receive 
approximately  $200,000  for  interesting  Atlas 
capital. 

Further  sale  under  escrow  agreements  of 
429  shares  of  Twentieth  Century-Fox  com- 

mon and  858  shares  of  $1.50  cumulative  pre- 
ferred stock  by  the  Chase  National  Bank  in 

December  has  been  reported  by  the  Securi- 
ties and  Exchange  Commission  in  Wash- 

ington. At  the  close  of  the  month,  the  bank 
still  held  352,347  shares  of  common  and 
704,694  shares  of  preferred.  The  commis- 

sion also  reported  Sidney  R.  Kent  as 
acquiring,  through  his  Berkshire  Finance 
Company,  6,355  shares  of  common  in  ex- 

change for  5,048  shares  of  the  $1.50 
preferred. 

Back  reports  on  Columbia  filed  with  the 
commission  by  Harry  Cohn  showed  the 
acquisition  in  August,  1936,  of  37  shares  of 
common ;  sales  of  6,000  common  voting  trust 
certificates  in  April,  700  in  June  and  1,400 
in  July,  and  the  acquisition  of  1,723  in 
August;  and  the  sale  in  April  of  6,000  pur- 

chase warrants  and  acquisition  in  August  of 
585  in  an  adjustment  for  dilution. 

The  board  of  directors  of  Loew's  declared 
a  quarterly  dividend  of  50  cents  on  the  com- 

mon in  addition  to  an  extra  of  50  cents, 
payable  March  31  to  stockholders  of  record 
as  of  March  12. 

The  preliminary  report  of  Radio  Corpo- 
ration of  America  and  its  subsidiaries  for  the 

year  ended  December  31,  1936,  showed  esti- 
mated net  profit  of  $6,100,000  after  interest, 

depreciation,  amortization  of  patents  and 
goodwill,  and  federal  income  taxes.  The  re- 

port states  that  after  providing  $3,300,000 
for  all  1936  preferred  dividend  requirements, 
there  was  an  estimated  balance  available 
for  common  stock  of  $2,800,000.  This  would 
be  equal  to  approximately  20  cents  a  share 
on  about  13,800,000  no-par  shares  of  com- 

mon stock. 

During  1935,  actual  profit  was  a  net  of 
$5,126,873,  which,  based  on  present  capitali- 

zation, is  equal  to  around  13  cents  a  common 
share. 

Kansas  Variety  Tent  To  Move 
The  Kansas  City  Variety  Club  will  move 

from  the  Country  Club  Plaza  to  film  row  on 
March  1st.   Frank  Hensler  is  Chief  Barker. 

Rogers  Succeeds  Schenck 
On  MPPA  Directorate 

Charles  R.  Rogers  has  been  elected  second 
vice-president  of  the  Association  of  Motion 
Picture  Producers,  to  succeed  Joseph  M. 
Schenck.  Louis  B.  Mayer,  president,  and 
all  other  officers  of  the  association  were 

re-elected  at  the  annual  meeting  in  Holly- 
wood. Mr.  Schenck  resigned  because  of  the 

pressure  of  other  business  affairs.  The  other 
officers  re-elected  were:  Jack  L.  Warner, 
first  vice-president ;  Fred  W.  Beetson,  sec- 

retary-treasurer ;  Joseph  I.  Breen,  director 
of  Production  Code  Administration ;  Dr. 
James  Wingate,  director  of  studio  relations, 
and  Mrs.  T.  G.  Winter,  associate  director 
of  studio  relations. 

ASCAP  Denies 

Score  Charge  Share 

The  American  Society  of  Composers, 
Authors  and  Publishers  does  not  levy  any 
charge  of  any  kind  on  either  producers  or 
distributors  for  the  use  of  its  copyrighted 
music  in  pictures  and  does  not  participate 
in  any  way  in  the  score  charges  collected 
from  exhibitors  by  distributors,  E.  C.  Mills, 
general  manager  of  the  organization,  advised 
the  Independent  Theatre  Owners  Associa- 

tion in  New  York  in  a  letter  published  in 
The  Independent. 
'ASCAP's  sole  and  only  charge  made  to 

exhibitors,"  Mr.  Mills'  letter  states,  "is  in 
respect  of  a  license  to  publicly  perform  musi- 

cal compositions  copyrighted  by  our  mem- 
bers. We  make  no  charges  whatever  to  the 

producers  of  pictures — have  no  contract  or 
relationship  whatever  with  them  .  .  . 

"We  have  suggested  before  and  we"  sug- 
gest again  that  it  would  be  perfectly  proper 

and  consistent  for  the  exhibitors  to  ask  the 

producers  who  bill  them  for  these  charges 
to  explain  just  what  is  covered  by  the 
charges. 

"I  wish  emphatically  to  repeat,"  the  letter 
concludes,  "that  this  society  does  not  par- 

ticipate in  the  revenue  derived  by  film  ex- 
changes or  producers  under  the  heading  of 

score  charges." 

May  IVithdraw 

From  Austria 

Unless  the  Austrian  Government  cancels 
its  new  legislation  increasing  Kontingent 
regulations  by  25  per  cent,  all  of  the  major 
distributing  companies  now  operating  in  that 
country  will  close  their  offices,  it  was  re- 

vealed in  New  York  this  week  by  a  foreign 
executive.  Columbia  Pictures  is  the  only 
major  company  not  operating  in  Austria 
through  its  own  office. 
A  decision  by  Austria  is  expected  later 

this  month.  Distributors  contend  that  under 

existing  regulations  offices  cannot  operate 

profitably  and  if  the  new  25  per  cent  Kon- 
tingent increase  goes  through  there  is  no 

other  alternative  but  to  withdraw. 

The  new  ruling  affects  only  American 

pictures,  it  is  said.  German  films  are  im- 
ported tax  free,  according  to  a  law  passed 

some  time  ago,  while  the  French  Govern- 
ment has  a  private  agreement  with  the  Aus- 
trian Government  banning  Kontingents. 

Annual  Luncheon, 

Conference  Held 

By  Review  Board 
The  13th  annual  motion  picture  conference 

of  the  National  Board  of  Review  of  Motion 
Pictures  was  held  in  New  York  for  three 

days  from  February  4th  to  6th  and  con- 

cluded last  Saturday  with  the  organization's 
22nd  annual  luncheon.  (Picture  on  page 

12). 

The  several  hundred  delegates  to  the  con- 
ference attended,  on  the  morning  of  the 

opening  day,  a  performance  of  "The  Eternal 
Mask,"  a  Swiss  film,  at  the  Belmont  theatre 
and  later  heard  it  discussed  by  Dr.  A.  A. 

Brill,  psychiatrist  and  member  of  the  board's executive  committee. 

An  afternoon  session  on  the  theme,  "Look- 
ing Backward  and  Forward  at  the  Motion 

Picture,"  featured  talks  on  censorship  and 
the  growth  of  the  newsreel  by  Pearl  Buck, 
writer,  and  Truman  Talley,  editor  of  Fox 
Movietone  News.  Other  topics  included : 
old  days  in  film  production,  the  past  and  the 
present  film  public,  the  coming  of  sound, 
talent  scouting  and  music  in  motion  pictures. 

On  Thursday  evening  "The  Old  and  the 
New  in  Motion  Pictures,"  was  demonstrated 

by  showings  of  "Queen  Elizabeth,"  produced 
in  1912,  and  "Maid  of  Salem,"  one  of  Para- 
mount's  latest  releases.  Addresses  were  made 

by  Terry  Ramsaye,  editor  of  Motion  Pic- 
ture Herald,  and  Professor  Allardyce 

Nicoll,  of  the  department  of  drama  of  Yale University. 

Various  uses  of  the  motion  picture  were 
discussed  at  the  second  day  session.  Alan 
Villiers  showed  films  made  during  a  recent 
world  voyage  of  his  full  rigged  ship,  the 
Joseph  Conrad,  and  other  speakers  talked  on 
representative  films  in  art,  literature,  psy- 

chology, religion  and  science.  A  review  of 
the  history  of  color  in  screen  work  was  part 
of  the  program. 

Junior  motion  picture  activities,  especially 
those  of  the  young  reviewers,  occupied  the 

program  on  Saturday  morning  and  the  con- 
ference concluded  with  the  annual  luncheon 

at  which  prominent  figures  in  various  fields 
spoke.  Among  the  speakers  were  Fritz 
Lang,  director ;  Will  Irwin,  author ;  F.  Tru- 
bee  Davidson,  president  of  the  American 
Museum  of  Natural  History ;  Dr.  Clarence 

Cook  Little,  managing  director  of  the  Amer- 
ican Society  for  the  Control  of  Cancer; 

Langdon  Post,  Tenement  House  Commis- 
sioner of  New  York;  Mrs.  Johanna  M. 

Lindlof  of  the  New  York  Board  of  Educa- 

tion; Friedrich  Feher,  composer  and  direc- 
tor; Erin  Obrien-Moore,  Walter  Abel  and 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke.  Mr.  Irwin's  talk 
was  a  vigorous  attack  on  censorship  of  any 
form  of  literary  effort. 

Sidman  Joins  Columbia 

Bob  Sidman,  who  has  been  handling  ex- 

ploitation on  "You  Only  Live  Once"  for United  Artists  at  the  Rivoli,  New  York,  has 

resigned  to  join  Columbia. 

Dillingham  Sale  Delayed 
The  sale  of  film,  theatrical  and  television 

rights  to  properties  owned  wholly  or  in  part 
by  the  estate  of  the  late  Charles  Dillingham 
has  been  adjourned  by  Federal  Referee  John 

Joyce  to  March  12th. 
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FROM  READERS 

ASKS  INDUSTRY  TO  BAR 

GANGSTER  PICTURES 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald 

Isn't  there  some  way  we  can  stop  the 
producers  from  continually  making  and  re- 

leasing all  those  gangster,  murder  and  rob- 
bery pictures  ?  Our  patrons  are  sick  of  them 

and  do  not  hesitate  to  tell  us,  and  by  the 
time  we  play  them  from  all  our  contracts 

it's  a  continuous  round  of  shooting,  robbery 
and  murder.  One  thing  sure — it  must  not 
take  much  brains  to  write  or  money  to  pro- 

duce them,  or  both. 
The  following  is  a  list  of  our  recently 

played  pictures,  all  with  murder,  gangster  or 
robbery  theme  in  them,  or  all  three  com- 

bined : 

"Sworn  Enemy,"  •  "Longest  Night," 
"Wanted— Jane  Turner,"  "Plot  Thickens," 
"All  American  Chump,"  "Mad  Holiday," 
"Laughing  at  Trouble,"  "15  Maiden  Lane," 
"Winterset,"  "Night  Waitress,"  "Big 
Show,"  "Sinner  Take  All,"  "Under  Cover 
of  Night,"  "Secret  Valley,"  "Career  Wo- 

man," "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera." 
We  may  have  missed  a  few  of  them  and 

I  note  there  are  several  more  coming  up. 
Yet  we  wonder  why  so  many  sensible  people 

stay  away  from  the  movies ! — E.  C.  Are- 
hart,  Manager  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt, 
Iowa. 

Meeting  the  Interest 

Of  Library  Patrons 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald  : 

Public  library  patrons  are  becoming  increas- 
ingly interested  in  films  made  from  published 

books,  short  stories  and  plays.  Some  months 
ago  a  list  of  130  titles  was  compiled  by  Maxine 
Block  and  published  in  Wilson  Bulletin,  a  peri- 

odical which  goes  to  librarians  throughout  the 
country.  Librarians  wrote  that  displays  of  books 
and  still  pictures  and  shelves  of  books  marked 
Coming  Film  Releases  were  drawing  many 
readers ;  that  patrons  asked  for  the  books  before 
seeing  the  pictures  and  then  commented  to  the 
librarians  as  to  the  accuracy  of  the  film.  Several 
wrote  that  they  had  found  their  shelves  short 
of  classic  titles  when  the  demands  for  "Tales  of 
Two  Cities"  and  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"  were 
large.  Now  they  want  to  know  what  classic 
books  will  be  filmed  so  that  they  may  order 
additional  copies  for  their  shelves.  Many  re- 

quests for  information  on  "The  Plainsman's" 
literary  background  have  been  received.  In 
order  to  help  librarians,  a  list  of  film-books  is 
published  in  the  Wilson  Bulletin  every  month. 

If  the  Legion  of  Decency  hadn't  stepped  in, chances  are  that  librarians  would  continue  their 
aloof  attitude  for  what  they  call  the  stepchild  of 
the  arts.  But  the  need  to  find  uncensorable  ma- 

terial which  led  to  the  classics  has  made  libra- 
rians aware  of  the  publicity  which  they  may 

reap  out  of  displays,  and  of  book  marks  such 
as  are  issued  on  important  films  by  the  Cleve- 

land Public  Library,  of  radio  talks,  and  so  on. 
While  librarians  naturally  feel  that  they  do  not 
wish  to  exploit  any  film,  as  they  are  not  in 
that  business,  the  increasing  high  cultural  type 
of  film  shown  makes  it  advisable  for  them  to  go 
into  a  relationship  which  was  distasteful  to 
them  when  films  were  not  based  on  biographies, 
classics  and  topical  subjects  of  a  serious  nature. 
Alert  film  publicity  departments  have  a 

wealth  of  exploitable  material  in  this  tieup.  In- 
stead of  mentioning  boldly  the  book  from 

which  the  film  is  made,  in  most  cases  they 

merely  state  "taken  from  a  book  by  so  and  so." 
This  does  not  help  the  librarian,  who  hasn't 
time  to  hunt  through  the  author's  writings  for 

a  title  which  contains  the  material  of  the  film. 
Changing  titles  of  wellknown  books  to  get  box 
office  titles  is  also  a  serious  loss  of  valuable 
publicity. 
Many  agencies  are  trying  to  keep  the  libra- 

rian up  to  date  on  what  books  will  be  in  demand. 
Among  them  Library  Journal  publishes  a  list 
of  films  each  month  in  various  classifications 
such  as  completed,  in  active  preparation,  recent 
purchases,  and  the  like.  Anyone  who  wants  to 
see  how  far  the  films  have  advanced  need  only 
look  at  this  publication,  which  is  a  dignified, 
scholarly  one  devoted  to  the  science  of  librarian- 
ship.  Publisher's  Weekly  almost  every  month 
publishes  a  list  of  current  features  and  recent 
purchases.  The  National  Board  of  Review  of 
Motion  Pictures  publishes  a  Selected  Book 
Films  every  year  which  lists  a  large  number 
of  titles  and  which  is  in  great  demand  by  libra- 

ries. Another  publication  is  Books  and  Films, 
a  monthly  publication  devoted  to  library-film 
co-operation  which  is  published  by  Ina  Roberts 
and  Anthony  Belle,  who  are  connected  with  the 
Cleveland  Public  Library.  They  have  received 
so  many  letters  inquiring  about  library-film  co- 

operation that  they  found  it  necessary  to  pub- 
lish a  pamphlet  called  "When  Books  and  Movies 

Meets,  a  Guide  to  Library-Film  Cooperation." The  Motion  Picture  Review  Digest  probably 
publishes  the  most  complete  list  of  films  made 
from  books  in  its  weekly  issues. — Ma,xine 
Block,  Managing  Editor,  Motion  Picture  Re- 

view Digest,  950  University  Avenue,  New  York. 

Liability  Insurance  Rate 

Doubled  in  Missouri 

Public  liability  insurance  rates  on  out- 
state  Missouri  theatres  have  been  doubled, 
increasing  from  five  cents  a  seat  to  10  cents. 
The  change  was  made  effective  this  month 
by  the  National  Bureau  of  Casualty  Under- 

writers. Rates  in  St.  Louis,  Kansas  City, 

Mo.,  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  and  out-state  Kan- 
sas remain  the  same. 

Approximately  50  theatres  in  Kansas, 
Greater  Kansas  City  and  western  Missouri 
are  securing  public  liability  at  25  per  cent 
under  the  established  rate  through  the  Kan- 

sas-Missouri Theatres  Association,  under  a 
plan  worked  out  for  the  group  a  year  ago 
by  Finton  H.  Jones  of  the  Travelers  Insur- 

ance Company.  Under  the  increase,  out- 
state  Missouri  exhibitors  who  are  using  this 
plan  will  pay  7.5  cents  a  seat  instead  of  the 
3.75  cents  per  seat  they  have  been  paying. 

Hollywood  Studios  Personnel 

Executives  and  personnel  of  the  recentlv 
organized  Hollywood  Studios,  Inc..  include 
Maurice  Gebber,  president;  Lloyd  H.  Clif- 

ton, vice-president;  Oscar  L.  Horn,  studio 
attorney ;  Louis  Felix,  secretary-treasurer ; 
Ray  Kleinburger,  director  of  public  rela- 

tions ;  John  F.  Meehan,  studio  manager ; 
Harry  Jolson,  casting  director,  and  Joseph 
Diskay,  musical  advisor. 

Prague  Has  Color  Laboratory 
A  new  laboratory,  Sunfilm,  is  being  com- 

pleted in  Ruzyn,  a  suburb  of  Prague, 
Czechoslovakia,  to  develop  color  prints,  ac- 

cording to  the  Department  of  Commerce. 

Hyman  Joins  Universal 
Herbert  Ffyman,  formerly  exploitation  and 

advertising  manager  of  United  Artists,  has 

joined  Marc  Lachman's  staff  at  Universal, 
in  charge  of  tieups  and  exploitation. 

Butcher  Gets  Selznick  Post 

E.  W.  Butcher,  former  Detroit  exhibitor 

and  Twentieth  Century-Fox  producer,  has 
been  appointed  production  manager  for 
Selznick  International. 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  February  3 

CAPITOL 

Wanted:  A  Master  MGM 
CRITERION 

Nut  Guilty   Yitaphone 
Jimmie  Lunceford  and  His 
Orchestra   Vitaphone 

Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  The  Tin 
Can   Tourist   Educational 

MUSIC  HALL 

March  of  Time,  No.  7  RKO  Radio 

PARAMOUNT 

I'm  in  the  Army  Now  Paramount 
Where  Snow  Is  King  Paramount 

RIALTO 
Forest  Gangsters  RKO  Radio 
Community  Sing,  No.  I  .  .  .  .  Columbia 
Better  Housing,  No.  8  Federal  Hous- 

ing Admin- 
istration 

RIVOLI 

Sporting  Pals   Paramount 
Three  Blind  Mouseketeers.  .  United  Artists 

ROXY 
l-Ski   Lov-Ski  You-Ski  Paramount 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian ...  Columbia 
Vistas  of  Spain   European  Films 

STRAND 

Pigs  Is  Pigs  Vitaphone 
Poets  of  the  Organ.  ......  Vitaphone 
The  Hollanders  Vitaphone 

Mutual  Buys  Rights 

to  "Cloistered" The  American  distribution  rights  to 

"Cloistered,"  French  picture  depicting  life 
in  a  nunnery,  have  been  acquired  by  the 
Mutual  Distributing  Corporation  in  New 

York,  headed  by  Harry  Thomas.  The  pic- 
ture was  produced  by  Robert  Alexandre  of 

Pathe  Cinema  de  France. 

Republic  Branch  Staff  Drive 
In  honor  of  their  employers,  W.  G.  Un- 

derwood and  Claude  Z.  Ezell,  staff  members 
of  Republic  Pictures  Corporation  of  Texas 
have  inaugurated  and  financed  a  unique 

"Employees  Appreciation  Date  Drive"  to 
run  through  February,  March  and  April. 

Lafell  Heads  Musicians 

George  P.  Lafell,  Louisville  orchestra 
booker  and  night  club  proprietor,  is  the  new 

president  of  Louisville  Musicians'  Union, 
Local  No.  11.  Edwin  Lorenz  is  vice-presi- 

dent and  Adam  Steubling,  secretary-treas- 
urer. 

Patricia  Farr  In  Debut 

Patricia  Farr,  latest  Columbia  player,  will 

make  her  debut  under  the  company's  banner 
as  the  comedy  lead  in  "Racing  Luck,"  a 
new  production  under  the  direction  of  Lam- 

bert Hillyer. 

Mississippi  Tax  Total 

The  10  per  cent  amusement  tax  in  Mis- 
sissippi brought  the  state  a  revenue  totaling 

$354,147.79,  according  to  figures  compiled 
by  the  state  tax  commission  for  1936,  it  was 
revealed  in  Jackson. 
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BRITISH  BEGIN  STUDIO  REORGANIZING; 

PRODUCERS  SUPPORT  FLEXIBLE  QUOTA 

Economy  Move  at  Denham 

and  Reduced  Activity  by 

GB;  Floor  Space,  Recently 

at  Premium,  Now  Available 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

The  "crisis"  in  British  film  production, 
so  widely  publicized  by  the  daily  press  after 
the  Twickenham  failure,  is  now  being  seen 
in  a  more  accurate  perspective.  Prospects 
of  a  universal  collapse,  prophesied  as  the 
sequel  of  a  bank  boycott  now  seen  to  have 
no  basis  in  fact,  have  faded.  Some  crashes 
there  have  been  and  more  are  to  come,  but 
for  the  most  part  the  concerns  affected  have 
been  marked  down  by  knowing  trade  folk, 
as  destined  to  failure  from  the  begin- 

ning by  their  financial  structure  and  method 
of  conducting  their  affairs. 

So  far  as  the  established  large  scale 

production  units  are  concerned,  the  posi- 
tion is  that  an  era  of  economy  is  opening, 

following  upon  rather  prolonged  season  of 
lavish  spending  and,  in  some  cases,  of 
extravagance. 

Undoubtedly  the  new  policy  has  been  imposed 
by  the  financial  interests  behind  production, 
but  it  does  not  imply  that  capital  will  be  denied 
to  British  production  this  year.  More  accurate- 

ly, the  money  granted  will  be  governed  by  a 
knowledge  of  the  facts  of  the  international  film 
situation  which  financiers  very  obviously  lacked 
a  year  ago. 

Surplus  Studio  Space  Seen 

One  of  the  most  important  of  those  facts  is 
the  real  as  opposed  to  the  theoretical  value  of 
the  American  market  to  British  production  at 
its  present  stage  of  achievement.  An  obvious 
result  of  its  realization  by  those  with  the 

money  will  be  that  capital  for  the  "£100,000 
picture,"  budgeted  on  the  shaky  precedent  of 
"Henry  VIII"  takings,  actual  or  estimated,  will 
be  out  of  all  proportion  more  difficult  to  obtain 
in  1937  than  it  was  in  1936. 

Since  a  large  percentage  of  British  floor 
space  in  1936  was  occupied  by  pictures  of  this 
type, — some  of  them  made  by  individuals  who 
will  make  no  more  of  any  type  of  film — it  fol- 

lows that  one  of  the  most  obvious  effects  of 
the  existing  atmosphere  in  the  City  will  be  a 
surplusage  instead  of  a  shortage  of  studio  floor 
space. 

This  situation  in  fact  already  has  begun  to 
reveal  itself.  With  the  eight-stage  Amalga- 

mated plant  at  Elstree  approaching  completion, 
but  not  yet  in  use,  the  Gaumont-British  studio 
at  Lime  Grove  has  only  one  picture  on  the 
floor.  There  is  another  G-B  picture  in  progress 

at  the  Gainsborough  studio.  British  Lion's Beaconsfield  studio  is  shut  down.  So  are  the 
three  plants  recently  occupied  by  the  Julius 
Hagen  units  at  Twickenham,  Elstree  and  Ham- 

mersmith. Completion  of  the  last  British  Na- 
tional production  left  Herbert  Wilcox  Produc- 
tions, Grosvenor  Films,  and  Paramount  the  ac- 

tive tenants  of  the  fine  Pinewood  plant,  where 
an  additional  floor  is  even  now  in  construction. 
At  Denham  there  is  half  the  activity  of  three 
or  four  months  ago. 
Any  new  production  enterprise,  British  or 

American,  is  undoubtedly  in  the  position  that 

BRITISH  BROADCASTER 

CITES  HERALD  POLL 

Alistair  Cooke,  film  critic  of  the 
British  Broadcasting  Corporation,  cited 
the  status  of  western  stars,  as  shown 
in  the  Motion  Picture  Herald  poll 

of  money  making  stars,  as  "the  best 
item  that  this  critic  can  find"  in  an 
address  over  the  BBC  network.  Mr. 

Cooke  took  satisfaction  from  the  fact 
that  Gene  Autry  and  Buck  Jones 
earned  places  in  the  poll  and  praised 

western  films  as  "natural  and  sincere 

fiction." 

Mr.  Cooke's  radio  feature,  like  all 
other  British  programs,  is  not  spon- 

sored, and  it  is  estimated  that  his 

broadcasts  are  heard  by  a  large  per- 
centage of  the  20,000,000  BBC 

listeners. 

it  can  pick  and  choose  among  several  modern 

and  "Hollywood  equipped"  plants  in  London, 
whereas  a  year  ago  studios  were  in  the  hap- 

py position  of  having  a  call  for  50  per  cent 
more  space  than  they  could  supply. 

Illustrating  this  situation  is  the  uncertainty 
which  still  exists  as  to  the  plant  ultimately 
to  be  used  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  British 
pictures.  An  announcement  of  an  agreement 
with  Amalgamated  has  been  expected  for  many 
weeks.  Now  there  are  stories  that  Pinewood 
is  making  very  special  efforts  to  get  the 
M'-G-M  space  contract. 
To  a  certain  extent,  this  situation  is  tempo- 

rary. A  weeding  out  of  insolvent  and  in- 
competent producers  has  coincided  with  a  pol- 

icy of  lessened  expenditure  by  established  units, 
dictated  by  the  results  of  their  experimental 
period  of  practically  unlimited  expenditure.  At 
the  same  time  plans  for  large  scale  production 
by  or  for  American  interests  have  not  yet 
reached  the  studio  stage.  Three  months  hence 
there  will  probably  be  three  times  as  many  films 

of  "international"  scope  in  production  as  at  the 
present  moment,  and  this  production  will  be 
on  an  infinitely  sounder  financial  basis  than 
much  of  that  of  1936. 

London  Film's  New  Policy 

The  revision  of  policy  announced  by  Lon- 
don Film  Productions  a  few  days  ago  illustrates 

the  fact  that  the  British  industry,  instead  of 
collapsing,  may  be  finding  its  way  to  stabiliza- 

tion. London  Films  served  all  of  its  employees 

earning  £5  ($25)  a  week  and  upwards  with  no- 
tices of  salary  reductions  of  5  per  cent  on 

amounts  of  £5  to  £10,  10  per  cent  on  £10  to  £20, 
and  15  per  cent  on  larger  amounts,  and  stated 
that  the  cuts  were  necessary  to  preserve  the 

stability  of  the  company,  which  demanded  "the 
most  stringent  economy." Not  officially  stated  but  generally  understood 
in  the  trade  was  that  the  Prudential  Assurance 
Company,  chief  backer  of  London  Films,  had 
imposed  these  economies  and  others  not  men- 

tioned in  company  pronouncements  as  a  condi- 
tion of  continuing  its  financial  support  for  an- 

other twelve  months.  Staff  reductions  have 
been  considerable,  amounting  to  50  per  cent 
in  the  case  of  the  scenario  department,  but  some 
of  them  are  due  to  the  fluctuations  in  produc- 

tion.   A  total  reduction  in  the  Denham  studio 
{Continued  on  following  page,   column  11 

Moyne  Report  Approved  in 

General  by  Film  Group  in 

Report;  Want  Trade  Mem- 
bers   on    Film  Commission 

The  Film  Group  of  the  Federation  of 
British  Industries,  representative  body  of 
British  production  interests,  has  submitted 
its  official  comments  on  the  Moyne  Report 
in  a  letter  to  the  Board  of  Trade  signed  by 
M.  Neville  Kearney  as  secretary  of  the Group. 

Producers  are  in  general  agreement  with 
the  conclusions  and  recommendations  of 

the  Report,  the  Group  announced,  but 
various  suggestions  of  amendment  in  detail 
are  made. 

Referring  to  the  proposal  to  set  up  an  official 
Film  Commission  or  Administrative  Body  to 

regulate  and  control  the  trade,  the  Film  Group's statement  said : 

"It  is  assumed,  in  referring  to  control,  it  is 
not  intended  that  the  Commission  should  have 
any  power  to  interfere  with  the  administration 
of  individual  businesses.  .  .  .  The  Group  agrees 
that  the  Commission,  should,  subject  to  the 
above  proviso,  have  powers  to  administer  a 
new  Act,  but  if  it  should  be  desired  to  entrust 
it  with  further  powers,  the  Group  would  wel- 

come an  opportunity  of  expressing  their  views 

on  the  detailed  proposals." 
Suggestions  also  were  made  as  to  the  com- 

position of  the  Commission,  the  Group  express- 
ing the  view  that,  while  the  principle  that  the 

membership  shall  be  independent  has  its  sup- 
port, it  is  essential  in  their  view  that  the  Com- 

mission also  should  include  individuals  having 
up-to-date  and  practical  experience  of  the  indus- 

try, though  such  persons  need  not  be  a  major- 
ity of  the  membership. 

"In  any  event,"  went  on  the  statement,  "an 
Advisory  Body  comprising  leading  personalities 
actually  engaged  in  the  industry,  analagous  to 
the  exisiting  Advisory  Committee  to  the  Board 
of  Trade,  should  be  set  up,  so  that  the  Com- 

mission could  consult  it  from  time  to  time, 

both  as  regards  current  business  and  the  exer- 
cise of  the  wider  powers  which  the  Report 

recommends  should  be  conferred  upon  the  Ad- 

ministrative Body." If  the  administration  of  a  new  Act  is  trans- 
ferred from  the  Board  of  Trade  to  the  Com- 

mission, the  Group  suggested  the  existing  staff 

of  the  Board  of  Trade  should  be  "seconded" for  the  purpose. 

Suggests  Quota  Minima 
The  principle  of  a  British  Films  Quota  vari- 

able from  year  according  to  the  output  and 
quality  of  British  films  in  the  preceding  year 
was  accepted  by  the  Group,  but  it  was  urged 
that  Quota  minima  of  20  per  cent  for  distribu- 

tors and  15  per  cent  for  exhibitors  should  be set  up. 

The  suggestion  that  the  Commission  should 
operate  a  Quality  Test  for  films  for  which  a 
British  certificate  is  sought  was  described  as 

"not  in  itself  wholly  inadvisable,"  but,  it  was 
stated,  in  practice,  the  task  would  be  complicated 
and  burdensome  and  might  also  have  a  serious 

effect  upon  the  financing  of  British  films.  "There would  always  be  a  fear  that  any  picture  might 
be  rejected  by  the  Commission,  however  much 

it  had  cost." Pointing  out  that  "the  test  to  be  applied 
should  be  whether  the  film  represents  a  bona 

{Continued  on  following  page,  column  3) 
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SEES  BRITISH  INDUSTRY  STABILIZING 

Marlene  Dietrich  entertains  a  visitor,  Herbert  Marshall,  on  the  set  of  "Knight 
Without  Armour",  in  which  Robert  Donat  stars  with  her.  It  is  a  London  Films 
subject  directed  by  Jacques  Feyder,  at  Denham.  Miss  Dietrich  arrived  in  New  York 
this  week  en  route  to  Hollywood  for  her  next  production. 

(Continued  from  preceding  page,  column  2) 
personnel  from  3,000  last  summer  to  1,400  at 
the  present  time  is  partly  accounted  for  by  the 
fewer  number  of  outside  units  using  the  studio. 

Alexander  Korda  denied  entirely  that 
there  would  be  any  fundamental  change 

of  policy  and  described  as  "rubbish"  the 
theory  that  British  pictures  could  be  made 
profitably  for  the  British  market  alone. 

Such  £20,000  pictures,  he  said,  were  likely 
to  prove  more  expensive  than  a  £200,000  pic- 

ture with  a  world  release.  London  Film's 
revenue,  he  said,  was  drawn  as  to  48  per  cent 
from  England,  28  per  cent  from  America  and 
24  per  cent  from  the  rest  of  the  world.  The 
first  six  pictures  made  by  London  grossed  over 
£1,000,000  and,  among  individual  pictures, 

"Sanders  of  the  River"  cost  £100,000  and 
grossed  £180,000.  Six  London  films  completed 

but  not  universally  released,  "Fire  over  Eng- 
land," "Knight  without  Armour,"  "Elephant 

Boy,"  "Troopship,"  "Dark  Journey"  and  "Storm 
in  a  Teacup,"  had  cost  £1,200,000  ($6,000,000). 
he  said,  and  his  backers  were  confident,  in 
spite  of  losses  inevitable  in  building  up  a  new 
industry,  that  production  for  the  world  market 
was  sound  business. 

V 

585  Exhibitors  Default 

Placed  before  the  House  of  Commons  by  Dr. 
Burgin,  Parliamentary  Secretary  to  the  Board 

of  Trade,  the  figures  of  "exhibitors  who  failed 
to  show  the  statutory  percentage  of  British 

films"  in  the  four  years  to  Sept.  1935  were :  585 
defaults,  42  certificates  of  exemption  granted. 

In  the  case  of  distributors,  in  the  four  years 
ended  March  1936,  there  were  29  defaults  and 
no  exemptions. 

V 

"B"  Film  Idea  Reported  Dropped 

Remarking  that  "it  is  untrue  that  we  are  go- 
ing to  make  a  cheaper  kind  of  picture,"  Mr. 

Korda  supported,  without  actually  confirming, 
a  general  impression  that  the  deal  recently  an- 

nounced whereby  "B"  pictures  would  be  made at  Denham  for  British  Lion  release  had  been 
abandoned. 

There  were  stories  in  Wardour  Street  that 
United  Artists  had  asserted  a  sole  right  to  all 
films  made  by  Mr.  Korda ;  also  suggested  was 
that  the  Prudential  was  not  disposed  to  finance 
this  further  enterprise.  As  this  mail  closes 

there  is  a  story  that  the  "Denham  Productions" 
enterprise  will  be  taken  over  by  Robert  T. 
Kane,  of  New  World,  and  that  the  films  will 
go  out  through  Twentieth  Century-Fox  instead 
of  British  Lion.  Confirmation  is  forthcoming 

to  this  extent :  "Four  Dark  Hours,"  directed  by 
W.  Cameron  Menzies  and  originally  publicized 
as  the  first  of  the  Korda-British  Lion  features, 
now  appears  among  films  to  be  produced  by 
Mr.  Kane. 

V 

Irish  Oppose  British  Invasion 

The  Irish  Cinema  and  Theatre  Association, 
of  the  Irish  Free  State  is  to  associate  itself  with 

a  movement  originated  by  the  National  Agricul- 
tural and  Industrial  Development  Association 

to  protect  the  Irish  theatre  field  from  "pene- 
tration" by  British  circuit  interests.  Irish  in- 

dustry wages  are  declared  to  be  50  to  100  per 
cent  higher  than  in  England.  An  all-Irish 
newsreel  is  one  of  the  objects  aimed  at  by 
the  movement. 

V 

"Dixey  Scheme"  Floated 

The  "Dixey  Scheme"  of  cooperative  distribu- 
tion by  exhibitors  has  been  formally  registered 

as  The  British  Independent  Exhibitors  (Dis- 
tribution) Co.,  Ltd. 

The  authorized  capital  is  £200,000  divided 
into  £100,000  of  £1  preference,  £60,000  in  300,- 
000  ordinary  shares  of  4  shillings  value,  and 
£40,000  in  400,000  franchise  shares  of  2  shillings 
value.  The  franchise  shares  are  reserved  to 

exhibitors  and  carry  a  right  to  the  company's 
product. The  directors  are :  Capt.  A.  C.  N.  Dixey,  R. 
McLoughlin,  J.  X.  Prendergast,  J.  Milner,  R. 
Dooner,  Randolph  E.  Richards,  F.  W.  Astbury, 
O.  E.  Wetzel  and  G.  M.  Heap.  The  three  last- 
named  represent  financial  interests.  Also  on 
the  board  are  A.  George  Smith,  former  London 
chief  for  Samuel  Goldwyn,  and  J.  H.  Hess. 

At  a  private  dinner  at  the  M'ayfair  hotel, at  which  the  launching  of  the  company  was 
celebrated,  it  was  stated  that  pictures  would  be 
made  for  its  program  by  Joe  Rock,  who  had 

given  an  option  on  "Edge  of  the  World,"  and 
Signor  Ludovico  Toeplitz,  of  Toeplitz  Produc- 

tions, who  promised  "super-pictures"  using British  stars  and  stories  but  made  in  the  new 
Italian  studio. 

V 

Buchanan  Launches  Company 

Jack  Buchanan  Productions,  Ltd.,  has  been 
registered  with  capital  of  £100,500.  Other  Di- 

rectors are  J.  Arthur  Rank  and  Charles  M. 
Woolf,  of  General  Film  Distributors,  Ltd.,  and 
S.  J.  Passmore,  an  attorney.  Mr.  Buchanan 
will  produce  at  Pinewood  Studios,  and  will  re- 

lease through  General  Film  Distributors. 
V 

Technicolor  Plant  Opens 

The  British  Technicolor  plant  at  Harmons- 
worth,  opened  for  press  inspection,  has  a  capac- 

ity of  24,000,000  feet  of  color-processed  film  per 
annum.  It  consists  of  a  factory  block  160  feet 
by  140  feet  and  an  administration  building  94 
by  41  feet. V 

Lionel  Carson,  veteran  editor  of  The  Stage 
and  a  figure  in  the  theatrical  world  of  London 
for  more  than  20  years,  is  dead. 

Flexible  Quota 

Idea  Supported 

(Continued  from  preceding  page,  column  3) 

fide  attempt  to  provide  the  public  with  reason- 
ably good  entertainment,"  the  letter  added.  "It is  obvious  that  all  pictures  on  which  more 

than  a  certain  amount  of  money  has  been  spent 

should  pass  this  test,"  and  suggested  that  any 
Quality  Test  imposed  by  the  Commission  be 
governed  by  this  consideration. 

Specific  Proposals 

Its  specific  proposals  were : 
"That  any  long  film  costing  not  less  than  £1 

per  foot  should,  ipso  facto,  be  considered  as 

having  passed  the  Commission's  Quality  Test 
and  be  eligible  for  renters'  (and  of  course  for 

exhibitors')  quota." "That  makers  of  films  who  could  not  prove 
that  their  cost  reached  or  exceeded  the  minimum 
figure  should  be  entitled  to  submit  the  films  to 
the  Commission  for  examination,  without  dis- 

closing their  actual  cost." "If  rejected,  such  films  to  be  eligible  for 

exhibitors  quota  only." 
Whether  a  film  is  rejected  by  the  Commis- 

sion or  passed  (in  which  case  it  becomes  eligible 
for  distributors'  as  well  as  exhibitors'  quota) 
it  was  urged  that  its  actual  cost  should  not  be 
disclosed.  Recommending  that  short  films  shall 
be  treated  on  the  same  basis  as  long,  the  Group 

added  a  warning  of  the  great  importance  "of not  endeavoring  to  enforce  any  definite  standard 
of  artistic  merit.  No  independent  Commission 
can  possibly  be  as  well  qualified  to  judge  what 
will  please  the  public  as  the  companies  actually 

engaged  in  production." On  the  recommendation  that  restrictions  on 
advance  bookings  shall  be  withdrawn,  the  Group 
dissented  "entirely."  The  suggestion  that  block- 
booking  should  be  made  illegal  it  described  as 

"impracticable." 
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Columbia 

AVENGING  WATERS:  Ken  Maynard— Ken  May- 
nard  is  always  popular,  to  be  never  forgotten,  since 

he  broke  all  records  for  us  in  "Strawberry  Roan."— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.    General  patronage. 

COME  CLOSER,  FOLKS:  James  Dunn,  Marian 
Marsh— Just  a  programer.  Running  time,  61  minutes. 
— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

NORTH  OF  NOME:  Jack  Holt,  Evelyn  Venable— Will  do  as  the  weak  end  of  a  dual.  Excellent  outdoor 
shots  make  it  worth  while,  although  the  story  is  slow 
paced.  Running  time,  63  minutes.  Played  January  22- 
23.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash. 
General  patronage. 

NORTH  OF  NOME:  Jack  Holt,  Evelyn  Venable— 
Just  a  programer.  Running  time,  63  minutes.— W.  E. 
Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — Fine  picture  for  any  spot.  Running  time,  90 
minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.     General  patronage. 

THEY  MET  IN  A  TAXI:  Chester  Morris,  Fay 
Wray — Just  a  programer  that  will  get  by.  Running 
time,  69  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

THEY  MET  IN  A  TAXI:  Chester  Morris,  Fay 
Wray — Above  average  program  picture  which  should 
be  double  billed. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 

bury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

TRAPPED  BY  TELEVISION:  Mary  Astor,  Lyle 
Talbot,  Nat  Pendleton — This  nameless,  inexpensively 
produced  program  picture  accounted  for  more  profit 
than  the  average  special.  Its  title  attracted  our 
patrons,  and  the  action  and  novelty  of  the  subject 
pleased  them. — J.  W.  Noah,  New  Liberty  and  Ideal 
Theatres,  Fort  Worth,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

First  National 

CAPTAIN'S  KID,  THE:  Guy  Kibbee,  Sybil  Jason- 
Just  a  programer.  Gets  by. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

DOWN  THE  STRETCH:  Patricia  Ellis,  Dennis 
Moore,  Mickey  Rooney — My  idea  of  a  swell  picture. 
Seemed  to  please  the  patrons  and  heard  a  good  many 
favorable  comments  the  next  day.  Was  right  down  in 
the  front  row  with  the  kids  yelling  "Come  on,  Faith- 

ful" during  the  show.  Mickey  Rooney  is  very  good. Running  time,  66  minutes.  Played  January  20-21.— 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan. 
Small  town  patronage. 

DOWN  THE  STRETCH:  Patricia  Ellis.  Dennis 
Moore — Good  programer.  Running  time,  65  minutes. — 
W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Owl  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

HERE  COMES  CARTER:  Ross  Alexander,  Anne 
Nagel — Nice  program  picture  which  satisfied.  Sorry 
that  Alexander  is  gone.  Hope  they  give  that  Nagel 
gal  an  opportunity.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  Played 
January  15-16.— Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre, 
Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Frank  McHugh,  Joan 
Blondell — Box  office  smash  in  any  spot.  Running  time, 
86  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, Maine.    General  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Frank  McHugh, 
Joan  Blondell— Very  good.  Not  up  to  expectations, though,  as  we  must  have  expected  too  much.  At- 

tendance poor,  part  of  which  we  attribute  to  lots  of 
sickness  here.  Running  time,  85  minutes.  Played 
January  24-25.— Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  The- atre, Hay  Springs,  Neb.     Small  town  patronage. 

TRAILIN'  WEST:  Dick  Foran.  Paula  Stone— Just another  of  those  star  Westerns  so  short  that  to  give the  patrons  any  show  at  all  has  to  be  built  up  with shorts.  Running  time,  56  minutes.  Played  January 
22-23.— Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

_  TRAILIN'  WEST:  Dick  Foran,  Paula  Stone-A  sat- isfactory western.  Foran's  singing  is  a  high  spot.  The musical  score  is  swell  and  expertly  played.    It  creates 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  o
wn  de- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 
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Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

a  neat  background  for  the  picture  accentuating  the 
action.  Played  January  12. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  The- 

atre,  Penacook,  N.   H.    General  patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy — Good  picture  for  any  spot.  Running  time,  100 
minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

ALL  AMERICAN  CHUMP:  Stuart  Erwin,  Betty 
Furness — Dandy  program  picture  which  kept  the  pa- 

trons in  fits  of  laughter  most  of  the  time.  Running 
time,  64  minutes.  Played  January  14. — Horn  and 
Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 
town  patronage. 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stewart 
— Box  office  smash.  Running  time,  105  minutes. — 
W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

CAMILLE:  Greta  Garbo,  Robert  Taylor— Not  much. 
Running  time,  109  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Luise 
Rainer,  Myrna  Loy — Everything  the  producers  claimed, 
which  was  plenty.  However,  I  question  the  wisdom 
of  roadshowing  a  production  of  such  magnitude,  then 
withdrawing  it,  to  be  generally  released  following  sea- 

son after  exploitation  peak  has  passed.  "Time  marches 
on"  and  so  does  the  procession  of  "super-colossals." Business  in  smaller  spots  bound  to  suffer  from  these 
deferred  releases.  Class  dismissed.  Running  time, 
three  hours.  Played  January  24-26.— Roy  C.  Irvine, 
Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.    General  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy — A  very  satisfactory 
comedy  drama.  It  pleased  all  who  saw  it  100  per  cent. 
Severe  weather  probably  cut  our  attendance  in  half 
but  the  picture  is  not  to  blame.  Running  time,  98 
minutes.  Played  January  8-9. — G.  A.  Van  Fraden- 
burg,  Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  com- munity patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy— Swell  picture  which  didn't 
do  any  extra  business.  Can't  understand  it,  except that  bad  weather  had  something  to  do  with  keeping 
them  away.  Certainly  you  could  not  ask  for  better 
entertainment.  Running  time,  98  minutes.  Played 
January  17-18.— Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre, 
Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Clark  Gable,  Joan  Craw- 
ford—Box office  smash  in  any  spot.  Running  time,  81 minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, Maine.    General  patronage. 

MISTER  CINDERELLA:  Jack  Haley,  Betty  Fur- 
ness—Poor.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

OUR  RELATIONS:  Laurel  and  Hardy— Good  pro- gram and  pulls  well.  Running  time,  86  Minutes  — 
W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine General  patronage. 

SAN  FRANCISCO:  Clark  Gable,  Jeanette  Mac- Donald— The  best  show  we  have  had  for  long  time  but the  storm  had  to  play  us  the  opposition  so  no  one 

could  hardly  get  out,  only  a  few  brave  men  folks  came 
and  all  were  pleased.  If  we  have  a  good  picture 
Mother  Nature  works  her  trick  and  takes  joy  out  of 
show  business.  Step  on  it  boy  if  you  didn't  play  it 
yet.  Running  time,  12  reels.  Played  January  24-25. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small town  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone,  Cary  Grant — 
Although  this  was  played  late,  it  still  drew  good  at 
the  box  office  and  had  a  good  many  favorable  com- 

ments on  it.  Running  time,  95  minutes.  Played 
January  19. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, Texas.    General  patronage. 

Paramount 

ACCUSING  FINGER:  Paul  Kelly,  Marsha  Hunt- 
Good.  Running  time,  61  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee, 
Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

ALONG  CAME  LOVE:  Irene  Hervey,  Charles 
Starrett — Here  is  another  one  of  those  little  sweet 
pictures,  and  you  have  a  marvelous  cast  beside  the 
two  principals.  There  is  Doris  Kenyon,  just  as  sweet 
as  ever,  and  Irene  Franklin  (Chicago's  own),  bringing 
back  the  happy  days  of  1912,  and  believe  it  or  not 
she  is  still  good,  and  you  have  a  picture  worth  any 
playing  time. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Win- chester, Ind.    General  patronage. 

ALONG  CAME  LOVE:  Irene  Hervey,  Charles 
Starrett — Just  a  programer.  Gets  by.  Running  time, 
69  minutes— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

ARIZONA  MAHONEY:  Larry  Crabbe— Swell  west- 
ern.—W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 

Maine.    General  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen— No  theatre  could  go  wrong  on  this 
picture  as  it  is  by  far  the  best  of  the  "Big  Broadcast" 
pictures  to  date.  Running  time,  100  minutes.— Roy 
Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 
COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  Burns  and 

Allen — Box  office  smash  for  any  spot.  Running  time, 
87  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

HUCKLEBERRY  FINN:  Junior  Durkin,  Jackie 
Coogan,  Mitzi  Green— Played  to  a  packed  house.  It 
is  still  a  fine  picture  after  many  years.  Of  course,  the 
story  is  well-known  throughout  all  public  schools  and 
is  well  liked  by  the  children,  and  also  a  surprising 
amount  of  my  adult  patrons  thought  the  picture  was 
real  good.  Hope  I  can  get  more  stories  like  that. 
Running  time,  77  minutes.  Played  January  24-26.— Milton  D.  Bundt,  Dyckman  Theatre,  New  York  City, 
N.  Y.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Lay  off  — 
W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. General  patronage. 

I'D  GIVE  MY  LIFE:  Sir  Guy  Standing,  Frances Drake,  Tom  Brown— Very  nice  program  picture.  Why is  it  that  the  producers  have  for  the  past  year  made about  ten  light  comedy  dramas  to  one  serious  drama 
such  as  this?  Running  time,  81  minutes.  Played 
January  27.— Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre, Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 
JUNGLE  PRINCESS,  THE:  Ray  Milland,  Dorothy Lamour— Patrons  seemed  to  enjoy  this  better  than 

average  jungle  drama.  Played  January  27-28— P  G Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 
JUNGLE  PRINCESS:  Dorothy  Lamour,  Ray  Mil- 

„?d~~ Good  m  a"y  sPot-  Running  time,  84  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine General  patronage. 

LET'S  MAKE  A  MILLION:  Edward  Everett  Hor- ton— Poor.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, Maine.    General  patronage. 

LITTLE  MISS  MARKER:  Shirley  Temple,  Adolphe Menjou— Broke  all  records  for  Limerick.  Nuf  sed 
Running  time,  86  minutes.  Played  January  26-27  — S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine. General  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:   Charles  Ruggles, Alice  Brady— Good  comedy  drama  with  Ruggles  and Alice  Brady  pleasing.    The  Boy  Scout  angle  also  very good  and  could  be  played  up.    We  did  not  appreciate (Reports  continued  on  following  page) 
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how  much  or  how  good  that  angle  was  until  too  late. 
Played  January  31— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

MURDER  WITH  PICTURES:  Lew  Ayres,  Gail 
Patrick — A  program  picture  that  proved  fairly  inter- 

esting. Needs  good  shorts  to  back  it  up.  Played 
January  20-21.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

PLAINSMAN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper,  Jean  Arthur- 
Box  office  smash.  Running  time,  109  minutes.— W.  E. 
Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

SPENDTHRIFT:  Henry  Fonda— A  good  show  but 
the  title  is  no  good.  It  will  please  'em  all  if  you  can 
get  them  in.  They  will  tell  you  so  on  their  way  out 
with  a  smile.  Running  time,  eight  reels.  Played 
January  23.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

Republic 

BIG  SHOW,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette, 
Kay  Hughes — We  have  just  received  the  glossy  paper 
pamphlet  which  Republic  flatteringly  calls  a  press 
sheet  on  "Round-Up  Time  in  Texas."  Exhibitors  in buying  the  product  of  this  company  are  well  aware 
that  complete  sales  are  usually  made  on  the  strength 
of  the  Autry  pictures,  yet  this  star  is  apparently  in 
the  studio  doghouse  judging  by  the  press  sheets  and 
advertising  material  prepared  for  his  productions. 
While  sermonizing,  we  might  also  mention  the  shoddy 
story  material  the  producers  are  inflicting  upon  the 
star  in  trading  upon  his  popularity  that  is  beginning  to 
show  slight  signs  of  decline.  The  original  subject  of 
this  report,  "The  Big  Show"  depends  almost  entirely 
upon  the  Texas  Centennial  backgrounds  for  its  enter- 

tainment strength,  which  wavers  precariously  when 
Autry  sings  such  a  hot-cha  unwestern  number  as 
"I'm  Mad  About  You."  We  would  say  that  the  popu- 

larity of  this  player  has  been  due  to  his  singing 
ability,  pleasing  personality  and  the  intriguing  titles 
given  his  films,  not  his  story  material,  which  has 
with  but  two  exceptions  been  exceedingly  trite.  The 
novelty  of  a  western  star  singing  has  carried  Autry 
this  far  and  won  him  a  public  that  is  beginning  to 
compare  his  efforts  with  those  of  the  Hopalong  Cas- 
sidy  series,  noteworthy  because  of  their  fine  produc- 

tion values  and  story  strength.  Are  you  listening. 
Republic?— J.  W.  Noah,  New  Liberty  and  Ideal  The- 

atres,  Forth   Worth,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

COUNTRY  GENTLEMEN:  Olsen  and  Johnson— 
So  screwy  that  it  could  not  fail  to  get  the  laughs. 
Everyone  seemed  to  be  well  pleased  and  got  a  big 

THREE  MOKE  SEND 

REPORTS  ON  FILMS 

Reporting  in   "What  the  Picture 
Did  for  Me"  this  week  for  the  first 
time  are  the  following  showmen: 

Milton  D.  Bundt,  Dyckman  Theatre, 
New  York  City. 

Gavin  Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Ste- 
vensville,  Mont. 

Henry  McNeil,  Jubilee  Theatre,  Stel- 
larton,  Nova  Scotia. 

Read  the  comment  of  these  exhib- 
itors on  the  business  done  for  them  by 

the  product  they  have  played  recently. 

laugh  out  of  it.  Running  time,  68  minutes.  Played 
January  14. — Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens, 
Texas.     General  patronage. 

DOWN  TO  THE  SEA:  Russell  Hardie,  Ann  Ruth- 
erford— A  good  little  picture  which  did  not  go  over 

for  us.  We  are  too  far  from  the  coast  for  this  type 
to  click  in  this  town.  If  Republic  would  use  better 
star  names  it  would  help  put  over  their  pictures  much 
better.  Played  September  25-26. — Gavin  Bros.,  Ameri- 

can Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 

GHOST  TOWN  GOLD:  Robert  Livingston,  Kay 
Hughes,  Max  Terhune,  Ray  Corrigan— This  is  the 
second  of  this  series  of  the  Three  Mesquiteers  west- 

erns which  we  have  played.  The  first  one  pleased 
very  well  but  were  we  surprised  to  find  that  we  had 
created  a  following  with  the  use  of  only  one  of  this 
series.  Played  November  27-28.— Gavin  Bros.,  Ameri- 

can Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small  town  patron- 
age. 
GUNS  AND  GUITARS:  Gene  Autry,  Dorothy  Dix 

— Good  entertainment  for  the  younger  set.  Not  very much  music,  which  puts  Autry  over.  Need  more 
songs.  Running  time,  6  reels.  Played  January  7-9.— 
A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskat- 

chewan, Can.     Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

HAPPY  GO  LUCKY:  Phil  Regan,  Evelyn  Venable 
—This  comedy  drama  went  over  nicely.  It  was  a  good 
picture  for  the  Christmas  date.  Regan's  singing  was one  of  the  highlights  of  the  picture.  Business  above 
average.  Played  December  25-26.— Gavin  Bros.,  Ameri- 

can Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small  town  patron- 

age. 
OLD  CORRAL,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burn- 

ette— Our  box  office  jumps  every  time  we  play  Gene Autry  westerns.  This  is  the  best  Western  star  we 
are  using.  Autry  pictures  gross  with  the  biggest 
pictures  we  play.  Played  January  6-7.— Gavin  Bros., American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small  town patronage. 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley Burnette— When  better  westerns  are  made  Gene Autry  will  make  them.  All  Gene  Autry  pictures  do a  fine  business  for  us.  Played  December  4-5.— Gavin Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small town  patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  WHISTLING  SKULL:  Robert Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan,  Max  Terhune— This  is  the best  of  this  series  to  date.  Our  patrons  were  well pleased  with  this  western  and  told  us  so.  This  trio 
is  coming  along  nicely.  Played  January  23-24.— Gavin Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small town  patronage. 

n,rR0^RI,N'  LEAD:  Robert  Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan, Max  Terhune^Each  of  this  series  is  building  at  the box  office.  They  are  well  made  and  Republic  has  a fine  series  m  these  westerns.  Played  December  18-19 
—Gavin  Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont Small  town  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston- 
wgra,me™  J,ust  gets  hy-    R«nnin&  time,  73  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. Ueneral  patronage. 

DON'T  TURN  'EM  LOOSE:  Lewis  Stone,  Bruce Cabot— Is  a  picture  that  should  be  played  in  every state  of  the  union  and  especially  for  all  the  parole boards  connected  with  the  law  enforcement  agencies 
Don  t  Turn  Em  Loose"  should  be  the  slogan  of  all the  governors  in  every  state  of  U.  S.  A.  Running  time, seven  reels.  Played  January  20— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 
MARY  OF  SCOTLAND:  Katherine  Hepburn, Fredric  March  —  Another  rather  elaborate  historic drama.  This  will  prove  highly  satisfactory  to  pa- trons who  are  interested  in  16th  century  history, which  only  means  that  the  picture  will  definitely please  not  more  than  25  per  cent  of  the  usual  patrons 

of  small-town  theatres.  Running  time,  123  minutes. 
Played  Jan.  22-23.— G.  A.  Van  Fradenburg,  Valley 
Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  community  patron- 

age. 
SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou— Good  entertainment. — R.  V.  Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre, 

Hartington,  Neb.    General  patronage. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN:  Ann  Sothern,  Gene 
Raymond — Just  a  programer  that  will  get  by.  Run- 

ning time,  57  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  The- 
atre, Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers, 
Helen  Broderick,  Victor  Moore — Past  masters  in  the 
art  of  "danceology,"  Fred  and  Ginger  once  more 
scale  the  heights  in  this  their  latest  picture.  From  the 
minute  of  the  first  reel  to  the  last  minute  of  the  last 
reel  there  is  not  a  letdown  in  the  continuity.  Ably 
supported  by  Victor  Moore  and  Helen  Broderick,  the 
picture  is  a  riot  of  fun,  clever  dancing  and  tuneful 
songs  and  for  100  minutes  makes  you  forget  the 
cares  of  the  day.  The  "Bojangles  of  Harlem"  se- quence with  Fred  dancing  with  the  shadows  is  tops 
in  dance  staging.  Running  time,  100  minutes.  Played 
January  29. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Director, 
Prison  Theatre,  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison 
patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— A 
real  night's  entertainment  that  disappointed  us  at  our 
box  office. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

WINTERSET:  Burgess  Meredith,  Margo— Grim, 
stark  melodrama,  featured  by  outstanding  portrayals 
by  several  of  original  stage  cast.  While  considered  a 
critics'  picture,  pleased  most  of  our  patrons,  but 
business  hit  two-year  Sunday-Tuesday  low,  miserable 
weather  conditions  being  partially  responsible.  You 
probably  will  not  make  any  money  on  this  picture,  but 
you'll  not  regret  having  played  it.  Running  time,  75 
minutes.  Played  January  17-19. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz 
Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.    General  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century -Fox 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:    Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea — Box  office  smash  for  any  spot.  Running 
time,  95  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee.  Strand  Theatre, 
Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

CRACK-UP:  Peter  Lorre,  Brian  Donley— A  com- 
plete crack-up  at  the  box  office.  No  stars,  no  story, 

no  good.  Try  to  figure  out  what  Brian  Donlevy  was 
doing  in  this  one.  We  have  not  yet  decided  whether 
he  was  villain  or  hero.  Suitable  for  the  double  bills 
only. — Henry  McNeil,  Jubilee  Theatre,  Stellarton, 
Nova  Scotia,  Can.     Small  town  patronage. 

CAN  THIS  BE  DIXIE?:  Jane  Withers— Good  pro- 
gramer. Running  time,  66  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee, 

Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

15  MAIDEN  LANE:  Claire  Trevor,  Cesar  Romero- 
Just  a  programer  get  by.  Running  time,  65  minutes. — 
W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Loretta  Young, 
Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon,  Don  Ameche — 
Fox  rates  this  as  Class  A.  To  our  patrons  it  rated  a 
darned  poor  Class  C.  I  have  taken  more  razzing  than 
on  any  picture  this  winter — and  we  had  no  business 
to  speak  of.  It's  a  miscast  mess  with  no  story  and splendid  stars  like  Gaynor,  Young,  Bennett,  Ameche 
wasted.  As  for  Simone  Simon,  our  patrons  panned 
her  in  "Girls'  Dormitory,"  but  that  was  mild  compared 
to  what  they  say  of  her  last  effort.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee 
Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Janet  Gaynor,  Constance  Ben- 
nett, Loretta  Young,  Simone  Simon — And  Fox  calls 

this  a  "special."  Janet  Gaynor  and  Loretta  Young 
are  popular,  but  they  can't  make  anything  out  of  this 
dud.  As  for  the  much  over-advertised  "See  Moan-See 
Moan,"  if  she  is  an  actress,  I  am  a  deep  sea  diver. 
It's  the  patrons  who  do  the  moaning  when  they  have to  watch  her  cave  woman  technique.  Fortunately,  no 
doubt,  one  can't  understand  what  she  says.  Just  a long  line  of  walkouts  on  this  one.  I  did  not  hear  the 
comments;  I  beat  it  to  the  booth  before  the  show  was 
over.  Pass  this  one  up,  special  or  no  special.  Run- 

ning time,  97  minutes.  Played  January  16-17.— Gladys 
E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly, 
Jack  Haley,  Yacht  Club  Boys— My  patrons  in  general 
do  not  care  for  football  pictures,  but  this  one  has  quite 
a  lot  of  comedy,  action  and  loads  of  music,  which 
makes  this  picture  stand  out  as  one  of  the  best.  Cast 
is  excellent  and  it  is  well  played  throughout.  Business 
was  good.  Running  time,  92  minutes.  Played  Janu- 

ary 30-Feburary  1.— Milton  D.  Bundt,  Dyckman  The- 
atre, New  York  City,  N.  Y.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly— 
A  musical  comedy  drama  with  a  football  background 
that  pleased  young  and  old.  Good  music,  good  fun, and  the  football  was  not  overstressed  so  that  it  was 
good  this  long  after  the  season  is  over.  Jack  Haley, 
Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly,  The  Yacht  Club  Boys, 
Arline  Judge,  all  pleased,  and  the  new  kid  sister 
(Judy  Garland),  who  caught  the  football  melons,  and afterwards  sang,  is  a  comer.  Played  January  22-23.— 
P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Park,  S.  D.,  Small  town patronage. 

Featured  him  in 

Cowboy  Tom's  Roundup — Maverick 
Jim— The  Gibson  Family— Bam  Dance— 

Tex  Ritter's  Campfire — Terry  and  Ted 
The  Lux  Radio  Theatre — Eno  Crime 

Clubs— Gang  Busters— Cafe  of  the  Red 

Dagger — Death  Valley  Days — Bobby 
Benson  — Court  of  Human  Relations. 

fix  ̂iiFil!^^ 
GRAND  NATIONAL 

SINGING  COWBOY  STAR 
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77 RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche— Very  fine 
picture  with  good  color  and  sound.  Everybody  enjoyed 
this  picture.  Average  business.  Played  January  17-18. 
— Gavin  Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont. 
Small  town  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Adolphe  Menjou— Good  show 
to  fair  business  but  we  can't  see  why  Adolphe  Menjou 
should  play  a  part  of  a  drunk  when  his  talents  should 
be  of  the  refined  class.  I  can't  see  that  a  star  should 
ever  play  a  part  that  puts  him  or  her  in  the  class  of 
the  low-downs.  Maybe  it's  OK  but  we  don't  approve of  it.  Give  us  clean  fun,  if  any.  Running  time,  10 
reels.  Played  January  17— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  The- atre, Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young,  Alice 
Faye — Here  is  a  first  class  Temple  feature.  Helps  to 
recuperate  our  business  on  this  little  star  after 
"Dimples."  Give  us  more  like  this.  Fox.  Robert 
Young  almost  steals  this  picture.  Alice  Faye  isn't hard  to  look  at,  either.  Give  this  show  the  works. 
It  will  do  good  business  and  help  build  up  Shirley  for 
future  pictures.— Henry  McNeil,  Jubilee  Theatre,  Stel- 
larton,  Nova  Scotia,  Can.    Small  town  patronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple— Shirley  will  pull 
them  in  and  it  will  please.  Not  a  big  picture.  Run- 

ning time,  86  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  The- 
atre, Old  Town,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

UNDER  YOUR  SPELL:  Lawrence  Tibbett— Good 
programer  and  Lawrence  Tibbett.  Running  time,  62 
minutes— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER:  Warner  Baxter,  June  Lang- 
Just  a  programer.  Running  time,  65  minutes. — W.  E. 
Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

WILD  BRIAN  KENT:  Ralph  Bellamy,  Mae  Clarke 
— Made  from  Harold  Bell  Wright's  novel.  Our  pa- trons complained  because  nothing  remained  of  the 
book  except  title,  and  they  even  partially  changed 
that.  Others  razzed  what  was  supposed  to  be  the  big 
scene;  a  battle  with  flames  in  a  wheat  field.  Per- 

sonally thought  it  a  crudely  directed  mess.  Played 
January  29-30.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker, 
S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  BRIAN  KENT:  Ralph  Bellamy,  Mae  Clarke 
— Just  a  programer.  Gets  by.  Running  time,  58 
minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

DODSWORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton, 
Mary  Astor — Fine  picture  for  any  spot.  Running  time, 
100  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old 
Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

Universal 

CRASH  DONOVAN:  Jack  Holt,  Nan  Gray— Very 
short,  but  plenty  full  of  action.  Saturday  patrons 
should  eat  this  picture  up  in  any  town.  Running 
time,  54  minutes.  Played  January  16. — Roy  Pringle, 
Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

EMPTY  SADDLES:  Buck  Jones— Just  imagine 
making  '  a  picture  and  naming  it  "Empty  Saddles" and  not  even  using  the  song.  This  is  another  very  bad 
picture  from  Universal.  Buck  Jones'  name  still  means something  at  the  box  office  and  if  the  producers  would 
make  the  picture  right  he  would  be  a  good  bet  for 
some  time  to  come,  but  with  the  type  he  is  now  put- 

ting out,  it  does  not  look  so  good. — W.  H.  Brenner, 
Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.    General  patronage. 

GIRL  ON  THE  FRONT  PAGE,  THE:  Gloria  Stuart, 
Edmund  Lowe — I  did  not  think  much  of  it,  but  every- 

one seemed  to  think  it  was  very  good,  especially  the 
hardboiled  newspaper  angle  played  by  Edmund  Lowe. 
Running  time,  74  minutes.  Played  January  21.— Roy 
Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

SUTTER'S  GOLD:  Edward  Arnold,  Binnie  Barnes 
— Another  old  one  that  is  far  above  average.  Running 
time,  95  minutes.  Played  January  30.— Roy  Pringle, 
Eureka  Theatre.  Fabens,  Texas.     General  patronage. 

Warner  Bros. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
—Good  enough  for  any  spot.  Fast  paced  and  some fine  musical  sets.  Our  territory  in  grip  of  sub-zero, 
snow-blocked  roads  most  of  month.  Business  60  to  75 percent  of  normal.  Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played 
January  15-16.— Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville, Wash.    General  patronage. 

CAIN  AND  MABEL:  Marion  Davies,  Clark  Gable 
—An  excellent  show.  Clark  gives  his  usual  very  good performance  with  plenty  of  support  from  Marion  and 
the  entire  cast.  Good,  snappy  story  and  some  wonder- 

ful dance  sequences.  The  Pipe  Organ  number  is 
great.  Very  satisfactory  picture,  but  extremely  cold weather  and  bad  roads  left  me  in  debt.  Can't  blame 
the  picture  for  that,  however.  Running  time,  90 minutes.  Played  January  23-24.— Gladys  E.  McArdle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 
CHARGE    OF    THE    LIGHT    BRIGADE:  Errol 

"VERY  VALUABLE 

TO  EXHIBITORS" 
"This  is  our  first  report  on 

pictures  for  'What  the  Picture 

Did  for  Me'  department,"  write 
Gavin  Brothers,  from  their 

American  Theatre  at  Stevens- 
ville, Montana. 

"This  is  the  section  of  the 

Herald  which  is  very  valuable 
to  small  town  exhibitors  and 

from  time  to  time  we  will  con- 

tribute other  expressions  of 

opinions  of  pictures." 

Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland — Wonderful  show  but  it 
flopped  for  me.  Tied  with  schools,  too.  Can't  get  it through  my  head  why.  Running  time,  115  minutes. 
Played  January  29-30.— S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre, 
Limerick,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE:  Errol 
Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland — No  winner.  Big  production. 
Running  time,  113  minutes.— W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM,  A:  James  Cag- 
ney,  Joe  E.  Brown,  Dick  Powell,  Olivia  de  Havilland — 
Were  quite  peeved  at  Vitagraph  for  asking  us  to  bring 
this  back  after  a  roadshow  engagement  which  was 
quite  successful.  But  we  did,  and  must  say  that  if 
the  weather  had  not  been  so  bad,  we  would  have  done 
a  nice  business  as  many  people  wanted  to  see  it  who 
had  previously  been  unable  to  on  account  of  the  high 
prices.  Running  time,  117  minutes.  Played  January 
20. — Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay 
Springs,   Neb.     Small   town  patronage. 

GOLDDIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blon- 
dell,  Glenda  Farrell,  Victor  Moore — It  is  high  time 
that  Warner's  got  away  from  this  type  of  musical. We  are  getting  tired  of  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blondell 
and  Glenda  Farrell  and  the  too  familiar  faces  of  this 
company's  stars.  The  same  players  are  used  in  too many  features  for  our  fancy.  Little  has  been  changed 
from  the  last  "Golddiggers."  Give  us  something  a little  different  for  a  change.  Running  time,  12  reels, 
6  reels  too  long. — Henry  McNeil,  Jubilee  Theatre, 
Stellarton,  Nova  Scotia,  Can.    Small  town  patronage. 

GOD'S  COUNTRY  AND  THE  WOMAN:  George 
Brent,  Beverly  Roberts — Good  enough  for  any  spot. 
Running  time,  85  minutes. — W.  E.  Mcphee,  Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

ONE  WAY  PASSAGE:  Kay  Francis,  William 
Powell — Enjoyed  by  everyone  who  came  to  see  it. 
Print  very  poor.  Running  time,  7  reels.  Played  Janu- 

ary 1-2.— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough, 
Saskatchewan,  Can.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

PUBLIC  ENEMY'S  WIFE:  Pat  O'Brien,  Mar- 
garet Lindsay — Just  a  natural  for  any  small  town 

community.  Pat  O'Brien  very  popular  here.  Not  a kick  in  a  carload  of  this  class  of  entertainment.  Run- 
ning time,  8  reels.  Played  January  14— A.  L.  Dove, 

Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Can. 
Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

SONS  O'GUNS:  Joe  E.  Brown,  Joan  Blondell— 
Very  good  entertainment  for  a  small  town  audience, 
although  Brown  not  popular  in  this  district.  Some 
good  comments  on  this  production.  Running  time,  9 
reels.  Played  January  21.— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough 
Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Can.  Rural  and 
small  town  patronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

AM  I  HAVING  FUN:  Andy  Clyde— Very  good. 
Play  it.  It's  a  scream.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  The- atre, Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

HALF  SHOT  SHOOTERS:  3  Stooges— Better  than 
the  average  for  this  team  and  nutty  enough  to  make 
anyone  laugh.  Running  time,  18  minutes. — Roy Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

LAUGHING  WITH  MEDBURY  IN  THE  PHIL- 
IPPINES: Interesting  and  instructive.  Worth  play- 

ing.—Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- tario, Canada.     General  patronage. 

PAIN  IN  THE  PUl  LMAN,  A:  3  Stooges-About the  only  thing  Columma  had  last  year  that  was  any good  was  a  few  comedies.  These  three  nuts  are 
always  good  for  laughs  if  they  are  not  shown  too often.  Running  time,  18  minutes.— Roy  Pringle, Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.    General  patronage. 

PEACE  CONFERENCE:  Krazy  Kat  Cartoon— Don't pass  this  up.    A  take-off  on  our  peace  conference. — Harland    Rankin,    Plaza    Theatre,    Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

SCRAPPY'S  BOY  SCOUTS:  Scrappy  Cartoons- 
Scrappy  cartoons  always  popular  with  children. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.    General  patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS:  No.  13— Received  with  a 
very  favorable  audience  reaction. — Harland  Rankin, 
Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.  General 
patronage. 

TOMORROW'S  CHAMPIONS:  New  World  of  Sport 
Series — A  juvenile  sport  reel.  Worth  playing. — Har- 

land Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Can- ada.   General  patronage. 

WHOOPS,  I'M  AN  INDIAN:  3  Stooges— Leave  it 
to  the  Three  Stooges  to  get  the  belly  laughs.  Run- 

ning time,  two  reels. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre, Ritzville,  Wash.     General  patronage. 

Educational 

FEMININE  FORM:  Treasure  Chest  Series— A 
dandy  reel  for  education  on  exercise  and  dancing. 
Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

KIKO  AND  THE  HONEY  BEARS:  Paul  Terry- 
Toons — Good  music,  fine  recording  and  lots  of  fun 
for  the  kiddies.  O.K.  three  Bears  and  Kangaroo. 
Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

RODEO  DAY:  Song  and  Comedy  Hit— Good.  Run- 
ning time,  1  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre, 

Lebanon,   Kan.     Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

BEHIND  THE  HEADLINES:  Pete  Smith  Spe- 
cialties— Exceptionally  well  done,  both  instructive  and 

entertaining.  Rates  among  the  best  of  Pete  Smith 
shorts.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz 
Theatre,   Ritzville,   Wash.     General  patronage. 

EARLY  BIRD  AND  THE  WORM,  THE:  Harman- 
Ising — Good  music  and  singing  in  this  colortone  car- 

toon. Fair  for  a  filler.  Running  time,  one  reel. — 
Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

(.Reports  continued  on  following  page) 

GRAND  NATIONAL  PICTURES' 
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DRAMA  ON  EVERY  COUNT" 
-FILM  DAILY 
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Paramount 

LETS  GET  MOV1N':  Popeye  the  Sailor— Good 
Popeye  cartoon  for  all.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Ihiba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

LUCKY  SPILLS:  Grantland  Rice  Sportlights— 
Another  corker.  Running  time,  19  minutes. — S.  A. 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

NEVER  KICK  A  WOMAN:  Popeye  the  Sailor- 
Good  for  more  laughs  than  any  Popeye  we  have 
played.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz 
Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.    General  patronage. 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR  MEETS  SINBAD  THE 
SAILOR:  Popeye  the  Sailor — Step  on  it.  It's  a  fea- 

ture in  itself.  Running  time,  20  minutes. — S.  A. 
Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

RAH,  RAH,  FOOTBALL:  Will  Osborne  and  Col- 
legiates — It's  a  corker.  Not  a  filler.  Running  time, 
lu  minutes. — S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre,  Limerick, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

SHORTY  AT  THE  SEASHORE:  Paramount  Vari- 
eties— I  still  believe  that  people  got  tired  of  these 

monkey  shorts  long  ago.  This  was  no  better  than 
usual,  in  my  opinion.  Running  time,  9  minutes.— 
Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

DEADLY  FEMALES:  Struggle  to  Live  Series- 
Chills  and  thrills  as  scorpions  battle  and  spidery 
ladies  eat  their  husbands.  Odd  and  interesting.  Adds 
zest  to  the  program.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — 
J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Director,  Prison  The- 

atre, State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

DEBONAIR  NEW  ORLEANS:  Easy  Aces— Travel- 
ing through  New  Orleans  with  the  Easy  Aces  in- 

terspersing their  sure  fire  line  of  running  stuff  and 

the 

HOLLYWOOD 

Depends  on 

Kooler-Aire 

THE  Hollywood — one  of  Minneapolis'  newest 
theatres — selected  a  Kooler-Aire  System  for 

year  'round  air  conditioning,  because  of  the  suc- 
cessful experience  of  about  40  other  Minneapolis 

theatres,  among  which  are  the  Nile,  Edina,  Time, 
Westgate,  Bijou,  Arion,  etc. 

Thousands  of  theatres  all  over  America  depend 
on  Kooler-Aire  for  efficient  cooling  and  air  con- 

ditioning. Kooler-Aire  Systems  are  built  for  any 
size  theatre — in  any  desired  type — evaporative 
washed  air,  cold  water,  and  refrigeration.  No 
matter  whether  you  are  building  a  new  theatre, 
putting  in  a  new  cooling  system,  or  remodeling 
your  present  one  —  it  will  + 

pay  you  to  get  a  Kooler-  /  QJ&^^n- 

of   your   the-  Ll-\*lh'^i''fiCr^ 
tre.  Send  the  f  [S^Z ̂ ^Ar 
coupon  today  >,  (Cr^  .jA  \ 
—  no  obliga-  j  QM1  \WL 

U.  S.  AIR  CONDITIONING   CORP.  \.'|»T'-*M^=: Minneapolis,    Minn.  V$$SKD&mL^^ 
Send  me  Kooler-Aire  book,  and  tell  me      WaH  B^'^B 
about  your  Air  Conditioning  Survey.  VtH  ifc^V^B 

Address    V*"*^ 

nonsense.  This  team  is  always  well  received  here.— 
J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Director,  Prison  The- atre, State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

SWING  IT:  Radio  Musical  Comedies— A  very  good 
musical.  Worth  anyone's  time  to  run  it.  Running 
time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY'S  GRAND  OPERA:  Mickey  Mouse— An 
exceptionally  good  Mickey  Mouse  cartoon  in  color. 
Running  time,  9  minutes.— Roy  Pringle,  Eureka  The- 

atre,   Fabens,   Texas.     General  patronage. 

Universal 

MUSIC  HATH  CHARMS:  Oswald  Cartoon— Very 
good  for  this  type.  Running  time,  8  minutes. — Roy 
Pringle,  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  General 
patronage. 

Vitaphone 

BACKYARD  BROADCAST,  THE:  Broadway  Brev- 
ities— And  boy,  it's  some  broadcast.  Acted  entirely 

by  kiddies,  this  appeals  to  all  ages.  Good'  dancing and  snappy  songs.  Running  time,  2  reels. — Gladys  E. 
McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

BOULEVARDIER  OF  THE  BRONX:  Merrie  Mel- 
odies— Fine  for  all  kids  under  90  years.  Running 

time,  seven  minutes. — S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis  Theatre, Limerick,  Maine.     General  patronage. 

CAMERA  HUNTING:  Our  Own  United  States 
Series — Very  interesting  entertainment. — A.  L.  Dove, 
Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Can. 
Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

COOCOONUT  GROVE:  Merrie  Melodies— A  take-off 
on  the  famed  Cocoanut  Grove.  Excellent  Merrie 
Melody.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Roy  C.  Irvine,  Ritz 
Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.    General  patronage. 

FOR  SPORTS  SAKE:  Our  own  United  States 
Series — Good  sport  reel.  Running  time,  1  reel. — 
Gladys  E.  McArdle,  Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan. 
Small  town  patronage. 

HARRY  RESER  AND  ESKIMOS:  Melody  Masters 
— Very  good  musical.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Roy 
C.  Irvine,  Ritz  Theatre,  Ritzville,  Wash.  General 
patronage. 

LOGGING  ALONG:  Vitaphone  Novelties— Excellent 
reel  of  the  logging  industry.  Big  trees  and  thrilling 
scenes.  Running  time,  1  reel. — Gladys  E.  McArdle. 
Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage 

PARIS  IN  NEW  YORK:  Irene  Bordoni— A  great 
little  feature.  Irene  Bordoni  sings  in  her  own  inimita- 

ble style.  An  "apache"  team  goes  to  town,  and  a 
xylophone  player  supplies  the  laughs.  Book  it.  Run- 

ning time.  22  minutes.— J.  A.  Reynolds.  Director  of 
Recreation.  State  Prison.  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison  patron- 
age. 
RED  NICHOLS  AND  ORCHESTRA:  Melody 

Masters  Series — Worth  playing  in  any  theatre.  First 
class  entertainment.— A.  L.  Dove.  Bengough  Theatre. 
Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Can.  Rural  and  small  town 
patronage. 

REEL  VAUDEVILLE:  Big  Time  Vaudeville  Reel 
Series — These  vaudeville  reels  are  all  good.  Pep  up 
any  picture.  Running  time,  1  reel— Gladys  E.  Mc- 

Ardle, Owl  Theatre,  Lebanon,  Kan.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

RHYTHMITIS:  Hay  LeRoy,  Toby  Wing— A  good 
musical  short  with  Hal's  inimitable  tap  dancing.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General patronage. 

STUDY  AND  UNDERSTUDY:  Broadway  Brevities 
Series — Very  fine  entertainment.  Running  time,  2 reels— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough, Saskatchewan,  Can.    Small  town  patronage. 

SUNDAY  ROUND-UP,  THE:  Dick  Foran,  Linda 
Perry— An  excellent  colored  musical.— C.  L.  Niles. Niles  Theatre,  Anamosa,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 
VITAPHONE  TROUPERS:  Big  Time  Vaudeville 

Reel— Four  vaudeville  acts  to  the  reel.  All  good.  The 
Four  Trojans,  acrobats,  Aunt  Jemima,  "Coon  Shouter." Maxine  Stone,  excellent  comedy  act  and  the  Buc- 

caneers, male  singers.  Very  good.  Running  time,  10 
minutes— J.  A.  Reynolds,  Director  of  Recreation,  State Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J. 

Serial 

Universal 

FLASH  GORDON:  Buster  Crabbe,  Jean  Rogers— 
This  serial  has  been  head  and  shoulders  over  any- 

thing made  by  any  company  so  far  and  it  has  more 
than  held  its  own  all  the  way  through  the  thirteen 
episodes.  If  you  want  a  good  one.  plav  it. — Roy 
Pringle.  Eureka  Theatre,  Fabens,  Texas.  Genera'l patronage. 

Modern  Art  Film 

Library  Sets  Program 
The  Museum  of  Modern  Art  Film  Li- 

brary in  New  York  this  week  announced 

that  "The  Film  in  Germany  and  France" 
would  be  the  subject  of  Series  III  of  its 
motion  picture  program  for  the  coming 

year.  Among  the  features  to  be  shown  will 

be  "The  Cabinet  of  Dr.  Caligari,"  "Student 
of  Prague,"  "Don  Juan's  Wedding,"  "Mis- 

understood," "The  New  York  Hat,"  "The 
Golem"  and  "The  Birth  of  a  Nation." 

Managers  Institute  Anniversary 
The  Moving  Picture  Theatre  Managers 

Institute  of  Elmira,  N.  Y.,  is  observing  its 
tenth  anniversary  this  year.  The  Institute, 
which  gives  home  study  cources  in  theatre 
management,  advertising  and  technics,  is 
under  the  direction  of  David  M.  Baltimore. 

Fazalbhoy  Incorporates 
A.  Fazalbhoy  and  Sons,  Bombay  Radio 

Company  and  Sound  Equipment  Company, 
Ltd.,  all  in  Bombay,  India,  have  been 
incorporated  under  the  name  of  Fazalbhoy, 
Ltd.,  and  will  continue  to  do  business  under 
that  name.  The  company  also  has  offices  in 
Calcutta  and  Madras. 

Donovan  Completes  Story 

"Hi,  Thar  Stranger,"  a  story  woven 
around  backwoods  mountain  life  and  photo- 

graphed in  the  mountains  of  Missouri, 
Arkansas  and  Tennessee,  is  nearing  com- 

pletion by  Frank  P.  Donovan. 

Bader  Sells  Story 

E.  Howard  Alexander,  managing  director 
of  Alexander  Film  Productions  in  London, 

has  purchased  "Three  Bad  Men,"  by  David 
A.  Bader  and  David  Evans,  for  production 
for  National  Provincial  release. 

Plan  New  Warsaw  Studio 
A  new  studio  to  be  financed  by  Polish, 

American  and  English  interests,  will  be 
built  in  Warsaw  in  the  near  future.  At  pres- 

ent, there  are  three  studios  in  operation  in 
the  Polish  capital. 

Theatre  Service  Organized 

National  Exhibitors'  Service,  Inc.,  has 
been  organized  in  Dover,  Del.,  to  deal  in 
tax  records  and  systems  for  theatres.  The 
company  was  formed  by  Wilbur  B.  Davis, 
Robert  D.  Gordon  and  William  T.  Stewart 
of  New  York. 

F.  &  M.  Acquires  Two  Houses 
The  St.  Louis  Amusement  Company,  op- 

erated by  Fanchon  &  Marco  under  a  long 
term  management  contract,  has  taken  over 
the  Shady  Oak  and  Richmond,  two  west 
side  neighborhood  theatres.  The  change 

raises  the  theatre  total  to  24  for  the  neigh- 
borhood circuit. 

"Harlem"  Foreign  Deal 

C.  Gonzales  of  Reliable  Film  Export 

Company  has  closed  a  deal  to  handle  the 

distribution  of  "Harlem  Is  Heaven,"  all- 
negro  production  starring  Bill  Robinson,  in 

Egypt,  Syria,  Palestine  and  Persia. 

Ross  Visiting  Florida 

Harry  A.  Ross,  head  of  Ross  Federal 

Checking  Service,  is  in  Miami  for  a  vaca- tion. 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  February  6,  1937, 

from  99  theatres  in  17  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,183,845,  an  increase  of 

$64,035  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  January  30,  1937,  when  96  the- 
atres in  17  large  cities  aggregated  $1,119,810. 

(Copyright,  1937.    Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without    specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden) 

Theatres Current  Week 

Boston 
Boston    3,246  35c-75c 

Fenway    1,382  30c-50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  2Sc-65c 

Loew's  Orpheum.  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State         3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan           4,332  35c-75c 

Paramount    1,793  25c-50c 

Buffalo 

Gross 

20,000 

Picture 

"Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.). 
(plus  stage  show) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  6,000 
and  "Man  of  Affairs"  (GB) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  12.000 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   20,000 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   18,500 

"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   28,000 
(on  stage:  Ray  Noble  and  Orch.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  9,000 
and  "Man  of  Affairs"  (GB) 

..  3,489 30c-50c "Champagne Waltz"  (Para.) 16,000 

...  3,000 25c "Rainbow  on 
the  River"  (Radio). 12,000 

..  3,000 25c-40c 

"Black 

Legion"  (W.B.)  
6,700 

..  2,500 25c-40c "A  Doctor's Diary"  (Para.) 
and. 

7,100 

"Mind 

Your 
Own  Business" 

(Para.) 
...  3,300 25c 

"Great 

Guy" 

(Grand  National) . . . 10,000 

Chicago 
Apollo    1,400 

u^-  Chicago   4,000 
Garrick    900 

Oriental  . ,  3,490 

Palace   2,509 

Roosevelt    1,591 

State-Lake    2,776 

(^.United  Artists...  1,700 

Cleveland 

Allen   3,330 

Hippodrome   3,800 

RKO  Palace  ....  3,100 

State   3,400 

35c -65c 

35c-75c 

35c-65c 

35c-5Sc 

35c -75c 

35c-75c 

20c-40c 

35c-75c 

30c -42c 

30c-42c 

30c-60c 

30c-42c 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)   8,800 
(35c -75c) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   50,500 (on  stage:    Veloz  and  Yolanda) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  9,900 

(35c-75c) 
"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  18,800 
Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   17,700 
(on  stage:  James  Melton)  (2nd  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,000 
(W.B.)  (6  days-2nd  week) 

"Join  the  Marines"   (Republic)   17,300 (plus  stage  show) 
"Camille"   (MGM)    30,000 

"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   7,500 

"Black   Legion"   (W.B.)   10,500 

"The  Woman  Alone"  (GB)   25,000 
(on  stage:  Helen  Morgan  and  Revue) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   14,000 

Previous  Week 

Picture  Gross 

"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)   22,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  5,800 
(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 

'Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   20,000 

'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  17,000 
'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
'Pennies  from  Heaven"  (Col.)  and  15,800 
'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
'Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)   23,000 

(on  stage:  Fred  Waring  and  Band) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  8,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    15,000 
(20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)  and....  6,000 
"Here  Comes  Carter"  (F.N.) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   9,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    7,500 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  8,000 
"Mysterious  Crossing"  (Univ.) 

"The  Plainsman"   (Para.)   6,000 (2nd  week) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  30,000 

(on  stage:  Milt  Briton  and  Orch.) 
"One  in  a  Million"    7,900 

(20th  Cent. -Fox) 
"Smart  Blonde"  (F.N.)   15,000 

(plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   28,600 
(on  stage:  Jane  Withers)  (1st  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  14,700 
(W.B.)  (1st  week) 

"Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.)   16,600 
(plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   12,000 
(4th  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  6,000 

"Lloyds  of  London"    13,500 
(20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   17,000 (plus  stage  show) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)    15,000 

Stillman    1,900  30c-42c 'The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   7,500      "Camille"   (MGM)    5,500 

Denver 

Aladdin    1,500      25c-50c      "Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   1,500 

Broadway    1,500      25c-40c      "Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   1,500 

Denham    1,500 

Denver 2,500 

Orpheum   2,600 

Paramount    2,000 

25c-40c      "Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   9,000 

25c-50c      "Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   9,500 
(plu;  stage  band) 

25c-40c      "Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  and  5,500 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

25c-40c      "Smart  Blonde"   (W.B.)   and   3,000 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

"Rembrandt"   (U.A.)    3,500 

"Romeo  and  Juliet"  (MGM)  and..  3,000 (3-day  roadshow) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 
and  "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) (4  days) 

"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  4,000 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   8,500 (plus  stage  band) 
"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)..  5,300 and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 
"Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  and  3,000 
"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" (20th  Cent.-  Fox) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  12-5  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  ) 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  j  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  \ 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  (  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  I 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  ) "Half  Angel"  ]  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  ) "Unknown  Woman'  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"   56,000 (plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"  14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  \ 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  2-6-37  "Rainbow  on   the  River".. 
Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  ) "Dog  of  Flanders"  J 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  ) "Her  Master's  Voice"  J 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and  ) 

"My  Marriage"  f 
High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill". 
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  ) 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  J 

High  9-12  "Girls'  Dormitory  
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman".. 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"  
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"  
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"  
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"  
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"  (on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze" 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show) 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"  
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"  
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"  
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"  
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story". 

27,200 

6,600 

12,000 

3,800 
23,500 

4,900 17,200 

3,800 

17,100 

3,800 

11,000 

1,000 
57,500 23,000 

10,300 

3,«# 

25,800 

13,400 

35,600 
6,000 27,000 

7,000 
20,100 

8,000 35,700 10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 
High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 (on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 
Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) "My  Heart  Is  Calling"    )  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 (50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"....  300 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13  000 Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 

Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres 

Hollywood 

Chinese                   2,500  30c-S5c 

Pantages                 3,000  30c-6Sc 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                     1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                     2,800  25c-40c 

Loew's                    2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                      2,000  25c-40c 

Kansas  City 
Mainstreet              3,100  25c-40c 

Midland                4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                 1,900  25c-40c 

Tower                    2,090  25c -35c 

Uptown                  2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeles 
Carthay                 1,518  50c-$l-50 

Four  Star                 900  30c-55c 

Hillstreet                2,700  30c-65c 
i 

Loew's  State         2,500  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 
Century                  1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota               4,000  25c-55c 

RKO  Orpheum...  2,900  25c-40c 

World                     400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol                   2,547  25c-60c 

His  Majesty's....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                   3,115  25c-60c 

Palace                    2,600  25c-65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Astor                      1,142  55c-$2.20 

Capitol                   4,700  25c -85c 

Criterion                 1,700  25c -75c 

Paramount              3,700  25c-85c 

Rialto                      594  25c-55c 

Rivoli                     2,200  25c -99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c -$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c -75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c-99c 

Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

"Camille"    CMGM)   and   14,275 
"Off  to  the  Races"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 
"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and   6,900 
"They  Wanted  to  Marry"  (Radio) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   11,700 
"Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  .  5,000 
(W.B.) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  8,000 
'A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.) 
'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  6,100 
'Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

'Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  9,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  11,747 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  6,500 
and   "She's  Dangerous"  (Univ.) 

'Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"   10,250 
(W.B.)    and    "Smart    Blonde"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,500 
(2nd  week) 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,200 
"The  Woman  Alone"  (GB) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   6,000 
"The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice"  (Col.) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.B.). 
(plus  vaudeville) 7,800 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)              7,700      "One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  12,100 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   8,500 
"Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 
"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)..  7,300 

'You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  7,900 
'Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,400 

'Join  the  Marines"  (Republic)   6,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

'Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 

'The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)  21,500 
(6  days) 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   3,100 
(2nd  week) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and....  6,500 
"They  Wanted  to  Marry"  (Radio) 

'Camille"  (MGM)  and   18,566 
'Off  to  the  Races"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Beloved  Enemy"   (U.A.)   and   9,900 
'Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   5,400 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   4,667 (1st  week) 
"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"   7,000 
(Radio)  and  "She's  Dangerous"  (Univ.) 

"Love  on  the  Run"  (MGM)  and..  15,696 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"....  10,750 
(W.B.)  and  "Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.) (2nd  week) 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)....    6,00C       "Camille"  (MGM) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   11,000 

'The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,500 

'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   1,800 
(5th  week) 

'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  11,000 
'Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 
"Wings  of  the  Morning"    7,500 

(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)....  11,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  10,000 
"Straight  from  the  Shoulder"  (Para.) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and....  7,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"   (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   17,573 
(5  days) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    45,000 (2nd  week) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   9,500 (5th  week) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   28,000 

(plus  stage  show)  (3rd  week) 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)   7,500 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)   32,000 

"Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)..  73,500 (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   50,000 (on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) (2nd  week) 
"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   24,231 

'Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade".. (W.B.) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  (4th  week) 

3,000 

8,000 
5,500 

1,500 

"The   Plainsman"   (Para.)   7,000 (2nd  week) 
"Forget  Me  Not"  (British)  and....  4,000 "Trapped  in  the  Alps"  (British) 

"Smart  Blonde"  (W.B.)   11,000 (on  stage:  Olsen  and  Johnson) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  10,500 and  "Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  8,500 'Wanted:  Jane  Turner"  (Radio) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    65,000 
(1st  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  8,000 
(4th  week) 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   40,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   9,000 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   16,500 (2nd  week) 
"Lloyds  of   London"   73,500 20th  Cent.-Fox)  (plus  stage  show) (2nd  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   60,000 
(on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) 

(1st  week) 
"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   15,000 (2nd  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4,900 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  ]  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  I 

"Great  God  Gold"  f  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  7 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 

High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin'  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"   14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"  (6  days)   9,113 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  ) "Woman  Wise"                 J  25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  ) "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  j  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls"   9,000 (2nd  week) 
Low  1-30-37  "Camille"    3,000 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"  31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 
High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"  J  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  ) (John  Boles  on  stage)  J  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  I "Baby  Face  Harrington"  J  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  ) 

"Mister  Cinderella"  I  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  \ "Guard  That  Girl"  J  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  5 and  "East  of  Java"         J  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 

High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 
Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"   60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6,100 
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Theatres Current  Week 

Picture Gross 

Previous  Week 

Picture Gross 
High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

Omaha 

Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum    3,000  25c-40c 

'Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  and  3,900 
'They  Wanted  to  Marry"  (Radio) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  7,100 
'Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 

'Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  7,200 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

'Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  4,800 'Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.B.)  and........  6,800 
'Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  (Univ.) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman".. 
(W.B.)  and  "Let's  Make  a  Million" (Para.) 8,700 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"  ;   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  ) 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  j  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and "The  First  Baby" 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and 

"She  Gets  Her  Man" 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"....  (on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) 

"Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  (  5,800 

i 

(  11,600 

1 

(  3,600 

..  21,150 

Philadelphia 

Aldine                     1,400  40c-63c 

Boyd                       2,400  40c-55c 

Earle                      2,000  25c-55c 

F
o
x
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3,000  
40c-65c 

Karlton                    1,000  25c -40c 

Keith's                   2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley                    3,700  40c -55c 

Stanton                  1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 

Blue  Mouse           1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway                1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair                  1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum                  1,700  30c -40c 

Paramount               3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...     945  30c -40c 

San  Francisco 

Embassy                    1,400  15c-40c 
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5,651  15c-75c 

1_^jGolden  Gate           2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum                 2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount               2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis             1,470  15c-40c 

v     United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield                 2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 

Blue   Mouse    ....     950  25c-55c 

Fifth   Avenue....  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty                   1,800  15c-55c 

Music    Box              950  25c-40c 

Music  Hall             2,275  25c-35c 

Orpheum                  2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar                  1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount              3,050  25c-40c 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   6,000 
(6  days-2nd  week) 

'Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   17,000 

'Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   13,000 
(on  stage:  Roscoe  Ates  and  Revue) 

•Stolen  Holiday"   (F.N.)   16,500 
(on  stage:  Paul  Draper  and  Revue) 

'Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  1,200 (5  days) 
'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  2.500 

(W.  B.) 
'Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   11,500 

(2nd  week) 
'Black    Legion"    (W.B.)   9,500 

'Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
'Can  This  Be  Dixie?"   (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

(4th  week) 
'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,200 
'Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (3rd  week) 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,000 
'General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"Winterset"   (Radio)   and   8,900 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  9,800 
and  "Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)    7,000 (2nd  week) 

''Forbidden  Adventure"    6,200 
(Roadshow  Att.) 

"Stolen   Holiday"   (F.N.)   and   15,600 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)   15,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  6,500 
"Find  the  Witness"  (Col.)  (3rd  week) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  13,800 
'Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,400 
'Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (2nd  week) 

"Garden  of  Allah"   (U.A.)   4,700 (3rd  week) 
"Lloyds    of    London"    (20th    Cent.-  14,800 
Fox)    and    "Off    to    the    Races"    (20  th Cent. -Fox) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    3,700 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  6,850 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  6,700 
"Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.)  (9  days) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  4,200 (2nd  week) 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,300 
"Night  Waitress"  (Radio) 
"The  Plot  Thickens"   (Radio)   and  6,150 
"Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"Love  on  Ice"  (W.B.)   6,100 

(plus  stage  show) 
"Winterset"    (Radio)    and   5,700 
"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   11,000 
(1st  week) 

'Camille"  (MGM)    19,000 
(8  days -2nd  week) 

"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  19,500 
(on  stage:  Fred  Waring  and  Band) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  15,000 
(W.B.)  (plus  stage  show) 

"That  Girl  from   Paris"   (Radio)..  2,700 

"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   2,900 

"Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   17,000 
(1st  week) 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"   6,300 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(3rd  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,000 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (2nd  week) 

"Country  Gentlemen"  (Republic)...  6,000 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Banjo  on  My  Knee"   6,000 
(20th     Cent.-Fox)     and    "In  His 
Steps"  (Grand  National)  (2nd  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  8,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Find  the  Witness"  (Col.) (2nd  week) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   7,000 
(1st  week) 

'Mysterious  Crossing"  (Univ.)  and  3,200 "Conflict"  (Univ.) 

"Black   Legion"    (W.B.)    and   14,200 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para) 

"Great  Guy"   (Grand  National)....  13,500 
(plus  vaudeville)  (2nd  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  6,800 
"Find  the  Witness"  (Col.)  (2nd  week) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  10,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Crack  Up"  (20th  Cent.- Fox)  (2nd  week) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,800 
"Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (1st  week) 

"Garden   of   Allah"    (U.A.)   5,400 (2nd  week) 
"Camille"    (MGM)    and   13,800 
'Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

(2nd  week) 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"  21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"   2,200 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35   "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 
High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"   31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"   1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low   5-11-35   "Stolen    Harmony"   4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10.000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"   8,500 
Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  } "Chinatown  Squad"            j  4,000 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"    12,000 
Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  ) "Defense  Rests"                 (  1,600 
High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"...  9,500 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  1 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  f  4,000 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"   11,500 
Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  ) "Big  Brown  Eyes"                   (  5,000 
High  10-17  "Dodsworth"   9,500 
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"   4,000 

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"   7,500 
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  1 

"$1,000  a  Minute"              J  2,000 
High   1-16-37   "After   the  Thin   Man"  ( "King  of  Hockey"            J  29,000 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ( "Freckles"                         f  4,000 
High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"   34,000 

(on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"   9,000 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ( 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  )  17,200 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  ) 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  (  4,800 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"   23,000 
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ( "All  the  King's  Horses"    S  8,500 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"   12,400 
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  ( 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"           (  4,400 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"   15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"   2,500 
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"   35,000 
Low  12-5  "Polo  Toe"  and  ( 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"           j  12,000 

"Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   3,150      High  12-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"..  7.200 Low  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   2,850 
Three   Smart   Girls"   (Univ.)   and    5.100       High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   11,300 "Tundra"  (Burroughs-Tarzan)  Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 

"Garden  of  Allah"   (U.A.)  ,  4,903       High  1  -2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ( "North  of  Nome"  (  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  ( 

.  "Happy  Landing"  (  2,700 One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)    3,250      High  2-16-35  "Roberta"    6  100 (1st  week)  Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 

"Camille"  (MGM)  and   5,200   . .;.7  "  \ 2'85° "Along  Came  Love"  (Para.) 
"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  and..    5.100  High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10  400 "White  Legion"  (Grand  National)  Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  ( 

(plus  vaudeville)                                                 "Mister  Cinderella"                (  4,200 
Lady  from  Nowhere"   (Col.)   4,100    .... (plus  stage  show) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)  and   4,850  High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9  200 "Under  Your  Spell"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  | "Times  Square  Playboy"        f  3,250 
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PRODUCTIONS  IN  WORK 

TITLE 

COLUMBIA 

"Racing  Luck" 

"A  New  Trail  Ahead" 

METRO-GOLD  WYN-MAYER 

"Parnell" 

"Song  of  the  City" 
PARAMOUNT 

"Souls  at  Sea" 

"Waikiki  Wedding" 

"Internes  Can't  Take  Money" 

"High,  Wide  and  Handsome" 

"I  Met  Him  in  Paris" 

"Her  Husband  Lies" 

"The  Girl  from  Scotland 

Yard" 
REPUBLIC 

"Jim  Hanvey" 

"Steel" 
RKO  RADIO 

"Stepping  Toes" 

"The  Outcasts  of  Poker 

Flats" 
TWENTIETH  CENT.-FOX 

"Cafe  Metropole" 

"Wee  Willie  Winkie" 

"Wake  Up  and  Live" 

"That  I  May  Live" 

"Midnight  Taxi" 

UNIVERSAL 

"Night  Key" 

"Wings  Over  Honolulu" 

"The  Road  Back" 

"The  Stones  Cry  Out" 

"Smoke  Tree  Range" 

WARNER  BROTHERS- 
FIRST  NATIONAL 

'Talent  Scout" 

"The  Singing  Marine" 

"Kid  Galahad" 

"Public  Wedding" 

WRITER  AND  DIRECTOR 

Original,   Bert   Granet.     Screen  play,  Lambert 
Hilly er.    Director:  Lambert  Hilly er. 

Original,  Norman  Sheldon.    Screen  play,  Leslie 
Swabacker.    Director:  Leon  Barsha. 

From  the  play  by  Elsie  T.  Schauffler.  Screen 
play,  John  Van  Druten.  Director:  John  M. 
Stahl. 

Original  story,  Michael  Fessier.  Director:  Errol 
Taggart. 

Original,  Ted  Lesser.  Screen  play,  Grover  Jones. Director:  Henry  Hathaway. 

Original,  Frank  Butler,  Don  Hartman,  Walter 
DeLeon,  Francis  Martin.  Director:  Frank Tuttle. 

Director:  Al  Santell. 

Director:  Rouben  Mamoulian. 

Director:  Wesley  Ruggles. 

Original,  Wallace  Smith.  Director:  Edward Ludwig. 

Original,  Coningsby  Dawson.  Screen  play,  Dore 
Senary,  Doris  Anderson.  Director:  Robert 
Vignola. 

From  the  story  by  Octavus  Roy  Cohen.  Screen 
play,  Joe  Krumgold,  Olive  Cooper,  Cortland Fitzsimmons.    Director:  Phil  Rosen. 

Original,  Owen  Francis.   Director:  William  Nigh. 

Original    story,    Lee    Loeb,    Harold  Buchman. 
Screen    play,    Allan    Scott,    Ernest  Pagano. 
Director:  Mark  Sandrich. 

From  the  short  story  by  Bret  Harte.  Director: 
Christy  Cabanne. 

Original  story,  Gregory  Ratoff.  Screen  play, 
Jacques  Duval.   Director:  Edward  H.  Griffith. 

From  the  book  by  Rudyard  Kipling.  Screen 
play,  Ernest  Pascal,  Julian  Josephson.  Di- rector: John  Ford. 

Original  story,  Curtis  Kenyon.  Screen  play, 
Harry  Tugend,  Jack  Yellen.  Director:  Sidney 
Lanfield. 

Screen  play,  Ben  Markson,  William  Conselman. Director:    Allan  Dwan. 

Based  on  the  Borden  Chase  magazine  serial. 
Screen  play,  Kubec  Glasmon.  Director:  Eu- 

gene Fbrde. 

Original  story,  William  A.  Pierce.    Screen  play, 
Horace  McCoy,  John  Francis  Larkin.  Director: 
Lloyd  Corrigan. 

From  the  novel  by  Mildred  Cram.    Screen  play, 
Isabel  Dawn,  Boyce  DeGaw.    Director:  Henry 
C.  Potter. 

From  the  novel  by  Eric  Remarque.    Screen  play, 
R.  C.  Sherriff.   Director:  James  Whale. 

Original,  Richard  Wormser.  Director:  Harold Young. 

Original  story,  Arthur  Henry  Gooden.  Con- 
tinuity, Frances  Guihan.  Director:  Les 

Selander. 

Original,  George  Bilson.  Screen  play,  George 
Bilson,  William  Jacobs,  John  Pearson,  George 
Bricker.   Director:  Louis  King. 

Original,  Delmer  Daves.    Director:  Ray  Enright. 

From  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  story  by 
Francis  Wallace.  Screen  play,  Seton  I.  Miller. 
Director :  Michael  Curtiz. 

From  the  story  by  Houston  Branch.  Screen 
play,  Roy  Chanslor.    Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

CAST 

Charles  Quigley,  Dorothy  Wilson,  Eddie  Nugent, 
Patricia  Farr,  Gene  Morgan,  John  Gallaudet,  Gordon 
Elliott,  Arthur  Aylesworth. 

Charles  Starrett,  Peggy  Stratford,  Edward  LeSaint, 
Charles  Middleton,  Hank  Bell,  Art  Mix. 

Clark  Gable,  Myrna  Loy,  Edna  May  Oliver,  Billie 
Burke,  Edmund  Gwenn,  Montagu  Love,  Donald  Crisp, 
Alan  Marshall,  Berton  Churchill,  Brandon  Tynan, 
Neil  Fitzgerald,  Phylisi  Coghlan,  Pat  Moriarty,  Byron Russell. 

Dean  Jeffries,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Edward  Norris,  Inez Palange. 

Gary  Cooper,  George  Raft,  Frances  Dee,  Robert  Cum- 
mings,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Olympe  Bradna,  Gilbert 
Emery,  Porter  Hall,  Jamison  Thomas,  Beulah  Bondi. 

Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns,  Martha  Raye,  Shirley  Ross, 
George  Barbier,  Lief  Erikson,  Grady  Sutton. 

Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel  McCrea,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Stanley 
Ridges,  Gaylord  Pendleton,  Irving  Bacon. 

Irene  Dunne,  Randolph  Scott,  Reginald  Owen,  Dorothy 
Lamour,  Charles  Bickford,  William  Frawley. 

Claudette  Colbert,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn  Douglas. 

Ricardo   Cortez,    Gail    Patrick,   Akim    Tamiroff,  Louis 
Calhern.   Tom   Brown,   Adrian   Morris,   Ray  Walker. 
Ralf    Harolde,    Jack    LaRue,    June    Martel,  Dorothy 
Peterson,  Bradley  Page. 

Karen   Morley,   Robert   Baldwin,   Katherine  Alexander. 
Agnes   Anderson,   Lloyd   Crane,    Bud   Sherman,  Don 
Brodie,  Arthur  Rowlands. 

Guy  Kibbee,  Tom  Brown,  Lucie  Kaye,  Marjorie  Gateson. 
Edward  Brophy,  Helen  Jerome  Eddy,  Edward  Gargan. 

Grant  Withers,  Beatrice  Roberts,  Judith  Allen,  Pierre 
Watkin,  Roger  Williams,  William  Newell. 

Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers,  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
Eric    Blore,    Harriet   Hoctor,    Jerome    Cowan,  Abe 
Reynolds,  Ketti  Gallian. 

Preston  Foster,  Jean  Muir,  Van  Heflin,  Margaret  Irving, 
Virginia  Weidler,  Si  Jenks,  Frank  M.  Thomas,  Alec 
Craig,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  Billy  Gilbert,  George  Irving. 

Loretta  Young,  Tyrone  Power,  Helen  Westley,  Adolphe 
Menjou,  Gregory  Ratoff. 

Shirley  Temple,  C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Douglas  Scott,  Victor 
McLaglen,    June    Lang,    George    Hassell,  Constance 
Collier,  Cesar  Romero,  Willie  Fung. 

Walter  Winchell,  Ben  Bernie,  Alice  Faye,  Jack  Haley, 
Patsy  Kelly,  Grace  Bradley,  Ned  Sparks,  Walter  Cat- 
lett,  Douglas  Fowley,  Miles  Mander. 

Rochelle  Hudson,  Robert  Kent,  J.  Edward  Bromberg, 
DeWitt  Jennings,  Mary  Gordon,  Fred  Kelsey,  James 
Flavin. 

Brian  Donlevy.  Frances  Drake,  Alan  Dinehart,  Gilbert 
Roland,  Regis  Toomey,  Harry  Semels. 

Karloff.  Jean  Rogers,  Samuel  Hinds.  Hobart  Cavanaugh, 
Samuel  S.  Hinds,  Alan  Baxter,  David  Oliver. 

Wendy  Barrie,  Ray  Milland,  William  Gargan,  Kent 
Taylor,  Margaret  McWade,  Louise  Beavers,  Polly 
Rowles,  Frank  Melton,  Maynard  Holmes. 

Larry  Blake,  John  King,  Noah  Berry,  Jr.,  Andy  Devine. 
Slim  Summerville,  Maurice  Murphy,  Barbara  Read. 
Louise  Fazenda,  Eugene  Garrick,  Richard  Cromwell, 
John  Emery,  Jean  Rouverol,  Etienne  Girardot. 

Nan  Grey,  Judith  Barrett,  John  Howard,  Robert  War- wick, Ralph  Remley. 
Buck  Jones,  Muriel  Evans,  John  Elliott,  Donald  Kirke. 
Ted  Adams,  Dickie  Jones,  Earl  Hodgins,  Mabel  Cal- 
cord,  Bob  Kortman,  Eddie  Cobb. 

Donald    Woods,    Fred    Lawrence,    Rosalind  Marquis, 
Jeanne  Madden,  David  Carlyle,  Joseph  Crehan.  Charles 
Halton,  John  Harron.  Mary  Treen,  David  Carlyle. 

Dick    Powell,    Doris    Weston,    Hugh    Herbert,  Allen 
Jenkins,  Addison  Richards,  Jessie  Ralph,  Lee  Dixon. 
Guinn   "Big   Boy"   Williams,   Marcia   Ralston,  Veda Ann  Borg,  Jane  Wyman. 

Edward    G.    Robinson,    Bette    Davis,    Wayne  Morris. 
Humphrey  Bogart,  William  Haade,  Jane  Bryan,  Joe 
Cunningham,  Harry  Carey. 

Jane  Wyman,  William  Hopper,  Berlon  Churchill,  Dick 
Purcell,  Marie  Wilson,  Raymond  Hatton. 

STAGE  OF 
PRODUCTION 

Editing 

Shooting 

Shooting 
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Ki  AN  AfiF  US 

ROUND  TABLE 

<iAn  international  association  of  showmen  meeting  weekly 

in  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD  for  mutual  aid  and  progress 

op 

ON  MANAGERS  WHO  "COOK" 

Whoever  said  it  first  and  wherever  his  body  rests,  a  stone 
suitably  inscribed  should  be  placed  over  the  remains  of  the  guy 
credited  with  the  apt  line: 

"The  man  who  can  lick  himself,  can  lick  the  world." 

It's  a  grand  thing  to  study  and  may  be  aimed  especially  at 
well  situated  theatremen  to  all  appearances  resting  comfort- 

ably where  they  are. 

F'rinstance,  there's  the  case  of  the  lad  out  in  the  midwest 
counted  among  the  smarter  showmen,  who  is  doing  an  excellent 
job  for  himself,  his  boss  and  of  course  his  family.  His  weekly 
check  is  healthy,  he  falls  heir  to  gratifying  yearly  bonuses,  comes 

and  goes  as  he  pleases,  lives  well  and  saves 'money. 
So  what?  Or,  but  what? 

This  Round  Tabler  is  hot  for  the  big  spots.  He  wants  to 
shake  off  his  suburban  surroundings  and  hit  for  New  York 

where  his  abilities  may  be  properly  recognized  (?).  The  bird 

is  "cooking  himself"  because  he  is  not  exposed  to  the  fiercest 
competition  there  is,  where  he  would  have  to  be  on  his  toes 
even  in  his  sleep,  where  much  more  dough  than  he  is  now 
making  would  not  go  half  as  far  as  his  present  stipend. 

Then  there  is  the  boy  down  in  the  sunny  South  who  yearns 

for  the  cold,  wintry  North;  the  man  out  in  the  Pacific  North- 
west who  hones  for  the  Southwest;  the  bird  in  the  Bronx  who 

cried  for  California — but  why  go  on. 

The  names  of  the  restless  are  Legion  and  there's  a  post  in 
almost  every  town. 

Now  if  at  least  once  a  year  it  could  be  so  arranged  that  at 

a  given  signal  every  manager  who  wanted  another  spot  could 

proceed  immediately  to  his  "promised  land,"  that  would  solve 
the  problem  and  quite  neatly,  too.  But  it  can't  be  and  if  it 
could,  chances  are  six-two-and-even  that  a   lot  of  the  boys 
would  soon  discover  their  new  paradise  was  spelled  wtih  a  very 

Hi  ■  ii 

p  . Of  course,  it  would  be  unwise  to  say  that  every  man  who 
desires  to  change  is  unfair  to  himself,  his  superiors,  his  family. 

Not  every  manager  is  grazing  in  green  pastures  and  not  by  a 

long-shot  is  every  showman  nursing  a  shoulder  sore  from  pats 

of  complimentary  bosses.  But  let's  be  sensible  about  it  and 
agree  that  all  executives  are  not  Simon  Legrees,  all  towns  not 

impossible,  all  compensation  not  disproportionate. 

To  those  men  who  rate  more  money,  better  spots  and  better 
treatment  and  are  not  getting  a  fair  shake  is  accorded  every 
wish  that  the  powers  that  be  will  steer  them  eventually  to 
smoother  going.  But  those  theatremen  who  are  doing  well 

where  they  are,  have  excellent  opportunities  of  going  further 

in  their  organizations  and  are  yet  rebellious,  should  concern 
themselves  more  with  shutting  off  impractical  fancies  and  mix 
a  few  rousing  cheers  with  the  jeers. 

Isn't  it  ironic  that  a  showman  trained  to  spot  and  overcome 
weaknesses  in  the  attractions  he  plays  should  not  be  able  to  do 
somewhat  of  a  similar  job  with  his  own  personal  outlook? 

\  %  '  V   V  V 
AN  INVITATION  TO  READERS 

What  Dave  Perkins  says  on  a  following  page  in  his  article  on 
the  neglect  of  story  values  in  motion  picture  advertising  again 

brings  up  the  questions: 

"Are  first-run  managers  depending  too  much  upon  publicity 

other  than  the  usual  theatre  media  to  sell  coming  shows?" 
"Is  the  publicity  created  by  the  Hollywood  syndicate 

column,  the  fan  magazine  and  radio,  sufficiently  complete  to 

replace  even  a  part  of  the  selling  job  Perkins  claims  the  theatres 
should  do  and  are  not  doing,  especially  on  pictures  without 

strong  star  value?" That  patrons  know  more  about  coming  attractions  than  the 
manager  is  an  expression  ofttimes  heard  in  show  circles,  meaning 

that  through  the  above-mentioned  channels  of  information  the 

customers  are  able  to  spot  the  clicks  and  the  so-called  turkeys 

long  before  the  theatreman  has  a  chance  to  put  out  his  "com- 
ing" lobby  posters. 

In  effect,  Dave  says  "no"  and  goes  on  to  tell  why.  He  also 
suggests  how  the  weaker  sisters  may  be  strengthened — all  of 
which  is  highly  interesting. 

The  importance  of  the  subject  calls  for  additional  comment 
pro  or  con,  and  your  Round  Table  is  pleased  to  tender  to 
readers  an  invitation  to  take  pen  in  hand  on  the  subject  for 
publication  in  these  pages. 

V   V  V 

Columnist  down  in  Miami  recently  broke  out  with  a  yam 
on  managers  in  which  the  theatremen  are  referred  to  as  the 
forgotten  men  of  showbusiness  and  sichlike.  The  writer  winds 

up  by  saying:  "Being  a  manager  is  like  eating  spaghetti 
gracefully — it's  not  an  immortal  achievement  or  even  a  mental' 

feat,  but  it  is  a  minor  art." Something  like  filling  a  lot  of  space  in  a  newspaper  with 
a  column  on  theatre  managers,  eh? 
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SHOWMEN'S     LOBBY  LAFFS! 

This  cartoon  was 
forwarded  by  O. 
J.  Macris,  Temple 
Theatre,  Wellsville, 
N.  Y. 

Penn  Ties  Contest 

To  Merchants'  Co-op. 
An  identity  contest  tied  to  a  "name  the 

picture"  idea  on  "Rembrandt"  was  utilized 
by  Manager  Ed  Penn,  Fox  Arlington,  Santa 
Barbara,  Cal.,  in  a  full  page  co-op  tiein  in 
which  each  merchant's  ad  carried  a  still  of 
Charles  Laughton  showing  him  in  parts 

played  in  previous  pictures.  Space  was  left 
under  each  of  the  stills  where  readers  were 
asked  to  set  down  the  name  of  the  feature 
to  identify  the  still. 

Contestants  were  required  to  cut  out  each 
ad  and  paste  on  sheet  of  paper.  Neatness 

and  promptness  of  response  was  given  con- 
sideration in  the  judging  for  the  prizes  of 

five  pair  of  guest  tickets  given  by  each  store. 

Ads  were  topped  by  full  page  box  with  con- 
test rules  and  theatre  credits. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

ROUND  TABLERS 

WILL  HOLD  LUNCH 

Club  members  in  the  New  York 

metropolitan  area  are  contemplating 
a  Round  Table  luncheon  get-together 
on  Thursday,  February  18,  from 

12:15  on,  in  the  lounge  at  Lyons' 
Chop  House,  5  0th  Street  and  Sixth 
Avenue. 

Theatremen  who  would  like  to  at- 
tend are  requested  to  get  in  touch 

with  club  headquarters  or  the  follow- 
ing committeemen:  Paul  Binstock, 

Republic  Theatre,  Brooklyn;  Lew 
Preston,  Endicott  Theatre,  Brooklyn; 
Joe  Salmon,  Riverside  Theatre,  New 
York;  Ed  Siegal,  Jerome  Theatre, 

Bronx,  and  Eric  Van  Dyck,  Loew's 
$}rd  Street  Theatre,  Netu  York. 
The  Committee  wants  it  known 

that  all  theatremen  outside  of  the 
above  -  mentioned  circuits  are  also 
invited  to  attend. 

Sound  Screen  Display  Plugs 

"God's  Country"  in  Phoenix 
J.  R.  Rodgers  of  the  Fox  Theatre, 

Phoenix,  Ariz.,  used  an  effective  lobby  dis- 

play in  conjunction  with  "God's  Country 
and  the  Woman,"  rigging  up  a  "sound 
screen  display"  consisting  of  a  35mm  sound 
projector  placed  on  the  mezzanine  and  proj- 

ected down  upon  a  large  display  screen. 
The  sound  horns  were  placed  behind  the 
screen.  The  trailer  for  the  picture  was  run 
continuously  in  the  lobby  during  peak  hours. 
Rodgers  also  sent  out  2,000  novelty  cards 

to  ballyhoo  the  film,  and  made  tieups  with 
all  libraries  and  book  stores  in  town.  One 

prominent  photographer  devoted  his  entire 
window  to  forest  scenes,  with  the  head, 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman." 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Offers  Private  Screening 

For  benefit  of  the  Warm  Springs  Founda- 

tion, Eddie  Melniker,  Loew's  Grand,  At- 
lanta, offered  to  show  "You  Only  Live 

Once"  privately  to  any  patron  willing  to 
contribute  $500  to  the  fund.  Screening  was 
to  take  place  during  the  evening  when  the 

President's  Ball  was  being  held. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Plugs  Maurice  Moscovitch 

Being  a  neighborhood  theatre  with  a  Jew- 
ish clientele,  the  Freeman,  in  the  Bronx 

section  of  New  York,  plugged  the  date  on 

"Winterest"  with  posters,  window  cards  and 
heralds  printed  in  Yiddish  and  featuring 
Maurice  Moscovitch,  famed  Jewish  actor 
appearing  in  the  picture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Milt  Harris  Wins  Trip 

Free  plane  trip  to  New  York,  hotel  ac- 
commodations and  seven-day  journey  to 

Nassau  offered  by  United  Artists  for  best 

campaign  on  "Dodsworth"  has  been  voted 
to  Milt  Harris,  Loew's  Cleveland  theatres 
ad  chief,  for  campaign  on  the  date  at  the 
State  Theatre.  Contest  broke  before  release 

of  the  picture  last  September. 
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Newspaper  IV irks 

JVithM&POn 

Identity  Contest 

Recently  completed  and  to  highly  gratify- 

ing results  was  the  12-week  "Movie  Title 
and  Identity"  contest  put  on  by  the  Boston 
American  and  M  &  P  downtown  Boston 

theatres.  One  hundred  and  seventy-five 
prizes  were  given,  first  money  being  $5,000, 
the  total  awards  coming  to  double  that  sum, 
M  &  P  contributing  a  share  of  that  sum. 
All  bona  fide  residents  of  New  England 
were  eligible  except  employees  of  the  paper, 
the  theatres,  motion  picture  companies  rep- 

resented or  their  families.  No  subscriptions 
were  involved  nor  were  there  any  monies  to 

pay.  The  paper  was  interested  of  course 
from  the  standpoint  of  added  readers  and 
M  &  P  was  plugged  in  all  ads  and  publicity 

plus  daily  paragraph  that  the  houses  con- 
cerned screened  scenes  and  titles  of  produc- 

tions used  in  the  contest. 
Cartoons  were  run  every  week  day  for 

the  12- week  period,  each  cartoon  representing, 

conveying  or  suggesting  the  title  of  a  pic- 
ture current  or  to  be  shown  at  the  seven 

houses  concerned.  A  number  of  possible 

titles  was  run  with  each  cartoon  for  guid- 
ance and  in  addition,  contestants  were  also 

required,  from  another  list  incorporated 
in  the  contest  blank,  to  select  correct 

list  of  three  players  appearing  in  the  pic- 
ture. 

Rules  also  stated  that  answers  were  to 

be  submitted  only  in  groups  of  the  entire 
72  and  with  the  last  printed  blank  space  was 
provided  for  an  appropriate  slogan  of  not 
more  than  10  words  which  entrants  were 
also  required  to  send  in.  Examples  given 

included :  "Movies,  the  Nation's  Favorite 
Recreation,"  "Movies,  They  Amuse  and 
Educate,"  etc.,  and  only  one  slogan  was  re- 

quired with  the  entire  listing  of  answers. 
More  than  one  set  of  answers  could  be 

entered  by  one  contestant,  but  no  more  than 
one  prize  could  be  won  by  any  entrant  nor 
any  one  family. 

Among  the  circuit  publicity  men  who  par- 
ticipated in  putting  this  over  under  Brown- 

ing's supervision  were  Gene  Fox,  at  the  Met- 
ropolitan ;  Paul  Levi,  at  the  Paramount  and 

Martin  Glazer,  Scollay  Square  Olympia. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

RAILROAD  TIEUP.  Dubbing  Arizona  and  Cali- 
fornia "The  Garden  of  Allah",  scene  stills  were 

used  as  background  in  railroad  window  to  plug 
Al  Huffman's  date  at  the  Denver,  Denver,  Colo. 
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R  ound  TablerslVin 

Prizes  Offered  by 

IV arnerson  ''Tiger" 

Replica  of  First  Adolph  Zukor  Theatre 

Constructed  for  Omaha  Silver  Jubilee 

Outstanding  in  the  exploitations  executed  for  the  inauguration  of  Paramount's 
Silver  Jubilee  was  a  replica  of  Adolph  Zukor's  first  theatre  installed  in  the  lobby  of 
the  Orpheum,  Omaha,  with  projection  for  silent  films  showing  early  pictures  made 
by  Mr.  Zukor.  Seats  were  installed  and  patrons  admitted  without  charge.  Piano 
was  also  used  for  incidental  music.  The  bewhiskered  gent  with  the  topper  in  the 
above  photo  is  Manager  Bill  Miskell  with  Mayor  Butler  to  left  and  the  cashier  in 
mutton  sleeves  and  pompadour.  Details  were  arranged  by  Evert  R.  Cummings, 

Tri-States  district  manager,  and  Ted  Emerson,  Tri-States'  Omaha  publicity  director. 

Louis  Charninsky,  of  the  Capitol  Theatre 
in  Dallas,  Texas,  was  awarded  first  prize 

of  $350  for  his  campaign  on  "Bengal  Tiger" 
submitted  in  Warner  Bros.'  Campaign 
Contest  on  the  feature,  according  to  an  an- 

nouncement by  Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Warner 

vice-president  and  general  sales  manager. 
The  contest  began  September  5,  1936, 

coincident  with  the  national  release  date  of 

"Bengal  Tiger"  and  ended  January  1,  1937. 
Prizes  were  offered  for  the  best  all-'round 
exploitation  campaigns  submitted  by  the- 

atre managers  over  the  country  on  the  fea- 
ture. Warner  Theatres  were  barred  from 

the  competition. 

The  winner's  campaign  was  also  awarded 
the  Quigley  Awards  Silver  Plaque  for 
September,  1936,  and  detailed  in  the 
Round  Table,  issue  of  October  17th. 

Four  other  winners  in  the  contest,  as  an- 
nounced by  Sears,  are :  Sid  Holland,  Elco 

Theatres,  Elkhart,  Indiana,  second  prize, 
$250;  A.  J.  Belle,  RKO  Skouras  Terminal 
Theatre,  Newark,  New  Jersey,  third  prize, 
$150;  H.  F.  Borresen,  Strand  Theatre, 
Minot,  North  Dakota,  fourth  prize,  $100, 
and  J.  T.  Floore,  Empire  Theatre,  San  An- 

tonio, Texas,  fifth  prize,  $75. 
The  campaigns  submitted  in  the  contest 

revealed  a  variety  of  unusual  ballyhoos  used 
to  sell  the  feature.  One  of  the  highlights  of 

Charninsky's  first  prize  winning  campaign 
included  a  tieup  with  the  Dallas  Centennial 
Exposition  which  gave  him  free  plugs  for 

the  film  over  the  Fair's  public  address  sys- 
tem. To  secure  this,  Charninsky  entered 

the  cage  of  a  live  tiger  on  the  Fair  Grounds, 
a  stunt  which  broke  Dallas  papers. 
Second  prize  winner  Sid  Holland  was 

also  numbered  among  the  Quigley  Plaque 
winners  during  1936  and  other  of  the  top- 
finishers  in  the  Warner  contest  have  also 

taken  honors  in  various  months  of  the  Quig- 
ley Competitions. 

As  in  previous  contests  sponsored  by  pro- 
ducing companies,  the  majority  of  the  win- 

ners in  the  "Bengal  Tiger"  drive  are  active 
Club  members,  in  this  instance  four  out  of 
the  five  holding  membership. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

STREET  SAG.  To  sell  "Prisoner  of  Shark  Island." 
Morton  Maius,  Rialto  Theatre,  Flint,  Mich.,  em- 

ployed this  man  to  do  rope  tricks  in  front  of 
house  and  lecture  on  highlights  of  picture. 

Silver  Works  with  Red  Cross 

To  Aid  Flood  Refugees 

Under  the  supervision  of  M.  A.  Silver, 
zone  manager  of  the  Warner  Theatres  in 

New  York  State,  the  Red  Cross  were  per- 
mitted to  go  into  the  theatres  for  collections 

for  the  flood  refugees.  Several  thousand  dol- 
lars were  raised  and  trailers  run  on  screen  in 

cooperation  with  local  papers,  urging  the 
public  to  send  canned  goods  to  a  special 
depot  selected  in  the  city  of  Albany. 

In  Troy  a  monster  midnight  benefit  show 
was  run  in  cooperation  with  the  Mayor  for 
which  the  Junior  Chamber  of  Commerce  sold 
tickets.  Collections  were  also  made  in  the 
Warner  houses  in  Utica,  Batavia,  Dunkirk, 
Elmira,  Hornell,  Jamestown,  Olean  and 
Wellsville.  Other  houses  in  these  situations 
also  cooperated  on  the  drive. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Front  Page  for  Broderick 

The  A  &  P  Menu,  an  eight-page  pamphlet 
distributed  in  their  stores  throughout  the 
country  will  feature  a  picture  of  Helen 
Broderick  on  the  front  cover.  Date  of  publi- 

cation tied  in  with  the  release  of  her  latest 

RKO  Radio  picture,  "We're  on  the  Jury," 
co-starring  Victor  Moore.  This  menu  is 
published  once  a  week  and  has  a  circulation 
of  750,000. 

McSwain-Royal  Calendars 
Neat  job  of  layout  and  printing  is  shown 

in  the  monthly  theatre  calendars  gotten  out 

by  Manager  C.  E.  McSwain  and  assistant 
Bruce  Royal,  for  the  Granada,  Texas,  and 
Fair,  in  Plainview,  Texas.  Size  of  date 
spaces  varies  with  the  length  of  dates  with 
picture  copy  overprinted  on  benday  dates. 
Merchants'  ads  are  carried  across  bottom  of 
each  calendar. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"GOD'S  COUNTRY"  WEEK 

PROCLAIMED  BY  MAYOR 

For  the  reason  that  the  picture  was 

filmed  in  the  Portland,  Ore.,  sector 
and  that  it  was  swell  publicity  for  the 

city  and  the  lumber  industry  in  the 

Pacific  Northwest,  Mayor  Joseph  Car- 
son was  prevailed  upon  to  issue  a 

proclamation  announcing  a  "God's 
Country  and  the  Woman"  Week, 
current  with  the  date  at  the  Port- 

land Paramount  Theatre. 

The  break,  of  course,  was  plugged 

to  the  fullest  at  the  theatre,  in  local 
dailies  and  other  advertising. 
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Money-Back  Offer 

Made  by  Davis 

Accompanying  photo  shows  12  by  18-foot 
banner  planted  on  wall  on  main  street  by 
Walt  Davis,  Capitol  Theatre,  Regina,  Can., 

four  weeks  ahead  of  "Valiant  Is  the  Word 
for  Carrie"  with  money  back  guarantee. 

For  lobby  gag,  Walt  erected  compo  board 
display  on  which  were  placed  three-inch 

pieces  of  red  cord,  copy  read  "A  string  to 
tie  around  your  finger  to  serve  as  a  re- 

minder to  save  a  date  for  Carrie."  Strings 
had  to  be  replaced  several  times  a  day. 
Lobby  contest  consisted  of  bottle  filled  with 
colored  water,  ducats  offered  to  those  guess- 

ing how  many  tears  it  would  take  to  equal 
the  amount  of  water  in  the  container. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Resemblance  Contest  Held 

By  Oliver  for  "Stowaway" Accompanying  photo  shows  contestants 

lined  up  for  Charles  Oliver's  Shirley  Tem- 
ple resemblance  contest  on  "Stowaway"  at 

the  Palace  in  Duncan,  Okla.,  for  which  lov- 
ing cup,  dolls  and  dresses  were  awarded 

winner  and  runners-up. 
In  addition  to  resembling  the  starlet,  en- 

trants had  to  sing,  dance  or  read  lines.  Each 
child  was  introduced  in  verse  and  winners 

were  decided  by  audience  applause. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Gold  Digger"  Parade 
Held  by  Royal 

Contacting  local  auto  agency  for  use  of 

cars  in  a  "Gold  Digger"  parade,  Bruce 
Royal,  Granada  Theatre,  Plainview,  Texas, 
had  fifteen  high  school  girls  don  paper  hats, 
blow  horns  and  stream  serpentine  from  win- 

dows of  cars  as  two  motorcycle  officers  with 
sirens  screaming,  escorted  the  home  town 

"gold  diggers"  through  the  business  and residential  sections. 

Small  imprinted  cards  were  inserted  under 

all  wind-shield  wipers  in  downtown  area, 
tieup  was  arranged  with  fashion  shop  on 
hosiery  window  display  with  life  size  stan- 

dees of  Powell  and  two  of  the  girls  and  for 
lobby  display  showcase  was  used  displaying 

hose  with  card  reading,  "Selected  by  Blon- 
dell  and  Farrell." 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Painters  Wear  Signs 

For  Paramount  Week 

Much  was  done  by  Manager  F.  Burr  and 
publicity  director  A.  Livermore,  for  the 
Paramount  Week  celebration  at  the  Cameo, 
Sydney,  Australia,  starting  well  ahead  by 
wide  distribution  of  Paramount  Week  tabs 
imprinting  of  restaurant  napkins,  rubber 
stamping  of  circulars,  letters,  etc.  Special 
cards  were  placed  on  suburban  trams,  promi- 

nent windows  promoted,  one  displaying  a 
large  card  with  the  theatre  phone  number 
with  copy  inviting  passersby  to  phone  the 
theatre  about  Paramount  Week.  Other 
stores  advertised  specials  for  the  event,  milk 
bars  carrying  cards  urging  patrons  to  drink 
more  milk  during  the  celebration. 

Tiein  was  made  with  racing  paper  for 
contest  to  select  a  number  of  winning  horses 
at  the  local  track.  Prizes  were  given  for 
those  sending  in  most  accurate  choices  dur- 

ing Paramount  Week  with  copy  of  ad  and 
the  racing  paper  in  addition  to  mentioning 
the  prizes  donated  by  the  theatre  included 
plugs  for  the  period  in  newspaper  ads  and 

Gable's  Congratulatory  Wire 
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C  Airtf  UK  ASK  VWU  TO  SEE l  Gladys  George 

rhe  palumaunir  picture 

YALIAnTwORDfOR  I 

r\DlllF/We  fcnoui  Us  is  an  \ 
^AmBfL  1%  1 E  'jnusual  £  Qufctendinq-, 
'idure  production,  and  wan!  qou  io  see  it.  j 
After  upu  see  %  If  uou  did  nc4  enjou  fte  picture 

just  go  to  Wie  box  office  and  4he  cashier  will  -  ' 
Shwf'ullii  refund  qour  admission  price  Si^i^f^ 

Davis'  Money  Back  Guarantee 

Oliver's  Temple  Resemblance  Entrants 

Cleaning  Up  For  Paramount  Week 

announced  it  on  radio  programs. 
Theatre  front  was  lavishly  decorated  and 

a  traffic-stopper  proved  to  be  back-banners 
worn  by  painters  working  on  building  next 
door  to  theatre  (see  photo),  copy  reading: 

"Brightening  up  for  Paramount  Week  at 

the  Cameo." 

Clark  Gable  Congratulates 

Altoona  Gable  on  "Cain" Among  the  leading  stores  in  Altoona,  Pa., 
is  the  Wm.  F.  Gable  Co.,  and  this  gave 
Dave  Goodman,  manager  of  the  Strand  an 

opening  for  an  ad  and  window  tiein  on  "Cain 
and  Mabel"  with  a  sale  held  by  the  store. 
Goodman  had  the  studio  wire  congratula- 

tions from  the  star,  copy  starting  with  the 

line:  "From  One  Gable  to  Another."  Wire 
was  blown  up  for  reproduction  in  store  win- 

dow (see  photo)  and  also  incorporated  in 
page  ads  in  two  papers. 

The  pressbook  "snappy  comeback"  contest 
was  also  planted  to  back  up  Goodman's  vig- 

orous ad  layouts,  magazine  distributors  ban- 
nered trucks,  and  10  passes  awarded  daily 

on  clothing  store's  radio  program  to  names 
selected  from  among  customers.  Stills  and 
tiein  copy  were  planted  in  music  stores  and 
the  hit  numbers  played  by  studio  orchestras 
at  radio  stations. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Dairy  Aids  Limerick 

On  "After  the  Thin  Man" 
Through  tieup  with  local  dairy,  George 

Limerick,  Yale  Theatre,  Cleburne,  Texas, 

for  "After  the  Thin  Man"  attached  cards 

to  all  milk  bottles  week  ahead,  reading  "A 
thin  man  can  build  himself  up  by  drinking," 
etc.,  etc.  Playdate  and  picture  copy  were 
included. 

George  used  the  personal  endorsement 

gag  in  his  ads,  printed  cards  lauding  the  pic- 
ture were  mailed  to  all  telephone  subscrib- 

ers and  imprinted  blotters  distributed  in  all 
offices  and  business  houses  in  city. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Smith  Hosts  Orphans 

On  "Bonnie  Scotland" 
Through  cooperation  of  Mitchell  Smith 

of  MGM  in  Uruguay  for  "Bonnie  Scotland" arrangements  were  made  for  children  of 
local  orphanage  to  attend  matinee.  Children 
were  transported  in  special  bannered  street 
cars  and  newspapers  gave  abundant  space 
and  art  work  to  stunt. 

For  "Wife  Versus  Secretary,"  Smith  tied 
up  company  controlling  twenty  cafes  in 
town  for  distribution  of  a  "Clark  Gable  ice- 

cream cup"  together  with  card  plugging  pic- ture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Silver  Dollar  Matinee 

Instead  of  the  usual  kid  giveaways  at  the 
Saturday  matinees,  Mort  Margolius,  at  the 
College,  Toronto,  Canada,  struck  on  the  idea 
of  advertising  gifts  of  silver  dollars  in  a 

lucky  contest  which  were  offered  in  addi- 
tion to  other  prizes  such  as  movie  projec- 

tors. Heralds  announcing  the  news  were 
distributed  without  cost  by  Liberty  Magazine 

boys  who  stuffed  copies  with  the  announce- ments. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Siegal  Gets  Publicity 
Ed  Siegal,  Jerome  Theatre,  Bronx,  N.  Y., 

grabbed  off  a  little  publicity  for  himself  and 
theatre  when  Bob  Connolly,  creator  of  the 
"Now  You  Know"  cartoon  series  in  local 

paper  used  caricature  of  Ed  together  with 
item  detailing  heroic  rescue  work  done  by 
him  last  year  when  managing  a  house  in 
Pittsburgh  during  the  flood. 
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Story  Values  Neglected 

In  Ads,  Says  Perkins 

Round  Tabler  Declares  Stars  Not  Only  Assets  In  Selling  Pictures  at  The  Boxoffice 

by  DAVID  F.  PERKINS 

There  has  been  a  gradual,  almost  im- 
perceptible change  in  picture  newspaper 

advertising  during  the  past  decade,  which  as 
a  whole  can  not  be  considered  an  advance- 

ment. I  make  this  statement  advisedly  after 
the  examination  of  thousands  of  theatrical 

newspaper  tear  sheets  during  the  past  few 
years.  This  change  is  in  a  measure  due  to 

the  average  theatre  manager's  attitude  to- 
ward his  attractions.  This  does  not  apply 

to  all  theatre  managers,  but  the  exceptions 

prove  the  rule  that  there  has  arisen  a  grow- 
ing belief  that  the  public  is  only  induced  to 

come  to  the  theatre  because  of  the  star  value 

of  the  players — the  marquee  value  of  the 
names  he  can  illuminate  in  electric  lights. 

This  belief  has  been  fostered  by  various 

national  engraving  "mat"  services  and  by 
the  artists  who  make  hand-drawn  newspaper 
ads.  With  this  belief  uppermost  in  the  the- 

atre manager's  mind,  the  faces  of  his  stars 
are  featured  in  his  ads  and  their  names  are 

exploited  above  the  attraction  title.  Fur- 

ther, in  the  belief  that  people  haven't  time 
to  read  an  ad,  he  dismisses  the  story  and 
nature  of  the  picture  with  as  few  words  as 
possible. 

If  he  is  correct  in  his  belief,  then  the 
millions  of  dollars  spent  in  the  explanatory 
copy  of  countless  commercial  ads  is  wasted. 
But  people  do  read  advertising  copy  if  it 
is  prepared  so  that  it  intrigues  their  interest 
and  these  millions  of  dollars  are  not  wasted 
but  bring  countless  millions  in  sales. 

Unfortunately,  when  star  values  in  a  pic- 
ture are  weak,  the  majority  of  managers 

classify  the  attraction  as  a  "B"  picture  and 
put  as  little  energy  as  possible  back  of  sell- 

ing it.  To  them  it  is  just-  one  of  those 
things — a  program  picture,  that  they  have 
to  bear  with. 

The  circuit  heads  of  the  Paramount  part- 
nerships at  the  recent  conferences  which 

grew  out  of  the  Adolph  Zukor  Silver  Jubi- 
lee dinner  in  Los  Angeles,  went  emphatically 

on  record  against  "B"  pictures. 

Calls  Story  Important 

But  "B"  pictures  we  will  always  have  with 
us.  Not  through  the  desire  of  the  producer, 
chain  theatre  executives  or  exhibitor,  but 
because  of  the  vital  fact  that  the  cost  of  a 

production  does  not  assure  that  it  will  be  a 
smash  hit,  nor  does  the  star  values  assure 
it,  though  both  are  frequently  contributing 
factors.  It  is  a  combination  of  stars,  players, 
direction,  production  values  and  treatment 

of  the  story  that  makes  an  "A"  picture.  And 
with  all  the  good  intentions  in  the  world 

to  make  an  "A"  picture,  the  result  is  often 
a  "B"  picture  as  far  as  real  excellence  or  as 
far  as  box-office  value  is  concerned. 

There  is  a  place  for  "B"  pictures.  Players 
on  the  way  up  can  only  be  developed  as  stars 
through  a  steady  growth  in  popular  favor 

The  author  of  this  article  has  had 

many  years  of  experience  in  show- 
business  as  exhibitor,  advertising  ex- 

ecutive with  the  Paramount  interests 

in  New  England  and  more  recently 
advertising  director  for  the  Schine 

circuit  with  headquarters  in  Glovers- 
ville,  N.  Y.  In  his  opinion,  pictures 
without  definite  star  value  may  be 
built  up  at  the  box  office  by  more 
emphasis  on  the  story  in  exploitation 
and  publicity  as  well  as  newspaper 
advertising. 

through  "B"  pictures.  The  star  who  arrives 
overnight  is  a  miracle  and  miracles  are 
scarce.  Exhibitors  must  awaken  to  the  fact 
that  actual  stars  can  be  counted  on  less  than 
their  fingers  and  toes.  If  they  depend  upon 
lesser  luminaries  for  advertising  appeal,  they 
have  only  used  50  per  cent  of  the  potential 
appeal.  The  other  50  per  cent  is  the  story. 

The  selling  of  "A"  pictures  as  well  as 
"B"  needs  a  definite  right  about  face,  if  the 
tear-sheet  evidence  is  to  believed. 
When  we  fail  to  like  a  favorite  star  or 

player  in  a  certain  attraction,  the  fault  is 
probably  the  story.  The  player  is  the  same 
actor  or  actress  we  have  admired  before. 

Why  do  so  few  cinema  theatregoers  return 
to  see  their  favorite  star  in  a  picture  which 
they  have  already  witnessed?  It  is  because 
of  the  story.  Why  do  players  that  are  not 
favorites  fail  to  intrigue  their  interest?  Be- 

cause the  story  is  not  played  up  in  the  ad- 

CHAMPS  GOES  WESTERN.  Front  for  "Daniel 
Boone"  at  the  swanky  Elysees  Cin'ema,  Paris, reported  the  first  time  a  western  has  been  booked 
on  Avenue  Champs  Elysees.  Mme.  L.  Rudlof, 
Paris  Radio  publicist,  is  credited  for  the  display. 

vertising  enough  to  intrigue  the  theatre- 
goers' interest,  which  a  well  rounded  cast 

of  featured  players  would  make  acceptable. 

The  subject  matter  of  the  story  is  neg- 
lected in  75  per  cent  of  theatre  newspaper 

advertising  and  yet  it  is  one  of  the  most  im- 
portant factors  that  make  for  the  selling  of 

motion-picture  entertainment. 
There  is  too  prevalent  an  attitude  on  the 

part  of  most  managers  to  rely  upon  the  vast 
channels  of  information  with  which  the 

Hollywood  productions  come  heralded  to 
the  fans  today.  But  the  mentality  of  the 
broad  public  is  childishly  forgetful.  It  must 
be  reminded  again  and  again. 

The  basic  principals  of  effective  theatre 
advertising,  as  well  as  of  all  advertising, 
can  be  stated  in  a  few  fundamental  rules 
that  are  all-embracing. 

Offers  Basic  Principles 

Advertising  is  salesmanship  in  print. 

That  means :  give  to  the  prospective  theatre- 

goer in  a  compelling  way  the  "Reason- Why" the  theagoer  will  be  amused  or  entertained 

by  a  specific  attraction. 
Primarily,  a  theatre  ad  must  have  a  cen- 

tral "Reason-Why"  that  strikes  to  the  heart 
of  a  reader's  emotions  and  arouses  curiosity. 

Secondly,  there  must  be  an  arresting  and 
compelling  layout  or  form  of  presentation 

that  grips  the  reader's  interest  and  creates the  desire  to  see  the  attraction. 
These  fundamental  ingredients :  Emotion 

and  Reason,  or  shall  we  put  it,  aroused  curi- 
osity and  created  desire,  are  the  dominant 

factors  that  sell  theatre  tickets. 
Thousands  of  tear  sheets  from  all  sections 

of  the  country  clearly  indicate  that  these 
fundamental  principles  of  good  picture  ad- 

vertising are  being  lost  sight  of,  not  alone 

in  the  selling  of  the  "B"  picture,  but  in  "A" 
pictures  as  well. 

Star  names  and  titles  of  pictures,  while 

valuable,  are  not  sufficient  "Reasons- Why." Headlines  and  caption  copy  are  necessary. 
The  mass  of  theatregoers  should  be  sold 
on  story  values  as  well  as  star  values.  If 
the  exhibitor  will  consistently  do  so,  not  only 
in  his  newspaper  advertising  and  publicity, 
but  also  in  his  exploitation  and  ballyhoo,  he 

will  be  surprised  how  his  "B"  picture  at- tendance will  pick  up  and  often  make  him 

think  it  was  really  an  "A"  attraction. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Boy  Scouts  Cooperate 
To  sell  "Ah  Wilderness"  Tom  Simmons, 

at  the  Dunlap,  Clarksville,  Ark.,  had  local 

Boy  Scouts  go  house-to-house  with  blanks 
to  be  filled  in  with  name  and  addresses,  one 
to  each  family.  Guest  tickets  were  given  to 
those  whose  names  were  selected  at  the  the- 

atre and  Scouts  filling  out  the  cards  were 
given  free  admission.  Theatre  copy  was 
carried  on  reverse  side  of  blank. 
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PATRON  VOTES  ASKED 

FOR  "REQUEST  WEEK 

For  your  office  desk  or  door 

"CALLER'S  TINE  SHEET" Hr«. 
Mm.  Sec. 

[ 
Friendly  Calls 0 2 0 

Friendly  Calls  when  Busy 0 1 0 

Life  Insurance  Agents 0 0 2 

Book  Agents 0 0 4 

Friends  with  a  Great  Scheme 0 0 5 

Friends  Who  Ask  Us  to  Lunch 0 60 30 

Friends  with  a  "Sure  Winner" 
0 0 1 

Friends  Who  Want  Credit 0 0 2 

Friends  Who  Want  Us  To  Go  Fishing 8 10 2 

Friends  Who  Want  to  Borrow  $5.00 0 0 

2. 

Friends  Who  Want  to  Borrow  $10.00 0 0 1 

Friends  Who  Want  to  Borrow  $100 1 
lot  Ir 

Anybody  With  a  Good  Thing? 0 0 0 

Anybody  Selling  Mining  Stock 

Call 

ihe  1 

>og 

Those  Wanting  to  Pay  Old  Bills 60 60  1  60 

| The  BOSS A 

Iways 

I 
Friends  Who  Want  to  Buy  a  Drink 

All  Night 

 !  1 — 
Customers 

All  Dav 

Take  the  Time  (2  Hrs.  20  Min.)  to  see 

WILLIAM  POWELL   MYRNA  LOT — in — 

"AFTER  THE  THM  MAN" 
with  James  Stewart — Elissa  Landi 

Loew's  STJLLMAN  Now 

Clubs,  Churches  and  Libraries 

Cooperate  with  Francis  Gooch 

to  Choose  Ace  Return  Dates 

Put  on  by  Francis  J.  Gooch  and  success- 
fully at  the  Columbia,  Bath,  Me.,  for  the 

week  before  Christmas  was  a  "Request 
Week"  of  pictures  previously  played,  the 
selection  made  by  patrons.  No  extra  money 
was  spent  on  the  campaign  and  the  details 
supplied  by  Gooch  may  be  used  for  other 
dull  weeks  during  the  year  or,  of  course, 

filed  away  for  this  year's  pre-holiday  period 
during  December. 

Drive  started  three  weeks  ahead  with 

trailers  announcing  the  event  and  asking 
that  requests  for  certain  pictures  be  left  at 
the  box  office.  Then  the  regular  trailer  a 

week  ahead  with  the  pictures  selected  car- 

ried a  leader  reading :  "The  Hits  You  Have 
Selected."  For  two  weeks  in  advance,  and 
to  keep  interest  high,  portable  slide  pro- 

jector was  used  to  project  slides  on  front 
border  over  center  of  screen.  Slide  copy 
carried  current  voting  results,  idea  being 
used  during  first  two  minutes  of  the  regular 
trailers.  Lobby  one-sheet  was  also  used  for 

the  listing  idea  with  each  day's  leaders  in 
the  voting.  Copy  was  changed  daily  and 
on  the  day  before,  final  list  of  the  leaders 
announced  which  of  course  were  the  pic- 

tures already  booked  for  the  "Request 

Week." To  save  on  the  regular  accessories  in  his 
inside  lobby  frames,  Gooch  covered  these 

with  masks  carrying  the  "request"  copy. 
Openings  were  left  to  use  as  little  exchange 
material  as  possible  and  with  six  changes 
a  week.  Francis  was  thus  able  to  save 

quite  a  bit  in  this  direction,  cutting  down 
about  a  third  on  accessory  costs.  Same 
procedure  was  adopted  in  the  14  by  36 

insert  card  spaces  with  the  entire  week's 
program  listed  on  cards  of  this  size.  Title 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

WINDOW  DISPLAY.  Created  for  date  on  "Mes- 
sage to  Garcia"  at  the  Chalerm  Krung,  Bangkok, 

Siam,  by  Erb  Samphya,  United  Cinema's  pub- licist,   in    conjunction    with    L.    Von  Heverbeck. 

cards  with  stars  and  pictures  were  used 
instead  of  eight  by  ten  stills  and  masked 

one-sheet  instead  of  the  40  by  60's  also  em- 
ployed to  hold  down  expenses. 

The  house  personnel  cooperated  enthusi- 
astically with  a  special  service  meeting 

called  three  weeks  ahead  when  the  event 

was  explained  and  discussed.  At  another 

meeting  held  the  following  week,  "Em- 
ployees Cards"  were  given  out.  Cards  car- 

ried spaces  for  selected  pictures,  names  and 
addresses  of  patrons  voting,  and  on  other 

side  copy  on  the  "week."  Three  cash  prizes 
were  given  employees  turning  in  the  great- 

est number  of  filled-in  cards  over  half  of 
which  were  returned.  Gooch  reports  that 
each  of  the  staff  had  about  six  people  help- 

ing in  the  distribution  which  resulted  in 
the  unprecedented  total  of  returns.  The 
selection  idea  was  further  used  in  the  reg- 

ular weekly  programs  and  many  of  these 
also  were  brought  in  by  patrons.  Libraries, 
churches  and  schools  were  contacted  to  the 

point  where  leading  minister  plugged  the 
week  in  his  regular  sermon  and  aided  in 
distributing  the  request  cards  to  the  congre- 

gation. School  principals  and  librarians  also 
cooperated,  as  did  various  clubs,  scout  or- 

ganizations and  Y.M.C.A. 
Letters  were  written  to  patrons  making 

request  by  mail  and  enclosed  were  programs 
of  the  week  with  the  selected  pictures  cir- 

cled. Leaders  of  women's  clubs  were  simi- 
larly contacted.  Local  newspaper  aided  with 

daily  stories  among  which  was  a  listing  of 
some  50  pictures  supposed  to  be  voted  upon. 
Top  window  display  in  bookstore  exhibited 
many  books  from  which  the  hit  pictures 
were  made  with  tiein  copy  included. 

Gooch  reports  that  he  had  other  smart 
ideas  to  use  but  which  would  have  entailed 
more  than  he  had  available  to  spend.  He 
reports  the  above,  all  in  the  low-cost  and 

no-cost  field,  helped  to  give  him  a  week's 
business  that  otherwise  would  have  been 
below  normal. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Merchant  Ad  on  Photos 

Another  neat  way  of  promoting  free  auto- 

graphed star  photos  is  Frank  Boucher's 
idea,  most  recently  used  on  "Rainbow  on 
the  River"  at  Warners'  Metropolitan,  Bal- 

timore. At  top  of  reverse  side  of  the  Bobby 
Breen  photos,  theatre  ad  is  carried  in  a 
neat  box  and  similar  setup  is  planted  at 

the  bottom  with  the  merchant's  ad.  Frank 
plans  to  repeat  the  stunt  on  other  forthcom- 

ing pictures. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Capitol  Celebrates  Birthday 

E.  A.  Sheppard,  advertising  department 
of  the  Capitol  Theatre,  Allston,  Mass.,  for- 

wards photo  of  birthday  cake  displayed  in 
lobby  in  connection  with  a  weight-guessing 
contest,  for  which  passes  were  awarded  those 
coming  closest  to  correct  weight.  Shep- 

pard says  contestants  had  to  deposit  their 
"guesses"  in  ballot  boxes  giving  name  and 
address,  thus  insuring  a  new  and  up-to-date 
mailing  list  for  future  uses. 

GAG  TIME  SHEET.  Above  novelty  herald  on 
thin  cardboard  was  distributed  in  office  build- 

ings on  opening  day  of  "Thin  Man"  by  Jack 
Lykes,   for   date    at    Loew's   Stillman,  Cleveland. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Bishop  Sells  Insurance  Men 

Hal  Bishop,  RKO  Capitol  Theatre,  Win- 

nipeg, Canada,  for  "Gold  Diggers"  sent  let- ters to  all  local  insurance  men  reading, 
"When  an  insurance  man  tries  to  sell  a 

theatre  manager — that's  not  news.  But 
when  a  theatre  manager  tries  to  sell  an  in- 

surance man— THAT'S  NEWS,"  followed 
by  the  information  that  Dick  Powell,  star 
in  the  picture,  sells  insurance  and  succeeds 
in  putting  over  a  $1,000,000  policy. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

ANOTHER  GOOD  ANGLE 

ON  DRAMATIZATIONS 

Where  there  are  no  broadcasting 
stations  and  theatres  thus  cannot  avail 

themselves  of  the  free  radio  scripts,  an 

idea  of  exploiteer  Bill  Bishop,  described 

in  MGM's  bi-weekly  campaign  service 
bulletin  -may  be  found  adaptable. 

Bishop  arranges  for  high  school 

senior  classes  to  present  these  dram- 
atizations -weekly  providing  the  scripts 

are  suitable.  Students  rig  up  school 

auditorium  stages  to  resemble  broad- 
casting rooms  and  put  on  the  show 

with  proper  credits  for  the  company 

and  theatre.  In  return,  exhibitor  in- 

vites cast  to  see  the  picture  so  am- 
ateurs can  compare  their  perform- 

ances with  the  stars. 
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A  ROOTES'  ANIMATION 

n  F^m^mA] 

MAILING  TUBE 

A 

C.6QAP0 -C.s. 

Photo  of  finished  animation 
and  working  plan  of  front 

designed  by  Arden  Rootes, 

Olympic,  Utica,  N.  Y., 
stresses  three  -  dimensional 

perspective.  Compo  board 
boat  {upper  right)  is  made 
with  2-inch  batten  and  wood 

strips,  windows  and  sidings 
painted  in.  Back  panel  (lower 

left)  shows  motor  attached. 
Shore   line   may   be  added. 

Makes  Ace  Tieins 

At  Rural  Schools 

Told  in  "Contact,"  ace  Warner  Theatres 
Cleveland  zone  house  organ,  is  how  Kroger 
Babb,  Warner-Chakeres  circuit  ad  head,  in 
Springfield,  Ohio,  has  effected  a  plan  to  con- 

tact teachers  in  the  county  rural  schools  for 
the  purpose  of  building  interest  in  houses 
nearest  the  schools. 

Babb  saw  the  county  superintendent  of 

schools  in  the  theatre's  drawing  area  and 
obtained  from  him  a  list  of  all  the  teachers 

in  that  county,  by  school,  the  names  em- 
bracing, grade,  junior  high  and  high  schools. 

Then  to  each  teacher  in  one  of  the  schools 
of  the  total  number  in  the  area  was  mailed 
one  pass  good  on  Sunday,  the  opening  day. 
As  there  were  12  schools  contacted  in  all, 
that  meant  each  teacher  would  see  a  show 

on  the  house  at  least  every  twelfth  week. 
The  slant  worked  out  well  enough  so  that 
after  it  got  going,  Babb  found  the  response 
very  satisfactory  and  was  in  the  lobby  to 
greet  his  guests  when  they  attended  to  make 
the  personal  contact  that  was  later  to  pay 
good  dividends. 

This  works  out  when  pictures  with  es- 
pecial historical  or  other  school  angles  are 

booked  and  which  need  an  extra  boost. 

Kroger  then  advises  the  teachers  of  these 

dates  and  finds  that  the  teachers  in  apprecia- 
tion of  his  courtesies  lend  aid  and  help  to 

arrange  group  attendance  among  pupils. 
The  first  test  of  this  brought  an  estimated 
95  per  cent  of  possible  student  attendance. 

And  also  of  note  is  that  once  the  teachers 

come  in  as  guests  of  the  theatre  many  return 
and  often  with  friends  which  brings  a  lot 
of  extra  admissions  that  the  house  was  not 

getting  previously. 

"Tell  Us  What  Yon  Did" 

Changes  Matinee  Schedule 

On  "Romeo"  for  Students 

Complete  sellout  for  "Romeo  and  Juliet" 
several  days  before  the  picture  opened  was 
realized  by  Roscoe  Drissel,  manager  of 

Loew's  Parkway,  Wilmington,  Del.,  recently 
when  Pierre  S.  duPont,  chairman  of  the 
board  of  the  duPont  Company  purchased  the 
entire  block  of  reserved  tickets  for  an  eve- 

ning performance.  The  block  comprised 
1,024  tickets,  every  seat  in  the  house.  Mr. 
duPont  presented  the  tickets  to  the  Uni- 

versity of  Delaware  as  a  gift.  Students,  fac- 
ulty members,  their  wives  and  administrative 

officials  of  the  university  attended  the  show- 
ing. 

On  request  of  public  school  authorities  the 

matinee  time  for  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  was 
changed  in  order  that  school  children  might 
attend.  Notices  on  the  bulletin  boards  of  all 

Wilmington  schools  announced  to  the  stu- 
dents the  time  and  information  concerning 

the  picture,  and  special  attention  was  given 

the  senior  high  school  students  as  the  pic- 
ture is  in  direct  relationship  with  their  lan- 

guage arts  studies.  Private  showing  of  the 
film  was  given  by  Manager  Drissel  in  the 
Tower  Hill  School  in  Wilmington  for  some 
300  members  of  the  Tower  Hill  faculty  and 
English,  language,  art,  and  social  science 
teachers,  and  librarians  of  the  Wilmington 
public,  parochial  and  private  schools. 

"Come  and  Get  It"  Heralds 
Distributed  at  Steel  Mills 

Special  circus  heralds  were  printed  for 
"Come  and  Get  It"  and  distributed  to  work- 

ers of  local  steel  companies  by  Lawrence 

Thompson,  Loew's  Theatre,  Canton,  Ohio. 
Beauty  salon  featured  a  "Frances  Farmer 
bob"  as  a  weekly  special,  using  art  and  title 
as  their  lead  off  in  their  ads,  and  depart- 

ment store  used  "Come  and  Get  It"  as  the 
lead  line  in  double  truck  page  of  weekly 
shopping  news  distributed  to  every  home  in city. 

Bookmarks  were  planted  in  public 
libraries,  radio  station  gave  fifteen  minutes 
on  production  notes  and  stars  of  the  picture, 

drug  store  plugged  a  "Come  and  Get  It" 
milk  shake,  special  drinks  were  featured  in 
restaurant  bar  and  local  jeweler  devoted 
window  to  display  of  replica  of  jewels  worn 

in  picture. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

ICE  CREAM  WEEK 

STARTS  APRIL  18 

Activities  of  one  kind  and  another 
are  slated  for  Ice  Cream  Week, 
April  18  to  24,  sponsored  by 
Ice  Cream  Review,  industry  trade 

journal,  and  local  manufacturers. 

Picture  tieups,  radio  programs,  news- 
paper advertising  and  publicity  are 

among  the  things  listed.  Suggestions 
are  made  by  the  committee  that 
theatremen  and  ice  cream  people  get 

together  locally  for  discussions  on  co- 
operations of  mutual  benefit. 

House  Personnel  Takes  Over 

During  "Personality  Month" Catching  up  a  bit  on  his  membership  ob- 
ligations, W.  Bennett,  from  the  Empress, 

in  Vernon,  British  Columbia,  reports  the 

successful  operation  last  year  of  a  "Person- 
ality Month"  in  which  each  week,  one  mem- 

ber of  the  house  staff  was  appointed  to  act 
as  manager  and  allowed  to  make  tieups, 
stage  extra  attractions,  put  on  contests,  etc. 
Bennett  of  course  stood  by  to  insure  that 
everything  would  move  smoothly.  Among 

the  ideas  executed  by  the  assistant  man- 
ager, head  usher  and  cashier  respectively 

during  their  terms  were  fashion  shows, 

co-op  pages,  promotion  of  birthday  cakes. 
Found  profitable  also  by  Bennett  is  a 

series  of  vest  and  pocket-size  programs  run- 
ning up  to  14  pages.  These  carry  monthly 

programs,  stories  and  cuts  on  coming  at- 
tractions, institutional  copy  to  build  up  local 

business  generally  and  sufficient  merchants' 
ads  to  hold  down  printing  and  distributing 
costs.  The  theatreman  also  publishes  these 

for  single  big  pictures  and  writes  that  he 
finds  business  men  always  ready  to  come  in 

with  him.  Copy  in  the  single  pamphlets  in- 
clude shopping  talk  and  as  the  literature  is 

distributed  in  a  30-mile  radius,  results  prove 
that  they  draw  people  in  to  patronize  partici- 

pating stores  as  well  as  attend  the  Empress. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Kendall  Finishes  First 

Exceeding  his  quota  by  the  largest  per- 
centage, Manager  Rex  Kendall,  Patee,  Law- 

rence, Kans.,  led  managers  in  the  recently 
completed  13-week  Commonwealth  circuit 
contest  to  straighten  returns  during  the  pre- 
holiday  period.  Glenn  Deeter,  Royal,  Hois- 
ington,  Kans.,  placed  second  with  third 
going  to  Ray  Holmes,  Dreamland,  Haring- 
ton,  Kans. 
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YOU  ARE   INVITED  TO  JOIN  UP 

M.  D.  BUNDT 

manages  the  Dyckman  Theatre  in  New 
York  City,  having  started  in  showbusiness 
at  the  Fox  Walker  Theatre  in  Brooklyn  as 
doorman  and  was  later  made  assistant. 
When  Randforce  took  over  the  house  he  left 
and  become  manager  of  the  Cross  Bay  in 
Ozone  Park,  L.  I.  From  there  Bundt  joined 
Rapf  and  Rudin  at  the  Arcadia  Theatre,  in 

the  city  and  thence  to  his  present  assign- 
ment. 

V 

LAWRENCE  E.  STEWART 

is  in  Watertown,  S.  D.,  managing  the  Lyric 
Theatre  for  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co., 
has  been  with  the  circuit  about  eight  years, 
starting  as  doorman  of  the  Huron,  Huron, 
S.  D.,  and  then  manager  of  the  State  there 
before  coming  to  the  Lyric.  Since  his  circuit 
is  well  represented  in  our  section  we  are 
glad  to  add  his  name  to  our  list  and  look 
forward  to  contributions  from  him. 

V 

WILLIAM  TINKLER 

acts  as  assistant  advertising  manager  of 
MGM  in  Sydney,  Australia,  and  since  all 
of  our  brother  members  are  interested  in 

what  goes  on  overseas  we  shall  await  with 

interest  accounts  of  Tinkler's  recent  theatre 
activities  for  reproduction  in  our  pages. 

V 

CHARLES  S.  OZBURN 

with  the  recent  acquisition  by  the  Wometco 
Theatres  of  the  State  Theatre  in  Miami, 

Fla.,  Charlie  was  made  manager  after  hav- 
ing spent  five  years  as  assistant  manager  to 

John  Cunningham.  Guess  that  about  ties 
that  circuit  up  100  per  cent  Round  Table, 

but  you'll  have  to  keep  in  touch  with  us, 
Charlie,  and  report  from  time  to  time  on 

what's  going  on  down  your  way. V 
DON  KNAPP 

manages  the  Lincoln  Theatres  in  Danville, 
111.,  having  started  as  usher  at  the  Palace 
there,  then  chief  of  service  at  the  Fischer, 
assistant  and  then  manager  at  the  Lincoln. 

Don's  hobby  is  photography  and  we're  hop- 
ing that  he'll  forward  us  some  pictures  of 

his  outstanding  lobbies  for  reproduction 
here. 

V 
CHRIS  HADFIELD 

is  the  resident  manager  of  "La  Scala"  in 
Manchester,  England,  having  started  as  as- 

sistant manager  at  the  Piccadilly,  then  ap- 
pointed publicity  chief  for  Stolls  Theatres 

at  Manchester  and  to  various  other  houses, 
but  all  in  Manchester.  Hadfield  has  handled 

grand  opera,  variety,  revues,  circus,  silent 

and  talkies,  in  fact,  as  he  says,  "everything 
from  the  back  to  the  front  of  the  house."  We 
are  always  interested  in  reporting  stunts 
from  overseas  so  look  forward  to  hearing 
from  you,  Chris. 

V 

FORREST  JUSTUS 

out  in  Long  Beach,  Cal.,  manages  the  Palace 
Theatre  for  Fox  West  Coast.  We  first  find 
Forrest  ushering  at  the  Palace  in  Dallas, 
Tex.,  then  to  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  for  RKO  as 
exploitation  manager  and  then  to  the  RKO 
Mainstreet  as  assistant  and  left  that  outfit 
three  years  ago  to  join  Fox  West  Coast. 

Birthday 

Greetings 

LIONEL  HANSHER 

manages  the  Radio  City  Theatre  in  Toronto, 

Canada,  starting  as  usher  with  Loew's  and 
after  six  months  promoted  to  Chief  of  Ser- 

vice. With  Canada  signed  up  almost  solidly 
Round  Table,  we  shall  look  forward  to  hear- 

ing from  you  at  frequent  intervals. 
V 

W.  VERNON  PATTERSON 

is  the  publicist  for  the  State  and  Roxy  The- 
atres, Marshall,  Minn.,  for  the  Marshall 

Theatres  Corp.,  working  under  W.  R. 
Hiller.  Pat  has  been  projectionist  at  the 
Roxy  and  says  he  has  been  an  enthusiastic 
reader  of  this  department,  but  promises  from 
now  on  shall  keep  in  touch.  Okay,  Pat, 
show  us ! 

V 
PHILIP  HENRY  HAYWARD 

is  managing  director  of  the  Tudor  Cinema 
in  Auckland,  N.  Z.,  and  comes  of  a  family  of 

show  people,  his  father  being  in  the  busi- 
ness "since  it  was  one  at  all  and  before  that 

in  the  theatrical  end  of  it."  Phil  has  been 
at  it  for  over  29  years,  having  started  as 
projectionist.  He  has  also  been  in  the  film 
exchange  business  and  connected  with  the 
building  and  altering  of  large  theatres  in  his 
country.  We  shall  be  interested  in  hearing 
from  you  Hayward,  so  drop  us  a  line. 

V 
PETER  BROADHEAD 

manages  the  Sam  Harris  Theatre  in  New 

York  City,  just  a  few  blocks  from  club  head- 
quarters, so  we're  expecting  a  visit  any  day 

now.  Peter  recently  left  the  Ritz  Theatre 
in  Lyndhurst,  N.  J.,  for  this  job,  having 

formerly  managed  the  Comet  for  Sam  Har- 
ris and  also  was  connected  with  Fox  and 

Pantages. 

V 
HARVEY  KNY 

manages  Warner's  Rex  Theatre  in  Sheboy- 
gan, Wis.,  has  been  in  showbusiness  fifteen 

years  and  has  worked  for  Publix,  Skouras 
Bros,  and  Warners.  Harvey  started  as 
treasurer,  assistant  manager  and  then 

managerial  job  and  he  must  know  that  join- 
ing the  club  means  that  he  obligates  himself 

to  contribute  to  our  section,  so  we  are  an- 
ticipating word  from  him  shortly. 

V 

BOB  HARRIS 

Name    manages  the  Florida  and  Lyric  Theatres  in 
(print)  Daytona   Beach,   Fla.,    for    Sparks.  Bob 

started  as  usher  at  the  Tampa  Theatre  in 

Position  Tampa,  later  becoming  doorman  and  assist- ant manager.  From  that  spot  he  was  made 
advertising  manager  for  seven  of  the  Sparks 

Theatre    theatres  in  Tampa  and  was  then  transferred 
to  his  present  Daytona  Beach  assignment. 

Circuit   V 
EARL  POTTER 

Addrett    is  the  assistant  manager  of  the  Wometco 
Mayfair  Theatre  in  Miami,  Fla.,  and  started 
as  usher  at  the  Grand  under  O.  G.  Finley, 

y    now  at  the  Park.  Earl  left  showbusiness  for 
a  while,  but  found  the  lure  too  great  and  re- 

$tatt    turned  to  the  fold,  working  under  various 
A  r    i   >  i     at  I?      •  °f  our  members  and  now  assists  Mark  Char- 
Absolutely  NO  Dues  Or  Fees!  trand  who>  incidentally,  we  haven't  heard 
^ __ __ __    from  in  some  time.  How  about  you  bovs  ? 

Sam  J.  Aaron 
K.  L.  Adams 
Alvah  Barber 
David  W.  Bayne 
W.  L.  Barritt 
W.  Spencer  Bentley 
Bernard  N.  Bisbee 
C.  J.  Bolender 
John  Capano 
Frestle  F.  Chenoweth 
William  G.  Cooke,  Jr. 
Harry  E.  Creasey 
Achilles  Damiani 
Charles  Dearth 
Laurin  J.  Derenzy 
J.  H.Diller 
Thomas  P.  Dowd 
J.  B.  Edwards John  Ewing 

Harry  E.  Finley 
Fred  R.  Fisher 
Nat  Goldberg 
Ben  Gross 
Arthur  Bernard  Hahn 
Paul  H.  Harrell 
Milton  S.  Harris 
G.  Otto  Hartsoe 
George  Heliotes 
I.M.Hirshblond 
Homer  R.  Hisey 
George  A.  Hodge 
Chris  G.  Holmes 
Charles  N.  Hurley 
Russell  N.Hart 
George  W.  Jinks 
Jack  Kleinman 

Dan  E.  Krendel Albert  Knopp 

Jules  Koenig 

H.  O.  Larson 
Alvin  K.  Lavender 
W.  A.  Lee 
J.  Ellison  Loth 
J.  Roger  MacGuigan 
John  F.  Mackenzie 
Charles  V.  Martina 
Bill  Nash 
David  Newell 
Clarence  J.  Olbrich 
Edward  Penn 
Paul  D.  Rainsberger 
Dominic  Reds 
N.  J.  Reed 
Thomas  R.  Reilly 
John  J.  Revels 
G.  W.  Sampson 
Philip  Sigel 
Isser  Singerman 
Theodore  Leo  Smalley 
Edward  Singerman 
Charles  L.  Stephenson 
M.  J.  Stockwell 
Milton  Swanson 
Ken  Veach 
Harry  Wade 
Dick  Walsh 
William  Weiss 
Ernst  Williams 
A.  Milam  Wilson 
William  C.Wittenberg 
Herman  D.  Wood 

T.  S.Yeoh 

APPLICATION  FOR 

MEMBERSHIP 

MANAGERS'  ROUND 
TABLE  CLUB 

Rockefeller  Center,  N.  Y. 
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THE  RELEASE  CHART 

Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star 
Born  to  Fight  Frankie  Darro-Jack  La  Rue  
Devil   Diamond,  The  Kane   Richmond- June  Gale  
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermlt  Maynard-Arlane  Allen. . 
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermlt  Maynard-Joan  Barclay.. 
Racing  Blood   Frankie  Darro-Kane  Richmond. 
Valley  of  Terror  Kermlt  Maynard-Harley  Wood. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermit  Maynard-H.  Bosworth.. 
Wild  Horse  Roundup  Kermit  Maynard-Dickle  Jones.. 
With  Love  and  Kisses  Pinky  Tomlln-Toby  Wing  

Coming 

Slno  While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin     

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

..Nov.  3t  
.Jan.  I5.'37t  ..Deo.  30t  
..Dec.  25t  
..Oct.  30t  
..Nov.  I5t  
.Jan.  20/37t  
..Oct.  I6t  
..Nov.  20t  
..Deo.  20t  

.Feb.  I5,'37t. 

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Orag    Not,    The  Rod  LaRocque-Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Santo  Fe,  The  Nina  Quartaro- Norman  Kerry. ..  .Jan.  I,'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  I5t  78  Aug.  29 

White  Glove.  The. 
Coming .  May 

,'37t. 

CELEBRITY 
Coming 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

For  Love  of  You  F.  Foresta-Rlscoe  and  Wayne  60  
Kiss  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riscoe  and  Wayne  62  

CHESTERFIELD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
August  Week-end  V.   Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr.  ..Apr.    25    65  
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hopton.  . .  June     I  64  
House   of   Secrets  Leslie  Fenton-Murlel   Evans  Oct.    26t  67  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Lady  Luck   ,  Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July     6  66  
Missing  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blaekmer. .  .  .Sept.   lOt  66  Oct.  10 
Red  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille   Gleason  Dee.  29t  

Coming 
Light  Fingered  Ladles  
Policewoman   

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G)...Jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.    Churchill- Wm.   Gargan . . . . . . Sept. 
And   So  They   Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvya   Douglas  May 

Avenging  Water*   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marion  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G) ...  Maurice  Chevalier   Deo. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan- Florence  Rice... July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
2ode  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Msry  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer,  Folkt  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morrls-Margot  Graham*  .  June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady  (G)  Ralph  Bellamy-Joan  Perry  Dee. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  ..Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind  Russell  Oct. 
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dlx....Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dlx-Karen  Morley  May 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett-Marlan  Welden  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jack  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept. 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill-Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Keith-Chas.  Qulgley. .  . . Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardle  Oct. 
King  Steps  Out.  The  (G) .....  Grace  Moore- Franchot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Astor-Charles  Qulgley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churehill-B.  Cabot... Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice,  The  (G) .  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)   Edward  Arnold- Lionel  Stander. ...  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3.  ».  81.) 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73.... Oct.  31 
23t  60.... Oct.  2« 

10  75... .Apr.  18 
8  58  
I4t  80.... Sept.  26 
10  66  

9t. 
7t. 

12.. 

.55. .61. 

.74. 

31 1  60.  Jan.  23.'37 
20t  56  

It  75... Sept.  19 
24,'37t..  -74  

1  80. ...May  16 
5,'37t  
I8t  72. ...Nov.  21 
30  58  
8/37t....57  

I.... I.... 

28.... 

21+.. . 
It... 

25t... 

I  

.58... .Oct.  24 

.58....  Nov.  7 

.88...  May  23 

.60...  Nov.  7 
73....0*t.  14 
.72  July  M 

Star 
Rel. Title 

Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)   Richard  Arlon-Cecllla  Parker. ...  May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town  (G).-Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90:  June  6,  p.  120:  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125,  128:  July  18.  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 
112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt- Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Bing  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79:  Feb.  6,'32,  p.  72.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles   Blckford-Florenee  Rice.. Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts  Oct. 
Rio  Grande   Ranger  Bob  Allen-Iris   Meredith  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton. ...  May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett- Fin  is  Barton. ..  .Juno 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  81.) 
They  Met  in  a  Taxi  (G)   Chester  Morris-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television   (G)...Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Astor  June 
Tugboat   Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows .  .Oct. 
Two  Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  July  4.) 
Unknown    Ranger,   The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts. ..  .Sept. 
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith. .. .Jan. 
Woman  In   Distress  May  Robson-lrene  Hervey  Jan. 
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas- Virginia  Bruce.. Jan. 

(See  "in  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

8  66.  ...Apr.  25 
24t  77  Dee.  26 
12  118  Apr.  25 

120.  122;  June  27,  p.  80; 
p.  92;  Aug.  22,  pp.  Ill, 

I4t  63.... Oct.  31 
10  58. ...May  I 
25t  83....  Dm.  19 

2.. 

30t. 

lit. 

.66. 
.58. 

12. 
.69. 

20  60.... Aug.  22 
17  57. ...Sept.  12 
8  56  
I2t  95.... Nov.  14 

I  70....  Aug.  8 
15  65....  Aug.  • 
ISt  69  
15  63  

ISt  
22,'37t  

I7,*37t  68. 

28.'37t....72. 
Coming 

College   Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil  Is  Driving.  The  Richard  Dix-Joan  Perry  
Honeymoon  Pilot   Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley  
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb.  I5,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   Feb.  26.'37t Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
New  Trail  Ahead.  A  Chas.  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  
Nightingale  Flies  Home,  The..  Grace  Moore   
Parole  Racket   Paul  Kelly- Rosalind  Keith  Feb.  20,'37t. 

(See  "Freedom  for  Sale,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wilson-Chas.  Qulgley  
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft- Evelyn  Venable .. Mar.  I5,'37t. 
Speed  Mad    Rosalind   Keith-Alien  Brook  Mar.  20, '371 . Trapped   Charles  Starrett-Peggy  Stratford  .. Mar.  5/37t. 
Trouble  In  Morocco   Jack  Holt-Mae  Clarke  Mar.  25,'37t. 
Venus  Makes  Trouble  James  Dunn-Patricia  Ellis  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupine  Mar.  3l,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
When  You're  In  Love..'  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  Feb.  27,'37t. 

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  24.) 
Women  Are  Wise  Dolores  Oel  Rio  

CRESCENT 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom  Keene-Gvynne  Ship  man. .  . .  Jan.    I8.'37t  - .  "60    Jan.  9/37 
Glory  Trail,  The  (G)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept.  ISt  65  July  18 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keene-Rlta  Canslne  Oct.    27t  60  Oct.  17 Coming 

Beyond  Victory   Tom  Keene   Mar.  I/S7t  
Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr.  I2,'37t  
Louisiana  Purchase   Tom  Keen-Rita  Canslno  May  24/37t  
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keene   July  6/37t  

DANUBIA 
(Hungarian  Dialogue)  Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Be  Good  Unto  Death  Lael  Devenyl   Sept.  10+  80  
Blue  Danube  Romance  Zlta  Perezell   Jan.   20/37t  83  
Car  of  Dreams  Torzs-Pereell   Oet. 

I0t. 

Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug.  25t. 
Dreams  of  Love  (English  Titles). Frank  Taray   Jan.  S/37t.. 
Friendly   Expression  Raday-Szoke   Nov.  It  
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue   Dee.  25t  

(English  titles) Little  Pastry  Shop   Kabos-Pereell   May  15  54. 

..90. 

..78. 

.103. 

..65. .20. 
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Title  Star  R«l. 
Mm  Under  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
Mirth  Talei   Turay-Kabe*   July 
New  Landlord,  The  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee. 
Sen  ot  the  Steppe*  Klss-Komar   Dee. 
Sweet  Stepmother  Maria  Tasnadl   Sept. 

(English  titles) 
This  Villa  for  Sale  Verebes-Cslkos   June 
Three  Spinsters    Emllle  Markus   Dee. 

Running  Tint 
Data     Minutes  Reviewed .82  

.68  
I5f. 
19.. 
20t. 

Sit. 25t. 
I5t. 

.82. 

.83. 

.90. 

15.. 

It. 

.80. 

.84. 

Du  WORLD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amok   Marcel  Chantel   Oct.    ISt  84  
Crimson  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan.  I,'37t  
Kllou.   The   Killer  Technicolor   Oct.      It  60.  Juno     1  .'33 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dame  Oct.      It  58  
Nobody's  Boy   Robert  Lynen   8ept.  I  St  81  
Opera  of  Paris  Georges  Thill   Oct.      It  50  

FIRST  NATIONAL 

.67. 
.Jan.  25 

23 

I4t. 

Sit. 

08. 

.  ..81. ...May 

p.  82.) .  ..72.... Sept.  19 
.  ..66.... Oct.  S 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers)        Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Data  Minutes  Reviewed 
Brides  Are  Like  That  (9  )  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louisa  Apr.  18  

(Exploitation:  June  20.  p.  117.) 
Bullets  or  Ballots  (G)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell . .  June  8.... 

(Eploltation:  Juno  13,  p.  123;  June  27.  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93:  Oct.  3 
Captain's  Kid.  The  (G)  167..  Guy  Klbbee-Sybll  Jason  Nov. 
Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  170.  Rleardo  Cortez-June  Travlt  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  Wllllam-Clalre  Dodd  Aug. 
China  Clipper  (G)  960..  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oct  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  31.  p.  76.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patrlela  Ellis- Dennis  Moere  Sept.  I9t  66  July  II 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962. ..Joe  E.  Brown-June  Travis  July    18  69  June  21 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  pp.  73,  78;  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  86,  87 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  86.) 

.63. 
.May  S3 

22  88'/,. .Aug.  8® 

Law  in  Her  Hands,  The  (O) 
978   

Love  Begins  at  Twenty  (Q) 
975   

Murder  by  aa  Aristocrat  (G) 

2tt . . . . . .101.. . .  Eee. 12 
p.  100;  Jan.  9/37,  p.  71.) May 

23  ..68.. 
..May 

8 
85;  July  4,  p.  72.) 
Dick  Foran-Anne  Nagal  2/37 ..56.. 
Marlon  Davles-DIek  Powell  20  ..70.. . .June 13 

i 
24t  ..60.. . .  Dee. (2 

Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull. 
..May 16  

..58.. 
..Apr. 

19 
1 
Warren  Hull-Patricia  Ellis 

i 

.Aug. 22  ..58.. 
..May 

SO 
Marguerite  Church! !i-L.  Talbot.. .June 13  ..60.. 

.Apr. 
4 

Donald  Woods-Jean  Mulr  
(See  "in  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  10.) 

Road  Gang  (A)  964  Donald  Woods-Kay  Llnaker  Mar.  28.  62. 
.Feb.  26 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  7,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  121;  June  27,  p.  88;  July  4.  p.  68;  July  11,  p.  128.) 
Singing  Kid,  The  (Q)  954  Al  Jolson- Beverly  Roberts  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 
Sill  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  160.  lames  Melton-Patrlela  Ellis..  ..Jan. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  70.) 
Snowed  Under  (6)  971  George  Brent- Genevieve  Tebln. .  ..Apr. 
Stage  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  Biondell-Diek  Powell  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  8ept  5,  P.  79.) 
Stolen  Holiday  (G)  157  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter  Feb. 
Three  Men  en  a  Horse  (G)  151. Frank  MeHugh-Joan  Blondell..  ..Nov. 

.84.... Mar.  21 

9,'S7t..  ..79.. ..Oat  17 

4  63.... Mar.  21 
I2t  91....  Ant.  IS 

6,,37t....80....Dee.  26 
2lt  85. ...Dee.  5 

(Exploitation:  Dae.  12,  p.  81;  Dee.  19,  p.  89;  Dec.  26.  p.  70;  Jan.  2,'37.  p.  106;  Jan.  8/37, P.  71.) 

Trallln'  West  979  Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.    5  56  
(See  "On  Seeret  Service,  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Two  Against  the  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart-Bevorly  Roberts  July    II  57  May  29 (Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
White  Angel,  The  (fl)  951  Kay  Franels-lan  Hunter. .......  July     4  91. ...Job*  ■ 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Sept.  19,  p.  69;  Ott  3,  pp.  81.  83;  Daa.  10, 
p.  89:  Jan.  9,'37.  p.  64.) 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  Tha  Dlek  Foran-Jane  Bryan  
Draegorman  Courage  (G)  168. .Jean  Mulr- Barton  MasLaao  »80  Aug.  20 
Gentleman  from  Klmberley,  The  Warner  Baxter   
Green  Light  (G)   154  Errol  Flynn-Anlta  Louisa  Fob.  20.'37t..  .*85.Jaa.  9/87 
Her  Husband's  Secretary  173.. Jean  Mulr- Warren  Hull  Mar.  20/37  (See  "In  tha  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Marked  Woman   Botte  Davis-H.  Bagart  

Men  in  Exile  Richard  Purtell-Juno  Travis  ".!!'.'.'.!".!*.".". (See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutehlnsen-Q.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oet.  SI.) 
Penrod  and  Sam  (G)   172  Billy  Maueh-Harry  Watson  Feb.  28/S7t. .  .*8S. Jan.  18/57 
Prlnee  and  the  Pauper,  The  112.  Mauch  Twins-Errol  Flynn  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
San  Quentln   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bagart.  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
8llght  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  Q.  Robinson  

Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Foada  .'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*.'." (See  "in  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
Story  of  Emlle  Zola.  The  Paul    Muni-J.  Hutchinson  
Stuttering  Bishop.  Tha  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  

Title  Star 
Talent  Scout   Donald  Woods-Jeanne  Madden  
That  Man's  Here  Again  Mary  Maguire-Tom  Brown  

(See  "Love  Begins,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles) 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date 

Crustalo   Nina  Afentakl   Oct  lit 
Eros   A.  Marlkos  8ept  7t 
Exo  Ftohea   B.   Argyre   Sept.  20t 
Sarcos  and  the  Eagle  Olympia  Deos   Oct  I8t 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed  95  

 110   96  

 118  Coming 

Astero   Miss  Kyvell .Feb.  2l,'37t  ...90. 

GB  PICTURES 

Run 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arliss-Lucia  Mannheim.  ..Oct.  16  
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3606C.  Bennett-D.  Montgomery  Ost  It.... 
Head  Over  Heels  in  Love  Jessie  Matthews- Louis  Borrell  Jan.  30/37t-- 
It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews- Robert  Young. ...May  30  (Exploitation:  Sept.  19.  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617... Otto  Kruger- Leonora  Corbett  Dee.  It  
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Clive  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nov.  I5t  
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arliss-Rene  Ray  Jan.  20/S7t.. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "His  Lordship.") 
Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  Nov.  I  
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  $610. .Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrie  Hardwleke    Sept.  It.... 

(Reviewed  under  tha  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")   (See  production  article, 
exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 

River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Lodor  Jan.  IO/37t.. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  3515  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Lorre..  ..Juno  15  
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cummlngs  Aug.  ISt.... 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Doomed  Cargo. ") 
Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon  (G) 
3615   C.  Cummlngs-Noah  Beery  Dee.  ISt.... 

Week-end    Millionaire  (G)  36!6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian  Nov.  20t... 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Once  In  a  Million.") 

Woman  Alone.  The  (G)  8601.. Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  Jan. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Sabotage.") 

nlng  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed 
...74.... Sept  19 
...74.... Seat  12 
. ..87  
...79....  May  l» 

...69.... Mar.  Si 

...63. ...May  83 

.  ..71.  ...Nov.  23 

..66. ...Oet  10 
..80. ...May  10 June  20.  p.  10; 

.69. 
.May  10 

.83....  May  23 

..70. ...July  II 

...67.  Jan.  O.'S? .  ..64.. ..Apr.  4 

l/37t  76.Ja«.  t/S7 
Coming 

Everybody  Danee  (G)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneldge  Feb. 
Great  Barrier,  The  ....Richard  Arlen-Lllll  Palmer  

(See  production  article,  Feb.  6/37,  p.  20.) 
King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedrlc  Hardwlcke  
Threat,  The   Wallace  Ford-Anna  Lee  
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Glna  Malo  
You're  in  the  Army  Now  Victor  MeLaglen   

I5/S7t..    73....00*.  S 

Title 
Arizona    Days  147. 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Star ..Tax  Rlttar- Eleanor  Stewart. 

Running  Time 

Devil   on    Horseback,   The  (G) 
126   Llll  Damlta-Fred  Keating. 

Great  Guy  (G)  101  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke.. 

Hats  Off  (G)  108  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  
Headrn'    for   the    Rio  Grande 

(G)    146   Tex  Rltter-Eleanor  Stewart. . . 
Scotland  Yard  Commands  152.. Clive  Brook- V.  Hopper  
Sins  of  Children  (G)   119  Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker. . 

Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  144...  Tex  Ritter-Joan  Woodbury  
We're  in  the  Lesion  Now  (G) 
129   Reginald  Denny-Esther  Ralston 

'Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)   l20..Tala  Blrell-lan  Keith  
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  136  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  .. 

Rel. 
Data  Minutes 

Reviewed 

..Nov. 
..Oet. lit.... .  .70'/, 

..Oat • Dee. 
25t  .  .73. . . .  Dec. 

19 

I.  6/37,  pp.  74. 
77.) 

2,'37t.  . 
.66'/, Jan.  2. 

■S7 

20t  

.61.. 

..Daa. 

12 

Jan. 23/37t . . 
.61... 

. .  Oct. 
4/37t. . 

.79'/,. 
.Seat 

10 :  Nov. 

14.  p.  90.) 
Nov. 

22t  
.  62  . . 

Nov. 

14 

. . Jan. I6,'37t  . . 

..55"2 

. .  Feb. 

15 

.  Oct. 25t . . . 
. .81 . . 

.  Oct 

24 

.  Nov. 
8t  

.63.. .Nov. 
14 

Coming 

Gold    . .   Conrad  Nagel   
H ittin'  the  Trail  149  Tex  Ritter   
Killers  of  the  Sea  135  Capt.    W.    Casewell  Feb. 
Navy  Spy  137   Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt...  ..Feb. 
Romance  and  Riches  (G)  l53...Cary  Grant-Mary  Brian  Feb. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.   "The  Amazing  Quest.") Trouble  in  Texas   148  Tex    Ritter   Feb. 
23'?  Hours  Leave  103  James  Ellison-Terry  Walker  
Two  Shall  Meet  124  Eric  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker  

27,'37t. . 
20/37t.  . 

13/37... 

135. 

.70. 

.Aug.  29 

27/37t 

GUARANTEED 

Tills  Star 
Just  My  Luck  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray.. 
Luck  of  the  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept. 
Phantom  Ship  Bela  Lugosl -Shirley  Grey  Oct 
Women  In  White  Molly  Lament-Lester  Matthews.  ..July Coming 

Early  Bird.  The  Richard  Hayward   
Irish  and  Proud  of  It   Richard  Hayward   

Running  Tlma 
Rel.  Data      Minutes  Revlawad Juna  IS  

■  St  
ISt  
15  
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HOFFBERS 

Tltll  Star  Rel 
Catling  All  Can  Jack  LaRue-Lllllan  Mile*  Feb. 
Fir*  Trap,  Tka  Norman  Foster-Evalyn  Knaps. ..  .Jan. 
Girl  from  M axis'*  Leslie  Henson- Frances  Day  0*t. 
Inyaah   Borne*  Expedition   No*. 
Song  at  the  Scarlet  Finer  Swedish   Sept. 
Tenderfoot  Gets  Wert,  A  Jaek  LaRue-Ruiiell  Gleaien  Oct. 
Unci*  from  Aswlta  Czeek  Film   Dee. 
Vale*  of  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Waited  Me*   Chariot  Laughton- Dorothy  8 lib  ..Sept 

Coming 
Crime  of  Voodoo  Fredl  Washington   63 
Pile's  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Feb.   IS.'37t  75 
Reieue  Squad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb.   IO,'S7t. .  .  .82 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed 
IO/S7t  62.  Jan.  26/38 

IO.'37t-.--58.De*.  7.'SS 
It  63. Oat.  14/83 
I5t  70  
It  80  
ISt  62  
I5t  »0  
It  70  
It  62  

IMPERIAL 

Title  Star 
Broken  Blossom*  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  
She  Shall  Have  Music  Jack  Hylton-June  Clyde  

Coming 
Deerslayer   
High  Hat   Frank  Luther- Dorothy  Dare. 
I  Demand  Payment   Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRua. . 
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relation*   Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant. 
With  Pleasure.  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr. 

Rel. 
.Dot. 
.Nov. 

Running  Tim* 
Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
It  80  June  6 
It  90.  Dec.  1/33 

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star 
Brilliant  Marriage  Joan  Marsh-Ray  Walker  Mar. 
EMI*  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov. 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker  June 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler-Evalyn  Knapp. .  .  .May 

Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed ..64  

2S.. 
5t. 

10.. I.. 
2.. 

.66>/,..July  II 
.64  Aug.  28 
.75. ...July  4 

Borrowed  Time 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

Minutes 
 71.. .. .112.. 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date 
Absolute  Quirt  (G)  608  Irene  Hervey-Llonel  A  twill  Apr.  24. 
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713... Wm.  Powell-Myrna  Loy  Dec.  25t 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  71;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  72.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705. .Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furness  Oct.    I6t  64. 
April  Romance  708  Richard  Tauber  Nov.    20t  82. 
Born  to  Dance  (G)  708   Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart  Nov.    27t  106. 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  108:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  80.) 
Camilla  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo-Robert  Taylor  Jan.     1/37  108. 

(See  production  article.  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2/37,  ».  107.) 
Dangerous  Number  (G)  718. ..  Robert  Young-Ann  Sothers  Jan.   22/37t  71. 
Devil  Doll,  The  (G)  631  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan  .  .July    10  78. 
Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper.  ..Sept.  18  92. 

Reviewed 
.Apr.  II 
.Dee.  12 

.8ept.  5 

..Nov.  21 

.Dee.  19 

Feb.  6, 
...July 

 8epL 68.) 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  73;  Dee.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  100;  Jan.  8/37,  p. 
Fury  (G)  610  Sylvia  Sidney-Spencer  Tracy  June     8  94  May  30 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27.  pp.  80.  81;  8ept.  5,  p.  80.) 
General  Spanky  (G)  714  Spanky  MeFarland-P.  Helm**  Dec.  lit  
Gorgeous  Hussy,  The  (G)  633.  Joan  Crawford -Robert  Taylor  Aug.  28  

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79;  Oet. 
8/37.  p.  68.) 

.  W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L.  Ralnar  Sept.  4  
exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82 
114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Nov. 

Great  Zlegfald,  The  (Q)  700.. 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16; 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p. 
Feb.   6/37,   p.  72.) 

Hli  Brother's  Wlf*  (A)  657  Robt.  Taylor-Barbara  Stanwyck. . .Aug.  7  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dee.  18,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug.  21  
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow-William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Spencer  Tracy  Oct.  •  
Longest  Night,  The  (G)  704...  Robert  Young-Florence  Rice  Oet.  2t  
Lavs  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov.  20  

(Exploitation:   Jan.  9/37,   p.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Ellssa  Landl-Edmund  Lowe  Nov.  I  St  
Mama  Steps  Out  (G)  721  Guy  Klbbee-Allce  Brady  Feb.  5/37 1. 
Man  of  the  People  (G)  716  Joseph  Callela- Florence  Rla*  Jan.  28/37t. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oet.  23t  
Moonlight  Murder  (G)  624  Chester  Morris-Madge  Evans  Mar.  27  
Old  Hutch  (G)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecllla  Parker  Sept.  25  
Our  Relation*  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oet.  30t  
Petticoat  Fever  (G)  645  Robt.  Montgomery-Myrna  Loy. ...Mar.  20  

..72 
.105. 31. 

.180. 

.Oet. 
.8ept. 

p.  76;  Jan. 
Apr.  4 

Aug.  8,  p.  80;  Aug. 
28,  p.   105;  Dec.  5; 

..80....  Aug.  22 

..71. 

..98. ..51. 

..81. 

.Oet.  10 

..Oct. ..Oet. 
.  Nov. 

17 

81 
21 

..71....  Nov.  14 

.  .65.  Feb. 

..81. Jan. 

..76  
..68....  Mar. 
..80.... Sept. 

. .  Nov. 

..Mar. 

6/37 30/37 

.74. 

..81. 
28 

5 
21 

21 

(Exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  79;  May  30,  p.  90:  June  13,  p.  123;  July  25,  p.  81.) 
.Aug.  14  Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery- Madge  Evan* 

Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Lorlng  Apr. 

(Sea  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  30,  p. 
8an  Francisco  (G)  636  Clark  Gable-J.  MaeDonald  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oet.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oct.  31 

8lnncr  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dee. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  8, 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrle-James  Stewart  May  8  
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow-Franchot  Tone  July  24  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79:  Aug.  28,  pp.  84,  87; 
Sworn  Enemy  (G)  703  Robert  Youno-Flerene*  Rice  Sept.  lit  

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  70.) 

.97. .Aug.  15 

17  86. 85;  July  II,  p 
26  III. 
113,  114;  Aug. 
,  p.  79.) I8t  10  

P. 

124.) 
..July 
29,  p. 

..Dee. 

..Apr. ..74 
.106 
91.) 

..72.. ..May  2 

..95  July  18 
Nov.  7,  9.  87.) 
..78.... July  II 

Running  Tim* 
Title Star 

Rel. 
Date  M 

flute* .J.  Welssmuller-M.  O'Sulllvaa 
. .  Nov. 6t  

.88.. 
..Nov. r 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75;  Feb.  6/ 37,  p.  72.) Three  Godfather*  (G)  623 .Chester  Morris-Irene  Hervey.. 
..Mar. 

6  
.82.. 

. .  Feb. 22 
Three  Wise  Guy*  (G)  653  .Robert  Young- Betty  F arses* 

.  May 

IS  .75. 

..May 

16 
(Exploitation:  July  18,  p. 

83.) 

.Robert  Montgomery-R.  Russell 
..May 

29  

.75. 
..May 

n 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rice... 

. ..Jan. 8/37t... 

.72.. 
Jan.  8/37 

Unguarde'!  Hour,  The  (Q)  651 .Loretta  Young- Franchot  Ton* .  .Apr. 8  

.88.. 

..Apr. 

■i 

We  Went  to  College  (G)  626.. .Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater... ..June 19  .69.. 
. . Juo* 

w 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701.. .Stuart  Erwln- Florence  Rice ,  July Sit  

.59.. 

.  .June Coming 

. F.  Barthelomew-Spencer  Tracy. 
.  . .  Mar. 

*l30.Feb.  6/37 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Day  at  the  Races.  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Mar.  I2/S7t. 
Espionage   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evan*  Mar.  5,'37t. 
Good  Earth,  The  (A)  Paul  Munl-Lulse  Ralnar  

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Feb.  6/32,  p.  72.) 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  The  7I9.J.  Crawford-Robt.  Montgomery  .  ..Feb.  26/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Maytime  720   J.  MaeDonald- Nelson  Eddy  Feb.  I9.'37t  
Night  Must  Fall   Robt.  Montgomery-R.  Russell  
Nobody's   Baby   (G)   Patsy  Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  *65.Feb.  6/37 
Parnell    Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy  Mar.  I9.'37t  
Personal  Property   jean  Harlow- Robert  Taylor  
Pick  a  Star  Jaek  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  124.  ..  .July  18 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  28,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79; 
Jan.  30/37,  p.  83fn  Feb.  6/37,  p.  77.) 

Skidding   Lionel  Barrymore-Florence  Rice.. Apr.  2/37t  
Song  of  the  City  Dean  Jeffries- Marg't  Lindsay  
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  »65..Jaa.  2/37 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Senor  Jim 

Running  Tin* 

Star  Rel.  Date      Minute*  R*vl*w*d Coming 

.Conway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford  

PARAMOUNT 
Running  Time 

Title  Star 
Accusing  Finger  (G)  8614  Paul  Kelly-Marsha 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  8563. ..  Randolph  Scott- Frances  Drake.. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15.  pp.  76,  77;  Aug. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7, 
p.  75;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Big  Broadcast  of  1937,  The  (G) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oet.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  28, 
12.  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard -Franees  Farmer... 
Bulldog  Drummond  Escape*  Ray  Mllland-Heather  Angel.... 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Call  of  the  Prairie  (G)  3541... Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Elllian  
Case  Against  Mrs.  Ame*,  The 

(A)  3555    Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent 
(Exploitation:  June  8.  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  8warthout-F.  Mae  Murray 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  pp.  79,  80.) 

College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  
Desert  Gold  (G)  3546  Larry  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  
Doctor's  Diary.  A  (G)  George  Bancroft- Helen  Burgess. 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chas.  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  60.) 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (0  )  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pldgeoi 
Florida  Speelal  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakle-Sally  Ellen... 
F  Man  (G)  3544  Jack  Haley-Adrlenne  Mart 
Forgotten  Faces  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Mich 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Ci 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation: 
Girl  of  the  Ozark*.  The  (6) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Cresmaa.. 

Give  Us  This  Night  (G)  3542.  Jan  Klepura-Gladys  Swarthout 
(See  musical  analysis.  Mar.  14,  p.  18;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  7 

Nov. 

(Exploitation:  p.  80;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Ji 
Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JI 

Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  8603.. John  Halllday-Robt.  Cummlng*. 
Hopalong  Cassldy  Returns  (G) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Brent.... 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602. ...Sir  Guy  Standlng-F.  Drake.... 

Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3606  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  
Let'*  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Norton  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Mind  Your  Own  Business  (G) 
3625   Charles  Ruggles-Allee  Brady... 

Moon'*  Our  Home,  The  (G)  3549. Margaret  Sullavan- Henry  Fonda 

Rel. 
Date  Minutes 

Revlmd Oet. 23t  

..62.. 

.Ns*. 
II .  .Nov. 

. . June 
IS  

..68.. .  June 

1* 

2,  p.  112;  Aug. 29.  p. 84:  8*pt 

p.  84: 
Nov.  14, 

P.  92; 

Dee. 

26, 

4t  

26  

..57.. .Oct 

17 

9t  

100.. 
.Oct. It 

PP.  86 
98;  Dec 

5.  p. 
78;  Oca, 

..Apr. 3  
..76.. 

.Apr. 

II 
.May 

29  
..59.. .Apr. 

28 

..Jan. l5/37t.. 

Mar. 6  ..67... 
.F*b. 

1 ..May 

8  ..83.. 

.May 

1 
. .Jan. 

29/S7t.. 
..85.. .Dm. 

It 

25t  ..87.. 
.Dm. 

It 

.Mar. 

27  

..58... 

.Aug. 

• 
..Jan. 

22/37t.. 
,*70.Jan.  80/37 

5  
..73.. 

.July 

Nov. 

et  
.  .May 

15  ..76.. 

.May 

O 

May 

8  
..67.. .Apr. 

2f 
. .  Mar. 13  

..72.. 

.May 

IS 
..May 

15  ..72... 

.May 

2 

..Sept. 4t  ..98... 

.Sept 

It 14.  p. 

85.) 

.  June 
12  ..68... 

.Job* • 
..Mar. 

8  

..73... 
.Mar. 

7 

1.) 

Nov. 
ISt  ..80.. 

.Nov. 

l« 
Ian.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

July 

24  
.78.. ..Nov. 26t..... ..72... 

.Mm. 

14 

..Aug. 
2lt  ..74... .N*v. 7 

.  .Oct. 23t  ..75... 

■  Aug. 

22 
I4t  ..81... 

.Aug. 

28 

Nov. 27t  
..84... 

.On. it .  Sept 4t  ..71... 

.A  Pi. 

8/37t. 
..78... 

Dm. 

It 
..Apr. 10  ..83... 

Apr. 
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.Nov. 

.June  13 

.May  16 

June  20 

.July  25 

SOt  80. ...Oct.  24 

...75  Aug.  15 
..77  June  20 

.71  Aug.  22 

..99  Aug.  29 

.77. ...Mar.  21 

24... 

17... 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date       Minutes  Reviewed 

Murder  with  Pictures  (Q)  3610. Lew  Ayers-Galt  Patrick  Sept.  25t  71  Sept.  a 
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothera  Aug.     7t..  63  July  23 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  It.  p.  *»> 
Outcast  (G)   Warren  William- Karen  Morley.  . .  Feb.     5,'37t . .  .*75.  Feb.     6, '37 
Palm  Springs  (G)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballew.  . . June     5  72  June  6 
Plainsman.  The  (G)  3624  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan.  l/37t...H3 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  85.) 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Flelds-Rochelle  Hudson. ..  .June    19  73 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 
Princess  Conies  Across,  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May    22  76 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang,  The  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Mllland.  . .  July     3  64, 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569.  Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July    31  87 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91:  Aug.  15.  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill;  Sept.  5,  p.  85;  Sept.  12. 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31,  pp.  75,  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  87; 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown..  ..Oct 
Scrooge  (G)  3527   8eymour  Hleks-Donald  Calthrop  . . Dee.    20    73.  Dee.  2I,'S5 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen-Katherlne  DeMllIe  . .  Apr.    17  70  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127;  Jan.  16, '37,  p.  78.) 
Son  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3573. Mary  Boland- Donald  Woods  July  31. 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July  10. 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   .•  Ralph  Bellamy-Katherine  Locke.. Aug.  28t 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3604..  Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker  Aug.  28t 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31,  p.  82;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  19, 
p.  92;  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  81.) 

13  Hours  by  Air  (G)  3547  Fred  MacMurray-Joan  Bennett  Mar.  27.. 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  22,  p.  113.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565. E.  Whitney-Robt.  Cummlngs  July  17.. 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608..Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawley  Sept.  lit. 
Three  on  the  Trail  (G)  3553... William  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Apr, 
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551. .Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr. 
Too  Many  Parents  (G)  3545. ...  Frances  Farmer-Billy  Lee  Mar.  20... 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Dee.  lit.. 
Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine.  The 

(G)  3543   Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar.  13... 
(See  production  article,  Jan.  18,  p.  36:  exploitation:  Feb.  29,  p.  73;  May  2,  p.  98;  May  23. 
p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6.  p.  118;  June  13,  p.  122;  June  20,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  80: 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113,  115;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  26.  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  far  Carrie 
(A)  3611   Gladys  George-Arline  Judge  Oet     2t  109.... Sept  26 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 
Wedding  Present  (G)  3613  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oct.    I6t  81  Oet.  3 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. ..  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  Sept.  I  St  73  Sept.  12 
Yours  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571. G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July    24   75  Aug.  8 

Coming 
Borderland   Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "Bring  Me  His  Ears,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Del.  19.) 
Clarence  Roseoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wynters  .  .Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
Danger,   Men  Working  Lew   Ayres-Ruth  Coleman  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30.'37.) 
Girl  from  Scotland  Yard  Karen  Morley-Robert  Baldwin  
Her  Husband  Lies  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
High,  Wide  and   Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne-Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MeCrea  
Love  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
I  Met  Him  in  Paris  Claudette  Colbert-Robt.  Young  
John  Meade's  Woman.  Edw.  Arnold-Francine  Larrlmore  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem  (G)  C.  Colbert-Fred  MacMurray  Feb.   I9.'37t. .  .*85.  Jan.  30,'37 
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roseoe  Karns- Marsha  Hunt  
Souls  at  Sea   Gary  Coeper-George  Raft  

(See  production  article,  Jan.  30, '37,  p.  16.) 
Swing  High.  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard-F.  MacMurray  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9. '37.) 
Walklkl  Wedding   Blng  Crosby-Shirley  Ross  
Yaars  Are  So  Long  Beulah  Bondl-Victor  Moore  

RELIABLE 

..64  July  4 

..61.... Sept.  5 

..67. ...Apr.  18 

..72.. ..Apr.  II 

..74. ...Mir.  14 

..77..  Jan.  2/37 

.106.... Feb.  29 

PURITAN 

Title Star 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Aces  and  Eights  (0)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walters  June 
Border  Caballers  (0)  Tim  MeCoy-Lois  January  Mar. 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Lien's  Dea.  The....  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows  Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reekless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond. ..  .Apr. 
Rogues  Tavern,  The  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper. ...  Mar. 
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy- Frances  Grant  Aug. 

6t... 
It... 
3t... I5t... 
6t... 
I5t... 
20t... 

It... 
29t... 

.  ..62. 

..59. ...60. 

-Aug. 
.Aug. 

.Sept. 

.76. .68. 

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Adventurous  Rogue  Bobby  Nelson- Donald  Reed  Jan.  3,'37t  
El  Justiciars   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  3,'37t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson- Donald  Reed  Feb.  I9,'37t  
Masked,  Devil,  The  Bobby  Nelson- Donald  Reed  Apr.  4,'37t  

Title  Star 
Ambush  Valley   ...Bob  Custer  
Caryl  of  the  Mountains  Rin-Tin-TIn,  Jr  Mar. 
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn- Betty  Compson  .. Mar. 
Pinto  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Roamln'  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar. 
Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  ..  May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rin-Tin-TIn,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Nov.     It  56  

27t  57  
I4t  58  

I4t  56  
30t  55  
I5t.  56  
I4t  56  
6t  56  Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer   
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer   
Outlaw  River  Rin-Tin-TIn,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror  Bob  Custer  
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer   
Silver  Trail    Rln-Tin-Tin,  Jr. -Rex  Lease. 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer  

..Feb.  25,'37t. 

.  .Feb.  28,'37t. 

REPUBLIC 
Rel. Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 20,'37t....51  

2lt  61  
I«t. 

.70. 

.Apr. .Sept. 

I8.'37t  71  Dee.  I 
28t  58  
2lt  56  Sept.  26 
I4t  60  

13  55. ...Apr.  II 
9t  68.... Oet  3! 
25t  67.... July  II 
10  59  

5t  82. ...Aug.  15 
..May  I  
.Aug. 

..Oct 

17  

26t.... 20  16  

I9t  

22  

I4t.... 
!  

I5t.... «  

25/37t. 
9  Il.'37t. 

16  

Title  Star 
Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January. .  .Jan. 
Beware  of  Ladles  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) 
Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101. .Bob  Livingston- Heather  Angel  Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  ...Dee. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele-Frances  Grant  Oet. 
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  60 i 0. . .  Olsen  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardle-Ann  Rutherford.  ..Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept  5,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley- Michael  Bartlett 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7.  p.  82.) 
Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (G) 
3503   Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan. 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3525. .Kay  Llnaker-Conrad  Nagel  ..Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Shella  Terry  June 
Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele- Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573  Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dlx  June 
Happy  Go  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable..  Dee. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clarke  Aug. 
House   of  a  Thousand  Candles 
<G)  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holmes  Apr. 

Join  the  Marines  (G)  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 
King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030. .Grace  Bradley-Bob  Livingston..  ..Jan. 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G)  3522.Evalyn  Knapp-Phil  Regan  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  e,  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley. ..  Nov. 
Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563. ...John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed,  A  (G)  6012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughes  Dee. 
Mandarin  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6031   Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry... Dee. 

Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Clalre  Dodd  June 
Oh,  Susanna!  6303  Gene   Autry- Frances   Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6305   Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnette  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon-Betty  Furness. . .  .Oet 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Frances  Grant  Mar. 
Ride,  Ranger,  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnette  Sept 
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6314   Bob  Livingston- Ray  Corrigan  Jan. 

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Bob  Livingston- Ray  Corrigan  Dee. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528..  Roger  Pryor-Grace  Bradley  Sept. 
Three  Mesquiteers  (G)  6311  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Sept 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508... Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrle  July 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lols  January  Feb. 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren.  ..Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561... John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) Coming 

Circus  Girl   June  Travis-Bob  Livingston  Mar.  I,'37t  
Ever  Since  Adam  3510  Patricia  Ellis- Lyle  Talbot  Mar.  8/37   
Gambling  Terror  6324  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith .. Feb.  I5,'37t  
Git  Along  Little  Dogie  6307.. Gene  Autry   Mar.  22,537t  
Hit  Parade,  The  Frances  Langford-Phil  Regan  
Hit  the  Saddle  6315  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Mar.  3/37t  
Jim   Hanvey   Guy  Kibbee   Mar.  24/37t  
Paradise  Express   Grant  Withers-Dorothy  Appleby  .. Feb.  22/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 
Round-up  Time  in  Texas  6306. .Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnette  Feb.  28/37t..  ..58. 
Steel   Grant  Withers-Judith  Allen  Mar.  22/37t  

.Hay  23 

.66.... Aug.  22 .55  

.68  .60  

.49  

.56.... July  II 

.68  Dee.  II 

.74.... Apr.  25 

.72.... June  I 

.69....  Mar.  7 

.67. Feb.  6/37 

.54....  Apr.  II .60. Jan.  16/37 

.69. ...Mar.  14 

23t.-.. 

25  

28t.... 
7t.... 
15  

I9t.... 

Jit.... 

.55  

.55....  Nov.  14 

.56. Jan.  16/37 

.63.. .67.. 

.59.. 

.56.. 
.Nev.  29 
.June  27 

8t  78.... Oet 
2  56  
SOf...  59  

4/S7t.. ..55... 

9t  53... 
II  56.. ..May  16 
15  66  Sept  5 
2lt  56.... Sept  12 
10  67.... July  28 
i /art  
24t  56  

.53. 
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(THE  RELEASE  CHART—CONT'D) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Texan  Rides,  A  6335  Bob  Steele   Mar.  I5,'37t  
Trail  of  Vengeance  6325  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith  .. Mar.  29.'37t  
Two  Wise  Maids  (G)  Alison  Skipworth-Polly  Moran...Feb.   I5,'37t . .. *70. Feb.  6.'37 

RKO  RADIO 
Running  Time 

Title  »t«r 
Big  Game.  The  (G)  702   June  Travls-Phlllp  Huitoa  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Dee.  19,  p.  88.) 
Bride  Walk!  Out,  The  (G)  531.  Barbara  Stanwyck- G.  Raymond. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean," 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  31.) 
Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  121;  Dec.  26,  p.  72.) 
Daniel  Beetle  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  638.  Bruce  Cabot-Loulte  Latimer  
Ex-Mrs,  Bradford,  The  (6)  (28. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur... 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Farmer  In  the  Dell  (G)  624.... Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  

Make  Way  for  ■  Lady  (G)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall. 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  834  Kath.  Hepburn-Fredrte  March... 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  I 
pp.  78,  84,  95:  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3.  p.  82;  Oct.  10. 
SI.  p.  76.) 

Murder  en  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen Broderick-James  Gleason. 

Plot  Thickens,  The  (G)  641  James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitts... 
Plough  and  the  Stars,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyck-P.  Foster. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  26,  p.  71.) 
Sea  Devils   714   Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster. 

(See  "Coast  Patrol."  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael..  . 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 

Special  Investigator  (G)  627. .. Richard  Dix-Margaret  Callahan. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24,  p 
Nov.  7.  pp.  82.  84.  87;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28, 
p.  82;  Dec.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2, '3' 

That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712.. Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  

Two  In  Revolt  (G)  621  Louise  Latimer-John  Arledge. 

Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  
(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 

We  Who  Are  About  to  Die  (G) 
639   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak  

Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  626... Ann 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  I6.'37.  p.  80;  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  83.) 
Woman  Rebels,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall. 
Yellow  Dust  (G)  618  ...Richard  Dlx-Lella  Hyams... 

Coming 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9. '37.) 

Michael  Strogoff  717  Anton  Walbrook-Eliz.  Allan 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

Outcasts  of  Poker  Flat  Preston  Foster-Jean  Mulr  
Park  Avenue  Logger  (G)  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts .. Feb. 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone.... Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  7.) 
Satisfaction   Guaranteed   Anne  Shirley-John  Morley  
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-Glnger  Rogers  Apr. 
Toast  of  New  York  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.  ..May 
We're  on  the  Jury  716  (G) . .  .Helen  Broderlek-Vlctor  Moore. ...  Feb. 
When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  Feb. 
Wings  of  Mercy   John  Beal-Joan   Fontaine  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30, '37.) 
Love,  The  721  Paul  Muni-Mlrlam  Hopkins  Mar. 
'Escadrille,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 

Rel.  Date  Minutes Reviewed 

«t  

..75... 
Oct. 3 

.July 10  ..80... 
.July 

1 1 

lufla M   ..67... 
'  May  30.) 

29,'37t  , ..72... .May 

16 
.Oct. I6t  ..77.. .Oct. 

31 

Sept. 1ST  ..65... .Aug. 

29 

May 13  
..81... 

.May 
2 

Mar. 27  ..87... .Mar. 

14 

.Aug. 
IS  

..70... 

.May 

30 

12  ..68... 
.Apr. 

25 

Mar. 
6  

..77... .Feb. 8 
.Nov. I3t  ..65... .  Dee. 19 .Aug. 28  .123... 

.July 

23 

p.  90;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept.  5, 
I.  92; Oct.  24, 

PP.  70, 72;  Oct. July 

17  ..66... 
.July 

II 
Oct. 2?  ..68... 

.Aug. 
22 

.Apr. 17  ..66... .Apr. 18 

.  Dec. I8t  
..57..  Jan.  2,'37 .  Dee. II  ..69... .  Nov. 21 

.Jan. I3,'37.  . ..67.. Jan.  2/37 

29,'37t.- ..59... .  Dee. 12 
.  Dee. 25t  ...  88... 

.  Dee. 

12 

.Feb. 

.Aug. 
21  ..59... 

.Aug. 
22 

Mar. 20.... ..64'/,. .Mar. 7 

Nov. 
27t  ..58... 

.Nov. 7 .May 8  ..61... 

.May 

2 

.Sept. 
4  .103... 

.Aug. 
29 

p.  70, 72;  Oct. 31,  pp.  76, 

77: 

p.  99 

Dec.  5, 
p.  83: 

Dec. 

12. 

.  PP. 
100,  106, 

108.) 

Jan. 22/37?.. .105... Dec. 

19 

Feb. I2.'37t. ..60... .  Dec. 26 
Apr. 3  ..65... 

.May 

2 
Sept. II  ..69... 

.Aug. 

22 

Dec. ..67... 

Jan. 8,'37... 
..82... Oct. 

17 

Oct. 23t  ..64... .Oct. 10 .Apr. 
24  

..64... 
.Apr. 

II Nov. 20t  ..77... 
.Nov. 

21 
Nov. 8  ..88... 

.Oct. 

31 

Mar. 
13  

..68'/,. Mar. 

28 Mar. 

Mar. I2.'37t 

Mar. 
5.'37t 

26/37?... *65. Jan.  30/37t 9/37t  

Woman  I 
•(See 

23,'37t 
7,'37t. 

I9,'37t. 
I9.'37t. 2,'37t. 

28/37t. 

. .71 .Jan.  23/37 

STATE  RIGHTS 

TltU  Star  Dlst'r 
August  Week-End    Valerie  Hobson   Grand  National.. 
Below  the  Deadline  Russell  Hopton   Grand  National.. 
Bridge  of  Sighs  Onslow  Stevens           Grand  National.. 
Brilliant  Marriage   Jean  Marsh    Grand  National.. 
Custer's  Last  Stand  Rex  Lease    Stage  &  Screen.. 
Drake  the  Pirate  (G)  Mathesen  Lang   Grand  National.. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
..Apr.    10  67  
..Juno     8..  ..69  
..Mar.     5  66  
..Mar.   25  62'/,  
.  .Apr.     2  9  rls  
..Apr.     1  78..  Jul*   1 .15 

Title  Star  Dlst'r 
Easy  Money  (G)   Onslow  Stevens           Grand  National. 
Feud  of  the  West  Hoot  Gibson    Grand  National. 
Human  Adventure,  The  (G). Educational   W.  G.  Shield*.. 
I  Was  a  Captive  *f  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   Isobel  Steele    Malvlna   

Lady  Luek   Wm.  Bakewell  Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  the  Demon*  (G).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  the  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erln  O'Brien-Moore.  .Grand  National. 
Romance  Rides  the  Range 
(G)   Marlon  Shilling   Spectrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell   Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
..July    10  66'/,..  July  I 
..Apr.    IB  61'/,  
..Oct.    II  72....0*t  10 

.Aug.     1  73....  All.  • 

.Aug.  13  

.Mar.   10  59  

.July    

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60  July  II 

.Jung  15. .Dee.  15.  57.... July  it 
....69'/,.. Mar.  28 

.Sept.  28t  59.... Seat.  It 

.June     1  63  

.May     I  60  
May    20  75  July  4 

.Apr.   20  59  

.Sept  I7t  75. ...Sept  28 
Jun*   22   59  

Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China  James  B.  Leong  6  rl*. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong  6  rl*. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B.  Leong   ..6  rl*. 
Singing  Buekaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum   

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

SUPREME 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlaw*  Bob  Steele   
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July 
Desert  Phantom,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June 
Last  of  the  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June 

Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Maek  Brown  .'.  ..Apr. Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Aug.  15  25  
10  

10  
10  58  
25  
25  58  
25  

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Running  Time 
Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 

Will  Rogers   Oct.    23t  70. Oct.  24/31 

.56... 

.95.. 

.59.. 

.70.. .77... 

.  ..77. .  ..59. 

..71 
.68. 

Title 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767. 

(re-issue) 
As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Ells.  Bergner-Laurenee  Olivier.  .  Jan.  8/37t.. 

(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79.) 
Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Spring  Bylngton  Sept.  I8t  
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726..  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea.  . .  Dec.  4t  
Border  Patrolman,  The*(G)650. Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young.  ..July  3  
Can  This  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723. .Jane  Withers-Slim  Summerville  . . Nov.  I3t  
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Kibbee  Apr.  17  

(Exploitation:  June  6.  pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27.  p.  82;  July  4,  p.  70;  July  18. 
p.  68.) 

Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor-Michael  Whalen. .  . .  Dec.  18?... 
Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh-Helen  Wood  May  8  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  14/35.) 
Charlie    Chan   at   the  Circus* 

(G)  

6

4

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Warner  Oland-Keye  

L
u
k
e
 
 Mar.  27  

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland-Borls  Karloff  Jan.  8/37. 

Charlie   Chan   at  the  Raee 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wood  Aug.  7t... 

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogers-Myrna  Loy  Apr.  24  (re-Issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (G)  643.Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  Apr.  24  ..68 
Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  636.Dionne  Quintuplets-J.  Hersholt.  . .  Mar.  6  94 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  25,  p. 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23.  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86;  June  6,  p.  124;  Ju 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Lorre-Brian  Donlevy  Jan.  I5,'37t Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes.  The 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart-Robert  Kent  June  28  

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan  Oct.  lit... 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Dec.  12,  p.  84.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon  Feb. (re-Issue) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645  Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Deane  July  10... 
Everybody'*  Old  Man*  (G)  634.lrvin  S.  Cobb-Rochelle  Hudson. .  .Mar.  20... 
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romero  Oct.  30?.. 
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  646  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Downs..   ..May  15... 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 

Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  Apr.  3... 
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Slmone  Simon  . .  Aug.  14?.. 
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.June  20 Half  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22.. 
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farrell..  ..July  17.. 
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734  Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin ....  Feb.  5/37?. .  *65. Jan.  9/37 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May    29    66  Apr.  25 
King    of   the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept.  II?  58  Aug.  29 

Ladies  In  Love  (G)  710  anet  Gaynor-Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Slmone  8lmon.  . .Oct.     9t  97  Oet  10 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell- Delma  Byron  Dee.    II?  67  
(See  "Glory."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  17.) 

Little  Miss  Nobody  (G)  651...  Jane  Withers-Ralph   Morgan  June    12  72  Mar.  28 
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Jan.   29/37?. ..117  Nov.  a 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 
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Running  Tims 
Title  Star 

Message  to  Garcia.  A  (G)  632.  Wallace    Beery- B.  Stanwyck  
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 

O'Mallay  ot  the  Mounted*  (Q) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware  

<0n  the  Avenue  732  Dick  Powell-Madeleine  Carroll... 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 

One  In  a  Million  (G)  722  Sonja  Henle- Adolphe  Menjou. .  . 
Pepper   (G)   708  Jane  Wlthers-lrvln  S.  Cobb  
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28.  pp.  96.  97;  Dee.  12,  p.  87;  Dec.  19, 
Poor   Little    Rich   Girl,  The* 

(G)  6S7   Shirley  Temple-Alice  Faye  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Private  Number"  (G)  64S  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor.... 
(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22.  p.  I 

Ramena  (G)  707  Loretta   Young-Don  Ameehe  
(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dee.  5, 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78.) 
Read  to  Glory.  The  (G)  706. . .  Frodrlc  March-Warner  Baxter.. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  9/37.  p. 
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(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  26.) 
$lng.  Baby.  Sing  (G)  703  Alice   Faye-Adolphe  Menjou  

(Exploitation:  Dee.  12,  p.  84.) 
Slut  ef  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt-Don  Ameehe  
Seng  and  Dance  Man*  (G)  642.  Paul  Kelly-Claire  Trevor....... 
Star  Jer  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell-Clalre  Trevor  
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will   Rogers-Janet  Gayner  

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725  Shirley  Temple- Robt.  Young  
Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712... .  Arthur  T  readier-Virginia  Field. 
36  Hours  to  Kill  (G)  656  Brian  Denlevy-Glorla  Stuart.... 
Te  Mary — With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner   Baxter- Myrna  Loy  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
•Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  

(See  production  article,  Mar.  14.  p.  IE:  exploitation:  June  6 
July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15,  p.  78;  Sept. 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720  Lawrence  Tlbbett-Wendy  Barrio. 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr.  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  
Woman-Wise  733   Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalen. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Conning 

€afe   Metropole   Loretta   Young-Tyrone  Power... 
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Olympics. Warner  Oland-Kath.  de  Mills   
Oead  Yesterday  Sally  Blane-Thomas  Beck  
Fair  Warning  (G)  740.....    .Betty  Furness-John  Payne  .Mar.  I2,'S7t. .  .'70. Jan.  23/S7 
30   Roads  to  Town  Don   Ameehe- Ann  Sothern  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30,'37.) 
tove  Is  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Mar.  5,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Midnight  Taxi   Brian  Donlevy- Frances  Drake.......   . 
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738..  Victor  McLaglen- June  Lang  Feb.  26,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9. '37.) 
(Dll  te  the  Races  (G)  736  Jed    Prouty-Shlrley    Deane  Feb.   I9,'37t  60. Jan.  16/37 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Slmone  Simon-James  Stewart. ...  Mar.  26/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
Slave  Ship   .Wallace  Beery- Warner  Baxter....  
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  (G)  Arthur  Treacher-Patrlcia  Ellis....  *70.Jan.  30/37 
That  1  May  Live....   Rochelle    Hudson-Robert  Kent  
This  Is  My  Affair   Barbara  Stanwyck- Rob't  Taylor  
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen. . .  Mar.  19/37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 
Wake  Up  and  Live  Walter  Winchell-Ben  Bernle  
Wee  Willie  Winkle   ...Shirley  Temple-V.  McLaglen  
■Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella- Henry    Fonda  Feb.   I9/S7*  87...  

[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Preduetl»ns.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
SmubIbs  Tine 

TlSte  Star  Raj.  Date      KVMrteo  RwtewwJ 
Accused    (A)   D.  Fairbanks.  Jr.-D.  Del  Rle....Jan.     8/37t  36. ...Aug.  f 
Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (G) .  .Douglas  Fairbanks.  Jr.- E.  Land)  ..Apr.    17. ......  106. ...  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)  Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherne  Dee.   25t.......88  Dee.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .Nov.     ft  98. ...Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dee.  S,  pp.  83.  84;  Dos.  19, p.  94;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  82.) 
Oedsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatter-ton . . Sept.  23t  .101  Sept.  28 (See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oet  3,  p.  78;  Ost  24,  p.  77;  Oet.  31. 

.p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  5,  pp.  78,  83;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 
Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dletrleh-Charlee  Bayer.. Nov.    20t  78  Nev.  7 

(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploration:  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  85; 
Feb.  6/37,  pp.  76,  77.) 

6 ay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martini-Ida   Luplno  Oet.     2t  86  Oet.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oet  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92; 
Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Jan.  9/37,  p.  70.) 

0  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76 .. Nov.  30/35 
(Last  ot  the  Mohicans.  The  (G).  Randolph  Scott-Blnnle  Barnes  Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.  IB 

(See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27.  p.  86;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept,  S, 
p.  78;  Sept  12.  p.  68;  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3.  pp.  82,  83;  Oet.  10,  pp.  92,  97;  Oet  31, p.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  90,  92;  Nev.  21.  p.  112.) 

(Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costelle 
Barrymore   Mar.    8  102  Feb.  » 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  16,  p.  80;  Juno  6,  p.  117;  June  13,  p.  132;  Ave.  I. p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 

Rnaalag  Tina 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopklns-Gert.  Lawrence    Jen    22/37t  90. .Jan.  2/87 
One  Rainy  Afternoon  (G)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Luplno  May    13  79  May  I 

(Exploitation:  June  13.  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  77.) 
Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  .. Dee.     4t  80  Nov.  21 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  31,  p."  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  108: Jan.  9/37.  p.  68.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopklns-M.  Oberon-J.  MeCrea  . .  Apr.    10  93  Fab.  29 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90.  94;  May  23.  p.  94;  June  6.  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.    24   .99  May  7 
(See  production  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Juno  13.  p.  132;  July 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26.  pp.  70,  71;  Oet  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  28. p.  105.) 

You  Only  Live  Once  (A)  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.    29/37t  86. Jan.  30/37 (Exploitation:  Jan.  30/37,  p.  80.) 
Coming 

5/37t. . ■  84. Jan. 5/S7t  

16/37 

Fire  Over  England  (G)  Laurence  Olivier-Flora  Robson ...Mar. 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jeait  Arthur  Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37  ) 
Knight  Without  Armor  Marlone   Dietrich-Robt.   Donat...May  26/37t   
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 

The   (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.    I9,'37t  82.     Aug.  22 
Pagliacci    (G)  Richard  Tauber-Steffi   Duna  90.  Feb.  6/37 

(See  production  article,  Jan.  9/37,  p.  16.) 
Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor-Fredrle  March  Apr.  30/37t  

UNIVERSAL 
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Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov.     It  64  
Breezing  Home  1033  Blnnle  Barnes-Wm.   Gargan  Jan.  Sl/S7t....64  
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May    23  58  
Conflict  (G)   1036  John  Wayne- Jean  Rogers  Nov.    29t  61  Dee.  I 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July  20.... 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  24,  p.  70.) 
Draeula's  Daughter  (A)  900®. .  Otta  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May  II.... 

(Exploitation:  June  20.  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  IS,  p.  73;  Aug.  22, 
Empty  Saddles   (G)    1043. ....  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dee.  20t  
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wm.  Hall   Nov.  22t  

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  74.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May  6  
Four  Days'  Wonder  (0)  1019.  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell.  .  Jan.  S/S7t. 
Girl  on  the   Front   Pas®.  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart- Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27t  
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles  .....Nov. 
Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt- Louis  Hay  ward  Nev. 
Magnificent  Brute.  The  (G)  1022.  Victor  MeLaglen-Blnnle  Barnes . . Oet 

(Exploitation:  Oct  Si.  p.  75;  Nov.  7.  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  5,  p.  80;  Dee.  12, 
p.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry,  The  (Q)  1028..  Doris  Neta-MIehael  Whalen  Nov.     It  76  Nov.  7 
Mighty  Treve.  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr.-Barbara  Read... Jap.    I7/S7t. .  •  -69  
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard .. Sept    et  03  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oet  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21.  pp.  109,  I  IS;  Nov.  28.  p.  103: 
Jan.  9/37,  p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  1023. .....  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  ....Dee.    27t  56  
(See  "Murder  en  the  Mississippi."  "la  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 

Nobody's  Fool  (G)  1033..  E.  E.  Herton-Glenda  Parrel!...  ..May  31.... 
Parole  (Q)  9038  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter  .....June  14.... 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  p.  79;  Aug.  1.  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019. ....  Rlearda  Cortez-Patrlela  Elllt. . . .  Auj.  10.... 

(Exploitation:  Oet  3,  p.  83.) 

Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buck  Jones-Luana  Walters..  Sept.  20t... 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)  1027..  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept  2ft... 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pldgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan.   24/S7t  68..  
Show  Boat  (G)  8001...  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones   May    17  112  May  9 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121;  June  27,  p.  80; 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II.  p.  124;  July  18.  p.  82;  July  23,  p.  78;  Allf.  I.  p.  03;  Auf.  8.  p. 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Auf.  29.  p.  86;  Sept  3.  p.  00;  Sept.  12,  p.  08; 
Sept.  19.  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oet.  3.  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnle  Barnes  Apr.    IS  93  Mar.  SO 
(See  production  article.  Feb.  13.  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  Apr.  28, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27.  p.  85;  Aug.  8.  p.  92;  Dee.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  (G)  1029...  Deahna   Durbln-Ray   Mllland  Deo.  20t. 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  6/37.  pp.  73,  74.) 

Two  In  •  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett. ..... .Sept  ISt. 
(Exploitation:  Oet.  10.  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030. ........  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  SO.. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  20.  p.  84.) 

Coming 

California  Straight  Ahead  1030. John  Wayne-Louise  Latimer  Apr.  Il/37f  
Girl  Overboard   1021  Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pldgeon  .     Feb.  28/S7t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   Apr.   I8,'37t  63  '., 
Night  Key   1024  Boris  KarlofT-Jean  Rogers  Apr.  4/37t  
Road  Back,  The  Larry  Blake-John  King  
Sandflow    (G)    1044  Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4.'37t. .  .  .58.  Feb. 
Smoke  Tree  Range  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  
Stones  Cry  Out,  The  ...Nan  Grey-John  Howard  Apr.  I8,'37t  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   ....George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Apr.  I8.'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.)  (See  production  article.  Jan.  23/37,  p.  16.) 
We  Have  Our  Momeats  1017...  Sally  Ellers-James  Dunn  Mar.  2l/37t  
When  Love  Is  Young  1018. ...  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Mar.  28/37t  
Wings  Over  Honolulu   Jane  Wyatt-Ray  Mllland  

.Aug.  23 

.Dae.  i 

.Nov.  28 

..84. Jan.  30/37 

.82. .Oet  10 

.63. ...Sept.  12 

6/37 
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VICTORY Running  Tim* 
Tltl*  Star  Re!.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Ckeyenne  Rides  Agala  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7,'STt  
Flying  FlsSt   Herman  Brlx  Jan.  25,'S7t  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Service  Lloyd  Hughes-Sheila  Manner™  June  15  
Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Nov.  26t  . 
Prlion  Shadow*   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June  I  
■la  Grande  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxlne  Doyle  Mar.  IS  
Rip  Roarln'  Buekarae  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Oet  I3t  
Silk*  and  Saddle*  Herman  Brlx-Toby  Wing  Dee.  14  
Two  Minutes  to  Play  Herman  Brix-Jeanne  M artel  Nov.  2t  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

Trail  Feud.  The 
Coming 

.Tom  Tyler   Fab.  I8.'37t. 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National)         _    .  _., 
Running  Tim* 

Tltl*  Star  Ral.  Date      Minutes  Revlewad 
Aathoay  Adverse  (Q)  801  Fredrle  Mareh-O.  da  Havllland  . . Aug.  29  139.. ..May  23 

(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  muslael  analysis,  Aug.  22.  p.  15:  exploitation:  Aug.  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5.  pp.  78,  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill,  112.  115;  Dae.  5,  pp.  60, 
83.) 

■*a(al  Tiger,  Th*  (Q)  118  Barton  MacLane-June  Travis  Sept.    St  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (G)  923  Guy  Klbbee-Warren  Hull  June  27    58. ...Apr.  25 
Blaek  Laglon  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sherldaa  .  .Jan.   30/37t  83. Jan.  9,'S7 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis..  ..Mar.    7  70  Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marlon  Davles-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26t  90  Oet.  81 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Jan.  I6.'37,  p.  80;  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  83.) 
California  Mall  930  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the   Light  Brigade 

(0)  901   Errol  Flynn-O.  do  Havllland  Nov.     7  115. ...Oet.  24 
(See  production  article.  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21.  p.  Ill; 
Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  78;  Jan.  23.'37,  p.  78:  Feb.  6, '37,  p.  74.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-DIek  Powell  Mar.  21  89  Fab.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14.  p.  89;  Apr.  25.  p.  92;  May  23.  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  In  the  Sky  (G)  120.. Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.   28t  58. ...Oct.  31 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109..  Kay  Francis-George  Brant  Sept.  26t  88  July  IS 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Jan.  16/37,  p.  78.) 
God's  Country  and  tha  Woman 
(Q)  105  George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts. ..  .Jai.    I8/S7t. .  .*85  Da*.  28 

Great  O'Malley.  Tha  (G)  110.. Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Fab.  IS/STt  71. ...Dee.  12 
Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  Rex  Ingram   .....Aug.     1  93  May  SO 

(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29. 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5.  pp.  79,  80;  Dec.  12.  p.  87;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  81.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  . .July    18  68. ...Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doetor  (G)  906... Pat  O'Brlen-J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   23  83  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
Isl*  of  Fury  (G)  110   Marg't  Llndsay-H.   Bogart  Oet.    lot  60.... Sept.  8 
Jallbreak  (G)  927  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.    •  60  May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dae.  5,  p.  80.) 
King  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anna  Nagei-Rlthard  Pursed  Dee.    lot  55  Nov.  14 
Midsummer  Night's  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oct.     3  117. Oct.  12/35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3/35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  11.  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  118;  June  27,  p.  82; 
Oet.  24,  p.  68:  Jan.   16/37,  p.  76.) 

Oa*  Way  Passage  (G)  Kay  Franels-Wllllam  Powell  Dee.    12  69. July  30/32 
(re-Issue) 

Polo  Joe  (G)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughes  Dee.     5t  65  Sept,  28 
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (G)  913. .Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25   69. ...June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  912  Warren  Wllllam-Bett*  Davie  Aug.     8  74  

(See  "Men  on  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  II.) 
•■art  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  Mae  Lane  .  .Jan.     2,'37t . . . .  59  Dec.  5 
Sens  O'Guns  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May   SO  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  128:  July  25.  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  8.  p.  93:  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (0)  924. Warren  Wllllam-Juna  Travis  May     9  62.. ..Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Range  (G) 
129   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56  Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  Tha  (G)  914.. .  Karloff-Marguerlta  Churchill  Mar.  14  76  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 

Angle  Shooter   
Another  Dawn   Errol  Flyna-Kay  Franel*  
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  Do  Havllland-I.  Hunter  
Danes  Charlie   Dance  Stuart  Erwln-Jean  Mulr  
Desert  8ong   Frank  MeHugb   
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  (G) 
123   Barten  MaeLane-Juna  Travis  *60.Jan.  30/37 

Ever  Since  Eve  Marlon  Davies  
Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Kid  Galahad   Edw.  G.  Robinson -Bette  Davis  
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  G ravet- Joan  Blondell..  .Mar.  27/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
Land  Beyond  the  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  McHugh-Mary  Boland  
Mazurka   Kay  Francis-ian  Hunter  
Melody  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton-Patrlela  EMI*  •60. Jan.  16/37 
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltel  Mar.  6/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Miracle  Mountain  Dick   Foran-Helen  Valkls  
Public  Wedding   Jane  Wyman-William  Hopper  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  (G).Lee    Dixon-Ruby    Keeler  Mar.    6/37t. .  .*88. Feb.  6/37 
Singing,  Marine,  Th*  Dick  Powell-Doris  Weston  
White  Bondag*  Jean  Mulr-Gordon  Oliver  

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nine  to  Nine  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Draw  Deo.    21 1  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chinatown  Norman  Foster   Nov.    I  St  7  rls  

WORLD Running  Time 
Tltl*  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Masquerade  In  Vienna  Paula  Wessely   Jan.  25,'37t  
Slalom   (G)   Skiing  Film   Dec.    I5t  66. Jan.  23/37 
Tempo  Massimo   Milly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolara   Italian  Feature   Dee.  25t  Coming 

Aurora  Sul  Mir*  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schlpa   
Seeond  Bureau   Jean  Murat- Diane  Korene  
Street  Without  a  Nam*  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery  
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Amazing  Quest,  Tha  (G)...Cary  Grant  United  Artists  Sept.  26  70  Aug.  29 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 
(G)   Florlne  McKlnney  . .  Asses.  British  70  June  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Llvesay   Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  8 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A) . .  Francoise  Rosay  American  T*bl». .  .8*pt.  22  95  Oet.  8 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "La  Kermess*  Herolque.") 
Cavalry  (Q)   Ellsa  Ceganl   United  Artists  100  Sept.  26 
Clboulette  (G)   Simone  Berrlau   Franco- American. . .Sept.  lit  95  Dec.  19 
Cloistered  (G)   Best   May    19..  80  Nov.  7 
Crime  Over  London  (A). . . Margst  Grahams  ....United  Artist*  65  May  89 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loeblnger  Amklno   Sept.    9  Sept.  19 
Dubrevsky  Boris  Llvanov  Amklno   Mar.  28   72.... Apr.  II 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire   Twickenham   75  Oet.  10 
Eternal  Mask.  The  (A) . . .  Mathias  Wieman    . .  Mayer-Burstyn  .  . .Jan.  12/37. ..  .70. Jan.  23/37 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  Jun*  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G)  Charles  Farrell   20th  Century-F*x  92  Dec.  19 
Great  Call.  The  (G)  Camlllo  Pilotto  United  Artists  90... .Dee.  5 
Greater  Promise,  A  (Q) . . . Tamarlna   Amklno   Oct     6  90. ...Oet  17 

Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granaeh  ..Amklno   July   

2

8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

90  Aug.  22 

Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez  Assoc.  British  70  Aug.  • 
Incertldumbr*  (Q)   Hilda  Moreno   United  Artists  Sept  I8t  70. ...Sept.  26 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  Th* 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  British  Lion  73.... Jun*  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hick*   British  Lion  70  Nov.  21 

Janoslk  (G)   Palo  Blellk   French   Nov.   

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

82.... Dae.  S 

Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff  Twickenham   70  Oet  17 
La  Fuss*   Femln  Gemler  French   Aug.    1  83  
Land  Without  Muslo  (G) . . Richard  Tauber  General   80.... Oct.  14 
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oet.    16  83  Oet.  14 
Last  Rose,  Tha  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oet     t  102  Ost  17 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Letzt*  Rose.") 
La  Damlgella  dl  Bard  (G)  .  E.  Grammatics   Artlstl   85.  Jan.  9/37 
Les  Petlts  (G) ...........  Alice  Tissot   Franco- American  ..  Dee.   29  90.  Jan.  23/37 
Loves  of  Total,  Th*  (A)...  Cells  Montalvan  ....Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nsv.  14 
Man  In  the  Mirror  (A)...E.  E.  Horton  Twickenham   75. Jan.  19/37 
Marriage   ef   Corbel,  Th* 
(A)   Nil*  Asthcr   General   80.... Jul*  IS 

Mlllzla  Territorial*  (G)... Antonio  Gandusl*  ..  Nuovo  Monda  Apr.    4  77  Apr.  IS 
My  Song  Gee*  Round  tb* 
World  (G)   Joseph  Sehmldt  Caslna   Sept.  14  87  Oet.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Lied  Geht  Urn  Die  Welt") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amklno   Nov.     1  96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francoise  Rosay  .. . .  Franeo-Aaerlea*.  ..May     1  93  May  16 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polatur*.  Simone  Simon  French   Aug.     1  86  
Raggen — Dot  Ar   Jag  Dat 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   II...     .83.... May  SO 

Re  Burlone,  II  (Q)  Armando  Faleonl  ...Nuovo  Mend*  Mar.  IS  98  Apr.  4 
Revolutionists  (G)   V.   V.  Shchukin  Amkino   Dec.      '35. ..  100. Feb.  6/37 
Robber  Symphony,  The  (G). George  Graves  Concordia   125.... May  • 
Romance  In  the  House  *f 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  .....Casino   Oet     9  81  Oet  17 
(Reviewed  under  th*  title,  "Eln  Llebesroman  Im  Hause  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerblger  Ufa  Apr.    t  81  Apr.  15 
Sensation  (A)   John  Lodge   W ardour   75. Jan.  23/37 
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberg  ...Scandinavia*)   Apr.     7  90  Apr.  IS 
Song  of  Freedom,  Th*  (G).Paul  Robeson   British  Lin  80  Sept.  S 

Son  of  Mongolia,  A  (A)...Tseven  RabdaB   Amklno   Nov.   

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

90  Dec.  19 

Soviet  News  (G)   Amklno   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G).  Richard  Barthelmas*. Twickenham   98. ...Oct  19 
Tenth  Man,  Tha  (G)  John  Lodge  Assoc.  British  Aug.  St 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (G). Tito  Gulzar   Bustimsat*   105  Nsv.  I 
30  8econds  of  Lev*  (0)  Elsa  Marllnl   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.  2/87 
This'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack   Buchanan   Wilcox   78. Jan.  9/37 

Three  Maxims,  Tb*  (a)... Anna  Neagl*   General  87  Aug.  I 
Two's  Company  (Q)  Ned  Sparks   B.  &  D  May  16 
Waltz  for  You,  A  (0). ....  Louis  Graveur*   Casino   Sept  25  94  Oct  8 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Walzer  Fuer  Dich.") We  Are  from  Krenstadt 
(G)   V.  Zalehlkov   Arakln*   Apr.  SO  83. ...May  16 

White  Squadron  (G)  Antonio  Cent*  E.  N.  I.  C  83  Do*.  11 
Woman  Alone,  A  (A)  Anna  Sten   General   90  Jun*  • 
Yellow  Cruise.  The  (ffl)  French  Nov.    17  90.. ..Dm.  a 
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SHORT 

FILMS 

{All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.1 

CELEBRITY 
Mln. Title  Rel.  Date 

COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 
Tom  Thumb  (2-15)  Mar.  SO  7 
Oltk  Whlttlntlen's  Cat 
(5-16)   May  30  7 

Little  Boy  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days  Sept.  30  

COLUMBIA 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BARNEY  GOOGLE 
No.  3— "Spark   Plus"  Apr.  12  6"/,.. 
No.  4— Major  Google  (5-16). May  24  6'/j . 

BROADWAY  COMEDIES 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21).  . Sept.  I8t . . . 20  
Andy  Clyde 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  (I -23-37) . Dee.  4t...lS'/i.. 
(All  Star) 

Caught  In  the  Act  Mar.   5  16  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump,  The  June  20  18  
(All  Star) 

Disorder  In  the  Court  May  30  17  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  Aug.  1 6t ...  1 0 ... . 
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5)  Oct.  I9t . . .  1 8. . . . 
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent  (1-30-37)  Dec.  20t ...  18  
(All  Star) 

Grips.  Grunts  and  Groans.. Jan.  I5.'37tl9  
Half  Shot  Shooters  (6-13)..  .Apr.  30  19  

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   Jan.  9,'37tl7  
Andy  Clyde 

Love  Comes  to  Mooneyvllle 
(1-2-37)   Nov.  I4t  18  ... 

Midnight  Blunders  (5-18) ..  .Apr.  21  17  
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  July  15. ...18.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Oh,  Duchess  (11-21)  Oct.    St... 20.... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  in  the  Pullman,  A  June  27  18  
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (6-20).. .May  15. ...18.... 
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (5-16) ....  Mar.  19. . . .  17"/,. . 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silks  Dec.  27t. . .  17'/,. . 
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  Jan.    9  18  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian 
(11-14)   Sept.  lit. ...2  rls. 
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oct.  28t  7>/i.. 
Bon  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26 1  8'/, .. 
Boy  and  His  Dog,  A  Dec.  23t  7  

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  29  7  
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I,'37t.7"/,.. 
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  8  
Glee  Worms   ...June  24  7.... 
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7  
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7  
Skeleton  Frolic   Jan.  29,'37t  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t  7  
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  26  7.... 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Gold  Quest  of  the  Ages  Jan.  28,'37t  
8tar  Gazers  (11-7)..  Oct.  1 5 1 ...  1 0  
Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t....l  rl. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept.  4t . . .  1 1 >/■  - 
Runaway  Marriage,  The 
(1-16-37)   Dec.  IB  10... 

FEATURETTES 

Community  Sing  (No.  I).. Jan.  I7,'37t  
8tory  of  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States 
(2-6-37)   Dec.  I8f....9... 

KRA2Y  KAT  CARTOONS 
12.  "Lll  AlnJII"   Mar.  19  6... 
13.  Peaee  Conference  Apr.  10  7... 

(re-Issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.   9...    7-  . 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (11-7)  .Oct.  24t  7... 
16.  Merry  Cafe  (1-23-37) .  .Dec.  26t....7... 

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10... 
Fishing  Thrills   Jan.  22,'37t  
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  .Aug.  30... .10... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15....  10... 
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept.25t . . .  10. . . 
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10  10... 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t....t'/i. 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oet.  26t...l0... 
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17  10... 
Sport  Magle   June  13  S'/». 
Stop,  Look  and  Guess  Mar.  9. ...10... 
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19  10... 
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  1 1....  10... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-19)  Nov.  28t....6'/,. 
Looney  Balloonlsts  (11-28).  .Sept. 24t  7... 
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    8  7... 
Serappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    5  7... 

Serappy's  Pony  Mar.  16  7... 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.    8—   Mar.  27....  10.... 
No.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/,.. 
No.  10— (6-13)   May  29....  10  
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26....  10.... 
No.  12— (8-8)   July  17. ...10.... 
No.  13—  (8-22)   Aug.  13. ...10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
Ne.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  lit. ..10.... 
No.    2— (11-21)   Oct.  23t...l0  
No.    3— C-9-S7)   Nov.  28t-..IO  
No.    4— (2-6-37)   Dee.  28t...l0  
No.    5—    Jan.  22.'37tl0  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dec.  25t  8'/,  . . 
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.    It  8'/,.. 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dec.  I8t  ■  • .  .8'/,.  ■ 
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5) ...  .Sept.   7t  3  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.  10—   Mar.  26  10"/,. . 

DuWORLD 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 
Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the  Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   10.... 

Sus-TI-Ka  (12-19)   10.... 
Utah  Picture  Book 
(1-9-37)   10  

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Cinecolor) 

No.    I—   Sept.  I5t....9  ... 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24  18  
Sleepless  Hollow  May    8....  16.... 
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10. . ..IB  

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (6-20).  .June   5  21  

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous   Aug.   It  ..II... . 

Gifts  In  Rhythm  Oct.  23f . . .  10. .'. . Going  Native   Aug.  28t.  .11  
Nothing  But  the  Tooth  Feb.  26,'37t.lrl. 
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I8t . . .  1 1  
Play!  Girls   Nov.  6T...H.... 
Queen's  Birthday.  The  Aug.  1 4 1 ...  1 0  
Ring  Goes  'Round.  The  Aug.  29 1 ...  1 0  
See  Uncle  Sol  (2-6-37)..  .Jan.  29,'37fl  I . . . . 
Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9.... 
Strike!  You're  Out  ( I -9-37) . Dee.  lit. ..II  ..  . 

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20  20  
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3  16.... 
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27....  19.... 

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.    6  6  
Big  Game  Hunt.  The  Feb.  I9,'37tl  rl.. 
Book  Shop,  The  (I -30-37) ..  Feb.  5.'37t.6  
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t . . .  .6.... 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  6  

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Prize 
Package   July  31  6.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   New.  (71.... 7.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 
Flying  South   Mar.  I9.'37t.l  rl.. Klko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7)  . Oet  St....!.... 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oet.  lot.. ..?.... 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  t5t....7. ... 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt  •  

Off  to  China  Mar.  I0f. 
Puddy  the  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies   July  14  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dee.  I  It....  T.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oet.  lit  

Red  Hot  Music  Mar.  5,'37t  I  rl . . Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  IS*. ...7.... 

Rolling  Stones   May  I  
Sailor's  Home,  The  (6-13).. June  12  ».... 
Salty  McGuIre   Jan.   8,'S7t.7. ... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The 
(2-6-37)   Jan.  22.'37t  .7. . . . 

Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6. . . 
Western  Trail,  The  Apr.    3  6  ... 
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing,  A    Apr.  17  6  

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May    I  10  
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever. 
The  (12-26)   Dee.  I8t  II  

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June  8  
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.  7f...l0  
Krazl-lnventlons  (10-31) ...  .Oet.    St..  .11  
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37)  .Dee.  4f...ll  
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Sept.  4f... 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10).  .Sept.  lit  
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7).  .Oet.  lit  I.... 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  13.... It  
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22.... II.... 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...20  
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.  8t...li  Bashful  Buddies   Aug.  7t...l7  
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  I9.'37t.2  rls. 
Blue  Blazes    Aug.  2lt...l9... 
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4t...ll  
Chemist.  The   (9-24)  Oet.  Dt...ll  
Diamonds  In  the  Rough  Sept.  25t. . .  II  
Ditto   Feb.  I2.'37+I7.. 
Fun's  Fun   (2-6-37)  Feb.  5,'37tll  
Gags  and  Gals  (10-3)  Sept.  lit. ..20  
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.    It. ..II  
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.     i.'?7  +  ?i 
Hold  It   Jan.  29.'37t  2  rls. 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(6-13)   May  15  10  

Jail  Bait    inn.  B.'37tl9. 
Just  the  Type   ..  .Dee.  4t...20  
Love  Nest  on  Wheels  Mar.  2fi.'37i  2rls Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7  
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  I3t ...  I*  
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28t ...  18  
Peaceful  Relations   June  19  18  
Practically  Perfect  (I -30-37)  inn  I5.'37t2i 
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (I I -21) . . . Oet.  23t ...  18  
Ready    to    Serve  Mar.  1 2. '37t  .2  rls 
Regular  Guy   Feb.  26. '37t  .2  rls. 
Screen  Test.  The  (12-19) ...  Dee.  I8t^ .  .18  
Spring  Is  Here  oet.  sot. .  to  
Transatlantie  Love   Dee.  25t...20  
Wacky  Family.  The  (9-26) .  .Sept.  «t.  Whose  Baby  Are  You? 
<"-7>   Oet    It. ..II.... YOUNG  ROMANCE 

Love  In  September  Mar.  I  II  

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  28  1  rl.. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.  I  I..,. 
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
No.    5—   Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
No.   6—   Mar.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

HOFFBERG 

Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Feb.   4  1. 
Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jan.  20,*37tl2. 
Carillon  Makers   Aug.  I5t...l2. 
Florldian  Curiosities   Jan.  IO,'S7tl2. 
Golden  Harbor  Mar  16. ...10. 
Tough   Breaks   Mar.    I  18. 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Sept.  I5t. .  .20. 
Sport  of  Flying  Sept.  I2t  
Young  Explorer  Mar.  2  10. 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
No.  I—   FeB.  14  1. 
No.  2—   Feb.  28   8. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  3—   Mar.  8  10... 
No.  4—  Mar.  22  10... 
No.  5—  Apr.  10  7... 
No.  6 —  ....Apr.  22  TVs. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  1... 
No.  2—  Mar.   6  1... 
No.  J—  Apr.  II  I... 
No.  4—  May    4  1... 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
1.  Nomads  of  the  Jangle  Feb.   3  1... 
2.  Nomads  of  the SeatbSeaa. Feb.  17  1... 
3.  Nomads  ef  the  Past  Mar.  8  1... 
4.  Nomads  ef  the  Air  Mar.  17  8'/,. 
5.  Nomads  In  the  MakJat.   .Apr.   8  6... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  6... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains. ...  May    3  8Va. 
8.  Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  5Vi. 

IMPERIAL Title 
Mln Rel.  Date COLOR  CLASSICS 

Towers  ef  Melody  8. 
Hidden  Treasures   s. 
Southern  Beauties   8. 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  the  Sterns  
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  The  8. 
Early  la  the  Morale'  8. 

NOVELTIES 
Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hobo  Here   I. 

PORT  0'  CALL Peacock  Throne  I. 
City  of  the  Sua  I. 
Last  Resort   I. 
Children  of  the  Nile  I. 
Seventh  Wonder   I. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Seaa  I. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Love 
Songs   I. 

Dream  Harbor   8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cress  8. 

MGM Title 

Rel.  Date  Min. 
CHARLEY  CHASE 

Neighborhood  House  (7-18). May    9  20... 
On  the  Wrong  Trek  (7-25).  .Apr.  18.... IS... 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-20)...  . Mar.  28. . .  .20. . . 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  7— Fool  Proof  Mar.   7. ...21... 
No.  8— The  Publle  Pan 
(11-14)    Oet.  I0t..  II... 

No.  9 — Torture  Money  Jan.    2,'37t20. . . 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Island  (1-2-87)...  Nov.  1 4 1 -  -  . 8 . . . 

Glimpses  of  Java  and Ceylon  
India  on   Parade   Feb.  6,'37t  
Japan  In  Cherry  Blesses 
Time   Mar.  21  9... 

Oriental  Paradise   Nov.  I4t  8... 
Picturesque  South  Afrlea...  .Jan.  9,'37t.S... Quaint  Quebec   8ept.  I2t  B... 
Rio  de  Janeiro,  City  ef 
Splendor  (7-25)   Sept.  12  9... 

Sacred  City  of  the  Mayan 
Indians  (2-11)   Feb.  22  7... 

St.  Helena  and  Its  Man 
of  Destiny   May  16  8... 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-11)..  Oct.  24t....S... 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 20—  Old  Mill  Pond,  The 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8... 

21—  Two  Little  Pups  (8-1).  .Apr.    4  8... 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23 —  Pups'  Plenle   May  SO   8... 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20   9... 
25—  Little  Cheeeer  July  II  9... 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-28)  .Dee.  I2t. ....... 
27 —  Circus  Daze   Jan.  I6,'37t.9... 28 —  Swing  Wedding   

M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  American  Pie  Com- pany  Nov.   S  II... 
Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  !9t . .  .11... 
Hollywood  Second  Star  Dm.    St. ..10... 
How  to  Be  a  Detective 
(1-23-37)   Oet.   I7t  8... 

How  te  Behave  (4-21)  Apr.  25.. ..10... 
How  te  Train  a  Deg  July   4  1... 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept.  5f...lO... 
Janker  Diamond  (4-25)  Mar.  28....  10... 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II... 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  13  10... 

Rainbow  Pass,  The  Oet.  31 1  
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Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
What  Do  You  Think?  Jan.  23,'37tl0... 

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  ((-()  Apr.  II  «... 
Dare  Deviltry   June  27  9... 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (1-5)...  .June  6  10... 
Polo  (6-6)   May    9  8... 
Racing  Canines  (<-6)  Mar.  14....  10... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years,  A  Dec.  26t...l9... 
No  Place  Like  Rent  (11-7)  .Seat.  2St...  19.. 
Violets  In  Sprlna  (9-6)  Sept.  S....2I... 

OUR  GANG 
Arbor  Day  (6-6)  May   2....  18... 
Bored  of  Education  (■•B)...Aug.  29  10... 
Lucky  Comer,  The  (2-29)..  .Mar.  14....  16... 
Pay  As  Yea  Exit  Oct.  24t..-ll... 
Reunion  in  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll... 
Second  Childhood  (4-28) ...  .Apr.  II. ...19... 
Spooky  Hooky   Dec.  5t  
Two  Too  Young  (11-7)  8ept.  26t...l0 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  Sea  Ashore  Apr.   4  20... 
Hill  Tillies  (8-18)  Apr.    4. ...18... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Bar-Pac's  Night  Out  
Behind  tho  Headlines  (9-8)  Sept.  I2T...II... 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6.'37t.9... 
Gilding  the  Lily   Feb.  6,'37t.8... 
Hurling    (1-9-37)  Nov.  I4t...l0... 
Killer  Dog  (9-8)  Aug.  29....  10... 
Olympic  Ski  Champions 
(11-7)   Oet.  3t...l0... 

Ski  Skill   
Sports  on  lee  Oct.  I  Of ...  1 0. . . 
Wanted— A  Master  (1-2-37)  .  Dec.  26t...l0... 

SPECIAL 
Audioscopiks  (1-18)   S... 
Servant  of  the  People  21... 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oet.  31 1. .  - 10  
Bars  and  Stripes  
Dancing  on  tho  Cellini  Jan.  2.'37t.9... 
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28t...l0... 
Now  Shoes  (6-6)  Sept.  St  II... 
Swing  Banditry  (9-8)  Sept.  I  St  II... 

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Human   Nov.  20T....7... 
Betty  Boo*  and  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7... 

Grampy's  Indoor  Outing  Oet.  I6T....7... 
Happy  You  and  Marry  Me 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt...-7... 

House  Cleaning  Blues  Jan.  1 5.*37t .  I  rl. 
Making  Friends    Dee.  I8t  7... 
More  Pop   June    19  6. . . 
Not  Now  (2-29)  Fob.  28  7... 
Song  a  Day,  A  May  22  7... 
Training  Pigeons   Sept.  I8t  7.. 
We  Did  It  Apr.  24  8... 
You're  Not  Built  That  Way  .July  17  8... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Comes  But  Once 
a  Year  Dec.    4t  8. . . 

Cobweb  Hotel,  The  May  IS  8... 
Greedy  Humpty  Dumpty  July    10  8... 
Hawaiian  Birds   Aug.  28t....9... 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  8... 
Play  Sato  Oet.  I6T....7... 
Somewhere  In  Dreamland. ..  .Jan.  17  t... 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  10....  10... 

Hal  Kemp  and  Orchestra 
Gypsy  Revels  (8-22)  Aug.  7t--.ll... 
Knock,  Knock, 
Who's  There?   Sept.  I  St  II... 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Oreh. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22....  10... 
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
lett  •  David  Holt  -  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weldler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18) ...  Mar.  20....  1 1... 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Babs  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodies  en  Parade 
(2-29)   Feb.   7  II... 
Kostelanetz-  Eastman 

Musical  Charmers  Oct.  9t...ll... 
Phil  Spltalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Musical  Fashions   July    3  II... 
Ina  Ray  Hutten  and  Her 
Melodears 

Musle  In  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12. ...II... 
Russ  Morgan  and  Oreh. 

Musle,  Music  Everywhere. ..  Dee.  I8t--.ll..- 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Oreh. 

Musle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t ...  1 0  — 
George  Hall  and  Oreh. 

Play.  Don  (8-15)  July  31....  10... 
Don  Bestor  and  Oreh. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oct.  30t...l0... 

Will  Osborne  and 
Collegiate: 

Song  Hits  on  Parade  Jan.  I8,'37t-I  rl. 
Freddie  Rich  and  Oreh. 

Star  Reporter  In  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20t...l0... 
Ted  Huslnn-Bennle  Bart- 
lett-Dorothy  Laraour 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody...  .May    I  II... 
Ferde  Grofe  and  Oreh. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl 
Lover's  Paradise   Sept.  lit. ..10.. 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  1 3t  - . .  10. . 
Trees   Jan.  I5.'37t  
Western  Sketches   Nov.  20t  I  rl 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  8. .Dee.  lit. ...I  rl 
Lulu's  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  l«t ...  18. . 
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oet.  9t...l0.. 
Sailor  Shorty  Oet.  23.. ..10.. 
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t  
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oct.  9t...l0.. 

That's  Their  Business  Nov.  I3t--.ll 
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.  8,'37t.l  rl 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 
No.  8  —  Frederic  W.  Geudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor —  The   Voice  of  tho 
Animals  (2-29)   Feb.  28....  1 1... 

No.  9  — Trailing  the  Birds 
— Lake  of  Enchantment — 
Swanee  River  Goes  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.27  «... 

No.  10  —  Tollers    of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns— Make-up  Magic.  .Apr.  24  10... 

No.  II — Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boys  —  Up  Mont 
Blanc   May  22. ...II... 

No.  12— Meet  the  Pellean— 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steel 
Suits   June  19....  10... 

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Series) 

No.  I  —  What's  Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  21+.  .10... 

No.  2  —  Science  to  the 
Rescue  —  Frozen  Fog  — 
Keys  to  Concentrating  Sept.  I8t . . .  10. . . 

No.  3  —  Miss  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber—Keep  Outl  Lions  Oct.  lit. ..10... 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  on  Parade  —  All 
A-Board   Nov.  I3t...l0... 

No.  5  —  Bamboo — Clamdlg- 
gers'     Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dee.  lit-. .10... 

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let's  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.   8,'37t.l  rl. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  6. Apr.   3  «... 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21....  10... 
Dangerous  Jobs   May    I  9... 
Fashions  In  Love  July  24  8... 
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (8-14).. Mar.  13  9... 
Poodle.  The   May  22....  10... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  9... 
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24  10... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  «... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    I..... 8... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.   6  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.   7  7... 
Hold  tho  Wire  Oct.  23t...7... 
I'm  In  the  Army  Now  Dee.  25t  7... 
I-Ski  Lov-Skl  You-Skl  Apr.   3  6... 
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard...  .June  26  7... 
Let's  Get  Movln"  July  24  7... 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t....7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t...-7... 
paneless  Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Slnbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t....7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Clnecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27. ...II... 
No.  5   May  29  10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  6   July  17  10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t...ll... 
No.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t. ..10... 
No.  8   Dee.  25t....l  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomln',  Tha 
(8-22)   July  31  10... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You  Sept.  25t  8... 
Joe  Rlchman  and  Oreh. 

I   Don't  Want  to  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Like  a  Feather  In 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jack  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  27t....7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Oreh. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Points  (2-29). Feb.  14.. ..10... 
No.  22— Winged  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  13  10 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers  Apr.  10.... 10 
No.  24 — Catching  Trouble. ..  May    8  10 
No.  25—  River  of  Thrills  June   5  10 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

son July    3. ...10 

No.  27— Neptune's  Scholars (8-22)   Aug.  7t...l0 
No.  28— Lucky  Spills   Sept.  4t...l0 
No.  29— Fighting  Marlln  Oet.  2t.-.IO 
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.    St.. .10 

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dec.  4t...l0 
No.  32 — Sporting  Pals  Jan.  I.'37t.l 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance. An   Jan.  29.37t.l 

RKO  RADIO 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22   Feb.  SI  S'/t. 
No.  23   Apr.   3  8... 
No.  24   May  29  8... 
No.  25   July  10  8... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair  New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  10... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29 1  «... 
Fool  Your  Friends  June   9  10... 
Job's  a  Job,  A  May  22....  10... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4— Wedtlme  Story.  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20  21... 

No.  5— Bad  Medicine   May  22.... IS... 
No.  6 — Sleepy  Time   July  24  20... 

(1936-37) 
1—  Lalapaloosa   Nov.  20t...l6... 

2—  Singing  in  the  Air  Feb.  I9,'37tl9... 
EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache  July  10  18... 
High  Beer  Pressure  May   8  18... 

Hillbilly  Goat  (1-23-37) ..  .Jan.  I5,'37tl8... 
Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oet.  23t...20'/s. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.   6  IS1/*. 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    I  «... 
No.  2  June   5  10... 
No.  3   July    3  10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17.... 24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13. ...21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.... 21... 
No.  5   May  15.  ...21... 
No.  6   Juno  12. ...23... 
No.  7  ,  July  10  21... 
No.  8   Aug.   7  21... 

(1936-37) 
No.  I   Sept.  4t...23... 
No.  2   Oct.  2t...2l'/s. 
No.  3   Nov.    3t..  .21 . . . 
No.  4  (12-12)  NOV.  27t...22... 
No.  5   Dee.  25t...l9... 

No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  
No.  7   Feb.  I9,'37t  

PATH  E  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  a  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12....  16... 
Don't  Be  Like  That 
(1-30-37)  -Dec.  4t...l8... 

Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10.. ..17... 

Title  Rel.  Data  Mln. 
Horse  Play   '8  
Who's  Looney  Now  Sept.  4t...l«... 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Aladdin  from  Manhattan  Feb.  28  17... 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oct.    St.. .16... 
Deep   South   (1-23-37)  Jan.  I.'37tl7... Melody  In  May  (2-1)  May    I. ...It... 
Swing  It  July    3  18... 
That   Man  Samson  19... 

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  7... 
Cupid  Gets  Her  Man  July  24  7... 
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.   7  714. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)...  .Aug.   2  7... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robin- 

son Crusoe   Mar.  20  7... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28) ...  .Apr.  17  8... 
Toonervllle  Plenlc   Oct.  2t....7... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    3  8... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  7... 

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  I4....l8ya. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19....  19... 

Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17....  16'/.. 
Grandma's  Buoys  ( I -2-37) . .  Dee.  I8t...l6... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  18t...lS... 

SPECIAL Headlines  for  25  Years 
(3-14)   Mar.  27.... 21... 

SPORTS  WITH  BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory... Oct.  30t...H... 
High,  Wide  and  Dashing..  .Sept.  4t  8... 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  I5.'37t.9. .. Ladles  Day  Dee.  I8t...ll... 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24.. ..II... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10)..  .Oct.  2t.-.l0... 
Putting  on  the  Dog  Feb.  I2,'37t  Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19. ...II... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)...  .Nov.  20t...ll... 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13. ...10... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  I3t  9'A- 
Forest  Gangsters  (1-23-37)  .Jan.  8,'37t..S. Living  Jewels   June  12....  10... 
Underground  Farmers  Apr.  17  «... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I  St  «... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 

Bridal  Grief   Feb.  5,'37t... Down  the  Rlbber  (2-2«)  Mar.  27. . .  .21 . 
Listen  to  Freezln'  (8-15) ..  .July  31  IS. 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.    6t. .  .21 . 
Wholesaling  Along   May  29....  17. 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  tho  Atlantis 
(4-25)   Mar.27. 

Gold   Mania   (1-16-37)  Dee.  25t 
Graveyard  of  Ships  (1-2-37)  .Nov.  27t 
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.  6t 
Manhattan    Waterfront   ....Feb.  19, 
Trinidad   Sept.  lit 
Venice  of  tha  North  May  IS. 
Washington  In  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oet  9t 

...II. 

...II. 

.11. 

.11. 
37t... 

...10. 
...10. 
...10. 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title Mln. Rel.  Date 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seahorse 
(1-9-37)   II. 

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  of  Gaspe  (6-13)  II 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Skl-Esta  (1-2-37)   .10 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 
ADVENTURES  OF  THE 

NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 
Dogging  It  Around  the World   Nov.  I3t- - - 10  
Looking   for  Trouble  Dec.  I  St  ..10  
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds. .  .Sept.  25t  
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t  
Sports  Headllners  of  1936 
(11-21)   Oet.  SOt. ..10.... 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.   7f.... •>/,.. 
Land  of  Genghis  Kahn (2-6-37)   Dec.  I8t ...  10  
Memories  of  Spain  (1 0-3)..  Sept.  I8t-  -  .10  
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7).  Sept.  2St  
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  I3t. . .  10  

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

MICKEY  MOUSE 
38?  Orphans'  Plcnle   Mar.  12  «.... 
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.    9  «... 
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Title                           Rel.  Date  Mln. 

40.  Through  the  Mirror. ..  .June  18  9  
101.  Moving,  Day   July  22  9  
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-15).. Aug.  27  9  
103.  Alpine  Climbers  (8-22). Oct.  28t.  - .  9'/a . . 
104.  Mickey's  Circus  (8-15). Nov.    lit  8  . 
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(M-14)   Dec.  I2t  8  

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   ».... 

108.  Don  Donald  (1-16-37)   8'/j.. 
109.  Worm  Turns,  The 
(1-23-37)   B'/i.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
33.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  B'/i.. 

34.  Three  Little  Wolves 
(4-11)   May  27. ...10... 

35.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t...-8.... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
ketters  (11-28)   Jan.  28,'37t-7  

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   Dee.  I7t. . .  8'/2. . 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  8'/,.. 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8V4.. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title  Rel.  Date  Min. 

GOING    PLACES   with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  20  (3-28)  ........Apr.  20  9.... 
No.  21  June   8  9  
No.  22   June  22  9.... 
No.  23  (7-11)  July    6  10.... 
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20.. ..10... 
No.  25  (8-15)  Aug.   3  IS  
No.  26   Aug.  17....  10.... 
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  I4t  9  
No.  28  (10-17)  Oct.   I8t  8  
No.  29   Oct.  26t....9.... 
No.  30   Nov.  23t...l0  
No.  31   Dee.  2lt  9  
No.  32  (2-6-37)  Feb.  l.*37.9'/2.. 
No.  33   Fob.  I5.'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  34   Mar.  I5.'37t  
No.  35   Apr.  I2.'37t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 
Golfers,  The  Jan.  I  l,'37t.8'/i . . 
House  ot   Magic  Feb.  8,'37t.8  
Knights  for  a  Day  (1-9-37) .  Bee.  28 1  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30t  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen's  Frolles  (7-11)  July  15  18  
Fun  Begins  at  Homo  Feb.  I7.'37t  10  
Fun  in  the  Fire  House 
(11-7)   Oct.  28t..l0.... 

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  2t  -.ll.... 

It's  on  the  Records  Mar.  I7,'37t  
Marine  Follies   Apr.  29  19.... 
Musical  Airways  (10-10)  Sept.  30f ...  1 1  
Playing  for  Fun  (3-28)  Mar.  18  15  
Royal  Cafe   Nov.  25t-..IO  
School  for  Swing  (2-6-37) .  .Jan.  20,'37tl0.... 
Teddy  Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6).. Juno   3.... 20.... 
Television  Highlights   Dee.  23t...l0.... 
Vaud-O-Mat,  The  (3-28)  Apr.    8. ...16.... 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7  
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-3)   Oct.    5t  9... 
Everybody  Sing  (I -30-37) .  .  Feb.  22,'37t.7  
Farming  Fools   May  25  7.... 
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7.... 
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30t  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  21 1  7.... 
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ..  .Sept.  7t  8  
Night  Life  of  the  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oct.  9t....8.... 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov.   2t  8.... 
Slumberland  Express  Mar.   9  7.... 
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov.    6t  8.... 
STRANGER  THAN   FICTION  SERIES 

No.  19—  Novelty  (3-28)  Apr.  13  9.... 
No.  20 — Novelty   June    1  9.... 
No.  21 — Novelty   Juno  15  9.... 
No.  22 — Novelty   July  29  9  
No.  23— Novelty  (7-11)  July  13....  10.... 
No.  24— Novelty  (7-18)  July  27  10  
No.  25— Novelty  (8-1)  Aug.  10  10  
No.  26—  Novelty  (8-8)  Aug.  24  9.... 
No.  27— Novelty   Sept.  28t  8  
No.  28—  Novelty  (9-24)  Oct.  I2t  8'/a.. 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov. 
No.  30—  Novelty  (12-26)  Dec. 
No.  31— Novelty  (I -2-37) ..  .Jan. 
No.  32— Novelty  (1-30-37)  .Feb. 
No.  33 — Novelty   Mar. 
No.  34 — Novelty   Mar.  29,'37t  
No.  35— Novelty   Apr.  26,'37t  

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dee.  I4t  9'/». 
You  Can't  Get  Away 

With  It  Nov.  30t... 25... 

9t....8%.. 
7t  4,'37t  
I  ,'37t-9  l.*37t.9  

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

VITAPHONE 

BIG  TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 
Vitaphone  Entertainer* 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlights   Apr.   4  10.. 
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hippodrome  May    2. ...II.. 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Lee 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28). .Mar.   7  II.. 
Conville-Dale 

Vitaphone  Topnotehos  (2-1).  May  30  
Vitaphone  Stageshow  July  25  1  rl 
Vitaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  I9t--.ll.. 
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  Internationals. ..  .Oct.  1 7t ...  1 1  -  - 
Holtz-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4t...ll.. 
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Villians   Dec.  I2f  10. . 
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville  (I -30-37) ...  Jan.  2,'37tll.. 
Harry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville   Jan.  30.'37t  
BIG  V.  COMEDIES 

Joe  Palooka  In  for  the  Love 
of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14.... 21... 
Shemp  Howard. 
Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tan  Mar.  28  21... 
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun  .Apr.  II  II... 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Donnell 

Absorbing  Junior   May    9  21... 
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkes 

Joe  Paiooka  In  Hero's  How*. Juno   6  21... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  the  Party,  The 
(6-22)   Juno  20  22... 
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertlae, 
The   July  1 1.... 20... 
Johnny  Berkes 

Oily  Bird,  The  July  23. ...20... 
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  15  20... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14  21... 
Yacht  Club  Boys 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong,  The. Feb.  29.... 21... 

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 
Wash  Your  Stop  (3-28)  Mar.   7. .  .21 . . . 

Hal  LeRoy- 
Preisser  Sister* 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28).. Mar.  21... .22... 
Irene  Bordonl 

Black  Network.  The  Apr.   4.... 22... 
Nina  Mae  McKlnney- 
Nieholas  Bros. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II  21... 
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  The  Apr.  18  21... 
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May    2. ...21... 
Vera  Van-George  Debbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23  20... 
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker.  The  May  30  2  rls 
Dawn  0' Day- Radio  Rube* 

Romance  in  the  Air  May  16  
Winl  Shaw-Phil  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   June   6. ...20... 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmltis   June  13  2  rls 

Hal  LeRoy- Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  The 
(6-20)   July   4.... 20... 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18  2  rl* Cross  and  Dunn 
Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug.  22.. ..20... Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29.... 20... 
Fred  Lawrence-Rosalind  Marquis 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19). 8ept.  St.. .19... Jean  Sargent 
Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Choke's  on  You"  (9-19) ..  .Sept.  I2t  21  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   Sopt.26t.  .2l... 

Say  It  With  Candy  Oct.  3t...20... 
Virginia  Verrlll 

Date  Min. 
IOt. ..21... 

24t...l8... I3,'37t  

Sit. ..18.. 

7t...20... 

2lt...2l... 

28t...2l... 

5t...l8... 

I9t...22... 

26t. .  20. . . 
9,'37t20. . . 

23,'37t2l... 

6,'37t  

3,'37t. . . 

b.  27,'37t. . . 
20,'37tl8. 

Title  Rel. 
Sheik  to  Sheik  Oet. 

Georges  Metaxa 
Can't  Think  of  It  Oet. 

Ken  Murray-Oswald 
Captain  Blmbeard   Feb. 

Georgie  Price 
Sunday  Round-up,  The  Oet. 

Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 
8weethearts  and  Flower*  Nov. 

Regis  Toomey- Preisser  Sisters 
That's  Pictures  (8-29)  Nov. 

Jay  C.  Flippen 
Joe  Palooka  In  "The Blonde  Bomber"   Nov. 

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Here  Comes  the  Circus  Dee. 

"Poodles"  Hanneford 
"Give  Me  Liberty  Dec. 

John  Lltel 
It'  All  Over  Now  (2-6-37).  .Dec. 

Dan  Healy 
Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale"  Jan. 

Harry  Grlbbon- Hamtree  Harrington 
Pretty  Pretender,  The  Jan. 

Bernlce  Claire 

Joe  Palooka  in  "Kick  Me 
Again"   Feb. 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Captain  Blueblood  Feb. 
Georgie  Price 

Swing  for  Sale  Feb. Hal  LeRoy 

Under  Southern  Stars  .Feb.: 
Fred    Lawrence-J.  Bryan 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Cinecolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-1 1) .  .Sept.  St. ..10... 
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19). .Oct.    St...  10... 
Northern  Lights   Oet.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean. ...  Dee.  5t  
Hollanders,  The  (I -23-37) . .Jan.  2,'37tl0... 
Nice  Work    .Jan.  30,'37t  
Land  of  the  Midnight  Sun . Feb.  27,'37t  

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  18— Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7... 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  Apr.  25  7... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   May  23  7... 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mates  June  20  7... 
No.  22— Porky's  Pot  (7-18). July  II  7... 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.    1  7... 
No.  24 — Porky's  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7... 

No.  25— Milk  and  Money. ..Oet.    St. ...7... 
No.  26 — Porky's  Moving 
Day   7... 

No.  27— Little  Beau  Porky.  Oct.  24t....7... 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  The. Nov.  I4t  7... 
No.  29—  Porky  of  the  North- 

woods   (1-9-37)   Dec.  1 9f  7... 
No.  30— Porky  the  Wrestler  .  Jan.  9,'37t.7... 
No.  31 — Porky's  Road  Race. Feb.  6,'37t  MELODY  MASTERS 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21. 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra. Apr.  18. 
Dave  Apollon  and  His  Band. May  18. 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June  6. 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nick  Lucas  and  HI*  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15....  10... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  St... II... 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos. .  .Sept.  26t. .. .9. . . 
Emll  Coleman  and  Oreh. 
(7-11)   II... 

Leon  Navara  and  HI*  Oreh. .Nov.  7t 
(9-19)   II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Oreh. 
(8-29)   10... 

Jimmie  Lunceford  and  Oreh 
(1-23-37)  .Dee.  I9t...l0... 

George  Hall  and  Oreh  Jan.    9,'37f  10. . . 
Louisiana  King*   Jan.  23,'37t.l  rl. 

Roger   Wolfe    Kahn  and 
Oreh  Feb.  6,'37t  

Cab  Calloway  and  Oreh  Feb.  20,'37t  MERRIE  MELODIES 
(In  Color) 

No.  17— Miss  Glory  Mar.   7  7... 
No.  18—  I'm  a  Big  8hot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7... 

No.  19—  Let  It  Be  M*  May    2..... 7... 
No.  20—  I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  16  7... 

No.  21 — Bingo  Crosbyana. . . May  30  7... 
No.  23— When  I  Yo*  Hoo. .  June  27  

..II... 

..II... ..10... .10. 

Title 

No.  24 — I  Love  to  Slnga 
(6-20)   

No.  25 — Sunday  Go  To 
Meetln'  Time  (9-5).... 

No.  26 — At  Your  Service. Madame   

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 

No.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 

Rel.  Date 

Mln. 

..7... 

..7.... 

..7... 
.Nov.  7t., 
Nov.  28t . 

..7. 

.  7 No. 
No. 
No. 

No. 
No. 
No. 

18. ...10. 16. ...II. 13  1  r 
II ....10. 8. ...10. 

.1  rl. 

No.  29— Don't  Look  Now... 
No.  30 — Coocoonut  Grove... 
No.  31— He  Was  Her  Man.  Jan.  2.'37t.7. No.  32— Pigs  Is  Pigs 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30,'37t.7.. OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 
8—  Harbor  Light*  Mar.  21  II. 
9—  Wo  Eat  to  Live...  Apr. 

10 —  Vacation  Spots  May 
11 —  Irons  In  the  Fire... June 
12 —  Can  You  Imagine. .  .July 
13 —  For  Sport*  Sake  Aug. 

PEPPER  POT 
Half  Wit  ness  Mar.  21. 

Radio  Ramblers 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  
Pictorial  Review   June  27  1  rl. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II  10... 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes — 

Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  I2t...l0... 
No.  2 — George  Rector — 
Fashions   Oct.  IOt. ..10... 

No.  3—  Girl  Football- 
Knitted  Wear   Nov.  21 1  

No.  4 — Southern  Wear — 
Aviation    (1-23-37)   Dee.  26t. 

No.  5 — Sports  Afloat 
(2-6-37)   Jan.  I6.'37tl0... 

No.  6 — Swimming  —  Wood 
Carving   Feb.  I3,*37t  

VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  21  f. . .10  
Logging  Along   8ept.  26t  
Ounce  of  Invention,  As  Oct.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  As  Is  Dee.  I9t  Cal  Tinney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22).. Jan.  I6.'37t.l  rl. 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford 

Whale  Ho  (7-14)  Feb.  I3,'37t  

SERIALS 
12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

REPUBLIC 

Dlek  Tracy  6401   Feb.  20,'37t  
Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) 

Painted  Stallion,  The  6421.  June  5,  37t  
Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 

Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-16)   May  SO  

Ray  Corrlgan-Lols  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming,  The  ' 
3582   Aug.  22  

Bob  Livingston- Kay  Hughes 
STAGE  and  SCREEN 

(Weiss-Mintz-Serials) 
Black  Coin.  The  Sept.  It  

Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  3  rl*.. 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14  two. reel  episodes.) 

Clutching  Hand,  The  (5-23). Apr.  18  2  rl*. 
Jack  Mulhall-  (••*■> 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  S  rl*.. 
(also  feature  version)      followed  by  14  two- reel  episodes.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oct.  I9t  

John  King-Jean  Rogers 

(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 
Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  8  

Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8.'37t  Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 
Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  St  

Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 

(15  episodes) 
Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2,'37t  

Scott  Kolk-Jeaa  Roger* 
VICTORY 

Blake  af  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  30,'37t... 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oet.  IOt  

Bela  Lugosl-Herman  Brlx 
(15  episodes) 
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J.  C.  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

Harlingen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

If  the  audience  will  come  to  order  we 
would  like  to  introduce  Mr.  Lew  Snyder. 
The  most  of  you  boys  living  outside  of  Texas 
have  most  likely  heard  of  Roosevelt  and  Jim 
Farley,  but  probably  some  of  you  have  never 
heard  of  Lew  Snyder.  Lew  is  one  of  the 
Snyder  boys  and  the  Snyder  boys  have 
always  been  pretty  strong  for  watermelons 
and  red-headed  women,  but  Lew  was  never 
overly  particular  about  the  color  of  the  hair, 
although  his  appetite  for  watermelons  has 
been  something  to  write  home  about. 
Lew  is  the  district  manager  of  the  Rio 

Grande  circuit  of  theatres,  which  circuit 
is  known  as  Interstate  Theatres  Cor- 

poration, with  headquarters  at  Dallas, 
and  we  understand  that  this  circuit  is 
composed  of  something  like  120  theatres, 

more  or  less,  and  we  don't  know  whether  it 
is  more  or  less,  but  we  do  know  that  this 
circuit  here  in  the  Rio  Grande  valley  is 
composed  of  theatres  at  McAllen,  Weslaco, 
Harlingen,  San  Benito  and  Brownsville,  and 
Lew  is  the  general  manager,  and  our  guess 
is  that  the  Interstate  showed  good  judgment 
when  they  put  him  in  charge.  Lew  says  he 
wants  to  have  a  long  visit  with  us.  He 

doesn't  know  that  we  could  tell  him  all  we 
know  in  a  very  few  minutes,  but,  anyhow, 
we  are  going  to  go  back  there  and  see  him 
again. 

V 

A  little  girl  from  Manitoba,  Canada, 

who  is  living  next  to  us,  said  to  our  house- 

keeper, "Say,  Miss  Bessie,  do  you  know 
what  a  Canadian  Plymouth  Rock  hen  says 

when  she  lays  a  square  egg?"  And  Elsie 
said,  "Why,  no,  I  don't;  what  does  she 

say?"  And  she  replied,  "She  says,  'Ouch'." V 

Shine  Mason  of  the  Palace  theatre  in 
McAllen  invited  us  down  to  the  Palace  to 

see  "Banjo  on  My  Knee."  This  picture  is 
based  on  the  story  of  the  folks  living  in 
houseboats  on  the  Mississippi  river,  which, 
we  believe,  was  written  by  Edna  Ferber. 
This  picture  was  especially  interesting  to  us 
because  we  have  seen  these  houseboats  on  the 

Mississippi,  and  on  Lake  Union  in  Seattle, 
Wash.,  and  on  the  Williamette  river  in  Port- 

land, Ore.,  and  it  described  these  folks,  and 

how  they  lived,  so  vividly  that  we  were  car- 
ried right  back  to  the  water  front.  If  you 

have  never  seen  houseboats  and  the  people 
who  live  in  them  it  will  be  interesting  for 
you  to  see  this  picture.  Barbara  Stanwyck 
and  Joel  McCrea  have  the  leads,  and  they 
give  a  very  creditable  performance  and  play 

their  roles  in  a  very  realistic  way.  We  can't recall  the  name  of  the  man  who  did  the 

comedy  work  on  his  "musical  contraptions" 
(Walter  Brennan),  but  he  was  exceptionably 
good  and  you  will  like  him. 

V 
There  is  an  old  Hoosier  from  Newton 

county,  Indiana,  the  county  we  came  from, 
who  operates  the  apartment  where  we  live, 
and  he  told  us  of  a  couple  of  neighbors  he 
had  back  there  whose  farms  joined.  One  was 

Casey  and  the  other  one  was  Murphy.  Mur- 
phy's cows  made  a  habit  of  getting  into 

Casey's  corn  and  Casey  tried  to  get  Murphy 

to  fix  his  fence,  but  he  wouldn't  do  it.  One 
morning  he  saw  Murphy's  cows  in  his  corn and  it  aroused  his  Irish  and  he  went  over 

to  call  on  him,  but  Murphy  saw  him  coming 
and  ducked  out  of  the  house  and  went  over 

to  a  neighbor's  house.  When  Casey  rapped 
at  the  door  Mrs.  Murphy  came  out  and  he 

said,  "Good  marnin'  to  yez,  Mrs.  Murphy. 
Is  Patrick  at  home?"  and  she  replied,  "He 
is  not,  Mr.  Casey ;  did  yez  want  to  see  him  ?" 
He  replied,  "I  did  that,  Mrs.  Murphy;  I 
came  over  to  bate  hell  out  of  him,  but  an- 

other day  will  do  just  as  well." V 

Every  time  the  weather  man  reports  a 

"norther"  on  its  way  down  here  these  vege- 
table and  citrus  fruit  growers  in  the  valley 

get  cold  feet  and  the  chills  run  up  and  down 
their  backs  like  a  hound  dog  after  a  cotton- 

tail. There  is  one  time  in  the  year  that  they 

all  pray,  Mexicans  and  all,  and  that's  when 
there  is  danger  of  frost.  A  freeze  down  here 
in  December,  January  or  February  would  be 
as  bad  as  a  drouth  up  in  the  corn  belt,  and 

that's  bad  enough.  California's  loss  of  fruit 
by  freezing  is  certainly  a  disaster  to  the 
whole  country,  though  it  may  be  beneficial 
to  the  fruit  growers  of  the  valley,  but  that 
benefit  is  only  sectional. 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  42,  Vol.  19.— Auto  strikers 
attack    plant    in    Flint    riot  Trotsky    talks  on 
terrorism  in  Russia  Flood  menace  moves  toward 
Mississippi  Fashions  Approaches  are  excavated 
for  New  York's  mid-town  tunnel  Sports  in  Miami Beach  and  New  York  City. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  43,  Vol.  19.— Seamen  re- 
turn to  work  in  San  Francisco,  ships  sail  Roose- 
velt addresses  Boy  Scouts  in  Washington  on  their 

27th  anniversary  Huge  ice  breakers  open  up  lanes 
for  ships  in  Europe's  frozen  sea  Fashions,  juvenile wear  Names  in  the  News:  Gustavson  of  Sweden 
visits  Leopold  of  Belgium;  Princess  Alexandra; 
Ambassador  Davies;  Prince  of  Monaco.  Sports  in 
New  York  Citv,  Coral  Gables,  Garmisch. 

NEWS    OF    THE    DAY— No.    240,    Vol.    8.— Motor 
strikers    riot    as    sit-downers    defy    court  Latest 
films   from   the    flood   front  Kidnap   drama  stirs 
China  Speedy   ice   stars   race   for   titles  Earl's wedding  attracts  thousands  Fans  brave  rain  to  see 
mudders  run. 

NEWS   OF   THE   DAY— No.   241,   Vol.   8.— Supreme 
Court  bombshell  Old  man  river  hangs  on  Ski 
aces  leap  from  skyscraper  tower. .  .  .Cunningham  wins 
Wanamaker  mile  A  sit  down  strike  for  love.... 
It's  an  Acanthostnacion  Quadricornis  Black  Shirts 
celebrate  15th  birthday  Italian  Riviera  is  gay  again. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  53.— Flood -torn  area  be- 
gins to  dig  out. ..  .Action,  speed,  in  winter  of  sport 

thrills  Very  best  in  dogdom  pass  judges  Play- 
time now  lures  Europe's  first  families  Riots  bring auto  strikes  to  new  crisis. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  54.— Sit-down  lover  gets 
answer  from  girl  Dizzy  Dean,  No.  1  holdout,  has 
gay  days  End  old  days  of  liner  stops  at  Quaran- 

tine Skiing,  golf,  track,  share  sport  field  Con- 
gress faces  biggest  fight  over  court. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  57,  Vol.  8.— Auto  strikes  riot  in 
Flint  Trotsky    attacks    Stalin    for    latest  Soviet 
purge    in    Moscow  Flood    fight    goes    on  The 
Dionne  Quintuplets. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  58,  Vol.  8.— Senate  leader's  views on    Supreme    Court    proposal  Patty    Berg  wins 
Miami  Biltmore  golf  Sit-down  suitor  Charge  of 
the  health   brigade  Glenn   Cunningham   races  to 
spectacular  victory  in  Wanamaker  mile. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  534, 
Vol.  9. — Latest  in  planes  shown  in  New  York  at  Avi- 

ation Show  Skiers  bite  the  snow-dust  So  tough 
he  tackles  lion  Flower  hats  presage  spring. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  535, 
Vol.  9. — Ten  killed  in  flood  blast  Cunningham  first 
in  mile.... Crack -up  marks  mat  contest  Youngsters 
enjoy  New  Orleans'  carnival  Fascists  fete  anni- 

versary Huge     lion     goes     socialite  Sit-down 
reaches  gag   stage  Incubator  saves  bear  cub. 

Our  Manitoba  neighbor  told  us  a  story 
which  may  be  old  to  most  of  the  folks,  but 
it  was  new  to  us.  He  said  that  a  Scotchman, 

an  Englishman  and  an  Irishman  were  walk- 
ing down  the  road,  and  they  came  to  a  de- 

serted cabin  and  they  looked  in  and  saw  a 
skunk  inside  and  they  made  a  bet  as  to  who 
could  go  in  and  stay  with  the  skunk  the 
longest.  The  Scotchman  went  in  and  stayed 
five  minutes  and  came  out,  and  the  English- 

man went  in  and  stayed  eight  minutes  and 
he  came  out,  and  then  the  Irishman  went 

in  and  stayed  10  minutes — and  the  skunk 
came  out.  We  don't  believe  a  word  of  it. 

V 

We'll  bet  that  everybody  is  happy  here  in 
the  valley  today.  Last  evening  it  began  to 
rain  and  kept  it  up  all  night  and  is  still 
at  it  today  and  it  looks  like  a  rainy  spell, 
and  this  will  ward  off  any  likelihood  of  frost, 

for  the  present  at  least.  The  canning  facto- 
ries, the  juice  plants  and  the  packing  plants 

are  all  running  full  blast  trying  to  get  the 
fruit  harvested. 

V 

We  just  received  a  letter  from  Andy 
Anderson  of  Detroit  Lakes,  Minnesota, 

saying  he  would  start  for  Brownsville, 
Texas,  the  last  of  the  week  and  hoped  to 

see  us.  That's  a  mighty  sensible  hope.  We 
hope  he  does,  too.  He  also  says  he  hopes 

we  can  go  fishing.  That  boy  is  chock  full 
of  good  hopes.  We  hope  we  can,  too. 

Andy,  you  know,  helps  Herb  Anderson 

operate  one  of  Minnesota's  most  popular 
playhouses  at  Detroit  Lakes.  Of  course,, 
Herb  does  the  most  of  the  work,  but 

Andy  helps  some. V 

The  other  night  we  went  down  to  Shine's 
Palace  theatre  and  saw  "Come  and  Get  It" 
with  Edward  Arnold,  Frances  Farmer  and 
Joel  McCrea.  This  is  a  picture  of  lumbering 
in  the  north  woods,  and  is  mighty  realistic. 
We  have  seen  them  cutting  down  pine  trees 
and  hauling  them  to  the  river  in  the  deep 
snow  to  be  rafted  down  the  river  to  the  saw- 

mills, and  this  picture  took  us  back  to  the 
lumber  woods  of  northern  Michigan  and 
northern  Wisconsin,  where  we  ate  sowbelly 
and  beans  with  the  rest  of  the  boys  and  liked 

'em.  If  you  want  a  he-man's  picture  you 
better  get  this  one.  It  may  not  please  the 
feminine  part  of  your  audience  so  good, 
for  there  is  no  mushy  stuff  in  it. 

V 

W.  H.  Blair,  manager  of  the  Blair  Enter- 
prises of  Belleville,  Kan.,  writes  and  says  he 

wants  the  Herald  for  four  of  their  houses. 

Now,  there  is  some  sense  to  that.  We  like 
to  hear  from  the  boys,  and  we  wish  they 

would  remember  that  Jim's  boys  send  our 
mail  to  McAllen,  Texas,  and  probably  will 
until  about  April  1st,  or  until  it  warms  up 
up  in  the  corn  belt.  A  letter  from  any  of 
you  boys  thrills  us  about  like  hearing  the 
nurse  say  "Hello,  Papa."  You  guys  stop 
being  so  doggone  lazy. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
THE  HERALD  covers  the  field  like  an  APRIL 

SHOWER. 
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NEW  ECIJI^HENT 

UNIQUE  TRIAL  OFFER  WILL  CONVINCE 
you.  Our  newest,  finest  audio-matic  volume  control 
amplifiers,  complete  with  RCA  metal  tubes,  now 
priced  from  $39.50.  Extra  liberal  trades.  Write 
S.  O.  S-,  636-AD  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

WALLIE  WATERPROOF  SCREEN  —  RUBBER 
coated — a  Dupont  product — 35#  sq.  ft.  an  excellent 
white  surface  for  maximum  projection  results — water 
acid  resistence — compact  moisture  proof  package — can 
be  shipped  anywhere  in  flood  area.  Write  or  wire 
at  once.    CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New  York. 

BCCI\S 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity  .  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- feller Center,  New  York. 

"BEST  BOOK  BUYS  YET,"  SAY  THOSE  WHO 
ordered.  Combination  of  Mancall's  "Servicing  Projec- 

tion Equipment"  and  Sloane's  ''Motion  Picture 
Projection" — real  library  technical  facts,  charts,  trouble 
shooting  data,  and  only  $1.69  for  both.  Each  book  98^. 
Order  from  S.  O.  S.,  636-AD  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

PROJECTIONIST  —  12  YEARS'  EXPERIENCE, now  employed  but  desires  change.  Can  go  anywhere. 
References.  Address  BOX  854,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHCOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  foi 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  25c  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

600  UPHOLSTERED  CHAIRS,  1,000  WOOD 
veneer  chairs,  cheap.  JOHN  BLUM,  722  Springfield 
Ave.,  Newark,  N.  J. 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before 
prices  go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th 
St.,  New  York. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

10,000  CHAIRS  IN  ALL  MAKES  VENEER, 
panel  and  fully  upholstered  with  swab  or  spring  seats 
at  low  prices.  RELIABLE  SEATING  CO.,  354  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

NATIONAL  EXHIBITORS  HEADQUARTERS  FOR 
genuine  guaranteed  reconditioned  Simplex,  Powers  pro- 

jectors, mechanisms,  reflector  lamps,  mazda  lamp- 
houses,  rectifiers,  motor  generators,  screens,  lenses, 
automatic  rewinds,  sound  equipment,  portables,  etc. 
We  buy — sell  and  swap.  Bargain  bulletin  free.  Com- 

plete stock  accessories  and  supplies.  MONARCH 
THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

PEERLESS  LAMPS  RECONDITIONED  LIKE 
new ;  reflectors  automatic  arc  control  complete,  $200 
a  pair;  Morelite  deluxe,  $100  a  pair;  Mazda  units  with 
transformer.  $75  a  pair.  CROWN,  311  W.  44th 
Street,  New  York. 

GOOD  USED  CHAIRS  ARE  GETTING  SCARCER. 
Buy  at  chair  headquarters.  Many  famous  makes,  re- 

constructed, refinished,  75^  up.  Bulletin  15K  free. 
S.  O.  S.,  636-AD  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

800  USED  OPERA  CHAIRS,  Al  CONDITION, 
full  spring  cushion  seat  with  an  inserted  leather 
panel  back — bargain  price  $1.50  each  f.o.b.  theatre — 
will  not  split  lot  at  this  price.  WESTERN  FEATURE 
FILM  &  SUPPLY  CO.,  1018  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago, 

111. 

GET  ONE  FOR  A  SPARE.  AVOID  BREAK- 
downs.  Big  lot  used  amplifiers;  Operadio,  Webster, 
Radiart,  Mellaphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads 
for  Powers,  Simplex,  real  buys,  $15  up.  S.  O.  S., 
636-AD  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

PRINTING  SERVICE 

NE  ARGR  A  VURE  — (RAISED    PRINTING)  —  500 
letterheads,  500  envelopes  $5.59  cash,  prepaid.  SOLLI- 
DAYS,  since  1897,  Knox,  Ind. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATORS,  MANAGERS  —  EVERY  STATE— need  car— movie  circuits.  311  STATE  THEATRE 
BLDG.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

WANTED  TO  BUT 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TOP  PRICES  PAID  FOR  SIMPLEX,  POWERS 
projectors,  arc  lamps,  rectifiers,  generators,  lenses. 
Stocks  liquidated.  Strictly  confidential,  quick  action. 
BOX  829,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

GENERAL 

ECUIPA4ENT 

GREATEST  FLOOD  OF  VALUES  EVER,  IN 
our  jubilee  sales.  This  week's  special — acoustically 
compensated  speaker  chambers,  give  mellowness  pre- vent distortion.  For  single  speaker,  $14.95;  double, 
$24.75.  Full  details  free.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AD  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  oa 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

THEATRE,  TOWN  OVER  1,000.  MICHIGAN 
preferred.    RATLIFF,  Evart,  Mich. 

THEATRES   EOR  SALE 

350  SEATS,  LATEST  EQUIPMENT.  LD7E  TOWN, 
large  territory  to  draw  from.  Farming  community. 
JOHN  SIEBRAND,  Northwood,  N.  Dak. 

PRESS  OF 

C.  J.  O'BRIEN,  INC. 
NEW  YORK 

I 



REPUBLIC  CRACKS  THROUGH 

WITH  A  PICTURE  WHICH  WILL 

FIND  FAVOR  WITH  ANY  TYPE 

OF  AUDIENCE  AND  WHICH  CM 

STAND  UP  AGAINST  ANY  KIND 

OF  OPPOSIT?  OH" Pally  Variety 

CUi&on  SloUy 

SKIPWORTH  MORAN 

TWO  WISE 

MAIDS 

with  HOPE  MANNING  •  DONALD  COOK 

JACKIE  SEARL-  LILA  LEE*  LUIS  ALBERNI 

Screen  play  by  SAM  ORNITZ  •  Original  story  by  ENDRE  BOHEM 

Directed  by  PHIL  ROSEN  •  Produced  by  NAT  LEVINE 

A    REPUBLIC  PICTURE 
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MOTION  PICTURE 

HERALD 

278  FEATURES  DELIVERED 

ON  TIME  BY  11  COMPANIES 

GIVE  FACTS,  NOT  OPINIONS, 

PATRONS  TELL  REVIEWERS 

FILM  EXPORTS  AT  HIGHEST 

VOLUME  IN  SIX  YEARS 

VOL  1 26,  NO.  8  FEBRUARY  20,  I937 

Entered  as  second-class  matter,  January  12.  1931,  at  the  Post  Office,  at  New  York,  N.  Y..  under  the  ail  of  March  3,  1879. 
Published  weekly  by  Quigley  Publishing  Co..  Inc.,  at  1270  Sixth  Avenue,  Rockefeller  Center,  .Vci*  York.  Subscription, 
$3.00  a  year.    Single  copies,  25  cents 
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Note:  If  Leo's  roar  should 

be  extra  loud  please  remem- 

ber he's  just  a  bit  puffed  up 

about  "Camille",, "After  The 

Thin  Man"  and  other  hits, 

topped  off  by  the  sensational 

success  of  his  newest  road- 

show "The  Good  Earth"  in 

Los  Angeles  and  New  York 
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READY 

WILLING 

AND  ABLE 

with 

Ruby  Keeler 'Lee  Dixon 
and 

Allen  Jenkins 

Louise  Fazenda 

Carol  Hughes 

Ross  Alexander 

Winifred  Shaw 

Teddy  Hart 

Hugh  O'Connell 

Directed  by 

Ray  Enright 

Four  tunes  by  famous  Richard 

Whiting  and  Johnny  Mercer  —  and 

every  one  a  hit..."TOO  MARVELOUS 
FOR, WORDS'V'HANDY  WITH  YOUR 
FEET"  •  "JUST  A  QUIET  EVENING" 



NOW  IT'S  20th's 

ON  THE  AVENUE' 

PUTTING  EXHIBS 

ON  EASY  STREET! 

Another  in  the  amazing  run  of 

smash  attractions  that  mark 

20th  Century-Fox  as  the  indus- 

try's leading  maker  of  hits! 

NEW  YORK:  Held  over  in  pre- 

release run  at  Radio  City  Music 

Hall  2nd  week  opening  stronger 

than  1st.  # 

PHILADELPHIA:  Held  over 

after  first  smash  pre-release 

week.  9 

ALBANY:  Running  way  ahead 

of  "Pigskin  Parade." 

BALTIMORE:  20%  bigger  in  5 

days  than  whole  week  of  "One 

in  a  Million."  # 

WATERBURY:  Out-grossing 

"One  in  a  Million"  and  "Pigskin 
Parade."  # 

SEATTLE:  Absolutely  sensa- 

tional businessl 

SPRINGFIELD  (Mass.):  Beat 

ing  "One  in  a  Million's"  record 
run. 

BRIDGEPORT:  Pulling  ahead 

of  "One  in  a  Million." 

MIAMI:  Biggest  single  day  in 

theatre's  history.  Necessary  to 
turn  away  hundreds! 

MEMPHIS:  Hitting  "One  in  a 

Million"  grosses! 

WORCESTER:  Neck-and-neck 

with  "One  in  a  Million." 

DALLAS:  Ahead  of  "Pigskin 

Parade." 

RICHMOND  (State):  Leading 

"One  in  a  Million." 

MINNEAPOLIS:  Well  ahead 

of  "Pigskin  Parade." 

CLEVELAND:  Topping  "One  in 

a  Million"  by  30%! 

SALT  LAKE  CITY:  Right  up  with 

"One  in  a  Million's"  smash  run! 

—  And  there* s  no  let-up  in  the  top-gross  pace 

the  keystone      or~  **^ne  w*  a  Million**  and  "Lloyds  of  London**! Of  YOUR  FUTURE 

DICK  POWELL  and 

MADELEINE  CARROLL 

in  IRVING  BERLIN'S 

"ON  THE  AVENUE"  with 
ALICE  FAYE,  RITZ  BROTHERS 

and  GEORGE  BARBIER,  Alan 

Mowbray,  Cora  Witherspoon,  Stepin 

Fetch  it,  Sig  Rumann.  Directed  by 

Roy  Del  Ruth.  Associate  Producer 

Gene  Markey.  Screen  play  by  Gene 

Markey  and  William  Conselman. 

Music  and  lyrics  by  Irving  Berlirl. 

Dances  staged  by  Seymour  Felix. 

Darryi  F.Zanuck  in  charge  of  production 
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LET  'EM  ALONE 
PEARL  BUCK,  who  is  also  Mrs.  Richard  J.  Walsh,  no

w 

of  filmland  fame  for  her  "The  Good  Earth,"  has  given 

public  utterance  with  piercing  cries  against  "...  the 
enormous,  stupid  and  silent  censorship  of  the  mass  mind," 

compelling,  she  thinks,  the  producer  and  his  playwrights  to 
abandon  artistic  integrity  in  favor  of  happy  endings,  success 

stories  and  similar  "abominable  fodder,"  which  is  "not  neces- 

sarily true  to  life." 
Miss  Buck  estimates  that  a  typical  motion  picture  audience 

contains  not  more  than  five  per  cent  of  persons  intelligent 

enough  to  enjoy  a  "worthwhile  film." 
The  poignant  lady  is  entitled  to  a  theoretical  sympathy. 

More  practically  it  should  be  observed  to  her  that  it  would 
be  much  more  difficult  for  the  movies,  and  for  writers,  too, 

to  make  a  living  if  the  customers  were  all  as  intelligent  as  she 
would  demand.  They  are  hard  enough  to  please,  now. 

AAA 

WE  have  been  reasonably  patient,  but  the  time  has 
come  when  it  is  necessary  to  list  for  oblivion  another 

word  worn  ragged  in  motion  picture  criticism — it  is 

"nostalgia"  and  all  its  derivative  forms.  "Nostalgia"  was 
brought  into  the  lexicon  of  the  picture  writers  by  the  late  Mr. 

Andre  Sennwald,  who  used  it  with  propriety.  It  will  be  appro- 
priate to  consider  that  he  took  it  away  with  him. 

AAA 

ETAOIN,  also  CMFWYP! 

THROUGH  all  the  depression  years,  your  editor  was  won- 
dering what  might  be  the  source  of  his  unquenchable, 

ebullient  optimism,  that  cheery  glow  of  faith  that,  we 
trust,  has  ever  shone  from  this  page.  And  now  he  has  found  it. 

It  is,  of  all  places,  in  a  catalogue,  the  type  specimen  book 

of  the  O'Brien  Press,  that  typographical  super-machine  which 
once  a  week  prints  for  you  the  multicolored  and  ponderous 
Motion  Picture  Herald  at  the  speed  of  ephemeral  newspaper 

production.  Whenever  the  editor  has  decided  to  interfere 

with  the  staff's  orderly  process  of  producing  the  Herald  and 
turned  to  the  typebook  for  dressy  notions  in  the  art  of  print- 

ing, he  has  been  confronted  with  this  specimen  sentence: 

"How  much  of  the  unparalleled  prosperity  of  the  United  States 

is  due  to  the  extensive  use  of  printing!" 
Consider  the  reiterative  effect  of  that,  year  after  year, 

dropping  on  the  editor's  subconsciousness  like  limeladen  water 
in  a  cave,  building  stalagmites.  Steel  went  to  25  and  Paramount 

February  20,  1937 

to  a  whisper  on  the  "Big  Board"  but  the  typebook  kept  talk- 

ing of  "unparalleled  prosperity",  in  Caslon  Old  Style,  in  True 
Cut  Caslon  Italic,  in  Roman,  in  Gothic,  in  Scotch  Old  Style, 
in  Century,  bold  and  italic,  too,  in  Gothic  Extended,  black 
and  blatant,  in  nonpareil,  brevier  and  minion,  up  to  72  point 
even,  in  lowbrow  Hobo  and  classic  Delia  Robbia,  all  the  big 
parade  that  Gutenberg  started. 

"How  much  of  the  unparalleled  prosperity  of  the  United 
States  is  due  to  the  extensive  use  of  printing!" 

It  rings.  It  stings.   It  lingers. 

After  consulting  the  document,  one  is  left  in  doubt  whether 

it  is  a  questioning,  an  expository  statement,  flat  like  that,  or 
a  New  Deal  exclamation!  Sometimes  it  stops  short,  without 
punctuation,  when  the  compositor  is  engaged  in  displaying 

big  letters.  Also  every  now  and  then  it  is  followed  by  vast 
numbers,  figures  in  the  millions,  just  to  display  the  numeral 

style  maybe,  but  there  is  a  suspicion  that  that  is  but  a  crafty 
device  of  E.  J.  Mordaunt,  the  author  and  editor  of  the  type- 
book,  to  give  a  semblance  of  statistics  to  his  theme  song! 

"How  much  of  the  prosperity  of  the  United  States,  etc.  .  .  " 

Anyway,  in  answer  to  how  much,  we  say — "lots." 
AAA 

CREDIT  ITEM 

NOT  all  of  Hollywood's  "finds"  get  the  limelight  of  atten- tion. Just  for  instance,  while  the  tumult  and  the  shouting 

is  going  on  about  "Three  Smart  Girls"  you  haven't  heard 
that  the  story  of  it  came  from  a  "let's  see  what  you  can  do" 
assignment  from  Mr.  Charles  R.  Rogers  to  Miss  Adele  Coman- 
dini,  who  after  a  futile  round  of  the  studios  appeared  with  a 

give-her-a-chance  note  from  Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini.  For  the  pro- 
tection of  that  amiable  endorser  it  should,  incidentally,  be  said 

that  he  is  just  as  hard  to  convince  as  any  two  studios,  also. 

AAA 

A WICKED  GLEE  accompanies  the  discovery  that  Mr. 
Rudyard  Kipling,  writing  his  autobiography,  misquoted 

himself  in:  "For  East  is  East  and  West  is  West  and 

never  the  twain  should  meet."  The  first  time  he  said  it  the 
verb  was  "shall."  That,  to  be  sure,  is  trivial  beside  the  celerity 
with  which  his  countryman,  Mr.  George  Bernard  Shaw,  puts 
his  foot  in  his  mouth  in  his  discourses  on  the  motion  picture. 

AAA 

NOW  that  Mr.  David  Selznick  has  officially  received  a 
League  of  Nations  medal  for  his  "Little  Lord  Faunt- 

leroy,"  we  may  observe  that  Hollywood  seems  to  have 
done  better  at  Geneva  than  Ethopia. 
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This  Week 

Product 

Eleven  production  companies  have  de- 
livered approximately  half  of  the  features 

scheduled  for  the  1936-37  season.  March 
1st  marks  the  beginning  of  the  second  six 

months  of  the  film  year.  Studio  activity  in- 
dicates that  the  remaining  half  of  the  sched- 

ules will  follow  through  on  time.  Most  of 

the  companies  have  several  features  com- 
pleted and  ready  for  release  within  the  next 

month. 

A  table  showing  the  status  of  production 
at  the  halfway  mark  and  a  list  of  the  titles 
released  to  date  are  on  page  13. 

Newspaper  Influence 

Sixty-eight  per  cent  of  the  average  neigh- 
borhood motion  picture  theatre  audience  is 

influenced  by  film  reviews  in  newspapers ;  60 
per  cent  read  such  reviews  regularly. 

These  are  the  conclusions  from  a  survey 
of  film  review  habits  of  Kansas  City  and  are 
explained  on  page  15. 

High  Definition 

High  definition,  the  transmission  of  tele- 
vision images  which  are  scanned  at  the  rate 

of  441  lines  per  frame  instead  of  the  old 
rate  of  345  lines,  is  claimed  as  the  latest  de- 

velopment in  the  field.  The  new  method  is 
said  by  engineers  of  the  Radio  Corporation 
of  America  and  the  Philco  Radio  and  Tele- 

vision Corporation,  two  companies  most  ac- 
tive in  the  field,  to  produce  clear  images 

without  flickering.  Philco  gave  a  demonstra- 
tion of  its  progress  in  Philadelphia  last  week. 

RCA  engineers  have  confined  themselves  to 
private  tests. 

The  Philadelphia  show  and  other  develop- 
ments are  on  page  25. 

Paramount  Refunding 

Paramount  held  the  financial  attention  of 
Wall  Street  this  week  in  connection  with  a 
new  $15,000,000  plan  of  refunding,  the 
while  Warners  definitely  abandoned  at  this 
time  any  idea  for  its  refinancing. 

Columbia  Pictures  and  Eastman  Kodak 

have  declared  new  stock  dividends,  as  re- 
ported, along  with  other  film  financial  news, 

on  page  24. 

Export  Record 

The  United  States  Government  reports 
that  motion  picture  exports  from  this 
country  are  now  going  to  101  markets  in 
the  world,  and  that  exports  of  both  negative 
and  positive  film  in  1936  reached  a  six-year 
high,  Hollywood  sending  209,651,404  linear 
feet  of  film  last  year  to  foreign  countries. 

A  breakdown  of  the  exports  appears  on 

page  23. 

"State"  Theatre 

America's  first  "state"  theatre  is  ending 

its  first  season,  "highly  successful"  claims 
attending  the  anniversary,  based  on  a  40,000- 
person  audience  in  the  State  of  Washington. 
The  project  will  be  continued,  on  grants 
from  the  Rockefellers. 

Enlistment  of  government  and  private  aid 
for  the  idea  was  required,  as  explained  on 

page  64. 
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Brockliss  Visits 

J.  Frank  Brockliss  of  London,  for  many 

years  a  leading  figure  in  Europe's  film  in- dustry and  the  head  of  J.  Frank  Brockliss, 

Ltd.,  prominent  distributor  of  motion  pic- 
ture equipment  in  England  and  Continental 

countries,  is  in  America  on  an  extended 
business  trip.  His  company  represents  a 
number  of  American  projection  equipment 
manufacturers.  He  became  connected  with 

the  motion  picture  in  1908  as  a  dealer  in 

equipment.  Later,  however,  he  acquired  dis- 
tribution rights  to  the  films  of  George  Me- 

lies,  Carl  Laemmle  and  others.  In  1912  he 
added  production.  That  year  he  persuaded 
Sarah  Bernhardt  to  come  to  London  to 

appear  in  a  film.  The  picture  was  "Queen 
Elizabeth."  Mr.  Brockliss  is  accompanied 
by  Fred  Tims,  an  official  of  his  company. 

Tricolor  Stopped 

Technicolor  this  week  obtained  a  tempo- 
rary injunction  in  the  federal  court  of  Los 

Angeles  preventing  Tricolor  Corporation 
from  issuing  any  more  letters  to  exhibitors 
warning  them  they  may  be  made  defendants 
in  patent  infringement  suits  if  they  continue 
to  exhibit  color  pictures.  Tricolor  and 
Technicolor  are  scheduled  to  air  their  differ- 

ences in  court  next  mbnth  with  Tricolor 
claiming  that  Technicolor  is  infringing  on 
a  patent  it  claims  to  control. 

See  page  33. 

Argentine  Market 
American  films  dominate  the  Argentine 

market  according  to  a  survey  made  by  N. 
Bruski  in  Buenos  Aires.  Of  468  pictures 
released  in  that  city  during  the  first  11 

months  of  1936,  332  were  American.  Ger- 
many was  second  with  only  34. 

Mr.  Bruski's  report  is  on  page  64. 

Flood  Relief 

The  efforts  of  the  motion  picture  industry 
this  week  to  aid  the  American  Red  Cross  in 
the  relief  and  financing  of  the  rehabilitation 

of  Mississippi-Ohio  River  flood  zones  re- 
sulted in  thousands  of  dollars  being  raised. 

A  monster  benefit  was  held  at  the  Music 
Hall  in  New  York  where  over  $60,000  was 
realized,  and  theatres  in  innumerable  towns 
are  holding  similar  affairs  or  collecting  do- 

nations. At  the  same  time,  the  reopening  of 
theatres  in  the  stricken  zones  is  going  ahead, 
although  slowly. 

Details  are  found  on  page  34. 

Sol  Lesser  on  England 

Sol  Lesser,  back  in  Hollywood  after  a  visit 
to  England,  expressed  optimism  with  regard 
to  the  future  of  British  production  and  the 
distribution  of  American  films  in  Europe. 

Mr.  Lesser  is  quoted  on  page  31. 
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Alien  Actors 

Representatives  ci  all  branches  of  the 
stage  and  the  motion  picture  industry  are 
converging  on  Washington  to  protest  the 
alien  actor  bill  proposed  by  Representative 
Dickstein.  Hearings  on  the  measure  opened 
on  Wednesday  and  witnesses  heard  on  the 
first  day  included  Lawrence  Tibbett,  Walter 
Damrosch  and  Edward  Kuykendall,  presi- 

dent of  the  MPTOA. 
The  hearing  and  other  legislative  news 

from  Congress  and  the  states  is  on  page  16. 

Paramount  Partners 

It  was  indicated  this  week  in  New  York 

that  Paramount's  theatre  operations  may  be 
placed  on  a  permanently  localized  basis  with 
the  negotiations  scheduled  for  next  month 
between  the  company  apd  A.  H.  Blank,  last 
of  the  operating  partners.  It  is  expected 
that  Mr.  Blank  will  continue  to  operate  his 
houses  in  the  same  manner  that  other  for- 

mer Paramount  partners  are  now  doing. 
See  story  on  page  23. 

RKO  Hearings 

With  a  legal  victory  scored  over  Orpheum 
Circuit  preferred  stockholders  who  contested 

RKO's  acquisition  of  Orpheum's  assets,  it 
was  reported  in  New  York  this  week  that 
the  way  was  about  clear  for  federal  court 
hearings  of  RKO  creditors  on  the  com- 

pany's reorganization  plan.  The  hearings, 
thrice  postponed,  are  scheduled  for  this 
week. 

See  page  26. 

Dismissal  Upheld 

The  United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals 
in  Philadelphia  on  Tuesday,  in  handling 
down  the  opinion  that  it  does  not  have  legal 
power  to  compel  patent  pool  syndicates  to 
issue  licenses  to  all  applicants,  upheld  the 
dismissal  by  Federal  Judge  John  P.  Nields 
of  Wilmington,  Del.,  of  the  suit  of  F.  A.  D. 
Andrea ,  Inc.,  Woodside,  N.  Y.,  against 
Radio  Corporation  of  America.  The  suit 

charged  RCA  with  violating  both  the  Sher- 
man and  Clayton  anti-trust  laws  through 

"monopoly"  of  radio  patents. 

Studios  on  Air 

The  long  discussed  deal  between  General 
Mills,  through  its  advertising  agency,  and 
the  major  studios  in  Hollywood  calling  for 

the  broadcasting  of  actual  production  of  mo- 
tion pictures  from  the  sound  stages  of  the 

studios,  was  signed  this  week  and  the  first 
program  is  scheduled  to  be  heard  shortly. 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  will  be  the  scene  of 
the  first  broadcast  and  the  other  studios  will 
be  covered  in  rotating  order. 

Details  of  the  broadcast  are  found  on 
page  32. 

Box  Office  Influence 

Revision  of  product  in  the  making  to  bring 
it  into  conformity  with  current  public  predi- 

lection defined  by  theatre  executives  visiting 
Hollywood  is  expected  to  become  general 
practice  if  current  activity  of  two  studios 
in  that  direction  fulfills  present  promise. 

See  page  31. 

British  Renters  Protest 

Four  of  the  most  important  recommenda- 
tions of  the  socalled  Moyne  Committee  come 

in  for  some  sharp  criticism  in  the  report  of 
the  Kinematograph  Renters  Society  to  the 
Board  of  Trade.  The  distributors  object  to 
the  proposed  Film  Commission  for  general 
control,  to  the  flexible  quota,  the  footage 
basis  for  determination  of  quota,  and  to  the 
suggestion  that  registration  of  pictures  for 
quota  be  based  upon  committee  assessment  of 
entertainment  value,  the  socalled  quality  test. 

The  British  distributors'  conclusions  are 
detailed  on  page  55. 

Epidemic  Wanes 

Waning  of  the  influenza  epidemic  ex- 
pedited studio  activity.  Nine  pictures  were 

started  and  twelve  finished. 

Titles,  players  and  directors  are  listed  on 

page  31. 

Censors  Attacked 

The  Cleveland  News  has  attacked  the 

Ohio  board  of  censors  for  the  banning  of 

the  Amkino  film,  "Spain  in  Flames."  An 
editorial  criticizing  the  ban  said  that  sup- 

pressing the  picture  violated  the  American 
principle  of  free  circulation  of  opinion. 

The  paper  is  quoted  on  page  23. 

23,000  in  WPA 

Harry  Hopkins,  Public  Works  Adminis- 
trator, says  there  are  23,000  actors  and  musi- 

cians on  Government  works  program  the- 
atrical relief  rolls,  musicians  outnumbering 

actors  four  to  one.  Every  state  in  the  Union, 
except  South  Dakota,  has  such  workers  in 
the  WPA. 

A  breakdown  appears  on  page  26. 

The  Selznick  Expansion 

Selznick  International  Pictures,  Inc.,  as- 
sumed control  of  the  RKO  Pathe  studio  in 

Hollywood  on  February  11th. 
The  story  is  on  page  31. 

Germany's  Problem 
Increased  production  costs  without  con- 

comitant spread  of  profits  and  a  continuously 

shrinking  export  market  are  making  them- 
selves felt  upon  the  industry  in  Germany, 

particularly  upon  the  smaller  companies, 
writes  J.  K.  Rutenberg  from  Berlin.  Ufa  and 
Tobis,  the  while  taking  a  smaller  loss  than 
other  concerns,  have  disposed  of  fully-owned 
sound  studios,  recording  sets  and  printing 
plants.  The  exhibitor  has  borne  a  heavy 
share  of  the  burden. 

The  problems  before  the  industry  in  Ger- 
many are  detailed  on  page  50. 

Open  Market 
While  Palestine  is  under  Great  Britain  as 

a  mandated  territory,  the  land  of  Interna- 
tional Jewry  gives  preponderant  favor  to 

American  motion  pictures.  The  annual 

turnover  in  receipts  at  the  35  theatres  is  es- 
timated at  a  million  dollars. 

The  situation  in  Palestine,  as  described 
by  Isaac  R.  Molho  at  Jerusalem,  is  described 
on  page  70. 

Chinese  Films  Cain 

So  great  has  been  the  popularity  of  the 
product  of  the  Chinese  studios  in  their  home- 

land that  the  income  from  their  showings  is 
far  exceeding  that  of  foreign  productions. 
While  technical  deficiencies  still  are  mani- 

fest, the  distribution  has  reached  its  highest 

point. 

The  story  of  the  film  situation  in  China 
appears  on  page  59. 

Convicted 

Fourteen  Balaban  &  Katz  corporations, 
operating  32  theatres,  have  been  convicted 
and  fined  $15  for  each  theatre  on  charges  of 
operating  chance  games  in  violation  of  a 
Chicago  ordinance.  Attorneys  for  the  cir- 

cuit have  petitioned  for  a  new  trial  and  ar- 
guments on  an  injunction  to  restrain  the  po- 

lice from  interfering  with  the  games  were 
to  be  heard  in  the  Illinois  supreme  court  on Wednesday. 

The  story  of  the  trial  is  on  page  17. 

Exhibitor  Conventions 

National  exhibitor  organizations,  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America 

and  Allied  States  Association  of  Motion 
Picture  Exhibitors,  are  busy  with  plans  for 
their  annual  conventions.  The  MPTO  of 

Virginia  held  its  yearly  session  in  Rich- 
mond last  week. 

Convention  plans  and  the  Richmond  meet- 
ing are  reported  on  page  32. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

J-  JP    BEFORE  BREAKFAST f   /   {above)    to   see   "Garbo  Loves 
Robert  Taylor",  sometimes  also 

known  as  "Camille".  And  in  Los  Angeles 

right  where  they  make  'em,  too. 

This  showing  also  included  a  giveaway 

with  some  sense  to  it,  too — a  free  break- 
fast for  the  early  bird  patrons,  who 

came  to  the  show  at  6:50  a.m.  Pacific 
standard  time.  Unlike  crockery  and  cash 

prizes  for  lucky  numbers,  this  premium 
had  something  to  do  with  the  business, 

and  everybody  wins.  Meanwhile,  orange 

juice  with  movies  sounds  like  a  Cham- 
ber of  Commerce  notion. 

/RENE  CASTLE,  she
  is  Mrs. Fredric  McLaughlin  now  and  her 

husband  is  a  coffee  magnate  in 

Chicago,  but  here  she  is  in  Hollywood 
and  the  show  world  again,  this  time 

signing  an  RKO  contract  to  be  an 
adviser  on  a  Fred  Astaire  production  in 

a  story  based  on  the  Castle  saga.  Wit- 
nesses include  Ned  Depinet  and,  between 

them,  George  Stevens,  director.  Remem- 

ber Irene  Castle  in  "Patria"  of  World War  days? 
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ii  I! 

rHE  KID  CYCLE,  that  is
  to  say 

the  newest  one,  is  full  upon  us, 
with  newcomers  every  day.  The 

younger  set  just  will  not  stay  young, 
like  Mickey  Mouse,  as  is  evidenced  in  the 
camera  recording  at  the  right  presenting 

"Our  Gang"  of  yesterday  and  today  re- 
joined in  the  cast  of  a  production  entitled 

"Reunion  in  Rhythm",  which  sounds  like 
a  great  place  for  a  reunion. 

Below,  of  the  new  procession  of  young 
hopefuls,  we  have  a  mischievous  pair, 
Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch,  getting  studio 
conscious  at  First  National  where  they 

have  the  title  roles  of  Mark  Twain's — 
or  it  used  to  be  his — "The  Prince  and 

the  Pauper". 

And  at  the  lower  right  Master  Desmond 

Tester  of  GB's  "Non-Stop  New  York", 
now  in  production  in  England. 
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Y  jrOLLYWOOD  WILL  GET  BOWLEGGED  carrying 
r  ~m  its  medals,  yet.  {At  left)  Here  is  Modern  Screen's 

Leo  Townsend  conferring  a  plaque  for  "On  the 

Avenue"  upon  Darryl  Xanuck.  The  fan  press  gets  its  raw  mate- 
rial from  the  studios,  so  it  sends  flowers  now  and  then.  {And 

above)  The  Junior  Chambers  of  Commerce  of  the  USA  at  a 

Hollywood  dinner  acclaimed  Walt  Disney  "most  outstanding 
young  business  man".  Here  he  is  outstanding  between  pretty 
Mrs.  Nate  Blumberg  and  the  also  outstanding  Leo  Spitz.  {Also, 

below)  Warner  Brothers'  midwest  staff  gathered  in  Chicago, 
thus:  Fred  Greenberg,  Art  Anderson,  Tom  Gilliam,  Bob  Smith, 
Clarence  Olson,  Kud  Lohrenz,  Sam  Clark,  {sitting  down) 

George  Weinberg,  Leo  Blank  and  Hall  Walsh. 
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278  FEATURES  DELIVERED 

BY  ELEVEN  DISTRIBUTORS 

Films  Promised  and  Delivered 

At  Halfway  Mark  of  Season 

Nun- 

iber  of  Features Number  Released To  Be  Released Completed  But 
Promised  for 

to 

in  Second Not  Released 
Distributors 1936-37 March  1st Six  Months As  of  March  1st 

Columbia   

58 

32* 

26 

9t 

Gaumont  British  .... 24 

15* 

9 2 

Grand  National  

52 

16* 

36 4 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 44-52 

24** 

22 

5tt 

Paramount   58 35 20 2 

Republic  68 

33*** 

35 0 
RKO  Radio   

54 

23** 

36 5 

Twentieth  Century-Fox 67 39 28 4 
United  Artists   31 1 1 20 8 
Universal   42 21 21 3 
Warner  Brothers  .... 60 35 6 

TOTALS   
558 

278ttt 

287 48 

*  includes  2  holdovers  from  1935-36  program 
**  includes  5  holdovers  from  1935-36  program 

***  includes  1  holdover    from  1935-36  program 
****  includes  4  holdovers  from  1935-36  program  and  1  reissue 

f  includes  "Lost  Hori-on" ft  includes  "Romeo  and  Juliet"  and  "The  Good  Earth" 
fff  includes  21  holdovers  from  1935-36  program 

Producers  Up  to  Schedule  at 

Halfway  Mark;  Year  Calls  for 

98  More  Features  from  I  I 

Companies  Than  Last  Year 

Exhibitors,  promised  a  total  of  558  fea- 
tures by  eleven  producing  companies,  will 

have  received  approximately  half  that  num- 
ber on  March  1st,  the  beginning  of  the  sec- 
ond six  months  of  the  motion  picture  year. 

The  278  releases  made  available  to  date  in- 
clude 21  holdovers  from  the  1935-36  sched- 
ules, but  the  companies  have  completed, 

ready  for  release,  an  additional  48  features. 

Production,  geared  to  a  higher  numer- 
ical tempo  than  last  year  when  only  460 

features  were  listed  for  release,  not  only 

has  kept  pace  with  the  increased  sched- 
ules made  necessary,  among  other  factors, 

by  the  more  widespread  use  of  double 
features,  but,  as  pointed  out  by  high  gross 

receipts  and  admission  figures,  has  main- 
tained a  steady  level  of  quality. 

Studio  activity  indicates  that  most  of  the 
287  features  listed  for  the  second  half  of  the 
season  will  be  ready  for  release  on  time. 
Completed  or  in  work  are  many  of  the  larger 
productions  announced  for  this  year,  and 
ambitious  historical  and  classical  subjects 

programmed  at  the  season's  start  are  being 
kept  to  schedule. 

The  Production  Record 

The  table  appearing  on  this  page  shows 

the  production  record  of  the  eleven  com- 
panies as  of  March  1st. 

Columbia,  GB,  Paramount  and  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  have  released  more  than  half 
of  their  scheduled  totals.  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  and  Universal  are  each  halfway 
through  their  schedules,  but  MGM  has  five 
more  ready  for  release,  two  of  which  are 

now  being  roadshown,  and  Universal  is  hold- 
ing three  for  later  release. 

Grand  National  has  completed  only  20  of 
its  promised  52  features  and  of  these  four 
have  not  yet  been  released,  but  its  program 
did  not  begin  until  October  4th.  Thirty- 
three  Republic  features  have  been  released 
with  35  still  to  come.  RKO  Radio  has  de- 

livered 23,  of  which  five  were  holdovers  from 

the  1935-36  program,  but  has  five  others 
ready  for  March  and  April.  United  Artists 
has  released  11  and  has  eight  more  com- 

pleted. Warner  Brothers  has  delivered  29, 
including  four  holdovers,  but  six  completed 

features  bring  the  company's  total  to  more than  half  the  scheduled  number. 

Concentrating  on  Drama 

Drama,  vivid  and  vigorous,  is  the  enter- 
tainment element  upon  which  producers  are 

concentrating,  it  is  indicated  in  mid-season 
plans  and  activities  at  the  studios.  Analysis 
of  subjects  in  preparation,  on  the  stages,  and 
recently  completed,  shows  that  of  136  pic- 

tures 85  can  be  classified  as  either  drama  or 
dramatic  romance. 

Typical  of  the  straight  drama  classifica- 

tion into  which  64  of  the  subjects  fall  are 

"Parnell,"  "Michael  Strogoff,"  "The  Good 
Earth,"  "Souls  at  Sea"  and  "Maid  of  Sa- 

lem." Another  group  of  21,  including  such 
types  as  "When  You're  in  Love,"  "Criminal 
Lawyer,"  "Wings  of  the  Morning"  and 
"Prisoner  of  Zenda,"  further  illustrate  the 
trend  toward  drama. 

The  remainder  of  the  list  is  divided 

among  comedy  romances  that  follow  the 

vogue  of  "My  Man  Godfrey,"  "Theo- 
dora Goes  Wild"  and  "Libelled  Lady"  as 

well  as  straight  comedies  and  musicals. 
Musicals  comprise  the  largest  group  with  23 

of  this  type  in  preparation  or  set  for  shoot- 
ing. Twenty-one  are  comedy  romances  and 

seven  are  straight  comedies. 

Supporting  the  productions  which  by  their 
number  and  importance  define  these  trends  is 
a  full  complement  of  secondary  features. 
Westerns  are  not  ignored,  all  the  popular 
stars  being  slated  to  ride  again  many  times, 
and  the  Charlie  Chans,  Jones  Family,  the 
Perry  Masons  and  Jeeves  again  will  appear. 

Unprecedented  mid-seasonal  sales  activi- 
ties are  being  carried  on  by  the  distributors 

this  year.  In  the  last  month  most  of  the 
large  companies  have  held  regional  sales 
conferences,  and  home  office  sales  executives 
have  made  numerous  field  trips  to  confer 

with  district  managers.  Columbia,  Twenti- 
eth Century-Fox,  Paramount,  United  Art- 
ists, Universal,  Gaumont  British  and  War- 
ner Brothers  have  held  such  meetings  in 

recent  weeks  and  are  conducting  special 
sales  drives. 

Eastern   district  branch   managers  and 

home  office  executives  of  RKO  Radio  met  on 

Wednesday  and  Thursday  of  this  week  in 
New  York,  the  third  and  final  such  confer- 

ence for  the  company.  Previous  sessions 
were  in  San  Francisco  and  Chicago.  Fol- 

lowing several  sales  meetings  held  by  War- 
ner Brothers  forces,  Norman  H.  Moray, 

general  sales  manager  for  Vitaphone  short 
subjects,  was  on  a  tour  of  exchanges  for 
discussions  of  trends  in  short  subjects  with 
salesmen  and  managers. 

Convention  Plans  Undertaken 

The  annual  conventions  at  which  plans 

and  policies  for  the  1937-38  product  and 
sales  will  be  defined  are  already  being  dis- 

cussed in  the  home  offices.  Paramount  ex- 
ecutives are  considering  a  plan  to  hold  two 

sales  meetings  this  year,  one  for  the  western 
offices  and  a  second  for  the  eastern  group. 
Cities  and  dates  have  not  been  decided. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  scheduled  its 
sales  meeting  for  May  30th  at  Movietone 
City,  and  the  sales  executives  are  laying 
plans  for  the  fifth  anniversary  Sidney  R. 
Kent  drive  which  is  to  open  August  15th. 
The  Grand  National  convention  is  tenta- 

tively set  to  take  place  in  May  at  the  new 
Grand  National  studio  in  Hollywood. 

The  1936-37  productions  which  have  been 
released  by  the  11  companies  to  date  are: 

COLUMBIA 

September  1,  1936  They  Met  in  a  Taxi  (1935- 36  program) 

September  15;  The  Unknown  Ranger 
September  18 ;  End  of  the  Trail 
September  23 ;  Alibi  for  Murder (Continued  on  following  page) 
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TITLES  DELIVERED  BY  11  COMPANIES 

(Continued  from  preceding  paije") 
September  25 ;  The  Man  Who  Lived  Twice 

October  1 ;  Craig's  Wife 
October  1;  Killer  at  Large  (1935-36  program) 
October  8;  Adventure  in  Manhattan 
October  9 ;  Code  of  the  Range 
October  15 ;  Tugboat  Princess 
October  30 ;  Ranger  Courage 
November  1 ;  Legion  of  Terror 
November  7 ;  Come  Closer,  Folks 
November  12 ;  Theodora  Goes  Wild 
November  14;  North  of  Nome 
November  20;  The  Cowboy  Star 
November  21 ;  Lady  from  Nowhere 
November  25 ;  Pennies  from  Heaven 
December  1 1 ;  Rio  Grande  Ranger 
December  14;  The  Beloved  Vagabond 
December  24 ;  More  Than  a  Secretary 
December  31 ;  Counterfeit  Lady 
January  8,  1937 ;  Find  the  Witness 
January  17  ;  Woman  in  Distress 
January  22  ;  Westbound  Mail 

January  24;  Devil's  Playground 
January  28 ;  Woman  of  Glamour 
February  5 ;  Dodge  City  Trail 
February  15 ;  I  Promise  to  Pay 
February  20 ;  Parole  Racket 
February  26;  Law  of  the  Ranger 

February  27 :  When  You're  in  Love *  *  * 
GAUMONT  BRITISH 

August  15,  1936;  Seven  Sinners 
September  1 ;  Nine  Days  a  Queen 
October  1 ;  Everything  is  Thunder 
October  16;  East  Meets  West  (1935-36  pro- 

gram) 
November  1;  Man  Who  Lived  Again  (1935-36 
program) 

November  15 ;  Love  in  Exile 
November  20;  Week  End  Millionaire 
December  1 ;  Living  Dangerously 
December  15 ;  Strangers  on  a  Honeymoon 
January  1,  1937;  The  Woman  Alone 
January  10 ;  River  of  Unrest 
January  20;  Man  of  Affairs 
January  30;  Head  Over  Heels  in  Love 
February  15;  Everybody  Dance 

February  25 ;  You're  in  the  Army  Now 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

October  4,  1936;  In  His  Steps 
October  11;  Devil  on  Horseback 
October  25 ;  White  Legion 
November  8;  Yellow  Cargo 
November  22;  Song  of  the  Gringo 
November  29;  Captain  Calamity 
December  6;  Hats  Off 

December  20;  Headin'  for  the  Rio  Grande 
January  2,  1937 ;  Great  Guy 

January  16;  We're  in  the  Legion  Now January  23 ;  Scotland  Yard  Commands 
January  30  ;  Arizona  Days 
February  13 ;  Romance  and  Riches 
February  20;  Navy  Spy 
February  27;  Killers  of  the  Sea 
February  27 ;  Trouble  in  Texas 

*  *  * 

M  ETRO-GOLDWYN-M  AYER 

September  4,  1936;  The  Great  Ziegfeld  (1935-36 
program) 

September  11 ;  Sworn  Enemy 
September  18;  The  Devil  is  a  Sissy  (1935-36 
program) 

September  25;  Old  Hutch  (1935-36  program) 
October  2 ;  The  Longest  Night 
October  9;  Libelled  Lady  (1935-36  program) 
October  16;  All  American  Chump 
October  23 ;  Mister  Cinderella 
October  30;  Our  Relations 
November  6 ;  Tarzan  Escapes 
November  13 ;  Mad  Holiday 
November  20;  Love  on  the  Run  (1935-36  pro- 

gram) 

MEETINGS  PLANNED 

ON  SCREEN  TRENDS 

RKO  executives,  meeting  recently 

on  the  coast,  discussed  plans  for  hold- 
ing four  meetings  a  year  in  Hollywood 

to  follow  changes  in  subject  trends 

and  consequent  alterations  in  produc- 
tion schedules.  The  theatre  and  pro- 

duction departments  would  be  repre- 
sented at  the  quarterly  sessions.  Bet- 

ter understanding  between  the  divi- 
sions of  the  company  is  reported  to 

have  resulted  from  the  meeting  and 
one  concrete  result  is  said  to  have 

been  the  scrapping  of  several  stories 

by  the  studio  department  at  the  re- 
quest of  the  theatre  division. 

November  20 ;  April  Romance 
November  27 ;  Born  to  Dance 
December  11 ;  General  Spanky 
December  18;  Sinner  Take  All 
December  25 ;  After  the  Thin  Man 
January  1,  1937 ;  Camille 
January  8 ;  Under  Cover  of  Night 
January  22  ;  Dangerous  Number 
January  29 ;  Man  of  the  People 
February  5;  Mama  Steps  Out 
February  19 ;  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney 
February  26 ;  Espionage 

*  *  * 
PARAMOUNT 

August  7 ;  My  American  Wife 

August  14;  I'd  Give  My  Life 
August  21 ;  Hollywood  Boulevard 
August  28;  Texas  Rangers 
August  28 ;  Straight  from  the  Shoulder 
September  4;  Lady  Be  Careful 
September  4 ;  The  General  Died  at  Dawn 
September  1 1 ;  Three  Married  Men 
September  18;  Wives  Never  Know 
September  25 ;  Murder  with  Pictures 
October  2;  Valiant  is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
October  9 ;  Big  Broadcast  of  1937 
October  16;  Wedding  Present 
October  23  ;  Accusing  Finger 
October  23 ;  Hopalong  Cassidy  Returns 
October  30;  Rose  Bowl 
November  6;  Along  Came  Love 
November  6 ;  Easy  to  Take 
November  13 ;  Go  West  Young  Man 
November  20;  Hideaway  Girl 
November  27;  Jungle  Princess 
December  4;  Arizona  Mahoney 
December  11 ;  Trail  Dust 

December  18;  Let's  Make  a  Million 
December  25  ;  College  Holiday 
January  1 ;  The  Plainsman 
January  8 ;  Mind  Your  Own  Business 
January  15;  Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes 

January  22 ;  Doctor's  Diary 
January  29;  Champagne  Waltz 
February  5 ;  Outcast 

February  12;  John  Meade's  Woman February  19 ;  Maid  of  Salem 
February  26;  Clarence 
February  26 ;  Borderland 

♦  ♦  * 
REPUBLIC 

August  15,  1936 ;  Hearts  in  Bondage 
August  18;  Oh,  Susanna! 
August  25 ;  Down  to  the  Sea 
September  5 ;  Follow  Your  Heart 
September  15;  Sitting  on  the  Moon  (1935-36 
program) 

September  21 ;  Bulldog  Edition 

September  21 ;  Three  Mesquiteers 
September  24 ;  Undercover  Man 
September  30;  Ride,  Ranger,  Ride 

October  8 ;  The  President's  Mystery October  14;  Cavalry 
October  26 ;  Ghost  Town  Gold 
November  9 ;  Country  Gentleman 
November  16;  The  Big  Show 
November  19 ;  The  Gun  Ranger 
November  23 ;  Lawless  Land 
December  7;  The  Mandarin  Mystery 

December  9 ;  Roarin'  Lead December  14 ;  Happy  Go  Lucky 
December  21 ;  Beware  of  Ladies 
December  21 ;  The  Old  Corral 
December  28 ;  Border  Phantom 
December  28 ;  A  Man  Betrayed 

January  4,  1937 ;  Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
January  1 1 ;  Larceny  on  the  Air 
January  18;  The  Bold  Caballero 
January  20 ;  Bar  Z  Bad  Men 
January  25  ;  Join  the  Marines 
February  1 ;  The  Trusted  Outlaw 
February  15  ;  Gambling  Terror 
February  15 ;  Two  Wise  Maids 
February  22 ;  Paradise  Express 
February  28 ;  Round- Up  Time  in  Texas *  *  * 

RKO  RADIO 

September  18,  1936 ;  Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose 
October  2;  Mummy's  Boys 
October  9;  The  Big  Game 
October  16;  Daniel  Boone 
October  23 ;  Without  Orders 
November  6 ;  A  Woman  Rebels  ( 1935-36  pro- 

gram) 
November  15 ;  Make  Way  for  a  Lady 
November  20;  Winterset 
November  27 ;  Smartest  Girl  in  Town 
December  4;  Wanted:  Jane  Turner  (1935-36 

program) 
December  11;  The  Plot  Thickens  (1935-36  pro- 
gram) 

December  18;  Night  Waitress 
December  25 ;  Rainbow  on  the  River 
January  1 ;  That  Girl  from  Paris 
January  8;  We  Who  Are  About  To  Die  (1935- 36  program) 

January  15;  The  Plough  and  tht  Stars  (1935- 36  program) 

January  22 ;  Racing  Lady 
January  29  ;  Criminal  Lawyer 
February  5 ;  They  Wanted  to  Marry 
February  12 ;  We're  on  the  Jury 
February  19;  Sea  Devils 

February  19 ;  When's  Your  Birthday 
February  26 ;  Park  Avenue  Logger 

*  *  * 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

August  1,  1936;  To  Mary— With  Love 
August  7 ;  Charlie  Chan  at  the  Race  Track 
August  7;  State  Fair  (reissue) 

August  14;  Girls'  Dormitory August  21 ;  Sing,  Baby,  Sing 

August  28 ;  Star  for  a  Night 
September  4 ;  The  Road  to  Glory 
September  11;  Pepper 
September  1 1 ;  King  of  the  Royal  Mounted 
September  18;  The  Jones  Family  in  Back  to 

Nature 

September  25 ;  Ramona  ■ October  2;  Thank  You,  Jeeves 
October  9;  Ladies  in  Love 
October  16;  Dimples 
October  23;  Pigskin  Parade 
October  23  ;  Ambassador  Bill  (reissue) 
October  30;  15  Maiden  Lane 
November  6;  Under  Your  Spell 
November  6;  Wild  Brian  Kent 
November  13;  Can  This  Be  Dixie? 
November  20 ;  Reunion 
November  27 ;  White  Hunter 
December  4;  Banjo  on  My  Knee 

(Continued  on  pane  18) 
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85  PER  CENT  OF  PATRONS  PREFER 

FACTUAL  REVIEWS  IN  NEWSPAPERS 

Exhibitor  Finds  That  Sixty-eight 
Per  Cent  of  His  Customers 

Are  Influenced  by  Numerous 

Critiques  in  the  Daily  Press 

by  KENNETH  FORCE 
in  Kansas  City 

Eighty-five  per  cent  of  the  patronage  of 
the  average  neighborhood  motion  picture 

theatre  prefers  the  informational  type  of  re- 
view, the  kind  that  gives  the  facts  of  con- 

tent of  a  production  and  leaves  it  to  the 
patron  to  make  up  his  or  her  own  mind. 

Sixty-eight  per  cent  is  partly  or  wholly  in- 

fluenced by  the  newspapers'  critiques,  though 
regular  readers  of  the  reviews  totaled  61 
per  cent. 
Always  a  debatable  question  in  and  out 

of  the  industry :  How  much  do  newspaper 
reviews  affect  film  theatre  attendance? — E. 
E.  Webber,  owner  and  operator  of  the  Mary 

Lue  theatre  at  Kansas  City,  Missouri,  con- 
ducted a  study  which  reduced  the  foregoing 

conclusions.  Mr.  Webber  circularized  the 

following  questionnaire  among  several  thou- 
sands of  patrons  actual  and  prospective : 

1.  Do  you  read  newspaper  reviews  of  motion  pic- 
tures regularly?    Occasionally?   

Not  at  all?   

2.  Do  these  reviews  decide  whether  or  not  you 
will  go  see  the  picture?  Yes  No  

3.  What  type  of  review  do  you  prefer:  The  clever 
sort  whose  fun  is  usually  at  the  expense  of  the 
picture?    Or  the  sort  that  simply 
gives  you  a  clear  idea  of  the  picture  and 
permits  you  to  decide  for  yourself?   

Although  68  per  cent  of  those  replying 
said  that  reviews  affected  their  attendance, 
there  were  many  qualifications  expressed, 

such  as  these :  "They  do  not  altogether,"  "To 
some  extent,  but  I  form  my  own  opinion," 
"Generally,  but  not  always,"  "Usually,"  "Oc- 

casionally," "Sometimes,"  "To  an  extent," 
"Not  always,"  "Not  altogether,"  "Also  re- 

views in  Parents  Magazines,"  "Most  of  the 
time."  All  these  were  classified  as  being 
influenced  by  the  critiques,  however. 

"Reviews  are  not  dependable,"  commented 
one  woman  who  checked  the  question.  A 

man  wrote  "Almost  never." 
Those  who  read  film  reveiws  regularly 

are  more  likely  to  have  their  theatre  at- 
tendance affected  by  them,  it  appeared  from 

the  questionnaire.  Fifty-one  per  cent  of 
those  who  answered  read  reviews  regularly 
and  were  affected  by  them.  Seventeen  per 
cent  who  read  reviews  occasionally  are  in- 

fluenced in  their  attendance.  Eleven  per 

cent  read  reviews  regularly  and  are  not  af- 
fected. Twenty-one  per  cent  read  reviews 

only  occasionally  and  are  not  at  all  in- 
fluenced by  them. 

Eight  of  those  who  answered  the  ques- 
tionnaire liked  both  the  clever  and  the 

clear  type  of  review,  but  the  vote  was 
overwhelmingly  in  favor  of  the  review  which 

permits  the  moviegoer  to  do  his  own  think- 
ing. 

It  has  been  the  consensus  of  exhibitors 

Presentation  of  information 

regarding  product  to  the  ex- 
hibitor is  the  objective  of  the 

"Showmen's  Reviews"  in  Mo- 
tion Picture  Herald.  Appearing 

on  the  first  page  of  the  depart- 
ment each  week  are  the  follow- 

ing words: 

"This  department  deals  with 
new  product  from  the  point  of 

view  of  the  exhibitor  who  is 

to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public.'" 

in  this  territory,  Mr.  Webber  explained, 
that  theatre  attendance  has  been  adversely 

affected  by  the  apparent  desire  of  critics 
to  wisecrack  the  pictures  in  their  reviews. 

One  of  the  reasons  prompting  Mr.  Webber 
to  conduct  the  survey  was  that  during  his 
years  in  exhibition  he  has  seen  many  pic- 

tures prove  successful  after  negative  re- 
views, and  many  fall  down  at  the  box  office 

after  favorable  reviews.  If  the  practical  pur- 
pose of  the  newspaper  review  is  to  discuss 

a  motion  picture  in  such  a  manner  that  the 
public  may  judge  before  seeing  it  whether 
it  is  of  the  type  and  quality  they  are  likely 
to  enjoy,  then  the  review  does  not  attain  its 
objective  always,  he  added. 

"During  the  past  year  or  two  I  have 
watched  several  excellent  movies  go  begging 

at  first-runs,"  Mr.  Webber  said.  "As  the 
suburban  houses  played  them,  word  got 
about  that  they  were  good,  and  they  accumu- 

lated box-office  punch  rather  than  losing  it 
as  they  went  down  the  schedule  of  clearance. 
Either  the  reviewer  could  not  convince  the 
public  that  the  picture  was  good,  or  his  own 
idea  of  the  picture  did  not  coincide  with  the 

picture's  entertainment  qualities." 
Prefer  to  be  Own  Critics 

It  has  been  the  general  belief,  said  Mr. 

Webber,  that  readers  do  not  like  the  "wise- 
cracking" type  of  review.  The  question- naire bore  this  out. 

"I  prefer  to  be  my  own  critic,"  was  one 
women's  comment.  "Yes,  then  judge,"  was 
another.  A  man  suggested,  "I  like  an  honest 
review;"  another,  "I  like  a  clear  idea."  "I 
prefer  a  clear  idea,"  "I  care  nothing  for  a 
critic's  opinion,"  were  other  comments. 

One  woman  replied  that  she  liked  both 
the  factual  critique  and  the  opinionated  kind 

because  "after  reading  both  I  know  whether 
I  want  to  see  the  picture  or  not."  Said  an- 

other, "Entertaining  in  the  reading,  then  I 
can  form  my  own  opinion  after  seeing  the 

picture."  "No  reviewer  yet  pours  it  on 
enough  about  every  picture  being  the  same 

old  stuff,"  asserted  one  man.  "Not  too  much 
at  the  expense  of  the  picture,"  suggested another. 

Twenty-six  per  cent  of  the  woman  replied 
and  20  per  cent  of  the  men. 

Sixty  per  cent  of  the  answers  came  from 

Comparatively  Few  Like  the 

"Wisecrack"  Type  of  Critique 

of  Motion  Pictures,  Kansas 

City   Showman    Is  Advised 

women,  indicating  that  the  preponderance  of 
attendance  was  by  women,  even  at  neigh- 

borhood theatres  in  the  evening.  Of  the 
women,  72  per  cent  said  they  read  reviews 
regularly,  74  per  cent  were  affected  in  their 
attendance  by  reviews.  Of  the  men,  only  47 
per  cent  read  reviews  regularly,  with  59 
per  cent  declaring  their  attendance  was  more 
or  less  determined  by  them. 
An  analysis  of  the  relationship  between 

review  reading  and  film  attendance  in  the 
case  of  men  and  women  showed  that  only  37 

per  cent  of  the  men  both  read  reviews  regu- 
larly and  attended  theatres  in  accordance 

with  them,  but  this  held  true  of  62  per  cent 
of  the  women.  The  conclusion  might  be 
drawn,  suggested  Mr.  Webber,  that  men 
were  less  easily  affected  than  women  by 
what  they  read  about  pictures.  The  figures 
showed  also  that  of  the  men,  .08  per  cent 

read  reviews  regularly  and  were  not  af- 
fected ;  of  the  women,  1 1  per  cent.  Twenty 

per  cent  of  the  men  read  reviews  occasion- 
ally and  were  influenced;  15  per  cent  of  the 

women.  And  35  per  cent  of.  the  men  read 
occasionally  and  were  not  affected  at  all, 
while  this  held  true  for  only  12  per  cent  of 
the  women. 

Eighty-two  per  cent  of  the  men  liked  the 
clear  type  of  review;  18  per  cent  the  clever 
sort.  Of  the  women,  87  per  cent  preferred 

the  clear  review  to  the  "clever"  type. 
Twenty  per  cent  of  the  answers  to  Mr. 

Webber's  questionnaire  were  from  husbands 
and  wives.  Sixty-four  per  cent  of  them  an- 

swered the  questions  identically. 

"This  should,  but  probably  doesn't  indi- 
cate that  those  who  attend  movies  have  very 

little  disagreement  at  home  over  relative  en- 

tertainment values  of  pictures,"  said  Mr. Webber. 

Only  two  husbands,  and  only  one  wife 
voted  for  reviews  clever  at  the  expense  of 

the  picture. 

Cards  Mailed  from  Homes 

Patrons  received  cards  as  they  entered  or 
left  the  theatre.  This  procedure  made  it  nec- 

essary that  the  cards  be  taken  home,  filled 
in  with  name  and  address,  and  then  mailed. 

Mr.  Webber  pointed  out  that  in  addition 
he  gave  the  cards  only  to  those  he  thought 
would  answer  them,  and  answer  them  with 

judgment  and  sincerity.  None  went  to  chil- 
dren or  to  young  folk  in  noisy  groups.  He 

gave  special  effort  to  reaching  regular  pa- 
trons. 

Twenty  per  cent  of  the  replies  came  from 
husbands  and  wives. 

The  persons  who  answered  the  cards  re- 
side in  the  southeastern  section  of  Kansas 

City,  probably  the  city's  most  typically  mid- dle class  area,  where  residents  are  neither 
rich  nor  poor,  where  there  are  many  homes 
and  few  apartments  or  apartment  hotels. 
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STAGE,  MUSIC,  FILMS 

ATTACK  ACTOR  BILL 

Dickstein  Hearings  Open  in 

Washington;  State  Legisla- 

tures  Study   New  Taxation 

by  FRANCIS  L  BURT 

in  Washington 

Widely  divergent  views  as  to  the  desira- 
bility of  the  Dickstein  Alien  Actor  Bill  were 

presented  before  the  House  Immigration 
Committee  on  Wednesday  as  hearings 
opened  on  the  measure. 

Interrupted  by  verbal  tilts  between  mem- 
bers, the  committee  sought  to  obtain  from 

witnesses  information  as  to  the  exact  num- 

ber of  American  actors  and  artists  per- 
mitted to  appear  abroad  and  the  number 

of  foreigners  on  the  American  stage. 

As  the  hearing  opened,  Chairman  Dickstein 
explained  that  the  purpose  of  the  bill  is  two- 

fold. First,  to  provide  reciprocal  exchange  of 

actors,  and,  second,  "to  close  up  a  gap  in  this 
law  under  which  thousands  of  hams  came  in." 
It  is  not  intended,  he  said,  to  keep  out  artists  of 
distinguished  ability. 
Most  of  the  first  day  of  the  hearing  was 

devoted  to  hearing  witnesses  representing  the 
musical  world  and  the  legitimate  stage,  most 
of  whom  admitted  they  knew  little  about  con- 

ditions in  the  film  industry.  John  Seagar,  rep- 
resenting the  Lambs  Club,  however,  asserted 

that  when  he  was  in  Hollywood  some  four  years 
ago  there  were  a  large  number  of  foreigners 
working  for  the  screen.  He  was  contradicted  by 
Representative  Kramer  of  California,  who  said 
that  Labor  Department  figures  showed  the  en- 

try of  only  a  few  over  a  hundred  in  1930  and 
that  the  number  declined  thereafter  from  year 
to  year.  At  the  present  time,  Mr.  Kramer 
asserted,  there  are  only  61  foreign  actors  em- 

ployed and  during  the  past  year  the  eight  larg- 
est producers  made  contracts  with  only  534 

aliens. 
Also  appearing  for  the  Lambs  Club,  E.  J. 

Blunkil  asserted  there  are  789  legitimate  actors 
on  WPA  rolls  in  New  York  City,  but  admitted 
that  depression  conditions  and  the  gradual 
waning  of  the  legitimate  theatre  probably  had 
more  to  do  with  this  than  the  usurpation  of 
roles  by  foreigners. 

Opposed  to  the  bill  were  Lawrence  Tibbett 
and  Walter  Damrosch.  Mr.  Tibbett  recom- 

mended the  elimination  of  the  reciprocal  pro- 
vision and  substitution  of  a  clause  that  if  any 

country  discriminates  against  American  artists 
their  own  talent  may  be  barred  from  the  United 
States.  Mr.  Damrosch  asserted  that  the  bill 
would  not  achieve  any  practical  results  and  sug- 

gested it  would  be  as  sensible  to  require  that 
foreign  countries  play  an  American  composition 
for  every  composition  by  Brahms,  Wagner  and 
other  foreign  composers  played  here.  The  con- 

ductor pointed  out  that  the  United  States  is  in 
greater  need  of  foreign  artists  than  the  foreign 
countries  are  of  ours,  and,  in  response  to  ques- 

tions by  members  of  the  committee,  agreed  that 
we  produce  more  films  than  any  other  coun- 

try, the  inference  beina:  that  we  need  alien  talent 
to  greater  extent  than  any  foreign  producing 
country. 
Members  of  the  committee  have  revealed  that 

the  list  of  persons  desiring  to  express  their 
views  on  the  bill  is  the  longest  they  have  ever 
had  on  a  measure  of  this  nature.  Included  are 
Charles  Pettijohn,  Motion  Picture  Producers 
and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.,  for  which, 
however,  Gabriel  Hess,  counsel,  is  expected  to 

AMERICAN  FILMS  BETTER? 

COMMONS  ANSWERS  (NO' 
Angry  cries  on  Tuesday  greeted  a 

suggestion  in  the  House  of  Commons 
in  London  that  American  motion  pic- 

tures were  better  than  those  made  in 

England,  the  United  Press  reported. 
Geoffrey  Mander,  Liberal  leader, 

asked  whether  the  Board  of  Trade 

realized  that  all  of  Britain's  principal 
film  companies  soon  would  pass  into 
American  control.  "I  have  no  such 

information,"  Dr.  Edward  Leslie 
Burglin,  Under  Secretary  of  the  Board 

of  Trade,  replied. 
Campbell  Stephen,  Independent  La- 

borite,  from  Glasgow,  asked: 
"Is  the  Minister  aware  that  United 

States  films  are  much  better  than 

British  ones?" 
As  soon  as  shouts  of  "No,  No!" 

died  down,  Mr.  Burglin  replied  icily: 

"I  am  well  informed  regarding  the 

British  film  industry." 

make  the  major  presentation:  Ed  Kuykendall, 
head  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
America;  Jean  Hersholt,  J.  Robert  Rubin, 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  vice-president,  and  Jo- 

seph Seidelman,  foreign  head  of  Columbia. 
Opposition  of  the  MPTOA  to  any  legislaiton 

which  would  reduce  the  available  talent  supply 
for  Hollywood  was  voiced  by  Mr.  Kuykendall 
who  told  the  committee  that  such  a  bill  would 
bring  about  retaliation  by  foreign  theatres  and 
their  governments  thus  precluding  the  showing 
of  many  hundreds  of  American-made  films abroad. 

Sabath  Probe  Upheld 

Continuance  of  his  committee  investigating 
bondholders'  protective  committees  is  not  only desirable  but  necessary  in  order  that  the  inquiry 
may  be  extended  into  a  number  of  additional 
industries,  Representative  Adolph  J.  Sabath 
declared  this  week. 

Outlining  the  situation  for  new  members  of 
Congress,  Mr.  Sabath  touched  only  briefly  upon 
the  motion  picture  phase  of  the  investigation  in 
connection  with  his  charge  that  "collusion  by  the 
committees  has  resulted  in  the  discharging  of 
guarantees,  releasing  of  claims  against  insiders 
and  outrageous  reductions  in  lease  rentals." 

"In  the  Chicago  hearings  of  this  committee  in 
November  and  December,"  he  said,  "evidence 
shows  that  the  prospectus  which  was  sent  to  the 
public,  urging  it  to  invest  in  bonds,  specifies  that 
the  Harding  theatre  was  rented  for  $135,000  per 
year.  Without  consulting  the  bondholders,  how- 

ever, this  rental  was  reduced  first  to  $100,000, 
and  later,  with  the  sanction  and  approval  of  the 
court,  to  $25,000.  You  can  form  your  own 
conclusions  as  to  what  happened  to  the  bonds 

as  a  result." 
State  Legislatures  Act 

Besides  actions  before  the  National  Con- 
gress in  Washington,  the  industry  this  week 

concerned  itself  with  legislative  measures  in- 
troduced or  being  considered  by  legislators 

or  legislative  committees  in  the  governing 
bodies  of  the  state.    A  majority  of  these 

called  for  additional  taxation,  booth  ordi- 
nances and  affected  Sunday  shows. 

In  Colorado  it  was  promised  there  would 
be  no  new  tax  threats  while  Connecticut 

proposed  to  assess  one  cent  on  the  first 
10  of  all  admissions.  Georgia  revealed  it 
would  continue  to  permit  Sunday  shows 
while  in  Kansas  a  discussion  of  a  10  per 
cent  tax  on  amusements  was  contained  in 

the  report  of  the  research  department  of 
the  Kansas  Legislative  Council.  Louisiana 

discussed  a  two  per  cent  tax  on  gross  busi- 
ness and  Maryland  launched  a  measure 

calling  for  a  10  per  cent  tax  on  admis- 
sions. Twenty-two  measures  were  revealed 

as  pending  before  the  Massachusetts  body 
and  in  Nebraska  it  was  proposed  to  levy 
a  tax  of  $1,000  on  distributors. 

An  admission  tax  bill,  imposing  an  assessment 
of  one  cent  on  the  first  10  cents,  has  been  intro- 

duced in  the  Connecticut  Legislature.  In  the 
event  of  passage  and  approval  by  the  Governor, 
the  plan  would  go  into  effect  on  July  1,  next. 

Confusion  resulting  from  a  misrepresentation 
of  a  ruling  of  the  supreme  court  of  Georgia 
has  been  cleared  up  by  J.  R.  Parhan,  who  said 
that  the  decision  would  result  in  Sunday  shows 
in  the  state.  Mr.  Parhan  explained  that  the  rul- 

ing had  the  effect  of  approving  the  American 

Legion's  operation  of  Sunday  performances  for 
charity. 

Twenty-two  measures  affecting  the  motion 
picture  are  now  pending  before  the  Massa- 

chusetts legislature  in  Boston,  according  to  a 
survey  of  the  bills  on  the  present  calendar.  A 
number  of  these  would  prohibit  shows  on  Sun- 

days and  certain  holidays  and  others  include 
the  control  of  projection,  legalizing  dancing  on 
theatre  stages  on  Sunday,  regulation  of  theatre 
attendance  of  minors  and  the  prohibiting  of 
shows  on  Christmas,  Armistice  Day  and 
Memorial  Day  as  well  as  on  Sundays.  A  hearing 
before  the  taxation  committee  on  the  bill  calling 
for  a  levy  of  one  cent  for  every  10  cents  or 
fraction  thereof  on  theatre  tickets,  as  well  as 
on  passes,  has  been  postponed  indefinitely. 

Distributors  Face  Tax 

A  proposal  to  tax  distributors  $1,000  each 
annually  for  licenses  to  operate  in  Nebraska 
has  been  submitted  to  the  legislature  at  Lincoln 
by  Senator  John  Comstock.  It  is  estimated  that 
this  will  raise  $20,000  annually  to  be  admin- 

istered by  the  State  Railway  Commission  for  the 
State  Assistance  Fund.  Additional  levies  before 
the  house  call  for  a  tax  of  one  cent  on  every  10 
of  admissions  and  a  tax  on  distributors  of  10 
per  cent  of  all  income  derived  from  the  rental 
or  lease  of  films. 

Five  measures  have  been  introduced  in  the 
Ohio  Legislature  as  follows :  extending  the 
three  per  cent  admission  tax,  banning  giveaways, 
establishing  seven  per  cent  tax  on  admissions 
over  25  cents,  increasing  censor  fees  from  $3 
to  $5  per  foot  and  a  footage  tax  of  two  cents 
per  lineal  foot. 

Oregon  Tax  Proposed 
At  Portland,  Ore.,  Representative  Hogan  has 

introduced  a  measure  calling  for  a  tax  of  one 
cent  for  every  20  cents  of  admission  or  fraction 
thereof.  Another  measure  increases  the  tax 

on  income  two  per  cent  on  each  $1,000  of  tax- 
able income  and  the  tax,  instead  of  starting  at 

one  per  cent  on  the  first  $1,000,  starts  at  two  per 
cent,  increases  to  four  per  cent  on  the  next 
$1,000,  and  on  up  the  scale  to  a  maximum  of 
10  per  cent. 
A  three  per  cent  gross  receipts  tax  on  the- 

atres is  included  in  a  bill  designed  to  yield 
$4,000,000  in  additional  revenue  to  cover  the 
Tennessee  Social  Security  program  being  spon- 

sored by  Governor  Browning  at  Nashville.  The 
taxation  measure  provides  an  effective  date  of 

July  1. Under  a  bill  introduced  in  the  Washington 
state  legislature  by  Representative  Taylor  of 
King  County,  theatres  in  the  state  would  pay  an 
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B&K Fined $15    «Faked.up  females..Half-savage 

A  Theatre  for     Half-wits..fools... boiled,  baked" 

Chance  Games  
— = =^=

=— = 

Arguments  on  the  validity  of  the  Chicago 
ordinance  prohibiting  change  games  in 
theatres,  in  an  action  which  stemmed  from 
the  conviction  of  14  Balaban  &  Katz  cor- 

porations and  which  were  to  be  heard  in  the 
Illinois  supreme  court  on  Wednesday,  headed 
chance  game  developments  this  week.  Other 
activity  on  the  chance  game  front  included 
minor  court  cases  in  New  Jersey  and  Con- 
necticut. 

Conviction  of  the  B.  &  K.  corporations, 
operators  of  32  theatres,  came  last  week  in 
municipal  court  under  Judge  Sonsteby  on 
charges  instituted  by  the  city  that  the 
theatres  were  violating  a  city  ordinance  by 

operating  chance  games.  The  defendant  the- 
atres, which  included  such  first-run  houses 

as  the  Tivoli,  Granada,  Uptown  and  Will 
Rogers,  were  each  fined  $15. 

The  circuit  immediately  moved  to  obtain 
a  new  trial  and  a  hearing  of  the  motion  was 
set  for  May  3rd  in  order  to  permit  the  state 

supreme  court  to  pass  upon  the  constitution- 
ality of  the  ordinance. 

Edmund  Adcock  and  Edward  Blackman, 
attorneys  for  the  theatres,  are  pinning  their 
hopes  on  an  injunction  against  the  city 
through  which  they  will  seek  to  restrain  the 
police  from  interfering  with  prize  night 
drawings.  Arguments  on  this  matter  were  to 
come  before  the  supreme  court  on  Wednes- 
day. 

It  was  indicated  that  the  city  authorities 
are  not  deeply  interested  in  the  outcome  of 
the  actions  brought  against  a  number  of 
other  theatres  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the 

circuit  operators  were  convicted.  The  re- 
maining cases  were  to  be  heard  on  Thurs- 

day. 
In  Hackensack,  N.  J.,  a  temporary  order 

restraining  the  Bergen  County  prosecutor 
from  interfering  with  chance  games  in  the- 

atres was  granted  Harold  Blumenthal,  man- 
ager of  the  Ritz,  Garfield,  by  Advisory  Mas- 

ter N.  Demarest  Campbell.  The  prosecutor 
in  January  ordered  discontinuance  of  the 

games  on  the  ground  that  they  violate  anti- 
gambling  regulations.  He  had  given  the  the- 

atres two  weeks  to  end  them. 

The  appeal  of  David  Magliora  of  the 
Rialto,  Windsor  Locks,  Conn.,  from  the  con- 

viction and  fine  in  town  court  on  a  charge 
of  operating  Bank  Night  on  a  proxy  basis 
has  been  set  for  April  5th  in  superior  court 
at  Hartford. 

Empire  Union  Merger 

In  Discussion  Stage 
Discussions  have  been  started  with  a  view 

to  a  consolidation  of  the  Empire  State  Op- 

erators' Union,  a  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  organiza- 
tion, with  Local  306  of  the  International  Al- 

liance of  Theatrical  Stage  Employees.  An 
agreement  similar  to  that  recently  concluded 
between  Local  306  and  the  Allied  Union  is 
sought. 

Hanff-Metzger,  Inc.,  advertising  agency, 
after  May  1,  again  will  handle  the  Para- 

mount advertising  account,  with  the  com- 
pany taking  offices  in  the  Paramount  Build- 

ing in  New  York. 

For  a  long  time  now,  in  fact  ever  since 

Mr.  George  Bernard  Shaw  made  his  dis- 
closures of  judgment  on  the  cinema  art, 

the  world  has  been  awaiting  the  opinion  of 

that  other  younger  but  somewhat  simi- 
larly gifted  Irish  author  and  dramatist, 

Mr.  St.  John  Greer  Ervine. 

Now  by  the  grace  of  his  contribution 
to  a  recent  issue  of  the  London  Observer, 

Mr.  Ervine's  judgment  is  rendered,  thus: 
"In  these  times  when  the  chief  junction 

of  Mayors  and  Lord  Mayors,  especially  of 
places  like  Plymouth  and  Southampton, 
seems  to  be  the  reception  of  faked  -  up 
females  from  Hollywood  tvho  say  their 
piece  about  England  two  seconds  after 
they  have  landed  on  its  shores  for  the  first 
time,  somebody  ought  to  be  blasphemous 
about  cinema  persons.  I  am  that  somebody. 

Jazz  journalists,  a  demented  crew,  seem  to 
think  that  the  rest  of  us  are  burst  with 

desire  to  read  about  illiterate  and  half- 
savage  women  who  have  been  dragged  out 
of  some  slum  in  the  Middle  West  of 
America  or  hovels  in  the  Ukraine  and,  after 

being  boiled  and  baked  and  generally  pulled 
and  pushed  about  by  manipulative  surgeons, 

are  let  loose  on  the  screen  to  the  great  edi- 
fication of  halfwits  of  both  sexes.  A  film 

star,  generally  speaking,  is  a  fool.  I  have 

never  met  any  person  of  average  intelli- 
gence who,  having  come  in  contact  with 

film  stars,  does  not  regard  them  with  con- 

tempt ..." The  institution  of  the  screen  is  obviously 

indebted  to  the  gifted  Mr.  Ervine,  not  per- 
haps so  much  for  the  intrinsic  content  of 

his  appreciative  comment,  as  for  his  exempli- 
fication in  that  paragraph  of  the  virtues  of 

restraint,  cultured  expression,  calm,  poised 

approach  and  knowledge  of  the  subject,  the 
common  attributes  of  competent  writers. 

SMPE  Committee  Scores 

Mutilation  of  Prints 

Continuing  its  campaign  against  the  muti- 
lation of  motion  picture  release  prints,  the 

Projection  Practice  Committee  of  the  So- 
ciety of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  at  its 

recent  meeting  passed  a  resolution  condemn- 
ing certain  devices  for  cueing  prints  now  on 

the  market.  The  resolution  reads : 

"The  Projection  Practice  Committee  of 
the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers 

does  not  approve  of  any  structural  modifica- 
tion, injury,  or  mutilation  of  the  standard 

release  print  by  the  projectionist,  and  views 
with  disfavor  the  sale  of  devices  capable  of 
causing  physical  damage  to  film  for  cue 
marks  or  the  like.  The  committee  regards 
cue  marking  as  a  function  exclusively  of  the 

laboratory  or  exchange  which  is  involved." 

Universal  has  signed  Leopold  Stokowski, 

symphony  orchestra  conductor,  to  lead  his 

orchestra  in  "100  Men  and  a  Girl,"  which 
will  feature  Deanna  Durbin. 
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ST.  JOHN  GREER  ERVINE 

It  chances  that  this  attention  most  likely 
will  be  the  first  that  many  persons  of  the 
cinema  will  have  heard  of  Mr.  St.  John 
Greer  Ervine,  and  there  is  an  even  larger 

probability  that  it  will  be  the  last.  Diffi- 
cult as  it  may  seem,  somev/ay  Hollywood 

and  the  screen  may  be  able  to  struggle  on 

without  him.  — T.  R. 

National  Decency  Legion 

Classifies  14  New  Pictures 

Of  14  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classified 
by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  in  the 
current  week  six  were  approved  for  general 

patronage  and  eight  were  listed  as  unob- 
jectionable for  adults.  The  new  pictures  and 

their  classification  follow: 

Class  Al,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage :  "The  Beloved  Vagabond,"  "The 
Gold  Caballero,"  "Clarence,"  "Head  Over 
Heels  in  Love,"  "Letze  Rose"  (German), 

"Ready,  Willing  and  Able."  Class  A-2,  Un- 
objectionable for  Adults :  "Le  Bonheur" 

(French),  "Everybody  Dance,"  "John 
Meade's  Woman,"  "Lac-aux-Dames" 

(French),  "Scotland  Yard  Commands," 
"Mysteres  de  Paris"  (French,  "Verrater" 
(German),  "Ein  Walzer  um  dem  Stefan- sturm"  (German). 

A  jury  decided  in  favor  of  Pathe  News 
and  Courtland  Smith  last  week  in  the  suit 

brought  against  them  by  Arthur  G.  Mon- 
taigne over  an  alleged  breach  of  contract. 
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E.J.  Ludvigh  Dies; 

Began  with  Zukor 

Elek  John  Ludvigh,  one  of  the  founders 
of  Famous  Players  Film  Company  with 
Adolph  Zukor,  and  later  general  counsel  of 
Paramount  Publix  Corporation,  died  at  his 
home  in  New  York  at  2:30  Wednesday 
morning  from  bronchial  pneumonia.  He  had 
suffered  a  cerebral  thrombosis  last  Septem- 

ber and  since  that  time  had  been  confined  to 

his  home.  His  widow,  Mrs.  Rene  Ludvigh, 
survives. 

Born  in  New  York  68  years  ago,  Mr. 
Ludvigh  was  educated  in  the  public  schools 
and  graduated  from  the  College  of  the  City 
of  New  York  in  1891.  Four  years  later  he 
was  admitted  to  the  New  York  Bar.  He  then 
entered  the  private  practice  of  law  and  was 
a  New  York  State  Civil  Service  Commis- 

sioner from  1910  to  1912. 

At  this  time,  Mr.  Ludvigh  had  been 
handling  law  business  for  the  Marcus  Loew 
Enterprises  and  for  Daniel  Frohman.  He 
had  also  attended  to  certain  legal  affairs  for 

Mr.  Zukor,  and  when  Mr.  Zukor,  now  chair- 
man of  the  board  of  what  has  grown  to  be 

Paramount,  created  Famous  Players  Film 
Company  he  called  on  Mr.  Ludvigh  to  be- 

come a  partner  in  the  enterprise,  handling 
all  his  legal  matters. 

Up  to  1924,  Mr.  Ludvigh  also  had  han- 
dled other  legal  business,  but  in  that  year 

he  gave  up  his  private  practice  to  become 
general  counsel  of  Paramount.  Two  years 
later  he  was  made  a  member  of  the  board 

of  directors  and  he  remained  with  the  com- 
pany until  January,  1932,  when  he  resigned 

and  sailed  for  a  long  European  vacation. 
On  his  return  he  again  went  into  the  private 
practice  of  law,  in  which  he  continued  until 
last  September. 

John  Barrymore  Files 

Under  Bankruptcy  Act 

John  Barrymore  filed  a  debtor's  petition 
of  bankruptcy  under  Section  74  of  the 
National  Bankruptcy  Act  in  the  federal 
court  at  Los  Angeles  on  Tuesday.  He  said 
he  was  unable  to  meet  his  debts  as  they 

matured  and  desired  to  effect  "composition 
or  extension  of  time"  to  liquidate  them. 

Attaches  of  the  court  explained  that  under 

the  law,  if  Mr.  Barrymore's  plan  for  the 
adjustment  of  his  debts  is  accepted,  he  does 
not  go  into  bankruptcy.  The  law,  they  said, 
provides  that  a  debtor  may  call  his  creditors 
into  court  and  offer  part  payment  on  a  per- 

centage basis,  or  obtain  an  extension  of  time 
in  which  to  make  full  payments. 

Distributors  Accused 

Of  Price  Discrimination 

Charging  seven  distributors  and  two  in- 
dividuals with  price  discrimination,  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  B.  E.  Gore  of  the  Broadway  theatre, 
Tampa,  Fla.,  filed  a  petition  for  an  injunc- 

tion on  Wednesday  in  the  United  States  dis- 
trict court  at  Atlanta,  Ga.  Judge  B.  S. 

Beaver  took  the  case  under  advisement.  The 
defendants  are  United  Theatres,  Inc.,  a 
Florida  circuit  operated  by  E.  J.  Sparks, 
and  Warner  Brothers,  Twentieth  Century- 
Fox,  Paramount,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 
United  Artists,  Universal  and  RKO  Radio. 

ELEK  JOHN  LUDVIGH 

Decision  Is  Withheld 

In  A.  B.  Momand  Action 

Arguments  were  presented  Tuesday  to  the 
United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals  in 
Denver  in  the  action  of  A.  B.  Momand  of 

Oklahoma  City  against  distributors  and  the- 
atre companies,  Mr.  Momand  appealing  from 

the  order  of  the  United  States  district  court 

of  Oklahoma  dismissing  the  case  because 
Mr.  Momand  would  not  amend  his  petition  as 
ordered.  Mr.  Momand  is  asking  the  court  to 
order  trial  of  the  case  on  its  merits.  The  ac- 

tion covers  about  25  theatres  in  some  12 

Oklahoma  towns  and  charges  distributors 
and  theatre  companies  with  restraint  of  trade 
and  violation  of  anti-trust  laws.  Decision 
is  not  expected  for  several  weeks. 

Leases  Pathe  Studios 
Selznick  International  this  week  took  a 

long-term  lease  on  the  60-acre  studio  plant 
of  RKO-Pathe  in  Hollywood  in  an  expan- 

sion move  to  provide  for  a  $12,000,000  pro- 
gram for  the  coming  year.  The  studio  will 

bear  the  name  Selznick  International  Pic- 
tures Studios  and  immediately  will  undergo 

remodeling  to  include  executive  offices,  sound 
stages  and  dressing  rooms.  The  company 
has  also  acquired  an  additional  40  acres  in 
the  Baldwin  Hills  behind  the  studio. 

Erpi  Elects  Treasurers 
Charles  Olajos  and  Robert  A.  Quin  have 

been  elected  assistant  treasurers  of  Electrical 
Research  Products,  Inc.,  by  the  board  of 
directors.  Mr.  Olajos,  in  New  York,  will 
have  charge  of  financial  matters,  and  Mr. 
Quinn,  at  Los  Angeles,  will  handle  contact, 
credit  and  financial  matters  arising  at  that 

point. 

Empire  Hearing  Set 
A  further  hearing  in  receivership  proceed- 

ings of  Empire  Laboratories,  Inc.,  is  sched- 
uled for  February  26  at  the  Post  Office 

Building  in  Jersey  City,  N.  J.  Referee  John 
Grimshaw,  Jr.,  has  ordered  all  creditors  and 
parties  in  interest  to  appear  and  show  cause 
why  an  order  should  not  be  made  directing 
sale,  either  private  or  public,  of  the  remain- 

ing assets  of  the  company. 

28  7  Features 

Are  Delivered 

(Continued  from  page  14) 

December  11 ;  Laughing  at  Trouble 
December  18 ;  Career  Woman 
December  25 ;  Stowaway 

January  1 ;  One  in  a  Million 
January  T ;  Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera 
January  8 ;  As  You  Like  It 
January  IS ;  Crack-Up 
January  IS ;  Secret  Valley 

January  22;  Woman- Wise 
January  29 ;  Lloyds  of  London 
February  5 ;  The  Holy  Terror 
February  5;  Doctor  Bull  (reissue) 
February  12;  On  the  Avenue 
February  19 ;  Off  to  the  Races  (Jones  Family) 
February  19;  Wings  of  the  Morning 
February  26 ;  Love  is  News 

*  *  * 
UNITED  ARTISTS 

September  4,  1936 ;  Last  of  the  Mohicans 
September  18 ;  Dodsworth 
October  2;  The  Gay  Desperado 
November  13 ;  Come  and  Get  It 
November  20 ;  Garden  of  Allah 
November  27;  Rembrandt 
December  25 ;  Beloved  Enemy 

January  8 ;  Accused 
January  22 ;  Men  Are  Not  Gods 
January  29 ;  You  Only  Live  Once 
February  19 ;  Man  Who  Could  Make  Miracles 

*  *  * 
UNIVERSAL 

September  6.  1936;  My  Man  Godfrey 
September  13 ;  Two  in  a  Crowd 
September  20 ;  Sea  Spoilers 

September  20  ;  Ride  'Em  Cowboy 
September  27 ;  Girl  on  the  Front  Page 
October  11 ;  The  Magnificent  Brute 
November  1 ;  Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek 
November  1 ;  The  Man  I  Marry 
November  6 ;  Love  Letters  of  a  Star 
November  15;  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World 
November  22;  Flying  Hostess 
November  29;  Conflict 
December  20 ;  Three  Smart  Girls 
December  20 ;  Empty  Saddles 
December  27;  Mysterious  Crossing 
January  3 ;  Four  Days  Wonder 
January  17  ;  The  Mighty  Treve 

January  24 ;  She's  Dangerous 
January  31 ;  Breezing  Home 
February  18 ;  Sandflow 
February  28;  Girl  Overboard *  *  * 
WARNER  BROTHERS 

September  5,  1936;  The  Bengal  Tiger 

September  5 ;  Trailin'  West  (1935-36  program) 
September  12;  Stage  Struck 
September  19 ;  Down  the  Stretch 
September  26 ;  Give  Me  Your  Heart 

October  3 ;  A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream October  10 ;  Isle  of  Fury 
October  17 ;  Cain  and  Mabel 
October  24 ;  Here  Comes  Carter 
October  31 ;  The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat 
November  7 ;  The  Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade 

(1935-36  program) 

November  14;  The  Captain's  Kid 
November  14;  California  Mail  (1935-36) 
November  21  ;  Three  Men  on  a  Horse 
November  28;  Fugitive  in  the  Sky 
December  5  ;  Polo  Joe 
December  12;  One  Way  Passage  (reissue) 
December  19 ;  King  of  Hockey 
December  26 ;  Gold  Diggers  of  1937 

January  2,  1937 ;  Smart  Blonde 
January  2;  Guns  of  the  Pecos  (1935-36) 
January  9 ;  Sing  Me  a  Love  Song 

January  16 ;  God's  Country  and  the  Woman 
January  23;  Once  a  Doctor 
January  30 ;  Black  Legion 
February  6;  Stolen  Holiday 

February  13 ;  The  Great  O'Malley February  20 ;  Green  Light 
February  27;  Penrod  and  Sam 



IULES  VERNE'S  DAUNTLESS  HERO,  THE  MIGHTY 

COURIER  OF  THE  CZAR,  LEAPS  TO  LIFE  IN  A 

STUPENDOUS  PRESENTATION  OF  THE  BOLD 

WMANCE  THAT  FLAMED  ACROSS  SIBERIA'S  PLAINS 

N  THE  STIRRING  DAYS  OF  IMPERIAL  RUSSIA. 



In  the  tents  of  the  Tartars!— Savage  chieftains  come  to  revel  in  the  big 
show  of  the  dancing  girls,  and  other  barbarian  pleasures  and  splendors. 



TEN  THOUSAND  PLUNGING  HORSEMEN 

ON  THE  SCREEN  AT  ONE  TIME !  .  .  . 

Two  great  armies  clashing  before  your 

startled  eyes! . . . astounding  scenes  of 

marvelous  spectacle  and  fiery  romance 

sweeping  the  screen  as  Strogoff  bat- 

tles on! 

One  woman  whose  love  meant 

more  than  life . . .  another  whose 

kiss  meant  dishonor  and  death! . . . 

Heart-throbs  pounding  thrill  upon 

thrill  as  this  thundering  drama 

rolls  on  to  a  crashing  climax! 



IIlHAEL 

fROGOFF 

with  J 

ANTON  WALBROOK 

The  screen's  new  dangerous  lover,  as  the  hero  who 
fights  through  the  lash  of  armies  to  a  crimson  goal. 

ELIZABETH  ALLAN 

as  Nadia,  the  beautiful  girl  who  dared  to  travel  alone  ir 

a  seething  land  of  armies  on  the  march. 

MARGOT  GRAHAME 

as  Zangarra,  the  most  dangerous  woman  in  Russia . . .  dar- 

ing, deceitful,  delightful ...  in  the  pay  of  the  cruel  Ogareff, 

AKIM  TAMIROFF 

as  Ogareff,  traitor  to  the  Throne,  and  the  sinister  powei 

behind  the  terror  of  the  Tartar  hordes. 

ERIC  BLORE 

as  Cyril  Blount,  British  war  correspondent, 

helpless  in  the  midst  of  raiding  barbarians! 

FAY  BAINTER 

former  stage  star,  as  Strogoff's  mother,  who 
braved  barbarian  torture  to  conceal  her  son. 

A  PANBRO  S.  BERMAN 

PRODUCTION  ..Directed  by 

GEORGE  NICHOLLS,  JR. 

R  K  O 

RADIO 
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Paramount  Plans 

To  Keep  Partners 

Paramount's  theatre  operations  may  be 
placed  on  a  permanently  localized  basis, 
without  exception,  with  the  negotiation  early 
next  month  of  a  new  and  presumably  perma- 

nent operating  agreement  with  A.  H.  Blank 
for  the  approximately  40  houses  in  his 
Illinois  and  Iowa  circuit,  it  was  said  in  New 
York  this  week. 

The  present  operating  agreement  with 
Mr.  Blank  expires  March  6  and  is  the  only 
remaining  contract  with  a  Paramount  the- 

atre partner  which  retains  an  option  under 
which  the  company  may  repurchase  from  the 
operator  his  50  per  cent  interest  in  the  the- 

atre company.  Indications  are  that  in  the 
forthcoming  negotiations  Paramount  will 
either  relinquish  its  buy-back  privilege,  thus 
putting  the  partnership  operation  with  Mr. 
Blank  on  a  permanent  basis,  or  will  extend 
the  present  agreement  for  a  long  term 

period,  in  preference  to  the  short  term  ex- 
tensions which  have  been  granted  from  time 

to  time  since  the  inception  of  the  agreement 
two  and  one-half  years  ago. 

Mr.  Blank  is  expected  in  New  York  in 
about  two  weeks  to  confer  with  Paramount 
home  office  officials  on  the  new  agreement. 

The  so-called  buying  back  deals  were  nego- 
tiated during  the  Paramount  reorganization 

period  for  five  or  six  of  the  company's  most 
important  circuits.  Paramount  deals,  how- 

ever, were  worked  out  one  by  one  following 

the  company's  emergence  from  reorganiza- 
tion in  1935,  until  at  this  time  only  the 

Blank  deal  continues  subject  to  the  com- 

pany's option  to  recover  the  operator's  50 
per  cent  stock  interest.  The  last  operating 
deal  to  be  placed  on  a  permanent  basis  by 
Paramount  was  that  with  Karl  Hoblitzelle. 
Last  December,  Paramount  relinquished  its 
buy-back  privilege  to  Mr.  Hoblitzelle  for 
$600,000,  and  the  operations  were  continued 
on  a  50-50  ownership  basis,  as  in  the  case 
of  the  operating  agreements  for  the  com- 

pany's other  first  rank  theatre  units. 

Press  Protests 

Ban  on  Picture 

The  Cleveland  News  in  an  editorial  ap- 
pearing in  its  issue  for  February  13th  at- 

tacked the  Ohio  board  of  censors  for  ban- 

ning the  Amkino  film,  "Spain  in  Flames." The  editorial  said  in  part: 

"Whether  such  films  represent  communis- 
tic or  fascistic  bias,  there  appears  to  be  no 

cogent  reason  why  they  should  not  be  shown, 
in  accordance  with  one  of  the  most  important 
American  beliefs — the  belief  in  free  circula- 

tion of  opinion,  which  more  than  anything 
else  distinguishes  us  from  both  communists 

and  fascists." 
Roy  Reichelfelder,  supervisor  of  the 

division  of  censorship,  defending  the  board's 
action  said:  "We  believe  that  it  was  not 
in  accord  with  the  policy  of  neutrality 
adopted  by  this  country  to  allow  exhibition 
of  a  film  which  takes  one  side  or  another  in 
a  civil  war  of  another  nation.  We  believe 

the  showing  of  this  picture  might  have  harm- 
ful effects." 

U.S.  Shipped  10,000,000  More  Feet 

Of  Film  in  1936  Than  in  1935 

Exports  of  Hollywood  motion  pictures  to  101 markets  in  19  3  6 compared  with  193  5 as  follows: 1936 1935 

Feet Value Feet Value 
Negative    silent.  .  . 2,143,939 

$  92,167 
Negative  silent 3.025,950 

$  179,865 Negative  sound  .  .  . 9,904,111 
362,035 Negative  sound 8,890,598 

360,514 

12,048,050 
$  454,202 

1 1.916,548 

$  540.379 Positive  silent 1,695,980 
$  51,670 

Positive  silent 
2,206,235 

$  61,116 
Positive  sound 195,907,374 4,025,767 Positive  sound 185,567,838 

3.995.744 

197,603,354 
$4,077,437 

1 87,774,073 
$4,056,960 Total  209,651.404 

$4,531,639 
Total  

199,690,621 
$4,597,339 

HOLLYWOOD  EXPORTS 

REACH  SIX-YEAR  HIGH 

Increase  of  Ten  Million  Feet 

of  Film  to  101  Markets, 

Says  Commerce  Department 

Hollywood's  motion  pictures  now  reach 101  markets  in  the  world.  American  motion 

picture  exports  for  1936  show  a  10,000,000 
feet  increase  in  negative  and  positive  sound 
and  silent  films  over  those  exported  during 
1935,  according  to  Nathan  D.  Golden,  chief 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Section  of  the  United 
States  Bureau  of  Foreign  and  Domestic 
Commerce.  For  the  year  1936,  a  total  of 
209,651,404  linear  feet  of  motion  picture  film, 

with  a  declared  value  of  $4,531,639,  were  ex- 
ported to  101  markets  as  compared  with 

199,690,621  linear  feet,  valued  at  $4,597,339 
for  1935.  The  1936  exports  of  film  are  the 
largest  since  1930,  when  270,000,000  feet  of 
film  were  exported. 

During  1936,  exports  of  negative  and  posi- 
tive sound  film  to  the  ten  leading  markets 

were  in  the  following  order : 
Argentina,  as  in  1935,  was  the  largest 

consumer  of  American  motion  pictures  in 
point  of  footage.  During  1936,  18,085,518 
linear  feet  of  American  motion  pictures,  with 
a  declared  value  of  $323,988  were  imported, 
as  compared  with  17,065,229  feet,  valued  at 

$327,965  during  1935. 
Second  in  point  of  footage,  but  still  our 

best  revenue  producing  market,  is  the  United 
Kingdom,  importing  during  1936,  18,071,389 
feet  valued  at  $525,031  as  compared  with 
15,874,353  feet  with  a  value  of  $476,392 
during  1935. 

Brazil  again  maintains  third  position  as  a 

leading  consumer  of  American  pictures.  Dur- 
ing 1936,  importing  12,785,110  feet  of  films 

from  the  United  States  valued  at  $252,655 
as  compared  with  11,568,669  feet,  valued  at 
$247,125  for  the  year  1935.  Fourth  market 
of  importance  is  Panama.  During  1936, 
9,823,975  feet  of  American  motion  pictures 
were  taken  by  Panama  with  a  value  of 
$123,126  as  against  9,944,990  feet  valued 
at  $133,362  during  the  year  1935. 

Fifth   important  importer  of  American 

motion  pictures  during  1936  was  Mexico, 
consuming  8,911,061  feet  of  film,  valued  at 
$284,968  as  compared  with  5,010,762  feet 
valued  at  $234,181  for  the  year  1935. 

The  next  five  leading  markets  for  Ameri- 
can motion  pictures  in  1936  are  listed  in  the 

following  table : 

COUNTRY           NO.  OF  FEET  VALUE 
France                                  8.163,358  $178,949 
British  West  Indies                7,161.528  25,802 
Australia                               5,885,000  132.951 
Cuba                                 5.445.359  107,600 
Spain                                   5,793,805  123,749 

Export  of  sensitized  not  exposed  motion 
picture  films  were  for  the  first  time  broken 
down  by  various  widths,  during  1936.  The 
following  table  does  not  indicate  comparative 
figures  by  breakdown  for  1935,  but  does, 
however,  give  the  totals  for  all  widths. 

1936 Less  than  1  inch  width 
Feet  Value 

33,365,406  $550,384 
Over  1  inch  width 
Positive...   170,623,461  $1,794,351 

80,330,101  2,014,909 

1935 

Feet Value 

Total   284,318,968   $3,349,644       132,837,545  $2,616,709 

Mr.  Golden  pointed  out  that  during  1936, 
motion  picture  equipment  exports  have 
shown  an  upward  trend.  During  the  fiscal 
year  just  finished,  a  total  of  1,454  motion 
picture  projectors  of  35  mm.  standard  gauge, 
with  a  value  of  $383,078,  were  exported  to 
all  markets  as  compared  with  1,243  projec- 

tors valued  at  $353,216  for  the  year  1935. 
Sub-standard,  or  16  mm.  gauge  projector 
exports  to  all  markets  during  1936,  show  a 
remarkable  increase  of  over  5,000  projectors. 

During  1936,  7,388  projectors  of  this  type 
valued  at  $304,278  were  exported  as  against 
1,981  projectors  valued  at  $124,933  during 
1935. 

Sound  motion  picture  equipment  exports 
during  1936  have  increased  over  $600,000. 
During  this  period  $2,105,288  wprth  of 
American  motion  picture  reproducing  and 
recording  equipment  was  exported  to  all 
foreign  markets  as  against  $1,482,281  worth 
during  the  year  1935,  Mr.  Golden  advises. 
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PARAMOUNT  REFUNDING 

ON  $15,000,000  ISSUE 

Columbia  and  Eastman  Declare 

Dividends;  Warner  Refinanc- 

ing Plans  Are  Delayed 

Motion  picture  financial  developments  of 

the  week  included  Paramount  Pictures'  an- 
nouncement of  plans  for  refunding,  divi- 

dend declarations  by  Columbia  Pictures  and 
Eastman  Kodak,  abandonment  of  refinanc- 

ing plans  by  Warner  Brothers,  disposal  of 
Technicolor  shares  by  the  Atlas  investment 
trust,  and  the  issuance  of  earnings  reports 
by  Heywood-  Wakefield  and  the  Roxy 
Theatre,  New  York. 

The  board  of  directors  of  Paramount 

Pictures,  Inc.,  at  its  meeting  on  Tuesday, 
authorized  the  creation  of  an  issue  of 

$15,000,000  of  3'/4%  convertible  deben- 
tures, dated  as  of  March  I,  1937,  and  due 

March  I,  1947.  The  debentures  will  be  con- 
vertible until  five  days  prior  to  redemption 

date  or  maturity  into  common  stock  of  the 

corporation  at  $33 1/3  per  share  until  March 
I,  1942,  and  thereafter  until  February  23, 

1947,  at  $40  per  share.  The  debentures  are 
redeemable  in  whole  or  in  part  at  any  time 

upon  at  least  30  days  published  notice,  at 
par  plus  accrued  interest. 

The  three  and  one-quarter  per  cent  convertible 
debentures  will  be  issued  pursuant  to  an  inden- 

ture between  the  corporation  and  the  Manu- 
facturers Trust  Company,  of  New  York  City, 

as  trustee,  which  will  provide,  among  other 
things,  for  annual  sinking  fund  payments  to  the 
trustee  commencing  April  15,  1941 ;  the  sink- 

ing fund  payments  to  be  IS  per  cent  of  the  con- 
solidated net  earnings  of  the  corporation,  as  de- 

fined in  the  indenture,  for  each  fiscal  year  begin- 
ning with  the  fiscal  year  1940.  The  indenture 

will  provide  that  the  sinking  fund  payments  may 
be  made  in  cash  or  in  debentures,  with  a  credit 
to  the  sinking  fund  of  the  amount  of  debentures 
converted  into  common  after  December  31,  1939. 
The  corporation  will  offer  to  the  holders  of 

its  present  20-year  six  per  cent  sinking  fund 
debentures,  the  right  to  exchange  as  of  March  1, 
1937,  without  adjustment  of  interest,  an  equal 
face  amount  of  such  six  per  cent  debentures  for 
the  new  three  and  one-quarter  per  cent  deben- 

tures. The  right  to  exchange  will  expire  March 
9,  1937. 

There  were  originally  issued  $24,998,182  of 
the  6  per  cent  debentures,  of  which  $2,376,000 

are  held  in  the  company's  treasury.  It  is  ex- 
pected that  the  unexchanged  balance  of  this  is- 

sue will  be  retired  from  earnings  in  due  course. 
In  the  event  that  more  than  $15,000,000  in 

principal  amount  of  the  six  per  cent  debentures 
are  presented  for  exchange,  the  exchange  will 
be  substantially  on  a  prorata  basis. 

The  corporation  holds  in  its  treasury  $2,376,- 
000  of  the  six  per  cent  debentures,  which  will 
not  be  exchanged  under  the  offer. 

Scrip  or  fractions  for  new  debentures  in  de- 
nominations of  less  than  $100  will  not  be  issued, 

nor  will  the  holders  of  scrip  for  the  present 
debentures  participate  in  the  exchange.  The 
20-year  six  per  cent  debentures  which  are  ex- 

changed pursuant  to  the  offer,  will  not  be  re- 
issued by  the  corporation,  but  will  either  be 

cancelled  or  tendered  from  time  to  time  for  re- 
tirement through  the  sinking  fund  under  the 

present  indenture  with  the  City  Bank  Farm- 
ers Trust  Company,  as  trustee. 

The  corporation  announced  that  there  is  no 

CENSORS  RETALIATE 

OVER  BALCONY  SEATS 

The  censor  board  of  Seattle,  which 

recently  asked  for  front  row  seats 

and  got  only  accommodations  in  the 
balcony  from  Mrs.  Cecilia  Schultz, 
operator,  this  week  retaliated  by 
bluntly  demanding  private  previews 
of  all  shows  booked  by  Mrs.  Schultz 
into  her  house.  They  asked  the  City 
Council  to  warn  Mrs.  Schultz  that  her 

license  might  be  revoked  if  she  failed to  comply. 

The  fight  started  over  a  recent  per- 

formance in  Mrs.  Schultz's  theatres 
of  the  Ballet  Russe  of  Monte  Carlo. 
The  theatre  refused  the  censors  front 

row  seats  on  the  ground  it  was  re- 

quired by  law  to  furnish  only  "proper" 
seats.  The  City  Attorney  held  that 

back-row  balcony  seats  were  "proper." 

underwriting  or  payment  of  commissions  by  the 
Corporation  in  connection  with  the  proposed 
exchange. 

Paramount  may  save  in  interest  charges, 
through  a  maximum  exercise  of  the  exchange 
right,  approximately  $410,000  per  year.  Earlier 
refunding  of  old  six  per  cent  obligations  of 
English  and  studio  subsidiaries  at  lower  inter- 

est rates,  increase  the  company's  total  savings from  its  refunding  program  to  approximately 
$750,000  annually. 

Columbia  Pictures'  board  of  directors  de- 
clared a  quarterly  cash  dividend  of  25  cents  per 

share  on  the  corporation's  common  stock,  pay- 
able April  1st  to  the  stockholders  and  voting 

trust  certificate  holders  of  record  on  March 
18th. 

Directors  of  Eastman  Kodak  Company,  one 
of  the  largest  manufacturers  of  motion  picture 
raw  stock,  voted  a  dividend  of  $1.50  per  share 
on  the  common  stock,  payable  April  2nd  to 
stockholders  of  record  on  March  5th.  Previously 

the  company  paid  $1.25  quarterly  with  occa- 
sional extras  in  1936. 

Warners'  Plan  Delayed 

Warner  Brothers'  abrupt  move  of  last  week 
in  canceling  plans  for  offering  of  common  stock, 
was  followed  on  Monday  by  further  indica- 

tions that  the  refunding  will  not  be  discussed 
for  at  least  another  few  months.  Company 
officials  were  quoted  as  explaining  that  there  is 

no  immediate  need  for  new  money  as  Warners' 
funded  debt  is  gradually  being  liquidated.  The 
original,  abandoned  proposal  with  Hayden, 
Stone  and  Company  provided  for  the  realization 
of  $50,000,000  at  four  and  one-half  per  cent  to 
replace  existing  six  per  cent  obligations.  It 

was  understood  that  Hayden,  Stone's  under- 
writing was  to  embrace  some  925,000  shares 

of  new  common  to  be  offered  in  the  ratio  of  one 
share  for  four  to  Warner  stockholders  at  the 
reported  tentative  price  of  $12.50  a  share. 

"The  decline  in  Warner  common  to  around 
15  following  the  announcement  of  the  proposed 
plan  caused  the  bankers  and  the  company  to 
conclude  to  abandon  the  offering  particularly 
since  the  management  of  the  company  are  said 
to  have  been  reluctant  to  sell  new  shares  at  less 

than  $12.50,"  according  to  Wall  Street  Journal. 
"Warner  is  in  no  immediate  need  of  funds," 

continued  the  Journal.  "Proceeds  from  the  of- 
fering were  to  have  been  used  to  clean  up  cer- 

tain current  payables  and  serial  bonds  falling 
due  in  the  current  year.  This  operation  was  to 
have  been  followed  by  a  permanent  refinancing 

of  the  company's  $31,490,000  six  per  cent 
debentures '  at  a  lower  interest  rate.  No  im- 

mediate action  toward  reviving  the  financial  ar- 

rangements is  expected  for  the  time  being." Predicated  on  the  suspension  last  week  of 
stock  exchange  trading  in  the  common  stock  of 
Warner  Brothers,  the  Securities  and  Exchange 
Commission  this  week  dispatched  to  brokers  a 
formal  questionnaire  asking  details  of  the  trad- 

ing of  last  Tuesday  and  Wednesday,  days  dur- 
ing which  the  suspension  was  in  effect.  Trad- 
ing on  those  days  was  stopped  following  the 

publication  of  a  Warner  statement  saying  that 
the  company  would  issue  no  additional  common 
stock. 

Heywood-Wakefield  Report 

The  annual  report  to  stockholders  of  Hey- 
wood-Wakefield Company,  issued  as  of  Decem- 

ber 31  reveals  that :  "Net  sales  for  the  year 
exceeded  by  38  per  cent  the  volume  of  sales 
billed  for  the  previous  year.  Operations  re- 

sulted in  a  net  profit  of  $548,177,  (this  com- 
paring with  $105,565  for  the  year  1935)  after 

provision  for  all  charges,  including  Federal 
taxes. 

"The  consolidated  balance  sheet  shows  a  net 
working  capital  of  $2,957,974,  compared  with 
$2,794,887  a  year  ago.  Receivables  and  inven- 

tories increased  $964,748  during  the  period  re- 
serve the  demands  of  an  expanding  volume  of 

business.  The  additional  employment  of  work- 
ing capital,  combined  with  requirements  for 

property  expenditure  and  cash  used  for  the 
extinguishment  of  preferred  dividends  in  ar- 

rears, necessitated  bank  borrowings  of  $150,000 
in  cash,  the  amount  outstanding  at  the  close  of 

the  year." 

Capital  expenditures  during  the  year  amount- 
ed to  $283,600,  the  principal  item  representing 

construction  of  a  boiler  plant  at  the  factory  in 
Gardner,  Mass.  Miscellaneous  adjustments, 
represented  chiefly  by  the  undepreciated  value 
of  plant  and  machinery  abandoned  during  the 
year,  amount  to  $32,320. 
The  comparative  balance  sheet  shows  total 

current  assets  of  $3,550,474.14  as  compared  to 
$2,951,117.12  during  1935.  Total  assets  are 

$7,389,878.32  which  compares  with  last  year's 
figure  of  $6,660,676.16.  Surplus  as  of  Dec.  31 
is  given  at  $1,725,128.05. 

Roxy  Theatre  Net 

Howard  S.  Cullman,  trustee  for  the  Roxy 
Theatre,  New  York  presented  to'  United  States 
District  Court  Judge  CafTey  a  report  for  the 
27  weeks  beginning  July  3  and  ending  January 
7  which  shows  a  net  profit,  excluding  deprecia- 

tion and  interest  on  funded  indebtedness,  of 
$97,726.  The  weekly  average  profit,  the  report 
states,  has  been  $3,619. 

The  attendance  total  has  been  2,267,079 ;  daily 
average  attendance,  11,995 ;  average  rental  per 
picture,  $6,826. 

Admissions  totalled  $961,532;  operating  ex- 
penses, $445,274,  plus  $329,389  as  other  oper- 

ating expenses,  maing  the  total  $774,664.  Film 
rentals  totalled  $195,174. 

Interstate  Moves  Offices 

Interstate  Checking  Service  has  moved  its 
New  York  quarters  from  the  Paramount 
Building  to  the  Candler  Building.  The  com- 

pany is  studying  a  new  type  of  checking 

plan. 

Jerry  O'Connor  has  been  promoted  from 
the  GB  non-theatrical  department  to  the 
sales  office.  Mr.  O'Connor  has  been  as- 

signed to  the  company's  Cleveland  branch. 

George  Jessel  has  signed  with  Mervyn 
LeRoy  as  an  associate  in  production.  He 

joins  the  former  Warner  director's  unit  on 

April  15. 
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PHILCO  TAKES  POLE  IN  TELEVISION 

PUBLICITY  RACE  WITH  441  LINE  TEST 

High  Definition  Transmission 

Is  Demonstrated  at  Phila- 

delphia; RCA  Engineers 

Conducting  Private  Tests 

In  the  marathon  to  attract  public  attention 
to  television  developments  Philco  Radio  and 
Television  Corporation  shouldered  ahead  last 
week  with  a  demonstration  of  high  definition 
transmission.  Radio  Corporation  of  America 
engineers  have  been  conducting  private  tests 
with  the  new  technique  but  have  delayed  giv- 

ing a  public  exhibition. 
Transmission  under  the  old  method,  which 

used  a  definition  of  345  lines  per  frame,  was 
demonstrated  by  Philco  on  August  12th  and 

by  RCA  in  New  York  the  first  week  in  No- 
vember. Both  companies  announced  at  those 

demonstrations  that  the  sets  would  be  dis- 
mantled and  equipped  for  a  definition  of  441 

lines,  the  standard  recommended  by  the 
Radio  Manufacturers  Association  and  sup- 

posed to  produce  clearer  images  free  from 
flickering. 

Week's  Developments 
Predictions  of  the  proximity  of  practical 

television  for  the  home  are  tempered  with 
statements  by  manufacturers  that  they  will 
not  risk  the  public  sale  of  apparatus  until 
it  is  so  perfected  that  radical  changes  at 
short  intervals  will  not  be  necessary.  The 
technical  difficulties  of  establishing  networks 

and  the  cost  of  laying  coaxial  cables  to  con- 
nect stations  are  still  in  the  way  of  regularly 

scheduled  broadcasts  on  a  commercial  basis. 
In  addition  to  the  RCA  tests  and  the 

Philco  demonstration,  developments  in  the 
field  include: 

In  England,  where  two  methods  of  trans- 
mission have  been  under  test  for  several 

months,  the  Postmaster  General  has  se- 

lected the  Marconi-EMI  system  for  the 
exclusive  use  of  the  British  Broadcasting 

Corporation.  The  second  system  was  the 
Baird  method. 

The  Farnsworth  Television  Corporation 

in  Philadelphia  has  received  a  permit  from 
the  Federal  Communications  Commission 

and  is  planning  regular  experimental  broad- 
casts. The  company  has  designed  new  re- 

ceivers which  will  be  distributed  for  tests 

to  competent  amateurs  in  the  city.  The 

transmitter  has  been  equipped  for  direc- 
tional broadcasting  in  order  to  lessen  in- 

terference. 

On  the  West  Coast  the  Don  Lee  -  Mutual 
radio  network  has  inaugurated  a  new  series 

of  weekly  television  tests  which  go  out  over 
ten  stations.  The  tests  are  said  to  be  the 
first  television  network  broadcasts. 

The  Philco  demonstration  was  a  55-minute 

program  from  the  company's  studios  which  was 
viewed  on  six  receiving  sets  at  the  Germantown 
Cricket  Club,  about  three  miles  away,  by  200 
publishers  and  editors  of  newspapers  and  maga- zines. 

The  purpose  of  the  demonstration,  as  an- 
nounced by  officials,  was  to  show  the  improve- 

PHILCO-RCA  SUIT 
ARGUED  IN  COURT 

The  Chancery  Court  in  Wilming- 
ton, Del.,  on  Wednesday  and  Thursday 

heard  arguments  in  the  action  brought 
by  the  Philadelphia  Storage  Battery 

Company,  parent  company  of  the 
Philco  Radio  &  Television  Corpora- 

tion, against  Radio  Corporation  of 
America.  Philco  seeks  an  injunction 
to  restrain  RCA  from  terminating  a 

licensing  agreement  giving  Philco  the 
right  to  use  RCA  basic  radio  patents. 

The  argument  was  heard  by  Chancel- 
lor Josiah  O.  Wolcott. 

ment  in  images  at  the  reception  end  obtained 
through  the  use  of  a  scanning  definition  of  441 
lines,  the  standard  proposed  for  the  United 
States  by  the  television  committee  of  the  Radio 
Manufacturers  Association.  The  chief  criticism 
at  the  previous  demonstrations  were  that  the 
images  were  blurred  and  of  a  greenish  tinge. 

Clarity  Disputed 

At  the  Philco  show  last  week  the  images 
were  black  and  white  but  reports  differed  an 
the  clarity  of  the  reproductions.  Philadelphia 
newspaper  reports  emphasized  the  great  im- 

provement noticed  when  the  engineers  compared 
the  two  methods  by  switching  the  apparatus, 
and  pointed  out  that  the  second  hand  of  a  watch 
held  before  the  transmitting  camera  had  been 
scarcely  distinquishable  under  the  old  definition 
but  was  easily  discernable  under  the  new. 
New  York  newspapers,  however,  reported 

that  persons  who  saw  both  demonstrations  said 
that  there  was  very  little  improvement  in  the 
clarity  of  the  reproductions,  although  the  new 
pictures  could  be  seen  clearly  at  a  distance  of 
ten  feet  from  the  receiving  set.  At  the  first 
demonstration  a  little  over  five  feet  was  the 
maximum  distance  for  clear  vision. 

Continual  Fading  Cited 

The  New  York  Herald-Tribune  added: 

"Engineers  of  the  company  pointed  out,  how- 
ever, that  the  improvement  in  transmission  qual- 

ity with  the  use  of  more  lines  a  picture  could 
not  be  noticed  by  the  casual  observer  unless  he 
had  an  opportunity  to  observe  both  pictures 

side  by  side." Continual  fading,  blamed  by  the  engineers  on 
defects  in  the  coaxial  cable  used  to  carry  the 
program  from  the  studio  to  the  broadcasting 
station,  and  uncertain  lighting  also  were  re- 

ported to  have  marred  a  fair  test  of  the  441  line 
definition. 

Wide  Band  Used 

The  program  included  stills  of  Glenda  Far- 
rell,  of  newspaper  print,  a  dollar  bill  showing 
the  serial  number,  a  two-way  conversion  be- 

tween a  member  of  the  viewing  party  and  a 
station  announcer,  songs  by  a  girl,  a  motion 
picture  newsreel  and  a  musical  short  subject, 
and  a  fashion  show.  A  six  megacycle  band  in 
the  42-86  megacycle  range  was  used  for  the 
broadcasts. 
The  use  of  the  wide  six  megacycle  band  was 

said  by  Philco  engineers  to  be  important  be- 
cause with  a  scanning  definition  of  441  lines 

the  channel  used  for  broadcasting  must  be  wide 

Postmaster  General  in  Eng- 

land Selects  Marconi  -  EMI 

System  for  Exclusive  Use  of 

British  Broadcasting 

enough  to  carry  waves  which  will  reproduce  the 
fine  details  in  a  picture. 

In  discussing  the  technical  aspects  of  the 
new  definition,  Albert  F.  Murray,  head  of 

the  Philco  television  laboratory,  said,  "The 
quality  of  the  picture  depends  on  the 

fidelity  of  the  system." 
"It  is  the  quality  of  the  picture  in  the 

observer's  home  that  really  counts  at  this 

stage  of  television  development,"  he  con- 
tinued. "This  means  that  not  only  are  441- 

line  systems  needed,  but  high  fidelity  441- 
line  systems  are  required  to  really  interest 
the  customer  when  commercial  television 

finally  arrives." None  of  the  officers  or  engineers  of  the  com- 
pany would  hazard  any  prediction  as  to  how 

soon  television  will  be  available  for  home  use. 

Sayre  M.  Ramsdell,  Philco  vice-president,  said 
that  as  certainly  as  he  could  predict  that  Christ- 

mas would  arrive  on  December  25th,  he  was 
more  certain  that  we  would  not  have  commer- 

cial television  in  1937.  The  consensus  among 
the  viewing  party  was  that  unless  television 
is  still  a  dark  trade  secret,  many  a  Christmas 
will  pass  before  television  will  be  the  vogue. 

RCA  Engineers  Claim  Success 

Engineers  of  RCA  and  National  Broadcasting 
Corporation  who  are  conducting  the  New  York 
tests  of  high  definition  television  say  that  they 
have  been  successful  in  broadcasts  from  the 

station  in  the  tower  of  the  Empire  State  Build- 
ing. The  images  scanned  by  the  iconoscope, 

the  pickup  tube,  at  the  rate  of  441  lines  a 
frame,  have  been  received  on  sets  in  the  homes 
of-  the  engineers  and  technicians  but  no  public 
or  press  demonstration  has  been  given  of  sets 
using  the  high  definition. 

That  financing  difficulties  are  among  the  ob- 
stacles to  be  overcome  before  television  is  a 

commercial  possibility  was  indicated  by  Don 
Gilman,  NBC  vice-president  in  charge  of  West 
Coast  operations,  who  in  a  luncheon  address  at 
the  Commonwealth  Club,  San  Francisco,  said: 

"When  it  gets  under  way  television  will  require 
the  largest  investment  any  single  industry  has 

ever  known." Coordination  Factor 

Pointing  also  to  the  technical  difficulties  still 
involved  in  establishing  networks,  the  radio  offi- 

cial said  that  NBC  will  not  attempt  to  offer 
television  to  the  public  for  some  time.  He  de- 

nied that  large  scale  manufacturers  of  radio  sets 
have  opposed  introduction  of  television. 

"I  have  yet  to  meet  a  manufacturer  who 
would  not  accept  gladly  an  opportunity  to  sell 

a  new  product  at  any  time,"  he  said. 
The  lag  between  experimental  and  commer- 

cial operation  of  television  Mr.  Gilman  ascribed 
to  the  fact  that,  unlike  radio,  in  television  re- 

ceiving and  transmitting  sets  must  be  coordi- 
nated. 

"Every  single  improvement  in  a  television 
transmitter  means  rebuilding  it,"  he  said. 
"Changes  will  follow  one  another  rapidly  dur- 

ing the  next  year  or  so,  and  every  change  means 
an  entirely  new  receiving  set  if  the  image  is 

to  be  picked  up  at  all." 
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23,000  ACTORS  AND 

MUSICIANS  IN  PWA 

And  Musicians  Outnumber 

Actors  Four  to  One  on 

Federal  Works  Program 

Nearly  23,000  actors  and  musicians  have 
been  found  among  the  6,402,171  persons 
eligible  for  works  program  theatrical  em- 

ployment, it  was  disclosed  this  week  in 
Washington  in  a  report  by  Harry  Hop- 

kins, Public  Works  Administrator,  based  on 
an  occupational  survey  just  completed  by  the 
PWA. 

Musicians  outnumbered  actors  four  to  one, 
there  being  18,219  musicians  against  4,674 
actors.  Musicians  comprised  the  second 

largest  among  the  21  groups  listed  as  pro- 
fessional and  technical  workers,  being  ex- 

ceeded in  number  only  by  teachers. 
A  breakdown  of  the  report  showed  that 

of  the  actors  2,796  were  male  and  1,878 
female.  Among  the  musicians,  13,319  were 
male  and  4,900  female. 

The  greatest  number  of  actors  was  regis- 
tered in  New  York,  2,050;  California  was 

second,  with  1,100,  and  Massachusetts  was 
third  with  368.  Only  four  other  states,  Ohio 
with  174,  Illinois  with  163,  Pennsylvania 
with  160  and  New  Jersey  with  123,  reported 
more  than  100  actors  on  their  rolls,  but 
actors  were  included  on  the  roll  of  every 
state  with  the  single  exception  of  South 
Dakota. 

With  respect  to  musicians,  New  York  re- 
ported 4,576  and  California  2,984.  Every 

state  listed  musicians,  Nevada  being  at  the 
bottom  with  13. 

Actors  on  PWA  rolls,  as  shown  by  the 
report,  were  divided  among  the  states  as 
follows : 

STATE  TOTAL 
Alabama    15 
Arizona   ,   7 
Arkansas    4 
California    .  .   I  100 
Colorado    21 
Connecticut    22 
Delaware    4 
District  of  Columbia   7 
Florida    30 
Georgia   18 
Idaho   3 
Illinois    163 
Indiana   33 
Iowa    13 
Kansas    6 
Kentucky    4 
Louisiana    47 
Maine   13 
Maryland    9 
Massachusetts    368 
Michigan    36 
Minnesota    32 
Mississippi    7 
Missouri    36 
Montana    3 
Nebraska    55 
Nevada    3 
New  Hampshire   2 
New  Jersey   123 
New  Mexico    3 
New  York   2050 
North  Carolina    4 
North  Dakota    2 
Ohio    174 
Oklahoma    3 
Oregon   9 
Pennsylvania    160 

Rhode  Island   •.   9 
South  Carolina   I 
South  Dakota    — 
Tennessee    6 
Texas   II 
Utah    4 

Vermont                                             .  . .  .  4 

Virginia    .   6 
Washington    23 
West  Virginia    2 
Wisconsin   :   16 
Wyoming    3 

South  Carolina  showed  only  one  individual 
in  the  list,  New  Hampshire,  North  Dakota 
and  West  Virginia  two  each. 

Poster  Renters  Will 

Oppose  Warner  Move 
"Members  of  the  National  Poster  Service 

Association  will  counteract  Warners'  move 
to  rent  posters  and  other  advertising  dis- 

plays," a  director  of  the  organization  said 
in  New  York  this  week.  "We  will  do  the 
same  with  Warners  as  we  did  with  Para- 

mount when  it  inaugurated  the  plan  last 

year,"  he  continued.  "Paramount  has  not 
hurt  our  business  and  neither  will  Warners." 

Next  month,  members  of  the  independent 
poster  renting  companies  throughout  the 
country  will  hold  a  three-day  convention  in 
New  York  to  discuss  the  latest  distributor 
move.  National  Poster  has  its  own  process 
company,  known  as  Associated  Displays, 
which  manufactures  advertising  material  for 
all  productions. 

W.  C.  D.  Carr,  Pioneer 

Director,  Is  Dead 

William  C.  D.  Carr,  pioneer  motion  pic- 
ture director  and  husband  of  Mary  Carr, 

character  actress,  died  in  Hollywood  late  last 
week  at  the  age  of  70.  Mr.  Carr  began  his 
film  career  as  an  actor  with  the  old  Lubin 

Company  in  Philadelphia  in  1907.  The  cause 
of  death  was  given  as  advanced  age  and 
grief  over  the  passing  of  his  eldest  sister, 
Luella  Carr  Walsh,  an  actress,  about  four 
weeks  ago. 

Oanada  to  Drop  Duty 

On  School  Pictures 

The  Canadian  Government  is  preparing 

to  provide  for  the  free  entry  of  motion  pic- 
tures of  an  educational  nature  intended  ex- 

clusively for  use  in  primary  and  secondary 
schools.  The  plan  involves  the  signing  of  a 
reciprocal  agreement  with  other  interested 
countries  for  the  interchange  of  appropriate 

films.  At  present  the  Dominion  is  conduct- 
ing a  survey  into  the  present  and  prospec- 
tive use  of  motion  pictures  in  schools. 

University  Adds  Films 

To  Regular  Courses 
The  University  of  Illinois  has  announced 

plans  to  add  a  course  in  motion  pictures  to 
its  regular  curriculum.  As  part  of  the  re- 

quirement of  the  course,  students  will  attend 
theatres  and  write  comparisons  of  the  picture 
seen  with  the  dramas,  novels,  biographies  or 
history  on  which  the  pictures  seen  were 
based. 

Expect  Start  of 

Hearings  on  RKO 

With  an  initial  legal  victory  established 
over  Orpheum  Circuit  preferred  stockhold- 

ers who  contested  RKO's  acquisition  of 
Orpheum  assets  and  sought  to  oppose  the 
RKO  reorganization  plan,  proponents  of 
the  plan  were  said  this  week  to  see  their 

way  clear  to  beginning  federal  court  hear- 
ings of  RKO  creditors  on  the  reorganiza- 

tion plan. 

As  a  result,  indications  are  that  there  will 

be  no  further  postponement  of  the  credi- 
tors' hearing,  which  is  now  set  for  this 

week  before  Federal  Judge  William  Bondy 
in  Manhattan,  after  having  been  postponed 
three  times  since  the  filing  of  the  plan  with 
the  court  last  November.  The  status  of  the 

plan  was  affected  by  the  outcome  of  the 

Orpheum  stockholders'  opposition  but,  with 
Referee  Oscar  Ehrhorn's  decisions  last 

week,  Orpheum's  place  in  the  RKO  reor- 
ganization was  clarified  sufficiently  to  war- 

rant proceeding  with  the  creditors'  hearings on  the  RKO  plans. 
Referee  Ehrhorn  advocated  acceptance  of 

RKO's  offer  to  acquire  the  Orpheum  assets 
and  denied  petitions  by  the  Orpheum  stock- 

holders to  permit  Orpheum  to  intervene  in 
the  RKO  reorganization  proceedings  and  to 
file  objections  to  the  RKO  plan.  Indications 
now  are  that  the  principal  objection  to  the 

RKO  plan  will  come  from  the  general  credi- 
tors' committee  and  a  committee  of  independ- 

ent stockholders,  with  particular  fire  being 

directed  at  the  plan's  provisions  for  the settlement  of  the  Rockefeller  Center  claim 

against  RKO.  The  plan  proposed  to  grant 
500,000  shares  of  new  RKO  common  stock 
to  satisfy  the  $9,150,000  Rockefeller  Center 
claim,  and  in  consideration  for  new  operat- 

ing agreements  for  the  Music  Hall  and  Cen- 
ter in  which  RKO  would  participate  in  the earnings. 

By 

Block  Booking  Protested 

Ohio  Pastors  Group 

Block  booking  and  "blind  selling"  were 
condemned  in  a  report  of  the  motion  picture 
committee  of  the  Ohio  Council  of  Churches 

which  was  submitted  at  the  annual  pastors' convention  in  Columbus.  The  practices  were 

condemned  as  policies  which  "by  all  the  rules 
of  fairness  to  the  exhibitor  and  the  public 
and  eventually  to  the  producer,  should  be 

abolished  by  legislation." The  report  commended  the  motion  picture 

industry  for  "the  very  obvious  improvement 
in  the  quality,  both  dramatic  and  moral,  of 

many  screen  productions." 

Recording  Discussed 
At  Meeting  of  Erpi 

New  recording  methods,  advancements  in 
technical  developments  and  new  roadshow 

equipment  for  the  showing  of  35mm.  non- 
theatrical  material  were  discussed  last  week 

in  the  course  of  the  three-day  semi-annual 
conference  of  district  managers  and  superin- 

tendents at  the  home  office  of  Electrical  Re- 
search Products,  Inc.  The  meeting  was 

under  the  direction  of  G.  L.  Carrington,  op- 

erating manager.  Present  were :  S.  W.  John- 
son, Obie  Hunt,  A.  Fiore,  W.  W.  Simons, 

A.  J.  Rademacher,  W.  S.  Weatherspoon,  J. 
A.  Cameron,  P.  Jones,  B.  L.  Turner,  A.  S. 

Lyman,  J.  L.  Patton  and  A.  A.  Ward. 
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"Looks  like  a  cinch  winner  at  the  box-office 

.  .  .  Packs  many  dramatic  punches  and  is  breezed 

with  waves  of  genuine  comedy."  —Variety  Daily 

"Mark  it  up  for  assured  box-office  profits . . . 

Rowdy,  two-fisted  comedy  with  two  big  melodra- 

matic episodes . . .  Splendidly  made  and  grand  enter- 

tainment throughout,"  —Hollywood  Reporter 

"Combines  breezy  dialog,  brisk  action  and 

wild  situations  to  give  it  an  exciting  wallop... Should 

enthuse  those  who  like  to  see  plenty  happening  in  a 

picture  that  is  moving  every  minute." 

—  Motion  Picture  Dail 

"Plenty  of  action  and  a  lot  of  comedy  . . . 

Should  play  to  good  box-office  returns.1*  —Film  Daily 

"Topnotch  entertainment  .  .  .  Action- cram- 

med, with  several  hair-raising  sequences  . . .  Will  be 

a  hit  with  audiences  in  all  classes  and  will  be  a  box- 

office  boon  to  showmen."  —  Box-Off  ice 

"Stirring  story  of  the  sea  .  .  .  Packed  with 
thrills  and  suspense  . . .  Contains  some  of  the  most 

vivid  marine  photography  ever  brought  to  the  screen 

...It  is  sure-fire  box-office."   —Showmen's  Trade  Review 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

Selznick  Expanding 

Requiring  additional  space  and  facilities  to 
accommodate  its  $12,000,000  1937  production 
program,  Selznick  International  Pictures, 
Inc.,  assumed  full  control  of  RKO  Pathe 
Studio  and  its  60  acres  of  property  in  Culver 
City  on  February  11.  In  addition  to  the 
studio  property  the  company  also  took  over 
40  acres  in  the  rear  of  the  site  in  Baldwin 
Hills.  The  enlarged  plant  will  bear  the  name 
of  Selznick  International  Production  Studios. 
The  biggest  major  physical  expansion 

made  by  the  company  since  its  exception  a 
little  more  than  a  year  ago  was  made  neces- 

sary, according  to  Henry  Goldberg,  general 
manager,  to  secure  more  space  and  buildings 
to  take  care  of  greatly  increased  production 
schedules.  The  newly  acquired  property 

will  undergo  a  program  of  up-to-date  re- 
modeling. Present  stages,  executive  build- 

ings and  dressing  rooms  will  be  renovated 
and  new  buildings  erected. 

Independent  producers  Sol  Lesser,  George 
Hirliman  and  David  L.  Loew,  mow  operating 
in  the  studio,  are  expected  to  seek  new  quar- 
ters. 

Lesser  Optimistic 

Sol  Lesser,  just  back  in  Hollywood  from 
an  extended  tour  of  Europe,  was  impressed 
most  by  the  production  situation  in  England. 

"England  has  tried  to  do  in  five  years," 
says  Lesser,  "what  it  has  taken  thirty-five 
years  to  do  in  America.  Though  the  finan- 

cial stability  of  most  British  producers  _  is 
sound  th*  London  studios  have  been  terrifi- 

cally handicapped  by  lack  of  talent.  This 
includes  technical  production  talent  as  well 
as  actors,  writers,  producers  and  directors. 

"However,  I  believe  that  effort  is  being 
made  to  correct  the  more  serious  mistakes 
of  the  past  and  in  my  opinion  more  system 
will  be  used  in  British  production  in  the 

future." 
Mr.  Lesser  expressed  optimism  as  to  the 

prospects  of  European  distribution  of  Ameri- 
can films  during  the  coming  year.  He  be- 

lieves that  American  producers  will  find  an 
expanded  market  for  their  product  on  the 
continent  for  1937-38. 
During  his  stay  abroad,  the  producer 

signed  Oscar  Strauss  to  compose  the  score 
of  the  next  Bobby  Breen  picture.  The  Vien- 

nese composer  will  leave  for  America  in 
March  and  is  due  in  Hollywood  before 
April  1. 

Start  9;  Finish  12 

Nine  pictures  went  into  production  and 
twelve  were  finished  as  tapering  off  of  the 
influenza  epidemic  enabled  Hollywood 
studios  to  catch  up  on  shooting  schedules. 
Product  on  both  sides  of  the  firing  line  is  of 
mixed  character  and  sponsorship. 

Republic  embarked  upon  two  pictures. 
The  more  ambitious  of  the  two,  "The  Hit 
Parade,"  to  which  a  $500,000  budget  is  re- 

ported to  have  been  allotted,  is  a  musical 
romance  featuring  a  topical  personality  talent 
revue.    It  will  feature  Phil  Regan,  Frances 

STUDIOS  WELCOME 

THEATRE  VIEWPOINT 

Recent  visits  of  Paramount  and 
RKO  theatre  executives  to  the  studios, 

followed  by  alteration  of  plans  to  fit 
forthcoming  films  more  snugly  to 
public  demand  as  analyzed  from  the 
theatre  viewpoint,  are  expected  to 

result  in  more  or  less  general  standard- 
ization of  periodic  conferences  be- 
tween production  and  exhibition 

representatives  at  the  product  source. 
Plans  being  discussed  would  bring 

RKO  theatre  men  to  Hollywood  at 

quarterly  intervals. 
Final  outcome  of  the  development 

may  be  the  foreshortening  of  time 
lapse  between  first  hand  analysis  of 

patron  requirement  and  its  fulfillment 
on  the  screen  dreamed  of,  until  now 
a  little  mistily,  since  the  passing  of 

overnight,  from-the-cuff  split -reelers. 

Langford,  Sammy  White,  Louise  Henry, 
Pert  Kelton,  Monroe  Owsley,  Max  Terhune, 
Pierre  Watkin,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  Ed- 

ward Brophy,  George  Givot,  the  Tick  Tock 
Girls,  Duke  Ellington  and  his  band,  Eddie 
Duchin,  Al  Pearce  and  his  gang,  Molasses 
and  January  and  Peggy  Bernier.  Gus  Meins, 

long  with  Hal  Roach,  is  directing.  "Get 
Along  Little  Dogies,"  a  western,  will  present 
Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette,  Judith  Allen, 
Weldon  Hayburn  and  Frankie  Marvin.  Jos- 

eph Kane  is  directing. 

Columbia  Starts  Two 

Two  pictures  also  were  started  by  Colum- 
bio.  "The  Devil  Is  Driving,"  which  Harry 
Lachman  directs,  stars  Richard  Dix  with 
Joan  Perry  and  Nana  Bryant,  Elisha  Cooke, 
Jr.,  Henry  Kolker,  Walter  Kingsford,  Ann 

Rutherford  and  John  Wray.  In  "Venus 
Makes  Trouble,"  comedy  romance,  James 
Dunn,  Patricia  Ellis,  Gene  Morgan,  Astrid 
Allwyn  and  Thurston  Hall  will  appear.  Gor- 

don Wiles  is  directing. 

"Fly  Away  Baby"  started  at  Warners. 
The  cast  lists  Glenda  Farrell,  Barton  Mac- 
Lane,  Hugh  O'Connell,  Marcia  Ralston, 
Gordon  Oliver,  Raymond  Hatton  and  Tom 
Kennedy.  Frank  McDonald  is  the  director. 
Featuring  John  Boles  and  Doris  Nolan,  Uni- 

versal started  "As  Good  As  Married,"  a romance  with  music,  which  Eddie  Buzzell 
directs.  The  support  includes  Ernest  Cos- 
sart,  Walter  Pidgeon  and  Mary  Phillips, 
with  more  names  to  be  added. 

MGM  elected  to  start  "Night  Must  Fall,"  a 
picturization  of  a  realistic  European  thrill 
drama.  Only  Robert  Montgomery  and  Rosalind 
Russell  are  familiar  to  film  fans.  The  support- 

ing cast  is  made  up  of  British  players  who  pre- 
sented the  play  on  British  stages.  They  are 

Dame  Mary  Whitty,  Kathleen  Harrison,  Merle 
Tottehnam  and  Matthew  Boulton.  Richard 
Thorpe  is  directing. 

Although  the  cast  is  far  from  complete,  20th 

Century-Fox  started  "Think  Fast,  Mr.  Moto." 
Based  on  a  Saturday  Evening  Post  story  in 
which  the  central  character  is  a  suave  and 
sinister  Japanese,  the  film  will  feature  Peter 
Lorre,  Virginia  Field,  Thomas  Beck,  Sig 
Rumann  and  John  Rogers.  Norman  Foster  is directing. 

•  "Gold,"  a  George  Hirliman  feature  for  Grand 
National  release,  went  into  productioh.  The 
cast  includes  Conrad  Nagel,  Eleanor  Hunt, 
Fuzzy  Knight,  Charles  Delaney,  Ed  LeSaint, 
Karl  Hackett,  Warner  Richmond,  Paul  Wiegel, 
W.  L.  Thorne  and  A.  Smith.  Louis  Gasnier  is directing. 

Warners  Finish  Four 

Warners  accounted  for  four  of  the  finished 

pictures.  "Miracle  Mountain"  will  present  Dick 
Foran,  Helen  Valkis,  John  Merton,  Glen 
Strange,  Mira  McKinney,  Henry  Otho  and 
Wilfred  Lucas.  Noel  Smith  directed.  "Dance, 
Charlie,  Dance,"  features  Stuart  Erwin,  Jean 
Muir,  Glenda  Farrell,  Allen  Jenkins,  Charles 
Foy,  James  Robbins,  Gordon  Hart,  Hugh 
O'Connell,  Joseph  Crehan  and  Veda  Ann  Borg. 
Frank  McDonald  directed.  In  "Public  Wed- 

ding" Jane  Wyman,  Marie  Wilson,  Dick  Pur- 
cell,  Raymond  Hatton,  William  Hopper,  Berton 
Churchill  and  Zeni  Vatori  will  be  seen.  Nick 

Grinde  directed.  "Talent  Scout,"  which  Louis 
King  directed,  will  present  Donald  Woods, 
Jeanne  Madden,  Fred  Lawrence,  Rosalind 
Marquis,  Joseph  Crehan  and  Charles  Halton. 
Two  productions  were  completed  at  20th 

Century-Fox.  "50  Roads  From  Town"  will 
present  Don  Ameche,  Ann  Sothern,  Slim 
Summerville,  Allan  Lane,  Jane  Darwell,  John 
Qualen,  Douglas  Fowley,  Stepin  Fetchit,  Paul 
Hurst  and  Spencer  Charters.  Norman  Taurog 

directed.  Names  in  "That  I  May  Live"  are Rochelle  Hudson,  Robert  Kent,  J.  Edward 
Bromberg,  DeWitt  Jennings,  James  Flavin, 
Mary  Gordon,  Fred  Kelsey,  Frank  McGlynn, 
Jr.,  Gloria  Roy  and  Baby  Mondshine.  Allan 
Dwan  directed. 

"The  Last  Of  Mrs.  Cheney"  finished  at 
MGM.  The  cast  includes  Joan  Crawford,  Wil- 

liam Powell,  Robert  Montgomery,  Frank  Mor- 
gan, Jessie  Ralph,  Nigel  Bruce,  Colleen  Clare, 

Benita  Hume,  Ralph  Forbes,  Aileen  Pringle, 
Melville  Cooper,  Leonard  Carey,  Sarah  Haden, 
Wallis  Clarke,  Lumsden  Hare  and  Barnett 
Parker.  The  picture,  which  was  started  by 
Richard  Boleslawski,  was  finished  by  George 
Fitzmaurice. 

Paramount  checked  in  "Murder  Goes  To 
College."  The  long  cast  includes  Roscoe  Karns, 
Marsha  Hunt,  Lynne  Overman,  Astrid  Allwyn, 
Harvey  Stephens,  Larry  Crabbe,  Purnell  Pratt, 
Charles  Wilson,  Terry  Ray  and  Nick  Lukats. 
Charles  Riesner  directed. 
Two  films  came  off  the  line  at  Universal. 

"When  Love  Is  Young"  will  offer  Virginia 
Bruce,  Kent  Taylor,  Walter  Brennan,  Jean 
Rogers,  David  Oliver,  Jack  Smart,  Greta 
Meyer,  Sterling  Halloway  and  William  Tan- 

ner. Hal  Mohr  directed.  "We  Have  Our 
Moments"  lists  Sally  Eilers,  James  Dunn, 
David  Nevin,  Mischa  Auer,  Warren  Hymer, 
Marjorie  Gateson,  Virginia  Sale,  Thurston 
Hall,  Grady  Sutton  and  Raymond  Brown.  Al- fred Werker  directed. 

Crescent  Pictures  completed  "The  Louisiana 
Purchase."  Tom  Keane  is  featured  with  Rita 
Cansino,  Robert  Fiske,  Raphael  Bennett,  Allan 
Cavan  and  Bud  Buster.    I.  V.  Willat  directed. 
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VIRGINIA  EXHIBITORS 

ELECT  W.  S.  WILDER 

MPTOA  Board  Is  Expected  to 

Reelect  Kuykendall;  Allied 

Outlines  Legislative  Aims 

Activity  in  exhibitor  organizations  this 
week  was  centered  on  plans  for  spring  con- 

ventions. The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Own- 
ers of  America  will  meet  in  Miami  on  March 

16th  and  general  committees  have  been  ap- 
pointed to  carry  out  the  plans.  Allied 

States  Association  of  Motion  Picture  Ex- 
hibitors, preparing  for  its  annual  session  in 

Milwaukee  in  May,  has  published  a 

pamphlet  outlining  the  organization's  fed- eral and  state  legislative  aims.  The  MPTO 
of  Virginia  had  its  yearly  convention  in 
Richmond  last  week. 

Reelection  of  Edward  Kuykendall  as 

president  of  the  MPTOA  for  another  year 

is  expected  when  the  board  of  directors 

convenes  in  Miami  in  advance  of  the  con- 

vention. While  Mr.  Kuykendall  has  insisted 
that  he  has  not  decided  whether  he  will 

be  a  candidate,  it  is  known  that  the  or- 
ganization has  not  considered  any  alternate 

for  the  post. 

Invitations  have  been  sent  to  all  Holly- 
wood studios  to  send  executives,  stars  and 

directors  to  the  gathering.  Adolph  Zukor, 
chairman  of  the  board  of  Paramount,  has 
indicated  that  he  will  attend,  as  have  Carole 
Lombard,  Bing  Crosby,  Bob  Burns,  Martha 
Raye  and  others. 

Committee  Chairmen  , 

The  following  have  been  named  by  Mitch- 
ell Wolfson,  general  chairman  of  convention 

arrangements,  to  head  the  various  commit- 
tees : 

Robert  C.  Frost,  Olympia  theatre,  Miami, 

reception;  O.  C.  Lam,  Rome,  Georgia,  reg- 
istration; Gus  Grist,  Sheridan  theatre,  Mi- 

ami, housing;  Sonny  Shepherd,  Lincoln  the- 
atre, Miami,  entertainment;  Mrs.  Mitchell 

Wolfson,  Miami  Beach,  ladies'  events;  Bur- 
ton Clark,  Rosetta  theatre,  Miami,  banquet; 

Major  Albert  Warner,  golf  tournament;  M. 
C.  Moore,  Riverside  theatre,  Miami,  dis- 

play booths ;  Edward  G.  Levy,  program ;  Al 
F.  Weiss,  Olympia  theatre,  Miami,  printing; 
L.  A.  Johnson,  Wometco  theatres,  Miami, 
auditing;  L.  J.  Boone,  Coral  Gables  theatre, 
Coral  Gables,  decorations  and  signs. 

Virginians  Elect  Wilder 

William  S.  Wilder  was  elected  president 

of  the  MPTO  of  Virginia  at  the  organiza- 
tion's convention  in  Richmond  last  week. 

Charles  A.  Somma  was  named  vice-presi- 
dent, Sam  Bendheim,  treasurer,  and  Harold 

Wood,  secretary. 

Remodeling  of  antiquated  theatres  and  em- 
phasis upon  safety  in  new  construction  was 

recommended  by  Morton  G.  Thalheimer,  re- 
tiring president,  in  his  address  at  the  open- 

ing session.  Colonel  John  A.  Cutchins,  di- 
rector of  public  safety  of  Richmond,  wel- 
comed members  in  the  absence  of  Mayor  J. 

Fulmer  Bright.  Colonel  Robert  T.  Barton. 
Jr.,  counsel  of  the  organization,  discussed 
the  social  security  act  as  it  applies  to  the- 

atres.   Jay  W.  Johns,  president  of  the  Vir- 

ginia Chamber  of  Commerce,  Lieutenant 
Governor  James  Hubert  Price,  Edward 
Kuykendall,  president  of  the  MPTOA,  and 
Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel  for  Al- 

lied, were  other  speakers. 

Directors  Named 

New  directors  of  the  organization  are : 

Walter  J.  Coulter,  Richmond;  C.  L.  Aber- 
crombie,  Danville;  Sam  Bendheim,  Jr., 
Richmond ;  Sam  Carver,  Roanoke ;  J.  Frank 
Falls,  Danville ;  Sidney  Gates,  Portsmouth ; 
Nat  Glasser,  Washington,  D.  C. ;  Mrs. 
Bertha  Gordon,  Newport  News ;  Elmore 

Heins,  Roanoke ;  George  A.  Jones,  Rich- 
mond; A.  E.  Lichtman,  Washington,  D.  C. ; 

J.  E.  Loth,  Waynesboro ;  A.  Frank  O'Brien, Richmond ;  Hunter  Perry,  Charlottesville ; 
Benjamin  Pitts,  Fredericksburg;  Frank 
Ponton,  Richmond ;  W.  Harmon  Reed,  Alex- 

andria ;  W.  H.  Rippard,  Farmville ;  Charles 

Roth,  Harrisonburg ;  Herman  Rubin,  Peters- 
burg; Charles  A.  Somma,  Richmond;  Mor- 

ton G.  Thalheimer,  Richmond;  I.  Weinberg, 
Lexington;  William  S.  Wilder,  Norfolk; 
Harold  Wood,  Richmond;  W.  A.  Byers, 
Norton,  and  W.  F.  Crockett,  Virginia 
Beach. 

Frederick  W.  Twyman,  former  mayor  of 
Charlottesville ;  Otto  Wells  of  Norfolk,  and 
R.  C.  Overbey  of  South  Boston  were  elected 
honorary  directors. 

The  Allied  States  bulletin  to  members  set- 

ting forth  the  legislative  aims  of  the  organi- 
zation, which  had  been  prepared  after  the 

meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  last  month, 
was  printed  in  pamphlet  form  and  given 
wide  distribution. 

Appended  were  the  names  of  the  members 
of  the  Senate  committee  on  interstate  com- 

merce, the  House  committee  on  interstate 
and  foreign  commerce  and  the  Senate  and 
House  patents  committee.  Members  and 

friends  of  the  proposals  were  urged  to  com- 
municate with  the  committee  members  in 

behalf  of  the  Allied-indorsed  legislation. 

Shearer  Buys  Slipper  Company 
The  B.  F.  Shearer  Company  in  Los 

Angeles  has  purchased  the  business  of  J.  S. 
Slipper  and  Company,  pioneer  theatre  supply 
dealers.  Guy  Slipper,  head  of  the  company, 
is  retiring  and  his  son,  Glenn  Slipper,  will 
remain  in  the  office  as  assistant  to  C.  Frank 
Harris. 

Guild  Honors  Deanna  Durbin 

The  Screen  Actors'  Guild  in  Hollywood this  week  named  Deanna  Durbin  as  the  best 
actress  for  December  as  a  result  of  her 

work  in  "Three  Smart  Girls."  Teddy  Hart 
won  the  supporting  player  award  for  his 

work  in  "Three  Men  on  a  Horse." 

Butcher  Joins  Selznick 

E.  W.  "Ted"  Butcher  has  joined  Selznick- 
International  in  Hollywood  as  studio  mana- 

ger. He  was  formerly  production  manager, 
studio  manager  and  a  producer  for  Fox  and 
has  been  affiliated  at  various  times  with 
Paramount,  the  old  Griffith  Studio  and  RKO. 
His  first  assignment  at  Selznick  will  be 

with  "The  Prisoner  of  Zenda." 

American  Pictures 

Gain  in  Denmark 

The  position  of  American  motion  pictures 
in  Denmark  improved  in  1936  compared 
with  the  preceding  year,  a  report  to  the 
United  States  Department  of  Commerce 
from  its  Copenhagen  office  shows.  During 

the  first  nine  months  of  the  year  229  fea- 
tures were  released,  of  which  147,  or  64  per 

cent,  were  American.  During  the  corre- 

sponding period  of  1935  total  releases  num- 
bered 285,  of  which  147,  or  59  per  cent 

were  American.  The  proportion  of  Ger- 
man films  also  increased  from  14  per  cent 

in  1935  to  18  per  cent  last  year,  but  the 
ratio  of  British  releases  declined  from  10  to 

five  per  cent,  the  report  said. 
Six  feature  films  were  released  by  three 

Danish  producers  in  1936  compared  with  10 
in  1935.  According  to  the  latest  available 
figures  there  are  approximately  350  motion 
picture  theatres  in  Denmark,  all  of  which 
are  wired  for  sound. 

Dutch  Theatres  Win 

Music  Rights  Ruling 

The  Dutch  Motion  Picture  Federation  in 
Amsterdam  has  won  an  important  decision 
with  respect  to  the  use  of  music  in  pictures 
played  by  theatres.  The  controversy  arose 
between  the  Federation  and  the  BUMA,  an 
organization  handling  the  music  rights  of 
composers,  which  requires  payment  from 
theatres  for  the  use  of  the  music. 

The  BUMA  had  set  an  embargo  on  the 

receipts  of  the  Rembrandt  theatre  in  Am- 
sterdam in  connection  with  the  showing  of 

a  UFA  production.  A  decision  was  ren- 
dered in  favor  of  the  Federation.  BUMA 

was  forced  to  remove  the  embargo,  the  court 
holding  that  in  the  contract  between  the 
composer  and  the  producer  for  the  use  of 
music,  the  rights  of  reproduction  are  also 
included. 

New  Zealand  Government 

To  Make  Short  Films 

The  government  of  New  Zealand  is  pro- 
ceeding with  plans  to  produce  scenic  and 

industrial  motion  pictures  for  exhibition  in 

foreign  countries,  according  to  the  Depart- 
ment of  Commerce  in  Washington. 

Advance  orders  for  the  pictures  are  re- 
ported to  have  been  submitted  by  the  Im- 
perial Institute  in  London  for  distribution 

to  colleges,  schools,  technical  and  social  in- 
stitutions in  Britain. 

In  addition,  it  is  anticipated  that  industrial 
films  for  advertising  New  Zealand  produce 

and  manufactures  will  be  produced  for  ex- 
hibition abroad.  It  is  understood  that  an 

American  company  has  placed  an  advance 
order  for  a  number  of  these  films  for  ex- 

hibition in  Far  Eastern  countries. 

Nicaraguan  Film  Tax 

To  Support  Hospitals 

The  government  will  collect  a  motion  pic- 
ture admission  tax  of  10  per  cent  with  the 

proceeds  being  used  to  help  maintain  hospi- 
tals throughout  Nicaragua,  it  was  an- 

nounced in  Managua  this  week.  President 
Anastasio  Somoza  declared  a  large  hospital 
will  be  constructed  in  Managua  to  take 
care  of  army  men.  government  employes 

and  the  general  public. 
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Tricolor  Letter 

Stopped  by  Court 

Strikes,  Fascism,  Lynchings  Are 

Favorite  Themes  in  WPA  Play  List 

"Social  struggle"  is  the  theme  basis  of  plays  selected  by  the  United  States 
Government's  Works  Progress  Administration  play  bureau  for  legitimate  theatre 
production  for  American  consumption.  Strikes,  Fascism  and  lynchings  constitute 
the  chief  subject  matter,  the  favorite  themes  of  playwrights  who  have  submitted 
work  for  the  rapidly  expanding  repertoire  of  the  Federal  Theatre  Project. 

Of  90  plays  selected  for  official  listing  by  the  project's  official  play  bureau  from 
nearly  7,000  manuscripts  submitted  in  the  last  eight  months,  34  are  on  some 

form  of  "social  struggle."  Only  17  deal  directly  with  class  struggle  as  a  dominant 
theme.  But  other  plays  about  race  prejudice,  militarism,  farm  life  and  modern 

business  methods  swell  the  social  message  of  the  volume.  Even  a  play  called  "The 
Sun  and  I,"  by  Barrie  and  Leonia  Stavis,  dealing  with  Joseph,  Potiphar  and  Pharaoh, 
is  listed  as  a  tract  against  dictatorship,  according  to  the  synopsis  printed  in  the 

volume,  "with  emphasis  on  the  similarity  between  present  day  problems  and  those 

of  ancient  Egypt." 
Historical  plays,  numbering  1 3  out  of  the  90,  include  several  with  modern 

variations.  One  of  them  is  titled  "Sex  Hallelujah"  and  described  as  a  Negro  ver- 

sion of  Aristophanes'  "Lysistrata." Melodrama  and  comedy  each  account  for  14  of  the  90  plays  chosen,  with 

I  I  plays  classed  as  fantasy  and  four  as  folk  drama. 
The  Play  Bureau  has  published  the  list  with  an  offer  to  permit  production  of 

any  of  the  plays  for  a  weekly  royalty  of  $50.  It  was  intended,  according  to  a 

foreword,  primarily  for  the  12,000  designers,  directors,  actors  and  technicians 
now  working  for  the  Federal  Theatre  Project  in  nearly  400  theatres  in  28  states. 

"Our  greatness  will  be  measured  only  by  the  writers  we  encouraged  by  the 

plays  we  produced  by  the  drama  we  created,"  wrote  Francis  Bosworth,  director 

of  the  Federal  Play  Bureau.  "These  plays  present  a  challenge  to  those  who  'desire 

a  different  rhythm  of  life.'  To  the  venturous  belongs  the  future — the  future  of 

Federal  Theatre." 

Technicolor  has  been  granted  a  temporary 
restraining  order  by  Federal  Judge  William 

P.  James  in  Los  Angeles  prohibiting  Tri- 
color from  issuing  written  "warnings"  of  in- 

fringement of  patents  to  exhibitors  showing 
Technicolor  productions.  The  order  was 

granted  pending  trial  on  March  16  of  Tri- 
color's infringement  action  against  Techni- color. 

Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  Technicolor  head, 

pointed  out  that  the  legal  controversy  in- 
volves the  Jones  patent,  issued  in  1922, 

which  relates  only  to  the  color  cameras  in 
use.  He  said  that  the  notice  issued  to  exhibi- 

tors appeared  to  be  "unwarranted  intimida- 
tion," since,  even  assuming  Tricolor's  claims 

to  be  valid,  exhibitors  are  not  liable  either 
directly  or  indirectly  for  damages. 

Dr.  Kalmus'  attorneys  said  they  were  posi- 
tive that  Technicolor  is  not  infringing  any 

valid  patents  and  pointed  out  that  the  com- 
pany has  successfully  withstood  many  sim- 

ilar suits  which  have  been  threatened  in  the 

past. 
The  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of 

Southern  California,  meanwhile,  had  sent  a 
bulletin  to  members  advising  them  to  obtain 
releases  in  writing  from  exchanges  selling 
color  prints,  pending  the  outcome  of  the 
suit  between  Tricolor  and  Technicolor. 

Dr.  Kalmus,  replying  to  inquiries,  said  he 
attached  no  significance  to  the  recent  liquida- 

tion of  Technicolor  stock  by  Atlas  Corpora- 
tion, investment  trust,  in  New  York.  He 

emphasized  that  the  company's  relations 
with  Floyd  B.  Odium,  Atlas  head,  were  cor- 

dial and  that  the  Atlas  holdings  had  been 
comparatively  small,  involving  about  9,000 
shares  of  Technicolor  common  out  of  a  total 
of  700,000  shares  outstanding. 

Court  Denies  Request 

To  Drop  RCA  Suit 
Judge  John  C.  Knox  in  the  United  States 

district  court  of  New  York  last  Saturday  de- 
nied a  motion  to  dismiss  the  complaint  of 

Abram  J.  Engelman  in  his  suit  against  the 
RCA  Victor  Company,  RCA  Communica- 

tions, RCA  Radiotron  and  E.  T.  Cunning- 
ham Tubes.  The  motion  to  dismiss  was 

made  by  the  defendants  on  the  ground  that 
it  failed  to  state  a  cause  of  action.  The  plain- 

tiff claims  he  entered  into  a  written  agree- 
ment with  the  defendants  to  show  them  how 

to  capitalize  on  their  patents  with  new 
methods  for  use  in  transmission  and  recep- 

tion of  voices  he  invented.  He  was  to  re- 

ceive 2l/2  per  cent  of  all  sales.  He  further 
claims  that  the  defendants  made  at  least  $10,- 
000,000  in  sales  on  their  patents  with  his  im- 

provements and  that  $250,000  is  therefore 
due  him,  for  which  amount  he  is  suing. 

Cincinnati  Archbishop 

Approves  "Cloistered" Most  Reverend  John  T.  McNicholas, 
Roman  Catholic  archbishop  of  Cincinnati, 

has  approved  the  French  film  "Cloistered" 
which  is  to  play  a  week  at  the  Taft  theatre 
in  that  city.  Church  dignitaries,  priests  and 
nuns  crowded  the  theatre  at  a  preview  show- 

ing last  week.  The  theatre  is  under  lease 
for  the  showing  by  Milfor  Unger,  former 
manager  of  the  old  Grand  Opera  house. 

Outstate  Missouri's Insurance  Rate  Rises 

Public  liability  insurance  rates  on  out- 
state  Missouri  theatres  have  been  doubled, 

going  up  from  five  cents  a  seat  to  10  cents. 

The  change  was  made  effective  by  the  Na- 
tional Bureau  of  Casualty  Underwriters. 

Rates  in  St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Mo.;  Kan- 
sas City,  Kan.,  and  out-state  Kansas  remain 

the  same. 

Hays  Returning  East 
Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion 

Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 
America,  Inc.,  leaves  Hollywood  for  New 
York  this  weekend,  reaching  Manhattan 

Thursday.  Mr.  Hays  has  been  in  California 
since  early  last  month  and  during  his  stay 
there  he  attended  meetings  with  the  Pro- 

ducers' Association,  spoke  at  the  dinner 

given  by  Louis  B.  Mayer  for  that  organiza- 
tion, was  present  at  the  celebration  at  which 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck  received  the  Legion  of 
Honor  and  was  a  speaker  at  the  Silver  Jubi- 

lee Dinner  of  Adolph  Zukor. 

Goldwyn  Files  a  Denial 
Samuel  Goldwyn  has  filed  his  answer  to 

questions  asked  him  in  Los  Angeles  in  con- 
nection with  the  suit  brought  against  him, 

Samuel  Goldwyn,  Inc.,  Eddie  Cantor  and 
United  Artists  by  Mort  Eisman,  Clara  Dellar 
and  Robert  Louis  Shayon.  The  plaintiffs 
claim  that  Mr.  Eisman  wrote  and  had  copy- 

righted a  play  in  1929  which  was  called 
"Oh  Shah"  and  that  "Roman  Scandals"  is 
an  infringement.  Mr.  Goldwyn  denied  ever 

having  seen  "Oh  Shah." 

Mayor  Meets  Theatre 

Men  on  Safety  Measures 
Mayor  Bernard  F.  Dickman  of  St.  Louis 

held  a  conference  Wednesday  with  theatre 

owners  and  managers  and  labor  union  of- 
ficials to  discuss  public  safety  in  motion  pic- 

ture theatres  and  to  appoint  a  committee  to 
draw  up  regulations  after  he  had  vetoed  the 
bill  recently  passed  by  the  Board  of  Alder- 

men requiring  the  employment  of  a  projec- 
tionist for  each  machine.  The  measure, 

which  had  the  backing  of  the  St.  Louis  af- 
filiate of  the  International  Alliance  of  The- 

atrical, Stage  Employes  and  Moving  Picture 
Operators,  was  intended  to  write  into  the 
basic  laws  of  the  city  a  union  rule  that  is 

now  observed  by  every  theatre  in  the  terri- 
tory. Under  their  working  agreement  with 

the  union  the  theatres  now  employ  two  pro- 
jectionists in  each  booth. 

Social  Security  Film 

Released  by  Board 

"Today's  Frontiers,"  fourth  in  a  series  of 
newsreel  trailers  issued  by  the  Social  Secur- 

ity Board  to  publicize  the  social  security  act, 

was  released  to  theatres  throughout  the  coun- 
try on  February  15th,  with  more  than  6,000 

bookings  claimed  by  officials  of  the  board. 

The  three  previous  releases  were  "We  the 
People  and  Social  Security,"  "Youthful  Old 
Age,"  and  "Applications  for  Old-Age  Secur- 

ity." The  latest  effort  of  the  board  was 
written  by  Miss  Ferol  E.  Thorpe  of  the 
board's  informational  service  staff  and  was 
produced  by  Pathe  News  under  the  supervi- 

sion of  James  S.  Douglass. 
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Contracts  Set 

For  Broadcasts 

WILLIAM  FOX  CASE 

IN  SUPREME  COURT 

Highest  Tribunal  Orders  Tem- 

porary Stay  Continued  Until 

It  Passes  On  Action 

The  highly  involved  controversy  between 
Hiram  Steelman,  trustee  in  bankruptcy  for 
William  Fox,  and  the  All-Continent  Corpor- 

ation, which  Mr.  Steelman  charges  was  or- 
ganized by  Mr.  Fox,  with  his  wife  as  presi- 

dent, and  therefore  should  be  considered  as 
an  asset  of  the  Fox  estate,  will  be  reviewed 
by  the  United  States  Supreme  Court,  which 
on  Monday  ordered  the  temporary  stay  of 
proceedings  granted  January  18  continued 
until  it  has  passed  on  the  case. 

The  case  goes  to  Washington  from  the 

Third  Circuit  Court  of  Appeals,  which  had 
reversed  an  order  of  the  bankruptcy  court 

ordering  a  stay  of  proceedings  in  Pennsyl- 
vania, where  All-Continent  had  brought 

suit  to  remove  a  cloud  on  the  title  to  cer- 

tain securities  in  possession  of  Philadelphia 
brokers  which  had  been  caused  by  a  third 

party  order  in  proceedings  by  the  Capital 
Company,  a  judgment  creditor  of  Mr.  Fox. 

In  petitioning  for  relief  from  the  Supreme 
Court,  Mr.  Steelman  explained  that  the  only 
assets  turned  over  to  him  as  trustee  con- 

sisted of  certain  notes  and  securities  "of  little 

or  no  value"  and  $100  in  cash,  against  listed 
liabilities  in  excess  of  $9,000,000. 

Acting  under  the  federal  bankruptcy  act, 
orders  were  obtained  directing  examination 
of  the  books  and  certain  officers  and  em- 

ployees of  All-Continment.  Mr.  Fox's  wife refused  to  submit  to  examination  and  was 

cited  for  contempt. 
It  was  charged  that  examination  of  the 

company's  books  was  necessary  on  the  basis 
of  facts  which  showed  that  the  All-Continent 

Corporation  "was  the  creation  of  the  bank- 
rupt himself ;  every  dollar  of  its  capital  came 

from  the  bankrupt;  by  the  formation  of  the 
corporation  he  divested  himself  of  a  very 

substantial  portion  of  his  property,"  accord- 
ing to  the  brief  filed  with  the  Supreme  Court. 

The  value  of  assets  transferred  to  All-Con- 
tinent by  Fox  at  one  time  totaled  $7,000,000, 

it  was  claimed. 

Additional  Funds 

For  Flood  Zones 

Nationwide  aid  of  the  industry  for  re- 
habilitation of  Mississippi-Ohio  flood  zones 

resulted  this  week  in  collection  of  additional 
thousands  of  dollars.  Both  theatres  and  ex- 

changes in  the  flood  territories  were  reopen- 

ing this  week  after  "house-cleanings." 
At  Louisville,  Ky.,  theatres  have  finally  dried 

out  their  flooded  lower  floors.  The  Ohio, 
Rialto  and  Mary  Anderson  theatres  were  among 
the  first  to  resume  operations.  Openings  of  the 

)Strand,  Loew's  State  and  Kentucky,  more 
seriously  damaged,  came  later  and  the  Tower, 
Crescent,  Baxter,  Hill  Top,  Cosy  and  Uptown 
are  expected  to  be  on  regular  schedules  soon. 

A  checkup  cm  the  damage  at  Evansville,  Ind., 

revealed  that  several  flooded  houses  must  have 
new  seats  and  other  equipment.  The  American, 
reopening  Friday  has  been  reseated  and  re- 

decorated. All  seats  in  the  Alhambra  will  be 
replaced.  Extent  of  damage  to  the  new  Wash- 

ington is  being  studied.  The  Loew's  and  Ma- 
jestic have  reopened,  but  not  the  Ohio,  which 

was  virtually  swamped. 
The  Grand  and  Orpheum  at  Harrisburg,  111., 

have  reopened  and  the  Rodgers  and  Uptown  at 
Cairo,  111.,  are  being  repaired.  Fifty  theatres  in 
35  towns  in  this  region  are  all  in  operation 

again. Loss  to  theatres  in  Wheeling,  W.  Va.,  from 
the  second  flood  in  less  than  a  year  aggregated 
more  than  $50,000,  officials  estimated.  The  Fox, 
Liberty,  Colonial  and  Southern  theatres,  under 
water  six  days,  have  been  reconditioned. 
At  Parkersburg,  W.  Va.,  Warner  reopened 

the  Smoot  and  the  Strand,  while  at  Ashland, 
Ky.,  the  Paramount  and  the  Capitol  were  again 
in  operation,  the  Grand  and  the  Lyric  still  dark. 

Screen,  radio  and  stage  combined  forces  at 
the  Music  Hall  in  New  York  last  Thursday 
midnight  and  raised  $60,000  for  the  Red  Cross. 

Wrigley's  Chewing  Gum  paid  $30,000  of  this figure  to  broadcast  the  affair  over  242  stations. 
Over  100  personalities  contributed  their  ap- 
pearances. 

Theatres  in  the  St.  Louis  area  are  credited 
with  having  raised  $100,000  for  Red  Cross  flood 
relief  work.  A  special  campaign  committee 
was  headed  by  Louis  Ansell  and  Harry  C. Arthur. 

The  Red  Cross  reported  receipt  of  a  check 
for  $15,273.58  from  Roxy  Theatres  Corpora- 

tion, representing  contributions  made  by  its 
patrons.  Also  reported  were  $2,000  from  the 
Paramount  at  Springfield,  Mass ;  $500  from 
the  DeWitt  at  Bayonne,  N.  J. ;  $35,000  from  the 
theatres  in  Oklahoma  City,  $1,000  from  the 
RKO  theatres  in  Cleveland,  $1,200  from  the 
houses  of  Hartford,  Conn.,  and  $1,100  from  the 
Strand  at  Shreveport,  La. 
The  Hamrick-Evergreen  houses  in  Portland 

showed  special  slides  and  trailers.  Fred  Wehr- 
enberg's  Savoy  at  Ferguson,  Mo.,  was  the 
scene  of  a  benefit  by  the  Lions  Club.  All  the- 

atres of  Tampa,  Fla.,  have  contribution  boxes 
in  their  lobbies.  In  Bridgeport  the  Capitol  gave 
a  day's  receipts. 

Aid  Society  Poll  Winner 

Ginger  Rogers  this  week  was  chosen  as 
the  most  popular  motion  picture  star  in  the 

poll  conducted  by  the  Children's  Aid  So- 
ciety among  its  10,000  boys  and  girls  at- 

tending its  seven  centers  in  Manhattan. 

Republic's  Circuit  Deals 
The  New  York  Republic  exchange  this 

week  closed  with  the  Century  Circuit  of  30 
theatres  in  metropolitan  New  York  and  the 
Consolidated  chain  of  22  houses  for  the  en- 

tire 1936-37  lineup. 

Kingsberry  Heads  WPA 

The  appointment  of  Jack  Kingsberry  as 
director  of  the  Federal  Theatre  Project  in 
New  Orleans  has  been  announced  by  James 
Crutcher,  state  WPA  administrator. 

Asher  Handling  Epilogues 

Harry  Asher  is  now  distributing  Epi- 
logue in  New  England  as  well  as  General 

Picture  features.  His  headquarters  are  in 
Boston. 

From  the  Studios 

Bringing  to  a  close  almost  four  months  of 
intermittent  negotiations  between  General 
Mills  and  major  producers,  Bagley,  Horton 
and  Hoyt,  Chicago  advertising  company  rep- 

resenting the  flour  milling  firm,  this  week 
closed  contracts  in  Hollywood  for  the  daily 
broadcasting  over  National  Broadcasting 
Company  stations  of  15-minute  programs 
from  the  sound  stages  of  nine  major  studios. 
A  different  studio  will  be  used  for  the 

program  each  day.  The  first  company  whose 
production  activities  will  be  heard  over  the 
air  will  be  Twentieth  Century-Fox.  A  part 

of  the  shooting  on  "Love  Is  News"  will  be 
described  by  a  narrator  who  also  will  give 
details  concerning  the  construction  of  the  set 
itself  and  probably  will  introduce  the  char- 

acters featured. 

The  presentation  of  the  stars  has  not  yet 
met  with  the  approval  of  Darryl  F.  Zanuck, 
production  head,  who  feels  that  the  reaction 
might  be  detrimental  to  players  not  adapted 
to  broadcasting. 

Bagley,  Horton  and  Hoyt  have  opened 
offices  in  Hollywood  to  supervise  the  broad- 

casting of  the  General  Mills  programs. 
Meanwhile,  Paramount  and  NBC  have 

completed  plans  for  a  Sunday  half-hour  pro- 
gram to  originate  in  the  Paramount  studios 

and  to  be  broadcast  over  the  Red  Network 
as  a  sustaining  feature.  Paramount  stars 

and  stock  players  will  be  used  and  the  pro- 
duction will  be  under  the  direction  of  Boris 

Morros.  Paramount  writers  will  also  pre- 
pare the  scripts  which  will  be  subject  to 

the  approval  of  the  company's  publicity  de- 
partment. 

Says  Communism 

Uses  the  Screen 

The  press,  radio  and  motion  pictures  along 
with  the  legitimate  stage,  among  other 
agencies,  are  being  used  by  proponents  of 
Communism  to  spread  their  propapanda  in 
the  United  States,  Archbishop  John  Timothy 
McNicholas  of  Cincinnati  said  this  week  in 

a  pastoral  letter,  issued  in  the  form  of  a  28- 

page  pamphlet,  under  the  heading  "Com- 
munism, Its  Evils  and  Its  Causes." 

"One  of  the  major  causes  of  the  spread  of 
Communism  is  its  effective  propaganda.  All 

opinion-forming  agencies  are  used  by  it," 
the  letter  said  in  part.  "The  infection  is,  first 
of  all,  carried  from  person  to  person.  The 
press,  the  radio,  the  legitimate  stage,  the 
moving  picture,  ephemeral  literature,  leaflets, 
lectures  and  text  books  in  our  schools  have 

been  and  are  being  employed  in  a  subtle 
manner  in  its  system  of  propaganda.  Liberty- 
loving  Americans  of  all  groups  would  do 
well  to  unite  in  insisting  upon  a  thorough 

investigation  of  these  agents  of  propaganda." The  letter,  sent  out  last  Wednesday,  is 
to  be  read  in  sections  in  all  churches 

throughout  the  metropolitan  see  of  Cincin- 
nati, and  copies  are  to  be  distributed  to  all 

Catholic  families.  All  parish  priests  are 
instructed  to  deliver  at  least  three  sermons 

on  the  subject  matter  of  the  pastoral  during 
the  Lenten  season. 
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I  /  SLIM/SUMMERVILLE  •  DUDLEY  DIGGES 

WM1  CATLETT  •  GEORGE  SANDERS 

JANE  DARWELL  •    STEPIN  FETCHIT 

PAULINE  MOORE 

Directed  by  Tay  Garnett 

Associate  Producers  Earl  Carroll  and  Harold  Wilson  •  Screen  play  by  Harry  Tugend 

V         and  Jack  Yellen  •  Story  by  William  R.  Lipman  and  Frederick  StepKani 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck 

in  Charge  of  Production 
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ASIDES  and 

INTERLUDES 
by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

FRED  FELBINGER,  chief,  and  Martin 
Barnett.  assistant,  are  back  in  the  Para- 

mount News  Chicago  Bureau,  fresh  out  of 
the  Mississippi  and  Ohio  flood  zones.  For 
days  since  their  return,  both  have  been  on  a 
lark  turning  on  all  the  office  lights  in  bright 
daylight  and  then  dashing  to  the  faucets  to 
let  the  water  stream  through  their  fingers. 
At  first  the  Paramount  gang  in  the  bureau 
thought  of  calling  for  straight-jackets.  Only 
Felbinger  and  Barnett  knew  and  understood 
— fresh,  clean  drinking  water  and  electric 
lights!  All  the  aqua  pura  they  wanted  to 
bathe  in  again — they  could  even  drink  the 
stuff! 

Down  in  the  flood  areas  they  hadn't  had 
a  bath  for  weeks,  and  only  once  did  Barnett 
negotiate  a  clean  shave,  accomplished  by 
filling  a  film  can  with  White  Rock  highball 
water  and  then  heating  it  over  three  candles. 

Already  widely  mentioned  were  the  dif- 
ficulties under  which  transportation  was  ob- 

tained for  removing  exposed  negatives  of 
the  disaster — all  boats  were  commandeered 
by  the  Coast  Guard,  National  Guard  and 
Red  Cross.  Not  so  widely  publicized  were 
the  restrictions  on  filming.  Censorship  was 
especially  enforced  as  to  the  death  toll. 
Marty  Barnett  did  obtain  material  on  the 
long,  tapered  white  pine  boxes  being  car- 

ried over  pontoon  bridges,  containing  bodies 
of  victims  on  their  way  to  unknown,  un- 

marked resting  places.  But,  he  did  not  keep 
the  film  for  long,  several  photographers 
having  their  cameras  confiscated  for  cover- 

ing this  angle  of  the  "story."  A  National 
Guardsman  turned  a  gun  on  Barnett  and 
growled  to  him  to  stop  where  he  was  stand- 

ing. "Put  that  gun  down  before  it  goes  off," 
advised  Barnett.  "That's  just  what  is  going 
to  happen,"  replied  the  soldier.  So  Barnett 
stopped  where  he  was  standing. 

At  another  spot  Barnett  clashed  with  Jer- 
sey policemen  who  had  been  imported  to  aid 

in  effecting  martial  law.  He  flashed  a  Chi- 

cago reporter's  police-press  pass,  and  then 
heard  from  the  Jersey  cops,  in  no  uncertain 
terms,  that  the  only  press  passes  that  they 
would  honor  were  Jersey  press  passes.  As 
a  result,  Barnett  was  forced  to  stay  in  areas 
patrolled  by  Chicago  police. 

Felbinger  and  Barnett  returned,  too,  with 
the  memory  of  the  dark  morning  when  a 
group  of  motion  picture  newsreelers  were 
riding  the  flooded  streets  in  a  coast  guard 
boat.  The  boat  suddenly  lurched  and  one 
of  the  cameramen  was  thrown  overboard. 
However,  his  heavy  Akeley  camera  fell  on 
one  of  his  lees,  pinning  him  to  the  boat 
until  they  could  pull  him  back  to  safety  and 
from  possible  death  from  the  churning  whirl- 

pools from  which  there  was  little  chance  of 
rescue. 

Barnett  and  Felbinger  headquartered  in  a 
hotel  in  Louisville.  Trips  to  their  15th-floor 
room  became  one  long  climb — elevators 
were  not  running.  Nor  was  there  heat,  be- 

cause of  submerged  boilers.  And  the  only 
food  that  could  be  had  in  the  hotel  galley 
was  a  steady  diet  of  questionable  beef  soup 
and  scrambled  eggs  of  vintage  equally  _  as 
questionable.  A  kerosene  stove  of  the  Civil 
War  era  sent  a  choice  taste  of  crude  oil  into 
the  victuals.  At  night,  house  bricks  were 
warmed  on  the  same  kerosene  burner  and 
placed  in  bed  for  footwarmers. 

Barnett    finally    got    to    moving  freely 

around  the  guarded  areas  by  carrying  a  duf- 
fle bag,  with  negatives  in  it,  wearing  an 

emergency  armband,  and  answering  all 
queries  with  the  pretention  that  he  was  a 
doctor  on  an  emergency  case  out  of  the  air- 

port. 
V 

Pete  Smith,  out  at  Metro's  studio  in  Holly- wood has  ordered  10  suits  made  of  lead  to  be 

used  for  players  in  his  production  entitled  "Ra- 
dium." Pete  reports  they'll  be  needed  for  pro- 

tection against  the  radium. 

State  of  the  Union: — 
Lafayette,  Ind. — Purdue  University  students,  in 

a  questionnaire  test  of  general  knowledge,  were  90 
per  cent  correct  in  matters  concerning  motion 
picture  personalities,  but  not  a  single  student 
could  identify  Maxim  Gorky,  and  a  large  percent- 

age had  difficulty  identifying  Haile  Selassie  and 
Wallis  Simpson.  — New  York  American 

V 

London's  Era  sends  word  over  that  the  In- 
ternational Fellowship  League,  at  London's 

Croyden  airdrome,  debated  the  other  day  the 
question  of  which  one  of  half-a-dozen  persons 
should  be  thrown  out  of  an  over-weighted  bal- 

loon containing  the  great  Lord  Beaverbrook 
and  the  great  Lord  Rothermere,  Sylva  Pank- 

hurst  and  Hannen  Swaffer,  and  Hollywood's 
Norma  Shearer  and  Zasu  Pitts.  By  a  wide 
vote,  the  great  Lord  Beaverbrook  left  the  bal- 

loon in  a  hurry. 
V 

Daily  Puzzle  Department: — 
It  costs  $1,000,000  to  find  and  make  a star. 

— Darryl  Zanuck,  in  Film  Daily. 
V 

Eddie  Acuff,  Warner  contract  player  in 
California,  has  received  word  from  his  cousin 
in  Cincinnati  that  he  has  been  getting  great 
results  in  the  training  of  his  race  horses  since 
the  Mississippi-Ohio  valley  catastrophe. 
The  nags  got  in  great  shape  running 

away  from  the  flood  waters. 

Hot  Diggety  Department,  from  the  Lon- 
don Daily  Mirror: 

Mrs.  Phyllis  Boice  is  a  professional 
screamer  in  a  play.  She  stands  behind  the 
scenes  and  lets  out  the  most  ghastly  yells 
at  the  appropriate  moments. 

"Screaming,"  she  says,  "must  be  spon- 
taneous. You  can't  learn  how  to  scream.  It 

just  comes  natural.  You  can  either  scream 

or  you  can't.  You  can't  practise  it.  The 
more  you  practise  the  less  you  can  scream. 
You  Just  have  to  let  go  when  the  time 
comes. 

"Thin  women  can't  scream  easily.  When 
I  started  screaming  I  was  only  seven  stone 

and  just  gave  little  squeaks.  Now  I'm  eleven 
stone,  and  when  I  let  'em  have  it,  they 
know  all  about  it." V 

Broadway's  Capitol  theatre  marquee  last 
week  advertised:  "Garbo  LOVES  Robert  Tay- 

lor in  'Camille,' "  and  at  the  same  time  the  old 
City  Hall  subsequent  run  in  the  shadow  of  the 

Brooklyn  Bridge  retaliated  with  :"Irene  Dunne 
HATES  Robert  Taylor  in  'Magnificent  Ob- 

session.' " 

THE  Hindus  in  India  are  taking  a  note 
from  the  production  book  of  Marc  Con- 

nelly's "Green  Pastures,"  as  produced  in  mo- 
tion pictures  in  Hollywood  for  the  Brothers Warner. 

A  20-foot  eagle  has  been  built  by  the  In- 
dian cinema  company,  Prabhat  Cinetone, 

to  show  the  ascension  into  the  Hindu  heaven 
of  the  17th  Century  hero  of  a  new  motion 

picture,  "Saint  Tukaram."  Made  of  iron 
and  papier-mache,  this  mammoth  eagle  prop 
is  hoisted  on  concealed  wires,  can  flap  its 
wings  and  turn  its  head  from  side  to  sid^ — 
much  in  the  same  manner  as  Mr.  Connelly's 
Warner-made  angels  in  "Green  Pastures." 
The  Hindus'  big  eagle,  however,  fell  on  a 
crowd  of  extras  the  other  day  and  injured 
a  dozen. 

In  Indian  legend,  the  Garuda  is  really  half 
man,  half  eagle — wings  red,  face  white, 
golden  body.  Its  normal  mythical  job  is  to 
carry  the  Hindu  god,  Vishnu.  This  god  has 
millions  of  worshipers  in  India.  They  believe 
that  he  has  had  many  incarnations,  the  earli- 

est of  which  was  as  a  giant  fish  which  saved 
from  the  flood  the  ancestor  of  mankind. 

Filming  of  "Saint  Tukaram"  by  Prabhat 
Cinetone  has  some  deep-rooted  political  sig- 

nificance: India's  thriving  motion  picture  in- 
dustry is  centered  in  Bombay  and  Poona  in 

the  country  of  the  Mahrattas.  who  rebelled 
against  British  rule  in  the  18th  Century. 
Tukaram  was  born  near  Poona,  is  considered 
the  best  poet  the  Mahratta  race  has  pro- 

duced. The  British  first  arrived  in  India  in 
his  lifetime.  He  died  in  1649  and  supposedly 
went  to  Heaven  in  a  chariot  of  flame. 

Typical  Tukaram  poetry:  "No  gaudy 
Heaven  I  seek,  no  bottomless  absorption  in 
the  Absolute;  Life  in  this  world  of  death  is 

good,  is  all  I  need,  for  I  have  Thee." Tukaram  was  of  the  low  Sudra  caste  of 
servants,  his  father  a  grocer.  He  quarreled 
with  his  irreligious  wife,  cured  his  son  of 
gallstones,  let  mosquitoes  drink  his  blood. 

To  every  "How  do  you  do"  he  replied,  "I 
am  on  my  way  to  the  City  of  God." 

If  you  ever  get  to  India  you'll  see  all  about 
it  in  Prabhat  Cinetone's  motion  picture. 

V 
Motion  picture  exhibitors  have  been  taking 

the  "rap"  on  double  bills  for  years.  They  needn't 
shoulder  the  blame  any  longer.  That  practice, 
subjected  to  such  wide  controversy,  came  from 
the  stage.  And,  strangely  enough,  it  was  origi- 

nated by  the  first  producers  of  Shakespeare's "Hamlet"  in  America.  "Hamlet"  was  double- 
billed  on  the  stage  in  Philadelphia  as  early  as 
1769 — seven  years  before  Washington  crossed 
the  Delaware. 

According  to  Percy  Barton,  personal  repre- 
sentative of  Leslie  Howard,  now  touring  the 

west  in  Shakespearean  vehicles,  it  was  not  un- 
common to  present  "Hamlet"  as  one  item  of  a double  bill  in  the  few  theatres  tolerated  in  the 

American  colonies  in  the  decade  preceding  the 
Revolutionary  War.  The  classic  tragedy  usually 
shared  the  program  with  some  popular  farce  of 

the  day — "The  Wrangling  Lovers,"  "An  Irish 
Widow,"  "The  Agreeable  Surprise,"  et  al. 

V 

Prize  typographical  boner  of  the  month 
was  the  "Fangs  and  Claws"  listing  in  the 
program  of  the  Ellsworth  theatre,  of  that 
town  in  Wisconsin.  It  finally  reached  pat- 

rons from  the  print  shop  as  "Fanny  and 

Claud." 
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When  You're  in  Love 
(Columbia) 

Musical  Comedy  -  Drama 
Columbia,  which  with  frequent  regularity 

comes  up  with  the  kind  of  entertaining  picture 
that  quickly  catches  class  and  mass  fancy,  like 

the  recent  "It  Happened  One  Night"  and  "Mr. 
Deeds  Goes  to  Town,"  has  done  so  again  with 
"When  You're  in  Love."  Always  it  justifies  the 
claim  this  industry  likes  to  make  for  itself  that 

this  is  the  amusement  business.  It  doesn't  at- 
tempt to  preach  any  moral  or  teach  any  lesson. 

It  does  tell  a  warmly  human  love  story,  varying 
and  balancing  the  elements  of  comedy,  drama, 
suspense  and  surprise  in  orderly  and  effective 
fashion,  and  embellishes  all  with  a  musical  con- 

tent of  admirable  character. 
Though  the  incident  does  not  take  place  until 

half  way  through  the  film,  evidence  of  its  gay 
airy  character  is  seen  in  the  fact  that  Grace 

Moore  sings  "Minnie  the  Moocher"  in  the  most 
approved  hot  jazz  fashion.  In  contrast  to  this 

she  also  sings  Schubert's  "Serenade,"  "In  the 
Gloaming,"  the  classical-atmosphered  "Sibo- 
nay,"  a  specialty,  "The  Whistling  Boy,"  and  a 
love  ballad,  "Our  Song,"  first  presented  in  a 
pastoral  atmosphere  and  later  against  an  elabor- 

ate carnival  background.  The  music  is  a  treat 
for  both  class  and  mass  audiences. 

The  motivating  story  embraces  warm  ro- 
mance, given  occasional  explosive  twists,  and 

light  drama  that  stimulates  sympathetic  emo- 
tions. While  the  introductory  sequences  are 

somewhat  prolonged,  their  purpose  is  to  identify 
all  principal  characters  and  to  point  to  what  is 
to  ensue.  In  Mexico,  Grace  Moore,  managed 
by  astute  Aline  MacMahon  but  weighted  down 
by  a  trio  of  scatter  brained  sycophants  (Cathe- 

rine Doucet,  Luis  Alberni  and  Gerald  Oliver 
Smith),  wants  to  get  into  America  to  sing  at 
a  music  festival  of  her  old  maestro,  Henry 
Stephenson.  Cary  Grant  is  a  wealthy  tramp 
artist.  Hilarious  circumstances  bring  the  two 
together.  Miss  MacMahon,  in  order  to  get  her 
protege  across  the  border,  arranges  a  marriage 
of  quick,  divorce  for  Miss  Moore  and  Grant. 
The  ceremony  is  something  new  in  weddings, 
and  husband  and  wife  immediately  go  their 
separate  ways.  The  entertainment  interluding 
before  their  next  meeting  is  interesting  amuse- 
ment. 

When  Grant  invades  his  wife's  domicile  to 
decry  the  trio  of  leeches  still  hanging  onto  her, 

Miss  Moore's  adamant  spirit  gives  way  to  a 
bit  of  affection  and  she  accompanies  Grant  for 
a  nocturnal  ride  to  his  farm  home,  where  true 
love  is  born.  Idyllic  for  a  time,  it  erupts  into 
drama  when  Moore,  after  first  promising  to  go 
away  with  him,  reneges  as  she  remembers  her 
debt  to  Henry  Stephenson.  Announcing  she 
will  divorce  Grant,  she  proceeds  with  her  con- 

cert until  he  appears  to  announce  he  willingly 

is  giving  her  her  freedom.  Miss  Moore's  heart 
is  shattered  and  she's  unable  to  go  on  with 
the  show.  It's  not  until  Grant,  who  has  heard 
increasingly  fearful  rumors  spread  through  the 
audience  goes  back  stage  to  drive  her  out  front 
that  she  understands  he  loves  her  with  a  love 
that  makes  possible  a  great  musical  triumph. 
As  the  entertainment  offered  is  amusing, 

"When  You're  in  Love"  can  be  considered  one 
of  those  shows  that's  in  the  air  long  before 
general  presentation,  showmen  nevertheless  have 
much  in  the  way  of  name  worth,  quality  of 
story,  class  of  music  and  production  value  on 

which  to  base  bids  for  audience  support.  A 
picture  that  legitimately  permits  the  spending 
of  a  little  more  money  and  effort  in  exploiting, 
the  more  enthusiasm  created  for  it  in  advance 
should  result  in  proportionately  larger  returns. 

Previewed  in  Warner  Beverly  theatre.  The 
same  kind  of  audience  that  upon  first  seeing 

"Theodora .  Goes  Wild"  zvas  sure  that  film 
would  prove  a  worthy  entertainment  and  com- 

mercial feature,  indicated  bv  its  applause  that 
this  show  would  fare  likewise  with  the  public. 
— Gus  McCarthy. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  Written  and 

directed  by  Robert  Riskin.  Story  based  on  an  idea 
by  Ethel  Hill  and  Cedric  Worth.  Assistant  director, 
Arthur  S.  Black.  Photographed  by  Joseph  Walker. 
Sound  engineer,  Lodge  Cunningham.  Film  editor, 
Gene  Milford.  Musical  director,  Alfred  Newman.  Art 
director,  Stephen  Goosson.  Gowns  by  Bernard  New- 

man. Production  ensembles  staged  by  Leon  LeonidofE 
(courtesy  Radio  City  Music  Hall).  Associate  producer, 
Everett  Riskin.  Musical  credits:  "Our  Song,"  music 
by  Jerome  Kern;  "The  Whistling  Boy,"  lyrics  by 
Dorothy  Fields;  "Minnie  the  Moocher,"  music  by  Cab 
Calloway,  lyrics  by  Irving  Mills  and  Clarence  Glaskill, 
arrangement  by  Al  Siegel.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
2817.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  110  min- 

utes. Release  date,  February  27,  1937.  General  audi- 
ence classification. 

CAST 
Louise  Fuller  Grace  Moore 
Jimmy   Hudson  Cary  Grant 
Marianne  Woods  Aline  MacMahon 
Walter  Mitchell  Henry  Stephenson 
Hank  Miller  Thomas  Mitchell 
Jane  Summers  Catherine  Doucet 
Luis  Perugini  Luis  Alberni 
Gerald  Meeker  Gerald  Oliver  Smith 
Mrs.  Hamilton  Emma  Dunn 
Mr.  Hamilton  George  Pearce 
Carlos   Frank  Puglia 

John  Meade's  Woman 
( Paramount-Schulberg  ) 
Melodrama 

Human  interest  melodrama,  this  show  seems 
destined  to  excite  much  attention.  Impressive 
in  entertainment  worth,  it  also  has  a  showman- 

ship quality  that  should  inspire  exhibitors  to 
unusual  efforts.  Several  factors  establish  its 
dual  merits.  The  story  is  soundly  contrived. 
It  is  serious,  sometimes  grim,  but  never  going 
beyond  the  bounds  of  reason  or  logic.  It  fea- 

tures Edward  Arnold,  in  a  role  exceptionally 
similar  to  that  which  he  presented  in  "Come 
and  Get  It."  The  prestige  which  came  to  him 
as  a  result  of  that  film  should  serve  in  good 
stead  here.  This  picture  introduces  Francine 
Larrimore,  who  in  giving  a  well  molded  per- 

formance indicates  that  she  has  the  abiltiy  and 
talent  to  call  for  much  consideration  in  future 
production  plans.  The  lengthy  supporting  cast, 
in  which  George  Bancroft,  Gail  Patrick,  John 
Trent,  Sidney  Blackmer,  Willard  Robertson 
and  Jonathan  Hale  stand  out,  is  of  high  caliber. 
Direction  by  Richard  Wallace  is  sure-footed  and 
intelligent.  Production  details,  which  not  only 
make  for  spectacle  but  also  add  much  to  the 

film's  dramatic  mood,  are  unstinted. 
Basically  the  story  follows  a  "you  can't  get 

away  with  it"  plot,  with  the  characters  well 
drawn.  John  Meade  is  a  hard  man,  a  ruthless, 
avaricious  lumber  baron,  always  eager  for  more 
power  and  wealth,  and  living  only  for  today. 
Heedless  of  the  advice  of  straw  boss  Matthews, 
he  strips  the  lands  of  their  natural  resources. 
He  wants  to  marry  socialite  Caroline  Haig,  who 
is  attracted  to  him  only  because  of  the  wealth 
he  possesses.  On  a  business  trip  he  is  kind  and 
generous  to  a  homeless  farm  girl,  Teddy  Con- 

nor, who  falls  in  love  with  him.   Impelled  by 

some  queer  quirk  in  his  nature  he  wants  to 
humiliate  Caroline,  and  on  the  day  of  their 
proposed  marriage,  he  snubs  her,  announcing 
that  he  knows  her  real  feelings  towards  him  and 
proposes  to  Teddy,  whom  he  knows  Matthews 
loves.  The  girl  accepts  him  joyfully,  but  im- 

mediately upon  their  wedding  Meade  deserts 
her.  Then  forces  over  which  John  Meade  has 
no  control  combine  to  write  his  fate.  Con- 

vinced by  Caroline  that  Meade  married  her 
for  spite,  Teddy  rebels.  This  personal  drama 
is  intensified  by  the  uprisings  of  farmers  whose 

mortgages  Meade  attempts  to  foreclose.  Deter- 
mined to  preserve  his  idea  of  order  in  his  own 

home  and  put  down  the  farmer  insurrection  by 
force  if  necessary,  Meade  faces  a  more  formida- 

ble foe  when  a  cyclone  sweeps  over  the  lands 
and  a  terrifying  dust  storm  rolls  in.  As  the 
mob  advances  to  wreak  its  revenge  on  the  man 
who  took  away  their  livelihood,  Teddy  attempts 
to  halt  them.  Matthews,  attempting  to  rescue 
his  master,  is  killed.  Meade,  who  learned  his 
lesson  the  hard  way  and  has  been  reduced  to 
the  same  poverty  as  that  which  afflicts  his 
neighbors,  admits  his  rapacity  and  acknowledges 
his  love  for  Teddy. 

Class  and  quality  stick  out  all  over  this  film 
to  intrigue  the  interests  of  the  intelligentsia.  At 
the  same  time  it  has  that  dynamic  tone  in  dia- 

logue, situations,  action  and  characterizations 
that  appeals  to  the  masses.  As  it  is  the  type 
of  picture,  melodrama,  which  will  be  seen  in 
numbers  soon,  it  behooves  exhibitors  to  get  on 
the  bandwagon  at  once  and  let  the  patrons  know 
about  it  in  the  most  forceful  ways  possible. 
Previewed  in  the  Village  theatre,  Westwood. 

The  audience  was  quickly  swept  into  the  show's 
spirit  and  watched  its  unfolding  with  keen  in- 

terest. The  applause  following  the  fadeout  was 
sincere  and  spontaneous. — G.  M. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Paramount.  A.  B.  P. 
Schulberg  production.  Screen  play  by  Herman  Man- kiewicz  and  Vincent  Lawrence.  Story  by  John  Bright 
and  Robert  Tasker.  Directed  by  Richard  Wallace. 
Photographed  by  Harry  Fischbeck.  Art  director,  Al- 

bert D'Agostino.  Musical  direction,  Boris  Morros. 
Original  music,  Frederick  Hollander.  Set  decorations, 
George  T.  Nicoll.  Film  editor,  Robert  Bischoff.  Cos- tumes, Edith  Head  and  William  Bridgehouse.  Sound 
recording,  Jack  Goodrich.  Assistant  director,  Ray 
Lissner.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2905.  Running  time, 
when  seen  in  Hollywood,  85  minutes.  Release  date, 
February  26,  1937.    Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
John    Meade  Edward  Arnold 
"Teddy"  Connor  Francine  Larrimore 
Caroline  Haig   Gail  Patrick 
"Tim"  Mathews  George  Bancroft 
"Mike"  John  Trent 
Mrs.  Melton  Aileen  Pringle 
Rodney  Bentley. . . . ."  Sidney  Blackmer The   Governor  Willard  Robertson 
Mr.   Melton  Jonathan  Hale 
Mr.   Westley  Stanley  Andrews 
Mr.  Gallatin  Harry  Hayden 
Mr.  Blaney  Robert  Strange 

When's  Your  Birthday 
(Radio  -  David  L.  Loew) 
Comedy 

With  Joe  E.  Brown  as  the  focal  point  of  all 
that  happens,  comedy  in  characterizations,  ac- 

tion, situations  and  dialogue  is  the  keynote  of 

the  wide-mouthed  star's  initial  appearance  under 
the  Loew  banner.  It's  a  combination  of  that 
farce  slapstick  and  clever  low  amusement  that 
has  mad  Brown  so  popular  with  audiences. 

The  picture  has  no  other  purpose  than  to 
provide  ridiculous  and  hilarious  fun.  There 
isn't  a  serious  moment  in  the  entire  footage ; 

(Continued  on  page  42) 
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those  sequences  which  might  incline  to  serious- 
ness rapidly  dissolve  into  more  and  funnier 

comedy.  A  natural  for  youngsters,  the  produc- 
tion technique  recognizing  that  the  favor  of 

that  audience  segment  is  important,  it  is  also 

worthy  of  any  adult,  who  cares  to  laugh,  time 
and  money. 

The  introduction  is  unique.  In  color  carica- 

ture the  signs  of  the  Zodiac,  with  Taurus  fea- 
tured, are  animated.  The  sequence  resolves  to 

show  it  is  a  dream  of  Brown  emerging  from 

the  effects  of  a  prize  ring  knockout.  An  en- 

thusiastic astrology  addict  by  vocation,  Brown's 
first  adventures  in  the  realm  of  foretelling  the 

future  induce  sequences  permitting  Edgar  Ken- 
nedy, Maude  Eburne  and  Suzanne  Kaaren  to 

collaborate  with  him  in  knockout  farce. 

As  a  waiter,  Brown  is  the  center  of  slap- 
stick involving  Granville  Bates  and  Charles 

Judels.  Hired,  not  without  grave  misdoubts,  by 
Fred  Keating  as  an  amusement  pier  horoscope 

caster,  Brown's  remarkable  talents  result  in  his 

being  captured  by  sure  thing  bettor  Minor  Wat- 
son, to  make  sure  he  never  loses  any  money. 

Ordered  to  forecast  the  fate  of  a  fighter  whom 

Watson  is  backing,  Brown,  who  is  frantic  be- 
cause his  girl,  Marian  Marsh,  has  deserted  him, 

writes  his  own  horoscope.  Finding  it,  Watson 

thinks  it's  the  fighter's.  When  he  discovers  it's 
Brown's,  he  orders  the  mystic  into  the  ring  with 
the  champ.  The  ensuing  match  is  one  of  the 
most  bizarre  exhibitions  of  fisticuffing  that  the 

screen  has  seen.  It's  not  until  the  moon  comes 

up  and  all  the  planets  are  in  favorable  juxta- 
position that  Brown  disposes  of  his  opponent. 

The  audience  which  witnessed  the  preview 

in  Hollywood  Pantages  theatre  laughed  with 

regularity  to  indicate  that  the  show  had  no  let- downs. Their  reactions  indicated  that  the  show 

'will  be  fully  acceptable  to  the  Brown  clientele 

and  that  it  will  interest  many  who  are  not  regu- 

lar followers  of  his  line  of  amusement. — G.  M. 
Distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Produced  by  David 

L  Loew.  Directed  by  Harry  Beaumont.  Associate 
producer,  Robert  Harris.  Screen  play  by  Harry 
Clark.  From,  a  play  by  Fred  Ballard.  Adaptation 

by  Harvey  'Gates,  Malcolm  Stuart  Boy lan  and Samuel  M.  Pike  Musical  score  by  Samuel  Wine- 
land.  Photograohed  by  George  Robinson.  Art  director, 
John  Ducasses  Schulze.  Recording  director,  Ralph 
Shugart.  Edited  by  Jack  Ogilvie.  Assistant  director, 
Sandy  Roth.  P.C.A:  Certificate  No.  2997.  Running 
time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  75  minutes.  Release 
date,  February  19,  1937.  General  audience  classifica- tion. _ 

CAST 
Dustin  Willoughby   Joe  E.  Brown 
Jerry  Grant   Marian  Marsh 
Larry  Burke   Fred  Keating 
Mr.  Basscombe   Edgar  Kennedy 
Mrs.   Basscombe   Maude  Eburne 
Diane  Basscombe  Suzanne  Kaaren 
MOSSv   Margaret  Hamilton 
Regan  Minor  Watson 
Lefty  Frank  Jenks 

Steve  .......  °.  Don  Rowan 
Judge  O'Day'   Granville  Bates Headwaiter   Charles  Judels 
Zodiac   Lorkv 

Time  Out  for  Romance 

(20th  Century  -  Fox) 
Comedy 

Funny  and  wholesome  amusement  is  this  pic- 
ture's dominating  entertainment  and  commercial 

asset.  As  all  the  comedy  happens  while  an 
auto  convoy  is  enroute  to  Los  Angeles,  the 

story  is  a  sort  of  "Grand  Hotel"-on-wheels idea.  An  odd  collection  of  characters  has  been 

gathered.  Their  actions,  the  situations  arising 
to  confront  them  and  the  smart  dialogue  com- 

bine to  make  entertainment. 
Claire  Trevor  is  an  heiress  fleeing  from  mar- 

riage and  Michael  Whalen  a  driver  bound  for 
the  coast  and  a  job.  William  Demarest  is  the 
boss  of  the  caravan  and  he  and  his  wife,  Lelah 
Tyler,  account  for  much  of  the  fun.  Douglas 
Fowley,  a  sinister  looking  personality,  eventually 
is  revealed  as  a  desperate  thief,  Chick  Chandler 
and  Joan  Davis  are  a  pair  of  vaudeville  actors 
headed  for  Hollywood  and  a  picture  break. 
William  Griffith  is  the  camera-hound  father  of 
impish  and  wise  cracking  Bennie  Bartlett. 

The  nub  of  the  story  has  the  mysterious  Miss 
Trevor  identified  by  her  traveling  companions 

as  anyone  from  a  gun  man's  moll  to  what  she 
really  is.    Particularly  she  is  a  source  of  trial 

and  tribulation  to  Whalen,  in  whose  car  she 
first  hides  and  later  rides.  Action  and  dialogue, 
popping  along  at  an  attention  holding  pace. 
Miss  Trevor  accidentally  puts  the  finger  on 
Fowley  as  a  jewel  thief,  with  the  result  that 
the  whole  melange  is  jailed.  To  the  country 
town  calaboose  comes  her  father,  Andrew 
Tombes,  to  identify  her  and  decide  to  leave 
her  cooped  up  in  a  cell  with  Whalen. 
As  the  discussion  anent  "B"  films  continues, 

this  is  the  type  of  "B"  that  for  amusement 
and  dollar  value  outshines  many  "A's." Previewed  in  the  Wilshire  theatre,  Los  An- 

geles. Patrons  of  the  class  neighborhood  house 
regarded  the  film  highly  and  lobby  comment  fol- 

lowed the  "  why-can' t-we-have-more-like-this" tone. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century- 

Fox.  Associate  producer,  Milton  H.  Feld.  Directed 
by  Malcolm  St.  Clair.  Screen  play  by  Lou  Breslow 
and  John  Patrick.  Original  story  by  Eleanore  Grif- fith and  William  Rankin.  Photographed  by  Robert 
Planck.  Art  director,  Lewis  Creber.  Assistant  di- 

rector, Jasper  Bly stone.  Film  editor,  Al  De  Gaetano. 
Costumes  by  Herschel.  Sound,  George  Leverett, 
Harry  M.  Leonard.  Musical  director,  Samuel  Kaylin. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  3014.  Running  time,  when 
seen  in  Hollywood,  70  minutes.  Release  date,  March 
19,    1937.     General   audience  classification. CAST 
Barbara  Blanchard   Claire  Trevor 
Bob  Reynolds   Michael  Whalen 
Midge   Dooley   Joan  Davis 
Ted  Dooley   Chick  Chandler 
Roy  Webster   Douglas  Fowley 
Orville    Healy   Bennie  Bartlett 
Ambrose  Healy   William  Griffith 
Wiloughby  Sproggs   William  Demarest 
Cora  Sproggs   Lelah  Taylor 
James  Blanchard   Andrew  Tombes 
Vera  Blanchard   Georgia  Caine 
Count   Michael  Montaine  Vernon  Steele 
Mabel   Inez  Courtney 
Simpson   George  Chandler 
Policeman   Fred  Kelsey 

Sea  Devils 

(Radio-Edward  Small) 
Comedy  Drama 
Melodrama,  romance,  comedy,  thrill  action, 

salt  water  spectacle,  hokum  and  human  interest 

are  this  show's  constituents.  Victor  McLaglen 
once  again  is  the  rough,  rowdy,  sometimes  softly 

humane  character  he  was  in  such  films  as  "What 
Price  Glory"  and  "The  Cockeyed  World."  He's 
also  very  much  a  "Sez  You-Sez  Me"  sort  of 
person.  Preston  Foster  is  an  effective  throw- 

back to  the  wise  cracking,  fist  swinging,  Edmund 
Lowe  type  of  foil.  They  have  been  provided 
with  dialogue  and  situations  making  for  a  whoop 
and  holler  show  in  which  there  is  something 
doing  for  excitement  loving  audiences  almost 
every  minute. 

While  backgrounded  by  a  vivid  Coast  Guard 

Service  atmosphere,  the  plot  isn't  much.  It's what  is  said  and  done  that  keeps  it  attention 
holding.  Rough,  tough  McLaglen,  first  as  an 
uncouth  sort  of  Cupid,  wants  his  charming 
daughter,  Ida  Lupino,  to  marry  studious  sailoj 

man  Donald  Woods.  He's  interested,  but  when 
rowdy,  roistering  Mr.  Foster  injects  himself  into 
the  picture  to  display  a  love  making  technique 
directly  opposite  to  that  accepted  in  the  most 
approved  circles,  Miss  Lupino  quickly  loses  her 
heart  to  him.  To  have  Foster  as  a  son-in-law 

is  something  McLaglen  doesn't  want  at  all,  nor 
does  he,  professionally,  entertain  much  esteem 
for  the  interloper.  Foster  considers  McLaglen 
a  blustering  windbag.  The  situations  arising 
from  such  a  relationship  naturally  are  produc- 

tive of  physique  shattering  and  furniture  wreck- 
ing brawls. 

The  cutter's  crew  is  out  on  iceberg  patrol 
where,  as  Woods'  detail  plants  explosives,  Mc- 

Laglen and  Foster  fight  furiously.  The  getaway 
boat  is  set  adrift,  Woods  is  mortally  injured  in 
the  blast.  A  court-martial  ensues  which  the 
fiery  antagonism  of  the  two  he-men  quickly 
transforms  into  a  riot.  McLaglen,  demoted,  is 
ordered  to  retire  and  Foster  is  brigged.  Word 
flashes  of  a  storm  at  sea  and  the  Guard  is 
ordered  into  service.  Violating  all  regulations, 
the  rivals  are  in  the  rescue  boat.  Sea  spectacle 
making  for  impressive  excitement,  the  pair  land 
all  survivors  and  with  the  breeches  buoy  fit  for 
one  more  trip,  McLaglen  wallops  Foster  un- 

conscious to  send  him  ashore  and  to  Miss 

Lupino.  Alone  in  the  surging  seas,  contemplat- 
ing the  medals  he  snitched  from  his  personal 

love  light,  saloon-keeping  Helen  Flint,  Mr.  Mc- 
Laglen goes  to  heroic  death  in  plenty  of  salt 

water  and  champagne. 
Though  rowdy,  the  film  holds  considerable 

entertainment  for  general  audiences.  Essentially 
it's  a  revision  to  ten,  twenty  and  thirty  cent 
melodrama  and  calls  for  sales  identification  as 

such. Previewed  in  the  Pantages  theatre,  Hollywood. 
The  Sunday  night  audience  seemed  to  think  well 
of  the  film.  The  burst  of  applause  accompanying 
the  climax  seemed  to  be  legitimate  with  the  pay- 

ing customers  and  not  inspired  by  any  studio 
claque. 

Note :  Whereas  producers  again  have  agreed 
to  eliminate  excessive  display  of  liquor  and 
drinking  in  films  and  the  PC  A  again  has  been 
instructed  to  reduce  such  atmosphere  in  scripts 
and  films,  this  one  has  schooners  of  beer  and 
glasses  of  grog  sliding  across  the  bar  with 
noticeable  regularity.  With  McLaglen  always 
having  a  bottle  handy,  the  finale  champagne 

spree  may  incline  many  observers  to  ask  "What 
do  they  meant"  However,  the  picture  was  com- 

pleted before  the  ukase  was  supposed  to  have 
become  effective. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  Produced 

by  Edward  Small.  Directed  by  Ben  Stoloff.  Screen 
play  by  Frank  Wead,  John  Twist  and  P.  J.  Wolfson. 
Photographed  by  J.  Roy  Hunt  and  Joseph  August. 
Special  effects  by  Vernon  Walker.  Art  director,  Van 
Nest  Polglase.  Associate,  Sidney  Ullman.  Musical  di- 

rector, Roy  Webb.  Costumes  by  Edward  Stevenson. 
Set  dressing  by  Darrell  Silvera.  Recorded  by  John 
L.  Cass.  Edited  by  Arthur  Roberts.  Technical  ad- 

viser, Lieut.  H.  C.  Moore.  Assistant  director,  Kenny 
Holmes.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2184.  Running  time, 
when  seen  in  Hollywood,  85  minutes.  Release  date, 
February  S,  1937.  General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Medals   Malone   Victor  McLaglen 
Mike  O'Shay   Preston  Foster 
Doris  Malone   Ida  Lupino 
Steve  Webb   Donald  Woods 
Sadie   Helen  Flint 
Puggy   Gordon  Jones Commander   Pierre  Watkin 
Seaman   Murray  Alper 
Cop   Billy  Gilbert 
Girl  Barbara  Pepper 

Courrier-Sud 

(Southern  Mail) 

(Pan  Cine -Solar  Film) 
Drama 

Adapted  from  a  novel  by  the  French  pilot 

Antoine  de  Saint-Exupery,  the  author  of  "Night 
Flight,"  this  ambitious  film  deals  with  the  build- 

ing up  of  another  part  of  the  French  Air  Line : 
Paris  to  Santiago  de  Chile,  the  section  Caca- 
blanca  (Morocco)  to  Dakar  (Senegal). 

It  takes  us  back  to  the  times  when  this  air 
line  had  just  been  created,  in  1927,  and  shows 
dramatic  and  true  episodes  in  the  lives  of  the 
pioneers,  who  had  to  fly  2,000  miles  over  the 
deserts  of  the  African  Coast,  often  being  at- 

tacked by  the  rifle-armed  natives. 
As  produced,  however,  instead  of  being  a 

powerful  film  of  the  heroic  lives  of  the  pilots, 
it  is  mainly  a  melodramatic  love  story  of  lesser interest. 

The  story  centers  on  one  of  these  pilots, 
Jacques,  who  returns  to  France  on  leave,  hav- 

ing been  sent  for  by  his  childhood  sweetheart, 
Genevieve,  who  is  to  be  married  to  a  man  in 
the  diplomatic  corps,  whom  she  no  longer  loves. 
They  run  away  and  go  to  Paris.  Complications 

arise  when  Jacques'  leave  is  cut  off  and  his  duty 
obliges  him  to  leave  her  to  carry  the  mail  to 
Morocco.  The  pilot,  arriving  at  Casablanca, 
hears  that  one  of  his  comrades  has  lost  his  way 
in  Mauretania,  in  a  region  infested  with  rebel 
natives.  He  changes  his  route  to  try  and  find 
his  friend,  but  plundering  Moors  attack  them, 
and  they  take  refuge  in  a  fort  where  they  set 
up  their  wireless.  Jacques  asks  to  send  a  re- 

assuring message  to  Genevieve  in  France.  When 
this  is  refused  him,  he  fights  his  way  out  of 
the  fort,  tries  to  regain  his  plane  and  is  killed. 

This  film  was  directed  by  Pierre  Billon.  The 
air  and  desert  scenes  were  shot  on  the  site  of 

(Continued  on  page  46) 
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"Money  in  the  bank  for  any  house 

-due  for  holdover  business  in  many 

spots  —  smash  performance." 

Hollywood  Reporter 

"Finest  picture  with  music  of  the 

year.  Never  enjoyed  Moore  so  much 

-  Cary  Grant  should  become  star 

after  this  picture  —  Riskin's  direction 

perfect." Wagner,  United  Press 

"Anyone  that  ever  liked  a  musical 

picture  should  certainly  applaud 

Grace  Moore  in  'When  You're  in 

Love'." M'Call,  Universal  Service 

"Grace  Moore  magnificent  -  Sings 

better  than  ever  —  Must  hand  palm 

to  Riskin  for  his  story." 

Welles,  N.  Y.  Herald  Tribune 

"Columbia,  Grace  Moore,  Cary 
Grant  and  Robert  Riskin  deserve  a 

deep  bow." Rawles,  INS. 

"The  most  delightful,  entertaining 

film  so  far  this  season." 

McCarthy,  M.  P.  Herald 

"Far  and  away  the  best  Grace  Moore 

picture  and  a  directorial  triumph  for 

Robert  Riskin.  What  'It  Happened 

One  Night*  did  for  Gable  this  should 

do  for  Cary  Grant." 
Carroll,  King  Features 

"Robert  Riskin's  initial  directorial 

assignment  is  very  promising.  I 

look  forward  to  his  next  film. 

Grace  Moore  never  heard  to  better 

advantage." 

Graham,  NANA' 

"Should  have  no  difficulty  winning 

wide  audience  approval." M.  P.  Daily 

"  Be  sure  to  see  it.  Sparkling  comedy, 

sprightly  situations  make  it  ideal 

entertainment  for  everyone.  Grace 

Moore's  best  picture  to  date." 

Schwartskopf,  Motion  Picture 

"Grace  Moore  in  one  ot  the  season's 

swellest  comedies.  Her  'Minnie  the 

Moocher'  a  new  high  in  low-down." 

Townsend,  Modern  Screen 



GRACE  MOORE  FOR  THE  GAYEST, 

AND  GREATEST  OF  ALL  HER  HITS! 

"Most  delightful  musical  picture  of  the  year.  Col- 

orful, exciting  — personal  triumph  for  all  concerned. 

Grace  Moore  as  splendid  a  comedienne  as  she  is  a 

singer — reveals  unexpected  talents  with  her  rendi- 

tion of  'Minnie  the  Moocher.'  Columbia  has  scored 

again. 

»» 

Waterbury,  Photoplay  —  Movie  Mirror 

\ 
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(Continued  from  page  42) 
the  actual  event  and  are  excellent.   Unity  of 
story  is  weakened,  however,  by  the  frequent 
shifts  from  Africa  to  Paris. 

Pierre  Richard-Wilm,  who  is  very  popular 
in  France,  plays  Jacques,  but  does  not  seem  so 
good  as  in  previous  roles.  Jany  Holt  (Gene- 

vieve) looks  charming,  but  overacts.  Best  per- 
formances in  support  are  by  Charles  Vanel, 

Aimos,  Alexandre  Rignault,  Roger  Legris  and 
Margueritte  Pierry. 

In  spite  of  the  weakness  mentioned,  however, 
this  film  can  be  considered  as  a  real  effort  of 
the  French  industry,  with  great  promise  in 
French-speaking  countries.  For  foreign  audi- 

ences, though  there  is  not  much  dialogue,  the 
prospects  of  the  picture  are  doubtful,  as  Holly- 

wood has  made  stories  of  the  same  kind.  There 
is  nevertheless  the  factor  of  the  use  of  a  real 
African  background. 

Previewed  at  the  Marignan  Pathe,  Paris,  at 
a  charity  gala  performance  dedicated  to  the  lost 
Mermoz,  famous  French  pilot,  for  the  Air 
Pilots  Fund.— Pierre  Autre. 
Produced  by  the  Pan  Cine  Productions,  Paris,  and 

distributed  in  France,  Belgium  and  North  Africa  by 
Pathe  Consortium  Cinema.  Foreign  rights:  Solar  Film, 
Paris.  Interior  scenes  at  Pathe  Cinema  Studios,  Join- 
ville  (near  Paris).  Recorded  on  RCA  High  Fidelity. 
Directed  by  Pierre  Billon.  Executive  Producer,  George 
Lampin.  Screen  play  by  Antoine  de  Saint-Exupery, 
Lustig  and  Bresson.  From  the  novel  "Courrier  Sud" 
by  Antoine  de  Saint-Exupery.  Photographed  by 
Lefevre  and  Page.  Music  by  Jacques  Ibert.  Running 
time,  1.00  minutes.    Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Jacques   Pierre  Richard-Wilm 
Genevieve   ...Jany  Holt 
Her  Husband  Charles  Vanel 
Genevieve's  Mother  Gabrielle  Dorziat 
Genevieve's  Father  Baron  Fils 
Sophie,  Genevieve's  Aunt  Margueritte  Pierry 
Hubert,  Jacques'  pilot  friend  Alexandre  Rignault Sergeant  in  the  Fort  Raymond  Aimos 
Wireless  Operator  Roger  Legris 
The  Captain  Abel  Jacquin 

Arizona  Mahoney 

(Paramount) 

Comedy  Drama 

This  idea  might  have  looked  all  right  in 
manuscript.  With  the  noted  stage  comedian, 
Joe  Cook,  featured,  the  idea  seems  to  have 
been  to  combine  a  Zane  Grey  thriller  with  a 
circus  comedy. 

It  starts  as  a  typical  rooting  tooting  western 
with  rival  rustlers  Talbot  and  Lloyd  trying  to 

outbluff  each  other.  Arizona  Mahoney's  circus, 
consisting  of  addle-brained  Randall,  a  duck  and 
an  elephant,  land  in  town  to  provide  a  little 
elementary  grade  comedy.  Audiences  are  sup- 

posed to  get  the  idea  that  Talbot  is  honest 
but  is  forced  to  combat  Lloyd  with  his  own 
weapons.  Anyway,  Talbot  holds  up  a  stage, 
and  Mahoney  and  Randall,  who  seem  to  possess 
physic  knowledge,  join  up  with  Talbot.  Via  the 
holdup,  a  girl,  Sue  Bixby,  whom  Talbot  always 
has  been  trying  to  protect,  is  brought  into  the 
picture  and  then  the  stage  is  set  for  the  fighting 

climax.  It's  a  wild  affair  until  Mahoney  unlim- 
bers  his  human  cannon  ball  to  rout  Lloyd's 
forces.  To  add  to  the  film's  incongruities,  Sue 
prefers  Randall  to  Talbot  for  the  romantic 
fadeout. 

The  audience  which  saw  the  preview  in 
the  Los  Angeles  Orpheum  theatre,  composed  of 
persons  not  ordinarily  difficult  to  satisfy,  did 
not  react. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Paramount.  Produced 

by  A.  M.  Botsford.  Directed  by  James  Hogan.  Based 
on  Zane  Grey's  novel  "Stairs  of  Sand."  Screen  play by  Robert  Yost  and  Stuart  Anthony.  Photographed 
by  George  Clemens.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2826. 
Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  60  minutes. 
Release  date,  December  4,  1936.  General  audience 
classification. 

CAST 

Arizona   Mahoney  Joe  Cook 
Phil  Randall  Robert  Cummings 
Sue  Bixby  June  Martell 
Kirby   Talbot  Larry  Crabbe 
Safrony     Marjorie  Gateson 
Cameron  Lloyd  John  Miljan 
Gil  Blair  Fred  Kohler,  Sr. 
Fht  Smith  Dave  Chasen 
Xerrv-  James  Burtis Sheriff  Richard  Carie 
K'd  Billy  Lee 

Scotland  Yard  Commands 

(Grand  National) 

English  Melodrama 

Adventure  of  credible  kind  accompanied  by 
normal  danger  and  terminating  in  reasonable 
romance  is  the  common-sense  substance  of  this 
uncommonplace  importation.  Presented  in  mat- 

ter-of-fact continuity  and  without  elaboration 
or  distortion  in  the  name  of  art  or  otherwise, 
it  holds  interest  steadily  and  reveals  at  least 
one  unfamiliar  phase  of  Scotland  Yard  activity — 
the  safeguarding  of  public  independence  of 
opinion  at  election  time. 

The  plot  within  the  plot  has  as  its  objective 
the  propagation  of  political  sentiment  by  means 
of  exposing  the  presence  of  contraband  arms 
smuggled  into  the  country  for  purposes  of  such 
exposure.  The  picture  plot  has  to  do  with  Scot- 

land Yard's  enterprise  in  thwarting  the  political 
plotters  without  incurring  publicity. 
The  hero,  played  by  Clive  Brook,  is  a  re- 

tired naval  officer  who  blunders,  intoxicated, 
upon  the  smugglers  at  work,  is  knocked  out 
and  left  to  appear  the  victim  of  an  automobile 
wreck.  Recovered,  he  meets  a  dance  hall  girl 
whose  chance  reference  to  a  brother  in  the 
trucking  business  refreshes  his  memory  of  the 

night's  events.  Asked  to  give  expert  opinion 
of  a  machine  gun  seized  by  Scotland  Yard 

crated  as  a  carpet  sweeper,  he  links  the  girl's 
brother  with  the  smuggling  and  reports  his  sus- 

picions. Scotland  Yard  commissions  him  to 
pursue  the  investigation,  which  he  does  in  order 
to  spare  the  girl  embarrassment.  He  finds  her 
brother  innocent  of  intentional  wrong  and, 
when  the  guilty  parties  shoot  him  down  to  pre- 

vent the  giving  of  testimony  against  them  he 
captures  the  smugglers.  He  is  to  marry  the  girl 
as  the  picture  ends. 

Exploitation  featuring  Clive  Brook  and  ad- 
vertising copy  pertaining  to  Scotland  Yard  ap- 

pears indicated.  The  locale  is  London,  Leeds 
and  the  English  countryside.  The  hero  drives 
a  super-charged  Auburn  at  breakneck  speed  and 
mentions  it  by  name  in  the  dialogue. 

Previewed  at  projection  room  in  New  York. 
— William  R.  Weaver. 
A   Basil   Dean   production.    Distributed  by  Grand 

National.   Directed  by  James  Flood.   P.  C.  A.  Certifi- 
cate No.  01441.    Release  date,  January  23.  Running 

time,  61  minutes.    General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Commander  Stevenson    Clive  Brook 
Molly  Gordon    Victoria  Hopper 
Anne    Nora  Swinburne 
Palmer    Charles  Farrell 
Bill    Frederick  Peisley 
The  professor    Malcolm  Keen 
Jenkinson    Lawrence  Hanray 
Major  Norman    Cecil  Ramage 
Mrs.  Rogers    Ethel  Coleridge 

Along  Came  Love 

(Paramount) 

Comedy  Drama 

Plain  romance  is  portrayed  in  terms  of  a 
salesgirl's  love  for  a  young  doctor  and  his 
for  her,  with  just  enough  equally  plain  and 
plausible  conflict  to  give  it  point,  never  enough 
to  dispel  the  impression  that  these  are  the 
everyday  young  folk  of  this  or  any  era  work- 

ing out  their  pattern  destiny,  contributing  their 
important  little  to  the  vital  sum  of  life  among 
the  common  people.  The  place  is  New  York, 
the  time  the  present,  the  appeal  directly  to  the 
broad  midsection  of  the  paying  public. 
The  story  is  told  in  simple,  credible  incidents 

with  evident  intent  to  depict  with  complete 
accuracy  the  problems,  ambitions,  joys  and  sor- 

rows of  ordinary  persons.  Emmy  Grant,  sales- 
girl, falls  in  love  with  John  O'Ryan,  medical 

student  working  as  theatre  doorman  when  the 
picture  opens,  presently  to  set  up  shop  as  a 
baby  specialist,  and  he  falls  in  love  with  her. 
When  lack  of  funds  delays  their  wedding,  her 
mother,  a  former  vaudeville  star,  joins  a 
burlesque  show  which  is  raided  (reason  not 
shown)  with  resultant  publicity  which 
O'Ryan's  senior  adviser  tells  Emmy  is  reason 

why  she  should  renounce  him  lest  his  profes- 
sional reputation  be  affected.  She  disappears, 

but  is  ultimately  found;  her  mother  is  given 
reputable  employment  and  the  marriage  fol- lows. 

Irene  Hervey  plays  Emmy  with  considerable 
spirit  and  Charles  Starrett  gives  an  earnest 

performance  as  O'Ryan.  Support  includes  such 
substantial  names  as  H.  B.  Warner,  Doris 

Kenyon,  Ferdinand  Gottschalk  and  Irene  Frank- 

lin, who  sings  her  unforgettable  "Red  Head"  in the  course  of  the  action.  Exploitation  emphasis 
on  names  and  type  of  story  appears  to  be  indi- 
cated. 

Reviewed  at  Loew's  Mayfair  theatre,  New 
York,  where  it  was  coupled  with  a  revival  of 

"Mutiny  on  the  Bounty,"  the  picture  seemed  to 
appeal  strongly  to  the  younger  and  more  demon- 

strative element. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  by  Richard  A.  Rowland.  Distributed  by 

Paramount.  Directed  by  Bert  Lytell.  Screen  play  by 
Austin  Strong.  Additional  dialogue  by  Arthur  Caesar. 
Art  director,  Ralph  Berger.  Musical  direction,  Bom 
Morros.  Photographed  by  Ira  Morgan.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2685.  Release  date,  November  6.  Run- 

ning time,  66  minutes.    General  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Emmy    Grant  Irene  Hervey 
John  Patrick  O'Ryan  Charles  Starrett Mrs.  Gould  Doris  Kenyon 
Dr.  Martin  H.  B.  Warner 
Mrs.  Grant  Irene  Franklin 
Sarah  Jewett  Bernadene  Hayes 
Mr.  Vincent  Ferdinand  Gottschalk 
Joe  Charles  Judels 

II 

O.H.M.S 

( Gaumont  British) 

Military  Drama 

The  British  title  of  this  production,  which 

stands  for  "On  His  Majesty's  Service,"  in- dicates its  subject  matter;  it  is  a  very  vivid, 
speedy  and  interesting  picture  of  British  Army 
life,  with  story  interest  and  plenty  of  humour, 
and  excellent  work  by  Wallace  Ford.  That  he 
is  an  American  tough  who  joins  the  British 
military  forces  (because  the  U.  S.  civil  forces 
are  after  him  for  murder)  gives  the  picture 
an  American  slant.  The  barrack-room,  drill- 
ground  and  troopship  scenes  are  all  well  done, 
and  there  is  finally  a  war  sequence,  in  China. 
Jimmy  Tracey,  New  Yorker,  gets  involved 

in  a  roughhouse  in  a  fantan  joint,  and  is  left 
with  the  body  of  a  stranger,  and  the  police 

on  the  way.  He  grabs  the  dead  man's  papers and  finds  among  them  a  Canadian  passport  in 
the  name  of  James  Dean.  With  the  aid  of 
Jean,  a  dancer,  he  gets  away  and  ships  for 
England  with  the  passport. 

Docking,  he  is  surprised  to  be  welcomed  by 
a  pretty  girl,  Sally  Briggs,  who  was  a  childish 
playmate  of  Dean.  Sally's  father  is  quarter master  sergeant  of  the  Wessex  Regiment  and 
it  soon  appears  that  Dean  was  on  his  way  over 
to  join  up.  Jimmie  is  compelled  to  become 
a  soldier. 

Follows  an  amusing  sequence  showing  his 
breaking  into  Army  life,  his  achievement  in  a 
regimental  boxing  contest,  a  further  success 
at  an  Army  concert  and,  behind  it  all,  his 
friendly  rivalry  in  love  with  Bert,  the  English 
corporal.  When  the  American  dancing  girl 
appears  on  the  scene,  Jimmie  thinks  she  is 
going  to  turn  him  over  to  the  police,  and 
deserts — but  stows  away  on  the  very  ship  which 
is  taking  the  regiment  on  foreign  service.  In 
China,  he  saves  an  isolated  company  of  English 
civilians  from  being  wiped  out  by  bandits,  and 
is  shot  just  when  the  rescue  is  assured. 

The  obvious  appeal  of  the  story  and  of  Ford's 
very  amusing  characterization  of  the  likeable 
American  black  sheep  is  reinforced  by  the  au- 

thentic pictures  of  British  Army  life.  War 
office  cooperation  has  been  given  on  a  very 
large  scale,  both  by  the  provision  of  picked 
troops  and  in  the  use  of  official  buildings  and 
training  grounds  on  Salisbury  Plain  and  else- 

where. It  really  does  show  the  British  "Tom- 
my" (Doughboy)  as  he  is,  but  it  doesn't  stop being  entertainment  to  do  it.  Anna  Lee  and 

Grace  Bradley  are  other  American  names  and 
Raoul  Walsh  directed  it.    It  looks  a  selling: 
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proposition  as  a  story  of  a  typical  American 

in  King  George's  Army. 
Press-shown  at  the  Tivoli  in  London.  The 

reception  left  no  doubt  of  the  strength  of  the 
comedy  appeal,  and  the  slickness  of  the  military 

atsptays  also  deserved  the  applause  it  got. — Bruce  Allan. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Gaumont-British. 

Directed  by  Raoul  Walsh.  From  an  original  screen 
play  by  Lesser  Samuels  and  Ralph  Bettinson.  Scenario 
and  additional  dialogue,  Austin  Melford  and  Bryan 
Wallace.  Photography,  Roy  Kellino.  Sound,  S.  Wiles. 
Liaison  Officer  and  Military  Adviser,  Major-General 
J.  H.  F.  Lakin,  C.B.,  C.S.I.  Running  time,  80  mins. General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Jimmie  Dean  Wallace  Ford 
"Bert."   John  Mills 

Sally 'Briggs.'.'  .....Anna  Lee jean   Grace  Bradley 
Quarter-Master  Sergeant  Briggs  Frank  Cellier 
American  Student  Peter  Croft 
Sugar-Daddy   Arthur  Chesney 
Trader   Lawrence  Anderson 
Vice-Consul  Frederick  Leister 
Greek   Leo  von  Pokorney 
Adams   Arthur  Sea  ton 
General  Peter  Evan  Thomas 
Army  Schoolmaster  Athol  Fleming 
Hotel  Porter  Ernest  Jay 
Regimental  Commander  Richard  Gray 
Steward   Cyril  Smith 
Chinese  Interpreter  Henry  Hallat 
Matthews   Arnold  Bell 
Gleason   Patrick  Vyvyan 
Richards   Donald  Gadd 
Dance  Instructor  Leslie  Roberts 
Brigade  Major  Denis  Cowles 

The  Dominant  Sex 

(Associated  British  Pictures) 

Comedy-Drama 

An  adaptation  of  Michael  Egan's  clever  and 
amusing  stage  play,  this  picture,  directed  by 
Herbert  Brenon,  offers  very  good  entertain- 

ment values  and  material  for  provocative  ex- 
ploitation. The  old  problem  of  whether  man  or 

woman  should  dominate  is  not  so  intriguing  as 

the  question  as  to  which  is  apt  to  dominate  to- 
day in  fact  as  opposed  to  convention.  There  is 

considerable  appeal  to  both  sexes,  in  the  film's 
sparkling  treatment  of  the  problem  of  situation 
that,  with  woman  actually  exercising  the  fullest 
measure  of  freedom,  things  go  as  wrong  as 

possible,  for  woman  as  well  as  man._  A  show- 
man also  has  the  campaign  material  of  the 

case  of  the  man  who  allows  his  wife  to  dictate 
his  career,  and  regrets  it. 

The  story  pictures  the  domestic  problem  of 
Dick  and  Angela  Shale.  He  is  an  engineer, 
anxious  above  everything  to  found  an  inde- 

pendent business  on  an  invention  he  has  per- 
fected. She  is  desirous  of  quick  prosperity 

Friends  of  the  couple  are  the  Claytons.  The 
lady  in  this  case  takes  her  freedom  to  the  extent 
of  spending  a  weekend  with  another  man.  Her 
husband,  whom  she  has  encouraged  to  flirt  with 
a  flower  shop  girl,  proves  less  emancipated  than 
she  expected  and  sues  for  divorce.  The  news, 
coupled  with  the  information  that  the  old  farm 
is  again  in  the  market,  cures  Shale  of  his 
weakness  and  his  wife  finds  herself  committed 
to  a  career  as  a  country  wife — and  is  prepared 
to  like  it. 

A  brilliant  piece  of  acting  by  Diana  Churchill 
as  the  lovable  but  lying  wife,  and  good  support 
from  Phillips  Holmes,  Carol  Goodner  and 
Romney  Brent  make  the  most  of  extremely 
clever  material. 

It  was  a  definite  audience  hit  at  the  London 
Piccadilly  theatre  trade  show,  all  the  lines  and 
situations  registering. — B.  A. 

Produced  by  Associated  British  Pictures.  From  the 
play  by  Michael  Egan.  Directed  by  Herbert  Brenon. 
Screen  play  by  Vina  de  Vesci  and  John  Fernald. 
Camera,  Jack  Cox.  Sound,  A.  G.  Ambler.  Running 
time,  82  minutes.    Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Dick   Shale   Phillips  Holmes 
Angela  Shale   Diana  Churchill 
Gwen  Clayton   Carol  Goodner 
Joe  Clayton   Romney  Brent 

Philip  Carson   ."  Hugh  Miller 
Alec  Winston   Billy  Milton 
Mrs.  Webster   Dora  Gregory 
Mr.  Webster   Charles  Paton 
Lucy  Webster   Olga  Edwardes 
Mary   Kathleen  Kelly 

Hollywood:  The  Second  Step 
(MGM) 
Hollywood  Expose 

Jane  Barnes,  as  Jane  Barnes,  gives  further 
demonstration  of  the  trials  of  the  young  girl 
set  to  win  fortune  upon  the  silver  screen. 
With  her  option  not  taken  up,  Miss  Barnes 
is  forced  to  become  an  extra.  She  is  given 
a  small  part  only  to  find  later  at  a  preview 
showing  that  her  cinema  countenance  is 
figuratively  the  face  on  the  cutting  room 
floor.  Her  hopes  brighten  when  she  is 
signed  for  the  lead  in  a  new  production,  and 
we  leave  Jane  at  the  end  more  determined 
than  ever  to  be  an  actress.  The  whole  sub- 

ject is  interesting  and  well  produced  with 
some  intimate  shots  of  the  inside  workings 
of  a  studio.  However,  the  point  that  the 
short  seems  to  be  making,  that  breaking  into 
the  picture  game  is  difficult  and  discouraging 
work,  appears  to  be  weakened  by  the  lucky 
breaks  for  Miss  Barnes.  Running  time,  10 
minutes. 

Where  Champions  Meet 
(Paramount) 
Interesting 

Introducing  the  many  and  oddly  different 
tenants  housed  in  the  mammoth  confines  of  New 

York  City's  own  Madison  Square  Garden  and the  extensive  and  elaborate  accommodations 
manufactured  to  meet  their  demands  makes  an 
entertaining  picture  of  what  goes  on  behind  the 
scenes  of  such  a  popular  institution.  From  play- 

ing host  to  a  circus  down  to  the  presentation 
of  an  ice  carnival,  this  review  is  a  clever  demon- 

stration of  the  skilled  and  highly  scientific 
preparations  expended  by  the  Garden  manage- 

ment to  meet  the  housing  requirements  of  its 
guests.  Of  interest  to  all,  the  subject  should  be 
particularly  enjoyed  by  the  sport  fans  and  those 
who  have  visited  the  Garden.  Running  time, 
nine  minutes. 

Skeleton  Frolic 

(Columbia) 
Good 

This  is  an  animated  cartoon  in  color  that 
has  to  do  with  the  sport  which  skeletons  have 
when  all  good  citizens  are  safely  tucked  in  bed 
for  the  night.  Emerging  from  their  graves  the 
skeletons  cavort  in  a  variety  of  fun,  the  high- 

light being  a  swing  band  composed  of  skeletons. 
As  dawn  creeps  slowly  over  the  horizon  the 
men  of  bones  return  to  their  graves.  Running 
time,  7  minutes. 

Picturesque  South  Africa 
(MGM) 

Especially  Good 
Literally  and  figuratively,  a  feast  for  the  eyes 

is  presented  in  this  picturized  item  of  travel.  In 
a  collection  of  gorgeously  photographed  and 
colored  scenes  that  number  interesting  views  of 
such  noted  landmarks  as  the  Cape  of  Good 
Hope,  the  Rhodes  Memorial  Park  and  the  awe- 
inspiring  Victoria  Falls,  this  issue  will  receive  a 
decided  vote  of  approval  from  any  discriminat- 

ing audience.  The  commentary  is  of  equally 
high  standing  but  seems  a  bit  superfluous,  so 
absorbing  are  the  pictorial  effects.  Running 
time,  nine  minutes. 

A  Girl's  Best  Years 
(MGM) 
Entertaining 

More  a  playboy  than  a  playwright,  John  War- 
burton  works  on  the  subtle  supposition  that  to 
gather  dramatic  material  for  his  plays  he  must 
experience  their  situations  in  real  life.  Far  from 
harvesting  theatrical  plots  from  this  technique, 
he  but  entangles  himself  in  many  an  ambarrass- 
ing  breach  of  promise  suit.  Mary  Doran,  re- 

porter, is  persuaded  to  act  as  defense  for  Mr. 
Warburton  against  the  designing  wiles  of  others 
of  her  set  anxious  to  supply  the  writer  with 

theme  material.  Poor  Miss  Doran  has  her  hands 
full,  especially  from  the  blonde  complications  of 
Sheila  Terry.  But  it  all  ends  happily  enough 
for  the  two  principals  when  Mr.  Warburton 
rather  belatedly  realizes  that  love  in  the  comely 
person  of  Miss  Doran  has  been  at  his  own  door- 

step all  the  while.  The  entire  affair  is  put  to- 
gether with  an  engaging  and  light  effect.  The 

players  are  young  and  lively.  The  music  is 
gay  and  tuneful.  Because  of  the  sophisticated 
"tongue-in-the-cheek"  treatment  of  a  theme  re- 

volving around  breach  of  promise  suits,  the 
matter  is  a  bit  too  mature  for  the  younger  ele- 

ment.   Running  time,  19  minutes. 

Slippery  Silks 
(  Columbia) 

Slapstick 
When  the  Three  Stooges  fall  heir  to  their 

late  Uncle's  fashionable  dress  shop,  their  screen 
following  come  into  the  possession  of  many  a 
laugh.  Beginning  as  cabinet  makers,  they  incur 
the  enmity  of  Vernon  Dent,  whose  priceless 
Chinese  cabinet  they  reduce  to  hash.  A  very 
swanky  fashion  show  is  produced  under  their 
lunatic  supervision.  When  Dent  arrives  at  the 
shop  he  of  course  recognizes  the  Stooges  and 
the  feud  is  resumed  with  cream  puffs.  At  times 
the  Stooges  overstep  the  borders  of  slapstick 
and  enter  onto  the  ground  of  vulgarity.  Run- 

ning time,  20  minutes. 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville 

(Warner) 
The  Youngsters 
This  is  a  series  of  vaudeville  acts  with  child 

performers  doing  the  acting.  A  novel  method 
of  introducing  the  acts  features  two  boys  over 
the  telephone  discussing  the  show  and  whom 
they  will  spot  in  it.  As  they  recall  a  name  the 
scene  fades  and  a  performer  appears  on  the 
stage :  Eddie  Grady,  a  one-man  band ;  Joyce 
Haber  and  Buddy  Matthews,  comedy  and  song 
routine ;  Wesley  Catri,  tap  dancing ;  Dickie 
Monahan,  songs,  and  Muriel  Weber,  singer. 
Running  time,  11  minutes. 

Old  Paris  and  Berne 

(  Columbia) Travelogue 

Classed  as  a  special  but  hardly  meriting  this 
particular  designation,  this  scenic  excursion  to 
the  historic  spots  of  Old  Paris  and  to  the  quaint 
Swiss  town  of  Berne  affords  interesting  but 
still  ordinary  screen  fare.  Photographed  ade- 

quately but  uninspiredly  are  such  important  his- 
torical and  literary  Parisian  monuments  as  the 

homes  of  Louis  XIV  and  Dumas,  the  author  of 
"The  Three  Musketeers."  Pictured  at  Berne  are 
views  of  community  bridges  and  fountains,  the 
town  square  clock  tower  with  its  odd  figures 
and  the  bear  pit  peopled  with  some  sportive  and 
entertaining  bruins.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Castle  Town  of  France 

(  Columbia) 
Scenic  Subject 

In  the  company  of  Mr.  Tom  Terris,  the 
Vagabond  Traveler,  the  spectator  is  taken  on  a 
visit  to  the  province  of  Touraine,  commonly 
called  the  Chateau  country  of  France.  Exhib- 

ited for  audience  admiration  are  the  architec- 
tural splendors  of  the  ancient  Chateau  Chau- 

mont  and  the  equally  historic  Chambord,  which 
took  two  thousand  men  a  period  of  fifteen  years 
to  erect  and  which  was  visited  by  such  famous 
personages  as  Francis  I  and  Catherine  Medici. 
The  camera  does  full  justice  to  these  magnifi- 

cent monuments  of  imposing  design  and  the 
average  person  cannot  fail  to  be  impressed 
favorably  as  he  views  their  fine  but  rugged 

structures.  Mr.  Terris's  running  commentary 
meets  the  explanatory  need  satisfactorily  enough 
but  he  sometimes  allows  himself  to  be  carried 
away  to  excessive  vocal  rhapsodies.  Running 
time,  10  miinutes. 
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IN  A  STIRRING  TRIBUTE 

telegrams  arrived  too  late  to  be  included  in  this  advertisement 
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INCREASED  COSTS  AND  SHRINKING 

EXPORTS  AFFECT  GERMAN  PROFITS 

Number  of  Companies  Reduced 

to  a  Third;  Working  Capital 

Shows  Sharp  Decline,  Also 

Number  of  Films  Available 

by  J.  K.  RUTENBERG 
in  Berlin 

Increased  film  costs,  a  notable  trend 

toward  big  features,  an  unsatisfactory  pro- 
portion between  expenditures  and  distribu- 

tion rentals  and  a  still  shrinking  export  busi- 
ness are  making  their  influences  felt  in  Ger- 

many, particularly  on  minor  companies. 

The  necessary  consequence  of  these  devel- 
opments has  been  a  distinct  trend  toward 

centralization  never  before  equalled  in  the 
history  of  the  German  film  industry. 

So  far  as  distribution  is  concerned,  the 

arrival  of  the  sound  film  already  had  led 
toward  a  shrinkage  of  outlets.  In  1928  no 
less  than  300  individual  companies  and 
groups  were  active  and  in  1932  a  fourth 
of  German  feature  production  was  released 
by  the  independent  distributor.  A  further 

35  per  cent  of  the  total  output  was  dis- 
tributed by  the  middle-sized  renters  and 

the  remainder  by  the  large  companies,  with 
Ufa  and  Tobis  leading. 

An  unusual  feature  of  former  years  was 
the  participation  of  independent  renters  in 
distribution  of  foreign-made  films  and  here 
of  U.  S.  films. 

Film  Companies  Reduced 

With  the  arrival  of  the  new  government 
the  number  of  film  companies  was  cut  to  a 
third  and  in  the  course  of  this  development 
only  a  quarter  of  the  total  film  offer  was 
left  for  the  minor  and  middle-sized  renters 
and  producers.  Even  the  big  companies 
were  influenced  by  the  ever  increasing  dif- 

ficulties and  nearly  all  still  operating  dis- 
tribution companies  have  arisen  from  a 

receivership  bankrupt's  estate  and  are  work- 
ing with  a  relatively  small  capital  of  100,000 

to  600,000  reichmarks  compared  with  five  to 
10  million  reichsmarks  in  normal  times.  In 

1934  the  Afa  film  company,  producer  and 
distributor  of  many  films,  went  into  liquida- 

tion, in  1935  the  Rota  film  company  and  the 
Terra  had  to  be  subsidized  and  Rota  came 
fully  under  Tobis  influence. 

So  far  as  Terra  is  concerned  the  Swiss 
group  of  Scotoni  disappeared  from  the  files 
and  was  replaced  by  the  bank  Sponholz.  An- 

other subvention  of  Terra  became  necessary 
in  1936  and  Bavaria  Film  Company  was 
refinanced  by  cooperation  of  several  hundred 
exhibitors. 

Biggest  Lose  Least 

Only  the  large  competitors,  Ufa  and  Tobis, 
went  through  these  hard  times  without  con- 

siderable loss  in  capital  and  prestige.  They 
disposed  of  fully-owned  sound  film  studios, 
recording  sets  and  printing  plants,  and 
planned  to  derive  their  income  from  produc- 

tion,   distribution    and    exhibition.  Tobis, 

CLARIFY  MEXICAN 

TAX  SITUATION 

Theatres  are  allowed  to  pay  a  tax- 
ation rate  of  eight  per  cent  on  the 

daily  gross,  instead  of  the  13  per  cent 
required  for  motion  picture  houses, 

only  if  they  run  stage  shows  for  10 
consecutive  days  each  month,  the  City 
Treasurer  of  Mexico  City  explained  to 
several  exhibitors  who  thought  they 

were  complying  with  the  law  by  run- 
ning occasional  stage  shows. 

moreover,  is  a  patent-holding  company  con- 
trolling recording  and  reproduction  of  sound 

not  only  in  Germany  but  also  in  most  of 
Continental  Europe.  Ufa  has  130  cinemas, 

mostly  big  houses,  and  Tobis  has  consider- 
able income  from  foreign  distribution  and 

licenses.  These  two  groups,  fully  indepen- 
dent of  each  other,  are  producing  and  dis- 

tributing nearly  100  German  films  a  year 
(Ufa  30,  and  the  three  Tobis  companies, 
Rota,  Syndikat  and  Europa,  68).  These  100 
films  are  nearly  two-thirds  of  the  total  film 
offer  of  the  year. 

This  trend  toward  centralization,  on  the 
other  side,  has  weakened  the  position  of  the 
German  exhibitor  by  making  incorporation 
of  favorable  conditions  into  the  release  con- 

tract almost  impossible.  Release  is,  there- 

fore, done  mostly  in  the  form  of  "block  book- 
ing," with  Tobis  and  Ufa  films  governing the  field. 

Production  Situation  Changes 

The  situation  in  the  production  field  has 
equally  been  changed.  It  is  generally  known 
here  that  most  feature  films  are  not  pro- 

duced by  the  renting  companies  themselves 
but  by  independent  production  groups  with 
a  yearly  output  of  two  to  five  films  a  year. 

In  former  years  the  financing  was  done  in 
such  a  way  that  the  producer  himself  joined 
in  the  production  costs  by  adding  20  or  more 
per  cent  of  the  capital  necessary  and  the  rest 
was  guaranteed  by  the  renter  (with  40  to 
60  per  cent  as  normal).  The  profit  possible 
was  halved  between  the  producer  and  the 

renter.  This  type  of  producer  has  com- 
pletely disappeared  in  the  last  few  years. 

Capital  is  lacking  for  production,  and  the 
distributor  nowadays  finances  the  producer, 
who  has  become  some  sort  of  production 
supervisor  under  the  leadership  of  the  renter. 
He  gets  a  certain  percentage  of  the  produc- 

tion costs,  usually  7^2  per  cent,  which  neces- 
sarily reduced  the  interest  in  the  cheapening 

of  the  production. 

State  Chamber  Acts 

Efforts  have  been  made  by  the  German 
State  Film  Chamber  to  end  this  state  of 

affairs.  Restriction  in  film  credits  for  pro- 
duction activities,  a  rise  in  capital,  stimula- 

tion of  independent  film  production,  and  pos- 
sibly a  slight  increase  in  film  rentals,  are 

the  ways  in  which  a  return  to  normal  film 

conditions  is  sought.    The  German  exhibi- 

Ufa  and  Tobis,  Least  Affected, 

Dispose  of  Fully-Owned 
Studios,  Sound  Equipment 

and   Printing  Plants 

tor  is  in  a  sound  position  at  present,  having 
renewed  his  theatre,  modernized  and  en- 

larged his  enterprise,  and  has  gained  by  the 
increase  in  cinema  attendance.  Removal  of 
the  double  feature  program,  limitation  of 
the  length  of  the  total  program,  stabilization 
of  admission  prices,  abolishment  of  unfair 
competition  from  outsiders  and  the  banning 
of  new  houses  are  the  methods  by  which  the 
State  Film  Chamber  has  kept  the  German 
exhibitor  alive. 

The  broadcasting  and  the  daily  newspa- 
pers have  devoted  a  large  space  to  the  film 

industry  and  new  means  will  be  used  fur- 
ther to  increase  cinema  attendance.  The 

shrinking  export  business  has  led  to  the 
necessity  to  write  films  down  in  the  country 

of  origin,  and  foreign-made  films  will  con- 
siderably increase  the  total  film  offer.  Par- 

amount, Metro  and  Fox  are  still  operating 
in  Germany  releasing  a  total  of  about  30 

films  per  year.  Last  year  has  seen  a  con- 
siderable rise  in  U.  S.  film  income  in  Ger- 

many and  some  great  successes  like  "Broad- 
way Melody,"  "San  Francisco"  and  "Anna 

Karenina"  have  done  much  to  pave  the  way 
for  American  films  in  Germany.  The  future 
of  American  films  here  is  not  likely  to 
change  decisively,  depending  upon  the 

quality  of  coming  films. 

Kent  to  Australia 

On  Theatre  Deals 

With  the  proposed  20-year  joint  opera- 
tion deal  between  Hoyts  and  Union  Theatres 

in  Sydney,  Australia,  in  status  quo  and  no 
action  having  materialized  by  February  9, 
the  deadline  date,  it  has  been  revealed  that 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  Twentieth 
Century-Fox,  and  Walter  J.  Hutchinson, 
foreign  head  of  the  company,  will  sail  on 
August  12  from  California  for  conferences  in 
Australia  with  Stanley  S.  Crick,  chairman 
and  managing  director  of  Hoyts,  and  Charles 
Munroe,  a  managing  director  of  the  circuit. 

It  is  reported  that  in  the  event  the  two  cir- 
cuits fail  to  come  to  an  agreement,  Hoyts 

with  100  of  the  125  houses  comprising 
Greater  Union  Theatres,  will  branch  out  on 
its  own. 

Meanwhile,  Mr.  Kent  and  Mr.  Hutchin- 
son, accompanied  by  Leslie  Whalen  of  the 

home  office,  will  attend  the  four-day  company 
sales  convention  for  all  European  repre- 

sentatives in  Paris  April  28-May  1.  Al- 
though the  meetings  heretofore  have  been 

held  in  London,  it  was  found  impossible  this 
year  to  do  so  because  of  the  Coronation. 

S.  S.  Crick,  Australian  head,  will  attend 
the  annual  sales  meeting  of  the  American 
forces  in  Los  Angeles  late  in  May. 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

Night  Key 

(Universal) 
Drama 

The  story  chosen  for  this  production  is  novel. 
Basically  it  is  drama  through  which  an  appeal- 

ing vein  of  romantic  love  interest  has  been 
threaded.  The  author,  William  A.  Pierce, 

secretary  to  Universal's  production  head, 
Charles  R.  Rogers,  has  been  spoken  of  several 
times  by  his  chief  as  a  potential  Irving  Thal- 
berg.  With  such  a  status  to  aspire  to,  it  may  be 
expected  that  the  young  writer  has  put  his 
whole  heart  and  soul  as  well  as  theatrical 
knowledge  into  his  first  major  story  opportunity. 

As  the  story  is  novel,  so  is  the  part  assigned 
to  the  leading  player,  Boris  Karloff.  While  not 
the  fearsome  terrorizer  this  time,  he  neverthe- 

less extracts  a  grim  revenge  against  the  man 
who  almost  wrecked  his  life  and  fortune.  De- 
irauded  of  a  fair  share  in  the  profits  of  a  burglar 
alarm  system  he  invented,  Karloff  creates  an 
instrument  that  neutralizes  its  protective  effi- 

ciency. No  criminal  intent  other  than  the  ruin- 
ing of  his  nemesis  is  intended  initially,  but  when 

crooks  force  him  to  become  a  partner  in  their 
scheme  of  mass  looting  and  later  kidnap  his 
daughter  to  assure  their  safety,  the  story  takes 
on  a  tense  dramatic  character  as  Karloff  effects 
their  capture. 
To  support  Karloff  the  producers  have 

selected  an  acceptable  if  not  altogether  strong 
cast.  Samuel  S.  Hinds  is  his  unethical  partner. 
The  romance  is  shared  by  Jean  Rogers  and 
Warren  Hull.  Hobart  Cavanaugh  appears  as 
a  petty  crook  who  assists  Karloff  in  embarrass- 

ing Hinds.  Alan  Baxter  is  the  master  crook, 
his  henchmen  are  David  Oliver,  Edwin  Max- 

well and  Ward  Bond. 
The  screen  play  was  prepared  by  Tristam 

Tupper,  inactive  recently  but  a  participant  in 

Universal's  "The  Great  Impersonation,"  re- 
leased in  1935.  Lloyd  Corrigan,  who  made 

"Dancing  Pirate,"  is  directing. 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

(Radio) 

Comedy-Romance 
As  if  in  contrast  to  the  number  of  dramatic 

•pictures  currently  on  release  schedules  and 
booked  for  production  soon,  Radio  is  preparing 
:a  comedy  romance,  the  keynote  of  which  is 
modernly  tempoed,  light,  airy  and  possibly  semi- 
farce  amusement.  Characterizations  in  the  story, 
its  dialogue,  and  the  situations  point  to  that 
quality.  The  fact  that  it  may  be  identified  as 

"comedy  amusement"  gives  it  unique  commer- cial value. 
The  hero  is  a  young  man,  penniless  but 

brimming  over  with  ingenious  ideas,  whose  only 
trouble  in  getting  a  job  is  that  everyone 
else  is  trying  to  get  one,  too.  By  avocation  a 

"dog  walker"  and  fall  guy  in  a  newspaper 
office,  who  is  fired  every  time  someone  must 
take  the  rap,  he  is  compelled  to  become  a 
pseudo-detective  in  order  to  capture  the  heart  of 
his  lady  love,  as  well  as  win  the  respect  of  her 
father  and  his  boss.  All  promises  giddy  amuse- 

ment, with  plenty  of  fun  resulting  from  dia- 
logue and  action. 

John  Morley,  previously  seen  in  "Poppy"  and 
"Border  Flight,"  gets  his  first  chance  at  a  fea- 

tured role.  The  girl  is  Anne  Shirley,  who  is 
graduated  from  country  girl  characterizations 
to  that  of  a  wealthy  society  girl.  Another  new- 

comer, Dudley  Clements,  also  will  be  seen. 
Other  names  are  Grady  Sutton,  Gene  Lockhart, 
Barbara  Pepper,  Alec  Craig,  Charles  Coleman, 
Jack  Carson  and  Dot  Farley. 

The  story  is  an  unpublished  novel  by  Richard 
English.  Dorothy  Yost  and  John  Grey  Col- 

laborated on  the  screen  play. 
Release  date  undetermined. 

Wake  Up  and  Live 

(20th  Century -Fox) 
Musical  Comedy 

For  names  this  production  will  offer  Walter 
Winchell  and  Ben  Bernie,  who  have  attracted 
considerable  public  attention  to  themselves ; 
Alice  Faye,  Patsy  Kelly,  Ned  Sparks,  Grace 
Bradley,  Walter  Catlett,  Douglas  Fowley,  Paul 
Hurst,  Etienne  Girardot  and  Eric  Linden,  all 
of  whom,  by  reason  of  past  performances,  are 
fairly  esteemed  as  amusement  providers ;  and 

Miles  M'anders,  Gary  Breckner,  Barnett Parker,  William  Demarest,  George  Givot,  Joan 
Davis  and  Charles  Williams,  whose  names  not 
yet  have  won  the  places  accorded  the  others 
mentioned. 

To  assure,  as  far  as  possible,  that  the  forth- 
coming feature  will  embrace  entertainment  and 

commercial  values  comparable  with  the  com- 
pany's best  successes,  the  production  has  re- ceived more  than  the  usual  amount  of  personal 

attention  from  Darryl  F.  Zanuck.  In  addition  to 

selecting  the  story  vehicle,  Dorothea  Brande's 
"best  selling"  book  of  the  same  title  which 
devotes  itself  to  an  embellishment  of  the  Win- 
chell-Bernie  "feud,"  Mr.  Zanuck  chose  the 
cast,  elected  the  song  writing  team  of  Mack 
Gordon  and  Harry  Revel,  to  prepare  the 
music  and  lyrics,  and  assigned  as  director  Sid- 

ney Lanfield,  who  handled  "One  in  a  Million" 
and  "Sing  Baby  Sing."  Additionally  Harry 
Tugend  and  Jack  Yellen  were  given  the  duty 
of  transposing  to  screen  purposes  Curtis  Ken- 
yon's  story  from  the  Brande  book. 

That  the  combination  of  personnel  identities 
represents  unique  name  value  cannot  be  denied. 
That  20th  Century-Fox  has  met  with  consider- 

able success  in  production  of  comedy  tinged 
and  well  mounted  musicals  is  also  a  matter  of 
record. 

For  release  in  April,  exact  date  to  be  de- termined. 

Speed  Mad 
(Columbia) 
Action  Drama 

Thrill  action  stuff  on  the  ocean  waves  is  the 
substance  of  this  production.  Speedboat  drivers 
who  are  daring  and  reckless,  crooks,  gamblers, 
gangsters  and,  of  course,  a  girl  and  her  poor 
old  father,  are  the  personnel  involved.  Naturally 
there  is  a  determined  lover,  even  though  he  is 

to  be  disappointed.  There's  a  little  boy,  too, 
whom  the  villains  grab  at  the  crucial  moment. 
As  is  usually  in  productions  of  this  sort,  the 
hero  manages  to  get  himself  into  and  out  of 
many  jams,  and  the  heavies  are  always  on  the 

point  of  triumphing,  but  of  course  they  don't. 

It's  that  sort  of  material  that  had  the  gallery 
gods  stamping  when  played  by  the  stock  com- 

pany actors  of  a  generation  or  more  ago. 
The  story  used  is  jointly  credited  to  Grace 

Neville,  who  some  time  ago,  wrote  "Dangerous 
Intrigue"  and  "Air  Hawks,"  and  Fred  Niblo, 
Jr.,  who  in  his  career  with  Columbia  has  ac- 

counted for  numerous  melodramas.  Direction 
is  by  D.  Ross  Lederman,  whose  facility  for 
handling  such  material  is  attested  by  "Alibi  for 
Murder,"  "Hell  Ship  Morgan"  and  "Too  Tough 

to  Kill." 

While  the  cast  is  quite  lengthy  in  order  to 
encompass  all  the  character  and  atmosphere 
players,  the  active  principals  are  few.  The  hero 
is  the  newcomer,  Allan  Brook.  Rosalind  Keith 
is  the  girl.  J.  M.  Kerrigan  is  the  poor  old  man 
whose  fortunes  and  future  are  wrapped  up  in 
the  racing  boat  which  Brook  drives  when  the 

chief  heavy,  John  Tyrrell,  isn't  interfering.  The 
double  crossing  suitor  for  the  girl's  hand  is 
Joseph  Sawyer,  lately  in  "The  Black  Legion." Probable  release  date,  March  5. 

Marked  Woman 

(Warner) Drama 

Present  day  drama,  laid  in  the  atmosphere  of 

New  York's  seamy  night  life  and  dealing  with 
characters  to  whom  that  sort  of  life  is  flesh 
and  blood,  is  the  substance  of  this  picture.  It  is 
the  story  of  a  hostess  who  rebels  against  the  im- 

position of  gansterdom  and  racketeering  in  hu- 
man life,  and  in  the  face  of  great  danger  and 

at  the  cost  of  great  personal  sacrifice,  brings 
about  the  elimination  of  the  leeches  who  preyed 
upon  dancing  girls. 
To  mark  the  harmonious  return  of  Bette 

Davis,  who  is  starred,  to  the  Warner  banner, 
the  story  was  especially  written  for  her,  the 
1936  Academy  Award  winner,  by  Robert  Rosen 
and  Abem  Finkel.  Lloyd  Bacon,  whose  accom- 

plishments need  no  repeating,  is  directing.  In- 
cidental music  and  lyrics,  featured  in  the  night 

club  sequences,  were  prepared  by  Harry  War- 
ren and  Al  Dubin. 

Warner  concerned  itself  no  little  with  selec- 
tion of  an  appropriate  cast,  and  seems  to  have 

done  well  not  only  from  the  standpoint  of  the 

various  players'  adaptability  to  the  several  roles, 
but  also  from  the  very  important  angle  of  mar- 

quee value.  Humphrey  Bogart,  first  noted  by 
screen  followers  in  "Petrified  Forest"  and  more 
recently  in  "Black  Legion,"  plays  the  role  of  a 
prosecuting  attorney.  The  menace  is  Eduardo 
Ciannelli  of  "Winterset"  fame.  The  supporting 
cast  is  lengthy.  Outstanding  among  the  many 
names  are  Jane  Bryan,  Rosalind  Marquis,  Lola 
Lane,  Isabel  Jewell,  Mayo  Method,  Allen  Jen- 

kins, Kenneth  Harlan,  John  Litel,  Robert 
Strange,  Raymond  Hatton,  Arthur  Aylesworth 
and  William  B.  Davidson. 

Probable  release  date,  March  15th. 

Columbia  Leases  Globe 

Columbia  Pictures  has  leased  the  Globe 

theatre  on  Broadway  for  the  New  York 

opening  of  "Lost  Horizon."  The  house  will be  remodeled  and  redecorated  before  the 

film  opens  March  3  on  a  two-a-day  policy. 
Following  the  New  York  opening,  the  pic- 

ture will  be  roadshown. 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 

in  London 

Foreign  Technicians 

Of  interest  to  the  hundreds  of  Hollywood 
technicians  who  have  been  or  may  be  employed 
in  British  studios  is  the  campaign  which  the 
Association  of  Cine-Technicians  is  conducting 
to  limit  the  number  of  foreign  experts  per- 

mitted to  work  on  films  in  this  country. 
In  its  official  comments  on  the  Moyne  Re- 

port on  the  Films  Act,  the  Association  has  re- 
iterated to  the  Board  of  Trade  a  suggestion 

which  it  made  to  the  Moyne  Committee  that 
not  more  than  one  foreign  technician  shall  be 
permitted  to  work  on  any  film  qualifying  for 
British  quota. 

"Foreign  technicians  who  have  come  to  Eng- 
land have  not  had  to  work  on  the  despised 

'quickie,' "  says  the  statement.  "The  British 
technician  has  had  to  make  the  'quickie.'  He 
should  now  be  enabled,  by  legislation,  to  work 
on  the  better  quality  quota  picture,  the  pro- 

duction of  which  it  is  hoped  will  follow  from 

a  new  Cinematograph  Act." 
The  Association  agrees  that  the  stipulation 

for  a  British  scenario  writer  should  be  removed 

from  a  new  Act  "since  the  clause  has  in  practice 
been  a  dead  letter  owing  to  difficulties  of  defini- 

tion." It  suggests  that  a  Fair  Wages  clause 
should  be  imposed  on  any  British  producer  ob- 

taining financial  aid  through  the  suggested 
official  Films  Commission. 

Supporting  the  suggestion  that  there  should 
be  a  quota  for  shorts  as  well  as  for  features, 

the  Association  says  that  "certain  types  of 
shorts,  and  more  especially  documentary  films, 
have  been  made  almost  entirely  by  British 
labor  and  have  enhanced  considerably  the  pres- 

tige of  British  technicians." 

Wilcox  Plans 

Herbert  Wilcox,  in  the  midst  of  planning  the 

big  production  of  "Victoria  the  Great,"  with 
Anna  Neagle  as  the  Queen,  for  Coronation 

release,  is  putting  "Vienna  Sunset"  on  the  floor 
at  Pinewood  under  the  direction  of  Norman 

Walker,  who  made  "The  Fighting  Navy." 
Founded  on  an  original  story  by  Florence 

Tranter  and  a  scenario  by  Majorie  Gaffney  and 
Harrison  Owen,  "Vienna  Sunset"  will  star 
Tullio  Carminati  and  Lili  Palmer,  who  was  a 

hit  in  G-B's  "The  Great  Barrier."  Backgrounds 
will  include  Vienna,  the  Italian  Lakes  and  Port 

Said.  It  is  Carminati's  third  picture  for  Wilcox, 
the  earlier  being  "The  Three  Maxims"  and 
"London  Melody."  The  last  named  was  shown to  the  London  trade  this  week. 

Starts  Another 

Alfred  Hitchcock  begins  directing  at  the 
Gaumont-British  studios  at  Shepherd's  Bush, 
early  in  March,  a  feature  based  on  "A  Shilling 
for  Candles,"  a  best-selling  novel  by  Josephine Tey  which  has  as  one  of  its  outstanding  features 
a  pursuit  through  the  country  towns  of  South- 

ern England.  An  intimate  view  of  the  English 
scene  is  promised,  with  country  inns  and  farm- 

houses at  their  most  rustic  to  contrast  with  the 
grimmer  backgrounds  of  police  court,  hobo 
ward  and  prison. 

It  is,  of  course,  being  a  Hitchcock  film,  a 
crime  story,  opening  with  the  discovery  of  a 
dead  woman  at  the  foot  of  Beachy  Head,  beauty 

Sinclair  Hill,  British  producer,  di- 

rects an  exterior  scene  for  "Midnight 
Menace,"  Grosvenor  production  co- 
starring  Charles  Farrell  and  Fritz 
Kortner. 

spot  of  the  South  Coast.  A  mysterious  hobo 
plays  an  important  part. 

Charles  Bennett  has  written  the  scenario,  and 
so  far  the  only  part  cast  is  that  of  the  feminine 
lead,  which  goes  to  Nova  Pilbeam. 
From  South  Africa,  news  of  the  G-B  unit 

filming  "King  Solomon's  Mines"  reports  Geof- 
frey Barkas  and  his  men  as  camped  in  the  Um- 

geni  Valley,  near  Pietermaritzburg,  and  shoot- 
ing a  native  palaver  in  a  gigantic  kraal  and 

"King's  House"  built  for  the  occasion.  Also, 
the  natives  have  christened  Barkas  "The  Man 
Who  Drinks  Trouble,"  which  would  pass  as  a 
description  of  directors  in  general. 

At  Warner-British 

William  Collier,  Jr.,  has  come  from  the  War- 
ner Hollywood  studios,  where  he  has  been  pro- 

ducing for  three  years,  to  be  associate  producer 
at  the  Warner-First  National  studio  at  Ted- 
dington. 
He  has  already  started  work  at  the  studio, 

with  a  busy  year  ahead  of  him  as  responsible 

producer  _  of  "a  substantial  proportion"  of  the twenty  pictures  on  the  Warner-British  schedule 
for  1937,  and  presumably  with  the  general  mis- 

sion of  building  up  WB's  British  contract 
players  much  as,  at  Hollywood,  he  is  credited 
with  building  up  Dick  Foran  in  Westerns. 

In  progress  at  Teddington  at  the  moment 
are  "Copper  Proof,"  with  Hugh  Williams,  Glen 
Alyn  and  John  Carol,  and  "The  Compulsory 
Wife,"  with  Joyce  Kirby  and  Henry  Kendall. 
Ralph  Ince  is  directing  the  first  and  Arthur 
Woods  the  second. 

Another  for  Kane 

Announcing  completion  of  shooting  on  "Un- 
der the  Red  Robe"  at  Denham,  Robert  T.  Kane 

also  said  that  New  World's  third  picture  would 
be  "Four  Dark  Hours,"  which  went  to  the  floor 
as  the  first  of  the  "Denham"  productions  for 
British  Lion  release,  but  will  now  go  out 
through  Twentieth  Century-Fox.  Set  in  Lon- 

don's underworld,  "Four  Dark  Hours"  has  the 
original  feature  that  the  whole  of  its  action 
takes  place  between  1  a.m.  and  5  a.m.  against 
such  backgrounds  as  the  Adelphi  Arches,  Co- 
vent  Garden,  Soho  and  Paddington  Station. 
John  Mills  and  Rene  Ray  are  the  leads  and 
there  is  three  weeks  of  shooting  still  to  be  done. 

Victor  Seastrom's  final  shots  for  "Under  the 
Red  Robe"  were  done  in  the  biggest  set  yet 
used  for  the  film,  an  exterior  of  the  Castle  of 
Foix  filling  the  whole  of  a  Denham  stage. 
Annabella  and  Sophie  Stewart  played  the  last scenes. 

Laughton  Starts 

London  Film's  "I  Claudius,"  directed  by 
Josef  von  Sternberg,  has  started  at  Denham, 
after  a  great  deal  of  preliminary  research,  plan- 

ning and  background  shooting  in  Rome. 
Charles  Laughton  as  Claudius  has  given  Guy 

Pearce,  head  of  the  makeup  department,  an- 
other chance  to  distinguish  himself.  The  coop- 

eration of  Professor  of  Archaeology  Ashmole 
has  assisted  in  obtaining  a  portrait  of  the 
Roman  Emperor,  as  well  as  in  guiding  the 
director  in  all  other  historical  details. 
The  cast  already  includes  Merle  Oberon  as 

Messalina,  Raymond  Massey  as  the  Roman 
General  Justus,  Flora  Robson  as  Livia,  wife 
of  Augustus,  and  Emlyn  Williams  as  Caligua. 

Vincent  Korda  is  the  art  director,  Georges 
Perinal  will  be  at  the  camera,  and  Agnes  de 
Mille  will  arrange  Roman  temple  dances. 

Kortner  at  Pinewood 

"Midnight  Menace,"  in  production  at  Pine- 
wood by  Grosvenor  Sound  Films,  Sinclair  Hill 

directing,  is  built  on  the  problem  of  the  current 
European  armaments  race,  and  has  two  big 
star  names  in  Fritz  Kortner  and  Charles  Far- 
rell. 

A  close  reconstruction  of  the  "Locarno"  room 
at  the  British  Foreign  Office  is  one  of  the  sets, 
and  a  raid  on  London  by  wireless-controlled 
planes  is  a  big  moment. 

Charles  Farrell,  at  the  end  of  the  picture  is 
returning  to  Hollywood  to  look  over  his  country 
club,  then  comes  back  to  London  for  a  produc- 

tion enterprise  with  Doug  Fairbanks,  Jr.,  and 
the  plan  of  co-starring  with  Janet  Gaynor  in 
the  first  film  of  the  new  company. 
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BRITISH  DISTRIBUTORS  PROTEST 

MOYNE'S  GOVERNMENT  RULE  IDEA 
Flexible  Quota  and  Quality 

Test  Proposals  Also  Are 

Opposed  in  Report  to  the 

Board  of  Trade  This  Month 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

The  "Observations"  of  the  Kinematograph 
Renters  Society  on  the  Moyne  Report  have 
been  sent  to  the  Board  of  Trade.  The  Gov- 

ernment now  has  the  views  of  producers,  ex- 
hibitors and  distributors.  Digests  of  state- 

ments from  the  producer  section,  through 
the  Film  Group  of  the  Federation  of  British 
Industries,  and  the  Cinematograph  Exhibi- 

tors Association  already  have  been  published. 
The  KRS  statement  expresses  uncompro- 

mising opposition  to  four  of  the  most  import- 
ant recommendations  of  the  Committee,  de- 

nouncing : 

The  proposed  institution  of  an  official 
Film  Commission  to  exercise  a  general 
control  of  the  industry. 

Inauguration  of  the  principle  of  a  flex- 
ible quota,  governed  by  the  quality  of 

the  previous  year's  British  films. 
Proposed  continuance  of  the  principle 

of  basing  quota  on  footage  and  the  sug- 
gestion of  ultimate  extension  of  such  a 

quota  to  50  per  cent. 
Suggestion  that  films  should  be  given 

quota  registration  after  viewing  by  a  com- 
mittee which  would  assess  their  entertain- 

ment value. 

In  very  outspoken  terms,  the  Society  attacks 
the  Moyne  Report  as  a  whole  on  the  grounds 

that  its  recommendations,  "by  the  very  nature 
and  complexity  of  the  cinema  industry,  cannot 
but  fail  to  achieve  the  main  purpose  for  which 

the  Cinematograph  Films  Act  was  devised,"  and 
that  they  "will  not  help  to  further  the  produc- 

tion of  British  pictures  of  quality  and  merit." 

Evidence  Declared  Disregarded 

The  assertion  is  made  that  "insufficient  re- 
gard has  been  paid  to  the  expert  evidence  given 

on  behalf  of  the  KRS,"  and  in  particular  to  the 
conviction  expressed  in  the  KRS  memoranda 

that  "quality  of  production  and  not  quantity  of 
production  should  be  the  basis  of  any  future 

legislation." In  regard  to  suggested  establishment  of  a 

Films  Commission  the  point  is  made  that  "the 
suggestion  apparently  originated  within  the 
Moyne  Committee  and  was  not  suggested  by 

any  section  of  the  industry,"  and  it  is  also 
stated,  with  regard  to  suggestions  to  increase 
the  stringency  of  penalties  for  blind  booking 

breaches,  that  "such  a  recommendation  ...  is 
not,  in  our  opinion,  in  keeping  with  the  pur- 

pose for  which  the  Moyne  Committee  was  con- 

stituted." 
Comments  on  Recommendations 

In  addition  to  these  general  criticisms  of  the 
Committee,  the  statement  makes  the  following 
comments  on  its  recommendations : 
On  Recommendations  1  to  3,  that  the  Gov- 

ernment should  take  steps  to  prevent  the  con- 
trol of  British  companies  passing  abroad,  that 

it  should  encourage  financial  interests  to  assist 
British  production,  and  that  the  Quota  prin- 

ciple should  be  maintained  for  a  further  ten 

ZUKOR'S  MESSAGES 
SET  NEW  RECORD 

Adolph  Xukor's  collection  of  con- 
gratulatory messages  on  the  25th  an- 

niversary of  his  entry  into  the  motion 
picture  business  is  being  expanded  to 
record  proportions  by  daily  arrivals  of 

mail  from  all  parts  of  the  world.  Para- 

mount says  that,  "the  collection  al- 
ready constitutes  the  most  universal 

tribute  ever  paid  a  motion  picture  ex- 

ecutive." 
More  than  5  0  foreign  countries  are 

represented  in  the  thousands  of  tes- 
timonials received  since  Mr.  Zukor  be- 

gan his  Silver  Jubilee  celebration.  The 
greatest  number  of  messages  has  come 

from  Mexico,  with  Italy  in  second 
place,  the  two  countries  being  repre- 

sented by  500  letters,  telegrams  and 

cables.  This  week's  messages  covered 
seven  languages  in  all,  English,  Ital- 

ian, Dutch,  Javanese,  Chinese,  Siamese 
and  French  and  a  gift  of  two  speci- 

mens of  Javanese  art  sent  from 
Bandeong,  Java. 

years,  the  KRS  says :  "We  have  no  comment  to 

make." 

The  proposal  (4)  that  there  should  be  sep- 
arate quotas  for  long  and  short  films  is  opposed, 

the  KRS  expressing  agreement  with  the  CEA 
that  shorts  should  be  excluded  from  all  future 

quota  regulations,  on  the  grounds  that  "the 
added  burden  of  providing  British  shorts  against 
foreign  shorts  can  only  end  in  the  elimination 
of  foreign  shorts,  with  consequent  hardship  on 

exhibitors." The  proposed  opening  quota  (5),  under  new 
legislation  of  20  per  cent  for  distributors  and 
15  per  cent  for  exhibitors  is  opposed.  The 
KRS  says : 

"The  obligation  put  upon  distributors  of  for- 
eign films  under  the  Act  as  it  exists  today, 

involving  the  production  of  as  many  as  fifteen 
or  eighteen  feature  pictures  in  one  year,  is  an 
obligation  so  heavy  as  to  be  practically  impos- 

sible of  effective  performance,  and  results  in 
the  present  deplorable  position  of  the  obligation 
being  met  by  the  procuring  of  a  large  number 
of  cheap,  poor  pictures  which  bring  discredit 
on  the  British  film  production  industry  and 
antagonize  the  British  cinema-going  public 
against  British  pictures  generally. 

"An  obligation  which  calls  upon  distributors 
to  produce  five  or  six  feature  pictures  in  the 
year,  instead  of  the  present  fifteen  or  eighteen, 
would  more  effectively  serve  the  desired  purpose 
of  securing  a  reasonable  supply  of  worthwhile 
British  pictures,  provided  always  that  it  is  ac- 

companied by  safeguards  that  this  modified  num- 
ber of  pictures  are  produced  under  conditions 

as  to  cost  and  otherwise  that  will  ensure  their 

being  effective  and  creditable  British  pictures." 
Quality  and  Quantity 

The  KRS  statement  makes  the  general  com- 
ment, on  this  point,  that  "the  quality  of  quota 

pictures  was  the  main  concern  of  the  Moyne 
Committee,  and  it  cannot  be  stressed  too 
strongly  that  the  question  of  quality  cannot  be 
dissociated  from  the  question  of  quantity  .  .  . 
the  entire  evidence  of  members  of  the  KRS, 

Reduction  of  Quota  Is  Urged 

Instead;  Footage  Basis  for 

Admittance  of  All  Foreign 

Product  Also  Is  Attacked 

British  and  American  alike,  from  their  actual 
practical  knowledge  of  the  film  industry  in  this 
country,  placed  on  record  that  the  quantity  of 
quota  compulsory  by  law  was  the  sole  reason 
that  made  it  impossible  ...  to  provide  British 

pictures  of  quality." Commenting  on  the  recommendation  (6)  that 
the  quota  in  future  shall  be  flexible,  or  variable, 
from  year  to  year,  and  that  all  films  shall  be 
viewed  for  assessment  by  quality,  for  the  pur- 

pose of  establishing  the  actual  quota  figure,  the 
KRS  expresses  emphatic  opposition,  based  on 

the  fact  that  "they  suggest  a  relationship  be- 
tween quality  and  quantity  anticipating  a  quan- 

tity of  quota  production  that  any  responsible 
person  in  the  British  industry  will  acknowledge 

to  be  impossible  of  attainment." 
"We  agree  with  the  CEA,"  adds  the 

statement,  "that  the  ultimate  aim  of  50 
per  cent  is  perhaps  nothing  more  than  a 

pious  expression  of  hope." .  On  recommendations  of  the  Moyne  Committee 

that  films  should  be  valid  for  exhibitors'  quota 
without  a  quality  test,  or  even  if  they  have  failed 
to  pass  such  a  test  (which  would  decide  only 

if  a  film  should  be  registered  for  distributors' 
quota)  the  comment  is: 

"As  the  whole  object  is  to  ensure  good  Brit- 
ish pictures,  it  seems  illogical  for  the  Moyne 

Committee  to  recommend  that  the  exhibitor 
should  be  free  to  show  to  the  British  public  a 
film  so  bad  as  not  to  be  deemed  good  enough 

to  pass  for  renters'  (distributors')  quota." 
License  Clause  Called  Harsh 

Recommendation  14,  that  failure  to  comply 

with  the  distributors'  quota  shall  entail  the  with- 
drawal of  the  offending  company's  license  on 

one  offense,  instead  of  three  as  at  present, 

brings  the  outspoken  comment  that  "we  find it  difficult  to  reconcile  a  recommendation  of 
this  kind  with  the  spirit  of  impartiality  which 
we  would  expect  to  animate  recommendations 

of  the  Committee.  It  is  harsh  in  the  extreme." 
"We  oppose  as  strongly  as  possible" — a 

phrase  which  frequently  recurs  in  the  KRS  ob- 
servations— is  very  emphatically  applied  to 

recommendations  21  and  22,  which  would  im- 
pose the  obligation  upon  distributors  to  make  a 

statutory  declaration,  on  registering  a  film,  that 
it  has  not  been  blind  booked,  and  increase  the 

penalty  for  default  to  i250  in  the  case  of  dis- 
tributors, while  freeing  exhibitors  from  all  lia- 

bility for  this  offense. 

"The  recommendation  .  .  .  might  con- 
ceivably set  one  section  of  the  industry 

against  another,  promoting  friction,  mis- 
understanding and  ill  will,  and  is  not  in 

keeping  with  the  purpose  for  which  the 

Moyne  Committee  was  constituted,"  says the  KRS. 

"Contrary  to  the  best  interests  of  the  British 
film  industry  as  a  whole"  is  the  description  ap- 

plied to  the  Committee's  recommendation  that 
restrictions  on  advance  booking  shall  be  re- 

moved. Agreement  with  the  CEA  is  expressed 
on  this  point.  The  F.B.I.  Film  Group  also  op- 

posed this  recommendation. 
More  drastic  opposition  is  expressed  to  the 

proposal    (24)    that  block-booking  should  be (.Continued  on  following  page) 
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(Continued  from  page  55) 
made  an  offense  and  that  penalties  for  compel- 

ling an  exhibitor  to  take  one  film  with  another 
should  be  the  same  as  for  blind  booking. 

"If  one  could  conceive  the  recommendation  as 
being  practical  .  .  .  the  Society  might  raise  no 
objection  but  it  must  be  considered  unwork- 

able. .  .  .  It  is  regarded  as  a  distinct  violation 
of  that  freedom  of  action  which  exists  between 

huyer  and  seller." 
Commission  Idea  Criticized 

The  recommendation  for  the  establishment  of 
a  Films  Commission  is  analyzed  at  length  and 
vigorously  criticized  by  the  KRS,  which,  after 
pointing  out  the  general  objection  already 
quoted,  goes  on  to  say: 

"The  idea  that  a  Films  Commission  would 
insure  complete  harmony  among  the  sections  of 
an  industry  which  has  so  many  complex  prob- 

lems is  an  illusion.  .  .  .  The  problems  affecting 
the  industry,  and  which  fundamentally  are  ques- 

tions of  economics,  cannot  be  solved  merely  by 
the  appointment  of  a  Government  controlling 
body,  having  power  to  initiate  and  control  poli- 

cies as  affecting  the  practical  operations  of  this 
great  industry. 

"The  creation  of  a  Films  Commission  com- 
posed of  individuals  having  no  relation  to  the 

film  industry  and  .  .  .  who  have  no  knowledge 
whatsoever  of  the  problems  of  this  industry, 
is  unthinkable,  as  it  can  only  bring  grave  risks 
to  the  millions  of  capital  involved.  .  .  .  Giving 
such  power,  having  the  effect  of  circumscribing 
the  conditions  under  which  films  are  made  and 

financed,  can  only  lead  to  a  drying-up  in  ad- 
vance of  the  resources  necessary  to  the  encour- 

agement of  the  industry. 

Sees  Production  Uncertainty 

"No  producers  or  financiers  can  be  expected 
to  plan  in  advance  the  expenditure  of  large 
sums  of  money  if  they  are  faced  with  the  fact 
that,  after  spending  such  sums  as  are  necessary 
for  the  making  of  worthwhile  product,  the  same 
may  be  rejected  by  four  or  five  persons  outside 
the  industry  who  may  think  it  has  not  sufficient 
entertainment  value." 
Examining  further  the  recommendation  that 

the  Films  Commission  should  view  all  films, 
to  decide  which  are,  and  which  are  not,  eligible 
for  quota  registration,  the  KRS  says : 

"To  place  a  task  of  this  nature  upon  any 
Commission  is  one  they  would  find  impos- 

sible of  fulfilment  and  can  only  lead  to 
confusion  and  chaos.  Experience  over  a 

long  period  has  proven  the  impossibility 
of  any  persons  assessing  entertainment 
values  or  quality  of  films,  having  in  mind 
the  widely  different  tastes  in  entertainment 

for  which  the  industry  has  to  cater." 
Comparison  of  the  KRS  statement  with  those 

already  submitted  by  the  CEA  and  the  Film 
Group  of  the  F.B.I,  shows  wide  differences  of 
opinion,  but  substantial  agreement  on  certain 
points.  There  is  unanimous  opposition  to  a 
Films  Commission  with  the  powers  envisaged 
in  the  Moyne  Report.  Exhibitors  want  an  offi- 

cial Arbitration  Board,  to  operate  on  matters 
referred  to  it  by  the  trade.  Producers  accept 
the  principle  of  a  Government  committee,  but 
wish  it  to  include  trade  members,  to  be  re- 

strained from  interfering  with  individual  com- 
panies' affairs,  and  to  work  in  cooperation  with 

an  advisory  trade  committee. 
The  differentiation  of  quota  in  favor  of  ex- 

hibitors is  accepted  by  CEA  and  Film  Group 
and  opposed  by  KRS. 

The  variability  principle  in  regard  to  the 
quota  is  accepted  by  CEA  and  Film  Group,  but 
both  make  reservations  regarding  the  method 

of  applying  the  Quality  Test,  by  which  varia- 
bility must  be  governed. 

All  three  groups  want  the  present  restrictions 
on  advance  booking  to  be  continued,  opposing 
the  Moyne  recommendation  in  the  opposite 
sense. 

The  new  blind  booking  provisions  are  sup- 
ported by  exhibitors  and  producers  and  opposed 

by  distributors. 
The  proposal  to  make  block-booking  illegal 

is  supported  by  exhibitors  and  opposed  by  pro- 
ducers and  distributors. 

Exhibitors  and  distributors  both  oppose  the 
application  of  the  quota  to  shorts  on  the  basis 

proposed. Lord  Moyne  has  been  invited  to  the  annual 
banquet  of  the  CEA  on  March  9th,  with  Dr. 
Burgin,  Parliamentary  secretary  to  the  Board 
of  Trade. 

V 

Immediate  Releases 

United  Artists  and  the  Odeon  circuit  are 

planning  an  extension  of  the  practice  of  imme- 
diate release. 

A  possibility  is  that,  when  the  Odeon  in 
Leicester  Square  is  completed  and  becomes  the 
main  United  Artists  show  window  in  London, 
UA  may  release  immediately  to  all  or  some  of 
the  Odeon  theatres,  which  soon  will  number  200 
houses. 

United  Artists  officials  emphasize  that  any 
steps  taken  will  be  experimental. 
Immediate  release  has  been  given  by  Gau- 

mont-British  to  certain  of  its  own  films  in  some 
of  its  own  theatres. 

V 

Frederick  White  Dies 
Frederick  White,  59,  active  as  a  Manchester 

distributor  as  far  back  as  1911,  collapsed  and 
died  of  heart  failure  while  attending  a  boxing 
bout  here.  Mr.  White  was  associated  with 
Gilbert  Church  and  Norman  Wright  in  the 
flotation  of  British  &  Foreign,  and  more  re- 

cently with  Mr.  Church  in  Associated  Pro- 
ducers  and  Distributors, 

New  York  Labor 

Scale  Up  March  15 

Annual  negotiations  on  wage  scales  and 
other  matters  which  come  under  provisions 

of  the  five-year  basic  agreement  between 
producers  and  studio  labor  unions  are  to 
open  in  New  York  about  March  15th.  Pat 

Casey,  producers'  labor  representative,  is 
expected  in  Manhattan  from  Hollywood  in 
about  two  weeks  to  prepare  for  the  annual 
sessions,  which  are  attended  by  company 
heads  and  top  officials  of  the  studio  labor 
unions,  such  as  the  International  Alliance 
of  Theatrical,  Stage  Employes  and  Moving 
Picture  Operators,  Independent  Brotherhood 

of  Electrical  Workers,  Teamsters',  Carpen- 
ters and  Joiners,  and  Musicians. 

Efforts  to  have  painters  and  commercial 
laboratory  workers  included  under  the  basic 
agreement  may  be  made  by  representatives 
of  those  groups,  but  some  doubt  is  expressed 
by  home  office  labor  officials  as  to  whether  or 
not  the  forthcoming  meeting  can  properly 
consider  the  requests  at  this  time.  The  basic 
agreement  was  made  for  a  five-year  period 
and  does  not  provide  for  bringing  additional 
unions  into  the  pact  prior  to  negotiations  for 
its  renewal. 

MGM  Uses  Army 

And  Navy  for 

2 -Reel  Preview 

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer,  on  Tuesday,  "en- 
gaged" the  United  States  Navy,  the  United 

States  Coast  Guard,  the  National  Park 
Commission  and  the  United  States  Army 

to  stage  a  screening  of  its  new  two-reel 

motion  picture,  "Servant  of  the  People." 
A  United  States  Navy  destroyer,  the  S.S. 

Tappernall,  transported  a  group  of  news- 
papermen and  trade  paper  representatives 

from  Manhattan  Island  to  New  York's  upper 
bay,  where  a  Coast  Guard  cutter  stood  by 
to  carry  the  party  to  adjacent  Fort  Wood 

and  Bedloe's  Island.  There,  in  the  damp 
Revolutionary  Guard  Room  under  the  foun- 

dation of  the  Statue  of  Liberty,  they  screened 
the  subject,  in  the  full  publicity  flavor  of 
official  governmental  sanction. 

"Servant  of  the  People"  was  first  made  to 
commemorate  the  anniversary  of  the  draft- 

ing of  the  United  States  Constitution,  but  in 
view  of  the  unusual  interest  created  of  late 

in  the  Constitution  by  "New  Deal"  govern- 
mental procedure,  MGM  decided  that  its 

two-reeler  contained  more  than  the  patriotic 
significance  which  they  had  at  first  attached 
to  it. 

MGM  sets  forth  in  the  subject  "the  facts 
and  circumstances"  which  led  to  the  framing 
of  the  Constitution,  starting  with  the  Revolu- 

tion of  1776.  The  picture  tends  to  indicate 
that  America's  forefathers  intended  that  the 
document  should  be  changed  to  conform  with 
the  times. 

According  to  the  Department  of  Com- 
munity Service  of  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers and  Distributors  of  America,  which 

worked  for  and  with  Metro  in  tying-in  the 
governmental  forces  on  Tuesday  for  the 

ballyhoo  launching  of  the  reel,  "Servant  of 
the  People"  comes  "at  a  time  when  the 
American  public,  as  perhaps  it  has  never 
been  before,  is  interested  in  the  document 

on  which  the  whole  structure  of  its  govern- 

ment is  reared." The  picture  had  been  completed  several 
weeks  ago  in  time  for  the  150th  anniversary 
of  the  Constitution,  but  was  held  for  release 
until  now.  It  anticipated  consequently  rather 
than  reflects  the  current  discussions  of  re- 

lationship between  the  three  branches  of  the 

government — executive,  legislative  and  judi- 

ciary. It  is  advanced  by  MGM  as  "a  con- 
tribution to  the  public's  basic  understanding 

of  the  Constitutional  situation  and  the 

human  elements  that  entered  into  its  draft- 

ing." In  casting,  the  company  sought  to 
obtain  character  actors  who  would  reflect 

the  personalities  of  the  Constitution,  and  so 

it  is  produced  throughout  in  the  post-Revo- 
lutionary costume  period. 

George  Kraska  of  the  Fine  Arts  theatre 
in  Boston  has  purchased  the  American  rights 

to  "Loves  of  Beethoven,"  produced  by  Gen- 
eral Film  Company  in  France. 
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IMPROVED  CHINESE  PRODUCT  MAKES 

HEAVY  INROAD  INTO  FOREIGN  PROFIT 

Technical  Shortcomings  Still 

Pronounced,  but  Income 

Outstrips  That  of  Foreign  Pic- 

tures and  Popularity  Grows 

[Special  Correspondence  from  Shanghai] 

The  steady  improvement  of  native  product 
in  China  is  confirmed  by  developments  of 
the  first  month  of  the  new  year.  The  leading 
Chinese  studios  have  brought  out  some  out- 

standing pictures  in  the  past  season,  and 
while  technical  quality  still  is  pronouncedly 
lacking,  popularity  and  distribution  have 
gone  to  limits  never  before  attained. 

Native  films  are  doing  excellent  business, 
and  the  exhibition  income  from  Chinese 

product  far  outstrips  that  of  foreign  films. 
While  figures  for  comparison  cannot  be 

obtained,  one  well-known  native  film  execu- 
tive has  said  that  at  least  one  producer 

will  show  a  net  income  of  over  C.$  1 ,000,000, 

with  others  not  far  under  that  figure. 

Comparing  this  with  the  estimated  net 
return  of  American  films,  which  is  sent  out 

of  China,  about  C$1,500,000  for  all  the 

eight  large  American  distributors,  it  is 
easily  seen  how  greatly  Chinese  product 
appeals  to  the  public  as  compared  with 
foreign  films. 

The  truth  is  that,  except  in  the  larger  treaty 
ports,  foreign  films  have  been  displaced  by  na- 

tive productions,  and  in  at  least  two-thirds  of 
the  cinemas,  Chinese  product,  silent  or  sound, 
runs  a  full  100  per  cent  of  the  time,  interspersed 

with  native  "opera"  or  stage  shows. 
In  comparison  of  quantity  the  foreign  films 

of  course  run  four  to  five  times  as  many  fea- 
tures passed  by  the  National  government  cen- 

sors, but  quantity  in  this  case  is  offset  by  the 
greater  number  of  outlets,  longer  playing  time 
and  the  mass  attendance  that  Chinese  films  get. 

All  in  all,  Chinese  producers  have  little  to 
fear  from  foreign  competition,  except  in  the 
larger  cities,  and  even  there,  by  far  and  large, 
the  foreign  film  runs  only  about  50  per  cent  of 
quantity  available  into  anything  further  than 
third  run. 

Still  Want  Quotas 

But  with  all  this,  the  Chinese  producers  still 
press  for  quotas,  and  it  is  expected  that,  before 
much  longer,  cinemas  under  Chinese  ownership 
will  be  compelled  to  show  at  least  two  native 
films  a  month.  This  would  seem  a  heavy  quota 
for  a  country  like  China,  but  the  restriction 
would  be  felt  only  in  the  larger  cinemas  which 
now  run  100  per  cent  foreign  product.  One  of 
the  most  successful  exhibitors  in  Shanghai  has 
said  that  the  cinemas  under  control  of  his  com- 

pany could  profitably  support  two  Chinese  films 
a  month  were  such  available  for  first  release, 
and  if  his  foreign  film  obligations  permitted 
such  play-time.  It  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that 
within  the  next  year  some  large  first  run  cine- 

mas will  make  contracts  only  on  a  basis  of 
allowing  time  for  native  product. 

It  is  further  believed  by  many  that  agitation 
against  Hollywood-Chinese  films  has  been 
stirred  up  by  Chinese  producers,  who  fear  that 
the  advent  of  the  more  technically  perfect  for- 

eign product,  when  coupled  with  Chinese  sub- 
ject matter,  will  displace  the  poorer-quality  na- 
tive films  in  many  cinemas  now  100  per  cent 

SUSPENDED  ACTORS 

WARNED  BY  EQUITY 

Actors  now  under  suspension  by 

Actors  Equity  for  failing  to  join  the 
Screen  Actors  Guild  while  working  in 
motion  pictures  in  Hollywood  were 
warned  in  the  February  issue  of  Equity 

Magazine,  published  this  week,  that 
reinstatement  would  not  be  easy. 

The  warning  came  in  the  form  of  an 
editorial  which  stated  that  those  who 

ignored  the  warning  were  endanger- 
ing their  screen  careers.  It  went  on  to 

point  out  that  neither  Equity  nor  the 
Guild  will  accept  as  a  member  any 

actor  in  bad  standing  in  his  own  or- 

ganization. 

native  exhibitors.  However,  this  is  more  con- 
jecture than  fact,  since  a  perusal  of  coming 

foreign  film  titles  shows  very  little  product 
directly  concerned  with  Chinese  subject  matter, 
or,  if  it  has,  small  chance  of  passing  the  Gov- 

ernment censors,  even  when  every  effort  has 
been  made  to  make  such  a  film  historically  cor- 

rect in  fact  and  story. 

Too  Costly  to  Produce 

The  sad  results  of  foreign  producers'  attempts 
to  make  films  in  China  are  only  too  well  known 
to  give  encouragement  to  further  efforts  along 
such  lines.  No  American  producer  successfully 
could  make  a  film  in  China  under  present  con- 

ditions, no  matter  how  willing  he  might  be  to 
conform  with  all  the  rules  and  regulations. 
Mere  delays  would  run  up  a  cost  in  salaries  and 
expenses  that  would  be  unendurable  even  to  the 

strongest  finances,  and  "delays,"  due  to  various 
official,  semi-official,  local  and  other  reasons, 
have  kept  many  a  cameraman  cooling  his  heels 
in  anterooms  or  on  location  with  his  camera 
standing  idle  75  per  cent  of  the  time. 

China  has  lost  much  good  publicity  by  the 
petty  restrictions  placed  upon  foreign  news 
cameramen  at  great  national  events,  even  to  the 
exclusion  of  foreign  crews  when  Chinese  held 
the  field.  However,  the  poor  quality  of  native 
news  film  turned  out  at  the  recent  Silver  Jubi- 

lee of  the  Chinese  Republic  stirred  government 
officials  into  action,  and  it  is  expected  that  in 
the  future  the  native  newsreel  will  have  to  show 
better  quality  both  in  photography  and  sound,  or 
foreign  men  will  be  given  opportunity  to  cover 
such  events.  At  present  the  homemade  product 
is  so  poor  that  but  for  practically  enforced 
showing  in  cinemas  in  China  it  is  useless,  and 
certainly  so  for  exportation. 

Tax  Increase  Feared 

The  former  Canton  censor  fees  and  quotas 
having  been  removed,  first-run  houses  now  are 
showing  more  foreign  product,  but  subsequent 
runs  are  still  playing  as  many  native  films  as 
possible,  and  considerable  difficulty  is  being  ex- 

perienced in  getting  exhibitors  to  observe  con- 
tractual requirements  made  on  foreign  film 

contracts.  Anxiety  has  been  expressed  by  Can- 
ton exhibitors  in  regard  to  the  proposed  new 

tax  increase,  bringing  theatre  business  tax  to 
17  per  cent  of  the  gross.  Also,  some  exhibitors 
express  doubt  as  to  the  popularity  of  native 
product  if  it  is  all  to  be  made  in  accordance  with 

the  official  mandate  that  only  the  official  "man- 
darin" language  may  be  used,  since  the  Canton 

Ch  inese  Producers  Still  Want 

Quotas  to  Restrict  Foreign 

Film  Showings  in 

the  Larger  Theatres 

dialect  is  distinctly  different  and  it  will  be  a 
long  time  until  educational  possibilities  make  the 
Nanking  Chinese  language  common  all  over 
China.  However,  as  in  foreign  films,  this  is 
a  difficulty  that  can  be  partly  overcome  by 
superimposed  titles,  since  the  printed  character 
Chinese  is  the  same  all  over  China. 

In  the  north — Peiping  and  Tientsin — exhibi- 
tion has  been  in  difficulties  due  to  local  unrest 

and  military  operations.  Business  there  is  far 
below  normal,  and  prospects  are  gloomy  for 
foreign  films.  Even  native  product  cinemas 
failed  of  any  improvement  in  1936,  with  perhaps 
a  few  exceptions  on  outstanding  productions. 

Ten  U.  S.  Features  Rejected 

In  the  last  calendar  year  the  Central  Film 
Censorship  Committee  at  Nanking  received  for 
censorship  351  foreign  features  and  five  serial- 
features.  Of  these,  323  were  submitted  by  the 
eight  large  American  producers,  Columbia,  20th 
Century-Fox,  Paramount,  MGM,  RKO-Radio, 
Universal,  United  Artists  (including  U.  A. 
British  releases)  and  Warner  Bros.,  First  Na- 

tional ;  one  feature  of  independent  American 
origin ;  12  features  of  U.  S.  S.  R. ;  nine  British ; 
five  French  and  one  German. 

Of  the  323  American  features  by  large  pro- 
ducers, 10  were  banned  and  two  were  still 

under  advisement  at  the  beginning  of  the  year. 

The  banned  features  were:  "East  of  Java" 
(Universal),  "Dracula's  Daughter"  (Univer- 

sal), "Flash  Gordon"  (Universal),  "Green 
Pastures"  (Warner),  "Sons  o'  Guns"  (War- 

ner), "Devil  Doll"  (MGM),  "All  American 
Chump"  (MGM),  "Panic  on  the  Air"  (Colum- 

bia), "The  Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles" 
(UA),  and  "Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  (RKO). 
"Frankenstein"  (Universal)  was  barred  when 

the  three-year  license  period  expired,  and  "Le- 
gion of  Terror"  (Columbia)  and  "Theodora 

Goes  Wild"  (Columbia)  were  the  two  features held  for  further  action. 

Reasons  for  Rejections 

The  reasons  the  pictures  were  barred  were 

these :  "Dracula's  Daughter"  and  "Franken- 
stein" as  "horror"  films ;  films  dealing  with 

excessive  cruelty  or  brutality  "Legion  of  Ter- 
ror" and  "Don't  Turn  'Em  Loose"  for  dealing 

with  excessive  cruelty  or  bestiality,  "Devil 
Doll,"  "The  Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles" 
and  "Green  Pastures"  for  featuring  supernatural 
scenes,  "Sons  o'  Guns"  for  objections  raised  by 
the  German  government  representative  in  China, 
"East  of  Java"  and  "Panic  on  the  Air"  for 
showing  Chinese  in  menial  positions,  and  so  on. 
"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  was  held  up  because  of 
a  few  scenes  allegedly  representing  a  Chinese 
waiter  in  foreign  clothes! 
No  British  features  were  banned,  nor  as  yet 

have  any  Soviet  features  suffered  anything  more 
than   delays  and  cutting. 

Fifty  new  Chinese  features  were  passed  by 
the  government  censors. 

Foreign  short  product  approximated  190  two- 
reelers ;  430  one-reelers,  and  175  newsreels,  of 
which  American  major  product  took  174  two- 
reelers,  412  one-reelers,  and  168  newsreels  in 
1936. 
Norman  Westwood  was  accorded  several  big 

ovations  on  his  retirement  from  Universal,  as 
one  of  the  best  known  and  pioneer  distributor 
representatives  in  China. 
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DISAGREES  ON  SERIALS  FOR  ADULTS 

— H.  C.  DEACON  MAIN,  Grand  Theatre,  Sudbury,  Ont. 

FINDS  MAGAZINE  AND 

RADIO  NOT  PARALLEL 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald  : 

In  a  recent  issue  of  Motion  Picture  Herald 

you  published  a  letter  from  Mr.  Ted  Stump  of 
the  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.,  on  the 

subject  of  Adult  Serials.'  Without  wishing  to 
monopolize  your  column  with  the  discussions  of 
one  particular  subject  I  should,  however,  like  to 
mention  a  few  of  the  arguments  against  this 
rather  interesting  idea. 
Some  years  ago  I  also  thought  with  Mr. 

Stump  that  such  an  innovation  as  'Adult  Serials' would  be  most  advantageous  from  a  box  office 
standpoint.  More  mature  consideration  must 
reveal  major  objections  which  in  my  opinion 
will  make  this  realization  impossible  or  relegate 
it  to  the  far  distant  future. 

The  argument  for  'Adult  Serials'  is  based  on 
two  supposedly  parallel  forms  of  entertainment : 
(1)  Magazine  circulation  increased  by  serials; 

(2)  popular  radio  programs  of  a  serialized  na- 
ture. These  arguments  appear  to  me  to  be  easily 

disposed  of.  Magazines  may  be  purchased  at 
any  time  during  the  current  period  of  issue  and 
it  is  even  possible  to  obtain  back  copies  which 
the  reader  has  missed.  Magazines  may  be  read 

at  the  purchaser's  leisure,  in  his  own  home, 
without  involving  the  necessity  of  attendance 
at  any  outside  meeting  place  for  the  continuance 
of  the  story.  Magazines  can  be  read  by  all 
manner  of  people,  sick  or  infirm  without  undue 
effort.  A  serial  used  in  a  theatre  forces  the 

interested  person  to  attend  that  theatre  on  spe- 
cific nights  regardless  of  health,  inconvenience 

or  forgetfulness.  These  interruptions  to  the 
continuity  of  the  story  will  eventually  make  the 
patron  give  up  in  disgust  and  will  even  provide 
annoyance  when  he  visits  the  theatre  at  some 
future  date  to  see  a  chapter  which  has  lost  its 
continuity  interest. 

Radio  serials  are  more  nearly  comparable  to 

theatre  'chapter  plays.'  But  here  again  the  con- venience of  the  listener  is  a  factor.  All  the 
radio  fan  has  to  do  is  to  remember  the  day  and 
the  time  of  the  broadcast  and  stay  at  home.  The 
theatre  serial  involves  the  remembrance  of  the 

day  and  also  involves  the  actual  phyical  exer- 
tion of  going  out  of  the  house.  A  further  point 

to  remember  in  these  radio  serials  is  that  they 
fall  into  two  categories ;  the  straight  continuous 
story  form  and  the  character  episodic  form  of 
serial.  A  good  example  of  this  latter  type  is 

Amos  and  Andy.'  This  latter  type  is  really  not 
a  serial  at  all,  but  is  often  considered  as  such. 
One  other  major  point  to  remember  about 

theatre  serials  is  that  the  patron  who  follows 
each  episode  closely  is  forced  to  watch  a  resume 
of  the  preceding  chapters  each  week  before  he 
can  begin  to  enjoy  the  current  installment.  Pro- 

ducers have  even  found  it  necessary,  up  till  now, 
to  repeat  a  few  minutes  of  the  preceding  chap- 

ter's action.  Now  this  enforced  revision  of  the 
preceding  action  does  not  apply  to  the  magazine 
reader.  He  can  skip  it  or  read  as  much  of  it  as 
he  wishes.  Even  the  radio  fan  can  tune  out  any 
continuity  he  does  not  wish  to  hear. 

It  must  also  be  borne  in  mind  that  the  varia- 
tion of  state,  provincial  and  national  laws  re- 

garding the  attendance  of  children  at  the  the- 
atres tends  to  make  the  Saturday  matinee  the 

most  usual  child  attendance  period.  It  is  there- 
fore not  hard  for  children  to  follow  serials.  Any 

child  interested  in  a  serial  invariably  sees  it  on 
Saturday  afternoon.  Therefore  children  are 

not  so  subject  to  the  'time'  and  'forgetfulness' element  as  are  adults. 
Perhaps  in  the  far  distant  future  when  our 

lives  are  controlled  entirely  by  Government 
edict  and  the  Government  itself  is  making  the 
serials,  we  will  all  have  to  attend  the  local  the- 

atre on  specific  nights  as  ordered  by  the  local 
Government  regulations.  Serials  will  then  be 

the  main  bill-of-fare.  But  it  won't  be  any  fun 
running  a  theatre. — H.  C.  Deacon  Main,  Man- 

ager, Grand  Theatre,  Sudbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 

ONE  WAY  NOT  TO  RUN 

CHANCE  GAMES 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Herald 

I  sincerely  believe  that  the  following 
statement  will  be  of  interest  to  you  and  to 
all  the  exhibitors  in  the  business  today. 

Exhibitors  Take  Notice 

Don't  kill  the  goose  that  laid  the  golden 
egg.  The  influx  of  money  prize  games  into 

the  independent  theatres  has  been  a  life- 
saver  to  95  per  cent  of  exhibitors.  These 
games  will  continue  to  bring  them  in  so  long 
as  the  exhibitor  will  be  fair  and  square  with 
himself. 

A  week  ago  an  exhibitor  came  to  me  and 
told  me  he  was  giving  out  $40  each  night 
at  his  theatre  and  that  he  was  doing  fairly 

good  business.  I  immediately  asked  him 
how  he  could  afford  to  give  away  $40  every 

night  and  show  a  profit  in  a  500-seat  theatre. 
"Well,"  he  said,  "my  sister  wins  the  first 
prize  of  $25  the  first  week,  my  brother  the 
second  week,  and  so  on.  After  five  weeks 
I  start  all  over  again.  But  how  long  can 
this  go  on  before  the  public  gets  wise?  The 
exhibitor  will  not  only  ruin  it  for  himself 
but  for  other  exhibitors  also. 

I  hope  that  you  will  take  it  upon  your- 
self to  write  an  article  of  your  own  on  this 

subject,  as  it  will  enlighten  some  exhibitors 

and  maybe  they  will  take  heed. — Benjamin 
B.  Resnick,  Regent  Theatre,  1215  Fulton 
Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Mr.  Resnick's  suggestion  is  article  enough. 
It  is  not  the  opinion  of  the  editor  that  any- 

thing will  ever  be  good  for  the  motion  pic- 
ture theatre  but  motion  pictures.  Motion 

Picture  Herald's  disapproval  of  gambling 
devices  and  lotteries  under  any  subterfuge 
whatever  in  connection  with  the  theatre 

has  been  declared  often,  and  in  connection 
with  its  repeated  announcement  of  refusal 

to  accept  advertising  related  to  such  de- 
vices. The  practice  discussed  in  this  letter 

is  a  commonplace  of  the  lottery  business 
and  presumably  adds  nothing  to  the  repute 
of  a  theatre  which  has  already  aligned  itself 

with  the  gambling  business.  — T.  R. 

"GOT  TO  GIVE  THEM 

WHAT  THEY  WANT" I  read  with  interest  an  article  by  Mr. 
Reid,  lamenting  the  fact  that  the  present 
films  produced  were  showing  too  many 
bare  backs.  We  readers  wonder  if  there 

isn't  some  room  for  discussion? 

Two  years  ago  we  played  "Sunnyside  Up," 
a  real  good  picture,  but  too  much  of  the  gay 
nineties,  thus  resulting  in  a  disastrous  box 
office.  The  present-day  costume  pictures  for 

small  towns  don't  prove  popular  with  us. 
Even  our  farmer  friends  like  the  bare  backs. 

They  like  to  see  the  cowboys  get  all  slicked 
up  to  win  the  backless  gowned  daughter  of  a 
wealthy  visitor  from  the  city. 

Just  picture  beautiful  Myrna  Loy,  Made- 
leine Carroll  or  Jeanette  MacDonald  in 

clothes  that  do  not  reveal  their  backs  and 

they  certainly  would  lose  their  box  office 

appeal,  as  the  largest  percentage  of  show- 
goers  are  the  younger  folks.  They  seem  to 

demand  these  smart  set  scenes.  You  can't 
educate  them;  you've  got  to  give  them  what 
they  want. 

Some  time  ago  I  had  a  chat  with  our 
local  minister,  who  immediately  entered  into 
conversation  on  the  types  of  pictures  that 

were  being  shown  the  younger  folks — scan- 
tily dressed  women,  cocktail  scenes  and  sug- 

gestive situations.  Ending  his  long-drawn- 
out  interview  with  "I  don't  know  what  is 

becoming  of  the  young  people  of  today."  I 
agreed,  and  thought  his  suggestions  were 
quite  right.  Being  thoroughly  diplomatic,  I 

asked  him,  "If  you  were  in  my  shoes  as  a 
showman,  what  would  you  do  ?"  This  seemed 
to  be  just  what  he  was  waiting  for.  "Well," 
he  said,  "I  would  play  pictures  such  as  these : 
'Alice  in  Wonderland,'  'Mickey  Mouse,' 
'Travelogue,'  'History  pictures'  (such  as  the 
life  of  Abraham  Lincoln)  and  some  of  the 

better  English  classics."  On  parting  I  told 
him  I  appreciated  his  interest  and  sugges- 

tions, whispering  to  myself,  "You  would  cer- 
tainly know  how  to  starve  to  death." 

Pictures  seem  to  go  in  cycles.  The  smart 
set  seem  to  be  the  ones  they  want  at  present. 
The  Decency  League  have  done  a  lot  for 
pictures,  but  they  still  like  a  bare  back. 

Ted  Stump  goes  to  New  York.  Give  him 

lots  of  hope  because  he's  got  the  right  idea 
on  serials. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  The- 

atre, Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 

Gallup  Joins  General 
Bruce  Gallup,  former  director  of  publicity 

and  exploitation  for  United  Artists  and  Co- 
lumbia, has  been  signed  by  Fenn  Kimball 

of  General  Pictures  to  handle  the  advertising 

and  exploitation  of  General's  initial  produc- 
tion, "Three  Legionnaires."  Frank  Pope, 

also,  has  turned  in  his  screen  treatment  of 

his  original  story,  "Let's  All  Sing,"  which 
General  has  set  for  production. 

Close  Monogram  Contract 
Olmstead  Stubbins,  Inc.,  in  Hollywood, 

has  acquired  a  franchise  for  distribution  of 

Monogram  pictures  in  the  Los  Angeles  ter- 
ritory. The  deal  also  includes  all  of  Cal- 
ifornia, Arizona,  Nevada  and  Hawaii,  and 

parts  of  New  Mexico  and  Oregon. 

Paramount  Club  Quarters 
Paramount  has  established  social  quarters 

for  the  Paramount  Pep  Club  members  in  the 
11th  floor  well  of  the  home  office  building 
in  New  York.  The  club  is  planning  to  hold 
its  annual  party  at  the  Hotel  Astor  February 
19. 

Editing  Play  Magazine 
William  Kozlenko,  former  editor  of  the 

magazine  Europa,  will  edit  The  One  Act 

Play  Magazine  in  New  York.  The  first 
issue  is  scheduled  for  April  and  will  con- 

tain four  one-act  plays. 

Goldwyn  Extra  Budget 

Samuel  Goldwyn  has  a  budget  of  $1,250,- 
000  set  aside  for  extra  players  for  the  eight 
films  he  has  announced  for  this  year. 
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CENTRAL  EUROPEANS  PROTEST 

INCREASED  LENGTHS  OF  FILMS 

Exhibitors  Want  Shorter  Fea- 

tures Because  Profit  Lies  in 

More  Performances,  Says 

Michael  Havas  of  RKO 

by  ENDRE  HEVESI 

in  Budapest 

The  fact  that  Hollywood  productions  are 
increasing  in  running  time  has  augmented 

the  problems  raised  before  distributors  over- 
seas by  the  efforts  of  foreign  countries  to 

develop  their  own  production  activities  and 
the  restrictions  against  money  exportations, 

according  to  Michael  Havas,  Central  Euro- 
pean manager  of  RKO,  now  in  Budapest 

after  a  tour  of  Central  Europe.  RKO,  at 
the  start  of  operations  in  these  countries  but 

two  years  ago,  adopted  a  policy  of  distrib- 
uting comparatively  few  pictures  but  care- 

fully selected,  and  Mr.  Havas  said  that  this 
plan  has  proved  itself. 

But  not  without  difficulties  has  the  fight 
for  profits  been  carried  on.  Of  the  general 
situation  Mr.  Havas  told  me: 

"Everybody  in  the  film  business  in  Amer- 
ica knows  that  the  Central  European  market 

is  becoming  more  and  more  difficult  every 
year.  It  is  generally  assumed  that  this  fact 
is  due  to  two  reasons:  the  development  of 

local  production  and  to  the  payment  diffi- 
culties resulting  from  currency  restrictions. 

These  two  reasons  have  been  widely  dis- 
cussed by  American  trade  papers. 

"But  the  third  reason  is  not  so  generally 
known.  This  is  that  films  made  in  Holly- 

wood are  becoming  longer  and  longer. 

"Now  the  Central  European  exhibitors 
prefer  short  features  because  most  of 
them  can  make  profits  only  by  having  three 

or  four  performances  a  day  and  five  per- 
formances on  Sundays.  They  helped  them- 

selves in  the  past  by  cutting  unimportant 
parts  out  of  the  longer  pictures,  but  now 
Hollywood  scenarios  are  written  in  a  way 
which  makes  it  very  difficult,  if  not  wholly 

impossible,  to  cut  out  parts  without  damag- 
ing the  unity  and  the  artistic  harmony  of 

the  picture.  Besides,  in  most  cases  the 
companies  forbid  their  local  branches  to 

cut  any  parts  out  of  the  films." Mr.  Havas  went  on  to  give  me  highlights 
of  the  film  situation  in  the  various  Central 
European  countries,  as  follows: 

AUSTRIA 

"The  first  half  of  the  year  1936  was  more 
successful  for  the  American  companies  than 
the  second  part,  when  several  American  firms 
had  not  chosen  their  products  carefully  enough 
and  had  imported  many  pictures  which  were 
not  suitable  for  this  market.  The  most  im- 

portant city  from  the  viewpoint  of  the  film 
market  is  Vienna,  which  numbers  two  million 
inhabitants.  The  theatre  situation  is  such  that 

all  American  pictures  are  presented  simul- 
taneously in  two  to  four  first  run-houses  seat- 

ing 400  to  600  persons.  This  is  disadvantage- 
ous because  the  importing  taxes  on  a  film  have 

to  be  paid  according  to  the  number  of  prints 
and  a  picture  running  in  three  prints  has  to 

BUDAPEST  CENSOR  LIFTS 

BAN  ON  NAVAL  PICTURE 

One  of  the  last  official  acts  of  Min- 
ister of  the  Interior  Nicholas  Kozma 

in  Budapest  before  he  resigned  was  to 
cancel  the  ban  on  the  American  pic- 

ture, "Born  to  Dance."  The  Budapest 
censor  had  rejected  the  picture  as  con- 

trary to  military  discipline  and  there- 
fore damaging  to  the  prestige  of  the 

American  Navy. 

pay  inordinately  more  than  one  running  in  one 
or  two  prints  only.  Film  conditions  in  Vienna 
would  be  much  healthier  if  a  few  big  deluxers 
would  be  built,  but  unfortunately  for  the  mo- 

ment there  is  not  much  prospect  as  to  this. 
"The  Austrian  Government  is  now  striving 

to  induce  the  American  film  companies  to  have 
some  of  their  products  dubbed  into  German 
in  Vienna.  But  this  is  difficult  because  films 
dubbed  into  German  in  Austria  are  not  allowed 

to  be  imported  into  Germany  and  it  is  prac- 
tically impossible  to  import  them  to  Czecho- 

slovakia. So  their  only  market,  beside  the  small 
Austrian  one,  is  Switzerland.  It  would  pay 
to  dub  films  into  German  only  if  the  Austrian 
Government  raised  the  bonus  given  to  films 
dubbed  in  Vienna.  In  this  case  RKO  would 
consent  to  have  part  of  its  productions  dubbed 
in  Austria,  and  this  example  would  probably 
be  followed  by  other  companies, 

V 

HUNGARY 

"The  greatest  difficulties  here  are  the  strict 
currency  restriction  and  the  rapidly  developing 
local  production.  Thirty  to  40  Hungarian 
pictures  will  be  made  during  the  season  1937-38. 
This  increase  will  mean  that  the  programs  of 
movies  in  small  country  towns  will  be  entirely 
filled  with  Hungarian  films  and  that  American 
pictures  will  have  less  chance  of  being  sold 
there.  Only  Budapest  and  the  bigger  provin- 

cial towns  would  be  the  market  left  for  Ameri- 
can films,  but  even  in  these  cities  there  is  a 

growing  preference  for  Hungarian-speaking 
films  among  the  more  intelligent  patrons. 
Therefore  the  American  companies  had  better 
import  a  smaller  number  of  films  than  in  the 
past,  and  these  should  be  carefully  chosen. 

V 
POLAND 

"This  is  quite  a  good  market  and  very  favour- 
able for  American  pictures.  New  movies  are 

being  built,  too.  The  greatest  trouble  is  the 
heavy  taxation.  A  cheap  ticket  costs  1  zloty 
(1  zloty  is  20  cents)  plus  0.15  zloty  which  is 
handed  over  to  the  Red  Cross  and  the  Un- 

employment Fund.  From  1  zloty,  37.5  per  cent 
has  to  be  paid  for  taxes,  so  that  only  0.625 
zloty  is  left  to  the  exhibitor.  He  has  to  pay 
the  percentage  due  to  the  distributor  from  this 
remaining  amount.  In  this  way  the  distributor 
gets  as  litle  as  0.18  to  0.24  zloty.  That  means 
16  to  23  per  cent  of  the  whole  ticket  price 
(1.15  zloty)  paid  by  the  moviegoer.  This 
amount  is  much  less  than  the  usual  sum  paid 
for  American  films  as  percentage  in  other 
countries. 

"Owing  to  the  big  competition,  exhibitors 
have  to  spend  vast  sums  on  advertising,  and  in 
order  to  exploit  a  film  thoroughly  they  have 
to  show  four  programs  on  weekdays  and  six 

performances  on  Sunday.  ' 

Restrictions  on  Money  Exports 

and  Desire  to  Aid  Domestic 

Production  Are  but  Part  of 

Americans'  Problem 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

"This  country  is  an  excellent  market  for 
American  pictures,  although  the  American  com- 

panies ruined  this  market  for  themselves  in 
1935,  when,  after  a  boycott  of  three  years,  they 
flooded  the  market  with  the  product  made  dur- 

ing three  years.  Even  this  excellent  market 
was  unable  to  consume  such  a  big  quantity  of 
pictures,  and  the  result  was  a  considerable  fall 
in  prices.  Now  at  last  conditions  are  normal 
again,  and  although  local  production  is  devel- 

oping rapidly,  American  pictures  are  gaining 
ground  and  they  play  a  dominant  role  on  the 
Czech  market.  This  is  one  of  the  few  Euro- 

pean countries  where  we  can  talk  of  prosperity ; 
economic  conditions  are  good,  audiences  favour 
American  films  more  and  more.  There  are 
big  possibilities  for  American  pictures  in  this 
country  during  the  coming  season. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

"All  attempts  to  create  local  production  in 
this  country  are  in  a  beginning  stage  yet,  so 
that  for  a  long  period  there  is  no  danger  of 
such  competition.  The  market  is  good  but  it 
is  small.  Only  two  big  cities,  Belgrade  and 
Zagreb,  come  into  consideration  from  the  point 
of  view  of  American  films.  Each  has  ten  first- 
run  theatres. 

GERMANY 

"Owing  to  the  rigorous  currency  restrictions, 
American  companies  may  import  films  to  this 
country  but  they  may  not  take  out  money  from 
the  country.  American  companies  may  not  even 

pay  their  traveling  executives'  expenses  in 
Germany  though  there  may  be  a  big  sum  of 
frozen  marks  at  their  command.  The  big 
American  features  have  high  box-office  takings 
and  take  away  a  considerable  market  from  the 
local  films.  But  German  exhibitors  need  the 
American  pictures  all  the  same  to  make  their 

programs  varied. 

Do  Own  Exploitation 

"Our  experience  in  the  above  mentioned 
countries  taught  us  that  it  is  to  our  advantage 
to  do  the  exploitation  of  our  films  ourselves, 
even  in  the  countries  where  we  have  no  local 
branch  but  distribute  our  products  through  an 
independent  local  distributor.  A  special  depart- 

ment had  to  be  created  for  this  purpose  and 

Eugen  Scharin,  heading  it,  is  constantly  travel- 
ing as  Continental  exploitation  manager.  He 

succeeded  in  building  up  Fred  Astaire  and  Gin- 
ger Rogers  so  well  that  the  pictures  starring 

them  have  the  highest  box-office  yieldings  in 

entire  Central  Europe." Mr.  Scharin  added  this  later : 
"Few  films  with  European  subject  are  made 

in  Hollywood  and  even  these  are  not  always 
satisfactory  in  the  eyes  of  European  audiences. 
If  Hollywood  studios  would  buy  good  original 
European  scenarios  instead  of  making  the  screen 
versions  of  successful  European  plays  or  books, 
they  would  achieve  more  satisfactory  results. 
A  good  original  European  scenario  would  bet- 

ter fulfill  the  requirements  of  European  audi- 
ences than  the  American  versions  of  European 

books  in  which  there  are  often  mistakes  in  thp 
details. 

"It  is  important  that  more  pictures  suitable 
for  the  taste  of  European  audiences  be  made." 
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FIRST  "STATE"  THEATRE 

PLANS  NEW  SEASON 

Rockefeller  Aids  Washington 

Project  of  Department  of  Ed- 

ucation and  Seattle  Repertory 

by  W.  A. 
in  Seattle 

PRAGER 

With  its  first  season  drawing  to  a  close, 

America's  first  venture  into  the  field  of  a 

State  Theatre  has  been  "highly  successful" 
and  will  be  continued,  according  to  Bertram 
Boog,  Seattle  actor  and  spokesman  for  the 
Washington  State  Theatre.  Motion  picture 
exhibitors  have  been  studying  this  new  form 
of  competition. 

The  venture  was  originated  last  fall  fol- 
lowing a  grant  of  $35,000  from  the  Rocke- 

feller Foundation.  The  grant  was  offered 

to  finance  a  three-year  experiment  in  the 
state-sponsored  theatre  field.  It  was  ac- 

cepted jointly  by  Washington's  state  de- 
partment of  education  and  Seattle's  Reper- 

tory Playhouse. 
The  Repertory  Playhouse,  under  the  di- 

rection of  Burton  James,  asembled  a  cast  of 
professional  actors  and  selected  Shake- 

speare's "Comedy  of  Errors"  as  the  play  to 
be  produced  for  the  first  season.  It  previously 

had  been  produced  locally  and  presented  be- 
fore many  of  the  Seattle  public  schools  by 

the  Repertory  Playhouse. 

37,000  See  Performances 

The  grant  of  the  Rockefeller  Foundation 
and  the  cooperation  of  the  state  department 
of  education  was  enlisted  in  order  to  test  the 

project  fully  throughout  all  parts  of  the 
state,  and  in  order  to  carry  legitimate  drama 
to  school  children  and  adults  who  otherwise 

would  not  be  able  to  see  such  presentations. 
For  six  weeks,  the  company  toured  the 

state  of  Washington  and  presented  "A 
Comedy  of  Errors"  more  than  50  times  be- 

fore approximately  30,000  students  at  mati- 
nee performances  and  7,000  adults  at  evening 

performances.  Cities  visited  ranged  in  popu- 
lation from  5,000  to  100,000,  and  included 

such  towns  as  Aberdeen,  Hoquiam,  Van- 
couver, Olympia,  Everett,  Wenatchee.  Mati- 

nee performances  at  schools  were  given 
without  charge.  Evening  showings  at  audi- 

toriums and  halls  throughout  the  state  netted 
about  $8,000.  Performances  were  once  given 
before  inmates  of  the  federal  penitentiary 
at  McNeil  Island  and  the  state  penitentiary 
at  Walla  Walla.  The  largest  audience  of  the 
tour  was  at  Vancouver,  where  1,600  students 
were  in  attendance. 

Spring  Tour  Is  Set 

In  his  report  to  the  state  department  of 
education  Director  James  revealed  that  a 
spring  tour  starting  later  this  month  and 
running  through  March  will  include  20  more 
performances  than  scheduled  for  the  first 
fall  tour.  The  spring  trip  will  include  one 
appearance  in  Idaho  and  another  in  Oregon, 
to  show  other  Northwest  states  what  the 
Washington  State  Theatre  is  doing.  For  its 
second  year,  to  begin  next  September,  the 

GOVERNMENT 

SUBSIDY  URGED 

Government  subsidy  was  suggested 

as  a  means  of  reviving  American 
theatre  made  decadent  through  high 

prices  which  are  a  barrier  to  the 
masses,  by  Elmer  Rice,  playwright,  to 
an  audience  in  the  Y.  M.  and  Y.  W. 

H.  A.  in  Wilmington,  Del.  High 

prices  make  it  impossible  for  the  ma- 

jority of  persons  to  attend,  he  de- 
clared. 

Those  able  to  pay  the  prices,  he 
continued,  are  a  conservative  class  not 

interested  in  plays  depicting  class 
struggle  or  other  serious  themes. 

Mr.  Rice  explained  the  talking  pic- 
ture reaches  the  masses,  but  the  the- 

atre will  decline  until  it  can  also  reach 
this  audience.  High  costs  of  play  pro- 

duction make  this  -unlikely  unless 
there  is  government  subsidy  of  the 

theatre,  he  pointed  out. 

group  will  attempt  to  make  three  complete 
tours  with  an  entirely  new  group  of  plays. 

Chief  difficulties  reported  by  the  State 
Theatre  troupe  were  lack  of  advance  prep- 

aration in  the  school  auditoriums,  poor 
acoustics  in  many  halls  and  classrooms,  and 
a  general  lack  of  proper  buildings  or  audi- 

toriums in  most  smaller  cities  for  presenta- 
tion to  the  adult  public. 

Statewide  Scope  Now 

Mr.  Boog,  whose  professional  name  is 
Frederick  Banker  and  who  has  appeared  on 
Broadway,  in  stock  in  various  cities  and  in 
Hollywood  films,  said  that  an  attempt  will 
be  made  to  have  this  first  State  Theatre 

venture  on  a  self-supporting  basis  within 
three  years. 

"Is  was  through  our  original  presenta- 
tion of  a  series  of  Shakespeare's  plays  at  the 

Seattle  Playhouse  that  we  were  able  to  bring 
the  idea  of  an  educational  state  theatre  to 

fruition,"  Mr.  Boog  said.  "The  Rockefeller 
grant  has  enabled  the  Repertory  Playhouse 
to  increase  its  scope  to  a  statewide  radius, 
and  the  cooperation  of  the  state  department 
of  education  has  enabled  us  to  reach  the  audi- 

ences desired  for  this  experiment. 

"So  successful  has  the  plan  been  that  in- 
quiries have  come  from  all  parts  of  the 

country,  and  as  far  afield  as  the  Philippine 

islands,"  Mr.  Boog  added.  "The  players 
themselves  are  tremendously  interested  in 
the  venture,  being  willing  to  endure  certain 
discomforts  in  travel  and  living  quarters, 
and  accepting  very  small  remuneration  for 

their  efforts." 

U.S.  Films  Lead 

In  Argentina 

by  N.  BRUSKI in  Buenos  Aires 

American  films  dominate  the  Argentine 
market,  a  survey  covering  importations  for 
the  last  11  months  shows.  Of  468  features 
released  in  this  city  from  January  1,  1936 
to  November  31,  1936,  332  were  American, 

34  German,  30  English,  20  French,  17  Span- 
ish, 6  Italian  and  17  were  produced  in  Ar- 

gentina. Domestic  production  is  expected 
to  total  34  in  1937. 

In  comparison  with  the  same  period  of 
1935,  American  product  showed  a  decrease 

of  about  10  per  cent,  English  films  in- 
creased from  17  to  30,  gains  were  shown 

also  by  French  and  Spanish  product,  while 

Germany's  imports  declined. 
The  public  here  on  the  whole  is  indiffer- 

ent to  domestic  product,  which  cannot  be 
compared  in  quality  to  that  of  the  United 
States  or  other  countries.  Even  the  native 

language  used  in  the  home  product  has 
failed  to  compensate  for  its  production  weak- ness. 

American  product  has  been  affected  to  a 
certain  extent  during  the  past  year  by  ru- 

mors that  the  Government  is  giving  serious 
consideration  to  the  establishment  of  quota 
regulations  on  foreign  product.  It  has  been 
pointed  out,  however,  that  in  view  of  the 
weak  state  of  production  here,  such  legisla- 

tion would  be  definitely  harmful.  A  more  use- 
ful alternative  has  been  suggested  in  the 

form  of  custom  duty  exemption  on  machinery 
and  raw  materials  used  in  production. 

Ben  Robins  Is  Dead 

Ben  Robins,  49,  vice-president  of  the 
Robins  Amusement  Company  and  the  Robins 
Theatres  of  Warren,  Ohio,  operating  head 
of  the  Robins  and  Ohio  of  Warren  and  the 
Butler  and  Warner  theatres  of  Niles,  Ohio, 

died  at  the  North  Side  unit  of  the  Youngs- 

town,  Ohio,  hospital  of  complications  fol- 
lowing a  heart  attack  last  Saturday.  He  is 

survived  by  his  brothers,  Daniel,  Harry, 

Nathan,  Joseph,  David  and  Jack  and  his 
widow.  Burial  was  in  the  Children  of  Israel 

Cemetery,  Youngstown. 

Train  Kills  H.  D.  Talley 

H.  D.  Talley,  theatre  operator  of  Devine, 
Mathis  and  Pearsall,  Texas,  was  instantly 
killed  last  weekend  when  he  was  struck  by 
a  Laredo  passenger  train.  Survivors  are 
his  widow,  a  daughter  and  one  son,  Gidney, 
owner  of  the  Plestex  theatre  at  Pleasanton. 

Gore  Funeral  Services 

Funeral  services  were  held  in  Los  Angeles 
at  the  Groman  Mortuary  for  Charles  Gore, 
62,  veteran  theatre  operator  who  died  last 
Tuesday.  He  is  survived  by  his  widow, 
Dora;  two  brothers,  Mike  and  Abe;  three 
sons  and  a  daughter.  Burial  was  in  Peace Cemetery. 

Rene  Clair,  French  director  who  made 

"Sous  Les  Toits  de  Paris,"  "Le  Million" 
and  "A  Nous  La  Liberte,"  has  been  decor- 

ated with  the  medal  of  La  Legion  d'Honneur 
by  the  French  Government. 

Edward  Davidow  Dead 

Edward  Davidow,  67,  agent  and  brother- 
in-law  of  Lee  and  J.  J.  Shubert,  died  of  a 
heart  attack  last  Sunday  in  his  room  at  the 
Hotel  Edison  in  New  York.  He  produced 
"Satellite"  at  the  Bijou  theatre  last  year. 



BIGGEST  NAME  IN  SERIALS 

in 

LHdV  IKAti 

is  the  most  popular  day- 

time program  on  the 

air  according  to  survey 

by  Prof.  Elder  of  Mass. 

Institute  of  Technology. 

It's  only  natural  that  the  biggest  name  in  serials  should 

come  to  you  from  the  industry's  serial  specialist,  Nat 

.evine.  Here's  one  for  the  whole  family.  Ready  now! 

Millions  follow  Tracy  daily  in  the  newspapers.  Millions 

more  trail  him  on  the  air*.  Every  one  a  pre-sold  patron 

for  the  picture.  An  exploitation  gem.  See  press  book 

loaded  with  ready-made  national  tie-ups,  stunts. 

Based  on  the  cartoon  strip  by  CHESTER  GOULD 

with  RALPH  BYRD  •  KAY  HUGHES 

Directed  by  Ray  Taylor  •  Alan  James 

Screen  play  by  Barry  Shipman  •  Winston  Miller 

Original  Story  by  Morgan  Cox  •  George  Morgan 

Produced  by  NAT  LEVINE  •  A  REPUBLIC  SERIAL 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  February  13,  1937, 

from  103  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,169,331,  a  decrease  of 

$14,514  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  February  6,  1937,  when  99 

theatres  in  17  large  cities  of  the  country  aggregated  $1,183,845. 

{Copyright,  1937.    Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without    specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbtddtn) 

Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Boston 
Boston 

Fenway 

Picture Gross  Picture 

3,246  35c-75c "Join   the   Marines"    (Republic)   21,000 (on  stage:   Leon  Errol  and  Louise  Beavers) 

Gross 

20,000 

1,382      30c-50c      -'Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)  and   7,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907      25c-65c      "The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  15,500 (2nd  week) 
After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   16,500 

(2nd  week) 
Loew's  Orpheum.  2,970  3Sc-65c 

Loew's  State         3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan            4,332  35c -75c 

Paramount              1,793  25c-50c 

Buffalo 
Buffalo   3,489  30c-50c 

Century  .... 3.000 25c 

Great  Lakes   3,000  25c-40c 

Hippodrome    2,500      25c -40c 

Lafayette    3,300  25c 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)   14,000 (2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  31,000 
(on  stage:  Belle  Baker  and  Stepin  Fetchit) 

"Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)  and   11,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

'Flying   Hostess"  (Univ.). 
(plus  stage  show) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  6,000 
and  "Man  of  Affairs"  (GB) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  12,000 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  20,000 
(1st  week) 

'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  18,500 
(1st  week) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   28,000 
(on  stage:  Ray  Noble  and  Orch.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  9,000 
and  "Man  of  Affairs"  (GB) 

'Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   11,000      "Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   16,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  10,000 
and  "Without  Orders"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,700 (W.  B.) 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,200 

'North  of  Nome"  (Col.)  and   8,300 
'Lady  from  Nowhere"  (Col.) 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  12,0CO 
and  "Without  Orders"  (Radio) 

(1st  week) 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   6,700 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)  and..  7,100 
"Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   10,000 

High  and  Low  Gross 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  193$) 
(Dates  are  193*  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  12-5  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  ) 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  ?  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  I 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  1 

"Half  Angel"  }  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  ) "Unknown  Woman'  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"   56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"  14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  } 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  I 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  Gondolier"  
High  2-6-37  "Rainbow  on  the  River"  1 "Without  Orders"  J 

Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and  1 
"Dog  of  Flanders"  f 

High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"....  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and  ) "Her  Master's  Voice"  J 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and "My  Marriage"  j 

High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery"  ) 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon"  j 

27,200 

6,600 12,000 

3,800 

23,500 

4,900 17,200 

3,800 

17,100 

3,800 Chicago 
Apollo    1,400  35c-75c 

Chicago    4,000  35c-75c 

Garrick    900  35c-75c 

Oriental    3,490  35c -55c 

Palace    2,509  35c-75c 

Roosevelt    1,591  35c-75c 

State-Lake    2,776  20c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,700  35c-75c 

Cleveland 

Allen    3,330  30c-42c 

Hippodrome    3,800  30c -42c 

RKO  Palace  ....  3,100  50c -60c 

State    3,400  30c-42c 

Stillman    1,900  30c-42c 

Denver 

Aladdin    1,500  25c-50c 

Broadway    1,500  25c-40c 

Denham    1,500  25c-40c 

Denver    2,500  25c -50c 

Orpheum    2,600  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,000  25c -40c 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    6,500 (2nd  week) 
"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   55,500 
(on  stage:  Veloz  and  Yolanda)   (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man'"  (MGM)....  6,800 (2nd  week) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  19,300 (plus  vaudeville  revue) 

"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  26,400 
(on  stage:  Ritz  Brothers  and  revue) 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)    10,000 

"Lady  from  Nowhere"   (Col.)   16,600 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    18,800 (2nd  week) 

'The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,000 

'Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   10,000 (6  days) 
'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  20,000 
(W.B.)  (stage:  Benny  Fields  and  Revue) 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)   8,800 
(1st  week) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   50,500 
(on  stage:  Veloz  and  Yolanda)  (1st  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  9,900 

(1st  week) 
"Banjo  on  My  Knee"  (20th  Cent.-  18,800 
Fox)  (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   17,700 
(on  stage:  James  Melton)  (2nd  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,000 
(W.B.)  (6  days-2nd  week) "Join  the  Marines"  (Republic)....  17,300 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    30,000 
(1st  week) 

"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   7,500 

"Black   Legion"   (W.B.)   10,500 

'The  Woman  Alone"  (GB)   25,000 
(on  stage:  Helen  Morgan  and  Revue) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   13,000      "Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   14,000 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   6,000 (2nd  week) 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   4,000 

'Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   4,500 

"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   5,500 (2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 

(plus  stage  band) 
"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)  and..  6,500 
'Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
'The  Woman  Alone"  (GB)  and....  2,500 
"Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

'The   Plainsman"  (Para.). 
(1st  week) 

7,500 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   1,500 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    1,500 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   9,000 
(1st  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   9,500 
(plus  stage  band) 

"Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  and  5,500 "Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 
"Smart   Blonde"   (W.B.)   and   3,000 
"Fugitive  in  the  Sky"  (W.B.) 

High  9-12  "Girls'  Dormitory   11,000 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"  10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"   3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story".  10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 
High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 

(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 
Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 

High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"  
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) "My  Heart  Is  Calling"  J 

High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"  (50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony".... 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"  
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"  
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty".. 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band".. 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman".. 
High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein".. 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"  

6,000 
600 

8,000 
300 

13,000 

1,750. 

15,000 

1,500 
17,000 

2,000 

7,000 
800 



USED  ITS  NINE  OF 

"1936's  BEST  TEN" 

ALL  but  one  of  the  ten  pictures  chosen  in 

the  Film  Daily's  1936  critics'  poll  were 

made  on  Eastman  Super  X  Panchromatic 

Negative.  Unquestionably  this  famous 

film  contributes  substantially  to  the  art- 

istry and  entertainment  value  of  every 

production  in  which  it  is  used.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  X 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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[THEATRE  RECEIPTS— CONT'D! 

Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

Hollywood 

Chinese    2,500  30c -SSc 

Pantages    3,000  30c-65c 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000  30c-6Sc 

Indianapolis 

Apollo    1,100  2Sc-40c 

Circle    2,800  2Sc-40c 

Loew's    2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric    2,000  25c -40c 

Kansas  City 
Mainstreet    3,100  25c-40c 

Midland    4,000  25c-40c 

Newman    1,900  25c-40c 

Tower  ....   2,090  25c-35c 

Uptown    2,000  25c -40c 

Los  Angeles 
Carthay    1,518  50c-$1.50 

Four  Star    900  30c-55c 

Hillstreet    2,700  30c-65c 

Loew's  State         2,500  30c-55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c -65c 

Minneapolis 
Century    1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota    4,000  25c -55c 

RKO  Orpheum...  2,900  25c-40c 

World    400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol    2,547  25c-60c 

His  Majesty's....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's    3,115  25c-60c 

Palace    2,600  25c -65c 

Princess    2,272  25c -65c 

New  York 

Astor    1,142  55c-$2.20 

Capitol    4,700  25c -85c 

Criterion    1,700  25c-75c 

Paramount    3,700  25c -85c 

Rialto   594  25c-55c 

Rivoli    2,200  25c -99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy    6,200  25c-75c 

Strand    3,000  40c-99c 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  10,113 
'Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  5,900 
and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  11,200 
'Once   a    Doctor"  (F.N.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cenl.-Fox)  6,500 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  5,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 
'Women  of  Glamour"  (Col.)  and..  4,500 
"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 

"The   Great   O'Malley"    (W.B.)....  12,000 
(plus   Major   Bowes'   Girl  Revue) 

"God's   Country   and  the   Woman"  7,800 
(W.  B.) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  9,500 
and  "Devil's  Playground"  (Col.) 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   6,800 

"A  Smart  Blonde"  (W.  B.)   6,900 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Lloyds  of  London"   4,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

•The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   17,300 
(2nd  week) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   5,325 

"White  Hunter"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 
and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  14,043 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  10,000 
"Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.) 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   5,000 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   15,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (35c-55c) 

"Three   Smart    Girls"    (Univ.)   2,000 
(6th  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 

"Wings  of  the  Morning"    6,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.)  and     10,000 
"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  (re-issue) 

(plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  13,500 

"Winterset"   (Radio)   and   7,500 
"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)    23,100 (2nd  wek) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    35,000 (3rd  week) 
"Great  Guy"   (Grand  National)....  8,500 (6th  week) 
"Champagne    Waltz"    (Para.)   48,000 

(plus   stage  show) 
"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)   7,000 

"You  Only  Live  Once"   (U.A.)   22,000 (2nd  week) 
"On  the  Avenue"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  88,000 

(plus  stage  revue) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   35.0CO (on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) 
(3rd  week) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   14,500 (2nd  week) 

"Camille"    (MGM)    and   14,275 
"Off  to  the  Races"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and   6,900 
"They  Wanted  »•  Marry"  (Radio) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   11,700 
"Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  .  5,000 
(W.B.) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  8,000 
"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  6,100 
"Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  9,800 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   7,700 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  7,900 
"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,400 

"Join  the  Marines"  (Republic)   6,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Lloyds  of  London"    7,000 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   21,500 
(6  days-lst  week) 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   3,100 
(2nd  week) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and   6,500 
"They  Wanted  to  Marry"  (Radio) 

'Camille"  (MGM)  and   18,565 
'Off  to  the  Races"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   9,900 
'Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.) 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.).. 
6,000 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   11,000 
"The  Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,500 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   1,800 (5th  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  11,000 
Flying  Hostess"  (Univ.) 

"Wings  of  the  Morning"    7,500 (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.)   11,000 (plus  stage  show) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  10,000 
'  Straight  from  the  Shoulder"  (Para.) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and....  7,500 Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   17,573 
(5  days-lst  week) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    45,000 (2nd  week) 
"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   9,500 (5th  week) 
"The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   28,000 (plus  stage  show)  (3rd  week) 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM)   7,500 
"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)   32,000 (1st  week) 
"Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)..  73,500 (plus  stage  show) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   50,000 
(on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) 

(2nd  week) 
"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   24,231 (1st  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4,900 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  I "Great  God  Gold"  f  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and....  I "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 

High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin*  to  Town"  14,0110 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"   14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"  (6  days)  
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm" 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J 

Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen" 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  " "Woman  Wise' 

I 

9,113 

2,400 24,000 

2,800 

25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6JO0 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  J  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls"   9,000 (2nd  week) 
Low  1-30-37  "Camille"    3,000 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"  31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 

High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"              J  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western Front"    3,000 
High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  ) (John  Boles  on  stage)          J  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  \ "Baby  Face  Harrington"  J  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15.000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and "Mister  Cinderella" 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and 

"Guard  That 

Low  12-28-35  "Remember 
and  "East 

Girl"  I 
r  Last  Night?"  i 
of  Java"  J 7,500 

12,500 

3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   87,000 Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65J00 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65.000 Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   g  loo 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  mjoo 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 
High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 

Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   17,500 High  5-11  "The  G  Men"  60438 Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6J00 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

Oklahoma  City 

Capitol                   1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion                 1,700  10c-55c 

Liberty                   1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest                  1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 

Brandeis                 1,200  25c -40c 

Omaha                   2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum                  3,000  25c-40c 

Philadelphia 

Aldine                      1,400  40c-65c 

Boyd                      2,400  40c-55c 

Earle                      2,000  25c-55c 

F
o
x
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3,000  
40c-65c 

Karlton                   1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's                   2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley                   3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton                  1,700  30c-50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse           1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway                1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair                  1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum                 1,700  30c-40c 

Paramount              3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c-40c 

San  Francisco 

Embassy                  1,400  15c-40c 

Fox   5,651  15c -75c 

Golden  Gate           2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum                2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount              2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis             1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield                2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 

Blue  Mouse   ....    950  25c-55c 

Fifth  Avenue        2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty                   1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box               950  25c-55c 

Music  Hall             2,275  25c -55c 

Orpheum                 2,450  2Sc-40c 

Palomar                  1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount               3,050  25c-40c 

"Winterset"  (Radio)   2,600 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   3,500 

"Jailbreak"   (W.B.)   and   2,000 
"Ticket  to  Paradise"  (Republic) (4  days) 
"Along  Came  Love"  (Para.)  and. .  900 
"Conflict"  (Univ.)  (3  days) 

"You  Only  Live  Once  '  (U.A.)   3,900 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)  and   5,700 
"Devil's  Playground"  (Col.) 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,600 
and  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   14,500 
(plus  stage  show)  (35c-55c) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)....  9,700 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   7,000 
(5  days-2nd  week) 

"Bulldog    Drummond    Escapes"   12,500 
(Para.)   (on  stage:  Duncan  Sisters  and Revue) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  16,000 
(on  stage:  Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Band) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   3,700 
(9  days) 

"Stolen   Holiday"   (F.N.)   3,100 

"On   the  Avenue"    18,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Black  Legion"   (W.  B.)   7,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   2,500 
(5th  week)  and 

"Lady  from  Nowhere"  (Col.) 
"Mama  Steps  Out"  (MGM)  and..  6,300 
"Man  of  the  People"  (MGM) 

"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"   3,500 
(Para.)  and  "Join  the  Marines" (Republic) 

'Winterset"  (Radio)   and   6,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.  Fox)  8,700 
and  Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) (2nd  wek) 

"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  5,000 
(Univ.) 

"Forbidden  Adventure"    4,200 
(Roadshow  Att.)  (2nd  week) 

"The  Great  O'Malley"  (W.B.)  and  16,200 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 

"Criminal  Lawyer"   (Radio)   16,300 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  10,200 
"The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  12,600 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  5,600 
"Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (3rd  week) 

"Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,200 
(4th  week) 

"Lloyds   of   London"    (20th   Cent.-  14,000 
Fox)    and    "Off    to    the    Races"  (20th Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"Winterset"  (Radio)  and   3,850 
"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-..  9,300 
Fox)  and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"Beloved   Enemy"    (U.A.)   5,250 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,100 
(3rd  week) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  4,900 
"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Daniel   Boone"    (Radio)   and   5,350 
"Hats  Off"  (Grand  National) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)   5,200 
(on  stage:   Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) 

"Stolen  Holiday"   (F.N.)   and   5,900 
"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 

"The  Jungle  Princess"  (Para.)   2,500 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)...  3,800 

"Mr.  Cinderella"  (MGM)   2,400 
(plus  stage  show)  (4  days)  (10c-40c) 

"Wanted:  Jane  Turner"   (Radio)..  800 
and  "Champagne  Charlie" (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (3  days) 

"Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade"   3,500 
(W.B.) 

"Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  and  3,900 
"They  Wanted  to  Marry"  (Radio) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  7,100 
"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 

'Mind  Your  Own  Business"  (Para.)  7,200 
and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   6,000 
(6  days-2nd  week) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   17,000 
(1st  week) 

"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio)   13,000 
(on  stage:  Roscoe  Ates  and  Revue) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   16,500 
(on  stage:  Paul  Diaper  and  Revue) 

"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  1,200 (5  days) 
"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"  2,500 

(W.  B.) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   11,500 

(2nd  week) 
"Black    Legion"    (W.B.)   9,500 (1st  week) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)  and..  2,500 
"Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(4th  week) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,200 
"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  (3rd  week) 

"Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,000 "General  Spanky"  (MGM) 

"Winterset"  (Radio)   and   8,900 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) (1st  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  9,800 
and  "Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

(1st  week) 
"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)    7,000 

(2nd  week) 

'Forbidden  Adventure"    6,200 
(Roadshow  Att.)  (1st  week) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)  and   15,600 
'Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)   15,500 
(plus  vaudeville) 

"Three  Smart  Girls'*  (Univ.)  and..  6,500 
"Find  the  Witness"  (Col.)  (3rd  week) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  13,800 
'Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(1st  week) 
'After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  6,400 
'Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (2nd  week) 

'Garden  of  Allah"   (U.A.)   4,700 
(3rd  week) 

"Lloyds   of  London"    (20th   Cent.-  14,800 
Fox)    and    "Off    to   the    Races"  (20th (Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    3,700 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  6,850 
"Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  6,700 "Woman  in  Distress"  (Col.)  (9  days) 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,200 (2nd  week) 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and   4,300 
'Night  Waitress"  (Radio) 
'The   Plot  Thickens"   (Radio)   and  6,150 
'Laughing  at  Trouble"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

(plus  vaudeville) 
'Love  on  Ice"  (W.B.)   6,100 

(plus  stage  show) 
'Winterset"    (Radio)    and   5,700 
'Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  193S) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,900 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,300 
High  9-14-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 
Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,500 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  1 and  "Crime  Doctor"  J  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  I "I  Live  for  Love"           )  1,500 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   8,800 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  1,800 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  \ 

"Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  ]  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  1 "The  First  Baby"               J  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  \ "She  Gets  Her  Man"        j  3,600 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"   21,150 

(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"   21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"   2,200 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,000 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 

High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"   1,200 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35   "Stolen  Harmony"  4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling;"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"  Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  ) "Chinatown  Squad"  J 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"   
Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  ) "Defense  Rests"  j 

High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"... 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ) 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  j 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"  Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  ) "Big  Brown  Eyes"  j 

High  10-17  "Dodsworth"  Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"  

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"  
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  ) 

"$1,000  a  Minute"  f 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  1 "King  of  Hockey"  j 

Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ( "Freckles"  j 

High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"  (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"  
High  1-2-37  "Penniei  from  Heaven"  and  ( 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  ) 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  ) 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  J 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  
Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) 

"All  the  King's  Horses"  J 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  
Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  j "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  j 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"  
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"  
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"  
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  and  ) "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  j 

8,500 

4,000 
12,000 

1,600 

9,500 

4,000 

11,500 

5,000 
9,500 
4,000 

7,500 

2,000 29,000 

4,000 
34,000 

9,000 17,200 

4,800 
23,000 

8,500 

12,400 

4,400 15,000 

2,500 35,000 

12,000 
High  J2-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"..  7,200 
Low  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   2,850 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  ( "North  of  Nome"  f  10,000 
Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  { "Happy  Landing"  ]  2,700 
High  2-16-35  "Roberta"    6,100 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 

His   Head"    2,850 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10,400 
Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  \ "Mister  Cinderella"  |  4,200 

High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9  200 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and) "Times  Square  Playboy"         f  3,250 
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U.  S.  PICTURES  HAVE  HEAD  START 

IN  FAVOR  WITH  PALESTINE  PUBLIC 

Land  of  International  Jewry 

Yields  Million  -  Dollar  Annual 

Turnover  at  35  Theatres; 

Transjordan  Area  Poorer 

by  ISAAC  R.  MOLHO 
in  Jerusalem 

Palestine  is  a  mandated  territory  under 
the  supervision  of  Great  Britain,  and  is  the 
most  important  market  in  the  Middle  East 
for  talking  pictures  in  the  English  language, 
Egypt  excepted. 
As  the  central  meeting  place  of  several 

roads  and  cultures,  this  land  where  the  In- 
ternational Jewry  is  cooperating  to  establish 

a  national  home  for  the  Jewish  people,  con- 
tains, on  the  two  sides  of  the  Jordan,  a  popu- 

lation calculated  at  1,600,000  inhabitants. 
Three  hundred  thousand  Arabs,  semi-no- 

mads, are  in  the  poor  desert  land  of  Trans- 
jordan. The  Jews,  about  400,000,  are  con- 
centrated mostly  in  the  valley  of  Saron,  at 

Esdraelon,  Upper  and  Lower  Galilee,  Tel 
Aviv,  Jerusalem  and  Haifa,  forming  the  best 
center  of  the  Levant.  The  future  appears  to 

be  more  and  more  important  with  the  in- 
creasing resources  and  enlarged  Jewish  na- 

tional activities. 

The  yearly  turnover  in  film  business 
totals  a  million  dollars  in  box-office  In- 

comes, with  35  theatres  in  all  the  territory. 

This  figure  is  twice  the  yearly  turnover  of 
cinema  business  in  countries  like  Iraq,  with 

a  population  of  three  millions. 

While  no  exact  statistics  or  correct 
records  are  available  as  yet,  it  seems  certain 
that  the  absorption  capacity  of  the  market 
lies  between  250  to  300  programs  yearly. 
Each  program  consists  of  a  feature  of  8  to 
12  reels,  with  usually  two  or  three  additional 
reels  as  follows :  One  local  newsreel  at- 

tached sometimes  to  European  news  im- 
ported w'eekly  by  airmail  from  Fox  or  Gau- 

mont  British  of  London,  or  from  Para- 
mount, Paris ;  a  comic  in  one  or  two  reels 

or  a  sport  subject,  traveltalk,  topical,  black 
and  white  or  colored  shorts.  Walt  Disney 
shorts  are  the  most  appreciated.  Double 
feature  programs  scarcely  are  used  and  the 
same  is  true  in  first  run  houses  for  serials 

or  western  pictures. 

American  Product  Leads 

The  distributors'  returns  on  flat  rentals 
or  percentages  of  the  incomes,  excluding 
municipal  taxes  and  stamps,  total  between 
$325,000  and  $350,000.  MGM  is  on  the  top 

with  figures  exceeding  $40,000,  closely  fol- 
lowed by  Twentieth  Century-Fox,  Para- 
mount, United  Artists,  RKO  and  Warner 

Bros. 

Continental  producers  cannot  hope  to  dis- 
tribute as  many  pictures  as  the  American 

companies.  MGM,  for  example,  has  about 
30  programs  at  an  average  of  $1,500.  Some 
German  and  Russian  talking  pictures,  like 

"Peter,"  have  reached  greater  figures,  but 
this  is  a  direct  effect  of  the  special  clientele 
recruited  in  the  Jewish  communities  of  Tel 
Aviv  and  Haifa,  residents  of  which  are  chief- 

URGES  RENTAL  CUTS 

IN  TIMES  OF  STRESS 

"Film  companies  share  with  us  when 
our  business  is  good,  through  percent- 

age pictures.  Now  that  the  box  offices 
in  Kansas  City  have  a  bad  case  of  cold 

weather  and  flu,  why  don't  they  give 

us  a  reduction  on  flat  rentals,"  won- 
dered Jay  Means  of  the  Oak  Park  and 

Bagdad  there  this  week. 

Mr.  Means'  suggestion  was  said  to 
be  echoed  by  many  other  exhibitors 
in  Kansas  City  whose  grosses  have 

been  feeling  the  effects  of  weather  and 
ill  health  the  past  month. 

ly  of  Central  and  Eastern  European  origin. 
Praised  and  liked  after  the  war,  the  Ger- 

man-made product  now  is  boycotted  due  to 
the  Nazi  movement  against  the  Jews. 

The  oldest  distribution  company  estab- 
lished in  this  country  is  the  Metro  office, 

which  for  years  directly  handled  the  Syria, 
Iraq  and  Iran  (Persia)  branches. 

Paramount,  Twentieth  Century-Fox  and 
Warner  Bros,  also  have  exchanges  in  Pal- 

estine, but  the  head  office  still  remains  in 
Egypt.  United  Artists,  RKO  and  Gaumont 
British  have  other  arrangements  through 

Egypt.  The  same  is  true  of  Universal.  Col- 
umbia and  Republic  are  operating  through 

Continental  offices  which  annually  sell  their 
rights  to  the  highest  bidder. 

It  seems  clear  that  a  good  open  market  ex- 
ists for  independent  producers  and  small 

companies,  making  films  of  good  taste,  who 
can  be  put  in  touch  with  active  representa- 

tives, having  good  connections  with  the  ci- 
nema owners. 

Regulations  in  force  are  the  following: 

Every  foreign  or  local  company  incorpo- 
rated in  Palestine,  establishing  a  place  of 

business,  must  be  registered.  Applications 
may  be  made  to  the  registrar  of  companies. 

Applications  for  trademarks,  patents  and 
designs,  carried  out  by  a  local  patent  and 
trademark  agent,  must  be  submitted  to  the 

Registrar  of  trademarks,  patents  and  de- 
signs. 

Palestine  adheres  to  the  International 

Copyright  Law  for  protection  of  literary  and 
artistic  property. 

The  basic  customs  tariff  applied  to  films, 
per  kilogram,  is  as  follows : 

Blank  film,  75  mils ;  silent  film,  250  mils ; 
sound  film,  600  mils. 

Central  Board  of  Censorship 

The  Central  Censorship  Board,  estab- 
lished in  Jerusalem  and  nominated  by  the 

High  Commissioner,  is  composed  of  the 
deputy  district  commissioner,  members  of  the 
educational  department,  police,  chief  secre- 

tariat, Chamber  of  Commerce,  and  at  least 
one  must  be  a  woman. 

No  cinematograph  film  shall  be  exhibited 
unless  it  shall  have  been  authorized  for  ex- 

hibition by  the  Board  . 
Any  person  desiring  to  exhibit  a  film  may 

Market  Declared  Ripe  for  In- 

dependents with  Alert  Rep- 
resentatives; Censors  Are 

Centrally  Organized 

apply  •  in  writing  to  the  Board  stating  the 
title,  number  of  reels,  producer,  and  story, 
with  photographs  and  posters.  He  shall,  if 
required,  project  the  film  before  the  Board. 
If  rejected,  the  duty  paid  on  the  introduction 
of  the  film  into  Palestine  may  be  refunded, 
after  exportation  of  the  print. 

Every  feature,  serial  or  short  subject  pays 
one  Palestine  pound  tariff.  The  Palestine 
pound  is  equal  to  sterling  and  is  divided  into 

1,000  mils. Every  newsreel  must  pay  a  fee  of  100 

n_ils. 

It  is  expected  that  the  Government  will 
agree  soon  to  exempt  educational  films  from 

payment  of  customs  duty. 

Under  the  customs  regulations  it  is  pos- 
sible to  export  a  print  from  Palestine  and 

reimport  it  without  duty,  unless  it  is  re- 
imported  within  one  year  from  the  date 

of  export,  and  provided  the  director  of 

customs  is  satisfied  that  the  print  reim- 

ported  is  identical. 
Transjordan  is  a  poor  Arab  district  with  a 

single  theatre,  in  Amman.  Most  of  the  Mos- 
lem Arabs  do  not  respond  to  the  international 

good  picture  appeal.  Only  Westerns,  serials 
and  very  exciting  films  are  wanted  by  the  peo- 

ple of  the  Amman,  Nablus  and  Tulkarem  areas. 
Where  the  Arab  population  is  mixed  with 

Christians  the  conditions  are  well  improved. 

This  is  the  case  with  Jaffa,  Acre  and  Naza- 
reth, which  was  endowed  recently  with  a  small 

theatre.  Bethlehem,  a  rich  Christian  village, 
does  not  have  a  theatre. 

No  Theatre  Circuits 

There  are  no  circuits  in  Palestine.  The  Pal- 
estine Cinema  Circuit,  initiated  last  year  by  a 

New  York  attorney  and  his  partners,  is  in  dis- 
solution now  after  a  large  loss.  We  do  have 

the  same  cinema  owners  for  two  or  three  the- 
atres in  Tel  Aviv,  or  in  Haifa. 

In  order  of  importance  the  three  key  towns 
for  first-runs  are  Tel  Aviv,  Haifa  and  Jerusa- 
lem. 

The  town  of  Tel  Aviv,  the  one  100  per  cent 
Jewish  town  in  the  world,  is  26  years  old  and 
has  a  population  of  150,000.  It  represents  in 
the  map  of  our  industry  an  activity  approaching 
that  of  Alexandria,  Egypt,  and  surpasses  the 
volume  of  business  of  the  important  Middle  East 
towns  such  as  Teheran  in  Iran,  Bagdad  in 
Iraq,  Damascus  in  Syria  and  Beyrouth  in  the 
Lebanon.  Five  theatres  in  Tel  Aviv  are  oper- 

ating as  first-run  and  two  others  are  open-air 
and  second-run.  The  best  situated  one  is  the 
Opera  Mograby  with  1,100  seats.  Ophir  is  the 
most  uptodate,  with  Carrier  central  cooling  and 
heating  apparatus.  Eden,  the  oldest  theatre  in 
Tel  Aviv,  is  known  for  the  excellency  of  its 
exploitation  methods. 

In  Haifa,  the  Armon  and  Orah  newsreel 
theatres  opened  recently  with  more  than  1200 
seats  each,  and  are  the  most  luxurious  houses 
in  the  Middle  East. 

Jerusalem  has  three  big  theatres.  Zion  is 
the  most  central  with  1,150  seats,  Edison  is 
the  largest  in  Palestine  with  more  than  1,400 
seats,  and  the  Eden  belonging  to  an  American. 
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71 Bureau  of  Mines  Films 

Shown  to  7,252,319 

A  survey  recently  completed  by  the  United 
States  Bureau  of  Mines  shows  that  indus- 

trial films  loaned  out  by  the  department  were 
shown  on  84,783  occasions  to  an  aggregate 
audience  of  7,252,319  persons  during  1936. 
The  film  library  includes  3,000  reels  and 

represents  an  expenditure  by  American  in- 
dustries of  over  a  million  dollars.  All  ex- 

penses incidental  to  the  production  of  the 
films  and  copies  furnished  the  Bureau  for 
distribution  are  paid  for  by  the  cooperating 
industrial  agency.  The  reels  are  loaned  free 

of  charge  except  for  transportation  to  edu- 
cational institutions,  engineering  societies 

and  civic,  military  and  religious  organiza- 
tions. 

Complete  I  I  I  Features 

During  Three  Months 

A  total  of  111  productions  were  com- 
pleted during  the  three-months  period  from 

October  1  to  December  31,  1936,  by  16  pro- 
ducers in  Hollywood,  according  to  the  latest 

Technical  Credits  Bulletin  of  the  Academy 
of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Sciences,  just 

issued.  The  total  represents  the  year's  pro- 
duction peak,  109  having  been  finished  dur- 

ing the  third  quarter,  91  in  the  second  and 
92  in  the  first. 

Individual  credits  for  421  technicians  are 

included  in  the  bulletin.  The  program 
breakdown  is  as  follows:  Columbia,  12; 

Cosmopolitan,  1 ;  Larry  Darmour,  4 ;  Doug- 
las MacLean,  1;  Major,  1;  MGM,  8;  Para- 

mount, 9;  Republic,  17;  Radio,  13;  Samuel 
Goldwyn,  2;  B.  P.  Schulberg,  2;  Selznick 
International,  1 ;  Twentieth  Century-Fox, 
19;  Universal,  7;  Walter  Wanger,  1;  War- 

ners, 13. 

Greek  Regulations 

Limit  Film  Imports 
New  import  regulations  promulgated  by 

the  Greek  Government  and  which  went  into 
effect  on  January  1st  fix  an  annual  import 
maximum  for  motion  pictures  which  will  be 
distributed  among  established  film  importers 
on  the  basis  of  their  average  annual  importa- 

tions from  May,  1932,  to  May,  1936,  accord- 
ing to  a  Department  of  Commerce  report 

from  Athens.  Films  were  previously  exempt 
from  restrictions  and  American  pictures  ac- 

counted for  about  75  per  cent  of  the  total. 
The  new  regulations  limit  film  imports 

to  210  complete  pictures  every  six  months. 
Of  these  150  are  to  be  pictures  suitable  for 
exhibition  in  first  run  houses  in  Athens  and 
the  remainder  are  to  be  action  films  suitable 

for  showing  in  second  run  theatres.  Ex- 
changes will  be  required  to  file  a  declaration 

given  the  name  of  the  theatre  for  which  a 
film  to  be  imported  is  intended. 

"Fire  Over  England" 
Wins  League  Medal 

"Fire  Over  England,"  the  Erich  Pom- 
mer  production  which  Alexander  Korda  is 
releasing  through  United  Artists,  has  been 
awarded  the  1937  Gold  Medal  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Division  of  the  League  of 
Nations  in  Geneva.  This  is  the  third  con- 

secutive year  that  producers  affiliated  with 
United  Artists  have  carried  off  the  honor, 
David  O.  Selznick  having  won  it  for  his 

production  of  "Little  Lord  Fauntleroy"  and 
King  Vidor  the  year  before  with  "Our 

Daily  Bread." 

Lesser  Signs  With 

BIP  For  Arlen  Films 

Sol  Lesser,  arriving  in  New  York  from 
London  last  week,  announced  he  had  signed 

with  John  Maxwell  whereby  British  Inter- 
national Pictures  will  release  three  Richard 

Arlen  outdoor  features  in  England  this  sea- 
son. Mr.  Lesser  also  closed  with  Oscar 

Straus,  Viennese  composer,  to  write  the 
music  for  two  pictures,  one  of  which  will 
star  Bobby  Breen. 

"The  situation  in  England  is  good,"  the 

producer  said,  "for  the  exhibitors  are  pros- 
perous and  they  don't  have  to  struggle  for 

the  right  kind  of  product,  as  do  American 
exhibitors.  There  is  a  definite  demand  for 

American  pictures." 

Grand  National  at 

Production  Peak 

With  studio  activities  established  under 
one  roof  at  the  recently  acquired  Educational 
Studios  in  Hollywood,  Edward  J.  Peskay, 
Grand  National  executive,  returned  to  New 
York  this  week  with  word  that  production 

activities  had  reached  a  new  peak.  Mr.  Pes- 
kay said  Grand  National  had  four  pictures 

in  the  cutting  room ;  finishing  touches  are 

now  being  put  on  the  script  of  Zion  Myers' 
initial  release,  "A  Thousand  Dollar  Bill"; 
Victor  Schertzinger's  "Something  to  Sing 
About"  will  start  shortly  and  "Love  in  a 
Daze"  goes  into  work  February  15.  George 
Hirliman's  production,  "Gold,"  and  Edward 
Finney's  "Hittin'  the  Trail"  are  to  start 
soon. 

Does  this  sign  belong 

on  your  theatre? 

ALL  YE  WHO  ENTER 

LiLLlL  LLML  ALL  JIUrL 

MFORT 
 behind 

or  can  you  use  this  one: 

"  Our  American  Seating  Company 

Chairs  Will  Fulfill  Your  Every 

Hope  for  Luxurious  Comfort" 

ABOUT  RESEATING  YOUR  THEATRE 

American  Seating  Company 
Public  Seating  for  Every  School,  Theatre,  Church,  Auditorium  and  Bus  Requirement 
GRAND  RAPIDS,  MICHIGAN.  Branch  Offices  and  Distributors  in  All  Trade  Areas 

COMFORT:     THE     GREATEST     STAR     OF     THEM     A  L 1 



A  PARTIAL  LIST 

OF  ROSS  FEDERAL  CLIENTS 

new  a  mat&L  otf 

RECORD 

A  record,  once  written,  is  unchangeable.  On  it  reputations  rise  or  fall, 

and  all  the  assets  and  profits  in  the  world  cannot  erase  one  spot  from 

a  spotty  record. 

It  is  now  a  matter  of  record  that  Ross  Federal,  through  the  applica- 
tion of  its  trained,  experienced  executive  and  field  organizations,  has 

earned  the  respect  and  patronage  of  many  of  the  most  outstanding 

business  firms  in  the  country  —  firms  who  have  become  steady,  con- 
sistent clients  of  Ross  Federal. 

For  seven  years  this  company  has  been  constantly  building  and  im- 

proving its  various  services  to  the  Motion  Picture  Industry,  News- 
papers, Magazines,  Manufacturers,  Radio  Stations,  Advertisers  and 

Advertising  Agencies.  The  past  seven  years  have  seen  the  founding  of 

Ross  Federal  Service,  Inc.,  then  the  organization  of  its  successful 

affiliate,  Ross  Federal  Research  Corporation,  and  finally  the  addition 

of  many  other  services,  including  the  Outdoor  Advertising  Checking 
Service. 

Resolved  to  continue  its  operations  on  a  sound,  confidence-inspiring 

basis  —  the  only  policy  that  makes  for  a  good  record  —  Ross  Federal 
faces  this  and  future  years  with  justifiable  optimism. 

ROSS  FEDERAL  SERVICE,  INC 

American  Can  Company 

Atlanta  Constitution 
N.  W.  Ayer  &  Son,  Inc. 

Banking 

Bauer  &  Black 
The  Best  Foods,  Inc. 

Boggs  8c  Buhl,  Inc. 
Buffalo  Broadcasting  Corporation 
Campbell-Ewald  Company,  Inc. 
Central  New  York  Broadcasting  Corporation 
Chevrolet  Motor  Company 

Chicago  Tribune 
Columbia  Pictures  Corporation 
The  Crowell  Publishing  Company 

Dairymen's  League  News Detroit  News 

William  Esty  and  Company,  Inc. 
Gaumont  British  Picture  Corporation  of 

America 
General  Electric  Company 
General  Mills,  Inc. 

General  Outdoor  Advertising  Company,  Inc. 
B.  F.  Goodrich  Company 
Grand  National  Films,  Inc. 
Hanff-Metzger,  Inc. 
Indianapolis  Times 
Lord  &  Thomas 
McCann-Erickson,  Inc. 
MacFadden  Publications,  Inc. 
Maxon,  Incorporated 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Distributing  Corpo- 

ration 
Montgomery  Ward  &  Company 
Morris,  Schenker  &  Roth,  Inc. 
National  Broadcasting  Company 

Nation's  Business 
New  York  Post 
The  New  York  Times 
Northwestern  Broadcasting,  Inc. 
Paramount  Pictures  Corporation 
Philco  Radio  and  Television  Corporation Pontiac  Motor  Company 

Portland  Oregonian 
The  Prairie  Farmer 
RKO  Distributing  Corporation 
St.  Louis  Globe-Democrat 
Schenectady  Gazette 
Schenley  Distributors,  Inc. 
Seattle  Post-Intelligencer 
Shepard  Broadcasting  Service Hotel  Sherman  Company 

Spokane  Spokesman-Review 
Standard  Oil  Company  of  New  Jersey Sun  Oil  Company 

Superior  Pictures,  Inc. 
Tastyeast,  Inc. 
J.  Walter  Thompson  Company 
Twentieth  Century  Fox  Film  Corporation 
United  Artists  Corporation 
Universal  Film  Exchanges,  Inc. 
The  Wall  Street  Journal 
Washington  Daily  News Williamson  Candy  Company 

ROSS  FEDERAL  RESEARCH  CORP. 

EXECUTIVE  OFFICES :  6  EAST  45TH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Theatre  Checking  *  Enumeration 

Advertising  Checking  Service  • 

Traffic  Surveys    •    Inventories    •  Outdoor 

Consumer  Studies       •       Radio  Coincidental 

Studies      •      Newspaper  and  Magazine  Surveys      •      Packaging  • Copy  Testing 

31  Branch  Offices 

Across  the  Nation 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

AVENGING  WATERS:  Ken  Maynard— Flayed  this 
one  week  after  Ziegfeld  on  a  weekend,  showing  30 
per  cent  greater  profit.  That's  all  one  can  ask  for. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

CALLING  OF  DAN  MATTHEWS:  Richard  Arlen, 
Charlotte  Wynters — Fell  just  short  of  clicking.  Some- 

how it  wouldn't  "jell."  Arlen  miscast.  However, there  were  bits  of  brilliant  performance  now  and  then. 
— -C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre.  Decatur,  111. General  patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  John  Boles,  Rosalind  Russell- Excellent.  Ending  seemed  to  be  chopped  off  but  it 
pleased.  Print  not  so  good,  and  that  is  unusual  for 
Columbia,  as  their  prints  are  usually  good.  Played 
February  3-4. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Pied- 

mont, Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  John  Boles,  Rosalind  Russell— If  your  patrons  go  for  heavy  drama  with  little  or  no 
comedy  to  relieve  it,  play  this  one.  Our  patrons  do 
not  care  for  it,  and  are  showing  it  by  their  absence. 
We  played  this  as  a  special  attraction  but  the  cheapest 
sort  of  an  action  picture  would  have  doubled  our_  re- ceipts and  quadrupled  our  profits.  Running  time, 
75  minutes.  Played  February  5-6. — G.  A.  Van  Fraden- 
burg,  Valley  Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  com- 

munity patronage. 

LEGION  OF  TERROR:  Bruce  Cabot,  Marguerite 
Churchill — Small  scale  production  and  story.  Where  a 
big  story  existed  they  have  only  produced  a  run-of- 
the-mill  programmer.  Will  suit  action  fans.  Played 
January  26. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LEGION  OF  TERROR:  Bruce  Cabot,  Marguerite 
Churchill — A  very  good  action  picture.  Played  Jan- 

uary 22-23.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Pied- 
mont, Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

MORE  THAN  A  SECRETARY:  Jean  Arthur, 
George  Brent — Disappointing.  Not  what  we  expected 
and  failed  to  draw  any  comment.  Running  time,  80 
minutes.  Played  January  31. — M.  W.  Mattecheck, 
Lark  Theatre,  McMinnville,  Ore.    Local  patronage. 

MUSIC  GOES  'ROUND,  THE:  Harry  Richman, 
Rochelle  Hudson,  Walter  Connolly — Just  a  little  late, 
but  was  a  good  show  and  average  business  for  the 
average  crowd.  Flayed  December  8-9. — Mrs.  Gene 
Michael,  Van  Theatre,  Van,  W.  Va.  Coal  mine 
patronage. 

PENNIES  FROM  HEAVEN:  Bing  Crosby,  Madge 
Evans — Something  new  in  Bing  Crosby  stories  and  it's good.  Songs  and  cast  are  fine  and  help  plenty  in 
rounding  out  a  neat  piece  of  film  fun.  We  should  see 
Madge  Evans  more  often.  Slightly  increased  box 
office  value  over  average.  Played  January  28-29. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

PENNIES  FROM  HEAVEN:  Bing  Crosby,  Madge 
Evans — This  is  better  than  average  entertainment,  but 
lacks  the  punch  necessary  for  an  outstanding  pro- 

duction. However,  our  patrons  seemed  to  like  it,  and 
the  song  numbers  were  especially  good.  Better  than 
average  business.  Played  January  28-29. — C.  O.  Shuler 
and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala. 
Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

STAMPEDE:  Charles  Starrett,  Finis  Barton— This 
star  should  become  one  of  the  outstanding  favorites. 
He  has  looks  and  genuine  acting  ability.  Running 
time,  60  minutes. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — More  than  satisfied  the  few  who  came  to 
see  it.  Gave  me  the  three  lowest  midweek  nights  since 
hot  weather.  Irene  is  swell  but  the  title  must  have 
kept  them  away.  Running  time,  95  minutes. — Dan 
Smith,  Pella  Theatre,  Pella,  Iowa.  General  and  col- 

lege patronage. 

First  National 

GOLD  DIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Joan 
Blondell — Another  outstanding  picture  by  the  producers 
who  know  how  to  make  musical  productions.  Give  it 
your  best  playing  time.  Business  off  due  to  extreme 
cold  weather,  but  the  patrons  that  had  the  courage 
to  endure  the  25  below  zero  felt  well  paid  for  their 
effort.  Running  time,  101  minutes.  Played  January 
31-Februry  2. — S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankin- 
son,  N.  D.    Rural  and  general  patronage. 

IN  this,  the  exhibitors'  o
wn  de- partment, the  theatremen  of  the 

nation  serve  one  another  with 

information  on  the  box  office  per- 

formance of  product  for  their  mu- 
tual benefit.  It  is  a  service  of  the 

exhibitor  for  the  exhibitor.  Address 

all  communications  to — 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD 

Rockefeller  Center,  New  York 

GOLD  DIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Joan 
Blondell — It  is  not  the  tops  for  Warner;  they  have 
made  better  in  the  past.  Did  average  business. — A.  E. 
Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Small 
town  patronage. 

GUNS  OF  PECOS:  Dick  Foran,  Anne  Nagel— A 
very  nice  western  that  pleased.  Dick  Foran's  sing- ing adds  much  to  entertainment  value  of  the  picture. 
Running  time,  56  minutes.  Played  January  22-23. — 
S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Rural 
and  general  patronage. 

SONG  OF  THE  SADDLE:  Dick  Foran— This  boy 
Foran  has  looks,  personality  and  ability.  I  can't  re- concile producers  having  him  sing  operatic  type  of 
songs  for  a  horse  opera.  He  does  the  ill  advised  sing- 

ing job  well,  though.  Propertly  handled,  Foran  should 
make  a  great  western  star. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's Theatre,  Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Frank  McHugh, 
Joan  Blondell — This  socalled  comedy  did  not  amuse  our 
audience.  A  disappointment.  Played  February  6-7. 
— Harold  C.  Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich. 
Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  MEN  ON  A  HORSE:  Joan  Blondell,  Frank 
McHugh — Another  one  of  Warner  Bros,  top  pictures 
played  in  the  cold,  cold  weather  with  not  enough 
pulling  power  to  do  more  than  average  business.  I 
have  been  trying  to  figure  for  a  week  where  they 
spent  nuich  money  making  this  one,  and  why  they 
figure  it  was  so  gigantic.  Running  time,  86  minutes. 
Played  January  22-23. — John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental 
Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

Grand  National 

DEVIL  ON  HORSEBACK,  THE:  Lili  Damita, 
Fred  Keating — This  all-color  feature  did  not  draw  any 
extra  business.  Played  February  4. — Harold  C.  Alli- 

son, Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

DEVIL  ON  HORSEBACK,  THE:  Lili  Damita, 
Fred  Keating — Did  our  audience  eat  this  one  up.  Just 
the  thing  for  us  small  exhibitors.  It  looks  like  this 
Grand  National  is  just  what  the  doctor  ordered  for 
the  small  exhibitor.  Will  stand  exploitation.  Played 
December  1-2.  Mrs.  Gene  Michael,  Van  Theatre,  Van, 
W.  Va.    Coal  mine  patronage. 

SONG  OF  THE  GRINGO:  Tex  Ritter,  Joan  Wood- 
bury— A  couple  of  songs  and  a  fandango  that  could  be 

put  in  two  reels  is  the  extent  of  this  western.  Tex 
Ritter  puts  the  music  over  O.K. — Harold  C.  Allison, 
Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

SONG  OF  THE  GRINGO1:  Tex  Ritter,  Joan  Wood- 
bury— Only  fair.  They  have  a  lot  to  improve  on  these 

westerns  to  make  them  as  good  as  the  Hopalong 
Cassidy  pictures.  Running  time,  60  minutes. — P.  G. 
Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

SONG  OF  THE  GRINGO:  Tex  Ritter,  Joan  Wood- 
bury— Gather  around,  exhibitors,  here's  a  hot  tip; 

this  was  the  first  one  of  his  pictures  and  I'll  take  all I  can  get.  This  is  a  drawing  card  for  me  and  you. 
Here's  more  power  to  Grand  National.  Played  Decem- 

ber 15-16.— Mrs.  Gene  Michael,  Van  Theatre,  Van,  W. 
Va.    Coal  mine  patronage 

WHITE  LEGION,  THE:  Tala  Birell,  Ian  Keith- Played  this  up  big  and  it  lived  up  to  the  exploitation. 
A  marvelous  picture  with  the  doctors  fighting  the 
yellow  fever.  Will  entertain  the  average  crowd. 
Played  November  24-25. — Mrs.  Gene  Michael,  Van  The- 

atre, Van,  W.  Va.    Coal  mine  patronage. Hoffberg 

SPEED  DEVILS:  Paul  Kelly— Paul  Kelly,  a  great 
performer,  wasted  in  a  poor  vehicle.  However,  auto 
race  scene  of  entertainment  value. — C.  E.  Morrow, 
Morrow's  Theatre,  Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

ABSOLUTE  QUIET:  Irene  Hervey,  Stuart  Erwin, 
Lionel  Atwill — You  can  pass  this  up  and  not  lose  any 
sleep.  Played  it  on  a  double  bill  with  "My  Man 
Godfrey."  This  certainly  doesn't  rate  very  high  for 
a  program  from  Metro. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  The- 

atre, Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

ALL  AMERICAN  CHUMP:  Stuart  Erwin,  Betty 
Furness — Just  fair.  It  dragged  considerably.  Then 
it  had  an  angle  of  bridge  in  it  and  I  don't  think  that 
the  ruralites  play  this  American  craze. — A.  E.  Han- 

cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Small 
town  patronage. 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stewart, 
Virginia  Bruce,  Una  Merkel — Very  good  entertain- ment, but  this  one  did  not  seem  to  please  as  well  as 
previous  dancing  pictures.  We  had  to  turn  them 
away  the  first  night,  but  played  to  mostly  empty 
seats  the  second  night.  Running  time,  108  minutes. 
Played  January  29-30. — G.  A.  Van  Fradenburg,  Val- 

ley Theatre,  Manassa,  Col.  Farming  community 
patronage. 

GENERAL  SPANKY:  Spanky  McFarland— One 
swell  all-around  family  picture  and  no  gangster  or 
murder  in  it.  Running  time,  8  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart, 
Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.     General  patronage. 

GENERAL  SPANKY:  Spanky  McFarland— Flayed 
this  on  Sunday  as  a  benefit  for  the  Flood  Relief  fund, 
and  it  went  over  big.  Everyone  seemed  to  enjoy  it 
very  much;  and  it  is  certainly  clean  entertainment. 
Spanky  is  very  good,  and  so  is  Buckwheat,  the  little 
Negro.  Ideal  for  children's  show.  Played  January 
31.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer,  Frank  Morgan — The  greatest  box 
office  flop  since  sound.  We  are  compelled  to  increase 
our  admission  to  40c  as  compared  to  usual  25c  and 
this,  I  believe,  was  one  reason  for  the  box  office  flop. 
Our  patrons  are  not  interested  in  sitting  over  three 
hours  to  see  a  show  and  they  told  us  so.  The  pic- 

ture, of  course,  is  an  outstanding  production.  Run- 
ning time,  180  minutes.  Played  January  17-19. — S.  J. 

Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Rural  and 
general  patronage. 

GREAT  ZIEGFELD,  THE:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy,  Luise  Rainer,  Frank  Morgan — As  far  as  musicals 
go,  this,  I  believe,  tops  them  all.  It  is  gorgeously 
mounted.  There  are  some  breath-taking  sets  and  the 
music  is  catchy.  Miss  Rainer  stole  the  show  as  Anna 
Held.  I  did  not  believe  that  they  could  put  three 
hours  in  a  picture  and  hold  the  audience,  but  that  is 
what  it  did. — A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre, 
Columbia  City,  Ind.    Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — Didn't  see  this  picture,  but  the  rest  of  the 
family  said  it  was  the  best  we  have  had  for  some  time. 
However,  they  did  not  bring  home  enough  to  pay  for 
the  film,  so  there  must  have  been  a  lot  that  stayed  at 
home  beside  the  warm  fire  and  tuned  in  on  the  radio. 
Running  time,  97  minutes.  Played  February  24-26. — 
John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb. Small  town  patronage. 

IT'S  IN  THE  AIR:  Jack  Benny,  Una  Merkel— Good  show  full  of  suspense,  thrills  and  comedy  blended 
with  love  scenes  now  and  then.  Jack  Benny  OK,  also 
the  rest  of  the  cast.  They  all  play  good.  It's  a 
pleasure  to  play  a  show  of  this  kind.  Thanks,  Benny. 
Running  time,  eight  reels.  Plaved  January  31.  — 
Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

KELLY  THE  SECOND:  Patsy  Kelly,  Pert  Kelton— 
Back  to  the  old  slapstick  days  of  the  silent  picture 
where  action  predominated,  and  I'll  say  this  for  the picture,  that  it  seems  to  be  what  the  public  wants. 
Anyway,  Patsy's  first  picture  scored;  it  kept  the  house 
in  an  uproar.    It  had  the  old  silent  days'  technique, 
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keep  the  picture  moving  and  delete  so  much  dialogue. 
— A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  Lity, 
Ind.    Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Clark  Gable,  Joan  Craw- 
ford, Franchot  Tone— Definitely  poor  material.  It 

only  wastes  the  talents  of  an  expert  cast  of  stars  and 
the  efforts  of  an  ace  director.  Business  was  such  as  to 
make  the  rental  unwarranted.  It  takes  a  good  story 
as  well  as  stars  to  make  a  good  picture.  Played  Jan- 

uary 24-25  — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Fenacook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Clark  Gable,  Joan  Craw- ford—You can  always  depend  on  this  pair  to  give  you 
real  entertainment,  and  bring  out  the  cash  customers. 
This  picture  is  very  good,  and  will  send  them  home 
well  satisfied.  Franchot  Tone  good  in  his  first  comedy 
role  Give  us  more  like  this.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F. 
Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town and  CCC  patronage. 

OLD  HUTCH:  Wallace  Beery,  Cecelia  Parker— 
This  type  of  homespun  comedy  as  so  ably  portrayed 

by  Wallace  Beery  is  a  "natural"  for  our  type  of patronage  Drew  exceptionally  good  business  and  was 
well  received.  I  believe  there  is  a  definite  market  for 

more  pictures  of  this  type.  Played  January  22-23.— 
Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural 
patronage. 

OUR  RELATIONS:  Laurel  and  Hardy— The  L. 
and  H.  fans  ate  it  up.  The  usual  thing,  but  this  time 
there  were  four  of  them  and  it  kept  the  audience  busy 
identifying  which  pair  of  twins  was  which.— A.  E. 
Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  bmall town  patronage. 

SWORN  ENEMY:  Robert  Young,  Florence  Rice— 
Rather  weak,  but  no  kicks.  OK  of  its  kind.  Played 
January  20-21.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre, 
Piedmont,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

Paramount 

ARIZONA  RAIDERS,  THE:  Buster  Crabbe,  Marsha 
Hunt— Not  quite  the  usual  audience  for  a  western, 
but  large  number  of  flood  benefits  probably  cut  down 
attendance.  Played  January  30.— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade 
Theatre,  Sodus,  N.  Y.    Family  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Shirley  Ross,  George  Burns  and  Gracie  Allen— Very 
good  musical  that  pleased  the  majority.  Running 
time,  87  minutes— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre, 
Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Bob  Burns,  Burns  &  Allen— Excellent,  but  snow,  sleet, 
high  water,  etc.,  kept  them  away.  Bob  Burns  splendid. 
Played  January  24-26.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  The- atre, Piedmont,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

BORDER  FLIGHT:  John  Howard,  Frances  Farmer 
— Good  action  picture.  Did  only  average  business. 
Stars  have  no  drawing  power.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite 
Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  Burns  & 
Allen,  Mary  Boland— This  one  makes  a  goof  out  of 
you  and  you  know  it  and  like  to  be  made  a  goof.  It  is 
chuck  full  and  it  seems  to  be  just  about  what  they  like 
now.  Business  good  four  days,  and  it  is  worth  a  long 
run.  However,  we  did  not  do  tops  at  box  office. — 
W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. 
General  patronage. 

DESERT  GOLD:  Larry  "Buster"  Crabbe,  Tom 
Keene,  Marsha  Hunt— Very  good  at  the  box  office 
both  nights.  Everyone  enjoyed  it  and  lots  of  them 
came  back  the  second  night.  I  can  only  recom- 

mend it  for  rural  and  mining  towns.  Running  time, 
6  reels.  Played  February  5-6. — C.  F.  Deane,  Lorado 
Theatre,  Lorado,  W.  Va.    Mining  town  patronage. 

DESERT  GOLD:  Larry  Crabbe,  Marsha  Hunt- 
Good  Zane  Grey  story  to  average  business.  Customers 
have  seen  these  stories  remade  so  many  times  that 
we  are  getting  some  kicks. — Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite 
Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

DRIFT  FENCE:  Tom  Keene,  Larry  Crabbe— Played 
this  old  but  it  drew  exceptional  business  due  to  the 
past  great  popularity  of  Tom  Keene  westerns.  Too 
bad  they  ceased  casting  him  in  westerns.  He's  a 
"natural"  thus  placed. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's Theatre,  Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper, 
Madeleine  Carroll — A  thrilling  drama  for  the  action 
and  thrill  fans  that  held  the  interest  and  kept  them 
wondering  what  would  happen  next.  This  was  doubled 
with  Gene  Autry  in  "The  Old  Corral"  which  was  on  a par  with  the  usual  Gene  Autry  pictures.  This  program 
did  above  average  business  for  us. — J.  E.  Stocker, 
Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West,  Randolph 
Scott,  Warren  William — Not  much  of  a  picture.  This 
did  not  please  at  the  box  office.  Running  time,  79 
minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Paramount 
has  turned  out  some  pretty  good  pictures,  so  we  won't 
condemn  them,  but  everyone,  including  myself,  thought 
this  was  very  poor.  Played  January  30-February  2.- — 
A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

GO  WEST,  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Although 
this  picture  was  below  par,  it  did  us  above  average 

FOUR  SHOWMEN 

JOIN  REPORTERS 

Four  new  contributors  to  "What 

the  Picture  Did  For  Me"  this  week 
are: 

Gail  Bush,  Avalon  Theatre,  Thief 
River  Falls,  Mont. 

Mrs.  Gene  Michael,  Van  Theatre, 

Van,  W.  Va. 

C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, 
Decatur,  111. 

Dan  Smith,  Pella  Theatre,  Pella, 

Iowa. 
Read  the  reports  of  these  showmen 

in  the  department  in  this  issue. 

business.  If  they  would  come  to  them  all  as  well  as 
this  picture,  we  would  never  complain. — Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

HOP  ALONG  CASSIDY  RETURNS:  William  Boyd, 
Evelyn  Brent — The  best  western  we've  played  for  a long  while.  Full  of  action  and  interesting  all  the  way 
through.  Running  time,  70  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,,  Griswold,  Iowa,    General  patronage. 

HOP  ALONG  CASSIDY  RETURNS:  William  Boyd 
— A  nice  picture  and  a  nice  business.  Played  February 
5-6. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

IT'S  A  GREAT  LIFE:  Joe  Morrison,  Rosalind 
Keith — Good  programer.  Everyone  satisfied.  Business 
below  normal  for  some  unaccountable  reason,  unless  it 
is  fear  of  sickness.  Played  January  16. — C.  W.  Mills, 
Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus,  N.  Y.    Family  patronage. 

JUNGLE  PRINCESS,  THE:  Dorothy  Lamour,  Ray 
Milland — Very  interesting  that  pleased  at  the  box 
office.  Dorothy  Lamour's  singing  is  very  good.  Run- 

ning time  83  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  The- 
atre, Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

LET'S  MAKE  A  MILLION:  Edward  Everett  Hor- 
ton — Poor  story  done  many  times  before  and  done 
better.  Paramount  may  have  been  in  this  business  25 
years  but  they  still  have  a  lot  to  learn.  Spoken  of  at 
times  as  an  infant  industry  one  might  think  they  (the 
executives)  were  the  infants.  They  sure  have  a  lot  of 
infant  ideas.  Running  time,  61  minutes.  Played 
February  4. — M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre,  Mc- 
Minnville,  Ore.    Local  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:  Charles  Ruggles, 
Alice  Brady — We've  had  about  enough  of  Ruggles  in these  elongated  comedy  roles.  They  are  a  positive  flop 
and  it  is  high  time  Paramount  quit  trying  to  put  this 
sort  of  asinine  comedy  over.  Ruggles  is  tops  cast  in 
a  role  that  fits  into  a  production  but  it's  boresome  to sit  through  an  entire  picture  with  him  dominating  the 
screen. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester, 
Ind.    General  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:  Charles  Ruggles, 
Alice  Brady— Very  good  comedy.  Ruggles  is  always 
good.  Running  time,  76  minutes.  Played  January  28. 
M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  Theatre,  McMinnville,  Ore. 
Local  patronage. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern — Very  good  picture,  business  average.  Pleased 
100  per  cent.  These  stars  do  not  have  much  box  office 
value  yet.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

RHYTHM  ON  THE  RANGE:  Bing  Crosby,  Frances 
Farmer — Good  picture  which  pleased  generally,  but 
did  not  do  any  extra  business.  I  expected  a  better 
picture  from  extra  publicity  Paramount  gave  this.— 
Water  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  Small 
town  patronage. 

13  HOURS  BY  AIR:  Fred  MacMurray,  Joan  Ben- 
net— A  dandy  picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  suspense. 
A  timely  picture  of  a  snow  storm,  everything  so  real 
you  think  you  are  traveling  yourself.  The  little  boy 
Waldemar  (Bennie  Bartlett)  sure  put  it  over  on  the 
gangster  and  helped  to  capture  him.  After  that 
Fred  MacMurray  liked  the  youngster.  OK  any  time. 
Running  time,  eight  reels.  Played  January  27.— 
Rudolf  Duba.  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

TRAIL  DUST:  William  Boyd,  Jimmy  Ellison— Good 
western.  A  little  draggy  at  times,  otherwise  all 
right.  Running  time,  60  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

TRAIL  DUST:  William  Boyd,  Jimmy  Ellison— Good 
western  and  well  liked.  Running  time,  77  minutes. 
Played  January  29-30. — M.  W.  Mattecheck,  Lark  The- 

atre, McMinnville,  Ore.    Local  patronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George — Superb.  Finest  of  acting  and.  as  a  surprise, 
it  pleased  most  of  the  customers.  Did  nice  business 
but  through  no  fault  of  the  title.  Played  January  27- 
28.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo. Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

VIRGINIAN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper,  Walter  Huston— This  was  my  fourth  exhibition  of  this  masterpiece.  _  It 
still  tops  all  of  the  super-westerns  in  my  _  opinion. 
Surprise  yourself  with  some  exceptional  business  by 
playing  this  again.— C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

WEDDING  PRESENT:  Joan  Bennett,  Gary  Grant 
— Good  program  picture  but  a  flop  at  the  box  office. 
Running  time,  81  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 
WIVES  NEVER  KNOW:  Charles  Ruggles,  Mary 

Boland — Good  program  comedy.  Running  time,  73 
minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Gris- 

wold, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

WIVES  NEVER  KNOW:  Charles  Ruggles,  Mary 
Boland — This  picture  hit  a  new  low  for  me.  Pleased 
about  50  per  cent.  Too  much  talk,  not  enough  story 
and  too  much  supposed  to  be  French  accent  by  Miss 
Osborne.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

WIVES  NEVER  KNOW:  Charles  Ruggles,  Mary 
Boland — This  was  pretty  good,  but  nothing  to  rave 
about.  Mary  Boland  too  darn  silly  to  live.  Our  people 
getting  fed  up  on  this  combination.  Maybe  Charlie 
will  do  better  with  his  next  side-kick.  Running  time, 
65  minutes.  Played  January  24-25.— John  J.  Metzger, 
Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Republic 
BOLD  CABALLERO,  THE:  Bob  Livingston, 

Heather  Angel — Very  fine  outdoor  production,  and  the 
color  was  also  good.  Played  on  Saturday  to  better 
than  average  business,  and  our  patrons  were  well 
pleased.  Good  for  two  days. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F, 
Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town 
and  CCC  patronage. 

BOLD  CABALLERO,  THE:  Bob  Livingston, 
Heather  Angel — Based  on  the  'Mark  of  Zorro'  this would  have  been  a  very  good  action  picture  if  they 
hadn't  made  it  in  color.  A  few  more  pictures  like this  one  and  colored  pictures  will  be  all  done.  A 
fairly  good  action  picture  with  very  poor  color  results 
in  poor  entertainment.  Played  January  31-February  1. 
—Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural 
patronage. 

OLD  CORRAL,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette 
— This  was  doubled  with  "The  General  Died  at  Dawn" and  is  on  par  with  the  usual  Gene  Autry  pictures. 
This  program  did  above  average  business  for  us. — 
J.  E.  Stocker,  Myrtle  Theater,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neigh- borhood patronage. 

SINGING  COWBOY,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Lois  Wilde 
— Autry  musical  westerns  outdraw  all  other  pictures 
so  typed.  Of  course  they  please;  otherwise  they 
wouldn't  do  so. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

THREE  MESQUITEERS:  Bob  Livingston,  Ray 
Corrigan— This  is  the  first  time  we  have  seen  Liv- 

ingston without  a  mask  and  it  is  our  opinion  that  if 
he  is  given  a  "break"  he  will  become  one  of  the  most 
popular  action  stars.  The  "Three  Mesquiteers"  ranks well  above  the  average  western.  Running  time,  60 
minutes.  Played  February  3-4. — Ted  Stump,  Elted 
Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BIG  GAME,  THE:  June  Travis,  Philip  Huston, 
James  Gleason — It's  only  a  fair  picture  and  this  is  no 
football  town,  so  it  died  a  miserable  death. — Walter 
Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

LAST  OUTLAW,  THE:  Harry  Carey,  Hoot  Gibson 
— Best  western  we  have  had  for  some  time,  but  cold 
weather  and  lots  of  snow  kept  them  at  home.  No 
business.  Well,  Mother  Nature  sure  puts  a  crimp 
on  you  whenever  she  wants  to  and  gets  away  with  the 
business.  Don't  be  afraid  of  this  one.  Step  on  it. 
Running  time,  eight  reels.  Played  January  30. — Rudolf 
Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

LAST  OUTLAW,  THE:  Harry  Carey,  Hoot  Gibson 
— Normal  business  to  a  satisfied  audience. — C.  W. 
Mills,  Arcade  Theatre,  Sodus,  N.  Y.  Family  patronage. 

MARY  OF  SCOTLAND:  Katharine  Hepburn,  Fred- 
ric  March — A  picture  that  we  lost  monev  on,  did  no 
business.  Just  wasted  on  those  who  saw  it.  RKO 
sure  knows  how  to  bring  on  box  office  heartaches. — 
Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.    General  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOY:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— Not  as good  as  some  these  stars  have  made.  Story  pretty 
weak.  Did  better  than  average  business  for  me. — 
Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  Small town  patronage. 

MUMMY'S  BOYS:  Wheeler  and  Woolsey— A  little 
above  the  recent  standard  for  this  team  but  they  draw 
only  a  small  house.  Should  please  wherever  their 
tomfoolery  is  liked.  Played  Tanuary  23. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

PLOUGH  AND  THE  STARS:  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
Preston  Foster — Merely  got  by  on  a  double  feature. 
Running  time,  eight  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess 
Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

PLOUGH  AND  THE  STARS,  THE:   Barbara  Stan- 
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wyck,  Preston  Foster — Well  made  picture  with  Barbara 
Stanwyck  and  Foster  doing  good  stuff,  but  as  for 
box  office,  decidedly  no.  Too  slow  was  the  verdict  and 
patrons  said  they  did  not  care  about  a  long  past 
Irish  one-day  fight.  Played  February  7-8. — P.  G. 
Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town 
patronage. 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Bobby  Breen,  May 
Robson — The  Bank  Night  crowd  liked  it.  Anyway,  far 
the  best  from  RKO  this  season  and  nary  a  gangster 
or  murder.  Running  time,  9  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart, 
Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Bobby  Breen— A 
very  good  picture  for  any  time  or  place.  Especially 
okay  as  a  family  attraction.  Bobby  is  tops  and  Louise 
Beavers  excellent  as  the  colored  mammy.  Played 
January  30. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

SPECIAL  INVESTIGATOR:  Richard  Dix— Dix  is 
consistently  good.  He's  great  in  this.  Story  very 
thrilling.— C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre,  Decatur, 111.    General  patronage. 

THAT  GIRL  FROM  PARIS:  Lily  Pons,  Gene  Ray- 
mond, Jack  Oakie — A  mighty  good  musical  comedy drama  with  Miss  Pons  and  her  supporters  all  doing 

classy  work.  Played  February  3-4. — P.  G.  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.   Small  town  patronage. 

WANTED:  JANE  TURNER:  Gloria  Stuart,  Lee 
Tracy — Fair  program  picture.  Plenty  of  action  and 
Lee  Tracy  makes  a  good  postal  inspector.  Good  en- 

tertainment. Played  February  3.— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

WE'RE  ONLY  HUMAN:  Preston  Foster— All  of 
the  assignments  this  star  acts  are  handled  beyond 
criticism.  If  your  following  like  the  he-man  stuff, 
here  you  are. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, Decatur,  111.     General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  ORDERS:  Sally  Eilers,  Robert  Arm- 
strong— Very  good  airplane  picture  which  only  did 

average  business.  I  wonder  how  much  money  RKO 
got  for  advertising  Phillips  66  gasoline  in  this  picture? 
The  advertising  shots  were  entirely  unnecessary  and 
very  noticeable.  —  Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre, 
Greenleaf,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

Twentieth  Century- Fox 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Jed  Prouty,  Spring  Byington 
— These  Jones  Family  pictures  give  satisfaction.  Believe 
this  is  the  best  of  the  series.  Running  time,  58 
minutes.  Played  January  22-23.— S.  J.  Backer,  Avon 
Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Rural  and  general 
patronage. 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Jed  Prouty,  Spring  Byington 
— There  seems  to  be  a  definite  place  for  this  series 
of  the  Jones  Family  and  if  they  can  continue  to  give 
this  Family  suitable  material  I  predict  a  long  life 
to  them.  This  subject  was  well  received  by  our 
patrons,  who  seemed  to  enjoy  every  minute  of  it.  This 
was  doubled  with  "Star  for  a  Night,"  which  I  would also  class  as  an  above  average  picture.  This  bill  gave 
us  a  goody  average  Sunday-Monday  business. — J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 
BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 

McCrea — My  personal  recommendation  for  the  best 
show  of  the  season.  Running  time,  10  reels. — E.  C. 
Arehart,  Princess  Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea— Do  not  allow  this  one  to  sneak  up  on  you 
without  plenty  of  pre-selling.  Stretch  the  advertising 
budget  a  bit  and  the  picture  will  live  up  to  every 
expectation.  It's  grand  entertainment  from  any  angle 
and  deserves  your  best  playing  time.  Walter  Brennan 
walked  away  with  all  acting  honors.  That  fellow  is 
great.  Business  swell  in  spite  of  adverse  conditions. 
Patrons'  reaction  all  to  the  good.  Running  time,  95 
minutes.  Played  January  29-30.— M.  R.  Harrington, 
Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

CAN  THIS  BE  DIXIE?:  Jane  Withers,  Slim  Sum- 
merville — Audience  was  uanimous  in  condemning  an 
inane  story.  Music  was  okay,  there  were  some  good 
numbers,  but  as  for  the  scenario,  most  of  the  audience 
would  pronounce  it  "Hooey."  And  did. — A.  E.  Han- cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Small 
town  patronage. 

CAREER  WOMAN:  Claire  Trever,  Michael  Whalen 
— Many  favorable  comments  from  the  Bank  Nighters. 
Running  time,  eight  reels.— E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess 
Theatre,  Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

LAUGHING  AT  TROUBLE:  Jane  Darwell,  Delma 
Byron — Nothing  big,  nothing  spectacular,  but  it 
pleased  and  entertained  to  a  high  degree.  There's something  thoroughly  satisfying  in  a  performance  by 
Jane  Darwell  and  our  patrons  always  enjoy  her  pic- 

tures. Business  fair  with  the  weather  proving  a 
bigger  attraction.  Running  time,  67  minutes.  Played 
January  27-28. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre, 
Clatskanie,  Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION:  Sonja  Henie,  Don  Ameche, 
Adolph*  Menjou — Here  is  a  picture  that  is  a  picture. 
First  time  I  ever  had  people  phone  me  after  seeing 
the  picture  and  requesting  me  to  ask  the  producers 
to  make  another  with  Sonja  in  it.  Swell  cast,  especially 
Sonja  and  Ameche.  She  is  a  honey.  We  struck  our 
seventh  blizzard  of  the  winter  and  lost  dough.  Run- 

ning time,  10  reels. — E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  Theatre, 
Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION:  Sonja  Henie,  Adolphe  Men- 
jou, Don  Ameche,  Arline  Judge,  Ritz  Brothers — A swell  title  for  a  swell  picture.  Absolutely  different  and 

entertaining  from  start  to  finish.  Nothing  objectionable 
but  the  Ritz  Brothers  in  one  scene.  Sonja  Henie  is 
very,  very  good  and  her  skating  is  truly  remarkable. 
This  is  a  hit  picture  in  every  respect.  Don  Ameche 
is  fine,  Arline  Judge  better  than  ever,  and  Adolphe 
Menjou  turns  in  a  swell  performance.  It's  a  grand 
show.  Played  February  1-2. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F. 
Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town 
and  CCC  patronage. 

PEPPER:  Jane  Withers,  Irvin  S.  Cobb— Pictures 
like  this  go  over  with  the  average  audience.  Down 
to  earth  and  easy  to  understand.  The  heavy  stuff 
finds  little  appeal  with  the  average  theatre-goer. 
Running  time,  65  minutes.  Played  February  27-28. — 
John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb. 
Small  town  patronage. 

PIGSKIN  PARADE:  Stuart  Erwin,  Patsy  Kelly, 
Jack  Healy,  Yacht  Club  Boys — More  actual  enter- tainment in  this  picture  than  anything  we  have  had 
for  months.  Just  a  fair  turnout  on  account  of  roads. 
Far  ahead  of  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing,"  which  did  not  go so  hot  with  our  patrons.  Menjou  not  popular  here. 
Running  time,  95  minutes.  Flayed  February  29-30.— 
John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb. 
Small  town  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — The  scen- 
ery was  beautiful  and  acting  good.  Believe  the  perfect 

English  dialogue  didn't  help  the  picture.  Running 
time,  84  minutes.  Played  January  24-26. — S.  J.  Backer, 
Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  General  and  rural 
patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— 
The  novelty  is  wearing  off,  and  I  hesitate  to  say  this, 
but  the  ladies  thought  the  Dionnes  acted  particularly 
dumb.  Whether  they  were  comparing  them  with  their 
own  bright  angels,  I  don't  know,  but  they  did  act  like a  bunch  of  trained  seals.  It  seems  to  me  that  they 
have  been  cloistered  so  much  that  they  don't  seem to  have  developed  into  normal  children.  They  are  too 
young  to  expect  much  of  them,  and  I  expect  them  to 
lose  their  draw  at  the  box  office. — A.  E.  Hancock, 
Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Small  town 
patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets— Did  about  as  much 
on  this  with  Bank  Night  as  we  did  on  "The  Country 
Doctor."  Roads  bad  for  several  weeks,  but  the  Quints drew  most  people  we  have  had  out  for  some  time. 
Patrons  pleased  with  picture  and  drew  many  favor- 

able comments.  Running  time,  80  minutes.  Played 
February  3-4.— John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre, 
Beaver  City,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets— Very  disappointing. 
Not  one-half  as  good  as  "The  Country  Doctor,"  and did  not  gross  nearly  as  much.  Our  patrons  did  not 
fail  to  say  they  did  not  think  so  much  of  it.— C.  O. 
Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore,  June  Lang — Playing  to  the 
lowest  gross  in  the  past  three  years.  The  picture  was 
not  well  received.  It  is  very  evident  that  here  the 
public  does  not  want  war  pictures.  False  heroics  was 
Barrymore's  part,  the  old  soldier  that  died  for  his 
boy.  I  don't  think  that  Barrymore  liked  the  role  any 
too  well. — A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia 
City,  Ind.    Small  town  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore,  June  Lang — A  very  serious 
and  well-performed  story  of  the  French  army  in  the 
World  War.  In  addition  to  the  three  top  stars  there 
is  here  introduced  to  the  screen  the  charming  and 
talented  June  Lang.  Gregory  Ratoff,  as  the  carefree 
sergeant,  provides  most  of  the  humor.  Pictures  like 
this  should  prove  one  of  the  strongest  arguments 
against  war,  its  futility  and  useless  horror.  Our 
audience  gave  it  neither  criticism  nor  applause.  Run- 

ning time,  100  minutes.  Played  February  6. — J.  A. 
Reynolds,  Recreational  Director,  New  Jersey  State 
Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

SING,  BABY,  SING:  Alice  Faye,  Adolphe  Menjou 
—A  good  musical  but  not  very  good  box  office  attrac- 

tion. This  did  not  make  any  money  for  us  on  ac- 
count of  the  rental  being  too  high.  Running  time,  87 

minutes— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

STAR  FOR  A  NIGHT:  Jane  Darwell,  Claire  Trevor 
—Good  program  picture  that  pleased.  Ideal  for  family night.  Running  time,  72  minutes.  Played  January 
27-28.— S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D. Rural  and  general  patronage. 

STAR  FOR  A  NIGHT:  Jane  Darwell,  Claire  Trevor 
—Good  little  program  picture.  Running  time,  76 
minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold, Iowa.    General  patronage. 

STAR  FOR  A  NIGHT:  Jane  Darwell,  Claire  Trevor 
This  was  double  billed  with  "Back  to  Nature"  and  I 
would  class  it  as  an  above  average  picture.  This  bill 
gave  us  a  good  Sunday-Monday  business.— J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  Neighbor- hood patronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young— 
Don't  tell  me  our  little  mortgage  lifter  is  slipping  for 
box  office  pull,  which  this  did,  as  did  "Dimples,"  but 
the  roads  and  weather  were  somewhat  against  it. 
Heavens  help  us  if  she  is  really  skidding.  Oh,  the 
picture;  it's  a  honey;  a  real  one  with  a  nifty  cast. Running  time,  10  reels.— E.  C.  Arehart,  Princess  The- 

atre, Odebolt,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young— At 
last,  Shirley  gets  a  break  in  story  and  cast  and  a 
director  who  has  held  the  little  star  down  to  a  mini- 

mum of  mugging.  The  result  is  the  best  Temple  pic- 
ture of  all.  Business  very  poor,  but  the  biggest  storm 

of  the  year  accounted  for  that.  Patrons  who  did  wade 
through  the  snow  were  glad  they  had  done  so  and 
were  well  rewarded  for  their  efforts.  Running  time, 
86  minutes.  Played  January  31- February  3. — M.  R. 
Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small town  and  rural  patronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young- 
Shirley  is  tops  again  in  this  picture.  One  of  her  best, 
and  what  a  feeling  of  relief  after  her  last  one.  The 
old  fans  came  back  in  droves  to  see  "Stowaway."  A good  story,  a  fine  supporting  cast,  and  excellent  work 
by  Shirley  make  this  fine  entertainment.  Played  Janu- 

ary 25-26.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland 
Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

UNDER  YOUR  SPELL:  Lawrence  Tibbett,  Wendy 
Barrie,  Gregory  Ratoff— Again  Tibbett  has  proved  that 
he  has  not  a  thing  to  attract  patronage.  His  continu- 

ous bursting  into  song  to  exploit  his  voice  was  bor- 
ing to  the  extreme.  A  wasted  booking  in  this  house. 

The  public  was  disgruntled  having  to  sit  through  it. — 
A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City, 
Ind.    Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER:  Warner  Baxter,  June  Lang- 
Above  average  program  and  seemed  to  please  our 
patrons.  Tale  of  man  exiled  to  Africa  who  later  has 
in  his  power  the  man  responsible  for  the  exile.  The 
man's  daughter  causes  the  "White  Hunter"  to  pass  up 
his  revenge.  But  Fox  allocated  the  picture  too  high. 
Played  February  5-6. — P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  HUNTER,  THE:  Warner  Baxter,  June 
Lang — The  Martin  Johnsons  deserved  the  credit  for 
what  production  value  this  picture  contains.  Their 
scenes  were  obvious,  especially  as  they  followed  similar 
ones  shown  in  Fox  Movietone  News  as  it  eulogized 
Johnson's  recent  death.  So  thin  is  the  story  plot  that 
the  result,  whether  or  not  this  be  true,  is  pretty  un- 

important. Baxter  does  the  best  he  can  with  the  role. 
Played  Januaiy  27.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theater,  Pen- acook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

COME  AND  GET  IT:  Edward  Arnold,  Joel  McCrea, 
Frances  Farmer,  Walter  Brennan — A  stellar  attrac- 

tion in  every  respect  and  one  that  pleased  the  patrons 
just  about  100  per  cent.  Proved  interesting  locally 
because  of  theme  of  story,  since  this  is  a  logging 
country  also.  Every  role  an  outstanding  one,  with 
highest  honors  to  Walter  Brennan  as  "Swan"  and Frances  Farmer  as  Lotta.  Business  good  considering 
the  unusual  weather.  Running  time,  98  minutes. 
Flayed  January  24-26.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon 
Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

DODSWORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton, 
Mary  Astor — An  excellent  marital  drama.  We  regret 
to  state  our  'masses'  failed  to  attend.  Our  class 
patronage  enjoyed  it  but  unfortunately  they  are  in 
the  minority,  so  box  office  was  very  low.  Played 
January  21-22.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 

cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

GAY  DESPERADO,  THE:  Nino  Martini,  Ida  Lupino 
—This  is  a  delightful  picture  any  way  you  look  at  it. 
Those  who  got  the  spoofing  at  the  gangster  drama  cer- 

tainly enjoyed  it.  Those  who  took  it  straight  also 
got  their  money's  worth.  Everyone  who  had  any  part in  this  can  take  a  bow:  director,  photographer,  sound 
men  and  the  entire  cast.  We  barely  did  average  busi- 

ness on  this  but  it  is  not  the  fault  of  the  picture. 
—J.  E.  Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. Neighborhood  patronage. 

Universal 

CONFLICT:  John  Wayne— A  very  good  action  pic- 
ture but  my  patrons  want  John  Wayne  in  good  west- 

erns—W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. General  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  WATERS:  Jack  Holt— I  have  played 
him  since  18  or  19  years  back  "thar"  when  he  was 
nearly  bald,  up  to  now  when  his  toupee  covered  pate 
makes  him  even  handsomer  than  he  was  at  the  begin- 

ning of  those  eighteen  years.  I  have  never  seen  a 
picture  of  his  that  wasn't  good.  "Dangerous  Waters" 
a  dynamic  success. — C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatre, Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 

DON'T  GET  PERSONAL:  James  Dunn,  Sally 
Eilers — Dunn  and  Eilers  are  favorites  here.  Excellent 
reaction  to  their  production.  Business  normal.  Played 
January  23.— C.  W.  Mills,  Arcade  Theater,  Sodus, N.  Y.    Family  patronage. 

MY  MAN  GODFREY:  William  Powell,  Carole  Lom- 
(Continued  on  followinn  Page) 

r  ATTENTION  THEATRE  EXECUTIVES! 
Young  Man  26,  Desires  Manager's  Position With  Circuit  —  7  Years  Experience  An  Inde- 

pendent Exhibitor.  Managing  Own  Houses  — 
Experienced  Buying,  Booking,  Advertising,  Etc. 
Neat  Appearance.  Ambitious,  Earnest,  Honest, 
Wants  Career  With  Growing  Circuit  —  Go 
Anywhere  —  WRITE  At  Once!  Box  1000, 

^^Motion  Picture  Herald. 
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lard — One  of  the  best  comedy  features  we've  played in  some  time.  Acting  was  superb  by  everyone,  but 
for  some  reason  didn't  get  as  much  business  as  we 
should  have.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

SILVER  SPURS:  Buck  Jones— Picked  up  six  of 
these  I  had  not  played  and  they  really  do  the  business. 
Played  January  29-30. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  The- 

atre, Piedmont,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS:  Deanna  Durbin,  Binnie 
Barnes,  Alice  Brady,  Charles  Winninger — To  express 
in  words  what  our  patrons  thought  and  to  be  able 
to  say  how  much  enjoyment  they  got  from  this  master- 

piece would  be  futile.    It  took  Universal  to  give  us 
Showboat,"  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  now  this  out- standing artist,  Deanna  Durbin.  Many  of  our  female 

customers  sat  through  two  and  three  shows  on  Sun- 
day. Others  came  back  and  saw  it  the  second  time. 

More  power  to  Universal  for  more  like  this  one  and, 
to  Adele  Comandini,  its  writer,  and  Henry  Koster,  its 
director. — Gail  Bush,  Avalon  Theatre,  Thief  River 
Falls,  Minn.    General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland — I  made  a  special  effort  so  that  our  patrons 
saw  this  from  the  start.  I  got  enough  other  pictures 
to  start  the  show  with  and  only  ran  "Anthony  Ad- 

verse" once  during  the  evening.  It  is  the  kind  of a  picture  they  really  should  see  from  the  start.  This 
picture  drew  better  than  I  expected  seeing  that  most 
of  our  patrons  are  the  socalled  working  class  and  their 
families.  We  ran  this  three  nights  on  two  of  which 
it  rained  quite  hard  and  even  on  the  rainy  nights 
it  drew  above  average.  It  is  a  big  picture  in  every 
way  and  it  held  our  patrons  spellbound.  The  fact 
that  they  all  saw  it  from  the  start  no  doubt  added  to 
the  enjoyment  of  our  patrons. — J  E.  Stocker,  Myrtle 
Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE,  THE:  Errol 
Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland — Another  one  of  those 
super-colossal  epics.  And  yet,  fine  as  it  is,  it  took 
a  box  office  nosedive.  Too  bad,  the  women  especially 
weren't  interested.  Played  January  31-February  1. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

CHARGE  OF  THE  LIGHT  BRIGADE,  THE:  Errol 
Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland — Here  is  one  of  the  great- 

est pictures  of  all  time.  The  actual  Charge  rivals 
DeMille  in  its  realism  and  the  directorial  work 
throughout  is  excellent.  Because  of  severe  cold  weather 
and  the  "flu,"  coupled  with  the  apathy  our  patrons 
generally  show  toward  really  fine  pictures,  the  at- 

tendance was  small,  but  those  who  did  see  it  were 
loud  in  their  praise.  We  repeat,  this  is  a  great 
picture.  Running  time,  114  minutes.  Played  January 
24-25.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Asarokee,  Mont. 
Rural  patronage. 

ONE  WAY  PASSAGE  (re-issue):  Kay  Francis, 
William  Powell — Ran  this  on  a  Bank  Night.  Pleased 
but  could  see  no  use  in  bringing  back  a  picture  made 
five  years  ago  with  no  more  of  story  than  this  had. 
These  big  star  names  don't  mean  as  much  in  the 
smaller  theatre  and  you  can  tell  that  by  putting  them 
on  some  of  your  off  nights  and  trying  to  pull  them  in. 
Running  time,  69  minutes.  Played  January  20-21. — 
John  J.  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver  City,  Neb. 
Small  town  patronage. 

POLO  JOE:  Joe  E.  Brown,  Carol  Hughes— While 
slightly  below  Joe's  standard,  it  still  appealed  to  Joe's clientele  and  consequently  we  had  good  business  and 
no  kicks.  Strangely  enough,  there  has  been  only 
$2.00  variance  in  gross  receipts  in  the  last  four  Joe  E. 
Brown  pictures  we  have  shown.  Played  January  29- 
30.  —  Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont. Rural  patronage. 

SMART  BLONDE:  Glenda  Farrell,  Barto  MacLane 
— Here  is  a  newspaper  story  plus  A-l  comedy  that  is 
a  pleasure  to  show.  Pleased  our  Friday  and  Saturday 
patrons  100  per  cent.  There  is  nothing  lacking  to 
make  it  top-notch  entertainment.  Running  time,  60 
minutes.  Played  January  29-30.— S.  J.  Backer,  Avon 
Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Rural  and  general 
patronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

GRIP,  GRUNTS  AND  GROANS:  3  Stooges— 
FALSE  ALARMS:  3  Stooges— The  lousiest,  low-brow, 
slapstick  comedies  made,  but  the  cash  customers  like 
them  and  that  is  more  than  I  can  say  for  any  other 
comedies.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theater,  Greenleaf, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

GRIP,  GRUNTS  AND  GROANS:  3  Stooges— An- 
other slapstick  knockout.  Our  Saturday  patrons  almost 

wrecked  the  seats.  An  uproar  from  start  to  finish. 
If  you  want  nonsense  that  will  get  laughs,  you  can't 
beat  the  Stooges.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

IN  MY  GONDOLA:  Color  Rhapsodies— Good  Car- 
toon.—A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo. 

Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

MERRY  CAFE:  Krazy  Kat  Cartoons— A  pleasing 
black  and  white  cartoon  of  Krazy  Kat. — Harold  C. 
Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

MERRY  MUTINEERS:  Color  Rhapsodies— A  dandy. 

Will  please  anywhere. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

PLAYING  POLITICS:  Scrappy  Cartoons— A  medi- 
ocre cartoon  effort. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 

Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

SKIING  IS  BELIEVING:  New  World  of  Sport 
Series — A  thrilling  and  very  entertaining  number  in 
this  good  series. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Pena- 

cook, N.  H.    General  patronage. 

STAR  GAZERS:  Columbia  Tours— Not  so  hot 
travelogue.  The  costume  prelude  and  postlude  didn't 
help  in  our  house  anyway. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  The- 

atre, Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

STORY  OF  NORTON  I,  EMPEROR  OF  THE 
UNITED  STATES:  Featurettes— Our  folk  didn't  get 
much  out  of  this  hodge  podge. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Educational 

BULLY  FROG,  A:  Paul  Terry -Toons— Quite  the 
best  cartoon  in  this  series  for  a  long  time.  Okay. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

CHEMIST,  THE:  Buster  Keaton— Up  to  the  aver- 
age, and  Keaton's  comedies  are  favorites  here.  Run- 
ning time,  19  minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon 

Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

GAGS  AND  GALS:  Jefferson  Machamer— Only  fair. 
Won't  get  much  favorable  audience  support,  so  why 
play  it?— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacooki 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

GOING  NATIVE:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— Very 
good.  Running  time,  nine  minutes. — P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General  patron- 
age. 

PINK  LEMONADE:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— Good. 
Running  time,  eight  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

PINK  LEMONADE:  Song  and  Comedy  Hits— Good 
one-reeler  with  the  Cabin  Kids. — Walter  Hohlfeld, 
Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

SALTY  McGUIRE:  Paul  Terry-Toons— A  fair  car- 
toon. Much  beter  than  most  of  the  series. — C.  O. 

Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

SCREEN  TEST,  THE:  Buster  West,  Tom  Fatricola 
— Good  comedy  that  kept  the  patrons  in  the  laughing 
mood.  Running  time,  20  minutes. — S.  J.  Backer,  Avon 
Theatre,  Hankinson,  N.  D.  Rural  and  general  patron- 
age. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

ALIBI  RACKET:  Crime  Doesn't  Pay  Series— Crime 
Does'nt  Pay  is  a  good  subject,  but  it  should  not  be shown,  because  it  gives  the  gangster  a  very  good 
education  on  how  to  go  about  the  racket.  They  don't see  the  good  side  of  the  story,  being  caught.  They 
just  take  a  chance  anyway  to  get  away  with  it.  Run- 

ning time,  two  reels. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

AQUATIC  ARTISTRY:  MGM  Sports  Parade- 
Usual  good  sport  reel.  Swimmers,  of  course. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

BORED  OF  EDUCATION:  Our  Gang-  Best  one-reel 
comedy  we  have  ever  shown. — A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont 
Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

HOW  TO  BE  A  DETECTIVE:  Robert  Benchley— 
Terrible.  Not  a  smile  from  start  to  finish.— C.  O. 
Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland, 
Ala.    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

NEIGHBORHOOD  HOUSE:  Charley  Chase— Very 
good  Chase  comedy.— C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

NO  PLACE  LIKE  ROME:  Musical  Comedies  Series 
—SWING  BANDITRY:  Georgie  Stoll  and  his  Or- 

chestra—These two  MGM  shorts  drew  as  many  laughs 
and  as  much  comment  as  some  of  the  slapstick  stuff 
we  have  been  showing  our  Bargain  Day  crowds.  Two 
of  the  cleverest  and  most  different  shorts  we  have 
run  in  a  long  time.  You  can't  go  wrong  with  Metro 
shorts— Gail  Bush,  Avalon  Theatre,  Thief  River  Falls, Minn.    General  patronage. 

OLD  MILL  POND,  THE:  Happy  Harmonies— One 
of  the  best  cartoons  we  have  shown.  Excellent. — A.  B. 
Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo.  Small 
town  and  rural  patronage. 

PUPS'  PICNIC:  Happy  Harmonies— A  very  pleas- ing color  short.  The  kids  went  for  it  in  a  big  way.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, Canada.  General  patronage. 

SUNKIST  STARS  AT  PALM  SPRINGS:  Musical 
Comedies— Don't  miss  playing  this.  The  beautiful ladies  in  color  stole  the  show.  We  played  it  to  hold- 

over audience.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Til- 
bury, Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

SWING   BANDITRY:    Tabloid   Musicals— A  good 

band  in  a  so-so  setting.  Story  idea  fell  flat.  No 
attempt  to  make  a  story  background  would  be  a  better 
policy  than  to  drag  in  one  like  this. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

SWING  BANDITRY:  Georgie  Stoll  and  Orchestra- 
Good  musical  reel. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram, 
Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  town  and  CCC 
patronage. 

TO  SPRING:  Happy  Harmonies— A  perfectly  swell 
cartoon  in  gorgeous  colors.  A  classy  addition  to  any 
program.—  L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Paramount 

CATCHING  TROUBLE:  Grantland  Rice  Sport- 
lights — A  wild  animal  catcher  fills  his  order  for  one 
bobcat,  two  baby  bears  and  three  rattlesnakes.  It 
keeps  you  on  the  edge  of  the  seat  from  start  to  the 
finish.  Running  time,  one  reel. — Rudolf  Duba,  Royal 
Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

HOLD  THE  WIRE:  Popeye  the  Sailor— Not  as 
good  as  most  Popeyes.— A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  The- 

atre, Piedmont,  Mo.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

I  DON'T  WANT  TO  MAKE  HISTORY:  V.  Lopez 
and  Orchestra— HILLS  OF  OLD  WYOMIN',  THE: 
The  Westerners — These  Screen  Songs  are  a  clever 
combination  of  cartoon  and  band  act.  They  might  as 
well  leave  out  the  bouncing  ball,  my  audience  will  not 
sing.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan. Small  town  patronage. 

KNOCK,  KNOCK,  WHO'S  THERE:  Vincent  Lopez 
and  His  Orchestra — Prett  good  band  act.  Running 
time,  eight  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre, Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

MOVIE  MELODIES  ON  PARADE:  Headliners— 
Very  good.  Running  time,  eight  minutes.— P.  G.  Held, 
New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.  General 
patronage. 

MUSIC  IN  THE  MORGAN  MANNER:  Russ  Mor- 
gan and  Orchestra— Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody:  Ferde 

Grofe  and  Orchestra — Musical  Fashions:  Ina  Ray  Hut- 
ton  and  Her  Melodears — Play,  Don:  Don  Bestor  and 
Orchestra— Rah,  Rah,  Football:  Will  Osborne  and 
Collegiates — These  Headliners  are  all  good  band  or 
orchestra  acts;  not  big,  but  good  melody  and  good 
recording.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Green- 

leaf, Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

MUSIC  OVER  BROADWAY:  Headliners— Good. 
Running    time,    eight    minutes. — P.    G.    Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.    General  patronage. 

POPULAR  SCIENCE:  No.  1— A  variety  reel  in 
color  which  proved  of  interest.  Running  time,  10 
minutes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clat- 

skanie, Ore.   Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

TRAINING  PIGEONS:  Betty  Boop  Cartoons- 
Pretty  good  cartoon  comedy.  Running  time,  seven 
minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold, 
Iowa.    General  patronage. 

YOU'RE  NOT  BUILT  THAT  WAY:  Betty  Boop 
Cartoons — These  Betty  Boop  cartoons  are  only  average 
cartoons  and  while  they  are  as  good  as  most  other 
black  and  white  cartoons,  they  are  not  worth  the  extra 
money  Paramount  asks. — Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  The- 

atre, Greenleaf,  Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BAD  MEDICINE:  Headliner  Series— A  try  at  mak- 
ing a  comedy  that  brought  a  few  laughs  in  between 

the  groans.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

BOLD  KING  COLE:  Rainbow  Parade  Cartoons- 
Good  color  cartoon.  Running  time,  eight  minutes. — 
P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. General  patronage. 

CAMP  MEETIN':  Hall  Johnson  Choir— Pretty  good. 
A  little  too  much  singing  and  not  enough  dancing. 
Running  time,  19  minutes.— P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.     General  patronage. 

CAMP  MEETIN':  Radio  Musical  Comedies— Ter- 
rible. Negro  singing  and  shouting  for  twenty  minutes 

was  too  long.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Green- leaf, Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

DEBONAIR  NEW  ORLEANS:  Easy  Aces— Our 
patrons  seem  to  enjoy  the  Easy  Aces  and  their 
running  fire  of  comments  as  an  educational  reel 
unfolds,  making  a  partial  comedy  of  a  fact  or  travel 
reel— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. Small  town  patronage. 

GRAVEYARD  OF  SHIPS:  World  on  Parade— An 
excellent  short  beautifully  photographed.  Interesting 
material.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

HERMIT  OF  CRABLAND:  Struggle  to  Live  Series 
— Personally  do  not  care  for  these  series  although  they 
are  instructive.  Nobody  seems  to  give  them  much 
praise.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,. On- 

tario, Canada.    General  patronage. 

HIGH,  WIDE  AND  DASHING:  Sport  With  Bill 
Corum — Average  for  the  series. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

LALAPALOOSA:    Headliner   Series— Not  so  good. 
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I  asked  the  booker  for  a  good  two-reeler  and  this  is 
what  they  sent.  I  eiuess  RKO  just  can't  make  good shorts.— Walter  Hohlfeld,  Elite  Theatre,  Greenleaf, 
Kan.    Small  town  patronage. 

RADIO  BARRED:  Radio  Flash  Comedies— A  dandy 
comedy  and  laughs  all  over  it.  Running  time,  two 
reels— Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

SINGING  WHEELS:  Sports  with  Bill  Corum— 
Only  fair.  These  one-reel  Corums  don't  go  over  for 
us.  Running  time,  nine  minutes. — P.  G.  Held,  New 
Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa.     General  patronage. 

SWING  IT:  Louis  Prima  and  Orchestra— This  is 
without  a  doubt  the  "hottest"  band  piece  ever  filmed. 
Not  much  in  the  way  of  a  plot;  doesn't  need  one. Our  audience  fairly  ate  it  up,  asked  for  a  second 
showing.  Prima  may  be  copying  Louis  Armstrong's 
stuff.  If  so,  it's  still  okay  by  us.  Book  this  one  and give  our  audience  a  real  treat.  Running  time,  10 
minutes. — J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Director,  New 
Jersey  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.    Prison  patronage. 

SWAMP  LAND:  Struggle  to  Live  Series— A  good 
subject  describing  denizens  of  swamp  lands. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Fenacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

UPPERCUTLETS:  Walter  Catlett— Patrons'  ver- 
dict, "slow  and  tiresome,  too  much  talk." — P.  G. Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town 

patronage. 

WEDTIME  STORY,  A:  Headliner  Series— Best 
comedy  we  have  had  for  a  long  time.  It  makes  you 
feel  that  you  are  living  the  parts  yourself.  Give  us 
more  like  it.  Thanks,  RKO.  Running  time,  two  reels. 
—Rudolf  Duba,  Royal  Theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.  Small 
town  patronage. 

United  Artists 

MICKEY'S  RIVAL:  Mickey  Mouse— Another  good 
laugh  getter.  Running  time,  8  minutes. — M.  R.  Har- 

rington, Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

PLUTO'S  JUDGMENT  DAY:  Silly  Smphonies— Very  good  short  subject.  Running  time,  nine  minutes. 
—P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand  Theatre,  Griswold,  Iowa. 
General  patronage. 

Universal 

GUS  VAN'S  GARDEN  PARTY:  Mentone  Musical 
Comedies — Only  fair  group  of  acts  in  this  one.  Mild 
entertainment.  Our  folks  don't  care  for  Gus  Van. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 
General  patronage. 

KIDDIE  REVUE:  Oswald  Cartoons— Our  patrons 
did  not  think  this  up  to  the  usual  Oswald  standard. — 
A.  B.  Jefferis,  Piedmont  Theatre,  Piedmont,  Mo. 
Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

Vitaphone 

BACKYARD  BROADCAST,  THE:  Broadway  Brev- 
ities— I  find  that  children's  voices  as  a  rule  do  not 

reproduce  well  and  these  youngsters  are  no  exception. 
The  dancing  parts  are  very  well  done. — Harold  C. 
Allison,  Baldwin  Theatre,  Baldwin,  Mich.  Small  town 
patronage. 

TICKETS  PLEASE:  Broadway  Brevities  Series- 
Only  fair  entertainment.  Running  time,  20  minutes. 
— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre,  Bengough,  Sas- 

katchewan, Can.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

VITAPHONE  HIPPODROME:  Molly  Picon,  John- 
ny Lee — Not  so  hot  on  this  one.  Pass  it  up.  Run- 

ning time,  1  reel.— A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough  Theatre, 
Bengough,  Saskatchewan,  Can.  Small  town  and  rural 
patronage. 

Amio  Tollock 

REVOLT  IN  SPAIN:  Authentic,  uncensored  pic- 
tures of  the  terrible,  bloody  struggle  in  Spain.  The 

most  amazing  shot  is  a  hidden  machine  gunner  that 
actually  kills  an  entire  army;  a  very  lovely  scene  for 
those  that  are  advocating  war  as  a  remedy  for  the 
depression.  Will  do  extra  business.  Play  it!  Running 
time,  31  minutes.  S.  J.  Backer,  Avon  Theatre,  Han- 
kinson,  N.  D.    Rural  and  general  patronage. 

Serials 

Universal 

ACE  DRUMMOND:  John  King,  Jean  Rogers— This 
is  an  above  average  serial  as  serials  go.  There  is  a 
mystery  angle  to  this  that  keeps  them  guessing  to 
the  end  as  to  who  is  the  mysterious  dragon.  But 
why,  oh  why,  do  they  do  such  things  in  serials  as 
for  instance  at  the  end  of  chapter  ten,  when  the  hero 
is  seen  clutching  a  vine  which  tears  out  by  the  roots 
and  you  see  him  plunging  down  to  sure  death.  At 
the  start  of  chapter  11  you  see  the  vine  come  out  by the  roots  and  catch  between  rocks,  not  the  sign  of  a 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  February  13 

CAPITOL 
Wanted:  A  Master  MGM 

CRITERION 

Nut  Guilty   Vitaphone 
Jimmy  Lunceford  and 

His  Orchestra   Vitaphone 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  in  the 

Tin  Can  Tourist  Educational 

MUSIC  HALL 
March  of  Time,  No.  7.  ...  RKO  Radio 

PARAMOUNT 

I'm  in  the  Army  Now  Paramount 
Where  Snow  Is  King  Paramount 

RIALTO 
On  the  Nose  Paramount 
Swing  Banditry   MGM 

RIVOLI 

Sporting  Pals   Paramount 
Three  Blind  Mouseketeers ..  United  Artists 

ROXY 

Bad   Housekeeping   RKO  Radio 
Stranger  Than  Fiction, 

No.  32   Universal 
A  Boy  and  His  Dog  Columbia 

STRAND 

Porky's  Road  Race  Vitaphone 
Along  the  Mediterranean  ..  Vitaphone 

fall  other  than  a  few  feet,  which  got  the  razz  that  it 
deserved.  That  intelligent  serial  producers  should 
make  such  blunders  is  beyond  me  and  they  do  it  week 
after  week.  There  is  no  need  to  almost  kill  the  hero 
at  the  end  of  a  chapter.  Take  any  fairly  well  knit 
story  and  stop  almost  anywhere  and  most  movie 
patrons  will  want  to  know  what  happens  further  along. 
To  serial  makers:  please,  oh  please,  stop  this  silly 
nonsense,  as  for  instance  having  an  airplane  explode 
in  mid-air  and  come  plunging  to  earth  several  thousand 
feet  in  flames  and  in  the  next  chapter  having  the  hero 
get  up  without  a  scratch.  Similar  chapter  endings  have 
been  done  over  and  over  again  to  the  great  injury 
of  serials  in  general.  Serials  have  a  definite  place. 
The  children  look  for  them  weekly,  but  even  the  chil- 

dren give  those  kind  of  endings  the  razz. — J.  E. 
Stocker,  Myrtle  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich.  General 
patronage. 

Many  at  Columbia  Party 
Numerous  out-of-town  exhibitors  and 

Columbia  branch  managers  attended  the  an- 
nual dinner  and  dance  held  last  Saturday  at 

the  Waldorf-Astoria  in  New  York.  Among 

the  branch  managers  were  Tim  O'Toole, 
Boston,  and  Harry  Ragavon,  New  Haven. 
Louis  Schine  came  down  from  Gloversville. 
N.  Y. 

Lesser  With  Radio 

Sol  Lesser,  producer,  was  reported  by 
Motion  Picture  Herald  as  releasing  Bobbv 

Breen's  next  picture,  "Boy  Blue,"  through. 
Twentieth  Century  -  Fox  last  week.  Mr. 
Lesser  releases  his  action  series  through  that 
company  but  the  Breen  features  are  handled 

by  RKO-Radio. 

Lustiq  Leaves  Belle  Theatres 
David  Lustig,  manager,  supervisor  and 

publicity  chief  for  Belle  Theatres  and  Man- 
hattan Playhouses  in  New  York  has  re- 

signed after  11  years  with  the  companies. 

Samuels  with  United  Artists 

Charles  Samuels,  formerly  of  King  Fea- 
tures, has  joined  the  United  Artists  home 

office  publicity  department  under  Mver 
Beck. 

Film  Division  Record 

Cited  in  Hospital  Aid 

The  distinguished  service  of  the  motion 

picture  division  in  the  United  Hospital  Cam- 
paign was  recognized  by  Stuart  M.  Crocker, 

campaign  chairman,  and  Edward  R.  Stet- 
tinius,  chairman  of  the  commerce  and  indus- 

try committee,  at  the  final  report  luncheon 
in  New  York  this  week.  Honorable  men- 

tion for  the  largest  percentage  increase  in 
amount  of  gifts  was  awarded  to  the  motion 
picture  division,  chairman  of  which  was 
Major  Leslie  E.  Thompson,  head  of  RKO 
theatre  operations. 

A  total  of  $1,970,813  was  raised  in  the 

campaign  for  the  support  of  essential  com- 
munity service  in  88  voluntary  hospitals  in 

New  York.  This  was  nearly  $200,000  more 
than  was  raised  last  year  in  the  hospital 
campaign.  The  motion  picture  division 
raised  $6,775.  The  campaign  was  sponsored 
by  the  United  Hospital  Fund,  of  which 
David  McAlpine  Pyle  is  president. 

Paid  Million  to  Former 

Wife,  Says  Griffith 
David  Wark  Griffith  charged  in  the  su- 

preme court  in  New  York  Tuesday  that  for 

a  quarter  of  a  century  he  had  paid  out  "over 
$1,000,000"  to  Mrs.  Linda  Avidson  Griffith 
to  silence  her.  Mr.  Griffith's  statements  were 
made  in  answer  to  suits  by  Mrs.  Griffith  de- 

manding $35,000  back  alimony  and  nullifica- 
tion of  the  former  director's  marriage  last 

March  to  Evelyn  Marjorie  Baldwin  of  New 
York. 

Mr.  Griffith  is  making  counter-claims 

charging  damage  to  his  reputation  and  busi- 
ness and  has  demanded  $500,000  from  his ex-wife. 

Opening  Detroit  Branch 
Sam  Dembow,  Jr.,  is  in  Detroit  to  open 

a  branch  office  of  National  Screen  Service 
and  National  Screen  Accessories.  The  new 

office  will  bring  the  total  of  the  company's 
branches  to  25,  with  more  scheduled  to  open 

during  the  next  few  months. 

THEATRE 

ACCOUNTING 

by  WILLIAM   F.  MORRIS 
(Certified  Public  Accountant) 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO   QUESTION   NO.  516 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  56  was:  (A) 
What  is  meant  by  the  focal  length  of  a  simple 
lens?  (B)  Define  these  terms:  perpendicular, 
brilliancy,  chromatic  aberration,  free  diameter, 
simple  lens,  angle  of  incidence,  principal  axis, 
compound  lens,  angle  of  refraction,  working 
distance  and  back  focus.  (C)  Does  a  light  ray 
change  its  direction  while  passing  through  the 
body  of  a  lensf 
The  following  made  acceptable  replies :  C. 

Rau  and  S.  Evans ;  D.  Danielson ;  G.  E.  Doe ; 
T.  F.  Bochert;  W.  C.  Brown;  J.  R.  Prater; 
C.  Oldham ;  W.  Limroth ;  L.  Cimikoski ;  H. 
Edwards ;  P.  and  L.  Felt ;  A.  L.  Cooper ;  S.  O. 
Sears;  R.  and  K.  Wells;  H.  B.  Smith;  G. 
Thompson;  G.  H.  Schmidt;  D.  E.  Birdsong; 
D.  Pollock ;  C.  Lonie ;  L.  Hayes ;  C.  Champ- 
ney ;  D.  P.  Miller ;  W.  R.  Warner ;  F.  Barkey ; 
N.  A.  Schultz ;  U.  S.  Logan ;  C.  and  S.  E. 
Gay ;  H.  J.  Abernathy  and  R.  Tompkins ;  C. 
Hawkens ;  S.  Q.  and  O.  M.  Mallaby ;  F.  Went- 
worth ;  B.  L.  Sanderson ;  T.  T.  Golley ;  E.  and 
G.  E.  Lomax;  C.  L.  Mosier ;  F.  E.  Dorp,  H.  A. 
Ames  and  R.  Dennis ;  L.  and  W.  R.  Matthews ; 
H.  D.  Stonybrook ;  E.  L.  Stanford ;  F.  H.,  S. 
and  P.  Dalbey ;  F.  L.  and  L.  Savior ;  J.  G. 
Brown ;  D.  Morgan ;  G.  Lantry  and  W.  L.  Bol- 

ton ;  G.  Caldwell ;  A.  D.  Lonby ;  C.  H.  Lowrie 
and  H.  Lathrope ;  T.  L.  Redhouse ;  H.  P. 
Richardson ;  B.  and  M.  Walker ;  E.  N.  Solo- 

mon; M.  Mitchell;  J.  K.  Robinson;  T.  W. 
Wilson ;  T.  L.  Brown  and  W.  V.  Henderson ; 
R.  R.  Jacobs  and  B.  B.  Hornstein ;  P.  F.  Max- 

well and  R.  D.  Hicks;  D.  Davis  and  E.  M. 
Brown;  F.  L.  Birch;  F.  H.  and  L.  Klar  and 
T.  H.  Morton;  M.  F.  Robinson  and  L.  A. 
Beachwood ;  D.  H.  Purcell ;  W.  R.  Baxter  and 
R.  N.  Davis ;  J.  Weiser  ;  O.  Hunt ;  H.  L.  Lilly ; 
L.  B.  Masters;  C.  L.  Davis  and  R.  V.  Man- 

ning; H.  T.  McClellan;  D.  and  W.  Porter; 
W.  Winkle  and  R.  R.  Robbins;  H.  T.  Todd 
and  L.  E.  Dodson ;  A.  Leonard  and  G.  T. 
Jones ;  H.  T.  Plum ;  R.  Garrison ;  J.  R.  David- 

son, L.  B.  Jones  and  H.  W.  Matthews ;  B.  L. 
Lasser ;  K.  N.  Alberts ;  C.  L.  Loft. 

There  were  very  many  who  answered  Sec- 
tion A  correctly,  save  in  one  point.  They  said 

"from  center  of  lens,"  instead  of  from  optical 

F.  H.  Richardson's 
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center  of  lens.  There  is  a  difference — might 
amount  to  considerable  in  some  cases.  As  to 
absolute  correctness  coupled  with  brevity,  I 
believe  our  young-old  friend,  Dale  Danielson, 
wins  out.  He  says,  "The  focal  length  of  a 
simple  lens  is  the  distance  from  its  optical  center 
measured  along  its  optical  axis  to  the  plane 
where  practically  parallel  rays  passing  through 

the  lens  are  brought  to  sharpest  possible  focus." To  Section  B  many  answered  correctly  in  the 
main,  but  have  failed  in  one  or  more  items,  so 
I  have  decided  to  select  answers  to  each  item 
from  various  answers,  with  credit. 

"Perpendicular,  optically,  means  at  right 
angles  to  some  certain  plane." — Rau  and  Evans. 

"Brilliancy  is  a  term  employed  to  express 
intensity  of  reflected  light  as  measured  in  1am- 
berts,  though  instead  of  lamberts,  the  common 

practice  is  to  use  the  term  foot-candles." — G.  E. Doe. 

Chromatic  aberration :  "The  breaking  up  of 
white  light  into  colors  in  lenses  not  corrected 
for  that  fault."— W.  R.  Warner. 

Free  diameter :  "That  part  of  a  lens  unob- 
structed by  any  except  transparent  material, 

therefore,  open  to  the  passage  of  light." — Charles  Oldham. 

Simple  lens :  "A  simple  lens  is  a  piece  of  glass 
or  other  suitable  transparent  substance  having 
at  least  one  curved  surface.  The  other  surface 

may  be  either  plane,  convex,  or  concave ;  a  col- 
lection of  curves." — H.  B.  Smith. 

This  latter  was  used  for  the  reason  that, 
while  it  is  incomplete,  its  collection  of  curves 
item  induces  thought. 

Angle  of  incidence :  "The  angle  formed  by  a 
light  ray  with  a  line  at  right  angles  to  any 

surface  at  its  point  of  contact." — W.  Limmroth. 
Principal  axis:  "A  straight  line  passing 

through  both  the  center  of  a  lens  and  its  center 

of  curvature." — W.  C.  Brown.  "Principal  axis 
is  an  imaginary  straight  line  passing  through 
the  center  of  a  lens  and  precisely  at  right  angles 

to  its  plane."— J.  R.  Pater. 
Compound  lens :  "A  number  of  lenses  assem- 

bled to  form  one  lens." — L.  Cimikoski.  "An 
assemblage  of  lenses  so  joined  together  in  one 
mount  that  they  work  together  as  one  lens,  and 
in  being  so  joined,  are  corrected  for  various 
faults  by  the  use  of  different  glasses,  usually 

flint  and  crown,  and  different  curvatures." — E. and  C.  E.  Lomax. 

Angle  of  refraction:  "The  angle  formed  by 
a  ray  that  has  passed  into  a  refracting  medium, 
and  an  imaginary  line  at  right  angles  to  the 
surface  of  that  medium  at  the  exact  point  of 

contact."  Working  distance :  It  was  just  a  bit 
astonishing  how  very  many  missed  out  com- 

pletely on  this  one.  Note  italics  in  correct 

answer.  Charles  Oldham  says,  "It  is  the  dis- 
tance from  the  photographic  emulsion  to  first 

surface  of  projection  lens  when  the  screen 

image  is  in  sharpest  possible  focus." 
Back  focus.  "A  technical  term  employed  to 

indicate  the  distance  from  film  emulsion  to  rear 
surface  of  projection  lens  when  light  rays 
illuminating  the  aperture  are  parallel — a  condi- 

tion never  found  in  projection." — O.  N.  Schmidt. 
(C)  A.  L.  Cooper  answers,  "No,  a  light  ray does  not  alter  its  direction  or  line  of  movement 

when  passing  through  the  body  of  a  lens.  Upon 
entering  the  lens  it  may  be  refracted,  the  amount 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  62 

(A)  Describe  an  induction  coil; 
a   retard  coil. 

(B)  Describe  the  action  of  an  in- 
duction coil  in  a  d.c.  circuit;  in  an 

a.c.  circuit. 

(C)  What  is  the  formula  describ- 
ing Ohm's  law  for  a.c? 

depending  upon  angle  of  incidence  and  refractive 
index  of  the  glass.  In  passing  through  the  body 
of  the  lens,  assuming  the  lens  to  be  homo- 

geneous, the  light  ray  will  pass  through  in  a 
perfectly  straight  line.  Upon  reaching  the 
opposite  surface  of  the  lens,  assuming  it  to  be 
reached  at  an  angle,  refraction  will  again  take 

place." 

*     ♦  $: 

It  is  reported  that  a  certain  man  is  soliciting 
subscriptions  for  a  publication  which  he  calls 

"Projecting  Engineer."  With  each  two-year 
subscription  he  has  offered,  free,  a  copy  of  what 

he  names  on  his  sales  receipt  as  "Richardson's 
7th  Handbook."  So  far  as  I  know  there  is  no 
publication  such  as  that  named,  but  at  any  rate 
such  an  offer  of  a  copy  of  the  Bluebook  of 
Projection  is  spurious.  It  is  to  be  observed 

that  reference  is  made  to  a  "seventh"  Hand- 
book. The  latest  edition  of  my  Bluebook  (for- 
merly called  Handbook)  is  the  sixth. 

Theatre  Operation  Service 

James  A.  Davidson,  formerly  with  Na- 
tional Theatres  and  more  recently  with 

Grand  National,  has  formed  National  Ex- 
hibitors Service  Corporation,  in  association 

with  Rod  Dowrie.  The  principal  office  will 
be  in  New  York.  The  company  will  provide 
exhibitors  with  a  new  method  of  recording 
and  maintaining  statistics  in  connection 
with  theatre  operation,  including  special  film 

performance  charts.  Before  joining  Na- 
tional Theatres,  Mr.  Davidson  was  a  statis- 
tician with  Hayden  Stone  and  Company  for 

many  years. 

Paramount  Gets  Short  Wave 

The  Federal  Communications  Commission 
in  Washington  has  granted  Paramount  a 
permanent  license  to  operate  a  mobile  short 
wave  radio  unit  which  will  be  used  by  the 
company  on  all  productions  requiring  remote 
control  of  units  on  land  and  sea  locations. 

Blaisdell  Named  Editor 

George  Blaisdell  has  been  named  to  suc- 
ceed Charles  J.  VerHalen  as  editor  of  Cine- 

matographer,  American  Society  of  Cinema- 

tographers'  publication. 
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<uin  international  association  of  showmen  meeting  weekly 

in  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD  for  mutual  aid  and  progress 

u 

There  Is  Only  Exploitation 

We  quote  at  length  from  a  letter  on  small-town  exploita- 
tion and  the  difficulties  in  the  way  of  Quigley  Award  aspir- 
ants from  the  lesser  spots,  written  by  Harland  Rankin,  who 

operates  the  Plaza  Theatre,  in  Tilbury,  Ont.,  Canada.  Writes 
he: 

"Would  it  be  possible  for  a  small  town  exploitation  section 
to  be  started  in  the  Round  Table}  You  have  a  large,  enthusiastic 
following  of  exhibitors  who  are  constantly  contributing  to  this 

department.  Why  couldn't  the  same  be  developed  to  advantage 
on  advertising  suitable  for  small-town  situations  that  would  be 
helpful  and  instructive? 

"We  for  one  would  like  a  chance  at  the  Quigley  Awards,  but 
what  chance  would  we  have  against  situations  spending  as  much 

as  a  week's  gross.  This  alone  would  be  poor  showmanship  to 
spend  all  your  profit  to  get  them  in.  Occasionally  a  special 
article  appears  on  small  town  advertising  which  has  been  very 
helpful  but  we  need  more  and  I  for  one  feel  that  it  would  be 
well  worth  serious  consideration.  .  .  .  At  present  the  Quigley 

Awards  offer  no  incentive  to  the  small-town  exhibitors." 
Well,  even  if  it  means  clearing  the  decks  for  action,  your 

Chairman  immediately  declares  there  is  no  such  thing  as 
definite  small  town  exploitation.  Nor  for  that  matter  is  there 
set  any  such  distinction  as  big  city  exploitation. 

There  is  only  exploitation. 
Further,  your  Round  Table  favors  campaigns  from  the  key 

city  no  more  than  it  neglects  offerings  from  the  small  town. 
This  department  is  one  of  exploitation  from  all  theatremen 
and  for  all  theatremen. 

Take  any  small  community  whether  it  be  Tilbury,  in  Canada, 
or  any  similar  spot  on  this  side.  And  let  us  also  take  such 
widely  separated  top  situations  as  New  York,  Toronto,  Dallas. 

How  do  they  differ  essentially? 
Mostly  in  size. 

Why  only  in  size? 

'Cause  folks  are  folks,  in  Tilbury  or  in  Dallas.  The  masses 
are  actuated  by  the  same  impulses,  desires,  fears,  often  by 
the  same  likes  and  dislikes.  In  other  words,  they  are  merely 
human  beings  and  classified  thusly  respond  to  the  same  basic 

"reasons-why"  in  advertising. 
The  important  difference  between  big  city  and  small  town 

as  has  to  do  with  theatre  exploitation  is  the  handling,  the 
execution,  the  translation  of  an  idea  so  that  it  becomes  com- 

prehensive to  as  many  potential  patrons  as  possible  in  the 

quickest  time. 
And  that  is  a  question  of  showmanship.  And  showmanship 

as  has  oft  been  said,  good  friends,  has  no  home.  It  nests  as 
easily  in  the  crowded  city  as  it  does  on  the  sparsely  populated 
plain.  One  of  the  most  ingenious  campaigns  ever  recorded  in 
these  pages  came  from  a  community  of  only  1500. 

Showmanship  of  course  holds  as  true  in  the  judging  of  the 

Quigley  Awards  entries.  An  imposing  proportion  of  Plaques, 
First  and  Honorable  Mention  Certificates  have  been  taken 

down  by  small-town  theatremen  and  will  continue  to  be  won 
by  men  in  these  spots  who  disregard  size  and  other  supposed 
limitations  of  their  situations.  Those  who  hesitate  to  compete 

against  the  big  spenders  are  again  assured  that  the  amount 
of  advertising  money  involved  has  nothing  at  all  to  do  with 
the  decisions  of  the  Judging  Committees. 

"It's  what  you  do,  not  how  much  you  spend,"  is  as  true  to- 
day and  means  as  much  as  it  did  the  first  time  it  was  said 

back  in  January  of  1933  when  the  Quigley  Awards  were 
launched. 

And  that  goes  for  Tilbury  as  it  does  for  New  York. 

Your  Round  Table  cordially  invites  theatremen  In  all  situa- 
tions to  enter  campaigns  in  the  Quigley  Awards.  To  Mr. 

Rankin  and  other  readers  in  similar  situations  who  have  some- 

thing to  say  on  small-town  advertising  and  exploitation,  a 
further  invitation  is  extended  to  say  it  in  these  pages. 

AAA 

CHICAGO  NEWSPAPERS  DO  IT 

It  would  seem  that  newspapers  more  than  any  other  medium 
of  publicity  would  go  far  to  further  the  cause  of  the  motion 
picture  theatre.  For  there  is  no  other  business  that  does  so 
sound  a  job  of  building  circulation  through  film  news  and  at 
the  same  time  spends  as  much  proportionately  in  display 
advertising. 

The  institutional  job  being  done  by  Chicago  publishers  to 
aid  local  theatre  business  may  be  pointed  out  as  a  highly 
effective  example  of  newspaper  cooperation,  and  the  full  page 

reproduced  on  the  next  page  is  only  one  of  a  number  aimed 
to  stimulate  attendance  among  Chicago  theatregoers. 
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Stutenroth  Books 

Negro  Attractions 

For  Added  Grosses 

Mayor  Cessaman  of  Cleveland 

Presents  Quigley  Plaque  to  Winner 

It's  "happy  days  are  here  again"  in  Columbus,  Ohio,  according  to  the  smiling 
countenance  of  Mayor  Myron  B.  Gessman,  left,  as  he  presents  the  Quigley  November 
Silver  plaque  to  the  equally  pleased  John  L.  Barcroft,  RKO  Columbus  Theatres 
director  of  publicity.  Barcroft  was  honored  by  a  majority  vote  of  the  November 

judges  for  his  campaign  on  RKO's  "Swing  Time",  also  awarded  one  of  the  prizes 
in  the  recent  Packard  contest. 

Sheiks  Parade  Streets 

For  "Garden  of  Allah" 
Accompanying  photo  shows  fifteen  shieks 

who  paraded  streets  of  the  Bronx  in  connec- 
tion with  Perry  Spencer  and  Jerry  De 

Rosa's  exploitation  stunt  for  "Garden  of 
Allah"  at  Loew's  Paradise.  Banners  on 
backs  carried  playdates  and  picture  copy 
and  the  boys  created  plenty  of  excitement  as 
they  toured  the  streets. 

Another  stunt  used  by  the  boys  was  one  of 

the  "shieks"  covering  neighborhoods  with 
small  prayer  rug  which  he  would  unroll  at 
busy  intersections,  kneel  on  it  and  pray. 
Card  on  rug  carried  playdates,  etc.  For 
lobby,  usherette  dressed  as  oriental  dancing 
girl  distributed  perfumed  heralds. 

Sheiks  Ballying  "Garden  of  Allah" 

Elmer  Brient  Announces 

Building  of  New  Theatre 

Breaking  the  news  with  a  three-column 
shot  and  story  in  the  Richmond  papers, 
Round  Tabler  Elmer  H.  Brient,  now  on  his 

own,  announces  the  first  theatre  in  the  cir- 
cuit he  is  building  in  the  Richmond,  Va., 

sector.  Architect  drawing  showed  how  the 
new  house  now  building  in  the  Ginter  Park 
section  will  look  when  opened. 

Brient  says  he  is  ready  with  the  plans  for 
his  second  house  with  preliminary  arrange- 

ments all  set  and  with  more  definite  news 

to  come  shortly.  Elmer  was  last  with  Loew's 
and  Thalheimer's  in  Richmond. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

King  Makes  Broadcast 

Atop  Marquee  for  "Sing" To  plug  Bobby  Breen's  singing  in  "Let's 
Sing  Again,"  M.  King  at  the  King's  Cross 
Theatre,  Sydney,  Australia,  erected  atop  his 
marquee  huge  banner  with  copy  reading 

"You  are  now  listening  to  Bobby  Breen, 
nine-year-old  singing  wonder  of  the  year, 
who  makes  his  screen  debut  at  this  theatre 

on,"  etc.,  etc.  Behind  the  banner  was  placed 
a  powerful  amplifier  through  which  were 
broadcast  principal  song  hits  from  the  pic- 
ture. 

In  order  to  reach  folks  who  might  possibly 
not  have  heard  or  been  told  of  the  broadcast, 
King  inserted  an  ad  in  local  paper  and  also 
arranged  for  writeups  on  the  star,  picture. 

Harlem  being  Harlem,  it  is  expected  that 
the  residents  of  that  section  will  be  attracted 
to  the  theatres  in  that  neighborhood  catering 
to  the  Negro  trade  but  over  in  Brooklyn, 
N.  Y.,  it  appears  a  bit  more  difficult.  To 
get  them  in  at  the  box  office,  Gene  Stuten- 

roth at  the  Interboro  circuit's  Howard  The- 
atre, a  10  and  20  cent  last  run,  in  the  bor- 
ough of  Brooklyn,  catering  to  Italian  and 

white  trade  as  well  as  Negro  patrons,  con- 
ceived the  idea  of  weekly  datings  as  added 

features  of  pictures  enacted  entirely  by 
Negro  casts.  Stutenroth  discovered  that 
there  were  about  12  pictures  of  this  kind 
on  the  market,  and  starting  early  last  sum- 

mer, played  one  each  week  on  his  double- 
bill  program  with  fine  results.  Grosses  in 
fact  increased  throughout  the  heated  period 
until  they  matched  mid-winter  business. 

Presents  All-Negro  Show 

Having  secured  a  lot  of  this  trade,  Gene 
determined  to  keep  it  and  early  in  February 

presented  an  all- Negro  amateur  show,  secur- 
ing for  master  of  ceremonies  two  Harlem 

celebrities,  known  to  all  that  section  and  its 
visitors,  and  who  manipulated  the  talent  and 
a  well  known  Negro  band  secured  for  the 
occasion.  Put  together  as  a  unit,  the  per- 

formers and  band  presented  a  snappy  one- 

hour  show  that  brought  them  a-runnin'. 
The  leader  of  the  band  made  nightly  an- 

nouncements of  the  show  at  the  ballroom 
where  the  orchestra  was  regularly  engaged 

and  as  one  of  the  M.C's  was  a  prominent 
member  of  the  Brooklyn  Negro  Elks  Club, 

further  publicity  was  obtained  from  this 
source.  Window  cards  and  heralds  were 

distributed  through  the  borough  Negro  resi- 
dent district  and  a  day  ahead  Gene  had  spe- 
cial men  carrying  banners  give  out  heralds 

door  to  door  in  the  same  locations. 
The  leading  Negro  newspapers,  of  which 

there  are  three,  sent  over  reporters  to  ask 
what  it  was  all  about  and  ran  a  lot  of  pub- 

licity that  helped  build  additional  interest. 

Radio  programs  featuring  Negro  entertain- 
ers were  also  promoted,  the  result  from  all 

the  publicity  according  to  this  Round  Tabler 
setting  a  new  record  for  weekday  business. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

LOBBY  DISPLAY.  From  Leon  Britton  comes  this 
attractive  lobby  display  used  recently  for  the 
"Swing  Time"  showing  at  the  Metropole  Theatre  in 
Shanghai,  China.  Note  cutouts  of  Astaire  and  Rogers. 
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HAL  GRADY  AND  RAY  BELL  VOTED 

QUICLEY  PLAQUES  FOR  JANUARY 

INTERIOR  OF  NEW  UNITED  AIRLINES  "SKYLOUNGE"  TRANSPORT 

Texan  Awarded  Silver  for  Entry 

On  Paramount's  "Plainsman"; 
Loew-man  Wins  Bronze  On 

MGM's  "Servant  of  People" 

by  A-MIKE  VOGEL 

Following  up  the  fine  record  already  made 
in  the  Quigley  Competitions  by  theatremen 
in  Texas,  Manager  Hal  B.  Grady  heaps 
further  honors  upon  the  Lone  Star  State  as 
the  January  Judging  Committee  votes  him 
the  Quigley  Silver  Plaque  for  his  entry  on 

Paramount's  "The  Plainsman,"  at  the  Palace 
Theatre,  in  Lubbock. 
And  for  the  first  time  in  the  history  of 

the  Awards,  the  short  subject  has  been  sin- 
gled out  for  distinction  with  the  Bronze 

Plaque  for  January  decided  for  a  campaign 

on  MGM's  "Servant  of  the  People"  executed 
by  Ray  Bell,  publicist,  in  conjunction  with 

the  date  at  Loew's  Palace,  Washington, D.  C. 

In  close  order  were  the  next  three  en- 
tries all  of  which  were  labelled  with  Jan- 

uary First  Mention  Certificates.  These  go 

to  George  Limerick,  manager,  Yale  The- 
atre, Cleburne,  Texas;  Ted  de  Grazia,  man- 

ager, Lyric  Theatre,  Bisbee,  Arizona,  and 
to  H.  D.  Grove,  manager,  Fort  Theatre, 
Rock  Island,  III. 

The  month's  Honorable  Mentions  go  to 
15  theatremen  on  14  entries,  the  duo  shar- 

ing honors  coming  from  Jersey  City,  N.  J., 
where  Manager  Rudy  Kuehn  and  publicist 
Bob  Deitch  are  equally  credited.  And  of  the 
15,  the  listing  below  shows  11  newcomers 
including  those  who  have  never  before 
scored  in  the  Quigley  Competitions  and  those 
who  landed  for  the  first  time  since  1935. 

Among  the  first-scorers  are  two  from  Eng- 
land, Harry  B.  Harris,  of  Lincoln,  and  W. 

A.  Agnew,  of  Renfrewshire. 
Neither  of  the  January  Plaque  winners 

have  landed  before.  Grady  has  taken  down 

First  Mention  honors  and  Bell's  name  has 
been  found  a  number  of  times  in  the  Honor- 

able Mention  listings.  Of  the  January  First 
winners,  both  George  Limerick  and  Herb 
Grove  have  been  awarded  1936  Bronze 
Plaques,  the  former  in  September  and  the 
latter  in  August. 

While  theatremen  are  battling  for  this 

year's  honors,  arrangements  now  are  being 
made  for  the  reception  and  transportation, 
via  United  Airlines,  of  the  1936  Grand 
Award  winners.  And  above  is  pictured  the 

interior  of  United's  new  12-ton  extra  fare 

deluxe  transport  "The  Skylounge,"  now  in 
service  between  New  York  and  Chicago 
and  soon  coast-to-coast  to  make  the  trip 
15  hours.  Unusual  is  the  seating  plan  in  the 

new  ship  with  14  seats  of  the  swivel  chair, 

overstuffed  variety,  placed  in  a  cabin  orig- 
inally designed  to  accommodate  21  passen- 

gers. Featured  also  in  the  new  plane  are  in- 
dividual tables  for  each  passenger,  movable 

foot  rests,  bridge  tables,  special  magnetic 
chess  and  checker  boards,  binoculars  for 

seeing,   magazine   library   and  typewriter. 

Deadline  for  the  February  Awards  judg- 
ing is  set  for  midnight  of  Monday,  March  8, 

which  as  usual  means  that  all  entries  must 

be  at  Quigley  Committee  Headquarters 
by  that  time  to  be  considered  in  the  judg- 

ing. 

THEATREMEN  WHO  WON  JANUARY  HONORABLE  MENTION  CERTIFICATES 

W.  A.  Agnew,  Manager,  Pavilion,  Barr- 

head, Renfrewshire,  England.  "Mr. 

Deeds" 

Paul  Binstock,  Manager,  Republic  Theatre, 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  "Rainbow  on  the  River" 

Harry  Brown,  Jr.,  Resident  Manager, 
Edward  Shea,  Jr.,  House  Manager, 

Shea's  Paramount,  Providence,  ,R.  I. 
"Three  Smart  Girls" 

Charles  Burke,  Advertising  Manager,  Lib- 

erty, Cumberland,  Md.   "Black  Legion" 

Gus  Carlson,  Manager,  People's,  Superior, 
Wis.   "One  in  a  Million" 

Eddie  Forester,  Manager,  Capitol,  Grand 

Island,  Neb.   "The  Plainsman" 

Melvin  Gold,  Manager,  Calumet,  Ham- 

mond, Ind.   "Texas  Rangers" 
Harry  B.  Harris,  General  Manager,  Ex- 

change Kinema,  Lincoln,  England. 

"Sh  ow  Boat" 

Rudy  Kuehn,  Manager,  Bob  Deitch,  Pub- 

licist, Stanley,  Jersey  City,  N.  J.  "Black 

Legion" 

Seymour  Morris,  Manager,  Schine's  State, 
Cortland,  N.  Y.   "Romeo  and  Juliet" 

Bob  Russell,  Manager,  Poll,  New  Haven, 

Conn.   "Pennies  from  Heaven" 

Chuck  Shannon,  Manager,  Belmar,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  "Charge  of  the  Light' 

Brigade" 

Wayne  Sweeney,  Manager,  LaPorfe, 

LaPorte,  Ind.    "Romeo  and  Juliet" 

Charles  Taylor,  Manager,  Great  Lakes, 

Buffalo,  N.  Y.   "The  Pla  insman 
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The '  'Mo  vie-  Goer 

Offers  Ocean  Trip 

On  Picture  Contest 

rm  rim  u;o  oaii.i  \  i  u n  s  \  n  ium  \   \_xx\  \u\  n;  HW| 

CHICAGO  NEWSPAPER  COOPERATION.  Above  is  reproduced  one  of  the  unusual 
full  page  displays  created  as  a  part  of  the  institutional  campaign  on  the  part  of 
Chicago  newspapers  to  sell  motion  picture  attendance  to  local  newspaper  readers. 
Other  layouts  picture  the  various  stars  in  addition  to  further  strong  selling  copy. 
Note  stressing  of  neighborhood  theatres. 

Boy  Scouts  Aid  "Plainsman" J.  S.  Thomason,  publicist,  Ritz  Theatre, 

McPherson,  Kansas,  for  "The  Plainsman" 
took  advantage  of  the  pre-sold  tieup  with 
the  Boy  Scouts  and  contacted  all  scout  mas- 

ters and  arranged  to  use  all  their  outing 
material.  He  had  the  boys  decorate  theatre 
boxoffice  and  lobby. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Promotes  $  1 00  Prize 

Special  display  cabinet  with  glass  front 
was  built  to  show  the  main  prize  of  a  $100 
vanity  set  promoted  by  Manager  Ralph  H. 
B.  Booth,  Babcock,  Wellsville,  in  Ralph 

Crabill's  Warner  Theatre  district,  as  top 
gift  in  a  recent  contest.  Expensive  diamond 
ring  was  prize  in  a  similar  drive.  Merchants 
paid  for  everything  including  numbered 
coupons,  for  the  usual  credits. 

Local  Resembles  Rembrandt 

Two  local  artists,  sketching  in  the  lobby 
of  the  Rialto,  Dallas,  Tex.,  helped  to  bring 

a  lot  of  attention  to  Louis  Charninsky's  date 
on  "Rembrandt."  Papers  carried  the  story 
and  also  stressed  that  one  of  the  artists  bore 
a  remarkable  likeness  of  Rembrandt  himself, 
the  local  boy  appearing  as  the  famed  artist 
in  several  local  little  shows. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Form  Tex  Ritter  Clubs 

Grand  National  has  started  a  "Tex  Ritter 
Club"  to  exploit  their  crooning  cowboy  star 
and  chapters  have  been  opened  in  the  first 
100  cities  in  which  Ritter  has  been  seen  on 
the  screen.  Club  buttons,  official  Tex  Ritter 
song,  and  cheer  leader  slogans  are  being 
furnished  exhibitors  for  the  club  members. 

Started  only  recently  under  the  auspices 

of  Oscar  A.  Dobb,  Loew's  Theatres  ad  head, 
for  distribution  in  the  metropolitan  houses, 

the  monthly  Loew's  "Movie-Goer,"  now  be- 
ing further  circulated  in  Washington,  Bal- 

timore and  the  Poli-New  England  division 
of  the  circuit  becomes  an  added  factor  for 

audience  attention  with  a  Questionnaire  Con- 
test ending  Feb.  21st,  for  which  the  main 

prize  is  a  Bermuda  trip  for  two.  The  Ques- 
tionnaire contained  in  every  issue  lists  12 

questions  to  be  answered  and  also  requested 
is  a  list  of  the  10  best  pictures  of  1936  to  be 
chosen  from  a  list  of  40  topliners  from  dif- 

ferent producers. 

The  first  three  questions  requires  six 
names,  divided  equally  among  male  and 
female  stars.  They  are  as  follows : 

"Who  are  your  favorite  film  stars?" 
"Which  film  stars  do  you  dislike  most?" 
"Which  film  players  you  have  seen  in 

small  parts  would  you  like  to  see  in  star 

roles?" 

The  fourth  question  for  which  six  answers 
are  requested  in  numerical  order  asks  what 
kind  of  picture  patrons  prefer  under  the 

heads  of  society  drama,  love  romance,  musi- 
cal comedy,  war,  western,  thrill-adventure, 

crime,  mystery  or  comedy.  And  the  fifth 
asks  how  long  patrons  desire  a  program  to 

be,  running  from  two  hours  to  four. 
The  sixth  has  to  do  with  choice  of  single 

features  with  shorts  of  two-feature  programs 

and  the  seventh  goes  into  the  likes  and  dis- 
likes of  the  various  giveaway  games,  such 

as  Screeno  and  Bank  Night.  Next,  is  request 
for  favorite  director  and  then  comes  choice 

of  daily  newspaper  for  film  news  and  criti- 
cisms. Follows  then,  how  often  patrons 

attend  picture  shows,  either  monthly,  bi- 
monthly, weekly  or  oftener  and  then  is  asked 

what  part  of  the  house  patrons  prefer. 
Final  query  is  invitation  for  improvements 
of  motion  pictures  as  a  whole  and  below 
spaces  for  names  and  addresses  is  a  box 
divided  in  four  with  entrants  required  to 

check,  giving  their  ages  as  under  21,  21  to 
40,  40  to  60  and  over  60.  Favorite  theatre  is 
also  asked. 

"Tell  Vs  What  You  Did" 

PERMANENT  DISPLAY.  Created  by  Len  Grotte, 

Loew's  Prospect,  Flushing,  L.  I.,  is  this  attractive 
lobby  display  which  is  changed  for  each  big-half 
attraction.  Display  measures  approximately  10' high. 
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Unusual  Features  Installed 

n  New  Des  Moines  Theatres 

Dining  Rooms  and  Community  Quarters  Included  in  Building  of  Suburban  Houses 

by  M.  GRAHL 
in  Des  Moines 

The  remark  that  Iowa  is  a  good  state  to 

be  "from"  has  so  worried  the  Greater  Iowa 
committee  that  they  are  making  definite 
plans,  not  for  bringing  in  more  people,  but 
to  hold  their  own,  for  it  seems  to  be  proven 
that  there  are  no  better  people  to  recruit, 
to  come  in  as  compared  with  the  value  of 
the  sons  and  daughters  Iowa  is  raising  up  to 
lose  to  other  states. 

Des  Moines  has  one  of  the  worst  climates. 

And  the  grandest  people  in  the  world  all 
ready  to  admit  it.  Here  are  people  who 
not  only  speak  your  language  but  they  can 
also  write  it.  The  state  holds  the  highest 
degree  of  literacy  in  the  United  States. 

Illiteracy  was  estimated  at  eight-tenths  of 
one  per  cent  or  may  have  disappeared  by 
now.  Des  Moines  has  been  surveyed  as 
having  no  slums,  the  Community  Chest 

doesn't  want  it  advertised  but  they  have  no 
poor  here,  comparatively  speaking.  And 
whereas  the  radio  said  recently  that  the 
average  amount  possessed  by  each  person 
in  the  States  was  $50,  the  average  Des 
Moineser  is  always  supposed  to  have  more 
than  the  average  to  spend.  When  it  was 
said  that  the  remainder  of  the  United  States 

was  worth  $3,368  a  year,  in  Des  Moines 
each  per  capita  had  $4,647.  Do  they  spend 
it?   Yes,  rather  seriously. 

Called  Great  Club  City 

Des  Moines  has  the  greatest  number  of 
clubs  of  any  city  in  the  world.  To  a 
stranger  in  town,  the  movies  and  the 
churches  are  a  joyous  spot,  for  gambling 
houses  and  night  clubs  languish  here,  they 
are  so  seldom  on  the  club  programs.  By 

far  the  large  per  cent  of  the  women's  clubs 
are  study  groups.  Here  the  timid  beginning 
of  the  educational  Forums,  expected  to  be 
attended  by  dozens  the  first  winter,  when 
they  had  their  very  first  tryout  in  Des 
Moines,  as  the  home  town  of  Secretary  of 

Education  Studebaker  of  Washington,  blos- 
somed to  Auditorium  size  immediately. 

Of  the  38,078  families  in  Des  Moines  all 
but  6,000  are  native  born  white.  They  were 
all  out  to  see  Landon  and  Roosevelt,  in  Des 
Moines  meeting  for  the  first  time,  and  secret 

service  men,  inspecting  the  throngs,  re- 
marked on  the  lack  of  alien  strains  apparent 

in  the  population.  Germany,  Sweden,  Den- 
mark, England,  Holland  and  Italy  contributed 

to  Des  Moines  but  they  who  stayed  had  to 

prove  themselves  most  adaptable.  There's 
something  to  the  fact  that  a  combination  of 
blizzards  and  sizzling  heat  makes  for  the  sur- 

vival of  a  hardy  race.  Also  an  ingenuous 
one. 

Theatre  men  have  survived  these  two 

seeming  handicaps  to  theatre  attendance  and 
have  found  in  them  instead  builders  up  of 
business.  There  was  no  complaint  during 
the  worst  winter  in  Iowa  for  ninety  to  a 

hundred  ninety  years,  because  the  highway- 

To  its  high  standard  of  cultural 
values  and  the  number  of  its  sons  and 

daughters  listed  in  the  annual  "Who's 
Who"  Iowa  also  lists  a  noted  indiffer- 

ence to  the  extremes  of  weather  in 
winter  and  summer.  Neither  blizzard 

nor  sizzling  heat  it  seems  affect  the 
dispositions  of  residents  especially 
those  in  Des  Moines,  and  prove  no 
handicap  to  theatre  attendance.  Des 

Moines  showmen  go  in  for  extra  com- 
fort to  patrons  as  illustrated  by  the 

institution  of  "Sleep  Nights"  last 
summer  and  by  the  incorporation  of 

such  modern  conveniences  as  dining 
and  community  rooms  in  some  of  the 
newer  suburban  theatres. 

This  article  marks  the  continuation 

of  the  Showman's  Travelogue  series 
now  current  in  the  Round  Table. 

A-MIKE 

men  kept  the  roads  open  so  they  could  for- 
get about  it  at  the  movies  that  night.  And 

as  for  droughts  and  heat,  well  the  theatres 
are  the  places  where  you  can  be  sure  to  be 
cool  and  comfortable.  Also  that  one  may 
find  quiet  to  sleep.  The  Des  Moines 

Theatre  had  "Sleep  Nights"  all  last  sum- 
mer when  patrons  might  bring  their  pillows 

and  after  the  last  show  under  dimmed  lights 
slumber  coolly. 

Theatre  Dining-Rooms 

Although  A.  H.  Blank  owns  no  theatres 
now  in  Des  Moines  he  has  been  the  largest 
factor  in  the  theatre  business  here,  build- 

ing up  the  chain  which  he  sold,  a  half-inter- 
est at  a  time,  to  Paramount-Publix.  Now, 

the  Tri-States  theatres  operate  for  Publix- 
Paramount,  the  Des  Moines  Paramount, 
Strand  and  Orpheum,  the  four  downtown 
first-run  houses,  and  they  have  also  the 
Roosevelt  and  Uptown,  suburban  houses,  the 
finest  in  modern  design  in  the  city.  Each 

of  these  theatres  has  a  dining-room  in  con- 
nection with  the  theatre  construction.  The 

Roosevelt  and  the  Uptown  also  have  com- 
munity rooms  to  be  used  for  dancing,  lodges, 

etc.  With  the  Strand  occasionally  playing 

subsequent  runs,  the  Tri-States  group  has 
also  the  Garden  Theatre  for  second  runs 
downtown. 

Abe  Frankel,  also  a  veteran  of  the  theatre 
business,  coming  in  immediately  after  the 
first  Nickelodeon  which,  later  named  the 
Unique,  was  on  the  site  of  what  is  now  the 
Strand,  now  has  Riverview  Amusement  Park 
but  only  the  Casino  Theatre  in  Des  Moines. 
The  Casino  plays  westerns,  Riverview  plays 
some  -  silents. 

To  enter  the  Tri-States'  Paramount,  Des 
Moines  or  Roosevelt  costs  26  cents  in  the 
afternoon,  41  cents  in  the  evening,  with  the 

two  latter  houses  playing  identical  pictures 
each  week.  The  Orpheum  charges  26  cents 
in  the  balcony,  36  cents  downstairs,  10  cents 
for  children  under  12.  They  play  all  week 
runs  with  holdovers  going  to  another  house. 
The  Roosevelt  is  the  theatre  supplying  the 
largest  free  parking  space,  in  double  lanes 
in  front  of  the  theatre.  The  Uptown  has 

free  parking  space  in  conjunction  with  the 

shopping  center. 

Less  Advertising  Used 

The  city  council  voted  a  month  ago  for 

the  installation  of  parking  meters  in  down- 
town districts.  These  are  particularly  for 

the  aid  of  shoppers  and  are  not  expected  to 
affect  the  theatre  situation  as  provision  is 

for  one  hour  parking  or  less.  Sixteen  park- 
ing lots  and  a  dozen  parking  garages  do  not 

povide  parking  space  for  a  fifth  of  the  cars 
downtown  in  the  evenings.  Everybody 
drives  their  cars  in  spite  of  the  fact  that 
Des  Moines  has  unusually  fine  street  car 

service  supplemented  by  busses  run  in  con- 
junction with  them. 

It  would  seem  that  there  is  a  much  larger 
field  for  the  suburban  houses  in  Des  Moines 

and  that  very  soon  some  of  the  largest  re- 
tail businesses  would  move  out  to  the  shop- 
ping centers  where  parking  is  more  possible. 

There  are  now  ten  independent  suburban 
theatres. 

For  the  past  year  and  a  half  the  theatres 
of  the  Tri-States  group  have  had  Bank  Nite 
each  Tuesday.  For  a  shorter  time  the  ten 
smaller  theatres,  alphabetically  ranging  from 
the  Amuz  U  to  the  Lincoln,  the  newest  one 
which  had  its  opening  last  February,  had  a 

ten-theatre  pool  from  which  the  lucky  win- 
ners were  drawn  each  Thursday.  Most  of 

the  theatre  managers  are  willing  to  express 
greater  confidence  in  some  other  cause  than 
in  the  Bank  Nite  as  their  greatest  business 
builders. 

Apparently  they  find  the  patrons  coming 
to  the  theatres  without  a  great  deal  of  ad- 

vertising. The  theatres  do  not  use  ads 
nearly  so  large  as  those  they  had  ten  years 

ago.    Billy  Hale  on  the  desk  for  the  Tribune (Continued  on  following  page) 

INTRODUCING 

A  new  trailer  company  born 

of  a  nation-wide  need  for  quality 
trailers. 

MIDWEST  FILM  STUDIOS 

845  S.  Wabash  Ave.      Chicago,  111. 
'Phones  —  HArrison  4872  &  4873 

A  COMPLETE  ADVERTISING  DE- 
PARTMENT AT  YOUR  DISPOSAL 

6  hour  service  on  all  trailers 

AT   UNRIVALLED  PRICES! 
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CITY  PULLS  FROM  DRAWING  AREA 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 
was  one  of  the  first  to  give  the  movies  a 

special  column  and  a  by-line  critic.  Now 
the  Register  runs  small  reviews,  the  Tribune 
syndicated  gossip,  and  picture  stories.  A 
quarter  page  of  ad  space  now  covers  most 
of  the  larger  houses,  whereas  they  used  to 
each  have  a  quarter  page  on  Sunday.  Ads 
are  run  for  practically  all  the  theatres  in 
midweek. 

Billboard  advertising  is  used  twenty  or 
thirty  weeks  of  the  year.  Ballyhoo  becomes 
of  little  effect  if  used  too  often.  The  theatre 

managers  are  given  all  the  leeway  they  want 
in  carrying  out  any  merchandise  tie-up  or 
contest  that  they  want  to  back.  One  of  the 

most  effective  has  been  the  tie-up  with  danc- 
ing and  dinner-dating  with  Younkers  tea- 

room where  the  three  may  be  secured  for 
one  dollar. 

The  children's  Saturday  morning  shows, 
popular  for  several  years,  have  not  been 
continued  this  year.  The  Federation  of 

Women's  clubs  has  a  committee  which  in 
conjunction  with  the  P.T.A.  Council  recom- 

mends one  picture  a  month  for  children  es- 
pecially. There  has  never  been  a  very 

strong  feeling  for  censorship  here,  the 
theatre  men  being  particularly  aware  that 
the  solid  citizens  hereabouts  have  little  flare 

for  filing  in  to  see  anything  flashy.  Almost 
every  show  has  something  that  makes  a  bid 
for  the  all-family  taste  particularly.  The 
white  collar  trades  predominate.  Wage 
scale  same  as  Houston  and  Cleveland  for 
labor. 

Theatre  Operation  Competent 

Publishing  concerns  have  long  been  the 
leading  industry  in  influence  on  Des  Moines 
business.  It  is  the  leading  insurance  center 
west  of  the  Mississippi.  With  42  insurance 
companies  having  their  home  offices  in  Des 
Moines,  it  is  the  second  largest  insurance 

city  of  the  United  States.  With  56  publi- 
cations put  out  regularly  in  Des  Moines  its 

reading  public  is  wide.  Manufacturies  total 
an  output  of  $43,000,000,  with  products  rang- 

ing thru  glass  to  threshing-machines,  from 
lip-stick  to  barn-paint,  from  aspirin  to  ce- 

ment. Raw  materials  of  Iowa  supply  about 
one-fourth  of  its  manufacturies.  Skilled 
labor  and  high  grade  individual  products 
rather  than  mass  production  characterize 
Des  Moines  factories,  due  to  the  fact  that 
real  estate  is  highly  controlled  here  and  sites 
have  been  many  times  refused  to  factories 
which  would  bring  in  masses  of  unskilled 
labor. 

And  not  to  go  into  the  eight  million 
pounds  of  butter  creamed  in  Des  Moines 
each  year,  or  the  lumber  produced  or  the 
over  200  nationallv  known  concerns  which 
maintain  branches,  warehouses  or  factories 
here,  it  is  the  market  center  for  most  of  the 
state,  surpassed  by  Sioux  City,  Iowa,  for 
livestock  shipping. 

With  no  mass  manufacturies  Des  Moines 
should  be  a  clean  city  but  the  soft  coal 
burned  makes  it  one  of  the  sootiest,  the 
downtown  section  lying  lower,  collecting 
more  than  its  share.  But  protest  is  being 
made.  In  spite  of  this  smog  there  is  not  a 
place  in  the  country  where  the  theatres 
maintain  a  higher  schedule  of  cleanliness 

and  efficiency.  Boys  are  used  in  all  the 
theatres  as  uniformed  ushers  and  doormen 
and  the  girl  cashiers  are  everyone  unusually 
attractive.  The  theatre  management  keeps 
the  managers  and  their  assistants  rushing 
all  the  time  but  their  theatre  displays  and 
the  whole  theatre  setup  is  most  pleasing. 

Once  upon  a  time  Des  Moines  was  known 
as  "Death  Moines"  to  the  show  business  be- 

cause it  was  cold,  undemonstrative.  But 

that  has  changed  since  war-times  and  Tay- 
lor Holmes,  Irene  Rich  and  many  another 

has  chosen  it  as  the  most  cordial  city.  Ina 

Claire,  however,  this  season  was  bitter  be- 
cause none  met  her  at  the  train  from  Omaha 

and  complained.  Des  Moines  audiences 
really  work  very  hard  to  be  receptive  to  the 
stage  stars  for  the  acoustics  at  the  Shrine 
Auditorium  are  terrible  and  the  Shriners 

don't  own  the  Auditorium  anymore. 
Wrestling  matches  twice  a  week  in  winter 

cut  in  on  the  show  business.  Dog-racing 
was  no  go,  horse-racing  is  only  at  State 
Fair  time.  Rowdy  burlesque  appearing  at 
the  President  Theatre  left  last  week  after 
not  too  pleasant  a  stay. 

"Des  Moines  de  merrier" 

Des  Moines,  to  look  back  into  history,  has 
had  no  bloody  warfare.  Wordy  have  been 
the  battles  in  which  it  was  tried  by  his- 

torians to  decide  whether  to  call  the  state 

"Ioway"  or  "Iowa"  and  why.  There  is  the 
same  fog  over  the  decision  on  who  influ- 

enced the  naming  of  Des  Moines,  whether  a 
river,  a  Frenchman  or  a  descriptive  phrase. 

Fort  Des  Moines  was  not  an  outpost  to  pro- 
tect the  whites  from  the  Indians  but  a  post 

to  protect  the  friendly  Indians.  Fort  Des 
Moines  army  post,  the  largest  U.  S.  Cavalry 
Post,  is  now  south  of  Des  Moines  and  not 
on  the  original  land  of  Fort  Des  Moines. 

A  municipal  playground  and  park  now  sur- 
rounds the  original  post's  historic  marker, 

rescued  from  ash  heaps  which  had  been 

piled  about  it. 
Des  Moines  has  grown  to  a  city  six 

miles  by  nine  in  about  75  years.  Crowding 
is  one  of  its  great  problems  in  regard  to 
traffic  but  has  never  been  for  home  sites, 
Des  Moines  ranking  first  in  cities  of  over 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did." 

Sells  Ad  Space 

Neat  idea  for  inexpensive  theatre  folder 
is  put  out  by  Louis  Lamm,  Warners,  Lorain, 
Ohio.  Folder  is  about  four  and  a  half  by 
five  and  a  half  inches  with  front  page  and 
inside  spread  devoted  to  theatre  attractions. 
Back  page  divided  in  three  equal  spaces 
carries  outside  ads. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

wl4V  HUI  OJIL  NIL  UkST  iSB 
iPECIAL  TRAILERS? 

Qt  QoAtA,  Tier  TYIo^l! 
WHEN  YOU  WANT  A  TRAILER  JOB 
DONE  RIGHT.  WITH  PEP  AND  PUNCH 

Stnd  it  to 

FlimnCK  TRAILER  CO. 
843  So.  WoboihAvc.   ■  CHICAGO  '  Mormon  9393-9394 

100,000  for  number  of  homes  owned  and  in 
spaciousness  of  home  sites. 
With  eight  railway  lines  bringing  in 

traffic  east  and  west,  nineteen  lines  radiating 
to  the  towns  of  the  state  within  a  100  mile 
radius  of  Des  Moines  are  941,000  people, 
living  in  441  towns  and  on  89,728  farms. 
Three  thousand  miles  of  hard  surfaced  roads 

lead  into  Des  Moines.  This  year  the  State 

Fair  had  a  bumper  crop  breaking  all  pre- 
vious records  of  400,000  attendance.  The 

metropolitan  area  immediately  surrounding 
Des  Moines  gives  a  populated  area  with 
160,000  people.  Des  Moines  itself  is 
142,000. 

Chief  of  Police  Alber's  downtown  check 
shows  in  one  evening  cars  drawn  to  Des 
Moines  from  97  of  the  99  counties  of  the 

state.  Twenty-six  thousand  cars  came  from 
the  four  counties  surrounding  Polk  County, 
of  which  Des  Moines  is  the  county  seat. 
Within  the  next  forty  miles  the  number  of 
cars  dropped  by  a  sixth.  This  check  was 
particularly  treated  as  a  theatre  crowd  traffic 
check. 

Des  Moines  audiences  won't  pay  big 
money.  When  Omaha  would,  they  had  to 
bring  in  the  maids  in  the  hotel  to  fill  in  the 

empty  places  for  Rudolph  Valentino's  five 
dollar  banquet  in  Des  Moines.  The  Uni- 

versity professor  and  the  bank  official  -will 
sit  in  the  gallery.  But,  rain  or  shine,  bliz- 

zard or  blister,  they  will  pay  to  be  educated 
by  the  good  motion  pictures. 

At  that  they  should  be  a  fine  and  fair  ex- 
ample of  what  education  at  the  movies  pro- 

duces for  Iowa  was  second  to  Massachusetts 
alone  and  far  above  states  of  much  larger 

population  in  the  contribution  to  Who's Who  this  year.  Iowa  born  were  1,060  men- 
tioned by  this  book,  behind  Massachusetts 

by  seven  ten-thousandths  of  one  per  cent. 
But  of  the  1,060,  only  441  are  at  present 

with  us  here.    The  rest  are  "from"  Iowa. 
Anyway,  if  you  are  coming  to  Iowa  or 

sending  anything,  be  sure  it's  darn  good. 
If  it  is  above  average  here  is  where  it  will  be 

appreciated,  and  "Des  Moines  de  merrier !" 
"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Yearsley  Endorses  Date 

Folder  containing  his  personal  endorse- 
ment for  the  date  on  "Winterset"  at  the 

Roosevelt,  Philadelphia,  was  put  out  by 
Manager  C.  L.  Yearsley.  In  addition,  story 

was  described,  Yearsley's  statement  conclud- 
ing: "I  could  not  afford  to  recommend  it 

if  it  were  not  worth  while."  Atmospheric 
lobby  display  stressed  the  Brooklyn  Bridge 
background. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Poses  With  Local  Paper 

For  ''Rainbow  on  the  River,"  theatremen 
at  the  Palace,  Hartford,  Conn.,  had  copy  of 
local  paper  forwarded  to  the  studios,  where 
Bobby  Breen  posed  with  the  sheet,  photo  re- 

produced in  the  daily.  Tiein  was  made  with 
Liberty  boy  distributors  whereby  heralds 
were  placed  in  copies  of  the  magazine  dis- 

tributed locally.  Starlet's  fan  magazine  life 
story  was  also  hooked  into  the  date  with 

co-op  cards  planted  at  newstands. 
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FRONTS,  STUNTS  AND  SICHLIKE 

WHITE  AND  MAROON.  Front  on  "Stolen  Holiday"  at  the 
New  York  Strand  featured-  enlargements  and  portrait  of  Kay 
Francis  above  box  office.  Color  scheme  of  white  letters  on 

maroon  was  planned  by  B.  F.  Moore  and  executed  by  Sid  Nagler. 

BIRTHDAY  PARTY.  On  "Great  Guy,"  at  the  New  Lafayette, 
Buffalo,  George  McKenna  and  Dick  Walsh  tied  in  with  news 
distributor  for  party  tendered  boy  carriers.  Guests  were  brought 
to  the  theatre  in  special  bannered  busses. 

TRAVELING  BOX  OFFICE.  One  of  the  stunts  on  the  date  for 

"Great  Ziegfeld"  at  the  Olympia,  Paris,  reported  by  E.  Lapiniere 
was  a  traveling  box  office  that  stopped  in  various  sections  for 
ticket  reservations.   Note  line  grouped  around  ticket  window. 

STEAMING  DRAGON.  Luminous-tube  dragon  blowing  steam 
through  its  nostrils  flashing  on  and  off  with  the  title  brought 

added  interest  to  the  giant  electric  front  on  "Good  Earth"  at 
the  New  York  Astor.   Steam  came  from  house  heating  plant. 

REVIEW  PANEL.  In  advance  of  "You  Only  Live  Once"  at  the 
Circle,  Indianapolis,  Manager  Dave  Chapkin  created  a  2 1 -foot 
lobby  panel  containing  blowups  of  review  of  the  picture  in 

"Time,"  still  enlargements  and  star  cutouts. 

JUNGLE  DISPLAY,  Against  wooden  frame  on  which  tiger  skin 

was  stretched,  Manager  Walter  W.  Powell,  Colonial,  Kannapolis, 
N.  C,  placed  lion  heads,  wild  dog  head,  wart  hog  and  elephant 

hoofs  borrowed  from  local  sportsman  for  "Tarzan  Escapes." 
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ARTHUR  SWANKE 

manager  of  the  Saenger  Theatre,  Hope, 
Ark.,  is  slated  to  become  manager  of  the 
new  Rialto  now  being  remodeled. 

V 
H.  D.  CARROLL 

formerly  of  the  People's  at  Chanute,  Kan., 
is  managing  the  Crane  at  Carthage,  Mo., 
with  B.  M.  MONTEE  replacing  him. 
GLENN  HALL,  assistant  of  the  Midland 
at  Coffeyville,  Kansas,  replacing  Montee  at 
Marysville. 

V 
TOM  STEELE 
succeeds  CHESTER  BELL  as  manager  of 
the  Midland  and  Colonial  at  Pittsburg,  Kan. 

V 
MAX  SCHUMANN 

has  succeeded  WILLIAM  ELLIS  as  man- 
ager of  the  Playhouse,  New  Canaan,  Conn., 

with  CHARLES  LYONS  appointed  super- 
vising manager. 

V 
MICHAEL  CARROLL 
has  been  transferred  from  assistant  at  the 
Cameo  to  manager  of  the  Stuart,  Lakeville, 
Conn. 

V 
HARRY  ORLOW 

formerly  with  Paramount  is  now  managing 
the  Arcadia  Theatre  in  Wilmington,  Del., 
succeeding  LOUIS  BLACK,  who  went  to 
the  Aldine  there. 

V 
SPENCER  WEBSTER 
is  the  manager  of  the  Carolina  Theatre, 
Wilson,  N.  C. 

V 
FRANK  H.  BURNS 

has  been  shifted  to  manage  the  Carolina 
Theatre  in  Greensboro,  N-  C. 

V 
EUGENE  STREET 

city  manager  of  the  Carolina,  Imperial  and 
State  Theatres,  Charlotte,  N.  C,  has  been 
transferred  to  Knoxville,  Tenn.,  as  manager 
of  the  six  Wilby-Kincy  theatres  there. 
EMIL  BERNSTECKER,  manager  of  the 
Carolina  in  Greensboro,  N.  C,  succeeds 
Street. 

V 
JIMMIE  PORTER 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  State 
in  Clinton,  N.  C.  Succeeding  HOWARD 
TURNER. 

V 
FRANK  AUSTIN 

assistant  manager  at  the  Warner  Theatre, 
Morgantown,  West  Va.,  has  been  named 
manager  of  the  Ritz  in  New  Kensington, 
Penna. 

V 
EARL  FOREMAN 

has  resigned  as  assistant  manager  of  the  City 
Hall  Theatre,  New  York  City,  to  join  the 
publicity  staff  of  David  Alber,  press  repre- 
sentative. 

V 
EMIL  BERNSTECKER 

former  manager  of  the  Carolina  Theatre, 
Greensboro,  N.  C,  has  succeeded  EUGENE 
STREET  as  manager  of  the  Imperial  and 
State  Theatres,  Charlotte.  Street  has  gone 
to  Knoxville,  Tenn.,  where  he  will  manage 
the  six  Wilby-Kincy  Theatres  there,  head- 

quartering at  the  Tennessee. 

MIGHTY  HUNTSMEN 

How  Round  Tablers  up  in  the  north 
woods  improve  their  marksmanship  is 
illustrated  in  the  snapshots  pictured 
here.  Above  is  S.  A.  Kimball,  Sokokis 

Theatre,  Limerick,  Maine,  with  a  re- 
cent trophy;  below,  B.  R.  Johnson, 

Orpheum  Theatre,  Nipawin,  Sask., 

left,  and  Andy  Wilson,  Unique  The- 
atre, Rosetown,  Sask.,  right,  at  the 

latter's  hunting  camp. 

V 

HERMAN  WEINBERG 

director  of  publicity  for  the  55th  Street 
Playhouse,  has  been  appointed  American 
editor  of  Film  Art,  a  quarterly  devoted  to 
the  artistic  film,  published  in  London. 

V 

JOHN  KRIEGER 
has  been  transferred  to  the  Dickinson  The- 

atre at  Lawrence,  Kan. 

GRAYSON  POATS 
has  been  transferred  to  the  National  The- 

atre, Greensboro,  N.  C,  as  assistant manager. 

V 
HARRY  L.  KEESAER 

formerly  advertising  manager  of  the  Stand- 
ard Theatres,  Green  Bay,  Wis.,  is  now  man- 

ager of  the  Strand  in  Manitowoc,  Wis. 

V 
KEITH  CHAMBERS 
has  been  shifted  from  the  Palace,  Canton, 
Ohio,  to  the  State  in  East  Liverpool,  and  R. 
H.  SHAFFER  from  the  New  Garden, 
Portsmouth,  to  succeed  Chambers.  C.  A. 
METRO  has  replaced  Shaffer. 

V 
WILLIAM  COOLEY 

has  been  named  manager  of  the  Venetian  in 
Seattle,  Wash.,  replacing  ARTHUR  HILE, 
resigned.  ROBERT  SHEARER  replaces 
Cooley  at  the  Ballard  Roxy. 

V 
E.  H.  ROUSSEAU 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Ritz, 
Barnesville,  Ga.,  succeeding  OLIN  HALL, 
who  was  transferred  to  the  West  Point, 
West  Point,  Ga. 

V 

IRV  STEIN  ■ 
formerly  with  Standard .  Theatres  in  Mil- 

waukee, Wis,  is  how  connected  with  Gilliams 
&  Rubin,  New  York  advertising  agency. 

V 
HOWARD  FEDERER 

has  been  named  general  manager  of  West- 
land   Theatres,   Denver,   Mich.,  following 

resignation  of  T.  B.  NOBLE,  who  will  op- 
erate a  house  in  Oklahoma  City. 

V 

C.  F.  DEANE 
formerly  of  the  Dunbar  Theatre,  Dunbar;, 
West  Va.,  is  now  managing  the  Lorado 
Theatre  in  Lorado,  West  Va. 

V 
RAY  HARTLEY 

has  been  named  manager  of  Hamrick's  Coli- 
seum in  Seattle,  succeeding  GEORGE  AP- 

PLEBY, who  moved  to  Portland  to  super- 
vise the  Blue  Mouse,  Music  Box  and  Play- 

house Theatres. 
V 

JACK  BOYLE replaces  ROBERT  PARKER  at  the  Chiefj 
Marceline,  Mo.,  with  the  latter  going  to 
Ellsworth,  Kan.,  and  HARRY  BROWN  of 
the  Dickinson  at  Manhattan  has  replaced 
JOHN  KRIEGER  at  Paola,  Kan. 

V 
ROBERT  DUKE 
replaced  BILL  ROBERTS  at  the  Carleton 
in  Los  Angeles  with  the  latter  going  to  the 
Fox  Bakersfield.  HENRY  PETERS  goes 
to  the  Orpheum  in  San  Diego  and  M.  A. 
ELLSWORTH  is  relieved  at  the  Florence 

by  CHARLES  BOWSER. 
V 

ROSS  JONES 
transferred  to  the  Englewood,  Englewood, 

Cal,  replacing  ROBERT  ELLEN,  who 
goes  to  the  Hermosa,  formerly  managed  by 
ROBERT  SPROWL,  resigned.  W.  S. 
SMITH,  goes  to  the  Fairmont  in  San  Diego, 
replacing  C.  H.  MEEKER,  who  goes  to  the 
North  Park,  there  relieving  EDWARD  R. 
REED,  who  goes  to  the  Plaza  in  San  Diego. 
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duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 
Bunnies  Tine 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed Title  Star  Rel. 
Ben  te  Fight  F rankle  Darro-Jack  La  Rue  Nev.  St  
Devil   Diamond.  The  Kane   Richmond-June   Gale  Jan.  I5.'37t  
Galloping  Dynamite   Kormlt  Maynard-Arlano  Allen. ...  Dec.  30t  
Headline  Crasher   Frankie  Darre-Kane  Richmond.  ..Dee.  SSt  
Phantom  Patrol   Kermlt  Maynard-Jean  Barclay ....  Oct.  30t  
Raelng  Bleed   Frankie  Darro-Kanc  Richmond.  ..Nov.  ISt  
Sinn  While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlin   Feb.  I5.'37t  
Valley  of  Terror  Kermlt  Maynard-Harley  Wood.. .Jan.  20.'37t  •  
Wildcat  Trooper   Kermlt  Maynard-H.  Bosworth..  ..Oct.  ISt  
Wild  Herae  Roundup  Kermlt  Maynard-Dlekle  Jonet..  ..Nov.  20t  
With  Love  and  Klesee  Pinky  Tomlln-Toby  Wing  Dee.  20t  

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Drag   Net,  The  Rod  LaRocquo- Marian  Nixon  Apr.  15  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Santa  Fa,  The....  Nina  Quartarc- Norman  Kerry..  ..Jan.  I,'37t  

(all  color) 
Tundra  (G)   Del  Cambre   Sept.  ISt  78  Aug.  29 

Coming 

White  Glove,  The  May  l,'37t  
CELEBRITY 

Coming 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Far  Love  of  Yeu  F.  Forests- R I scoe  and  Wayne  60  
Kits  Me  Goodbye  M.  Schneider- Riseoe  and  Wayne  62  

CHESTERFIELD 

Title  Star 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobson-G.  P.  Huntley,  Jr. 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hepton.  .  .June 
House  ef  Secrets  Leslie  Fenton-Murlel  Evans  Oct. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  7.) 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Misting  Girls  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydney  Blackmer..  ..Sept. 
fled  Lights  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille  Gleason  Dee. 

Coming 
Light  Fingered  Ladles  
Policewoman   

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Apr.    25    65  

1  64  
26t  67  

6.. I0t. 
29t. .66. 

.Oct.  10 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Adventure  In  Manhattan  (G) . . .  Jean  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oct. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.   Churchlll-Wm.   Gargan  Sept 
And  So  They   Were  Married 
(G)   Mary  Astor-Melvyn  Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (8)...  Maurice  Chevalier   Dee. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan-Florence  Rice.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
3ode  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrett-Mary  Blake  Oct. 
Come  Closer,  Folks  James  Dunn-Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Merrle-Margot  0 rename.  .June 

(See  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady  (G)  Ralph  Bellamy-Jean  Perry  Dee. 
Cowboy  Star,  The  Charles  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind  Russell  Oct. 
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio-Richard  Dlx  Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dix-Karen  Merley  May 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  Starrett-Marlan  Welden  Feb. 
End  ef  the  Trail  (G)  Jaek  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sept. 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churchill- Ralph  Bellamy  June 
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley  Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff.  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrillo-Chester  Morris  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  21.) Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian-Russell  Hardls  Oct 
King  Steps  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franehot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere   Mary  Aster-Charles  Qulgley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churehlll-B.  Cabot.  ..Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  The  (8).  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Sept. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  Edward  Arnold-Lionel  Stander  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  3.  ».  81.) 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73.... Oct.  SI 

23 1  60.... Oct.  24 

10...  75. ...Apr.  18 
■  56  
I4t  80. ...Sept.  26 
10  66  

9t. 

7t. 
12.. 

.55. 

.61. 

.74. 

Sit  60. Jan.  23.'37 
20t  56  

It  75. ...Sent  19 

I.... 5,'37t 

30. 

I. 

!5/37t 

2lt. 

 80.. 

..May 
IS 

....72.. 
..Nov. 

21 
 S7  

 58.. 
..Oct. 24 

 58.. 
..Nev. 7 

 86.. 

..May 
23 

 60.. 
..Nov. 7 

 73.. 
..Oct. 

%i 

 72.. 

..July 
SB 

Star 
Rel. Running  Time 

Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

6  66....  Apr.  IS 
24 1  77....  Dee.  26 
12  118.. ..Apr.  » 

120.  122:  June  27,  p.  68: 
p.  92:  Aug.  22,  pp.  Ill, 

I4t  63... 
10  56... 20,'37t  

Oct. 

Mar 

SI 

a 

25t. .83. ...Die.  It 

2.. 
sot. 
lit. 

.68. 

.58. 

12. 
.69. 

20  60.... Aug.  22 
17  57.... Sept  It 
8  56  
I2t  95.... Nov.  14 

1  70....  Aug. 
15  65. ...Aug. 
ISt  69  , 
15  63  

Title 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Door,  The 
(G)   Richard  Arlen-Cecllla  Parker. ...  May 

More  Than  a  Secretary  (0)....Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dee. 
Mr.  Deeds  Goes  te  Town  (G) . .  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90:  June  6,  p.  120:  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II.  pp.  125.  128:  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25.  p.  81;  Aug.  8. 112.  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jaek  Holt-Evelyn  Venable  Nov. 
Panic  on  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayres- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Parole  Racket   Paul  Kelly-Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 

(See  "Freedom  for  Sale,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (8)  Blng  Crotby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79;  Feb.  6.'32.  p.  72.) 
Pride  of  the  Marines  Charles  Biekford-Florenee  Rice. .Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts  Oct. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Bob  Allen-iris  Meredith  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret  Patrol   (G)  Charles  Starrett- Finis  Barton..  ..May 
Shakedown  (G)  Lew  Ayres -Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charles  Starrett-Flnls  Barton. .. .June 
Theodora  Goes  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvyn  Douglas  Nev. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  81.) 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (G)  Chester  Morrlt-Fay  Wray  Sept. 
Trapped  by  Television   (G) ... Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Aster  June 
Tugboat   Princess   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Fellows .  .Oct. 
Two  Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clay  worth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  July  4.) 
Unknown   Ranger,  The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tlbbetts..  ..Sept. 
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith..  ..Jan. 
Woman  in  Distress  (G)  May  Robson-lrene  Hervey  Jan. 
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglas-Virginia  Bruce. .Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) Coming 

College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil  Is  Driving,  The  Richard  Dix-Joan  Perry  
Honeymoon  Pilot   Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley  
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   Feb.  26,'37t  
League  of  Frightened  Men  Walter  Connolly-Lionel  Stander  
Lost  Horizon   Ronald  Col  man-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  79.) 
New  Trail  Ahead,  A  Chas.  Starrett- Peggy  Stratford  
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wilson-Chas.  Qulgley  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  I3,'37.) 
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft-Evelyn  Venable.. Mar.  I5,'37t  
Sound  of  Your  Voice  Grace  Moore  
Speed  Mad   Rosalind  Keith-Allen  Brook  Mar.  20,'37t  
Thunder  In  the  City  (G)  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Luli  Deste  76.. Feb.  13. '37 
Trapped   Charles  Starrett-Peggy  Stratford  ..Mar.  5,'37t  
Trouble  In  Morocco   Jack  Holt-Mae  Clarke  Mar.  25,'37t..  
Venus  Makes  Trouble  James  Dunn-Patrlela  Ellis  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupin*  Mar.  3I,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  I6,'37.) 
When  You're  In  Love  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  Feb.  27,'37t  

(See  "Interlude,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct  24.) 
Women  Are  Wis*  Dolores  Del  Rio  

ISt  
22/S7t  
l7,'37t....68..Feb.  13/37 
28/37t....72  

CRESCENT 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom  Keene-Gwynne  Shlpman..  ..Jan.   I8.'37t...*60.  .Jan.  9/37 
Glory  Trail.  The  (0)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept.  ISt  65  July  18 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keene-Rlta  Cansln*...  Oct.    27t  60  Oct.  17 Coming 

Common  Ground   Tom  Keene   Apr.  I2.'37t  
Old  Louisiana   Tom  Keen-Rita  Canslno  Mar.  I,*37f  
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keen*   July  S.'37t  

DANUBIA 

(Hungarlaa  Dialogue)  Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Be  Good  Unte  Death  Lael  Devenyi   Sept.  lot  80  
Blue  Danube  Romance  Zlta  Perezell   Jan.   20/S7t  85  
Car  of   Dreams  Torzs-Pereell   Oct.     lot  90  
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug.  25t. 
Dreams  of  Love  (English  Titles). Frank  Taray   Jan. 
Friendly   Expression  Raday-Sioke   Nn. 
Hungarian  Village   Travelogue   Dee.  23t. 

(English  titles) 
Little  Pastry  Shop  

.78. S/S7t.. .103. 
It  65. 

.20. 

.Kabes- Perteil   May  15. 

.54. 
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Title 
Mu  Usdor  til*  Bride*. 
Mink  Tale*   
H*w  Landlord,  The . . 

Star  R«l. 
. .  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
..Turay-Kabn   July 
.  .Csortos-Egry   Aug. 

Salary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Dee. 
Sen  of  the  Steppea  Klss-Komar   Dee. 
tweet  Stepmother  Maria  Taenadl   8e»t 

(English  titles) 
Thla  Villa  for  Sale  Verebei-Cslkoa   Juna 
Three  Splnitera   Emilia  Markui   Dae. 

Cominp 
 Szarenyi-Sued   

RaaalBf  Tim* 
Data     Minute*  Reviewed 
1ST  82  
15  68  
20t  98  
Sit  82  
25t  85  
I  St  90  
15.. 

It. 
.80. .84. 

Sister  Mary Mar.  28,'37t.  . .  .91  . 

DuWORLD 

Title  Star 
Crimean  Circle   Noah  Beery   Jan. 
Kllou.  The  Killer  Teehnleolor   Oet. 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dam*  Oet. 
Hebody't  Boy   Robert  Lynen   Sept. 
Opera  of  Parle  Georges  Thill   Oct. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
l/S7t  
It  60. June  1/35 
It  58  
I5t  81   
It  50  

FIRST  NATIONAL 

(See  also  Warner  Brothers)  Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date  Minutes  Reviewed 
Brides  Are  Like  That  (O)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louie*  Apr.    18  67.... Jan.  25 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117.) 
Bullets  er  Ballots  (S)  961  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Joan  Blondell  ..June     8  81  May  23 

(Eploltatlon:  June  13.  p.  123;  June  27,  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92,  93;  Oet.  3,  p.  82.) 
Captain's  Kid,  The  (0)  167... Guy  Klbbee-Sybll  Jason  Nov.    I4t  72.... Sept.  19 
Case  of  the  Black  Cat  (G)  170.  Rlcardo  Cortez-June  Travli  Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  8,  p.  79.) 
Case  of  the  Velvet  Claws,  The 

(G)  965   Warren  Wllllam-ClaJre  Dodd  Aug.  16... 
China  Clipper  (G)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Roberts  Aug.  22... 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Oet  10.  p.  62;  Oet.  31,  p.  76.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (G)  177  Patricia  Ellls-Dennls  Moore  Sept.  I9t  66  July 
Earthworm  Tractors  (G)  962... Joe  E.  Brown-Juno  Travis  July    18  69  Juno 

Sit... .  .66  Oet. 

.63. ...May 

.88i/t..AU0. 

26t... 
p.  86.) 23  

.101. 

.68.. ..May 

.Diek  Powell-Joan  Blondell  Dee. 
p.  100;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71;  Feb.  I3,'37, 

..Bette  Davis-George  Brent  May 
85:  July  4,  p.  72.) 
.Errol  Flynn-Anlta  Louise  Feb.  J0/37t. .  .*85.Jan 

Guns  of  Pecos  960  Dick  Foran-Anne  Nagel  .Jan.     2,'37  56  
Hearts  Divided  (G)  955  Marlon  Davles-DIek  Powell  June   20  70.. 
Her*  Comee  Carter  (G)  169  Ross  Alexander-Anne  Nagel  Oet.    24t  60.. 
Law  In  Her  Hands,  The  (G) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  ..May    16  58.. 

Love    Begins   at    Twenty  (G) 
975  Warren  Hull-Patrlsla  Ellis  Aug.  22   58.. 

Murder  by  aa  Aristocrat  (G) 
974   Marguerite  Churehlll-L.  Talbot.  ..  June    IS  60.. 

Once  a  Doctor  171  Donald  Woods-Jean  Mulr  Jan.  2S,'S7t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 

Singing  Kid,  The  (G)  954  Al  Jolson-Beverly  Robert*  Apr.    II  84.. 
(Exploitation:  May  2.  p.  99.) 

Slag  Me  a  Love  Song  (G)  160.  James  Melton-Patrlela  Ellis  Jan.     9,'37t..  ..79.. 
(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  70.) 

Snowed  Under  (G)  971  George  Brent-Genevleve  Tobln..  ..Apr. 
Stag*  Struck  (G)  155  Joan  Blondell-DIck  Powell  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  8ept.  5.  p.  79.) 
Stolen  Holiday  (G)  157  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  Feb. 
Three  Men  en  a  Hone  (G)  151. Frank  MeHugh-Joan  Blondell..  ..Nov. 

..Doe.  12 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  pp.  75.  78;  Aug.  29,  pp.  85,  86,  87; 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92,  86.) 

Gold  Diggers  of  1937  (G)  151 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2, '37, 

Golden  Arrow,  The  (G)  959... 
(Exploitation:  May  16,  p. 

Green  Light  (G)  154.. 9,'S7 

4  
I2t  

6,'37t . . 

2lt  
(Exploitation:  Dee.  12,  p.  81:  Dee.  19,  p.  89:  Dee.  28,  p.  70;  Jan.  2/37,  p. 
P.  71.) 

Trallln'  West  979  Dlek  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.  5  
(See  "On  Secret  Service,  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  16.) 

Twe  Against  the  World  (G)  977.H.  Bogart-Beverly  Robert*  July  II  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

Whit*  Angel,  The  (G)  951  Kay  Francls-lan  Hunter  July  4  
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125:  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  8ept.  19,  p.  89:  Oet.  8,  pp. 
p.  89;  Jan.  9/37.  p.  84.) 

.63.. 

.80. 

.85. 108;  Jan.  9 

.Juna 13 .  Dee. • 

.Apr. 

.May 

38 
.Apr. 4 

.Mar. 

21 
..Oet. 1? 
.Mar. 

5! 

•  Aut. 

18 

.Dee. 26 

.Dee. C 

'87, 

.56. 

.57. i*a  a 

..91.... Job*  8 
81,  83;  Dm.  19, 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  The  Dlek  Foran-Jan*  Bryan  
Draegerman  Courage  (G)  168.. Jean  Mulr-Barton  MasLane  *60  Aug.  20 
Gentleman  from  Klmberlay.  Th* Warner  Baxter-Anita  Louise  
Her  Husband'*  Secretary  ITS. .Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Mar.  20/37  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Marked  Woman   Bette  Davis- H.  Begart  
Men  In  Exile  Richard  Pureell-Jun*  Trail*  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Ream,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Huteblnsen-S.  Brent  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  31.) 
Penrod  and  Sam  (G)  172  Billy  Maueh-Harry  Watson  Feb.  28/37t  .  .*65.Jaa.  16/37 
Prince  and  the  Pauper,  The  112.  Mauch  Twins-Errol  Flynn  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
San  Quentln   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Begart  

(See  "In  th*  Cutting  Roam,"  Nov.  21.) 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A  Edward  Q.  Robinson  
Slim   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  Fends  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
8tory  of  Emlla  Zola,  Th*  Paul    Muni-J.  Hutchinson  
Stuttering  Bishop,  Th*  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvarak  

Tltla  Star 
Talent  8eout   Donald  Woods-Jeanne  Madden  
That  Man's  Her*  Again  Mary  Magulre-Tom  Brown  

(See  "Love  Begins,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Dat*      Minute*  Review**) 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Title*)  Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Dat*      Minutes  Reviewed 

Crustalo  Nina  Afentakl   Oet.    lit  95  
Eros  A.  Marlko*  Sept    7t  MO  
Exo  Ftohea  B.  Argyre   8ept.  20t  98  
Sarcos  and  the  Eagl*  Olympia  Deos   Oct.    I8t  118  

Astero 

Coming 

Miss  Kyveli   Feb.  2l,'37t  ...90. 

GB  PICTURES 

Title  Star 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arllss-Lucl*  Mannheim.  ..Oct. 
Everybody  Dance  (G)  ....Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneidge  Feb. 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3609. C.  Bennett- D.  Montgomery  Oet 
Head  Over  Heels  in  Love  (G) 

3604   Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Borrell  Feb.  20,'37t. 
It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Jessie  Matthews-Robert  Young..  ..May 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19.  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. ..Otto  Kruger-Leonora  Corbett  Dee. 
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Cllvo  Brook-Helen  Vinson  Nov. 
Man  of  Affairs  (G)  George  Arllss-Rene  Ray  Jan.  20/S7t.. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Hi*  Lordship.") 
Man  Who  Lived  Again  (A)  3507. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Loe  Nov.  I  
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610..  Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrle  Hardwlek*.  .Sept.  It 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minute*  Review**) 

16  

I5/S7t. 

It.... 

30... 

It.. 
I5t.. 

..74.... Sept  It 

..75. ...Da*.  • ..74.... Sept  IS 

.67. Feb.  13/37 
.79.. .May  19 

.  .69.... Mar. 

..63. ...May 

..7I....N**. 

..66. ...Oet 

..80. ...May 
81 
89 29 

10 
IS 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")  (See  production  article,  June  20,  p.  10; exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 
River  of  Unrest  (G)  John  Lodge-John  Loder  Jan.  IO/37t  69  May  19 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 
Seeret  Agent  (A)  3515  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Lorre. .  . .June    15  83. ...May  23 
Seven  Sinners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowo-C.  Cummlngs  Aug.   I5t  ...70  Jnly  II 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Doomed  Cargo.") 
Stranger*  an  a  Honeymoon  (G) 
3615   C.  Cummlngs-Noah  Beery  Dee.  I5t  67.Ja».  9/87 

Week-end    Millionaire  (G)  36l6Buddy  Rogers-Mary  Brian  Nov.   20t  64  Apr.  4 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Once  In  a  Million.") 
Woman  Alone,  Th*  (G)  3601. .Sylvia  Sidney-John  Loder  Jan.    l/37t  76. Jan.  2/87 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Sabotage.") 
Coming 

Great  Barrier,  The  Richard  Arlen-LIIII  Palmar  
(See  production  article,  Feb.  6/37,  p.  20.) 

King  Solomon'*  Mine*  3618. ...  Roland  Young-Cedrle  Hardwlcke  
Two  of  Us,  The  Jack  Hulbert-Glna  Malo    
You're  in  the  Army  Now  Wallace  Ford-Anna  Lee  Mar.  l/37t  

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Star 
Rel. 

Title 
Arizona  Days  (G)  147  Tex  Rltter- Eleanor  Stewart  Jan. 
Captain  Calamity  128  George  Houston -Marl  an  Nlxoa. ...  Nov. Devil   on   Horseback,  The  (G) 
126   Llll  Damlta-Fred  Keating  0*t. 

Great  Guy  (G)  101  James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  Dee. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  16, '37,  p  .74;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78:  Feb.  6/37 

Hats  Off  (G)  108  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne  Dec. 
Headin'    for   the    Rio  Grande 

(G)    146   Tex  RItter-Eleanor  Stewart  Dee. 
Navy  Spy  137   Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  ..Feb. 
Romance  and  Riches  (G)  l53...Cary  Grant-Mary  Brian  Feb. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "The  Amazing  Quest.") Scotland  Yard  Commands  152. .  Clive  Brook-V.  Hopper  Jan. 
Sins  of  Children  (G)   119  Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker  Oct. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "In  HI*  Steps.")  (Exploitation:  Nov. 
Song  of  the  Gringo  (G)  144...  Tex  RItter-Joan  Woodbury  Nov. 
We're  in  the  Legion  Now  (G) 
129   Reginald  Denny- Esther  Ralston.  .  Jan. 

'Reviewed  under  th*  title,  "Rett  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)   l20..Tala  Blrell-lan  Keith  Oet. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  136  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Nov. 

Running  Tim* 

Data      Minutes  Revleweo 
30/S7t...52..Feb.  13/37 29t  68  

lit  70'/,. .Oet  8 
25t  73....  Dec.  19 

pp.  74,  77.) 6. '371  66'/,. Jan.  2/87 

20t.... 
20/37t. 
I3,'37t. 

.61. 
.Dm.  12 

.70....  Aug.  29 

23.*37f  61  
4/37t..  .79'/,..S*pt 

14,  p.  90.) 
22t  62 

19 

N*V.  14 

I6,'37t..  ..55'/2..Feb.  15 

25t  81... 
8t  63... 

.Oct N*v. 

24 

14 
Coming 

Girl  Loves  Boy  Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker  
Gold   Conrad  Nagel  
Hittin'  the  Trail  149  Tex  Ritter   
Killers  of  the  Sea  135  Capt.    W.    Casewell  Feb.   27/37t . . .  135. 
Trouble  in  Texas  148  Tex   Ritter   Feb.  27/37t...  
23'/2  Hours  Leave  103  James  Ellison-Terry  Walker  

GUARANTEED Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Data      Minute*  Revlewoe) 

Just  My  Lack  Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  Jan*  15  
Luck  ef  th*  Irish  Richard  Hayward   Sept  I5t  
Phantom  Ship  Bela  Lugosl -Shirley  Gray  Oet  ISt  
Women  In  Whit*  Molly  Lament-Lester  Matthew*.  ..July  IS  Coming 

Early  Bird,  The  Richard  Hayward   
Irish  and  Proud  of  It  Richard  Hayward   
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HOFFBER© 

Tltlt  Star  Rel 
Calllno  All  Cart  Jaek  LaRue- Lillian  M Ilea  Fab. 
Flra  Trap,  Tha  Norman  Fatter- Evalyn  Knap*. . . .  Jaa. 
Girl  frara  Maxla't  Laalla  Henson-Franees  Day  Oct, 
Inyaah   Borneo  Expeditlaa  Not. 
Pale'a  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   Fab. 
Rescue  8quad   Ralph  Forbes-Sheila  Terry  Feb. 
Song  of  tha  Scarlet  Flmr  Swedish   Sept. 
Tenderfoot  Goes  Wart,  A  Jaek  LaRue-Ruatell  Gleaten  Oct. 
Uncle  from  America  Czeek  Film   Dee. 
Valea  af  India  Hoeffer  Expedition   Nov. 
Waited  Men   Chariot  Laughton- Dorothy  Glth.  ..Sept. 

Coming 
Crime  of  Voodeo  Fredl  Washington   

Running  Time 
Date      Mlnutet  Reviewed 
IO/37t..  ..62. Jan.  2673S 
I0/S7t..58.Dee.  7,'SS 
It  SS.Ott  14,'SS ISt  70  
IS/37t...75  
IO/37t..  ..62  
If  80  ISt  (2  
ISt  00  
It  70  
It  62  

Title 
Star 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Mlnutea  Reviewed 

.63. 

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dee.     It  90  Juna  ( 
High  Hat   Frank  Luther- Dorothy  Dare  Jan.     I.'37t  90  
She  Shall  Have  Mutle  Jaek  Hylton-June  Clyde  Nov.     It  90.  Dee.  l,'S5 Coming 
Deerslayer   
I  Demand  Payment   Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRue  
Judgment  Day  
Rich  Relations   Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure,  Madame  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Ellis  Island   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov.     St  66  
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker  Juna    10  66'/2..July  II 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (G). Reginald  Denny-Jack  LaRue  Aug.     1  64. ...Aug.  29 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp. .  . .  May     2  75  July  4 

Coming 
Borrowed  Time  

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed ..71.. 
. .112.. 

...64.. ...82.. 

.  .108. 

.  .Apr. 

. .  Dee. 

..Sept. Feb.  13, 

..Nov. 

Title  Star 
Absolute  Quiet  (G)  809  Irene  Hervey-Llonel  A  twill  Apr.  24... 
After  the  Thin  Man  (G)  713... Wm.  Powell-Myrna  Ley  Dee.  25t.. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  72;  Feb.  I3,'37,  p.  86.) 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705.. Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Furnest  Oet.    1 0t  -  - 
April  Romance  (G)  706  Richard  Tauber  Nov.  20t.. 
Born  to  Dance  (G)  709  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart. ...  Nov.  27t.. 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  93;  Jan.  2.'37,  p.  108;  Jan.  23, '37,  p.  80.) 
Camilla  (A)  639  Greta  Garbo-Robert  Taylor  Jan.     1/37. ...10 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  24,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  2/37,  p.  107.) 
Dangerous  Number  (G)  718. ..  Robert  Young-Ann  Sothera  Jan.    22/37t  71.  Feb. 
Devil  Doll,  Tha  (G)  631  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan  .  July    10  79  July 
Davll  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (G)  656.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper. . .Sept.  18  92  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  73;  Dee.  26,  p.  71;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  100;  Jan.  9/37.  p.  68.) 
Fury  (G)  610  Sylvia  Sidney-Spencer  Tracy  June     5  94. 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  Juno  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept, 
General  8panky  (G)  714  Spanky  MeFarland-P.  Helmet.. 
Gorgeout  Hussy,  Tha  (G)  633.. Joan  Crawford- Robert  Taylor  

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept 
9/37.  p.  68.) 

.W.  Powell-M.  Loy-L 
exploitation:  Apr.  18, 
114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Nov.  28,  p.  105 

Dee.  18 

6/37 II 
II 

.May  30 

Great  Zlegfeld,  The  (G)  700.. 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16; 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p. 
Feb.   6/37,    p.  72.) 

Hit  Brother's  Wife  (A)  S57... 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p. 

5,  p. 
.  Dee. .Aug. 

5,  p, 

Ralner  Sept. 
p.  76:  June  27,  | 

80.) 

lit  
28  
79;  Oct. 
4  

I.  82;  Aug 

.72....  Oet. 
1 05.... Sept. 

31,  p.  76;  Jan. 

180. ...Apr.  4 
,  8,  p.  90;  Aug. 

Dec.  5; 

37t. 

•  

2t.... 20  

ISt.... 
5/37t. 29/37t. 

23t.... 25  

sot.... 
14  

..71.. 
..98.. 

..98.. 

..51.. 

..81.. 

.Oct.  10 

..Oet. .Oet 
.Nov. 

17 

21 
.71. 
..65. 

Robt.  Taylor- Barbara  Stanwyck.  ..Aug.     7  80  Aug.  22 
76:  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Dee.  10,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Keltoa  Aug. 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  The  7I9.J.  Crawford-Wm.  Powell  Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Libeled  Lady  (G)  648  Jean  Harlow- William  Powell- 

Myrna  Loy-Speneer  Traey  Oet 
Longest  Night,  Tha  (G)  704...  Robert  Young- Florence  Rlee  Oet. 
Love  on  the  Run  (G)  654  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  64.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  708  Ellssa  Landl-Edmund  Lowe  Nov. 
Mama  Steps  Out  (G)  721  Guy  Klbbee- Alice  Brady  Feb. 
Man  of  the  People  (G)  716  Joseph  Callela- Florence  Rita  Jan. 
Mltter  Cinderella  707  Jaek  Haley-Betty  Furness  Oet. 
Old  Hutch  (Q)  629  Wallace  Beery-Cecllla  Parker  Sept 
Our  Relations  (G)  710  Laurel  and  Hardy  Oet 
Piccadilly  Jim  (G)  655  Robt.  Montgomery- Madge  Evans.. Aug. 
Robin  Hood  of  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter-Ann  Lorlng  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  SO,  p. 
San  Franelseo  (G)  636  Clark  Gable-J.  MacDonald  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68;  Oet.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oet  SI 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lindsay  Dae. 
Small  Town  Girl  (G)  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robert  Taylor  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  80;  July  25,  p.  77 
Speed  (G)  652  Wendy  Barrle-James  Stewart  May 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow-Franehot  Tana  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79:  Aug.  29,  pp, 
Sworn  Enemy  (Q)  70S.  Robert  Young- Florence  Rlea  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  70.) 
Tarzan  Eteapet  (G)  711  J.  Welssmuller-M.  O'Sulllvan  Nev.     St  St. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  96;  Dec.  26,  p.  75;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  72.) 

.  New.  14 
.  Feb.  6/37 

..81. Jan.  30/37 

..76  

..80.... Sept.  5 

..74....  Nov.  21 

.97....  Aug.  IS 

.  ISt.... ,  10  
Aug.  8,  p 

8  
24  
84,  87 
lit.... 

IS  75.. ..May  IS 

28    75. ...May  88 
8/S7t ....72.. Jan.  9/37 
8  88  Apr.  4 
18  60  Juna  17 
Sit  59  June  20 

Three  Wise  Guys  (G)  653  Robert  Young-Betty  Furain  May 
(Exploitation:  July  IS,  p.  85.) 

Trouble  for  Two  (G)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Russell.  ..May 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Rlee  Jan. 
Unguarded  Hour,  Tha  (G)  65I.Loretta  Young- Franchot  Tone  Apr. 
We  Went  to  College  (G)  626. ..Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater  June 
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701... Stuart  Erwln-Florence  Rlee  July Coming 

Captains  Courageous   F.  Bartholomew-Spencer  Traey. ...  Mar.   I9,'37t  ■  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 

Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Feb.  26,'37t  
Espionage  723   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evant  Feb.  26/37*  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Good  Earth.  The  (A)  Paul  Muni-Lulte  Ralner  138.. Feb.  6/37 

(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Feb.  6/32,  p.  72.) 
Maytlme  720   J.  MaeDonald-Nelton  Eddy  Mar.  5/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  13/37.) 
Night  Must  Fall  Robt.  Montgomery- R.  Russell  
Nobody's  Baby   (G)   Patsy  Kelly- Robt.  Armstrong  "65.  Feb.  6/37 
Parnell   Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy  Mar.  I9,'37t  

(See  production  article,  Feb.  13/37,  p.  16.) 
Personal  Property   Jean  Harlow- Robert  Tayltr  Apr.  2,'37t  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1 100. ...  Norma  Shearer-Leslie  Howard  127  July  18 

(See  production  article,  Mar.  28,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9/37.  p.  68:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79; 
Jan.  30/37.  p.  83ffi  Feb.  6/37,  p.  77.) 

Skidding   Lionel  Barrymore-Cecilia  Parker  .. Mar.  26/37t  
Song  of  the  City  Dean  Jeffries- Marg't  Lindsay  Mar.  12/37  
Way  Out  West  (G)  Laurel  and  Hardy  *65..Jaa.  2/87 

17  86  
85;  July  II,  p.  124.) 
28  III. ...July  4 
113,  114;  Aug.  28,  p.  85; 
,  p.  79.) 

.74....  Dot.  18 

.106. ...Apr.  II 
91.) 

..72....  May  2 
.  .95..,.Jory  18 
Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
..78.... July  II 

.Nev.  7 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Senor  Jim Star 

Coming 

.Conway  Tearle- Barbara  Bedford. 

PARAMOUNT 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Mlnutet  Reviewed 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Mlnutet  Reviewed 

Accusing  Finger  (G)  S6I4  Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Hunt  Oct.    23t  62... .Nev.  It 
Along  Came  Love  3616  Irene  Hervey-Chas.  Starrett  Nov.     6t  66  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  S563. ..  Randolph  Scott-Frances  Drake. .. .June    19  68  June  It 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Sept 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  26, 
p.  75;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

Arizona  Mahoney  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  Dee.     4t  58  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Arizona  Raiders.  The  (G)  3564.  Buster  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  June 
Big  Broadcast  of  1937,  The  (G) 
3612   Jack  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Oct.  9t  

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31,  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98;  Dec. 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyes  (G)  3548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (G)  3558  John  Howard-Frances  Farmer  May 

26  57. ...Oet  17 

100. ...Oet  18 

5,  p.  78;  Dae. 

. .  Jan. 

S  

29  
l5/37t. 

..78.. 

..59.. 

.Apr. 

.Apr. 

.May 

..85.. 
.May  I 

Bulldog  Drummond  Escape!  Ray  Mllland-Heather  Angel  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Dee.  19.) 

Case  Against  Mrs.  Amet,  The 
(A)  3555   Madeleine  Carroll-George  Brent 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 
Champagne  Waltz  (G)  Gladys  Swarthout-F.  MaeMurray .  .Jan.    29/37? ...  85  Dee.  It 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  pp.  79,  60.) 
Clarence   Roseoe  Karns-Charlotte  Wyntert . .  Feb.  I2,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  26.) 
College  Holiday  (G)  3623  Jaek  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Dee. 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  (G)  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Jan. 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chas.  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Easy  to  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard  .Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (Q)  3552  Mary  Ellis- Walter  Pldgeon  May 
Florida  Speelal  (G)  3554  Jack  Oakle-Sally  Ellen  May 
Forgotten  Faees  (G)  3556  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  May 
General  Died  at  Dawn,  The  (G) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll ...  Sept. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p. 
Girl  of  the  Ozarke,  Tha  (0) 
3561   Virginia  Weldlor-H.  Cratmaa. .  . . Juna 

Go  West,  Young  Man  (A)  3618. Maa  West-Randolph  Scott  Nov. 

25t  22/37t . . 

S  

tt  

..87....  Dee.  28 .*70.Jan.  30/87 

..73....  July  21 

IS... 8... 

15... 

4t.. 

95.) 

12... 
ISt.. 

..67.. ..76.. 

..67.. 

..72.. 

..98.. 

.May  81 

.Apr.  28 

.May  2 

.Sept  It 

(Exploitation:  p.  80;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106;  Jan.  30/37,  p. 
Heart  of  the  West  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  July  24... 
Hideaway  Girl  (G)  3619  Martha  Raye-Robt.  Cummlngs. .  . . Nov.  20t.. 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (G)  8603. .John  Halllday-Robt  Cummlngs .  . . Aug.  2lt-. 
Hopalong  Cassldy  Returnt  (Q) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Brent  Oct.  23t.. 

I'd  Give  My  Life  (G)  3602. ...Sir  Guy  Standlng-F.  Drake  Aug.  I4t.. 
Jungle  Princess,  The  (G)  3620. Ray  Mllland-Dorothy  Lamour  Nov.  27f.. 
Lady,  Be  Careful  (G)  3608  Lew  Ayres-Mary  Carlisle  Sept  4t.. 
Left  Make  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horten  Dee.  ISt-  - 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem  (G)  C.  Colbert-Fred  MaeMurray  Feb. 
Mind  Your  Own  Butlneti  (G) 
3625   Chariot  Rugglet-Allee  Brady  Jan.  8/S7t.. 

Moon't  Our  Home,  The  (G)  3549. Margaret  8ullavan- Henry  Fonda. .Apr.  10  
Murder  with  Pleturet  (G)  3(10. Lew  Ayert-Gall  Patrick  Sept.  25t  
My  American  Wife  (G)  3601 ...  Francis  Lederer-Ann  Sothera  Aug.  7t  

(Exploitation:  Sept  10.  p.  tft.) 
Outcast  (G)  Warren  William-Karen  Morley.  . .Feb.  5/37t.. 
Palm  Springs  (Q)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballew.  ..June  5  

....68.. 

 80.. 
84.) 

..  .78.. 
 72.. ..  ..74.. 

 75.. 
 81., 
 84., 

....71.. 
.. ..60.. 

.J  oat 
Nov. 

.Nev. 

.Not. 

la 

T 

..Aug.  22 ..Ana.  28 

..Nav.  28 

..Alt.  * 

l9/37t...*85.Jan.  30/37 
..75. ...Dee.  It 
..83..  ..Apr.  II 
..71. ...Seat  • 
..63. ...July  28 .*75.Feb.  6/37 

..72.... Juna  6 
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Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Plainsman.  The  (G)  3824  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan.     I,'37t..  .113  Nov.  28 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  85.) 

Pappy  (G)  3362  W.  C.  Fields- Rochello  Hudson  Juno    I*  73  June  13 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29.  p.  84:  Oet  31.  p.  82.) 

Princess  Coses  Across.  Tho  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MaeMurray  May   22    76  May  18 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang,  Tho  (G) 
3566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Mllland.  . . July     3  64  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569.  Bing  Crosby-Frances  Farmer  July   31  ....87  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8.  p.  91;  Aug.  15.  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill;  Sept.  5,  p.  85;  Sept.  12. 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  31.  pp.  75,  76;  Nov.  7.  p.  87; 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  3615  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brown..  ..Oct.    SOt  80  Oct.  24 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hleks- Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dee.    20    73.  Dot.  21/35 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen-Katherlne  DeMllla  . .  Apr.    17  70  Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127;  Jan.  16. '37.  p.  78.) 
Sou  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3573. Mary  Boland-Donald  Woods  July    31  75  Aug.  15 
Spendthrift  (G)  3565  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July    10  77  Juno  20 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy- Katherlne  Locke. .Aug.  28f  71  Aug.  22 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  3804. .Fred  MaeMurray-Jean  Parker  Aug.  28t  ...99  Aug.  29 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oet.  31,  p.  82;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dec.  19. 
p.  92;  Jan.  16/37.  p.  81.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Love  (G)  3565. E.  Whltney-Robt.  Cummlngs  July    17  64  July  4 
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3808.  Lynne  Overman-Win.  Frawley  Sept.  lit  61  Sept.  5 
Three  on  tho  Trail  (G)  3353. ..William  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Apr.   24   67  Apr.  18 
Till  Wo  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 .. Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr.    17  72  Apr.  II 
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Deo.    lit  77.. Jan.  2/37 
Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine,  The 

(G)  3543   Henry  Fonda-Sylvia  Sidney  Mar.    13  106  Feb.  29 
(See  production  article.  Jan.  18.  p.  36;  exploitation:  Feb.  29.  p.  73;  May  2.  p.  98;  May  23. 
p.  86;  May  30,  p.  90;  June  6,  p.  118;  Juno  13,  p.  122;  June  20,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  80; 
Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  pp.  113.  115;  Aug.  29.  p.  86;  Sept.  26.  p.  76;  Oct.  3,  p.  81.) 

Valiant  Is  the  Word  for  Carrie 
(A)  3611   Gladys  George-Arline  Judg*  Oct     2t  109  Sept.  26 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37.  p.  76;  Feb.  13/37,  p.  86.) 
Wedding  Present  (G)  3813  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oct.    I6t  81  Oct.  3 

(Exploitation:  Doc.  5,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609... Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland  Sept.  I8t  73  Sept.  12 
Yours  for  tho  Asking  (G)  3571. G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barrymore.  ..July    24    75  Aug.  8 

Coming 

Borderland  (G)   .Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Feb.  26/37t...*75..Feb.  13/37 
Danger.  Men  Working  Lew  Ay  res- Ruth  Coleman  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Girl  from  Scotland  Yard..  Karen  Morley-Robert  Baldwin  
Her  Husband  Lies  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  Mar.  I2,'37t..  
High.  Wide  and  Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne- Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea    
Lave  Trap.  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
I  Met  Him  In  Paris  Claudetto  Colbert-Robt  Young  
John  Meade's  Woman  Edw.  Arnold-Franeine  Larrlmor* . .  Feb.  26/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) 
Murder  Goes  to  College...  Roscoe  Kams-Marsha  Hunt  Mar.  5,'37t  
Sauls  at  Sea  Gary  Coeper-George  Raft  

(See  production  article,  Jan.  30/37.  p.  16.) 
Swing  High,  Swing  Low  Carole  Lombard- F.  MaeMurray.  ..Mar.  I2,'37t  

(Ses  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9/37.) 
Walklkl  Wedding  Bing  Crosby-Shirley  Ron  Mar.  26/37t  
Yoars  Are  So  Long  Beulah  Bondl-Victor  Moore  

PURITAN 
Running  Tim* 

Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed rifle  Star 

Aoa*  and  Eights  (Q)  Tim  McCoy- Luana  Walters  Juna    St  62  Aug.  22 
Border  Caballero  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Lois  January  Mar.     It  59.... Aug.  I 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug.     St  60  Sept.  19 
Llghtnln'  Bill  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr.    I  St  
Lien's  Den.  The  Tim  MeCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July  8t    
Prison  Shadows  Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June   I  St  76  
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond..  ..Apr.  20t  68  
Rogues  Tavern,  Th*  Wallace  Ford-Barbara  Pepper..  ..Mar.     It  61  
Traitor.  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug.  29t  ; 

RAY  KIRKWOOD 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Adventurous  Reg**  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  3/37t  
El  Justielerc   Ernesto  Guillen  Jan.  8/S7t  

Coming 

Fighting  Vagabonds   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed..... ..Feb.  I9,'37t  
Masked,  Devil,  Th*  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr.    4/37t  " 

RELIABLE 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Ambush  Valley  Bob  Custer  Nov.     It  56  
Caryl  ef  the  Mountain  Rln-TIn-TIn,  Jr.  Mar.  27t  57  
Millionaire  Kid   Bryant  Washburn -Betty  Compson  ..Mar.   I4t  58  
Pint*  Rustlers   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May    141  56  
Roamln*  Wild   Tom  Tyler-Carol  Wyndham  Mar.  SOt  55...  

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Santa  Fe  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell  Aug.   I  St  56  
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walters  .  .May    I4t  56  
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rln-Tin-Tln,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov.     6t  56  

Coming 

Apache  Trail   Bob  Custer  
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer  
Outlaw  River  Rln-Tin-Tln,  Jr  
Prairie  Terror   Bob  Custer  
Santa  Fe  Rides  Bob  Custer  
Silver  Trail   Rln-TIn-TIn,  Jr..  Rex  Lease.. 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer  

..Feb.  25/37t. 

..Feb.  28/37t. 

REPUBLIC 
Running  Tim* 

™'9  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  January. .  .Jan.   20/S7t  51  
Beware  of  Ladies  (G)  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dee.   2lt  61. .Feb.  13/37 
Big  Show,  The  6301  Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov.    ISt  70  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101..  Bob  Livingston-Heather  Angel  Jan.    I8.'37t  71  Dee.  ■ Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  Dee.    28t  58  
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept.  2lt  58  Sept.  28 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- Frances  Grant  Oet.    I4t  60  
Comin'  Round  the  Mountain  (G) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr.    IS  55  Apr.  II 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  6010. ..Olson  and  Johnson  Nov.     9t  68  Oet.  SI 
Down  to  tho  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardle-Ann  Rutherford.  ..Aug.  25t  67  July  II (Exploitation:  Sept.  S,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  Apr.    10  St  
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley-Mlchael  Bartlett. .  .Sept.    St  82  Aug.  IB (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  82.) 
Frankie  and  Johnnie  (A)  3555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Morris.  ..May     1  66. ...May  n (Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22.  p.  112.) 
Gambling  Terror  6324  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith .. Feb.  I5,'37t  Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (8) 
35°3   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Aug.  17  66  Aug.  22 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Oct    26t  55  
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3535. .Kay  Linaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr.   20  68  
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Shella  Terry  Jun*    16  60  Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele- Eleanor  Stewart  Nov.    I9t  49  
Guns  and  Guitars  (G)  3573.. ..Gene  A utry- Dorothy  Dlx  Juna   22  58. ...July  II 
Happy  Go  I  Lucky  (G)  6013. ...Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dee.    I4t  68  Dee.  12 
Harvester.  The  (G)  3506  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May     S  74  Apr.  28 (Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clark*  Aug.   ISt  72.... Jul*  • House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
(G)  3505  Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holme*  Apr.     8  69. ...Mar.  7 

Join  tho  Marines  (G)  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan.  25/37t  67. Feb.  8/37 
King  of  the  Pecos  (G)  3559  John  Wayne-Muriel  Evans  Mar.    9  54. ...Apr.  II 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030.. Grace  Bradley-Bob  Livingston  Jan.    Il/S7t  60. Jan.  16/37 
Laughing  Irish  Eyes  (G>  3522.Evaiyn  Knapp-Phil  Regan  Mar.   18  89.. ..Mar.  14 (Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley  ..Nov.  23t  5S  
Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  3563. ...John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May  25  55.... Nov.  14 
Man  Betrayed,  A  (G)  6012.. ..Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hughe*  Da*.   2St  56. Jan.  18/37 Mandarin  Mystery,  Th*  (G) 

6031   Eddie  Quillan-Charlotte  Henry.  ..Dee.     7t  63  Hex.  14 
Navy  Born  (G)  3516  William  Gargan-Clalre  Dodd  Jun*   IS  67. ...Jus*  0 
Oh.  Susanna!  6303  Geno  Autry- Frances   Grant  Aug.   lit  59  
Old  Corral,  The  6305  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Dec.   21 1  56  

(See  "In  th*  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
President's  Mystery.  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wilcoxon-Betty  Fumes*.  ..Oet.     8t  78. ...Oet  S 

Red  River  Valley  3570  Gene  Autry-Franees  Grant  Mar.    2  56  
Ride,  Ranger.  Ride  6304  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Sept.  SOt  59  
Riders  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6314   Bob  Livingston- Ray  Corrigan  Jan.     4/S7t..  ..55  

Roarin'  Lead  6313  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Dee.     If  53  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  S572  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May    II  56  May  II 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  3528.. Roger  Pryor- Grace  Bradley  Sept.  15  66.... Sept.  t 
Three  Mesquiteers  (G)  631 1....  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Sept.  2lt  56.... Sept  II 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3508. ..Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrio  July    10  67  July  tS 
Trusted  Outlaw.  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lols  January  Feb.  I/S7t  
Two  Wise  Maids  (G)  Alison  Skipworth-Polly  Moran.  ..Feb.  I5.'37t...*70. Feb.  6/37 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown-S.  Kaaren. .  .Sept.  24t  56   . 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561... John  Wayne-Phyllis  Fraser  July     6  53  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) 
Coming 

Circus  Girl   June  Travis-Bob   Livingston  Mar.  l/37t. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 

Ever  Since  Adam  3510  Patricia  Ellls-Lyle  Talbot  Mar.  8/37  . 
Git  Along  Little  Dogie  6307. .Gene  Autry   Mar.  22.537t. 
Hit  Parade,  The  Frances  Langford-Phll  Regan  
Hit  the  Saddle  6315  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrigan  Mar.  3/37t. 
Jim   Hanvey   Guy  Kibbee   Mar.  24/37t. 
Paradise  Express   Grant  Withers- Dorothy  Appleby ..  Fab.  22/37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 
Round-up  Tim*  In  Texas  6306.. Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Feb.  28/37t. 
Steel   Grant  Withers-Judith  Allen  Mar.  22/37t. 
Texan  Rides,  A  6335  Bob  Steele   Mar.  I5,'37t. 
Trail  of  Vengeance  6325  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith  .. Mar.  29/37t. 

..58. 
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RKO  RADIO 

Title 
31s  Game.  The  (G)  702.... 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14.  p. 
Bride  Walk*  Out.  The  (G)  531. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p. 

Running  Time 
Minutes  Reviewed 

.75. 
.80. 
.67. 

.Ott. 

.July  II 

22... 

let. 

I8t. 

15.. 
27.. 

7.. 
I*.. 
12.. 
(.. 

■  St. 

28.. 

..85. ...May  16 

.77. ...Ott  31 

.65. 

.81. 
.  .Aug. 
..May 

.Mar.  14 ..67. 
..61  
..70. ...May  30 
..68.... Apr.  23 
..77....  Feb.  8 
..65....  Dee.  19 
.123. ...July  25 

•tar  Rel.  Date 
June  Travis-Philip  Hurt**  Ott.  It.. 
90;  Pee.  19.  p.  88.) 

.Barbara  Stanwyek-G.  Ray  mend.  ..July  10... 
70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davis,  Jr.-Leulte  Latimer . . June  28... 
(See  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 

Criminal  Lawyer  713   Lee  Traey-Margot  Grahame  Jan.  29,'37t....72 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  31.) 

Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Collins-Steffi  Duna  May 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117.  121:  Dee.  26,  p.  72.) 

Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  Angel.  ..Oct. 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  P.  74.) 

Oen't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  636  Bruce  Cabot-Louise  Latimer  Sept. 
Ex-Mrs.  Bradford.  The  (G)  628  William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Farmer  In  the  Dell  (G)  624.... Fred  Stone-Jean  Parker  Mar. 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Last  Outlaw,  Tho  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June 
Let's  Sing  Again  (G)  848  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrle  Mar. 
Make  Way  tor  a  Lady  (G)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Nov. 
Mary  of  Scotland  (G)  634  Kath.  Hepburn-Fredrle  March. .. .Aug. 

(See  production  article.  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  29,  p.  84:  Sept.  5 
pp.  78,  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  82;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Oet.  24,  pp.  70,  72;  Oet 
31.  p.  76.) 

M'Llst  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beal  July 
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oet. 
Murder  en  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
625   Helen  Broderlck-James  Gleason.  ..Apr. 

Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordon  Janet ....  Dee. 
Plot  Thiekent,  The  (G)  841.... James  Gleason-Zasu  Plttt  Dee. 
Plough  and  the  Start,  The  (G) 
640   Barbara  Stanwyck-P.  Foster  Jan. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Bellev  Jan. 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714.  Bobby  Breen-May  Robson  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  71.) 
-Sea  Devils  714   Victor  McLaglen-Preston  Foster. .Feb. 

(See  "Coast  Patrol."  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  14.) 
Second  Wife  (G)  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Michael  Aug. 
Silly  Billies  (G)  623   Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Mar. 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76.) 
Smartest  Girl  In  Town  (G)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raymond  Nov. 
-Special  Investigator  (G)  627.. .  Richard  Dlx- Margaret  Callahan.  .  .May 
Swing  Time  (G)  637  Fred  Astaire-GInger  Rogers  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24.  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7,  pp.  82.  84.  87:  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  HO;  Nov.  28,  p.  99; 

17.. 
2t  
17  I8t  

II  

1 5/37.  ... 
».'37t... 
25t  

..66. 
.68.. ..July  II 

..Aug.  22 

.66....  Apr.  18 
.57.. Jan.  2/37 
.69....  Nov.  21 

.67.. Jan.  2/37 

.59....  Dee.  12 
.88....  Dee.  12 

I9,'37t. 

21  
20  ,  ..59  Aug. 

,  ..64'/,.. Mar. 
27f. 
8.. 
4.. 
72;  Oct.  31.  pp.  76,  77: 
Dee.  5,  p.  83;  Dee.  12, 

...58. ...Nov. 
,..61...  .May 
.103....  Aug. 

p.  82;  Oee.  19,  pp.  91,  92.  94;  Dee.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2/37,  pp.  100,  106, 
That  Girl  from  Paris  (G)  712.. Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  Jan.  22/37t. 
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (G)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furnest  Feb.  5/37 1  . 
Two  In  Revolt  (6)  621  Louite  Latimer- John  Arledgt. .  ..Apr.  3  
"Walking  on  Air  (G)  638   Gene  Raymond-Ann  SotherB  Sept.  II  
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  643  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dee.  4.  

(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  S.) 
We're  on  the  Jury  716  (G) . . .Helen  Broderlek-Vletor  Moor*..  ..Feb. 
We  Who  Are  About  t*  01*  (G) 
$39   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak  ..Jan.  8/37.. 

Without  Orders  (G)  704  Sally  Eilers-Robt.  Armstrong  Oct.  23t  
'When's  Your  Birthday?  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marsh  Feb.  I9.'37t. 
Witness  Chair.  The  (G)  628. ..Ann  Harding-Walter  Abel  Apr.  24..... 
Wlnterset  (G)  703   Burgess  Meredlth-Margo  Nov.  20t  

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  80;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  83:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  84.) 
Woman  Rebels.  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall  Nov.  8  
Ytllow  Dust  (G)  618  Richard  Dlx-Lella  Hyamt  Mar.  IS  

108.) 

105  Dee.  19 
.60....  Dec.  26 
.65.  ...May  2 
.69.... Aug.  22 
.67  

I2,'37t..  ..7 1. Jan.  23/37 

.82. .64. 
.Oct. 
..Ott. 

17 
m 

..64... 

..77... 

.Apr. 

.Nov. 

..88.... Oct  81 
..68'/,.. Mar.  28 

Coming 
.Mar.  19/371. "China  Passage  718  Constance  Worth-V.  Haworth 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  9/37.) 
Don't  Tell  the  Wife  Guy  Klbbee-Una  Merkel  Mar.  I2.'37t 
Michael  Strogofl  717  Anton  Walbrook-Eliz.  Allan  Mar.  5/37t 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
-Outcasts  of  Poker  Flat  Preston  Foster-Jean  Mulr  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Park  Avenue  Logger  (G)  George  O'Brien-Beatrice  Roberts .. Feb. 
Quality  Street    Kalh.  Hepburn-Franchot  Tone. ...Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Oct.  7.) 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed   Anne  Shirley-John  Morley  Apr. 
Stepping  Toes   Fred  Astaire-GInger  Rogers  Apr. 
Toast  of  New  York  719  Edward  Arnold- Frances  Farmer.  ..May 
Wings  of  Mercy   John  Beal-Joan  Fontaine  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Woman  I  Love,  The  721  Paul  Muni-Miriam  Hopkins  Mar.  26/37t 

(See  "Escadrllle,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 

26/37t...*65.Jan.  30/37t 
9/371  

I6.'37t. 
23/37t 

7/37t. 
2/37t. 

STATE  RIGHTS 

Title 
August  Week-End  ... 
Below  the  Deadline... 
Bridge  of  Sighs  
Brilliant  Marriage  .. 
Custer's  Last  Stand.. 
Drake  the  Pirate  (G) 

-  Easy  Money  (G)  
Feud  of  the  West  

<  Human  Adventure,  The  (G). 
I  Was  a  Captive  «f  Nazi 
Germany  (G)   

Star 
Dlst'r 

Valerie  Hobson  Grand  National.. .  .Apr.  10. 
Russell  Hopton  Grand  National. .. .June  .......69  

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed .67  

Onslow  Stevens  ....  Grand  National. .. .Mar.  5.. 
Joan  Marsh               Grand  National  Mar.  25.. 

.Apr.  2.. 

.Apr.  I.. 
■July  10.. 
.Apr.  IS.. 
.Oet.  II.. 

.66... .62'/,. 

Rex  Lease   Stage  &  Screen.., 
Matheson  Lang   Grand  National.., 
Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National.. 
Hoot  Gibson   Grand  National.., 
Educational   W.  G.  Shield!.... 

Isobel  Steele   Malvlna  Aug. 

..9  rls  

.78   Job*   I. IS 
.66'/,.  July  I 
.61'/,  
.72.. ..Ott  10 

73....Aag.  t 

Title  Star  Dlst'r 
Lady  Luck   Wm.  Bakewell   Grand  National. 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National. 
Revolt  of  the  Demons  (Q).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  tho  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson  Grand  National.. 
Ring  Around  the  Moon  (G).Erln  O'Brien-Moore.. Grand  National.. 
Romance  Rides  tho  Rangt 
(G)   Marlon  Shilling  ....Spectrum   

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National.. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Daniels   Grand  National.. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (G)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National.. 
Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National.. 
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell  Atlantic   
West  of  Nevada  ....Rex  Bell  Grand  National.. Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China   James  B.  Leong. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B.  Leong. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed ..Aug.  IS  
..Mar.  10  59  
..July  

2
0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

60.... July  IS ...June   IS  57....  July  II 
...Dot.    IS  69'/,.. Mar.  28 

.Sept.  281  59.. ..Sept  21 

.June     1  83  

.May     1  60  

.May    20  75....  July  4 

.Apr.   20  59  

.Sept  I7f  75... .Sept  21 

.Juno  22   59  

.8  rlt. 

.6  rls. 

.8  rlt. 

SUPREME 

Title  Star 
Brand  of  the  Outlawt  Bob  Steele   
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July 
Desert  Phantom,  Tho  ..Johnny  Maek  Brown  Mar. 
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  June 
Last  of  tho  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  Steele   Mar. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Revlewtd 
Aug.  15  25  
10  

10  
10  58  25  

25   58  25  

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

Title 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767... 

(re-Issue) 
As  You  Like  It  (G)  711... 

(See  production  article. 

Star 

.Will  Rogers-M. 
Churchill. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

.Oct    23t  70. Oet.  24/81 

, ..Ells.  Bergner-Laurenee  Olivier. 
June  13,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan. 

Jan.  8/37t.. 
23/37.  p.  79.) 

.96.... Sept.  II 

Mar.  27  

Jan.  8/37t 

Aug.  7f.... 
Apr.  24  

Apr.  24.... 
Mar.  6.... 

p.  83;  Apr. June  6,  p.  t 

Jan.   I5/37T  70. Jan.  18/37 

June  26..... 
Oet  let... 

Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Sprlng  Byington  Sept.  I  St.. 
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726 ...  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MeCrea.  . .  Dee.  4t.. 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  89.) 
Border  Patrolman,  The* (G)650.  Geo.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young.  ..July  S  
Can  Thlt  Be  Dixie?  (G)  723. .Jane  Withers-Slim  Summervllle  ..Nov.  I3t  
Captain  January*  (G)  633  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbee  Apr.  17  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27,  p.  82;  July  4,  p.  70:  July  18, 
p.  68.) 

Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen..  ..Dee.  ISt  
Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh- Helen  Wood  May  8  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  14/35.) 
Charlie   Chan  at  the  Circus* 
(G)  640    Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke  

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera  (G) 
730   Warner  Oland- Boris  Karl**  

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Rasa 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wood  

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  699  Will  Rogert-Myrna  Lay  (re-Issue) 

Country  Beyond.  The*  (G)  643  Rochetle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  
Country  Doctor,  The*  (G)  636.Dlonne  Quintuplets-J.  Hershslt. .. 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21,  pp.  93,  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4, 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23.  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86; 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Lorre-Brlan  Donlevy  
Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes,  The* 
(G)  655   Gloria  Stuart- Robert  Kent  

Dimples  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Morgan 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97:  Dee.  12,  p.  84.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  768   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon  Feb. (re-Issue) 

Educating  Father*  (G)  645  Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Dean*  July  10.... 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (G)  634.  Irvln  S.  Cobb-Roehelte  Hudttn.  ..Mar.  20.... 
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romer*  Oct.  SOt... 
First  Baby,  The*  (G)  646  Shirley  Deane-Johnny  Dovnt  May  IS.... 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 

Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withers-Tom  Brown  Apr.  3.... 
Girls'  Dormitory  (G)  702  Herbert  Marshall-Simon*  Simon. .Aug.  I4t... 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  15.  p.  79;  Oet.  17,  p.  75;  Oet.  31,  p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p 
Halt  Angel  (G)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22.... 
High  Tension*  (G)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glenda  Farrell..  ..July  17.... 
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734  Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin  Feb.  5/S7t 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May  29.... 
King   of  the    Royal  Mounted 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept.  lit. 

Ladies  In  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor- Constance  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Slmone  Simon.. .Oct.  It. 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Lois  Wilson  Dat.  lit... 
(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  17.) 

Little  Miss  Nobody*  (G)  651...  Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan  Juno  12  
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew-M.  Carroll  Jan.  29/37t. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21.  p.  108.) 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  632.  Wallace   Beery-B.Stanwyck  Apr, 

(Exploitation:  July  II.  p.  127.) 
O'Mallay  of  the  Mounted*  (Q) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  Ware  Mar.  27  59. 

.  ..56.... Aug. 
,  ..95.... Dee. 

, .  .59  Jua* 
.  ..70.... Nov. 
...77.  ...Mar. 

p.  62;  Sept 

22 
6 

27 

14 

21 

12. 

.77....  Nov.  28 .59  

.  ..71. ...Mar.  26 

.  ..68. ...Nov.  28 

...70. Oct  26/31 

...85. Mar.  21/31 

 68.. ..Apr.  II 
 94  Mar.  21 

25.  p.  96:  May  6. 
24;  July  4,  p.  70; 

...76....Junt  M 

...78. ...Oet  17 

5/37t....79..0et.  14/33 
 57.. ..May  80 

....84..  ..Mar.  14 

....64. ...Oet  S 

....74.... Apr.  IS 

....63.. ..Feb.  n  66.... Aug.  I 

.  83.) 

....66  May  I 

....63  June  20 
 67..  Jan.  9/37 
 66.... Apr.  25 

 58.. ..Aug.  21 

....97.... Oet  II ....67  

....72. ...Mar.  21 
.117... . Nev.  21 

10  85. ...Mar.  14 

.Mar.  28 
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Running  Tim* 
Title  Star  Hal.  Date      M  Inutes  Reviewed 

On  the  Avenue  (G)  732  Dick  Powell-Madeleine  Carroll. . .Feb.   l2.'S7t  89. Feb.  I3,'37 
One  In  a  Million  (Q)  722....SonJa  Henle-Adolpha  Menjou  Jan.     l/37t  94. ...Dee.  28 
Papper  (Q)   708  Jane  Wlthers-lrvln  S.  Cobb  Sept.  lit  B4....July  18 
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  Oet.    23t  93  Oet  24 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28.  pp.  98.  97:  Dee.  12,  p.  87;  Dae.  19,  p.  89;  Jan.  9/37,  pp.  68,  71.) 
Peer  Little   Rich  Girl.  The* 

(Q)  657   Shirley  Temple-Allee  Fayo  July    24  79.. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I.  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

Private  Number'  (G)  645  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor  June     5  79.. 
(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill:  Sept.  19,  p.  68.) 

Ramena  (G)  707  Loretta  Young-Don  Amoeba  Sept.  25t.. 
(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  85;  Dee 

Reunion  (G)  717   Dionne  Qulntupleta-J.  Hereholt . . Nov.  20t.. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78.) 

Read  to  Glory,  The  (G)  706. . .  Fredrlc  March-Warner  Baxter  Sept. 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  9/37,  p.  68; 

Secret  Valley  (G)  731  Richard  Arlen- Virginia  Grey  Jaa. 
Slag,  Baby.  Sing  (G)  703  Alice   Faye-Adelphe   Menjou  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  12,  p.  84.) 
Sin  of  Man  (G)  648  Jean  Hersholt-Don  Araeche  June 
8tar  for  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell-Clalre  Trevor  Aug. 
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will  Rogers-Janet  Gaynor  Aug. 

(re-Issue) 
Stowaway  (G)  725  Shirley  Temple-Robt.  Young  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  86.) 
Thank  You,  Jeeves  (G)  712. ...  Arthur  Treacher-Vlrglnla  Field. .Oet. 
36  Hours  to  Kill*  (G)  656  Brian  Donlovy-GIorla  Stuart  July 
To  Mary— With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner   Baxter-Myrna   Loy  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  May 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  14.  p.  16:  exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  116,  117;  July  I 
July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8.  p.  93;  Aug.  15,  p.  78;  Sept.  12.  p.  68.) 

.  Jug* 

.May  30 
.  ..84.... Sept.  19 
19,  pp.  92,  93.) 
...81... .Net.  21 

4t  101  June  8 
Jan.  16/37,  p.  76.) 
l5/37t..-.57.Feb.  13/37 
2lt  87. ...Aug.  15 

19  79.. ..May  16 
281. 7t. 

25t. 

2t. 24.. 

It. 

..76....  Aug.  15 

..94.. Feb.  4/33 

..88....  Dee.  26 

..57.... Sept.  19 
.65. .Aug.  29 
.92.... July  25 

1  110... May  6 
p.  125; 

Under  Your  Spell  (G)  720  Lawrence  Tibbett-Wendy  Barrle . .  Nov. 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  Nov. 
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  Nov. 
Woman-Wise  (G)  733  Rochelle  Hudson-M  Ichael  Whalen  . . Jan. 

6t. .63. .Nov.  14 
S  70....  July  25 

27t  65.. 
6t  57... 

.Dee. 

.Oct. 
5 

31 

22/37+.... 70..  Feb.  13/37 

26/37f. 

2/37+ . 

Coming 

Cafe   Metropole   Loretta  Young-Tyrone   Power  June  !8/37f  

Charlie  Chan  at  the  Olympics. Warner  Oland-Kath.  do  Mllle...May   21, '37  
Dead  Yesterday   Sally  Blane-Thomas  Beck  May  I4,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Fair  Warning  (G)  740  Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.    5,'37f  68  .Jan.  23/37 
Fifty  Roads  to  Town  748  Don   Ameche-Ann   Sothern  Apr.  27,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Love   Is   News  729..  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Feb. 

(See  "in  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Midnight  Taxi  744  Brian  Donlevy- Frances  Drake. ..  Apr. 
Nancy  Steele  is  Missing  738..  Victor  McLaglen-June  Lang  Mar.  I2,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  (G)  736  Jed    Prouty-Shlrley    Deane  , 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Simone  Simon-James  Stewart.. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Slave  Shin  746  Wallace  Beery-Warner  Baxter.. 
Step  Lively,  Jeeves  (G)  747  Arthur  Treacher-Patrlcla  Ellis.  . 
That  I  May  Live   Roehelle    Hudson-Robert  Kent.. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
This  Is  My  Affair  721  Barbara  Stanwyck- Rob't  Taylor. 
Time  Out  for  Romance  741  Claire  Trevor- Michael  Whalen.. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  23/37.) 
Under  the  Red  Robe  743  Conrad  Veidt-Annabella  Apr.  I6/37+. 
Wake  Up  and  Live  Walter  Wlnchell-Ben  Bernle  May 
Wee  Willie  Winkie   Shirley  Temple-V.  McLaglen  July 
Wings  of  Morning  737  Annabella- Henry    Fonda..  Feb.   19/37+..  .87. 

[Asterisk  (*)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Productions.] 

.  Feb 

.Mar. 

.Apr. 
.Apr. 
.June 

I9.'37t. 
26.'37t  . 

9/37f . 
I6,'37t. 
Il/37f. 

.57.. Jan.  16/37 

•70. Jan.  30/37 

.May  28/37t. 

.Mar.  19/37.. 

7/37+. 
30/37t. 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Tlmo 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused   (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.- D.  Del  Rle. .  .  Jan.     8/37t....86  Aug.  6 
Amateur  Gentleman,  Th*  (G) . .Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.- E.  Land!  ..Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherne  Doe.   25t  88  Dee.  19 
Come  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold -Frances  Farmer ..  Nov.     6t  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dee.  S,  pp.  83,  84;  Dee.  19, 
p.  94;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  82;  Feb.  13/37,  p.  89.) 

Dodsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chatterton . . Sept.  23t  101. ...Sept.  28 
(See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oet  3,  p.  78;  Oet.  24,  p.  77;  Oet.  31, 
.p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  5,  pp.  78,  83;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  84.) 

Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Beyer. .Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14;  exploration:  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  85: Feb.  6/37,  pp.  76,  77.) 

Say  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martlnl-lda   Luplno  Oet.     2t  86  Oet.  10 
(See  production  article,  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oet  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92; 
Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28.  pp.  68,  98;  Jan.  9/37,  p.  70.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76. .  Nov.  30/35 
Last  of  thi  M  oh  leant.  The  (G).  Randolph  Scott- Blnnle  Barnes  Aug.   I3t  91  Aug.  15 

(See  production  article,  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27,  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept  5. 
p.  78;  Sept  12,  p.  68:  Sept.  26,  p.  72;  Oct.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oet.  10,  pp.  92,  97:  Oet  31, p.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  90,  92;  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 

Little  Lard  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  C osteite 
Barrymore   Mar.    6  102  Feb.  29 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84:  May  18,  p.  80;  June  6,  p.  117;  Jim  13,  p.  132;  Aug.  I. p.  93;  Aug.  29,  p.  87.) 
Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 
The  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.   l9/37f....82  Ang.  23 

Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopklns-Gert.  Lawrence .. Jan.   22/37t  90..Jii.  1/87 

Bulling  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Data  Minute*  Reviewed 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (0)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Lupine  May    IS  79.. ..May  t 
(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  25,  p.  77.) 

Rembrandt  (G)   Chas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  .. Dee.     4t  80  Nov.  21 
(See  production  article,  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  108: 
Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Feb.  13/37,  p.  84.) 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopklns-M.  Oberon-J.  MeCrea  .  .Apr.    JO  93  Fab.  29 
(Exploitation:  May  9,  pp.  90,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  8,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.   24    99  May  7 
(See  production  article.  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77:  Juna  13,  p.  132;  Jily 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  94;  Aug.  22,  p.  110;  Sept.  26.  pp.  70,  71:  Oet  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  28, p.  105.) 

You  Only  Live  Once  (A)  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda  Jan.   29/37t  86. Jan.  30/87 (Exploitation:  Jan.  30/37,  p.  80.) 
Coming 

Fire  Over  England  (G)  Laurence  Olivier- Flora  Robson. . .  Mar.  5/37t 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jeait  Arthur  Mar.  5/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Knight  Without  Armor  Marlene   Dietrich- Robt.   Donat...May  26,'37t  
Pagliaccl    (G)  Richard  Tauber-Steffi   Duna  90. Feb 

(See  production  article,  Jan.  9/37,  p.  16.) 
Star  Is  Born.  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredrlc  March  Apr.  30,'37t  

84. Jan.  16/37 

6/37 

UNIVERSAL 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov.     It  64  
Breezing  Home  1033  Blnnle  Barnes-Wm.  Gargan  Jan.   31/37+... .64  
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  The  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revler  May    25  58  
Conflict  (G)   1036  John  Wayne-Jean  Rogers  Nov.    29+  61  Dae.  I 

(See  "la  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jack  Holt-Nan  Gray  July    26    54  July  18 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  24,  p.  70.) 
Dracula's  Daughter  (A)  9006. .Otto  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May    II  76  May  9 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Empty  Saddles   (G)    1043  Buck  Jones-Louise  Brooks  Dee.   20+  62  Oet  24 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wra.  Hall   Nov.   22+  66  Nov.  14 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  74.) 
For  the  Service  9045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May     6  65  
Four  Days'  Wonder  (G)  1019.  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell.  .  Jan.  S/37t. .  .  .60. Jan.  23/37 
Girl  on  the   Front  Page,  The 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart-Edmund  Lowe  Sept.  27+.. 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.  8t.. 
Lueklest  Girl  In  the  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt-Louis  Hay  ward  Nov.  15+.. 
Magnificent  Brute,  The  (G)  1022.  Victor  McLaglen-Blnnle  Barnes. .Oct. 

(Exploitation:  Oet.  31,  p.  75:  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  108;  Dee.  5, 
P.  84.) 

Man  I  Marry,  The  (G)  1026. .Doris  Nolan-Michael  Whalen  Nov.     It  76. ...Nov. 

....74.... Sept.  26 

...66....  Nov.  14 

....72. ...Oet.  SI 
lit  77.... Oet.  I 

p.  80;  Dee.  12, 

.69. Mighty  Trove,  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr.-Barbara  Read... Jan.  17/37+. 
My  Man  Godfrey  (Q)  1002  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard .  .Sept.    it  93  June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oet  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21.  pp.  109,  115;  Nov.  28,  p.  105; 
Jan.  9/37,  p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  (G)  1025..  James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.  27t.. 
Nobody's  Fool   (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Parrel!  May  31... 
Parole  (G)  9038  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter   June  14... 

(Exploitation:  July  23,  p.  79;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9019  Rleardo  Cortez- Patricia  Ellis. .. .Aug.  16... 

(Exploitation:  Oet  3.  p.  83.) 

.56..  Feb.  13/37 

.65  Aug.  29 
65.... July  4 

.59.... Aug.  23 

20+  60  Dee.  5 
14/37+.. ..58. Feb.  6/37 
28t  63....  Nov.  28 
24/S7t  68  17  112.. ..May  9 
117,  121;  Juna  27,  p.  80; 
Aug.  I,  p.  93;  Aug.  8,  p. 

p.  80;  Sept.  12,  p.  88; 

84.) 

IS  95.... Mar.  21 
;  Apr.  18,  p.  77:  Apr.  25, 
20t. .84. Jan.  30/37 

13+  82.... Oet.  16 

SO  63.... Sept.  12 

Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buck  Jones-Luana  Walter*  Sept 
Sandflow    (G)    1044  Buck  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb. 
Sea  Spoilers  (G)   1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pldgeon-Tala  Blrell  Jan. 
Show  Beat  (G)  8001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jonei   May 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  9,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp. 
July  4,  p.  69;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  78; 
91;  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  88;  Sept  5 
Sept.  19,  pp.  67,  69;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oet.  3,  p.  81:  Nov.  7,  p 

Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnle  Barnes  Apr 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  15,  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83 
pp.  81,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dee.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  (G)  1029. . .  Deanna   Durbln-Ray   Mlliand  Dee. 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  6/37,  pp.  73,  74.) 

Two  In  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  McCrea-Joan  Bennett  Sept 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10.  p.  96.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  29.  p.  84.) Coming 

California  Straight  Ahead  1030.  John  Wayne-Louise  Latimer  Apr.  11/37+  
Girl  Overboard   1021  Gloria  Stuart-Walter  Pldgeon. .  . .  Feb.  28/37t  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   Apr.   18/37+. ...63  
Night   Key   1024  Boris  Karloff-Jean  Rogers  Apr.  4/37+  
Road  Back,  The  Larry  Blake-John  King  
Smoke  Tree  Range  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  
Stones  Cry  Out,  The  Nan  Grey-John  Howard  Apr.  18/37+  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy-Deris  Nolan  Apr.  18/37+  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.)  (See  production  article,  Jan.  23/37,  p.  16.) W*  Have  Our  Moments  1017...  Sally  Ellen-James  Dunn  Mar.  21/37+  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 

When  Love  Is  Young  1018  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Mar.  28/37+  
Wings  Over  Honolulu   Wendy  Barrie-Ray  Milland  VICTORY  Runnlni  Tlini 

:  Star  Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
Cnoyen no  Ride*  Again  Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7,'S7t  
Flying  Fist*   Herman  Brlx  Jan.  25/S7t  
Kelly  ef  the  Secret  Service.... Lloyd  Hughea-Shella  Mannar*. .  ..Ins  IS  
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Running  Tim* 
Tltl*  Star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Phantom  of  the  Range  Tom  Tyler-Bath  Marios  Nov.  26f  
Prison  Shadow*   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  Jnna  I  
■It  flranda  Romance  Eddie  Nugent-Maxlne  Dtylt  Mar.  IS  
Rip  Rearln'  Buckarta  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon  Oct  ISt  
•Ilka  and  Saddles  Herman  Brlx-Toby  Wing  Da*.  14  
Trail  Feud.  Tha  Tom  Tyler   Fab.  l6VS7t  
Two  Minutes  ta  Play  Herman  Brlx-Jeanne  M artel  Nov.  2t  

WORLD 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

(See  also  First  National) Running  Tim* 
Tltla  Star  Ral.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 

Aataeny  Adverse  (G)  801  Fredrle  March-O.  da  Havllland  . .  Aug.  29  139  May  23 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  I,  p.  16;  muslael  analysis,  Aug.  22.  p.  IS;  exploitation:  Aug.  8, 
p.  91;  Sept.  5.  pp.  78.  85;  Sept.  12,  p.  68;  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Oct.  17.  p.  75;  Oct.  24, 
pp.  69,  72,  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  21,  pp.  Ill,  112,  115;  Dae.  5,  pp.  60, 
83.) 

Baajfal  Tiger,  The  (G)  118. ...Barton  MaeLane-June  Travis  Sept.    5t  60  July  II 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17,  p.  75;  Oct.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Noise,  The  (Q)  925  Guy  Klbbee-Warren  Hull  June  27   58  Apr.  23 
Black  Legion  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  .  Jan.   30,'37t  83. Jan.  9,'37 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  76.) 
Boulder  Dam  (G)  815  Ross  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis  Mar.    7  70.... Apr.  4 
Cain  and  Mabel  (G)  102  Marion  Davies-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26t  90.... Oct.  81 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  80;  Jan.  30,'37,  p.  83; 
Feb.  I3,'37,  p.  86.) 

California  Mall  930  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Nov.   14  56  
Charge  of  the   Light  Brigade 

(G)  001   Errol  Flynn-O.  de  Havllland  Nov.     7  115. ...Oct.  24 
(See  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov,  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  Ill; 
Jan.  16/37,  p.  78;  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  78;  Feb.  6, '37,  p.  74.) 

Colleen  (A)  903  Ruby  Keeler-DIek  Powell  Mar.  21  89. ...Feb.  I 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  89;  Apr.  25.  p.  92;  May  23,  p.  88.) 

Fugitive  In  the  Sky  (G)  120. .Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.   28t  58. ...Oct.  31 
Give  Me  Your  Heart  (G)  109.. Kay  Francis-George  Brent  Sept.  26t  88  July  IS 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Jan.  I6.'37,  p.  78.) 
God's  Country  and  tha  Woman 
(Q)  105  .....George  Brent-Beverly  Roberts. ..  .Jan.    I6,*87t. .  .*85  Dae.  26 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13, '37,  pp.  84,  85.) 
Great  O'Malley,  The  (G)  110. .Pat  O'Brien-Sybil  Jason  Feb.  IS.'STt. .  . .71 . . . . Dee.  12 
Green  Pastures,  The  (G)  902..  Rex  Ingram   Aug.     1  93  May  30 

(See  production  article.  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  23,  p.  77:  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  29, 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept.  5,  pp.  79,  80;  Dee.  12,  p.  87;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  81.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ross  Alexander-Beverly  Roberts  . .July    18  68  Aug.  I 
I  Married  a  Doctor  (G)  808... Pat  O'Brien- J.  Hutchinson  Apr.   25    83.... Apr.  4 

(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 
1st*  of  Fury  (G)  1 10   Marg't   Llndsay-H.   Bogart  Oet.    lOt  60. ...Sept.  5 
Jallbreak  (G)  827  Craig  Reynolds-June  Travis  Aug.     8  60  May  16 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  80.) 
Kill  of  Hockey  (G)  121  Anne  Nagel-Rlehard  Pureed  Do*.    ISt  55.... Nov.  14 
Midsummer  Nlghf*  Draam  (G).AII  Star   Oet.     3  117. Oet.  12/35 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3/35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  118;  Jun*  27,  p.  82; 
Oet.  24,  p.  68;  Jan.   16/37,  p.  76.) 

One  Way  Passage  (Q)  Kay  Francis-William  Powell  Dee.    12  69. July  30/32 
(re-Issue) 

P*le  Joe  (G)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughe*  Da*.     5t  65  Sept  28 
Public  Enemy's  Wife  (Q)  IIS. .Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July   25   69. ...June  27 
Satan  Met  a  Lady  112  Warren  William-Bert*  Davis  Aug.    8  74  

(See  "Men  en  Her  Mind,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  II.) 
Smart  Blonde  (G)  122  Glenda  Farrel  I- Barton  MacLane  . .  Jan.     2/37t.-..59  Dee.  5 
San*  O'Gun*  (G)  911  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Blondell  May   SO  79  May  2 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25,  pp.  76,  77:  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Nov.  7,  p.  87.) 
Times  Square  Playboy  (G)  124. Warren  William-June  Travis  May     9  62. ...Mar.  21 
Treachery  Rides  the  Rang*  (G) 
129   Dlek  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  56.. ..Mar.  7 

Walking  Dead,  Tha  (G)  914.. . Karloff-Marguerlte  Churchill  Mar.  14  78  Mar.  7 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88:  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 
Angle  Shooter  
Another  Dawn  Errol  Flynn-Kay  Francis  
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  Da  Havllland-I.  Hunter  
Dance  Charlie   Dane*  Stuart  Erwln-Jean  Mulr  
Desert  Song   Frank  McHugh   
Don't  Pull  Your  Punches  (G) 
123   Barton  MaeLane-June  Travis  *60.Jan.  30/37 

Ever  Since  Eve  Marion  Davles   
Ga  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Kid  Galahad   Edw.  G.  Roblnson-Bette  Davis  
King  and  tha  Choru*  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blondell..  .Mar.  27/37t  

(See  "In  tha  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Laad  Beyond  tha  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Mar.  I3.'37t  
Marry  the  Girl  Frank  MeHugh-Mary  Bolaod  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Mazurka   Kay  Francis-ian  Hunter  
Melody  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton -Patriela  Ellis  *60.Jan.  18/87 
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltel  Mar.  6/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Miracle  Mountain  Dlek   Foran-Helen  Valkls  
Public  Wedding   Jane  Wyman-Wllllam  Hopper  
Ready,  Willing  and  Able  (G).Lee    Dixon-Ruby    Keeler  Mar.    6/37t. .  .'88.  Feb.  6/37 
Singing,  Marine,  Tha  Dick  Powell-Doris  Weston  
Whit*  Boadag*    Jean  Mulr-Gordon  Oliver  

WILLIAM  STEINER 

Title  Star 
Masquerated  in  Vienna  (A)  Paula  Wessely   
Slalom   (G)   Skiing  Film   
Tempo  Massimo   Mllly  Mar.  12. 
Treno  Popolare   Italian  Feature   Dee.  25f 

Coming 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Jan.  28,'37t  ...95..  Feb.  13/37 
Deo.    ISt  66.  Jan.  23/37 .78. ...Mar.  21 

Aurora  Sul  Mar*  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schipa   
Second  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Dlane  Korene.. 
Secrets  of  Stamboul  Valerie  Hobson   
Street  Without  a  Nam*  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery. 
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

From  Nino  ta  Nln*  Ruth  Roland-Roland  Drew  De*.   2lt  6  rls  
I  Cover  Chlnatowa  Norman  Foster   Nov.    ISt  7  rls  

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Amazing  Quest,  The  (G)...Cary  Grant  United  Artists  Sept.  28  70  Aug.  21 
A  Star  Fell  from  Heaven 
(G)   Florine  McKlnney  .  .Assos.  British  70  Jun*  27 

Calling  the  Tune  (G)  Sam  Llvesay   Assoe.  British  70  Aug.  I 
Carnival  In  Flanders  (A)..  Francolse  Rosay  ....American  Tobls. .  .8ept.  22  95  Oct.  8 

(Reviewed  under  tha  title,  "La  Kermesse  Herolqu*.") 
Cavalry  (G)   Ellsa  Ceganl   United  Artists  100  Sept.  26 
Clbeulette  (G)   Slmono  Berrlau  ...  .  Franco- American... Sept.  lit  95  Dee.  19 
Cloistered  (G)   Best   May    19  80  Nov.  7 
Crime  Over  London  (A) . . . Margot  Grahame  United  Artists  65.. ..May  60 
Der  Kampf  (A)  L.  Loeblnger  Amkine   Sept.    9  Sept.  19 
Dubrevsky   Boris  Llvanov  Amklno   Mar.  28  72. ...Apr.  II 
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  Ronald  Squire  Twickenham   75.... Oet.  10 
Eternal  Mask,  The  (A)...  Mathias  Wieman    . .  Mayer-Burstyn  .  . .Jan.  12/37. .. .70. Jan.  23/37 
Everything  Is  Rhythm  (G).  Harry  Roy   Assoc.  British  75  Jun*  27 
Flying  Doctor,  The  (G)  Charles  Farroll  20th  Century-Fox  92  Dee.  19 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camlllo  Pllotto  United  Artists  90. ...Dee.  6 
Greater  Promise,  A  (Q)...Tamarina   Amklno   Oet.     6  90  Oet.  17 

Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Granach  ..  Amklno   July   

2

8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

90  Aug.  22 

Gypsy  (A)   Roland  Young   Warner   Feb.  13/37 
Gypsy  Melody  (A)  Lupe  Velez  Assoe.  British  70  Aug.  8 
Incertldumbr*  (G)   Hilda  Moreno   United  Artists  Sept.  I8t  70  Sept.  26 
Interrupted  Honeymoon,  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  British  Lion  73.... June  27 

It's  You  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hicks  British  Lion  70. ...Nov.  21 

Janeslk  (G)   Palo  Blellk   French   Nov.   

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

82. ...Doe.  5 

Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff  Twickenham   70  Oet.  17 
La  Fusse   Femln  Gemler  French  Aug.    1  83  
Land  Without  Muslo  (Q).. Richard  Tauber  General   80  Oet.  24 
La  Paloma  (G)  Charles  Kullman  ...Casino   Oet.    16  83. ...Oct.  24 
Last  Rose,  The  (G)  Hanna  Ralph   Casino   Oet.     1  102  Oct.  17 

(Reviewed  under  tha  title,  "Letzta  Rose.") 
La  Damigella  di  Bard  (G)  .  E.  Grammatlca   Artlstl   85.  Jan.  9/37 
Les  Petlts  (G)  Alice  Tissot   Franco-American  ..  Deo.   29  90. Jan.  23/37 
Love  from  a  Stranger  (A)..  Ann  Harding   United  Artists  77..  Feb.  13/37 
Loves  of  Tonl,  The  (A)...Cella  Montalvan  Metropolis   Nov.     4  70  Nov.  14 
Man  In  the  Mirror  (A)...E.  E.  Horton  Twickenham   75. Jan.  16/37 
Marriage   of   Corbal,  The 
(A)   Nils  Asthor   General   80  June  13 

Mlllzla  Territorial  (G) ...  Antonio  Gandusl*  ...Nuovo  Mondo  Apr.     4  77  Apr.  25 
Mill  on  the  Floss,  The  (G)  Frank  Lawton   National   90. .Feb.  13/37 
My  Song  Gee*  Round  the 

World  (
G
)
 
 Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept.  

2

4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

87  Oet.  10 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Lied  Geht  Urn  Dla  Walt") 
Nightingale  (G)   V.  Ivasheva   Amklno   Nov.    2  96  Nov.  14 
Pension  Mimosas  (A)  Francolse  Rosay  ....  Franco-America*. .  .May     5  93  May  16 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Polntur*.  Slmone  Slmoa  French   Aug.     I  86  
Raggen— Dot  Ar   Jag  Det 
(A)   N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavian   May   21...     .83  May  30 

Revolutionists  (G)   V.   V.  Shchukin  Amkino   Dec.      '35. ..  100. Feb.  6/37 
Robber  Symphony,  Tha  (G). George  Grave*  ......Concordia   125  May  9 
Romance  In  the  House  *f 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  Casino   Oet.     9  81  Oct.  17 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Llebesroman  Im  Hause  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerblger  Ufa  Apr.     9  81.... Apr.  25 
Sensation   (A)   John  Lodge   Wardour   75. Jan.  23/37 
8kargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlberg  ...Scandinavia*)   Apr.     7  90. ...Apr.  18 
Song  of  Freedom,  Th*  (G).  Paul  Robeson   British  Lion  80  8ept.  5 

Sea  of  Mongolia,  A  (A)...Tseven  Rabdan   Amklno   Nov.  

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

90  De*.  19 

Soviet  News  (G)   Amklno   Apr.    10  70  Apr.  25 
Spain  in  Flames  (A)  Amkino   Jan.  28/37  —  63.. Feb.  13/37 
Spy  of  Napoleon  (G)  Richard  Barthelmess.  Twickenham   98  Oet.  19 
Tanth  Man,  The  (G)  John  Lodge  Assoe.  British  Au|.  29 
There  on  the  Big  Ranch  (G).TIto  Gulzar  Bustameat*   105. ...Nov.  I 
30  Second*  *f  Lav*  (0)  Elsa  Merllnl   E.  J.  A  80. Jan.  2/87 
Thls'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack  Buchanan   Wlleox   78.Ja«.  8/87 

Three  Maxims,  Tb*  (8)...  Anna  Neagla   General   87,...Auo.  I 
Two'*  Company  (G)  Ned  Spark*   B.  &  D  May  16 
Waltz  for  Y*u,  A  (G)  Loul*  Graveure   Ca*ln*   S*pL  25  94  Oet,  I 

(Reviewed  under  th*  title,  "Eln  Walzer  Fuer  Dlch.") We  Are  from  K roast* dt 
(G)   V.  Zalehlkov   Amkln*   Apr.  80  83  May  16 

Whit*  Squadren  (9)  Antonio  Costa  E.  N.  I.  0  85.. ..Dm.  tl 
Woman  Alono,  A  (A)  Anna  Stea   G***ral   90....JUM  I 
Yellow  Crols*.  Th*  («)  French  N*v.   17  90. ...Dm.  J 
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FILMS 

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.] 

CELEBRITY 
Mln. Title  Ret.  Date 

C0MIC0L0R  CARTOONS 
Tern  Thumb  (2-IS)  Mar.  SO  7 
Dick  Whlttlngton'*  Cat 
(5-18)   May  30  7, 

Little  Boy  Blua  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept.  SO  

COLUMBIA 
Title 

BARNEY 
Ne.  S— "Spark  Plug". 
No.  4— Major  Google  (S 

Rel.  Date 
GOOGLE 

 Apr.  12.. 
It)  .May  24.. 

Mln. 

.m. 

MEDI 
.Sept. 
Dee. 

Mar. 

June May 

ES 

I8t... 20.... 

4t...Hft.. 

5. ...IS.... 

20.... IS.... 

30.. ..17.... 

Aug. 

Oct. 

.Dec. 

Jan. 
Apr. 

ISt...l0... 

I9t. ..IS... 

20t...l8... 

I5.'37tl9... 
30.. ..II... 

Jan.  9,'37tl7... 

BROADWAY  CO 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-21). 
Andy  Clyde 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Go  (1-23-37) 
(All  Star) 

Caught  In  the  Act  
Andy  Clyde 

Champ's  a  Chump.  The.... 
(All  Star) 

Dlierder  In  the  Court  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble  
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-5).... 
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent  (1-30-37)  
(All  Star) 

Grips.  Grunts  and  Groans. 
Halt  Shot  Shooters  (6-13).. 

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   
Andy  Clyde 

Love  Comet  to  Mconeyvllle 
(1-2-37)   

Midnight  Blunder*  (5-18).. 
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (8-1)  
Andy  Clyde 

Ob.  Duehess  (11-21)....... 
Polly  Moran 

Pain  In  the  Pullman,  A.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt,  The  (8-20).. 
Andy  Clyde 

Share  the  Wealth  (8-18)... 
Andy  Clyde 

Slippery  Silki  
(3  Stooges) 

Unrelated  Relations  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indies 
(11-14)   
(S  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Love  (11-14)  Oet.  28t  7'/«. 
Boa  Bon  Parade  Nov.  26t  8'/t. 
Boy  and  Hit  Dog,  A.  Dee.  23t  7... 

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)......  .Apr.  29  7... 
Gifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  l/37t.7Vi. 
In  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept  3t  8... 
Glee  Worms   June  24  7... 
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7... 
Novelty  Shop,  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  7... 
Skeleton  Frolic   Jan.  29,'37t  
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t....7... 
Untrained  Seal,  The  (8-1).. July  28  7... 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Gold  Quest  ot  the  Ages... .Jan.  28,'37t  
Star  Gazers  (11-7)  Oet  ISt. . -10  
Wonder  Spott  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t....l  rl. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (9-5)  Sept  4t...ll'/». 
Runaway  Marriage,  The 
(1-16-37)   Dee.  18  10... 

FEATURETTES 

Community  Sing  (No.  I).. Jan.  I7,'37t  
Story  at  Norton  I,  Emperor 

of  the  United  States 
(2-6-37)   Dec.  I8t....9... 

KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 
12.  "Lll  AlnJII"   Mar.  18  S... 
13.  Peace  Conference  Apr.  10  7... 

(re-Issue) 
14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.  I...  .7... 

Nov. 
Apr. 

July 

Oct 

I  una 
May 

Mar. 

.Dee. 

Jan. 

I4t...l8... 
21. ...17... 

15. ...18... 

St.. .20... 

27.. ..18... 

15.. ..18... 

19.. ..17ft. 

27t...l7"/a. 

9.. ..18... 

,Sept.llt....2rle. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
15.  Krazy't  Newtreel  (11-7)  .Oct  24t....7.... 
16.  Merry  Cafe  (1-23-37).  .Dec.  26t  7  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-29) .  .Aug.  22  10.... 
Fishing  Thrills  (2-13-37) ..  .Jan.  22,'37tl0  
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  .Aug.  SO.. ..10.... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (8-20)  May  15  10  
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept. 25t . . .  10. . . . 
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10. ...10.... 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t  »'/• .  • 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oet.  26t. . .10  
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17....  10.... 
Sport  Magle   June  13  9'/t . . 
Stop,  Look  and  Guess  Mar.  9. ...10.... 
Thrills  with  Daredevils  Mar.  19. ...10  
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  II.. ..10.... 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Duckt  (12-19)  Nov.  28t . . . -t'/i. . 
Looney  Balloonlttt  (11-28).  .Sept.24t  7.... 
Playing  Politics  (8-1)  July    S  7  
Serappy't  Camera  Troubles 
(6-20)   June    5  7  

Scrappy's  Pony  Mar.  16  7  
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.   8—   Mar.  27  10.... 
No.    9— (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/s.. 
No.  10— (8-13)   May  29  10  
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26.. ..10.... 
No.  12—  (8-8)   July  17. ...10.... 
No.  13—  (8-22)   Aug.  13.. ..10.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
No.    I— (11-14)   Sept.  I  It...  10.... 
No.   2—  (11-21)   Oet.  23t...l0.... 
No.    3—  (-9-37)   Nov.  28t...l0  
No.   4— (2-6-37)   Deo.  28t...l0.... 
No.    5—   Jan.  22,'37tl0. . . . 

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dec.  25t  8V» . . 
Castle  Town  of  France  Nov.    It  S'/j . . 
Old  Paris  and  Berne  Dee.  I8t  8'/i . . 
Robinson  Crusoe  (12-5)...  .Sept.  7t  S  rls. 

VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 
No.  10—   Mar.  28. . . .IO'/j . . 

DuWORLD 
Title  Rel.  Date 

THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 
Mln. 

Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the  Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   10.. 

Sue-TI-Ka  (12-19)   18. 
Utah  Picture  Book 
(1-9-37)   18. 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Clneeolor) 

No.    I—  Sept.  I5t  8)  

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] Title 

Mln. Rel.  Date 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  the  Fleet  Apr.  24. ...18.... 
Sleepless  Hollow  May    8....  18.... 
Where  Is  Wall  Street?  Apr.  10....  19.... 

MUSICAL  COMEOIES 
Home  on  the  Range  (8-20).  .June  3. ...21.... 

SONG  AND  COMEDY  HITS 
Alpine  Rendezvous  Aug.   It. ..II.... 
Dental  Follies   Feb.  26,'37t.lrl. 
Gifts  In  Rhythm  Oet.  23t...l0  
Going  Native  Aug.  28t. .  .11  
Pink  Lemonade  (9-24)  Sept.  I8t...ll  
Playl  Girls   Nov.   St.. .11.... 
Queen's  Birthday,  The  Aug.  I4t...l0.... 
Ring  Goes  'Round.  Tha  Aug.  21 1 . . .  10. . . . 
See  Uncle  Sol  (2-6-37) .. ..Jan.  29.'37tll  Spooks  (6-20)   Apr.  17  9.... 
Strike!  You're  Out  (1-9-37)  .Dee.  lit. ..II.... 

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Gold  Bricks   Mar.  20.... 20.... 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.    3.. ..16.... 
White  Hope,  The  Mar.  27....  19.... 

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.   6  6..., 
Big  Game  Hunt.  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.l  rl.. 
Book  Shop,  The  (I -30-37) .. Feb.  5.'37t.6..., 
Bully  Frog.  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t . . .  .6. . . . 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  la  the 

Health  Farm   Sept.  4t  6  
Farmer  Al  Falfa  In  the 

Hot  Spell   July  10  6.... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  the 
Runt   May  15  8.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa't  Prize 
Package   July  31  8.... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   Raw.  17t. ...?.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Flying  South   Mar.  I9,'37t. I  rl. . Klko  Foils  tha  Fax  (11-7).. Oat    tt.. ....... 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oet  I9t.. ..*.... 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  Mt. ........ 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt  •  

Off  to  China  Mar.  tOf. ........ 
Puddy  tha  Pup  and  the 
Gypsies   July  14  8.... 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Da*,  lit.. 

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Sunken 
Treasures   Oet.  lit. ...I.... 

Red  Hot  Musle  Mar.  5,'37t.l  rl.. Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 
Escape  (11-21)   Nov.  I3t  T  

Rolling  Stones   May    1  9.... 
Sailor's  Home.  The  (6-13)  .June  12  8.... 
Salty  McGuIre   Jan.  8,'S7t.7  
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The 
(2-6-37)   Jan.  22,'37t.7. . . . 

Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6... ..6. 

..6. 

.19. 

.11. 
8  9. 
7t...l9. 
•t  II. 
4T...II. 

..19... 

.18... 

..20... 

..18... 

..IT... 

Western  Trail,  The  Apr.  3.. 
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing,  A.  Apr.  17.. 

TREASURE  CHEST 
Animal  Cunning   May  I.. 
Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Oee.  I8t. 

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  June 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug. 
Krazl-lnventlons  (10-31) ...  .Oct. 
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37)  .Dee. 
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Sept.  4f....9.. 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10) .  .Sept.  lit. ...9.. 
Symphony  In  Snow  (11-7)..  .Oct.  lit. ...9.. 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  IS.. 
Rail  Birds  (8-13)  May  22.. 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t. 
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.  8t. 
Bashful  Buddies   Aug.  7t. 
Big  Courtship,  The  Feb.  19,'STt.z  r!(. 
Blue  Blazes   Aug.  2 It... 1 9  
Boy.  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Aug.  I4f...l9.... 
Chemist.  The  (9-24)  Oet.  9t...l9  
Diamonds  In  the  Rough  Sept.  28t...l9.... 
Ditto   Feb.  I2.'37tl7  
Fun's  Fun  (2-6-37)  Feb.  5,'S7tl9.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-S)  Sept  lit.. .99.... 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aug.   It. -.19.... 
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.  I,'37t2l  
Hold  It  Jan.  29.'37t.2  rls. 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(8-IS)   May  15.. ..19.... 

Jail  Bait   Jan.  8,'37tl9.... 
Just  the  Type  Dae.  4t...l9  
Love  Nest  on  Wheels  Mar.  26,'37t.2rls. 
Man  to  Man  Feb.  26,'37t  .2  rls. 
Mixed  Magic  (12-19)  Nov.  20t...l7.... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Nov.  I9t. .  .10  
Off  the  Horses  Mar.  5.37t.2rls.. 
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  I8t...l9.... 
Peaceful  Relations   June  19. ...II.... 
Practically  Perfect  (I -30-37).  J  an.  I5,'37t2l  
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21)..  .Oet.  2St...l9.... 
Ready   to   Serve  Mar.  12. '37t. 2  rls. 
Sereen  Test,  The  (12-19) ..  .Dm.  I8t...l8.... 
Spring  It  Hera  Oet.  30t...t8.... 
Transatlantic  Love  Dae.  25t...90.... 
Wacky  Family,  The  (9-26) .. Seat.  4t. ..*».... 
Whose  Baby  Are  YouT 
('••?)   Oet    St. ..18.... 

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Lava  In  September  Mar.  9. . .  .91 . . . . 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTING  CORP. Title 
Mln. Rel.  Date 

MUSICAL  MOODS 
(Technicolor) 

Ave  Maria   Mar.  »  I  rl.. 
Irish  Melody   Mar.  9  9.... 
Llebestraum   Apr.  20  1  rl.. 

NEWSLAUGHS 
 Feb.  20  1  rl.. 
 Mar.  20  1  rl.. 

THRILLING  JOURNEY 
Realm  of  Ghosts  Mar.  I  

Na, 
No. 

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  Fab.  4  9.... 
Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jaa.  2S.'S7tlt.... 
Carillon  Makers   Aug.  I5t...ll.... 
Florldian  Curiosities  Jan.  I8.'87tl9.... 
Golden  Harbor  Mar  18.. ..10... 
Tough  Breaks   Mar.   I. ...18.... 
Spanish  Interlude,  A  Seat  lit. ..80.... 
Sport  of  Flying  Sept  lit  
Young  Explorer  Mar.  9....  19.... 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
No.  2—   Feb.  28  8  

Title 

No.  3—  .. 
No.  4—  .. 

No.  5—  .. No.  8—  .. 

Rel.  Date  Mia. 
 Mar.   8.. ..10... 

...  Mar.  22  10... 
 Apr.  10  7... 

...  .Apr.  22  TVi. 
PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 

Na.  I—  Feb.    5  8. 
No.  2—  Mar.   8  8. 
No.  3—  Apr.  II  8. 
No.  4—  May    4  8. 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
I.  Nomads  of  the  Jaaglt...  Ftb.   3  8... 
I.  Nomads  at  the  Stents  Sta*  Fab.  17  8... 
3.  Nomads  at  tt*  Past  Mar.  8  8... 
4.  Nomads  of  tha  Air  Mar.  17  5'/,. 
5.  Nomads  la  tt*  Making.   .Apr.   3  1... 
8.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17  1... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plaint  May   S  Sft. 
8.  Nomads  of  tha  Sea  May  17  Sy*. 

IMPERIAL 
Title 

Mln. 
Rel.  Date 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Towers  of  Melody  I 
Hidden  Treasures   I 
Southern  Beautle*   8 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  th*  Stern  
Boyhood   8. 
Old  Prospector,  Th*  8. 

Early  la  tha  Mernla'  8. 
NOVELTIES 

Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hob*  Her*   9. 

PORT  0'  CALL Peacock  Throne  9. 
City  of  th*  Sua  9. 
Last  Resort   9. 
Children  of  th*  Nil*  9. 
Seventh  Wonder   9. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Stat  8. 
Inspiration  of  Old  L*r* 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Cm*  8. 

MGM 
Title 

Mln. 

21  8. 

I4t  8. 

9,*S7t.9. 

Rel.  Date 
CHARLEY  CHASE 

Neighborhood  House  (7-18). May    9....20. .. 
On  the  Wrong  Tr*k  (7-25).. Apr.  18.... IS... 
Vamp  'Til  R*ady  (2-28)  Mar.  28.... 20... 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  7— Feel  Praef  Mar.  7.. ..21... 
No.  8— Th*  Publl*  Par* 
(11-14)    Oet  I0t...l8... 

No.  9— Torture  M*a*y  Jan.  2,'37t20... 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Ittaad  (1-2-87)  N»v.  I4t....8... 
Glimpses  of  Java  and 
Ceylon   Mar.  6,'37t  

India  on  Parade  Feb.  6,'37t.9... 
Japan  la  Cherry  Bletau* Tim*   Mar. 
Oriental  Paradls*  Nov. 
Picturesque  South  Africa. . .  .Jan. 
Quaint  Quebee   Sept.  I2t....9. 
Rio  do  Janeiro.  City  at 
Splendor  (7-25)   Seat  12  9. 

Sacred  City  *f  th*  Mayea 
ladlans  (2-11)   Fab.  22  7. 

St.  Helena  aid  It*  Maa 
of  Destiny   May  18  9. 

Yallowstone  Park  (19-19)..  .Oet  24t....9. 
HARMAN-ISING 

(Happy  Harmonies) 20—  Old  Mill  P*ad,  Ta* 
(6-6)   Mar.   7  8. 

21—  Two  Little)  Pap*  (8-1).  .Apr.   4  8. 
22—  Old  House.  The  May  2  
23—  Pups'  Picnic   May  SO  8. 
24 —  To  Spring  June  20  8. 
25—  Little  Chooser  July  II  9. 
26—  Pups'  Christmas  (12-99)  .Dee.  I2t....8. 
27—  Circus  Daze   Jan.  I6,'37t.9. 
28—  Swing   Wedding   Feb.  I3,'37t... MGM  MINIATURES 

Great  Amerleaa  PI*  Com- 
pany  Nov.  9. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  !9t 
Hollywood  Setoad  Step  Dec.  5t 
How  to  Bo  a  Detective 
(1-23-37)   Oet.  I7t....9 

How  t*  Bahave  (4-25)  Apr.  25....  10 
How  t*  Trala  a  D*g  July   4  9 
How  to  Vote  (9-5)  Sept.  St. ..10 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-23).  ...Mar.  28.. ..10 
Little  Boy  Blue  (6-6)   May  23  II. 
Master  Will  Shakespeare 
(8-1)   June  IS.. ..10, 

Ralnbew  fata.  The  Oet.  Sit  , 

.11. .11. 
.10. 
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Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Whit  Do  You  Think?  Jan.  23,'37tl0... 

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aauatle  Artistry  («-•)  Apr.  II  «... 
D«rc  Devllt/T   Jim  27  t... 
Harnessed  Rhythm  (•-»>...  .Jon  9.. ..10... 
Pile  (•••)   May  9  «... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  But  Yean,  A  Dm.  26t...l9... 
Ne  Place  Like  ItlPM  (ll-7).8ept.26t. 
Violets  la  Sprlif  (t-l)  Sapt.  5.. ...... 

OUR  GANG 
Arbar  Day  (6-6)  May   2. ...IS... 
Bind  if  Edueetln  (9-9). ..Aug.  29.. ..10... 
Liiky  C«w,  The  (2-29) . . . Mar.  14. ...16... 
Pay  At  Ym  Exit  Ott.  24t...ll... 
Rtunion  in  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll... 
Sesond  Chlldbud  (4-25).... Apr.  II. ...19..., 
StMOky  HMky  Dm.  5t  
TV!  Til  Yiuil  (11-7)  Silt.  26t. . .  10.  . 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEOIES 
At  Sia  Alhan  Apr.  4  20.... 
Hill  TIIIlM  (9-15)  Apr.  4.. ..IS..., 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Bar-Rae's  Night  Out  Feb.  27,'37tl0.... 
Bihlid  tha  Hiadlliu  (9-9)  .Sapt.  I2t...ll... 
Dexterity  Jan.  I6.'37t.9.... 
Gilding  tha  Lily   Feb.  6.'37t  8... 
Hurling    (1-9-37)  Nov.  I4f. . .  10  
KIIIit  Dig  (9-9)  Aug.  29. ...10.... 
Olympli  Ski  Cbaaplaii 
(11-7)   Oct.  3t--.«0  

Ski  Skill   
•parti  an  In.....  Oct.  I  Of... 10.... 
Waited— A  Muter  (1-2-97)  Dae.  26T...I0.... 

SPECIAL 
Audiascopiks  (1-18)   9.... 
Servant  af  the  People  21..., 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oct.  311. ..10.... 
Bars  and  Stripes  Feb.  20,'37t  
Danilng  en  the  Ceillig  Jan.  2.'37t.9  
Every  Sunday   Nov.  28T...I0.... 
Little  Maestro  
Nav  Shoes  (9-9)  Sapt.  St. ..II.... 
Swing  Banditry  (9-5)  Sept.  I9T...II.... 

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mil. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Hunan   Nov.  20t...-7.... 
Betty  Boop  aid  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)  Mar.  27  7.... 

Brampy'i  Indoor  Outing  Oct.  I6t....7.... 
Happy  You  aid  Marry  Ma 
(9-22)   Aug.  2lt....7.... 

Hiute  Cleaning  Bluet  Jan.  I5.'37t.l  if.. 
Making  Friend  Dei.  IBt — 7 — 
More  Pep   June  19  6.... 
Net  Nav  (2-29)  Feb.  28  7.... 
Seng  ■  Day,  A  .....May  22  7.... 
Training  Pigeon   . ,.  .Sept,  I8t. .  ..7.. 
Wa  Did  It  .Apr.  24..... 6.... 
You're  Net  Built  That  Way. July  17...... 9.... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Christmas  Ceaei  But Once 
i  Year  .......Dei,  4*, ,.-.8.... 

Cobweb  Hotel.  The  May  15  9.... 
9 ready  Humpty  Dumpty  July  10  8.... 
Hawaiian  Blrdi   Aug.  28t....9.... 
Llttli  Stranger  (4-19)  Mar.  13  9.... 
Play  Safe  Oat.  I6T....7.... 
Somewhere  In  Dreamland...  .Jan.  17  9.... 

H  EADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm  Apr.  10... .10.... 

Hal  Kemp  aid  Orchettra 
Gypty  Revolt  (9-22)  Aug.  7t  If ...  - 
Kneek.  Knock. 
Who's  There?   Sept  IBt.. .11.... 
Vincent  Lopez  and  Orah. 

Lucky  Starlatt  May  22  10  
Baby  Leroy-Bennle  Bart- 
lett  •  David  Halt  -  Batty 
Holt -Billy  Lee -Virginia 
Weldler 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18)...  Mar.  20....  1 1.... 
Ed  Paul  and  Orchestra- 
Bant  Ryan-Loretta  Lee 

Movie  Melodiet  en  Parade 
(2-28)   Feb.   7  II. ... 
Kottelanetz-  Eattman 

Musical  Charmers  Oct.  9T...H.... 
Phil  Spltalny  and  Girl 
Orchestra 

Muileal  Fashions   July  3. ...II  
Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Music  In  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12..  ..II.... 
Ruts  Morgan  and  Orah. 

Mutlo.  Mutle  Everywhere..  .Dee.  ISt  —  II.... 
Clyde  Lueat  and  Orah. 

Mutle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t...l0  
George  Hall  and  Oreh. 

Play.  Dan  (8-15)  July  31  10  
Don  Bestor  and  Orah. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mil. 
Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oct.  80f...l0... 

Will  Osborne  and 
Celleglatat 

Song  Hltt  en  Parade  Jaa.  I5,'37t.l  rl. 
Freddie  Rleh  and  Orah. 

8tar  Reporter  la  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20). ..10... 
Ted  Hutlng-Binnli  Bart- 
lett- Dorothy  Lameur 

Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody  May   I  II... 
Ferda  Grofe  and  Oreh. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

In  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl. 
Lever's  Paradise  Sept.  lit. ..10... 
Schubert's  Serenade  Nov.  ISt- ..10..., 
Trees   Jaa.  I5.'57f  , 
Wettern  Sketehet  Nov.  20t  I  rl., 

PARAGRAPHICS 
Broadway  Hlghllghti  No.  9.. Dee.  III. ...I  rl. 
Lulu't  Love  (8-15)  Aug.  I4t-. .IB  
Madison  Sq.  Garden  Dee.  lit  , 
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oct.  9t...l0.... 
Sailor  Shorty  Oct  23.. ..10..., 
Snow   Jan.  8,'37t  , 
Straight  as  an  Arrow 
(II-2D   Oat.    St.. .10..., 

That's  Their  Buslnett  Nov.  I  St ...  1 1 ... , 
Where  Champions  Meet  Jan.   8,'37t.l  rl.. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 
No.  8  —  Frederic  W.  Goudy 
— Sails  Over  Sydney  Har- 

bor—The Voice  if  tha 
Animals  (2-29)   Feb.  28  II  

No.  9  — Trailing  the  Blrdt 
— Lake  of  Enchantment— 
Swanee  River  Goet  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9.... 

No.  10  —  Tellers    af  thi 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns — Make-up  Magle.  .Apr.  24  10.... 

No.  II  —  Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boyt—  Up  Mont 
Blane   May  22  II.... 

Ne.  12— Meet  the  Pelican— 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steel 
Sultt   June  19  10.... 

No.  13—  July  17  1  If.. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Seriet) 

No.  I  —  What's    Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  2lt- - .  10. .. . 

No.  2  —  Selenee    te  the 
Reteue  —  Frozen    Fog  — 
Keyt  to  Concentrating  Sept.  ISt...  10.... 

No.  3  —  Mitt  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber— Keep  Out!  Llont  Oct.  I6f  ...10.... 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  en  Parade  —  All 
A -Board     Nav.  ISt.  ..10.... 

No.  5— Bamboo— Clamdlg. 
gen'     Redes'  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   ......Dee.  lit.  .10.... 

Ne.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Let's  All 
Learn  to  Ski...  Jan.  8,'STt.l  rl.. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  S.Apr.   3  9.... 
Collie,  The  (2-29)  Feb.  21....  10.... 
Dangerous  Jobs  May    I  9.... 
Fashions  In  Leva  July  24  8.... 
Here  Comet  the  Zes  (3-14).  .Mar.  IS  9..., 
Poodle,  The   May  22  10.... 
Rhythm  Party,  The  June  26  9.... 
Rookie  Fireman,  The  Apr.  24....I0.... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9.... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy!   May    I  S... 
Brotherly  Love  (3-14)  Mar.   9  7... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.  7  7... 
Hold  the  Win  Oct.  23t....7... 
I'm  In  the  Army  New  Dee.  25t  7... 
I-Skl  Lov-Skl  You-Skl  Apr.  3  6... 
I  Wanna  Bo  a  Lifeguard...  .June  26  7... 
Left  Get  Movln'  July  24  7... 
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sapt.  25t....7... 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t....7... 
Paneless  Window  Washir, 
Thi   Jan.  22,'37t.l  rl. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets 
Slnbad  the  Sailer  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7... 
(Technicolor  tpselal) 

Spinach  Roadster,  The  Nov.  27t....7... 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Editions  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Cinecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27.. ..II... 
No.  5   May  29... .10... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Ne.  6   July  17....  10... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  28t...ll... 
No.  2  (11-28)  Oat.  Sot. ..10... 
Ns.  S  Dei.  2St  1  rl. 

SCREEN  SONGS 
Hills  of  Old  Wyomli',  Tha 
(8-22)   July  31  10... 
The  Wetternen 

I  Can't  Eicapi  from  You...  .Sept.  25t....S... 
Joe  Rlchman  and  Orah. 

I   Don't  Want  ts  Make 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  and  Orchestra 

I  Feel  Llks  a  Feather  In 
tha  Breeze   Mar.  27  7... 
Jack  Denny  and  Orchettra 

Never  Should  Have  Teld 
You   Jan.  29,'37t.l  rl. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Ns*.  27t....7... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Orah. 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTLIGHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  21— Finer  Pelitt  (2-29). Feb.  14....  10... 
Ne.  22— Winged  Champlent 
(4-11)   Mar.  13  10  

No.  23 — Sun  Chasera  Apr.  10. ...10... 
No.  24 — Catahing  Trouble. .  .May  8. ...10... 
Ne.  25— River  of  Thrills  June  5....  10... 
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- 

sons  July  3. ...10... 

No.  27— Neptune's  Sehelare (8-22)   Aug.  7t...l0... 
No.  28— Lucky  Spills  Sept  4t...l0... 
No.  29— Fighting  Marlla...  Oct.  2t...l0... 
Ne.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.  St.-.iO. .. 

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dee.  4t...l0... 
No.  32— Sporting  Pals  Jan.  I,'37t.l  rl. 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29,371 . 1  rl. 

RKO  RADIO 
Title 

Rel.  Date  Mln. 
DUMBBELL  LETTERS 

No.  22  Feb.  31  5ft. 
No.  23   Apr.   3  5... 
No.  24  May  29  5... 
No.  25   July  10  8... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair  New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  10... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29f....9... 
Fool  Your  Friends  .June  9....I0... 
Job's  a  Job.  A  May  22.. ..10... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4— Wedtlrae  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20. . .  .21 . . . 

No.  5— Bad  Medicine  May  22....  15... 
Ns.  6— Sleepy  Tine  .......July  24. ...20... 

(1936-37) 1—  Lalapalsosa  Nov.  20t...l9... 
2—  Singing  In  the  Air  Feb.  I9.'37tl9... 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache   July  10..,.  18... 
High  Beer  Pressure  May   8. ...IS... 

Hillbilly  Goat  (1-23-37)..  .Jan.  IJ,'S7tl8... Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oct.  23t...20ft. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.   •  IS'/a- 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
Ne.  I   May    1  9... 
Ne.  2  June   5. ...10... 
No.  3  July   3. ...10... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17. ...24... 
Ne.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13.... 21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.... 21... 
No.  5   May  15. ...if... 
Ne.  6   June  12.... 23... 
No.  7  July  10  21... 
Ne.  8   Aug.  7.... 21... 

(1936-37) 
Ne.  I   Sept.  4t . . .  23 . . . 
No.  2   Oat.  2t...2l'/i. 
No.  3   .Nov.  3t...2l... 
No.  4  (12-12)  Nov.  27t...22... 
No.  5   Dee.  25t  IS  

No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  
No.  7   Feb.  I9,'37t  

PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  once  s  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  seven  times  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12  16... 
Don't  Be  Like  That 
(1-30-37)  Dee.  4t...l8... 

Fight  Is  Right  (5-2)  Apr.  10....  17... 

Title  Ral.  Date  Mia. 
Horse  Play   18... 
Who's  Loeney  Now  Sept.  4f...l9... 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Camp  Meetln'  (10-3)  Oat.  9f...f9... 
Deep   South   (1-23-37)  Jan.  I,'37tl7... Melody  In  May  (2-1)  May    I. ...19... 
Swing  It  July    3  IS... 
That   Man  Samson  19... 

RAINBOW  PARADE  CARTOONS 
Bold  King  Cole  May  29  7... 
Cupid  Gets  Her  Mai  July  24  7... 
Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Goldei  Egg 
(2-29)   Feb.  7.....7'/t. 

It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)...  .Aug.  2  7... 
Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Retail- 

son  Crusoe   Mar.  20  7... 
Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)...  .Apr.  17  8... 
Toonervllle  Plenle   Oct.  2t....7... 
Trolley  Ahoy   July    S  8... 
Waif's  Welcome,  A  June  19  7... 

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14....  18ft. 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  19... 
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17. ...18ft. 
Grandma's  Buoys  (1-2-37). .  Dee.  let. ..08... 
So  and  Sew  Sept.  ISt. ..15... 

SPECIAL 
Headlines  for  25  Yean 
(3-14)   Mar.  27. ...il... 

SPORTS  WITH  BILL  CORUM 
Goals  for  Gold  and  Glory..  .Oct.  30t...ll... 
High,  Wide  and  Dashing..  .Sept.  4f  9... 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  I5.'37t  .9. . . Ladles  Day  Dee.  IBt. ..II... 
Never  Catch  tha  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24.. ..II... 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10). .  .Oct.    2t. . .  10. . . 
Putting  on  the  Dog  Feb.  I2,'37t  Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19  II... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)  Nov.  20t ...  1 1  
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  10... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  ISt  9ft. 

Forest  Gangsters  (1-23-37)  .Jan.  8,'37t..9. Living  Jewels   June  12  10... 
Underground  Farmen   Apr.  17  9... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I  St  9... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 

Bridal  Grief   .....Feb.  5,'37t  Down  the  Ribber  (2-29)...  .Mar.  27  21  
Listen  to  Freezln'  (8-15)..  .July  31. ...15.. 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.  6t...2l... 
Whelesalling  Along   May  29  17... 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantic 
(4-25)   Mar.  27. ...II... 

Gold   Mania  (1-16-37)  Dei.  25t  II  
Graveyard  of  Shlpt  (1-2-37)  .Nov.  27t...ll... 
Heart  of  the  Sierras.......  .Nov.   St. ..II... 
Manhattan    Waterfront   Feb.  I9,'37t..... 
Romantic  Mexico   Jan.  22,'37t  
Trinidad  sept.  lit. ..10... 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15  10... 
Washington  In  Virginia 
(10-S)   Oat.  9t...l0... 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  Seahorse 
(1-9-37)   ||.... 

DYNAMIC 
Wonderland  sf  Gasps  (6-13)  II... 

FILM  EXCHANGE 
Skl-Esta  (1-2-37)   10... 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title 

Rel.  Date  Mil. 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Degglng  It  Around  the 
World   Nov.  I  St.. .10.... 

Looking   (or  Trouble  Dea.  ISt...  10  
Paalng  the  Thoroughbred!. .  .Sept.  25t  
Scouring  the  Skiet  Aug.  I4t  
Sports  Headllnera  sf  1936 
(11-21)   Oat.  SOt. ..10.... 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (6-22)  Aug.  7t....9ft.. 
Land  of  Genghis  Kahn 
(2-6-37)   Dee.  IBt. ..10.... 

Memories  of  Spain  (10-3)..  .Sept.  IBt. ..10.... 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7).  Sept.  23t  
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  ISt. . .10. ... 

UNITED  ARTISTS Title 

Mln. 
Rel.  Date 

MICKEY  MOUSE 
38.  Orphans'  Plenle  Mar.  12  9 
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.   9  9 
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Title                         Rel.  Oat*  Min. 
40.  Through  tho  Mirror  Juno  18  

101.  Moving  Day   July  22  0  
102.  Mickey'*  Rival  (8-18) . . Aug.  27  9.... 
108.  Alplna  Climber*  (8-22). Oet.  28t. ...•'/*.. 
104.  Mlekey't  ClreiM  (8-15). Nov.    Ilf  8.. 
105.  Donald  and  Plut* 
(11-14)   Dec.  I2t  8  

107.  Mlekey't  Elephant 
(11-14)   9.... 

108.  Don  Donald  (1-18-37)  8'/i.. 
109.  Worm  Turns,  Th* 
(1-23-37)   8'/i.. 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
S3.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  8'/,.. 

84.  Three  Little  Wolvot 
(4-11)   May  27.. ..10... 

85.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept.  23t... 

106.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
keteert  (11-28)   Jan.  28.'37f.7.... 

108.  Country  Causln,  The 
(11-21)   Dee.  I7t....8'/a- • 

109.  Mother  Pluto  (11-21)  914.. 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-9-37)  8'/a.. 

UNIVERSAL 
Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

GOING    PLACES   with   LOWELL  THOMAS 
No.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  9.... 
No.  21   June  8  9.... 
No.  22   June  22  9.... 
No.  23  (7-11)  ..July   8.. ..10.... 
No.  24  (7-18)  July  20.... 10.... 
N*.  25  (8-15)  Aug.  S.. ..10.... 
He.  26   Aug.  17....  10.... 
No.  27  (10-19)  Sept.  I4t....9.... 
No.  28  (10-17)  Oet.  I8t....8.... 
No.  29   Oet  26t....9.... 
No.  30  Nov.  23f...l0.... 
No.  31   Dae.  2lt  »  
No.  32  (2-6-37)   Feb.     l.'37.9'/2. . 
No.  33   1  rl.. 
No.  34   Mar.  I5.'37t  
No.  35   Apr.  I2.*37t  

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 

Big  Race.  The  Mar.  3,'37t-7  
Golfers.  The  (2-13-37)  Jan.  I  l.'37t.8'/t . . 
House  of  Magic  (2-13-37)  Fob.  8,'37t.8.... 
Knights  for  a  Day  (1-9-87)  .Dee.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30f  

MENTONE  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Flippen't  Frolltt  (7-11)  July  15. ...18... 
Fun  Begins  at  Home  .Feb.  I7.'37t  10. . . 
Fun  In  the  Flro  House 
(11-7)   Oet.  28t...l0... 

Out  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   Sept.  St.. .11... 

It's  on  the  Records  Mar.  I7.'37t  
Marine  Follies   Apr.  29  19... 
Musical  Airway*  (10-10)  Sept.  30f  ...II... 
Royal  Cafa  Nov.  25t...l0... 
School  for  Swing  (2-6-37).  .Jan.  20,'37tl9... 
Taddy  Bergman'*  Inter- 

national  Broadeatt  (8-8). .June  3. ...20... 
Television  Highlight*   Dot.  23t...l0... 
Vaud-O-Mat,  Tho  (8-28).. .  .Apr.  8....I8... 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7... 
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-S)   Oct.    St  9... 
Everybody  Sing  (I-30-S7) .  . Feb.  22.*37t.7. . . 
Farming  Fooli  May  25  7... 
Fun  Houte,  The  May   4  7... 
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30r  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  2lt....7. .. 
Mutie  Hath  Charm*  (8-8) ...  Sept.  7t....8... 
Night  Life  of  tho  Bug* 
(10-3)   Oct. 

Puppet  Show  (10-18)  Nov. 
Unpopular  Meehanle  (10-17). Nov. 

9t....8. 
2t....8. 
6t....8. 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 
No.  19— Novelty  (3-28)  Apr. 
No.  20 — Novelty   June 
No.  21—  Novelty   June 
No.  22— Novelty   July 
No.  23— Novelty  (7-11)  July 
No.  24— Novelty  (7-18)  July 
No.  25—  Novelty  (8-1)  Aug. 
No.  26— Novelty  (8-8)  Aug. 
No.  27— Novelty  Sept. 
No.  28— Novelty  (9-24)  Oct. 
No.  29— Novelty  (9-24)  Nov. 
No.  30— Novelty  (12-28)  Dee. 
No.  31— Novelty  (1-2-37) ..  .Jan. 
No.  32— Novelty  (1-30-37)  .Feb. 
No.  33— Novelty  (2-13-37)  .Mar. 
No.  34 — Novelty   Mar. 
No.  35 — Novelty   Apr. 

UNIVERSAL  8PECIAL 
King  Edward  tho  VIII  Dee.  I4t  9'/s- 
You  Can't  Get  Away 
With  It    .  Nov.  SOt... 25... 

SERIES 
13  9... 
1  9... 
15  9... 
29  9... 
13.. ..10... 
27.. ..10... 
10.. ..10... 
24  9... 
28t....8... 
I2t....8'/s. 
9t....8%. 
7t  4,'37t  
I.'37t.9... 
I.'37t.9... 
29,'37t  
26,'37t  

Title  Rel.  Data  Mln. 

VITAPHONE 

BIG  TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 
Vitaphone  Entertainer* 
(7-11)   June  27  1  rl.. 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vitaphone  Highlight*   Apr.  4  10.... 
Eddie  Peabody 

Vitaphone  Hlppodrama  May   2.. ..II.... 
Molly  Picon-Johnny  Loo 

Vitaphone  Spotlight  (3-28). .Mar.  7. ...II  
Conville-Dala 

Vitaphone  Topnotehe*  (2-1).  May  30  
Vitaphone  Stageshow  July  25  1  rl.. 
Vitaphone  Gaieties   Sept.  lit.. .11.... 
Jack  Pepper 

Vitaphone  International*...  .Oet.  I7t--.lt.... 
Holtz-Lee 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4t-..ll  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Villlant   Dec.  I2t...l0. ... 
Marty  May 

Reel  Vaudeville  (1-30-37)..  .Jan.  2.'37tll  
Haurry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville   Jan.  30.'37t  BIG  V.  COMEDIES 
Joe  Palooka  In  for  the  Love 

of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tart  Mar.  28  21  
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fua  .....Apr.  II. ...SI.... 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charlet  O'Donnoll 

Absorbing  Junior   May  9.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berk** 

Joe  Palooka  In  Hora'o  Howe. Juno  8  21.... 
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Wife  of  tho  Party.  Tho 
(6-22)   June  20.... 22  
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertlme, 
The   July  II  20  
Johnny  Berke* 

Oily  Bird,  The  July  25. ...20.... 
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  and 
Beauty   Aug.  IS..  .20 — 
Shemp  Howard* 
Robert  Norton 

Dough-Nuts   Nov.  14  21.... 
Yacht  Club  Boy* 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 
Stars  Can't  Be  Wrong,  Tho. Feb.  29  21  

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twins 
Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.  7.... 21.... 

Hal  LeRoy- 
Prelsser  Sister* 

Pari*  in  New  York  (3-28).. Mar.  21.... 22.... 
Irene  Bordonl 

Black  Network.  Tho  Apr.  4. . .  .S2. . . . 
Nina  Mae  MeKlnney- 
Nieholas  Bra*. 

College  Dad*   Apr.  1 1.... SI  
Leon  Janney 

Double  Crossky,  Th*  Apr.  18.... 21.... 
Olga  Baelanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May   2. ...21..  . 
Vera  Van-George  Dthbs 

Maid  for  a  Day  May  23.... SO.... 
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker.  Tho  May  89  2rtt. 
Dawn  0' Day- Radio  Rub** 

Romanee  In  the  Air  May  16  
Wlnl  8 haw-Pall  Regan 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(5-16)   Juno   6. ...20.... 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmltls   Juno  13  2  rl*. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wing 
Song  of  a  Nation,  Tho 
(6-20)   Jaty    4. ...SO.... 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Slngl*  July  18  2  rl*. 
Cress  and  Dunn 

Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-1!)   Aug.  J2....S0.... 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  29. ...SO.... 
Fred  Lawrence-Rosalind  Marquis 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-19). Sept  St... 19.... 
Jean  Sargent 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Choke's  on  You"  (9-19) .. .Sept.  I2t...2l  
Shemp  Howard - Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast,  Tho 
(9-«   Sept.26t...SI.... 

Say  It  With  Candy  Oct.  3t...20  
Virginia  Verrlll 

Sheik  to  Sheik  Oct  I0t...2l.... 
George*  Metaxa 

Title                         Rel.  Data  Mln. 
Can't  Think  of  It  Oct.  24t...l8.... 

Ken  Murray-Oswald 
Captain  Bluebeard   Feb.  I3.'37t  

Georgle  Price 
Sunday  Round-up,  The  Oet.  Sit-. .18  

Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 
Sweethearts  and  Flowers  Nov.  7t--.20  

Regis  Toomey- Prelsser  Sisters 
That's  Pictures  (8-29)  Nov.  2lt.-.2l  

Jay  C.  Fllppen 
Joe  Palooka  In  "The Blonde  Bomber"   Nov.  28t . .  .21  

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Here  Comes  the  Circus  Dee.    St. ..18  
"Poodles"  Hanneford 

"Give  Me  Liberty  .Dec.  I9t...22  
John  Lltel 

It'  All  Over  Now  (2-6-37).  .  Dec.  26t. .  .20  Dan  Healy 

Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale" 
(2-13-37)   Jan.  9.'37t20.... 
Harry  Grlbbon- Hamtree  Harrington 

Pretty  Pretender,  The 
(2-13-37)   Jan.  23,'37t2l . . . . Bernlee  Claire 

Joe  Palooka  In  "Kick  Ma 
Again"   Feb.  6,'37t  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Captain  Blueblood   Feb.  3.'37t  Georgie  Price 

Swing  for  Sale  Feb.  27,'37t  Hal  LeRoy 

Under  Southern  Stars          Feb.  20,'37tl8. . . . Fred    Lawrence-J.  Bryan 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Cinecolor) 

Pearl  of  the  Pacific  (7-11).  .Sept.  Bt- - -10  
Colorful  Occupation  (9-19). .Oet.    St. .JO  
Northern  Lights   Oet.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean  Dee.  Bt  
Hollanders.  The  (1-23-37) . . Jan.  2.'37tl0  
Nice  Work  (2-13-37)  Jan.  30,'37tl0  
Land  of  the  Midnight  Sun . Feb.  27/37 1  

LOONEY  TU 
Out,  The 

NES 

No.  18—  Blow 
(3-28)  

No.  19— Westward  Whoa.... 
No.  20— Fish  Tales   
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 
mates   

No.  22— Porky's  Pet  (7-18). 
No.  23— Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   
N*.  24— Porky'*  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   

No.  25— Milk  and  Monty... 
No.  26— Porky'*  Moving 
Day   

No.  27 — Little  Beau  Perky. 
No.  28— Village  Smithy,  Th* 
No.  29— Porky  of  tho  North- 

woods  (1-9-37)   
No.  30— Porky  tho  Wrestler 
No.  31 — Porky's  Road  Race 

Apr.  4  7. 
Apr.  28  7. 
May  23  7. 

Juno  29  7. 
July  II  T. 

Aug.   I . 

Aug.  22  7. 
Oet.  3t....7. 

0*t.  24t....7. 
No*.  !4t.-..7. 

.Dec.  I9t....7. 

.Jan.  9,'37t.7. 
Feb.  6,'37t... 

.11. 

.11. .10. 

.10. 

I7t- -  - 1 1  -  - . - 

7f  II  . 

MELODY  MASTERS 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21.. 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra. Apr.  18.. 
Dave  Apollon  and  HI*  Bead. May  19.. 
Vlneent  Lopez  and  Orches- 

tra  June  6.. 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nick  Lucas  and  HI*  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  IS....  10... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  St... II... 

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos... Sept.  26t  9... 
Emll  Coleman  and  Orth. 
(7-11)   Oct. 

Leon  Navara  and  HI*  Oreh. 
(9-19)   Nov. 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Oreh. 
(8-29)   Nov.  28t- . .  10  

Jlmmle  Lunceford  and  Oreh 
(1-23-37)   Dee.  I9t...l0... 

George  Hall  and  Oreh  Jan.  9,'37tl0... 
Louisiana  Kings   Jan.  23,'37t.l  rl. 

Roger  Wolfe   Kahn  and 
Oreh  Feb.  6,'37t  

Cab  Calloway  and  Oreh  Fob.  20,'37t  
MERRIE  MELODIES 

(In  Color) 
No.  18— I'm  a  Bis  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   Apr.  II  7... 

No.  19— Let  It  Bo  Mo  May   2  7... 
No.  20— I'd  Love  to  Take 
Orders  from  You  May  18  7... 

No.  21— Bingo  Cretbyaaa..  .May  30  7... 
No.  23— When  I  Yoo  He*.    June  27  

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
No.  24—1  Love  to  Slots 
(0-20)   July  18  7.... 

No.  25— Sunday  Qt  To 
Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.   8  7.. 

No.  26 — At  Your  8ervlee, 
Madame   Aug.  29  7.... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)   Sept.  19  7  

No.  28 — Boulevardler  of  the 
Bronx   Oet.  I0t....7.... 

No.  29—  Don't  Look  Now. ...Nov.  7t....7... 
No.  30 — Coocoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t....7.,.. 
No.  31— Ha  Was  Her  Maa.  Jan.  2,'37t.7. ..  . No.  32— Pigs  Is  Pigs 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30,'37t.7..;. OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 
No.    8— Harbor  Light*  Mar.  21. ...II.... 
No.   9— Wo  Eat  to  Live. ...Apr.  18.. ..10.... 
No.  10— Vacation  Spots  May  16. ...II.... 
No.  II — Irons  In  th*  Flro. ..June  13  1  rl,. 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine..  .July  II. ...10.... 
No.  13 — For  Sport*  8*ke  Aug.    8  10.... 

PEPPER  POT 
Half  Wlt-neu  Mar.  21  1  rl.. 

Radio  Rambler* 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  8.... 
Pictorial  Review  Juno  27  1  rl.. 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II. ...It.... 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 

No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes— 
Furs  (9-19)   Sept.  l2t...lS.... 

No.  2 — George  Rector— Fashions   Oet.  I0t. .  .10  
No.  3— Girl  Football- Knitted  Wear   Nov.  2lt  
No.  4 — Southern  Wear- 

Aviation   (1-23-37)   Dee.  26t  ...II.... 
No.  5 — Sports  Afloat 
(2-6-37)   ..Jan.  I6,'37tl0  

No.  6 — Swimming  —  Wood 
Carving   Feb.  I3,'37t  

VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt.. .10  
Logging  Along   Sept.  26t  
Ounce  of  Invention.  An  Oct.  24t  

Ray  Gross Oklahoma  A*  I*  Dae.  1st  
Cal  Tlnney 

Poets  of  the  Orgaa  (8-22).. Jan.  I8.'37t.l  rl. Mr.  and  Mr*.  Jesse  Crawford 
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  Feb.  I3,'37t  

SERIALS 

12  Episode*  Eaeh  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

REPUBLIC 
Dlek  Traey  8401   Feb.  20,'S7f  

Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hugh** 
(IS  episodes) 

Painted  Stallion.  The  6421. June  5,  37t  
Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 

Island  3583   N*v.  14  
Mala  (14  oplMd**) Undersea  Kingdom  3S8I 
(3-16)   May  St  
Ray  Corrl  gan-Lolo  Wllio 

Vigilante*  An*  Coming,  The 
3582   Aug.  22  

Bob  Livingston- Kay  Hughe* 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Wai«*-Mlntz-Serials) 

Black  Coin,  Th*  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves-Ruth  Mix  (lit  oplMdo,  S  rl*., 
(IS  episodes)  fallowed  hy  14  too. reel  oplted**.) 

Clutching  Hand,  Tho  (8-23). Apr.  IS  Sri*. 
Jack  Mulhall-  (oaak) 
Wm.  Farnum  (lit  episode,  S  rhb. 
(also  feature  version)      followed  hy  14  two- reel  episode*.) 

UNIVERSAL 
Ac*  Drummond  (11-7)  Oet,  I  Of  

John  King-Jean  Roger* 
(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  8  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rtgers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-28)  Jan.  I8,'87t. 
Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 

Phantom  Rider  (8-8)   July  St.... 
Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 
(IS  episodes) 

Secret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2,'37t. 
Scott  Kolk-Jean  Retort 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  S0,'37t. 
Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oct.  IOf  

Bola  Lugeol-Hormaa  Brlx 
(IS  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

McAllen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

This  state  of  Texas  can  have  more  differ- 
ent kinds  of  weather  in  one  day  than  any 

state  in  the  Union.  When  it  is  snowing 
and  they  are  having  a  blizzard  up  in  the 
Panhandle  country  of  Texas  and  it  is  10 
below  zero  they  will  be  having  rain  and  a 
temperature  of  65  above  zero  down  here  in 
the  Rio  Grande  valley.  If  it  should  freeze 

down  here  it  will  be  "very  unusual."  This 
expression  they  g'ot  from  California,  al- 

though it  would  be  very  unusual  if  it  did 
freeze. 

The  difference  in  the  weather  isn't  so  sur- 
prising when  one  comes  to  realize  the 

distance.  The  Panhandle  country  is  some- 
thing like  seven  hundred  miles  northwest 

of  the  valley,  and  seven  hundred  miles  can 
make  quite  a  difference  in  the  temperature. 

But  few  people  realize  the  magnitude  of 
this  state  of  Texas.  This  is  true  of  the 

younger  generation.  They  look  at  the  state 
on  the  map  and  regard  it  simply  as  one  of 

the  states  of  the  Union ;  they  don't  realize 
that  at  one  time  it  was  an  empire  in  itself, 

w  :'.  V 

Speaking  of  Boasting — 

This  state  once  belonged  to  Mexico  and 
the  line  was  the  Red  River  of  the  South, 
which  line  is  now  the  dividing  line  between 
Oklahoma  and  Texas,  but  the  Mexicans  have 

been  pushed  back  south  until  the  line  be- 
tween the  two  countries  is  now  the  Rio 

Grande  river,  and  this  is  six  hundred  miles 
south  of  the  former  boundary. 
We  boast  a  whole  lot  of  our  having  no 

desire  to  acquire  territory  but  we  took  this 
country  away  from  the  Indians ;  we  took 
Texas,  a  territory  as  large  as  the  New  Eng- 

land states  combined,  away  from  Mexico; 
we  acquired  a  good  part  of  the  Middlewest 
and  of  the  South  by  purchase  from  France, 
and  Alaska  from  Russia  at  about  five  cents 

on  the  dollar,  and  yet  we  boast  of  not  want- 
ing to  acquire  new  territory.  If  Italy  wanted 

to  take  Ethiopia  let's  keep  still  about  it.  It 
happens  to  be  none  of  our  business. 

If  the  public  schools  of  today  would 
teach  more  of  the  history  of  this,  and  other 
countries,  and  less  of  basketball,  football, 
and  other  sports,  the  rising  generation 
might  learn  where  the  United  States  came 
from.  A  good  football  coach  can  demand 
a  greater  salary  than  the  presidents  of  our 
universities.  But  then,  this  is  getting  away 
from  matters  of  the  theatre.  That  expres- 

sion that  "there  is  no  great  loss  without 
some  small  gain"  is  being  manifested  here 
since  the  reported  freeze  in  California.  When 
we  first  came  here  oranges  were  selling  at 
the  packing  sheds  for  twenty  dollars  a  ton, 
but  since  that  California  freeze  they  have 
gone  up  to  fifty  dollars  and  the  rise  in  the 
price  of  grapefruit  is  being  felt  also,  and 
this  is  making  the  Texas  citrus  growers  feel 

pretty  good  and  business  is,  of  course,  being- 
benefited,  but  this  is  only  sectional.  Well, 

that's  that. 
V 

They  Go  to  the  Theatre 

They  have  a  slogan  down  here  that  says 
something  about  the  perpetual  sunshine,  but 

that's  a  lot  of  horseradish,  for  it  has  been 
cloudy  and  rainy  now  for  about  ten  days 
and  we  have  about  forgotten  what  the  sun 
looks  like.  This  climate  here  reminds  us  a 
whole  lot  of  Portland,  Oregon,  except  that 
down  here  it  stops  raining  occasionally,  but 

even  so,  it  doesn't  seem  to  stop  people  from 
going  to  the  shows.  We  drive  down  to 
Shine's  Palace  theatre  in  the  rain  and  find 
it  difficult  to  find  a  place  to  park  April 
Shower.  But  speaking  of  Shine  reminds  us 
that  he  is  putting  on  such  good  shows  that 
we  are  being  deprived  of  a  lot  of  valuable 
sleep,  and  if  this  keeps  up  we  are  going  to 
sue  him  for  damages  in  the  Kangaroo  Court. 

The  other  night  he  was  playing  Charlie 

Ruggles  and  Alice  Brady  in  "Mind  Your 
Own  Business."  We  don't  care  much  what 
kind  of  a  picture  Charlie  plays  in ;  we  are 
going  to  be  there  if  the  Warden  will  let 
us  out.  In  this  one  Charlie  was  the  leader 

of  the  Boy  Scouts  but  he  and  Alice  were 
kidnaped  by  a  bunch  of  guys  and  taken  to 
a  lonely  cabin  in  the  woods.  They  left  one 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  44,  Vol.  19.— Governor 
irturphy  of  Michigan  and  John  L.  Lewis  give  press 
interviews  Mardi  Gras  time  in   New  Orleans  
Fire -fighting  in  Mexico  City....  Dog  Show  in  New 
York  Lew    Lehr  Navies    of    England,  France 
and  Germany  show  activity  Sports  in  Santa  Anita, 
Coral  Gables  and  Garmisch. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  45,  Vol.  19.— Murphy  pre- 
sides at  labor  peace  signing  11  meet  death  in  air 

tragedy  Dog   Show  Army   tries   out  tanks  
Australian   fire  worst  in  40  years  Lew  Lehr.... 
Names:  Darryl  F.  Zanuck:  Mussolini;  Quezon;  Wil- 

liam K.  Vanderbilt  Sports  in  Saranac  Lake.  Lon- 
don, Melbourne,  French  Alps,  Coral  Gables,  Wis- consin and  Florida. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  242,  Vol.  8— Storm  over 
Supreme    Court  Breaking    flood's    grip  Winter sport    thrills  Carnival    time    down    in  Dixie.... 
"Tin  can  tourists"  invade  Florida  Fists  fly  fast in  amateur  bouts. 

NEWS   OF   THE   DAY— No.   243,   Vol.   8— Back  to 
work;  strike's  over  No  holiday  for  death  in  Madrid  Antoine   shows   new   hair   styles  Paperweight 
stars  battle  in  Dixie. ...  New  Jersey  has  biggest  fish 
story ...  .Uncle  Sam's  new  tanks  show  some  speed 
....Pacific   graveyard   claims   another   victim  III- 
lated  plane  hauled  from  water. 

PARAMOUNT    NEWS— No.     55.-400,000     see  New 
Orleans  Mardi  Gras  Stop  drought,  floods,  plan  of 
President  4,000    "Tin    can"    tourists    hold  world parley  Mother  tells  horror  of  9  days  in  snow  
Loggers  slide  timber  at  100  miles  an  hour.  West 
offers  new  idea  in  winter  sports. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  56.— Army  speeds  up  with 
new   light   tanks  Trotsky   stirs   world   from  new 
exile. ..  .Rescuers    save    snow-trapped    Utah  flocks, 
....Plane    crash    tragedy    stirs    new  inquiries  
Dempsey  referees  bouts  of  tiny  tots. ..  .Flood  region 
comes    back  Auto    plants   hum    as    men  resume 

jobs. 
PATHE  NEWS— No.  59,  Vol.  8.— Supreme  court  and 
the  people  Cardinal  Dougherty  greeted  at  Eucha- 
ristic  Congress  Yale  crew  starts  early. ..  .Alliga- 

tors    thrill     tourists  Dog    meets     dog  Winter 
carnival  at  Hanover,  N.  H. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  60,  Vol.  8.— Auto  industry  re- 
sumes work. . .  .Landon  speaks  on  Supreme  Court 

....President    Roosevelt    honors    Lincoln. . . .  W.  K. 
Vanderbilt   ends   cruise  America's   No.    1  dog.... 
Fisherman's     paradise  Army     mystery  tank  Battling  bantams. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  536, 
Vol.  9. — Prize  dogs   in  record   show  Get  $200  in 
Townsend  test  Flood  cities  fight  debris  Ski  ma- 

chine is  beauty  aid  Bikes  roll  under  the  Palms  
Coast  seamen  back  at  work  Far  East  gets  church 
meet  Soldiers  show  ski  combat  South  welcomes 
big  turfmen. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  537, 
Vol.  9. — Long  auto  strike  is  ended.... 26  saved  from 
beached  ship  Single-bladed  propeller  made  to  work 

 Personalities:    President  Roosevelt:  Ambassador 
Da  vies;  Manuel  Quezon;  W.  K.  Vanderbilt;  Antoine 
of  Paris  Army  tries  fast  new  tanks  Bigey  win.< 
Nursery   Stakes   in   mud  Speedsters   race   in  icy Bay. 

rough-neck  in  charge  of  them  and  went 
away.  Charlie  induced  this  bozo  to  go  out 
and  help  him  catch  some  snipes. 

We  remember  getting  a  fellow  to  hold  a 
bag  to  catch  snipes  one  night  when  we  were 
young  and  foolish  and  the  poor  sap  held  the 
sack  until  near  midnight  and  almost  froze  to 
death.  Catching  snipes  is  an  old  one,  but 
sometimes  it  works,  especially  in  pictures. 

V 

Then  There's  Bob  Smith 

We  don't  know  but  what  we  told  you 
about  Bob  Smith  of  the  Mission  theatre  at 

Mission  before,  probably  did,  but  Bob  will 
stand  repeating.  Bob  reminds  us  a  whole  lot 
of  that  boy  Zimmerman  who  is  the  operator 
and  manager  of  the  San  Marcos  theatre  at 

San  Marcos  (when  he  isn't  playing  golf) 

except  that  Zim — well,  except,  that's  all. 
Bob  had  a  show  last  night  that  we  went 

to  see,  and  it  was  a  pretty  good  show  too. 
Clark  Gable,  Joan  Crawford  and  Franchot 

Tone  did  the  most  of  the  work  in  "Love  on 
The  Run,"  and  it  was  love  on  the  run,  too. 

But  speaking  of  Bob,  it  may  be  of  interest 
to  3rou  fishermen  to  know  that  Bob  has  a 
cabin  down  on  the  shore  of  Redfish  Bay 
and  we  are  going  down  there  in  a  few  days 
and  hire  some  kid  to  catch  us  some  redfish. 

We  took  a  lady  with  us  when  we  went  up 
to  see  Bob  and  her  name  was  Smith  and  we 
introduced  her  to  him  as  Kate  Smith  from 

McAllen,  and  we  told  him  we  had  a  friend 

at  Alamo  by  the  name  of  Smith,  but  no  rela- 
tion to  the  Smith  Brothers.  Then  Bob  gave 

us  a  coughdrop  and  said,  "You  know,  Col- 
onel, everybody's  name  was  Smith  until  they 

got  to  going  crooked  and  they  changed  their 

names  to  something  else."  Doggone  that 
Bob  anyhow,  he  acts  just  like  these  other 
longhorns  down  here. 

V 

Yesterday  we  drove  down  to  Brownsville 
to  see  our  old  friends  Andy  Anderson  and 

Mrs.  Anderson  from  Detroit  Lakes,  Minne- 
sota. Andy,  you  know,  operates  two  mighty 

nice  theatres  at  Detroit  Lakes ;  that  is,  Andy 

professes  to  operate  them  but  Herb  does 
most  of  the  work. 
We  wanted  also  to  see  J.  C.  Fanning,  who 

operates  the  Brownsville  theatres,  but  J.  C. 
was  down  on  the  ship  channel  fishing  and 

we  didn't  get  to  see  him.  If  you  want  to 
see  J.  C.  you  have  make  an  appointment  two 
weeks  ahead  and  then  you  will  get  to  see 

him,  provided  they  are  not  biting.  Andy 

says  he  wants  us  to  come  down  to  Browns- ville and  show  him  how  to  catch  a  shark. 
When  a  theatreman  wants  to  be  shown  how 
to  catch  a  shark  there  must  be  something 

wrong,  for  they  have  been  monkeying  with 
sharks  all  their  lives.  Well,  we  are  going 

to  show  him,  but  in  the  meantime  we  are 

going  to  send  the  Herald  a  picture  of  J.  C. 
and  the  one  he  caught,  and  it  will  be  no  fish 

story  either.  Better  watch  for  it. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 

THE  HERALD  COVERS  THE  FIELD  LIKE 
AN   APRIL  SHOWER. 
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NCH  EQUIPMENT 

WALLIE  WATERPROOF  SCREEN  —  RUBBER 
coated — a  Dupont  product— 350  sq.  ft.  an  excellent 
white  surface  for  maximum  projection  results — water 
acid  resistence — compact  moisture  proof  package — can 
be  shipped  anywhere  in  flood  area.  Write  or  wire 
at  once.    CROWN,  311  W.  44th  Street,  New  York. 

IT'S  A  "SOUND"  BUY  WHEN  YOU  CAN  BET- 
ter  your  sound  for  $39.50.  Do  it  with  nationally- 
famous  Audio-Matic  volume  control  amplifiers.  Size 
for  every  theatre.  Unique  trial  plan.  For  proof,  write 
S.  O.  S.,  636-AE  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

20,000  YARDS  CARPET.  JOB  LOTS— CLOSE- outs.  New  and  used.  HOTEL  AND  THEATRE 
CARPET  COMPANY,  427  W.  42nd  St.,  New  York 
City. 

DOORS 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection— 6th  edition  complete  in  one  vol- 

ume, 714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 
tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 

postpaid.  QU1GLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

GOOD  FOR  THE  "OLD-TIMER"  AS  WELL  AS 
the  novice.  Richardson's  5th  Edition  (not  the  latest) 
Volume  3  with  famous  "Questions  and  Answers"  in- 

dex. Contains  over  300  pages,  fully  illustrated.  Bar- 
gain at  $1.95.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AE  Eleventh  Ave.,  New York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

EXPERIENCED  PROJECTIONIST  WITH  SMALL 
circuit  desires  change.  GIBSON,  R3,  Asbur-y  Rd., 
Dubuque,  Iowa. 

MANAGER,  AGE  25,  EXPERIENCED.  EXCEL- 
lent  record  as  manager  and  publicity  director.  News- 

paper background.  BOX  832,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  for 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE.  315  Washington  St..  Elmira.  N.  Y 

AIP  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE 
tent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  tr  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  25c  each,  payment  direct  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  CiiUer,  New  York. 

USEE)  EQUIPMENT 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before  prices 
go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th  St., New  York. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

10,000  CHAIRS  IN  ALL  MAKES  VENEER, 
panel  and  fully  upholstered  with  swab  or  spring  seats 
at  low  prices.  RELIABLE  SEATING  CO.,  354  W. 
44th  St.,  New  York. 

NATIONAL  EXHIBITORS  HEADQUARTERS  FOR 
genuine  guaranteed  reconditioned  Simplex,  Powers  pro- 

jectors, mechanisms,  reflector  lamps,  mazda  lamp- 
houses,  rectifiers,  motor  generators,  screens,  lenses, 
automatic  rewinds,  sound  equipment,  portables,  etc. 
We  buy — sell  and  swap.  Bargain  bulletin  free.  Com- 

plete stock  accessories  and  supplies.  MONARCH 
THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

PEERLESS  LAMPS  RECONDITIONED  LIKE 
new;  reflectors  automatic  arc  control  complete,  $200 
a  pair;  Morelite  deluxe,  $100  a  pair;  Mazda  units  with 
transformer.  $75  a  pair.  CROWN,  311  W.  44th 
Street,  New  York. 

800  USED  OPERA  CHAIRS,  Al  CONDITION, 
full  spring  cushion  seat  with  an  inserted  leather 
panel  back — bargain  price  $1.50  each  f.o.b.  theatre — 
will  not  split  lot  at  this  price.  WESTERN  FEATURE 
FILM  &  SUPPLY  CO.,  1018  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago, 111. 

IF  "GIVE-AWAYS"  WON'T  BRING  THEM  IN, 
offer  them  better  seats.  15,000  opera  chairs,  75c  up. 
Thousands  of  others,  famous  makes,  reconstructed, 
refinished.  Special  prices.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AE  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

WAREHOUSE  CLEARANCE  OF  FINE  GROUP 
amplifier  trade-ins.  Operadio,  Webster,  Radiart,  Mel- 
laphone,  RCA,  from  $19.50.  Soundheads  for  Powers, 
Simplex,  good  values  $15  up.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AE  Eleventh Ave.,  New  York. 

PPINTING  SEPVIOE 

NE  ARGR  A  VURE—  (RAISED    PRINTING)—  500 
letterheads,  500  envelopes  $6.59  cash,  prepaid.  SOLLI- 
DAYS,  since  1897,  Knox,  Ind. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATORS,  MANAGERS  —  EVERY  STATE— 
need  car— movie  circuits.  311  STATE  THEATRE 
BLDG.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

WANTED  TO  DUY 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD- 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

YOUR  USED  EQUIPMENT  IS  WORTH  MONEY 
here.  Need  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps, 
rectifiers,  generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Quick 
action  assured.  BOX  830,  MOTION  PICTURE HERALD. 

OENEPAL 

EQUIPMENT 

JOIN  THE  WISE  SHOWMEN  WHO  SAVE  AT 
S.  O.  S.  Get  our  quotations  on  lamps,  rectifiers,  pro- 

jectors, lenses,  booth  equipment — lowest  prices.  In- 
quiries welcome;  we'll  quote  on  everything.  Sales 

bulletins  for  postcard.  Ask  S.  O.  S.,  636-AE  Eleventh 
Ave.,  New  York. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A,. 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THE  ATP  ES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

THEATRE,  TOWN  OVER  1,000. 
preferred.    RATLIFF,  Evart,  Mich. 

MICHIGAN 

WILL  BUY  OR  LEASE  PAYING  THEATRE. 
Prefer  small  town  in  southern  territory.  Write  full 
particulars  for  quick  action.  BOX  831,  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD. PRESS  OF 
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FUN'S  FUN 

.  . .  and  itfs  good  business,  tool 

f 

These  new  one  and  two-reel  featurettes  pack  a 

big  laugh  for  everybody,  especially  for  the 

showman  who  exploits  Educational':  combina- 
tion of  big  names  and  big  fun  to  make  big 

extra  profits. 

BUSTER  KEATON 

"JAIL  BAIT" 

and  "DITTO" 

PAT  ROONEY  Jr. 

and  HERMAN 

TIMBERG  Jr. 

"HOLD  IT" 

Coming 

Watch  for  these  in  March 

BERT  LAHR 

BUSTER  WEST  and 

TOM  PATRICOLA 
• 

NIELA  GOODELLE 

JEFFERSON 

MACHAMER 
and  his 

Gags  and 
"FUN'S  FUN 

"SISTERS  OF 

THE  SKILLET" "PRACTICALLY 

PERFECT" 

Presented  by  E.  W.  HAMMONS 

TIM  and  IRENE "THE  BIG 

COURTSHIP" 

IRIS  ADRIAN 

"MAN  TO  MAN" 

"THE  SPICE  OF  THE  PROGRAM" 
Reg.  U.  S.  Pat.  Off. 

DISTRIBUTED  in  U.  S.  A. 

BY  20™  CENTURY-FOX 
FILM  CORPORATION 

TERRY -  TOONS  •  Song  and  Comedy  Hits 

PUDDY  THE  PUP 
in  THE  BOOK  SHOP 

• 

FARMER  AL  FALFA 
in  THE  BIG  GAME  HUNT 

• 

KIKO  THE  KANGAROO 
in  RED  HOT  MUSIC 

* 

"SEE  UNCLE  SOL' with 
Eddie  Lambert and  four  big 
specialty  ads 

"DENTAL  FOLLIES' with 

Pinky  Lee 

presenting  a variety  of 

song  and 
dance  hits 



****** 

4  Xs-  sT^Tj* 

Carole  Lombard  •  Fred  MacMurray 

SWING  HIGH,  SWING  LOW 

with  Charles    Butterworth    •    Jean  Dixon 

Dorothy    Lamour    and    Harvey  Stephens 

Directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen 
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VP 

8,600  reports  a  year 

from  exhibitors  on 

product  played  in 

This  Issue — 

Box  Office  Champions 
For  January 

Puffing  the  Heat  On 
In  Chicago 

"WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME," 

department  of 

Motion  Picture  Herald, 

the  journal  in  which 

the  exhibitor  has  his  say 
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Co..  Inc..  at   1270  Sixth  Avenue.  Rockefeller  Center,  New'  Yi 



HORSE-SHOES? 

Another  smashing  M-G-M  hit  "THE  LAST  OF  MRS.  CHEYNEY" 

commands  industry  attention!  (following  " After  the  Thin  Man\ 

"Camille",  'Born  To  Dance",  "Libeled  Lady"  and  many  others.) 

The  element  of  luck  has  no  place  in  the  M-G-M  scheme  of 

production.  The  true -and -tried  producing  personnel;  the 

wealth  of  Star  names  and  the  boundless  resources  of  the 

Greatest  Studio  in  the  World  leave  nothing  to  chance! 

There  are  no  horse-shoes  on  the  theatres  of  our  10,000 

customers.  They  leave  nothing  to  chance!  The  M-G-M  name 

is  the  beacon  of  assurance  to  the  patron  for  a  swell  show;  to 

the  exhibitor  for  a  profitable  engagement. 

"THE  LAST  SYNEY"  starring  JOAN  CRAWFORD   ■   WILLIAM  POWELL   •  ROBERT 
MONTGOMERY  v  ORGAN   •   J  essie  Ralph   •   Nigel  Bruce   •   From  the  play  by  Frederick  Lonsdale 

Directed  by  Richard  Be?  Produced  by  Lawrence  Weingarten     •    A  Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer  Picture 



— And  YOU  Get  the  Biggest  Easter 

Entertainment  of  Your  Show  Life!  .  , 



50  million  Frenchwomen 

can't  be  wrong! 

He  turned  his  throne  into  a  love  seat 

—so  he  ain't  gonna  reign  no  more! 

His  art  was  the  talk  of  Europe- 

especially  his  etchings! 

HE  WROTE  IT! 

Story  by  Groucho  Marx 
and  Norman  Krasna 



And  He's  Going  To  Play 

For  Big  Stakes  In 

Starring  for  the  First  Time  In  America 

the  Idol  of  the  Continent 

f e r i\ a jv d  mm 

and  Their  Royal  Hi-De-Highnesses 

JOAN  BLONDELL-EDW.  EVERETT  HORTON 

and  Alan  Mowbray  •  Mary  Nash  •  Jane  Wyman 

Kenny  Baker*  Luis  Alberni 

Songs  by  Werner  R.  Heymann  and  Ted  Koehler 

First  of  the 

MERVYN  LEROY  PRODUCTIONS  for 

WARIER  BROS. 

The  king  can  do  no  wrong!  But  look 

out  for  ex-king  Alfred! 

The  King's  in  love! 

Home  was  never  like  this — unless 

you  lived  with  His  Royal  Highness! 

r 
And  wasn't  that  a  dainty  dish  to  set 

before  the  king? 
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THE  daily  press,  as  always,  is  doing  a  great  deal  of  ex- 
perting  on  the  motion  pictures,  and,  as  usual,  unham- 

pered by  tacts.  Just  at  the  moment  the  clipping 
bureau  has  delivered  the  editorial  page  of  the  estimable 

Baltimore  Sun  of  February  15,  which  charges  "...  the  dispo- 
sition of  the  trade  press  is  to  keep  Hollywood  as  provincial  as 

possible  and  to  insist  that  success  can  come  only  by  catering  to 

morons.  Only  this  tveek.  one  of  the  most  imposing  of  these  pub- 
lications, the  Motion  Picture  Herald,  is  urging  the  cinema  not  to 

become  'arty  because  'The  customers  are  born  young  and  never 
get  over  it . 

Whereupon  the  glib  Sunpaper  remarks  "it  is  being  demon- 
strated that  motion  pictures  can  be  mentally  mature  in  the 

best  sense  and  still  not  threaten  the  producers  with  bank- 

ruptcy," citing  four  pictures  in  current  circulation. 
The  list  of  four  includes  one  picture  "Black  Legion"  which 

will  be  found  in  the  black  as  merchandise.  Of  the  other  three, 

one  is  an  alien  picture  which  is  having  a  by-product  career  in 

"art  cinemas"  and  special  minority  audience  regions,  with 
figures  that  prove  nothing,  and  of  two  the  producer  in 

Hollywood  remarked  to  the  writer  of  this,  and  the  prior,  edi- 

torial: "Our  real  reason  for  making  those  is  because  of  com- 
mitments I  inherited,  so  that  we  shall  on  the  whole  lose  maybe 

a  little  less  by  making  them  than  by  shelving  them." 
The  Baltimore  Srm,  and  others,  having  no  access,  it  seems, 

to  the  facts,  confuse  a  good  press  with  a  good  gross. 

AAA 

WAR,  FIRE,  BABY  PARADES 

THERE'S  a  terrific  lot  of  copy-catting  conspicuous  among 
the  ardent  uplifters  who  would  remould  the  motion  pic- 

ture to  their  own  desires.  The  repetitions  are  so  many 

and  so  frequent  that  one  suspects  that  they  are  busier  re- 
writing each  other  than  informing  themselves  about  the  subject. 

Commonest  of  all  these  days  is  a  crying  out  like  that  to 

be  found  in  the  report  adopted  by  the  Ohio  Pastors'  Conven- 
tion, transmitted  by  the  Ohio  Council  of  Churches,  which  in 

a  "fight  for  a  healthy  movie  diet"  says:  "We  protest  subtle 
propaganda  in  pictures.  Such,  for  example,  as  the  tendency  in 
newsreels  to  exceed  the  legitimate  presentation  of  news  and 

become  outright  propaganda  for  war  and  armaments." 
If  an  ardent  handful  of  young  collegians  and  amateur  radi- 

cals had  not  started  raising  hell  on  this  pretext  to  get  their 
names  in  the  papers,  the  Ohio  pastors  would  never  have  heard 
of  the  subject. 

It  is  to  be  recalled  that  the  first  vociferations  on  war  making 
menace  in  the  newsreels  were  in  exactly  the  same  period  from 
the  same  order  of  persons  who  were  going  into  ecstasies  over 

the  artistry  of  "Chapayev,"  made  in  the  USSR  to  show  how 
a  girl  could  machine-gun  her  way  to  glory. 

The  newsreels  have  been  picturing  launchings,  target  prac- 
tice and  navy  operations  for  a  quarter  of  a  century,  along 

with  baby  parades  and  fires.  There  have  been  more  fires  than 
naval  pictures  on  the  screen.  Why  not  charge  the  newsreels 
with  advocating  pyromania?  By  the  same  reasoning  Mrs.  Mar- 

garet Sanger  might  well  protest  against  the  baby  parades! 
AAA 

DECAYING  CRITICS 

BECAUSE  of  the  continuous  patter  of  bleats  and  whimpers 
that  the  motion  picture  has  done  dirt  to  the  drama  of 

the  stage,  showmen  of  the  screen  will  find  pleasant  in- 
terest in  the  recent  speech  of  Mr.  Alexander  Wollcott  at  a 

Lotus  club  function  in  his  honor  when  in  the  course  of  com- 

menting on  the  triumph  of  New  York  revivals  of  "Hamlet"  and 
"Richard  II,"  he  remarked  that  this  was  in  spite  of  the  fact 
that  "The  theatre  has  been  in  a  state  of  decay,  according  to 
its  critics,  for  3,000  years,  and  it  should  be  pretty  well  gone 

by  now."  Mr.  Woollcott  appeared  to  feel  that  not  the  theatre but  the  critics  were  decaying. 

AAA 

GADGET  REPORT.— The  great  General  Electric  Company 
which  did  so  much  toward  invading  our  industry  with  sound 
machinery  has  now  gone  the  whole  route  from  jumbo  turbo- 

generators to  the  boudoir.  In  fact,  it  seems  that  Mr.  Young 
and  Mr.  Swope  just  think  of  everything.  Their  latest  is  a  lovely 
pink  electrically  warmed  blanket,  with  a  nifty  art  moderne 
control  box  for  the  bedside  table,  with  three  heats  forward 
and  no  reverse.  It  sells  for  sixty-five  dollars  and  no  twin  bed 
models  are  offered.  No  Hollywood  home  should  be  without  it. 
You  can  have  your  siesta  toasted  now. 

AAA 

THE  motion  picture  industry  as  a  large  user  of  optical 
goods  made  by  the  Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Company  of 

Rochester  will  be  interested  in  that  concern's  reported 
re|ection  of  something  like  a  couple  of  million  dollars'  worth 
of  foreign  war  orders,  on  the  ground  that  one  day  the  devices 
involved  might  be  used  against  us  or  .  our  possible  allies. 
Bausch  &  Lomb  of  Rochester  and  Zeiss  of  Jena  in  Germany 
make  about  95  per  cent  of  the  optical  precision  instruments 
used  for  military  purposes. 
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Th is Week 

Chicago  in  Quandary 

Chicago  exhibitors  are  viewing  with 
alarm,  and  despairing  of  coincidence  as  ex- 

planation of,  a  series  of  abruptly  precipi- 
tated municipal  restrictions  such  as  rigid 

enforcement  of  the  building  code,  official 
regulation  of  auditorium  temperatures, 
sharply  increased  licensing  fees,  forthright 
assessment  of  fines  for  operation  of  chance 

games  and  related  activities  of  like  com- 
plexion. Changes  of  exhibitor  organization 

personnel  complicate  the  situation. 
Details  and  ramifications  of  the  predica- 

ment are  explored  on  page  13. 

Legislative  Attention 

Thirteen  legislatures  were  called  upon 

during  the  week  to  consider  proposals  per- 
taining to  the  motion  picture  industry. 

Taxes  of  both  the  direct  and  sales  varieties, 
censorship  fee  increases  and  means  of 
divorcing  exhibition  from  production  and 
distribution  are  sought. 

A  survey  of  legislative  activities  is  pre- 
sented on  page  15. 

Non-Theatrical 

Producer  licensee  agreements  have  been 
extended  to  include  non-theatrical  release 
under  the  regular  theatrical  royalty  charge 
by  Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc. 

Tlie  company  announcement  is  on  page  — . 

Film  Tells  Film  Story 

Unique  in  its  use  of  the  motion  picture 
and  its  people  as  story  material  is  the  Selz- 

nick  International  production,  "A  Star  Is 
Born,"  wherein  Janet  Gaynor  portrays, 
Technicolorfully,  the  steps  by  which  a  North 

Dakota  farmer's  daughter  makes  her  way 
to  the  Academy- Awarded  top  in  motion  pic- 
tures. 

Gus  McCarthy's  pictorial  preview  of  the 
picture,  subject  of  conflicting  predictions  in 
Hollyzvood,  appears  on  pages  16-17. 

Federal  Control  Planned 

A  flexible  program  for  industry  control, 
under  which  minimum  wages  and  maximum 
working  hours  would  be  fixed  by  the  gov- 

ernment and  the  way  paved  for  a  broad  sys- 
tem of  voluntary  agreements  banning  un- 
fair trade  practices,  is  under  consideration 

by  President  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  in 
Washington,  according  to  reports. 
The  proposal  contemplates  enactment  by 

Congress  of  a  bill  making  it  a  violation 
of  the  fair  trade  laws  for  concerns  engaged 
in  interstate  commerce  to  pay  excessively 
low  wages  or  work  employes  unduly  long 
hours.  Administration  of  the  act  would  be 
turned  over  to  the  Federal  Trade  Commis- 

sion, where  a  new  board  would  be  created 
to  formulate  wage  and  hour  standards  for 
each  industry,  much  as  did  the  National 
Recovery  Administration  during  the  code 

period. At  the  same  time,  legislation  would  be 

passed  broadening  the  commission's  author- 
ity with  respect  to  fair  trade  agreements 

which,  however,  would  still  be  voluntary, 
their  adoption  being  encouraged  by  giving 
them  exemption  from  application  of  the  anti- 

trust laws. 

Editorial 

This  Week  in  Pictures 

The  Hollywood  Scene 

The  Cutting  Room 

Showmen's  Reviews 

Asides  and  Interludes 

Letters  from  Readers 

Short   Subjects   on  Broadway 

Book  Reviews 

In   the  Newsreels 

Theatre  Receipts 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me 

Manaqers'  Round  Table 

The   Release  Chart 

J.  C.  Jenkins'  Colyum 

Technological 

Page  7 

Page  10 

Page  23 

Page  31 

Page  55 

Page  37 

Page  90 

Page  101 

Page  34 

Page  90 

Page  64 

Page  73 

Page  79 

Page  91 

Page  101 

Page  68 

The  Television  Tangle 

Repercussions  have  been  many  since  the 
Postmaster  General  in  England  indicated 
that  the  EMI  (Electrical  Musical  Indus- 

tries)-Marconi  Television  system  had  su- 
perseded the  Baird  in  official  favor.  First 

was  the  revelation  that  televising  by  British 

Broadcasting  Corporation  thus  was  stand- 
ardized on  a  405-line  basis.  Next  was  a  drop 

in  the  market  value  of  Baird  shares,  and  a 
general  reduction  in  prices  of  receivers. 
EMI-Marconi  offered  a  combination  Tele- 

vision receiver  and  "all-world"  radio  re- ceiver for  $420. 
More  about  this  and  other  matters  of 

British  news  importance  is  on  page  42. 

Character  Actor's  Market 
Upsurge  of  the  competitive  spirit  in  studio 

operation  has  created  what  may  be  termed 

a  character  actor's  market,  ending  for  many 
players  long  inured  to  the  vicissitudes  of 
free  lancing  conditions  somewhat  less  than 
favorable  to  maximum  screen  results  and 

establishing  systematized  talent  trading 

practice. The  trend  is  noted  more  fully  on  page  23. 

MPTOA  Invites  Ad  Men 

The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

America  has  invited  the  advertising-pub- 
licity heads  of  the  large  distributing  com- 

panies to  attend  a  presentation  of  new  ideas 

in_  exhibition  exploitation  at  the  organiza- 
tion's convention  next  month.  While  this 

was  the  principal  organized  exhibitor  devel- 
opment of  the  week,  Ohio  exhibitors  re- 

elected Ernest  Schwartz  president,  the  two 
state  organizations  in  Connecticut  decided 
to  cooperate  on  legislative  matters,  New 
York's  ITOA  assailed  distributors  for  score 

charges  assessed  and  a  new'  Kansas  City 
exhibitor  organization  was  announced. 

Developments  in  the  exhibition  field  are 
reported  on  page  49. 

Cameramen 

International  Photographers  Union  Local 
644  has  warned  its  members  that  violations 

of  the  contract  provision  that  newsreel  cam- 
eramen cannot  be  assigned  to  short  subject 

work  will  be  punished  with  a  fine  of  $500. ■See  page  70. 

Debentures 

Wall  Street  this  week  anticipated  the  call- 

ing in  of  Paramount's  outstanding  six  per 
cent  debentures  and  the  placing  of  the  com- 

pany's common  stock  on  a  dividend  basis  for 
this  year  as  a  result  of  issuance  bv  the  com- 

pany of  $15,000,000  of  new  3^  Per  cent 
convertible  debentures  for  exchange. 

See  story  on  page  44. 
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RKO  Creditors  Heard 

Federal  Judge  William  Bondy  in  New 

York  late  last  week  held  an  RKO  creditors' 
hearing  featured  by  attacks  on  the  validity 
of  the  outstanding  RKO  common  stock  and 

its  position  in  the  company's  reorganization 
and  by  the  pressing  of  a  petition  bearing  on 
the  position  of  the  RKO  debentures.  The 
next  hearing  on  the  reorganization  plan  was 
set  for  March  18.  At  the  same  time,  the 

sale  of  the  Orpheum  Circuit's  principal 
assets  to  Stadium  Theatres  was  consum- 

mated with  the  payment  of  $700,000  cash. 
These  and  other  events  relevant  to  the 

RKO  reorganization  are  discussed  on 
page  24. 

Stock  Plan  Approved 

A  plan  for  reclassification  of  the  stock  of 
Educational  Pictures,  Inc.,  voted  by  the 
stockholders  at  a  meeting  last  week,  has  been 
approved  by  the  Chancellor  of  the  State  of 
Delaware. 

Details  of  the  plan  are  on  page  44. 

Oppose  Dickstein  Bill 

Firm  opposition  to  the  Dickstein  alien 
actor  bill  was  voiced  at  Washington  hear- 

ings by  Gabriel  Hess,  Motion  Picture  Pro- 
ducers and  Distributors  of  America  counsel, 

by  Joseph  Seidelman,  general  foreign  man- 
ager of  Columbia,  and  by  Edward  Kuyken- 

dall,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture  The- 
atre Owners  of  America,  while  statements 

in  like  vein  were  being  issued  in  Hollywood 
by  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Walter  Wanger  and 
others. 

The  situation  is  summarized  on  page  43. 

As  to  Chance  Games 

New  York  and  Omaha  trade  circles  stu- 
died the  chance  game  situation  when  inde- 

pendent theatre  owners  in  the  first  city  pro- 
tested to  the  license  commissioner  that  cir- 

cuits operate  Bank  Night  in  illegal  manner 
and  the  mayor  of  the  Nebraska  metropolis 
directed  the  council  to  study  the  subject, 
quoting  exhibitors  as  desirous  of  discontinu- 

ing the  games.  RKO  decided  to  drop  them 
over  the  entire  circuit  and  Loew's  is 
abandoning  them  in  New  York. 
The  trend  in  these  and  other  centers  is 

reported  on  page  36. 

Production  Normal 

Production  attained  normal  seasonal  level 
with  Hollywood  studios  placing  10  produc- 

tions before  the  cameras  as  five  were  taken 
to  cutting  rooms.  Both  groups  embrace 
works  regarded  as  of  major  box  office  sig- nificance. 

Titles,  personnel  and  sponsors  of  the 
product  are  given  on  page  23. 

Capra-Riskin  Again 
A  year  in  preparation  for  the  cameras 

and  a  year  in  production,  Columbia  Pic- 
tures' $2,000,000  Frank  Capra-Robert  Ris- 

kin  collaboration,  "The  Lost  Horizon," 
their  first  since  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town," 
was  submitted  to  the  press  in  Los  Angeles 
and  to  a  distinguished  guest  audience  in 
Miami  Beach  with  both  professional  and 
lay  critics  eloquent  in  approval. 

Gus  McCarthy's  reviezv  of  the  picture 
appears  on  page  55. 

Universal  Loss  Analyzed 

Explanation  of  writeoffs  which  resulted 
in  a  net  loss  of  $1,835,419  for  Universal  Pic- 

tures in  1936  was  made  this  week  by  J. 
Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the  board, 
on  his  return  from  a  European  tour  of  com- 

pany branches. 
Mr.  Cowdin  is  quoted  on  page  70.  A 

picture  of  Mr.  Cowdin  in  Warsaw  appears 
on  page  1 1 . 

Australian  Showmen  Break 

Outstanding  among  motion  picture  devel- 
opments in  the  foreign  field  this  week  was 

the  severance  of  relations  between  Union 

Theatres  and  Hoyt's  Theatres,  in  Australia, 
with  Union  deciding  on  a  program  for 
building  200  new  theatres  to  compete  with 

Hoyt's  during  1938.  Outbreak  of  a  sharp 
inter-circuit  rivalry  for  product  is  regarded 
as  certain  to  be  a  consequence. 
The  announcement  is  published  on 

page  14. 

Duals  in  Chicago  Loop 

Once  supreme  in  the  downtown  Chicago 
area  dominated  in  modern  times  by  Bala- 
ban  and  Katz,  the  veterans,  Jones,  Linick 
and  Schaeffer,  have  decided  upon  a  double 
feature  policy,  the  only  box  office  stimulant 
not  previously  employed  in  the  Loop  dis- 

trict, for  their  recently  leased  McVickers 
theatre,  previously  operated  at  various 
times  by  both  circuits. 

The  story  is  told  on  page  44. 

Music  Week  Designated 

The  National  Music  Week  Committee, 
headed  by  David  Sarnoff,  president  of  Radio 
Corporation  of  America,  has  designated  the 
week  of  May  2nd  to  8th  for  the  14th  annual 
National  Music  Week.  The  1937  festival 
will  be  devoted  to  fostering  local  musical 
talent  and  will  be  designed  to  encourage 
communities  to  organize  glee  clubs,  orches- 

tras or  other  means  of  aiding  amateur  mu- 
sicians who  have  failed  to  continue  their 

musical  talent  because  of  limited  oppor- tunities. 

Pulchritude  Wanted 

Announcing  survey  discovery  of  a  shock- 
ing dearth  of  feminine  pulchritude  in  Holly- 

wood, Samuel  Goldwyn  has  decided  to  send 
camera  men  and  test  directors  through  the 

land  in  quest  of  adequately  personable  per- 
sonnel— and  just  possibly  a  whisper  of 

publicity — for  his  forthcoming  "Goldwyn 

Follies." 

Mr.  Goldwyn' s  comment  on  this  remark- able situation  is  quoted  in  full  on  page  23. 

Quigley  Book  Published 
"Decency  in  Motion  Pictures,"  by  Mar- 

tin Quigley,  president  of  Quigley  Publica- 
tions, was  published  February  20th  by  the 

Macmillan  Company,  New  York. 
The  book  is  reviewed  by  Terry  Ramsay e 

on  page  34. 

Eastman  Net  $18,000,000 

Net  income  of  the  Eastman  Kodak  Com- 
pany for  the  year  ended  December  31,  1936, 

is  currently  estimated  by  the  Wall  Street 
Journal  at  about  $18,000,000,  the  best  re- 

ported by  the  company  since  1930.  The  esti- 
mate is  based  on  present  indications.  The 

company  will  not  report  its  earnings  fig- 
ures for  at  least  a  month,  according  to  the 

Journal. 

The  figure  quoted  would  be  equal  to  about 
$7.60  a  share  on  the  outstanding  2,263,150 
shares  of  common  stock,  after  all  taxes, 

chargeoffs,  provision  for  surtax  on  undi- 
vided profits,  dividends  on  the  preferred 

stock  and  a  wage  dividend  of  $2,220,000 

granted  to  employees  out  of  1936  net  in- 
come. 

Net  profit  for  1935  amounted  to  $15,913,- 
251,  equal  to  $6.90  a  common  share. 

A  Matter  of  Millions 

Exhibition  paid  to  Electric  Research 
Products,  Inc.,  more  than  ten  million  dollars 

a  year  for  the  nine-year  period  of  1927  to 
1935,  and  producers  approximately  three 
millions  a  year,  says  the  nine-pound,  three- 
volume  report  to  the  Federal  Communica- 

tions Commission,  by  its  corps  of  account- 
ants and  economists,  in  the  investigation  into 

the  American  Telephone  and  Telegraph 

Company.  But  that's  only  a  part  of  it. 
Testimony  already  given  runs  to  more  than 
two  million  words. 

What  the  report  looks  like  and  more 
detail  about  its  contents  appear  on  page  25. 

Scenarist  Writes  Novel 

News  of  the  man-bites-dog  variety  is  that 
Frances  Marion,  distinguished  scenarist,  has 
written  a  novel,  "Molly,  Bless  Her,"  which is  about  as  undistinguished  as  most  sce- 

narios written  by  novelists. 
The  book  is  reviewed  on  page  34. 
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This  Week  in  Pictures 

rHE  MARCH  OF  TI
ME  turns back  in  its  flight  and  the  con- 

stant camera  finds  fame-faring 

folks  reliving  their  beginnings.  {At  left) 

Douglas  MacLean,  who  flared  across  the 
cinema  sky  in  1919  as  brilliant  star  of 

Paramount's  "23/2  Hours'  Leave,"  is 
back  on  the  set  as  producer  of  the  same 

story  for  Grand  National  with  James 
Ellison  and  Terry  Walker,  his  leads,  at 

the  makeup  table  as  he  unfolds  his  plans 

to  {left  to  right)  Philip  Krasne,  company 
counsel;  Pam  Blumenthal,  of  the  GN 

Board;  Sidney  Ridell,  studio  representa- 
tive, and  Edward  L.  Alperson,  company 

president. 

In  Chicago  {left)  the  Dolly  Sisters, 

facing  across  table,  spice  domestic  tran- 
quility by  reviving  memories  of  old 

stage  experiences  with  Sophie  Tucker  and 
Ted  Shapiro,  seated;  Eugene  Howard  and 

Fannie  Brice,  prior  to  Miss  Tucker's  de- 
parture for  Hollywood  and  a  part  in 

MGM's  "Broadway  Melody  of  19)7." 

Fred  Waring,  whose  fame  was  founded 
a  dozen  years  ago  in  the  cinema  stage 
band  cycle  touched  of  by  Balaban  and 
Katz,  returns  from  a  long  stay  in  radio 
to  the  film  world  by  way  of  a  Warner 
contract  witnessed  {above)  by  Gradwell 

L.  Sears,  vice-president. 
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f\VERSEAS  CINEMA  circles  in- 

f  J  terpreted  as  a  signal  distinction 

Queen  Mother  Mary's  choice  of 

the  London  Pavilion  premiere  of  "Dream- 

ing Lips,"  a  Trafalgar-United  Artists 

production,  as  occasion  of  her  first  pub- 
lic appearance  since  the  death  of  King 

George  V.  A  slum  clearance  project  was 

beneficiary  of  the  premiere. 

Other  first-nighters  snapped  by  Lon- 

don photographers  are  {above)  William 

Wyler,  director,  and  Merle  Oberon,  star, 
in  attendance  at  the  opening  of  Samuel 

Goldwyn's  United  Artists  production, 

"Beloved  Enemy,"  at  the  Leicester  Square 
theatre. 

J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  Universal  Pic- 
tures board  chairman  home  this  week 

from  a  tour  of  European  branches,  was 

luncheon  guest  in  Warsaw  {right)  of 

Zofia  Nakoneczna,  Polish  star;  U.  S. 

attache  Canty,  f.  Shapiro,  correspondent 

of  the  London  Morning  Mail;  Richard 

Ordwnski,  president  of  the  Polish  film 

board  of  trade;  the  board  secretary  and 

William  Levy,  general  manager  of  Uni- 

versal in  Poland.  {Mr.  Cowdin' s  report 
on  his  European  observations  is  published 

in  page  70  of  this  issue.) 
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y/LLY  AND  FOE,  in  the  busi- yfw  ness  sense,  joined  in  honoring 

E.  K.  (Ted)  O'Shea,  manager 
of  the  MGM  Buffalo  branch,  on  his  com- 

pletion of  twenty  years  in  the  service 
of  the  company.  The  dinner  at  the 
Hotel  Statler  was  arranged  by  a  com- 

mittee headed  by  Charles  A.  Hayman  of 

the  Lafayette  theatre  and  including 

Vincent  R.  McFaul,  George  H.  Mc- 
Kenna,  Sydney  Sampson,  Richard  H. 
Walsh,  Robert  T.  Murphy  and  William 

J.  Tishkoff.  Rudy  Vallee  and  his  com- 

pany entertained. 

David  L.  Loew  (left)  brought  to 
New  York  the  completed  print  of  his 

first  Joe  E.  Brown  comedy  for  RKO- 

Radio,  "When's  Your  Birthday,"  which 
probably — for  such  are  the  ways  of  home 

office  press  agents — isn't  in  the  container 
shown  but  in  the  safer  baggage  car 
ahead. 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.,  more  or  less 
of  Hollywood  but  decidedly  more  of 
London,  appears  not  unpleased  with  New 
York  as  he  arrives  in  the  United  States 

(right)  to  star  in  "The  Prisoner  of 
Xenda,"  which  United  Artists  will  re- lease. 
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CHICAGO  TURNS  HEAT  ON 

AND  EXHIBITORS  ASK  WHY 

License  Fees  Doubled,  Building 

Code  and  No-Standees  Rule 

Are  Stringently  Enforced;  No 

Giveaways,  Tight  Censorship 

by  WILLIAM  F.  CROUCH 

in  Chicago 

Chicago  exhibitors  are  "on  the  spot."  Each 
day  the  focus  seems  to  be  narrowing  and 
exhibitors  are  wondering  why.  Here  are 
some  of  the  methods  in  which  the  municipal 
heat  is  being  applied  to  the  theatremen : 

No  more  giveaways,  Bank  Nights, 
Screeno,  or  what  not. 

Stringent  enforcement  of  the  health 
ordinances. 

Huge  increases  in  theatre  license  fees. 
A  more  strict  enforcement  of  the  the- 

atre building  code. 

A  tighter  censorship  on  films. 

The  main  reason  for  all  this  exceptional 
interest  in  the  theatre  business  is  that  city 

authorities  abruptly  have  taken  a  keen  inter- 
est in  the  way  theatremen  have  been  operat- 

ing, and,  it  seems,  have  found  it  not  to  their 
liking.  The  exhibitors,  they  feel,  have  been 
having  their  own  way  too  long,  and  have 
taken  advantage  of  the  situation. 

Series  of  Restrictions 

The  first  blow  came  when  the  police  de- 
partment stopped  all  giveaway  games,  arrest- 

ing the  managers  and  those  operating  the 
games.  The  next  blow  was  rigid  enforce- 

ment of  the  health  ordinance  which  forbids 

patrons  to  stand  in  the  lobby  of  a  theatre. 
They  must  either  be  seated  inside  or  stand 
out  in  front  and  wait  for  a  seat.  Another 

surprise  was  announcement  that  theatre 
license  fees  will  be  increased  materially 
starting  July  1st.  Finally,  the  building  code 
and  censorship  regulations  are  expected  to 
be  more  rigorously  applied. 

Lobby  Standees  Barred 

When  the  giveaway  "games"  first  were halted  the  theatremen  refused  to  take  the 

matter  seriously.  They  changed  their  plan 
of  operation  for  Bank  Night,  the  most 
prevalent  of  the  chance  prize  devices,  and 
instead  of  requiring  a  patron  to  buy  a  ticket 
to  the  theatre  to  participate  in  the  drawing, 
announced  that  anyone  outside  the  theatre 
could  claim  the  money  if  his  or  her  name 
were  drawn.  When  more  arrests  immedi- 

ately were  forthcoming,  certain  theatremen 
got  an  injunction  to  stop  the  police  from 
making  such  arrests.  In  court  the  injunc- 

tion was  dismissed  and  the  matter  now  goes 
to  a  higher  court  for  consideration.  Only 
last  week  several  of  the  violators  were 
brought  into  court,  found  guilty  and  fined 
$15  each,  including  costs.  They  sought  a 
new  trial  and  hearing  of  the  motion  was  set 
for  May  3rd. 
The  health  ordinance  enforcement  is 

another    poser.     When    the    recent  "flu" 

WOULD  MAKE  FILMS 

ADJUNCT  OF  COURT 

Motion  pictures,  often  in  the  courts 

but  only  as  a  complainant  or  a  de- 
fendant, would  be  given  an  official  po- 

sition in  the  federal  judiciary,  under 

the  terms  of  a  bill  introduced  in  Con- 
gress last  week  by  Representative  Sam 

Hobbs  of  Alabama.  Mr.  Hobbs  would 
equip  all  courts  below  the  supreme 
court  xvith  motion  picture  cameras 

and  sound  equipment  -and  all  courts 
above  the  district  courts  with  pro- 

jectors and  screens.  Cases  would  be 
recorded  on  film  in  the  courts  of  origi- 

nal jurisdiction  and  if  an  appeal  is 

filed,  the  superior  court  would  be  able 
to  review  the  arguments  at  first  hand. 
The  cost  tvould  be  assessed  against  the 
parties  in  litigation. 

epidemic  was  at  its  height,  all  theatres  were 
ordered  to  rope  off  seats  in  the  lobbies  and 
not  allow  any  standees.  If  there  were  no 
seats  in  the  auditorium  the  patrons  were  to 
stand  outside  the  theatre  and  wait  their  turn. 

Special  policemen  were  assigned  so  that  one 
would  be  at  each  theatre.  In  the  loop  the- 

atres, firemen  were  also  on  hand  to  see  that 
the  ordinance  was  carried  out.  Today,  with 
the  epidemic  apparently  a  thing  of  the  past, 
the  ordinance  still  is  enforced  and  just  as 
rigidly. 

One  of  the  requirements  is  that  the  tem- 
perature in  theatres  must  be  no  more  than 

70  degrees,  and  this  too  is  closely  watched 

by  the  city's  representatives. 
Just  why,  exhibitors  are  asking,  has  all 

this  interest  in  the  operation  of  theatres  here 
developed  abruptly  and  sharply?  In  years 
past,  when  such  situations  arose  they  were 
promptly  settled.  Some  showmen  say  that 
a  better  understanding  between  city  officials 
and  the  theatre  executives  accounted  for  the 
amicable  situation  that  existed  earlier. 

Changes  in  Exhibitor  Units 

Until  a  year  ago  the  Chicago  Exhibitors 
Association  was  headed  by  Jack  Miller,  and 

there  was  much  harmony  between  the  the- 
atremen and  the  city  fathers.  When  Mr. 

Miller  resigned  as  president  of  the  associa- 
tion, which  now  consists  chiefly  of  the 

Balaban  &  Katz  and  Warner  Brothers 
theatres,  Morris  Leonard,  of  the  B  &  K  legal 
staff,  accepted  the  presidency.  Mr.  Leonard 
continued  to  handle  his  duties  with  B  &  K 

along  with  heading  the  association. 
At  the  time  Mr.  Leonard  took  charge  it 

was  reported  that  the  association  would 
be  less  active.  Withdrawal  of  the  Essaness 
circuit  had  reduced  the  sphere  of  operations 
of  the  association.  In  the  meantime  the 

Allied  group  had  been  materially  strength- 
ened. At  the  same  time,  friction  between  the 

two  groups  had  dwindled. 
But  there  has  developed,  exhibitors  say 

Old-Time  Harmony  with  City 

Hall  Declared  Broken;  Nego- 

tiations Starting  All  Over; 

Leaders'  Efforts  Are  Awaited 

cautiously,  a  lack  of  understanding  between 
the  theatre  groups  and  the  city  officials,  who 
feel  that  the  theatremen  have  not  cooperated 
with  them  as  they  should. 

The  Bank  Night  Issue 

When  the  Better  Business  Bureau  some 

weeks  ago  started  a  drive  to  eliminate 
chance  games  giveaways  and  demanded  that 

city  officials  stop  the  game,  theatremen  re- 
fused to  adopt  the  attitude  that  the  money 

awards  practice  was  wrong,  as  the  city 
officials  apparently  hoped  they  would. 

Instead,  the  exhibitors  raised  a  defiant  "You 
can't  do  that  to  us."  Whereupon  the  city 
government  took  sterner  measures  and 
stopped  the  games. 

Then  the  health  ordinance  situation  came 

along  and  the  literal  enforcement  of  it  has 
cost  thousands  of  dollars  in  grosses  reported 
lost  to  theatres.  Patrons  have  had  to  wait 
out  on  the  sidewalks  in  cold  and  wet  weather 
while  the  spacious  lobbies  are  empty  because 
of  the  no-standees  rule. 

Just  why  theatre  license  fees  should  be 
increased  to  almost  double  their  present  rate 
is  another  question  confronting  exhibitors, 
and  there  has  been  no  indication  of 
modification. 

One  Move  Halted  by  Fee 

Theatremen  have  protested  against  these 

signs  of  municipal  pressure  but  little  of  con- 
certed effort  to  lighten  it  has  been  evidenced. 

Exhibitors  say  that  the  way  to  do  it  is  to 
get  the  proper  individual  to  represent  the 
theatre  interests.  That  person,  and  in  one 
instance  it  is  reported  that  such  a  person,  an 
attorney,  was  suggested,  would  know  the 
feelings  of  the  city  officials.  The  fee  for  this 
representation  was  considered  too  high  and 
there  ended  what  might  have  been  a  settle- 

ment of  the  whole  matter. 

Now  negotiations  for  peace  will  have  to 
be  started  all  over  again,  at  a  cost  probably 
higher  than  was  asked  in  the  first  place. 

Want  Things  Settled 

Smaller  exhibitors  and  some  of  the  circuit 

leaders  feel  that  the  attitude  taken  by  leaders 
of  the  larger  groups  has  caused  the  friction 
and  they  want  to  get  things  settled  before 
more  happens.  Just  what  they  will  or  can 
do  has  not  revealed. 

The  return  of  Aaron  Saperstein,  president 
of  Allied  theatres  from  Florida  this  week,  as 
well  as  the  return  of  Mr.  Leonard  from  a 
South  American  cruise,  is  looked  upon  by 

some  as  presaging  a  settlement.  Jack  Miller 
has  come  back  to  Chicago  after  a  prolonged 
stay  in  the  East.  This  has  brought  reports 
that  Mr.  Miller  may  enter  into  the  picture 
somewhere,  but  Mr.  Miller  met  them  with 
a  laugh  and  the  comment  that  he  was  not 

particularly  interested. 
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UNION  AND 
 HOYT'S 

SPLIT  COMBINATI
ON 

Fight  for  Best  Product  Coming 

When  Australian  Circuits  Sep- 

arate Dec.  3 1 ,  Says  Auten 

Stuart  F.  Doyle,  managing  director  of 
Greater  Union  Theatres,  Ltd.,  operating 
the  largest  circuit  of  key  city  theatres  in 
Australia,  has  decided  to  break  away  from 

Hoyt's  Theatres  and  the  two  companies, 
from  the  beginning  of  next  year,  will  go 
their  separate  roads,  Harold  Auten,  New 
York  representative  of  Union,  said  this 
week. 

"This  is  bound  to  have  a  great  effect 
upon  the  amount  of  product  used  in  Aus- 

tralia," said  Mr.  Auten,  "and  on  the  rev- 
enue received  by  the  various  American 

companies  as,  obviously,  there  will  now  be 
a  fight  for  the  best  product  for  first  run 

in  each  city  between  the  two  circuits." 
Mr.  Auten  added  that  he  just  had  received 

a  long  cable  from  Mr.  Doyle,  in  Sydney, 
instructing  him  to  issue  to  the  American 

motion  picture  industry  the  following  state- 
ment : 

"Mr.  Stuart  F.  Doyle,  managing  direc- 
tor of  Greater  Union  Theatres,  has  cabled 

his  New  York  office  that  at  Greater  Union's 
suggestion  the  notice  which  has  been  mutu- 

ally given  betweeen  Greater  Union  and 

Hoyt's,  cancelling  the  present  General 
Theatres  Corporation  combine  of  these  two 
theatre  chains  in  Australia,  will  take  effect 
on  the  31st  day  of  December,  1937. 

"Mr.  Doyle  goes  on  to  point  out  in  his 
cable  that,  out  of  the  total  key  city  buying 
power  of  the  present  combine,  Greater 

Union  controls  67V2%  and  Hoyt's  32^%, 
the  key  city  situations  being  made  up  as 
follows : 

"In  Sydney,  Greater  Union  have  5  first 
run  theatres,  Hoyt's  having  2,  each  com- 

pany having  a  half  interest  in  an  additional 
first  run  theatre. 

"In  Melbourne,  both  Greater  Union  and 
Hoyt's  have  4  first  run  theatres  each. 

"In  Adelaide,  Greater  Union  have  3  first 
run  theatres,  and  Hoyt's  1. 

"In  Brisbane,  Greater  Union  have  4,  and 
Hoyt's  1  first  run  theatre. 

"In  Perth.  Hoyt's  have  4  first  run  the- 
atres, each  company,  i.e.,  Greater  Union 

and  Hoyt's,  having  a  half  interest  in  an additional  first  run  theatre. 

"In  Newcastle,  Greater  Union  have  4 
first  run  theatres,  and  Hoyt's  have  none. 

"The  same  condition  exists  in  Tasmania, where  Greater  Union  have  six  first  run  the- 

atres, and  Hoyt's  none. 

"Thus,  out  of  a  total  of  40  first  run  the- 
atres in  the  General  Theatre  combine, 

Greater  Union  own  or  control  27,  and 

Hoyt's  13. 

"In  the  suburbs,  Hoyt's  are  independently 
numerically  strong,  but  Greater  Union, 
backed  by  strong  financial  resources,  plan  to 
build  or  acquire  200  suburban  and  country 
theatres  during  1938,  which  will  place  them 
in  a  paramount  position  in  Australia." 

PLANS  TO  TELEVISE 

CORONATION  TABLED 

Plans  to  televise  the  coronation 

ceremony  in  Westminster  Abbey  in 
May  have  been  abandoned  by  the 
British  Broadcasting  Corporation,  the 

authorities  having  refused  permis- 
sion after  months  of  negotiation.  The 

necessity  of  the  television  transmitter 

being  inconveniently  close  to  the  lead- 
ing figures  in  the  ceremony  is  believed 

to  have  been  the  deciding  factor. 

Newsreel  companies  will  be  granted 

permission  to  film  the  ceremony  in  the 
Abbey  but  television  crews  will  have 
to  be  content  with  scenes  of  the  pro- 

cessions to  and  from  the  church. 

GBs  Directors 

Disagree  on  Plan 

To  Close  Studio 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

Decision  to  pay  a  Gaumont  British  divi- 
dend on  the  preference  shares  was  reached 

by  the  narrow  margin  of  a  five  to  four  vote 
of  the  directorate,  it  was  revealed  in  Lon- 

don this  week  in  a  press  statement  by  John 

Maxwell.  Joining  Mr.  Maxwell  in  opposi- 
tion to  the  payment  were  D.  Boardman,  O. 

H.  C.  Balfour  and  Sidney  R.  Kent  of  Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox,  the  two  last-named  rep- 

resented by  alternates. 

Disagree  on  Producing 

The  board  also  discused  the  company's  pro- duction future.  Although  no  official  statement 
was  issued,  it  was  understood  the  meeting  was 
adjourned  following  a  major  split  in  opinion, 

the  Ostrers  desiring  to  close  the  Shepherd's Bush  studio,  Mr.  Maxwell  opposing  such  a 
move,  declaring  his  belief  that  production  there 
would  be  profitable  if  the  proper  methods  were 
used.  The  Ostrer  plan  is  believed  to  be  that 
the  transfer  of  production  is  necessary  under  the 
contracts  of  the  company  with  directors  and 
players,  and  provides  for  Jessie  Matthews  going 
to  Pinewood,  and  C.  M.  Woolf  taking  over 
distribution  through  General  Film  Distributors. 

In  discussing  the  dividend,  Mr.  Maxwell  said : 

"The  point  at  issue  was  whether  it  is  permissi- 
ble in  estimating  earnings  to  take  into  account 

the  profits  of  subsidiary  companies  that  had 
made  profits  and  to  leave  out  of  the  reckoning 
the  losses  of  subsidiaries  when  they  were  sus- 

tained. I  have  referred  the  issue  to  our  solicitors 

for  counsel's  opinion,  as  the  other  dissenting 
directors  also  have  done,  I  understand." Mr.  Maxwell  also  declared  that  the  losses  of 
subsidiaries  amounted  to  £623,000  ($3,115,000) 
to  Dec.  31,  1936.  It  is  understood  the  American 
interests,  represented  by  Mr.  Kent,  supported 
Mr.  Maxwell  because  the  payment  of  the  divi- 

dend will  deplete  the  company's  cash  and  de- 
preciate the  value  of  the  Twentieth  Century- Fox 

holdings.  Understood  to  be  a  still  more  im- 
portant reason  is  the  fear  of  being  associated 

with  an  action  believed  to  be  illegal  and  sup- 
ported only  by  the  Ostrer  section  of  the  board. 

Press  Expresses  Criticism 

The  press  is  again  critical  of  Gaumont  fi- 
nances with  the  Daily  Mail  financial  editor 

suggesting  that  the  film  stocks  valued  in  the 
balance  sheet  at  £1,500,000  are  actually  worth 
half  that,  representing  a  loss  of  £725,000  against 
a  reserve  of  only  £500,000.  He  says  that  a  divi- 

dend should  not  have  been  paid  and  that  the 
reserve  should  have  been  conserved. 

If  the  preferred  dividend  had  been  passed, 
holders  would  have  been  entitled  to  vote  six 
months  later.  The  impression  prevails  in  London 
that  Mr.  Maxwell  wanted  the  preference  default 
in  order  to  use  the  preference  votes  to  defeat 
the  Ostrer-Twentieth  Century  Fox  control 
through  Metropolis  and  Bradford.  This  con- 

cern's GB  holdings  would  no  longer  be  a  ma- 
jority if  the  preferred  shares  had  voting  power. 

Financial  advances  from  Lord  Portal  and 
Mr.  Woolf  are  seen  as  helping  GB  meet  its 
contract  obligations  to  Alfred  Hitchcock,  Sonnie 
Hale  and  Robert  Stevenson,  directors,  and  Miss 
Matthews,  Ann  Lee,  Nova  Pilbeam,  Lilli  Pai- 
mer,  Oscar  Homolka  and  Desmond  Tester, 

players. 
It  was  indicated  in  informed  circles  Tuesday 

that  a  meeting  has  been  set  with  Mr.  Woolf 
and  Herbert  Wilcox,  but  the  Maxwell  opposi- 

tion may  defeat  the  plan  and  force  the  Ostrers 
to  face  the  cost  of  continued  production  without 
much  money  in  the  bank,  which  would  inevitably 
hasten  a  major  crisis  in  the  affairs  of  GB.  The 
story  of  the  possible  stopping  of  production 
appearing  in  the  evening  papers  in  London 
Tuesday  caused  a  slump  in  film  shares. 

Directors  issue  Statement 

In  an  official  statement  issued  by  the  board 
of  directors  it  was  declared  that  the  board 
recognizes  the  public  interest  in  the  future  of 

the  corporation,  but  "their  first  duty  must  be 
to  the  shareholders.  Any  premature  statement 
must  prejudice  the  delicate  complex  negotia- 

tions which  have  as  their  object  the  strength- 

ening of  the  company's  trading  position." 
Continuing,  the  statement  said :  "All  that can  be  said  at  this  stage  is  that  a  proposal  is 

under  examination  which  would  assure  sub- 
stantial revenue  on  the  production  side,  while 

leaving  the  company  free  to  develop  its  pros- 

perous theatre  interests." Conferences  were  to  be  held  Wednesday  with 
Mr.  Woolf  relative  to  a  distributing  affiliation 
with  the  latter.  The  board  was  also  to  meet 
formally  on  Thursday  to  consider  the  results 
of  the  conference. 

Isidore  Ostrer  is  to  rejoin  the  GB  directo- 
rate as  chairman,  with  Mark  Ostrer  as  manag- 

ing director. 

Empire's  President  Denies 
Union  Merger  Discussions 

Abraham  I.  Kindler,  president  of  the  Em- 

pire State  Operators'  Motion  Picture  Union, 
Inc.,  denies  from  the  union's  headquarters  in 
Brooklyn  that  any  discussions  are  being 
held  pointing  to  a  merger  between  Empire 
and  Local  No.  306  of  the  IATSE.  Mr. 

Kindler  asks  publication  of  a  "protest" 
against  such  reports  in  order  to  end  "a 
panicky  condition"  among  local  exhibitors 
and  Empire's  membership. 

Sound  Patents  Company 

Files  Suit  Against  MGM 

Sound  Pictures  Patents  Company,  an  Illi- 
nois corporation,  has  filed  suit  against 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  claiming  infringe- 
ment of  two  recording  patents  and  asking 

an  accounting  of  profits  and  royalties  as  well 
as  damages.  The  patents  in  question  involve 
the  application  of  magnetic  light  beams  and 
the  synchronization  of  sound  upon  film. 
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LEGISLATORS  OPEN  ATTACK 

ON  INDUSTRY  IN  13  STATES 

Proposals  Range  from  Tax  on 

Percentage  Checkers  to  Bar- 

ring Newsreel  Cameramen 

from  Courtrooms  in  Jersey 

City,  state  and  national  legislators  have 
set  up  the  motion  picture  as  target  of  a  new 
attack  which  in  diversity  of  proposals  sur- 

passes anything  previously  leveled  at  the 
industry  in  this  unusually  active  legislative 
winter.  In  thirteen  states,  measures  directly 

restrictive  of  or  expensive  to  motion  pic- 
ture interests,  chiefly  exhibitors,  were  before 

the  legislatures.  Elsewhere  there  were  maw 
bills  under  consideration  which  would  affect 

the  motion  picture  as  well  as  other  busi- 
nesses, such  as  sales  taxes. 

Sales  Tax  for  Alabama 

Alabama's  lawmakers  approved  a  two  per 
cent  sales  tax,  while  the  legislators  of  many 

other  states  are  clamoring  for  new  or  addi- 
cional  taxes  on  amusements.  The  Alabama 
measure,  which  becomes  effective  March 

1st,  includes  motion  picture  shows,  vaude- 
ville, amusement  parks,  athletic  contests, 

skating  rinks,  dance  halls,  the  sale  of  time 
or  the  facilities  of  broadcasting  stations,  the 
sale  of  all  newspapers  and  magazines,  and 
the  sale  of  advertising  space  in  publications. 

A  bill  has  been  introduced  in  the  Nebraska 

unicameral  legislature  calling  for  a  10  per 
cent  tax  on  gross  income  from  film  rentals 
and  a  10  per  cent  tax  on  admissions.  A 
potential  cost  to  the  industry  of  $600,000  a 
year  was  estimated  by  distributors  and  ex- 

hibitors at  Omaha.  Another  measure  be- 
fore the  Nebraska  governing  body  would 

impose  a  license  fee  of  $1,000  for  each  dis- 
tributor doing  business  in  the  state,  and  an 

amendment  provides  for  the  prosecution  of 
any  exhibitor  who  overbuys  product  to  an 
extent  harmful  to  competing  exhibitors. 

Fees  for  Checking 
A  measure  in  the  lower  house  of  the 

North  Dakota  legislature  is  aimed  at  theatre 
admission  checkers.  It  provides  for  a  $5 
annual  license  fee  and  a  monthly  report  to 
the  state  auditor  accompanied  by  remittances 
of  $10  a  month  for  services  performed  in 
cities  of  less  than  2,000  population;  $15  a 
month  in  cities  between  2,000  and  4,000 ; 
$20  a  month  in  cities  from  4,000  to  6,000; 
and  $25  a  month  for  checkers  in  cities  over 
6,000  population.  A  second  House  bill, 
placing  an  additional  one  cent  tax  on  amuse- 

ment tickets,  has  been  killed. 
The  Ohio  House  of  Representatives  is 

considering  a  measure  which  would  repeal 
the  $3  a  reel  censorship  fee  and  impose  a 
tax  of  two  cents  a  foot  on  all  film  shown  in 
Ohio.  An  alternate  measure  would  increase 
the  censorship  fees  from  $3  to  $5  a  reel. 
Approval  of  the  first  bill  would  mean  an  in- 

crease from  $18  to  $120  in  fees  for  each 
feature  of  six  reels,  shown  in  the  state. 

An  admission  tax  bill  providing  for  levies 
of  5  and  10  per  cent  has  been  introduced  in 
the  Vermont  legislature. 

A   measure   pending   in    the  Wisconsin 

Film  Measures  Up 

To  Legislatures 

Alabama  has  enacted  a  2  per  cent 
sales  and  admissions  tax. 

Ohio  would  raise  censoring  fees 

from  $18  to  $120  a  feature. 
Divorcement  of  production  and 

distribution  from  exhibition  is  sought 
in  California,  Indiana,  Wisconsin, 

North  Dakota,  Minnesota,  and  Iowa. 
North  Dakota  would  tax  checkers 

of  percentage  pictures. 
South  Carolina  seeks  control  of 

sponsored  commercial  films  in  the- 
atres. 

Ohio  has  in  mind  a  three  per  cent 
admission  tax  bill  and  another  for 

seven  per  cent. 
Massachusetts  legislators  defeated 

a  bill  to  require  a  toilet  for  every 
150  theatre  seats. 
The  Indiana  House  defeated  a 

censorship  bill  in  committee. 

Pennsylvania's  censorship  law  would 
be  extended  to  include  prohibition 

of  any  scenes  of  violence. 
Maryland  would  classify  pictures 

for  adult  viewing. 

Newsreel  cameramen  would  be  pro- 
hibited from  New  Jersey  court- 

rooms—  an  echo  of  the  Hauptmann 
murder  trial. 

Assembly  provides  for  an  amusement  tax  of 
3  per  cent  on  gross  receipts  of  theatres.. 
Revenue  from  the  levy  would  go  into  the 

state's  general  fund  for  old  age  pensions. 
The  bill  exempts  athletic  contests  of  gram- 

mar and  high  school  teams  and  amusements 

sponsored  by  religious  or  charitable  organi- 
zations. Another  bill  introduced  in  the 

Assembly  under  the  sponsorship  of  the 
League  of  Wisconsin  Municipalities  would 

impose  a  10  per  cent  tax  on  theatre  admis- 
sions. 

The  attack  on  circuits  affiliated  with  dis- 
tributors has  been  extended  to  three  more 

states.  Bills  to  divorce  exhibition  from  dis- 
tribution are  pending  now  in  California, 

Ohio.  Indiana,  Wisconsin,  Minnesota  and 
North  Dakota.  The  Iowa  Affiliate  of  Allied 
States  Association  of  Motion  Picture  Ex- 

hibitors, voted  at  its  convention  last  week 

to  sponsor  a  similar  bill  in  the  state  legisla- 
ture.   A  playdate  bill  also  will  be  introduced 

(which  will  carry  a  provision  giving  the  state 
police  over  the  motion  picture  industry. 
\  The  judiciary  committee  of  the  North 
Dakota  Senate  is  studying  testimony  sub- 

mitted at  a  hearing  on  the  bill  which  would 
require  producers  to  discard  their  theatre 
interests.  Al  Steffes  and  H.  M.  Richey,  offi- 

cials of  Allied  States  Association  of  Motion 
P:  :ture  Exhibitors,  urged  passage  of  the 

Bills  to  Divorce  Production  and 

Distribution  from  Exhibition 

Are  Presented  in  Six  States; 

Censorship  Bills  Studied 

measure  but  objected  to  an  amendment 
which  would  permit  the  circuits  to  retain 
their  present  holdings.  The  bill  has  been 
passed  by  the  House  without  the  amendment. 

State  legislators  are  not  confining  their 
attentions  to  taxes.  A  hearing  was  held  last 
week  by  the  Maryland  House  on  a  bill  to 
classify  pictures.  In  cases  of  those  desig- 

nated for  adults  only,  persons  under  18  years 
of  age  would  be  barred  from  showings. 

The  Pennsylvania  Board  of  Motion  Pic- 
ture Censors  would  be  required  to  reject  all 

motion  pictures  which  depict  murder,  suicide 
or  highway  robbery,  in  a  bill  presented  in 
the  legislature  last  week. 

In  South  Carolina  a  measure  to  prohibit 
commercial  advertising  on  motion  picture 
screens  is  being  considered. 

Sunday  shows,  a  subject  of  controversy  in 
many  communities,  have  been  barred  in  one 
community,  and  in  a  Virginia  town  a  law 
prohibiting  them  has  been  repealed.  Films 
will  be  shown  on  Sundays  at  the  Liberty 
theatre  in  Bedford,  Va.  In  discussing  the 
matter  with  town  officials,  Dan  Weinberg, 
manager  of  the  theatre,  promised  that  no 
shows  would  be  given  at  hours  when  church 
services  are  held.  Sunday  shows  for  charity 
were  banned  in  College  Park.  Ga..  at  a 
meeting  of  the  city  council. 
New  regulations  governing  the  use  of 

motion  picture  apparatus  have  been  issued 
by  the  Boston  Commissioner  of  Public 
Safety.  The  use  of  2,000  foot  reels  is  offi- 

cially sanctioned  and  special  rules  have  been 
made  for  new  theatre  construction.  A 
separate  rewind  and  film  room  of  not  less 
than  five  by  eight  feet,  adjoining  the  pro- 

jection room  and  of  the  same  construction, 
is  stipulated.  The  requirements  call  for 
larger  portable  booths  which  must  be  de- 

signed for  temporary  use  for  one  projector 
only._  The  use  of  asbestos  cloth  booths  is 

prohibited. 

Mrs.  Johnson  To  Lecture 

Mrs.  Martin  Johnson,  widow  of  the  ex- 
plorer, who  was  killed  in  an  air  crash,  is  to 

show  "Borneo,"  the  last  jungle  film  made 
by  the  couple,  in  the  Kansas  City  Municipal 
Auditorium  on  March  3rd.  Mrs.  Johnson 
will  lecture  after  the  showing. 

Reelect  Portland  Censor 

Mrs.  Thomas  M.  Joyce  has  been  re- 
elected chairman  of  the  Censor  board  at 

Portland,  Ore.,  for  another  year.  Major 
Paul  Hathaway  was  elected  vice-chairman. 

Robert  Lord,  associate  producer  at  War- 
ners, has  been  signed  to  a  new  contract.  He 

recently  completed  "The  Prince  and  the 

Pauper." 
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STAR  IS  BORN"  SHOWS 

A  Herald  Preview 

in  Advance  Stills 

by  Gus  McCarthy 

RONIC  in  view  of  its  reputation  as  a  braggart  among  the 

arts  is  the  motion  picture's  infrequent  use  of  the  motion 
picture,  its  affairs  and  its  people,  as  story  material.  Printed 
fiction  is  overrun  with  heroic,  villainous  and  otherwise  note- 

worthy writers  and  poets  whose  profession  is  dealt  with  as 
of  perhaps  just  a  shade  less  than  cosmic  importance.  Painters 
have  always  found  time  to  provide  posterity  with  truckloads  of 

self-portraits  and  most  of  today's  radio  programs  give  more 
emphasis  to  the  method  of  operation  of  radio  broadcasting 

than  to  the  entertainment  conveyed  or  the  sponsors'  product. 
There  are  those  who  say  that  this  seeming  restraint  on  the 

part  of  motion  picture  producers  derives  from  a  scanning  of 
box  office  records  chalked  up  against  motion  pictures  about 
motion  pictures,  but  as  many  more  rise  to  point  out  that  most 
of  these  films  were  made  with 

tongue  in  cheek  or  by  persons 

afflicted  by  a  violent  profes- 
sional inferiority  complex.  This 

is  what  dialogue  writers  would 
describe  as  a  moot  point,  if  the 

adjective  weren't  a  microphonic  dud,  and  has  nothing  to  do 
with  the  case  of  "A  Star  Is  Born,"  the  subject  of  this  piece. 

"A  Star  Is  Born"  is  being  produced  in  Technicolor  by  Selznick 
International,  which  is  to  say  by  David  O.  Selznick,  for  distribu- 

tion by  United  Artists.  Tentative  release  date  is  May  19, 
although  technological  or  other  vicissitudes  may  result  in  revision 
of  the  date.  As  this  is  written,  the  picture  is  rounding  into 
completed  form  on  schedule  and  Hollywood  is  discussing,  with 
a  degree  of  interest  revealing  marked  and  commonly  discounted 
pride  of  profession,  progress  made  and  prospects  of  the  film 
both  as  box  office  material  and  documentary  significance.  The 

project  is  regarded  by  all  as  likely  to  stand  for  some  time  as 

the  industry's  quasi-official  utterance  on  the  subject  colloquially 
known  as  crashing  Hollywood. 

The  story  is  offered  as  a  straightforward  account  of  how  a 
young  lady  reared  in  North  Dakota  got  into  motion  pictures  and, 
ultimately,  won  an  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 
Sciences  award  and  the  husband  of  her  choice.  It  is  described 

as  "startling  human  interest  drama  realistically  portraying  the 
heartbreak,  despair  and  bitterness  that  so  often  are  the  accom- 

paniments of  screen  success."  Yet  it  is  by  no  means  lacking 
comedy  contrast,  love  interest  and  swift,  vigorous  action,  plot 
complication  and  suspense. 

Indeed,  those  elements,  which  all  agree  presage  entertainment 

and  commercial  merit,  have  been  literally  poured  into  the  pro- 

duction. Janet  Saynor  is  cast  as  "The  Small  Town  Girl"  grown 
up,  wise  to  the  ways  of  the  world,  capable  of  grappling  with 
fate,  whc  wanted  screen  fame  and  upon  whom  luck  smiled. 
Fredric  March  is  seen  as  the  brilliant  picture  star  whose  career 
faded  as  that  of  the  protege  he  loved  and  married  blossomed. 

The  supporting  cast  is  large  and  worthy.  In  important  roles  it 
includes  Adolphe  Menjou,  May  Robson,  Andy  Devine,  Lionel 
Stander,  Edgar  Kennedy  and  Owen  Moore. 

William  A.  Wellman,  whose  long  association  with  pictures 
has  made  him  intimately  familiar  with  the  triumphs  and  tragedies 
of  countless  tyros,  wrote  the  story  in  collaboration  with  Robert 
Carson.  He  also  directed  the  production.  The  talents  of  the 

noted  team  of  Alan  Campbell  and  Dorothy  Parker,  whose  incis- 

ive and  biting  dialogue  have  been  important  factors  in  many 
films,  are  blended  in  the  screen  play.  Howard  Greene,  behind 

the  camera  on  "The  Garden  of  Allah,"  is  the  photographer. 
How  this  drama  of  a  Hollywood  the  world  worships  but  does 

not  really  know  will  fare  at  the  hands  of  the  public  nobody  can 
predict,  although  everybody  will  try.  Here,  in  this  sanctum  of 
supermen  and  women,  there  is  a  feeling  of  definite  optimism. 
Naturally,  the  producing  organization  is  sublimely  confident  that 

"A  Star  Is  Born"  will  receive  an  enthusiastic  and  profitable 
popular  welcome. 

With,  -she  public,  as  always,  rests  the  decision. 

I— GIRL  LEAVES  HOME 

2 — MAN  WARNS  GIRL 

3— GIRL  GETS  CONTRACT 
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HOW  TO  CRASH  PICTURES 

4— GIRL  BECOMES  STAR  7— BOY  GETS  CELL 

5— BOY  RESENTS  RIVAL  8— GIRL  WINS  ACADEMY  AWARD 

6— POLICE  QUELL  BOY 9_BOY  WINS  GIRL 
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Rollins  College  Confers  Doctor's 

Degree  on  Harry  M.  Warner 

Harry  M.  Warner,  president  of  Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  with  a  group  of  inter- 
national figures  who  received  honorary  degrees  at  Rollins  College.  Mr.  Warner  was 

awarded  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Humane  Letters.  Left  to  right :  Thomas  ].  Watson, 
Mr.  Warner,  Lord  Davies,  President  Hamilton  Holt  of  Rollins  College,  Dr.  Van  Vlis- 
singen  and  the  Reverend  Ralph  W .  Sockman. 

"A  man  of  will  and  vision  in  the  de- 
velopment of  a  young  and  vital  art;  an 

executive  genius;  a  practical  idealist;  a 

benefactor  of  many  philanthropies."  Thus 
did  Hamilton  Holt,  president  of  Rollins 

College,  turn  to  Harry  M.  Warner,  presi- 
dent of  Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  and 

present  to  him  the  honorary  degree  of 
Doctor  of  Humanities. 

The  occasion  was  the  Founders'  Day 
convocation  of  Rollins  College,  last  Mon- 

day, at  Winter  Park,  Florida.  A  year  ago 
the  university  awarded  a  similar  degree  to 

Franklin  D.  Roosevelt.  Monday's  cere- 
mony was  the  first  conducted  by  Rollins 

in  honoring  a  motion  picture  executive  and 
marked  one  of  the  very  few  times  a  degree 
had  been  extended  to  the  head  of  any 

motion  picture  company. 
In  citing  Mr.  Warner  for  the  honor, 

Richard  Burton,  professor  of  English  litera- 
ture at  Rollins,  said: 

"Harry  Warner  was  brought  to  this 
country  by  his  parents  at  the  age  of  seven. 
He  was  educated  in  our  public  schools  and, 

from  an  early  age,  devoted  his  energy  and 
his  vision  to  a  phase  of  the  theatre  then  in 

its  pioneer  stage,  rapidly  bringing  it  to  its 

Foreign  Press  Society 

Presents  Annual  Awards 

Members  of  the  Foreign  Press  Society  of 
Hollywood  presented  awards  to  winners  of 

"1936  Bests,"  selected  by  poll,  at  a  luncheon 
last  Wednesday.  The  correspondents  voted 

"Fury"  the  best  picture,  Luise  Rainer  the 
best  actress  for  her  work  in  "The  Great 
Ziegfeld,"  and  Paul  Muni  the  best  actor  for 
"The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur."  Rouben 
Mamoulian's  direction  of  "The  Gay  Des- 

perado" received  the  award  for  the  best direction. 

present  estate.  His  career  reads  like  a 

romance.  Warner  Brothers,  through  Vita- 
phone,  were  the  first  producers  to  sponsor 

sound  films.  They  also  were  the  early  experi- 
menters in  color  on  the  screen  and  have 

been  conspicuous  in  utilizing  the  finest 
literature  of  the  world  for  picture  purposes. 

Their  productions  include  such  film  master- 

pieces as  'A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream', 
'Anthony  Adverse',  'Green  Pastures',  and 

'The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur'.  Mr.  Warner's 
business  sagacity  has  enabled  him  to  carry 
out  ambitious  plans  at  a  time  when  many 

similar  organizations  suffered  from  the 

financial  depression." 
Mr.  Warner's  acceptance  of  the  degree 

brought  the  response  that,  "I  hope  and 
pray  the  screen  will  continue  to  play  a 

great  part  in  preserving  Americanism  and 

in  giving  the  youth  of  tomorrow  the  op- 

portunities it  gave  us  yesterday." 
The  recognition  came  just  34  years  after 

Harry  Warner  led  his  brothers  Albert, 
Jack  and  the  late  Sam  Warner  from  the 
business  of  a  bicycle  shop  in  Youngstown, 

Ohio,  to  the  town  of  Newcastle,  in  Penn- 
sylvania, where  they  opened  their  first 

motion  picture  theatre,  the  Castle. 

GB  Enlists  U.  S.  Army 

For  Preview  at  Fort 

Tuesday  night  Gaumont-British  in  New 
York  enlisted  the  16th  Regiment,  an  army 
of  military  major  domos  and  the  fort  at 

Governor's  Island  to  preview  its  new  fea- 
ture, "You're  in  the  Army  Now."  (Re- 

viewed in  Motion  Picture  Herald  issue 

of  February  20th  under  the  title  "O.  H. 
M.  S.")  Diner  and  cocketails  were  served 
to  40  exhibitors  and  reporters  in  the  offi- 

cers' club  at  the  encampment,  with  Arthur Lee  presiding. 

PRACTICAL  BASIS  FOR 

AIR-CONDITIONING 

Substantial  revision  of  practices  in 

air-conditioning  of  theatres  is  ad- 
vised by  J.  T.  Knight,  Jr.,  of  the 

Paramount  Theatres  Service  Corpo- 
ration, in  an  article  written  for  Bet- 

ter Theatres,  offering  an  answer  to 

the  question,  "What  is  the  best 

system   of  air-conditioning  today?" 
The  trouble  with  theatre  air-con- 

ditioning, Mr.  Knight  declares,  is  not 
with  the  available  equipment,  but 

with  system  design  and  operating 

practices  which  result  from  ill- 
advised  economy,  misleading  munic- 

ipal regulations,  and  the  failure  of 
theatre  managements  to  determine 
true  comfort  conditions  according  to 

factors  peculiar  to  each  theatre. 

"We  frequently  hear  theatre 

men,"  he  points  out,  "comparing  the 
cost  of  an  air-conditioning  improve- 

ment with  an  installation  that  perhaps 

was  made  last  year,  just  as  if  air-con- 
ditioning were  a  cut-and-dried  pack- 

age commodity  having  a  standard 

price  everywhere." 
A  practical  method  by  which  each 

manager  may  determine  the  effec- 
tive temperature  best  suited  to  the 

comfort  factors  of  his  own  theatre 

is  given  in  the  article,  which  will  ap- 
pear in  the  March  6th  issue  of 

Better  Theatres. 

For  theatre  owners  and  managers 

confronted  with  the  problem  of 
selecting  floor  coverings  which  will 

give  long  wear  and  conform  to  cer- 
tain decorative  standards,  yet  come 

within  a  definite  price  range,  the 

types  of  carpeting  most  generally 
considered  are  analyzed  in  an  article 

to  appear  in  the  same  issue  accom- 

panying next  week's  Herald.  In  the opinion  of  the  author,  Eugene  Clute, 
well-known  writer  and  editor  in  the 
field  of  interior  decoration,  Wilton 

weaves,  rather  than  Velvet,  are  gen- 

erally preferable  for  theatres  despite 
wide  adoption  of  Velvet,  exceptions 

to  this  appearing  largely  where  long- 
run  economy  and  appearance  must 
be  sacrificed  to  low  initial  cost. 

Ask  Momand  Action 

Be  Moved  from  Boston 

Distributor  defendants  in  the  $100,000 
anti-trust  suit  filed  in  the  Unked  States 
district  court  at  Boston  by  George  S.  Ryan, 

attorney  for  Mrs.  Loretta  Momand,  mother 
of  A.  B.  Momand,  whose  similar  $5,000,000 
litigation  the  attorney  is  also  handling,  have 
entered  a  plea  that  the  case  be  withdrawn 
from  the  Boston  court. 

Defendants,  with  the  exception  of  RKO 
Distributing  corporation,  complain  that 
Boston  is  too  far  from  the  scene  of  alleged 
damages,  the  Odeon  theatre  in  Shawnee, 
Okla.,  and  that  trial  of  the  case  would 
necessitate  great  inconvenience  and  ex- 

pense in  transporting  witnesses. 



hit  tune  to  conquer  the  air  waves.  The  title  of 

Paramount's  newest  hit  picture  with  two  of  America's 

most  popular  screen  stars  .  .  . 

TURN  PLEASE 



ROMANCE!  The  most  powerful  love 

story  either  Carole  or  Fred  has  ever 

starred  in.  An  up  and  down  romance 

as  real  as  young  love  itself. 

CHARLES  ^UTTERWORTH 

JEAN  DIX01M,  DOROTHY 

LAMOUR,  HARWT  STEPHENS 

Directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen 

GLAMOUR!  When  you  add  to  the 

glamour  of  Carole  herself  the  exotic 

appeal  of  Dorothy  Lamour,  star  of 

"The  Jungle  Princess",  you've  got 
something  to  talk  about. 

COMEDY!  Charlie  Butterworth's  funniest 
picture.  You  haven't  learned  to  laugh  till 

you've  seen  Hollywood's  ace  dead  pan 
comic  as  the  hottest  piano  player  in  Panama. 



MUSIC!  Fred  plays  the  trumpet 

and  sings.  Carole  carols.  Dorothy 

Lamour  swings.  Butterworth  plays 

hot  piano.  There  are  five  song  hits. 

EXCITEMENT!  Fred  in  another  of 

those  brawls  that  had  you  cheering 

in  "The  Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine." 

1_ 

{Sheet  Music  and  Records  of 

the  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low" 
score  available.  See  press  book). 

Swing  High,  Swing  Low'
 

Has  Five  Song  Hits! 

BUT  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low" 

is  not  a  musical  comedy.  It  is  a 

romantic  love  story  set  to  excit- 

ing music  with  the  glamorous 

background  of  Panama  honky 

tonks  and  New  York  night  clubs. otv 

onh! 

110  sales 

m°nth< 



Paramount  Gives  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low" 

Another  Terrific  Pre-Selling  Campaign 

^  *e  *e«r^a for  y°» 

\lshed  t>tg  v\ 

Carole  Lombard  *  Fred  MacMurray 

SWING  HIGH,  SWING  LOW 

with  Charles  Butterworth  •  Jean  Dixon 

Dorothy   Lamour   and    Harvey  Stephens 

Directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen 
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THE  HOLLYWOOD 

SCENE 

Pulchritude  Shortage 

Samuel  Goldwyn,  preparing  to  glorify  a 
new  crop  of  feminine  beauties  in  his  forth- 

coming "Goldwyn  Follies,"  has  just  com- 
pleted a  survey  of  suitable  talent  in  Holly- 
wood. According  to  the  survey,  there  are 

only  300  outstanding  beauties  now  working 
here,  and  more  than  80%  of  these  are  under 
stock  contract  to  major  studios.  These  girls 
do  not  receive  screen  credit,  but  under  their 
contracts  they  earn  from  $50  to  $100  a  week, 
in  some  cases  as  much  as  $250. 

Mr.  Goldwyn  considers  the  situation  seri- 
ous, from  his  point  of  view,  as  the  number 

of  beauties  available  is  not  adequate  to  his 

requirements.  To  meet  his  needs,  the  pro- 
ducer is  planning  to  send  out  teams  of 

cameramen  and  test  directors  to  various  key 
cities. 

"It  is  a  difficult  task,  getting  the  really 
beautiful  girls  to  come  out  and  get  tested," 
says  Mr.  Goldwyn.  "We  don't  want  to  be 
limited  to  any  one  class  for  our  material. 

"I  am  writing  to  Junior  Leagues,  college 
dramatic  clubs,  and  chambers  of  commerce, 
in  fact  to  any  group  where  girls  of  beauty 
or  talent  may  be  found. 

"Even  at  that  it  will  be  difficult,  because 
many  girls  of  extreme  beauty  have  no  inter- 

est in  a  screen  career." 
Mr.  Goldwyn  asserts  that,  although  hun- 

dreds of  girls  come  here  every  week  seeking 
picture  employment,  very  few  have  the  quali- 

ties the  screen  demands.  Many  of  them 
have  been  told  by  friends  to  come  here  be- 

cause they  look  like  certain  established  stars. 

These  are  precisely  the  ones  that  the  pro- 

ducer says  he  can  not  use.  "We  don't  want 
carbon  copies,"  are  his  words  for  it. 

Production  Normal 

Holding  to  the  normal  seasonal  pace, 
Hollywood  started  10  pictures  and  finished 
5  during  the  week.  Both  sides  of  the  pro- 

duction ledger  are  sprinkled  with  pictures 
that  seem  to  have  potentialities  of  attracting 
better  than  average  interest  from  exhibitors 
and  theatre  goers. 

Both  the  new  MGM  units  apparently  are 
in  the  big  feature  category.  Because  of  the 

repute  attained  by  previous  editions,  "Broad- 
way Melody  of  1937"  stands  out  as  the  more 

important.  Being  produced  on  lavish  scale, 
with  personnel,  story  content,  music,  spec- 

tacle and  substantiating  effects  of  the  qual- 
ity that  arouses  maximum  interest,  it  will 

feature  Eleanor  Powell,  Robert  Taylor,  Bin- 
nie  Barnes,  George  Murphy,  Sophie  Tuck- 

er, Buddy  Ebsen,  Robert  Wildhack,  Charles 
Dorin,  Judy  Garland  and  Larry  Adler.  Roy 
Del  Ruth  is  directing.  The  second  picture, 

which  because  its  title,  "The  Old  Soak,"  has 
already  provoked  controversy,  will  feature 
Wallace  Beery,  Lynne  Carver,  Janet  Bech- 
er,  Ted  Healy,  Eric  Linden,  Una  Merkel, 

$1,250,000  BUDGETED 

FOR  WALL  STREET  STORY 

RKO-Radio's  cost  sheet  on  "The 

Toast  of  New  York"  is  expected  to 
foot  up  a  total  in  the  neighborhood 

of  $1,250,000. 
The  production,  now  in  its  third 

month  before  the  cameras,  deals  rvith 
Wall  Street  personalities  and  affairs  in 

the  1860's  a  period  dating  the  begin- 

ning of  many  great  fortunes — and 
misfortunes. 

Edward  Arnold  is  starred  in  the 

story,  which  is  from  "The  Book  of 
Daniel  Drew,"  by  Bouck  White,  and 
"Robbers  Barons,"  by  Matthew  Jo- 

se phson. 

Judith  Barrett,  James  Bush,  Robert  Mc- 
Wade  and  George  Sidney.  J.  Walter  Ruben 
is  directing. 

Ruggles  Is  Featured 

Paramount  started  two.  "Turn  Off  the 
Moon,"  which  Louis  Seiler  directs,  will  fea- 

ture Charles  Ruggles,  Mary  Carlisle,  Elean- 
ore  Whitney,  Johnny  Downs  and  Ben  Blue. 

"Hills  of  Old  Wyoming,"  a  Harry  Sher- 
man Hopalong  Cassidy  feature,  presents 

William  Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Russell  Hay- 
den,  Gale  Sheridan  and  Clara  Kimball 

Young.  Nate  Watt  was  assigned  to  di- rect. 

Two  started  also  at  Columbia.  In  "League 
of  Frightened  Men"  Walter  Connolly,  Irene 
Hervey,  Lionel  Stander,  Allen  Brook, 
Eduardo  Ciannelli,  Walter  Kingsford,  Leon- 

ard Mudi,  Ian  Walse,  Kenneth  Hunter, 
Nana  Bryant,  Charles  Irwin,  Jonathan  Hale, 
Jameson  Thomas,  Rafaela  Ottiano,  Edward 
McNamara,  James  Flavin  and  Herbert  Ash- 

ley will  be  seen.  Alfred  E.  Green  is  direct- 

ing. The  cast  of  "Right  Guy"  includes 
Paul  Kelly,  Jacqueline  Wells,  George  Mc- 

Kay, Robert  Emmett  O'Connor,  Montague 
Shaw,  Wade  Boteler,  Edward  Earle,  John 
Tyrrell  and  Harry  Illisham.  D.  Ross  Led- 
erman  is  the  director. 

Resuming  activities,  Goldwyn  Productions 
started  "The  Woman's  Touch"  for  United 
Artists  release.  Miriam  Hopkins  and  Joel 
McCrea  are  starred,  supported  by  Charles 
Winninger,  Andrea  Leeds,  Erik  Rhodes, 
Ella  Logan  and  Broderick  Crawford.  John 
Blystone  is  the  director. 

Republic's  contribution  to  the  new  work 
is  "Navy  Blues."  It  will  offer  Mary  Brian, 
Dick  Purcell,  Warren  Hymer,  Lucille  Glea- 
son,  Horace  MacMahon  and  Joseph  Saw- 

yer.   Ralph  Staub  is  directing. 
With  Lew  Landers  as  director,  Radio 

started  "Borrowed  Time."  The  cast  is  made 
up  of  Onslow  Stevens,  Paul  Guilfoyle,  Gor- 

don Jones,  Constance  Worth,  Barbara  Pep- 
per, Vinton  Haworth,  Frank  M.  Thomas, 

George  Irving,  Willie  Best  and  Patsy  Lee Parsons. 

At  20th  Century-Fox  "Angel's  Holiday 
started.  Jane  Withers  is  starred  with  Joan 
Davis,  John  Qualen,  Robert  Kent  and 
Frank  Jenks  the  currently  named  principals. 
Lou  Seiler  is  directing. 

Paramount  Completes  Two 

Paramount  accounted  for  two  of  the  five 

finished  pictures.  The  first,  "Souls  at  Sea," 
discussed  recently  in  a  Motion  Picture 
Herald  pictorial  preview,  features  Gary 
Cooper,  George  Raft  and  Frances  Dee,  with 
Henry  Wilcoxson,  Harry  Carey,  Robert 
Barratt,  Olympe  Bradna,  Robert  Cummings, 
Beulah  Bondi,  Gilbert  Emery,  George 
Zucco,  Porter  Hall  and  Jamison  Thomas, 

Henry  Hathaway  directed.  "The  Girl  From 
Scotland  Yard,"  an  Emanuel  Cohen  produc- 

tion directed  by  Robert  Vignola,  will  pre- 
sent Karen  Morley,  Robert  Baldwin,  Ka- 

atherine  Alexander,  Eduardo  Ciannelli, 
Monti  Lloyd  Crane,  Bud  Flannigan,  Phil 
Sleeman,  Alphonse  Martel,  Don  Brodie  and 
Eddie  Featherstone. 

"Racing  Luck"  was  finished  at  Columbia. 
The  cast  lists  Dorothy  Wilson,  Charles 

Quigley,  Eddie  Nugent,  Patricia  Wilson, 
Gene  Morgan,  John  Gallaudet,  Gordon  El- 

liott and  Arthur  Aylesworth.  Lambert  Hill- 

yer  directed. 
Universal  completed  "The  Stones  Cry 

Out."  The  cast  is  composed  of  Nan  Grey, 
Judith  Barrett,  John  Howard,  Robert  War- 

wick, Ralph  Remley,  Edward  Ellis,  Benny 
Bartlett  and  William  Davidson.  Harold 

Young  directed. 

The  final  picture  is  MGM's  "Captains 
Courageous."  It  will  present  Freddie  Bar- 

tholomew, Spencer  Tracy,  Lionel  Barry- 
more,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Charley  Grapewin, 
Mickey  Rooney,  Harry  Carey,  Jack  LaRue 
and  John  Carradine.  Victor  Fleming  di- 
rected. 

Types  at  Premium The  Hollywood  character  actor,  who  for 
many  cinematic  years  has  gone  his  placid 
way  almost  completely  submerged  by  the 
brilliance  of  the  star  name,  has  gradually 
and  decisively  come  into  his  own.  Every 

alert  producer  has  at  least  ten  good  char- 
acter players  on  talent  roster  and,  as  a  con- 

sequence, is  able  to  negotiate  character 
trades  for  top  name  players. 

The  doubling  of  Radio's  contract  player 
list  in  the  past  year  is  a  concrete  illustration 
of  the  current  importance  of  the  character 

actor,  as  approximately  twenty  of  the  sev- 
enty-six actors  and  actresses  now  under  con- 

tract are  character  people.  These,  accord- 
ing to  studio  advices,  are  continually  valu- 
able for  star  player  trades  when  not  active 

on  their  home  lot. 
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HOLDERS  QUESTION 

RKO  STOCK  STATUS 

Motions  and  Arguments  Cause 

Delay  of  Hearing  on  Reorgan- 
ization Plan  Until  March  18th 

Attacks  on  the  validity  of  the  outstanding 
RKO  common  stock  and  its  position  in  the 

company's  reorganization,  together  with  the 
pressing  of  a  petition  having  a  bearing  on 
the  secured  position  of  the  RKO  debentures, 

were  the  highlights  of  the  RKO  creditor's 
first  hearing  in  connection  with  the  reor- 

ganization of  the  company,  before  Federal 

Judge  William  Bondy  in  New  York  on  Fri- 
day. 

Arguments  on  the  status  of  the  com- 
mon stock  and  other  motions  pertaining  to 

the  reorganization  precluded  discussion  of 
the  RKO  reorganization  plan  itself,  so  the 
court  set  March  18  for  the  first  hearing 

on  the  plan  and  indicated  that  the  pre- 
liminary motions  argued  would  be  disposed 

of  on  or  shortly  before  that  date. 
The  attack  on  the  status  of  the  common 

stock  was  led  by  Ernest  R.  Stirn  of  Mil- 
waukee, holder  of  1,264  shares  of  the  old 

RKO  Class  A  stock,  which  under  a  re- 
capitalization plan  adopted  in  December, 

1931,  was  eliminated  for  the  present  RKO 
common  under  an  exchange  on  the  basis  of 
one  share  of  new  common  for  four  shares  of 
Class  A.  Mr.  Stirn  refused  to  exchange  his 
A  shares  for  the  common  and  charged  that 
the  recapitalization  plan  was  invalid  and  was 
placed  in  effect  without  a  majority  vote  of 
the  stockholders.  His  petition  asserts  that 
the  old  Class  A  stock,  prior  to  the  1931 
recapitalization,  held  a  preferential  position 
above  that  of  any  other  RKO  security  out- 

standing at  that  time  and,  therefore,  is  still 
entitled  to  a  comparable  preferenial  position 
under  the  present  reorganization  plan. 

Validity  of  the  RKO  common  also  was 
attacked  by  John  Stover,  who  acquired  Class 
A  stock  after  the  recapitalization  plan  had 
been  placed  in  effect  and  subsequently  ex- 

changed it  for  the  common. 

Briefs  to  be  Ready  March  15 

Judge  Bondy  allowed  attorneys  for  Mr. 
Stirn  and  Mr.  Stover  until  March  15th  to 

prepare  briefs  and  rebuttal  papers  and  indi- 
cated that  his  decision  might  be  ready  by  the 

time  of  the  next  hearing  on  the  plan,  March 
18th.  He  also  reserved  decision  until  then 
on  the  petitions  of  the  two  stockholders  to 
intervene  in  the  reorganization  proceedings. 
A  third  attack  on  the  validity  of  the  common 
has  been  made  by  Francis  Hickey,  a  stock- 

holder of  Washington,  D.  C,  who,  however, 

did  not  appear  at  last  week's  hearing. 
The  question  of  the  secured  position  of 

the  RKO  debentures  is  involved  in  a  peti- 
tion by  the  RKO  trustee  for  authority  to 

retire  by  a  cash  payment  the  $650,000  of 
RKO  gold  notes  outstanding,  which  are  held 
by  the  Bank  of  America  National  Associ- 

ation. The  notes  are  secured  by  virtually 
all  the  going  assets  of  RKO,  whereas  the 
debentures  have  a  second  lien  on  the  assets 
while  the  gold  notes  are  in  existence.  Some 
legal  opinion  holds  that  the  debentures  may 
lose  their  secured  position  by  retirement  of 

the  gold  notes,  although  the  RKO  trustee 
has  not  made  this  contention  and  proposed 
the  retirement  of  the  notes  solely  as  a  step 
which  would  save  RKO  $2,100  a  month  in 
interest  charges. 

Judge  Bondy  also  reserved  decision  on  a 

petition  by  the  preferred  stockholders'  com- mittee of  Orpheum  Circuit  for  leave  to 
intervene  in  the  RKO  reorganization  pro- 
ceedings. 

The  sale  of  the  Orpheum  Circuit's  princi- 
pal assets  to  Stadium  Theatres  Corporation, 

a  wholly  owned  RKO  subsidiary,  was  also 
consummated  last  Friday  with  the  payment 
to  Marcus  Heiman,  Orpheum  trustee  in 

bankruptcy,  of  $700,000  cash.  On  Wednes- 
day, however,  United  States  District  Judge 

Francis  G.  Caffey  granted  permission  for 

a  review  of  Referee  Oscar  W.  Ehrhorn's 
order  approving  the  transaction. 
There  are  approximately  $2,100,000  of 

creditor's  claims  against  Orpheum,  exclusive 
of  those  held  by  Stadium  which  totaled  more 
than  $3,000,000,  but  are  subordinated  under 
the  terms  of  the  sale.  Thus,  the  participat- 

ing creditors  will  receive  approximately  30 
cents  on  the  dollar  for  their  claims  on  this 
basis. 

Hippodrome  Appeal  Up  March  12 
Meanwhile,  Federal  Judge  Robert  P. 

Patterson  in  New  York  had  signed  an 
order  permitting  the  Hippodrome  Company 
of  Ohio  to  appeal  from  an  order  reducing 
its  $888,666  claim  against  RKO  to  $88,666 
A  hearing  on  the  appeal  was  set  for  March 
12.  The  claim  is  for  rent  on  the  Hippo- 

drome in  Cleveland,  which  RKO  leased 

in  July,  1930,  and  abandoned  in  February, 
1933.  The  Hippodrome  Company  stated 
that  it  would  be  willing  to  accept  $451,666 
in  settlement  of  its  claim. 

At  the  same  time,  Federal  Judge  Francis 
G.  Caffey  in  New  York  signed  an  order  in 
the  RKO  reorganization  proceedings  per- 

mitting the  Irving  Trust  Company,  as  trus- 
tee, to  cross  appeal  against  the  Fort  Worth 

Properties,  Inc.  The  Fort  Worth  Properties 
had  entered  a  claim  for  $507,500  and  on 
January  18  were  allowed  $17,139  in  settle- 

ment. The  trustee  claims  that  the  company 
should  have  been  allowed  only  $3,737. 

Judge  Caffey  also  signed  an  order  on 
Saturday  in  the  reorganization  proceedings 
permitting  W.  Gordon  Burnett  to  appeal 
to  the  United  States  circuit  court  of  appeals 
from  an  order  signed  by  Judge  William 
Bondy  in  New  York  on  January  25,  which 
disallowed  his  claim  for  $41,172. 

Lincoln  Deal  Assists 

Cooper  Foundation 
The  deal  between  J.  H.  Cooper  of  New 

York  and  Bob  Livingston  of  Lincoln,  Neb., 
has  been  revealed  as  a  move  to  build  up  the 
J.  H.  Cooper  $1,000,000  Foundation  for  aid 
to  underprivileged  children.  For  the  conces- 

sion from  Mr.  Cooper  of  the  best  of  the 
second  run  pictures  at  the  Livingston  Capi- 

tol, the  house  must  turn  over  35  per  cent 
of  the  first  $1,000  grossed  each  week  to  the 
Foundation,  take  out  the  next  $200  for  the 
theatre,  and  then  give  25  per  cent  of  all  the 
balance  over  $1,200  to  the  Foundation. 

SAYS  STARS  ON  RADIO 

ENDANGER  ATTENDANCE 

Action  of  the  large  producers  in 

tying -in  with  General  Mills  in  a 
weekly  broadcast  series  direct  from 

studio  stages  goes  unnoticed  by  the 

MPTOA  —  its  officers  had  "no  com- 
ment" but  it  brings  from  Allied  States 

Association  a  warning  of  box  office 

jeopardization. "It  is  hard  to  believe  that  major 
executives  would  endanger  the  entire 

industry  to  pick  up  such  small 

change,"  declared  Abram  F.  Myers, 
Allied  chairman,  who  predicts  that 

"broadcasting  from  studios  will  in- 
evitably interfere  with  theatre  at- 

tendance". 
"Moreover,"  continued  Mr.  Myers, 

"it  is  bound  to  lessen  the  value  of  many 

stars  participating  therein.  Radio 

exploitation  for  films  and  theatres  is 

helpful  only  when  combined  into  a 
good  show.  Having  heard  Fred 

Astaire  and  other  box  office  'cham- 
pions' destroy  themselves  on  the  air, 

I  fear  the  worst. 
"It  is  too  bad  that  this  should  hap- 

pen just  when  the  goose  has  resumed 

laying  those  bright  shiny  eggs,"  Mr. 
Myers  concluded. 

Studio  Broadcasts 

Delayed  Until  March 
The  General  Mills  broadcasts  direct  from 

the  sound  stages  of  the  large  studios  in 
Hollywood,  over  national  networks,  have 
been  postponed  until  March  14th.  The  deal 
was  closed  last  week  by  Bagley,  Horton  and 

Hoyt,  Chicago  agency.  So  far,  details  of 
the  personalities  to  broadcast  and  the  pro- 

grams themselves  are  somewhat  hazy.  A 
problem  to  be  solved  is  the  schedule  by 

which  the  programs  from  the  various  stu- 
dios will  be  governed.  Originally,  the  ini- 

tial show  was  to  be  "Love  Is  News,"  a 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  picture,  but  the 
film  has  been  completed. 

Zukor  Dinner  in  New 

York  Set  for  March  29 

The  testimonial  dinner  to  be  given 
Adolph  Zukor  by  theatre  owners  of  New 
York,  originally  scheduled  for  March  27, 
has  been  postponed  two  nights  and  will  be 
held  March  29  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria.  Wil- 

liam Brandt,  chairman  of  the  committee  in 
charge  of  the  affair,  said  that  March  27 
is  the  second  night  of  Passover  and  if  the 
dinner  were  held  that  night  many  persons 
would  remain  away. 

Independents  Adopt 

New  Longer  Reel 

Independent  distributors  such  as  Repub- 
lic, Grand  National  and  Gaumont  British 

are  adopting  the  new  standard  2,0|00-foot 
reel  and  new  releases  from  the  companies 
are  being  received  at  exchange  centers  on 
the  larger  spools,  Arthur  Dickinson  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors 

of  America,  who  returned  to  New  York  re- 
cently from  a  tour  of  southern  and  middle 

western  exchanges,  has  announced. 
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FEDERAL  REPORT  RELATES  TALE 

OF  BELL  SYSTEM  IN  MOVIELAND 

Communications'  Commission 

Totals  Findings,  Reveals  Film 

Industry  Paid  $94,851,215  to 

A.  T.  &  T.  in  Nine  Years 

by  FRANCIS  L  BURT 
in  Washington 

"Uptown  and  Down — or  With  Erpi 
through  Broadway  and  Wall  Street" — might 
be  the  title  of  a  hundred  and  fifty  million 
dollar  story  in  three  volumes  just  completed 
for  the  Federal  Communications  Commis- 
sion. 

The  report  is  the  Commission's  account 
of  the  adventures,  sometimes  scientific, 
sometimes  dramatic,  sometimes  financial,  but 
always  just  about  colossal,  of  what  some 
call  the  Telephone  Company  and  some  call 
the  Bell  System,  in  movieland. 

For  the  nine  years,  1927-35,  the  picture 
industry  has  paid  to  Erpi  $94,851,215, 
which  in  direct  payments  has  cost: 

Exhibitors  about  $10,000,000  a  year; 
Producers  about  $3,000,000  a  year. 

Thus  for  the  first  time  the  price  of  the 
sound  revolution  of  the  art  and  industry  of 

the  motion  picture  is  written  down  in  offi- 
cial figures — about  $13,000,000  a  year  so  far 

— an  imposing  figure  by  itself,  but  not  so 
awe  inspiring  when  measured  alongside  the 
production  budgets  of  Hollywood  or  the 
gross  incomes  of  the  world  market  of  the 
screen. 

The  Federal  Trade  Commission's  report 
credits  the  Bell  System  and  Erpi  with  a 

vast  major  design  and  a  far-reaching  mas- 
ter hand  in  the  shaping  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture map,  citing  operations  from  the  days 

of  the  first  alliance  with  Warner  Brothers' 
Vitaphone  to  placing  Sidney  Kent  with  the 
Fox  Film  Corporation  and  most  recently 

financing  aspects  of  the  "new"  Universal. 

661  Pages,  93  Tables 

The  job  of  preparing  the  report — it's  a 
nine-pound  baby  conceived  by  Congress  in 
1935  in  a  resolution  ordering  the  Commis- 

sion to  investigate  all  activities  of  the 

American  Telephone  and  Telegraph — was 
done  by  a  staff  of  economists  and  account- 

ants hired  by  the  Commission,  and  was 
based  on  information  acquired  through 
study  of  the  A.  T.  &  T.  books.  It  served 
as  the  basis  of  hearings  held  in  New  York 
last  Christmas.  Dr.  Francis  Staten  was  in 

charge  of  the  Erpi  phase  of  the  report, 

which  constituted  the  Commission's  presen- 
tation of  direct  testimony. 

The  three  volumes,  planographed — printed 
from  a  flat  surface,  as  in  lithography — Web- 

ster's Dictionary — consist  of  661  pages  and 
93  tables.  But  that's  only  the  beginning. 
The  Erpi  report  is  only  a  part  of  the  file 
in  the  case.  It  is  expected  that  eventually 
all  reports  and  testimony  will  be  printed, 
and  Commission  officials  said  this  week  that 
the  testimony  already  runs  between  two  and 
two  and  a  half  million  words. 

Only  a  limited  number  of  copies  has  been 

prepared,  for  distribution  among  the  Com- 

AUSTRALIAN  CENSOR 

ASKS  QUALITY  QUOTA 

The  Commonwealth  motion  picture 

censor  at  Canberra,  Australia,  Cress- 

well  O'Reilly,  in  his  annual  report, 
says  the  quality  of  British  features 
varies  between  greater  extremes  than 

those  of  other  nations.  It  is  impos- 
sible to  determine  the  value  of  legis- 

lation requiring  a  quota  of  British 

films,  he  added,  but  if  it  is  re- 
enacted,  a  clause  stipulating  the  qual- 

ity of  the  quota,  similar  to  recent 
legislation  by  New  South  Wales, 
should  be  included  to  raise  the  aver- 

age of  the  British  standard. 

missioners,  members  of  the  staff  engaged  in 
the  investigation,  and  members  of  Congress 
who  may  call  for  information.  When  the 

report  of  the  investigation  is  sent  to  Con- 
gress, copies  of  the  Erpi  report  will  be  in- cluded. 

$152,029,326  Total  Revenue 

The  Commission  shows  in  the  report  on  Erpi 
that  the  organization  had  a  total  revenue  dur- 

ing the  nine-year  period  of  $152,029,326,  of 
which  $94,851,215,  or  62.4  per  cent,  was  derived 
from  exhibition  and  $28,479,902,  or  18.7  per 
cent,  from  production,  total  motion  picture  rev- 

enues being  $123,331,117,  or  81.1  per  cent  of 
all  income.  The  gross  operating  profit  on  mo- 

tion picture  activities  was  $5,411,772  for  the  year 
1935,  alone. 

Since  the  end  of  1926,  the  commission  finds, 

Erpi  has  been  the  leading  agency  for  the  ex- 
ploitation of  non-utility  products  by  the  Bell 

System. These  activities  yielded  but  a  small  part  of 
the  total  Bell  System  revenues,  it  is  pointed 
out,  but,  as  in  the  motion  picture  industry,  they 

gave  the  telephone  company  a  dominant  posi- 
tion in  many  lines. 

Speaking  of  its  control  over  the  film  in- 
dustry, the  commission  reports :  "Within  this field  the  Bell  System  leads  in  the  supply  of 

equipment  both  to  producers  for  recording 
sound  films  and  to  exhibitors  for  reproduction 
of  sound  film.  Further,  as  a  result  of  opera- 

tions in  the  motion  picture  field,  the  Bell  Sys- 
tem achieved  a  powerful  financial  influence  in 

the  industry." 
Patent  Licensing  Traced 

Control  in  some  fields  was  furthered  by  the 

telephone  company's  policy  with  respect  to  li- 
censing and  cross-licensing  of  patents,  it  is 

pointed  out.  In  some  instances  this  policy 
resulted  in  strengthening  its  position  in  tele- 

phone communications  in  return  for  its  relin- 
quishing to  others  the  major  exploitation  of 

patent  rights  elsewhere  as,  for  example,  wire- 
less telephony. 

"The  outstanding  example  of  direct  exploita- 
tion of  by-products  for  profit  is  that  of  the 

sound  motion  picture  equipment  supply  activi- 
ties of  Erpi,"  the  report  continues.  "In  this 

field,  the  Bell  System  has  refrained  from  li- 
censing others  under  its  patents  (except  for 

licenses  to  RCA  under  the  cross-licensing 
agreements)  in  the  interests  of  protecting  its 
own  direct  exploitation  of  this  field.  There  is 
an  evident  reluctance  to  license  independent 
manufacturers  not  only  in  the  sound  motion 

Three  Volume,  Nine  Pound  Pub- 

lication, Complete  with  93 

Tables,  Credits  the  Company 

with  Master  Hand  in  Design 

picture  field,  but  in  other  fields  also  where  the 
Bell  System  considers  that  it  may  itself  wish 
to  exploit  the  patent  rights  directly  at  some 
future  time. 

"In  the  direct  exploitation  of  sound  motion 
picture  equipment,  the  prestige  and  financial 
stability  of  the  Bell  System  has  been  used  in 
the  promotion  of  its  non-utility  business.  This 
was  emphasized  at  the  time  of  the  signing  of 
the  recording  license  contracts  with  the  major 
motion  picture  producers  ;  and,  as  is  shown  in 
sales  letters,  the  Bell  System  prestige  and 
reputation  has  been  recounted  to  prospective 
buyers  of  theatrical  sound  motion  picture  equip- 
ment. 

"The  financial  resources  of  the  Bell  System 
have  been  used  to  advance  its  interests  in  the 
motion  picture  industry,  and  the  patent  strength 
of  the  system  has  been  a  valued  factor  in 
meeting  the  competition  of  independent  manu- 

facturers." The  justification  given  for  the  cross- 
licensing  agreements,  that  they  were 

needed  to  relieve  a  patent  deadlock  situa- 
tion hampering  progress,  is  refuted  by  the 

commission,  which  charges  that  the  agree- 
ments do  not  constitute  a  free  interchange 

of  licenses  but,  excepting  a  few  instances 
of  reciprocal  interchange,  licenses  are 
granted  in  specific  fields  so  as,  in  effect, 
to  divide  those  fields  between  the  several 

parties. 
"In  the  motion  picture  field,  the  outstanding 

instance  where  there  has  been  a  bilateral  ex- 
change of  licenses,  the  effect  has  been  to  com- 

bine the  patent  resources  of  the  parties,  empha- 
sizing their  mutual  advantage  over  third  parties 

in  the  field,"  it  is  declared.  In  this  field,  an 
"unbending  policy"  of  refusal  to  license  has  pre- vailed both  before  and  since  the  Government suit. 

"The  major  share,  over  80  per  cent,  of  the 
total  revenues  of  Erpi  has  come  from  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry,"  it  is  declared.  "The  ex- ploitation of  this  business  was  first  carried  on  by 
the  Bell  System  through  an  exclusive  licensee, 
The  Vitaphone  Corporation,  since  the  Bell  Sys- 

tem, as  a  matter  of  policy,  did  not  want  to  carry 
on  direct  exploitation.  By  an  agreement  of  April 
20,  1926,  between  Western  Electric  and  Vita- 

phone Corporation,  exclusive  license  was  granted 
to  the  latter  for  recording  and  reproduction 
of  sound,  The  Vitaphone  Corporation  agreeing 
to  sub-license  other  producers.  Western  im- 

posed conditions  calling  for  a  large  measure 
of  direction  over  the  conduct  of  The  Vitaphone 

Corporation.  *  *  * Leasing  Policy  Cited 

"Direct  exploitation  of  the  motion  picture 
field,  a  major  change  in  original  policy,  was  un- 

dertaken by  Erpi  on  the  termination  of  the  ex- 
clusive license  to  The  Vitaphone  Corporation. 

The  management  of  Erpi  considered  this  an 
extensive  and  profitable  field  and  desired  to 
make  it  an  exclusive  Bell  System  field.  After 
a  year,  during  which  no  action  was  taken  by 
the  major  producers  in  accordance  with  a  joint 
agreement,  Erpi  was  successful  in  licensing  the 
major  producers,  and  by  the  end  of  September, 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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1928,  had  recording  licensees  controlling  sub- 
stantially all  of  the  motion  picture  produced  and 

exhibited  in  the  United  States. 

"In  supplying  recording  and  producing  equip- 
ment to  the  motion  picture  industry,  Erpi  has 

followed  a  policy  of  leasing  the  equipment  to 
producers  and  exhibitors,  retaining  title  in  it- 

self. The  license  contracts  used  have  been 
the  key  instruments  in  efforts  to  dominate  the 
motion  picture  equipment  market,  containing  re- 

strictive clauses  limiting  the  use  of  the  equip- 

ment." 
The  report  discusses  the  "interchangeability" 

controversy  which  grew  out  of  provisions  which 
attempt  to  restrict  recording  licenses  from  dis- 

tributing their  pictures  to  exhibitors  not  using 

Erpi  or  "equal  quality  equipment,"  and  to  pre- 
vent exhibitor  licensees  from  reproducing  pic- 
tures not  recorded  on  Erpi  apparatus,  asserting 

that  the  intent  was  to  make  the  business  "as 
exclusive  as  possible  to  secure  the  maximum 

profit"  rather  than,  as  claimed,  to  protect  qual- 
ity and  performance  standards. 

"Double  Royalties"  Issue 

The  "double  royalties"  issue  arose  out  of  provi- 
sions that  producer  licensees  must  pay  royalties 

to  Erpi  on  sound  records  made  with  the  use  of 
any  technical  information  supplied  by  Erpi  or 
with  any  equipment  or  system  covered  by  any 
of  the  patents  under  which  licenses  are  granted 
hy  Erpi.  Combined  with  the  minimum  annual 
royalty  requirement  (usually  $100,000),  this 
provided  an  effective  barrier  to  the  use  of  com- 

petitive equipment. 
Service  from  Erpi  on  theatre  equipment  was 

compulsory  under  its  contracts  until  1934,  a 
source  of  considerable  revenue  as  shown  by  the 
net  profit  of  $886,000  from  this  source  in  1933. 
After  this  requirement  was  changed,  the  com- 

pany showed  a  loss,  $269,620  in  1935.  Similarly 
the  supply  of  repair  and  replacement  parts 
proved  profitable,  the  revenue  being  $1,627,000 
in  1930,  but  when  the  requirement  was  changed, 
the  company  began  to  show  a  loss. 

"The  Bell  System  has  acquired  financial  in- 
terests in  the  motion  picture  industry  for  the 

purpose  of  exercising  influence  and  control  to 
protect  and  expand  its  hold  on  the  apparatus 

market,"  the  commission  charges.  "The  inter- 
est acquired  was  at  one  time  considered  by  the 

Erpi  management  to  be  sufficient  to  control  the 
conduct  of  the  motion  picture  industry.  The 
use  of  financial  power  and  influence  is  illus- 

trated by  the  activities  of  the  Bell  System  in 
connection  with  the  acquisition  of  motion  picture 
studios,  in  the  financing  of  motion  pictures,  in 
the  loan  of  $15,000,000  to  the  Fox  companies 
and  in  the  influence  exerted  in  connection  with 
the  reorganization  of  Paramount-Publix  Corpo- 

ration." 
Acquisition  of  Studios 

As  part  of  this  program,  Erpi  acquired  Gen- 
eral Service  Studios,  Inc.,  on  the  West  Coast, 

and  Eastern  Service  Studios,  Inc.,  in  the  East, 
contrary  to  the  announced  telephone  company 
policy  of  restricting  itself  to  the  supply  of  ap- 

paratus. These  projects  were  undertaken  orig- 
inally, it  is  declared,  "to  provide  facilities  for 

the  promotion  of  the  educational  and  industrial 
motion  picture  fields,  but  subsequently  the  stu- 

dios were  used  to  provide  production  facilities 

to  handle  'independent'  motion  picture  produc- 
tions and  to  induce  the  recording  of  these  pro- 

ductions on  Erpi  equipment  in  order  to  divert 

royalty  revenues  from  competitors  of  Erpi." 
Similarly,  Erpi  has  engaged  in  the  financing  of 

productions  to  divert  production  from  competi- 
tive recording  equipment  and  increase  its  royal- 

alties,_"to  supply  work  for  its  controlled  studios, to  assist  its  licensees  in  financial  difficulties,  and 
to  increase  its  prestige  in  the  industry." 

LEGAL  STATUS  ASKED 

FOR  FIGHT  PICTURES 

Organized  effort  to  remove  the  law 

prohibiting  the  interstate  transporta- 
tion of  fight  films  is  the  object  of  a 

new  corporation  formed  in  the  Dis- 
trict of  Columbia. 

The  Association  to  Legalize  Inter- 
state Transportation  of  Fight  Films, 

Inc.,  organized  by  C.  P.  Myer  and 
Edward  McDearmon  of  Washington, 

plans  immediate  agitation  among 

Congressmen  for  repeal  of  the  federal 
statute. 

Through  a  subsidiary,  the  company  partici- 
pated in  a  loan  of  $750,000  to  Universal  Produc- 
tions, Inc.,  in  November,  1935,  by  Standard 

Capital  Company  and  Charles  R.  Rogers,  the 
lenders  securing  an  option  to  purchase  control 
of  Universal,  and  subsequently  $300,000  more 
was  loaned  to  Universal  Productions  by  the 
Erpi  subsidiary,  Exhibitors  Reliance  Corpora- 

tion, it  is  shown.  In  March,  1936,  Erpi  con- 
tracted with  Charles  R.  Rogers  and  Standard 

Capital  Company  to  purchase  $2,000,000  of 
debentures  to  be  issued  by  a  company  to  be  or- 

ganized to  acquire  control  of  Universal  Pic- 
tures Company  under  the  option. 

Total  advances  for  motion  picture  financing 
by  Erpi  and  subsidiaries  to  the  end  of  1935 
were  $3,571,918,  of  which  $850,401  was  then 
outstanding,  it  is  shown. 
The  financial  relations  of  the  Bell  System 

with  William  Fox  and  the  Fox  companies,  the 

commission  charges,  "were  undertaken  to  pro- 
mote friendly  relations  with  these  interests 

which  were  expanding  their  properties  and  ac- 
tively promoting  the  new  sound  motion  picture 

art,  to  insure  the  use  of  Erpi  equipment  by  the 
Fox  companies,  and  to  assure  Erpi  of  rights 
under  any  patents  that  might  be  acquired  by  the 

Fox  interests."  Under  the  protection  of  Erpi, 
Mr.  Fox  was  enabled  to  purchase  West  Coast 
Theatres  in  1928 ;  the  following  year,  the  Bell 
System  loaned  $15,000,000  to  help  finance  the 

purchase  of  Loew's. Thereafter,  the  report  continues,  Fox  ap- 
peared to  be  "less  cooperative"  with  Erpi,  and 

the  company  declined  to  help  him  further  when 
his  affairs  reached  a  critical  condition  in  1929. 
The  Bell  System  personnel  was  active  in  the 
trusteeship  which  managed  his  affairs,  and  Erpi, 
the  Commission  says,  was  largely  responsible 
in  the  ouster  of  Fox  from  control,  funds  ad- 

vanced by  the  Bell  System  aiding  Harley 
Clarke  to  acquire  control  of  the  Fox  compa- nies. 

Mr.  Clarke  was  more  "cooperative,"  but  after 
a  time  Erpi  became  dissatisfied,  and  when  Mr. 
Clarke  got  into  difficulties  in  1931,  J.  E.  Ot- 
terson,  president  of  Erpi,  sought  the  appoint- 

ment of  a  friendly  management  and  Sidney  Kent 
was  made  executive  head  of  Fox  Film  Corpora- 
tion. 

By  these  various  moves,  the  commission 

asserts,  "the  financial  influence  of  the  Bell 
System  in  the  motion  picture  industry  had 
become  so  pervasive  by  the  end  of  1932 
that  the  Erpi  management  initiated  plans 
for  a  directed  reorganization  of  the  motion 

picture  industry. 

"Discussions  looking  to  a  broad  reorganiza- 
tion of  the  industry  were  carried  on  with  the 

Chase  National  Bank,  another  large  financial 
factor  in  the  industry.  The  plans  developed 

called  for  a  'horizontal'  reorganization :  The 
separation  of  the  artistic  and  promotional  activ- 

ities of  the  producer  from  the  actual  physical 
operations  of  studios  which  were  to  be  operated 
on  a  service  basis;  separate  organization  of 
distribution  facilities ;  separate  organization  of 
theatre  properties. 

"The  activities  of  the  Erpi  management  in 
the  years  1932,  1933  and  1934,  in  connection 

with  the  Fox  and  Loew's  properties,  the  organ- 
ization and  operation  of  motion  picture  .service 

studios,  motion  picture  financing,  and  the  Para- 
mount reorganization,  were  directed  toward  the 

effectuation  of  this  plan.  The  reorganization 
plans  of  the  Erpi  management  were  not  con- 

summated presumably  because  of  a  reluctance 
on  the  part  of  the  Bell  System  to  support  such 

a  program." 

Dominant  Position  Claimed 

Nevertheless,  the  report  says,  the  position  of 
Erpi  and  the  Bell  System  in  the  motion  picture 
apparatus  supply  market  has  been  a  dominant 
one.  Over  90  per  cent  of  the  sound  motion  pic- 

ture production  recorded  for  distribution  in  this 
country  has  been  produced  on  Erpi  recording 
equipment.  In  the  theatre  field,  the  initial  ad- 

vantage was  gained  during  the  operation  of  the 
interchangeability  provisions  of  license  con- 

tracts, Erpi  having  1,046  equipments  installed 
compared  with  95  for  competitors  at  the  end  of 
1928,  but  thereafter  its  great  advantage  waned, 
although  its  dominance  continued,  having  5,319, 
or  34.38  per  cent  of  the  total  installations  in 

June,  1935. Most  of  Erpi's  profits  from  regular  operations 
were  recorded  in  1928,  1929  and  1930,  when  rev- 

enues from  the  film  industry  were  large,  totaling 

$10,361,022  in  those  three  years.  The  two  fol- 
lowing years  piled  up  losses,  and  for  1933-35, 

inclusive,  profits  were  low,  aggregating  only 

$500,532. "The  indications,"  the  Commission  comments, 
"are  that  Erpi  profits  will  not  again  reach  the 
level  of  the  peak  years,  since  revenues  from  the- 

atre reproducing  equipment  have  remained  at 
around  $1,000,000  per  year  for  several  years 
as  contrasted  with  $23,000,000  in  1929;  service 
revenues  have  declined  and  this  business  was 

operated  at  a  loss  in  1935 ;  repair  and  replace- 
ment parts  are  yielding  but  a  small  return ;  and 

recording  revenues  have  been  at  a  low  level, 
$341,000  in  1935  as  contrasted  with  $6,097,000 
in  1929.  The  Erpi  management,  recognizing  this 
decline,  has  asked  for  additional  fields  to  ex- 

ploit, but  no  significant  expansion  into  new 

fields  has  occurred." 
Volume  on  Trade  Practices 

A  380-page  volume  of  the  report  is  devoted 
exclusively  to  the  trade  practices  of  the  Bell 
System  in  its  relations  with  the  film  industry. 
In  this  volume,  in  great  detail,  are  traced  the 

development  of  the  Telephone  Company's  license 
agreements  with  producers  and  exhibitors,  the 
administration  of  those  agreements,  and  the 

company's  financial  interest  in  the  motion  pic- ture industry. 

Through  its  licensing  agreements,  it  is  de- 
clared, Erpi  achieved  dominance  in  the  film  in- 

dustry ;  its  hold  on  motion  pictures  was 
strengthened  by  its  financial  operations  in  which, 
the  commission  asserts,  "Erpi  pursued  a  policy 
of  avoiding  the  outward  appearance  of  respon- 

sibility for  these  arrangements,  preferring  to 
get  into  a  position  where  it  could  control  what 
was  done  in  its  interest.  This  desire  to  remain 
in  the  background  is  further  emphasized  by  the 
statement  of  R.  E.  Anderson  that  the  acceptance 
of  notes  convertible  into  a  controlling  stock 
ownership  of  Western   Studios  was  designed 

(Continued  on  page  32) 
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THE  CUTTING 

ROOM 

The  Toast  of  New  York 

(Radio) 

Biographic  Drama 

The  story  told  is  that  of  Jim  Fiske  who,  dur- 
ing the  years  following  the  Civil  War,  rose  from 

the  status  of  humble  New  England  peddler  to  a 
mighty  capitalistic  power,  whose  sensational 
financial  speculations  and  vivid  romantic  adven- 

tures amazed  and  thrilled  the  nation.  The 
dramatic  and  romantic  motivations  were  drawn 

from  Mortimer  Josephson's  book,  "The  Robber 
Barons,"  and  Bouck  White's  "The  Book  Of 
Daniel  Drew."  The  time  covers  the  period  from 
1861  to  the  "Black  Friday"  of  1869. 
Edward  Arnold  is  starred  in  the  leading  role, 

and  his  character  is  atmospherically  similar  to 

the  part  he  played  in  "Diamond  Jim  Brady," hail  fellow  well  met,  ruthless  financial  operator, 
and  great  lover.  Coming  to  this  picture  follow- 

ing "John  Meade's  Woman"  and  "Come  And 
Get  It,"  Arnold  is  surrounded  by  a  featured 
support  cast  whose  name  value  has  acknowl  • 
edged  merit.  Included  are  Jack  Oakie,  cur- 

rently in  "That  Girl  from  Paris" ;  Cary  Grant, 
who  lifts  himself  up  several  notches  as  a  per- 

former in  "When  You're  in  Love ;"  and  Frances 
Farmer,  who  was  with  Arnold  in  "Come  and 
Get  It."  Additionally  the  production  will  pre- 

sent Donald  Meek,  a  promising  newcomer 
named  Thelma  Leeds,  Dudley  Clements,  Marie 
Marks,  Ginger  Connolly,  Joseph  De  Stefani, 
George  Offerman,  Jr.,  Robert  McClung,  the 

harmonica  playing  boy  in  "On  the  Avenue,"  and 
George  Cleveland. 

An  indication  of  the  potential  production  class 
of  the  film  is  seen  in  the  teaming  of  producer 
Edward  A.  Small  and  Rowland  V.  Lee,  director, 
to  bring  the  story  to  screen  realism.  Together 

they  accounted  for  "The  Count  of  Monte 
Cristo."  Small's  latest  production  venture  is 
"Sea  Devils,"  while  Lee's  most  recent  Holly- 

wood efforts  are  "One  Rainy  Afternoon"  and 
"The  Three  Musketeers." 

Release  date :  May  7. 

California  Straight  Ahead 

(Universal  -  Trem  Carr) 
Drama 

Though  the  story  is  not  without  romantic 
love  interest  and  comedy,  the  picture  is 
basically  a  drama.  That  quality  assumes  a 
topical  significance  inasmuch  as  it  brings  cross- 

country motor  trucking  into  competition  with 
railroads  for  the  business  of  coast-to-coast 
freight  traffic.  Seemingly  logically  developed,  it 
tells  how  a  young  bus  driver  got  into  the  truck- 

ing business.  In  these  initial  phases  much  at- 
tention is  devoted  to  romance  and  comedy,  but 

these  elements  culminate  in  tragedy.  In  the  sec- 
ond part,  with  action  drama  the  keynote,  it 

details  a  cross-country  race  between  train  and 
truck  caravan  for  big  business  contracts.  The 

trucks  win  and  now,  to  establish  the  story's 
topical  nature,  the  highways  are  crowded  with 
massive  freight  trucks. 

The  story  is  by  Herman  Boxer,  who  has  no 
previous  credits  listed.  Scott  Darling,  a  col- 

laborator on  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  and 
"Return  of  Jimmy  Valentine,"  did  the  screen 
play.    Arthur  Lubin,  whose  1936  accomplish- 

ments fnclude  "Yellowstone"  and  "House  of  a 
Thousand  Candles,"  is  directing. 
John  Wayne,  forsaking  his  cowboy  roles  for 

the  moment,  is  starred.  The  girl  who  shares 
the  romance  with  him  is  Louise  Latimer.  The 
supporting  roster  includes  a  number  of  standby 
names,  Robert  McWade,  Theodore  vori  Eltz, 
Tully  Marshall,  Emerson  Tracy,  Harry  Allen, 
LeRoy  Mason,  Grace  Goodall  (silent  serial 
star),  Olaf  Hytten,  Monty  Vandergrift  and 
Lorin  Raker. 

Production  details,  which  call  for  a  maximum 
of  thrill  action,  feature  a  nitro  glycerine  blast, 
and  the  cross-country  truck  fleet,  is  revealed  as 
a  self-sustaining  unit  including  everything  from 
a  rolling  machine  shop  and  commissary  to  a 
traveling  hospital. 

Release  date,  March  12. 

The  Devil  Is  Driving 

(  Columbia  ) 
Drama 

The  subject  matter  of  this  production  deals 
with  a  theme  that  is  acutely  familiar  to  almost 
everyone,  the  power  of  wealth  and  politics  to 
influence  officers  of  the  nation's  courts.  In 
contrast  is  a  love  interest  that  affects  a  man's 
regeneration. 
A  young  lawyer,  making  use  of  perjured  tes- 

timony, succeeds  in  having  a  wealthy  client 
acquited  of  a  drunken  driving  charge.  His 
unscrupulous  triumph  erects  a  barrier  between 
him  and  the  girl  he  loves.  As  district  attorney, 
he  wages  a  safe  driving  campaign.  Called  upon 
to  prosecute,  on  a  similar  charge,  the  man  he 
once  before  had  saved,  he  apparently  is  losing 
the  case  when,  in  a  dramatic  climax,  he  con- 

fesses his  past  dishonesty  and  causes  the  de- 
fendant to  acknowledge  his  guilt.  Though 

debarred,  he  becomes  head  of  the  Highway 
Safety  League  he  organized  and  finds  happiness 
with  the  girl. 

Richard  Dix  is  featured  in  the  leading  role. 
The  girl  is  Joan  Perry.  The  supporting  cast 
is  made  up  of  capable  players.  Listed  are  Frank 
Wilson,  Henry  Kolker,  John  Wray,  Dora  Early, 
Nana  Bryant,  Ann  Rutherford,  Arthur  Loft  and 
Ann  Howard.   Harry  Lachman  is  directing. 

While  not  a  major  production,  the  feature  is 
of  the  sort  that  lends  itself  readily  to  coopera- 

tive civic  contact.  As  production  detail  illustates 
the  manner  in  which  highways  are  made  safe, 
there  undoubtedly  will  be  opportunity  for  tieups 
with  newspapers,  police  departments,  auto  clubs 
and  insurance  companies. 

Release  date  :  March  26. 

Internes  Can't  Take  Money 
(Paramount) 

Drama 

Not  as  much  hospital  atmosphere  as  the  title 
implies  is  included  in  the  production.  Though 
the  leading  character  is  an  interne,  the  funda- 

mental plot  is  gangster-colored  dramatic 
romance.  It  is  the  story  of  a  hospital  attache 
who,  in  helping  a  friendless  and  persecuted  girl 
wins  the  gratitude  of  a  vicious  public  enemy  and 

with  his  assistance  succeeds  in  finding  the  girl's 
missing  child.  It  is  rigidly  tense  in  the  climax ; 

an  interne  who  can't  take  money  is  the  central 

figure  in  a  situation  where  his  gangster  friend 
threatens  to  kill  him  unless  the  petty  henchman, 

who  knows  the  secret  of  the  child's  whereabouts 
and  whose  life  depends  upon  the  interne's  living, discloses  his  knowledge. 

The  story,  by  Max  Brand,  upon  which  the 
production  is  based  appeared  serially  in 
Cosmopolitan  Magazine.  The  screen  play  is  by 
Rian  James,  noted  for  his  writings  about  hospi- 

tals and  whose  book,  "The  White  Parade,"  was 
produced  on  the  screen.  Direction  is  by  Alfred 

Santell,  who  made  "Winterset." Joel  McCrea  and  Barbara  Stanwyck,  together 

in  "Banjo  On  My  Knee" — McCrea  also  recently 
in  "Come  And  Get  It"  and  "We  Three,"  Miss 
Stanwyck  in  "The  Plough  and  the  Stars" — are 
the  leading  players.  The  third  important  char- 

acter, Lloyd  Nolan,  the  gangster,  was  seen  in 
"Texas  Rangers"  and  "Big  Brown  Eyes."  This 
trio  and  Stanley  Ridges  carry  the  action,  while 
the  supporting  cast  includes  Lee  Bowman,  Barry 
Macollum,  Irving  Bacon,  Gaylord  Pendleton, 
Pierre  Watkin,  Charles  Lane,  Priscilla  Lawson, 
James  Bush,  Nick  Lukats,  Anthony  Nace  and 
Fay  Holden. 
A  story  that  seems  to  include  the  best  ele- 

ments of  both  a  gangster  and  hospital  tale,  it  is 
being  given  a  production  treatment  wholly  in 
keeping  with  the  theme.  Naturally  serious, 
comparatively  little  comedy  is  included  but  in 
its  place  there  is  suspense  packed  action. 
Release  date :  Indefinite. 

Cafe  Metropole 

(20th  Century-Fox) 
Romantic  Society 

Being  produced  on  an  elaborate  scale  to 
match  the  smart  and  modern  theme,  this  story, 
localed  in  the  Paris  of  today,  narrates  the  excit- 

ing adventures  of  an  American  heiress  who  falls 
in  love  with  a  countryman  forced  to  masquerade 
as  a  Russian  prince  by  circumstances  over  which 
he  has  little  control.  Running  companion  to  the 
main  plot  are  the  stories  of  a  blustering  but 
lovable  father,  a  suave  headwaiter,  a  bewildered 
but  not  uncanny  Russian  emigre,  and  a  harried 
cashier. 

Promising  to  be  lively  entertainment  the  pro- 
duction is  of  primary  commercial  interest  be- 

cause of  cast  assignments.  Loretta  Young  and 
Tyrone  Power,  fresh  from  their  first  co-starring 
appearance  in  the  recently  previewed  "Love  Is 
News,"  are  the  romantic  leads.  Adolphe  Men- 
jou,  currently  in  "One  in  a  Million,"  returns  to 
the  type  of  role,  suave  headwaiter,  in  which  he 
has  scored  some  of  his  best  successes.  Charles 

Winninger,  seen  in  "Showboat"  and  more  re- 
cently in  "Three  Smart  Girls,"  will  be  Miss 

Young's  father.  Gregory  Ratoff,  whose  versa- 
tility is  attested  by  performances  in  "The  Road 

to  Glory"  and  "Sing  Baby  Sing,"  is  the  Russian 
whose  identity  Power  is  forced  to  assume.  The 
cashier  is  Christian  Rub.  Name  strength  does 
not  stop  with  the  leading  group.  Included  also 
are  Bill  Robinson,  Helen  Westley  and  Georges 
Renavent. 

Based  on  a  story  by  Gregory  Ratoff,  with 
screen  play  by  Jacques  Deval,  whose  plays 
"Madamoiselle"  and  "Tovarich,"  are  attracting 
attention  in  London  and  New  York,  direction 

is  by  E.  H.  Griffith,  whose  last  20th  Century- 

Fox  assignment  was  "Ladies  in  Love." Release  date:  April  1. 
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(.Continued  from  page  26) 
to  keep  Erpi  out  of  the  technical  position  of 

holding  stock." 
"The  financing  of  motion  picture  productions 

by  Erpi  was  prompted  by  a  desire  on  the  part 

of  Erpi  to  achieve  certain  objectives,"  the  re- 
port charges.  "These  objectives  may  be  sum- marized as  a  desire  to  increase  royalties  arising 

from  the  use  of  Erpi  recording  equipment,  to 
lease  additional  recording  equipment,  to  assist 
Erpi  licensees  who  were  in  financial  difficulties, 

to  increase  Erpi's  prestige  in  the  sound  motion 
picture  business,  and  to  compete  more  effec- 

tively with  recording  studios  equipped  with 

RCA  or  with  socalled  'bootleg'  apparatus." 
In  financing  production,  Erpi  worked 

through  Exhibitors  Reliance  Corporation,  which 
had  been  organized  in  1929  to  handle  deferred 
payment  notes  for  Western  Electric  theatre  in- 

stallations. Through  Exhibitors  Reliance,  Erpi 
financed  productions  of  Educational  Pictures, 
and,  through  its  studios,  gave  financial  assist- 

ance to  independent  producers,  including  Man- 
hattan Pictures'  "Moonlight  and  Pretzels", 

"Dodsworth"  and  some  Hecht-MacArthur  pic- tures. 

Pictures  Produced 

Up  to  the  beginning  of  1935,  Eastern  Studios 

had  produced,  with  Erpi  loans,  "Take  a 
Chance,"  "Crime  without  Passion,"  "Once  in  a 
Blue  Moon,"  "The  Scoundrel,"  "Cuesta  Abajo," 
"El  Tango  on  Broadway,"  "His  Double  Life" 
and  two  then  unnamed  Exito  Productions  pic- 

tures, for  release  through  Paramount ;  "Moon- 
light and  Pretzels,"  released  through  Univer- 

sal ;  "Gambling,"  released  through  Fox ;  "Social 
Register,"  released  through  Columbia,  and 
"Emperor  Jones,"  released  through  United Artists. 
At  the  same  time,  Erpi  also  had  assisted  in 

financing  20  other  features  and  a  large  number 
of  industrial  pictures. 

At  the  close  of  1935,  Exhibitors  Reliance  had 
made  total  advances  of  $639,842  to  Educational 
Productions,  Inc.,  $22,527  to  Educational  Stu- 

dios, Inc. ;  $805,572  to  Picture  Alliance  Corpo- 
ration, $125,000  to  Universal  Productions,  to 

which  Erpi  also  had  advanced  $300,000,  and 
$1,978,977  to  independent  producers,  a  total  of 
$3,571,918,  of  which  $850,401  was  then  out- 

standing. Earned  revenues  on  these  advances  in- 
cluded $327,399  in  interest  and  $397,851  in  roy- 

alties, a  total  of  $725,250  of  which  $355,285  was 
unpaid. 

Forty  pages  of  the  report  are  devoted 

to  a  resume  of  the  Erpi-Fox  transactions 

and  another  13  pages  to  Erpi's  unfulfilled 
plan  for  reorganization  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry.  With  respect  to  the  latter, 
the  Commission  says  that  the  exhibitors 

of  the  country  were  perilously  close  to  a 
new  and  dangerous  situation,  since,  accord- 

ing to  the  report: 

"In  connection  with  its  plans  for  coordinated 
theatre  operation,  Erpi  officials,  in  August,  1934, 

considered  the  promotion  of  a  'management 
plan'  for  theatres  in  towns  of  less  than  4,000 
or  5,000  population.  There  were  stated  to  be 
7,785  theatres  in  towns  of  less  than  4,000  popu- 

lation which  were  not  operating  profitably  either 
from  the  standpoint  of  the  exhibitors,  or  from 
the  standpoint  of  Erpi  and  the  motion  picture 
producers  who  supplied  equipment  and  sound 
pictures  respectively. 

"To  meet  this  situation,  it  was  proposed  to 
organize  a  General  Theatre  Management  Com- 

pany, ownership  to  be  in  the  hands  of  partici- 
pants, who  would  be  certain  producers,  Erpi, 

and  general  equipment  suppliers.    This  central 

BANK  NIGHT  LOSER 

STAGES  SIT-DOWN 
Robert  Harmon,  San  Jose,  Cal., 

salesman,  has  instituted  a  one-man 
sit-down  strike  in  a  Sacramento  the- 

atre because  he  has  been  trying  for 
two  months  to  win  a  Bank  Night 

prize.  He  sleeps  in  the  theatre  and 
orders  his  meals  sent  in  from  a 

nearby  restaurant. 
The  striker  says  he  has  sufficient 

funds  to  pay  for  meals  and  admis- 
sions until  March  15  th  and  that  he 

will  continue  his  strike  until  that  time 
at  least. 

company  would  govern  the  complete  operation 
of  the  plan  on  a  national  basis. 

"Regional  management  companies,  25  or  more 
in  number,  were  to  be  organized  by  individual 
exhibitors  in  such  districts  selected  by  the  cen- 

tral company.  The  central  company  would  make 
contracts  with  its  participating  owners,  the  pro- 

ducers and  suppliers,  specifying  the  locations  at 

which  the  participants'  business  would  be  han- dled through  the  management  plan.  The  central 
company  would  in  turn  contract  with  the  re- 

gional companies,  authorizing  them  to  make 
five-year  contracts  with  theatres  for  the  supply 
of  picture  programs,  equipment  and  managerial 
assistance. 

Percentage  or  Flat  Fee 

"The  combined  service  to  theatres  was  to  be 
paid  for  by  a  percentage  of  the  gross  receipts 
of  such  theatres  or  an  adjustable  flat  fee,  of 
which  the  regional  company  would  retain  a 
share  for  management ;  the  balance  would  be 
remitted  to  the  central  company,  which  also 
would  retain  a  management  fee,  distributing 

the  balance  to  the  producers  and  suppliers." 
"A  plan  of  this  character,"  the  Commission 

points  out,  "would  have  linked  the  supply  of 
equipment,  repairs,  parts  and  service  to  the  dis- 

tribution of  pictures,  and,  if  successful,  could 
be  expected  to  strengthen  the  position  of  Erpi 

and  the  Bell  System  in  the  apparatus  field.  *  *  * 
Erpi,  in  1934,  was  concerned  about  the  future 
of  these  activities.  The  management  plan  was 
one  proposed  method  of  stabilizing  and  extend- 

ing this  business.  This  plan  for  small  town 

'theatres  was  complementary  to  the  plans  for  re- 
organization of  the  major  motion  picture  com- 

panies." 

While  the  plan  was  never  put  into  effect, 

the  Commission  points  out,  "the  significant  fact, 
for  purposes  of  this  account,  is  that  the  Bell 
System  position  growing  out  of  its  relations 
with  the  motion  picture  industry  has  been  at 
times  sufficient  for  responsible  officials  to  value 
it  as  sufficient  to  dominate  the  conduct  of  that 

industry." 
Staten  Testifies 

Francis  A.  Staten,  accountant  for  the  Federal 
Communications  Commission,  testified  that  the 
American  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company 
had  tried  to  dominate  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry. The  idea,  he  said,  was  to  get  exclusive 
rights  for  the  sale  and  service  of  film  equip- 

ment. Mr.  Staten  said  that  the  telephone  com- 
pany's film  operations  had  been  conducted  since 

1926  mostly  through  Electrical  Research  Prod- 
ucts, Inc.,  a  subsidiary. 

"The  position  of  Erpi  and  the  Bell  System  in 

the  motion  picture  apparatus  supply  market  has 

been  a  dominant  one,"  he  said.  "Nearly  all 
(over  90  per  cent)  of  the  sound  motion  picture 
production  recorded  for  distribution  jn  the 
United  States  has  been  produced  on  Erpi  record- 

ing equipment. 
"In  1933,  it  considered  its  position  strong 

enough  to  control  the  motion  picture  industry." 
Prior  to  1929,  when  William  Fox  cooperated 

with  Erpi,  it  helped  him  buy  the  West  Coast 
Theatres  Company  and  lent  him  $15,000,000  to 

buy  the  voting  stock  of  Loew's  Inc.,  Mr.  Staten 
asserted.  When  Mr.  Fox  withdrew  his  coop- 

eration and  became  financially  embarrassed,  he 

added,  Erpi  fostered  Mr.  Fox's  ouster  and  ad- vanced funds  to  Harley  L.  Clarke  to  acquire 
control.  Mr.  Clarke  later  became  uncooperative 

and  Erpi's  choice,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  became 
executive  head  of  the  Fox  Film  Corporation, 
Mr.  Staten  said. 

Meanwhile,  Special  Counsel  Samuel  Becker 
who  was  conducting  the  special  investigation, 
tendered  his  resignation  to  President  Roosevelt, 

who  accepted  it.  Mr.  Becker  said  his  work  "has 
reached  the  stage  where  I  feel  I  can  be  released." Mr.  Becker  told  the  President  in  his  letter 

of  resignation  that  "the  investigation  will  have furnished  the  essential  facts  without  which  a 
wise  communication  policy  for  the  federal  gov- 

ernment cannot  be  formulated." Mr.  Becker  said  he  would  resume  practicing 
law  in  Wisconsin. 

President  Roosevelt  told  Mr.  Becker  in  a 

letter:  "It  is  a  hard  job  at  which  you  and  your 
associates  have  been  so  devotedly  working.  .  .  . 
But  it  is  a  job  which  must  be  done,  with  in- 

creasing thoroughness  if  government  is  to  be 
truly  intelligent — if  it  is  to  keep  abreast  of 
every  fact  on  which  intelligent  judgment  de- 

pends." 

Commissioner  Paul  Walker  of  the  FCC  said 
the  investigation  of  the  American  Telephone  and 
Telegraph  Company  would  be  completed  by 

July  1st.  He  said  Mr.  Becker's  departure  "means that  the  active  work  on  the  inquiry  is  drawing 

to  a  close." Vocafilm  Trial  Date  Set 

Trial  of  the  Vocafilm  anti-trust  action 

against  American  Telephone  and  Tele- 
graph, Western  Electric  and  Electrical  Re- 
search Products,  Inc.,  has  been  adjourned 

in  the  federal  court  until  April  15  by  con- 
sent of  both  sides.  Vocafilm  is  asking  $65,- 

000,000  damages. 

American  Seating  Net  $241,756 

American  Seating  Company  and  subsidia- 
ries, for  the  quarter  ended  December  31, 

last,  reported  net  profit  of  $241,756  after 
taxes  and  other  charges,  equal  to  $1.19  per 
share  on  the  212,875  shares  of  capital  stock. 

Presented  Souvenir  Reel 

A  souvenir  presentation  reel  containing 
a  record  of  President  Franklin  D.  Roose- 

velt's diplomatic  visit  to  the  Argentine  and 
Brazil  has  been  presented  to  President 
Justo  of  the  Argentine  by  Paramount.  The 

company's  managing  director,  John  B.  Na- 
than, made  the  presentation  in  Buenos Aires. 

Liberty  Now  Autotherm 
Liberty  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  has 

changed  its  name  to  Autotherm  Corporation 
of  New  York.  The  certificate  of  change  was 
filed  at  Dover,  Del. 



WELL  GIRLS,  I  SEE  "ON  THE  AVENUE"  IS 
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RICHMOND  . . . 
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AND  IN  DALLAS, 

MINNEAPOLIS, 

NEW  YORK, 

ST.  LOUIS  .  .  . 

SURE!  EVEN  A  NIT-WIT 

KNOWS  THAT  "ON  THE 

AVENUE"  WOULD  BE  HELD 

OVER  EVERYWHERE! 
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"ONE  IN  A  MILLION"  breaks  all-time  "WINGS  OF  THE  MORNING"  held  over  4th 

Kansas  City  record  by  holding  for  4th  week  in  Montreal!  "LLOYDS"  holding 

first-run  week  (also  in  8th  Seattle  week!)      over,  smashing  records  everywhere! 
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NEW  BOOKS  ON  FILMS  PASS  IN  REVIEW 

DECENCY  IN  MOTION  PICTURES. 

— The  account  of  why  there  is 

a  Production  Code.  By  Martin 

Quigley.  Published  by  the  Mac- 

millan  Company,  New  York.  100 

pages,  cloth,  $1. 

Many  and  important  aspects  of  the 

evolution  of  the  motion  picture,  deter- 
mined by  reaction  between  production, 

distribution,  exhibition  and  the  ultimate 

consumer  at  the  box  office,  have  been  in- 
fluenced, through  the  last  two  decades 

of  the  screen  drama,  by  Martin  Quigley. 
This  influence  and  its  expressions,  some  of 

them  more  effective  than  history  has  re- 
corded, have  been  unobtrusively  exerted 

and  presented.  This  little  book,  bound 

in  blue  cloth  and  numbering  just  a  hun- 
dred pages,  is  a  document  in  consistent 

quietude,  but  emphatic  the  while. 
One  most  conspicuous  aspect  of  the 

performance  of  Martin  Quigley,  the 
author,  so  well  known  in  the  self-contained 
world  of  the  motion  picture,  is  here  again 
demonstrated,  because  here  again  he 
deals  with  the  most  controversial  aspect 
and  elements  of  the  contemporary  and 

recently  contemporary  scene,  without 

raising  his  voice,  without  ostensible  emo- 
tion, and  dealing  the  while  with  the  art 

and  industry  which  interests  him  most, 
with  issues  which  concern  him  most.  His 

calmness  is  exciting.  Here  is  not  Martin 

Quigley,  the  motion  picture  publisher,  nor 
the  churchman,  nor  the  critic,  but,  simply, 

Martin  Quigley  the  citizen,  the  represen- 
tative of  decent  America,  having  his  say, 

empowered  by  special  knowledge  and  ex- 
perience. He  is,  despite  all  of  what  might 

be  considered  his  possible  special  inter- 
ests, here  just  attorney  for  humanity. 

With  patience,  with  forbearance  in 
+he  face  of  provocations,  in  this  volume 
we  find  the  man  who  was  the  father  of  the 

Production  Code  which  met  the  largest 
and  most  serious  of  all  of  the  many  social 
and  moral  problems  of  the  motion  picture 

'in  its  adjustments  to  society,  discussing 
it  impersonally,  in  terms  of  basic  prin- 
ciple. 

In  this  slim,  compact,  sharp,  volume, 
Mr.  Quigley  records  the  rise  of  what  we 

may  call  the  "decency  problem,"  and  the 
meeting  of  it.  One  might  wish  that  he  had 
told  more  of  what  he  foresaw  of  it,  of  his 

labors  in  bringing  the  Code  into  being 
when  the  screen  so  sorely  needed  it  and 

yet,  unaware,  did  not  accept  it  until  neces- 
sity bore  down,  and  how  in  time  it  came 

to  be  the  salvation  of  a  situation  of 
crisis,  when  the  screen  had  to  be  saved 

from  both  its  friends  and  its  foes — equally 
dangerous. 

Here  if  ever  in  an  epochal  period  of 
adjustment  between  a  great  industry  and 
society,  was  a  flaming  opportunity  to  say: 

'"I  told  you  so."    He  has  not  done  that, 

and  has  evidenced  no  indication  of  a 

temptation  to  do  it. 
Incidentally,  while  he  has  not  said  so 

in  explicit  terms,  one  discovers,  too,  that 
motion  pictures  are  rather  more  than 
merchandise  to  the  author.  It  is  to  be 

found  that  he  likes  the  screen,  possibly 

quite  as  much  as  those  volumes  of  the 
older  art  of  the  printed  word  that  line 

his  library  shelves  up  at  Islandhearth,  and 
maybe  a  little  bit  more  than  the  drama 
of  the  stage  that  he  follows  so  closely. 

Turning  the  pages  of  the  little  blue 

book  one  discovers  on  Page  9,  an  asser- 
tion: "The  function  of  art  is  to  ennoble. 

Art  is  as  much  a  servant  and  tool  of  civil- 

ization as  science.  .  .  ." 
There,  one  may  fancy,  will  be  about 

where  the  Younger  Criticism  will  reach 
out  to  take  issue,  and  a  merry  time  will 
be  had.  The  resulting  comment  will  most 

likely  forget  that  possibly  humanity  is 
more  important  than  art.  Mr.  Quigley,  to 
be  sure,  has  not  been  unaware,  what  with 

certain  references  in  passing  to  Mr.  Joyce 

and  Mr.  Hemingway.  It  would  appear  that 

it  is  Mr.  Quigley's  opinion  that  human 
experience  crystallized  into  a  code  of 
decency  has  tended  to  do  more  for  the 

race  than  what  some  call  "realism"  and II        r    1 1 art. 

In  sum,  it  seems  to  be  Mr.  Quigley's 
opinion  that  motion  pictures  ought  to  be 

for  the  people,  and  that  by  the  forces  of 
the  public  good  they  will  be,  and  prosper 

thereby.  — T.  R. 

occupies  the  major  portion  of  the  book, 

which  is  copiously  documented  and  point- 
edly illustrated.  The  work  is  of  interest 

historically  but  has  little  immediate  per- 
tinency to  the  cinema  save  as  indicative 

of  early  yearnings. — W.  R.  W. 

MAKING  A  MOTION  PICTURE  IN 

1848.  Henry  Lewis'  Journal  of  a 
Canoe  Voyage  from  the  Falls  of 

St.  Anthony  to  St.  Louis.  Pub- 
lished by  the  Minnesota  Historical 

Society.  58  pp.  $1. 

The  "motion  picture"  of  titular  allusion 
was  a  panorama  painted  by  Henry  Lewis 
on  canvas  for  theatrical  exhibition  as  a 

picture  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  In  strict 
definition  a  moving  rather  than  a  motion 

picture,  it  measured  1,325  yards  long  and 

4  yards  high,  being  unrolled  from  one 
spindle  onto  another  in  such  manner  as 
to  bring  contiguous  areas  successively  into 

spectators'  view  within  a  frame  comparable 
in  size  and  shape  to  the  modern  motion 

picture  screen. 
This  device,  displayed  with  profit  in  the 

United  States  and  Europe  during  the  mid- 
dle years  of  the  last  century,  is  described 

by  Bertha  L.  Heilbron  In  an  introduction 

to  the  volume  as  "ancestor  of  the  modern 

moving  picture."  The  Lewis  panorama  was 
one  of  several  which  had  the  Mississippi 
Valley  as  their  common  subject. 

The  panoramist's  journal  of  his  canoe 
travels  on  the  Mississippi  preparatory  to 
commencement  of  work  on  his  panorama 

MOLLY,  BLESS  HER!  A  novel  by 

Frances  Marion.  Published  by 

Harper  &  Bros.  320  pp.  $2. 

Relevant  to  the  motion  picture  solely  on 

the  man-bites-dog  theory  of  news  values  is 
the  fact  that  this  is  a  novel  written  by  a 
scenarist.  Relevant  to  the  whole  broad 

business  of  writing  for  entertainment  pur- 

poses is  the  fact  that  the  scenarist's  novel 
is  no  better  and  no  worse  than  most  nov- 

elists' scenarios.  Unlike  these,  it  is  flung 
to  the  public  without  benefit  of  the  mani- 

fold conditioning  ministrations  commonly 

accorded  books  put  to  screen  use.  It  is 

not,  therefore,  a  very  good  novel,  which 
is  not  to  say  that  it  might  not  and  may 
not  be  made  into  a  pretty  good  picture 

Miss  Marion's  story  is  about  a  group  of 
actresses  and  actors  past  middle  age  and 

unemployed  who  hire  out  as  housekeeper, 
butler,  chef,  parlor  maid,  gardener  and  so 

on  to  a  millionaire  whose  Long  Island  es- 
tate is  the  principal  scene  of  action.  The 

housekeeper  is  named  Molly  Drexel,  her 
stage  fame  credited  to  a  play  called 

"Tillie's  Bad  Dream"  and  her  personality 
fashioned  after  that  of  the  late  Marie 

Dressier.  The  publisher  remarks,  in  a  jacket 
notation,  that  the  character  is  one  that 

might  have  been  played  by  Miss  Dressier, 

and  the  book  is  dedicated  "In  Memory  of 
Marie,  bless  her,"  but  the  story  is  not 
biographical. 

Events  which  transpire  on  the  country 

estate  are  for  most  part  of  humorous  na- 
ture and  when  continued  masquerade  as 

servants  becomes  impracticable  the  again 

unemployed  troupers  use  them  as  material 
for  a  play  in  which  all  regain  their  former 
prosperity,  Molly  ultimately  marrying  the 
millionaire.  (A  single  mention  of  the  screen 
notes  it  as  a  medium  for  which  the  char- 

acter fashioned  to  suggest  Marie  Dressier 
is  declared  to  be  unqualified.) 

Miss  Marion's  long  accustomed  reliance 
upon  action  is  no  doubt  accountable  for 

frequent  narrational  lapses.  She  repeat- 
edly assembles  her  characters,  creates  a 

situation  and  then  leaves  it  up  to  the 

reader  to  assume  that  such  and  such  hap- 

pened with  this  or  that  result.  She  dis- 
penses with  detail  of  the  kind  that  a  cam- 

era provides  and  she  keeps  her  people  do- 
ing things  without  bothering  very  much 

about  telling  why  they  do  them. 

The  story  is,  as  the  publisher  has  pointed 
out,  one  that  might  have  been  used  by 
Marie  Dressier  as  a  picture.  She  might 

have  made  it  a  good  picture.  It's  a  "B" book.— W.  R.  W. 
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NEW  YORK 
 AND  OMAH

A  George  Hassell 

ATTACK 
 CHANCE

  CAMES
     D,

a  Work 

License  Commissioner  Calls 

Practice  "Disgraceful" ; 

Omaha  Mayor  Asks  Action 

New  steps  to  eliminate  chance  games  from 
theatres  were  taken  this  week  in  two  key 

centers.  In  New  York  after  independent  ex- 

hibitors protested  the  conduct  of  chance 

games  by  the  circuits  to  the  city  license 

commissioner  Loew's  dropped  Bank  Night 
in  the  city  and  RKO  announced  it  would 

abandon  the  games  nationally.  In  Omaha, 

Mayor  Dan  Butler  has  requested  the  city 
council  to  study  the  chance  games  with  a 
view  to  prohibiting  them. 

The  strongest  blows  suffered  to  date  by 

chance  games  were  the  RKO  announce- 
ment and  the  decision  on  Wednesday  of 

Loew's,  Inc.,  to  abandon  the  practice  in 
its  Greater  New  York  theatres,  because 

"the  public  is  fed  up  with  them." 
Charles  C.  Moskowitz,  Loew's  circuit 

executive,  announced  that  the  houses  "will 

immediately  and  permanently"  abandon 
Bank  Nights,  Screeno  and  all  other  audi- 

ence games.  Those  theatres  having  Bank 

Night  money  accumulated  will  "run  off"  the 
"bank,"  distributing  monies  already  prom- 

ised, and  then  not  resume  any  games. 

"Loew's  Theatres,"  said  Mr.  Moskowitz, 
"went  into  the  audience  game  idea  reluct- 

antly. We  did  it  only  after  most  other  the- 
atres in  our  neighborhoods  had  started  the 

practice.  It  seemed  apparent  at  the  time 

that  the  public  wanted  them." 
Loew's  admission  that  the  public  is  turn- 

ing against  the  practice  is  the  first  to  come 
from  any  important  exhibition  interests. 
Only  three  weeks  ago  the  company  extended 

the  games  on  an  "inter-city"  basis  through- out Greater  New  York. 
The  RKO  announcement  was  made  by 

Nate  Blumberg,  general  manager  of  the  cir- 
cuit, who  said  that  within  the  next  two  weeks 

Bank  Night,  screens  and  similar  games 
would  be  dropped  by  all  RKO  theatres  in 
the  country. 

As  aftermaths  of  recent  police  attacks  on 
the  games,  nine  Chicago  exhibitors  were 
fined  for  operating  Bank  Night  and  three  in- 

dependent Philadelphia  exhibitors  have  filed 
suit  to  restrain  the  police  from  interfering 
in  the  operation  of  the  giveaways. 

Following  a  protest  from  attorneys  for 

the  Independent  Theatre  Owners  Associa- 
tion, License  Commissioner  Paul  Moss  in 

New  York  called  a  meeting  at  which  Mel- 
vin  Albert  of  the  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  Association  complained  of  the 

manner  in  which  Loew's  and  RKO  were 
conducting  Bank  Night  and  Screeno.  He 
said  the  games  were  operated  in  violation 
of  a  recent  decision  of  the  state  court  of 

appeals,  in  that  patrons  had  to  buy  tickets 

in  order  to  participate.  Circuit  represen- 
tatives denied  the  charge. 

Loew's  was  represented  by  C.  C.  Mosko- 
witz and  I.  Frey,  and  RKO  by  William 

Finland.  The  circuit  officials  told  Mr.  Moss 
that  their  companies  would  discontinue  the 

games  provided  the  independent  exhibitors 
would  do  so.  Mr.  Albert  said  that  he  could 

not  talk  for  the  ITOA  and  that  any  decision 

would  have  to  come  from  Harry  Brandt, 

president  of  the  exhibitor  group. 

Mr.  Moss,  commenting  on  the  game  situa- 
tion at  the  conclusion  of  the  meeting  said : 

"It  is  disgraceful.  It  has  become  a  dog 

eat  dog  affair.  The  idea  started  with  thea- 
tres giving  away  $10.  It  rapidly  grew  to 

$3,500  and  pretty  soon  this  will  be  increased 
to  $5,000.  Next  they  will  be  giving  the 

theatres  away." The  commissioner  also  said  that  there  had 

been  complaints  by  a  number  of  children 
that  they  had  been  charged  adult  prices  and 
because  of  crowded  theatres  could  not  sit  in 
the  sections  reserved  for  them. 

Says  Some  Exhibitors  Want  Ban 

Mayor  Butler  of  Omaha,  instructing  the 
city  council  to  give  further  study  to  chance 
games,  said  that  some  of  the  theatre  men 
themselves  were  anxious  to  drop  the  plan. 

"It  looks  as  though  a  syndicate  having  a 
copyright  on  Bank  Night  is  getting  all  the 

gravy,"  he  said.  "Some  of  the  theatre  men 
tell  me  it  is  actually  hurting  their  business 
on  all  days  except  Wednesdays,  and  they 

would  like  to  get  out  from  under." 
City  Attorney  Seymour  Smith's  recent ruling  that  Bank  Night  is  conducted  legally 

in  the  city  blocked  an  attack  on  the  games 
which  had  been  started  by  a  group  of  min- 

isters and  declarations  by  the  city  fire  and 
police  commissioners  that  fire  hazards  were 
being  created. 

Nine  new  convictions  for  violations  of  the 

Chicago  ordinance  prohibiting  the  conduct 
of  chance  games  in  theatres  have  been  added 
to  the  city  court  records.  Municipal  Judge 
Sonsteby  levied  fines  of  $15  each  against  the 
owners  of  the  Ridge,  New  Drake,  Illington, 
Elmo,  Tiffin,  West,  Logan,  Lawndale  and 
Harvard  theatres. 

Suits  in  equity  have  been  instituted  by 

three  Philadelphia  independent  theatre  man- 
agers naming  the  mayor,  the  director  of 

public  safety  and  the  superintendent  of 
police  in  an  effort  to  restrain  interference 
with  Bank  Night  and  other  chance  games. 
The  plaintiffs,  Leo  Posel  and  William  Stigel 
of  the  New  Lyric,  Abe  Rovner  and  Walter 
Muller  of  the  Girard  and  Morris  Somerson 
of  the  Palm,  claim  that  the  games  are  not 
in  conflict  with  any  city  or  state  law  and  are 
a  valid  method  of  advertising. 

Non-  Theatrical 

Royalties  Cut Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  has 
extended  the  terms  of  all  producer  licensee 
agreements  to  include  non-theatrical  release 
under  the  regular  theatrical  royalty  charge. 

Whitfdrd  Drake,  executive  vice-president 
of  the  company,  said,  in  connection  with  the 

announcement,  "Previously  all  non-theatri- 
cal rights  were  reserved  subject  to  additional 

payments  but  now  major  companies  may 
avail  themselves  of  this  wide  market  at  a 

saving  of  millions  of  dollars." 

George  Hassell,  musical  comedy  come- 
dian and  screen  actor  for  35  years,  died  last 

week  in  an  automobile  in  which  he  and  four 

companions  were  riding  from  the  Twentieth 
Century-Fox  lot  in  Hollywood  to  a  location 
near  Chatsworth.  His  companions  believed 
him  asleep,  but  were  unable  to  arouse  him 
when  the  car  reached  their  destination. 

Death  was  due  to  heart  failure.  Mr.  Has- 
sell was  56  years  old. 

He  entered  motion  pictures  two  years 

ago,  after  a  long  career  on  the  legitimate 
stage  when  the  late  Lowell  Sherman  saw 

him  in  a  road  company  of  "The  Student 
Prince."  Mr.  Sherman  engaged  him  for 
"Night  Life  of  the  Gods"  and  since  then 

the  actor  appeared  in  "The  Flame  Within," 
"Becky  Sharp,"  "Dressed  to  Thrill"  and 
"Captain  Blood."  He  was  working  with 

Shirley  Temple  in  "Wee  Willie  Winkle"  at the  time  of  his  death. 

A  daughter,  Virginia,  also  of  the  screen, 
survives. 

Balabans  Lose  Mother 

Mrs.  Gussie  Balaban  Levin,  67,  mother 

of  Barney  Balaban,  president  of  Paramount, 

and  of  John,  Harry,  David  and  Elmer  Bala- 
ban, all  of  B.  and  K.  Theatres  in  Chicago, 

died  in  Miami,  Fla.,  last  Friday  following 
a  stroke  suffered  the  week  before.  Her  hus- 

band, Max  Levin,  and  all  of  her  sons  with 
the  exception  of  A.  J.  Balaban,  who  is  in 
Europe,  had  been  called  and  were  at  her 
bedside  when  the  end  came.  The  body  was 
returned  to  Chicago  for  burial. 

Graetz  Funeral  Held 
Funeral  services  were  held  last  week  end 

for  Paul  Graetz,  47,  German  actor,  who 
died  in  Hollywood  of  heart  disease.  He  was 

preparing  to  play  a  role  in  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer's  "Countess  Walewska."  Born  in 
Berlin,  Mr.  Graetz  became  a  favorite  char- 

acter there.  He  made  11  pictures  in  Eng- 
land for  British  International  Pictures, 

Gaumont  British  and  Warner  Brothers  and 
then  came  to  Hollvwood  in  1936. 

Rites  Held  for  James  Dever 

Funeral  services  for  James  Dever,  73- 
year-old  veteran  newspaper  man,  were  held 
in  Staten  Island,  N.  Y.,  this  week.  Mr. 
Dever  became  assignment  editor  for  Fox 
Movietone  News  after  the  sale  of  the  New 

York  World  to  Scripps-Howard,  but  was 
forced  to  retire  as  a  result  of  permanent  in- 

juries received  in  an  automobile  accident. 

Fred  F.  Creswell  Dead 

Fred  F.  Creswell,  52,  salesman  for  United 
Artists,  died  in  Atlanta  last  weekend. 
Mr.  Creswell,  former  district  supervisor  for 
Southern  Enterprises,  had  been  with  United 
Artists  in  north  Georgia  and  eastern  Ten- 

nessee for  the  last  three  years. 

The  estate  of  Richard  Boleslawski,  filed 
this  week  in  Los  Angeles  for  probate, 
amounted  to  $18,675. 

Advance  Trailer  Service,  Inc.,  of  New 
York,  has  been  licensed  in  Texas  with  F.  F. 
Bokern  of  Dallas  as  resident  agent. 
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ASIDES  and 

INTERLUDES 

Exhibitors  would  benefit,  the  public  would 
benefit,  the  whole  motion  picture  industry 
would  benefit  if  all  of  the  newsreels  stopped 
taking  pictures  of  bloated  Washington  poli- 

ticians just  long  enough  to  have  their  Capitol 
Hill  news  cameramen  make  the  trip  to  Wash- 

ington, Georgia,  to  film  one  Luke  D.  Faver, 
who,  instead  of  going  on  a  tangent  of  munic- 

ipal finance,  the  home  and  mother,  in  his 
campaign  for  mayor,  announced  his  platform 

as  simply — "I  need  the  money."  He  was 
elected  by  an  overwhelming  majority,  and 
now  this  incalculable  politician  is  voting  to 

reduce  his  own  salary.  It  seems  he  didn't 
need  quite  so  much  money. 

V 

Paramount  is  making  much  of  the  fact  that 

they  have  discovered  a  "find"  in  the  person  of 
Martha  Rye,  taken  to  Hollywood  by  them  a  few 
months  ago  from  a  comparatively  obscure  Nezv 
York  night  club,  at  the  usual  fat  fee.  Miss 

Raye,  however,  belittles  the  company's  effort  at 
glamorisation ,  telling  the  New  York  American 

the  other  day  that  "she  staggered  into  stardom." 
"Hiccoughs,  wobbly  legs  and  a  flair  for  pub- 

licly insulting  strange  men  put  me  where  I  am 

today,"  she  chortled. 
Hiccoughs,  wobbly  legs  and  a  flair  for  pub- 

licly insulting  strange  men  can  also  put  her 
where  she  was  yesterday. 

V 

Odd  Mclntyre  is  out  campaigning  for 

"more  masculinity  and  less  beauty"  in  male 
motion  picture  stars.  "I'm  getting  fed  up 
with  pretty  men,"  he  complains,  citing  "the 
Robert  Taylors  and  Tyrone  Powerses  in  the 
movies."  He  demands  "more  Wallace 

Beerys." And  in  the  next  breath  Mclntyre  explodes 
the  Franchot  Tone  and  William  Powell  fan- 
nurtured  illusions  with  the  charge  that  both 

have  Adam's  apples. 
As  Dexter  Fellows  said  not  long  ago, 

"Woe  betide  a  generation  that  prefers  Clark 
Gable  to  Buffalo  Bill." 

V 

Joseph  Ignatius  Breen,  Production  Code  Ad- 
ministrator in  Hollywood,  is  on  the  spot.  Fol- 

lowing his  order  to  producers  that  scenes  of 

"unnecessary  drinking"  are  to  be  hereafter  elim- 
inated by  him,  the  Cincinnati  Times  Star  de- 
mands to  know  "the  official  qualifications  which 

will  enable  the  arbiter  to  say  at  just  what  point 

drinking  becomes  'unnecessary' "? 
V 

Sex-rears-its-ugly-head  department 
A-Mike  Vogel,  presently  engaged  in  building 

up  an  Easter  exploitation  section  for  his  Man- 
agers' Round  Table  Club,  has  in  hand  the  cam- 
paign of  Frank  La  Falce,  advertising  director 

of  Warner  Theatres  in  the  Washington  zone. 
Mr.  La  Falce  suggests  that  the  Warner  man- 

agers employ  the  stunt  of  a  caged  rooster  with 
a  banner  stating  that  the  theatre  can  crow 
about  its  Easter  program.  The  rooster,  of 
course,  does  the  crowing,  but  the  incentive  is 
a  caged  hen  placed  where  the  rooster  can  see 
her,  but  the  passersby  can  not. 

V 

Motion  picture  people  on  moneyed  Park 
Avenue  in  New  York  now  have  caterers  for 
their  dogs — and  let-  Hollywood  with  all  of  its 
dog  mausoleums  top  that.  "Canine  Caterers" 
cart  "fresh  food  daily"  to  the  pooches.  A  tele- 

phone call  brings  garcon  with  the  menu. 

Margaret  Sullavan,  known  privately — very 
privately — to  her  family  as  just  plain  "Peg," 
has  all  too  frequently  cast  aspersions  in  the  di- 

rection of  the  Hollywood  which  as  frequently 
has  tried  so  hard  to  warm  her  cold-shouldering 
with  fame  in  the  movies  at  large  fees.  Only 

the  other  day  a  Universal  executive  unhesitat- 
ingly admitted  that  "her  main  interest  in  life 

is  finding  fault  with  Hollywood." Now  Miss  Sullavan  brings  her  complaint  to 

the  Broadway  play,  "Stage  Door,"  where,  as 
the. star,  she  soap-boxes  that  everything  in  Hol- 

lywood is  speeded  up.  "In  two  years,"  she 
cracked,  "you're  a  star;  in  four  years,  you're 
forgotten,  and  in  six  years,  you're  back  in 

Sweden." 

V 

Prize  Broadway  story  of  the  month  is 

John  Chapman's  tale  about  the  meeting  be- 
tween Peggy  Ashcroft,  actress,  and  Noel 

Coward,  actor,  during  an  intermission  of 

Eddie  Dowling's  new  "King  Richard  II." 
Mr.  Coward  complimented  Miss  Ashcroft 

on  her  fine  performance  in  London  of  Juliet. 
She  murmured  thanks.  The  lobby  buzzer 
then  signaled  the  end  of  the  intermission  and 
the  crowd  started  moving  in  to  their  seats. 
Mr.  Coward  clapped  an  arm  across  his  com- 

panion's shoulder  and  said,  "And  that  goes 
for  your  Desdemona,  too." 

Only  it  wasn't  Miss  Ashcroft.    She  had 
moved  away.  It  was  a  strange  woman. 

V 
Someone  asked  Mack  Gordon  the  other  day 

to  explain  his  success  in  writing  so  many  hit 
songs  for  motion  pictures  and  the  stage.  Mr. 

Gordon  professed  ignorance,  claiming  "a  tune 
is  like  a  watermelon — you  don't  know  what 
you've  got  until  you  plug  it." V 

Paramount  Pictures  in  Hollywood  is  cir- 
culating to  the  press  an  announcement  of 

the  huge  grosses  Sweden  is  yielding  to  the 

company's  "Crusades." 
"The  Stockholm  opening,"  it  is  said,  "was 

watched  with  unusual  interest  by  Holly- 
wood executives  eager  to  observe  how  Eu- 
rope would  react  to  an  epic  so  strictly 

American  in  theme." The  last  we  heard,  the  Crusades  were 
conducted  by  Europeans  200  years  before 
Christopher  Columbus  discovered  America. 

V 

The  so  called  " idiosyncracies"  of  Hollywood 
stars,  which  eventually  find  expression  in  their 
contracts  with  producers,  are  mild  compared 

zvith  some  of  the  quirks  found  in  Uncle  Sam's 
contracts  with  WPA  players.  Negro  Jack  Car- 

ter, for  instance,  now  playing  Mephistopheles 

in  the  WPA's  Colored  "Dr.  Faustus,"  insists on  a  clause  in  his  contract  with  the  Government 
which  allozvs  him  to  be  absent  from  the  show 
on  any  night  that  Joe  Louis  is  prise- fighting. 

V 

Several  motion  picture  stars  in  Hollywood 
are  equipping  their  homes  with  amplifiers  so 
that  a  cry  for  help  may  be  heard  for  more  than 
a  mile. 

And  Ted  Cook  thinks  it  would  be  hot  stuff 
if  they  would  turn  on  the  switch  and  broadcast 
some  of  their  domestic  dialogue. 

V 

After-all-these-years  department,  from  a 
headline  in  Motion  Picture  Daily: 

NETWORKS  INSISTING  UPON 

QUALITY  IN  AIR  PROGRAMS 

by  JAMES  P.  CUNNINGHAM 

"For  43  year  I  sella  da  banan — now  I  maka 
da  pix."  So  chortled  an  extra  player  en- 

gaged the  other  day  in  New  Orleans  by 
Morrie  Ryskind,  Universal  producer  on  loca- 

tion down  in  those  parts  for  atmosphere 

scenes  for  his  new  feature,  "New  Orleans." 
"All  day  I  maka  da  pix,  and  I  driva  my 

truck,"  he  grinned.  "De  truck,  she  is  12-year 

old,  but  she  run  like  hell." The  "actor"  was  selected  as  a  picturesque 
figure  to  make  a  typical  New  Orleans  back- 

ground. Morrie  Ryskind  found  him  at 
French  market,  liked  his  truck,  liked  him,  so 
asked  him  to  do  some  work  for  him. 

He  worked  all  day  before  anybody  noticed 
his  name.  The  name  is  painted  on  the  side 
of  his  truck — it's  S.  J.  Capra. 

"I  gotta  people  in  Hollywood,"  he  finally confided  to  Mr.  Ryskind. 
"Yeah?"  Morrie  yeahed,  making  polite 

conversation. 

"Yeah,"  Mr.  Capra  said.  "His-a  name  is 
Capra — like  mine.  He's  my  nephew.  He'sa 
Frank  Capra.  He  maka  de  pix,  too.  I  neva 

see  him.  But  justa  same  he's  a  big  moora- 

picture  man." 
For  those  who  have  forgotten  for  the  mo- 

ment iust  how  big  a  "moom-picture  man"  is 
Frank  Capra,  we  suggest  that  they  ask  the 
Cohn  Brothers  at  Columbia  to  show  them 

the  books  on  Mr.  Capra's  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes 
to  Town,"  "It  Happened  One  Night,"  "Lady 
for  a  Lady,"  and,  maybe  later,  his  new  "Lost 

Horizon." 

V 
When  Spangler  Arlington  Brugh  left  the  old 

family  homestead  in  Nebraska  for  a  career  in 
Hollywood,  the  first  attention  paid  him  by  the 
producers,  and,  eventually,  Metro-Goldwyn,  was 
the  "suggestion"  that  he  change  his  name  to 
Robert  Taylor.  Then  and  there,  the  real  Rob- 

ert Taylor,  of  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  started  heading 
for  a  lot  of  trouble. 

For  a  year  the  spectre  of  that  new  film  hero 
(the  Spangler  Arlington  Brough  Robert  Tay- 

lor) has  been  haunting  Pittsburgh's  real  Taylor. 
Last  week,  for  instance,  Pittsburgh  Taylor 

arrived  in  New  York  to  marry.  After  the  cere- 
mony, he  and  his  bride  went  to  the  Waldorf- 

Astoria  Hotel,  where  Hollywood's  Taylor  also 
stops.  No  sooner  had  the  bridal  party  regis- 

tered than  the  expected  flood  of  telegrams,  tele- 
phones and  mash  letters  started  pouring  into their  suite. 

Pittsburgh  Taylor  considers  Hollywood  Tay- 
lor a  usurper,  and  is  thinking  of  changing  his 

name  to  Spangler  Arlington  Brugh  for  the 
sake  of  anonymity. 

V 

Lou  Sobol's  brief  history  of  California: 
"From  picks  to  epics  in  one  generation." 

V 

Life  Magazine  devotes  four  full  pages  to 
a  pictorial  display  extolling  the  merits  of 
Twentieth  Century-Fox's  Darryl  Francis 
Zanuck.  From  this  most  generous  contribu- 

tion of  space  one  may  learn  that  Mr.  Zanuck 
smokes  from  20  to  30  cigars  a  day,  that  he 

is  "The  Little  King"  and  the  "Wahoo  Boy" of  the  Fox  studio,  that  he  is  a  great  polo 
player,  and  that  his  next  chief  delight  is 
practical  iokes — "A  Zanuck  executive  must 
be  prepared  to  find  flypaper  in  his  chair,  lim- 
burger  in  his  ice  cream,  fall-apart  telephones 

on  his  desk." 
Wahoo! 





V 
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IN  THE  BRITISH 

STUDIOS 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 

in  London 

Bi-Linguals 

Bi-lingual  production  in  England,  which 

developed  on  a  considerable  scale  in  the 

early  days  of  the  talkers  was  abandoned  as 

a  general  practice  some  years  ago,_  largely 

due  to  the  expense  of  production  in  Eng- 
land as  compared  with  the  Continent.  It  is 

being  revived,  as  a  basic  feature  of  studio 

policy,  by  British  Unity  Pictures  which, 
with  Kurt  Bernhardt  and  Eugene  Tuscherer 

as  producers,  is  making  a  series  of  pictures 
at  Ealing. 

With  the  international  market  in  view 

this  company  says  that  it  is  organized  to 

make  a  quality  picture  in  both  French  and 

English  at  an  average  price  of  £40,000  to 

£50,000.  The  first  feature,  "The  Girl  in 
the  Taxi,"  is  to  cost  £45,000. 

Starring  in  the  English  version  are 

Frances  Day  and  Henri  Garat,  with  sup- 
port from  Lawrence  Grossmith,  Jean  Gillie, 

Mackenzie  Ward,  Helen  Haye,  John  De- 

verell  and  Ben  Field.  In  the  French  ver- 
sion Garat  will  repeat  his  part  opposite 

Meg  Lemonnier,  English-born  star  of  the 
Parisian  musical  comedy  stage,  and  there 

is  a  special  starring  engagement  for  Jules 
Raimu,  Comedie  Francais  celebrity  who 

already  has  made  a  reputation  through  "Les 
Messieurs  de  la  Sante"  and  other  films,  in 
the  foreign  language  cinemas  of  England 
and  America.  Blanchette  Brunoy,  Serge 

Flateau,  Blanche  de  Neige  and  Charles  Des- 
champs  are  other  French  artistes  who  will 
come  to  Ealing. 

Kurt  Bernhardt,  internationally  famous 

through  "The  Last  Journey,"  is  also  known 
for  his  discovery  of  Marlene  Dietrich  and 
of  Danielle  Darrieux.  His  last  picture  was 

"The  Beloved  Vagabond,"  for  Toeplitz. 
Tuscherer  is  a  Hungarian  who  was  pro- 

duction chief  for  the  Terra  company  of  Ber- 
lin; he  found  Anna  Sten  in  small  parts  and 

cast  her  for  the  role  in  "The  Brothers  Kar- 
amazov,"  which  brought  her  a  Sam  Gold- 
wyn  contract.  In  Paris  he  made  "Gold  in 
the  Street"  with  Albert  Prejean. 

Director  of  both  versions  will  be  Andre 

Barthomieu,  whose  "Le  Mort  Enfruite" 
is  the  current  hit  of  Paris. 

Documentary 

In  the  opinion  of  many  critics  the  British 

"Documentary"  film  is  the  most  striking 
achievement  to  the  credit  of  British  pro- 

duction. A  Documentary  film  is  an  interest 
film  and  something  more.  It  pictures,  ex- 

plains and  to  some  extent  dramatizes  real 
life,  facts,  and  it  is  definitely  educational 
in  that  it  aims  always  to  convey  specific 
information.  It  is  significant  because,  in 

pursuing  that  aim,  its  producers  have  de- 
veloped a  technique  very  far  superior  to 

that  of  a  majority  of  British  entertainment 

films.  "Night  Mail,"  picturing  the  opera- 
tions of  an  express  letter-carrying  train,  and 

Ralph  H anbury,  managing  direc- 
tor of  Radio  Pictures,  Ltd.,  visits  with 

Anton  Walbrook  for  a  moment  at  the 

press  reception  given  by  Radio  when 
the  Viennese  star  arrived  in  London 

after  starring  in  the  company's  "Mi- 
chael Strogoff." 

"Cover  to  Cover,"  illustrating  the  whole 
processes  of  book  production,  are  in  some 
ways  the  most  important  films  made  in  Eng- 

land for  five  years,  and  John  Grierson  of 
the  Post  Office  Film  Unit  and  Paul  Rotha 

of  the  Strand  Film  Company  are  undoubt- 
edly two  of  the  most  important  figures  in 

the  whole  British  industry. 

The  interesting  things  about  the  Docu- 
mentary is  that,  originally  a  propaganda 

effort  of  unusual  cleverness,  it  has  forced 
its  way  into  entertainment  programs  on 
sheer  merit,  and  without  losing  its  propa- 

ganda character.  "Night  Mail,"  for  in- 
stance, is  the  more  striking  advertisement 

of  Post  Office  efficiency  for  being  first-class 
entertainment.  Forced  to  make  a  specific 

message  acceptable,  the  Documentary  pro- 
ducers have  developed  methods  of  direction 

and  camera  management  which  ultimately 
may  determine  that  long  overdue  British 
screen  idiom. 

In  "The  Way  to  the  Sea,"  the  Strand 
company  is  presenting  an  argument  for 
railway  electrification  and  in  the  process 

publicizing  the  British  Navy  and  the  beau- 

ties of  the  Isle  of  Wight.  "The  Future's  in 
the  Air"  pictures  the  air  route  to  Australia 

in  operation  and  gives  Australia's  indus- 
tries effective  publicity  while  letting  the 

British  public  see  something  of  such  British 
overseas  possessions  as  lie  on  the  route. 

Film  dealing  with  the  problem  of  the 
Depressed  Areas  and  with  Community  Land 
Settlement  are  on  the  schedule.  It  sounds 

rather  dry,  but,  of  interest  to  America  it 
may  be,  is  the  fact  that  these  films,  in  the 
perfection  of  their  special  technique,  are 
likely  to  prove  as  far  superior  to  the  run 
of  British  productions  as  anything  made 
in  Hollywood  does.  In  comparison  with 

the  best  American  "interests,"  and  particu- 
larly in  their  commentaries  and  use  of 

sound  generally,  the  British  "documenta- 
ries" show  up  more  than  well.  Practically without  exception  they  are  made  by  young 

men  with  an  indifference,  which  approaches 

contempt,  for  "Elstree"  and  its  ways.  Yet 
"Cover  to  Cover"  had  a  10-week  West  End 
run,  and  in  1937  this  nominal  sub-depart- 

ment of  British  production  may  well  pro- 
duce a  score  of  equally  significant  films. 

Finishes  "The  Frog" Herbert  Wilcox  Productions,  at  Pine- 

wood,  shot  the  final  scenes  of  "The  Frog," 
adaptation  of  the  Ian  Hay-Edgar  Wallace 
stage  hit,  and  the  next  activities  of  the  unit 

will  be  directed  to  the  Anna  Neagle  "Vic- 
toria the  Great."  Simultaneously  in  work 

will  be  the  Tullio  Carminati-Lilli  Palmer 
"Vienna  Sunset." 

Final  scenes  of  "The  Frog"  were  spec- 
tacular, big  cabaret  sequences  following  the 

staging  of  a  fire  at  a  gramophone  factory. 
Gordon  Harker  is  the  main  lead. 

The  premiere  of  the  Wilcox,  "This'll 
Make  You  Whistle,"  at  the  Empire  last 
Friday,  created  an  unusual  state  of  affairs. 
The  stage  original,  after  a  Palace  season, 

is  playing  at  Daly's  Theatre,  about  a  hun- 
dred yards  away,  and  cinema  and  theatre, 

both  facing  on  Leicester  Square,  offered 
identical  program  announcements  to  the 

passing  pleasure-seeker. 

Discovering  England 

Alfred  Hitchcock's  plans  for  scenes  for 
"A  Shilling  for  Candles,"  his  new  picture 
for  Gaumont-British,  are  interesting  to 
those  who  have  been  arguing,  in  and  out 
of  season,  that  the  real  England,  and  real 
English  men  and  women,  should  just  now 
and  again  be  seen  in  English  films. 

Says  Mr.  Hitchcock,  about  some  other 

British  producers,  "Their  films  go  out  into 
the  world  taking  an  impression  that  the 
English  live  either  in  cottages  or  cocktail 
cabinets,  and  speak  with  their  lips  twisted 
or  a  plum  in  their  throats.  Totally  ignored 
is  that  vital  stratum  of  British  humanity, 
the  middle  class.  ...  If  we  in  this  country 

got  our  education  only  from  films  we  should 
{Continued  on  page  46,  column  3) 



RUGGED  ROMANCE 

HEWN  FROM  THE  HEART 

OF  THE  TIMBERL ANDS ! 

•  •  •  Fists  f lyf  hearts  pound, 

excitement  flames,  when 

a  social  lion  turns  into 

a  Northwoods  wildcat 

and  tears  into  a  ruthless 
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BRITAIN  STANDARDIZES  TELEVISION 

IN  MARCONI  SYSTEM,  REDUCES  COSTS 

EMI  Offers  Combined  Tele- 

vision and  "All-World"  Radio 

Receiver  for  $420,  And  Many 

Other    Makers    Follow  Suit 

by  BRUCE  ALLAN 
in  London 

All  future  Television  transmissions  by 
British  Broadcasting  Corporation  will  be 
by  a  system  of  405  lines  interlaced,  50 
frames  a  second,  with  a  synchronizing 
impulse  ratio  t  to  picture  of  30:70.  The 
Postmaster-General  made  this  news  of 
standardization  known  in  indicating  that  the 
Baird  system  was  abandoned,  by  the  British 
Government,  in  favor  of  the  EMI  system, 

which  answers  all  the  requirements  men- 
tioned. 

Announcement  of  the  change  was  fol- 

lowed by  big  cuts  in  the  prices  of  tele- 
vision receivers.  Electrical  Musical  Indus- 

tries, radio-gramophone-television  combine 

controlling  the  victorious  EMI-Marconi  sys- 
tem, reduced  its  standard  price  from 

£89:5s  to  £63  and  offered  a  combined 

Television  receiver  and  all-world  radio  re- 

ceiver for  £84  ($420),  a  reduction  from 

£126.  The  prices  immediately  were  imi- 
tated by  General  Electric  and  other 

makers. 

Simultaneously,  it  was  announced  that  the 
extra  space  available  at  the  Alexandra  Palace, 
official  transmitting  station,  by  the  removal  of 
the  Baird  apparatus,  would  permit  an  extra 
daily  hour  of  Television,  and  that  Sunday  trans- 

missions might  be  expected  in  the  summer. 
Baird  Shares  Decline 

Baird  Television,  Ltd.,  hard  hit  by  the  deci- 
sion that  a  rival  system  had  triumphed  after  the 

trial  period  of  dual  transmission,  held  a  hurried 
Board  meeting  and  issued  a  statement  declaring 
that  the  official  announcement  did  not  imply  a 
monopolistic  policy  or  the  final  adoption  of  one 
system.  It  also  stated  that  Baird  developments 
would  not  be  checked. 

In  face  of  these  statements,  indicating  an  in- 
tention on  the  part  of  Baird  to  evolve  a  system 

answering  the  new  requirements,  and  despite 
further  reassurance  that  Baird  receivers  were 
capable  of  taking  E.M.I,  transmissions,  Baird 
shares  fell  (deferred  ordinary,  from  4:6d  to 
2:3d,  preferred  ordinary  2  :0d  to  1 :4^d)  while 

E.M.I.'s  went  up  from  24:3d  to  26:3d. 

See  Wide  Extension  of  Range 

Indicating  a  possible  wide  extension  of  the 
range  of  Television  in  the  future,  R.  A.  Watson 
Watt,  superintendent  of  the  Bawdsey  research 
station  of  the  Air  Ministry,  said  in  a  paper  to 
the  Royal  Society  that  he  had  discovered  three 
electrified  regions  in  the  upper  atmosphere,  from 

five  to  forty  miles  below  the  "Heavyside  Layer" 
(which  reflects  radio  short  waves  back  to  earth) 
which  similarly  deflected  the  ultra-short  Televi- 

sion waves,  preventing  them  from  passing  into 
space.  BBC  experts  commented  that  Mr. 

Watson's  researches  explained  the  previously unaccountable  fact  that  Television  sound  had 
been  received  at  Cape  Town  and  Johannesburg, 
in  South  Africa,  and  that  sight  signals  also  had 
been  received  there  and,  if  a  receiver  had  been 
available,   would   have   enabled   these  distant 

REJECTS  CHURCH  PLEA 

TO  BAR  "PASTURES" 

Lord  Tyrell,  president  of  the  British 
Board  of  Film  Censors,  has  rejected  a 

request  from  the  Free  Presbyterian 

Church  of  Scotland  to  ban  "The 
Green  Pastures." 

In  a  letter  Lord  Tyrrell  describes 
the  film  as  reverent  in  tone. 

"We  shall  be  attacked  for  having 

passed  it,  and  we  should  have  been 

attacked  if  it  had  not  been  passed," he  commented. 

places  to  receive  pictures  intended  onlv  for  the 
25  mile  circuit  served  by  the  Alexandra  Palace. 

Describing  the  South  African  results  as  "freak," 
Television  experts  said  that  the  Watson  dis- 

covery nevertheless  indicated  that  world  tele- 
vision transmissions  were  a  definite  possibility. 

Meanwhile,  using  the  EMI  Emitron  camera, 
regarded  as  the  main  instrument  in  that  con- 

cern's victory  over  Baird,  the  BBC  carried 
direct  transmission  a  stage  further  by  televising 
the  England-Ireland  amateur  boxing  contests ; 
the  most  ambitious  "outside  broadcast"  yet  at- 

tempted by  the  Alexandra  Palace  staff. 
V 

Dixey  Production 

The  Independent  Exhibitors  Distribution 
Company  (the  Dixey  plan)  will  be  active  at  a 
very  early  date  as  a  cooperative  production  and 
distributing  organization,  announcements  this 
week  indicating  that  personnel  is  being  lined  up 
and  plans  made  in  all  departments  and  that 
product  is  likely  to  be  available  to  exhibitors 
very  shortly  after  the  public  flotation  of  the 
company  in  a  week  or  two. 
The  most  important  announcement  on  the 

personnel  side  was  that  A.  George  Smith  had 
joined  the  board  as  director  in  charge  of  pro- 

duction. Mr.  Smith  was  managing  director  of 
Goldwyn,  Ltd.,  in  London  before  the  fusion 
with  Metro.  Later  he  controlled  PDC  here, 
and  for  some  years  he  has  been  one  of  the  most 
prominent  of  independent  producers,  with  a 
leputation  for  close  costing  and  accurate  plan- 

ning which  is  a  great  deal  more  unusual  here 
than  in  Hollywood.  His  choice  is  an  indication 
that  IEDC  intends  to  base  its  production  on 
anti-waste  principles. 

Negotiating  with  Pascal 

Also  added  to  the  Board  is  J.  H.  lies,  owner 
of  the  two  big  amusement  parks,  Bellevue,  Man- 

chester, and  Dreamland,  Margate,  and  backer 
of  the  Joe  Rock  enterprises.  Tied  in  with  his 
appointment  is  a  contract  with  Rock  Studios 
for  floor  space  and  service  for  I.E.D.C.  pro- ductions. 

Already  announced  to  have  an  option  on  the 

Rock  production,  "The  Edge  of  the  World,"  and to  have  contracted  with  Ludovico  Toeplitz  for 
films  to  be  made  in  the  Mussolini  studio  in 
Rome,  IEDC  is  currently  negotiating  with 
Gabriel  Pascal,  who  recently  announced  the  pro- 

duction of  George  Bernard  Shaw's  "Pygmalion" and  has  a  number  of  American  celebrities  in  his 
future  plans,  and  with  Otto  Klement,  who  is 
likely  to  be  associated  with  Alfred  Zeisler  in  a 
new  production  unit.  It  also  has  acquired  the 

English  version  of  "Courier  de  Sud,"  in  which airman  Mollison  will  appear  as  the  aviator  hero. 
Altogether,  an  official  statement  says,  the 

"Dixey  Scheme"  is  assured  of  forty  pictures  in 

Dixey  Product  Called  Likely 

to  Become  Available  Shortly 

After  Flotation  of  Company 

by  the  Independent  Groups 

two  years,  including  six  "supers,"  from  con- tracts at  present  being  negotiated,  all  of  which 
stipulate  for  economical  production. 

V 

Exhibitors'  Visit  to  U.  S. 

The  visit  of  British  exhibitors  to  the  United 
States  last  summer  was  so  much  enjoyed  by 
those  participating  that  it  is  being  repeated  this 
summer,  again  under  the  supervision  of  the 
London  and  Home  Counties  branch  of  the 
Cinematograph  Exhibitors  Association,  though 
Arthur  Taylor,  the  secretary,  will  not  be  able 
to  make  the  journey.  The  party  sails  on  the 
Queen  Mary  on  May  19th  and  returns  on  the 
Normandie  on  June  21st,  and  the  itinerary,  as 
last  year,  includes  a  Hollywood  tour. 

V 

Gets  G-B  Dates 

Two  pictures  produced  by  British  Interna- 
tional Pictures,  studio  wing  of  the  John  Max- 

well organization,  Associated  British  Pictures, 
have  been  booked  as  first  features  at  the  New 

Gallery,  Regent  Street,  G-B  "West  End"  house. 
They  are  "The  Dominant  Sex"  and  "Aren't  Men 
Beasts,"  and  the  schedule  is  that  the  second 
follows  the  first  in  two  weeks. 

Though  BIP  pictures  have  been  used  as  sup- 
ports in  G-B  theatres,  it  is  many  years  since  a 

feature  from  Elstree  was  the  main  attraction  at 

any  of  the  G-B  show  houses.  The  booking  is 
regarded  in  the  trade  as  an  instance  of  the 
effectiveness  of  the  Maxwell  influence  in  G-B 
affairs,  and  the  continuance  of  drastic  economy 
in  various  departments  of  the  Gaumont  business 
is  ascribed  to  the  same  cause. 

V 
Producing  Jointly 

Associated  British  also  made  an  interesting 
announcement  on  the  production  side,  saying 
that  it  had  entered  into  an  arrangement  with 
British  National  Films  to  produce  jointly  with 

that  company  a  series  of  pictures  for  distribu- 
tion by  Wardour  Films,  renting  subsidiary  of 

A.B.P.  The  first  will  be  "Interval  for 
Romance,"  with  Arthur  Tracy,  and  it  is  under- 

stood six  pictures  are  planned. 
British  National,  established  by  John  Corfield 

with  the  backing  of  Lady  Yule  and  J.  A.  Rank, 

previously  released  through  General  Film  Dis- 
tributors. Mr.  Rank  recently  disposed  of  his holdings. 

British  National  at  the  same  time  has  dis- 
posed of  its  holdings  in  Pinewood  Studios,  it  is 

understood,  to  J.  A.  Rank,  and  Mr.  Corfield  has 
resigned  from  the  Pinewood  board.  It  is  ex- 

pected that  the  BN  films  for  Wardour  will 
therefore  be  made  at  the  BIP  studio  at  Elstree. 

V 

May  Accept  Commission 
A  modification  of  the  views  of  the  Cinemato- 

graph Exhibitors'  Association  in  regard  to  the Films  Commission,  suggested  by  the  Moyne 
Committee  to  administer  a  new  Flms  Act,  is 
pointed  out  in  a  report  of  the  General  Purposes 
Committee  to  the  CEA  General  Council. 

The  General  Purposes  Committee  says  that  it 
is  "a  reasonable  assumption  that  cooperation  of 

the  KRS  (distributors)  will  not  be  forthcom- 
ing" for  the  CEA  suggestion  of  a  compulsory 

arbitration  court,  and  that,   in  view  of  this 
(.Continued  on  page  46,  column  1) 
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INDUSTRY  OPPOSES  CONGRESSIONAL 

BILL  BARRING  ALIEN  ACTORS  IN  U.S. 

Only  61  of  534  Contract  Play- 

ers Are  Foreigners  Admitted 

under  Visas  or  Quotas, 

House  Hearing  Is  Told 

by  FRANCIS  L.  BURT 

in  Washington 

The  major  presentation  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  on  the  Dickstein  alien  actor 

bill  was  submitted  last  week  before  the 

House  Immigration  Committee  in  Wash- 
ington by  Gabriel  L.  Hess,  general  attorney 

for  the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Dis- 
tributors of  America,  who  said  that  exist- 

ing laws  give  adequate  protection  to  Amer- 
ican actors  and  artists  and  in  no  way  limit 

artistic  and  earning  opportunities  for  native 
talent.  Representative  Samuel  Dickstein  is 
chairman  of  the  committee,  which  heard 
stage  and  music  representatives  this  week. 

The  attorney's  opposition  to  the  bill  was 
supported  by  Joseph  H.  Seidelman,  gen- 

eral foreign  manager  for  Columbia,  who 
followed  him  on  the  witness  stand,  and  by 

statements  made  in  Hollywood  by  Samuel 

Soldwyn,  Walter  Wanger,  and  others. 
Industry  opposition  also  was  expressed  at 
the  first  hearing  last  week  by  Edward 

Kuykendall,  president  of  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Theatre  Owners  of  America. 

Mr.  Hess  pointed  out  that  of  534  contract 
players  employed  by  eight  of  the  largest  studios, 
only  61  were  foreigners  admitted  under  visas 
or  quotas,  and  asserted  that  of  the  22,000  extras 
employed  in  1936  it  is  believed  90  per  cent  were 
American  citizens. 

"It  would  be  a  foul  aspersion  upon  American 
motion  picture  producers  to  charge  that  they 
deliberately  discriminated  or  that  they  at  present 
discriminate  in  giving  employment  in  favor 
of  foreign  born  actors  against  native  born 

actors,"  he  told  the  committee.  "No  such  charge 
would  emanate  from  any  responsible  quarter. 
No  one  should  be  permitted  to  utter  such  a 
charge  without  being  compelled  immediately  to 
substantiate  it  with  proof.  Such  a  charge  would 
be  wholly  baseless  and  libelous. 

"It  is  fitting  to  assume  that  those  persons 
born  abroad  who  were  employed  and  are  em- 

ployed as  actors  and  artists  in  American  mo- 
tion pictures,  and  especially  those  who  achieved 

great  success  and  distinction  therein,  were  fitted 
therefor,  just  as  it  is  fair  to  assume  that 
the  persons  born  abroad  who  were  employed 
and  achieved  distinction  in  other  pursuits,  voca- 

tions and  professions  were  fitted  for  the  employ- 
ment they  received  in  the  United  States  by  those 

who  employed  them." 

Leading  Position  Cited 

However,  Mr.  Hess  continued,  there  are  cer- 
tain basic  principles  underlying  the  employment 

of  foreign  talent  in  American  pictures. 
"American  motion  picture  producers  have 

aimed  at  the  successful  development  of  motion 
pictures  to  give  to  the  American  public  and 
the  people  of  the  world  the  best  that  the  world 

affords  in  motion  picture  entertainment,"  he 
explained.  "For  that  purpose  they  continually 
seek  to  achieve  the  successful  commercial  utili- 

zation of  developments  in  the  art  of  motion 
pictures  here  and  abroad,  and  to  bring  to  the 
American  studios  the  best  motion  picture  actors 

SCREEN  ACTORS'  GUILD, 
BRITISH  EQUITY  AGREE 

An  agreement  has  been  reached  be- 

tween the  British  Actors'  Equity  As- 
sociation and  the  Screen  Actors'  Guild 

of  America  governing  the  conditions 
under  which  members  of  either  or- 

ganization may  work  in  the  territory 
governed  by  the  other,  according  to  a 

report  from  London.  Primary  condi- 
tions are  that  visiting  artists  must  join 

the  association  of  the  country  in  which 

they  are  working  and  respect  the 
terms  laid  down  by  that  association. 
A.  M.  Wall,  secretary  of  the  British 

group,  said  that  "serious  action" would  be  taken  against  any  visiting 

artists  in  England  who  do  not  con- 
form with  the  agreement. 

and  artists,  directors,  writers,  and  technicians 
that  the  world  affords. 

"For  some  time  this  country  has  enjoyed 
supremacy  in  the  production  of  motion  pictures 
distributed  throughout  the  world.  Today  in 
most  countries  into  which  motion  pictures  are 
imported  American  motion  pictures  by  far  ex- 

ceed the  number  of  motion  pictures  of  any  other 
country. 

"It  has  been  estimated  that  from  30  to  40 
per  cent  of  the  total  gross  revenues  from  the 
distribution  of  American  motion  pictures  are 
derived  from  foreign  countries.  Nearly  every 
American  motion  picture  made  at  the  important 
studios  in  Hollywood  is  made  for  showings  in 
other  countries  of  the  world,  in  addition  to 
the  United  States,  and  every  such  motion 
picture  in  fact  receives  distribution  throughout 

the  world." So  great  a  hold  has  the  American  picture 
achieved  in  foreign  markets  that  some  govern- 

ments have  become  disturbed  and  have  en- 
deavored to  develop  native  production,  em- 

ploying artistic  and  technical  talent  from  Hol- 
lywood for  that  purpose,  Mr.  Hess  said. 

This  competition  may  in  time  prove  serious, 
he  indicated,  and  it  is  necessary,  therefore,  to 
continue  to  develop  new  talent  and  new  per- 

sonalities and  to  insure  authenticity  of  atmos- 
phere and  locale  in  pictures  dealing  with  foreign 

subjects,  as  well  as  to  insure  proper  pronunci- 

ation in  "dubbing." 

Handicaps  Seen 

"No  one  will  be  misled  in  contending  that 
because  61  foreign  actors  are  employed  in 
the  production  of  American  motion  pictures  an 
equal  number  of  American  actors  are  thereby 
deprived  of  opportunities  of  being  employed  in 
the  motion  pictures  in  which  such  foreign  actors 

and  artists  appear,"  he  said.  "In  the  light  of 
ordinary  observation  and  common  experience, 
such  a  contention  would  be  palpably  fallacious. 

"In  view  of  what  has  been  here  advanced 
concerning  the  necessity  of  maintaining  world- 

wide distribution  of  American  motion  pictures 
and  the  necessity  for  employing  some  foreign 
actors  for  the  production  of  the  best  and  most 
appealing  motion  pictures  and  to  assure  world- 

wide distribution,  it  is  believed  to  be  already 
evident  that  it  is  precisely  the  employment  of 
such  foreign  actors  which  makes  possible  op- 

portunities for  a  host  of  American  actors  to 
develop  their  art  in  motion  pictures,  and  more- 

No  Discrimination  Against 

American  Players  but  Dick- 
stein Bill  Would  Handicap 

Producers,  Committee  Hears 

over  gives  employment  to  many  Americans  en- 
gaged in  the  many  other  vocations,  professions 

and  crafts  which  together  must  join  their  efforts 

for  the  production  of  successful  motion  pictures." Under  the  bill,  it  would  be  impossible  for 
the  producers  to  get  much  of  the  talent  that 
becomes  available,  Mr.  Hess  pointed  out.  It 
would,  for  instance,  be  impossible  to  get  an 
American  actor  to  go  to  some  of  the  foreign 
countries  from  which  a  producer  might  wish  to 
import  talent.  Other  considerations,  he  said, 
also  would  tend  to  handicap  the  producers. 
As  a  result  there  would  be  a  falling  off 

of  revenues  from  foreign  distribution  which 
would  make  impossible  the  present  large  ex- 

penditures for  individual  pictures  which  pro- 
ducers figure  will  return  a  profit  from  foreign 

sales,  and  the  American  market  would  be  in- 
vaded with  pictures  made  abroad  in  the  English 

language  with  foreign  entertainment  person- 
alities, he  said. 

Most  important  was  this :  "Increased  restrict- ive measures  by  foreign  governments  against 
American  motion  pictures  would  be  given  en- 

couragement and  retaliatory  measures  by  such 
governments  might  be  expected.  It  would  no 
longer  be  possible  for  American  producers  in 
combatting  such  proposed  foreign  legislation  to 
show  that  some  foreign  actors  from  the  coun- 

tries proposing  such  legislation  appear  in  mo- 
tion pictures  brought  into  such  country  from 

America." 

"American  producers,"  the  attorney  concluded, 
"might  be  compelled  both  in  an  attempt  to 
maintain  their  markets  and  by  the  'quota'  laws- of  other  countries  to  make  numbers  of  motion 
pictures  abroad  at  foreign  studios  with  foreign 
talent  not  obtainable  in  the  United  States,  thus 
narrowing  opportunities  for  American  actors 
and  artists,  and  depriving  other  persons  of  an 
opportunity  to  earn  a  livelihood  in  the  vocations 

and  crafts  employed  in  American  productions." 

Foreign  Picture  Given 

A  more  detailed  picture  of  the  export  situa- 
tion was  given  the  committee  by  Mr.  Seidelman 

who  represented  all  producers  who  ship  films abroad. 

Mr.  Seidelman  asserted  that  from  60  to  95 
per  cent  of  all  films  produced  in  this  country 
are  exported,  and  so  powerful  has  become  our 
dominance  of  the  world  situation  that  in  no 
country,  except  Russia  and  Germany,  is  the 
number  of  American  films  exceeded  by  foreign 
or  other  language  pictures.  Some  countries, 
he  added,  are  100  per  cent  American,  so  far 
as  pictures  are  concerned. 
"Were  it  not  for  the  revenue  derived  from 

this  foreign  market,"  he  explained,  "the  pro- ducers would  be  forced  to  curtail  the  cost  of 
their  product,  resulting  in  a  dropping  in  the 
quality  of  the  films,  and  as  a  consequence, 
no  doubt,  loss  of  many  patrons  of  motion  pic- 

tures in  this  country  as  well. 

"By  placing  a  ban  against  artists,  important 
or  unimportant,  from  nations  friendly  or  un- 

friendly indiscriminately,  the  American  pro- 
ducer will  surely  be  the  first  to  feel  the  axe 

of  retaliation  and  in  a  very  short  time  embargoes 
will  be  placed  against  the  importation  of  Amer- 

ican films." 
An  effort  by  Jean  Hersholt  to  explain  his 

feeling  toward  the  bill  as  one  of  the  aliens  who 
would  have  been  shut  out  if  it  had  been  law 

(.Continued  on  following  page,  column  1) 
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when  he  came  to  Hollywood  in  1912  was  cut 
short  by  Mr.  Dickstein  after  the  actor  had 
declared  that  his  success  was  due  to  an  op- 

portunity to  develop  his  art  in  the  United  States 
and  that  his  pictures  have  increased  the  business 
of  his  company  200  per  cent. 

Favored  by  Equity 

Appearing  in  favor  of  the  bill,  Charles  Henry 
Freeman,  New  York  concert  manager  who  said 
that  he  did  not  represent  any  organization, 
was  given  nearly  two  hours  to  voice  his  criti- 

cism of  those  who  opposed  the  measure.  He 

discussed  chiefly  the  "Metropolitan  clique" 
which  he  charged  held  the  fate  of  any  aspir- 

ing opera  star  in  its  hands. 
Actors'  Equity  favors  the  bill  but  is  well  able 

to  look  after  its  own  interests,  Mr.  Dickstein 
was  told  by  Frank  Gillmore,  president  of 
Equity.  The  organization  will  approve  the 
measure  if  minor  amendments  such  as  a  pro- 

vision permitting  the  entry  of  entire  companies 
are  added,  he  said.  The  Equity  official  added 
that  only  46  aliens  out  of  a  total  of  2,000 
actors  would  be  affected  by  the  measure. 

Similarly,  the  American  Federation  of  Musi- 
cians will  favor  the  bill  if  instrumental  soloists 

and  orchestra  conductors  are  excepted.  General 
Samuel  T.  Ansell,  attorney  for  the  organization 
said,  however,  that  even  with  this  amendment 
his  clients  would  have  small  interest  in  the  bill. 

The  measure  was  called  "ridiculous"  in  a 
statement  by  Samuel  Goldwyn  in  Hollywood. 
The  director  said  that  foreign  governments  are 
subsidizing  their  own  film  industries  by  placing 
stringent  quota  laws  against  American-made 
pictures. 

"Now,"  he  said,  "this  Dickstein  bill  would  add 
an  American  menace  to  American-made  films. 
The  advent  of  foreign  talent  to  Hollywood  has 
been  one  of  the  biggest  boons  toward  building 
up  the  American  film  industry.  We  must  not 
forget  that  American  motion  pictures  have  great 

markets  in  every  other  part  of  the  world." 
Walter  Wanger,  in  a  telegram  to  Representa- 

tive Charles  Kramer  of  California,  urged  de- 
feat of  the  bill  "to  save  the  jobs  of  thousands 

of  Americans  who  would  not  have  their  jobs 
if  the  relatively  few  foreign  stars  in  Hollywood 
were  forced  to  make  their  pictures  outside  this 

country." The  producer  said  he  had  made  a  very  care- 
ful survey  of  the  American  industry  in  Europe 

last  summer,  conferring  with  the  heads  of 
several  governments. 

"The  passing  of  a  bill  such  as  the  Dickstein 
proposal,"  the  telegram  read,  "will  be  felt  not 
only  in  eliminating  the  international  stars,  which 
in  itself  is  un-American  and  inexcusable,  but 
in  giving  these  other  countries  a  justified  atti- 

tude that  the  American  film  is  nationalistic  and 
self-seeking  and  should  be  curbed  in  its  inter- 

national influence.  The  ambition  of  every  foreign 
country  is  to  spend  any  amount  of  money  in 
order  to  have  a  film  industry  comparable  to 
the  American.  At  a  time  like  this,  when  the 
industry  means  so  much  more  to  American 
goodwill  throughout  the  world,  it  seems  in- 

conceivable that  anything  as  reactionary  and 
narrow-minded  as  the  intolerable  Dickstein  bill 

could  be  contemplated  by  the  American  people." 

Film  Board  Election 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  San  Francisco 
Film  Board  of  Trade  was  held  last  week 
and  resulted  in  the  election  of  officers,  as 
follows :  President,  George  A.  Smith,  Par- 

amount; vice-president,  Charles  Muehlman, 
Warners ;  secretary-treasurer,  George  Bal- 
lentine,  Fox.  These,  with  the  addition  of 
D.  J.  Mclnery,  United  Artists,  and  Barney 
Rose,  Universal,  also  comprise  the  board. 

MOTION    PICTURE  HERALD 

Governor  Bars  Film 

Of  Spanish  Revolution 
Governor  George  H.  Earle  last  Saturday 

ordered  the  picture,  "Spain  in  Flames," barred  from  Pennsylvania,  according  to  the 

Associated  Press.  "This  picture  is  pure 
communistic  propaganda,  dressed  as  a  plea 

for  democracy,"  the  governor  is  reported 
to  have  said  after  seeing  it  at  a  private 

showing.  Governor  Earle's  action  upheld 
the  State  Board  of  Censors,  which  earlier 
declined  to  approve  the  picture. 

"Probably  the  worst  thing  about  the  film 
is  that  it  definitely  asks  for  and  encourages 
recruiting  of  men  of  military  experience  for 

the  government  army.  The  inference  can- 
not be  evaded  that  the  government  of  Spain 

would  like  trained  American  veterans  to 

enlist  in  her  army,"  the  governor  is  quoted. 

Expect  Call  of 

Paramount  Stock 

The  calling  in  of  all  of  Paramount's  out- 
standing six  per  cent  debentures  and  the 

placing  of  the  company's  common  stock  on 
a  dividend  basis  for  this  year  is  expected 
in  financial  quarters  as  a  direct  result  of 
the  issuance  by  the  company  of  $15,000,000 
of  new  3^4  per  cent  convertible  debentures 
for  exchange,  it  was  revealed  late  last  week. 

Financial  sources  estimate  that  approxi- 
mately one-third  of  the  outstanding  $22,- 

500,000  of  six  per  cent  debentures  due  in 
1955  will  be  presented  by  holders  for  ex- 

change on  a  bond-for-bond  basis  for  the 
new  3^4  per  cent  debentures,  due  in  1947 
and  convertible  into  common  stock  of  the 

company  at  $33  1/3.  The  remaining  one- 
third  of  the  new  debentures,  or  $7,500,000 
of  six  per  cent  debentures  still,  it  is  es- 

timated, would  be  outstanding  on  March  9 
when  the  exchange  right  expires.  This  pro- 

cedure ultimately  would  result  in  fully  re- 
tiring the  six  per  cent  debentures  whether 

the  volume  of  exchange  is  greater  or  less 
than  that  estimated.  The  six  per  cent  de- 

bentures are  callable  by  the  company  at  par 

plus  accrued  interest  at  any  time  on  reason- 
able notice. 

Placing  the  company's  common  on  a  divi- dend basis  is  looked  for  in  order  to  make 
the  conversion  of  the  new  debentures  into 

common  attractive.  This  is  regarded  as  par- 
ticularly likely  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the 

new  debentures  are  convertible  into  com- 
mon at  $33  1/3,  whereas  the  common  is 

now  selling  at  slightly  more  than  $26. 
The  new  debentures  are  also  callable  by 

the  company  at  par  and  accrued  interest  at 
any  time  with  notice.  Their  ultimate  con- 

version and  retirement  would  effect  annual 

interest  savings  of  $1,350,000  for  the  com- 
pany. An  interest  saving  of  approximately 

$635,000  is  made  possible  immediately. 

Paramount's  net  for  the  last  quarter  of 
1936  is  estimated  in  Wall  Street  at  approxi- 

mately $4,000,000 
If  the  Wall  Street  reports  are  accurate,  a 

1936  profit  of  approximately  $6,000,000  is 
indicated  for  Paramount,  taking  into  ac- 

count certain  year-end  adjustments.  Profit 
for  the  first  three-quarters  amounted  to 
approximately  $2,250,000.  The  1936  figures, 
however,  reflect  the  benefit  of  a  special  in- 

ventory reserve  of  $2,500,000  set  up  out  of 
1935  earnings. 
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Duals  Entering 

Chicago  Loop 

Reopening  of  the  McVickers  theatre  this 
week  in  the  Loop  section  of  Chicago  brings 
double  features  downtown  for  the  first  time 

since  the  practice  became  general  in  the 
city.  Up  until  a  year  ago  the  theatre  had 
been  operated  for  some  years  by  Jones, 
Linick  and  Schaeffer  and  prior  to  that  it 
had  been  a  leading  Balaban  and  Katz  unit. 
The  theatre  was  closed  in  1936  because  of 

a  shortage  of  pictures  and  the  lease  was 
returned  to  the  Chicago  Board  of  Education, 
which  has  control  of  the  property.  Last 
week  the  Comet  Amusement  Company,  B. 

and  K.  affiliate,  signed  a  30-year  lease 
with  rental  for  that  period  totalling  near 

$2,000,000. Operation  of  the  theatre  will  be  by  John 
Jones  of  the  J.  L.  and  S.  organization, 
which  will  run  the  house  in  partnership  with 
Balaban  and  Katz.  The  B.  and  K.  circuit 

will  supply  the  product  through  their  vari- 
ous deals  with  major  distributors.  It  is  re- 

ported that  the  pictures  to  play  the  house 
will  be  spot  booked  and  no  contracts  for  a 

certain  group  will  be  made.  This  arrange- 
ment gives  the  house  a  choice  of  product 

from  all  companies. 
The  theatre  is  scheduled  to  run  pictures 

in  the  last  week  of  the  "A"  release  period, 
which  makes  the  films  available  immediately 
after  they  have  appeared  in  B.  and  K. 
Marbro,  Tivoli  and  Uptown. 

Up  until  the  present  time  the  Jones,  Lin- 
ick and  Schaeffer  circuit  has  been  one  of 

the  chief  competitors  of  Balaban  and  Katz. 
With  the  exception  of  the  RKO  Palace, 
their  State  Lake  has  been  the  only  opposing 
first  run  house  to  compete  with  the  six  Loop 
theatres  of  B.  and  K.  On  May  1,  however, 
B.  and  K.  take  over  control  of  the  State 

Lake,  which  they  purchased  some  months 
ago  along  with  the  State  Lake  Building. 

New  Educational 

Plan  Approved 

Approval  by  the  Chancellor  of  Delaware 
of  a  plan  for  the  reclassification  of  the  stock 
of  Educational  Pictures,  Inc.,  has  been  an- 

nounced at  Wilmington.  The  plan  had  been 

previously  approved  at  a  meeting  in  Wil- 
mington on  February  8  by  stockholders  rep- 

resenting more  than  78  per  cent  of  the  pre- 
ferred and  83  per  cent  of  the  common  stock of  the  company. 

An  amendment  to  the  certificate  of  incor- 
poration has  been  approved  to  provide  for  a 

revised  capital  structure  consisting  of  150,- 
000  shares  of  60  cent  dividend  cumulative 
convertible  preferred  stock,  $5  par  value, 

and  500,000  shares  of  $1  par  value  common 
stock.  The  plan  provides  for  the  sale  of 
the  issue  of  new  preferred  stock  to  obtain 

funds  to  pay  the  company's  present  indebted- ness and  for  adequate  working  capital  to 
meet  current  business  requirements.  The 
plan  also  makes  provision  for  the  exchange 

of  the  company's  old  8  per  cent  cumulative 
preferred  stock,  $100  par  value,  now  out- 

standing in  the  amount  of  17,946  shares,  for 
new  common  stock. 
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WALTER  WANGER 

PRODUCTION 

Released  thru 

UNITED  ARTISTS 

YOU  ONLY 

LIVE  ONCE 
starring 

SYLVIA  SIDNEY  •  HENRY  FONDA 

with  Barton  MacLane    •    Jean  Dixon    •    William  Gargan 
_   .          e  _  i  _ 

Chas.  (chic)  Sal 

MacLane  •  Jean  Dixon  •  William  Gargan 

Sale      •      Directed  by   FRITZ  "FURY"  LANG 

Original  story  by  Gene  Towne  and  Graham  Baker 
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situation,  "your  Committee  would  not  view  with 
apprehension  a  Films  Commission,  provided  it 
consisted  of  persons  having  a  practical  knowl- 

edge of  the  film  trade." This  declaration  modifies  the  previous  CEA 
declaration  in  its  official  comment  on  the  Moyne 

Act,  to  the  Board  of  Trade,  that  "we  are 
emphatically  opposed  to  a  Films  Commission, 
invested  with  executive  powers,  composed  of 

people  entirely  independent  of  the  film  trade," so  far  as  this  statement  was  preliminary  to  the 

CEA's  plea  for  an  arbitration  court.  In  indicat- 
ing that  it  will  accept  a  Films  Commission,  of 

trade  complexion,  the  CEA  has  come  nearly  into 
line  with  the  Film  Group  of  the  FBI,  which 
accepted  the  principle  of  a  Films  Commission  if 
it  included  trade  members,  though  the  Film 
Group  did  not  suggest,  as  the  CEA  appears  to 
do,  that  all  the  members  of  the  Commission 
should  be  members  of  the  industry. 

V 

Duty  paid  on  imported  film,  during  the  past 
twelve  months,  amounted  to  £178,000,  says  an 
official  statement. 

V 

Coronation  Newsreels 

British  Movietone  News,  which  recently  an- 
nounced plans  for  an  exclusive  Technicolor  ver- 

sion of  the  Coronation  celebrations,  now 
proposes  to  fly  negatives  and  prints  of  the  news- 
reel  to  New  York,  the  first  by  the  airship 
Hindenburg,  due  in  New  York  on  May  14,  and 

the  second  by  plane.  If  Col.  Lindbergh's  trans- 
atlantic air  service  is  operating  at  that  date  he 

may  carry  the  films,  but  it  is  stated  that  Amy 
Mollison  and  Beryl  Markham  also  have  volun- 

teered for  the  trip. 
Sir  Gordon  Craig,  general  manager  of  British 

Movietone,  plans  to  fly  with  the  prints.  He  said 
that  while  both  color  and  black  and  white  nega- 

tives will  be  on  the  Hindenburg,  the  prints  of 
both  versions  will  reach  New  York  twenty-four 
hours  earlier  by  plane. 

The  newsreel  companies  are  pooling  resources 
in  order  that  a  completely  adequate  Coronation 
film  may  be  delivered  to  the  theatres  as  soon 
as  possible.  In  conference  with  the  General 
Purposes  Committee  of  the  CEA,  special 
delivery  plans  have  been  worked  out,  employing 
air,  rail  and  road,  to  supply  a  greater  number 
of  theatres  in  a  shorter  space  of  time  than  ever 
before. 

Official  cooperation  is  assured,  due  to  the 
realization  that  a  Coronation  film  in  the  cinemas 
on  the  evening  of  the  same  day  will  help  to  re- 

lieve street  congestion.  From  the  exhibitors' 
point  of  view,  immediate  exhibition  of  the  film  is 
seen  as  the  only  effective  safeguard  against  a 
big  slump,  in  Coronation  Week,  at  the  box- 
offices  of  all  places  of  entertainment. 

V 

Suffering  Animals 

On  February  11th  Sir  Robert  Gower,  M.P., 
formally  presented  in  the  House  of  Commons 

the  "Cinematograph  Films  (Animals)  Bill,"  the 
object  of  which  is  "to  prohibit  the  production  or 
exhibition  of  films  depicting  suffering  to 
animals,  or  in  the  production  of  which  suffering 

may  have  been  caused  to  animals."  The  measure was  read  a  first  time. 
Sir  Robert  is  chairman  of  the  Royal  Society 

for  the  Prevention  of  Cruelty  to  Animals.  The 
Bill  is  supported  by  a  number  of  Members  of 
all  parties.  It  represents  the  views  of  a  con- 

siderable section  of  the  British  public,  which 
has  adversely  commented  on  many  American 

"nature"  and  other  films.  Newspaper  rumors 
attaching  to  a  recent  Hollywood  super-picture 
have  tended  to  inflame  this  opinion. 

Capital  and  Provincial  News  Theatres,  con- 

trolled by  Norman  J.  Hulbert,  is  using  sub- 
standard (16mm)  film  for  local  news  items  at 

its  theatres  in  Liverpool,  Portsmouth,  South- 
ampton and  Brighton.  Supplementing  the 

national  news  reel  material,  these  subjects  are 
shown  by  an  Ensign  projector  with  a  special 
lens  arrangement  giving  adequate  enlargement 
for  the  standard  screen. 

V 

Asks  Closings  in  Epidemics 

The  Worsley,  Lancashire,  education  com- 
mittee is  to  make  representations  to  the  Gov- 

ernment departments  concerned  in  the  clos- 
ing of  schools  during  influenza  epidemics, 

suggesting  that  it  shall  be  illegal  for  children 
of  school  age  to  attend  theatres  while  schools 
are  so  closed. 

V 
Associated  Cuts  Salaries 

Associated  British  Film  Distributors  has 

instituted  drastic  salary  reductions  through- 
out the  company.  The  cuts  include  the  sala- 

ries of  company  executives,  and  apply  to 
everyone  from  Basil  Dean  down  to  the  sales- men. 

In  some  cases  the  wage  reductions 
amounted  to  as  much  as  20  per  cent. 

The  executives  of  the  Associated  Talking 
Pictures  studio  at  Ealing  also  were  affected 

by  salary  reductions. 

Register  Promotes  Finke 
Harry  Finke,  manager  of  the  Chicago 

branch  of  General  Register,  has  been  pro- 
moted to  vice-president  and  named  a  director 

of  the  company.  Percy  Phillipson,  president, 
is  now  in  New  York  from  England. 

Schwerin  Quits  Interstate 

Charles  Schwerin,  general  manager  of  In- 
terstate Checking  Service  since  the  company 

was  organized  a  year  ago,  tendered  his 
resignation  this  week.  Indications  are  the 
post  will  not  be  filled. 

More  Brandt  Theatres 
The  Brandt  theatre  circuit  in  New  York 

will  begin  the  operation  of  one  theatre  in 
Brooklyn  and  one  in  Manhattan  shortly  and 
construction  on  two  new  houses  in  the  city 
is  p^oected  to  get  under  way  at  once. 

Crosby  Appeals  on  Tax 
Bing  Crosby  has  filed  an  appeal  to  the 

Board  of  Tax  Appeals  in  Washington  to 
redetermine  an  income  tax  deficiency  of 
$128,524  assessed  for  1933  and  1934,  it  was 
revealed  this  week. 

Columbia  Has  Philippine  Office 
Columbia  Pictures  has  opened  a  new 

branch  office  in  Luzon,  Manila,  Philippine 
Islands.  Edmund  Goldman,  formerly  of  the 

company's  Shanghai  office,  will  be  branch manager. 

Dissolve  Radio  Firm 

The  Radio  Corporation  of  Oklahoma,  a 
Delaware  Corporation,  has  been  dissolved 
according  to  the  secretary  of  state  at  Dover, Del. 

Activities  In 

British  Studios 

(Continued  from  paae  40) 

know  more  of  the  life  of  a  middle-class 
American  than  we  do  of  the  English  people 

who  fill  the  trams  and  trains  at  rush  hours." 
This  is  gratifying  chiefly  in  that  it  comes 

from  a  British  producer.  The  plea  for  a 
little  of  the  real  life  of  this  country  on  the 
screen  is  an  old  one.  It  was  very  vigor- 

ously expressed  recently,  on  behalf  of 
American  film  patrons,  by  Alistair  Cooke, 
film  critic  of  British  Broadcasting  Corpora- 

tion. Commenting  on  Mr.  Cooke's  utter- 
ances in  Fame,  the  writer  suggested  that  the 

best  business  policy  for  British  producers 
would  be  to  "concentrate  on  stories  offer- 

ing America  that  intimate  glimpse  of  the 
British  scenes  for  which,  obviously,  it  is 

pining." 

It  is  good  news  that  so  imaginative  a 
director  as  Hitchcock  is  of  a  like  mind, 
and  interesting  to  learn  that  he  intends,  in 

"A  Shilling  for  Candles,"  to  show  the  Brit- 
ish workman  as  he  is,  to  depict  a  minor 

court  of  justice  as  it  functions  with  un- 
paid Justices  of  the  Peace,  to  show  the 

English  countryside  as  it  appears  to  those 
who  never  have  ridden  in  a  high-powered car. 

"Hitch's"  picture,  incidentally,  is  the  only 

one  in  immediate  prospect  at  Shepherd's Bush.  The  other  active  G-B  unit  is  in 

South  Africa  on  "King  Solomon's  Mines." At  the  Gainsborough  studio  at  Islington, 

the  Hulbert-Courtneidge  "Take  My  Tip"  is 
finished  and  "Okay  for  Sound,"  under  Mar- 

cel Varnel's  direction,  is  the  only  activity. 

Rock  and  Roy 

Joe  Beck's  next  production,  at  his  en- 

larged plant  at  Elstree,  will  be  "Rhythm 
Racketeers,"  with  Harry  Roy  and  his  Band. 
Mrs.  Harry  Roy,  who  was  the  Princess 
Pearl  of  Sarawak,  has  the  chief  woman  part. 
The  musical  adaptation  of  an  original  story 
by  Bob  Lively  and  Betty  Laidlaw  is  being 

done  by  James  Seymour,  known  in  Holly- 
wood from  "King  of  Burlesque"  and  other 

hits,  and  special  dance  numbers  are  being 

arranged  by  Larry  Ceballos.  Lerner,  Good- 
heart  and  Hoffman  are  writing  the  songs. 

Itemized 

Capitol  Films  is  to  make  "Mr.  Pickwick," 
a  version  of  Dickens'  "Pickwick  Papers." Walter  Forde  will  direct. 

Bernard  Mainwaring  is  to  direct  "Mem- 
ber of  the  Jury"  for  Fox-British  at  Wem- 

bley, from  a  novel  by  John  Millward,  of  the 
Daily  Mail. 

Aileen  Marson  has  been  added  to  the 

cast  of  the  Robert  T.  Kane,  "Four  Dark 
Hours,"  at  Denham. 

Albert  Parker  is  making  "The  £5  Man" for  Fox-British  at  Wembley. 

Form  Producing  Company 

Lewis  A.  French  and  Jed  Buell  have 

formed  Blackstone  Productions  in  Holly- 
wood to  produce  six  features  for  summer release. 



■flnd  that  *  why  he  A  back  again  in  hid  (fteateit  Picture  / 



THE  POPtYtV 

MATADOR 

Here  he  is!  With  all  the  thrills  and 

tunes  of  his  great  bull-fighting  mu- 

sical romance!  Eddie  loses  his  heart 

to  the  gorgeous  Goldwyn  Girls  . . . 

while  the  bull  loses  his  mind  over 

the  most  side-splitting  torero  that 

ever  stepped  into  an  arena!. ..Revel 

in  the  glittering,  gay  fiesta  with  its 

sweeping,  breathless  beauty!  Hear 

radio's  greatest  musicomedian 

sing  and  gag  as  only  HE  can! 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN  presents 

i 

'* 

4  Vi 

with 

LYVA  ROBERTI  -  ROBERT  YOUNG 

TOBY    WING  •  JOHN    MILJAN   •   NOAH  BEERY 

SIDNEY     FRANKLIN      (America's  greatest  matador) 
and  the 

GORGEOUS  GOIDWVN  GIRLS 

Released  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 

National  Release  Date  May  4th 
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NAD'  MEN  INVITED  TO 

MPTOA  CONVENTION 

TRADE  PRACTICE  ACTION 

NOW  UP  TO  COMPANIES 

The  res ponsibility  for  further  action 
on  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  America  trade  practice  program 
rests  xvith  the  seven  distribution  com- 

panies which  committed  themselves 

to  supporting  it,  Ed  Kuykendall,  presi- 
dent of  the  exhibitor  organization, 

said  in  New  York  this  week  in  com- 

menting on  the  failure  of  the  dis- 
tributors thus  far  to  authorize  branch 

managers  to  participate  in  the  setting 
up  of  the  local  conciliation  boards 

through  which  the  exhibitor  organiza- 
tion hopes  that  seven-tenths  of  its 

trade  practice  program  might  be 
realized. 

The  MPTOA  convention  will  be 

asked  to  adopt  a  new  policy  on  the 

program,  Mr.  Kuykendall  indicated. 
It  was  disclosed  last  week  that  a 

majority  of  the  companies  which  re- 
plied to  the  MPTOA  program  have 

definite  objections  to  taking  any  im- 
mediate action  on  the  local  boards. 

Dinner  Meeting  Held 

By  AMPA  Committee 
The  committee  on  advertising  awards  of 

the  Associated  Motion  Picture  Advertisers 
were  to  meet  at  dinner  Thursday  in  the 
Hotel  Edison,  New  York,  to  complete  plans 
for  the  annual  awards  of  the  organization. 

Vincent  Trotta,  art  director  for  Para- 
mount, is  chairman  of  the  committee  and 

associated  with  him  are  S.  Barret  McCor- 
mick,  director  of  publicity  and  advertising 
of  RKO;  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  director  of 

publicity  and  advertising  of  Warner  Broth- 
ers; John  C.  Flinn  of  Variety;  Paul  Gulick, 

publicity  director  for  Universal;  Al  Selig, 
advertising  director  of  Gaumont  British; 

Hyatt  Dabb,  publicity  and  advertising  di- 
rector of  Columbia;  Paul  Benjamin  of  Na- 
tional Screen  Service;  Milton  Weiss  of 

MGM;  Tess  Michaels  of  United  Artists; 

Herbert  Berg  of  Paramount,  and  Al  Sher- 
man, of  Columbia. 

National  Decency  Legion 

Classifies  Nine  New  Pictures 

Of  nine  new  pictures  reviewed  and  classi- 
fied by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency  dur- 
ing the  current  week  seven  were  approved 

for  general  patronage  and  two  were  listed 
as  unobjectionable  for  adults,  as  follows : 
Class  A,  Unobjectionable  for  General 

Patronage:  "Borderland,"  "The  Devil  Dia- 
mond," "Ein  Falscher  Fuffziger"  (German), 

"Land  Beyond  the  Law,"  "Naszut  Felaron" 
(Hungarian),  "Sea  Devils,"  "Wings  of  the 
Morning."  Class  A-2,  Unobjectionable  for 
Adults:  "Her  Husband's  Secretary,"  "The 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney." 

Consolidated  Case  Heard 

Argument  was  heard  recently  before  the 
state  supreme  court  at  Dover,  Del.,  in  the 
case  of  Consolidated  Films,  Inc.,  in  which 
the  question  of  stocks  and  dividends  payable 
were  main  issues.  Decision  was  reserved 
and  the  court  adjourned  until  March  19. 

Cleveland  Exhibitors  Reelect 

Schwartz;  New  Organization 

Formed  at  Kansas  City,  Kan. 

The  first  "round  table"  discussion  be- 
tween exhibitors  and  the  advertising  heads 

of  all  the  large  companies  to  increase  box 
office  receipts  is  in  the  making,  for  the  an- 

nual convention  of  the  Motion  Picture  The- 
atre Owners  of  America,  from  March  16th 

to  18th,  at  the  Biltmore  hotel  in  Miami. 
A  discussion  of  new  and  potential  ideas 

in  advertising  and  exploitation  of  motion 
pictures,  the  use  of  advertising  accessories, 
press  sheets,  lobby  displays,  theatre  fronts, 
mailing,  newspaper  space  and  the  new 
media  of  film  advertising  on  the  air  will 
comprise  the  basis  of  discussion  in  which 
the  following  advertising  men  have  been 

invited  to  participate :  Hyatt  Daab,  Colum- 
bia; Silas  Seadler,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; 

Robert  M.  Gillman,  Paramount;  S.  Barret 

McCormick,  RKO  Radio;  Charles  E.  Mc- 
Carthy, Twentieth  Century- Fox;  Paul  Gu- 

lick, Universal ;  Monroe  Greenthal,  United 
Artists,  and  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  Warner 
Brothers. 

While  the  MPTOA  was  rounding  out  its 

convention  program,  organized  exhibitors 
elsewhere  this  week — 

Met  and  reelected  officers,  in  Ohio; 

Agreed  to  cooperate  on  legislative  mat- 
ters, in  Connecticut; 

Criticized  distributors  for  score  charges, 
in  New  York; 

Owners  formed  a  new  organization,  in 
Kansas  City,  Kan. 

George  Baker,  of  the  Electric  theatre,  was 
elected  to  head  the  Kansas  City,  Kansas,  The- 

atres Operators  Association,  which  has  just 
been  formed.  Charles  Vaughan,  of  the  Art,  is 
vice-president,  and  Fred  Meyn,  of  the  Pershing, 
is  secretary-treasurer. 

The  group  includes  twelve  theatres.  In  addi- 
tion to  those  mentioned,  they  are  the  Fox 

Granada,  W.  D.  Fulton's  State,  Ed  Burgan's Gauntier,  Tenth  Street,  and  Home ;  W.  D. 

Fite's  Kansas,  Harry  Horrocks's  Midway,  R. 
R.  Biechele's  Osage,  and  A.  L.  Dare's  Rose- 
dale.  Exhibitors  operating  the  colored  houses  in 
Kansas  City,  Kan.,  also  have  been  invited  to 

join. Cleveland  Owners  Elect 

Ernest  Schwartz  was  unanimously  elected 
president  of  the  Cleveland  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  Association  for  the  third  con- 

secutive term,  at  the  annual  meeting  last  Thurs- 
day. The  entire  slate  was  reelected,  as  follows : 

Albert  E.  Ptak,  vice-president ;  John  D.  Kala- 
fat,  treasurer,  and  G.  W.  Erdmann,  secretary. 
The  Cleveland  exhibitors  also  elected  the 

following  directors  for  one  year :  Henry  Green- 
berger,  P.  E.  Essick,  Frank  Porozinsfci,  L.  G. 
Baldwin,  Frank  Gross  and  Morris  Berkowitz. 

Besides  M.  Schwartz'  third  term  as  presi- 
dent, this  is  Mr.  Kalafat's  sixth  year  as  treas- 

urer and  Mr.  Erdmann's  11th  year  as  secretary. 
The  organization  voted  to  show  the  Shirley 

Temple  Red  Cross  film  during  the  Red  Cross 
membership  drive  at  every  local  independent 
theatre. 

In  Connecticut,  the  competitive  Allied  The- 
atres of  Conecticut  and  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners  of  Connecticut  cast  aside  their 
organizational  differences  to  meet  on  common 
ground  for  attacking  anti-film  legislation.  Al- 

lied appointed  a  special  legislative  committee, 
consisting  of  Maurice  Bailey,  Dr.  J.  B.  Fish- 
man  and  Ralph  Pasho,  to  meet  with  the  Con- 

necticut MPTO's  committee  on  legislation,  con- 
sisting of  Irving  Jacocks,  Edward  Levy,  Ar- 

thur Lockwood,  Samuel  Weiss  and  Edwin 
Raffile.  Both  groups  will  meet  Thursday  at 
the  Hotel  Bond,  New  Haven,  preceding  the 
first  hearing  by  the  State  Judiciary  Committee 
of  bills  affecting  motion  pictures. 

The  Independent  Theatre  Owners  Associa- 
tion, in  New  York,  named  Leon  Rosenblatt, 

Abram  Cohen  and  S.  Traversi  as  a  committee 
to  raise  a  special  fund  for  New  York  exhibitors 
who  may  have  to  apply  for  loans  to  pay  in- 

creased wages  for  projectionists  under  the  new 
setup  provided  in  the  merger  of  Allied  and 
Local  306  unions.  At  the  same  time  the  organi- 

zation has  set  out  to  force  the  large  distributors 
to  state  their  position  on  score  charges. 

MPTOA  to  Hear  Colonel  Byoir 

Announcement  was  made  Tuesday  by  the 
MPTOA  of  the  acceptance  by  Colonel  Carl 
Byoir  of  an  invitation  to  address  the  Miami 
delegates.  Colonel  Byoir  is  considered  one  of 
the  outstanding  public  relations  counselors. 

The  MPTOA  convention  program  this  week 
neared  completion  with  the  determination  to 
set  aside  the  second  day  for  a  discussion  of  im- 

proved theatre  management  and  ways  and  means 
of  increasing  attendance  at  theatres,  in  con- 

nection with  the  round-table  to  be  held  with 
the  distributors'  advertising  directors. 

Also  added  to  the  program  this  week  were 
the  following  discussions : 

"Winning  New  Patrons,"  by  Roy  L.  Smart, 
Wilby-Kincey  Management  Company,  Charlotte, 
North  Carolina. 

"Value  of  a  Theatre  to  the  Community,"  by 
M.  A.  Lightman,  Malco  Theatres,  Memphis, 

Tenn. 
"Value  of  Mailing  Lists  and  Rural  Adver- 

tising," by  Brownie  Akers,  Griffith  Amusement 
Company,  Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

"College  Town  Theatre  Operation,"  by  Stan- 
ley Sumner,  University  Theatre,  Cambridge, Mass. 

"Theatre  Operation  in  England,"  by  Percy 
Phillipson,  President,  Automaticket,  Ltd.,  Lon- 
don. 

"Box  Office  Values  and  Booking  Problems," 
by  Morgan  A.  Walsh,  San  Francisco. 

"Theatre  Insurance  and  Accident  Prevention," 
by  Henry  Anderson,  insurance  department, 
Paramount  Theatres,  New  York. 

Additional  talks  are  being  arranged. 

Committee  Chairmen 

Committees  which  will  meet  with  exhibitors 
and  later  report  to  the  convention  include  the 
following,  with  their  chairmen : 

Resolutions :  Chairamn,  Edward  G.  Levy, 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

Music  Tax:  Charles  W.  Picquet,  Pinehurst, 
N.  C. 
Unfair  Trade  Practices :  O.  C.  Lam,  Rome, 

Ga. Radio  and  Non-Theatrical  Competition :  John 
C.  Stapel,  Columbia,  Mo. 
Entertainment  Values :  Morgan  A.  Walsh, 

San  Francisco,  Cal. 
Public  Relations  and  Community  Affairs :  M. 

A.  Lightman,  Memphis,  Tenn. 
Conciliation  and  Arbitration :  Lewen  Pizor, 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Labor  Relations  :  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis, Mo. 

Legislation  and  Taxation :  Roy  L.  Walker, 
Lampasas,  Texas. 
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Box  Office 

Champions 

for  January 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN MGM 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION 
20th  Century- Fox  SING  ME  A  LOVE  SONG         First  National 

After  the  Thin  Man:  Produced  by  Hunt  Stromberg.  Directed 
by  W.  S.  Van  Dyke.  Screen  play  by  Frances  Goodrich  and  Albert 
Hackett.  From  the  story  by  Dashiell  Hammett.  Art  director, 
Cedric  Gibbons.  Photographed  by  Oliver  T.  Marsh.  Film  editor, 
Robert  J.  Kern.  Assistant  director,  Charles  Dorian.  Cast:  Wil- 

liam Powell,  Myrna  Loy,  James  Stewart,  Elissa  Landi,  Joseph 

Calleia,  Jessie  Ralph,  Alan  Marshall,  Teddy  Hart.  Released  De- 
cember 25,-  1936. 

The  Plainsman:  Produced  and  directed  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille.  As- 
sistant director,  Richard  Harlan.  Associate  director,  Arthur  Ros- 

son.  Based  upon  data  from  stories  by  Courtney  Ryler  Cooper 
and  Frank  J.  Wilstach.  Screen  play  by  Waldemar  Young,  Harold 
Lamb  and  Lynn  Riggs.  Film  editor,  Anne  Bauchens.  Art  direc- 

tors, Hans  Dreier  and  Roland  Anderson.  Photographed  by  Victor 
Milner  and  George  Robinson.  Cast:  Gary  Cooper,  Jean  Arthur, 
James  Ellison,  Charles  Bickford,  Helen  Burgess,  Porter  Hall,  Paul 

Harvey,  Victor  Varconi,  John  Miljan,  Frank  McGlynn,  Sr.,  Gran- 
ville Bates,  Frank  Albertson,  Purnell  Pratt,  Fred  Kohler,  Sr.,  Pat 

Moriarty,  Charles  Judels,  Harry  Woods,  Anthony  Quinn,  Francis 
McDonald,  George  Ernest,  George  MacQuarrie,  George  Hayes, 

Fuzzy  Knight.   Released  January  I,  1937. 

College  Holiday:  Produced  by  Harland  Thompson.  Directed  by 
Frank  Tuttle.  Assistant  director,  Joseph  Lefert.  Screen  play,  J. 
P.  McEvoy,  Harlan  Ware,  Henry  Meyers  and  Jay  Gorney. 

Photographed  by  Theodor  Sparkuhl  and  William  C.  Mellor.  Cast: 
Jack  Benny,  George  Burns,  Gracie  Allen,  Mary  Boland,  Martha 
Raye,  Ben  Blue,  Marsha  Hunt,  Leif  Erikson,  Eleanore  Whitney, 
Johnny  Downs,  Etienne  Giradot.  Released  December  25,  1936. 

One  in  a  Million:  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  in  charge  of  production.  Asso- 
ciate producer,  Raymond  Griffith.  Directed  by  Sidney  Lanfield. 

Story  and  screen  play  by  Leonard  Praskins  and  Mark  Kelly. 

Photographed  by  Edward  Cronjager.  Art  direction,  Mark-Lee 
Kirk.  Assistant  director,  William  Forsyth.  Film  editor,  Robert 
Simpson.  Cast:  Sonja  Henie,  Adolphe  Menjou,  Don  Ameche, 
Ned  Sparks,  Jean  Hersholt,  Ritz  Brothers,  Arline  Judge,  Borrah 
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THE  PLAINSMAN Paramount  COLLEGE  HOLIDAY Paramount 

THAT  GIRL  FROM  PARIS RKO  Radio    THREE  SMART  GIRLS Universal 

Minevitch,  Dixie  Dunbar,  Leah  Ray,  Shirley  Deane,  Montagu 
Love,  Albert  Conti,  Julius  Tannen,  June  Gale,  Lillian  Porter, 
Helen  Ericson,  Diane  Cook,  Bonnie  Bannon,  June  Wilkins,  Clarice 

Sherry,  Pauline  Craig.   Released  January  I,  1937. 

Sing  Me  a  Love  Sing:  Directed  by  Raymond  Enright.  Assistant 
director,  Lee  Katz.  Screen  play  by  Sig  Herzig  and  Jerry  Wald. 
Original  story  by  Harry  Sauber.  Photographed  by  Arthur  Todd. 
Film  editor,  Thomas  Pratt.  Art  director,  Anton  Grot.  Cast: 

James  Melton,  Patricia  Ellis,  Hugh  Herbert,  Zasu  Pitts,  Allen 
Jenkins,  Nat  Pendleton,  Ann  Sheridan,  Walter  Catlett,  Hobart 

Cavanaugh,  Charles  Halton,  Charles  Richman,  Dennis  Moore, 
Georgia  Caine,  Granville  Bates,  George  Guhl,  Adrian  Rosley, 

George  Sorel,  Linda  Perry,  Robert  Emmett  O'Connor,  Harry 
Hollingsworth.   Released  January  9,  1937. 

That  Girl  from  Paris:  A  Pandro  S.  Berman  production.  Directed 

by  Leigh  Jason.  Screen  play  by  P.  J.  Wolfson  and  Dorothy  Yost. 
Adaptation  by  Joseph  A.  Fields.    Based  on  a  story  by  Jane 

Murfin.  Music  by  Arthur  Schwartz.  Lyrics  by  Edward  Heyman. 

Photographed  by  J.  Roy  Hunt.  Art  director,  Van  Nest  Polgase. 
Edited  by  William  Morgan.  Cast:  Lily  Pons,  Jack  Oakie,  Gene 
Raymond,  Herman  Bing,  Mischa  Auer,  Frank  Jenks,  Lucille  Ball, 

Patricia  Wilder,  Vinton  Haworth,  Gregory  Gaye,  Willard  Robert- 
son, Rafaela  Ottiano,  Ferdinand  Gottschalk.  Released  January 

22,  1937. 

Three  Smart  Girls:  Executive  producer,  Charles  R.  Rogers. 

Associate  producer,  Joseph  Pasternak.  Directed  by  Henry 
Koster.  Original  story  and  screen  play  by  Adele  Comandini. 
Music  by  Bronislaw  Kaper  and  W.  Jurman.  Lyrics  by  Gus  Kahn. 
Art  supervision  by  John  Harkrider.  Associate  director,  Jack 
Otterson.  Photographed  by  Joseph  Valentine.  Cast:  Binnie 
Barnes,  Alice  Brady,  Ray  Milland,  Charles  Winninger,  Mischa 
Auer,  Nan  Grey,  Barbara  Read,  Deanna  Durbin,  Ernest  Cossart, 
Hobart  Cavanaugh,  John  King,  Lucille  Watson,  Nella  Walker. 
Released  December  20,  1936. 
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Films  Maintain  Discipline 

For  Workhouse  Inmates 

Know  They  Can't  Attend  Shotvs  If  They  Misbehave 

by  E.  H.  MAYER 
in  Cincinnati 

Motion  pictures  are  playing  a  part  in 
application  of  the  credo  of  A.  M.  Sauer, 
superintendent  of  the  Cincinnati  Workhouse, 
that  individuals  in  places  of  detention  can 
be  helped  to  respect  themselves  by  being 
treated  with  respect.  Inmates  of  the  insti- 

tution, which  was  a  federal  prison  as  well 
as  workhouse  when  it  opened  in  1869,  never 

are  called  prisoners  or  convicts;  they're 
patrons  when  the  motion  picture  show  starts. 

The  screen  programs  are  being  provided 

through  the  suggestion  and  continuous  co- 
operation of  Joe  Goetz,  assistant  divisional 

manager  of  RKO  Midwest.  These  showings 
are  conducted  on  Friday  afternoons — as  part 
of  the  inmates'  recreation  period — in  the 
dining  hall,  on  the  front  wall  of  which  a 
screen  has  been  painted.  Local  exchanges 

supply  the  film  gratis.  The  projection  ap- 
paratus is  encased  in  a  fire-resistive  con- 

tainer. 

The  showings  in  the  Cincinnati  Work- 
house are  proving  to  be  much  more  than 

entertainment.  Not  only  do  they  exert  a 
highly  constructive  influence  because  of  the 
content  of  the  pictures,  but  they  also  have 
become  the  medium  of  restoring  disciphnt. 
When  an  inmate  becomes  refractory,  he 
is  reminded  that  a  continuance  of  his  mis- 

behavior will  deprive  him  of  attending  the 

next  "picture  show."  This  usually  has  the 
effect  of  causing  him  to  "snap  out  of  it." 

Although  Mae  West  and  Shirley  Temple 
are  the  favorites  at  the  institution,  prefer- 

ences frequently  are  expressed  for  gangster, 
crook  and  mystery  pictures,  and  they  are 
shown.  On  these  occasions  the  inmates 

openly  discuss  and  criticize  the  action  and 
technique  of  the  central  characters,  and 

here  Superintendent  Sauer  "comes  into  the 
picture."  He  is  quick  to  capitalize  an  op- 

portunity to  point  out  that  the  criminal  can- 
not get  away  with  it,  at  least  not  for  long. 

His  remarks  are  not  in  the  way  of  a  "lec- 
ture," but  rather  on  the  order  of  a  man- 

to-man  conversation,  and  the  inmates  accept 
the  object  lessons  in  the  proper  spirit. 

This  writer  has  observed  the  inmates  dur- 
ing the  showing  of  a  picture.  They  lose 

themselves  in  the  story.  Their  emotional 
reactions  are  keen  and  spontaneous.  They 

often  unknowingly  register  aloud  their  ap- 
proval, resentment  or  sympathy,  and  are 

as  ready  to  discuss  the  content  and  ending 

of  a  "parlor  picture"  with  a  love  theme  as 
the  more  virile  type  of  story. 

"Lynton"  Testimony 
To  Be  Heard  in  West 

A  stipulation  authorizing  the  taking  of 
testimony  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
studios,  beginning  March  1,  in  the  account- 

ing and  damage  action  of  Edward  Sheldon 
and  Margaret.  Ayer  Barnes  against  MGM, 
has  been  signed  by  attorneys  for  the  princi- 

pals involved.  The  accounting  testimony  is 
an  aftermath  of  the  recent  decision  which 

held  that  the  plaintiffs'  book,  "Dishonored 
Lady,"  had  been  plagiarized  by  the  motion 
picture,  "Letty  Lynton."  The  plaintiffs'  es- 

timate the  damage  at  more  than  $1,000,000. 
Special  Master  Gordon  Auchincloss  will 
hear  the  testimony. 

38  of  1,400  Pictures 

Cut  by  Boston  Censors 

Approximately  1,400  motion  picture  fea- 
tures, shorts  and  special  features  were  ap- 

proved by  the  Boston  Department  of  Public 

Safety,  under  provisions  of  the  Massachu- 
setts Lord's  Day  laws  during  1936.  Only  38, 

or  less  than  three  per  cent,  were  cut  and 
most  of  these  eliminations  were  minor  ones. 

Nuovo  Mondo  Pictures 

Company  Reorganized 
Nuovo  Mondo  Motion  Pictures,  Inc.,  has 

been  reorganized  with  additional  capital.  This 
organization  has  an  exclusive  contract  for 
the  next  five  years  with  Unione  Nazionale 
Esportazione  Pellicole,  Rome,  Italy,  for  the 
distribution  of  Italian  pictures  in  this  coun- try. 

Asher  Acquires  General 

Franchise  in  New  England 

Harry  Asher,  president  of  the  newly 
formed  Popular  Pictures  in  Boston,  has  ac- 

quired the  New  England  franchise  of  Gen- 
eral Pictures  for  the  next  five  years. 

Showing  Safety  Reel 

A  two-reel  sound  picture,  produced  by  the 
Pennsylvania  State  Department  of  Revenue, 
will  be  exhibited  in  all  schools  throughout 
the  state  in  an  effort  to  teach  traffic  safety. 
The  $22,000  spent  on  the  production  and 
distribution  of  the  film  is  being  met  with 
revenue  from  a  new  five-cent  charge  to 
garages  for  safety  inspection  stickers. 

RCA  Grants  Licenses 

Consolidated  Film  Industries  and  the  De- 
Luxe  Laboratory  have  obtained  RCA 
licenses  to  manufacture  and  market  improved 
non-slip  printers  for  processing  high  fidelity 
sound  tracks,  according  to  Edwin  M.  Hart- 

ley, RCA  Photophone  executive. 

Columbia  Buys  Radio  Series 
Columbia  has  purchased  the  motion  pic- 

ture rights  to  "Community  Sing,"  radio  pro- 
gram heard  weekly  over  the  national  Colum- 

bia Broadcasting  System  network,  and  will 
produce  a  series  of  short  subjects  using  the 
program  as  the  background. 

Edward  Hudson,  formerly  with  Para- 
mount in  Portland,  has  been  named  Oregon 

manager  for  Grand  National. 

Paul  Gulick  Interviewed 

On  WINS  Program 

Paul  Gulick,  publicity  manager  for  Uni- 
versal, was  interviewed  by  Chamberlin 

Brown  on  WINS  last  week.  Mr.  Gulick 
reviewed  the  roster  of  new  stars  developed 
by  the  new  Universal  and  predicted  success 
for  the  forthcoming  releases  of  his  com- 

pany. Asked  whether,  in  his  opinion,  the 
screen  has  hurt  stage  plays,  Mr.  Gulick 
said : 

"I  suppose  they  did  at  first.  But  to  my 
mind,  the  real  pity  is  that  the  stage  and 
screen  try  to  be  so  much  alike,  whereas 
they  are  not  really  alike  at  all.  Authors 
write  plays  now  with  both  eyes  on  the 
movies,  and  pictures  try  vainly  to  reproduce 
the  values  of  the  stage,  ever  since  sound 
came  into  pictures.  If  both  would  go  about 
their  own  business,  both  would  be  better 

off." 

Upholds  Handbill  Law 
The  right  of  cities  to  pass  and  enforce 

anti-handbill  ordinances  was  upheld  by  the 
Indiana  supreme  court  this  week  in  refusing 
an  injunction  to  an  East  Chicago,  111.,  retail 
store.  The  decision,  which  was  of  interest 
to  exhibitors  who  use  handbills  extensively, 
said:  "Handbills  and  advertising  matter, 
when  thrown  loosely  about,  may  become 
waste  matter.  The  statutes  authorize  cities 

to  prevent  the  deposit  of  any  unwholesome 

substance  on  private  or  public  property." 

Plan  Publicity  Union 
The  American  Advertising  Guild,  recently 

organized  in  New  York,  is  seeking  to  in- 
crease its  membership  through  the  formation 

of  an  amusement  unit  and  the  inclusion  in 

the  group  of  all  those  active  in  publicity 
work.  The  publicity  membership  would  not 
be  limited  to  any  one  field,  but  would  in- 

clude films,  the  legitimate  theatre,  radio  and 
the  like.  The  guild  plans  to  seek  an  affilia- 

tion with  the  American  Federation  of  Labor. 

Gebber  Completes  Staff 
Executives  of  Hollywood  Studios,  Inc., 

Hollywood,  have  been  appointed  by  Maur- 
ice Gebber,  president.  They  are:  Lloyd 

H.  Clifton,  vice  president;  Oscar  F.  Horn, 
studio  attorney;  Louis  Felix,  secretary- 
treasurer;  Ray  Kleinburger,  director  of 
public  relations;  John  F.  Meehan,  studio 
manager;  Dick  Hunt,  publicity;  Harry  Jol- 
son,  casting  director,  and  Joseph  Diskay, 
musical  director. 

Will  Replace  Hawkins 
Mrs.  Beatrice  Kaufman,  eastern  story 

editor  for  Samuel  Goldwyn  with  headquar- 
ters in  New  York,  will  fill  in  the  place  which 

becomes  vacant  with  the  resignation  of  Wil- 
liam W.  Hawkins,  Jr.,  her  assistant.  Mr. 

Hawkins  becomes  eastern  story  editor  for 
Columbia,  succeeding  William  C.  Lengel, 
recently  resigned. 

Schulberg  Appoints  Fisher 
B.  P.  Schulberg  has  appointed  James  B. 

Fisher  as  head  of  his  newly  organized  story 
department  in  Hollywood  in  anticipation  of 
an  increase  in  production  activities.  Mr. 
Fisher  resigned  from  the  Radio  story  de- 

partment to  accept  the  post.  He  will  also 
act  as  special  contact  man  between  the 
Schulberg  company  and  the  Motion  Picture 
Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. 





The  New  Universal,  which  gave  you 

"My  Man  Godfrey"  and  "Three  Smart 

Girls",  again  comes  through  with  another 

world-wide  winner,  "Top  of  the  Town" 
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to  purvey  it  to  his  own  public 

The  Lost  Horizon 

(Columbia) 

Dramatic  Spectacle 

On  the  screen  of  the  appropriately 
chosen  Four  Star  theatre  in  Los  Angeles 
behind  doors  barred  to  all  save  accredited 

representatives  of  the  press,  Columbia 
Pictures  corporation  on  the  afternoon  of 
February  19th  submitted  this  $2,000,000 
collaboration  of  Director  Frank  Capra 

and  Scenarist  Robert  Riskin — their  first 

since  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town" — and 
none  called  the  cost  excessive. 

Almost  simultaneously,  due  to  time 

difference,  socialites,  statesmen,  finan- 
ciers, film  executives,  visiting  royalty  and 

professional  entertainers  of  screen,  stage 
and  radio  were  witnessing  the  world 

premiere  of  the  picture  at  the  Lincoln 

theatre  on  Miami  Beach — whence  the  pro- 
duction moved  overnight  into  the  Miami 

Mayfair  on  a  two-a-day  schedule — and 
here,  amid  ceremonies  typical  of  a  Holly- 

wood first  night,  the  price  was  again  pro- 
nounced commensurate. 

Comment  flowing  inland  from  both  coasts 
displays  singular  unanimity  on  vital  points. 

Daring  appears  again  and  again  as  descrip- 
tive of  the  Capra-Riskin  departure  from 

their  precedential  "Mr.  Deeds"  and  "It 
Happened  One  Night."  Bold,  enterprising, 
resourceful,  spectacular,  imaginative,  stimu- 

lating and  inspiring  are  words  juxtaposed  to 
such  as  masterly,  triumphant  and  consum- 

mate in  encomiums  from  all  quarters. 
Heard,  too,  is  speculation  in  the  vein  of 
Edwin  Schallert,  who  asks,  in  the  Los  An- 

geles Times: 

"How  far  will  it  go  in  the  realm  of  popu- 
larity ?  Will  it  be  for  the  few  or  the  masses  ? 

Who  knows?"  To  which  he  replies  in  his 
next  paragraph,  "Indeed,  this  amazing 
dream  creation  may  prove  in  perfect  tune 

with  the  public  consciousness  of  the  mo- 
ment. For  it  is  well  established  that  the 

James  Hilton  novel  enjoyed  the  widest  sort 

of  favor." 
The  picture  is  a  strange  amalgamation  of 

vigorous  realism  and  idyllic  spiritual  and  ro- 
mantic illusion.  Continually  bearing  evidence  of 

it  producers'  courage  in  essaying  something  ex- 
tremely new  and  different,  the  show  is  excep- 
tionally well  presented.  Leaving  no  doubt  that 

much  money,  patience  and  thought  were  poured 
into  its  manufacture,  it  is  exceptionally  well 
acted,  directed  and  staged.  The  mechanical  em- 

bellishments, dramatic  photography  and  musical 

accompaniment  add  impressively  to  the  film's unorthodox  entertainment  quality.  To  bring 
reason  and  order  to  its  conflicting  contrasts — 
that  the  story  may  come  within  the  ken  of  or- 

dinary folk  as  well  as  those  appreciative  of  the 

less  prosaic  values  in  life — Frank  Capra's  di- rection technique  avoids  routine  lanes. 
Dynamic  in  its  realism,  yet  actually  a  fantasy, 

Columbia  embarked  on  a  genuine  adventure 
when  it  started  the  picture.  The  best  brains  in 
the  studio  were  occupied  with  it  for  almost  a 
year.  Motion  Picture  Herald  anticipated  the 
film  in  a  pictorial  preview  published  May  30, 

1936.  The  company's  faith  in  its  undertaking 
places  a  great  responsibility  upon  the  shoulders 
of  the  exhibitor  who  must  sell  the  show  to  the 
public.  As  the  studio  dared  to  do  something 
new,  so  must  showmen  be  prepared  to  depart 
from  formula  exploitation  treatment. 

The  time  of  the  story  is  the  present.  Revolu- 
tion breaks  out  in  inner  China.  A  little  group  of 

civilized  people,  Robert  Conway,  British  consul, 

Lovett,  a  fossil  collector,  George,  Robert's 
brother,  law  alluding  Barnard  and  wanton 
Gloria  board  a  plane.  Believing  they  are  being 
flown  to  safety,  they  discover  they  are  flying 
into  an  interior  that  lies  beyond  any  horizon. 
The  plane  crashes  and  natives  find  the  victims. 
Then,  for  them,  physical  and  mental  time  stops. 
They  are  led  into  Shangri  La,  a  seeming  Gar- 

den of  Eden  where  there  is  no  sin  and  peace 
and  contentment  reign. 

The  picture  is  not  a  dream.  It  is  not  told 
in  retrospect.  It  is  the  chronicle  of  a  strange, 
romantic,  dramatic,  mental  and  spiritual  adven- 

ture. Sold  simply  as  that,  it  is  not  beyond  the 
bounds  of  reason  to  anticipate  its  fantastic  em- 

bellishment will  be  understood  and  appreciated. 
Reviewed  at  the  press  previeiv  given  by  the 

studio  in  the  Four  Star  theatre,  Los  Angeles. 
Gus  McCarthy 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  A  Frank 
Capra  production.  Screen  play  by  Robert  Riskin  from 
the  novel  of  like  title  by  James  Hilton.  Art  director, 
Stephen  Goosson.  Musical  director,  Max  Steiner. 
Voices,  the  Hall  Johnson  Choir.  Costumes  by  Ernst 
Dryden.  Photographed  by  Joseph  Walker.  Technical 
adviser,  Harrison  Forman.  Music  score,  Dimitri 
Ticmkin.  Film  editor,  Gene  Havlick.  P.  C.  A.  Certi- 

ficate No.  2061.  Release  date,  to  be  determined.  Run- 
ning time,  130  minutes.  Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Robert  Conway  Ronald  Colman 
Sondra   Jane  Wyatt 
Lovett  Edward  Everett  Horton 
George  Conway   John  Howard 
Barnard   Thomas  Mitchell 
Maria    Margo 
Gloria   Isabel  Jewell 
Chang  H.  B.  Warner 
High  Lama  Sam  Jaffe 
Prime  Minister  David  Torrence 
Lord  Gainsford  Hugh  Buckler 
Talu   Val  Durand 
Fenner   Milton  Owen 
Bandit  Leader  Willie  Fung 
Bandit  Leader  Victor  Wong 
Englishman   John  Burton 
Englishman   John  Miltern 
Englishman   John  T.  Murray 
Englishman   Dennis  D'Auburn 
Leader  of  Porters  Noble  Johnson 
Montaigne   John  Tettener 
Pottery  Maker  Matthew  Carlton 
Candle  Maker  Joe  Herrera 
Missionary   Margaret  McWade 
Missionary   Ruth  Robinson 
Missionary   Carl  Stockdale 
Missionary   Wyrley  Birch 
Servant   Richard  Masters 
Servant   Alex  Shoulder 
Servant   G.  Kalili 

Michael  Strogoff 

(  Radio  ) 
Drama 

Save  as  it  introduces  an  alien  vein  of  com- 
edy,' this  re-relating  of  the  epic  adventures  of 

Jules  Verne's  Michael  Strogoff,  courier  of  the 
Tsar,  sticks  closely  to  the  melodramatic  theme 
and  spirit  of  the  novel.  Basically  the  show  is 
thrill  action  entertainment,  through  which  run 
continuous  threads  of  romance  and  drama,  and 
incidents  of  intrigue,  cruelty,  sacrifice,  despair. 
The  film  is  extremely  well  done.  The  spectacu- 

lar displays  of  military  might  and  ferocity 
are  sometimes  awe-inspiring  in  character.  The 
quality  of  personal  performances  is  of  superior 
caliber.  Those  of  Akim  Tamiroff,  Anton  Wal- 
brook,  Fay  Bainter,  Margot  Grahame  and 
Elizabeth  Allen  are  particularly  impressive.  In 
their  peciliar  way  the  comedy  antics  of  Eric 
Blore  and  Edward  Brophy  are  uniquely  effective 
in  provoking  laughter  to  abate  the  tension  of  the 
stark  drama  in  which  the  principals  are  in- 
volved. 

As  Radio  has  brought  the  story  to  the  screen 
under  the  production  guidance  of  Pandro  S. 
Berman  and  direction  of  George  Nicholls,  Jr., 
an  honest  attempt  has  been  made  to  give  it  ap- 

peal to  the  greatest  number  of  theatregoers. 
While  preserving  the  grim  quality  of  the  orig- 

inal the  producers  have  demonstrated  recogni- 
tion of  the  varied  demands  of  modern-minded 

audiences  by  including  a  comedy  contract  never 
envisioned  by  M.  Verne.  Students  of  literature 
may  be  inclined  to  look  askance  at  the  depar- 

ture, but  judging  from  the  manner  in  which  the 
preview  audience  accepted  it  the  majority  of 
regular  picture  followers  should  not  be  inclined 
to  be  overly  critical. 

Tartar  hordes,  led  by  traitor  Ogareff,  ravag- 
ing and  destroying  as  they  sweep  out  of  Siberia, 

stir  the  Tsar  of  Russia  to  action.  Michael 
Strogoff  is  chosen  as  courier  to  make  a  perilous 
journey  from  St.  Petersberg  to  Irkutsk,  carry- 

ing to  The  Grand  Duke  plans  by  which  the 
fury  of  the  invading  host  may  be  stayed. 
On  his  dangerous  mission  he  is  compelled 

to  combat  the  intriguing  wiles  of  an  alluring 
spy,  Zangarra,  who  betrays  him  into  the  hands 
of  Ogareff  only  to  repent  of  her  treachery. 
He  meets,  helps  and  falls  in  love  with  Nadia, 
refugee.  Compelled  to  deny  his  own  mother 
so  that  the  secret  of  his  identity  might  be  pre- 

served, he  is  made  captive  by  Ogareff  to  be- 
come the  victim  of  horrible  torture.  A  Russian 

army  routed  by  the  savage  foe,  Strogoff  is  freed 
and  with  Nadia  makes  his  way  to  Irkutsk.  But 

Ogareff,  learning  the  secret  of  Strogoff's  mis- sion, has  preceded  him  to  pose  before  the  Grand 
Duke  as  the  Tsar's  courier.  With  demoniacal 
fury,  Ogareff  plans  to  massacre  all  the  Russians, 
but  Strogoff  arrives  in  time  to  halt  the  vicious 
plot.  Victor  in  a  bloody  hand-to-hand  battle 
with  the  traitor,  extracting  full  revenge  upon 
Ogareff  for  having  caused  his  mother's  death, 
Strogoff  leads  the  Russian  armies  to  victory. 
His  reward  is  honor  from  the  Tsar  and  the 
hand  of  Nadia  in  marriage. 

Attaining  the  status  of  a  good  thrill  action 
melodrama,  the  production  is  one  in  which  the 
adult  intelligentsia  will  find  much  to  admire  in 
the  quality  of  acting  and  production  technique, 
one_  to  give  the  gallery  gods  plenty  of  oppor- 

tunity to  cheer  and  hiss.  Under  proper  presenta- 
tion, and  means  for  showmanship  exploitation (Continued  on   page  58) 
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are  by  no  means  limited,  it  appears  that 
"Michael  btrogoff"  has  the  stuff  for  both  first 
and  subsequent-run  houses. 

Previewed  in  the  Pantages  theatre,  Hollywood. 
Reactions  of  the  audience  indicated  that  the  film 
is  a  good  possibility  as  a  money  maker. 
Note:  Big  conflict  spectacle  sequences  were 

taken  from  a  film  produced  in  Europe  a  year 
or  more  ago  and  in  zvhich  Anton  Walbrook  was 
also  the  star.  The  expert  manner  in  which  they 
have  been  made  to  coincide  with  the  material 
made  locally  precludes  possibility  of  detection 

by  any  others  than  only  the  keenest  lay  minds. — 
G.  M. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO  Radio.  A  Pandro 
S.  Berman  production.  Directed  by  George  Nicholls, 
Jr.  Associate  producr,  Joseph  Ermolieff.  Motion  Pic- ture Rights  assigned  by  Society  Jules  Verne.  Screen 
play  by  Mortimer  Offner,  Anthony  Veiller  and  Anne 
Morrison  Chapin.  Musical  director,  Nathaniel  Shil- 
kert.  Photographed  by  Joseph  H.  August.  Special 
effects  by  Vernon  Walker.  Art  director,  Van  Nest 
Polglase.  Associate,  Perry  Ferguson.  Orchestral  ar- 

rangement by  Maurice  de  Packh.  Costumes  by  Walter 
Plunkett.  Set  dressing  by  Darrell  Silvers.  Recorded 
by  George  D.  Ellis.  Edited  by  Frederic  Knudtson. 
P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No.  2914.  Running  time,  when 
seen  in  Hollywood,  85  minutes.  Release  date,  March  5, 
1937.   Adult  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Michael  Strogoff    Anton  Walbrook 
Nadia    Elizabeth  Allan 
Ogareff    Akim  Tamiroff 
Zangarra    Margot  Grahame 
Strogoff's  mother    Fay  Bainter Blount    Eric  Blore 
Packer    Edward  Brophy 
Vasiley    Paul  Guilfoyle 
Grand  duke    William  Stack 
Tsar   Paul  Harvey 
Innkeeper    Michael  Visaroff 

The  Great  Barrier 

(G-B) 
Drama 

This  is  one  of  the  most  ambitious  films  to  the 
credit  of  British  enterprise  and  definitely  proof 
that  an  understanding  of  the  needs  of  the  inter- 

national, and  particularly  the  American,  market 
is  growing  in  England.  It  is  a  story  packed  full 
of  action,  a  vivid  picture  of  an  historical 
pioneering  episode,  with  a  rich  range  of  beauti- 

ful scenic  backgrounds.  Picturing  the  construc- 
tion of  the  Canadian  Pacific  Railway,  it  is 

worthy  of  comparison  with  the  screen  epics  in 
which  American  companies  have  shown  the  con- 

quest of  a  continent.  Speedy,  peppy  in  dialogue, 
spectacularly  in  the  super  class,  it  has  plenty  to 
offer  to  American  audiences.  That  seventy-five 
per  cent  of  it  was  shot  in  Canada  is  an  asset  in 
itself. 

Selling  talk  ought  to  be  easy  for  the  exhibitor. 
The  slow  progress  of  the  railroad  from  coast  to 
coast,  in  face  of  dissension  and  financial  crises 
in  the  board-room  and  sterner  opposition  from 
swamp  and  mountain  at  railhead,  is  history  seen 
in  the  making.  Famous  characters  like  James 
J.  Hill  play  their  part  (it  is  represented  that  a 
road  was  blasted  through  the  Rockies  to  avoid 

linking  the  line  with  Hill's)  and  there  is  a 
reproduction  of  a  meeting  with  the  Canadian 
Prime  Minister  at  which  the  latter  gives  an 

unofficial  "go  ahead"  to  the  harassed  directors. 
The  real  drama,  all  the  same,  lies  in  the  wilds. 
Pictures  of  the  railhead  settlement  filled  with 
unpaid  and  rioting  workmen,  while  a  pioneer 
party  seeks  a  pass  through  the  Rockies,  provide 
plenty  of  popular  thrills,  but  there  is  deeper 
drama  in  the  sight  of  a  locomotive  sinking,  with 
the  newly-laid  track,  into  a  morass  which  bars 
the  plotted  route. 

Hickey,  a  gambler,  and  his  friend  Steve,  a 
remittance  man,  go  to  the  railhead  of  the 
C.  P.  R.,  looking  for  easy  money.  Sequel  to  a 
saloon  rough-house  is  that  they  are  sentenced 
to  thirty  days  of  compulsory  labour  with  the 
construction  gang.  Hickey,  in  love  with  the 

gang-boss's  daughter,  finds  work  more  stimu- 
lating than  gaming ;  Steve  gets  into  the  clutches 

of  a  saloon  harpy  and  quarrels  with  his  friend. 
In  Montreal,  the  railway  company  is  in  diffi- 

culties. The  line  encounters  hundreds  of  miles 
of  swamp  and  strong  efforts  are  made  to  merge 
the  enterprise  with  that  of  James  J.  Hill  and 

carry  the  railroad  onto  American  soil,  in  a 
last  effort  to  maintain  the  original  plan,  it  is 
decided  to  try  to  find  a  pass  through  the 
Rockies.  The  pioneering  party  is  headed  by 

Major  "Hell's  Bells"  Rogers  and  Hickey  and 
Steve  are  both  in  it.  Terrible  hardships,  deser- 

tions, and  accidents  reduce  the  party  until  only 
the  Major  and  Hickey  survive  to  light  the 
beacon  which  tells  them  at  the  railhead  that  the 
pass  has  been  found. 

The  story  is  deftly  blended  with  the  historical 
episodes  and  owes  a  lot  of  its  effectiveness  to 
Richard  Arlen  and  J.  Farrell  MacDonald. 
Press  shown  at  the  Tivoli  before  a  royal 

premiere  at  the  Gaumont  Haymarket,  it  made 
them  sit  up  and  take  notice.  All  comment  rated 
it  a  real  audience  picture. 

Bruce  Allan. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Gaumont -British.  Di- 
rected by  Milton  Rosmer.    P.  C.  A.  certificate  to  be 

assigned.     Release   date    (tentative),   April   3.  Run- 
ning time,  100  minutes.  General  audience  classification. 

CAST 

Hickey  Richard  Arlen 
Mary  Antoinette  Cellier 
Steve  Barry  Mackay 
Lou  Lili  Palmer 
Bates  Jock  McKay 
Moody  Roy  Emerton 
Joe  the  Ganger  Ben  Weldon 
Major  Rogers  J.   Farrell  MacDonald 

Prisoners 

(Amkino) 
Doctrinal  Drama 

This  contribution  to  the  library  of  Russian 
governmentally  sponsored  films  depicting  life  as 
purportedly  lived  in  the  USSR  appears  to  have 
as  its  major  and  practically  sole  purpose  the 
glorification  of  the  G.P.U.,  represented  as  a 
benevolent  organization  immensely  effective  in 
rehabilitation  of  criminals  by  kindness.  The  pic- 

ture differs  from  most  of  its  predecessors  in  that 
it  offers  less  of  story  and  more  of  doctrine.  It 
is  proportionately  ineffective  as  entertainment 
and  therefore,  in  seemingly  logical  consequence, 
as  propaganda. 

The  story,  if  it  may  be  so  described,  deals 

with  the  G.P.U.  officers'  handling  of  convicts 
in  the  building  of  the  White  Sea  Canal.  Half 
a  dozen  players  portray  convict  types  and  the 
case  histories  of  their  conversion  to  the  G.P.U. 
points  of  view  by  oral  suasion  and  declamatory 
eloquence  occupy  most  of  the  running  time.  A 
man  and  a  woman  whose  resistance  to  regula- 

tion is  outstandingly  stubborn  are  vocally  vio- 
lent, but  nothing  physically  important  comes  of 

it.  They,  too,  yield  to  the  rhetorical  urging  of 
their  jailers  and  turn  out  to  be  leaders  in  their 
work  as  they  have  been  leaders  in  crime. 
There  is  no  sustained  love  interest,  and  oc- 

casional situations  that  threaten  to  develop  plot 
complications  are  resolved  into  nothingness  by 
assiduous  application  of  argumentative  dialogue. 
There  are  the  usual  intrinsically  interesting 
scenic  shots  and  vivid  personality  portraits.  The 
technical  aspects  of  the  production  are  typical 
of  films  from  this  source. 

Reviewed  at  the  Cameo  theatre,  New  York, 
which  specialises  in  this  kind  of  material  and  is 
patronized  by  the  type  of  audience  for  which  it 
is  designed,  the  applause  for  this  production  was 
less  than  usually  forthright.  —  William  R. 
Weaver. 
Produced  by  Mosfilm,  Moscow,  U.S.S.R.  Distributed 

in  North  and  South  America  by  Amkino  corporation. 
Adapted  from  the  play,  "Aristocrats,"  by  its  author, N.  F.  Pogodin.  Directed  by  Evgeny  Cherviakov. 
Musical  score  by  U.  A.  Shaporin.  No  P.C.A.  certificate. 
Release  date,  Feb.  18.  Running  time,  93  minutes. 
General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Official  of  the  G.  P.  U  A.  I.  Chaban 

Honored  Artist  of  the  Republic 
Gromov,  Director  of  the  Prison  Camp  

B.  G.  Dobronravov 
Honored  Artist  of  the  Republic 

Kostia,  the  "Captain"  ...M.  F.  Astangov Honored  Artist  of  the  Republic 
Max,  "the  embezzler"  M.  M.  Yanshin Honored  Artist  of  the  Republic 
Engineer  Sadovsky,  "saboteur"  B.  P.  Tamarin 
Engineer  Botkin,  "saboteur"  G.  M.  Michurin 
Sasha,  "the  forger"  P.  A.  Olenev 
"Lemon"  K.    G.  Nazarenko 
Sonia  V.  D.  Yanukova 
Margarita  Ivanovna.  N.  M.  Ermakovitch 
Sadowsky's  Mother  M.  M.  Goricheva 

I  Promise  to  Pay 

(  Columbia  ) 
Melodrama 

In  melodramatic  manner  the  vicious  workings 
of  the  small  loan  shark  racket  are  exposed. 
While  the  show  includes  a  love  interest  that 
provokes  sympathy,  it  does  not  contain  much 
romance  as  that  term  is  popularly  understood, 
and  it  is  practically  devoid  of  any  tension-easing 
comedy.  Yet  in  its  mood,  the  picture  is  well 
done.  Story  content,  acting  and  direction  are 
above  average,  and  because  a  definite  topical 
significance  attaches  itself  to  the  motivation, 
it  affords  exploitation  possibilities  not  commonly 
found. 

To  the  key  of  intelligently  grounded  dialogue, 
the  film  moves  to  a  series  of  carefully  contrived 
dramatic  situations  in  which  effort  is  made  to 
show  what  happens  to  a  borrower  when  he  is 
unable  to  repay  a  loan  on  time ;  the  brutal 
terrorism  which  loan  sharks  practice  upon  fear- 

ful victims  and  the  manner  in  which  one  victim 
courageously  collaborated  with  the  authorities 
tc  break  up  the  racket.  As  production  and  direc- 

torial technique  elects  to  concentrate  on  drama 
which  has  considerable  human  interest,  the  story 
might  have  been  ripped  out  of  newspaper  head- 

lines in  any  community  where  the  loan  business 
has  been  investigated  and  the  unethical  work- 

ings have  been  revealed  to  the  public. 
Unable  to  repay  loan  shark  Leo  Carrillo  a 

small  sum  borrowed  to  give  his  wife,  Helen 
Mack,  and  children  a  country  vacation,  Chester 
Morris  is  set  upon  by  thugs  and  beaten.  Des- 

perately endeavoring  to  escape  further  tortures, 
he  steals  company  funds  to  repay  the  loan. 
His  plight  brought  to  the  attention  of  the  police, 

Morris  still  menaced  by  Carrillo's  thugs,  co- 
operates with  the  authorities.  Though  shot  by 

mobsters,  Morris  goes  before  the  grand  jury 
to  identify  photographs  of  Carrillo  and  his 
strong  arm  men. 

Previeived  in  the  Los  Angeles  Paramount 
theatre.  The  downtown  metropolitan  audience 
paid  more  attention  to  the  film  than  such  pat- 

ronage sometimes  accords  more  pretentiously 
produced  pictures. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  Directed  by 

D.  Ross  Lederman.  Original  screen  play,  Mary  C. 
McCall,  Jr.  and  Lionel  Houser.  Assistant  director, 
Morey  Lightfoot.  Photographed  by  Lucien  Ballard. 
Sound  engineer,  Edward  Bernds.  Film  editor,  James 
Sweeney.  Art  director,  Stephen  Goosson.  Musical 
director,  Morris  Stoloff.  Special  effects,  Harold 
Palmer.  Associate  producer,  Myles  Connolly.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2820.  Running  time,  when  seen  in 
Hollywood.  65  minutes.  Release  date,  February  15, 
1937.     General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Eddie  Lang  Chester  Morris 
Richard  Farra  Leo  Carrillo 
Mary  Lang  Helen  Mack 
Mr.  Curtis  Thomas  Mitchell 
Captain  Hall  Thurston  Hall 
Al   John  Gallaudet 
Tudy  Patsy  O'Connor B.  G.  Wilson  Wallis  Clark 
Bill  Seaver  James  Flavin 
Reardon  Edward  Keane 
Fats  Harry  Woods 
Fancyface  Henry  Brandon 
Whitehat  Marc  Lawrence 

The  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney 

(MGM  -  Weingarten) 
Comedy 

The  cast  features  three  currently  popular 
players.  The  support  includes  quite  a  batch  of 
favorably  regarded  performers.  Settings,  dress- 

ings and  general  production  atmosphere  are  in 
the  most  approved  1937  modes.  So  far,  so  good. 
But  the  story  is  archaic  and  apt  to  be  considered 

by  many  as  moth  eaten.  It  deals  with  charac- 
ters and  situations  to  which  the  public  has  been 

apathetic  in  previous  similarly  premised  screen 

subjects.  In  the  light  of  today's  standards,  "The 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney"  is  a  windy  dialogued, 
semi-farcical  comedy  with  English  background. 

Paradoxically,  the  show  is  a  mingling  of  bril- 
liance and  stodginess.  It  depicts  what  happens 

when  an  American  feminine  Raffles,  masquer- 
ading as  blue  blood  and  aided  by  a  collection  of 

super-crooks,  sets  out  to  loot  the  jewels  of 
British  aristocracy  of  the  pre- War  era.  In  true 



HELD  OVER  AT  THE  ROXY 

Managers — Cashiers — Ushers — 

Doormen — and  even  the  Press  Agent 

— were  shoved  Head  Over  Heels — 

and  loved  it— by  the  crowds  push- 

ing their  way  in  to  see  the  lovely 

Jessie 

MATTHEWS 

In  her  newest  and  best  dance-sing  musical 

HEAD  OVER 

HEELS  
in  LOVE' 

Everybody  from  coast  to  coast  is  singing 
and  whistling  these  Gordon  and  Revel 

Hit  Tunes :  "May  I  Have  the  Next  Ro- 
mance With  You"  . . .  "Head  Over  Heels 

in  Love"  .  .  .  "There's  That  Look  in  Your 

Eyes  Again"  . . .  Don't  Give  a  Good  Gosh 
Darn"  .  .  .  "Lookin  Around  Corners  For 

You" ...  "Through  the  Courtesy  of  Love". 
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story  book  fashion,  it  has  the  American  sharp- 
shooter herself  taken  in  romantically  by  a 

scion  of  British  nobility  who  is  more  suave  and 
debonair  than  the  smartest  representative  of 
Park  Avenue.  When  the  denouement  is  reached, 
not  even  the  disappointed  members  of  her  gang 
or  the  members  of  the  set  she  planned  to  fleece 
are  mad.  Contrariwise  the  boy  and  girl  seem 
to  be  very  glad  that  they  will  be  able  to  spend 
their  time  in  happy  romance. 

Very  much  as  originally  conceived  by  Fred- 
erick Lonsdale  and  presented  on  the  screen  and 

stage  of  a  less  modern-minded  world,  the  show 
is  one  which  to  a  great  extent  must  depend  upon 
the  pulling  power  of  names  to  excite  much 
public  attention.  A  glance  at  the  production 
credits  should  be  sufficient  to  show  whom  and 
what  to  sell. 

Previewed  in  the  Village  theatre,  Westwood, 
zvhere  the  previous  night  almost  the  same  kind 
of  audience  was  honestly  enthusiastic  about 

"Love  Is  News,"  Mrs.  Cheyney's  adventures 
were  watched  with  only  mild  interest. — G.  M. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Produced  by  Lawrence  Weingarten.  Screen  play  by 
Leon  Gordon,  Samson  Raphaelson  and  Monckton  Hoffe. 
From  the  play  by  Frederick  Lonsdale.  Directed  by 
Richard  Boleslawski.  Musical  score  by  Dr.  William 
Axt.  Recording  director,  Douglas  Shearer.  Art  direc- 

tor, Cedric  Gibbons.  Associates,  Joseph  Wright,  Edwin 
B.  Willis.  Gowns  by  Adrian.  Photographed  by 
George  Folsey.  Film  editor,  Frank  Sullivan.  Assist- 

ant director,  Eddie  Woehler.  P.  C.  A.  Certificate  No. 
3508.  Running  time,  when  seen  in  Hollywood,  95 
minutes.  Release  date,  February  19,  1937.  General 
audience  classification. 

CAST 
Fay  Cheyney  Joan  Crawford 
Charles  William  Powell 
Arthur  Robert  Montgomery 
Lord  Kelton  Frank  Morgan 
Duchess  Jessie  Ralph 
Willie  Nigel  Bruce 
Joan  Colleen  Clare 
Kitty  Benita  Hume 
Cousin  John  Ralph  Forbes 
Maria  Aileen  Pringle 
William  Melville  Cooper 
Ames  Leonard  Carey 
Anna  Sara  Haden 
Inspector  Witherspoon  Lumsden  Hare 
George  Wallis  Clark 
Purser  Barnett  Parker 

Don't  Tell  the  Wife 
(RKO  Radio) 
Urban  Comedy 
What  goes  on  behind  the  scenes  while  dealers 

in  fraudulent  securities  mulct  the  public  and  the 
devices  by  use  of  which  operators  of  these 
shadey  enterprises  conduct  their  nefarious 
manipulations  in  attempted  circumvention  of  the 
law  are  matters  dealt  with  lucidly  if  incidentally 
in  this  brisk  and  plausible  comedy.  Not  less 
but  rather  more  explicit  because  unlabored  are 
points  made  with  reference  to  the  technique  and 
viewpoint  of  the  get-rich-quick  school  of  confi- 

dence men.  And  more  effective  because  counter- 
weighted  with  these  substantial  elements  is  the 
appeal  of  comedy  material  admirably  phrased 
and  intelligently  enacted. 

Prominent  members  of  a  large  cast  are  Lynne 
Overman  and  Una  Merkel  as  the  young  married 
people  who  sustain  the  love  interest,  Guy  Kibbee 
as  the  oldster  who  brings  them  into  ultimate 
agreement  on  matters  of  principle,  Thurston 
Hall,  Guinn  Williams,  William  Damarest  and 
Harry  Tyler  as  confidence  men  associated  with 
Overman  in  the  sale  of  what  they  believe  to  be 
worthless  gold  mine  stock.  They  handle  adroitly 
the  lively  but  plausible  dialogue  and  their  per- 

formances are  evenly  balanced  and  convincing. 
The  plot  is  conventional  only  in  its  consumma- 

tion and  the  semblance  of  realism  is  preserved 
by  confident  direction. 

The  story  is  about  Steve  Dorset,  retired  con- 
fidence man,  whose  former  confederates  per- 

suade him  to  join  them  in  one  more  gold  mine 
stock  selling  enterprise  which,  they  argue,  will 
escape  prosecution,  if  the  mails  are  not  used, 
because  the  mine  in  which  shares  are  to  be  sold 
really  exists.  He  deceives  his  wife  as  to  the 
legitimacy  of  the  enterprise  by  employing  as 
company  president  a  presumably  stupid  in- 

dividual whose  name,  Winthrop,  she  confuses 
with  that  of  a  capitalist  whom  she  respects. 
Stock  is  sold  by  telephone  and  money  rolls  in, 
but  Winthrop  writes  a  letter  promising  a  ten 

point  rise  within  a  fortnight  and  this  brings 
government  inspectors  on  the  scene.  Many  com- 

plications follow,  but  Winthrop  discovers  that 
the  gold  mine  really  contains  gold  in  quantity 
and  the  ending  is  the  happy  one. 

Revieived  at  the  Palace  theatre,  New  York, 

where  it  was  billed  with  "Lloyds  of  London," 
the  picture  elicited  audible  approval. — W.R.W. 
Produced  and  distributed  by  RKO-Radio.  Produced 

by  Robert  Sisk.  Directed  by  Christy  Cabanne.  Screen 
play  by  Nat  Perrin  from  the  play,  "Once  Over  Light- 

ly," by  George  Holland.  Art  director,  Van  Nest Polglase.  Film  edtior,  Jack  Hively.  Photographed  by 
Harry  Wilde.  P.C.A.  certificate  No.  2081.  Release  date, 
March  12.  Running  time,  62  minutes.  General  audience 
classification. 

CAST 
Malcolm  Winthrop  Guy  Kibbee 
Nancy  Dorset  Una  Merkei 
Steve  Dorset  Lynne  Overman 
Major  Manning  Thurscon  Hall 
Cupid  Guinn  Williams 
Larry  Tucker  William  Damarest 
Ann  Howell  Lucille  Ball 
Mike  Callahan  Harry  Tyler 
Sergeant  Mallory  Frank  M.  Thomas 
Martin  Harry  Jans 
Warden  George  Irving 
Customer's  Man   Alan  Curtis Smith   Donald  Kerr 
Rocney  Bill  Jackie 
Hagar   Bradley  Page 
Charwoman   Aggie  Herring 
Signpainter    Barney  Furey 
Nancy's  Maid  Hattie  McDaniel Sam  Taylor  Cy  Jenks 
Joe  Hoskins  Charlie  West 

Let's  Make  a  Million 
(Paramount) Comedy 

This  little  comedy  has  almost  as  many  ex- 
ploitation angles  as  it  has  characters.  It  may 

be  offered  as  a  soldier  bonus  comedy,  an  Ameri- 
can Legion  story,  a  small  town  romance,  a  tale 

of  the  oil  country,  an  exposition  of  fraudulent 
stock  sales  technique,  a  homespun  account  of 
life  and  love  among  the  common  people  or  a 
character  portrayal  by  Edward  Everett  Horton, 
this  last  being  the  most  accurate  and  compre- 

hensive description.  Mr.  Horton  dominates 
practically  every  scene  save  those  in  which  Mar- 

garet Seddon  and  Margaret  McWade,  the 

"pixilated  sisters"  of  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to 
Town,"  carry  forward  the  characterizations achieved  in  that  film. 

Mr.  Horton  is  cast  as  Harrison  Gentry,  small 
town  merchant,  war  veteran,  American  Legion 
treasurer  and  henpecked  bachelor  nephew  of 
maiden  aunts  with  whom  he  lives.  He  receives 
$1,100  bonus  money  and  much  advice  as  to  how 
he  should  spend  it  instead  of  as  planned,  financ- 

ing a  long  deferred  marriage  and  honeymoon. 
Promoters  of  fraudulent  oil  stocks  victimize 
him  and,  through  his  example,  his  friends  of 
the  Legion.  When  their  deception  is  exposed  he 
is  accused  of  conspiring  with  them.  Recovering 
a  portion  of  the  money,  he  risks  it  in  further 
diggings  for  oil,  which  is  found  in  time  to  save 
him  from  physical  or  legal  punishment  for  his 
operations.  He  is  called  hero  and  marries  the 

girl. 

Treatment  is  humorous  throughout.  Char- 
lotte Wynters  plays  the  girl  in  the  case  with 

understanding.  Supporting  players  graphically 
depict  a  large  number  of  small  town  types. 
The  manifestly  comic  intent  softens  the  effect 
of  two  or  three  somewhat  remarkable  plot  co- 

incidences. Mr.  Horton's  performance  is  on  a 
par  with  his  best. 

Reviewed  at  Loew's  Ziegfeld  theatre,  Neiv 
York,  where  it  ran  with  "Camille,"  it  elicited 
chuckles  indicative  of  amused  approval,  emo- 

tional rebound  or  both. — W.  R.  W. 
Produced  by  Harold  Hurley.  Distributed  by  Para- 

mount. Directed  by  Ray  McCarey.  Story  by  Law- 
rence Pohle  and  Thomas  Ahearne.  Screen  play  by 

Robert  Yost  and  Manuel  Seff.  Photographed  by 
Karl  Strauss.  P.  C.  A.  certificate  No.  2677.  Release 
date.  December  18.  Running  time,  60  minutes.  General audience  classification. 

CAST Harrison  Gentry  Edward  Everett  Horton 
Caroline  Charlotte  Wynters 
Spencer  Porter  Hall 
Sam  Smith  J.  M.  Kerrigan 
Aunt  Martha  Margaret  Sedden 
Aunt  Lucy  Margaret  McWade 

(The  Pixilated  Sisters) 
Gilbert  Purnell  Pratt 
Jerry  '.  Irving  Bacon Peter  Winton  Ivan  Miller 

The  Devil's  Playground 
(  Columbia) 
Comedy-Drama 
The  names  of  Richard  Dix,  Dolores  Del  Rio 

and  Chester  Morris  afford  substantial  marquee 

material  for  exploitation  of  "The  Devil's  Play- 
ground." Use  of  naval  vessels  in  its  production 

is  another  mentionable  circumstance.  That  the 
picture  shows  what  happens  inside  a  sunken 
submarine,  how  modern  equipment  facilitates 
escape  and  how  divers  effect  rescue  when  such 
equipment  becomes  fouled,  may  be  set  forth  as 
a  special  reason  for  seeing  the  picture.  The 
story  is  more  or  less  familiar  and  the  perfor- 

mances of  the  principal  players  are  of  the  kind 
best  described  as  characteristic. 

Messrs.  Dix  and  Morris  are  presented  as  pals 
in  the  naval  service  separated  early  in  the  pic- 

ture by  reassignments.  Miss  Del  Rio  is  pre- 
sented as  a  dime-a-dance  girl  who  marries  Dix 

to  obtain  the  security  his  savings  and  present 
shore  assignment  as  service  diving  instructor 
will  afford  her.  He  is  ordered  to  brief  sea 
duty  immediately  after  their  wedding  and  his 
friend,  unexpectedly  arriving  in  port,  passes  a 

week's  leave  in  dalliance  with  the  girl  he  does 
not  know  is  his  friend's  bride.  Dix,  returning, 
discovers  them  in  an  embrace  and  thrashes  his 

friend,  failing  to  realize  his  wife's  guilt.  His friend  boards  a  submarine  which  sinks  and  Dix 
refuses  to  go  to  his  rescue  until  he  learns  of 

his  bride's  falsity.  Then  he  saves  his  friend 
any  they  resume  their  former  relationship,  the 
girl  returning  to  the  dance  hall  to  seek  new 
companionship. 
Reviewed  at  the  Globe  theatre,  New  York, 

where  the  picture  was  exhibited  without  elicit- 
ing manifest  praise  or  blame. — W.R.W. Produced  and  distributed  by  Columbia.  Directed  by 

Erie  C.  Kenton.  Assistant  director,  Cliff  Vroughton. 
Story  by  Norman  Springer.  Screen  play  by  Liam 
O'Flaherty.  Jerome  Chodorov  and  Daiton  Trumba. Film  editor.  Viola  Lawrence.  Photographed  by  Lucien 
Ballard.  P.C.A.  certificate  No.  2033.  January  24.  Run- 

ning time.  74  minutes.  Adult  audience  classification. 
CAST 

Jack   Dorgan  Richard  Dix Carmen  Dolores  Del  Rio 
Robert  Mason  .'  Chester  Morris Red  Anderson  George  McKay 
Jones  John  Gailaudet 
Submarine  Commander  Pierre  Watkin; 
Sidecar  Wilson  Ward  Bond 
Reilly   Don  Rowan 
Romano   Francis  McDonald 
Salvage   Boat   Commander  Stanley  Andrews 

Love  is  News 

(20th  Century  -  Fox) 
Comedy,  Romance,  Drama 
A  smartly  clever  readaptation  of  the  rich 

girl-newspaper  reporter  idea,  topically  titled 
"Love  Is  News"  looks  like  desirable  amusement 
for  any  kind  of  audience.  Analysis  of  the  story 
content  and  action,  dialogue,  characterizations 
and  situations  and  the  name  value  of  the  leading 
and  support  players  shows  exploitation  quality 
that  really  should  inspire  showmen  to  go  out 
and  do  things. 

Essentially,  the  show  is  comedy  romance 
drama  that  assumes  a  farce  identity,  sometimes 
slapstick.  The  most  attractive  thing,  however, 
realizing  that  it  has  been  given  the  benefit  of 

good  production  and  staging,  is  that  it  is  differ- ent from  similarly  envisioned  predecessors,  one 
of  those  features  that  rollicks  along,  surprising 
incidents  popping  up  with  pleasing  irregularity. 
There's  no  waiting  for  something  comic  to  hap- 

pen, the  comedy  occasionally  coming  before  the 
audience  is  ready  for  it,  with  the  laughter  en- 

gendered by  one  situation  hanging  over  to 
drown  out  the  effect  of  what  happens  next. 
The  plot  is  simple  but  provacative.  Loretta 

Young,  rich  girl,  hates  publicity ;  consequently 
she  decorates  the  headlines  continually.  By  a 
ruse,  reporter  Tyrone  Power,  who  is  always  in 
editor  Don  Ameche's  dog  house,  tricks  her  into 
a  story  that  she  preferred  to  keep  secret.  It's  a 
scoop,  but  it's  nothing  to  the  scoop  all  the  other 
newspapers  have  when  Miss  Young  announces 

to  the  other  reporters  that  she's  endowing 
Power  with  $1,000,000  and  is  going  to  marry 
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him.  Mr.  Power  naturally  is  chagrined  by  this 
affront  to  his  professional  abilities,  nor  is  his 
lot  made  any  the  lighter  by  the  rantings  of  the 
city  editor.  His  pleas  to  Miss  Young  for  mercy 
only  result  in  his  being  tossed  into  more  hot 
water,  incidents  and  sequences  permitting  the 
supporting  cast  to  add  to  the  merriment. 
Finally,  when  Power  has  been  hauled  over  the 
coals  until  his  hide  is  blistered,  the  girl  relents 
and  marries  him. 

Gay  and  airy  stuff,  assuring  the  maximum 
amount  of  amusement  for  the  most  varied 

patronage,  the  picture's  tempo,  dialogue  and action  are  rapid  fire.  Spontaneously  human  and 
always  wholesome,  the  film  is  of  the  character 
that  automatically  appeals  to  young  folk  and  to 
the  more  mature. 

Previewed  in  the  Village  theatre,  W estwood. 
The  storm-drenched  Saturday  night  audience 
forgot  all  about  rain  and  floods  while  the  film 
zvas  on  the  screen. — G.  M. 

Produced  and  distributed  by  Twentieth  Century -Fox. 
Associate  producers,  Earl  Carroll  and  Harold  Wilson. 
Directed  by  Tay  Garnett.  Story  by  William  Lipman 
and  Frederick  Stephani.  Screen  play  by  Harry 
Tugend  and  Jack  Yellen.  Musical  direction  by  David 
Buttolph.  Photographed  by  Ernest  Palmer.  P.  C.  A. 
Certificate  No.  2957.  Running  time,  when  seen  in 
Hollywood,  75  minutes.  Release  date,  February  26, 
1937.    General  audience  classification. 

CAST 
Steve  Ley  ton  Tyrone  Power 
Tony  Gateson  Loretta  Young 
Martin  J.  Canavan  Don  Ameche 
Judge   Hart  Slim  Summerville 
Cyrus  Jeffrey  Dudley  Digges 
Eddie  Johnson  Walter  Catlett 
Louis  Wescott  Pauline  Moore 
Mrs.  Flaherty  Jane  Darwell 
Penrod  Stepin  Fetchit 
Count  Andre  de  Guyon  George  Sanders 
Egbert  Eggleston  Elisha  Cook,  Jr. 
A.  G.  Findlay  Frank  Conroy 
Kenyon  Paul  Stanton 
Joe  Brady  Charles  Williams 
Logan  Julius  Tannen 
Mike  Allegretti  George  Humbert 
T.  D.  Jones  Frederick  Burton 
Bevins  Charles  Coleman 
Alvord  Paul  McVey 
Tessie  Carol  Tevis 
Officer  Ed  Deering 

Picador  Porky 
(Vitaphone) 

Looney  Tune  Cartoon 
The  likeable  pig  invades  a  Mexican  town  and 

with  the  aid  of  two  stooges  and  his  usual  trick- 
ery tries  his  hardest  to  win  the  prize  as  the 

champion  bullfighter.  Porkey  is  awarded  the 
prize  money,  but  wisdom  being  the  better  part 
of  valor  the  pig  turns  the  money  over  to  the  bull 
and  swiftly  takes  his  leave  of  the  town.  Music 

plays  an  important  part  in  these  "Looney 
Tunes"  and  the  arrangement  for  this  is  particu- 

larly good.    Running  time,  8  minutes. 

Knee  Action 

(  Columbia  ) 
Comedy 

Andy  Clyde  in  this  subject  is  an  inventor  of 
sorts.  His  first  attempt  results  in  a  washing 
machine  and  when  that  does  more  than  is  ex- 

pected of  it  Clyde  converts  it  into  a  dish  washer. 
The  failure  of  the  inventions,  however,  is  due 

in  great  part  to  the  activities'  of  little  Rudolph, whom  Clyde  inherited  when  he  married  Ru- 

dolph's mother,  Florabelle.  Being  the  apple  of 
his  mother's  eye,  Rudolph  can  do  no  wrong  but 
nevertheless  manages  to  upset  the  Clyde  apple 
•"•"t  sufficiently  to  send  Clyde  packing  to  a  quiet 
n|:ice  in  the  country  to  rest.  Vivien  Oakland 
plays  Florabelle,  and  Tommy  Bonds  is  Rudolph. 
Running  time,  17  minutes. 

ter  as  trusting  subjects.  Vyrl  Jackson  dem- 
onstrates the  talent  that  has  earned  him  the 

reputation  of  being  the  world's  horseshoe 
pitching"  champion.  Much  of  the  credit  for 
this  thrilling  act  must  go  to  Mrs.  Jackson 
who  allows  her  husband  among  other  stunts 
to  hurl  the  iron  shoes  at  a  paper  bag  placed 
upon  her  pretty  head  and  thus  demonstrates 
for  the  ladies  in  the  audience  the  acme  of 
conjugal  trust.  Paul  Sydell  and  his  highly 
trained  canines  perform  a  set  of  tricks  that 
will  be  the  envy  of  all  pooch  owners  who 
have  the  hardest  time  even  getting  their  pets 
to  sit  up  and  beg.  The  entire  composition, 
excitingly  edited  and  breezily  presented  by 
the  exuberant  Mr.  Smith,  is  first  rate  film 
fare  for  any  audience.  Running  time,  nine 
minutes. 

Dick  Tracy 

(  Republic  ) 
Action  Serial 

An  action-packed  serial,  the  subject  gives 
promise  in  the  first  two  chapters  of  being  one  of 
the  best  bets  in  its  sphere  of  entertainment  in 
recent  years.  Produced  by  Nat  Levine,  the 
story  is  based  on  the  widely  popular  cartoon 
strip  of  the  same  name.  Deviating  from  the 
original  in  a  few  details,  with  Tracy  a  G-man 
instead  of  a  metropolitan  cop,  it  retains  the 
episodic  flavor  of  the  cartoon  with  something 
added.  The  two  initial  chapters  have  such 
interest  arousing  scenes  as  the  attempted 

destruction  of  San  Francisco's  new  Bay  bridge 
by  employing  sound  waves,  the  introduction  in 
a  mysterious  and  dramatic  fashion  of  the  Lame 
One,  sinister  character  and  the  brains  behind  the 

spider  gang,  and  Tracy's  escape  from  the  power plant  hideout  of  the  gang.  Ralph  Byrd  as  Dick 
Tracy  is  likeable  and  quick  of  action.  Others 
in  the  cast  are  Kay  Hughes,  Smiley  Burnette, 
Lee  Van  Atta,  John  Picorri,  Carleton  Young, 
Fred  Hamilton  and  Frances  X.  Bushman. 
Direction  is  by  Ray  Taylor  and  Alan  James. 
Running  time,  15  chapters  of  approximately  20 
minutes  each. 

Community  Sing,  No.  I 
(Columbia) 
Words  and  Music 
The  first  of  a  new  series,  this  subject  takes 

its  cue  from  the  radio  program  of  the  same 
name.  With  Wendell  Hall  leading  and  with  the 
lyrics  superimposed  on  the  film,  the  audience 
is  invited  to  join  in  the  singing.  Billy  Jones  and 
Ernie  Hare  do  a  song,  as  does  little  Jolly,  the 
10-year-old  singing  star.  The  songs  are  all  of 
the  type  particularly  suited  to  group  singing. 
Andy  Sanella  and  his  orchestra  do  the  playing. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. 

Paramount  Pictorial,  No.  6 

(Paramount) 
Informative 
Items  included  in  this  latest  edition  of  the 

Paramount  Pictorial  group  are  carefully  selected 
and  interestingly  presented.  Factors  of  enter- 

tainment value  number  some  fine  shots  of  a 

mountain  lion  cornered  up  a  tree,  eye-filling  col- 
ored shots  of  twilight  shadows  falling  over  land 

and  sea,  and  an  expert  demonstration  of  the  fine 
art  of  skiing  by  that  past  master  of  the  sport, 
Hans  Schneider.  Alois  Havrilla,  David  Ross 
and  Stan  Lomax  lend  their  radio-educated  vocal 
chords  for  narrative  purposes.  Running  time, 
10  minutes. 

Dexterity 
(MGM) 
Excellent  Pete  Smith  Short 

A  marvelous  display  of  expert  skill  and 
superhuman  confidence  is  the  matter  for 
presentation  in  this  Pete  Smith  specialty 
short.  Charles  Carrer  displays  his  excellent 
juggling  technique.  Harry  Jackson  does  his 
exceptional  stuff  of  axe  swinging  and  whip 
snapping  with  the  aid  of  his  son  and  daugh- 

Screen  Snapshots  No.  5 

(  Columbia) 
Of  Interest 

In  this  number  of  the  "Snapshots"  series, 
always  of  interest,  are  shots  from  the  movie 
fathers-and-sons  barbecue,  which  was  held  on 
a  ranch  on  the  outskirts  of  Hollywood.  The 
dedication  of  the  new  Del  Mar  fair  grounds  has 
Bing  Crosby,  its  sponsor,  and  Governor  Mer- 
riam  officiating.  Fredric  March  receives  a  giant 

postcard,  which  contains  the  signatures  of  all 
the  citizenry  of  Racine,  Wisconsin.  At  the 
Domino  Club  a  party  is  held  to  entertain  former 
screen  favorites,  and  Anita  Stewart  is  shown 
getting  material  for  her  photographic  album. 
Running  time,  10  minutes. 

The  Paneless  Window  Washer 

(Paramount) 

Popeye  Routine 
Adopting  a  new  profession  that  will  do  jus- 

tice to  his  by  now  fabled  prowess,  Popeye,  the 
ever  popular  proponent  of  the  spinach  diet, 
this  time  is  a  window  washer,  and  what  kind 
of  window  washer  he  is  will  serve  as  material 
for  many  a  chuckle  and  hearty  guffaw.  Competi- 

tion is  offered  our  hero  in  the  rugged  and 
equally  determined  form  of  a  rival  window 
cleaner.  The  contest  wherein  the  two  boys 
alternately  perform  their  special  cleaning  tricks 
and  pummel  each  other  from  floor  to  floor  is 
comic  business  in  the  best  Popeye  tradition.  Of 
course,  the  moral  support  of  the  faithful  Olive 

Oyl  and  the  more  important  aid  of  Popeye's 
favorite  vegetable  dish  clinch  the  argument  for 
him.  Running  time,  seven  minutes. 

Gold-Quest  of  the  Ages 
(Columbia) Interesting 

This  subject  presents  in  an  entertaining 

manner  some  of  the  highlights  of  mankind's 
quest  for  gold.  Done  in  color,  the  subject  opens 
with  a  meeting  of  Marie  Antoinette  and  Car- 

dinal Rouan  with  a  Dr.  Caliastro,  alchemist,  who 
fraudulently  claimed  a  way  of  making  gold  by 
chemical  means.  The  doctor  convinced  his  visi- 

tors of  his  magic  and  they  saw  in  it  a  short  cut 
to  end  the  state  of  bankruptcy  existing  in 
France,  but  subsequent  tests  proved  the  method 
false.  When  gold  was  discovered  in  California 
cities  sprang  up  over  night.  The  camera  roams 
around  one  or  two  of  these  former  cities,  now 
ghost  towns,  whose  populace  rapidly  dwindled 
when  the  gold  petered  out.  Other  aspects  of 
gold,  mining,  smelting  also  are  shown.  Narra- 

tion is  by  Robert  Sherwood.  Running  time,  10 
minutes. 

Torture  Money 

(MGM) Gripping 

Packing  the  dramatic  punch  of  a  full  sized 
feature  into  its  twenty  minutes  of  running  time, 
this  subject  presents  a  gripping  and  rapidly 
paced  expose  of  the  accident  racket  to  fleece 
insurance  companies.  A  young  reporter  works 
his  way  into  the  confidence  of  the  racketeers. 

Selected  as  the  next  victim  for  the  "accident," 
the  investigator  is  forced  to  undergo  the  experi- 

ence of  being  beaten  and  bruised  to  make  the 
frameup  seem  real.  He  is  still  able  to  tip  off 
the  police.  The  whole  tale  is  vividly  told;  the 
grim  atmosphere  of  the  plottings  excellently 
produced.  The  brutal  subject  matter  does  not 
make  the  short  entirely  satisfactory  material  for 
the  Junior  Matinee.    Running  time,  20  minutes. 

In  Old  Wyoming 

(  Paramount) 
Song  Presentation 
Presenting  the  scenic  background  that  in- 

spired the  song  of  the  title,  this  collection  of 
expertly  photographed  and  colored  shots  of  wild 
and  beautiful  western  country  is  a  subject  that 
will  improve  any  program.  Pictorial  effects  of 
animal  life  in  striking  natural  setting,  glimpses 
of  wide  mountain  ranges  and  expansive  sky, 
picturesque  cowboys  in  the  saddle  herding  steers 
and  horses  or  sitting  around  camp  fires  singing 
their  songs  of  the  hills,  are  combined  into  a 
pleasing  bit  of  arresting  visual  entertainment. 
The  one  slight  drawback  is  the  overdone  treat- 

ment of  the  song's  refrain  by  an  orchestra  and 
male  chorus.  Robert  C.  Bruce  is  responsible 
for  the  unusually  fine  camera  and  coloring  work. 
Running  time,  nine  minutes. 



USED  IN  NINE  OF 

"1936's  BEST  TEN" 

ALL  but  one  of  the  ten  pictures  chosen  in 

the  Film  Daily's  1936  critics'  poll  were 

made  on  Eastman  Super  X  Panchromatic 

Negative.  Unquestionably  this  famous 

film  contributes  substantially  to  the  art- 

istry and  entertainment  value  of  every 

production  in  which  it  is  used.  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E. 

Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee, 

New  York,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  V 

PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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THEATRE  RECEIPTS 

The  total  of  theatre  receipts  for  the  calendar  week  ended  February  20,  1937, 

from  105  theatres  in  18  major  cities  of  the  country  was  $1,159,295,  a  decrease  of 

$  10,036  from  the  total  of  the  preceding  week  ended  February  13,  1937,  when  103 

theatres  in  18  large  cities  of  the  country  aggregated  $1,169,331. 

{Copyright,  1937.  Reproduction  of  material  from  this  department  without   specific  written  permission  from  Motion  Picture  Herald  expressly  forbidden.) 

High  and  Low  Gross Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Boston 
Boston 

Picture Gross 

3,246  3Sc-7Sc 

Fenway                  1,382  30c-50c 

Keith's  Memorial  2,907  25c -65c 

Loew's  Orpheum.  2,970  35c-65c 

Loew's  State         3,557  35c-65c 

Metropolitan           4,332  35c -75c 

Paramount              1,793  25c-50c 

Buffalo 
Buffalo    3,489  30c-50c 

Century    3,000  25c 

'Condemned  Row"  (Radio)   19,500 
(on  stage:  Olsen  and  Johnson) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.B.)  and   5,000 
'The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)   12,500 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   16,000 
"Women  of  Glamour"  (Col.) 

"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)  and   13,000 
"Women  of  Glamour"  (Col.) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  _  (F.N.) .'_   26,000 (on  stage:  Eddie  Duchin  and  Orch.) 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)  and   8,000 
"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"We're  on  the  Jury"   (Radio)  21,000 
(on  stage:  Rudy  Vallee's  unit) 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  12,000 
and  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 

(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

Great  Lakes   3,000      25c-40c      "That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio).. 

Hippodrome    2,500      25c -40c 

Lafayette    3,300  25c 

9,000 

"Man  of  the  Peonle"  (MGM)  and..  7,500 
"Under  Your  Spell"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)  and.   6,000 
'Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.) 

Picture Gross 

"Join  the  Marines"  (Republic)....  21,000 
(on  stage:   Leon  Errol  and  Louise  Beavers) 

"Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)  and   7,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  15,500 
(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  16,500 
(2nd  week) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  14,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  31,000 
(on  stage:  Belle  Baker  and  Stepin  Fetchit) 

"Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)  and   11,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 

'Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   11,000 

"Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio)..  10,000 
and  "Without  Orders"  (Radio) 

(2nd  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,700 (W.  B.) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  8,200 

. .  8,300 :'North  of  Nome"  (Col.)  and. 
"Lady  from  Nowhere"  (Col.) 

(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1*35) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  12-5  "Smartest  Girl  in  Town"   43,500 (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor)  (6  days) 
Low  6-13  "The  Harvester"  and  } 

"Abdul  the  Damned"  £  4,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  \ and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  f  8,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  7 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  2,500 
High  2-29  "Follow  the  Fleet"   37,009 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   5,500 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  25,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"  and  } 

"Half  Angel"  f  9,000 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  24,500 
Low  7-6-35  "Sanders  of  the  River"  and  1 

"Unknown  Woman'  J  7,500 
High  4-6-35  "Private  Worlds"   56,000 

(plus  stage  show) 
Low  7-20-35  "Men  Without  Names"  14,000 
High  3-14  "The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  ) 

and  "The  Voice  of  Bugle  Ann"  J  15,000 
Low  7-20-35  "Don't  Bet  on  Blondes"  1 

and  "Ladies  Crave  Excitement"  J  4,000 

High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"... 
Low  7-27-35  "Broadway  GondoKer"... 
High  1-20-37  "The  Holy  Terror  and "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera 
Low  8-3-35  "Mad  Love"  and 

"Dog  of  Flanders" 
High  9-5  "The  Gorgeous  Hussy"  
Low  4-11  "Three  Godfathers"  and 

"Her  Master's  Voice" 
High  2-9-35  "David  Copperfield"  
Low  4-11  "Timothy's  Quest"  and 

"My  Marriage" 
High  1-12-35  "Broadway  Bill"  
Low  10-31  "The  President's  Mystery" 

and  "Sitting  on  the  Moon" 

27,200 

6,600 
12,000 

3,800 

23,500 

4,900 17,200 

3,800 

17,100 

3,800 
Cihieag© 
Apollo    1,400 

Chicago   4,000 

Garrick    900 

Oriental   3,490 

Palace    2,509 

Roosevelt  ........  1,591 

State -Lake    2,776 

United  Artists...  1,700 

35c-75c       "Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)....  6,500 (6  days) 
35c-75c      "Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   28,500 

(plus  stage  show) 
35c-75c      "Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   5,800 

35c-55c      "Man  of  the  People"  (MGM)   17,300 
(on  stage:  Benny  Davis  and  revue) 

35c-75c      'Sea  Devils"  (Radio)   25,500 (on  stage:  Ken  Murray  and  revue) 
35c-75c      "You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)   9,200 

20c-40c      "She's   Dangerous"    (Univ.)  17,500 (on  stage.  Duncan  Sisters  and  revue) 
35c-75c      "Camille"  (MGM)    16,000 (3rd  week) 

Cleveland 
Allen   ..  3,330 30c -42c 

"We 

Who  Are  About  to  Die"   
6,000 (Radio) ..  3,800 30c-42c 

"On 

the  Avenue"  (20th Cent.-Fox) 16,500 
RKO  Palace  . ..  3,100 30c-60c 

"The 

Great  O'Malley"  (W.B.)  23,000 (on  stage:  Ritz 
Brothers) 

..  3,400 30c -42c "Rembrandt"  (U.A.)  ... 
8,500 

,  1,900 30c-42c "Under  Cover  of  Night" (MGM)... 
4,000 

"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    6,500 
(2nd  week) 

"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   35,500 
(on  stage:  Veloz  and  Yolanda)  (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  6,800 (2nd  week) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  19,300 

(plus  vaudeville  revue) 

"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  26,400 
(on  stage:  Ritz  Brothers  and  revue) 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)    10,000 

"Lady  from  Nowhere"  (Col.)  16,600 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    18,800 
(2nd  week) 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,000 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   10,000 (6  days) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  20,000 
(W.B.)  (stage:  Benny  Fields  and  Revue) 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   13,000 

'The  Plainsman"  (Para.)   6,000 
(2nd  week) 

High  9-12  "Girls'  Dormitory   11,000 
Low  5-25-35  "The  Devil  Is  a  Woman"..  1,000 
High  1-9-37  "The  Plainsman"   57,500 
Low  11-28  "Go  West,  Young  Man"   23,000 
High  11-3  "Sing,  Baby,  Sing"  10,300 
Low  5-4-35  "One  New  York  Night"   3,000 
High  1-9-37  "Sinner  Take  All"   25,800 

(on  stage:  Mills  Brothers) 
Low  9-21-35  "Man  on  the  Flying  Trapeze"  13,400 
High  9-12  "Swing  Time"  (plus  stage  show)  35,600 
Low  4-11  "Love  Before  Breakfast"   6,000 
High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   27,000 
Low  11-23-35  "O'Shaughnessy's  Boy"....  7,000 
High  9-12  "The  Iron  Man"  20,100 
Low  7-20-35  "Alias  Mary  Dow"   8,000 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   35,700 
Low  4-13-35  "Vanessa:  Her  Love  Story".  10,000 

High  1-9-37  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  9,300 
Low  6-22-35  "The  Daring  Young  Man"..  1,300 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   27,500 
Low  8-24-35  "Dante's  Inferno"   5,250 
High  4-6-35  "Transient  Lady"   39,000 
Low  6-8-35  "Break  of  Hearts"   5,500 
High  4-18  "Petticoat  Fever"   40,500 

(on  stage:  Jack  Benny  and  Mary  Livingston) 
Low  3-16-35  "Folies  Bergere"   6,000 

High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   12,000 
Low  5-9-36  "Too  Many  Parents"   2,000 

Denver 

Aladdin    1,500      25c-50c      "One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.  Fox)  5,000 

Broadway    1,500      25c-40c      "Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   4,000 

Denham    1,500  25c-40c 

Denver    2,500  25c -50c 

Orpheum    2,600  25c-40c 

Paramount    2,000  25c  -40c 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   5,500 

"Lloyds- of  London"  (20th  Cent.-..  12,000 
(Fox)  (plus  stage  band) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and   6.OC0 
"Mama  Steps  Out"  (MGM) 
"The  Devil's  Playground"   (Col.)..  3,000 
and  "Dodge  Citv  Trail"  (Col.) 

'Man  of  Affairs"  (GB)   4,000 

'Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)......  4,500 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   5,500 
(2nd  week) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 
(plus  stage  band) "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)  and..  6,500 

'Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
'The  Woman  Alone"  (GB)  and....  2,500 
'Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) 

High  11-14  "The  Gay  Desperado"   6,000 
Low  6-22-35  "Nell  Gwyn"  and  ) "My  Heart  Is  Calling"    J  600 
High  5-16  "The  Great  Ziegfeld"   8,000 (50c-$1.36) 
Low  12-28-35  "Unfinished  Symphony"....  300 

High  2-29  "Klondike  Annie"   13,000 
Low  8-24-35  "Without  Regret"   1,750 
High  11-16-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-28-35  "Here  Comes  the  Band"..  1,500 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   17,000 
Low  12-28-35  "The  Perfect  Gentleman"..  2,000 
High  5-11-35  "Bride  of  Frankenstein"..  7,000 
Low  11-30-35  "Bad  Boy"   800 
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Theatres Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

Hollywood 

Chinese    2,500  30c-S5c 

Pantages    3,000  30c-6Sc 

W.  B.  Hollywood  3,000      30c -65c 

Indianapolis 

Apollo                     1,100  25c-40c 

Circle                     2,800  25c-40c 

Loew's                    2,800  25c-40c 

Lyric                       2,000  25c-40c 

Kansas  City 
Mainstreet              3,100  25c-40c 

Midland                  4,000  25c-40c 

Newman                 1,900  25c-40c 

Tower                    2,090  25c-35c 

Uptown                  2,000  25c-40c 

Los  Angeles 
Carthay                  1,518  50c-$l-50 

Four  Star                 900  30c-55c 

Hillstreet                2,700  30c -65c 

Loew's  State         2,500  30c-55c 

Paramount             3,595  30c -55c 

W.  B.  Downtown  3,400  30c-65c 

Minneapolis 
Century                  1,600  25c-40c 

Minnesota               4,000  25c-55c 

RKO  Orpheum...  2,900  25c -40c 

State                      2,400  25c-40c 

World                     400  25c-35c 

Montreal 

Capitol                   2,547  25c -60c 

His  Majesty'i....  1,700  25c-50c 

Loew's                   3,115  25c-60c 

Palace                    2,600  25c -65c 

Princess                  2,272  25c-65c 

New  York 

Astor                      1,142  55c-$2.20 

Capitol                  4,700  25c-85c 

Criterion                1,700  25c-75c 

\_   Paramount   ...  3,700  25c-85c 
Rialto                     594  25c-55c 

Rivoli                     2,200  25c-99c 

RKO  Music  Hall  5,954  40c-$1.65 

Roxy                      6,200  25c-75c 

Strand                    3,000  40c -99c 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  13,356 
and  "Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
"Sea  Devils"  (Radio)  and   8,500 
"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio) 

'God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  12,000 
(W.B.)  and  "Two  Wise  Maids" iRepublic) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,000 

"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)  and  3,000 "Outcast"  (Para.) 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM)  and.  6,000 
"Devil's  Playground"  (Col.) 
"Breezing  Home"   (Univ.)   10,300 

(on  stage:   Mitchell  and  Durant) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   6,500 

"Women  of  Glamour"  (Col.)  and. .  9,000 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 
"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   6,500 

"Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  7,400 
(plus  stage  show) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  5,500 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   17,500 
(3rd  week) 

"Wings  of  Morning"  (20th  Cent.-..  5,778 
Fox) 

"Sea  Devils"  (Radio)  and   10,000 
"Criminal  Lawyer"  (Radio) 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  15,611 
and  "Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
"Clarence"   (Para.)  and   12,500 
"Devil's    Playground"    (Col.)  (plus 

stage  show) 
"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  14,000 

(W.B.)   and  "Two   Wise  Maids" (Republic) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  5,300 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  12,000 

"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)   4,000 

"Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera"  (20th..  5,000 
Cent.-Fox)   and  "Mind   Your  Own 

Business"  (Para.) 
"Three  Smart  Girls"   (Univ.)   2,000 

(7th  week) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)  and   10,500 
"Racing  Lady"  (Radio) 

"Wings  of  the  Morning"   3,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (3rd  week) 

"Mad  Holiday"  (MGM)  and   11,000 
"The  Great  O'Malley"  (W.B.) 

(plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  8,000 
(2nd  week) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)....  7,500 
and  "Legion  of  Terror"  (Col.) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   23,000 
(3rd  week) 

"Camille"  (MGM)    20,000 
(6  days-4th  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   5,000 
(7th  week) 

"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   39,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   7,500 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)   15,000 
(3rd  week) 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent.-Fox).  85,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (2nd  week) 

"Head  Over  Heels  in  Love"  (GB)..  45,300 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Green  Light"  (F.N.)   27,000 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  10,113 "'Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 
"White  Hunter"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)..  5,900 
and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  11,200 
"Once   a   Doctor"  (F.N.) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  6,500 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  5,000 
"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"  (Para.) 
"Women  of  Glamour"  (Col.)  and..  4,500 
"Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
"The   Great   O'Malley"   (W.B.)   12,000 

(plus  Major   Bowes'  Girl  Revue) 

"God's   Country   and  the  Woman"  7,800 (W.  B.) 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  9,500 
and  "Devil's  Playground"  (Col.) 

"A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   6,800 

"A  Smart  Blonde"  (W.  B.)   6,900 
(plus  stage  show) 

"Lloyds  of  London"   4.500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)   17,300 (2nd  week) 
"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   5,325 

"White  Hunter"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,000 
and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  14,043 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 
"Champagne  Waltz"   (Para.)   21,500 

(plus  stage  show) 

"Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"  (F.N.)  and  10,000 "Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.) 

'A  Doctor's  Diary"  (Para.)   5,000 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  13,000 

"Stolen  Holiday"   (F.N.)   15,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (35c-55c) 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie"  (20th  Cent.-  3,000 
Fox)  and  "Sinner  Take  All"  (MGM) 

"Three    Smart    Girls"    (Univ.)   2,000 
(6th  week) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman"..  9,500 
(W.B.)  and  "Mind  Your  Own  Business" (Para.) 
"Wings  of  the  Morning"    6,000 (20th  Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

'Once  a  Doctor"  (F.N.)  and   10,000 
"One  Way  Passage"  (W.B.)  (re-issue) (plus  stage  show) 

"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)....  13,500 (1st  week) 

"Winterset"   (Radio)   and   7,500 "Rainbow  on  the  River"  (Radio) 

"The  Good  Earth"  (MGM)    23,100 (2nd  wek) 

"Camille"   (MGM)    35,000 
(3rd  week) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)....  8,500 
(6th  week) 

"Champagne    Waltz"    (Para.)   48,000 
(plus  stage  show)  (1st  week) 

"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)   7,000 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)....  22,000 (2nd  week) 

"On  the  Avenue"   (20th  Cent.-Fox)  88,000 
(plus  stage  revue)  (1st  week) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)   35,000 
(on  stage:  Borrah  Minevitch  and  Rascals) 

(3rd  week) 
"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   14,500 (2nd  week) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  2-22  "Modern  Times"   26,000 
Low  5-4-35  "West  Point  of  the  Air"   4,900 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  |  21,000 
Low  4-13-35  "Mister  Dynamite"  and  ( "Great  God  Gold"  f  2,500 
High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  } "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  j  19,500 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   4,000 

High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"   8,000 
Low  6-27  "Sins  of  Man"   1,600 
High  10-10  "Anthony  Adverse"   10,000 
Low  3-16-35  "Transient  Lady"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   16,000 
Low  4-6-35  "Casino  Murder  Case"   2,750 
High  9-12  "Pepper"   14,000 

(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) Low  2-7-35  "Murder  of  Dr.  Harrigan"..  5,700 

High  11-23-35  "Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  22,000 
Low  1-12-35  "I  Sell  Anything"   2,000 
High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   26,300 
Low  9-14-35  "Bonnie  Scotland"   6,000 
High  5-25-35  "Goin"  to  Town"  14,000 
Low  5-18-35  "Dinky"   3,000 
High  1-18  "Magnificent  Obsession"   14,500 
Low  3-14  "Lady  of  Secrets"   5,000 
High  9-7-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  11,000 
Low  7-27-35  "Black  Sheep"   2,100 

High  1-2-37  "Rembrandt"  (6  days)   9,113 
Low  12-17-35  "Return  of  Peter  Grimm"  2,400 
High  9-12  "My  Man  Godfrey"  and  ) "Yellowstone"  J  24,000 
Low  11-2-35  "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  2,800 
High  1-9-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  and  ) "Woman  Wise"                 J  25,900 
Low  10-26-35  "Way  Down  East"   6,200 
High  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   35,000 
Low  6-27  "Case  Against  Mrs.  Ames"   9,126 

High  11-14  "Cain  and  Mabel"  and  1 "The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  j  20,000 
Low  6-27  "The  Big  Noise"   3,800 

High  1-16-37  "Three  Smart  Girls".......  9,000 (2nd  week) 
Low  1-30-37  "Camille"    3,000 
High  1-4  "The  Bride  Comes  Home"   31,326 
Low  12-26  "White  Hunter"   6,000 
High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   18,000 
Low  6-13  "The  Golden  Arrow"   3,000 
High  9-19  "Sing,  Baby  Sing"   8,000 
Low  1-30-37  "King  of  Hockey"  and  \ "Career  Woman"               J  2,500 
High  9-5  "Secret  Agent"   6,000 
Low  9-19  "The  Private  Life  of  Louis 
XIV"    1,900 

High  2-9-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  15,500 
Low  12-26  "A  Midsummer  Night's  Dream"  6,500 

High  10-17  "Nine  Days  a  Queen"  and  ) "Two's  Company"              j  9,000 
Low  6-2-34  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front"    3,000 

High  9-26  "Public  Enemy's  Wife"  ) (John  Boles  on  stage)          J  15,000 
Low  6-15-35  "Mark  of  Vampire"  and  I 

"Baby  Face  Harrington"  J  5,500 
High  12-7-35  "Mutiny  on  the  Bounty"..  15,000 
Low  12-26  "Old  Hutch"  and  ) 

"Mister  Cinderella"             (  7,500 
High  2-22  "Modern  Times"  and  ( 

"Guard  That  Girl"               (  12,500 
Low  12-28-35  "Remember  Last  Night?"  I and  "East  of  Java"         ]  3,000 

High  1-5-35  "Forsaking  All  Others"   87,000 
Low  5-30  "Three  Wise  Guys"   7,000 

High  1-19-35  "Lives  of  a  Bengal  Lancer"  65,300 
Low  12-21-35  "Millions  in  the  Air"  10,000 

High  2-15  "Modern  Times"   65,000 
Low  6-29-35  "Nell  Gwyn"   8,100 
High  9-7-35  "Top  Hat"  131,200 
Low  12-19  "More  Than  a  Secretary"....  45,000 
High  1-9-37  "One  in  a  Million"   80,000 (8  days) 

Low  4-20-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   17,500 
High  5-11  "The  G  Men"   60,138 
Low  4-4-36  "Snowed  Under"   6,100 
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Theatres 

Oklahoma  City 

Capitol    1,200  10c-41c 

Criterion    1,700  10c-55c 

Liberty    1,500  10c-35c 

Midwest    1,500  10c-55c 

Omaha 

Brandeis    1,200  25c-40c 

Omaha    2,200  25c-40c 

Orpheum    3,000  25c-40c 

Philadelphia 
Aldine    1,400  40c-65c 

Boyd    2,400  40c-55c 

Earle    2,000  25c -55c 

Fox    3,000  40c -65c 

Karlton    1,000  25c-40c 

Keith's    2,000  30c-50c 

Stanley    3,700  40c-55c 

Stanton    1,700  30c -50c 

Portland,  Ore. 
Blue  Mouse   1,700  30c-40c 

Broadway    1,912  30c-40c 

Mayfair    1,700  30c-40c 

Orpheum    1,700  30c -40c 

Paramount    3,008  30c-40c 

United  Artists...    945  30c-40c 

San  Francisco 

Embassy    1,400  15c-40c 

Fox   5,651  15c-75c 

Golden  Gate    2,800  15c-55c 

Orpheum    2,440  15c-40c 

Paramount    2,670  15c-75c 

St.  Francis    1,470  15c-40c 

United  Artists...  1,200  15c-65c 

Warfield    2,700  15c-75c 

Seattle 

Blue  Mouse    950  25c-55c 

Fifth   Avenue....  2,500  25c-55c 

Liberty    1,800  15c-55c 

Music  Box    950  25c-55c 

Music  Hall    2,275  25c-55c 

Orpheum    2,450  25c-40c 

Palomar    1,500  15c-35c 

Paramount    3,050  25c-40c 

Current  Week Previous  Week 

Picture Gross Picture Gross 

"The  Plough  and  the  Stars"   1,500 (Radio) 

"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  5,000 

"The  Case  of  the  Black  Cat"  (F.N.)  2,400 
(plus  vaudeville)   (4  days)  (10c-40c) 

"Dancing  Pirate"  (Radio)  and   600 
"The  Plot  Thickens"  (Radio)  (3  days) 

"God's  Country  and  the  Woman".  3,700 
(W.B.) 

"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and....  3,600 
"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) 

"Three  Smart  Girls"  (Univ.)  and..  7,400 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 

"Lloyds    of    London"    (20th    Cent.-  9,300 
Fox)   and   "Career    Woman"  (20th Cent. -Fox) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)....  4,500 
(2nd  week) 

"Llovds  of  London"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  23,000 (11  days) 
"The  Great  O'Malley"   (W.B.)....  14,000 

(plus  stage  show) 

•'The  Plough  and  the  Stars"  (Radio)  14,500 
(plus  stage  show) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  2,500 

"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   2,800 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  13,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Mar,  of  the  People"  (MGM)   5,300 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   2,500 
(6th  week)  and  "Lady  from 

Nowhere"  (Col.)  (2nd  week) 
"The  Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney"    6,000 
(MGM)  and  "Dangerous  Number" (MGM) 
"Condemned  Row"  (Radio)  and   4,000 
"Let's  Make  a  Million"  (Para.) 

"That  Girl  from  Paris"  (Radio)  and  6,000 
'Crack -Up"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

'One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  8,900 
(3rd  week)  and  "Woman  in  Dis- tress" (Col.) 
'Green  Light"  (F.N.)   7.000 

"Now  and  Forever"  (Para.)  and..  3,20) 
"Horse  Feathers"  (Para.)  (15c-35c) 

"Maid  of  Salem"  (Para.)  and   19,000 
"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent. -Fox) 

"We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio)   20,500 (on  stage:  Ethel  Waters  and  revue) 

"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  7,200 
and  "The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) (2nd  week) 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent. -Fox)  13,400 
and  "The  Woman  Alone"  (GB) (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  4,800 
"Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (4th  week) 
"Beloved  Enemy"  (U.A.)   7,600 
"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  12,500 (3rd  week) 
and  "Off  to  the  Races"  (20th  Cent. 

"Stolen  Holiday"   (F.N.)   and   3,200 "Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 
"Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-...  7,200 Fox)  and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) (2nd  week) 
"Rembrandt"    (U.A.)    and  '. .  4,400 "Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.)  (25c-55c) 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  3,950 (4th  week) 

"On  the  Avenue"  (20th  Cent.-Fox).  7.400 and  "Crack-Up"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Daniel  Boone"  (Radio)  and   6,200 "Hats  Off"  (Grand  National) (plus  vaudeville)  (2nd  week) 
"Shakedown"    (Col.)   5,100 
(stage:  Duke  Ellington  and  Band)  (4  days') 
"Love  Letters  of  a  Star"  (Univ.)..  2,000 (plus  vaudeville)  (4  days) 
"Black  Legion"  (W.B.)  and   3,800 'Mama  Steps  Out"  (MGM) 

'Winterset"  (Radio)   2,600 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   3,500 

"Jailbreak"   (W.B.)   and   2,000 
"Ticket  to  Paradise"  (Republic) 

(4  days) 
"Along  Came  Love"  (Para.)  and. .  900 "Conflict"  (Univ.)  (3  days) 
"You  Only  Live  Once  '  (U.A.)   3,900 

"Stolen  Holiday"   (F.N.)  and   5,700 "Devil's  Playground"  (Col.) 

"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  7,600 
and  "Charlie  Chan  at  the  Opera" 
(20th  Cent.-Fox) 

"Great  Guy"  (Grand  National)   14,500 
(plus  stage  show)  (35c-55c) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)....  9,700 (1st  week) 
"Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)   7,000 

(5  days-2nd  week) 
'Bulldog   Drummond    Escapes"   12,500 
(Para.)  (on  stage:  Duncan  Sisters  and Revue) 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)..  16,000 
(on  stage:  Ina  Ray  Hutton  and  Band) 

"Men  Are  Not  Gods"  (U.A.)   3,700 
(9  days) 

"Stolen   Holiday"    (F.N.)   3,100 

"On  the  Avenue"    18,500 
(20th  Cent.-Fox)  (1st  week) 

'Black  Legion"  (W.  B.)   7,000 
(2nd  week) 

"Theodora  Goes  Wild"  (Col.)   2,500 
(5th  week)  and  "Lady  from  No- where" (Col.)  (1st  week) 

"Mama  Steps  Out"  (MGM)  and..  6,300 "Man  of  the  People"  (MGM) 

"Bulldog  Drummond  Escapes"   3,500 
(Para.)  and  "Join  the  Marines" (Republic) 

"Winterset"  (Radio)  and   6,000 
"More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.) 

(2nd  week) 
"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.  Fox)  8,700 
and  Counterfeit  Lady"  (Col.) (2nd  wek) 

"The  Luckiest  Girl  in  the  World"  5,000 
(Univ.) 

"Forbidden  Adventure"    4,200 (Roadshow  Att.)  (2nd  week) 

"The  Great  O'Malley"  (W.B.)  and  16,200 
"Dangerous  Number"  (MGM) 

'Criminal  Lawyer"   (Radio)   16,300 
(plus  vaudeville) 

'More  Than  a  Secretary"  (Col.)  and  10,200 
'The  Mighty  Treve"  (Univ.) 

(1st  week) 

'Champagne  Waltz"  (Para.)  and..  12,600 
"Career  Woman"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) (2nd  week) 
"After  the  Thin  Man"  (MGM)  and  5,600 
"Hats  Off"  (Grand  National)  (3rd  week) 

"Garden  of  Allah"  (U.A.)   4,200 (4th  week) 
"Lloyds   of   London"   (20th    Cent.-  14,000 
Fox)    and    "Off    to    the    Races"  (20th Cent.-Fox)  (2nd  week) 

'Winterset"   (Radio)   and   3,850 'Woman  Wise"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
'Lloyds  of  London"  (20th  Cent.-..  9,300 
Fox)  and  "We're  on  the  Jury"  (Radio) (1st  week) 
'Beloved   Enemy"   (U.A.)   5,250 

"One  in  a  Million"  (20th  Cent.-Fox)  4,100 (3rd  week) 

"You  Only  Live  Once"  (U.A.)  and  4,900 
"The  Holy  Terror"  (20th  Cent.-Fox) 
"Daniel   Boone"   (Radio)   and   5,350 "Hats  Off"  (Grand  National) 

(plus  vaudeville)  (1st  week) 
"Easy  to  Take"  (Para.)   5,200 
(on  stage:  Major  Bowes'  Amateurs) 

"Stolen  Holiday"  (F.N.)   and   5,900 "Under  Cover  of  Night"  (MGM) 

High  and  Low  Gross 
(Tabulation  covers  period  from  January,  1935) 
(Dates  are  1936  unless  otherwise  specified) 

High  8-29  "Girls'  Dormitory"   3,908 
Low  5-9  "Big  Brown  Eyes"   1,308 
High  9-14-35  "Steamboat  Round  the  Bend"  10,000 
Low  11-12-35  "The  Case  of  the  Lucky  Legs"  2,508 
High  1-19-35  "Gentlemen  Are  Born"  ) and  "Crime  Doctor"  J  4,200 
Low  10-26-35  "Little  Big  Shot"  and  I "I  Live  for  Love"           J  1,500 

High  1-2-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"   8,808 
Low  8-24-35  "The  Farmer  Takes  a  Wife"  lJOO 

High  9-14-35  "Top  Hat"   9,500 
Low  6-6  "Dancing  Pirate"  and  ) "Murder  on  the  Bridle  Path"  )  2,600 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco"  and  1 "The  First  Baby"               J  11,600 
Low  10-5-35  "Dante's  Inferno"  and  1 "She  Gets  Her  Man"        J  3,600 
High  2-29  "Exclusive  Story"   21,150 

(on  stage:  Ted  Lewis) 
Low  12-28-35  "Mister  Hobo"  and  ) "Three  Kids  and  a  Queen"  J  5,800 

High  1-9-37  "Beloved  Enemy"  21,000 
Low  1-26-35  "The  Runaway  Queen"   2,200 
High  1-4  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"   30,000 
Low  8-17-35  "Jalna"   6,000 
High  1-4  "Miss  Pacific  Fleet"   22,080 
Low  10-5-35  "I  Live  for  Love"   9,500 

High  5-9  "Under  Two  Flags"  31,000 
Low  9-28-35  "Redheads  on  Parade"   7,500 
High  10-5-35  "Top  Hat"   6,300 
Low  6-1-35  "Dinky"   1,300 
High  4-13-35  "Roberta"   5,800 
Low  1-2-35  "The  Right  to  Live"   900 
High  12-5  "Born  to  Dance"   33,500 
Low  5-11-35  "Stolen  Harmony"  4,000 
High  1-11  "Riffraff"   10,000 
Low  3-23-35  "Captain  Hurricane"   1,800 

High  6-17-35  "Life  Begins  at  Forty"....  2,700 
Low  6-22-35  "My  Heart  Is  Calling"   1,400 

High  5-16  "The  Singing  Kid"  Low  7-27-35  "Calm  Yourself"  and  1 "Chinatown  Squad"  j 

High  1-25  "A  Midsummer  Night's Dream"   
Low  1-19-35  "Behold  My  Wife"  and  f "Defense  Rests"  J 

High  9-28-35  "She  Married  Her  Boss"... 
Low  11-23-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  \ 

"Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland"  J 
High  4-20-35  "Private  Worlds"  Low  5-2  "The  Witness  Chair"  and  ) "Big  Brown  Eyes"  j 

High  10-17  "Dods worth"  
Low  6-8-35  "Age  of  Indiscretion"  

High  11-14  "Gambling  with  Souls"  
Low  12-7-35  "Two  Sinners"  and  1 

"$1,000  a  Minute"  J 
High  1-16-37  "After  the  Thin  Man"  I "King  of  Hockey"  f 
Low  11-30-35  "To  Beat  the  Band"  and  ( 

*'Frccklcs"  § 

High  8-15  "The  Last  Outlaw"  (on  stage:  Eddie  Cantor) 
Low  5-23  "Dancing  Pirate"  
High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  I 

"You  Can't  Get  Away  With  It"  t 
Low  10-26-35  "King  Solomon  of  Broad-  ) 

way"  and  "Fighting  Youth"  J 
High  7-11  "San  Francisco" Low  3-2-35  "Living  on  Velvet"  and  ) 

"All  the  King's  Horses"  J 
High  8-1  "San  Francisco"  Low  12-12  "Polo  Joe"  and  ] "Can  This  Be  Dixie?"  J 
High  10-26-35  "Barbary  Coast"  
Low  12-28-35  "Mimi"  
High  10-5-35  "I  Live  My  Life"  
Low  12-5  "Polo  Joe"  jind_  j 

"Can  This  Be  Dixie?' 

8,500 

4,000 12,000 

1,600 

9,500 4,000 
11,500 

5,000 9,500 4,000 

7,500 

2,000 29,000 

4,000 
34,000 

9,000 

17,200 

4,800 23,090 

8,500 
12,400 

4,400 
15,000 

2,500 35,000 

12,000 High  12-12  "Charge  of  Light  Brigade"..  7,200 
Low  1-9-37  "College  Holiday"   2,850 
High  9-19  "Anthony  Adverse"   11,300 
Low  4-26  "Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine"  2,600 

High  1-2-37  "Pennies  from  Heaven"  and  1 
"North  of  Nome"               J  10,000' 

Low  4-13-35  "White  Lies"  and  \ "Happy  Landing"             |  2,700 
High  2-16-35  "Roberta"    6,100- Low  1-26-35  "The  Man  Who  Reclaimed 

His   Head"    2,850 

High  9-21-35  "Top  Hat"   10.400' 
Low  12-5  "A  Woman  Rebels"  and  ) 

"Mister  Cinderella"  S  4,200 

High  12-14-35  "Annie  Oakley"   9,200' 
Low  6-6  "Till  We  Meet  Again"  and  > 

"Times  Square  Playboy"        /  3,250' 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

The  Bluebook  School 

ANSWER  TO   QUESTION   NO.  57 

Conducted  by 

F.  H.  RICHARDSON 

Bluebook  School  Question  No.  57  was:  (A) 
Manufacturers  of,  and  dealers  in,  spherical, 
parabolic  and  eliptical  mirrors  such  as  are  used 
in  connection  with  certain  types  of  projection 

light  source  state  their  focal  lengths.  Have 
such  mirrors  any  exact  focal  length?  Explain. 

(B)  Does  current  generated  in  a  dynamo  or  a 
battery  seek  earth?  Explain.  (C)  Define 
"short  circuit"  and  "ground." 
The  following  made  acceptable  replies:  S. 

Lvans  and  C.  Rau;  D.  Danielson;  C.  L.  Loft; 

J.  R.  Prater;  L.  Cimikoski ;  H.  Edwards;  H. 
B.  Smith;  A.  L.  Cooper;  T.  F.  Bochert;  W.  E. 
Edmonds;  G.  E.  Doe;  O.  H.  Schmidt;  D.  P. 
Miller;  C.  Lonie;  L.  F.  Hayes;  C.  Oldham; 
E.  H.  Toedte ;  K.  and  R.  Wells ;  S.  O.  Sears ; 
C.  Champney;  D.  E.  Birdsong;  W.  Limmroth ; 
J.  A.  Zachritz;  F.  H.,  S.  and  P.  Delbey;  U. 
S.  Logan;  S.  True;  J.  Wentworth;  H.  J. 
Abernathy  and  R.  Tompkins;  T.  L.  Redhouse; 
D.  Pollock ;  T.  H.  Morton,  T.  H.  and  L.  Klar ; 
G.  N.  Guidotti ;  H.  Lathrope  and  C.  L.  Lowrie ; 
D.  and  W.  Porter ;  C.  Hawkins ;  L.  E.  Dodson 
and  H.  T.  Todd ;  0.  Hunt  and  B.  L.  Andrews ; 

R.  V.  Manning;  L.  B.  Jones  and  J.  R.  David- 
son; H.  T.  Plum  and  C.  L.  Davis;  C.  and  S. 

E.  Gay;  B.  L.  Bollmingburgh ;  W.  R.  Baxter 
and  R.  N.  Davis;  E.  N.  Solomon;  T.  T. 
Brontson;  W.  L.  Smith;  T.  T.  Golley;  D.  L. 
Johnson;  L.  M.  and  C.  B.  Traxler;  F.  L. 
Birch;  P.  F.  Maxwell;  M.  F.  Robinson  and 
L.  A.  Beachwood ;  S.  Carberry  and  S.  Neilson ; 
H.  P.  Richardson ;  L.  Greenhouse ;  H.  W. 
Matthews;  B.  L.  Sanderson;  C.  L.  Mosier;  J. 
K.  Robinson;  D.  H.  Purcell ;  B.  and  M. 
Walker;  B.  B.  Hornstein  and  R.  R.  Jacobs; 
L.  and  W.  R.  Matthews ;  T.  R.  Tomlinson ;  W. 
H.  Edmonds;  T.  L.  Brown;  S.  Q.  and  O. 
Mallaby;  D.  Morgan;  J.  G.  Brown;  W.  N. 
Bantree;  L.  and  F.  H.  Savior;  L.  L.  Lasser; 
A.  Leonard  and  G.  T.  Jones;  G.  Lantry  and 
W.  L.  Bolton;  H.  A.  Aims;  L.  and  P.  Felt; 
H.  Todd  and  L.  B.  Masters;  W.  L.  Bancroft 
and  S.  D.  Manning;  L.  Stanford;  T.  S.  Lorin- 
baugh. 

Section  A  is  replied  to  as  follows  by  A.  L. 

Cooper :  "Spherical  mirrors  do  not  have  a 
definite  focal  length  for  all  light  rays  reflected 

F.  H.  Richardson's 

BLUEBOOK  of 

PROJECTION 

•  New  sixth  edition.  Pro- 
jection, sound  reproduction 

and  trouble-shooting  all  in 
one  handy  volume.  Also 
features  quick-finding  index 
system  for  instant  refer- 

ence.   Order  today. 

$5.25  Postpaid 

QUIGLEY  BOOK  SHOP 

Rockefeller  Center  New  York 

therefrom.  Parabolic  and  elliptical  mirrors 

are  in  reality  spherical  mirrors  partially  cor- 
rected by  tilting  their  outer  edges  back  suffi- 
ciently to  cause  light  rays  reflected  from  these 

zones  to  focus  approximately  at  the  same  place 
rays  reflected  from  the  more  central  zones  focus. 
The  amount  of  departure  from  the  true  spher- 

ical curve  denotes  the  type  of  mirror  it  is.  In 
the  face  of  these  recognized  facts,  I  would 
say  parabolic  and  elliptical  mirrors  do  have 
a  definite  focal  length,  but  that  the  spherical 

mirror  does  not." 
G.  E.  Doe  says,  "The  true  spherical  mirror 

can  have  a  definite,  fixed  focal  length  only 
when  the  light  incident  thereon  emanates  from 
a  theoretical  point,  which  is  of  course  an  im- 

possible condition.  This  is  true  because  in  the 
very  nature  of  things,  for  all  to  focus  at  one 
point  (which  is  necessary  if  the  mirror  Is  to 
have  a  definite,  fixed  focal  length)  all  rays 
incident  thereon  and  reflected  from  such  surface 
must  reach  the  mirror  surface  at  an  angle  that 
will  cause  them  to  all  reach  exactly  the  same 
point  of  focus,  and  this  cannot  possibly  be 
done  if  the  light  source  have  area.  I  say, 
therefore,  that  spherical  mirrors  working  with 
a  projector  light  source  cannot  possibly  have 
any  one,  fixed  focal  length.  Instead,  in  prac- 

tical projection  work,  rays  from  different  dia- 
metrical zones  will  be  focused  at  different  dis- 

tances from  the  mirror  surface. 

"Elliptical  and  parabolic  mirrors  are  surfaces 
in  which  a  more  or  less  effective  attempt  is 
made  to  correct  the  condition  above  named 
by  departing  from  the  true  spherical  curve  at 
the  outer  zones  of  mirrors.  This  attempt  is 
broadly  effective,  but  hardly  enough  to  justify 
statements  that  such  of  them  as  are  designed 
for  use  in  projection  work  have  a  fixed,  true 
focal  length.  I  have  small  doubt  that  mirrors 
could  be  and  perhaps  are  thus  treated  so  ef- 

fectively that  all  rays  are  focused  at  the  same 
point,  thus  providing  them  with  true  focal 
length,  but  I  also  am  quite  certain  that  such 
correction  would  be  very  much  too  expensive  to 
justify  its  use  in  forming  the  mirrors  used  in 

projection  work." D.  Danielson  says,  "Manufacturers  mention 
the  focal  length  of  mirrors  such  as  those  under 
discussion,  said  measurement  being  the  distance 
from  the  vertex  of  the  mirror  to  the  point 
where  parallel  rays  incident  on  the  mirror  sur- 

faces should  be  brought  to  a  point  of  focus. 
However,  spherical  aberration,  present  in  all 
spherical  surface  reflection  surfaces,  will  cause 
rays  reflected  by  the  more  outer  zones  to  be 
focused  progressively  nearer  the  vertex  as  the 
distance  from  the  mirror  axis  of  the  point  of 
reflection  increases,  which  of  course  makes  it 
impossible  to  name  any  one  point  as  the  focal 
length  of  the  mirror. 

"However,  in  parabolic  and  elliptical  mirrors, 
(particularly  the  latter),  this  fault  is  in  con- 

siderable measure  overcome,  permitting  the 
point  to  be  spotted  where  parallel  rays  incident 
upon  the  mirror  will  be  brought  to  a  focus. 
However,  if  the  object  (light  source  in  our 
case)  be  placed  at  the  point  required  to  cause 
reflected  rays  to  be  parallel,  still  they  will  not 
be  thus  reflected  for  the  reason  that  the  object 
(light  source)  has  area,  hence  rays  from  its 
various  points  of  surface  will  meet  points  on 
the  mirror  surface  at  different  angles.  The 
focal  length  of  such  mirrors  is  therefore  not 

BLUEBOOK  SCHOOL 

QUESTION  NO.  63 

(A)  What  is  the  duty  of  projection- 
ists when  a  shipment  of  film  arrives 

from  the  exchange? 

(B)  What  reports  should  be  made 
if  film  is  found  to  be  oil  smeared, 

excessively  dirty  or  in  poor  mechani- 
cal condition? 

(C)  In  event  an  exchange  refuses 
to  heed  complaints  of  film  in  poor 
condition,  what  steps  should  be 
taken? 

exact  and  cannot  be  except  with  a  point  light 

source." 

(B)  E.  H.  Toedte  says,  "Current  generated in  a  dynamo  or  a  battery  has  no  tendency  to 
enter  the  earth  except  when  the  earth  provides 
a  path  to  opposite  polarity  of  the  same  power 
source  of  sufficiently  low  resistance  to  permit 

current  to  flow." C.  Lonie  answers,  "Current  generated  in  a 
dynamo  or  a  battery  does  not  seek  the  earth 
except  when  the  earth  is  connected  with  and 
offers  a  sufficiently  low  conductance  path  be- 

tween positive  and  negative  of  the  same  dynamo 

or  battery." (C)  P.  and  L.  Felt  reply,  "A  dead  short is  a  direct  connection  between  conductors  of 
opposite  polarities  of  the  same  power  source.  A 
short  circuit  may  be  a  connection  between 
conductors  of  opposite  polarities  of  the  same 
power  source  having  sufficiently  low  resistance 
to  permit  heavy  flow  of  current.  It  is  or- 

dinarily an  accidental  or  unintended  connec- 
tion that  permits  current  to  flow  in  large  quanti- 
ties without  doing  any  useful  work,  and  pos- 

sibly much  harm,  aside  from  the  waste  it 

represents." 

"A  ground,  as  usually  considered,  is  in  the 
nature  of  a  limited  short  circuit.  It  is  a  short 

circuit  of  such  high  resistance  that  only  a  lim- 
ited amount  of  current  may  flow.  Or  it  may 

be  an  intentional  connection  of  one  conductor 

of  a  system  with  the  earth  for  certain  pur- 
poses. Grounding  of  the  Edison  three-wire 

system  neutral  offers  an  illustrative  example." *    *  * 

Comments  Further 

On  V acuum Tubes 

J.  R.  Prater  writes  in  to  discuss  vacuum 
tubes  concerning  points  raised  in  Question  No. 

52.  He  says,  "Brother  Oldham  has  excellent 
understanding  of  many  items  in  the  matter  of 
vacuum  tubes,  but  he  experiences  trouble  in 
joining  them  together  properly.  Quoting  from 

his  answer  to  the  above  named  question :  'In  a vacuum  tube  there  are  three  elements,  mounted 

close  to  and  facing  each  other.  As  the  lead-in 
wire,  tube  prongs  and  socket  prongs  are  all 
close  together,  some  capacitance  exists  between 

them,  they  all  being  at  different  potentials.' "There  are  not  always  three  elements  in  a (Continued  on  page  70) 
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Cowdin  Returns, 

Explains  
"(ZY9 

Financial  State 

Completing  a  survey  of  film  conditions 

throughout  Europe,  J.  Cheever  Cowdin, 
chairman  of  Universal  Pictures  Company, 

declared  Monday  on  his  return  to  New  York 
that  in  all  11  countries  he  visited  in  the 
last  two  months  the  motion  picture  industry 

was  making  rapid  strides  as  the  result  of 
better  pictures  and  improved  business  and 
political  conditions. 

Mr.  Cowdin's  return  brought  the  annual 
announcement  of  financial  operations  as 
made  public  for  stockholders.  The  company 
reported  a  net  loss  of  $1,835,419  for  the 
fiscal  year  ended  Oct.  31,  1936,  after  giving 
effect  to  wholesale  write-offs.  Joining  Mr. 
Cowdin  in  the  financial  statement  was  R. 

H.  Cochrane,  Universal's  president. 

Sees  Increased  Demand 

"With  the  return  of  normal  economic  con- 
ditions I  see  an  increased  demand  for  American 

films  on  the  continent,"  Mr.  Cowdin  said.  "The 
'New  Universal'  films  are  meeting  with  high 
favor  in  all  European  countries,  including  Eng- 

land, and  the  foreign  market  looms  as  a  big- 
factor  in  the  future  development  of  'New  Uni- 
versal.' 

"  'Three  Smart  Girls'  and  'My  Man  Godfrey' 
are  proving  tremendous  successes  abroad. 

'Three  Smart  Girls'  opened  last  week  in 
Vienna's  leading  theatre  to  one  of  the  most 
enthusiastic  receptions  ever  accorded  an  Amer- 

ican film,"  he  said,  adding :  "  'Show  Boat'  has 
just  opened  in  London  and  is  doing  a  tremen- 

dous business. 

"Our  associates  in  England,  General  Films 
Distribution  Ltd.,  are  making  great  strides  in 
the  development  of  their  own  films  and  theatre 

outlets." While  in  Paris  Mr.  Cowdin  discussed  the  film 
business  with  President  Albert  Lebrun  of 
France.  President  Lebrun  was  a  close  friend  of 

Mr.  Cowdin's  uncle,  the  late  Robert  Bacon, former  American  Ambassador  to  France. 
Mr.  Cowdin  added  a  new  star  to  the  roster 

of  'New  Universal'  while  abroad,  completing 
negotiations  for  the  services  of  Danielle  Dar- 
rieux,  Parisian  comedy  and  dramatic  star. 

Mile.  Darrieux  is  the  wife  of  the  French 
writer,  M.  Decoin. 

Confers  with  Soviet  Leaders 

The  "movies"  are  a  very  popular  institution 
in  Russia  and  the  Soviet  film  industry  is  moving 
forward  Mr.  Cowdin  found  during  his  stay 
in  Moscow  as  the  guest  of  the  American 
Ambassador,  Joseph  Davies.  Mr.  Cowdin  con- 

ferred with  Soviet  Minister  of  Films  Schumi- 
atsky  and  also  talked  with  Marshal  Vorishilov, 

commander  of  Russia's  military  forces  and 
ranking  next  to  Stalin. 
Mr.  Cowdin  visited  England,  France,  Bel- 

gium, Switzerland,  Germany,  Italy,  Austria, 
Hungary,  Czechoslovakia,  Poland  and  Russia. 

Financial  Statement 

The  financial  statement  accompanying  the 

earnings  report  explained  that  Universal's 
$1,835,419  net  loss  in  1936,  which  includes  all 
subsidiaries,  is  after  providing  for  all  charges, 
including  depreciation  and  amortization  of  fixed 
assets  amounting  to  $392,850.  The  report  also 

includes  write-off  of  the  company's  entire  in- 
vestment in  its  Spanish  subsidiary,  a  write-down 

of  its  investment  in  its  German  subsidiary  and 
a  provision  for  the  prospective  cancellation  of 
a  German  theatre  lease,  all  of  which  aggregated 
$292,369.    Included,  however,  is  a  deduction  of 
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a  profit  of  $333,534  realized  on  the  sale  of  a 
British  subsidiary  to  the  C.  M.  Woolf  interests 
in  connection  with  Universal's  new  distribution 
arrangements  in  Great  Britain. 

The  letter  to  the  stockholders  explained  that 
the  report  also  reflects  the  adoption  of  a  new 
practice  of  closing  the  accounts  of  foreign  sub- 

sidiaries, other  than  Canadian,  one  or  two 
fiscal  months  earlier  than  the  New  York  closing 
date  in  order  to  make  possible  earlier  reports 
to  stockholders  than  heretofore.  Inasmuch  as 
the  new  accounting  policy  was  adopted  during 
the  fiscal  year  reported  on,  the  letter  points  out, 
the  current  report  reflects  the  operations  of 
foreign  subsidiaries  for  only  10  or  11  months, 
whereas  subsequent  annual  reports  will  cover  a 

full  year's  operations  of  such  subsidiaries.  The 
combined  loss  of  the  foreign  subsidiaries  would 
have  been  approximately  $175,000  less  had  their 
reports  covered  the  full  52-week  period,  the 
letters  adds. 

Credit  Strengthened 

Pointing  out  that  control  of  the  company 
changed  during  the  year,  the  letter  said  that 

the  company's  credit  has  been  strengthened,  an 
even  flow  of  pictures  is  assured  and  the  new 
management  is  confident  that  the  company  has 

been  enabled  "to  participate  to  a  greater  degree 
in  the  improved  earnings  of  the  motion  picture 

industry." The  letter  also  states  that  consideration  is 
being  given  to  a  merger  of  Universal  Pictures 
Company,  Inc.,  and  Universal  Corporation.  The 
latter  holds  all  of  the  second  preferred  and 
90  per  cent  of  the  common  stock  of  Universal 
Pictures. 

The  company's  profit  and  loss  statement shows  income  from  film  rentals  and  sales  of 
companies  operating  in  the  United  States 
amounting  to  $14,264,466.  Sales  of  accessories 
aggregated  $375,844.  Amortization  of  film  costs 
and  other  expenses  totaled  $11,716,572,  leaving 

a  gross  profit  of  $2,944,742.  Sales  and  distribu- 
tion costs  amounted  to  $3,393,151,  and  general 

and  administrative  expenses  were  $907,829.  Loss 
before  write-downs  of  investments  in  certain 
foreign  subsidiaries  and  provision  for  losses  of 
subsidiaries  operating  in  foreign  territories  was 

$1,394,615. Operating  deficit  on  Nov.  2,  1935,  amounted 
to  $699,719,  which  with  the  loss  for  the  52  weeks 
ended  Oct.  31,  1936,  left  a  consolidated  operat- 

ing deficit  of  $2,535,139,  as  of  that  date.  The 
report  lists  total  current  and  working  assets  of 
$7,985,836,  and  total  current  liabilities  of  $3,- 
486,090. 

In  Hollywood,  Universal  has  combined  its 
serial  and  action  picture  departments  because 
of  the  addition  of  four  action  films  to  the 
current  schedule.  The  new  unit  will  be  known 
as  the  action-melodrama  department. 

The  first  picture  under  the  new  arrangement 

will  be  "West  Coast  Limited."  Ben  Koenig 
and  Henry  MacRae  will  produce  with  Koenig 
and  Barney  Sarecky  handling  the  production 

reins  on  the  second,  "Night  Patrol." 

NewsCameramen  s 

JVork  Restricted 

International  Photographers'  Union, 
Local  644,  has  warned  its  members  that  a 
stipulation  in  the  union  agreement  prohibit- 

ing the  assignment  of  newsreel  cameramen 
to  work  on  production  of  short  subjects  will 
be  strictly  enforced,  according  to  Charles 
W.  Downs,  business  manager  of  the  local. 
Violations  will  be  punished  by  a  fine  of  $500. 
The  announcement  followed  complaints 

that  several  producers  have  been  assigning 
newsreel  men  to  take  shots  for  topical  short 
subjects,  a  practice  which  the  union  believes 
encroaches  on  work  which  should  be  handled 
by  other  cameramen. 

Mr.  Downs  denied  that  the  ruling  will 
prevent  the  use  of  newsreel  library  shots  in 
feature  or  short  subject  productions. 
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Bluebook  School 

Member  IVrites 

on  Vacuum  Tubes 

(Continued  from  page  68) 

vacuum  tube.  Some  have  but  two,  others  four 
or  five- — even  more.  Brother  Oldham  appar- 

ently considers  the  lead-in  wire,  tube  prongs 
anc|  socket  prongs  as  three  elements  of  a 
vacuum  tube,  whereas  the  elements  of  a  tube 
are  the  electrodes  inside  the  tube.  They  de- 

termine the  kind  of  work  the  tube  may  per- 
form and  exactly  how  the  work  is  accomplished. 

In  the  three-element  tube  they  are  the  anode, 
the  cathode  and  the  control  grid. 

"All  tubes,  regardless  of  type,  have  lead-in 
wires ;  also,  nearly  all  tubes  have  prongs.  But 
those  parts  are  not  classed  as  elements  of  the 
tube,  as  is  suggested  by  Brother  Oldham.  The 
socket  prongs  are  not  part  of  the  tubes,  but 
of  the  amplifier  chassis.  It  is  quite  true  that 
the  lead-in  wires,  tube  prongs  and  socket  prongs 
are  mounted  close  to  and  facing  each  other ; 
that  they  are  at  different  potentials  and  that 
capacitance  exists  between  them.  However,  this 
latter  is  so  very  slight,  as  compared  with  that 
existing  between  the  electrodes  within  the  tube, 
that  it  is  almost  wholly  negligible. 

"While  this  may  be  quite  true  in  the  radio 
frequency  and  detector  stages  of  radio  receivers, 
amplifiers  employed  in  theatre  sound  work  have 
no  connection  with  radio  frequency  currents. 

Knowledge  of  the  principles  of  radio,  particu- 
larly as  concerns  the  very  short  wave  bands, 

would  be  helpful  to  projectionists  when  or  if 
television  enters  the  theatre  field,  but  as  matters 

now  stand,  sound  pictures  and  radio  broadcast- 
ing are  entirely  and  wholly  separate,  even 

though  audio-frequency  is  used  with  both. 
"Referring  to  feed-back,  Brother  Oldham 

says,  'Where  part  of  a  signal  that  has  been 
amplified  by  the  last  tube  is  fed  back  to  the 
tubes  that  have  already  amplified  the  same  signal 

.  .  .'  The  feed-back  due  to  the  grid-plate 
capacitance  takes  place  inside  the  tube,  rather 
than  from  one  tube  to  another.  It  is  possible 
to  cause  feed-back  in  an  entire  amplifier  by 
permitting  the  output  and  input  to  be  placed  too 
close  to  each  other.  Such  feed-back,  however, 
is  due  to  transfer  of  current  from  one  wire  to 

the  other  by  induction,  rather  than  by  inter- 
electrode  capacitance  in  vacuum  tubes. 

"Lastly,  Brother  Oldham  says,  'Therefore, 
during  each  signal  impulse  the  tube  is  in  a  slight 
state  of  oscillation,  hence  acting  as  a  generator 

or  oscillator.'  During  each  signal  impulse  there 
is  a  small  amount  of  feed-back,  in  a  three-ele- 

ment tube  when  operating  at  normal  volume.  At 
higher  volumes  it  may  be  sufficient  to  distort 
the  sound  output  of  the  tube  by  causing  some 
frequencies  to  be  amplified  more  than  others. 
However,  it  is  not  until  excessive  load  is  im- 

posed upon  the  tube  and  feed-back  becomes 
sufficiently  strong  to  overpower  the  normal  grid 
fluctuations,  or  signal  impulses,  that  oscillation 
takes  place. 
"When  feed-back  causes  one  frequency  to  be 

amplified  more  than  any  other,  the  feed-back 
then  becomes  even  stronger  at  that  same  fre- 

quency, and  amplification  at  that  frequency  is 
thus  automatically  increased.  If  the  tube  be 
operating  at  high  volume  [As  it  must  be  to 
set  up  the  condition  described. — F.  H.  R.], 
feed-back  may  thus  increase  the  amplification 
of  one  frequency  so  far  above  that  of  any  other 
that  a  continuous  howl  or  whistle  will  result. 
Once  a  tube  is  in  a  state  of  oscillation,  the 
feed-back  supplies  a  strong  a.  c.  ripple  to  the 
grid  circuit,  and  the  plate  current  of  the  tube 

will  continue  to  fluctuate  at  one  r-equf"<cy  as 
long  as  the  power  supply  remains  c  .  egardless 
of  the  signal  impulses  normally  applied  to  the 
grid  circuit,  or  even  if  there  be  no  further 
input  signals.  Thus  it  is  seen  that  as  soon 
as  a  tube  reaches  a  state  of  oscillation,  it  no 
longer  acts  as  a  regular  amplifier,  but  only  as 

a  generator  of  one,  single  frequency." 
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CURRENT 

RELEASES 

SINS  ol  CHILDREN 
with  Eric  Linden  and 

Cecilia  Parker 

DEVIL 

ON  HORSEBACK 

with  Lili  Damila  (Mrs. 

Errol  Flynn)  in  color 

WHITELEGION 

with  Tala  Birell  and 
Ian  Keith 

YELLOW  CARGO 

with  Conrad  Nagel 
and  Eleanor  Hunt 

CAPT.  CALAMITY 

with  George  Houston 

and  Movita,  Gable's 
lead  in  "Mutiny  on 
the  Bounty"  in  color 

HATS  OFF 

with  Mae  Clark,  John 
Payne  &  Helen  Lynd 

James  Cagney  in 

GREAT  GUY 

WE'RE  IN  THE 
LEGION  NOW 

with  Reginald  Denny 
and  Esther  Ralston 

in  color 

SCOTLAND  YARD 

COMMANDS 

with  Clive  Brook 

TEX  RITTER 

Musical  Westerns 

BIG  Uhftck  ATTRACTIONS 

FROM  GRAND  NATIONAL 

"23lA  HOURS  LEAVE" 
with  JAMES  ELLISON  and  TERRY  WALKER 

The  picture  that  skyrocketed  Douglas  MacLean  to  fame  now  produced  by 

Douglas  MacLean.   From  Mary  Roberts  Rinehart's  brilliant  Satevepost  story. 

GIRL  LOVES  BOY 

featuring  ERIC  LINDEN  and  CECILIA  PARKER 

A  Bennie  F.  Zeidman  production.  The  sweethearts  of  "Ah,  Wilderness!" 

and  "Sins  of  Children"  in  a  new  romance  of  young  love. 

ii 

NAVY  SPY 

B  I 

starring  CONRAD  NAGEL  and  ELEANOR  HUNT 

Federal  Agent  Series.  Produced  by  George  A.  Hirliman. 

Matching  wits  with  spies  selling  navy  secrets  to  foreign  powers. 

"ROMANCE  and  RICHES" with  CARY  GRANT  and  MARY  BRIAN 

From  the  novel  by  E.  Phillips  Oppenheim.  A  fast-moving  comedy  of 

a  rich  young  man's  quest  for  happiness. 

"KILLERS  the  SEA featuring  CAPT.  WALLACE  CASWELL,  Jr. 

Dialogue  by  LOWELL  THOMAS 

A  Raymond  Friedgen  Production.  Exploitation  sensation  of 

1937  with  Capt.  Caswell  fighting  the  man-eaters  of  the  deep. 

ii 

SOMETHING  TO  SING  ABOUT  •  A  Victor  Schertzinger 

Prodn.  Written  and  directed  by  the  man  who  gave  you  "One  Night  of  Love" 

THE  THOUSAND  DOLLAR  BILL  •  A  Zion  Myers  Produc- 
tion. .  .  .  Based  on  the  Cosmopolitan  magazine  story  of  the  same  title. 

DYNAMITE,  starring  James  Cagney  •  Based  on  the  story 

"Hot  Oil".  Produced  by  Richard  A.  Rowland.  The  red-headed  dynamo  of  the 
screen  in  another  great  Cagney  entertainment.  Different — thrilling — timely. 
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WHAT  THE  PICTURE 

DID  FOR  ME 

Columbia 

AND  SO  THEY  WERE  MARRIED:  Mary  Astor, 
Melvyn  Douglas — Played  this  double  feature  on  Friday- 
Saturday.  Got  by  very  well. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U 
Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  Rosalind  Russell,  John  Boles— A 
fine  picture  of  its  kind,  but  not  much  drawing  power. 
— M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.  General 
patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  Rosalind  Russell,  John  Boles— This 
lias  proved  one  of  the  most  talked  of  pictures  we  have 
played  in  a  year  or  more.  The  women  liked  it,  of 
course,  and  even  the  men  acknowledged  it  was  good. — 
A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

CRAIG'S  WIFE:  Rosalind  Russell,  John  Boles— Very 
good  picture.  Nothing  big,  but  good  program  picture. 
— C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre,  Greensburg,  Kan. 
General  patronage. 

END  OF  THE  TRAIL:  Jack  Holt,  Louise  Henry, 
Guinn  "Big  Boy"  Williams — Fine  picture.  Holt  well liked  here.  Keep  giving  him  good  material,  Columbia. 
Williams  also  very  good  in  this. — Sammie  Jackson, 
Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.   General  patronage. 

END  OF  THE  TRAIL:  Jack  Holt,  Louise  Henry— 
Although  a  lot  of  people  didn't  like  the  ending  to  this, 
it  is  one  of  the  best  pictures  Holt  ever  has  made. — 
A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

LADY  FROM  NOWHERE:  Mary  Astor,  Charles 
Cjuigley — Good  programmer.  Running  time,  60  minutes. 
— W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

MAN  WHO  LIVED  TWICE,  THE:  Ralph  Bellamy, 
Isabel  Jewell — A  very  small  crowd  saw  this  as  we 
played  it  while  everyone  was  still  talking  and  thinking 
about  the  Ohio  River  flood.  But  we  had  a  number  of 
.compliments  on  it. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre, 
Eminence.  Ky.    General  patronage. 

MORE  THAN  A  SECRETARY:  Jean  Arthur, 
George  Brent — Good  picture  hardly  above  the  program 
variety.  Running  time,  80  minutes. — W.  C.  Mcphee, 
Strand  Theatre.  Old  Town,  Maine.   General  patronage. 

PENNIES  FROM  HEAVEN:  Bing  Crosby,  Madge 
Evans — The  best  Sunday  matinee  we've  had  since  last 
fall.  All  praised  the  picture.  Columbia  is  coming  to 
the  front  with  good  features  for  our  folks. — M.  Ewing, 
Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

PENNIES  FROM  HEAVEN:  Bing  Crosby,  Madge 
Evans — A  very  pleasing  picture  that  held  up  better 
than  average.  Seemed  to  please.  Personally  didn't care  for  it,  but  the  cash  customers  said  it  was  good. 
— C.  A.  Spainhour.  Twilight  Theatre,  Greensburg,  Kan. 
General  patronage. 

RIO  GRANDE  RANGER:  Bob  Allen,  Iris  Meredith 
— Better  than  average  western,  but  Bob  should  be 
given  some  other  type  story  for  a  change.  This  is 
his  fourth  picture  in  a  Ranger  role,  and  each  one 
had  the  word  Ranger  in  the  title.  Played  January  30. 
— - C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F.  Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre, 
Ashland,  Ala,    Small  town  and  CCC  patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — Did  a  good  Christmas  business  on  this  one. 
Irene  Dunne  well  liked  and  Melvyn  Douglas  great. — 
M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.  General 
patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvin 
Douglas — One  of  the  sweetest  pieces  of  entertainment 
you  have  run.  Promise  them  plenty  and  you  won't 
disappoint  them.  Step  on  it  hard.  Equal  to  "It  Hap- 

pened One  Night."  Plug  it  hard.  It's  good.  Played 
January  27. — C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre, 
Greensburg,  Kan.    General  patronage. 

THEODORA  GOES  WILD:  Irene  Dunne,  Melvyn 
Douglas — Columbia  rings  the  gong  again.  Easily  on 
a  par  with  "Mr.  Deeds"  and  ranks  with  any  romantic comedy  this  year  or  any  year.  We  had  people  come 
to  see  it  twice.  Play  it  by  all  means  and  save  a  date 
in  the  future  to  repeat  run.  It's  100  per  cent.  Played 
February  5-6. — Ted  Stump,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural 
patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  GENTLEMAN:  James  Dunn,  June 
Clayworth — Went  over  fine  on  Bargain  Night. — Sam- 
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mie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.  Gen- eral patronage. 

UNKNOWN  RANGER,  THE:  Robert  Allen— In  20 
years  in  the  theatre  business  I  have  never  run  or  seen 
a  worse  picture.  Absolutely  nothing.  Played  January 
24.— C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre,  Greensburg, 
Kan.    General  patronage. 

First  National 

DOWN  THE  STRETCH:  Patricia  Ellis,  Dennis 
Moore — Would  compare  with  "Wild  Boys  of  the  Road." All  who  came  liked  it.  A  good  picture  from  Warner 
Brothers.— M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe, 
111.    General  patronage. 

GOLD  DIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Joan  Blon- 
dell— The  best  "Gold  Diggers"  yet.  A  good  picture 
from  Warner  Brothers. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre, 
La  Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

GOLD  DIGGERS  OF  1937:  Dick  Powell,  Jean  Blon- 
dell — Not  a  big  picture.  Double  with  a  cheap  enter- 

taining picture  for  a  long  run.  Running  time,  100 
minutes. — W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.   General  patronage. 

GUNS  OF  PECOS:  Dick  Foran,  Anne  Nagel— Wish 
they  would  let  Dick  sing  some  wellknown  cowboy  songs 
and  sing  more  in  his  pictures.  This  is  good,  but 
people  like  to  hear  him  sing. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 
Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.   General  patronage. 

LAW  IN  HER  HANDS,  THE:  Glenda  Farrell,  Mar- 
garet Lindsay,  Warren  Hull — A  fair  program  picture 

that  was  not  appreciated  by  our  audience  at  all.  The 
story  is  too  typically  American  to  be  interesting  for 
local  cinema-goers.  Besides,  too  much  dialogue  is 
also  no  good  for  us.  Business  below  average.  Played 
December  23-24.— G.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre,  Hong 
Kong,  China.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

SHIPMATES  FOREVER:  Dick  Powell,  Ruby  Kee- 
ler,  Lewis  Stone — Return  engagement.  Still  a  swell 
show. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton, 
Ala.   General  patronage. 

TRAILIN'  WEST:  Dick  Foran,  Paula  Stone— Foran 
is  coming  to  be  popular  with  our  western  fans.  Run- 

ning time,  65  minutes.  Played  February  5-6. — Howard 
B.  Lee,  National  Theatre,  Wilmington,  Del.  General 
patronage. 

Metro-Gold  wyn-Mayer 

AFTER  THE  THIN  MAN:  William  Powell,  Myrna 
Loy — Plenty  good.  Not  as  good  as  "The  Thin  Man," 
however.  Played  February  7-8. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric 
Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.    Small  town  patronage. 

BORN  TO  DANCE:  Eleanor  Powell,  James  Stewart 
— Here  is  one  picture  worth  every  cent  we  paid  for  it. 
Good  draw  and  the  type  of  entertainment  our  people 
like.  Would  have  done  above  average  business  if  the 
weather  had  been  open.  Running  time,  105  minutes. 
Played  January  31-February  1.— Elaine  S.  Furlong, 
Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural  and  small  town 
patronage. 

CAMILLE:  Greta  Garbo,  Robert  Taylor— All  but 
one  came   to  see  Robert   Taylor,  one  to   see  Greta 

Garbo.  If  Greta  Garbo  had  died  in  the  first  reel  in- 
stead of  the  last  one  and  left  Robert  Taylor  for  our 

patrons  to  look  at,  all  would  have  been  well.  Paid 
film  rental. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe, 
111.   General  patronage. 

CAMILLE:  Greta  Garbo,  Robert  Taylor,  Lionel  Bar- 
rymore — Miss  Garbo  has  come  a  long  way  from  her 
first  efforts.  I  think  that  is  the  third  "Camille"  that I  have  run,  and  it  is  my  opinion  that  Miss  Garbo  is 
the  best  of  them.  She  rises  to  the  heights  in  this  pic- 

ture. And  I  thought  it  would  only  appeal  to  the  older 
generation,  but  that  was  not  true.  Since  it  was  run 
last,  there  has  come  up  another  that  has  never  seen 
the  picture  of  the  stage  success  of  other  years.  It  has 
been  produced  with  restraint  and  finesse. — A.  E.  Han- 

cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  General 
patronage. 

DEVIL  IS  A  SISSY,  THE:  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
Jackie  Cooper,  Mickey  Rooney — Van  Dyke  has  again turned  out  a  picture  that  gets  under  the  skin.  Pulled 
slightly  better  than  we  anticipated  and  pleased  de- 

cidedly well. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Emi- 
nence, Ky.   General  patronage. 

HIS  BROTHER'S  WIFE:  Robert  Taylor,  Barbara 
Stanwyck — I'm  afraid  Robert  Taylor  is  slipping.  This 
picture  didn't  do  near  the  business  we  expected.  It 
looks  like  he's  just  a  flash  in  the  pan  if  something 
isn't  done. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury, 
Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  Jean  Harlow,  William  Powell, 
Myrna  Loy,  Spencer  Tracy — This  is  one  outstanding picture  that  is  entertaining  from  beginning  to  end. 
Some  liked  it  better  than  "The  Great  Ziegfeld."  Cold weather  stopped  the  people  from  seeing  this  one.  Book 
it  on  any  day  and  you  can't  go  wrong. — Pierce  C. 
O'Donnell,  Gayety  Theatre,  Van  Buren,  Maine.  Small town  patronage. 

LIBELED  LADY:  William  Powell,  Myrna  Loy, 
Jean  Harlow,  Spencer  Tracy — Very,  very  good  one  you 
can  step  on.  Comedy,  romance.  Extra  good.  Held 
up  good. — C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre,  Greens- 

burg, Kan.    General  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Clark  Gable,  Joan  Crawford 
— Just  another  one  of  those  pictures  with  good  stars 
that  people  don't  come  to  see.  No  drawing  power  here 
and  not  many  favorable  comments  on  the  picture. — 
M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.  General 
patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RUN:  Joan  Crawford,  Clark  Gable 
— Dandy  picture  which  did  not  do  the  business  it  was 
entitled  to  do  at  the  price  paid  for  it.  Certainly  there 
was  something  doing  from  the  moment  the  show 
started  until  the  end.  Running  time,  81  minutes. 
Played  January  31-February  1. — Horn  and  Morgan, 
Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small  town  pat- ronage. 

MISTER  CINDERELLA:  Jack  Haley,  Betty  Fur- 
ness — Very  good  program  picture  which  seemed  to 
please  the  majority.  Certainly  was  a  goofy  plot.  Well 
presented.  Running  time,  76  minutes.  Played  Febru- 

ary 5-6. — Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay 
Springs,  Neb.   Small  town  patronage. 

MISTER  CINDERELLA:  Jack  Haley,  Betty  Fur- 
ness — Pretty  poor  stuff.  Our  patrons  were  disgusted 
with  it  and  said  so.  Worth  no  more  than  a  two-reel 
comedy.  Played  February  10. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

OUR  RELATIONS:  Laurel  and  Hardy— About  aver- 
age for  this  team.  Will  satisfy  most  of  their  fans. 

Played  February  13. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

SINNER  TAKE  ALL:  Bruce  Cabot,  Margaret  Lind- 
say— Entertaining  programmer.  Running  time,  77  min- 

utes.—W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone,  Cary  Grant — 
An  excellent  program  picture.  Pleased  all  those  that 
saw  it.  Attendance  was  poor  on  account  of  blocked 
roads  and  severe  weather.  Running  time,  95  minutes. 
Played  January  29-30. — J.  P.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway 
Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town  and  rural  pat- ronage. 

SUZY:  Jean  Harlow,  Franchot  Tone,  Cary  Grant — A 
picture  that  has  everything;  good  story,  fine  acting, 
strong  cast  for  the  marquee.  For  our  mixed  Chinese 
and  European  patronage  just  the  kind  of  a  picture- 
mystery,  espionage,  murders,  war  scenes,  airplanes 
fighting,  love  drama — all  very  skillfully  blended  in  a 
swift-moving  melodrama.    Business  good.    Played  No- 
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vember  29-December  1.— C.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre, 
Hong  Kong,  China.   Neighborhood  patronage. 

TARZAN  ESCAPES:  Johnny  Weissmuller,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan— Believe  this  was  thoroughly  enjoyed  by  a 
little  better  than  average  attendance.  Women  did  not 
think  they  would  care  for  it  were  quite  profuse  in  their 
praise.  We  thought  it  a  very  fine  picture.  Running 
time,  89  minutes.  Played  February  7-8.— Horn  and 
Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 
town  patronage. 

TARZAN  ESCAPES:  Johnny  Weissmuller,  Maureen 
O'Sullivan— On  a  par  with  the  previous  Tarzan  pic- 

tures, but  for  business  which,  except  for  the  children, 
was  off  considerably.  Weissmuller  and  O'Sullivan 
make  a  good  showing  again  in  this  one.  Played  Feb- 

ruary 6.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 
General  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GUYS:  Robert  Young,  Betty  Ful- 
ness— Fine  program. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  The- 

atre, Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

GB  Pictures 

MAN  WHO  LIVED  AGAIN:  Boris  KarlofT,  Anna 
Lee — A  great  disappointment  in  Karloff;  not  like  his 
others.  Running  time,  66  minutes.  Played  February 
10-11.— Howard  B.  Lee,  National  Theatre,  Wilmington, 
Del.    General  patronage. 

RHODES:  Walter  Huston,  Oscar  Homolka— Fair 
picture;  no  draw.  GB  Pictures  won't  draw  for  me. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala. 
General  patronage. 

RHODES:  Walter  Huston— Played  this  on  a  double 
bill,  but  after  seeing  it,  sure  it  could  have  stood  alone 
One  British  picture  we  enjoyed  playing.  Business  av- 

erage.— Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  On- 
tario, Canada.    General  patronage. 

THIRTY  NINE  STEPS,  THE:  Robert  Donat, 
Madeleine  Carroll — Not  so  good  for  me.  Donat  is  not 
liked  here. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Floma- 

ton, Ala.    General  patronage. 

Paramount 

ALONG  CAME  LOVE:  Irene  Hervey,  Charles  Star- 
rett — A  splendid  program  picture  above  the  average. 
It  is  a  nice,  pleasing,  romantic  comedy  which  sent 
everybody  home  happy.  Good  weekday  picture. — 
Pierce  C.  O'Donnell,  Gayety  Theatre,  Van  Buren, Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

ARIZONA  MAHONEY:  Joe  Cook,  Larry  Crabbe— 
Too  flimsy  material  to  make  a  feature.  Really  only 
about  enough  story  for  a  two-reel  comedy  and  folks 
don't  care  for  Joe  Cook.  Not  what  the  name  Zane 
Grey  has  stood  for  in  times  past.  Played  February  2. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook.  N.  H.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

BIG  BROADCAST  OF  1937,  THE:  Jack  Benny, 
Burns  and  Allen — Just  good  entertainment.  No  special 
interest  as  to  story,  but  pep  plus,  and  good  clean  fun. 
Nothing  big,  but  good. — C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight 
Theatre,  Greensburg,  Kan.   General  patronage. 

BULLDOG  DRUMMOND  ESCAPES:  Ray  Milland, 
Heather  Angel — Good  programmer  gunman  type.  Run- 

ning time,  77  minutes.— W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  The- 
atre, Old  Town,  Maine.    General  patronage. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  George  Burns 
and  Gracie  Allen,  Martha  Raye — The  members  of  the 
cast  in  this  picture  should  constitute  one  of  the  best 
comedy  attractions  in  the  business.  Every  laugh 
in  this  one  was  an  effort  and  unless  the  next  attempt 
is  better,  the  value  of  these  players  will  be  doubtful. 
Business  the  first  day  good;  second  day  just  too  bad. 
This  feature  has  about  one-fourth  the  entertainment 
worth  of  "The  Big  Broadcast."  Running  time,  86 
minutes.  Played  February  3-4. — Elaine  S.  Furlong, 
Star  Theatre,  Heppner,  Ore.  Rural  and  small  town 
patronage. 

COLLEGE  HOLIDAY:  Jack  Benny,  George  Burns 
and  Gracie  Allen — Above  average  picture  that  will 
entertain.  Nonsensical  plot  but  full  of  fun.  Only  a 
fair  draw  for  us,  however.  Played  February  14-15. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

GENERAL  DIED  AT  DAWN,  THE:  Gary  Cooper. 
Madeleine  Carroll,  Akim  Tamiroff— After  reading  the 
reviews  on  this  was  doubtful  as  to  its  success  at  the 
box  oflice.  Not  only  did  it  pull  them  in,  but  it  pleased 
and  the  comments  were  highly  favorable.  Of  the  play- 

ers, Tamiroff  seemed  to  be  about  the  whole  show  with 
our  patrons.  Business  above  average.  Running  time,  98 
minutes.  Played  February  3-4. — M.  R.  Harrington. 
Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

GO  WEST.  YOUNG  MAN:  Mae  West— Very  good 
for  Mae  West.— M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La 
Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

HIDEAWAY  GIRL:  Martha  Raye— Very  good.  Peo- 
ple are  watching  for  Martha  Raye. — M.  Ewing, 

Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

HOPALONG  CASSIDY  SERIES:  William  Boyd— 
The  most  popular  of  westerns  here  now.    This  is  a 

good  Saturday  night  western  town  and  we  use  double features,  which  makes  more  money  usually  than  any 
other  program  we  can  put  on.  People  still  go  for  Gene 
Autry.— M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111. 
General  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:  Charles  Ruggles, 
Alice  Brady— Paramount  forgot  to  mind  their  own 
business  when  they  offered  this  one.  The  poorest 
picture  on  two  Paramount  contracts.  Alice  Brady 
not  liked  here.  Played  this  one  with  "Arizona  Ma- 
honey"  on  double  bill.  "Arizona  Mahoney"  proved 
to  be  their  poorest  western.  Altogether  a  poor  pro- 

gram.—M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111. 
General  patronage. 

MIND  YOUR  OWN  BUSINESS:  Charles  Ruggles, 
Alice  Bradv— Very  entertaining  program  picture. 
Running  time.  76  minutes.— W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand 
Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.     General  patronge. 

MY  AMERICAN  WIFE:  Francis  Lederer,  Ann 
Sothern— Very,  very  good.  Lots  of  good,  clean 
comedy.  Don't  be  afraid  to  play  it  on  any  spot.— 
C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre,  Greensburg,  Kan. 
General  patronage. 

ROSE  BOWL:  Eleanore  Whitney,  Tom  Brown- 
Very  good.  — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe, 
111.    General  patronage. 

VALIANT  IS  THE  WORD  FOR  CARRIE:  Gladys 
George,  Arline  Judge — Excellent  dramatic  entertain- 

ment! well  played  by  a  nice  cast._  Unfortunately,  lack 
of  cast  name  strength  or  something  kept  most  of  our 
seats  hungry.  Played  February  4-5.— L.  A.  Irwin, Palace  Theatre.  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Puritan 

BULLDOG  COURAGE:  Tim  McCoy.  Lois  Janu- 
ary— Good  western. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre, 

Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

Republic 
LAWLESS  LAND:  Johnny  Mack  Brown,  Louise 

Stanley — While  we  suspect  that  this  was  meant  to  be 
a  serious  western  it  actually  is  an  excellent  comedy. 
When  the  heroine  gently  slapped  the  hero  upon  his 
manly  cheek  and  said  "Get  out"  it  brought  down the  house.  The  direction  is  terrible.  You  can  al- 

most hear  the  director  say,  "Here's  where  you  smile 
and  here's  where  you  raise  your  right  hand."  Might 
get  by  in  some  spots  but  out  here  in  the  wild  and 
wooly  west  our  cowboy  patrons  are  pretty  particular. 
Incidentally,  the  "gal"  in  the  picture  is  exceptionally 
good  looking.  Running  time.  54  minutes.  Played 
February  10-11. — Ted  Stump.  Elted  Theatre.  Absarokee. 
Mont.    Rural  patronage. 

LEAVENWORTH  CASE,  THE:  Donald  Cook,  Nor- 
man Foster,  Erin  O'Brien-Moore — Nothing  extra. — 

Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala. 
General  patronage. 

OREGON  TRAIL,  THE:  John  Wayne,  Ann  Ruth- 
erford— A  historic  western  with  good  simple  comedy. 

Tt  did  very  good  at  the  box  office  both  days.  Running 
time.  6  reels.  Played  February  12-13. — C.  F.  Deane, 
Lorado  Theatre.  Lorado,  W.  Va.  Mining  town 
patronage. 
THOUSAND  DOLLARS  A  MINUTE.  A:  Roger 

Pryor.  Leila  Hyams.  Edgar  Kennedy — Fine  program 
picture. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton. 
Ala.     General  patronage. 

TUMBLING  TUMBLEWEEDS:  Gene  Autry,  Lu- 
rile  Browne — Good  western. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson 
Theatre.   Flomaton,   Ala.     General  patronasre. 

RKO  Radio 

BRIDE  WALKS  OUT.  THE:  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
Gene  Raymond.  Robert  Young — Good. — Sammie  Jack- 

son, Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton.  Ala.  General 
patronage. 

DANIEL  BOONE:  George  O'Brien.  Heather  Angel 
— Thank  fortune  we  country  exhibitors  get  a  good 
break  once  in  a  while.  This  proved  one  for  us.  It 
did  the  biggest  single  day's  business  we  ever  had  and all  reports  were  favorable. — A.  N.  Miles.  Eminence 
Theatre,   Eminence,  Ky.     General  patronage. 

FARMFR  IN  THE  DELL:  Fred  Stone.  Tean  Parker 
—An  average  program  which  we  douhle-biU'ed  to  sat- 

isfied customers.  Fred  Stone  isn't  Will  Rogers  as 
they  wouM  like  him  to  be. — Harland  Rankin.  Plaza 
Theatre.  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

GRAND  IURY:  Fred  Stone.  Louise  Latimer— Fair 
program  picture. — Sammie  Tackson.  Jackson  Theatre, 
Flomaton.  Ala.     General  patronage. 

LAST  OUTLAW,  THE:  Harry  Carey.  Hoot  Gibson 
— Good.  Played  second  time. — Sammie  Tackson,  Jack- 

son Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

LAST  OUTLAW,  THE:  Harry  Carey,  Hoot  Gib- 
son— This  western  pleased  100%.  It  was  a  departure 

from  the  regular  wild  ridin',  wild  shootin'  westerns. For  once  Hoot  Gibson  got  a  chance  to  act  out  a 
story  suited_  for  his  age.  Our  patrons  liked  it  im- 

mensely.   Give  us  some  more  like  it.    Running  time. 

75  minutes.  Played  January  15-16.— J.  P.  Johnson, 
Sons  of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

M'LISS:  Anne  Shirley,  John  Beal— A  good  picture, 
but  did  not  draw  film  rental  the  second  night.  An 
attractive  title  would  have  helped.  Played  February 
9-10.— C.  F.  Deane,  Lorado  Theatre,  Lorado,  W.  Va. 
Mining  town  patronage. 
PLOT  THICKENS,  THE:  James  Gleason,  Zasu 

Pitts — Entertaining  comedy  drama  with  James  and 
Zasu  solving  a  murder  mystery  in  clever  manner. 
Played  February  10-11.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

PLOUGH  AND  THE  STARS,  THE:  Barbara  Stan- 
wyck, Preston  Foster — Not  quite  enough  story  to 

make  it  a  box  office  draw.  Acting  very  good.  Ours 
is  an  Irish  community  and  we  had  some  criticisms  of 
the  class  of  people  portrayed  and  the  Dublin  as  shown 
in  the  movie.  Running  time,  66  minutes.  Played 
February  7-8. — Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre,  Hepp- 

ner, Ore.     Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 
RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Bobby  Breen,  May 

Robson — Very  good.  Little  Bobby  Breen  is  a  won- 
derful singer.  If  RKO  will  continue  and  give  him 

stories  he  will  be  box  office. — P.  G.  Held,  New  Strand 
Theatre,   Griswold,   Iowa.     General  patronage. 

RAINBOW  ON  THE  RIVER:  Bobby  Breen,  May 
Robson — Good  for  any  audience.  Running  time,  87 
minutes. — W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town, 
Maine.    General  patronge. 

SMARTEST  GIRL  IN  TOWN:  Ann  Sothern,  Gene 
Raymond — A  plenty  good  enough  program  offering 
which  was  far  too  short  and  ended  just  when  it  got 
going  at  its  best.  Did  not  attract  the  payees  but 
pleased  those  who  did  turn  out.  Running  time,  58 
minutes.  Played  February  5-6. — M.  R.  Harrington, 
Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— This 
picture  had  all  that  was  claimed  for  it  through  its 
advertising.  Pleased  100%.  Astaire  and  Rogers  very 
popular  with  our  movie  fans.  Running  time,  100 
minutes.  Played  January  22-23. — J.  P.  Johnson,  Sons 
of  Norway  Theatre,  Ambrose,  N.  D.  Small  town  and 
rural  patronage. 

SWING  TIME:  Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers— I 
would  rate  this  as  the  most  interesting  of  this  team's pictures.  It  did  a  little  better  at  the  box  office  than 
"Follow  the  Fleet."— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre, 
Eminence,  Ky.     General  patronage. 

WANTED:  JANE  TURNER:  Lee  Tracy',  Gloria 
Stuart — Good  programmer.  Running  time,  67  minutes. 
— W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

WINTERSET:  Burgess  Meredith,  Margo— Good 
program  gunman  type.  Running  time,  77  minutes. — W.  C.  McPhee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine. 
General  patronage. 

WOMAN  REBELS,  A:  Katharine  Hepburn,  Herbert 
Marshall — Probably  okay  for  Hepburn  fans;  for  others, 
will  not  draw  or  satisfy.  Played  February  12. — D.  E. 
Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small  town 
patronage. 

Supreme 
BETWEEN  MEN:  Johnny  Mack  Brown,  Beth 

Marion — Good   western.     Brown   well  liked. — Sammie 
Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.  General 
patronage. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Jed  Prouty,  Spring  Bying- 
ton — Good  "Jones"  picture. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson 
Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

BANJO  ON  MY  KNEE:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel 
McCrea — Missisippi  River  shanty  boat  people  prove 
most  interesting  screen  fare.  Everybody  liked  it.  It 
had  a  good  title  and  drew  above  average  Sunday 
business.  Several  people  came  to  see  it  twice.  Some 
children  saw  it  three  times.  Buddy  Ebsen's  singing 
and  dancing  as  well  as  his  and  Barbara's  dancing was  extra  good.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre, 
Eminence,  Ky.     General  patronage. 

CAREER  WOMAN:  Claire  Trevor,  Michael  Whalen 
— If  the  careers  of  the  Hollywood  stars  depended  upon 
what  this  one  did  at  the  box  office  they  would  be  on 
the  WPA.  It  is  a  weak  sister,  based  upon  a  down 
south  murder,  a  girl  accused  of  killing  her  father. 
Just  another  murder  and  killing.  In  the  last  three 
months  we  have  played  fourteen  pictures  that  had 
killings  or  kadnapings  in  them  and  that  is  the  old 
cycle  working  with  vengeance.  The  public  is  getting 
fed  up  on  the  type. — A.  E.  Hancock,  Columbia  Theatre, 
Columbia  City,  Ind.     General  patronage. 

CAREER  WOMAN:  Claire  Trevor,  Michael  Whalen 
— Another  program  affair  which  at  best  could  only 
occupy  second  billing  on  a  double  feature  program. 
Used  as  such  it  gave  fair  satisfaction.  Running  time, 
77  minutes. — Played  January  29-30. — M.  R.  Harring- 

ton, Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and rural  patronage.  , 

CAREER  WOMAN:  Claire  Trevor,  Michael  Whalen 
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— Aside  from  an  especially  bad  title  and  a  slow  start 
this  makes  for  a  reasonably  good  program  picture. 
No  breaks  for  the  talented  Miss  Trevor  as  usual. 
Needs  support  at  the  box  office.  Played  February  16. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

CRACK-UP:  Brian  Donlevy,  Helen  Wood,  Peter 
Lorre — Better  than  average  program.  International 
spy  stuff  mixed  with  plane  crash  in  midocean  with 
four  men  aboard,  each  antagonistic  to  the  others. 
Peter  Lorre,  as  the  Colonel,  gave  an  outstanding  per- 

formance. Played  February  12-13.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee 
Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple,  Frank  Morgan,  Astrid 
Allwyn,  Robert  Kent — Our  patrons  thought  this  a 
right  nice  picture  and  came  in  regardless  of  snow  and 
snow  blocked  roads.  Astrid  Allwyn  and  Robert  Kent 
gave  good  support.  Fact  that  picture  dated  back  to 
1852  may  have  disappointed  in  some  localities.  No 
one  commented  on  that  here  and  many  handed  us 
hearty  okehs.  Played  February  14-15.— P.  G.  Estee, 
Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.    Small  town  patronage. 

DIMPLES:  Shirley  Temple— A  poor  Shirley  Temple, 
and  poor  attendance. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La 
Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

GIRLS'  DORMITORY:  Simone  Simon,  Herbert 
Marshall— The  new  star  is  not  liked  here.— Seemoan- 
Seemoan.  Pretty  good  story  and  good  for  Herbert 
Marshall.— M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe, 
111.     General  patronage. 

IT  HAD  TO  HAPPEN:  George  Raft,  Rosalind  Rus- 
sell, Leo  Carrillo — A  fair  program  picture  to  .aver- 
age business.  Raft  is  miscast  as  an  Italian  immi- 

grant and  looks  and  talks  as  a  100%  American  from 
the  very  beginning  of  the  story  when  he  is  supposed 
just  to  arrive  from  his  country.  Miss  Russell  is  not 
giving  a  good  performance  that  you  would  remember 
long.  Carrillo  is  good  as  comedy  support.  The  story 
is  quite  interesting,  has  lots  of  action  and  moves 
swiftly,  the  very  thing  we  like  here.  Played  Decem- 

ber 2-3.— C.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong, 
China.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

LADIES  IN  LOVE:  Tanet  Gaynor,  Loretta  Young, 
Constance  Bennett,  Simone  Simon — The  poorest  pic- 

ture yet.  Bought  as  a  special.  When  we  mean  poor- 
est of  all  features  you  may  know  it's  pretty  poor  and 

took  in  no  money. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La 
Harpe,  111.     General  patronage. 

LAUGHING  AT  TROUBLE:  Jane  Darwell,  Lois 
Wilson — A  simple  tale  for  simple  folk,  a  sort  of  a 
homespun  yarn.  Okay  where  you  don't  expect  too much  of  it.  No  drawing  power,  however.  Played 
February  9. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

ONE  IN  A  MILLION:  Sonja  Henie,  Adolphe  Men- 
jou — Double  for  long  runs.  Good  picture.  Needs  help 
in  tough  spots.  Running  time,  95  minutes. — W.  C. 
Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre,  Old  Town,  Maine.  General 
patronage. 

PEPPER:  Jane  Withers,  Irvin  S.  Cobb— Very  full 
of  pepper  from  start  to  finish.  All  liked  it. — M.  Ewing, 
Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

PRIVATE  NUMBER:  Loretta  Young,  Robert  Tay- 
lor— Fine  picture. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre, 

Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

RAMONA:  Loretta  Young,  Don  Ameche — The  people 
came  in  the  first  night  early,  like  they  wanted  to 
get  there.  Bad  weather  and  done  a  very  good  business 
two  nights. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La  Harpe, 
111.     General  patronage. 

REUNION:  Dionne  Quintuplets,  Jean  Hersholt— 
The  best  Fox  picture  made.  Played  in  bad  weather 
to  a  small  audience. — M.  Ewing,  Amus-U  Theatre,  La 
Harpe,  111.    General  patronage. 

ROAD  TO  GLORY,  THE:  Fredric  March,  Warner 
Baxter,  Lionel  Barrymore,  June  Lang — Everyone 
should  see  it.  The  best  love  and  war  picture  made 
to  date.  Running  time,  101  minutes.  Played  Febru- 

ary 1-2. — Howard  B.  Lee,  National  Theatre,  Wilming- 
ton, Del.     General  patronage. 

STATE  FAIR:  Will  Rogers,  Janet  Gaynor,  Sally 
Eilers — Considerably  revamped,  especially  in  that  part 
which  deals  with  Sally  Eilers,  but  still  a  great  pic- 

ture which  did  a  fine  business  in  spite  of  very  bad 
weather.  It  certainly  takes  you  to  the  Fair  and  you 
enjoy  every  minute  of  it.  Played  February  7-8. — Ted 
Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absarokee,  Mont.  Rural  pa- 
tronage. 

STOWAWAY:  Shirley  Temple,  Robert  Young— 
Quite  an  improvement  over  the  unfortunate  "Dimples." 
Most  of  the  folks  seemed  to  think  this  was  Shirley's best.  It  only  goes  to  show  the  producers  must  not 
rely  too  heavily  on  their  stars'  popularity,  forgetting stories  and  good  supporting  casts.  A  diamond  is  only 
as  lovely  as  its  setting  and  that  goes  for  a  movie 
star!  Played  February  7-9. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

UNDER  YOUR  SPELL:  Lawrence  Tibbett,  Wendy 
Barrie — This  rated  fair  at  the  box  office  and  it  seemed 
to  be  very  well  liked. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre, 
Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

WHITE  FANG:  Jean  Muir,  Michael  Whalen— A 
fair  program  picture  with  enough  action  to  satisfy 
our  patrons.  It  is  a  Jack  London  story  and  is  good. 
This  picture  if  given  bigger  star  names  would  be  a 
very  good  B.O.     As  it  is  now,  it  is  only  good  for 

average  business  on  midweek  days.  Played  December 
30-31— C.  Goldin,  Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong, 
China.    Neighborood  patronage. 

United  Artists 

DODSWORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton— 
This  show  was  too  good  for  two  days.  Excellent 
talent.  Running  time,  90  minutes.  Played  February 
8-9.— Howard  B.  Lee,  National  Theatre,  Wilmington, 
Del.    General  patronage. 

DODSWORTH:  Walter  Huston,  Ruth  Chatterton, 
Mary  Astor,  Paul  Lukas— Now  here  is  a  picture  that's different.  Well  acted  all  the  way  through  and  a  power- 

ful story  that  will  keep  'em  interested  from  begin- 
ning to  end.  It  is  doubtful,  though,  if  the  masses  will 

appreciate  this  fine  picture.  We  did  average  business 
on  this  one. — Pierce  O'Connell,  Gayety  Theatre,  Van 
Buren,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

GARDEN  OF  ALLAH,  THE:  Marlene  Dietrich, 
Charles  Boyer — No  good  for  this  spot.  Never  before 
have  we  played  a  picture  and  had  so  many  walkouts 
and  unfavorable  comments  and  when  I  say  unfavor- 

able that's  putting  it  mildly.  Even  those  who  were 
more  favorably  impressed  tempered  their  praises  with 
remarks  indicating  disapproval  of  the  changes  in  the 
original  story.  All  in  all,  in  spite  of  the  photographic 
beauty  of  the  picture,  playing  it  was  all  a  sad  mis- 

take from  every  angle  in  this  situation.  Running 
time,  78  minutes.  Played  February  7-9.— M.  R.  Har- 

rington, Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town 
and  rural  patronage. 

LAST  OF  THE  MOHICANS,  THE:  Randolph  Scott, 
Binnie  Barnes — Very  fine  historic  production  with 
plenty  of  thrills  and  excitement.  The  characters  were 
well  portrayed.  Running  time,  91  minutes.  Played 
January  29-30. — Horn  and  Morgan,  Inc.,  Star  Theatre, 
Hay  Springs,  Neb.    Small  town  patronage. 

LA  VIE  PARISIENNE:  Neil  Hamilton,  Conchita 
Montenegro — Very  poor.  One  of  the  worst  British 
pictures  I  ever  had  the  misfortune  to  show.  Booked 
it  for  two  days  and  had  to  pull  it  off  in  a  hurry  after 
the  first  night.  Business  terrible.  Fellow  members 
beware!  Played  December  11. — C.  Goldin,  Majestic 
Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

MODERN  TIMES:  Charles  Chaplin,  Paulette  God- 
dard — Silent!  Yes,  it  was  silent  as  far  as  our  patrons 
were  concerned.  The  poorest  picture  we  have  shown 
the  past  three  years.  Charlie  better  wake  up  and 
do  some  talking  or  his  exit  will  be  permanent  as  far 
as  our  audiences  are  concerned.  A  complete  flop  at 
the  box  office.  Running  time,  87  minutes.  Played 
February  5-6.— J.  P.  Johnson,  Sons  of  Norway  Theatre, 
Ambrose,  N.  D.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

ONE  RAINY  AFTERNOON:  Francis  Lederer,  Ida 
Lupino — Very  fine  program  picture.  This  Lederer 
chap  is  excellent  and  he  had  grand  support.  The  story 
was  good  and  the  comedy  excellent.  Running  time, 
79  minutes.  Played  February  3-4. — Horn  and  Mor- 

gan, Inc.,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.  Small 
town  patronage. 

PRIVATE  LIFE  OF  HENRY  VIII:  Charles  Laugh- 
ton — Yes,  we  know  it  is  terribly  old  but  we  picked 
it  up  in  place  of  one  we  didn't  want.  It  was  all  right 
and  if  we  hadn't  run  into  two  nights  of  rain  we  might 
have  broken  even  on  it. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 
Theatre,   Eminence,  Ky.     General  patronage. 

THINGS  TO  COME:  Raymond  Massey— A  very 
impressive  and  interesting  film  based  on  the  novel  by 
H.  G.  Wells.  Very  good  photography  and  acting, 
fair  sound.  Very  interesting  sets  showing  a  city  of 
the  future  and  all  the  technical  inventions  that  Wells' imagination  could  predict.  The  destruction  of  a  city 
by  an  air  raid  could  be  a  credit  to  any  American 
super-production.  But  too  little  of  romantic  interest, 
no  continuity  in  the  story  and  absence  of  comical 
relief  makes  the  picture  too  serious  and  diminishes  its 
entertainment  value.  Good  business  during  Xmas 
days.  Played  December  25-27. — C.  Goldin,  Majestic 
Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.    Neighborhood  patronage. 

Universal 

FLYING  HOSTESS:  Judith  Barrett,  Wm.  Hall- 
Received  many  favorable  comments  on  this.  Would 
recommend  it  for  any  small  town.  It  has  every- 

thing with  no  regrets. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

LUCKIEST  GIRL  IN  THE  WORLD,  THE:  Jane 
Wyatt,  Louis  Hayward — Nice  little  program  that  will 
please. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark. 
Small  town  patronage. 

MAGNIFICENT  BRUTE,  THE:  Victor  McLaglen, 
Binnie  Barnes — Fair  picture  to  below  average  re- 

ceipts. No  appeal  for  the  ladies.  Played  February 
11-12.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H. 
General  patronage. 

MYSTERIOUS  CROSSING:  James  Dunn,  Jean 
Rogers — Interesting  picture  in  strictly  program  class. 
Nothing  to  make  it  outstanding.  Played  February  13. 
— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 
NEXT  TIME  WE  LOVE:  Margaret  Sullavan, 

James  Stewart — Too  slow  and  too  much  dialogue  and 
very  little  action  for  this  country.  A  good  star  wasted 
on  a  poor  and  uninteresting  story.  If  the  distributors 
would  import  here  less  pictures   of  this  kind,  they 

would  spare  us  and  themselves  a  lot  of  headaches. 
Business  bad.  Played  December  9-10. — C.  Goldin,  Ma- 

jestic Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

POSTAL  INSPECTOR:  Ricardo  Cortez,  Patricia 
Ellis — This  is  very  good  but  was  hard  to  follow. 
Made  just  a  fair  weekend  attraction. — A.  N.  Miles, 
Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

SEA  SPOILERS:  John  Wayne,  Nan  Gray— Fair 
action  picture. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jackson  Theatre, 
Flomaton,  Ala.     General  patronage. 

THERE'S  ALWAYS  TOMORROW:  Frank  Morgan, 
Binnie  Barnes,  Robert  Taylor — A  reissue  that  I  did 
not  play  when  first  released.  Good  picture.  No  busi- 

ness. Taylor  is  good  in  this. — Sammie  Jackson,  Jack- 
son Theatre,  Flomaton,  Ala.    General  patronage. 

TWO  IN  A  CROWD:  Joel  McCrea,  Joan  Bennett- 
Fair  enough  picture.  Strikes  about  the  average  pro- 

gram quality.  Played  February  3. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Pal- ace Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

ANTHONY  ADVERSE:  Fredric  March,  Olivia  de 
Havilland,  Anita  Louise,  Claude  Rains,  Steffi  Duna, 
Edmund  Gwenn — From  some  of  the  reports  I  had  read 
regarding  this  feature  I  was  rather  skeptical  as  to 
just  how  it  would  go  here,  but  to  my  surprise  it 
was  received  enthusiastically  and  many  of  the  men 
stopped  me  and  personally  praised  it,  which  very  sel- 

dom happens  here.  The  picture  itself  was  excellent 
without  a  letdown  throughout.  Fredric  March  and 
Olivia  de  Havilland  as  co-stars  were  perfect  in  their 
roles,  and  the  supporting  cast  of  Steffi  Duna,  Anita 
Louise,  Claude  Rains  and  Edmund  Gwenn  gave  stellar 
performances.  All  in  all,  this  feature  should  be  num- 

bered amongst  the  first  10  of  1936  and  Warner  Brothers 
should  be  commended  for  bringing  Hervey  Allen's masterpiece  to  the  screen.  Running  time,  138  minutes. 
Played  February  12.— J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Di- rector, Prison  Theatre,  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J. 
Prison  patronage. 

BENGAL  TIGER,  THE:  Barton  MacLane,  June 
Travis — Swell  programmer.  Circus  and  animals.  Run- 

ning time,  60  minutes. — W.  C.  Mcphee,  Strand  Theatre, 
Old  Town,   Maine.     General  patronage. 

GOD'S  COUNTRY  AND  THE  WOMAN:  George 
Brent,  Beverly  Roberts— Best  color  in  a  feature  to 
date.  Will  please  majority  if  you  can  get  them  out. 
We  did  not  get  many  outside  our  Saturday  patrons. 
Lots  of  rough  stuff  which  went  over  big  with  them. 
Make  excellent  Friday -Saturday  show.  Just  because 
it's  filmed  in  color  does  not  bring  them  out.  Stars 
are  what  count.  Played  February  10-11. — D.  E.  Fit- 
ton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small  town 
patronage. 

GOD'S  COUNTRY  AND  THE  WOMAN:  George 
Brent,  Beverly  Roberts — Very  fine  color  in  this  one 
and  it  packs  a  lot  of  action.  Good  outdoor  picture 
that  will  hit  with  the  average  audience. — A.  E.  Han- 

cock, Columbia  Theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind.  Gen- 
eral patronage. 

POLO  JOE:  Joe  E.  Brown,  Carol  Hughes— Joe  has 
always  been  a  natural  for  small  towns.  This  is  no 
exception  with  us. — Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre, 
Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada.    General  patronage. 

POLO  JOE:  Joe  E.  Brown,  Carol  Hughes— The audience  seemed  to  enjoy  it.  Thought  it  just  average 
comedy. — C.  A.  Spainhour,  Twilight  Theatre,  Greens- 
burg,  Kan.    General  patronage. 

SMART  BLONDE:  Glenda  Farrell,  Barton  Mac- 
Lane — Average  mystery  picture,  of  which  we  are 
surely  getting  plenty  these  days.  Obviously  produced 
for  the  double  bill  market.  Running  time,  60  minutes. 
Played  February  9.— Elaine  S.  Furlong,  Star  Theatre, 
Heppner,  Ore.    Rural  and  small  town  patronage. 

Miscellaneous 

BLOCKADE:  This  is  a  British  quickie  by  an  un- 
known producer  with  unknown  players.  The  story  and 

dialogue  weak,  sound  bad,  acting  poor  and  pho- 
tography terrible  but  business  for  two  days  of  show- 

ing very  good.  This  is  a  story  of  "Q  Ships"  that destroyed  German  submarines  during  the  Great  War. 
This  kind  of  war  pictures  have  immense  appeal  for 
Chinese  and  also  all  the  local  Army  and  Navy  came 
to  see  it.  Very  good  for  any  second  run  house  in 
this  country.  Played  December  4-5. — C.  Goldin,  Ma- 

jestic Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood  pa- tronage. 

Short  Features 

Columbia 

IN  MY  GONDOLA:  Color  Rhapsodies— A  splendid 
cartoon,  chock  full  of  surprises  and  fun.  The  sword- 
fish^  that  turns  into  a  saw  got  plenty  laughs. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS,  NO.  4:  A  good  bit  of  visit- 
ing  with    the   stars.— L.    A.   Irwin,    Palace  Theatre, 

Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 
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SLIPPERY  SILKS:  Three  Stooges— A  very  funny 
comedy  in  the  manner  usual  from  its  stars. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

Educational 

DIAMONDS  IN  THE  ROUGH:  Two  Reel  Comedies 
— This  is  positively  awful!  Must  these  comedies  get 
even  worse? — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

FARMER  AL  FALFA  IN  THE  HEALTH  FARM: 
Paul  Terry-Toons — Not  a  laugh  in  a  carload. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

KIKO  FOILS  THE  FOX:  Paul  Terry-Toons— The 
usual  dull  cartoon.  Nothing  to  make  it  entertainment. 
They  ought  to  throw  overboard  all  these  Paul  Terry 
characters  and  start  in  anew. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

MIXED  MAGIC:  Buster  Keaton— Good  slapstick 
with  Buster  assistant  to  a  magacian.  Running  time, 
two  reels.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  IX 
Small  town  patronage. 

MIXED  MAGIC:  Buster  Keaton— Not  as  funny  as 
"The  Chemist"  but  still  good.  Running  time,  17  min- 

utes.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky. 
General  patronage. 

PUDDY   THE   PUP   IN   SUNKEN  TREASURE: 
Paul  Terry-Toons — Good  cartoon.  Running  time,  six 
minutes. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence, 
Ky.    General  patronage. 

SCREEN  TEST,  THE:  Tom  Patricola,  Buster  West 
— Good  dancing,  good  comedy.  These  boys  are  all 
right.  Running  time,  18  minutes. — A.  N.  Miles,  Emi- 

nence Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

WHOSE  BABY  ARE  YOU?:  Bert  Lahr— The  best 
comedy  from  Educational  so  far  this  year. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

WHOSE  BABY  ARE  YOU?:  Two  Reel  Comedies- 
Just  fair.  Running  time,  18  minutes. — A.  N.  Miles, 
Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
ANNIE  LAURIE:  Ann  Rutherford,  Stanley  Morner 

— A  beautiful  and  well  produced  subject.  Maybe  not 
so  good  for  so-called  "mass"  appeal  but  then  there 
were  no  complaints.  A  classic. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

BARNYARD  BABIES:  Happy  Harmonies— Another 
Happy  Harmony  that  was  well  received. — Harland 
Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

DANCING  ON  THE  CEILING:  Tabloid  Musicals 
—A  good  musical  offering.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

DESERT  DEATH:  Crime  Doesn't  Pay  Series— 
Another  in  the  "Crime  Doesn't  Pay"  series,  showing 
the  clever  workings  of  an  insurance  investigation. — 
Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario, 
Canada.     General  patronage. 

HURLING:  Pete  Smith  Specialties— A  knockout  and 
how!  Okay  anywhere  and  your  folks  are  in  for  some 
surprises  as  Pete  describes  this  barbaric  sport. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H  General 
patronage. 

LITTLE  CHEESER:  Harman-Ising— Good  color 
cartoon  which  seemed  to  please.  Running  time,  eight 
minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clats- 
kanie,  Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

NEIGHBORHOOD  HOUSE:  Charley  Chase— If  you 
run  Bank  Night  don't  pass  this  one  up.  It  deals 
with  Bank  Night  all  the  way  through  and  there's plenty  of  laughs  to  be  had.  Book  it  on  the  same 
night  you  run  Bank  Night  and  you'll  never  regret  it. 
Running  time,  two  reels. — Pierce  C.  O'Donnell,  Gayety Theatre,  Van  Buren,  Maine.    Small  town  patronage. 

NO  PLACE  LIKE  ROME:  Musical  Comedies— The 
worst  Metro  short  we've  used  in  years.  Their  new 
conceptions  of  musicals  are  pretty  much  below  par. 
Where  are  all  the  "Sunkist  Stars  at  Palm  Springs," 
the  "Pirate  Party  on  Catalina"  and  the  "Fiesta  de 
Santa  Barbara."  Those  were  the  kind  of  musicals that  the  folks  like.  These  new  ones  are  terrible  in 
comparison.  Too  bad. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

OLD  HOUSE,  THE:  Harman-Ising— Use  this  for 
your  Halloween  program  next  fall.  It's  a  pippin. 
Running  time,  seven  minutes. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 
Theatre.  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

PAY  AS  YOU  EXIT:  Our  Gang— A  great  little 
comedy.— L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

PINCH  SINGER:  Our  Gang  Comedies— A  good  de- 
bunking of  amateur  shows.  Alfalfa  set_  them  wild 

with  his  many  attempts  to  sing.  Running  time,  2 
reels.— C.  F.  Deane,  Lorado  Theatre,  Lorado,  W.  Va. 
Mining  town  patronage. 

PIRATE  PARTY  ON  CATALINA  ISLE:  Buddy 
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Rogers  and  his  Band — Excellent  color  and  good  music, 
but  few  laughs.  A  short  feature  of  beauty.  Run- 

ning time,  2  reels. — C.  F.  Deane,  Lorado  Theatre, 
Lorado,  W.  Va.    Mining  town  patronage. 

QUAINT  QUEBEC:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks— A 
good  travelogue  in  color. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre, 
Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

YELLOWSTONE  PARK:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks 
— Color  good.  Very  entertaining.  Running  time,  one 
reel. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark. 
Small  town  patronage. 

YELLOWSTONE  PARK:  FitzPatrick  Travel  Talks 
—Nicely  photographed  in  color. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,   Penacook,   N.   H.     General  patronage. 

Paramount 

BRIDGE  AHOY!:  Popeye  the  Sailor— Up  to  the 
average  of  previous  releases  and  as  far  as  our  patrons 
are  concerned  Popeye  is  always  good.  Running  time, 
six  minutes. — M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre, 
Clatskanie,  Ore.     Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

GYPSY  REVELS:  Headliners— Despite  the  good 
Russian  music  played,  the  subject  is  so  poorly  handled 
that  our  folks  didn't  like  it  all.  There's  no  pep  to  it 
and  too  many  foreign  verses  are  sung. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

I  WANNA  BE  A  LIFEGUARD:  Popeye  the  Sailor 
— This  stands  out  even  in  this  unusually  good  series. 
— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 

LITTLE  SWEE'  PEA:  Popeye  the  Sailor— One  of 
the  better  Popeye  efforts. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace 
Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

NEVER  SHOULD  HAVE  TOLD  YOU:  Screen 
Songs — A  fair  screen  song.  Cartoon  work  not  up  to 
par.  Nat  Brandywynne's  orchestra  featured. — L.  A. 
Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General  pa- tronage. 

POPULAR  SCIENCE,  NO.  2:  A  novelty  short  in 
color  which  proved  'way  above  average.  Running 
time,  10  minutes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre, 
Clatskanie,   Ore.     Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

SINBAD  THE  SAILOR:  Popeye  the  Sailor— Worth 
playing.  Received  many  favorable  comments. — Har- 

land Rankin,  Plaza  Theatre,  Tilbury,  Ontario,  Canada. 
General  patronage. 

WINGED  CHAMPIONS:  Grantland  Rice  Sportlighls 
— Pelicans,  sea  gulls,  ducks  and  other  birds  presented 
in  a  most  entertaining  way. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 
Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

RKO  Radio 

BOLD  KING  COLE:  Rainbow  Parade  Cartoons- 
Poor  cartoon.  Terrifying  for  children;  fantastic  and 
uninteresting  for  adults.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 
Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.     General  patronage. 

DUMMY  ACHE:  Edgar  Kennedy  Comedies— This 
one  kept  the  Saturday  audience  laughing.  Running 
time,  two  reels. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre, 
Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

GRANDMA'S  BUOYS:  Smart  Set  Series— Not  so 
hot.  Patrons  will  probably  sit  through  it  to  see  if 
something  will  happen.  Running  time,  two  reels. — 
D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small 
town  patronage. 

GRANDMA'S  BUOYS:  Smart  Set  Comedies— Pretty fair  comedy  of  the  slapstick  variety.  Running  time, 
16  minutes.— P.  G.  Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,.  S.  D. 
Small  town  patronage. 

HIGH,  WIDE  AND  DASHING:  Sports  with  Bill 
Corum  Series — The  pictorial  content  is  all  right  but 
the  commentator's  remarks  are  insipid  to  say  the least.  This  same  holds  true  for  every  release  of  this 
series  we  have  played  to  date.  Running  time,  10  min- 

utes.— M.  R.  Harrington,  Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie, 
Ore.    Small  town  and  rural  patronage. 

LALAPALOOSA:  Headliner  Series— So  seldom  do 
we  get  a  two-reel  subject  it  prompts  one  to  mention 
it.  Here  is  one  that  is  okay.  Running  time,  two  reels. 
— D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark.  Small town  patronage. 

MARCH  OF  TIME,  NO.  5:  Interesting.— L.  A. Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  General 
patronage. 

PARDON  MY  SPRAY:  Sports  with  Bill  Corum 
Series — These  one-reel  Sports  Reels,  Corum  announc- 

ing, are  interesting.  Running  time,  10  minutes. — P.  G. 
Estee,  Estee  Theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.  Small  town  pa- tronage. 

TROLLEY  AHOY:  Rainbow  Parade  Cartoons— A 
good  one  featuring  Toonerville  folks. — L.  A.  Irwin, 
Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.    General  patronage. 

WHO'S  LOONEY  NOW?:  Radio  Flash  Comedies 
— Good  weekend  comedy.  Running  time,  two  reels. — 
A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.  Gen- 

eral patronage. 
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Twentieth  Century-Fox 

DOGGING  IT  AROUND  THE  WORLD:  Adven- 
tures with  the  Newsreel  Cameraman — Don't  pass  this one  up.  Your  dog  lovers  will  thank  you  for  showing 

it.  Running  time,  10  minutes.— A.  N.  Miles,  Emi- nance  Theatre,  Eminence,  Ky.    General  patronage. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS:  We  use  two  newsreel 
services,  this  and  Universal.  The  latter  is  head  and 
shoulders  above  the  Fox  Movietone  News.  Principal 
complaint  is  in  the  sameness  of  the  makeup.  And  we 
could  do  without  Lew  Lehr's  so-called  humorous  epi- 

sodes. Running  time,  nine  minutes. — M.  R.  Harring- 
ton, Avalon  Theatre,  Clatskanie,  Ore.  Small  town  and 

rural  patronage. 

Universal 

ALASKA  SWEEPSTAKES:  Oswald  Cartoons— New 
ideas  in  dog  sled  racing  with  Oswald  and  his  pooch 
winning,  of  course.  Extra  good.  Running  time,  seven 
minutes. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  Theatre,  Eminence, 
Ky.    General  patronage. 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOWELL  THOMAS,  NO. 

32:  Interesting  subject.  A  bird  sequence  is  odd  and 
interesting. — L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook, 
N.  H.    General  patronage. 

MUSICAL  AIRWAYS:  Mentone  Musical  Comedies 
— Unimportant  presentation  of  fair  vodvil  acts. — 
L.  A.  Irwin,  Palace  Theatre,  Penacook,  N.  H.  Gen- eral patronage. 

YOU  CAN'T  GET  AWAY  WITH  IT:  Special— A subject  every  theatre  should  run.  Very  interesting 
regardless  of  the  fact  that  some  parts  have  been 
shown  before  at  different  times.  Running  time,  2% 
reels. — D.  E.  Fitton,  Lyric  Theatre,  Harrison,  Ark. 
Small   town  patronage. 

Vitaphone 

CLYDE  McCOY  AND  HIS  SUGAR  BLUES 

ORCHESTRA:  Melody  Masters— A  great  "swing" band  in  a  unique  setting.  Should  pull  the  younger 
generation  in  if  featured.  Running  time,  10  minutes. 
— J.  A.  Reynolds,  Recreational  Director,  Prison 
Theatre,  State  Prison,  Trenton,  N.  J.  Prison  pa- ronage. 

Serials 

Burroughs-Tarzan 
NEW  ADVENTURES  OF  TARZAN  (Released  by 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer   in    China):    Herman  Brix — A 
very  poor  serial  that  the  local  MGM  exchange  forced 
me  to  play.  I  understand  MGM  bought  this  Tarzan 
picture  to  avoid  competition  for  their  coming  "Tarzan 
Escapes."  In  that  case  they  should  shelve  or  burn 
this  one,  because  releasing  it  under  MGM's  banner 
will  only  spoil  business  for  their  coming  "Tarzan." Played  it  in  two  series — two  days  each  series  to  aver- 

age business.  Only  lower  class  of  Chinese,  some 
soldiers  and  all  the  riff-raff  from  the  neighborhood 
came  to  see  it;  our  regular  patrons  stayed  away. 
This  picture  will  satisfy  people  with  mentality  of  a 
10-year-old  child.  Played  December  18-21— C.  Goldin, 
Majestic  Theatre,  Hong  Kong,  China.  Neighborhood 
patronage. 

Actors,  Musicians  in  WPA 

Nearly  23,000  actors  and  musicians  have 
been  found  among  the  6,402,171  persons 
eligible  for  works  progress  administration 
relief,  it  was  disclosed  last  week  in  Wash- 

ington in  a  report  by  the  Works  Progress 
Administration  and  not  by  the  Public 
Works  Administration  as  inadvertently 

reported  by  Motion  Picture  Herald. 

Treasure  Seeking  Release 

Treasure  Pictures,  producing  company  of 
Victor  and  Edward  Halperin,  is  seeking  a 

major  release  for  its  series  of  six  Anna 

May  Wong  features.  The  stories  from 
which  the  series  is  being  adapted  will  first 
be  published  in  Liberty  Magazine. 

Strong  Is  Producer 

Eugene  Strong  has  been  named  producer 
for  "The  Barrier"  for  Harry  Sherman. 
Harry  Knight,  former  supervisor,  will  be 
producer  of  two  forthcoming  Hopalong  Cas- 
sidy  films.  The  Sherman  pictures  are  re- 

leased through  Paramount. 
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UNIVERSAL  AND  RKO 

HOLD  SALES  MEETINGS 

United  Artists  and  Republic 

Press  Campaigns;  Columbia 

British  Convention  March  13 

The  unusual  sales  activity  thathas  marked 

the  present  selling  season  is  continu- 

ing with  the  distributors  making  intensive 
efforts  to  increase  their  gains  through  the 

spring.  Two-day  sales  conferences  were 

held  last  week  by  Universal  and  RKO. 

Columbia,  United  Artists,  Warner  Brothers, 

Republic  and  Twentieth  Century-Fox  are 

engrossed  in  special  drives,  Paramount  sales- 
men are  busy  with  the  Zukor  Jubilee  cam- 

paign, and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is  placing 
special  emphasis  on  its  releases. 

Sales  executives  and  district  managers  of 

Universal  cancelled  their  holiday  plans  to 

start  a  two-day  conference  at  the  home  office 

on  Monday.  Among  those  attending  were 

Tames  R.  Grainger,  general  sales  manager; 
E.  T.  Gomersall,  western  sales  manager; 

Edward  Bonns,  short  subjects  sales  man- 

ager; Sig  Wittman,  eastern  distrist  man- 
ager; Harry  D.  Graham,  southern  district 

manager ;  William  J.  Heineman,  western  dis- 
trict manager ;  A.  J.  Herman,  New  England 

district  manager,  and  Clair  Hague,  Canadian 

general  manager.  Sales  policies  and  plans 
were  discussed  at  the  conference. 

Executives  of  the  Universal  studios  in 

Hollywood  were  estimating  the  staff  en- 
largement necessary  to  augment  the  current 

production  program  by  the  addition  of  30 
new  features. 

RKO  Sales  Leaders  Meet 

Eastern  exchange  officials  and  home  office 
executives  of  RKO  held  a  two-day  sales 
gathering  at  the  Hotel  Astor,  New  York, 
last  week.  Ned  E.  Depinet  and  Nate  Blum- 
berg  described  the  coming  product  and  urged 
liquidation  of  all  contracts  so  that  the  com- 

pany would  be  ready  to  start  on  next  sea- 
son's product  immediately  after  the  conven- 

tion to  be  held  on  the  coast  in  June.  John 

O'Connor,  Ralph  Roylan,  Ed  McEvoy  and 
Cresson  Smith  also  spoke.  "Michael  Strog- 
off"  and  "Sea  Devils"  were  screened. 

Jack  Schlaifer,  western  division  manager 
for  United  Artists,  was  touring  the  ex- 

changes under  his  supervision  in  an  effort 
to  maintain  the  lead  held  by  his  division  in 
the  George  Schaefer  Drive.  A.  W.  Smith, 
Jr.,  general  sales  manager  in  charge  of  the 
campaign,  will  announce  the  standings  of 
the  various  divisions  in  the  14  weeks  com- 

petition within  the  next  two  weeks. 
The  southern  division  was  reported  lead- 

ing at  the  end  of  the  fourth  week  of  the 
Republic  sales  drive.  The  leaders  in  each 
division  were:  southern,  Charlotte;  eastern, 
Cleveland;  central,  Chicago;  and  western, 
San  Francisco. 

Grand  National  Budget  Rises 

Sol  Edwards,  eastern  sales  manager  of 
Grand  National,  was  on  a  tour  of  exchanges 
to  confer  with  district  managers  and  sales- 

men on  the  company's  new  product.  He  was 
to  visit  Pittsburgh,  Cleveland,  Cincinnati, 

Chicago,  Detroit,  Buffalo  and  Albany.  A 

production  budget  increase,  the  third  for 

the  season,  was  approved  by  Edward  L.  Al- 
person,  president  of  the  company,  now  in 
Hollywood  for  studio  conferences. 
The  entire  British  sales  organization, 

head  office  executives  and  department  chiefs 
will  attend  the  Columbia  foreign  convention 
in  London  on  March  13th,  according  to 

Jostph  Friedman,  managing  director  for  the 

company.  "Lost  Horizon"  will  be  shown them. 

General  Organizes  Field 

With  a  production  budget  set  at  $1,850,- 
000,  General  Pictures  Corporation  has  an- 

nounced that  a  national  distribution  organ- 
ization has  been  formed  to  begin  selling 

operations  by  June  30th.  Franchises  are  now 

in  operation  on  General's  first  picture, 
"Three  Legionnaires."  Max  M.  Kravetz, 
formerly  with  Fox  West  Coast  theatres  and 
Pickford-Lasky  Corporations,  has  been  act- 

ing as  contact  man  with  eastern  investment 
groups  and  as  assistant  to  Fenn  Kimball, 

president. Walt  Disney  has  signed  a  contract  with 
Technicolor  for  one  year.  The  agreement, 
effective  March  1st,  calls  for  the  production 
of  18  shorts  and  one  feature. 

Jannings  on  Board 

Emil  Jannings,  "State- Actor  and  Culture- 
Senator"  of  the  Reich;  Willi  Forst,  noted 
German  director,  and  Counsellor  of  State 
Gustav  Gruendgens  have  been  nominated 
members  of  the  board  of  administration  of 

Tobis  Tonbild-Syndikat  Aktiengesellschaft 
in  Berlin.  The  three  will  form  a  committee 
within  the  board  which  is  to  give  advice  to 
the  management  on  the  planning  of  films  and 
their  production. 

Tobis  has  acquired  entire  control  of  its 
three  distributing  companies,  Tobis  Europa- 
Film  A.  G.,  Tobis  Rota-Film  A.  G.,  and 
Syndikat-Film  Gesellschaft  m.  b.  H.  and  the 
responsibility  for  the  establishment  of  pro- 

duction policies  will  be  shifted  from  them  to 
the  parent  company.  Production  units  will 
be  formed  under  the  direct  supervision  of 

the  parent  company  and  there  will  be  a  cen- 
tral scenario  department  and  casting  office. 

Sigmund  Jung,  former  member  of  the 
board  of  administration  and  member  of  the 
Culture  Senate  of  the  Reich,  and  Fritz 

Mainz,  former  manager  of  Tobis  Cinema- 
Film  A.  G.,  have  been  elected  to  the  board 
of  directors  of  the  parent  company. 

A.  &  P.  Suit  Ended 

Federal  Judge  Martin  T.  Manton  in 
New  York  has  discontinued  the  suit  of  Films 
of  Commerce,  Inc.,  for  $16,760  against  the 

Atlantic  &  Pacific  Tea  Company.  The  ac- 
tion was  for  breach  of  contract  which  al- 

legedly occurred  on  November  19,  1930, 
when  the  plaintiff  produced  a  silent  film  as 
part  of  a  series  on  commerce  and  industry 
for  the  defendant. 

Allow  O'Connor  Claim 
Federal  Judge  Martin  T.  Manton  in  New 

York  has  allowed  Basil  O'Connor,  an  attor- 
ney for  Milton  C.  Weisman,  receiver  for 

Fox  Theatres,  the  full  amount  of  his  claim 
for  services  which  amounted  to  $10,043  cov- 

ering the  period  from  January  1  to  Decem- 
ber 31,  1936. 

Boston  Club  Sets  Board 

Herman  Konnis,  president  of  the  newly 

formed  Motion  Picture  Salesmen's  Club  in 
Boston,  has  named  James  Kennedy,  Harry 

Worden,  John  Davis,  Harry  Goldman  and 
Thomas  Donaldson  to  the  executive  board 

of  the  organization. 

Charity  Ball  Arranged 
A  motion  picture  charity  ball,  sponsored 

by  the  Motion  Picture  Salesmen's  Club  in 
Boston,  will  be  held  at  the  Hotel  Bradford 
during  the  week  of  March  28,  according  to 
Herman  Konnis  of  Universal,  president. 

New  Garrison  Quarters 
Garrison  Film  Distributors,  Inc.,  has 

leased  office  space  at  1,600  Broadway  in 
New  York. 

Close  Mexican  Deal 

Union  Artists  has  closed  a  deal  with  Edu- 
cational for  the  Mexican  release  rights  of  a 

group  of  the  latter's  short  subjects  including 
"Kiss  the  Bride,"  "Clever  Critters,"  "The 
Seeing  Eye"  and  "Animal  Cunning,"  all  of 
which  have  been  super-imposed  with  Spanish 
dialogue  titles  and  sound  tracks. 

Landis  to  Jam  Handy 

Cullen  Landis,  director  and  former  star 
of  silent  pictures,  has  been  appointed  to  the 
Detroit  staff  of  directors  of  Jam  Handy 
Picture  Service,  Inc.  For  the  last  five  years 
Mr.  Landis  has  been  directing  commercial 

pictures. 

Protest  Against  Agents 

Lewis  Frey  and  Leslie  Kriedberg  of  the 

Massachusetts  Theatrical  Agents'  Protective 
Association  in  Boston  have  lodged  a  protest 
with  the  attorney  general  against  unlicensed 
booking  agents. 

Grand  National  Representative 
Alfred  Crown  has  been  appointed  repre- 

sentative of  Grand  National  in  all  Latin 
American  countries.  He  will  leave  New 
York  March  1  on  a  tour  of  his  territories 
to  contact  exhibitors  and  to  open  exchanges. 

Korson  Buys  Franchise 
Mack  D.  Weinberger,  General  Pictures 

sales  manager,  has  sold  his  company's  fran- chise for  Eastern  Pennsylvania,  Southern 

New  Jersey,  Delaware,  Maryland,  District  of 
Columbia  and  Virginia  to  Louis  N.  Korson 
of  Masterpiece  Film  Attractions. 

Branch  Manager  Named 
Lester  Sucker,  former  salesman  in  the 

Columbia  Cleveland  office,  has  been  renamed 
to  that  branch,  this  time  as  manager.  He 
succeeds  Holbrook  Bissell,  who  resigned 
after  six  years. 

Danubia  Acquires  Film 
Danubia  Pictures,  Inc.,  in  New  York  has 

acquired  "Maria  Novere,"  Hungarian  fea- 
ture, for  release  in  America.  The  picture 

will  be  shown  with  English  sub-titles. 
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in  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD  for  mutual  aid  and  progress 

JUST  DRESSED  UP 

It's  a  personal  opinion,  perhaps,  but  this  pen  does  not  over- 
whelmingly subscribe  to  the  remark  made  recently  at  the 

lunch  table  that  "you're  in  a  new  business  with  every  change 

of  program". Statements  that  have  no  teal  basis  for  truth  through  reitera- 
tion ofttimes  become  accepted  as  such  and  the  above  is  one 

that  so  qualifies.  We  disagree. 
Showbusiness  is  an  old  business  and  in  one  shape  or  another 

known  to  historians  from  away,  way  back,  even  before  the 
first  finish  fight  between  lion  and  man  in  the  Roman  arena. 

The  old-time  tribal  medicine  man,  court  magician  and  all  the 

other  hokus-pokus  ballyhoo  purveyors  of  antiquity  can  with 
good  reason  be  termed  the  pioneers  of  showmanship,  for  they 
realized  even  then  that  folks  want  to  be  amused,  entertained, 

thrilled,  just  as  they  do  today. 
One  can  say  that  showbusiness  as  we  know  it  stems  from 

the  advent  of  P.  T.  Barnum,  but  P.  T.  just  picked  up  where 

the  old-timers  left  off  by  rubbing  down  the  rough  edges  and 
further  refining  the  process  of  bringing  the  folks  up  to  the 
boxoffice.  And  Barnum  worked  with  the  same  old  tools  to 
attract  attention. 

For  further  study  on  the  subject,  one  need  only  turn  the 
pages  and  regard  the  Easter  and  Spring  campaigns  arranged 

by  representative  theatremen  in  various  parts.  Much  of  in- 
terest may  be  found  not  because  of  any  particular  startling 

newness  but  because  of  the  ingenious  twists  executed  to 
freshen  up  the  old  reliables. 

For  instance,  there  is  Dave  Dallas'  fashion  show  idea  wherein 
the  models  will  publicize  coming  attractions  in  addition  to 

Easter  clothes.  There  is  Joe  Kinsky's  slant  of  taking  the  ven- 
erable amateur  idea  and  tieing  it  in  with  motion  picture  movie 

scripts.  There  are  also  Dean  Hyskell's  suggestion  for  native 
wild  flower  exhibits,  Harry  Long's  electrical  display  in  the 

annual  lobby  garden  show,  Matt  Saunders'  atmospheric  style 
revue  in  his  spacious  foyer,  and  of  course  Dick  Wright's  "old 
bonnet"  contest. 

Now,  no  one  claims  that  these  showmen  have  made  any 
sudden  discovery  that  confuses  the  fundamentals.  The  ideas 

they  are  executing  have  proved  their  worth  time  and  again 

in  attracting  business.  But  they  have  taken  the  old-time  snap- 

pers and  polished  them  with  ingenuity  gathered,  in  most  in- 
stances, from  long  experience. 

The  complete  showman  is  a  well-balanced  combination  of 
years  of  experience  plus  a  vigorous  mind  keen  enough  to 
reach  for  current  angles  that  most  folks  understand  and  that 

can  be  grafted  on  to  the  fundamentals  found  profitable  by 
the  earliest  known  miracle  maker. 

It's  not  a  new  business  with  every  change  or  without.  It's 
the  same  old  business  that  showmen  with  savvy  are  smart 
enough  to  dress  up  in  modern  boxoffice  finery. 

V  V  V 

ALL  IN  A  DAY'S  WORK 

To  Hollywood  hunting  about  for  story  material  to  keep  pa- 
trons on  the  edge  of  seats,  for  a  flood  yarn  that  packs  a  real 

boxoffice  wallop,  the  following  outline  is  offered: 
Theatre  manager  in  Southern  city  hit  by  rising  waters  throws, 

open  house  for  2000  refugees,  including  infants  and  children. 
Phone  service  dead,  manager  broadcasts  over  local  station  to 

gather  house  crew.  No  food  to  be  had  for  hungry  mouths 
but  theatreman  digs  up  milk,  coffee,  sandwiches.  Stage  is 
transformed  into  hospital.  Doctors  working  by  lantern  and 

flash  light  remove  appendix,  deliver  baby.  After  28  hours  of 

struggle,  rising  waters  make  evacuation  imperative.  Transpor- 
tation limited  but  showman  arranges  removal  of  refugees  to 

high  ground  without  disorder  and  then  pitches  in  to  salvage 
theatre  equipment. 

In  all  this  time  he  is  completely  out  of  touch  with  his  wife 
and  children  but,  as  anxious  as  he  is  about  the  safety  of  his 

family,  stays  right  there  to  succor  the  thousands  under  his  care. 
There  you  have  it,  gentlemen.  Action,  drama,  love,  pathos, 

duty,  sacrifice,  danger,  suspense,  excitement — all  the  surefire 
ingredients  of  a  hit  picture  and  for  further  details  interested 
studios  are  instructed  to  contact  Harry  Rice,  United  Artists 
exploiteer.  Rice  was  on  the  scene  and  stopped  off  recently 

to  tell  the  story  of  George  Hunt,  of  Loew's  Louisville  Theatre, 
the  manager  referred  to  above. 

We  don't  believe  Hunt  will  have  much  to  say  about  it.  To 
him  it  probably  was  just  another  job  to  be  done  in  a  theatre- 
man's  day  of  work. 

V  V  V 

Beauty  parlor  in  Cincinnati  now  showing  short  subjects 
with  16mm.  film  while  milady  sits  for  a  facial,  permanent  or 

what  have  you,  is  searching  about  for  guaranteed  shock-and- 
chill  features  as  added  attractions.  This  obviously  is  intended 
for  patrons  whose  hair  is  hard  to  curl. 
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SHOWMEN'S    LOBBY  LAFFS! 

This  cartoon  was 

created  by  Curley 
Bowers. 

BOY:  Say,  Mister  Manager,  couldn't  you  run  these  papers  through  that 
TICKET  CHOPPER  SO  WE  COULD  HAVE  SOME  CONFETTI  FOR  OUR  PARTY? 

Dancing  Girl  in  Window 

Ballys  "Scotland" A  neat  attention-getter  was  the  stunt  ar- 

ranged for  "Mary  of  Scotland"  by  J.  Dunn, 
State  Theatre,  Wellington,  New  Zealand, 
when  he  planted  pupils  from  local  dancing 
school  in  window  of  store  on  main  street, 
girls  doing  highland  dancing  to  the  tunes  of 
a  Scotch  piper.  Dunn  reports  the  gag  as  a 
traffic  stopper  every  time  the  girls  appeared. 

On  opening  night  the  local  highland  pipe 
band  marched  through  the  streets  and 
wound  up  in  front  of  theatre,  where  they 
played  a  brief  concert  (see  photo). 

Dunn's  Scotch  Pipers  in  New  Zealand 

Sound  Screen  Display 

Plugs  "God's  Country" 
J.  R.  Rodgers  of  the  Fox  Theatre, 

Phoenix,  used  an  effective  and  unusual 

lobby  display  in  connection  with  "God's 
Country  and  the  Woman"  by  rigging  up 
a  sound  screen  display  consisting  of  a  35mm 
sound  projector  placed  on  the  mezzanine 
and  projected  down  on  a  large  display 
screen.  The  sound  horns  were  behind  the 

screen  and  trailer  for  the  picture  was  run 
continuously  during  peak  hours  attracting 
plenty  of  passersby. 
Rodgers  also  sent  out  novelty  cards  to 

ballyhoo  the  film  and  made  tieups  with 
libraries  and  bookstores .  One  prominent 
photographer  devoted  his  entire  window  to 
forest  scenes  with  picture  title  and  play- 
dates. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Cracks  Tough  Sheet 

Six-day  serialization  on  "Beloved  Enemy" 
planted  by  Manager  Allan  Sparrow,  Loew's, 
Norfolk,  Va.,  was  said  to  be  the  first  pub- 

licity of  this  kind  used  by  the  conservative 
Star,  leading  local  sheet.  Each  installment 
carried  ten-inch  announcement  and  two- 

column  cut.  Allan  is  taking  bows  for  break- 
ing the  ice  in  Norfolk,  said  to  be  very  rough 

for  newspaper  tieups. 

Off  icial  JVelcome 

Given  Mirrophonic 

System  by  Mayor 

To  retain  the  familiar  theatre  exploitation 
mediums  and  at  the  same  time  strike  upon  a 

different  method  of  appeal  to  sell  the  in- 
stallation of  Mirrophonic  sound  equipment 

at  the  Indiana,  Indiana  Harbor,  Mich.,  was 
the  job  done  successfully  by  Manager  Jack 
Albertson  working  with  Rex  Williams,  who 
came  over  from  the  Hoosier,  in  Whiting,  to 
lend  a  hand. 

Their  first  efforts  were  concentrated  on 

selling  the  new  name  and  through  a  wide 
campaign  in  the  city  and  drawing  area.  This 
was  done  by  sound  truck  at  carnivals  and 

picnics,  banners  on  stop-and-go  traffic  signs, 
bus  cards,  bumper  strips,  tire  covers,  pro- 

grams, heralds,  stickers  and  giant  street  nets 
(see  photo).  Guest  tickets  were  also  offered 
in  an  essay  contest  on  why  Mirrophonic  gave 

perfect  reproduction. 

Mayor  Starts  New  Equipment 

Other  exploitation  was  in  keeping.  A 

"Miss  Mirrophonic"  was  selected  and 
toured  the  city  in  a  bannered  Ford  at  the 
head  of  an  auto  parade,  stopping  off  to  visit 
stores.  The  winner  was  also  interviewed  on 

the  radio  and  participated  in  the  dedication 
ceremonies  on  the  stage  of  the  Indiana, 
where  the  Mayor  pressed  a  button  to  start 
the  new  sound  equipment.  Miss  Mirrophonic 

greeted  patrons  in  the  flower-banked  lobby 
on  opening  night  and  distributed. 

Newspapers  cooperated  heartily  with  page 
one  breaks  among  which  was  featured  a 

front  page  photo  of  Jack  Albertson  being 
congratulated  at  the  theatre  by  leading  mer- 

chants on  the  receipt  of  the  new  system. 
These  merchants  carried  window  displays 

and  participated  in  a  full  page  co-op  day 
ahead,  ad  copy  tying  in  with  the  sound 
equipment.  In  all  the  publicity  every  effort 
was  made  to  evade  the  technical  in  copy 

and  to  explain  the  installation  in  simple 
terms.  This  was  also  done  in  talks  from  the 

stage  calling  attention  to  various  spots  in 

the  picture  "San  Francisco"  where  the  im- 
provement could  be  readily  noticed. 

Foyer  was  decorated  with  Erpi  displays, 
cutout  letters  above  doors  and  lobby  mirrors 
lettered.  Same  idea  was  executed  for  the 

lobby  with  announcement  carried  on  mar- 
quee, special  valance  and  attraction  board. 

Williams  writes  the  selling  job  was  so  com- 
plete that  patrons  pointed  out  actual  scenes 

in  the  picture  where  they  noted  improvement. 

Albertson's   Mirrophonic  Street  Banner 
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Fish  Benefit  Aids 

'Hunter  'Campaign 

That  Louie  Charninsky  of  Dallas 

Now  Becomes  District  Attorney 

To  the  number  of  roles  he  has  played  in  costume  and  otherwise  to  put  over  the 
various  attractions  at  the  Capitol,  Dallas,  Texas,  Louie  Charninsky  now  adds  that 

of  District  Attorney  in  the  spectacular  bally  put  on  out  front  on  "Criminal  Lawyer". 
The  "judge"  is  planted  up  on  the  stand  placed  in  front  of  the  ticket  window  and  is 
laying  down  the  law  for  the  "prisoner" ,  the  lad  in  blackface  to  the  right.  The 
Charninsky  who  is  seen  on  the  left  next  the  judge's  stand  is  playing  his  part  even 
to  the  stern  expression  that  all  conscientious  D.A.'s  in  action  should  carry.  The 
"courtroom"  seems  to  be  well  filled. 

The  very  active  Fish  and  Game  Associ- 
ation of  Holmesburg,  Pa.,  in  the  market  for 

extra  funds  listened  readily  to  the  idea  put 
forward  by  Manager  Wm.  C.  Gallagher,  of 
the  Holme,  in  that  spot,  for  a  benefit  tiein 

on  his  date  for  "White  Hunter."  In  addi- 
tion to  the  screen  program  an  unusual  stage 

entertainment  was  conceived,  the  entire 
thing  labeled  an  annual  sport  exhibition  by 
the  association  and  theatre  and  sold  as  such 
to  the  members. 

Top  stage  attraction  was  a  prize  dog  show 
in  which  was  included  the  difficult  leaf  of 
having  a  bird  dog  pointing  a  pheasant  under 
artificial  conditions  and  Gallagher  writes 
this  was  the  second  time  the  trick  was  ac- 

complished on  a  theatre  stage. 

On  theatre  stationery  and  signed  by  the 
association  president,  letters  were  mailed  to 
all  the  members  detailing  the  schedule  of 
entertainment  with  a  strong  buildup  for  the 
picture.  Other  organizations  were  contacted 
in  the  same  manner,  all  of  which  brought 
in  a  high  total  of  tickets  sold  in  advance. 
Gallagher  sold  the  event  in  all  advertising, 
heralds  and  outside  publicity. 

For  display,  the  state  hatcheries  were 
called  upon  to  put  in  a  live  fish  exhibit  and 
the  local  association  cooperated  further  by 
posting  other  theatre  literature. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Winterset"  Lobby  Display 
Created  by  Fish  kin 

From  Louie  Fishkin,  Commodore  Theatre, 
Brooklyn,  comes  accompanying  photo  of  eye- 

arresting  lobby  display  created  for  the  "Win- 
terset" engagement  at  that  house.  Fifteen- 

foot  suspension  bridge  was  constructed  in 
front  of  black  velvet  board,  compo  board 
for  sides  with  rope  for  cables  plus  tie  wire. 

Towers  on  both  sides  were  painted  in 
stone  effect  with  interior  lighting,  figures 
from  six-sheet  were  cut  out  and  pasted  on 
back  and  foreground  with  title  letters,  also 
cut  from  six-sheet.  Louie  borrowed  traffic 
signal,  toy  automobiles,  ferry  boats,  tramp 
steamer,  lighthouse,  pier,  etc.,  from  local 
toy  store.  River  under  the  bridge  was  made 
from  green  crepe  paper  with  white  and  blue 
strips  and  stones  placed  at  the  river  bank 
to  frame  in  the  water  scene  completed  the 
effect. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Fish/tin's  "Wintersef  Lobby  Display 

Pollock  Gives  Candy 

On  Valentine's  Day 
Sentimental  Les  Pollock,  Loew's  Rochester, 

couldn't  let  the  gals  of  that  city  go  by  Valen- 
tine's Day  without  candy,  so  a  contest  was 

planted  in  the  classified  section  of  the  Roch- 
ester Journal  in  connection  with  opening  of 

"Women  of  Glamour." 
Candy  and  guest  tickets  went  to  those 

correctly  assembling  the  first  letter  of  the 
first  words  of  various  ads  until  title  was 

properly  constructed.  Ads  containing  cor- 
rect letters  had  then  to  be  clipped  and  pasted 

on  sheet  of  paper  for  submission  to  contest 
editor.  For  newspaper  ad,  picture  of  large 

heart  was  used  with  Virginia  Bruce's  photo in  center. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Match  Halves  of  Star  Photo 

for  Tickets  to  "Great  Guy" Halving  a  cut  of  James  Cagney  and 
printing  each  portion  on  different  colored 

cards,  Morris  Rosenthal,  Loew's  Majestic 
Bridgeport,  Conn.,  invited  the  folks  to  match 

up  the  two  halves  "perfectly"  for  tickets  to 
see  "Great  Guy"  on  the  house.  Cards  were 
distributed  around  town  with  care  taken 

that  too  many  did  not  match  "perfectly." 
On  "Plough  and  Stars,"  Rosy  mailed  to 

members  of  K.  of  C,  Hibernians,  Better 
Films  Council,  etc.,  neatly  printed  postcards 
with  a  dignified  buildup  for  that  picture, 
stressing  the  participation  of  the  Abbey 
Players  from  Dublin,  in  the  cast. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Live  Seahorse  Display 

Builds  Interest  In  Short 

Salt-water  aquarium  containing  live  sea- 
horses was  spotted  out  front  next  the  box- 

office  (see  photo)  at  the  New  York  Broad- 
way Trans-Lux  as  a  buildup  for  the  date 

on  the  short,  "Trailing  the  Seahorse."  Back- ground of  underwater  subjects  was  placed 
behind  the  tank,  masked  off  to  show  only 
the  background  and  interior. 

Crowds  collected  to  view  the  unusual  flash 

especially  at  feeding  time  and  the  bally  broke 
some  neat  notices  in  the  dailies.  Outfit  was 

promoted  from  the  Aquarium  Stock  Co.,  and 
installed  with  the  cooperation  of  Manager 
Schoning  and  publicist  Edsmon. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Live  Sea  Horses  in  Trans  Lux  Display 
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NATIONAL  LEGISLATORS 

ENDORSE  M-C-M  SHORT 

January  Bronze  Plaque  Winner 

Arranges  Special  Showing  On 

"Servant  of  the  People"  Date 
Outstanding  was  the  campaign  put  on  by 

Ray  Bell,  Washington,  D.  C,  Loew's  The- 
atres publicist,  under  the  supervision  of  Car- 

ter Barron,  divisional  director,  on  "Servant 
of  the  People,"  M-G-M's  two-reel  short  pic- 

turing the  history  of  the  United  States  Con- 
stitution. And  among  the  unusual  slants  that 

commanded  wide  attention  was  the  special 

preview  in  advance  of  the  date  at  Loew's 
Palace  for  Capitol  top-names  including 
prominent  senators  and  other  high  federal 
executives  who  forwarded  written  endorse- 

ments on  the  picture.  Local  columnists  also 
noted  another  showing  at  the  White  House 
for  President  Roosevelt. 

Pinched  for  Street  Stunt 

In  all,  the  newspaper  publicity  was  far- 
reaching,  for  in  addition  to  many  out  of  the 
ordinary  breaks,  contests  and  feature  angles 
were  covered.  A  stunt  that  caught  on  for 

conspicuous  planting  was  the  idea  of  project- 
ing the  short  against  the  white  marble  side 

wall  of  the  new  Supreme  Court  building. 
This  was  done  about  dusk  with  a  truck  upon 
which  the  projector  was  installed  and  came 
to  an  end  with  a  pinch  by  government 
guards.  The  gag  was  properly  kidded  by 
the  newspapers  and  the  title  included  which 
of  course  was  the  result  that  Bell  had  in 
mind. 

Other  publicity  standouts  were  put  over 
with  a  screening  for  150  essay  winners  sent 
to  the  Inauguration  as  guests  of  Hearst 
papers  throughout  the  country.  Through  re- 

porters who  accompanied  each  group,  the 
showing  was  highlighted  in  all  the  Hearst 
papers.  Local  papers  aided  further,  one 
sheet  with  a  classified  tiein  for  guest  tickets 
and  another  using  the  title  as  a  slogan  for 
institutional  display  ads,  the  slogan  and  the- 

atre copy  carried  on  the  newspaper  delivery 

truck  banners.  Search  for  local  descendants 

of  the  designers  of  the  Constitution  to  attend 
the  showing  as  guests  also  brought  added 
stories. 

Prominent  windows  were  featured  with 

the  city's  top  department  store  showing  a 
display  (see  photo)  built  around  the  history 
of  the  Constitution.  Photostatic  reproduc- 

tions of  the  famed  document,  portraits  of 
signers  and  other  material  borrowed  from 
the  Constitutional  Commission  were  shown. 
Dignified  theatre  cards  were  included.  Book 
stores  also  cooperated  and  public  libraries 

prepared  special  bookmarks  with  supplemen- 
tary list  of  books  on  the  subject  issued  by 

various  branches. 

The  title  was  used  also  by  Western  Union 

on  a  miniature  telegram  applied  to  the  ser- 
vices offered  by  the  wire  company  and  radio 

plugs  obtained  daily  from  Station  WOL 
which  also  used  the  title  as  a  slogan  of  ser- 

vice. Dash  cards  on  street  cars,  said  to  be 

a  "first"  in  Washington  as  a  means  of  pub- 
licising a  theatrical  attraction,  were  pro- 

moted, a  strong  billing  campaign  employed 

including  24-sheets  and  further  attention 
garnered  by  a  banner  across  the  entrance  of 
the  Willard  Hotel  (see  photo)  during  the 
Inaugural  parade. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Novelty  Matches  Used 

For  "Flanders"  Date 
Maxwell  Weinberg  at  the  Little  Theatre, 

Baltimore,  Md.,  for  his  showing  of  "Car- 
nival in  Flanders"  painted  up  midget  match 

books  advertising  the  theatre.  Inserted  in- 
side, when  the  cover  opened  a  strip  of  paper 

mentioning  the  film  and  its  selection  as  "the 
best  film  of  1933"  greeted  the  user. 

These  matches  were  distributed  to  all 
downtown  hotels,  night  clubs  and  better  class 
restaurants  who  were  glad  to  accept  them  as 
novel  giveaways. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

RAY  BELL 

Labor  Federation  Endorses 

"Black  Legion"  for  Cohn 
Arthur  Cohn,  Queen  Theatre,  Wilming- 

ton, Del.,  for  "Black  Legion"  tied  up  with 
the  Delaware  State  Federation  of  Labor, 
which  endorsed  the  picture  to  thousands  of 
workingmen  throughout  the  state.  Letter 
was  addressed  to  the  representatives  of  all 
the  trade  unions  and  read  at  their  convention 

in  Wilmington  plugging  the  picture  from 
the  union  angle. 

Special  preview  was  held  for  delegates, 

women's  clubs  and  fraternal  organizations. 
Schools  cooperated  by  posting  notices  on 
bulletin  boards  and  tieups  were  effected 
with  local  merchants  for  window  displays. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Hoover  Hits  Papers 

Concentrating  his  campaign  on  news- 

papers, Manager  George  Hoover,  Warner's Capitol,  Springfield,  Mass.,  landed  special 
feature  stories,  layouts,  co-op  ads  and  other 
publicity  in  all  local  dailies,  popular  shop- 

ping news,  German  newspaper  for  date  on 
"Beloved  Enemy."  Style  angles  were  tied 
in  with  complete  windows  in  leading  stores. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 
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SMART  TIEINS  FEATURE 

HAL  CRADY  CAMPAIGN 

HAL  GRADY 

Hinks  Distributes 

Wedding  Licenses 

In  Paisley,  Scotland,  Walter  Hinks  at  the 
Alex  Cinema  distributed  blue  licenses  front 

of  which  bore  following  copy :  "This  is  your 
special  license  to  witness  The  Marriage  of 

Corbal."  Inside  carried  cast,  playdates,  etc., 
etc.,  and  reverse  side  further  copy,  "The 
banks  pay  on  deposit  V/2%,  why  not  invest 
a  small  amount  with  us  and  in  return  you 

will  receive  100%  real  enjoyment."  Folks 
all  wanted  the  licenses  and  the  gag  proved 
highly  effective. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Johnson  Starts  Kiddie  Club 

Something  new  for  Cassopolis,  Mich.,  was 
the  kiddie  club  inaugurated  by  E.  C.  John- 

son, New  Gem  Theatre,  which  he  ushered 
in  with  a  free  Saturday  morning  show  at 
which  membership  cards  were  distributed 
and  the  rules  of  the  club  explained.  Officers 
were  elected  and  at  each  meeting  a  half  hour 
is  devoted  to  games  and  contests  for  which 
prizes  are  given. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

January  Silver  Plaque  Winner 

Employs  Effective  Devices 

To  Put  Over  "Plainsman" 
Previous  accounts  in  these  pages  have 

told  of  the  tieups  made  by  Manager  Hal 
Grady,  Palace,  Lubbock,  Tex.,  with  local 
columnist  known  far  and  wide  in  those  parts 

as  "The  Plainsman."  And  with  the  book- 
ing of  the  picture  of  that  name,  Grady  cast 

about  for  some  different  method  of  utilizing 

the  newspaperman's  title  for  further  pub- 
licity and  found  it  in  the  fact  that  the  time 

of  the  booking  coincided  with  the  13th  anni- 

versary of  the  columnist's  unique  feature 
in  Lubbock.  On  this,  three  pages  of  display 

ads  were  obtained,  one  a  single  co-op  and 
the  other  a  double  truck,  the  former  of  mer- 

chant's ads  with  congratulations  and  the 
latter  a  giant  scroll  of  good  wishes  with  sig- 

nature cuts  of  the  columnists'  friends.  Copy 
atop  featured  "The  Plainsman."  Columnist 
showed  his  appreciation  of  the  honors  by 
publicising  a  free  party  at  the  theatre  for 

all  "pioneers,"  folks  who  had  lived  in  that 
sector  continuously  since  March,  1891,  when 
Lubbock  County  was  founded. 

127-Mile  Road  Bally  Clicks 

The  local  press  was  again  called  upon  in 

the  unfolding  of  another  of  Hal's  smart 
slants  in  which  a  local  lad,  dubbed  "The 
Plainsman,"  was  engaged  to  hike  from 
Amarillo  to  Lubbock,  some  127  miles,  in 

four  days,  carrying  banner  reading  "I'm 
walking  from  Amarillo  to  Lubbock  to  see," 
etc.,  etc.  Hiker  carried  camping  outfit,  was 

dressed  in  "plainsman's"  clothes,  including 
coonskin  hat,  carried  rifle  and  other  acces- 

sories. In  addition  to  the  thousands  who 
passed  him  on  the  roads,  the  papers  ran  daily 
accounts  of  his  journey. 
When  this  was  fully  exploited,  Grady 

turned  on  the  gas  again  and  hooked  up  with 
the  students  at  the  local  Texas  Tech  in  a 

beard-growing  contest  tied  to  a  college  cele- 

bration with  winners  attending  the  show  on 
the  house.  Stunt  not  only  broke  the  news 

sections  but  also  landed  notice  in  "The 
Woman,"  woman's  page  feature.  Next  tiein 
was  a  classified  hookup,  a  five-day  coloring 
contest  for  children,  with  a  different  Indian 
chief  figure  being  used  each  day.  Prizes 
were  theatre  tickets. 

The  picture  thus  being  thoroughly  pub- 
licised, Hal  let  loose  with  his  top  stunt, 

an  old  time  chuck-wagon  in  front  of  the  the- 
atre with  "cowboys"  passing  out  real  coffee 

made  over  a  fire  built  in  the  street.  Over 

1,000  cups  of  coffee  were  served  with  every- 
thing promoted.  All  the  proper  atmosphere 

was  preserved  even  to  the  campfire  fuel. 
The  cowboys,  employees  of  the  theatre, 
were  dressed  in  character  and  the  accom- 

panying photos  show  the  crowds  around  the 
wagon.  Also  note  giant  cutout  of  Gary 
Cooper  against  side  of  building. 

Ties  In  Boy  Scouts 

Boy  Scout  tiein  made  in  addition  to  the 
national  contest,  gave  prize  of  pup  tent  to 

the  troop  having  the  best  attendance  at  one 
night  of  the  picture  and  another  slant  was 
a  voting  contest,  the  troop  winning  receiving 
a  bugle.  Windows  were  not  neglected  and 
below  is  reproduced  prominent  display  show- 

ing desert  sand,  cactus,  skulls  of  cattle,  etc. 
Center  was  occupied  with  miniature  covered 
wagon  and  oxen,  wagon  being  exact  replica 
of  old-time  prairie  schooner  all  made  by 
hand.  Other  windows  were  in  keeping. 

Formal  invitations  to  the  city's  top  names 
were  issued  for  special  screening,  letters 
mailed  to  teachers  in  rural  schools  and  his- 

tory instructors  in  high  schools  and  colleges 
and  a  special  Hollywood  premiere  with 
broadcast  from  lobby  were  among  the  other 
smart  slants  Grady  used  to  put  over  his  date 
and  win  his  well-deserved  Quigley  honors 
for  which  he  generously  credits  cooperation 
of  his  assistant,  Hoenschiedt. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

nil  if 

,i!GHS  -  PUNT?  UT  RBVTHH-nVEKEW  SOUG  HIT! 
RJtYHQNO  IN  "THAT  6  MIL  FRO»  PARIS'' H  CaHTOOW  -  NOVELTY  Alto  >*  AH  A  MOUNT  news 

GRADY'S  MINIATURE  PRAIRIE  SCHOONER  WINDOW  AND  CHUCK  WAGON  BALLY  FOR  DATE  ON  "PLAINSMAN' 
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CARTOON  TEASER  ADS 

Mrs.  Esmerelda  Q 

Hassenpheffer 

Mrs.  Hassenpheffer,  as 
yoo  might  judge,  is  quite 
hoi  pdllol,  and  demands 
the  best  of  everything  be- 
caiirt  she's  not  used  to  any- 

thing and  that's  why  she 
made '.up.  her  mind  to  see William  Powell  and 

Myrfta  Loy  111  "After  the 
Tftl|i  Irtan,"  Dashiell  Ham- 
mett's  sequel  to  "The  Thin 
Man,"  when  she  heard  It 
was  going  to  play  four 
days  starting  Wednesday 
at  the  Paramount  as  she 
knew  that  was  the  best 
entertainment  anyone 
COuld  get! 

ALOYSIOUS  X. 

SNAGGLEHAUSER,  JR. 

Even  though  Aloysious  is  us' 
ly  a  very  happy  boy;  as  all  boys 
of  Aloysious'  age  are,  he  is  now 

very  sad  on  accourtt  of  he  ' has 
to  eat  his  'spinach  twice  per  da& 
for  a  week  on  account  of  Sirs. 
Snagglehauser  told  Aloysious  in 

the  event  he  didn't  eat  his  spin- 
ach per  instructions  he  couldn't 

go  to  the  PARAMOUNT  to  see 
William  Pow&ll  and  Myrna  Loy 

in  "AFTER  THE  THIN"  MAN' where  it  .plays  for  four  days, 
startjng  NEXT  WEDNESDAY, 
but  of  course  the  Junior  mem- 

ber of  the  Snagglehauser  house 
hold  really  doesn't  mind  because 
he  knows  it  will  be  worth  doing 
anything  to  see,  but  la  'just  put- 
tin'  on  the  act  for  Mrs;  Snaggle- hauser. 

Mr.  Pink  E.  Pinkus 

Mr.  Pinkus  is  a  very  retlr- 
ing  man,  particularly 
around,  his  wife,  and  now 
he's  worried  stiff'  because 
after  he  found  out  that 
William  Powell  and  Myrna 

Loy  in  "After  The  Thin 
Man"  was  playing  four 
days  starting  Wednesday 
at  the  Paramount,  he  flew 
into  a  rage  and  told  his 
better  half  he  was  going 
to  see  it  whether  she  liked 
it  or  not.  Of  course  Mrs. 
Pinkus  was  going  to  see  it 
anyway  so  Pink  just  put 
his  proverbial  foot  in  It 
for  nothing!  No  wonder 
he's  worried! 

CARTOON  TEASERS.  To  convey  the  light  comedy  touch  to  "After  the  Thin  Man" 
at  the  Paramount,  Lynchburg,  Va.,  Manager  Dick  Eason  broke  out  in  advance  with 
a  series  of  one-column  cartoon  teasers  as  illustrated.  In  all,  five  were  used,  one  each 
day  in  advance  of  the  regular  ads  with  the  unusual  buildup  said  to  heighten  interest  in 
the  date. 

Cartoon  Guessing  Contest 

Sells  "Girl  from  Paris" 
Eddie  Yarborough,  RKO  Capitol,  Union 

City,  N.  J.,  cashed  in  on  the  current  cartoon 

name-guessing  contest  craze  and  planted  a 
series  of  cartoons  on  "That  Girl  from  Paris" 
in  the  Jersey  Observer. 

Paper  ran  six-column  spread  of  cartoons 
which  when  identified  depicted  Lily  Pons, 
Jack  Oakie  and  Gene  Raymond.  Cash  and 
ticket  prizes  were  awarded  winners. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

HAVE  YOU  A 
CHANGE  IN 
POLICY  ? 

HAVE  YOU  A 

Hove  yw  \M  E  S  S  A  G
  E 

something  special^  ̂ t      ELL  ? 
you  wont  to  toil  your 

patrons  about  on  the  screen? 

Filmaefc  wilt  maT<£  your  trailer 
jw»>  FiMle  bcjt£r  thon 
•..  you  expect  it  to  be. 

FILmnCK       .  /  TRRILERCO 

Speed  plus 
Quality  is Our  Motto 

Try  Us  On Your  NckI 
Order  I 

843  SOUTH  WABASH CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 

Novel  Exploitation  Stunt 

On  "Head  Over  Heels  in  Love" 
Half  a  million  Jessie  Matthews  brooches 

will  be  given  away  free  to  theatre  patrons 
throughout  the  country  in  connection  with 

the  showings  of  "Head  Over  Heels  in  Love." 
This  unique  giveaway  is  in  the  nature  of  a 
special  selling  aid  to  exhibitors  on  the  new 
muisical.  The  pin,  specially  designed  and 
manufactured  is  an  attractive  rhinestone 
mounting  set  with  a  metal  enameled  portrait 
of  the  star. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

"Erternal  Mask"  Contest 
New  York  Filmarte  Theatre,  through  Bob 

Koniko,  publicity  director,  announces  $50 
prize  contest  for  best  non-technical  critical 

essay,  in  100  words,  on  "The  Eternal  Mask." 
Season  passes  will  be  given  for  the  next 
ten  best.  Judges  are  Frank  S.  Nugent, 
Times;  William  Boehnel,  World-Telegram; 
Archer  Winsten,  Post,  and  Kate  Cameron. 

Showmen  Arrange 

Contests,  Displays 

For  Quint  Tieups 

For  the  cost  of  the  Quintuplet  dolls  and 
lobby  display  of  same,  reports  Fred  C. 
Souttar,  Fox  Midwest  district  manager, 

Manager  Max  Tschauder,  Lincoln,  Belle- 
ville, 111.,  working  with  the  local  Advocate, 

secured  a  whale  of  a  lot  of  publicity  and  free 

display  space  for  an  excellent  buildup  on 
"Reunion." 

The  contest  was  arranged  around  the  five 
most  popular  little  local  girls  with  votes 
determined  as  a  means  of  discovering  the 
winners.  Each  admission  at  the  Lincoln  was 

good  for  a  certain  number  and  three,  six 

and  a  year's  subscription  to  the  paper  were 
scaled  accordingly.  Contest  ran  12  days, 
with  girls  under  10  eligible  for  the  prizes. 
Vote  blanks  were  run  each  day  in  the  paper 

and  given  out  at  the  theatre.  Top  girl  re- 
ceived the  five  dolls,  with  runners-up  voted 

two  and  one. 

As  to  be  expected,  much  excitement  was 
aroused,  especially  since  the  paper  ran 
smash  displays  on  the  tiein,  page  one  stories 
and  also  a  serialization  of  the  scenario. 

Tschauder  also  plugged  the  contest  at  the 
theatres  and  with  the  daily  breaks  and  other 

hookups  did  a  smart  job  in  letting  the  folks 
know  about  the  date. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 
Quin  Cutouts  Display 

Creates  Local  Record 

Called  a  record  for  such  exploitation  in 
Hamilton,  Ont,  Canada,  was  the  display 

promoted  by  Manager  Jack  Purves,  Tivoli, 
on  "Reunion"  in  ace  window  of  the  T. 
Eaton  main  street  store.  Center  piece  was 

made  up  of  seven-foot  high  cutouts  of  the 
Dionne  Quintuplets  (see  photo)  bordering 

proportionately  sized  theatre  poster  with 
stills  which  Purves  says  attracted  such 
crowds  from  early  morning  to  late  at  night 
that  the  store  officials  allowed  the  display 
to  remain  for  five  days,  an  unprecedented 
number  for  tieins  of  this  kind. 

Similar  striking  displays  were  also  for- 
warded by  Jack  on  other  attractions,  such  as 

a  long  lobby  panel  on  "Talent  Quest  Night" and  another,  a  setpiece  on  the  inauguration 
of  a  policy  change  with  the  copy  held  by  one 
of  the  Laurel-Hardy  team  as  the  other 

looked  on,  to  advertise  "Our  Relations." 

Purves'  Dionne  Cutout  Window  Display 
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EASTER  AND  SPRING  CAMPAIGNS 

NOW  BEINC  SET  BY  THEATREMEN 

Ingenious  Egg  Hunts  and  Style 

Shows  Featured;  Elaborate 

Floral  Exhibitions  Planned 

to  Inaugurate  New  Season 

by  A-MIKE  VOGEL 

Already  in  operation  by  showmen  in  vari- 
ous spots  and  set  to  start  generally  are  drives 

to  celebrate  the  coming  of  Spring,  to  sig- 
nalize the  advent  of  Easter.  Round  Tablers 

in  many  quarters  have  reported  the  high- 
lights of  what  they  have  in  mind  for  the 

coming  months  and  in  some  instances  the  top 

stunt  of  last  year's  Spring  campaigns,  all 
of  which  are  set  down  on  this  and  following 
pages.  Typical  of  the  flower  and  fashion 
tieins  are  the  campaigns  arranged  by  Loew- 
men  in  Cleveland,  Ohio,  and  Bridgeport. 

Elaborate  floral  displays  in  the  lobbies  of 
the  Loew  Cleveland  theatres  are  a  part  of 
the  annual  unfolding  of  the  Easter  and 

spring  season  and  this  year  is  to  be  no  ex- 
ception according  to  the  report  from  Milt 

Harris,  zone  publicity  director,  on  the  ar- 
rangements made  by  Col.  Harry  E.  Long, 

division  chief,  and  Manager  Everett  A. 

Steinbuch,  at  Loew's  State.  Display  is  put 
on  in  the  expansive  foyer  with  Halle  Bros., 
leading  department  store,  which  spends  a  lot 

of  money  annually  to  make  the  show  out- 
standing. 
The  setting  is  a  garden  with  colorful 

array  of  flowers  and  formal  landscaping  and 
the  latest  creations  in  garden  illumination 
exhibited  in  the  display  by  the  Electrical 
League  of  Cleveland.  An  idea  of  the  flash 
may  be  obtained  from  the  photo  above  on 

last  year's  exhibit. 
An  effort  is  being  made  this  year  to  com- 

bine the  flower  show  with  a  fashion  prevue 
sponsored  by  local  top  style  stores.  At 
peak-hours  of  the  day,  manikins  would  pa- 

rade in  the  lobby  among  the  exhibits  and 
demonstrate  the  clothes  fashionable  women 
have  in  mind  for  such  occasions  and  others. 

The  Cleveland  Florists'  Association  also 
cooperates  annually  by  supplying  thousands 
of  assorted  Easter  flowers.  To  these  are 
attached  gummed  stickers  exploiting  the 
Easter  attraction  and  crediting  the  florists. 
The  blooms  are  distributed  in  downtown 
stores  and  corners  in  the  shopping  area  by 
attractively  costumed  girls  (see  photo  on 
following  page). 
Annual  tieup  is  also  made  with  Postal  to 

place  jumbo  wires  in  windows  with  Easter 

messages  from  stars  in  the  season's  attrac- 
tions. Heralds  on  the  same  tiein  are  deliv- 

ered week  ahead  by  messenger  boys  wearing 

silk  badges  with  copy  from  star  in  the  pic- 
ture extending  greetings  via  Postal,  theatre 

and  date  included.  Egg  coloring  contest  with 
the  Cleveland  Press  is  another  yearly  stunt 
with  guest  tickets  as  prizes  and  outstanding 
entries  exhibited  in  the  State  lobby. 

As  all  the  other  hard-hitting  Loew-men, 
Matt  Saunders,  Poli,  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  has 

a  lot  of  slants  ready  to  hike  the  spring  busi- 
ness. With  the  local  Times-Star,  a  ringer 

contest   is  being  sponsored   whereby  the 

paper  takes  photos  of  audiences,  street 

groups,  shopping  crowds,  etc.  Circles  are 
to  be  drawn  around  some  of  those  pictures 

run  in  the  daily  with  those  so  selected  eligi- 
ble for  guest  tickets.  Personal  appearances 

of  picture  stars  visiting  the  nearby  West- 
port,  swank  suburban  section,  is  another 

slant  of  Matt's.  Recently  he  had  Rex  O'Mal- 
ley  take  a  bow  as  did  Arline  Judge.  Others 
are  slated,  he  reports. 

Easter  egg-hunt  is  of  course  on  tap  to  be 
put  on  with  the  local  sheet.  Full-page  breaks 
are  scheduled  week  ahead  with  credits  for 
the  current  picture.  Stunt  last  season  was 

good  for  six  page-one  stories,  according  to 
Saunders.  Three  large  eggs  filled  with  shiny 
new  pennies  were  buried  at  local  park  and 

smaller  eggs  held  tickets  to  the  theatre.  Chil- 
dren under  14  were  eligible  to  compete  by 

registering  their  entries  in  coupon  run  daily in  the  paper. 

For  date  on  "May time"  Saunders  has 
lined  up  a  lot  of  smart  slants.  Mailing  list 
of  local  musical  club  under  whose  auspices 
Nelson  Eddy  recently  appeared  in  recital  is 
to  be  used  with  officers  of  the  club  contacted 
to  hold  a  Maytime  Party  in  the  lobby  a  week 
ahead  and  also  act  as  hostesses  on  opening 
day.  All  music  and  vocal  teachers  are  also 
to  be  informed  and  it  is  planned  to  have 

schools  get  behind  a  musical  Maytime  Com- 
munity sing.  Above  is  illustrated  fashion 

show  at  Poli  Theatre  with  usherettes  acting 
as  models. 

(Continued  on  following  page) 
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BUNNIES  TO  BE  GIVEN  AS  PRIZES 

Bunny  Show  in  Lobby 

Is  Offered  by  Pollock 

Always  sure  to  attract  fat  crowds  is  Les 

Pollock's  bunny  show  in  the  lobby  of  Loew's 
Rochester,  N.  Y.,  with  live  rabbits  in  a 
cage  playing  around  tiny  house  illuminated 
from  inside.  Last  year  the  stunt  in  addi- 

tion to  plugging  the  Easter  angle  also  called 
attention  to  coming  attractions  (see  photo) 

through  cards  inserted  in  the  paws  of  cut- 
out rabbits  around  the  display. 

Pollock's  annual  Egg  Hunt  is  also  lined 
up,  the  stunt  put  on  annually  with  the 
Rochester  Times  Union.  Paper  goes  to  great 
lengths  to  insure  success  even  to  the  extent 
of  running  detailed  maps  showing  where  the 
eggs  are  buried.  This  year  Les  expects  to 
bury  eggs  the  night  before  and  have  the 
area  fenced  and  patrolled  all  night  by  the 
police.  The  hunt  is  in  two  classes,  children 
up  to  eight  and  those  over  eight  to  13. 
Paper  runs  coupon  daily  and  children  to 
enter  must  fill  these  out,  present  them  to 
officers  at  the  park  and  receive  Egg  Hunt 
tag  to  be  eligible  for  the  prizes.  Cash  is 

given  for  "gold"  and  "silver"  eggs;  theatre 
tickets  for  those  marked  with  rubber  stamp. 

Flower  giveaway  to  attract  women  is  a 
tiein  with  paper  and  local  florist  to  present 
50  Easter  corsages  to  careful  female  drivers. 
Each  day  10  good  drivers  are  spotted  at 
downtown  corners,  their  license  numbers 
run  in  the  paper  the  following  day.  Those 
who  identify  themselves  receive  the  flowers 
to  wear  with  Easter  clothes.  Last  year  Pol- 

lock tied  in  on  this  with  his  Easter  date  and 
finds  it  good  enough  for  a  possible  repeater. 

In  Dayton,  Ohio,  Loew  man  M.  C.  Bur- 
nett has  arranged  tiein  with  Retail  Mer- 

chants Association  to  publicize  at  one  time 
four  MGM  specials  with  enlarged  colored 
stills  and  theatre  credits  for  all  windows. 
This  is  being  done  in  conjunction  with  the 
annual  spring  opening,  the  idea  being  sold 
because  Burnett  was  able  to  furnish  stills 

in  which  stars  appeared  in  apparel  for  all 
occasions. 

Spring  Dance  Recital  Starts 

Limerick's  Seasonal  Activities 

Already  chalked  up  by  George  Limerick 
as  the  starter  for  his  spring  drive  for  busi- 

ness in  Cleburne,  Texas,  was  a  dance  recital 
a  few  weeks  back  put  on  by  leading  dance 
school.  Show  ran  about  an  hour  with  30 

star  pupils  and  the  outfit  being  very  popular 
locally  played  to  standout  grosses.  Next  in 
line  to  be  held  on  the  night  of  March  12th, 
in  conjunction  with  top  local  store  and  an- 

other dance  school  is  a  Tiny  Tot  Review 
and  Spring  Style  Show  for  Kiddies.  About 
50  children  are  to  show  the  new  juvenile 
models  supplied  by  the  store,  after  which  the 
dance  pupils  will  do  their  numbers. 

_  On  March  26th,  George  with  the  same 
tiein  will  present  his  annual  Spring  Style 
Show  and  Cotton  Frolic,  preshowing  of  new 
bathing  suit  styles  and  beach  apparel  on  the 
stage  of  the  Yale  Theatre.  This  is  an  annual 
affair  and  always  good  for  added  grosses. 
Then  the  next  day,  Saturday,  the  27th,  with 
the  Lions  and  Rotary  the  annual  egg-hunt 
takes  place  which  Limerick  reports  another 
highlight  event  for  publicity  and  good  will. 

STYLE  SHOW  MODELS 

WILL  PLUG  PICTURES 

The  2  5  girls  who  are  to  model  the 

new  Spring  styles  in  Dave  Dallas' 
Easter  fashion  show  will  carry  metal- 

lic-lettered cards  publicizing  the  com- 

ing attractions  at  the  Grand,  Holden- 
ville,  Okla.  Patrons  will  be  asked  to 

express  their  wishes  on  the  pictures 
they  are  most  anxious  to  see  by  ap- 

plauding girl  carrying  card  on  that 
attraction.  The  model  who  receives 

the  biggest  hand  on  that  score  will 
receive  prize  cup  in  addition  to 
Easter  ensemble. 

Walt  Davis  to  Celebrate 

Anniversary  at  Easter 

It  so  happens  that  the  16th  anniversary  of 
the  Capitol,  Regina,  Sask.,  Canada,  comes  at 
Easter  time  and  thus  Walt  Davis  is  putting 
on  a  big  show  for  the  double  occasion.  In 
addition  to  the  picture  program  he  is  setting 
a  special  stage  show  to  be  furnished  by  the 
Robert  Simpson  department  store  chain.  For 
Easter  Saturday,  Davis  is  putting  on  a  Kid- 

die Revue  for  the  youngsters.  Extra  mer- 
chandising on  the  program  will  include 

special  trailer,  extra  billing,  individual  pro- 
grams, locally-made  newsreel,  bakery  tiein 

for  mammoth  anniversary  cake  and  atmos- 
pheric decorations  in  foyer  and  out  front. 

Walt  has  promoted  three  elaborate  pots  of 
lilies  for  display  to  be  given  away  on  a  lucky 
number  drawing  on  Easter  Saturday 
matinee. 

The  famed  Davis  foyer  courtesies  are  still 
clicking,  many  of  which  have  been  publicized 
in  the  pages.  These  include  match  stand, 
kleenex  stand  for  frosted  glasses,  reading 
tables  with  fan  and  trade  magazines,  candy 
suckers  for  tiny  tots,  community  candy  sales 
two  afternoons  a  week.  Walt  also  is  plug- 

ging his  highly  profitable  idea  of  theatre  gift 
tickets  and  reports  many  being  sold  for 
bridge  prizes,  merit  awards  and  as  personal 

gifts. "Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Pollock's  Bunny  Playground  in  Lobby 

Grove  and  Merchants  Cooperate 
On  Formal  Spring  Opening 

For  some  time  in  March,  Herb  Grove, 
Fort,  Rock  Island,  111.,  has  worked  out  a 
campaign  with  leading  merchants  for  a 
Formal  Spring  Opening  which  will  feature 
a  window-shopping  contest  the  night  pre- 

vious to  the  opening.  The  spring  apparel 
displays  will  all  be  shown  at  one  time  and 
each  window  will  include  a  star  or  scene 

still  from  coming  attractions  at  the  Fort. 
Shoppers  will  be  asked  to  list  correct  names 
of  stars  and  pictures  in  which  they  will  ap- 

pear; to  name  the  pictures  from  which  the 
stills  have  been  taken.  Answers  are  to  be 

brought  to  the  theatre,  with  prizes  donated 
by  merchants  and  guest  tickets  included. 

Also  to  be  stressed  by  Grove  is  his  part 
in  the  car  and  trailer  giveaway  put  on  by 

the  Quad  City  Theatre  Managers  Associa- 
tion, as  detailed  by  Joe  Kinsky,  district 

manager,  in  this  issue.  Hair  style  show  in 
connection  with  a  spring  fashion  revue  is 
also  planned.  The  egg  hunt  with  aid  of  the 
American  Legion  is  another  slant. 

Hal  Grady  to  Repeat 

April  Fool  Revue 
In  addition  to  the  annual  egg  hunt  put 

on  with  the  aid  of  the  local  Lions  Club,  Hal 

Grady  will  hold  another  April  Fool's  Revue, 
on  the  night  of  March  31st,  at  the  Palace, 

Lubbock,  Texas.  Grady's  account  of  this 
highly  effective  tiein  was  detailed  in  the 
Round  Table  when  it  was  first  reported. 

For  latter  part  of  March,  beauty  shop 

operators'  convention  is  slated  for  Lubbock 
with  a  hair  dress  show  put  on  at  the  Palace 
and  about  that  time  or  when  the  latest  Tem- 

ple picture  is  released,  Hal  is  planning  his 

annual  "Lubbock  Shirley  Temple  of  1937" 
contest,  an  idea  that  has  clicked  for  two 

consecutive  years.  Then  in  April  an  old-fid- 
dlers' contest  is  set  with  local  Station 

KFYO,  which  for  five  weeks,  on  Saturdays, 
will  invite  fiddlers  to  compete  over  the  air, 

with  two  winners  selected  weekly.  Final- 
ists will  appear  on  the  stage  of  the  Palace 

for  final  judging  and  broadcast. 

Easter  Giveaway,  Kid  Club 

Arranged  by  Charninsky 

To  the  first  150  adults  in  line  at  the  box- 
office  on  Easter  Sunday,  at  the  Capitol,  Dal- 

las, Louie  Charninsky  is  planning  to  give 

half-pound  boxes  of  candy  and  to  each  child 
a  chocolate  Easter  egg.  All  the  candy  is 
to  be  promoted.  National  Screen  Easter 
trailer  of  welcome  will  also  be  run.  For 

spring,  Louie  is  set  for  a  "Dick  Tracy  De- 
tective Club"  to  be  organized  with  the  Dal- 

las Police  and  the  Dallas  Dispatch,  the  paper 

running  the  Tracy  strip.  Purpose  is  to  safe- 
guard children  against  crime  and  accidents. 

Charninsky's  best  tiein  last  year  was  a 
drawing  night  before  Easter  Sunday  with 
department  store  contributing  10  Easter 
frocks  as  prizes  for  the  usual  credits  and 
lobby  display.  On  account  of  state  tax  this 
year  on  all  drawings,  this  idea  will  not  be 
worked  and  to  avoid  this  payment  the  candy 

giveaways  are  being  handled  by  distribution 
to  patrons  before  they  enter  the  house. 
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MOVIE  SCRIPT  CONTEST  IS  ARRANGED 

"April  Brings  Shower  of  Hits" 

Is  Mike  Guttman's  Slogan 
Flooding  of  all  surrounding  towns  with 

window  cards  on  spring  attractions  and  one- 
sheets  with  institutional  copy  is  scheduled 

by  Mike  Guttman,  for  the  Colonial,  Water- 

town,  S.  D.  Slogan  for  the  drive  is :  "April 
Brings  a  Shower  of  Hollywood  Hits  to  the 

Colonial  in  Watertown."  Planned  also  is  an 

extensive  billing  of  sixes  and  24's,  use  of 
ballyhoo  car  through  the  territory  to  wake 
up  the  folks  after  the  long,  hard  winter. 

Style  show  is  also  in  line  on  which  Gutt- 
man suggests  a  smart  slant  that  sounds  in- 

expensive. In  building  a  runway,  he  uses  a 
turntable  in  the  center  made  of  an  old  truck 
wheel  covered  with  flooring  and  run  by  small 

motor.  As  model  steps  and  poses  on  turn- 
table, wheel  is  turned  for  extra  smart  effect. 

Special  Easter  edition  of  Shopper's  Guide 
is  to  be  put  out,  and  during  school  vacation 
there  will  be  special  morning  cartoon  shows. 

Mike  also  mentions  his  imprinted  minia- 
ture photos,  one  of  which  was  run  some  time 

back.  The  photo  is  about  three  by  four,  taken 
off  a  regular  eight  by  10  scene  still  and  at 
the  bottom  the  theatre  credits  are  lettered  by 
photographer,  who  is  also  allowed  to  place 
his  ad  alongside.  Photos  are  distributed  in 
various  ways  at  no  cost  to  Guttman. 

Wild  Flower  Display 

Suggested  by  Hyskell 

In  those  sections  of  the  country  where 
wild  flowers  are  available  and  in  the  news 

as  they  are  in  California,  theatremen  might 
give  ear  to  the  slants  recommended  by  Dean 
Hyskell,  Fox  West  Coast  Theatres  ad  head. 
In  one  of  his  bulletins  last  year,  Dean  spoke 
of  the  interest  in  the  wild  flower  and  advised 

gathering  these  for  display  to  inaugurate 
the  spring  season.  Chambers  of  Commerce 
and  National  Parks  Association  were  listed 

as  of  possible  assistance.  Spring  Flower 
Show  in  which  residents  are  invited  to  dis- 

play blooms  from  their  gardens  is  another 
California  item  from  Hyskell  in  pointing  out 

tiein  possibilities  with  florist,  garden  imple- 
ment stores,  etc. 

Spring  suggests  the  outdoors  and  thus  the 
West  Coast  ad  head  stresses  advisability  of 
tieins  for  display  of  sports  stuff,  hiking, 
camping  and  motoring  apparel.  Where  space 
permits,  outdoors  scene  is  in  line  against 
scenic  backdrop  with  miniature  pool,  water- 

fall, etc.,  camp  equipment,  etc. 

Among  the  egg  hunts  put  over  in  that 
sector  last  year,  the  Fox  West  Coast  circuit 
organ  describes  how  Manager  Ernest  Sil- 
cocks,  Granada,  Inglewood,  Cal.,  put  it  on 
with  cooperating  merchants.  Two  sets  of 
prizes  were  given  for  two  different  hunts, 
one  set  aside  for  the  younger  children,  both 
held  in  the  same  park.  Eggs  bearing  the  date 
of  Easter  Day  were  good  for  one-month 
passes  at  the  Granada,  eggs  bearing  the  date 
of  the  hunt  were  good  for  a  two-weeks  pass 
and  eggs  bearing  the  date  of  Good  Friday 
brought  a  one-week  pass.  In  addition,  other 
eggs  bore  the  names  of  participating  stores 
and  the  eggs  when  presented  to  the  indi- 

vidual  merchants   brought   single  tickets. 

UNIOUE  AUDIENCE  GAG 

CLICKS  FOR  PETERS 

To  call  attention  to  coming  date, 

Dean  Hyskell,  Fox  West  Coast  ad 
head  describes  unusual  audience  gag 

pulled  by  Hank  Peters,  at  the  Par- 
amount, Hollywood.  Peters  had  a 

plant  in  the  house  and  before  each 
feature  showing  stepped  up  on  stage 
and  called  for  the  plant  by  name, 
excuse  for  interruption  being  receipt 

of  important  telegram.  Plant  an- 
swered to  name  and  requested  wire 

be  read  publicly.  The  message  was 
about  the  coining  attraction. 

Quad  City  Managers  Ass'n To  Give  Away  Auto,  Trailer 

From  experiences  of  last  year,  the  most 
effective  promotion  offered  by  the  Quad  City 

Managers'  Association  and  reported  by  Joe 
Kinsky,  Tri-States  district  manager,  was  a 
car  giveaway  put  on  for  Holy  Week,  which, 
plus  a  car  trailer,  is  to  be  repeated  this  year. 
The  association  is  made  up  of  managers  in 
14  theatres  in  four  nearby  cities  and  account 
of  which  was  given  by  Kinsky  in  the  issue  of 

May  9,  1936.  The  association  works  to- 
gether on  all  promotions. 

In  addition,  the  best  of  product  is  planned 
and  advertising  is  to  be  held  to  a  minimum 
with  arrangements  made  for  free  space  and 
radio  announcements.  Kinsky  also  reports 
a  concert  by  the  high  school  band  and  glee 

club,  of  160  members,  at  the  Capitol  The- 
atre, in  Davenport,  Iowa,  for  the  Thursday 

evening  of  Holy  Week  and  is  scheduling  a 
ticket  drive  in  advance.  The  Tri-States 
chief  also  outlines  a  contest  to  be  put  on  by 
Herb  Grove,  at  the  Fort,  Rock  Island,  111., 

who  on  the  same  night  will  sponsor  in  con- 
junction with  local  radio  station,  an  oppor- 

tunity for  patrons  to  read  movie  scripts  of 
pictures  already  played.  Individuals  will  take 
different  parts  and  talent  is  being  recruited 
from  20  surrounding  towns. 

Street  Flower  Girl  Stunt  in  Cleveland 

Loew-man  Deering  Now  Building 

Campaign  on  "Big  Five"  Dates 
Already  started  is  the  drive  now  in  opera- 

tion by  Francis  Deering,  at  Loew's,  Hous- 
ton, Tex.,  to  sell  the  "Big  Five,"  outstand- 

ing spring  attractions  from  MGM — "May- 
time,"  "Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,"  "Parnell," 
"A  Day  at  the  Races"  and  "Captains  Cour- 

ageous." Featured  are  lobby  setpieces,  one 
an  animation  in  which  titles  and  stills 
from  each  of  the  attractions  revolve  on  a  belt 
in  front  of  attractive  display  cards,  one  still 

coming  to  view  at  a  time.  Behind  the  set- 
piece,  repeating  phonograph  plays  hit  tunes 
from  "Maytime."  On  the  latter,  second  dis- 

play represents  front  of  a  house  with  stars 
gaving  through  window  which  is  shaded 
with  flower-covered  arched  trellis  in  keeping 
with  the  picture  and  the  spring  season. 
Newspaper  contest  is  also  planned  with 
prizes  awarded  to  readers  identifying  scenes 
from  each  of  the  five  pictures  advertised. 

Deering  also  sends  along  tear  sheets  on 

his  last  year's  "Loew's  Easter  Egg  Hunt" 
put  on  annually  with  the  Houston  Chronicle 

at  one  of  the  city's  parks  and  attracting  some 
5,000  or  more  children.  Held  on  Saturday 
morning,  thousands  of  eggs  are  hidden  with 
extra  prizes  for  special  egg  finders,  some 
donated  on  behalf  of  star  whose  pictures  are 

dated  at  Loew's.  Prizes  include  tickets,  bun- 
nies, dolls,  etc.  Police  department  cooperates 

each  year  and  the  publicity  is  very  generous, 
including  photo  layouts  and  feature  stories. 

Dave  Dallas  Sets  Spring  Campaigns 

From  Valentine  to  Mother's  Day 
In  full  stride  is  the  drive  for  spring  busi- 

ness inaugurated  by  Dave  Dallas,  city  man- 
ager, Grand,  Dixie  and  Liberty  Theatres,  in 

Holdenville,  Okla.,  and  successfully  put  over 
in  the  past  few  weeks  was  a  Valentine 

Sweetheart  Prevue  on  "God's  Country  and 
the  Woman"  at  the  Grand.  Drug  store  con- 

tributed boxes  of  candy  for  a  drawing  stunt 

and  the  prevue  was  advertised  by  an  ingeni- 
ous two-for-one  idea  in  the  form  of  a  heart- 

shaped  valentine  folder  card.  Copy  invited 
girls  to  bring  their  boy  friends,  or  husbands, 
and  present  the  card,  which  was  good  for 
one  admission  with  the  other  paid. 

Dallas  next  put  on  a  Washington's  Birth- 
day Party  for  school  students,  the  stage 

program  presented  by  the  local  P.  T.  A. 
and  the  W.  P.  A.  sewing  room.  Costumes 
of  the  Washington  era  were  worn  and 
bakery  furnished  cake  to  oldest  person  pres- 

ent who  celebrated  a  birthday  on  Feb.  22nd. 
The  high  school  art  class  was  invited  to 
compete  in  a  poster  contest  to  advertise  the 
event  and  to  the  entrant  showing  most  origi- 

nality, a  30-day  guest  pass  was  awarded. 
Arrangements  are  set  with  the  De  Molay 

organization  particularly  active  in  Holden- 
ville to  present  a  special  program  in  keeping 

with  the  occasion  at  a  prevue  on  the  night 
preceding  Easter  Sunday.  Officers  of  the 
society  in  robes  of  their  office  will  appear 
on  the  stage  and  music  adaptable  to  the  day 

will  be  featured.  For  St.  Patrick's  Day,  local 
grocers  and  national  distributors  will  be 
tied  in  with  special  show  to  include  Irish 
music,  quartets,  shamrocks  as  favors,  etc. 

{Continued  on  following  page) 
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Dig  Out  the  Old  Bonnets 

For  Prize  Easter  Contest 

Unique   Laugh    Slant    Tiein    Suggested  by  Round  Tabler 

by  DICK  WRIGHT 
District  Manager,  Warner  Theatres 

The  importance  of  continual  promotional 
activity  at  no  cost  to  the  theatre  cannot  be 
stressed  too  often.  Such  activity  need  not 
be  limited  to  ballyhooing  specific  attractions, 
but  can  also  be  utilized  institutionally  in 
keeping  your  theatre  in  the  limelight. 

The  following  may  be  of  some  help  to  you 
in  laying  a  foundation  for  your  extra  selling 
plans  in  March : 

In  Akron  and  Canton,  Harvey  Cocks  and 
Doc  Elliott  are  completing  arrangements 

on  an  "Old  Easter  Bonnet"  contest.  The 
idea  is  to  tie  in  with  a  local  department  store 
in  the  search  for  the  funniest  looking  old- 
fashioned  outmoded  Easter  bonnet  that  once 
was  the  last  word  in  fashion. 

Contestants  are  instructed  to  bring  their 
entries  to  the  store  and  register  them  at  a 
specially  provided  booth.  Ten  days  before 
Easter  a  committee  of  judges  will  select  12 
hats  that  strike  them  as  being  the  funniest. 

Those  selected  are  then  displayed  in  a  promi- 
nent window  of  the  store  a  week  before 

Easter.  Prizes  for  the  winners  of  the  12 

hats  may  be  determined  by  the  store  and 
theatre  management.  The  store  to  further 
interest  the  public  will  invite  them  to  pick 
from  these  hats  displayed  in  the  window  the 
funniest,  and  tell  in  25  words  why  they  think 
their  selection  is  the  funniest.  A  neatly  cos- 

tumed girl  stationed  in  front  of  the  window 
display  provides  contestants  with  ballots 
and  disposes  of  them  in  a  box  provided  for 
same. 

On  Wednesday  night  preceding  Easter 
announcements  of  the  winners  of  the  win- 

dow contest  and  presentation  of  the  prizes 
will  take  place  from  the  theatre  stage.  A 
complete  Easter  outfit  for  the  lucky  woman 
winning  first  prize  with  various  accessories 

as  prizes  for  the  runners-up. 

Store  Publicizes  Contest 

Department  store  benefits  from  the  tie-up 
by  pulling  people  inside  their  store  for  the 

"Old  Bonnet"  registrations  and  further  by 
attracting  them  to  their  windows  to  see  the 
display  and  fill  out  their  ballot.  Theatre 
benefits  by  additional  patronage  on  one  night 
during  Holy  Week  when  the  winners  are 
announced  from  their  stage  and  prizes 
awarded  plus  the  tremendous  amount  of  pub- 
licit}'  received.  The  store  publicizes  the 
contest  through  the  mediums  of  paid  news- 

paper space,  radio,  store's  own  shopping 
news  circulation  and  window  displays. 

Theatre  publicizes  contest  in  newspaper, 
screen  and  lobby.  Editorial  newspaper  spot 
would  be  of  tremendous  benefit,  making  it 
a  three-way  tie-up.  Current  theatre  attrac- 

tions should  be  tied  in  with  all  mediums  of 
publicity  in  the  contest  which  can  be  put 
on  at  practically  no  cost  to  the  theatre.  It 
should  not  be  difficult  for  you  to  obtain  stills 
for  window  or  lobby  display  showing  movie 
stars  in  outmoded  hats  as  there  have  been 
a  number  of  attractions  recently  from  which 
these  could  be  obtained. 

With  kiddies  on  their   Spring  vacation 

around  Easter  time,  a  miniature  menagerie 
in  the  mezzanine  as  an  extra  added  attrac- 

tion will  definitely  help  to  build  kiddie 
patronage  if  handled  properly. 

Of  first  importance,  however,  is  the  phy- 
sical construction  of  your  theatre.  If  your 

house  has  a  mezzanine  which  is  far  enough 
removed  from  the  theatre  auditorium,  either 
below  your  main  floor  or  on  the  second  floor, 
so  that  any  noise  emanating  from  same 
would  not  be  disturbing  to  your  patrons,  the 
setup  is  ideal. 

Contact  your  various  pet  stores  first  and 
sell  them  the  idea  of  the  publicity  which 
they  can  receive  in  being  represented  in 
your  menagerie.  Small  pets  such  as  rabbits, 
turtles,  lizards,  parrots,  kittens,  dogs,  white 
rats,  monkeys,  etc.,  placed  in  separate  cages 
around  the  walls  of  your  mezzanine.  An 
artist  could  draw  displays  up  with  beaver 
board  circus  wagon  cut-outs,  elephants, 
camels,  etc.,  tying  in  the  cages  with  a  con- 

tinuous display  and  giving  it  a  touch  of 
color.  Add  a  touch  of  comedy  to  the  display 
by  placing  cards  on  each  cage,  giving  the 
pets  ridiculous  names.  As  an  illustration 
you  might  place  card  on  the  cage  containing 

"the  white  rabbits  as  Alaskan  Wiffenpoof. Palms  and  ferns  spotted  about  will  add  to 
the  general  effect.  Balloons,  candy  samples, 
etc.,  would  further  add  to  the  interest.  Plug 
same  from  your  screen  with  an  announce- 

ment, "After  you  have  enjoyed  the  show, 
be  sure  to  take  the  kiddies  to  the  Miniature 

Menagerie  on  our  second  floor."  Play  up 
in  your  ads  as  an  extra  added  treat  for  the 
kiddies.  It  really  works.  The  writer  has 

previously  put  on  this  stunt  and  recom- 
mends it  as  a  kiddie  attraction  of  genuine 

merit.  Of  course,  it  entails  an  amount  of 
extra  effort,  but  is  justified  as  it  means  extra 
money  at  your  box  office  without  extra  cost 
to  the  theatre. 

Spring  style  shows,  radio  home  talent 
broadcasts  from  the  theatre  stage,  refrigera- 

tor shows  tying  in  with  cooking  schools, 
kiddie  Popeye  shows,  tie-ups  for  benefit 

ticket  shows  with  women's  organizations, 
all  of  these  things  click.  With  transient  trade 
picking  up  in  the  hotels  of  your  town,  satisfy 
yourself  that  your  attractions  are  brought 
to  the  attention  of  their  guests. 

"Tell  Us  What  You  Did" 

Clyde  Smith's  Cutout  Rabbit  Display 

More  Eastertide 

Slants  and  Stunts 
(Continued  from  preceding  pane) 

Men  and  Women  Fashion  Show 

Plugged  by  Clyde  Smith 
Not  only  the  leading  society  debutantes 

but  also  prominent  men  of  Hot  Springs, 
Ark.,  have  accepted  invitations  of  W.  Clyde 
Smith,  Malcolm  City  Manager,  to  take  part 
in  his  Easter  style  show  at  the  Paramount 
Theatre.  Leading  band  has  been  secured  to 
furnish  music  for  the  show  and  revue  in- 

cluded in  the  program.  Co-op  ads  and  wide 
publicity  are  set.  Smith  also  recommends 

bunny  and  baby  chick  giveaways  and  is  ar- 

ranging floral  tieup  for  an  "Easter  Flower 
Garden"  for  lobbies.  A  "Bunny  Revue"  tied 
in  with  leading  dance  school  is  also  set. 
Neat  attractor  used  last  year  (see  photo) 

was  cutout  bunny  and  lillies  out  front. 

Fashion  Show  Slants  Stressed 

By  Warnerite  Frank  La  Falce 
Sound  and  timely  advice  on  the  staging 

of  the  Spring  Fashion  Show  is  contributed 

by  Frank  La  Falce,  advertising  chief,  War- 
ner Washington  Theatres  zone,  who  points 

out  the  advisability  of  staging  the  show  with 
a  picture  of  great  entertainment  value  but 

no  outstanding  sales  angles;  not  a  "cheater" but  a  picture  perhaps  hard  to  sell  by  itself. 
On  the  store  tiein,  La  Falce  speaks  of 

contacting  merchant  sufficiently  in  advance 
to  allow  time  to  get  gowns,  models,  etc., 
without  rushing.  Theatremen  should  work 
with  store  in  laying  out  newspaper  ads, 

heralds,  etc.,  and  the  merchants  are  usually 
promoted  to  pay  all  costs.  Store  mailing  list 

can  be  used  for  theatre's  advertising  and 
newspaper  mat  service  can  be  utilized  for 

displays.  Women's  page  and  fashion  editors can  also  be  contacted  for  stories  and  reviews. 

For  inexpensive  stage  setting,  Frank  rec- 
ommends huge  book  which  opens  between 

each  series  of  models,  girls  stepping  on  to 

stage  from  the  pages.  Covers  may  be  du- 

plicates of  Vogue,  Harper's  Bazaar  or  other smart  fashion  magazine.  For  child  costumes, 
Frank  Boucher,  while  at  the  Maryland, 

Hagerstown,  Md.,  used  cute  local  twins 
whose  appearance  almost  stopped  the  show. 
Cooperating  store  has  also  been  promoted 

to  give  away  dresses  during  the  perform- 
ance. 
La  Falce  lists  Easter  ideas  of  strength, 

stressing  Easter  spirit  in  programs,  lobby 

displays,  etc.,  and  encouraging  florist  tieup 
for  lobby  flash.  He  also  speaks  of  live  rabbit 
giveaways,  citing  theatre  which  increased 
Saturday  matinee  grosses  by  offering  12 
bunnies.  Decorative  Easter  eggs  as  the 
basis  of  a  contest  for  children  is  another 

slant  suggested  with  the  winning  efforts 
shown  in  the  lobby. 

Candy  Eggs  and  Flower  Lobby 

To  Feature  Siegal's  Drive 
Up  at  the  Jerome,  in  the  Bronx  section 

of  New  York,  Ed  Siegal  has  promoted  local 
candy  manufacturer  for  Easter  eggs  and 
florist  for  plants  and  lobby  decorations  week 
ahead.  Community  singing  led  by  house 

organist  is  also  planned,  as  are  colorful  cut- 
out bunnies  and  other  atmospheric  decora- 

tions for  further  display. 
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personalities 

DAVE  PERKINS 

former  M  &  P  district  manager  and  later 
exploitation  head  of  the  Schine  circuit  has 
been  appointed  resident  manager  of  the 
Calvin  in  Northampton,  Mass. 

V 
F.  L.  CRAWFORD 

has  opened  up  the  Cozy  Theatre,  Fayette, 
Iowa. 

V 
CLIFFORD  SHAUFELE 
of  Altoona,  Pa.  has  been  named  manager  of 
the  Paramount,  Syracuse,  replacing  JOHN 
MAKEMSON  who  was  transferred  to  the 
Schine,  Paris,  Kv. 

V 
GENE  FOX 
M  &  P  Metropolitan  Theatre  advertising 
manager,  Boston  has  resigned  and  is  taking 
an  executive  post  with  National  Screen  on 
the  cost.   JACK  SAEF  has  succeeded  him. 

V 
C.  F.  COVINGTON 
is  now  managing  the  Rialto  Theatre  in  High 
Point,  N.  C. 

V 
HAROLD  KIMBALL 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Brandon 
Theatre,  Brandon,  Vt. 

V 

JACK  FARR 
formerly  owner  of  the  Cozy  Theatre, 
Orange  Grove,  Tex.,  has  joined  the  Long 
Circuit  in  Bay  City,  Tex. 

V 
H.  ARNOLD 

formerly  Publix  manager  in  Rhode  Island, 
will  take  over  the  management  of  the  Strand 
in  Wallingford,  Conn. 

V 
C.  C.  MURRAY 

formerly  with  Fox  Midwest  at  Topeka  and 
Wichita  has  been  shifted  to  Kansas  City  as 

leaves  the  Tower  for  another  Fox-house. 
V 

MARTIN  J.  GLAZER 
publicity  manager  of  the  Scollay  Square,  has 
taken  over  the  exploitation  for  the  Modern, 
another  M.  &  P.  Boston  house. 

V 

V.  L.  "DOC"  WADKINS 
formerly  of  Atlanta  and  Trenton,  has  been 
named  city  manager  of  the  Monessen 
Amusement  Co.,  Indiana,  Pa.,  succeeding 

HERCULES  KELMER,  who  was  trans- 

ferred to  the  firm's  real  estate  department. 
V 

DONALD  FULLER 

is  now  managing  the  World  Theatre  in 
Omaha,  succeeding  W.  C.  BUMP,  resigned. 

V 
STAN  CHAMBERS 
has  been  named  managing  director  of  the 
Tower  and  Uptown,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  C. 
C.  MURRAY  from  the  Fox  Jayhawk,  To- 

peka, is  house  manager  of  the  Tower  and 
ROY  CATO  is  at  the  Uptown.  ED 
MATER.  Linwood  manager,  is  now  at  the 
Warwick. 

V 
YALE  GREENHAUS 
is  now  at  the  Skouras  Scarsdale  Theatre, 
Scarsdale,  N.  Y.  . 

V 
DAVE  LUSTIG 

has  resigned  as  manager  of  the  Harlem- 
Grand  Theatre,  New  York  City. 

On  Sunday,  February  7th,  Hyman 
Robbins,  to  Rose  Estow,  Brooklyn, 

N.  Y.  The  groom  is  manager  of  the 

City  Hall  Theatre,  New  York. 

C.  G.  DOTY 

has  been  named  city  manager  for  the  Gibral- 
ter  Enterprises  with  houses  in  Santa  Fe, N.  M. 

V 

WENDELL  SMITH 

has  replaced  MARK  JENKINS  as  manager 

of  the  Dickinson  at  Hiawathak,  Kan.  Jen- 
kins goes  to  Lawrence,  Kan.,  as  assistant  of 

the  Dickinson  under  NEWTON  BUR- 

CHETT.  J.  HARRY  BROWN  has  been 
shifted  to  the  Dickinson  at  Paola. 

Birthday 

Greetings 

Stan  Andrews 
Walter  Bennett 
Harry  Black 
George  Bronson 
Mrs.  Gerald  Brownfield 
Bernard  Buchanan 
Claude  D.  Burrows 
Mrs.  I.  C.  Byersley 
J.  C.  Combs 
Archie  Connolly 
Charles  C.  Coolbroth 

Joseph  W.  Crocket 
V.  M.  Cummings 
Samuel  Daskalakis 
John  Elliott 
James  A.  Field 
Eddie  Forester 
Samuel  L.  Goldstein 
Basil  R.  Hall 

Edgar  B.  Hands 
Russ  Hardwick 
Lou  S.  Hart 
Earle  M.  Holden Russell  Hupp 

Johnny  J.  Jones 
George  E.  Langness 
Martin  S.  Lane 
Herr  Lauman 
Harold  C.  Lee 
Perry  L.  Lessy 
W.  C.  Lewellen 
Jack  Little 
Otis  V.  Lloyd 
Jerry  Lynch 
Robert  V.  Marchbank 

Ralph  G.  Maser- Walter  W.  Murphy 

Roy  L.  Patterson J.  P.  Perry 

F.  Mallory  Pittman 
W.  Horace  Reese 

Joseph  Rosenfield 
John  A.  Ryan,  Jr. 
George  T.  Rybica 
Raymond  E.  Salisbury Israel  Schancupp 

Edward  I.  Selette 
J.  Warren  Sever 
Samuel  L.  Shafer 
Fletcher  L.  Shea 
John  D.  Schultz 
Lloyd  E.  Sinclair 
Frank  B.  Sitton 
Warren  A.  Slee 

Lynn  Smith Mark  Solomon 
L.  O.  Stein 
Bernie  J.  Stone 

Larry  Stone 
George  F.  Strandt Ted  Stump 

Morris  Swartz 
Earle  McArthur  Tate 
William  E.  Tinkler 
Ralph  C.  Tretz 
Mrs.  Avece  T.  Waldron 
Thomas  Wall 
Leon  Webb 
Abe  P.  Werbner 

Rodney  White 
T.  H.  Whittemore 
I.  W.  Whyte 

Ray  Williams Herman  G.  Wilson 

ARTHUR  ESBERG 

formerly  at  the  Aztec  Theatre,  San  Antonio, 

Texas,  is  now  managing  the  Kimo  at  Albu- 

querque, N.  M. V 

ENGENE  W.  STREET 

manager  of  the  Carolina,  Imperial  and  State 
in  Charlotte,  N.  C,  will  be  transferred  to 
Knoxville,  Tenn.,  where  he  will  manage  the 
six  Kincey  theatres. 

V 
GRAYSON  POATS 

is  being  transferred  from  the  Granada,  Blue- 
field,  W.  Va.,  to  assistant  manager  of  the 
National,  Greensboro  succeeding  SPENCER 
WESTER,  who  has  been  promoted  to  the 
managership  of  the  Carolina,  Wilson,  S.  C. 

V 
ACE  BERRY 
has  been  named  manager  of  the  National 
Theatre,  Louisville,  Ky. 

V 
SAM  TAUB 
formerly  assistant  at  the  Tilyou,  Coney 
Island,  L.  I.,  has  been  promoted  to  manager 
of  RKO's  Colonial,  City,  replacing 
GEORGE  DUNNE,  who  goes  to  the  81st 
Street,  in  turn  succeeding  THEODORE 
ZOHBEL,  resigned. 

V 
ED  MATER 

formerly  manager  of  the  Linwood,  Kansas 
City,  Mo.,  goes  to  the  Warwick,  with 
RALPH  WALLACE  moving  to  the  Apollo 
from  the  Linwood. 

V 
PHIL  HILL 

manager  of  the  Grand  in  Topeka  goes  to 
the  Jayhawk,  succeeding  C.  C.  MURPHY, 
who  goes  to  the  Tower. 

V 
GERALD  HARNEY 

has  been  appointed  assistant  to  JAMES  J. 
DEMPSEY  at  the  Paramount  in  Lynn, 

Mass.,  replacing  GEORGE  GALVIN,  re- 

signed. 
V 

CHARLES  HURLEY 

is  now  assistant  manager  of  the  Fields  Cor- 
ner Theatre,  Boston.    He  was  formerly  in 

the  circuit's  maintenance  department. 
V 

IRVING  MACK 
of  the  Filmack  Trailer  Co.  was  in  New 
York  for  a  brief  visit. 

V 
FRANK  JENKINS 

is  the  new  manager  of  the  Montlake  The- 
atre, Seattle,  Wash. 

V 
ANNA  BELL  WARD 

of  the  Elliott- Ward  Enterprises,  Lexington, 
Ky.,  is  vacationing  in  Florida. 

V 

JOE  SALMON 
of  the  Riverside  Theatre,  PAUL  BIN- 
STOCK,  Republic  Theatre,  and  ED  SIE- 
GAL,  Jerome  Theatre,  New  York  City, 
were  all  recent  visitors  to  Club  headquarters. 

V 

JACK  C.  DAY 
formerly  manager  of  the  Dillsburg  The- 

atre, Dillsburg,  Pa.,  is  now  managing  the 
new  Lemoyne  Community  Theatre  in  Le- 
moyne,  Pa. 
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FROM  HERALD  READERS 

'GET  WHAT  YOU 

PUT  INTO  IT" To  The  Editor  of  The  Herald  : 

I  was  very  much  amused  upon  reading 
what  exhibitor  Harland  Rankin,  Plaza  The- 

atre, Ontario,  wrote  in  a  recent  issue  of  the 
Herald  regarding  the  way  many  theatres 
are  operated  and  expect  to  get  business.  I  am 
well  acquainted  with  and  have  met  with 

such  conditions.  Mr.  Rankin  is  a  "live  wire" 
exhibitor,  to  be  sure.  Too  many  exhibitors 
are  content  to  just  announce  they  are  going 
to  exhibit  a  certain  picture,  then  sit  down 
and  wait  for  the  crowd  to  come.  They  forget 
an  important  fact  that  there  are  all  kinds  of 
people  in  this  world  and  there  are  different 
classes  of  people  who  like  certain  types  of 
pictures. 

Just  how  are  your  patrons  to  know  this 
if  too  little  stress  is  put  in  advertising  in 

telling  them  about  it?  It's  up  to  you  to  get 
every  possible  customer  of  this  certain  type 
patron  because  there  is  always  a  class  who 

will  "go"  for  a  certain  type  picture  rather 
than  others.  A  good  many  people  seeing  a 
different  type  picture  than  they  expected 

become  sour  on  all  other  pictures  and  con- 
sequently stay  away. 

I  am  an  "ex"  exhibitor  just  now,  not 
being  in  the  "game,"  but  I  have  in  mind 
a  certain  fine  picture  I  just  recently  wit- 

nessed, an  RKO  picture,  that  they  should 

be  proud  of  —  "Rainbow  on  the  River," 
starring  the  child  singing  wonder,  Bobby 
Breen. 

This  picture  has  universal  appeal  but  its 
biggest  asset  is  the  beautiful  music  and  the 
heart  appealing  singing  of  Bobby  Breen. 
Therefore  this  picture  should  have  special 

appeal  to  music  lovers.  Therefore  "form" 
letters  should  be  sent  to  all  known  music 

teachers  advising  them  that  you  have  a  treat 
for  them  and  their  pupils  and  you  feel  they 
should  avail  themselves  of  it.  Do  the  same 
to  other  musical  organizations.  If  I  know 
my  human  nature  most  people  like  to  know 
you  are  interested  in  them.  As  there  are 
scenes  and  a  song  or  two  of  interest  to  those 
of  the  Catholic  faith  here  is  another  angle 
for  exhibitors  who  happen  to  be  in  a  Catho- 

lic community  to  make  known. 
Press  books  put  out  by  all  exchanges  are 

too  little  used,  usually  looked  upon  as  a 
necessary  evil.  That  is  a  sad  mistake.  In 
the  theatre  business  like  any  other  business, 
you  get  what  you  put  into  it. 

In  closing  I  heartily  recommend  "Rainbow 
on  the  River"  to  please  as  near  100  per  cent 
of  any  type  audience  as  any  made  for  some 
time  and  should  make  any  live  exhibitor 
money.  Congratulations  R.K.O.,  and  Pro- 

ducer Sol  Lesser,  and  all  concerned  in  the 

production  of  this  clean  little  gem.  It's  a 
credit  to  the  industry  ■ —  H.  C.  Mauler, 
Bellingham,  Washington. 

P.  S.  I  note  "Rainbow  on  the  River"  is 
one  of  eight  Box  Office  Champions  for 
December,  in  January  30  issue  of  the  Herald. 

SUGGESTS  RECIPE  FOR 

BANK  NIGHT  FILMS 

I  have  profited  so  much  by  reading  "What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me,"  the  opinion  of  dif- 

ferent exhibitors  throughout  the  country, 

that  I  am  going  to  contribute  to  the  service 
this  week.  Before  going  any  further,  I  want 
to  say  that  these  reports  are  ideal  for  the 
exhibitor  because  they  are  the  frank  opinion 
of  each  individual  exhibitor  and  not  reports 
from  critics  who  are  not  always  right. 

I  hope  that  you  can  find  space  to  print  this 
little  item.  Recently  while  on  a  trip  I  no- 

ticed quite  a  few  theatres  playing  very  small 
program  pictures  on  their  Bank  Night.  I 
think  this  is  very  unwise  because  on  Bank 
Night  we  get  people  sometimes  that  have 
never  been  in  a  theatre.  By  showing  a  good 

picture  this  new  customer  will  leave  the  the- 
atre contented  and  will  come  back.  On  the 

other  hand,  if  the  picture  is  not  interesting 
he  will  leave  and  perhaps  never  come  back. 
I  wonder  how  many  exhibitors  realize  that 
Bank  Night  has  brought  us  new  customers, 
some  who  have  never  seen  a  picture.  Some 
of  these  people  have  come  to  our  theatre 
just  to  have  a  chance  on  the  award  which  is 
drawn  on  Bank  Night  and  regardless  if  they 

IN  THE  NEWSREELS 

MOVIETONE    NEWS— No.    46,    Vol.    19.— President 
Roosevelt  pays   personal  tribute   to  Jim   Farley  at 
Washington  dinner  Royalty  sees  Duke  of  Kent's 
new    baby    christened. ...  Lindberghs    in  Rome.... 
Blizzards  blanket  Norway  in  snow  New  sky  liner 
ready  to  span  ocean  Premier  attends  son's  wed- 

ding in  Italy  Ice  patron  sets  out  on  Spring  duty 
— Lew  Lehr  Sports  in  Santa  Anita,  Hot  Springs 
and  West  Palm  Beach. 

MOVIETONE  NEWS— No.  47,  Vol.  19.— Spanish  rebels 
capture  city  of  Malaga  Italian  liner  rests  on  bot- 

tom of  Columbia  river  Army  planes  maneuver  in 
frigid  weather  Lew   Lehr  Paul  V.  McNutt  
Lord  Baden-Powell  Pauline  Taylor  meets  Pauline 
Taylor  Sports    in    New    York    City,  California, 
Chicago. 

NEWS  OF  THE  DAY— No.  244,  Vol.  8— The  Presi- 
dent and  "Friend  Jim"  World  Congress  of  Cath- 
olics...  .First  films  of  Lindberghs  "Secret"'  hop.... George  6th  busy  as  new  king  II  Duce  sees  two 

family  weddings  Bathing  sirens  pick  their  man.... 
Something  new  in  Skijoring. 

NEWS    OF    THE    DAY— No.    245,    Vol.    8.— Britain 
prepares  for  Coronation  Rockefeller  for  one  U.  S. 
church  Youths  march  on  White  House  Ama- 

teur   champs    provide    ring    thrills  Crash  sinks 
Italian    liner. ...  Sportsmen's    Show  Son  christens 
Sopwith's  Yacht  Ethiopian  warriors  salute  Musso- lini Army  eagles  battle  cold. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  57.— Vanderbilt's  $150,000 
plane,    "Home    in    air"  See    Dinosaurs    anew  in 
South  Dakota  hills  Lindberghs  Eucharistic  Con- 

gress Mussolini  attends  family  weddings  Japan- 
ese troops  depart  for  Manchukuo  Girls  choose  best 

looking  life  guard  Rivera  coast  sprayed  by  freak 
storm  F.  D.  R.  hails  Farley  at  a  gala  dinner. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS— No.  58—  Youth  sits  down  to 
ask  for  new  law  Italian  liner  sunk  in  collision.... 
Fashions  Dogs    catch    mumps    from  children.... 
Mexico  splits  great  estates  in  farm  plan  Rocke- 

feller for  union  of  Protestants  Ex-king  sees  sister, 
London  hails  George  Amateur  boxing. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  61,  Vol.  8.— Eucharistic  Congress 
at  Manila  Highlights  of  Doctor  Dafoe's  life.... 
Tribute  paid  to  Jim  Farley  at  dinner  Son  of  II 
Duce  weds  Snow  over  Washington  Handsomest 
lifeguard  Monkey  business  Amateur  boxing. 

PATHE  NEWS— No.  62,  Vol.  8.— Hoover  warns 
against  political  control  of  Supreme  court. ...  Blizzard 
affects  dust  bowl  of  the  southwest  Mrs.  James 
Roosevelt  drives   nail   into  American   home  of  the 
future  Two  Pauline  Taylors,  born   same  day  
Sit-down    strike    in    Waukegan  Heir    to  Italian 
throne. ...  Mumps  for  dogs. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  538, 
Vol.    9.  —  Militia    holds    Madrid    line  Democrats 
honor  Jim  Farley  Rites  mark  church  congress  
Prof,    "eases"    human    trials  Car    skid  wrecks 
building  Soldiers  rule  auto  plants  Coast  towns 
hit  by  floods. ..  .Duce's  son  marries  Blondes  try 
sit-down  strike  Trains  crash  in  blizzard. .. .Gals 
pick  lifeguard  beauty. 

UNIVERSAL  NEWSPAPER  NEWSREEL— No.  539, 
Vol.  9. — Spain's  decisive  battle  on  Army  birdmen 
show   prowess  Boy,   pet   pups   catch  mumps.... 
Marines  die  in  Navy  blast  Windson  meets  sister 

 Braddock  signs  to  fight  Louis  Strikers  firm 
under  gas. . . .  Wildwood  invading  Gotham  Finance 
wins  Hialeah   race  Ship  sunk   in  river  crash.... 

do  not  win  have  been  so  impressed  and  well 
entertained  for  the  small  admission  price 

that  they  have  turned  out  to  be  regular  cus- 
tomers. We  have  made  new  customers  this 

way,  so  this  is  why  I  suggest  that  a  good 
picture  be  booked  on  your  Bank  Night  along 
with  a  good  program  of  short  subjects.  You 
will  find  that  this  is  a  good  investment  and 
will  repay  you  double  in  time  to  come. 
Bank  Night  is  probably  one  of  the  greatest 
business  stimulants  for  any  exhibitor  in  the 
show  business  today.  I  find  that  this  is  a 
good  recipe  to  keep  Bank  Night  from  getting 
stale : 

1 —  Keep  plugging  for  new  registrations. 
2 —  Pick  out  a  M.  C.  not  connected  with 

the  theatre  and  different  witnesses  at  every drawing. 

3 —  Get  a  special  trailer  announcing  the 
award  for  every  week. 

4 —  If  a  number  is  drawn  and  the  person 
is  not  present,  the  manager  should  write  a 
letter  to  that  person  informing  that  party 
that  if  he  had  been  at  the  theatre  on  that 
certain  night  he  or  she  would  have  won. 

5 —  I  find  it  a  good  idea  to  have  two 
awards. 

6 —  Give  'em  the  best  show  you  can  book. 
Results :  You'll  do  business. — Pierce  C. 

O'Donnell,  Gayety  Theatre,  Van  Bueren, Maine. 

General  Starts  "Legionnaires" General  Pictures  Corporation  has  started 

production  on  its  initial  feature,  "Three 
Legionnaires,"  at  the  RKO  Pathe  studios  in 
Hollywood.  Robert  E.  Walsh  is  vice-presi- 

dent in  charge  of  production. 

Salesmen  Club  Officers 

Herman  Konnis,  president  of  the  newly 
formed  Motion  Picture  Salesmen  Club  of 
Boston,  has  appointed  James  Kennedy, 

Harry  Worden,  John  Davis,  Harry  Gold- 
man and  Thomas  Donaldson  to  the  execu- 

tive board  of  the  organization. 

Columbia  Signs  Chase 

Charley  Chase  has  signed  with  Columbia 
Pictures  in  Hollywood  to  make  two  short 
subjects,  with  options  in  the  contract  calling 
for  two  more.  The  comedian  recently  ob- 

tained a  release  from  his  contract  with  Hal 
Roach. 

Goldenberg  to  Trinidad 

D.  J.  Goldenberg  is  on  his  way  to  Trin- 
idad to  succeed  Harry  Bryman  as  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  manager  there.  Mr.  Bry- 
man will  take  over  a  similar  post  in  South 

America. 

Distributing  Science  Series 

United  Artists  has  acquired  for  distribu- 
tion in  Far  West  territories  a  series  of  six 

one-reel  color  shorts  known  as  "Popular 
Science  Featurettes,"  produced  by  Jerry 
Fairbanks.  The  deal  was  made  with  Sci- 

entific Films,  Inc.,  of  Hollywood. 

Weinberg  Named  Editor 
Herman  G.  Weinberg,  director  of  pub- 

licity for  the  55th  Street  Playhouse  in  New 
York,  has  been  appointed  American  editor 
of  Film  Art,  a  quarterly  magazine  devoted 
to  the  artistic  motion  pictures  and  published 
in  London. 

Shiffrin  Rejoins  Agency 

William  Shiffrin  has  rejoined  the  Hawk- 
Volck  agency  in  Hollywood.  He  was  last 
with  H.  N.  Swanson. 
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THE  RELEASE  CHART 

Productions  are  listed  according  to  the  names  of  distributors  in  order  that  the  exhibitor  may  have  a  short-cut  towards  such 
information  as  he  may  need,  as  well  as  information  on  pictures  that  are  coming.  Features  now  in  work  or  completed  for  release 

later  than  the  date  of  this  issue  are  listed  under  "Coming  Attractions."  Running  times  are  those  supplied  by  the  companies. 
Asterisk  indicates  running  time  as  made  known  by  West  Coast  studio  before  announcement  by  home  office  in  New  York.  Varia- 

tions also  may  be  due  to  local  censorship  deletions.  Dates  are  1936,  unless  otherwise  specified.  Letter  in  parentheses  after 

title  denotes  audience  classification  of  production:  (A)  Adult,  (G)  General.  Numerals  following  audience  classification  are  pro- 
duction numbers.    Dagger  symbol  indicates  picture  is  of  the  1936-37  season. 

AMBASSADOR-CONN-MELODY 

Title  Star  Ral. 
Born  to  Fight  F rankle  Darro-Jaek  La  Rue  Nov. 
Dovll   Diamond,  The  Kane   Richmond-June   Gale  Jan. 
Galloping  Dynamite   Kermlt  Maynard-Arlane  Allen. ...  Dee. 
Headline  Crasher   F rankle  Darre-Kane  Richmond. .. Doe. 
Phantom  Patrol   Kermlt  Maynard-Joan  Barclay. .. .Oct. 
Racing  Blood   Frankle  Darro-Kane  Richmond  . .  Nov. 
Sing  While  You're  Able  Pinky  Tomlln   Feb. 
Valley  of  Terror  Kermlt  Maynard-Harley  Wood... Jan. 
Wildcat  Trooper   Karmlt  Maynard-H.  Bo* worth  Oct. 
Wild  Heno  Reuodut  Kermlt  Maynard-Dlckle  Jenet. .  . . Nov. 
With  Love  and  Klise*  Pinky  Tomlln. Toby  Wing  Dee. 

Running  Time 
Date      MlButee  Reviewed 
St  
I5.'37t  
30t  
lit  
sot  
I5t  
l5,'S7t  
20/37t  
I«t  
20t  
20t  

BURROUGHS-TARZAN 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Drag   Not,  The  Rod  LaRocque- Marian  Nlxen  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  15.) 
Phantom  of  Saata  Fo,  The....  Nina  Quartaro- Norman  Kerry  Jan. 

(all  eolor) 
Tundra  (0)   Del  Cambre   Sept. 

Coming 
White  aievo.  The  May 

CELEBRITY 
Coming 

Star Foretta-Rlieoe  and  Wayae.. 
Schneider- Rlieoe  and  Wayne 

CHESTERFIELD 

Running  Time 
Data      Mlnuteo  Reviewed 
IS  

l.'S7t  

ISt  7S....An-|.  ZS l.'S7t. 

Title 
For  Love  of  Yon  F. 
Kin  Mo  Goodbye  M 

Rel. Running  Time 
Date      Mlnutei  Reviewed 

 60  
 82  

Title  Star  Rel. 
August  Week-end   V.  Hobsen-G.  P.  Huntley.  Jr.  ..Apr. 
Below  the  Deadline  Cecilia  Parker- Russell  Hoptoi.  ..June 
Haute  of  Secret!  Leille  Featen-Murlol  Evane  Oet. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Lady  Luck   Patricia  Farr-Wm.  Bakewell  July 
Mining  Glrli  (G)  Roger  Pryor-Sydnoy  Blackmer. .  . . Sept. 
Red  Light!  Ahead  Andy  Clyde-Lucille  Gloaaea  Dae. 

Coming 
Light  Fingered  Ladle*  
Policewoman   

Running  Time 
Data      Mlnuteo  Reviewed 
28  05  
1  84  
26t  67  

6... 

I0t.. 
29t.. 

.  ..68  

.  ..68.... Oct. 

go 

COLUMBIA 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Advoature  Id  Manhattan  (G) . . .  Joan  Arthur-Joel  McCrea  Oet. 
Alibi  for  Murder  (G)  M.  Churchill- Wm.  Gargaa.....  »*Pt 
And  8*  They  Were  Married 
(G)   ...Mary  Attor-Melvya  Douglas  May 

Avenging  Waters   Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  May 
Beloved  Vagabond,  The  (G) . . .  Maurice  Chevalier   Dee. 
Blackmailer   William  Gargan- Florence  Rleo.  ..July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Mar.  28) 
3ede  of  the  Range  Charles  Starrott-Mary  Blake  Oet. 
Come  Cloier,  Folk!  Jamei  Duna- Marian  Marsh  Nov. 
Counterfeit   Chester  Morrli-Margot  G  rename .  .Juno 

(Sea  "Queer  Money,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  May  2.) 
Counterfeit  Lady  (G)  Ralph  Bellamy-Jean  Perry  Dee. 
Cowboy  Star.  The  Charlei  Starrett-lrls  Shunn  No*. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Craig's  Wife  (G)  John  Boles- Rosalind  Russell  Oet. 
Devil's  Playground   Dolores  Del  Rio- Richard  Dlx  Jan. 

(See  "Depths  Below."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  10.) 
Devil  Squadron  (G)  Richard  Dlx-Karen  Merley  May 
Dodge  City  Trail  Chas.  8tarrett-Marlan  Welden  Feb. 
End  of  the  Trail  (G)  Jaek  Holt-Louise  Henry  Sent. 
Final  Hour,  The  M.  Churehill- Ralph  Bellamy  Juno 
Find  the  Witness  Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley  Jan. 

(See  "A  Slug  for  Cleopatra,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  10.) 
Fugitive  Sheriff,  The  (G)  Ken  Maynard-Beth  Marlon  June 
Killer  at  Large  (G)  Mary  Brian- Rutcell  Hardl*  Oet. 
King  Stem  Out,  The  (G)  Grace  Moore- Franehot  Tone  May 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  P.  81.) 
Lady  from  Nowhere  Mary  Astor-Charlee  Qulgley  Nov. 
Legion  of  Terror  (G)  Marguerite  Churehlll-B.  Cabot... Nov. 
Man  Who  Lived  Twice.  Tha  (G).  Isabel  Jewell-Ralph  Bellamy  Seat. 
Meet  Nero  Wolfe  (G)  ..Edward  Arnold- Lionel  Staador  Aug. 

(Exnloltatlen:  Oet.  S.  a.  81.) 
Mine  With  the  Iron  Doer.  The 
<8)   Richard  Arlen-Cecllla  Parker  May 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
8t  73.... Oet.  31 
23t  60.... Oct.  24 
10  

I  I4t  
18  

.75.. ..Apr.  13 

.56  

.80.... Sept.  26 

.68..  

8t. 

7t. 
12.. 

.55. 

.81. 

.74. 

Sit  60. Jan.  23/37 

20t  58  

It  75. ...Sept.  IS 
24/37t..  -.74  

1  80  May  16 
5,*37t  
ISt  72.. ..Nov.  21 
SO  58  
8/37t....57  

28.... 

.58.... Oct.  24 

.88....  Nov.  7 

.88  May  23 

2lt  
It  
Mt  I  

.80  Nov.  7 

.73. ...Oet.  24 
.72. ...July  25 

.86....  Apr.  <S 

Running  Time 
Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
24t  77.. ..Doe.  28 
12  1 18....  Apr.  28 

120.  122:  June  27,  p.  88; 
p.  82;  Aug.  22.  pp.  III. 

I4t  
10  

20,'37t. 
..83.... Oct.  II 
..56.  ...May  t 

25t  83. ...Doe.  IS 

2.. 
30t. 
lit. 

.88. 
.58. 

12. 

.It, 20.. 17.. 

8.. 

I2t- 

I.. 

15.. 

ISt. 

15.. 

..80.... Aug.  22 

..57.... Sept.  IS 

..58  

..88....  Nov.  14 
.70....  Aug. .85....  Aug. 

.69  

.63  

Title  Star  Rel. 
More  Than  a  Secretary  (G)  Jean  Arthur-George  Brent  Dec. 
Mr.  Deede  Goes  to  Town  (G)..Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  90:  June  6,  p.  120;  June  20,  pp.  118, 
July  II,  pp.  125,  128;  July  18.  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  8, 112,  114.) 

North  of  Nome  (G)  Jack  Holt-Evelyn  Venabla  Nov. 
Panic  en  the  Air  (G)  Lew  Ayret- Florence  Rice  Apr. 
Parole  Racket   Paul  Kelly-Rosalind  Keith  Feb. 

(See  "Freedom  for  Sale,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan,  I6,'37.) 
Pennies  from  Heaven  (G)  Blng  Crosby-Madge  Evans  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Dec.  5,  p.  79;  Feb.  6,'32,  p.  72.) 
Pride  of  the  Marine!  Charles  Blckford-Floronce  Rleo.. Apr. 
Ranger  Courage   Bob  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts  Oet. 
Rio  Grande  Ranger  Bob  Allen-Iris  Meredith  Dec. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Roaming  Lady   Fay  Wray-Ralph  Bellamy  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  April  4.) 
Secret   Patrol    (G)  Charlei  Starrett-Flnli  Bartoa. .  ..May 
Shakedown  (G)   Lew  Ayres-Joan  Perry  July 
Stampede   Charlei  Starrett-Flale  Barton. .. .Juno 
Theodora  Goee  Wild  (G)  Irene  Dunne-Melvya  Douglae  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  81.) 
They  Met  In  a  Taxi  (Q)  Cheiter  Morris- Fay  Wray  8ept. 
Trapped  by  Television   (G) ...  Lyle  Talbot-Mary  Alter  Juno 
Tugboat  Princes!   Walter  C.  Kelly-Edith  Follow! .  .Oct. 
Two  Fisted  Gentleman  James  Dunn-June  Clayworth  Aug. 

(See  "The  Fighter,"  "la  the  Cutting  Room."  July  4.) 
Unknown   Ranger,  The  Robert  Allen-Martha  Tibbetts..  ..Sept. 
Westbound  Mail   Chas.  Starrett- Rosalind  Keith..  ..Jan. 
When  You're  In  Love  (G)  Grace  Moore-Cary  Grant  Feb. 
Woman  In  Distress  (G)  May  Robson-lrene  Hervey  Jan. 
Women  of  Glamour  Melvyn  Douglae-Vlrglnla  Bruce. .Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Nov.  28.) Coming 

College  Hero   Charles  (Buddy)  Rogers  
Devil  Is  Driving,  The  Richard  Dix-Joan  Perry  
Honeymoon  Pilot   Rosalind  Kelth-Chas.  Qulgley..  
I  Promise  to  Pay  Leo  Carrlllo- Chester  Morris  ,  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Law  of  the  Ranger  Bob  Allen   Feb.  26,'37t  
League  of  Frightened  Men  Walter  Connolly-Lionel  Stander  
Loit  Horizon   Ronald  Colman-Jane  Wyatt  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5.  p.  79.) 
New  Trail  Ahead,  A  Chas.  Starrett -Peggy  Stratford  
Racing  Luck   Dorothy  Wllson-Chas.  Qulgley  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Racketeers  In  Exile  George  Bancroft-Evelyn  Venable. .Mar.  I5,'37t  Sound  of  Your  Voice  Grace  Moore   
Speed  Mad   Rosalind  Keith-Allen  Brook  Mar.  20/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  20/37.) 
Thunder  In  the  City  (G)  Edw.  G.  Robinson-Lull  Deste  76.. Feb.  13/87 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  20/37.) 
Trapped   Charles  Starrett-Peggy  Stratford  ..Mar.  5/37t  
Trouble  In  Morocco   Jaek  Holt-Mae  Clarke  Mar.  25,'S7t  
Venus  Makes  Trouble  James  Dunn-Patricia  Ellis  
Weather  or  No  Ralph  Bellamy-Ida  Lupin*  Mar.  Sl/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 
Women  Are  Wis*  Dolores  Del  Rl*  

ISt  22/S7t  

27/37t..MI0..Feb.  20/37 
l7/37t....68..Feb.  I3/S7 
28/37t  72  

CRESCENT 

Tltl*  Star 
Battle  of  Greed  (G)  Tom  Keene-Gwynne  Shlpman 
Glory  Trail,  The  (Q)  Tom  Keene-Joan  Barclay  Sept  ISt... 
Rebellion  (G)   Tom  Keeno-Rlta  Canslu*  Oet,  27t... Coming 

Common  Ground   Tom  Keen*   Apr.  I2/S7t 
Old  Louisiana   Tom  Keen- Rita  Caniloo  Mar.  l/37t 
Star  of  Empire  Tom  Keen*   July  6/S7t 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
Jaa.    I8/S7t...*60. .Jan.  8/37 .68.... July  16 

.60.... Oet.  17 

DANUBIA 
(Hungarian  Dialogue)                    Running  Time 

Star                                 Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Lael  Devenyl   Sept  I  Of  80  

20/S7t....88  .... 
I0t  SO  

Title Be  Good  Unto  Death.... 
Blue  Danube  Romans*  ZIta  Perezell   Jan. 
Car  of  Dreams  Torzs-Pereell   Oct. 
Don't  Cry  Mother  Eva  Rutkay   Aug.  25t  78 
Dreams  of  Love  (English  TltloO.Frank  Taray   Jan.  S/87t...l03 
Friendly  Expression  Raday-Szek*   Nov.     It  68 
Hungarian  Vlllag  Travelogue   Doe.   28t  20, 

(English  title*) 
Little  Pastry  Shop  Kabee-PoruH   May  IS... 84. 
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Imlii  Tim 
Rel.  Oct*     Mlautes  Reviewed 

l«t  82  
IS  68  
20f  98  
Sit  82  
25t  89  
ISt  to  

Title  Stir 
Mil  Uader  the  Bridge  Csortos-Lazar   Nov. 
Marsh  Tain   Turay-Kabn   July 
M«w  Landlord,  Tho  Csortos-Egry   Aug. 
•alary  $200  Monthly  Javor-Fulop   Do*. 
•on  of  tho  Steppes  Klss-Komar   Do*. 
•wool  Stepmother  Maria  Tatnadl   8spt 

(English  titles) 
This  Villa  for  Sale  Vorohes-Cslkoi   Joao 
Three  Spinsters   Emlllo   Mark  us   Doo. 

Coming 
Scotchman  in  Hungary  Rado-Orosy  Apr.  •I2,'37f . .  .  .95. 
8lster  Mary   Szorenyl-Sved   Mar.  28,'37t  91. 
Storm  on  the  Pusta  Kiss-Komcar   Apr.     5,'37t-  •  -  .78. 

IS... 

It.. 
.80. .84. 

DuWORLD 

Title  Star 
CrlaisoB  Clrolo   Noah  Beery   
Kilos.   The   Killer  Technicolor   Oct. 
Mysteries  of  Notre  Dame  Oct. 
BehooVe  Boy   Robert  Lynoa   Seat 
Opera  of  Pari*  Georges  Thill   Oct 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 
Jan.  I/S7t  

It  60.  June     I. 'S3 It  88  
ISt  81  
It  SO  

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Title (See  also  Warner  Brothers)       Running  Time 8tar  Rel.  Dat*      Minute*  Reviewed 
•ride*  Are  Like  That  («)  972.  Ross  Alexander-Anita  Louis*  Apr.    IS  87....Jaa.  29 

(Exploitation:  Juno  20,  p.  117.) 
■allots  or  Ballots  (Q)  961  Edw.  Q.  Reblnsoa-Joaa  Blendell  ..Jul*    8  81  May  23 

(Eploltatloa:  Jua*  13.  p.  123;  June  27.  p.  86;  Aug.  8,  pp.  92.  93;  Ost.  I.  p.  82.) 
Captain's  Kid,  The  (Q)  167..  .  Guy  Klbbee-Sybll  Jason  Nov. 
Cow*  *f  til*  Black  Cat  (G)  170.  Rleardo  Cortez-Juns  Travis  Ost. 

(Exploitation:  Doo.  S.  p.  79.) 
Oaso  *f  tho  Velvet  Claw*.  The 

(fl)  965   Warren  William-Claire  Dodd  Aug. 
Oklaa  Clipper  (fl)  960  Pat  O'Brien-Beverly  Robert*  Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  6,  p.  80;  Ost.  10,  p.  92;  Ost.  SI.  p.  78.) 
Down  the  Stretch  (fl)  177  Patricia  Ellis-Dennis  Moor*  Sept. 
Earthworm  Tractor*  (fl)  962. ..Joe  E.  Brown-Juno  Travis  July 

I4t.. 
Sit.. 

It. . 

.72....  Sept. 

.66.  ...Ost. 

..63. ...May 
23   88'/,..  Aug. 

I9t.... It  ..66. 
..89. 

.July 

.Juno 

19 
20 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  8,  p. 
Oct.  10,  pp.  92.  86.) 

•aid  Diggers  of  1937  (Q)  III. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  2,'37, 

•  olden  Arrow,  The  (fl)  859. 
(Exploitation:  May  16,  p. 

81;  Aug.  15.  pp.  75,  78;  Aug.  29,  PP.  85,  86,  87: 

.101. ...Do*.  12 

..88. 
20,*S7t. 

2/37. . 20  
24t.... 
16  

IS  
23,'87t. 

.•85. Jap 

..56  

..70.. ..Jul* ..60....  Dn. 

9/S7 

.58....  Apr.  18 

..58. ...May  SO 

II.. 

..60....  Apr. 

.84. 

9/87t..  ..76.... Oot  17 

4  
I*t  

6,'37t.. 

.63... 

.91... 

Mar. Aug. 

.Dm.  26 

2lt  85... .D*c 

.Dick  Powell-Joan  Blendell  Deo.  26t.. 
p.  100;  Jan.  9. '37.  p.  71;  Feb.  I3,'S7,  p.  86.) 
.  Bette  Davis-George  Br* it  May  23... 
85:  July  4,  p.  72.) 

Green  Light  (G)   164  Errol  Flynn-Ailta  Louise  Fob. 
Suns  of  Pees*  980  Dick  Foran-Anae  Nagel  Jan. 
Hurt*  Divided  (fl)  955  Marlon  Davlei-DIek  Powell  Jon* 
Hero  Comes  Carter  (Q)  169  Ross  Alexander-Anne  Nagal  Oct. 
Law  I*  Hot  Hands.  The  (G) 
973   Margaret  Lindsay-Warren  Hull.  ..May 

Lav*   Begla*  at   Twenty  (fl) 
97S   Warren  Hull-Patrlala  Ellis  Aug. 

Murder  by  aa  Arlsteerst  (fl) 
974   Marguerite  Churchlll-L.  Talbot.  . .Jua* 

Oaec  a  Dorter  171  Donald  Woods-Joan  Mulr  J  a*. 
(So*  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  10.) 

•lagtag  Kid,  Tho  (Q)  954  Al  Jolsen-Boverly  Roberts  Apr. 
(Exploitation:  May  2,  p.  99.) 

•lag  Ma  a  Lev*  Soap  (fl)  ISO.  James  Melton-Patrlela  EMI*  Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Deo.  26,  p.  70.) 

•lowed  Uader  (S)  971  George  Brent-aenevlevo  Tobla..  ..Apr. 
•tag*  Struck  (fl)  155  Joan  Blondell-Dlsk  Powell  Sort. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  6.  p.  79.) 
Stolen  Holiday  (Q)  157  Kay  Francis-Ian  Hunter  Fob. 
That  Man's  Hero  Agala  Mary  Magulre-Tom  Brown  Feb.  I7.'37t 

(See  "Love  Begins."  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23,'37.) 
Thro*  Mea  on  a  Hon*  (fl)  151.  Frank  MoHugh-Joan  Bloadell  Nov 

(Exploltatloa:  Deo.  12,  p.  81;  Doe.  19.  p.  89;  Doo.  29,  p.  70)  Jaa.  2/37.  p.  109:  Jaa.  9/87. 
P.  71.) 

Trains'  West  879  Dlek  Foran-Paula  Stone  Sept.    t  St  
(See  "On  Secret  Service,  "In  tho  Cutting  Room/'  May  16.) 

Two  Against  tho  World  (G)  977. H.  Bogart-Beverly  Robert*  July    II  87  May  23 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 

White  Angel.  The  (fl)  931  Kay  Francis- lai  Hunter  July     4  91  Jul*  8 
(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  125;  Aug.  8.  p.  92;  Sept  19.  p.  99;  Ost.  I,  pp.  II,  83;  Doo.  It. 
p.  89;  Jan.  9/37,  p.  84.) 

Coming 

Cherokee  Strip,  Tho  Dlek  Foran-Jana  Bryan...  
Draegerman  Courage  (fl)  168.. Jean  Mulr-Bartea  MaoLaae  •BO  Aug. 
Gentlemai  from  Klmberloy,  ThoWarner  Baxter-Anita  Louis*  
H*r  Husband's  Secretary  ITS.  Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Mar.  20/37  (See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Deo.  18.) 
Marked  Wemae   Bette  Davls-H.  Bogart  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  20/37.) 
Mob  In  Exile   Rlehard  Pureetl-June  Travis  Apr. 

(Sea  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 
Mountain  Justice   Josephine  Hutshlnson-G.  Brent  ..Apr. 

(See  "Id  tho  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  31.) 
Pea  rod  and  8am  (G)  172  Billy  Mauch-Harry  Watson   .Feb. 
Prl ■«*  and  tha  Pauper,  Tho  M2.Mauch  Twins-Errol   Flynn  May 

(8*0  "la  to*  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
•aa  Qneatla   Pat  O'Brien-Humphrey  Bogart  

(8*a  "li  the  Cutting  Room,"  No*.  21.) 
Slight  Cats  tf  Murder,  A  Edward  G.  Robinson  
HI"   Pat  O'Brien-Henry  F*ldl  May  l,'37t. 

(•••  "Id  tho  Cutting  Room."  Jan.  16/37.) 

28 I0,'37t. 

3/37t. 

I7.'37t. 

2H  "37t. 
8/37t. 

"83.  Jaa.  18737 

Title  Star 
Story  of  Emllo  Zola,  Tie  Paul    Munl-J.  Hutchinson.... 
8 tatter! a*  Blib.p.  Iks  Donald  Woods-Ann  Dvorak  
Talent  Scout   Donald  Woods-Jeanne  Madden. 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

FRANK  NORTON 

(Greek  Dialogue,  English  Titles)  Running  Time 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Crustalo   Nina  Afentakl   Ost    lit  *8  
Eros   A.  Marlko*  Sept    7t  HO  
Exo  Ftohea   B.  Argyre   8ept  20t  86  
Sarcos  and  the  Eagle  Olympla  Deos   Oct    ISt  118  Coming 

Astero   Miss  Kyvell   Fob.   2l/37t  ...90  
Far  from  the  Crowd  Mary  Tsaganis   Mar.  7/37t...82  

GB  PICTURES 

Title  Star 
East  Meets  West  (G)  3516  George  Arliss-Lucle  Mannheim.  ..Oct  16  
Everybody  Danee  (S)  Ernest  Truex-C.  Courtneldge  Feb.  I5,'37t.. 
Everything  Is  Thunder  (A)  3609.     Bennett-D.  Montgomery  Oot  It  
Head  Over  Heels  In  Love  (G) 
3604   Jessie  Matthews-Louis  Borrell  Feb.  20/37t. 

It's  Love  Again  (G)  3505  Josslo  Matthew*- Robert  Young..  ..May  SO  (Exploitation.  Sept.   19.  p.  68.) 
Living  Dangerously  (A)  3617. ..Otto  Kruger-Leonora  Corbett  Deo.  It  
Love  In  Exile  (A)  3623  Cllvo  Brook-Helea  Vlnsai  Nov.  ISt  
Man  of  Affair*  (G)  George  Arllss-Reno  Ray  Jan.  20,'87t.. 

(Reviewed  under  tho  title,  "HI*  Lsrdthlp.") 
Man  Whs  Lived  Again  (A)  3307. Boris  Karloff-Anna  Lee  Nov.  I  
Nine  Days  a  Queen  (G)  3610. .Nova  Pilbeam-Cedrle  Hardwltke .  .Sept.  It.... 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Lady  Jane  Gray.")  (See  production  article 
exploitation:  Oct.  3,  p.  83;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106.) 

River  of  Uarest  (0)  John  Lodge- John  Lodor  Jaa.  I0/S7t.. 
(Reviewed  under  tho  title,  "Ourselves  Alone.") 

Secret  Agent  (A)  38IS  Madeleine  Carroll-Peter  Lent..  ..Jul*  IB  
Seven  8lnners  (A)  3611  E.  Lowe-C.  Cumralng*  Aug.  ISt  

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Doomed  Cargo.") Stranger*  ea  a  Hsaeymooa  (Q) 
S8IB   C.  Cumralngs-Noah  Beery  Dee.  ISt  

Week-end    Millionaire  (Q)  SSISBuddy  Rogers-Mary  Brlaa  Nov.  20t  
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "One*  In  a  Mllllaa.") 

Woman  Alone,  Th*  (G)  860l..8ylvla  Sidney-John  Lodor  Jaa. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Sabotage.") Coming 

Great  Barrier,  The  Rlehard  Arlen-Lilll  Palmer  Apr.  I.'37f. 
(See  production  article.  Feb.  6/37,  p.  20.) 

King  Solomon's  Mines  3618  Roland  Young-Cedrle  Hardwleke . .  Apr.  I3,'37t. 
Two  of  Us.  The  lack  Hulbert-Glna  Mala  
You're  in  the  Army  Now  (G)..  Wallace  Ford-Anna  Lee  Mar.  I/37K 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  "0.  H.  M.  S.") 

Running  Time 

Rel.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed •opt 
.Deo. .Sept 

..74.. ..75.. 

..74.. 

.67. 
..79. 

..69....  Mar. ..63....  May 

..71.... Nov. 

..66....0tt 

..80.. ..May Jul*  20,  p. 

Feb.  13/37 
...May  19 

ti 

18 
19 

10; 

.69. 

.83.. 

.70.. 

..May  19 

..May  S* 

..Jaly  II 

..67. Jaa.  9. ..84....  Apr. 

l/37t  78. Job.  1/S7 

80  Feb.  20/37 

GRAND  NATIONAL 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Arizona  Days  (G)  147  Tex  Rltter- Eleanor  Stewart  Jan. 
Captain  Calamity   128  George  Houston-Marian  Nixon. . . .Nov. 
Devil  on   Horseback,  Tho  (G) 
126   till  Damlta-Frod  Keating  Oot. 

 James  Cagney-Mae  Clarke  . 
16/37,  p.  74;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78; 

,  Mae  Clarke-John  Payne.... Feb 

.  Jan. 6/37, 

.  Dec. 

Great  Guy  (G)  101  
(Exploitation:  Jan. 
p.  85.) Hats  Off  (G)  108  

Headin'    for   the    Rio  Grande 
(G)    146   Tex  Rltter- Eleanor  Stewart  Doo. Scotland  Yard  Commands  (G) 
152   Clive  Brook- V.  Hopper  Jan. 

Sins  of  Children  (G)  119  Erie  Lliden-Ceollla  Parker  Oct. 
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "la  HI*  Steps.")  (Exploltatloa:  Nov. 

Bong  of  the  Gringo  (G)  144...  Tex  Rltter- Joan  Woodbury  Nov. 
Trouble  In  Texas  148  Tex   Rltter   Feb. 
We're  In  the  Legion  Now  (G) 
129   Replnald  Denny-Esther  Ralston ...  Jan. 

'Reviewed  under  the  title.  "Rest  Cure.") 
White  Legion,  The  (G)   120..  Tela  Blrell-Ian  Keith  Oct. 
Yellow  Cargo  (G)  136  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Huat  Nov. Coming 

Girl  Loves  Boy  124  Erie  Llnden-Ceellla  Parker 
Gold  Racket.  The  Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Hunt  Grand  Canyon  
Hittin'  the  Trail   149  Tex    Rltter   Mar. 
Hot  Oil   James  Cagney   
Killers  of  the  Sea  135  Capt.    W.    Casewell  Apr. 
Navy  Spy  137   Conrad  Nagel-Eleanor  Huat  Mar. 
Romance  and  Rlche*  (G)  l53...Cary  Grant-Mary  Brian  Mar. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "The  Amazing  Quest.") 
23'/2  Hours  Leave  103  James  Ellison-Terry  Walker  Mar. 

Running  Time 
Date       Minutes  Reviewed SO/S7t...52..Fob.  13/37 
29t  66  

lit  70'/1..O(t  I 
2/37t  73....  Doe.  19 
pp.  74,  77;  Feb.  20/37, 

6/37t..  .66'/,.Jai.  1/87 

20t  81....  Dee.  12 

23/37t  Feb.  20/37 
4/37t....  79'/,..  Scat  18 

14,  p.  90.) 
22t  62.  ...Nov.  14 
27/37t  

I8,'37t  55'/!.. Feb.  15 

25t  81....  Ost  14 
8t  63. ...Nov.  14 

Mar.  27/371 

20. '371- . 

7,'37t. 

27,'37t 

6,'37f . 

2l/37t. 

..70. 
.Aug.  21 

GUARANTEED 

Title 
Just  My  Leek  
Luek  *f  th*  Irish  
Phantom  Ship  
Women  la  Whit*  

Running  Time 

Star  Rel  Date       Minutes  Rovis 
Eddie  Nugent-Charles  Ray  June  15  

,  Richard  Hayward   Sept.  I5t  
,  Bela  Lugosi-Shirley  Grey  Oct.  I5t  
,  Molly  Lamont-Lester  Matthews.  .  .July  15  
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<  omino 
Crime  Patrol   Ray  Walkor-Geneva  Mitchell  Mar.  I,'37t. 
Early  Bird,  The  Richard  Hayward     
Irish  and  Proud  of  It   Richard  Hayward  

HOFFBERG 

Title  Star 
Calling  All  Can  Jtek  LaRue-Lllllan  Mllet  
Fir*  Trad,  Tin  Norman  Fotter-Evaly*  Knapp.. 
fllrl  from  Maxln'i  Leslie  Henton-Fraacet  Day  
Iiyaah   Borae*  Expedition   
Pal*'*  Wedding   Greenland  Drama   
Restut  Squad   Ralph  Forbe»-8hella  Terry  
Bona  at  the  Starlet  Flower  Swedish   
Tenderfoot  Ban  Watt,  A  Jaek  LaRue- Rutted  Bleatea  
Unela  from  America  Czeek  Film   
Vale*  at  India  HoetTer  Expedition  
Waated  Men   Chariot  Laughton- Dorothy  Silk. Coming 

Crime  of  Voodeo  Frodl  Washington   

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
Fab.   I0,'37t....62.jan.  16/36 
Jan.    tO/S7t....58.D**.  7/85 

..65.  Oet  14/83 ..70  

..73  

.0*t  It... 

.Net.  lit... 

.Fab.  I5/S7t 

.Fab.   I0/S7t  62.. 

.Sept.    It  80.. 
.Oet.    I5t  62.. 
.Dee.    ISt  SO.. 
.Nov.     It  70.. 
Stpt    It  02.. 

.03. 

IMPERIAL 
Running  Time 

Title  star  Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
Broken  Blossoms  (A)  Dolly  Haas-E.  Williams  Dee.     It...  90.... June  « 
Higb  Hat   Frank  Luther- Dorothy  Dare  Jan.     I."37t  90  
She  Shall  Have  Masle  Jaek  Hylton-Juna  Clyde  Nov.     It  90. Dee.     I. 'SB 

Coming 
Detrslayar   
I  Demand  Paymeat   Betty  Burgess-Jack  LaRoe  
Judgment  Day   
Rich  Relation*    Ralph  Forbes- Frances  Grant  
With  Pleasure.  Madam  Conrad  Nagel-Marta  Labarr  

INVINCIBLE 

Title  Star  Rel.  Data 
till*  Islaad   Donald  Cook-Peggy  Shannon  Nov.  St. 
Easy  Money  (G)  Onslow  Stevens-Kay  Llnaker  June  10.. 
It  Couldn't  Have  Happened  (a). Reginald  Denny-Jaek  LaRue  Aug.  I.. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (0.)  Chick  Chandler- Evalyn  Knapp  May  2.. 

Running  Tim* 
Reviewed Minutes 

 OS  
 oo'/i.. July  II 

....04.... Aug.  2* 

.. ..75... .July  4 

Borrowed  Time 
Coming 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
Running  Time 

Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 
..71....  Apr.  II 
.112.. ..Dm.  12 

24... 
25t.. 80.) 

I0t.. 
20t.. 

27t.. 
.108. 

Do*. 

«,'37 

I, '37.. 
107.) 

22,'S7t....7I.Feb. 
26,'37t  
10  79..  ..July  II 
IS  92.... Sept.  12 

5.. 

80.) 

lit. 

28.. 

79; 

Dot. 

..94... 

..72... 
.103... 
31.  p. 

Title  Star 
Absolute  Quiet  (8)  109  Ireno  Horvey-Llonal  A  twill  Apr. 
After  the  Thin  Man  (8)  713. ..Wm.  Powell- Myrna  Ley  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  71;  Feb.  6.'37.  p.  72;  Feb.  13/37.  p 
All  American  Chump  (G)  705.. Stuart  Erwln-Betty  Fumes*  OtL 
April  Romanes  (G)  708  Richard  Taubar  Nov. 
Bern  te  Dance  (Q)  709  Eleanor  Powell-James  Stewart  N*v. 

(Exploitation:  pp.  89,  S3;  Jan.  2,'37,  p.  108;  Jan.  23,'37,  p.  80.) 
Camilla  (A)  839  Greta  Garbo-Robert  Taylor  Jan. 

(See  production  article,  Oet.  24,  p.  10;  exploitation:  Jan.  2,'S7,  p. 
Dangerous  Number  (G)  718. ..Robert  Young-Aa*  Sothera  Jan. 
Day  at  the  Races,  A  Marx  Brothers-Allan  Jones  Feb. 
Devil  D*ll,  The  (8)  831  Lionel  Barrymore-M.  O'Sulllvan  . . July 
Devil  Is  a  Sissy,  The  (0)  838.  Freddie  Bartholomew-J.  Cooper. .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Ott.  17,  p.  73;  Dot.  28.  p.  71;  Jaa.  2/87.  I.  100;  Jan.  t,'37.  p.  88.) 
Espionage  723   Edmund  Lowe-Madge  Evan*  Feb.  26,'37t..  ..67  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  I3,'37.) 
Fury  (G)  810  Sylvia  8ldney-Spene*r  Traty  June 

(Exploitation:  June  20,  p.  117;  June  27,  pp.  80,  81;  Sept.  5,  p. 
General  Spanky  (0)  714  Spanky  MtFarlaad-P.  Helm**  Dee. 
Gorgeous  Hussy,  Th*  (G)  833.. Joan  Crawford- Robert  Tayltr  Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  I,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p, 
6/37.  P.  68.) 

S rest  Zlegfeld,  The  (•)  700... W.  Powell-M.  Ley-L.  Ralner  Sept.  4. 
(Pictorial:  Jan.  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  76;  June  27,  p.  82 
15,  p.  79;  Aug.  22,  p.  114;  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  92;  Nov. 
Feb.  6,'37,  p.  72;  Feb.  20/37,  p.  85.) 

Hit  Brother's  Wife  (A)  157....  Root.  Taylor-Barbara  Stanwyck. . .  Aug.  7. 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  15.  p.  76;  Aug.  29.  p.  86;  Deo.  19,  p.  89.) 

Kelly  the  Second  (G)  702  Patsy  Kelly-Pert  Kelton  Aug. 
Last  of  Mrs.  Cheyney,  Th*  7I9.J.  Crawford- Wm.  Powell  Feb. 

(See  "In  th*  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Libeled  Lady  (B)  848  Jean  Harlow-Wllllara  P*woll- 

Myrna  Loy-8pancer  Tracy  OsL 
Longest  Night,  Th*  (B)  704... Robert  Young- Florene*  Rice  Oet. 
Ltvo  on  th*  Run  (9)  854  Clark  Gable-Joan  Crawford  Nov. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  9/S7,   p.  84.) 
Mad  Holiday  (G)  70S  Elista  Landl-Edmund  Law*  Nov. 
Mama  Stepa  Out  (G)  721  Guy  Klbbee- Alice  Brady  Feb. 
Man  at  the  People  (Q)  716. ..  Joseph  Callela- Florence  Rlea  Jan. 
Mister  Cinderella  707  Jack  Haley-Betty  Furnes*  Ott. 
Old  Hotth  (fl)  829  Wallace  Beery-Ceellla  Parker  Sept 
Our  Relation*  (8)  710  Lanral  and  Hardy  Oet. 
Plotadllly  Jit*  (0)  655  Rebt.  Montgomery-Madge  Evan*.. Aug. 
Robin  Hood  *f  El  Dorado,  The 
608   Warner  Baxter- Ann  Lerlng  Apr. 

(So*  "In  the  Cutting  Ream/'  Mar.  7.)  (Exploitation:  May  80,  p. 
San  Franeltco  (8  )  636  ....Clark  Gable-J.  MaoDonald  June 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  pp.  93,  94;  Aug.  8,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  pp. 
Sept.  5,  p.  80;  Sept.  12,  pp.  66,  68:  Oot.  3,  pp.  78,  83;  Oct.  31 

..64.... Sept.  8 

..82..  Feb.  13/37 

.108.... Nov.  fl 

 180... ;  Aug.  8,  p. 
28,  p.  108; 

.May  SO 

.Oet  II 

Sept  I 
76;  Jan. 

Apr.  4 90|  Aug. 
Da*.  5; 

..80.... Aug.  22 

21. 
..71.... Oot.  10 

I9,'37t..  ..98. 

8. ... 

2t... 20. . . . 

I8t... 5/S7t tl/S7t 

2St... 
23. 

sot 

14. 

.98.... Ott  17 

.51. ...Oet  II 
.SI. ...NOV.  21 

.71....  N*V.  14 

.65. Feb.  8/37 

.81.  Jan.  30/37 
 76  
 80.... Sept.  S 

....74. ...Nov.  SI 

..  ..97. ...Aug.  IS 

17  88  
85;  July  II,  p.  124.) 
28  III... .July 
113,  114;  Aug.  29,  p. 
,  P.  79.) 

4 85; 

Sinner  Take  All  (A)  712  Bruce  Cabot-Marg't  Lladtay  Dm.    ISt  74. ...Do*.  19 
Small  Town  Girl  (0  )  607  Janet  Gaynor-Robort  Taylor  ..Apr.    IS  108  Apr.  II 

(Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  June  27.  p.  80;  July  25.  p.  77;  Aug.  8,  p.  91.) 
Speed  (G)  852  Wendy  Barrle-Jame*  Stewart  May     S  72. ...May  2 

Title  Star 
Suzy  (G)  518  Jean  Harlow-Franehot  To**.... 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  pp.  74,  79;  Aug. 
Sworn  Enemy  (8  )  703  Robert  Young- Florence  Rite.... 

(Exploitation:  Deo.  20,  p.  70.) 

Tarzan  Etcapet  (8)  711  J.  Welttmuller-M.  O'Sulllvan 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  06;  Doc.  26,  p.  75;  Feb.  6/37, 

Throe  Wise  Guys  (Q)  653  Robert  Young-Betty  Fur****... 
(Exploitation:  July  IS.  p.  81.) 

Trouble  for  Two  (0)  646  Robert  Montgomery- R.  Rusted. 
Under  Cover  of  Night  (G)  713. Edmund  Lowe-Florence  Riot  
Unguarded  Hour,  The  (8)  65I.Loretta  Young-Franchot  Tana... 
We  Went  to  College  (G)  628. ..Walter  Abel-Edith  Atwater  
Women  Are  Trouble  (G)  701. ..Stuart  Erwln-Florence  Rice.... 

Running  Tim* 
Rel.  Data      Mlautea  Reviewed 

..July    24  95..  ..Juty  IS 
29,  pp.  84,  67;  Nev.  7,  p.  87.) 
.Sept.   lit  78. ...July  II 

..Nov.     8t   .89. ...Nev.  7 
p.  72;  Feb.  20/37,  p.  85.) 
..May    18  75.. ..May  16 

.May    29  75....M*y  88 

.Jan.  S/S7t....72..Jan.  9/37 

.Apr.     S  88....  Apr.  4 

.June  19  69. ...June  27 
..July  Sit  59. ...June  to Coming 

Captains  Courageous   F.  Barthelomew-8peneer  Tracy  Mar.  I9,'37t  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Deo.  19.) 

Good  Earth.  The  (A)  Paul  Munl-Lulso  Ralner  138.. Fob.  6/37 
(See  production  article,  July  II,  p.  76;  exploitation:  Feb.  6/37,  p.  72;  Feb.  20/37,  p.  85.) 

I  Stand  Accused  Lionel  Barrymoro-Cecllla  Parker  ..  Mar.  26/37t  
Maytime  720   J.  MaeDonald-Nelson  Eddy  

(Sec  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Night  Must  Fall  Robt.   Montgomery- R.  Russell  
Nobody's  Baby   (G)   Patsy  Kelly- Robt  Armttraag  *65.Feb.  6/37 
Parnell  722   Clark  Gablt- Myrna  Loy  Mar.  I9/S7t  

(See  production  article,  Feb.  13/37,  p.  16.) 
Personal  Property   Jean  Harlow- Robert  Tayl*r  Apr.  2/37t  
Pick  a  Star  Jack  Haley-Patsy  Kelly  
Romeo  and  Juliet  (G)  1100  Norma  Shearer- Leslie  Howard  127  July  18 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  28,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  79; 
Jan.  30/37,  p.  83 til  Feb.  6/37,  p.  77.) 

Song  of  the  City  Dean  Jeffries- Marg't  Lindsay ....  Mar.  12/37  
Way  Out  Wttt  (8)  Laurel  and  Hardy  "65.. Jan.  2/87 

MITCHELL  LEICHTER 

Title 
Sener  Jim 

Runalag  Time 

Star  Rel.  Date      Mlauttt  Revl*w*d Coming 

Conway  Tearie-Barbara  Bedford  

PARAMOUNT 

Railing  Tim* 
Star  Rel.  Date      Mlautet  Reviewed 

Paul  Kelly-Marsha  Huat  Oet    23t  62  Nev.  Si ..66..  Feb.  20/37 

..68  June  II 

Title Aeeutlng  Finger  (0)  8814 
Along  Came  Love  (G)  3616  Iran*  Hervey-Ckas.  Starrett  Nov.  6t  
And  Sudden  Death  (G)  8563. ..  Randolph  Ssott-Francet  Drake. ..  .June  19  

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  88;  Aug.  15,  pp.  76,  77;  Aug.  22,  p.  112;  Aug. 
19,  p.  66;  Oct.  3,  pp.  81,  82;  Oct.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84;  Nov.  14 
p.  75;  Jan.  30/37.  p.  84.) 

Arizona  Mahoney  (G)  3621  Larry  Crabbe-Joe  Cook  Dot.  4t  
Arizona  Raiders,  The  (G)  8564. Buster  Crabbe-Marsha  Hunt  Juno  26  
Big  Broadcast  of  1937,  The  (8) 
3612   Jaek  Benny-Burns  &  Allen  Ott.  It.... 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  24,  p.  69;  Oct.  31.  p.  75;  Nov.  28,  pp.  96,  98; 
12,  p.  82.) 

Big  Brown  Eyet  (8)  8548  Joan  Bennett-Cary  8raat  Apr. 
Border  Flight  (8  )  855S  John  Howard -Franeet  Farmer  May 
Borderland  (G)   Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Fob. 
Bulldog  Drummond  Etcapet  Ray  Mllland- Heather  Angel  Jan. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Deo.  19.) 
Case  Against  Mrs.  Amos,  Th* 

(A)  3555  Madeleine  Carr*ll-8eerga  Brant.. May 
(Exploitation:  June  6,  p.  121;  July  4,  p.  69.) 

Champagne  Waltz  (8)  Gladys  8warthont-F.  Mat  Murray  .  .Jan. 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  pp.  79.  80.) 

Clarence   Roseoe  Karnt-Charlotte  Wyatert . .  Feb. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dae.  26.) 

College  Holiday  (Q)  8623  Jaek  Benny-Burnt  &  Allan  Dot. 
Doctor's  Diary,  A  (8)  John  Trent-Helen  Burgess  Jan. 
Early  to  Bed  (G)  3560  Chat.  Rugglet-Mary  Bolaad  Juaa 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Eaty  te  Take  3617  Marsha  Hunt-John  Howard  Net. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet  3.) 
Fatal  Lady  (Q)  3552  Mary  Ellis-Walter  Pldgtoa  May 
Florida  Special  (8  )  3534  Jaek  Oakla-Sally  Ellen  May 
Forgotten  Faest  (8  )  3351  Herbert  Marthall-8.  Michael  May 
General  Died  at  Dawa,  The  (8) 
3607   Gary  Cooper-Madeleine  Carroll. .  .Sopt. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  15,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nev.  14,  p, 
Girl  of  th*  Ozark*,  Th*  (8) 
3561   Virginia  Weldler-H.  Cresnun  June  12.. 

Go  West,  Young  Maa  (A)  8818. Mae  West-Randolph  Seott  Nov.  ISt. 

p.  84;  SopL 92;  Deo.  28, 

..58..  Feb.  20/37 
..57. ...Oot  17 
.100... 
5,  p. 

.Oot  19 

78;  Dot. 
1  71.. ..Apr.  II 
21  59.. ..Apr.  SB 
26/37t...*75..Feb.  13/37 I5/S7t  

8  85....  May  I 

2l/87t..  .  85.... Deo.  It I2,'37t. 

25t.... 

22,'37t. S  
..87....  DM.  te ."70. Jan.  SO/17 

..73.... July  U 

It.. 

IS... 

s... 15... 

4t.. 

•5.) 

.87. 
..71.... May  » 
..67.... Apr.  tt 
..72.. ..May  2 

..88.... Sopt  II 

(Exploitation:  p.  80;  Deo.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  2/37,  p.  106:  Jan.  30/37,  p. 

...SS....JUM  I 

.  .  80. ...Nov.  14 

84.) 

,.  .78  .  ..72..  ..Nat.  14 
...74.. ..Nov.  7 

Heart  of  the  Wott  3567  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellltta  July  24... 
Hideaway  Girl  (8)  3619  Martha  Rayo-Robt.  Cummlngt. . .  .Nov.  20t. . 
Hollywood  Boulevard  (8  )  3603. .Joha  Halllday-Robt.  Cummlngt.  . .Aug.  lit.. 
Hopalong  Cattldy  Return  (8) 
3666   William  Boyd-Evelyn  Broit  Oet.    23t  75  Aug.  tl 

I'd  Give  My  Llf*  (8  )  3602...  Sir  Guy  8tandlag-F.  Drake  Aug.   I4t  SI. ...Aug.  » 
John  Meade's  Woman  (A)  Edw.  Arnold-Franclno  Larrl mart.. Feb.  26/37t . . .*85. .  Feb.  20/37 
Jungle  Prlneett,  The  (6)  3620  Ray  Mllland-Dortthy  Laatur  Nov.   27t  84  Nov.  tS 
Lady,  B*  Careful  (8  )  8808..  .  Lew  Ayrot-Mary  Carlltlt  Sept    4t  71. ...Ass.  ■ 
Let's  Mike  a  Million  3622  Edward  Everett  Horto*  Dm.    ISt  60  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  28.) 
Maid  of  Salem  (8)  C.  Colbert-Fred  MaeMurray  Feb.  It,'37t. .  .'85. Jan.  30/37 
Mind  Yaur  Own  Buslaott  (8) 
3628   Chariot  Rugglet-AIItt  Brady  Jan.     8/87t.   ..78  Dae.  II 

Moon't  Our  Homo.  The  (8)  3549  Margaret  Sullavan-Henry  Fonda.. Apr.    10  S3  Apr.  II 
Murder  with  Pictures  (8)  3610. Lew  Ayors-Gall  Patrick  Sept  2St  71.... Sopt  * 
My  Amerlean  Wife  (G)  3601 . . .  Francis  Lederer-Ana  Sothera  Aug.    7t  63  Jury  If (Exploitation:  Sopt  II,  p.  88.) 
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(TtiE  RELEASE  CHART— CCN'Ti 

Running  Tim* 
Data      Mlnutaa  Ravlewad 

B/37t...*73.Feb.  8/37 
■  72.... June  • 
l.'37t. .  .1 13  Nov.  28 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Outcast  (Q)   Warren  Wllllam-Karen  Morley.  ..Feb. 
Pain  Sprlnot  (0)  3559  Frances  Langford-Smlth  Ballev.  . .June 
Plainsman.  The  (0  )  3824  Gary  Cooper-Jean  Arthur  Jan. 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  30. '37,  p.  85;  Feb.  20, '37,  p.  82.) 
Poppy  (G)  3562  W.  C.  Flelds-Rochelle  Hudson. ..  .June    18  73. 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  29,  p.  84;  Oet  31.  p.  82.) 
Princess  Conies  Across.  The  (G) 
3557   C.  Lombard-Fred  MacMurray  May 

Return  of  Sophie  Lang.  The  (Q) 
8566   Gertrude  Michael-Ray  Mllland.  ..July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90.) 
Rhythm  on  the  Range  (G)  3569. Bing  Crosby- Frances  Farmer  July 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  91;  Aug.  15,  p.  74;  Aug.  22,  p.  Ill; 
p.  68;  Sept.  19,  p.  64;  Sept.  26,  p.  74;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oet.  31, 
Dec.  12,  p.  87.) 

Rose  Bowl  (G)  36IS  Eleanore  Whitney-Tom  Brevn..  ..Oet. 
Scrooge  (G)  3527  Seymour  Hleks- Donald  Calthrop  . .  Dee. 
Sky  Parade  (G)  3550  Jimmy  Allen-Katherlne  DeMllle  . .  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127;  Jan.  16, '37.  p.  78.) 
Son  Comes  Home,  A  (G)  3873.  Mary  Boland- Donald  Woods  July  81. 
Spendthrift  (G)  3568  Henry  Fonda-Pat  Paterson  July  10. 
Straight  from  the  Shoulder  (G) 
3605   Ralph  Bellamy-Katherlne  Locke.. Aug 

Texas  Rangers,  The  (G)  8604..  Fred  MacMurray-Jean  Parker. ..  .Aug 
(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  78;  Sept.  26,  p.  71;  Oct.  31,  p.  62; 
p.  92;  Jan.  I6.'37,  p.  81.) 

Three  Cheers  for  Ltve  (Q)  3585.  E.  Whltney-Robt.  Cummlngs  July  17  
Three  Married  Men  (A)  3608..Lynne  Overman-Wm.  Frawley. .  . .Sept,  lit.... 
Three  en  the  Trail  (G)  3553... William  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Apr.  24  
Till  We  Meet  Again  (G)  3551 ..  Herbert  Marshall-G.  Michael  Apr.  17  
Trail  Dust  (G)  3667  Wm.  Boyd-JImmy  Ellison  Dee.  lit  
Valiant  Is  the  Word  far  Carrie 
(A)  3811    Gladys  George-Arllne  Judge  Oet.  2t.... 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  76;  Feb.  13/37.  p.  86.) 
Wedding  Present  (S)  3618  Joan  Bennett-Cary  Grant  Oet.  I6t  

(Exploitation:  Dec.  8,  p.  78.) 
Wives  Never  Know  (G)  3609. ..  Charles  Ruggles-Mary  Boland ....  Sept.  (St.... 
Veurs  for  the  Asking  (G)  3571.  G.  Raft-D.  Costello  Barry  more.  ..July  24  

Coming 

Danger,   Men  Working  Lew  Ayres-Ruth  Coleman  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 

Girl  from  Scotland  Yard  Karen  Morley- Robert  Baldwin  
Her  Husband  Lies  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  Mar.  I2,'37t. 
High,  Wide  and  Handsome. ..  Irene  Dunne-Randolph  Scott  
Internes  Can't  Take  Money  Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  McCrea  
Leve  Trap,  The  Ricardo  Cortez-Gail  Patrick  
I  Met  Him  In  Pari*  Claudette  Colbert-Robt.  Young  
Murder  Goes  to  College  Roscoe  Karns-Marsha  Hunt  Mar.  5/37t. 
8ouls  at  Sea  Gary  Cooper-George  Raft  

(See  production  article,  Jan.  30/37,  p.  16.) 
Swing  High,  Swing  Lew  Carole  Lombard-F.  Mae  Murray.  ..Mar.  I2,'37t. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Walklkl  Wedding  Blng  Crosby-Shirley  Rots  Mar.  26/37t. 
Years  Are  Se  Long  Beulah  Bondl-VIctor  Moore  

.Juno  19 

.76. ...May  16 

3  64  June  20 

31  87  July  24 
Sept.  5,  p.  85;  8ept.  12, 
pp.  78,  76;  Nov.  7,  p.  87: 

SOt  80  Oct.  24 
20  73.  Dee.  21/35 
17  70.... Apr.  4 

...75  Aug.  15 
..77.... June  20 

28t  71.... Aug.  22 
28t  99.. ..Aug.  29 
Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  19. 

..64. ...July  4 

..61.... Sept  5 

..67... .Apr.  18 

..72....  Apr.  II 

..77..  Jan.  2/87 

.109. ...Sept  26 

..81. ...Oet  8 

..73.... Sept  12 

..75....  Aug.  8 

PURITAN 

Title  Star  Rel. 
A  ess  and  Eights  (S)  Tim  McCoy-Luana  Walton  June 
Ghost  Patrol  (G)  Tim  McCoy-Claudia  Dell  Aug. 
Llghtnln'  BUI  Carson  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  Apr. 
Llen't  Den,  The  Tim  McCoy-Joan  Woodbury  July 
Prison  Shadows   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Lund  June 
Reckless  Way,  The  Marian  Nixon-Kane  Richmond. .. .Apr. 
Traitor,  The   Tim  McCoy-Frances  Grant  Aug. 

Running  Time 
Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
It  62.... Am.  22 
St  80.. ..Salt  19 
ISt  
et  
I8t  76  
20t  68  
29t  

RAY  KIRKWOOD 

Title Star 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Data      Minutes  Reviewed 

Adventurous  Rogue  Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Jan.  8/87t. 
El  Justiciar*   Ernesto  Guillen   Jan.  8/S7t. 
Fighting  Vagabenda   Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Feb.  I9,'87t. 

Masked.  Devil,  The. 
Coming 

.Bobby  Nelson-Donald  Reed  Apr. •VSTt. 

RELIABLE 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Ambush  Valley   Bob  Custer  Nov. 
Pint*  Rustler*   Tom  Tyler-Catherine  Cotter  May 
Santa  Fa  Bound  Tom  Tyler-Jeanne  Martell. ...... .Aug. 
Santa  Fe  Ride*  Bob  Custer  Feb. 
Speed  Reporter   Richard  Talmadge-Luana  Walter*  .  .May 
Vengeance  of  Rannah  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr.-Bob  Custer  Nov. 

Coming 

Running  Tim* 
Data      Minute*  Reviewed 
It  58  
I4t  88  
ISt  56  
2S/37t  
I4t  56  
6t  56  

Apache  Trail    Bob  Custer  
Frontier  Fury   Bob  Custer  
Outlaw  River  Rln-Tln-TIn,  Jr. 

Title  Star 
Prairie  Terror   Bob  Custer  . 
Silver  Trail    Rln-Tln-TIn, 
Thundering  Stampede   Bob  Custer  . 

Rel. Running  Tlk.. 

Date      Minute*  Reviewed 

Jr.-Rex  Leas*  Feb.  28/37t- 

REPUBLIC 

..May 

.Feb. 
.  .Aug. 

..Oct 

Title  Star  Rel. 
Bar  Z  Bad  Men  6323  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L,  January. .  .Jan. 
Beware  of  Ladies  (G)  6011  Donald  Cook-Judith  Allen  Dot. 
Big  Show,  The  6301   Gene  Autry-Kay  Hughes  Nov. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  24.) 
Bold  Caballero,  The  (G)  6101..  Bob  Livingston-Heather  Angel. ..  .Jan. 
Border  Phantom  6333  Bob  Steele-Harley  Wood  Dee. 
Bulldog  Edition  (A)  6032  Ray  Walker-Evalyn  Knapp  Sept. 
Cavalry  6331   Bob  Steele- France*  Grant  Oct. 
Comln'  Round  the  Mountain  (Q) 
3571   Gene  Autry-Ann  Rutherford  Apr. 

Country  Gentlemen  (G)  6010. .  .Olson  and  Johnson  Nov. 
Down  to  the  Sea  6009  Russell  Hardie-Ann  Rutherford. .  .Aug. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  5,  p.  80.) 
Federal  Agent  3548  William  Boyd-lrene  Ware  Apr. 
Follow  Your  Heart  (G)  6001 ...  Marion  Talley- Michael  Bartlett. .  .Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  82.) 
Frank ie  and  Johnnie  (A)  8555. Helen  Morgan-Chester  Merrls 

(Exploitation:  May  30,  p.  85;  Aug.  22.  p.  1(2.) 
Gambling  Terror  6324  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith 
Gentleman  from  Louisiana  (6) 
3503  Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry. 

Ghost  Town  Gold  6312  Bob  Livingston- Ray  Corrlgan 
Girl  from  Mandalay,  The  3535. .Kay  Llnaker-Conrad  Nagel  Apr. 
Go-Get  'Em  Haines  3549  William  Boyd-Shella  Terry  Juno 
Gun  Ranger,  The  6332  Bob  Steele- Eleanor  Stewart  Nov. 
Guns  and  Guitar*  (G)  3578.... Gene  Autry- Dorothy  Dix  Juno 
Happy  Go  I  Lucky  (G)  6013  Phil  Regan-Evelyn  Venable  Dee. 
Harvester,  The  (G)  3508  Alice  Brady-Ann  Rutherford  May 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  79;  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Hearts  In  Bondage  (G)  6008. ..James  Dunn-Mae  Clark*  Aug. 
House  of  a  Thousand  Candles 
<G)  3505   Mae  Clark-Phillips  Holme*  Apr. 

Join  the  Marines  (G)  6003  June  Travis-Paul  Kelly  Jan. 
Larceny  on  the  Air  (G)  6030.  .Grace  Bradley-Bob  Livingston..  ..Jan. 
Lawless  Land  6322  Johnny  Mack  Brown-L.  Stanley  ..Nov. 
Lonely  Trail,  The  (G)  8568  John  Wayne-Ann  Rutherford  May 
Man  Betrayed,  A  (G)  8012  Eddie  Nugent-Kay  Hugh**  Dee. Mandarin  Mystery,  The  (G) 

6031   Eddie  Qulllan-Charlotte  Henry... Dee. 
Navy  Born  (G)  8516  William  Gargan-Clalra  Dodd  Juno 
Oh,  Susannal  6303  Gene  Autry- Frances  Grant  Aug. 
Old  Corral,  The  6308  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Dee. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 
Paradise  Express   Grant  Withers-Dorothy  Appleby  ..Feb. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  23/37.) 
President's  Mystery,  The  (G) 
6007   Henry  Wlleoxon-Betty  Fornax..  ..Oet 

Ride,  Ranger,  Rlda  6304  Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Sept 
Rider*  of  the  Whistling  Skull 
6314   Bob  Livingston- Ray  Corrlgan  Jan. 

Roarln'  Lead  6313  Bob  LIvlngston-Ray  Corrlgan  Do*. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  7.) 

Singing  Cowboy,  The  (G)  3872  Gene  Autry-Lois  Wilde  May 
Sitting  on  the  Moon  (G)  8528. .Roger  Pryer-Graee  Bradley..... ..Sept. 
Three  Mesquiteer*  (G)  6311....  Bob  LIvlngston-Ray  Corrlgan  Sept 
Ticket  to  Paradise  (G)  3908... Roger  Pryor-Wendy  Barrio  July 
Trusted  Outlaw,  The  6334  Bob  Steele-Lols  January  Feb. 
Two  Wise  Maids  (G)  Alison  Skipwerth-Polly  Moran.  ..Feb. 
Undercover  Man  6321  Johnny  Mack  Brown -S.  Kaarea.  ..Sept. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Sept.  12.) 
Winds  of  the  Wasteland  3561... John  Wayne-Phyllis  Frasar  July 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  23.) 

Running  Time 

Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
20/37t....5l  
2lt  61. .Feb.  18/87 
I6t  70  

l8/S7t....7I....DM.  ■ 28t  58  
21 1  56.... Sept  28 
I4t  60  

IS.. 

9t. 

2St. 

.55....  Apr.  II 
.68.... Oet  81 
.67.... July  II 

10  89  

St  82.. ..Ann.  IS 
1  68. ...May  a 

IS/S7t  

17  66. ...Aug.  a 
28t  88  
20   88  
18  60  

let  49  22   58.... July  II 
I4t  68.. ..Dm.  12 
S  74.... Apr.  IS 

ISt. 
.72.... Jul*  ■ 

8  69....  Mar.  1 
2S,'S7t....67.Fab.  8/87 
ll/S7t....60.Jan.  18/87 
23t  58  
28  55. ...Nov.  14 
28t  56. Jan.  16/37 

7t  S3....  Nov.  a 
IS  87.. ..Jan*  V 
Itt  59  
tit  88  

22/S7t  

St  78....0*t.  8 
30t  88  

4/87t.. ..55  
St  S3  
II  88.  ...May  19 

IS  66. ...Sept  • 
Sit  56.... Sept  IS 
io  a.. ..July  a 
l.'STt  

IS/37t...*70.F*b.  8/37 24t  88  

S  a  

22/37t. 
l/37t. 

Coming 

Bill  Cracks  Down  Grant  Withers- Judith  Allen  Mar. 
Circus  Girl   June  Travis-Bob  Livingston  Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  13/37.) 
Git  Along  Little  Dogies  6307.. Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnetts  Mar.  22.537f  
Hit  Parade,  The  Frances  Langford-Phll  Regan  
Hit  the  Saddle  6315  Bob  Livingston-Ray  Corrlgan  Mar.  S/37t  
Jim  Hanvey,  Detective  Guy  Klbbee   Mar.  24/37t  
Lightnin'  Crandall   Bob  Steele   Mar.  I5/S7t  
Round-up  Tin*  In  Texas  8308.. Gene  Autry-Smlley  Burnett*  Feb.  28/3?f. .  . .58. 
Trail  of  Vengeance  8328  Johnny  Mack  Brown-I.  Meredith  . .Mar.  29/37t  

RKO  RADIO 

St. ..75....  Oet. 

10.. 
.80....Ja1y  II 
.67. 

Big  Game,  The  (G)  702  Jun*  Travli-Phlllp  Huttn  Oat 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Dee.  19,  p.  88.) 

Bride  Walk*  Out,  Tha  (Q)  831 .  Barbara  Stanwyck-G.  Raymond.  ..July 
(Exploitation:  Oet.  24,  p.  70;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Bunker  Bean  630  Owen  Davit,  Jr.-Loult*  Latimer.. June  a. 
(See  "HI*  Majesty  Bunker  Bean,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  May  30.) 

Criminal  Lawyer  713   Lee  Traey-Margot  Graham*  Jan.   a.'STt  72  
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oet.  31.) 

Dancing  Pirate  (G)  670  Charles  Colllnt-Stefl  Duaa  May   tS  a. ...May  18 
(Exploitation:  Jun*  6,  pp.  117,  121;  Dec.  a,  p.  72.) 

b 
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Oat.    I  St. 

I8t.. 
16... 

Title  Star 
Daniel  Boone  (G)  781  George  O'Brien-Heather  And. 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  31,  p.  74.) 
Oon't  Turn  'Em  Loose  (A)  538. Bruce  Cabot-Loulte  Latimer  Sept. 
Cx-Mrt.  Bradford,  The  (Q)  628. William  Powell-Jean  Arthur  May 

(Exploitation:  July  4,  p.  68.) 
Grand  Jury  633  Fred  Stone-Louise  Latimer  Aug. 
Last  Outlaw,  The  (G)  629  Harry  Carey-Hoot  Gibson  June 
Left  Sing  Again  (G)  646  Bobby  Breen-Henry  Armetta  June 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  20,'37,  p.  80.) 
Love  on  a  Bet  (G)  620  Gene  Raymond-Wendy  Barrle  Mar. 
Make  Way  for  a  Lady  (Q)  705  Anne  Shirley-Herbert  Marshall.  ..Nov. 
Mary  of  Soetland  (8  )  634  Kath.  Hepburn-Fredrle  March. ...  Aug. 

(See  production  article,  Apr.  II,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Aug.  8,  p.  80 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

..77. ...Oet  31 

..65. ...Aug.  21 

.81.. ..May  2 

It  70. ...May  SO 
IX  68  Apr.  25 

6  77  Fab.  8 
I3t  65  Deo.  19 
28  123. ...July  25 
:  Aug.  29.  p.  84;  Sept.  5, 

17  

It  

17  I8t  

26/37+.. 
II  

15/37.  . 
29,'37t.. 
25t  

I9,'37t.. 
21  
27f  
8  4  

72;  Oet. 

8... 

.66.. .July 
.Aug. 

.66....  Apr.  18 

.57.. Jap.  2/37 
•65. Jan.  S0.*S7t 
.69....  Nov.  21 

67..Jaa.  2/87 

pp.  78.  84,  95;  Sept.  26,  p.  70;  Oct.  3,  p.  82;  Oct  10,  p.  92;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70,  72;  Oct 
31.  p.  76.) 

M'LIss  (G)  632  Anne  Shirley-John  Beat  July 
Mummy's  Boys  (G)  701  Wheeler  and  Woolsey  Oet. 
Murder  an  the  Bridle  Path  (G) 
623   Helen  Broderlek-Jamet  G lease*. . .  Apr. 

Night  Waitress  (G)  711  Margot  Grahame-Gordoa  Janet. ...  Dee. 
Park  Avenue  Logger  (G)  George  O'Brlen-Beatrlca  Roberts . . Feb. 
Plot  Thlekees,  The  (G)  641  James  Gleason-Zasu  Pitta  Dee. 
Plough  and  the  Start,  The  (G) 
840   Barbara  Stanwyek-P.  Fatter  Jaa. 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  22,  p.  16.) 
Racing  Lady  (G)  707  Ann  Dvorak-Smith  Bellew  Jan. 
Rainbow  on  the  River  (G)  714.  Bobby  Brean-May  Robton  Dee. 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  26,  p.  71.) 
Sea  Devils  (G)  714  Victor  MeLaglen-Prerton  Fetttr..Feb. 
Second  Wife  (6  )  634  Walter  Abel-Gertrude  Mlthael  Aug. 
Smartest  Girl  la  Tews  (fl)  706.  Ann  Sothern-Gene  Raynoid  Nov. 
Special  Investigator  (G)  627.. .  Richard  Dlx-Margaret  Callahan.  .. May 
Swing  Time  (8)  637  Fred  Attalre-Glnger  Roger*  Sept. 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  67;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Oct.  24,  pp.  70, 
Nov.  7,  pp.  82,  84,  87;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,  110;  Nov.  28,  p.  99;  Dee.  5, 
p.  82;  Dee.  19,  pp.  91,  92,  94;  Dec.  26,  p.  70;  Jan.  2/37,  pp.  100,  106, 

That  Girl  from  Parlt  (8)  712.. Lily  Pons-Gene  Raymond  Jan.  22,'S7t. 
They  Wanted  to  Marry  (8)  715. Gordon  Jones-Betty  Furnett  Feb.     5/37 f. 
Two  In  Revolt  (8)  621....  Loulte  Latlraer-John  Arledt*. .  ..Apr, 

.59.. 
.88.. 

.Dee. 

..Dee. 

Walking  oa  Air  (G)  636  Gene  Raymond-Ann  Sotheri  Sept.  II  
Wanted:  Jane  Turner  843  Gloria  Stuart-Lee  Tracy  Dee.  4  

(See  "General  Delivery,"  "In  the  Cutting  Roan,"  Oet.  I.) 
We're  on  tha  Jury  716  (G).  ..Helen  Broderlck-Vletor  Moor*. .. .Feb.  I2,'37t. We  Who  Art  About  to  Die  (8) 
839   Preston  Foster-Ann  Dvorak  J  a  a.  8/37.. 

Without  Order*  (G)  704  Sally  Ellert-Robt.  Armstrong  Oet.  23t  
When's  Your  Birthday?  (G)  Joe  E.  Brown-Marian  Marah  Feb.  l9/37t. 
Witness  Chair,  The  (G)  628... Ann  Harding-Walter  Abel  Apr.  24  
Wlnterset  (G)  703  Burgos*  Meredith-Marge  Nov.  20+  

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37,  p.  60;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  83:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  84.) 
Woman  Rebala,  A  (A)  642  Kath.  Hepburn-H.  Marshall. ....  .Nov.  8  
Yallow  Duit  (8)  618  Richard  Dlx-Lella  Hyamt  Mar.  IS  

,*85..Feb.  20/37 
..59.... Aug.  22 
..58....N**.  7 
..61... .May  2 
.103. ...Aug.  29 
31,  pp.  76.  77; 
p.  83;  Dee.  12, 
108.) 

.105  Dee.  19 

..60.  ...Dee.  26 

..65.. ..May  2 

..69....ABI.  22 

..67  

..71. Jan.  23/37 

..82. ...Oet.  17 
..64. ...Oet  IS 
.*75..Feb.  20/37 
..64....  Apr.  II 
..77.... N*v.  21 

.88.. 
.68'/, ..Oet  II 

.Mar.  28 

Coming 

Cblaa  Paaaag*  718  Constance  Worth-V.  Hawtrth  Mar. 
(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 

Don't  Tell  tha  Wife  Guy  Klbbee-Una  Merkel  Mar. 
Man  Who  Came  Back,  The  John  Beal-Joan  Fontaine  Apr. 

(See  "Wings  of  Mercy,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Michael  Strogofl  717  Anton  Walbrook-Ellz.  Allan  Mar. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dec.  19.) 
Outcasts  of  Poker  Flat  Preston  Foster-Jean  Mulr  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  13/37.) 
Quality  Street   Kath.  Hepburn-Franehot  T*at  Apr. 

(See  "In  tha  Cutting  Room,"  Oet  7.) 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed   .Anne  Shirley- John  Morley  Apr. 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Fob.  20/37.) 
Stepping  Toe*   ...Fred  Astairs-Glnger  Roger*  Apr. 
Toast  of  New  York  719  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer.  .  .May 
Woman  I  Love.  The  721  Paul  Munl-Mlrlam  Hapklnt  Mar. 

(See  "Eseadrlll*."  "la  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 

18/371. 

l2/37t. 
2/S7t. 

5/37t. 

9/S7t. 
I6.'37t. 

23/S7t 

7/S7t. 
•aVWt. 

STATE  RIGHTS 

Tltl*  Star  Dltt'r 
August  Week-End   Valerie  Hobaaa  Grand  National. 
Below  the  Deadline  Ruttell  Hoptoa   Grand  National. 
Bridge  of  Sight  Onslow  Steve  at   Grand  National. 
Brilliant  Marriage   Joan  Marsh   Grand  National. 
Cutter'*  Last  Stand  Rex  Lease   Stage*.  Strata. 
Drakt  the  Pirate  (8)  Matheson  Lang  Grand  National. 
Easy  Money  (8)   Onslow  Stevens   Grand  National. 
Fend  af  the  West  Hoot  Glbton  Grand  National. 
Human  Adventure,  Tha  (8). Educational   «.  8.  Shield*.. 
I  Was  •  Captive  at  Nazi 
Germany  (8)    Isobel  Steel*   Malvlna  

Lady  Luek   Wit.  Bakewell   Grand  National, 
Little  Red  School  House. ..  Junior  Coghlan   Grand  National, 
Revolt  of  the  Demon*  (8).  Dorothy  Stone   Grand  National. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title  of  "Revolt  of  tha  Zombies.") 
Riding  Avenger  (G)  Hoot  Gibson  Grand  National. 
Ring  Around  tho  Moon  (8). Erin  O'Brien-Moore.. Grand  National. 
Romance  Ride*  the  Rang* 
(G)   Marlon  Shilling  ....Spectrum   , 

She-Devil  Island   C.  Guerrero   Grand  National. 
Southern  Maid   Bebe  Danlelt   Grand  National. 
Three  of  a  Kind  (8)  Chick  Chandler  Grand  National 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

...Apr.    10  67  

...Juaa     S  69  

...Mar.    1  66  

...Mar.  25    62</>  

...Apr.    1  9  rlt  

...Apr.     1  78.. Jaa*  I.U 

...July    10  66'/,..  July  I 

...Apr.    II  61'/,  

...Oet    II  72.... Oet  10 

...Aug.    1  73  Aag.  I 

...Auf.  IS  

...Mar.   10  59  

...July   20  60....Jnty  II 

...June   II  57. ...July  II 

...Det.    15  69'/,.. Mar.  28 

...Seat  28+  59.... Sept  28 

.  ..Junt     1  83  

...May     1  60  

...May   

2

0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

75....J*ly  
4 

Running  Time 
Title  Star  Dlst'r  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

Too  Much  Beef  Rex  Bell   Grand  National  Apr.   20  59  
Trouble  Ahead  (G)  Charles  Farrell   Atlantic   Sept  17+  75  Sept  21 
West  of  Nevada  Rex  Bell   Grand  National. ..  .June   22  59  

Coming 

Cavalcade  of  China   James  B.  Leong  8  rlt. 
Chinese  Melody   James  B.  Leong  8  rlt. 
Devil  on  Earth  James  B.  Leoag  ...6  rlt. 
Singing  Buckaroo,  The  Fred  Scott    Spectrum   

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  21.) 

SUPREME 

Running  Time Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutea  Reviewed 
Brand  of  the  Outlawt  Bob  Steele   Aug.  15  
Crooked  Trail,  The  Johnny  Mack  Brown  July  23  
Desert  Phantom,  Tho  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Mar.  10  
Everyman's  Law   Johnny  Mack  Brown  Juno  10  
Last  of  tho  Warrens  Bob  Steele   May  10.. 
Law  Rides,  The  Bob  Steele   June   2V . 
Rogue  of  the  Range  Johnny  Mack  Brown  Apr.  25.. 
Sundown  Saunders   Bob  8teele   Mar.  25.. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY-FOX 

.58. 

.58. 

Running  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Oet    23+  70.  Oet  24/11 

.Jan.  8/37+.... 96.... Sept.  II 
23/37,  p.  79.) 
.Sept.  18+  56.. ..Am.  22 
.Det.     4+  95. ...Dot.  6 

.July     1  59....JBB*  27 

.Nov.    13+  70.. ..Nov.  14 

.Apr.   17  77.... Mar.  21 
p.  70;  July  18,  p.  82;  Stpt  12, 

Dee.   18+  77. 
May     8  39. 

.Nov.  21 

Mar.  27  71.... Mar.  28 

Jan.  8/37+. .68. .NaT.  tS 

Title  Star 
Ambassador  Bill  (G)  767  Will   Rogers-M.  Churchill  

(re-Issue) 
As  You  Like  It  (G)  711  Ells.  Bergner-Laurence  Olivier.. 

(See  production  article,  June  13,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Jan. 
Back  to  Nature  (G)  714  Jed  Prouty-Sprlng  Bylngton  
Banjo  On  My  Knee  (G)  726. ., Barbara  Stanwyck-Joel  MeCrea. . 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  89.) 
Border  Patrolman,  The*(G)850.Gee.  O'Brien-Polly  Ann  Young.  . 
Can  Thl*  Be  Dixie?  (8)  723. .Jane  Wlthers-Sllm  Summervllla  . 
Captain  January*  (G)  635  Shirley  Temple-Guy  Klbbea  

(Exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  117,  122;  Juno  27.  p.  82;  July  4, 

p.  68.) 
Career  Woman  (G)  728  Claire  Trevor- Mlehael  Whalen... 
Champagne  Charlie  629  Paul  Cavanagh- Helen  Weed  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Doe.  14/35.) 
Charlie   Chan   at   the  Circus* (G)  640   Warner  Oland-Keye  Luke  
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Optra  (8) 
730   Warner  Oland-Borla  Karl  off  

Charlie   Chan   at  tha  Rat* 
Track*  (G)  704  Warner  Oland-Helen  Wotd  

Connecticut  Yankee,  A  611  Will  Rogert-Myrna  Lay  (re-Issue) 

Country  Beyond,  The*  (8  )  643.Rochelle  Hudson-Paul  Kelly  
Country  Doctor,  Tho*  (8)  636.  Dlonne  Qulntuplett-J.  Herthtlt. . 

(Exploitation:  Mar.  21.  pp.  93.  97;  Mar.  28,  p.  83;  Apr.  4 
p.  90;  May  16,  p.  82;  May  23.  pp.  87,  95;  May  30,  p.  86 
July  II,  p.  127;  July  25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I.  p.  93.) 

Crack-up  (G)  727   Peter  Loire-Brian  Donlevy  Jan.  15/37+ . . .  .78.  Jan.  16/3/ 
Crime  of  Dr.  Forbes,  The* 
(8)  655   Gloria  Stuart- Robert  Kent  Juna  II... 

Dimple*  (G)  715  Shirley  Temple-Frank  Marian..  ..Oet  11+.. 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  p.  97;  Det.  12.  p.  84.) 

Dr.  Bull  (G)  788   Will  Rogers-Marian  Nixon  Feb.  5/S7+. .. .79. .Oet  14/38 
(re-issue) 

Educating  Father*  (8)  143  Jed  Prouty-Shlrley  Dean*  July  10  57  May  SO 
Everybody's  Old  Man*  (8)  SM.IrvIn  8.  Cobb-Roehelle  Hadaea. . . Mar.  20  84  Mar.  14 
15  Maiden  Lane  (G)  716  Claire  Trevor-Cesar  Romtrt  Oet  80+  84  Oet  I 
First  Baby,  The*  (Q)  641  Shirley  Deaae-Johnny  Dawn*  May  II  74  Apr.  II 

(Exploitation:  July  25,  p.  76;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 

Auf.    7+  70.  Oet.  21/33 
Apr.   24  85.  Mar.  21/81 

Apr.   24   68....  Apr.  II 
Mar.    1  94.... Mar.  21 
p.  83;  Apr.  25,  p.  96;  May  I, 
Juaa  6,  p.  124;  July  4,  p.  70; 

76....Jaae  20 
78.... Oet  17 

Gentle  Julia*  (G)  641  Jane  Withe rs-Tora  Browa  Apr.  S  
Girl**  Dormitory  (8)  702  Herbert  Marthall-Slmono  Slaaa  . .  Aug.  14+.... 

(Exploitation:  Sept  15,  p.  79;  Oet.  17,  p.  75;  Oet  SI,  p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p. 
Half  Angel  (0)  647  Frances  Dee-Brian  Donlevy  May  22  
High  Tension*  (8)  653  Brian  Donlevy-Glonda  Farrell..  ..July 
Holy  Terror,  The  (G)  734.... Jane  Withers-Anthony  Martin  Feb. 
Human  Cargo*  (G)  652  Claire  Trevor-Brian  Donlevy  May 
King   of  tha    Royal  Mogntcd 
(G)  709   Robert  Kent-Rosalind  Keith  Sept.  11  + 

Ladles  In  Love  (G)  710  Janet  Gaynor-Constanee  Bennett- 
Loretta  Young-Slmono  Simon.  ..Oet 

Laughing  at  Trouble  724  Jane  Darwell-Lois  Wilson  Dm. 
(See  "Glory,"  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Oct.  17.) 

Little  Miss  Nobody*  (G)  651... Jane  Withers-Ralph  Morgan  Juno 
Lloyds  of  London  (G)  735  F.  Bartholomew- M.  Carroll  Jan. 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  21,  p.  108.) 
Love  la  News  729  Loretta  Young-Tyrone  Power  Feb.  26/37+ 

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Message  to  Garcia,  A  (G)  832.  Wallace   Beery- B.  Stanwyck  Apr. 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  127.) 
O'Malley  of  tha  Mounted*  (8) 
639   George  O'Brien-Irene  War*  Mar. 

Ob  the  Avenue  (G)  732  Dick  Powell- Madeleine  Carroll. .  .Feb. 
One  In  a  Million  (0)  722  Sonja  Honle-Adolpha  Menjou  Jan. 
Pepper  (8)   708  Jane  Wlthers-lrvln  S.  Cobb  Sept.  11  +  
Pigskin  Parade  (G)  713  Stuart  Erwln-Patsy  Kelly  Oet.  23+  

(Exploitation:  Nov.  28,  pp.  96.  07;  Dee.  12,  p.  87;  Dm.  19,  p.  80;  Jan.  I, 

Poor  Little   Rich  Girl,  The* (8  )  657   Shirley  Temple-Alice  Fay*  July  24  
(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  22,  p.  110.) 

17  

5/37+ . 
29  

0+.... 
11+.... 
12  29/37+. 

10... 

27  
I 2/37+ . 

1/37+., 

..63... .Fab.  21 ..66....  All.  I 

S3.) 

..66. ...May  I 

..63 — Juna  20 

..67.. Jan.  9/37 

..66.... Apr.  21 

..58.... Aug.  IS 

..97.... Oet  II ..67  

..72.. ..Mar.  21 

.117. ...Not.  ■ 

.85....  Mar.  14 

..59. ...Mar.  21 ..89. Feb.  13/37 

..94....  Dee.  28 

..64.... July  II 

..93.. ..Oct  24 '37,  pp.  68,  71.) 

.71. .Jim  I 
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Running  Tims 
Title  Star  Rtl.  Date  Mlnulei  Reviewed 

Private  Number*  (0)  845  Loretta  Young-Robert  Taylor  June    5  78  May  80 
(Exploitation:  July  18,  p.  85:  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  22,  p.  Mil  Sept  It,  p.  (8.) 

Rameia  (G)  707  Loretta   Young-Don  Ameeho  8«pt.  25t  84  Sept.  It 
(See  production  article:  July  4,  p.  18;  exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  85;  Dee.  It,  pp.  t2,  IS.) 

Reunion  (G)  717   Dlonne  Quintuplets- J.  Hertholt . .  Nov.   20t  81  Nr»  II 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78.) 

Read  to  Glory,  The  (G)  708. . .  Fredrlc  March-Warner  Baxter  Sept.    4f  101  June  I 
(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  95;  Dec.  26,  p.  72;  Jan.  9,'37,  p.  88;  Jan.  I6,'37,  p.  76.) 

Secret  Valley  (G)  731  Richard  Arlen- Virginia  Grey. ...Jan.    I5,'37t  57. Feb.  13/37 
Slag.  Baby,  Sing  (G)  703  Alice   Faye-Adolphe   Menjou  Aug.  2lt  87. ...Aug.  15 

( Exploitation :  Dee.  12,  p.  84.) 
Slas  ef  Man  (G)  848  Jean  Hersholt-Don  Arneeha  June    18  79  May  It 
Star  for  a  Night  (G)  705  Jane  Darwell-Clalre  Trover,  Aug.  28t  76  Aug.  15 
State  Fair  (G)  766  Will  Rogers-Janet  Gay  nor  Aug.     7t  94.. Feb.  4/33 

(ra-lnua) 
Stowaway  (G)  725  Shirley  Temple- Robt.  Young  Dee.   25t  86. ...Dae.  28 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13/37,  p.  86.) 
Thank  You.  Jeeves  (G)  712  Arthur  Treacher-Vlrglnla  Field.. Oct.     2t  57  Sept.  It 
36  Hours  to  Kill*  (G)  656  Brian  Donlovy-Glorla  Stuart  July    24  65.... Aug.  29 
Te  Mary— With  Love  (G)  701.  Warner   Baxter-Myrna  Loy  Aug.     It  02  July  25 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  15,  p.  76:  Sept.  19,  p.  67.) 
Under  Two  Flags  (G)  644  Ronald  Colman-C.  Colbert  May     1  110  May  t 

(See  production  article.  Mar.  14,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  6,  pp.  Ill,  117)  July  II,  p.  125; 
July  25,  pp.  76,  81;  Aug.  8,  p.  93;  Aug.  15,  p.  78;  Sept.  12,  p.  18.) 

Under  Your  Spell  (G>  720  Lawrence  Tlbbett-Wendy  Ban-Is. .Nov.     6t  63  Nov.  14 
White  Fang  (G)  649  Michael  Whalen-Jean  Mulr  July     8  70  July  15 

(Exploitation:  Aug.  I,  p.  90;  Aug.  15,  p.  79.) 
White  Hunter  (G)  719  Warner  Baxter-June  Lang  Nov.   27f  65. ...Dee.  5 
Wild  Brian  Kent  (G)  718  Ralph  Bellamy-Mae  Clarke  Nov.     St  57  Oet.  SI 
Woman-Wise  (G)  733  Rochelle  Hudson-Michael  Whalea    Jan.    22/371  70. .Feb.  13/37 

Coming 

Angel's  Holiday   Jane  Withers   June  4/37  
Cafe    Melropole   .'Loretta    Youno-Tyrone    Power  ..  .June  l8/37t   
Charlie  Chan  at  the  Olympics  Warner  Oland-Kath.  de  Mllle     ..May  21/37  
David  Harum  769  Will  Rogers-Evelyn  Venable  May  I4,'37t     .83. Mar.    3,  34 

(Re-issue) 
Dead  Yesterday   Sally   Blane-Thomas  Beck  May  I4,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  13/37.) 
Desert  Storm   Richard  Arlen   May  28/37t  
Fait  Warning  (G)  740   Betty  Furness-John  Payne  Mar.  5/37t  68.  .Jan.  23/37 
Fifty  Roads  to  Town  748  Don  Ameche-Ann  Sothern  Apr.  23,'37t.-  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  30/37.) 
Midnight  Taxi  744  Brian  Donlevy- Frances  Drake. ..  .Apr.  2/371'  
Nancy  Steele  Is  Missing  738.. Victor  McLaglen-Peter  Lorre  Mar.  I2,'37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Off  to  the  Races  (G)  738  Jed    Prouty-Shlrley    Deane  ...     Feb  19/37 1 ...  .57.  .Jan.  16/37 
Seventh  Heaven  742  Slmone  Slmon-James  Stewart  Mar.  26/37t .  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Jan  I6.'37.) 
She  Had  to  Eat  Rochelle  Hudson-Jack  Haley  July  2/37t..  ,., 
Slave  Ship  746  Wallace   Beery-Warner    Baxter  ..Apr.  9/37t  
Sten  Lively,  Jeeves  (G)  747  Arthur  Treacher-Patrlela  Ellis   ..Apr.  I6,'37t. .  .*70  Jan.  30/37 
That   I   May   Live  Rochelle    Hudson-Robert    Kent   ..June  ll/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room."  Feb.  13/37.) 
Think  Fast,  Mr.  Moto  Peter  Lorre- Virginia  Field  June  25,'37t  
This  Is  My  Affair  721  Barbara  Stanwyck- Rob't   Taylor..  May  28/37t  
Time  Out  for  Romance  (G)  741 .  Claire  Trevor  Michael   Whalen.   .Mar.  19/37. .. .*70. .  Feb.  20/37 
Under  the  Red  Robe  743  Conrad  Veidt-Annabella   ..Apr.  16/371  
Wskf  Up  end  Live  Walter  Wlnehell-Ben  Bernle  May  7/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  20/37.) 
wer  Willi-  winkit  Shirley  Temple- V.  MeLaglen  July  30/37t  
Wings  of  the  Morning  737  Annabella- Henry    Fonda  Feb.  I9,'37t....87  

IA«tertsk  (•)  denotes  Fox  Pictures.    Others  20th  Century  Prsdustlons.] 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Running  Tims 

Tm*  star  Rsl.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Accused   (A)   D.  Fairbanks,  Jr.-D.  Del  Rls....Jaa.     8/S7t  86....Aug.  « 
Amateur  Gentleman,  The  (9) . .Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.-E.  Landl  ..Apr.    17  100  Feb.  22 
Beloved  Enemy  (G)   Merle  Oberon-Brlan  Aherns  Dee.   25t  88  Des.  19 
Cams  and  Get  It  (A)  Edward  Arnold-Frances  Farmer. .Nov.     6t  99  Nov.  7 

(Exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  90;  Nov.  21,  p.  109:  Nov.  28,  p.  91;  Das.  5,  pp.  83,  84;  Dss!  II. 
p.  94;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  82;  Feb.  13/37,  p.  89.) 

Dodsworth  (G)   Walter  Huston-Ruth  Chattsrton.  .Sept.  23t  I0l....8ept.  21 (See  production  article,  Aug.  8,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Oot,  S,  p.  78:  Oet.  24,  p.  77;  Ost.  81. 
.p.  77;  Nov.  7,  p.  87;  Nov.  14,  p.  92;  Dee.  5,  pp.  78.  83;  Jan.  S0/S7,  p.  84.) 

Garden  of  Allah,  The  (A)  Marlene  Dietrich-Charles  Boyer  .Nov.    20t  78  Nov.  7 
(See  production  article,  June  6,  p.  14:  exploration:  Nov.  21,  p.  109;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  65; Feb.  6/37,  pp.  76,  77;  Feb.  20/37,  p.  80.) 

Gay  Desperado,  The  (G)  Nino   Martlnl-lda   Luplno  Oet.     2t  86. ...Oet.  10 
(See  production  article.  Sept.  5,  p.  32;  exploitation:  Oet.  17,  p.  72;  Nov.  14,  p.  92; Nov.  21,  p.  115;  Nov.  28,  pp.  98,  18;  Jan.  1/37,  p.  70.) 

I  Stand  Condemned  (A)  Harry  Bauer- Laurence  Olivier  July    10  76. .  Nov.  30/15 
Last  of  ths  Mohicans.  The  (G).  Randolph  Seott-Blnnle  Barnes  Aug.   I3f  81  Aug.  18 (See  production  artlele.  July  18,  p.  16;  exploitation:  June  27.  p.  80;  Aug.  29,  p.  80;  Sept.  5, p.  78:  Sept,  12,  p.  68:  8ept.  26.  p.  72:  Oet.  3,  pp.  82,  83;  Oet.  10,  pp.  12.  17;  Ost.  81 p.  78;  Nov.  14,  pp.  80,  82;  Nov.  21,  p.  112.) 
Little  Lord  Fauntleroy  (G)  F.  Bartholomew- D.  Costells 

Barrymore   Mar.    6  102.  ...Feb.  29 
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14,  p.  84;  May  16.  p.  80;  Juno  8.  p.  117;  Jups  IS,  p.  132;  Aug  I p.  93;  Aug.  29.  p.  87.) 

Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles, 
Ths  (G)   Roland  Young-Joan  Gardner  Feb.   I9,'37t....l2  Aag.  22 Men  Are  Not  Gods  (A)  Miriam  Hopklnt-Gert.  Lawrence .. Jan.   22/S7t  90. .Jan.  2/87 

One  Rainy  Afternoon  (8)  Francis  Lederer-lda  Luplno  May    IS  78  .    May  » (Exploitation:  June  13,  p.  122;  July  23,  p.  77.) 
Rembrandt  (G)   Cbas.  Laughton-Gert.  Lawrence.  ..Dee.     4t  88.... Nov.  II 

(See  production  article,  Oct.  31,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Dec.  19,  p.  88;  Jan.  2/37,  p  108 Jan.  9/37,  p.  68;  Feb.  13/37,  p.  84.) 

Ruaalag  Tlsu 
Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviews* 

These  Three   (G)  M.  Hopkins- M.  Oberon-J.  MeCrea  . .  Apr.    10  93  Fab.  » 
(Exploitation:  May  I,  pp.  10,  94;  May  23,  p.  94;  June  6,  p.  122;  June  27,  p.  88.) 

Things  to  Come  (G)  Raymond  Massey   Apr.    24    99  May  7 
(See  production  article,  Mar.  7,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Apr.  18,  p.  77;  June  IS,  p.  IS2;  Jaty 
25,  p.  81;  Aug.  I,  p.  84;  Aug.  22.  p.  110;  8ept.  26,  pp.  70,  71;  Oet.  24.  p.  70;  Nov.  tt. 
p.  105.) 

You  Only  Llvo  Ones  (A)  Sylvia  Sidney-Henry  Fonda. .....  Jan.   29/37t  88.  Jan.  30/87 
(Exploitation:  Jan.  30/37,  p.  80.) Coming 

Dark  Journey   Vivian  Leigh-Conrad  Veidt  
Fire  Over  England  (G)  Laurence  Olivier- Flora  Robson. . .  Mar.    5/37t. .  .  84.  Jan.  16/87 
History  Is  Made  at  Night  Charles  Boyer-Jeatt  Arthur  Apr.  2/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  9/37.) 
Knight  Without  Armor  Marlene   Dietrich- Robt.   Donat...May  26/37t  
Pagllaccl    (G)  Richard  Tauber-Steffl   Duna  90. Feb.  6/37 

(See  production  article,  Jan.  9/37,  p.  16.) 
Star  Is  Born,  A  Janet  Gaynor- Fredrlc  March  Apr.  30/37t  

UNIVERSAL 

Running  Tims 
Tltls  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Revlewsd 

Boss  Rider  of  Gun  Creek  1042.  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  Nov.     It  64  
Breezing  Horn*  1033  Blnnls  Barnes-Wm.  Gargan  Jan.  8I/S7t....64  
Cowboy  and  the  Kid,  Tha  9046.  Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Revlar  May    25  58  
Conflict  (G)  1036  John  Wayne-Jean  Regan  Nov.   29t  61  Das.  I 

(See  "la  the  Cutting  Rsera."  Nov.  28.) 
Crash  Donovan  (G)  9031  Jaek  Holt-Nan  Gray  July    20    54  July  19 

(Exploitation:  Oet,  24,  p.  70.) 
Draeula's  Daughter  (A)  9006. .  Otts  Kruger-M.  Churchill  May    II  70  May  I 

(Exploitation:  June  20.  p.  120;  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  75;  Aug.  22,  p.  112.) 
Empty  Saddles   (G)    1043  Buck  Jones-Louisa  Brooks  Dee.   20t  62  Oet,  24 
Flying  Hostess  (G)  1023  Judith  Barrett-Wo.  Hall   Nov.   22t  66. ...Nov.  14 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  79;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  74.) 
For  the  Service  0045  Buck  Jones-Beth  Marlon  May     6  65  
Four  Days'  Wonder  (0)  I  Oft).  Jeanne  Dante-Kenneth  Howell.  .  .Jan.  3/S7t. .  .  .60. Jan.  U.'U 
Girl  on  the  Front  Paga,  Tha 

(G)    1032   Gloria  Stuart- Edmund  Lows  Sept.  27t  74  Sept.  tt 
Love  Letters  of  a  Star  (A)  1028.  Henry  Hunter-Polly  Rowles   Nov.    8t  66. ...Nov.  14 
Luckiest  Girl  In  ths  World 

(G)    1014   Jane  Wyatt-Louls  Hey  ward  Nov.   I5t  72. ...Oet.  tl 
Magnificent  Brute,  Tha  (0)1022.  Victor  MeLaglen-Blnnle  Barges.. Oet.    lit  77. ...Ost.  I 

(Exploitation:  Ost.  SI,  p.  75;  Nov.  7,  p.  82;  Nov.  XI,  p.  108;  Dee.  5,  p.  80;  Da*.  IX, 
P.  84.) 

Maa  I  Marry.  The  (G)  1026. .Doris  Notan-Mtchael  Whalen  Nov.     It  76.. ..Not.  7 
Mighty  Treve.  The  1034  Noah  Beery,  Jr.-Barbara  Read. ..Jan.    I7/S7t. .  ■  .69  
My  Man  Godfrey  (G)  1002. ...  William  Powell-Carole  Lombard ..  Sept,    tt  93..  ..June  20 

(Exploitation:  Sept.  12,  p.  66;  Oct.  10,  p.  91;  Nov.  21,  pp.  109,   113;  Nov.  28.  p.  105; 
Jan.  9/37.   p.  71.) 

Mysterious  Crossing  (G)  1025. .James  Dunn-Jean  Rogers  Dee.    27t  56. .Feb.  IS/37 
Nobody's  Fool   (G)  9033  E.  E.  Horton-Glenda  Fan-ell  May    SI  63  Aug.  XI 
Parole  (G)  9030  Ann  Preston-Henry  Hunter   June    14  65  July  4 

(Exploitation:  July  25.  a.  79;  Aug.  I,  p.  93.) 
Postal  Inspector  (G)  9011  Rleardo  Cortez-Patrlola  Ellis  Aug.    16  61  Aug.  23 

(Exploitation:  Oct.  S.  p.  83.) 

Ride  'Em  Cowboy  (G)  1041...  Buek  Jones-Luana  Walters  Sept.  20t  66. ...Dee.  I 
Sandflow    (G)    1044  Buek  Jones-Llta  Chevret  Feb.  I4/S7t  58. Feb.  1/37 
Sea  Spellers  (G)  1027  John  Wayne-Nan  Gray  Sept.  Xlt  63.... Nov.  28 
She's  Dangerous  1031  Walter  Pldgeon-Tala  Blroll  Jan.   24/37t..  ..68  
Show  Boat  (G)  6001  Irene  Dunne-Allan  Jones   May    17  1 12.... May  I 

(See  musical  analysis.  May  t,  p.  65;  exploitation:  June  20,  pp.  117,  121 1  Juno  27,  p.  80: 
July  4,  p.  89;  July  II,  p.  124;  July  18,  p.  82;  July  25,  p.  78:  Aug.  I,  p.  IS;  Aug.  I,  p. 
91;  Aug.  15.  p.  79;  Aug.  22.  p.  114;  Aug.  29,  p.  86;  Sept.  8,  p.  80;  Sept  IX,  p.  88; 
Sept.  19.  pp.  67,  69;  Sept,  26,  p.  70;  Oet.  S,  p.  81;  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Sutter's  Gold  (G)  8002  Edward  Arnold-Blnnle  Barnes  Apr.    IS  65  Mar.  tt 
(See  production  article,  Feb.  15.  p.  14;  exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  83;  Apr.  18,  p.  77)  Apr.  tt, 
pp.  91,  92;  June  27,  p.  85;  Aug.  8,  p.  92;  Dee.  12,  p.  82.) 

Three  Smart  Girls  <G)  1029. . .  Deanna   Durbln-Ray   Mllland. . . .  Dee.   20t  84. Job.  St,*» 
(Exploitation:  Feb.  6/37,  pp.  73,  74.) 

Two  In  a  Crowd  (G)  1010  Joel  MeCrea-Joaa  Bennett  Sept,  ISt  82  Oet.  IS 
(Exploitation:  Oct.  10,  p.  86.) 

Yellowstone  (G)  9030  Henry  Hunter-Judith  Barrett  Aug.  SO  83  Sept.  12 
(Exploltatlea:  Aug.  29,  p.  84.) 

Coming 

As  Good  as  Married   John  Boles-Doris  Nolan  
California  Straight  Ahead  1030.  John  Wayne-Louise  Latimer  Apr.  Il/37t...   
Girl   Overboard    1021  Gloria  Stuart- Walter  Pldgeon. .  . .  Feb.  28/37t..  ..58  
Left  Handed  Law  Buck  Jones   Apr.   I8,'37t  ■  -  . . 63  
Night   Key   1024  Boris  Karloff-Jean  Rogers  Apr.  4/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  20/37.) 
Road  Back,  The  Larry  Blake-John  King  
Smoke  Tree  Range  Buck  Jones-Muriel  Evans  
Stones  Cry  Out,  The  Nan  Grey-John  Howard  Apr.  I8/S7t  
Top  of  the  Town  1007   George  Murphy-Doris  Nolan  Apr.  I8/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Nov.  14.)  (See  production  article,  Jan.  23/37, 
We  Have  Our  Momeats  1017...  Sally  Ellers- Jamas  Dunn  Mar.  2l,*37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
When  Love  Is  Young  1018. ...  Virginia  Bruce-Kent  Taylor  Mar.  28/S7t... 
Wings  Over  Honolulu   Wendy  Barrio-Ray  Mllland  

p.  16.) 

VICTORY  „„.„,..,,„. 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
Cheyenne  Rides  Again  ..Tom  Tyler-Lucille  Browne  Jan.  7/S7t  
Flying  Fists   Herman  Brlx  Jan.  !3.'87t  
Kelly  of  the  Secret  Servile  Lloyd  Hughes-Shells  Maaaars. .  . . Jua*  18  
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Titla Star 
Running  Tim* 

Ral.  Data      Minute*  Reviewed 
Phantom  et  the  Rail*  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marias  Nav. 
Prison  Shadowi   Eddie  Nugent-Lucille  Load  Jane 
Rl*  Grande  Reman**  Eddie  Nugent-Maxlne  Devi*  Mar. 
Rip  Roarla'  Buekarae  Tom  Tyler-Beth  Marlon   ..Oct 
811k*  and  Saddle*  Herman  Brlx-Toby  Wing  Dee. 
Trail  Feud.  The  Tom  Tyler   Feb. 
Tw*  Minute*  te  Play  Herman  Brlx-Jeanne  Marttl  Nov. 

lit.... 
I  
II  IBt  14  

I8/S7t. 
2t.... 

WARNER  BROTHERS 

.60. 
July  fl 

.68....  Air.  » 

.83. Jan.  B.'37 

.70. 

..90. 

.Aw. 

Oct 

(See  also  First  National) 
Running  Tim* 

TIM*  Star  R«l.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 
Aatkeay  Advert*  (Q)  801  Fredrle  March-O.  de  Havlllaad  .  .Aug.  28  139  May  23 

(See  production  artltlt,  Feb.  I,  p.  16:  mutlael  aaaly*l»,  Aug.  22.  p.  IS;  exploitation:  Aug.  8. 
p.  SI;  Sept  9.  pp.  78.  85;  Sept.  12.  p.  68:  Oct.  3.  p.  83;  Oct  17.  p.  75;  0*t.  24. 
pp.  69.  72,  76:  Oct.  SI.  p.  76;  Nov.  7.  p.  84;  Nov.  21.  pp.  Ill,  112,  I  IS;  Dee.  5,  pp.  80. 
83.) 

Seagal  Tlg*r,  The  (8)  IIS  Barton  MacLane-June  Travl*  Sept.  St... 
(Exploitation:  Aug.  22,  p.  16;  Oct.  17.  p.  75;  Oet.  31,  p.  82.) 

Big  Nelie,  Tb*  (9  )  825  Guy  Klbbee-Warren  Hull  June  27  
Black  Legion  (A)   108  Humphrey  Bogart-Ann  Sheridan  . .  Jan.  S0.'37t 

(Exploitation:  Jan.  16/37.  p.  76.) 
Braider  Dam  (B)  815  Ros*  Alexander-Patricia  Ellis  Mar.  7.... 
Call  and  Mabel  (9)  102          Marlon  Davle*-Clark  Gable  Sept.  26t... 

(See  production  article,  Aug.  29,  p.  36;  exploitation:  Jan.  I6,'37.  p.  80;  Jan.  30/37,  p.  83; 
Feb.  13/37,  p.  86.) 

California  Mall  930  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Parry  Nov.    14  56  
Charge  of  the   Light  Brigade 

(S)  SOI   Errol  Flynn-0.  da  Havlllaad  Nov.     7  115. ...Oct  24 
(Sea  production  article,  July  25,  p.  16;  exploitation:  Nov.  14,  p.  SO;  Nov.  21.  p.  Ill; 
Jan.  16/37.  p.  78;  Jan.  23/37,  p.  78;  Feb.  6/37,  p.  74.) 

C*ll*ea  (A)  SOS  Ruby  Keeler-DIek  Powell  Mar.  21  
(Exploitation:  Mar.  14.  p.  89;  Apr.  25,  p.  92;  May  23.  p.  86.) 

Fugitive  In  the  Sky  (9)  120.  Jean  Mulr-Warren  Hull  Nov.  lit-... 
Give  Ma  Your  Heart  (9)  109.. Kay  Francis-George  Brest  Sept  2St  

(Exploitation:  Sept.  19.  p.  64;  Oet.  24.  p.  70;  Jan.  18/37,  p.  78.) 
God'*  Country  and  the  Woman 
(9)  105   ...  George  Brent-Beverly  Reberta. .  . . Jaa.  IS/STt. 

(Exploitation:  Feb.  13/37,  pp.  84,  85.) 
Great  O'Mallay,  The  (9)  110.  Pat  0'Brlen-8ybll  Jatoa  Fab.  18/STt. 
Sreea  Patturet,  The  (9)  102. .  Rex   Ingram   Aug.  I  

(See  production  article,  May  2,  p.  16;  exploitation:  July  25,  p.  77;  Aug.  15,  p.  76;  Aug.  21, 
pp.  80,  84,  85,  87;  Sept  5.  pp.  79.  80;  Dee.  12.  p.  87;  Jan.  SO/37,  p.  81.) 

Hot  Money  (G)  926  Ros*  Alexander- Beverly  Robert*  . .July    IS  68 

.89. 

..58.. 
..88.. 

.•85. 

.71. 

.93. 

Feb. 

.Oct.  SI 

.Jury  IS 

Dee. 

Doe.  12 

May  SO 

lot. 

S.. 

83. ..60.. 
..60.. 

..Ana. 

..Apr. 

Sept.  5 
May  10 

.58...  Nov.  14 
.  117. Oet. 12/89 

I  Married  a  Doctor  (9)  SOS... Pat  O'Brien- J.  Hutehlmen  Apr.  25.. 
(Exploitation:  Juno  6,  p.  118;  Aug.  8,  p.  93.) 

1*1*  *f  Fury  (G)  110   Marg't   Llndsay-H.    Bagart  Oet 
Jallbreak  (0  )  927  Craig  Reynolds-Jun*  Travl*  Aug, 

(Exploitation:  Dee.  5,  p.  BO.) 
King  af  Haekey  (9)  121  Anne  Nagel-Rlehard  Pur**ll  Dae.  ISt. 
Midsummer  Night'*  Dream  (G).AII  Star   Oct.  I.. 

(Pictorial:  Aug.  3/35,  p.  15;  exploitation:  Apr.  II,  p.  94;  June  6.  p.  IIS:  June  27.  p.  82 
Oct.  24,  p.  68;  Jaa.  16/37,  p.  76.) 

Oa*  Way  Passage  (9)  Kay  Francis- William  P*w*ll  Dm. 
(re-Issue) 

Pole  Joa  (G)  III  Joe  E.  Brown-Carol  Hughe*  Doe. 
Public  Enemy**  Wlf*  (8)  SIS.. Pat  O'Brien-Margaret  Lindsay.  ..July    25  69 
8ataa  Met  a  Lady  SI2  Warren  Wllllam-Bett*  Davit  Aug.     S  74 

(See  "Men  an  Har  Mlad,"  "Id  the  Cutting  Room."  Jaa.  II.) 
Smart  Bind*  (■)  122  Glenda  Farrell-Bartoa  MaeLaaa  . . Jaa. 

12  69. July  30/32 

St. 65  Sept  26 
June  27 

21 

30/S7 

2.'S7t....59....Dec. 
Soas  O'Guns  (9)  ill  Joe  E.  Brown-Joan  Bleadell  May   SO  79  May 

(Exploitation:  July  II,  p.  128;  July  25,  pp.  76,  77:  Aug.  8,  p.  83;  Nav.  7,  p.  87.) 
Tim**  Square  Playboy  (6)  124. Warren  Wllllara-June  Travl*  May     •  62.... Mar. 
Treachery  Rid**  the  Raag*  (8) 
820   Dick  Foran-Paula  Stone  May     2  SS  Mar. 

Walking  Dead,  The  (8)  SI4. ..  Karlolf- Marguerite  Churchill  Mar.   14  76.... Mar. 
(Exploitation:  Apr.  4,  p.  88;  Apr.  18,  p.  82.) 

Coming 
Aaglo  Shooter   
Another  Dawa  Errol  Flynn-Kay  Fraaolt  
Call  It  a  Day  Olivia  De  Havllland-I.  Hunter  
Daaee  Charlie  Daaca  Stuart  Erwln-Jean  Mulr  
Daaert  Seng   Frank  McHugh   
Don't  Pull  Your  Puachoa  (8) 
123   Barton  MaeLane-Juna  Travl*  *60. 

Ever  Sine*  Eve  Marlon  Davles   
Fly  Away  Baby  Glenda  Farrell-Barton  MacLane  
Go  Getter,  The  George  Brent-Anita  Louise  
Kid   Galahad   Edw.   G.   Roblnson-Bette  Davis  
King  and  the  Chorus  Girl  Fernand  Gravet-Joan  Blended. .  .Mar.  27/37t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Jan.  16/37.) 
Laad  Beyond  the  Law  128  Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry  Mar.  I3,'37t  
Marry  the  Girl   Frank  McHugh-Mary  Belaud  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Feb.  13/37.) 
Mazurka   Kay  Francis- ian  Hunter  
Meledy  for  Two  (G)  James  Melton-Patricia  Ellis  "60. Jaa.  16/37 
Midnight  Court   Ann  Dvorak-John  Lltel  Mar.  S/S7t  

(See  "In  the  Cutting  Room,"  Dee.  19.) 
Miracle  Mountain  Dlek    Foran-Helen  Valkl*  
Public  Wedding   Jane  Wyman- William  Hopper   
Ready.  Willing  and  Able  (8).  Lee    Dlxon-Ruby    Keeler  Mar.    6/S7t. .  .*88. Feb.  6/37 
Singing,  Marine,  Th*  Dlek  Powell-Doris  Westoa  
White  Bondage    Jean  Mulr-Gordea  Oliver  

WILLIAM  STEINER 
Running  Time 

Title  Star  Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 
From  Nine  ta  Nlaa  Ruth  Roland- Roland  Draw  Deo.    21 1  8  rl*  
I  Cover  Chlnatewn  Norman  Foster   Nov.    ISt  7  rl*  

WORLD  Running  Time 
Title  Star  Ret.  Date      Minute*  Reviewed 

Masquerated  in  Vienna  (A)  Paula  Wessely   Jan.   28/37t  ...95.. Feb.  13/37 
Slalom   (G)   Skiing  Film   Deo.    ISt  68. Jan.  23/17 
Tempo  Massimo   Mllly   Mar.   12  78  Mar.  21 
Treno  Popolare   Italian  Feature   Dec.  25t  

Coming 

Aurora  8ul  Mar*  Italian  Feature   
My  Song  of  Love  Tito  Schlpa   
Seeand  Bureau   Jean  Murat-Dlane  Korene.. 
Secrets  of  Stamboul  Valerie  Hobson   
Street  Without  a  Name  Constant  Remy-Pola  lllery. 
Song  of  Ceylon  Basil  Wright   

OTHER  PRODUCT  (FOREIGN) 

Title  Star 
Calling  the  Tuae  (G)   Sam  Llvesay   
Carnival  la  Flanders  (A) . .  Franeolie  Roaay  . 

(Reviewed  under  the  title.  "La  Kermesse 
Cavalry  (8)   Ellas  Ceganl  .... 
Cibeuletto  (G)   Slraone  Berrlau  . 
Cloistered  (G)   

(A). 
.  Margst  G rename  . .  L.  Leeblnger 
.  Phillips  Holmes  . 
.Boris  Lliaaev  ... 
.  Ronald  Squire  . . . 
.  Mathlas  Wlemaa Harry  Roy   

Charles  Farrell  . . 

Crime  Over  London 
Der  Kempt  (A)   
Dominant  Sex,  The  (A)... 
Dubrevtky   
Dusty  Ermine  (A)  
Eternal  Mask.  The  (A).. 
Everything  I*  Rhythm  (8) 
Flying  Doctor.  Th*  (8).. 
Great  Call,  The  (G)  Camlllo  Pllotte  ... 
Greater  Premise,  A  (8) . . .  Tamarlna   
Gypsies  (G)   Alexander  Graoash 
Gypsy  (A)   Roland  Young 
Gypsy  Meledy  (A)  Lupe  Velez   
Ineertldumbre  (G)    Hilda  Moron*  .... 
Interrupted  Heneyaeea.  The 
(A)   Claude  Hulbert  ... 

It'*  Yen  I  Want  (A)  Seymour  Hlcka  ... 
Janoslk  (G)   Palo  Blellk   
Juggernaut  (A)   Boris  Karloff   
La  Fusse   Femln  Gemler  
Land  Without  Music  (8).. Richard  Tauber  ... 
La  Palema  (8)  Charles  Kullmaa 
Last  Rose.  The  (8)  Hanna  Ralph   

(Reviewed  under  tha  title,  "Letztt  Rate.' 

Dlrt'r 

. .  Assoc.  British. . . 

..American  Tebl*. 

Herelgue.") 
..United  Artists.. 
.  France- American. ..Best   

..United  Artists... .  Amkine   

. .  Asso.  British. . . . 

Amkino  ' 

..Twickenham   

. .  Mayer- Burstyn  . 

..Assoc.  British... 

..20th  Century-Fox .  United  Artist*.. .  Amkla*   

..Amkino   
. .  Warner   

. .  Assoc.  BrltUb. . . 

..United  Artist*... 

Roiling  Time 
Rel.  Date      Minutes  Reviewed 

 70....Aa§.  I 
..Sept  22  95.... Oct  S 

Sept  lit-. 
.May  II... 

Sept     *  . 
Mar.  28... 

.Jan.  12/37. 

.Oct  6.. 

.July  28.. 

.Sept  ISt. 

.100.... Sept  2S 

..95  Dec.  I* 

.80..  Nn.  r .  .85. ..  Mai  SO 

Sept.  II ..82..  Feb.  20/37 
..72...  Apr.  ,1 
.79... Oct.  II 
..70. Jan.  23/37 ..75.... June  V 

..12. ...Dee.  II ..90....  Dee.  6 

..90.. ..Oet  17 

..SO.... All.  22  Feb.  13/37 

..70....  Aug.  I 

..70.... teat.  21 

..British  Llaa  

..British  Lias  . .  French   

. .  Twickenham   

. .  French   

. .  General   , 

. .  Casino  

. .  Casino   

.Nov.  14.. 

Aug.  I.. 

Oct.  II.. 
0«t  I.. 

..7S....JUM  27 

..70....  Nav.  »! 

..82....  Dee.  S 

..70. ...Oet.  1/ ..83  

..80.... Oet  14 
..83. ...Oet  14 .102. ...Oct  17 

) 
La  Damlgella  dl  Bard  (Q)  .  E.   Grammatlca   Artlitl   
Lei  Petit*  (0)  Alice  Tlssot   Franco- American  ..  Dee. 
Love  from  a  Stranger  (A).  .  Ann  Harding   United  Artists  
Love*  of  Tonl,  Th*  (A) . . .  Cella  Montalvaa   Metre  pells   Nov.  4 
Man  In  the  Mirror  (A)  ...E.  E.  Horton  Twickenham   
Marriage   af    Corbel,  Tha 
(A)   Nils  Aether   General   

29.... .85. Jan.  S/37 .90.  Jan.  23/37 .77. Feb.  13/37 

.70  tin.  14 

.79. Jan.  i«VS7 
4.... 

24.... 

2.... 

I.... 

I.... 

21. 

•33.. Mlllzla  Terrlterlala  (8).. .  Antonio  Ganduil*  ..  Nuove  Mend*  Apr. 
Mill  on  the  Floss,  The  (G)  Frank  Lawton   National   
My  8ong  Qoe*  Round  the 
World  (G)   Joseph  Schmidt  Casino   Sept 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eia  Lied  Gent  Urn  Dl*  Walt") 
Nightingale  (8)   V.  Ivasheva   Amkla*   Nav. 
Pension  Mimosa*  (A)  Franeolse  Resay   Fr*neo-Aa*rl*aa. .  .May 
Prenez  Garde  a  la  Pelntur*.  Slmone  Simon   French   Aug. 
Raggen — Dot   Ar   Jag  Dot 
(A)    N.  Wahlbom   Scandinavia*   May 

Revolutionists  (G)   V.   V.  Shchukla  Amkino   Dee. 
Robber  8ympheay,  Tha  (8) .  George  Grave*   Coneardla   
Romance  la  the  House  af 

Hapsburg,  A   Paul  Otto  Casino   Oct  I  
(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Llebesroman  Im  House  Hapsburg.") 

Royal  Waltz  (G)  Paul  Hoerblger   Ufa  Apr.  I.... 
Sensation   (A)   John  Ledge   Wardour   
Skargards  (A)   Gideon  Wahlborg  ...Scandinavian   Apr.  7  
Song  of  Freedom,  Th*  (8).  Paul  Robeson   British  Lisa  
Sea  ef  Mongolia.  A  (A). . .  Tsevea  Rabdaa   Amkln*   Nov.  20  
Southern  Mail  (A)  Richard-Wilm   Solar   
Soviet  News  (0)   Amkino   Apr.  10  
Spain  In  Flames  (A)  Amkino   Jan.  28/37.. 
Spy  ef  Napoleon  (0)  Rlehard  Barthelmoss.  Twickenham   
Star  Fell  from  Heaven,  A 
(G)   Florlne  MeKlanty  .  Assoc.  British  

Tenth  Man,  The  (9)  John  Lodge  Also*.  Brltlth  
There  ea  tha  Big  Ranch  (8) .  Tit*  Bulzar   Buitamaate     

.80  Jua*  M 

.77...  Apr.  2» 
.90..  Feb.  13/37 

.87....  Oet. 

is 

.98. 

.93. .88. 
N»*.  14 

.May  c 

.83  May  '0 .100.  Feb.  6/37 
.125. ...May  9 

..SI.... Oet  17 

..81.. ..Apr.  IS 

.75.  Jaa.  2S/S7 

..90...  Apr.  18 

.80  Sept.  o 
.90.  .  .  .Doe.  II 

.100.. Feb.  20/37 
..70.  ...Apr.  21 .63.. Feb.  13/37 

.98. ...Oet  II 

.70. 

Merllal E.  J.  A. 

Wilcox  . 

.  General  . 

.  B.  »  D.. 

30  Secendc  af  Lav*  (8)  Elsa 
Thls'll  Make  You  Whistle 
(A)   Jack  Buehanaa 

Three  Maxims,  Tha  (8)...  Anna  N eagle  ... 
Two'*  Company  (8)  Nod  Spark*  .... 
Waltz  far  Yau,  A  (8)  Loul*  Graveure   Casta*   lent  IS.. 

(Reviewed  under  the  title,  "Eln  Walzer  Fuor  Dleh.") Wo  Are  from  Kroastadt 
(G)   V.  Zalehlkov   Amkln*   Apr.  SO.. 

Whit*  Sqoadrca  (8)  Antonio  Ceata  E.  N.  I.  C  
Woman  AI*ne,  A  (A)  Anna  Stea   Scleral   
Yellow  Crol**.  Tb*  (•)  French  Nav.  17.. 

Jhh  27 
 Aag.  XI 

105.... Nav.  I .80.  Jaa.  2/87 

.78.  Jaa.  S/87 
.87....  Aug.  I 

 May  IS .84. ...Oat  S 

.83. ...May  16 .85..  ..Dee.  IS 

.10  ...Jew*  t 

.90  Dec.  j 
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SHORT 

FILMS 

[All  dates  are  1936  unless  other- 
wise stated.  Numbers  imme- 

diately following  title  designate 
date  reviewed;  for  example, 
(8-1)  August  1,  1936.] 

CELEBRITY 
Title  Rel.  Data 

COMICOLOR  CARTOONS 
Dlek  Whittlngton'e  Cat 
(5-IB)   May  30  7 

Little  Bey  Blue  July  30  
Happy  Days   Sept. 30  

Mia. 

COLUMBIA 
Title Ml 

Ne. 
Ne.  i 

Rel.  Oata 
BARNEY  GOOGLE 

"Spar*   Plui"  Apr.  12  tVt. 
Majar  Geegle  (5-10)  .May  24  *Vt. 

MEDI 
.Sept. 

.Dee. 

.June 

.May 

ES 
I8t...20... 

4t...llfc. 

20.. ..II... 

30.. ..17... 

Alio. 

Oct 

.  Dee. 

Jan. 
Apr. 

ISt . . . 10. . 

let.. .ii.. 

20t...l».. 

I5.'37tll.. 
SO. ...It.. 

Jan.  8,'37tl7... 

BROADWAY  CO 
Am  I  Having  Fun  (11-20. 
Andy  Clyde 

Ay  Tank  Ay  Ge  (1-23-37) 
(All  Star) 

Champ's  a  Chump,  The.... 
(All  Star) 

Dlssrder  In  the  Caart  
(3  Stooges) 

Double  Trouble   
Andy  Clyde 

False  Alarms  (10-10)  
(3  Stooges) 

Fibbing  Fibbers  (12-1).... 
Walter  Catlett 

Free  Rent  (1-30-37)  
(All  Star) 

Grips,  Grunts  and  Groans. 
Half  Shot  Shooters  ((-IS).. 

(3  Stooges) 
Knee  Action   
Andy  Clyde 

Lave  Comes  ta  Moopeyvlllo 
(1-2-37)   

Midnight  Blunders  <B-lt).. 
(All  Star) 

Mister  Smarty  (t-l)  
Andy  Clyde 

Oh.  Duehess  (11-21)  
Polly  Meraa 

Pain  In  the  Pullaiaa,  A.... 
(3  Stooges) 

Peppery  Salt.  The  (t-20).. 
Andy  Clyde 

Sailor  Made  
Polly  Moran 

Slippery  Silks  (2-20-37)... 
(3  Stooges) 

Super  Snooper,  The  
El  Brendel 

Unrelated  Rslatlaas  
(All  Star) 

Whoops,  I'm  aa  Indian 
(11-14)   
(3  Stooges) 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 
Birds  In  Lava  (11-14)  Oet.  28t....7y«. 
Baa  Ben  Parade  Nov.  2St  »</,. 
Bay  and  His  Dot,  A  Dee.  23f  7... 

(1-9-37) 
Football  Bugs  (5-16)  Apr.  28  7... 
Sifts  from  the  Air  Jan.  I.'37t.7ya. 
la  My  Gondola  (10-17)  Sept.  3t  «... 
Glee  Worms  June  24  7... 
Merry  Mutineers  (11-7)  Oct.    2t  7... 
Novelty  Shop.  The  (9-5)...  .Aug.  15  ,7... 
Skeleton  Frolic  (2-20-37)..  .Jan.  29,'37t.7... 
Two  Lazy  Crows  (11-28)  Nov.  26t....7... 
Untrained  Seal.  The  (8-1).. July  28  7... 

Nov. 
Apr. 

July 

Oct. 

Juaa 
May 

Feb. 

.Dee. 

Feb. 

Jan. 

I4t...l3... 
21.. ..17... 

15..  ..U... 

It... to... 

27.. ..It... 

15. ...It... 

I2,'37t  

27t...l7H. 

25,'37t..... 

I. ...It... 

.Sept.  I  If.... Iris. 

COLUMBIA  TOURS 
Geld  Quest  of  the  Ages  Jan.  28,'37t  
8 tar  Gazers  (11-7)  Oct.  ISt  10... 
When  the  West  Was 
Young   Mar.  S,'37f  

Wonder  Spots  of  America 
(11-14)   Sept.  4t  I  rl. 

COURT  OF  HUMAN  RELATIONS 
Mad  Money  (8-5)  Sept.  4t . . .  1 1  V» . 
Runaway  Marriage,  Tha 
(1-16-37)   Dee.  18  10... 

Wedding  Deal,  The  Feb.  26,'37f  
FEATURETTES 

Community  Sins  (Na.  I).  Jan.  I7.'37t  
Community  Sing  (No.  2)  
Story  of  Nortoa  I,  Emperor 

at  the  Ualted  States 
(2-6-37)   Dee.  ISt. ...I... 

KRAZY  KAT  CARTOONS 
IS.  Peas*  Cenferoaeo  Apr.  10  7... 

Title  Rel.  Data  Mln. 
(ra-lssue) 

14.  Highway  Snobbery 
(8-22)   Aug.   8...  .7... 

15.  Krazy's  Newsreel  (I I -7). Oct.  24t....7... 
16.  Merry  Cafe  ( 1-23-37) ..  Dec.  26t  7... 
17.  Lyin'  Hunter,  The  Feb.  2,'37t  

NEW  WORLD  OF  SPORT  SERIES 
Disputed  Decisions  (8-28) .  .Aug.  22  10... 
Fishing  Thrills  (2-13-37)..  Jan.  22,'37tl0... 
Football  Flashes  (10-10)...  .Aug.  30  10... 
Golfing  Rhythm  (6-20)  May  15.. 
Hold  'Em  Cowboy  (11-14)..  .Sept.25t, 
Little  Champs  (8-29)  Aug.  10., 
Plane   Devils    (1-9-37)  Nov.  28t. 
Skiing  Is  Believing  (11-14). Oet.  28t...l0.. 
Scrambled  Legs   Feb.  22,'37t.... 
Speed  Mad   Apr.  17....  10.. 
Sport  Magla   June  13  t'/s 
Touring  the  Sport  World 
(7-25)   July  1 1 ....  10. . 

Min. 

..10... 

..10... 

..10... ...8vi. 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 
Dizzy  Ducks  (12-18)  Nov.  28t.  ■ . .6</t. . 
Looney  Balloonlsts  (11-28).  .Sept24t....7.... 
Playing  Polities  (8-1)  July    8  7.... 
Serappy's  Camera  Troubles 
(8-20)   June    5  7.... 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 
8—   Mar.  27.. ..10.... 
9—  (5-16)   Apr.  24  9'/,.. 

No.  10— (6-13)   May  29....I0.... 
No.  II— (8-1)   June  26.. ..10.... 
Na.  12—  (8-8)   July  17... .10.... 

IS— (8-22)   Aug.  13. ...10.... 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (New  Series) 
1—  (11-14)   Sept.  I  It. .  .10  
2 —  (1 1-21)   Oet  23t...l0.... 
3—  0-9-37)   Nov.  28t...l0  

No.    4— (2-6-37)   Dee.  28t...l0.... 
No.    5—   Jan.  22.'37tl0. . . . 
No.  6—  Feb.  I9,'37t  

SPECIAL 
Belgium   Dec.  23t  8'/». . 
Castle  Town  of  France 
(2-20-37)   Nov.  It. 

Old  Paris  and  Berne 
(2-20-37)   Dee.  I8t. 

Roblnssa  Crusoe  (12-5)...  .Sept.  7t. 
VOICE  OF  EXPERIENCE 

Na.  10—   Mar.  26.. 

Na. 
No. 

Na. 

Na. 
Na. 
No 

.6'/,.. 

.8'/,.. 

.3  rls. 

.10'/,.. 

DuWORLD 
Title  Rel.  Data  Mln 

THIS  COLORFUL  WORLD 
Gangsters  of  the  Deep  
Story  of  the  Rose,  A 
(1-16-37)   10.. 

Sm-TI-Ka  (12-19)   10. 
Utah  Plcturs  Book 
(1-9-37)   It. 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  FOREIGN 
(Clneeolor) 

Na.    I—   Sept.  I  St  I. 

EDUCATIONAL 

[Distributed  through 
Twentieth  Century-Fox] 

Title Mia. Rel.  Data 
CORONET  COMEDIES 

Fresh  from  tha  Fleet  Apr.  24. ...It... 
Sleepless  Hollow  May    8....  16... 
Where  Is  Wall  Street  J  Apr.  10....  II... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Home  en  tha  Range  (6-20).  .June  5.... 21... 

SONG  AND  COME 
Alpine  Rendezvous   
Dental  Follies  
Gifts  In  Rhythm  
Going  Native  , 
Pink  Lemonade  (1-24)... 
Play  I  Girls   
Queen' 8  Birthday,  The... 
Ring  Goes  'Round,  The. 
See  Uncle  Sol  (2-6-37) 
Spooks  (6-20)   , 
Strike!  You're  Out  (1-9-37). 

DY  HITS 
Aug.   It.  .11. 
Feb.  26,'37tll. 
Oet.  23t...l0. 
Aug.  28t...ll. 
Sept.  I0t  It. 
Nov.  St.. .11. 
Aug.  I4t...l0. 
Aug.  21 1. . -10. 
Jan.  29,'37tll. 
Apr.  17  1. 
Dee.  lit. ..II. 

STAR  PERSONALITY  COMEDIES 
Gold  Brleks   Mar.  20  20... 
Triple  Trouble   Apr.   3. ...II... 
White  Hope.  The  Mar.  27. ...II... 

PAUL  TERRY-TOONS 
Barnyard  Amateurs   Mar.   6  1... 
Big  Game  Hunt,  The  Feb.  I9,'37t.7... 
Book  Shop,  The  (I -30.37) . . Feb.  S,'37t.6... 
Bully  Frog,  A  (10-10)  Sept.  I8t. .  ..6... 
Busy  Bee,  The  May  29  1... 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  la  tha 
Health  Farm  Sept.  4t  I... 

Farmer  Al  Falfa  la  tha 
Hot  Spell   July  10  1... 

Title  Rel.  Date 
Farmer  Al  Falfa  and  tha 
Runt   May  15  1  

Farmer  A I  Falfa'a  Prize 
Package   luly  31  6  

Farmer  Al  Falfa's  Twen- 
tieth Anniversary   fire.  fTt. •••*•••• 

Flying  South   Mar.  I9.'37t . I  rl. . Klko  Foils  the  Fox  (11-7).. Oat.  It....*.... 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  In  a 

Battle  Royal  (11-21)  Oat.  Mt. 
Klko  the  Kangaroo  in 
Skunked  Again   Dee.  tit....*.... 

Klko  and  the  Honey  Bears 
(9-22)   Ant.  2lt.. 

Off  to  China  Mar.  tOt.. 
Puddy  the  Pup  and  tha 
Gypsies   July  M  

Puddy  the  Pup  In  Cats 
In  a  Bag  (12-26)  Dee.  Ilf.. 

Puddy  the  Pup  la  Sunken 
Treasures   Oat.  lit....!.... 

Red  Hot  Musle  Mar.  5,'37t.6  
Robin  Hood  In  an  Arrow 

Eseape  (11-21)-  Nov.  lit.. ..7.... 
Rolling  Stones   May    I  I.... 
Sailor's  Home.  The  (6-13).. Jane  12  1.... 
Salty  MeGuIra   Jaa.  8,'37t.7.... 
Tin  Can  Tourist,  The 
(2-6-37)   Jan.  22.'37t  .7. . . . 

Tough  Egg,  A  June  26  6  
Western  Trail,  The  Apr.   3  6  
Wolf  In  Cheap  Clothing,  A.. Apr.  17  6.... 

Title Rel.  Date  Mln. 

TREASURE  CHEST 
I. ao. Animal  Cunning   May 

Chesapeake  Bay  Retriever, 
The  (12-26)   Dee.  lit. ..II, 

Fast  Friends  (6-13)  Jaa*   I  I, 
Feminine  Form  (8-29)  Aug.  Tt..  .10. 
Krazl-lnventlons  (10-31)  Oet.    It. ..II. 
Legend  of  the  Lei  (1-2-37). Daa.  «t...ll 
Nature's  Songsters  (9-23) ..  .Seat.  4t....l 
Sports  In  the  Alps  (10-10).  .Sept.  lit....* 
Symphony  la  Snow  (11-7). ..Oet  lit. ...I 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 
Just  Plain  Folks  Mar.  IS. ...II.... 
Rail  Birds  (6-13)  May  22.. ..II.... 

TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 
Amuse  Yourself  Nov.  27t...2l. ... 
Any  Old  Port  (1-2-37)  Nov.   It. ..II.... 
Bashful  Buddies  Aug.  It.. .IF.... 
Big  Courtship.  The  Feb.  I9,'37tl7  
Blue  Blazes  Aug.  2 1 1 .  ..19  
Boy,  Oh  Boy  (9-22)  Am.  I4t.-.I0  
Chemist,  The  (8-24)  Oet    It. ..II.... 
Diamonds  In  the  Rough  Seat  2ft. ..II.... 
Dltte   Feb.  I2,'37tl7  
Fun's  Fun  (2-6-37)  Feb.  l.'S7tll.... 
Gags  and  Gals  (10-S)  Seat  lit. ..St.... 
Happy  Heels  (8-22)  Aag.    It. ..II.... 
Hlgh-C  Honeymoon   Jan.  I,'37t2l  
Hold  It  Jan.  29,'37tl7.... 
It  Happened  All  Right 
(l-IS)   May  II.. ..II.... 

Jail  Bait   Jan.  8,'37tl9.... 
Just  tha  Type  Daa.  4t...M.... 
Love  Nest  on  Wheels  Mar.  26,'37t.2rls. 
Man  to  Man  Feb.  26.'37t.2  rls. 
Mixed  Magle  (12-19)  Nay.  20t...l7.... 
Modern  Home  (11-28)  Ne*.  lit. ..II.... 
Off  the  Horses  Mar.  5.37t.2rls.. 
Parked  In  Paree  Aug.  28t...l6.... 
Peaceful  Relations   Juaa  It.. ..II.... 
Practically  PerfeetO -30-37) .Jan.  I5.'37t2l  
Rah  Rah  Rhythm  (11-21)..  .Oet  2ST...II.... 
Ready   to   Serve  Mar.  12. '37t. 2  rls. 
Screen  Test.  Tha  (12-19)..  .Daa.  lit. ..II.... 
Spring  Is  Hera  Oet  S0t...M.... 
Transatlantic  Lave  Dee.  25t...tt.... 
Wacky  Family,  Tha  (9-26) .  .Sept  4f.. .■§.... 
Whose  Baby  Are  YouT 
(11-7)   Oat    It. ..II.... 

YOUNG  ROMANCE 
Lava  In  September  Mar.  I. ...II.... 

HOFFBERG 
Beautiful  Blue  Danube  ....Feb.   4  1.... 
Busy  Spots  In  Florida  Jaa.  20,'87tlt.... Carillon  Makers   Aug.  lit. ..II.... 
Florldlan  Curiosities  Jaa.  t0,17tl2.... 
Golden  Harbor  Mar  It. ...II... 
Taugh  Breaks   Mar.   I. ...II.... 
Spanish  Interlude.  A  Seat  lit. ....... 
Sport  of  Flying  Seat  lit  
Young  Explorer  Mar.  2.. ..II.... 

INTERNATIONAL  VARIETIES 
Ne.  2—   Feb.  28  I.... 
No.  3 —   Mar.   8....  10.... 
No.  4—  Mar.  22.. ..10.... 
No.  5—  Apr.  10  7.... 
No.  8—  Apr.  22  TV*.. 

PERSONALITIES   ON  PARADE 
No.  I—  Feb.    5  1. 
No.  2—  Mar.  8  1. 
No.  3—  Apr.  II  I. 
No.  4—  May    4  1. 

WORLD  EXPLORATIONS 
I.  Nomads  ef  the  Jaagle  Feb.   3  t 
I.  Nomads  af  the  loath  leaa  . Feb.  17... 
3.  Nomads  af  the  Past  Mar.  8... 
4.  Nomads  af  the  Air  Mar.  17... 
5.  Nomads  la  the  Maklag.   .Apr.  3... 
6.  Nomads  of  the  River  Apr.  17... 
7.  Nomads  of  the  Plains. ..  .May  S... 

..I... 

..I... 

..5</s. 

..I... 

..I... 

..IVi. 

Nomads  of  the  Sea  May  17  V/t- 

IMPERIAL 
Title 

Mln. 

Rel.  Date 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

Towers  ef  Melody  -  I 
Hidden  Treasures   8 
Southern  Beauties   I 

EDGAR  GUEST  POETIC  GEMS 
After  tha  Sterai  
Boyhood   t. 
Old  Prospector,  The  t. 

Early  la  the  Manila'  8. 
NOVELTIES 

Cities  of  the  Past  
Nero  8. 
Hobs  Here   I. 

PORT  0'  CALL Peacock  Threes  I. 
City  of  tha  lut  I. 
Last  Resort   I. 
Children  ef  the  Nile  I. 
Seventh  Wonder   I. 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 
Beneath  Coral  Saaa  8. 
Inspiration  of  Old  Leva 
Songs   8. 

Dream  Harbor  8. 
Maori   8. 
Under  the  Southern  Ores*  8. 

MGM 
Title Rel.  Date 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
Neighborhood  House  (7-18).  May  9.. 
On  tha  Wrong  Trek  (7-28).. Apr.  18.. 
Vamp  'Til  Ready  (2-29)  Mar.  28.. 

CRIME  DOESN'T  PAY No.  7— Feel  Preef  Mar.  7.. 
No.  8— The  Publlo  Part 
(11-14)   Oet  lOt. 

Mia. 

.20... 

.It.. 

.20.. 

.21.. 

.11.. 

No.  9— Torture  Meaey  Jan.  2,'37t20.. 
FITZPATRICK  TRAVEL  TALKS 

Colorful  Bombay  
Colorful  Islands  (1-2-37)  Nov.  I4t  0. . 

Glimpses  of  Java  and 
Ceylon   Mar.  6,'37t  

India  on  Parade  Feb.  6,'37t.9.. 
Japaa  la  Cherry  Bleeseei 
Time   Mar.  21  1.. 

Oriental  Paradise  Nov.  I4t  0. . 
Picturesque  South  Africa 
(2-20-37)   Jan.  9.'S7t.l.. Quaint  Quebee  Sept  I2t. 

Rio  da  Janeiro,  Oltf  at 
Splendor  (7-28)   Sept  12  1.. 

Sacred  City  ef  the  Mayan 
ladlaas  (2-11)   Fab.  22  7.. 

St.  Haloaa  aad  Ita  Maa 
af  Destiny   May  16  1.. 

Yellowstone  Park  (12-11)..  .Oet  24t....9.. 
HARM  AN-ISI NG 

(Happy  Harmonies) 20—  Old  Mill  Pead,  The 
(8-1)   Mar.  7  8.. 

21—  Twe  Little  Papa  (t-l).  .Apr.  4  1.. 
22—  Old  House,  The  May  2  
23—  Pups'  Plsnle   May  30  8.. 
24—  To  Sprint  Juae  20  1.. 
25—  Little  Cheater  July  II  I.. 
26—  Paps'  Christmas  (12-21)  .Dee.  I2t  8. . 
27—  Circus  Daze   Jan.  I6,'37t.l.. 
28—  Swing.   Wedding   Feb.  I3,'37t.8.. M-G-M  MINIATURES 

Great  Amerleaa  Pie  Com- 
pany  Nov.  I. 

Hollywood  Extra  (11-7)  Sept.  I9t 
Hollywood:  Second  Stop 
(2-20-37)   Dee.  It 

How  to  Ba  a  Detective 
(1-23-37)   Oet  I7t 

Hew  te  Behave  (4-21)  Apr.  25. 
Haw  te  Trala  a  Oh  July  4. 
How  te  Vote  (•••)  Sept.  5t...l0. 
Jonker  Diamond  (4-25).  ...Mar.  28  II. 
Little  Bey  Blue  (6-6)  May  23  II. 
Master  Will  ahstoopoare 
(8.1)   June  IS.... II. 

ftalnbew  Cast,  The  Oet  Sit  

..II.. 

..II. 

..10. 

...I.. 

..10. 

...I. 
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Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
What  Do  You  Think?  Jan.  23/37 1 10  

M-G-M  SPORTS  PARADE 
Aquatic  Artistry  (•••)  Apr.  II  
Dart  Deviltry   Jan*  27  
Harnessed  Rhythm  (•-!)...  .J net  I. ...10.... 
Pole  (8-8)   May   S  ».... 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 
Girl's  Best  Years.  A 
(2-20-37)   Dee.  26t. . .  19. . . . 

Ne  Plata  Like  Roue  (11-7)  .teat.  ISt.. .IS.... 
Violets  la  Sarllf  <•-»)  Sept  5.  .. 21.... 

OUR  GANG 
Arbar  Day  <•-•>  May   2.... IS.... 
Barad  at  Edasatlea  (•-•)... Aug.  29. ...10.... 
Glove  Taps   II.... 
Lneky  Corner,  The  (2-29)..  Mar.  14. ...IS.... 
Pay  A»  Yea  Exit  Oct.  24f  . ..II  
■•union  In  Rhythm  Jan.  9,'37tll.... 
Seetad  Childhood  (4-25) ...  .Apr.  1 1....  19.... 
Spooky  Heeky   Dee.  5t  
T*a  Taa  Yeua(  (11-7)  Sept.  26f...l0.  .. 

PATSY  KELLY  COMEDIES 
At  taa  Atkara  Apr.  4.... 20.... 
Hill  Tillies  (S-IS)  Aar.   4.. ..IS.... 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 
Bar-Rae't  Night  Out  Feb.  27,'37tl0. . . . 
Bohlad  the  Headline!  (9-1)  Sept.  12?... 1 1.... 
Dexterity   Jan.  I6/37?.S.... 
Gliding  the  Lily   Feb.  6.'37t.8.... 
Hurling    (1-9-37)  ...Nov.  I4t-..I0  
Klllar  Dag  (9-S)  Aug.  29.. ..10.... 
Olyatale  Ski  Cbampleao 
(11-7)   Ott    St. ..10...; 

Ski  Skill   10.... 
Sports  ea  lea  Oet.  I0t. . .  10  
Waated — A  Matter  (I -1*7). Dee.  26t...l0  

SPECIAL 
Audioteopikt  (1-18)   S.... 
Servant  of  the  People  21.... 

TABLOID  MUSICALS 
Annie  Laurie  (1-9-37)  Oet.  31 1 ...  10 — . 
Bart  and  Stripes  Feb.  20,'37t  
Daatlng  ta  tkt  Ctlllag  Jan.  2.'37t.9.... 
Every  Suaday   Nov.  28t...l0.... 
Little  Maestro  
Near  Sheet  (8-S)  Sept.  St.. .11.... 
Swing  Banditry  (S-5)  Sept.  I Bt  II  

PARAMOUNT 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 
Be  Hamas   Nov.  20t....7.... 
Betty  Boo*  aad  Little 
Jimmy  (4-11)   Mar.  27  7.... 

■rampy't  Indoor  Outlag  Oet.  ISt....7.... 
Happy  Yoa  aad  Merry  Me 
(S-22)   Aug.  2lt...-7  

Htute  Cleaning  Bluet  Jan.  I5,'37t.l  rl.. 
Hot  Air  Salesman,  The  Mar.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Making  Frleadt   Dee.  I8t  7.... 
Mara  Pop   June   19  8.... 
Pudgy  Takes  a  Bow-Wow. .  .Apr.   9,'37t.l  rl. 
Sang  a  Day,  A  May  22  7.... 
Training  Plgeoat   Sept.  I  St  7.. 
Wo  Did  It  Apr.  24  6.... 
Whoops!  I'm  a  Cowboy  Feb.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Yen'ro  Nat  Built  That  Way  .July  17  8.... 

COLOR  CLASSICS 
Bunny-Mooning   Feb.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Chicken  a  la  King  Apr.  I6,'37t.l  rl.. 
Ohrlttaiaa  Comet  Bat  Oaee 
a  Year  Dee.  4t....8.... 

Cobweb  Hotel.  Tha  May  IS  8.... 
B reedy  Hurapty  Dunpty  July  10  8  
Hawaiian  Blrdo   Aug.  28t . . . .9. . .. 
Little  Stranger  (4-18)  Mar.  13  
Play  Sate  Oet.  let. ...7.... 
Stmewhere  la  Dreamland...  Jan.  17  9.... 

HEADLINERS 
Breezy  Rhythm   Apr.  19  10  

Hal  Kemp  and  Orch. 
Bypiy  Rtvtlt  (S-22)  Aug.  7t...ll.... 
Knock,  Knoek, 
Who't  ThtroT   Sept.  t8t. . -I I  
Vlneent  Lopez  and  Orch. 

Lucky  Starlets  May  22....  10.... 
Baby  Leroy-Bennlo  Bart- 
lott  -  David  Holt  •  Betty 
Holt -Billy  Leo -Virginia 
Waldlar 

Midnight  Melodies  (4-18) ...  Mar.  20  II.... 
Ed  Paul  aad  Orehettra- 
Babt  Ryaa-Loretta  Lea 

Musical  Charmen  Oet.  9t...ll  
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orch. 

Mutleal  Fathlont   July  3....  1 1  
laa  Ray  Hutton  and  Her 
Melodears 

Music  by  Morgan  Feb.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Russ  Morgan  and  Orch. 

Mutle  In  the  Morgan  Manner. June  12  II.... 
Russ  Morgan  and  Orch. 

Mutle.  Mutle  Everywhere. ..  Dee.  ISt- -.11  
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orch. 

Mutle  Over  Broadway  Aug.  28t...l0.... 
George  Hall  aad  Oreb. 

Play,  Don  (8-15)  July  31. ...10.... 
Don  Bettor  and  Orch. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 
Rah,  Rah,  Football  Oet.  S0t...l0.... 

Will  Osborne  and 
Colleglates 

Song  Hltt  on  Parade  Jaa.  IB,'37t.l  rl.. 
Freddie  Rich  and  Oreb. 

Star  Reporter  la  Hollywood 
(11-21)   Nov.  20t...l0  
Ted  Huting-Bonnlo  B all- 

ien- Dorothy  Lamour 
Star  Reporter,  The,  No.  2... Mar.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
Yankee  Doodle  Rhapsody...  .May    I  II  

Ferde  Grofe  and  Oreb. 

MUSICAL  ROMANCE 
(Technicolor) 

la  Old  Wyoming  Jan.  I5/S7t.l  rl.. 
Lover't  Paradise   Sept.  I  It...  IS.... 
Sehubert't  Serenade  Nov.  ISt. ..10.... 
Treot   Mar.  I9,'37t.l  rl.. 
Wettern  Sketches   Nov.  20t  I  rl.. 

PARAGRAPH  ICS 
Broadway  Highlights  No.  S.  .Dee.  lit  ... I  rl.. 
Broadway  Highlights,  No.  9. Apr.  2,'37t.l  rl.. 
It's  a  Living  Mar.  5/37t.l  rl.. 
Lulu't  Love  (S-IS)  Aug.  I4t...l8  
Madison  Sq.  Gardea  Dee.  lit  
Rhythm  of  the  River  Oet.    It  . .  .10  
Safety  iri  the  Air  Apr.  30,'37t.l  rl.. 
Sailor  Shorty  Oet.  23....  10  
Snow   Jan.  8,'S7t  
Straight  at  aa  Arrow 
(11-21)   Oet.    St. ..10.... 

That't  Their  Butlnett  Nov.  I3t--.ll-... Where  Champions  Meet 
(2-20-37)   Jan.  8/37t.9.... 

Where  Snow  Is  King  Feb.   5,'37t.l  rl.. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  9  —  Trailing  the  Blrdt 
— Lake  of  Enchantment— 
Swanee  River  Goet  High 
Hat  (4-11)   Mar.  27  9.... 

No.  10  —  Tollert    of  the 
Deep  —  Where  Beauty 
Reigns— Make-up  Magle.  .Apr.  24  10.... 

No.  II — Champagne — Girls 
Will  Be  Boyt  —  Up  Mont 
Blane   May  22.. ..II.... 

No.  12— Meet  the  Pelleaa— 
Viola    Mitchell  —  Steel 
Sultt   June  IS.... IS.... 

No.  13—  July  17  1  rl.. 
PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL  (New  Serlet) 

No.  I  —  What'i    Afoot  — 
Golden  Acres — Don  Baker 
(8-22)   Aug.  Zlf. -.10  

No.  2  —  8elenee    to  the 
Reteue  —  Frozen     Feg  — 
Keyt  to  Concentrating  Sept.  ISt. ..19  

No.  3  —  Mils  Christopher 
Columbus — Take  a  Num- 

ber—Keep Out!  Lloat  Oet.  lit. ..10.... 
No.  4  —  A  Modern  Monster 
—  Furs  on  Parade  —  All 
A-Board   Nov.  ISt... 18.... 

No.  5  —  Bamboo — Clamdlg- 
gers'     Rodeo  —  Vienna 
Boys'  Choir   Dee.  I  It...  10  

No.  6  —  Cornering  a  Killer 
—  Twilight  —  Left  All 
Learn  to  Ski  Jan.   S.'STt.l  rl.. 

No.  7—  Feb.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  8—   Mar.  I2,'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  9—  Apr.   9,'37t.l  rl.. 

PARAMOUNT  VARIETIES 
Broadway  Highlight!  No.  S.Apr.  3  
Dangerous  Jobs   May    I  9.... 
Fashions  In  Love  July  24  8  
Here  Comes  the  Zoo  (3-14). .Mar.  IS  8.... 
Poodle.  The   May  22....  10  
Rhythm  Party.  The  June  26  9.... 
Rookie  Fireman,  Tko  Apr.  24  10.... 
Shorty  at  the  Seashore  July  10  9.... 

POPEYE  THE  SAILOR 
Bridge  Ahoy  I   May    1  8.... 
Clean  Shaven  Man,  A  (3-7). Feb.  7  7  
Hold  the  Wire  Oet.  23t.--.7-... 
Hospitaliky   Apr.  I6,'37f.l  rl.. 
I'm  In  the  Army  Now  Dee.  25t  7.... 
I-Skl  Lov-Skl  You-Ski  Apr.   S  8.... 
I  Wanna  Be  a  Lifeguard...  .June  26  7.... 
Let's  Get  Movln'  July  24  7  
Little  Swee'  Pea  Sept.  25t. . -.7. . . . 
My  Artistical  Temperature.  .Mar.  I9,'37t.l  rl.. 
Never  Kick  a  Woman  Aug.  28t....7.... 
Organ  Grinder's  Swing  Feb.  I9,'37f.l  rl.. 
Paneless  Window  Washer, 
The   Jan.  22.'S7t . I  rl.. 

Popeye  the  Sailor  Moett 
Slnbad  the  Sailor  (11-14). Nov.  27t...l7.... 
(Technicolor  special) 

Spinach  Roadster,  Tha  Nov.  27?. ...7...- 
What,  No  Spinach?  May  29  7.... 

PARAMOUNT  SOUND  NEWS 
Two  Edltlont  Weekly 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 
(Clnecolor) 

No.  4  (4-11)  Mar.  27.. ..II.... 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
No.  S   May  29. ...10.... 
No.  6   July  17  10.... 

POPULAR  SCIENCE  (New  Series) 
No.  I  (8-22)  Aug.  2St  II  
No.  2  (11-28)  Oct.  30t. ..10  
No.  S  Dec.  25?. ...I  rl.. 
No.  4   Feb.  26,'37t.l  rl.. 
No.  5   Apr.  30,'37t.l  rl.. 

SCREEN  SONGS 

Hills  of  Old  Wyoraln',  The 
(8-22)   July  31....  10.... 
The  Westerners 

I  Can't  Escape  from  You. . .  Sept.  25t  8.... 
Joe  Rlchman  and  Orch. 

I   Don't  Want  to  Maka 
History   May  22  
V.  Lopez  aad  Orchestra 

I  Fool  Llkn  a  Feather  la 
the  Breeze   Mar.  27  1.... 
Jaek  Denny  and  Orchestra 

Never  Should  Have  Told 
Yea   Jaa.  2t.'37t.l  rl.. 

Talking  Through  My  Heart.  .Nov.  Z7T....7.... 
Dick  Stabile  and  Oreb. 

Twilight  on  the  Trail  Mar.  26,'37t.l  rl.. 
The  Westerners 
GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORTL1GHTS 

(NEW  SERIES) 
No.  22— Wlagod  Champions 
(4-11)   Mar.  IS.. ..IS.... 

No.  23 — Sun  Chasers  Apr.  10. ...10  
No.  24— Catching  Trouble. .. May    S  10.... 
No.  25—  River  of  Thrlllt  Juno  S  10  
No.  26 — Sporting  Compari- sons  July  S....I0. ... 
No.  27— Noptuae't  Seholart 
(8-22)   Aug.  7t.-.IO.... 

No.  28— Lucky  Spills   Sept  4t...l0.... 
No.  29— Fighting  Marlla  Oet.  It.. .10.... 
No.  30 — Sporting  Quiz 
(11-21)   Nov.   St-..  10  

No.  31 — Chimp  Champs  Dee.   4t. . - 10  
No.  32— Sporting  Pals  Jan.  l.'S7t.l  rl.. 
No.  33 — Underwater  Ro- 

mance, An   Jan.  29.37t.l  rl.. 
No.  34— On  the  Nose  Feb.  26,'37t-l  rl.. 
No.  35 — Galloping   Gauchos.Mar.  26,'37t.l  rl. 

RKO  RADIO 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

DUMBBELL  LETTERS 
No.  22   Fob.  SI  5(4- 
No.  23   Apr.   S  5... 
No.  24   May  29  S... 
No.  25   July  10  S... 

EASY  ACES 
Debonair  New  Orleans 
(4-25)   Mar.  27....  10... 
Etiquette  Nov.  29t  S... 
Fool  Your  Friends  June   9  10... 
Job's  a  Job.  A  May  22. ...10... 

HEADLINER  SERIES 
No.  4—  Wedtlme  Story,  A 
(3-14)   Mar.  20.... 21... 

No.  5—  Bad  Medicine   May  22  IS... 
Ne.  6— Sleepy  Time   July  24. ...20... 

(1936-37) 1 —  Lalapaloosa  Nov.  20t  IS  
2 —  Slnoino  In  the  Air  Feb.  I9,'37tl9... 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 
Bad  Housekeeping   19... 
Dummy  Ache  July  10  18... 
High  Beer  Pressure  May    8  18... 

Hillbilly  Goat  (1-23-37)..  .Jan.  I5.'37tl8... Vocalizing  (10-10)   Oet  23?. ..20(4. 
Will  Power  (3-14)  Mar.  6....IS'/t- 

MAJOR  BOWES  AMATEUR  PARADE 
No.  I   May    I  S... 
No.  2   Juno   5. ...10... 
No.  3   July  S....I0... 

MARCH  OF  TIME 
No.  2  (2-15)  Feb.  17.... 24... 
No.  3  (3-14)  Mar.  13. ...21... 
No.  4   Apr.  17.. ..21... 
No.  5   May  IS. ...21... 
No.  6   Juno  12.. ..23... 
No.  7   July  10.... 21... 
No.  8   Aug.   7.... 21... 

(1938-37) 
No.  I   Seat  4t...2S... 
No.  2   Oet  2t...2lft. 
No.  3  Nov.   St.. -21  
No.  4  (12-12)  Nov.  27t...22... 
No.  5   Dee.  25?.. .IS... 
No.  6   Jan.  22,'37t  
No.  7   Fob.  I9,'37t  

PATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  a  week 

PATHE  REVIEWS 
Released  onee  a  month 

PATHE  TOPICS 
Released  teven  timet  a  year 

RADIO   FLASH  COMEDIES 
Dog  Blight   June  12.... 16... 

Title Rel.  Date 

Mln. 
Don't  Be  Like  That 

(1-30-37) .  Dec. 

4t.. 

.18.... 
ri.Li    i       rt  ■  _  s.  a,    /  m   n  \ Apr. 19... 

.17.... 

4t.. 

.IS.... 

RADIO  MUSICAL COMEDIES 

9t.. 

.18.... 

Deep    South  (1-23-37)  
.Jan. 

l.'S7tl7.... 

1... .18.... 
3... .18.... 

.19  
RdlklRO  W  PARAnp CARTOONS 

RaM    Winn  f.nlft 

..7.... Felix  the  Cat  and  the  Goose 
That  Laid  the  Golden  Egg 

7... 

-.7(4-. 
It's  a  Greek  Life  (8-22)... 

.Aug. 

Molly  Moo  Cow  and  Robla- 

20  ,  . 

..7.... 

Neptune  Nonsense  (3-28)... .Apr. 17... ..8.... 

2t-- 

..7.... 

SMART  SET 
All  Business  (2-8)  Feb.  14  18(4- 
And  So  to  Wed  June  19  IB... 
Framing  Father  (2-29)  Apr.  17....  11(4. 
Grandma't  Buoyt  ( I -2-37) . .  Dee.  ISt. ..IB... 
So  and  8ew  Sept.  ISt. -.IS... 

SPECIAL 
Headllneo  for  25  Yean 
(3-14)   Mar.  27.... 21..., 

SPORTS  WITH  BILL  CORUM 
Goalt  for  Gold  and  Glory. ..Oct.  30t...ll... 
High,  Wide  and  Dathlai..  .Sept.  4t  8... 
Iceman,  The   Jan.  I5.'37t.6... Ladles  Day  Dee.  18?-. -II.... 
Never  Catch  the  Rabbit 
(5-2)   Apr.  24. ...II..., 

Pardon  My  Spray  (10-10)..  .Oct.    2?. ..10... 
Putting  on  the  Dog  Feb.  12/37?  
Row,  Mr.  Row  June  19. ...II... 
Singing  Wheels  (12-26)  Nov.  20?. ..II... 
Winter  Sport  (3-28)  Mar.  13  10... 

STRUGGLE  TO  LIVE 
Deadly  Females   Nov.  IS?  8(4.. 

Forest  Gangsters  (1-23-37)  .Jan.     8,'37t.  .9. , Living  Jewels   June  12  10..., 
Underground  Farmers   Apr.  17  B... 
Swamp  Land   Sept.  I at  B... 

SUPERBA  COMEDIES 
Bridal  Grief   Feb.  5,'37?  Down  the  Ribber  (2-29)  Mar.  27.... 21  
Listen  to  Freezin'  (8-15)..  .July  31  IS... 
One  Live  Ghost  Nov.   6?... 21  
Wholesaling  Along   May  29  17... 

WORLD  ON  PARADE 
Coral  Isle  of  the  Atlantle 
(4-25)   Mar.  27. ...II... 

Gold   Mania   (1-16-37)  Dee.  25?. ..II..., 
Graveyard  of  Shlpe  (I -2-37) . Nov.  27?.. .11..., 
Heart  of  the  Sierras  Nov.   6?. ..II.... 
Manhattan   Waterfront   Feb.  I9,'37f  Romantic  Mexico   Jan.  22/37?  
Trinidad   Sept.  II?. ..10... 
Venice  of  the  North  May  15  10... 
Washington  in  Virginia 
(10-3)   Oet.    Bt- ..10... 

STATE  RIGHTS 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

ALEXANDER 
Trailing  the  8ea horse 
(1-9-37)   ||..., DYNAMIC 

Wonderland  of  Gasps  (8-13)  II... 
FILM  EXCHANGE 

Ski -Etta  (1-2-37)   10... 

20TH  CENTURY-FOX 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mia. 

ADVENTURES  OF  THE 
NEWSREEL  CAMERAMAN 

Dogging  It  Around  the World   Nov.  ISf ...10... 
Looking  for  Trouble  Dec.  I8t-..I0... 
Pacing  the  Thoroughbreds. .  .Sept.  25t  
Scouring  the  Skies  Aug.  I4t  , 
Sports  Headllnen  of  1931 
(M-21)   Oet.  SOt. ..18... 

MAGIC  CARPET  SERIES 
Irish  Pastoral  (8-22)  Aug.   7t  9(4. 
Land  of  Genghis  Kahn 
(2-6-37)   Dec.  I8t...l0... 

Memories  of  8paln  (10-3)..  .Sept  ISt. ..10... 
Philippine  Fantasy  (11-7).  Sept.  25t  
Touring  Brazil  (12-19)  Nov.  I  St. ..10... 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Title  Rel.  Data  Mia. 

MICKEY  MOUSE 
38.  Orphans'  Plealt  Mar.  12  §.,., 
39.  Mickey's  Grand  Opera 
(4-11)   Apr.   B  B... 
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Title                         Rol.  Date  MId. 
40.  Through  the  Mlmr  June  18  t  

101.  Moving  Day   July  22  9.... 
102.  Mickey's  Rival  (8-15). .Aug.  27  ».... 
IDS.  Alpine  Climber*  (8-22).  Oct.  28t . . .  .B'/t . . 
104.  Mickey's  Clreu*  (8-18). Nov.    lit  8.. 
105.  Donald  and  Pluto 
(11-14)   Dec.  I2t  8  

107.  Mickey's  Elephant 
(11-14)   ».... 

108.  Don  Donald  (1-16-37)  8'/,.. 
109.  Worm  Turns,  The 
(1-23-37)   81/... 

SILLY  SYMPHONIES 
13.  Elmer  the  Elephant 
(4-11)   May  14  BV».. 

84.  Three  Little  Waives 
(4-11)   May  27. ...10... 

15.  Toby  Tortoise  Returns 
(8-22)   Sept  23t....l.... 

108.  Three  Blind  Mouse- 
kotaers  (11-28)   Jan.  28, '371.7.... 

108.  Country  Cousin,  The 
(11-21)   Deo.  I7t....8'/i.. 

108.  Mather  Pluto  (11-21)  814.. 
110.  More  Kittens  (1-0-37)  6</,.. 

Mln. 
UNIVERSAL 

Title  Rel.  Data 
GOING    PLACES   with    LOWELL  THOMAS 
N*.  20  (3-28)  Apr.  20  8.... 
No.  21   '.  June  S.....8  
Na.  22   June  22  •  
Na.  23  (7-11)  July   8. ...10.  .. 
Na.  24  (7-18)  July  20.. ..10.... 
Na.  25  (8-15)  Aug.   8. ...10.... 
Na.  28   Aug.  17. ...10.... 
No.  27  (10-10)  Sept.  14*....*.... 
Na.  28  (10-17)  Oct. 
No.  20   Oct 
No.  SO   Nov. 
No.  81   Dee. 
No.  32  (2-6-37)   Feb.     I, '37. 9'/,.. 
No.  83   1  it.. 
Na.  34   Mar.  I5,'37t  
No.  35   Apr.  I2.'37t  

IBt....8.. 
26f....9.. 
23t...l0.. 
2lt....S.. 

MEANY-MINY-MOE  CARTOONS 

Big  Race,  The  Mar.  3,'37t.7.... 
Golfers,  The  (2-13-37)  Jan.  I l,'S7t.8'/t •  • 
House  of  Magic  (2-13-37)  Feb.  8,'37t.8.... 
Knights  for  a  Day  (1-8-87)  .Dee.  28t  
Turkey  Dinner  Nov.  30f  

MENTONE  MUSICAL 
Fllppen's  Fralloa  (7-1 1)..., 
Fun  Begins  at  Homo 
Fun  la  the  Flra  Haute 
(11-7)   

Gus  Van's  Garden  Party 
(10-10)   

It's  on  the  Records  
Marine  Fellies   
Musical  Airways  (10-10).... 
Royal  Cafe   
School  for  Swing  (2-6-37). 
Teddy   Bergman's  Inter- 

national Broadcast  (6-6) . 
Television  Highlight*   
Vaud-O-Mat,  Tha  (3-28)  

COMEDIES 
July  15. ...18.. 
Feb.  I7.'37tl0.. 

Oct.  28t...l0., 

Sept.  2t  II . . 
Mar.  I7,'37t... 
Apr.  29.... II., 
Sept.  30t  II.. 
Nov.  23f...l0.. 
Jan.  20,'37tlO. 

June  8. ...20. 
Dee.  23t...l0. 
Apr.   8  16. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 
Battle  Royal  (7-18)  June  22  7  
Barnyard  Five  Apr.  20  7... 
Beachcombers  (10-8)   Oct.    St.... 8... 
Duck  Hunt   Mar.   8,*37t.  t  
Everybody  Sing  (I -30-37) .  .  Fob.  22,'37t.7. . . , 
Farming  Fools   May  25  7.... 
Fun  House,  The  May    4  7..!. 
Gopher  Trouble   Nov.  30f  
Kiddle  Revue   Sept.  2lt....7..., 
Music  Hath  Charms  (8-8) ..  .Sept.  7t  8  
Night  Llfa  of  tha  Bugs 
(10-3)   Oet.  9t....8.... 

Puppet  Show  (10-13)  Nov.   2t  8  
Unpopular  Mechanic  (10-17). Nov.   6f  8.... 

STRANGER 
Na.  19— Novelty 
No.  20— Novelty 
No.  21— Novelty 
Na.  22— Novelty 
Na.  23— Novelty 
No.  24— Novelty 
No.  25—  Novelty 
Na.  26—  Novelty 
Na.  27— Novelty 
Na.  28— Novelty 
No.  29— Novelty 
Na.  SO— Novelty 
Na.  SI— Novelty 
Na.  32— Novelty 
No.  S3 — Novelty 
No.  34—  Novelty 
No.  35 — Novelty 

UNIVERSAL  SPECIAL 
King  Edward  the  VIII  Dec.  I4t  BVs. 
You  Can't  Get  Away 
With  It   Nov.  30t... 25... 

THAN  FICTION 
(3-28)  Apr. 

 June 
 June 
 July 

(7-11)  July 
(7-18)  July 
(8-1)  Aug. 
(8-8)  Aug. 

 Sept. 
(0-24)....  .Oct. 
(9-24)  Nov. 
(12-26)...  Dec. 
(1-2-37). 
(1-30-37) 
(2-13-37) 

Jan. 
.Feb. 
.Mar. 
Mar. 

.  Apr. 

SERIES 
13  9... 
1  9..., 
15  9... 
29  9..., 
13. ...10... 
27. ...10... 
10... .10... 
24  9... 
28t....8... 
I2t....8'/s. 
9t....8%. 
7t  
4,'37t  
l.'37t.B... 
I.'37t.9... 

29,'37t.9.. 
26,'37t  

Title  Rel.  Data  Mia. 

VITAPHONE 
BIG  TIME  VAUDEVILLE  REEL 

Vltaphono  Entertainer* 
(7-11)   Jul*  27  1  rl.. 
Sylvia  Froos 

Vltaphono  Highlight*   Apr.   4....  10.... 
Eddie  Peabody 

Vltaphono  Hlppodrame  May    2  II.... 
Molly  Plcen-Johany  La* 

Vltaphono  Spotlight  (3-28).  Mar.   7  II.... 
Convllle-Dalo 

Vltaphono  Tepaotchos  (2-1). May  30  
Vltaphono  Stagsshaw  July  25  1  rl.. 
Vltaphono  Gaieties   Sept  I9f. 
Jack  Pepper 

Vltaphono  Internatloaals. .  .Oct.  1 7f ...II.... 
Holtz-Leo 

Vaudeville  Is  Back  Nov.  I4t...ll  
Johnny  Perkins 

Vaude-Vllllans   Dec.  I2t...l0  
Marty  May 

Real  Vaudeville  (I -30-37) . .  .Jan.    2.*37tl I  
Harry  Rose 

Bed-Time  Vaudeville 
(2-20-37)   Jan.  30/37111  

BIG  V.  COMEDIES 
Joe  Palooka  In  for  the  Lava 

of  Pete  (3-28)  Mar.  14.... 21.... 
Shemp  Howard- 
Robert  Norton 

Calling  All  Tars  Mar.  28  21.... 
Bob  Hope 

Slum  Fun   Apr.  II... .21.... 
Johnny  Berkes- 
Charles  O'Deaaoll 

Absorbing  Junior   May    I  21  
Shemp  Howard- 
Johnny  Berkoa 

Joe  Palooka  In  Her*'*  Hove. June   6  21  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norte* 

Wife  of  tha  Party,  Th« 
(8-22)   June  20.... 22.... 
Ken  Murray 

Good  Old  Plumbertlme, 
The   July  1 1....  20.... 
Johnny  Berks* 

Oily  Bird.  The  July  25   20  
Ken  Murray 

Joe  Palooka  In  Punch  aad 
Beauty   Aug.  15..  .20  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Dough-Nut*   Nov.  14  21.. .. 
Yacht  Club  Bora 

BROAOWAY  BREVITIES 
Stars  Can't  Bo  Wrong,  Tb*  Feb.  29  21  

Carolyn  Marsh- Harris  Twin* 
Wash  Your  Step  (3-28)  Mar.   7  21  

Hal  LeRoy- 
Prelsser  Sisters 

Paris  in  New  York  (3-28) . . Mar.  21  22.... 
Irene  Bordonl 

Black  Network,  Tha  Apr.   4  22.... 
Nina  Mae  McKlnney- 
Nleholas  Bret. 

College  Dads   Apr.  II  21.... 
Leon  J annoy 

Double  Crossky,  Tha  Apr.  18. ...21.... 
Olga  Baclanova 

I'm  Much  Obliged  May   2... .»!.... 
Vera  Van-George  Debbt 

Maid  for  a  Day....  May  23  20.... 
Grace  Hayes 

City's  Slicker,  Tha  May  30  2  fit. 
Dawn  O'Day-Radla  Rub** 

Romance  In  the  Air  May  16  
Wlnl  Shaw-Phil  Rogaa 

Changing  of  the  Guard 
(3-16)   Juno   8. ...20.... 
Sybil  Jason 
Rhythmltls   June  13  2rl*. 

Hal  LeRoy-Toby  Wlag 
Song  of  a  Nation,  Tha 
(6-20)   July    4.... 20.... 
Donald  Woods- 
Claire  Dodd 

When  You're  Single  July  18  2  rl*. Cross  and  Dunn 
Shake  Mr.  Shakespeare 
(7-11)   Aug.  22.. ..20.... 
Carolyn  Marsh 

Echo  Mountain   Aug.  28.... 20.... 
Fred  Lawrence- Rosalind  Marauls 

Rush  Hour  Rhapsody  (9-IS).Sept  St. ..19  
Jean  Sargent 

Joe  Palooka  In  "The 
Choke's  on  You"  (9-19) ..  .Sept.  I2t...2l  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Backyard  Broadcast,  The 
(9-5)   Sept.26t...2l.... 

Say  It  With  Candy  .Oct.  3t...20..., 
Virginia  Vorrlll 

Sheik  to  Sheik  Oet.  lot. ..21  
Georges  Metaxa 

.18. 

.20. 

.21. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 
Can't  Think  of  It  Oet  24t...l8... 

Ken  Murray-Oswald 
Captain  Bluebeard   Feb.  I3.'37t  

Georole  Price 
Sunday  Round-up,  The  Ott  Sit. 

Dick  Foran-Llnda  Perry 
Sweethearts  and  Flowers. ...  Nov.  7t. 

Regis  Toomey- Prelsser  Sisters 
That'*  Picture*  (8-29)         .Nov.  2lt- 

Jay  C.  Fllppen 

Joe  Palooka  In  "Th* Blonde  Bomber"   Nov.  28 1 ...  2 1  

Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 
Here  Comes  tha  Circus  Des.    St. .  -  IB  
"Poodle*"  Hannoford 

"Give  Me  Liberty  Dee.  I9t . .  .22  
John  Lltel 

If  All  Over  Now  (2-6-37).  . Dec.  26t. . .20  
Dan  Healy 

Joe  and  Asbestos  In 
"A  Horse's  Tale" 
(2-13-37)   Jan.  9,'37t20.... 
Harry  Grlbben- Hamtre*  Harrlngtoa 

Pretty  Pretender,  The 
(2-13-37)   Jan.  23,'37t2l . . . . 
Bernlce  Claire 

Joe  Palooka  In  "Kick  Ma 
Again"   Fob.  6,'S7t  
Shemp  Howard- Robert  Norton 

Captain  Blueblood   Feb.  S.'STt  Georgie  Price 

Swing  for  Sale  Feb.  27,'37t  Hal  LeRoy 

Under  Southern  Start  Feb.  20,'37tl8.... Fred   Lawrence-J.  Bryan 

.10. .10. 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURE 
(Clnecolor) 

Pearl  of  tha  Pacific  (7-11).  .Sept.  St. 
Colorful  Occupation  (9- 1 9).. Oet  St. 
Northern  Lights   Oct.  Sit  
Along  the  Mediterranean...  .Dec.  8t  
Hollanders,  The  (I  -23-37) .  .Jan.  2,'37tl0. 
Nice  Work  (2-13-37)  Jan.  30,'37tl0.. 
Land  of  the  Midnight  Sun . Feb.  27,'37t . . . 

LOONEY  TUNES 
No.  18—  Blow  Out,  The 
(3-28)   Apr.   4  7., 

No.  19— Westward  Whoa  Apr.  23  7.. 
No.  20— Fish  Tale*   May  23  7.. 
No.  21 — Shanghaied  Ship- 

mate*  June  20  7. 
No.  22— Porky'*  Pet  (7-18). July  II  7. 
No.  23 — Porky,  the  Rain- 

maker (8-29)   Aug.    1  7. 
No.  24— Porky'*  Poultry 
Plant  (9-19)   Aug.  22  7.. 

No.  25—  Milk  and  Money. ..Oet    St. ...7.. 
Na.  26— Porky'*  Moving 
Day   7. 

Na.  27— Little  Beau  Porky.  .Oet.  24t....7. 
No.  28— Village  Smithy.  The. N*v.  I4t  7. 
No.  29 — Porky  of  the  North- 

woods   (1-9-37)   Dee.  I9t  7. 
No.  30— Porky  the  Wrestler  .  Jan.  9.'37t.7. 
No.  31 — Porky's  Road  Race. Feb.  6,'37t... 

..II.. 

..II.. 

..10.. 

8.. ..10.. 

MELODY  MASTERS 
Little  Jack  Little  and 

Orchestra  (3-28)   Mar.  21. 
Ramon  Ramos  and  Orchestra.  Apr.  18. 
Dave  Apollon  and  Hit  Band. May  16. 
Vlneent  Lopez  aad  Orches- 

tra  Juna 
Carl  Hoff  and  Orchestra  July  II  I  rl. 
Nlek  Lucas  and  Hla  Trou- 

badours  Aug.  15..  ..10... 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 
(7-14)   Sept.  St.. .11  

Harry  Reser  and  Eskimos... Sept.  26t  9... 
Emll  Coleman  and  Oreh. 
(7-11)   Oct.  I7t...ll... 

Leon  Navara  and  Hit  Oreh. 
(9-19)   Nov.  rt  II... 

Clyde  McCoy  and  Oreh. 
(8-29)    Nov.  28t...l0... 

Jlmmle  Lunceford  and  Oreh 
(1-23-37)   Dee.  I9t...l0... 

George  Hall  and  Oreh  Jan.    9,'37t  10. . . 
Louisiana  Kings   Jan.  23,'S7t.l  rl. 

Roger   Wolfe    Kahn  and 
Oreh.  .;  Feb.  6,'S7t  

Cab  Calloway  and  Oreh  Feb.  20,'37t  
MERRIE  MELODIES 

(In  Color) 
No.  IS— I'm  a  Big  Shot 
Now  (3-28)   

.Apr. 

No.  19— Let  It  B*  M*  

May 

2  . ..7.... No.  20— I'd  Love  t*  Take 
16  , 

..7.... 

No.  21 — Blnga  Crosbyana. . 
.May 

30 ..7.... 
No.  23— When  1  Yo*  Hoe.. .June 27.  , 

II.... 
.1  rl.. 

.10.... 

.10.... 

..I  rl.. 

Title  Rel.  Date  Mil. 
No.  24—1  Love  ta  Slags 

(6-20)   July  18  F... No.  25 — Sunday  Go  To 
Meetln'  Time  (9-5)  Aug.    8  7 

No.  26 — At  Your  Service. 
Madame   Aug.  29  7... 

No.  27— Toy  Town  Hall 
(9-19)  Sept.  IB  7.. 

No.  28 — Boulevardler  af  th* 
Bronx   Oct.  IOt. . .  .7. . 

No.  29—  Don't  Look  Now...  Nov.  7t....7.. 
No.  30 — Coocoonut  Grove  Nov.  28t  7.. 
No.  SI— Ho  Wat  Har  Mai.  .Jan.  2,'37t.7.. No.  32— Pigt  It  Pigs 

(1-16-37)   Jan.  30,'37t.7... 
OUR  OWN  UNITED  STATES 

No.    8—  Harbor  Lights  Mar.  21  II.. 
No.  9— Wa  Eat  t*  Live.... Apr.  18. ...18.. 
No.  10—  Vacation  Spots  May  16. 
No.  II — Iront  In  the  Flra... Juno  13. 
No.  12 — Can  You  Imagine. .  .July  II. 
No.  13 — For  Sport*  Sake... .Aug.  8. 

PEPPER  POT 
Half  Wlt-nett  Mar.  21. 

Radio  Rambler* 
Beneath  the  Sea  Apr.  18  •.. 
Pictorial  Review  June  27  1  rl 
When  Fish  Fight  July  II.. ..It.. 

PICTORIAL  REVIEWS 
No.  I — Oscar's  Recipes— 

Furs  (8-19)   Sept  I2t 
No.  2 — George  Rector- Fashions   Oct 

No.  3—  Girl  Football- 
Knitted  Wear   Nov.  21 1 

No.  4 — Southern  Wear- 
Aviation   (1-23-37)   Dee.  26 1 

No.  5 — Sports  Afloat 
(2-6-37)   Jan.  I6,'37tl0.. 

No.  6 — Swimming  —  Wood 
Carving   Feb.  I3.'37t  

VITAPHONE  NOVELTIES 
Nut  Guilty  (6-27)  Nov.  2lt...l0... 
Logging  Along   Sept.  26t  
Ounce  af  Invent!**,  Am  Oet  24t  , 

Ray  Gross 
Oklahoma  At  It  Dte.  I9t  

Cal  Tinney 

Poets  of  the  Organ  (8-22).. Jan.  I6,'37t.l  rl Mr.  and  Mr*.  Jesse  Crawford 
Whale  Ho  (7-14)  Fab.  1 3/37 1.... 

.10. 

IOt ...  10. . 
II. 

SELQIALS 

12  Episodes  Each  Unless  Otherwise  Specified 
Title  Rel.  Date  Mln. 

REPUBLIC 
Dick  Tracy  6401   Feb.  20/377  

Ralph  Byrd-Kay  Hughes 
(15  episodes) 

Painted  Stallion.  The  6421  June  5,  37t  
Ray  Corrigan-Hoot  Gibson Robinson  Crusoe  of  Clipper 
Island  3583   Nov.  14  
Mala  (14  episodes) 

Undersea  Kingdom  3581 
(5-18)   May  30  
Ray  Cerrlgan-Lols  Wilde Vigilantes  Are  Coming.  Th* 
3582    Aug.  22  

Bob  Livingston- Kay  Hughet 

STAGE  and  SCREEN 
(Waiss-Mintz-Serlals) 

Black  Coin,  The  Sept.  It  
Ralph  Graves- Ruth  Mix  (1st  episode,  S 
(15  episodes)  followed  by  14 reel  episode*.) 

Clutching  Hand.  Tb*  (5-23). Apr.  18  2 
Jack  Mulhall-  (• 
Wm.  Farnum  (1st  episode,  S 
(also  feature  version)      followed  by  14 

reel  eplsodet.) 

rl*.. 

rit. 
tea) 

rlt.. 

UNIVERSAL 
Ace  Drummond  (11-7)  Oet  I9t  

John  King-Jean  Roger* 
(13  episodes) (Exploitation:  Nov.  7,  p.  84.) 

Flash  Gordon  (3-14)  Apr.  8  
Buster  Crabbe-Jean  Rogers 
(13  episodes) 

Jungle  Jim  (12-26)  Jan.  I8/S7t. 
Grant  Withers-Betty  Jane  Rhodes 

Phantom  Rider  (6-6)   July  It.... 
Buck  Jones-Maria  Shelton 
(15  episodes) Seeret  Agent  X  9  Apr.  I2/S7t. 
Scott  Kolk-Jeai  Roger* 

VICTORY 

Blake  of  Scotland  Yard  Jan.  SO.'STt Shadow  of  Chinatown  Oct.  IOt  .. 
Bela  Lugesl-Herman  Brlx M5  episodes) 
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J.  C  JENKINS-HIS  COLYUM 

McAllen,  Texas 
Dear  Herald: 

We  will  probably  be  criticized  a  whole  lot 
for  what  we  say  in  this  letter,  and  probably 
we  ought  to  be,  but  we  have  been  criticized 
so  much  that  our  hide  has  become  as  tough 

as  a  rhino's. 
We  wonder  if  it  is  generally  believed  that 

about  one-half  of  the  people  of  the  United 
States  are  crazy  on  various  subjects  and  the 

other  half  don't  know  any  more  than  they 
ought  to.  We  belong  to  both  halves. 

Back  in  the  days  of  the  Pilgrim  Fathers 
if  a  person  complained  that  a  certain  old  lady 
bewitched  him  she  was  taken  to  the  public 
square  and  tied  to  a  post  and  flogged  in  view 
of  the  people,  but  later  on  a  mayor  was 
elected  who  had  some  sense  and  he  issued 

an  edict  that  anyone  complaining  of  being 
bewitched  was  to  receive  the  same  treatment, 
and  from  then  on  witchcraft  vanished. 

Ladders,  Cats,  Nosebleeds 

Superstition  dates  back  to  the  Dark  Ages 
and  continues  more  or  less  to  the  present. 

Some  won't  start  on  a  journey  on  Friday; 
others  won't  walk  under  a  ladder.  Some  be- 

lieve that  if  a  black  cat  crosses  ahead  of  them 

in  the  road  they  should  turn  back.  Some  be- 
lieve they  should  rap  on  wood  to  avoid  some 

calamity.  Some  think  it  is  dangerous  to  walk 
over  a  broomstick.  We  knew  an  old  lady  who 
would  tie  a  red  string  of  yarn  around  her 
neck  to  stop  nose  bleeding. 

Some  folks  can  look  at  a  new  moon  and 

tell  us  what  kind  of  weather  we  are  going 
to  have ;  some  books  tell  us  a  year  ahead  just 
what  kind  of  weather  we  will  have,  and  some 

folks  believe  it.  Some  will  plant  their  pota- 
toes in  the  dark  of  the  moon  and  some  in 

the  light  of  the  moon,  and  both  believe  they 

are  right.  Some  won't  sleep  in  a  hotel  room numbered  13  and  others  claim  to  tell  what 

the  coming  winter  will  be  by  the  thickness  of 
the  corn  husks.  One  lady  will  tell  our  for- 

tunes over  the  radio  if  we  will  write  her 

our  age  and  where  we  were  born,  and  will 
enclose  a  dollar.  Lots  of  people  reply,  which 
inclines  us  to  believe  that  Barnum  was  right, 

and  if  it  weren't  for  the  suckers  some  people 
would  have  to  go  to  work. 

Sowing  Flax  in  Shirttail 

We  heard  our  father  tell  that  when  he  was 

a  boy  they  had  a  neighbor  who  raised  a  small 
patch  of  flax  each  year.  H£  had  certain  rules 
to  go  by.  One  was  to  sow  his  flax  on  a  cer- 

tain day,  regardless  of  weather  conditions. 
He  would  get  up  before  daylight  and  cut  a 
peach  tree  sprout  the  exact  length  he  wanted 
the  flax  to  grow,  then  he  would  carry  the 
sprout  in  his  mouth  and  go  out  in  his  shirt- 
tail  and  sow  his  flax  seed,  and  ever  since 
that  we  have  been  wondering  whyinhel  we 
took  this  country  away  from  the  Indians  and 
Mexicans. 

We  spend  millions  of  dollars  dredging  the 
lakes  and  marshes  of  the  upper  Mississippi 
and  Ohio  and  other  rivers  so  the  water  can 

run  off  quickly,  and  then  go  down  the  lower 
Mississippi  and  spend  hundreds  of  millions 
more  to  take  care  of  the  water.  We  pay 
people  for  killing  five  million  pigs  to  make 
the  price  of  pork  high;  we  pay  farmers  for 
plowing  up  crops  and  spend  hundreds  of  mil- 

lion of  dollars  to  build  dams  to  irrigate  land 

to  raise  more  crops.  We  build  "shelterbelts" 
and  can't  get  enough  dogs  to  irrigate  the 
trees.  Doggone  the  doggone  luck,  anyhow, 

and  then  there's  another  thing,  as  Andy 
Gump  said  to  Min,  but  we'll  skip  that. V 

Losing  Sleep  at  Theatre 

Did  you  see  "Sing  Me  a  Love  Song"?  It 
has  James  Melton,  Patricia  Ellis,  Hugh  Her- 

bert, Zasu  Pitts  and  Allen  Jenkins  in  the 
cast,  and  if  you  know  anything  about  casts, 
and  we  think  you  do,  you  will  agree  with 
us  that  this  is  a  good  one. 

We  don't  pretend  to  know  very  much 
about  pictures,  but,  as  we  saw  it,  we  would 
class  this  as  mighty  good  entertainment. 
We  saw  this  picture  the  other  night  at 

Shine  Mason's  Palace  theatre,  and  this  is 
the  same  theatre  where  we  see  a  lot  of  good 

ones,  and  if  Shine  don't  watch  out  we  will 
have  him  in  that  kangaroo  court  on  a  dam- 

age suit  for  making  us  lose  a  lot  of  sleep, 

see  if  we  don't. 
We  have  to  laugh  every  time  we  think  of 

Jimmy  Melton  and  Zasu  Pitts  in  that  picture 
when  they  were  singing — 

Oh,  carry  me  back  to  the  lone  prai-re-e-e-e 
Where  the  coyotes  howl  and  the  winds  blow  free, 
And  when  I  die  you  can  bury  me 

'Neath  the  western  sky  on  the  lone  prai-re-e-e-e. 

Even  Zasu  had  to  laugh  when  she  was 
singing.  She  reminded  us  a  whole  lot  of  a 
swamp  angel  prima  donna  singing  a  hillbilly 
song  back  on  the  Kankakee  river  in  Indiana. 

SHORT  PRODUCT 

PLAYING  BROADWAY 

Week  of  February  20,  1937 

CAPITOL 
Colorful  Islands   MGM 
What  Do  You  Think?  MGM 
Hold  the  Wire  Paramount 

CRITERION 

Singing  in  the  Air  RKO  Radio 
Deadly  Females   RKO  Radio 
Be  Human   Paramount 

MUSIC  HALL 

Mickey's  Elephant   United  Artists 
PARAMOUNT 

Paramount  Pictorial,  No.  6.  Paramount 
Where  Champions  Meet.  .  .  Paramount 
The  Paneless  Window  Washer.  Paramount 

RIALTO 

Whoops,  I'm  an  Indian  Columbia 
RIVOLI 

Mickey's  Elephant   United  Artists 
ROXY 

Bad  Housekeeping   RKO  Radio 
Stranger  Than  Fiction,  No. 32. Universal 
A  Boy  and  His  Dog  Columbia 

STRAND 

Porky's  Road  Race  Vitaphone 
Along  the  Mediterranean ..  Vitaphone 

That  famous  cowboy  classic  will  go  roaring 
down  the  cycles  of  time,  like  a  hound  pup 
after  an  alley  cat. 

V 

Up  in  Nebraska  we  have  a  state  constitu- 
tion which  prevents  the  state  from  going  into 

debt,  and  we  don't  owe  a  nickel  to  anybody, 
and  we  have  never  heard  anyone  suggest  that 
the  Constitution  be  amended.  A  suggestion 
of  that  kind  would  be  very  unpopular.  The 

Nebraska  folks  don't  believe  that  they  could 
spend  themselves  into  prosperity. 

V 

Hammerheads  and  Whistles 

About  200  feet  from  where  we  are  living 
is  the  Missouri-Pacific  railroad  and  three  or 
four  fruit  trains  go  through  here  every  night 
and  the  engineers  seem  to  take  delight  in 
pulling  their  whistle  cords  right  in  front  of 
our  bedroom  window.  These  hammerheads, 
and  Shine  Mason  of  the  Palace  theatre,  are 
responsible  for  us  losing  a  lot  of  good  sleep. 

There's  got  to  be  something  done  about  that. V 
Some  of  these  nice,  warm  days  we  are 

going  to  go  down  to  Brownsville  and  go  fish- 
ing with  J.  C.  Fanning.  J.  C,  as  you  proba- 
bly know,  operates  the  Brownsville  theatres, 

and  fishing  or  anything  else  don't  interfere 
with  his  theatre  work,  but — - 

When  the  wind  begins  to  blow 
And  it  starts  to  getting  warm, 

When  the  fish  come  up  the  channel  from  the  bay, 
It  is  then  that  you  will  know 
That  as  sure  as  you  are  born 

That  J.  C.  will  go  out  fishing  every  day. 

But  the  fact  is  that  J.  C.  never  neglects 

business  to  go  fishing,  and  we  wouldn't  give a  nickel  a  carload  for  those  who  do. 

We  knew  a  guy  back  in  Indiana  once  who 
put  in  the  most  of  his  time  fishing  while  his 
wife  took  in  washing  to  support  herself  and 
11  kids.  Somehow  those  Hoosier  fishermen 

always  seemed  to  raise  big  families.  It  never 
seemed  to  interfere  with  their  fishing.  We 

understand  that  J.  C.'s  health  is  not  of  the 
best  and  his  doctor  has  ordered  him  to  stay 
out  of  doors  as  much  as  possible.  We  are 

going  to  get  that  doctor's  address,  but  if  he 
puts  us  on  a  diet  we  are  going  to  tell  him 

to  go  jump  into  the  Rio  Grande.  Aufweider- 
sehn. 

COLONEL  J.  C.  JENKINS 

The  HERALD's  Vagabond  Colyumnist 
THE  HERALD  COVERS  THE  FIELD  LIKE  AN 

APRIL  SHOWER. 

Clark  Made  Director 

Charles  Clark,  veteran  cameraman,  has 

been  promoted  to  director  by  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer  and  his  first  assignment  will  be 
"Pigskin  Champions,"  a  Pete  Smith  short 
subject.  He  succeeded  David  Miller,  who 
is  ill  with  influenza. 

Importing  French  Film 
William  and  Max  A.  Goldberg  in  New 

York  have  purchased  the  American  rights  to 

the  French  picture,  "Lucretia  Borgia," 
directed  by  Abel  Gance.  The  film  is  now 
in  its  11th  month  in  Paris,  but  has  been 
banned  in  England,  Germany  and  Italy. 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISING 

the  great 

national  medium 
for  showmen 

Ten  cents  per  word,  money-order  or  check  with  copy.  Count  initials,  box  number  and  address.  Minimum  insertion, 
$1.  Four  insertions  for  the  price  of  three.  Contract  rates  on  application.  No  borders  or  cuts.  Forms  close 

Mondays  at  5  P.M.  Publisher  reserves  the  right  to  reject  any  copy.  Film  and  trailer  service  advertising  not 

accepted.  Classified  advertising  not  subject  to  agency  commission.  Address  correspondence,  copy  and  checks  to 

MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD,  Classified  Dept.,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York  City 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

YOU'VE  GOT  SOMETHING  THERE,  SAY 
smart  exhibitors  who've  heard  our  audio-matic  volume 
control  amplifiers.  Size  for  every  theatre  from  $39.50, 
with  RCA  metal  tubes.  Extra  liberal  trades.  For  proof, 
write  S.  O.  S-,  636-AF  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

20,000  YARDS  CARPET.  JOB  LOTS— CLOSE- outs.  New  and  used.  HOTEL  AND  THEATRE 
CARPET  COMPANY,  427  W.  42nd  St.,  New  York 
City. 

books 

ORDER  NOW!  RICHARDSON'S  NEW  BLUE 
Book  of  Projection — 6th  edition  complete  in  one  yol- 
ume,  714  pages,  153  illustrations.  Full  text  on  projec- 

tion and  sound  combined  with  trouble-shooter,  $5.25 
postpaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rockefeller  Center, 
New  York. 

THEATRE  ACCOUNTING  BY  WILLIAM  F. 
Morris,  is  still  the  best  bookkeeping  system  for  thea- 

tres. It  not  only  guides  you  in  making  the  proper 
entries,  but  provides  sufficient  blank  pages  for  a 
complete  record  of  your  operations  for  each  day  of 
the  year.  Notable  for  its  simplicity.  Order  now — 
$3  postage  prepaid.  QUIGLEY  BOOKSHOP,  Rocke- 

feller Center,  New  York. 

LOOK  WHAT  98c  BUYS !  SLOANE'S  FAMOUS 
"Motion  Picture  Projection"  or  Mancall's  "Servicing 
Projection  Equipment."  Fully  illustrated.  Chuck  full of  facts,  charts,  technical  help.  Both  books  $1.69. 
Order  from  S.  O.  S.,  636-AF  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

PROJECTIONIST  _  AND  ELECTRICIAN  —  15 
years'  experience.  Desires  change.  Go  anywhere.  Refer- ences. Box  834,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

TRAINING  SCHOOL 

LEARN  MODERN  THEATRE  MANAGEMENT, 
advertising,  theatre  technics.  Big  opportunities  for 
trained  men.  Tenth  year.  Free  catalog.  THEATRE 
INSTITUTE,  315  Washington  St.,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

AIR  CONDITIONING  CHARTS  THAT  REPRE- 
sent  standard  practice  in  air  conditioning  for  motion 
picture  theatres.  Practical  advice  on  how  to  attain 
the  best  atmospheric  conditions  for  your  house  winter 
and  summer.  Devised  to  be  put  on  the  wall  for  con- 

stant reference.  Available  until  the  supply  is  ex- 
hausted at  25c  each,  payment  direct.  BETTER 

THEATRES,  Rockefeller  Center,  New  York. 

BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

YOUNG,  INTELLIGENT  MAN  SEEKS  ACTIVE 
partnership  with  $2,500  investment  in  small  but  first 
class  independent  theatre.  New  York  State  preferred. 
Particulars  to  Box  836,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

PLENTY  OF  COMPLETE  CHAIRS  IN  STOCK, 
also  extra  cushions  and  parts.  Buy  now  before  prices 
go  up.  ALLIED  SEATING  CO.,  358  W.  44th  St., 
New  York. 

IF  YOUR  NEW  CHAIR  BUDGET  IS  SLIM, 
come  to  chair  headquarters.  Opera  chairs,  all  makes, 
priced  from  75c  up.  Thousands  described  in  our  bulle- 

tin 15K.  Write  S.  O.  S.,  636-AF  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

900  SPRING  SEATS,  FULLY  UPHOLSTERED 
back.  600  spring  seats,  veneer  back.  Thousands  of 
veneer  seats.  All  reconstructed  and  reupholstered  at 
attractive  prices.  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC., 
341  W.  44th  Street,  New  York  City. 

UNUSUAL  BARGAINS  IN  USED  OPERA 
chairs,  sound  equipment,  motion  picture  machines, 
screens,  spotlights,  stereopticons,  etc.  Projection  ma- 

chines repaired.  Catalog  H  free.  MOVIE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY,  LTD.,  844  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

NATIONAL  EXHIBITORS  HEADQUARTERS  FOR 
genuine  guaranteed  reconditioned  Simplex,  Powers  pro- 

jectors, mechanisms,  reflector  lamps,  mazda  lamp- 
houses,  rectifiers,  motor  generators,  screens,  lenses, 
automatic  rewinds,  sound  equipment,  portables,  etc. 
We  buy — sell  and  swap.  Bargain  bulletin  free.  Com- 

plete stock  accessories  and  supplies.  MONARCH 
THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

THEY'RE  GREAT  FOR  EXPERIMENT  OR 
spares.  Standard  makes  used  theatre  amplifiers,  Op- 
eradio,  Webster,  Radiart,  Mellaphone,  RCA.  from 
$19.50.  Soundheads  for  Powers,  Simplex,  $15  up. 
S.  O.  S.,  636-AF  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

300  SPRING  SEATS,  VENEER  BACKS, .  CHEAP. 
900  veneer  seats,  all  re-finished,  very  attractive.  Bar- 

gain. JOHN  BLUM,  722  Springfield  Ave.,  Newark, N.  J.  

800  USED  OPERA  CHAIRS,  Al  CONDITION, 
full  spring  cushion  seat  with  an  inserted  leather 
panel  back — bargain  price  $1.50  each  f.o.b.  theatre — 
will  not  split  lot  at  this  price.  WESTERN  FEATURE 
FILM  &  SUPPLY  CO.,  1018  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago, 

111. 
OUR  PRICES  HAVE  NOT  "GONE, UP"!  GUAR- anteed  re-conditioned  rebuilt  projection  equipment. 

Simplex  projectors.  All  makes  and  types  of  low-in- 
tensity lamphouses,  like  new:  G.  E.  and  Simplex 

mazda  lamphouses  and  transformers;  Forest  rectifiers; 
Hertner,  Roth,  Westinghouse  motor  generators: 
screens;  automatic  rewinders;  lenses;  curtain  control 
machines;  changeovers.  Tell  us  your  needs.  We  have 
it.  At  bargain  prices.  Your  old  equipment  accepted 
in  trade.  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  CO.,  INC..  341 
W.  44th  Street,  New  York  City. 

COMPLETE  SOUND  EOUIPMENT  FOR  TWO' 
Powers  projectors  $125.   C.  P.  OWEN,  Millport,  N.  Y. 

PRINTING  SERVICE 

NEARGRAVURE— (RAISED  PRINTTNG)-500 
letterheads,  500  envelopes  $6.59  cash,  prepaid.  SOLLI- 
DAYS,  since  1897,  Knox,  Ind. 

THEATRES  EOR  SALE 

NORTHWESTERN  INDIANA.  400  SEATS,  NEW- 
ly  installed  equipment.  Great  territory  to  draw  from. 
Now  operating.  Box  835,  MOTION  PICTURE  HER- ALD. 

WANTED  TO  CUT 

GOOD  USED  BELL  &  HOWELL  AND  MITCHELL 
motion  picture  cameras.  State  condition  and  lowest 
cash  price.  BOX  785A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

RECONDITIONED  MOTOR  GENERATORS  FOR 
use  in  foreign  countries.  State  make  and  prices.  BOX 
787A,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

ORGANS— WE  BUY  ALL  MAKES  OF  USED 
organs  for  cash.  DELOSH  BROTHERS,  3508— 105th 
St.,  Corona,  L.  I. 

WE'LL  SWAP  WITH  YOU.  HIGHEST  PRICES 
for  Simplex,  Powers  projectors,  arc  lamps,  rectifiers, 
generators,  lenses.  Stocks  liquidated.  Fast  action. 
Box  833,  MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

GENERAL 

EOUIPMENT 

_  JUST  A  FEW  HOT  NUMBERS  FROM  OUR jubilee  sale.  Tickets,  19c  roll;  photocells,  $3.95;  pro- 
jectionists' tool  kits,  $9.95;  sound  screens,  voco-chrome, 

22V2C  sq.  ft.;  giant  15''  theatre  speakers,  $13.95.  Hun- dreds of  others.  Get  our  bulletins.  S.  O.  S.,  636-AF 
Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

DOUBLE  18  AMPERE  GENERATOR  $75;  DOU- 
ble  25  ampere  generator  $85 — in  perfect  condition. Sonolux  exciter  lamps  40c;  RCA  belts  70c.  CROWN, 
311  West  44th  St.,  New  York. 

A  IRATE  BLOWERS— NOW  IS  THE  TIME  TO 
make  installation  for  the  summer  season.  Write  at 
once.    CROWN,  311  West  44th  St.,  New  York. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTIONIST  OR  FREE 
lanced  sound  service  men  can  make  good  living  repre- 

senting several  standard  items  needed  for  theatre  use. 
Must  be  willing  to  work  on  commission  basis  and  will- 

ing to  carry  samples.  Good  references  and  territory 
you  can  cover.  Also  bank  affiliation.  BOX  788A, 
MOTION  PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WILL  LEASE  ON  LONG  TERM  OR  ARRANGE 
to  buy  theatre  now  operating  or  already  equipped  _  to 
open.  Give  complete  details  in  first  letter  as  to  seating 
capacity,  population,  nearest  competition  and  on 
what  terms  available.  BOX  786A,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 
WILL  BUY  OR  LEASE  PAYING  THEATRE. 

Prefer  small  town  in  southern  territory.  Write  full 
particulars  for  quick  action.  BOX  831,  MOTION 
PICTURE  HERALD. 

THEATRE  IN  TOWN  OF  OVER  1,000.  INDIANA, 
Illinois,  Michigan  and  Ohio.  W.  C.  HOMER,  30S 
No.  3rd  St.,  Vincennes,  Ind. 

BUY  OR  LEASE; — MICHIGAN  THEATRE,  EX- 
clusive  field.   PAUL  RATLIFF,  Evart,  Mich. 

THEATRE  LEASE  WANTED.  ANYWHERE  IN 
Pennsylvania,  New  York,  or  Ohio;  best  reference. 
Give  full  details,  write  Box  837,  MOTION  PICTURE 
HERALD. 

PRESS  OF 
C.  J.   O'BRIEN.  INC. NEW  YORK 
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OH,  SUSANNA! 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE 

THE  BIG  SHOW 

—  Texas  Centennial  Special 

THE  OLD  CORRAL 

ROUNDUP  TIME 

IN  TEXAS 

GIT  ALONG  LITTLE 

DOG  I ES  —  Spec/a/  of  the 

same  calibre  as  "The  Big  Show" 

\ene 

•eco 

the  screen  s  ace 

western  star  I 

-  BUT  DON'T  TAKE 

OUR  WORD  FOR  IT ! 

BIG  SHOW,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Kay  Hughes — A 
perfect  picture  for  our  town.  Drew  above  average  and 
pleased  everyone.  We  probably  made  a  mistake  play- 

ing it  only  one  day.  When  your  patrons  complair 
about  an  eight-reel  picture  being  too  short,  well,  yot 
know  it's  a  good  show  You'll  be  glad  you  played  Oris 
picture.  Played  January  9. — C.  O.  Shuler  and  E.  F 
Ingram,  Ashland  Theatre,  Ashland,  Ala.  Small  towi 
and  CCC  patronage. 

SINGING  COWBOY  AND  OH,  SUSANNA!  Gen 
Autry — From  my  observation  after  showing  "Singini 
Cowboy"  and  "Oh,  Susanna,"  Autry  is  the  best  be 
an  exhibitor  can  make,  for  in  my  estimation  Autr 
will  be  greater  than  Tom  Mix  was  in  his  palmies 
days  in  silent  pictures.  Autry's  combination  of  sing 
ing  and  riding  makes  a  happy  medium  for  clicking  a 
the  box  office.  This  is  the  first  comment  on  an 
product  in  26  years  of  business  here,  but  I  feel  credi 
is  due,  even  though  Republic  is  a  newcomer  in  th 
business.— Johnnie  Griffin,  Orpheum  Theatre,  Chinook 
Mont.   General  patronage. 

OLD  CORRAL,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burn 
ette— Our  box  office  jumps  every  time  we  play  Gen 
Autry  westerns.  This  is  the  best  Western  star  w 
are  using  Autry  pictures  gross  with  the  bigges 
pictures  we  play  Played  January  6-7. — Gavin  Bros American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Small  tow 
patronage 

BIG  SHOW,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Kay  Hughes— Th 
result  of  the  national  poll  as  recorded  in  the  HERAL 
and  in  FAME  notwithstanding  Gene  Autry  is  wa 
and  above  any  other  western  stars  at  our  box  office 
"The  Big  Show"  is  well  produced  and  better  tha 
any  previous  Autry  we  have  shown.  Pleased  every 
one,  including  myself.  Excellent  business.  Runnin 
time,  70  minutes.— Ted  Stump,  Elted  Theatre,  Absaro 
kee,  Mont.   Rural  patronage. 

RIDE,  RANGER,  RIDE:  Gene  Autry,  Smile; 
Burnette — When  better  westerns  are  made  Gen> 
Autry  will  make  them.  All  Gene  Autry  pictures  d( 
a  fine  business  for  us.  Played  December  4-5. — Gavii 
Bros.,  American  Theatre,  Stevensville,  Mont.  Smal 
town  patronage. 

SINGING  COWBOY,  THE:  Gene  Autry,  Lois  Wild 
—Autry  musical  westerns  outdraw  all  other  picture 
so  typed.  Of  course  they  please;  otherwise  the 
wouldn't  do  so.— C.  E.  Morrow,  Morrow's  Theatn 
Decatur,  111.    General  patronage. 
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Carole  Lombard  SINGS  for  the  first  time 

in  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low." 

1 

I 

Fred  MacMurray  PLAYS  THE  HOT  TRUMPET 

in  "Swing  High,  Swing  Low." 

2 

,*<MMMMiwpr 

▼•AH.  
* Charles  Butterworth  BANGS  THE  HOT  PIANO 

in  'Swing  High,  Swing  Low. 

Dorothy  Lamour,  the  Jungle  Girl, 

TEARS  INTO  THE  SWING  HIT  "PANAMANIA. 

it's  a  PARAMOUNT  PICTURE!. ..SEE  PAGES  19-22 
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